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149) Foreword 
This edition of the Minerals Yearbook marks the centennial of the first 

5 annual publication of comprehensive mineral industry statistics by the 
Federal Government. The need for complete, reliable mineral statistics on a 
regular basis was recognized in 1880, when Clarence King, then Director of 
the United States Geological Survey, stated in his annual report: 

“As a whole it is true, and can never be refuted, that the Federal 
Government alone can successfully prosecute the noble work of investigating 
and making known the natural mineral wealth of the country, current modes 
of mining and metallurgy, and the industrial statistics of production.” 

In response to this suggestion the Forty-seventh Congress, in an appro- 
priations act of August 7, 1882 (22 Stat. 329), placed collection of mineral 
statistics on an annual basis, stating in the act that “...not to exceed ten 
thousand dollars of the amount appropriated in this paragraph may be 
applied under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior to the procuring of 
statistics in relation to mines and mining other than gold and silver...” 

Data on minerals production for 1882, collected under this appropriation, 
along with census data for 1880 and such data as were available for 1881, were 
published in a report entitled “Mineral Resources of the United States.” That 
volume began the annual series that has continued unbroken to the present. 

“Mineral Resources of the United States” was compiled and published by 
the Geological Survey from the initial volume through the volume covering 
1923. Beginning with the 1924 edition, compilation and publication of this 
report became the responsibility of the Bureau of Mines, then part of the : 
Department of Commerce. The title ‘Mineral Resources of the United States” 
continued in use through the 1931 edition, when after a half century of 
publication, the title was changed to the current “Minerals Yearbook.” 

The first “Minerals Yearbook” covered the period 1932-33 and had a 
statistical appendix. Before the edition was completed, however, the Bureau 
of Mines was transferred to the Department of the Interior; therefore, the 
statistical appendix bears the seal of the Department of the Interior, rather 
than that of the Commerce Department. 

Throughout a century of publication, the content, format, and length of 
these volumes have changed in response to user requirements and a changing 
industry. Initially a single volume of some 800 pages, the Yearbook became a 
two-part report “Metals” and “Nonmetals” in 1907 and continued in that 
format through the 1931 edition. From the combined 1932-33 edition through 
that of 1951, it returned to single-volume format, although the editions of 
1932-33, 1934, and 1935 each had a statistical appendix. Beginning with the 
1952 edition, the multivolume format of commodity and geographic area 
coverage was instituted, continuing through this edition as follows: 

1952-62 - Volume I, Metals and Minerals 
Volume II, Fuels — 
Volume III, Area Reports 

1963-65 - Volume I, Metals and Minerals 
Volume II, Fuels 
Volume III, Area Reports, Domestic 
Volume IV, Area Reports, International 

1966-69 - Volume I—II, Metals, Minerals, and Fuels 
Volume III, Area Reports, Domestic 
Volume IV, Area Reports, International 

lll



, | 

1V 

1970-76 - Volume I, Metals, Minerals, and Fuels | 

Volume I, Area Reports, Domestic | ! 
Volume III, Area Reports, i ternational ' 

1977-81 - Volume I, Metals and Minerals | 

Volume II, Area Reports, Domestic SO a 

Volume III, Area Reports, International _— | 

Commodity coverage has also changed thoughout the period. Some . 

minerals that were given substantial space in the early volumes no longer 

have separate chapters, and new mineral commodities have been added. : 

The 1882 edition contained 48 commodity or commodity group chapters ° 

whereas this edition contains 71. Data on ‘the mineral fuels, included in the ; 

Yearbook from its onset, were deleted beginning with the 1977 edition, | 

when responsibilities for those commodities were transferred to the new 

Department of Energy. | a 7 

As we move into the second century of publication, our philosophy . 

remains to publish a viable document responsive to the needs of its varied | 

user community. To this end we continue to invite constructive comments . 

and suggestions from our readers. | 

. - Robert C. Horton, Director ' 

| 

|
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Mi in the Wo inerals in the rid 
Economy 

By Charles L. Kimbell! and John Panulas? 

For the world mineral industry as a_ disturbances certainly had an adverse effect 
whole, the year 1981 was a period of contin- on the mineral industries as well as on the 
uation and, in some instances, an accelera- general economics of Israel, Syria, Lebanon, 7 

tion of negative trends extending back into and Jordan. However, the relatively small 
1980. Most available statistical data re- contribution of these nations to world min- 
flected stagnation or downturns in activity. eral supplies made the impact of these | 

: Levels of production, trade, and consump- problems minimal on a global basis to the 
tion declined for a substantial number of mineral industry. 
leading mineral commodities, including, Similarly, the Soviet incursion into | 
most notably, steel and petroleum. Invest- Afghanistan had little impact on world 
ment, if not lower than in 1980, was evident- mineral supplies, but that nation’s meager 

_ ly increasing at a more modest rate. Prices mineral output was adversely affected. Of 
for major mineral commodities were gener- considerably greater world significance 
ally lower, at least in terms of constant were cutbacks in mineral industry activities 
dollars, and in some cases even in terms of in Poland as a result of continued worker 
current dollars. Prospects of a major rever- dissatisfaction and governmental efforts at 
sal of these patterns seemed dim. The min- suppression. | 
eral industry, however, was far from alone In Africa, problems continued between 
in this general downturn; most other ele- Angola and the Republic of South Africa in | 
ments of the national economies of the the Namibian area, and the resolution of 
world’s nations fared little better. General the political status of Zimbabwe (formerly 
conditions of inflation, recession, and re- Southern Rhodesia) did not solve all the 

duced industrial product consumption were problems of that state. | 
reflected in most other sectors of the total In the Western Hemisphere, continued 

economy. | . guerrilla warfare in several Central Ameri- 
International political events continued can Republics curtailed mineral industry | 

to influence mineral output and flow but activities there. 
had less influence on overall levels of activi- Efforts continued through the United Na- 
ties than on the geographic distribution of tions to achieve international agreement on 
these activities. The Iran-Iraq war certainly a Law of the Sea treaty, but there seemed 
played a role in reducing mineral industry little prospect of agreement by member 
activities in those nations, but the commodi- nations. Moreover, the need for seabed 

ty most affected, petroleum, was available mining, at least in the immediate future, 

from other sources in sufficient quantity seemed a questionable matter, viewing the 
that, in the face of reduced demand, a_ developed but unused onshore capacity for 
substantial surplus developed. the principal minerals available from sea- 

In the lands of the eastern Mediterra- bed deposits—manganese, nickel, copper, 
nean, continued internal and international and cobalt. 

]
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PRODUCTION 

_— 
The estimated value of world crude min- approximately 2.5% below the historical i 

eral production in 1981 was $552,200 million peak of $566,500 million achieved in 1979. . 
in terms of 1978 dollars, an amount approx- The following table summarizes approx- 1 
imately equal to the 1980 value, reflecting a imate data on the value of world mineral | 
stagnation in growth during the year. The production for selected years: : 
output value level for 1980 and 1981 was | | 

Billion constant 1978 dollars ! 

| Yer majorcrude de mineral 
commodities? commodities® 

1950 __.___-_ ee 67.8 771.2 | 
1958 _-. 88.5 101.7 
1958. 113.6 136.5 | 
1968 ___-._ 125.7 154.0 
1968 _-- 145.6 176.5 | 
1973 _-§ 234.0 281.6 ' 
978 478.9 539.7 : 
1979F_____ a eee 502.7 566.5 
1980" eee eee eee 489.9 552.2 | 
1981 _________---~------_--+----_-------------------- 489.9 | 552.2 

"Revised. | 
1The list of commodities included appears in table 3 of this chapter; one commodity covered in 1950-68 (beryl) is | 

excluded from the 1973-81 figures, but the overall impact of this omission is regarded as insignificant. | 
“Data for all years except 1979, 1980, and 1981 are as reported in Annales des Mines, November-December 1980, p. 173; 

data for 1979, 1380, and 1981 are extrapolated from the 1978 Annales des Mines figures on the basis of the United Nations 
index of extractive industry production in the United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, August 1982, p. xiv. 

‘Data extrapolated from values for 53 commodities to compensate for other mineral products. For details on the basis 
for this extrapolation, see accompanying text under “Value of World Mineral Production.” 

The foregoing data, however, do not com- als recovered from secondary sources— : 
pletely portray the role of the mineral scrapand other reclaimed materials. 
industry in the world economy, in that they It should be stressed that crude and 
represent only the value for crude mine processed mineral commodities. constitute : 
output (raw materials from mines, quarries, not only the overwhelmingly dominant ! 
and wells), rather than the considerably share of the total raw material base for all 

enhanced value that results from benefi- manufacturing operations but also, in the 2 
ciation, smelting, refining, and other equiv- form of fertilizers, a significant requirement . 
alent downstream processing. If the value for the agricultural sector and the only 
added through such processing were includ- significant source of energy for all sectors of 
ed, a 1981 figure on the order of $1,300,000 the economy of the world as a whole. . | 

million (1978 dollars) could be regarded as a | 
conservative estimate of the value of output PRODUCTION INDEX PATTERNS 

of mineral industry plants operating from The following tabulation summarizes the 
primary materials only. An additional un- growth in world mineral industry output as 
estimated increment should also be consid- reflected by the United Nations indexes for 
ered for the value of those processed materi- extractive mineral industry components: 2 

!
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| 
Index numbers (1975= 100) 

Year . Crude Extrac- 
petroleum tive in- 

Coal and natural Metals dustry 
gas to eee stot 

Annual averages: 
1978. es 101.1 116.2 101.4 112.7 1979. 106.2 122.0 103.8 118.3 1980___ 109.4 117.1 105.5 115.8 quately waulig) “77777 108.5 117.6 103.6 115.3 
arterly results: 
1980: 

Ist quarter________- = 108.9 123.8 106.8 120.0 2d quarter _______ 110.7 117.6 108.2 116.3 . 3d quarter ___-__ = 106.8 115.9 102.1 113.6 198 4th quarter____________________ 111.3 1110 . 105.1 111.3 
1: 
Ist quarter_____________________________ 126 118.5 102.0 116.3 2d quarter ____________ 99.8 123.5 105.4 118.7 3d quarter ____ = 108.7 118.7 103.1 115.9 
4th quarter____ _______~_____ 113.0 109.8 104.0 110.4 
eee te ete eprppyeennnnnnnuitanenenee 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. V. 36, No. 8, August 1982, p. xiv. . 

The pattern of change in the index for the | 
e eo LLL SA PA SS SSS pla SS overall extractive industry across the quar- Index numbers (1975= 100) 

ters of 1981 is notable. The first quarter of Non. Chemicals, 
1981 was significantly above the last quar- metallic petroleum, Base 
ter of 1980, and growth continued, on a mineral rubber metals 
more limited scale, into the second quarter, P products 
but thereafter, there was a substantial 4 wnual averages: 
downturn. This overall trend was mirrored 1978 _____-_____ 117.4 125.5 115.2 
in the trends for petroleum and natural gas 178 TrrrTrrr oe 131.8 1203 
and that for metals, but in contrast, the 1981 __________ 121.3 131.2 116.5 
pattern for coal was such that after a good Quarterly results: 
first quarter, there was a sharp downturn in lat quarter __ 120.9 134.4 128.2 

. quarter __ _ . . . the second quarter and gradual improve- Sd quarter __ 1213 1258 1096 
ment thereafter. ios quarter __ 121.3 180.1 115.1 
Comparison of the world extractive indus- ist quarter __ 1176 133.4 119.5 

try indexes in the foregoing tabulation with 2d quarter _ __ 127.1 135.38 120.5 
indexes for the processing sectors of the rae 7-7 212 128.3 3h 
mineral industry that are presented in the §—W——___"_____ 
following tabulation reflects the same gen- Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. 

. V. 36, No. 8, August 1982, p. xv. eral pattern: A general upturn in the first 
half year followed by a substantial down- _For details on differences in mineral in- 
turn in the last half year but, in the case of dex growth patterns for various geographic 

the processed materials, fourth quarter in- areas, see the source publication for the dexes for both the chemicals and petroleum foregoing tabulations. 
group and basic metals group were signifi- 
cantly below the first quarter levels:
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QUANTITATIVE COMMODITY OUTPUT ed increases, 17 showed declines, and 1 was i 
- . . unchanged. Notable among those showing 

| Total world production of 95 distinct min- increases were cement, phosphate rock, ni- 
eral commodities and/or specific forms Of trogen (in ammonia), potash, barite, and 

mineral commodities is given 1n table 1 for fluorspar, while significant among commod- 
1977-81. Of these commodities, only 38 regis- ities showing declines were sulfur, salt, ' 
tered gains in 1981 relative to their 1980 diamond, and asbestos. 

_ level, and 56 recorded declines (1 commodi- _—Of the 11 fuel mineral commodities listed 2 
ty registered no change). The overall results (excluding uranium, which is listed under | 
were much poorer than those for 1979-80, metals), 6 showed increases between 1980 | 

when 54 registered gains and 41 recorded and 1981, while 5 registered declines. The ; 

declines. It is also noteworthy that of the 56 continued decline of crude oil and growth in | 
commodities for which declines were noted coal and marketed natural gas were nota- : 

between 1980 and 1981, 26 had also recorded ble. | 7 
declines between 1979 and 1980; in contrast, No viable means exist to sum up the | 

of the 38 commodities registering gains overall performance of the nonfuel mineral : 
between 1980 and 1981, only 24 had done so_ industry except on a value basis, and for ! 

_. between 1979 and 1980 as well. | these commodities, exactitudes on value are 
| Of the 50 metallic commodities listed, 16 not available for 1979-81. Among the fuel 

_ were produced in greater quantities in 1981 commodities, however, the overall pattern : 
than in 1980; 34 showed production de- of output change can be demonstrated by : 
clines, including all stages of iron produc- United Nations data in which all fuels are { 
tion (ore, pig iron, ferroalloys, and crude reduced to a common energy equivalent 
steel), all stages of aluminum production basis. The following tabulation summa- 
(bauxite, alumina, primary aluminum in-_ rizes world energy commodity output for ; 
got), and most forms of the other major 1976-80 on this basis; corresponding data for | 
nonferrous metals (copper, lead, nickel, and 1981 were not available in time for inclu- , 

: zinc). sion here: 
| Among the 34 listed nonmetals, 16 show- | 

. 
. 

{ 

| | 

Million metric tons of standard coal equivalent? ( 

Crude | Hydro and : 
a Year Coal Petroleum = Natural =“ Ticlear Total? ! 

gas liquids 8 electricity i 

1976 ~-LLLLLL_LLL2,898 4,309 1,639 231 8,573 
977 __-- LL 2,487 4,482 1,681 249 8,859 
1978 _-_-_______ 476 4,526 1,758 274 9,034 
1979 _____________________ iii. 2,614 4,715 1,854 288 9,470 
1980 _________________________ 2,654 4,506 1,878 300 9,338 | 

1Virtually all figures are revised from those published in the 1980 edition of this chapter owing to revisions made by the 
source agency. 

2Detail may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: United Nations. Yearbook of World Energy Statistics. New York, 1982, p. 2. 

Table 1.—World production of major mineral commodities! | 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979” 1980 1981° | 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

. Bauxite, gross weight? / 
; thousand metric tons__ 83,511 81,390 89,357 87,552 87,543 

Alumina, gross weight _______ ___do____ 29,745 29,736 31,444 33,249 32,335 
Unalloyed ingot metal _______ ___do____ 13,779 14,135 14,570 15,427 15,071 

Antimony, mine output, metal content 
metric tons__ 67,676 62,289 64,758 65,070 59,190 | 

Arsenic, white’ #________________do____ 30,648 30,754 31,422 28,727 28,712 
Beryl concentrate, gross weight® * __ ___do____ 2,580 2,620 2,399 2,510 2,634 
Bismuth®____ do 4,478 4,269 3,435 3,249 3,247 
Cadmium metal, smelter___________do____ 18,288 17,446 18,883 18,130 17,721 
Chromite, groes weight* 

thousand metric tons_ _ 9,448 9,262 9,685 9,749 9,276 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—World production of major mineral commodities: —Continued 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979” 1980” 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Cobalt: 
Mine output, metal content __ — metric tons__ 23,450 27,008 29,749 30,607 31,252 . 
Metal, refined _____ __..______do____ 20,762 24,780 28,242 30,143 28,374 

Columbium-tantalum concentrates* 5__ _do____ 21,606 23,588 35,193 36,773 38,536 . 
pper: 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand metric tons_ _ 7,739 7,628 7,674 7.656 8,153 
Metal: 

Smelter: 
Primary® ___ __________do____ 7,612 7,522 7,508 7,423 7,792 . 
Secondary’__ ___________do____ 525 496 538 516 533 

Refined: 
Primary®___ ___________do____ 7,515 7,592 7,614 7,638 7,900 
Secondary’. _ __________-do____ 1,135 1,200 1,289 1,333 1,284 

Gold, mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces__ 38,906 38,983 38,769 39,141 40,785 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, gross weight 
Metal thousand metric tons__ 841,102 847,278 904,272 895,872 860,781 

etal: 
Pigiron ________________do____ 487,538 508,396 530,161 510,322 501,220 
Ferroalloys _______.______do____ 13,467 14,095 16,017 15,794 14,992 

Lead Steel, crude ______________do____ 672,794 714,109 745,014 714,387 104,337 
ad: 
Mine output, metal content _______do____ 3,345 3,373 3,401 3,428 3,353 
Metal: 

Smelter: 
Primary®__ ________.--do____ 3,190 3,224 3,299 3,205 3,159 
Secondary ____________do____ 1,950 1,961 2,071 1,929 1,822 

Refined: 
Primary_____~____.____do____ 3,212 3,280 3,325 3,225 3,216 
Secondary _.__________do____ 2,208 2,218 2,370 2,198 2,093 

Magnesium metal, smelter, primary® 
metric tons_ _ 257,236 288,240 307,400 317,146 297,663 

Manganese ore, gross weight 
thousand metric tons_ _ 22,870 22,586 26,225 26,390 23,573 

Mercury, mine output, metal content 
76-pound flasks_ — 190,736 181,434 174,735 203,925 206,604 © 

Molybdenum, mine output, metal content 
metric tons_ _ 95,122 100,113 103,968 109,654 109,038 

Monazite concentrate (source of rare-earth metals 
and thorium). __~§_§_§__§_________do____ 16,631 22,388 22,488 19,829 19,910 

Nickel: . 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand metric tons. _ 828 656 679 745 700 
Metal, smelter ________________do____ 714 603 642 730 691 

Platinum-group metals, mine output 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 6,511 6,440 6,486 6,836 6,823 

Selenium metal, smelter* 5 _____ metric tons__ 1,384 1,421 1,620 1,369 1,340 
Silver, mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces. _ 331,270 345,428 344,630 339,800 364,912 
Tellurium metal, smelter* 5_____ metric tons__ 131 137 147 146 127 

Mine output, metal content _______do____ 230,694 241,082 245,948 246,493 242,509 
Metal, smelter ___§____________do____ 228,451 244,108 249,167 250,099 242,097 

Titanium concentrates, gross weight: 
Ilmenite* ® ______ thousand metric tons__ 3,314 3,515 3,556 3,645 3,609 
Rutile’ #___ > -§ _-§ 5 do 363 323 376 417 361 
Titaniferous slag______._______do____ 694 941 164 1,219 1,132 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content 
metric tons__ 41,069 46,603 48,665 51,736 49,147 

Uranium oxide, mine output, U3Og3 content* 5 
do____ 33,509 40,323 44,142 51,798 49,576 

vanadium, mine output, metal content _ _do__ __ 30,595 32,129 35,968 36,810 37,769 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand metric tons_ _ 5,920 5,846 5,867 5,775 5,841 
Metal, smelter: 

Primary®___.____________do____ 5,589 5,676 6,029 5,809 5,855 
Secondary’? _____.________do____ 223 208 240 248 285 

Zirconium concentrate® ___________do.___ 505 525 629 676 634 
NONMETALS 

Asbestos. _.___.___.._______do___ _ 4,793 4,693 4,885 4,887 4,726 
Barite _______~______________do____ 5,928 6,811 7,068 7,320 7,906 
Boron minerals_ — — ~~. ._—_..._._____do____ 2,732 3,206 2,757 2,804 2,950 
Bromine* ____§______._._______do____ 350 361 403 345 345 
Cement, hydraulic. __-.._________ do____ 797,084 852,987 870,337 884,347 888,061 
Clays: 

Bentonite’ _.__._____________do____ 5,379 6,010 6,201 6,050 6,506 
Fuller's earths _-____._________do____ 1,673 1,731 1,833 1,761 1,818 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—World production of major mineral commodities! —Continued : 

Commodity 1977 =—s—s«1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays* —Continued 

Kaolin ____._.. thousand metric tons__ 22,641 21,946 23,932 23,533 - 23,239 
Corundum, natural ________-_~_ metric tons_ _ 14,695 17,217 26,366 29,121 29,434 ; 

Diamond:* ‘ 
Gem*®_____________-_ thousand carats_ _ 9,281 9,461 10,220 10,281 10,097 : 
Industrial _-_§ $$» _-§_-_-_ ___ do ___ 30,378 30,162 29,180 31,826 29,024 ' 

Total _.__________.____-do___~_ 39,659 39,623 39,400 42,107 39,121 
Diatomite* ________ thousand metric tons__ 1,468 1,471 1,519 1,492 1,486 . 
Feldspar* _______-___________.__do____ 2,939 3,086 3,186 3,157 3,124 
Fluorspar _____.___________._.do____ "4,382 4,660 4,623 4,931 4,996 
Graphite ________________ metric tons__ 493,441 528,445 621,264 592,971 594,467 
Gypsum _________~— thousand metric tons__ 74,511 78,651 81,306 78,227 78,307 | 
Iodine __________...__—~— metric tons__ 10,326 10,378 11,134 11,576 12,025 
Lime* __________~_ thousand metric tons__ 116,522 119,828 119,369 118,641 116,943 
Magnesite® _____.______________do____ 9,960 10,232 10,767 11,330 11,531 
Mica* ___-__§ -- dol 340 363 357 332 350 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia?® _ __ __do_ ___ 66,118 65,883 69,762 71,322 71,466 
Perlite_...§_.______________.___do____ 1,360 1,428 1,506 1,477 1,438 
Phosphate rock and guano_________—do__._ 119,322 128,647 132,923 138,362 138,660 1 
Potash, marketable, K2O equivalent __ _ _do_ _ _ _ 25,252 26,113 25,677 27,673 27,357 4 
Pumice* >_> »§ />_ 5 5 edo 13,948 14,197 13,414 12,720 12,777 1 
Salt. _..._____.________.___--do___~- 161,576 171,423 173,513 168,635 166,027 J 
Sodium compounds, n.e.s.:‘ i 

Sodium carbonate ______ _-____-do____ 26,443 27,332 28,199 28,524 28,317 
Sodium sulfate______.____..__do____ 4,125 4,292 4,426 4,455 4,454 | 

Strontium minerals‘ 5 ________ metric tons_ _ 95,312 92,620 97,391 85,783 84,971 4 

Sulfur, elemental basis: : 
Elemental?! _____ thousand metric tons__ 16,476 17,042 17,454 18,135 ——s«:17,639 , 
From pyrite. __..___._._____._-do___~_ 9,675 9,801 9,987 10,297 10,260 a 
Byproduct!? ________________do____ 26,232 26,844 - 27,304 28,203 27,770 ‘ 

Total __________________do____ 52,383 53,687 54,745 56,635 55,669 ! 
Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite _.._._.—do____ 6,094 6,396 6,847 6,738 6,615 i 
Vermiculite* 5_____._._.______ metric tons__ 520,364 542,146 540,179 533,292 522,425 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS ‘ 

Carbon black* 5 _____ thousand metric tons_ _ 3,653 3,991 4,148 4,186 4,174 

Coal: : 
Anthracite _____—-—-_million metric tons_ — 219 228 229 225 228 
Bituminous __-________.____--do___~_ 2,364 2,408 2,558 2,615 2,621 : 
Lignite_ 9 ...-...__________do____ 907 924 943 962 998 : 

Total _.___.____________do____ 3,490 3,560 3,730 3,802 3,847 : 
Coke:?§ 

Metallurgical. ___. thousand metric tons_ _ 352,877 355,853 369,848 368,799 362,335 
Other ____ __-_____________do____ 17,143 12,965 12,631 12,760 12,465 

Gas, natural, marketed__—— billion cubic feet_ _ 49,687 51,484 54,724 55,295 56,631 
Natural gas liquids*_ million 42-gallon barrels__ 1,074 1,086 1,143 1,115 1,219 
Peat!*# __________-_ thousand metric tons__ 202,635 203,553 202,640 203,854 204,079 ‘ 
Petroleum: 

Crude ______~_ million 42-gallon barrels_ _ 21,895 22,097 22,909 21,912 20,814 
Refined ________._________ -do___~_ 22,227 22,675 23,157 22,380 21,380 

©Estimated. Preliminary. 
; 1Incorporates numerous revisions from the table corresponding to this table in previous editions of this chapter. 

Figures generally conform to those published in appropriate commodity chapters of volume I of the Minerals Yearbook, 
ion. 

2Includes bauxite equivalent of nepheline syenite and alunite produced in the U.S.S.R. (the only producer on record of 
such materials as a source of aluminum). 

3Excludes data for the United States (withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data). 
“Excludes data for China (no adequate basis for estimation available). 
5Excludes data for the U.S.S.R. (no adequate basis for estimation available). 
*Includes all metal clearly identified as primary as well as all metal that cannot be subdivided clearly between primary 

_ and secondary (see footnote 7). - 
"Includes only that metal that is clearly identified as secondary. Some countries do not distinguish between prima 

and secondary, and for some of these, no basis is available for estimating the breakdown of total production. For such 
countries, the total has been included under primary (see footnote 6). 

®Excludes data for the United States (withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data), which in previous years 
accounted for approximately 50% of the world total. 

*Includes leucoxene. 
10Data are for years ending June 30 of that stated. 
11Comprises sulfur produced by the Frasch process plus sulfur mined in the elemental state from ores. 

- 12Comprises sulfur recovered from coal gasification, metallurgical operations (except pyrite processing), natural gas, 
petroleum, tar sands, spent oxides, and gypsum, whether recovered in the elemental state or as a sulfur compound. 
mop Totuction of coke other than metallurgical by China and the U.S.S.R. is included with metallurgical coke 
production. 

14Of which fuel peat, as follows, in thousand metric tons (balance for agricultural use): 1977—66,377; 1978—67,140; 
1979—65,785; 1980—66,958; and 1981—67,196.
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VALUE OF WORLD MINERAL PRODUCTION ures for 1973 and 1950 and additional tex- 
. tual comments on regional distribution of 

The value of world crude mineral output those values, was included in the 1980 

in 1981 was estimated at $552.2 billion edition of this chapter, and the reader is 
constant 1978 dollars as shown in a forego- referred to this publication as well as to the 
ing tabulation. Details on the methodology original source for further detail. 
employed to prepare this estimate are sum- 
marized in the 1980 edition of this chapter, COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION OF WORLD 

to which the reader is referred. MINERAL OUTPUT VALUE 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF WORLD As in the case of geographic distribution 
MINERAL OUTPUT VALUE of world crude mineral output value, the 

inadequacy of data precludes any reliable 
Available information is inadequate to extrapolation of the various commodities’ 

extrapolate to 1980 the 1978 data on geo- shares of the totals shown in the preceding 
graphic distribution of world crude mineral edition of this chapter and in the source 
output published in Annales des Mines in publication, Annales des Mines. The reader 
the November-December 1980 edition of should refer to these publications for the 
that publication. A summary of the 1978 data for 1978 and prior years. 
distribution, together with comparable fig- 

TRADE 

In 1980, the aggregate value of total world shipped. This current dollar value increase, 
trade in mineral commodities reached an of course, would be in large measure due to 

estimated $793,900 million (current dollars), continued inflation, at or near the double- 

a 36.3% increase in the previous high set in digit level, in a number of countries, but 
1979. Comparable data for 1981 were not would also be the result of advancing prices, 
available in time for inclusion in_ in terms of constant dollars, for some goods. 
this chapter, but available partial figures The following tabulation summarizes the 
clearly suggested a continued increase, growth pattern in mineral commodity trade . 
at least in terms of current dollars, de- value for 1976-80, as well as the share of 

spite some declines in volume of materials _ that trade in total commodity trade: 

Estimated value Change from commeddies’ 
Year con mineral, ed previous year share of all 

ili percent) commision, 
1976 ___-- ee | $353,200 +13.1 35.7 
977 __ ™387,400 49.7 "34.4 
1978 __-____- ee 407,300 T4151 "31.4 
1979 ___-____ ee "582,600 443.0 ™35.6 
1980 ___. eee 793,900 +36.3 39.8 
eT 

"Revised. 

Table 2, which serves as the basis for the for each of the major mineral commodity 

estimates of total mineral commodity trade groups as well as for total commodity trade 
that appear in the foregoing tabulation, for the same 5 years. 
provides reported data on the value of trade Major mineral commodity trade by region 
in major mineral commodity groups and (such as tables 8-10 in the 1976 edition of 
total commodity trade for 1976-80. Table 3 this chapter depicted) may be obtained for 
shows the percentage share of major miner- more recent years directly from the United 
al commodity groups in the aggregate for Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics for 
these commodities for 1976-80, and table 4 May 1982. 

provides individual growth (or decline) rates
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CONSUMPTION ) 

NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES lation, which provides summary data on 
; ; estimated world use of seven prominent 

As in 1980, virtually worldwide cutbacks nonferrous metals for recent years, illus- : 
in general industrial production were re- trates this downturn: ; 

flected in consumption data for metallic 
commodities in 1981. The following tabu- 

| 

Commodit Thousand metric tons | 

ue 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” ih chide 

Aluminum, primary refined ____________--___----------- 14,511 115,825 115,973 15,352 14,685 j 
Cadmium _________________-_-___------ ~~~ ++ ee 16 "17 18 17 16 4 
Copper, refined! ___________________________________ 9,056 79,520 '9,826 "9,351 9,478 : 
Lead, refined!___________-_------------------------ 5,404 5,461 5,571 5,296 5,184 
Nickel?__________________ ee 642 697 74 "717 654 
Tin, refined?___§_________________________ ieee 231 231 232 224 218 
Zinc, slabt _§____/§_-___________~____________ i ___--__. 5,818 "6,147 76,828 "6,125 5,945 i 

°Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Primary and secondary combined. 
Nickel content of refined nickel, ferronickel, and nickel oxide. 

Source: World Bureau of Metal Statistics. World Metal Statistics. V. 34, No. 9, London, Aug. 20, 1982, pp. 12, 33, 38, 78, : 
87, 97, and 101. | 

The seven commodities listed registered a drop of over 6% in 1980. Manganese ore | 
an unweighted average consumption de- consumption also almost assuredly declined 
cline of 3.6% between 1980 and 1981; the in 1981 but could not be quantified on the 
corresponding weighted average figure was _ basis of available information. | 
2.4%. These may be compared with a 4.7% Considering major nonmetallic commodi- | 
decline on an unweighted average basis and ties, the 4% growth in world cement output . 
4.2% on a weighted average basis between and a 1% growth in gypsum production : 
1979 and 1980. Refined copper was the only seemed to be evidence that construction | 
commodity in the group for which 1981 material consumption did not edge down- 
consumption was higher than that for 1980, ward on a worldwide basis, but in the 
and even in that case, the 1981 level re- United States at least, the decline in hous- : 

mained substantially below that of 1979. ing starts was reflected in declining con- 
Regarding ferrous metals, less current sumption of such materials, a downturn 

and complete data are available; neverthe- apparently compensated for elsewhere. The 
less, a further downturn in 1981 was clearly fertilizer-materials area was a relative 
evident. A downturn in iron ore consump- bright spot in the mineral commodity sales 
tion of 4% to 5% seemed likely, compared scene; each of the three fertilizer types 

with a 2% downturn in 1980. An iron and registered consumption increases between 
steel scrap consumption decline of about 1980 and 1981, as shown in the following 
1.5% was indicated for 1981 compared with tabulation: 

Crop (ending June 30 

Commodity : ____ofyear stated) 
1979 1980 1981 

Nitrogenous______________________________-_- million metric tons N__ 53.5 57.4 60.6 
Phosphate______________________________-_million metric tons P2Os _ _ 29.7 31.1 31.4 
Potassic _______________.______. ~~ million metric tons K20 equivalent_ _ 24.4 24.0 24.1 

"Revised. 

Sources: Nitrogen data: British Sulphur Corp. Ltd. Nitrogen, No. 135, January-February 1982, London, p. 44; phosphate 
and potassium data: British Sulphur Corp. Ltd. Phosphorus and Potassium, No. 117, January-February id82, London, pp.
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Available information on world sulfur ergy consumption are not available for 
consumption in 1981 suggests a very slight 1981; the following tabulation summarizes 
downturn (under 1%), to a total level of consumption by primary energy sources for 
about 55.98 million tons. 1976-80: 

MINERAL FUEL COMMODITIES . 

Comprehensive information on world en- | 

Million metric tons of standard coal equivalent 

Year Solid —=Ss«sLiquid.=Ssé«wNatural.-“HydroandSSSsS~S™S | | fuels fuels, = gag, fuclegr Total 
eee tetricity 

1976__------- ee T2398 *3,602 "1,640 231 "7,872 977 2,448 3,716 1,663 248 8,076 19787 8 2,490 3,800 1,754 274 8,318 1979. 2.687 ™3.867 "1,842 288 "8.634 | 1980_____._- ee 2,669 3,709 1,871 299 8,548 

"Revised. 

Source: United Nations Yearbook of World Energy Statistics. New York, 1982, p. 3. . 

The most salient fact demonstrated is the fuels, natural gas, and hydro and/or nucle- 
decline in the share of the total accounted ar electricity—showed quantitative gains, | 
for by liquid fuels between 1979 (44.8%) and and each accounted for a larger share of the 
1980 (43.8%). All other energy types—solid 1980 total than in 1979. 

INVESTMENT 

Comprehensive world mineral industry Other scattered data on mineral industry 
investment data do not exist, but available investment follow, on a country-by-country 
figures generally point to a reduced rate of basis, for selected nations. These figures 

_ investment on the whole. Data published by generally represent domestic investment in 
the U.S. Department of Commerce relating domestic mineral industry activities for 
to U.S. foreign investment in 1981 showed a__ each nation discussed. That is, they exclude 
substantial reduction in the rate of in- investment by these nations in mineral 
crease. industry activities outside of the country 

Available information on steel industry being covered, as well as foreign investment 
investment by Organization for Economic in the mineral industry of the country, but 
Cooperation and Development nations (ta- could include domestic investment based on 
ble 5) shows an upturn between 1979 and capital borrowed internationally. 
1980 (the latest published figures available), In 1981, mineral industry investment in 
but it is not believed that this was matched Canada reportedly totaled $924.5 million. 
in 1981. : Of the sum, the following amounts were 

Regarding market economy country pe- expended on projects in various mineral 
troleum industry investment, 1981 data are commodity areas: $268.5 million for lead 
not yet available; information on capital and zinc, $254 million for copper, $145 
expenditures and exploration expenditures million for molybdenum, $130 million for 
for 1976-80 are given, distributed by major uranium, $77 million for asbestos, $35 mil- 
world regions, in table 6, and table 7 pro- lion for silver, and $15 million for gold. The 
vides a distribution of the market economy bulk of those expenditures, which consti- 
country capital expenditure total by various tuted 6.9% of total investment in the Cana- 
activity phases of the industry. Table 8 dian economy, were directed primarily to 
provides some data on U.S. direct foreign mineral recovery as well as to mineral 
investment in mineral industry activities, processing. The investments were made at a 
divided between (1) mining, smelting, and time when the Canadian Government set 
refining and (2) petroleum for 1979-81. For forth a comprehensive mineral report that 
region-by-region detail such as has been _ stresses the importance of investment as a 
furnished in previous editions of this chap- means by which the Canadian mineral in- 
ter, the reader is referred to the source dustry could enhance its international 
publication for this table. competitiveness and by which anticipated
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strong demand growth could be met. Addi- part, from Government austerity measures. 
tionally, the Canadian Government indicat- In an investment environment dampened 

ed that it would encourage mineral indus- by high interest rates, a volatile industrial 

try investment by maintaining stability in relations atmosphere, environmental _is- 

taxation and by negotiating the settlement sues, and aboriginal land rights controver- 
of native land claims. More broadly, the _ sies, Australia saw mineral industry capital ' 
Canadian Government marked mineral re- outlays of $348 million. Of this total, $250 

source development and, in turn, invest- million was directed toward uranium proj- 4 
ment as one of several priorities in Canadi- ects, and $98 million was expended for i 
an economic development over the next development and expansion of existing alu- ; 
decade. minum smelting facilities. The investments | 

Information on the Republic of South in aluminum projects are part of a drive to | 
Africa’s mineral industry investment for increase aluminum productive capacity to : 
1981 indicated a total level equivalent to the extent that Australia could account for 
$683 million, including $530 million for gold 5% to 10% of world aluminum production i 
production facilities, $86 million for phos- in 1985, compared with approximately 2% 
phate projects, and $17 million for expan- in 1981. 
sion and improvement of manganese-refin- Investments of $352.5 million were made 
ing plants. in raw copper and gold facilities in the 

In Brazil, total mineral industry invest- Philippines. i 
ment dropped from a reported $660 million Finally, aggregate mineral industry in- 
in 1980 to $379.5 million in 1981. Of the 1981 vestment data available for other nations 
total, $149.5 million was spent on phosphate indicate the following: China-$150 million, 

extraction facilities, $130 million on soda Cameroon-$130 million, Burma-$124 mil- 

ash projects, and $100 million primarily on lion, Bahrain-$120 million, the Federal Re- 

construction of aluminum smelting facili- public of Germany-$85 million, the United 
ties. The 1981 investment decline was com- Kingdom-$74 million, Iraq-$70 million, 
mensurate with the overall patterns of zero Yugoslavia-$40 million, and Israel-$15 mil- 
economic growth in Brazil resulting, in lion. 

3 TRANSPORTATION | 

MARINE TRANSPORT the years 1976-80. Although it is recognized 
; . that these figures on loadings and unload- 

Tankers, bulk carriers, and freighters are ings include’ goods other an minerals, 

the three classes of vessels engaged in they nevertheless serve as a reasonable 
transporting mineral commodities. The measure of mineral commodity shipments, 

number, gross tonnage, and deadweight ton- because the preponderance of total weight 
nage of these vessels, as well as similar data of aj] goods moved is accounted for by 

for other vessels of the world’s merchant minerals. Some measure of the significance 
fleet, as reported by the U.S. Maritime of mineral commodity movement to total 
Administration for 1975-80, are given in commodity movement is apparent in data 

table 9. for the world’s two major canals, the Pana- 
It should be noted that vessels in each of ma and the Suez, and it should be noted 

the three categories are not devoted wholly that figures for these waterways are skewed 
to mineral commodity transport. Tankers, in favor of nonmineral commodities by both 
although largely engaged in moving crude waterways’ inability to handle large super- 
oil and refinery products, also transport tankers and bulk cargo vessels engaged in 
liquid chemicals, wine, molasses, and whale ore trade. Although exact recent figures are 
oil. Bulk carriers move agricultural prod- not available, it appears likely that miner- | 
ucts as well as crude minerals and mineral als and mineral products account for three- 
fertilizers, while freighters, because of their quarters or more of total cargo carried in 
great variety, can be devoted wholly to any single year on a weight basis. 
hauling mineral products or wholly to mov- Tables 11 and 12 provide a geographic 
ing nonmineral goods, as well as carrying breakdown of loadings and unloadings of 
mixed mineral and nonmineral cargoes. dry cargo and tanker cargo, respectively, for 

Table 10 gives information on total load- 1978-80 on a tonnage basis. Again recogniz- 
ings and unloadings of vessels, divided be- ing that both tables include mineral and 
tween tanker-type cargo and dry cargo, for nonmineral goods, but also recognizing the
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dominance of mineral materials from the total, Australian exports accounted for 
viewpoint of tonnage, these tables give some nearly one-third, West African shipments 
idea of the relative importance of various for about one-fourth, Caribbean  ship- 
world areas as origins and destinations for ments for another one-fourth, and Guyana- 

mineral materials. Suriname-Brazil shipments for about one- 
Although physical characteristics of sixth. 

vessels—size, draft, age, crew requirements, Iron ore shipments fell from 310 million 
type of propulsion system, etc.—as well as tons in 1980 to 303 million tons in 1981. 
fuel costs have an undeniable influence on Despite this drop, iron ore easily retained 
shipping industry performance, problems of its position as the largest single dry bulk 
the changes in the quantity and type of Commodity in world seaborne trade, ac- 
material being moved also significantly af- counting for 15% of the total quantity of 

: fect the shipping sector of the world econo- ry cargo moved. Austr alia, Brazil, Canada, 
my. Therefore, before detailing changes in India, Liberia, the Republic of South Africa, 
composition of the merchant fleet that and Sweden again accounted for about 80% 
serves the mineral industry, some observa- f total seaborne iron ore exports. N otewor- tions on major mineral cargoes seem in thy was the fact that Brazil and other Latin 
order. First in importance because of the American nations increased their iron ore 
volume of material moved was oil; there ©*P0rts, sending a particularly high num- 
was a decline of 13% in seaborne oil trade ber of shipments to Japan. Largely as a 
from the 1980 level of 1,665 million tons to a result of this, the from #2 ma length for 
level of 1,445 million tons in 1981, both ron ore increased from 8, rer aeons in 
figures include crude oil and _ refin- f to io ? bo ometers in hi a »%o 
ery products. Total haulage in 1981 was t ted . . a yb in sinipmen f were 
13,325,000 million ton kilometers, 12% be- so 00 deadweishe tons. serving he lowe. 
low the 1980 level. The drop, which marked h des frome A vali South yet ong- 
a continuation of the slump in seaborne oil aul trades rom ustralia, put erica, . and the Republic of South Africa, to Europe movement that began in 1980, was a result and Japan. Less than 20% of the total 

or the general recession conditions, efforts moved in vessels below 40,000 deadweight conserve energy, and substitution of oth- tons. 

er sources of enersy for oil. ws . Commensurate with an increase in de- 
Another mineral commodity with consid- mand for coal, the level of coal shipments 

erable significance to seaborne transport ose from 172 million tons in 1980 to 196 
was phosphate rock. Preliminary 1981 sta- riilion tons (117 million metric tons of tistics indicate that total seaborne trade of metallurgical coal and 79 million tons of 

Phosphate rock was about 41 million tons, a steam coal) in 1981. Of the 1981 total moved, decline of 16% from the 1980 level. Contrib- the United States, Australia, the Republic 
uting to this reduction were somewhat re- of South Africa, Canada, and Poland ex- 
duced demand by some importing countries ported 38.7%, 27%, 12.7%, 6.7%, and 4%, resulting from higher fertilizer prices, as respectively. Exports from the United 
well as general economic sluggishness. For States rose by 2.6% over that of 1980, 
exporting nations, Algeria excepted, these reflecting an increase in steam coal ship- 
and other conditions led to declining inter- ments of 13 million tons. Relative to 1980, 
national sales and, in turn, reduced haulage Australia also registered a rise in coal 
of phosphate rock on dry bulk carriers over exports on the order of 4.7% as a result of 
40,000 deadweight tons. Only Morocco and an increase of 2 million tons in steam coal 
the United States posted significant ship- exports. On the other hand, the Republic of 
ments on such vessels but these nations South Africa experienced a 1.1% decline in 
together accounted for over 60% of the total coal exports as steam coal movements did 
seaborne phosphate rock shipments. not increase. Combined, the United States, 

Bauxite and alumina also were among Australia, and the Republic of South Africa 
the mineral commodities accounting for accounted for 85% of the total steam coal 
substantial seaborne trade; preliminary sta- trade. Poland’s coal exports fell 6.6% large- 
tistics indicate total shipments of these ly because steam coal availability from that 
materials in 1981 approached 46 million country dropped sharply. In terms of metal- 
tons, of which 24% was alumina. Of the lurgical coal, the United States exported
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41% of the total while Australia exported weight tonnage of 38,622, compared with 
37%. 1979 figures of 22,346 and 38,676, respective- 

On the import side, Japan ranked first ly. The following tabulation shows the dis- 

among the world’s coal importers, it took an _ tribution of the world’s bulk carrier fleet by | 
amount of coal 15% greater in 1981 than in country of registry for 1979: 

1980. Responsible for this growth was the a 
increase in the import level of steam coal, res Tocndweight 
from 6 million tons in 1980 to 13 million Country Number “tonnage 
tons in 1981. As a result of this, Japan’s vessels (thousand | 
intake accounted for 40% of the world’s ————————————____________"——_- | 

coal imports. Second to Japan was France, Liberia --___--------- 853 41,520 
which imported 30 million metric tons (in- $7°8°® ----~--7777777 a8 ue : 
cluding steam and metallurgical coal) of United Kingdom __ ~~ -__-- 216 11,086 | 
which 32% came from the United States Norway....__.._22 21 151 10,424 | 
and 26% from the Republic of South Africa. ltaly_ _-------------- 1d 6,851 | 

Italy, Belgium, and the Federal Republic of China. ___~777~2~2~77 95 3'038 
Germany were the other primary import- USSR - ~------------ 161 310 
ers. Also importing coal were the US.S.R., Brew 777277 49 3914 
the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, and Brazil. Germany, Federal Republic of a 2,762 

The aforementioned increases and de- gpain.___.._..222222 71 2375 | 
creases in the amount of coal exported by Poland -__-_--------- 81 2,023 | 

. . . . . Sweden______________— 30 1,150 . 
various nations coupled with destination Other... __________ 805 24.476 
points impacted significantly on haul TT : 
length, which increased from 8,127 kilome- __?°@! =------------ #8 BST | 
ters in 1980 to 8,449 kilometers in 1981. 

Characteristic of this increase is the fact Freighters.—In 1980, the world’s freight- 
that more vessels, particularly those over er fleet decreased by 87 vessels, a 0.6% 
100,000 deadweight tons, were used largely decrease. In terms of total gross tonnage 
in short-haul European movements, trans- and deadweight tonnage, there were 1.15% 
porting between 25% and 30% of same. and 0.6% increases, respectively, over the 

Bulk Carriers.—In 1980, the world’s bulk 1979 levels. The average freighter in 1980 
carrier fleet increased by 84 vessels, com- had a gross weight of 6,367 tons (6,256 tons 
pared with a 68-vessel increase in 1979. The in 1979) and a deadweight tonnage of 8,514 
1980 growth represented a 1.9% gain onthe tons (8,409 tons in 1979), and a modest 

basis of number of vessels. There was avery increase when the number of vessels involv- 
small increase in the average gross tonnage ed is considered. The following tabula- 
and deadweight tonnage of such vessels for tion shows the distribution of the world’s 
a second year. In 1980, the average bulk freighter fleet by country of registry for 
carrier grossed 22,286 tons and had a dead- 1979: 

SO Deadweight Number 
Count f tonnage 

_ vessels _(thousand 

Greece ______________ 1,515 14,765 
Panama _____________ 1,701 13,301 
USS.R_____ 1,847 11,235 
United States __________ 471 6,885 
Japan. ___§_~__ 717 6,503 
Liberia______________ 522 5,876 
China_______________ 495 5,004 
United Kingdom ________ 450 4,820 
Singapore ____________ 431 3,912 
Germany, Federal Republic of 359 3,651 
India _______________ 230 2,826 
Netherlands___________ 350 2,444 
Norway______________ 194 2,011 
Cyprus --~----~------ 344 1,914 

Other ---------------__ 4,616 36,105 
Total _._._._._._______ 14,242 121,252
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Tankers.—In 1980, the world’s tanker this were reductions in oil consumption 
fleet was 99 vessels greater than that of resulting from energy conservation and the 
1979. The average vessel’s gross tonnage use of fuels other than oil, cutbacks in 
declined from 34,816 tons in 1979 to 34,808 Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- tons in 1980, and deadweight tonnage simi- _ tries oil production, and in turn, cutbacks in larly declined, from 65,757 tons in 1979 to Set aments. b 4 : 64,626 tons in 1980. nlike » however, dry cargo rates Accounting for the inconsequential also dropped. At least three factors were 
growth in the world’s tanker fleet in 1980 Tesponsible for this. First, there was a large 
was the small but continued reduction in weet ors. During 1981, ap te 8006 ren demand for oil. ? ° 

| The following tabulation distributes the veal cmeerved the dry re ih wae sn " 
pores tanker fleet by country of registry Demand for steel, bauxite and alumina, and 
or " phosphate rock was relatively lower than in 

1980, resulting in reduced demand for dry 
Number Deadweight bulk carriers. Third, many port congestion 

Country of onnige 4 Problems were at least partly resolved as, 
vessels tons) for example, at Hampton Roads where bot- 

ta) tlenecks were severe. The U.S. coal mine yaperia ~~~ ~---~-~---- a4 "gags Strike helped to alleviate the situation as 
United Kingdom ________ 378 2,323 coal cargoes were withheld. Moreover, by qorway— —- ToTrrirtrr ag weis strike’s end a system of preallocation and/ United States__________ 308 16,152 or preregistration was implemented that Pre ~~ oa 777277777 394 aes diminished delays considerably. Port con- Italy, 230 8,687 gestion was also reduced at the Panama Pee R772 TTT tae Poa Canal and elsewhere similar systems were Germany, Federal Republic of 64 i441 used. As a result, numerous ports around Netherlands. 227777777 63 794 the world were more able to handle ship- Singapore ____________ 98 4696 ping loads. 
Ot Tt zrtttto no 1009 gr ase Specific indices for 1981 ocean freight 

gare aarqog_- Fates may be found in the March, June, and 
Total ~-~~--~-----_- 9,359 346,329 September 1982 issues of the United Na- 

tions Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. 
Considering the world’s tanker fleet as 

a whole, there have been some modest PANAMA AND SUEZ CANALS 
changes in the share of the total accounted Summary data on activity at the Panama : for by vessels of different size groups over Canal for the year ending September 30, 
the ® years 1977-81, as shown in the follow- 1991 are not yet available, and activity for | ing tabulation, based on data published on the previous fiscal year was summarized in 
page 24 in the British P etrole um Co. Ltd. the previous edition of this chapter. Readers annual publication, BP Statistical Review of desiring such information for the more 
the World Oil Industry, 1981: recent year are referred to the annual 

report of the Panama Canal Co., when it er —— becomes available. 
deadaeene ns) Se At the Suez Canal, a total of 20,795 
a —————————— vessels transited the canal in 1980, an 

10,000-25,000 __________ 4.8 4.3 43 increase of 432 vessels, relative to 1979 4800065000 -----7-27. $8 «44 =~ 84 transits (up 2.1%). The tonnage passing 65,000-125,000__________ 163 156 17.3 through the waterway increased from 208000285000 "722. 428 484 «8.4: 266,171,000 tons to 281,305,000 tons. OF the 285,000 and over ________ 12.9 14.4 144 total number of vessel transits, tankers 
<<< counted for 2,921, a figure 8.3% above 

that of 1979. The net tonnage credited to OCEAN FREIGHT RATES tankers increased from 86,278,000 tons in 
1979 to 88,870,000 tons in 1980. The follow- In 1980, dry cargo rates increased while ing tabulation indicates the distribution of tanker rates fell. In 1981, tanker rates tankers by number, direction, net tonnage, continued to fall. Among the reasons for and status (loaded or in ballast):
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| 
Net tonnage 

; . Number (thousand 
Direction metric tons) 

1980 HD | 

Southbound: | 
In ballast _____________________-_-___---------------- 1,026 922 55,913 51,996 

Laden ___ ~~~ _--~----_----=-=-~-----~-------------___518_717_6,867_10,215 : 

Total _.__________-____-~------------------------ 1,644 __ 1,639 __ 62,780 62,211 : 

Northbound: 
Inballast ____________--____-_------------------------ 304 428 3886 5,447 | 

Laden _____~___------~-----------~-----------------__850_854_ 19,612 2},2l2 

Total ________________-_----- = -- «154 1,282 28,498 26,659 
nne

r 

Freighters ranked next after tankers in rank. The following tabulation summarizes ) 

terms of number of transits and net ton- transits by these vessel classes: | 

nage, with bulk carriers following in third | 

. 
{ 

Net tonnage 
Number (thousand 

. Vessel class metric tons) 

1979 1980 1979 — 1980 

Freighters: 
In ballast ________________-__--_--_~------ = ----- =, 678 — 1,548 8,422 8,538 

Laden ___-____---------------------~---------------__8,884__ 8,687 __ 60,958 _ 61,886 | 

Total _________._________- ~~ ee ~~ 10,562 10,185 69,380 69,874 | 

Bulk carriers: . 
In ballast _________________~______------------------- 343 470 «5,673 7,645 
Laden ______________________ ~~ eee 2,050 2,241 30,717 34,348 

Total __________________-_------------------------ 2,893 2,711 36,390 41,993 
ne 

| In terms of goods transported in a south- over the 1979 figure. Of the total north- 

bound direction on the Suez, 89,729,000 tons bound 1980 commodity volume, crude oil | 

was shipped in 1980, an increase over the and oil products accounted for 28,474,000 

1979 figure of 81,919,000 tons. Of the total, tons or 32.9%. This constitutes a 4.4% 

oil and oil products totaled 13,994,000 tons, increase over the 1979 figure. N orthbound 

a 56% increase over the 1979 figure of metals and ores moved on the Suez increas- 

8,970,000 tons. This increase was due pri- ed from 9,906,000 tons in 1979 to 11,989,000 

marily to a tripling in the crude oil quanti- tons in 1980. Finally, whereas 2,201,000 tons 
ties shipped. In 1980, 571,000 tons of metal of northbound coal and coke transited the 

and ores were carried southbound through yez in 1979, 2,676,000 tons did so in 1980. 
the Suez, a 37.7% drop from the 1979 level 
of 916,000 tons. Southbound coal shipments PIPELINES 

transiting the Suez amounted to 194,000 
tons in 1980, as compared with 192,000 tons Limitations of time and space preclude 
in 1979. | comprehensive assessment of international 

With regard to northbound movement of _ pipeline activities. Major projects in individ- 

commodities through the Suez, 86,547,000 ual countries are treated in the various 

tons were carried in 1980, a 9.9% increase country chapters. 

PRICES 

Comprehensive data on world prices for Canada, respectively, for 1978-81 inclusive, 

crude minerals and mineral products are with monthly data provided for 1981. A 

not available; tables 13, 14, and 15 summa- brief review of the 1981 average prices on 

rize major nonferrous metal prices in the each of the three markets, comparing them 

United States, the United Kingdom, and with 1980 average prices, shows that of the
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metals shown, only aluminum on the U.S. and across the various markets for any 
market and zinc in all three areas averaged given time period. However, it is worthy of 
a higher price in 1981 than in 1980. Other note that the speculative price levels attain- 
1981 average prices were below those of ed in early 1980 were not approached in the 
1980. There was no clearly discernable pat- daily 1981 fluctuations. 
tern across the spectrum of nonferrous Regarding oil prices, final published re- 
metals during the year; each metal in each turns such as were cited in last year’s 

market area fluctuated with seeming in- edition of this chapter were not available in 
dependence, which can be better demon- time for inclusion here, but it was clear that 
strated by examining the actual figures in the oversupply of crude oil on a worldwide 
the tables rather than by elaborate textual basis mitigated against any significant in- 
description. creases in sale prices for that commodity. 

As in 1980, there is no detailed presenta- Readers seeking details should refer to the 
tion here of world gold prices; these remain- Department of Energy’s 1981 International 
ed subject to considerable variation both Energy Annual, which should be available 
across the year within any single market by the time this chapter is published. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF WORLD PRODUCTION AND TRADE OF MAJOR 

MINERAL COMMODITIES 

The final 24 tables of this chapter, tables user with the most up-to-date information 
16-39, extend the statistical series on pro- possible, data received after completion of 
duction that was started in the 1963 edition worldwide commodity production tables 
of the International Area Reports volume of have been included in many of the individu- 
the Minerals Yearbook and was subsequent- al country production tables. Limitations of 
ly updated and expanded in the 1965 and __ time, however, have prevented the incorpo- 
1967-80 editions. They are primarily a sup- ration of these revisions in the abbreviated 
plement to other statistical data within this versions of the world commodity tables 
chapter but also serve as a summary of included here. Thus, a more precise figure 
international production data for major for total world production of any commodity 
mineral commodities covered in greater could be obtained by adding figures pre- 
detail, on a commodity basis, in volume! of sented in the individual country chapters. 
the 1980 Minerals Yearbook and on acoun- For summary purposes, however, it is felt 
try basis in volume III. that tables 16-39 of this chapter are suffi- 

In this edition, the data presented in ciently correct without the inclusion of 

these tables, in most instances, correspond these generally minor revisions. 
with the data in the individual commodity The series of data on world trade in major 
world production tables appearing in vol- Mineral commodities that has appeared in 
ume I and may differ somewhat from atotal most previous editions of this chapter (ta- 
that might be obtained by adding figures bles 57-69 in the 1976 edition) could not be 

presented for any single commodity in each included owing to scheduling problems. It is 
of the country chapters of volume III. This hoped that these tables will be resumed in 
apparent disparity results from problems of the 1982 edition. 
scheduling compilation of tables in the nu- ————————__ oo 
merous commodity and country tables in petit foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign 
the two volumes. In an effort to provide the — Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data.
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Table 2.—Value of world export trade in major mineral commodities! 

(Million U.S. dollars) 

Commodity group 1976 1977 1978" 1979 1980 
i 

Metals: 
All ores, concentrates, 

scrap __ _____--~ 15,692 15,669 16,478 23,466 29,390 
Iron and steel _____~_ 44,720 46,703 57,117 70,628 75,949 

Nonferrous metals _ _ — 21,546 24,235 27,729 37,182 52,573 

Subtotal __— ____ 81,958 86,607 101,324 131,276 | 157,912 | 
Nonmetals, crude only _ _ — 6,279 7,009 7,795 9,654 11,815 

Mineral fuels ______ ~~ 199,592 222,116 222,833 333,876 477,349 
oo 

Total. ________ 287,829 315,732 331,952 474,806 647,046 
All commodities _ _ __ _ ~ — 989,261 1,124,883 1,298,411 1,638,302 1,993,312 

RY 

Revised. 
1Data presented are for selected major commodity groups of the Standard International Trade Classification Revised 

(SITC-R) and as such exclude some mineral commodities classified in that data array together with other (nonmineral) 
commodities. SITC-R categories included are as follows: All ores, concentrates, and scrap—SITC Div. 28; iron and steel— 
SITC Div. 67; nonferrous metals—SITC Div. 68; nonmetals (crude only)—SITC Div. 27; and mineral fuels—SITC Div. 3. 
Major items not included are the metals, metalloids, and metal oxides of SITC Group 513; mineral tar and other coal-, 
petroleum-, and gas-derived crude chemicals of SITC Div. 52; manufactured fertilizers of SITC Div. 56; and nonmetallic 
mineral manufactures of SITC Groups 661, 662, 663, and 667. Data include special category exports, ships’ stores and 
bunkers, and other exports of minor importance, and exclude the intertrade of the centrally planned economy countries 
of Asia and trade between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic. 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. V. 35, No. 5, May 1981, pp. xxxiv-lvi. 

Table 3.—Distribution of value of world export trade in major mineral commodity 
groups, by commodity group’ : 

(Percent) 

rn 

Commodity group 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

Metals: 
All ores, concentrates, 

scrap ___._____~ 5.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.6 
Iron and steel ___——_— 15.5 14.8 17.2 149 | 11.7 
Nonferrous metals __ — 7.5 7.7 8.4 7.8 8.1 

Total________-_ 28.5 27.5 *30.6 27.7 24.4 
Nonmetals, crude only _ _ ~ 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.0 1.8 
Mineralfuels ______~_- 69.3 73.3 67.1 70.3 75.8 
ee 

1For detailed definition of groups, see footnote 1, table 2. 

Table 4.—Growth of value of world export trade in major mineral commodity groups’ 

(Percent change from that of previous year) 
ee 

Commodity group 1976 1977" 1978 1979 1980 

Metals: 
All ores, concentrates, 

scrap _________-_ +9.2 -0.1 +5.2 +42.4 +25.2 
Iron and steel ______ T22 +4.4 + 22.3 +23.7 +75 
Nonferrous metals ___ +15.3 +12.5 +14.4 +34.1 +41.4 

All metals _______ +4.0 +5.7 +17.0 +29.6 + 20.3 
Nonmetals, crude only _ _ _ +.8 +11.6 +11.2 +23.8 + 22.4 
Mineralfuels _______~_ 418.7 +11.3 +.3 +49.8 + 43.0 

All major mineral 
commodity groups _ +13.7 +9.7 +5.1 + 43.0 + 36.3 . 

All commodities_ _ _____ +13.5 +13.7 + 15.4 +26.2 +21.7 

Revised. 
1For detailed definition of groups, see footnote 1, table 2.
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Table 5.—Annual investment expenditure in the steel industry for selected countries 
(Million dollars unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Country or country group 1976 1977 | 1978 1979 1980 
a a = cR  hte 

EEC! _________ 3,293 2,360 2,022 ¥2,098 2,375 
EFTA? ____________ 816 476 364 *509 799 
Other countries: 

Australia_________ 164 140 132 122 220 
Canada __________ 392 416 309 319 487 
Japan ___._______ 3,443 3,824 4,338 *2,916 2,865 
New Zealand______ _ NA NA NA 6 NA 
Spain _.__-_______ 420 476 309 294 237 
Turkey __________ 271 304 387 NA NA 
United States ______ 3,255 2,850 2,595 3,367 3,400 
a 

Total® ________ 12,054 10,846 10,456 9,631 10,383 | 
————. 

"Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Source reports that values for European Economic Community (EEC) countries are in terms of “million units of 

account.” For the Federal Republic of Germany (included in EEC in this tabulation), the source indicates that for 1976, 
823.1 million “units of account” was equivalent to $885.3 million (no conversion rate given for other countries for 1976 
and no conversion rate given for any country for 1977-80, and no further explanation is offered). 

*European Free Trade Association (EFTA) figures exclude data for Switzerland. 
*Figures have been totaled as if EEC data were in U‘S. dollars, in keeping with totals appearing in a graph in source 

publication (see footnote 1). 

Sources: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The Iron and Steel Industry in 1977. Paris, 1979, p. 
25; The Iron and Steel Industry in 1978. Paris, 1980, p. 25; The Iron and Steel Industry for 1979. Paris, 1981, p. 22; and The 
Iron and Steel Industry for 1980. Paris, p. 25. 

Table 6.—Market economy country petroleum industry capital and exploration 
expenditures, by geographical area 

(Million dollars) 
nn 
Area and type of expenditure 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
eee 

United States: 
Capital. _______________________e 22,085 22,400 24,475 32,200 42,900 
Exploration. __§_$_§_________________ 1,375 1,645 1,975 2,600 3,850 

: Total _-____________________ 23,460 24,045 | 26,450 34,800 46,750 

Other Western Hemisphere: 
1 0): | ar 6,615 8,705 11,400 13,625 16,525 

Exploration. _~____________________ 385 650 760 1,200 1,675 

Tota] __-____________~_________ 7,000 9,355 12,160 14,825 18,200 - 

Western Europe: 
Capital. ________________________ 8,950 10,875 12,475 14,075 18,625 
Exploration. _~__~__ $$ -__~2~ 325 450 475 550 750 

Total _____-_______-__________ 9,275 11,325 12,950 14,625 19,375 

Africa: 
Capital. ____________________ ee 2,425 3,550 4,650 4,800 5,275 
Exploration. ______._2~~ ~~ ~~ _____e 175 300 375 350 500 

Total _-___.~__ 2 Le 2,600 3,850 5,025 5,150 5,775 

Near East: Fe 
Capital._______________________e 4,675 7,800 7,650 8,425 11,525 
Exploration. __~__.____ -.__________ 75 125 150 175 200 

Total ________~___~__ Lee 4,750 7,925 7,800 8,600 11,725 

Far East: Te 
Capital. ___§_______~_~_~___________ 3,575 5,050 5,375 6,600 7,875 
Exploration______.__.____________ 200 225 300 450 650 EY 

Total ________-__-_-__________ 3,775 5,275 5,675 7,050 8,525 
Foreign flag tankers. __________________ 8,400 3,200 2,350 1,900 2,800 —— EE Qa 
World: 

Capital (including foreign flag tankers) _____ 56,725 61,580 68,375 81,625 105,525 
Exploration__________.-_.-___ ____ 2,535 3,395 4,035 5,325 7,625 

————— OV 

Grand total _______.___________ 59,260 64,975 72,410 86,950 113,150 
ee gnats 

Source: Chase Manhattan Bank, Energy Economics Div. 1980 Capital Investments of the World Petroleum Industry. 
New York, December 1980, Schedule 4.
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Table 7.—Market economy country petroleum industry capital expenditures, 
by industry sector | 

(Million dollars) 

Sector 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 | 

Production: a | 
Crude oil and natural 

gas ___________ 23,860 28,680 33,675 44,500 61,300 
Natural gasoline plants 1,915 3,780 4,030 4,565 5,575 

Pipelines___________~- 7,575 6,660 5,780. 5,775 6,475 : 
Marine ____________ 8,675 3,700 2,950 2,250 3,400 
Refineries _________- 6,910 8,290 10,675 11,775 13,475 : 
Marketing _________~_ 2,180 2,670 3,240 3,750 5,050 
Chemical plants ___ ____ 4,500 6,375 6,650 7,235 8,300 
Other _____________ 1,110 1,425 1,375 1,775 1,950 

Total_ ________ 56,725 61,580 68,375 81,625 105,525 

Source: Chase Manhattan Bank, Energy Economics Div. 1980 Capital Investments of the World Petroleum Industry. 
New York, December 1980, Schedule 4. | 

Table 8.—Salient statistics on U.S. foreign investment in mineral industry activities 

(Million dollars) 

1979 1980 1981 

Direct foreign investment: 
Mining, smelting, refining____________________-- 5,941 6,755 7,404 
Petroleum _______________~_~__ ~~ 38,744 47,595 52,107 

Reinvested earnings of incorporated affiliates: 
Mining, smelting, refining. ____________________- 232 405 130 
Petroleum Bo oo om 5,414 4,633 4,033 

Equity and intercompany account flows: 
Mining, smelting, refining. _____.._____________ _ -156 47 394 
Petroleum __________________ 3,120 ~2,596 -1,939 

Income: 
Mining, smelting, refining. _____________________ 1,148 T1321 813 
Petroleum ___________~~______-_-_-_----_-- 13,413 713,185 13,168 

Revised. 

. Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce. U.S. Direct Investment Abroad in 1981, in Survey of Current Business, August 
1982, pp. 11-29, for 1980 and 1981 figures; computer printouts furnished by Department of Commerce for 1979 figures. 

Table 9.—World merchant fleet distribution, by type! 

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

Number of vessels: . 
Tankers___-§ _-___§__~_____________ ie 5,311 5,383 5,333 5,233 5,260 5,359 
Bulk carriers... _-§_________________ 4,272 4,570 4,932 4,651 4,714 4,798 
Freighters?________________________ 12,575 12,923 13,176 14,141 14,329 14,242 
Other®§_____ = ee 714 710 655 487 495 468 

Total________________________e 22,872 23,586 24,096 24,512 24,798 24,867 

Gross tonnage: 
Tankers__________ thousand metric tons__ 163,731 179,116 185,405 182,367 183,130 183,858 
Bulk carriers. ___$______________do____ 88,194 95,451 103,741 104,291 105,341 106,927 

Freighters?___________________do____ 75,284 77,939 81,414 87,700 89,643 90,674 
Other _§__ doe 5,833 5,697 5,268 4,551 4,535 4,252 

Total____________________do____ 338,042 358,203 375,828 378,909 382,649 385,711 

_ Deadweight tonnage: 
Tankers____________..._____-do____ 302,217 335,600 349,976 344,780 345,880 346,329 
Bulk carriers________________._do____ 150,080 163,298 178,633 += 180,436 =: 182,319: 185,311 
Freighters?_______.__._-___.___-do____ 101,248 104,639 109,857 117,953 120,494 = 121,252 
Other______________________do____ 3,027 2,962 2,758 2,319 2,209 2,017 

Total ___________________do____ 556,572 606,499 641,219 645,488 650,902 654,909 

‘Maritime Administration classification. Tankers include whaling tankers. Vessels shown here as “Other” include 
combination passenger and cargo and combination passenger and refrigerated cargo. The contribution of these vessels to 
mineral commodity trade is regarded as unimportant. Data are as of Dec. 31 of year indicated. 

2Includes refrigerated freighters. 
5Excludes refrigerated freighters. 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Maritime Administration. Merchant Fleets of the World. Annual issues 
covering 1975 through 1977, and unpublished data supplied by the same agency for 1978-80.
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Table 10.—World shipping loadings and unloadings 

(Million metric tons) 
eee 

. 1976 1977 1978" 1979* 1980 
ne 

Loadings: 
Tanker cargo _____________________________ F1 843 T1891 1,956 2,044 1,851 
Dry cargo. __~_-_____~-~_-___--~ ~~ _______ 1,523 ¥1,577 1,666 1,785 1,881 

Total___-_-_-__________ ~~~ ee 3,366 3,468 3,622 3,829 3,732 

Unloadings: 
Tanker cargo __________________________ F1 834 T1906 1,942 2,032 1,845 
Dry cargo. _____________ 1,518 1,536 1,632 1,782 1,877 

Total____________ LLL 3,352 3,442 3,574 3,814 3,722 
LO 

SS 

"Revised. 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. V. 36, No. 6, June 1982, p. xxxi. 

Table 11.—World shipping of dry cargo, by geographical area 
(Million metric tons) 

ee 

A Loadings Unloadings 

nea 1978 1979 1980 1978" 1979 1980 
eee 

Market economy countries: 
-Developed: 

Australia and New Zealand _ 178 172 197 20 T21 18 
Canada _____________ 112 130 (4) 44 49 (*) 
Japan _____§_________ 81 83 84 297 332 361 
South Africa, Republic of _ _ 52 64 69 7 ¥7 10 
United States _________ T272 323 363 167 163 143 
Western Europe ________ ™362 372 378 576 T641 674 Other ______________ 5 5 1141 7 "4 160 SY 

Total___.________ T1,062 1,149 1,232 1,118 ¥1,217 1,266 eee OD 
eee ES SSS SSeS SSSR 

Developing: 
Caribbean ___________ ¥4l 43 38 11 Fil 18 
Venezuela ___________ "17 15 16 11 13 12 
Other Latin America _ _ __ _ 161 7175 191 60 66 72 
Far East ____________ 167 172 175 161 187 195 
Near East____________ T14 17 15 13 73 16 
Northern Africa________ r 29 F30 30 43 46 46 
Other Africa __________ 758 62 59 35 36 40 
Other ______________ 8 Tg 8 2 Tr? 4 i cr 

Total___________- F495 7523 532 396 F434 463 a rr —oeeeeeQnaqma)q={={_ 
Centrally planned economy 

countries: 
USS.R__~_ ~~~ F49 53 51 38 44 48 
Other _____~_~___________ ™60 60 66 80 86 100 A ree aera 

Total_________-_____ 109 7113 117 118 7130 148 
eee 

Revised. 
1Canada apparently included with “Other”’ in source publication. 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. V. 36, No. 6, June 1982, Pp. xxxi-xxxv.
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Table 12.—World shipping of tanker cargo, by geographical area 

(Million metric tons) 
ee 

Loadings Unloadings 
Area EE 1978 1979° 1980 1978 1979 1980 
eee 

Market economy countries: 
Developed: 

Australia and New Zealand _ 3 2 3 16 18 18 
Canada _____________ 4 4 (4) "17 18 2) 
Japan ___ ~~~ __ __ __ 261 ™216 252 
South Africa, Republic of __ __ 1 __ af ry 10 
United States _________ 2 3 3 379 385 308 
Western Europe________ 128 165 156 T576 "641 674 
Other ______________ (?) 2 15 173 T161 169 

Total _~__________ 137 177 167 71,429 1,506 1,331 

Developing: 
Caribbean __________~_ 148 149 136 F189 188 164 
Venezuela __________- 99 95 97 _- _- ae 
Other Latin America _ _ — _ _ 33 42 56 67 76 
Far East _____~-~____-— 207 210 202 128 144 150 
Near East___________-_ 907 916 780 19 ™8 17 
Northern Africa_ — ~~ —__~~- 202 208 187 48 T48 52 
Other Africa ____~___-~_-_ 103 129 105 "18 18 17 
Other _____________-_ (?) _- 1 5 TY] 66 

Total ___.______--- 1,699 1,749 1,564 TATA 483 466 

Centrally planned economy 
countries: 
U.SS.R__-_-_-~--------- 102 97 99 6 ry 8 

. Other________-_-_----- 18 21 111 *33 ™35 40 

Total _______________ 120 118 210 39 T42 48 

TRevised. 
1Canada apparently included with “Other” in source production. 
2Revised to zero. 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. V. 35, No. 3, March 1981, pp. xxix-xxxiii. 

Table 13.—Nonferrous metal prices in the United States 
(Average cents per pound unless otherwise specified) 

Year and month Aluminum! Copper? Lead® Zinc* Tin® Silver® 

1978__-_-_ 2 LLL 53.075 65.510 33.653 30.971 586.674 540.089 
A9T9_ - §9.395 92.334 52.642 37.296 713.253 1,109.379 
1980______~___________ 69.566 T101.416 42.456 37.428 773.437 2,063.150 

1981: 
January ____________ 76.000 87.475 33.793 41.187 659.700 1,475.200 
February ____________ 76.000 84.671 30.422 41.250 633.700 1,302.400 
March_____ 76.000 85.982 35.056 41.304 627.700 1,233.800 

April ---- 76.000 86.633 37.519 43.562 617.600 1,143.700 
ay____~_________- 76.000 84.398 36.413 45.195 589.400 1,084.800 

June. _~__-_~ ~~ ______ 76.000 83.826 37.973 46.117 576.500 1,000.100 
July____~_________-_ 76.000 83.012 40.985 46.247 614.300 863.100 
August _____________ 76.000 85.987 43.890 47.469 672.100 892.500 
September ._ __________ 76.000 83.322 40.323 48.715 679.000 1,003.600 
October. ~_______ 76.000 80.912 37.049 45.871 690.800 925.100 
November ___________ 76.000 79.816 33.875 46.148 710.900 854.700 
December ___________ 76.000 78.893 31.071 42.589 793.500 843.200 

Average ___________ 76.000 83.744 36.531 44.555 655.400 1,051.900 

TRevised. 
1Unalloyed ingot, 99.5%, delivered United States. 
2Electrolytic copper, domestic refineries, on Atlantic seaboard. 
5Refined lead, nationwide. 
“Prime Western slab, f.o.b. East St. Louis. 
5Straits tin, New York. 
SCents per troy ounce, 999 fine, New York. 

Source: American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Inc.
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Table 14.—Nonferrous metal prices in the United Kingdom’ 
(Average U.S. cents per pound unless otherwise specified) 

Year and month Aluminum? Copper® Lead* Zinc® Tin® Silver? 

1978__§_§ ~~ _ ~~ ee 60.060 61.826 29.803 26.870 583.912 541.883 
1979__ 72.724 90.113 54.520 33.588 702.678 1,110.965 
1980___~__-_§__________- 80.753 99.297 41.213 34.482 763.087  *2,087.200 

1981: 
January ____________ 64.849 84.766 31.948 35.217 650.100 1,473.600 
February ___________- 65.882 81.703 31.236 33.105 618.400 1,308.100 
March. ____-_________ 65.524 82.492 33.063 34.328 618.400 1,232.400 
April ____-________- 62.028 82.615 34.382 37.312 606.200 1,150.800 
May______________. 58.786 79.028 31.584 38.500 574.500 1,086.100 
June_______ 55.843 77.111 32.302 38.062 571.700 999.500 
July_____~_________- 53.255 76.290 35.548 39.210 605.900 859.300 
August ____________- 55.862 81.066 37.343 43.276 657.000 889.700 
September ___________ 53.022 77.583 34.609 42.567 677.500 1,004.400 
October____________- 51.656 75.580 32.467 40.414 685.500 924.500 
November _________-_- 49.082 74.906 30.183 39.744 718.300 853.300 
December _________—- 51.226 75.084 30.555 38.314 723.600 846.700 

Average__________ 57.274 79.488 33.296 38.932 650.000 1,052.400 

TRevised. 
1London Metal Exchange average settlement prices. 
2Unalloyed ingot, 99.5%. 
3Electrolytic copper. 
“Refined lead. 
5Slab. 
Straits tin. 
7Cents per troy ounce, 999 fine. 

Source: American Bureau of Meta! Statistics, Inc. 

Table 15.—Nonferrous metal prices in Canada 

(Average U.S. cents per pound unless otherwise specified) 

Year and month Copper? Lead? Zinc? Silver* 

1978. 2) Lee 66.376 32.213 29.966 540.555 
1979__§____ ee 92.884 51.133 36.888  *1,108.600 
1980___ ~~ ~~ 100.596 42.174 87.453 *2,063.700 

1981: 
January________~_~~_~_____~-~___~---------- 87.358 35.529 40.727 1,475.100 
February _________________--_-_---------- 84.844 30.832 40.469 1,302.800 
March. _____ __-______~__~____~~-~-~-------__- 86.169 35.711 40.995 1,233.800 
April _.______-~__________--------------- 86.930 37.469 42.823 1,143.900 
May _____________-- ~~ __-~------------- 84.772 37.469 45.296 1,085.400 
June____§__-_ ~~ ee 83.606 37.979 45.678 1,000.500 
July _.______~__-~~_____~~- 82.510 41.150 45.431 864.300 
August __________.~~_~__-___ ee 85.977 43.998 48.476 895.000 
September ___ ____________-~-~------------- 83.716 41.955 49.549 1,003.900 
October___________~~--_~~-----_---------- 81.673 37.431 46.140 925.500 
November ___ ~~ _ —~-_------~---------------- 80.638 35.017 46.750 856.100 
December_ ___ __ _______-_-_-_---_~----------- 79.488 31.664 45.003 846.800 

Average __ ___________~_~__-~-~_-~------- 83.973 37.183 44.778 1,052.800 

"Revised. 
Electrolytic wirebar, f.o.b. delivered Canadian points. Canadian domestic producer delivered price for cathode in 1980. 
Pig lead. . 
SCommencing with September 1980, Cominco changed its base grade to High Grade instead of Prime Western and from 

then, Prime Western carried a 0.50 cent premium over High Grade. Data furnished here for 1978 through August 1980 
are prices for Prime Western grade; those included in the 1980 average for September 1980 through Decem r 1980, 
inclusive, are for special high grade, while those for all of 1981 are regular high grade. 

‘U.S. cents per troy ounce, average price of Cominco, Ltd. 

Source: American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Inc.
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Table 16.—Leading world producers of bauxite’ 

(Gross weight, thousand metric tons) 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

. Australia ____~_~__~_______ ee 26,086 24,293 27,583 27,178 25,541 
Guineaf ________________ 10,841 10,456 13,700 10,330 212,100 
Jamaica _______~_-________--_~-___-- F11,390 11,739 11,618 12,054 11,664 
U.SS.R.&3 ~~ Le 6,180 6,180 6,180 6,180 6,180 
Brazil __..-__~-_-~________-~________ 1,120 1,160 2,388 1,892 5,300 
Suriname ________________-~_______- 4,805 5,188 5,010 4,696 3,728 
Greece_________~_____ ee 2,885 2,663 2,812 3,286 3,300 
Yugoslavia ___-_-__________________-- 2,044 2,565 3,012 3,138 23,249 
Hungary. ____-__--___~_____~~-__-_-- 2,949 2,899 2,976 2,950 22,914 
India__§_§____~-_~ ~~ Le 1,519 1,663 1,934 1,740 2,100 

France. ______.-__-----.----__-_-- 2,059 1,978 1,970 1,892 1,871 . 
Guyana®_________________ ee 2,731 2,425 2,312 2,471 1,680 
United States. _________.___~_-__ _-- 2,013 1,669 1,821 1,559 21,510 
China®_____§_§_________ ee 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 

Total? 9. 5 5 Le 778,122 76,378 84,816 80,866 82,637 
Other __________-_-___-_-____-~__-__- 5,389 5,012 4,541 6,686 4,906 

Grand total? ________________ ~---- 783,511 F81,390 89,357 87,552 87,543 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. | 
‘Table includes data available as of June 23, 1982. | 
2Reported figure. 
SIncludes bauxite equivalent of nepheline syenite concentrates and alunite ore (produced in the US.S.R. only). 

Table 17.—Leading world producers of aluminum! | 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? | 

United States____________.__________ 4,118 4,358 4,557 4,654 4,489 
USS.R& ~~ ee 1,640 1,670 1,750 1,760 1,790 
Canada ______________________ ee 973 © 1,049 860 1,074 1,123 - 
Japan _________________ ~~ 1,188 1,058 1,010 1,091 770 
Germany, Federal Republic of. ____ ________ 142 740 FTA 731 728 
Norway _____.~______~______-__-__-_ 622 639 660 651 636 
France________~-__-___-~-_~ ~~ ~~. 399 391 395 432 435 
Spain. ______.____-__--_--_--_---- 211 212 259 386 396 
Australia ___________.________----- 248 263 T270 303 379 
China®__________________________e F350 360 360 360 360 
United Kingdom _____________-_._-_-- 350 347 359 375 339 
Italy____________________________ 260 270 269 291 O74 
Venezuela_______________-___-_-~--_ 44 76 F298 327 ©272 
Netherlands __________________-__-- 241 261 258 262 262 
Brazil _-.-_-__.~________-___—____-_-_ 167 186 238 260 257 
Romania________________-________- 209 213 217 241 251 
India. _-__~_ ~~ _-§_____ ee 179 214 211 185 213 

Total_________________---__---- 11,941 12,307 12,642 13,383 12,974 
Other ___________--_________--_-- T1838 T] 828 ¥1,928 2,044 2,097 

Grand total __________-____-_--_-- 13,779 714,135 14,570 15,427 15,071 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Table includes data available through May 21, 1982.
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Table 18.—Leading world producers of chromite’ 

(Gross weight, thousand metric tons) 

ec nar i tS SASS 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° a OY 

South Africa, Republic of _ 3,059 3,144 3,297 3,414 22.867 
% USS.R& =e 2,180 2,300 2,300 2,450 2,400 
1 Albania® ___________ 880 990 1,015 1,077 1,140 
% ‘Zimbabwe __________ 677 478 542 552 526 
‘. Philippines. _________ 7538 ™540 556 496 445 
® Finland__________-- 402 T407 | 435 341 413 
\* Brazil _______------ 310 T269 340 287 408 
_ Turkey®___§.§-_§______ 508 375 450 400 400 
7 India ____________- *353 266 309 319 336 

He Total ___________ 3 907 ™8,769 9,244 9,836 8,935 
"Other __ T5341 493 441 413 341 

| Grand total. _______ T9 448 9 262 9,685 9,749 9,276 
a 

’ “Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
. 1Table includes data available through June 9, 1982. 
" ?Reported figure. 

; Table 19.—Leading world producers of mine copper’ 

t (Cu content of ore, thousand metric tons) 
a 

: Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

“ United States?________ 1,364 1 368 1,444 1,181 1,538 
i Chile?__§_§_§_§________ 1,056 1,036 1,061 1,068 1,080 
3 USSR°&?_ ~~ 830 865 885 900 950 
; Canada? __________-_ 759 659 636 716 3718 
| Zambia? __________- 656 643 588 596 588 
i Zaire?__§_§__________ 482 424 400 459 497 
i Peru? __§___________ "338 366 391 367 3398 
t Poland ________..__- 289 321 325 346 315 
i Philippines__________ 273 263 298 305 289 
» Australia__________- 222 222 238 232 3223 
In South Africa, Republic of _ 208 F206 191 201 209 

Bo China® ____________ 195 200 200 200 200 
i. Papua New Guinea _ _ _ _ _ 182 199 2171 147 165 

e Total ____-____- 6,854 6,772 6,828 6,718 7,100 
' Other _-_______-__-_ FEg5 *856 846 938 1,053 

; Grand total ______ 77,739 "7,628 7,674 7,656 8,153 

be “Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
me 1Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. 

rn *Recoverable. 
“ 3Reported figure. 

“os Table 20.—Leading world producers of gold! 

a (Thousand troy ounces) 

€ Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

* South Africa, Republic of _ 22,502 22,649 22,617 21,669 221,121 
; U.S.S.R& ~~. 7,850 8,000 8,160 8,300 8,425 
‘ Canada _________-~- 1,734 1,735 1,644 1,627 21,513 
f United States ______~_~- 1,100 999 964 970 21,378 

Brazil] __._..------~- 280 301 319 1,300 1,200 
Philippines__________ 559 587 535 590 670 
Papua New Guinea _ — — _ — 740 751 630 452 2540 
Australia_____.----- T624 648 597 544 530 

‘ Dominican Republic _ _ _ _ 343 343 353 370 413 
J Zimbabwe __—_----~—- 402 399 388 368 2371 
, Ghana______---_--- 481 402 362 353 330 

Total ______-__-- 36,615 36,814 36,569 36,543 36,491 
‘ Other _____-_------- 2,291 2,169 2,200 2,598 4,294 

‘ Grand total_ ______- ™38,906 "38,983 38,769 39,141 40,785 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 2, 1982. 
*Reported figure.
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Table 21.—Leading world producers of iron ore, iron ore concentrates, 
and iron ore agglomerates’ 

(Thousand metric tons) 

a 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
ON OUnry 

USSR ~~ ee 241,851 T246,252 241,739 244,714 2242,000 at 

Brazil —_--~~------- 82,001 84,985 96,112 114,782 99,980 
Australia__________-_ 95,923 83,134 91,717 95,542 86,000 ~ 

United States ________ 756,645 82,892 87,092 70,730 274,348 { 

China® ___________-_ 50,000 70,000 75,000 75,000 70,000 4. 
Canada ___________- 57,637 41,751 59,888 48,754 250,644 
India _____________ 42,598 38,837 39,535 40,670 41,120 
South Africa, Republic of _ ¥26,480 24,206 31,565 26,313 208,318 | 

Sweden ____________ T24,838 21,486 26,168 27,184 23,225 
France ___________- 36,630 33 458 31,627 28,980 21,600 
Liberia _____________ 17,660 17,989 18,345 18,187 19,704 
Venezuela _________- 13,683 18,515 15,260 16,102 215,531 

Mauritania__________ 9,794 6,934 9,373 8,725 28 881 
Spain _.__________- Tg 398 8,580 8,826 9,227 8,565 
Mexico ___________- T5381 T5333 6,061 7,631 28.020 : 

Korea, North®________ 6,900 7,100 7,400 8,000 8,000 

Chile ___________-_- T7656 T6802 7,118 8,269 8,000 

Total _-________- 784,005 798,249 852,826 848,760 813,936 fk 
Other ___________-- ™57,097 754,029 51,446 47,112 46,845 

RM ; 

Grand total. _______ ™841,102 ™847,278 904,272 895,872 860,781 4 
__Grandtotal------- Se EE 

€kstimated. Preliminary. Revised. | 
1Table includes data available through June 30, 1982. ! 
2Reported figure. ue 

Table 22.—Leading world producers of crude steel! - 
(Thousand metric tons) ‘ 

er 
as 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980° 1981° y 

USSR _____--------------------- 146,678 151,435 149,099 147,940 148,960 
United States.______.________------- 113,700 124,312 123,687 101,455 2108,782 
Japan _______________----_-------- 102,405 102,105 111,748 111,395 2101,695 
Germany, Federal Republic of_ — - - - -_ ~---_- 38,985 41,253 46,040 — 43,838 241,613 

China ___________--_----_--------- 23,740 31,780 34,430 37,120 236,290 
Italy _.________~-___------------- 23,334 24,283 24,250 26,501 294,561 
France_______________.----------- 22,094 22,841 23,360 23,115 291,264 
Poland________------------------- 17,841 19,251 19,218 19,485 15,700 
United Kingdom _________------------ 20,410 20,311 21,438 11,277 215,596 
Czechoslovakia_________._________--- 15,064 15,294 14,817 15,225 15,240 
Canada ____________--_----------- 13,631 ¥14,899 16,078 15,887 214,806 | 
Brazil _______________________---- 11,164 12,107 13,893 15,318 13,218 
Romania. = _______-_----_---------- 11,457 11,779 12,909 13,175 13,000 
Spain. ________-_----------------- 11,102 ™11,269 12,304 12,586 12,882 
Belgium ______-------------------- 11,256 12,601 13,442 12,320 212,283 
India___________----------------- 9,918 9,987 9,996 9,420 710,780 |, 
South Africa, Republic of__.____-_-_-----~- 7,376 7,902 8,868 9,068 78,943 | 
Australia ______________________--- 7,313 7,589 8,125 7,584 7,530 i 

Total___________--------------- ™607,468 ™6.40,998 663,702 632,709 623,143 | 
Other ___________.----~---------- ™65,326 73.111 81,312 81,678 81,194 

oe 
Grand total ________-------------- ¥672,794 714,109 745,014 714,387 704,337 
an 

1Steel ingots and castings. Table includes data available through June 2, 1982. 
*Reported figure. | 

;
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Table 23.—Leading world producers of mine lead’ 
(Pb content of ore, thousand metric tons) 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

United States? ______________________ 538 ™530 526 550 3446 
USS.R& ~~ ee 405 410 410 410 410 
Australia ____________-~__~_-~__-.____ 432 400 422 297 3392 
Canada _____________ ~~~ ee 281 320 311 397 3332 
Peru? __-______ =e T1716 183 174 189 3187 
Mexico? ______________________ ee 164 171 174 146 3157 
China®_____§___ = > Le 135 145 155 155 155 
Morocco __ __- - 5 2 ee Le 93 100 116 115 125 
Yugoslavia _~-_§_§____ __§_ Lt 130 129 130 121 120 
Bulgaria® ___§_§__§___________________ 117 117 116 116 116 
Korea, North® ______________________ 110 105 100 100 100 

Total_____________ ie T2 581 72,610 2,634 2,596 - 2,540 
Other _____~________ T1764 ™7163 767 832 813 

Grand total ____§_$_____._--~----__- 3,345 3,373 3,401 3,428 3,353 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 16, 1982. 
2Recoverable. 
%Reported figure. 

Table 24.—Leading world producers of manganese ore’ 

(Gross weight, thousand metric tons) 

Country” =—=<“—=*‘s*‘s*s*s‘s‘s‘s‘s‘“‘“‘(tézdT:!O#«CSB!O!~#~#~«dST:C*‘“‘é‘iaOP:O#~#~#CRIS 

USS.R ~~ 8,591 9,057 10,244 9,750 9,400 
South Africa, Republic of_______________-_ 5,048 4,317 5,182 5,695 25,039 
Brazil __-___________ 1,516 1,917 2,259 2,360 1,896 
China®_____§___§_~_______ Le 1,150 1,300 1,500 1,600 1,600 
India. _§_§ ~§_-_-_§ ~~ Le 1,865 1,619 1,755 1,645 1,500 
Gabon _____________________-____- 1,851 T1,710 2,300 2,147 21,488 
Australia ______________--_-------- 1,389 1,249 1,698 1,961 21,409 
Mexico_____________________--_____ 487 523 493 447 2578 
Ghana_____§__~_~__~____ 292 316 272 252 225 
Morocco ________---------------_-- 114 126 136 131 - 7110 
Hungary________-~_________-_--___-- 120 114 83 88 83 

Total__________--~__~__~___-+-__-- 22,423 ™22,248 25,922 26,076 23,328 
Other ___________________ eee FAAT 338 303 314 245 

Grand total ____________~__~_-___-- ¥22,870 722,586 26,225 26,390 23,573 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 30, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 

Table 25.—Leading world producers of mine nickel 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 

Canada _________~~_-~~_- ee 233 128 126 185 2160 
USS.R®& ~~~ Le FIAT 7149 151 154 160 
New Caledonia______________-----_-- 113 65 80 87 274 
Australia ___.___-__------~_-------- 86 82 70 14 274 
Cuba® ______ 37 35 32 38 40 
Philippines __________-__.__-.-- ~~~ 37 30 33 38 37 
Indonesia _______-__.~-_-__-------- 33 31 31 31 26 
South Africa, Republic of_ ________.-__--_ 23 29 30 26 26 

Total _______--___--_--_-------- 7709 F549 553 633 597 
Other ________ ~~ __ 7119 T107 126 112 103 

Grand total ________~__-__~.--~-_-- Fg28 ™656 679 745 700 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through May 5, 1982. 
7Reported figure.
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Table 26.—Leading world producers of mine tin’ 
(Sn content of ore, metric tons) 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Malaysia ________________~________- 58,703 62,650 62,995 61,404 259,938 
USS.R© 2 33,000 34,000 35,000 36,000 36,000 
Indonesia ___.______________________ 25,926 27,411 29,440 32,527 234,869 
Thailand ___________ Le 24,205 30,186 33,962 33,685 32,000 
Bolivia. ____________._.-_-~-~-~____-_ 33,740 30,881 27,648 27,272 229,801 
China®_____________ 13,000 14,000 14,000 14,600 15,000 
Australia __-_______________ Le 10,634 11,864 12,871 10,835 12,000 
Brazi] __-__-______~____-~___~-~__-___ 6,287 6,341 7,005 6,930 9,000 
United Kingdom_____________________ T4100 3132 2,708 3,291 23,890 
South Africa, Republic of________________- 2,864 2,886 2,697 2,913 22,811 
Nigeria __________________________ 3,267 2,935 2,750 2,527 2,500 
Zaire ___ ~~~ ~~ Le 5,073 4,390 3,879 3,000 2,200 

Total_______________-_________- 220,799 *230,676 234,955 234,984 240,009 
Other ______________-~__-~__ T9895 T10,406 10,993 11,509 12,500 

Grand total ______________________ F230,694 241,082 245,948 246,493 252,509 

©Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 9, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 

Table 27.—Leading world producers of mine zinc! 
(Zn content of ore, thousand metric tons) 

Country 1977 _ 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Canada ______________ 1,071 1,067 1,100 895 21,097 
US.S.B° ~~ 735 770 770 785 790 
Australia ____-_§~__-_.~__~__ Le 492 473 532 494 2508 
Peru _________- 405 ™403 432 488 2497 
United States... -§______~______ LLL 408 303 267 317 2312 
Japan __-___------- 276 275 243 238 242 
Mexico. _____________~_____-_____e 266 245 246 238 2212 
Sweden _______- Le 140 163 170 167 218] 
Spain....____________._._______ 98 147 143 183 180 
China®________________ 155 160 160 160 160 
Poland® _____________________ 188 194 183 188 | 2147 
Korea, North® __-____________________ 150 145 145 140 140 
Ireland______..._______--_-------- 116 176 212 229 120 
Yugoslavia ____-____________________ 112 . 104 102 “94 118 
Germany, Federal Republic of... _________ 111 97 97 100 292 
Bulgaria. _____§_~_ ~~~ 87 88 85 87 90 
Greenland. ________________________ q7 82 87 87 286 

Total_____-___~_. Le 4,887 T4892 4,974 4,890 4,972 
Other ___________________ T1033 F954 893 885 869 

Grand total ______________________ T5920 5,846 5,867 5,775 5,841 
SSS SS SSS ss SSS ss TSS iS Ss ls lS sss SSS SS isi SSS 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through July 7, 1982. 
2Reported figure.
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Table 28.—Leading world producers of hydraulic cement? 
(Thousand metric tons) 
a 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 

USSR _________-__-_--__-_-_-_-_--__ "127,056 «126,956 123,019 «125,049 «= :127,006 
Japan _____~~_____~-~__-_~-~_~_~_-~_--~_- 73,138 ™84,882 87,804 87,957 84,831 
China ______~_~_____-~~____-~~_ +--+ 55,649 65,239 73,900 79,859 84,005 
United States__ _____.______--~------ 72,627 17,546 77,931 69,589 266,163 
Italy _.-___________--____---------- ¥38,204 38,232 39,289 41,772 42,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of____..______~- 33,408 T35,303 36,664 35,546 233,029 
Spain (including Canary Islands) _ ___— —~ — ~~~ - 27,995 30,233 28,460 28,460 28,600 
Brazil] _-._-_._§_~______~-___~___-___- 21,123 22,280 24,874 27,193 28,500 
France__ = 2 LL 28,829 28,025 28,825 29,104 28,227 
India. _§_§____ _____ ~~~ _ ee T19,060 719,560 18,264 17,700 20,760 
Mexico_____§_ ____~___-~~ ~~ ___ eee 13,227 14,056 15,178 16,260 17,000 
Korea, Republic of_________________ __- 14,196 15,133 16,413 15,6381 215,617 
Romania___ ~~ ___ ~~~ ee 13,875 14,688 15,598 15,611 14,750 
Poland. ~$_~ -__-__-~_-~~_-~___--~-~--- 21,300 21,700 19,176 18,443 14,225 
Turkey______ ~_._._-_______.~ ~~~ -__- 13,833 15,344 13,784 12,875 14,000 
United Kingdom ________~_._.__.------ 15,456 15,916 16,140 14,805 213,263 
German Democratic Republic _________-~-~-- 12,102 12,521 12,273 12,444 12,500 

Total______~____~--~_-~-----~--~--- ™601,078 "637,614 647,592 648,298 644,476 
Other _________------------------ T196,006 ¥215,378 222,745 236,049 243,585 

Grand total _ .____-.-_---------+-+-- ™797,084 ¥852,987 870,337 884,347 888,061 

°Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 

Table 29.—Leading world producers of diamond! 
(Thousand carats) . 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
te 

USS.R& ~~ ee 10,300 10,550 10,700 10,850 10,600 
South Africa, Republic of__ _____._____---- 7,643 7,727 8,384 8,520 29 526 
Zaire __§_§_-§ ee 11,214 11,243 8,734 10,235 7,500 
Botswana _ — ~-----------------+----- 2,691 2,799 4,394 5,101 24,961 
Namibia____"__________-_--__------ 2,001 1,898 1,653 1,560 21 248 
Ghana ____$________~___~__-~-~-~_--+-- 1,947 1,423 1,253 1,258 1,000 

Total______________-~~--_--~----~~- 35,796 ™35,640 35,118 37,524 34,835 
Other ________~___-~___--~~~_--~----+ 3,863 3,983 4,282 4,583 4,286 

Grand total __________-~___--..----- ¥39,659 39,623 39,400 42,107 39,121 

“Estimated. PPreliminary. Revised. 
1Gem and industrial grades undifferentiated. Table includes data available through May 7, 1982. 
2Reported figure.
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Table 30.—Leading world producers of nitrogen in ammonia! 

(N content, thousand metric tons) 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

United States_______________________ 13,347 12,910 18,989 14,736 214,196 
USS.R ~~~. Le 10,744 11,300 12,199 12,477 12,610 

China®_______-___________________ 5,620 6,750 7,170 7,500 7,440 
India® ______-_____ 2,037 ¥2,220 2,256 2,221 22,947 
France. _________________ ee 2,034 2,020 2,150 2,085 22,250 
Canada ________~__________ ee 1,764 1,926 1,981 1,996 22,181 
Romania__________ ~~~ 1,792 2,257 2,334 2,248 2,177 
Netherlands _______________________ 2,140 2,148 2,036 1,991 21,970 
Germany, Federal Republic of. ____.________ 1,989 1,955 2,161 2,044 21,961 
Japan ___~ ~~ 2,292 2,454 2,323 2,149 21,850 
United Kingdom _____________________ 1,631 1,600 1,666 1,633 21,780 
Mexico___________-_______________ 780 1,304 1,359 1,548 21,725 
Poland___-____________~____________ 1,665 1,611 1,525 1,542 1,497 
Italy _..-_-_-_--__-~________-_____-_ 1,168 ¥1,443 1,431 1,397 21,200 
German Democratic Republic__§__._________ 1,129 1,137 1,078 1,182 1,188 

Total. _-_________~___ LL ¥ 50,132 ¥ 53,085 55,658 56,749 56,972 
Other _________-_____-________ 15,986 12,848 14,104 14,573 14,494 

Grand total _______..__.-_________ "66,118 65,883 69,762 71,322 71,466 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Erroneously captioned in 1978-79 edition of this chapter. Table includes data available through May 12, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
5Data given are for years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 

Table 31.—Leading world producers of phosphate rock’ 
(Thousand metric tons) 
a 

. Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
nnn ace 

United States______..___~______ 47,256 50,037 51,611 54,415 253,624 
USSRE&F ¥26,925 27,712 28,405 29,450 30,950 
Morocco* ______~___________________ 17,804 19,713 20,032 18,824 219,696 
China®___________________-______- 4,000 4,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 
Tunisia ~-_____- § 5 5 3,615 3,712 4,154 4,582 24,596 
Jordan_——__--_______--_----__---- 1,782 2,303 2,825 3,911 23,523 
South Africa, Republic of. _-.__-_~__-______ 2,403 2,699 3,221 3,282 22,910 
Togo ________~_-_____ ~~ 2,857 2,827 2,920 2,933 22,244 

Total__-_-§_-__________~_~ Lee 106,642 113,503 118,668 122,897 123,043 
Other ____________ F12,680 15,144 14,255 15,465 15,617 

Grand total _____________ 2 ______ 119,322 128,647 132,923 138,362 138,660 
a 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Includes output of all major crude mineral sources of phosphate. Table includes data available through Apr. 17, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
Includes material described as sedimentary rock in Soviet sources. 
“Includes output from Western Sahara.
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Table 32.—Leading world producers of marketable potash’ 

(K20 equivalent, thousand metric tons) 

ee 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980° 1981° 
nS 

USS.R ____---~-----~---------~---+-+- 8,347 8,193 6,635 8,064 8,350 
Canada _______~~~_-~_~__-~-~_------- 5,764 6,340 7,074 7,532 26,815 
German Democratic Republic _________-__- 3,229 3,323 3,395 3,422 3,490 
Germany, Federal Republic of_.._______-_- 2,341 2,470 2,616 2,737 22,591 
United States_ _______-__._--__------ 2,229 2,253 2,225 2,239 2,156 
France____-__-~-~~~~__----~~----~-~-- 1,580 1,795 1,850 1,735 21,969 

Total____§__~___-____- ~~___--_--- 23,490 24,374 23,795 25,729 25,371 
Other __________~-_~-~__----~ _---~---- T1762 71,739 1,882 1,944 | 1,986 

Grand total ____________--__------ 725,252 726,113 25,677 27,673 27,357 
> 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Table includes data available through Apr. 21, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 

Table 33.—Leading world producers of salt? 

(Thousand metric tons) 

er 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980° 1981° 

A 

United States (including 
Puerto Rico) ______.._.__-------~--- 39,407 ™38,914 41,567 36,630 235,303 

China®________§_________--~ +--+ 17,100 19,530 14,770 17,280 18,325 
USS.R& ~~ ee 14,300 14,500 14,300 14,600 14,600 
Germany, Federal Republic of_ ___--------~- 12,322 12,658 15,089 ©12,970 12,260 
Canada ____________-___-----~-+-~-~+- 6,039. 6,452 6,881 7,029 7,285 
India__§_§_$______~_~_--__---~~---~-~---- 5,332 6,700 7,036 ©7,262 7,260 
Mexico_____~____~___-_~-----~--+-~-~-- 4,899 5,635 6,169 6,575 7,000 
United Kingdom ______~___-_---------+- 8,202 7,310 7,819 7,155 6,810 
France____________~-~-~~--~~-~---~--+--~-- 5,776 6,283 8,057 €7,103 26,636 
Australia ________~___~~--~__---~--- 4,715 5,766 5,172 5,315 5,300 
Romania________-_—-~-_----~---~--~--- 4,536 4,739 4,720 5,055 5,000 
Italy___________________________- ™ 4620 4,931 °5, 669 5,267 4,900 
Brazil _________~_-----~--------~--- 2,774 3,299 3,555 3,838 4,000 
Spain. _________~__---~----------- ™3,101 3,369 3,447 3,508 3,600. 
Netherlands ________~___-~-_--~----- 3,111 2,939 3,951 23,464 © 3,500 
Poland_____$__~_-_--~--~--~----~--+-- 4,357 4,393 4,429 4,534 3,390 
German Democratic Republic _________---- 2,643 2,741 3,051 3,128 3,160 
Argentina_ ____ ______~__------~~----- 1,148 700 620 1,004 1,094 
Japan ____~_______-~~_----~--~-~~---+- 1,056 1,073 1,090 1,102 1,000 
Bahamas _______-~_---------~----~--- 1,670 1,633 440 684 970 
Colombia _____.____-_~-__--~------~---- F941 F837 752 838 715 
Turkey________~____--_-~--~-~-------~- 717 929 1,130 626 700 
Bangladesh _________._~__-__---~----~-~- 346 786 674 700 700 
Pakistan. ____§_§_____-__--_-~----~~---~- 499 640 704 605 700 
Egypt _________-_-~-~-_~_-----~---+-- 597 755 616 636 650 

Total. _-_________--_---~-_--~---- 150,268 157,512 161,708 156,908 154,858 
Other __._________--_-----_----+-- T11,308 13,911 11,805 11,727 11,169 

Grand total _________--_.-_-----+-- 161,576 171,423 173,513 168,635 166,027 
SU 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 8, 1982. 
2Reported figure.
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Table 36.—Leading world producers of marketed natural gas' | 

(Billion cubic feet) 
ee 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 
en rv SPSS SSS SiS SS SS SS RS 

United States_______~_--_--~-------~-- 20,025 19,975 20,373 19,992 220,241 
USS.R ~~~ --__--------------+----- 12,219 13,144 14,359 15,369 216,421 
Netherlands __________~_----~+--~---- 3,422 3,133 3,292 3,267 3,240 
Canada ___________~___--___-_------ 3,161 3,128 3,335 3,068 23,006 
United Kingdom _____ _____-----~------ 1,416 1,382 1,410 1,317 21,321 
Mexico_____________-~------------~- 600 745 915 1,129 21,214 
Romania______§____~_--_~--~---~---~-- 1,204 1,212 1,161 1,199 1,200 
Norway __________--_----~--------- 111 526 759 922 2920 
Algeria __________-_~-_---~-~-~--~---- 305 490 916 “900 900 
Indonesia ___________.~-~-------~----- 200 384 399 696 2739 
Germany, Federal Republic of_________-__-~- 638 707 ©725 665 2666 
Venezuela______________-~-------_- 524 520 576 589 2584 
Saudi Arabia ____________-_~-__~--_-- 159 335 ©400 ©450 500 
Italy _._ ee 485 485 A76 443 493 
China _________~__~_-~--+-~-~__-~-+-~--- ©425 485 512 504 450 

Australia ______________-~__-~_-_--_- 238 259 296 338 2401 
Pakistan. ___________.-_~_--------- 180 196 240 287 2316 
Brunei________________-~--~--~---~--+ 314 308 310 316 310 
German Democratic Republic __—_-_-_._-~- 300 302 302 302 302 
United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi and Dubai) _ _ — 143 208 220 292 298 
Argentina________.______----~--~---- 275 260 284 270 280 
France________________-~---~-~---- 272 278 274 266 2250 
Hungary. ____________-_~-------~-- 253 259 230 217 2212 
Poland________~___~.--_--_----~---- 258 282 259 224 2218 
Iran ____ ee €795 687 500 F €930 200 

Total_______________-------~--+-- F47,922 *49,690 52,523 53,252 54,682 
Other ________________---~-+-~-~-+-~-+-- 1,765 71,794 2,201 2,042 1,949 

Grand total ___§________-__--~--~--+--- F49,687 51,484 54,724 55,294 56,631 
eee ee te i fo Se 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Comprises all gas collected and utilized as a fuel or as a chemical industry raw material as well as that used for gas lift 

in fields, including gas used in oilfields and/or gasfields as a fuel by producers, even though it is not actually sold. 
Excludes gas produced and subsequently vented, flared, or reinjected to reservoirs. Table includes data available through 

t. 30, . 

FReported figure. 

Table 37.—Leading world producers of natural gas liquids’ 

(Million 42-gallon barrels) 

a 
Country? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

United States__________-~___--------- 591 572 579 572 577 
USS.R® ~~ 114 119 122 126 134 
Saudi Arabia ______.~________-~_------ 70 91 100 105 140 
Canada _____________-----~-__--~--- 106 104 123 115 3121 
Mexico_________~_~_----_--------- 38 44 57 371 388 
Algeria ________-_----~--------~--- 21 32 34 34 68 
United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi and Dubai) _ _ - 8 5 15 36 40 
Kuwait ________-__~_~__-~_~-__-_-- 21 19 22 34 31 
Venezuela. __________.--___-_-_-.-- 28 22 25 22 320 

Total. __________~_-~-__-----+_-- *997 T1008 1,077 © 1,115 1,219 

Other _.____~__--~-~---~~~---~--+--- 77 78 66 71 80 

Grand total _________-_-__-_---~--~- ¥1,074 T1,086 1,143 1,186 1,299 
a SU Sn 

€Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Every effort has been made to include only those natural gas liquids produced by natural gas processing plants and to 

exclude natural gas liquids obtained from field treatment facilities including wellhead separators, because the latter are 
normally blended with crude oil and thus are included in crude oil output statistics. In some cases, however, sources do 
not clearly specify whether data presented represent only output of natural gas processing plants or if they include field 
output. Thus, some of the figures may include field condensate. Table includes data available through Sept. 30, 1982. 

2In addition to the countries listed, China, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, the Federal Republic of 
Germany and Italy may also produce natural gas liquids in substantial quantities, but available information is 
inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

3Reported figure.
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Table 38.—Leading world producers of crude oil? 
(Million 42-gallon barrels) 

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

USS.R ~~~ Le 4,012 4,201 4,304 4,434 24,476 
Saudi Arabia? __-_§__ 3,358 3,030 3,479 3,624 3,630 
United States______________________- 3,009 3,178 3,114 3,147 23,129 
Mexico_______________________ Le 358 441 533 708 2844 
Venezuela_____§ > -§_-§_-§_- 2 Le 817 790 860 793 2768 
Nigeria ________________________ Le 761 697 841 754 750 
China _____~_____ Le °684 760 715 713 2739 
United Kingdom____________________- 279 389 562 586 2651 
Indonesia ______~§~§ __§_ _-§_- 5 5 ee 615 597 580 577 586 
United Arab Emirates ________________- 730 668 668 624 548 
Tran __-_-_ Le 2,067 1,913 1,121 550 490 
Canada _______________ ~~ 482 478 545 523 2469 
Kuwait? ~~ 5 719 778 913 609 415 
Libya_________~___ Le 753 T724 763 700 2408 
Iraq ~--_ ee eee 857 953 1,252 969 326 
Algeria _.-__________________-.-__- 421 424 421 362 2287 
Egypt ___________________________ 151 176 180 227 234 
Argentina, _____________-~_-~_--_--_- 157 165 173 180 2181 
Norway __________-____-.-__--.___ 102 127 140 182 2175 
Qatar _______________________-__- 162 177 185 173 2146 
Australia __________~___---_--_------ 157 158 160 140 2135 
Oman ________ ee 124 115 108 104 2120 
India___-$_-_-_-_- _-___ ee 76 93 94 76 2117 
Romania_____$____________~____-_-- 109 103 92 86 236 
Malaysia _._________________~_____ 67 719 103 101 284 
Brazil _-__________-_____~-_-_____ 61 61 62 68 83 
Ecuador ___ §_-§ -/ --/§ - 5 5 ee Le 67 78 78 75 277 
Peru ____-___ LL 33 55 70 71 70 
Trinidad and Tobago __________________ 84 84 78 78 269 
Brunei_______~____-~__~_____ ee 17 77 84 88 264 
Syria___.____________________ 64 62 69 61 59 
Gabon ____________~____ 79 76 71 64 254 

Total__-_________._ ~~ Le 21,492 21,707 22,478 21,507 20,270 
Other ___-_________________ 403 ™390 431 405 544 

Grand total _______._____~________ 21,895 22,097 22,909 21,912 20,814 

°Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 30, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
5Includes the country’s share of production from the Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Partitioned Zone.
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Table 39.—Leading world producers of refined oil? 

(Million 42-gallon barrels) 

SSNS 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° —— eee 

United States (including Puerto Rico and Virgin . 
Islands) _____~__._________ 5,923 5,957 5,860 5,619 5,219 USS.R ~~~ ee 3,325 3,412 3,513 3,620 3,655 Japan ______~_____ 1,701 1,688 1,696 1,611 21,464 Germany, Federal Republic of.____________ 772 788 953 875 776 France____~_~_—~_~__ 2 874 928 978 881 757 Italy __-_-~_-_~___ Le 856 865 885 721 698 Canada ___________ 659 664 712 694 2686 United Kingdom_____________________ 638 726 125 637 2577 Mexico_____________________ 309 327 358 425 2471 

China®______= = 650 600 470 470 450 Brazil) _-_______~___ ee 358 400 418 405 400 Netherlands _______________________ 448 427 470 400 2363 Spain (including Canary Islands)___________ 355 351 355 367 360 Saudi Arabia® ~~. = = = 275 294 315 336 2345 Venezuela_________________________ 356 362 369 341 2319 Singapore_-________________ 217 250 264 262 260 Belgium _______~____~_____________ 269 F247 247 239 230 India______________________ 181 196 203 191 2225 Netherlands Antilles __________________ 198 215 222 225 223 Australia _____~ ~~~ 226 226 232 213 2216 Argentina_________________________ 177 178 182 190 2190 Korea, Republic of__._-§________________ 158 174 189 183 2183 Romania__________________________ 157 175 182 182 182 German Democratic Republic_____________ 134 139 142 144 147 Kuwait?__-___ = = 126 133 163 142 124 Indonesia _______~______~_ 113 F103 120 130 120 Algeria _--_-_________________ 34 57 58 €95 120 Czechoslovakia_ _____________________ 116 119 125 122 120 South Africa, Republic of. $$. __________ 106 106 105 "110 110 Greece_______~___~____ ee 79 86 113 105 109 Egypt __-_-__________________ 77 83 98 104 108 Taiwan ______________ 93 109 107 113 106 Sweden _________________ 109 115 125 133 105 Yugoslavia __-_____________________ 95 100 109 105 104 Poland_______________________ 110 113 110 106 101 Iran ___~_~ ~~ ee 274 249 ©224 150 100 I 
Total___-.__-__~__2 20,548 20,957 21,397 20,646 19,723 Other ___________ T1679 "1,718 1,760 1,734 1,657 OE SS va 
Grand total ____._________________ 22,227 22,675 23,157 22,380 21,380 

eee ee 
_ Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 

‘Table includes data available through Sept. 30, 1982. 
?Reported figure. 
3Includes the country’s share of production from the Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Partitioned Zone.





Th t e Mineral Industry of 
Albania © anla 

By Walter Steblez' 

In 1981, the Albanian Government was duction was to increase 34% to 36% over 

less forthcoming with yearend planned in- that of 1980, although labor productivity 

dustrial output results than in previous was to grow by 2.5% to 2.8% annually 
years. The main reported indicators for the during this time. Mining, metallurgy, and 
year were national income and gross indus- machine-building industries were given the 

trial production, which increased 6% and highest development priorities during the 

1%, respectively, over 1980 levels, and were new 5-year period. Compared with that of 

consonant with published centrally planned 1980, mining output would grow 9.7% annu- 

targets for 1981. ally, and in 1985, the machine-building 

The last routine Albanian yearend indus- industry would produce 49% to 51% more 

trial production data were reported in 1973. machinery and equipment. The planned 

Subsequently, yearend production results, output of primary energy in 1985 was to 

for the most part, were reported as a per- increase by about 38% compared with the 

centage growth of output over that of pre- level of 1980. Furthermore, geological sur- 
ceding years or as a percentage share of vey work and exploration reportedly would 
total output for a given year; i., mine be intensified for both metallic and non- 

and/or smelter production were presented metallic raw materials. By 1985, the coun- 
as weighted shares of gross industrial out- try planned to add 50 new mines to the 60 
put. For 1981, performance results of indi- operating mines in 1980. 
vidual industries were generally not dis- Specific production goals for industrial 
closed by Albanian authorities. branches in 1982, as in 1981, were not 

Government Policies and Programs.— published; however, total industrial produc- 
The Albanian Government set high growth — tion was to increase 8.5% over that of 1981, 
rates for industry for the seventh 5-year and the value of foreign trade, 16.9%. 
plan period (1981-85). Total industrial pro- 

PRODUCTION 

Albania’s totally nationalized mineral in- and marble. 
dustry produced a wide variety of industrial Despite reported planned production suc- 
minerals. Chromite, copper, and nickelifer- cesses in the mineral industry for the first 
ous iron ore as well as coal and other half of 1981, plan nonfulfillment was report- 
mineral fuels remained the industry’s most ed in a number of mining sectors owing to 
important products in terms of production mismanagement, wornout equipment, ab- 
scale as well as export value. Other com- senteeism and other problems. Copper pro- 
modities produced included phosphate, duction was reported as having fallen most 
bauxite, nickel ore, dolomite, kaolin, seriously short of goals for these reasons. 

37
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Table 1.—Albania: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° 

| Asphalt and bitumen, natural® # 
thousand tons_ _ 1,500 1,600 1,650 1,780 1,800 

Cement, hydraulic____________do____ 750 800 840 1,000 1,100 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight__ __ _ __ 880,000 990,000 1,015,000 1,077,000 1,140,000 
Coal: Lignite®________-_ thousand tons__ 1,000 1,200 1,430 1,540 1,600 
Cobalt, mine output, metal content® * ____ _ 306 306 306 330 340 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content®_________ 10,000 11,500 14,000 15,300 15,500 
Metal, primary and secondary: 

Smelter® ____§_§_____________ 9,000 9,500 9,700 9,900 10,000 
Refined® ____________~______ 7,000 7,000 7,500 7,700 9,000 

Gas, natural, gross production® 5 
million cubic feet_ _ 12,370 12,500 13,000 13,200 13,500 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore: Nickeliferous: 

Gross weight______§__________ 510,000 510,000 530,000 550,000 600,000 
Iron content _.__~ ~~~ ~~ __ 178,500 178,500 85,500 192,500 200,000 

Ferroalloys: Ferrochromium® ___ _____ NA © NA NA 3,500 28,000 
Semimanufactures®_____ == 26,000 27,000 28,000 30,000 31,000 

Nickel, mine output, metal content® ______ 5,000 5,100 5,300 5,500 5,600 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ________ 65,000 76,000 72,000 75,000 76,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude: 
As reported ______ million tons__ 1,900 1,900 1,600 1,700 1,700 
Converted ‘ 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 12,676 12,700 10,700 11,300 11,300 

Refinery products:* 
Gasoline _____________do____ 1,488 1,500 1,600 1,700 1,700 
Kerosine _____________do____ 465 470 500 540 600 
Distillate fuel oi] ________do____ 2,238 2,250 2,270 2,400 2,300 
Residual fuel oil. _ __ _______do____ 2,330 3,400 3,600 3,800 3,500 
Lubricants____________do____ 84 90 100 105 120 
Other _______________do____ 2,400 2,500 2,600 2,700 3,000 

| Total® __§__________do____ 9,005 10,210 10,670 11,245 11,220 
| 50,000 50,000 62,500 66,500 66,500 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Sodium carbonate, 
calcined (soda ash)® ____§_§ ____________ 23,000 23,200 23,300 25,000 25,500 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 22, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common clay, sand and gravel, and 

stone) are undoubtedly produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and available information is inadequate to 
make reliable estimates of output levels. Also, metallic nickel production reportedly began in 1978, but data on the level 
of production are not available. 

Includes petroleum-refinery-produced asphalt and bitumen. 
Calculated from reported and estimated weight of nickeliferous ore; the amount of cobalt recovered, if any, is 

conjectural. 
“Separate data on marketable production are not available, but gross and marketed output are regarded as nearly 

equal. 
Sums of listed products only; no estimates have been made for other products produced. 

TRADE 

In 1981, Albania continued to forbid for- mercial contacts with Finland for the pur- 
eign credit borrowing and employed barter pose of purchasing Finnish mining equip- 
as a basis for foreign trade. Although Yu- ment and technology were reported. 
goslavia remained Albania’s chief trading During the 1981-85 5-year plan period, 
partner, mineral trade increased with West- 73% of Albania’s mineral exports were to be 
ern market economy countries during the domestically processed prior to shipment. 
year. Exports of Albanian ferrochromium New commodities scheduled for export were 
increased significantly to such countries as___ to include nickel, steel, bauxite, selenium, 

Italy, the Federal Republic of Germany, dolomite, quartz, and refractory bricks. 
Sweden, and the Netherlands. Also, com-
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Table 2.—Albania: Apparent exports of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y Gnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ _- 25 _- All to Italy. 
Semimanufactures_____~______ _ _- 2 _— All to Saudi Arabia. 

Chromium ore and concentrate ______ 867,562 509,122 78,177 Sweden 61,07 5; Poland 40,870; Italy 

Copper metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ____.___________ 918 1,429 -- Austria 597; Italy 398; Turkey 300. 
Semimanufactures____ _~_______ 376 805 _- Turkey 779; Italy 26. 

Iron and steel: 
Ferroalloys ___.____~________ 155 3,359 — Italy 1,505; Netherlands 1,000; 

Sweden 645. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 1,067 1,651 — All to Saudi Arabia. 
Universals, plates, sheets ___ _ _ _. 19 __ Pakistan 17. 
Rails and accessories _ __ _____ _- 14 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _________ 13 . 300 -- Saudi Arabia 284. 
Castings and forgings, rough _ _ _ 9 32 _~— All to Saudi Arabia. 

Lead metal including alloys, unwrought _ _- 5 -- All to Sweden. 
Mercury _____—-— — 176-pound flasks_ _ _- 203 -- All to Italy. 
Silver waste and sweepings? 

value, thousands_ _ $445 NA NA NA. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ________________ _- 12 _- All to Italy. 
Semimanufactures____________ 1 NA NA NA. 

Other: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__§__ = =~ 5 5 5 _- 12 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 2 NA NA NA. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones _____________ 2 NA NA NA. 
Cement____________~~___ 33,678 69,144 _-— Algeria 29,213; Yugoslavia 28,904; 

Saudi Arabia 10,021. 
Clay products: 

Nonrefractory _._____.______ _- 65 _— All to Saudi Arabia. 
Refractory. ________________ --~ 341 _- Do. 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured, 
nitrogenous_______§_________ _ 2,151 10,590 -- Yugoslavia 6,419; Greece 3,151. 

Graphite, natural ______________ -- 7 -- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Pyrites, unroasted ________._____ _- 22,914 _- Italy 15,853; Yugoslavia 7,061. 
Salt and brine_______._~________ 22,948 9,794 _. All to Yugoslavia. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda ______~.~________ 2,615 201 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _____ 4,661 3,667 -— Poland 1,616; Algeria 1,595; Italy 417. 
Worked _______________ 974 405 _-— All to Saudi Arabia. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 4 NA NA NA. 
Sulfur, elemental, crude __ ________ -- 987 -—  Allto Turkey. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ ______ 2,602 2,312 __ Yugoslavia 2,209; Austria 65. 
Coal, anthracite and bituminous _____ _- 27 -- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ _ _ _ — _42-gallon barrels_ _ 361,114 413,279 _— Italy 392,777; Netherlands 20,409. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___ __do____ 473 1,109 -- Hungary 1,093. 
Distillate fuel oil _..._____do____ 218,265 234,863 _- Italy 157,928; Greece 56,166; Turkey 

Residual fuel oil __._____—do____ _- 9,717 _- All to Turkey. 
Lubricants_ — - - --------do. - — - _— 22,078 a Spain 22,050. 

er: 
Petroleum coke ____—_do____ _. 46,377 _— Yugoslavia 30,300; Egypt 16,077. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ __ _ 691,604 487,303 _- Htaly 231,97 1; Greece 119,685; Algeria 

Bituminous mixtures_ _ _do_ _ — _ 27,809 NA NA NA. 
Unspecified ________do____ 322,000 438,000 _- All to Poland. 

PPreliminary. NA Not available. 
1Qwing to the lack of official trade data published by Albania, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various sources, which 
include United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. 

*May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals.
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Table 3.—Albania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980? : 
y Ruited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ — 188 _- Yugoslavia 93; Austria 82. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _-_____ ~~ _— 10 _- All from Greece. 
Unwrought.__-§_-§_§__~§__~__ 595 707 -- Hungary 496; Greece 201. 
Semimanufactures _________ 793 976 _- Hungary 398; Greece 193; Yugoslavia 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ -- 36 _- All from Italy. 
Copper: 

Sulfate. 100 300 _- All from Yugoslavia. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___§_________ Le _- 399 __ Do. 
Unwrought. ._-___________ 26 38 _- West Germany 35. 
Semimanufactures _________ 190 767 _ Italy 345; Yugoslavia 157; West 

Germany 108. | 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ _ _ _ — 1,125 __ West Germany 1,100; Italy 25. 
Ferroalloys _._-____~_~_______ _ 4,818 4,637 __ Yugoslavia 4,599; France 36. 
Steel, primary forms_____~_.~____ _- 1,699 a All from Spain. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 51,093 65,558 — Czechoslovakia 23,000; Poland 17,778; 
Yugoslavia 14,224. 

Universals, plates, sheets __ ___ 10,096 27,093 _— Greece 18,776; Hungary 2,988; Poland 

Hoop and strip_____§_§______ 314 1,201 _- Greece 666; Yugoslavia 368. 
Rails and accessories _____ __— _- 7,723 __ All from Yugoslavia. 
Wire. —~§_ > 615 830 — Greece 496; Austria 200; Turkey 73. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ ___ _- 19,226 a Greece 8,083; Yugoslavia 3,389; West 

Germany 1,790. 
Lead: 

Oxides ________._______ _- 1 _- All from West Germany. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought___- _§_§__§_______ 190 501 — All from Yugoslavia. 
Semimanufactures _________ 166 25 _— Yugoslavia 18; West Germany 7. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures ________§_______ 4 NA NA NA. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 4,072 NA NA NA. 
Oxides ___________________ 1 NA NA NA. 

Mercury ___.——_— 176-pound flasks_ _ 1,073 290 __ All from Algeria. 
Nickel metal including alloys, unwrought 8 4 a All from Netherlands. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $6 $83 _- West Germany $72; Italy $11. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ _- 10 _e All from West Germany. 

zi Semimanufactures____________ _- 2 __ All from Yugoslavia. 
inc: 
Oxides ______~__§_______ 67 83 — All from Italy. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought___§_§_§~________ 194 82 — All from Yugoslavia. 
Semimanufactures _________ 116 85 __ Yugoslavia 83. , 

Other metals: 
Ores and concentrates__________ ™148,903 182,077 _— All from Algeria. 
Metalloids__§_______________ _- 1 __ All from Yugoslavia. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-_____ 5 NA NA NA. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ _- 4 _- All from Italy. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____~_ = => 67 75 _— Yugoslavia 71. 
Asbestos, crude________________ 1,675 2,602 __ Yugoslavia 2,310; Austria 252. 
Boron materials, oxide and acid ___ ___ 7 3 _— All from West Germany. 
Cement..._-._________________ — 20 _- All from Greece. 
Clay and clay products: 

Crude_______ ~~ 13 211 _. France 160; Yugoslavia 50. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ 1 53 __ Italy 33; Yugoslavia 20. 
Refractory _.____________ 25,157 17,437 __ Yugoslavia 11,009; Greece 2,707; 

Hungary 1,992. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, etc _________ ___ 2,336 1,754 __ France 1,750. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic ____________ 62,160 38,954 __ All from Algeria. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 2 1 __ All from West Germany. 
Potassic__.-§_-§____________ 4,378 1 _— Do. 

Ammonia _________________ 1 NA NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Albania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980” : 

messy United Other (principal) 
i 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Magnesite _______§_~____ Le 8 9 _- All from West Germany. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

hydroxides, processed___________ _- 35 _- Do. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, 

synthetic _____ value, thousands__ _- $75 _- All from Greece. 
Salt and brine. ________§________ 1 4 _— All from West Germany. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic soda________________ 2 37 —- All from Yugoslavia. 
Caustic potash _-__________L_ 34 1 — All from West Germany. 
Soda ash _______~_~__~_ 2 1 _- Do. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, worked __ __ __ _ _ _- 25 — All from Italy. 
Quartz and quartzite___________ 27 17 — All from West Germany. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 957 2,999 _- All from Yugoslavia. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid__§_§_§_§_§_§______ 974 3,624 __ All from Greece. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 886 1,865 — Turkey 1,000; Yugoslavia 810. 
Other nonmetals, crude___________ 199 95 _- All from Greece. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS . 

Carbon black _______~__________ 3 11 __ All from West Germany. . 
Coal, anthracite and bituminous _____ 261,076 159,358 113,697 West Germany 45,661. . . 
Coke and semicoke______________ 21,246 14,585 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _____ _42-gallon barrels__ 8,016 6,945 —- All from Italy. 
. Kerosine and jet fuel. _____ __do____ 82,290 NA NA NA. 

Distillate fuel oil ________do____ 22,7538 NA NA NA. — 
Residual fuel oil ____-___do____ 4,148 2,631 — Belgium-Luxembourg 2,298; 

Yugoslavia 333. 
Lubricants_ ____§_~...~___do____ 32,991 24,269 _- Italy 10,710; Austria 7,329; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 6,209. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ _ . _- 23 _- All from West Germany. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 2,377 810 _— Yugoslavia 779. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 5 NA NA NA. 
eS 

PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data published by Albania, this table should not be taken asa complete presentation of 

this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various sources, which 
include United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. 

COMMODITY. REVIEW 

METALS producer, ranking third among the major 
. Inf . te d producers of this commodity. The ore depos- 

_ Bauxite.—Information on bauxite depos- its were podiform, and the Cr.O; content 
its and mining was scant; the mineral was ranged from 17% to 43%. The ore was 

mined in the Dajti area, and the deposits generally marketed with a 42% Cr.Os con- 
were claimed sufficient to develop an alumi- tent. 
num industry. Albania’s sufficiency of hy- Tropoje-Kukés and Batér-Martanesh 
droelectric power and fuel is expected to were the major chromite-producing areas 
provide the energy basis for the industry’s during the year. At Tropoje, the Kam Mine 
development. _— _., had a reported capacity of 25,000 tons per 
_ Chromite.—The principal chromite min- year of ore with a 25% to 35% Cr2Os con- 
ing areas in Albania consisted of four depos- tent; the Kalimash Mine had a 100,000-ton- 
its in the eastern part of the country along _ per-year capacity with a Cr.0; content 
the Yugoslav border: the Tropoje-Kukés ranging from 17% to 20%. In the Batér- 
area in the north; the Batér-Martanesh Martanesh district, the largest producer 
area in central Albania; the Pogradec-Lake was the 350,000-ton-per-year Belqizé Mine, 
Ohrid area, also in central Albania; and the where deposits containing 40% to 48% and 

Korcé area in the south. 25% CrzOs were worked; the Batér I Mine 
Albania was a leading world chromite had a reported capacity of 150,000 tons per
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year with a Cr.Q, content of about 40%, iron ore mines were located in the Pogra- 
whereas the 100,000-ton-per-year Batér II dec, Librazhd, Kukés, and Dibre areas. The 
Mine produced ore with a 25% Cr.0O; Guri-i-Kuq Mine in Pogradec was rated at 
content.? about 400,000 tons per year of ore contain- , 

In 1981, Albania reported the startup of ing about 40% iron and 0.6% to 0.9% nickel; 
the third stage of the Belqizé chrome ore the Prrenjas Mine, also in the Pogradec 
concentrator in the Dibra district. The add- area, was rated at 400,000 tons per year 
ed capacity will increase concentrate pro- with an ore content of 40% iron and 1.2% 
duction by 50,000 tons per year. Midyear nickel. The Bustrice Mine in the Dibre area 
production results indicated that the con- had a reported capacity of 400,000 tons per 
centrator was operating above planned year. The entire output from this mine 

norms. The industry, however, reported un- reportedly was shipped to Czechoslovakia.* 
satisfactory exploration and prospecting re- A new mine under development during 
sults during the midyear period. the year was the Bitincke Mine near the 

Chromite remained the country’s chief Greek border. The ore assayed 40% to 45% 
export commodity and most important iron and 1% nickel; upon completion, this 
source of foreign exchange. A significantly mine would raise nickeliferous iron ore 

larger share of the chromite than in previ- production to about 2 million tons per year. 
ous years was used to manufacture ferro- The planned production of nickeliferous 

chrome. In the area of ferroalloys, Albania ron ore in 1985 was to be 250% greater 
significantly increased its production of fer- than that of 1980. 
rochromium. The country’s ferrochromium Nickel was reportedly leached out of the 
plant in Burrel produced over 25,000 tons of ore, and the remaining iron ore fed into 
this alloy. The major importers of Albanian blast furnaces. The cobalt content of the ore 

ferrochrome in 1981 were the Federal Re- Was about 0.06% and, reportedly, a unit was 
public of Germany, 8,725 tons; Italy, 6,078 Planned for the production of electrolytic 

tons; the Netherlands (January-October ickel and cobalt salts.‘ 
1981), 5,752 tons; Sweden, 3,543 tons; Iron and Steel.—The major developments 
Belgium-Luxembourg, 3,478 tons; and_ in the steel industry included the construc- 
Spain, 607 tons. In July 1981, the Swedish tion and trial runs of the second blast 
firm Fondmetall AB signed a multiyear furnace at the 700,000-ton-per-year Elbasan 

contract with Albania to market Albania’s ‘Steel complex, as well as the purchase of a 
annual ferrochrome production. Chrome ™erchant mill from the Italian Danieli Co. 

production in 1985 was to increase 29% over The 1981-85 plan set a 67% increase of 
that of 1980. rolled steel output and an 80% rise of 
Copper.—Most of Albania’s low-grade sul- ferrochrome production, compared with 

fide ore was produced in the Midrite, Krujé, that of 1980. 
Kukés, Puké, and Shkodér areas in north- 

ern Albania. The ore grade ranged from 3% NONMETALS 

copper at Kukés to 0.7% to 1.2% at Kurb- | Cement.—Albania’s cement industry was 
nesh. Metallurgical facilities were located based in the western part of the country at 
at Kukés, Fierze-Rubic, and Lag. Elbasan, Fushe-Kruje, Shkoder, Tirana, and 

The 1981 production plan was not met Vlore. No new capacities were announced 
owing to what was described as negligence during the year. The V. I. Lenin cement 
by management and professional staffs. A works in Vlore, however, was cited for 
new smelter in Korcgé was not put into having exceeded the annual plan as well as 
operation on schedule, thereby reducing for having increased efficiency. 
planned blister production by 3,200 tons. Fertilizer Materials.—Albania remained 
The only enterprise singled out for praise a net importer of fertilizer materials. Al- 
during the year was the Gjegjan copper though phosphate mining was reported to 
mine in the Kukés district for exceeding its have commenced, no other data were pro- 
production quota by midyear. vided on the scale of the operations or the 

The 1981-85 plan called for a 52% copper P.O, content of the rock. Phosphate fertiliz- 
ore and a 28% blister copper production er continued to be produced at Lac and 
increase by 1985, compared with that of Durres, and nitrogenous material was man- 
1980. During this period, four new copper ufactured at the Fier ammonia plant. No 
mines were to be developed in the Kukés new capacities were reported to have been 
area. added in the industry during the year. 

Iron Ore (Nickeliferous).—The principal
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MINERAL FUELS of the country, at Memaliaj in the south, 
oo . and in the Korcé vicinity in the southwest. 

Albania continued to be a net exporter of ~Run-of-mine coal was rated at 2,500 to 3,000 
energy. Both electric energy and petroleum jJocalories per kilogram; after benefi- 

continued to be exported in 1981. Electricity jation, the calorific value increased to 
was sold to Greece and Yugoslavia, as in 4,500 to 5,000 kilocalories per kilogram. 
previous years, and negotiations with In 1981, at the end of the 9-month period, 
Greece over the construction of a second January to September, the industry’s top 

200-kilometer powerline were announced producers were the Memaliaj Mine in the 
during the year. In 1981, work continued on Tepelené area, the Manza Mine in the 

the construction of the 600-megawatt Ko- Durres area, and the Bezhan Mine in Ko- 
man hydropower station. Albania’s estimat- lonja; these mines reportedly exceeded the 
ed primary energy balance is presented in production plan for this period by 2,800, 
table 4. 1,200, and 1,000 tons, respectively. The 1981- 

Coal.—The country’s four main lignite 85 5-year plan envisages a 48% increase in 
. deposits were near Durres in the central coal production over that of 1980. 

coastal area, in Krrabe in the central part . 

Table 4.—Albania: Estimated total primary energy balance 

(Million tons of standard coal equivalent)’ 

(ignite Crud Natural ’ UW 

Total anthracite, oil and ‘and Hydro- 
primary bitumi- petroleum associated power 
energy nous)and _—swpproducts gas 

coke 

1981: 
Production?_______...___________- 3.12 0.80 1.50 0.50 0.32 
Imports __. ~~ -____~~-~~---- 12 12 _— -- _- 
Exports ______________________-- 18 01 10 __ 07 

19g PParent consumption ______._...---- 3.06 91 1.40 00 25 

Production? ____________________- 3.65 19 2.06 49 31 
Imports ________________________ 12 12 __ _- _- 
Exports ________________________ 19 01 10 __ 08 
Apparent consumption _________------ 3.58 90 1.96 49 20 

11 ton of standard coal equivalent (SCE)=7,000,000 kilocalories. Conversion factors used are lignite, 0.7; crude oil, 1.47; 
natural gas, 1.33 (per 1,000 cubic meters); hydroelectric power, 0.125 (per kilowatt-hour). 

2Estimated based on data from various Albanian sources. 

Source: United Nations, World Energy Supplies. Statistical Papers, Series J, No. 18, 1976. 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Petroleum Government set a planned 56% to 58% 
and natural gas production continued tobe petroleum production increase by 1985, 
developed in 1981. As in previous years, compared with the 1980 production level. 
Albania claimed the discovery of new but ———————— 
unspecified gas deposits. Petroleum contin- Foreign mineral Specialist, Division off Foreign Date. 

: : ellopoulos, G. P., an . N. Panagiotou. e 
ued to be produced in the Fier and Ballsh yineral Wealth of Albania) Mineral Wealth (Athens), 
areas and continued to be exported. It was March-April 1982, PP. 15-34; abs. in Mining Magazine 

also used in the domestic chemical industry, ‘ gueon), Septemier 1082, PP. 245-246. 
as was domestic natural gas. The Albanian “Work cited in footnote 2.
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Algeria 
By Suzann C. Ambrosio! 

Algeria’s mining industry, composed greatest promise for sustaining Algeria’s 
largely of iron ore, lead, zinc, mercury, and economic growth. 

phosphates, contributed approximately 2% Algeria’s energy consumption patterns 
of the 1981 gross domestic product (GDP), have changed over the past decade. Natural 
estimated at $42 billion.2 The mineral fuels gas comprised 51% of the total energy 
sector, however, provided an estimated 30% consumed during 1981, representing a near 

of Algeria’s nominal GDP in 1981, down 6% quadrupling of domestic consumption since 
from that of 1980. The 1981 value of hydro- 1970. The relatively large population 
carbon exports was estimated to be similar growth of 3.2% per year, combined with 
to 1980 receipts of $12 billion. Factors re- increasing per capita energy consumption, 
sponsible for the apparent stagnation in- Will require more of Algeria’s hydrocarbon 
cluded pricing disputes; declines in pro- Production to be diverted from export into 

jected natural gas sales, and diminishing domestic markets. . 
crude oil production. The 1981 Algerian budget was $18 billion, 

The 1981 GDP, not including hydrocar- 27d 1982 expenditures were expected to 
bons, increased at an approximate 7% rea] ‘crease to approximately $21 billion. Of 
rate and an estimated 11% rate including the total 1981 budget, petroleum-based reve- 

the hydrocarbon sector. It was estimated nues accounted for 60%, and these revenues 

that nearly 20% of the overall growth of the were projected to constitute the same pro- 
GDP was from hydrocarbons, 37% from ‘tg rtion in 1982. Nonpetroleum revenues 
material production, and 48% from serv- faxes on income an profits, taxes on pro- - 
. . . . . uction and consumption, and customs du- 
ices, including custom duties and import ties) ‘ded th ining 40% of 
taxes. Inflation remained at the approxi- ne ane ~ remains 0 one 
mate annualized rate of 11%, stemming in anes 1p 1981. This represented a near 20% 
part from 12% to 15% wage increases for ranAbel the 1980 revenue share. kers in the G t and aericult _ Major items in both the 1981 and the 

al ers 1n the Government and agricultur- proposed 1982 budget included education, 
al sectors. Nearly all of the hydrocarbon defense, and health. The development bud- 
and other mineral enterprises were Govern- get priorities, as outlined in the current 

ment owned and operated. 1980-84, 5-year plan, emphasized education, 
Even with the decline in crude produc- community development, communications 

tion, Algeria’s oil exports comprised nearly and water. Despite large expenditures in 
90% of the nation’s total 1981 exports. the domestic economy, the Government 
Although Algeria is not a major world claimed a 1981 budget surplus of approxi- 
producer of crude oil, 1981 production mately $75 million, an increase of 22% over 
accounted for 2% of the total world output, the reported 1980 budget surplus. 
4% of the production by the Organization of The 5-year plan slated $137 billion for 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), project assistance and capital investments 
and 6% of the Arab world’s output. Natural by yearend 1984. Nearly 30% of the invest- 
gas production and the continued expansion ments were earmarked for projects that 
of natural gas processing facilities held the were expected to be completed after 1984, 

45
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and 50% were for projects that commenced my, a change in investment policies was 
prior to 1980. The 1981 investment program evident in 1981. The private sector, already 
called for $16 billion, and 1982 investments involved primarily in agriculture and the 
were expected to increase 35% to $22 bil- building construction fields, was encour- 

lion. aged to increase productive investments. 
Although the Government budget retain- The only legal political party in Algeria 

ed a surplus in 1980-81, Algeria’s current passed a resolution that allowed privately 
account continued to deteriorate between owned firms to import spare parts and 
1978 and 1981. The 1981 current account, equipment directly rather than placing or- 
estimated at $800 million, was in deficit for ders with state import agencies. 
the first time since 1974. The 1981 deficit The emphasis on heavy industry and 
was largely due to the increased servicing of large hydrocarbon complexes was shifted 
the foreign debt. Interest and loan repay- towards a decentralized and diversified 
ments were estimated at $2.8 billion in economy. The Ministry of Finance and the 
1981. Algeria decided in 1979 against con- state-owned banking system were charged 
tracting new loans on the international with responsibility for implementing the 
capital market. This policy was expected to structural changes in the economy. Former- 
continue into the forseeable future. Debt ly the largest Government organization, 

service payments declined from 25.6% of Societe Nationale pour la Recherche, la 
total exports in 1979 to 20% in 1981. Algeria Production, le Transport, la Transforma- 
had maintained a trade surplus since 1979, _ tion, et la Commercialisation des Hydrocab- 
and the 1981 balance of trade was estimated ures (SONATRACH) was separated into 
at $2 billion. Algeria’s capital account con- three agencies in 1980 and restructured into 
tinued to be in the black, but the 1981 es- seven technical service entities during 1981. 
timated account balance of $300 million was Eight other state-run agencies were also 
slightly less than one-half the 1980 level. restructured in line with the new decentral- 

_ Although the Algerian Government con- _ ization policy. | 
tinued to control most sectors of the econo- 

| PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Algeria’s nonfuel mineral production con- _rurgie (SNS), continued to import about 10 
tinued to be focused on import substitution million tons of cast iron during the year, 
and on raw material inputs for local con- thereby conserving domestic supplies, 
struction and agricultural industries. Total which have a high manganese content and 
production by the. mining and quarrying were desirable for higher industrial value 
sector was estimated to have increased 9% production. SNS marketed and exported 
by volume during 1981. Output of iron ore, limited amounts of cast iron, zinc, and other 
steel, lead, mercury, cement, and fertilizer unclassified products. Cast iron was ex- 
materials continued to increase. Despite an pected to continue to be imported in the 
overall growth in domestic consumption of near future, in concert with various steel- 
Algeria’s nonfuel mineral production, ap- work expansion projects. Algerian iron and 
proximately 50% of these products were steel imports were composed of a range of 
exported. Plans were under way to continue specific products that were not produced 
to increase the output of cement, fertilizers, domestically in sufficient quantities. The El 
and iron and steel products. Production of Hadjar steelworks was expected to meet 
various other minerals showed stagnation most of the nation’s steel product needs by 
and/or decline because of diminished explo- 1986. 
ration and development investments and Algeria continued importation of fertiliz- 
near exhaustion of previously developed er materials, although the country became 
mines. an exporter of ammonia for the first time in 

Despite a slight increase in iron ore 1981. All of Algeria’s potash requirements 
production between 1980 and 1981, both were imported, mostly in the form of potas- 
domestic consumption and exports of iron sium sulfate. Potash imports nearly tripled 
ore during the same period increased by between 1979 and 1980; Spain was the 
55% and 19%, respectively. Public sector largest supplier. During 1980 and 1981, 
demand for iron and steel constituted 75% Algeria substantially increased the volume 
of total domestic demand. Algeria’s national of triple superphosphate imports from the 
steel company, Société Nationale de Side- United States.
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With the recent completion of two fertiliz- were reduced 60% over 1980 levels to rough- 
er facilities and expansion plans for the ly 220 billion cubic feet in 1981. Construc- 
Djebel phosphate mine, Algeria was ex- tion schedules for tripling the annual mar- 
pected to decrease phosphate rock exports ketable capacity of natural gas from 30 
and increase phosphate fertilizer process- billion cubic feet in 1981 to 100 billion cubic 
ing. Production from the mine and adjacent feet in 1984 may change after price negotia- , 
Annaba and Tebessa fertilizer facilities was tions and export volumes are reevaluated. 
transported 161 kilometers by rail to Medi- The decline in revenues from natural gas 
terranean ports. An engineering study was and crude petroleum exports were partially 
completed in 1980 to construct a 1,500- offset by the increased revenues from ex- 
kilometer mining railroad to provide addi- ports of refined products (condensate and 
tional service to the area and also bring liquid petroleum products), combined with 
service to the Gara Djebel iron ore deposit. increased prices for most Algerian hydro- 
A new export harbor located at the mouth carbons over 1980 price levels. The reduc- 
of the Macta River on the Mediterranean tion in hydrocarbon revenues was buffered 
was also under consideration. unintentionally by the strength of the 

The overall volume of mineral fuel pro- American dollar. Algerian receipts for hy- 
duction declined by roughly 5% between drocarbon exports were paid in dollars and 
1980 and 1981, owing primarily to the 21% _ were utilized for imports, primarily in Euro- 
decline in crude oil output. Natural gas pean and Japanese markets. Bartering oil 
production increased 8% over the same for necessary imported goods has become 
period. Algeria produced both nonassociat- another means by which the Algerians hope 
ed gas and gas associated with oil. Only to diminish the impact of the revenue loss. 
nonassociated gas was sold. Associated gas Algeria’s 1981-82 trade objectives were to 
was either flared or used to repressure oil reduce imports of nonessential goods to 
reservoirs to aid in the recovery of addition- shrink the foreign debt and limit the de- 
al oil. pendence on industrialized nations. During 

Domestic consumption of gas increased to 1980, Algeria’s major import suppliers, in 
approximately 210 billion cubic feet annual- descending order by value, consisted of the 
ly, equivalent to roughly 13% of Algeria’s European Communities (EC), Japan, and | 
1981 gross production. Over the past decade, the United States. Similarly, Algeria’s ma- 
increasing demands at home and abroad for jor export partners were the United States, 
alternative energy sources encouraged SO- the EC, and Japan. In general, there has 
NATRACH to develop the means for pro- been a recent trend to diversify and shift 
ducing and exporting more natural gas. trade toward developing and socialist coun- 

Various natural gas liquefaction units tries. More specifically, the Algerian Gov- 
completed during the year resulted in the ernment expressed interest in expanding 
near doubling of liquefaction capacity to trade with sub-Saharan Africa, northwest 
approximately 100 billion cubic feet per Africa, Spain, and Eastern Europe. Of par- 
year. Algeria’s excess liquefaction capacity, ticular interest to the mineral industry was 
resulting in part from the world energy the recent trade agreement, signed in 1981, 
supply glut, caused SONATRACH to shelve between Zambia and Algeria for a steel and 
plans for three additional liquefaction metals trade exchange. 
units. It was estimated that sales contracts
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Table 1.—Algeria: Production of mineral commodities? | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 

Antimony (content of ores and concentrates) _ _ _ — 60 60 60 — NA 

Cadmiun, refined ________~______~--_~_- 133 175 185 150 200 

Copper concentrate: 
Gross weight ________-____------~-- 1,500 679 870 1,048 1,090 

Metal content _____________-__---~- 345 157 200 240 250 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore, gross weight ___ _ __ thousand tons_ _ 3,182 3,052 3,200 3,300 3,406 

etal: 
Pigiron ________--_-~-~~--do____ 429 F480 396 400 - 430 
Crude steel ___________~~-do___~_ 410 T417 416 534 550 

Lead concentrate: 
Gross weight ________----_-~—------- 1,362 2,837 3,094 3,750 3,900 

Metal content _______-__-~--~---~---- 875 1,825 2,300 2,400 2,600 

Mercury_________-----— 76-pound flasks__ 30,429 30,603 14,736 24,425 25,000 

Silver’ __________-_ thousand troy ounces_ _ 40 75 100 100 110 

inc: 
Concentrate: 

Gross weight _______----------- 5,762 9,981 10,210 17,100 12,900 

Metal content____________------ 2,748 4,790 4,900 8,200 6,200 
“Metal, smelter ____ ____-_--_—------- F16,000 25,700 27,300 30,000 33,200 

NONMETALS 

Barite, crude __________-~-_-~-~--------- 48,066 73,087 £90,000 “90,000 90,000 
Cement, hydraulic. _____—-— _ thousand tons__ 1,777 2,697 3,768 4,000 4,500 

ays: 
Bentonite _______._____---_-+------ 24,400 35,664 36,500 36,500 38,000 
Fuller’s earth. _$___.___--_----~-+--- 4,367 4,847 5,000 5,000 5,100 
Kaolin. ~~ _~§_§__/-_-__--_--------- 11,465 17,423 “18,100 18,000 19,000 

Diatomite_______________-~-__---~-~-- 4,100 4,025 4,400 4,400 4,500 

Gypsum and plasters® 7 ____-_ thousand tons__ 175 175 191 200 200 

Lime, hydraulic __ __________----do____ 40 ©50 €g2 90 90 

Phosphate rock_ __________----~-do___~- 1,173 1,136 1,084 1,025 1,250 
Salt___-__-___________.___----do__ ~~ 147 171 “165 170 170 
Sodium compounds: Caustic soda _______~~-—~ 688 £700 _ ©7900. 700 700 
Strontium minerals: Celestite, gross weight __ _— 5,100 5,822 €5,400 5,400 5,400 

Sulfur, elemental®_______________----- 10,000 15,000 15,000 14,000 15,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal __________-__--------~----+--- _- _- _- _- NA 

Gas, natural: 
Gross_______.____~—-million cubic feet__— 939,118 1,148,322 1,539,006 1,497,511 41,613,873 
Marketed (including liquefied) ____——do___ _ 304,905 490,095 916,023 “900,000 900,000 

Natural gas plant liquids (condensate)® 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 20,800 32,200 33,812 34,000 68,000 

Petroleum: 
Crude ___________-____-__-~-do____ 5420,577 ¥423,838 421,121 361,599 4287,288 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __.___________—--do___~_ 9,892 10,914 11,315 NA NA 

Jet fuel and kerosine_ __ __ _ _ __do____ 3,066 4,453 4,380 NA NA 

Distillate fuel oil ________——_do__ ~~ 9,746 15,732 16,790 NA NA 

Residual fuel oil _._________do__ ~~ 7,337 12,447 12,775 NA NA 

Lubricants____________—-_do___~_ 228 362 365 NA NA 

Other_______________—~-_do___~_ 2,033 7,594 10,220 NA NA 

Refinery fuel and losses _ ___ _ _ _do_ _ ~~ 2,008 5,365 2,555 NA NA 

Total ______________-do___~- 34,310 56,867 58,400 95,000 120,000 
a 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 20, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, secondary aluminum, secondary lead, and secondary copper may be produced in 

small quantities, ammonia is produced, and crude construction materials additional to those listed presumably are 

produced for local consumption, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable 

estimates of output level. 
3Includes approximately 50,000 tons of plasters each year. 
*Reported figure. 
5Includes lease condensate.
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Table 2.—Algeria: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Quited Other (principal) 

LE 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, scrap_ 50 54 __ All to France. 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 985 __ 
Matte and speiss _____________ 40 69 _- All to France. 
Metal including alloys, scrap__ _ ___ 1,144 1,124 — Do. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap___-~_-_______--~_____ 60,333 65,513 — Italy rrt08; Denmark 6,603; Spain 

Pig iron including cast iron. ____ __ 84,070 128,699 __ USSR. 67,683; Italy 60,434; Tunisia 

Steel, primary forms___________ 19,893 19,383 _. All to Italy. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections __ 1 _— All to France. 
Universals, plates, sheets ___ _ _ 2,493 __ 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 9 8 — Do. 

Lead: Ore and concentrate __________ 3,720 4,556 — All to Tunisia. 
Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks__ 16,303 10,762 _- East Germany 8,848; Japan 1,595; 

Albania 290. 
Nickel: 

Matte and speiss ______________ 4,055 _— 
Metal including alloys, scrap___ _ __ __ 178 _- All to France. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ; 

‘value, thousands_ _ __ $4 __ All to Switzerland. 
Zinc metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ______§_________ 8,571 24,182 — U.S.S.R. 7,500; United Kingdom 
5,005; Yugoslavia 3,701. 

Semimanufactures____________ 15 _- 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates 
thousand tons_ _ 2,352 1,475 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 784; Italy 228; 

a Albania 182; Czechoslovakia 133. , 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals ______________ 585 2,139 _— Belgium Luxembourg 1,412; France 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__________________ _- 47 _— All to East Germany. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 40 __ 
NONMETALS 

Cement.____________________ _- 8,450 _- All to Mali. 
Diamond: Industrial . 

value, thousands_ _ $387 $215 _— All to Ireland. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 1,850 400 _- All to France. 
Fertilizer materials, crude: Phosphatic_ _ 836,122 807,828 __ Finland 120,586; France 196,614; 

Hungary 112,563. 
Graphite, natural __-____________ 112 109 _- All to France. 
Salt and brine_________________ 3,480 2,000 — All to Benin. 
Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension 

stone, crude and partly worked _ _ _ _ _ _- 540 _- All to Tunisia. 
Sulfur: Sulfuric acid, oleum ________ 23,648 —_ 
Other: Crude _________________ _- 5,385 __ All to U.S.S.R. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Gas, natural, liquefied? . 
thousand tons_ _ 9,664 5,704 2,192 France 1,524; Spain 1,151; United 

Kingdom 677. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 415,226 356,459 190,682 West Germany 54,237; France 41,521; 
Italy 21,855. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline —~-.__.~____do____ 7,315 17,052 488 Netherlands 11,719; United Kingdom 

1,422; France 1,290. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do___ _ 2,171 658 _e Netherlands 356; Benin 108; Turkey 

Distillate fuel oi] _____do____ 2,664 10,624 ee Netherlands 6,741; France 1,659; 
taly 1,504. 

Residual fuel oi]_ ___ __do____ 11,555 14,681 11,594 Japan 1,255; Netherlands 947; Italy 
422. 

Lubricants _ ___ ______do____ _- (?) (?) 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 169 _— 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ _- 10,007 _-- AlltoFrance. 

eee 

1Liquefied natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas, not differentiated. 
2Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Algeria: Imports of mineral commodities . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 26 1,142 _— Switzerland 600; France 510; West 

Germany 17. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 79 5 _. All from West Germany. 
Unwrought_____~_._-_____ 1,948 3,741 _- Egypt 1,002; United Kingdom 920; 

Romania 831. 
Semimanufactures ________~_ 8,206 8,016 366 Italy 1,500; France 1,422; Norway 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — 174 12 _- France 7; Switzerland 4. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

fap___ ~~ ~~~ 16 _— 
Unwrought _______________~_ 2,398 5,418 1 Zambia 4,057; Canada 985; France 

Semimanufactures__________ ~~ 7,325 15,045 12 Italy 4,428; West Germany 3,285; 
France 1,955. 

Iron and steel: 
F yrite, roasted ________~—value__ _- $1,000 a All from Switzerland. 

etal: 
Scrap ______._--__-__--- 1 356 4 France 315; West Germany 34. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 7,505 10,789 15 West Germany 7,491; Canada 2,450; 

Sweden 158. 
Ferroalloys.______..~---- 4,416 6,902 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2,335; Iceland 

600; Norway 600. 
Steel, primary forms ____—_ __— 405,434 530,083 27 West Germany 205,986; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 114,525; Netherlands 
71,394. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections. _§ ______~_____ 320,995 530,053 27 Italy 222,627; Belgium-Luxembourg 
122,749; West Germany 70,546. 

Universals, plates, sheets __ 135,108 148,883 1,322 West Germany 82,102; France 34,767; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 18,605. 

Hoop and strip_______ _- 33,214 13,470 89 West Germany 8,974; France 2,327; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,821. 

Rails and accessories ___ __ 7,767 502,649 () West Germany 500,156; France 1,449. 
Wire ____________ 36,771 47,076 14 Italy 13,714; Belgium-Luxembourg 

11,999; West Germany 10,901. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ___ __ 332,216 173,838 4,196 West Germany 42,120; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 35,624; France 26,504. 
Castings and forgings, rough 703 2,658 _— West Germany 1,971; Tunisia 453; 

taly 21. 
Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides ________~- 1,643 1,928 _— West Germany 790; France 786; 
United Kingdom 350. 

Metal including alloys: 
’Unwrought______________ 5,495 8,843 __ West Germany 3,560; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,395; Canada 1,068; 
Tunisia 1,033. 

Semimanufactures ______— _-— 84 249 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 194; France 53. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, all 

forms _~______~_~_~_~ ~~ Le 6 38 __ France 22; United Kingdom 8; West 
Germany 7. 

Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 1,571 1,329 __ Greece 720; West Germany 355; 
France 250. 

Mercury _____——-— 76-pound flasks_ _ 203 29 _- Mainly from West Germany. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms ___________________.- 9 3 _— Do. 
Nickel: 

Matte and speiss ~~~ value__ _- $1,000 — All from Spain. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_____________~_ 2 _- 
Semimanufactures _______ __ 40 61 (1) West Germany 36; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 9; France 6. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $1,250 $599 __ United Kingdom $428; Switzerland 

$85; France $78. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _____ do___ ___ $2,783 $3,243 $30 Belgium-Luxembourg $2,691; Swit- 
zerland $322; France $91. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____ ~~ _ ~~~ 92 123 __ Spain 45; Malaysia 40; United 

Kingdom 27. 
Semimanufactures____________ 58 100 4 France 56; Belgium-Luxembourg 27; 

pain 10. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ _ 4,561 7,516 _— West Germany 6,849; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 600; France 53. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms _______~__________ __ 4 22 1 West Germany 19. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Algeria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Buited Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 55,475 30,491 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 7,956; Peru 

6,553; Sweden 6,240. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 732 199 1 West Germany 75; Italy 40; 

Netherlands 40. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ _- 3 -- All from France. 
Semimanufactures _________ 987 1,179 _- France 702; Belgium-Luxembourg 

336; West Germany 124. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates__________ 6,702 1,427 755 Australia 451; Belgium-Luxembourg 
98; Italy 75. 

Ash and residue containing non- 
ferrous metals _______ _value__ $4,000 — 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals___~_~_~_ ~~ 123 25 2 Italy 15; France 3; Switzerland 8. 

Metalloids ___$_~_~____________ _- 2 2 
Base metals including alloys, 

unwrought and semimanufactures _ 271 33 (2) Belgium-Luxembourg 30; West 
Germany 2. 

NONMETALS : 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete __________ 51,247 63,398 _- Italy 56,438; Spain 6,951. 

Artifical: Corundum___________ 32 51 __ France 34; Italy 14; West Germany 38. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $13 $6 — France $5; United Kingdom $1. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____. ~~ 578 1,477 5 France 500; Italy 286; China 156. 

Asbestos, crude______ ~~~ ____ 10,234 21,305 Q) Canada 12,566; West Germany 3,394; 
taly 98. 

Barite and witherite_____________ 68,092 37,258 __ Italy 33,416; North Korea 3,842. 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _ __ __ 281 358 21 France 240; West Germany 51; Italy 

Cement________-_-_ thousand tons_ _ 1,128 962 2 Spain 418; France 204; Greece 183. 
Chalk. 2 = LL 5,497 7,932 38 France 5,649; Italy 2,152; West 

Germany 59. 
Clay and clay products: 

Crude_____~__ ~~ 24,756 16,475 20 Spain 6,000; United Kingdom 4,314; 
West Germany 4,274. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory __.________— 5,129 3,415 _- Spain 2,248; Italy 736; France 223. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~-._-_-_~_ ~~ 20,515 27,882 102 Italy 8,493; West Germany 8,482; 
France 3,122. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $7 -- 
Industrial ____________do____ $1,114 $1,384 $30 Zaire $1,096; Ireland $247. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 238 66 10 France 49; West Germany 5; Iceland 

Feldspar, fluorspar, nepheline ___ _ _ _ _ 4,891 6,635 _- Italy 4,084; West Germany 1,159; 
orway 1,115. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: Phosphatic ___§________ _ _- 39 _— France 36; West Germany 3. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 117,319 173,669 _- Netherlands 88,492; Romania 82,866; 

Phosphatic___~-_._...___ _ 5,990 147,621 68,017 Tunisia 69,104; Romania 10,500. 
Potassic_ _______________ 42,420 47,047 —_ Spain 25,415; Italy 21,630. 
Other including mixed _ ______ 3 97,189 35,511 Greece a @ 20,750; Spain 15,185; France 

Ammonia ___~_-~___~________ 50,012 48,853 17,251 U.S.S.R. 13,619; United Kingdom 
10,221; Ireland 7,700. 

Graphite, natural _________-___- 248 312 _- West Germany 151; United Kingdom 

4,716 1,716 F ane T O10; Spain 497 Japan 207 Gypsum and plasters ___________- , , _- rance 1,010; Spain 497; Ja . 
Lime wee 8,280 3,015 _- France 1315; Spain 1,136; Belgium. 

Luxembourg 300. 
Magnesite ____________-_--__- 669 803 -- Austria 700; West Germany 96. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 3,100 205 -- Fiji 203. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _______________~_ 50 99 -- West Germany 94; France 3. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 978 974 —_ West Germany 952; France 12; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 10. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Algeria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: Synthetic 

value, thousands_ _ $62 $193 __ Austria $184; Czechoslovakia $5; 
France $3. 

Salt and brine_________________ 552 25 __ West Germany 13; Switzerland 6; 
France 5. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s: 
Caustic potash _____________-_ 22 37 (7) West Germany 17; France 16; United 

Kingdom 2. 
Caustic soda________________ 17,065 12,464 2 Italy 6,471; Spain 3,534; France 1,219. 
Sodaash _________-____--~~-- 15,049 21,762 _— Spain, 8,614; Portugal 6,500; France 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ___-_~— 4,589 1,595 _- Mainly from Albania. 
Worked___§_$______~-~_____~ 76 5 — Mainly from France. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 2,955 2,739 _- Spain 1,700; West Germany 550; Italy 
270; France 193. 

Gravel and crushed rock __—___ ~~ 15,271 36,252 _- Italy 36,104; West Germany 84; 
France 43. 

Limestone other than dimension 
value_ _ _- $6 __ All from Sweden. 

Quartz and quartzite_________~-~- 1,958 2,962 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,522; Nether- 
lands 1,223; Italy 100. 

Sand, excluding metal-bearing_ _ _ _ — 2,450 5,869 357 Belgium-Luxembourg 895; Switzer- 
land 213; France 179. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ 69,736 52,117 — Canada 46,258; Poland 5,827; West 
Germany 32. 

Colloidal _______________ 5,926 6,990 __ Spain 6,985; France 5. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ___~_—_____~—~_ 1,188 67,267 5,746 West Germany 19,978; Italy 14,421; - 

Portugal 6,303. 
ae soapstone, pyrophyllite______~_- 2,106 1,428 _- Italy 583; Austria 405; France 251. 

er: 
Crude____ =_~____________ 796 35 _— France 17; West Germany 9; U.S.S.R. 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing _ _ — (4) «86 _— Netherlands 85. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ 71 30 _- West Germany 29. 
Halogens excluding chlorine _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 12 1 Italy 6; West Germany 3; Switzerland 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals _-§ $$$» 5 Le 16,241 15,284 ] France 7,036; Austria 4,190; Spain 

,101. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______~_ 2,352 4,555 — All from Netherlands. 
Carbonblack ________________~- 2,189 2,901 22 Spain 1,410; West Germany 1,159; 

France 310. 
Coal: Anthracite and bituminous 

coal excluding briquets__________ 91,455 510,132 358,893 West Germany 126,839; U.S.S.R. 

Coke and semicoke______________ 206,228 93,012 (4) Italy 56,644; United Kingdom 19,368; 
Australia 17,090. 

Peat including briquets and litter __ _ _ _ 5 2,059 __ France 1,983; West Germany 76. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,376 1,085 94 Italy 973; Netherlands 17. 

Kerosine and jet fuel____ __do____ 77 141 (3) Netherlands 52; U.S.S.R. 45; France 
. 1. 

Distillate fuel oil] ________do____ 320 339 5 Italy 334. 
Residual fuel oi] _._____-—do____ 418 470 (4) Italy 453; Spain 16. 
Lubricants_ ___________do____ 503 497 1 United Kingdom 242; Italy 214; West 

Germany 27. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ — 1,021 1,730 (4) Saudi Arabia 840; Libya 365; United 
Kingdom 218. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do___~_— 67 91 _- West Germany 68; Japan 22. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 411 561 __ Spain 252; West Germany 122; 
Albania 115. 

Bituminous mixtures_ _ _do_ _ _ _ 81 48 (7) France 45; Netherlands 1. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ __ 15,882 21,207 — France 14,908; United Kingdom 
6,000; West Germany 286. 

CN 

1Less than 1/2 unit. .
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS a continuous caster. An agreement was 

. . . signed between Nippon Steel Corp. (Japan) 
Aluminum.—Algeria continued toimport and Algeria’s state-run SNS for the former 

the bulk of its aluminum metal require- to lend technical advice on the El Hadjar 
ments from European countries. Joint- expansion. The technical cooperation agree- 
venture plans to construct the 140,000-ton- ment, which replaced a similar accord sign- 
per-year M’Sala aluminum smelter were ed in 1977, covered operations, facility im- 
suspended. The Algerian Government and provements, quality control, and production 
the U.S.S.R. were keeping information con- management. 
fidential on the proposed aluminum project. Construction of the 2-million-ton-per-year 

Iron Ore.—Output from the Ouenza iron _Jijel direct-reduction steelworks was 2 years 
ore mining complex located in northeast behind schedule. Bidding was closed in 
Algeria has remained relatively stable dur- 1981, and Belgium’s Tractionale and Ja- 

ing the past few years. Khanguet, the small- pan’s Nippon Steel Corp. were awarded the 
est of the three mines comprising the Ouen- engineering services contract. Construction 
za complex, had ores averaging 55% iron, plans included a pelletizing plant, electric- 
but reserves were nearly exhausted. Ouenza furnace shop, and a bloom and billet mill. 
reserves were estimated at 100 million tons SNS was negotiating a $20 million loan 
with a 53% average grade of iron, and the from the World Bank to help finance vari- 
adjacent Bou Khadra ores stood at 50 mil- ous steel projects. The loan application was 
lion tons with a 58% grade. withdrawn by yearend 1981, but no other 

The three open pit mines had ore beds of details were made public. The Algerian 
10 to 15 meters thickness and required Government allocated $1.4 billion to expand 
moving 2 to 3 tons of overburden for every the El Hadjar steelworks over the current 
ton of ore mined. Expansion plans were 1980-84, 5-year-plan period. 
made for the Ouenza and Bou Khadra Other Metals.—Lead and zinc ores con- 

Mines. Chemical analyses indicated that tinued to be produced at the E] Abed Mine 
the Ouenza ores were slightly calcareous and the smaller Bou Caid and Ain Barbar 

and the Bou Khadra ores slightly siliceous, Mines. Algeria operated two zinc concentra- 
- but no impurities were detected that would tors at El Abed and Zerzer-Yousof and a zinc 

inhibit steel production. smelter at Ghazaout. All of the plants have 
Current annual production, rated approx- been constructed since 1973, but no infor- 

imately 3 million tons, was expected to mation was available on current production 

increase to 5 million tons by the second half efficiencies, estimated to be low during 
of the decade. An ambitious target was set, 1980-81. 
to produce 13 million tons of iron ore per Mercury continued to be mined at Azza- 
year by 1990. Increased production will be a. Recoverable reserves, estimated at 
required for cost-effective expansion of the 200,000 flasks, were projected to last until 
El Hadjar steel mill and to accommodate 1990. The state-run Société Nationale de 
the future Jijel steelworks. Recherches et d’Exploitations Mini€res, 

The Gara Djebilit and Mercheri Abudul (SONAREM) envisioned mining wolframite 
Aziz iron ore deposits in southwest Algeria Fe, located at Laouni in the Hoggar Moun- 
continued to be evaluated by the Algerian ‘@ins, by 1984. The feasibility of con- 
and the U.S.S.R. Governments. Despite the structing a ferrotungsten smelter rated at 
large magnitude of the iron ore resources, 500 tons per year was being considered. The 
estimated at 3 billion and 2 billion tons of re moveness of the Hoggar area and the lack 
medium-grade ore for the Gara Djebilit and ° warer looment. may continue to post- 

Mercheri Abudul Aziz deposits, respective. POMe Geve opment. 
ly, high transportation costs have inhibited NONMETALS 
development. 

Iron and Steel.—The El Hadjar steel- Cement.—Despite recent efforts to ex- 
works commissioned its No. 3 converter and pand cement production through construc- 
No. 2 blast furnace during 1981. Expansion tion of numerous new facilities, domestic 
plans to raise annual production capacity demand exceeded supplies and approxi- 
from 500,000 tons to 2 million tons included mately 1 million tons of cement was im- 
replacing the No. 2 converter and installing ported in 1981. The annual production tar-
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get was set at 12.5 million tons of cement pand output from the Djebel Onk Mine by 
per year by 1984, but some construction approximately 2 million tons per year by 
schedules have been delayed. For example, 1986. Expansion of phosphate processing 
the 1-million-ton-per-year Sour El Ghozlane facilities was being considered to diminish 
plant currently being constructed by F. L. exporting the lower valued raw materials. 
Smidth (France) was originally scheduled The new phosphate facilities at the Anna- 
for startup in 1982 and was pushed back to ba fertilizer complex were rated at approx- 
1983. The current 5-year plan allocated $2.1 imately 230,000 tons per year of diam- 
billion for the building materials industry monium phosphate, 200,000 tons per year 
and $1.4 billion to increase annual cement of monoammonium phosphate product, 
production capacity from approximately 6 165,000 tons per year of phosphoric acid, 

million tons in 1980 to 10 million tons by and 530,000 tons per year of sulfuric acid. 
1984. | Technical difficulties were reported during 

Fertilizer Materials.—Nitrogenous.— 1980-81. 
SONATRACH operated two ammonia fer- Two more phosphate units, with capaci- 

tilizer units during 1981, both at the Arzew ties of 165,000 tons per year of phosphoric 
facility. The first 272,000-ton-per-year nitro- acid and 280,000 tons per year of triple 

gen unit was being refurbished during 1981 superphosphate (P.O;), were planned as 
and was expected to be back onstream by part of the $400 million Tebessa fertilizer 
1982-83. A second ammonia unit, rated at complex. Marubeni Corp. and Hitachi Corp. 
330,000 tons per year, was brought into (Japan) won the contract for the P2Os plant, 
production at Arzew in January 1981. Two utilizing the Nissan Chemical process; 
ammonium nitrate units were also operat- Polimex-Cekop (Poland) won the contract 

ing at Arzew by yearend 1981, with a for the associated 530,000-ton-per-year sul- 
combined production capacity of near- fuyric acid plant. The anticipated startup 
ly 200,000 tons per year. Cruesot Loire date for the entire Tebessa complex was 
(France) completed construction of a third 1983. 
ammonia unit with production capacity 
similar to that of Arzew. The unit, located MINERAL FUELS 

within the Annaba fertilizer complex, was 
not operational by yearend 1981. Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The output 

Downstream facilities for the Arzew am- of natural gas increased approximately 8% 
monia production units in 1980, included over 1980 output levels. Algeria’s commer- 
a 1382,000-ton-per-year nitric acid plant, cially proven reserves of 132 trillion cubic 

a 55,000-ton-per-year ammonium nitrate feet comprised roughly 5% of the world’s 
plant, and a 61,000-ton-per-year urea plant. natural gas reserves as of January 1, 1981. 
These facilities were recently expanded, but These reserves were projected to last ap- 
a relatively low output efficiency of 30% proximately 370 years at the current pro- 
was reported for 1980-81. The Annaba fertil- duction rate. 
izer complex included plans for a 350,000- Petroleum production declined 20% be- 
ton-per-year ammonium phosphate plant tween 1980 and 1981. Proven reserves, esti- 

‘and a 260,000-ton-per-year nitric acid plant. | mated at 8.2 billion barrels, were projected 
Construction of a fourth ammonia unit to sustain current production levels for only 

with similar production capacities was 20 years. Oil liftings declined from 1 million 

being considered. The proposed location for barrels per day in early 1981 to 600,000 

this facility was at Skikda. The projected barrels per day in October 1981. Despite 

startup date was set for 1987. Tentative world market conditions, Algeria continued 

plans also included the expansion of am-_ to maintain one of the highest crude prices 

monia-consuming downstream plants and throughout 1981, along with Libya and 

storage facilities. Storage capacity during Venezuela. Algerian blend (44° API) was 

1981 was 20,000 tons at Arzew and 6,000 selling at $37.50 per barrel, and condensate 

tons at Annaba. exports (63° to 64° API) were increased to 

Phosphate.—Algeria’s major phosphate $36.70 per barrel in November 1981. 

deposit and mine was located at Djebel Onk, Algeria attempted to negotiate oil barter 

where reserves were estimated at 200 mil- deals to sell its high-priced crude. Spain’s 

lion tons. The older Kouif deposit, located Hispanoil and Cespa Brasileira de Petroleos 

adjacent to Djebel Onk in the northeast SA were granted a 4-year crude oil supply 

corner of the country, continued to be contract in exchange for an exploration 

mined, but reserves were estimated to be agreement. The contracts called for an 

near depletion. SONAREM planned to ex- 18,000-barrel-per-day oil supply for Hispan-
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oil in return for a $42 million exploration bishi to construct an associated gas treat- 
effort in Algeria’s Rhadames region. Cespa ment plant. The planned objective was to 
agreed to purchase 15,000 barrels per day recover natural gas liquids and LPG from 
and was obligated to spend $40 million on associated gas and reinject dry gas back into 
exploration within Algeria. the field. Financing was arranged through 

Liquefied Natural Gas.-SONATRACH Japan’s EXIM Bank (60%) and a group of 
operated four liquefied natural gas (LNG) seven Japanese commercial banks (40%), 
gas processing plants with total combined with the loan disbursement period running 
gas capacity of 5.3 billion cubic feet per day through June 1984. 
and gas throughput of 4.3 billion cubic feet SONATRACH planned to start up a 
per day. The two Hassi R’Mel plants contri- 2,300-barrel-per-day lube complex at Arzew 
buted 86% of the gas throughput while in 1982. The engineering contract was 
facilities at the northern coastal areas awarded to Foster Wheeler (United States). 
Arzew and Skikda continued to be refur- Construction was to be handled by a Euro- 
bished and completed. Pullman Kellog pean firm. 
Algeria Inc., the main contractor at Skikda, Petroleum and Natural Gas Contracts.— 
completed constructing the fourth through Algeria’s natural gas pricing negotiations 
seventh lines at Skikda LNG-2. The annual with several European countries and the 
liquefaction capacity was raised from 583 United States were for the most part incon- 

_ billion cubic feet to nearly 1.1 trillion cubic clusive by yearend 1981. Belgium was the | 
feet. only country that finalized a long-term 

Some of the Arzew facilities were dam- supply agreement with Algeria during the 
aged by the severe Mediterranean storm year. 
late in December 1980. A tanker was Distrigas of Belgium signed a 20-year 
aground at LNG-1, but the LNG port itself supply contract in April 1981 for 88 billion 
was not damaged. In February, only two cubic feet in 1982, increasing to 177 billion 
LNG trains at LNG-1 and LNG-2 were cubic feet from 1986 through the remainder 
operating. Later in the year, two out of six of the 20-year period. The base price agreed 
LNG-1 trains were available for export; upon was $4.80 per million British thermal 
three of the lines were slated for the Arzew _ units (Btu). 
industrial zone and one was reserved for In December 1981, it was announced that 
standby. LNG-2 units continued to be con- Gaz de France and Algeria had achieved an 
structed, and the second train was testedin agreement on the political level. France was 
April 1982. Pullman Kellog Algeria Inc. seeking to renegotiate a 20-year supply 
submitted and won a contract in December contract slightly above the 1972 contract | 
1981 to complete the 1-billion-cubic-foot-per- price of $3.70 per million Btu. Discussions 
day LNG-2 plant. The planned annual pro- were under way to develop a price index 
duction capacities were 2.6 million barrels based on the average price of a basket of 
propane, 2.2 million barrels butane, and 1.6 crudes. Deliveries under a new contract 
million barrels natural gasoline. The com- were expected to commence early in 1982. 
pany was also bidding for a 3-year technical In the meanwhile, France’s Compagnie 
Services contract for all LNG-2 operation Francais des Petréles (CFP) was granted a 
phases. Problems were encountered in the 1-year, 60,000-barrel-per-day crude contract 
startup of the third LNG-2 train, owing to replace the previous 220,000-barrel-per- 
primarily to a shortage of nitrogen. Four day agreement. 
out of the six LNG-2 trains were completed Negotiations with Italy’s state oil group, 
and tested by yearend 1981. Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI) were 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas.—Despite the faltering, despite the recent completion of 
emphasis in expanding production of LNG, the $3 billion trans-Mediterranean (Trans- 
plans were made to increase the output of med) pipeline project. The pipeline, running 
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). Kobe and from Algeria’s Hassi R’ Mel Fields through 
Marubeni Corp. (Japan) won the $272 mil- Tunisia, underwater to Sicily, and overland 
lion turnkey contract for a LPG recovery to Naples, was partially financed by Italy. 
plant. The 1.2-million-ton-per-year LPG ENI argued against Algeria’s price propos- 
plant was expected to be constructed at the als on the basis that Transmed gas was 
Hassi R’Mel Gasfield within the Algerian cheaper to transport than LNG, and gas 
Sahara. The scheduled completion date was should be indexed against oil product prices 
1985. Another $57 million contract was rather than crude oil prices. The initiation 
awarded to the Japanese company Mitsu- of the Transmed pipeline will likely hinge
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on an acceptable natural gas price. Expan- ed in mid-1981 has an annual capacity of 
sion plans, including a second underwater 412 billion cubic feet. Algeria concluded 
pipeline and an extension to Bologna in additional oil and gas pipeline contracts 
northern Italy, were temporarily shelved. during the year. 
Italy’s original 1977 contract was for an In July 1981, an agreement was signed 
eventual delivery of 412 billion cubic feet between the Algeria and Soviet state oil 

annually at a base price of $1 per million companies for the latter to complete a 421- 
Btu indexed to a 1975 basket of crudes to kilometer section of one of the Hassi R’Mel 
$3.42 per million Btu at the Algerian- gas pipelines. In additions, SONATRACH 
Tunisian border. contracted Canadian Bechtel Ltd. to com- 

The British Gas Corp. agreed on an inter- plete a 502-kilometer, 44-inch natural gas 
im contract that allowed for an increase in network at Rhouda Nouss by 1982. 
Algerian LNG exports in three stages after Bechtel Ltd. (United States) was also 

the first 9 months of 1981. The average contracted to engineer a 510-kilometer, 24- 
price of $4.60 per million Btu was agreed inch and an 11-kilometer, 14-inch LPG line 
upon. The Netherlands and Greece were from Hassi R’Mel to Arzew by 1983. A 632- 
also involved in LNG supply negotiations. —_—_jJometer, 30-inch oil pipeline was expected 

Algeria continued discussions with vari- +, connect in Amenas to Haoud El Hamra. 

ous U.S. firms throughout the year. There The contractor expected a completion date 
was a deadlock in the El Paso LNG negotia- of March 1982. Another 523-kilometer, 30- 
tions dur ing February, and no information inch crude oil line between Ohanet and 
was available at yearend on the Consolidat- Haoud El Hamra was expected to be con- 
ed Natural Gas Co., Columbia Gas Systems structed by March 1982. 
Inc., and Southern Natural Resources Inc. Uranium.—Progress was made on devel- 

expected replacement of El Paso’s intended oping the remote Hoggar Mountain urani- 

Trunkline LNG Co. (United States) was 9™ deposits. Reserves were estimated be 
scheduled to receive deliveries in August ween éom an d , 1 000 te 1 300 to; not 
1981. No deliveries were made by yearend tion Was envisione at 1,000 to 1,200 tons o 
owing to the Trunkline’s unfinished LNG Uranium oxide per year. The Davy-McKee 
facilities and the price dispute. The Trunk- Group (United States) was contracted dur- 
line facilities, located in Lake Charles, La., 18 1980 to construct the ore treatment 
were designed to handle 165 billion cubic plant. Plans were being made to utilize an 
feet per year of LNG tanker deliveries. The alkaline leach process, which requires a 
Trunkline complex also included a regasifi- Miniore mney leit er re en 

. iniére Group (Belgium) was exp 
igh ae United States-Algerian LNG provide technical assistance in mining the 

contract called for total deliveries of 3.3 deposits. A consortium of Belgian, United 
trillion cubic feet of gas over 20 years. The States, Swiss, and French international 
contract price was $3.94 per million Btu firms was expected to conclude the turnkey 

f.o.b. and a delivered price of $7.22 per contracts by 1982. Initially, plans were 
million Btu. Interestingly, the 1977 contract made to develop two open pits at Abankor 
provided for formal price negotiations after and Daira and an underground mine at 
1 month of full volume deliveries. Full Timgaouine. The total estimated cost of the 
volume was equivalent to 4.3 million cubic project, including the construction of an 
feet tanker deliveries every 7 days. This airstrip and a small town, was estimated at 
volume was never achieved. $300 million. 

Pipelines.—Algeria possessed three natu- §————————_ 
ral gas pipelines with a combined annual 2p hysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. “ted from 

capacity of 1 trillion cubic feet in 1981. The Algerian | dinars (DA). to “US. dollars at the rate of 
1,070-kilometer Transmed pipeline complet- DA4.3158=US$1.00 for 1981.



The Mi stry O e Mineral Industry of 
Angola 

By George A. Morgan? 

In 1981, mineral production levels overall prices. External debt was up sharply at 
remained low compared with 1974 preinde- yearend 1981 to $2.3 billion, necessitating 
pendence levels and relatively unchanged _ short-term borrowing. 
compared with those of 1980. Reactivation The national plan for 1982 development 
of several small-scale mining operations was changed to reflect a 40% reduction 
continued. in Government-directed investment from 

The economy underwent severe strain 1980. Imports were limited and emphasis 
during the year owing to a decline in oil was being placed on upgrading manage- 
revenue and the high cost of internal securi- ment skills which still suffered from the 
ty and defense. Crude oil sales were the loss of experienced personnel. Food avail- 
principal source of foreign exchange, ac- ability remained a severe problem, and all 
counting for 78% of the value of all exports, crop production and fish harvest levels were 
followed by diamond and coffee sales. The well below 1974 levels. The country’s plants 
reduction in revenue led to a decline in were estimated to be operating at less than 
foreign exchange reserves from the $308 30% capacity. Absenteeism was reported to 
million recorded at yearend 1980.2 Military be asevere problem. 
expenditures due to the civil war were Negotiations were conducted with several 
estimated to account for over one-half of the countries, and agreements were signed for 
material budget. The gross domestic prod- foreign involvement in projects in the agri- 
uct (GDP) at current prices was $3.34 bil- cultural, iron and steel, and mining sectors. 

lion, and about $1 billion at constant 1973 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE | 

Official production and trade data for but a number of problems still remained, 
most mineral commodities were unavail- such as (1) lack of technical personnel and 
able. Production data for Angola were gen- spare parts and (2) poor security. 
erally estimated on the basis of best avail- Electrical power shortages were reported 
able information. The fall in output of oil to have occurred frequently in Luanda and 
was primarily due to technical problems other cities. Old equipment and manage- 
and the exhaustion of reserves in the oldest ment inefficiencies were cited for the power 
oilfields. Only a small portion of the asso- failures. Several contracts were let to modi- 

| ciated gas produced was marketed; the re- fy damsites for expanding powerplant out- 
mainder continued to be flared. put. However, most of the power produced 

The decline in price of crude oil sold was supplied from diesel-powered genera- 
caused substantial changes in the Govern- _ tors. 
ment’s investment program for other indus- The Journal De Angola, the official news 
tries, including mining. Attention was tobe organ of the Angolan Government, reported 
directed to increasing the efficiency of oper- candidly on the shortcomings of the miner- 
ation of existing facilities. Diamond produc- als and other sectors of the economy.’ Fail- 
tion increased modestly from that of 1980, ure to achieve goals set in previous years for 
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various mineral commodities was attrib- made to the successful exploitation for ex- 
uted to a lack of knowledge and realism port of quartz crystal and granite as facing 
regarding numerous factors involved in stone, but output levels were not confirmed. 
each project undertaken. Reference was 

: Table 1.—Angola: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity? | 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 
Iron and steel: Crude steel® _____ _~>________ 5,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic. ________ thousand tons__ 300 400 “400 240 250 
Clays: Kaolin... _______-___-_-------- 500 _- _- _- __ 

Diamond: 
Gem ____________-_~— thousand carats__ 265 525 630 1,125 1,200 
Industrial__________________do____ | 88 175 210 375 400 

. Total __________________do___- 353 700 840 1,500 1,600 
Gypsum® _________________-------- 20,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 20,000 
Salt®_ ee 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural® ___.________~- 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Gas, natural:° 

Gross__________ _ million cubic feet__ 42,400 46,500 48,600 58,000 55,000 
Marketable_________________do____ 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 

Petroleum: . 
Crude _____-_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 62,437 47,450 49,640 55,034 52,000 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _______________-_do__~_~- 526 510 “500 
Jet fuel. _§ -§_-_- ___________do___~_ 441 480 ©450 
Kerosine____________~---do___~_ 163 160 “160 . 
Distillate fuel oil ___________do____ 1,469 1,567 1,500 NA NA 
Residual fuel oil _. _________do___~_ 3,725 3,796 3,700 
Other____________------do____ 143 189 “150 
Refinery fuel and losses __ _ ___ _do____ 229 368 *300 . 

Total __-_____________do___~_ 6,696 7,070 6,760 NA NA 

“Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 27, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and broken 

stone) presumably is produced for local consumption, but information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output 
evels. 

~ COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS resulted in the discovery of 10 million tons 
c R qj of ore grading 3% to 4% copper at consider- 
Copper.—Renewed interest in copper able depth in the vicinity of Titelo near 

mines located in northwest Angola near the Aigl. Output of 20,000 tons of concentrate 

border with the Congo was announced by was reported from Titelo in 1973. A small 
the Government. The Movoio Mine, 28 kilo- fyrnace was also operated by ECA for pro- 

meters from Maquelo do Zambo, was men- duction of black copper as early as 1949. 
tioned for possible reactivation. The mine Iron Ore.—Austromineral, a subsidiary 

was worked in the 1940’s and 1950’s by of Voest-Alpine A.G. of Austria, completed 
Empreso do Cobre Angola (ECA). Early a study of iron ore deposits in the vicinity of 
extensive research had been conducted over Cassinga. The Cassinga North (Jamba) area 

the region to determine the source of the had 21.7 million tons of measured recover- 
oxidized ores, principally malachite, which able detrital iron ore amenable to opencast 
accounted for most of the original output. mining using scrapers. Run-of-mine ore at 
Productive deposits were generally believed the deposit contained 44% iron. Reacti- 
to be small and relatively shallow residual vation of production of Cassinga, which 
formations derived from the leaching of ceased in late 1975, was anticipated to begin 
overlying cupriferous, argillaceous sand- in 1983. About 150,000 tons of previously 
stones. Byproduct gold and silver were also stockpiled ore, of which 40,000 tons was 
produced. from Jamba, was shipped in a single lot 

In 1966, a drilling program reportedly from the port at Mocamedes to the steel
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plants of Voest-Alpine. A 600-meter-long rels per day compared with an expected 
pier with a shiploader capable of loading a 178,000 barrels per day. About 60% of the 
160,000-dead-weight-ton vessel at 5,000 tons total came from offshore Cabinda Province; 
per hour was reported operational at Mo- most of the remainder was from the Congo 
camedes. Basin. Some oil wells, as in the Kwanza 

Basin south of Luanda, required special 
NONMETALS technical maintenance, such as artificial lift 

methods. Secondary recovery projects using 
tween Brapeeen de Cimontos de “Angola reinjected gas and water were underway at 

(CIMANGOLA) and Danish interests pro. ‘'W° Teservoirs in the Congo Basin. An oil- 
vided for refurbishing of the cement plant storage facility, with cap acity for 800,000 at Luanda. The company was in poor finan- barrels, was under construction to reduce 

cial condition with heavy debt and high /0n8 loading periods and high demurrage. 
short-term finance charges. Interest dueon . A major enhanced recovery r roject pe oot 
short-term bank loans was $1.2 million.‘ in the Cabinda Oilfield invo ving Wl ical 

Actual production data have been revised and development wells and gas reinjection. 
downward to indicate the low-level of capac- Outp ut from the older wells was in a steep 
ity utilization, estimated at about 31%. At decline because of falling _ Pressure gradi- 
this level, only about 72% of the production ents. Approximately 78 million cubic feet 
goal was achieved. Sales during fiscal year per day of gas was to be reinjected into two 
1980, including drawdowns from. stocks, fields beginning in May 1982. Natural gas were 243,000 tons. liquids extraction was also to take place. In 
Diamond.—Diamond recovery operations addition, fractionators were to be installed 

in Luanda Norte Province continued to to p roduce propane, butane, and natural 
increase in efficiency with a modest rise in gasoline. Liquefied Pp etroleum gas would be 
output. Several production goals were re- moved by pipeline to a refrigerated storage 
ported to have been exceeded. Extensive vessel prior to trans port. N atural gasoline 
training programs to upgrade worker skills would be mixed with cr ude oil and sent were conducted by Companhia de Dia- ashore for storage via pipeline. A banking 

mantes de Angola. Further exploration was 5 ndicate headed by Morgan Guaranty also underway. Trust Co. of the United States provided a 

Serious problems of diamond theft and loan of $50 million while the Expo rt-Imp ort 
general security were reported by the Gov- Bank ap proved $85 million for financing the 
ernment to have resulted in a substantial 845 Jection, enhanced-recovery project. 
portion of production entering the black In 1981, about 21,500 tons of bottl ed market. butane was consumed by 120,000 families, 

Phosphate Rock.—Production of phos- mainly in Luanda. Upgrading of equipment 
phate rock commenced at Quindonacache in co ooo ee i by 1990. the supply to 
Zaire Province in late 1981. Production A ons ri 198). fi " 's sole refi 
capacity was small at 15,000 tons per year of t yearen , the country S sore rein: 
phosphate containing in excess of 30% P.O; °'Y at Luanda, with a capacity of 33,000 from an open pit operation. barrels per day, was damaged by sabotage. 

The mine, plant, and infrastructure were Several storage tanks and one of the distil- designed and built by Bulgargeomin of Bul- lation units were destroyed, necessitating 

garia. Approximately 720 square kilometers the import of refined products from Gabon 
were surveyed by Bulgarian geologists in and the Canary Islands. . ok Zaire Province prior to mine and plant The Sociedade Nacional de Combustiveis 
development. de Angola (Sonangol) was constructing a 

Exploration of phosphate in Cabinda ™&OF Service and supply center on Kwanda 
Province was planned by Energet of Yugo- Island, 5 kilometers from Soy o in Zaire slavia according to terms of an agreement Province. Facilities were to include worker 

between the Governments of Angola and housing, warehouses, workshop s, and pipe Yugoslavia. storage facilities. Construction of a quay 
with 200 meters of berthing area and deep- 

MINERAL FUELS ening of Pululu Channel were underway. 

Sonangol also announced that it intended 
Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Technical to market all crude oil directly without 

difficulties and the drop in world oil prices intermediaries wherever possible. Total em- 
adversely affected output of crude oil in ployment in the state-owned company was 
Angola. Production was about 140,000 bar- 2,100 people.
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Kuen Reviews Nation’s Industrial Situation. Sept. 13, 1981, p. 2. 
1 . . * ° oie . 

Where reescuary, Division of Foreign Data. ated to be “Marches Tropicaus et Mediterraneins (Paris). Precari- 
convertible from Angolan kwanza to US. dollars at the US Financial Situation of Cement Plant. Sept. 4, 1981, p. 

rate of 31.25 kwanza = US$1.00 for 1980 and 1981. 2291. 
3Journal De Angola (Luanda). Consultative Council



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
A ti rgentina 

By Pablo Velasco! 

The Argentine economy, dominated for The Comisién Nacional de Energia 
: many years by the agricultural sector, was Atomica (CNEA) reported that the Govern- 

in recession in 1981. The Nation’s gross ment of Argentina has given high priority 
domestic product (GDP) fell by about 6% to to the development of the Nation’s uranium 
$131 billion? at current prices, according to potential, and that by 1985, CNEA plans to 
estimates released by the Central Bank. survey between 50,000 and 100,000 square 

This recession, which started in 1980, be- kilometers including test drilling. The Sier- 
came more pronounced during the second ra Pintada uranium mine and processing 
quarter of 1981 because of the adoption of plant was expected to start production in 
adjustment measures that would help to 1983 at an estimated rate of 700 tons per 
attain continued economic development year of U;0; concentrate. 
from 1982 onwards. To reduce its dependency on imports of 

Mining in Argentina continued in its copper, the Government was considering 
incipient stage of growth. Although a wide the development of three large ore deposits 
range of minerals is known to occur in the using domestic ane foreign capital. One of 
country, this industry is small by interna- those deposits, Farallon Negro in the Prov- 
tional standards and only iron ore, coal, oil, ince of Catamarca, was producing gold, 

and natural gas are produced on aneconom- silver, and manganese. Unlike the two oth- 
ically significant scale, with small outputof er deposits to be offered, Farallon Negro is 
other minerals including barite, bentonite, for national bidders only, but up to 49% of 
borax, copper, fluorspar, gold, gypsum, lead, total equity can be of foreign interest that 
manganese, salt, silver, sulfur, talc, tin, and could supply the necessary technology. Ten 
zinc. Argentina is one of the few world kilometers south of Farall6n Negro, anoth- 

producers of borax (sodium borate). er deposit, Bajo la Alumbrera, will be put 
Argentina was undertaking an ambitious up for international bidding. The Bajo la 

public investment program, especially in Alumbrera deposit has already been explor- 
the energy and mining sectors, estimated by ed, and reserves of 350 million tons of ore 
the Ministry of Economics at about $115 containing copper and gold have been iden- 
billion during the 10-year period 1980-89. tified. The last of the three deposits to be 
Foreign investment in all sectors of the tendered by the first quarter of 1982 is a 30- 
economy exceeded $4.5 billion. The princi- square-kilometer deposit, Nevados de Fama- 
pal source was the United States, followed tina. This deposit in the Province of La 
by the Netherlands, Italy, and the Federal Rioja has not yet been explored. 
Republic of Germany. The hydrocarbons sector has been tradi- 

Exports of minerals, mineral products, tionally dominated by two Government 
and metals in 1981 decreased 24% to $54.2 agencies: Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales 
million compared with 1980 values. The (YPF)—active in onshore and offshore oil 
aluminum industry output declined 6% in and gas exploration, production, and refin- 
1981 compared with the 1980 output. The ing; and Gas del Estado—operator of the 
prospects for refined aluminum exports natural gas transmission system. Argen- . 
would depend upon the availability of a  tina’s current drive is to attain self-suf- 
surplus after domestic demand is met. ficiency by 1985. To accomplish this, YPF 
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was loosening its tight grip on the industry determine the country’s mining potential 
to allow private operators to carry out a and ensure its proper management; (h) to 
larger share of the work. Over 30 areas promote small- and medium-size mining 
have been turned over to private consortia activities and provide technical assistance; 

through public bidding, and three offshore (i) to promote the establishment and devel- 
risk contracts have been awarded to private opment of consulting enterprises of Argen- 
groups. The most important gas and petro- tine capital and technical staff; and (j) to 
leum discoveries were made by YPF and_ ensure that decisions in the mining sector 
two international oil companies in Neuquén are under national control. 
Province and in Tierra del Fuego in the 3. Particular objectives: (a) to intensify 
south of the country. mineral exploration of the national territo- 

A 20-year hydroelectric power plan was _ ry; (b) to supply domestic demand with local 
underway to make Argentina one of the raw materials and substitute imports of 
world’s most impressive users of water pow- minerals, ordinary metals, and mineral 
er for electricity and irrigation. When the products of primary processing and prod- 
plan is completed in 1999, hydroelectricity ucts of the chemical industry derived from 
will provide more power to Argentina’s minerals; (c) to increase mineral exports, 
growing industrial complex than fossil fuels provided domestic supply can be satisfied by 
and nuclear energy combined. Argentina’s existing ore reserves, stimulating particu- 
largest hydroelectric project on the Parana larly those mineral products with added 
River is called Parana Medio. Construction value and in accordance with national poli- 
of the first two dams will be initiated in cies with regard to strategic minerals; (d) to 
1985 with an installed capacity of 5,600 integrate the exploitation of deposits with 
megawatts. regional siting of beneficiation plants; (e) to 
Government Policies and Programs.— increase productivity of mining operations; 

Argentina has one of the largest mineral (f) to research and develop national technol- 
reserves in the world that is still largely ogy throughout all stages of mining activity; 
unexploited. Considering that during the (g) to promote mining enterprises by at- 
last decade the mining sector has not devel- _tracting domestic savings and investment of 
oped significantly, the Government revised foreign capital; (h) to promote free market- 
the Mining Code and promulgated a new ing, at international market prices, of min- 
Mining Promotion Law in October 1979. ing production; and (i) to promote coopera- 
This law, No. 22,095, contemplates the fol- tion and the establishment of consortia 

lowing objectives in Chapter I: among mining producers in order to furnish 
1. Promotion of mining activities is ruled services or carry out projects of common 

by the provisions of this law and the regula- __interest. 

tions that the Government may issue ac- 4. The National Executive Office is em- 
cordingly. To this effect it shall arrange by powered to accumulate stockpiles of strate- 
agreement with the Provincial Govern- gic minerals and related products in such 
ments the exercise of respective constitu- volume as the Ministries of Economics and 
tional powers. Defense deem necessary for the security 

2. General objectives: (a) to contribute to and defense of the Argentine Nation. 
the development of the country by increas- The remaining chapters of Law No. 22095 
ing the production of minerals and their cover the following: [—Beneficiaries of 
byproducts; (b) to ensure the rational exploi- This Law; III—General Promotion Mea- 
tation of mineral resources in the national sures; IV—Special Promotion Measures; 
territory; (c) to strengthen and support the V—Mining Promotion Fund; VI—Appli- 
expansion of mining enterprises of national cation Authority; VII—Penalties and Other 
capital, whatever their legal nature may be; Remedies for Noncompliance; and VIII— 
(d) to ensure the development of mining Miscellaneous. 
projects required by national defense and The changes contemplated in the new law 
security; (e) to establish new opportunities provide stimuli for the development of min- 
for employment particularly in frontier ing by recognizing the value of private 
areas; (f) to improve working conditions, initiative acting alongside or complement- 
raise the standard of living, and upgrade ing the State’s efforts in carrying out mine 
training of the mining work force; (g) to exploration and production.
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: PRODUCTION : 

Production of metallic minerals during steadily since 1976 and achieved record 
1981 amounted to 1.1 million metric tons,a levels in 1981. Installed capacity for the 
46% decrease compared with 1980 output; cement industry in 1981 was 10.5 million 
nonmetallic minerals amounted to 5.8 mil- metric tons. - 
lion metric tons, 2% less than in 1980; and Yacimientos Carboniferos Fiscales (YCF) | 
output of construction-related minerals was continued production of coal from the Rio 
60 million metric tons, 2% more than in  Turbio deposits in the southernmost part of 
1980. | Argentina in Santa Cruz Province, but it 
The steel industry output in 1981 decreas- was not adequate to meet domestic demand. 

ed 6% compared with that of 1980, resulting One-half of the coal consumed in Argentina 
in imported products totaling 467,000 met- was supplied by cheaper imports. . 
ric tons. Most of the imported steel products Argentina has been almost self-sufficient 
came to Argentina from Japan and Brazil. in oil for several years. Output in 1981 

Argentina’s aluminum industry, which increased 6.3% compared with that of 1980. 
had been growing steadily since startup in Argentina continued as the third largest 
1974, experienced a 6% decrease in output producer of crude oil and natural gas in 
in 1981 compared with that of 1980. Latin America. Production of uranium has 

Production of cement has been increasing increased markedly over the last 3 years. 

| Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities! . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

) Commodity? | 1977 1978 1979 1980P 1981° 

. METALS 

Aluminum metal: 
Primary ____._________._-____-_----_--__-___--__ 49,875 58,098 125,408 187,581 130,000 
Secondary® __________ ~~ ~~ ~~ eee 6,500 8,000 10,000 8,000 8,000 

Beryllium: Beryl concentrate: . 
Gross weight ___________~__-_-____-~-- ee 165 22 12 31 330 
BeO content______________~ ~~ ~~~ eee 18 2 1 3 33 

Bismuth ____ 92. ee LLL -__- kilograms. — -- 300 -- ~— = 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight ____-____-_--_--~-----.- — _4 165 169 150 
Columbium-tantalum concentrates, gross weight: 

Columbite _______________1._____._____~ kilograms_ _ 614 — 1,918 1,500 1,500 
Tantalite_._-_-_____________-_-_____--_____-do____ 170 _- _- -- ~— 

Cadmium: Smelter______._...__.--_~_----~~~-------- 40 22 36 18 20 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content____________--.----------~-- 169 319 89 182 = - -200 
Mine, smelter® _______________~_____~___- eee 70 NA NA NA NA 

Gold, mine output, metal content _____.__._____----troy ounces._ 5,509 5,600 10,140 10,956 10,900 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate, gross weight_ ____ ___-—-—-~-_ thousand tons_ _ 1,030 909 611 437 495 
etal: 

Pig iron and sponge iron______.______------—-~-do___~ 1,885 1,825 1,988 1,806 1,720 

Ferroalloys, electric furnace: 
Ferromanganese__________.___--_---~-_------~ 136,092 25,115 37,498 35,000 34,000 
Silicomanganese_______.____.____.-___---_-_ 6,152 10,281 16,659 15,000 14,000 
Ferrosilicon_______.._._--_----~-.-.---.----— 15,318 10,343 15,180 14,000 13,000 
Other _-____________------~-+----~-------~ 1,118 612 2,589 2,400 2,300 

Total ___.-_________----_--------- ~~~ "58,675 "46,351 71,876 . 66,400 63,300 
‘Crude steel ______________--_----~ ~~ thousand tons._ 12,684 ‘12,786 3,203 2,687 2,500 

Lead Semimanufactures*_______.______.___.__._-do____ 2,798 2,566 3,010 2,582 2,300 
ad: 

Mine output, metal content_________.__-_------------- "83,601 30,253 31,775 34,000 333,362 
Metal: 

Smelter, primary®_____.___.______._-_--_._-__--_ 38,000 30,000 27,600 21,500 20,000 

Refined: 
Primary _ __-~---------------------------- 38,000 "19,700 32,000 26,700 30,000 
Secondary. - - - ---------------------------- 7,000 10,000 15,000 12,000 9,000 

Total ___-__--------------------------~ 45,000 129,700 47,000 38,700 += 39,000 
Manganese ore and concentrate, gross weight______.._.____----~- 82,3885 18,497 10,190 6,146 3,100 
Silver, mine output, metal content _______-_ thousand troy ounces._ '2,450 12,164 2,209 2,305 2,300 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

en ree rer eeerrernerneenremnrmmemner eemnnreematmeetetmennenemm nnn 
TT 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980P 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Tin: _ 
Mine output, metal content__-_______.-__.__._________ 537 ~=—s-362 386 351 340 
Metal, smelter®_ _-§___ § 2 5 5 ee 100 F100 100 200 150 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content ______________________ 70 97, .. 59 35 ~— 50 
Uranium, mine output, UsOg content _____________-~ kilograms__ 217,898 168,832 877,930 284,900 300,000 

inc: 
Mine output, metal content___________________________ 39,155 36,585 37,509 33,681 337,258 
Mine, smelter, primary ____________-_-----._._..-____ 29,000 23,900 36,700 25,400 23,000 

NONMETALS 7 | 
Abrasives: Garnet _. ~~ ~~ ee _ LL 600 NA ~~ 3 7,200 8,000 
Asbestos _. $5 Le 686 1,069 1,371 1,261 1,400 
Barite.___________-_-__-_-_--~----- LLL ____ = 80,571 45,685 54,928 49,623 49,279 
Boron materials, crude ____~_____.-.-_________________ 88,051 127,187 132,655 155,849 167,431 
Cement, hydraulic ___...._...._......----~- thousand tons._ 6,002 "6,316 . 6,667 7,133 7,500 
Clays: . 

Ball clay (plastic clay), n.es__ 2 2 25 ee LL _dol_ 1812  2,441° 2,198 1,953 1,980 
Bentonite _____._.._____-_---_----~-__-_~~________. 114,836 106,957 157,382 131,384 158,100 
Foundryearth ____________~__-=___ (5) ~- 41,082 44,871 45,899 
Fuller’s earth (decolorizing clay). ...$_..-___.____.__________ 4,129 3,482 5,445 4,772 5,200 
Kaolin _____.-~.._-_-~_-_---------___-_-______ 74,284 45,940 132,107 91,417 103,397 
Laterite (aluminous)___________-_.__-___-__________ 59,863 43,410 68,580 73,110 177,610 
Refractory ______...---.------_~-.-~___.________ 117,299 88,030 132,399 176,682 175,425 
Other® 9 2 = 565,066 435,481 577,226 693,950 628,248 

Diatomite ______.._ ~~ ee 12,337 7,227. 1,321 6,527 6,793 
Feldspar _____-§_..____.-_--_.--__-_- ee ________ = 42,921 41,824 33,550 32,529 32,852 
Fluorspar —-___________-___-_~_- ~~~ i i _______ = 48,792 --:26.746 38,076 15,468 19,480 
Graphite________-~_____ 2 __ eee 85 8 10 5 7 
Gypsum, crude _________-_______ i _________ 546,968 611,158 587,432 932,149 678,394 

. Lithium, spodumene, and amblygonite, gross weight _____________ 412 ~— 808 106 80 90 
ica: 
Sheet _-- 2 302 356 360 218 192 
Waste andscrap ______________________ 1,840 2,276 1,140 616 730 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ______._.__....__._______ 42,000 47,200 60,576 65,355 40,000 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Ocher __.._____________________ 209 484 874 955 948 
Precious and semiprecious stones: Amethyst ________ __ kilograms__ -- 307 ~=—_ 8,000 1,000 1,000 
Pumice and related volcanic materials____...__...____________ 64,961 21,544 46,324 36,509 39,782 

Salt: 
Rock --_-_____.-___________________ thousand tons__ 2 1 1 1 | 1 
Solar ~-~-------------- dow 1,146 699 619 1,003 — 1,093 

Total.____2 ee __edow 1,148 700 620 1,004 1,094 
Sand and gravel: 

Sand: 
Construction__-§ -_-____________________ dow 16,178 14,773 15,348 17,047 17,380 
Ferruginous-titaniferous.._.__________________do___._ 1,833 307 410 1,630 2,000 

Silica sand (glass sand). ...$._.________________do____ 284 313 329 202 262 
Gravel __________~_~___ edo. 9,214 11,820 11,796 10,657 11,910 

Stone: 
Alabaster _____________________________ _ 50 —_ __ _- 
Basalt________.__.________________ _ thousand tons__ 3,075 3,549 3,277 3,721 3,883 
Calcareous: 

Calcite, nonoptical __-_-_§____-_~_ ~~ ==, 8,887 12,376 17,888 14,160 
Calcium carbonate (chalk)_____...._._.____________ 52997 7,419 13,174 32,706 12,504 
Dolomite ______.--_-__.--____~_ ui __ 225,792 184,800 289,940 220,521 241,560 
Limestone ~-------~-~-~~-~--~ ~~ ~~~ thousand tons__ 14,081 15,956 15,238 14,322 14,986 

arble: 
Aragonite, broken __-_-§___§_§___________ 7,701 12,444 10,902 7,342 9,452 
Onyx, in blocks and broken _____________________ 24,364 22,149 22,919 23,638 23.536 
Travertine, in blocks and broken __________________ 9,367 6,020 13,239 16,297 17,316 
Unspecified, in blocks and broken _________________ _ 61,166 60,271 108,857 105,415 106,743 

Flagstone ______-__________________o 73,505 67,258 113,182 161,219 139,788 
Granite: 

In blocks _____~-_-__-__ i. ee ______ 25,944 28,991 38,646 41,005 41,985 
_ Crushed_____.___________________ thousand tons__ 4,932 5,588 7,310 7,837 6,511 Quartz, crushed. _____________ i ee 103,438 81,794 96,393 76,692 81,725 
Quartzite, crushed _____________________ thousand tons__ 1,327 1,903 1,594 1,675 1,902 Rhodochrosite._._-§________________________ 47 42 73 87 96 
Sandstone ______________________ 129 67 89,388 187 220 Serpentine, crushed ______________________________. 27,449 32,359 32,376 30,248 30,957 
Shell marl _-____________ 428,908 671,427 663,472 671,336 677,200 Tuff, tufa___________________________ thousand tons__ 1,971 1,707 2,646 1,974 2,100 Strontium minerals: Celestite___________________________. 839 1,195 122 268 268 Sulfates, natural: 
Aluminum (alum) ~~ -------- +--+ +--+ ~~ = 29,421 44,425 «48,454 834,735 36,184 Iron (melanterite) _._-_______________________ 10 — 10 100 130 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| | Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued —— | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) : : 

} Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 981° 7 

NONMETALS —Continued -_ | i 
Sulfates, natural —Continued . . 

Magnesium (epsomite)___________-___--------------- 5,487 7,801 11,909 8,556 ~—-9,200 
Potassium (kalinite) .. -. 2 2 3 ee ee LL a 250 300 ee 
Sodium (mirabilite) _._..._.-.------.--..---------~ 36,022 40,690 . 36,458 18,931 24,773 

Sulfur: oo SS oe - —_ 
Native, from caliche .. _._§.§-..._.-.-..--_.__--.----~— 26,953 17,771 wee -- 
Byproduct, all sources® ~------- +--+ ---- —- 20,000 20,000 20,000 NA . NA 

 - Total 2 LLL e___._ = 46,9538 87,771 20,000 = NA. NA 

Tale and related materials: = 8S st” 7 | - _ ee 
Pyrophyllite._ _~_-9_~9_~9__~_ ~~ ~~ LLL LLL SC«d100,, 947 4,731 9,886 5,226 6,779 
Steatite..-§_-___ i Lek 454 . 964 882 2,930 3,120 
Tale DLL ITLL LIT II 43,306 41,117 24,059 24,575 23,120 

Total _.-_--_____ 2 ~~ = 4,707. - 46,812 34,827 32,731 . 33,019 
Vermiculite ___§__§__-~_~_~ ~~ Le 4,825 4,426 5,877 9,907 7,306 
Water, mineral-containing _____~_-_..-.~-__-______-_____~ 171,629 73,271 97,489 125;746 110,406 
Zeolite __....______._______..._.__-________-...... 1°12 7 2 80 36 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __ ~~~. ~-§ _-__ ~~ ee ee 6,339 5,880 873 960 850 
Carbon black®___ ~~~ ~~~ = = LLL S830, 000 NA NA NA NA 
Coal, bituminous _______________..____ _ — thousand tons_: + 533 484 127 389 498 
Coke, all types, including breeze. -________-._______do____ 727 686 650 546 440 
Gas, natural: Be . 

Gross ______.._-___________.._ ~~ million cubic feet__ 411,867 406,265 452,570 475,535 490,000 
Marketed ___________---------~--~-~--------do___~ 274,992 259,678 283,560 270,000 280,000 

Natural gas liquids: . 
Natural gasoline __________.—_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 72 24 NA NA NA 
Butane _______.___. do Le 1,209 1,630 1,500 £1,400 1,500 
Propane ___________~_________-~-___-_._..._do____ 985 1,260 1,200 1,200 1,500 

Total. _.~§_§_ 5 LLL do LL 2,266 2,914 NA NA NA 
Peat, agricultural _____ ~~ > LLL 6,207 4,447 3,516 4,560 4,300 
Petroleum: 

Crude_______-_-*-___-- -~---thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 157,248 165,188 172,554 179,676 $181,310 

Refinery products: , . 
Gasoline ~._______~_-_________.-.___~__do___~ 35,916 38,948 39,770 44,009 344,685 
Kerosine __________-----------------~--do.___ 5,872 5,107 4,078 4,587 33,298 

. Jet fuel _-_ ~~ dL 4,054 4,506 4,865 6,072 36,101 
Distillate fuel oi) _______....____-_-_._-_-~-do__.. 46,189 49,079 50,688 55,100 755,928 
Residual fuel oil. = ...----______._.......__do____ 58,234 56,640 56,826 51,159 350,360 

Lubricants __________._--._____---__._---do.__~ 1,986 1,791 2,145 1,939 31,857 
Other _____ ~~ LLL _do____ 16,789 8,482 19,202 21,400 21,817 
Refinery fuel and losses. - __ _____~_-_------~--do____ 7,808 8,597 4,800 5,350 5,724 

Total__~_~______________~__________.__do.__— 176,848 173,150 182,374 189,616 189,765 . 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. . 
1Table includes data available through June 30, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, cadmium, lime, and perlite are produced, but output is not reported 

quantitatively and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
3Reported figure. | — 
*Hot-rolled semimanufactures only; excludes castings and cold-rolled semimanufactures produced from imported hot- 

rolled semimanufactures. 
5Revised to none. 
®Includes plastic, semiplastic, and/or ferruginous clays used totally in the manufacture of portland cement. 

TRADE 

As a result of devaluations of the peso According to statistics published by the 
during 1981, exports rose 12% from $8.0 Direccién Nacional de Economia Minera 
billion in 1980 to $9.1 billion in 1981, while within the Ministerio de Economia, exports 

the total value of imports declined from of minerals, mineral products, and metals 

$10.4 billion to $9.1 billion, a 12% decrease. in 1981 earned $54.2 million, a decrease of
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24% compared with 1980 values. On the Exports of. petroleum products and resid- 
other hand, the volume of mineral exports ual oil in 1981 were valued at $626 million, 

in.1981 increased 32% to 167,760 metric a 113% increase compared with the 1980 

: tons compared with that of 1980. value. | | 
The most valuable metallic minerals ex- Petroleum imports during 1981 decreased 

ported in 1981 were 17,712 tons of lead 46% to 9 million barrels, valued at $542 

concentrate to the United States, Australia, million. 

Bulgaria, and Belgium for a total of $15.7 Natural gas imports during 1981, chiefly 

million. Second in importance was 5,883 from Bolivia, increased 8% to 2.2 billion 
tons of tin and silver concentrate to Eng- cubic meters. Coal imports during 1981 
land for a total value of $7.5 million, follow- decreased 19% to 706,000 metric tons. 

ed by 16,032 tons of zinc concentrate to Argentina imported minerals for a total 
England, Holland, and Yugoslavia for a value of $45.1 million, including iron ore 
total value of $4.1 million. | from the Republic of South Africa, Brazil, 

Exports of nonmetallic minerals in 1981 Bolivia, Canada, United States, Peru, and 

were as follows: In first place, 15,833 tons of Venezuela; calcined bauxite from Brazil, 
boron minerals to Brazil for a total value of United States, Guyana, and China; and lead 
$12.0 million, followed by 49,090 tons of and tin concentrates from Bolivia. Manga- 

cement to Paraguay, Chile, Bolivia, and nese and coal were imported chiefly from 
Uruguay for a total value of $4.2 million. Brazil and the United States, respectively. 

Table 2.—Argentina: Exports of mineral commodities oe 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

i 7 1979 : 
comme 1978 . United Other (principal) - - 

METALS 

Aluminum: » 
Oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ _ __ . _— 2 _- Paraguay 1;Uruguayl.  _ 

~ Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought_____._____ 7,585 29,422 — Japan 27,017; Uruguay 1,781; Brazil 490. 
Semimanufactures ___ ___ 1,595 4,543 937 India 1,491; Uruguay 883; Mexico 393. 

Beryllium: Beryl ore and concentrate 113 37 37 ; 
Chromium oxides and hydroxides _ _ Q) 1 _- All to Peru. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

. Unwrought 
; value, thousands_ _ $1 __ 

Semimanufactures_________ - 86 118 (4) Ecuador 58; Paraguay 27; Bolivia 18. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Powder, shot, grit_________~ -- 3 _-. All to Ecuador. 
Ferroalloys _____________ 1,614 1,947 503 Japan 1,005; Dominican Republic 250; 

Netherlands 129. 
Steel, primary forms________ 181,104 233,368 — Venezuela 81,871; Pakistan 56,186; 

- Uruguay 24,506. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections. ____._______ 197,861 137,148 21,088 Saudi Arabia 46,320; Paraguay 24,129; 

Bolivia 16,910. 
Universals, plates, sheets ‘_ _ 245,042 32,612 __ Brazil 13,734; West Germany 8,924; 

‘Paraguay 5,982. 
Hoop and strip_________ 539 426 185 Guatemala 90; Uruguay 61; Paraguay 36. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ _ 2,317 35 _. Paraguay 24; Uruguay 11. 
Wire_.-.-__________ 2,406 5,049 -. Paraguay 2,028; China 1,599; Bolivia 905. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ___ __ 147,348 129,147 8,750 China poli; U.S.S.R. 21,739; Algeria 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough (4) 63 __ Alto Paraguay. 
ad: 

Ore and concentrate ________ 10,056 6,234 300 Brazil 3,204; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,730. 
Oxides and hydroxides_ _ __ ___ 47 () — All to Paraguay. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought___________ 1,147 628 _. Uruguay 627; Paraguay 1. 
Semimanufactures ___ ___ 3 6 _. Paraguay 5; Uruguay 1. 

Manganese ore and concentrates __ 3 16 (4) West Germany 15. 
Mercury ____ value, thousands_ _ -- $2 _. All to Uruguay. 
Nickel metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ $1 $1 _- NA. 
Platinum-group metals including al- 

loys, unwrought and partly 
wrought _______.____do____ $118 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Argentina: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) , 

Destinations, 1979 
Commodit 1978 1979 : 

y | United Other (principal) 
rye arrears 

METALS —Continued . 

Silver: . 
Waste and sweepings? 

value, thousands_ _ _- $161 $161 
Metal including alloys unwrought 

and partly wrought __do_ ___ $386 $3,308 $531 United Kingdom $1,305; France $747; 
West Germany $725. 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate ___ _____ "1,217 -- 
Metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures________ 6 1 _- Mainly to Uruguay. 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ 1 6 _- Bolivia 5; Paraguay 1. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, . aio forms___ value, thousands_ _ $6 $1 _L All to Uruguay. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate ________ _- 19,009 _- Romania 9,507; U.S.S.R. 9,502. , . Oxides and hydroxides_______ - 5 34 _- Brazil 30; Paraguay 4. 
Metal including alloys: . Unwrought___________ 6,495 48] -~- - Brazil 361; Honduras 100; Uruguay 20. Blue powder _____ _____ 6 18 _- All to Uruguay. 

Semimanufactures ______ 3 24 a Do. 
Other: 

Metalloids______________ _- 167 _- France 165; Uruguay 2. . 
Base metals including alloys: 

Scrap ~__. ~~ 2k 812 115 _- United Kingdom 95; Netherlands 19. 
Unwrought and semimanu- , 

factures __-_______ 10 10 — United Kingdom 9; Netherlands 1. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corun- 
dum,ete______________ 1 _- 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ $1 — 
Grinding and polishing wheels 

and stones_____________ 41 19 _- Uruguay 10; Bolivia 3; Paraguay 3. Asbestos, crude __§___________ _- 6 a Paraguay 3; Uruguay 3. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates ___ ____ 14,807 5,967 __ Brazil 5,867; Peru 100. 
Oxide and acid ___________ 1,556 1,348 483 Brazil 643; Uruguay 100; Mexico 74. Cement._________________ . 5,966 4,490 _- Bolivia 3,241; Chile 444; Congo 410. Chalk___- = 5 ee T7126 539 _— All to Paraguay. - 

Clays and clay products: : 
Crude__ _-_-_____________ 10,553 9,653 a Brazil 6,696; Chile 930; Paraguay 746. Products: a . Refractory including nonclay 

brick ___-_~ 2 408 553 62 Bolivia 376; Paraguay 97; Uruguay 11. 
Nonrefractory _________ 1,216 1,170 __ Bolivia 614; Paraguay 548; Chile 8. 

Diamond: Industrial 
value, thousands__ $3 $31 -- All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth "16 20 _- Paraguay 10; Uruguay 10. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, Jeucite, nephe- 

line_- 2 310 264 _- Peru 128; Bolivia 60; Chile 60. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous __________ 5 13 _- All to Paraguay. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ 20 23 -- All to West Germany. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous __________ 232 798 _- Uruguay 655; Paraguay 103; Bolivia 40. Phosphatic ____§_§_______ 8 495 _- All to Brazil. 
Potassic. _-___~_~_______ 3 100 -- All to Bolivia. 
Other including mixed __ _ _ 647 85 _- Bolivia 75; Lebanon 6; Chile 4. Ammonia ______________ 205 226 _- Uruguay 162; Chile 56; Paraguay 5. Gypsum and plasters__________ 9,749 10,021 -- Paraguay 7,820; Uruguay 2,201. 

Lime ____. ~~ ~~~ ~~~ Le 3,430 13 _- Paraguay 7; Bolivia 6. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and 
waste________________ 3,069 2,202 -~- West Germany 1,800; United Kingdom 

374; Uruguay 27. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings value, thousands_ _ _- $1 _- NA. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, natural ___.-_______ ~- 10 -- All to Paraguay. 
Iron oxides, processed ___ ____ 162 124 _. Uruguay 93; Bolivia 20; Paraguay 9. 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
other than diamond: 
Natural. __ value, thousands_ _ $4 $48 $4 West Germany $32; Italy $9; Canada $2. Synthetic. _________do____ + $1 _-. All to Canada. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Argentina: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 .. 1979 : 
ny - | United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Salt and brine. __ ..___.~--___ 723,590 27,665 _- Paraguay 25,853; Uruguay 1,312; Nigeria 

Sodium and potassium compounds, — 
n.e.s: 
Caustic potash ~~... ~~ 1 () _— All to Uruguay. 
Caustic soda______~_--_ ~~ F120 159 -- Bolivia 140; Chile 10; Paraguay 3. 
Sodaash ___.____.--_---~- | 250 _._ All to Bolivia. 

Stone, sand and gravel: . 
Dimension stone: , 

Crude and partly worked _ _— 11,750 13,329 70 Italy 8,937; Japan 2,079; Spain 1,123. 
Worked ._____.------~ 1,562 1,131 36 Japan 667; Mexico 91; Liberia 80. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade 72,851 1,677 -- All to Chile. 
Gravel and crushed rock ~_ ~~~ ~— 124 139 -- Paraguay 105; Bolivia 33. 
Quartz and quartzite______ _- 57 . of -- Paraguay 27; Chile 20; Bolivia 10. 

5 ipand other than metal-bearing_ — 19 317 _- Greece 150; Brazil 120; Bolivia 42. 
ulfur: 

Elemental, all forms — _ _ ~~ — — — 24 7 -- All to Paraguay. 
Dioxide ~~~ ~__L__ _- 12 _- Chile 11; Bolivia 1. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum _____ ~~~ 98 673 _. Uruguay 642; Paraguay 31. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite 719] 217 _. Paraguay 137; Chile 80. 
Other: 

Crude_______..--__-_~_- 1,139 934 .- Brazil 930; Paraguay 1. 
Slag, ash, and similar material, 

not metal-bearing ._____ ~~ 1,838 968 _- United Kingdom 843; Japan 53; Belgium- 
. . Luxembourg 50. 

Oxides, hydroxides, and peroxides 
of barium, magnesium, stron- 
tium _.____~.~__.--_--_.- _- 1 _- All to Paraguay. 

Building materials of asphalt, 
asbestos and fiber cements, un- 
fired nonmetals ________~— 2,519 2,362 -- Bolivia 1,357; Paraguay 749; Chile 183. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ __ T296 — 
Carbon black ______._____-~- 3,900 5,762 _- Brazil 4,500; Uruguay 795; Chile 409. 
Coal, all grades, including briquets _ 7656 1 _ All to Paraguay. 
Coke and semicoke __ .____-. ~~ 14,543 - 47,695 __ Netherlands 42,600; Brazil 5,003. 
Gas, natural 

thousand cubic feet_ _ 286,493 53 _. All to Paraguay. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ~~ — — 7 4 _- Ecuador 3. : 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ 5 _- 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline __ 42-gallon barrels_ _ 4,029 3,094 -- All to Paraguay. 
Kerosine __________do__ _. 34,914 1,124 _- Do. oe 
Distillate fuel oil _ __.do_~ __ 6,326 157 — Japan 142; North Korea 15. 
Residual fuel oil. _ _ _ . .do__ _- 2,388,835 1,802,369 406,473 Italy 382,211; Netherlands 359,687; 

Urugua 334,485. 
Lubricants _~----~---do____ 24,367 36,624 266 Uruguay 31 045; Paraguay 3,353. 

er: 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do. _ __ 41,081 32,188 -- Bolivia 9,050; Ecuador 6,375; Colombia 

Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ _ _— 77 133 _- Paraguay 63; Bolivia 42; Uruguay 28. 
Petroleum coke ___do_— __ 2,292,444 1,309,182 359,640 Brazil 364,578; Belgium-Luxembourg 

208,329; Netherlands 167,140. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ _ __ 39,935 29,894 _. Uruguay 23,428; Chile 2,945; Brazil 1,818. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do____ 71,405 16,726 ae Paraguay 16,483; Bolivia 200. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, 
petroleum-, and gas-derived crude . 
chemicals _______...____- 12,840 5,750 _- Netherlands 3,072; West Germany 1,708; 

Uruguay 919. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include platinum-group metals.
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Table 3.—Argentina: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
oy United Other (principal) 

METALS - 
Aluminum: 

Ore and concentrate. _~________ 18,560 21,630 2 Guyana 10,433; Brazil 4,214; China 

Oxides and hydroxides _________- 86,859 229,685 1,667 Australia 160,680; Austria 57,116; 
West Germany 6,920. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought______________ 1 18 17 United Kingdom 1. 
Semimanufactures _________ 301 772 206 West Germany 141; Brazil 

| 121; United Kingdom 82. 
Arsenic: Oxide and acid. $$ _____ 132 _- . 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 1,985 5,164 5,063 Republic of South Africa 100. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____—___ 21 82 14 Poland 80; U.S.S.R. 30; West 

Germany7. . 
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _._____ - 11 11 2 Belgium-Luxembourg 9. . 

pper: - | ' : 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 440 68,897 _- Sweden 68,837; Bolivia 60. 
Metal including alloys: . . 
Scrap... ~_ ~~~ 2 Le —_ 716 484 Chile 98; Hong Kong 84; Canada 50. 
Unwrought______________ 31,197 47,525 60 Chile 40,254; Peru 5,751; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 700. 
Semimanufactures _________ 652 837 172 West Germany 346; Italy 63; United 

Kingdom 53. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___ troy ounces__ 26,139 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate 
thousand tons_ _ 2,395 2,919 Q) Brazil 2,426; Peru 273; Liberia 74; 

Norway 55. 
Metal: 

Scrap _._. ~~. Le 16,391 6,399 4,399 Chile 2,000. 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen _ _ T39,600 185,483 _ Brazil 157,133; Spain 22,050; West 

Germany 6,300. 
Powder, grit, shot__________ 1,359 2,047 1,299 Brazil 322; West Germany 245; 

Netherlands 63. 
Ferroalloys.___..._~______ 3,336 3,070 6 Republic of South Africa 1,429; West 

rmany 626; Brazil 424. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 351,519 503,579 1 Japan 269,169; Italy 69,641; France 

a 35,444, Brazil 34,295. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____..~______ 20,237 20,554 2,944 West Germany 6,656; Japan 2,958; 

Brazil 2,479. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 109,119 148,797 12,240 West Germany 27,348; Japan 26,158; 

oo Belgium Luxembourg 11,359. 
Hoop and strip _______- 3,095 7,590 1,269 Brazil 1,934; United Kingdom 1,014; 

West Germany 937. 
Rails and accessories _ — _ _— 18,093 4,267 120 Austria 2,068; Canada 1,632; West 

Germany 245. 
Wire_______________ 2,268 2,851 86 Uruguay 980; Sweden 447; Republic 

of South Africa 438. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 34,907 14,270 4,061 Brazil Bt 24; Japan 1,747; Sweden 

Castings and forgings, rough 172 495 33 Spain 200; Brazil 72; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 52. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate _._ _________ — 60 -~~ All from Bolivia. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 79 182 1 West Germany 70; Peru 55; Mexico 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _-______ ~~ 15 1,031 632 Chile 399. 
Unwrought_ ~~~. __ 45 4,711 353 Peru 2,457; Mexico 1,860; France 40. 
Semimanufactures _________ 3 62 12 Brazil 50. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, 
monwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _ 236 580 434 Norway 144; West Germany 2. 

anganese: 
Ore and concentrate. _§_§_______ 43,509 87,334 -- Brazil 86,824; Bolivia 470; France 19. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,470 _- 

Mercury ___.__ —.— 76-pound flasks_ _ 841 1,857 551 Mexico 493; Canada 290; Netherlands 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms ____~--~-_----~~_--- 8 4 2 Austria 1; West Germany 1. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap_-.------~----~-- ~~ -- 1 4 _— All from Uruguay. 
Unwrought ________________ 629 825 405 Canada 147; Norway 115; Republic of 

South Africa 81. 
Semimanufactures___.__._____ 219 295 30 West Germany 98; United Kingdom 

54; France 38. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Argentina: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought or partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $374 $461 $12 West Germany $292; France $71; 
U.S.S.R. $49. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought . ; 
and partly wrought ___ ___-do___~_ $2,305 $1,439 $18 Belgium-Luxembourg $797; West 

Germany $168; Peru $146. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
mom pee eee do $18 $12 $7 United Kingdom $5. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate __ _______~- 100 226 _- All from Bolivia. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~_~- oe 6 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______..------ 664 980 26 Bolivia 519; Brazil 435.. 
Semimanufactures ______——~— 4 22 2 Bolivia 17; Italy 1; United Kingdom 1. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate... _____--- 2,493 748 _. Australia 650; Republic of 

: o South Africa 98. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____—__-~~- 695 1,205 63 West Germany 449; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 295; United Kingdom 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate __ ___.—_~-- — 1,052 _— All from Republic of South Africa. 

i Metal including alloys, all forms _ ~~ 8 32 1 Brazil 25; Japan 4. 
inc: . 

Oxides and hydroxides ________- 290 491 87 Uruguay 190; United Kingdom 103; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 69. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___— value, thousands_ — $1 __ 
Unwrought_ __..~.2__-_-_-~- Q) 1 _- Mainly from Italy. 
Blue powder ____ _____1__~- 499 2,388 — Peru 1,740; Canada 647. 
Semimanufactures ___ ~~~ 37 185 1 Mexico 155; Peru 20; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 6. - 
Other: _ 

Ores and concentrates_ ___—_. ~~~ 1,720 398 _- Bolivia 348; Peru 30; Chile 20. 
Metals: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals ~~. _________ 17 38 4 Brazil 30; United Kingdom 4. 

Metalloids _..______.__.= 2,900 3,517 1,094 West Germany 1,569; Norway 377; 
Brazil 187. 

Base metals including alloys: 
Scrap __.___~__.- ~~ 16 323 320 Hong Kong 3. 
Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures_______-.--~ | 130 246 16 Republic of South Africa 138; 

Belgium: Luxembourg 38; Mexico 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _______-.-_~-------+- 163 439 264 Uruguay 170; Italy 5. 
Artificial: Corundum —_______ 3,078 4,829 (4) Brazil 3,538; France 550; West 

. . Germany 402. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $402 $307 $186 Belgium-Luxembourg $117; United 

; Kingdom $2. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones __ ~~~ Le 212 134 44 Italy 41; United Kingdom 27; West 
Germany 7. 

Asbestos, crude_ ~~~ ~~~ 13,368 21,800 82 Canada 11,446; Republic of South 
. Africa 9,732; West Germany 500. 

Barite and witherite_ _._______-_-~- 1,480 4,293 44 Bolivia 4,249. 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _ — _ _ _ 9 39 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 22; 

Netherlands 15. 
Cement. __._§____..~-.-_----_ 3,166 199,903 595 Spain 75,041; Brazil 36,392; Chile 

35,210; Uruguay 32,706. 
Chalk_____.__ ~~_~_~______-__- 254 424 —_ Switzerland 226; France 98; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 97. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude____________________ 20,028 22,199 19,068 Republic of South Africa 1,609; Spain 
443; Chile 300. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~~ ~~ T11,309 41,946 9,609 Austria 18,108; Brazil 6,129; West 
Germany 3,791. 

Nonrefractory______.____ _ 21,874 45,531 57 Italy 22,082; Brazil 16,856; Uruguay 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Argentina: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 
. Commodit 1978 1979 ; 

y United Other (principal) oe eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Cryolite and chiolite__._________ 2 23 — Denmark 22; Belgium-Luxembourg 1. Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $97 $265 $39 Belgium-Luxembourg $118; France 
$78; Switzerland $13. Industrial ____________do.___ $316 $128 $32 Belgium-Luxembourg $95; United 
Kingdom $1. Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ __ 2,636 3,390 1,542 Mexico 1,523; Chile 325. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous___________ __ 5,530 3,455 __ Chile 3,075; Mexico 305; Poland 50. Phosphatic____________ 4,000 8 __ All from Tunisia. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_____________ 5,416 15,808 4,019 Venezuela 5,072; West Germany 

4,580; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,036. Phosphatic______________ 12,886 53,805 45,138 Brazil 4,420; Uruguay 3,250; Israel 

Potassic._______________ 12,269 18,948 8,161 West Germany 6,395; Israel 2,200. Other including mixed_______ 46,564 81,237 70,545 Brazil 4,100; West Germany 3,525; 
Chile 2,280. Ammonia _________________ _- 1 (‘) Mainly from West Germany. Graphite, natural ____________ | 387 505 153 Brazil 179; Norway 56; Austria 50. Gypsum and plasters ___________ 12 13 _- Japan 9; Belgium-Luxembourg 2; 
United Kingdom 2. Lime ________________ __ 2,000 __ All from Brazil. Magnesite__________ 5,360 25,729 6,382 Brazil 0,000: Greece 6,500; Austria 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 16 12 3 France 8; West Germany 1. Worked including agglomerated split- . tings.-~_____________ 16 14 2 West Germany 5; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 3; France 2. Pigments, mineral: 
Crude, natural __-__________ > 2 25 (7) Belgium-Luxembourg 15; West 

Germany 10. Iron oxides, processed__________ 586 452 16 Spain 161; Netherlands 111; West 
. Germany 97. Precious and semiprecious stones, other . 

than diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $149 $189 $22 China $91; France $42; Switzerland 

4, Synthetic ____________do____ $6 $8 $1 Belgium Luxembourg $5; Switzer- 
and $2. Pyrites, unroasted _-_-____________ 24 96 _- Brazil 60; West Germany 36. Salt and brine. _____________ 11 43 14 West Germany 26. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _______________ 503 842 3 France 257; Belgium-Luxembourg 

148; Italy 136. . Causticsoda______________ | 43,987 91,318 24,117 France 11,393; Brazil 11,371; Nether- 
lands 1,930. Sodaash__________________ 142,952 213,080 34,817 France 51,377; Romania 46,068; 
Bulgaria 24,926. Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _____ 7,813 12,589 — Italy 5,086; Republic of South Africa 

4,760; Brazil 1,654. Worked________________ 26 147 1 Brazil 65; Italy 55; France 23. Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade __ 3,525 4,595 _- Uruguay 2,405; Italy 2,041; United 
Kingdom 149. Gravel and crushed rock ________ 60 1,538 197 Uruguay 1,255; Brazil 48. Quartz and quartzite.__________ 435 525 _- Switzerland 503; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 20; Brazil 2. 5 Sand, other than metal-bearing __ __ 29,961 78,219 3,828 Uruguay 73,671; Brazil 700. ulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ________ 71,200 125,649 34,918 Canada 45,191; Switzerland 18,491; 

Netherlands Antilles 14,823; 
Poland 11,700. Colloidal _._-____________ 88 190 130 Mexico 50; United Kingdom 5; West 
Germany 5. Dioxide______ value, thousands__ _- $1 $1 

Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________ 1,381 374 2 Uruguay 362; West Germany 8; 
exico 2. Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 245 551 22 Brazil 202; China 155; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Argentina: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1979 

Commodit. 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 
aE 

| 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Other: 
Crude_______~____~_------- 3,303 3,803 421 Mexico 2,384; Japan 661; Australia 

Slag, ash and similar materials not 
metal-bearing -_______--_-~-~- 175 151 _- All from Brazil. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 
um, magnesium, strontium _-_~_ —- 156 271 84 West Germany 58; United Kingdom 

53; Brazil 21. 

Halogens_ __________~------ 81 88 1 Israel 77; Chile 6. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals________________ 91 276 42 Italy 70; West Germany 62; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 49. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ _ __ 29 65) 75 
Carbon black and gas carbon_ _____—_ 1,601 2,220 975 Mexico 958; West Germany 143; 

Canada 57. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ _ 952,239 405,159 319,665 Colombia 37,301; Canada 27,500; 

Poland 17,793. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 

coal Le 2,113 528,048 470,157 Poland 28,100; Canada 26,000; West 
Germany 2,000. 

Lignite including briquets _____-_~- 311 129 129 
Coke and semicoke_________.---~- 4,702 1,801 _ Italy 1,800; Australia 1. 
Gas, hydrocarbon? _ __ thousand tons_ — 2,085 1,907 (1) Bolivia 1,408; Saudi Arabia 195; Chile 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___ ~~ ~~ 23 204 3 Brazil 200. 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ _ _ 135 165 _- West Germany 105; Netherlands 60. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 714,345 12,875 835 Gabon 3,034; Congo 2,925; Venezuela 

2,522; Angola 2,382. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline _________-do____ 56 2,745 (4) Netherlands Antilles 706; Nether- 
lands 451; Venezuela 249. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ .do_ _ __ 207 3,051 (3) Netherlands Antilles 1,061; Italy 668; 
Canada 552. 

Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 1,404 3,860 — Canada 1,035; Netherlands Antilles 
995; Bahamas 553. 

Lubricants ~~ .___~-do____ 254 95 86 West Germany 3; United Kingdom 2. 
ther: 

Mineral jelly and wax 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,274 7,799 3,785 United Kingdom 1,055; Brazil 834. 

Nonlubricating oils . 
do ___ 1,834 1,106 511 West Germany 210; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 147. 
Petroleum coke ___do__~_~— 169,592 336,254 336,254 
Pitch and pitch coke 

do. ___ 63,521 140,810 152 West Germany 111,874; Brazil 16,871. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do_ _ __ 497 854 515 West Germany 158; Brazil 127. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 55,700 71,066 70,199 France 350; Spain 170; Republic of 
South Africa 129. 

ee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2The gas reported, imported by Argentina, is presumed to be liquefied petroleum gas except that imported from Bolivia 

and Chile, which is presumed to be natural gas.
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| : | COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS electric plant. 

. OO . | The domestic market for primary alumi- 
Aluminum.—Aluminio Argentino S.A.- num was not expected to expand signifi- 

I .C. (ALUAR), which commenced operations cantly during 1982, and export trade, al- 
in July 1974, continued as the sole producer though increasing, was expected to be 
of primary aluminum. The aluminum plant _|imited. Nevertheless, in view of projected 
located at Puerto Madryn, Province of growth in world demand for aluminum over 
Chubut, has a capacity of 144,000 tons per the coming 20 years, ALUAR was planning 
year. In 1981, ALUAR produced an average _ to expand its production capacity by 25% to 
of 11,000 tons monthly, considerably above 50%. Final plans will depend upon energy 
that of prior years when energy was not costs. Work was planned to begin soon and 
fully supplied from the Futaleufu hydro- expected to take up to 2 years to complete. 

| a Table 4.—Argentina: Aluminum statistics 
(Metric tons) 

T_T, 

Year pesinaten Seegngar Imports ongump 
eee OF 

1970-8 _ 5,500 50,701 56,596 
1971___ _ 8,000 59,337 67,743 
1972. _ 8,000 72,800 88,801 
1973 _-§ __ 8,000 69,030 81,297 
1974 999 9,500 85,556 95,277 
1975 = 23,710 10,500 45,813 79,761 
1976 _-§ 43,122 9,500 20,232 70,741 
19778 49,875 6,500 108 54,133 
1978 58,098 8,000 __ 54,136 
1979 _--_ ee 125,408 10,000 __ "83,492 
1980_____ ee "137,581 8,000 __ "73,466 
1981 __-_-_-_-__ ee £130,000 £8,000 __ NA 

*Estimated. "Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Excludes stock variations. 

Source: Consejo Técnico de Inversiones S.A. (Buenos Aires). Anuario-1980 (The Argentine Economy 1980), p. 223. 

Copper.—In the last 10 years, Argentina trate; and 200 tons per year of anodic bars 
has targeted its largest exploration effort on with values in silver, gold, selenium, and 
locating large disseminated copper deposits. tellurium. El Pachén’s ore reserves were 
This effort has proven to be successful for estimated at 800 million tons averaging 
both the private as well as the public 0.67% copper and 0.016% molybdenum, to- 
entities involved, resulting in the identifi- gether with minor gold values. Develop- 
cation of three large copper deposits: El ment of this project has been delayed pend- 
Pachon located in the San Juan Province, ing the issuance of the Argentine Mining 
Bajo de la Alumbrera in Catamarca Prov- Promotion Law. Other major mining com- 
ince, and Nevados de Famatina in La Rioja panies and the state have been invited to 
Province. participate in this project. 

The El Pachoén project received official Information released by the Government 
approval in November 1979 for develop- of San Juan Province and company repre- 
ment by the St. Joe Minerals Corp. through sentatives indicated that the El Pachon 
its Argentine subsidiary Cia. Minera Agui- project would be initiated in mid-1982, but 
lar S.A. (CMA) which will act as the manag- production would not come onstream until 
er and operator of this project. The project 1985 or 1986. In the meantime, construction 
consists of a fully integrated operation to of certain infrastructure elements has been 
produce 100,000 tons per year of electrolytic undertaken. 
copper (at a mining rate of 35,000 tons per The estimated cost to build and start the 
day); 350,000 tons per year of sulfuric acid; El Pachén complex is $1.75 billion. It was 
1,700 tons per year of molybdenum concen-_ estimated that about 40% to 50% of such
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expenditures will be for local procurement. 2.5 grams of silver per ton, and 0.008% 
The first of two mining projects to be molybdenum. Conditions for this project 

available for bidding is Nevados de Famati- appear to be favorable because of its loca- 
na. The Argentine Government has approv-_ tion, altitude, and the proximity of access 
ed, by Decree No. 2234 of 1981, the bid routes such as railways and roads. 
documents to govern the international and Argentina has a number of other copper 
local tender. The bid offer covers geological deposits with a potential for development 
exploration of the area in the first stage, such as Paramillo Sur with estimated re- 
with an option in the second stage for its serves of 140 million tons of ore with an 
exploitation and beneficiation of molybde- average grade of 0.46% copper and 0.016% 
num and copper minerals and other byprod- molybdenum; Campana Mahuida in Neu- 
ucts found in the deposit. The reserves are quén Province with estimated reserves of 
estimated at 200 million tons of ore, with 27.5 million tons with an average grade of 
grades of 0.06% molybdenum and 0.17% 0.63% copper; and the Amendel Quantum 

copper. | deposit with a mine known as Mi Vida in 
The second mining project planned for Catamarca Province. 

bidding is Bajo La Alumbrera. The bid Iron Ore.—According to the studies done 

documents will require completion of the by the Secretaria de Estado de Mineria and 

feasibility study, with the option to exploit Fabricaciones Militares, iron ore reserves in 

the deposit. Reserves have been estimated Argentina total almost 1 billion tons as 

at 300 million tons, with an average grade detailed in table 5. 
of 0.56% copper, 0.68 grams of gold per ton, 

Table 5.—Argentina: Iron ore reserves 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Deposit . Location (Province) Reserves grade (per Metal con- 
cen 

a 
Sierra Grande __________________-~------- Rio Negro _ _ _ _ — 265,000 55 145,750 

Santa Barbara ____________-_______~----- Salta________ 455,000 30 133,000 

Unchime _____________..-------------- ~~~ -do -_ ~~~ 270,000 35 94,500 
Zapla: 

Puesto Viejo ____.____--------------- Jujuy. ._____- 

| } 192.000 41 37,720 
Cerro-Labrado ___________------------ Salta _______-_ 

Tacuru ______________ ~~ iL ee Misiones _ _ _ _ _ _ 23,000 31 7,130 

SanBlas?________________________-_--22 ~~~ -do - =~ - 2,700 51 1,370 

Total _____________-_--_-____-_-- 1,107,700 XX 419,470 

XX Not applicable. 
1Includes reserves of Puesto Viejo and Cerro-Labrado. 
2Ferrotitaniferous sands with 16% TiOz. 

Mine output of Hierro Patagénico Socie- level. 
‘dad Anénima Minera (HIPASAM) in 1981 Fabricaciones Militares was continuing 
was reduced in accordance with the lowered development of the Nueve de Octubre and 

rate of production of the pelletization plant. Puesto Viejo iron mines in Jujuy and Salta 
HIPASAM had reduced earnings because of Provinces, respectively, by opening up new 

a decrease in sales of pellets to Sociedad drifts and tunnels. Two new plants are to be 
Mixta Sidertrgica Argentina (SOMISA) and cet up to improve the beneficiation of the 

increased financial debt at high interest 4.6 for use by the Zapla steel plant. 

Of the total output of iron ore in 1981, Imports of iron ore and pellets in 1981 

364,000 tons were in pellet form. In 1981, °4me mostly from Brazil (90%) and other 
HIPASAM contracted for the professional countries such as Peru, Venezuela, and the 
services of Studiengesellschaft fur Eise- Republic of South Africa. Imports of iron 
nerzaufberietung de Othfresen Laboratories Fe declined 13% to 2,350,000 tons com- 
of the Federal Republic of Germany to Pared with the 1980 volume. 
improve the quality of pellets produced. To Iron and Steel.—Crude steel production 
satisfy the requirements of the blast fur- declined 7% in 1981 compared with that of 
naces, the phosphorus content has been 1980. During 1981, installed plant capacity 
decreased, particularly in the last shipment was utilized at only the 50% level for blast 
of the year, to below the admissible furnaces and a slightly higher level for
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direct-reduction plants. SOMISA’s No. 1 Line was scheduled to be expanded and 
blast furnace was shut down for repair and modernized during the first half of 1981 at 
maintenance and scheduled to resume oper- an investment cost of some $30 million. The 
ation in 1982. During the first half of 1981, direct reduction steel plant was to be in- 
SOMISA completed expansion work on the creased in capacity by 200,000 tons per year 
existing hot-rolling mill to increase capacity to 700,000 tons per year. 
by 300,000 tons per year, at investment cost Four Argentine steel companies officially 
of some $25 million. merged in October 1981 within ACINDAR 

Primary iron production declined 6%— S.A., the largest of the group, including 
comprising 936,000 tons of pig iron and GURMENDIS.A.,GENARO GRASSO S.A., 
759,000 tons of sponge iron. and SANTA ROSA S.A. ACINDAR share- 
ACINDAR S.A. was planning to increase holders will hold 66.6% of the merged 

production capacity by 1 million tons, ata _ entity. 
cost of some $250 million, to be expended Imports of steel in 1981 declined in line 
over the coming 5 years. The No. 2 Morgan with the economy’s recession. 

| Table 6.—Argentina: Iron and steel production 

(Thousand metric tons) . 

: Hot-rolled steel Cold-rolled steel 

Year iron ron ‘steel —Nonflats! Flas? Flat? ma OSS ts 
1978. ee 1,435 390 2,684 1,388 "836 800 1979. e185 803 2,786 1,576 1,017 905 1980. 1,048 758 3,208 1,445 745 690 19gie_ 936 759 2,687 1,125 485 . 527 

“Estimated. "Revised. 7 
MIncludes structural steel. - . 
Includes plate and tin plate. 

Source: La Siderugia Argentina 1980-1981, Centro de Industriales Siderargicos, Buenos Aires. 

Lead, Silver, and Zinc.—In July, Argenti- Manganese.—Argentina has numerous 
na joined the International Lead and Zinc and widely distributed manganese deposits, 
Study Group (ILZSG), which has 32 member but none are known to be of the size and 
countries. Until then, Argentina had ob- grade of ore to be economically feasible. 
server status in the ILZSG. Argentina pro- Production of manganese has been erratic, 
duced enough lead and zinc to meet the reaching the greatest output in 1959. Most 
needs of the Nation with some surplus for of the production of manganese ore comes 
exports. from the mines of Farall6n Negro (Catamar- 

Production of zinc and lead concentrate ca), 9 de Julio and 25 de Mayo (Cordoba), 
in 1981 declined 5% and increased 16%, Don Luis (Mendoza), La Negra and La 
respectively. Silver was recovered as a by- Clemira (Santiago del Estero). 
product. Among these, the most important mine is 
CMA, a fully owned subsidiary of St. Joe Farallon Negro. The Farallon Negro Mine, 

(Fluor Corp.), continued as Argentina’s operated by Yacimientos Mineros de Agua 
main lead-zinc producer from its mine in de Dionisio (YMAD), the state-owned entity, 
Jujuy Province. In 1981, CMA produced was exploiting one of a number of vein 
33,300 tons of lead concentrate, 37,700 tons deposits occurring within a 343-square- 
of zinc concentrate, and 1.65 million troy kilometer area containing manganese to- 
ounces of silver contained in the concen- gether with gold and silver. The Farallén 
trate. Negro ore body has reached the most ad- 

The Secretaria de Estado de Mineria pro- vanced stage of development. Production 
vided a $600,000 loan to Cia. Minera El was 350 tons per day of ore using cut-and- 
Colorado S.A. to further explore the Senta- fill mining methods. The manganese con- 
zon deposit in San Juan Province, as part of centrate contains about 44% manganese. 
its efforts to promote mining in the private The ore is subjected to cyanidation for the 
sector. recovery of gold and silver. Annual produc-
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tion was reported at about 25,000 tons of Total consumption of cement in 1980, 

manganese concentrate, 620 kilograms of including imports reached 7.3 million tons, | 

gold, and 2,500 kilograms of silver. representing an increase of 8.2% compared | 

Proven reserves at Farall6n Negro were with that of 1979. Cos | 

reportedly about 800,000 tons grading 9 Fluorspar.—Minera Patagénica S.A. be- | 

grams of gold per ton, 160 grams of silver gan mining fluorspar from deposits located | 

per ton, and 16% manganese. Within the 15 kilometers southwest of Sierra Grande in | 

Farallon Negro area, there is potential for Rio Negro Province. 

additional reserves at Alto de La Blenda. The mining project is based on the Delta | 

The Secretaria de Estado de Mineria deposit, the most important, and 30 other 

approved a loan of $125,000 to a private smaller ore bodies. The. project includes 

company in Cérdoba Province to further construction of milling, flotation, and bri- 

explore for manganese at the 24 de Sep- quetting plants at Puerto Madryn, Chubut 

tiembre: Mine located in the Sobremonte Province, along with loading and shipping 

Department of this Province. The state will facilities. The Spanish construction firm 

assume the risk of 80% of the loan in case Dycasa will construct the facilities esti- 

the exploration proves to be unsuccessful. mated to cost $18 million using Japan’s 

Tin.—Production of tin concentrate in Kurimotor Iron Works equipment. Open pit 

1981 was 10% higher than in 1980. The tin mining and subsequent underground min- 

and silver production from the Pirquitas ing will be used to exploit the deposit. 

Mine in the Province of Jujuy continued Operations were scheduled to begin at the 

active in 1981. Sociedad Minera Pirquitas- end of 1982 at the rate of 150,000 tons per 

Picchetti y Cia. S.A., the major producer, year. The reserves were estimated at over 4 

has been producing tin and silver since million tons with an average grade of 52% 

1936. During the period of 1936-78, Pirqui- CaF. The reserves of the Delta deposit, plus 

tas produced 79,100 metric tons of tin con- contributions from other mines and local | 

centrate with a tin content from 14% to purchases to be made in Chubdt, assure a 

20% and 7,200 metric tons of silver. The 40-year life of the project. 

Sociedad Minera Pirquitas was exploring a Drilling at the Delta Mine was performed 

large disseminated tin deposit in an area by Dresser Atlas Co. of Dallas, Tex., and 

near the Pirquitas Mine. Kaiser Chemical & Aluminum Co. Ore re- 

| | serve calculations and milling and flotation 

NONMETALS tests were made by Gallagher Co. of Salt 

Boron Minerals.—Production of boron Lake City, Utah, and the School of Mines of 

minerals, which increased by 7% in 1981 San Juan, in Argentina. Extensive briquet- 

was from the deposits of Francisca Grupo ting test were performed in Japan. Process 

Rosario, Cigarra, Inundada in J ujuy Prov- flo wsheets and construction plans were re- 

ince and Tincalaya in Salta Province in the viewed by the Austin Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 
, nee Fluorspar production in 1981 increased 21% 

north of Argentina. . 
Boroquimica S.A.M.1L.C.A.F. was develop- compared with that of 1980. . 

ing the Tincalaya deposit in the peninsula ,: Lithium Minerals.—The existence of a 

Tincalayu near the Salar del Hombre Muer- lithium deposit was reported at the Salar 
to. The ore deposit measures 1,000 meters del Hombre Muerto. Lithium content on the 

long by 150 meters wide with a thickness order of 500 to 1,000 grams of LiOs per ton 
b | and 0.1% to 0.2% of K.O was estimated by 
etween 10 to 15 meters. the National E ‘¢ Geol C tt 

Cement.—With the addition of three new e National Economic “eotogy vommace 
. ee for special investigations. Reserve estimates 

cement plants, which began production in . 
1980, the cement industry in Argentina Were n0t available, but a large figure was 

’ y ge a ; indicated. Current production of lithium 
comprised 18 plants scattered over the . . . 

country with an installed capacity of 10.3 comes from operations in San Luis, Cata i 

million tons per year. During 1981, two new 1981 we ane Pian ne nes Put mn 

cement plants were under construction. The was the higher than in " 

first is located in Puesto Viejo, Jujuy Prov- 
ince controlled by Juan Minetti S.A. with a MINERAL FUELS 

capacity of 720,000 tons per year, and the Unlike many developing countries, Ar- 

second is located in Rio Juramento, Salta gentina does not have a deficiency of energy 

Province, and is controlled by Cementos resources. It is nearly self-sufficient in oil 

Nord Oeste Argentino with a capacity of and has large gas reserves. The Govern- 

625,000 tons per year. ment has drawn up an energy strategy for
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the next two decades. Its aim is to switch proven reserves will supply the country’s 
the emphasis from oil and gas to hydroelec- demand for over 60 years. Probable reserves 
tric and nuclear power and achieve self- were estimated at 250 billion cubic meters, 
sufficiency in oil by 1985, rather than by a figure that could be expanded in view of 
1982 as targeted in earlier programs. Total _ the intense exploration activity underway. 
investment needed has been conservatively ae mort important gas discoveries were 
ut at $55 billion, including all ener made in the remote part of southern Argen- 

sectors. 5 BY tina in Neuquén Province and Tierra del 
Coal.—The production and development Fuego, and a very substantial investment in 

of coal mines in Argentina was controlled eth tareing uP » #000 Kuometers in 
by the state entity, YCF, mainly from the /ength, will be needed to carry gas to the 
remote Rio Turbio deposits in the southern densely populated area in the north. A 180- 
region of Argentina in Santa Cruz Province. aometer Piper’ across the Straits -o 
The known bituminous coal reserves at Rio ageilan will be required to tap a oz- 
Turbio were estimated at some 484 million _ billion-cubic-meter gasfield on Tierra del 

sone ee rere Prgent wa was NEE of Argentina and Litton Energy achieved in , reaching 1.4 million met- , 

tons During 1960, tore wat a slowdown Ye of he United States agrood fo form in production and sales of coal owing to ” neduced demand upon the thermal power tion and operation of a 563-kilometer pipe- 
centers. In 1981, run of mine production ine from the Loma de la Lata Gasfield to increased by 17%. : the liquefaction plant to be located at Puer- 

High production costs in domestic mines to Madryn. The panned Pant capaci y 1s 
have discouraged purchase of locally pro- ceeday. million cubic feet of natural gas 

auced coal consequen » , cheaper ort . Considering Argentina’s excellent avail- 
from the United States and Poland. YCF ability of hydrocarbons, especially gas, the 

ys Government has adopted decisive measures 
announced plans to invest nearly $400 mil- to develop the petrochemical industry. To 
lion in coal mining during the 198 0- 85 this end, industrial centers or poles for period in order to obtain output of 4 million petrochemical plants were being built in 

tons per y ear by 1985. Demand for coal Was Bahia Blanca and Ensenada (Buenos Aires 
expected to increase with the startup 1 Province), Rio Tercero (Cordoba Province), 
1984 of the thermal powerplant in Bahia San Lorenzo (Santa Fé Province), Lujan de 
Blanca. , , ; ; Cuyo (Mendoza Province), and in Neuquén 

Imports of bituminous coal in 1981 declin- province. These poles, when completed, will 
ed 19% to 705,800 tons from the United supply local needs and provide a large . 
States (85%), Poland (8%), and Colombia volume for exports, especially to Latin 
(2% )—an experimental shipment. American countries. 
Natural Gas.—Gas del Estado continued The main plant in the Bahia Blanca 

to expand its gas pipeline network to take Petrochemical Pole was scheduled for start- 
advantage of Argentina’s growing natural up at the end of 1980. Its production capaci- 
gas reserve. Almost one-half of all the gas ty will be 200,000 tons of ethylene per year 
extracted continued to be lost because of the obtained by processing the ethane that will 
lack of facilities for piping it to consumption pe supplied by the recently opened Gas del 
centers. Estado plant in General Cerri, at a dis- 

During 1981, piped natural gas increased tance of 10 kilometers from the Bahia 
by 9.7%, and imported gas went up 13.3% in Blanca plant. The complex will consist of 
volume and 96% in cost, to $221 million. In four plants, one of which, owned by Polisur 
view of the abundance of Argentina’s natu- §.M., will start producing 190,000 metric 
ral gas, negotiations were in process to tons per year of low-density polyethylene. 
export gas to Uruguay and Brazil by extend- Additional plants by Petropol S.M. and 
ing pipelines to the respective borders. Ex- Vinivlor S.M. will produce 20,000 tons of 
ports of natural gas could provide a signifi- high-density polyethylene and 130,000 tons 
cant source of foreign exchange earnings. of vinyl chloride per year, respectively. The 

The country’s proven reserves of natural plants were planned to be in production by 
gas have tripled in the last 5 years, to 22.6 1983. 
trillion cubic feet as of December 31, 1980. Petroleum.—Argentina has been almost 
At the current rate of consumption, the _ self-sufficient in oil for several years. Out-
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put continued in an upward trend in 1981, companies regarding participation in its 
increasing by 6.3%. About 15% of the out- development program. Foreign companies 
put was derived from older wells by second- operating under risk contracts would be . 

ary recovery. YPF controls two-thirds of the authorized under certain conditions to ex- 

wells in production and has trimmed its port 25% of the eventual production of | 

work force from 50,000 to 30,000. Foreign as uranium. Uranium exports would be condi- 

well as private Argentine companies are tional upon finding sufficient reserves to | 
now participating in exploration and devel- assure the provision of natural uranium for 
opment projects on a risk-contract basis. the nuclear plants in operation and those 
The rate of oil drilling was about 800 new planned for the next 10 years on the basis of 

wells per year, but the target has been 30 years of useful life of such plants. | 
increased to 7,000 new wells to be drilled by According to CNEA’s calculations, the 

1984. Oil reserves have been estimated at country’s uranium reserves exceed the re- 

7.8 billion barrels. quirements of the Argentine nuclear plan 

A new oil discovery, considered to have up to 1999. These reserves can supply more 

the largest volume of those currently in than nine plants of 500-megawatt capacity 
production, was announced by YPF. It is each during their 30 years of useful life. 

located in the north of the Patagonia re- Actually six plants have been planned, 
gion, in the Province of Neuquén, and has_ including: Atucha-I (3850 megawatts) in op- 
been identified as Loma de la Lata. The new eration; Embalse (600 megawatts), to start 
well achieved an initial production of 1,038 operating by 1982; Atucha-II (600 mega- 
barrels per day. Several other YPF discov- watts), to be ready in another 4 to 0 years; 
eries of oil were announced at Madregones and three additional plants expected to be 
in Salta Province near the Bolivian border. operating by 1999. 

Exploration was underway in the South According to CNEA, the main ore body at 
Atlantic Ocean in the region of Rio Gallegos Sierra Pintada contains 16,800 metric tons 
and the Straits of Magellan using the off- of uranium oxide, with 4,000 metric tons in 
shore platform Interocean II belonging to smaller formations. The Sierra Pintada ura- 

the Shell Hydrocarbons B.V.Co. The Gener- ium mine and processing plant was ex- 
al Mosconi platform, operated by Esso Ex- pected to begin commercial production in 
ploradora y Productora Argentina Co., was 1983 at an estimated rate of 700 tons per 
exploring in the area assigned to it by YPF year of uranium concentrate. Los Gigantes 
opposite Tierra del Fuego. Another risk- deposit in Cordoba Province was under 
contract to explore nearly 4,400 square development. 
kilometers in Rio Norte Province was By late 1981, CNEA was scheduled to 
awarded to a group comprised of Cities have a purifying plant in operation at 
Service Co., Aminoil, and Petrolar. Cordoba that would eliminate the need to 

Uranium.—Argentina has assigned high Send the uranium abroad for upgrading. 
priority to the development of the country’s The fuel-element plant at Ezeiza, near Bue- 
uranium potential and was nearing comple- 0S Aires Airport, will obviate the present 
tion of its program to control the full need to import fuel elements from the 

nuclear cycle based on natural uranium. Federal Republic of Germany. The pilot 
The National Atomic Energy Commission heavy-water plant at Arroyito was planned 
(CNEA) plans to increase its exploration for completion in 1982. 
and exploitation efforts by surveying be- —————__. 
tween 50,000 and 100,000 square kilometers da Deen sea Dota of Latin America and Cana- 
by 1985. With vet orning, CNEA hopes to an where necessary, Nalues have, been converted from 
prove a reserve of about 60,000 tons of U3Os. rgentine pesos 0 Vs. dollars at tne average 

CNEA initiated discussions with foreign cheranee of bee $1. 1981. was MENT 18 UST 00.” ~



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Austral ustralia 
By Charlie Wyche’ 

Overall, the Australian minerals industry trates. 
in 1981 experienced a difficult year, and Foreign investments in the Australian 
production of many major commodities de- minerals industry continued at a high level. 
clined from the 1980 level. High interest In mineral processing, the Government will 
rates caused a weakening in consumer be seeking maximum opportunities for Aus- 
spending, and the low demand for goods and _ tralian equity. At present, mineral process- 
services all contributed negatively to the ing does not come under the Government 
industry’s performance. requirement whereby at least 50% of new 

In the aluminum industry a number of mining ventures should be under Austra- 
companies deferred making commitments lian ownership and control, except for ura- 
to major investments in new smelters be- nium mining where the level is 75% Aus- 
cause of serious market deterioration. Pil- tralian equity. There is sufficient flexibility, 
bara iron ore mines operated at less than however, to ensure that worthwhile projects 
70% capacity and some expansion plans are not delayed where Australian equity is 
were dropped. Although zinc, coal, tin, and not available. The projects in either the 
uranium performed well, they were the committed or final feasibility stages in- 
exception. In the case of zinc, the industry creased from $33.3 billion? in December 
benefited from a strong demand, high ener- 1980, to $35.5 billion in June 1981. The 1981 
gy costs in traditonal smelting countries, value was for a total of 366 projects. 
and a worldwide shortage of zinc concen- 

PRODUCTION 

Mine production of most of the approxi- from the new mine and concentrator at 
mately 70 minerals produced in Australia Ranger, Northern Territory. Mine produc- 
in 1981 was below the level for 1980. Strong tion of bauxite was adversely affected by a 
growth continued throughout the Austra- strike at Weipa, Queensland. The economic 
lian coal industry and a new production depression in the world steel industry re- 
record was achieved. Tin and zinc output, sulted in reduced demand for Australian 
although affected by industrial disputes at iron ore and manganese; however, there 
several important mining centers, was high- was a slight increase in demand for Austra- 
er than that in 1980. Mine output of gold lian steel products. Because of reduced de- 
was slightly higher than that in 1980, but mand for rutile supplies some Australian 
output of lead, copper, iron ore, nickel, and mineral-sands operators decreased produc- 
silver was lower. Production of uranium tion, particularly on the east coast. 
oxide almost doubled because of output 

79
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Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight _____ thousand tons__ 26,086 24,293 27,585 27,178 26,500 
Alumina. ~~~ ~~~ __ do 6,659 6,776 7,415 7,246 7,079 
Metal, refined ____.___________do____ 248 263 270 303 379 

Antimony, Sb content of antimony and lead 
concentrates______________________ 2,089 1,519 71,539 1,184 1,200 

Bismuth, mine output, metal content ________ T9392 1,054 1,189 £900 ©8350 
Cadmium: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 1,567 1,528 ¥1,843 1,738 1,785 
Metal, smelter (refined). ______________ 670 T47 804 1,012 1,050 

Chromium: Chromite, gross weight__________ __ 776 T1855 NA. NA 

Cobalt: EEE 
Mine output, analytic content of: 

Nickel ore ___.. _. ________-_-__- 2,077 2,418 2,202 2,632 ©2170 

Nickel concentrate_____________—_ 1,125 882 762 983 ©8390 
Zinc concentrate _______________ 122 93 82 84 ©70 

Total _-____~______ Le 3,324 3,393 3,046 3,699 3,130 
Recoverable cobalt® ___. $$. __.________ 1,000 1,350 1,500 1,600 1,600. 

Columbium-tantalum concentrates, gross weight _ 346 ™306 379 351 543 
Copper: 
Mine output, metal content _.__________ 221,579 222,111 237,610 243,540 223,352 
_ Metal: 

Smelter: 
. Primary__—~__.~-___-____---—- 167,664 164,395 166,260 174,920 173,494 
Secondary _________________ 4,096 2,803 6,194 7,104 5,015 

Refined: 
Primary. _________-_--.-_-_ 151,955 152,621 137,689 144,828 164,241 

id Secondary ___________-_-_-_ 31,113 26,321 34,800 21,146 15,832 
Gold: 

Mine output, metal content ___troy ounces_ _ 624,270 647,579 ™596,910 547,591 563,345 
Metal, refined (excluding recovery from scrap) 

do. ___ 552,317 578,327 533,798 474,576 481,939 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore: ~ 
Gross weight ______ _ thousand tons__ 95,923 83,134 91,717 95,542 84,781 

M jpn content__.__._____..-do__._ 60,463 52,825 57,846 60,270 57,600 
etal: 

Pigiron __.__________-__-do____ 6,753 7,337 7,811 6,963 6,800 

Ferroalloys:? 
Ferromanganese, high-carbon __ _ __ 71,012 95,393 86,875 F €86,000 — 85,500 
Ferrosilicon ________~__-_-___ 18,667 18,943 18,990 F 18,900 *18,500 
Silicomanganese _____________ 23,430 —_ 19,596 F €19,200 19,000 

Total_______.____-__-_-_ 113,109 114,336 125,461 F €124,100 ©123,000 
Crude steel _______-~— thousand tons__ 7,313 7,589 8,125 7,584 7,570 

Lead Semimanufactures_________do____ 6,743 6,975 7,043 5,513 5,500 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 432,204 400,291 "421,581 397,491 398,118 

Metal: Te 

Bullion, for export __...________ 156,403 151,964 169,452 160,174 134,350 
Refined ______________-_-___ 181,501 204,022 205,584 200,451 209,668 

Total____________-_____ 337,904 355,986 ™375,036 360,625 344,018 

Secondary (excluding remelt)®__._______ 36,500 35,100 T42,000 32,187 32,500 
Manganese ore: 

Gross weight _________ _ thousand tons__ 1,389 1,249 T1698 1,961 1,397 
Manganese content ____________do____ 708 608 F809 945 670 

Mercury_——_.—.__._—-~— — 76-pound flasks_ _ 1 _- 2 2 _- 
Nickel: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 85,868 T82.359 ™69,709 74,323 74,000 
Metal, smelter (refined metal and metal content 

of oxide). -. ~~ ~~ 34,140 37,327 ™39,341 35,309 42,505 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SSS 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” —_——_— ee 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals:* 
Palladium, metal content ____ troy ounces__ 9,581 T7395 6,880 10,545 9,000 . Platinum, metal content _________do____ 3,697 2,958 2,765 2,058 2,400 Ruthenium _________________do____ 225 €300 €200 150 150 ————$ EE 

Total _.._______________do____ 13,503 10,653 *9,845 12,753 11,550 
Rare-earth metals, monazite concentrate: 

Gross weight ____________________ 9,379 14,992 16,340 14,079 13,296 Si Monazite content __________________ 8,507 13,938 715,139 13,075 12,358 ilver: 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces__ 21,525 26,123 26,756 25,375 23,247 Ti Metal, refined _..___________do____ 9,006 9,599 9,469 9,761 10,776 n: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 10,634 11,864 712,571 11,588 12,083 Metal, refined: 

Primary _____________________ 5,561 5,129 5,423 4,686 4,230 Secondary ____________________ 205 320 F485 “490 “400 
Titanium concentrates, gross weight: 

Ilmenite____________ _ thousand tons__ 1,033 1,255 1,150 1,309 1,317 Leucoxene..___§_____________ 10,621 16,104 21,773 23,943 19,647 
Rutile _._-___________ 325,281 257,075 278,901 293,748 239,251 Tungsten, mine output, metal content________ 2,358 2,707 73,193 3,575 3,318 Uranium: Mine output, metal content________ 356 516 706 1,516 2,860 yanadium: Mine output, metal content _____ __ a __ _- _- 85 

inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 491,608 473,298 *529,157 495,879 504,210 
Metal, smelter: 

Dust ______-_~~ ~~ 6,411 7,343 7,763 8,000 8,000 
Primary _____________________ 249,741 290,066 305,394 300,994 457,130 
Secondary® ________________ 6,700 4,700 4,700 4,800 5,500 Zirconium concentrates, gross weight ________ 398,229 391,606 *444,975 491,547 425,064 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, natural: 

Beach pebble _____________________ 1,290 1,578 1,568 F €1 600 1,650 
Garnet (sales)._§_-$ $$ $$ $$ 5 1,104 1,583 1,080 3,629 5,450 Asbestos___________________ 50,601 62,744 79,721 92,418 ©92,000 

Barite*____§_________________ 11,675 13,790 *94,066 38,633 ©40,000 Cement, hydraulic. _______ _ thousand tons__ 5,022 4,993 5,243 5,387 6,007 ays: 
Bentonite and bentonitic clay___________ 5,603 4,656 6,626 F e7 500 €8,500 Brick clay and shale______ thousand tons__ 7,885 8,563 8.050 9,429 €9,500 Cement clay and shale __________do____ 372 436 275 F €350 “400 Damourite clay (sales) _______________ 1,798 1,505 2,606 TF €3 000 €3,000 Fire clay_____________ thousand tons__ 349 356 459 r €450 €480 Fuller’s earth, ____________________ 50 68 °50 “50 °50 
Kaolin and bal] clay___§_~§_-9____________ 88,884 89,200 145,326 F 130,000 ©135,000 
Other®_____________ _ thousand tons__ 446 509 2,650 2,500 “2,500 Diatomite _________________________ 1,288 2,821 ¥3,529 328 400 Diamond: Industrial_ ___ _ _ _ thousand carats__ _ __ _— 48 50 Feldspar____. ~~ ~~~ 1,877 3,185 3,869 3,150 3,200 Gem stones __________~_ value, thousands__ $63,100 $86,257 $89,349 “$90,000 °$100,000 

Gypsum _______________ thousand tons__ 916 940 F1,230 1,295 1,300 
Lime® ____ >_> ee 857,322 890,032 1,089,000 1,200,000 1,300,000 Magnesite.________________________ 18,531 21,350 T29 301 81,498 31,500 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___________ 316,500 294,300 308,300 353,000 355,000 
Perlite, crude_____.__~_~______________ 2,115 1,417 2,063 F €2 500 8,000 Phosphate rock. ___________________ 449,631 248,328 FT 557 6,621 4,937 Pigments, mineral, natural: Ocher__________ 62 281 222 r €995 250 
Pyrites including cuprous, gross weight ____ _ _ _ 225,657 204,724 44,910 -- _— Salt. ________________ _ thousand tons__ 4,715 5,766. 5,171 5,665 5,400 
Sillimanite ______-__________________ 550 568 568 661 660 
Sodium carbonate® ___________________ 160,000 165,000 165,000 185,000 190,000 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Construction sand® ______ thousand tons__ 25,600 23,264 24,290 ©26,000 27,000 
Gravel® __-_-____ do _ 15,483 14,176 16,005 ©16,000 17,000 
Dolomite __________________do____ 537 638 747 819 950 
Limestone: 

For cement ______________do____ 7,399 7,693 7,872 8,000 £8,000 For other uses. __ ___________do____ 3,152 3,232 3,579 Fr €3.700 °3,700 
Silica in the form of quartz, quartzite, glass 

ognnt --------------------d0---- 1,224 1,290 1,068 1,300 *1,300 
er: 
Crushed and broken stone _____do____ 54,398 56,910 56,498 r “60,000 “61,000 
Dimension stone’_ __________do____ 84 115 122 F 150 175 
Unspecified®_ ___________._do____ 33,116 28,905 30,776 F €35 000 €37,000 ON aaaaaaaaameeeamamemeeeeeaooommoomomommomommmmuuuee—>= 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981> 
tee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur. 
S content of pyrites _______---------- 107,731 92,714 21,799 _- _- 
Byproduct: 

Metallurgy _..--_------------- 121,140 ©140,000 “140,000 “140,000 ©130,000 
Petroleum _____-__~-----~------ 10,590 F10,130 715,501 16,000 16,000 

Total _.______-_---------- 239,461 242,844 ™177,300 156,000 146,000 
Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite __________--- 112,920 146,954 ¥157,475 170,964 171,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS : 

Coal: 
Bituminous and subbituminous 

thousand tons_ _ 78,367 79,827 *83,160 84,625 111,700 

Lignite______.___-_----~~--do___~_ 29,250 32,860 32,597 32,895 32,963 

Total __._________-_----~-do____ 107,617 112,687 F115,757 117,520 144,663 

Coke: 
Metallurgical. _.____._------do__~- 4,834 5,103 74,725 4,372 4,403 
Gashouse (including breeze) _ _ _ — - _ -do_ — __ 65 65 70 ©80 80 

Total ____________------do__~_~ 4,899 5,168 4,795 4,452 4,483 

Fuel briquets _______.______----~-do___-_ 941 1,129 1,157 1,230 1,008 

Gas, natural, marketed ____ million cubic feet_ — 237,599 258,511 296,006 337,995 _ 400,648 

Natural gas liquids:® 
Ethane_____ _ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 695 “900 “1,000 NA NA 
Propane ____________-------do___- 7,979 8,160 8,500 NA NA 
Butane____.__.________-----do___~- 8,734 “8,840 £9,100 NA NA 
Condensate __________-----~-do___- 41 *40 “50 NA NA 

. Total _.__- - _______--_-~-do___ - 17,449 17,940 18,650 18,172 18,699 

Peat _______________--_---~--do___- 6,433 6,424 ™14,248 12,211 13,200 

Petroleum: 
Crude ______________------do___~- 157,157 158,421 159,560 139,885 135,143 

Refinery products: . . 

Gasoline: 
Aviation __________.~-do___~_ 333 352 428 730 

92,922 
Motor ___________.—--do___~ 86,875 86,957 88,183 88,885 

Jet fuel___§___.___________-do____ 14,001 13,932 14,586 14,040 15,136 
Kerosine _________.--__~-do___~_ 2,069 1,635 1,654 1,891 2,984 
Distillate fuel oi] __ _______--do__~_~_ 55,702 57,011 59,010 53,257 51,899 
Residual fuel oil ______.__~-do___~_ 29,380 28,738 28,964 22,258 21,732 
Lubricants_______...___~-do__~_~_ 3,573 3,717 3,717 NA NA 
Other: 

Refinery gas’° 
~ odo 711 667 377 NA NA 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ __ _do_ _ _ _ 4,522 4,132 4,038 3,828 3,816 
Solvents. ___________.-do___~ 1,472 1,377 1,384 NA NA 
Bitumen ________._-_-~do____ 3,340 3,013 3,283 NA NA 
Unspecified _________--do___~ 7,195 6,768 5,522 NA NA 

Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ - _do_ _ __ 16,525 18,103 20,633 NA NA 

Total_____________do___~_ 225,698 226,402 231,779 11213,000 11215,800 

a 

€Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Includes data available through Sept. 27, 1982. 
2Data are for years ending Nov. 30 of that stated for plants owned by the Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. 
Western Australia only. Metal content of nickel ore. 
“Beginning with 1979, production from Western Australia and Northern Territory is included. 
SExcludes production from Western Australia. 
*Data are for years ending June 30 of that stated. 

_ Excludes production from Northern Territory end Australian Capital Territory. 
®Fxcludes production from Northern Territory, Australian Capital Territory, and Western Australia. 
*kxcludes natural gasoline and liquefied petroleum gas, which are produced on Barrow Island, off the Western 

Australia coast. An unspecified portion of the liquefied petroleum gas extracted is apparently marketed locally, but this 

quantity is limited. The bulk of the liquefied petroleum gas and all of the natural gasoline is blended with crude oil and 

presumably is counted with crude oil from that area. Gross production of liquefied petroleum gas on Barrow Island was as 

ollows, in thousand barrels: 1977—31, 1978—29, 1979-81—not available; and of natural gasoline: 1977—26, 1978—33, 

1979-81—not available. Natural gas liquid output from several gasfields in Western Australia is excluded for similar 

reasons: Condensate production from these fields was as follows, in thousand barrels: 1977—23, 1978—19, 197 9-81—not 

available. 
10Residual fuel oil equivalent. 
11Reported figure.
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TRADE 

Australia produces a wide variety of com- of coal was $2.3 billion, about 33% of all 
modities, most of which are primarily for mineral exports. Other large export earners 
the export markets. In 1981, a record high were iron ore and pellets, alumina, copper, 
mineral export value of $7.1 billion was lead, nickel, and zinc. 
established. The value was greatly enhanc- The value of mineral imports rose to $2.4 
ed by revenue from bituminous coal, which billion. The imports of crude oil and other 
offset the decline in revenue from other refinery feedstock valued at $2.1 billion was 
minerals. The value of Australia’s exports the largest single category. 

Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1979-80 

Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 : 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

——— eee 

METALS 

AN Ouides d hydroxid h ides and hydroxides, gross weight 
thousand tons_ _ 6,428 7,303 NA NA. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _~_______________ 10,509 12,725 20 Japan 11,462; Taiwan 294. 
Unwrought______________ 81,111 57,201 __ Japan 288 lT China 9,981; Philip- 

pines 8,902. 
Semimanufactures _________ 10,265 18,649 7,505 New Zealand 2,028; Republic of 

Korea 1,468; Japan 1,099. 
Antimony: Ore and concentrate, gross 

weight ____________________ 2,120 1,446 _~ Belgium-Luxembourg 1,381. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms _____~.____~_~________ 823 683 400 France 108; United Kingdom 79. 
Chromium: Ore and concentrate, gross 

weight. ___________________ 38 155 _- West Germany 90; Malaysia 59. 
Columbium (niobium) and tantalum ore 
ond concentrate, gross weight _ _ _ _ _ 138 481 342 Netherlands 81; Japan 50. 

pper: 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight __ 135,679 164,180 2,911 Japan 128,648; Republic of Korea 

. 6,144; West Germany 11,133. 
Matte____________________ 4,387 8,719 _- West Germany 4,508; Republic of 

South Africa 3,002. 
Dross, speiss, ash, residues: 

Copper-lead dross and speiss _ __ 5,129 5,602 5,602 
Ash and residue___________ _- 284 17 Spain 157; Belgium-Luxembourg 76. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____._- ~~ _______ 383 621 _- United Kingdom 292; India 87; Japan 

Unwrought: 
Blister and cement ______ 12,094 24,664 3,707 Belgium-Luxembourg 17,262; Japan 

Refined, unalloyed ______ 53,320 47,737 __ United Kingdom 13,195; West 
Germany 9,559; France 8,678. 

Alloys, including master 
alloys 358 218 70 New Zealand 90; Indonesia 25; 

Malaysia 19. 
Semimanufactures: 

Unalloyed _________ 27,970 27,472 1,787 New Zealand 7,677; Malaysia 5,476; 

Alloyed 4,630 3,723 114 H a one 286 Sin onus 30; N oyed___________ : , ong Kong 986; Singapore 840; New 
Zealand 838. 

Gold: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands_ _ $14 $36 $12 Italy $12. 
Waste and scrap ________do____ $3,006 $2,921 _— United eee $2,550; New 

Zealand $284. 
Metal including alloys: 

Bullion, refined and unrefined 
do. __. $22 $64 $38 NA. 

Other __________-__do____ $85,292 $122,966 $809 United Kingdom $75,455; Hong Kong 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 
Destinations, 1979-80 

Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 : 
y United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ _ 79,585 78,967 78 Japan 56,970; West Germany 5,607; 
China 4,164. 

Metal: 
Scrap __.-_------------ 596,747 599,917 NA NA. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot 785,425 618,970 29,140 China 403,770; J apan 63,195; 

Bangladesh 52,255. 
Ferroalloys_ —_—.--------- 43,605 28,398 16,546 Indonesia 3,398; Singapore 3,374; 

China 2,000. 
Steel, primary forms 

thousand tons_ — 1,248 654 _- Hong Kong 137; Philippines 114; Italy 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections ___§_______-— 331,303 277,937 _- China 149,304; New Zealand 38,253; 
. Indonesia 18,129. 

Universals, plates, sheets — _ 590,450 572,560 95,921 Italy $3,148; India 54,162; Bangladesh 

Hoop and strip ____-_--~-~ 33,187 43,178 — Taiwan 17,353; New Zealand 11,859; 
Philippines 4,352. 

Rails and accessories _ _ — — — 30,915 20,792 _. New Zealand 13,389; Malaysia 4,337; 
. Indonesia 2,791. 

Wire ____________--- 23,096 20,313 74 New Zealand 9,672; Hong Kong 1,184. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings — ——_~— 92,142 85,469 NA NA. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough 3,490 4,510 1,204 Singapore 1,418; Hong Kong 521. 

ad: 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight __ 87,231 68,988 9,875 United Kingdom 36,763; Belgium- | 

Luxembourg 15,710. 
Slag and residue _______~-_--~- 18,262 12,354 _. Canada 7,518; West Germany 1,934; 

United Kingdom 1,808... 
Oxides and hydroxides ______-~_~- 3,349 5,902 a China 2,555; Singapore 722; Malaysia 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _.___.------~----- 7,936 9,916 __ Taiwan 7,585; Philippines 823. 
Unwrought: 

Bullion _________-___-— 159,637 180,189 __ United Kingdom 152,630. 
Refined _______-~---- 152,240 166,714 20,904 India 36,140; China 24,487; Italy 

Other __________~-~-_- 10,401 8,783 -- Malaysia 3,692; Indonesia 1,690; New 
Zealand 806. 

Semimanufactures __—__—— ~~ — 2,635 1,380 _- Singapore 337; Thailand 263; 
alaysia 160. 

Manganese: Ore and concentrate?” 
thousand tons_ _ 1,157 1,328 120 Japan 625; Republic of Korea 131. 

Molybdenum: Ore and concentrate 
(disulfide), gross weight_ ____-_-_~_- 24 96 NA NA. 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands_ — $3,126 $26 NA_ NA. 
Matte, speiss, similar materials 

do_ — __— $143,983 $325,033 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap_ —— ———do__ __ $996 $121 _. United Kingdom $38; India $27; 
Japan $21. 

Unwrought_ _____-—-do____ $104,188 $139,705 NA NA. 
Semimanufactures _ ___do_ ___ $10,918 $3,222 NA NA. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, . 
unwrought and partly wrought® 

troy ounces_ _ 9,999 7,708 _— Hong Kong 2,507; West Germany 
2,283; United Kingdom 2,081. 

Silver: . 
Ore and concentrate* 

value, thousands_ _ $7,802 $2,501 $1,716 United Kingdom $603. 

Waste and sweepings* __ _ _ _do_ _ _ $1,539 $2,285 $1838 United Kingdom $1,669. 
Metal including alloys: 

Refined bullion __————do____ $18,826 $56,710 $41 United Kingdom $40,722; Japan 

Other ___________-do____ $9,200 $41,140 __ Japan $19,843; United Kingdom 
Tin £5,953; New Zealand $6,018. 

Ore and concentrate, gross weight —_ 18,027 16,908 5 Malaysia 15,958. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap____-___--_~~_ 940 851 _- United Kingdom 454; Papua New 
Guinea 265. 

Unwrought_ _.-~_-___-----~- 1,811 2,119 150 United Kingdom 852; Netherlands 
517; New Zealand 207. 

Semimanufactures _ ————---~- 29 531 219 New Zealand 111; Republic of South 
Africa 64; Italy 36. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee eee ee 
Destinations, 1979-80 

Commodity 1978-79 1979-80 : 
United Other (principal) 

ee 

METALS —Continued 

Titanium ores and concentrates, gross 
weight: 
Ilmenite excluding beneficiated 

ilmenite ______ thousand tons__ 892 1,115 248 United Kingdom 207; U.S.S.R. 170; 
apan 88. . 

Leucoxene.________________ 10,644 27,796 21,661 Netherlands 4,108; Ja 2,000. 
Rutile. .-§ ~5- »5 5 5 ee 364,121 534,267 250,381 United Kingdom 83,599: Netherlands 

55,705; Japan 36,025. 
Tungsten ores and concentrates, gross 

weight: 
Scheelite_ oe 4,082 3,628 79 West Germany 1,992; Sweden 585; 

apan 392. 
Wolframite ________________ 1,836 124,388 106 West Germany 123,919. 

Uranium and thorium ores and concen- 
trates, gross weight: 
Monazite__________~_~~______ 35,493 35,784 28,479 France 5,499; United Kingdom 1,770. 
Others _______~ ~___________ T2220 1,327 411 United Kingdom 394; Canada 308; 

Japan 214. 
Vanadium: Ore and concentrate, gross . 

weight _.-_________ T528 7,878 5,300 Japan 1,607; Republic of Korea 269; 
zi lgium-Luxembourg 179. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight __ 485,726 489,534 3,783 Japan 308,004; United Kingdom 

5,208; Republic of Korea 4,031. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ ____ 606 341 __ Philippines 135; Indonesia 75; Papua 

New Guinea 40. 
Slag and residues_____________ 3,476 11,872 —~- Taiwan 7,938; India 1,725. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap____$_______ 70 751 _- India 539; Taiwan 170. 
Unwrought___~_§__________ 194,424 173,761 27,624 India 26,295; Indonesia 22,124; 

Taiwan 21,025. 
Semimanufactures _________ 15,016 1,726 _— New Zealand 490; India 284; 

Singapore 224. 
Zirconium: Ore and concentrate, gross 
weight____________________ 450,767 609,267 74,781 Japan 181,961; Italy 159,525; Nether- 

fands 38,812. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates 
value, thousands_ _ *$139,407 NA NA _iNA. 

Waste and scrap containing nonfer- 
rous metals____§_§__________ 3,685 16,577 _- Republic of Korea 13,874; Singapore 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides 
value, thousands__ $12,907 $19,093 $6,676 Taiwan $4,282; Republic of Korea 

$2,003; New Vesland $1,750. 
Metals including alloys, all forms: 

Tungsten, molybdenum, tanta- 
lum, magnesium _________ 201 38 22 New Zealand 4; Netherlands 3. 

Unspecified 
value, thousands_ _ $411 $135 _- India $64; New Zealand $30. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete _.__________.__do____ $1,840 $2,191 —. Thailand $2,159. 

Artificial: Corundum _________- _- 8 NA NA. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $43 $32 — New Zealand $21. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____________do____ $1,014 $889 —. Thailand $382; New Zealand $235; 

Pakistan $56. 
Asbestos, crude ___§___§__________ 38,348 56,711 550 India 16,336; Japan 10,639; Singapore 

Barite and witherite_____________ 1,002 21,851 20,451 New Zealand 638. 
Cement_____________________ 103,726 247,712 123,138 Saudi Arabia 91,142; Singapore 

13,881; Papua New Guinea 10,741. 
Clays and clay products: . 

de______~-__~~___ 9,687 3,243 -_- United Kingdom 1,776; Japan 1,014. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory 
value, thousands_ _ $831 $729 _- Singapore $198; Papua New Guinea 

$167; Malaysia $6. 
Refractory including nonclay 

rick: 
Brick. ~~ _~_~9~_~_~.______ 7,585 7,402 _— Indonesia 2,987; New Zealand 2,970. 
Other _ value, thousands_ _ $1,170 $1,190 — New Zealand $441; Indonesia $222; 

Singapore $218. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979-80 

Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 “TJptoqe)tStOt™*~<C~CSOtwS”S”SCOt 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: 
Gen, not set or strung. __. carats__ 16,415 11,404 476 Hong Kong 2,389; Israel 1,993; New 

Zealand 1,859. 
Industrial ____________do____ 233,684 345,865 10,480 Ireland 227,490; Hong Kong 54,214; 

Philippines 32,796. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth 

value_ _ $2,242 $21,173 NA NA. 
Fertilizer materials: 
Crude______________ _____ 121,122 486 _— Philippines 266; Western Samoa 110; 

New Zealand 41. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~_ 8,239 24,204 11 New Zealand 10,429; Indonesia 
10,000; Papua New Guinea 296. 

Phosphatic_..._-_-________ 2,105 1,441 _- Philippines 1,000; Solomon Islands 

Potassic. _________._____ 35 112 -— Singapore 103. 
Other including mixed _______ 3,132 4,217 __ Papua New Guinea 4,116. 

Ammonia ____ value, thousands_ _ $471 $367 -- New Zealand $316. 
Graphite, natural ______________ 17 58 _- New Zealand 14. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 263,567 368,934 _- Indonesia 149,678; New Zealand 

73,095; Singapore 50,513. 
Lime ___________________ 1,031 730 -— Indonesia 685. 
Magnesite, other magnesium carbonate, 
magnesium oxide _____________ 3,598 5,585 1,054 New Zealand 3,859; Philippines 306. 

Mica: Worked including agglomerated 
splittings __..__________value__ $65,024 $65,750 -- N cian $39,004; Indonesia 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 192 237 -- New Zealand 126; Indonesia 32; 
Papua New Guinea 21. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond: 
Opal ______~- value, thousands_ _ $32,417 $28,698 $4,879 Hong Kong $9,934; Japan $7,050; 

West Germany $3,221. 
Sapphires ~---~~~-____do____ $16,059 $16,092 $300 Thailand $11,683; France $1,068. 
Other_______________do____ $2,878 $3,756 $462 Hong Kong $674; Singapore $655; 

. New Zealand $349. 
Pyrites, gross weight_____________ 347 585 -~ New Zealand 287; Malaysia 162. 
Salt and brine. _ ____ thousand tons_ _ 4,512 4,914 __ Japan 3,609; Taiwan 655; Republic of 

orea 517. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides ___________ 18 17 NA NA. 

Caustic soda® _______________ 98 743 _. Saudi Arabia 309; New Zealand 191; 
Papua New Guinea 100. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 1,086 2,762 _. Italy 1,973; Japan 739. 
Worked ___..____-_-_value__ $32,512 $33,432 _— Japan $16,716. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 20,119 —_ 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 936 332 — Indonesia, 108; New Zealand 93; Hong 

ong 53. 
Limestone except dimension _ _ _ _ _ _ 11,351 389 —_ Indonesia 350. 
Sand, silica ________________ 657,887 715,009 30,000 Japan 331,027; Republic of Korea 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid. ____________ 1,428 349 —_ Indonesia 137; Papua New Guinea 84; 
iji 67. 

dale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 118,047 98,339 _ Japan 75,674; Netherlands 13,461. 
er: 

Crude: ‘ea. felds a 
Quartz, mica, feldspar, fluorspar, 
eryolite.._-_-._.________ 152 436 _- Japan 180; Republic of South Africa 

Unspecified 
value, thousands_ _ $37,834 $1,538 $376 Japan $493; United Kingdom $244. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
strontium, magnesium, barium _ _ _ 4 4 NA NA. 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
Beearing siezizis ofesphelt value_ _ $23,543 $23,402 __ Taiwan $15,602. 

ilding materials of as t, asbestos 
ad Boon cements, unhred non- 
metals_____ value, thousands_ _ $11,488 $16,748 $3,261 New Zealand $4,316; Canada $4,060; 

Bahrain $3,847. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit: 1978-79 1979-80 : 
y Qnited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black _._._-___-________~_ 39,950 46,313 __ Indonesia 14,183; Thailand 12,217; 
Taiwan 7,120. 

Coal, all grades including briquets: 
Bituminous coal and briquets 

thousand tons_ _ 39,103 42,575 83 Japan 28,564; United Kingdom 2,456; 
. public of Korea 2,289. 

Lignite, peat, and briquets thereof _ _ 52,474 114,016 — Japan 105,930; Norway 6,600. 
Coke and semicoke_____§______-~__ 147,397 165,591 — Philippines 76,197; Japan 39,737; 

Algeria 17,000. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,330 798 — New Zealand 414; People’s Demo- 

cratic Republic of Yemen 329. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline _________-_do____ 2,475 2,075 _- New Zealand 971; Fiji 343; Indonesia 

Jet fuel ___________do____ 1,918 1,258 __ New Zealand 700; Fiji 514. 
Kerosine _________-do____ 530 1,394 — New Zealand 956; New Caledonia 91. 
Distillate fuel oi] ___——do____ 5,424 4,343 _- New Zealand 850; Japan 776; Fiji 601. 
Residual fue] oil __ _ ___do____ 1,593 2,214 _— Japan 1,345; Singapore 497. 
Lubricants _________do____ 1,616 1,572 111 New Zealand 328; Singapore 208; 

Thailand 159. 
Other: 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ __ 5 11 — Taiwan 6. 

Unspecified? _____do____ ™742 12 _. New Zealand 5. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals 
value, thousands_ _ $17,156 $10,670 — New Zealand $8,750; Thailand $1,132. 

FRevised. NA Not available. 
1Data are for fiscal years beginning July 1. 
2Data are for calendar years 1979 and 1980; principal destinations in 1979 were Japan (601,828 tons) and the United 

States (119,876 tons). 
SOre and concentrate and waste and sweepings are included in those of silver. 
*May include platinum-group metals. 
5Some quantity of molybdenum may be included. 
®Excludes quantity valued at $2,242 in 1978-79 and $383,354 in 1979-80. . 
7Excludes quantity valued at $31,391 in 1978-79 and $309,803 in 1979-80. 

Table 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979-80 

Commodit: 1978-79 1979-80 “Tjnted » © ©2&».. 2 
moo United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate _________-_ 15,634 11,051 22 China 7,852; India 3,113. 
Oxides and hydroxides —~___-_—-_- 8,610 7,534 2,875 Japan 3,375; United Kingdom 492. 
Metal including alloys: ; 

Scrap _______--__------ 1,223 2,516 180 New Zealand 2,095; Singapore 94. 
Unwrought_ _______-___-~- 3,392 2,996 1,865 New Zealand 620; United Kingdom 

Semimanufactures _________ 5,258 12,071 5,788 | New Zealand 2,618; United Kingdom 
1,359; Japan 1,236. 

Antimony: 
Oxides ______~_--~-------- 212 237 12 United Kingdom 158; China 45. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — _— — 29 46 -- Mainly from China. 

Arsenic: Trioxide, pentoxide, acids _ _ — — 144 1,078 _— France 847; China 148. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all 

forms ________-~~__~_-value__ $7,848 $32,318 — France $25,631. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 25 15 -- United Kingdom 12. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate _ ____--_--- 10,746 13,715 1,500 Philippines 8,000; Republic of South 
ca 4,195. 

Oxides, hydroxides, trioxides_ _ — — _ _ 889 1,375 481 West Germany 451; U.S.S.R. 289; 
apan 104. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ __— 53 61 _. Japan 35; United Kingdom 20. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.— Australia: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
. Sources, 1979-80 

Commodit; 1978-79 1979-80 “TJnueoqss)))COttTFTOC ” | United Other (principal) 
. . 

METALS —Continued 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 13 15 4 Canada 4. 
Metal including alloys, al] forms ___ 44 36 6 Belgium-Luxembourg 15; Canada 5; 

ni gdom 5. 

orp | and concentrate _______.___ (7) 16 NA NP P New Gui 
Matte______________ _____ —_ _- rom Papua New Guinea. 
Sulfate _-_-_-______________e 162 35 —_ New Zealand 29. 
Metal including alloys: 

Tinalloyed_ ~---------- 500 122 _~— New Zealand 220; United Kingdom 
215; Papua New Guinea 102. 

Alloyed ___-_____--___- 662 12,275 -- Piji 11,48 5 paiwan 270; Papua New 
uinea 242. 

Unwrought_. ~~ __._____ 4,576 1,511 15 Belgium Luxembourg 1,005; New 
an . 

Semimanufactures 
value, thousands_ _ $18,874 $22,063 $3,326 J apan $618: United Kingdom 

,291; West Germany $1,890. 
Gold: 

Ore and concentrate ______do____ $20 $1 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: te 

le 10n, gold content 
troy ounces_ _ 19,110 31,277 _- Fiji 17,338; Papua New Guinea 7,719; 

ong Kong 5,957. 
Refined bullion _____—do____ 42 1,210 — New Zealand 1,153. 
Other including waste and 

sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ $1,344 $9,903 $67 Pe te Papua | New scanes 

916; New and $1,006. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate including roasted 
Mes woo eee ee 42,783 15,354 — Canada 14,832; Japan 500. 

Scrap ~ eee et 1,049 1,255 — Papua New Guinea 907; New Zealand 

Sponge iron, powder, shot ___ __ 8,786 9,810 1,499 Sweden 4,061; Japan 1,670. 
Spiegeleisen _____________ 60 36 _. All from West Germany. 

Ferroalloys: 
owder: 

Ferromanganese__ _ __ _ 319 1,990 —— Japan 1,894; West Germany 48. 
Sh Other ~-—-~-~ ~~ 157 227 1 France 99; Brazil 35; Sweden 29. 

ot: 
Ferrochromium ______ 10,178 18,328 36 Republic of South Africa 15,012; 

weden 3,132. 
Ferromanganese___ __ _ 7,314 15,459 34 J apan 6,536; Republic of South Africa 

,834; India 2,607. 
Ferromolybdenum_ _ _ _ _ 133 285 236 West Germany 20; Switzerland 10. 
Ferrosilicon_________ 5,620 13,756 4,334 Republic of South Africa 6,407; 

Norway 1,005; West Germany 988. 
Silicon metal _________ 3,573 4,888 70 Republic of South Africa 4,055; Italy 

Ferronickel_________ __ 271 _. All from New Caledonia. 
Other ____________ 2,579 4,831 98 United Kingdom 1,561; Japan 1,066; 

n 773. 
Steel, primary forms ___ _____ 16,014 813 6 Japan 434; Austria 102; France 68. 

Se Bo vee res ha ? ? ang es, 8 pes, 

sections__.~_~§______ 55,054 119,358 2,175 Japan 57,357; United Kingdom 
. 13,401; Sweden 6,860. 

Universals, plates, sheets __ 224,131 225,627 1,821 Japan 181,415. 
Hoop and strip _ _______-_ 19,860 15,360 1,577 Japan 9,229; United Kingdom 2,254. 
Rails and accessories _ __ __ 891 3,711 124 =Japan 3,585. 
Wire _______________ 11,153 22,284 604 Japan 13,408; Republic of South 

Africa 3,287; United Kingdom 
1,447. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings®___ _ _ _ 131,272 106,082 98,340 Japan oe thailand 4,869; United 
om 4,511. 

Castings and forgings, rough 553 496 1 Taiwan 419; United Kingdom 54. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1979-80 

Commodity 1978-79 1979-80 : _ 
Gnited Other (principal) 

OO, 
A ES 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides ___________________ 177 139 7 Mexico 72; Republic of South Africa 

31; China 18. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 285 1,563 -— Fiji 1,292; New Zealand 229. 
Unwrought and semimanu- 

factures ______________ 10,037 879 39 Fiji 295; New Zealand 239. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

aste and scrap ~--- 167 230 230 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 2,596 3,565 1,486 Norway 1,896; Canada 176. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate: 

Battery-grade _____________ 1,500 2,155 _— Gabon 2,003. 
Metallurgical-grade ________ 85 210 102 Republic of South Africa 108. 

Oxides ___________________ 1,245 1,709 370 = Japan 1,284. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 939 1,329 _- Republic of South Africa 915; Japan 

- Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks_ _ 2,089 1,531 _— China 841; Japan 330; Spain 330. 
Molybdenum: 

e and concentrate___________ 334 200 59 Switzerland 55; Canada 54. 
Metal including alloys: 

Wire. 11 6 5 NA. 
Nickel Other ____ value, thousands_ _ $18 $1,381 $1,270 West Germany $91. 

ickel: 
Oxides ___________________ (?) 30 _- Canada 17; France 13. 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _ _ __ 1,575 2,777 __ Canada 2,748. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___ ~~ _~________ —_ 12 NA NA. 
Unwrought__ $$$ __§_§_ 1,642 797 (*) Canada 721. 
Semimanufactures _________ 3,970 1,672 751 West Germany 476; United Kingdom 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought* 

troy ounces__ 112,534 895,154 736,248 France 105,000; United Kingdom 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings® ; 

value, thousands_ _ $142 $2,669 $133 Hong Kong $978; Singapore $501. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _ troy ounces__ 112,534 468,918 63,176 Singapore 115,742; United Kingdom 
Ti 75,940; Hong Kong 46,972. 

n: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 12 1 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____~___~________ 24 4 NA NA. 
Unwrought______________ 204 204 _- Malaysia 202. 
Semimanufactures _________ 17 24 1 United Kingdom 9; France 8; West 

Germany 4. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
wer — oe ee ee 7 8 2 West Germany 2; United Kingdom 2. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 1 4 NA NA. 
Oxides and peroxides __________ 1,180 950 266 West Germany 279; Canada 275; 

Singapore 70. 
ont including alloys, all forms _ __ 307 244 57 Japan 50; West Germany 45. _ 

er: 
Ores and concentrates: 

Of columbium, tantalum, tita- 
nium, vanadium, zirconium _ _ 45 16 _- Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Unspecified _____________ 1,874 8,127 631 Philippines 3,500; Guyana 3,000; 
India 795. 

Ash and residue containing nonfer- 
rous metals_______________ 1,066 975 24 NRO. Cnited Kingdom 

; Fiji 90. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __ __ _ 739 531 171 Japan 113; China 95; Norway 53. 

etals: 
Metalloids ______________ 2,506 2,844 89 Canada 1,329; Republic of South 

Africa 939; United Kingdom 471. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

metals _______________ 116 116 46 West Germany 28; Canada 17. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms__—_.~~_~~_~_~______ 138 601 45 Norway 450; Republic of South Africa 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979-80 

Commodi 1978-79 1979-80 : 
¥ Gnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-____ 666 1,012 684 Republic of South Africa 96; Japan 

Artificial: Corundum ____—___ ~~ 2,872 3,541 635 France 682; United Kingdom 672; 
Japan 649. 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones, except 
diamonds __ __ — — — — kilograms_ — 298 - 614 NA NA. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ___ _ -§_ > - 1,872 1,322 106 United Kingdom 225; Japan 224; 

Asbestos, crude. _ __-____._ -____ 29,442 23,490 731 Canada 17,976; Republic of South 
Africa 4,745. 

Barite and witherite_____________ 620 1,324 _— China 1,251; West Germany 54. 
Boron materials: . 

Crude natural borates__________ 19 194 NA NA. 
Oxides and acids _____________ 2,757 2,256 2,156 US.S.R. 88. 

Cement________~___.____-___- 28,582 49,880 1,822 Singapore 23,549; Japan 11,496; 
nited Kingdom 6,173. 

Chalk. _-__ > Le 3,755 4,555 8 United Kingdom 4,167; France 343. 
Clays and clay products: . 

Crude: 
Bentonite. .§.~___~______ 44,306 67,935 57,157 Canada 8,102; Indonesia 1,306; Singa- 

pore 1,236. 
Fire clay and ball clay _______ 1,409 3,699 171 Republic of South Africa 2,771; 

nited Kingdom 608. 
Andalusite, mullite, dinas earth, 

kyanite, sillimanite _______ 2,544 4,383 4,156 Republic of South Africa 207. 
Kaolin (china clay) ___.____- 5,640 8,267 1,838 United Kingdom 391. 
Chamotte_______________ 3,583 2,744 — Republic of South Africa 2,632; 

nited Kingdom 98. 
Other __-_ ____ ~_________ 38,391 27,318 23,026 Singapore 2,311; Mozambique 1,004. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory 

value, thousands_ _ $43,632 $58,211 $30 Italy $30,957; Japan $19,434. 
Refractory including nonclay 
brick®_____§___________ 23,238 33,354 6,206 Japan 18,134; United Kingdom 4,516; 

ustria 2,280. 
Cryolite and chiolite_......_______ 175 91 _— Mainly from Denmark. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung____ carats__ 63,606 60,704 3,982 India 19,119; Israel 17,845; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 13,886. 

Industrial ____________do____ 352,093 352,315 10,318 Ireland 238,865; Republic of South 
Africa 71,771. 

Dust and powder ________do____ 868,783 791,430 448,897 Ireland 315,989; Republic of South 
Africa 18,886. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 7,041 6,453 6,197 Philippines 173. 
Feldsper, leucite, nepheline syenite_ _ __ 2,722 29,044 65 Canada 28,733. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 1,260 597 _—  Belgium-Luxembourg 561. 
Phosphatic ___ thousand tons__ 2,380 2,209 245 Nauru 1,130; Christmas Island 741. 
Potassic______.________ 5 36 NA NA. . 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 28,999 78,668 45,314 Norway 12,352; Canada 11,527; Japan 

Phosphatic _________.___-_ 66,253 48 19 United Kingdom 9. 
Potassic. $$ _.§_-.___________ 174,032 226,159 25,833 Canada 197,603; West Germany 

Other including mixed __— __ __ 5,263 21,782 16,285 West Germany 1,825; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,567. 

Ammonia __________~—~ value__ $6,727 $10,030 NA NA. 
Fluorspar ___§_ ~~~ ~~~ __ 33,532 - 30,909 _— China 16,108; Republic of South 

Africa 7,628; Thail and 6,668. 
Graphite, natural _..__._________ 2,275 2,018 18 Sri Lanka G30; China 681; Republic of 

orea 264. 
Gypeum and plasters ____________ 1,969 1,027 171 United Kingdom 674; West Germany 

Iodine __-___________________ 19 37 5 Japan 23; Indonesia 4. 
Lime ___.___~— _ value, thousands__ $55 $193 _— Japan $148; United Kingdom $17. 
Magnesite___________________ 34,569 17,762 706 Japan 16,902. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979-80 
Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 . 4 United Other (principal) 

a nee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 393 934 27 China 484; India 334. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings’. __ value, thousands__ $709 $733 $371 Switzerland $127; West Germany $81; 
United Kingdom $77. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude _____________~- 954 1,118 50 Austria 811; United Kingdom 183. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 8,414 9,649 397 West Germany 7,959; Spain 792. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $9,209 $8,427 $426 Thailand $1,901; Hong Kong $1,120; 

West Germany $1,114. 
Manufactured__________do____ $907 $723 $11 Austria $201; West Germany $197; 

; Switzerland $116. 
Pyrites, unroasted ______________ 17 115 93 NA. 
Salt and brine___§_§_____________ 20,007 39,631 99 United Kingdom 22,783; New 

Zealand 16,289. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides — ee 2,739 3,317 169 Japan 1,919; United Kingdom 648. 

Caustic soda___ value, thousands_ _ $57,487 $45,732 NA NA. 
Soda ash ______ ~~ ____ 134 209 106 United Kingdom 75. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
Calcareous ___________ 2,391 2,707 _- Italy 2,406; Portugal 212. 
Slate_______________ 2,973 10,144 __ Republic of South Africa 6,770; India 

,204; China 574. 
Unspecified. __________ 2,479 2,026 20 Republic of South Africa 597; Italy 

; 588; Finland 465. 
Worked ___ value, thousands_ _ $3,065 $3,563 _— Italy $1,613; Taiwan $1,040. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 85 13 NA NA. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 67,457 108,961 275 Japan 107,010; New Zealand 854; 

y 682. 
Limestone excluding dimension 

thousand tons_ _ 1,321 1,238 _- Japan 1,188; Philippines 50. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 368 177 — West Germany 135; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 24. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing ____ _ 941 880 156 Sweden 425; Republic of South Africa 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ 424,659 597,128 89,028 Canada 494,849; Iran 13,122. 
Colloidal __.____________ . 136 346 111 West Germany 129; Yugoslavia 97. 

Sulfuric acid__-§__§_§$__________ 5,702 10,779 _. Japan 10,777. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 431 576 254 China 250. 
Vermiculite__________________ 3,016 2,928 — Republic of South Africa 2,207; China 

Other: . 
Crude_____________~_____ 915 1,315 125 New Zealand 656; United Kingdom 

298; China 110. 
Fluorine and bromine __________ 36 39 36 NA. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing: 
From iron and steel manufacture 88 122 _. West Germany 79; New Zealand 43. 
Unspecified _____________ 1,479 2,586 1,590 United Kingdom 983. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
strontium, magnesium, barium _ _ _ 5,157 3,406 54 Japan 3,253. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals _____ value, thousands_ _ $1,129 $951 $324 United Kingdom $292; Spain $115. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __ ___ __ 1,299 693 613 Trinidad and Tobago 70. 
Carbon black _______________-_ 732 1,144 433 United Kingdom 240; Japan 180; 

Canada 172. 
Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 15,380 12,756 660 Canada 10,527; Republic of South 

ca 1,012. 
Coke and semicoke. _._____._~_- _ 19,951 15,306 4,158 Japan 7,000; New Zealand 4,134. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 27 64 62 Canada 1. 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ _ 12,591 6,824 _. West Germany 4,587; New Zealand 

784; Canada 767. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Sources, 1979-80 

Commodity 1978-79 1979-80 United Other (principal) 

ata 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude and partly refined 

. thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 33,983 60,597 __ Saudi Arabia 27,386; Kuwait 8,284; 
Indonesia 8,165. 

Refinery products: ; 
Gasoline __________do____ 5,347 4,745 30 Bahrain 2,333; Singapore 1,444. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do____ 1,327 1,454 46 Singapore 904; Bahrain 213; 

Bahamas 131. 
Distillate fuel oil ____—do____ 3,084 4,274 8 Singapore 3,050; Bahrain 478; Italy 

Residual fuel oil____ __do____ 47,050 26,751 60 Singapore 8,002; Kuwait 7,882; Saudi 
Arabia 5,054. 

Lubricants _________do____ 348 449 145 Netherlands Antilles 142; Singapore 
67; United Kingdom 55. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,199 1,574 645 France 480; Netherlands 217. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 59,342 54,897 15,455 Japan 17,632; China 6,520; West Ger- 
many 3,166. 

Bitumen, bituminous mix- 
tures, other residues® 

do____ 27,351 25,658 4,826 Singapore 16,779; Canada 2,422. 
Petroleum coke _—_do____ 632,280 673,986 594,538 Canada 79,448. 

| Unspecified______do____ 24,963 21,576 14,952 West Germany 2,900; Italy 2,580. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals 
value, thousands_ _ $4,296 $9,866 $6,746 Japan $1,418; Pakistan $737. 

OEE 
"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Data are for fiscal years beginning July 1. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
5Excludes quantity valued at $17,139,377 in 1978-79 and $16,235,694 in 1979-80. 
‘Ore and concentrate and waste and sweepings of platinum-group metals are included with those of silver. 
5Including those of platinum-group metals. 
Excludes quantity valued at $1,960,000 in 1978-79 and $222,880 in 1979-80. 
™May include some finished articles. 
Excludes quantity valued at $55,000 in 1978-79 and $18,945 in 1979-80. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Wales, and Alcoa’s smelter at Point Henry, 
. . . Victoria, resulted in a record output of 

Aluminum, Alumina, and Bauxite.— primary aluminum in 1981. 

Australia 8 bauxite and alumina production At Weipa on Cape York Peninsula, Co- 
in 1981 declined for the third time in 18 alco Pty. Ltd. produced about 15% of the 
years, but aluminum production continued Western World’s total bauxite output. At 
the upward trend. The decline of bauxite Comalco, which is owned 45% by Conzinc 
was attributed to industrial unrest at the Riotinto of Australia Ltd. (CRA), 45% by 
mine of one major producer. For some years Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp., and 
Australia has been the world’s leading pro- 10% by the Australian public, output was 
ducer of bauxite from mines located at below that of 1980. Both production of 
Weipa, Gove, Northern Territory, and the bauxite and shipments from Weipa in 1981 
Darling Range, Western Australia. The were below the level of 1980 owing to an 
main cause for the decline in alumina industrial dispute that curtailed operations 

- production was the general downturn in the for 9 weeks. In 1981, the company shipped 
world alumina market. Alcoa of Australia approximately 8 million tons of bauxite to 

Lid. cut production by 10% at its two international markets, principally Japan 
existing alumina refineries at Pinjarra and and Europe. The largest single outlet was 
Kwinana. Slight increases in output by the Gladstone alumina refinery operated by 
Queensland Alumina Ltd. (QAL) at Glad- QAL. Comalco supplied the total bauxite 
stone and by Nabalco Pty. Ltd. at Gove demand for QAL which in 1981 totaled 
failed to offset the decline in Western Aus- about 5 million tons. All of Alcoa’s bauxite 
tralia. Expanded smelter capacity by Alcan output was converted to alumina at nearby 
Australia Ltd. at Kurri Kurri, New South refineries located at Pinjarra and Kwinana,
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which have a combined annual capacity of with recoverable bauxite content of 2.5 
3.4 million tons. Roughly one-half of Nabal- billion tons. The grade of recoverable baux- 
co’s bauxite was exported. The remainder ite in the 599 million tons of measured 
was refined to alumina in an adjacent reserves ranged from 53% to 56% alumina. 
refinery at Gove, which has an annual The alumina content in the indicated re- 
capacity slightly in excess of 1 million tons. serves was in the range of 48% to 56%. 

Australia’s three aluminum smelters op- Copper.—Despite stagnation and weak- 
erated at near capacity throughout 1981 ening world economies, the Australian cop- 
and production increased during the year. . per industry showed improvement in all 
Production of primary aluminum by Alcan categories during 1981. Increased mine 
and Alcoa was appreciably higher than that production by Mount Morgan Ltd. in 
of 1980. This increase resulted from new Queensland, Woodlawn Mines Joint Ven- 
potlines commissioned in 1980 by both com- turer in New South Wales, and Peko- 
panies. The annual rated capacities of the Wallsend Ltd., Northern Territory offset 
three plants were Camalco at Bell Bay, the drop in production by Mount Isa Mines 
112,000 tons; Alcoa at Point Henry, 165,000 Ltd. (MIM) in Queensland. High production 
tons; and Alcan at Kurri Kurri, 68,000 tons. | was also reported for both primary refined 

Prospects for Australia to occupy a more and primary smelter copper. 
prominent position in the world aluminum Lower mine output by MIM was attribut- 
smelting industry continued to improve. ed to a decline in both the quantity and 
Higher prices for crude petroleum have _ grade of ore treated. MIM is expected to 
made some oil-fired power stations uneco- treat 3% less ore in 1982 at 3.4% copper 
nomic as sources of energy for aluminum compared with 3.8% in 1981. The company 
production. As a result, Australia’s exten- announced that it would spend about $55 
sive coal resources were recognized as hav- million at Mount Isa to sink a new shaft in 
ing valuable potential for thermal power order to mine an ore body estimated to 
generation. Consequently, a number of new contain 30 million tons containing 4.2% 
aluminum smelting ventures that would copper. The shaft sinking could begin in 
use power from coal-fired stations were mid-1983 and should be completed by 1986. 
under consideration. Comalco’s new alumi- Production of ore is expected in 1991. 
num smelter at Gladstone proceeded on The increased output at the refineries 
schedule and it is expected to begin produc- was attributed primarily to the completed 
tion in February 1982. When the full pro- modernization at MIM. MIM’s refinery at 
duction is achieved in late 1982, the smelter Townsville, Queensland, receives unrefined 
will operate 2 potlines with a total of 480 copper from Mount Isa in the form of | 
smelting pots and a production capacity of anodes. Conversion of blister copper to an- 
206,000 tons annually. In April, final Gov- odes in the Townsville refinery’s reverbera- 
ernment approval was given for the Tomago tory furnaces has ceased and all furnaces 
smelter to be built by a consortium compris- were dismantled. The anode-shaft furnace 
ing Aluminum Pechiney Australia Pty. Ltd. installed to treat anode scrap produced in 
and Gove Alumina Ltd. as major partners. the tankhouse was fully operational and 
The smelter, with a total capacity of 220,000 performed to design parameters in 1981. 
tons annually and costing about $600 mil- In October, Peko-Wallsend decided to 
lion, will start production in 1983. Alcoa close its Tennant Creek copper smelter and 
began a feasibility study for a smelter, Gecko Mine because of heavy financial 
probably to be located in the Pinjarra- losses. The smelter had been reopened in 
Wagerup-Bunbury district of Western Au- October 1980 after modification. The compa- 
stralia. Alcoa was considering a minimum ny also announced that its copper prospect 
economic capacity of 100,000 tons annually at Goonumble, New South Wales, has a 

that could be increased to 200,000 to 240,000 much higher copper grade than previously 
tons. The project will depend on the avail- thought. Using a 0.3% copper cutoff, drill- 
ability and cost of power and ultimately will ing has indicated measured resources of 86 
involve an expenditure of about $900 mil- million tons of 0.62% copper, 0.02 troy 
lion. ounce of gold per ton plus 166 million tons 

Australia has large resources of bauxite, of 0.74% copper, 0.004 troy ounce of gold per 
and production from Comalco’s Weipa de- ton, and 0.054 troy ounce of silver per ton. 
posit was a significant source of the West- The Teutonic Bore, a Western Australia 
ern World’s requirements. The company’s mine, was officially opened in June 1981. 
measured, indicated, and inferred ore re- Owned jointly by Seltrust Mining Corp. 
serves in 1981 consisted of 3.0 billion tons Pty., Ltd., 60%, and MIM Holdings, Ltd.,
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40%, the mine is expected to produce since WMC continues to locate mineralized 
300,000 tons of ore annually. areas extending northwest and southwest 

Although one new mine began operating from the main center of operations. Some 
and some old mines could be reopened in’ estimates, however, indicate that the ore 

1982-85, the most significant copper produc- body is at least 500 million tons with an 
tion may involve new mines, particularly average grade of 1.5% to 2% copper, 0.05% 
the Olympic Dam project in South Austral- uranium, and about 0.02 troy ounce of gold 
ia and the Benambra deposit in Victoria. per ton. If economically feasible, Olympic 
The Western Mining Corp. Ltd. (WMC) is Dam could begin producing by the end of 
conducting a feasibility study at Olympic this decade at about 160,000 tons annually. 
Dam that is expected to be completed by Output of the principal copper producers 
1983. The extent of the ore body is unknown _in recent years is summarized as follows: 

Table 4.—Australia: Major copper production, by company | 

(Metric tons) 

Company 1979 1980" 1981 

Mines: 
Mount Isa Mines Ltd_______________.----_---- 152,000 158,732 143,000 
Mount Morgan Ltd ___________________-_____- 1,916 2,302 4,500 
Cobar Mines Pty. Ltd_____________________-_-- 8,100 6,593 4,600 
Mount Lyell Mining & Railway Co. Ltd_____________- 19,405 19,835 20,339 
-Peko-Wallsend Ltd ____.__________________----- 4,330 11,835 17,128 

Smelters:? 
Mount Isa Mines Ltd_______________-_____---- 152,400 148,260 137,200 
Mount Morgan Ltd ____________-_-_-_---~---=--- 5,800 6,393 6,964 
Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Co. of Australia Ltd.? _ _ _ 17,100 18,754 18,000 

Refineries: 
Mount Isa Mines Ltd________-__.---------_--_ 132,091 141,800 132,310 
Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Co. of Australia Ltd.5 _ _ _ 12,737 13,140 12,200 

Revised. 
1Metal content of ore. . 
2Primary blister copper. . 
5Treats concentrates from Cobar. 
“Primary electrolytic copper. 

Gold.—Although the Australian gold in- Fimiston leases and opened a $15 million 
dustry was faced with progressively weaker treatment plant at Oroya to handle expand- 
gold prices in 1981, mine output showed a_ ed gold production. Development at Mount 
slight gain. Exploration, new development, Charlotte involved deepening the supply 
and redevelopment continued at a reason- shaft and establishing additional access to 
ably high level with the major emphasis in the Mount Charlotte ore bodies. Site work 
Western Australia and Queensland. also started on the new 1,200-meter shaft at 

Increased production was reported by Mount Charlotte. North Kalgoorlie Mines 
Peko-Wallsend at Tennant Creek, Northern Ltd. continued redeveloping its Fimiston 
Territory, because of renewed emphasis on lease areas. Consolidated Gold Mining 
gold rather than copper production. Kia Areas NL announced a $14.3 million rede- 
Ora Gold Corp. NL, operator of the Marvel velopment program. The program involves 
Lock Mine near Southern Cross, Western rehabilitation of a shaft and construction of 
Australia, also increased output. Since a 130,000-ton-per-year mill with production 
reopening in 1980, production has steadily scheduled for 1982. The operation will be 
increased as a result of mine and plant based on reported reserves of 735,000 tons 
improvements and higher average-head measured plus inferred ore grading 0.2 troy 
grades. Output by Central Norseman Gold ounce of gold per ton. 
Corp. Ltd., Telfer Mine, and Mount Char- WMC commissioned a _ 500,000-ton-per- 
lotte Mine—all in Western Australia— year gold-treatment circuit at its Kambalda 
approximated the 1980 level. plant in late 1981. WMC has been mining 

The Kalgoorlie area in Western Australia ore at Sand King, 75 kilometers north of 
was again the main center of redevelop- Kalgoorlie, in preparation for the new mill. 
ment and exploration activity. The The Hunt Mine at Kambalda has been 
Kalgoorlie Mining Association made steady producing gold with nickel as a byproduct. 
progress on the reopening of some of their WMC was also developing the Victory Mine,
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south of Kambalda. | Australian iron ore decreased owing to a 
Placer Exploration Ltd. announced com- further fall in world steel output. Iron ore 

pletion of its feasibility study in 1981 of the production, which was also adversely affect- 
Kidston deposit located near Townsville, ed by industrial disputes, decreased by 
Queensland. Work has already established about 10%. Production declined at most 
a resource of 38.3 million tons of measured mining centers, and because of reduced 
and inferred ore averaging 0.06 troy ounce sales, most producers increased waste re- 
of gold per ton and 0.07 troy ounce of silver moval, mine development, and stockpiles in 
per ton. _ readiness for a recovery indemand. | 

Peko-Wallsend closed the Mount Morgan Pig iron was also adversely affected by 
Mine in Queensland because the ore has industrial disputes as well as depressed 
been exhausted. However, the company has_ export demand. The weak export market 
begun installing bucket wheel dredges to resulted in delayed recommissioning of a 
recover gold from the tailings dam. Produc- blast furnace after being shut down for 
tion has also been increased at the Mount repair and modification in April. As in 
Chalmers Mine. The company has an- recent years, most of the iron ore was 
nounced that extensive drilling and ex- produced in the Pilbara region in northwest 
ploration in the Goonumble area near Western Australia. In this area five major 
Parkes, New South Wales, has confirmed a companies produced about 90% of Austral- 
major new porphyry-copper-gold deposit. To ia’s iron ore. They were Hamersley Iron 
date, seven separate but related centers of Pty. Ltd. at Mount Tom Price and Parabur- 
mineralization have been delineated, and doo; Mount Newman Iron Ore Pty. Ltd. at 
resources are inferred to be in excess of 250 Whaleback Hill; Cliffs Western Australian 
million tons of ore averaging 0.7% copper Mining Co. Pty. Ltd. at Robe River; Golds- 
and 0.01 troy ounce of gold per ton. worthy Mining Ltd. at Mount Goldsworthy, 

The Wattle Gully Mine, Victoria, operat- Shay Gap, and Sunrise Hill; and Dampier 
ed by the consortium Chewton Gold Associ- Mining Co. Ltd. at Koolan Island and Yam- 
ates, was officially reopened in December _ pi Sound. In addition to the Pilbara region, 
1980, but production was lower than plan- iron ore was mined at Kollyanobbing by 
ned as more development than originally Dampier for use in the Kwinana blast 
foreseen was required. In 1981, further furnace. In South Australia, Broken Hill 
exploration and development was under- Pty. Co. Ltd. (BHP) produced ore from the 
taken at the mine by CRA ina joint venture Middleback Ranges for steel plants in Why- 
with the consortium. alla, South Australia, and in New South 

Gold from domestic mines accounted for Wales, Newcastle, and Port Kembla. In a 
about 75% of Australia’s output in 1981 and relatively small project, the iron ore at 
refined gold produced from imported crude Savage River, Tasmania, was slurried and 
bullion and domestic and imported scrap pumped to a pelletizing plant at Port Latta 
accounted for the remainder. The Perth for shipment to Japan. 
Mint which refines crude gold bullion from Continuing depression in the world steel 
mines in Western Australia and the North- industry was reflected in a drop of 26% in 
ern Territory, as well as bullion and scrap Hamersley’s iron ore production. Sales to 
from overseas, was the largest domestic Japan decreased significantly and actual 
refinery of gold. Other gold refiners were shipments represented only 66% of the 
Matthey Garrett Ltd. in Sydney, and Engel- minimum-base contractual tonnages. The 
hard Industries Ltd. in Melbourne. Most of European Economic Community shipments 
the crude bullion from Fiji and Papua New also declined, but sales to Asian markets, 
Guinea was refined by Matthey Garrett. other than Japan, were generally in accord- 
Base metal refineries were the other ance with long-term contracts. 
sources of refined gold. In 1981, the Electro- The salable production from the Tom 
lytic Refining and Smelting Co. recovered Price and Paraburdoo Mines was 29.2 mil- 
about 13,000 troy ounces of gold from tank- lion tons compared with 39.5 million tons in 
house sludges resulting from electrolytic 1980. The reduction was due primarily to a 
refining of copper at Port Kembla, and  union-called strike at the mines. Operation- 
Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pty., Ltd. al performance of both mines and crushing 
(BHAS), recovered about 8,000 troy ounces and screening plants was satisfactory when 
from lead concentrates refined at Port not impacted by strikes and industrial limi- 
Pirie, South Australia. tations. 

Iron and Steel.—In 1981, demand for Mount Newman operated at the reduced
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rate of that of 1980. Sales totaled 27.7 million tons shipped to Australian ports for 
million tons consisting of about equal quan- domestic consumption and 2.7 million tons 
tities of lump ore and fines. The principal delivered to Europe. 
market for ore produced by Mount Newman The principal Australian iron ore produc- 
was the Far East, which received 19.3 mil- ers and their output in 1981 were as follows, 
lion tons. The remainder consisted of 5.7 in thousand tons: 

Table 5.—Australia: Major iron ore production, by company 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Company Location Products __ Output 
1980 1981 

Hamersley Iron Pty. Ltd _______ South Australia ___ _ Lump and pellets ___ ™39,439 29,219 
Mount Newman Mining Co. Pty. Ltd Western Australia_ _ _ Lump __________ 27,679 27,753 
Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd__-_____ South Australia ____ Lump and pellets ___ 4,528 3,200 
Do. Le Western Australia_ _ _ Lump __________ F2.500 2,720 

Goldsworthy Mining Ltd _______ __.-do________= ~_--do_________ 5,991 6,294 

"Revised. 

Australian reserves of iron ore were esti- lar measures were being undertaken at 
mated at 35 billion tons consisting of 25 Newcastle. At BHP’s three steelmaking 
billion tons of hematite with 54% or more centers, projects to make more efficient use 

iron content and 10 billion tons of limonite of gases generated in the plant were intro- 
with 50% or more iron content. Most of duced to reduce purchases of energy from 
Australia’s reserves occur in the Pilbara other sources. The most important project 
region, which accounted for over 90% of the involved the recovery of gas from the basic 
production in 1981. New mines in the region oxygen steelmaking furnaces at Port Kem- 
are being planned since iron ore prices have _ bla. 
risen. Australian iron ore exporters and Lead and Zinc.—Lead production declin- 
Japanese steelmakers concluded negotia- ed in 1981 as a result of curtailment in 
tions early in 1981 on prices of iron ore for production during the first quarter by a 3- 
delivery in the 12 months from April 1981. week strike at the three major Broken Hill 
Japanese sources reported that prices of mines. Output from Mount Isa and Cobar 
high-grade fines had been increased by _ was also slightly affected by industrial ac- 
7.6% and prices of high-grade lump ore had _ tion in early 1981. Production of lead bul- 
been increased by 9.6%. © lion was slightly above the 1980 level de- 
BHP remained the only steel producer in spite the shortage of feedstock in the first 

Australia with plants at Newcastle and quarter. Production of primary refined lead 
Port Kembla in New South Wales, at Why- by BHAS at Port Pirie was 4% higher than 
alla in South Australia, and at Kwinana in that of 1980. Production of secondary re- 
Western Australia. Steel production was _ fined lead remained at about the 1980 level. 
also adversely affected by industrial dis- Mine production of zinc was also affected 
putes as well as reduced iron availability by industrial stoppage at Broken Hill and 
but, nevertheless, increased by 1% to 7.83 Mount Isa, but showed a 2% increase over 

million tons. Total capacity was about 9 that of 1980. All refineries continued to 
million tons per year. Despite idle capacity, operate at near capacity throughout the 
BHP was expanding capacity to meet future year producing slightly less refined zinc 
market estimates. than that of 1980. Exports of zinc concen- 

During the year, some significant devel- trates dropped slightly during the year but 
-opments in energy conservation and oil were still at relatively high levels reflecting 
substitution were continued and additional to some extent the continuing worldwide 
energy-savings projects were initiated. shortage. The shortage was exacerbated by 
These included the injection of powdered the high incidence of strikes at zinc mines 
coal into blast furnaces and firing an oil- in the United States and Ireland. Exports of 
coal slurry in the Port Kembla open-hearth _ refined zinc were considerably below that of 
furnaces. A reduction in the use of heavy 1981 owing to continuing depressed econo- 
fuel oil was achieved at Port Kembla by the mies in the Western World with the associ- 
increased substitution of natural gas; simi- ated drop in demand.
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MIM was Australia’s largest single pro- reduction in the grades of ore mined. The 
ducer of lead and zinc. In 1981, 2.4 million first phase of a program to permit mining of 
tons of lead-zinc ore was mined in 1981 large quantities of lower grade ore bodies at 
containing 6.2% lead and 6.0% zinc. Mining NBHC was completed. Although 1982 could 
was concentrated between the 13 level (670 result in an increase in tonnage mined at 
meters) and 15 level (730 meters). The NBHC, the increase will be offset by reduc- 
Mount Isa mining methods of cut and fill ed average grades. 
and open stoping were modified to achieve The Woodlawn Mine joint venture, con- 
greater ore recovery and better utilization sisting of CRA, and St. Joe Minerals Corp. 
of workers and equipment. Drilling of the and Phelps Dodge Corp. of the United 
lead-zinc mineralized area continued in the States, increased its zinc-concentrate pro- 

northern part of the Mount Isa Mine duction, but lead-concentrate production de- . 
throughout 1981. clined reflecting a lower lead-head grade. 

Considerable preproduction and construc- The quality of the lead concentrate was 
tion work was done at the Mount Isa Mine improved because of an additional flotation 
in preparation for lead production to be stage. Mining output increased following 
increased by 20% to 180,000 tons annually the introduction of a 7-day workweek and 

by 1982 with commensurate increases in improvements in drilling and blasting effi- 
zinc and silver output. Modernization of the _ ciencies. 
silver-lead-zinc concentrator was completed The BHAS refinery operated at near 
during the year. A new heavy medium capacity in 1981, mainly as a result of 
plant and associated facilities were under refining the major portion of lead bullion 
construction at yearend. The plant will produced by Sulphide Corp. Pty. Ltd.’s Im- 
pretreat the ore by rejecting a large propor- perial smelting furnace. Concentrate deliv- 
tion of waste material before it reaches the eries from Broken Hill were in short supply 
main concentrator. The overall cost of the in the first half of 1981 owing to industrial 
modernization and expansion was estimat- problems at the mines. Additional concen- 
ed at $60 million. | trates were acquired from overseas suppli- 

The Teutonic Bore zinc-silver-copper proj- ers to maintain production levels. The 
ect, 80 kilometers south of Agnew, Western BHAS lead production totaled 224,696 tons 

Australia, was officially opened in June during the year compared with 215,919 tons 
1981. Contractors were undertaking the in 1980. Zinc production in 1981 was 40,712 
open pit mining operation, which was ex- tons compared with 39,826 tons in 1980. 
pected to produce 300,000 tons of ore annu- EZ Industries Ltd. operated two mines— 
ally. Underground mining is expected to Rosebery and Hercules—both located in 
start by 1985. Concentrate produced on site Tasmania. These were zinc-lead-copper de- 
was being trucked to Leonora, Western posits in association with gold, silver, and 
Australia, and hauled by rail to the Port of pyrite. EZ Industries also treated ore from 
Esperance for delivery to customers. The Aberfoyle Ltd.’s new mine at Que River, 
project is owned by Seltrust Mining Corp. Tasmania. Total ore milled came to 540,000 
Ltd., 60%, and MIM, 40%. __. tons producing 96,200 tons of zinc concen- 

In 1981, mine output by Australian Min- trate, 18,300 tons of lead concentrate, and 

ing & Smelting Ltd. and two subsidiaries— 22,700 tons of copper concentrate together 
Zinc Corp. Ltd. and New Broken Hill Con- with some gold and silver. 
solidated Ltd. (NBHC)—decreased from the The principal lead and zinc companies 
1980 level. The reduction resulted from and the quantities produced during 1980-81 
industrial action during the 1981 Mines’ were as follows: 
Industrial Agreement negotiations and a 

Table 6.—Australia: Lead-zinc production, by company 

(Metric tons) 

Co 1980" 1981 
mpany Lead Zinc Lead Zinc 

North Broken Hill Ltd. .~._____________-_--_-___-- 50,150 40,600 46,000 36,500 
Zinc Corp. Ltd __ ___________--__--------------- 75,800 75,750 59,400 52,500 
New Broken Hill Consolidated Ltd_ ___-_________-_--_-- 71,850 124,400 63,600 112,500 
Mount Isa Mines Ltd_____________________-.--_- 163,000 105,000 144,000 99,000 
Electrolytic Zinc Co. of Australasia Ltd. (Read-Rosebery) — - — — - 15,500 54,270 19,400 53,000 

"Revised.
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Manganese Ore.—The Groote Eylandt trust Mining Corp. and MIM, and of nickel 
open pit manganese mine located on an_ in ore at Greenvale owned by Queensland 
island in the Gulf of Carpentaria accounted Nickel Pty. Ltd. Sulfide-based mines in 
for virtually all of Australia’s manganese Western Australia accounted for 60% of 
production. Manganese ore production in production with the remainder coming from 
1981 by Groote Eylandt Mining Co. Pty. the Greenvale lateritic mine in Queensland. 
Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of BHP, At the end of 1981, the Kambalda Mine at 
decreased by 28%. BHP announced in Octo- Kalgoorlie was still the principal nickel 
ber that production was to be scaled down producer accounting for more than 55% of 
by about 30% because of depressed demand. the Australian production. The Greenvale 
However, by yearend the production rate at operation in Queensland was the next larg- 
the mine had been reduced to about one- est followed by the Nepean and Agnew 
third capacity, in line with decreased con- Mines in Western Australia, which together 
sumer requirements. Plans being consid- produced less than 10% of the Australian 
ered for the expansion of production capaci- total. In 1981, WMC treated 1.4 million tons | 
ty to about 3 million tons annually were of ore from its Kambalda operations and 
deferred because of the deterioration in produced 344,800 tons of concentrate con- 
market prospects. An expansion in produc-_ taining 36,670 tons of nickel. Nickel mining 
tion capacity by 130,000 tons annually to and processing in Western Australia was 
about 2.4 million tons was completed with WMC’s main income-producing activity. 
the installation of a dense-medium-fines The operations comprise nine underground 
beneficiation plant. The plant cost $14 mil- mines and a concentrator at Kambalda, a 
lion and produced marketable-grade fines nickel smelter at Kalgoorlie, and a nickel 
from lower grade fines previously discarded refinery at Kwinana. Late in the year, 
from the fines treatment plant of the WMC started production again from the 
Groote Eylandt concentrator. | Windarra project. The amount of ore treat- 

Exports of manganese ore decreased to ed came to 31,400 tons at a head grade of 
901,000 tons in 1981 and shipments to all 1.63% nickel. os 
major markets including Japan, Europe, The Agnew project expanded its ore pro- 
the Republic of Korea, and the United duction during the year although lower 
States decreased significantly. Exports of grades than expected were found. Metallur- 
ferromanganese decreased from 23,200 tons gical problems also reduced the metal out- 
valued at $6.3 million in 1980 to about put. The concentrate was sent to WMC’s 

17,500 tons valued at $5.0 million in 1981. Kalgoorlie smelter and the matte, contain- 

Major markets in 1981 were the United ing 73% nickel, was sold to AMAX Nickel, 

States, Indonesia, Qatar, and Thailand. Inc., in the United States under a long-term 

Australian manganese reserves were esti- contract. In 1981, about 605,000 tons of ore 

mated at about 889 million tons in 1981; the was mined to produce 14,256 tons of nickel 

main part was on Groote Eylandt. The matte. | 
remainder was located principally in the Mining and refining of nickel was con- 
east Pilbara and Peak Hill regions of West- ducted in Queensland by a joint venture of 
ern Australia, and at Pernatty Lagoon in Metals Exploration Ltd. and Freeport of 
South Australia. Known deposits in the Australia Inc. An ore body at Greenvale, 
Northern Territory were subeconomic. 175 kilometers west of Townsville, contain- 

Large secondary enrichment deposits along ing about 1.57% nickel and 0.12% copper 
the outcrop of Marra Mamba iron forma- was mined by open cut and the ore taken by 
tion in the Pilbara were being evaluated. rail to a refinery at Yabulu near Townsville 
These deposits are low in silica and consist for treatment. The operation was severely 
of about equal proportions of high-grade hit by the increase in the price of fuel oil 
ore, 40% manganese, and lower grade ores and has been converted to coal firing. The 
suitable for beneficiation. depressed market for nickel resulted in a 

Nickel.—Although the demand for nickel loss of nearly $13 million for the 6 months 
remained at a reduced level, Australia’s ending December 1981. 
mine production showed an increase over Metals Exploration and Freeport also op- 
the 1980 output. An increase in output at erate a nickel mine at Nepean. The ore was 
Kambalda by WMC and a resumption of concentrated at WMC’s mill at Kambalda. 
nickel production at Mount Windarra and The output of contained nickel for the 6 
Shell Co. of Australia Ltd. offset decreased months ending in December 1981 was 1,601 

output of nickel at Agnew, owned by Sel- tons.
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Australia’s identified nickel resources ginally higher than that of 1980. The ton- 
calculated in 1980 by the Bureau of Mineral nage of ore mined was substantially less 
Resources (BMR) came to 458.6 million tons than in the previous period, mainly owing 
of sulfide ore and 155 million tons of later- to strikes by workers. 
itic ore. WMC’s proved and inferred re- About 80% of all silver exported in 1981 
serves of sulfide ore came to 24 million tons was contained in lead bullion; lead, zinc, 
at a grade of 2.5% nickel plus 4.2 million and copper concentrates; blister copper; and 
tons of 3.78% nickel at the Carnilya Hill various slags, mattes, and residues. 

prospect which was 56% owned by WMC. Principal producers of silver and output 
Silver.—Most silver was produced as a_ in thousand troy ounces during 1980-81 

byproduct of lead-zinc mining with gold and _ were as follows: 
gold-copper mining making a contribution. 
Total silver production in 1981 was about _ «a. Maiar «i 
12% below the 1980 output. More than 85% eae eduction: Beemer silver 
of the output came from mines in Mount Isa (Thousan i troy ounces) 
and Broken Hill. Silver was also produced 

| as a byproduct of copper mining at Tennant Company 1980 1981 

Creek, Mount Morgan, Cobar, Woodlawn, Electrolytic Zinc Co. of Australasia 
and Mount Lyell. Ltd_...... 2.168 1,930 
MIM remained Australia’s largest pro- MountIsaMinesLtd__________ 14,592 11,768 

ducer of silver. In 1981, about 2.47 million NewBroken Hill Consolidated Ltd-- 17741887 
tons of lead-zinc ore averaging 5.0 troy  4ZinceCorp. Ltd _-_____-______ 1,650 1,410 
ounces of silver per ton was treated to | 
produce 11.8 million troy ounces of silver in Tin.—In 1981, mine production of tin-in- 

concentrates. About 87% of the silver was concentrates increased 13% resulting large- 
recovered from lead concentrates, and the ly from Renison Ltd. reaching full produc- 

remainder from zinc and copper concen- tion capacity following completion of its 
trates. The lead concentrates were smelted expansion program. However, production of 
to lead bullion at Mount Isa and exported to primary refined tin declined 18% as de- 

the company’s lead refinery at Northfleet, and for primary tin for use in tin plate fell 
the United Kingdom, where the silver met- again. Australia ranks high in the Western 
al was recovered. Over 70% of the zinc World as a producer of tin-in-concentrates, 
concentrate was exported, and the remain- and about one-half of the production was 
der was shipped to the zinc refinery at exported. 
Risdon, Tasmania. Silver in copper and lead Renison Ltd. in Western Tasmania, own- 

residues from the electrolytic tankhouse ed by Renison Goldfields Consolidated Ltd., 
slimes from the Townsville copper refinery _ is the world’s largest underground tin mine 
were either recovered by the Electrolytic and Australia’s largest tin producer. In 
Refining and Smelting Co. or exported. 1981, the company treated 656,400 tons of 

The Broken Hill area remained Austral- ore with an average head-grade of 1.20% tin 
ia’s second largest source of silver in 1981. and _ recovered 5,546 tons of tin-in-con- 
Production of silver from the lead-zinc con- centrates. The mill recovery of tin metal 

centrates in 1981 by several companies jn concentrates was about 74%. Renison 
declined because of industrial action anda completed expansion of milling capacity to 
lower overall grade of ore mined. The grade 850,000 tons annually and was in the final 
of ore treated contained 5.8 troy ounces of phase of commissioning the plant. Follow- 

silver per ton compared with 6.3 troy ounces ing successful matte-fuming trials on low- 
per ton in 1980. Most of the silver produced grade material, a detailed engineering 

at Broken Hill was contained in lead con- study continued to assess the feasibility of a 
centrates that were treated at the BHAS fuming plant. Renison’s combined proved 
smelting and refining plant at Port Pirie. and probable ore reserves were estimated at 

EZ Co. produces silver as a byproduct of about 1.3 billion tons in 1981, but the tin 

copper-lead-zinc mining at Rosebery. In grade dropped from 1.13% to 1.12%. The 
1981, the company treated about 515,680 increase in tonnage and reduction in grade 
tons of ore from the Hercules and Rosebery was largely a result of adding several mil- 
Mines. The Farrell Mine remained on main- _ lion tons of lower grade ore to the reserves. 
tenance status. The average silver grade Aberfoyle Ltd., Australia’s second largest 
of the complex copper-lead-silver-gold ore tin mining group, operated the Cleveland 
treated was 3.8 troy ounces per ton, mar-_ tin mine at Luina, Tasmania, and the Ard-
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lethan Mine in New South Wales. The _ record level of 1980. Despite the availability 
company has disposed of its unprofitable of about 200,000 tons of zircon from other 
Aberfoyle and Storeys Creek operation to sources in 1981, world prices of zircon ad- 
Forestwood Australia Ltd. Forestwood vanced. This increase resulted in a relative 
spent $2.2 million on rehabilitating the increase in the importance of zircon as a 
mine and then decided it could not be revenue earner in the mineral sand indus- 
profitably operated and the mine was clos-___ try on the west coast where the zircon-rutile 
ed. Aberfoyle’s production figures for 1981 output ratio is about 3:1 compared with the 
were 1,430 tons of tin-in-concentrates from east coast where the ratio is about 1:1. 

Ardlethan and 578 tons of tin-in-concen- World demand for rare-earth oxides firm- 
trates from Cleveland. The company con-_ ed with a market shift toward metallurgical 
structed an experimental matte-fuming applications, particularly in the use of rare- 
plant at Kalgoorlie to develop a method of earth oxides in high-strength, low-alloy 
treating fine-grain ore in its deposits near steels. Australia’s output was maintained at 
Zeehan, Tasmania. about the 1981 level, of which almost 95% 

Greenbushes Tin NL continued to operate was recovered as a byproduct of mineral 
its new electric arc furnace at its plant sand operations in Western Australia. Re- 
south of Perth, Western Australia, treating newed interest has also been shown in 
its tin concentrates and some from the xenotimeand monazite concentrates as a 
Northern Territory. The smelter produces source of yttria for use in phosphorus for 
metallic tin- and tantalum-bearing slags. color television tubes. | 
Greenbushes has tantalite resources total- As in recent years, virtually all of the 
ing 21.8 million tons of ore assaying 0.11% rutile, zircon, and monazite output was 
tin and 0.044% tantalum over a deposit exported along with about 80% of the il- 
width of 14.7 meters. At present this is menite concentrates. The remainder of the 
augmented by 9.7 million tons of inferred ilmenite was consumed within Australia for 
ore assaying 0.15% tin and 0.06% tantalum. _ the production of titanium dioxide pigments 
In addition to production of primary refined and for the production of synthetic rutile. 
tin, the new smelter produced about 130 The principal destinations for the products 
tons of antimonial tin, 99.5% tin. were Japan, Western Europe, and the Unit- 

Associated Tin Smelters Pty. Ltd. (ATS) _ ed States. 
operating at Alexandria, New South Wales, For a number of years, Australia has 
was the other primary tin smelter. The dominated world production and exporta- 
smelter is owned equally by O. T. Lempriere tion of heavy mineral sands of rutile, ilmen- 
& Co. Ltd., Consolidated Tin Smelters (Aus- ite, zircon, and monazite. The deposits con- 

tralia) Pty. Ltd. and Australian Iron & sist of placer formations on present or 
Steel Pty. Ltd. Output of the smelter is ancient shore lines and are usually worked 
limited by the low average grade of concen-__ by dredging operations. 
trates currently available and its capacity The east coast deposits in New South 
of about 7,000 tons of refined tin. In 1981, Wales and Queensland still provide the 

production by ATS, affected by industrial bulk of the country’s output of rutile con- 
disputes, was 4,200 tons of primary refined centrates, but the new mines at Capel and 
tin. Plants in Sydney, Wollongong, and Eneabba in Western Australia were the 
Melbourne produced nearly 400 tons of country’s major suppliers of ilmenite, zir- 
secondary tin from tinplate scrap and plat- con, and monazite. On the east coast, Asso- 
ing wastes. ciated Minerals Consolidated Ltd., Consoli- 

Titanium and Zirconium.—In contrast to dated Rutile Ltd., Mineral Deposits Ltd., 
the high demand for titanium and zirconi- and Rutile & Zircon Mines Ltd. accounted 
um in 1980, indications of mineral oversup- for most of the output. On the west coast, 
ply developed in the latter part of 1981. The Allied Eneabba Pty. Ltd. and Westralian 
economic downturn in the United States Sands Ltd. supplied most of the output of 
and Europe during 1981 reduced demand mineral sands. 
for rutile, particularly in the pigment sec- Australia has considerable reserves of 
tion. In contrast, zircon recovered its com- mineral sands. According to the BMR 1981 

petitive position as a foundry sand and asa __ assessment, identified resources of ilmenite 
source of high-quality refractories. Al- total about 62 million tons. About one-third 
though domestic output was reduced in of these resources has too high a chromium 
1981, shipments of zircon concentrates from content or otherwise is not suitable for 
Australia were maintained nearly at the titanium oxide pigment production by the
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current sulfate process. Economically recov- Phosphate Rock.—Production of phos- 
erable reserves of other mineral sands in- phate rock from Phosphate Hill, about 65 
clude about 9 million tons of rutile, 14 kilometers south of Duchess, Queensland, 

million tons of zircon, and 384,000 tons of resumed in November 1981. Approximately 
monazite. According to recent forecasts, 32,000 tons of phosphate rock were produc- 
these reserves could maintain Australian ed from the operation, which had been on 
production at gradually declining levels un- maintenance status for almost 3 years. 
til the end of the century. BMR forecasts Western Mining Corp. Holdings Ltd., 
Australian ilmenite production slipping to through its 80.2% ownership of BH South 
1.2 million tons annually by 1990 and to Ltd., now effectively controls the Duchess 
900,000 tons by the year 2000, and a similar deposits. The company announced that pro- 

trend for rutile peaking in 1985 with duction of direct-shipping-grade rock (about 
295,000 tons and dropping to 150,000 tons by 31% P.O;) would resume at a rate of 200,000 
the end of the peneury. an expects zircon tons annually; at least 100,000 tons annual- 
production to begin declining in the next ly is committed to the Australian market. 
couple of years reaching 400,000 tons annu- At present, mining is taking place in the 

ally in 1985 and 330,000 tons in the year high-grade deposit areas where rock can be 
2000. BMR has also forecast a marked produced with a 30% P.O; content after 

upturn in the amount of mineral sands washing and screening. The bulk of the 
processed within Australia. In keeping with deposits are of lower grade rock and will 
its policies to encourage more domestic require upgrading onsite before it can be 
processing of local mineral production, the transported and marketed on an economic 
Australian Government has been cooperat- basis. The company has been actively 

ing with the state governments and the involved in testing various methods of up- 
mineral sands industry to study the possible grading rock and this work is to be intensi- 
creation of new industries using mineral fied with the intention of establishing an 

sands as a raw material. economic upgrading facility. Upgraded rock 
would be gradually phased into the market 

NONMETALS and become the main product in the future. 
Diamond.—CRA and its Ashton joint- The main markets for Australian rock 

venture associates have made significant we be Australian Pos phate erzer Aci. 
progress in the development of the Argyle Ufacturers and countries in Sout east Asia. 

diamond prospect in the Kimberly region of ene other two phosphate oxo ne ooend 
Western Australia. A wholly owned CRA (tries In the Uceanla area—iNauru an 
subsidiary, Argyle Diamond Mines Pty. Christmas Island—both face rapidly declin- 
Ltd., has been incorporated to be the man- ing reserves that are onpecten to be mined 
ager and operator on behalf of the joint out in a few years. In 1961, these countries 
ventures. In 1981, a total of 34,300 tons of were ine principal suppliers ef phosphate 
ore from kimberlite pipe AK-1 was treated roc ustralia and New Zealand. 
and 152,004 carats of diamonds recovered. An estimated 8,000 tons of phosphate 
This included diamonds liberated by rock was produced in South Australia in 
recrushing to a smaller size, some previous- 1981 but was unsuitable for superphosphate 
ly treated kimberlite samples, and also manufacture because of its high iron an 
processing some weathered kimberlite and aa content and was used directly as 
eroded country rock overlying AK-1. Struc- fertilizer. 
tural drilling indicated AK-1 to be a sub- Salt.—In 1981, export and production of 
stantial body of kimberlite in excess of 100 salt declined owing to a recession in the 
million tons. Two kimberlite types have chemical industry in Japan. Three com- 
been delineated—sandy and nonsandy— panies—Dampier Salt Ltd., Leslie Salt Co., 

with varying diamond grades and qualities. | and Shark Bay Salt Pty. Ltd. (all based in 
Work started in November on a definitive Western Australia)—produced more than 

feasibility study. This could result in a 80% of the total domestic output. Produc- 
decision by the joint ventures to constructa ers in South Australia, Victoria, and 
large-scale commercial plant. Engineering Queensland supplied the remainder. Pro- 
studies indicate a proposal for a plant with duction was by solar evaporation from sea- 
an initial capacity of approximately 2.25 water, saline lake water, and underground 
million tons annually. This would result in brines; salt was also harvested from dry 
production of approximately 20 million car- lake beds. Virtually the entire Western 
ats annually beginning in 1985. Australian output was exported mainly to
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Japan, while salt produced in Queensland, ~ Australia’s consumption of salt in 1981 
Victoria, and South Australia was generally was estimated at 950,000 tons, of which 
consumed locally. Less than 5% of Austral- about 680,000 tons was used by the chemical 
ia’s output was consumed as table salt. industry for producing sodium hydroxide 

Western Australia produced about 4.8 and sodium carbonate and 270,000 tons was 

million tons of salt in 1981 and exports used in industrial applications, in food proc- 
totaled 3.2 million tons. Dampier Salt, with essing, and in households. | 
operations at Dampier and Lake McLeod, Sulfur.—Australia has no known deposits 
was the principal producer supplying 3.3 of elemental sulfur, but pyrite was mined 
million tons. Production from the Dampier for its sulfur content at several locations. 

operation was 2.42 million tons with the About 95% of the sulfur was consumed in 
Lake McLeod Field producing 0.89 million the form of sulfuric acid to produce fertiliz- 

tons. The Lake McLeod Field returned to er, particularly superphosphate. Approxi- 
full operational capacity in early 1981 and mately 75% of the sulfuric acid production 
the first shipment from Cape Cuvier was was from imported brimstone, and 25% was 
made in March. This was after a 2-year from emissions of various indigenous metal 
closure in which the field was upgraded in sulfide smelters. Small quantities of ele- 

conjunction with the rebuilding of the ship- mental sulfur, 14,438 tons in 1981, some of 
loading facilities damaged by Cyclone Ha- Which was used for manufacturing acid, 
zel. Both production sites were seriously Were recovered from crude oil refineries. 

affected by interruptions due to industrial Sulfur was also obtained from petroleum 
activity during the second half of the year. by Petroleum Refineries (Australia) Pty. 
The industrial disputes affected the compa- Ltd. at Altona, Victoria, and Hallett’s Cove, 
ny’s operations and prevented shiploading South Australia; Shell Refining (Australia) 

from Dampier causing loss of sales. Dam- Pty. Ltd. at Clyde, New South Wales, and 
pier’s output comes from evaporation pans Geelong, Victoria; Australian Oil Refining 
at Lake McLeod, north of Carnarvon, where Pty. Ltd. at Kernell, New South Wales; and 

extensive reserves of evaporites occur in Amoco (Australia) Pty. Ltd. at Bulwer Is- 
brines over a 225,000-hectare area. - land, Queensland. The combined capacity of 

Cargill, Inc., formerly Leslie Salt Co., of the plants was up to 52,000 tons per year, 
Minneapolis, Minn., United States, produc- but the total output from petroleum in 1981 

ed 13 million tons of salt in 1981. The Was about 15,500 tons. 
company operated at full capacity after Only Electrolytic Zinc Co. of Australasia 

reconstruction of the concentrator system, Ltd., at Rosebery, and the Mount Lyell 
which was severely damaged as a result of Mining and Railway Co. Ltd. produced py- 
three cyclones in 1980. The damage sustain. ite for acid production as a byproduct of 
ed in the concentrator system disrupted the ase metal mining. Acid from this pyrite 
flow of brine to the crystallizer. The levees W@S Produced at Burnie, Tasmania, by 
and ponds were repaired in late 1980, and North-West Acid Pty. Ltd., in which the 
$3.8 million were spent in 1981 to add "Ing companies each have a one-half 
further clayfill to the levees. interest. The production by N orth-West 

Shark Bay Salt Pty. Ltd. produced about Acid totaled 275,000 tons of sulfuric acid in 
650,000 tons of salt from its Useless Loop 1981 compared with 273,018 tons in 1980. 

operation in 1981. The company has steadi- The new No. 6 acid plant was completed 
ly increased its production in recent years, during 1981. ; . 
mainly by improving brine flows within the Exploration continued on pyrite black 

pond system and enlarging stockpile areas. slate occurrences near Port Sorell and at 
Output from Shark Bay was exported to Dial Range, both located in Tasmania. Tin 
Japan, Kenya, Malaysia, the Philippines, a sits at Mount Bisc hoff and Renison 
and Taiwan. , also in Tasmania, are associated with 

Salt requirements for Australian indus- enormous deposits oO Dorite and pyrrhotite 
try were supplied mainly by producers in and were being investigated. 
Queensland, Victoria, and South Australia. 

The principal producer in South Australia MINERAL FUELS 
and Queensland was Imperial Chemical In- Coal.—Strong growth occurred through- 
dustries of Australia and New Zealand Ltd., out the coal industry in 1981 and record 
which operated solar evaporation projects. production, consumption, and export levels 
In Victoria, virtually all of the State’s were achieved. Most of the output was 
output was produced by Cheetham Salt Ltd. from deposits in the Sydney Basin of New
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South Wales, and in the Bowen Basin of mine from 8 to 5 million tons by 1985. The 
Queensland. There were smaller operations company also planned to develop two new 
in the Collie Field of Western Australia and underground mines in addition to its two 
in Tasmania. Subbituminous coal at Leigh existing underground mines. The company 
Creek in South Australia was mined for exported coal only to Japan but was exam- 
power generation use. ining the prospects in other markets, in- 

Domestic consumption rose slightly, but cluding the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, 
growth was restricted by engineering diffi- Europe, the United States, and the Pacific 
culties inc roetricity-generating equipment Basin. ve resources of black coal 
in New ut ales. thou consum onomic resources 0 ack COal reserves 

tion of coal in steelmaking rose, continued m Australia were OB ee tate nen ares 
recession in the steel industry restricted ns at yearen ; O » 90. 
growth in that area. "y billion tons was measured and 272 billion 
New South Wales coal production showed tons inferred. Reserves in New South Wales 

a record of 60.8 million tons or 19% more totaled 16.2 billion tons; in Queensland, 17.4 
than that of 1980. The coal production from _ Dillion tons; in Western Australia, 1.9 bil- 
underground mines came to 46.1 million lion tons; in South Australia, 720 million 
tons, up 25.5%, and from open pit mines, on and in Tasmania, 120 million tons. 
14.7 million tons, up 4.8%. New South Substantial deposits of coal have also been 
Wales coal exports, although hampered by élineated in areas not being mined, nota- 
lack of adequate ports and by industrial bly nt the Surat Basin, Queensland, at Lake 
disputes, came to 23.3 million tons or 1.6% Phillipson in, the Arckarin ga Basin, South 
more than that of 1980. Steam coal exports Australia, and in the Corrabin-Oalands Ba- 
rose by 8.6% to 9.8 million tons, but coking 5!" New South Wales. 
coal fell 2.3% to 14.4 million tons. Lignite—Victoria was the only State . that produced lignite in 1980. The major Queensland coal production in 1981 was d ‘ts in Victori in the Latrobe 
34.6 million tons, 21% more than that of Vetles 130 “000 kilome in the TO 
1980. At the end of 1981, coal was being won acy: to ometers southeast of 
from 23 open pit mines and 26 underground Melbourne, where the State Electricity Teo ie w projects to come rio +O Commission at Yallourn and Morwell pro- 
duction we, the soe, ‘t mines at German auced more than 95% of the State’s total 
ucwon were the open pit mines at German output. The remainder was produced by Creek and Yarrahee in central Queensland. privately owned mines at Anglesea and 

Development of new mines continued. A Bacchus Marsh. Output increased during 
new underground mine developed for the the year following the commissioning of an 
coking coal export trade was expected to additional dragline. Coal was won by large begin production in early 1982. Two open draglines with an excavating capacity of 
pit coking coal projects. were progressing 2,500 tons per hour. The Yallourn open pit 
and a third one was at an advanced stage produced at a rate of 16 million tons annu- 
of planning. A combined steam and cok- lly. Traditionally, production from Yal- 
ing coal mine was in the early develop- lourn has been used to produce a high-grade 
ment stage. The steam coal from this mine solid fuel in the form of briquets for domes- 
will augment power station supplies in the tic and industrial use. However, briquets 
State while coking coal will be exported. were also used for the production of high- 
The upsurge in surface mining began in grade char, gas, liquid-fuel products, and 
Queensland in one early | oon ven other chemical industry feedstock. 

velopment Co., own 2% by Several governments and private compa- 
International, Inc., of the United States and nies contitned research on methods of oro. 
10.8% by Utah Mining Australia Ltd., start- ducing oil from coal. Japanese interests 
ed coal production. The company operated were reported to be willing to establish a 
three open pit coal mines on the western demonstration plant for conversion of Vic- 
side of the Bowen Basin at Goonyella, Peak torian lignite into solvent-refined coal suit- 
Downs, and Saraji in the Mackay coal able for steelmaking. Establishment of a 
mining district, producing over 60% of full-scale plant was proposed if the demon- 
Queensland’s coal output, most of which stration proves successful. 
was exported. In 1981, brown coal reserves were esti- 

Another Queensland coal producer, mated at 106 billion tons, 39 billion tons 
Thiess Dampier Mitsui Coal Pty., Ltd., con- indicated and 67 billion tons inferred. Al- 
tinued a $25 million expansion program to though South Australia has some brown 
boost output at its Moura-Kianga surface coal deposits, Victoria accounted for all of
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Australia’s brown coal production and a 20-year period. This would be delivered to 
about 99% of the country’s reserves and customers in the southwest of the State 
resources. through a 1,300-kilometer pipeline from 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Production Dampier. Current estimates of the cost of 
of both crude oil and natural gas increased _ the project now range about $8 billion. 
compared with that of 1980. However, in- The exploration forecast for 1982 is very 
dustrial actions involving production, ship- optimistic with between 280 and 300 explo- 
ping, and refining resulted in some cut- ration wells planned. The budget for 
backs during the year. Production from onshore drilling total $450 million with 
Bass Strait of 133 million barrels was 98% $420 million for offshore exploration. Fif- 
of the indigenous production. The remain- teen drilling vessels and more than 40 land 
der came from Barrow Island, Western rigs would be used. 
Australia, and the nearly exhausted field at Uranium.—Production of U;O. in 1981 
Moonie, Queensland. Total oil production was almost double that of 1980 owing to 
represented about 67% of current domestic output from the new mine and concentrator 
requirements. With recent discoveries and at Ranger, Northern Territory, which be- 
revised estimates of reserves, it was esti- gan production in September. Mary Kath- 
mated that this degree of self-sufficiency leen Uranium Ltd. (MKU), Australia’s old- 
could be maintained until the mid-1980’s. est uranium mine, was nearing the end of 

Crude oil processed at Australian refin- its economic life. Exploration at the mine 
eries totaled about 216 million barrels in and in the surrounding district was not 
1981. Indigenous crude oil comprised over successful. WMC’s Yeelirrie deposit in 
65% of this total, the remainder was sup- Western Australia continued small-scale 

plied principally from the Middle East. mining of ore for use in a research plant at 
A total of 158 exploration wells were Kalgoorlie. WMC’s plant could begin pro- 

drilled, of which 128 were onshore. Of the duction of U;0s by 1986. 
onshore total, 75 were in Queensland, 22 in In 1981, MKU produced 824.7 tons of 

South Australia, and 31 in Western Aus- U;0Os, slightly less than the 835 tons pro- 
tralia. In addition, 80 development wells duced in 1980. Operations were affected by 

were drilled. A total of $480 million was abnormally heavy rainfall and by an indus- 
spent in 1981 on exploration and the overall trial stoppage in early 1981. The company 
success ratio for exploration wells was 1:4. announced that the mine would be closed in 
The Government plans to continue explora- September 1982 when the contracted ton- 
tion and expects to reverse the decline in nage of uranium oxide has been mined. 
indigenous crude oil resources that is pro- However, the treatment plant was expected 

| jected to occur in the mid-1980’s. to operate until December 1982 with some 
Australia’s massive North West Shelf U:0O, to be stockpiled to meet contract 

Natural Gas Development Project in West- deliveries that will extend until 1984. 
ern Australia continued to move ahead with Queensland Mines Ltd. (Nabarlek) pro- 
one platform scheduled for production in duced 1,426 tons of U;0s during 1981. The 
1984 and another in 1987. A consortium company has a contract with the Kyushu 
comprising BHP, Shell Oil Co., Woodside Electric Power Co. and the Shekoku Elec- 
Petroleum Co., British Petroleum Co., and tric Power Co., both of Japan, for the supply 
California Asiatic Oil Co. would begin ex- of U;O, during the next 10 years. The grade 
porting to Japan in 1986. The North West of ore is about 2% U;O. and was mined by 
Shelf project will produce gas and conden-_ open pit methods. The mill has a capacity of 
sate from the North Rankin Field, pipe it to 200 tons per day and the operation has a life 
shore, and process it into pipeline-quality of approximately 10 years. | 
gas, liquefied natural gas (LNG), and con- Energy Resources of Australia Ltd., 
densate suitable for markets in Australia Ranger, began production of U;O, during 
and abroad. In 1979, the Federal Govern- the year and output totaled 1,122.2 tons at 
ment approved the export of 55% of the yearend. Energy Resources of Australia has 
current estimated reserves from the project. a contract with the Swedish electric power 
Approximately 6.5 million tons of LNG utility, Oskarshamnsverkets Kraftgrupp 
could thus be exported annually over a 20- Aktiebolag, for the sale of 3.150 tons of U;0; 
year period. A contract was signed between _ over the period 1982-96. 
the consortium and the Western Australian Precontinental Mining Ltd., Jabiluka, 
State Energy Commission for the sale of up reached an agreement with the Northern 
to 375 million cubic feet of gas per day over Land Council concerning Aboriginal rights
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in early 1981. The company can now com- in the Northern Territory total 252,000 tons 
mit itself to the development of the mine U;O, comprising Jabiluka, 127,000 tons; 
and the sale of U;Os. Denison Mines Lid., Ranger, 100,000 tons; Koongarra, 15,000 
Koongarra, was going through environmen- _ tons; and Nabarlek, 10,000 tons. 
tal procedures, and the company was nego- §=9——_______ 
tiating with the Aboriginal landowners on *Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
terms and conditions of mining. Australian dolleee ($A) bo Uk aeons onvarted, from 

Measured reserves in four large deposits $A1.00=US$1.14.
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The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Austri ustria 

| By George A. Rabchevsky' 

Austria’s gross domestic product (GDP) were registered by the Véest-Alpine AG 
declined slightly in 1981 after expanding by (VA) steel enterprise, United Austrian Iron 
3.6% in 1980. A decline in private consump- and Steel Works Co., employing some 60,000 
tion and gross asset formation, coupled with workers. 
weaker export performance, caused the The state-owned enterprises, which have 
drop. previously contributed to Austrian employ- 

Of the 8 major industrial enterprises ment stability through job protection, were 
making up the state Osterreichische finally drained financially in 1981 and coin- 
Industrieverwaltungs AG (Austrian Indus- cidentally suffered technological setbacks. 
tries Management Co.), with a total of Major reorganizations of all industrial en- 
112,800 employees, only 2 showed a profitin terprises may thus be needed in the future 
1981. Most of the nationalized enterprises to slow down and if possible halt the seem- 
recorded a deficit for the first time in 1980 ingly irreversible bankruptcies. Such a reor- 
and showed an even higher deficit in 1981. ganization was proposed in 1970 by the 
The profits derived from Chemie-Linz Austrian Industries Management Co. and 
and the state-owned oil company, Oster- again in 1981 by its present director gener- 
reichische Mineralélverwaltungs AG _ al, Oscar Gruenwald. Doubt was expressed, 
(OMV), did not equal the losses sustained by however, that the State and Provincial 

the other state industries. In addition to governments would implement the unpopu- 
Chemie-Linz, capital investment was ur- lar measures required.” 
gently needed by the steel mills, the Blei- Because of the lackluster performance of 
berg lead and zinc mining company, andthe Austrian industry, the Austrian economy 
continually crisis-plagued nonferrous metal would have approached a state of collapse 
group of Vereinigte Metallwerke Ran- without the tourist industry. 
shofen-Berndorf. The poorest results in 1981 

PRODUCTION 

Austria is traditionally known for its ments. Basic refractories were among the 
production of iron ore, magnesite, salt, and principal industrial mineral exports in 

graphite, but in Europe, in 1981, it was also 1981. 

a significant producer of talc, olivine, gyp- Table 1 gives production of minerals and 
sum, calcium carbonate, silica sand, kaolin, metals in Austria for 1977-81. 

dolomite, and micaceous iron oxide pig- 
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Table 1.—Austria: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

cee OnnOnnEST TT ne 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 
SUTTON RR 

METALS . 

Aluminum metal: _ . 

Primary _______----~-------+----- 91,815 91,284 92,693 94,393 94,219 

Secondary______-~---------~------- 39,773 38,382 41,984 31,926 46,343 

Antimony, mine output, metal content of 
concentrate ______.-~~------------- 512 509 571 662 604 

Cadmium metal _______~~------------ 26 33 34 36 55 

Copper: 
Sinelter, secondary __—.._.----~------ 21,500 19,800 21,800 26,100 27,100 

—————————_—l—_mR[mDD22=—Rl=—m[—a[—>a>aaE—=—EeSES=ESE_ 

Refined: 
Primary®________------------- 9,707 11,485 8,812 8,788 8,395 

Secondary® _______------------ 22,000 20,000 24,000 22,498 20,000 

Total _.________---------- 31,707 31,485 32,812 31,286 28,395 

Germanium, metal content of concentrates 
kilograms_ _— 4,000 4,270 4,500 4,500 4,000 

Iron and steel: - 
Iron ore and concentrate: 

Gross weight _____-—-— thousand tons. _ 3,449 2,788 3,200 3,200 3,050 

Metal content ______-___--—.~do__-- 1,069 866 999 986 “970 

Metal: 
Pigiron _________--------do___- 2,965 3,077 3,702 3,485 3,477 

Ferroalloys, electric furnace _ — ~ _do_ _ ~~ 7 7 9 €g €g 

Crude steel __________-_--do___- 4,093 4,335 4,917 4,624 4,656 

Semimanufactures_ __—. ..---do__~- 3,348 3,724 3,992 3,818 3,673 

Lead: Do 
Mine output, metal content of concentrate _ _ _ 4,292 4,633 4,499 4,316 4,320 

eee 

Metal: . 
Smelter: 

Primary. _____-_----------- 6,315 5,772 5,981 5,418 3,343 

Secondary _...-_----------- 10,536 9,315 10,825 11,547 13,016 

Total... _-_-__--_-------- 16,851 15,087 16,806. 16,965 16,359 
. ——— 

Refined: : . 
Primary. —~___.~------~------- 8,400 7,100 ¥5,200 5,500 5,400 

Secondary ____._----~------- 10,700 10,500 17,700 12,400 11,000 

Total___________---__-- 19,100 17,600 r29900 ~=—Ss«i7,900 «=~ ~—Ss«16,400 
Manganese, Mn content of domestic iron ore _ _ - - 64,734 51,351 58,969 47,216 55,876 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content of 
Biomcentrate ~--------+- =~ ---- +--+ 1,116 1,179 1,496 1,495 1,434 

inc: 
Mine output, metal content of concentrate _ _ — 19,702 22,479 20,539 19,117 18,181 

Metal, refined .___-~--_------------- 16,744 21,655 23,238 — 22,102 22,674 

NONMETALS  _ 

Barite ___________--_---~---------- 192 242 305 249 _ 

Cement, hydraulic_______-—-— thousand tons_ _ 5,629 T5,880 5,611 5,455 5,288 

Clays: 
illite eee eee 464,888 395,103 379,042 504,812 331,448 

Kaolin: 
Crude______-_.-.~_----------+- 272,250 275,695 330,094 340,980 315,560 

Marketable ________-_-_--------- 74,147 77,000 78,553 83,882 *80,000 

Other ______-_____--------+---+-- 268,060 32,538 46,073 61,635 52,173 

Diatomite______________----------- 242 536 _- _- _- 

Feldspar, crude_ _____---~_---~-------- 3,645 2,886 6,594 10,946 10,357 

Graphite, crude ___________---------- 35,288 40,501 40,519 36,699 23,807 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude___.---~--~--- 809,101 765,965 798,108 833,417 833,417 

Lime _____________-_--_-- thousand tons__ 969 1,016 1,022 1,100 1,100 
Magnesite: 

Crude __-__________--_-----do__~_- 1,003 982 1,104 1,318 1,159 

Sintered or dead-burned ___—__——-do_~_ ~~ 372 421 423 427 361 

Caustic calcined _. _.._____----do___- 123 127 121 132 106 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _ — — — —- _do_ ~~ 465 470 520 490 500 

Pigments, mineral: Micaceous iron oxide ~~ — — — — 9,805 10,560 12,298 10,959 11,320 

Pumice(trass) _________------~---~--- 8,847 8,944 8,162 8,162 8,308 
oe  ooaaeOOOeeeeeoeleleleleeeee 

Salt: 
Rock ______._______-~- thousand tons_ — 1 1 1 1 1 

In brine: , 
Evaporated __________---~do___-_ 323 321 380 410 462 
Other______________~—--do___~_ "178 T188 247 261 264 

Total ___________----do___- 502 ™510 628 672 727 
—eeeeEoEoooooe——— 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Austria: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Sand and gravel: . 
Quartz sand__________-_ thousand tons_ _ 872 821 885 878 869 
Industrial sand________.______do____ NA NA NA NA NA 
Other sand and gravel __________do____ 8,329 10,791 9,900 9,229 9,413 

Total __-________________do____ 9,201 11,612 10,785 10,107 10,282 
Sodium compounds, n.e.s.:© 

Sodium carbonate, synthetic_ ______do____ 168 170 170 170 170 
Sodium sulfate, synthetic ________do___-_ 55 55 55 55 55 

Stone:3 
Dimension ______________-__do____ NA NA NA NA NA 
Quartz and quartzite ___________do____ 155 203 218 219 184 
Other, quarry and broken _____.__do___~— NA NA NA NA NA 

Total _._-.______~ ~~ -_.__do__._ NA 11,772 18,042 13,105 12,897 

Sulfur: EEE 
Byproduct: 

Of metallurgy... ~------_______ 7,774 8,836 9,644 8,731 9,133 
Of petroleum and natural gas ________.- 24,624 22,586 23,989 18,733 27,861 

From gypsum and anhydrite. __ ________~_ 26,776 26,775  — 27,102 23,836 25,143 

Total ______________ Lee 59,174 58,197 60,735 51,300 62,137 
Talc and soapstone ______________ ____ 103,743 106,848 116,420 116,708 116,425 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, brown, and lignite _____ thousand tons_ _ 3,127 3,076 2,741 2,865 3,061 
Coke _______ ~~ dow 1,458 1,484 1,686 1,689 1,606 
Gas, natural: 

Gross. _ __._.———_—-_- million cubic feet_ _ 84,502 85,247 81,647 67,211 50,730 
Marketed __________________do___~_ 772,580 71,856 68,790 55,443 ©50,000 

Oilshale.__§__§_____________.__ 2 420 970 1,160 950 “700 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____ — thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 12,462 12,486 12,039 10,290 9,324 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _._§_________.___do.___ 12,903 13,189 14,934 15,115 15,200 
Jet fuel_________________do___~_ 732 1,003 904 ——s_:1,058 *1,100 
Kerosine _._______________do____ 183 __ 84 35 °35 
Distillate fuel oi! _.....-_-___do____ 17,546 19,683 20,978 18,970 “19,000 
Residual fuel oi] _-________—_do___~_ 23,684 28,560 29,544 28,974 €29,000 

Lubricants_______________do____ 1,198 1,171 1,211 1,070 “1,100 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ ______do___ _ 1,414 1,416 T1844 1,757 “1,800 

Bitumen ____________-~.~-~-do___~_ 2,385 2,214 2,284 2,173 2,200 
Unspecified ______.______ do___~ 3,591 3,976 3,766 3,630 3,600 
Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 2,524 3,539 735 656 “650 

Total __________...-do____ 66,160 74,751 76,284 73,433 ©73,685 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 19, 1982. 
2Excluding clay sand. 
3Excluding stone used by the cement and iron and steel industries. 

TRADE 

Most of Austria’s raw ore requirements ing services continued to be major contribu- 
were imported in 1981, including the miner- _ tions to the balance of payments. 
al fuels, except lignite and some nonmetals. Tables 2 and 3 report the mineral trade of 
The processing of ores, the manufacturing Austria for 1979 and 1980, the latest years 
of finished products, and mining engineer- for which official data were available.
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Table 2.—Austria: Exports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite___________~________ 27 92 _- All to West Germany. 
Oxides and hydroxides including 

artificial corundum __________ 47,421 55,719 1,736 Romania 12,262; Poland 11,472; Italy 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______.-~-_______ 38,864 32,736 _- Italy 20,434; West Germany 12,133. 

. Unwrought______________ 10,306 9,797 —_ West Germany 6,176; Bulgaria 1,326. 
Semimanufactures _________ 72,425 63,564 1,917 West Germany 14,304; Switzerland 

4,540; France 3,462. 
Antimony ore and concentrate___ __ _ _ 493 291 NA NA. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, 

all forms____...-..__.--____ 25 31 — Czechoslovakia 20. 
Chromium: 

Chromite_________________- 1,028 291 _- West Germany 274. 
Oxides ___-- -§______________ 1 27 __ U.S.S.R. 17. 

Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum 
metal including alloys, all forms —__ _ 15 10 NA NA. 

Copper: 
re and concentrate___________ 116 4 NA NA. 

Sulfate___________________ 864 67 __ Italy 66. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ~~~ ~~ ________ 3,242 3,713 _- West Germany 2,194; Switzerland 
1. 

Unwrought______________ 20,142 19,340 _- Italy 9,256; West Germany 6,438. 
Semimanufactures _________ 15,470 15,041 11 Italy 3,581; West Germany 2,754; 

France 1,844. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought __ _ troy ounces_ _ 24,274 22,763 _- West Germany 13,921. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate, except roasted 
pyrite __-________________ 2 118 _- West Germany 102. 

Metal: 
Scrap __. ~~~ ~~ ee 13,904 12,721 —_ Italy 7,847; Switzerland 3,047. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar 

materials _____________ 12,848 12,235 NA NA. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 506,501 408,539 3,737 West Germany 222,979; Italy 78,265; 

Yugoslavia 50,331. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 366,715 378,006 3,959 West Germany 102,707; Italy 95,939; 

Switzerland 44,856. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

thousand tons_ _ 1,172 1,148 4 U.S.S.R. 393; West Germany 310; 
Italy 111; Yugoslavia 60. 

Hoop and strip_________ 105,488 93,082 179 West Germany 23,182; Switzerland 
15,882; Syria 8,628. 

Rails and accessories _ __ _ — 118,877 84,840 _- Switzerland 27,937; Yugoslavia 
19,120; Uruguay 12,357. 

Wire _______________ 65,993 61,115 42 West Germany 20,908; Italy 11,034; 
Switzerland 6,341. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 194,084 205,051 134 West Germany 44,805; Sweden 
23,393; United Kingdom 22,892. 

Castings and forgings, rough 12,744 14,945 781 West Germany 4,357; Switzerland 
2,523; Italy 1,722. 

Lead metal including alloys, 
all forms_____~_~~_~§_____~______ 492 394 —_ West Germany 379. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, 
ali forms_______§____ 22 ___ 694 805 _- West Germany 384; Italy 299. 

Manganese oxides ______________ 58 14 NA NA. 
Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks_ _ 438 151 _. West Germany 70; Netherlands 38. . 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, 

all forms____~______~_________ 1,101 1,017 NA NA. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 5,755 10,288 _- West Germany 5,626; Romania 1,993. 

Silver metal including alloys: 
Bullion___ thousand troy ounces__ 1,523 877 __ West Germany 524; Switzerland 311. 
Other (powder) _________do____ 3 28 __ West Germany 21; Switzerland 6. 
Partly wrought __________do____ 1,112 531 -- Yugoslavia 438. 

Tin metal including alloys, 
all forms____§_§_§_~_§_~§__ 96 30 __ West Germany 23. 

Titanium oxides ___§____________ 37 29 _— Iran 22. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 25 __ 
zi Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 848 1,111 NA NA. 

inc: 
Oxides ___§_§_§______ Le 636 616 _— Hungary 592. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 1,339 2,429 _- Yugoslavia 1,171; Czechoslovakia 850. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Austria: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates__________ 54 134 __ West Germany 66; Italy 40. 
Ash and residue contzining non- 

ferrous metals _____________ 68,290 73,724 _— Italy 54,806; West Germany 14,145. 
Waste and sweepings of precious 

metals including old metals 
kilograms_ _ 40,698 44,543 _ West Germany 44,199. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ____ _ 1,044 733 __ Italy 525; West Germany 142. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 2,975 609 __ Italy 230; West Germany 191; United 

Kingdom 105. . 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _--2- Ml 11 NA NA. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _______ 12,792 14,032 29 West Germany 2,141; Italy 1,611; 
France 1,140. 

Dust and powder of semiprecious 
stones including diamonds 

value_ _ $1,271 $8,656 NA NA. 
Asbestos, crude___ = 5 »§ 2» 5 5 2 4 NA NA. 
Cement______~_~______________ 20,631 32,632 _- West Germany 23,982; Yugoslavia 

491. - 
Chalk. ~~ ~§ - 2 5 ee Le 3,406 2,495 _— Hungary 1,831; Italy 249. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Kaolin (china clay) __________ 25,269 29,075 _- Hungary 13,201; Italy 12,561. 
Other _____ 2 __~_____ 155 1,365 __ Hungary 1,144. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _~_-__§_§_~ ~~ _ Le 172,887 188,414 — Romania 7,676; Czechoslovakia 2,205. 
Nonrefractory ______.~_____ 85,589 79,908 __ West Germany 74,384. 

Diamond: 
Industrial ~~~. __~value__ $38,674 $11,284 NA NA. 

em: 
Crude__________._do____ $35,907 $59,823 a All to Switzerland. . 
Worked_________~_ carats__ 5,00 25,000 — West Germany 15,000. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 1,031 1,135 _- Yugoslavia 970; Czechoslovakia 83. 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured, 

phosphatic _________________ 15,077 10,058 _— Hungary 10,056. 
Graphite, natural ______________ 17,870 16,576 __ Poland 9,050; West Germany 4,610; 

East Germany 741. 
Gypsum and plasters ___________ _ 250,801 136,888 _— West Germany 108,848. 
Lime __~_ 1,424 1,404 _— West Germany 1,104. 
Magnesite___________________ 112,021 187,836 — West Germany 40,348; Poland 32,546; 

Hungary 13,340. 
Mica, all forms ___~_~§_§_-§_§_~________ 312 365 __ Greece 155; Czechoslovakia 33. 
Pigments, mineral including processed 

iron oxides ______________L__ 7,788 © 6,301 71 West Germany 2,338; Netherlands 
940; United Kingdom 91. 

Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Crude, other than diamond 

thousand carats_ _ 5,355 3,200 NA West Germany 1,030; Italy 1,020. 
Manufactured including diamond 

do_ _ __ 9,600 7,465 1,870 West Germany 725; Switzerland 695. 
Pyrite _-___________ 98 19 NA NA. 
Salt ~~ 90 153 _— Italy 140. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ____§_~§_________ 30 3 NA NA. 
Soda ash __________________ 2,665 471 _- Yugoslavia 297; Hungary 146. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
Calcareous including marble 

and limestone ________ 75,222 105,549 — West Germany 100,598; Switzerland 
842, 

Slate_______________ 21 46 NA NA. 
Other _____________- 44,95) 47,771 _- West Germany 47,273. 

Worked: 
Paving stone and flagstone_ _ 25,429 20,864 _- West Germany 12,203; Switzerland 

Slate_____._________ 46 59 NA NA. 
Other ______________ 2,334 2,379 157 West Germany 1,895. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ _ 10,597 6,865 _— West Germany 4,652. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 486,511 441,312 _. West, Germany 218,256; Switzerland 

214,614. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Austria: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a NTN ee er ene enn ee eee eee TN Te 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 TVWintted 
mmo United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Limestone, except dimension_ _ — _ _ — 48 469 —_ West Germany 442. 
Quartz and quartzite__________-_ 93 57 NA NA. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ __ 160,860 149,885 _- West Germany 88,009; Switzerland 

,094. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum _________~~~~- 12,074 5,486 _- Yugoslavia 3,005; Italy 2,227. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 98,139 97,760 _— West Germany 52,481; Italy 14,059. 
Other: 

Crude_______~__________--- 4,905 4,914 54 West Germany 3,692; Italy 412. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing ____________~ 42,395 174,295 —_ Yugoslavia 92,348; West Germany 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of a 
strontium, barium, magnesium 

kilograms_ _ 100 300 NA NA. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ ____-_ 72 134 —_ West Germany 100. 
Carbon black and gas carbon___ ___ ~~ 13 203 _- West Germany 199. 
Coal: 

. Anthracite and bituminous coal 
including briquets____..__~~~- 97 98 NA NA. 

Lignite and lignite briquets_ _ _ _ — _ — 11,581 24,071 _- West Germany 23,984. 
Coke and semicoke__________-~--_- 12,090 1,655 _.  WestGermany 905; Italy 464. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

thousand cubic feet_ _ 68,216 138,596 _- Hungary 81,354; Czechoslovakia 
19,896; Yugoslavia 12,912. 

Peat including briquets and litter ___ __ 290 836 _- West Germany 4993; Italy 342. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline, aviation and motor 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 126 51 _— Switzerland 33; Yugoslavia 18. 

Kerosine and jet fuel. __ _ . .do__ __ (1) 1 — NA. 
Distillate fuel oi] _____..do___~_ 3 2 _— Czechoslovakia 1. 
Residual fuel oil _._____-—do___~— 5 1 a NA. 
Lubricants_____....___do____ 551 445 _- Czechoslovakia 190; Yugoslavia 86; 

Poland 82. 
Mineral jelly and wax _____do___~_ 188 175 _- Netherlands 117; West Germany 37. 
Liquefied petroleum gas ———do____ 484 673 _- Italy 502; Czechoslovakia 41. 
Other_______________do____ 64 100 __ Yugoslavia 50; Poland 21. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ - 17,282 18,108 _- West Germany 11,903. 

FRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Tinted 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite. _§_$_§___§__~ ~~ ____ ee 40,231 41,706 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________ — 203,507 237,761 NA West Germany 9,258; France 1,532. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 44,137 52,632 NA NA. 
Unwrought______________ 30,663 35,182 353 West Germany 17,590; Norway 5,216; 

Hungary 3,590. 
Semimanufactures ________-~ 36,294 38,947 118 West Germany 20,879; Switzerland 

5,864. 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 351 467 25 Canada 345. 
Sulfide ___$_-§_~§_~_____________ 20 — 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 56 63 __ Belgium 48. 

Arsenic trioxide, pentoxide, acids _ ____ 7 15 _— NA. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all 

forms __________-_-~ kilograms_ _ 3 NA NA NA. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms __-____________ _____e 3 5 _- France 2. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
| y United Other (principal) 
———— ee 

METALS —Continued 

Chromium: 
Chromite_____§_____________ 57,077 77,407 _- Republic of South Africa 39,928; 

Turkey 12,709. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 424 697 _- West Germany 293; U.S.S.R. 166. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _______ 2 4 _— Belgium 3. 
Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum 
oenetal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 42 37 12 West Germany 11; Japan 6; Italy 6. 

pper: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 147 (4) NA NA. 
Sulfate ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ _ 431 562 _— Italy 357; West Germany 88. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __~____-__________ 23,280 20,112 62 West Germany 8,853; Hungary 3,459; 
U.S.S.R. 1,593. 

Unwrought______________ 12,890 15,648 24 Chile 3,046; Republic of South Africa 
2,738; Namibia 2,689. 

Semimanufactures _________ 52,541 61,579 60 West Germany 30,837; Italy 7,308; 
France 6,431. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ___ troy ounces_ _ 137,219 27,296 _- West Germany 15,239; Switzerland 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate, except roasted 

pyrite _______ thousand tons__ 3,963 3,336 25 Brazil 1,259; Canada 949; U.S.S.R. 

Roasted pyrite ______________ 44,854 48,448 _— West Germany 23,738; Yugoslavia 
17,934. 

Metal: 
Scrap __.______________ 134,169 143,216 153 West Germany 82,152; U.S.S.R. 

27,104; Bulgaria 18,861. 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen, 

powder, shot____________ 94,475 103,294 8 U.S.S.R. 37,317; West Germany 
13,421; Romania 6,511. 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese_____ __ _ 26,275 23,070 52 Norway 14,055; West Germany 6,570. 
Other ______________ 61,788 51,403 136 Yugoslavia 11,3878; West Germany 

Steel, primary forms ________ 150,961 185,941 63 West Germany 46,183; Bulgaria 
32,270; Poland 30,597. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections, etc _________ 208,435 241,153 27 West Germany 112,340; Italy 61,381; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 21,559. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 182,479 227,436 211 West Germany 124,338; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 26,312; France 20,248. 

Hoop and strip________~_ 62,527 75,722 27 West Germany 53,947; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 8,220; France 3,611. 

Rails and accessories _ _ __ _ 2,520 4,908 — West Germany 2,198; Italy 1,178; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 485. 

Wire _______________ 27,626 27,217 1,169 West Germany 11,168; France 4,053; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4,005. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 152,045 159,224 61 West Germany 88,861; Italy 23,373; 
Switzerland 7,373. 

Castings and forgings, rough 10,031 12,598 9 West Germany 9,344; Switzerland 
880; Italy 420. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 6,193 4,156 _- Italy 4,155. 
Oxides __________-________ 297 282 18 West Germany 251. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______-_~~._______ 1,920 2,628 _- Switzerland 1,508; Hungary 1,027. 
Unwrought______________ 29,538 32,396 51 West Germany 16,986; United 

Kingdom 3502: Denmark 3,657. 
Semimanufactures _________ 565 941 _- West Germany 836. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms ____________________ 2,249 2,228 624 Norway 808; Italy 285. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 433 1,726 _- Hungary 1,329. 
Oxides __-_____~___________ 129 111 _— West German 6, Belgium 45. 

Mercury ___.__—-— 76-pound flasks_ _ 690 566 __ China 252; USSR. 122; Japan 122. 
Molybdenum: 
Oxides 1,639 1,527 NA NA. 

Ni Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 366 366 172 Canada 110. 
ickel: 
Matte, speiss, and similar materials _ 1,533 1,279 415 Netherlands 408; Cuba 269. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______~___._______ 1,504 1,597 272 U.S.S.R. 606; West Germany 347. 
Unwrought_-_-___________ 2,849 2,378 393 Canada 354; Republic of South Africa 

302; Philippines 219. 
Semimanufactures _________ 555 548 191 West Germany 206. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y Suited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 38,774 26,460 193 West Germany 19,837. 
Silver metal including alloys: 

Bullion___ thousand ‘troy ounces_ _ 3,757 2,702 156 West Germany 612; Switzerland 556; 
pain 530. 

Other (powder) _________do___~_ 4 3 — Mainly from West Germany. 
T Partly wrought ___.___~.do____ 2,566 1,642 2 West Germany 1,489. 

in: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 10 13 _- West Germany 11. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 650 752 _- West Germany 316; Thailand 216. 

Titanium oxides _____~9_~_~_~_______ 8,964 8,728 — West Germany 5,024; United 
Kingdom 876; France 823. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 4,853 4,297 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 167 159 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 728 418 114 West Germany 135; United Kingdom 

64; Belgium 47. 
Dranium and thorium oxides ______ _ 607 876 _— India 550; France 219. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 5,621 8,594 __ West Germany 4,071; Czechoslovakia 

Oxides ___§_§_§__ 841 1,103 __ West Germany 925; France 119. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ~~. ___________ 579 339 __ Hungary 317. 
Blue powder ___ 2 ee 1,266 1,016 _— France 337; Belgium 312; United 

Kingdom 119. | . 
Unwrought______________ 4,469 4,074 _- West Germany 2,499; Yugoslavia 934; 

Zambia 578. 
Oth Semimanufactures __.._ ______ 1,763 1,688 _— West Germany 1,269. 

er: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 10,757 10,411 2,060 Netherlands 3,139; United Kingdom 

1,074; Australia 1,056. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metal______________ 128,618 136,378 1,305 USS.S.R. 66,351; Hungary 18,543; East 
Germany 16,994. 

Waste and sweepings of precious 
metals including old metals 

kilograms. _ 16,132 1,412 _— Yugoslavia 830; United Kingdom 350. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ _ _ — 3,707 3,366 80 Republic of South Africa 2,745. 
Rare-earth metals: Yttrium and 

scandium ________________ 6 2 NA NA. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 3,879 1,929 — Republic of South Africa 453; U.S.S.R. 

394; West Germany 244. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc ___-______ 185 224 a Italy 142. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 6,500 8,595 1,577 West Germany 3,544; France 1,968; 

Poland 868. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones including diamonds 
kilograms_ _ 223 301 262 Switzerland 31. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____. ~~ 2) = ee 1,058 1,367 16 West Germany 646. 

Asbestos, crude. -§_§ _-§ __ _-§________ 23,912 20,241 13 Canada 8,376; Italy 4,098; Republic of 
South Africa 3,620. 

Barite and witherite__§_§_§_________ 3,228 5,752 ae West Germany 3,631; Ireland 1,200. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates. __ _______ 16,044 18,094 6,930 Turkey 11,066. 
Oxide and acid ______________ 1,025 1,144 a France 896; United Kingdom 129. 

Cement__-_~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ Le 37,235 39,266 363 West Germany 12,506; Italy 11,322. 
Chalk_. ~ ee ee 6,590 11,062 __ Italy 6,001; France 4,001. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite______§_________ 594 883 182 West Germany 466; Yugoslavia 74. 
Kaolin ______~__________ 111,887 101,643 10,529 Czechoslovakia 46,565; United 

Kingdom 32,480. 
Other ___________~______ 95,798 104,494 151 West Germany 56,596; Czechoslo- 

vakia 34,388. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~_-_-_~_~_~_~_~______ 19,971 27,501 9 West Germany 19,250. 

Nonrefractory ____________ 263,022 277,865 __ Italy 165,252; West Germany 83,818. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natura] _______ 261 204 — Denmark 201. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y gnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: 
Industrial ___________-_value__ $161,430 $357,242 _- Belgium $136,265; West Germany 

$106,276. 
Gem: 

Crude ____________do____ $273,115 $209,692 __ Be United Kingdom 

Worked_________~_ carats__ 80,000 125,000 NA Belgium 70,000; West Germany 
20,000; Switzerland 20,000. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 7,856 8,691 2,262 Hungary 3,663; Denmark 1,043. 
Feldspar___§____~_____________ 4,564 6,111 __ Sweden 3,274; West Germany 2,215. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Phosphatic__ 9 ~§.-________ 410,100 409,810 NA NA. 
Potassic________________ 16,302 12;216 _- West Germany 11,876. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ _ — 4,588 5,282 __ Italy 2,459; West Germany 1,927. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 53,479 36,594 _- France 16,717; West Germany 13,356. 
Phosphatic______________ 100,205 91,967 102 France 44,009; Luxembourg 29,490; 

West Germany 14,256. 
Potassic_______________~_ 294,098 296,203 NA NA. 
Other including mixed____ _ _ — 106,488 143,318 439 West Germany 129,128. 

Ammonia ____§_§_§_§_ 2 ee 9,638 17,486 — Czechoslovakia 12,987. 
Fluorspar _______~_~_~_________~_ 18,369 17,298 —_ Bast, Germany 10,037; West Germany 

Graphite, natural _____________-_ 1,710 2,301 -- North Korea 1,758; West Germany 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 4,558 4,715 —- West Germany 3,626. 
Lime _____~_~__ ~~ 2,040 3,470 — West Germany 3,059. 
Magnesite ______._____..._____- 113,186 125,518 5,276 Turkey 31,863; Italy 25,854; Greece 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 250 318 — West Germany 218; United Kingdom 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings _._._____________ 106 127 14 Belgium 42; Switzerland 26. 

Pigments, minerals: Iron oxides, 
processed __________________ 3,086 3,164 _- West Germany 3,026. 

Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Crude, other than diamond 

thousand carats_ _ 55,970 29,640 215 West Germany 13,620; Republic of 
South Africa 3,560; Italy 3,335. 

Synthetic including diamond_do_ _ _ _ 70,605 51,280 1,115 Switzerland 35,000; France 11,280. 
Pyrite (gross weight). ___..________ 3,264 3,834 _— U.S.S.R. 3,018. 
Salt and brine. _§_§ __-__§___________ 49,453 1,277 __ West Germany 1,203. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda_______________~- 85,151 85,660 _- West Germany 61,430; Switzerland 

Caustic potash ______________ 1,338 1,591 __ West Germany 482; France 388; 
Romania 342. 

Soda ash __________________ 1,784 1,387 __ East Germany 1,238. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked: . 

Calcareous including marble 
and limestone ________ 6,024 8,732 _- Italy 6,131; West Germany 1,263. 

Slate______~_________ 1,082 697 -- France 362; West Germany 244. 
Other ______________ 35,827 36,364 _- Italy 22,958; Republic of South Africa 

Worked: 
Paving stone and flagstone_ _- 13,406 14,178 ~~ Italy 5,472; Yugoslavia 3,327; 

Romania 2,461. 
Slate______________L_ 426 379 _- West Germany 78; Norway 63; 

Republic of South Africa 59. 
Other ______________ 34,725 35,525 _- Italy 28,086; West Germany 5,916. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 5,633 4,674 _- Italy 3,540. 
Limestone, except dimension_ _ _ _ _ _ 2,934 266 _— All from West Germany. 
Quartz and quartzite___________ 20,556 24,502 _- West szermany 13,900; Hungary 

Volcanic material (trass) _______-_ 985 1,162 _- All from West Germany. 
Gravel and crushed rock __~_-~~_ 391,279 303,451 _- West Germany 278,980; Italy 23,336. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 586,965 522,065 _- West Germany 279,633; 

Czechoslovakia 187,220. 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 
. Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mony Rnited Other (principal) 

RO 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms____—~___ ~~ _ 112,082 124,810 __ Poland 81,004; West Germany 42,232. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum __________~— 5,023 14,569 _— Hungary 5,234; East Germany 5,163; 

West Germany 3,630. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 2,746 | 2,118 _— Belgium 750; Norway 716; Italy 269. 
Other: 

Crude___§___ ~~~ ______--_~_~- 64,229 61,024 1,797 West ormany 23,412; Hungary 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, not —_ 
metal-bearing ____________-_ 33,818 36,659 537 Italy 21,403; West Germany 12,524. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
magnesium, strontium, barium _ _ — 645 859 —_ West Germany 798. 

Halogens_ _______~--_------ 6,369 5,158 —_ Italy 4,644. 
Unspecified ___________----_- 10,425 10,488 _- West Germany 6,135; Czechoslovakia 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt.and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ ~ -— 1,796 2,876 30 Trinidad and Tobago 2,686. 
Carbon black and gas carbon __ _ _ _ _ — — 26,750 27,915 1,072 West Germany 14,197; Italy 10,599. 
Coal and briquets: | 

Anthracite__ 9 ~§_~§_~§_~_________ 43,424 52,840 — U.S.S.R. 44,882; West Germany 7,958. 
Bituminous coal __ thousand tons_ — 2,750 2,805 190 Poland 1,003; Czechoslovakia 787; 

U.S.S.R. 726. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 

coal. 2 2 2 Le 29,729 20,208 _- West Germany 19,330. 
Lignite and lignite briquets_ _ _ ~~ _ _ 498,084 588,850 _— Yugoslavia 244; East Germany 

197,922; West Germany 117,827. 
Coke and semicoke___ thousand tons_ — 1,174 986 __ Czechoslovakia 420; Poland 249; West 

Germany 193. ¢ 
Gas, natural_____ million cubic feet_ _ 102,507 106,972 _- USSR. 105,831; West Germany 

141. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

thousand cubic feet_ — 128,244 125,187 682 West Germany 105,181. 
Peat including peat briquets and litter _ _ 54,078 64,339 — U.S.S.R. 29,183; West Germany 

26,919. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 65,601 61,771 — Iraq 17,455; Saudi Arabia 15,424; 

U.S.S.R. 10,402. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline, aviation and motor 
do_ ___ 6,117 7,309 _- Italy 3,206; West Germany 2,528. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 130 111 — Netherlands 50; Italy 29. - 
Distillate fuel oil ___— —~do_ __ _ 1,694 2,942 (4) West Germany 1,547; Italy 824. 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _ _ _ _do_ _ _._ 5,741 6,903 — West Germany 1,996; Hungary 1,697; 

. Czechoslovakia 1,126. 
Lubricants _________do____ 906 882 6 Yugoslavia 165; West Germany 121; 

Netherlands 112. 
Mineral jelly and wax _ _do_ ~~ _ 116 128 1 West Germany 78; Hungary 24. 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ _ 725 707 — West. Germany 403; Hungary 141; 

U.S.S.R. 72. 
Other ____________do____ 729 2,149 3 U.S.S.R. 598; Hungary 463; West 

Germany 303. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ — 19,202 15,518 69 West Germany 7,792; Netherlands 
2,898. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS exploration was considered for scheelite 
Lo ae . minerals. Underground mining at Bleiber 

Austria is not endowed with rich metallif- ceased duri ke ea d aa low-sra x. 
erous deposits, and in 1981, no significant dd ming ys , an y 
new finds were made. The mining of metals °F€ 4d dump material was reprocessed. 

Mittersill near Salzburg for tungsten ore located in Treibach, a small village a few 
(scheelite), at Bleiberg for lead-zinc ore, and kilometers from the Yugoslav and Italian 
for magnesite at various small mines. Some borders in the foothills of the Austrian
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Alps, completed a major expansion in 1981 The world steel recession adversely affect- 
at a cost of about $62.5 million? over 5 years. ed VA, by far the largest steel and engineer- , 
The company’s main products were ferroal- ing enterprise in Austria. Formed by the 
loys of molybdenum, tungsten, and vana- merger of two companies in 1973, VA was 
dium; titanium, normally one of the main followed 2 years later by the merger of all 
products, was not produced in 1981 owing to speciality steel plants under the newly 
poor market conditions. Slags for a vana- created VEW; this, combined with the shift 

dium pentoxide plant were imported from from crude and rolled steel output to engi- 
Highveld in the Republic of South Africa, neering and finished goods, helped in a 
molybdenum oxide came from north Africa small way to improve the steel industry’s 
and the Republic of South Africa, and a_ position. Investments at $1.3 billion since 
large part of TCW’s tungsten ores came 1973 and the closure of obsolete blast fur- 
from China and Australia. TCW also hada _ naces also contributed to international 
small stake in Australia’s Queensland Wolf- competitiveness. Nevertheless, VA posted 
ram Mine. However, not all of TCW’s prod- considerable losses in 1981, despite a 10% 

ucts were low-volume, high-value items. rise in 1980 turnover. 
One of its most successful postwar develop- The international steel crisis, the increas- 
ments was the fused alumina-abrasives ed reliance on compensation and counter- 
plant at nearby Selbach. In 1981, abrasive- trading, and especially the lack of expected 
grade bauxite, used in production of brown orders from East Europe and China all 
fused alumina, was imported from Austral- contributed to the deterioration of profits. 
ia and Guinea, while Bayer alumina was’ The fact that there were six different spe- 

used for making white fused alumina. Pro- cial steel plants in operation and the fact 
duction was about 50,000 tons in 1981; that, for example, the obsolete plant at 

nominal capacity was 60,000 tons. Various Judenburg in Styria had not been closed 
grades were produced including grinding down, were also major negative factors. VA, 
wheel material, coated abrasives, and re- especially its special steel sector, has also 

fractory and sandblasting products. been burdened by a legacy of weakness in | 
_Iron and Steel.—In 1981, steel production the mining and industrial base that was 

was stagnant. The major problems that hopelessly uncompetitive because of geogra- 
faced the nationalized industry were the phy. This especially applied to upper Styria, 
unfavorable world steel market, the large an industrial region with a population of 
volume of low-priced imports, the outdated 400,000 where steel, special steel, magne- 

operations, identical production lines in too site, paper, and pulp dominated the indus- 
many locations, and overstaffing. The only try. In Styria about 30% of the industrial 
profit made in 1981 by the entire industry labor force was employed by the nationaliz- 
came from sales of a number of flat prod- ed industries. The proportion dropped to 
ucts and from finished goods such as com- 13% in Lower Austria and to 7.8% and 
plete industrial facilities, equipment for the 5.5% in Carinthia and Upper Austria, 
generation of hydroelectric power, and from respectively. Unemployment in Carinthia 
mining and oilfield equipment. The losses, ‘reached 11.6% during the winter of 1981.4 
however, by far outweighed profits in 1981. The poor performance of VA was not 

To compensate for the financial losses surprising. Herbert Koller, former VA exec- 
suffered in 1981 by the two nationaliz- utive, had warned since the early 1970’s 

ed steel companies, VA and Vereinigte that steel production in Austria was no 
Edelstahlwerke AG (VEW), and to enable longer competitive. Franz Geist, director of 
them to close their accounts without draw- the Austrian Industries Management Co. at 
ing on basic capital (reportedly reserves that time, had also pressed for reorganiza- 
were no longer adequate to cover the losses), tion, just as did the U.S. consulting firm of 
the Austrian Government reportedly assist- Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., which re- 

ed the ailing companies by subsidizing them commended plant shutdowns in their re- 
in the amount of about $169 million. Asum __port.5 
of about $75 million was earmarked for the Tungsten.—Tungsten ore in Austria was 
specialty steel producer VEW, and $94 mil- mined by Wolfram Bergbau und Hutten 
lion was made available to VA. Together GmbH in 1981 as scheelite from a mine at 
with the earlier grants allocated to assist Mittersill, near Salzburg. Since the mine 
VEW, the Government’s assistance to the opened in 1976, it had become one of the 
depressed steel industry may have increas- world’s largest opencast tungsten mines. 
ed to $281 million by 1981. Reserves in this East Field were low, howev-
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| er, and the ore may be mined out by the’ metallic mineral and its major mineral 
mid-1980’s. Exploration in the West Field export commodity. Magnesite deposits oc- 
and more efficient underground mining was cur in the Paleozoic limestones of the 
planned with a view to tripling the ore Northern Greywacke Zone and in lime- 
output to an average of 450,000 tons annual- stones of undetermined age in the synclines 
ly. Because of the complex geology, the of the upper Austro-Alpine Basement and of 
mining was extremely difficult and slow, the Tauern Window. Two companies domi- 
affecting all aspects of extraction, from nated the production and marketing of the 
excavation and haulage to storage, as well product in 1981, Veitscher Magnesitwerke 
as environmental considerations.® AG (a subsidiary of Magnesia AG of Switz- 
Wolfram GmbH was jointly owned and ¢riland) and Osterreichische-Amerikanische 

operated by VA of Austria and Metall. Magnesit AG (OKAMAG), a subsidiary of 
gesellschaft of the Federal Republic of Ger- the U.S. company General Refractories Inc. 
many. The ore was processed by TCW in a_ he two other smaller companies were Mag- 

plant located near the Italian border. TCW indag AG, partly owned by Veitscher, and 
did not operate any domestic mines; all of Tiroler Magnesit AG, the latter owned 
its tungsten ore was from imports and the by OEAMAG. There were five operating 
Mittersill Mine, in which it had no financial ™ines, from which total production was 
interest. about 1,300,000 tons in 1981. From this 

| crude magnesite, dead-burned magnesite 
NONMETALS | and caustic-calcined magnesite were pro- 

duced for use as bricks in lining steel 
Graphite.—The production of graphite in furnaces, as monolithic refractory products, 

Austria continued to decline in 1981. The as oxychloride cements in abrasives, as slag 

two companies, Graphitbergbau Kaisers- conditioners, and in other lesser appli- 
berg Franz Mayr-Melnhof & Co. and _cations.® 
Pryssok & Co. KG, operated four mines and | 
produced mostly amorphous graphite for MINERAL FUELS 

oro due are foundry ings ‘ry: an o the Austria continued to be a net exporter of 
Fe deral Republic of Germany italy and electrical power in 1981. Despite its electric- 
Eastern Europe. At one time ‘Austria had ity surplus, however, and the existence of a 
as Pe. small but rapidly declining reserve of oil 
been one of the largest producers of graph- and natural gas, Austria in 1981 continued 
ite in the world. . . . to be heavily dependent on imports of ener- 

Iron Oxide Pigment.—Austria mined a ,. tm 1980, 80% of its coal was imported, as 
unique commercial deposit of micaceous against 73% in 1976; 89% of oil (against 
iron oxide at Waldenstein in Carinthia. 80%); and 59% of gas (against 41%). Over- 

Previously, iron oxide had been mined there 4) net imports accounted for 638% of energy 
principally as a source of iron. Although supply in 1973-74, and for 68% for 1979-80. 

production was small, about 10,000 tons There were also problems of the security of 
annually, paints containing that material supply. A contract with Iran, for example, 

were used throughout the world. Reported- for the supply of 63.5 billion cubic feet of 
ly, other European mines were 1n operation natural gas annually starting in 1984, was 
but the Austrian material was renowned for uncertain owing to political developments 
its consistently high quality and its platy in that country. Algerian supplies were too 
nature. Virtually all the production was _ expensive, and additional imports from the 
used in the manufacture of corrosion- Soviet Union were still under negotiation. 
resistant paints, and as much as 99% of the Soviet bloc countries in recent years 
total output was exported. Extensive drill- usually took first place as suppliers of all 

ing was completed around the mine areain major fuels (oil, gas, and coal)—a fact that 
1981 to delineate further reserves, even reflected both Austria’s geographical posi- 
though the existence of extensive resources tion on the eastern fringe of West Europe 
in the region was already known. Granular and its political position as a country pledg- 

and crystalline iron oxide was also present ed to maintain neutrality. All together, 

at the mine, but it was not extracted. : Soviet bloc imports in recent years account- 
Magnesite.—Internationally, Austria is ed for about 45% of Austria’s energy im- 

probably best known as the home of the ports, with 87% coming from the Organiza- 
magnesite industry. In 1981, magnesite con- tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries and 
tinued to be Austria’s most important non- 18% from other sources, including West
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European oil companies. F . Furthermore, ex- ti 
| 

wre Suggested ghat deliveries of fuels to and oe from Western European sources 

ria by the Soviet bloc countries could ral . | 

be as high as 50% in the near future. The ohable | Gas.—Remaining proven and 

main objectives of Austrian energy policy probable gas reserves of Austria were in: 

therefore, were to reduce oil imports to clmost by about 2.5% in 198) and equated 

switch to alternate fuels, and to conserve a ns ‘ years of production. The ratio of 

The major fuels intended to replace oil wore domestic proven plus probable reserves to 

coal for power generation and district heat- . al gas requirements in 1981 was about 

ing, and natural gas for space heating and 4. Austria produced about one-half of its 

other domestic uses. Between 1973 and own natural gas requirements. | 

1980, coal use increased by 30% and gas by Production policy and administration of 

more than 20% ens reserves was managed similarly to that 

Coal.—Austria had no deposits of anthra- of oil, mainly through direct agreements 

cite coal and very little, or exhausted, bitu- between the Austrian Government and 

minous coal. Government estimates of cer- OMV and some privately owned companies 

tain and probable lignite coal reserves were As in previous years, about 99% of gas 

put at 114 million tons. However, econom- imports came from the Soviet Union. Nego- 

ically recoverable reserves were estimated tiations for future supplies were continuin 

at only 50 million tons and were rapidly wate the Soviet Union and Algeria. The gas 

ining. 
storage and supply network . 

In 1981, production was expected to con- during 1980-81 and underground anaes 

tinue at the 1980 level until 1983, when it storage totaled about 71 billion cubic feet, 
was projected to increase by some 300,000 almost 6 months of average supplies. , 

je ns annuany as a result of the inaugura- Gas requirements were expected to ex- 

ion of a new open pit mine. The new pand in the future, by annual growth of 

Oberdor! lignite mine at Barnbach near 1.6%, which could be accommodated with. 

ae to increase production to about 39 out major problems with the existing inter- 

2 tons in 1983 and 1984. Coal con-— nal gas supply network. Gas prices to c 

sumption was increasing owing to the great-  S7M™Urs were fairly high in 1981, refl ing 

er use of coal in heating, high ., the high , » reflecting 
oe oal , higher production gh proportion of imported gas in total 

metallurgical coal, and the increased use consumption. Despite the pri ity 0 

of coal in industry, and was expected to 835 45 4 fuel, the Government was atten . 

grow substantially in the 1980’ ing to keep its pri ett, 

large coal-fired powerplants came Several displace ceeported oil in ow os possible to 

d J ] ne online, 7.SP. imported oil in significant quanti- 

and as industrial consumers of oil and gas “es n the future. 
coa ause of hi i The hi : 

and concern about the ® wsilabitity F ade. the Soviet Uni . fon eae dependence on 

quate supplies. yee ~ some concern that ur ive imports caused 

Because of . at supply sources should be 

qpberause of the anticipated higher con 1°" included purchasing gas from Algeria, 
pected to be at high levels th were ex- i inclu purchasing gas from Algeria, 

1980’s, approaching 5 milli roughout the 4nd interest was also shown in North Se 

SPP. ion tons annual] gas. A contract wi ¥ 

Beginning in 1984, Austri ually. ract with Iran for the supply of 

3 , a was to receiveat about 65 billi Pply © 

least 1 million tons of i illion cubic feet of gas beginnin 

from Poland under oO ean con aiapeed to ae er rer considered unlikely 

tract signed in 1980 by th on- uded. Accor ing to some fore- 

The United States acovunted for bout 2% ae TT cout: , annual demand for natural 
of Austrian coal imports in 1980, prim He g wt continue to increase and was ex- 

from one West Virginia mine controlled by cubic fete a total of about 175 billion 

the Austrian steel giant VA, and these cubic feet by 1990. and about 249 billion 

imports were expected to rise i 
Cochoslovakia was the other se in 1981. Petroleum.—The Austrian state oil com- 

er of . yor export- pany, OMV, produced 

( coal to Austria. Because of uncertain domestic oi about 80% of all 

deliveries of coal, Austria needed to diversi estic oil and owned and operated the 

fy its sources of supply and develop ors only refinery in Austria. About 15% of the 

supply routes. In this regard, the comple- from ay s crude oil demand was covered 

tion of the Rhine-Main-Danube Canal pe ST conabie sources. Reportedly, proven 

expected to improve the competiti : robable oil reserves were increased b 
petitive posi- about 1% in 1981 to 140 million barrels.° 4
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According to production projections, the Government on minimum levels of activity. 
Austrian crude oil output was expected to Negotiations with a third company were 
decline to 10 million barrels in 1985 and to7 also planned. 
million barrels in 1990. On the other hand, The Austrian oil depletion policy was 
other reports estimated that overall re- based on the objective of maximizing long- 
quirements for petroleum products were to term recovery from the oilfields. Enhanced 
increase at an average rate of 2.3% per year recovery methods were applied where ap- 
through 1985. propriate, and the Government retained the 

Exploration for oil and gas was directed right to demand the application of such 
by OMV, which owned exploration rights to methods by the oil companies under certain 
84% of Austria’s prospective areas.On Jan- conditions. | 
uary 1, 1981, the Government concluded = ————___ 
several exploration agreements with OMV 2physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
and for development and ‘storage of crude 2Where necessary” values have been ‘converted from oil. The agreements also included require- Austrian schillings (AS) to U.S. dollars at the average rate ments for minimum levels of exploration. otaslss—Ussiso,/ 0 © Sn ane A second company, Rohil-Aufsuchungs SWork cited in footnote 2. 
GmbH, owned by Mobil Oil Co. and Shell sMining Annual Review (London). 1981, p. 545. 

Oil Co., also conducted exploration in Aus- —syoustt{al Minerals (London). February 1981, pp. 21-41. 
tria and made similar agreements with the *Petroleum Economist (London). May 1981, pp. 197-198.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
e 

Belgium-Luxembourg _ 
By William Keyes! 

BELGIUM 

The Belgian economy has been inachron- with Saudi Arabia a year earlier. Other 
ic recession since 1974, showing the ravages mineral production in Belgium was minor 
of high labor costs and insufficient export by world standards, although some of its 
competitiveness. Continuing Government nonmetallic products, such as calcareous 
deficits tended to maintain purchasing pow- rocks and siliceous blocks, were well known 

_ er, but consequent borrowing and a policy of | and had a favorable world market. 
defending the exchange rate of the Belgian 
franc (BF) kept interest rates very high and PRODUCTION 
inhibited industrial investments. Gross na- The general production index (excluding | 

tional product increased 6.7% in 1981 to construction), which averaged 125.6 in 1980, 
$98.6 billion,? but this actually represented dropped to 120.3 for the first 9 months of 

a slight decline in real terms. | 1981. The coal index, for the leading extrac- 
The ailing steel industry was a major tive industry, declined from 40.3 to 38.5 

drain on the public treasury. During the during the same period, while the nonfer- 
year, funding of close to BF40 billion (about ous metals and steel indexes also declined. 
$1.1 billion) was tentatively authorized for The nonferrous metals index fell from 154.3 
the industry, subject to ultimate approval in 1980 to 119.6 in 1981, and the steel index 
by the European Economic Community fell from 101.6 in 1980 to 82.6 in the period 
(EEC). An unprofitable zinc smelter was ending July 1981. The metals production 
closed. Coal production continued to be industry clearly suffered from the low level 
subsidized. The petroleum refining industry of Belgian, and especially European, de- 
was afflicted by low demand for its products mand. 
in the export market, while the Govern- Production of minerals and metals in 
ment struggled to extricate itself from an Belgium from 1977 to 1980 and estimates 
unfavorable contract for crude entered into for 1981 are given in table 1. 

121]
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Table 1.—Belgium: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

eh 

Aluminum metal, secondary only_______---- 3,600 3,579 4,593 4,272 4,200 
Cadmium, smelter____~_~§ ~~ ~~~ _ ee 1,440 1,164 1,440 1,308 1,300 

Copper: : 
Blister: 5 SO 

Primary®__- _~§__.~_~~___~_______- 13,000 9,000 1,500 700 500 
Secondary® ___________________ 48,600. 46,900 47,800 49,300 47,500 

Total __-_________________e 61,600 55,900 49,300 50,000 48,000 
Refined, primary and secondary, including 

alloys ______.-_____-_-_____-_-- 464,700 388,600 368,800 373,700 373,500 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate_ ______ thousand tons_~— 47 43 _- a — 
Pig iron _______-_..~-_____~-do___~_ 8,924 10,260 10,776 9,845 39,788 
Ferroalloys: Electric furnace ferromanganese 

do____ 55 87 90 85 90 
Steel: 

Crude_____________-__~~-do___~_ 11,256 12,601 13,442 12,320 312,283 
Semimanufactures_ ____.—__—do____ 9,387 10,518 10,354 9,517 9,500 

Lead metal: : 
Primary _______.-_----~~-------- ‘104,000 104,200 © 80,200 105,900 101,900 
Secondary. __________~_~-_------~- 18,796 20,840 33,200 23,000 30,000 

Total __.-_ _-____ ~~~ 122,796 125,040 113,400 128,900 131,900 
Selenium®________________~ kilograms_ _ 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 

Tin metal: 
Primary _____________~----_----- 3,520 3,295 . 2,165 2,543 2,500 
Secondary. _______—~_----=.------ 1,484 1,901 1,743 2,200 2,100 

Total _._-____________---_ +--+ 5,004 _ 5,196 3,908 4,743 4,600 

Zinc: 
Slab zinc: | , 

Primary ____________~--____-- 247,628 233,916 256,720 239,014 247,200 
Secondary (remelted zinc)_____ —____ ~~ 10,600 7,600 9,100 10,200 ' 10,200 

Total __-______~_______~-~---~- 258,228 241,516 265,820 249,214 257,400 
Zinc powder______________~--_---- 43,632 32,904 28,300 30,100 30,100 

Other, nonferrous: 
Precious metals, unworked, n.e.s.‘ . . 

thousand troy ounces__ 29,373 29,732 29,732 56,931 50,000 
Base metals, unspecified> _____________ 3,432 ©2,576 NA NA .. NA 

NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic______—— — thousand tons__— 7,764 7,576 7,708 7,482 7,500 
Clays: Kaolin________________~_do___- 120 120 120 120 120 
Gypsum and anhydrite, calcined ______=-__~- 167,436 183,492 192,936 174,088 165,000 
Lime and dead-burned dolomite: 

Quicklime___________~ thousand tons__ 2,316 T2384 2,484 2,328 2,100 
Dead-burned dolomite _________—do___~_ 172 167 ~ 164 165 165 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _____—do____ 584 _ 540 532 542 500 
Phosphates: Thomas slag, gross weight — _do_ ___— 841 853 1,052 893 800 
Sodium compounds: 

Sodium carbonate _____________----- 441,444 427,443 . 400,248 326,928 350,000 
Sodium sulfate® _._________________ 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Calcareous: 

Dolomite _ ______—_-— thousand tons__ 2,524 3,489 3,354 3,324 3,100 
Limestone ______—~________do___~_ 29,076 27,048 29,084 29,659 29,000 
Marble: 

In blocks ____ ~~ cubic meters. _ 3,048 3,612 4,368 4,252 4,400 
Crushed and other ___________-_ 3,132 5,508 456 756 700 

Petit granite (Belgian bluestone): 
Quarried______—_—_-_-~_ cubic meters__ 679,656 693,024 687,996 878,364 700,000 
Sawed _________________do___~_ 68,292 71,328 64,944 72,180 70,000 
Worked________________~do____ 9,612 11,856 18,725 9,735 10,000 
Crushed and other _ _________-—do____ 577,080 554,160 673,334 955,333 809,000 

Porphyry, all types ____—_ _ thousand tons__ 5,726 5,374 5,926 5,653 ,000 
Quartz and quartzite __ ____________-_-~_ 244,580 315,179 244,580 222,863 210,000 
Sandstone: 

Rough stone including crushed 
thousand tons__ 2,494 2,303 2,504 2,279 2,300 

Paving and mosaic stone __________~ 2,845 19,272 22,690 21,963 20,000 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction sand ____ thousand tons. — 9,364 7,981 8,286 7,595 7,500 
Foundry sand _____________do___~_ 1,039 1,043 1,919 775 700 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Belgium: Production of mineral commodities‘ —Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 

NONMETALS —Continued | 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued | 

Sand and gravel —Continued 

Dredged sand _______ thousand tons__ 1,242 923 NA NA NA 
Glass sand_______________do____ 1,661 1,602 1,825 1,997 2,000 
Other sand_______________do____ 1,956 1,915 1,736 1,721 1,700 
Gravel, dredged____._.§.._._____do____ 7,686 5,566 4976 4,452 4,500 

Sulfur, byproduct: . 
Elemental___§__§_§____________do____ 88 110 110 ~ = 110 110 
Other forms_________________do___- 169 157 160 160 160 

Total _.___-_____________do____ 257 267 270 270 270 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 7 

Carbon black® ______-_________-_-___ 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Coal: 
Anthracite ______.—__-~ thousand tons__ 796 628 511 - 895 3321 
Bituminous _________________do____ 6,272 5,963 5,614 5,949 35,815 

Total _-________________-do____ 7,068 6,591 6,125 6,324 36,136 
Coke, all types _._______________do____ 5,568 5,748 6,450 6,048 6,000 
Fuel briquets, all kinds ________..__do____ 126 125 152: 82 | 100 

as: 
Manufactured _____-—-_ million cubic feet__ 23,561 24,554 NA 25,000 ~ 25,000 
Natural _____..____________do____ 1,362 1,360 1,389 1,352 1,350 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 43,155 40,928 43,288 46,801 
Jet fuel ___._-_- do 14,024 11,968 12,120 13,656 
Kerosine_______§____________do____ 1,008 *697 1,116 178 
Distillate fuel oil. ______________do____ 86,230 80,038 88,043 75,704 NA 
Residual fuel oil _____..____.___do____ 84,482 72,114 62,045 61,672 
Lubricants __________.______do____ 714 616 686 440 

_ Other ~___________________do___ 26,038 27,930 27,207 25,837 
Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 13,079 13,086 12,096 . 14,840 7. . 

Total _...____._________do____ 268,730 247,377 246,601 239,128 230,000 
eee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
{Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, Belgium produces a number of other metals for which only aggregate output 

figures are available. These aggregates are included under “Other, nonferrous.”’ 
_ 3Reported figure. 
*Known to include gold and silver and may include platinum-group metals. . . 
5Derived by subtracting aluminum data from a reported total for unspecified base metals. 

TRADE the latest years available, with principal 

Exports and imports of minerals and destinations and sources. Mineral trade 

metals in Belgium are given in tables 2 and With the United States is highlighted. 
3, respectively, for the years 1979 and 1980, 

Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nn 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

——_—— ee eeSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSFFMeses 

METALS | 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite___________________ 4,531 1,787 _- France 1,727; West Germany 35; 

Netherlands 25. 
Ash and residue containing aluminum 7,508 7,647 NA West Germany 6,561; France 688. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________ _ 1,151 744 _~ United Kingdom 259; France 248; 

Netherlands 107. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____-.-__--_____ 33,532 36,800 _- France 16,615; West Germany 8,706; 
Netherlands 78. 

Unwrought_ -_.-~_._______ 10,842 19,582 12 West Germany 10,218; France 6,966; 
Netherlands 1,365. 

Semimanufactures _________ 242,534 219,828 2,039 France 57,453; West Germany 40,534; 
Netherlands 30,034. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
cee eee ee 

. Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 
re re ern 

METALS —Continued 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 5 50 -- NA. _ 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 6 10 _- NA. 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all 
forms _____.______ ~ kilograms_ _ 4 _— 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all : 
forms __-______________ 809 870 NA West Germany 379; France 200; 

United Kingdom 13. 
Chromium: 

Chromite. __~_§_~_~__~__________ 19 30 -- West Germany 27. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 97 185 NA France 126. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 509 464 15 West Germany 249; France 118; 

United Kingdom 39. 
Copper: 

and concentrate___________ 733 716 _— Netherlands 343; West Germany 220; 
pain 83. 

Sulfate ___________________ 18,095 9,219 NA Netherlands 2,747; West Germany 
2,430; China 1,500. 

Ash and residue containing copper _ _ 1,886 844 NA West Germany 551; Spain 2738. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________ _ 146 605 NA West Germany 184; Denmark 163; 

. Australia 54. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.___~_~__ ~~ 26,846 26,355 -- West, Germany 10,671; France 5,809; 
. y ’ . 

Unwrought______________ 306,934 314,035 90 France 120,365; West Germany 
78,104; United Kingdom 25,448. 

Semimanufactures _________ 282,518 278,474 1,477 France 101,726; West Germany 
78,834; Netherlands 31,942. 

Gold: . 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands_ _ $806 $1,456 -~. N er lands $879; West Germany 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

. thousand troy ounces_ _ 583 876 (4) Switzerland 420; United Kingdom 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate. __________ 3,172 60,237 — West Germany 32,861; France 27,163. 
Fyrites, roasted. _§_~§__________ 154,153 148,865 — West Germany 137,463; Spain 11,402. 

etal: 

Scrap _________________ 550,135 536,640 -- France 163,649; West Germany 
95,117; East Germany 80,599. 

Pig iron including cast iron _ _ __ 22,617 7,678 _- Netherlands 4,278; West Germany 
2,535; United Kingdom 38. 

Sponge iron, powder, shot __ __ _ 776 549 NA West Germany 173; France 72; Spain 

Spiegeleisen _____________ 61 85 NA NA. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese________ 44,152 37,281 4,924 France 17,614; West Germany 6,792; 
Turkey 2,000. 

Other ______________ 45,607 36,670 57 France 23,068; West Germany 7,479; 
United Kingdom 1,138. 

Steel, primary forms 
thousand tons_ _ 3,224 2,894 6 France 1,282; Italy 544; West Ger- 

many 463. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_______do____ 4,177 4,078 354 West Germany 1,045; France 688; 

Netherlands 409. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do____ ™5,328 5,128 356 =‘ France 1,285; West Germany 1,188; 
Netherlands 475. 

Hoop and strip_________ 739,778 789,589 318 West Germany 297,639; France 
184,594; Switzerland 71,724. 

Rails and accessories ____ _ 85,715 82,065 7,318 France 23,292; Italy 16,641; West Ger- 
many 3,022. 

Wire_______________ 476,195 471,029 45,502 West Germany 96,722; France 76,404; 
Netherlands 48,502. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 370,176 362,227 11,546 West Germany 86,560; Netherlands 
57,748; France 57,590. 

Castings and forgings, rough T14,008 11,321 339 Netherlands 7,436; France 1,315; 
West Germany 983. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 1,196 8,058 — U.S.S.R. 4,658; Italy 3,400. 
Ash and residue containing lead_ _ _ _ 4,678 4,565 NA France 1,299; undetermined 3,266. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 5,406 5,638 3 Netherlands 2,754; West Germany 

2,058; France 466. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______~___________ 22,531 16,718 — France 13,594; West Germany 1,673; 

Netherlands 643. 
Unwrought______~_~_______ 74,180 84,262 1,170 West Germany 24,531; Netherlands 

22,112; France 12,781. 
Semimanufactures _________ 6,597 7,792 13 N etherlands 6,102; France 579; Fin- 

an . 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

rap. LLL 524 484 32 Netherlands 227; West Germany 205; 
n 13. 

Unwrought ________-_-_____ 2 6 _- Netherlands 6. 
Semimanufactures____________ 1 2 __ France 1. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _____..____ 6,107 5,929 _- Netherlands 2,176; Iran 1,700; United 

Kingdom 1,192. 
Metal including alloys, allforms __~— 26 306 _- All to United Kingdom. 

Mercury _____—__ %6-pound flasks_ _ 516 577 _- West Germany 232; United Kingdom 
; italy 37. 

Molybdenum: 
re and concentrate ________ 5,945 5,542 NA West Germany 1,576; Netherlands 

1,175; Italy 834. 
Oxides and hydroxides __..____~ 105 176 NA Japan 79; United Kingdom 52. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 177 116 1 Netherlands 52; France 27; Austria 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ -- 928 — All to West Germany. 
Ash and residue containing nickel _ _ 105 1,947 NA Canada 1,041; Finland 629. 
Oxides and hydroxides ______._~_ 3 6 NA NA. 
Matte and speiss = —— ---------- 1 11 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap ______._ ~~ _ 1,656 1,440 164 India 477; West Germany 413; 
Netherlands 177. 

Unwrought_ __ $$ _______ 406 312 28 United Kingdom 116; Netherlands 
41; West Germany 39. 

Semimanufactures _________ 1,040 1,002 4 West Germany 710; France 104; 
Netherlands 97. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces__ 113,239 132,009 65,436 West Germany 30,314; Netherlands 
12,341; France 7,955. 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings? 

value, thousands_ _ $5,256 $14,852 _— United Kingdom $10,443; West Ger- 
many $2,970; France $1,161. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces__ 21,262 48,601 4,286 United Kingdom 22,224; Switzerland 
Tin 13,819; West Germany 1,045. 

Ore and concentrate _____.____ 75 ee 
Ash and residue containing tin _ ——_ 1,668 2,116 379 United Kingdom 718; West Germany 

510; Spain 501. 
Oxides and hydroxides _ kilograms_ _ 300 () NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._-_. ~~ ~~ __ 92 208 _- West Germany 59; India 56; Nether- 
an . 

Unwrought___.~.___.__-- 2,372 2,954 170 France 702; Netherlands 586; West 
Germany 510. 

Semimanufactures ____~____ _ 23 67 () West Germany 17; Greece 12; Nether- 
lands 10. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate ________-_- 3,426 2,814 _. All to West Germany 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 23,304 22,156 500 West | Germany 1,274; Brazil 2,087; 

Metal including alloys, all forms — ~~ 191 110 3 Italy 36; Finland 15; Spain 14; 
etherlands 2. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate __ _____-__- 9 __ 
Ash and residue containing tungsten _ 16 38 _- NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — ~~ 159 166 ?) West Germany 92; Netherlands 59; 

Austria 6. 
Uranium: 
Ore and concentrate ________——-~ 403 156 _- All to France. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

value, thousands_ _ NA $1 _— All to West Germany. 
Vanadium oxides_ ___.._______ ~~ 211 143 NA Czechoslovakia 78; Germany 35; 

United Kingdom 29. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 60,645 25,108 _- France 20,196; Netherlands 4,911. 
Ash and residue containing zinc — _ _ _ 32,243 37,365 NA France 16,387; West Germany 15,402. 
Matie___.________~ u-- 2,484 2,458 NA France 1,354; West Germany 844. 
Oxides and peroxides _________~ 7,119 5,054 __ Hungary 1,171; France 1,170; West 

Germany 678. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __.~..-~_______--- 5,369 6,202 182 France 2,689; Netherlands 2,157; 
West Germany 718. 

Blue powder _________.~_~- 18,765 17,390 NA West Germany 10,284; Netherlands 
1,663; France 1,276. 

Unwrought______________ 193,626 168,178 5,281 West Germany 68,093; France 52,537; 
y 6,630. 

Semimanufactures ____———_-— 9,294 9,424 NA West Germany 5,455; Netherlands 
oo 1,844; France 876. 

Zirconium ore and concentrate _____ — 37 180 NA NA. 
Other: : 

Ores and concentrates: 
Of columbium, tantalum, vana- 
dium ______~__________ 79 30 _— All to West Germany. . 

Of base metals_____ ~~ ____ v9 72 3 France 40; Netherlands 29. 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 

rous metals____.22~_~2 ~~ ___ 57,173 111,015 8,336 France 55,830; West Germany 8,065; 
United Kingdom 1,344. . 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ ___ _ T2554 2,661 246 Netherlands 1,149; West Germany 
437; Italy 215. . 

Metals: 
Metalloids: : 7 

Arsenic and tellurium __ __— 22 7 NA West Germany 4; France 2. 
Other _____________ 162,617 178,586 NA Netherlands 111,722; France 49,317. 

' Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earths 20 69 NA NA. 
Cermets__________._____ 290 414 16 West Germany 156; Austria 115; Den- 

: mark 36. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms____.___~~__-----— T15 15 4 United Kingdom 6; France 3. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete -- 1,137 1,549 NA Netherlands 1,333; France 99; 
Czechoslovakia 45. 

Corundum, artificial... __ _ 480 550 NA Netherlands 332; France 129. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones___— _ kilograms_ _ 1,080 1,827 262 Switzerland 293; Israel 96; United 
Kingdom 85. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _________ 2,358 2,612 4 France 1,592; West Germany 305; 

Romania 204. 
Asbestos, crude ________________ 130 56 _- Netherlands 30; Algeria 15; Zaire 11. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 429 13,657 NA Netherlands 7,285; United Kingdom 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates__________ 13,982 20,727 __ West Germany 11,301; Netherlands 

7,634; Denmark 596. 
Oxides and acids _____________ 242 453 19 Italy 117; France 116; West Germany 

Bromine _______~_~_~_~_~ ~~ 412 1,923 NA Netherlands 1,794. 
Cement_______—-_- thousand tons_ _ 2,871 2,928 12 Netherlands 1,678; West Germany 

522; France 314. 
Chalk____-§______~ ee 57,203 79,175 —_ Saudi Arabia 19,177; Netherlands 

16,860; West Germany 146. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: . 
Bentonite____...-_______- 11,574 10,831 NA France 5,647; West Germany 3,777. 
Fuller’s earth, chamotte___ ___ 82 365 NA NA. 
Kaolin ___..._____-__—~ 10,345 12,605 NA West Germany 8,130; Netherlands 

1,057; Republic of South Africa 398. 
Andalusite, kyanite, sillimanite _ 192 402 NA NA. 
Other __________________ 20,387 9,090 NA Netherlands 7,938; France 916. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick __-___~§__ ~~ _______ 107,505 109,687 39 France 46,317; West Germany 24,281; 
Italy 12,919. 

Nonrefractory __.____.-.—- 264,327 291,533 224 Netherlands 120,781; West Germany 
85,162; France 78,340. 

Cryolite and chiolite_ _..________~_ 50 94 _- Netherlands 54; Nigeria 20; Malta 15. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 . 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y Sate Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued ; 

Diamond: . 
Gem: 

Unworked __ thousand carats_ _ T22,807 24,868 449 United Kingdom 10,889; India 8,847; 
Switzerland 449. 

Worked___________do___ _ 2,875 2,603 686 United Kingdom 300; Hong Kong 276; 
Switzerland 265. 

_ Industrial: 
Unworked _-______-do____ 9,140 8,063 2,245 United Kingdom 2,426; Ireland 811; 

West Germany 595. 
Worked _________.-~do____ 11 7 1 West Germany 4; United Kingdom 1. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 1,350 7,806 __ Netherlands 5,842; France 1,724; Iraq 

Feldspar, leucite, nepheline, nepheline 
syenite.__-__~______ ~~~ 7,462 6,591 _- Netherlands 6,371. . 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous _____._____- — 11,999 19,778 — Italy 10,187; West Germany 6,104; 
France 3,175. 

Phosphatic_._____________ 18,434 11,291 _- France 8,426; Netherlands 1,468; 
West Germany 1,162. 

Potassic____§ ~§_._______=_ 1,568 1,628 — Netherlands 1,578; United Kingdom 
30; West Germany 20. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _ — thousand tons__ 1,771 1,804 16 France 713; West Germany 392; 

United Kingdom 123. - 
Phosphatic_ ________do____ 1,512 1,582 __ West Germany 809; France 522; 

Netherlands 55. 
Potassic. _-.______._do____ 605 662 15 France 150; Netherlands 98; Japan 

Other including mixed — _do_ _ _ _ 1,728 1,622 5 France 951; West Germany 157; 
United Kingdom 89. 

Ammonia ______~_~___~_~___ ee 94,507 57,844 _. France 56,548; West Germany 457. 
Fluorspar ____ -§___ ____________ 4,984 4,926 NA West Germany 4,779. 
Graphite, natural _.~_--.._.-___- 49 24 NA NA. : 
Gypsum and plasters _______._.__ 97,048 © 100,607 65 Netherlands 53,239; West Germany 

Iodine ______________ LLL 4 47 NA Spain 18; West Germany 10; France 

Lime ___ ~~ ~~ 5 Le 662,265 761,665 — Netherlands 552,587; France 122,891; 
. vo West Germany 60,568. 

Magnesite __________________- 4,696 34,458 _- Netherlands 31,114; France 3,010; 
—— West Germany 276. 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 160 65 _- Romania 40; France 9; Italy 6. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _____________L__ (3) 66 62 France 3. 
Pigments, mineral: , 

Natural, crude ______________ 37 30 NA NA. . 
Iron oxides, processed _________ _ 11,633 13,955 609 France oe 1; West Germany 1,179; 

y 909. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: © 

Natural: 
Unworked ______-~ grams__ 13 6 NA = Mainly to Switzerland. . 
Worked: 

Gem ____—-_~~— kilograms_ _ 2,553 204 6 West Germany 73; Netherlands 44; 
Denmark 18. 

Industrial _____—— grams__— 129 2,656 _. _ Singapore 2,630; Lebanon 26. 
Manufactured__ _ — — —_ — kilograms. _ 1,695 5,493 271 West Germany 2,157; Republic of — 

Korea 1,032; Switzerland 293. 
Eyrites (gross weight) ~ oe ee 522 32 _- Morocco 30. 

- Salt and brines ________________ 144,224 115,385 6 France 97,529; Netherlands 15,140; 
Upper Volta 1,502. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash __________---~- 8 257 10,840 2,346 Netherlands 4,533; West Germany 

2,023; Denmark 811. 
Caustic soda___§____.____-_--- 552,848 421,029 29,585 Netherlands 198,681; France 70,006; 

West Germany 46,155. 
Soda ash ____________------ 31,799 54,393 _. China 41,632; France 5,449; West Ger- 

many 3,811. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked — _— ~~ 611,729 683,020 64 Netherlands 664,783; West Germany 

9,285; France 7,605. 
Worked ____________---- 21,073 19,703 144 Netherlands 8,257; West Germany 

5,241; France 3,423. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

. Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

———_—_ 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade 
thousand tons_ _— 1,646 1,569 _- Netherlands 688; West Germany 585; 

France 278. 
Gravel and crushed rock __—do____ 7,946 8,910 _- Netherlands 4,181; France 4,176; 

West Germany 551. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ — 537,662 553,260 -- Netherlands 361,559; France 190,401. 
Quartz and quartzite. __________ 13,557 12,940 4 West Germany 7,455; Netherlands 

3,058; France 1,235. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons_ _ 3,104 3,422 (4) Netherlands 1,003; France 994; Italy 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal _______-— 11,579 14,032 10 France 7,308; West Germany 3,466; 
Netherlands 509. 

Colloidal _.~_-__-__~___ 42 148 -- Netherlands 33; Venezuela 26; 
France 23; Italy 23. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum __________— 190,805 197,065 () France 100,952; Netherlands 39,487; 
bunkers 19,500. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 21,186 23,331 _-- West Germany 5,567; Sweden 3,621; 
France 3,448. 

Other: 
Crude: 

Vermiculite, perlite, chlorite _ __ 1,338 328 NA NA. 
Other _______-_-. ~~ _ 151,478 570,884 (4) Netherlands 537,550; France 19,694; 

o West Germany 9,277. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing .. thousand tons_ _ 2,181 2,413 -~- France 914; Netherlands 891; West 
Germany 605. 

Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium ________ 153 617 350 West Germany 137; France 111. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cement, unfired nonmetals 

“ thousand tons_ _ 1,784 1,020 3 Netherlands 573; France 199; West 
Germany 146. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 9,254 16,435 -- France 16,152; Netherlands 102; Italy 

Carbon black ____________.____ 686 390 _— Netherlands 113; France 107; West 
Germany 54. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous______ _ 445,248 538,043 1,629 West Germany 324,487; France 

68,609; Netherlands 64,397. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 58,927 25,380 _- France 21,666; West Germany 1,304; 

Switzerland 1,275. 
Lignite including briquets _______ 138 38 _- Netherlands 25; France 13. 

Coke and semicoke________._____ 638,510 871,067 87,224 Romania 348,314; France 195,775; 
G West Germany 150,257. 

as: 
Natural _____ million cubic feet__ 7 2,242 -~~ France 2,240. 
Manufactured__ value, thousands__ -- $1 _. NA. 

Hydrogen, argon, rare gases ________ 43,100 51,432 NA France 32,204; West Germany 14,170; 
Netherlands 484. 

Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ _ _ 4,394 2,257 _- Netherlands 1,070; France 778; West 
Germany 280. 

Petroleum: 
Crude____ —___42-gallon barrels__ 22 12 _- All to Netherlands. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline___-thousand 42-gallon 
barrels. _ ™34,116 40,635 375 West Germany 11,791; United King- 

dom 7,154; Netherlands 5,847. 
Kerosine __________do____ 711,533 12,299 151 West Germany 4,047; bunkers 3,023; 

Nigeria 1,251. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 26,704 32,115 (1) West Germany 12,275; Netherlands 

5,854; Denmark 2,611. 
Residual fuel oil______do____ 29,894 37,642 (4) Bunkers 9,432; Netherlands 7,140; 

France 5,480. 
Lubricants _________do____ T2676 2,599 1 Netherlands 803; West Germany 263; 

France 251. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ ___ 2,781 3,115 _- Netherlands 1,455; West Germany 

600; Portugal 297. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

OO Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980. : 
"mony | United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED a 
MATERIALS —Continued . 

Petroleum —Continued . ; 
Refinery products ~—-Continued 

Other —Continued 

Mineral jelly and wax _ 
thousand 42-gallon 

’  barrels_ _ 32 31 1s‘ France 12; Italy 4; Netherlands 4. 
Petroleum coke __.do____ 14 12 _- France 11; West Germany 1. 
Bitumen and other residues . 

dow _ __ 1,105 1,657 a Netherlands 877; Sweden 289; West - 
Germany 218. . 

Bituminous mixtures a 
do____ 72 81 _— Netherlands 29; France 28; West Ger- 

many 10. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, . . 

and gas-derived crude chemicals __ _ _ 318,715 289,871 26,884 West Germany 109,429; France 
97,250; Netherlands 32,511. 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . 
2May include other precious metals. . 

| Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ 

Commodit 1979 1980 . ‘Inte? ©6)SCtCOetSStSCS«i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘ SS 
mney United Other (principal) 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite. ....______...----- - 40,902 35,936 (4) China 12,026; Australia 7,864; 

- . . Guyana 6,156. 
Ash and residue containing aluminum 3,335 3,768 89 West, Germany 2,916; Netherlands 

;Po . 
Oxides and hydroxides ______.___ 23,869 21,519 395 West Germany 14,784; France 2,454; 

: y1,827. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap _.-- ~~ 26,556 33,316 17,843 Netherlands 5,982; West Germany 

5,871; France 5,760. 
Unwrought_______.___-- 252,770 252,500 7,676 §#Netherlands 117,714; France 32,079; 

. West Germany 24,469. 
Semimanufactures ____.___ 84,328 86,054 2,792 West Germany 32,676; Netherlands 

19,219; France 18,917. 
Antimony: | 

Ore and concentrate. ________ _ 6,662 5,177 NA Bolivia 2,401; Turkey 644; Canada 
599; United Kingdom 317. 

Oxides and hydroxides _.._____-~ 240 193 NA Turkey 157. 
Be Metal including alloys, allforms ___ | 335 32 _. France 24; China 8. 

ium: 
"Oxides and hydroxides 

value, thousands... _ $1 $1 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

do. __ $36 $27 $4 West Germany $18; France $3; Switz- 
erland $2. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms __ ~~~ ~~ ~~~ 1,166 1,028 NA Netherlands 211; Italy 169; China 

112; Finland 89. 
Chromium: . 

Chromite__._...~. ~~~ ___~____ 1,903 1,671 __ Netherlands 1,537; Republic of South 
Africa 89; West Germany 25. | 

Oxides and hydroxides ___._____ 570 1,443 5 West Germany 1,073; China 107; Italy 

Metal including alloys, all forms — — _ 543: 275 NA United Kingdom 125; Japan 38; 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _______ 54 43 -— United Kingdom 16; France 12; West 
Germany 6. 

oreea rocco ralia , and concentrate _______. — 1,774 2,628 _- Morox 1,942; Australia 522; Cyprus 

Sulfate 222 LL 1,233 1,190 NA France 379; U.S.S.R. 268; Nether- 

Ash and residue containing copper _ — 26,803 61,791 16,808 Sweden 12,501; France 12,466; Spain 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. a . Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 — 1980 . 

| oy | Bnited | Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Copper —Continued 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 36 48 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.__ ~~ 100,384 124,528 24,515 France 28,233; Netherlands 27,861; 
United Kingdom 10,920. 

Unwrought___________-_- 518,510 509,756 14,476 Zaire 253,411; Chile 34,100; Canada 

Semimanufactures _________ 49,046 43,770 582 West Germany 23,665; France 9,708; 
a Italy 4,017. 

Gold: 7 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands _ $1,224 $4,838 NA Netherlands $4,300. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought . 
thousand troy ounces__ 781 1,856 891 Switzerland 528; United Kingdom 

_ - a . 108; West Germany 84. me 
Iron and steel: . 

Ore and concentrate : _ 
thousand tons_ _ 26,144 22,182 _- France 6,840; Sweden 5,863; Brazil 

3,320; Liberia 1,269. 
Pyrites, roasted. $$$. _§_____ T183,669 106,519 _. West Germany 100,331; France 3,104; 

Sweden 3,038. 
Metal: | 

Scrap _-_. 1.2. T970,474 859,318 15,419 Netherlands 296,043; West Germany 
; . oo 296,017; France 167,711. 

Pig iron including cast iron __ _ _ F104,926 97,604 ' § France 54,580; West Germany 28,567; 
. , Canada 7,021. 

Sponge iron, powder, shot _ __ _ _ 8,034 18,893 26 Venezuela 8,204; Netherlands 4,704; 
-: oo France 2,267. —_ 

Spiegeleisen ___ ~~ ___u 173 © 892 NA United Kingdom 880. 
Ferroalloys. ~~. 7192,696 162,742 2,156 Norway 54,363; France 37,828; West 

a Germany 28,521. 
Steel, primary forms _ 

thousand tons__ 1,168 1,086 5 Netherlands 372; France 264; West 
Germany 187. | 

Semimanufactures: 
_ Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 

tions_______..____ 884,031 895,889 4,972 France 326,485; West Germany 
. 231,554; Netherlands 148,328. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ T587,614 652,236 7,369 Netherlands 195,298; West Germany 
. _ 157,618; France 126,718. 

- Hoop and strip___ ~~ _~___ 137,534 117,904 97 France 60,720; West Germany 47,691; 
Netherlands 3,041. 

_ Rails and accessories ___ __ 745,004 46,856 1 France 36,895; West Germany 8,348; 
. United Kingdom 826. 

Wire _______.-_______ 61,997 61,667 96 West Germany 27,797; France 18,906; 
_ . Netherlands 12,468. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings __.__ 223,011 262,760 1,473 | West Germany 80,863; France 67,486; 
. ; a . Netherlands 59,605. 

Castings and forgings, rough ™68,120 66,709 2,560 France 21,951; West Germany 20,672; 
Lead Netherlands 16,578. 

Ore and concentrate_____.______ 82,218 75,709 _— Australia 16,482; Peru 13,706; Ireland 

Ash and residue containing lead_ _ _ _ 70,557 52,520 21,285 France 16M; United Kingdom 3,615; 
pain 668. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,309 1,160 22. ~=&France 730; West Germany 373; 
Mexico 18. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___ ~~. __ 12,632 11,944 398 Netherlands 6,649; Ireland 1,512; 

West Germany 1,147. 
Unwrought______-_-__~_____ 57,800 54,286 9,150 France 15,780; Australia 10,722; 

. United Kingdom 9,114. 
Semimanufactures _________ 3,438 6,136 (4) West Germany 5,497; Netherlands 
. 8 380; France 186. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
pe LL 178 36 _- Lebanon 11; Nigeria 10; Netherlands 

Unwrought ________________ 1,252 1,404 426 France 390; Netherlands 241; Canada 

Semimanufactures____________ 440 312 87 West Germany 105; France 47; Switz- 
erland 39. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate. __________ 432,140 299,848 543 Republic of South Africa 122,097; 

; ngo 63,467; Zaire 33,634. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3,350 4,856 442 Greece 2,043; Ireland 1,268; Japan 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
— — Sources, 1980 

Commodit - 1979 1980 : _ } 4 United "Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued = . 

Manganese —Continued 

Metal including alloys, all forms -_ — — 1,183 1,178 65 Republic of South Africa 729; Nether- 
an . 

Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks. — 3,481 6,502 _— Spain 2,912; Finland 1,346; Nether- 
lands 1,015. 

Molybdenum: . 
re and concentrate_______—_-- 15,856 15,922 3,074 Canada 5,528; Chile 3,299; West Ger- 

, many 2,701. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___.__~_~ 28 17 NA United 1 Kingdom 11. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — _— — 189 149 8 Netherlands 100; West Germany 23; 

France 7. 
Nickel: . 

Ore and concentrate________——~ 79 (4) _. ._ All from France. 
Ash and residue containing nickel —_ 297 361 NA France 148; United Kingdom 69. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~— 402 164 NA Netherlands 63; Australia 40; France 

Matte and speiss __ ________-- 177 300 -- Netherlands 219; Australia 44; Re- 
public of South Africa 35. ’ 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap ____________----_. 153 519 17 Netherlands 191; West Germany 141; 

a France 29. 
Unwrought_________._.- 4,250 3,061 516 Republic of South Africa 804; Nether- 

lands 371; Cuba 315. 
Semimanufactures__-______. 1,488 1,797 119 West Germany 990; United Kingdom 

. 232; France 187. 
Niobium metal including alloys, all forms 10 3 NA West Germany 1. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ — 83,965 85,970 (4) United Kingdom 49,878; West Ger- 

a many 10,899. 
Selenium, elemental____________- TOA 36 NA Japan 30. 
Silver: - 

Ore and concentrate? 
value, thousands_ _ $3,348 $19,713 $4,820 Chile $10,988; Canada $2,644; United 

Kingdom $1,103, 
Waste and sweepings?____ _ _do_ ___ $80,875 $207,732 $191,007 On 26 Kingdom $8,823; Netherlands 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate_____.___-- 2,912 3,151 _- Zaire 2,380; Rwanda 682; Niger 54. 
Ash and residue containing tin _—__ 2,392 869 NA _ Netherlands 812; Italy 20. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 15 15 NA France 7; Netherlands 5. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _-_______-------- 175 182 _- Netherlands 164; West Germany 8; 
y 6. 

Unwrought______._____-- 2,793 2,988 5. Malaysia 1,001; West Germany 411; 
re 366. 

Semimanufactures _______—- 268 245 () Netherlands 123; West Germany 49; 
France 48. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate __ _____---- 102,094 78,108 °* NA Canada 77,103; Netherlands 845. 
Oxides and hydroxides __——~_—__~- 9,742 8,051 1,699 West Germany 3,050; France 1,213; 

° United Kingdom 1,207. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —_ _ 4,097 1,421 940 West Germany 74; Italy 29; United 

Kingdom 28. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate ______.---- F(t) 3 __ Austria 1; France 1. 
Ash and residue containing tungsten _ 37 31 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___------ 35 9 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ~ _ — 299 224 1 Netherlands 157; West Germany 46; 

France 12. 
Uranium: 

Ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ $45 $128 _. All from United Kingdom. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
do. _ _~ -- $21 $2. France $19. 

Vanadium: . 
Ash and residue containing vanadium 6,272 7,001 NA Netherlands 4,044; Mozambique . 

1,994; Czechoslovakia 912. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___..__.- 1,169 1,535 NA Republic of South Africa 769; West 

rmany 318. 
zi Metal including alloys, all forms — — — -- 1 NA NA. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate ____..._--- 554,183 429,909 1,322 Canada. 187,718; Peru 64,181; Ireland 

Ash and residue containing zinc _ — _ _ 63,977 60,598 9,180 West Germany 20,759; France 12,564; 
Netherlands 5,238. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EN ET CET Ae CSE rsp PTE 

ae . Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

| y 7 ; | Gnited Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc —Continued | 

Matte___ ~~~ ~~ Le 2,696 2,179 NA West Germany 1,058; Netherlands 

Oxides and peroxides __________ 7,276 6,465 NA France 2,113; Netherlands 2,067; 
United Kingdom 1,269. 

Metal including alloys: . 
- Serap ~~ Le 6,648 6,618 19 Netherlands 2,772; France 1,802; 

. West Germany 993. 
Blue powder __-_____.__.__ 1,166 652 NA West Germany 356; Netherlands 220. 
Unwrought______________ 51,484 45,576 10,856 Netherlands 15,893; Canada 6,689; 

West Germany 6,666. . Zirconi Semimanufactures _________ 20,730 21,333 NA _ France 19,985; West Germany 130. 
irconium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 2,228 2,431 NA Netherlands 1,028; Australia 801; 
West Germany 346. 

oneal including alloys, allforms _ _ _ 117 124 85 West Germany 9; United Kingdom 9. 
er. co 
Ores and concentrates: . 

Of columbium, tantalum, vana- 
dium ____ ~~ 2,245 2,537 458 Canada 1,761; West Germany 169. 

Of base metals____________ 18,839 38,459 NA Norway 37,937; Australia 177; 
: : Netherlands 163. — . 

Ash and residue containing nonfer- . 
rous metals, n.es ~~. _______ 29,319 20,483 3,569 France 10,257; Spain 348; Japan 179. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ _ __ TT77 915 21 West Germany 634; France 21; 
Netherlands 10. 

Metals: 
Metalloids: 

Tellurium and arsenic ____ 115 100 14 Sweden 56; France 16; Netherlands 7. 
Other ______________ 3,782 6,059 25 France 4,306; Netherlands 617; Nor- 

way 204. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earths 124 160 NA _ France 105; West Germany 28; 

_ United Kingdom 10. 
Pyrophoric alloys _______ ~~ 1 30 NA NA. 
Base metals including alloys, al —{. 

forms, n.es ~._-_________ T15 () NA NA. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete 2 LLL 37,261 40,854 202 West Germany 40,069; France 172; 
. . Netherlands 133. © 

Corundum, artificial. $$. ___ 5,735 6,410 57 West Germany 2,444; France 2,294; 
Austria 960. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones___ __ kilograms. _ 2,262 2,633 1,165 Switzerland 746. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ______. ~~ ________ 3,441 3,470 96 West Germany 916; Austria 747; 

Netherlands 509. 
Asbestos, crude________________ 50,754 47,880 8,238 Canada 23,107; Republic of South Af- 

rica 8,238; U.S.S.R. 6,748. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 8,082 8,407 _— France 4,020; West Germany 3,538; 

Netherlands 352. Boron: 
Crude, natural borates _________ 31,028 94,187 554 Turkey 47,593; Netherlands 41,214; 

West Germany 2,906. 
Oxides and acids _____________ 1,899 3,747 73 France 3,142; Turkey 336; West Ger- 

many 78. 
Bromine ____________________ 828 1,972 NA Israel 1,803. 
Cement__._ ~~ _______ = ___ 297,440 248,675 53 West Germany 162,382; Netherlands 

72,396; France 11,991. 
Chalk_-._22 109,712 124,705 -- France 89,847; Netherlands 34,573; 

West Germany 272. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite._._-.__________ 24,553 38,519 7,886 Netherlands 11,531; Greece 7,807; 

West Germany 6,109. 
Dinasearth _____________ 356 364 NA NA. 
Fuller’s earth, chamotte ______ 120,458 111,226 8,893 West Germany 76,829; France 18,828; 

Mozambique 1,984. 
Kaolin _-__-_-_ = 290,084 259,510 NA United Kingdom 88,115; Netherlands 

70,721; West Germany 37,084. 
Andalusite, kyanite, sillimanite _ 2,013 3,078 1,268 Re ublic of South Africa 632; United 

om 140. 
Other ______________ 107,905 141,124 6,087 wiingdom 140 90,723; Netherlands 

13,940; France 9,241. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : 
y Gnited ~ Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued - 

Products: — 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~--_-_-___-_______ + = 178,009 164,058 838 West Germany 86,823; France 33,333; 
. United Kingdom 16,562. 

Nonrefractory_.__________ 973,898 504,370 28 Netherlands 160,732; West Germany 
140,554; France 96,515. 

Cryolite and chiolite_______.22 2 _ 61 63 -- Denmark 49; West Germany 12. 
Diamond: Ss 

Gem: 
Unworked __ thousand carats__ 724,911 26,513 NA United Kingdom 17,634; Netherlands 

Worked __ 7 doi 2,225 2,098 91 India 603; U.S.S.R. 399; United King- 
dom 245. 

Industrial: . 
Unworked ______.._do____ 11,308 9,381 1,699 United Kingdom 1,632; Ireland 1,542; 

. a Congo 955. 
Worked ________._. -do____ 1 7 NA United Kingdom 2; West Germany 1. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 11,348 9,039 896 France 3,806; Spain 1,990; Denmark 

Feldspar, leucite, nepheline syenite_ _ _ _ 67,186 60,807 _- France 27,049; Norway 24,565; 
Netherlands 2,433. 

Fertilizer materials: . 7 . 
Crude: . 

Nitrogenous __. ~~~ ~______ 24,613 39,082 _— Chile 3g 8; Sweden 6,742; Nether- 
an . 

Phosphatic_._ thousand tons... 2,155 2,326 358 Morocco 1,450; U.S.S.R. 89; Togo 24. 
Potassic_ ~~~ ~~~ ____ 47,441 34,260 _~- West Germany 18,942; France 15,214. 

Manufactured: . 
Nitrogenous _.___.....__- ™520,280 628,164 181,081 West Germany 208,535; Netherlands 

121,617; France 90,789. . 
Phosphatic___._~~._-____ T181,458 124,648 71,312 Netherlands 27,362; France 6,123; 

| Morocco 5,221. : 
Potassic_____ thousand tons_ _ T1051 1,134 _. West Germany 657; U.S.S.R. 282; 

East Germany 140. 
Other including mixed______ 517,062 365,482 136,870 West Germany 77,030; France 61,162; 

Netherlands 43,335. 
Ammonia ______~~. ~~ _______ 2,707 2,301 2 Netherlands 1,357; West Germany 

. -- 918; Switzerland 20. 
Fluorspar _.2 2-222 14,549 16,876 _— France 5,299; China 5,085; Mexico 

Graphite, natural _......____.__ 1,842 5,832 () Sweden 5,061; West Germany 389; 
Netherlands 129. 

Gypsum and plasters _.__..______ 387,716 421,626 83 France 374,327; West Germany . 
28,316; Netherlands 17,948. 

Todine ______~ 2 Le 102 97 q United Kingdom 28; Japan 25; Chile . 

Lime __~ 22 LL 130,228 91,982 4 France 86,483; West Germany 4,801; 
. . Netherlands 679. 

Magnesite __________________ 24,204 22,907 101 Italy 7,324; United Kingdom 4,640; 
Mi Austria 2,606. . 

ica: . _ 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 1,803 5,006 4 India 3,141; Madagascar 630; United 

. Kingdom 424. 
Worked including agglomerated split- 

tings ___..-__--.~_~_____. 56 78 -— Switzerland 34; Netherlands 21; 
United Kingdom 10. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude ____.._____--_ 443 413 NA _ Republic of South Africa 297. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 8,030 7,276 76 West Germany 5,489; France 885; 

Spain 246. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural: 
Unworked --------— grams... 201 63 NA West Germany 14. 

orked: 
Gem ___.. ~~ kilograms. _ 6,267 14,443 NA West Germany 675; France 377; India 

261; undetermined 12,849. 
Industrial. __.__—do____ 413 201 NA _ Republic of Korea 174. 

Manufactured_ __._._..do____ 3,851 751 257 Switzerland 69; undetermined 425. 
Pyrites (gross weight) _..._____ _- ~~ 195,210 189,433 -- Spain 180,188: Morocco 5,000; Portu- 

Salt and brines ___—~— thousand tons__ 1,219 988 (4) Netherlands 651; West Germany 311; 
; France 25. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _.-___..-_-. -- 2,671 1,150 3 West Germany 457; United Kingdom 

230; Spain 169. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit : 1979 1980 : 

odity United os Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued oo 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s. 
—Continued 

; Caustic soda________________ 103,300 110,070 205 West Germany 56,773; Netherlands 
_ ‘ 31,788; France 18,305. 

Soda ash____ = 5 48,847 140,853 1,734 France 63,220; West Germany 44,962; 
Netherlands 12,652. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 121,928 115,742 25 ~—s- France 56,321; West Germaniy 17,015; 
. Portugal 9,308. 

Worked__~_ > 103,565 117,702 37 ~~ France 30,925; Italy 30,041; Nether- 
lands 21,645. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 46,593 51,454 _- West Germany 29,062; France 15,967; 
7 Netherlands 6,044. . 

Gravel and crushed rock . 
thousand tons_ _ 7,409 9,139 (4) Netherlands 4,457; United Kingdom 

2,540; West Germany 1,106. 
Limestone excluding dimenision _ _ _ _ ™385,059 261,864 _-. United Kingdom 229,777; France 

7 a : 21,945; Spain 5,695. 
Quartz and quartzite___§ 9. __-_ F149,918 111,753 612 West Germany 79,756; France 15,930; 

oo Nerway 8,597. - 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons__ 10,640 10,735 1 Netherlands 9,394; West Germany 
787; United Kingdom 238. 

Sulfur: oe . 
Elemental: co 

Other than colloidal ___—____ 549,346 481,737 238,151 Poland 71,068; Canada 47,189; West 
: | Germany 46,693. 

Colloidal _. ~~~ ~______ 5,128 1,353 4 West Germany 661; Netherlands 355; - | a France 237. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum.—__________ 342,488 446,096 — West Germany 183,248; France 

143,141; Netherlands 110,516. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 36,915 52,903 17,149 Australia 19,012; France 7,555; Aus- 

a tria 3,084. 
Other: . 

Crude: oo 
Vermiculite, perlite, chlorite _ — — 58,090 64,475 NA U.S.S.R. 30,257; Greece 23,301; West 

. os Germany 3,958. 
Other ______ thousand tons__ 1,347 1,046 (4) France 681; Spain 161; West Ger- 

oe a many 137. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing ._.____do___— 1,195 1,115 -- France 910; West Germany 105; 
Netherlands 99. 

Oxides and hydroxides of magnesium, © , . 
strontium, barium. -_§__§____ 1,283 1,872 63 Netherlands 485; United Kingdom 

480; West Germany 445. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cement, unfired non- i 
metals__ 25 T967,625 970,714 477 Netherlands 591,820; West Germany 

228,260; France 102,399. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS _ 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ____ ___ 126,077 94,981 362 France 90,082; Netherlands 3,591; 
West Germany 489. 

Carbon black and gas carbon. _______ 35,994 38,637 946 West Germany 14,849; Netherlands 
_ 9,761; France 9,311. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

thousand tons_ _ 10,035 10,590 4,230 West Germany 2,238; Republic of 
South Africa 2,092; Netherlands 

Lignite including briquets _______ 71,093 179,608 __ West (Germany 177,849; Netherlands 
1,740. 

Coke and semicoke___ thousand tons__ 3,706 3,614 211 West Germany 2,938; Netherlands 
G 250; Canada 80. 
as: 

Natural ____-_ million cubic feet__ 447,876 413,440 NA Netherlands 338,549; Norway 69,864. 
Manufactured. _________do____ 539 512 _- France 511. 

Hydrogen, argon, rare gases ________ 9,793 8,886 252 Netherlands 5,480; West Germany 
1,234; France 146. 

Peat including briquets and litter __ _ __ 153,165 141,525 52 Netherlands 98,517; West Germany 
33,485; U.S.S.R. 9,084. 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 230,656 219,850 __ Saudi Arabia 137,673; Iraq 13,551; 
Nigeria 10,902. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued _ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

) Sources, 1980 
Commodity — 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
_ MATERIALS—Continued | | | 

Petroleum —Continued . | | | 
Refinery products: . | Gasoline and petroleum spirits 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 17,528 22,720 () Netherlands 8,808; U.S.S.R. 3,131; 
France 1,420. Kerosine __________do____ T7154 676 (4) Italy 224; Netherlands 188; United 
Kingdom 108. Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 32,112 20,712 1 Netherlands 13,547; U.S.S.R. 3,079; 

. __ West Germany 1,097. Residual fuel oil_____ _do____ 30,698 35,163 () Netherlands 10,816; U.S.S.R. 5,994; 
Saudi Arabia 4,239. 

Lubricants _________do____ T4985 3,877 210 Netherlands 1,268; France 915; West 
Germany 541. 

Other: j 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do. ___ 4,886 4,597 NA Netherlands 2,434; West Germany 
549; United Kingdom 463. 

Mineral jelly and wax . . 
do__ __ 151 148 3 West Germany 75; France 35; Nether- 

Petroleum coke ___do__ __ 1,453 . 195 660 Netherlands 54; United Kingdom 47; 
West Germany 33. 

Bitumen and other residues . 
do____ 464 291 (?) France 157; Netherlands 105; West , Germany 28. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do. ___ 149 190 7 Netherlands 84; France 67; West Ger- 

many 23. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, : 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ____ "129,591 163,922 321 West Germany 59,806; Netherlands : : | 42,898; France 31,876. TL 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
?May include other precious metals. . ; 

: COMMODITY REVIEW high without rapid improvement of operat- 
. | ing techniques, elevation of labor productiv- Metals.—Iron and _Steel.—Crude steel ity, and other measures to back up na- 

production continued in 1981 at the same _ tionalization of production. The plants were 
depressed level as that of 1980, about 12 found to be considerably less productive million tons. The financial picture worsen- than Japanese plants in terms of yield, 
ed, however, because of continued soaring energy consumption, and manpower. 
costs. Government funding of BF40 billion for 

Early in 1981, the Belgian Government the merger was tentatively authorized in _ and the Commission of the EEC received a April, in the form of BF15 billion for fresh report prepared by Nippon Steel Corp. as capital and BF25 billion to convert debts 
part of another effort to find a way to make owed to the state into capital. BF3 billion of 
the decisions necessary to put the Belgian this was made immediately available by the steel industry back on its feet. Nippon Steel _ private banks to pay wages, but a further 
examined a proposal to merge Cockerill BF65 billion emergency credit was question- S.A., the large Liége producer, with the ed by the EEC, which demanded strict 
“triangle” of Hainant-Sambre S.A. and conditions of restructuring in coordination Forges de Thy-Marcinelle et Providence, with the loan. In this, the EEC was support- 
S.A., all in the Charleroi area. The report ed by the independent Belgian Steel Associ- 
stated that the combined 10-million-ton-per- ation, Eisa. 
year capacity (out of a total Belgian capaci- Cockerill-Sambre S.A. (CS), the new com- ty of 17 to 18 million tons) should be cut to8 bined firm, was formed on June 26, and million tons, of which 60% would be flat considerable stress was generated by its 
rolled products. No recommendations were financial problems amid the reluctance of 
made as to closures of individual plants. It private banks to lend additional money 
was warned that the breaking point of the without Government guarantees and by the 
proposed Cockerill-SSambre would remain _ political problem of growing Flemish (Dutch
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speaking) reluctance to acquiesce in a mas-_sidiary Société Industrielle de Prayon, S.A.), 

sive Government funding of the Walloon the smallest Belgian zinc producer, shut 

(French speaking) steel industry. The new down its unprofitable electrolytic zinc plant 

firm was to have a capacity of 8.5 million at Ehein, near Liége, in May. It then at- 

tons annually and would be controlled tempted to sell its zinc division (capacity 

about 80% by the Belgian Government. 60,000 to 70,000 tons per year) to a number 

Outlook for profitability of the new firm of companies, including Noranda Mines, 

continued poor, and the new chairman of Ltd., of Canada. Failing in these attempts, it 

CS said he expected that state aid would be decided to liquidate all assets of the zinc 

necessary even as far into the future as 1985 division. An iron oxide plant at Ehein, 

and later. It was estimated in business which produces a high-grade oxide product, 

circles that aid in the period 1981-85 would remained in operation and would probably 

approach BF250 billion. be improved with support from the regional 

In November, a general election led tothe development agency, Société Regionale 

formation of a new national Government in d’Investissement de Wallonie. Also, Pray- 

which the influence of Flemish parties un- on’s chemical and fertilizer production facil- 

sympathetic to further aid to the Walloon ities at nearby Engis were transferred to a 

industry was much stronger. The new pre- newly formed company, Société Chimique 

mier, Wilfrid Martens, pledged strict adher- Prayon, S.A. Prayon’s metallurgical divi- 

ence to the EEC (actually the European sion at Trooz, where cadmium is produced, 

Coal and Steel Community, a constituent also was being offered for sale. 

body of the EEC) regulation of August 7, Tin.—Metallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt, the 

1981, on subsidies to steel industries. The only producer of primary tin in Belgium, 

EEC Commission in November vetoed fur- ceased processing imported cassiterite ores 

ther Belgian state aid by withholding ap- because of the unreliability of supplies, 

proval of BF8 billion of the Government aid caused by political problems in supplier 

package; the EEC could eventually bring countries. | 

| Belgium before the European Court if its An extensive review of the Belgian non- 

wishes are flouted. The EEC was under metallic minerals industry was published.*® 

continuous pressure from other’ EEC mem- Nonmetals.—Barite.—Production of bar- 

bers to take steps to reduce Belgian capacity ite started up again recently, on a moderate 

because the bulk of this steel is exported; scale, although the sole mine also operated 

only 25% can be consumed in Belgium. This from 1890 to 1928. NL Baroid Inc. of the 

action by the EEC put the Belgian Govern- United States purchased the mine, at Fleu- 

ment in a difficult position because of budg- rus, near Namur, from Kali Chemie AG of 

etary problems and the fact that the steel the. Federal Republic of Germany and 

industry would not be able to meet its Mines de Garrot S.A. of France. Current 

payroll. The Government would require production, at a rate of about 100,000 tons 

EEC assistance, and thus approval, to help annually, goes largely to North Sea drilling 

the industry. At yearend, the caretaker companies. About one-half of the produc- 

government had not yet arrived at a deci- tion, which must be upgraded by flotation, 

sion. is shipped to GBO Holland BV at IJmuiden, 

Lead and Zinc.—Metallurgie Hoboken- Netherlands, for grinding. Reserves are 
Overpelt S.A., the second largest Belgian estimated at about 1 million tons. 
zinc producer, commissioned a new furnace Limestone and Other Calcareous Miner- 

at Overpelt to produce secondary zinc from als.—Limestone quarrying is the major ex- 

low-grade copper-zinc scrap, such as from tractive industry in Belgium. Output is 

junked automobiles. About 25,000 tons per largely from the Meuse Valley and around 

year will be produced by a new technique Tournai, and main uses are for aggregate 

developed by the Huron Valley Steel Corp. and for iron and steel production. Of the 

of the United States. Feed will consist approximately 30 million tons produced 

mainly of the heavy nonferrous part of the each year, about 6 million tons are export- 

nonmagnetic fraction proceeding from the ed, of which approximately 4 million go to 

automobile shredders. Density separation France and 1.5 million to the Federal Re- 

will also be used. Remelted zinc from this public of Germany, according to statistics 

operation will be fed to the zinc distillation of the 1980 report of the Union des Pro- 

columns of the refinery. Total cost was ducteurs Belges de Chaux, Calcaires, Dol- 
expected to be BF80 million (about $2 mil- omies et Produits Connexes. The largest 

lion). producer was of the Lhoist-Dumont Group 
Société de Prayon, S.A. (actually its sub- including S.A. Etablissements Leon Lhoist;
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S.A. Carrieres et Fours a Chaux Dumont- covery unit was installed in the petroleum 
Wautier; and S.A. des Dolomies de Marche- refinery of Albatros Oil Processing GmbH 
les-Darnes. Another large producer is S.A. in Antwerp. The refinery, controlled by 
Carrieres et Fours a Chaux de la Meuse Albatros GmbH of the Federal Republic of 
(Carmeuse), which also has three subsidiary Germany, had a capacity of about 90,000 
companies. Both Lhoist-Dumont and Car- barrels per day. | 
meuse have production capacities ranging Mineral Fuels.—Belgium imports 84% of 
from 5 to 10 million tons per year. © its total energy supplies, of which one-half 

Belgium has historically been an impor- is petroleum. Belgian industry is of the 
tant marble producer. A variety similar to heavy, energy-intensive type, and total pri- 
marble, currently produced in large quanti- mary energy requirements per capita are 
ties, is known as petit granite (not a granite) among the highest in Europe. Domestic 
or Belgian bluestone. About 80% of produc- production of energy is largely from coal 
tion is concentrated in the Neufvilles- mines, which are being exhausted and are 
Sognies-Ecaussines area, south of Brussels, heavily subsidized, and from important nu- 
where six companies operate quarries. A clear capacity. The latter will permit Bel- 
second producing area is around Sprimont gium to decrease its dependence on import- 
and Pouleseur, south of Liége, where about ed energy to 77% by 1985. 
a dozen producers are active. Total primary energy consumption in 

Quartz Sand.—Belgium is a major Euro- Belgium has nevertheless been declining for 
pean producer and exporter of several vari- a decade and in 1980 reached the level of 
eties of quartz sand, including exceptionally 1973, or 46.7 million tons of oil equivalent 
high-quality sand used in the production of (68.6 million tons of coal equivalent), owing 
crystal ware and silicon carbide. Belgium primarily to economic slowdown in the steel 
has a very important glass industry based and other energy-intensive industries. 
on this resource. The largest producer is Higher prices and better efficiency in such 
S.A. SCR Sibelco N.V., which has large industries as transportation have also play- 
operations in both the Mol and Maasmeche- ed a part. 
len areas in the northeast near the Nether- Successive Belgian Governments have 
lands border, with an annual production of attempted to implement policies outlined in 
about 3.5 million tons. The other major a series of energy papers, appearing in 
producer is De Niewe Zandgroeven van Mol April 1979, June 1979, and March 1980, 
N.V. (in French, Les Nouvelles Sablieres de which called for reducing dependence on oil 
Mol S.A.), which also produces high-quality to less than 50% of total energy demand by 
sand (about 1.5 million tons) for the glass 1985 and for reducing growth of energy 
industry, at Mol and Maasmechelen. Like consumption to 1.5% per year between 1980 
Sibelco, it exports the bulk of its production. and 1990. In July 1981, the first significant 
Silex.—Belgium is a major, and the tradi- conservation measures were taken, with 

tional, producer of this chalcedonic silica, announcement of a series of tax concessions 
largely used for grinding blocks in mills. A for industry and domestic consumers to 
typical analysis of gray-blue Belgium silex encourage investments in insulation and 
is SiO2, 98.7%; Al.O;, 0.3%; CaO, 0.4%; energy efficiency. 
MgO, 0.1%; and others, 0.5%. The material Coal.—Over the past few years, demand 
is considered very high grade, and Belgium for coal in Belgium has not been steady. 
can compete with other producers (China, Increased production of hydroelectricity 
Spain, and Yugoslavia) in spite of a higher and nuclear-generated electricity together 
price. with a negative growth of electricity con- 

The major Belgian producer is Siminal sumption in 1980 have held down demand. 
S.A., with quarries at Eben-Emael, north of Belgium will, in addition, have four new 
Liége. A second company, Carrieres de Tuf- nuclear power installations onstream by 
feau, S.p.r.]. (Marnebel), also produces silex 1985, and this will further soften the de- 
in the vicinity. In this area, silex is a by- mand for steam coal. Countering this to 
product of the production of a local lime- some extent was the effect of the economic 
stone (mergel) used in fertilizers. Additional recession during 1981, which slowed down 
silex production is by S.p.r.l. Freres Evrard increases in the price of imported coal. This, 
near Eben-Emael, four or five smaller pro- and what was felt to be an inevitable in- 
ducers in Hainaut Province (Mons area), crease in the present low level of steel 
and one in Namur Province (Fraire, south production, led to some optimism about 
of Charleroi). sales of imported as well as high-cost domes- 

Sulfur.—A_ 36,000-ton-per-year sulfur re- tic coal. Belgian buyers nevertheless com-
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plained about low quality and transporta- delivery terms, but this reportedly would 
tion bottlenecks in U.S. shipments to Bel- involve heavy penalty clauses. _ 
gium, while recognizing that these prob- Initially, the contract appeared to be a 
lems were related to the great expansion of sound business decision that enabled pri- 
U.S. exports to Europe in recent years. vate suppliers of crude oil to Belgium, 

A new coal terminal was being built in including major oil companies, to fulfill | 
Ghent to handle expected larger imports, requirements and avoid purchases on the 
principally from South Africa, by the Rand spot market. As much as 60% of the crude 
London Corp. and Anglo International Min- acquired by Distrigaz, the Belgian Govern- 
ing Corp. It will be able to handle 1,000 tons ment’s semiofficial agency, was taken by 

per hour from ships up to 65,000 tons of the private companies. However, prices de- 
capacity. | clined in 1981, and competitive sales prices 

Belgian coal seams are friable and wet, set by the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
the country rock is not very competent, and were only 89% to 95% of the cost to Dis- 
the unconsolidated overburden is thick (400 trigaz. It was projected late in 1981 that 
to 600 meters). Mining, under difficult con- losses for Distrigaz were at least $16 per ton 
ditions, is at depths of 700 to 1,040 meters. (over $2 per barrel). | | | 
About 85% of the coal is extracted by an Several additional disadvantages to Bel- 
advancing method, using chocks (square  gium to be brought up in the renegotiations 
wooden supports filled with waste), with were as follows: The contract made Belgium 
powered supports at the coal face. Methane even more heavily dependent on Saudi Ara- 
is extracted through boreholes at a rate of bia (61% in 1981); the Belgian Government, 
about 500 to 800 cubic meters per hour per with a heavy financial deficit and require- 
face from about one-third to one-half of the ments for assistance to other industries, 
faces; about 60% of this is used at the such as coal and steel, could ill afford to 

mines. Over 95% of Belgian coal is mined by _ subsidize its crude oil supply; and the Saudi 
N.V. Kempense Steenkolenmijnen in the Arabian contract prevented the Belgian 
northeastern Limbourg Province. Government from selling the contracted 

Just after the end of 1981, the first igni- crude outside Belgium. _ | | 
tion took place at the site of the under- _Uranium.—The plant of Umipray, S.A., a 
ground coal gasification project near Thu- subsidiary of Société de Prayon, Union Min- 
lin. | iere S.A., and Metallurgie Hoboken-Over- 
Petroleum.—The contract for the supply pelt, became operational during the first 

of Saudi Arabian crude to Belgium, which half of 1980, and work continued according _ 

began in 1980 and was to extend through to schedule during 1981. “Operational” as 
1982, came under study by the new Belgian reported by the company meant that the 
Government installed near the end of the uranium was recovered in some form from 

_ year. Saudi Arabian officials agreed public- the raw material phosphate rock; yellow | 
ly to consider renegotiation of the price and cake is scheduled to be produced by 1985. 

LUXEMBOURG | 

Metals.—Jron Ore.—Domestic production million tons in 1981, which was also a 
of iron ore declined again in 1980, by 11%, considerable decline from Arbed’s peak 
to 560,000 tons, as the last reserves were year, 1974, when Luxembourg steel produc- 
slowly being mined out. Like the nearby _ tion was 6.4 million tons. 
French ores, Luxembourg ores were origi- The Luxembourg Government early in 
nally both calcareous and siliceous, but the year approved Arbed’s 23.2 billion franc 
since 1977 only siliceous ore has been (Lux F)* investment plan, to which the 
mined; this ‘“minette” ore in 1980 had an Government would contribute Lux F8.0 bil- 

‘average iron content between 33% and _ lion initially, possibly rising to Lux F11 
34%, with 8.6% CaO, 17% SiO., 0.7% P, billion. In return Arbed agreed to maintain 
0.1% S, and 0.8% Mn. In 1980, only 2 mines the work force at 16,500 until 1984 and keep 

remained active compared with 29 in 1950. the Government informed about any new 
One of these was an open pit and one commitments. The main features of the 
(Thillenberg) was underground. proposed plan included a new 650,000-ton- 

Iron and Steel.—Steel production by Acie- _per-year cold rolling mill at Dudelange and 
ries Reunies de  Burbach-Eich-Dudel- a 50,000-ton-per-month medium section mill 
ange S.A. (Arbed) fell about 18%, to 3.8 at Esch-Belval. It was recognized, however,
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that the investment program had to be the anticrisis division, which provides em- 
approved by the EEC which might wish ployment for displaced workers, saving Ar- 
Arbed to coordinate with the nearby French bed Lux F600 million. 
mills of Sacilor and-Sollac. oo 

: : _ Chief, Branch of Europe and U.SS.R., Division of In May, another tripartite agreement (Ar Foreign Data. 

bed, Government, labor unions) was reach- pene necessary, values pave been converted from 
: gian francs (BF) to U.S. dollars at the 1 average ed on holding down labor costs by deferral exchange rate of BF37-- US$1.00. 

of increases and reducing indexation of Mareen L The Industrial Minerals of Belgium. Indust. 
; . . iner. (London), September » Pp. . certain classes of employees; the Govern “The Luxembourg franc has the same value as the 

ment was also to finance a greater share of _ Belgian franc. 

Table 4.—Luxembourg: Production of mineral commodities’ 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Cement, hydraulic______._____-__~_--- 291 311 318 325 300 
Gas, manufactured: Blast furnace (0.026 teracalo- 

rie per million cubic feet) _ million cubic feet_ — ©247,000 217,000 213,000 200,000 200,000 
Gypsum and anhydrite, crude __ _ — _ _ _ _ _tons_ _ 2,693 990 1,044 856 900 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate. _________~____-_-— 1,537 835 830 560 500 
Pig iron (including blast furnace ferroalloys) — — 3,568 3,721 3,802 3,569 32,888 
Steel: 

Crude__________-_-~--~~~-_--~-+ 4,329 4,790 4,950 4,618 33,791 
Semimanufactures________~______- 3,468 3,800 3,931 3,746 3,400 

Phosphates: Thomas slag, gross weight __————_ 713 771 730 677 700 
Sand and gravel: 

Foundry sand_______________~__tons__ 4,942 2,771 1,400 _- —_ 
Other sand except glass sand __________~- 638 615 747 709 700 
Gravel __ 5 Le 183 213 229 216 200 

Stone: 
Construction: 

Crushed __— —_thousand cubic meters_ _ 778 715 745 674 700 
Dimension: 

Rough cut _________~~-do___- 6 7 4 *14,600 414,000 
Facing_ _ thousand square meters_ _ 5 3 4 4 4 

- Finished _____-—_-— cubic meters_ _ 6 72 90 282 200 
Flagstone: 

Polished ______-_ square meters__ 5 4 4 4590 4600 
Rough____________~__-~tons__ 1 1 (5) 297 300 

Paving stone _____ ~ thousand pieces_ _ 13 14 _— _- _- 
Slate slabs _________.______do___~ 1,383 1,363 1,171 1,212 1,200 

Industrial: 
Dolomite___________~__-__---_- 407 271 294 385 300 
Limestone ____________—__~_tons_ _ NA 169,036 140,950 _- _ 
Quartz, quartzite, glass sand _ _ _ __do__ _ _ 9,940 20,550 79,600 21,000 20,000 

"Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, refractory clays and manufactured phosphatic fertilizers other than Thomas 

slag are produced, but data are not published, and information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
5Reported figure. 
“Unit changed to metric tons. 
5Less than 1/2 unit.
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The downtrend in economic growth that the state smelting firm, Empresa Nacional 
began in 1977 continued during 1981, owing de Fundiciones (ENAF), lowered revenues 
to chronic political instability and social of the mine producers. 
unrest, as well as adverse conditions in The private mining sector included rela- 
world mineral markets. tively efficient, well-managed medium min- 

The economy suffered from effects of ers, some small miners, and mining cooper- 
recession, work stoppages, higher costs, and tives. _ 
declining mineral production. The gross Besides tin, Bolivia was an important 
domestic product grew in real terms by only world producer of antimony and tungsten 
0.5% or less in 1981 to the equivalent of $7 and a significant producer of silver, zinc, 
billion,? calculated at current prices. The and lead. 
rate of inflation increased from 18% in 1978 Bolivia has become an important produc- , 
to 52% in 1981, one of the highest in recent er and exporter of natural gas. In 1981, : 
years. | | earnings from natural gas exports were 

The tin industry remained the corner- next in importance after those from tin 
stone of the economy, although it has been exports. : 
in decline since 1977. Production of many In the past, Bolivia has been a net export- 
other minerals has also been declining er of crude petroleum, but in 1981 it was 
while operating costs have risen and world necessary to import certain petroleum prod- 
metal prices have been depressed. State- ucts, especially fuel oil and diesel oil. The 
owned Corporacién Minera de Bolivia (CO- replacement of fuel oil and diesel oil by 
MIBOL) continued as Bolivia’s major miner- natural gas would represent a considerable 
al producer and the most important genera- saving for the country. To accomplish that . 
tor of foreign exchange. In 1981, COMIBOL goal, the Inter-American Development 
continued in financial difficulties that Bank (IDB) in 1981 approved a loan of $97 
were hampering its part in the implemen-_ million to help build a gas pipeline from the 
tation of the national investment plan for gasfields near Santa Cruz to the main 
1981-85. The plan provides for restructuring industrial and mining centers of Cochabam- 
the mineral sector at an estimated cost of ba, Oruro, and La Paz. 
$637 million and argues for an increase in Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales Bolivi- 
the role of the private sector in exploration anos (YPFB), the state oil company, propos- 
and marketing. ed a new 5-year development program aim- 
COMIBOL has been relying on outside ed at halting the decline in petroleum 

financing to cover annual deficits in excess production. YPFB received formal propos- 
of $30 million for some years. In 1981, a als from 5 foreign oil companies, out of 38 
former COMIBOL official declared that the invited, to pursue petroleum exploration 
nationalized mines were on the “edge of under operational contracts governed by 
bankruptcy” with the exception of the the 1977 General Hydrocarbons Law. The 
Huanuni Mine as the only profitable mine five companies are Perez Co. (Argentina), 
among COMIBOL’s 14 mining companies. Anschutz Corp., BMF Chemical Corp., Occi- 
Both COMIBOL and the private mining dental Boliviana Inc., and Tesoro Bolivia 
sector complained that the high charges of Petroleum Co. from the United States. The 
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two latter companies were already estab- Suggestions were made regarding joint 
lished in Bolivia with operational contracts. COMIBOL-private mining projects. This 
Both were producing natural gas and con- measure could help COMIBOL, which has 
densate. no funds for new projects, and might also 
Government Policies and Programs.— enable private mining concerns to gain 

On December 8, 1981, the long-awaited In- access to ore reserves presently closed to 
vestment Law was approved. The law was_ them. It was also agreed that there would 
intended to encourage investments and does _ be freedom to negotiate with ENAF over its 
not distinguish between national and for- smelter charges. 

eign investors, except that the foreign inves- The Government also agreed that $637 

tor is assured the right of repatriation of million would be invested in the mineral 
profits. The law applies to new investments sector in 1981-85, with $130 million ear- 
as well as to reinvestment in agr iculture, marked for private miners. It appeared that 

, industry, construction, mining, and tour- Bolivia would have to raise this money 
ism. Basically, it provides for duty-free im- abroad. The agreements were ratified and 
ports of materials and machinery not pro- converted into the National Mining Policy 
duced in Bolivia and for various other tax ¢ontained in supreme Decree No. 18509 
benefits depending on the geographical zone a yproved by the President and Ministers on 
and nature of the investment. The new law July 23, 1981. The state, through the Minis- 

P rovides all the guarantees granted by the try of Mines and Metallurgy, will provide 
Bolivian Constitution and allows for the strict supervision of the state-owned compa- 

ce eaa ny eae re ene ee nies of this sector in the areas of production, 
de by forei ts. agr research, technology, marketing, procure- 

ee Bolivea “wae t rying to revive its. mining ment, and financing. The National Mining 
| . . Policy established a program of investment 

scion, which, was going through 8 Very priortes covering the whole gamut of mit 
inhibited by political and economic prob- eral development from exploration to bene- 
lems. Nevertheless, a promising new min- ficiation. ws , on 
ing development plan was agreed upon in The 16 separate policies specified in De- 

July at the country’s first top-level meeting cree No. 18509 cover (1) exploration, (2) 

in Tarija of Government and private mining mine development, (3) beneficiation, (4) ra- 
representatives. Problems discussed includ- dioactive minerals, (5) nonmetallic miner- 
ed the friction between tin-mining compa- 2/8, (6) metallurgy, (7) iron and steel, (8) 
nies and ENAF, the tax system, the mine ‘@ation, (9) financing, (10) investment, (11) 
leasing system, metals and minerals mar- P¥!¢1N8, (12) marketing, (13) technical assist- 
keting sales, and the foreign investment nce and promotion, (14) basic and applied 

policy. research, (15) legislation, and (16) social 

. The July meeting resulted in several POlCy. : 
constructive measures. A major advance f re 687 aoe Ba oe ment man 
was the agreement to work toward reform- [Or the o-year perio -o9 Outlined 1n 
ing the taxation system. The first step is to Decree No. 18509 allocates $130 million to 
rationalize and unify the accounting system the private mining sector. COMIBOL/’s in- 
used by the mines, but this was expected to vestment requirements during this period 
take at least a year. Meanwhile, many for exploration, mine development, and 

mining companies must still be taxed on _beneficiation facilities take up a large share 
“assumed profits,” based on the Govern- of the global investment plan. The overall 
ment’s assessment of their operating costs. investment allocations were programed as 
It was also agreed that mining companies follows: exploration, $127 million; mine de- 

should have better access to potential min- velopment, $130 million; and beneficiation 

ing areas restricted to the Government. facilities, $380 million. 

| PRODUCTION 

Production of virtually all metals contin- by the public and private mining sector in 
ued in a depressed phase that began in’ exploration and development of new ore 
1979 with negative consequences for the deposits, and (3) lack of new mining and 
national economy. The most important plant equipment. Management problems af- 
causative factors were: (1) the slow deple- fected all of the nationalized mines. Labor 
tion of ore reserves, (2) lack of investment unrest and strikes in the larger mines
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reduced productivity, especially in the last3 1981. The major silver producer was COMI- 
years. BOL, contributing an average of 85% of the 

As detailed in table 1, mineral production total in the 1979-81 period. i 

in the past 4 years was generally ata lower Antimony production, following an in- 
level than that of 1977, except for gold and crease of 19% in 1980, decreased 1.1% in 

silver, which responded to higher world 1981. The medium- and small-miners groups 
prices. Production of antimony and tin con- were the only producers of this metal. 
tinued its upward trend reflecting better Production of zinc in Bolivia, mostly from 
utilization of installed smelter capacity. _COMIBOL, decreased 6.4% in 1981. 
Mine production of tin, which dropped 1.4% Production of oil has been falling steadily 
in 1980 compared with the 1979 output, since 1978 when Bolivia ceased to export 
increased 9.3% in 1981. COMIBOL was the crude oil in order to supply rapidly increas- 
most important tin producer in the country, ing domestic consumption. Oil output re- 
accounting for 70% of output in 1981. ported in 1981 decreased 8% while natural 

Silver ore production continued its up- gas output increased 4%. 
ward trend since 1979, increasing 15% in 

Table 1.—Bolivia: Production of mineral commodities’ | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) cs 

Commodity?” 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

Antimony: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 16,340. —s- 18,387 13,019 15,465 . 15,296 
Metal ____-_-_-__-_ ee 1,431 2,391 2,500 5,099 5,116 

Arsenic, mine output, white arsenic equivalent®_ _ NA __ _— _— 2 
Bismuth: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 651 307 10 11 11 
Metal __._____-___________-____ 586 292 __ 41 6 

Cadmium, mine output, metal content* ____ ___ 150 93 90 173 165 
Copper, mine output, metal content ________ _ 3,191 2,853 1,797 1,884 2,637 
Gold, mine output, metal content> _troy ounces__ © —-224, 293 24,660 30,319 52,075 66,372 
Iron ore: 

Gross weight _____________________ 6,800 55,450 25,000 5,600 6,504 
Le Metal content _________- ~~ ____ Le 4,328 35,313 15,900 3,570 . 4,113 

ad: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 18,937 18,039 15,359 17,747 16,757 
Metal including alloys ____.._.________ 15 489 588 500 232 

Manganese ore:. . . 
Gross weight® ____________________ 8,586 1,237 10,500 4,500 3,000 
Metal content ____________________ 2,576 371 3,150 1,350 ©3,600 

Silver, mine output, metal content : 
Tin thousand troy ounces_ _ 5,813 6,285 5,742 6,099 6,602 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 33,740 30,881 27,648 27,272 29,801 
Metal, smelter ___-_________________ 13,045 16,254 14,950 18,191 20,005 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content ________ 3,063 3,073 3,114 3,359 3,449 
Zinc, mine output, metal content ___________ 61,406 53,923 51,621 50,260 47,029 

NONMETALS 

Barite ___________________________ 62.157 62.889. 62.228 8,694 2,130 
Calcite____._____ ee __ __ __ 302 271 
Cement, hydraulic. ___________________ 266,876 254,254 251,000 318,200 ©317,000 
Feldspar-related minerals: Sodalite _________ 6 NA NA -- _- 
Gypsum, crude ________________------ 1,000 “1,000 1,000 1,200 748 
Salt® _-§ 5 ee 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 - 
Sulfur __.___-_--- ~~~ 6,276 14,229 15,000 11,244 10,202 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Gas, natural: 
Grogs_________- —~-_ million cubic feet__ 149,075 154,769 ™159,961 168,818 175,420 
Marketable _________._______do____ 70,536 61,297 ™66,294 78,639 81,700 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 43 40 — 768 768 
Liquefied petroleum gas _________do____ 643 815 820 “850 NA 

Petroleum: 
Crude _______--___________do____ 12,676 11,844 10,174 8,704 8,082 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ~--------~--~~~-~do___ 2,649 4,133 4,472 3,684 3,330 
Jet fuel. __ ___._______+__do____ 485 605 541 713 704 
Kerosine ____ ~__..___._._ _do___ _ 1,050 1,169 1,033 1,021 125 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Bolivia: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued |. 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity? 1977 - 1978 1979 1980 1981? 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
MATERIALS —Continued — . 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Distillate fuel oil 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,679 1,847 1,830 1,587 1,390 

Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 1,500 1,525 720 97 87 
Lubricants. __________.—..do____ 88 100 156 181 150 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ _ —_ _do_ _ ~~ 1,729 292 355 584 1,112 
Unspecified __________-_do___~_ NA 36 71,771 1,898 1,360 

. Refinery losses*___._______-do_—__ 127 108 13 12 9 

Total____________do____ 9,307 9,815 10,951 9,777 8,867 

€Kstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. . 
1Table includes data available through July 26, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed a variety of crude construction materials (clays, crushed and broken stone, 

dimension stone, and sand and gravel) are produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates 
of output levels. 

3Unless otherwise specified, data represent actual production by COMIBOL and small- and medium-scale mines. 
Boum contained in zinc concentrates produced by COMIBOL. (Cadmium is not recovered in elemental form in 

ivia. 
5COMIBOL output plus sales by placer mines. (Small- and medium-scale mines cannot legally export gold.) 
®Data represent exports and are regarded as being virtually equal to production. 
"Includes topped crude (presumably further processed outside of refineries reported in this table, or used without 

further processing) as follows, in thousand 42-gallon barrels: 1979—669 and 1980—481. 
_ *Refinery fuel not reported separately, if at all, in recorded data. 

Table 2.—Bolivia: COMIBOL’s total mineral output | 

| (Metric tons of metal content unless otherwise specified) 

TO hange, 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 percent 

(1980-81) 

Bismuth __________~_~. ~~~ ee 631 305 2 11 9. -18 
Cadmium _____________~ ~~ ee 138 108 "88 134 122 -9 
Copper ______.-___-_--~--------------~--+- 8,648 2,733 11,758 1,797 2,623 +46 
Gold!__ ~~ ee ______troy ounces__ 492 9,480 NA NA NA __ 
Lead --_------------------------------- 14,366 12,646 "9,501. 10,152 9,598 -5 
Silver _ -~------------~~~.~ thousand troy ounces__ 5,433 5,691 "4,758 "5,112 5,498 +8 
Tin _.--_----_-----_---_--------~-------~ 28,806 21,443 718,994 "18,765 20,804 +10 
Tungsten (WOs)_ . ._.-___.-____-------------- 1,056 F989 1,217 =—-°1,664 = 1,424 -14 
@Zine______~-_-_____-------~--_--------~~— 35,190 38,639 "30,244 29,953 27,218 -9 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1COMIBOL has not reported production of gold since 1978. 

Source: COMIBOL, 1978, 1979, 1980, and 1981 operations reports. 

Table 3.—Bolivia: Principal minerals produced by the medium miners group 

(Metric tons of metal content unless otherwise specified) 

Change, 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 percent 

(1980-81) 

Antimony ___________-_-_---~-~~----~_---- 9,868 8,801 710,493 11,552 12,155 +5 
Lead ______ ee 2,186 3,308 3,467 3,994 4,359 +9 
Silver________________ _ ~ thousand troy ounces_ _ 378 550 740 664 787 +19 
Tin _-- ~~ LL 6,967 6,587 5,930 5,899 6,335 +7 
Tungsten (WOs3)_______________----_---------- 1,602 1,677 1,504 1,558 1,765 +13 
Zine____________--~~_____~---____---__-~ 26,097 19,263’ 16,728 16,748 17,731 +6 

"Revised. 

Source: Boletin Estadistico Minero, No. 96, December 1981, Ministerio de Mineria y Metalurgia.
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| TRADE 

The mining and metallurgical activity in the capacity to refine all of the tin that is — 
Bolivia, considered as a whole, had an_ produced in the mines as concentrate. Dur-  _ 
unfavorable performance in 1981, as far as ing 1981, ENAF exports of tin, antimony, 
the value of exports is concerned. This and special alloys of tin, lead, antimony, 
outcome was due mainly to a sharp decline copper, bismuth, and arsenic increased al- | 
in world prices for tin, Bolivia’s most impor- most 8% compared with that of 1980. 
tant export commodity. As shown in table 5, The value of exports of natural gas to 
exports of metallic ores and metals amount- Argentina increased 48% to $326.2 million 
ed to $556 million in 1981, a decrease of in 1981. Natural gas exports ranked second 
13.3% compared with that of 1980. While in importance in Bolivia’s export economy 
the quantity of silver exports rose 15% in after tin metal and concentrate exports. 
1981, the earnings decreased 39% because Exports of refinery products of petroleum 
of falling prices. | declined to $2.1 million in 1981. 

The value of COMIBOL’s exports of con- According to YPFB, Bolivia expects to 
centrates of tin, copper, lead, zinc, tungsten export 400 million cubic feet of gas per day 
(WO;), and silver declined 39% in 1981 to Brazil over a period of 20 years; it is 

compared with that of 1980, as shown in already exporting more than 220 million 
table 5. cubic feet per day to Argentina. Before 

The metallurgical industry and, in partic: committing itself to selling gas to Brazil, 
ular, tin smelting has been the only major however, Bolivia must verify reserves of at 
growth area of the Bolivian mineral export least 3 trillion cubic feet in addition to the 
sector in recent years. The country now has __ reserves it needs for current markets. 

Table 4.—Bolivia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1980 1981 Destinations, 1981 

METALS 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate _______.__-__~-~-~----_---~_--~- 12,622 11,713 
Metal including alloys, all forms___~_...-____-.-----~--- 1 6,587 

Bismuth: 
Ore and concentrate _____________~_--_-~-_~--~--- NA 2 
Metal including alloys, all forms ____—~_..___----------~- NA NA 

Copper ore and concentrate___________._--__---------+-- 1,676 2,545 
Iron ore and concentrate_____§_~_______~ ~~~ ~__-__-_-_- — 4,113 
Lead ore and concentrate ____._______-~---~-------+--- 15,936 15,613 
Silver ore and concentrate_____.__..— -~ thousand troy ounces_ _ 5,684 6,547 

in: 

Ore and concentrate _____________---~---~~--~------ NA 5,525 NA 
Metal including alloys, all forms _____. _______--------- 721 18,725 

Tungsten ore and concentrate ___________-_--_-----~~--+-- 3,435 3,091 
Zinc ore and concentrate _____________~-------------- 46,237 44,681 
Other metals including alloys, all forms —_____.__._---__--~—--~- 18 721 

NONMETALS 

Barite______...-.~-.-__-~-~_-_ ~~ 8,649 2,130 
Gypsum and plaster _____________-_--~_-----~---~--+-- 1,200 748 
Stone: 

Calcite __._._-____~-~___-__ ee 302 271 
Sodalite...__.__.__-_-_____-__-_--_----------- 315 2 

Sulfur, elemental _______.__.___-_.---__-_--_--—--- 11,243 10,202 

NA Not available. 

Source: Boletin Estadistico Minero, No. 96, December 1981, Ministerio de Mineria y Metalurgia, p. 10. 

Table 5.—Bolivia: Value of mineral exports, by mining group 
(Million dollars, c.i.f. value, unless otherwise specified) 

. Percent of Change, M 1980 1981 t ining group . total (1981) A9gp-81) 

COMIBOL ______--------~-----------------+- 234.8 142.8 26 -39.2 
Medium miners _ __ ~~ -~-----~---~------~-~--~----- 64.8 68.7 12 +6.0 
Small miners ________-..--_--------~--------- 64.8 50.5 9 -22.1 
Other _______ __ eee eee 11.0 7.2 1 -34.6 

Smelters (ENAF) __- - ~~~ ----------------------___ 265.7 286.8 52D 
Total ___________________--_- ~~~ ___----- 641.1 556.0 100 -13.3
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Table 6.—Bolivia: Leading mineral and mineral fuel exports 

(Million dollars, c.i.f. value, unless otherwise specified) 

- Percent 
Change, 

| - Commodity | 1977 «1978 +~=—s-1979 | «1980 = 1981 of grand percent 
| | (1981) (1980-81) 

Minerals: — - 
Tin _---_____-________----_~- "3288 373.7 1395.7 378.1 343.1 35.1 -9.3 
Silver___________-__________ 308 338 583 "11I73  T17 73 —--89.0 
Tungsten (WO3) _________________ 45.1 395 "352 474 429 4.4 -9.5 
Zine, ee 447 314 427 367 404 4.1 +10.1 
Antimony .____________________ 180 166 - 296 264 343 3.5 +30.0 
Other_________ ee 2.3 200 226 342 235 2.4 -31.3 

Total _-___________________ "927 515.0 5841 640.1 555.9 56.9 -13.2 

Mineral fuels: ee 
| Natural gas ~~ -§ 5-5 66.8 78.5 1049 2209 3262 33.4 +47.7 
Petroleum ______-----_____---_. "67.5 423 44.2 22.6 2.1 2 -90.7 

Total _.._-__------_------- 1843 1208 "149.1 "243.5 3283 33.6 +3848 
Other exports__.________-_----_---- 931 866 1181. "149.7 98.1 (95 -37.8 

Grand total__________-------- "720.1 7224 "851.3 1,0883 977.3 100.0 -5.4 

PPreliminary. "Revised. | 

Source: Banco Central de Bolivia; Ministry of Mines; YPFB, 1982. | | 

Table 7.—Bolivia: Exports of mining and metallurgical products, by market group 

1981 Percent 
Market group (million dollars) of value 

United States._____________-_ eee 249.9 45 
European Economic Community __________.____________-___________ 190.2 34 
European Free Trade Association _________._~_____~ ~~ 42.1 8 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance ____§_§____§_§___________________ 31.6 6 
Asia _________ 17.5 3 
Andean Pact __ . -§ ~~ LLL 14.2 2 
Latin American Integration Association _____________________________ 9.3 2 
Other _________ 1.2 _- 

1 556.0 100 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS antimony, organize a statistical and eco- 
. _ nomic secretariat, define trading policies, 

Antimony Bolivia was one of the and protect and establish world antimony 
world’s leading producers of antimony ore prices. 

formed a new organization known as Com- corresponded to the medium-sized mining 
ité Boliviano de Productores de Antimonio sector and 22% corresponded to the small- 
(CBPA). This was set up with the aim of sized mining sector. Empresa Minera Unifi- 
including all of the world’s producers. cada S.A. mined two-thirds of the antimony 
CBPA called a meeting on September 22-25 produced by the medium mining sector or 
to which it invited producers from Austria, one-half of the national total. Metallic anti- 
Canada, China, Italy, Mexico, Morocco, mony production in 1981 from ENAF’s Vin- 
‘Peru, the Republic of South Africa, Spain, to antimony smelter reached almost 100% 
Thailand, Turkey, and the United States. of full capacity at 5,116 tons of antimony 

The aim of the meeting was to discuss and 628 tons of antimony trioxide. In 1981, 
common problems of world antimony pro-  Bolivia’s antimony exports increased by 
ducers and to initiate cooperative measures 41% in volume and 30% in value. 
that would encourage the development and Gold.—Gold production in Bolivia showed 
progress of the antimony industry, establish a 26% increase in 1981 compared with that 
an International Council of Antimony, fi- of 1980; 76% of the total corresponds to the 
nance promotion and technical develop- small-miners group made up of gold cooper- 
ments in new applications of all forms of atives with operations in the rivers of
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Tipuani, Guanay, and Cangalli. The balance to the San Nicolas smelter in the Rosario 
was accounted for by South American Plac- Province of Argentina. In 1981 the limited 
ers Inc. (SAPD. In 1977, a local firm, Cia. exports of iron ore amounted to 4,113 tons, 
Minera del Sur S.A., bought 100% of SAPI 15% higher than that of 1980. The export of : 
shares. There are indications that gold may _ this ore was made through Brazilian territo- 

exist in the north of La Paz, El Beni, and ry by train to Rio Parana and then by barge 
Pando Departments and in the Provinces of to Argentina. No significant new develop- 

Ayopaya and Chapare in Cochabamba De-_ ments in iron mining were reported in 1981. 
. partment. These potential sites are in Iron and Steel.—Five firms were prequal- 

undeveloped areas with little or no infra- ified by SIDERSA and the National Insti- 

structure. Bolivia has not exported gold tute for Pre-Investment to update the feasi- 
since 1974. By law, the Banco Minero de __ jlity study on the iron and steel complex at 
Bolivia (BAMIN) purchases all gold pro- Santa Cruz performed by A. G. McKee of 

duced in the country by cooperatives and (jeveland, Ohio, in 1977. The proposed $60 
small mines and in turn sells it to author- million, 100,000-ton-per-year rolling mill 

ized jewelers and to the Bolivian Central was to be reviewed as part of the overall 
pan’ wai 3s the only institution that can study of the firms prequalified. Two were 
irectly export gold. U.S. firms: Morrison Knudsen and United 
Bolivia’s first gold symposium, held in 1s . 

Paz in early "1981 strongly onanended States Steel Corp. The three Brazilian firms . ty aYOA; were Internacional de Ingenieros; Hidro- 
special legislation that would have the ef- service, in conjunction with the Bolivian 

fect of attracting domestic and foreign capi- firm Consultores Nacionales; and Cia. Bra- 
are vmvoon the country's gold resources. _ sileira de Proyectos Industriais (COBRAPD. 
ing investment law that would financially thot ee API, the SIDER fee eg 

reinforce the gold prospecting and mining ..jected to conduct the updating and com- 
activities to be carried out by the Bolivian plementing of the existing feasibility study 
Geological Service and provide funds for ‘t,. complementary studies required will mining and exploration by COMIBOL. ad P ry Studies red 

The Government established a commis. 2°°"°S* the following topics: (1) internal and 
. anne _ foreign markets, (2) transportation systems, 

sion to study gold legislation to promote the (3) ore pelletization, (4) selection of plant 
auriferous industry in the country, al- ~. : ’ wey . 
though incentives existed for the explora- sites, (5) ur ban development; (6) economic 
tion of gold. There was no tax on the pro- and financial study of the entire project, (7) 

duction of gold by small-scale operators and S°C!0economic study, and (8) personnel re- 
cooperatives. Large-scale operators such as quirements. The updating and complemen- 

SAPI were subject to production taxes. No ‘@ry study was estimated to cost $700,000 
large-sized operation, highly mechanized, for completion in 6 months. IDB was ex- 

can be expected to develop a gold project Pected to finance this new study. i 
that is too risky unless a definite, stable, _ Lead.—Lead production decreased 6% in 
and uniform taxation law for gold is prom- 1981. The largest producer of lead was 
ulgated by the Government. COMIBOL with 51% of the total, followed 

Gold cooperatives in the Yungas area )y the medium miners with 26% and small 
near La Paz were in the process of modern- ™ners with the remainder. The Boli- 

ization. Access roads have been built, and var Mine, which is a zinc-lead-tin mine of 
the World Bank (International Bank for COMIBOL, has been under extensive explo- 
Reconstruction and Development) has pro- ration drilling since it was reclaimed from 
vided credit to BAMIN to buy tractors and the private sector. This program has helped 
scrapers. Most of the gold was produced by to make Bolivar Mine one of the most suc- 

hand panning and from dangerous shallow cessful ventures that COMIBOL has under- 

shafts and drifts driven into old alluvium. taken in recent years. The Bolivar Mine 
The Tipuani cooperatives comprised about was expected to supply lead concentrate to 
6,000 miners. Their working methods were the new smelter being built at Karachipam- 
considered to be inefficient, and over two- pa near Potosi. 
thirds of the gold potential of the river, The concern of COMIBOL-ENAF officials 
which could be recovered by modern meth- in 1981 was whether there are sufficient ore 
ods and systematic use of geological sur- reserves in the vicinity of the smelter to 
veys, islost. _ allow it to operate at 80% of capacity or 

Iron Ore.—Empresa Siderargica Bolivia- better. The Maria Luisa and Chiroma de- 
na S.A. (SIDERSA) continued exporting posits were inadequate, and COMIBOL was 
iron ore from the alluvial deposits of Mut@n concerned whether the Bolivar Mine has
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sufficient ore reserves to meet the smelter’s spite of labor conflict in the tin mines 
requirements. during the year. a | 

According to an official order by the The second most important producer of 
Ministry of Mines and Metallurgy, Bolivia tin was the group of medium-sized miners 
was to suspend exports of lead and silver with a contribution of about 21% of the 
concentrates beginning in January 1983 to total. Its output increased almost 8% in 
ensure adequate supplies for the Karachi- 1981. The small-sized miners were the only 
pampa smelter, which is expected to be in’ group that did not increase production in 
full operation by the end of 1983. From the 1981 and experienced a decline of 5%. 
beginning of 1983, Bolivia’s entire produc- In January, the London Metal Exchange 

tion of lead and silver concentrate will be opened with a price of $6.50 per pound of 
sold to Karachipampa, and any export li- fine tin but this fell to $5.70 per pound in 
censes for those materials will require ap- the middle of the year. During the second 
proval by the company operating the Kara- half of the year the price trend reversed, 
chipampa smelter, Sociedad del Complejo climbing to $7.20 per pound. Tin production 
Metalurgico de Karachipampa. provided most of the income of COMIBOL, 

The Ministry of Mines and Metallurgy which benefited from the higher prices 
stated that by November 1982 the terms for during the second half of 1981. During the 
purchases of concentrates including treat- first half of the year, however, COMIBOL 

ment charges and deductions would be was reported to be losing $1.04 per pound of 
established. Miners will be guaranteed that tin sold, that is the difference between the 

total treatment charges will be set on a_ average cost of production, $7.10 per pound, 
competitive basis, in accord with the Gov- and the average sale price of $6.06 per 
ernment’s policy on metallic minerals. pound. 

The $164 million Karachipampa smelter Empresa Minera Huanuni continued as 
was being constructed as a joint venture of the most important tin producer of the 12 
COMIBOL-ENAF by Sidech S.A. of Belgium subsidiary companies of COMIBOL and was 
and Kléckner Industrie Anlagen GmbH of the only company that earned a profit when 
the Federal Republic of Germany. The the tin price was not unusually high. Its 
smelter was designed to produce annually mining costs are one-half of COMIBOL’s 
about 24,000 tons of lead, 200 tons of silver, average costs. The grade of tin mined was 
800 tons of tin, 2,000 tons of antimony, 3,300 _ still relatively high, 1.0% to 1.1% tin con- 

tons of zinc, and some copper and bismuth tent compared with the other mines of 
from a feed of about 50,000 tons of concen- COMIBOL. The ore was easier to concen- 
trates. The scheduled completion date was trate, and the level of recovery was higher 
the end of 1982 with the smelter ready for than the other COMIBOL mines. 
operation in 1983. . During recent years, Huanuni has inten- 

Silver.—Production of silver ore increas-_ sified exploration and development by tak- 
ed 8% in 1981. COMIBOL was the major ing advantage of greater budget allocations 
producer of silver during the 1979-81 period from COMIBOL. As a result of the drilling 
with an average of 85% of the national programed, the company has discovered a 
total; the medium miners group contributed continuation at greater depth of several 
12% of the total, and the small miners’ veins worked in upper levels of the mine. 
group contributed 3%. Huanuni’s production of tin has increased 

The value of silver ore exports decreased 100% in recent years. The company was 
to $72 million, the second highest among planning to improve the haulage and drain- 
the metallic minerals and third after tin age facilities in the mine, to expand the mill 
and natural gas among all mineral exports. capacity, and to add a _ preconcentration 

Tin.—The tin industry continued as the plant to feed 3% tin concentrates to a 
cornerstone of the Bolivian economy, al- proposed volatilization plant at Machaca- 
though its output has been in decline since marca, several kilometers west of the mine 
1977. Bolivia’s overall position as tin pro- _ site. 
ducer in the world in 1981 continued in Empresa Minera Catavi, located at Llal- 
fourth place after Malaysia, Indonesia, and lagua, Siglo XX, Department of Potosi, 40 
Thailand. kilometers southeast of the Huanuni Mine, 

Output of tin, of which about 70% was _ formerly owned by Patifio Mines and E. C. I. 
accounted for by the state-owned mining and called capitol of the tin industry of 
corporation, COMIBOL, increased 9.38% in Bolivia, continued to experience serious fi- 
1981 compared with that of 1980. The in- nancial problems. The ore grade in its 
crease in production was significant, in mines was below 0.4% tin content and
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declining. Output fell in 1981, and financial marketing, ENAF’s charges totaled $850 
losses accumulated. In 1981, losses were per ton. | 

reported reaching almost $2 million per The La Palca volatilization plant, owned 
month. | by COMIBOL and designed and built by 

Japan’s agency of international coopera- Machino Export of the Soviet Union at a 
tion in 1981 made an assessment of the cost of over $70 million, has a capacity of 
Catavi Mines in connection with a request 400 tons per day of concentrate with 3% to 
for financial aid to purchase new equipment 6% tin content. The plant was undergoing 
and machinery. New areas for block cave trials and was expected soon to supply tin 
mining were outlined, and conventional dust feed to the new low-grade refinery at 
underground exploitation was being extend- Vinto. This 10,000-ton-per-year plant, which 
ed to lower levels. Open pit mining has been came onstream in April 1980, still experi- 
put aside owing to the low average grade of enced startup problems but nevertheless 
0.19% tin content. produced some tin during 1981 to augment 
Empresa Minera Unificada del Cerro de COMIBOL’s refined tin output. COMIBOL 

Potosi, another of the famous mines of was engaged in repairing the low-grade 
COMIBOL, also had serious operating prob- refinery after its electric furnace broke 
lems. The Cerro Rico tin and silver ore down in February. 
deposit, discovered in 1545, has been mined The La Palca plant was expected to be 
first for silver and afterwards for tin. Cur- running at full capacity from April 1982. 
rently, the upper ore body is exploited by Serious local environmental pollution prob- 
some 300 small miners and cooperatives lems have occurred since the plant was 
operating approximately 575 small mines. fired up in mid-December 1981. In addition 
The lower part of the Cerro Rico is exploited to pollution problems, pipes used in the 
by COMIBOL. It operated five sectors: Pai- arsenic exhaust stage were of small, fragile 
laviri, Ingenio Velarde, Colavi, Conutillas, size that are not recommended by the Sovi- 
and La Palca. At La Palca, 20 kilometers ets. Soviet technicians had also recommend- 
from Potosi, construction continued on a_ ed an exhaust stack 200 meters high, but 
Soviet-designed tin volatilization plant. the Bolivians reduced the height to 120 
Empresa Minera Quechisla, the most meters. 

southern mining company of COMIBOL, Tungsten.—Despite the worldwide eco- 
_ located 632 kilometers south of La Paz, is nomic recession, tungsten demand remain- 

formed by a large group of small mines that ed strong until the latter part of 1981. 
produce a large variety of different miner- Bolivia maintained its position as the lead- 
als including tin. This group is centered ing producer in Latin America. Output in 
around Telamayu where COMIBOL’s bis- 1981 increased by 3% compared with that of 
muth smelter-refinery is located, which in 1980. Of the total output, 51% corresponded 
1981 was shut down. | to the medium miners, 41% to COMIBOL, 
ENAF, which was set up in the early and 3% to the small miners. 

1970’s, operated three smelters: a high- The International Mining Co. from its : 
grade tin smelter with a capacity of about mines at Chojlla and Enramada produced 
21,000 tons per year that is 10 years old, a almost all, 85%, of the tungsten credited to 

new low-grade tin smelter undergoing trials the medium miners group and has played a 
in 1981, and the antimony smelter built in leading role in recent meetings of the Inter- 
1975. The three smelters are located at national Association of Tungsten Produc- 
Vinto, 7 kilometers from Oruro. ers. Exports of tungsten concentrate (WOs) 

The high-grade smelter treated over two- decreased 10% in volume and declined 9.3% 
thirds of the tin concentrate produced in in value in 1981 compared with 1980 ex- 
1981. According to Government require- ports. The medium miners group exported 
ments, COMIBOL and the private mining 47% of the total volume, followed by COMI- 
sector are obligated to supply ENAF with BOL with 39% and the remainder by the 
tin concentrate and export only that which small miners group and others. 
cannot be treated by ENAF. ENAF’s smelt- Zinc.—Production of zinc in Bolivia in 
ing charge for high-grade, 43% tin concen- 1981 declined 6.4% compared with that of 
trate was $630 per ton of contained tin, 1980. The decline in production was due to 
almost $200 higher than the Texas City slow depletion of ore reserves in the pro- 
smelter in the United States. Low-grade, ducing mines, the lack of private and public 
25% tin concentrate was $660 per ton, $200 investment in exploration, lack of equip- 
higher than that of Capper Pass smelter in ment replacement in the mines and process- 
the United Kingdom. Adding other costs for ing plants, and labor unrest. COMIBOL
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continued as the largest zinc producer in recoverable tons of Na2SO.; and (3) borate 

the country with 58% of the total, followed deposits-ulexite (Rio Grande, north of 

by the medium miners group with 36% and Uyuni salt deposits, Challviri, Capina, Pas- 

the small miners group with 6%. The Kara- tos Grandes, and Laguani). Rio Grande is 
chipampa zinc smelter, under construction — the largest with 1,600,000 tons of boron; the 

by Klockner Industrie under the joint ven- other deposits contain about 3 million tons 
ture of COMIBOL-ENAF, was expected to of boron. Lithium reserves, often associated 
be ready for operation in 1983. with the boron, are chiefly located in the 

7 - Rio Grande deposit as well as the other 
| NONMETALS | small salt deposits. 

Cement.—There were three cement com- Sulfur.—Nonmetallics have been tradi- 
. ° tine in Bolivia: (1) Ci : Bolivia- tionally of minor importance in the mineral 

Pde Cenen tore. A M Joce ted i “ Iron industry of Bolivia. The most important 
De a. tment of Cochabamba with a rode. nonmetallic mineral has been sulfur. Sulfur 
i P ‘ty of 100.000 to ? P . (2) is mined by small miners in the western 
lon capacity Oe” ns per year, Cordillera of the Andes along the border of 

F ne de Cementos 5. ‘ocated Chile. The occurrence of sulfur in Bolivia is 
at oducti TKO, Mepa eof 300 000 with @ almost: always associated with volcanic ac- 
production capacity of 90V, tons per tivity. Output of sulfur continued in a 
year; and (8) Sociedad Boliviana de Cemen- downtrend. 
tos S.A., located in Viacha, Department of —" | | 
La Paz, with a capacity of 225,000 tons per MINERAL FUELS 

year. The total cement capacity for the . 
country amounted to 625,000 tons per year. In 1981, the Consejo Nacional de Asesora- 
A fourth cement plant with an initial capac- miento y Legislacion (CONAL) introduced 
ity of 150,000 tons per year was under their final recommendation on the national 
construction. at Yacuces, Department of medium-term hydrocarbons policy through 
Santa Cruz. Production from this plant will the Minister of Energy and Hydrocarbons 
help meet the growing demand for cement for further consideration. CONAL strongly 
on the domestic market. Under the terms of recommended the preparation of a sound 
an economic cooperation agreement signed general energy policy emphasizing conser- 
with Brazil in 1974, a certain percentage of vation of energy and promotion of studies 
production is expected to be exported to on the application of alternative sources of 
that country during the early years of energy. CONAL also recommended the es- 
operation. The $101 million project was tablishment of a multidisciplinary commis- 
under the direction of the Santa Cruz Pub- sion of high professional level, under the 
lic Works Committee, and IDB was envisag- responsibility of the Minister of Energy and 
ed as a possible lending source. Hydrocarbons, in charge of supervision and 

Salt.—A technical work published in La control of the gas pipeline Santa Cruz-Sao 
Paz in Spanish provides a good description Paulo project. | 
of the salt deposits in Bolivia’s Altiplano Natural Gas.—Natural gas production 
with a special focus on the Salar de Uyuni.* _— continued its upward trend since 1977 and 

The Salar de Uyuni is considered to be increased almost 4% to 175.4 billion cubic 
the largest salt crust in the world (10,000 feet in 1981. Revenues from natural gas 
square kilometers). It originated in the exported to Argentina in 1981 increased 
Tauca dried lake and is located in the 48% to $326.2 million compared with that of 
central depression of the Bolivian Alti- 1980. Bolivian natural gas production was 
plano. The thickness of the crust is about 12 determined by the export volume to Argen- 
to 13 meters. Reserve estimates indicate tina since internal consumption was mini- 
that this salt deposit contains 5 million tons mal. Just over 50% of the gross output is 
of lithium (an amount similar to the total marketed; the other one-half is reinjected, 
known world reserves to date), 3 million flared, or vented. 
tons of boron, and 100 million tons of Gas del Estado of Argentina and YPFB 

potassium. | were scheduled to resume negotiations in 
Twenty smaller salt deposits were also January 1982 to set natural gas prices for 

covered in the cited work such as (1) so-_ the first semester of 1982. While the Boliv- 
dium carbonate deposits (Collpa Laguna, ians were expected to press for price in- 
Hedionda Sur, Cachi Laguna, and Khara_ creases from the December 1981 level of 
Laguna) with about 100,000 to 150,000 tons $3.82 per thousand cubic feet, Argentina 
of Na.CO;; (2) sodium sulfate deposits (Ca- was expected to seek a decrease in the 
napa, Laguna Colorada) with about 100,000 contracted volume.
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Bolivia and Brazil awarded a basic engi- and YPFB, together with the contracted 
neering contract for the 1,940-kilometer firms of Occidental, Tesoro, and Anschutz, 
aan aeT Faulo prpennes estimated to expects to average 26,600 barrels per day in 
cos .2 billion, to y's Snamproget- , 
ti/S.p.A. The engineering study was sched- According to YPFB’s production schedule 
uled for combietion by Maren 8 ‘ apa Projected for ae the main progueing field 
routing tor the gasiine 1s to be selected in will be Rio Grande with a daily average 
the se mesting of the technical commit- production of 7,540 barrels, followed in or- 
tee in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. der of importance by Porvenir, Monteagu- 

Plans call for 570 kilometers of pipelineto do, La Vertiente, La Pefia, and Caranda. In 
be constructed in Bolivia and 1,370 kilome- addition, 2,100 barrels per day of natural 
ters in Brazil. In addition, Bolivia will have gasoline will be extracted and processed in 
to invest $700 million more to upgrade its the refineries. 
gas production and transportation facilities. Foreign sales of liquid hydrocarbons con- 

Construction is to be completed by 1987. sisted mostly of natural gas liquids or con- 
Exports of gas should continue to provide densate and yellow gasoline. The decline in 
earnings Then needed oreen cee oil export revenues was more an offset by 

é me increasing income from natural gas exports 
vided te post promising long-term export to Argentina. YPFB’s $181 million invest- 
outlet for bolivia s gas. _ ment budget for 1982 contemplates the suppor plan fora lige expen of ne TUDE, cxploration, $538 milion; devel » Plans for opment, .8 million; industrial activity, cn increas of enor Bansantiaged's milion, transport by pipelines, 88 : million; and marketing, million. 
more than doubling of domestic natural gas Despite the fact that Bolivia’s current 
53 eae ne © toe we a Production of hydrocarbons law is considered one of the 
On 10n wT schniq yd ay Tran or ts most accommodating in the world, the Gov- 
a ounique des «“ransports par ernment announced in March 1981, that 

ee F teact reported od F Baw area such law will be thoroughly revised in order 
ile 8 ote contrac ‘in to tea 10n , ve "to facilitate the entry of foreign oil compa- 
th Se nt BO pipetine "to La P: ee ‘tial nies. Bolivia does not have the financial 

capacity is to be 42 million cubic feet per capacity (0 exploit its WY drocarbon potential oe on - Without foreign capital. ny. rise eventually to 97 million cubic In 1980, the Phillips-Penzoil-Victory 
Tn late 7O81 IDB approved a loan of $97 Group relinquished Block VII in the El] Beni 

million for the construction of a 900-kilo. 2764 northwest of Santa Cruz, Meer onuing 
meter pipeline to supply an additional 33 Ames Oil Cs we none 7 by i Sand 
million cubic feet of gas per day to the three ter of Energy an d Hydrocarbons to be inter- 
Greest cities on the Altiplano-Cochabamba- ested in exploration and production of oil in 

" . . oa. Bolivia. Occidental and Tesoro were the vn nena’ amesic gas nile sv ony two foreign operators that produce 
would make a new energy source available ang Phe the county during 1981. de oil 
to the mining and smelting facilities in | . ted P 181 million b 
Bolivia’s mining industry. rel. YPFB ox a mated at Mion dar- 
Petroleum.—In 1981, production of crude al s. troch was a olante toc oneruce tural 

oil and condensate fell by 8% to about 80 2 re mm Santa C Plants using the natur 
million barrels compared with the 1980 845 ‘rom Santa Cruz. 
drop of 14%. The 8-year downtrend brought mL se , 
oil production to a level just below domestic awe necessary, values have Doon cnnverted from 
consumption of 24,000 barrels per day. Oil Bolivian hres ($b) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

1981 compared with that of 980, mai. Mah, lrg pln . \. acion 

In 1981, production of crude oil plus {ait Deposits of the Bolivian High Plateau. Methods of 
condensate averaged 22,311 barrels per day, ney ang Seonomis Msamates), La Paz, 1981.
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Table 8.—Bolivia: Production of crude oil and condensate by YPFB and contractor, 
: _by field? 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels unless otherwise specified) 

a 
; Change, 

Field 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 . percent 
~. (1980-81) 

Rio Grande _____._____-------------- 5,080 4,660 4,230 3,758 3,258 -13 
Monteagudo__________-.------------- 1,486 1,267 1,290 1,077 893 -17 

La Vertiente _____________~----------. _- 17 80 345 514 +49 

Tita__________________ _- 919 1,042 730 501 -31 
La Pefa ____________-_------~------- 2,208 1,829 1,062 634 478 -25 
Caranda ____________-~----~--------- 1,165 853 647 454 420 -7 
Colpa____________----------------- 841 630 "554 7462 366 - -21 
Porvenir____________---------~----+-- -- _- 1 _ 361 _ 

Camiri_______________--~---~------- 512 465 441 373 323 -13 

Palmar________________-~_--_-~ ~~~ ~~ - _— 261 145 289 293 - 4) 

Espino. ________.___--------------- _- -- 7 106 241 +127 

Tatarenda______________-_-------~--- 207 143 137 96 85 -11 

Bermejo-Toro______.___-----~--------- 88 82 105 85 83 -2 

Cambeiti_ ____________--_----------- 178 202 154 96 78 -19 
Caigua___________._--------------- 641 = 355 176 91 34 -63 
Guairuy _________----_-------------- 35 32 30 43 . 33 -23 
Camatindi_____________-------=------ 36 33 26 25 28 +12 
San Alberto. _________.-------------- 44 35 29. 25 25 _- 
Other_____§_______-_--_-------~------ 2155 361 F417 F515 618 +20 

Total _..._.______---------------- 12,676 11,844 710,174 8,704 8,032 -8 
i 

Revised. 
1In 1978, Occidental produced from the new Tita Field and Tesoro from the new La Vertiente Field; in 1979, 

Occidental’s Porvenir Field started production. 
2Includes output from Los Monos, Buena Vista, Montecristo, and Espejos. 
Includes output from Buena Vista, Espejos, and a small amount from Tigre. Los Monos was shut down. 
“Includes output from Vuelta Grande, Buena Vista, and Tacobo. 
5Includes output from Buena Vista, Los Monos, Vuelta Grande, and Montecristo. 
®Includes output from Buena Vista, Vuelta Grande, and San Roque. . 
7Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. .



The Mi try Oo e Mineral Industry of 
Botswana —_ 

| By Kevin Connor’ 

There was a dramatic change in Botswa- 10 million tons per year of export coal alone 
na’s economic fortunes during 1981, caused would be enough to make the construction 

by a slump in the world diamond market of the rail line from Palapye to Gobabis 
and depressed prices for copper and nickel. economically feasible. Other countries such 
Average real growth for the country’s econ- as Zambia, Zaire, and Zimbabwe would find 

omy was 1.7%, considerably down from the the new transportation route extremely 
previous few years. The country’s balance of useful also. It is estimated that the railway 
payments deficit moved from an overall and new ore terminal for load-out at Walvis 
surplus of $81 million at the end of 1980, to Bay, would take approximately 5 years to 
a deficit of about $68 million in 1981.2 The construct from the project startup date. 
majority of the deficit problem was directly Regarding the existing rail line on 
attributable to the slump in their diamond Botswana’s eastern border, which is owned 
industry, which in 1980 accounted for and operated by the Government of Zim- 
roughly 62% of total Botswana export reve- babwe, Botswana’s plans for this railroad 
nues, but dropped to approximately 42% in call for complete nationalization by the end 
1981. The depressed market conditions in of 1986. In yet another area of transporta- 
1981 resulted in an estimated loss of $110 tion, the official opening of Botswana’s 
million in diamond sales revenues to the north-south blacktop road between Lobatse 
country’s diamond agency, Debswana. and Ramatlabama was held on October 30, 

Botswana’s BCL Ltd. nickel-copper mine at 1981. A milestone achievement, the 45- 
Selebi-Phikwe experienced serious financial kilometer road cost approximately $12 mil- 
difficulties during the year also. The BCL lion to build, and was financed 60% by the 
1981 annual report showed that total sales Botswana Government and 40% by the 
of nickel-copper matte were down by ap- European Communities. 
proximately $60 million below that of 1980. To temporarily alleviate the growing 

Planning continued in 1981 for the pro- power supply shortage in the Gaborone 
posed $800 million trans-Kalahari Desert area, a small-scale, 6-megawatt extension 

railroad line, which would link land-locked _ unit is being built onto the existing facilities 
Botswana with Namibia’s Walvis Bay Port. at the Gaborone Power Station. The project 
The new rail section would connect the is considered an interim measure to deal 
existing line that runs along Botswana’s_ with the pressing problem of electrical gen- 
eastern border between Zimbabwe and the erating capacity, which was predicated to 
Republic of South Africa, and Namibia’s result in widespread loadshedding by early 
network that éxtends as far east as Gobabis. 1982. The project is estimated to cost $9.45 
About 850 kilometers of new track in million and is scheduled for completion by 
Botswana would be needed for the project, late 1982. As a longer term solution to 
with an additional 110 kilometers of track Botswana’s power supply needs, planning 
needed to stretch from Botswana’s western for a 180-megawatt generating station at 
border to Gobabis in Namibia. Results of a Palapye-Morupule was near completion in 
1979 study indicated that the transport of 1981. Initial construction was set for Janu- 

153
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ary 1982. The plant is to be coal-fired, with through a high-voltage transmission net- 
an initial output of 90 megawatts by 1986, work, the initial portion of which will be 
and an additional 90 megawatts by 1989. built to Gaborone. Cost of the project is 
The plant will supply most of the country estimated at $230 million. 

ee - PRODUCTION | 

Mineral production for Botswana in 1981. 100 tons. The Letlhakane Mine produced a 
remained at about the same level as that of _ total of 2,229,000 tons of ore yielding 429,532 
1980. Diamond production decreased about carats, for a recovery grade of 19.27 carats 
3%, and mining and smelter output of per 100 tons.* High-grade nickel-copper- 
nickel-copper matte increased about 14%, cobalt matte production for the year was 
while coal production remained the same. 46,565 tons. The contained metal in the 
The combined outputs from the Orapa and _ matte averaged 39.2% nickel, 38.3% copper, 
Lethakana diamond mining complex was and 0.55% cobalt. Total production was 
9,631,000 tons of ore yielding 4,960,252 car- from the Selebi-Phikwe underground 
ats. The Orapa production for the year was mines. Coal production from Botswana’s 
7,402,000 tons of ore yielding 4,530,720 car- only coal operation, the Morupule Colliery, 
ats, at a recovery grade of 61.21 carats per was approximately 370,000 tons in 1981. 

_. Table 1.—Botswana: Production of mineral commodities! 
oe (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

: ~~ Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Coal, not further described_______________ 294,039 314,486 355,115 371,395 370,000 
Cobalt, Co content of nickel-copper matte? _____ 165 261 294 226 3254 

r: . 

Mine output, metal content*____________ 16,160 17,235 17,419 ®18,600 20,000 
Cucontent of nickel-copper matte?________ 11,788 14,615 14,563 15,5538 317,819 

Diamond: | | . . 
Gem®______________ thousand carats__ 404 420 659 765 740 Industrial® _________________do____ 2,287 2,379 3,735 4,336 4,220 

‘Total doe 2,691 2,799 4,394 5,101 34,960 
Gem stones, semiprecious, rough, not further . 
nieecribed ~-i-----________ kilograms__ 50,000 10,000 5,000 20,000 NA 

ICKel: 

Mine output, metal content*____________ 19,859 21,859 22,109 ©21,100 22,000 
Nicontent of nickel-copper matte?______ 12,094 16,049 - 16,173 15,442 318 273 Nickel-copper matte, gross weight ___________ 30,772 39,517 39,823 40,099 346,565 Sand and gravel ___________ cubic meters__ 135,840 133,553 229,856 201,925 NA Stone, crushed, not further described ___do____ 127,983 141,415 228,526 222,038 NA Talc _-_-_-________________ = 288 313 104 78 70 EC 

*Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 2, 1982. 
?Figures approximate recoverable mine output and have been used as such in world production tables appearing in 

volume 1 of Minerals Yearbook. 
3Reported figure. 
“Analytic content of ore milled. 

TRADE 

Botswana’s two major export commodi- De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. of the 
ties are diamonds and nickel-copper matte, Republic of South Africa, the world’s lead- 
which combined accounted for 65% of ing diamond cartel; and the nickel-copper 
Botswana's total export revenues of approx- matte going to the U.S. refiner, AMAX 
imately $400 million in 1981. In 1980 these Nickel Inc. Negotiations late in 1981 where 
figures were slightly over 85% and $500 being held between Botswana’s BCL agency 
million, respectively, a result of the strong and Rio Tinto Mining of Zimbabwe (RTMZ), 
diamond market early in the year. Little to draw up a minerals cooperation agree- 
changed in 1981 regarding mineral trading ment between the companies for sending 
partners, with diamond production going to nickel and copper matte from Botswana to
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Zimbabwe for refining, starting in 1982. refinery are 4,200 tons per year, which was : 
This mining-related agreement, which in- calculated by RTMZ as needed additional 
volves the cooperation of the Botswana and __ feedstock for operating its Eiffel Flats refin- 
Zimbabwe Governments, if reached will be ery near Gatooma, at full capacity. This 
the first such arrangement between two should reduce the costs of finished product 
members of the nine-nation Southern Afri- produced at the refinery. The arrangement 
can Development Corrdination Conference.* _ will also help BCL, which has been asked by 
The attempted contract is welcomed by both its contractual refiner, AMAX Nickel, to 
Governments as an exercise in regional reduce nickel and copper matte shipments 
economic cooperation. Preliminary tonnage to its Braithwaite, La., plant by 25% in 
estimates of matte shipment to the RTMZ 1982. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS NONMETALS 

Copper-Nickel-Cobalt.—Since commenc- Diamond.—Botswana produced approx- 

ing operations in 1973, the Botswana RST imately 4.9 million carats of diamond in 

Ltd.’s (BRST) Selebi-Phikwe nickel-copper 1981; down about 200,000 carats from the 
mine and smelter operation hasbeen beset 1980 total. The slight decrease in production 
by problems. In the earlier years, the prob- was attributed to the present slump in 
lems were mostly of a metallurgical process- diamond prices, which began in 1980 and 
ing nature. Now that those technical prob- persisted with increasing severity through- 
lems have been solved, a major supply-and- out 1981. A prime example of this condition, 
demand problem has arisen. The industrial was the plummeting of the price for a 1- 
demands for nickel and copper were so_ carat, D-flawless, brilliant-cut diamond, 

weak in 1981, that the BRST operation’s which dropped from an average price of 
contractual refiner has asked for major cuts $62,000 in 1980 to an average of $27,000 in 

in smelter matte prices and shipped ton- 1981. The end result for Botswana was a 
nages in 1982. A 25% reduction in nickel loss in revenues of $110 million during 1981 
and copper matte shipments came as a_ compared with that of 1980, and a forecast 
strong request from the refiner, AMAX for 1982 that is bleaker. 
Nickel, in late 1981, as a result of reported 9 The De Beers Co., which controls over 

months earnings that were 40% lower than 80% of the world’s diamond sales, is caught 
the same period in 1980.5 AMAX Nickel ina binding cash-flow situation. The compa- 
owns approximately 25% of the BRST oper- _ny’s key gem suppliers, of which Botswana. 
ation, and the operating subsidiary BCL, is a major contributor, are pressuring De 
and it has been speculated that during 1981 Beers to maximize their purchases of rough 
AMAX Nickel offered to sell their share of gems from them, so that shortfalls in reve- 
BCL to the other major partner, Anglo nues like that experienced by the Botswana 
American Corp. of South Africa Ltd. To Government in 1981 can be avoided. In 
meet the requested 25% reduction of ap- 1981, De Beers sales dropped 46% to $1.4 
proximately 10,000 tons of matte per year, billion, and the value of their stockpiles of 
negotiations are underway with RTMZ to unsold diamonds doubled to well over $1 
take 4,000 tons of matte for their Eiffel billion. This is a tremendous decrease in 
Flats refinery, and with Falconbridge Nick- sales and increase in stocks for that short 

el Mines Ltd. of Canada to take the other _ period of time, and has left De Beers facing 
6,000 tons for their refinery in Kristianland, its greatest financial strains since the de- 
Norway. The nickel and copper matte that pression years of the 1930’s. Influenc- 
comes from the Selebi-Phikwe Mines, con- ed by De Beers problems, Debswana, the 
tains about 40% nickel, 40% copper, and diamond-controlling company in Botswana, 
0.6% cobalt. The average level of ore from held back almost $150 million worth of 
the mines that was milled in 1981 at the marketable diamonds in 1981. 
smelter complex was 200,000 tons per At what could not be a more inopportune 
month; with 135,000 tons of that coming time, Debswana is opening up a new oper- 
from the Phikwe underground workings ation, the Jwaneng Mine; which is schedul- 
and 65,000 tons from Selebi, which is 14 ed to begin production early in 1982. Devel- 

kilometers away. The new No. 3 shaft is opment of this mine began almost 5 years 
now finished at Phikwe and full production ago, at a time when feasibility studies for 
at the shaft should begin in the first half of new diamond ventures were indicating 
1982. strong future markets. This will be Botswa-
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na’s third diamond mine, and biggest pro- locked Botswana can become an interna- 
ducer; promising to double Botswana’s dia- tional supplier of this fuel, the difficult 
mond production within 2 years of opening. question of how to get the coal to an ocean 
Full-scale production of 400,000 tons of ore port will have to be resolved. Three differ- 
per month is due to be achieved by mid- ent routes, all by rail, are under serious 
1982, and by early 1983 Botswana should be _ study. The routes are through Zimbabwe to 
producing diamonds at twice its output rate the Mozambique Port of Maputo, through 
of 1981, which equates to well over 9 million the Republic of South Africa to Richards 
carats per year. Because of the current Bay Port, or westward across the Kalahari 
flooded market conditions, it is expected Desert to Walvis Bay in Namibia. All three 
that a considerable portion of the produc- routes have major technical and financial 
tion from the Jwaneng Mine will have tobe problems, but negotiations are underway 
stockpiled by Debswana in Botswana’s capi- with neighboring foreign governments and 
tol city of Gaborone. financial backers alike and most parties 

During mid-1981, De Beers was forced to concerned feel a viable solution can be 
set quotas on diamond purchases from its found. Another important technical ques- 
producing countries owing to its own large tion yet to be answered is where the abun- __ 
stockpiles of unsold diamonds.* To prevent dant water supplies needed to wash the coal 
losing marketing agreements and its mar- will come from. The coal is high in ash and 
keting monopoly, De Beers is attempting to sulfur, and water supplies for the coal 
buy as much of Southern Africa’s diamond regions are limited. 

production as possible. The company’s pres- = At present there is only one active coal 
ent buying quotas are geared to production operation in Botswana, the Morupule Col- 
statistics and will automatically increase liery, which produced over 370,000 tons in 
for Botswana as a whole with the opening of 1981. This tonnage was used to fire the 

the Jwaneng Mine. De Beers would like to power station at Selebi-Phikwe, which at 60 
see the Botswana Government voluntarily megawatts is the major power supply for 

cut back on planned production quotas at Botswana. Owing to the critical need for 
the new mine, but understands the Govern- increased electrical generating capacity, the 
ment’s concern with unemployment figures ever-increasing costs of importing oil, and 
and preference to operate at full produc- the potential for coal export, the Govern- 
tion. , ment is forging ahead with plans to open a 

second, much larger mine, near the Mor- 

MINERAL FUELS upule Colliery between the towns of Serowe 
Coal.—Botswana contains some of. the and Palapye. Tentative startup date for the 

largest and most economically recoverable ™ne 1S 1984-85. In the short term, the 
coal deposits in Africa. Exploration drilling Government hopes to expand the Morupule 
done over the past several years by Shell Colliery to 500,000 tons in 1982. | 

Foe a ee to British i . ~ 4Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

| troleum Botswana Ltd., and AMAX Explo- Bo eere ‘pula. (P) ss" *Jellece ste te or 

ration Inc., has outlined economically r & PeSDe Besrs Consolidated Mines Ltd. Annual Report to 
coverable reserves of 3.5 billion tons, with Dec. 31, 1981, 94th. Ann. Rept., p. 22. 
an additional 13 billion tons indicated.’ ‘Financial Times (London). Feb. 16, 1982, No. 28701, 

Several foreign concerns are showing inter- ” 5xetals Bulletin Magazine. No. 6683, Oct. 28, 1981, p. 18. 
est in the exploit and export potential for State Department, Washington, D.C. State Department 

the coal reserves, much of which is medium- reeS Bmbacy, Cobcrce Botrorana. State Department 
quality steam coal. However, before land-  Airgram A-06, Apr. 13, 1982, p. 4.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Brazi — razil 

| By Travis Q. Lyday! | 

The Brazilian economy declined 3.5% in ber 1980. In particular, this plan denotes 
real terms during 1981, suffering the sharp- greater priority to the mining sector than 
est setback since figures on national ac- did its predecessor, and if forecast targets 
counts were first compiled in 1947. Brazil’s are achieved, Brazil was expected to become 
gross domestic product (GDP) in current self-sufficient in a number of mineral com- 
prices expanded to an estimated $242 modities by the end of the decade. In addi- 
billion.? As a result of restrictive fiscal and tion to having the world’s largest high- 
monetary policies adopted late in 1980, grade iron ore reserves (18 billion tons 
which were aimed at reducing the balance- averaging 66% iron), Carajaés contains sub- 
of-payments deficit and controlling infla- stantial reserves of high-grade manganese 
tion, the economy achieved a $1.2 billion ore (60 million tons with above 40% manga- 
trade surplus in 1981, the first such surplus nese) that can be used for the production of 
since 1927. The inflation rate, which hit a ferroalloys, large amounts of copper ore (1 
historic peak of 122% in March, was mod- billion tons containing 0.5% to 1% copper), 
erately reduced to 95% on an annualized metallurgical-grade bauxite (4.5 billion tons 
basis, compared with the 110% rate record- of 40% alumina), and nickel ore (47 million 

ed a year earlier. | tons of 1.2% to 2.2% nickel), as well as 
In 1981, Brazil attained further progress large, but as yet not fully evaluated, depos- 

in lessening its dependence on foreign oil by _ its of gold, lead, silver, tin, and zinc. 
reducing consumption through price control The Grande (Greater) Carajés Develop- 
and rationing, switching some industrial oil ment Project, including mineral and agri- 
users to alternative energy sources, and cultural projects, was expected to cost an 
increasing domestic oil production. estimated $61 billion and should provide 

Although Brazil’s mining sector, exclud- Brazil with about $15 billion in export 
ing petroleum, produced only about 2% of earnings per year by 1990. 
the total GDP, its share of total exports was At the beginning of 1981, the Government 
about 10%. The inclusion of metals process- announced a major shift in economic policy 
ing and fabrication increases the metal and that would result in the abandonment of 
mining share to about 17% of GDP. directing growth through large-scale proj- 

Brazil continued to be an important pro- ects. Although investments would be chan- 
ducer and exporter of iron ore, manganese, neled into bringing into operation those 
beryl, ferroalloys (particularly ferrocolum- works that were already well advanced, 
bium), electronic-grade quartz crystal, and future funds would be made available only 
gem stones during 1981. for certain select, and generally small-scale, 
Government Policies and Programs.— development projects. Although develop- 

The major policy of the Government con- ment of the Grande Carajés program and 
cerning the minerals sector during 1981 projects initiated to achieve greater energy 
focused on the development of the large and __ self-sufficiency would remain priorities, it 
varied resources of the Carajés mineral was announced that growth would now 
province, Para State, in the south Amazon center on smaller developments that use 
Basin under the 10-year development plan _local raw materials. Moreover, such projects 
for the 1981-90 period approved in Novem- would have to meet stringent requirements 

157
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for generating foreign exchange in the Producéo Mineral (DNPM) (the National 
shortest time possible. _Department of Mineral Production) within 

Although many government agencies and the Ministry of Mines and Energy was 
private sector mining companies believe responsible for the implementation of min- 

_ that Brazil has not been adequately explor- ing policy, enforcement of the mining code, 
ed, recent increases in reserve levels indi- and issuance of exploration and mining 
cate an upswing in exploration activity. licenses. The Government continued to ac- 
Preliminary estimates indicate that $48 to tively promote both domestic and especially 
$50 million was spent on exploration in private participation in the minerals sector 
1981, of which Rio Doce Geolégia e Min- during 1981 through the provision of tax, 
eracéo, the Government-owned exploration financial, and customs incentives. 
company and a subsidiary of the Brazilian As a result of the war between Iran and 
state mining company Cia. Vale do Rio Doce Iraq that broke out in late 1980, thus 
(CVRD), accounted for $22 million, primari- slashing imports of Iranian crude from the 
ly for projects in the Amazon region. top of Brazil’s trade list to zero, official 

Mining companies operated under a min- policy was set during 1981 to diversify 
ing code established in 1967 under Decree foreign sources as much as possible to avoid 
Law No. 227, which provides a sound basis_ a repetition of the economic bind that was 
for the development of Brazil’s mineral generated from relying on only a few 
wealth. The Departamento Nacional da _ sources. 

PRODUCTION | 

Preliminary data indicate that the value. mineral production was comprised of gran- 
of mineral production, including mineral ite, 28.3%; limestone, 22.1%; phosphate 
fuels, in 1981 increased 20% in real terms, rock, 12.8%; sand, 7.7%; clay, 5.8%; and 
to $6.5 billion from the 1980 figure of $5.4 asbestos, 4.3%. Crude petroleum represent- 
billion. The latest available official data ed 84.1% of the total fossil fuel value, 

reported by DNPM: show that the value of followed by natural gas, 9.4%, and coal, 
mineral output grew by 41% in real terms 6.5%. 
in 1980 compared with the revised growth Fossil fuels contributed 41.6% of the total 
figure of 11% in 1979. | value of mineral output in 1980, followed by 

During 1980, the latest year for which metallic minerals, 31.6%; nonmetallic min- 
official data are available, 94% of the value _erals, 25.8%; and diamond and gems, 1.0%. 

of all metallic mineral production was Table 1 provides reported and revised 
accounted for by six commodities: iron ore, production data for 1977-81. Where reported 
55.7%; gold, 14.2%; pyrochlore, 6.7%; baux- data were not available for certain minerals 
ite, 6.0%; tin, 5.7%; and manganese, 5.7%. in 1981, estimates are given. 
Over 81% of the value of all nonmetallic : 

Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite, dry basis, gross weight__..__._._.______ 1,119,510 ~—-1,160,112 2,387,741 4,696,000 —_5,300,000 
Alumina Joe 340,800 352,100 449,100 493,000 485,000 

“Primary _______________________- 167,100 186,365 238,009 + ~—»«- 260,600 + —-_. 256,000 
Secondary _______________________ 33,500 31,817 37,905 44,100 45,000 

Antimony, mine output, metal content __..______~_ 262 196 67 65 65 
Beryllium: Bery] concentrate, gross weight_ _ __ _ __ — 496 739 453 500 550 
Chromium: 
Cn Ok 683,147 957,798 891,543 833,935 1,800,000 

Concentrate ________________________ 250,281 203,107 229,836 187,936 310,000 
Marketable product® _._________________ 309,995 269,870 340,385 287,000 410,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Columbium-tantalum ores and concentrates, 
gross weight: 
Columbite and tantalite ________________ _ 137 203 374 536 500 
Djalmaite concentrate ________________-- 19 19 10 18 20 

Co Pyrochlore concentrate. _______._.______~- 15,613 17,900 28,909 30,700 32,000 
pper: 

_ Mine output, metal content _____________-~ 25 59 5,262 1,403 18,000 
Metal, secondary __________________--- 45,947 45,000 53,100 63,000 45,000 

Gold: 
Mine output ____________-___troy ounces__ 121,048 128,860 107,158 131,500 150,000 
Garimpeiros (prospectors)*___________do___-_ 158,472 172,038 212,100 1,168,500 1,050,000 

Total -§_-_- _-__-_ dol 279,520 300,898 319,258 1,300,000 1,200,000 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate (marketable product):* 
Gross weight _________~— thousand tons__ 82,001 84,985 96,112 114,732 98,700 

M iron content_________________do____ 53,301 55,240 67,654 80,000 78,000 
etal: 
Pig iron§__§ __ $$ -§ .» -§- -_ _- -_____do___ 9,739 10,331 11,918 12,960 10,931 

Ferroalloys, electric-furnace: 
Ferroboron._____~_~_~___~___-___ 33 11 26 27 NA 
Ferrocalcium silicon __ ____~______- _ 4,500 5,790 6,639 8,025 10,140 
Ferrochromium_____§____~________ 65,969 62,170 84,514 93,443 117,280 
Ferrocolumbium _________._____— 6,809 10,251 13,913 - 17,530 14,632 
Ferromanganese ______________-~_ 128,922 117,843 133,563 140,496 128,300 
Ferromolybdenum woe eee ee 1,177 1,690 1,469 802 NA 
Ferronickel ____§_______________ 10,860 10,976 11,355 11,280 10,744 
Ferrophosphorus ____—______~-~ ~~ _- _- 148 354 NA 
Ferrosilicochrome ______.______-_ . 4,121 4,698 7,239 8,086 10,155 
Ferrosilicomanganese ____________~ 75,108 106,249 127,503 134,243 122,315 
Ferrosilicon _____~_________-___- 60,290 72,842 75,712 109,140 123,000 
Ferrosilicon magnesium —_ — _ —__——__—-- 7,443 9,968 14,432 13,734 NA 
Ferrosilicon zirconium_ ——~_——__—___—-— _- —- _- 488 NA 
Ferrotitanium _______~______-____ 654 436 795 698 NA 
Ferrotungsten____§_________-____ 141 336 396 217 NA 
Ferrovanadium ___~___~_________-- 366 456 851 807 NA 
Silicon metal. _____§_§___.__._____- 4,885 5,831 5,654 12,379 18,960 

Total _._-____________ Lee 371,278 409,547 484,209 551,749 550,526 
Steel, crude, excluding castings 

- thousand tons__ 11,164 12,107 13,893 15,318 | 613,218 
Lead Semimanufactures, flat and nonflat __do__ __ 8,412 10,126 11,693 12,985 NA 

Mine output, metal content ______________- 24,039 31,203 27,927 27,460 29,600 
etal: 
Primary __.___~~_-~_-~_-~__--_-_ 48,303 47,236 55,084 44,519 34,657 
Secondary --._.______-__--___---_- 29,001 33,220 42,200 40,431 31,100 

Manganese ore and concentrate (marketable),5 
N gross weight ___________~_____-_____-_-_ 1,515,673 1,917,120 2,259,331 2,360,000 2,300,000 

icke]: 
Mine output, metal content _______________ 4,241 3,600 2,964 5,800 6,500 
Ferronickel, Ni content. _____________-__- 2,530 2,228 2,463 2,500 62,340 

Rare-earth metals: Monazite concentrate, 
gross weight __ ________-_--~__-__-_----- 2,441 72,540 1,890 1,205 1,500 

Silver’ — --—-----~--—- thousand troy ounces_ _ 872 506 1,065 837 800 

Mine output, metal content _______________ 6,287 "6,341 7,003 6,930 9,000 
Metal, smelter, primary _____.__-_-_----- 7,421 9,309 10,133 8,642 7,600 

Titanium concentrates, gross weight: 
Ilmenite____§____._-.~-_~_-~---_---~- 13,268 20,077 22,657 16,839 17,000 
Rutile __________-__~__--_--~__~-_--_ 128 365 439 428 400 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content__________~- 1,212 1,165 1,177 1,136 1,200 
c: 
Concentrate and salable ore_____________-_ 205,671 209,719 344,389 392,148 400,000 
Mine output, metal content _____________--_ 57,588 58,721 89,886 101,000 103,000 
Metal, smelter: 

Primary —__~-__.---------------- 47,032 56,097 63,494 78,303 91,944 
Secondary ____...-._-------------- 8,532 12,200 12,700 17,666 19,000 

Zirconium: Zircon concentrate, grous weight® ______ 4,649 4,301 3,605 3,933 4,000 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos: 
Crude ore ___ __-_-_~-_-~__--~-----~-~---- 1,512,997 2,080,371 2,422,420 2,362,000 2,400,000 
Fiber_______---~_~~_---~-~--_--~--~---- 92,773 122,815 138,457 135,000 138,400 | 

Barite: 
Crude ______~_~__~__--~_-~~-~-_~---- 39,575 238,257 489,997 420,000 480,000 
Beneficiated ___._._-______--~------- 39,353 87,145 73,014 62,085 70,000 
Marketable product® __ _________--_----- 49,528 107,492 108,042 92,000 105,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
NT 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Calcite._______________e 6,281 18,467 16,922 NA NA Gement, hydraulic____________ thousand tons... 21,123 23,187 24,874 27,193 28,500 ays: 
Bentonite 108,395 167,614 212,503 247,954 250,000 olin: 

Crude_--___- 939,666 1,595,482 1,348,005 1,156,447 1,240,000 Beneficiated___.__.._________._____ 259,836 294,459 349,446 410,197 440,000 Oth Marketable product? _____ 372,488 370,062 943,589 1,110,000 —‘ 1,190,000 er: 
Crude_______________ thousand tons__ 3,514 4,457 3,900 NA NA Beneficiated___.._.__________do.___ 1,575 1,029 1,620 NA NA CNA ———<<—<_—_——_———e—eeeeeeeeeeeeee_:— Diamond: 

Gem® ________________ thousand carats__ 236 236 236 253 6163 Industrial® a, (, T384 384 384 414 6926 eee 
Total®® 9. dg ™620 ™620 620 667 61,089 Diatomite: 

Crude __-___-__~_e ee, 11,204 32,940 136,669 140,000 NA Beneficiated _._.__________.___..___ 4,966 10,709 6,650 10,807 13,300 Marketable product? ___________ 9,559 12,030 16,547 17,000 17,000 —— LEE ——_—_—_—600WwWnnaamaRuaaSSS ee Feldspar and related materials: 
Feldspar, marketable product®________ | 96,187 103,597 142,000 123,000 96,400 Leucite, marketable product?______ 8,232 8,075 511 5,000 NA _ Sodalite, crude, marketable product__________ 982 687 2,610 . 3,000 NA OB 

Total _---_- ee 105,401 112,359 145,121 131,000 NA Fluorspar: 
Crude -._-_-___~__ 115,960 126,232 163,179 86,347 NA 

!__ ——eeeeeeeeooQQQQQQQQWuWuQnnn Marketable products: 
Direct-shipping crude ore (sales).________ 13,162 465 106 100 NA Concentrates: 

Acid-grade______________ | 27,280 31,174 26,852 32,729 36,200 Ceramic-grade__________________ 476 _- -- _- _- Metallurgical-grade ___________ 27,663 30,161 25,547 22,640 17,400 EO 
Total marketable products________ 68,581 61,800 52,505 55,469 53,600 Graphite: 

rude ame ane 53,603 47,845 135,977 234,883 NA OCU eS lele—2 Marketable products: . . . Direct-shipping crude ore______________ —_ 859 85,130 6,000 NA Concentrate_________________ 9,187 10,357 12,476 16,411 23,000 ——— EE VU 
Total _____._________ 9,187 11,216 97,606 22,411 NA Gypsum and anhydrite,crude_______________ 543,046 474,732 464,730 605,824 630,000 yanite: 

Crude -____ es 110 6,908 8,193 18,296 NA Beneficiated _.__.________________ 17 1,356 1,299 4,056 NA Marketable products*____________ 17 1,773 1,750 1,750 1,800 Lime, hydrated, and quicklime® ___ thousand tons. _ 4,500 4,630 4,720 4,810 5,000 00 2 ° 

oo Lithium mineral concentrates: 
fimblygonite — — —— —-----_______________ 489 431 187 182 200 Lepidolite______.____________ 7 579 50 58 51 200 Petalite__-_________________ 1,028 1,996 1,501 2,487 2,500 Spodumene_________________ 112 885 _- 98 100 a cD 

Total _-_-_____-_______ 2,208 3,362 1,746 2,818 3,000 Magnesite: 
Crude? _ = 481,154 409,936 591,107 728,713 800,000 Beneficiated ________________ 205,719 217,270 265,067 315,851 350,000 Mica, allgrades?_ = = 1,955 4,551 4,073 4,000 NA Nit. n: Ncontentofammonia______________ 145,500 202,900 265,500 351,600 376,000 Phosphate rock including apatite: 

e: 
Mine product __________ thousand tons__ 3,425 5,967 12,478 20,400 NA Of which, sold directly.._________do.___ 26 27 39 40 "40 Concentrate: 
Gross weight ________________do.___ 650 1,023 1,589 2,432 2,570 P2Os content _______________ _do.___ 195 367 589 900 950 Pigments, mineral: Ocher,crude_______________ 6,630 6,199 7,532 7,600 7,600 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

. NONMETALS —Continued 

Precious and semiprecious stones excluding diamond, . 
crude and worked:*! 
Agate ___________________~_kilograms._ 1,346,803 =—1,770,874 =: 1,595,201 NA NA 

Amethyst _.____________.__- _~-do____ 202,338 357,384 328,007 NA NA 
Aquamarine ___________________do___- 1,179 2,546 1,564 NA NA 
Cat’seye ____________.___.___~.do____ 12 68 3 NA. NA 
Citrine.__-§ _____________________do____ 33,830 49,796 60,858 NA NA 
Emerald____.___~______________do___- 2,266 16,729 T7471 NA NA 
Garnet___~§_§_~§ ~~~ ~_________.___do___- 177 2,907 840 NA NA 
Opal _.___-______.___-__~_---_do___- 342 619 1,383 NA NA 
Ruby__________-_-~-~--~--~ _.~value_~- $5,500 $505 $7,504 NA NA 
Sapphire _____________. ~~~ kilograms__- __ 1 (22) NA — ‘NA 
Topaz _-__~_________________-_do___ 3,850: 4,231 15,741 NA | NA. 
Tourmaline__________________—_do___- . 526 2,536 2,144 NA NA 
Turquoise_______________._—_~.value_~ $4,221 _- $337 NA NA 
Other __________________ _ - kilograms_. 524,602 482,769 406,379 NA NA: 

Quartz crystal, all grades’? eo eee eee 1,609 2,406 4,743 NA NA 

Marine ______________-__ thousand tons__ 2,481 — 2,727 2,866 3,042 3,200 
Rock ~~ 2 doe 293 572 689 796 800 

Silica (silex). ... _.._-___-___ ~____ Le 8,594 5,721 7,005 NA NA 
Sodium compounds: 

Caustic soda _______________________- 291,212 289,233 645,143 NA NA 
Soda ash, manufactured (barilla)__ __._______ — 141,022 120,651 118,659 130,000 130,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: . 
Dimension stone: 

Marble, rough-cut ___________~_---~- 145,257 160,229 177,290 NA NA 
Slate __________~_______ _ 4,670 186,995 34,957 NA NA 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Basalt ____________-_—_ thousand tons_ — NA 324 198 NA NA 
Calcareous shells... _.._._-.-___~_- 246,240 243,153 1,002,692 NA NA 
Dolomite. _________-—_ — thousand tons_— 1,663 1,092 1,712 NA NA 
Gneiss ____________________do___ _ NA 2,012 1,230 NA NA 
Granite? __________________do____ 51,815 NA NA NA NA 
Limestone __________________do___- 39,303 46,283 44,664 NA NA 
Quartz'*__ -§_- 5 55 ee 45,530 95,720 57,920 NA NA. , 
Quartzite: 

. Crude________ 255,247 212,066 379,253. NA NA 
Processed#§ __________________- 148,304 109,497 50,358 NA NA 

Shale____~_~§_~_9_~_~_ 529,449 540,381 587,428 NA NA 
Sand________._______~_~ thousand tons_— 4,875 NA NA NA NA 

Sulfur, elemental, byproduct ____.__._._-.--~- 44,351 56,503 92,061 130,641 150,000 
Talc and related materials: 

Talc, marketable product®__._________-. ~~ - 180,474 190,674 310,397 380,000 328,000 
Pyrophyllite, marketable product? ~o- eee 73,408 69,846 55,081 55,000 56,000 
Other: Agalmatolite, marketable product _ _ — — ~~~ 71,541 68,624 101,281 NA NA 

Vermiculite: - 
Crude __________ 6,833 19,611 10,496 17,640 35,000 
Marketable product® ______________----- 3,617 4,031 7,382 8,000 10,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black® _________~__.____-__ __-__ 110,000 NA NA NA NA 
Coal, bituminous (marketable)*_____ thousand tons__— 3,646 5,050 7,604 8,300 ' NA 
Coke, metallurgical, all types _____._._—-~do____ 3,349 3,417 3,930 4,049 5,700 
Gas, natural: 

Grosa_______.__.____-_-mnillion cubic feet_ _ 63,835 68,271 67,045 77,868 NA 
Marketed _____________-._-_ -__-do___- 37,311 40,074 - &43,000 50,000 NA 

Natural gas liquids _ __ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 2,050 2,088 2,012 2,063 NA 
etroleum: 
Crude __________-__._.__.-_-~-_do___- 60,740 60,615 62,444 68,496 80,200 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________________.~ _do____ 82,692 89,944 84,780 68,301 NA 
Jet fuel ~~ 5» dow 11,252 20,278 NA 

25,484 20,046 
Kerogine__________.____.~_~_do.___ 4,522 4,095 NA 
Distillate fuel oil _._..__________do____ 96,624 106,927 111,091 121,846 NA 
Residual fuel oil _._.___.____._._do____ 101,801 - 111,959 113,179 105,392 NA 
Lubricants___._..__._.__-.~_do___~_ 2,378 3,664 3,285 4,233 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° eee ee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
_ MATERIALS —Continued _ 

Petroleum —Continued . 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other______~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 48,897 69,692 NA 
62,354 85,253 

Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 9,774 11,252 NA 

| Total _-________________do____ 357,940 400,332 417,634 405,089 NA 
eee 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes data available through Oct. 13, 1982. 
7In addition to the commodities listed, molybdenite, bismuth, and uranium oxide are produced, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
Figure represents sum of (1) crude material sold directly and (2) production of concentrate. Sale of crude material in any given year may exceed production in that year as a result of the sale of stocks of crude material mined but not sold or beneficiated in previous years. Similarly, output of concentrates in any given year may exceed the amount of crude. material mined in that year owing to treatment of previously mined but not yet processed ores. 

*All figures except those for 1978 differ substantially from those appearing in the latest available official Brazilian sources owing to inclusion of estimates for unreported production by small prospectors (garimpeiros). Officially reported figures are as follows: Major mines: 1977—121,047; 1978—128,860; 1979—107 ,158; 1980—131,500; 1981—not available; garimpeiros: 1977—51,120; 1978—172,038; 1979—36,234; 1980—357,650; 1981—not available. . 
‘Includes sponge iron as follows, in thousand metric tons: 1977—358; 1978—270; 1979324; 1980—275. 
®Reported figure. 
7Smelter and/or refined metal. 
®Includes baddeleyite-caldasite. 
*Figures represent officially reported output plus official Brazilian estimates of output by nonreporting miners; officially reported output was as follows, in thousands of carats: 1976—7 6; 1977—65; 1978—86; 1979—83. 
10Includes the following quantities sold directly without beneficiation, in metric tons: 1976—110; 1977—2,650; 1978— 

6,051; 1979—5,177; 1980—not available. 
11Exports. . 
121 ess than 1/2 unit. : 
18Listed under dimension stone in previous editions, but only a small part of the 1976 total and none of the output for the other years was dimension stone. Data on output in gravimetric units are not available for 1978 and later years, but output on a volumetric basis was reported as follows, in thousand cubic meters: 1978—37,842; 1979—42,684; 1980—not av: e. 
14Apparently includes crude quartz used to produce quartz crystal (listed separately in this table) as well as additional 

unreported quantities of common quartz. 
15Produced from a portion of the crude quartzite listed above; crude quartzite processed was as follows, in metric tons: 

1976—206,036; 1977— 157,531; 1978-80—not available. . 

| TRADE | 
Despite a trade deficit of $2.8 billion in $10.9 billion, although the net bill was 

1980, a slowing world economy, and an about $10 billion, considering that Brazil 
apparent increase in trade protectionism in exported some $0.9 billion of petroleum 
1981, Brazil registered an unprecedented derivatives. The value of oil was the only 
$1.2 billion trade surplus during 1981. major category of imports to increase in 

Total exports increased almost 16% to 1981, and this was entirely due to higher 
$23.3 billion, while imports declined 4% to average prices. Iron ore continued to be the 
$22.1 billion. Brazil’s imports of oil and major mineral export, accounting for al- 
other fuels increased in value slightly to most 8% of the total value of all exports.
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Table 2.—Brazil: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate 

thousand tons_ — 516 2,679 807 Canada 1,518. 
Oxides and hydroxides _ _ ____-_ ~~ 534 88 _- _ Uruguay 50; Colombia 20; Japan 15. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures_______~_~_~_________ 4,224 8,033 712 Chile 2,586; Argentina 1,761; West 

. Germany 936. 
Antimony metal including alloys, all forms 4 4 _.  Allto Uruguay. 
Beryl: Ore and concentrate __.____—~ 452 500 498 Japan 2. 
Chromium: . 

Chromite ________________- 45,215 —_ 
Oxides and hydroxides _________- 50 190 -- United Kingdom 138; Finland 50. 

Cobalt metal including alloys, all forms__ . 50 4 4 
Columbium and tantalum: 

Ore and concentrate: 
Columbite______________~_ 25 17 17 
Tantalite _._________-_~- 280 411 218 West Germany 105; United Kingdom 

Unspecified _________.___- 23 28 2 West Germany 17; Netherlands 6. 
Metal including alloys, all forms: 
Tantalum ______~__ kilograms. _ _— 4 — All to Bolivia. 

Copper: 
atte including cement __——___~~_ 1,645 1,210 _— West Germany 1,000. . 

Metal including alloys, all forms — — _ — 4,763 3,079 695 United Kingdom 672; Uruguay 637. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought . 

and partly wrought__ — _ troy ounces_ _ _— 4] —_ All to Iraq. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate including roasted 
mete _.__—__—~_ — thousand tons_ _ 75,588 78,958 2,072 Japan 28,707; West Germany 13,021. 

etal: 
Scrap and waste __________- _- 7 _. All to West Germany. 
Pig iron including cast iron. _ — _ _ 989,343 841,331 90,850 Romania 197,642; Italy 141,900; 

Argentina 99,320. . 
Sponge iron, powder, shot —__ __~— 1,097 685 _- Uruguay 170; Argentina 163; 

Venezuela 78. 
Ferroalloys: . 

-Ferrochrome_ — —_ —— — ~~ — —-— 48,205 45,921 8,111 Japan 23,500; Canada 9,900. 
Ferrocolumbium ———___—~— 12,787 14,566 4,248 Netherlands 3,216; Italy 1,530; Japan 

Ferromanganese ae 40,256 37,833 11,400 Venezuela 18,150. 
Ferromolybdenum _ ~~ — — —_— 426 _- 
Ferrosilicon ________—_~ 19,642 29,664 17,400 Japan 7,779. 
Other _______~__-___- 47,993 41,818 12,952 Japan 16,329; Netherlands 7,596. 

Steel, primary forms_ _ _ _ _ _ _ —_ — 478,318 284,804 1,394 Greece 104,295; Argentina 75,862; 
. Italy 74,065. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 

tions _____________- 383,685 214,503 37,936 Nigeria 45,368; Iraq 23,574. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ — 444,484 743,982 395,033 Argentina 69,172; Italy 55,424; Mexico 

Hoop and strip ________~- 6,020 26,541 36 Argentina 14,062; Mozambique 7,808. 
Rails and accessories _ — _ — ~ — 4,115 2,903 4 Iraq 2,118. 
Wire. ______________~_ 24,058 15,521 1,612 Colombia 3,148; Nigeria 1,463; 

Mozambique 1,329. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings __ _ _ _ — 150,480 258,204 75,021 China 52,7 60: Chile 40,886; Mexico 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough — 887 1,091 51 Liberia 1,000. 

Pentoxide___________-_------ 1 __ 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 247 2,235 —_ Republic of South Africa 1,421; Japan 

Magnesium: Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides 28 11 _— Argentina 10. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate 
thousand tons_ _ 1,187 1,037 — Norway 153; Japan 143; 

Czechoslovakia 126. 
Oxides. ___________-_-_-~-- 1,822 2,246 1 Argentina 1,495; Colombia 700. 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms ———-__ 4 ~- ~~~ kilograms. - 196 148 _. Chile 142. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 6 8 5 Uruguay 1. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought: 
Platinum ______—_—-— troy ounces__ 6 __ 
Paladium __________—--do___- 225 100 _. All to Mexico. 
Unspecified. ____.___.---do___- 1,286 _- 

Rare earth: 
Oxides_________ ~~ kilograms_ _— 120,127 400 __ Colombia 200; Italy 200. 
Metals including alloys, all forms _ —~— 4 18 () Argentina 10; Japan 7. 

Silicon: Elemental. ____________--_ 1,759 6,921 (*) Japan 4,245; U.S.S.R. 2,000. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Brazil: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . . Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
: ” United Other (principal) 

SS A SS pre yernncemasnee 

METALS —Continued 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ 2$12 $2,904 _- Sviterland $1,656; West Germany 

| Tin metal including alloys, all forms____ 4,727 3,812 2,889 Argentina 302. 
Titanium: 

Oreand concentrate ___ kilograms. _ _— 200 __ All to Italy. 
Oxides and hydroxides __ ___do_—__ 560 3 -- All to Chile. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

do_ _ __ — 81 — All to Sweden. 
n: 

rad concentrate ___________ 538 782 102 Sweden 360; West Germany 216. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

zi kilograms_ _ 435 105 _- Mexico 49; Bolivia 30. 
inc: 
Oreand concentrate _-_________ 9,108 — : 
Oxides and hydroxides __________ 17 74 _— Argentina 70. 

ou including alloys, all forms __ _ _ 103 230 -- Mozambique 160; Argentina 56. 
er: 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 

metals __________________ 3,521 451 76 Netherlands 218; France 110. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides 

kilograms. _ 560 696 470 Argentina 100. 
Waste and sweepings of precious 
Metals -———- value, thousands__ $1,044 $258 _- All to West Germany. 

etals: . 
Fyrophoric alloys _.________ 601 451 254 France 86; Netherlands 53. 

etalloids.__-____________ _- 6 _-- All to Bolivia. . 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: co a 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc 51 1 _— NA. 
Artificial: Corundum ___________ 13,648 19,190 1,595 Japan 5,430; Mexico 3,941; Argentina 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones___ ~~ __ 2 1,124 1,479 15 Chile 268; Philippines 203; Mexico 171. 

Asbestos, crude ________ kilograms__ 120 30,034 —- Argentina 30,000. 
Barium: Natural compounds ________ 43,520 18,125 -- Trinidad and Tobago 9,250; Venezuela 

Boron: a 
Crude natural borates __ kilograms__ 700 _— 
Oxides and acids. ________do____ 1,250 1,460 _. All to Paraguay. 

Cement _____________________ 215,244 220,832 — Paraguay 133,182; Argentina 55,726; 
cl dclay prod Bolivia 31,817. 

ays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Bentonite _______________ 23 149 -~— Paraguay 60; Chile 51; Argentina 38. 
Kaolin ________~___ ~~ ____ 46,543 183,025 -- Netherlands 66,683; Italy 51,500; 

Japan 27,100. 
Other. _-_-_____________ 4,914 3,239 _- Netherlands 2,628. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ____________ 80,882 128,560 7,635 Argentina 53,993; Paraguay 31,121. 

Diam Refractory including nonclay brick 18,185 18,087 _- Argentina 8,259; Colombia 1,882. 
ond: 

Gen, not set or strung ____ carats__ 1,740 2,825 105 Switzerland 1,680; Israel 305. 
Industrial_________.___do____ 15 2,575 _. All to Spain. 
Dust and powder. _______ _do____ 1,100 7,700 7,550 Uruguay 150. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous______________ 177 444 _- Ivory Coast 262; Paraguay 162. 
Phosphatic ______________ 7,031 3,435 __ Argentina 2,700; Paraguay 735. 
Potassic _.______________ 1,732 653 _- Uruguay 450; Paraguay 203. 
Other including mixed _______ 8,627 5,285 -- Argentina 2,528; Uruguay 1,132; 

araguay 1,083. 
Ammonia ________.__-______ 108 130 -- Uruguay 77; Paraguay 34. 

Feldspar_ —_ —__--------------- _- 4,051 _. _ Italy 4,050. 
Graphite, natural _______________ 3,437 7,741 5,131 Japan 2,170. 
Gypeum and plasters _____________ 48 3,544 -~— Paraguay 3,525. 
Lime______________________- 8,842 7,757 _— Paraguay 5,077; Argentina 2,612. 
Magnesite nae ee ee 104,399 88,847 __ Poland 34,772; India 19,550. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 4,074 4,818 127 United Kingdom 2,940; West Germany 

Worked including agglomerated a 
splittings_________ kilograms__ 1,753 171 _- Lebanon 152. 

Pigments mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ 275 797 179 Argentina 256; Chile 247. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Brazil: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Destinations, 1980 . 
Commodity 1979 1980 : _ 

United Other (principal) | 
rene 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Precious and semiprecious stones . 
excluding diamond: 
Natural: 

Crude: 
Agate__________value__ $2,605,159 $3,367,266 $525,756 West Germany $1,119,271; Japan 

$536,561; Taiwan $451,859. 
Amethyst._______do____ $2,779,686 $2,216,027 $481,632 Japan $666,346; West Germany 

£160,833. France $232,975. 
Aquamarine __ __— —do____ $543,308 $213,733 $46,585 West Germany $96,435; Japan $46,238. 
Cat’s-eye ________do____ $40 __ 
Citrine _..______do____ $1,799,321 $998,566 $118,670 West Germany $480,861; Japan 

Emerald ____.___do____ $540,671 $1,268,378 $971,022 India $153,114; Switzerland $76,391. 
Garnet _________do____ $5,301 $444 _— Spain $296; France $50; Israel $50; 

Switzerland $48. 
Opal_________._do____ $248,185 $431,097 $11,202 Hong Kong $375,000. 
Ruby __________do____ $2,275 _- 
Sapphire ________do____ $144 —_ 
Topaz __________do____ $160,366 $126,251 $104,119 West Germany $20,732. 
Tourmaline ______do____ $89,753 $284,820 $154,159 Switzerland $46,984; Japan $39,848. 
Other _______._-do___— $1,333,228 $1,421,642 $136,803 West Germany $438,067; Japan . 

Worked: 
Agate ___ thousand carats_ _ 30,521 23,312 _- France 15,170; West Germany 5,254. 
Amethyst. ___._._do____ 2,757 1,183 861 Japan 169. 
Aquamarine_____ carats__ 47,276 421,925 238,200 France 52,460; Japan 39,770; West 

Germany 39,565. 
Cat’s-eye ________do____ 4,240 2,100 340 Japan 1,450; West Germany 285. 
Citrine __ thousand carats__ 1,072 1,261 321 Japan 777. 
Emerald ______~_ carats__ 66,675 62,120 20,020 Switzerland 24,745; Japan 7,065. 
Garnet _________do____ 39,375 48,010 34,365 France 4,175. 
Opal___._______do____ 9,355 22,275 5,090 Japan 10,510; West Germany 5,425. 
Ruby __________do___-_ 10 250 _- Argentina 135; West Germany 115. 
Sapphire ________do____ 190 245 35 French Guiana 145. 
Topaz__________do____ 122,410 182,335 146,045 Japan 13,565. 
Tourmaline ______do____ 152,560 257,170 71,190 West Germany 132,880. 
Other __________do____ 893,940 932,885 335,990 Switzerland 456,460. 

Manufactured, crude and worked 
do. ___ 600,125 482,475 _- West Germany 381,475; Japan 101,000. 

Salt and brine _____§____________ 138,240 178,777 57,000 Uruguay 81,848. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s _ 37,953 24,126 __ Argentina 15,342; Uruguay 3,997; 

Mozambique 3,600. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ___ ___ 85,270 123,526 254 Italy 82,879; Japan 21,603. 
Worked ________~________ 4,179 10,057 945 Italy 2,403; Japan 2,366; Mexico 1,587. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ __ 5 5 — All to Ecuador. 
Gravel and crushed rock _ ___—____ 1,471 104 _- All toChile. 
Limestone excluding dimension ____ 2,698 1,066 —_ Paraguay 871; Urugua 160. 
Quartz and quartzite ____.______ 4,764 5,845 519 West Germany 2,482; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,216. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing_ — _ _ _ _ 701 4,109 _- Argentina 2,358; Peru 1,500. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid _~.____...__- 15,839 175 —— Bolivia 139; Paraguay 33. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ _ 320 496 23 Venezuela 149; Paraguay 105; Peru 

Gormiculite - eee e 17 1,176 1,099 West Germany 60. 
er: 
Crude ___._~---_ ~~ __ 1,163 2,175 () Netherlands 2,000. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing ______.___________ 400 446 —_- Chile 400. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals 122 139 __ Paraguay 113; Argentina 24. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 
kilograms. _ 75 6,570 —- Argentina 4,220; Paraguay 2,350. 

Carbon black ______-_.------_-- 4 729 —- France 334; Uruguay 201; Chile 181. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _ _ _ _ _ 125 505 _- Uruguay 380; Argentina 75. 
Coke and semicoke ______._.____- -- 68 _- - West Germany 40; Paraguay 28. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ _ _ _ _ ___ 189 278 _- Argentina 270. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ __ 430 430 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Brazil: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 © 1980 “Trude »”»+~.... 
United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . . 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products — 
Continued 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, motor 

thousand 42-gallon barrels... 4,709 1,911 | _. Argentina 985; Zaire 208. 
Kerosine and white spirit . 

do____ 1,773 1,321 __ Zaire 918; Argentina 194; Congo 162. 
Distillate fuel oil _..___do____ 1,965 — 2,935 — Zaire 1,118; Faraguay 679; Congo 505; 

ruguay 383. 
Residual fuel oil ______do____ 66 2,597 1,469 Sweden 510; Netherlands 265; 

Bahamas 253. 
Lubricants_ _______—_—do____ 6 95 85 Paraguay 8. 
Mineral jelly and wax _ _ _do_ _ __ 97 34 ) United Kingdom 9; Mexico 8; Nether- 

lands 5; Peru 5. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ ___ 739 426 _. Paraguay 160; Suriname 91; Uruguay 

73; Morocco 59. 
Nonlubricating oils_ _do_ _ — — -- 692 _- Argentina 377; Zaire 167; Nigeria 80. 
Bitumen ________do____ 66 53 _- Paraguay 43. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do_ ___ 27 2 _- Mainly to Paraguay. 
Paraffin oil. _ __ ___do___~_ 3 10 7 Paraguay 2. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ _ 3,868 2,222 _. Argentina 1,591; Uruguay 459. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . . 
2Silver metal exported in 1979 totaled 2,765 troy ounces. 

Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : oo 
United _ Other (principal) 

METALS . 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate ________ 15,574 13,175 () Guyana 12,975. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___ __ ~~ 70,614 64,108 500 Suriname 60,797. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_______~-----_- 22,764 11,745 9,518 Canada 780; Norway 749. 
Unwrought __________- 51,816 46,702 22,611 Canada 11,898; Venezuela 8,020. 
Semimanufactures__ ___ _ _ 17,928 18,628 9,282 Netherlands 2,331; West Germany 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate _______~_ 1,641 NA NA NA. 
Trioxide and pentoxide _______ 597 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — 177 NA NA NA. 

Arsenic: 
Trioxide, pentoxide, acids _____ 860 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — 59 NA NA NA. 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all 
forms ______—~— value, thousands — $9 $1 West Germany $8. 

Bismuth: 
Trioxide and pentoxide 

kilograms_ _ 194 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ 44 NA NA NA. 

Cadmium: 
Oxides and hydroxides ____-_-_-~- 108 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ 248 NA NA NA. 

Chromium: 
Chromite ________..__ —_ 24,575 31,437 __ Philippines 21,600; Republic of South 

Africa 9,837. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______ 429 238 (4) Poland 150; West Germany 78. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ 130 NA NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

, Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Cobalt: 
Ore and concentrate _____ ~~~ 5 NA NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ______~_ 52 51 26 West Germany 20. 

Co Metal including alloys, all forms _ 237 NA NA NA. 
pper: 
Qilfate. = 4,526 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_______________ 2,326 3,435 3,198 Chile 150; Canada 69. 
Unwrought ___________ 190,225 208,232 3,040 Chile 126,146; Peru 33,878; Zaire 

Semimanufactures__ —___— 1,357 1,961 167 Wet Germany 635; United Kingdom 

Gold: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands_ _ $56,436 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ — 150,530 NA NA NA. . . 

Iron and steel: . 
Ore 2and concentrate ________ 27 37 30 Switzerland 6. 

etal: 
Scrap________.------ 30 21,909 18,744 Canada 3,150. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot_ _ — 7,694 12,131 2,784 West Germany 7,580. 
Ferroalloys _________-_- 1,555 2,503 219 France 843; West Germany 307; 

Netherlands 300. 
Steel, primary forms. — — — — — 115,652 61,418 19,997 Japan 28,027; West Germany 6,269. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, . 
sections ________— 36,720 53,727 5,451 West Germany 17,980; Spain 10,061; 

apan 6,558. 
Universals, plates, sheets 361,400 425,973 96,099 France 119,572; Japan 105,603; West 

Germany 50,760. 
Hoop and strip_ ___—-_~_ 8,188 9,886 2,055 Japan 2,392; West Germany 2,314; 

ce 1,128. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ 17,574 32,659 15,931 Japan 13,512. 
Wire____________-_ 6,665 4,376 534 Uruguay 1,962; Japan 950. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ _ 48,779 76,128 2,349 Japan 38,433; Romania 8,163. 
Castings and forgings, 

rough_____.____— 398 430 65 West Germany 291. 

Ore and concentrate ________ 41,994 34,801 12,505 Greenland 11,228; Ireland 4,250; 
Republic of South Africa 3,800. 

Oxides and hydroxides _ ___ ~~~ 310 369 1 Mexico 358. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ 2,586 1,472 1,410 Peru 50. 

Lithium: Oxides and hydroxides _ __ 356 NA NA NA. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, all 

forms ____~___________-_- 13,339 13,093 8,221 Norway 4,736. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate _______~ 101,395 28,501 6,405 Gabon 15,000; Mexico 6,196. 
Oxides and hydroxides _ _ — ~~ ~~ 155 27 (4) Japan 25. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — 1,105 NA NA NA. 

Mercury___—_-— 76-pound flasks. . 4,596 5,831 348 Mexico 5,454. 
Molybdenum: 
Gre and concentrate ______ ~~ 8,534 NA NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___-__- 45 NA NA NA. 

Ni Metal including alloys, all forms — 208 115 26 Sweden 71; West Germany 11. 
ickel: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____ _— 42 NA NA NA. 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _ — 1,499 2,735 39 Canada 2,478. . 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___------------ 5 6 6 
Unwrought _________-_- 3,080 5,747 2,730 Republic of South Africa 1,297. 
Semimanufactures__ _ _ ___ 889 634 136 West Germany 208; Republic of South 

Africa 171. 
Platinum-group metals: 

Ore and concentrate -__- value. _ $303,908 NA NA NA. 
Metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 27,200 ?) NA NA. 
Selenium: Elemental ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 32 NA NA NA. 
Silicon: Elemental _________--~-~- 10 NA NA NA. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _— NA $18 $18 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces__ 6,928 (°) NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980 : ¥ Gnited Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued 

Sodium: Elemental ___________ 18 NA NA _ NA. 
7ellurium: Elemental___ kilograms_ _ 485 NA NA NA. 

Ore and concentrate ________ 7,542 3,605 __ Bolivia 3,263; Singapore 342. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______ 37 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ 12 35 10 _— Bolivia 10; West Germany 7; 

Netherlands 5. 
Titanium: . 

Ore and concentrate ________ 59,379 NA _- NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______ 9,414 4,276 369  Belgium-Luxembourg 1,311; West Ger- 

many 1,039; France 631. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ 130 NA NA NA. 

ten: 
Tunget and concentrate ________ _— 2,216 463 Chile 1,629. 

Oxides and hydroxides 
kilograms_ _ 4 NA NA NA. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ 36 44 15 West Germany 10; Austria 9. 
Uranium and thorium oxides 

including rare-earth oxides ___ __ 101 NA NA NA. 
Vanadium: 

Oxides and hydroxides _______ 1,215 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

zi kilograms_ _ 40 NA NA NA. 
ine: 

Ore and concentrate _ ~------ 11 36,215 _- Peru 19.797 ; Argentina 9,272; Mexico 

Oxides and hydroxides _______ 325 180 9 Uruguay 100; West Germany 33; 
Netherlands 27. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought including scrap _ 60,058 59,519 ~- Mexico 26,7 68; Canada 18,441; Peru 

Semimanufactures including —_ 
blue powder__________ 61 11 1 West Germany 8. 

Zirconium and hafnium: 
Ore and concentrate ________ 1,249 NA NA NA. 

ono and hydroxides _______ 392 NA NA NA. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates _______ ~Q 63,409 41 Australia 61,340. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals___________ 7,115 3,419 1,065 Canada 1,575; Venezuela 779. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ _ 916 NA NA NA. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals___§ ~~~ ~~ 13 90 22 ~=+France 35; West Germany 31. 

Metalloids._._-_____.______ 11 7,415 7,136 West Germany 83; United Kingdom 

Pyrophoric all kilograms 14 NA NA NAY Canada 7. phoric alloys __ _ . 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms ________________ 5 1,989 396 Republic of South Africa 858; Mexico 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corun- 

dum, ete _._____________ 663 1,089 372 _—iItaly 616. 
Artificial: Corundum ________ 1,265 895 166 Japan 316; France 193; West Germany 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones 

value, thousands__ $3,785 $4,834 $3,612 West Germany $816; Ireland $397. 
Grinding and polishing wheels 

and stones _____________ 323 362 156 West Germany 82; United Kingdom 

Asbestos, crude______________ 35,763 24,799 189 Canada 18,117; Republic of South 
Africa 3,497; Italy 2,553. 

Barite and witherite __________ 156 175 12 United Kingdom 160; West Germany 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates _______ 9,625 6,455 2,433 Peru 1,900; Netherlands 1,570. 
Oxides and acids___________ 4,812 5,702 3,260 Argentina 1,776. 

Bromine: Elemental___________ 32 NA NA NA. 
Cement __________________ 100,700 26,342 1,559 Uruguay 11,350; France 5,671; Peru 

Chalk __--_________ 611 525 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 300; France 120; 
est Germany 76. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—— eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : 
| United Other (principal) 

—$—$ 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude __-_______________ 27,924 18,378 13,794 Argentina 3,764. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory _________ 2,207 364 () Italy 142; Uruguay 127; West 
Germany 87. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~~ _~§_§__~____ 14,821 23,729 5,296 Japan 6,697 ; Republic of South Africa 

Cryolite and chiolite _.________ 86 83 3 Denmark 80. 
Diamond excluding dust: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $3,554 $4,476 $194 Betginm Luxembourg $2,364; Israel 

Industrial __________do____ $1,003 $1,669 $434 Ireland $834; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth_ 1,634 1,535 274 Mexico 743; West Germany 507. 
Feldspar and fluorspar _________ 6 10,931 -- Mexico 10,887. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous - Hee 21,800 18,030 __ All from Chile. 
Phosphatic_ ___________ 753,687 772,154 139,382 Morocco 413,889; Israel 170,193. 
Other including mixed ____ 2 1,001 — Italy 995. . 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous . 

thousand tons_ _ 1,406 1,429 896 West Germany 198; Netherlands 171. 
Phosphatic: 

omas slag _________ 11,840 7,501 —_ Egypt 4,950; Argentina 2,551. 
Other _____________ 411,366 410,649 285,354 Israel 46,500. 

Potassic __ thousand tons_ _ 1,830 2,186 577 Canada 809; East Germany 458. 
Other including mixed ____ 551,501 513,503 452,628 Chile 59,297. 

Ammonia _______________ 172,167 234,895 73,679 Mexico 130,556. 
Graphite, natural ____________ 112 69 2 Madagascar 31; Norway 24. 
Gypsum and plasters __________ 628 1,706 6  Bolivia1,700. — 
Iodine _._____~___.~________ 130 NA NA NA. 
Lime _____.__~~__~_~____ 40 40 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Magnesite_ we eee 48 3,193 129 United Kingdom 1,621; Japan 1,004. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and 

waste ________________ 99 153 2 Canada 143. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ____._-________ 78 112 55 Switzerland 17; France 15; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 12. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Crude, natural __ ~_-________ —  &® NA NA NA. 
Iron oxides, processed_ _______ 2,592 2,662 141 West Germany 2,275. 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
other than diamond: 
Natural ___ value, thousands__ $511 $354 $109 Switzerland $199. 
Synthetic __________do____ $170 $120 $50 Switzerland $62. 

Pyrites, unroasted____________ 81 129 109 West Germany 20. 
Salt and brines_____§_~________ 1 4 (4) Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, 

n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides — eee 2,558 8,157 5,712 France 1,261. 

Causticsoda __.__________ 18,840 11,954 3,415 West Germany 4,736. 
Soda ash________________ 200,702 224,645 130,629 France 59,874; West Germany 23,724. 
Sodium sulfate___________ _ 132,683 NA NA NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _ _ _ 148 356 ~— All from West Germany. 
Worked________-_____ 81 109 _- Mainly from Italy. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade 5,520 6,425 ~- Uruguay 5,575. 
Gravel and crushed rock _ _ __ __ 20 6 2 West Germany 4. 
Limestone other than dimension _ 25,000 (4 NA 
quartz and uartzite ___.____ 19 13 11 West Germany 1. 

d other than metal-bearing __ 1,117 2,554 67 Canada 2,084. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal __ _ ___ 686,041 939,092 121,576 Canada 663,546. 
Colloidal __.____._____ 317 657 646 West Germany 11. 

Dioxide ___~____. ______ 97 NA NA NA. 
Sulfuric acid _.._________~_ 26,112 96,734 2,730 West Germany 41,510; Norway 38,643. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite 111 117 97 Norway 20. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 ~ United °°”°”°»«OVW.. 2. DO . Gaited "Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other: 
Crude _-________ 6,520 11,707 1,093 Republic of South Africa 5,163; 

Kustralia 4,613. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not 
metal-bearing __________~ 1,411 1,800 __ All from West Germany. 

Halogens other than chlorine _ _ — NA 201 Le Chile 149; Japan 25; Israel 24. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium 2,676 436 134 West Germany 205. 
Building materials of asphalt, as- 

bestos and fiber cements, 
unfired nonmetals __——____ 2,659 335 11 Uruguay 137; Japan 109; United 

Kingdom 71. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural_ _ _ _ — 291 287 193 Argentina 94. 
Carbon black and gas carbon: 

Carbon black _______.-- ~~~ 1,786 8,680 2,606 Argentina 3,612; West Germany 1,195. 
Gascarbon ______________ __ 3 (4) France 2. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

excluding briquets 
thousand tons_ _ 4,479 44,526 2,939 Poland 946; Canada 559. 

Lignite including briquets — — ~~ — 25 48 48 
Coke and semicoke ___________ 315,127 449,361 30,458 Japan: 283,324; United Kingdom 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ _ _ _ — 38 45 43 Japan tl. 
Petroleum : . 
Crude 

thousand 42-galion barrels_ _ 370,242 321,184 — Iraq 131,054; Saudi Arabia 76,367. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ________do____ 967 641 _- Netherlands Antilles 525; Italy 67. 
Kerosine and jet fuel 

do_ ___ -- () (4) 
Distillate fuel oil _ . .do_ _ ~~ 1,249 3,564 (4) Venezuela 1,018; Argentina 559; 

Gabon 489. 
Residual fuel oi] _ _ _do____ 1,301 1,273 — Gabon 1,546; Iran 1,474; Mexico 1,162. 
Lubricants_ ____ ——do____— 1,861 1,009 526 Netherlands Antilles 231; Romania 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

. do____ 886 1,334 (7) Saudi Arabia 373; Mexico 263; 
Venezuela 252. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ __ — 12 10 7 Republic of South Africa 2. 

Nonlubricating oils 
do____ 334 1,935 1,864 Romania 63. 

Petroleum coke 
do____ 1,018 835 592 Argentina 210. 

Bitumen and other 
residues ____do____ () __ 

Bituminous mixtures 
do___ — 1 (4) (7) Mainly from Japan. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, 
petroleum-, and gas-derived 
crude chemicals ____________— 138 25,742 24,483 United Kingdom 517. 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than 1/2 unit. 
7Value only reported at $8,309,000, of which $3,699,000 was from West Germany, $1,645,000 was from the United 

States, and $1,163,000 was from the Netherlands. 
SValue only reported at $67,105,000, of which $35,645,000 was from Mexico, $12,670,000 was from Chile, $11,549,000 was 

from Peru, and $2,114,000 was from the United States. 
“Value only reported at $2,000, all from the United States.
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| COMMODITY REVIEW 

Of all. the known mineral resources of would be 17 million tons, of which 15 
Brazil, especially those in Amazonia, none million tons would be supplied from the 
is more potentially lucrative now than the northern Amazon region, and the remain- 
minerals of the Serra dos Carajas. The ing 2 million tons would be from the south- 
magnitude of Brazil’s known reserves in east region. Estimated alumina output for 
many of its important minerals provides the 1990 was 4.35 million tons, with 3.6 million 
country with a long-term economic base. tons being produced in the Amazon region 

Brazilian officials estimated that the Ca- and 750,000 tons from the southeast. Brazil 
rajas iron ore alone could bring inasmuch yanks third in world bauxite reserves, be- 

as $700 million per year in foreign exchange hind Guinea and Australia, with 4.5 billion 
earnings. Recent discoveries of large baux- tons, or about 15% of world reserves. 
ite reserves in the Amazon region have — arly in 1981, the Brazilian Government 
increased Brazil’s world ranking to third, prevented the Aluminum Co. of America 
after Guinea and Australia. The recently (Alcoa) from purchasing the huge bauxite 
discovered Serra P elada and Serra dos An- reserves, formerly held by the American 
dorinhas gold deposits east of Carajas were i gustrialist Daniel K. Ludwig, in the Ama- 
estimated to contain more than 100 tons of zon region. Instead, the reserves will be _ 

gord. . os . - jointly exploited by a group of companies, 
The major mining projects to date in the Jovy’ adel . ~ 

Carajas region have been located near com- See ae Alcoa. mows bout 220 in fare 
mercial waterways or in coastal areas, in- tons¢ haus ‘te mma ava , , 
cluding the Trombetas bauxite project, Para , “major 5 tep during 1981 to further 

| Rw Mag arnt eceed i emazn advance the development of Brazil’s alumi- 
(ALUNORTE) alumina refinery and the ®Um industry was the creation of Aluminio 

Aluminio Brasileiro S.A. (ALBRAS) alumi- 4° Maranhao S.A., a joint venture of Alcoa 
num smelter, both located in Barcarena, Aluminio do Brasil S.A. (60%) and two 
near Belém; and the Alcoa Aluminio do ‘Subsidiaries of the Royal Dutch/Shell 
Brasil S.A. refinery and smelter complex group, Shell do Brasil S.A. and Billiton BV, 
near Séo Luis do Maranhao. The corre- to install the Itaqui bauxite refining and 
sponding infrastructure, such as rail and aluminum smelting facilities in Sao Luis, 

road transportation systems and storage Maranhao State, for the processing of baux- 
and port facilities, will also aid in opening ite a me aoe niver region depos- 
up the Serra dos Carajas area. | its. The Itaqui production facilities were 

| scheduled to begin operations in 1985, with 
METALS an annual output of 500,000 tons of alumina 

As a result of increasing exploration ac- ane be expansion ns paery unin 

| avities py vonion DNPM seported subeten ready being considered at yearend, increas- 

tial increases in the measured reserves of ale annual Levy raeeas 3 en tons b f 
metallic minerals, headed by silver, 2,462%; he end | th d ? d Prod: »Urpinum dy 
and followed by gold, 92%; chromium, 45%; ‘ne enc of the decade. Production in excess 
and tungsten, 249%.‘ Measured reserve fig- of domestic demand would be exported. 

ures published by DNPM are those that are Brazil’s fifth aluminum smelter was ex- 
officially approved by the Government on ected to come online in early 1982 at Santa 
the basis of annual mine reports and final Uz, 40 kilometers southwest of Rio de 
reports on exploration work. Janeiro. The 86,000-ton-per-year facility 
Alumina-Aluminum-Bauxite.—Brazil a- Was owned by Valesul Aluminio S.A. 

gain was the major producer of primary 53 oo Shak a a pont 5A des Coen oL 
aluminum in Latin America, produci o), Shell do Brasil 5.A. o), reyno 
256,000 tons. However, this was 2 decrease Metals Co. (2%), and the State of Rio de 
of almost 2% from that produced in 1980. Janeiro (1%). The smelter will be fed initial- 

Aluminum imports in 1981 decreased 47% y with alumina re wn Guyana and 
from 77,075 tons in 1980. uriname. The umina refin- 

Brazil was still a modest bauxite producer ery at Barcarena, Parad State, scheduled for 
in 1981 after entering the international a June 1985 startup to produce 800,000 tons 
market in 1979. DNPM estimated, however, of alumina per year, was subsequently to be 
that by 1990 Brazil’s production of bauxite the supplier of alumina to both the VALE-
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SUL smelter and the ALBRAS smelter, also S.A., Brasil-Invest, Andrade Gutierrez, Car- 
planned to be onstream in 1985 at Barcare- aiba Metais, S.A., and Interbras, the trading 
na. CVRD owned 60% of the ALUNORTE subsidiary of Petrédleo Brasileiro S.A. 
alumina refinery and 51% of the ALBRAS (PETROBRAS), the Brazilian state-owned 
aluminum smelter, and Japan’s Nippon oil company. ANDIBRAS will initially oper- 
Amazon Aluminum Co. owned 40% and _ ate on a trial basis for 1 year. Among the 
49% of the projects, respectively. first projects planned was a feasibility study 
Columbium (Niobium).—The pyrochlore of mining the El Abra copper deposit in 

deposit at the Araxa carbonatite complex, northern Chile and processing the ore into 
located 6 kilometers south of the city of finished products in Brazil. 
Araxa in the State of Minas Gerais, con- Caraiba Metais S.A. brought onstream its 
tains the world’s largest known reserves of new 25,000-ton-per-year underground cop- 
columbium minerals, representing more per mine at Jaquari in Bahia State. The 
than 70% of the world’s economically ex- operation was to be expanded to 75,000 tons 
tractable reserves. Total reserves consist of per year of copper eventually. The ore, 
460 million tons of ore containing 2.5% mainly chalcopyrite, was treated at the 
Cb.0;, of which 131-million tons are in the company-owned concentrator at Camacari, 
measured category. | in Bahia, and subsequently sent to the 

The mine, operated by Cia. Brasileira de company’s smelter-refining complex, also at 
Metalurgia e Mineracéo (CBMM), has been Camacari. 
producing since the early 1960’s and for the Reportedly, Cia. Brasileira de Cobre S.A. 
last 15 years has supplied more than 60% of modernized its Camaqua Mine in Rio Gran- 
the Western world’s columbium consump-. de do Sul to produce 12,000 tons per year of 
tion. CBMM is owned by Cia. Metropolitana copper concentrate. | 
de Comercio e Participacées (52.65%) and Gold.—In the latest available minerals 
Molycorp, Inc., of the United States (47%), report, DNPM stated 1980 gold output was 
with the remaining 0.35% equity held by 489,150 troy ounces, of which 131,500 troy 
private Brazilians. | ounces was from mine operations by Morro 

The major part of the columbium pro- Velho Mineracao S.A. and Mineracao Teju- 
duced at Araxa was exported as ferrocolum- cana S.A., with the remainder from many 
bium for use in high-strength, low-alloy small prospectors (garimpeiros).. DNPM 
steels. No pyrochlore concentrates were ex- noted that the output of the garimpeiros 
ported during 1981. | - represents only the amount purchased by 

During 1981, CBMM developed a process local agencies of the Federal Government. 
and constructed a plant to produce especial- Bureau of Mines figures in table 1 include 
ly pure grades of Cb:0; (+99% Cb.0;) for estimates for unreported production by the 
optical and electronic applications. garimpeiros. 

Also during the year, new crushing and In a study published by DNPM, it was 
concentrating facilities were completed ona _ reported that the Tapajos region of Para 
site 3.2 kilometers from the open pit mine, State contains indicated reserves of ore 
with a design capacity of 3,500 tons per day containing about 29 million troy ounces of 
of ore. The rated annual production of the gold. The report noted that the deposit is of 
new facilities will be 42,000 tons of pyro- high grade and suitable for commercial 
chlore concentrates containing 60% Cb.0;s, exploitation. 
or the equivalent of 55 million pounds of Iron Ore.—Iron ore continued to be the 
contained Cb.0O;. An expansion, doubling principal mineral mined in Brazil, with an 
the concentrator capacity to 84,000 tons per estimated decrease in production of 14% 
year, has been planned, with ore silos, from that of 1980, as well as the principal 

concentrator building, and a second ball mineral exported. In 1981, Brazil replaced 
mill already completed. In addition, the Australia as the leading iron ore exporting 
crushing facilities and all necessary infra- country in the world. 
structure have been built for six times the Brazil currently has the largest reserves 

“ current capacity of the concentrator. of iron ore after the Soviet Union in the 
Copper.—A group of Brazilian companies world; however, after the Carajas region is 

formed a consortium with Corporacion Na- fully assessed, Brazil may surpass the 
cional del Cobre de Chile, the Chilean state U.S.S.R. in iron ore reserves. Most of the 
copper mining company, for the develop- iron ore deposits of Carajés are located 
ment of copper deposits in Brazil and Chile. along two flanks of the Serra dos Carajas 
The consortium, named ANDIBRAS, in- Range, the Serra Norte and Serra Sul, 
cluded Tecnica Nacional de Engenharia about 35 kilometers apart. Estimated at 18
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billion tons, the iron ore reserves represent tons, of which the Government-owned sec- 

the largest concentration of high-grade iron tor, held primarily by Siderurgica Brasilei- 
ore, averaging 66% iron, in the world. ra S.A. (SIDERBRAS), had 66%. The pri- 

When smaller lower grade deposits, averag- vate sector, including over 30 firms, had 
ing less than 54% iron, are included, the 34% of the capacity. 
total iron ore potential of Carajas increases Of the SIDERBRAS group of nine compa- 
to about 32 billion tons. The Carajds iron nies, only three—Usinas Sidertrgicas de 
ore project was scheduled to come onstream Minas Gerais S.A., Cia. Siderargica Paulista 
in 1985, with an initial production of 15 (COSIPA), and Cia. Siderargica Nacional 
million tons per year of ore and toexpandto (CSN)—were coke-based works. These three 
35 million tons by 1987. companies had a joint capacity of 9.1 mil- 

Construction of the single-track, 1.6- lion tons, or 58% of Brazil’s capacity. Dur- 
meter-gauge, 890-kilometer railway from ing 1981, 7.1 million tons of crude steel was 

the minesite, designated N4E, to the new produced by them, with the remaining 6.1 
port being built at Ponta da Madeira, on the million tons produced divided about equally 
island of Sado Luis in Maranhao State, between charcoal-fired works and electric 

proceeded smoothly during the year. At furnaces using scrap. 
yearend, most of the right-of-way had been During 1981, the CSN and COSIPA works 
cleared. Ties and rails will be laid at the were being expanded to add 2.7 million tons 
rate of 2.5 kilometers per day beginning in of capacity. In addition, SIDERBRAS was 

late 1982. The route follows predominantly constructing two new coke-based integrated 
flat terrain, which will lower construction works, to be operated by Acos de Minas 
costs and eliminate the need for tunnels. Gerais S.A. and Cia. Siderargica de Tu- 
The only important bridge will be 2,330 barao, which will add an additional 5.0 
meters in length, passing over the Tocan- Million tons of capacity by the end of 1983. 
tins River. Brazil’s pig iron production also declined 
Amazonia Mineracéo S.A., the wholly during 1981, from 13.0 million tons in 1980 

owned CVRD subsidiary that was charged 0 10.9 million tons in 1981. With an output 

with implementing the Carajas project, was Of 4.2 million tons in 1981, 39% of the 
incorporated into CVRD early in 1981, country’s total, Brazil s charcoal-fired steel 

Thus, the project came under the direct Sector was the world’s largest. 
control of CVRD through the establishment Manganese.—Brazil was one of the top 
of the Superintendencia de Implementacio five producers of manganese ore in the 
do Projeto Carajés, which reports to the world, with production in 1981 estimated at 
Director of Planning. 2.3 million tons, about 8% of world produc- 

The pilot beneficiation plant at the Ca- tion. The largest producer was Industria e 
rajés minesite became operational in Febru. Comercio de Minerios S.A., a joint venture 
ary to characterize the sinter feed and lump of Cia. Auxiliar de Empresas de Mineracao 

ore products, to test the performance of 224 Bethlehem Steel Corp. of the United 
beneficiation equipment, and to train oper- States, with mining operations in Serra do 
ating personnel. N avio in Amapé Territory. Cia. Meridional 

In addition to the Carajas iron ore re- de Mineragao S.A. and Cia. Mineragao Ur- 
serves, Brazil has substantial reserves of andi S.A. were also small manganese pro- 
somewhat lower grade iron ore in the Quad- ducers in Brazil. 
rilatero Ferrifero (Iron Quadrangle) region _ 
of Minas Gerais State. NONMETALS 

In its 1981 annual report, CVRD reported As of yearend 1980, DNPM reported sub- 
that its total iron ore production decreased stantial increases in the measured reserves 
17% to 56.2 million tons, of which 2.1 of diamond, 69%; magnesite, 32%; mica, 
million tons was iron ore pellets. Exports of 31%; limestone, 15%; and talc, 14%.® 
iron ore and pellets in 1981 by CVRD Asbestos.—The main producer of asbestos 
generated foreign exchange earnings of fiber in Brazil was S.A. Mineracéo de Ami- 
$844 million, a gain of 6.6% over that of anto, whose Cana Brava Mine and mill 
1980, with an increase in volume of 3.1%. located at Uruacu in Goids State began 

Iron and Steel.—Crude steel production limited exports during the year. Although 
in Brazil, Latin America’s major producer, the capacity at Cana Brava is 180,000 tons 
declined nearly 14% to 13.2 million tons in of crysotile fiber per year, output during 

1981. As a result, Brazil dropped to the 1981 was less than 145,000 tons. Two small- 
number 13 producer in the world. Crude er producers, Sana S.A. Industria e Co- 
steel capacity was estimated at 15.8 million mercio with a mine and mill in Piaui State
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and Cimento Amianto S.A. with a mine and liter level by 1987. The program, originally 
mill in Goids State, produced less than 2,000 budgeted for $5 billion for 1980-84 and now 
tons each of asbestos in 1981. expected to cost $6 billion, has had financ- 

Brazil ranked sixth worldwide in the ing problems associated with developing 
production of asbestos and was the leading both industrial and agricultural projects 
producer in Latin America. related to the program. To date, the Govern- 
Cement.—Cement production in Brazil ment has signed contracts for production 

increased 5% in 1981 to 28.5 million tons. facilities to provide 8.9 billion liters of 
There were 60 cement-producing plants dis- alcohol, although there are estimates indi- 
persed among the major population centers. cating that only 70% of the needed cane can 
Diamond.—In Brazil, the most important be made available to meet the production 

producing state was Minas Gerais, but Ba- target. However, attractive interest rates 
hia State was of particular interest for its and subsidies for cane and alcohol produc- 
black carbonado diamond output. About ers appear to have led to a nearly complete 
one-half of Brazil’s production was of industrial package for the desired target. 

industrial-grade quality and one-half was Brazil continued to increase its efforts to 
gem quality. | | promote the sale of alcohol-fueled cars dur- 

The two major mining companies involv- ing 1981 despite the fact that the sale of 
ed were Mineracéo Brasileria Comercial alcohol-fueled cars declined from 80% of 
Ltda. and Mineracéo Tejucana S.A. St. Joe new car sales at the end of 1980 to 10% at 
Minerals Corp. of the United States was yearend 1981, owing to public doubts con- 
investigating two promising alluvial proper- cerning long-term alcohol supplies. 
ties, the Alto Coite and the potentially In 1981, alcohol production was 4.3 billion 
much larger Araguaia. The major part of _ liters, an increase of 26% over that of 1980. 
Brazil’s diamond production was again de- Coal.—Estimated coal production during 
rived by garimpeiros, however. 1981 was 5.7 million tons. Although Brazil 
Emerald.—Mining was resumed at the has made ambitious plans to produce 19.5 

Fazenda Belmont placer mine, 18 kilome- million tons by 1985, budgetary and techni- 
ters from Itabira in Minas Gerais State, at Cal restraints have limited the allocation of 
the end of October. The mine was reported- needed funds. _ ay . 
ly closed in December 1980 because of theft The Leao I Mine, Brazil’s first mechaniz- 
by miners. As a protective measure during ¢d mine with one longwall face and located 
the 10-month hiatus, the deposit was buried 100 kilometers from Pérto Alegre in Rio under tons of waste. Grande do Sul State, was scheduled to begin 

Belmont Gemas Ltda. was formed to mar- Production in early 1982. The nearby Leao 
ket renewed production, of which an esti- [ Mine, which will provide coal to a 350- 
mated 80% to 90% would be exported. megawatt power station on the Jaqui River, 
Potassium.—Construction of the Taquari- 8 also being developed. Under present Vassouras potash project at Carmopolis in plans it will have five longwall faces. Two 

Sergipe State continued during 1981. The other major projects underway during 1981 
mines, scheduled for startup in 1984, will be Were both located in Rio Grande do Sul 
operated by PETROBRAS Mineracdo S.A. State—the development of a 1.5-million-ton 
(PETROMISA), a subsidiary of PETRO- Pe? pit mine at Ijui and the expansion of 
BRAS. Production, to be achieved in 1987, the Candiota open pit mine from 400,000 
was designed for 300,000 tons per year of tons per year to 2.8 million tons per year by 

potassium oxide. 1983. . 
PETROMISA continued exploratory drill. _ Although Rio Grande do Sul State, the ing for potash during the year in the Ama- southernmost State, contains over 80% of 

zon Basin southeast of Manaus. Amazonas F8Zil’s estimated 23 billion tons of coal 
State. , reserves, more coal has been mined in 

Brazil currently lacks any domestic pro- Santa Catarina State, which has most of the duction of potash. remaining reserves. Brazilian coal deposits 
are almost all of low grade (high sulfur and 
ash content); thus, Brazil needs to blend its 

MINERAL FUELS coal with imported coal for use in steel 
Alcohol Fuel Program.—The Brazilian mills. 

Government rescheduled its well-advertised Natural Gas.—Production of natural gas 
alcohol fuel program, which originally was in 1981 increased 13% over that of 1980 to a 
targeted to produce 10.7 billion liters of new record of 88 million cubic feet. Onshore 
alcohol by 1985, to reach the 10.7-billion- fields produced 52% and offshore fields
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Table 4.—Brazil: Crude oil production by Petréleo Brasileira S.A. 
7 | (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) | 

Area ; Production Share, percent Change, 

1980 1981 1980 1981 percent 

Alagoas _______________--_-----___---- 1,188 — 1,076 17 1.3 -9.0 
Bahia _________________ ee 31,021 28,876 745.3 35.9 -6.9 

Espirito Santo 222222722TZTTTTTTTTTT iss 72 41025 
Rio de Janeiro ____...._...~_~2 22 10,460 19,687 153 245 4882 
Rio Grande do Norte ____________-----~--+-- 4,894 5,183 TT 6.5 +5.9 

Sergipe ~~ ----~-----------~-----------___ 1014 17,190 R210 
‘Total. ee ™68,496 80,321 100.0 100.0 +17.3 

Onshore______-________-------------- 741,161 43,771 ™60.1 54.5 +6.3 
Offshore_____________---------------- 27,335 36,550 39.9 45.5 +33.7 

TRevised. | | a 

Source: Annual Report of Petréleo Brasileira S.A., 1981. | . 

produced 48% of gas output. The onshore on the Continental Shelf, including 40 in 
production was an increase of 5.8% over the Campos Basin off the coast of Rio de 
that of 1980, owing mainly to the contribu- Janeiro State. Among the onshore wells, 34 
tion from the Espirito Santo and Bahia _ were found to be oil-producing and 8 gas- 
Fields. Offshore production increased al- producing. Of the 79 offshore wells, 17 were 
most 22% over that of 1980, with the most found to be oil-producing and 1 gas-pro- 

significant increases in the fields off Rio de ducing. Success rates for all exploratory 

Janeiro and Ceara States. — wells were 12.7% onshore and 8.6% off- 
| At yearend, natural gas reserves increas- shore. By yearend, Brazilian oil and gas 
ed to 2.129 trillion cubic feet, an improve- production was from 2,035 wells—2,009 oil 
ment of about 15% compared with that of and 26 gas. a | 

1980. The increase was derived primarily During 1981, PETROBRAS exploration 
from the Campos Basin off Rio de Janeiro and development programs accounted for 
State but also to a lesser extent from approximately 83% of the company’s total 
onshore finds in the Upper Amazon region j,vestments. The drilling of wells occurred 

and in Alagoas State. in 13 of the Federal units from Roraima 
Petroleum.—As a result of intensified Territory to Santa Catarina State and along 

exploration activities, continued efforts to the coast from Amapé Territory to Rio de 

expand domestic production, and progress Janeiro State using 81 rigs, 31 of which 
in energy substitution and conservation were offshore. _ oe 

depeaden, Brazil in 1981 further reduced its For the first time, the mark of 1 million 
ependence on foreign energy sources. Bra- ters drilled in 1 year was reached durin 

zil’s crude oil output increased more than 1981 Total drilli y 1.063.000 mete 6 
17% over that of 1980. Production increased °°.’ ~° f 31 ing th ' ©1980. of wich 
from an average of 182,000 barrels per day increase of 31% over that o U, OF Whe 
in 1980 to a record 220,000 barrels per day 525,000 meters were for exploration. 
in 1981, with 46% of the production coming By yearend, PETROBRAS had signed an- 
from Continental Shelf fields. In December, Other 22 risk contracts, increasing to 102 
a record 260,000 barrels per day was attain- the number of contracts signed since 1976 

ed. when risk contracts were first introduced.. 
PETROBRAS continued to give priority Also, the first commercially viable oilfield | 

to its exploration program in 1981 and was 1 an area operated under a risk contract 

rewarded by increasing recoverable crude Wa8 discovered during the year. This find 
oil and natural gas liquids reserves almost occurred in the pioneer well Bahia Sub- 
12% to 1.49 billion barrels, after production mersible, 10 kilometers offshore of Bahia 
during the year of 80 million barrels of oil State, operated by the Pectin-Chevron- 
and natural gas liquids. Domestic crude Union Oil consortium. 
production trimmed oil imports to 41% of | During the year, PETROBRAS increased 
supply, from 50% in 1980. Consumption the flexibility of its refineries by starting a 

during 1981 averaged 1 million barrels per program known as “Scraping the Barrel,” 
day, a 9% decrease from the 1980 level. which called for, among other things, the 

The exploration effort of PETROBRAS, addition of naphtha hydrodesulfurization, 
the state oil monopoly, included 148 wells kerosine and diesel units, and sulfur recov- 

drilled in 8 land basins as well as 79 wells ery units at its Séo Jose dos Campos refin-
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ery in Sao Paulo State. The program was __ be constructed on this site for the combined 
intended to allow Brazil’s refineries to han- generation of about 3,000 megawatts. Two 
dle heavier, cheaper crudes. plants are scheduled for Sdo Paulo State, 

Shale Oil—A new method for shale oil and plans have been made to have complet- 
retorting was developed that is reportedly ed at least eight nuclear reactors, each 
simpler and less expensive than the well- having a 1,250-megawatt capacity, by the 
known Petrosix process created by PETRO- end of the century. 
BRAS. The Tenenge process, named for the Since its formation in 1974, Empresas 
Sado Paulo-based firm, differs from that of Nucleares Brasileiras S.A., the state-owned 
PETROBRAS in that gas is heated indirect- company controlling Brazil’s nuclear pro- 
ly, requires little water or electricity, does gram, including exploration and mining, 
not release polluting ash or gases, and costs has increased total reserves of uranium 
only $29 per barrel compared with PETRO- from 11,000 tons to more than 235,000 tons 
BRAS’ $39 per barrel. of yellow cake. As a result, Brazil now ranks 
PETROBRAS prototype Irati plant for at least fifth in terms of world reserves and 

processing oil shale, located in Parané State possibly fourth. Seven major deposits are 
and running since 1972, operated about now known, with the more significant ones 
80% of the year, producing 157,000 barrels located in the States of Ceara and Bahia in 
of oil and 3,000 tons of sulfur. northern Brazil. In Ceara, promising depos- 

Uranium-Nuclear Energy.—During the its have been located at Itataia, where the 
year, the initial consignment of yellow cake uranium is associated with phosphate and 
was delivered to Brazil’s first nuclear reac- occurs in collaphanite. Reportedly, reserves 
tor, the 626-megawatt Angra I located near of U;Os are in excess of 122,000 tons, and a 
Rio de Janeiro, from the New Osamu Utsu- pilot plant could be in operation by 1984 or 
mi uranium mine and processing plant, 1985. Another promising deposit is located 
Brazil’s first. at Logoa Real in southern Bahia, where the 

The Osamu Utsumi Mine is located in the uranium occurs in uraninite. Reserves were 
Pocos de Caldas alkaline ring complex in estimated to be about 27,000 tons, and an 
Minas Gerais State. Extractable reserves of underground operation, producing 1,000 to 
U;0; have been estimated at 21,000 tons. 2.000 tons of U;0s, was under consideration 
Mine production will be 2,500 tons per day _ for possible startup by 1986 or 1987. 

. of ore, matching the design throughput of 
the adjacent plant, but there are already 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
plans to raise capacity of both mine and Brnere necessary sary, values have been converted from 

plant to 5,000 tons per day of ore. average rate of NCrS98.00— US$1.00 in 1981. sl Anuér: 
ork continued on the 1,245-megawatt ~ Departamento Nacional da ucéo Mineral. io 

Angra II nuclear reactor, located on the eral Brasil in footaoies a covers 1980 data. 
same site at Angra do Reis, which was “Departamento Nacional da Produgéo Mineral. Suma 
scheduled for completion in 1987. A third Mineral-1982, D. eotnote 3, p. 25 
reactor, Angra III, is planned to eventually __ _—— |
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The Mineral Industry of _ 
Bulgari 

By Tatiana Karpinsky' p 

In 1981, Bulgaria’s national economy con- expanding the Kozloduy atomic powerplant 
tinued to develop at a steady rate. Ac- from 880 to 1,760 megawatts; and equip- 
cording to Bulgarian sources, national in- ment for the Assarel copper-dressing com- 
come increased 7.2% and reached 22 billion plex and Zdravets coal mine was also de- 
leva (L) in current prices.2 Most of this _ livered. . 
increase was attributed to a rise in labor peorernment Folicies and programs.—In 
productivity. The fixed capital in the na- cemper » Lhe National AssemDly ap- 

tonal economy was 127 blion, Ives, prone th an op Rugnria comer ment in the economy reache .t billion. 7Oe 
Bulgaria’s industrial output in 1981 increas- teas appeared to be scares cown rom those 

ed in comparison with that of 1980 by 5.6%.° plan provided for a 3 6% increase in nation. 
Base metal production provided some 67% of al income, a 3.5% increase in labor produc- 
Bulgaria s industrial output. . tivity, and a 4.5% increase in the volume of n 1981, with Soviet assistance, 20 proj-. . . 

ts and te installati ut industrial output. The volume of capital 
sat an te Th ins i a sorts t we P investment was to be L7.2 billion. A large 
foll wee The El e » oredress an wml a8 part of the capital investment was for reno- 
olows: The Elatsite ore-dressing complex, vation and modernization of existing plants. 
one of Bulgaria's largest nonferrous metal Foreign trade was scheduled to increase by 
projects for increasing copper production; &@ 4% compared with that of 1981. 

fourth power block, with a capacity of 210 By the end of the century, 23 benefi- | 
megawatts, installed at the Maritsa-East III ciation plants were to be in operation for 
thermal power station, which increased to- ferrous and nonferrous metal ores. These 
tal capacity to 840 megawatts; a plant for are to include nine for lead-zinc ore, eight 
producing sulfuric acid at the Damyanov for copper and copper-pyrite ore, one for 

copper-smelting factory in Srednegorie, as tungsten ore, one for placer gold, one for 
well as a number of workshops at metallur- copper slag, two for iron ore, and one for 
gical complexes in Kremikovtsi and Pernik. manganese ore.‘ 
Complete equipment was supplied for 

PRODUCTION 

Bulgaria's plan for overall industrial out- was 10.1%. Chemical industry increased by 
put was reportedly fulfilled. However, the 11%, and metal processing, by 6.6%. 
plan's goals were not met in the production In 1981, an extensive program for the 
o pe ro eo tee alloy see’. mineral development of the Aron and steel industry 
ertilizers, calcina a, and coal. was underway. In addition, prospecting was 

In 1981, in comparison with that of 1980, intensified, and promising deposits of iron 
generation of electric energy increased by ore, manganese, copper, lead, and zinc were . 
6.8%, and ferrous metallurgy, by 6.4%, but to be developed during 1981-85. 
the planned increase for ferrous metallurgy 

177
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Table 1.—Bulgaria: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 

et 

METALS © I - | 
Cadmium metal, smelter® _-__§_____------.. ~ 200 _ 210. 210 210 210 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content _________~-- 57,000 58,000 © 58,000 58,000 58,000 
Metal, primary and secondary: re . 

Smelter.___...__________--__-. .  _ 60,000_—- 64,000 64,000 64,000 64,000 
Refined. _-_____~ ~~ - 58,000 62,000 - 62,000 62,000 62,000 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore: 

Gross weight _____-— — thousand tons__ 2,270 2,452 2,103 1,886 1,754 
Fe content_______________do____ 707 762 651 590 537 

tron concentrates ~~~ -do____ 1,055 1,080 960 921 912 
etal: 
Pigiron ______..~______~-do___~_ 1,614 1,493 1,450 1,527 1,514 
Ferroalloys, electric-furnace, all types 

do____ 50 46 45 45 55 
_ Crudesteel _____________-do___~ 2,589 2,470 2,482 2,567 2,483 

Lead - Semimanufactures, rolled _———_do____ 2,931 3,050 3,128 3,213 3,351 
ad: . - . 
Mine output, metal content _________ ~~ 117,000 117,000 116,000 116,000 ©116,000 
Metal, smelter, primary and secondary _ — _ _ — 120,000 120,000 119,000 119,000 €119,000 

Manganese ore: . 
Gross weight ___________----------.. 40,000 40,000 42,000 49,000 45,321 
Mncontent _______-_..~________---- 11,400 11,000 12,300 14,200 13,207 

Molybdenum, mine output, metal content®__-___ 150 - 150 150 ——-:150 150 
Silver, mine output, metal content® —_ . 
zi _ thousand troy ounces_ _ 840 900 920 930 930 

inc: - 
Mine output, metal content _______--___-~- ~ 87,000 88,000 85,000 87,000 87,000 
Metal, smelter, primary and secondary - _ _ — — 90,000 91,000 89,000 90,000 90,000 

NONMETALS a 

Asbestos... -/ _____~_---_~-----_-- 500 - 7100 600 700 “700 
Cement, hydraulic_ .______—— thousand tons_ _ 4,665 5,149 5,401 5,429 5,443 
Clays: Kaolin. _______-+------------+- 194,000 199,000 202,000 ~ 208,000 221,422 
Gypsum and anhydrite: 

Crude ___________--_~- thousand tons__ 295 340 309 311 350 
Calcined_. __-_______---___-_------- 57 82 80 88 85 

Lime: Quicklime _____.—.—-— thousand tons_ _ 1,725 1,782 1,868 1,870 1,773 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ______~_-~-- ™815,900 | 787,200 ™779,820 827,000 752,840 
Pyrites, gross weight®____.._________---- 693,000 705,000 715,000 680,000 680,000 
Salt, all types______________---------- 87,000 87,000 86,000 87,000 ©87,000 
Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda __._____ _ thousand tons__ 100 106 115 168 “168 
Sodium carbonate, calcined ______—do__~~__ 1,218 1,294 1,498 1,479 1,469 

Sulfur: . . 
S content of pyrites ~ eee eee 305,000 310,000 315,000 - 300,000 300,000 
Byproduct, all sources. .____------~--- 65,000 70,000 75,000 70,000 70,000 

Total -----~~~-------~---------____ 370,000 ___380,000___390,000__370,000_370,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, marketable: 
Anthracite ______.__-_ _ thousand tons__ 103 102 104 \ 

246 
Bituminous ____________.____-do____ 185 171 170 170 
Brown __________----_-~-_.-do____ 5,748 5,797 5,855 5,793 5,654 
Lignite______________-___--do___~- 19,139 19,733 22,100 24,153 23,324 

Total _--___________.___~-do___~_ 25,175 25,803 28,229 30,213 29,224 
Coke _______________.__.~-_-do__-_~- 1,446 1,411 1,351 1,348 1,381 
Natural gas, marketed _ __ — million cubic feet_ — 365 1,140 4,820 6,714 4,840 
Petroleum: 

Crude: 
As reported _______-~ thousand tons_ _ 129 180 “180 180 180 
Converted _ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 942 1,314 ©1314 1,314 1,314 

Refinery products: . . 
Gasoline ______._____.___do____ 14,450 14,620 ©14,700 14,700 NA 
Kerosine________________do____ 1,472 1,550 ©1,600 1,600 NA 
Distillate fuel oil ____. . _____do____ 23,872 24,618 €24,700 24,700 NA 

Residual fuel oil ________.—-do___~ 35,298 36,630 ©36,800 36,800 NA 
Lubricants_______________-do___~_ 700 770 ©750 750 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas_______do____ 650 754 ©750 750 NA 
Asphalt including natural _____do____ 2,975 3,636 3,700 3,700 NA 

Total. _.____________~-do____ 79,417 82,578 83,000 83,000 NA 
nO 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 21, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, bismuth, chromite, gold, palladium, platinum, tellurium, uranium, barite, 

fluorspar, magnesite, and a variety of crude construction materials (common clays, sand and gravel, dimension stone, and 
crushed stone) are produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels.
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oo | TRADE | | 

Bulgaria’s foreign trade in 1981 reached exports in 1981; fuels, minerals, and metals, 
L19.8 billion, a 15% increase over that of about 15%; chemical products, 4%; and 

1980. Exports increased by 10.5%, while building materials, about 2%. 
imports rose by 19.7%. The centrally plan- In 1981, value of imports of fuels, miner- 
ned economy countries accounted for 72% als, and metals increased by 24% over that 

of the total; the Soviet Union’s share of 1980. The increase by volume in imports 
amounted to 52%. The trade with the was as follows: bituminous coal, 3.9%; pig 
U.S.S.R. rose by 11.2%. iron, 5.1%; and iron ore, 2%. The import of 

In 1981, imports of machinery and equip- coke decreased 9%, and steel, 10%. 
ment accounted for about 34% of the total The U.S.S.R. and Bulgaria signed an 
value of Bulgaria’s imports; fuels, minerals, agreement on trade for 1982. The Soviet 
and metals accounted for about 44%; chemi- Union was to supply Bulgaria with iron ore, 
cal products, 4%; and building materials, ferrous and nonferrous metals, natural gas, 
about 1%. crude oil, petroleum products, coal, and 

Exports of machinery and equipment’ electrical energy, approximately in the 
comprised about 46% of the value of total same amounts as in 1981. Oo 

Table 2.—Bulgaria: Apparent exports of mineral commodities’ , 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980? : 
mmowny United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate. value, thousands... _- $8 _- All to Uruguay. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___________~_~- 165 NA 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __+_-~___--_---------- 384 604 _- West Germany 304; Italy 217; 
Austria 83. 

Unwrought_ __________------- 5,066 4,817 _- Japan 4,066; Austria 534. 
Semimanufactures ____._$________ 12 606 _— Poland 304; West Germany 211. 

Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ — 23 NA 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 65 52 -_- West Germany 40; Czechoslovakia 

Copper: 
Matte________________--_--~--- _- 17 _. All to Turkey. 
Sulfate? _. $$ ____-___________ 30 _- 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________-~---_------- 836 646 _. West Germany 327; France 160; 
Turkey 139. 

Unwrought_ _________-~-----~~-- 1,201 1,969 _- Italy 848; West Germany 679; 
Turkey 204. 

Semimanufactures _______--_--~-- 408 526 _— . Morocco 311; Turkey 135; Italy 79. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate — —— -— ----~--—— _- 4 _- All to West Germany. 
etal: 

Scrap _.___________---__--_-~— 180,000 155,000 __ Italy 99,787; Austria 18,861; 
Yugoslavia 17,443. — 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _____ 12,300 434,400 _- Poland z ,782; undetermined 

Ferroalloys._________-______- 322,000 328,000 __ West Germany 4,704; 
undetermined 14,059. 

Steel, primary forms ____—---_--~~- 605,343 387,508 __ Italy 82,716; Belgium-Luxembourg 
67,078; West Germany 38,748. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections_ °189,000 °155,000 _- Egypt 79,049; Poland 27,628; 

ailand 11,001. 
Universals, plates, sheets _.___.— %°430,000 °545,000 _- West Germany 94,297;? Romania 

53,306;? Poland 34,301.? 
Hoop and strip______------~- 12,935 522,287 _— Greece 15,512; France 2,945; 

United Kingdom 2,630. 
Rails and accessories ___—_____~— 440 51 _. All to Italy. 
Wire® ______ _____ Le 32,000 30,000 — NA. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ________~- 469,600 *65,000 -- Poland 13,344; Italy 3,999; 

undetermined 43,354. 
Lea Castings and forgings, rough _ — — — 11,926 1,143 _- Poland 1,071; Saudi Arabia 32. 

d: 
Ore and concentrate ____._____----- £6,000 NA 
Oxides ______________-__-_---- 2,678 1,810 _- Yugoslavia 611; Egypt 548; West 

all rmany 299. 
Metal includi oys: 
Scrap... 33 NA 
Unwrought_ _______---------- 10,852 7,882 _- Yugoslavia 3,826; Greece 2,423; 

Italy 1,239. 
Semimanufactures __——~---__---- -- 1 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Bulgaria: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980”. : 
y — Sried Other (principal) 

LL A eee 

METALS —Continued 

Manganese ore and concentrate__________ 45,600 45,600 ~~ _ Mainly to Czechoslovakia. 
Molybdenum ore and concentrate_________ 54 NA 
Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____. ~~ ~~~ 26 22 _-— West Germany 20. 
Unwrought __-_____ ~~ 150 NA 
Semimanufactures____§__._________ (7) NA 

Platinum-group metal including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought a 

value, thousands_ _ $96 $1 ~~ All to Austria. 
Silver: . 

Waste and sweepings®_________do____ $1,529 $4 _. All to Switzerland. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought____________do____ $4,595 $3,055 -- Switzerland $2,211; West Germany 
$538; Netherlands $273. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap. ~~~ Le 4 NA 
Unwrought _________~______ 1 NA 

Zinc: 
Oxides ________ ee 15 NA 
Metal including alloys: . . 

Scrap __________ ~~ 29 18 _- All to Greece. 
Unwrought__— $5 5 5 13,216 10,388 — Czechoslovakia 5,000; Yugoslavia 

1,642; France 1,495. 
Semimanufactures _____________ 102 NA 

Other metals: 
Ash and residues, nonferrous _________ 136 13 _— All to Switzerland. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____________ 24 17 _- West Germany 7; Netherlands 5; 

United Kingdom 5. 
Metalloids_____________________ 37 32 _- All to West Germany. 
Base metal including alloys, all forms __ __ 7 14 — Belgium-Luxembourg 8; Switzer- 

land 2; United Kingdom 2. 
NONMETALS 

Boron materials, crude, natural borates ___ _ _ 2,660 NA 
Cement?_____-__________________ 454,500 444,200 ~~ Switzerland 172,800; Libya 36,600; 

Yugoslavia 12,300. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Kaolin. __-_-§__~_~_-_-_~____ 7,531 5,625 _- Poland 4,500; Hungary 1,024. 
Unspecified ____.___.________ 6,041 5,568 _- Greece 4,006; Italy 1,050; Tunisia 

Products: 
Nonrefractory_____.__________ 3,404 92,528 _- Yugoslavia 1,220; Saudi Arabia 

728; Finland 468. — 
Refractory __-__..____________ 318 21 -- Italy 20. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung . 

value, thousands_ _ $284 $153 —_ All to United Kingdom. 
Industrial __.-§_-_______.___do____ $2,005 $3,950 _- United Kingdom $139: Belgium- 

Luxembourg $1,818. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, nitrogenous? _______________ 7,412 6,644 -.  US.S.R. 2,000; Czechoslovakia 992; 
Spain 922. 

Manwiectured: 2 | 572,223 622,824 Syria 68,788 63,999 Nitrogenous* ________________ . , -- yria 68, sPeypt 999; 
me Vietnam 59,948. 

Phosphatic _____..-_~._~_______ 18,402 6,025 _. Egypt 6,005. 
Potassic____________________ 506 NA 
Other including mixed___________ 79 853 — All to Italy. 

Gypsum and plasters ________________ 24 NA 
Lime __-___~___-~_____~_~ ~~ ____ 15,165 5,111 -- All to Hungary. 
Mica, crude including splittings and waste ___ _- 10 -- All to Turkey. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and hydroxides, 

processed __-__________________ _- 61 _. Italy 60. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural __.______~_ value, thousands__ _- $60 __ Italy $30; West Germany $26. 
Synthetic ________________do____ — $16 _— All to West Germany. 

Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash __________________ 135 NA 
Caustic soda__§_-_~________________ 42,100 447,200 -- Greece 17,623; Yugoslavia 10,193; 

France 3,528. 
Soda ash? _________~_ thousand tons__ 1,125 1,116 -.  US.S.R. 460; Hungary 99; West 

Germany 75. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _________ 1,654 8,775 -- Ttaly 4,922; Poland 2,280; Spain 

Worked____________________ 14,370 105 954 _— West Germany 4,030; Saudi 
Arabia 1.526; Italy 275. 

Gravel and crushed rock ____________ 3,961 3,045 -- Hungary 2,936. 
Limestone excluding dimension _____ ___ 600 NA 
Quartz and quartzite.______________ 2 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Bulgaria: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued : 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ir 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y Rnited Other (principal) 

—— ee 

NONMETALS —Continued , 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _________ 4,447 10,411 _. _ All to Greece. 
Sulfur and sulfuric acid? ______________ 2,284 50 _- All to Romania. 
Other nonmetals: 

Crude. __ $e LL 9,249 10,872 __ Hungary 9,782; West Germany 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing ____ _ __ 23 NA a 
Halogens______________________ 4,978 NA 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black _____________________ 15 54 — Italy 50. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal__.______ 18,600 74 _. All to Italy. 
Lignite including briquets ___________ 102 20 -_- Do. 

Coke and semicoke___§_$_§_____________ 39 NA . 
Peat including briquets___§_§___________ 35 93 3 Greece 90. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 698 11495 _- Netherlands 252; Portugal 243. 
Kerosine and jet fuel... ____..__do____ 322 44 — Italy 17; Hungary 14; Spain 7. 
Distillate fuel oi! __.§____._..____do___~_ 1,519 © 3,168 _- Turkey 2,494; Italy 364; Greece 

Residual fuel oil ____________do____ 5,260 6,147 __ Italy 3,913; Turkey 733; 
Yugoslavia 713. 

Lubricants... ~§_~~-~_~_______do____ 199 346 _— Yugoslavia 144; Austria 140; 
Finland 57. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas ____ _do__ __ 398 475 — Yugoslavia 412; ltaly 57. 
Mineral jelly and wax ______do-___ 23 25 _-— Italy 18; Turkey 4; Yugoslavia 2. 
Nonlubricating oils________do____ 305 NA 
Bitumen and other residues_ _ _do_ _ _ 36 NA 

Unspecified — — - ———--—_—_ -__do____ 181 153 _- All to Poland. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 

derived crude chemicals _____________ 3,888 6,963 _- Yugoslavia 2,323; Spain 1,360; Aus- 
tria 1,044. 

RGSS SP ei hss rp yeeros 

PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Owing to a lack of official data published by Bulgaria, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this 

country 8 mineral exports. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various sources, which include 
United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial trade statistics of Bulgaria. 

Official trade statistics of Bulgaria. 
3Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. 
‘Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
5Excludes imports by Israel valued at $129,000. 
®Lead and Zinc Statistics, Monthly Bulletin of the International Lead and Zinc Study Group, London, United Kingdom. 
7Less than 1/2 unit. 
®May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals. 
®Excludes imports by Cyprus valued at $70,000. 
10 xcludes imports by Cyprus valued at $37,000. 
11Excludes imports by Israel valued at $13,853,000. 

Table 3.—Bulgaria: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

rr 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y United Other (principal) 

eA TS Sn Shh ps Svs SSS Sesh re ve 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 84 21 _- Hungary 20. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 154 658 _- Italy 375; Austria 226; France 50. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ 5,025 9,573 _- Hungary 8,125; Austria 1,326; West 
Germany 49. 

Semimanufactures _________ 11,268 9,109 _- West Germany 2,888; Greece 1,870; 
Hungary 1,121. 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ -- 150 _- All from Netherlands. 
Metal including alloys, allforms _-_ — 200 200 -- All from Yugoslavia. 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides —~--- 350 NA 
Cobalt metal including alloys, all forms _ 1 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Bulgaria: Apparent imports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980" : 
y United Other (principal) 

nS ONSEN 

METALS —Continued 

Copper: 
eand concentrate _______---- 985 890 _- All from Italy. 

Ash and residues containing copper, 
metal content ________-__~~- NA 3,173 3,173 

Sulfate? ____________---_-- 8,677 8,027 __ All from U.S.S.R. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought___.—~_-------- 1,071 1,118 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,000; West 
Germany 118. 

Semimanufactures __ _ _ _ —_ —_ 72,451 3,407 (3) West Germany 1,902; Yugoslavia 302; 
Austria 295. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate? 

thousand tons_ _ 2,107 2,235 _- All from U.S.S.R. 

Metal: ° 
Scrap _______---------- ™878 360 _. West Germany 295; Canada 65. 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot? _ 356,444 413,478 _- U.S.S.R. 403,478. 

Ferroalloys* __ thousand tons_ — 19 26 __ NA. 
Steel, primary forms — — —do_ _ ~~ 4386 4595 __ France 66; Belgium-Luxembourg 24; 

undetermined 496. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections__ __ __ _do____ 4376 4359 _. USSR. 78;? Belgium-Luxembourg 
, 35; West Germany 24; 

undetermined 115. 

Universals, plates, sheets? _ _ 253,215 274,668 __  US.S.R. 139,850; France 44,913; West 
Germany 31,776. 

Hoop and strip? ____~-_-- 5,626 5,892 _. USS.R. 4,591; West Germatry 649; 
Poland 309. 

Rails and accessories — | 

thousand tons_ _ 454 463 —_ Austria 11; West Germany 3; 
undetermined 49. 

Wire __________do____ 423 418 — Austria 6; West Germany 3; 
undetermined 7. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings 
do_ _ _ — 590 582 __ West Germany 21; Spain 12; 

. ‘Yugoslavia 7; undetermined 26. 

Castings and forgings, rough 
do_ ___ 419° 418 __ Hungary 2; undetermined 15. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate __ ____---—-- 23,818 24,526 __ Yugoslavia 8,165; Greece 7,000; 

Morocco 3,211. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought_ _______------ _- 3,455 _- All from France. 

Semimanufactures ___——__-—- -- 9 _— All from Italy. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: | 
nwrought ________-__----- _- 670 —_ Yugoslavia 50; France 20. 

Semimanufactures______--~--- 3 4 _- All from West Germany. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate ______-----~ 599 900 599.700 _- All from U.S.S.R. 

Oxides __________--~-----~-- 290 182 (3) Greece 100; Ireland 60. 

Mercury ___.——_-— 76-pound flasks_ _ (3) NA 
Molybdenum ore and concentrate_ — _ _ ~ 50 85 _- All from West Germany. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ______-__------- _- 1 = All from United Kingdom. 

Semimanufactures______.~_-_—- 175 120 — West Germany 52; France 41; Austria 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ — $1,839 $3,235 __ West Oey $1,660; France $1,037; 
taly . 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _ — __— —- -do___- $2,575 $887 _- West Germany $509; Switzerland 

$184; France $133. 

Tin: 
Oxides ____§_____---_------ _. 12 _- All from Austria. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought_ _______------ 638 25 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Semimanufactures _ kilograms_ — 1,200 423 _- All from Switzerland. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate_________-~- 1,046 3,290 _ Netherlands 2,169; West Germany 

Oxides ________---_~-----~- 2,624 667 _- West Germany 364; Spain 300. 

Metal including alloys. ______-~~~- — 13 _- All from West Germany. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
aia woe ee eee 2 38 30 Japan 6; Netherlands 2. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate ______----- 29,253 34,059 __ Greece 9,048; Yugoslavia 7,492; 

Canada 6,518. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought_ ___-__-------- _- 203 _- All from Yugoslavia. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Bulgaria: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
cn eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980” : 

y Gnited Other (principal) 
tee 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc —Continued 
Metal including alloys —Continued 

Semimanufactures _________ — 300 — West Germany 200; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 100. 

Zirconium ore and concentrate _____ _ 604 1,829 _- All from West Germany. 
Other metals: 

Ores and concentrates__________ 61 ) 
Ash and residues, nonferrous _____ 18,869 33,341 _- Yugoslavia 28,033; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5,308. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 32 79 _— West Germany 52; Netherlands 18; 

apan 6. 
Metalloids____________.____ 2,130 1,795 __ Yugoslavia 1,384; France 411. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__________________ 34 2 —_ All from Austria. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 183 58 _- Turkey 50; West Germany 2; United 
Kingdom 2. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: . 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ____- LL 40 41 _- All from Italy. 
Artificial: Corundum _________— 1,696 2,351 _- Yugoslavia 1,285; Hungary 586; Italy 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ $158 $266 _- United Kingdom $172; Belgium- 
- Luxembourg $85. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ________ 759 8483 __ Austria 231; Yugoslavia 102; Italy 82. 

Asbestos, crude________________ 3,333 449 _- All from Canada. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates _________ 3,415 6,560 _- All from Turkey. 
Oxide and acid __ ~~ _9_ > - 200 100 _— All from Italy. 

Cement_________________:___ 5236,000 580,600 _. USSR. 64,000. 
Chalk___ ~~ Le _- 15 _ All from Switzerland. 
Clays and clay products: 

- Crude___-___ 1,404 1,526 20 United Kingdom 1,491. 
Products: . 

Nonrefractory____________ 438 843 — Italy 810; France 17; West Germany 

Refractory ______________ 40,281 37,671 — U.S.S.R. 19,436; West Germany 6,310; 
Greece 4,020. 

Diamond: . 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $7 NA 
Industrial ____________do____ $4,303 $6,953 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $3,905; United 

Kingdom $2,735. ; 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 99 354 _- France 151; West Germany 105; 

. Iceland 98. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, etc __.________ 267 253 _- All from West Germany. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic?_ thousand tons_ _ 1,483 1,215 _.  _U.S.S.R. 808; Morocco 175. 
Manufactured: 

Phosphatic_.____________ T 595,000 241,067 57,981 U.S.S.R. 183,086. 
Potassic, K20 content _______ 559,300 587,100 __ All from U.S.S.R. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 23 48 _- All from West Germany. 

Ammonia _________________ _- 10 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Graphite, natural ______________ _- 95 _- All from West Germany. 
Lime ______________________ 23 61 — Do. 
Magnesite -~-- eee 180 20,241 __ Czechoslovakia 20,000; France 191. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 28 18 _- All from West Germany. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _._____________- 12 28 _- Spain 20; Austria 6. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed__________~ 307 529 _- West Germany 301; Japan 221. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural ____— value, thousands_ _ $85 $56 _- West Germany $47; Austria $9. 
Synthetic _________.~-do____ $15 $56 _- Austria $25; Switzerland $22. 

Pyrites, unroasted ___._________- _- 289,675 -- U.S.S.R. 243,000; Yugoslavia 35,675. 
Salt and brine_ ________________ 49,800 44,404 _— Tunisia 44,332; West Germany 70. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash __.-________-_- 560 60 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 40; France 20. 
Caustic soda____-___..._____- 4,196 4,139 (*) ‘Italy 3,951; West Germany 187. 
Soda ash __ _____________-__ _- 1 _- All from Switzerland. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked —_ _ __ 410 1,854 -- Yugoslavia 1,231; Greece 621. 
Worked ____~-_________-_ 80 17 -_- Yugoslavia 53; Italy 24. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Bulgaria: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee nesses reap itr ia SNPS SSL 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y United Other (principal) 

eer etree A eT Gh a 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade —— _- 2 -- All from Italy. 
Gravel and crushed rock —-__-—-~~-- 89 342 _. Yugoslavia 243; Italy 99. 

quartz and quartzite._____----- 518 458 __ All from Sweden. 
Sule d excluding metal-bearing — ~~ — — 2,244 420 _. Netherlands 320; West Germany 100. 

ulfur: 
Elemental: 

Crude _______._~------_- 3,492 59,000 -- Poland 56,000; Greece 2,000. 
Refined ___._-_.--~---~-~~- 5 9 _. All from France. 

Sulfuric acid. _. _.._____---- 84 49 . _. West Germany 48. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —__ 55 80 __ West Germany 63; Italy 16. 
Other nonmetals: 

Crude. ______.__~----~--~--- 566 1,718 _- Italy 1,223; Greece 470. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium — — ~~ ~~ -—-~ 152 153 _. All from France. . 

Halogens_ _______-_-~------- 1 1 _. All from Switzerland. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ ~~ ~~ ~ 2 11 _. Italy 7; West Germany 4. 
Carbon black?_ ... ._..___------ 25,861 32,253 __  USS.R. 31,040; West Germany 162. 
Coal, anthracite and bituminous 

thousand tons_ _ 56,358 56,711 _.  USS.R. 4,900;? Czechoslovakia 121. 
Coke and semicoke” ______—_do____ 345 446 _- U.S.S.R. 338; Poland 25; 

. Czechoslovakia 23. 
Gas, natural. _ _ — — million cubic feet__ 9141,758 9202,555 _.  Allfrom U.SS.R. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __ ~~~ ~~ -- 18 _. All from France. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

e ; 

thousand 42-gallon barrels. — 995,550 995,550 _. Mainly from U.S.S.R. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __ ~Azgallon barrels_ _ 60 3,332 _. Austria 3,264. 
Kerosine and jet fuel . . _do_ ~~ _ 13,152 9,106 -- Hungary 7,859; Greece 1,225. 
Distillate fuel oil _..__do___~ 9,601 8,825 -- Greece 736; Yugoslavia 604; Italy 

Residual fuel oi]. _ _ _ _ _do_ _ ~~ 508,672 999 _.  AllfromGreece. _ 
Lubricants _ ___._~--do___~_ 26,313 36,827 70 Greece 6,265; United Kingdom 5,264; 

France 4,865. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ . _ 8,770 23 _. All from France. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ ___ 543 2,180 a West Germany 1,495; Austria 315; 

United Kingdom 165. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do... 18,362 30,282 __ All from Hungary. 
Unspecified ________do___~_ 30,120 NA 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ — __ 9,868 7,427 _- U.S.S.R. 6,647; West Germany 759. 

see rhe tte SSO ti SS NS 

PPreliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Qwing to a lack of official trade data published by Bulgaria, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral imports. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various sources, which 
include United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official trade statistics of 

ulgaria. 
Official trade statistics of Bulgaria. 
SLess than 1/2 unit. 
4Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. . 
5Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
®Excludes exports from Norway, valued at $749,000. 
7Value of unspecified ores and concentrates exported from Australia was $513,000. 
Skxcludes exports from Hungary, valued at $38,000. 
91980 Yearbook of World Energy Statistics, United Nations, New York.
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| COMMODITY REVIEW | | 

| METALS a | Installations for the complex were designed 
. . by Bulgarian and Soviet specialists. 

Aluminum.—The Shuman Aluminum Iron and Steel.—In 1981, the iron and 
Combine produced more than 700 types of steel industry accounted for 4.4% of the 
rolled sections, a large range of pipes from ational industrial output. Capitalization 
10 to 100 millimeters in diameter, and og ceeded L1.9 billion. - 

metal sheet from 50 to 100 micrometers = fron ore was extracted from the Kre- 
thick. By 1990, the combine was expected to mikovtsi, Krumovo, and Martinovo depos- 
process over 100,000 tons of aluminum per its. Kremikovtsi remained the principal 

year. The raw material for the Shuman iron ore center of Bulgaria. Output of iron 
Combine was supplied by the U.S.S.R. and ore was insufficient to satisfy domestic 
Yugoslavia. The combine output almost needs, and 2.8 million tons of iron ore was 
completely met the national demand for imported from the U.S.S.R. Indigenous pro- 
aluminum products. A research team from duction of iron ore continued to decline. a 
the Niproruda Institute in Bulgaria devel- The Ministry of Metallurgy and Mineral 

oped original technology and built equip Resources planned to expand geological 
ment for processing slag resulting from prospecting for iron ore and for raw materi- 
aluminum production. _ - als for ferroalloys and refractories and to 
_ Copper.—In 1981, the plan for the copper open, in 1986, a new iron ore mine near the 
industry was fulfilled, and production of village of Dryanovo in the Yambol region. It _ 
copper was slightly greater than that of was also planned to begin construction of 
1980. Most of the country’s copper ore the mining and processing metallurgical 
production came from the Medet, Elatsite, combine in Obrochishte, Tolbukhin region, 
and Tsar Arsen open pit mines. The rest, during the 5-year-plan period 1981-85. Pro- 
about 10% of the country’s copper ore,came duction of pig iron and steel in 1981 was 
from the Chelopech underground mine, the below the 1980 level; however, output of 
Burgas Mine, and a few other mines. The rolled steel increased about 4%. . 

first stage of the Elatsite complex was The Lenin metallurgical complex at 
completed in 1981, and it included a strip Pernik and the Kremikovtsi complex near 
mine with projected capacity of 5 million Sofia continued under renovation in 1981. 
tons per year of copper ore, a dressing plant, Additional electric arc furnaces and contin- 
and a 6.5-kilometer tunnel and belt convey- uous casting machines at the Lenin plant 
er. The ore was mined in the mountains at were scheduled to be completed in 1985. 
an elevation of 1,120 meters and then trans Renovation of the first agglomeration plant 
ported to the ore-dressing plant, located at at the Kremikovtsi complex was completed, 
an 814-meter elevation. The mine was de-_ the blooming mill was partially modernized, 
signed with Soviet cooperation; investment and new technology was introduced to puri- 
reached about L240 million. It was expected fy the gases in the production of ferroalloys. 
that the Elatsite mining complex would A fourth coke battery was expected to be 
produce more than one-half of the national commissioned by 1985. The Kremikovtsi 
requirement of copper concentrate. The re- plant supplied some 80% of domestic de- 
covery of copper at the Medet beneficiation mand in steel and exported about 30% of its 
plant reached 85.22%. The copper concen- production. 
trates contained 22% copper, and the pyrite The construction of the country’s third 
concentrates contained 47% to 51% sulfur. metallurgical combine, with a 1-million-ton- 
The main minerals were chalcopyrite, py- per-year capacity, 18 kilometers west of 
rite, and molybdenite. Electrolytic copper Burgas, started in 1981. The first stage of 
was produced at the Georgi Damyanov the combine, a rolling mill with a capacity 
plant in Pirdop. Reconstruction and en- of 640,000 tons per year, was scheduled to go 
largement of the electrolytic copper facili- onstream in 1985. 
ties at the Damyanov plant continued in Lead and Zinc.—The output of lead-zinc 
1981 and will be one of the major construc- ores was concentrated in the Gorubso Fields 
tion projects in 1982. in the Rhodopes region, in the vicinity of 

Bulgaria continued development of the Madan and Rudozem. The principal mining : 
Assarel mining complex. Assarel was a new centers of the Gorubso enterprise were Ma- 
large copper ore deposit situated at the dan, Rudozem, Leki, Madjarovo, and Us- 
Sredna Gora Mountain, which in terms of trem. All Bulgarian lead-zinc ores were 
ore available ranked first in the country. mined underground at depths of 400 to 500 
The Assarel Mine began operating in 1981. meters. The main deposits were of the vein
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type, and the others were stratified masses estimated that total reserves of kaolin in 
or bedded deposits. The complexity of the Bulgaria approximate several hundred mil- 
vein deposits did not permit introduction of lion tons. More than 10 grades of kaolin 
advanced technology in the mines; produc- were produced to meet the requirements of 
tivity of miners was low, only 4.29 cubic the ceramics, refractories and porcelain, 
meters per miner per shift and 1.20 cubic and paper industries. 
meters per underground working per shift. Perlite.—Production of crude perlite was 
The mining cost was L25.3 per ton, not. carried out at two mines in the southeast- 
including concentrator costs.5 ern part. of the country. Total reserves of 

The development of the Osogovo lead-zinc perlite were estimated at several million 
deposits and construction of an ore concen- tons. Perlite was processed and used as 
trator continued in 1981. The recovery of construction material. _ 
lead at the Rudozem beneficiation plant | | 

' reached 93.3%, and the recovery of zinc, MINERAL FUELS 
84.7%. The lead concentrates contained . 
70.3% metal, and the zinc concentrates euro ee, cone roauction en enor 
contained 48.9% metal. The typical miner- 0° 76 >.Year Piaf of <5 million tons Dy ©. 
als mined were galena, sphalerite, and an- ir did it , hi th ° rod ‘ction 4 m | of 
glesite. Lead and zinc concentrates were 1580 rs "9 3. illic : tone Th 4 ever 0 
processed at the Kurdjali and Plovdiv nl y d " to th ion t cal F Top truc. | 
smelters. Recovery of lead at the Plovdiv My d ue e oF scale 0 and ua dev. 
smelter reached 96%, and at the Kurdjali [0” a0 eee aver ane neer 
smelter, 94.8%; recovery of zinc was 94.5% 56 emi mines. 0a" pr uction was to reac 

| . : million tons in 1985 and 62 million tons and 86.2%, respectively. in 1990. Deep-mi oducti ted 
Large investments were made in the min- to _ fe a P r le tone i 1980 to 

ing and metallurgical industry in 1981 to 44 @ \;anic tons in 1985 Some L0 688 
renovate many lead-zinc mines and plants. ak mimon t “be i ted: . ath, " i 
Lead and zinc metals were processed at the nd ion vor he 1980-85 . od. al oe 
Dimitri Ganew complex of nonferrous met- '” ustry for the “9 period, mostly for 
als in Sofia. | extension and modernization of production 

| capacity already in operation. In 1981; 
- about 80% of all coal mined in Bulgaria was 

| | NONMETALS low-calorie lignite with high ash and mois- 
Fluorspar.—Deposits of fluorspar oc- ture content. The East Maritsa Basin pro- 

curred in different parts of Bulgaria. The duced 81% of the lignite; Marbas Basin, 
main deposits were located in central Rodo- 10%;G. Dimitrov, 8%; and Bobov Dol, 1%.¢ | 
pi. . | In 1981, about 59% of the brown coal 

Domestic fluorspar output came from _ production came from the G. Dimitrov Ba- 
hydrothermal-metasomatic deposits with a sin, 30% from Bobov Dol, and 11% from the 
fluorspar content of about 35%. Exploita- Balcanbas and Pirin Basins. Bituminous 
tion of fluorspar yielded concentrates of coal was produced in the Balcanbas Basin, 
40% to 70% CaF. The low-grade fluorspar and anthracite, in the G. Dimitrov Basin in 

was upgraded by flotation to 85% to 95% the Anthracite Mine. The economically 
CaF;. Because of limited resources of high- recoverable reserves in the East Maritsa 
grade fluorspar, plans were to concentrate Basin were estimated at 3 billion tons. 
on low-grade deposits. About 80% of the lignite production was 

Kaolin.—There were large deposits of used for electric power production. Planned 
high-quality kaolin in the northern part of investments at East Maritsa included the 
the country. Production of kaolin was con- construction of a fourth powerplant and 
centrated at two mining enterprises Stacha- expansion of existing powerplants. Electric 
nov at Kaolinovo in Kolarovgrad region power capacity was planned to increase 
near Silistra and D. Blagoev at Senovo in from 1,730 megawatts in 1981 to 3,360 
the Rasgradsko region. The kaolin deposits megawatts in 1990. Plans also called for 
were located at depths of about 0.5 to 30 wider application of new technology for 
meters with thicknesses of 40 to 50 meters. firing wet lignite, which has been used only 
Kaolin was produced by opencast methods. in the Maritsa-East III plant. 
The mineralization was in the form of Recently deposits of high-grade coal were 
kaolin sands, which were mainly composed discovered in the Dobrudja region, north- 
of quartz and kaolinite. The deposits con- eastern Bulgaria, but the seams were at 
tained 14% to 22% pure kaolin. It was depths of 1,300 to 2,000 meters under layers
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of water-bearing limestone. Deposits were signed with Occidental Petroleum Co. of the 
estimated to contain 1.2 billion tons of hard United States in 1980, was languishing, but 
coal with a calorific value of 7,000 kilocalo- the Bulgarians were purchasing modest 
ries. About 30% to 40% of the Dobrudja coal amounts of oil-drilling and seismic equip- 
was estimated to be coking coal. Mining of ment. Bulgaria also signed an agreement 
the Dobrudja coal was scheduled to startin with Romania on cooperation up to 1985 for 
1990, and production was expected to reach prospecting and development of oil- and 
about 3 million tons per year in the 1990’s. gasfields on the continental shelf of the 
Cost of the development was estimated at Black Sea. 
approximately $850 million, of which about The capacity of Bulgaria’s three refin- 
$500 million would be required from abroad. eries, at Burgas, Pleven, and Russe, was 

Natural Gas.—Bulgaria relied principally reported to be about 110 million barrels per 
on gas imports from the U.S.S.R. The do- year. In 1981, the catalytic cracking plant at : 
mestic output, which was small, was uti- the Burgas Petrochemical Combine was 
lized for the gas-producing area’s own re- completed, and trial operations were in 
quirement. Bulgaria expected to increase progress. Production of high-octane gaso- 
gas imports from the Soviet Union from line, diesel fuel, and other derivatives was 

about 200 billion cubic feet in 1980 to 350 expected to increase by several thousand 
billion cubic feet in 1985. In 1981, work tons. 
continued on the southern branch of the —‘ The refinery had a total annual capacity 

. main U.S.S.R.-Bulgaria gasline crossing the Of about 95 million barrels of crude oil; 
Balkan Range near the town of Karnobat, almost all oil for the refinery was received 

running towards Plovidiv. It was expected from the Soviet Union via the Druzhba port, 

to reach Sofia, where it will join the north- which accommodated tankers up to 75,000 
ern branch by the end of 1985. tons. Soviet deliveries of crude oil were 

Petroleum.—Bulgaria’s production of expected to remain at a steady level for the 

crude oil was negligible. Petroleum supplies near future. 
came mainly from the U.S.S.R. Indigenous §—————— 

production of crude oil was concentrated at orsign migra seit, Dion of ori Dt. 
five oil deposits in northern Bulgaria. The was L0.95=US$1.00. 
country hoped to develop oil and gas depos- “Rabotnichesko Delo (Labor Review), Sofia. Feb. 3, 1982, 

its in the Black Sea. Exploratory drilling ""égugodobiv (Ore Mining), Sofia. No. 10, October 1981, 
was proceeding with Soviet assistance, but pp. 1-5. 
no results were published. An agreement Oc etnye Metally Nonferrous Metals), Moscow. No. 10, 
for cooperation in petroleum development, 6V’Glischa (Coal), Sofia. No. 2, February 1981, pp. 3-6.





The Mi try o e Mineral Industry of | 
Burma 

By Gordon L. Kinney’ , 

Burma’s most important mineral produc- maintain the momentum of the general 
tion during 1981 was crude oil and natural recovery in FY 1980-81. As a result, the 
gas. Production was sufficient for Burma to overall production results were mixed. 
maintain petroleum self-sufficiency albeit Some of the major mining operations still 
at the cost of some consumer shortages. In suffer from inefficiency and energy short- 
addition to the mineral fuels, Burma also ages, particularly since the last quarter of 
produced economically important amounts 1980. Some of the mining sector renovation 
of lead, zinc, tin, tungsten, silver, barite, projects were slow to come online and de- 
and precious stones. Nineteen other miner- layed expected production increases. 
als were produced commercially, mostly for The mining sector employed about 69,000 
domestic consumption. persons, or 0.5% of the active labor force in 

Prior to World War II, Burma was an_ 1981. Less than 3% of the total mining work 
important supplier of metals and ores tothe force were employed in private or coopera- 
world economy. Subsequently, Burma’s_ tively owned mines. The remaining 97% 
mineral sector underwent a decline which worked in the state-owned mining compa- 
was only arrested in the last 5 years. Since nies. Mining accounted for just over 2% of 
1975, Burma’s Ministry of Mines has suc-_ the net output of goods and services. 
cessfully stimulated a major recovery of the | The general policy of the Government in 
mining sector through new investments and regard to the mining industry was that all 
rehabilitation of old facilities. Significant the economically important mining oper- 
loans from bilateral and multilateral ations would be owned and operated by the 
sources have been the chief catalysts in the state. Foreign equity investment was not 
process.? allowed. However, foreign help was accept- 

The Burmese plan for fiscal year (FY) ed on new projects wherever the technology 
1980-81° called for an allocation of $107 was needed and funding was available. The - 
million* in the mining sector. According to mining industry had the highest FY 1981-82 
provisional data, however, $161 million was goal set by the Government of any sector, to 
actually spent during the year, exceeding increase production by 31%. The goal could 
the original allotment by $54 million. The be reached if sufficient petroleum supplies 
reason for the excess was an increase in were available during the period. 
expenditure for oil exploration and develop- Over the past 5 years, Burma has enjoyed 
ment, the Monywa copper project, the a modest economic boom and reversed a 
direct-reduction iron project, and the new previous long period of decline. Growth, as 
Metallurgical Research and Development measured in gross domestic product (GDP), 
Center (Ela) of the Department of Geologi- has averaged 6.5% in the last 5 years and in 
cal Survey and Mineral Exploration. The FY 1980-81 reached 8.3%, the highest since 
mining expenditure accounted for 15.8% of Burma became independent in 1947. In 
total public investment in FY 1980-81.5 The constant 1970 prices, GDP was $2.91 billion 
FY 1981-82 plan allocated 14% of capital in FY 1978-79, $3.07 billion in FY 1979-80, 
investment for the mining industry. and $3.32 billion in FY 1980-81. In current 

In spite of these very significant invest- prices, GDP was $5.62 billion in FY 1980-81. 
ments, the Ministry of Mines was unable to Inflation has declined to less than 5% in 

189
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| recent years, providing a measure of stabili- ing capacity totaling 218,000 kilowatts in 
ty not seen since 1962. In the unofficial 1981. The total installed capacity of 719,000 
market, however, the inflation rate is high- kilowatts was a 19% increase over the 1980 
er than 5%. Per capita income has risen capacity.* Over 1.2 billion kilowatt-hours of 
30% in constant-dollar terms to $170 over power was generated in FY 1980-81, or 12% 
the last 4 years. | more than in FY 1979-80.. Much of the 

The Government was predicting a modest transmission system is old and in poor 
growth rate of 5.7% for FY 1981-82. Long- repair, and 27% of the overall power gen- 
term growth will depend on political stabili- erated was lost in transmission and distri- 
ty and the flexibility of Burmese economic _ bution. 
planners in the face of changing world The EPC was striving to lower this excess- 
conditions. ively high loss factor by renovation and 

The Government announced the opening improvement of the distribution network. 
of Burma’s first metallurgical research and Capital investment in the power sector in 
development laboratory after a 20-month FY 1980-81 was $74 million, or 7.2% of total 
construction period. The laboratory is in public investment. The Government plan 
Ela, 325 kilometers north of Rangoon. The called for a 20.5% growth in the power 
laboratory will be able to do complete min- sector for FY 1981-82. A number of projects 
eral analyses and will also help in the were underway that will contribute to an 
training of metallurgists, chemists, and ge- increase in both the amount of electric 
ologists. The Japanese International Coop- power produced and the reliability of the 
eration Agency financed the $8.4 million power supply. The continued aggressive 
project. growth of the power sector will contribute 

The electric power sector was a key factor to the mining industry by making a reliable 
in the economic growth of the country. electric power source available where and 
Burmese planners have programed a steady when it is needed. 
increase in capacity since 1975 and have The No. 4 Mining Corp. was abolished in 
built a power system composed of a diversi- a reorganization of the Government-owned 
fied group of generating facilities. The 1981 mining companies. The No. 1 Mining Corp. 
plants of the state-owned Electric Power was unchanged and controlled the lead, 
Corp. (EPC) were distributed by type and zinc, silver, and copper output. The No. 2. 
capacity as follows: Hydroelectric plants, Mining Corp. picked up the responsibility 
168,000 kilowatts; thermal powerplants, for the antimony mines and retained con- 
74,000 kilowatts; gas-turbine plants, 177,000 trol of the tin and tungsten operations. The 
kilowatts; and diesel plants, 82,000 kilo- No. 3 Mining Corp. retained the coal mines 
watts. Burma has by far the highest propor- and the steel plant and assumed control of 
tion of gas-turbine-powered capacity of any the industrial minerals, including lime- 
of the Southeastern Asian countries. In stone, gypsum, and barite. The Govern- 
addition to the EPC capacity, other Bur- ment’s Myanma Gem Corp. operates inde- 
mese organizations had a captive generat- pendently. 

PRODUCTION | 

In FY 1980-81, the mining sector pro- crude oil in the last quarter of FY 1980-81. 
duced 84% of the Government’s planned The Government planned a 31% increase 
output. The value of the output of the in mineral production for 1982. This goal 
mineral sector rose for the fifth consecutive should be relatively easy to achieve consid- 
year, according to one Burmese Govern- ering that the iron pellet plant was com- 
ment source.’ In current prices, the value of pleted late in 1981, the Monywa copper 
nonfuel minerals totaled about $115 million project was scheduled to start up in early 
in FY 1979-80 and $120 million in FY 1980- 1982, and several other mineral projects 
81. In addition, the value of natural gas_ were to start operating during the year. The 
production in FY 1980-81 was estimated at main constraint would be if the problems in 
over $40 million, and crude oil production the petroleum industry were not resolved 
would be valued at more than $340 million and fuel shortages restricted the normal 
at world market prices. Technical problems operation of the mining sector. * 
at the oilfields restricted production of
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Table 1.—Burma: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

me 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
cn Nn ET 

METALS 

Antimony, mine output: 
Gross weight __________.___________=- 1,331 1,477 1,690 1,094 875 
Sb content®_-§ = 5 5 = Le 530 590 680 440 350 

Copper: 
Mine output, metal content ___ __§_____-__-- 45 56 67 | 56 77 

Lo Matte, gross weight __ _____._.__.--_---+- 99 125 148 123 170 
" Iron and steel: Crude steel® __.___§___________ 40,000 40,000 _— -- | NA 

ad: 
Mine output, metal content® ______________ 8,250 9,900 14,500 14,200 15,600 . 

etal: 
Refined including secondary ______.__-~-- 4,833 4,975 | 6,237 6,014 7,500 
Antimonial lead (18% to 20% Sb) __ _____-- 120 127 185 185 190 

Nickel: . 
Mine output, metal content® ______________ 17 18 18 14 - 15 
Speiss, gross weight______.-_-_--~---~_-- 69 70 67 57 60 

Silver, mine output ____—— thousand troy ounces__ 355 377 340 587 590 

‘Tin, mine output, metal content: 
Of tin concentrate___ ____.-_-_+-------_ 114 346 573 540 530 
Of tin-tungsten concentrate -___-_----~---- 248 411 660 750 780 

Total _______________-_------_-- 362 757 1,238 1,290 1,310 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content: 
Of tungsten concentrate ______--_--------- 108 189 276 305 275 
Of tin-tungsten concentrate _________-----~- 170 282 416 518 540 

Total __________.-____-__-_-__-- 278 471 692 823 815 
Zinc, mine output, metal content _____.__~_-~-~- 1,834 2,645 3,028 4,079 4,500 

NONMETALS — | . 

Barite®? ~ 9 = 5 ee 16,096 35,320 39,486 39,689 30,000 - 
Cement, hydraulic. ___ _________---~----+-- 269,000 254,000 390,606 386,159 380,000 
Clays: . 

Ball clay... _-______-_-~.____----------~- 4,674 4,573 4,294 4,390 4,200 
Bentonite _________________-_--_----- 975 - 1,877 1,446 1,847 1,200 
Fire clay* ____§_~9__.____.____~_-~_---- 4,627 4,878 4,413 3,711 3,600 
Industrial white clay _________________-_ 3,449 2,000 6,876 4,626 4,500 

Feldspar? ___$__§_-§______________-------- 1,422 2,000 2,004 1,689 2,400 
Graphite?_________________-__---.---_- 96 — 280 268 199 300 
Gypsum? _____§____ = ee 33,511 35,431 38,265 37,132 39,000 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Iron oxide _ _ ~~~ ~~ -- 230 461 369 330 350 
Precious and semiprecious stones: Jadeite® kilograms_ _ 6,532 12,454 7,707 7,953 8,000 
Salt -_.________.______. LW thousand tons__ 230 304 258 268 270 
Stone:* . - . 

Dolomite __________.~__.~__--~-------- 431 1,616 1,882 2,450 2,600 
Limestone, crushed and broken __ thousand tons_ _ 1,159 1,437 1,259 1,151 1,300 
Quartz_________________-_ eee 73 _- 122 143 130 

Talc and related materials: Soapstone® ______— — — - 201 391 394 333 300 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS. 

Coal _. ~~ eee 23,926 33,113 36,064 26,919 37,000 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_..__ ____.___ million cubic feet_ _ 16,000 17,000 18,000 €24,000 28,000 
Marketed® _____________-_-_----do____ 8,784 9,892 | 12,030 20,016 23,000 

Petroleum: 
Crude _______~- thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 9,178 9,995 10,822 10,480 11,200 

Refinery products:® 
Gasoline ___________-_------do___~_ 1,864 1,864 2,008 €2,080 2,060 
Jet fuel. -. -. _-________-_--do____ 248 ©280 €300 €300 300 
Kerosine____..________-~_-~--do..___ 909 744 548 ©450 570 
Distillate fuel oi] _. _..___.__.__--do____ 2,351 2,500 2,626 €2,570 2,770 
Residual fuel oil _______.__-_--do___~ 1,279 1,582 1,896 1,540 1,610 
Lubricants_______.____.~.-.--do___-~ 133 140 ©140 “140 140 
Other_________~-....--__-~-do___~_ 179 ©223 220, €220 220 

Total _._____-____----~--do__~_. 6,963 7,283 7,238 7,300 7,670 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through June 30, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, pottery clay, common sand, glass sand, other varieties of crude construction 

stone, and other varieties of gem stones are produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates 
of output levels. 

_ 3Data are for fiscal years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 
“Includes fire clay powder. 
5Data exclude products used as fuel in refineries.
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TRADE 

Total foreign trade has had a dramatic trade was in deficit about $250 million, and 
increase in recent years. Exports have im- a similar deficit was forecast for 1981. The 
proved substantially, and total trade has large amounts of loan and grant aid helped gone from $400 million in FY 1975-76 to offset Burma’s trade deficits and provided | $1,200 million in FY 1980-81 and should small net surpluses in overall balance of reach $1,500 million in FY 1981-82. This payments in FY 1979-80 ($67 million) and in would be the first time that trade exceeded FY 1980-81 ($49 million).® . in constant-dollar value the levels attained According to provisional data, 17% of before the Socialist government assumed _ total exports were minerals and gems, while power in 1962. : 23% of imports were classed as raw materi- 

The main reason for the improvement als in FY 1979-80. Burma’s mineral exports has been a large input of foreign capital in (excluding petroleum products) exceeded the form of concessional loans. These loans $52 million in FY 1980-81 compared with have enabled Burma to purchase necessary $38 million in the year before. The increases capital equipment and spare parts to reha- were a result of better world market prices bilitate old industries and to create new and also expanded sales of silver, lead, production capabilities. copper matte, and zinc and tungsten con- In 1979-80, Burma’s annual balance of  centrates. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW a 

METALS per-year-capacity Kinglor Metor direct- | , . reduction steel plant. The plant is located in Copper.—Burma’s plans for greatly in-  porthern Burma at Anisakan in Maymyo creasing its copper production appeared to Township and is the first commercial appli- be going well during 1981. Construction cation of this noncoking-coal and natural activity at the Government-owned Monywa gas-based direct-reduction process outside copper project was reportedly ahead of Italy. A nearby iron ore mine with a small schedule, and production from the mines reserve of good ore will supply the plant. and concentrator could begin in early 1982. Coal, limestone, and natural gas will also be 
Currently about 100 tons of copper-in- supplied from domestic sources. A 15- to 17- concentrate is believed to be produced as  ton-capacity electric arc furnace was appar- _ byproduct from the Bawdwin lead mine ently still under construction at yearend. each year. a _ In November 1981, Burma reportedly RTB Bor of Yugoslavia is providing the signed a contract with Danieli for a second design and technology for the mines and  direct-reduction stage, doubling the plant’s copper concentrator. It will also provide capacity to 40,000 tons per year. In addition, operating assistance in the early startup an outdated steelmaking plant will be re- stages. The Kyesintaung and Sabetaung ore placed. The second stage will incorporate a bodies are being developed just west of the two-strand continuous-casting line for billet Chindwin River, opposite the railhead town production. The completed plant will have a of Monywa. Overburden removal at the capacity of 25,000 tons per year of reinforc- open pits was well underway. Mining and ing rods and will supply most of Burma’s milling capacity was expected to be 12,000 needs for pig iron. 
tons per day of chalcocite ore containing 1% Lead, Zinc, and Silver.—The Bawdwin to 1.5% copper. Earlier plans had called for mining complex at Namtu in northern a capacity of 8,000 tons per day. Proved Shan State is Burma’s only source of lead reserves are reported to total 250 million and zinc ore and refined silver. In FY 1980- tons. 81, the mine produced about 250,000 tons of The No. 1 Mining Corp. of Burma was ore assaying 4% zinc, 5% lead, and about 4 studying the possibility of constructing a ounces of silver per ton of ore. In recent flash smelter for production of blister cop- years, the refining capacity of the smelter per or copper cathodes. Estimated cost at Namtu has dropped significantly, lower- would be $30 million, and the output would ing the overall productivity of the Bawdwin be for export. complex. A new refinery was completed Iron and Steel.—In October 1981, the early in the year, and opening ceremonies Danieli Co. of Italy completed a 20,000-ton- were conducted by the Minister of Mines on
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April 2, 1981. : _ Heinda. : | 
According to No. 1 Mining Corp. officials, The nearby underground Hermyingyi 

the new plant will handle 500 tons of ore Mine was being rehabilitated, and a detail- 
per day and produce 3,000 tons of zinc ed ore reserve estimate was being made by 
concentrate, 2,300 tons of refined lead, and the Department of Geological Survey and 
160,000 ounces of silver annually. The Min-. Mineral Exploration. - , 

istry of Mines financed the new facility Construction began in 1981 on a small . 
through a loan from the Federal Republic of (1,000-ton-per-year) tin smelter in Syriam, a 
Germany. It took 3 years to complete and southeast suburb of Rangoon. The wor!. was 

replace the old smelter, which was built at being done with financial and_ technical 
the turn of the century. assistance from North Korea. Most of the 

The No. 1 Mining Corp. still had plans to plant’s output will be exported and will 
change the underground mine to an open provide a considerable increase in foreign 

pit operation. The high-grade ore zones exchange earnings to the Burmese Govern- 
have been worked out, but there is still a ment. Se 
considerable tonnage of lower grade ore The Department of Geological Survey and 
that is readily minable by open pit methods. Mineral Exploration continued. a compre- 
Conversion to open pit mining would allow. hensive survey of the tin and tungsten — 
an increase of about 60,000 tons per year of . resources of southern Burma both onshore 
ore production. ; and offshore. , 

Tin and Tungsten.—The No. 2 Mining The FY 1981-82 plan called for production 

Corp. under Burma’s Ministry of Mines 0f 1,750 tons of 65% SnO:; concentrate and 
took delivery of its new offshore tin dredge 700 tons of 65% WO: concentrate. The plan 
Heinze. The dredge was constructed by Far iso called for an output of 700 tons of 
East Livingston Co. of Singapore. Design mixed tin-tungsten concentrates. Statistics 

problems were encountered, and the dredge. for the first 8 months of calendar 1981 
required extensive alterations. It presuma- Showed production was proportioned quite 
bly operated along the Tenasserim coast in differently from the plan. Tin concentrates 

southern Burma at least during the last of totaled just over 400 tons and tungsten 
the fair weather season in 1981. - concentrates just under 400 tons. The mixed 

The Burmese Government officially re- tin-tungsten concentrates, however, came to 

ported the completion in FY 1980-81 of the nearly 1,600 tons by the end of August. - 
Heinda Mine expansion project under the The officially reported tin and tungsten 
No. 2 Mining Corp.”° The mine and equip- production figures are believed to be far less 

ment were ready for a test run and were than the actual tonnage mined in Burma 
expected to have an output of 1,000 tons of each year. Many of the small. mines are 
tin concentrate per year. The mine is lo- operated by tribute miners and are located | 
cated 35 miles east of Tavoy in southern ™ remote rugged jungle terrain. Political 
Burma. } instability in the mining area and a very 

The Heinda fossil placer tin deposit is an low price paid to the miners for the tribute 
unusual, tightly cemented series of coarse Concentrates combine to make smuggling 
to fine conglomerate layers. Each ore layer oth easy and profitable. Some "jouble ee 
is about 8-meters thick and grades from ©V© the true output to be nearly ou © © 
very coarse at the base to sand and clay at official figures. | 
the top. The cassiterite occurs mostly in the | | | 
coarse basal material. This causes problems NONMETALS . 
in handling the ore horizon, which contains Burma began to develop its nonmetallic 
solid granite boulders up to 2 meters in minerals after 1962 in an effort to become 
diameter. The entire deposit requires dril- self-sufficient in a number of key areas and 
ling and blasting, and the bigger boulders to promote local ceramic and cement indus- 
require secondary blasting. The distribution tries. With the exception of some specialized 
of the cassiterite in the ore body is highly clays used in ceramics and barite produc- 
uneven, varying from 0.05 to 3.0 kilograms tion, this effort has been highly successful, 
SnO, per cubic yard. In addition, there isa and over the long term, there have been 
very wide range of cassiterite grain sizes steady production increases. — 
evenly distributed from 150 millimeters Barite.—Burma’s barite comes from the 
down to 0.075 millimeter causing further Maymyo area in Mandalay Div., where this 
complications in the milling process. Re- mineral has been extracted over the past 
ported recoverable ore reserves were put at decade. Burma mines barite principally to 
about 7,000 tons of contained tin metal at supply the domestic petroleum sector, but
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neither the No. 3 Mining Corp. nor the advantage of its relatively low cost and 
Myanma Oil Corp. (MOC) operates an effi- abundance. Several new gas-turbine electric 
cent | parte mud proauction ety. The generators were completed during the year, 
anadian International Development Agen- and three 18,000-kilowatt units are planne 

cy had originally planned to construct such for completion in 1982. Natural gas also 
a plant and to upgrade the barite mining powers a widening variety of industries. 
operation but dropped the project 2 years Completion of the direct-reduction steel 
ago. es complex should boost consumption of natu- 

Since that time at least ne US frm has ral gas even further in 1982. The EY verse 
expressed interest in building such a facili- plan ca or consumption of over 
ty, but negotiations over the price and billion cubic feet. | 
Burmese difficulties in moving the ore from Petroleum.—Burma’s oil industry ran in- 
northern Burma to Rangoon have stalled to serious production problems at the end of 
the discussion. FY 1980-81. Press reports indicated that the 

Fertilizers.—Burma produces urea fertil- Mann Oilfield, the country’s largest, was 
inet som ature! gas a plants " Pagan overproduced in an effort to increase output 
and sale. Consumption, however, has gone beyond its optimum flow. As a result, gas 
up faster than production in recent years, pressurization was reduced and consider- 
and increasing amounts of expensive nitrog- able water was mixed with the oil. Official 
enous fertilizers have had to be imported. production figures use wellhead flow which 
The Government authorized construction of includes the water content. Actual crude oil 

ports and eobme a Burma‘ cbandet Byun may have Been 105 ns than official data. 
natural gas resources. It was reported in ‘The production loss came at a time of 
September 1981 that Petrochemical Indus- increasing demand and caused economic 
tries Corp. of Rangoon awarded a contract hardships, stalled a number of major devel- 

| to UHDE GmbH of the Federal Republic of opment projects, and forced the Govern- 

Hermany ~ amnonia at tees Uhent toe ment to introduce fuel rationing in Ran- 
. a : > goon. 

Neal 30) mamta nosh ce'Rarene’ Nit eny was the domestic economy af ; nor ‘ fected, Burma’s reemergence as an oil- 
, ree production capany 18 “ pe 200,000 exporting nation was upset as the Govern- 

ns per year. uted completion 18 10r ment was unable to fulfill a 1-million-barrel 
ae ho N ie. Lirs 3 crude oil export contract with Japan. Ex- 
cum are ahs Semont production pl port of a heavy semirefined fuel oi from the 

, , auk refinery was unaffected, however, 
brick aoa) Cons of cx area A need tr and deliveries to Japan and North Korea 

| | ° " continued. . 
financed, 200,000 ton-per-year coment Dlant To avoid problems of paying for expensive 

an in Karen State about 170 kilometers east foreign oil, Burma has refused to import f Ran In addition to th ‘IL. th crude oil or refinery products since 1975. 
B SG, n addi nt? e ith t » “he Lubricants and aviation fuel, not produced 
urmese Government reported nat an €X- in the country, were imported in small 

tension project at the old Kyangin cement amounts | 

mm nt di d r ote elain fn schedules wae The newly completed 6,000-barrel-per-day 
bein added or i ? the old slant w a8 seine extension of the 26,000-barrel-per-day Syr- 
recon ditioned P & iam refinery was closed early in 1981 be- 

. cause of the crude oil shortage. 
Construction continued on the much de- MINERAL FUELS 

Coal.—B 1 all d Moan The plant eter ab nuetion by oal.—Burma exploits some sm epos- ann. The plant, under construction by 
its of poor-quality coal. The new steel plant Mitsubishi Heavy Industries of Japan, was 
reportedly will use this domestic coal in the rescheduled for completion in late 1982. It 
direct-reduction process. Production from now faces the prospect of insufficient crude 
the Kalewa coal mine, the country’s largest, oil feed if there is no significant increase in 
presumably will increase as steel produc- the current production rate. 
tion gets underway. | Not all of the news was bad during the 

Natural Gas.—Natural gas use has in- year. According to the Prime Minister, 
creased at a substantial rate and will con- MOC has made three important onshore 
tinue to do so as more industries take strikes. Two of the strikes were at Tantabin
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and Kyontani villages in the northern venture to explore four offshore concession 
Irrawaddy Delta. These discoveries mark blocks south and east of Rangoon. JNOC 
the first time petroleum and gas have been and 11 private Japanese companies were to 
found in limestone reservoirs in Burma. work with MOC under a complicated fi- 
Four of nine wells at Tantabin struck oi] nancing arrangement. The consortium was 
and gas. The oil is sulfur-free and has a__ hoping to begin drilling early in 1982. Twen- 
gravity of 48.5° API. One well drilled at ty offshore wells were drilled in 1975-76 
Kyontani to a Burmese record depth of with no commercial oil being found. Some 

4,100 meters struck a 105-meter-thick lime- natural gas was found. but in a location 
stone horizon with recoverable oil and gas impractical for exploitation. 
reserves and similar characteristics to the Prwcionl ccion D iF D 

: Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Tantabin 8 tructure. . 2US. Embassy, Rangoon, Burma. Industrial Outlook 

The third strike was at Tuyintaung, 8 Report—Minerals. State Department Airgram A-36, July 

kilometers east of Pagan in central Burma. 1°, 1981, p. 2. , 
° . Burmese fiscal year runs from April 1 to March 31. 

The well struck sulfur-free 30.4° API gravi- 4Where necessary, values have been converted from 
ty crude from six oil- and gas-bearing sands Burmese _kyats (K) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

K6.62=US$1.00. 
between 2,440 and 2,990 meters deep. Con- ‘Ministry of Planning and Finance. Report to the Pyithu 
siderable evaluation work will be necessary Hluttaw on the Financial, Economic, and Social Condi- 

‘ : «ata tions of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma for 
to determine the commercial viability of — 1981-82. 1981, p. 242. 
these discoveries. “Page 130 of work cited in footnote 5. | 

: oay: Page 21 of work cited in footnote 5. 
After 4 years without drilling offshore, ®Central Statistical Organization, Rangoon, Burma. Se- 

Burma is to resume its search by testing the lected Monthly Economic Indicators. Statistical Paper 3, 

Gulf of Martaban area. Protracted negotia- “SUS “Embassy,” Rangoon, Burma. Foreign Economic 
tions between the Government and the Trends and Their Implications to the United States. FET 

. . -069, Ju , p. 4. 
Japanese National Oil Corp. (JNOC) have “top, O19 of werk cited in footnote 5. 
resulted in an agreement to form a joint 11Page 244 of work cited in footnote 5.
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. By Harold R. Newman, P.E.? | | 

In 1981, the Canadian economy displayed Government Policies and Programs.— 

a relatively strong economic growth during The Canadian mining industry has faced a 

the first half of the year but experienced a complex tax regime. It offered incentives to 

decline in activity with a drop in real the industry, but also was not without its 

output in the second-half of the year. The pitfalls and shortcomings. There was a 

gross national product rose by approximate- three-tier tax structure on mining income. | 

ly 3% to an estimated $331 billion? at First, the Federal Government levied an 

current prices. The unemployment rate av- income tax on the total profits of a mining 

eraged 7.5% for the year, and the consumer company. This income tax, which consisted 

price index rose by 12.5%. of a basic tax and a surtax, reflected tax 

The recession of the national economy incentives for the mining industry that 

was reflected in the economic performance consisted of a resource allowance of 25% of 

of the Canadian mineral industry. The val- income, computed before deductions of in- 

ue of output of the mineral industry de- terest and the writeoff for exploration and 

creased by 6% in response to the national development costs; an earned depletion al- 

and worldwide recession. The industry was lowance, generally $1 for each $3 spent on 

undergoing production cutbacks in most of exploration and new mine assets; an imme- 

the mineral commodities as a result of the diate writeoff of exploration and develop- 

depressed domestic and world demand and ment costs as incurred, and a 30% or better 

falling mineral prices. | | deduction on equipment costs, computed on 

The Canadian mining industry has suffer- a declining balance basis. These rules ena- 

ed from uncoordinated tax legislation, weak bled most new mining operations to recover 

markets, high transportation costs, high most of their capital costs for revenue 

costs of labor and production, and trade and before they started paying any significant 

tariff barriers for its mineral exports and is Federal income tax. | 

now closely observing the emergence of the The second element in the three-tier 

Canadian Government’s National Energy structure was the provincial income tax 

Program (NEP). The publicized goal of NEP that was similar, to the Federal tax, howev- 

was to reduce foreign ownership of Canadi- er different approaches were used by the 

an oil. The Canadian mining industry has various Provinces. _ 

always been predominantly Canadian own- The third tax element was the provincial 

ed even though there was major foreign mining tax and again different approaches 

capital investment in some Canadian explo- to rates and provisions were used by the 

ration and development projects. The im- various Provinces. Theoretically the mining 

pact of the NEP on the nonfuel mineral tax applied only to profits from the extrac- 

sector was uncertain and Government poli- _ tion of ores. 
cy was unclear at yearend. Politics notwith- In summary, the mine operators tax bur- 

standing, Canada was certain to maintain den was the total amount of these three 

its prominent position as a world class separate tax elements. The combination of 

mineral-producing country. taxes and incentives plus various provincial 

197
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policies resulted in a complex tax system.‘ objective. | 
The Foreign Investment Review Agency The negative reaction of Canada’s oil and 

| (FIRA) was setup in 1974 to screen invest- gas industry to the Government policy was 
ment proposals of foreign companies seek- perhaps exemplified by the number of ac- 
ing to acquire or establish a Canadian tive drilling rigs departing Canada. In Octo- 
business. Investment proposals are evalu- ber 1980, prior to the introduction of the 
ated by FIRA against a “significant benefit” NEP, Canada had about 434 rigs, the second 
to Canada criterion. This phrase, while not largest number of active rigs in the world, 

clearly defined, appears to include such the bulk of them Canadian owned. One year 
concepts as the amount of Canadian re- later, this number had fallen to 214 rigs. 
search and development expenditures in A 1981 study by Canada’s National Ener- 
Canada, export prospects, product innova- gy Board indicated that the NEP’s oil self- 
tion, processing of natural resources in sufficiency goal by 1990 was unlikely con- 
Canada and an overall appropriateness to sidering the NEP’s current formulation. 
Canadian economic policy objectives. The Without modifications that return attrac- 
agreements entered into by foreign firms tive incentives to the industry, improve 
with FIRA are considered legally enforce- Canada’s investment image to foreign in- 
able and may be subject to monitoring to vestment, and make nonconventional fuel 
ensure compliance. FIRA reviews may take development economically viable, the NEP 
from 60 days to years to complete. The may only promote continued and possible 
proceedings are not disclosed, and the growing dependence by Canada upon world 
grounds for disapproval are not usually oil markets and impair Canada’s ability to 
provided. A large majority of proposals are meet its oil import reduction targets. 
approved; however, a significant number of Canadian proponents of NEP disagreed 
delays have occurred. with the above analysis. They maintained 

Firms whose proposals are rejected are that the NEP and the Petroleum Incentives 
invited to resubmit revised proposals that Program (PIP), which qualifies firms and 
provide greater benefits for Canada. It was individuals for incentives, with preference 
announced in 1981 by the Canadian Govern- to Canadian firms and individuals, would 
ment that a review of FIRA’s administra- induce Canadian-owned firms to increase 
tive procedures was under way todetermine exploration on Federal lands. The Canadian 
what changes and streamlining might be Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources 
warranted. . | stated in May 1981 that under the PIP, the 

The NEP, as announced in October 1980 aftertax cost of $1 spent on exploration of 
and subsequently amended in September the Canada lands will be $0.07 for a 75% 
1981, consisted of a series of measures that Canadian-owned firm and $0.28 for a totally 
increased the role of the Central Govern- foreign-owned firm. | 
ment in energy development and establish- In 1981, the Canadian Government and 
ed three specific aims. These aims are at the Province of Alberta entered into an 
least 50% Canadian ownership of oil and agreement for a two-tier pricing system for 
gas production capacity by 1990, Canadian petroleum. The basic provisions of the 
control of a significant number of larger oil agreement were that the price of old oil, 
and gas firms, and an early increase in the previously discovered, would not exceed 
share of the oil and gas sector owned by the 75% of the world price level, and new oil, 
Government of Canada. The oil and gas newly discovered and synthetic, would re- 

industry voiced strong criticism of NEP in ceive world-level prices. It was felt that this 
what they maintained were discriminatory two-tier price system would encourage pro- 
features of the tax and incentive proposals, duction and reduce consumption. 
and the specifics of the “Canadianization” 

~ PRODUCTION 

According to the Canadian Department of natural gas declined. Metallic mineral out- 
Energy, Mines, and Resources, the total put declined $299 million, or 3.1%. The 
value of Canada’s mineral production in value of output of nonmetallics and of 
1981 reached an alltime high of $33 billion, structural materials increased 11.9% and 
an increase of almost 4% over the previous 10.4%, respectively. 
year's value. The value of output of mineral Performance of the nonfuel mineral in- 
fuel commodities increased about $1.1 bil- dustries was mixed. Copper output increas- 

lion although the volume of petroleum and_ ed in volume marginally, but since copper
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prices fell, the value of copper output de- In 1981, more than 60 commodities were 
clined about 14%. Iron ore values in 1981 produced from mining activities conducted 
remained about the same as the previous in every region of the country. The values of 
year. Zinc increased about 12% in output,- the principal mineral production follow: 
and 39% in value. Gold output was down 
7% in volume, and 28% in value. The eres earerremeeet . . . . Value, million U.S. dollars platinum-group metals increased 48% in Commodity 980 te 
volume and 41% in value. Nickel produc- 2 
tion declined 16%, while producers opera- METALS 
ted well below capacity. Ironore__________ 1,419 1,645 

Asbestos production declined about 14% Copper--________ | 1,551 1,327 , . Nickel $$ ______ 1,249 1,180 in volume and 5% in value. Potash output Zinc 716 695 fell 5.4% in volume, but rose 3% in value. Gold_---_--_____ 972 735 . . Uranium (U) _____ 586 642 The major structural materials, cement and sie. _ ol 691 406 sand and gravel, increased 8% and 17% in Molybdenum ~-----=- oe re 
volume and value, respectively. Be 

The value of mineral output increased in Total--------____ 7,662 7,418 
8 of the 10 Provinces and in both Territo- NONMETALS 
ries. The Province of Alberta alone, with its PotashK,O..______ 851 876 
large oil and gas output, accounted for Cement. ________. 485 568 
approximately 53% of Canada’s total miner- Asbestos TrrTTTiTtr 1g 14 
al value in 1981. Production values of the Salt oa pap------- 192 1 13 : : : : ay products_______ Provinces and Territories follow: Gypsum... 22 33 39 

Total..________ 2,185 2,311 
| Value, billion dollars | Province or Territory —j980 81 MINERAL FUELS 

— petroleum -------- 2,838 1850 Alberta..-___________ 14.3 17.6 Natural gas__-____-_ Ontario... _ 227777777 40 gg Coal" "0-87 
Queber nto 2a 777 21 24 __‘Total_—__-_____ 13,444 13,857 Saskatchewan__________ 2.0 2.4 
Newfoundland-Labrador ___ 9 1.2 
Manitoba___________ __ 1 aT 
New Brunswick________ _ 3 5 Source: Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, Northwest Territories ____ _ a .5 Canada; Statistics Canada, 1981. 
Yukon Territory ________ 3 3 . 
Nova Scotia _._-_______ 2 3 
Prince Edward Island ____ _ (4) (4) 

Total §_-_-__-___ 27.5 33.2 $$ 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Source: Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, 
Ottawa, Canada. Annual Report, 1981.
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| - Table 1.—Canada: Production of mineral commodities! | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 -1978 1979 1980 1981” 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Alumina, gross weight _____ thousand tons_- 1,061 1,054 953 1,202 1,208 

etal: 
Primary____.--------~--------- 973,524 1,048,469 F860,256 1,074,500 1,238,000 

Secondary. ._._-_---~-----~----- 48,308 74,752 75,000 75,000 - 80,000 

Antimony® 20 eee + 3,175 3,005 2,954 2,361 *1,600 

Bismuth?____________.-.----------- 165 145 139 171 ©123 

Cadmium* ____________-~----------- 1,185 71,265 1,460 1,303 1,300 

Calcium. ~~ ~~~ kilograms_ — 490,856 574,674 455,713 531,000 566,000 

alt: 

Mine output, metal content® ________---- 1,485 1,234 1,640 1,608 2,270 

Metal® ______________-__--------- 459 519 475 470 636 

Columbium and tantalum: oo 

Columbium concentrate (pyrochlore): 
Gross weight® ________---------- 4,182 4,122 4,186 3,884 4,544 

Cb content ________------------ 1,754 - 1,729 - 1,756 1,629 2,810 

Tantalum concentrate: _ 

Gross weight® _______------+----- 270 283 355 350 337 

Cb content _____.--.------~----- 8 8 a) 9 6 

Tacontent ____._____-~-------- 120 126 130 104 101 

Copper: 
Mine output, recoverable metal content? _____ 759,423 659,380 636,383 716,400 718,100 

Metal, primary and secondary: 
Blister and anode ___ ...___----~---- 500,274 425,300 384,500 492,700 693,188 

Refined _________-_-~--------- 508,767 446,278 397,263 . 505,238 473,633 

Gold__________-—~—- thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,734 1,735 T1644 1,552 1,592 

Iron and steel: 
Ironore:? 

Gross weight ____.__-— thousand tons__ 57,638 41,751 59,617 50,866 49,844 

M jen content _________.~——-do___~- 36,168 26,228 37,681 32,045 31,402 

etal: 
-Pigiron _.___._----------do__-- 9,661 10,340 10,906 11,183 9,870 

Ferroalloys _._____--------do_~~~ 193 200 175 289 281 

Crude steel _________--_----do___~_ 13,631 14,898 16,078 15,887 14,807 

Lead: Semimanufactures®____ ___.—-do___~ 10,461 11,894 12,235 13,030 12,500 

ad: 
Mine output, metal content ____._------- 280,955 319,809 310,745 296,641 332,074 

Metal, refined: 
Primary _.—___-_----------~---- 187,457 194,054 183,769 162,463 168,450 

Secondary. ___ _.-.------------- 53,100 51,800 68,600 71,117 69,658 

Magnesium metal, primary — -—-.----------- 7,633 8,309 9,015 8,899 8,775 

Molybdenum eee eee eee ee eee ee 16,568 13,943 11,174 12,198 14,134 

ickel: 
Mine output, metal content?®________---- 232,512 128,310 126,481 194,947 155,175 

Metal, smelter__________----------- 151,967 89,231 83,747 152,299 ©115,000 

Platinum-group metals ____—-~—-——troy ounces__ 465,371 346,212 197,943 410,757 ©608,098 

Selenium, refined!?________——-_- kilograms. _ 410,552 392,777 511,704 ©453,600 ©420,000 

Silver _________——-— — thousand troy ounces__— 42,236 40,733 36,874 34,401 38,677 

Tellurium, refined!? ______— ~~ — kilograms_ — 37,021 45,299 47,204 45,000 ©44,800 

Tin, mine output, metal content ___~--—------ 328 360 337 264 248 

Titanium: 
Ilmenite, gross weight _____— thousand tons_ — 1,442 1,810 1,219 1,320 _- 

Sorel slag (70% to 72% TiO2) _._-_------- 692,341 850,032 477,040 874,717 762,000 

Tungsten, mine output, W content_ ___------- 1,812 2,289 2,597 3,179 1,993 

Uranium oxide (UsOg) _. ______---------- 6,824 8,211 7,701 7,509 7,746 

inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____.-------- 1,070,515 1,066,902 1,099,926 894,575 1,097,192 

Metal, refined, primary _-__----------- 494,888 495,420 580,449 591,565 618,650 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos ____._______~~- thousand tons__ 1,517 1,422 1,493 1,323 1,133 

Barite______________--_----------- 116,950 87,996 67,131 85,000 84,600 

Cement, hydraulic!? ____—__ — thousand tons. — 9,640 10,318 11,765 10,497 10,368 

Clays and clay products’* ___ value, thousands._ $108,360 = $109,635 $142,356 $133,611 $120,174 

Diatomite ______------------------- 1,239 2,184 1,452 2,000 ©2,000 

Fluorspar (70% CaF2) ___--------------- 59,500 _- _- -- -- 

Gypsum and anhydrite _____~ thousand tons__ 7,234 8,074 8,098 7,209 7,800 

Lime _____________-__-_--~-~-do___~_ 1,900 2,034 2,034 2,554 2,554 

Magnesite, dolomite, brucite _ value, thousands_ — $6,290 $5,990 $8,990 $10,405 $8,775 

Nepheline syenite.________------------ 574,558 599,121 605,699 592,000 £600,000 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia_____._------ 1,763,600 — 1,926,200 —:1,981,300 1,995,800 2,000,000 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, natural __ ~~~ —- __ __ 2,700 €2,800 ©2800 

Potash, K20 equivalent ___-—__ thousand tons_— 5,764 6,340 7,074 7,582 6,805 

Pyrites and pyrrhotite, gross weight_ ____----- 24,119 9,203 31,032 32,000 ©11,000 

Salt _.____________ ~~ thousand tons_ — 6,039 6,452 6,881 7,700 7,430 

Sand and gravel________--------~-do___- 262,905 272,092 285,221 276,452 287,468 

Silica (quartz) __.____-----------do__~-~- 2,317 2,165 2,368 2,252 2,321 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Canada: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 

NONMETALS —Continued — - a 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: . 
- Sodium carbonate®__________-_2. | _ 450,000 450,000 450,000 450,000 — 450,000 _ Sodium sulfate _._-_.___________ 394,795, 376,563 443,279 496,000 - 553,000 _ Stone™ ~----~---~-~ ~~ ~~ thousand tons__ 120,163 . 122,144 = 109,719 . 103,366 94,577 ulfur: 

_.. Elemental byproduct: ae ae 
Of smelter gases _. ___._ ______do_.___ 736 676 667 . 903 720 Of sour natural gas _._____.__.do.___ 6,475 6,248 5,935 6,000 5,700 Of refineries _..___________do____ ' 160 200 200 - 190 oe 160 Of tar sands... _.__________do____ 100 118 213 300 230 S content of pyrite and pyrrhotite® ___do____ 12 5 12 12 12 Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite_____________ _ 72,400 61,661 90,330 89,000 90,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS a _ . 
Garbon black®_____2--_ ~-- 134,000 130,000 135,000 135,000 143,002 

Bituminous and subbituminous 
thousand tons__ 23,201 25,419 28,006 30,576 36,695 _ Lignite _.~--_______________do____ 5,479 5,058 5,011 5,976 7,494 Coke, high-temperature ____________do____ 4,906 4,968 5,775 €5,200 5,086 Gas, natural: 

Gross __________ _-_ million cubic feet__ 3,588,500 3,569,046 3,780,145 3,541,024 3,470,942 Marketed__.-_____._____.___do.___ 3,160,525 3,128,056 3,334,618 3,067,711 3,006,356 ID —_FHE_EFEH2oo—.—O—--—————=z—E—Enr 
Natural gas liquids: 

Gross: . 
Butane __ _ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 22,976 21,133 22,820 21,292 20,443 Propane____.____________do____ 34,695 32,792 35,844 34,188 33,471 _ Pentanes plus ___§_§. -______do____ 47,468 42,423 42,038 38,089 36,491 Ethane _____.__._________do____ NA 6,329 20,612 20,475 29,377 . Condensate __ ~~ ~@.~~______do____ 1,138 1,174 1,255 1,186. . 1,257 

Total _._._-_._______._do____ 106,277 103,851 122,569 115,230 121,039 Returned to formation, all types __ ___do____ 400 397 “400 NA NA Peat_____-_-_~ ee 386,408 435,457 480,087 466,000 485,000 Petroleum: . 
Crude'5______ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 482,021 478,435 545,465 . 523,441 468,765 Se sea ashes runs us prenvsenncreeee ——o>q=*{=qa{K__ 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Aviation _____.___.____do____ 1,481 1,460 1,572 1,472 1,556 Other____._~_~________do____ 225,593 230,616 240,554 241,778 256,285 Jet fuel dol 25,597 28,100 30,867 30,537 28,813 Kerosine ________________do____ 26,064 23,557 24,991 24,184 28,749 Distillate fuel oil... _._..______do____ 169,728 166,974 184,002 181,930 175,532 Residual fuel oil _.._________do____ 112,791 108,665 113,730 102,124 86,751 Lubricants ~-~---- dow 4,287 4,551 5,366 5,720 5,570 er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas ____do____ 11,360 13,070 13,485 ° 13,520 13,057 Petrochemical feedstocks _ _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 23,497 29,683 35,059 32,894 32,391 Asphalt ______________do____ 18,422 18,628 21,241 - 20,907 19,154 Petroleum coke__________do____ 1,269 1,258 1,029 1,218 1,157 Unspecified ._ ._.__.._____do____ 7,217 3,711 5,440 5,310 5,270 Refinery fuel and losses ______ _do____ 31,697 33,742 34,491 32,035 31,970 LL LS SSS SS A psn ithe rence 

Total _.___-_______do____ 659,003 664,015 711,827 693,629 686,255 
SS 

tha ner 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. NA Notavailable. 
’Table includes data available through Aug. 30, 1982. 
Sb content of antimonial lead alloys, flue dust, and doré slag estimated on the basis of reported gross production. ‘Refined metal and bullion from domestic ores plus recoverable Bi content of exported concentrates. 
‘Refined metal from domestic ores plus recoverable Cd content of exported ores and concentrates. 
5Actual output not reported. Data represent Co content of all products derived from ores of Canadian origin, including ‘nickel oxide sinter shipped to the United Kingdom and nickel-copper-cobalt matte shipped to Norway for further processing. 
®Actual output not reported. Data represent the output within Canada of metallic cobalt from ores of both Canadian and non-Canadian origin. 
"Blister copper from domestic ores plus recoverable Cu content of exported matte and concentrates. 
®Series revised to reflect actual mine production rather than sales, which were reported as production in previous editions. Sales figures, ona gross weight basis, in thousand metric tons, follow: 1976—55,416; 1977—53,621; 1978—42,931; 1979—59,617; 1980—-50,866; 1981—49,844. 
*Includes shipments of ingots from primary plants for rolling elsewhere. 
1°Refined nickel from domestic ores plus Ni content of oxide produced and recoverable Ni content of exported matte. ”1From all sources, including imports and secondary sources. 
12Cement shipped and/or used by producers. 
’3Includes bentonite, products from common clay, stoneware clay, fire clay, and other clays. 
Crushed, building, ornamental, paving, and similar stone. 
‘Including synthetic crude (from oil shale and/or tar sands).
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: TRADE 7 

In 1981, Canada exported about 44% ofits billion for 1981. Some of the mineral im- 
crude mineral production to more than 90 ports were already being produced in the 
countries. Export values of crude and fabri- country; oil, coal, and iron ore were the 
cated mineral products were estimated at most important. The mineral fuels account- 
$26.9 million or 32% of Canada’s total ed for about 79% of all mineral imports. 
commodity exports. Others included bauxite, alumina, phos- 

For reasons of economics and geographi- phate rock, various metals such as chromi- 
cal distribution of the resources, Canada um, manganese, tin, and some industrial 
also imported large quantities of minerals. minerals. | 
Crude mineral imports were valued at $11.2 

Table 2.—Canada: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979° 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS _ | 
Aluminum: 

Alumina excluding abrasive grades, 
Al content_________.---~-- 26,543 39,541 33,287 Italy 2,127; United Kingdom 1,784. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___.-___..---_--~- 70,465 78,616 49,839 Japan 22,444; West Germany 1,724. 
Unwrought____§_________- 552,150 784,817 438,092 Japan 125,008; Netherlands 36,469; 

ina 29,994. 
Semimanufactures! ________ 36,585 42,264 29,385 Colombia 4,435; United Kingdom 694. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ______________--_-_- 1,293 1,096 783 United Kingdom 312. 

calcium metal ___________~___- 377 408 304 Mexico 64; Australia 33. 
alt: 
Oxides and salts, ross weight _p---e 559 1,091 — United Kingdom 1,066; Norway 25. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 302 327 230 Netherlands 64; West Germany 14. 

Columbium ore? ______________- 510 656 656 
Copper: 

re and matte, Cu content ___ ___ _ 315,211 286,075 3,179 Japan 178,913; U.S.S.R. 24,188; 
orway 19,723. 

Slag, skimmings, sludge, Cu content _ 243 322 3~=—s- 306 Spain 16. 
Metal: . 

Scrap: . 
nalloyed_____.~. ~~ 15,896 19,892 14,061 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,672; Spain 

Alloyed ____________- 24,665 23,223 11,768 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,157; Taiwan 

Unwrought, unalloyed —— __—_ _ 191,226 335,196 126,868 United Kingdom 74,558; West 
Germany 29,495. 

Semimanufactures: 
Unalloyed_____~ ~~ -- 29,741 28,575 15,519 Venezuela 2,137; Pakistan 1,843. 
Alloyed ___________-~-_ 18,786 11,861 10,734 United Kingdom 177; West Germany 

Gold: : 
Ore and concentrate, Au content 

troy ounces_ _ 199,928 202,170 21,279 Japan 121,229; United Kingdom 

Metal, unwrought and partly wrought: —— 
Unalloyed 

thousand troy ounces. _ 1,589 1,886 1,682 United Kingdom 146; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 23. 

Alloyed ____—_—-_troy ounces__ 201,415 38,446 34,295 Trinidad-Tobago 2,535; Italy 1,302. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrates 
thousand tons_ _ 48,849 39,021 17,263 Netherlands 6,211; Japan 3,998; 

United Kingdom 3,687. 
Metal: 

Scrap _________. -do___~ 1,033 785 454 Italy 133; Spain 70. 
Pig iron and related material 393,857 740,703 248,559 Netherlands 230,055; Spain 136,804. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese __—-—-—~—-—- 12,043 11,298 11,209 Malaysia 53. 
Ferrosilicon _______---~~- 40,732 52,377 21,609 Japan 21,209; India 3,116. 
Other _______-~-__--~-- 9,964 8,418 4,463 Japan 1,741; United Kingdom 1,659. 

Steel, primary forms_ _ — — — — —- -- 120,787 327,139 97,988 Indonesia 21,380; Japan 21,179; 
Colombia 20,746. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections 

thousand tons_ _ 864 1,151 800 China 139; Egypt 38. 
Universals, plates, sheets, strip 

do____ 930 1,314 733 Thailand 76; India 75; ttaly 75. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ ~~ 233,221 253,772 138,400 Mexico 72,599; Italy 39,820. 
Wire____________--_- 85,339 96,274 93,006 Hong Kong 865. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ — _ _ _ _ 421,415 409,239 376,483 United Arab Emirates 9,933; 

Trinidad-Tobago 5,274. 
Castings and forgings, rough _ 190,150 133,354 131,541 United Kingdom 690. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Canada: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979° 1980 . 
mmowy | ) United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued _ 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate, Pbcontent ___  —_—_—«151,494 147,007 13,381 Japan 89,631; West Germany 18,281. 

etal: 
Scrap, including alloy scrap_ — _ _ 21,882 21,106 2,664 West Germany 10,640; Brazil 1,575; 

Sweden 1,536. 
Unwrought, unalloyed _______ 117,992 126,539 32,972 West Germany 15,394; U.S.S.R. 

11,664; Italy 8,348. 
Semimanufactures including . 

alloys. ___ =~ 9,682 4,682 3,786 United Kingdom 216; Denmark 214. 
Magnesium metal ______________ 6,051 5,317 1,182 Japan 1,548; West Germany 975; 

Einited Kingdom 657. 
Mercury? _______ 76-pound flasks__ 397 NA NA NA. 
Molybdenum ore and concentrate, Mo 

content? __§________§__ 11,482 14,584 742 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,098; Japan 
4,033; United Kingdom 2,216. 

Nickel: ; 
Ore, matte, speiss, Ni content _____ 42,735 42,647 _— Norway 25,094; United Kingdom 

17,552; Japan 1. 
. Oxide, Nicontent_ ~~. -___ 17,190 16,989 7,632 NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 2,401 2,664 1,737 West Germany 429; United Kingdom 

Unwrought.____________- 85,460 92,396 50,510 NA. 
Semimanufactures _________ 12,298 19,086 10,538 Finland 4,633; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Platinum-group metals: __ a . 
Concentrates, residues, mattes, metal 

content _______ troy ounces__ 157,719 397,656 2,730 United Kingdom 394,926. 
Metals including alloys: 

Scrap ____._______do____ 53,520 46,017 42,875 United Kingdom 1,522. 
Unwrought and partly wrought 

do___— 57,196 47,469 26,028 Brazil 14,328; Japan 4,750; West 
Germany 2,000. 

Selenium metal and salts, Se content_ _ _ 289 307 153 United Kingdom 94; New Zealand 20. 
ilver: . 
Ore and concentrate, Ag content 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 13,366 12,754 6,240 Japan 3,846; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Metal, refined including alloys, . 
unwrought and partly wrought 

do______ 29,679 28,506 28,144 Belgium-Luxembourg 144; France 52. 
Tin ore and concentrate, Sn content ___ 713 870 548 United Kingdom 165; Mexico 156. 
Titanium: Ilmenite and ilmenite sand? *_ . 139,447 9,239 9,239 oe - 
Uranium and thorium concentrates 

value, thousands_ _ $324,340 $193,071 $175,758 United Kingdom $8,637; Japan 

Zinc: — | 
Ore and concentrate, Zn content ___ 598,279 434,177 62,318 Japan 124,208; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap, dross,ash _~________~_ 15,443 22,195 13,186 United Kingdom 2,894; Belgium- 
— Luxembourg 2,395. 
Blue powder ___§_§________ _ 3,642 3,645 3,394 Ecuador 135; Greece 49. 
Unwrought______________ 429,367 471,949 278,226 United Kingdom 50,479; Venezuela 

Oth Semimanufactures _________ 1,955 3,722 3,250 Brazil 192; Belgium-Luxembourg 177. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates, gross weight _ 343,731 78,172 29,302 Austria 20,044; Japan 9,151. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals_____________ 18,674 20,532 9,449 Taiwan 7,111; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __ _ _ — 102,304 132,879 123,256 Australia 8,026. 
Metals including alloys: 

Precious metals: 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands_ _ $91,897 $144,221 $62,038 United Kingdom $68,584; France 

Unwrought and partly _— 
wrought ___ troy ounces 8,506 23,670 991 Ja 19,137; United Kingdom 3,542. 

Base metals, all forms —__ __ __—-__ 1,656 1,974 1,684 Belgium Luxembourg 126; United 
ingdom 84. 

NONMETALS . 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural _________________- 165 85 83 St. Pierre-Miquelon 2. 
Fused alumina (artificial corundum), 

crude and grains — ~o eee eee 183,159 166,328 158,134 United Kingdom 8,044. 
Silicon carbide, crude and grains _ _ _ 84,546 72,416 69,722 Japan 2,466; Taiwan 128. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _____ value, thousands_ _ $700 $1,978 $1,471 New Zealand $80; Australia $71. 
Asbestos: 

Crude______________-_-___ 20 me 
Milled fiber, all grades 

thousand tons_ _ 1,461 1,217 325 West Germany 151; Japan 132; 
United Kingdom 70.. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Canada: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

, Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979" 1980 Un} 
y Gnited Other (principal) 

en rte arene mere eea 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Barite, crude _________________ 2,038 650 650 
Cement, portland- .. thousand tons__ =. - ‘2,289 _~— 1,528 1,452 Saudi Arabia 69. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude including refractory clays = 
do_ __ 1,052 821 821 

Products: _ L 
Refractory including nonclay 
brick®__ = 74,493 68,490 24,218 Venezuela 9,176; Chile 8,196. 

Nonrefractory 
value, thousands_ — $2,958 $2,526 $2,436 NA. 

Diamond: . 
Gem _____________~_ carats__ 34,571 28,929 4,750 Belgium-Luxembourg 10,190; Israel 

Industrial including dust _ _ _do_ _ __ 195,265 260,612 203,418 Australia 34,215; Ireland 11,227. 
Fertilizer materials: . 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous __ thousand tons__ 1,338 1,317 1,211 India 28; Philippines 26; Australia 21. 
Potassic_____._..___do____ 10,631 10,565 7,158 Brazil 788; Japan 630; India 490. 
Other including mixed __ __ ___ 597,831 565,318 435,102 Belgium-Luxembourg 51,254; Taiwan 

Ammonia______________~_ 483,939 431,019 431,019 , 
Gypsum, crude ____— thousand tons__ 5,475 4,960 4,960 
Lime ____ LL 490,863 403,172 399,278 Barbados 1,596; Honduras 1,153. 
Nepheline syenite _._.______-___-_ 471,057 448,469 406,286 Italy 15,601; Netherlands 9,181. 
Pigments, mineral: Processed iron oxides 22,300 15,932 15,584 Poland 224. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

excluding diamond . 
value, thousands_ _ $5,366 $5,212 $2,750 Taiwan $806; Switzerland $470. 

Salt andbrine__— —__ thousand tons__ 1,822 1,688 1,626 Guyana 5; Cuba 4. 
Sodium sulfate 2... ___ 193,347 — 246,116 236,985 Thailand 2,989; Philippines 2,567. 
Stone, sand and gravel: oo 

Dimension stone, crude and partly 
worked ___________-.____ 304,732 72,900 70,864 Bermuda 1,152; Japan 406. 

Limestone, except dimension . 
thousand tons__ 2,296 2,215 2,214 St. Pierre-Miquelon 1. 

quartzite woe eee 60,823. 63,166 63,161 Republic of South Africa 5. 
Sule dand gravel _____._______ 325,641 386,437 347,564 Bermuda 25,800; Bahamas 12,766. 
ulfur: 
Crude and refined _ thousand tons_ — 5,155 6,851 1,485 Republic of South Africa 708; Aus- — 

tralia 668; Brazil 1,654. 
Sulfuric acid... 22 ~~~ 139,425 323,776 323,762 Bermuda 11. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite? _ _ 62.096 3,539 3,589 
Other, crude. ____ value, thousands__ $45,959 $77,153 $28,418 France $12,142; WestGermany - 

$11,476; Belgium-Luxembourg 
$9,572. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
. MATERIALS 

Coal, bituminous _ _ ._ thousand tons_ _ 13,853 14,311 22 Japan 10,450; Brazil 1,607; Republic 
of Korea 1,131. 

Coke and semicoke_______._.____ 228,785 342,276 142,809 Belgium-Luxembourg 52,566; Nether- 
. lands 41,557; Venezuela 32,139. 

Gas, natural____ — million cubic feet__ 990,493 810,935 810,935 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 105,260 78,192 78,192 . 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _____.____do_._~_ 5,744 4,444 3,576 Netherlands 275; Madagascar 177; 

Argentina 165.. 
Distillate fuel oil __..—do____ 14,940 13,821 914 Netherlands 4,546; Indonesia 1,549; 

Singapore 1,416. 
Residual fuel oil_ _ _____do____ 14,993 13,093 11,9389 Brazil 614; Netherlands 540. 
Lubricants _________do____ 39 85 47 Belgium-Luxembourg 12; West 

Germany 7; Cuba 4. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ ___ 48,965 40,528 38,085 Japan 2,412; Mexico 30. 

Asphalt ________do____ 1,035 1,004 980 United Kingdom 10; Ivory Coast 3. 
Petroleum coke and pitch 

coke ____.____do____ 690 831 402 Japan 296; Australia 117; Greece 16. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals 
do____ 17,364 20,113 19,621 Netherlands 310; France 93; United 

Kingdom 58. 
em ree nd 

"Revised. NA Not available. | 
1May include relatively minor quantities of certain shapes not normally included among semimanufactures. 
?Partial figures: Data given are for U.S. imports for consumption only. 
3Includes some scrap. 
‘Largely, if not all, used in the production of heavy aggregate. 
>Total excludes quantity valued at $10,551,000 in 1979 and $11,143,000 in 1980. . 
*Total excludes quantity valued at $12,063,000 in 1979.
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_ Table 3.—Canada: Imports of mineral commodities | 
~ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

manent 
Ts eyes sesso eeaenseeefturerenmnsasptcnannwininieanes 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979: 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 
ene A re Sr PS spp vrs esses rvunasnestnvyeerwunstasnatenyrenprererens 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite. _______ thousand tons_ _ 2,150 3,504 35 Guinea 1,506; Brazil 1,472. 
Alumina_____~_~_~ ~~ 952,583 983,971 276,797 Australia 374,058; Japan 171,494; 

Jamaica 128,666. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap 30,681 30,724 30,724 
Unwrought____§_§ ~~~ ~____ 29,855 18,961 11,883 United Kingdom 1,436. 
Semimanufactures _________ ¥138,270 114,100 107,053 Venezuela 3,723. 

Antimony oxides__§_____________ 194 944 313 United Kingdom 559. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 27,373 28,373 7,769 Mozambique 9,288; Philippines 5,970; 
Albania 4,719. 

Co Oxide and hydroxide___________ 1,908 1,717 1,624 United Kingdom 57. 
pper: 
Gre and concentrate .__________ T2653 12,744 6,385 Chile 5,381; Peru 924. . 
Sulfate ————————-.~—-—~~-— 542 142 139 United Kingdom 3. 

etal: . 
Perap including alloys _______ 35,443 35,051 34,935 Peru 75; Haiti 24. 
Unalloyed: 

Unwrought _________.__ 32,541 13,466 8,729 Peru 3,489; Chile 500; Japan 499. 
Semimanufactures ______ T6565 6,063 4,248 Japan 1,174; Sweden 220; West 

rmany 167. 
Alloys, unwrought and semi- 
manufactures. __________ 18,536 19,937 16,539 West Germany 1,894; United 

. Kingdom 309. 
Gold: 

Ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ $8,129 $33,924 $33,635 Peru $149; Nicaragua $104. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces__ 72,881 2,249 1,854 Switzerland 247; Hong Kong 88. 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore ___-... thousand tons__ 5,913 5,875 5,653 Brazil 222. 
etal: 

Scrap _.._._______do____ 1,047 1,015 1,015 
Pig iron and related materials _ _ 19,789 10,751 10,499 West Germany 148. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome ____§______ 34,720 41,3869 10,515 Republic of South Africa 19,836; 
razil 7,600. 

Ferromanganese including 
spiegeleisen _________ T83 699 26,704 4,793 Republic of South Africa 12,283; 

Norway 9,468. 
Silicomanganese________ 21,876 20,901 12,088 Norway 4,050; Republic of South 

Africa 3,043. 
Ferrosilicon. ~~~ _____ 719,855 18,508 17,177 Brazil 445; Norway 442; France 409. 
Ferrotungsten ___-______ 27 7 2 Portugal 5. 
Ferrovanadium ________ 349 520 520 
Other ______________ 6,707 10,506 3,452 Greece 3,794; France 2,101; Brazil 

Steel, primary forms __ __ _ _ _ _ 177,451 104,647 99,368 United Kingdom 5,004. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections: 

Wire rod__________ T166,266 106,493 10,668 Japan 47,145; Republic of South 
Africa 22,889; France 17,519. 

Other bars and rods _ _ _ 133,803 83,410 48,211 United Kingdom 13,740; Japan 7,416; 
rance 4,648. 

Angles, shapes, sections _ 273,111 207,639 65,402 Belgium-Luxembourg 48,258; Spain 

Universals, plates, sheets, _ _ ¥ 1,039,054 582,215 245,826 Japan 134,840; Republic of Korea 
830; United Kingdom 23,305. 

Rails and accessories ___ _ _ 20,636 29,689 20,971 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,686; United 
ingdom 2,861. 

Wire ~~~ 2 ____ ™60,947 35,270 10,102 United Kingdom 9,617; France 4,185; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 8,270. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ F285,144 322,111 99,001 Japan 164,338; Republic of Korea 

Castings and forgings, rough F139,095 129,363 114,186 United Kingdom 4,552; India 2,248; 
Spain 2,190. 

Lead: 
Oxides ____-__-__._________ 331 926 821 Republic of Korea 60; Mexico 

Metal including alloys, all forms —_ _ T2133 2,602 2,593 Japan 5d. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, all 

forms _____~__~_~__~~______ 3,147 3,820 3,652 United Kingdom 168. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Canada: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued , 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
_ Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Baited Other (principal) 
LN 

METALS —Continued . 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate. __§________ 45,150 95,161 8,010 Gabon 36,346; Republic of South 

Africa 23,508; Brazil 15,360. . 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 8,275 6,957 440 Republic of South Africa 6,413. 

Mercury ________ %6-pound flasks__ 1,471 1,464 1,257 Japan 207. 
Molybdenum oxides and hydroxides _ __ 336 362 302. West Germany 60. 

ickel: 
Ore and concentrate including scrap 

metal _~-_-§ ~§_=§ 5 19,047 26,149 11,902 ~=Australia 4,254; France 3,568; United 
Kingdom 2,221. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Unwrought_____§____§_____ 3,108 5,224 3,238 Norway 1,708. 
Semimanufactures _________ 75,353 2,268 1,546 West Germany 501; United Kingdom 

112; Sweden 80. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
Si troy ounces_ _ 26,585 34,227 23,524 United Kingdom 10,245. 
ilver: 

Ore and concentrates! 
value, thousands__ $218,867 $846,299 $734,686 Peru $35,511; Panama $26,609; 

Nicaragua $17,398. 
Metals including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,232 10,903 10,492 Peru 297; United Kingdom 82. 

Sodium metal____§_§__ $= 2 8,237 7,110 7,092 United Kingdom 18. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ T4689 4,527 3,153 Bolivia 617; Brazil 279. 
Titanium: 

Dioxide, pure __-____§_§_§_§_______ T9815 6,135 3,817 France 809; United 
Kingdom 565; Australia 483. 

Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 731 986 932 United Kingdom 53. 
Tungsten ore and concentrate ______— 11 6 6 
Zinc: . 

Ore and concentrate including scrap 
metal __-______________ T11,660 59,542 52,040 Australia 3,432; Bolivia 2,198. 

Oxides and peroxides __________ 1,717 1,526 1,335 United Kingdom 180. 
Metal including alloys: 

Blue powder _____________ 304 234 233 NA. 
Unwrought______________ 2,573 724 724 
Semimanufactures _________ 542 507 278 Belgium-Luxembourg 216. 

Zirconium metal including alloys, all 
forms ______§__ ~~ 312 229 191 France 38. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates including scrap 

metal ________ ~~ _____ 118,131 151,419 81,164 Australia 38,185; Republic of South 
Africa 17,803. 

Base metals including alloys, . 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ "1,841 1,338 1,195 — Bolivia 54; United Kingdom 38. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete______ LLL 155,612 57,013 57,265 West Germany 118; United Kingdom 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ____~_ value, thousands_ _ $16,315 $15,710 $10,557 Italy $1,418; Austria $856. 

Asbestos, crude________________ T1969 1,156 307 Republic of South Africa 849. 
Barite, crude _-_______________ ™20,765 48,749 48,523 United Kingdom 101; China 54; 

Netherlands 54. 
Boric material: Oxide and acid_____ __ 13,606 12,940 9,888 France 1,771; Netherlands 608. 
Cement.____________________ 248,421 223,247 220,656 Japan 1,175; Italy 955. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite_______________ *638,307 471,683 345,345 Greece 125,927. 
Chamotte (including refractory , 
scrap)__-$__~§_~_~__ 12,544 19,719 19,719 

Fireclay _-__-___________ 52,244 39,334 38,980 United Kingdom 354. 
Fuller’s earth ___§_________ T1710 1,385 1,385 
Kaolin (china clay) _________ 273,422 254,350 222,882 United Kingdom 31,468. 
Other _________________ 129,133 122,416 121,842 United Kingdom 313; France 79; 

West Germany 72. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
bricks___ value, thousands_ _ ¥$75,818 $88,664 $80,816 | West Germany $2,501; United King- 

dom $2,035; Austria $1,647. 
Nonrefractory_______do____ $43,530 $54,219 $6,081 Hey b22.603; Spain $7,882; Japan 

Cryolite,crude _.-______________ 518 274 38 Denmark 236. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Canada: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit _ 41979 1980 : 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

——— 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung___-_ carats__ 137,732 133,308 22,275 Belgium-Luxembourg 43,335; Israel 

Industrial _ ____ thousand carats__ 1,332 1,343 799 Ireland 332; Belgium-Luxembourg 75; 
United Kingdom 68. 

Dust and powder ________do____ 1,134 1,287 1,269 Ireland 18. 
Diatomite ___________________ 28 362 26,577 26,577 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: Phosphate rock 
thousand tons_ _ 3 683 4,207 4,207 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 165,108 136,449 119,985 Netherlands 7,992; Chile 7,537. 
Phosphatic______________ T381 886 248,381 246,763 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,154; Israel 

Potassic___._~_9__________ 71,775 82,852 82,844 NA. ; 
Other including mixed _ _ __ _ __ 132,857 123,374 122,425 Netherlands 745. 

Ammonia __~__ 2 56,227 33,855 33,855 
Fluorspar ______~2 ~~~ ~~ 167,905 223,940 17,752 Mexico 108,963; Morocco 39,808. 
Gypsum ____________________ 152,463 154,717 35,024 Mexico 119,693. 
Iodine ____~_~_______________- 260 271 54 Japan 212. 
Lime ________~_~ ~~ ¥41,480 40,901 39,005 West Germany 1,000; United King- 

om 878. 
Magnesium including dead-burned and 

sintered ____________________ 88,909 76,600 64,572 West Germany 5,071; Greece 4,300; 
‘Netherlands 2,560. 

Mica, crude _____§______________ 3,131 2,597 2,581 NA. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed . 12.308 - 8,869 6,344 West Germany 1,010; Spain 713. 
Precious and semiprecious stones . 

excluding diamond 
value, thousands_ _ $23,318 $28,933 $10,443 Japan $4,825; West Germany $2,128; 

rael $1,501. 
Salt and brine__ ____ thousand tons__ 1,276 1,151 730 Mexico 388. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: . 

Caustic soda__ ~~~ ™345,698 217,290 203,257 West Germany 10,342. 
Caustic potash, sodic and potassic 

peroxides ________________ 3,888 4,188 3,899 NA. 
Sodium carbonate including sal soda _ - 184,585 161,383 161,308 NA. 
Sodium sulfate _____9_________ 23,156 20,211 675 United Kingdom 19,536. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 48,961 58,039 40,458 Republic of South Africa 8,978; Italy 

Worked ___ value, thousands_ _ $3,691 $5,106 $695 Italy $3,993. 
Dolomite, calcined — 9... ______ 3,915 4,316 4,316 
Limestone excluding dimension 

thousand tons__ — 3,216 2,418 2,418 
Quartz, silex and crystallized _.___ 1,259 280 277 NA. 
Sand, gravel, crushed rock: 

Crushed rock_.___________ 79,329 38,401 38,088 United Kingdom 151; Italy 146. 
Silica sand ___ thousand tons_ _ 1,652 1,200 1,194 NA. 
Sand and gravel, n.e.s __do____ 1,202 1,210 1,206 NA. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms___________ 1,699 1,767 1,755 | West.Germany 12. 
Sulfuric acid. -. 222 ™170,617 18,048 18,048 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 750,350 50,726 50,498 Italy 125; United Kingdom 63. 
Oormiculite, crude____ ~~ ~_____ 37,486 34,597 26,841 Republic of South Africa 7,756. 

er: 
Crude____._~— value, thousands_ _ $10,310 $9,807 $7,628 Turkey $1,067; United Kingdom $204. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
magnesium, strontium, barium _ _ _ 38,405 28,373 27,683 United Kingdom 275; France 143. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals___—-— value, thousands_ _ $4,385 $3,787 $3,478 Belgium-Luxembourg $180. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _do_ _ __ $1,547 $1,568 $1,417 West Germany $106. 
Carbon black _________--_--___ 11,663 9,663 9,506 United Kingdom 95; France 35. 
Coal, all grades including briquets 

thousand tons__ 17,587 16,066 16,066 
Coke and semicoke____§__________ 385,526 403,377 403,377 
Gas, hydrocarbon, natural 

thousand cubic feet_ _ 114 104 104 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Canada: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

7 Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

mmmoany Bnited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS Continued 

Petroleum: . 
Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 222,219 205,736 45,379 Saudi Arabia 75,784; Venezuela 

Refinery products: — 
Gasoline ane dO 235 1,769 6 Netherlands Antilles 788; Nether- 

lands 493; Philippines 487. 
Kerosine ______.__do____ 3 2 2 . 
Jet fuel _.. -__ ______do____ 163 - 394 2 Venezuela 230; Netherlands Antilles 

Distillate fuel oil _.__.do____ 441 213 16 Netherlands Antilles 197. 
Residual fuel oi]_ _ _ _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 75,481 10,174 1,766 Venezuela 6,156; Bahamas 916; 

Netherlands Antilles 873. 
Lubricants _._______do____ T1089 731 584 Trinidad and Tobago 85; Netherlands 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 80 64: 60 United Kingdom 2. 
Naphtha __________do____ 36 28 28 

. Asphalt and road oils_ — _do_ _— _ TO85 225 225 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do. ___ 103 1,682 1,681 NA. 
Petroleum and pitch coke 

do____ T981 908 890 United Kingdom 18. 
Unspecified __......do____ 188 713 712 NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 112,872 119,542 74,7388 $NA. | 

TRevised. NA Not available. . 
*May contain ores and concentrates of platinum-group metals. | 

Table 4.—Canada: Value of principal | 
mineral exports _ 

. . ~ Value, million 

Mineral dollars 

| | 1970 1980 | 

Natural gas? _._~_...--._-___. 172 = 3,828 
Crude petroleum? ___ 2 5§ 5 541 2,418 
Copper and products? ___§__.______ 575 —-1,267 
Iron oret__ ~~ ~§ 5 5 ee 397 1,034 
Nickel products* ___ ___-_-------- 646 915 
Potash® _~_______ ~~ 101 789 

—  Gilver?__ 66 741 
Coal!?__§_______ 25 662 
Asbestos? __________________ 190 523 
Zinc and products?___§__§_._._______ 180 489 
Sulfur?_____~~~.~~_~___-______ 437 5453 
Molybdenum? _________ 51 300 

Lead and products? eee 73 204 
Uranium*® __~ LLL 22 192 
Platinum metals? _____._______ 39 172 
Gold ____.__~~~__ ~~~ 6181 1,203 

Total ~~ LLL 3,296 14,685 

1Crude materials (inedible). 
2Crude materials (inedible) and fabricated materials 

(inedible). 
5Fabricated materials (inedible). 
“Includes value of sulfur in ores ($321,962 in 1980, 

$1,022,604 in 1970). 
5Does not include sulfur in ores. 
®Includes gold, unrefined (117,750 troy 

ounces = $3,414,797); gold, refined, exported by Canadian 
mines (766,731 troy ounces= 24,198,014); and gold, refined 
n.e.s. (4,990,239 troy ounces=$153,634,160); gold in ores 
and concentrates (203,025 troy ounces=$89,620,485); and 
gold, refined (1,886,003 troy ounces= $11,130,644). 

Source: Statistics Canada, 1981.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Bay and Henderson No. 2 Mines. Camchib, 
. . ; and others were expected to spend $8 mil- 

Aluminum.—Two companies were report- Jion by mid-1982 on drilling or underground 
ed producing primary aluminum metal in exploration of about 11 mining properties in 
Canada—Canadian Reynolds Metals Co., northwestern Quebec. | 
Ltd. and Aluminum Co. of Canada, Ltd. Noranda Mines Ltd. announced that it 
(ALCAN). Canadian Reynolds operated @ had discovered copper mineralization be- 
154,000-ton-per-year smelter at Baie Co- neath the town of Murdochville, Quebec, 
meau, Quebec, while ALCAN had five adjacent to its Gaspe division, at a depth of 
smelters in Quebec—at Jonquiere, Grand about 700 meters. Noranda also announced 
Baie, Isle Maligne, Shawinigan, and Beau- that operations would be reduced at its 
harnois—and one at Kitimat, British Co- (Copper Mountain Mine and concentrator by 
lumbia. ALCAN had a smelter capacity of the end of 1981. 

961,000 tons per year and also produced Texasgulf Canada Ltd. was renamed Kidd 
alumina from imported bauxite for use (Creek Mines Ltd. after becoming a wholly 
mainly in its Quebec smelters. The Kitimat owned subsidiary of the Canada Develop- 
smelters used alumina imported from Aus- ment Corp. Noranda reported its open pit F 
tralia. 7 Group copper-zinc-silver-mine in Ontario 

It was reported that the first 57,000-ton- was in production early in 1981. The South 
per-year potline at Grand Baie, Quebec, was Bay Mine of Selco Inc., at Confederation 
officially opened in September, a second Lake, Ontario, was reported closed in 1981 
line was completed in 1981 and construction after ore reserves were mined out. 

was continuing on a third potline. Because Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Co. 
of the weakness of the worldwide market Ltd., Manitoba, was continuing develop- 

ALCAN was to delay indefinitely the start- ment of the Trout Lake Mine near Flin 
up of its second 57,000-ton-per-year potline Flon, Manitoba, the Spruce Point Mine at 
that was completed in 1981. Reed Lake, and the Rod Mine at Snow Lake. 

The 1981 recession was expected to con- = Tech Corp. reported that its Highmont 
tinue into 1982 with aluminum stocks re- copper-molybdenum mine in the Highland 
maining high. If inflation and interest rates Valley, British Columbia, was in produc- 
decrease, it was expected that additional tion. 
smelter construction would resume in 1982. Gold.—In 1981, gold prices declined and 

Copper.—The opening of several copper performance was disappointing compared 
mines in Canada in 1980 was expected to with that of 1980. Weaker gold prices caus- 
lead to increased production in 1981; howev- ed the value and volume of production to be 
er, the depressed world economy caused reduced from the 1980 level. 
Canadian producers to reduce output. As In Canada, the reported level of explora- 
the market became weaker in 1981, further tion activity that developed in 1980 contin- 
production cutbacks and, in some instances, ued throughout 1981. Claim staking was 
mine closures occurred. This situation was continued in the older developed gold min- 
expected to continue unless there isa mark- ing camps, but areas in which new gold 
ed improvement in the price of copper. discoveries were reported also had substan- 

The Consolidated Rambler Mines Ltd. tial staking activity. Exploration of known 
copper-gold mine at Baie Verte, Newfound- properties continued with the rehabilitation 
land, continued to operate through 1981. of old shafts to permit underground explo- 
The mine was expected to operate into the ration and reevaluation of reserve statistics. 
spring of 1982 at a reduced rate, provided Much of the exploration has been in the 
there was no futher drop in metal prices. Dawson Mountain range. The Department 
Although the Buchans Mine of ASARCO of Energy, Mines, and Resources reported 

Incorporated was expected to close in 1981, that the volume of gold production in Cana- 
some additional ore was discovered that dain 1981 was slightly below that of 1980 as 
should enable the mine to operate for an- producers continued to mill lower grade ore. 
other 2 or 3 years at a reduced rate. The decrease in both volume and unit value 

Camchib Resources Inc. maintained oper- of product combined to reduce the value of 
ations at its mines at Chibougamau and gold production by 24% from the 1980 level. 
developed additional ore zones at the Cedar At the end of 1981, it was reported that
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there were 37 lode gold mines in Canada _ culty satisfying some orders because of a 4- 
operated by 28 companies. Four lode gold month strike that affected steel production | 
mines closed during the year. in one-third of the industry. 

Several gold mines opened in 1981—three The low value of the Canadian dollar 
in Quebec, five in British Columbia, and one relative to the U.S. dollar continued to 

each in Ontario and the Northwest Territo- stimulate exports of Canadian rolled steel 
ries. Other mines were continuing mill products, particularly during the first half 
construction and-.mine development pro- of 1981. Exports, expressed in crude-steel 
grams and were to be in full-scale produc- equivalent, to all countries were estimated 
tion early in 1982. Ontario continued as the at 4.5 million tons, about the same amount 

leading gold producer, followed by Quebec, as that of 1980. Imports increased signifi- 
British Columbia, and the Northwest Terri- cantly during the last 6 months of the year 
tories. / _ because of the strengthening of the Canadi- 

The Royal Canadian Mint was proceeding an dollar, increasing competition, and a 
with plans for further utilization of gold in shortfall of some domestic products. Accord- 
their coinage. Canada ranked fourth in the ingly, imports expressed in crude-steel 
total amount of gold used in coinage with equivalent were reported at 3.8 million 
about 914,000 troy ounces used in 1981. The tons, an increase of over 80% from that of 
maple leaf 1-ounce coin has been popular 1980. — | 

_ and the mint was planning to coin a 0.1- Lead and Zine.—World economic condi- 
ounce maple leaf..The maple leaf coin, at tions were not favorable for lead and zinc 
999.8 fine gold was considered to have an exports during 1981. Lead and zinc prices 
advantage over other gold coins of lower weakened in an extremely competitive mar- 
fineness. | : | _ ket and the profits of Canadian producers 

Iron Ore.—Canadian iron ore shipments were not as high as was expected at the | 
in 1981 were estimated at about 50 million beginning of the year. : 
tons, with a value of $1.9 billion. Shipments Refined zinc metal production in Canada 
in 1980 were 49 million tons valued at $1.7 has been estimated at 619,000 tons in 1981, 
billion. | compared with 592,000 tons in 1980. Canadi- 

The year was marked by a series of an zinc metal producers were operating at. 
production cutbacks and layoffs at several an average of 97% capacity. 
iron ore mines and processing plants in Brunswick Mining and Smelting Corp. 
Quebec, Labrador, and Ontario. For most of was building a 100,000-ton-per-year zinc re- 
the industry, 3-year union contracts for iron duction plant at Belledune, New Bruns- 
ore workers were successfully negotiated wick. Basic engineering and planning was 
without work stoppages. completed and construction was scheduled 

The Iron Ore Co. of Canada suspended to start in May 1982, with plant startup 
operations at its Sept Iles concentrator and targeted for late 1984. The project was 
pellet plant in Quebec in May 1981 for the estimated to cost about $360 million. 
balance of the year causing 650 employees Three zinc metal refineries, Cominco Ltd., 
to be out of work. Sidbec-Normines Inc, Canadian Electrolytic Zinc Ltd., and Kidd 
Quebec, was the only company to operate a Creek Mines Ltd., were in the process of 
direct-reduction plant in Canada in 1981. It adding to their capacity. | 
was estimated that the company produced Nickel.—In response to a continued weak 
about 1 million tons of pellets in 1981. world market, Canadian producers operated 

The INCO Ltd. pellet plant at Copper below capacity and maintained a tight con- 
Cliff, Ontario, remained idle in 1981 andthe trol over production to avoid excessive in- 
company stated that it had no plans to ventory levels. Temporary shutdowns were 
reopen the facility in 1982. necessary in some locations. High interest 

Iron and Steel.—Production of crude rates, rising costs, depressed prices, and 
steel in 1981 decreased by almost 8% rela- declining demand had significant a negative 
tive to that of the previous year to approx- impact on revenues. 
imately 14.8 million tons. The domestic INCO announced development of a new 
demand for steel during the first half of open pit mine at Thompson to replace the 
1981 was strong and, as a result, all three Pipe open pit mine that was expected to be 
major steel companies filled orders on an depleted by 1984. The new pit was to be 
allocation basis. Although there was less developed in two phases. The first phase 
demand in the third quarter of the year, was scheduled to be operational by 1984, 
domestic producers continued to have diffi-. mining a portion of the ore body to
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a depth of about 125 meters. The second Ltd., recovered cobalt. from tolled and 

phase would develop the remaining ore purchased nickeliferous materials. INCO’s 

body with production scheduled by 1991. electrolytic cobalt plant at Port Colborne 

Certain development work at Falcon- was expected to come onstream in late 1982 

bridge Ltd.’s Craig, Lockerby, and Onaping or early 1983. This facility was expected to 

Mines was to be suspended in 1982, al- have a production capacity of about 1,000 

though initial production at the Craig de- tons per year, and will replace the existing 
posit continues to be scheduled for 1987. production line at Port Colborne. 

Exploratory drilling and developmental Two new molybdenum mines, the Kitsa- 
work continued in 1981 on the New Quebec net and Highmont Mines, both in British 
Raghan Mines Ltd. property in the Ungawa Columbia, came into production in 1981. As 

area of northern Quebec. a result of weak demand for molybdenum | 

Platinum-Group Metals.—The platinum- and an excessive inventory buildup, Placer 
group metals produced in Canada were Development Ltd. initiated a_ production 

recovered as a byproduct in the treatment cutback program at its Endako Mine. Out- 
of nickel-copper sulfide‘ ores. INCO and put was reduced by an estimated 30% 
Falconbridge were the two major Canadian during 1981. For like reasons the other 
producers of platinum-group metals, with major producers were expected to initiate or 
INCO the larger of the two. The platinum- continue production constraints. - 

group metals recovered from Canadian ores oe 7 
averaged about 43% platinum, 45% palladi- a NONMETALS : 

um, and 12% other metals in the platinum —Ashestos.—The soft housing market and 
group. It was expected that a strong indus- slowdown in general construction resulted — 
trial demand for the platinum-group met- in weak demand and consequently higher 
als, particularly platinum and ruthenium, inventories of asbestos fiber in 1981. The 
would continue through the 1980's. - decline in shipments of asbestos fiber in 

Silver.—It was reported that silver pro- 1981 caused reductions in operations and in 
duction in 1981 was valued at approximate- the work force of the mines. Quebec, the 
ly $406 million, representing a decrease of major asbestos producing area in Canada, 
about $285 million from the 1980 value. was especially impacted by the weak mar- 

Increased production in New Brunswick ket. Continuing environmental concerns 
and British Columbia offset lower produc- were also probably reflected in the weak 
tion in Ontario and the Territories. asbestos market. 

Canada continued to be a major world _— Fertilizer Materials.—Phosphate.—Can- 
producer of silver and ranked third after ada did not mine phosphate and during 
Mexico and Peru. Production was expected 1981 imported its phosphate rock require- 

to remain near recent levels; however, the ment almost entirely from the United 
decline in world silver prices will affect States. Sherritt Gordon was conducting ex- 
expansion and development of existing sil- ploration and production feasibility studies 
ver properties and delay exploration. The on a phosphate deposit near Kapuskasing, 
‘United States was the major market for Ontario, 640 kilometers northwest of Toron-. 
Canadian silver in 1981 and accounted for to. The property was optioned from Interna- 

almost three-fourths of Canada’s silver ex- tional Minerals and Chemical Corp. (Cana- 
ports. — | | da) Ltd. (IMCC) in 1979. IMCC had complet- 

Other Metals.—Consolidated Durham ed an exploration program and reserves 
Mines and Resources Ltd. closed Canada’s were estimated at 56.7 million tons grading 
only antimony mines at its Lake George 20% P.Os. | | 

property near Fredericton, New Brunswick, Potash.—Production and sales were down 
when proven ore reserves were exhausted in 1981, compared with results in 1980. 
in early 1981. A new ore body near the High inventories caused several mines to 
existing mine has been discovered with curtail production. Although prices were 
reserves estimated at over 800,000 tons. declining in the last part of 1981, the major 
Options were being investigated to mine the producers in Saskatchewan continued with 

new property. | their various expansion programs, based 
Production of cobalt increased by about partly on the assumption that the market 

43% in 1981. Two companies, INCO and _ would improve in the first quarter of 1982 
Falconbridge, produced cobalt as a byprod- and that the world demand for potash 
uct of domestically produced nickel-copper would continue to grow. | 
ores while a third, Sherritt Gordon Mines, Sulfur.—Canada was the world’s largest
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exporter of sulfur, accounting for over 40% exceeded Canada’s domestic requirements 
of the total world sulfur trade. The chief and authorized export markets in 1981. This 
source of sulfur was sour natural gas, pro- factor plus the investment uncertainty cre- 
duced mainly in Alberta from about 57 sour ated by the introduction of the NEP caused 
gas plants. In 1981, Canada’s elemental a decline in natural gas in 1981. The Cana- 
sulfur exports rose 8% over 1980 exports to dian Department of Energy, Mines, and 
8.0 million tons. Although sulfur prices Resources indicated that compared to that 
have been volatile over the years, the Cana- of 1980, drilling activity for oil and gas had 
dian sulfur industry was expected to keep declined by 25% to 6,800 well completions. 
pace with the world economy. _ Revenues from the sales of Crown lands 

Other Nonmetals.—Cement and gypsum decreased by about 40%, geophysical activi- 
production were also moderated by the ty was reduced by about 20%, and rig 
depressed demand in the construction in- activity in 1981 was expected to decline 
dustry. Total 1981 cement production in significantly according to the Department 
Canada was sustained at about the same of Energy, Mines, and Resources’ estimates. 
level as 1980 although exports were estimat- Petroleum.—Production of crude oil, in- 

ed to have decreased about 7%. Gypsum cluding synthetic crude and natural gas 
was expected to post an overall increase in iquids, was estimated to decline by about 
production and exports of about 6%. 7%. Although refining capacity was report- 
Canada was the world’s foremost produc- ed to remain unchanged, there was an 

er of nepheline syenite, which was mined egtimated 6% reduction in processing. Re- 
from extensive deposits near Peterborough, cent major oil discoveries in the Beaufort 
Ontario. Although the value of exports Sea and off the east coast were expected to 
increased in 1981 by an estimated 12%, add to Canada’s established reserves esti- 
production remained essentially the same mated at 7.3 billion barrels at yearend. 
as that of 1980. Canada exported a major The investment uncertainty that existed 
portion of its production to the United following introduction of the NEP was 
States for use by the glass industry. eased considerably when agreements be- 

tween the western provincial governments 
MINERAL FUELS and the Federal Government were signed in 

Coal.—Production and consumption con- late 1981, providing a pricing agreement 
tinued to grow in 1981. Development of new and other incentives. Revenue-raising mea- 
mines and expansion of existing properties Sures were also contained in the agree- 
were proceeding in order for the coal indus- ments. This was expected to have a positive 
try to meet growing domestic and foreign effect on exploration and development ac- 
demand. Not only were there investments _ tivity. 
in mines but also in railway and _ port Uranium.—The Canadian uranium in- 
facilities. Coal liquefaction technology was dustry continued to develop. In 1981, there 
also receiving attention. The Federal Gov- were seven primary uranium producers. 
ernment was involved through the objec- Sixty percent of the primary production 
tives outlined in the national energy pro- came from four mines in Ontario with the 
gram for finding improved ways to use coal. remainder coming from three mines in 
Increased coal-fired electrical generation Saskatchewan. There was a decrease in 
plants in Canada were expected to ensurea exploration activity reflecting the decline in 
demand for domestic coal, and an increased uranium prices and projected lower de- 
demand worldwide for steam and metallur- mand. The Canadian uranium industry was 
gical coal was expected to create a greatly well established and was expected to have 
expanded market in the coming decade. no problem competing in the world market. 

Natural Gas.—The supply of natural gas
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The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Chile 
By Pablo Velasco’ 

The Chilean economy entered a period of co facility in 1981 expanded electrical gen- 
economic slowdown in the second half of eration capacity by one-third. The Colbun- 
1981. However, on a full-year basis, the Machicura project, which was under con- 

economy grew at an estimated rate of 5%, struction, will expand installed capacity by 
while inflation was reduced to 9.5%. These another one-third. 
figures compare favorably with those of the Full production of gold and silver was 
rest of Latin America. reached in 1981 at the El Indio gold, silver, 

The Chilean mining sector was affected and copper mine, owned by the Chilean 
by depressed world economic conditions, but affiliate of St. Joe International Corp. The 
managed to achieve some growth during mine, developed over a period of several 
1981. The mining sector, which accounted years with an investment of over $200 
for 7% of gross domestic product estimated million, was the largest mining project to be 
at $32 billion? at current prices, grew al- completed under the terms of the 1974 
most 2% in 1981. This sector was the most Foreign Investment Law. Sociedad Chilena 
important source of Chilean export earn- del Litio Ltda. a joint venture of Foote 
ings and was the area with the greatest Minerals Co. and Corporacién de Fomento 
prospects for major private investment. A de la Produccién (CORFO), initiated a $61 
new mining law that is favorable to private million project to produce 6,350 tons of 
investment was completed in 1981. lithium carbonate from brines located on 

Despite experiencing one of its most dis- the Atacama Salt Flats. 
appointing years in international markets, Foreign Investment.—Since the enact- 
Chile maintained its position as the second ment in 1974 of the Chilean foreign invest- 
largest producer of copper after the United ment law, which established nondiscrimina- 
States. Although overall mineral produc- tory treatment of foreign investors without 
tion was maintained in 1981, the sector was providing special incentives or disincen- 
seriously affected by price declines. Copper tives, more than 714 direct foreign invest- 
production, which accounted for the major ment projects with a total value in excess of 
part of mineral output, rose slightly because $6.5 billion have been authorized by the 
of a 14% increase in output of small- and Chilean Government for all sectors of the 
medium-size mines. Copper production of economy. U.S. interests accounted for 186 
Corporacién Nacional del Cobre de Chile projects or 26% of the total number valued 
(CODELCO-Chile), the large state company, at $5.0 billion or 77% of the total value 
fell 1.2%. Chile also ranked second in world authorized. Mining projects accounted for 
output of molybdenum after the United almost 85% of the total value. The concen- 
States and second in iodine production after tration of investment projects in the mining 
Japan. sector reflected Chilean resource endow- 

Chilean petroleum production exceeded ment and comparative advantage in miner- 
substantially its 1980 level and set a new al development. 
record. Chile was approximately 45% self- In 1981, the number and total value of 
sufficient in petroleum. Production of elec- investment projects as well as the amount 
trical energy rose almost 6% in 1981. Ap- of capital actually entering the country 
proximately 80% of Chilean demand for showed significant increases that exceeded 
electricity was satisfied by hydroelectric all previous years since 1974. A total of 185 
powerplants. The inauguration of the Antu- projects valued at $2.5 billion were author- 

215
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ized during 1981, up from 154 projects and for the damages incurred. In the event no 
$196 million in 1980. While the number of agreement is reached, the amount of the 
investments increased by 21%, the value compensation would be set by a judge after 
soared by almost twelvefold because of the a report is submitted by experts. | 
General Electric-Getty Oil $1.5 billion pro- |. Under the new mining law, the Chilean 
posal for development of La Escondida’cop- state-owned copper enterprise, CODELCO- 
per deposit. Actual investment flow during Chile, would continue to own and operate 
1981 increased 25% to $381 million. the country’s present large-scale copper 
Government Policies and Programs.—In mining industry, consisting of the Chuqui- 

December, the Government announced the camata, El Teniente, Andina, and El Salva- 
approval of a proposed new mining law dor Mines. One of the key provisions of the 
designed to encourage new mining invest- revised mining code establishes the right of 
ments in Chile and to modernize its mining private citizens to obtain mining conces- 
legislation. The new mining law was to be _ sions, with the constitutional guarantees of 
sent to the constitutional tribunal for final private property (article 19 of the Chilean 
approval. oo | Constitution concerns private property). 

In discussing the scope of the new mining The mining law established two types. of 
law, Government. officials expressed the concessions—exploration and exploitation. 
hope that this new mining legislation will For the first, the concessionaire is given a 
stimulate domestic and foreign investment period of 2 years, subject to another 2-year 
and would result in doubling copper produc- extension for carrying out exploration 
tion in the next decade to more than 2. work. No time limit is set for exploitation, 
million tons per year. The new mining law _ subject to the payment of an annual license 
provides for the granting of concessions for fee. The mining code provides that similar 
exploration, exploitation, and marketing of concessions would not be available in the 
minerals through legal procedures without fields of hydrocarbons, lithium, maritime 
state intervention. In the past, foreign in- deposits in jurisdictional waters, or in zones 
vestors were reluctant to undertake impor- _ regarded as vital to national security. __ 
tant mining projects because of the possibil- The owner of a concession is protected by 
ity of expropriation in which the state the guarantee of a stable arrangement. 
unilaterally fixed the amount of compensa- Should the state at some time decide to 
tion or intervened directly in negotiations exploit a concession granted to a private 
between the contracting parties. investor, it is required to compensate him 

Concessionaires of exploration or exploi- by paying the commercial value of that 
tation projects would have the right to be concession. ae 7 
compensated in the event of expropriation | | : 

oe So a PRODUCTION re 

Copper production in Chile reached a_ tional Corp. Production of silver increased 
record level in 1981, the sixth consecutive 12%. : 
year of more than 1 million tons of output. Production increased in. zinc, barite, sodi- 
CODELCO-Chile production of copper in um nitrate, guano, cement, and iodine, but 
1981 declined 1.2% compared with that of declined in lead, manganese, iron ore, crude 
1980, owing to a decrease in ore grade at the _ steel, potassium, salts, sodium sulfate, and 
Chuquicamata Mines while output at the talc. Production of molybdenum, mostly 
small- and medium-scale mines increased from the CODELCO-Chile El Teniente 
14%. | a Mine, increased by 11%. 

Chilean gold production in 1981 increased As for mineral fuels, coal output decreas- 
by 44% compared with that of 1980. Of the ed by 12%, and output of crude petroleum 
total output, 54% came from the El Indio increased almost 20% to a record level. 
Mine that is 80% owned by St. Joe Interna-
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_. . Table 1.—Chile: Production of mineral commoditiest = 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) a 

. Commodity? ~ 1977 1978 © 1979 1980” - 981° . 

Copper: oe a an 
Mine output, metal content?___§_-_. ________ 1,056,200 1,035,500 1,060,600 1,067,700 1,080,800 

etal: 
Smelter, primary* __.__..__-.---- 888,400 927,400 946,900 953,100 953,900 

 Refined:3 - - . . 
Fire, primary refined____ —~____-—_ 144,400 — 151,900 161,800 147,100 140,600 
Electrolytic... ..-..._.-_.--_- 531,600 597,200 617,700 663,600 635,000 

Total. _________________ 676,000 749,100 779,500 810,700 775,600 
Gold, mine output, metal content ___troy ounces_ _ 116,376 102,287 111,405 . 219,773 = 389,255 
Iron and steel: _ 

Ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight _____-— _ thousand tons_ _ 7,656 7,042 7,526 8,835 8,514 

_ Tron content® ___-. ~__-______do____ 4,670 4,336 4,634 5,440 5,242 
Pigiron _-__~~._.~--2-...-_ --do___~ 432 539 611 644 582 

Ferroalloys: . , 
Ferromanganese ____________-—_-_— 4,267 5,853 5,221 5,200 5,000 
Silicomanganese _________._.-._- 283 132 256 300 250 
Ferrosilicon _. ~~~ Le 3,168 2,173 5,063 5,000 4,500 

| Other__-_~§__§___ = ~_ ee 886 66 892 _ 1,000 | 800 

Total te 8,604 8,224 11,432 11,500 10,550 
- Crude steel®__________ _ thousand tons_ _ ~ 548 598 657 | 712 641 

. Semimanufactures (hot-rolled) ___....--- 395 446 503 572 504 
Lead, mine output, metal content. __. _~.-___- 116 431 22 461 ~—~—..«: 223 
Manganese ore and concentrate________.-_-~ 18,001 23,243 24,969 27,701 25,557 
Mercury... ___.___.. ~~ — 176-pound flasks_ — er!) _— _— _- _— 
Molybdenum, mine output, metal content __—__ 10,937 13,196  —s-: 18,560 -13,668 15,360 
Selenium ___.___________ ~~ kilograms_ _ 8,297 8,165 28,290. 17,100. 15,000 
Silver _____._..___- thousand troy ounces... 8,461 - 8,210 8,740 | _ 9,598 10,927 
Vanadium, mine output, metal content© 7 _____ 860 690... 450 292 127 
Zinc, mine output, metal content _..__...__-— 3,918 1,814 1,847 1134 (1,516 

. NONMETALS : . 

Barite __._________________---_-_-- 65,088 § «182,422 © 226,767 225,529 229,375 
Borates, crude, natural (ulexite) __._.._.__-- 4,248 —=——s- 26,544 3,049 3,275 . 3,135 

cement, hydraulic_ _______~ thousand tons_ _ 1,123 1,177 1,353, 1,567 1,847 
ays: o Se 
Kaolin oe ee eee eee 55,712 48,117 59,222 59,425 . .. 56,335 
Other (unspecified) _._....._..___.. --. 77,086: 80,986 129,829 158,391 172,251 

Diatomite ________.____~-___ Li ie. -480 .. 5,008 763 1,147 _. 352 
Feldspar..____..--___--..____-._ --- 2,452 903 133 2,150 2,506 
Gypsum: 

Crude _______________--_------- 147,104 174,143 162,482 198,115 241,853 
Calcined__________~_______------ 56,447 48,601 54,917 74,435 90,800 

Iodine, elemental _______________-____ 1,856 1,922 2,410 2,601 2,678 
Lime, hydraulic®__________ thousand tons__ 620 620 635 635 600 
Nitrogen: Natural crude nitrates: a . ; LE 

Sodium _______.____-____--_-_-_ 482,110. 422,975 467,200 460,000 471,170 
_ Potassium-enriched ___________-___-~_ 81,160 ° - 106,670 154,100 160,400 © 153,230 
Phosphates: Guano ____§__~_-______-_____. 7,017 240 -_— _- 1,100 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Iron oxide _______ 8,146 5,263 2,590 4,451 4,890 
Potash, K20 equivalent______.__.______~_ £16,000 ©17,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Pumice (includes pozzolan)_ __ 2... - 158,928 . 182,626 220,088 _ 249,805 277,359 
Quartz, common ___ 2 169,771 194,443 141,079 162,663 152,552 
Salt; all types. _§_$_§__....__-_--__ -__u_- 424,165 393,499 589,845 441,105  —«-_- 290,119 
Sodium compounds: - 

Sodium carbonate® ______.._.______.- 9,900 10,800 10,800 10,800 10,000 
storm sulfate® ~. 5 LLL 44,358 45,783 69,000 71,815 58,677 

one: - . 
Limestone. _________—-— thousand tons_— 1,918 2,188 2,300 2,766 2,937 
Marble. ___________~-.-__----_-- 1,413 7,552 3,882 2,505 1,879 

Sulfur: TT 
Native, other than Frasch: 

Refined____—--__-_______-_--- 4,967 13,520 11,605 13,925 5,727 
Caliche__________-.-_ ~~~ 26,942 18,109 65,290 73,510 108,813 

Byproduct (from industrial gases)... __—_ 28,662 20,709 27,287 ©26,700 28,000 

Total ____________________ 60,571 52,338 104,182 114,185 142,540 
Tale ~~~ ~~~ LLL 427 432 850 ~__si14,139 665 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS . 

coal, bituminous and lignite. __ thousand tons_ _ 1,342 1,148 957 1,024 — 904 
e: 

Coke oven__ _§___/______________do____ ©215 ©215 £190 191 195 
Gashouse®____.______________do____ 5 5 5 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end_of table.
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Table 1.—Chile: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

rn 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
Somme 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS | 
—Continued 

Gas, natural: 
Gross_______—_—_—~- million cubic feet__ 237,273 228,379 202,423 190,557 179,362 
Marketed _____________-----do___~- 133,857 123,588 138,094 ®135,000 130,000 

eee 

Natural gas liquids: 
Condensate ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 746 656 674 ©650 NA 

Natural gasoline____________---do__-- 1,020 920 1,200 ©1150 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas ______--—-—do___- 2,971 3,076 2,971 ©2800 NA 

Total ______________----do___~- 4,737 4,652 4,845 ©4,600 NA 
Petroleum: . 

| Crude ____________________-do___- 7,119 6,281 7,561 12,159 15,104 
oe 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation ___________~-do__-_ _ 98 106 151 25 44 

Motor __________-____do.___ 7,880 8,488 8,919 8,290 8,806 
Jet fuel________________-do____ 1,080 1,082 1,258 1,227 1,510 
Kerosine________________do____ 2,666 2,670 2,025 1,761 1,522 
Distillate fuel oil ___________do____ 6,535 6,736 8,724 8,755 7,516 
Residual fuel oil ___________do___- 9,315 10,182 10,900 10,617 8,529 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ — — — — ——do_ ~~~ 2,506 2,616 2,718 2,635 2,642 

Unspecified __________--_-do___~_ 1,268 1,558 1,277 1,454 1,070 
Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ - - _ _do_ _ ~ - 1,233 1,233 837 440 120 

Total. ____________do___- 32,581 34,671 36,809 35,204 31,759 
rier 

-€Bstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Table includes data available through July 19, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, pyrite is also produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable 

estimates of output levels. 
3Figures are the nonduplicative copper content of ores, concentrates, precipitate, metal, and other copper-bearing 

products measured at the last stage of processing as reported in available sources. 

‘Figures are total blister and equivalent copper output including that blister subsequently refined in Chile and copper 

produced by electrowinning. 
5Figures are total refined copper distributed into two classes according to method of refining. 

®Excludes castings. 
7stimated on the basis of reported vanadium content of vanadiferous slags imported by the United States from Chile. 

Includes natural sodium sulfate and anhydrous sodium sulfate, coproducts of the nitrate industry. 

TRADE 

The Chilean trade deficit enlarged to $2.5 counting for 58% of the total value of 

billion in 1981, up substantially from the Chilean exports. 

$1.6 billion trade deficit in 1980. Copper’s As a result of a maintenance in the level 

downward price movement, which began in of exports to the United States, while other 

1980, was the major factor in the decline in principal markets declined, the United 

the total value of Chilean exports by 18% to States emerged as the largest Chilean mar- 

$3.9 billion. ket during 1981, accounting for about 15% 

In 1981, the value of copper exports of total exports. The United States was 

decreased by 23% to $1.7 billion while the followed by the Federal Republic of Ger- 

value of iron ore exports, the second most many, Japan, and Brazil. Chile exported to 

important mineral export, remained at the a total of 97 countries. 

level of $158 million. The value of molybde- Chilean total imports increased in value 

num exports decreased by 35%. Weak de- by almost 10% to $6.4 billion. The country 

mand in world markets also brought about continued to rely heavily on imports of 

reduced income from the other traditional crude petroleum to meet domestic needs, 

mineral exports of nitrates; however, the mainly from the United States, Brazil, Iran, 

value of income from iodine exports increas- and Japan. Chile imported from a total of 33 

ed during 1981. Overall, mineral exports countries. 
dropped 22% in value in 1981 while ac-
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Table 2.—Chile: Exports of copper and molybdenum ore, by commodity and country 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity and country of destination 1978 1979 1980 

Copper ore and concentrate, copper content: 
Belgium ___§_§__~§ ~~ LLL __ __ 3,100 
Canada____-_§ 2 2 2 Le 9,700 _- 5,600 
Germany, Federal Republic of _. 9 ....-~_~9~___~__~~__ Le 20,100 19,300 11,500 
Japan. _-§ —-_ Le 56,500 42,200 55,400 
Korea, Republic of __ ~~~ ___ LLL 8,100 7,300 7,100 
Spain. --__ Le 11,400. 10,500 10,800 
Taiwan _____~_ = Le 5,900 4,300 _- 
Turkey___________ Le _- 4,100 7,400 
United States_______ = = = LLL 200 300 11,000 
Unspecified ___§__ ~~ 2) LLL 500 11,100 12,500 

Total __-__§_______ Le 112,400 99,100 124,400 

Blister copper: 
Austria. 2 LLL 2,200 1,900 2,800 
Belgium ______________~__ ee 8,000 7,400 7,500 
China____~~__ LLL 15,300 23,000 14,900 
Germany, Federal Republic of __-._____. ~~ 2 -.~_-._~__~_______ 51,200 39,900 29,200 
Italy _-__-_________ ee 2,700 5,800 3,100 
Japan... = Le 7,400 9,600 8,200 

. Spain. ___~ ~~ LLL 12,200 14,100 13,900 
United Kingdom ______~________ ~~~ ~~ LLL 17,600 14,400 19,100 
United States____________ Le 35,900 32,200 26,200 
Yugoslavia _._-._ ~~ Le 10,600 ' 8,800 21,600 
Unspecified ____ ~~ ~§ § 5 5 ee LLL 200 6,400 5,000 

Total _._-_______ Le 163,300 163,500 151,500 

Refined copper: 
Argentina _~§_ = => = Le 28,300 41,700 40,300 
Belgium ________________ 30,500 29,600 15,900 
Brazil... ~~ ~5§ 5 5 5 5 eee Le 115,200 119,500 128,100 
China_____ ~~ ee 8,000 — 21,000 15,000 
Colombia________.. ~~~ LLL 1,500 2,000 1,400 
France ~~ ~~ LL LLL 27,100 44,000 71,300 
German Democratic Republic ___.~ 2.....-._--~--.-~_-__~_~_~_______ 6,100 _- 5,000 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___$_$_/_______ ~-. ~~ ~~ _____ 97,500 122,200 121,200 
Greece __-_§ ~~ = Le 2,800 4,400 8,800 
Italy _--- LLL 87,400 93,900 97,800 
Japan_____ 2 Le 69,800 53,000 30,500 
Korea, Republic of _. 2-222 2 ee LLL 1,100 4,100 — 
Netherlands. _______~____ ~~ ~~ ~~ LLL 5,000. 7,900 12,500 
Norway ________ ~~~ LLL 1,300 1,100 800 
Spain. ~~~ LLL 2,100 3,300 4,000 
Sweden. ._§_§___§___ LL 11,200 13,400 15,700 
Switzerland _~§__§_§_§___________ ieee LLL 1,200 1,200 1,000 
Taiwan... ~~ LLL 14,100 12,700 2,700 
United Kingdom _________________~~ ee LLL 67,000 70,500 . 63,100 
United States_______________ Le 117,700 92,500 123,100 
Yugoslavia ______ 22 LLL 2,200 1,100 100 
Unspecified ____§__-__~_~_~_______ LLL 5,000 6,800 10,800 

Total __-.~2 2 Le 702,100 745,900 769,100 
Molybdenum ore and concentrate, 
molybdenum cohtent__ _~___~_§_~____~ ~~~ ee LL 5,643 6,687 7,316 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS | quicamata, El] Teniente, El Salvador, and 
; Andina Mines belonging to CODELCO- 

Copper.—Copper production reached a (Chile (Chilean National Copper Corp.) fell 
record level in 1981, which marked the 1.2% to 893,000 tons. This was due mainly 
sixth consecutive year with output more to a drop in the ore grade mined at Chuqui- 
than 1 million tons. This represented a camata. Copper output at small- and 

1.2% increase over that of the previous medium-scale mines rose 14% to 186,700 
year, confirming a trend toward slowly tons. Three mines were largely responsible 
rising production. for the country’s production increase. E] 

Total large-scale mining output at Chu- Teniente had a rise in output of 10% to
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291,000 tons, and production at the Exxon of Iquique. The Toronto-based company was 
Minerals Chile Inc. Disputada de Las in the process of determining the feasibility 
Condes Mine was up 38% to 39,500 tons. of developing the reserves estimated at 60 
The third producer, Lo Aguirre Mines, op- million tons. An assessment will be made to 
erated by Sociedad Minera Pudahuel Ltda. determine the average grade of the copper 
-y Cia. C.P.A., was brought into production ore and whether or not the gold is recover- 
and reached some 13,800 tons. able. Rio Algén planned to produce copper 
_ After additional exploration of its Los concentrate for the world market. | 
‘Bronces deposit, Exxon Minerals decided General Electric Co. and Getty Oil Co. 
that more engineering studies must be received authorization to carry out a $1.5 
made before expanding production to 80,000 _ billion copper mining investment in Chile. 
tons of ore per day. Investment required for The project will be executed by an equal 
the project has risen from $1.0 billion to partnership between Getty Mining (Chile) 
$2.0 billion. It was estimated that Exxon Inc., a Getty Oil subsidiary, and Minera 
Minerals lost $70 million in 1981 from Utah de Chile S.A., an affiliate of the San 
development..of the Los Bronces project, Francisco-based Utah International Inc., 
which is part of the operation of Disputada which in turn is a wholly owned natural 
de Las Condes S.A. | resource subsidiary of General Electric. The 

- The Empresa Nacional de Mineria (ENA- companies have decided to go ahead with 
MI) paid Noranda Mines Ltd. $4.5 million as full development of the La Escondida depos- 

: reimbursement for expenditures at the An- it believed to be one of the largest copper 
-dacollo Mine and as compensation for losses deposits in Chile. La Escondida is about 180 
from the termination of negotiations on its kilometers southeast of Antofagasta. Dur- 
joint development. ENAMI owes Noranda ing 1981, the property was in an exploratory 
an additional $4.5 million, which will be stage. Reserves have been estimated at 200 

paid by the end of 1982. Noranda acquired a million tons. Preliminary exploration has 
49% interest in Andacollo through public disclosed an enriched zone with copper val- 
bidding in 1977 and entered into a partner- ues between 1.2% and 2.3%. _ 
ship with ENAMI. At the end of 1980 the Approval of the La Escondida project by 
Government ended negotiations on joint the Government brought total authorized 
development of the mine and agreed to foreign investment since 1974 in the mining 
compensate Noranda. sector to almost $6 billion. Of this figure, $5 
CODELCO-Chile was expected to transfer billion was accounted for by 30 mining 

its 49% ownership of the Quebrada Blanca projects. The Los Pelambres copper project 
copper deposit to ENAMI. The copper proj- under development by The Anaconda Com- 
ect is located 160 kilometers west of Iquique pany was the largest approved project to 
and is 51% owned by Compania Exploran-_ date. : os 
dora Dojia Inés., a joint venture of Superior A group of Brazilian companies formed a 
Oil Co., Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd., consortium with CODELCO-Chile,. named 

Canadian Superior Oil Ltd., and McIntyre Andibras, for the development of copper 
Mines Nevada Ltd. Since 1977, the foreign deposits in Chile and Brazil. The groups 
partners have invested $17.8 million in included Técnica Nacional de Engenharia, 
exploration and feasibility studies. Reserves S.A., Brasil-Invest, Andrade Gutierrez, Ca- 

were estimated at 130 million tons of ore raiba Metais, and Interbras, the trading 

assaying an average of 1.22% copper and — subsidiary of Petréleo Brasileiro, the Brazil- 
0.014% molybdenum. Over 100,000 meters ian state-owned oil company. The Andibras 
of drill holes have been completed, and _ consortium will initially operate on a trial 
2,000 meters of tunneling and raises have _ basis for a period of 1 year. Among the first 
been driven. | projects planned by Andibras was the study 

Rio Algon Ltd., a unit of Rio Tinto Zinc of the feasibility of extracting copper from 
Corp., Ltd., was undertaking advanced ex-_ the El Abra Mine in Chile and processing it 
ploration of the copper deposit, Cerro Colo- into finished products in Brazil. 
rado, in northern Chile 115 kilometers east
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Table 3.—Chile: Copper production, by sector and company | . | 
wot _ (Thousand metric tons of fine copper) —_ 

— Sector andcompany ) 19771978 +1979 +~«1980~—«:1981. 

a LARGE MINES (CODELCO-Chile) | | | 
- Chuquicamata _____-=_______ eee 477.8 500.7 507.2 5109 472.4 

El Teniente _._______________________--_-_--_----. 2157 © 2506 2782 2660 291.9 
El Salvador ______________-__---_--_-----___------ 80.7 77.5 781 748 76.5 
Andina_____________________________--.-.------. ° 585 47.7 467 528 528 

Total __.._______----------------------------- 992.7 8765 9102 9045 893.6 

a MEDIUM AND SMALL MINES | Be 
Empresa Nacional de Mineria(ENAMI) __________.__-__----- 80.6. 77.0 824 1028 . 99.7 
Mantos Blancos_____________-______-___------_------- 25 382 360 297 31.7 
Disputada de Las Condes ____________._____-___-_-_---- 36.1 288 209 286 39.2 
Other_________________L Leelee 188150015 21 166 

Total ____-__--_------------------------------___1685 159.0 150.8 163.2 187.2 

Grand total _.-._____.._-_----__----_--e- =~ 1,056.2 1,035.5 1,061.0 1,067.7 1,080.8 

Source: Comisi6n Chilena del Cobre and CODELCO-Chile Annual Reports. . . 

: ‘Table 4.—Chile: Copper production, by type 
: (Thousand metric tons of fine copper) Se | 

Type 197 1978 ~~«1979 980. 1981 

Refined ___--____-_----2-------_-. 676.0 749.1 781.8 8107 ——«-775.6 | 
Blister ___________-_----------_--- 212.4 178.3 167.8 1424 °° «178.8 
Bulk?_________._____-_-_-- tee 167.8 108.1 114. 1146 | 1269 

Total_____________-______---__- 1,056.2 1,035.5 - 1,061.0 1,067.7 1,080.8 

‘Includes cements, concentrates, slags, and minerals. - : mo a ; 

Source: Comisién Chilena del Cobre and CODELCO-Chile Annual Reports. | | 

Iron Ore.—Production of iron ore for is spread over the hillside and base of the 
1981 was about 4% lower than that of the volcano at an altitude between 4,700 and 
previous year. Iron ore production was con- 5,600 meters above sea level. Significant 
centrated in deposits belonging to Com- quantities of vanadium are reportedly pres- 
pafiia de Acero del Pacifico (CAP) through gpyt 
acquisition of Compania Minera del Pacifico Iron and Steel.—Crude steel and pig iron 
S.A., which are, in order ‘of importance, El production declined 10% in 1981. State- 
Algarrobo, El Romeral, and Los Colorados. . . 

. weg es - owned CAP was the principal Chilean steel 
During 1981, no activity in iron ore produc- . . 
tion was registered in the small-mining Producer. During 1981, CAP acquired Com: 
sector. Production of iron ore pellets from Pafia SiderGrgica de Huachipato S.A. as 
the Huasco pellet plant in 1981 was 3.3 Well as Compafiia Minera del Pacifico S.A. 
million metric tons, an increase of 4% During the year, CAP continued to imple- 
compared with that of 1980. ment the recommendations made by the 

In 1981, iron ore was shipped to the several consulting firms to improve produc- 
following domestic consumers: tivity and raise the energy efficiency of the 

plant. Advisory services were rendered by 
oo Cons Nippon Kokan K.K., the Japanese steelma- 

TTT ss king firm. | : 

CAF. Huachipate Steel Plant — - - ~~ - %8r3e0 +~-_ During 1981, CAP completed its structur- 
INACESA ______--_----.----- 2544 al reorganization into a holding company 
Manganesos AtacamaS.A --------___'838_— comprised of seven wholly owned but inde- 

Total _ _-__-------------- 997,347 pendently functioning and separately incor- 
porated companies. The seven subsidiaries 

A 400-million-ton deposit of iron ore was include (1) Compania de Acero de Rengo, 
discovered in the northern Andes of Chile. Which is the operator of the Rengo steel 
The ore body consists of volcanic lava that plant; (2) Manganesos Atacama S.A., the 
erupted over several centuries from the El country’s principal producer of ferroman- 
Laco volcano. The ore grade is 60% iron and ganese; (3) Pacific Ores and Trading, the
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CAP marketing agency for iron ore and _ the El Indio gold, silver, and copper mine, 
pellets; (4) Compafia Siderirgica Huachipa- which is the principal Chilean gold and 
to, operator of the Huachipato steel plant; silver producer. El Indio Mine is located 
(5) Compania Minera del Pacifico, which east of La Serena, about 500 kilometers 
mines iron ore and runs the Huasco pellet north of Santiago at 14,000 feet. El Indio is 
plant; (6) Acero Comercial S.A., which will owned 80% by St. Joe International Corp. 
market steel products; and (7) Abasteci- (Fluor Corp.) of the United States and is 
mientos CAP S.A., which will act as the operated by Cia Minera San José, a Chilean 
purchasing agent for all companies on a_ subsidiary. | 
commission basis. Engineering and construction manage- 
Manganese.—Production of manganese ment of the El Indio Mine and mill complet- 

decreased 8% compared with that of 1980. ed during 1981 was performed by Fluor 
Manganesos Atacama S.A. continued as the Mining and Metals Inc. and its Chilean 
sole producer of manganese from deposits associate, Hernan Briénes Ltda. 

located at Coquimbo. At yearend, only the During construction of the mill, St. Joe 
Loma Negra Mine operated by Manganesos mined El Indio reserves of rich, direct- 
Atacama was in production, while the Toda_ shipping ore containing about 11.5 troy 
La Vida, Los Loros ,and Mina Alta Mines ounces of gold per ton, 4.6 ounces of silver 
were shut down. Production of manganese per ton, and 2.6% copper. The major part of 

from these mines declined because of a _ reserves at El Indio requiring milling were 
decrease in average grade from 35.7% to estimated at 3.4 million tons with an aver- 
33.6%. age of 0.4 troy ounce of gold per ton. 

The Guayacan plant also shut down at [nitially, direct-shipping ore reserves were 
yearend, having processed 12,500 metric estimated to be sufficient through 1982. 
tons of ore into 5,000 metric tons of ferro- These reserves were subsequently estimat- 

manganese and 61 metric tons of manga- eq at 77,000 tons, providing for shipments at 
nese dioxide. . ; a rate of about 2,200 tons per month 
Molybdenum.—Chile continued to rank through 1984. St. Joe shipped 14,000 troy 

second after the United States as a world ounces of gold in 1979, 130,600 troy ounces 
producer of molybdenum and accounted for in 1980, and about 171,000 troy ounces in 
about 13% of the world total. CODELCO- 1981, all contained in direct-shipping ore. 
Chile, the only Chilean producer of molyb- A number of gold projects were under 

denum as a byproduct of copper, increased exploration. Sancarrén, 20 kilometers north 
production 11% compared with that of 1980 of E] Indio, was being explored by a joint 
from the following mining divisions: Chu- venture of St. Joe, Preussag A.G. of the 

quicamata, El] Teniente, El Salvador, and Federal Republic of Germany and the Chil- 
Andina. The El Teniente Mine had the gan Angelini Group, each with 29.25% in- 
greatest increase in output of molybdenum terest, and other private Chilean investors. 
concentrate. 

The principal Chilean facility for molyb- NONMETALS 
denum processing is Molibdenos y Metales 
S.A., a private company that has been in Iodine.—Sociedad Quimica y Minera de 
operation for 15 years. Its industrial com- Chile S.A. (GSOQUIMICH) continued as the 
plex, located in Santiago, produced about only producer of iodine as a coproduct of 
50% of Chile’s molybdenum concentrate nitrate mining from the Maria Elena and 
and 100% of its molybdenum oxide and Pedro de Valdivia Mines in northern Chile. 
rhenium. CODELCO-Chile ships molybde- Iodine production in 1981 increased 3.2% 
num concentrate, ferromolybdenum, and compared with that of 1980. The increase in 
oxides to purchasers in Western Europe, production was due to the startup of the 
Canada, and Japan. processing plant for weak solutions built by 

Precious Metals.—Chilean gold produc- Coya Sur in 1981. A similar plant will be 
tion in 1981 increased sharply by 44% over constructed to process the iodine contained 
that of 1980. Chilean gold and silver produc- in weak solutions from the Pedro de Valdi- 
tion came not only from gold mines but also via Mine. 
as byproducts of copper, silver, lead, and Lithium Minerals.—Under Government 
zinc mining and refining. Medium and policy established in November 1979 (decree 
small gold mining accounted for 71% of law 2886), lithium was defined as a strategic 
total output, and copper accounted for 26% mineral by Chile, and lithium operations 
of the total. were reserved for the state, falling under 

In 1981, 54% of the gold output was from _ the jurisdiction of the Nuclear Energy Com-
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mission. Sociedad Chilena del Litio Ltda., in 1981 compared with that of 1980. During 
formed by the state, with foreign interests, the last 2 years, Chilean coal imports have 
was planning to begin construction of a grown substantially as high local produc- 
lithium carbonate plant in northern Chile tion costs have made some Chilean mines 
in early 1982. The new plant will produce noncompetitive with imports, almost all of 
6,350 tons of lithium carbonate from a brine which have come from the United States. 
deposit in the Salar de Atacama. Final Chilean coal production is forecast to 
engineering on the plant is to begin immedi- decline. The two largest mines, Schwager 
ately, and completion of construction and and Lota, south of Concepcion, extend un- start of production were scheduled for 1984. der the Pacific Ocean, and operating costs The cost of the project was estimated at $61 _ keep rising as coal veins are mined further million. under the sea. Chilean coal consumption 

Chile has an estimated 4 million tons of was estimated at 1.5 million metric tons in 
metallic lithium, 39% of the world’s known 1981 and was expected to decrease to 1.35 reserves, contained in brines located in the million metric tons in 1982 and increase Salar de Atacama and Salar de Pedernales again to 1.7 million tons in 1983 and 1984. areas of the Atacama Desert about 2,000 CORFO sold its studies, technical data, and kilometers north of Santiago. other rights in the Pecket coal deposit to 

To determine the extent of reserves, drill- Compafiia de Carbones de Chile Ltda. (CO- ing was underway at the Salar de Peder- CAR) for $3.5 million. COCAR is a joint 
nales 50 kilometers north of the El Salvador venture of Compaiiia de Petréleos de Chile Mine in northern Chile. The 400-square- S.A. and the English firm, N orthern Strip | kilometer area, at an altitude of 3,400 me- Mining Ltd. COCAR expects to invest $110 ters, is known to contain deposits of lithium, million during the next 4 years in develop- potassium, and borax. Initial drilling of part ment. The investment would enable CO- of this area has confirmed that salt deposits CAR to produce 1.5 million to 2 million tons extend down to an aquifer at about 140 Of coal per year. The Pecket deposit is 
meters, which currently supplies much of located near Punta Arenas in Chile's far the process water for the El Salvador Mine. south near the Straits of Magellan. Studies A lithium and potassium deposit was found indicate reserves of 116 million tons of 
below the aquifer. If sufficient reserves are Subbituminous coal. 
confirmed, the deposit will be offered for Plans called for the construction of two development by domestic and international Port facilities, one near the deposit for coal firms. shipments and the other in northern Chile 

Other Nonmetals.—CORFO was schedu]- 0 receive the coal. Construction of the 
ed to invite bids in late 1981 for the con- P ecket Mine was scheduled to start in mid- struction of a chemical industrial complex 1982 with initial year ly production expected that will produce potassium salts and boric to reach 300,000 tons in 1986 and 500,000 in 
acid. Feasibility studies were carried out by 1987. -. the Comité de Sales Mixtas (Mixed Salts | COCAR was negotiating a sales agree- Committee) as part of the development Ment with CODELCO-Chile. Substitution of 
function of CORFO. Saline Processors Inc. Pecket coal for petroleum at the CODELCO- of the United States acted as technical Chile Chuquicamata 530 nilline es 
advisors for this phase. The projected plants COUld mean an annua milion Savings will be located in the Atacama Desert salt the corporation. COCAR was also dis- flats. Production of 500,000 tons per year of CUSSINg” the utilization of Pecket coal with potassium chloride, about 145,000 tons per Compafiia Chilena de Electricidad S.A. year of potassium sulfate, and 28,000 tons (CHILECT RA), the Chilean electric compa- 
per year of boric acid was planned. SOQUI- at its Tocopilla and Ventanas power- | MICH was expected to buy about 30,000 plants. The Pecket coal has been tested in 
tons per year of potassium chloride, and the V@T1!ous thermoelectric plants and was ex- | remainder would be exported. These ex- pected to replace 20% to 25% of the coun- : ports would earn $86 million in foreign trys petroleum imports. . | exchange each year. Total investment in he Ire «fecovered Ore ee Pe mae | the project was estimated at $120 million. meet the country’s needs for the next 20 | 

years. Using cost-efficient machinery, work- } . MINERAL FUELS ers at El Laurél Mine began to extract the Coal.—Production of coal decreased 12% inexpensive coal in December 1981. EF]
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Laurél is located in Pupunahue, approxi- vate firms, the company has contracted 

mately 53 kilometers from Valdivia, and is directly for exploration equipment and 

operated by Cia. Valparaiso Ltda. Daily qualified personnel. ENAP contracted 

production was expected to fluctuate be- PRAKLA-Seismos GmbH to carry out seis- 

tween 300 and 500 tons at full capacity. The mic studies in three separate areas off the 

quality of the coal makes it suitable for the Chilean coast. | 

production of steam. It was reported that Another exploratory project was being 

only 80 workers are needed to operate the carried out by Petrolera del Pacifico, Ltda., 

special machinery, a French-Spanish prod- an ENAP affiliate, on the Pacific continen- 

uct that cost $100 million. Coal reserves at tal shelf between San Antonio and the Bio- 

El Laurél Mine were estimated at 9.5 mil- Bio River outlet. 
lion tons, which will allow the company 20 ARCO Petroleos Chile S.A. and Amerada 

to 30 years of operation. | Hess Petroleos Chile S.A. invested $40 mil- 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Spiteful lion in petroleum and natural gas explora- 

No. 5, one of the newest platforms that the tion over a period of 3 years, according to 

Empresa Nacional del Petréleo (ENAP) put company officials. Under a contract with 

into operation during 1981, enabled the ENAP, the joint-venture of ARCO-Amerada 

company to reach an output of about 49,400 Hess has been exploring an area between 

barrels per day, the highest production rate Chiloe Island and the Gulf of Penas using 

in its history. The 1981 ENAP oil output the drilling ship Danwood Ice. In early 1981, 

was 24% higher than that of 1980, and the ARCO-Amerada Hess leased the drilling 
company expects to increase its petroleum ship Ben Ocean Lancer. Oil reserves discov- 

production by at least another 5% during ered have been estimated by De Goyler and 

1982. Practically all the increased output MacNaughton of Dallas, Tex., and by EN- 

during 1981 was obtained from three new AP, but the amount of these reserves has 

offshore platforms in Bahia Posesién. Spite- not been published. ; 

ful No. 5 came online in early November Uranium.—Law 16,483, which created the 

and was the latest offshore platform to Comisi6n Chilena de Energia Nuclear 

begin operations in the Straits of Magellan. (CCEN), established that uranium and tho- 

Spiteful No. 4 and No. 2 began operations in rium radioactive minerals are for state 

June and September, respectively. They control and that the exploration, develop- 

joined six other platforms already in oper- ment, and exploitation falls under CCEN 
‘ation in the area of the straits. jurisdiction. CCEN reported that uranium 

The successful ENAP hydrocarbon pro- WS not mined anywhere in the country, 

duction efforts have played a substantial although prospecting was being carried out, 
role in helping the country reduce its ex- particularly in northern Chile. CCEN speci- 

penditures on imports of energy, which fied that the only company that had obtain- 

reached $811 million for the purchase of 4 @ license for uranium exploration 
approximately 30 million barrels in 1979 Chile was the Essex Mineral Co., a US. 

and $815 million in 1980. ENAP supplied fit™, with which the commission was nego- 
45% of the domestic demand for hydrocar- tiating an agreement. . ; 
bons. : On the other hand, a private enterprise 

ENAP and the Comisién Nacional de specializing in analysis of radioactive mate- 

Energia were offering for sale 42 billion rials confirmed the existence of uranium im 

cubic meters (1.5 trillion cubic feet) of natu- Chile according to analyses run on mineral 

ral gas from Magallanes Province with a samples from the northern part of Chile. . 

maximum delivery of 7.7 million cubic me- A prefeasibility study for the installation 

ters (275 million cubic feet) per day over a of an uranium recovery plant at re Chu- 

period of 15 years. The Government did not eNO le a continued In 1981. 

wish to participate in either the financing uture pr uction of uranium concentrate 

or development of the project. The gas is from this operation, according to CCEN 
located in deposits under production both officials, will depend upon the availability 

onshore and offshore in the Magellan of financing. | 

Straits area. DL: ee eee . 

ENAP was undertaking a varied ap- | 2H reneesy values have been converted from 

proach to finding toss en “foreign ort CHigs9 00". 831.00, she exchange oars otpee 31 1981
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The Mineral Industry of 
Chi —_ 

oe By Edmond Chin’ — 

In 197 8, the State Planning Commission million tons. Coal production by mines 
announced a readjustment in China’s mod- whose outputs were distributed by the state 
ernization program whereby heavy indus- was lowered from 359 million tons to 338 | 
try would assist the acceleration in growth million tons. The steel target was lowered 
of agriculture and light industry. Changes from 35 million tons to 33 million tons, 
to the national economic plan for 1979-80 ostensibly to reduce the energy consumed 

| were to be a precursor to the embodiment of and ransport epee used by this sector 
a sixth 5-year plan (1981-86), replacing the MA ‘ the be vin, ine of December 1981. the 
country’s 10-year plan for 1976-85. National veginning 0 ? 

| as . } . final national financial accounts for 1980 
plans to resolve the disparity and to coordi- d the estimates for 1981 rted b 

te the development between agriculture ee ee CStamates tor were repo y hich ind ‘and h indi "the State Council. In 1980, total revenues 
ight industry, and heavy industry were Were 108.52 billion yuan and expenditures, 
adopted in 1979. The reassessment resulted 49) 97 billion yuan. The budget deficit of 
in nine major guidelines for the current 192.75 billion yuan was 4.31 billion yuan less 
readjustment program. First, further re- than 17.06 billion yuan in 1979. The 1980 
duce investment in capital construction; for deficit was credited to high expenditures for 
instance, capital investments planned for capital construction and was covered by 
1981 were to be reduced from 55 billion credits of 8 billion yuan borrowed from 
yuan to 30 billion yuan.? Second, reduce bank loans and 4.75 billion yuan appro- 
expenditures for national defense, public priated from receipts of state treasury 
programs, and administration. Third, _ ponds issued in nel epee tures during 
crease the output and efficiency of the were primarly for ing industr} 
agricultural and industrial sectors. Fourth, and agricultural production; 216 individual 
reduce energy consumption and increase Projects and 82 multifaceted projects were 
energy conservation. Fifth, consolidate and completed and commissioned during the 
reorganize existing industries to improve Yar. i. . 
production, eliminate redundancy, and re- Increases in industrial production capaci- duce waste. Sixth, stabilize domestic prices. ty in 1980 include coal extraction, 8.2 mil- 

Seventh, improve living standards. Eighth, Hon tons; crude Oe mtraction, ba raat 

strengthen management. And last, issue lion ‘kilowatts; iron ore voduction 2.7 mil- treasury bonds and borrow monies from _,. 2 PI >. 
local ts lion tons; railway tracking opened, 1,000 
ora" governments. . kilometers; and harbor loading capacity, 8.1 

In accordance with the National Econom- million tons. 

ic Plan, minerals and metal commodity Towards the end of 1981, the Central 
output levels for 1981 include steel, 35 (Committee and the State Council ‘met on 
million tons; 10 nonferrous metals, 1.08 several occasions to review the overall eco- 
million tons; cement, 78 million tons; chemi- nomic situation. Basically, the Govern- 
cal fertilizers, 12.3 million tons; coal, 620 ment’ 8 program to stabilize the economy 

million tons; and petroleum, 106 million was by a balanced budget and by stable 
tons. However, in early 1981, the planned prices. The former was achieved, more or 
oil output was revised downward to 100 less, by curtailing expenditures, and the 

225
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latter by adopting tighter price controls. were made in appropriations to favor social 

The general price index rose slightly during programs. Wages and salaries were increas- 

the year, and the prices of basic daily ed. State Treasury bonds were issued, and 

necessities remained relatively stable. borrowing from local authorities was nego- 

Total revenues for 1981 were estimated at tiated. 

105.86 billion yuan, of which 97.86 billion = In late March, the International Sympo- 

yuan was from domestic revenues and 8 sium on World Economy was held at 

billion yuan from foreign loans. Taxes Hangzhou. During this meeting, the weak 

accounted for 60.9 billion yuan of the do- sectors of the Chinese economy were delin- 

mestic revenues; the remainder was income eated. Foremost was lagging energy produc- 

from state enterprises. tion in respect to rising energy demand. 

Total expenditures in 1981 were 108.58 Communications and transport facilities 

billion yuan, resulting in a deficit of 2.72 were inadequate. Consumer goods, materi- 

billion yuan for the year. Eight billion yuan als for construction, and packaging were in 

were drawn from foreign loans for capital short supply. Urban infrastructure and pub- 

construction appropriations. Some major lic utilities were inadequate. Additionally, 

components for the remainder of the domes- while China’s basic foundation for iron and 

tic expenditure (100.58 billion yuan) were steel, nonferrous metals, machine building, 

allocated as follows in billion yuan: 25.06 for and chemical industries was sizable, many | 

capital construction appropriations; 5.83 for of the enterprises in these sectors were old 

financing the modernization of existing en- and needed technical renovation. In the late 

terprises and trial manufacture of new 1970's, the country’s financial base was 

products; 7.30 for financial assistance to overtaxed as a result of launching simulta- 

local enterprises and agricultural projects; neously too many programs in its modern- 

17.00 for culture, education, science, and ization program. Accordingly, the new pri- 

public health; 16.87 for national defense; orities for the early 1980’s were develop- 

and 7.24 for administration. Great efforts ment of new energy resources; new con- 

were expended to balance the budget by struction for railways, ports, telecommu- 

reducing the 1981 deficit to less than a_ nications, building materials, and urban 

quarter of the 1980 deficit. Moreover, and industrial infrastructure; establishing 

measures for readjusting the economy and projects that bring a fast return of invest- 

balancing revenues and expenditures were ments through exports in such sectors as 

to continue. chemicals, metallurgical, and electronics; 

Highlighting the first year of the new and modernization of existing enterprises. 

economic plan was a 12% growth in output Preeminent to China’s planning were 

value of light industry. Moreover, despite means to increase foreign exchange earn- 

natural calamities—drought and flooding— ings and the acquiring of foreign funds, the 

there was a 4% increase in output value for former from exports of products manufac- 

agriculture. The following sectors were giv- tured by low-investment cottage industries, 

en first priority for funding and for raw and and the latter by foreign loans, joint ven- 

semifinished materals: power and trans- tures, foreign cooperation in offshore oil 

port. Also, products and manufactures of exploration, compensation trade, and leas- 

the metallurgical, chemical, and machine- ing. Loan agreements were reached with 

building industries were being systematical- the Governments of Japan and Belgium. 

ly reoriented to meet market needs. One Japanese loan was negotiated for fi- 

Output of nonferrous metals (aluminum, nancing the construction of two ports, three 

antimony, copper, lead, magnesium, mercu- railways, and one power station. Another 

ry, molybdenum, tin, titanium, and zinc) Japanese loan was for developing coal 

increased 3% to 1,120,000 tons in 1981. mines and oilfields. China negotiated with 

Production of steel, coal, oil, and natural the International Monetary Fund for a loan 

gas exceeded the revised targets for the for $450 million in special drawing rights 

year. Output of rare metals was up 30%. and was consulting with the World Bank for 

Investments in capital construction were loans to be used for constructing power 

severely curtailed from 53.9 billion yuan in stations, ports, and railways. Also, buyer 

1980 to 38 billion yuan in 1981. During the credit agreements were signed with Argen- 

year, 1,714 projects were slated for suspen- tina, Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, 

sion or postponement; by midyear, 1,546 the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, 

projects had been deferred. Adjustments Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.‘
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There was considerable foreign interest such as chromium, diamond, gold, jadeite, 
in establishing joint ventures in China. By platinum, ruby, and uranium, the award 
the end of 1980, 20 joint ventures and 300 may range from 800 to 5,000 yuan. | 
contractual ventures had been approved. During 1981, discoveries of 110 mineral 
Also, agreement was reached with foreign occurrences were reported and reserves of 
business for 350 undertakings in compensa- another 130 mineral deposits were verified. 
tion trade (payment in products manufac- Existence of an oil- and gas-bearing struc- 
tured), totaling $100 million. ture with large reserves was confirmed in 

Foreign investment in joint offshore oil northern Sichuan, as were five oil- and gas- 
development remained the most promising bearing strata in north China, the south 
means to utilize foreign funds. Japanese Songhuajiang-Liaohe plain, Ordos, north 
and French companies were prospecting in Jiangsu, and the Tarim Basin. Brown coal 
Bohai Bay and the Beibu Gulf. U.S. oil deposits with reserves of about 2 billion tons 
companies were interested in the Yinggehai were discovered in the Baiyuanhua Basin. 
Basin. Tenders in other areas were alsoto Also, the reserves at the Yongcheng coal 
be offered. The Ministry of Petroleum In- mine in Henan were verified at 1.24 billion 
dustry was preparing the regulations on tons. Among the new discoveries in 1981 
foreign cooperation in offshore oil develop- were 13 nonferrous metals, including a 
ment, which were to be promulgated in late large molybdenum deposit in Laiyuan 
January 1982. Under the regulations, County in Hebei and a tin deposit in Yun- 
the China National Offshore Oil Corp. nan which had 30 rich veins. Other finds 
(CNOOC), a new entity to be formed, would included kaolin in Fujian, graphite near 
be in full charge of China’s offshore oil Jixi in Heilongjiang, marble in Beijing, 
development. Obligations of the foreign con- Fangshan, and Miyuan, and attapulgite 
tractor included providing exploration in- clay in Luhev, Xuyi, and Jiangsu. 
vestment, undertaking exploration oper- The Income Tax Law Concerning Foreign 
ations, and bearing all exploration risks. Enterprises was to become effective on Jan- 
After a commercial strike of oil and/or uary 1, 1982. The tax rate on foreign enter- 
natural gas was made, both the foreign prises ranged from 20% for annual income 
contractor and CNOOC were to make in- below 250,000 yuan to 40% for income over 
vestment for cooperative development. The 1 million yuan. In addition, a local tax of 
foreign contractor was to be responsible for 10% on the same taxable income was to be 
development and production operations un- levied. Low-profit ventures might be 
til it relinquished responsibility to CNOOC exempt from income taxes in the first 
under the terms to be provided in the profit-making year; be allowed a 50% reduc- 
petroleum contract. tion in the second and third years; and with 
CNOOC was to announce bidding for the approval of the Ministry of Finance, be 

offshore oil development in mid-February allowed a 15% to 30% reduction in taxes 
1982. Invitation for bidding was to be sent to after the third year for a period of 10 years. 
46 companies which participated in geo- Also, losses incurred in a tax year could be 
physical surveys of China’s offshore areas. carried over to the following year; or if 
The bidding was to be conducted in two sequential yearly losses occurred, the de- 
phases: The first would concern the north- ductions could be claimed for a period of up 
ern areas in the southern Yellow Sea and_ to 5 years. 
the Zhujiang River estuary; the second Because of restricted land and water 
phase would cover the southern part of the transport capacity, China was to speed up 
southern Yellow Sea, Beibu Gulf Basin, and the construction of rail and port facilities, 
Yinggehai Basin. particularly to alleviate problems for ship- 

As an incentive to discover new geologic ment of coal and other export goods. The 
finds, the Government rewards individuals _ transport capacity of railways used for coal 
who volunteer information on new mineral- mining, such as the Beijing-Shanhaiguan 
producing sites. Discovery of asmall miner- Beijing-Tongliao, Qindao-Jinan, and Han- 
al find rates a cash reward of 10 to 100 dan-Changzhi lines, were to be expand- 
yuan; a medium-size discovery, 100 to 400 ed. Six railways were to be electrified: 
yuan; and a large mineral bed, 400 to 800 Lianyungang-Xinjiang, Beijing-Baotou, 
yuan. In the event of a discovery of a very Shijiazhuang-Taiyuan, Xinjiang-Chongaing, 
large mineral bed or of minerals deemed Chengdu-Chongging, and Zhuzhou-Gui- 
strategic or precious to the Government, yang. China had a total of 50,000 kilome-
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ters of operational rail line, and in 1981, revamping was to be carried out in stages 
freight transported totaled 1,048 million with the first changes at the ministerial 
tons. For waterways, port transport capaci- level. These included a new Ministry of 
ty was to be expanded; barging was to be Water Conservancy and Power (merger of 
increased; more hatchways were to be open- the Ministry of Power Industry and the 
ed; existing docks built by industrial and Ministry of Water Conservancy), a new 
mining concerns were to be utilized; new Ministry of Commerce (merger of Ministries 
transport facilities were to be developed of Food and Commerce, and certain func- 
through joint ventures; cargo containeriza- tions of the All-China Federation of Supply 
tion was to be improved; and efficiency of and Marketing Cooperatives), and a new 
existing capacity was to be raised. Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic 

' Beginning in early 1982, the Government Relations (merger of State Administrative 
of China was to be restructured and stream- Commission on Import and Export Affairs, 
lined. Under the proposed reorganization, Ministries of Foreign Trade and Economic _ 
the number of vice premiers was to be Relations with Foreign Countries, and the 
reduced from 18 to 2 and the number of State Foreign Investment Commission). The 
governmental organs (ministries, commis- Ministries of Coal, Chemicals, and Textile 
sions, and agencies) was to be reduced from Industries were to remain as separate enti- 
98 to 52. Overall employment in the State ties but were to be reformed with a simpli- 
Council, ministries, and commissions was to fied internal structure. 
be cut from 49,000 to 32,000. Goverment | | a 

PRODUCTION a 

In 1979, the Government announced a_ instance, while production in the iron and 

readjustment program for the Chinese steel sector and in the fuels sector in 1981 
economy, thereby reordering planning pri- was below the 1980 output levels, produc- 
orities, enunciating new capital construc- tion in this sector exceeded the targets of 
tion policies, and generally slowing the pace 1981. . 7 - . 
for modernization. The 10-year plan for While China produces a wide variety of 
1981-90 was scrapped, and the sixth 5-year ™ineral and metal commodities, published 
plan (1981-86) was substituted in which official statistics are severely limited. For 
heavy industry was to support growth and instance, Chinese pronouncements revealed 

development in light industry and agricul- *hat nonferrous metals production exceeded 
ture. Moreover, all phases of Government the 1-million-ton mark in 1979, that the 

. ° . . 1980 level exceeded the 1979 output by 8%, 
and industry were to be rejuvenated. While ) 
the iron and steel sector was to be de- and that the 1981 output was 3% gr eater 

. . than that of 1980. For other commodities, 
emphasized, the fuel sector (coal, oil, and no official data were available. While 
electric power) continued to receive high Ching’s gold production was believed to 
priority. In addition, there was to be an pave increased, the country’s monetary gold 
expansion of the nonferrous sector. In es- jeserves have remained at 12.67 million 

sence, priority was to be given to projects troy ounces. In addition to being a tradi- 
that required less foreign exchange, provid- tional producer of such commodities as 
ed a faster return on investment, and of- antimony, fluorspar, mercury, tin, and 

fered greater exportearnings. tungsten, China was becoming a significant 
Generally, the targets or quota for com- producer of barite, beryllium, germanium, 

modity production in 1981 were lower than lithium, rare earths, tantalum, titanium, 

the output levels attained in 1980. For and vanadium.®
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Table 1.—China: Estimated! production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Commodity* 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 
meen ne 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight*? ____________--_ 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 
Alumina, gross weight ___________--—-~ 750,000 750,000 750,000 750,000 750,000 
Metal, refined, primary_ —__—_.~.__~~-~-- 350,000 360,000 360,000 360,000 360,000 

Antimony, mine output, metal content _______ 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Bismuth, mine output, metal content _______~- 225 240 260 260 260 
cadmium metal, smelter_____.________--- 200 220 225 225 225 

pper: 
Mine output, metal content ___~.~______. 195,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 

etal: 
Smelter, primary and secondary_ _ _ _ — —_ 195,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 
Refined, primary and secondary _ _ — _ _ _ _ 260,000 270,000 280,000 280,000 280,000 

Gold, mine output, metal content __ troy ounces_ — 100,000 150,000 200,000 225,000 1,700,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore, gross weight® ____ thousand tons__ F81,000 ™70,000 775,000 75,000 70,000 
Pig iron®____/§____..._____--_-do____ 25,050 34,790 36,730 38,020 - 34,170 
Ferroalloys ____.________~..-—-do___-_ 450 600 650 660 650 
Crude steel€___._-»§_.§____________do____ 23,740 31,780 34,430 37,120 35,600 

Le Rolled stee] ______.________._do____ 16,330 622,080 624,970 627,160 626,700 
ad: 
Mine output, metal content _________--_- 135,000 145,000 155,000 155,000 155,000 
Metal, refined, primary and secondary —_ ~~ __ 150,000 160,000 170,000 170,000 170,000 

Magnesium metal, primary __~__-~~—_-~-~-~- 5,000 6,000 6,000 7,000 7,000 
Manganese ore, gross weight _-— thousand tons_ _ 1,150 1,300 1,500 1,600 1,600 
Mercury, mine output, metal content 

76-pound flasks. _ 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
Molybdenum, mine output, metal content —_—__ 1,500 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

ickel: - 
Mine__~____§____~~ ~~~ ~~~ 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 
Smelter _______.~-__-_--_-----+- 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

Silver, mine output, metal content 
Tr thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 2,500 

in: 
Mine output, metal content _________-~-~~- 13,000 14,000 14,000 14,600 15,000 
Metal, smelter ___._.-______-_-__---- 13,000 14,000 14,000. 14,600 15,000 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content _ ____ —_- T9000 11,500 13,100 15,000 13,500 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content __________~-- 155,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 

_Refined, primary and secondary _—————-—-~-. 155,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos___....-.~.--_.---~---~----~-- 200,000 250,000 ™140,000 131,700 135,000 
Barite __-_-________ 2 ee 350,000 400,000 500,000 680,000 775,000 
Cement, hydraulic. _________ thousand tons_~— 655,650 65,240 673,900 679,860 - 84,000 
Fluorspar ___—_.____-._----~-~---+--~- F 430,000 T440,000 F460,000 470,000 480,000 
Graphite. _........____-------~--+-- 60,000 80,000 T182,000 160,000 160,000 
Gypsum _.____...._._ ~~ thousand tons__ 1,000 1,500 73,567 3,348 3,400 
Kyanite __________-__.-__--_--.-~- 1,500 . 2,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 
Lithium minerals, all types _________.---- 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Magnesite___.____._._—. thousand tons_ _ 1,500 1,800 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia®_ _ _ _ _ _do_ _— — ™6,360 7 637 8.821 9,990 9,860 
Phosphate rock and apatite, P20s equivalent 

do_ __ ™860 § T1033 6 T1817 62.310 62.510 
Potash, marketable, K2O equivalent _ _ _ _do_ ___ 18 21 16 12 20 
Pyrite, gross weight ________..__.._do___~- 2,800 3,600 3,700 3,800 3,800 
Salt. 2 do_ 17,100 619,530 614,770 617,280 £18,320 
Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate, natural 

and synthetic®_____________-__do____ 1,077 1,329 1,486 1,613 1,652 

Sulfur: 
Native __§__~-~_~_~_~____ ~~ _-___ eee 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 
Content of pyrite... _-__-._-----~--- 1,252,000 1,605,000 1,682,000 1,700,000 1,800,000 
Byproduct, all sources. ___.._____-_--- 300,000 350,000 400,000 400,000 400,000 

Total __-___-__-____~--~___-_--- 1,752,000 2,155,000 2,282,000 2,300,000 2,400,000 
Talc and related materials____...____.~-~- 150,000 150,000 150,000 915,000 900,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal: 
Anthracite _____.—.—-—- thousand tons_ _ T55,000 ™63,000 F65,000 60,000 60,000 
Bituminous and lignite ________._do____ "495,000 ™555,000 ™570,000 560,000 560,000 

Total ____.___________.-do___~ 550,000 618,000 6§35,000 6§ 20,000 6§20,000 
Coke, all types _.__-_--_-._-.----do___~- 23,100 632,375 633,540 €34,050 631,720 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_______. ~~ ~ billion cubic feet_ _ 465 535 565 555 495 
Marketed ___________.-_-_~-do___~ 425 6485 6512 6504 6450 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—China: Estimated! production of mineral commodities? —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity* 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 1981 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum: 
Crude (including crude from oil shale) . 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 684,000 £760,000 8775,000 8773 435 6738 906 Refinery products_____________do.___ 650,000 600,000 ™470,000 470,000 450,000 eee 
PPreliminary. "Revised. 
‘Except those figures specifically footnoted as reported. 
*Table includes data available through July 7, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed for which quantitative estimates of output have been made, China is known or believed to have produced the following commodities for which no estimates, even of order of magnitude, have been prepared, owing to a paucity of general information upon which to base an estimate: Arsenic, chromite, titanium minerals, uranium, boron minerals, various clays (inclu ing kaolin), feldspar, lime, mica, sand, various industrial and . dimension stones, and carbon black. Other unlisted commodities also may be produced. 
*Diasporic bauxite; includes an estimated 165,000 metric tons per year of production for refractory applications. 
5In terms of 50% Fe ore. 
®Reported figures. 

TRADE 

China has signed government-to-gov- ucts and raw materials to the United States. 
ernment trade agreements and protocols In terms of U.S. customs value, these ex- 
with 90 countries, and trade ties exist with ports totaled $458 million and were as 
175 countries. The total value of China’s follows in thousand dollars: | 
foreign trade was estimated at $20.7 billion | 
in 1978, $29.3 billion in 1979, and $36.7 Aluminum _ oo 21,165 
billion in 1980. Total trade in 1981 was A ntimony — ~~ —~~-~~-~~~~~~----~-~-- 887 
expected to exceed $42.0 billion. In 1981, Barium _~_~~~7777777777ZZZTZZ772ooggag 
China’s major trading partners were Japan, Beryllium — rrrriirirrcrrcrcrccicce 
Xianggang (Hong Kong), the United States, Calcium ~ eee eee a. 
the European Economic Community, the Gig 277777TtTrtt rrr (it socialist economy countries collectively, and Cobalt loys 2227777 T TTT TTTTTTT- kg 3 + ae . : erroalloys_ $$ 2 2 ' the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Fluorine. ~~~ WoC 
; ; j- Gallium ~~~ = 2 403 in that order. The major export commodi Gasoline. ~~~ 2277722227 77777 72 ase. 788 
ties to Japan consisted of crude oil, coal, Germanium ___________~2227772~"3'698 
textiles, light industrial manufactures, and Cogan’ silver ————-____--___--~-_- ete 
handicrafts. Chinese imports from Japan Indium __________. 7777777777777 30 
were predominantly iron and steel products Lithium wrt Bod 
(particularly shapes and semimanufac- Magnesium____________.___._.._.~ 148 t ) hi d . t d Manganese_____________ 21 ures), machinery an _ equipment, an Mercury.______________......._ 308 
chemical products. China’s trade with Mica_~__.--~ 00 oll lo U UT TTT ITIT7 4 . . Molybdenum____________ 16,895 Xianggang, a free trade zone, is largely for Naphtha ________________ 86671 reexport. By far the largest export category Nickel -—___------_-_____________ 163 
to the United States was light manufactur- Platinum-group ____________________ 1,455 
ed articles—cotton fabric, textiles, floor §ii0y® --------------7---------- gg? coverings, and clothing. Other significant Tale, soapstone, ete. ' 851 
export categories included mineral fuels, qjq = 77777777 772TTT7T7TT TTR crude materials, and chemicals. Titanium ____________-__-_________ 12,838 . . . Tungsten __-______________ 28,947 During 1981, China was a fledgling pur- Vanadium nas 621 
veyor of diverse minerals, metals, and fuel Zine ----------------------."_____ 1,186 
derivatives (refined and intermediary prod- Total. ___-_____________________ 458,113 ns =~ =~ = = ~~ 498,118
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During the decade, China was expectedto earths, silicon, and tungsten. Moreover, the 

realign its trade patterns along the lines Government announced plans to develop 
followed in its restructuring of domestic China’s nonferrous base for both internal 

industry.* For instance, exports of food and use and external purchases, particularly by 
sideline products were to decrease in light Japan, and perhaps by the United States. 

of domestic demand by a large population. The Government approved the establish- 
Concomitant 4 imports of chemical fertiiz ment of five special economic zones—four in 
vot e nected. t orner i e 1 By oes vond Guangdong Province (Shantou, Shekou, 
now ©XP 0 be reduced. Dy the second Shenzhen, and Zhuhai) and one in Fujian 
half of 1980, export of light industrial prod- Prov; . ; 

. rovince (Xiamen).’? In these free export 
ucts and machinery was to increase, paral- og . 
lel with an increase in imports of advanced zones, foreign investors may establish 100% 

technology and capital equipment. China owned subsidiaries, heretofore impossible in 

continued to develop its technology to pro- China. Shenzhen, the largest trade zone, | 
duce refined metallurgical products for ex- had attracted $1 billion in overseas invest- 

port. Initially, refractory bauxite and tung- ments. Furthermore, Guangdong officials 
sten were notable examples of products stated that they would welcome foreign 

upgraded to meet foreign end use specifica- cooperation in the development of mineral 
tions. Other shipments included significant resources on Hainan Island, which would be 

quantities of pig iron, manganese, rare treated unofficially as a free trade zone.* 

Table 2.—China: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980" ~tjuteqd ©@©»6— 
mm0ny United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite__.-_--------------- "210181 451,667 116,812 __taly 122,510; West Germany 

75,887; Japan 38,834. 
Oxides and hydroxides ______.------ "14142 82,968 21 ‘Thailand 9,903; Finland 8,700; 

Singapore 5,666. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________--_-_~------- _- 11 _- All to Hong Kong. 
Unwrought________.__.----~-- 2,721 5,930 _— Hong Kong 2,604; Thailand 1,927; 

Japan 1,299. 
Semimanufactures _______~-_-~-~ T3107 5,411 5 Hong Kong 4,270; Indonesia 654; 

Saudi Arabia 97. 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate_________..- ~~ 3,395 3,920 _- Yugoslavia 2,682; France 988; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 200. 

Elemental _________________---- 5,412 2,460 415 Japan 1,482; France 244; West 
rmany 195. 

Arsenic: 
Natural sulfides __..__..____----- 13 1 _- All to Hong Kong. 
Trioxide, pentoxide, acids_ _______---_- 214 3 -- Do. 

Beryllium ore and concentrate_ ________-~- _- 782 782 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms _ ~~ _— 226 16 West Germany 160; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 50. 
Chromium: 

Chromite____.___._--~--_-_--~-- — 2,057 — Japan 2,041; Indonesia 11. 
Oxides and hydroxides __________--- 76 692 _- France 262; Hong Kong 151; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 107. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ——_--—-— - _- 137 137 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides: 

Quantity, reported _______---~_~_ 4 32 _- Japan 18; Hong Kong 9. 
alue only, reported ___. thousands_ _ NA $16 _- All to Italy. 

Co Metal including alloys, all forms ~~~ ~~~ _ 3 5 _. __ All to West Germany. 
pper: 
Ore and concentrate____________-__- 1 48 _- All to Pakistan. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—China: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980" : 

y United | Other (principal) 

METALS —-Continued = 
Copper —Continued a 

Sulfate__._--_- ~~~ 2-2 231— 409 _- Japan 278; Finland 60; Hong Kong 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______~_~-~-~_~_~__ LL 820 2,888 ~. Hong Kong 2,853; France 17. 
Unwrought____ ~~~ 22 35 58 -- Thailand 50; West Germany 5. 
Semimanufactures _____________ 2,815 3,997 (7) Hong Kong 2,863; Singapore 464; 

. Indonesia 257. 
Germanium metal including alloys, all forms_ _ —_— 61 61 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate. _____ 196 254 30 Pakistan 223, 
etal: a 

Scrap _- 2 440 ——:10,161 -- Japan 7,075; Hong Kong 1,749; 
ingapore 1,005. 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot ___ __ 31,153 260,575 -- Japan 224,173; Pakistan 17,851; 
. Hong Kong 11,318. 

~. Ferroalloys._-...~~- ~~ ______ T7172 2,760 — Pakistan 878; Japan 595; Thailand 

Steel, primary forms ______....... "47,908 29,373 3 Thailand 14,838; Indonesia 6,941; 
Hong Kong 4,421. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections._____.__._._.-__. 178288 202,632 | 3 Hong Kong 150,211; Singapore 

U Is, plates, sh -- 18,708 ~—--37,258 Hons Ke aie 502 3 Ss cepore niversals, plates, shapes ____ __ , | 3, -— ong Kong 16,502; Singapore 
P . . 13,162; Indonesia 3, 185) 

Hoop and strip _____.__~___§____ T716 617 -~- Thailand 188; Hong Kong 134; 
Singapore 125. 

Rails and accessories: 
Quantity, reported ________ TS 865 == _. Hong Kong 737; Indonesia 60; 

Singapore 56. 
Value only, reported 

Wi thousands_ _ NA $132 _-. AlltoJapan. . 
ire: 

antity, reported ________ 34,184 33,748 ~~ Hong Kong 13,432; Singapore 
Qu Y repo 7,079; Saudi Arabia 4,823. 
Value only, reported. ______ NA $44 _— All to Malta. 

Tube pee vopeted r 83,069 Japan 45,901; Hong Kong 18,218 uantity, re —-----H- 23,093 , -- a 901; Hong Kong 18,218; yrepe . Saudi Arabia 12,970. 
Value only, reported 

thousands_ _ NA $255 _. Australia $227; Malta $28. 
Castings and forgings, rough ____ T2 482 3,121 18 Saudi Arabia 1,930; Hong Kong 

571; West Germany 323. 
Lead: 

. Ore andconcentrate_______________ 1,100 NA __ 
Oxides and hydroxides ______§_______ 751 478 -- Japan 173; Hong Kong 155; 

ndonesia 75. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______§_~§_~_§ ™398 731 -~— Japan 662; Hong Kong 69. 
Semimanufactures _____________ Tg 20 -~— Hong Kong 18. 

Manganese: 
- Ore andconcentrate_______________ 45,961 24,544 __ Japan 21,290; Finland 950; Italy 

Oxides and hydroxides _____________ TT 526 3,529 87 Hong Kong 1,630; Singapore 1,047; 
; Denmark 300. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _______ 39 437 ~—  Belgium-Luxembourg 150; West 
Germany 142; Canada 102. Mercury ____________ 76-pound flasks__ 8,584 10,327 203 West Germany 3,248; Hong Kong 
2,581; France 1,247. 

Molybdenum: 
e andconcentrate__§.§_-§_-__.§_______ 494 330 ~~ France 215; Belgium-Luxembourg 

79; Finland 15. 
Metal including alloys, all forms: 

Quantity, reported ~- eee -- 65 60 Sweden 3; Japan 1. Nickel alue only, reported ____ thousands_ _ NA $15 _- All to Hong Kong. ickel: 
Ore andconcentrate_______________ _— (?) — All to Indonesia. 
Matte and speiss — — ———-——--------~- _- 2 _— Do. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ 19 NA a 
Semimanufactures_____________ 4 9 _- Saudi Arabia 4; Pakistan 2; Hong 

Kong 1. 

: See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—China: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

oO (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

. Destinations, 1980 
_ Commodit; 1979 1980” : 

a 4 . United _ Other (principal) 
. . 

METALS —Continued 

Niobium (columbium) ore and 
concentrate______________.____-- 29 14 ~- All toJapan. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ _- $958 $165 France $793. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate* _________do____ $3 NA 
- Waste and sweepings®.______ ____do____ $62 $211 $55 France $156. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _________do____ _. -. $10,936 $78 United Kingdom $10,680; France 

MO sides and hydroxid 29 All , | xides an roxides _____.-.-..__ -- -_- to Egypt. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap _._~ 22 Le — 3,000 _- All to Australia. 
Unwrought___ 22 Le 3,170 3,267 858 Yugoslavia 783; Hong Kong 552; 

etherlands 471. 
Semimanufactures _____§________ 124 97 _- Hong Kong 82; Singapore 9. 

Titanium: 
Oxides _-_____ > "1 600 1,659 _— Japan 483; France 477; Hong Kong 

T Metal including alloys, all forms _______ 222 1,412 1,245 West Germany 180; France 837. 
ungsten: 
Ore and concentrate_______________ 6,674 6,207 1,602 West Germany 1,136; Sweden 

. 1,010; Austria 707. 
Metal including alloys, all forms: 

Quantity, reported _____________ 9 | 23 1 Sri Lanka 15; West Germany 3; 

zi Value only, reported _ _ _ _ thousands__ NA $26 _. All to Hong Kong. 
inc: 
Ore and concentrate___§_ = 22 _— 3 _— All to Singapore. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____________ 935 908 3 Japan 339; Singapore 97; Denmark 

Metal including alloys: | ae 
Scrap 2 Le _- 30 -- All to Thailand. 
Dust, blue powder. $$ _-_________ — 12 9 —- Japan 5; Hong Kong 4. 
Unwrought____~_~___~§_ Le T3594 9,264 1,220 Thailand 2,727; Japan 2,454; . 

Singapore 1,262. 
Semimanufactures __.._~§_~_______ ¥417 221 _ + Saudi Arabia 115;.Singapore 100. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates... ¥42,028 5,290 195 Thailand 4,894; Hungary 100; New 

Zealand 59. 
Ash and residue containing non- . 

ferrous metals ___ $$ ~~ 447 1,336 251 West Germany 698; Italy 328. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _________ ™6,646 13,211 2,205 Pakistan 8,367; Japan 669; West 

Germany 463. 
Metalloids______..~.~____________ 84 1,832 -— _ Japan 1,772; Hong Kong 30. 
Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth 

metals ____. ~~~ Le 10 31 -- Saudi Arabia 17; Italy 14. 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms: 
Quantity, reported _. 9.2 ____ T1626 1,597 92 Japan 507; Hong Kong 288; West 

rmany 148. 
Value only, reported _ _ _ _ thousands. _ NA $252 ~— -New Zealand $127; Australia $125. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ _ "331 988 -. Japan 565; Hong Kong 421. 
Artificial: Corundum ——_~ ~~. ~~~ ___ -- 3,157 _—  dapan 3,134; Hong Kong 20. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones___— value, thousands_ _ $4 $6 __ Thailand $5; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones: 
Quantity, repo Hee eee eee T1,408 2,993 ~~ Hong Kong 1,333; Indonesia 915; 

Singapore 514. 
Value only, reported _ _ _ — thousands_ _ NA $24 $9 Uruguay $8; New Zealand $4. 

Asbestos, crude ______~ ~~~. ~~~ ~_____ 10,430 7,397 (7) Hong Kong 2,779; Indonesia 2,680; 
Thailand 1,350. 

Barite and witherite 9 _-_-__...______ 360,990 617,277 496,463 West Germany 53,628; Japan 
35,585; Netherlands 23,386. 

Boron materials: 
Crude, natural borates _____________ 4 3 _- All to Indonesia. 
Oxide and acid _____~____..______ 232 1,320 132 Japan 877; Hong Kong 118; 

etherlands 50. 
Cement: 

Quantity, reported_.______._._._._.~ 887,185 845,676 -- Hong Kong 843,211; Sri Lanka 

Value only, reported___ __ _ — — thousands_ _ NA $8 — All to Australia. 
Chalk. ~~ ee 23 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—-China: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

en 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980" : 

; y Bnited Other (principal) 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude. ----_--_--_-__..___ 168,424 208,549 --  dapan 119,188; Hong Kong 72,336. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory: 
Quantity, reported___._._._____ 85,096 37,511 4 Hong Kong 31,355; Singapore 

3,749; Japan 1,033. 
Value only, reported 

thousands_ _ NA $7,885 $1 Hong Kong $7,486; Singapore 
$216; Australia $180. 

Refractory including nonclay brick: 
Quantity, reported___________ ¥5,642 8,597 __ Indonesia 2.792; Sweden 2,044; 

y 639. 
Value only, reported 

thousands_ _ NA $1,852 -- Hong Kong $959; Singapore $880. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural ___________ 540 5,194 5,194 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $2,873 $5,829 $83 Hong Kong $1,633; Belgium. 

Luxembourg $1,261; United 
Kingdom $913. 

Industrial ________________do____ $2,022 $65,175 $21 Belgium-Luxembou $64,754; 
nited Kingdom $320, 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _______ 21 145 _~— Singapore 130; Jordan 15. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite, nepheline______ 251,470 359,078 25,059 Japan 225,707; West Germany 

1,579; Australia 17,941. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous _________________ 60 NA 
Phosphatic. _________________ 845 1,234 7 West Germany 973; Singapore 160; 

Denmark 50. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _________________ ™31,345 479 _— Hong Kong 467. 
Phosphatic__________________ 260 100 _- All to Japan. 
Potassic_____.___.__________ T9235 225 1 Japan 218. 
Other including mixed___________ 2 NA 

Ammonia _____________________ 43 253 _- All to Hong Kong. 
Graphite, natural: 

Quantity, reported________________ ™26,090 37,824 2,222 Japan 21,215; West Germany 
4,925; United Kingdom 2,340. 

Value only, reported. ___ ___ thousands__ NA $80 -—  AlltoCanada. © 
Gypsumand plasters ________________ 754,885 4,210 2 Hong Kong 2,420; Indonesia 1,038; 

Singapore 600. 
Iodine... 17 NA 
Lime __________________ ™44,973 27,510 — Hong Kong 24,884; Singapore 

Magnesite______.________________ 796,440 211,176 © -- Japan 68,678; West Germany 
Mi 43,822; Yugoslavia 27,815. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste____ _ 7,957 10,867 50 United Kingdom 6,575; Japan 

2,380; West Germany 722. 
Worked including agglomerated 
splittings: 

Quantity, reported _____________ 19 30 -- France 12; Spain 9; United King- 
om 6. 

Value only, reported _ _ _ _ thousands__ NA $6 — All to Hong Kong. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, earth colors________________ 1,675 1,340 — Hong Kong 66; Indonesia 455; 
apan 200. 

Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed ____ 2,730 2,457 -~- Indonesia 593; Singapore 578; 
Egypt.458. 

Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Natural _________ value, thousands__ $4,809 $3,473 $370 Hong Kong $1,526; Japan $1,069; 

West Germany $370. 
Synthetic _.______________do.___ $103 $54 $3 Saudi Arabia $23; Netherlands 

. $11; Canada $8. 
Salt andbrine._______________ | T186,202 868,053 — Japan 711,782; U.S.S.R. 102,344; 

. ong Kong 52,500. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ____________ T65 260 -- Hong Kong 182; United Kingdom 
. 20; Indonesia 19. Caustic soda__________________ Tg 829 7,272 -- Hong Kong 7,268. 

Sodaash_______________ T3291 6,354 ~- Hong Kong 3,221; Indonesia 2,762; 
Egypt 307. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _________ T47,483 67,437 _- Japan 62,593; Hong Kong 1,928; 
Australia 1,893. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—China: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 
Dimension stone —Continued 

Worked: 
Quantity, reported. __________ 21,942 17,995 _— Japan 6,211; Hong Kong 4,524; 

ingapore 4,128. 
Value only, reported . 

thousands_ _ NA $1,256 $1,185 Australia $58; Canada $13. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ______ T550 NA 
Gravel and crushed rock ______~______ 95,491 12,921 — Hong Kong 9,716; Japan 1,606; 

Singapore 772. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ __ _ _ _ — 25,644 130,485 __ All to Hong Kong. 
Quartz and quartzite. __ ..._-...______ 24,150 37,454 _. Japan 34,524; Hong Kong 2,350. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons_ — "1,351 1,208 _~- Hong Kong 1,188; Japan 20. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal _____-______- r1,109 90 _. Saudi Arabia 52; Pakistan 38. 
Colloidal __. 22 5 _- - e ‘10 NA 

Tale shea ae ean -pyrophyllite _______ 356 rT 381 B78 148 ii spar a 82, U ted Kingd alc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ______ , , a ,o82; Uni ingdom 
$865; Indonesia 7,000. 

Other: 
Crude_______________ 20,750 16,563 -- Hong Kong7,611; Japan 1,829; 

Hungary Lai. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal-bearing 7,721 12,440 _— Japan 12,000; Hong Kong 407. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ —_ _ — — 260 2,113 18 Finland 1,835; Japan 146; Canada 

Halogens: 
‘Guantity, reported _____________ "13 17 _-—  AlltolIreland. 
Value only, reported _ _ _ — thousands_ _ NA $2 -- All toSingapore. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED a 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __________— _- 5,369 __ Indonesia 5,301; Pakistan 48. 
Carbon black _~____~ ~~~ _~§____________ rO72 2,973 _— Thailand 1,880; Indonesia 691; 

Hong Kong 205. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons__ 1,814 2,795 —_ Japan 2,071; Sri Lanka 235; West 

rmany 209. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal _ 509 NA 
Lignite including briquets __________— 649 1,351 _-—  AlltoJapan. 

Coke and semicoke________..________ 12 31,543 __ Pakistan 30,022; Indonesia 1,313. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

value, thousands_ — NA $23 -— All to Hong Kong. 
Petroleum: 

Crude. ____ thousand 42-gallon barrels... "79,463 12,374 764 Japan 57,530; Brazil 8,730; 
Thailan d 4,085. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________.___do____ T1803 10,880 2,559 Japan 4,086; Netherlands 1,439; 

lombia 1,001. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ________do____ 2,914 2,830 24 Hong Kong 2,106; Japan 458; 

Singapore 240. 
Distillate fuel oil! ________.do____ 11,069 10,495 11 Hong ong 5,603; Thailand 2,118; 

apan 1,945. 
Residual fuel oi]. __ ______—do____ 2,909 2,375 _— Hong Kong 1,928; Australia 203; 

Japan 129. 
Lubricants: 

Quantity, reported. _____do____ 73,728 186 27 ~+Hong Kong 98; Thailand 33; 
Singapore 10. 

Value only, reported 
Oth thousands_ _ NA $137 _-— Australia $129; Japan $8. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — -- 26 -— All toJapan. 
Mineral jelly and wax__ _ _do__ __ *230 468 _- Pakistan 150; Hong Kong 93; 

ingapore Jl. 
Nonlubricating oils — _ _. —do_ __— 137 48 -— Indonsela 45. 
Petroleum coke _______do____ 1,362 1,265 -—  AlltoJapan. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ __— 8 1 -— Mainly to Indonesia. 
Bituminous mixtures _ ___do____ 19 22 -— Hong Kong 22. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—China: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” “lInted # »©»6»3.. | mmodity oo | United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
_ MATERIALS —Continued | 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
or gas-derived crude chemicals ________ _ 40,803 92,817 (4) Japan 91,365; Hong Kong 1,285; 

. reece 100. 

PPreliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Owing to a lack of official trade data published by China, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of 

this country’s mineral exports. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations 
information and data published by the partner trade countries. . 

?Less than 1/2 unit. | 
3May include other precious metals. oo . Be 
‘United States imported 856,061 barrels of naphtha. 7 

Table 3.—China: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities? - 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

a ~ Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980" “United 4.4... Woes 
| “ wy | | United Other (principal) 

METALS | a | ' 
Aluminum: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 196 95 3 France 52; West Germany 40. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __ ~~ 1,490 480 (2) All from Hong Kong. 
Unwrought__ ~~~ 83,178 66,937 8,558 Canada 29,995; New Zealand 14,992; 

-. Norway 6,286. 
Semimanufactures _________ 4,447 12,675 95 Japan 11,903; West Germany 278; 

nited Kingdom 98. | 
Chromium: - | - — 
Chromite___..__.__________ T34 405 NA 

Cone and hydroxides ___._____ 153 2,756 1,475 Japan 1,281. 
t: SO 

Oxides and hydroxides — kilograms_ _ 50 1,000 _- All from Japan. a 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

ms do____ _— 454 -- Ali from Canada. 
Copper: 

re and concentrate, copper content _ 322,254. 54,782 3,012 Peru 35,457;* Canada 7,602; Papua 
- SS New Guinea 5,884.3 OS 

Sulfate______.___...-.--_- 2,205 7,539 --— Yugoslavia 6,039; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,500. 

Metal including alloys: . . 
Scrap __ 2-H 81 188 _-- All from Hong Kong. 
Unwrought_ ___~ ~:~ 93,678. 92,213. —-- Peru 35,457;" Chile 29,900;3 Zambia 

15,387. 
Semimanufactures _..______ 2,040 1,623 23 Japan 1,345; Hong Kong 230. 

Iron and steel: —- ee . 
Ore and concentrate 
Metal thousand tons_ _ 6,042 5,949 -- Australia 5,324; Brazil 625. 

etal: vo 
Scrap ___ 2 4,950 1,932 _. Hong Kong 1,929. 
Pig iron, cast iron; powder, shot _ 620,439 230,712 35 Australia 230,432. 
-Ferroalloys_ 4 ~~ ____ 69,496 1,022 -- Norway 1,000; West Germany 17. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 359,043 132,534 -- Japan 96,983; Australia 30,005. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections: 

Quantity, reported 
thousand tons__ 2,826 2,041 100 Japan 1,191; Canada 139; Australia 

Value only, reported _ 
thousands. _ NA $10,319 _. All from Japan. 

Universals, plates, sheets: 
Quantity, reported 

thousand tons_ _ 2,336 1,582 10 Japan 1,287; West Germany 125; 
France 42. 

Value only, reported 
thousands_ _ NA $28,364 __ Australia $28,339; Japan $25. 

Hoop and strip: — 
Quantity, reported __ __ 216,077 185,972 503 Japan 149,450; West Germany 16,613; 

Australia 10,989. 
Value only, reported 

thousands_ _ NA $6,074 -- All from Japan. 
Rails and accessories _____ 32,715 2,355 24 ~=Japan 2,331. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—China: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
_ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

RC neers 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980” : 

y Gnited Other (principal) 
TOL TTA A nee rere 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures —Continued . 

Wire: 
Quantity, reported _ _ _ _ 95,495 7,793 a Japan 2,579; West Germany 2,036; 

taly 363. _ 
Value, reported . 

thousands_ _ NA $8,699 ~~ Japan $8,695; Australia $4. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings 

thousand tons__ 1,627 710 4 Japan 439; West Germany 60; Italy 

Le 3 Castings and forgings, rough 2,453 97 ~~ United Kingdom 57; Spain 37. 
ad: oo 
Ore and concentrate, lead content_ _ _ -- | 8 8 
Oxides and hydroxides _._______ 1,763 3,126 a Australia 3,108. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-_-__~~_________ 72 134 _. All from Hong Kong. 
Unwrought. __§_$_$_________ 434 987 26,648 ~—- Australia 14,011; Mexico 5,485;* 

_ Canada 4,149. 
Semimanufactures _________ 3 4 — Hong Kong 2; Japan 2. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 4,643 4,648 4,647 Japan 1. 
Semimanufactures___._ _______ 252 1 —- All from United Kingdom. 

Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 702 108 34 Japan 74, 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms _____.__.__ _ kilograms__ 229 130 _-— Switzerland 80; Japan 50. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap. ~~ ~~~ -- 2 —- Hong Kong 1; Japan 1. 
Unwrought ______~ ~~ 1 NA oS . 
Semimanufactures______§______ 64 105 _. France 100; Japan 3. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $9,731 $1,259 — United Kingdom $1,018; West Ger- 
many $125; Japan $116. 

Silver: 
Ore and concentrate ._____do____ - $1,533 $197 _- All from Canada. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _____do____ $21 $13 _- All from Hong Kong. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, 
Te forms. ____.—.__— kilograms__ 140 103 103 

in: 
Ore and concentrate___________ a 35 _. All from Singapore. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _--_ 22 _- 356 _- All from Hong Kong. 
Unwrought__. ~___§_______ 6 1 _— All from Japan. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2 17 9 Japan 4; Hong Kong 8. 

Titanium: . . 
Oxides _--_ 2 5 5 1,400 2,954 218 Japan 2,252; Italy 180; West 

rmany 178. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 3 2 -— All from Japan. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all S 
forms: 
Quantity, reported _ _ _ _ kilograms__ 71,106 193 _- Do. 

zi Value only, reported _ _ _ thousands_ _ NA $2 -~— All from Hong Kong. 
inc: * 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 989 4 ~— All from Japan. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______________ -- 2 -— All from Hong Kong. 
Unwrought___ ~~~ ____ 42,098 3400 ~~ NA. 

. Semimanufactures _______ __ 18 13 --— All from Japan. 
Other: mo 

Ores and concentrates : 
value, thousands_ _ -- $331 _-— All from Australia. 

Ash and residues containing 
nonferrous metals__ _________ _- 520 -— Hong Kong 493; Canada 27. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ 53 24 -~— Japan 1]; France 10. 
Metalloids_________________ 5,769 254 -— France 253. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

metals __-__~_§__~_~__________ 4 4 -_ All from United Kingdom. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 5 12 2 Sweden 4; Canada 3. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete _-- LL 1 1 -- All from Japan. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—China: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Sources, 1980 
. Commodity | 1979 1980" : 

y United Other (principal) 
———— 

7 NONMETALS —Continued 

Abrasives —Continued 

Artificial: Corundum —__________ 4 2 _— All from Japan. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ -- $2 ~-  Belgium-Luxembourg $1; West Ger- 

many $1. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

. stones __________________ 25 113 (7) Japan 85; West Germany 19. 
Asbestos, crude________________ 1,269 719 _— Canada 698; Japan 21. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 50 NA 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ ___ __ 268 452 262 _— Italy 190. 
Cement_____________~__ 456,940 29,551 _- Japan 18,800; Hong Kong 5,135; 

lombia 5,102. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude______.~ ~~ -__ ie 350 964 2 Singapore 576; Japan 375. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory: 
Guantity, reported. ______ 684 292 ~~  Italy.250; Hong Kong 22; Japan 18. 

alue only, reported 
thousand_ _ NA $59 _-— Australia $40; Japan $19. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~. ~~~ 2,163 47,576 17 Japan 45,999; West Germany 1,141. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $5,960 $7,312 -- United Kingdom $5,837; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $1,463. 

Industrial ____________do____ $11,275 $13,834 $1 Belgium Tuxembourg $10,886; 
nited Kingdom $2,947. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ -- 104 96 Japan 4; United Kingdom 4. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite, nepheline _ _ -— 2,121 _-— All from Kenya. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous _____________ a 10,000 _— All from Saudi Arabia. 
Phosphatic______________ 448,835 351,532 _- Jordan 175,120; Morocco 164,412. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous __ thousand tons_ _ 2,323 2,142 210 Japan 1,186; Italy 238; Netherlands 

Phosphatic______________ F179,084 182,991 152,682 Singapore 20,300; Saudi Arabia 

Potassic. $2 _-_-._______ 421,000 402,024 34 Canada 358,047; West Germany 

Other including mixed_______ 82,718 257,327 15,186 Austria 59,065; Italy 52,686; Denmark 
47,001; Spain 26,000. 

Ammonia _________________ 21 10,132 -~— Netherlands 10,125. 
Gypsum and plasters ~- eee _- 16 16 
Masneaite - ------------~---=- 70 127 _- All from Japan. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 3 27 _— Japan 20; Singapore 7. 
Worked including agglomerated 

_ splittings ________ kilograms. _ 1,055 502 -- Hong Kong 500. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed___________ 16 1 _- United Kingdom 1. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: . 

Natural _____ value, thousands. _ $2,285 $3,830 $2 Sri Lanka $2,399; West Germany 
$800; Japan $428. 

Synthetic _.__________do____ $13 $9 _— Japan $6; Switzerland $3. 
Salt and brine______§___________ 2 90 _~- Singapore 80; Japan 10. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ______________ _— 1,588 1,500 Japan 85. 
Caustic soda___-§_-§____________ T138,856 122,637 31,445 Netherlands 70,764; Italy 10,110; 

West Germany 8,316, 
Sodaash _______~~_~~________ _- 76,422 _- Belgium-Luxem urg 41,632; France 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 102 35 _- All from Norway. 
Worked_____§_§_§_________ 97 25 _— Italy 16; Japan 5. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 26 99 _- West Germany 98. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 20 205 ~- All from Japan. 

Suinen’ excluding metal-bearing ___ _ _ _- 6 -- Do. 
ur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal ___ _ 250,538 347,195 _— Canada 343,195. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________ 1 111 108 Hong Kong 1; Japan 1. Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 53 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—China: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
EEE 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980” : 

mamoeny Gnited Other (principal) 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other: 
Crude___ === 41 13,454 — Kenya 13,445. 
Slag, dross and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _____________ 50 NA 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 

um, magnesium, strontium _____ 54 20 _— All from Japan. 
Halogens_________~_________ 80 NA 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __ _____ 4,866 NA 
Carbon black ___§_§_§____~________ 19,317 5,239 3,160 Japan 1,534; West Germany 545. 
Coal: Lignite including briquets ____ _ _ —_ 50 — All from Singapore. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases: 

Quantity, reported... _-§_§_$_______ 4 1 _— All from Japan. 
alue only, reported__ _ thousands_ _ NA $32 _- All from Singapore. 

Peat including briquets and litter _____ a. 1 _— All from Japan. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ ____ _42-gallon barrels__ 11,807 5,925 _- All from West Germany. 
Kerosine and jet fuel______do____ 10,749 9,866 _- Yugoslavia 9,610; West Germany 233. 
Distillate fuel oi] _. __ ____do____ 8,982 10,899 _- Yugoslavia 10,892. 
Residual fuel oil ________do____ 15,072 319,520 — Pakistan 199,800; Greece 119,460. 
Lubricants: 

Quantity, reported ____do____ 18,060 37,337 14,146 West Germany 6,265; Japan 5,068; 
France 4,312. 

Value only, reported 
thousands_ _ NA $1,698 — All from Japan. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 174 12 — All from France. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 268 283 _— Netherlands 165; Singapore 63. 
Nonlubricating oils____do____ 2,198 NA 
Petroleum coke _____ _do____ 539 1,634 — All from Japan. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ __ 1,073 __ Do. 
Bituminous mixtures___do__ __ 2,636 145 — United Kingdom 109; Sweden 36. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
or gas-derived crude chemicals ____ _ 21,687 150 — All from France. 

eee 

PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data published by China, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of 

the country’s mineral imports. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations 
information and data published by the partner trade countries. 

2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3World Metal Statistics, World Bureau of Metal Statistics, London, United Kingdom. 
4Metallgesellschaft Aktiengeselschaft (Metal Statistics), Frankfurt am Main, West Germany. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Shanxi account for about one-fourth of the 
. ; total reserves in China, Henan is reportedly 

Aluminum.—China has extensive Te the largest producer. A cyanite deposit with 
sources of aluminous materials, and esti- an estimated reserve of 1 million tons was 
mates range around 1 billion tons. Diasporic discovered in Xingtai County in southwest- 
bauxite is the main aluminum ore mineral ern Hebei. An alumnite deposit with a 
in China. Other high-alumina minerals verified reserve of 7 million tons was found 
such as cyanite, sillimanite, and andalusite jn eastern Fujian. 
occur throughout the country. Bauxite oc- Aside from isolated shipments in the 
curs in Guangxi, Guizhou, Hebei, Henan, early 1970’s, China began exporting re- 
Shanxi, and Sichuan. While reserves in fractory-grade bauxite to the United
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States in 1979. Shipments of metallurgical-. estimated at 1 million tons of 35% Cr.0s 
grade bauxite were also being considered. ore. Chromium occurs associated in com- 

Under a preliminary agreement, Minermet plex mineralization of iron ore in Pan- 

S.A. of Italy was to construct a calcining zhihua, Sichuan, and Baiunebo, Nei Mong- 

plant in Henan to produce 200,000 tons per gol. A hard chromium mineral was discov- 
year of bauxite using two rotary kilns. ered in the Liuzhuang area of Tongbai, 
Under the agreement, Minermet was to Henan. 
export 50% of the output. Cobalt.—Cobalt was recovered as a bypro- 

The new aluminum smelter at Guiyang, duct of nickel-copper and platinum refining 
Guizhou, was commissioned in December 2¢ Jinchuan, Gansu. The Jinchuan nickel- 
1981 with one operational potline (40,000 COPper sulfide deposit (0.035% cobalt) con- 

tons per year). The second potline of 40,000 tains 100,000 tons of cobalt. The Zhuhou 

tons was expected to be operational in 1982. refinery in Hunan also recovers cobalt. 
The bauxite reserve in Guizhou was esti- Other cobalt association has been reported 
mated at over 200 million tons. in ores at Panzhihua, Sichuan; Baiyunnebo, 

China’s primary aluminum plants were Nei Monggol; Hainan, Guangdong; Dong- 
as follows, with capacity expressed in thou- pongshan, Yunnan; and Panshi Xian, Ji- 

sand tons per year: Columbium and Tantalum.—China has 
Hefei, Anbui ~--~------------------ 25 abundant resources of columbium and tan- 

Guiyang Guizhou---__-----_-----. 49 talum. The quantity of tantalum pentoxide 
Wuhan, Hubei _ —------------------- 35 in slag from past tin operations may 
Changchun Jilin -2 2222222222222 ig amount to several million pounds. In March 
Fushun, Liaoning . _.—___-_-_-_-------- 100 1981, a 3-year program was to begin to 
Baotou, Nei Monggol NA ? J . progr ° g} | Nanding, Shandong--_--__----------. | NA Survey columbium, tantalum, and tin depos- 
Qingdao, Shandong ~---------~------- 15 its in the Wangxiang area of Hunan. The 

Kunming Yunnan ..~._2.2222222222. ~~ Fujian Provincial Geological Bureau 
“NANotavalabic SCS<TS ;7T:CttiCtStstit”*té‘trammntourrnced the finding of a promising | aa d le an. 

A large refinery proposed for Guangxi Tantalum was recovered as a. coproduct 
as henent proovaen China’s economic re- from an apogranite-type tin deposit at 

Antimony China has large reserves ot Sichun Janga, which was erimaied tab 
antimony and traditionally has been rank- of tantalum pentoxide per ton e f ore Ore 
ed as one of the top three world producers. th hut pent t 200 000 to 950 000 

: The Xikuangshan Mine is a large, world- rougnput capacity was , ? 
famous antimony mine. Xikuangshan tons per year. Beneficiation produced a 28% 

, _ : tantalum pentoxide concentrate, and the 
means tin mine; hence, the name arose recovery rate was around 60%. At Limu 
from misidentification. The mining district Gio, ty tantalum was recovered as a bY. 
covers 14 square kilometers and is divided : oduct from tin slag. Annual ore pr ode ; 
into two sections with independent mining, P. an stag . P 
processing, and smelting sections. Sulfide tion was about 300,000 tons containing 150 

ores occur in the southern part, while the a ms oF tanta’um pe ntoxide per en. Smal 
northern division has complex ore compris- reported] necovere a from esmati tes re 
ed of mixed oxides and sulfides. Antimony the Alte, Mountains (no th ar Urun ry 
was also mined in Guangdong. In addition Xinii di G done Prov; qu; 
to antimony finds in Qinghai, Shaanxi, njlang, and in Suangdong ft rovince. 
Sichuan, Xizang, and Yunnan, a rich anti- Copper.—China's most significant copper 
mon occurrence was re . 1 in Xihe deposits occur mainly in the valleys of the 
Ganvu PO ? middle and lower reaches of the Changjiang 

Chromium.—Chromite occurrences are River and in the southwestern region. 
widespread in northwest China. The depos- There are also important cposits in the 
its in the east are small, but larger occur- 0rthwest and north. Total reserves were 
rences have been discovered in Xizang. estimated to exceed 50.4 million tons of 
Platinum with associated chromite occurs contained metal. The six major muning 
in Dali, Yunnan. China’s largest chromite 2'¢4S centered around Tongling, Anhui; 
find is in the Zhayier Mountains, northwest paly Sea nating e an e, mets pening, 

of Junggar Pendi, Xinjiang. Re 1; n. shan, XI, 
Bear 1 Aingiang serves are Dongchuan, Yunnan. Recent finds of copper
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mineralization include Zhangdu, Xizang production in Urumgi, Xinjiang. Also, to 

(reserves of 6.4 million tons); Anjing, Anhui promote increased production, China en- 
(20 million tons); Tongshankow, Hubei (50 gaged Wright Engineering of Canada and 
million tons); Qamdo, Xizang (6.48 million Davy McKee of Great Britain to conduct 
tons); and Fengchang, Liaoning (260 million feasibility studies on mines in Shandong. 
tons). | Furthermore, the People’s Bank of China 

Current metal output level was only had lent 46 million yuan for the develop- 
about 300,000 tons, and up to 200,000 tons ment of 36 gold mines to increase total 
was imported annually to meet demand. production by 140,000 liang. Surveys for 
China’s copper smelter-refining facilities gold were underway in over 10 Provinces, 
are as follows in thousand tons: including Hebei, Heilongjiang, Liaon- 
Toneling Anhui ~~~ ss+-+--_ing, and Nei Monggol, which have gold- 
NOP DZTTTTIIZTIIZZIZIZZZ~—Ssgospproducing areas. In early 1981, a large gold 

Baiyin, Gapau-~~77777Z7ZZ7Z72722~—«§}C currence was reportedly discovered in Zhushou, Henan ~~ -_----~----------- 10 Yunnan. The vanity of peotalurgical in 
ye, pO mm ustry announced that the planned go 

Shanghat  8-7~77777777277772~—S«BCoutput was overfulfilled by 14.3% in 1979 
Kunming, Yunnan ~~ --~------------- 45 and by 15.3% in 1980. China’s gold transac- 

Tet +. tions on the international market during 
ine meee . eho tegen Bel the last two decades included purchase of 
Urungi. Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. was to 4,822,605 troy ounces in 1965, 1,028,822 troy 
resume the construction of a 90,000-ton-per- ounces in 1966, and 2,572,056 troy ounces in 
year copper smelter at Guixi, Jiangxi. The 1968, and sale of 2,572,056 troy ounces in 

project, along with a Fluor Corp. contract to 1976. China used 120,000 troy ounces in | develop an extensive porphyry deposit in 1979 for production of its 30th anniversary 
Jiangxi, was suspended during the readjust- commemorative gold coin sets, but bought 

ment period. The $117 million Sumitomo the same amount of gold in Xianggang to 
project may later include a refinery and ‘ePlace the metal used. 
fabricating facilities. Status of the Fluor Iron Ore.—China’s reserves of iron ore Corp. project at Dexing, Jiangxi, and the Were estimated at 44 billion tons. The prin- 

Japanese Government-assisted project at Cipal mines were Anshan and Benxi in Anging, Anhui, were not known. Liaoning, Panzhihua in Sichuan, Maanshan 
Gold and Silver.—China has a long histo. in Anhui, Meishan in Nanjing, Daye in 

ry of gold mining, and panning was carried — Hubei, Shichang in Hebei, Bayan Obo in 
out along its coasts in ancient times. Most of Nei Monggul, Jingtieshan in Gansu, and 
the gold mines are concentrated in the Shilu in Hainan. The Anshan-type ore de- 
northeast, eastern China, and the Qinbeng posits (sedimentary metamorphic) are the 
and Yanshan regions. China’s major gold- main type in China and are distributed over 
producing areas are Hebei, Heilongjiang, an area from Anshan, Liaoning, to Jidong, 
Liaoning, Nei Monggol, and Shandong. Hebei. The Anshan ore is easily extracted 
Shandong is probably the principal produc- but is not of high grade. There are large 
er with five major underground mines and beds of titaniferous magnetite contain- 
up to 30 small mines. Output level in ing vanadium spread out in Panzhihua, 
Shandong was estimated at 320,000 to Sichuan. The Daye-type deposits, formed by 
480,000 troy ounces per year. There were the interaction of gas and heat along con- 
numerous announcements of gold and silver tact edges, are found around Daye, Hubei, 
finds—lode, placer, mixed ores—throughout and east of this area. Iron and siderite 
China. Xinjiang was reported to be particu- mineral beds associated with volcanic ac- 
larly abundant in alluvial gold. Lode silver tion were expected to increase China’s iron 
was found in the Miyun area, northeast of reserve-resource base. 
Beijing. Gold output in 1981 was based on __Total mine output of iron ore approaches 
an estimate given by The Gold Institute, 120 million tons of mostly low-grade ore 
Washington, D.C. (around 30% grade), which is upgraded to 

Gold production has been variously esti- 60% or better. Imports from Australia, 
mated from 688,000 troy ounces per year to Brazil, and North Korea (probably totaling 
1,900,000 troy ounces per year. In the spring less than 10 million tons) supplement do- 
of 1980, a conference was held on gold  mestic mine production.
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Many iron ore mines began adopting a_ location. Eleven iron and steel complexes 
technique of ore segregation based on siev- account for 86% of China’s annual steel 
ing followed by grinding. This technique production: Anshan, Baotou, Beijing, Benqi, 
was initially used with success by the Da- Maanshan, Panzhihua, Shanghai, Taiyuan, 
gushan iron ore mine of Anshan Iron and Tanggu, Tianjin, and Wuhan. Smaller iron 
Steel Co. Reportedly, ores with at least 30% and steelworks exist in every Province and 
iron were upgraded with this technique to Autonomous Region except Xizang. Collec- 
67% to 68%. tively these units have an annual produc- 

Iron and Steel.—China’s annual capacity tion capacity of 11 million tons of iron and 8 
to produce steel was around 37 million tons. million tons of steel and steel products. 
With the exception of Shanghai, all of the China’s iron and steelworks were char- 
major iron and steel complexes are located acterized by the Japanese as follows, in 
near indigenous supplies of coal and iron terms of annual crude steel output: 
ore. Shanghai is the only site with a coastal 

OVER 3 MILLION TONS 

Anshan Wuhan 
Baotou 

| 50,000 TO 3 MILLION TONS | 

Anyang | Panzhihua 
Beijing Shanghai 
Benqi . Shijingshan 
Chengdu Shoudu 
Datai Taiyuan 
Fushan Tanggu 
Guangzhou Tangshan 
Guiyang Tianjin 
Hami Urunqi 
Handan Xiangpiao 
Jinan Xinyu 
Jiuchuan Yonde 
Linfun Yongchen 
Longyin Yongxin 
Maanshan 

. UNDER 50,000 TONS 

Baoji Nanning 
. Changzhi Pinxiang 

Dalian Qingdao 
Duyan Sanmian 
Fuzhou Sanjiang 
Hainan Shaoguan 
Heifei Shaoxing 
Hengyang Shenyang 
Hybei Suzhow 
Huzhou Wuning 
Jiaozuo Xiamen 
Kunming _ Xian 
Lianyuan Xinxiang 
Liubo Xinyang 
Liuzhou Yanchuan 
Macheng Yangquan 

' Nanchang Yantai 
Nanjing Zhejiang 

Banshan 

The east coast of China contains by far second phase construction. Construction 
the highest concentration of steelmaking was to continue on the coal-fired power- 
plants. plant at the site, and work was to continue 

During 1979, China reevaluated its mod- on the Baoshan first stage at a slower pace. 
ernization programs. The Baoshan iron and During 1981, Government announcements 
steel project was originally to be completed simply stated that construction of Baoshan 
in two stages (8 million tons capacity in continued. 
1982 and the remaining 3 million tons by The main thrusts in the iron and steel 
1985). In November 1980, the Govern- sector were to be modernization of existing 
ment announced the suspension of the installations by lowering energy and coke
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consumption per ton of steel produced, and electricity conservation, sale of iron 
lowering pig iron consumption by increas- ore, sale of services to other enterprises, and 
ing scrap utilization, and improving steel- shift of product output to consumer goods 
rolling output capacity and _ technology. and building materials. 

Futhermore, steel product specifications CISC has captive iron ore mines located 
were to meet the needs for producing ma- 70 to 80 kilometers from Tangshan, Hebei, 
chinery used in the agricultural and light which produce 12 million tons of ore (24% to 
industry sectors. 28% iron content) per year. The ore is 
_ The installation of a 1,826-cubic-meter beneficiated to 68.5% iron before being 

oe blast furnace 3 a Shouen ron shipped by rail to the mill. CISC has eight 
n . was comp in , an . . . ; 

startup of the furnace began in late Decem- abe Million tone of coal ner eae “e 

per he Operation 1 the meee Was supplied from mines in Hebei and Shanxi. 
deemed’ satistactory, and productivity WaS CISC’s four coke ovens produce 1.2 million 
increasing. The utilization coefficient of this t £ cok lly. Th re four blast 
blast furnace reportedly reached a monthly forn or Coke h a ce Oi od d ‘le our as f 
average of 1,729 tons per cubic meter per urnaces wit a comoin aly out P ut ° 
day during March 1980 and a coke con- 8,500 tons of iron. Half of the pig iron 

sumption ratio of 525 kilograms per ton. In Utput is used internally for steel produc- 
comparison, the No. 1 blast furnace at ‘ion, and the other half is sold. Annual 
Shoudu has a monthly utilization coeffi- Output capacity of 14 million tons of steel is 

cient of 3,114 tons per cubic meter per day y five furnaces. Sixty percent of the steel 
and a coke ratio of 362 kilograms per ton. Output is sold as crude steel. Rolling capaci- 
Shoudu has four blast furnaces (the small- ty is about500,000 tons; a 300-millimeter 
est being 576 cubic meters) with a total rolling mill produces 430,000 tons of steel 
capacity of 3,561 cubic meters. Shoudu re- beams for construction. There is also a 

portedly has the highest average utilization 70,000-ton capacity for seam pipe and a cold- 
coefficient of all Chinese iron and steel- ven capacity of ae to 20,000 tons. 
works. ew rolling capacity of 400,000 tons was 

Installation of the No. 2 steel melting being installed to produce nails and other 
furnace, a continuous casting shop, a hot- items. 
rolling mill, a cold-rolling mill, and a silicon Between 1973 and 1979, China imported 

sheet steel shop at Shoudou was basically about 40,000 tons of stainless steel annually. 
completed in December 1978; the entire Imports in 1979 were 47,000 tons: 17,000 
construction time required 42 months. Com- tons of structural steel, 21,000 tons of steel 
missioning of the 3-million-ton rolled and plate, and 9,000 tons of pipe. Domestic 

plate steel aot was ne 4 Steel production of stainless steel was 100,000 
n » Deying s Vapitol tron an tons in 1979 and 86,300 tons in 1980. Nearly 

Corp. (CISC) was cited by the Government 9 types of stainless steel compositions were 
for its management techniques and increas- produced. The configuration of stainless 

ed drendent e ' itico within the ee and steel output in China in 1980 was as follows 

such as transport, power, water, supply, and in percent by product type: 
labor were consolidated for easier control Cold rolled: } 
and coordination. Each unit in the new Strip 9-2-2222 nanan 38 
organization was given a daily production Hot rolled (medium plate) ___________-_- 17 

plan as well as an operational plan. Individ- Ggldworked ele 2222222zzzzzzzz7722(it 
ual and a position or station responsibility Wire-----_---------------------- 1 

systems were instituted. Bonuses for good tjSspacified222222222zzzzzzz277772.tit«8 
performance were given to the work group, _§. ————-———————————______——_ 
rather than the individual, and were to be The Shanghai Steelworks account for 
equally distributed. Cost savings measures about 67% of the country’s output of stain- 
initiated during the year resulted in a profit less steel sheet and about 89% of the 
of 312 million yuan (42 million yuan over medium-thickness plate. 
the quota). Measures to reduce cost included © Some of China’s stainless steel production 
recycling blast furnace ash (coke consump- 4nd finishing facilities included Chang- 
tion per ton of iron produced was reduced Cheng Steel Mill (hot extrusion press and 
from 443 kilograms to 412 kilograms), water electron beam furnace); Taiyuan Steel-
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works (medium plate annual capacity of expanded, and modernized. 
100,000 tons, cold-rolling plate capacity of Manganese.—China has large deposits of 
35,000 tons, and a 6-ton argon-oxygen decar- manganese. The best known mines are lo- 

burization furnace); Shanghai Steelworks cated in the south-central region, especially 
(plate production and equipment for pipe); in east and southeast Guangxi. Other pro- 
Dalian Steel Mill (10-ton vacuum-oxygen ducing areas include Fancheng, Guandong; 
decarburization (VOD) furnace); and Fush- Shaoshanchang, Hunan; and Wafangzu, 
un Steelworks (30-ton VOD furnace and 6- Liaoning. Also, large deposits were reported 
ton vacuum induction furnace). = in Daxin, Guangxi, and southern Yunnan. 
Lead-Zinc.—China has a long history of The Hunan Geology Bureau surveyed three 

lead-zinc mining with deposits occurring separate deposits of manganese, each con- 
widely throughout China. Occurrences taining about 25 million tons. A large man- 
being worked included the Shuikoushan ganese deposit in Daxin County, Guangxi, 
Mine, Changsa, Hunan; Totaolin, Hunan; was reportedly being prepared for mining. — 
the Fankou deposit, Shaoguan, Guangdong; ' Mercury.—The well-known mercury belt 
the Qinting mining district, Lanping, Yun- of China is located in Hunan and Guizhou. 
nan; the Zhehai district, Yunnan; and In fact, Guizhou is known as the “Province 
Changpo, Guangxi. In addition, small oper- of mercury.” The five large mercury mines 
ations in Guangxi, Xizang, and Yunnan in Guizhou account for 90% of China’s total 

collectively account for about 20,000 tons of output. Substantial mercury resources, esti- 
ore per year for each Province. Recent mated at 5,000 tons have been discovered in. 
reports of lead-zinc mineralization included the Qinding mountain region. ee 
occurrences in the Lian He Banner region, | Molybdenum.—China’s large resources of 
Nei Monggol; Huili County, Sichuan; Miyun ™olybdenum are in silicates and in porphy- 
County, Beijing; Cheng County, Gansu; and ies, mainly distributed in the north. The 
Xitilshan, Qinghai. | _ important occurrences are in the Qingling 

A lead-zinc mine, with confirmed reserves 20d Funiushan Mountains. The copper de- 
of 3.8 million tons of high-grade ore and Posits at Dexing, Jiangxi, contain 0.03% to 
inferred reserves of 10 million tons, was 08% moly bdenum, and tungsten deposits. 
expected to open by the end of 1981 in at Shinzhuyuan in the Waling Mountains, 
Chengxian, Gansu. The mine will be oper- Hunan, contain 0.06% molybdenum. There 
ated by the Baiyin Nonferrous Metallurgi- Were also appreciable molybdenum values 
cal Corp. During the first 3 years, daily 2 the porphyry copper at Jinduicheng, 
output of lead-zinc concentrates will be 600 Shaanxi, and in tungsten deposits in 
tons, which will be expanded to 4,000 tons. Hunan, Jiangxi, and Yunnan. The Yang- 

China’s smelter facilities were as follows Jiachangzu Mine in Jinxi, Liaoning, re- 
with capacity in thousand tons: } portedly produces 1,000 tons of molybde- 

| num concentrate annually; ore reserves 
were several million tons of 0.1% to 0.8% 

: Lead Zinc molybdenum. | 
Se : A mineral occurrence reportedly con- 

| Gusneshens Guangdong - oe NA NA taining 1.5 million tons of molybdenum was 
Chageuan, Guanddong ---------- 2 3) reported in Luanchuan County in Henan. 
Changchun, Heilongjiang ________ | NA _. Two occurrences of molybdenum were re- 
Sena Hubei —-------------- Na -z ported in Harquin Zhoyi, Liaoning. Under 
Zhushou, Hunan —_____________ 50 100 financial assistance from the China Inter- 
Shaan Miaoning-——---~-~~~~- “5 60 national Trust and Investment Corp., the 
Shenyang, Liaoning ____________ 50 20 #«=‘Xiaosigu mine and milling operation in 
Kunming, Yunnan--_---------- | NA -- Hebei was expanded to export molybdenum 

NA Not available. concentrate. . 
Nickel.—China’s largest nickel mine is at 

As part of the current economic plan, Jinchuan, Gansu, which the Chinese de- 
China’s nonferrous industry was to be mod- scribe as the second largest nickel sulfide 
ernized and expanded. During prior negoti- deposit in the world. Reserves at the mine 
ations, Mitsubishi Metal Corp. of Japan was have been estimated at 5 million tons of 
to assist in the development of the lead-zinc contained nickel, 3.5 million tons of copper, 
industry. Presumably, both mine and _ and 100,000 tons of cobalt. The mine, pro- 
smelter operations were to be developed, ducing 10,000 tons of nickel per year, was
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expanded, and output capacity in 1981 was refining is used to purify the low-grade 
15,000 tons. The metallurgical complex at metal. Tin concentrates containing lead 
Jinchuan began producing electrolytic nick- were used to produce solders, and those 
el in 1964 as well as byproduct cobalt, having arsenic were treated to recover ar- 
copper, gold, and silver. Nickel finds have senic oxide for insecticides. Byproducts re- 
been reported in Hebei, Hubei, Hunan, covered at the smelters were antimony, 
Jiangsu, and Shandong. A copper-nickel arsenic, columbium, lead, and tantalum. 
prospect in the Kalaton region in the Altai China’s tin smelter capacity in tons per 
Mountain area of Xinjuang reportedly year was as follows: 
contains 4.9% copper and 4% nickel. A] ——————————__________ ; os . Guangzhou, Guangdong _______________ 1,000 platinum-nickel occurrence was found in Kanchou, Guangxi __.______.__...... 100 
western Sichuan. Eimo, Guangxi —_—~-~----~-~-~------- ise 

_ Platinum.—In the late 1960's, platinum  Liuehou, Guangxi _~2__ 22222277777 
occurrences were discovered associated with Hengyang, Hunan____—_______.__-__- 10 4 
chromite and nickel. Later, platinum min- a en nnn 10,000 
eral beds were also found, as well as other All of the tin smelting and refining plants 
minerals containing associated platinum. are in the tin belt area located in southeast 
Platinum was reported in chromite in China. A new smelter planned for Liepen, 
Xazang and in Dali, Yunnan, and was found Guangxi, with an initial capacity of 6,000 in Guangdong. Nickel-copper sulfide ore at tons per year (to be expanded to 12,000 tons) Jinchuan, Gansu, contains about 0.32 gram was expected to be opened by 1985. 

_of platinum per ton of raw ore. A platinum Titanium.—Ilmenite was recovered from 
nickel sulfide deposit was discovered in the beach sand dredging operations along the 
western plateau of Sichuan. The mineraliz- Guangdong-Guangxi coast and in Hainan 
ation also contained cobalt, copper, gold, Dao. About 25,000 tons of ilmenite is pro- 
and silver. duced annually in Guangdong, and about 

_ Rare-Earth Minerals.—China has vast 10,000 tons per year in Guangxi. A large 
reserves of rare-earth minerals estimated at quantity of titanium slag is produced at 
over 36 million tons, 98% of which are in Panzhihua iron and steel complex in 
Nei Monggol. The remainder of the reserves Sichuan. Slag treatment facilities at 
were in Guangdong, Hunan, and Jiangxi. Panzhihua were established to recover va- | 
The Bayan Obo Mine in Nei Monggol is the nadium and produce 50,000 tons per year of | 
country’s major producer (reserves of 35 titania. Titanium slag is also produced at 
million tons), and its ore is high in euro- the Chengde iron and steelworks in Hebei. 
pium and samarium. The rare-earth depos- Sponge output at Chengdu is only about 
its in Jiangxi (reserves of 1.04 million tons) 1,000 tons per year. Small electrolytic 
are high in yttrium values. China ranks plants (500-ton-per-year capacity) were re- second in world ouput of bastnasite after portedly being operated at Fushun, Liaon- 
the United States. The three largest refin- ing, and at Shanghai. China reportedly 
ery operations were: No. 1 Smelting Plant, petitioned the United States to have Chi- 
Gansu; Baotou Iron and Steel Co., Nei nese exports classified under the General 
Monggol; and Yaolong Chemical Plant, System of Preference. Currently, there is a Shanghai. The Gansu operation is China’s 25% ad valorem tariff on Chinese titanium 
largest refinery with an annual output (sponge, ingot, and mill products) exported 
capacity of 6,000 tons of mixed rare-earth to the United States. 
chlorides. Chinese technical personnel have Tungsten.—China is well known for its 
visited the U.S. rare earths industry as well tungsten, with large occurrences mainly in : 
as the world producers. Jiangxi, Guangdong, and Hunan, south of / 
Tin.—The two main tin-producing cen- the Nanling Mountains. Ten large tungsten 

ters are Gejiu in Yunnan, and Hechi in mines are in operation in southern Jiangxi. 
Guangxi. There are also tin mines in The tungsten deposit in Xikuang, Hunan, is 
Guangdong, Hunan, and Jiangxi. Chinese reportedly the world’s largest; however, it is 
tin is mainly cassiterite and has a highiron a low-grade ore, 0.22% tungsten. At the 
content compared to alluvial or placer tinin Xiangdong Mine, Hunan, daily throughput 
southeast Asia. On the whole, sulfide fum- is 1,000 tons. The oldest tungsten mine, in 
ing has been adopted to separate the tin, Chna Xihuastan, is at Huashan, Jiangxi. 
leaving the iron in the slags. Electrolytic Annual output is 2,500 tons of 65% tung-
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sten concentrate. Tungsten mining oper- amounting to 68% of the total output in 

ations in Guangdong were Dachishan, China. There were 7 million tons produced 
Tangjiang, and Yaoling. Aside from the by plants run by collectives at the commune 
tungsten in the Nanling Range, other mines or production brigade level and 47 million 
in Guangxi included Dongxing, Lingma, tons by plants above the county level. 
and Nashan. The Changyingling ore- Medium- and large-size cement plants locat- 
dressing plant in Guangxi went into oper- ed in all Provinces and Autonomous Re- 
ation in 1981 with a daily ore-treating gions except Ningxia and Xizang accounted 
capacity of 2,000 tons to produce about 4,000 for the remainder of the national output. 
tons per year of tungsten concentrates. The In late 1981, the new cement plants at 
plant will also recover annually 800 tons of Baimashan, Anhui, and Wushan, Gansu, 
tin concentrate, 170 tons of copper concen- each with an annual production capacity of 
trate, and 470 tons of zinc concentrate. Ore 800,000 tons, began trial operations. The 

reserves at Zhizhuyuan (Chen County), Hu- Pingdingshan cement plant in Henan was 
nan, were reported to be 190 million tons, nearing completion, and cement construc- 
grading 0.33% tungsten. Other deposits in tion and expansion projects at Changxing, 
Hunan included Yaogangxian and Yangjia- Zhijiang (450,000 tons per year), Quijiang, 

tan. A tungsten mine was being worked at Sichuan, and Xingiang were on schedule. 
Dajishan, Zhejiang. Tungsten was also re- Construction began on the Jidong cement 
covered as a byproduct from the tin oper- plant, Hebei (1.5 million tons per year); all 
ation at Limi, Guangxi. | of the equipment was imported from Japan. 

A 10-day tungsten symposium, jointly Construction of the Hirachi cement plant 
sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of Geolo- pear Xuzhon, Jiangsu (1 million tons per 
gy and the regional mineral resources de- year), was also underway. Site preparation 
velopment center of the United Nations was completed for the Ningguo cement 
Economic and Social Commission for Asia plant in Anhui (1.5 million tons per year). 

and the Pacific, was held at Nanchang, Smaller cement plants were being con- 
Jiangxi, in October 1981. In a joint venture structed at Yanbian, Jilin, Litang, Guangxi, 

between China Metals and Minerals Corp. and Kaiyuan, Yunnan." 

and Li Tungsten Corp. of the United States, Fertilizers.—In 1981, China produced 
Chi Mei Metals Corp. (Glen Cove, N.Y.) waS about 60 million tons of chemical fertilizers, 
formed to market China’s products directly making her a world-ranking producer. Dur- 

to U.S.consumers. ing the fourth 5-year plan, China purchased 
Vanadium.—Vanadiferous slag was re- 14 large ammonia units, each with a daily 

covered from titaniferous magnetite (0.3% capacity of 1,000 tons of ammonia and 1,620 
vanadium pentoxide) used in ironmaking at tons of urea. By September 1979, installa- 
Panghihua, Sichuan; Chengde, Hebei; and tion was completed and the plants were 

Naashan, Anhui. While annual slag output placed into operation. The 14 units were 
capacity was theoretically 50,000 tons, cur- located as follows: Sichuan Chemical Plant, 

rent production was about 30,000 tons of Lughon Natural Gas Chemical Plant, Yun- 

14% vanadium pentoxide slag at Panzhi- 1,47 Natural Gas Chemical Plant, Guizhou 
ae Ae tek ioe wa Chengde waS Cheshui Natural Gas Chemical Fertilizer 
Srostney. 5.000 tons % pentoxide anc i. Plant, Daging Chemical Fertilizer Plant, 
Vanadiferous slars were trea ted J Jinchou, Liaoning Liaohe Chemical Fertilizer Plant, 

Liaoning which produces about one-half of Hebei Cangzhon Chemical Fertilizer Plant, 
th 7 _ Shandong Shengli Petrochemical Complex, 

e country’s total output of refined vana Sheneli No. 2 Chemical Fertilizer Plant 

dium pentoxide. Slags are also treated in Ji eng) N . Xixiashan Chemical Fe. ’ 

plants at Shanghai, Nanjing, and Emei. langsu Nanjing Alxiashan Vnemica’ .or 
tilizer Plant, Anhui Anqing Petrochemical 
Complex, Hunan Tongding Nitrogen Fertil- 

NONMETALS izer Plant, Hubei Provincial Chemical Fer- 

Cement.—The development of China’s _ tilizer Plant, and Guangzhou Petrochemical 
small cement plants (plants not part of the Complex. China has about 1,500 small nitro- 
unified state distribution system) arose gen fertilizer plants, of which 200 have an 
from farmland construction and rural hous- annual output of about 10,000 tons. In 
ing. There were reportedly about 4,500 addition, there are 53 middle-sized nitrogen 
small cement plants, with about 3,000 using fertilizer plants located throughout the 
vertical kilns, in the country, which pro- Provinces, municipalities, and Autonomous 
duced 54.27 million tons of cement in 1980 Regions except for Qinghai and Xizang."
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Graphite.—Natural flake graphite is kilowatts. There are five large power 
mined in Hebei, Helongjiang, Nei Monggol, grids—the north, northeast, east, central, 
and Shandong. The largest production is and the Shaanxi-Gansu-Qinghai area. In 
from Shandong, the smallest from Hebei. addition, there are 27 provincial power 
Estimated reserves for flake graphite are in supply networks. Construction of two large 
excess of 10 million tons. The occurrences power grids in the south and southwest was 

appear to be lagoonal deposits containing underway, and work has also been started 
graphite and marble. Both underground to integrate th. tworks. 
and open pit mining methods are employed. Sixty one large thermal and hydroelectric 

paw ot ee to 34% ed carbon t. power stations were under construction or 
ed b “flota tic to ore bon eo ter t £ 80% to being expanded. When completed, the coun- 

90% sized ‘and bagped for shipping. ° try’s total generating capacity will be in- 

Magnesite.—The magnesite resource at conate. d by o million miowalits Propo Sea 
Da Shih-Qiao, Liaoning, has proven re- D millio eile seven The 1 tons thern al 
serves of 3 billion tons, with at least 50% million kilowatts. The largest therm 
containing 95% MgO on a calcined basis. Power station currently under construction 

Three open pit operations are worked at Da 15 4t Datong, Shanxi; it has a design capaci- 
Shih-Qiao with each mine producing about ty of 1.2 million kilowatts. Thermal plants 
700,000 tons of dead-burned magnesite, being expanded include Douhe, Hebei 
30,000 tons of dead-burned dolomite, and (800,000 kilowatts), Matou (400,000 kilo- 
several thousand tons of light-burned watts), and Yaoming (1.2 million kilo- 
magnesite. Mined material is sized and then watts).% | 
moved by truck to calcining plants. There Large hydropower stations were being 
were 30 shaft kilns and 2 rotary kilns for built on the Changjiang, Huanghe, Song- 
calcining. The shaft kilns vary in size and hua, and Dadu Rivers. The largest of the 
produce 40 to 80 tons per day of dead- hydropower stations was Gezhouba on the 
burned magnesite. Each of the rotary kilns Changjiang in Hubei with a design capacity 
produces about 200 tons per day. After of 2,175,000 kilowatts. Two of its generating 
calcining, the material is cobbed to assure gets, each with a capacity of 170,000 kilo- 
uniform quality before storing in silos. watts, went into operation in late 1981. Also 
Light-burned material is produced in a wynder construction was the Longyang 
oN annual oaton tcopacite of atnat Gorge hydropower station (1.4 million kilo- 

: watts) on the Huanghe in Qinghai. | 

eine Produc ite aera ye, ConlSince 1949, China has opened 
mined in other Provinces. New magnesite 2,181 state owned soed & In adaition; 18,000 
deposits were reportedly discovered in He- ™N€S were deve oped y Fura’ communes 
bei, Shandong, and Sichuan and production brigades. In 1980, output by 

, , | state-controlled mines totaled 344 million 
MINERAL FUELS tons; that by Province-, prefecture-, and 

China’s vr; tout in 1981 county-owned mines, 162 million tons; and 
inas primary energy output in that by commune- and brigade-run mines, 

coal 6 million incipal in terms of standard 113 million tons. State-controlled mines also 
coal. Uhina's principal energy source WaS produced 24 million tons of oil shale (torba- 
coal, accounting for 71% of the tora the nite). Classification of state-distributed coal 
netrole: ero i © tural es 2] % hy < rom was as follows: Anthracite, 40 million tons; 
petroveum anc natural gas, 617; NYCropoWw- bituminous (includes coking coal), 293 mil- 
er, 3%; and other, 5%. China has no nuclear _,. . . wae . 

powerplants. Under the current economic lion tons; and lignite, 12 million tons. Quali- 
program pri ority will be given to the devel- ty characteristics of Chinese coals follow: 

opment of coal and hydropower, as well as average ash content of marketable coal 
to energetic development of oil and natural ‘0m state-controlled mines, 22%; average 
gas. Nuclear power stations may be built to 84ngue content, 0.5%; dust from washed 
serve energy-poor areas; and in the vast Cal, 10%; and average water content, 12%. 

rural areas, the use of biogas and firewood Construction of 73 out of 116 washing and 
will continue. Research will be conducted to sorting projects was completed in 1980, 
develop nonconventional energy sources increasing coal-washing capacity by 8 mil- 
such as solar, geothermal, wind, and marine _ lion tons and screening capacity by 4 mil- 
resources.'2 lion tons. 

China’s power industry has a total in- China’s principal coal mines were located 
stalled generating capacity of 60 million in Datong, Shanxi; Fengfeng and Kailuan,
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Hebei; Benxi and Fushun, Liaoning; He- and the Lenghu Oilfield in Qinghai were 

gang, Heilongjiang; Weibei, Shaanxi; the discovered and developed. Crude oil output 

northern slope of the Tianshan mountains, reached 11 million barrels in 1957. During 

Xinjiang; Pingdingshan, Henan; and Huain- the economic plan for 1958-62, zone pro- 

an and Huaibei, Anhui. Guizhou and Yun- _ specting began in several large basins in the 

nan also have important coal mines. Shanxi north, northeast, and southeast. In 1959, a 

Province alone accounts for about one-sixth commercially promising oil-bearing strata 
of China’s total production. | was discovered in the sedimentary conti- 

During 1980, capital investment for con- nental facies in the Song-Liao Basin. In 
struction in the coal sector totaled 3.61 1960, the development program for Daqing 
billion yuan—1.352 billion yuan for new was organized, and national oil production 
mines and 0.422 billion yuan for expanding reached 47 million barrels in 1963. 
old mines. Thirty-one mines were completed Beginning in 1964, the focus for pro- 
and commissioned with collectively a total specting shifted to Bohai Bay and to the 
annual output capacity of 8.29 million discovery and development of the Shengli 
tons—24 new mines (5.93 million tons)and7 Oilfield in Shandong, Dagang in Tianjin, 
expansions (2.36 million tons). Liaohe in Liaoning, and Jizhong in Hebei. | 

New mining sites with a designed annual New oilfields were discovered in Henan, 
capacity of 10 million tons or more included Hubei, Jiangsu, and the Shaanxi-Gansu- 

Gujiao Mine, Shanxi; Yangzhou Mine, Ningxia border region. National oil output 

Shandong; Huainan and Huaibei Mines of reached 77.5 million barrels in 1979, and 
Anhui; and Hanxing Mine, Hebei. New China became one of the principal oil- 
mines being constructed with an annual producing countries. Oil and gas had been 

capacity of 5 to 10 million tons included discovered in 19 Provinces, municipalities, 

Tiefa and Shenbli, Liaoning; and Zaoteng and Autonomous Regions, and 122 oil 

and Yidatum, Shandong. Other large mines and/or gasfields were in operation. There 

under construction included Yanzishan are 15 oil and natural gas production bases: 

Mine in Datong, and Shanxi (3 million ton Cangqing, Dagang, Daqing, Henan, Jiang- 

capacity) and Xichu Mine in Gujiao. han, Jiangsu, Jilin, Jizhou, Liaohe, Qinghai, 

The China National Coal Development Shengli, Sichuan, Xinjiang, Yangchang, and 
Corp. (CNCDC) and Island Creek Coal Co. Yumén. , 
(Occidental Petroleum Co.) discussed the Daqing is China’s largest producer with 
feasibility of developing the Antaibao coal three oilfields averaging collectively 365 
deposit in Shanxi. Preliminary design call- million barrels per year since 1976. The 
ed for a 15-million-ton-per-year open pit Shengli oil zone, located in the northern 
mine in the Pingshuo area. Japanese loans Shandong plain, flanks both banks of the 
were being used in seven coal mining proj- Huanghe River near its mouth. There are 
ects with a planned total annual output of 23 wells in operation at Shengli, producing 
21 million tons; some of the mines were a total of about 131 million barrels per year. 
expected to go into operation in 1984. A The Jizhong oil zone is in the northern part 
compensation trade agreement with Roma- of the Northern China Plain. There are 14 
nia to operate a mine in Huozian, Shanxi, wells in operation, altogether producing 

was in effect. A French export credit loan about 117 million barrels per year. The 
will be used to import key equipment in the Liaohe oil zone is in northeast Liaodong 
construction of a 4-million-ton-output coal Bay. Nine oil wells have been developed 
mine; location was not disclosed. Discus- with annual production of around 37 mil- 
sions on joint coal development were held lion barrels. The Dagang oil zone is south of 
with French, West German, Italian, Japa- Tianjin at the estuary of the Haihe. Annual 
nese, Spanish, and U.S. companies. CNCDC output was around 15 million barrels by 
also wanted foreign cooperation to help nine oil wells. There are three oil wells in 
China in coal gasification and liquefaction the Karamay oil zone of Xinjiang with a 
projects.’ total output of about 29 million barrels. The 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—In 1949, sedimentary basin housing the Sichuan oil- 

China had only three oilfields—Laojunmiao gas zone extends into the western part of 
in Yumen, Gansu; Dushanzi, Xinjiang; Hubei. To date, 59 gas wells and 11 oil wells 
and Yanchang, Shaanxi; two gasfields— have been verified. There were 53 gas wells 
Shengdengshan and Shiyougou, Sichuan; producing 6.3 billion cubic meters of gas. 
and two shale oil plants in Liaoning. During Annual crude oil output was around 73 
1953-57, the Karamay Oilfield in Xinjiang million barrels."
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Two new onshore discoveries were concentrated in the southeast (Guangdong) 
announced in 1981. One was in the Dongpu and the northwest (Xinjiang). Judging from 
depression near Zhengzhou, Henan. Seismic Chinese literature, most of the development 
exploration was expected to, shift to the work is by specialized units of the People’s 
western and southern parts of the area. The Liberation Army. China’s reserves of urani- 
second find was in Dongtai County, Jiangsu, um were estimated by one western analyst 
at a depth of 2,416 meters, yielding a flow of at around 800,000 tons. Officials of the 
1,600 barrels per day. European Economic Community engaged in 

Offshore oil was found in 22 of the 95 discussions with the Chinese assert that 
exploratory wells that were drilled in the China could become a long-term supplier of 
Bohai Sea area. Three platforms were built reasonably priced uranium. 
for offshore oil extraction. Seventeen ex- —~—___ 
ploratory wells with eight shows were drill- *Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

ed in Beibu Bay, Yinnge Sea, and off the 4, ince 1076 the yearly ayerage exchange, rates have mouth of the Jujiang River. Also, pro- 1978, 1.68; 1979, 1.56; and 1980, 1.50. In 1981 the exchange 
specting was being conducted in the Dong- ‘ate ranged from 1. pane averaged | 
hai Sea. Since the latter half of 1979, 48 oil Asia 1982 Yearbook, 280 pp. Limited (long Kong). 
companies from 138 countries have taken Xu, Z. Changes in China’s Trade Terms in the 1970's 
part in exploration programs in offshore (Beiine® Nog igen, pp. the ,1980's. Guoji Maoyi Wenti 
China. In September 1981, the Ministry of ‘Brady, E. S. China’s Strategic Minerals & Metals. The 
Petroleum Industry announced that physi- oe or eee Review, v. 8, No. 5, September-October 
cal exploration and assessment of oil shows €Gullo, D. T. Prospects for PRC Hard Currency Trade 
at the Zhujiang River estuary in the South July 1680, 18 ap Update. U.S. Department of Commerce, 
China Sea, the Yingge Sea, Beibu Bay, and "Tang, H. China’s Special Economic Zones as Seen From 
the southern part of the Yellow Sea had Conditions in Export Processing Zones in the meveloping 
been basically completed. Public bidding for So ian and ore Beijing). Jingji Yangiu, No. 6, June , 1981, pp 
joint oil exploration by Chinese and foreign I ‘Business Week How arade Zones Are Luring Foreign 
corporations would begin at the latest in “"ot1,"§ ‘The Present Situation cf Stainless Steel in China. 
early 1982. Inasmuch as bidding, document Gangtie Beijing), NO 1081, Pe. 7 0-76. 
tending, and contract negotiations will con- 11Yin, D, ee New Ch elucal In dustry Technolo- 
sume much of 1982, drilling was not likely _ gy Policies. Guangming Ribao (Beijing), Apr. 7, 1981, p. 2. 

to begin until 1983. can ny tae Seale Consereation of Bnerdy Resources China’s current annual output level of Guangming Ribao (Beijing), Aug. 20, 1981, p.4. “ 

refinery products was around 60 million, 2hong © Develonmant ofthe Chnete Hectic Power tons, compared with an installed capacity of May 1981, p. 89. 
96 million tons. aus ep onggee Beike Nianjian (Beijing). China’s Coal In- . 
Uranium.—No factual data are available “"1s7} cngguo Beike Nianjian (Beijing). China’s Petroleum 

on China’s uranium resources. Although Industry. 1981, pp. 57-60. 
uranium discoveries have been widely re- January 198) pp tele Kong). China. V. 12, No. 10, 
ported throughout the country, it is mostly
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The Mineral Industry of 
Colombt 

| By Doris M. Hyde’ 

In 1981, Colombia’s gross national prod- gas have combined to improve Colombia’s 
uct (GNP) at current prices was estimated energy balance. 
at $40.4 billion,? which in terms of constant Government Policies and Programs.— 
1970 dollars amounted to about $12.5 bil- The Ministry of Energy and Mines has 
lion. In real terms, the economy grew at a_ initiated a complete inventory of Colombia’s 

rate of 2.5%, a decrease from the 4% mineral resources. The Instituto Nacional 

sibed av slightly toabect 219, . °°” GROMINAS), Empresa Colombiana de Mi up slightly to about . ? - 
Colombia's mineral sector has been tradi- nas (ECOMINAS), Carbones de Colombia 

tionally centered on the precious metals, (CARBOCOL), institute de ssuntos C. vole" 
emerald, coal, and limestone. In 1981, the res de Colombia, and the mpresa -olom- 
value of nonfuel mineral production fell 6% iana de Uranio, were mentioned as coop- 
below that of 1980, despite production in- oranne m7 ue sar geben crane tine neat tale 
creases of the major individual contribu- ous are ity an 4 ‘Ga li ty 0 r ein or al reserves, 

ical ee ni eat The progam stjectie included improving which has over the years maintained abot Sordiation among the participating et a 1% participation in the . _ : ibe ? 

By the end of 1981, Colombia was com- iné @ basis for establishing clear rules and 
pleting facilities for the start of ferronickel 2&4 In 1981 new foreign investment in Co- 

production. The depressed world market } /,hia reportedly dropped to $166 million, 
price for this metal has, temporarily at compared with $1.3 billion in 1980. A large 
least, somewhat dampened Colombia’s eco- portion of this difference was attributed to 

nomic expectations from the nickel project. the 1980 investment in the El Cerrején coal 
For the long term, Colombia was counting project. Excluding this amount, there has 
on a dramatic increase in coal production been an apparent downtrend since 1979 

and export to stimulate economic growth when foreign investment amounted to 
and lessen the impact of unstable prices for about $236 million. 

agricultural products, particularly coffee, The Government was considering a series 
on foreign exchange earnings. Other future of steps to attract foreign investment to 
mining ventures planned include several (Colombia’s mining and petroleum sectors. 
promising copper deposits, bauxite, phos- In 1981, the Government was reported as 
phate rock, and uranium. _ having raised the ceiling on profit remit- 

Crude oil discoveries in the eastern plains tances abroad by foreign companies acting 

during 1981 and secondary recovery efforts as consultants in the domestic mining in- 
in the Middle Magdalena Valley have in- dustry. The allowable annual remittance 
creased the possibility that Colombia may was increased from 20% to 40% of invested 
regain petroleum self-sufficiency by the capital. 
mid-1980’s. Other energy gains from new Additional steps were under consider- 
hydroelectric projects, completion of the ation to clarify the guidelines for foreign 
new national electric power grid, and in- participation in coal projects. These guide- 
creased industrial use of coal and natural lines may approximate the policy incor- 
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porated into the Exxon Corp. contract for River. The initial operating date was Janu- 
the E] Cerrején coal project. The guidelines ary 1986. A joint Italian-Colombian venture 
were expected to stipulate a local participa- was awarded the contract to construct the 
tion of 50% in any venture, and allow the $300 million Betania powerplant, near Nei- 
possibility for the foreign shareholder to va in southern Colombia. This plant has a 
repatriate up to 100% of its profits. If design capacity of 510 megawatts. The pro- 
appropriate for the particular concession, jected operating date was April 1986. 
the guidelines could include production con- The largest power scheme initiated in 
trols, pricing policies, and provide for the 1981 was the $1.3 billion Guavio hydroelec- 
payment of royalties to the state. tric powerplant of Empresa de Energia 

A cooperative study for a national mining Electrica de Bogota. The project was to have 
development program through the year a generating capacity of 1,000 megawatts 
2000 has been initiated by the United Na- with a designed expansion capability of an 
tions Development Program Technical Mis- additional 600 megawatts. Financing has 
sion, the Ministry of Mines and Energy, and been obtained from the Inter-American De- 
various state mining entities. velopment Bank, $100 million; the World 

Regional electrical energy shortages per- Bank, $359 million; and commercial banks, 
sisted during 1981 and added urgency to $340 million. Also, $129 million in suppliers’ 
Colombia’s plans for increasing installed credits were anticipated. The World Bank 
electric capacity by over 2,000 megawatts by loan was the largest credit the agency has 
the end of 1986 to a total of about 6,500 yet approved for a power project in South 
megawatts. | America. The dam and plant were to be 

Several hydroelectric power projects were about 50 miles east of Bogota on the Guavio 
initiated in 1981. A Colombian firm receiv- River, Guavio Province, Cundinamarca De- 

ed a contract to design a 180-meter-high partment. Employment opportunities and 
dam on the Rio La Miel, about midway construction of infrastructure were ex- 

| between Bogota and Cali. The dam will be pected to increase the commercial activity 
part of a $200 million hydroelectric plant in the area. 
with a design capacity of 324 megawatts. Development of geothermal energy also 

Colombia obtained a World Bank loan of received attention during 1981. A geother- 
$85 million to help finance the $346 million mal project was about to be launched with 
Playas hydroelectric project, designed to five wells scheduled for drilling at Termales 
expand the electric supply to Medellin, Botero, about 35 kilometers from Manizales, 
Antioquia Department. The Playas plant Caldas Department, in central Colombia. It 
was to have an installed capacity of 200 was expected that the project would pro- 
megawatts and be situated on the Guatape duce 5 megawatts of electricity. 

PRODUCTION 

Overall mineral production presented a __ tion values. 
mixed performance in 1981, with gold, plati- Following a traditional pattern, the pro- 
num, emerald, coal, and some nonmetals duction of gold, coal, emerald, and lime- 

showing gains. However, the total value of stone accounted for about 90% of the total 
mineral production fell to an estimated value of mineral production in 1981. 
$443 million, 6% below the 1980 level. This There are no significant changes in min- 
was primarily the result of falling market eral production envisaged for 1982, except 
prices for gold. The value of emerald pro- for the entry of ferronickel from the Cerro 
duction also fell significantly. This estimate Matoso project. New petroleum discoveries 
of decreased total mineral production value in the eastern plains and secondary recov- 
was based on current prices and did not’ ery projects in older fields have increased 
take into account factors of inflation and the possibility of Colombia’s becoming ener- 
peso devaluation, both of which would serve _ gy self-sufficient by 1985. 
to accentuate the real difference in produc-
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Table 1.—Colombia: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 - 1978 1979 1980° 1981° 

METALS 

Chromite, gross weight _________._______ (3) (3) (3) — __ 
Copper, mine output, metal content _________ 78 100 84 111 #118 
Gold __________________-_troy ounces__ T257,070 T246,446 269,369 510,489 4529214 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate ___ thousand tons__ 505 497 397 506 4419 
Pig iron ~~_________________do____ 223 298 241 279 233 
Ferroalloys: Ferrosilicon® ____.________— 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 
Crude steel __________-_ thousand tons__ 330 391 362 405 395 
Semimanufactures, hot-rolled__ _ _ _ _do____ 294 332 307 320 240 

Lead, mine output, metal content___________ 166 120 226 187 | 4154 
Refined (secondary) _____— thousand tons_ _ 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,000 

Manganese ore, gross weight _____________ 11,875 20,011 21,453 21,400 420,300 
Platinum-group metals ___ _____ troy ounces__ 17,315 14,943 12,933 14,345 *14,804 
Silver ______________________do.___ T90,948 76,773 99,331 151,542 #142,740 
Zinc, mine output, metal content ___________ _- _- _- _- #152 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos. ___. -§ 5 5 _— NA NA NA 1,000 
Barite ___________________~_ 3,450 3,500 3,500 3,200 43,380 

coment, hydraulic_____——_ — thousand tons__ 3,298 4,153 4,257 4,351 4,459 
ays: 
Bentonite__._____________._ | (8) (3) (3) — _— 

Kaolin ____~$_-___________-~~______ 790,000 783,000 819,150 786,384 4810,000 
Diatomite _____________ ~~~. Le 630 - 630 “630 630 630 
Feldspar_______.~_._-_____~_-___.-- 26,508 26,455 _ 29,200 27,150 *27,500 
Gypsum ____________. thousand tons__ 210 255 257 262 270 
Lime, hydrated and quicklime® ____ ___do____ 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,300 
Magnesite__________________-_____- 1,770 1,400 1,582 ©1,600 1,600 
Mica _______-_------------------- (3) _. _- __ __ 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _______—____ 65,100 63,600 70,000 85,700 91,500 
Phosphate rock. ____........-__------ 5,800 1,320 6,776 6,370 $6,705 

Precious and semiprecious stones: Emerald: 
Gem stones _____________~_~_-~- carats__ 60,575 NA NA NA NA 
‘Moralla ______________._-do____ 5423,937 NA NA NA NA 

Total®__ doe 484,512 ~ 894,888 1,228,488 275,111 4299,006 | 

Salt: 
Rock _________._.__~ thousand tons__ T347 377 383 347 4316 | 
Other ____________________do____ T594 T460 369 491 4399 

Total? -§ -/_-- » ee dol 941 * 337 752 838 4715 
Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate _______ 140,588 167,172 133,217 124,629 125,000 
Stone and sand: 

Calcite_____________~---_------- 8,280 8,500 8,500 8,620 48,740 
Dolomite ________._-_ — thousand tons__ 22 32 29 14 415 
Limestone__________._____~-do___— 8,112 9,431 9,700 9,760 *10,053 
Marble... .-________-_--------~-- 8,688 12,039 16,891 17,000 *16,660 
Sand excluding metal-bearing_ —__ ~~ 428,854 440,000 480,000 492,000 £502,300 

Sulfur: 
Native (from ore)_________--.------- 27,000 35,000 16,050 25,647 426,300 
Byproduct, from petroleum —__________- ©2,000 3,239 2,262 1,959 2,200 

Total ____________-~_____-_-_- 29,000 38,239 18,312 27,606 28,500 
Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite ___________-__ 3,380 4,320 6,085 5,900 “6,050 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black __________.~~.-..--_--- 4,200 NA NA NA NA 
Coal, all grades_______.__- thousand tons__ 4,204 4,754 4,885 4,947 £5,030 
Coke, all types _.__________-..__do____ 500 530 507 500 500 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_ _. ~~ million cubic feet_ _ 122,325 147,014 150,695 160,666 174,800 
Marketed _________.________do____ 74,217 97,319 108,181 118,534 120,000 

Natural gas liquids: 
Propane ____— thousand 42-gallon barrels__ ©2,645 2,614 2,491 2,712 2,800 
Butane_ 9. -___-__-_-_.-_.- -~-do____ 582 589 552 577 600 
Natural gasoline_ __________---do___~_ 700 723 816 790 800 
Condensate ___ ____.__________do___~_ (3) (5) __ __ _. 

Total _._____________.__-do___- 3,927 3,926 3,859 4,079 4,200 
Petroleum: 

Crude __________________-_do____ 50,222 47,742 45,298 45,944 48,939 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation __________.~-do____ 373 374 443 428 370 
Motor® _____________-do____ 23,236 18,348 18,042 20,400 23,500 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Colombia: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
—Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Jet fuel___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,895 3,150 3,517 3,521 3,500 
Kerosine__ _ ______.___..—do__~_~ 3,156 3,069 3,209 2,730 3,000 
Distillate fuel oil ___.___._.__-do___~_ 7,505 7,961 7,768 8,584 9,500 
Residual fuel oil __.________do____ 18,420 18,947 15,254 17,028 15,400 
Lubricants -----~------do. - -- 351 333 511 403 550 

‘Liquefied petroleum gas ____do____ 1,992 1,819 1,729 1,975 2,050 
Asphalt and bitumen _ _ _ — _ _do__ __ 458 598 706 942 1,130 

Refinery fuel and losses and unspecified 

products. _-—-----------do---- 1,978,858 8,067 7289 7,000 
Total _._____________do____ 60,364 57,452 59,246 63,245 66,000 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 26, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, coal briquets are also produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and 

available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
3Revised to zero. 
*Reported figure. 
5U.S. imports, largely moralla and gangue, but also including some gem-quality emerald. 
®Data represent total registered Colombian exports. 
7Treated salt volumes, as reported by the Ministrio de Mines y Energia. 
SIncludes “industrial benzine” (white gasoline). 

TRADE 

Colombia’s overall trade pattern indicat- remained on the deficit side in 1981. Non- 
ed a trend toward greater market diversifi- fuel mineral exports totaled $389 million, 
cation. The United States share of Colom- accounted for by gold ($263 million), emer- 
bian imports has been declining as other ald ($61 million), and others ($65 million). 
countries increase their marketing in Co- Petroleum exports were valued at $350 
lombia. Colombia has been seeking new million. | 
sources of imported petroleum and a wider Nonfuel mineral imports rose to $598 
outlet for its exports. million, with imports of semiworked and 

The Government has set an export goal of worked metals and inorganic chemical 
15 million tons of coal annually by 1985, products accounting for about three-fourths 
increasing to 25 million tons by 1990, and 60 of this amount. The remainder of mineral- 
million tons by the year 2000. Coal sales related imports consisted principally of 
agreements were being actively pursued to scrap iron and nonferrous waste metals. In 
support this ambitious export program. 1981, nonfuel mineral-related imports 

No significant changes were anticipated accounted for about 10% of total imports. 
in the mineral trade sector until 1982 when Petroleum imports were valued at $700 
ferronickel from the Cerro Matoso project million and represented 11% of total im- 
should become available for export. ports. 

The trade balance of the mineral sector
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Table 2.—Colombia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Oxides and hydroxides _______~_~- 15 11 _— Ecuador 6; Venezuela 5. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _ _ 164 142 ~— Ecuador 88; Chile 30. 

Chromium oxides and hydroxides 
value, thousands_ _ $1 $1 -- All to Ecuador. 

Copper: 
e and concentrate____.._____ 3,714 4,354 -_- Japan 4,254. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 61 59 -- Venezuela 32; Denmark 25. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate____§__.____ 54 _- 
Metal: 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 336 500 _— All to Venezuela. 
Steel, primary forms _ _—__ —___ oo 6 -- Do. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections________.___ 809 6 ee All to Peru. 

Universals, plates, sheets __ 62 7 1 Ecuador 5. 
Hoop and strip _________ 32 ?) -- All to Ecuador. 
Rails and accessories _ _ ___ _- 2 — All to Venezuela. 
Wire _______________ 88 92 -- Honduras 47; Dominican Republic 30. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 509 453 6 Venezuela 174; Peru 70; Nicaragua 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough 240 269 19 Venezuela 225. 

Ore and concentrate __ ~~ — _~__ 312 361 -- All to Canada. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __~— 51 80 _- Venezuela 60; Panama 19. 

Manganese ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ — — 176 -- 
N lickel metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 10 _- All to Ecuador. 

ver: 
Ore and concentrate? 

value, thousands_ _ $380 $135 __ All to Sweden. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ _- $1,423 $440 Panama $908. 

Zinc oxides and hydroxides _ _ — _ _ _ — — — -- 100 -- All to United Kingdom. 
Other metals, n.e.s.: 

Ores and concentrates of niobium, 
tantalum, vanadium, etc ___ _ — —— -- 60 30 Sweden 30. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms -- 1 -- All to Italy. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-_____ 2 4 _- All to Venezuela. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _____ value, thousands_ — $11 $1 _- All to Chile. 
Cement____________~_________ 717,119 830,677 40,899 Venezuela 382,226; Trinidad and 

Tobago 169,448; Mexico 113,162. 
Chalk. ~~~ LL 150 180 -- All to Ecuador. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude. _-________-__- ___-_ 17 182 _— All to Venezuela. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ____......-- 26,192 22,393 542 Venezuela 20,309; Honduras 639. 
Refractory _____..______- 1,565 3,899 -- Ecuador 3,685. 

Diamond: Gem, not set or strung : 
value, thousands. _ $1 _- 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, phosphatic _______.___~— -- 250 22 Venezuela 228. 
Ammonia ____________ ~~ ___ 15,569 10,291 _- Mozambique 5,250; France 4,963. 

Graphite, natural ___...._._____- 7 __ 
Gypsum and plasters _.__._____-_- 500 11,226 -- All to Venezuela. 
Lime _____ _~____~_-~-____---- 3,957 2,168 -- Do. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, natural 

value, thousands_ _ $1,922 $61,086 $15,271 Japan $34,938; Switzerland $6,590. 
Salt and brine_ __ ____________-- 189,757 - 151,469 147,269 Venezuela 4,200. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: Soda 
ash___ ee 22,140 3,500 _-— Argentina 2,700; Peru 500. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked __ ~~~ 218 198 -- Ecuador 114; Venezuela 84. 
Worked ____~_____~---_-~- 2 124 46 Venezuela 78. ; 

Gravel and crushed rock _ —_ ~~ ~~ —- 23 175 _-- _ Trinidad and Tobago 135; Guyana 39. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ — — _ — 35 127 10 Venezuela 50; Ecuador 47. 

Sulfur, elemental. __..______.-- 1,030 2,400 _— All to Ecuador. 
dale, steatite oe eee 15 57 -- Venezuela 37; Panama 20. 

er: 
Crude__.____.._-.__------ 142 630 _— Ecuador 580; Venezuela 50. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals_ __._____.._.--~- 8,325 7,942 -- Nicaragua 4,295; Ecuador 1,582; 

Suriname 998. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Colombia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit. 1979 1980 . 
mmoy United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black __.._-_~__.________ 4,309 666 — Ecuador 273; Peru 140; Jamaica 123. 
Coal, anthracite and bituminous _____ 135,695 95,429 — Mexico 59,713; Venezuela 30,925. 
Coke andsemicoke______________ 39,895 63,111 _- Brazil 23,501; Venezuela 21,494; 

Mexico 14,603. 
Petroleum: 

Partly refined _ 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ _- 17 _- All to Venezuela. 

Refined products: 
Gasoline __________do____ 41 _- 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ -- (8) _. ._ All to Bolivia. 
Residual fuel oil____ __ _do____ 9,337 5,053 1,901 Netherlands 1,927; Gibraltar 509. 
Lubricants __________do____ 1 1 NA NA. 
Other: 

Mineral jelly and wax . 
do___ _ 13 6 5 NA. 

Unspecified_ ___—.do____ 3 17 -- Venezuela 11. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 475 2,274 -- Venezuela 1,615; Argentina 655. 

NA Not available. 
1Unreported quantity valued at $2,000. 
2May include some platinum-group metals. 
“Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of mineral commodities | 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

RS a SSS tS pss Ss ss SS is su SS i SSSR 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

mmnoony United Other (principal) 
ttt eee 

METALS . 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite._.__-._____________ (4) 3,841 _- All from Guyana. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 522 778 578 West Germany 114; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys: Unwrought _ _ 16,364 13,444 134 Venezuela 8,037; Canada 2,498; 
Yugoslavia 2,094. 

Semimanufactures____ ____ 4,138 4,916 876 Venezuela 2,476; Yugoslavia 600; 
Japan 521. 

Arsenic: 
frioxide, pentoxide, acids________ 18 _- 
Elemental ____ value, thousands__ _- $2 $2 

Chromium: 
Chromite._________________ 5 _— 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 61 78 52 West Germany 19; U.S.S.R. 5. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _______ 7 8 6 United Kingdom 1. 
pper: 
Matte____________________ 6 — 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-_ ~~~ ___ 36 18 18 
Unwrought_._____________ 3,613 2,768 14 Chile 1,550; Mexico 952; Peru 243. 
Semimanufactures _________ 8,941 11,975 373 Chile 6,890; Peru 2,067; Japan 722. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate. __________ 3,104 3,327 238 Venezuela 3,018. 

etal: 
Scrap _____.____ 23,095 13,126 3,301 Netherlands Antilles 4,743; Ecuador — 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 1,607 388 227 —_ Brazil 43; Italy 40. 
Ferroalloys._____.._._____ 8,555 10,517 165 _— Brazil 4,997; Mexico 3,790. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 63,516 41,937 502 Japan 15,910; Canada 8,038; Spain 

Semimanufactures: — 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections______§_§_____ 94,106 85,081 8,011 Brazil 17,275; Japan 14,566; Republic 

of South Africa 9,585. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 251,672 258,400 5,590 Japan 179,576; Venezuela 17,845. 
Hoop and strip_________ 6,438 5,140 590 Japan 1,776; United Kingdom 1,457; 

. . est Germany 976. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ __ 1,115 1,174 170 Italy 401; Belgium-Luxembourg 397. 
Wire _______________ 9,402 5,982 359 Brazil Zil 2,189; enezuela 1,824; Japan 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 38,945 61,518 9,010 Japan 28,082; Italy 13,311; Brazil 
862. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 . _ 
| United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued . 
Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures —Continued 

Castings and forgings, rough 390 3,357 1,218 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,118; Spain 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 875 815 9 Mexico 430; Peru 375. 
Metal including alloys: : 

Scrap ~~ __ 2,435 q Peru 2,292. 
Unwrought______ ~~ 2,052 182 _— Perw 172. 
Semimanufactures _~______ 62 25 9 Bolivia 10. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms _______ ~~ 15 76 62 Japan'10. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate________..__ 1,962 4,603 _- All from Mexico. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 936 984 49 Brazil 470; Japan 319, 

Mercury _____- —~ 76-pound flasks__ 609 638 58 Japan 290; Mexico 116. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all . 

forms ___~_~_~_____-.~_______ 1 2 1 Netherlands 1. 
Nickel: 

Matte and speiss 
value, thousands_ _ $4 -- 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___~______- 28 14 8 Canada 6. 
Unwrought. _. -. _________ 105 121 27 Canada 87. 
Semimanufactures ___——____ 217 263 120 Canada 79; Japan 20. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $6 $11 $6 Japan $5. 
Silver: 
Waste and sweepings __——_do____ $3 -- 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ____—do____ $845 $252 $2 Peru $144; Spain $91. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms __________-_~_--do____ _- $3 $3 ; 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ — — 356 435 1 Bolivia 376. 
Titanium oxides _._-§ _________ __ 653 602 242 West Germany 178; Spain 75; United 

Kingdom 70. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms ________.~~____-_-__ 3 9 3 Spain 5. 
Uranium metal including alloys, all 

forms ____— —— value, thousands_ — $7 _- 
Zinc: 

Ore and concentrate ______do____ $3 $1 $1 
Oxides and hydroxides _______.~ 163 275 9 Peru 110; Venezuela 80; West 

Germany 59. 
Scrap______..-.-_-------- 81 __ 
Dust, blue powder ____________ 95 717 14 Peru 50. 
Unwrought ______.___-_---~- 13,360 14,598 1 Peru 11,707; Mexico 1,789. 

Othe mimanufactures - ~~~ 58 17 11 United Kingdom 3. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates of niobium, 

tantalum, vanadium, etc _ —_ ___— ~~ §11 395 _. Australia 149; Republic of South 
Africa 100; United Kingdom 70. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — — — —— 124 149 15 West Germany 49. 
Metalloide. tt 10 14 4 United Kingdom 5; Canada 2. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth . 

metals_——-—- value, thousands_ _ $3 $1 $1 
Base metals, including all forms_ — - — 28 47 13 Republic of South Africa 10; Peru 9; 

. exico 6. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ______ ~~~ 315 327 153 West Germany 171.. 
Artificial: Corundum ___.______ 598 525 34 Brazil 386; West Germany 74. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands_ — $4 $1 _. All from Spain. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ___________--. ~~ 67 76 28 West Germany 15; S in 12. 

Asbestos, crude_______ ~~ 20,920 27,057 262 Canada ah ee Republic of South 
ca 4,335. 

Barite and witherite__._.._____~~ 8,793 8,010 -~- Peru 2,983; Ireland 2,777; Chile 2,250. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates ______._~ 123 684 4 Peru 680. 
Oxide and acid _____________-~ 527 571 562 West Germany 7. 

Cement. __________.____~-____ 21,958 10,211 264 Cuba 7,640; Peru 1,850. 
Chalk. 88 __ 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude____ 3,399 8,056 1,339 Peru 422; United Kingdom 110. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ___ ~~~ 2,606 3,587 60 = Italy 2,524; Spain 613. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

iF 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 
or angers epg 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued 
Products » Pontinued 

Refractory _..___________ 7,738 13,099 4,490 Brazil 2,420; Mexico 1,102; Austria 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or st. 

value, thousands_ _ $27 $1 _- All from Switzerland. 
Industrial _.._.__._____do____ $4 $4 $3 Netherlands $1. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 796 488 290 Mexico 190. 
Feldsper, fluorspar, ete ___________ 392 1 -- Mainly from France. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 415 598 3 Chile 595. 
Phosphatic___§_.~_~_______ 48,842 40,758 40,758 
Potassic___ value, thousands__ -— $1 __ All from West Germany. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ___._§_________ 147,366 224,768 22,074 Venezuela 56,502; U.S.S.R. 47,637; 

East Germany 35,976. 
Phosphatic__ 9. __§________ 16,202 116,837 8,487 Mexico 5,750; Spain 2,600. 
Potassic. __. ~._-.________ 101,458 149,299 40,468 East Germany 84,981; Spain 23,850. 
Other including mixed ____ __ _ 41,262 36,409 35,994 Belgium-Luxembourg 267. 

Ammonia _____~____________ 35,065 18,635 NA Venezuela 18,624. 
Graphite, natural _.____________ 77 52 18 United Kingdom 15; West Germany 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 28,772 68,730 334 Vominican Republic 60,212; . 
Dominica 5,270. 

Magnesite - — —-—-———-—--~-~__- 769 730 220 ~+=France 180; West Germany 163. 
ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 85 107 38 West Germany 69. 
Worked including aggleomerated 

splittings ________________ 4 6 1 Spain 4. 
Pigments mineral, iron oxides, processed 1,487 1,153 41 est Germany 919; Mexico 107. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $23 $31 $16 Republic of South Africa $7; Belgium- 
uxembourg $6. 

Synthetic ______._____do____ $10 2 -- Mainly from Switzerland. 
Pyrites, unroasted _____2_______ 1 2 2 
Salt and brine. == 49 1,217 39 Ecuador 1,150. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash -.____________ 230 234 29 France 92; Italy 72. 
Caustic soda__ = 2 35,964 106,786 106,567 Poland 200. 
Soda ash __ ~~ 22 16,232 15,634 West Germany 598. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 2,536 3,576 — Peru 1,365; Italy 1,358. 
Worked. 2 35 245 10 Italy 218. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 5,720 9,025 1,676 Uruguay 4,128; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 1,167 1,192 91 Venezuela 604; Belgium-Luxembourg 
230; United Kingdom 175. 

Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 4 (*) 
quartz and quartzite____.______ 38 2 _.  Allfrom Belgium Luxembourg. 

Sunn! excluding metal-bearing ____ _ 31 88 28 Sweden 40; Peru 20. 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal __._____ 35,262 46,662 14,446 Venezuela 31,529. 
Colloidal _.._-._-_________ 39 83 82 NA. 

Dioxide. ___-§__.~~__________ 67 __ 
Sulfuric acid, oleum __________ _ 16 35 14 Italy 13; West Germany 7. 

Talc, steatite _...--_..________ 2,559 2,377 ~=—-:1,957 Italy 345; Brazil 42. 
Other nonmetals, n.e.s.: 

Crude_____~_- ~~~ 4,399 31,958 19 Guadaloupe 26,030; Morocco 2,650. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ 440 26 _— France 16; West Germany 9. 
Halogens_ _________._____ 4 8 NA eseIsrael 2; Italy 2; Japan 2; West 

. Germany 2. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals_____._-_.__.____ 63 151 31 Venezuela 72; France 26. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 85 9 9 
Carbon black _____.___________ 718 1,093 824 West Germany 253. 

Anthracite and bituminous_____ __ 21 23 23 
G Lignite including briquets _______ 10 102 102 

as: 
Natural ____thousand cubic feet__ 264 845 -— Mainly from France. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ----- 35 96 63 Venezuela 33. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

eee EE ee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels 7,266 4,951 85 Venezuela 4,135; Nigeria 476. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ 6,567 7,589 452 Netherlands Antilles 2,499; Peru 
2,093; Romania 1,025. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _ do__ _ _ (3) 258 (3) Venezuela 257. 
Distillate fuel oi] _____do____ _- 858 _- Netherlands Antilles 312; Bahamas 

297; Venezuela 249. 
Residual fuel oil_ _ _ . _ _do____ 274 1,137 a Netherlands Antilles 888; Venezuela 

Lubricants _______._do____ 203 254 99 ‘Netherlands Antilles 73; Venezuela 

Other: 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 32 26 10 West Germany 5; Japan 4; Brazil 4. 
Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ _ _ 10 18 16 NA. 
Petroleum coke ___do____ __ 1 1 
Unspecified. ___ __do____ (3) 2 1 Venezuela 1. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals __ __ 891 1,737 1,011 Belgium-Luxembourg 616; United 

ingdom 104. 

NA Not available. . oO . 
1Unreported quantity valued at $726,000. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. . 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 

~ COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS cial models. | 
. . . By the end of 1981, INGEOMINAS had 

Bauxite.—The Colombian state mining completed over 37,000 feet: of exploration 
company, ECOMINAS, announced the dis- drilling in the Pegadorcito porphyry copper 
covery of an estimated 80 million tons of deposit in the Departments of Choc6 and 
high-grade bauxite ore in southwestern Co- Antioquia. INGEOMINAS worked in coop- - 
lombia. The deposit was found near the eration with the United Nations and a 
boundary between Valle del Cauca and Japanese group. As a result, Pegadorcito 
Cauca Departments. It may represent a ore reserves were estimated at 200 million 
portion of the clayey bauxites of Morales- tons grading between 0.7% and 1.2% copper 
Cajibio, Cauca Department, and San Anton- along with some molybdenum. 

io in Valle del Cauca Department, which Iron Ore.—In 1981, iron ore production 
have been under investigation for several was valued at about $7 million and repre- 

years. sented almost 2% of the total value of | 
Copper.—The Mocoa copper-molybdenum mineral production, excluding petroleum. 

deposits in the region of Putumayo have The major portion of iron ore was mined 
been under study in cooperation with the and consumed by the integrated steel com- 
United Nations since 1977. Examined drill plex of Acerias Paz del Rio S.A. (APR). 
cores have indicated ore grades averaging Studies continued on the iron ore deposits 
0.06% molybdenum and 0.43% copper. Re- at Montelibano in Cérdoba Department 
serves were estimated at 160 million tons. near the Cerro Matoso nickel project. A 
Exploratory drilling was scheduled to con- second deposit at Planeta Rica in the Por- 
tinue until late 1982, followed by a prefeasi- venir Hills was estimated to contain about 7 
bility study of reserves, options, and finan- million tons of reserves averaging 35%
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to 55% iron. Total iron ore reserves in services. Bechtel Corp. was contracted to 
Cérdoba Department have been reported as perform engineering, procurement, and 
94 million tons. | construction management services. Billiton 

Iron and Steel.—Through the Instituto Metals and Ores International B.V., a 35% 
de Fomento Industrial (IFI), the Govern- shareholder in the company through its 
ment and a group of four local nonintegrat- subsidiary Billiton Overseas, Ltd., has 
ed steel companies announced they would agreed to purchase and market the entire 
construct a direct-reduction sponge iron ferronickel output through its overseas 
plant on Colombia’s Caribbean coast. The marketing companies. 
plant was projected to cost as much as $86 By the end of 1981, about 2 million tons of 
million for a capacity of 250,000 tons per material had been removed from the open 
year. IFI would contribute 30% toward pit mine. This included about 100,000 tons 
financing; private companies, 35%; and the of ore for the plant. The lateritic ore con- 
remainder was to come from overseas credit tains finely dispersed nickel in saprolites 
institutions. Construction bids were receiv- and saprolitic peridotites (hydrated nickel 
ed from Italy, Brazil, and Japan. The plant magnesium silicates). Expected to average 
was scheduled to open in-1984 or 1985. over 3% nickel, the 21 million tons of 

Colombia’s latest development plan for proven ore reserves occur as a blanket on 
the steel industry projected a national de- an isolated oval-shaped hill about 200 me- 
mand for 1.5 million tons of steel per year ters high, 2,500 meters long, and 1,700 
by 1985. To encourage domestic steel pro- meters wide. This has provided relatively 
ducers to expand, the plan recommended a_ easy and economic mining conditions. At 
free market price for domestic steel and a_ the present programed production capacity 
20% customs duty on imported steel. An of 22,600 tons of nickel contained in ferro- 

investment of $1 billion would be required nickel, the mine has an expected life of 25 

to expand the present national steelmaking years. In addition, 41 million tons of ore 
capacity of 500,000 tons to the goal of 15 averaging 1% to 1.5% nickel has been 
million tons. . , identified, which could extend production 
APR launched a program to increase an additional 40 years. 

crude steel capacity from 250,000 tons per Nine 32-ton caterpiller dump trucks have 
year to 380,000 tons per year. The expan- been purchased to transport ore to the 
sion cost was estimated at $150 million but blending and preparation section of the 
the resulting increase in finished steel could plant. The processing description stated 
provide a foreign exchange savings of $30 that ore from each mining level is to be 
million per year. A second APR expansion stockpiled separately and then blended to 
project to increase production to 1 million obtain a uniform plant feed. Blended ore is 
tons per year was under discussion. This then to be fed into a natural gas-fired rotary 
second expansion would cost $800 million. kiln where the moisture content should be 

The six other Colombian steelmaking reduced from over 20% to approximately 
companies had plans to bring their combin- 7%. After blending and agglomeration with 
ed capacity to about 500,000 tons per year locally mined bituminous coal, the pellets 
by 1985. | pass into a prereduction kiln. 

Lead and Zinc.—Colombia registered pro- The calcined material is to be smelted in 
duction of zinc for the first time since 1976. a 51-megavolt-ampere 3-electrode circular 
Lead and zinc concentrates were byproducts electric furnace, having an inside diameter 
of gold processing. of 21 meters. Metal will be collected from 

Nickel.—Construction of the Cerro Mato- the furnace in 40-ton ladles and refined 

so ferronickel project was nearing comple- with ladle refining equipment. After the 
tion by the end of 1981, and startup was_ slag has been removed, the metal will be 
expected in April 1982. Commercial produc- cast into pigs weighing 22.5 kilograms each. 
tion was scheduled to commence in early The casting machine has a capacity of 60 
July. The $400 million project was to come tons per hour. Cerro Matoso was consider- 
onstream at an inauspicious time since in ing the installation of facilities to produce 

| 1981 most world nickel producers were ferronickel granules. 
reducing production in response to weak To maximize the processing of Cerro Ma- 
demand and low prices. toso ore to ferronickel, extensive research 
Hanna Mining Co., with a 20% equity in was done at a pilot plant installed at Han- 

Cerro Matoso S.A., has provided technical na’s nickel smelter in Riddle, Oreg. These
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tests resulted in the plant design under essing plant near Campamentos in Antio- 
construction. Analyses of the resultant fer- quia Department. Later information indi- 
ronickel revealed the following composition: cated that the startup date would be during 

the last half of 1981. The plant was expected 
TT su airical Maximum © % produce about 6,000 tons of fiber per 

percent percent year, with an eventual production of 16,000 
ia) tg 20,000 tons per year. All production was 

Nickel TUTTI TT TTT 37.0 #06 to be sold in the domestic market. One of 
phromium — —---~-~~--- 20 20 the investors in the project was Eternit 
Carbon 2722777777 00 ‘03 Colombiana S.A., an asbestos cement prod- 
Sulfur. ———~----~-~~-—~ | oe 03 ucts manufacturer. 

Copper ______2~_ ~~ ‘10 20  Clays.—Clays, including kaolin, ranked 
Iron —___~------_---- Balance _—- Balance third in importance among the industrial 

1Minimum nickel content: 35.00%. minerals, accounting or Wee oO then toe 
value and over 1% of the value of to 

The smelting process requires about 75% Colombian mineral production. Approxi- 
of the total energy input, supplied primarily mately three-quarters of clay production 
from hydroelectric sources. Natural gas is was consumed by the cement industry. The 
to provide 20% of needed energy, piped 85 remainder, based on partial estimates, was 
kilometers south from the Jobo Tablon used to make bricks and tiles. 

Field. The gas will be used for drying the § Emerald.—Because of the traditional 
ore and heating the prereduction kiln. Coal hand digging and sorting mining method 
and oil were expected to account for 5% of and a large contraband market, informa- 
total energy demand, the coal being usedas tion on the actual volume and value of 
a reductant and the oil for driving mining emerald production has been incomplete. 

equipment. . For the most part it has been obtained 
Peak employment during the construc- indirectly through registered exports. 

siear, Pease has Fee rue 200) Workers, In 1981, emeralds represented 12% of the 
St Ca Megan, When or totl value of all minerals excluding petro 
workers, at least 96% Colombian. eum, and was surpassed only by gold and 
Precious Metals.—Continuing a tradi- ©: ; 

tional pattern, the three metals, gold, silver, _, ECOMINAS has recommended the forma- 
and platinum, accounted for 53% of the ‘ion of a Bolsa Nacional de Esmeraldas, 
total value of mineral production, excluding ‘Similar to the Diamond Exchange of Eu- 
petroleum. The rapid rise in the world 0Pe, which would regulate the mining and 
market price of gold during recent years marketing of this gem stone. It was hoped 
has permitted a reevaluation of reserves that such a mechanism would assist in 
and the opening of marginal mines. In 1981, curbing the contraband market and provide 
small producers accounted for almost 87% purchasers with stones of certified value 
of gold production compared with about and quality. 
30% in 1970. Gold alone in 1981 contributed Gypsum.—The production of gypsum has 
almost 52% of the total value of nonpetro- shown a gradual 43% gain since 1970. Most 
leum mineral production. production was by small operators who sell 

to the domestic cement industry. The ce- 
NONMETALS ment manufacturers have had to also im- 

At the beginning of the 1970’s the indus- Port Sypsum owing to the quality of domes- 
trial minerals represented 44% of the total coutput. . 
value of mineral production, excluding pe- , The more important mines were located 
troleum. By 1981, their share of total miner- 1 Guajira, Santander, Cundinamarca, and 
al value had diminished to less than 16% Boyac& Departments. The market value of 
because of the relatively low price increases &ypsum has not increased significantly dur- 
in relation to other groups in the mineral ing the last decade, reflecting a limited 
sector. Volumetrically, the industrial min- imcrease in demand in spite of a high 
erals have shown dynamic growth, especial- Potential market. 
ly limestone, clay, and sand. Limestone.—Limestone production has 

Asbestos.—There was a report in 1980 doubled since 1970 and has consistently 
that Minera las Brisas S.A. had initiated been Colombia’s most valuable industrial 
production at the chrysotile mine and proc- mineral. In 1981, its production value repre-
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sented 60% of that for all industrial miner- In 1975, salt accounted for over 5% of the 
als. Limestone accounted for 9% of the total value of mineral production and about 
value of total mineral production, its value 26% of the value of industrial mineral 
being surpassed only by gold, coal, and production. In 1981, it accounted for 3% of 

emerald. The total market value of lime- the value of total mineral production and 
stone at current prices has hardly kept pace 19% of the value of industrial mineral 
with the growth rate of production and production. —_ 
inflation. | Sulfur.—Sulfur deposits in the base mate- 

Anprorimately 76% of imestone produ, a aa i ty tion nu y the domestic cemen vee . " 

industry, 2% bythe ron and tel industry, Gras Puacl S.. Proven reerves hve 
manufacture oflime and fertilizer «30% sulfur. Annual production since 1970 

Phosphate Rock.—Phosphate rock pro- had occasionally been erratic but remained 

duction has not been significant in Colom- Teer ae derosits teveet to Gace Period. 
bia. The peak output of 13,000 tons occurred ee ge 
in 1975. Following several years of sustain- been rap te kee vet fe tons wave 
ed decline, production increased but has owners to continue minin pr 

remained at a low, stable level for the past 3 At Cumbal. Narifio Denartm ent. reserves 

vaca doreauction Bor as aay rt vom the of about 2 million tons grading 22% sulfur 
ee Spe boosts ie Neve de Sent have been identified. ECOMINAS planned 

the Sardinata deposits in Norte de Santan- + study this deposit to determine the pros- 
der Department. oa, pects for increasing the reserve base and 

At yearend, ECOMINAS was soliciting access its mining feasibility. 
bids for a management contract to develop 
these two phosphate areas. Work included MINERAL FUELS _ 

anning and developing open pit and un- 
| derground mines, he design ard construc- Coal.—Since 1973, events in the interna- 

tion of phosphate fertilizer plants, and op- fone petroleam market nave heen nd 

tions Bnancing. Be ° aeons roject higher prices in the domestic market Pro- 
year from underground mines and 120,000 duction volumes have doubled since 1970, 

tons per year from open pit mines. Informa, pos year, indicated a 400% growth. [twas 
ie on n ‘lio feasiimy study indicated this sharp growth in demand that encourag- 
anne million tons of reserves in these ed the development of many coal mines 

g alt—In creased mining costs have been. during the last decade. Coal exports have 

responsible for a 25% decrease in rock salt rostiy by high tansroctarte a vate to nest 
production since 1970. At Nemocén, Cundi- fa eilith oe 

Ucin. M department, and alt h recently at In 1970, coal accounted for almost 19% of 
t etd h d oh ally. Abo, t 849 Fa ok the total value of mineral production, ex- 
ra ydraulicahly: u % Of TOCK cluding petroleum, ranking third in value 

salt production has come from Zipaquira, after gold and limestone. In 1981, coal’s 

Cundinamarca Department, where tradi- share of total mineral production value was 
tional underground mining methods have jg ranking second in value after gold. 
been practiced. This has required both high- At the Exxon Corp. El Cerrején Norte 
er investment and more employees than the ¢oaj_ project, heavy rains caused delays in 
hy draulic process employed at Nemocén completing the road construction between 
and Upin. the mine site and Bahia Portete Port. A 

Because of low market prices and a short- construction camp at the port was nearing 
age of labor, the production of marine salt completion, but equipment still had not 
has been declining since 1976. In 1981, the arrived. Both the Exxon operating subsid- 
problems of low price and labor supply iary International Colombia Resources 
combined with poor weather conditions and Corp. and its equal partner in the coal 
technical difficulties and resulted in acessa- venture, State-owned CARBOCOL, have 
tion of marine salt production at Galera- been actively seeking coal sales contracts. 
zamba, Bolivar Department, during the sec- In addition to the large El Cerrejon Norte 
ond half of the year. coal mining project, a smaller project in the
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central zone of El Cerrej6n has been under’ gy balance. In 1979, gas provided 18% of 
study by CARBOCOL. CARBOCOL planned total energy consumption, and in 1981 
to initiate mining in 1982. An annual pro- about 16%; but by 1990, this share was 

duction of 300,000 tons of coal was envisag- expected to be about 11%, and in the year 
ed with successive expansions to 3 million 2000, about 7%. 
tons per year. Weeks Petroleum Co. increased its inter- 

The Empresa Siderargica de Medellin est in the Tasajero contract area from 
S.A. held mineral rights to areas known as 12.5% to 60% following the withdrawal of 
La Loma and La Jagua in César Depart- Amoco Colombia Oil Co. and Colombia- 
ment. Investigations began in 1979 and Cities Service Petroleum Co. Meridith Oil 
have cost $1 million thus far. CARBOCOL Co. was the remaining partner in this con- 

has a 2-year agreement with Minera Utah  gortium of U.S. companies. Tasajero is in 
de Colombia, Ltd., a subsidiary of Utah eastern Colombia near Cacuta on the Ve- 
International Inc., whereby Minera Utah nezuelan border. In 1981, the Cerrito No. 1 
can evaluate the work so far accomplished. was the discovery well for a new gasfield in 
Minera Utah expected to add to the data the Tasajero area. Eight other promising 
and prepare a preliminary technical and  gtructures in this area were scheduled to be 
economic evaluation of the deposits. Plans drijled. Empresa Colombiana de Petroleos 

included a large, mechanized opencast mine (&COPETROL) may take a 50% interest in 
with a producing capacity of about 3 million the operation once commercial viability has 
tons per year. , been established. 

A reassessment of Colombia's coal re- During 1981, a new natural gas discovery 
sources was made in 1981. From this study, Was made along the Caribbean seaboard in 

it was concluded that by the year 2000 the northwestern region of Cérdoba Depart- 
Colombia could expand its production ca- ment, The discovery well was followed by a 
pacity sufficiently to supply 10% of the dry hole, but the operator, Petroleos Colom- 
world coal export market, or 50 to 60 bo Brasileros S.A., was proceeding with a 
million tons per year. The new evaluation of third wildcat. 

voombian coal reserves is shown below, in Exxon Corp. drilled a successful explora- 
mutton tons: tion well in the Sucre area of the Middle 

Magdalena Basin. The well tested at 5 
Type | Measured Indicated Inferred Total million cubic feet of natural gas per day ata 

Coki 218 7 ABA 679 depth of 9,280 feet. On the western side of 

Caking —— 40 31 168 234 +~+this basin, ECOPETROL completed a wild- 
Thermal _ 3,474 292 6,855 10,621 cat that tested at 4.5 million cubic feet of 
Undefined TBD natural gas per day along with 150 barrels 

Total _ 3,789 403 12,331 16,528 per day of 40° API gravity crude oil. 
The percent distribution of natural gas 

The export of 50 million tons per year production, by basin, is shown below: 

sustained over a 25-year period, plus local 
consumption projected at 20 million tons ~ Basin ~~ ~~'19738~”~S«~A‘ST7B~—~«S«d198dd” 
per year by the year 2000, would expend Guim 
only 11% of reserves. At 1981 export mar- ~oara_ —--—--------- 3 
ket prices, exports of 50 million tons of coal Lower Matisions Woe 38 21 iB 
would result in about $3 billion in annual Amazon — ~----------- il 12 2 
foreign exchange earnings. The majority of Upper Magdalena _____ __ 1 1 1 
these coal exports were expected to come an 
from the El Cerrejon deposits in the Guajira __ °°" —~-~---------__ 210010 
Peninsula. 1Data do not add to total shown because of rounding. 

In the future, Colombia also has expecta- 
tions of developing a synthetic fuel industry _ Petroleum.—In 1980, Colombia published 
through the production of liquid fuels and Resolution 058, which increased the base 
chemicals from coal feedstock. price for oil production from existing fields 

Natural Gas.—By 1985, as coal and hydro- and established a mechanism for annual 
electric energy sources are developed, natu- price increases. It also provided a formula 
ral gas is expected to comprise a gradually to determine prices for future incremental 
decreasing share in Colombia’s overall ener- output from older fields. The annual price
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increase was to be a function of inflation Colombian oil discovery in the past 18 
and devaluation of the peso. In 1981, oil years. From an upper zone at a depth of 
prices increased 138% over the 1980 levels. 18,100 feet, the well flowed 2,200 barrels per 

Resolution 058 and its promise of improved day of 40° API gravity oil. A lower zone at 
financial results from oil operations was 19,200 feet flowed 1,900 barrels per day of 
viewed as the leading factor in the stepped- 32° API gravity oil. ~ 
up efforts to increase production from exist- Reserves in the Arauca Field were esti- 
ing fields. In 1980 and 1981, the older fields mated to be as much as 175 million barrels. 
were responsible for most of the overall It was thought that the field could produce 
petroleum production gains. up to 30,000 barrels of crude oil per day. 

The percent distribution of crude oil pro- of $12 billion devin ee, ext tavestmen 
: ns . 2 billion , ext 5 years 

| duction, by basin, is shown below: drill as many as 50 wells. The depth of this 
field was expected to make development 

Basin 1973 1978 1981 —_ slow and costly. If the field continued to be 
promising, a $52 million pipeline would be 

Upper Macialens oe % it 93 built to the Barrancabermeja refinery. 
qmazon — —--~-------- 2 2 Exxon added to its concessionary acreage 
Eastern Plains _________ __ 1. 8 in the Llanos, or Eastern Plains region, 
Lower Magdalena -----___—s 22! ~~ through its INTERCOL subsidiary Provin- 

Tot’... 100 100 100 cia Petroleum Co. Provincia took a tract to 
nnd the west and north of Société Nationale Elf 

Data may not add to totals shown because of rounding. § Aquyitaine’s concession where several suc- 

ECOPETROL association contracts with cessful fields were discovered in 1979, and 
private companies or groups continued to 1980 at Casanare. Pennzoil Co. has two 
increase during 1981. By the end of the year Contracts with ECOPETROL covering 1.5 
ECOPETROL had 40 association contracts Million acres in the Eastern Plains region 
with 29 companies acting either singly or as 224 Planned to drill in 1982 following seis- 
members of a group. These contracts cover- ™ic work undertaken in 1981. , 

| ed about 28 million acres, of which 58% ECOPETROL was also successful in the 
were in the Eastern Plains and 21% were in Eastern Plains when it drilled the Apiay 
the Lower Magdalena Basin. The standard N 0. 1 about 100 kilometers east of Bogota. 
association contract required the foreign or his well tested at 4,500 barrels per day of 
associated company to assume all explora- metal- and sulfur-free crude oil with 25 

tion costs. Once a discovery has been proven PI gravity. The producing zone was at a 
to be commercially viable, ECOMINAS re- 4@Pth of about 10,500 feet. ECOPETROL 
imburses one-half of the exploration costs W258 continuing its exploration drilling with 

and shares all subsequent development ex- 2% Second well expected to be completed 
penses as an equal partner in the venture. early in 1982. 7 

Exploratory drilling increased in 1981, Other new onshore areas under investiga- 
and atotal of 61 wells were drilled. Of these, tion included southwestern Colombia 
16 were successful, 2 were suspended, 2 around Tumaco; a tract in the west-central 

were abandoned, 3 were test wells, and 38 coastal basin; an area south of Cartagena; 
were dry holes. ECOPETROL drilled 12 of and another east of Cartagena in the Lower 
these exploration wells. Foreign oil compa- Magdalena Valley. 
nies drilled the remainder, 45 under associ: | The Inter-American Development Bank 
ation contracts and 4 under preexisting 8ranted ECOPETROL a $10 million loan to 
concession contracts. assist in financing marine seismic studies 

International Petroleum (Colombia) Ltd. off the Caribbean and Pacific coasts. Fhe 
(INTERCOL), an Exxon Corp. subsidiary, initial cost of this exploration program was 

drilled a confirmation well in its new Arau- estimated at $13 million. | 
ca Field located in the Eastern Plains of In August, Texas Petroleum Co. (TEX- 
Colombia near the Venezuelan border in PET), in association with ECOPETROL, 
Arauca Department. The Arauca No. 2, initiated a steam injection project in the 
located about 1 mile northeast of the 1980 Cocorna and Nare areas north of Bogota 
discovery well, the Arauca No. 1, confirmed where reserves of heavy, 13° API gravity oil 
what was considered the most significant have received minimum attention. TEX- 

PET expected to bring production up to
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15,000 barrels per day in the next 3 years. A Basin, 52%; and the Upper Magdalena Ba- 
total of 144 development wells have been sin, 21%. As of the end of June 1981, 
planned for the Cocornaé and Nare areas as_ natural gas reserves were estimated at 4.3 
well as 17 wildcats. In 1981, TEXPET drill- trillion cubic feet, of which 75% was at- 
ed 33 development wells in these two areas. _ tributed to fields in the Guajira Peninsula. 

Plans were also underway for exploration Uranium.—Following preliminary  sur- 
and development in the Natagaima area, veys, the Colombian Nuclear Affairs Insti- 
about 40 miles southwest of Bogota. Seismic tute has estimated uranium reserves in the 

work was planned for this area, after which central and eastern areas of the country at 
an undetermined number of wells were 40,000 tons of yellow cake. In 1981, about 

expected to be drilled. $12 million was allotted for continuing ex- 

At the end of June 1981, Colombia’s Ploration efforts. 
proved crude oil reserves totaled about 5442 ——————- > 
million barrels, not including new discov- _ Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
eries still under evaluation. The largest cowhere necessary, values, have been converted from 
shares of these proved reserves were omiian pesos Teer ey ee oe ene average 
accounted for by the Middle Magdalena the rate wee Col$59 07 -US$L0G. 1.00. As of Dec. 31, 1981,
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The Mineral Industry of 
Cyprus 
By John R. Lewis? 

The Republic of Cyprus, an island in the lion, was more than double the value of the 
eastern Mediterranean Sea, is 224 kilome- country’s exports, which were around $575 
ters long and its maximum width is about million. 
96 kilometers. There are two mountain Reeovery of the Cyprus economy from the 
ranges which roughly trend east to west 1974 Turkish intervention continued but at 
along the north and south coasts. Between a declining rate. Construction and light 
them lies a broad basin, which also trends manufacturing remained. strong and active. 
from east to west for most of the length of Construction required mineral raw materi- 

the island. About the size of the State of /s, such as stone, sand and gravel, clay for 
Connecticut, Cyprus has been geopolitically bricks, etc., but the rate of consumption 

divided since 1974. A sector of 3,081 square ¢Ven of these materials showed less growth 
kilometers, trending east to west and com- than in earlier years. The production of 
prising about the northern one-third of the meta’ ores was ow ld De to exhaustion of 
island, is controlled by the Federated eposis r “a wits . Phe T ané the loca- 
Turkish Cypriots. The remainder, 6,170 {00 O° Somé Caposits in the Uurmisn sector 
square kilometers also trending east to w nfl no activity was underway. 

. : nflation continued to inhibit the econom- 
west, comprises the south two-thirds of the ic growth of Cyprus. Much of the problem 
island and is controlled by the Go vernment stemmed from the upward spiraling of the 
of Cyprus. Very little, if any, mineral activi- Gost of crude oil, of which Cyprus imported 

ty takes place in the Turkish area, and a1) of its requirements. The provisional 
there are no available data. The informa- gross national product (GNP) was around 

tion in this chapter, therefore, is primarily $9 9 pillion, up considerably from that of 
with respect to the southern sector. 1980. In terms of 1973 constant dollars, 

In 1981, Cyprus, a small nation, had no however, the GNP only rose about 4.5% in 
energy resources of its own and only modest 1981. Contributions to the GNP by mining 
economically viable mineral resources. and related activities declined in 1981, 
These two factors coupled with an inflation amounting only to 5%. Much of this proba- 

rate of about 14% per year created a bly can be attributed to the cessation of 
balance-of-trade deficit of about $750 mil- production of copper and zinc during 1979- 
lion in 1981, up slightly from that of 1980.2 80. 
The value of imports, at about $1,325 mil- 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Although the production of copper and Substantial reserves of asbestos, chrome, 
zinc had virtually ceased in Cyprus by 1981 gypsum, iron pyrites, marble, building ma- 
and chromite production was down owing to terials, and other minerals occur in Cyprus 
depressed world steel markets, other miner- and could sustain the mining industry there 
al production was generally about equal to for many years to come. Havara, described 
that of the previous 2 years. Production as a soft, incoherent but compact-surfaced 
data are shown in table 1. limestone, was produced in large quantities 

267
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in recent years. It was used as a foundation by Middle Eastern countries continued to 
layer in the construction of roads through- climb, and those countries were Cyprus’ 
out Cyprus. There were also thriving ce- best customers, taking 61% of the country’s 
ment and raw mineral pigment industries mineral exports. Cyprus bought one-half of 
on the island. the minerals it imported from EEC sources. 

The European Economic Community Monetary values for the country’s mineral 
(EEC) countries continued to be good cus- trade were not available at yearend 1981. 
tomers for Cyprus minerals, but purchases | 

Table 1.—Cyprus: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

See 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

METALS . 
Chromium ore and concentrate, marketable _ 14,231 15,339 15,742 16,280 10,381 
Copper, mine output, metal content?____ _ _ 6,800 5,786 1,200 | __ —_ 
Zinc, mine output, metal content ________ 179 _- a _- _— 

NONMETALS 

Asbestog_ ~~ ~~ 2 2 36,684 34,342 35,472 34,535 24,440 
Cement, hydraulic —__——-—. thousand tons__ 1,071 1,107 1,135 1,233 1,035 
Clays, crude: - 

ntonite ____________________ 13,200 8,500 6,669 8,852 30,000 
Other: 

For brick and tile manufacture 
thousand tons_ _ 132 ©200 ©200 

683 550 
For cement manufacture ___do____ 444 272 274 

Gypsum: 
Crude ____________~_________ ™95,028 ™60,700 46,100 43,550 40,000 
Calcined 5 5 10,544 18,100 15,300 17,850 23,000 

Lime, hydrated. ______-____.~_______ ' 28,262 15,000 “18,000 13,984 11,320 
Mineral pigments: 

Umber __ = 5 5 Le 27,400 29,695 26,000 27,280 20,000 
Yellow ocher __________________ 278 305 293 200 250 

Pyrites_____§_~_~_____ 145,161 122,837 46,159 51,533 15,866 
Salt, marine. ________-_._-_______ _- 3,319 ™5,870 7,462 9,299 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: Marble___________ F42,000 38,400 52,700 66,200 56,000 
Crushed and broken stone: 

Havara_______ _ thousand tons__ T7195 1,000 1,980 5,101 4,350 
Limestone: 

For cement production _______ 865,458 976,443 993,000 €990,000 £990,000 
Other __-_______________ 4,567 18,400 20,000 ©20,000 “15,000 

Marl, for cement production _—__ __ 685,901 646,111 633,000 600,000 ©575,000 
Unspecified building stone _______ 46,700 63,000 —s_- *87,100 105,000 100,000 

Sand and aggregate ._ _ thousand tons__ 3,353 3,972 4,000 4,209 3,857 
Sulfur, S content of marketable pyrites _ _ _ _ ™69,018 63,000 20,837 24,885 7,277 . 

rear el ps ——__—_—$_£#—__FF(([_(_[[——~—~— 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 

MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline __ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 763 793 850 857 813 
Jet fuel and kerosine ________do____ 319 296 296 434 434 
Distillate fuel oil _.._._.______do____ 830 910 986 1,141 1,036 
Residual fuel oil _..________do____ 829 861 1,334 1,415 988 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas___ _do__ __ 202 204 256 239 215 
Asphalt______________do____ 93 97 110 100 148 
Unspecified ___________do____ _- 45 32 3 4 

Refinery fuel and losses_ ______ __do____ 196 130 198 188 220 rr rr 

Total_____________do____ 3,232 3,336 4,062 4,377 3,858 
A A SS 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
Table includes data available through Aug. 23, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of other crude construction materials are produced, but available 

information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
5Includes the nonduplicative sum of Cu content of all exportable products including copper concentrates, cuprous 

pyrites, cement copper, and copper precipitates.
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Table 2.—Cyprus: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
, Destinations, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : * United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap___.--___--__.------ 183 221 -- Netherlands 127; Italy 49; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 33. 
Semimanufactures__—_________ 152 138 -- United Arab Emirates 60; Saudi 

Arabia 51; Libya 21. 
Chromium: Ore and concentrate ___—~_ 10,699 7,500 _- Austria 3,999; United Kingdom 2,001; 

Poland 1,500. 
Copper: 

e and concentrate _________-~~_ 12,302 825 _- All to U.S.S.R. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______-~--------- 348 332 _- Belgium 120; Italy 58; United 
Kingdom 46. 

Semimanufactures — kilograms_ _ 112 _- 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap______.-_~--------~-- 9,312 5,877 _. Greece 4,369; Lebanon 966; Italy 512. 
Pig iron, cast iron, ferroalloys _ ~~ ~~ NA 50 _-— All to United Arab Emirates. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 24 106 -- Libya 64; Sudan 25; United Arab 
mirates 13. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — — — — 18 54 _. Oman 44; Saudi Arabia 10. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ______~ - 167 103 _- Libya 38; Qatar 16; United Arab 

mirates 16. 
Unspecified ________---_~- 68 51 NA NA. 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap____...____--------- 290 17 __Alltoltaly. 
Unwrought _______-------~-- NA 1 -- All to Greece. 

Nickel metal including alloys, scrap _ —_ _- 19 _- Do. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate?! 
value, thousands_ _ _- $228 _. All to West Germany. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ___—_—do____ _- $17 -- United Kingdom $16; Lebanon $1. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ — _ _ — NA 21 — Saudi Arabia 15; Senegal 6. 
Zinc metal including alloys, scrap_ _ — — — 46 57 -- Netherlands 36; Spain 21. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Natural: Pumice_ _ — — — 12 _- 
Asbestos, crude_________~---_-- 39,107 30,446 _— United Kingdom 6,777; Greece 4,417; 

Thailand 3,659. 
Cement___._____------------ ™619,780 656,458 -- Syria 549,976; Lebanon 93,733; Saudi 

Arabia 11,746. 
Chalk___________--_-------- NA 21 — All to Saudi Arabia. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude________-______------ 6,487 23,273 — Netherlands 9,179; Nigeria 5,400; 
Kuwait 2,814. 

Products including refractory nonclay 
brick __~_______.-_—-—~value__ $24,900 $94,510 NA NA. 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured _ _ _ — rQ 2 _. All to Lebanon. 
Gypsum and plaster ________---~-- 9,640 8,148 _— Malawi 2,540; Kuwait 1,500; Saudi 

Arabia 1,164. 
Lime ___________-_-.------- 80 __ 
Mica: Crude including splittings and 

waste ___________ ~-~__--~-~- NA 1 _- All to Greece. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ________~--_—-- 10,383 6,206 3,692 Oe Kingdom 1,217; Denmark 268; 
t . 

Iron oxides, processed _ ___—-_~~- NA 4 _- Syria 5 Bahrain 1; Saudi Arabia 1. 
Pyrites (gross weight) ______------ 143,224 89,441 _. Greece 45,943; Egypt 34,733; 

Yugoslavia 8,750. 
Salt. .~-______---.--------~-- 281 4 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.8.: 
Soda ash. _. ____---------- NA 3 —_ Do. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, calcareous, crude, 
and partly worked_______~--- 246 27 _- Bahrain 20; Saudi Arabia 7. 

Gravel and crushed rock — ~~ ——-—-- 75 265 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 
Other: Building materials of asphalt, 

asbestos and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals____— value, thousands_ _ $205 $835 _- Saudi Arabia $291; Bahrain $190; 

Netherlands $92. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Lubricants_ _ _ — -42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,678 189 _. Syria 142; Yemen Arab Republic 45. 
Unspecified _ _ . — - - - - - - — value_ _ $5,588 $213 _. All to Lebanon. 
ee 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1May include ore and concentrate of platinum-group metals.
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Table 3.—Cyprus: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

en eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
4 United Other (principal) 

te 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all . 
forms ___._~____~~~~__~_____ 4,187 3,621 2 Greece 1,457; Hungary 589; Israel 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ NA 1 _— All from West Germany. 
pper: 
Sulfate. 5 15 NA _ Belgium 8; United Kingdom 5. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 460 602 20 Greece re ; United Kingdom 1839; 

y 107. 7 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _ _ _ troy ounces_ _ 26,127 12,275 NA United Kingdom 10,027; West 
Germany 923. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap____.-.. ~~~. __ 3 73 -~ Mainly from Lebanon. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 1,073 109 --—  _ United Kingdom 43; France 35; West 

Germany 15; Sweden 10. 
Steel, primary forms_ __________ 56 4 _-— Austria 2; United Kingdom 1. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 114,656 63,716 — Greece 11,774; Italy 10,302; West 
Germany 7,965. 

Universals, plates, sheets ____ _ 15,016 15,610 -— Greece 5,119; Italy 2,533; Israel 2,404. 
Hoop and strip____________ 3,371 2,339 (@) Greece 2,101; West Germany 67; 

Belgium 49. 
Rails and accessories __ _ _ _ _ __ _- 38 _— West Germany 37; Spain 1. 
Wire__________________ 4,349 2,919 1 United Kingdom 878; Belgium 473; 

US.S.R. 299. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 20,640 14,536 1 Greece 4,020; Hungary 2,248; United 

Kingdom 1,202. 
Lead Castings and forgings, rough _ _ _ 4 37 a India 26; Spain 6; United Kingdom 4. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 105 108 _- United Kingdom 92; France 16. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ — 713 1,053 _- Denmark 862; United Kingdom 133; 

United Arab Emirates 40. 
Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides a 2 11 -- United Kingdom 6; Belgium 5. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 9 29 (4) Denmark 25; Canada 1; United 

Kingdom 1. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 109 356 NA NA. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______do____ 299,378 52,658 NA NA. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 9 7 _- United Kingdom 5; Denmark 2. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ _ 368 326 _~- United Kingdom 163; West Germany 

106; Belgium-Luxembourg 22. 
Uranium and thorium including alloys, 
gin forms----------- ki ograms_ _ _- 508 -— All from Israel. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 9 24 _- United Kingdom 12; Netherlands 6. 
Metal including alloys, all forms? _ _ _ 240 110 __ Belgium Luxembourg 106; United 

ingdom 3. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates: 
Of base metals. ___________ 29 133 NA Australia 128. 
Of precious metals, except gold* 

value__ $13,839 $4,965 $2,950 United Kingdom $1,916. 
Base metals including alloys: 

Waste and scrap______do____ $1,566 $20,885 _- veed Kingdom $13,299; Denmark 

Unwrought and semi- 
manufactures. __________ 5 5 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete -.-_-_-__ LL 36 60 NA Italy 51; United Kingdom 7. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones. _ _ _ _ _ — — value_ _ -- $22,486 — nee jinedom $19,730; Israel 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____________do____ $216,998 $259,882 $1,000 Italy $91,447; West Germany $40,390; 

nited Kingdom $40,336. 
Asbestos, crude _ _ ___.__________ 545 790 _. Botswana 689; West Germany 101. 
Barite and witherite_____________ NA 6 — All from West Germany. 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _ _ _ _ _ NA 2 __ Italy 1; West Germany 1. 
Cement__._____-_____________ 11,265 11,411 _— Italy 6,771; Greece 2, 08; United 

ingdom 1,904. 
Chalk... ~~ Le 923 762 _- United Kingdom 515; Greece 167; 

France 74. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude. ~~~ ~~~ ~~ Le 2,054 1,276 100 Greece 945; Netherlands 106; United 
Kingdom 73. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Cyprus: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “thud ..... 
“ea United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued 

Products: 
Nonrefractory 

value, thousands. — $6,709 $6,704 _- Italy anne 7 Saei Kingdom $455; 
reece . 

Refractory including nonclay . 
brick __...._..__ _do____ $927 $694 $2 West Germany $153; Brazil $141; 

Greece $109. 

) Gant: t set or st: al $148,285 $317,363 United $211,393; Belgi m, not set or strung... _ .. _ _ value_ _ . ; __ ni ingdom 3093; jum 
Sev Bene $17,014. 

Industrial _________..~do____ $1,219 $2,868 _— All from United Kingdom . 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ 117 174 133. West Germany 41. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude_____________~-~value__ $5,808 $26,238 _- Greece $13,166; Canada $12,945. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ___.__..----- 19,669 13,906 4 Romania 8,098; Austria 2,804; 
Yugoslavia 2,000. 

Phosphatic_________-.--- 3,009 1,320 — Pen Oo 
Potassic. _._..____-_--.-. 1,038 408 _- Israel 306; Po 100. 
Other including mixed _ _ — — ~~ — 38,326 16,492 29 Greece 8,696; Spain 6,001; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 638. 
Ammonia ______~~ ~~~ _- 15 25 __ Netherlands 15; United Kingdom 8; 

West Germany 2. 
Gypeum and plaster _ _ _---------- 21 15 1 United Kingdom 12. 
Lime _____.~-_-~.-----~-~---- 223 _- 
Magnesite ____..______-~-_--~- -- 130 _. Netherlands 106; West Germany 24. 
Mica: Crude including splittings and 

waste ______.___..-~_-__-- _- 23 -- United Kingd om 12; India 10; 
orway 1. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 32 37 _- West Germany 18; United Kingdom 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except , 
diamond: 
Natural ____________~value__ $133,018 $247,487 _. United Kingdom $171,000; Ghana 

$22,000; Italy $17,000. . 
Manufactured_ ___ —.____do.__~_ $19,923 $19,970 _. United Kingdom $10,000; West 

Germany $6,000. 
Salt and brine... ___.-___------- 714 365 _— United Kingdom 162; Israel 129; 

Netherlands 64. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides _________~~ 21 289 -- Romania 200; Spain 75; United 

Kingdom . 
Caustic soda__..___.-----_-- 446 600 _- Weat, jermany 272; United Kingdom 

; Spain ov. 
Soda ash ________~~---~----- 495 844 _— Bulgaria 325; United Kingdom 319; 

France 150. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _ ___ — 2,533 2,614 _- __ Italy 1,684; Greece 930. 
Worked ________—~—-~value_ — $462,822 $791,072 _- Italy aera Greece $85,074; 

Gravel and crushed rock _____—__ 1,113 985 __ Italy Sr. Greece 24. 
quartz, mica, feldspar, etc _ — value_ _ $25,610 $15,235 NA NA. 

d excluding metal-bearing — — — — — 328 596 7 West Germany 446; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 51. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal _—— ~~ ~~ - 1,547 2,857 2 Poland 1,399; Lebanon 1,219; Greece 

Colloidal _-______-_____- __ 40 __ Mainly from Poland. 
Sulfuric acid. _____..-_.----- 278 302 _. Greece 285; Netherlands 12; West 

Germany 3. 
on steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —__ 518 208 —_ Greece 115; Norway 60; India 17. 

er: 
Crude__.___-— value, thousands. — ™$20 $37 -- Greece $27; Netherlands $4; United 

Kingdom $3. 
Halogens and sulfur compounds of 

nonmetals_ _ — — — — — — kilograms_ _ 457 102 -- United Kingdom 51; West Germany 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
ual Aber cement, unfired nonmetals 

value, thousands_ _ $1,025 $1,425 -- Greece i United Kingdom $176; 
ly . 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ — — __ —_— _- 73 _. _ Greece 40; United Kingdom 33. 
Carbon black _._...--_-------- 4 4 2 West Germany 1; United Kingdom 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Cyprus: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y Qnited Other (principal) — 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued . 

Coal: 
Anthracite, bituminous coal, lignite _ 55 35 _- West Germany 25; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 7. 
Briquets __________________ 17 16 ~— West Germany 15; Malta 1. Coke and semicoke______________ 125 201 _— All from Belgium. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _____ __ 4 14 _. NA. 
Peat including briquets and litter___ __ 575 1,311 -~- West Germany 1,041; Ireland 261; 

Netherlands 9. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 3,546 4,305 ~~ Iraq 3,898; Saudi Arabia 407. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline including natural 

do____ 19 17 _- France 16. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do___ _ 349 303 _-- Italy 196; France 44; Greece 24. Distillate fuel oil] _____do____ 103 51 —_ Italy 22; France 15; Greece 8; Spain 5. Residual fuel oil. __ ___do____ 1,685 2,043 __ USSR. 1,357; Sudan 381; Ethiopia | ; Italy 183. Lubricants .________do____ 62 52 (4) United Kingdom 20; Netherlands 9; 

y 7. 
: Oth Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 2 4 -— France 2. 

. er: 

White spirit ________do____ 5 12 NA France 6; Netherlands 3; Greece 2. Liquefied petroleum gas _do__ __ 111 171 __ Italy 101; Greece 57; Iran 8. 
Bitumen and other residues and 
bituminous mixtures, n.e.s. 

do. ___ 7 5 (2) United Kingdom 2; Italy 1; Syria 1. 
Unspecified ________do____ 1 (3) NA NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals 

value_ _ $32,501 $27,936 -- United Kingdom $18,000; 
Netherlands $4,000. eee Se 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Excludes unreported quantities valued at $65,500 in 1979 and $31,400 in 1980. 
SMay include waste and sweepings. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS and Greece. Since the production of copper 
. ceased, asbestos has been Cyprus’ principal 

Chromite.—Probably because of severe mineral export, but recognition that it was cutbacks in world steel demand, production a ible hazard to health was probabl 
of chromite was off significantly in 1981. POSsit . probably Most of that produced from Cyprus’ two responsible for a 35% drop in production. 
active chromite operations, the Kokkinorot- Bentonite.—A prime ingredient in oil- sos and Kannoures Mines in the Troodos Well drilling mud, bentonite production rose 
Mountains in west-central Cyprus, was ex- dramatically during 1981. This was not 
ported to European and United Kingdom surprising, however, when the close proxim- 
customers. ity of Cyprus to all of the Middle East’s 

intensely active oil development was consid- 
NONMETALS ered. 

Asbestos.—There was one producer of Cement.—Despite a leveling off of the asbestos in Cyprus in 1981, Cyprus Asbestos country’s economy, about the same amount 
Mines, Ltd., at Amiandos. The Amiandos Of hydraulic cement, 1.2 million tons, was 
operation was open pit with onsite ore Produced during 1981 as in 1980. Only about 
concentration. Capacity was reported to be 1,500 tons was sent out of the country to 9,000 tons per day. About 12,500 tons of nearby Middle Eastern customers. The re- 
long-fiber asbestos plus 12,000 tons of the mainder was used in Cyprus, mostly in 
short-fiber variety were produced in 1981 construction. 
and went mostly to the United Kingdom Fertilizer Materials.—Hellenic Chemical
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Industries, Ltd., a joint venture of the Hel- MINERAL FUELS 

lenic Mining Co. (40%), Cyprus Cooperative 
Industries, Ltd. (85%), the Government of Petroleum.—Except for very small 
Cyprus (15%), and the Archbishopric (10%), counts of eas con coke, and fer at, 
was well along by the end of 1981 with y PA iets. Th ue tr nh y qd on a ro ostic 
construction of its fertilizer complex at P* re ° 1 © country ha rod tion AC 
Vassiliko. The complex was to use pyrites 1981 pesto ‘ied noatly on Th pr id Sat di 
from Cyprus’ own reserves to make sulfur. Arabia for its su plies of crudecil. Cypr wus? 

Phosphate rock for the phosphoric acid sole refine was ‘at Lanarca on the south 
plant was to come from the Palmyra area of coast. Operating as the Cyprus Petroleum 

cone Sy via. . Refinery, Ltd., the plant was jointly owned 
e sulfuric acid plant went onstream  }, shelj Oil Co.; British Petroleum Co., Ltd.; during 1981 and had a capacity of 180,000 3203 oy Corp: and the Cyprus Govern. 

tons per year. The complex also had the ment. Although listed as having a daily 
capability to produce 40,000 tons per year of throughput capacity of 16,000 barrels of 
phosphoric acid plus 150,000 tons per year Gude, only about 10,400 barrels of various 
of fertilizers, about 40,000 to 50,000 tons of petroleum products were produced daily 
which were to be used in Cyprus while the mainly regular- and high-octane motor 

balance was to be exported. fuels, jet fuel, and heating oils. Small vol- 
The phosphoric acid plant and the fer- umes of these products were exported, most- 

tilizer plant were being built by Lurgi ly to Lebanon. Additional kerosine, jet fuel, 
Verwaltungs GmbH of the Federal Republic and all of the country’s residual fuel oil 
of Germany. Power for the complex was to needs were imported, primarily from the 
come from generating equipment built by Soviet Union. 
General Electric of the United Kingdom, Like many other nations, Cyprus was 

and the ammonia-storage facility was to caught in 1981 between the worldwide re- 
come from Polimex-Cekop of Poland. cession and total dependency upon foreign 
Umber.—A naturally occurring brown oj] with its extremely high cost. The petrole- 

earth containing ferric oxide together with um pricing structure continued to play 

silica, alumina, manganese oxides, and havoc with Cyprus’ balance of trade; the 
lime, umber was produced in large quanti- value of the oil that Cyprus was required to 
ties in Cyprus. Raw umber, which was import was roughly equal to one-half the 
ground and then levigated, together with value of everything that Cyprus exported. 

burnt umber, which was processed at low — ____ 
heat, was exported and also used locally as 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

paint pigment. Umber producers were head- Where necessary, values have been converted from 
quartered in Lanarca on the south coast. £C1 = US$2.38.
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The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Czechosl 1 -zechoslovakia | 

By Tatiana Karpinsky’' | 

Czechoslovakia, with a highly industrial. and the nonmetallic mineral industry con- 
ized economy, continued to experience slow tributed 2.7%. Consumption of ferrous met- 
growth in 1981. The key goals of the state als amounted to 5.6 million tons and that of 
plan for 1981 included improved efficiency nonferrous metals to 267,000 tons in 1980. 
of labor, further development of Czecho- The country’s domestic iron ore and nonfer- 
slovakia’s economy, and improving the bal- rous metal production covered its needs 
ance of payments. However, the goals of the only to the extent of 7% and 31%, respec- 
state plan were not met in some sectors tively. | 

(table 1). A shortage of labor was one of the In 1981, the total number of workers and 
main problems.’ employees in Czechoslovakia was 2,008,000. 

The number of production workers and 

Table 1.—Czechoslovakia: Selected other employees in state mineral and ener- 
production increases for 1981, in percent ey enterprises by branch is shown in table 2 

Cs for . 

em Orginal Rul 
National income 98 02 Table 2.—Czechoslovakia: Workers and 
Industrial output ___________ 27 2.0 employees in 1980 
Productivity in industry — ——— ~~~ 2.2 DG ee 

SY pum, Nunsber Number 
Metallurgy. _--~-- 222 12 9 Branch work- employ _enter- 

—_————————ooee nnn ke _eee ers ees prises 

In 1981, Czechoslovakia’s national income Fuel! extraction and 
(gross national product less material costs) Power and he feet generation *Fr 000 "38000 1 
reached 454 billion korunas (Kcs),? about ‘om and siee’ producuon | 
0.2% more than that of 1980, compared Nonferrous metal prod ON “ 
with a planned increase of 2.8%. Industry then ny ding ore 43.000 81,000 20 
contributed 59% of the total. In 1981, capi- §$——_—_—___________——____ 
tal investment declined 1.9% in comparison | 
with the 1980 level, but considerable Government Policies and Programs.— 

amounts were nevertheless spent on expan- The basic tasks and targets of the 1982 state 
sion of the fuel-energy sector. Mining and plan were approved by the Communist Par- 
quarrying contributed about 4% of the total ty of Czechoslovakia in December 1981. The 

industrial production in Czechoslovakia. Of plan called for a 0.6% increase in national 
this, the share of coal was about 3%; crude income and an 0.8% increase in gross indus- 
oil, 0.1%; metallic ore, 0.5%; and other trial output. Primary production of fuel and 
mining, 0.4%. Petroleum refining contrib energy was not to exceed the 1980 yield. 
uted about 9% of total industrial output. Imports of oil, electric energy, and coal were 
The nonferrous industry contributed 2.5%, expected to be lower than in 1981. 
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PRODUCTION 

Czechoslovakia has reserves of coal, lig- of 1980. The one nuclear powerplant 
nite, antimony, magnesite, mercury, urani- accounted for 83.6% of the total increase in 
um, graphite, kaolin and other clays, sand, electric energy production. The production 
limestone, and building materials, but the increase in ferrous metallurgy amounted to 
country remains deficient in oil, natural 1.5%, while a 1.8% decrease was registered 

gas, iron ore, and nonferrous ores. in ore output and dressing. Production of 

In 1981, the annual plan for coal produc- nonferrous metals slightly declined (0.9%). 
tion was not fulfilled because of bad weath- Crude oil processing declined 0.5%. Cement 
er in the fourth quarter and a labor short- production was at the 1980 level. River 
age; the planned target for the removal of transportation carried 11.1 million tons of 
overburden was also unfulfilled. Neverthe- goods, or 6.1% more than in 1980. Transpor- 
less, no shortages of fuel developed. Electric tation of coal for the Chvaletice powerplant 
energy production amounted to 73.5 billion largely accounted for the increase. 
kilowatt-hours, an increase of 1% over that 

Table 3.—Czechoslovakia: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 —-1980” 1981° 

METALS 

Aluminum: | 

Alumina® _______________________ 95,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 
Aluminum ingot, primary only _______—-_- 36,544 36,823 36,889 38,304 32,684 

Antimony: 
Mine output, metal content ________.__- T492 ™510 530 530 480 
Metal®__-_- 5 700 700 NA NA NA 

Copper: | 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 5,400 4,700 6,180 6,639 5,218 

Smelter, primary only_____________ 7,400 6,700 8,180 7,600 7,400 
Refined including secondary — _— — _ _— — — 23,067 23,810 24,587 25,559 25,513 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore: 

Gross weight ______~— thousand tons__ 1,994 2,023 2,012 1,969 1,932 
Mes etal content - ------------do-- - - 598 607 523 512 502 

Pigiron ________________do____ 9,715 9,944 9,529 9,819 9,903 
Ferroalloys: Electric furnace _ _ _ _do_ — __ 180 182 175 173 173 
Crude steel ______________do____ 15,064 15,294 14,817 15,225 215,270 
Semimanufactures: 

Rolled steel. ___________do____ 10,588 10,787 10,781 10,760 210,795 
Lead Pipes and tubes ______________ 1,483 1,510 —:1,586 1,542 1,528 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 4,300 3,981 4,026 3,349 2,700 
Metal including secondary — —____-_____- 19,015 19,042 19,020 20,014 20,015 

Manganese ore, gross weight® ____________~_ 910 900 900 900 900 
Mercury _—____-~~~---~ 76-pound flasks__ 5,309 5,686 4,960 4,612 4,438 
Nickel metal, primary ___._._.-.._____~- ©2200 €2 200 2,202 2,241 2,200 

Silver’ _ ______..— — thousand troy ounces__ 1,192 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,300 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 180 180 180 180 180 
Metal including secondary ____.________ 120 120 120 125 125 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content® _____ __ 80 80 80 80 80 
mc: 

Mine output, metal content __-_________ 9,368 8,772 8,799 7,239 7,200 
Metal including secondary ______._____~_ ©11,500 ©11,500 11,500 9,600 9,600 

NONMETALS 

Barite __ ____--~-~---------------- &§5,000 ©65,000 67,800 61,052 . 61,000 
Cement, hydraulic_.______ _ thousand tons__ 9,749 10,204 10,258 10,546 210,646 
Clays: Kaolin ____-_______.....__do____ 580 499 513 518 515 
Fluorspar® _________~__~ ~~~ 96,000 96,000 96,000 96,000 96,000 
Graphite® _____________ _ thousand tons__ 45 45 45 45 45 
Gypsum and anhydrite, crude________do____ 682 697 734 757 767 
Lime, hydrated, and quicklime _______do____ 3,021 3,078 2,968 3,012 23,934 
Magnesite, crude________________do____ 661 658 654 666 660 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia __ ____do____ F788 *809 801 844 850 
Perlite. __.-_-______ £10,000 £20,000 30,000 40,302 42,336 
Pyrites, gross weight _______ thousand tons__ 122 134 140 “140 140 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Czechoslovakia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nr 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

rn ss 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Salt_________________L_ thousand tons__ 254 258 271 277 270 
Sodium compounds: 

Causticsoda ________________do____ 312 311 312 325 331 
Storm carbonate, manufactured_— — —do__ __ 118 121 119 123 132 

ne: 
Limestone and other calcareous stone _ do_ _ _ _ 22,761 23,174 23,209 23,884 24,155 
Quarry stone, not further described 

thousand cubic meters__ $2,990 34,368 ™35,280 36,290 36,500 

Sulfur:® . . 
Native ____________-_-_ thousand tons__ 5 5 5 5 5 
From pyrites ____.___________do____ 55 60 60 60 60 
Byproduct, all sources__ _________do____ 9 10 10 10 10 

Total _.-~_-______________do____ 69 75 75 15 15 
Sulfuric acid ~.._.____~________do____ 1,276 T1195 T1253 1,284 1,317 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black® _~._-_._________________ 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 

Coal: | 
Bituminous __________~ thousand tons_ _ 27,450 27,799 27,967 27,710 297,513 
Brown ____~_~~-___~_________do____ 90,696 92,450 93,731 92,529 293,096 
Lignite___-_.-___.__________do____ 3,354 3,269 3,201 3,197 22,700 

Total ___-_______________do____ 121,500 123,518 124,899 123,436 2123,309 

Coke: 
Metallurgical... $$. .§_-§__§_._____do____ 8,816 8,809 8,569 8,445 8,445 
Unspecified ____________.__--do___~_ 2,045 1,976 1,889 1,878 1,878 

Total _..-_______________do____ 10,861 10,785 10,458 10,323 10,323 
Fuel briquets from brown coal_ ______——do___~_ 1,255 1,130 1,117 1,159 1,159 

as: 
Manufactured, all types _—million cubic feet__ 279,094 282,136 275,983 274,323 274,000 
Natural, marketed* ___________—_do____ 35,355 26,129 €26,000 26,000 26,000 

Petroleum: 
Crude: 

As reported ______~_ _ thousand tons__ 123 117 108 93 89 
Converted _ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 834 793 732 629 603 

Refinery products:* 
Gasoline ________________do____ 13,940 13,917 14,790 12,903 12,200 
Kerosine _____.__._._._~.__do____ 2,612 3,658 ¥3,759 4,084 4,000 
Distillate fuel oil _. __.______do____ 31,034 31,670 ™38,167 30,922 28,200 
Residual fuel oi] ___________do____ 57,289 58,484 61,552 62,577 61,800 
Lubricants ~----~~-~~-_~_do.___ 1,960 ©1,925 “1,936 *1,986 1,936 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ _ __do____ 1,693 ©1,720 ©1,694 ©1,694 
Asphalt and bitumen ____—_do____ 7,836 °7,880 ©7,986 “76 11,800 
Paraffin wax___________do____ ©120 ©120 ©121 “121 

Total. ._-__________do____ 116,484 119,374 125,005 122,223 119,936 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 13, 1982. In addition to the commodities listed, arsenic, gold, uranium, 

feldspar, graphite, and a variety of other petroleum products are produced, but information is inadequate to make 
reliable estimates of output levels. 

2Reported figure. 
’This material, although reported as manganese ore, is believed to be manganiferous iron ore with a manganese 

content of about 17% and as such is not equivalent to material ordinarily reported as manganese ore, which generally 
contains 25% or more manganese. 

“Includes gas produced from coal mines. Gross output of natural gas is not reported, but it is believed to exceed reported 
marketed output by a relatively inconsequential amount. 

5Data presented are for those products reported in official Czechoslovak sources and in United Nations publications; no 
estimates have been included for other products or for refinery fuel and losses.
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TRADE 

In 1981, exports rose faster than imports. completed the deliveries for a similar plant 
Total trade increased 7.5%, and that with in Angarsk, also in the U.S.S.R. Czecho- 
centrally planned economy countries slovakia also delivered equipment for sever- 
10.6%. Approximately two-thirds of the for- al large Soviet ammonia plants and for 
eign trade turnover was under long-term phosphate grinding mills in Karatau. Other 
agreements with centrally planned econo- deliveries to the U.S.S.R. included equip- 
my countries. The Soviet Union’s share in ment for catalytic reforming for a Moscow 
Czechoslovakian foreign trade was about refinery, with an annual output of 1 million 
36% in 1981. The Soviet Union supplied tons of high-octane gasoline, and more than 
about 83% of Czechoslovakia’s needs for 13,000 tons of equipment for the rolling mill 
iron ore and about three-fourths of the plant in Zhdanov. 
country’s imports of most nonferrous met- A trade protocol for 1982 between the 
als, petroleum, and natural gas. U.S.S.R. and Czechoslovakia was signed on 

In 1980, fuels, minerals, raw materials, December 11, 1981, according to which 
and metals contributed 17.2% to total ex- trade turnover between the two countries 
port value and 31.7% to total import value. will reach about 9 billion rubles, an increase 
The main exports in this group were metal- of about 10% over that of 1981. As before, 
lurgical products, in particular rolled stock, machinery and equipment will account for 
coal, and coke. Deliveries of raw materials the largest share in Czechoslovak exports to 
and fuels under long-term agreements, pri- the U.S.S.R. Deliveries by the U.S.S.R. of 
marily from the Soviet Union, were a stabil- the main types of raw materials necessary 
izing factor. for the further development of the Czecho- 

The Soviet Union supplied 18 million tons slovak economy, including crude oil, natu- 
of crude oil, 17 million tons of iron ore and ral gas, coal, electrical energy, iron ore, and 

metals used in alloying steel, 100,000 tons of metals, will be continued. 
aluminum, 2.2 billion kilowatt-hours of elec- In 1982, imports of crude oil from the 
tric energy, 32,000 tons of asbestos, 60,000 U.S.S.R. were planned to be reduced by 2.5 
tons of ammonia, 165,000 tons of apatite million tons and imports of gas were to be 
concentrate, and more than 300,000 tons of reduced by about 700 million cubic meters. 

mineral fertilizers. By the end of the current 5-year plan 
- During the year Czechoslovakia erected period, trade turnover between Czecho- 
two urea plants in Cherkassy and Dne-_ slovakia and the U.S.S.R. is to be about 13 
prodzerzhinsk, both in the U.SS.R., and billion rubles. 

Table 4.~-Czechoslovakia: Apparent exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

____Destinations, 19800 
Commodity 1979 1980” United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Gide and hydronteg 60 36 36 
Metal inclu alloys: 

Scrap ____------------- 3,485 3,301 -- Austria 2,463; West Germany 507; 

Unwrought.. - .----__----~- 18,168 10,079 -- Sapan 7,533; Hungary 1,881; Austria 
; Italy 220. 

Semimanufactures _ ___—— ~~~ 5,518 25,301 _- Poland 4,367; Hungary 765; Indonesia 

Antimony, elemental ____--_----- 105 12 __ All to Spain. 
Chromium oxide and hydroxide — _ _ — — — -- 16 _. Alito West Germany. 

r. 

(Gre and concentrate__________- 506 520 -- All to United Kingdom. 
Sulfate ___________.-~----- 2,159 1,889 _- West Germany 969; Italy 640; 

Switzerland 115. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______.-------+--- 1,261 1,385 __ Austria 882; West Germany 503. 
Unwrought___.___._----- 7,847 559 _. West Germany 539. 
Semimanufactures _ _ __ ~~~ ¥961 443 _. Poland 378; West Germany 41; 

Finland 18. 
Germanium metal including alloys, all 

forms __________~- kilograms__ -_- 100 __ Alito West Germany. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : ” United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel: 
Pyrites, roasted______ kilograms. — 3,010 28,474 _. All to Hungary. 

etal: 
Scrap ___________-do___~_ 124,174 99,490 _. Italy 75,037; West Germany 12,823; 

Austria 10,033. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot 

do____ 4,971 3,839 _- West Germany 1,519; Finland 612; 
United Kingdom 537. 

Ferroalloys_______.-—do__ ~~ 30,784 36,839 -- West Germany 15,368; United King- 
dom 5,211; Austria 4,852. 

Steel, primary forms*® 
thousand tons_ _ 484 408 _— Yugoslavia 185; Italy 63; U.S.S.R. 40; 

pain 36. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_______do____ 41,193 *1,234 2 West Germany 165; East Germany 

71; Egypt 69; undetermined 653. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do____ 41993 4902 —_ Poland 166; Yugoslavia 106; West 
Germany 103. 

Hoop and strip _ _ __do_ __~_ 4213 4223 _- Yugoslavia 28; West Germany 11; 
. rance 9; undetermined 142. 

Rails and accessories 
do___- *16 422 _. NA. 

Wire __________-_do___~ #417 #114 __ Hungary 17; West Germany 16; 
undetermined 72. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings*® 
do____ 553 551 57 U.S.S.R. 386; Poland 28; West 

Cas ag h Germany 26. 
tings and forgings, roug 

do. ___ 434 427 _. Poland 16. 

Unspecified* __ ___do____ 1,320 1,296 -- Yugoslavia 367; Poland 197; East 
rmany 180. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate______---~ ~~ 7,133 5,998 -- West Germany 4,680; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,315. 
Metal including alloys: Scrap —_ ~~~ - 89 55 _- West Germany 43; Austria 12. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
rap.—-_--------~.------ _- 15 -- All to West Germany. 

Semimanufactures.._ _ — kilograms_ — 327 296 _- All to Jordan. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____--------------- 634 250 _. All to West Germany. 
Semimanufactures__———_———--- -- 4 _- France 3; West Germany 1. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and wrought 

value, thousands. _ *$702 $232 __ All to United Kingdom. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings®__ __ _do_ __— $14 $5 _. All to Saudi Arabia. 
Metal, including alloys, unwrought 

- and partly wrought —— — ——do_ ___ $1 $1,781 _. __ Italy $1,755. 
n: 
Ore and concentrate _______---- 92 NA 
Metal including alloys: kil 8 NA 

nwrought_ _ _ — —— kilograms. — 
Semimanufactures _ —_— ~~~ ~- _- 1 -- All to Canada. 

Titanium oxide __________----~-~- 2,406 2,125 __ _ Italy 740; West Germany 460; United 
Kingdom 360. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate ____-__--~~-- 36 NA 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

zi kilograms_ _ _- 46 _- All toJapan. 
inc: 
Ore and concentrate ________--- 11,472 8,397 _- West Germany 4,571; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,005. 
Oxide and hydroxides _______~-- 701 725 -- Saudi Arabia 478; West Germany 

133; Italy 60. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-------------- 617 226 _- All to West Germany. 
Unwrought_ _____-------- 41 150 -- Poland 109; West Germany 41. 
Semimanufactures — — ~~ — — —-- T138 146 _. All to Saudi Arabia. 

Zirconium metal including alloys, all 
forms ______.__~~—-~ kilograms_ _— 2 NA 

Other metals, n.e.s.: 
Ores and concentrates_ _ ____--~~- -- 300 -- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals ____.--_----- 10,618 3,695 -- West Germany 3,211; Austria 255; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 212. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ — ~~ — 21 25 -- Austria 20; Pakistan 5. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 45 728 _. United Kingdom 21. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent exports of mineral commodities? —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y . Gnited Other (principal) —_———_-- Se eee 

. NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ___________ 88 36 -— Egypt 35. Artificial corundum ________ | 4,939 4,468 144 Italy 3,053; West Germany 638; 
Turkey 208. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones: 

Quantity __-_____________ 548 892 -- West Germany 269; Italy 176; 
Thailand 74. Value, only_ _ _ _ - - thousands_ _ $88 $284 $196 Hungary $38; Uruguay $27; Canada 

Asbestos, crude________________ 16 NA 
Barite and witherite.____________ 5,478 5,487 -_ West Germany 4,425; Austria 852. Cement®_________ thousand tons__ 303 341 -- Yugoslavia 96; Poland 95; West Cla dclay prod Germany 80. 

ys and clay products: 
Crude: 

Andalusite, kyanite, sillimanite, 
etc__ LL 21,054 23,494 _- All to Austria. Chamotte earth___________ 121,838 77,967 _— West Germany 33,998; Italy 24,486; 

Austria 10,894. Fire clay _..____________ 35,949 36,097 _- All to Yugoslavia. Kaolin®_________ 382 367 __ West Germany 122; Poland 61; : 
Austria 50. 

Other, unspecified _________ 163,968 166,454 _- West Germany 116,522; Hungary 

Products: 
Refractory _.____________ 57,967 849, 629 _— West Germany 20,768; Poland 7,473; 

France 2,774. 
Nonrefractory__.§_________ 25,353 24,631 3 Yugoslavia 7,701; West Germany 

4,016; Austria 3,424. Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $12 $14 -- All to Belgium-Luxembourg. Industrial _.._________do____ $108 $361 -— Do. Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ _ 1,026 996 — Austria 964; Netherlands 21. Feldspar, fluorspar, etc _._________ _- 20 -- All to West Germany. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, nitrogenous____________ -- 467 _~ All to Turkey. Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 241,669 90,571 — Yugoslavia 40,974, West Germany 
20,788; Italy 10,097. Phosphatic__.___________ 40 3,460 ~~ All to Madagascar. Potassic________________ _- 5,420 -- All to United Kingdom. Other including mixed______ _ 1,614 508 _— Yugoslavia 262; France 246. Ammonia ___________._. 1,198 16,489 — Austria 12,987; West Germany 2,886. Graphite, natural _-____________ 768 951 -- Yugoslavia 854; Greece 82. Gypsum and plasters _______ _____ _- 27 _- All to Austria. Lime __-____-_____________ 15,261 8,349 _- All to Hungary. Magnesite* _______ thousand tons__ 377 385 -~ Hungary 82; Poland 70; East 
Germany 61. Mica, worked including agglomerated 

splittings _-.___-___________ 105 93 -- Yugoslavia 40; Italy 17; United 
Kingdom 15. Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed______ _____ 1,424 1,340 -~ Italy 1,280; Yugoslavia 60. Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $37 $23 __ Hong Kong $15; Canada $6. Synthetic ____________do____ $271 $101 -~- West Germany $38; Canada $36; 

Yugoslavia $13. Salt andbrine_________________ 744 2,029 -~ Sweden 1,982; Hungary 47. Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash ______________ 595 654 -- Yugoslavia 204; Netherlands 130; 

Italy 92. 
Caustic soda________________ 918,100 *19,200 -- Yugoslavia 13,613;3 West Germany 

4,459. Soda ash ____-_____________ 919,700 98 200 -- _ West Germany 7,580; Italy 150. Stone, sand and gravel: ‘ 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 2,188 2,115 _- West Germany 1,850; Austria 108; 
Netherlands 92. Worked________________ 4,661 9,988 __ West. Germany 9,352; Netherlands 

Gravel and crushed rock _______ _ 74,214 2,706 -- West Germany 2,534; Hungary 122. Limestone, except dimension_____ _ 22,800 21,614 ~- All to West Germany. Sand excluding metal bearing —unL 398,071 277,260 — Austria 187,220; Hungary 88,070. Sulfur, elemental, other than colloidal _ _ 560 1,577 __ Portugal 1,552. Talc, steatite _..._.___________ 6,720 6,627 ~~ Poland 6,580; Yugoelavia 40. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee ee 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980" : 

. United Other (principal) 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other, n.e.s.: 
Crude_______~____ ~~ 25,489 24,130 _- Hungary 11,790; West Germany 

6,987; Austria 4,472. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, 

not metal-bearing __.._______ _ 21,514 24,300 _- All to West Germany. 
Halogens_____________.___- 205 NA 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black ____________.____ 18 10 _-  Alltoltaly. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons_ _ 3,366 3,728 _- Austria 837; East Germany 770; 

Yugoslavia 621. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal... _-________do____ T1196 408 -- All to Greece. 

Lignite and lignite briquets* 
do____ 1,647 2,160 _— West Germany 2,106. 

Coke and semicoke* ________do____ 1,892 1,461 _. East Germany 632; Austria 420; 
Hungary 199. 

Gas, natural_____ million cubic feet__ . 92,341 91,607 _. NA. 
Peat including briquets ___________ 19 20 _. All to Greece. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 9178 92,411 _. NA. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do___~ 91,998 92,440 -— West Germany 2,304. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ ___ 285 339 _- West Germany 262, Yugoslavia 55. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 91,455 93,999 _. Switzerland 955; West Germany 696; 

Austria 140. 
Residual fuel oil... ___ _do____— 124 2,458 — West Germany 1,287; Austria 1,126. 
Lubricants _________do____ 950 975 _— Yugoslavia 48; Austria 7. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 936 926 _. West Germany 744; Italy 102; 

Netherlands 39. 
Mineral jelly and wax . 

43-gallon barrels_ _ 480 NA 
Bitumen and other residue 

do. _ __ 6,799 15,435 _— Austria 15,023. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 34,107 47,874 _- West Germany 13,408; Italy 12,124; 
Switzerland 8,706. 

PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data published by Czechoslovakia, this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various 
sources which include United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official - 
trade sources of Czechoslovakia. 

2Excludes imports by Uruguay valued at $9,000. 
3Official trade statistics of Czechoslovakia. 
‘Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. 
Official trade statistics of the United States. 
®May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals. 
7Excludes imports by Canada valued at $20,000. 
®Excludes imports by Cyprus valued at $4,000. 
*Statistical Yearbook of Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
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Table 5.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite?_______ thousand tons__ 436 466 _. Hungary 380; Yugoslavia 135. 
Oxide and hydroxide. _________ _ 29,036 29,520 _- Yugoslavia 20,195; Hungary 9,146. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______--.________ 1 NA _- 
Unwrought? _ _ thousand tons_ _ 88 93 (3 4) USSR. 63; Hungary 16; Yugoslavia 

Semimanufactures _________ T20,009 18,322 (*) Yugoslavia 15,414; Hungary 1,887; 
Austria 363. 

Antimony ore and concentrate__ __ ___ 290 NA 
Beryllium, elemental ____ kilograms. _ -- 48 48 

ium metal including alloys, all 
forms?____________________ 251 206 _- Japan 70; Finland 45; Yugoslavia 23. 

Chromium: . 
Chromite? ______ thousand tons__ 168 182 _- USSR. 131; Austria 20; Switzerland 

Co Oxides and hydroxides ________ — 520 2 -- All from Switzerland. 
t: 

Oxides and hydroxides __._____— 13 19 -- West Germany 14; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ -- 29 -— All from Finland. 

oreee. and concentrate .________ 5587 NA 
Sulfate___._______-.._____ _- (4) _— All from Switzerland. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____--_________ 172 142 _. All from West Germany. 
Unwrought? __ thousand tons__ 58 63 __ USSR 39; Poland 12; United 

ngdom 11. 
Semimanufactures _________ 23,686 23,529 7 Poland 17,522; Yugoslavia 4,019; 

West Germany 925. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate? 
thousand tons__ 12,459 12,819 _- USSR. 10,290; Brazil 1,032; India 

Metal: 
Scrap ____.______-do____ 43 228 -.  U.SS.R. 172; West Germany 56. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot? 

do_ __— 732 809 --  USS.R. 804. 
Ferroalloys_______~do____ 5 6 _. _ West Germany 3; Sweden 2. 
Steel, primary forms® __do____ 152 36 _. NA. | 
Semimanufactures:® 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections _____._do____ 97 120 -- NA. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do_ __— 125 136 _- West Germany 17; Bulgaria 10; Italy 

6; undetermined 95. 
Hoop and strip _ _ __do____ 17 23 _— West Germany 3; Austria 2; Hungary 

2; undetermined 15. 
Rails and accessories 

do_ _ _— (4) 4 -- NA. | 
Wire __________do____ 3 3 -- __ Italy 2; West Germany 1. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings , 

do____ 226 16 (*) West Germany 7; Poland 2. 
Castings and forgings, rough 

do_ _ __ 12 18 -- NA. 
Lead: ; 

Oxides and hydroxides ___..____ 3,992 4,007 _. Austria 2,064; France 1,941. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _-__ ~~. _____ 2 NA 
Unwrought? __ thousand tons. _ 40 40 --  U.SS.R. 25; Yugoslavia 10. 
Semimanufactures _______ ~~ 6 4 _. Yugoslavia 3; Italy 1. 

on a p_-_----~~~~--~~--___-~ 1 NA 
Unwrought ___ value, thousands_ _ _- $54 —_ All from N orway. 
Semimanufactures_ ___.~.______ 9 10 ~- West Germany 9. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate? 

thousand tons_ — 541 525 -- U.S.S.R. 356; Brazil 95; India 26. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 15 21 21 
Metal including alloys, allforms ___ -- 49 49 

Mercury ___.____ %6-pound flasks_ _ ~- 1,363 -— Turkey 754; Norway 609. 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate___________ 431 533 — Netherlands 369; Belgium. 
Luxembourg 119; West Germany 

Metal including alloys, akiloes 182 8,286 1,926 United Kingdom 6,000 ograms_ _ , , ni om 6,000. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 

Unwrought?____§____________ 5,580 7,919 --  USS.R. 4,743; Cuba 1,963; United 
. King dom 895. 

Semimanufactures____________ 69 51 _— West Germany 42; Switzerland 3; 
United Kingdom 3. 

Niobium (columbium) metal including 
alloys, allforms ——_~—~_~ kilograms_ _ 126 158 -- All from West Germany. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980") “tinny 
* United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $1,759 $8,920 $2 West Germany $6,212; United 
Kingdom $2,164. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ____———do___~_ $3,966 $26,411 — Yugoslavia $14,152; Netherlands 

$7,727; West Germany $2,654. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought?_ ____________--- 3,940 4,085 _. _ United Kingdom 1,574; Bolivia 1,067; 
Indonesia 800. 

Semimanufactures_ _ _ — kilograms_ — 1,000 503 _- All from Yugoslavia. 
Titanium: . 

Ore and concentrate. _ _____—---~- 219 400 -- West Germany 200; Netherlands 200. 
Oxides _____~_~___ ~~ ++ 155 893 _— West Germany 738; United Kingdom 

Metal, all forms______.__---~- 4 1 -- All from West Germany. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate ______-_-~- 72 248 _- All from Netherlands. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

Zi kilograms_ — 2,404 1,233 _- All from Japan. 
inc: 
Oxide and peroxide ________--- 260 324 _. United Kingdom 320. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought? __ thousand tons_ _ 67 67 _.  USS.R. 20; Yugoslavia 19; United 
Kingdom 13. 

Semimanufactures ____————-— 7,376 6,040 _— Yugoslavia 5,756; Poland 283. 

Zirconium ore and concentrate _— ~~~ - 301 1,693 -- All from West Germany. 
Other, n.e.s.: 

Ores and concentrates_ ———.—.—-—- 98,833 200,107 _— Algeria 132,521; Norway 67,509. 

Ash and residue containing non- 
ferrous metals _______----~~- 1 NA 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — ~~ — — 291 1,805 _— Sweden 1,286; West Germany 223; 
United Kingdom 105. 

Metalloids__ ______-_------- 6,439 7,184 _- France 4,706; Norway 2,473. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__________-----~~--- _- 22 __ United Kingdom 12; Austria 10. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms ™66 20 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 10; Austria 9. 

Nonferrous metals including alloys, 
rolled?________.___------ F2,.829 5,136 _. NA. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _______~-__--_-~----- 723 436 _- Italy 371; Belgium-Luxembourg 45° 

Artificial corundum — — _— ~~~ --- 2,182 1,923 _. Yugoslavia 1,891; West'Germany 20. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones 

value, thousands_ — $474 $410 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and ‘ 

stones: 
Quantity ________------- 466 452 5 West Germany 233; Austria 152; 

Norway 31. 

Value, only_ _ _ — — — thousands_ _ $183 $194 _- Hungary $190. 

Asbestos, crude? __________.---~- 41,804 46,197 3900 + ~—=«+U..S.S.R. 31,025; Botswana 5,553; 
Canada 4,951. 

Barite and witherite________--~-- 140 3,707 _- All from West Germany. 

Boron materials: 
Crude, natural borates ___.____- 8,590 13,656 _. Turkey 9,500; Netherlands 4,065. 

Oxide and acid _____.----~--- 3,666 2,153 _- France 2,088; West Germany 45. 

Cement? _______— — thousand tons_ _ 1,297 5384 _. USSR. 384; Romania 104; East 
Germany 40. 

Chalk_______~---_--~--_---~-- 2,069 1,552 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 736; France 
618; Austria 154. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Chamotte earth ...-_______- _- 453 _. _ All from Poland. 
Kaolin __.~_____~___--~~- 4,886 4,714 _— Hungary 4,748. 
Other, unspecified _______-- 2,618 3,540 -- United Kingdom 2,835; West 

Germany 687. 

Products: 
Refractory _.__._-------- FQ, 297 14,541 __ Austria 4,002; West Germany 3,749; 

Poland 2,287. 

Nonrefractory _ _---------- 1,878 2,167 (*) Ttaly 1,584; West Germany 447; Spain 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ — $90 $317 _.  Allfrom Belgium-Luxembourg, 
Industrial ________..--do___ _ $3,288 $3,405 -- Belgium-Luxembourg $2,564; nited 

nation $563. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth — _ — 246 804 -- Iceland 635; Austria 83; France 75. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980” : aa y United Other (principal) 

eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Feldspar, fluorspar, ete ___________ T5095 1,995 -~- Yugoslavia 1,340; Finland 580. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous _____________ _- 992 -~ All from Bulgaria. 
Phosphatic, P20; content? 

thousand tons__ 322 323 __ U.S.S.R. 168; Morocco 95; Tunisia 22. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous, Ne content? 

do____ 47 100 _-— All from U.S.S.R. 
Phoephatic, P20 content 

do____ 893 8153 -~— Yugoslavia 31; Tunisia 9; . undetermined 111. Potassic, K2O; content? _do__ __ 624 578 -— East Germany 449: U.S.S.R. 129. Other including mixed_______ 19 2,206 -— Italy 2,188. 
Ammonia _________________ 3,206 NA 

Graphite, natural ______________ 228 209 -- All from West Germany. Gypsum and plasters?_ thousand tons__ 25 25 -~— East Germany 24. Iodine ~--- +e 24 9 -— All from France. Lime _____________ 43 48 -— West Germany 42. Magnesite____.______________ 2,784 92,203 _- Greece 1,290; Austria 379; France 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 180 270 — France 262. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ____._.__________ 1 34 -— Austria 33. . Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 
ydroxides, processed___________ 1,302 2,294 27 ~=—- West Germany 2,203; Italy 59. Precious and semiprecious stones: . Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $216 $199 _— West Germany $178; France $21. Synthetic _._.________do____ $90 $51 $3 Switzerland $48. Pyrites, unroasted ______________ —_ 50 -. All from Italy. Salt and brine.______________ | 127,523 178,799 -~ USSR. 166,733; Poland 10,287. Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic soda________________ 5300 5100 1 West Germany 35; undetermined 64. 
Soda ash? ______ thousand tons__ 181 287 -- East Germany 81; Romania 51; 

. Bulgaria 41. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _____ 15,873 16,976 -— Yugoslavia 16,388. Worked. 316 109 755 __ Yugoslavia 1,980; Italy 581; 

etherlands 77. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 198 253 -- All from West Germany. Gravel and crushed rock ________ §,532 3,747 __ Hungary 1,636; France 1,485; . Yugoslavia 421. . Quartz and quartzite.__________ 6,269 5,061 — All from West Germany. Sule d excluding metal-bearing __ _ __ 5,372 1,900 7 Hungary 1,587; West Germany 268. ur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal? 
thousand tons__ 501 485 __ Poland 428; West Germany 52. Colloidal _..____________ 104 57 _— West Germany 48; France 9. Dioxide___________________ _- 446 -- All from West Germany. Sulfuric acid, oleum? _______ | 83,294 66,258 _-~  USS.R. 50,850; East Germany 

11,554; West Germany 3,853. Talc, steatite _.._..___________ 208 262 -- Norway 143; West Germany 119. Other, n.e.s.: 
Crude__________ 11,895 9,757 -~ Hungary 7,466; West Germany 1,524; 

United Kingdom 422. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing _________________ _- 80 _- All from Netherlands. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 
um, magnesium, strontium _____ 21 16 -- West Germany 15. Halogens_____.____________ 4 40 -~- _ dapan 30; Netherlands 10. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural______ _ 50 70 -- All from West Germany. Carbon black?__-___§___ 33,974 36,406 ~- USSR. 15,891; Austria 5,889; 
Romania 4,794. Coal and briquets:? 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons__ 5,492 5,058 — US.S.R. 3,174; Poland 1,884. Lignite including briquets __do____ 475 439 -- East Germany 363. Coke andsemicoke._____________ _- 360 _— Obie Yugoslavia. Gas, natural_____ million cubic feet__ 259,385 294,099 --  USS.R. 293,887. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ — 5 a All from Yugoslavia. Peat including briquets___________ _- 49 -- All from United Kingdom. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1919 1980" “rua 
Bnited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude? 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 138,430 141,690 -- USSR. 138,202. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline®_ _________do____ 2,312 3,417 _._ NA. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _.do____ 60 68 WL West Germany 54; Yugoslavia 10. 
Distillate fuel oil®_ ____do____ 3,297 1,440 _. NA. 
Residual fuel oi]_ _ _ ___do___~_ 472 462 _- Hungary 457; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Lubricants _________do____ 8197 8139 _. Mainly from Austria. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels. _ 183,118 56,863 __ Austria 40,855; West Germany 

Mineral jelly and wax sO 
do_ ___ 11,813 11,191 _. West Germany 6,461; Hungary 2,739. 

Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ — — 14 7 7 
Petroleum coke _——do___~ 66,473 20,383 _- All from West Germany. . 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 30 NA 
Bituminous mixtures 

do___— 927 885 -- Austria 782. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ — — 1,653 3,664 _— West Germany 2,726; Netherlands 
675; France 215. 

PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to the lack of official trade data published by Czechoslovakia, this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various 
sources, which include United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official 
trade sources of Czechoslovakia. 

2Official trade statistics of Czechoslovakia. 
3Official trade statistics of United States. 
*Less than 1/2 unit. 
5Metallgesellschaft Akteingesellschaft (Metallstatistik), Frankfurt am Main, West Germany. 
SQuarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. 
7U.S. reported exports valued at $4,000. 
8Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
°Excludes exports from Canada valued at $17,000. 
10F.xcludes exports from Pakistan valued at $200,000. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Copper.—Czechoslovakia’s copper ores 
. . . were mined at various locations. Deposits of 

Aluminum.—The output of aluminum in copper ore were located in conjunction with 
1981 was at the level of 1980. Domestic raw iron ores at Rudnany (Slovakia) and near 

material shortages caused greater depend- Roznova (Slovakia), copper-lead-zinc ores at 
ence on imports of bauxite and alumina. Banska Stiavnica (Slovakia), and copper 
Aluminum was imported from the U.SS.R., ores at Zlate Hory (Moravia). In 1981, out- 
Hungary, and Yugoslavia. put of copper ore was mainly from the Zlate 
Antimony.—In 1981, antimony ores were ory stratiform deposits and from Banska 

mined at Dubrava (Central Slovak Region) Stiavnica. In Zlate Hory, reserves of ore 
and at Pezinok near Bratislava (West were estimated at 3.5 million tons with 
Slovak Region). Deposits containing about metal content more than 1%. In 1981, a new 
500,000 tons of antimony ore, with some plant was under construction at Zlate Hory 
gold and silver, were discovered in the Zlata to process complex sulfide ores containing 
Idka-Poproe-Betliar area in the Rosnava_ gold. In 1980, the Banksa Bystrica refinery 
district. Exports of antimony were expected in Slovakia produced 6.3 kilograms of gold, 
by 1990. 621 kilograms of silver, and 355 tons of
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copper. It was planned to produce 100,000 at Jilova near Prague, but has been contin- 
tons of copper ore in 1985 and extract 425 uously recovered only from refinery sludges 
tons of copper. since then. In 1981, the Telsa electrolytic 

In 1981, further prospecting and experi- plant in liglova thus recovered about 28 
mental mining in old copper mines at kilograms. | 
Spiska Nova Ves in Slovakia proved up Iron and Steel.—Some iron ore is mined 
medium-sized economic reserves, especially at Rudnany, Nina Slava, and other deposits 
taking into account the uranium content of in Slovakia, but the main steel production 
the ore. Plans for 1981-85 were to continue was based on imported ore from KrivoyRog, —_— 
evaluation of ore in the main veins. in the Soviet Union, where Czechoslovakia 

Imports of copper metal from Poland, the continued to invest in iron mining. Iron ore 
U.S.S.R., and the United Kingdom supplied was also imported from Sweden and Brazil. 
the main requirements of Czechoslovak in- Domestic coking coal production met a 
dustry. Under a long-term trade agreement, large part of the country’s needs, but the 
Czechoslovakia was participating in the de-_ difficulty of expanding hard coal mining 
velopment of Polish copper mines. was expected to bring about problems in the 

Gallium.—Production of gallium was ex- long term. In 1981, steel production remain- 
pected to increase from 1,650 kilograms per ed approximately at the 1980 level. 
year to nearly 3,000 kilograms per year The rate of growth of steel production in 
with the installation of new equipment at Czechoslovakia was to be cut back severely 
the Ziar nad Hronom aluminum plant in’ over the next 10 to 15 years. The main 
Central Slovakia. Gallium was a byproduct reason for the intended slowdown was re- 
of treating bauxite. ported to be expected fuel shortages. In the 

Gold.—Extraction of gold-bearing ore 1981-85 period, steel production was sched- 
continued in the Kremnice area (Slovakia). _uled to rise by 2.3% per year and in 1986-90 
The 30,000-ton-per-year ore-dressing plant by 1.3%. 
at Kremnice was being expanded to a capac- In 1981, Czechoslovakia was a net export- 
ity of 300,000 tons. At Sturec (Slovakia), 40 er of steel. There was a 2% reduction in 

kilograms of gold was produced in a few exports of steel products, while imports 
months after modernization of the ore- remained essentially at the 1980 level. 
processing equipment. There were some changes during 1981 in 

The Government created a commission the range of Czechoslovak iron and steel 
under the Ministry of Metallurgy and products trade. Exports of semifinished 
Heavy Machine Building to mine gold. products, strip, and wire rods declined, but 

In 1981, exploration for gold was concen- those of steel pipe, heavy and light sections, 
trated in old gold mining areas in the and heavy and medium plate rose. The 
Jeseniky Mountains in Northern Moravia, overwhelming majority of the steel pipe | 
in the Slovak Ore Mountains in Central produced was, as in the past, for use in the 

Slovakia, and in Central Bohemia. Soviet oil and gas industry. 
Two grams of gold per ton of ore was The share of oxygen converter steel out- 

considered the minimum economic grade in put in the Czechoslovak total increased 
evaluating the deposits. from 23.4% in 1979 to 27.0% in 1981, and 

The Mineral Raw Materials Institute at the share of continuously cast steel increas- 
Kutna Hora (Bohemia) developed equip- ed from 0.95% to 1.49%. 
ment for dealing with so-called scattered In September, a 1-million-ton-per-year, 
deposits, mostly clays, sands, and gravels computer-controlled coke-oven battery was 
that contain metals such as gold, tin, and put into operation at the Klement Gottwald 
tungsten. This equipment was used in the steel plant. Construction took 5 years and 
Plzen region and in the Jeseniky Mountains cost Kcs850 million. 
for gold prospecting and mining. A new 1-million-ton-per-year bar mill at 

Further prospecting was planned for the the Klement Gottwald plant was also to 
vicinity of the Psi Mountains (Central Bohe- come into operation in 1984. A new 25-ton 
mia), where ore with an average of 2.5 electric arc furnace, imported from the 
grams of gold per ton was located by drill- Soviet Union, was put into operation at the 
ing. The gold occurred in association with Skoda Plzen Enterprise. It was to increase 
scheelite, molybdenite, and tellurides. Gold production of steel particularly for the con- 
had been mined in Czechoslovakia in 1968 struction of nuclear power equipment.
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The East Slovak iron plant at Kosice Fertilizer Materials.—Czechoslovak 
brought onstream a 66,000-ton-per-yearcon- plants continued to concentrate on the pro- 
tinuous caster and a new coking plant.The duction of liquid fertilizers. Capacity in 
caster cost almost Kcs800 million. excess of 165,000 tons per year of liquid 

At the Trinec iron and steel plant, anew _ fertilizers will be brought onstream by 1985. 
2.8-million-ton-per-year steel shop with two The country would need to import 1.5 mil- 
200-ton converters was under construction lion tons of ammonia in 1985 and 1.7 million 
with a 1983 startup date. The country tons in 1990 in order to satisfy domestic 
announced plans for a greater emphasis on demand for nitrogenous fertilizers. Czecho- 
expanding tube and pipe production. Anew slovakia decided not to attempt to attain 
seamless-tube-making plant was planned self-sufficiency in manufactured fertilizers 
for the Chomutov works. because of the high cost of imported raw 

In 1981, new discussions took place of the materials. Increased demand for phosphate 
prospects for the development of ferroalloy fertilizers will be met by importing from 
production at plants in Istebne and Siroka. developing countries. In 1981, the U.S.S.R. 

Lead and Zinc.—Lead-zinc ore continued supplied 800,000 tons of assorted fertilizers 

to be mined at Pribram and Kutna Hora to Czechoslovakia, together with 430,000 
(Central Bohemia), Horni Benesov (Mora- _ tons of apatite for fertilizer production. 
via), and Banska Stiavnica (Central Slovak- Preliminary tests proved the suitability of 
ia). About 75% of the total lead-zinc ore Syrian phosphate rock for superphosphate 
came from Czech deposits, and about 25% production, and the first 25,000 tons will be 

from Slovak deposits. Production of lead imported in 1982. In 1981, a major contract 
and zinc was far below demand, and these was signed between the Soviet Union’s 
metals continued to be imported, mainly Techmashimport and Chemoproject of 
from the U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia. Intensive Czechoslovakia for the supply by the latter 
prospecting for lead-zinc might lead to in- of four new urea plants with capacity of 
creased production of this ore in the future. 1,000 tons per day to the U.S.S.R. 

Magnesite.—Czechoslovakia was the 
NONMETALS world’s fifth largest producer of magnesite. 

. - oe Approximately 3.9 million tons of magne- 
oP te echos/ovakia 18 s Th fthe site ore was produced from six deposits in 

World's largest graphite producers. inema- — sjovakia in 1981. Total exports of magnesite 
Jor depos its occur in the vicinity of Cesky in 1981 were estimated at 385,000 tons. 

Donemre® ang Coy Keumoy tn Southern Magnesite was exporied-mainiy to th No rthern Moravia. Gra hite occurs in the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
P ' ; (CMEA) countries* and to the Federal Re- 

form of strongly folded layers in gneisses, ublic of German 
quartzites, or carbonates, with a carbon P vy: 
content between 15% and 50%. Recently MINERAL FUELS 

new deposits of graphite were discovered 
northwest of Cesky Krumov. The raw Total energy production from fossil fuels 
graphite from the deposits in Southern and from hydroelectric and nuclear power 
Bohemia is enriched by multistage flotation generation was estimated at 85.2 million 
at the Netolice dressing plant, located also tons of standard coal equivalent (SCE) in 
in Southern Bohemia. The concentrates ob- 1981, about 2 million tons below that of 
tained. at the plant contain 80% to 90% 1980, with coal, including lignite, supplying 
carbon in the form of graphite. All South- about 98%. 
ern Bohemia graphite concentrates are Total consumption of primary energy was 
chemically refined at Tin nad Vltava, re- 123 million tons of SCE with coal providing 
sulting in a final product containing up to 67%, oil 22.4%, gas 9.4%, and hydroelectric 

99.9% carbon. The plant also produces power and nuclear power 0.5% each. Im- 
graphite lubricants and various special col- ported electrical energy was about 0.2% of 
loidal suspensions of graphite. total consumption.
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Table 6.—Czechoslovakia: Total primary energy balance | 
(Million tons of standard coal equivalent)! . 

Coal (bitu- Crude 

: primary brown, lig. ,@iland Natural Sievinte Nuclear ettric 
energy nite) and products power _ energy 

1981: . 
Production _ _ _ __ 85.2 83.4 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.6 __ 
Imports _______ 46.2 5.3 29.5 11.0 __ __ 0.4 
Exports _______ 8.4 6.2 2.0 __ — __ 2 
Apparent consump- . 

i980: tion ________ - 123.0 82.5 27.6 11.5 6 6 2 

Production ___ __ 87.1 85.1 1 4 6 6 2 LL 
Imports _____ _ _ 46.7 5A 29.8 11.1 __ __ A 
Exports _______ 8.6 6.3 2.1 _— _ — ; 2 
‘Apparent. consump- 

tion 22 - = ts«d2iDD 84.2 27.8 11.8 6 6 | 2 

1One ton of standard coal equivalent (SCE)=7 million kilocalories. Conversion factors used are as follows: Hard coal, 
1.0; brown coal and lignite, 0.6; crude oil, 1.47; natural gas (per 1,000 cubic meters), 1.33; and hydroelectric and nuclear 
power (per 1,000 kilowatt-hours), 0.125. 

oegorees: Statistical Yearbook of Czechoslovakia, Prague, 1981; Statisticke Prehledy (Statistic Summary), Prague, No. 4, 
» p. 106. 

Coal.—Coal mines in Czechoslovakia however, a considerable part of the reserves 
were managed by the Ministry of Power at the Ostrava-Karvina Coalfields was 
and Fuel. Bituminous coal mining was found in seams 0.5 to 0.7 meter thick. In 
centered on the Ostrava-Karvina Basin 1981, opening of new mines was more costly. 
(Northern Moravia) and brown coal mining The cost of obtaining 1 ton of hard coal was 
on the Northern Bohemian and the Socolov 60% higher in the 1976-80 period than in 
Basins. A steady deterioration in mining the preceding 5 years. 
conditions had led to a fall in the average In 1981, the Darkov Mine with a projected 
daily extraction in underground bituminous annual capacity of 5 million tons was under 
mines. The plan for bituminous coal produc- development in the Ostrava-Karvina coal 
tion was not fulfilled, and the plan for total basin; in 1990, this mine was to replace the 

brown coal and lignite production was production from the May 9 and May 1 
fulfilled only through exceptionally long Mines located in the same district. Prepara- 
overtime. Bituminous coal production de-_ tory work for the development of new mines 
clined slightly compared with that of 1980. in the Probor and Frenstat mining areas, 
In 1981, difficulties were encountered inthe also located in Northern Moravia Region, 

stripping of overburden in opencast brown continued in 1981. Czechoslovakia’s bitumi- 
coal mines owing to outmoded and wornout nous coal deposits were estimated to be 
equipment. sufficient for the next 50 to 60 years. Survey 

Annual bituminous coal production was_ drilling to a depth of 6,000 meters at Ja- 
expected to remain at about 28 million tons blunka in the Beskydy Mountains of North- 
during the 1982-85 period. In 1981, 2.6 ern Moravia discovered a deposit of coal 
million tons of bituminous coal was export- which was a continuation of the Ostrava 
ed. Austria and the German Democratic Coalfield. Prospecting was continuing. Geol- 
Republic were the largest importers of bitu- ogists also discovered new bituminous coal 
minous coal from Czechoslovakia with a deposits near Plzen, close to the village of 
total of 0.6 million tons each. In 1981, Choticov. Construction of the main mine 

bituminous coal imports amounted to about shaft was expected to be during the seventh 
4.4 million tons, of which about 3.2 million 5-year plan period (1981-85), and coal pro- 
tons was imported from the U.S.S.R. and duction was expected to start in 1990. An- 
about 1.2 million tons from Poland. other prospective area was the Slany Basin 

In 1981, about 87% of bituminous coal of Central Bohemia, where large reserves of 
came from the Ostrava-Karvina Basin, 8% coal were found. A new mine was under 
from Kladno, 2% from Plzen, and 3% from development in that area to produce 2.5 
Trutow and Rosice. Most of the output of million tons of bituminous coal in 1985. 
the Ostrava-Karvina Coalfield was suitable Brown coal and lignite production was 
for coking. In 1981, some 16 mines were planned to reach 97 million tons in 1982 and 
operating in this basin. The average depth 107 million tons in 1990. 
in Ostrava-Karvina was about 600 meters In 1981, about 69% of brown coal output 
with seam thickness from 0.5 to 4.0 meters; came from the Northern Bohemian Basin
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and about 22% from the Socolov Basin; the Petroleum.—Production of crude oil in 
remainder was from the Handlova and Czechoslovakia was insignificant, and the 
Modry Kamen Basins. The calorific value of country had poor prospects for maintaining 
brown coal in the Northern Bohemian Ba- crude oil output by increased drilling. How- 
sin was reported at 3,000 to 4,500 kilocalo- ever, intensive geological exploration was to 
nies Per a ogram. : tinued continue, a emphasis on nee dceper 

n , development was continued on _ sources of oil. e Bratislava Petroleum 

the large 7-million-ton-annual-capacity an- and Gas Industry, a Government corpora- 
nual capacity Vrsany opencast lignite mine tion, was solely responsible for geological 
near Most. The Vrsany Mine was scheduled research for petroleum areas. In 1981, do- 
to come into operation in 1982 and was to mestic crude oil production was mainly 
supply coal to the Pocedrany electric between Hodonin and Ghely, both on the 
Poet Dubreny in the, ne new anit Moravia River. N ow crude oil deposits were 

n onin district, discovered near anice, Korycany, an 
with an annual capacity of 600,000 tons of Urice in the Zdanicky Les, about 4,000 

lignite, started in the first half of 1981. meters below the surface. 

In September 1981, 65 coal miners were The price of oil imported from the the 
killed in the Pluto Mine, near Zaluzi, in the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- 

countrys ag accident in 20 years. triés (OPEC) in 1981 reached a level unprof- 
e institute tor hesearcn an lliza-  itable for the Czechoslovak economy, and 

tion of Fuels studied the undergr ound gasi- this source of primary energy, which had 

fication of brown coal that could not be heen counted in preliminary plans for the 

conventionally extracted. bre result of rm 1981-85 period, will not be considered either 
search work and pilot plant experimen for that period or bevond. 
indicated the possibility of economic lignite The etal capacity of Czechoslovakia’s 

gasification under favorable conditions. seven refineries, at Bratislava, Kolin, Kro- 
Natural pase production of pacura! lupi, Pardubice, Strazke, Zaluzi, and Zyolen, 

gas rom om ale relatively was approximately 20 million tons. In addi- 
insignificant. In , natural gas imports tion, a crude oil distillation plant, the cen- 
pom the Lok. about 300 antes of ean ter of a new refinery division of the chemi- 

» Was the most important source Ol aS. cal combine at Litvinov in Northern Bohe- 

satel aice acter ene mia was put into tril operation on Jly 18, 7 an . e new refinery was to produce 
puding eh the or pyipedine sand for the materials for the newly built petrochemical 

C, och k cor or Western Lurope across combine. Air Products Co. of the United 
vat th ova See tos) truction of th States also commissioned a new benzene 

third b e ch f » CONS line 10n te to unit for Chemopetrol at Zaluzi in Czecho- 
Onechoeloushi . A oa Pitaly, Yeroslavia, slovalla, with a capacity of 300,000 tons per 

the Federal Republic of Germany, France, ~"traniura-In 1981, the main mining ar- 
and the German Democratic Republic was eas included Hamar-na-J ezere in Northern 
bie mpreted. "Soviet Union through Caochen Bohemia and the Pribram area in Central 

. . : Bohemia. The deposits of uranium ore at 
sovaktia, reaching me F ederal oe Hamar-na-Jezere were considered relative- " 
kilometer a U ee a 330 *billi sn cubic feet ly large and were expected to last through 
of ‘the gas call be delivered to Czecho- several decades of exploitation. A new ura- 

. . nium ore chemical processing plant was 

lake annually n payment forthe wef recently opened at Strapod Haleskem, in 
are completed and enlarged in 1984, the the Ceska Lipa district in Northern Bohe- 

. ae . mia. This plant will produce uranium oxide 
system is to carry 1,870 billion cubic feet per to be exported to the USSR. The Soviet 
year. In the 1981-85 period, it will carrya [yi oem, ee 

saa . . nion controlled the exploration and pro- 
total of 8,100 billion cubic feet, almost twice ducti f ‘um in Czechoslovaki 
as much as in 1976-80. uction of uranium in Czechoslovakia. 

In the early 1970’s, domestic and import- ime ae es ; 
ed natural gas made up 3% to 4% of all 2Rede Prave (Peoene) Pees, 1982 ees ign Data. 
Czechoslovak primary energy resources, but Official exchange rate for Czechoslovakia korunas (Kcs) 

. . wae to U.S. doll Kes7.27.=US$1.00 in 1981. 

Pde Th ceaaible te’ increeee the’ toe of celiinde the, following, countries, Baar, Cuba, 
Vv: ? * > * ° 

natural gas to about 9% of energy consump- gary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, the USSR, and Viet- 

tion in 1981.





The Mi 1 Indust f 

| By Joseph B. Huvos' 

DENMARK 

In 1981, Denmark had few known miner- In 1981, the gross national product (GNP) 
al resources of its own and continued to was again down by 1% in real terms and 
import most fuels and minerals. Production amounted to about $65 billion at current 
included some oil and gas in the North Sea _prices.? The consumer price index was up 
and some industrial minerals. 11.7%, and unemployment averaged 8.8% 

In 1981, the recession in Denmark was_ during the year. 
deeper than in most of Europe and produc- The contribution of the principal sectors 
tion fell for the second consecutive year. It of the mineral industry to the GNP, in 
was aggravated by restraints on domestic million dollars and average employment, 
demand introduced to slow down a growing are shown in the following tabulation: | 
payments deficit. 

ContriptienD Average 1980 
see ane lereet 

Iron, steel, metals ____________-__~-------- T$453 $479 7,496 
Nonmetallic minerals ___._____------~-~~--- 74 73 1,260 
Nonmetallic mineral products _..-.-..—------ 1,111 1,091 21,887 

Oil refining. ____________-____--------- 1,257 1,653 621 
Fertilizers__ ------~-------------------_ 8186 

Total. ________..------------------ ™3,037 3,476 32,631 

Source: Danmarks Statistik (Copenhagen). Industrial Statistics 1980. April 1982, pp. 18, 22-23. 

Important events in the mineral industry the Danish Steel Co. 
of Denmark in 1981 included continued 
construction of the Tyra offshore gasfield PRODUCTION 

and construction of a related gas landing Denmark’s production of selected miner- 
and distribution system. The Government als and mineral products for the last 5 

readied new legislation on taxation of hy- years, including 1981, are shown in table 1. 
drocarbons and obtained a bill to salvage 

291
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Table 1.—Denmark: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” SS 

Cement, hydraulic? ________ thousand tons__ 2,309 2,627 2,412 1,917 1,602 
Chalk?____-__= = 124,133 110,939 123,654 £120,000 112,028 
Clays: Kaolin, crude and washed ___________ €23,000 €23,000 €20,000 €20,000 20,390 
Coke, gashouse__.§_~§__§_§_§_§__________ "70,000 NA NA 5,700 ©60,000 
Diatomaceous materials:® 
Diatomite______.-___ 25,000 25,000 25,000 . 25,000 25,000 
Moler __-__________~__ Ct” F160,000 F160,000 ¥125,000 125,000 125,000 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore (less than 42% Fe), gross weight 

thousand tons_ — 5 5 8 8 °g 
Crude steel®__§_- _>_>_____ do 686 863 804 134 612 
Semimanufactures ____________do____ 4560 4646 4683 4655 552 

Lead metal including alloys, secondary _______ 24,200 26,200 29,800 24,500 26,500 
Lime, agricultural and quicklime? 

thousand tons_ _ 173 162 177 170 195 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___________ 32,900 32,900 32,900 31,200 31,200 
Peat, agricultural?_________ thousand tons__ 40 AT 45 31 33 
Petroleum: : 

Crude ______ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 3,285 3,305 3,313 2,272 5,815 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ~——~--——--~-~___~_d0____ 11,943 12,045 12,410 9,367 NA 
Jet fuel... _.___.________do____ 72 st 730 80 NA 

Kerosine___ _§____________do____ 715 698 202 NA 
Distillate fuel oi] _._________do____ 25,588 24,648 27,740 20,821 NA 
Residual fuel oil _-__._.§______do____ 14,992 16,497 18,980 14,099 NA 
Lubricants________.__.___do____ _- _— —_ _- NA 
Other_____§_____________do____ 3,839 3,839 4,380 6.517 NA 

Refinery fuel and losses __ _ _ ____do____ 4,465 4,465 4,400 NA 

Total __-_____________do____ 61,674 62,224 68,640 51,086 NA 
Salt? _________-______ _ thousand tons__ 314 325 380 ©380 398 
Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate?_______ 572 2,038 2,754 184 149 
Stone, sand and gravel:? 

Dimension stone® __thousand cubic meters. _ 39 48 NA NA 60 
Crushed and broken stone:® 

Limestone: 
Agricultura] ___________do____ 1,687 1,782 2,119 2,100 1,611 
Other ____________-__do____ 284 226 213 “200 195 

Other___§_______________do____ 10 11 NA NA NA 
Sand: 

Industrial _______________do____ 1,161 1,694 NA NA 1,875 
Other__________________do____ 626 421 881 NA 1,250 

Sulfur, byproduct _.-__________________ 11,000 14,000 8,000 8,000 6,000 
eee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Oct. 7, 1982. 
2Data represent sales. 
*Includes shipyard’s production of steel castings. 
“Excludes steel forgings. 
‘Granite and gneiss only; excludes an unreported quantity of other dimension stone with a sales value of $302,938 in 

1977 (not available for 197 231) 
Partial figures; exclude an unreported quantity of quartz and quartzite with a sales value of $356,143 in 1977 (not 

available for 1978-81). 

TRADE lion tons of coal, some machinery, and other 
; industrial products; they were valued at 

The balance of trade was again negative about $1.8 billion. Total mineral trade in 
in 1981, by over $1 billion. Main imports of 1979 and 1980 is shown in tables 2-3. 
U'S.-origin products were more than 4 mil-
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Table 2.—Denmark: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980! : OO 

y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite.__§_ ~~ ~~~ 51,989 46,483 -- West Germany 25,444; United King- 

dom 10,054; Sweden 4,127. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 270 184 80 West Germany 17; India 15; Norway - 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _~-___ ~~~ ~~ ee 11,560 11,855 __ West Germany 10,832; Netherlands 

842; Italy 64. 
Unwrought. __ ~~ _____ 9,968 6,984 — Belgium-Luxembourg 2,685; West 

Germany 1,284; Sweden 1,270. 
Semimanufactures _________ 15,448 17,938 92 Sweden 5,129; Netherlands 3,428; 

West Germany 2,406. 
Antimony metal including alloys, all 

forms __..~-~-~~___-~--~~____ 3 NA 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate. ________ 30 __ 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ _- 4 — Sweden 3. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides 

value, thousands_ _ — $1 __ All to Sweden. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ~ 

kilograms_ — 8 NA 
Copper: 
‘Matte__________.-____-__ _- 25 __ All to France. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______________- 12,735 15,118 _-~- West Germany 14,318; Sweden 189; 
_ Netherlands 152. 

Unwrought_ ____________- 1,235 1,110 _- Sweden 733; Norway 212; West 
_ Germany 158. 

Semimanufactures _________ 10,943 8,629 1 United Kingdom 1,909; Italy 1,701; 
‘Sweden 1,542. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate __.___._______ 6,751 8,638 218 West Germany 4,516; Netherlands 

1,993; United Kingdom 1,760. 
Pyrites, roasted — — ~————-—---—— 23 —- 

etal: 
Scrap ______--____-- __ 91,176 100,298 _— West Germany 76,996; Sweden 6,721; 

'. Norway 5,601. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot — 444 223 -- West Germany 128; Sweden 95. 
Ferroalloys.___._______-_- 95 6 -- Yemen Arab Republic 2; France 1; 

’ Sweden 1. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 26,747 4,804 _— Sweden 2,735; West Germany 1,354; 

’ United Kingdom 680. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections. _~$_________ 138,278 123,793 5 West Germany 56,852; Sweden 

_ 21,907; United Kingdom 19,984. , 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 426,991 417,527 6,241 West Germany 135,833; Sweden 

77,436; United Kingdom 68,759. 
Hoop and strip ___—~_____ 21,371 26,672 _— Sweden 23,531; United Kingdom 

1,755; Switzerland 411. 
Rails and accessories _____ 3,615 1,147 _- West Germany 1,033; Greenland 40; 

Sri Lanka 27. 
Wire ___-_____________ 5,561 6,201 __ Sweden 2,335; Finland 1,119; West 

_ Germany 764. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 52,864 63,858 8 Sweden 35,559; West Germany 7,267; 

Netherlands 4,402. 
Castings and forgings, rough 18,435 24,525 _. Sweden 9,742; West Germany 9,067; 

' Norway 2,941. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate ___ ~~ 515 _— 
Oxides __- ~~ ~~~ Le 55 23 _- United Kingdom 12; Hong Kong 7; 

Singapore 2. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._._.---.-__-_-_ 1,322 1,702 _— West Germany 1,642; Italy 24; Bast 

Unwrought_ __-~_________- 15,045 14,736 1,043 Norway 3,969; Austria 3,623; 
Thait and 1,033. 

Semimanufactures _________ 271 139 (7) West Germany 58; Finland 57; 
M tal incl all Norway 11. 

esium metal including alloys: 
“Scrap 147 205 31 West Germany 171; Sweden 3. 
Unwrought __.__-___------~- 1 -- 
Semimanufactures_____..___- 19 7 _. Sweden 5; Norway 1. 

Manganese oxides _ ____________- 270 399 -— Sweden 301; West Germany 80; 
and 15. 

Mercury _____— —— 76-pound flasks. — 78 116 -- United Kingdom 87; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Denmark: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980? : ; Gnited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms ______~_--~----~-~--~--- 1 4 _. All to West Germany. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap._____.__-_--------- 231 95 -- West Germany 89; United Kingdom 

Semimanufactures_—_ ~~ 4 15 _. United Kingdom 10; Israel 3. 
Platinum group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $778 $1,540 -- Sweden $1,410; West Germany $46; 

Switzerland $42. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings®_ _ _ _ _do_ ___ $5,633 $19,135 _- West Germany $11,267; Switzerland 
$2,947; United Kingdom $2,186. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _ — _ ——do_ ___ $6,409 $23,050 _— France $5,983; United Kingdom 

Tin $4,745; Sweden $3,123. 

Ore and concentrate _______--~-- -- 24 _. All to West Germany. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____-_----------- 545 244 _. United Kingdom 242. 
Unwrought_ ________---~. 768 484 17 Netherlands 165; Norway 135; Italy 

Semimanufactures — — — _ —___—- 103 23 (2) Norway 18; Iceland 2. 
Titanium oxides __________---~-~- 484 746 _— United Kingdom 417; West Germany ' 
Tungste tal including alloys, all 101; Belgium-Luxembourg 100. 

n metal inclu oys, 
wer poe eee eee 7 6 __ West Germany 4; Sweden 1. 
inc: 
Ore and concentrate _ —. . . .____-~- -- 301 -- All to West Germany. 
Oxides _. ~____.--___---.-- 16 7 _~ Malta 2; Iceland 1; Sweden 1. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.__.------------ 3,317 3,387 -- West Germany 2,364; Bast Germany 

U: h 288 926 Ss oe on B06 We Ge 190 nwrought_ __._____----~- -- ingapore 306; West Germany 190; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 174, 

Semimanufactures _________— 170 289 — West Germany 175; Norway 34; 
Tunisia 30. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates______ ~~~ 81 442 _— Norway 331; Sweden 47; West 

Germany 42. 
Ash and residues ________ ~~~ 8,635 5,607 _- West Germany 2,153; Norway 1,786; 

Sweden 777. 
Oxides and hydroxides __._____~- 51 62 _- Norway 20; United Kingdom 16; 

Finland 12. 
Metalloids _________-~-~_--- _- 2 1 Colombia 1. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 95 82 1 West Germany 57; Sweden 21. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

ete _-____ 15 10 — Saudi Arabia 1; Sweden 1. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones __ __ 847 1,310 (?*) Ethiopia 635; Iran 169; Yemen Arab 

Republic 120. 
Asbestos, crude... __.___------ 80 48 __ Switzerland 18; Finland 10; Iceland 7. 
Barite and witherite__________.-~_~ 43 15 — Iceland 9; Ecuador 6. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates _____--~~~ -- 5 _- All to Iceland. 
Oxide and acid _._____._-__~~ 35 42 _- Sweden 37; Norway 4. 

Cement____________--_---~--— 280,464 279,055 22,046 Venezuela 89,445; Sweden 36,820; 
Israel 30,328. 

Chalk__________-_~~_~-----~- 14,729 15,300 _- Sweden 8,213; Norway 4,011; Finland 

Clays and clay products: 
de_--_____________---_- 2,928 1,845 6 Sweden 766; Norway 299; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 261. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory __—....-.-—-~- 79,172 88,591 300 West Germany 70,126; Sweden 9,098; 
Norway 5,100. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~.-___.__----_-~-~ 36,951 35,500 198 West Germany 5,299; Norway 3,470; 

Sweden 2,506. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural __—__~_~- 27,537 22,678 NA NA. 
Diamond: 

Gem not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $174 $69 -- Belgium-Luxembourg $36; Switzer- 

land $15; West Germany $9. 
Industrial _.._.________do____ — $9 _- Norway $6; Belgium-Luxembourg $3. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Denmark: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
— 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980! “Tnited VC 

" United Other (principal) 
er 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 58,110 56,270 _- West Germany 21,736; Netherlands 
. 11,833; Switzerland 7,421. 

Feldpar, fluorspar, related materials __ _- 2 --  Swedenl. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Phosphatic ___._..._. ~~~ 124 -- 
Other including mixed — — _ _ _ _ _ 337 324 .— Sweden 223; West Germany 67; 

Norway 22. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____._______ 400 641 _~- West Germany 588; Greenland 20; 
Iceland 19. 

Phosphatic_____.._______~_ 31,978 105,117 --— Nigeria 58,713; Brazil 15,090; 
Bangladesh 14,828. 

Potassic. ._..._____..___ 30 7 -.  Norway6. 
Other including mixed _______ 46,884 136,673 ~- China 47,001; United Kingdom 

; 18,255; Pakistan 15,752. 
Ammonia _______._________ 527 464 --— Sweden 360; Saudi Arabia 36; 

Greenland 15. 
Graphite, natural _._.___....___ 48 7 (7) Sweden 3; United Kingdom 3. 
Gypeum and plasters ____________ 123 168 -- Sweden 82; West Germany 43; 

ysia 20. 
Lime ______~____ ~~ 15,602 8,426 _- Norway 4,414; West Germany 3,217; 

Magnesite 41 18 Wate ‘ oT80 N 25 esite ~~ _- est Germany 30; Norway 25; 
Mi Netherlands 13. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 65 29 _— West Germany 12; Switzerland 5; 

Yugoslavia 3. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings __-_.._____._____ (*) 1 -- Mainly to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and “ 

ydroxides, processed... ___.__.-.__ 108 125 -- West Germany 40; Finland 22; 
Iceland 20. 

Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Natural ____— value, thousands_ _ _— $89 -— West Germany $49; Norway $19; 

Greenland ¢; . 
Synthetic _._____.__._do____ $5 -— WesiGermany $2; Iceland $1; 

Norway $1. 
Salt and brine. ~§__-§_-__________ 38,211 45,904 ‘155 Sweden 16,648; Finland 11,910; 

Norway 10,004. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ______________ 4 8 -- Norway 5; Iceland 2. 
Caustic soda... ______ 242 2,417 -- Sweden 2,375; Iceland 22; Saudi 

Arabia 20. 
Soda ash _. ~~~ 207 171 _-— Sweden 63; Peru 28; Iceland 27. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _—___ 45,534 67,959 _- Weet Germany 67,843; Netherlands 

Worked. _~_____~_______ 8806 7,641 (*) West Germany 7,118; Norway 143; 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grad 97 262 Weet Germany 240; Iceland 10 omite, chiefly re ry le __ -- rmany 240; Ice . 
Gravel and crushed rock 

thousand tons__ 1372 1,184 _— West Germany 1,157; Sweden 20. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ — 70,246 73,925 _. Sweden 42,504. Weaet Germany 

21,077; Norway 9,503. 
Quartz and quartzite. _._________ 689 226 -- Greenland 92; Sweden 45; Montserrat 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 408,085 162,780 -— Sweden 117,835; West Germany 
24,292; Finland 11,610. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms — _—____..__ 25 51 -~ Iceland 50. 
Sulfuric acid. _.____.....____ 50,462 16,245 -- Finland 15,183; Sweden 512; Norway 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 506 68 -- Ecuador 15; Iceland 14; Oman 10. 
Other nonmetals: 
Crude. _____---~~------.- 1322 1,286 () West Germany 796; Switzerland 207; 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing .. _. _ 19,526 31,831 -- France 23,958; West Germany 4,344; 

Oxides and hydroxides of barium, | 
magnesium, strontium — — ..____ 47 3 a Iceland 1; Norway 1. 

Hal ae ae ee -- 3 --—  Ghana2. 
Building material of ‘Ssphalt, asbestos 
and cements, non- ; 
metals __ _-_-__.__________ 12,492 8,804 4 Finland 1,772; Sweden 1,743; Norway 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 2.—Denmark: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
” United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _____~_ 284 1,073 __ West Germany 1,016; Sweden 51. 
Carbon black _____..__~------- 34 33 _- Sweden 23; Yugoslavia 3. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ _ 2,792 4,103 — Sweden 2,165; Greenland 1,926. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal. _-§_-_________~____-_ _- 1 _. NA. 

Lignite including briquets _— ———_—~— _- 27 _— West Germany 26. 
Coke andsemicoke____________-_~_ 55,704 56,980 _. Norway 26,604; Sweden 23,957; West 

Germany 6,141. 
Peat including briquets _._.._____ _ 2,081 2,654 _. Sweden 575; United Kingdom 524; 

West Germany 468. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 5,140 3,520 _. Sweden 3,169; France 163; West 

Germany 62. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. __ _ __do__—~ 161 14 _- Sweden 7; Greenland 6. 
Distillate fuel oil __ _._.__.do___— 10,727 6,645 2 Sweden 3240 United Kingdom 2,019; 

rance 395. 
Residual fuel oil __...___—do___. 2,462 1,194 33 Sweden 487; Netherlands 381; United 

Kingdom 153. 
Lubricants______......do___~_ 194 208 (?) Norway 96; Belgium-Luxembourg 61; 

Sweden 13. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels... 95,816 141,474 __ Sweden 85,144; Netherlands 33,220; 

West Germany 18,073. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do_ _ —_— 5,281 5,241 -- Sweden 2,998; Norway 519; Finland 

Petroluem coke ______do____ __ 2,728 _. All to Iceland. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ ™660,340 443,537 __ Sweden 180,067; Norway 135,344; 
Finland 63,557. 

Bituminous mixtures_ — —do_ — — — 15,665 13,653 _. Sweden 4,400; Greenland 2,969; 
Norway 2,133. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ __ 14,532 22,306 _- Norway 11,897; West Germany 4,624; 

Sweden 2,792. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Exports for 1980 include Faroe Islands. 
2Quantity less than 1/2 unit. 
5May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals. 

Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 DE y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite... .-._-_.------- 89,385 90,554 26 Suriname 71,579; Malaysia 14,022; 

Greece 4,927. 
Oxides and hydroxides _.____~~~ 3,164 4,018 586 United Kingdom 2,246; West 

Germany 929; Sweden 60. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __.__.---_--_----- 1,377 2,269 25 West Germany 1,036; Norway 655; 
Sweden 500. 

Unwrought_ ____..._.---- 21,110 21,935 224 = Norway 13,655; United Kingdom 
4,079; Netherlands 1,567. 

Semimanufactures ____—___~— 62,823 59,030 3,364 West Germany 12,243; Norway 8,655; 
Antim tal including alloys, all Sweden 7 "B46. 

ony metal inclu oys, 

2 a ainaadingaite al” m NA ryllium metal inclu oys, 
forms ____________________ _~ 1 @) All from West Germany. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ______~ ~~~ 8 NA 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 175 200 —. ._ All from Finland. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 381 370 1 West Germany 316; Italy 52. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980? : ee : 
° United Other (principal) 

Te SS re sy nsSSSnSueresserenessenetatasenmms 

METALS —Continued 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 10 5 -- United Kingdom 4. | 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 26 NA 

Copper metal including alloys: 
ap Le 2,909 3,124 144 United Kingdom 901; West Germany 

618; France 599. 
Unwrought ________________ 4,093 3,686 4 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,788; Sweden 

340; West Germany 328. 
Semimanufactures____________ 38,833 35,211 96 West Germany 9,371; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 9,077; Sweden 8,228. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 1,379 3,345 -. Sweden 3,299; West Germany 25; 
United Kingdom 12. 

FE yrites, roasted_______-_______ 25,581 16,288 ~- Norway 16,215; West Germany 73. 
etal: 

Scrap ____.-___________ 284,249 216,796 388 United Kingdom 137,637; U.S.S.R. 
38,174; West Germany 26,526. 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 24,469 43,607 6 Sweden 18,357; West Germany 9,442; 
East Germany 3,791. 

Ferroalloys____.~_~________ 21,049 17,560 1 Norway 13,310; United Kingdom 
1,974; Sweden 1,241. 

Steel, primary forms ________ 34,231 114,113 () West Germany 41,822; Norway 
29,303; Sweeen 18,248. 

‘Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections___§___§______ 373,218 306,414 60 West Germany 98,223; Sweden 

30,018; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 707,216 716,756 423 West Germany 282,643; Sweden 
71,733; France 66,280. 

Hoop and strip_________ 63,208 56,868 8 West Germany 33,540; Sweden 8,251; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4,111. 

Rails and accessories ___ __ 12,263 12,952 -— France 5,404; West Germany 4,519; 
Sweden 320. 

Wire _______________ 30,136 30,792 76 Belgium-Luxembourg 12,928; West 
Germany 9,139; Sweden 5,740. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 217,343 183,664 228 West Germany 70,959; Austria 
17,302; France 16,342. 

Castings and forgings, rough 3,807 6,459 — West Germany 1,835; United King- 
Lead dom 1,677; Norway 1,454. 

Oxides ___________________ 526 547 11 West Germany 286; France 145; East 
Germany 40. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____§_~____________ 19,012 16,546 1,087 United Kingdom 4,735; Norway 3,926; 

West Germany 2,768. 
Unwrought_____~_________ 8,884 6,523 952 Sweden 2,167; West Germany 1,109; 

United Kingdom 618. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2,413 3,956 _- Weat Germany 3,784; United King- 

M ; tal including all dom 43; Netherlands 21. 
esium metal including alloys: 

“Snwrought ---- ee 99 113 20 Norway 93. 
Semimanufactures____________ 14 87 47 Switzerland 13; Canada 10; West 

Germany 8. 
Manganese: . 

Ore and concentrate___________ 980 819 ~- Netherlands 530; West Germany 214; 
n 75. 

Oxides ___________________ 2,056 2,086 40 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,145; China 
300; Greece 260. 

Mercury ___.—__— 76-pound flasks__ 406 290 NA Netherlands 116; U.S.S.R. 58; United 
Kingdom 29. 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms ______~______________ 6 6 (7) West Germany 3; Austria 2. 

Nickel: 
Matte and speiss ____________-_ 30 21 1 United Kingdom 11; Canada 9. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-_.~-.___________ 1 4 — United Kingd om 3. 
Unwrought. __ ~~~ -_______ 206 179 6 Finland 74; United Kingdom 31; West 

rmany 21. 
Semimanufactures _________ 241 213 8 West Germany 72; Finland 66; 

Norway 26. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $6,162 $6,833 $221 Netherlands $2,747; Switzerland 
$2,083; West Germany $1,181. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980! “IpueqSStSt=<CSsétCSOtststSCStS 
y United Other (principal) 

SE ett ee 

METALS —Continued 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings* ; 

value thousands__ $954 $1,521 _- Sweden $927; Finland $513; Norway 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _____do____ $22,364 $35,744 $29 West Germany $13,562; United King- 

. dom $5,909; Switzerland $5,887. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all 

forms _______________do____ _- $18 -- Austria $11; Switzerland $5. 
Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap__.- ~~~. __ 285 249 ~- West Germany 120; Switzerland 46; 

U h 323 246 United Rinedes 73; Italy 69 nwrought ______._________ -- ni ingdom 73; . 
“e . Thailand 40. y 

Semimanufactures____________ 12 14 (7) Switzerland 39; West Germany 16; 
United Kingdom 11. 

Titanium oxides _______________ 6,796 5,821 18 United Kingdom 2,267; Norway 2,151; 
tal including alloys, all West Germany 622. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, 
forms _.__________________ 14 15 (*) Sweden 8; West Germany 3; 

Netherlands 2. 
Uranium and thorium: 

Ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ — $85 _. All from Greenland. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
do ___ $72 $12 — West Germany $7; France $3; United 

Kingdom $2. 
Zinc: 

Oxides _._________________ 3,057 2,802 _- West Germany 1,422; Norway 348; 
Motal including all France 320. 

etal including alloys: 
Scrap ___.~_____________ 1,389 101 _. All from Sweden. 
Unwrought______________ 17,835 17,024 1 Finland 6,925; Norway 6,503; 

Netherlands 1,851. 
Semimanufactures _________ 4,106 4,949 5‘ France 2,134; West Germany 1,208; 

Norway 960. 
Zirconium ore and concentrate ______ 49 NA 

er: 
Ores and concentrates__________ 199 147 __ Finland 125; Norway 10; Sweden 10. 
Ash and residue _____________ 7,614 7,471 2,218 United Kingdom 1,707; West Ger- 

many 1,315; Norway 558. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 740 691 ?) West Germany 305; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 154; United Kingdom 

Metalloids_________________ 786 853 — France 438; Norway 351; Sweden 38. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals___-§_-.__.__________ 274 263 (7) West Germany 259; France 3. 

Eyrophoric alloys. — — ~~ -— 4 —- 2 -- 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 108 69 6 Sweden 25; Belgium-Luxembourg 14; 

ivia 5. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

ete _-__ 25,039 40,061 24 Iceland 38,348; West Germany 1,108; 
Netherlands 434. 

Artificial: Corundum __________ 142 A477 __ West Germany 452; Netherlands 23. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands. _ $225 $238 $36 Switzerland $176; United Kingdom 

Grinding and polishing wheels and $10; France $7. rin and po wheels an 
stones __________ 1,198 1,124 9 West Germany 376; Austria 280; 

Sweden 194. 
Asbestos, crude________________ 26,865 13,713 30 Canada 9,930; South Africa 1,314; 

West Germany 1,028. 
Barite and witherite._.___________ 3,950 12,461 ~~ Iceland 9,372; Netherlands 2,214; 

United Kingdom 252. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates__________ 4,255 5,414 3,494 West Germany 878; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 587; Netherlands 380. 

Oxide and acid ______________ 379 350 145 France 142; Italy 40; West Germany 

Cement__.._-_..-_____________ 95,342 6,812 38 § West Germany 4,076; Poland 1,142; 
France 906. 

Chalk______._______ 10,869 9,967 () West Germany 6,600; France 1,833; 
Sweden 1,100. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980! : _ 
United Other (principal) 

re 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: : 
de_-__- 52,358 50,796 1,202 United Kingdom 33,278; West Ger- 

many 11,523; Czechoslovakia 1,649. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory _.__________ 93,513 61,668 -~- West Germany 27,899; Italy 19,646; 
Netherlands 3,486. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~~~ ~~~ 34,659 29,718 79 West Germany 15,799; Sweden 3,996; 

Austria 3,983. 
Cryolite and chiolite___.__________ 44,025 48,535 —- Greenland 48,530. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or st: 
value, thousands_ _ $3,057 $4,392 $1 Belgium-Luxembo $1,712; Israel 

92; Switzerland $388. 
Industrial ______....._do____ $55 $203 _— Switzerland $159; Belgium- 

a Luxembourg $33; India $7. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 5,447 7,205 3,261 Iceland 997; Norway 800; Spain 701. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, and related materials 11,786 16,899 — Norway 11,136; Mexico 3,395; France 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous - - - ------- ~~~ 5,501 1,501 __ Chile 1,500. — 
Phosphatic______.._____ _ 264,651 312,163 103,956 Morocco 184,496; Israel 10,429; 

Iceland 10,073. 
Potassic_ ~~~... _ __ 825 849 _- West Germany 824; United Kingdom 

Other including mixed ______ 8 21 _- Sweden 12; Finland 6. 
Manufactured: ; 

Nitrogenous _____._______ 131,673 93,592 6,589 Norway 71,042; West Germany 
11,049; Poland 3,560. 

Phosphatic_______.._____ 10,734 5,226 _— France 2,285; Israel 1,812; West 
Germany 756. 

Potassic. ......-.___---~ 240,418 235,417 75,304 East Germany 61,760; West Germany 
51,690; Canada 23,426. 

Other including mixed — _ _ _ __ _ 641,292 537,032 34 Norway 399,842; West Germany 
3 Belgium-Luxembourg 

Ammonia ___~_~_ ~~~ 326,679 § 309,076 __ West Germany 179,699; U.S.S.R. 
35,999; Venezuela 30,190. 

Graphite, natural _____________- 658 990 18 West Germany 879; United Kingdom 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 316,363 307,994 23 Spain 263,976; France 36,881; West 
Germany 4,226. 

Lime _________~_~ ~~~ 5,086 5,630 _- West Germany 2,816; Poland 1,654; 
Sweden 968. 

Magnesite __ ___..___._-----__ 16,639 13,872 129 Austria 6,882; Spain 3,795; China 
Mi | 2,084. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 274 175 -- United Kingdom 106; Norway 59; 

Worked including agglomerated — . 
splittings .._____...____-- 71 65 -- Belgium Luxembourg 42; France 10; 

pain 7. | 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed... _ ._____ 5,558 4,038 23 West Germany 2,935; Spain 541; 
France 257. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamonds: 
Natural _.___— value, thousands_ _ $1,074 $2,065 $2 Switzerland $1,426; West Germany 

$374; Thailand iz 
Synthetic _..___-.__--do____ $84 $130 $15 United Kingdom $61; Switzerland 

$28; France $138. 
Pyrites, unroasted ____..________ 1 19 _~ All from Sweden. 
Salt and brine. ____~___________ — 366,120 282,965 53 West Germany 131,734; U.S.S.R. 

51,424; Italy 39,165. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash ______________ 2,682 3,494 -_- France 1,254; Sweden 675; West 

rman’ . 
Caustic soda... ~~~ ~_____ 71,287 84,416 _- Norway 81,586; West Germany 

. 34,868; Netherlands 7,817. 
Soda ash __ ~~~. _- 64,497 67,951 —— East Germany 19,272; Netherlands 

18,506; United en doon 14,028. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eg 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 19801 : oo, 
United Other (principal) 

rrp errr 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: ._- 

Crude and partly worked: 
Calcareous _.__§_§______ 7,059 4,363 _- Norway 2,305; Sweden 1,778; Italy 

Slate... __._________ 11,657 11,853 _. West Germany 5,046; Sweden 4,050; 
Norway 1,906. 

Other (granite, sandstone, 
ete.) _---_-_______ 94,633 167,056 _~ Sweden 138,789; Norway 28,079. 

Worked ________ ~~ _=2___ 48,185 41,690 -- Portugal 15,586; Sweden 10,475; West 
Germany 8,673. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 32,906 30,933 -_._ N orway 28 tG West Germany 4,788; 
weden 2,463. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 870,401 812,508 26 Sweden 734,361; Norway 70,005; 
United Kingdom 2,912. 

Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 203,761 189,769 ~— Sweden 109,688; United Kingdom 
oe 50,391; Norway 22,167. — 

Quartz and quartzite.__________ 14,280 12,967 18. Sweden 11,508; Norway 1,083; West 
rmany 154. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 120,565 141,042 131 Belgium-Luxembourg 118,634; West 
Germany 9,559; France 5,081. 

Sulfur: . a 
Elemental: 

Crude ___ 2 ~~ 74,184 79,706 ~— West Germany 78,966; Poland 360; 
Norway 319. 

Refined __ -§-§---._______ 114 114 -- West Germany 113. 
Sulfuric acid. 22-222 __ 4,701 7,634 _— Sweden 4,010; West Germany 3,597. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 8,775 8,001 418 Norway 3,908; Finland 1,891; Austria 

Other: . 
Crude. ~~~. ~~ 47,477 43,975 339 East Germany 24,466; West Germany 

1,325; Sweden 4,013. 
_ Slag and dross, not metal-bearing _ _ _ 4,460 8,018 -. United Kingdom 2,399; West Ger- 

many 439; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium -——-—-———-— 615 1,024 39 Sweden 569; Greece 180; Italy 106. 

Halogens.__§__~§_ ~~ ~________ 92 101 (7) Israel 63; United Kingdom 31; 
Buil vials of asphalt, asbes Netherlands 5. 

ilding materials of as it, asbestos 
ae cements, unfired non- 
metals__________________ 16,229 8,011 30 West Germany 3,290; Finland 1,413; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 705. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _____ __ 952 6,327 222 Netherlands 3,160; Sweden 1,641; 
orway 989. 

Carbon black _.__~_ ~~ ~_______ 3,994 4,444 238 West Germany 1,502; United King- 
dom 1,354; Sweden 646. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

thousand tons_ — 7,552 10,005 2 Poland 38; Unspecified 9,877. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 

coal 2 147 75,228 40,757 Poland 33,734; West germany 546. 
Lignite including briquets __— ____ 22,411 40,001 25 West Germany 20,062; East Germany 

Coke andsemicoke______________ 130,970 114,011 _. France 56,462; West Germany 25,738; 
Belgium Luxembourg 16,185. 

Peat including briquets and litter _ ____ 22,978 23,277 10 Sweden 16,061; Netherlands 2,330; 
Finland 2,204. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude_ thousand “de gallon barrels_ _ 60,840 42,069 __ United Kingdom 17,531; Saudi 

Arabia 6,659; U.S.S.R. 5,682. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ 8,959 6,926 (7) Sweden 2,635; Netherlands 2,101; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 555. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _.do_ ___ 5,328 6,205 (7) Netherlands 3,889; United Kingdom 
1,149; Belgium-Luxembourg 760. 

Distillate fuel oil] _..__do.__— 31,377 26,869 (7) Netherlands 6,662; United Kingdom 
5,609; Sweden 4,588. 

Residual fuel oil_ _____do____ 20,852 17,099 _-— Sweden 5,570; Netherlands 3,194; 
Netherlands Antilles 2,437. 

Lubricants _________do____ 3,783 5,033 15 East Germany 1,897; U.S.S.R. 1,146; 
Sweden 808, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 , OO 
Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products — 
Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: | 
Liquefied petroleum gas 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,222 1,666 (7) United Kingdom 1,054; West 

Germany 297; Poland 86. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do_ ___— 121 106 4 West Germany 66; Hungary 13; 
United Kingdom 8. 

Petroleum coke ———do____ 6 370 339 Netherlands Antilles 29. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 1,123 1,267 _- Netherlands 689; West Germany 324; 
. Sweden 218. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do. _ __ 13 13 1 West Germany 7; Sweden 3. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ 29,162 53,715 205 Sweden 25,861; Norway 12,314; West 

Germany 7,752. 

NA Not available. 
1Imports for 1980 include Faroe Islands. 
2Quantity less than 1/2 unit. / 
5May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals. 

COMMODITY REVIEW had a capacity of about 650,000 tons per 
| ear. | 

Metals.—Jron and Steel.—Danish Steel y Nonmetals.—Cement.—A/S Aalborg 

Works Ltd. (DDS) was in a very serious Portland-Cement- Fabrik, a member of the 
financial situation in 1981, and the Danish F. L. Smidth Group, remained Denmark’s 

Parliament passed a bill for the financial sole cement producer with 2.4 million tons 
reconstruction of the company. The recon- capacity. Cement production in 1981 was 
struction plan provided new capital in the centralized at the Rérdal works near 
form of share capital and subordinated loan Aalborg in northern Jutland. The compa- 
capital totaling $50 million, $43 million of ny’s former cement plant at Dania near 
which was paid in cash and the rest in the Mariager had been converted to the produc- 
form of converted debt. In addition, an tion of calcined bauxite for refractory use, 
interest reduction of $28 million was grant- With a capacity of up to 100,000 tons per 
ed for the 1981-85 period, and debts totaling year. | . 
$42 million were written off. Finally, the Moler. -—Moler, one of the most important 

existing share capital and subordinated minerals produced in Denmark, was a natu- 
loan capital was written down by $45 mil- al diatomaceous cart containing 20% “ 
lion and an extraordinary depreciation of 7% plastic ¢ wd ‘, fo ay acts “A | natur 
$36 million was carried out on plant and m *t 1 . vated: . au t Y has dev oped since 

equipment. Major creditors of the company Port oriented industry has deve 
included foreign and domestic interests plus 1912, exploiting the deposits located on Fur 
the Danish Go: Le whose share in 224 Moors Islands. It is used in insulating 
DDS anis 30 % folle ents “the ¢ 8 bing of boards, as absorbent for oil, as an anti- 

rose to 307% following the granting Of aking agent for fertilizers and foodstuffs, 
new state aid. as a carrier for insecticides, in explosives, 

In previous years DDS has undergone 4 and for refining acids. It is also an additive 
complete restructuring, making it an all to cement for enhancing resistance to sea- 
electric ministeelmaker at its Frederiks- water, as in oil drilling in the North Sea. In 
vaerk plant, located 60 kilometers north of 1981, most moler was produced on Fur 

Copenhagen. In 1981, production showed a Island. The larger of the two moler produc- 
17% decrease compared with 1980 because ers was Skarrehage Molervaerk A/S, which 
of the closing down of the old Siemens- was acquiring the operations of Molisol 
Martin plant. The new electric steel plant Products, and the smaller was Dansk Moler
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Industri A/S, which cooperated with Moler- branch was to lead from the drilling plat- 
vaerk Ludolph Struve & Co. forms of the continental shelf to the Danish 
Denmark no longer produced pure dia- Continent near Ejsberg, then to join the 

tomite, since Andreas Jennow A/S at Ego- north-south leg at Egtved, to cross the Little 
Vaerkene had closed its operations. Belt and Big Belt Straits and was to be 
Salt.—Dansk Salt I/S continued as the landed at Kongsmark near Korsér, then 

sole producer of salt in Scandinavia, pro- extended tothe Copenhagen area. | 
ducing salt by solution mining from a salt In 1981, Denmark’s oil refining (distilla- 
dome at Hvornum near Hobro. The salt tion) capacity remained unchanged at 
brine was transported 25 kilometers by 214,000 barrels per calendar day. A/S 
pipeline to the Mariager plant where the Dansk Shell operated a 59,000-barrel-per- 
conventional vacuum salt process was used. day facility at Fredericia on Jutland, Dansk 

Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum and Natural Esso A/S operated a 70,000-barrel-per-day 
Gas.—Crude oil production on the Danish facility at Kalundborg on Zealand Island, 
continental shelf continued at a very mod- and Gulf Oil Refining A/S operated an 
est pace by the Dansk Undergrunds Corsor- 85,000-barrel-per-day facility at Skaelskor, 
tium (DUC), consisting of Dansk Boreselsk- also on Zealand Island. 
ab (AP Moller) the operator (30%), Shell Oil The Danish Parliament passed new legis- 
Co. (40%), Chevron Oil Co. (15%), and Texa-__lation for the taxation of income in connec- 
co Oil Co. (15%). Discovered in 1971, the tion with the production of hydrocarbons 
Dan Field, located 200 kilometers west of called the Hydrocarbons Tax Act. Starting 
Ejsberg in 41 meters of water, had been in with 1982, the Government’s terms for a 
production since 1972, and had in 1981 maximum tax take, including an 8.5% roy- 
estimated reserves of 100 million barrels. alty, was 83.5% of the value of net produc- 
Production was transferred by way of a 27- tion. The average take excluding royalty 
kilometer pipeline to the Gorm Field’s load- was to amount to 70% of the net production 
ing facilities. Gorm, operational since May value, with each field taxed individually so 
1981 and located in 38 meters of water, was that profits and losses could not be transfer- 
also operated by DUC. It had reserves red from one field to the other. DUC has 
estimated in 1981 at 125 million barrels; its strongly criticized the Government’s new 
crude oil production was to reach 26,000 tax laws, which will lead the consortium to 
barrels per day in 1983 and was to be tank incur a tax liability. 
loaded until 1984, when a pipeline was to Exploration of the Danish North Sea was 
enter service for landing the oil on the formerly under the exclusive license of AP 
Danish Continent. Production was to in- Miller. Starting with 1982, other companies 
clude small amounts of oil from the nearby may apply for exploration licenses. 
Skjold Oilfield. Fulfilling its commitment to the Govern- 
DUC was continuing construction of the ment to boost exploration and development 

new Tyra Gasfield. One 1,300-ton platform, work, Méller was planning to operate five 
Tyra B, was installed, with three further offshore drilling rigs. Two of the three are 
platforms to follow, costing about $20 mil- to drill wildcat wells. 
lion. Production, due to start in mid-1982, There was also a rising interest in acquir- 
was to be landed by separate gas and _ ing drilling permits in areas around the 
condensate pipelines, together with the pro- Faroe Islands. The Faroese Government 
duction from the Dan and Gorm Fields. received 25 inquiries from both Danish and 
Ultimately the Tyra Field was to have nine _ foreign firms wishing drilling permits. 
platforms. The project linking the produc- The Energy Ministry of Denmark li- 
ing fields with onshore points was progress- censed the Western Geophysical Co. of 
ing on schedule. The Government-owned America and Norwegian Geophysical Con- 
Danish Oil and Natural Gas Co. (DONG)  sultants A/S to undertake seismic explora- 
was giving out the contracts for the con-_ tion in the Danish North Sea sector for the 
struction of the pipeline and was to operate period through 1982. The Ministry is to 
the system after its completion. When com- have full access to seismic data and inter- 
pleted, the pipeline was to run from the gas_pretations. About a dozen companies were 
system of the Federal Republic of Germany lined up with the Danish Government for 
near Froslew in the south to Egtved in similar projects. 
central Jutland, then further north to Lille The Government-owned DONG concluded 

Thorup, where it was to terminate in gas a cooperation agreement with the British 
storage caverns to be built in salt domes. A National Oil Corp. (BNOC) on joint explora-
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tion and exploitation of hydrocarbons inthe ment has also been concluded between 
Danish continental shelf. BNOC will supply DONG and the Norwegian Statoil, covering 
the technical expertise. A similar agree- certain other offshore areas in Denmark. 

GREENLAND 

Greenland, the world’s largest island, major industry in Greenland. Greenland’s 
with apparently substantial mineral re- council can unilaterally revoke EEC mem- 
sources, had only a modest mineral produc- bership as soon as January 1, 1984, As a 
tion of lead and zinc concentrates. Some result it would be possible that exploration 
crude cryolite ore was also shipped from for mineral deposits in Greenland would 
stocks. decline further, as several large projects 
Home rule for Greenland was voted in Were partly funded by EEC. 

1979, and in 1981 a plebiscite revealed that 
@ narrow majority of the about 50,000 in- PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
habitants was opposed to continued mem- Greenland’s mineral production in 1977 
bership in the European Economic Commu- through 1981 is shown in table 4. Green- 
nities (EEC) because of EEC policies on land’s foreign trade in 1979 and 1980 are 
fishing quotas and rights. Fishing was the detailed in tables 5-6. 

Table 4.—Greenland: Production of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981" Ts 
Lead, mine output, metal content: 
Of ore hoisted... _-_-.______________ 33,733 36,018 35,255 34,344 30,080 Of concentrates _._._____________ 28,800 30,600 31,900 30,100 27,400 Silver, mine output, metal content: 
Of ore hoisted — ~~ thousand troy ounces__ 587 699 763 771 720 Of concentrates ______________do____ 521 559 ™543 547 NA Zinc, mine output, metal content: 
Of ore hoisted... _-- => 83,500 90,050 92,950 86,832 83,400 Of concentrates _.______________ 76,600 82,400 87,300 52,100 78,500 —.—$—S ime’ ss, eEppz 
"Revised. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Oct. 6, 1982. 
*In addition to the commodities listed a variety of crude construction materials (common clays, sand and gravel, and stone) are undoubtedly produced but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Also, chromite apparently was produced in 1979 for metallurgical purposes. 

Table 5.—Greenland: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

\ Destinations, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

—.————— 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, scrap_ _- 2 _. Allto Denmark. 
Chromium ore and concentrate ____ __ 4,800 — 
Copper metal including alloys, scrap _ _ _ 23 49 -— All to Denmark. Iron and steel: 
Scrap________-____-______ 51 7360020 8 Do. 
Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ _- $3 _— Do. 
Lead ore and concentrate__________ 45,558 37,729 — France 17,563; Brazil 11,832; West 

Germany 8,333. 
Zinc ore and concentrate __________ 115,511 156,325 _- Finland 86731: France 38,038; West 

Germany 23,755. 
NONMETALS 

Cryolite and chiolite, natural _______ 44,048 48,530 _~ All to Denmark. 
Stone, dimension: 

Crude and partly worked ________ -- 25 -— All to West Germany. Worked __-________________ 2 4 _— All to Denmark. 
eee
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Table 6.—Greenland: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 ° a 
y United Other (principal) 

Satta 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ___ value, thousands__ _— $1 -— All from Denmark. 
Semimanufactures____________ 82 85 1 Denmark 83. 

Copper metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _______________ 62 123 _— All from Denmark. 

Iron and steel: 
Pig iron, cast iron powder, shot ___ _ 25 _- . 
Steel, primary forms___________ 3 2 _- All from Denmark. 
Semimanufactures: : 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 2,618 2,398 1 Denmark 2,326; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 25; Ireland 24. 

Universals, plates, sheets ____ _ 544 467 _- Denmark 377; Norway 46; Sweden 41. 
Hoop and strip. __________ _ 8 36 -- All from Denmark. 
Rails and accessories________ 5 46 —~— Denmark 40; Canada 6. 
Wire.___ ~~~ 14 19 _- All from Denmark. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 1,009 1,073 3 Denmark 1,038; Sweden 30. 
Castings and forgings, rough _ _ _ 576 566 — Bulgaria 525; Norway 28; Denmark 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap_______~_____________ 6 4 _~— All from Denmark. 
Unwrought ________________ 3 1 -- Do. 
Semimanufactures____________ 7 5 __ Do. 

Platnum group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value ‘thousands_ - $1 _- 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought . 

and partly wrought _______do____ $10 $81 _— All from Denmark. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ____~ value, thousands $1 $1 _— Do. 
Semimanufactures____—_—do____ $2 $2 __ Do. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ___________do____ _- $1 _-- All from Norway. 
Semimanufactures____________ 22 17 _~- All from Denmark. 

Other, base metals including alloys, all 
forms __-___~~-~__~__________ 6 4 -.  Norway3. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc ______~ value, thousands_ _ $8 $1 —— _ All from Denmark. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _______~____ 2 2 _— Do. 

Cement_____________________ 9,949 8,794 10 Denmark 8,711. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude___. ~~~. 10 23 _~ All from Denmark. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ 464 474 _- Do. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~~ --____._______ 3 7 _— Do. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 4 2 _- Do. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 727 711 -- Canada 691; Denmark 20. 
Other including mixed _ _____ _ 102 145 -- All from Denmark. 

Ammonia ___.~__~§~§_~__~_______ 15 15 _- Do. 
Lime ______________________ 23 576 -- Do. 
Mica worked including agglomerated 

splittings _____ value, thousands_ _ $1 -- 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed___________ 2 __ 
Precious and semiprecious stones, natural 

value, thousands_ _ $3 $5 __ All from Denmark. 
Salt and brine____$_§__.__________ 8,513 8,061 _— Spain 4,621; Denmark 3,005; Norway 

435. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ______________ 1 (4) _-- All from Denmark. 
Caustic soda__§____~__________ 2 5 — Do. 
Soda ash____ 3 16 _- Do. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ (4) 13 -- Do. 
Worked__~._____________ 12 47 _- Denmark 33; Sweden 14. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 4 246 — Denmark 232; Italy 14. 
Quartz and quartzite — — ———_____ 5 92 _- All from Denmark. 

d excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 65 43 -- Do. 
Sulfuric acid___$ $9 ~/ -_-_________ 8 23 _— Do. 
Other: 

Stag and drose, not metal-bearing ~~~ 25 25 __ De and dross, not metal- ing _ _ -- . 
Building materials of as pene tos 

and fiber cements, unhred non- 
metals_____~.~___________ 1,409 1,277 -- Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—Greenland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

eee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt. and bitumen, natural _______ 6 393 __ All from Sweden. 
an riquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal ____ 2,791 1,926 _. All from Denmark. 
1 C. —~—---- Ke _-- -- . 

Hydrogen, helium, rare tases -~------ 57 NA 
Peat including briquets ___________ 6 12 _- All from Denmark. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline ___ _ _ _42-gallon barrela__ 68,619 67,286 _. Denmark 32,269; Belgium- 
puxembourg 17,179; United 

Kerosine and jet fuel.______do____ 100,014 31,612 __ United Kingdom 24,475; Denmark 

Distillate fuel oil _ 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,205 1,251 _- Denmark pe N etherlands 315; 

Lubricants. _ _42-gallon barrels__ 11,452 11,760 7 Denmark 1L753. 

‘Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 2,401 4,478 _. All from Denmark. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ _- 8 _— Do. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 4,381 764 __ Do. 
Bituminous mixtures_ _ _do__ __ 1,824 2,969 -- Do. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals __ __ 5 7 _- All from Denmark. 

Se he A SSS SRS sss SS SSS ih SP es cass 

NA Not available. 
1Quantity less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW Petroleum.—There was a mounting inter- 
. est for oil exploration in East Greenland. , Maa lead and Zine Greenex A'S. The Nodak Mineola AS, pry om 

continued to operate, the Black Angel Mine a ay pe 8 verte r fo ie ited States, 

OO ee coh mands Only active south of Jameson Land during the summer 
zinc con C ontr ates. Concentrate . roduction of 1982. It was not believed that exploration 
was exported to Eur ope. Exploration in 1981 drilling could start earlier than 10 to 15 
was very extensive and cost $2 million. Ye2"S: The Canadian Government’s Petro 

Proven ore reserves were 3.1 million tonsof Canada Oil Co. planned to transport lique- 
ore assaying 31 grams per ton of silver, fied natural gas from the Canadian Arctic 

4.2% lead, and 13.5% zinc. Slightly lower Pilot Project, for transporting natural gas 
production resulted in 1981 from lower from the Melville Islands and the Arctic 
metal content of the ore. Archipelago from 1986 on, on an experimen- 

Tungsten.—Encouraging results were re- tal basis through the Northwest Passage 

ported by the Nordisk Mineselskab A/Sin between Canada and Greenland. The Gov- 
East Greenland between the 70th and 74th ernment of Greenland expressed opposition 
parallels north in a survey performed under to the project for environmental reasons. 
an EEC contract. Uranium.—The Geological Survey of 

Mineral Fuels.—Coal.—Although large Greenland gained renewed funding for a 
reserves of high volatile bituminous coal in remote sensing study in South Greenland 
workable seams have been found in late for the exploration of uranium. 
Cretaceous sedimentary basins on Nugssua 9————__—— 
Peninsula at 70° North in West Greenland, physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. ted § 
no further exploration work was commis- p,jish kroner (Kr) to US dolla at the sate ur 
sioned for the near future. DKr6.25=US$1 for 1981.





The Mi stry O e Mineral Industry of 

By Peter J. Clarke’ 

Egypt’s economic growth continued in sources and become a world-scale producer. 

1981 at a somewhat slower pace than the The Government continued to emphasize 

8% to 9% rate of growth of the gross development of the country’s underground 

domestic product (GDP) reported for 1980. resources in the 1980-84 5-year plan, to lead 
The GDP for fiscal year 1980-81 was $26 the way in overall economic development. 

billion? and was expected to rise to $30 Nearly all mining operations in the country 

billion in fiscal year 1981-82. were carried out by public mining compa- 

Economic expansion has been led by reve- nies. The Egyptian Geological Survey and 

nues generated from the substantial petro- Mining Authority (EGSMA), in addition to 

leum production increases of 1980 and 1981. its own geological surveying work, was pre- 

The country’s petroleum surplus (exports paring to offer some private sector-joint 

minus imports) in 1980 was $2.65 billion. venture arrangements to develop the min- 

This increased to approximately $2.76 bil- eral industry. The country has suffered 

lion in 1981, despite lower than expected from a general lack of information on its 

prices for crude and refined oil.* mineral potential and from old and ineffi- 
Revenues from oil exports, Suez Canal cient equipment used by the public mining 

receipts, tourism, and remittances from companies. In 1981, Egypt received a World 
Egyptians working abroad provided the Bank loan and a U.S. Agency for Interna- 
bulk of foreign exchange earnings for the tional Development (AID) grant to conduct 
country and held down the current account detailed studies of its petroleum and miner- 
deficit to about $800 million. Egypt’s persis- al resources. EGSMA prepared a list of 
tent deficit in the balance of trade, estimat- several areas and minerals that may be 
ed at about $4 billion in 1981, remained a open to private development, which include | 
problem. Increased levels of capital inflows phosphates, coal, iron ore, and gold. 
($1.5 billion), as well as a_ substantial The Government also planned to reopen 

amount of aid from the United States ($1.3 several old mines on the Sinai Peninsula. 
billion) and other Western nations, provid- The western two-thirds of the Sinai was 
ed the country with a substantial surplus in restored to Egyptian control in 1981, with 
the overall balance of payments. the final portion scheduled to be returned to 

The mining and industrial sectors in Egyptian sovereignty in April 1982. Mineral 

Egypt contributed about 14% tothe GDP in development plans centered around the coal 

1981. Petroleum provided about 25%. The deposit at Maghara in central Sinai, manga- 

country’s major mineral commodities be- nese at Abu Zeneima, and gypsum at Ras 

sides petroleum were aluminum, iron and Malaab. All of these mineral deposits had 

steel, nitrogenous fertilizer, phosphate rock, been exploited prior to the Israeli occu- 

salt, clays, and construction materials. Ma- _ pation in 1967. 
jor strides were made in the past 2 years in Egypt was also embarking on a major 

nitrogenous fertilizer production, making nuclear energy development program. In 

the country nearly self-sufficient in 1981. 1981, Egypt signed cooperative agreements 

Phosphate rock production also increased with the United States, France, and the 

as Egypt planned to exploit its vast re- Federal Republic of Germany for nuclear 

307
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research and the development of nuclear The French appeared to be the furthest 
energy. The agreements formed part of ahead in their cooperative agreement with 
Egypt's overall plan to purchase or build Egypt. The French were prepared to sell to 
eight nuclear power reactors of approxi- Egypt two 900-megawatt pressurized water 
mately 1,000 megawatts each by the year reactors to be built by Framatome (France), 
2000. The agreement with the United States _ utilizing Westinghouse (United States) tech- 
called for the establishment of a framework nology. The power stations were worth 
for peaceful nuclear cooperation, under about §2 billion each. Egypt was also plan- 
which the United States may supply nucle- ning to sign a nuclear cooperation agree- 
ar power reactors and low-enriched urani- ment with Canada. 
um fuel, to provide a maximum generating Egypt’s switch to nuclear power to satisfy 
capacity of 2,000 megawatts. The agreement its growing requirement for electricity was 
with the Federal Republic of Germany also expected to make available over $3 billion 
opened the possibility of that country sell- per year in revenue from petroleum that 
ing up to four nuclear reactors to Egypt otherwise would have been consumed for 
before the year 2000. | domestic production of electricity. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Production of most of Egypt’s important Output of construction materials was ex- 
mineral commodities increased in 1981 with pected to increase rapidly throughout the 
significant gains in the production of crude 1980’s to respond to an expanding construc- 
petroleum, nitrogenous fertilizers, alumi- tion industry in the country. New construc- 
num, and phosphates. Petroleum produc- tion projects were to increase 20% per year 
tion averaged 642,000 barrels per day in for most of the decade. Mineral production 
1981, a 3% increase from the 1980 level. in Egypt is shown in table 1. 
Exports of petroleum provided the Govern- After showing a significant improvement 
ment of Egypt with revenues of $2.89 billion in the balance of payments in 1980, Egypt’s 
for fiscal year 1981-82. Several new discov- current account balance deteriorated slight- 
eries during the year, as well as an increas- ly in 1981, mainly owing to lower than 
ed rate of exploration, brought closer the expected earnings from the petroleum sec- 
possibility of the country reaching its goals tor. In 1980, Egypt’s merchandise trade 
of producing 1 million barrels per day of deficit shrunk from over $4 billion the 
crude oil by 1983. previous year to $3.7 billion. Service re- 

Fiscal year 1981-82 industrial production ceipts from tourism ($780 million), the Suez 
increased an average of 6.5% from the 1980 Canal ($660 million), worker remittances 

level, with public sector production increas- ($2.7 billion), and investment income and 

ing 7% to $5.45 billion, and private sector transfer payments left Egypt with a current 
production increasing 6% to 2.8 billion. account deficit of $680 million in 1980, the 

Production of nitrogenous fertilizers in- smallest since the 1973 war. The growth of 
creased substantially during the year, as_ the current account deficit in 1981 was 
the Talkha II ammonia-urea complex came partly a result of the rapid growth of 
fully onstream. For the first time since imports, 35% of which were for food and 
fertilizer production began in Egypt, the other consumable items. Exports of indus- 
country approached self-sufficiency in both trial products also declined, despite the 
nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer. Produc- Government’s programs to encourage them. 
tion of phosphate rock also increased during Egypt’s principal mineral exports were 
the year, with further increases scheduled petroleum and petroleum products, alumi- 
within the decade as development of the num, gypsum, cement, and salt. Petroleum 
Abu Tartur deposit in the Western Desert was exported to Italy (40%), Israel (25%), 
progresses. Greece (7%), the United States (6%), the 

Egypt’s production of iron and steel post- Netherlands (6.4%), and others (15.6%). 
ed a slight increase in 1981 but was schedul- The United States remained Egypt’s sin- 
ed to nearly double in 1984, when a new gle largest trading partner in 1981, supply- 
direct-reduction steelworks will come on- ing about one-fifth of its imports, worth 
stream. Iron ore production from the Bahar- over $2 billion, and receiving one-ninth of 
iya Oasis deposits in the Western Desert its exports. Of the $2 billion worth of goods 
was to increase substantially to meet the Egypt imported from the U.S., about half 
new demand. were financed by AID. The United States 

Production of cement, gypsum, clays, and also contributed $275 million in agricultur- 
sand and gravel also increased in 1981. al assistance, bringing the total U.S. eco-
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. nomic assistance to Egypt to about $1.3 tables 2 and 3. 
billion. Egypt’s trade statistics are shown in 

Table 1.—Egypt: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
meee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal _____§_§_9__~_~_~_~_______ 89,182 100,698 77,204 120,000 2133,812 
Chromite ______________ ee 500 873 22 — __ 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate ___ thousand tons_ _ 1,409 1,456 1,435 1,776 21,943 
Pig iron _______~_________.__do____ ¥550 *600 600 “650 . 650 
Ferroalloys: Ferrosilicon _______——do____ 5 °5 __ _- __ 
Crude steel _._ ______________do____ 263 “600 635 760 800 
Semimanufactures ____________do____ 621 1,000 “1,000 847 850 

Manganese ore and concentrate. ___________ 3,833 173 _- — _- 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos____ ~_ ~~~ LL 478 349 238 316 325 
Barite __________-_____~___________ 746 989 2,272 4,532 22,108 
Cement: Hydraulic _______ _ thousand tons_ _ 3,257 3,000 2,957 3,028 - 23,499 
Clays: 

Bentonite ee eee ee eee Le 3,811 3,448 3,500 5,200 5,200 
Fire clay___________- ~~ ~________e 143,648 383,389 250,000 942,000 2995,000 
Kaolin ~_~__________ ~~ ~___ Lee 49,000 55,577 46,544 41,227 232,113 

Diatomite___§~§_§_$_§________________ 373 99 33 _- _- 
Feldspar, crude__§_§__§_______~__________ 2,633 3,337 3,271 3,309 23 480 
Fluorspar _______.~_~____ ~~ 1,404 2,235 682 1,752 2535 
Gypsum and anhydrite, crude_____________ 508,635 798,000 796,000 940,000 950,000 
Lime _______~____-~._____ Le 100,000 100,000 88,000 87,907 291,294 
Mica __________________~___ Le 86 €86 — __ a 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

thousand tons_ _ 210 250 263 400 2518 
Phosphate: 

Phosphate rock. ___.________.__do____ 472 639 623 658 2698 
Thomas slag ________________do____ NA NA 9 10 10 

Pigments, mineral, natural: Iron oxide _______ 32 245 140 126 130 
Pumice®________ = = ee 250 NA NA NA NA 
Salt, marine ___________-_ thousand tons__ 597 755 616 636 2837 
Sodium compounds: 

Sodium carbonate __________________ NA 4,000 &5,000 4,675 4,700 
Sodium sulfate_____§_-.~9__~___________ 5,000 2,902 2,902 2,942 3,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Basalt ______._-_thousand cubic meters_ _ 213 281 85 96 2103 
Dolomite __________-_ _ thousand tons_ _ 92 130 504 500 500 
Granite, dimension _____-_~— cubic meters_ _ NA NA 2,666 6,408 6,400 
Gravel ________-_-_thousand cubic meters_ _ 1,900 2,090 ©3300 3,400 3,400 
Limestone and other calcareous n.e.s _do____ 5,500 5,667 5,845 5,196 25,535 
Marble blocks (including alabaster) 

cubic meters_ _ 11,000 25,718 26,000 32,000 246,930 
Quartz________-____~ 2 __ 9,332 11,348 “10,000 10,000 10,000 
Sand including glass sand 

thousand cubic meters_ _ 2,973 2,996 6,147 6,000 6,200 
Sandstone__________________do____ 120 111 787 32 32 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, byproduct________________ €5,000 3,106 3,206 3,300 22,408 
Sulfuric acid _-__.-_-_--.~_-____~_______ NA NA 3,200 32,000 244,111 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ________ 6,993 5,905 4,406 4,007 25,723 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coke: 
Oven and beehive _____-— _ thousand tons_ _ 694 700 853 915 920 
Gashouse and other low temperature _do__ __ €30 ©40 &50 NA NA 

Total ________.~___._____do____ 724 740 903 915 920 
Gas, natural: 

Gross production_ _ _ __ — million cubic feet_ _ €93,000 ©105,800 ©140,000 84,624 120,000 
Marketed __________...______do____ 18,670 30,835 120,000 60,000 72,000 

Petroleum: 
Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 150,925 175,925 180,000 227,395 234,330 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline and naphtha ________do____ 6,936 8,109 8,840 15,068 16,000 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ______.._do___ _ 11,671 12,849 12,710 13,361 13,800 
Distillate fuel oil _._________do____ 14,629 16,412 17,205 18,791 19,000 
Residual fuel oi] _._________do____ 32,265 36,210 52,281 47,841 50,000 
Lubricants___~____________do____ 336 434 461 539 600 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ _ _ _ _ __do_. __ 846 NA 1,150 1,612 1,800 
Asphalt_________________do____ _- 6,115 1,127 1,654 1,800 
Unspecified ______________do____ 6,542 NA _- 292 400 
Refinery fuel and losses __ _ _ ___do____ 3,976 2,631 4,242 4,500 4,600 

Total _______________do____ 77,201 NA 98,016 103,658 108,000 
ee eens 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Notavailable. 
1Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. . 
2Reported figure.
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| Table 2.—Egypt: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap_________---_----+-+-- 41,240 33,170 1,500 Netherlands 29,288; Yugoslavia 

1,487; Italy 499. 
Unwrought _______.~___-__ _- 139 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Semimanufactures____~_~._____- 31,741 12,425 __ Netherlands 8,676; Saudi Arabia 

: 2,279; Japan 1,000. 
Copper: Matte and speiss _________~_ 1 —_ 
Iron and steel metal, semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ _ 10 134 —- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ _ . ____ 40,294 50,792 _- Austria 16,100; Italy 12,112; West 

Germany 10,839. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings. _._______- 502 411 _~. Sudan 394; Saudi Arabia 17. 

Lead metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures________~___~ _- 3 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 

Nickel metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures____________~ 1 — 

Tin metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures____—_______-_ 2 _— 

Zinc oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4 3 _— All to Saudi Arabia. 
Other: Metals including alloys, 

nonferrous scrap_______.—~----~— 215 _- 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones _ __ _ _ _ — — value_ _ $2,000 __ 

Cement__________~_~_~_--~_-~- 1,700 750 _- All to Sudan. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude______~_____________-~ 9,100 1,500 _- All to Kuwait. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory _________-_- _- 50 _- Sudan 45; Saudi Arabia 5. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~_-_____________- 183 47 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Feldspar and fluorspar __________— _- 10 _- All to Lebanon. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic ______..___~- _- 25,945 _- China 12,000; Lebanon 5,607; 
Romania 5,607. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ — 11,105 __ France 5,790; Belgium-Luxembourg 

4,600; West Germany 715. 
Phosphatic_____________ 19,100 10,200 __ Italy 5,200; West Germany 5,000. 

Lime ______________________ 80 __ 
Pigments, mineral: Crude natural_ _ _ _ _ 505 _— 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond___... value, thousands_ _ $11 __ 

Salt and brine________~_~. -____ _ 84,960 49,407 - — North Korea 21,000; Lebanon 10,357; 
United Kingdom 9,050. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 2,584 769 _- Italy 724; Saudi Arabia 45. 
Worked________________ 1 __ 

Gravel and crushed rock _______~_ 401 __ 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 1,018 580 _- All to East Germany. 
Other: Building materials of asphalt, 

asbestos and fiber cements, and unfired 
nonmetals______~____________ 372 1,227 __ Saudi Arabia 1,209; Sudan 18. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ __ _ _ _ 4,178 1,580 __ Italy 1,130; Switzerland 300; France 
150. 

Carbon black and gas carbon_ _______ __ 8,773 _- Romania 7,700; Lebanon 1,073. 
Coke and semicoke______________ 23,404 9,145 — All to Romania. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 37,980 57,961 6,044 Italy 25,692; People’s Democratic Re- 
ublic of Yemen 7,239; Israel 5,393; 

Switzerland 3,513. 
Refinery products: 

Nonlubricating oils! _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 11,507 6,722 -- Italy 2,995; Netherlands 1,925; 
France 636. 

Petroleum coke ______do____ _- 2 _- All to Switzerland. 
Mineral] tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 3,185 3,738 _— Switzerland 3,586; Italy 150; United 
Kingdom 2. 

1Totals include bunker loadings of 4,476,969 barrels in 1979 and 915,460 barrels in 1980.
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. Table 3.—Egypt: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

re ee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

i rr 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,099 492 _- West Germany 215; United Kingdom 

86; Italy 79. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _-_ 1,856 1,587 -- Canada 799; Switzerland 618; Greece 

Unwrought______________ 1 3 _- All for ships’ bunkers. 
Semimanufactures _________ 1,108 2,786 437 Spain 1,244; West Germany 403; Italy 

Arsenic: Oxides and acid __________ 10 29 _- West Germany 17; France 12. 
Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 25 110 2 U.S.S.R. 33 Poland 43; West Ger- 

many 7. 
Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ___ _ ___ 155 (2) -. All from United Kingdom. 
Copper: 

Matte and speiss _____________ 893 90 -- Do. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______~___________ 271 1,391 138 Nigeria 1,194; Lebanon 2. 
Unwrought______________ 10 _- _- 
Semimanufactures _________ 1,026 3,270 429 Greece 811; West Germany 565; 

United Kingdom 371; Yugoslavia 

Iron and steel: 
Fyrites, roasted... _~_~_______ 3 5,000 — All from Cyprus. 

etal: 

Scrap. 2 ________ 15,829 37,095 14,834 Republic of Korea 6,909; Sudan 3,820; 
France 3,485. 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 11,688 6,214 — Turkey 4,670; Switzerland 500; West 
Germany 491. 

Ferroalloys._____________ 1,665 310 —_ All from Switzerland. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 43,561 63,245 13,389 Australia 16,476; Spain 15,080; West 

Germany 8,333. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections___§_§________ 514,014 747,031 49,528 West Germany 91,067; Republic of 

Korea 82,939; Bulgaria 79,049. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 90,146 84,424 22,378 West Germany 15,385; Bulgaria 

8,467; Japan 6,006. 
Hoop and strip_________ 2,067 1,057 2 Lebanon ee West Germany 379; 

ndia 172. 
Rails and accessories ___ __ 8,830 8,820 931 Poland 5,999; Japan 999; India 795. 
Wire _______________ 6,157 7,312 5 West Germany 5,020; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 581; Romania 379. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 89,660 75,855 614 Japan 24,347; France 20,867; West 

Germany 14,218. 
Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,196 1,252 _- Bulgaria 548; France 292; United 
Kingdom 214. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ._________________ 483 _- 
Unwrought_____~_________ 4,320 9,106 __ United Kingdom 8,179; North Korea 

397; West Germany 200. 
Semimanufactures _______ __ (1) 128 128 

Magnesium: Metal including alloys, all 
forms __________._________ 24 19 (4) Norway 16; Italy 2. 

Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 631 791 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 391; Japan 186; 
Switzerland 148. 

Mercury _______~— 76-pound flasks_ _ 174 580 — United Kingdom 377; West Germany 

Nickel: 
Matte and speiss ~------------ 1 3 __ All from United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys: Semimanu- 

factures ________-____-__- 7,818 27 _- United Kingdom 17; West Germany 
6; Italy 2. 

Platinum-group: Metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $310 -- 
Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought 
nen partly wrought ___.___do____ $102 $403 _~ All from Switzerland. 

n: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ _- 55 _- China 2 29; West Germany 17; Nether- 

ands 5. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought____._________ 241 35 -- Mainly from Hong Kong. 
Semimanufactures _________ 5 (3) _-- All from Netherlands. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ _ 1,218 1,905 — West Germany 1,258; United King- 
dom 269; France 218. 

Tungsten: Metal including alloys, 
unwrought ___-_ value, thousands_ _ $645 $190 _— All from Netherlands. 

Uranium and thorium: Metals including 
7 allforms _________do____ -- $54 -- All from Gabon. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 249 436 _- France 203; United Kingdom 154; 

Netherlands 61. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Egypt: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 . 

y Suited Other (principal) 
—_.)—— eee 

METALS —Continued 
Zinc —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _-__~_________ __ 2 — All from Italy. 
Unwrought______________ 2,865 2,729 —_ North Korea 1,481; Switzerland 

, 1,159; Zambia 63. 
Blue powder 

value, thousands_ _ $9 $5 _~ All from France. 
Semimanufactures __________ 27 634 11 United Kingdom 339; Netherlands 

133; West Germany 25. 
Other: . 

Ores and concentrates__________ 368 704 _- Yugoslavia 500; West Germany 204. Pyrophoric alloys_____________ 72 19 (3) Italy 18; Austria 4. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__________________ 1 2 _- France 1; United Kingdom 1. 

Metals including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 4 4 _- West Germany 3. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _--_-_- LL 46 51 _- Czechoslovakia 35; Italy 15. 
Corundum, artificial. ._-§__§ _§_§ _§ _ 165 53 __ Czechoslovakia 35; Netherlands 16; 

United Kingdom 2. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ________________ Le 1,179 506 _- Italy 338; West Germany 52; Poland 

Asbestos, crude________________ 476 4,387 (4) Switzerland 1,857; U.S.S.R. 1,783; 
Canada 547. 

Barite and witherite_____________ 20 254 _- West Germany 153; Turkey 101. 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _____ 161 152 __ France 150; United Kingdom 2. 
Cement__._______ thousand tons__ 2,569 2,849 __ Romania 993; Greece 842; Spain 717. Chalk____-_-______~______ 7 14 — All from United Kingdom. 
Clay and clay products: 

Crude____________________ 17,497 9,606 436 United Kingdom 6,179; Czechoslovak- 
ia 700; India 666. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory____________ 39,155 31,862 (1) Spain 17,075; Italy 8,302; West Ger- 

many 1,450. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~--__ 10,473 13,701 52 Spain 3,958; West Germany 1,764; 
Italy 1,759. 

Cryolite andchiolite_____________ 31 — 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung 

value_ _ $12,000 __ 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ 14 118 103 Italy 15. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ 5,336 6,992 _— China 5,622; Norway 1,226; Italy 144. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude_______ =e 1 3 _- All from Netherlands. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous_____________ 247,036 256,724 __ Romania 96,373; U.S.S.R. 76,084; Bul- 
garia 52,256. 

Phosphatic______________ 15,909 41,180 __ Lebanon 25,125; Tunisia 10,050; Bul- 
aria 6,005. 

Potassic____§____________ 4,731 5,025 _ All from Italy. 
Other including mixed______ _ 1,046 11,877 28 Romania 8,396; West Germany 1,801; 

taly 571. Ammonia _____§____________ 67 3 _- Mainly from United Kingdom. Graphite, natural _-§____________ 529 101 — All from China. Lime ____________________ _— 1 __ All from United Kingdom. Magnesite___________________ 1,198 106 __ Switzerland 92; West Germany 10; 
Netherlands 3. Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 3 83 _- India 81; Austria 1. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _.-.-_____________ 4 5 _- Mainly from India. . Pigments, mineral: 
Crude, natural _-____________ 183 331 __ United Kingdom 217; Cyprus 76; Italy 

22. Iron oxides, processed _._________ 1,382 2,038 5 Japan 912; China 458; France 370. Precious and semiprecious stone except 
diamond______ value, thousands__ $6 $35 —_ All from Italy. 

Salt and brine. =e 2 71 5 United Kingdom 33; Netherlands 26; 
taly o. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _____________ 471 106 _. Italy a West Germany 37; Switzer- 

land 7. Caustic soda____._§____ 29,245 64,552 2,369 Romania 19,964; France 12,814; West 
Germany 10,767. Sodaash._________________ 4,495 4,730 30 East Germany 1,475; West Germany 
750; Poland 504. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 13,111 14,991 _. Italy 12,837; Greece 1,445; Spain 706. Worked ___ = = = 3,955 2,360 __ Italy 2,206; Greece 86; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Egypt: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
: (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “United " y Gnited Other (principal) 

LE 

- NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 5 ae 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 78 614 ~. Sweden 306; Finland 204; United 

Kingdom 50. . Quartz and quartzite___________ _— 44 _- Netherlands 37; Switzerland 7. Sand excluding metal-bearing _____ 1,491 2,602 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2,248; West 
Germany 348. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ 46,177 70,595 60,357 Greece 10,099; West Germany 139. Colloidal _-_-____________ 15 _— 
Dioxide_________________ 12 -- 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________ 106 15 — United Kingdom 7; France 4; East 

Germany 2. Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 628 140 _- Finland 102; United Kingdom 25; 
taly 12. Other: 

Crude: 
Meerschaum, amber, jet____ _ _ _- 74 _- All from Italy. Unspecified __-___________ _— 188 _— All from United Kingdom. Halogens.__§______________ 41 _- 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium __ _ 3 49 _- West Germany 30; Netherlands 14; 

apan 5. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbes- 

tos, and fiber cements, and unfired 
- nonmetals______________ _ 4,824 2,350 157 Canada 638; Japan 480; France 291. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______ _ 11 11 11 
Carbon black and gas carbon. ______ _ 598 3,323 2,375 France 406; Italy 200; United King- 

om 151. Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 356,990 802,050 360,519 U.S.S.R. 292,656; Australia 72,536; 
Netherlands 38,397. Coke and semicoke. _____________ 5,700 _- 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 26 61 — Netherlands 46; United Kingdom 11; 
West Germany 3. Peat including briquets and litter____ _ 4,195 3,900 _- West Germany 2,434; Ireland 838; 
Canada 544. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude and partly refined 

42-gallon barrels__ _ 146 — All from West Germany. Refinery products: 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___ _do____ 23,157 3,472 _- Mainly from Italy. Lubricants _________do____ 293,419 378,084 70,581 Greece 125,531; Italy 68,173; Nether- 

lands 53,473. Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 14,276 16,134 _- West Germany 13,993; Hungary 

Nonlubricating oils____do____ 57,792 24,801 1,841 Italy 8.47 0; Netherlands 4,704; China 
. 3,591. 

. Petroleum coke ______do____ 28,963 19,492 _- Albania 16,076; Spain 3,322; West 
Germany 94. Bituminous mixtures__ _do__ __ 442 51,062 79 West Germany 50,740; Italy 127. Liquefied petroleum gas 

thousand 42-galion barrels_ _ 1,281 1,448 _- Italy 629; Greece 320; Venezuela 127; 
France 124. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, . 

and gas-derived crude chemicals_ _ _ _ 1,107 9,047 297 West Germany 2,174; Italy 1,807; 
Switzerland 1,303. _  -.-rrr seeeeeeeeeeeee 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS 9 and 10 were activated, completing the 
. . . smelter’s final stage of expansion. Alumina Aluminum.—Aluminum production from for the plant was imported from Australia 

the state-owned Aluminum Co. of Egypt through the Red Sea Port of Safaga, and Increased 12% from the 1980 level as two then trucked 220 kilometers to Nag Ham- 
new potlines came onstream early in 1981. madi. Approximately 70% of the plant’s 
Capacity of the aluminum smelter, located output. was exported, mainly to Japan, at Nag Hammadi, 550 kilometers south of China, and Western Europe. The remainder 
Cairo on the Nile River, increased from of the output was used by the Arab Alu- 
133,000 to 166,000 tons per year as potlines minum Co. manufacturing facility at Is-
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mailia. The plant produced aluminum doors. cated 33 kilometers south of Cairo on the 
and window frames for export and domestic Nile River. Production of crude and semi- 

sale. manufactured steel remained stable in 1980 
‘In December of 1981, Metallgesellschaft and well below the plant’s rated capacity of 

A.G. (Federal Republic of Germany) an- 1.5 million tons per year. The facility was 
nounced it had sold an aluminum rolling modernized in 1979, with the conversion of 

plant to Egypt. The plant was worth about three blast furnaces to handle feed from 
$18 million and was to be used in conjunc- Bahariya, conversion of two blast furnaces 
tion with the smelter at Nag Hammadi. to natural gas fuel, and the starting of a 
_Gold.—In 1981, EGSMA opened an inves- fourth blast furnace. Problems with the 

tigation of the Baramya gold mine, which quality of the ore feed, however, have kept 

closed when gold was selling at $35 per the output below capacity. For this reason, 
ounce. EGSMA indicated that the minemay jh. company planned to start a benefi- 

ronten as much as paraend vons of soe ciation research program aimed at improv- 
aring ore In a ceposi at averag' ing the productivity of the ovens and reduc- 

nearly 1 ounce ot gold aor von of rock a noah ing the consumption of coke. Coke for the 
were no immediate plans to activa e . 
deposit, but EGSMA considered the area plant was supplied from a blend of coals 
one of the best prospects for mineral devel- an Poland, the U.S.S.R., and the 
opment in the coming years. . ° _ 

"Tron and Steel._Iron ore production in Following 2 1/2 years of neogtiations, an 
Egypt continued to increase in 1981 to about greement was signed late in 1980 to estab- 
1.94 million tons, most of which was sup- lish a joint venture company to build 
plied from the Bahariya Oasis deposit, Egypt’s first direct-reduction steel mill, at 

about 350 kilometers west of Helwan. Iron El-Dekheila. Equity shares in the National 
ore at Bahariya Oasis occurs at four loca- Iron and Steel Co. belong 87% to the Egyp- 
tions: Nasser, Gebel Ghorabi, El-Harra, and tian Government, through state-owned 
El-Gedida. The deposits occur in an irregu- banks, insurance companies, and _ steel- 

lar succession of lenticular beds of Middle makers; 5% to Nippon Kokan (NKK) (Wa- 
Eocene age. Mining is currently limited to pan); 3% to Kobe Steel (Japan); 2% to Toyo 
El-Gedida, where reserves were estimated Menka Kaisha (Japan); and 2% to the 
at 129 million tons containing 52% to 54% International Finance Corp. (IFC). Most of 

iron. Mining was by open pit methods. the engineering work for the plant had been 
Reserves of the deposits at Bahariya Oasis completed by the end of the year, and 

were estimated at over 250 million tons commissioning was scheduled for early 

with an average grade of 54% iron and 3% 1985. Formal contracts covering construc- 
silica. Output from the deposit was expected tion of the electric arc furnaces and contin- 
to increase to 2.5 million tons per year when ous casters had not been signed by year- 

the Helwan steel plant reaches capacity, ond owing to the assassination of President 
and a new steelworks at El-Dekheila is g,gat, who was also president of the Na- 
Boa eet oe eee As nich tional Iron and Steel Co. NKK was expected 
wan the original source crea ore for the to provide the furnaces, and Kobe, the billet 

steel plant, but because of its low-grade casters, as part of their equity participation. 
(44% iron), high-silica content (14% SiO,), __ ne tirect-reduction plant was to Have a 
and distance from the main steelworks C@PaCty 0 000 tons per year, ung an 
works at Helwan, the mine was being 816,000-ton-per-year melt shop and _ 2 
phased out as output from Bahariya in- 77 5,000-ton-per-year continuous casting 
creases. plant. The mill was expected to produce 

The Egyptian Geological Survey was in- 720,000 tons per year of rebars and wire rod 
vestigating iron ore deposits at Wedan El- for the domestic construction industry. Fi- 

Faras, about 65 kilometers north of Lake ancing for the project, which was expected 
Qarun. These iron ore deposits were re- 0 cost $835 million, was to be provided by 
portedly 12 meters thick and less than 1 the Japanese Government ($168 million in 

meter from the surface. No reserve or grade 30-year loans), the Japanese Export-Import 
figures were available by the end of the bank ($210 million in similar credits), the 
year. IFC ($150 million loan), and the remainder 

Iron ore from El-Gedida was transported from commercial banks. 
by rail to the state-owned Egyptian Iron Manganese.—The Egyptian Government 
and Steel Co.’s steelworks at Helwan, lo- continued to investigate the possibility of
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reopening the manganese mines at Abu powerplants that Egypt planned to build 
Zeneima, on the Sinai Peninsula. In the before the year 2000. Most of the early 

early 1960’s, Egypt had planned to produce production was to be exported. 
ferromanganese from a manganese mine Phosphate deposits near Wadi Qena and 
located at Um Bogma in southwestern 4 Abu Tartur were also known to contain 

Sinai. The Israeli occupation of the Sinai Uranium as an impurity. Large-scale devel- 
cut short plans to commission the smelter, OPment of Egypt's phosphate may lead to 
and during the occupation, the entire oper- The uranium content of Egypt’s phospha te 
ation was disassembled or destroyed. Egypt deposits was estimated at 100,000 tons of 
planned to spend over $40 million to build a U.Os. | , 
new processing plant and reactivate the 
mine. The mine was to produce 60,000 to NONMETALS 
70,000 tons per year of ore, which in turn 

would be processed to produce 19,000 tons . Cement.—Cement production in Egypt — 
per year of ferromanganese alloy. Most of increased significantly in 1981, but remain- 

this would be used in the domestic steel ©4 Well below the 8-million-ton-per-year 
industry. Once the El-Dekheila steelworks COnSumption requirement. Three of the five 
becomes operational, demand for ferroman- cement producers in Egypt were either 

. | . undergoing or planning an expansion dur- 
ganese is expected to rise to 20,000 tons per ing the year. Projects already under con- 
year. Kaiser Engineers of California truction were to double the country’s ce- 
(United States) completed a feasibility study ment capacity of 4 million tons per year by 
of the operation late in 1980, but no date 1983, Fuller Co. (United States) received a 
was available for either groundbreaking or $66 million contract from the Suez Cement 
commissioning of the new plant. Reserves (o,, for a 1.4-million-ton-per-year dry pro- 
at Abu Zeneima were estimated at 2 million _ cess facility at Qattanya, 55 kilometers from 
tons of ore containing between 22% and Suez City near the Red Sea. The plant was 
38% manganese and from 15% to 36% iron. scheduled to start production early in 1982. 
Uranium.—Uranium production from Suez Cement Co. was the only privately 

Egypt’s first uranium mine remained at owned cement company formed in Egypt 
about 20 to 30 tons per year (U;0,) level. Since nationalization of the industry in 

The mine opened in January of 1980 and 1960. _ 
has produced a total of less than 100 tons of After completing a 1.4-million-ton-per- 
reportedly good-quality uranium (U,0,). Y@@° production line in 197 8, the Brown 

The deposit is located in the Eastern Desert, roe ane i’ peuth consortium recetved 

etw een Rena ane Sataga uo were Co., to increase capacity to 3 million tons 
estimated at 9,000 tons of UsOs. The mine per year. Also, a consortium of KHD Indus- 
and two other small mines scheduled to trienlager A.G., operating with Deutz 

open in the same region were part of a 5- France S.A., and CGEE Alsthon S.A., was 
year research project being conducted by awarded a contract by National Cement Co. 
the Nuclear Materials Authority. Annual for construction of a 1.5-million-ton-per- 
production was to increase to about 50tons year rotary kiln at Assiut, 50 kilometers 

in 1982 and 100 tons by 1984. Egyptian south of Cairo. Egypt’s current and planned 
officials were hoping the ore could be cement facilities are listed in the following 
enriched and used for fuel for the 8 nuclear _ table. 

EET arent Planned 

Location Company SHate? (thbesand —(thbosaivd 
tons) tons) 

Torah ______-__--~-_-___--~~---__ __ Torah Portland Cement Co 1929 1,400 1,400 
Alexandria ____-__.----~.~~-------___ Alexandria Portland 1948 500 1,000 

Assiut _._ ~~~ Le Nation Coonent Co a 1960 700 1,500 
Helwan _________---~___-_--_______ Helwan Portland Cement 1978 1,400 3,000 

Qattaniya —__ ---------------------- Suez Cement Co _______ 1982 _- 1,400 
ag Hammadi _-_-—--~-~______--_______- National Cement Co ___ _ 1983 _- 1,000
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Clays.—EGSMA continued to examine izer industry in 2 years, the first being the 
the possibility of extracting alumina from Abu Qir ammonia-urea complex that began 
the Kalabsha kaolin deposit, 105 kilometers operating in July 1979. 
southwest of Aswan. The region currently Egypt had similar plans for the develop- 
produces a small amount of kaolin for the ment of the phosphate fertilizer industry. | 
domestic ceramic industry. Reserves at Ka- Construction was continuing on the Abu 
labsha were estimated at 16 million tons of Zaabal triple-superphosphate and _phos- 
kaolin with a 38% alumina content. The phoric acid plants during the year. When 
obstacles to utilizing the alumina from ka- these plants commence operating in 1982, 
olin were in separating the alumina from total phosphatic fertilizer capacity is ex- 
its combined silica, and in transporting pected to reach 685,000 tons per year. 
large quantities of clay from the remote Egypt’s consumption of chemical fertiliz- 
Kalabsha deposit. - er continued to increase nearly as rapidly as 

The Sinai Peninsula also contains several its output. Since the completion of the 
deposits of white clay and kaolin that were Aswan High Dam and the elimination of 
mined and marketed prior to Israeli occu- the annual floods that provided natural 
pation of the Sinai. The deposits occur fertilization for the rich Nile River soils, 
about 15 kilometers from Abu Zeneima, Egyptian agriculture has become increas- 
near the manganese mines at Um Bogma. ingly dependent on chemical fertilizer. Con- 
EGSMA was considering reopening these sumption in 1980 averaged 554,000 tons of 
mines along with the manganese mines, in nitrogen in ammonia and urea, and 102,000 
order to reindustrialize the Sinai. tons of P.O; in phosphatic fertilizers. Since 

Fertilizer Materials—The Egyptian fer- 1976, Egypt has imported an average of 
tilizer industry was undergoing large-scale 250,000 tons per year of nitrogenous fertiliz- 
expansion in 1981. The most significant er, or about one-half of its annual consump- 

_ achievement during the year was the com- _ tion. The fertilizer plants now in operation 
missioning of the Talkha II ammonia-urea and under construction in Egypt could 
complex in September 1981. The new plant make it self-sufficient in chemical fertilizer 
raised Egypt’s nitrogen production capacity by 1984. Egypt’s operating and planned 
to approximately 1 million tons per year. fertilizer plants are listed in the following 
The plant represented the second major _ table. 
addition to the country’s nitrogenous fertil- 

Capacity 

Location Company Primary product Startup (thousand 

_ per year) meee ear) 

Suez ________ Société el Nasr d’Engrais et Calcium nitrate ___________ 1951 275 
d’Industries Chimiques. 

TalkhaI______ ~_--do_ ~~ Calcium ammonium nitrate_ _ _ 1975 365 
Talkha I] _~____ ~__-do____~___ Ammonia/urea __________ 1981 1,000 
AbuQir_-_---_ _____-do__- eee do 1979 900 
Do _______ ~---do__________ ee Ammonium nitrate________ 1984 150 

Helwan ______ El Nasr Co. for Manufacturing Calcium ammonium nitrate_ _ _ 1964 140 
Coke and Chemicals. 

Kafr-el-Zaiyat __ Société Financiere et Single superphosphate ___ _ _ _ 1937 200 
Industrielle d’Egypte S.A. 

Assiut _._____ _~__-do_______ ~__-do___ ~~ __ Le 1969 200 
Kosseir ______ Kosseir Phosphate Co. ~__-do ~~ 1958 50 
Abu Zaabal _ _ _ _ Abu Zaabal Fertilizer and Chem- ~-~_.do___~_~______ 1948 200 

Do _______ Ne Triple superphosphate ______ 1982 175 
Do _______ ~_-do________~___ e Phosphoric acid __________ 1982 200 

ee 

Nitrogen.—The new Talkha II fertilizer monium nitrate plant, and a 98,000-ton-per- 
complex was composed of a 326,000-ton-per- year ammonia unit. Talkha I came on- 
year contained nitrogen ammonia plant, stream in 1975. Both units received natural 
and a 262,000-ton-per-year nitrogen urea gas feedstock piped from the Abu Madi 
plant. The new complex was located adja- Gasfield in the Nile Delta. The consumption 
cent to Talkha I, which consisted of a_ rate of about 30 million cubic feet per day of 
231,000-ton-per-year nitric acid unit, a natural gas was to be increased to 105 
118,000-ton-per-year nitrogen calcium am- million cubic feet per day as the Talkha
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unit production expanded. Both Talkha I the construction of a 300,000-ton-per-year 
and Talkha II were built by Foster Wheeler gypsum plant in Alexandria. About 50,000 
Italiana. lant be tons per year of the output from the plant 

The Abu Qir ammonia-urea plant began was to be used in the manufacture of 
Operating in 1979. 300 O00 capacity of gypsum blocks, with the remainder going to 
this complex was , tons per year the domestic cement industry. | 
ammonia and 550,000 tons per year of urea. Many commercial deposits of gypsum 

Feedstock was supplied by the Abu Qir have been located in Egypt, the most impor- 
Gasfield. Plans were underway in 1981 to tant ‘being the 20 Soon ton heserve 

further expand Abu Qir through the addi- that occurs at El-Hamman, southwest of 
tion of a 150,000-ton-per-year ammonium Alexandria, and the deposit at Ras Malaab, 
nitrate plant to absorb excess ammonia, on the Sinai Peninsula. The deposit at Ras 
and a 135,000-ton-per-year nitric acid facili- Malaab had been worked in the late 1950’s 
y. 7 ; o 
Phosphatic Fertilizer.—Construction was and cae od by i he Ras as laab ene 

continuing on Egypt’s largest phosphatic »» Wahlen Produced’ gypsum tor lose oar 
fertilizer complex at Abu Zaabal, 20 kilome- and cement. The OP eration was © osed after 
ters north of Cairo. Single superphosphate, the Israeli occup ation but was being consid- 
on which the country’s phosphate fertilizer ¢Ted for revitalization to strengthen Egypt’s 
industry had been based, was to be supple- industrial base in the Sinai. Egypt was 
mented in 1982 by the first production of Considering building a 300,000-ton-per-year 
triple superphosphate. The Abu Zaabal Processing plant at the site, at a cost of 
complex consisted of two single-super- about $20 million. Reserves at Ras Malaab 
phosphate plants and two sulfuric acid were estimated at 250 million tons. 
plants in addition to the new units. The new Phosphate Rock.—Production of phos- 
plant was to produce 175,000 tons per year phate rock continued to increase in 1981, 
of triple superphosphate and 200,000 tons but remained substantially below the tar- 
per year of phosphoric acid. Krebs of France geted output. Production from the Red Sea 
was awarded a contract in 1980 to add a mines at Kossier and Safaga declined to 
third unit that was to produce 215,000 tons about 180,000 tons per year, while output 
per year of eon | acid and eee tons from the Hamrawein deposit, in the East- 
per year of 65% oleum. Also under con- ern Desert increased substantially. The cal- 
struction were phosphoric acid and triple- cining plant at Hamrawein continued to 
superphosphate handling facilities. experience some problems and was oper- 
6 Peypt was considering punaine ante ating at about 75% of capacity. The mine 
ertilizer complex, to be based in the hed and. plant were expected to become fully 

Sea area. Late in 1981, the Ministry of operational by 1983 with an annual capaci- 
Industry invited several companies to pre- ty of 600,000 tons of phosphate concentrate 
pare studies for a new joint venture fertiliz- averaging 38% P.O;. The Hamrawein de- 

or ere) and Teshrieeral dtaly) Joined to posit was being operated by the Misr Phos- 

present the Egyptians with a plan for a ithe Red Sen Phosphate Co. was consider- 
combined nitrate-phosphate fertilizer com- . . . 

. ing developing another mine, close to 
plex. The project would produce 1,000 tons H . t Abu Sheigela. Th 
per day of ammonia and 1,700 tons per day amrawein, a u e1ge'a. e new 
of urea from gas provided by the Gulf of ne was to replace the Kosseir and Safaga 
Suez gasfields. Also included in the plan Mines, also operated by the Red Sea Phos- 
was a plant to produce 300,000 tons per year Phate Co. These older deposits would be 
of diammonium phosphate, utilizing phos- ¢@tly depleted by 1985, when Abu Sheigela 
phate rock from the Abu Tartur deposit, Was to become fully operational. 
which was still in the planning stage. Esti- Expansion was also planned at the West 
mated cost of the project was $400 million. Sabaya Mine, 31 kilometers north of Idfu on 
The earliest possible commissioning would the Nile River. Output was to be expanded 
be 1984-85. _ from the current level of 120,000 tons per 
Gypsum.—Production of gypsum increas- year of concentrate to 500,000 tons per year. 

ed in 1981 in response to the expanded The increased production was to be used in 
capacity in the cement industry. The Egyp- the Abu Zaabal triple-superphosphate and 
tian Gypsum, Marble, and Quarries Co.was_ phosphoric acid fertilizer plant. The deposit 
planning to further expand its output with and the fertilizer plant were operated by
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the Abu Zaabal Fertilizer and Chemical Co. be built near the deposit. Plans for the 
Prperese was alse made cams the year power station, however, remained tentative 

on development of Egypt’s largest phos- uring the year. 
phate deposit at Abu Tartur in the Western Natural Gas.—Egypt’s production of both 
Desert. Reserves of Abu Tartur were esti- associated and nonassociated gas increased 
mated at 1 billion tons, containing an aver- significantly from 1980 to 1981. The rise 
age of 25% POs. Production from the pilot reflected both the increasing production of 
plant began in 1980 and reached about crude oil and the greater utilization of 
100,000 tons of concentrate in 1981. The natural gas reserves for industrial uses and 
small Mine and beneficiation plant was for export as natural gas liquids. 
built in 1978 by Sofremines (France) and The country produced approximately 200 
Alusuisse (Switzerland). The mine provided nijlion cubic feet per day of associated gas 

aaa samples Or gating ane. ae super. from the Gulf of Suez oilfields. Facilities to input for m n - : : 
. gather and process a large portion of this 

phosphate at Assuit. tome t Government gas were under construction in 1981. In 
P illic “ increase ou i 1983. oo ‘bl 1979, the World Bank’s International Bank 
milion tons teat t y 6m ‘lie n tons by 1986 Y for Reconstruction and Development grant- 
increasing output to © milio y 0). edthe Egyptian General Petroleum Author- EGSMA examined a phosphate deposit ; ty (EGPA) a $75 million 1 t rtl 
near Wadi Qena in the Eastern Desert fe, a. t to ‘th oan ‘to pa 
where EGSMA had reported a large deposit ‘4nce a project to gather, process, an 
but had not specified its tonnage or grade. ‘™ansport associated gas from the Gulf of 
Initial tests indicated a high concentration ‘Suez oilfields. Late in 1981, Daelim Engi- 
of uranium in the ore. : | a ee Ltd., (Republic of Morea) wor 2 

Salt.—Salt production in Egypt was { million contract to construct a 40- 
scheduled to undergo a large-scale expan- million-cubic-foot-per-day gas gathering sta- 
sion within the next several years. The El Gor ar aes Paw, on ee west sive nr tne 
Nasr Saline Co., located at Port Said, was ui oF ouez. inis station was t Ink 
increasing its production of sodium chloride by a 16-inch pipeline to the main gas proc- 
through addition of new salt pans. The essing and compressing station at Ras Skuk- | 
company was also seeking financial support air. The processing plant was to utilize 120 
for a proposed $100 million chemical com- paion cubic bo per day . associated gas 
plex, to be located at Lake Qarun, 83 kilo- to produce tons per day of liquefi 
meters southwest of Cairo. The company petroleum gas (LPG) and 600 tons per day of 
planned to produce 200,000 tons per year of naphtha. Daelim was also constructing the 
high-grade salt (99.98% NaCl), 21,000 tons processing facility. The plant was due on- 
per year of magnesia, and 7,500 tons per stream in June of 1982. 
year of sodium sulfate. Feasibility studies In 1981, Egypt produced nonassociated 
for the project were carried out by DSS gas from three fields: Abu Madi (50 million 
Engineers (United States) and White Con- cubic feet per day) in the northern Nile 
sultants (United Kingdom). The earliest Delta, Abu Qir (100 million cubic feet per 
possible production date, should financing day) offshore in Abu Qir Bay, and Abu 
become available, was 1984. Gharadig (70 million cubic feet per day) in 

the Western Desert. 
MINERAL FUELS At the Abu Madi Field, reserves of non- 

Coal.—Negotiations were underway in SSociated gas were estimated at about 1 
1981 to reopen the Maghara coal mine, trillion cubic feet. Natural gas from Abu 
located in north-central Sinai. The mine Madi was being utilized as feedstock for the 
was worked between 1959 and 1967 but has Talkha I and Talkha I fertilizer plants and 
been closed since that time. The deposit at other industrial ventures in the area. 
contained 27.5 million tons of probable ree The Belayim Petroleum Co. (Petrobel), a 
serves. In 1980, the Government allocated subeitary of Italy’s Ente Nationale Idrocar- 
$21 million to reopen the mine and repair buri (ENI) group, also operated a gas pro- 
the rail lines. Once the mine is opened, the cessing plant at Abu Madi, which processed 
Government expects an annual production about 35 million cubic feet per day of gas, to 
of about 300,000 tons for the first few years. produce about 800 barrels per day of natu- 
About half of the annual production was to _ral gasoline. Total gas capacity of the plant 
be used in making coke, with the remainder was 120 million cubic feet per day.‘ Produc- 
going to a planned thermal power station to tion from the field was to increase signifi-
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cantly by the middle of the decade to fuel iary of EGPC, discovered gas at the GPC-1 

both the fertilizer plants and the gas pro- well in the Western Desert. Test results 

cessing facility. from the well were unavailable by yearend. 

The offshore Abu Qir Gasfield began pro- Petroleum.—Egypt’s production of crude 

duction in 1979 at 100 million cubic feet per oil continued to rise in 1981, registering a 
day and was scheduled to reach 200 million 3% increase over the 1980 level. The pro- 
cubic feet per day by the middle of the duction level for the year averaged 642,000 

1980’s. Gas produced at Abu Qir was used in _ barrels per day, which brought the country 
the Abu Qir fertilizer plant and nearby loser to its target of 1 million barrels per 
power-generating facilities and industrial day by 1985. Egypt’s total investment in the 
plants. The Egyptian General Petroleum il sector for fiscal year 1980-81 was $231 
Corp. (EGPC) also utilized Abu Qir gas at a ‘Million, of which $105 million was derived 
65-million-cubic-foot-per-day gas processing from foreign sources. Of the total resources 

plant, which produced approximately 1,400 invested, 397% were directed toward explo- 

barrels per day of natural gasoline. Total ration and production, 28% to refining and 
gas throughput capacity at the plant was Processing, and 33% to transportation and 
150 million cubic feet per day. a ss othe exploration wen wets 

In October 1981, EGPA invited prequali- ©" turin year, which yielded 
fication bids for the construction of a 200- discover ET he a seat Suez 
ton-per-day LPG recovery plant for the Abu mie | . 
Qir Gasfield. EGPA was seeking loans from The value of Egypt's oil and gas output 
the World Bank and the European Invest- for fiscal year 1980-81, calculated on world 
ment Bank to assist in financing the proj- market prices, was $9.1 billion, of which the 
ect. foreign partners’ share came to $1.9 billion. 

The Abu Gharadig Field in the Western oF mn e remainder, $4.3 billion was earmark- 

Desert produced about 70 million cubic feet Soa loc al consumption, with the other : . . $2.9 billion for export. The planned invest- 

per day of natural gas in 1981. Reserves at ment in the oil sector for fiscal year 1981-82 

Ane Gharadg were estimated at about ¢ was $1275 bilion. At. che end of 1081 
at the cement plants at Helwan and Turah, EeyDy s petreeun er serves were estimated 

as well as the Helwan iron and steel com- "production from the Gulf of Suez oilfields 
plex. Amoco International (United area continued to increase in 1981, and many 
was operating two processing plants for Abu pew discoveries were made in the area. The 
Gharadig gas; one which produced approx- majority of Egypt’s oil was produced in the 
anately 4 me parrels asn our of hich Gulf of Suez by joint venture companies of 

ate, and r r, wal Amoco Egypt Co. (United States) and EG- 
produced about 1,400 barrels per day of p ‘A; these companies were the Gulf of Suez 

liquefied petroleum gas. The combined Petroleum Co. the Nile Valley Petroleum 
throughput capacity of both gas processing (o,, and the Fayum Petroleum Co. 
facilities was 207 million cubic feet per day Several other companies were producing 

of natural gas. oe = oil in conjunction with EGPA. These in- 
Two significant gas discoveries were clude Italy's ENI subsidiary Azienda Gen- 

made in 1981. The first. was by Mobil Oil erale Italiana Petroleos (AGIP) through Pe- 
Corp. (United States) at its Temsah No. 2  trobel, the Phillips Petroleum Co. (United 
well off the Damietta branch of the Nile States) through ownership in the Western 
Delta in the offshore Mediterranean. The Desert Petroleum Co., and Total-Proche 
well was 28 miles offshore in 228 feet of Orient (Total-France). GPC was EGPC’s 
water. The well tested at 25 million cubic wholly owned subsidiary for production and 
feet per day of gas and 1,440 barrels perday marketing of Egypt’s share of crude oil 
of 48° API condensate. The well was one- output. Egypt’s major oilfields, their owners 
half mile northeast of Mobil’s Temsah No.1 and/or operators, estimated production lev- 
well, which produced over 5 million cubic el, and locations are listed in the following 
feet per day of gas when discovered in 1977. table. 
The General Petroleum Co. (GPC), a subsid- | -
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—. SSS 
Field name Owner and/or operator (bonrele oor ace) : ~. Location 

| El-Morgan____________ | Amoco-EGPA/GUPCO__ 120,000 Gulf of Suez. 
Ramadan_._______.___ ~~~-do__ i Le 140,000 Do. , July. ~__-do__________ 60,000 Do. 
GS-195 _.- Amoco-EPGA _______ 30,000 Do. Shiab Ali(Alma) ____:-_. = _____do___-_______ 15,000 Western Sinai-Gulfof 
Abu Rudeis __-_________  ____do___________ 100,000 Sinai. Peninsula-Offshore. 
Belayim -__.__.-_____ | AGIP-EPGA/Petrobel __ 40,000 - Sinai Peninsula. Balayim Marine ________ wo - do 70,000 S _ Oflshore-Sinai Gulf of 

Alamein/Yidma __.__.__ _ Phillips EGPA/WEPCO _ 20,000. Western Desert. 
Source: International Petroleum Encyclopedia. . . - 

New discoveries.—Several significant dis- signed in 1981 with the following compa- 
coveries of crude oil were made in 1981. A nies: Total (France), Conoco (United States), 
group composed of Deminex (Federal Re- Keith Collins Petroleum Corp. (United 
public of Germany), Royal Dutch Shell (Ne- States), Murphy Oil Co. (United States), 

| therlands), and British Petroleum (United Agip (Italy), Petrofina (Belgium), Gulf- 
Kingdom) discovered oil in its third well in stream Resources (Canada), and Lochiel 
the Ghubba-al-Zeit offshore concession at Exploration Ltd. (Canada). 
the mouth of the Gulf of Suez. The well In addition to these agreements, two Jap- 
tested at 6,000 barrels per day from two  anese firms, Mitsui Oil Exploration Corp. 
formations. The well was the first commer- and Fuyo Petroleum Development Corp., 

| cial discovery in a previously untapped part acquired a 20% interest in Southeastern 
of the Gulf. a Drilling Co.’s (Sedco) (United States) 6,000- 

Shell Winning N.V. (Netherlands) drilled square-kilometer Tiba tract. Tiba was locat- 
_ a highly promising 11,000-foot foot well on ed 120 kilometers west of Cairo, and 80 
its 5,800-square-kilometer production shar- kilometers south of the Mediterranean 
ing concession at Badr-al Din in the Qattara coast. Sedco acquired the tract in 1979. Also 
Depression in Egypt’s Western Desert. The Louisiana Land and Exploration Suez Inc., 
well produced 6,000 barrels per day of high- a US. firm, planned to drill two wildcats in 
quality 38° to 39° API crude, 400 barrels per its 690-kilometer concession in the Eastern | 
day of condensate, and 5 million cubic feet Desert adjoining the Gulf of Suez. Drilling 

_ per day of natural gas. This discovery was _ began in October 1981. . 
significant for two reasons: its location was Pipelines.—The Arab Petroleum Pipe- | 
in an area that had produced only a few lines Co. was considering raising the capaci- 
minor discoveries, and the oil quality was ty of the Suez—Mediterranean pipeline, 
exceptionally good compared with other commonly known as SUMED, from the 
finds in the area. current 590 million barrels per year to the 

| Finally, AGIP announced that its subsid- system’s design capacity of 850 million bar- 
lary, International Egyptian Oil Co., made __rels per year. With output from the Gulf of 
an important crude oil discovery in the Al- Suez fields increasing, international oil 

_ Tina Gulf, 50 kilometers east of Port Said companies were anxious to transport oil 
_ Off the Sinai Coast. This was the first through the overland pipeline route to the 

| discovery of commercial quality ever made Mediterranean Sea terminal rather than 
| in Egypt’s Mediterranean offshore, in an going through the SuezCanal. 

area that was previously thought to contain Refining.—Egypt’s six operating refin- 
only natural gas reserves. eries, with a combined crude oil input 
Exploration.—With the number of discov- capacity of over 100 million barrels per 

eries continuing to rise in Egypt, interna- year, handled about 40% to 45% of Egypt’s 
tional attention has been focused on the domestic crude oil production. In 1981, 
areas yet to be claimed for exploration. All Egypt’s consumption of crude oil averaged 
exploration agreements signed during the 310,000 barrels per day, just slightly above 
year were production sharing concessions its refinery capacity. A small amount of 
with EGPA, with multiyear exploration petroleum products were imported during 
obligations, significant signature bonuses, the year, mainly from Western Europe. 
and an output split averaging 80% in favor Egypt’s refinery capacities are listed in the 

| of EGPA. Exploration agreements were following table.
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a eeea—‘(‘(‘(‘(‘(‘(‘iéCCClcatailytic reforming unit. 
Capacity Work was also progressing on Egypt’s 

Company Location ‘thousand 14+ petrochemical complex, to be located at | 
perday) Ameriyah, adjacent to the El-Nasr Petrole- 

um Co. refinery. The plant was to produce 
Suez Oil Processing Co— — — - -- Muchas 3000 80,000 tons per year of polyvinyl chloride, 

Tet: soon +~=S «90,000 tons of low-density polyethylene, and 
El Nasr PetroleumCo_____.  Suez___ _ 18,000 50,000 tons of high-density polyethylene. . 

Am yah, -"- The ethylene feedstock was to be imported 
Alexandria Petroleum Co _ _ __ Alexand- 23,000 from Montedison of Italy, which was a 25% 

| ras partner in the operation with EGPA. The 
plant was scheduled to go onstream in 1982, 

Source: International Petroleum Encyclopedia. at a cost of $550 million. 

. . The El-Nasr Petroleum Co. awarded a 
Ale eexanaa Petroleum Co. refinery in contract to Snamprogetti of Italy for con- 

exaneria plann ) add several new struction of a 40,000-ton-per-year linear 
units to the refinery, including a 20,000- alkylbenzene plant in 1981. The unit, to be 
barrel-per-day vacuum distillation unit, 2 constructed at Ameriyah adjacent to the 
3,000-barrel-per-day lubrication oil plant, refinery, was to be completed late in 1983, 
and a 260-barrel-per-day wax plant. All the at a cost of $70 million , 
plants were to be built by Chiyoda Chemical — 
Engineering and Construction Co. (Japan). —_ physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Also under construction were several new *Where necessary, values have been converted from . 

units at the Suez Oil Processing Co. plant at Pgyptian pounds (LE) to U'S. dollars at the rate of 
Suez, including a new lubrication oil desul- Middle East Economic Survey. V. 25, No. 22, Mar. 15, 

furization complex, a hydrotreater, and a  STeeernational Petroleum Encyclopedia. 1981 ed., p. 297.
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The Mi 1 Industry of 
Finland a 

By Joseph B. Huvos? | 

In 1981, after 2 years of economic growth, industry in 1981 included commissioning of 
Finland finally felt the effects of the inter- new plants and equipment, such as Outo- 
national recession, which in Finland itself kumpu Oy’s new copper converter at Harja- 
was aggravated by the adverse weather Valta, Ovako Oy’s new rod mill at Dalsbruk, 
conditions, which lowered agricultural pro- #94 Kemira Oy’s nitric acid plant at Uusi- 
duction. The rate of growth of the gross eaupinks, * fate ole acid Blane ot Por, and 
national product (GNP) fell from 5% in 1980 3 SOclum sullate plant at Aokko‘a, vever 
to only 1% in 1981. The GNP w . .large projects at existing facilities were 

tele 50 bill 2 at © t as approx’ started, including enlargement of Kemira 
mately $50 billion? at current prices, unem- Oy’s Siilinjarvi phosphate project; construc- 
ployment rose to over 5%, and inflation was tion of Rautaruukki Oy’s Laurinoja Mine; 
12%. The contribution of mining and quar- expansion of Outokumpu Oy’s nickel smelt- 

rying to the GNP was about 0.5%, but er, Pori electrolytic copper refinery, and 
together with manufacturing this sector Tornio stainless steel plant; and construc- 
amounted to 27.4% of the GNP. | tion of Outokumpu Oy’s Enonkoski nickel 

Important events in Finland’s mineral mine. | 

PRODUCTION - 

Production of mineral commodities in whole for 1980-81 are shown in the follow- | 
1977-81 is shown in table 1. ing tabulation; all mineral-related indexes 
Volume indexes (1975=100) of the coun- declined: | 

try’s mineral industry and its industry as a 

Sector _ 1980 1981” | | 

Mini d ing-.________. 140 1 | 
Nonmetallic minerals processing _ _ __ 114 108 
Iron and steel___ ______________ 173 168 . 
Nonferrous metals_—___....____ 140 137 
Petroleum refining ___________- 148 132 
Industrial chemicals_ __ ._______ 117 112 
All industry. ~~... -- 127 129 

PPreliminary. 

Source: Central Statistical Office of Finland (Helsinki). 
Bulletin of Statistics, No. 4, pp. 8-9. 
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Table ].—Finland: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 
I ane 

METALS a 

Aluminum metal, secondary. $$. _________ 7,400 7,000 8,000 8,000 9,000 
Cadmium metal, refined ________________ 527 611 590 581 621 
Chromium: Chromite: ; 

Groes weight: — 
Lumpore ________-=___________ 233,129 328,542 257,107 175,770 209,912 
Concentrate___________________ 145,131 160,865 152,297 165,000 181,000 
Foundry sand __________________ 23,740 17,559 25,289 21,400 21,400 

Cr203 content: 
'  Lumpore___ Jo 62,479 86,078 _ 69,419 NA 53,318 

Concentrate ___.____.____________ 59,939 66,116 66,880 NA 12,207 
Foundry sand __________________ 11,087 8,200 11,100 NA 10,073 

Cobalt: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 1,227 T1212 1,065 1,035 1,034 

. Metal, refined ____________________ 985 922 1,162 1,151 1,229 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 46,728 46,865 41,063 36,918 38,539 

Metal: 
Smelter: 

Primary. _~§_~_~__ ~~ ~~~ = ee 61,542 53,737 55,300 49,200 54,747 
. Secondary _________________ 10,563 9,990 9,900 — 10,000 12,950 

. Total. ~~ 5 5 Le 72,105 63,727 65,200 59,200 67,697 

Refined: . 
Primary® ___.§_-§_9_~__-__~________ 32,755 32,719 33,027 30,542 23,796 
Secondary®_________________ 10,000 - 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

Total_____~_~______ et 42,755 42,719 43,027 40,542 33,796 
Gold metal _______________troy ounces__ 27,392 29,096 28,325 41,828 31,893 
Iron and steel: . 

Iron ore, marketable, all types: 
Gross weight ______-_ thousand tons__ 1,141 1,088 . 1,144 1,172 1,230 
Fe content_______________do____ 753 712 738 155 789 

Metal: CO 
. Pigiron ~~. _.__________do____ 1,763 1,916 2,038 2,019 1,978 

Ferroalloys: Ferrochromium _ — — —do__ _ _ 34 45 49 53 51 
Steel, crude: 

Ingots________.______do___ _ 2,171 2,304 2,469 2,472 2,393 
Castings ~--~ ~~~ ~_~___do____ 25 29 30 37 35 

Semimanufactures, rolled ___—_do___ _ 1,518 1,804 1,900 2,509 1,848 
Lead, mine output, metal content___________ 628 790 1,000 1,184 1,942 
Mercury_______.___.__ 76-pound flasks_ _ 630 1,145 ¥1 348 2,170 1,949 
Molybdenum metal ________~_~__________ _- _— 104 114 165 
Nickel: . 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 5,837 ™4,170 —-§,800 6,531 6,864 
Nickel sulfate, metal content ___________ 223 173 NA NA NA 
Metal, electrolytic__________________ 9,447 7,501 11,460 12,807 13,310 

Platinum-group metals: 
Palladium_____________-_troy ounces__ NA NA 932 675 1,993 
Platinum __________________do____ 640 640 711 225 1,608 

Selenium metal __________~~_ kilograms__ 11,654 16,830 17,541 17,250 19,122 
Silver metal... __________- _ troy ounces__ 812,898 1,068,850 1,027,729 1,429,581 1,215,457 
Titanium concentrate: Ilmenite: 

Gross weight ___________~_______- 124,700 131,900 119,700 159,000 161,500 
Ticontent ___________-__________ 56,240 59,750 54,223 72,026 ©70,000 

Vanadium (V20s): 
Gross weight ________~~~_~_~_~________ 3,328 5,007 4,941 5,076 5,557 

zi V content _. 2 LL 1,864 2,805 2,768 2,844 3,112 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 62,856 52,923 51,623 58,433 53,480 
Metal _________ LL 137,980 132,935 147,064 146,719 139,835 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos. 9 > 5 5 Le 70,467 68,239 103,639 140,900 140,500 
Cement, hydraulic. ___ ~~ thousand tons__ 1,712 1,704 1,749 1,793 1,787 
Feldspar_____________---------_- ~- 71,890 71,330 67,928 74,089 63,066 
Lime _______________-----------_- 235,000 194,101 ©439,105 392,227 382,903 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___________ 131,400 149,900 114,200 70,100 68,800 
Phosphates, natural: Apatite __-___________ 2,550 4,218 2,688 137,950 200,927 
Pyrites, gross weight __-________________ 295,015 215,765 341,967 321,797 403,352 
Sodi ium compounds: Sodium sulfate®_________ 45,000 50,000 45,000 45,000 45,000 

ne: 
Limestone and dolomite: 

For cement manufacture 
thousand tons_ _ 2,535 2,287 2,339 2,534 2,416 

For lime manufacture ________do____ 430 387 439 392 383 
For sulfite and metallurgical use _do____ 98 81 80 82 75 
Other__________________do____ 901 1,055 1,241 1,428 631 

Quartz. _-_________________do____ 119 145 217 237 255 

Sulfur: 
S content of pyrites _.__________do____ 130 87 151 144 184 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Finland: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 

oO (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur —Continued. , 

Byproduct: . 

Of metallurgy______-— thousand tons_ ~ 280 232 263 247 234 

Of petroleum _______-.----do___- 25 30 30 30 “€30 

| Total ___________----do___- 435 349 444 421 448 

Tale _-_-______u LL 156,584 195,159 267,180 317,901 307,915 

Wollastonite _______----------~------ 8,904 7,688 10,576 8,782 13,690 . 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Peat: : 
For fuel use_________ — thousand tons_ — 600 1,870 1,551 1,841 ©2000 

For agriculture and other uses ____ _do____ 231 203 773 578 £500 
: . ete A PT A TG 

Petroleum refinery products: . 
Gasoline__—__ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 15,630 16,737 17,508 NA ‘NA 

Jet fuel _.-_-_________.__.-.-do___~- 1,582 1,765 1,806 NA NA 

Kerosine_ _______.___-------do___~ 34 29 40 NA NA 

Distillate fuel oi]... _..._._.__--do__~~ 29,060 26,993 28,000 NA NA 

Residual fuel oi] _ . _.._____-.--do___- 27,330 24,707 24,997 NA NA oe 

Liquefied petroleum gas ___———_-—-do__~~ ms; 9.468 { 1,188 NA . NA 

Other __________--_--_-~---do.__- 8,539 8,477 NA NA 
Refinery fuel and losses_ __ — _ _ . . . -do___- 5,269 4,629 5,035 NA | NA | 

Total ______-____.-.-~--do___- 88,607 83,328 87,051 NA NA 

rr 
LR 

€Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. - 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 18, 1982. 

TRADE _ , | 

The brisk rate of export growth during 1981, largely on the strength of exports of 

the past 2 years leveled off by the end of coal, aircraft, office machinery, and chemi- | 

1981, but Finland’s trade balance improved cals. , : | 

substantially. Finland’s mineral commodity trade in 

The United States continued to maintain 1979 and 1980 is shown in tables 2 and 3. 

a positive balance-of-trade with Finland in : 

Table 2.—Finland: Exports of mineral commodities oe 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) : . 
. 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
, sano United Other (principal) 
ree 

NESS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____~--~~---- -- 8 _. West Germany 7; Austria 1. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___---------~--------- NA 102 _. __ All to West Germany. 

Unwrought_ __--_------------ 1,337 3,887 34 Japan 1,449; Sweden 1,238; West . 
rmany 434. 

Semimanufactures _______----~-- 23,217 28,796 4 West Germany 6,138; United King- 
dom 4,441; Sweden 4,415. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms — — — NA 565 60 Sweden 160; United Kingdom 119; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 102. 

Chromium: Chromite ______.___.-_---- 308,847 206,547 31,208 Sweden 149,107; France 16,328; 
Poland 3,008. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides __------ value. _ _- $521 _.  AlltoU.SSR. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ——----- NA 1,201 408 United Kingdom 259; East | 
Germany 188; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Finland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. 
. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : y Biiited Other (principal) -e_—_— 

METALS —Continued 

Copper: 
"Ore andconcentrate.....__________ -- 15 _- All to Denmark. Oxides and hydroxides ______ | NA 387 -- United Kingdom 278; France 23. Matte....._._______ -— 81 -~ All toSweden. Metal, including alloys: — 

Scrap. 2 521 234 a Denmark 224; West Germany 10. Unwrought_._-.___________ 16,893 5,945 -- East Germany 3,949; Switzerland . 1,001; Belgium-Luxembourg 995. Semimanufactures______.___ | 29,158 28,411 ‘976 — Sweden 3,967; France 3,507; Den- . 
, mark 3,178; West Germany 28. Tron and steel: . 

Ore and concentrate.___________ | 10 14,628 14,628 . Metal: . 
Scrap ---.- =e 3,661 194 -- Sweden 127; West Germany 67. Pigiron-_-_.---_________ 32,513 17,520 -- Italy 10,853; Sweden 2,912; 

orway 2,599. Ferroalloys._.._._____________ 31,735 16,982 -- Sweden 8,464; Netherlands 7,216; 
United Kingdom 1,001. Steel, primary forms___._.____ | 163,350 129,465 — Sweden 85,703; United Kingdom | 
30,317; West Germany 11,215. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ 222,447 174,515 2,620 West Germany 41,002; U.S.S.R. 
35,261; France 15,065; Sweden 

Platesandsheets _._______ | 667,929 532,532 38,648 West Germany 90,458; Sweden 
79,061; Norway 59,557; U.S.S.R. 

Hoop and strip___________ 33,422 25,466 180 U.S.S.R. 9,088; Norway 4,160; 
Sweden 3,702; West Germany 

Rails and accessories ________ _ 308 © 127 — Iraq 92; West Germany 14; Sweden 
Wire ___. 4,657 2,685 -- Sweden 2,231; United Kingdom a 

101; Ireland 80. Tubes, pipes, fittings _.__.___ _ 68,278 68,653 35 Sweden 29,658; U.S.S.R. 10,319; 
West Germany 8,076. Castings and forgings, rough ____ 3,292 3,255 64 Sweden 1,945; West Germany 378; . a Norway 213; France 210. Lead: : 

. Ore and concentrate..____________ 2,035 2,047 -- All to Sweden. Oxides and hydroxides we eee _- 1 ~- AltoUSS.R. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _- 102 20 -— All to Denmark. Unwrought.._-______ 991 869 _- Denmark 367; United Kingdom 

362; Sweden 79. Semimanufactures_____________ 59 45 -— Australia 29; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 14. Magnesium metal including alloys: Scrap -~--- NA 31 31 Mercury _______.____ 76-pound flasks__ NA 1,595 --  Belgium-Luxembourg 1,189; 
Romania 203; Netherlands 174. Molybdenum: 

andconcentrate...__________ NA 1 -- All to East Germany. Ni Metal including alloys, allforms _______ NA 1 _— All toSweden. . ickel: 
Ore andconcentrate..______________ 686 1,657 -- Allto Norway. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-_- 2 146 —_ Unwrought..______._._ 9,578 11,104 4,132 United Kingdom 1,521; West 
Germany 1,466; Italy 689. Semimanufactures___________ 5 268 (??) Norway 201; Belgium-Luxembourg 
49; Sweden 9. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and wrought 
Si a value, thousands_ _ $389 $237 __ United Kingdom $236. ver: 

Ore and concentrate? __________do____ NA $156 -- _ All to United Kingdom. Waste and sweepings?_________do____ ) $7,509 -- United Kingdom $2,943; West 
Germany $2,415; Sweden $1,785. Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought________-____do_.___ $4,932 $33,151 -- United Kingdom $16,051; West 
eermany $13,829; Sweden 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms 
; do. ___ NA $7 -~- All to East Germany. Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap_-____2 ee 14 47 -- United Kingdom 23; West 

Germany 15; Sweden 9. Unwrought __-_.___._____ 7 5 _— All to Sweden. Semimanufactures__..__________ — 2 -~- _ All to United Kingdom. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Finland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

rr 

METALS —Continued 

Titanium oxides ___________________ NA 2,634 309 Hungary 740; Sweden 558; East 
Germany 519. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms ___ NA 15 -- West Germany 17; United Kingdom 

Zinc: 
Oxides __~§_~_§_~_~_~ NA 3 -- Niger 2. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _-_ Le 501 1,596 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 449; West 
Germany 439; France 410. 

Unwrought__________________ 129,565 120,613 18,127 United Kingdom 27,311; Nether- 
lands 14,968; Yugoslavia 13,101. 

Oth Semimanufactures ______§_______ 56 . 18 a U.S.S.R. 9; Sweden 4; Libya 3. 
er: 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 

metals ____ ~~~ __~_~__ ee 44.037 3,252 _— France 1,186; West Germany 873; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 711. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _________ NA 5,398 873 West Germany 1,457; United King- 
dom 1,138; Sweden 463. 

Metals: 
Metalloids __________________ NA 56 -- Switzerland 47; United Kingdom 

; y 4. 
Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth metals NA 2 _- Japan 2. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms _ 51,876 36 1 Denmark 25; Sweden 10. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc. 

' value, thousands _- $3 _— All to Zambia. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ _ 58 83 (2) U.SS.R. 8 Sweden 6; West Ger- 

many 3. 
_ Asbestos, crude_____....____.-_____ -- 20 _- All to Norway. 
Barite and witherite__-____.._________ _- 18 _- All to Japan. 
Boron materials: Crude natural borates ___ _ _ __ 12 -- All to Sweden. 
Cement__________~____ 217,547 66,129 __ U.S.S.R. 33,710; Sweden 23,890; 

Nigeria 6,401. 
Chalk. __- 2 ee NA 75 __ Nigeria 58; Niger 17. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Fire clay _.-______~___________ NA 130 __ Sweden 82; United Kingdom 38. 
Other ~~~ NA 268 a Sweden 231; France 35. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay brick __ _ 132 4,018 — Sweden 2,273; U.S.S.R. 762; Saudi 

Arabia 297. 
Nonrefractory ________________ 2,405 1,963 90 U.S.S.R. 764; Sweden 710; Iraq 161. 

Diamond gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $499 $959 -- Belgium-Luxembourg $386; 

aon $257; United Kingdom 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _______ NA 42 _- United Kingdom 39. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ____§_.__________ NA 47,310 _-— United Kingdom 20,642; West 

Germany 10,577; Sweden 8,005. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic ________________ _- 1,677 _- West Germany 1,381; Sweden 296. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _________________ 62,416 8,644 _- India 6,647; Belgium-Luxembourg 
1,110; Ireland 610. 

Phosphatic ___§_§-§_~§_~§_~___~_______ 6 11,425 _. AlltoU.SSR. 
Potassic_ _.__.~9__~_~__________ 8,796 15,065 _— Cuba 9,211; Japan 5,854. 

. Other including mixed___________ 205,668 34,513 _- China 11,822; Venezuela 10,549; 
Sweden 5,052. 

Ammonia ____~__~_~___.___~______ -— 12 -— All to Libya. 
Graphite, natural ___________~______ -- 1 -- All to Mexico. 
Lime ________~_~__.~__~__ ee 116 1,046 a U.S.S.R. 846; Sweden 194. 

Magnesite _---~--~—-~ value, thousands_ _ _- $2 -- Tanzania $1; United Kingdom $1. 
ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ __ _ _ _- 1 _- All to United Kingdom. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 

value, thousands_ _ -- $2 _.  AlltoFrance. 
Pigment, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ _ __ -- 3 -— Niger 1; Nigeria 1. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, excluding 

diamond: 
Natural ______-~—~--. value, thousands_ _ $43 $56 _- Sweden $26; Australia $14; West 

Germany $5. 
Synthetic _._.___._________do____ $569 $998 $914 Sweden $74; Australia $8. 

Salt and brine_____________________ 148 199 _- Sweden 118; Denmark 50; Hong 
Kong 17. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Finland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

oo Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : . United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: " 
Causticsoda ____~§_-§_______________ NA 6,038 — U.S.S.R. 525; Kuwait 505. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: \ 

Crude and partly worked ________~_ 148,040 281,584 124 Italy 105,280; Netherlands 98,099; 
France 38,447. 

- Worked __§ _§_§_§_§_________ 1,609 1,705 _- Sweden 963; West Germany 242; 
Japan 192. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _————_ NA 40 _. All to West Germany. 
Gravel and crushed rock ____________ 52,490 193,848 2 Sweden 189,758; U.S.S.R. 3,143; 

Egypt 800. 
Limestone ______________________ 9,590 14,062 _— Sweien 10,407; Denmark 2,045; 

United Kingdom 1,560. 
Quartz and quartzite____._~_~_~_______ NA 10,131 _— Norway 5,784; U.S.S.R. 1,164; 

Sweden 836. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _________ 17,502 11,413 _- Sweden 10,729; U.S.S.R. 228; Saudi 

Arabia 227. 
Sulfur: : 

Elemental, other than colloidal ________ 4 6 __ Nigeria 5; Iraq 1. 
Sulfuric acid. $$ ~> »§ »§ 5 5 5 ee NA 34 _— Sweden 22; Libya 11. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ..___ _ NA 54,044 _~ Sweden 23,141; West Germany 
8,279; Poland 4,593. 

Other: 
Crude_____. ~~~ ~~ = 122,854 10,326 _- West Germany 4,084; Italy 1,925; 

Spain 1,332; Sweden 1,134. 
Slag, dross, similar waste _____ ~-_____ _ NA 6,507 _— Sweden 6,455; Denmark 25. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___ _________ NA 1,474 -_- USSR. 1,001; Norway 234; Libya 

Carbon black ___~_~________~_____ NA 6,729 _— Ireland 6,521; Hungary 170; 
Sweden 22. 

Coal and briquets, anthracite and bituminous _ _- 21 _- All: to Sweden. 
Coke andsemicoke_____~§_.._-__~_______ 2,080 5,473 _- Norway 2,830; Iceland 2,361. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___________ NA 370 _. Sweden 321; Norway 44. . 
Peat including briquets and litter. ________ 30,028 42,660 _— Netherlands 12,329; Sweden 8,321; 

United Kingdom 8,177. 
Petroleum refinery products: - 

Gasoline ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 6,240 7,263 __ Sweden 3,956; Netherlands 1,485; 
United Kingdom 745. 

Kerosine___________.___~_do_.___ T101 122 _. Mainly to Sweden. 
Distillate fuel oi] __.._-_______do____ 1,150 3,645 — Sweden 3,279; West Germany 201; 

Netherlands 140. 
Residual fuel oi] _-.._-________do____ 2,818 4,967 __ Sweden 2,749; Denmark 927; 

Portugal 427; France 422. 
Lubricants_ ____§...________do___ _ 113 89 () U.S.S.R. 65; Nigeria 15; Sweden 6. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas : 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 20,000 220 __ Sweden 128; U.S.S.R. 81. 

Mineral jelly and wax ______do____ 165 102 _~ Netherlands 47; Nigeria 24. 
Bitumen and other residues_ _ _ do_ _ _ _ (7) 17,313 __ U.S.S.R. 14,023; Sweden 2,606. 
Bituminous mixtures_ ______do____ (7) 21,646 __ U.S.S.R. 15,550; Norway 5,727. 

Mineral tar and coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 
derived crude chemicals ____________~_ 31 3 _- All to Sweden. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include other precious metals. 
31979 export was 7,031 kilograms. 
‘Includes aluminum scrap, if any. 
‘Includes metals of cadmium, cobalt, magnesium, molybdenum, and tungsten, if any. 
Includes chalk, clay, feldspar or fluorspar, dolomite, quartz or quartzite, talc, etc., if any. 
71979 export of bitumen, residues, and bituminous mixtures was 24,961 barrels.
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Table 3.—F inland: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite. ___§__~_ ~~ 4,495 4,131 _- West Germany 2,390; Australia 696; 

taly . 
Oxides and hydroxides ________— NA 29,259 176 Hungary 13,822; China 8,700; West 

‘Germany 5,084. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________________ 3,849 2,475 321 Norway 901; U.S.S.R. 482; West 
Germany 229; Sweden 204. 

Unwrought_____~_________ 24,891 26,737 1,385 U.S.S.R. 10,230; Hungary 3,409; 
United Kingdom 3,277. 

Semimanufactures ________— 32,243 35,008 1,024 Norway 7,649; Sweden 6,391; West 
Germany 4,525. 

Antimony metal including alloys, all 
forms ___~____~_~_~--L_ ~____ NA 15 _- Denmark 5; West Germany 5; 

Yugoslavia 2. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all 

forms _____—-— value, thousands__ NA $2 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms _______________do____ NA $3 — NA. 
Chromium, oxides and hydroxides ___ _ NA 868 (4) West Germany 382; U.S.S.R. 153; 

China 98. 
Cobalt: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ NA 246 65 Sweden 147; United Kingdom 34. 
Co Metal including alloys, all forms —_-_ NA 7 3 Belgium-Luxembourg 2; Sweden 1. 

pper: : 
Ore and concentrate ____.______ 24,706 9,934 — Yugoslavia 5,109; Canada 2,969; 

Morocco 1,856. 
Matte____________________ NA 1 -- All from West Germany. 
Sulfate __~_-~9~9_~9-~~_~__________ NA 1,620 __ U.S.S.R. 1,340; France 142; China 60. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____ ~~ Le 1,002 1,768 1,415 Sweden 398; United Kingdom 47; 
ndia 31. 

Unwrought___________~__ 12,392 23,933 2 West Germany 7,064; United King- 
dom 5,661; U.S.S.R. 4,885. 

Semimanufactures ________— 9,874 13,717 292 Sweden 5,003; West Germany 3,164; 
United Kingdom 2,220. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate . 

thousand tons_ _ 1,791 1,737 __ Sweden 1,220; U.S.S.R. 315; Norway 

Metal: 
Scrap __________ 88,213 104,581 251 USSR. 101,278; United Kingdom 

Pig iron. .-~2_~§_~§__~_______ 19,752 45,698 (4) Sweden 30,868; West Germany 5,605; 
Canada 3,246. ~ 

Ferroalloys._—~_________ _ — 41,437 48,315 _- Norway 23,4238; U.S.S.R. 7,336; 
French Polynesia 5,545. 

Steel, primary forms ________ 1,813 9,589 (4) Spain 5,000; Netherlands 506; West 
Germany 84. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 214,240 225,280 31 Sweden 70,174; West Germany 

38,168; Poland 22,551. 
Plates and sheets _______ 127,422 176,014 897 West Germany 48,796; Sweden 

28,073; Poland 22,653. 
Hoop and strip _________ 25,852 30,371 21 Sweden 11,786; West Germany 8,846; 

United Kingdom 2,800. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ __ 2,488 3,405 () West Germany 1,287; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,059; Sweden 812. 
Wire ____~_~_~_________ 18,486 19,978 161 Sweden 6,484; Belgium-Luxembourg 

3,888; West Germany 2,519. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 103,314 123,913 326 West Germany 40,561; United King- 

dom 12,501; Sweden 12,030. 
Castings and forgings, rough 1,906 2,200 3 West Germany 617; Sweden 538; 

Switzerland 413. 
Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ NA 212 _— East Germany 126; Sweden 53; West 
Germany 28. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___--~~---------- NA 597 89 Norway 488; West Germany 16. 
Unwrought_ _____________ 16,306 20,498 443 Sweden 11,017; U.S.S.R. 7,058; United 

Kingdom 1,053. 
Semimanufactures ________-~ 526 832 2 West Germany 413; Sweden 169; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 156. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

nwrought ____________-__- NA 180 132 Norway 47. 
Semimanufactures_ ________--- NA 16 _. West Germany 14. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate __________~— 18916 10,736 __ Netherlands 9,780; China 950. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ NA 767 () Netherlands 249; United Kingdom 

239; China 111. 
Mercury _____——-— 76-pound flasks_ _ NA 116 -- Spain 87. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
—_——. SSeS 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y | United Other (principal) 
—_ SSNS 

METALS —Continued 

Molybdenum: 
Ore and concentrate___________ NA 675 443 Sweden 83; Netherlands 63; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 36. 
Ni Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ NA 5 2 Austria 3. 

ickel: 
Ore and concentrate______-____ 21,968 14,676 _- All from Norway. . 
Matte and speiss _____________ NA 7,523 _- Canada 7,393; Australia 130. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-_ 1,176 1,944 900 Netherlands 364; United Kingdom 
343; West Germany 297. 

Unwrought______________ 2,846 4,299 1,270 USSR. 1,897; Canada 646; Austria 

Semimanufactures ___ ______ 66 97 20 West Germany 35; United Kingdom 
15; Netherlands 10. 

Platinum-group metals including 
alloys,unwrought and wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $697 $4,010 $2 United Kingdom $2,060; U.S.S.R. 
$1,629; Sweden $264. 

Silver: 

Ore and concentrate? _____do____ NA $23 _— All from Sweden. 
Waste and sweepings?_____do____ NA $2,379 $2,376 Denmark $1; United Kingdom $1. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought . 

and partly wrought _____do____ $6,785 $14,000 $29 United Kingdom $ 6,557; West 
Germany $3,178; Sweden $2,038. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms _______________do____ NA $9 __ Austria $5; United Kingdom $2. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 302 267 () West Germany 96; Denmark 45; 

United Kingdom 44. 
Semimanufactures__________ __ 105 112 () United Kingdom 71; West Germany 

25; Norway 10. 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate ___________ NA 37,602 _- Norway 35,093; India 1,989. 
Oxides _________~___ NA 348 36 West Germany 173; Norway 119; 

Sweden 20. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________________ NA 83 16 Belgium-Luxembourg 60; United 
Kingdom 5. 

Zinc: 
Ore andconcentrate___________ 146,816 189,500 _— Denmark 100,530; Sweden 70,198; 

Peru 9,062. 
Oxides and peroxides __________ NA 382 18 Sweden 160; United Kingdom 77; 

. . Canada 72. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought____§_§_§_~§_______ 1,310 1,085 52 Sweden 684; West Germany 196; 
United Kingdom 61. 

Semimanufactures _________ 1,000 839 __ N orway 550; West Germany 120; 
Sweden 74. 

Zirconium ore and concentrate ______ NA 23 _- United Kingdom 21. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates__________ NA 25 __ United Kingdom 21; Austria 2. 
Ash and residue containing 

nonferrous metals___________ 3,150 2,946 2,183 United Kingdom 403; West Germany 
191; Sweden 82. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ NA 649 8 West Germany 220; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 138; Australia 108. 

Metals: 
Cermet __._§__§__________ NA 23 (3) West Germany 22. 
Metalloids ______________ NA 493 1 Sweden 407; Norway 62; West 

Germany 12. 
Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth 

metals _____~__________ NA 10 (4) Japan 7; West Germany 2. 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms __§__~_~__________ 3693 178 17 Netherlands 38; Republic of South 
Africa 34; United Kingdom 25. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc __.-________ LL 77 87 1 Italy 42; Norway 23; Netherlands 5. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ NA 839 1 Austria 629; West Germany 152; 

United Kingdom 45. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones, including diamond 
value, thousands_ _ NA $24 — U.S.S.R. $12; West Germany $4; 

United Kingdom $4. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones __________________ 2,082 2,460 417 Austria 511; West Germany 375; 
Sweden 306. 

Asbestos, crude________________ 3,019 5,040 _— Republic of South Africa 2,577; 
nada 1,507; U.S.S.R. 665. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—F inland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y | Bnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Barite and witherite_____________ NA 1,168 _— West Germany 968; China 150; 
. France 30. 

Boron materials: 
Crude, natural borates _________ NA 17,809 7,370 Turkey 9,068; Netherlands 1,020; 

West Germany 249. 
Oxide and acid ______________ NA 192 22 France 104; United Kingdom 35; 

Switzerland 20. 
Cement_____________________ 4,569 8,575 1 Denmark 5,039; United Kingdom 

1,628; Sweden 1,303. 
Chalk___~__~_~_~_~______________ NA 12,454 1 West Germany 6,272; Sweden 2,012; 

United Kingdom 1,853. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Fire clay ____________ ___ NA 15,345 20 United Kingdom 11,808; West 

Germany 3,428. 
Kaolin ~-_-_____________ _ NA 390,021 473 United Kingdom 362,969; Brazil 

18,355; Netherlands 3,656. 
Other ____~_~__________ NA 10,958 5,185 United Kingdom 2,824; Cyprus 2,010; 

Czechoslovakia 322. 
Clay products: 

fractory including nonclay . 
brick ~~~ 59,575 63,783 117 Sweden 15,113; United Kingdom 

14,948; West Germany 10,386. 
Nonrefractory __._..__...- 18,771 38,808 1 U.S.S.R. 20,610; Italy 3,763; Sweden 

2,519; France 2,324. 
Cryolite and chiolite____________~_ NA 77 __ All from Denmark. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $6,069 $10,201 $188 Belgium-Luxembourg $4,307; Israel 

$2,228; United Kingdom $2,185. 
Industrial ______.______do____ $175 $105 _- Belgium Luxembourg $59; Republic 

gpouth Africa $25; Switzerland 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ NA 2,053 902 Iceland 362; United Kingdom 312; 
Switzerland 210. 

Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ NA 5,130 _- Canada 2,139; Mexico 1,133; Sweden 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, phosphatic ______.—____ 672,527 613,628 118,434 Senegal 205,809; Algeria 124,529; 

U.S.S.R. 77,179. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~_ 27,403 35,113 1 U.S.S.R. 14,078; Norway 13,568; 
Sweden 5,085. 

Phosphatic _....___..--_- 256 12,681 _— Netherlands 12,316; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 290. 

Potassic_ _______________ 300,015 333,528 —- U.S.S.R. 130,167; East Germany 
103,773; United Kingdom 38,737. 

Other including mixed _ _ _ __ —— 1,279 32,652 31,192 Belgium-Luxembourg 908; Sweden 
7; United Kingdom 232. 

Ammonia _________~~~.~--_- NA 265,419 97,048 U.S.S.R. 161,543; Netherlands 6,824. 
Graphite, natural _____________- NA 172 _— West Germany 47; United Kingdom 

47; Norway 43. 
Gypsum and plaster _____________. NA 151,201 85 Spain 126,871; U.S.S.R. 20,422; West 

Germany 2,796. 
Lime ______~_____~___~ 8 424 _- United Kingdom 419; Denmark 3. 
Magnesite ____________-~-____-_ NA 15,865 72 USSR. 8,756; Spain 2,868; China 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste — NA 253 -- United Kingdom 225; Norway 22. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _._____._...__-__ NA — 29 1 Austria 12; Switzerland 6; West 
Germany 3. 

Pigments, mineral: Processed iron oxides NA 4,275 57 West Germany 4,004; China 76; 
United Kingdom 42. 

Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Natural __..._.— value, thousands_ _ $351 $463 $2 Switzerland $137; Austria $111; West 

Germany $111. 
Synthetic ___.....__.-do____ $449 $494 $277 Switzerland $87; Austria $51; West 

Pyrites______-__--_-------_-- 22 556 -- Portugal 550. 
Salt and brine_ —-.......____-—_ 659,660 726,593 _- Netherlands 456,227; Poland 73,761; 

East Germany 61,510. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda_____.______---~- NA 70,772 4 West Germany 26,542; East Germany 
25,084; Netherlands 11,216. 

Caustic potash __..__.__.._.__ NA 774 (4) Bast Germany 307; Sweden 143; West 
Germany 130. 

Soda ash ____ ~~~ ~__~- NA 88,285 _. East Germany 18,681; United King- 
dom 17,079; Poland 13,338. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

. , Commodit: 1979 1980 | : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 1,367 1,415 36 Sweden 798; N orway 348; Italy 175. 
Worked ___-___-__-_____ 892 379 _. _ Italy 195; Sweden 130; Portugal 42. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ NA 17,511 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 12,143; West 
Germany 2,654; Norway 2,533. 

Gravel and crushed rock _——_____ 4,006 6,005 _- Sweden 3,777; Denmark 903; Norway 

Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ — NA 735,157 __ Sweden 727,492; United Kingdom 

Quartz and quartzite. __________ NA 185 18 Portugal 80; West Germany 38; 
Sweden 18. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 71,250 71,562 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 44,189; 
Denmark 12,678; Norway 10,662. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal _~_____~_ 42,132 58,357 2 Poland 33,134; France 15,593; Sweden 

Colloidal _____.___~----- NA 16 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 8; West 
Germany 8. 

Sulfuric acid. ~~. $$ -_-______ NA 91,522 _- West Germany 32,374; Norway 
23,572; Denmark 15,172. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite — _ NA 805 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 390; West 
Germany 196; Sweden 70. 

Other: . 
Crude__ _-_§_§_§_§_ ~~~ 4588,618 59,321 366 Norway 56,839; Sweden 1,009; Repub- 

° lic of South Africa 643. 
Slag, dross, similar waste ______—_~_ 28,464 75,608 — Sweden 37,999; East Germany 33,451; 

Norway 3,300. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ NA 2,821 68 China 1,835; East Germany 715. 
Halogens_________~_.--___- NA 4 _— Chile 3; West Germany 1. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ — _ — __ NA 405 183 Trinidad and Tobago 185; Italy 30. 
Carbon black _________.._-__--~~- NA 10,134 113 Netherlands 5,984; Sweden 2,171; 

United Kingdom 1,229. 
Coal, all grades including briquets: 

Anthracite. ___§______.------ 124,205 127,242 21,863 U.S.S.R. 105,322; Sweden 53. 
Bituminous coal including dust 

thousand tons_ _ 4,647 4,542 512 Poland 3,535; U.S.S.R. 484. > 
Coke and semicoke_ _______—_do____ 1,263 1,229 __ U.S.S.R. 776; West Germany 211; 

Sweden 124; Poland 60. 
Gas, natural_— ——~— million cubic feet _ 30,721 31,944 _- All from U.S.S.R. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___—___ NA 2,777 15 U.S.S.R. 2,118; Sweden 218; West 

Germany 190. 
Peat including peat briquets and litter _ _ 52 1,967 -_- U.S.S.R. 1,931; United Kingdom 36. 
Petroleum and refinery products: _ . 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 93,580 109,368 _— USSR oh 264; Saudi Arabia 40,248; 
raq 8,260. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________.do____ 150 136 () Netherlands 99; West Germany 11; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 8. 
Kerosine ____.__..do____ 20 AT (4) France 31; U.S.S.R. 12. 
Distillate fuel oil _.___do____ 10,123 10,375 __ U.S.S.R. 10,366; Sweden 8. . 
Residual fuel oil_ _____—do____ 10,170 8,876 _- U.S.S.R. 8,744; United Kingdom 132. 
Lubricants _______ do___~_ 764 969 30 United Kingdom 316; Netherlands 

173; U.S.S.R. 108; France 106. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 133 102 _- U.S.S.R. 101. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ ___ 121 151 1 West Germany 47; U.S.S.R. 38; China. 

Petroleum coke _——do__ ~~ NA 16 15 West Germany 1. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do___— 388 405 (4) Netherlands 190; West Germany 84; 
Sweden 71. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do____ NA 24 1 Sweden 18; United Kingdom 1. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, _~ 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ __ _ NA 23,797 54 Poland 13,309; U.S.S.R. 5,709; United 

Kingdom 2,732. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include ores and concentrates and wastes and sweepings of other precious and semiprecious metals. 

f 3Includes metals of antimony, beryllium, cadmium, cermet, cobalt, magnesium, molybdenum, tantalum, and tungsten, 
if any. 

“Includes barite and witherite, natural borates, chalk, clay, cryolite and chiolite, diatomite, feldspar and fluorspar, 
graphite, gypsum and plaster, magnesite, mica, dolomite, limestone, quartz and quartzite, talc, etc., if any.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Otanmaki and Mustavaara also produced 
. some vanadium pentoxide, and Otanmaki 

Chromium.—In 1981, Government-owned : . 4 . . , duced, in addition, some ilmenite con- 
Outokumpu Oy, the country’s only chro- Pro a ° | 
mite, ferrochrome, and stainless steel pro- come t a Mine. a decision w 

ducer, continued to exploit chrome ore re- de | 1981. bo start me, a + is10n Hon 
serves at its Kemi Mine, at the foot of the made 1n start an opencast operation 

Gulf of Bothnia, which was said to be large ore deveit. Stipes re P er pearing ‘and 

vont conta fy Moe Flevice ne the construction of a flotation plant next to the 
production was about 2% of the world’s existing concentrator started immediately. 
total output. | _ Ore mining was scheduled to begin in 1982. 

The first stage of the extension to the In 1981, the Mustavaara operation had 

Tornio stainless steel plant near Kemi was eached an extremely low level of profitabil- 
started. Completion in 1983 was to increase _ ity, but it was decided to continue operation 
production capacity by 20% to 90,000 tons at least until it became necessary to shut 
per year. The ferrochrome capacity of the down the sintering furnace for repairs. 
plant had already been increased. Finnstroi Oy, a Helsinki construction 

Cobalt and Molybdenum.—In 1981, Ou- company, signed an additional $450 million 
tokumpu Oy reportedly set a new company _ building contract for the enlargement of the 
record for the production of cobalt and U.S.S.R. iron mining town of Kostamus, 
molybdenum, facilitated by 4 previously located close to Finland’s eastern border. 
completed augmentation of the plant capac- The first phase of the project, worth almost 
ity for both metals at Kokkola, on the Gulf $700 million, was nearing completion. Work 
of Bothnia. Raw materials for 65% of the included construction of a city for 9,000 
cobalt produced at Kokkola originated in workers, removal of 9 million cubic meters 

: the company’s own mines. In 1982, the of soil, 40 kilometers of road construction, 
company was to start construction of a and erection of 4.3 million cubic meters of 
cobalt salt plant in Kokkola. industrial and residential buildings. 

Copper -—In 1981, expansion of Outokum- The new plans for Kostamus call for 
pu Oy’s Pori electrolytic copper refinery on tripling mine and pelletizing capacity to 9 
the west coast from 45,000 tons per year to million tons per year of pellets and for 

55,000 tons per year was completed. A new increasing housing capacity to accommo- 

smelter helped to ineresse copper produc, ¢2t@ 20,000 employees. In = ’ 

tion in 1981. The expanded smelting capaci- won 1 ane , eee 5 Oy 8 Dalsbruk 
ty of 60,000 to 80,000 tons could not be used inaugurate d a new Ashlow rod mill. Th ere . 
fully since restricted demand by Kemira Oy lans to modernj id ‘il t th 
for sulfur dioxide limited production. Con- Were plans to modernize an Older mill at the 

) . same location, and also to start production 

cenrates for "49. of copper concentrates of reinforcing bars for prestressed concrete. 
used in producing copper; the rest were The modernizations will boost Finnish steel 

imported from the Lokken Mine in Norway 04 rapacyy he only 10%, as outdated units 
under a new contract. An important con- 2T¢ snut down. 
tract was also concluded with the two Swed- _ Rautaruukki Oy and Outokumpu Oy 
ish companies, Luossavaara Kiirunavaara ined an agreement combining their pros- 
AB (LKAB) and Boliden AB, according to Pecting operation in Lappland and the 
which Outokumpu Oy was to buy 60% of northeast territory into one organization 

the copper concentrate produced at LKAB’s called Lapin Malmi, effective January 1, 
Viscaria Mine in Kiruna, due to go on- 1982. 
stream in 1983. | Finland’s largest steelmaker remained 

Iron Ore.—In 1981, iron ore production Government-owned Rautaruukki Oy with a 
continued .at Government-owned Rauta-_ basic iron and steel plant at Raahe on the 
ruukki Oy’s three iron ore mines, of which west coast. The next largest steelmaker was 
the Otanmaki and Mustavaara Mines were Ovako Oy, with a basic steel plant and three 
located in central Finland and Rauta-_ electric arc furnaces at Imatra, in the south 
vaara in the north in Finnish Lappland. near the Soviet border, and a 500,000-ton-
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per-year blast furnace and two Linz-_ processed chemically on a large scale to 
Donawitz (basic oxygen) converters at yield a potassium raw material for fertiliz- 
Koverhar, also in the south. ers. . 

The smallest major steelmaker in Fin- Nitrogen.—Kemira Oy commissioned a 
land was Outokumpu Oy’s Tornio works at new nitric acid plant at Uusikaupunki, on 
the foot of the Gulf of Bothnia. In 1981, steel the southwest coast of Finland. Capacity of 
slabs, rolled stainless steel products, and the plant was not given. 

cast refractories were produced there. Deci- Phosphate.—The year 1981 was the first 
sion was made to proceed with the first year of operation at Government-owned 
phase of an extension of the stainless steel Kemira Oy’s Siilinjarvi Mine and concen- 
works, including a second pickling and an- trator in central Finland. The mine yielded 
nealing line. Construction on a cold-rolling over 200,000 tons of apatite concentrate, 
mill began in the summer of 1981. The first corresponding to its rated capacity. The 
extension phase was to be completed in 1983 planning and procurement phase of a new 
when capacity was to reach 90,000 tons per major project was already underway, con- 
year. Construction of a metal technology sisting of enlargement of much of the 
laboratory was also started.at Tornio. Sillinjarvi facility including the construc- 

Lead and Zinc.—At Outokumpu Oy’s | tion of a roasting plant and a sulfuric acid 
Kokkola works sole zinc smelter in Finland, plant, and expansion of the mine, the phos- 
plans to produce 140,000 tons of zinc in 1981 _phoric acid plant, and the power station. 
were fulfilled in spite of industrial disputes. The project was to be completed by the end 
In 1981, only 35% of the zinc in the concen- of 1982. 
trates used for metal production originated The company continued research on a 
from Outokumpu Oy’s domestic mines, the process to recover the phosphoric acid by 
rest being imported. liquid extraction from the ore without pro- 

| Lead concentrates produced at the com- ducing byproduct gypsum. | 
pany’s Vihanti Mine continued to be ex- Sodium Sulfate.—A sodium sulfate plant 
ported, mainly to the Federal Republic of enlargement was commissioned at Kemira 
Germany. Oy’s Kokkola plant, but no capacity was 

_ Nickel.—Expansion of Outokumpu Oy’s | given. 
nickel plant started at Harjavalta, on the Sulfur.—A new 250,000-ton-per-year sul- 
west coast, and was to be completed in 1982, furic acid plant was commissioned by Kemi- 
raising output from 13,000 to 16,500 tons ra Oy at its Vuorichemia Div. in Pori on the 
per year. Even so, nickel production in 1981 west coast. 
reached an alltime high. Forty-five percent In 1981, Finland’s consumption of sulfuric 
of. the nickel concentrates used by the acid for the manufacture of fertilizers was 
company to produce nickel metal originated 533,000 tons. 
from the company’s own mines. In Novem- | 
ber, Outokumpu Oy started work on a 3- MINERAL FUELS 

| kilometer tunnel for a new nickel project . . 
near Savonlinna at Enonkoski, southeast In feck, hy droelectric pow 1 r, domestic 

Finland, and it was expected that mining Prat: uelwood, and industria waste sup- 
operations could start in the mid-1980’s. P ied about 25% of Finland's energy re 

quirements; the rest was supplied by im- 
NONMETALS ports of crude oil, amounting to about 50% 

of energy supply, some natural gas, nuclear 
Industrial Minerals.—In tonnage terms, fuel, and coal. 

limestone was the main mineral produced, Nuclear and Hydroelectric Power.—In 
but in terms of world trade, talc, feldspar, 1981, Finland produced a surplus of electric 
and wollastonite were of major significance. power. A rainy summer even permitted 
Efforts were also being made to produce water to be bypassed over dams. Finland 
more talc and calcium carbonate fillers for was also importing 250 megawatts of elec- 
the country’s paper industry to replace tric power in the daytime and 120 mega- 
other mineral fillers. However, production watts at night from the U.S.S.R. Normally 
of ilmenite, quartz, and silica was also power was exported to Sweden, but in 1981 
significant in 1981. Finland’s industrial this was not possible, as Sweden also had a 
minerals industry was described in detail in surplus of hydroelectric and nuclear power. 
the technical literature.* Finland’s power surplus was increased 
Mica.—Kemira Oy studied the feasibility when Loviisa 2, the 440-megawatt nuclear 

of exploiting mica contained in its Siil- powerplant on Finland’s west coast, was put 
injarvi phosphate ore. The mica would be into operation after a shutdown, and all
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four of Finland’s nuclear powerplants were million barrels of oil was imported from the 
in operation, with a total nominal generat- U.S.S.R., but in 1982, these imports were to 
ing capacity of about 2,260 megawatts. decrease by 7 million barrels. 

Plans were considered to expand Fin- Neste Oy operated the country’s only two 
land’s nuclear-power-generating capacity oil refineries, one at Porvoo and the other at 
further with a 1,000-megawatt nuclear Naantali, both in southern Finland, with a 
powerplant. The Government-owned elec- capacity totaling 110 million barrels per 
tric power company, the Imatran Voima year. 

Oy, contracted for preliminary studies, Finland entered talks with the U.S.S.R. to 
both with Sofratome of France and with supply equipment and expertise to exploit 
Atomenergoexport of the U.S.S.R. oil in the Barents Sea. Differences of opin- 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—In 1981, jon between Norway and the U.S.S.R. on 

Government-owned Neste Oy reexported the control of the Barents Sea delayed the 
about 3.7 million barrels of surplus U.S.S.R. commencement of the drillings. 
crude oil to the West. Simultaneously, Fin- 
land imported some crude oil from Saudi 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Arabia for its bitumen content. Where necessary, values have been converted from 

Most oil and gas imports to Finland came finnish markka (mk) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
by pipeline from the U.S.S.R. In 1981, 79 3Industrial Minerals (London). February 1982, pp. 23-33.





The Mineral Industry of 

By Roman V. Sondermayer! 

| During 1981, the Government of France branches—Direction des Recherches et du 
acquired control of the largest part of the Developpement Miniére (Research and Min- 
French mineral industry trough direct ing Development) and the Service Geologi- 

nationalization of mineral- and metal- que National. Both branches operated in 
producing companies or through national- France and in foreign countries. The largest 
ization of banks that were large sharehold- BRGM project in France was the Inventaire 
ers in companies producing and processing deg Ressources Minerales de la France 
minerals. Metropolitaine (Inventory of Mineral Re- 

rance remained a varee peut ite a sources of Metropolitan France), and work 
cru 6 produ ki an petro eum + Its dO abroad was performed in Saudi Arabia, 
mes a ee the. ion ey’ "d es i. Le n com- former French colonies in Africa, Peru, and 
pare € countrys demande. “n some Mexico. Another important BRGM activity 
regions of the country, the mineral industry. - . . 

, . : was the introduction of new technology for 
was a significant economic factor, and con- lorati d data . Duri 
sequently, many mines and other mineral- 1981 BROM ‘al aa e Pil instruc, tation 
related facilities in France remained in for @ also oof sate lite imases to be 
operation for social reasons during 1981. OF terpretation of sate h . fe ool onl 

The most prominent minerals and metals USe¢ in conjunction with its geologic 
produced in France during 1981 were, with WOrk. _ eo 
production expressed as an approximate Principal events in the mineral industry 
percentage of world totals, arsenic, 18%; during 1981 included the nationalization of 

diatomite, 15%; gypsum, 8%; and fluorspar, the principal mining companies, prepara- 
5%. | tion for closure of the Largentiére. Mine, the 

The Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et. decision not to start production at deposits 
Miniéres (BRGM) remained the principal of mixed sulfides at Bodennec and Port-aux- 
Government-owned minerals organiza- Moins, and resumption of tin mining. 
tion in France. BRGM had two major 

PRODUCTION 

After nationalization in early 1981, most of the French Government in securing raw 
of the large mineral-producing companies mineral materials for the French industry. 
were Government-controlled operations. Table 1 shows the latest trends in French 
BRGM remained an important instrument minerals production. 

337
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Table 1.—France: Production of mineral commodities! _ . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” a ee 

Aluminum: | BS 
Bauxite, gross weight _____ thousand tons__ 2,059 1,978 1,970 1,921 1,827 
Alumina: 

Crude_____-_____________do____ _ 41,242 1,221 1,238 1,339 1,234 
Calcined _.-_____________do.___ 1,081 1,056 1,069 1,173 1,095 

Met mary d 399 391 395 32 6 i ~----~~- do 4 43 _ Secondary ___-_____ 7 "do __ 143 155 161 170 170 
Antimony metal, smelter________________ 4,562 ¥5,205 T4,000 3,885 3,800 
Arsenic, white ___.__________________ 6,043 °5,950 5,550 5,300 5,200 
Bismuth: 

Ore and concentrate, metal content 
kilograms_ _ 73,000 90,000 ©45,000 ©48,000 NA 

Metal _.__________________do____ 52,000 (5) (5) _- -- 
Cadmium metal ____.__._____________ 790 694 689 789 °660 
Cobalt metal including powder ____________ 852 905 771 676 ©700 
Copper: 

Mi e output, metal content ___.________ 128 600 400 500 ©400 

Blister, secondary _...___________ | 5,300 3,200 5,000 7,300 ©7,200 
aaaaaaaaaaaaoumoononououonannanananoo eee 

Refined: 
Primary___..~2_~_~__________ 22,337 _ 20,672. - 22,000 23,000 NA 
Secondary _________________ 22,708 20,628 23,350 23,500 NA 

Total... ~~ 2 45,045 41,300 45,350 46,500 46,350 
Gold , mine output, metal content __ troy ounces__ 50,444 59,640 54,109 37,391 €38, 000 
Iron and steel: . 

Iron ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight ______ _ thousand tons__ 36,630 33,454. 31,627 28,980 21,576 

mets content_._____._______do____ 11,050 10,310 9,800 9,100 6,800 

Pigiron ___._-.__.______do____ 718,257 718,497 719,415 19,159 17,268 
aaa 

Ferroalloys: 
Blast furnace: Spiegeleisen and 
ferromanganese _______do____ 373 397 449 480 312 

arenes d 21 19 13 20 12 - Ferro ese _______do____ 
Ferrosilicen ~~~ ~~~ doo 241 199 — 212 257 172 
Silicon metal _________do____ 43 42 55 60 55 
Ferrochrome —________do____ 101 93 95 87 27 

| Other______________do____ | 127 130 143 123 66 OO 
Total* __-__________do____ 906 880 1,027 1,027 644 

Steel ingots and castings ___.___do____ _. 22,094 22,841 23,360 23,176 21,624 
Semimanufactures__________do____ 22,097 22,841 23,360 20,998 18,780 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 31,481 32,500 29,270 28,360 17,200 — ON ——————ll————X==={=z:zzZ oO 
Metal, refined: 

Primary __._~_~_______________ 126,150 _ 125,890 129,050 126,822 128,555 
Secondary wee ee Lt 18,320 25,450 30,800 35,700 38,892 
Antimonial lead (Pb content)_________ 56,930 79,200 84,200 78,600 72,780 eee 

Total _-__________________ 201,400 230,540 244,050 241,122 240,227 
Magnesium metal including secondary _______ 8,682 8,500 9,040 9,328 €9,300 
Nickel metal, Ni content of metallurgical products 
ger’ nickel, ferronickel, nickel oxide) ______ 10,279 7,750 3,320 10,847 11,000 

ver: 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces__ 3,004 2,755 2,408 2,427 2,400 
Metal, Ag content of final smelter products | 

do. ___ 7,060 6,665 7,428 10,847 ©11,000 
Tin, smelter output of solder and other alloys, 
secondary. _____-._________________ 9,500 9,000 *9,410 8,900 9,000 

Tungsten concentrate, metal content ________ 653 608 590 577 “600 
Uranium: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 2,472 2,574 2,771 3,172 €3,200 
in concentrate, UsOz equivalent _ _ _ _ _ 3,225 2,921 T3,332 2,845 3,000 

Cc: 
Mine output, metal content _.__________ 41,828 T39 860 ™37,000 35,810 37,429 
Metal including secondary: 

Slab_ 238,273 231,212 T248,620 252,800 257,441 
Dust _-_~ ~~ 9,790 Tg 210 ™8.790 8,390 8,400 

NONMETALS 
Barite wee ee ee LL 211,090 225,000 170,000 236,560 240,000 
Bromine, elemental ___.________________ 15,570 16,200 19,000 16,480 ©16,500 
Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 28,830 28,025 28,825 29,104 28,289 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—France: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
- Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981" 

se Se oS eo re 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays: 
Bentonite’ _-____________________ 8,063 *8,000 *9,000 *10,000 “10,000 
Brick and tile clay ________ thousand tons_ _ 9,579 *10,000 NA NA NA 
Ceramic and potter's clay ________do____ 681 700 NA NA NA 
Clay and marl for cement manufacture 

do_ 14,065 ©13,000 NA NA NA 
- Kaolin and kaolinitic clay (marketable) 

do____ 294 265 315 338 °340 
Refractory clay, unspecified _______.____ 958,936 “900,000 NA NA. NA 

Diatomite ______.__.___ ~~ thousand tons__ 206 200 £200 220 210 
Feldspar, crude.________________do____ 192 F211 F195 210 220 
Fluorspar: 

Crude ___________-______~-do____ 631 7535 506 529 *530 
Marketable, all grades®__________do____ 286 OTA 259 262 260 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude_________do____ 6,700 6,071 ™6,127 6,528 6,204 
Kyanite, andalusite, related materials_ _ _ __ ~~ _ 26,834 30,000 30,000 30,000 ©30,000 
Lime: Quicklime, hydrated lime, dead-burned 
dolomite _____.____ ~~ thousand tons__ 4,468 4,600 3,870 4,000 4,000 

Mica® ~__________ ~~ ue - 7,000 7,300 7,000 7,000 7,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

thousand tons. _ 2,084 2,020 2,150 2,085 ©2,000 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Iron oxides — — — — — _ — 15,902 *16,000 *16,500 ©16,000 *16,000 

osphate rock (phosphatic chalk) — __ _ — — —— 19,340 24,580 12,420 14,460 “14,000 
P jrhomes slag ___.______ — thousand tons_ _ 1,990 2,042 2,072 1,865 1,800 
otash: 
Gross weight (run-of-mine)_ ____ do. __— 10,593 11,666 12,514 12,117 11,344 
K320 equivalent (run-of-mine) _ — _ _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 1,719 1,928 2,075 2,039 ~ 2,000 
K20 equivalent (marketable) _____—do____ 1,580 1,795 *1,920 1,894 1,900 

Pozzolan and lapilli _.______.._..do.__ — 896 653 559 465 450 
Quartz® 2 934,032 NA NA NA NA 

Salt: . 
Rock salt ___________ ~ thousand tons_ — 287 458 572 301 298 
Brine salt (refined) ______..._..do____ 1,016 1,102 1,188 1,113 1,092 
Marine salt ______.__________do____ 986 864 1,802 1,275 “1,300 
Salt in solution. _______.___.._do____ 3,487 3,859 4,495 4,415. 3,870 

Total _...-_____________do____ 5,776 6,283 8,057 9,104 6,560 
Sodium compounds: 

- Sodium sulfate ____..___________do____ 119 125 152 °150 °150 
Sodium carbonate _____.__.....do____ 1,365 1,353 1,550 1,600 “1,600. 

Stone, sand and gravel:? . 
Building stone: . 

Granite and similar stone_ — . _ _ _do_ _ _ — 157 NA NA NA NA 
Limestone ______.......__-do___~_ 1,041 NA NA NA NA 
Marble ________._...__.-do.___ > 166 NA NA NA NA 
Crushed limestone and granite ——do___ — 11 NA NA NA NA 

Dolomite: 
For agriculture ________..___-_- ~ 553,150 NA NA NA NA 
Crude, for calcining __.......____~— 365,528 NA NA NA NA 
Other_____~_._______~__- 322,179 NA NA NA NA 

Total ___________________- 1,240,857 NA NA . NA NA 

Limestone: ; 
For agriculture _ _ ____ thousand tons_ _ 824 NA NA NA NA 
For iron and steel manufacture — —do_ _ — — 3,089 NA NA NA NA 
For lime and cement manufacture 

do____ 26,957 NA NA NA NA 
For sugar mills ___________-do____ 1,216 NA NA NA NA 

Total ____.___________do___ 32,086 - NA NA NA NA 
Roadbuilding, foundation, and ballast material 

excluding alluvial sand and gravel: 
Ballast and road surfacing — — — — _do_ __ — 119,663 NA NA NA NA 
Foundation material. __ —— do. __— 9,259 NA NA NA NA 
Ground rock for road filler _ . _ _ do. __— 10 NA NA NA NA 

Sla Paving block and curbing — _ _ — _ _ do_ _ _ — 111 NA NA NA NA 
te: 
Roof_._.---.-..-__-_..do____ 88 86 86 90 85 
Other __._.---------~~~-do____ 38 NA NA NA NA 

Other stone: 
Beach pebble __._________-do____ 228 NA NA NA NA 
Mar] for agriculture _____...-do___— 394 NA NA N. NA 
Mine fill _______________-do___ 23,212 NA NA NA NA 

Sand and gravel: 
Industrial sands: 

Foundry ________---_-do____ 1,546 NA NA NA NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—France: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity . 1977 1978 1979 ~=——(aséid980C—té—“‘<‘ié«CN 928? 
ern 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel? —Continued . 
Sand and gravel —Continued 

Industrial sands —Continued 

Glass sand ______ thousand tons. _ 3,369 NA NA NA NA 
Miscellaneous __________do____ 1,109 NA NA NA NA 

Other sand and gravel: — 
lial aps anda 238,270 206,200 200,000 NA NA 

; uct inding and crushi 
grinding ne 7,115 NA NA NA __NA 

Sulfur, byproduct: 
Of natural gas _______________do____ 1,872 1,856 1,900 1,838 1,701 
Of petroleum ____.___________do____ 146 161 184 226 “200 
Of unspecified sources __________do____ ®160 “160 ©160 ©150 ©120 

Tal Total __________._______do___- 2,178 2,177 72,244 2,214 2,021 
Cc: 
Crude _________ 299,500 270,820 268,350 320,790 325,000 
‘Powder _. ~~ LL 286,500 292,700 302,470 301,580 300,276 

Asphaltic material®_—§ -.§ ~§_-»_~»_~_~.~_______= 82,270 68,990 51,420 50,460 NA 
Carbon black® __-.__§_§_-_______________ 170,000 170,000 180,000 170,000 170,000 

Coal including briquets: Tn 
Anthracite _____._____- _ thousand tons__ 4,188 3,871 3,020 9 9 
Bituminous coal ______________do____ 17,106 15,819 15,597 18,136 = _°18,588 
Lignite- ___-__...____.__.__do___~_ 3,080 2,782 2,454 - 2,558 2,940 

Total _._____.__________do____ 24,374 22,422 21,071 20,694 - 21,528 
Briquets__.________.____..do____ 2,222 2,175 2,134 1,757 1,700 

Coke, metallurgical ._____.._____-do____ 10,770 10,682 11,615 11,118 9,700 
Gas, natural: 

Grogs_____.___——-~— million cubic feet_ _ 393,368 398,517 392,499 382,820 358,936 
Marketed ___.____________-.do____ 271,745 277,741 273,687 265,922 249,900 

Natural gas liquids: | 
Natural gasoline and condensate 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ - 4,215 4,194 3,981 NA NA 
Propane _________._________do____ 1,717 1,751 1,669 NA NA 
Butane____.________-_____-do____ 2,008 1,804 1,790 NA . NA 

Total _..-___________._._do____ 7,940 7,749 7,440 1,394 NA 
Peat ___.__________ ~~ thousand tons__ 185 “140 ©140 “140 NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____-_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 7,557 8,140 8,715 10,304 210,383 

Refinery products: CT 
Gasoline: - 

Aviation ___________._do___~_ 258 436 348 264 - NA 
Motor _______________do____ 149,728 153,842 161,670 157,485 NA 

Jetfuel_________________do____ 28,591 32,832 35,192 36,667 NA 
Kerosine ___~__________--do____ 770 705 884 1,054 | NA 
Distillate fuel oil _.._____.__do____ 303,920 302,436 326,710 267,655 NA 
Residual fuel oil _..__...___do____ 240,783 239,820 246,540 215,723 NA 
Lubricants_ ____._______._do____ 9,364 10,276 10,427 10,860 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ _____—do____ 34,785 33,860 33,489 36,048 NA 
Bitumen ______~______..__do____ 20,268 19,956 20,150 19,453 NA 
Unspecified ______________do____ 32,348 82,755 ©87,950 ©79,250 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses __ _ _ _ __do____ 52,689 50,771 54,691 56,832 NA 

Total_____________do____ 873,504 927,689 978,051 881,291 NA 

*Estimated. Preliminary. “Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 30, 1982. 

_ 2Although output reported is at the smelter stage of production rather than at the mine stage and thus could include 
metal contained in ores mined in other countries, it is believed that any such production derived from ores from other 
countries is not duplicative to any significant extent of mine production repo: for other countries. 

SRevised to zero. 
Series revised to include blast furnace ferroalloys and silicon metal, both hitherto counted separately. 
5Includes smectic clay. 
®Includes material for both the glass and ceramics industries. 
7Series discontinued in original source and will be revised according to new data when available. 
®Excludes bituminous material produced by oil refineries. 
*Includes anthracite.
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, TRADE 

Tables 2 and 3 show latest trends in mineral trade in France. 

Table 2.—France: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ere 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980 : 

4 Bnited Other (principal) 
tt a 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite___________________ 12,471 10,768 -- Switzerland 3,969; Sweden 3,407; 

Spain 1,507. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 326,901 346,714 5,111 Netherlands: 95,816; Italy 88,664; 

pain 82,682. 
Ash and residue containing Al_ _ ___ 11,569 12,147 __ Italy 6,620; West Germany 3,780; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 916. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._----~-_________ 39,790 47,219 36 Italy 21,935; West Germany 15,869; 
Belgium Luxembourg 6,088. 

Unwrought_ ___~§___-______ 157,598 177,378 = 1,088 Italy 51,103; West Germany 37,669; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 31,068. 

Semimanufactures _________ 260,798 237,203 3,874 West Germany 74,543; ftaly 25,565; 
United Kingdom 19,549. 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 7710 104 _- All to Spain. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 126 124 NA Spain 37; Belgium-Luxembourg 32; 

. West Germany 22. 
Arsenic metal, all forms___________ 41 104 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 22. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all i. 

forms _____._ value, thousands__ $22 $102 $4 Turkey $87; Morocco $10. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 49 11 NA NA. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms ___.__~_~__ ~~. ~_____e 478 265 50 Belgium-Luxembourg 97; West 
Germany 36. 

Chromium: 
Chromite__________________ 1,379 1,616 __ Italy 945; Spain 378; West Germany | 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 280 533 -- Italy 280; West Germany 157; 
. Switzerland 20. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 720 699 347 West Germany 85; Belgium- . 
Luxembourg 71; United Kingdom 

Cobalt: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ -- 4 NA NA. . . 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 118 179 ~- Italy 61; West Germany 47; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 32. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 797 831 225 West permany 224; United Kingdom 

; Italy 71. 
Columbium metal including alloys, all 

forms _._____-— value, thousands__ $21. $18 NA NA. 
Copper: 

and concentrate___________ 564 1,618 -- All to West Germany. 
Matte____-____________ 1,181 2,344 NA Spain 2,148; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Sulfate ___-__~_ 2 ~~ ~________ 12,549 12,088 NA West Germany 4,261; Spain 1,347; 
Netherlands 1,248. 

Ash and residue containing Cu ___ — 14,691 16,194 — Belgium Luxembourg 9,698; Spain 
2,609; Sweden 2,254. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______-._ ~~ ___ 104,933 108,369 145 West Germany 39,277; Italy 28,110; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 26,629. 
Unwrought: 

Blister and other unrefined, 
unalloyed___________ 5,790 3,335 -- All to Belgium Luxembou . 

Refined, unalloyed ______ 21,756 15,854 108 Italy 6,618; West Germany 2,657 ; 
Port 189. 

Master alloys. —________ 257 365 -— _ Italy 1k Weet Germany 110; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 53. 

Semimanufactures _________ 161,090 215,693 4,049 West Germany 60,553; Italy 52,294; 
Netherlands 13,843. 

Germanium metal including alloys 
Gold value, thousands_ — $281 $261 NA NA. ; 

Waste and sweepings ——___do____ $41,490 $22,415 _— Spain $21,595; West Germany $336; 
Metal incl all h Switzerland $333. 

etal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought: 

domestic origin 
thousand troy ounces. _ 1,081 406 5 United Kingdom 86; West Germany 

81; Netherlands 45. 
Reexports _________do____ 172 513 1 Switzerland 336; Netherlands 130; 

United Kingdom 34. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—France: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi: 1979 1980 ‘ 
vo See Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued a : 

Iron and steel: oo 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons__ - 10,220 8,653 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 6,806; West 
Germany 1,843. 

Metal: ' —— 
Scrap _____._..--.do____ 3,526 3,312 _- Htaly 2,596; Spain 392; West Germany 

Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen_ _ 361,567 285,759 13,394 Italy 149,982; Belgium-Luxembourg 
54,220; West Germany 22,323. 

Sponge iron, powder, shot _ _ _ _ _ 39,520 43,210 86 West Germany 17,484; italy 12,063; 
pain 2,636. 

‘ Ferroalloys___.-..._____- 602,382 513,798 189,128 West Germany 107,530; Italy 87,559; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 34,517 1. 

Steel, primary forms . 
thousand tons_ _ 2,528 2,671 379 ~—s Italy 728; Belgium-Luxembourg 266; 

. Spain 262. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections _______do____ 2.981 2,844 194. Germany 615; Belgium-Luxembourg 

- 339; Italy 321. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do. _ __ 3,394 3,528 191 West Germany 665; Italy 531; United 
King dom 221. 

Hoop and strip _ ______-- 530,748 549,471 4,625 West Germany 196,179; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 68,449; Htaly 66,233. 

Rails and accessories _ _ — __ 253,856 268,348 14,480 Italy 41,611; Tunisia 40,561; 
etherlands 17,080. 

Wire __________--_-_~- 205,742 185,955 38,962 | West Germany 39,266; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 15,783; Italy 10,991. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _ 
thousand tons_ _ 1,512 1,521 16 U.S.S.R. 285; West Germany 131; 

Italy 85; Netherlands 79. 
Castings and forgings, rough 69,707 64,409 1,023 West Germany 24,894; Belgium- 

Leed Luxembourg 17,786; Italy 3,442. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 34 69 -- Saudi Arabia 33; United Kingdom 20; 
r . 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 14,270 16,368 () Romania 3,552; U.S.S.R. 2,844; 
Czechoslovakia 1,941. 

Ash and residue containing Pb_ _ _ _ _ 13,062 13,782 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 8,639; West 
rmany 4,858. 

Metal including alloys: | 
Scrap _.____._-_------- 30,191 7,851 -- __ Italy 5,986; Belgium-Luxembourg 

546; Netherlands 234. 
Unwrought_ ____________- 58,527 57,625 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 16,883; West 

rmany 12,783; Italy 7,316. 
Semimanufactures ________ _ 3,700 3,513 (4) Netherlands 954; West Germany 793; 

ly 754. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: , 

p~----~- 516 588 37 Italy 418; Netherlands 76; West 
: Germany 53. 

Unwrought ________________ 4,607 4,195 -- West Germany 2,027; Japan 634; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 450. 

Semimanufactures__._.______ _ 146 184 (1) West Germany 53; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 44; Spain 37. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate... _________ 7,092 6,390 -— Italy 3,297; Netherlands 679; 

Yugoslavia 670. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 855 991 -- Algeria 450; United Kingdom 143; 

pper Volta 140. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — __ 2,325 2,276 NA Italy 1,214; Sweden 421; West 

rmany 242. 
Mercury ____.__ -— 76-pound flasks_ _ 3,829 1,102 -- Netherlands 870; United Kingdom 

Molybdenum: 
and concentrate __.______-- 395 1,180 _- West | Germany 654; Netherlands 299; 

y 109. 

Motel incl ase cllove all forms ___ 166 133 ‘16 West Germany BU ited Kingd etal inclu orms ___ rmany 52; Uni om 
oye 26; Netherlands 14. 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 719 @) _. All to New Caledonia. 
Matte and speiss eee ee 2,754 272 NA Norway 228; East Germany 20. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,033 547 121 West rmany 90; East Germany 65; 

via 40. 
Ash and residue containing Ni-_ _ _ — _ 3,723 4,634 NA Canada 8586; United Kingdom 371; 

y 221. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._.-.----_______ 2,708 2,179 298 West Germany 774; United Kingd om 
; Japan 146. 

Unwrought_ _____________ 5,178 6,757 920 West Germany 2,467; Mexico 755; 
India 460. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—France: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 EY 

4 | United Other (principal) 
i 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel —Continued 
Metal including alloys —Continued 

Semimanufactures ___ ______ 5,691 6,301 860 West Germany 3,467; Italy 248; 
; Belgium-Luxembourg 231. 

Platinum-group metals: 
Waste and sweepings of platinum de . $4,822 5 $3,908; Belgium-L bo 

value, thousands_ _ $4,259 , _- pain $3,903; ium-Luxembourg 
$513; Switzerland $270. 

Waste and sweepings of other precious 
metals_____________do____ $826 $2,285 _— Spain $1,190; United Kingdom $607; 

West Germany $366. 
Metals including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought: 
Platinum _ _____troy ounces_ _ 74,270 80,072 224 Switzerland 33,590; Netherlands 

— 28,529; West Germany 7,223. 
Others ___________do____ 42,565 28,452 () United Kingdom 7,641; Netherlands 

5,427; West Germany 5,353. 
Selenium, elemental_ ___________ _ 21 (4) NA _ NA. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ T$20,192 $56,199 _- Spain $45,568; Sweden $8,342; West 

. Germany $2,124. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought . 

and partly wrought . 
thousand troy ounces. _ 13,759 30,581 1,747 United Kingdom 13,443; Switzerland 

7,541; Netherlands 3,960. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all 

forms _________~~~--~-__-- 22 20 4 West Germany 9; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 6. 

Tellurium, elemental ___________ _ 12 (4) NA NA. 
Tin: 

Ore and concentrate__________ _ 7 8 -—  AlltoSpain. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 29 27 NA West Germany 21; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5. . 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______~ ~~~ ______ 881 915 _- Netherlands 579; United Kingdom 
199; West Germany 134. 

Unwrought_ ~~. --____ 666 643 -- Italy a Netherlands 165; Switzer- 
and 24. 

Semimanufactures ___ ______ 350 356 () Algeria 79; Italy 65; Switzerland 47. 
Titanium: oo 

Ore and concentrate ___—_______ 115 2,160 NA Yugoslavia 2,041. 
| Oxides and hydroxides __. ______ 2,262 2,502 ?) Netherlands aol Italy 347; United 

King om 339. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 604 734 176 a ane West Germany 136; United 

om 101. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate __________ _ 1,082 846 91 West Germany 282; Austria 224; 
United Kingdom 126. 

Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 8 40 NA Switzerland 1 ; Sweden 12; West 
rmany 9. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 363 267 20 West Germany 76; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 60; Switzerland 29. 

Uranium: 
Ore and concentrate. ________- 21 11 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — — — T4 3 -- Netherlands 2; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate __________- 46,530 43,979 --  Belgium-Luxembourg 22,477; Italy 

6,656; U.S.S.R. 4,004. 
Matte__...-_._.---- ~~ --_-~- 1,484 5,201 NA Italy 4.284; Belgium-Luxembourg 

; West Germany 290. 
Oxides and peroxides ___.______- 17,575 19,470 -— Romania 5,037; West Germany 3,708; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 2,233. . 
Ash and residue containing Zn_ _ _ _ — 30,521 21,012 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 13,870; Sweden 

3,150; West Germany 2,905. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____---__-----.-- 4,280 3,209 -- Belgium Luxembourg 1,769; West 
rmany 665; Italy 591. 

Blue powder ___________-- 1,748 1,846 NA West Germany 366; Austria 333; 
Republic of South Africa 321. 

Unwrought_ __________--- 47,486 35,504 93,515 West Germany 10,488; U.S.S.R. 3,525; 
ortugal 3,410. 

Semimanufactures ____.____ 41,041 42,047 14 Belgium: Luxembourg 20,379; West 
rmany 14,719; Denmark 2,616. 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate __________— 326 260 NA West Germany 84. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _— 940 888 533. West Germany 120; Sweden 93; 

Japan 59; Canada 43. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates: 
Precious metals _ _ _ _ _ _____-_ -- 2,500 -- All to Sweden. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—France: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

emer 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit; ~ 1979 1980 : . y Rnited Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued 
Other —Continued 

Ores and concentrates —Continued 

Unspecified _-.._______ > 55 21 NA _ NA. 
Ash and residues containing non- 

ferrous metals, unspecified ______ 19,417 22,957 NA __ Belgium-Luxembourg 9,569; Sweden 
7,023; West Germany 3,986. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ 5,741 7,100 2,178 West Germany 1,677; United King- . dom 365; East Germany 318. Metals: 

Metalloids _.____________ 1 24 NA NA. . 
Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth 

metals _.____-~________ 640 447 6 West Germany 156; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 106; Yugoslavia 101. Pyrophoric alloys __________ 10 13 NA NA. 

Bese metal including alloys, all 
forms__—. ~~ _____ ™6 5 -~ West Germany 2; Netherlands 2. 

NONMETALS 
. 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, : 

ete -- 17,908 1,120 () West Germany 540; Tunisia 146; : : pain 107. Artificial: Corundum __________ 24,791 24,610 734 — Italy 6,458; Austria 3,373; West 
Germany 2,848. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- a 
precious stones excluding diamond 

his _ carats_ _ T7600 _- 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _- 4,218 3,949 45 West Germany 846; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 434; Italy 320. Asbestos, crude________________ 1,348 1,574 -— Tunisia 1,140; Italy 192; United 

Kingdom 124. os Barite and witherite_____________ 121,722 98,255 NA West Germany 63,977; Netherlands ‘ 11,487; Cameroon 7,660. Bor’ in materials: 
crude natural borates. _________ 10,030 4,583 -- Italy 2,255; Spain 1,958; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 306. - Oxide and acid _.____________ 34,479 40,536 3,510 West Germany 11,931; East Germany , 4,648; Belgium-Luxembourg 3,886. Cement_________~_ thousand tons__ 3,525 2,614 279 Ivory Coast au Cameroon 319; West 
rmany 280. Chalk_ ~~~ 2 516,187 530,633 2,764 West Germany 220,772; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 98,710; Netherlands 

Clays and clay products: , . Crude: 
Bentonite._._____________ 5,887 6,880 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,047; Congo . 938; West Germany 772. Dinasearth _________-___ 39 53 NA NA. 
Fuller’s earth and chamotte ___ 206,445 211,174 NA Italy 73,993; West Germany 52,135; 

oland 20,430. 
Kaolin (china clay) _________ 154,671 181,593 -- West Germany 80,083; Italy 52,276; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 14,617. _ Andalusite, kyanite, sillimanite _ 173 437 -. NA. 
Other __-_______________ F293 362 389,543 -- __ Italy 216,233; West Germany 92,581; 

Spain 18,362. Products: 
Nonrefractory __._________ 435,635 422,619 1,682 West Germany 227,339; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 96,076; Switzerland 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~_. ~~ ~-________ 219,448 216,046 3,688 | West Germany 54,253; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 28,082; Italy 28,020. Cryolite and chiolite._.___________ 105 12 _-  Alltoltaly. Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung____ carats__ 37,166 54,949 2,898 Switzerland 17,246; Belgium. 

Luxembourg 13,799; Lebanon 9,640. Industrial -____§________do____ 191,048 177,213 18,822 Belgium-Luxembourg 86,851; Ireland 

Dust and powder ________do____ 124,130 199,770 NA Switzerland 146,065. Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ _ 28,876 25,852 1 West Germany 7,847; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 4,128; United : Kingdom 2978. Feldspar________________ > 51,726 56,949 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 27,258; Spain 
15,265; Italy 4,935. 

Fertilizer materials: 

Cruge 25 11 Italy 5; Congo 3; Iraq 3 
i mous ___________ -- ly 5; Congo 3; . Phosshaie He Le 26,017 15,498 -- United Kingdom 9,047; Italy 214; 

Switzerland 186. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—France: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a <__ estinations, 1980 
Commodit} . 1979 1980 : * 

% States Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued oe 

Fertilizer materials —Continued 
Crude —Continued | 

Potassic.._-§_-___________ 18,453 13,293 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 9,689; Nether- 
lands 2,181; Switzerland 1,404. 

Other including mixed _ ______ 24,820 28,694 NA _ Switzerland 15,429; Belgium- 
_ Luxembourg 3,696; Saudi Arabia 

Manufactured: —— 
Nitrogenous _____________ 623,471 586,482 — Belgium-Luxembo 92,603; West 

rmany $3,141: China 66,443. 
Phosphatic______________ 213,261 254,550 -. Switzerland 86,061; West Germany 

56,718; Austria 42,872. 
Potassic_______.~________ 446,757 335,407 _— West Germany 84,020; Italy 77,539; 

Switzerland ! 59,234. po 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ — — 629,828 513,781 3 West Germany 122,720; Pakistan 

sora Belgium-Luxembourg 

Ammonia _________________ 156,072 159,466 __ West Germany 119,157; Spain 19,635; 
Belgium-Luxembourg ,199. 

Fluorspar ___________________ 98,742 107,392 -— West Germany 58,212; Italy 29,481; 
Sweden 5,567 . 

Graphite, natural __.._......___ 1,518 889 _- Spain 357; West Germany 224; . 
United Kingdom 103. 

Gypsum and plasters _ thousand tons__ 1,189 1,142 (4) West Germany 433; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 321; Netherlands 153. 

Iodine _________ ~~. ___ ie 131 138 _- United Kingdom 51; West Germany 
45; Switzerland 18. 

Lime ______~_~- ~~~ 279,654 240,029 82 West Germany 110,979; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 87,896; Ivory Coast 

Magnesite___________________ 5,923 9,511 _. West Germany 1,521; Spain 1,378; 
in. . ; Netherlands 1,007. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _. 3,284 3,816 2 United Kingdom 1,603; West 

P . Geass Belgium- 
Luxembourg 480. 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings _....___________ 940 840 1 Switzerland 368; West Germany 224; 

United Kingdom 71. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 7,537 88,410 __ Italy 2,301; West Germany 1,277; 

nited Kingdom 962. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

excluding diamond: . - 
Natural _____ value,. thousands__ $26,963 $57,638 $984 Switzerland $47,616; United King- 

dom $2,884; Hong Kong $1,377. 
Synthetic _______..____do____ $13,094 $13,538 $1,314 Switzerland 98,208; US.S.R. $1,642; 

apan $1,004. 
Pyrites, unroasted _.____________ 36 121 _- Republic of South Africa 68; Belgium. 

uxembourg 38; West Germany 15. 
Salt and brines _-______________ 230,393 129,735 240 West Germany 80,576; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 24,084; United King- 
dom 14,453. — 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ______________ 15,121 14,542 388 Netherlands 4,598; Switzerland 1,894; 

Caustic soda________________ 82,202 96,624 144 Indonesia 20,772; Egypt 13,394; 
Tunisia 6,495. 

Soda ash __________________ 397,816 388,778 -— . Brazil 50,250; Italy 41,728; Sweden 
29,470; West Germany 29,292. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ____— 142,729 160,026 83 Belgium Luxembourg 60,074; Nether- 
lands 33,519; Weet y 

Worked.._____________- 51,397 54,086 228 Belgium-Luxembourg 24,908; West 
c ermany 13,677; Saudi Arabia 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 51,512 45,570 _- Belgium Luxembourg 14,533; 
Switzerland 5,942; West Germany 

Gravel and crushed rock a 
thousand tons__— 10,912 11,247 4. West Germany 7,249; Switzerland 

1,485; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,179. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ ~ _ . 208,036 165,463 -- United Beeston Belgium- 

e ,670. 
Quartz and quartzite. __________ 1,536 4,445 300 ium-Luxembourg 2,800; United 

q oa 690; West Germany 243. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—F rance: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980 “‘tJnteq)!)})~COUUTD™DW@6®W6™?)W”DrD 

¥ | Gnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued | 

Sand excluding metal-bearing 
thousand tons_ _ 4,596 4,232 _~ West Germany 2,303; Italy 865; 

Switzerland 829. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal __—do____ 1,246 1,100 _~- United Kingdom 312; Tunisia 175; 

Netherlands 129. 
Colloidal _________-___-_- 3,000 2,334 -~ West Germany 569; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 379; United Kingdom 

Sulfuric acid____.____________ 213,517 199,150 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 137,332; Spain 
.670; West Germany 14,803. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 75,159 81,332 4,025 § West Germany 27,701; Spain 12,633; 
United Kingdom 8,512. 

Other: 
Crude. ___.___~ thousand tons__ 1,206 1,180 () Belgium-Luxembourg 978; 

Switzerland 187. 
Slag, dross, similar waste _ _ _do_ _ __ 2,717 2,279 (7) West Germany 1,167; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 881; Netherlands 164. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ 9,426 9,368 2,353 U.S.S.R. 4,966; West.Germany 885; 
United Kingdom 172. 

Fluorine = sini oF czahalt adbaskce 25 67 NA _ NA. 
materials of as t, asbestos 

at bee cements, unhred 
nonmetals. ._-$___-__________ 139,173 149,526 348 West Germany 28,909; United King- 

dom 16,223; Italy 15,997. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ — _ _ __ 1,248 5,879 _— United Kingdom 2,380; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,445; Ivory Coast 

Carbon black _______.________ "72,665 68,789 14 West Germany 20,392; Italy 10,562; 
. Belgium-Luxembourg 10,440. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ _ 569,554 459,329 _. West Germany 302,291; Belgium- 

. . Luxembourg 59,540; Norway 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous — - 
coal _________~ ~~ 41,312 50,249 -- United Kingdom 45,674; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,541; Switzerland 

Lignite including briquets _______ 6,908 6,617 __ Spain 6,355; West Germany 262. 
Coke and semicoke___ thousand tons. _ 1,570 871 199 West Germany 233; Norway 100; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 57. 
Gas, natural__—_-_ million cubic feet_ _ 5,854 8,441 a Belgium-Luxembourg 4,217; Switzer- 

and 4,104. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 6,205 6,040 -- Italy 4,122; Belgium-Luxembourg 

636; N otherbende 303. 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ __ 2,145 1,680 -- Switzerland 469; West Germany 445; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 270. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 540 555 _— Austria 489; United Kingdom 22. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ____.____-do____ 25,736 23,144 2 Switzerland 4,784; West Germany 

3,486; United Kingdom 2,915. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ ___ 9,509 10,962 _. Switzerland 2,465; Greece 1,630; West 

Germany 1,022. 
Distillate fuel oil _..._do.___ 35,683 29,067 () Switzerland 7,782; West Germany 

7,389; Greece 3,566. 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _ _ _ .do_ ___ 42,243 39,385 1,744 Ttaly 11,837 i,west Germany 4,546; 

Lubricants _________do____ 5,235 5,383 4 Belgium-Luxembourg 902; United | 
ingdom 692; West Germany 675. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do___— 8,745 8,183 1 Spain 3,727; West Germany 1,047; 
Portugal 569; Italy 568. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do. 585 346 1 West German y 123; Netherlands 60; 

ly 52. 
Petroleum coke ___do____ 2 49 _— Switzerland 19; Netherlands 16; West 

Germany 14. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ _ _— 1,960 1,797 _. West Germany 776; Switzerland 726; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 179. 

Bituminous mi do_ 337 329 1 149; Belgium-L bo --- (?) ria 149; ium-Luxembourg 
Age West Germany 22. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—France: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : 
United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum- 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ — — — 375,952 274,096 NA West German y 136,017 re Belgium: 

uxembou 341; Netherlan 
21,341. e 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Unreported quantity valued at $8,282. 

Table 3.—France: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
‘moon - United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite_______-_ thousand tons_ — 1,720 1,358 (?) Guinea 980; Greece 209; Guyana 49. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 38,187 44,644 4,044 West Germany i 25,416; Netherlands 

,735; Australia 1,965. 
Ash and residue containing Al_ _ _ __ 12,745 10,719 NA West Germany 313 Italy 3,222; 

etherlands 1,909. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap —— 8 _- os ~-------+-- 52,228 56,671 4,447 Belgium-Luxembourg 16,408; West 
Germany 13,077; Netherlands 

Unwrought______________ 315,102 382,451 44,241 Netherlands 72,083; West Germany 
939; Norway 32,445. 

Semimanufactures ___._.——-_ 197,999 219,986 138,912 West Germany 70.250 Belgium: as 
uxembourg 54,712; Nether. 

A 15,051. 
ntimony: 
Ore and concentrate_________~~— 10,794 8,823 NA Thailand 2 Australia 1,406; 

ivia 1,365. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 886 348 NA China 2A Spain 50; Belgium- 

uxembourg 34. 
Arsenic, all forms _____._.-_.—--~ 113 211 12 Sweden 52; Netherlands 36. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all 9 9 6 USSR. 2: West Ge ; 

orms _________._~-_-____- S.S.R. 2; rmany 1. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms $22 362 57 Belgium Luzembourg 160 United 

om 54; Japan 35. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 935 659 NA Belium-L bourg 178: Australi 

orms ______~___________~-- um-Luxembourg 173; ia 
Chromi ip, Netherlands 116. 

romium: 
Chromite. ________..-_-- ~~~ 261,701 278,773 (4) Republic of South gatrica 8 a j61, 018 

agascar 00,090; ey 20,U15. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________-~ 5,821 6,970 2 West Germany 3,587; Italy 1,695; 

United Kingdom 679. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ — — 246 394 97 Japan 137) Be jum-Luxembourg 112; 

nited Kingdom 45. 
Cobalt: 

Intermediate metallurgical product — 7,684 5,696 _- All from Morocco. . 
Oxides and hydroxides _______-_~- 267 201 21 Belgium Luzembourg 145; United 

om 25. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ — — 897 1,140 217 Belgium Luxembourg 231; Japan 168; 

nited Kingdom 91. 
Columbium metal including alloys, all 

forms ____-----------~---~-- 5 3 1 West Germany 2. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—France: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

LLL a ASS Sy RSS SSS SSS NSS yr SS lS hc 

Sources, 1980 
‘Commodity : 1979 1980 =. Ty; a " United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Copper: 
Gre andconcentrate.._________ 4 (?*) NA NA. 
Matte... -________ 2 45 1,054 _— Peru 1,003; United Kingdom 49. 
Sulfate____.______ _~______ 2,758 2,935 NA Italy 1.272; U.S.S.R. 1,082; Hungary 

160; Belgium-Luxembourg 154. 
Ash and residue containing Cu _—__ 1,377 3,511 .373 Finland 2,120; Netherlands 317; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 316. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.______-~--~___ __ 24,870 36,740 492 Weat Germany 11,836; United King- 
dom 7,157; Belgium-Luxembourg 
5,578. 

Unwrought: 
Blister and other unrefined, 
unalloyed....____= - 21,258 17,896 NA Zaire 11,313; Chile 2,501; Portugal 

Refined, unalloyed ———___ 347,731 416,255 7,408 Belgium Luxembourg 122,085; 
Zambia 99,846; Chile 72,701. 

Master alloys________—- 305 316 95 Belgium-Luxembourg 172; West 
- . Germany 35. 

Semimanufactures ____ _____ 206,220 206,790 5,067 Belgium Luxembourg 101,640; West 
rmany 39,602; Italy 25,998. 

Germanium metal including alloys, all 
forms ______-— value, thousands_ _ $755 $767 NA Belgium-Luxembourg $509; United 

Gold ingdom $255. 

Waste and sweepings _____do____ $7,043 $13,318 $760 Switzerland $6,805; United Kingdom 
$2,850; Netherlands $731. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought: 

For domestic use 
thousand troy ounces. _ 2,804 1,343 18 West Germany 1,085; Netherlands 94; 

United Kingdom 77. 
‘Temporary imports_ _ — —do____ 591 1,191 283 Switzerland 559; Netherlands 184; 

Republic of South Africa 87. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate | 
thousand tons... _ 17,345 18,643 __ Brazil 4,640; Sweden 3,175; 

Mauritania 2,934; Liberia 2,298. 
Pyrites, roasted______________ 87,452 73,924 -— Italy 37,193; Spain 19,803; West 

Germany 13,044. 
Metal: 

Scrap ___-.____--____ 422,289 455,082 55,740 Belgium-Luxembourg 162,774; West 
Germany 117,289; United Kingdom 

: Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen _ _ 446,457 451,628 _- West Germany 417,885; Canada 

Sponge iron, powder, shot _ _ _ _ _ 29,342 53,821 50 Venezuela 29,563; Sweden 12,516; 
West Germany 4,707. 

Ferroalloys___....~______ 318,117 337,276 1,292 New Caledonia 104,021; Norway 
36,557; Belgium-Luxembourg 
34,699. 

Steel, primary forms 
thousand tons__ T2916 2,321 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,291; West 

vo Germany 696; Italy 120. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections ______do____ T2,386 2,451 1 West Germany 766; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 690; Italy 567. 
Plates and sheets __do____ 2,980 2,830 3 + Belgium-Luxembourg 1,313; West 

Germany 755; Italy 296. 
Hoop and strip________ _ ¥440,431 411,483 384 Belgium-Luxembourg 179,851; West 

_Germany 171,594; Italy 18,394. 
Rails and accessories ___ __ 36,288 62,451 15,381 Belgium-Luxembourg 23,278; United 

ingdom 18,712; West Germany 

Wire _____._________ 133,050 204,601 675 §Belgium-Luxembourg 77,889; West 
Germany 58,036; Italy 24,827. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ F200,801 559,420 3,224 West Germany 175,355; Italy 152,419; 
Belgium Luxembourg 56,312. 

Castings and forgings, rough 49,006 52,648 54 West Germany 24,248; Italy 10,234; 
Switzerland - 4,379. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—F rance: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

OS Commodity 1979 1980 “United... . . .. 
United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate______.____ 134,824 139,029 _- Ireland 34,165; Morocco 26,710; © 

reenland 16,857; ublic 
m South Africa 16,522. P 

Oxides and hydroxides __._____~ 1,568 1,322 20 West Germany ee); Belgium. 
uxembourg 476; Bulgaria 67. 

Ash and residue containing Pb_ _ _ _ — 8,768 13,225 NA Ttaly 10,542; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Metal including alloys: — 
Scrap ____------------- 26,411 31,187 181 Belgium: Luxembourg, ‘Kinet Nether- 

’ > Vn om 

2,137. 
Unwrought. ~~. -____-- 1,817 55,088 4,405 West German y 13,030, Belgium- 

uxembourg 12,878; Uni 
Kingdom 10,421. 

Semimanufactures ________— 1,652 2,270 82 ee 5; West Germany 704; 
um-Luxembourg 561. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 150 995 NA italy 152 
rap_________._..------- y 152. . 

Unwrought ______________--~ 3,851 3,953 903 Norway 2,407; United Kingdom 290; 

Semimanufactures____________ 282 311 4 Italy 147; Norway 70; West Germany 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ _ 1,275 1,226 (4) Gabon ae Republic of South Africa 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 6,679 6,930 106 Belgium-Luxembourg 2.845; West 
rmany 1,607; Spain 1,391. 

Metal including alloys, allforms ~~. 3,471 1,497 NA Republic of South Africa 822; th 
um-Luxembourg 400; Nether- lands 180. 

Mercury _----~--— 76-pound flasks_ _ 4,003 4,060 58 Spain 2,175; China 1,247. 
olybdenum: - 
Ore and concentrate _____....—- 7,413 7,094 2,606 Canada 15; Chile 1,348; Nether- 

Oxides and hydroxides ________~ 119 227 25 Japan 80; Netherlands 74; Chile 24. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 206 263 52 West Germany 79; Austria 69; United 

Kingdom 35. 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate _________—-— —_ 24 a All from Australia. 
Matte and speiss ____________~_ 10,500 15,050 _- New Caledonia 12,660; Canada 650; 

Oxides and hydroxides __._____ _ 141 244 _— Canada 133; Cuba 63; Netherlands 33. 
Ash and residue containing Ni_ — — —— 109 41 NA NA. 

eee alloys: 1,444 763 6 United Kingdom 185; Netherlands rap __~.—~—~———-—-—-—-—---— ’ : 
P 179; Belgium-Luxembourg 145. 

Unwrought______-_--_---- 19,838 22,554 2,461 Oe Tob, Anutclie eo 17 488: 

Semimanufactures _____ ____ 5,026 4,725 858 United Kingdom 1,748; West _ 
Germany 1,170; Sweden 408. 

Platinum-group metals: 
aste and sweepings: . 

Platinum _ value, thousands_ _ $22,733 $19,766 $254 Neher 8 $4,805; hier 
3 > rmany e 

Other ____________do____ $384 $13,396 $597 Republic of South Africa wean 
via > y $2,065. man 

Metals including | alloys, unwrought . 
and partly wro 

y ve troy ounces_ _ 241,943 320,124 43,304 Republic of South one ea 
est Germany » USS. ; 

34,608. 
Selenium, elemental. —.____.._-_— 62 60 NA Japan 26; United Kingdom 22; 

Silver: a ; 
aste and sweepings 

value, thousands_ _ $17,039 $68,006 $14,703 Switzerland $27,195; United King- 
dom $8,274; Lebanon $5,705. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—France: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
_ Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y a United Other (principal) 

nena 

METALS —Continued 
Silver —Continued 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 30,322 27,263 957 Switzerland 8,885; Greece 2,056; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,850. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms —~_____~______________ 52 36 20 West Germany 11; Spain 2. 

Tellurium, elemental ____________ 11 6 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 2; United 
ingdom 2. 

Thorium: Ore and concentrate_______ 8,990 4,996 . 222 Australia 4,751. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 941 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 128 178 NA Italy 7 5; West Germany 64; United 

ingdom 19. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___.~_~____~_______ 99 194 _- __ Italy 132; Switzerland 26; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 21. 

Unwrought_ _____________ 10,565 10,524 _- Malaysia 3,514; Thailand 3,293; 
Indonesia 1,635. 

Semimanufactures ________— 134 209 1 West Germany 119; Netherlands 52; 
United Kingdom 23. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 129,408 111,330 NA Australia 70,594; Republic of South 

Africa 20,386. 
Oxides and hydroxides _..______ 18,734 13,696 2,945 West Germany 4,397; Netherlands 

3,176; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,156. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 1,786 2,809 753 Japan 1,018; United Kingdom 414; 

est Germany 367. 
Tungsten: 

and concentrate __________ 1,586 1,438 20 China 404; Canada 190; North Korea 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 17 8 -— West Germany 4. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___— 307 241 5 West Germany 141, Netherlands 23; 

Austria 17; United Kingdom 15. 
Uranium: : 

Ore and concentrate_____.__.-_ 2,942 T (4) Mainly from Australia. 
Metal including alloys, allforms ___ — 136 _— 

Vanadium metal including alloys, all 
aier™ —--- eee ee eee 19 19 -- West Germany 10; Japan 9. 
inc: | 

Ore and concentrate___________ 494,334 469,945 15,767 Peru 121,016; Canada 88,107; Ireland 
69,081; Sweden 56,016. 

Matte___.________-__..___ 3,952 4,011 NA Belgium Luxembourg 1,830; West 
rmany 999; Finland 404. 

Oxides and peroxides ____._____ 8,280 6,184 7 Netherlands 1,861; West Germany 
1,646; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,133. 

Ash and residue containing Zn_ _ _ _ _ 30,234 39,241 1,781 Belgium-Luxembourg 16,833; West 
Germany 9,033; Peru 4,811. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap... ~-_-.______ 4,600 4,981 18 Belgium: Luxembourg 2,450; Nether- 

lands 1,208; West Germany 822. 
Blue powder _____________ 3,412 2,317 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 1,304; Nether- 

lands 789; West Germany 157. 
Unwrought_ _____________ 101,253 124,119 _—  Belgium-Luxembourg 52,403; Nether- 

lands 24,676; West Germany 

Semimanufactures _________ 6,521 7,009 11 West Germany 4,881; Belgium- 
- Luxembourg 1,108; Italy 519. 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate. ________ 41,904 39,618 NA _ Australia 33,135; Republic of South 

Africa 6,055. 
on including alloys, all forms ___ 985 687 649 Canada 9. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates__________ T41,904 20,107 70 Greece 9,966; Italy 5,418; Turkey 

2,383; Australia 1,880. 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 

rous metals, unspecified _______ 38,604 58,914 60 Republic of South Africa 43,526; Italy 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___ __ 3,554 4,748 359 West Germany 1,895; Belgium. 
Luxembourg 432; Republic of South 
Africa 399. 

Metals: 
Metalloids __.____________ 4,751 5,956 3 Norway 2,214; Spain 1,648; West 

Germany 1,240. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—France: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 . 

Commodity 1979 1980 : 
United Other (principal) 

a 

METALS —Continued 

Other —Continued 
Metals —Continued 

Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth 
metals _______________ 120 87 3 West Germany 43; United Kingdom 

18; Austria 6. 
Cermets._______________ 12 16 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 10; West 

Germany 3. 
Pyrophoric alloys ~ eee 119 129 NA Brazil 80; Japan 31; Austria 14. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms______~§_§_________ 6 257 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 250. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete ~-- 27,636 29,616 197 Turkey 17138; West Germany 7,671; 

y 2,748. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 6,415 7,237 464 West Germany 5,180; Austria 624; 

y 470. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones excluding diamond 
kilograms_ _ 50 90 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 5. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ________ 8,425 8,859 158 Italy 2,003; West Germany 1,924; 

Belgium- Luxembourg 1,524. 
Asbestos, crude________________ 126,476 127,123 238 Canada 67,104; U.S.S.R. 21,552; 

Republic of South Africa 17,172. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 14,427 14,610 _— West Germany 10,590; Morocco 2,716; 

Romania 770. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates__________ 192,823 221,176 76,503 Turkey 143,138; Netherlands 1,023. 
Oxide and hydroxide_ _________ _ 1,379 1,594 284 Italy 712; United Kingdom 288; 

Turkey 202. 
Cement. __________________ 332,248 407,267 25 Belgium-Luxembourg 358,177; West 

Germany 23,886; Italy 21,259. 
Chalk_ 2 = 29,057 42,183 27 West Germany 36,660; Belgium- 

- Luxembourg 5,181. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite_______________ 92,464 76,063 4,632 Italy 27,468; Greece 19,593; West 

Germany 13,385. 
Dinasearth _____________ 483 688 _- All from West Germany. 
Fuller’s earth and chamotte ___ 12392 10,672 NA West Germany 9,087. 
Kaolin (china clay) __ ~~ _§____ 332,710 338,662 62,315 United Kingdom 232,575; West 

Germany 20,887. 
Andalusite, kyanite, sillimanite _ 5,126 11,653 822 Republic of South Africa 7,889; Brazil 

1,066; United Kingdom 771. 
Other _.__-_____________ 196,175 210,683 11,268 West Germany 163,357; United King- 

dom 26,654. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory 
thousand tons_ _ 974 1,501 () Ttaly 520; West Germany 248; Spain 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~-2 22 Le 233,641 226,299 3,627 West Germany 100,482; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 46,156; Austria 

Lryolite and chiolite__.._________ 766 668 18 Denmark 645; West Germany 5. 
ond: 

Gem, not set or strung____ carats__ 456,186 726,946 116,277 Belgium Luxembourg 330,380; Israel 
105,389; India 60,727. 

Industrial __ ______.___do____ 496,826 689,793 38,925 Ireland 295,267; Belgium. 
Luxembourg 200,970; Republic of 
South Africa 56,356. 

Dust and powder _ thousand carats_ _ 3,977 4,470 2,748 Republic of South Africa 1,086; 
witzerland 449. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 11,327 9,164 4,850 West Germany 3,251; Algeria 506; 
pain 264. 

Feldspar _____________~__-___ 17,839 17,947 NA West Germany 12,172; Portugal 
3,987; Italy 925. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nit: nous __ ~~ 9,693 9,111 -- Chile 9,062; Belgium Luxembourg 49. 
Phosphatic _— thousand tons__ 5,386 5,450 1,025 Morocco 2,419; Togo 647; Israel 470; 

Tunisia 447. 
Potassic. _______..__.___ _- 3 _- All from Spain. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ __ 25,480 22,678 NA Netherlands 12,592; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 4,214; Italy 2,685. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous __ thousand tons__ 1,308 1,822 494 Belgium-Luxembourg 536; Nether- 
lands 436; West Germany 119. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—France: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : 
United Other (principal) 

eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials —Continued 
Manufactured —Continued © 

Phosphatic___— thousand tons_ _ 1,262 904 133 Belgium-Luxembourg 458; Nether- 
lands 120; Tunisia 90. 

Potassic___________do____ 364 455 (4) Belgium Luxembourg 157; Israel] 152; 
S.S.R. 75. 

Other including mixed_____ __ 1,847 1,852 282  Belgium-Luxembourg 849; Nether- 
. lands 410; West Germany 185. 

Ammonia _____~____________ 354,218 413,069 12,101 Belgium-Luxembou 58,407 ; Venez- 
uela 52,233; USSR. 50,087. 

Fluorspar _______~____________ 1,228 27,766 NA Republic of South Africa 26,105; Italy 

Graphite, natural ______________ 7,744 9,058 24 China 3,530; Italy 2,529; Madagascar 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 13,297 21,386 60 Spain 9,566; West Germany 5,833; 
Switzerland 3,698. 

Iodine _~.-______§______ 1,156 1,100 18 Japan 684; Chile 367. 
Lime _____~______ ~~~ 131,629 192,416 _- Belgium.Luxembourg 120,456; West 

Germany 70,243. 
Magnesite_____.~_____________ 98,358 116,562 4,160 Greece 33,085; Spain 19,159; Italy 
Mi 13,354; Austria 10,862. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 3,418 6,956 572 India 5,147; Morocco 485; Brazil 204. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings __._.._.___________ 138 232 5 Belgium-Luxembourg 69; West 
Germany 64; Switzerland 28. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 32,369 37,203 209 West Germany 24,982; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 9,122; Netherlands 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
excluding diamonds: 
Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $149,987 $154,601 $3,137 Switzerland $68,687; India $21,587; 

Thailand $20,831. 
Synthetic ____________do____ $3,920 $2,812 $598 Switzerland $989; West Germany 

, $299; J apan $220. 
Pyrites, unroasted ______________ 672 732 24 Italy 514; West Germany 156; Spain 

Salt and brines ________________ 187,546 139,160 57 Belgium-Luxembourg 65,191; Nether- 
lands 31,887; West Germany 
23,230. . 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticpotash ______________ 2,121 1,655 _- Spain 722; Yugoslavia 270; West 

Germany 256. 
Causticsoda___§_~§_-____~_______ 217,454 226,968 _— West Germany 121,668; Belgium- 

/ Luxembourg 70,592; Netherlands 

Soda ash_______________ 21,801 28,756 31 East Germany 12,515; West Germany 
7,319; Poland 5,346. . 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 286,110 292,822 70 Republic of South Africa 71,163; West 
Germany 66,858; Italy 50,854. 

Worked ____~~__________ 289,526 273,916 18 Spain 136,680; Italy 103,633; West 
Germany 21,170. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ _ 389,856 411,094 4,159 Belgium-Luxembourg 238,242; West 
Germany 138,475; Italy 26,621. 

Gravel and crushed rock 
thousand tons_ _ 4,376 4,541 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,960; United 

Kingdom 312; Norway 158. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 176,612 172,792 __ Belgium Luxembourg 172,620; West 

rmany 171. 
Quartz and quartzite___________ 23,681 82,692 856 Spain 65,116; Italy 12,414; West 

Germany 3,045. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons_ _ 1,560 1,926 () Belgium-Luxembourg 1,108; United 
Kingdom 662; Netherlands 104. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ 716,377 632,977 64,477 Poland 360,568; Canada 124,728; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 30,051. 

Colloidal ____~~_~_~_______ 412 586 5 West Germany 559; Spain 21. 
Sulfuric acid. ~~. $9 _-_~______ 205,249 190,757 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 96,684; West 

Germany 93,711. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 18,028 20,514 414 Italy 12,102; Belgium-Luxembourg 

3,536; Spain 1,339. 
Other: 

Crude________~- thousand tons__ 1,122 1,075 4 Switzerland 564; Spain 174; West 
Germany 134. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—France: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

oo, Sources, 1980 

Commodit _ 1979 1980 “Tdphuteqss +... 
y | United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other —Continued . 

Slag, dross, similar waste _ , , 
: thousand tons__ 731 1,281 (@) Belgium-Luxembourg 914; West 

Germany 198; Canada 103. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of . 

barium, magnesium, strontium __ _ 1,436 1,132 202 West Germany 513; Japan 168; Italy 

Fluorine ____~______________ 3 40 _- All from Netherlands. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unhred a 
nonmetals________________ 174,372 172,065 650 Italy 57,690; Belgium-Luxembourg 

48,996; West Germany 26,052. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED : 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ ____ __ 3,614 18,154 1,482 Belgium-Luxembourg 16,386; Italy 

Carbon black ____~_~__~ ~~ LL 80,405 84,784 5,686 Netherlands 37,957; West Germany 
24,901; Italy 6,838. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

thousand tons_ _ 26,708 29,813 7,561 Republic of South Africa 9,260; West 
; ‘ rmany 5,294; Poland 3,561. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal. ~~ 253,264 148,948 _— West Germany 122,661; Belgium- 

ate Luxembourg 21,248; Italy 4,710. 
Lignite including briquets _______ 191,056 168,340 26 West Germany 167,988; Belgium- 

s Luxembourg 293. 
Coke and semicoke___ thousand tons_ — 2,272 3,011 156 West Germany 2,331; Netherlands 

293; Belgium Luxembourg 166. 
Gas, natural_____ million cubic feet_ _ ™671,018 712,333 _- Netherlands 389,338; U.S.S.R. 

120,006; Norway 85,046. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 31,889 38,714 260 Belgium-Luxembourg 30,676; West 

Germany 3,897; Netherlands 3,641. 
Peat including briquets and litter ___ _ _ 131,356 147,536 86 West Germany 82,511; U.S.S.R. 

s 27,999; Netherlands 18,674. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 932,727 733,770 (4) Saudi Arabia 285,808; Iraq 177,553; 

United Arab Emirates 55,116. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ 25,966 33,803 377 Italy 3,828; West Germany 3,610; 
S.S.R. 3,330; Libya 2,225. 

Kerosine and jet fuel ____do_ _ __ 391 2,861 45 Indonesia 2,175; Nigeria 242; Libya . 

Distillate fuel oil ____—do____ 17,064 25,799 14 U.S.S.R. 8,535; United Kingdom __- 
. 3,244; Netherlands 2,102. 

Residual fuel oil ___ _ _do____ 36,836 53,418 () Iran 9,567; Belgium-Luxembourg 
4,805; Uni Kingdom 4,499. 

Lubricants ________—do____ 1,328 1,409 147 United Kingdom 289; Italy 239; Iran 
223; Netherlands 186. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ ___ 5,098 6,481 (4) Saudi Arabia 2,081; U.S.S.R. 979; 
United Kingdom 827. 

Mineral jelly and wax * 
do_ ___ 156 164 21 Netherlands 55; West Germany 50; 

Republic of South Africa 12. 
Petroleum coke _——do___ _ 9,808 9,460 8,723 United Kingdom 364; West Germany 

Bitumen and other residues 
do___- 52 181 4) Belgium-Luxembourg 27; Nether- 

lands 9. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do. ___ 94 719 = Belgium-Luxembourg 36; West 
Germany 27; Netherlands 3. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ ™639,862 834,283 371,614 | West Germany 111,288; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 90,942; Italy 76,382. 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
7Unreported quantity valued at $1,656.
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: COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS 7,000 persons worked in aluminum smelters 

Aluminum.—With the nationalization of a —Coframines, the wholly own- 

Pechiney Ugine Kuhlman S.A. (PUK) and eq subsidiary of BRGM, started antimo- 
its subsidiary, Aluminium Pechiney S.A., ny production from a deposit at Chani- 
the Government of France became the Quimper (Finistére) on August 1, 1981. At 

largest producer of bauxite, alumina, and yearend, production reached 320 tons per 
aluminum in the country. During 1981, day of concentrates, but the startup period 

| bauxite was produced in mines located in was difficult. Complex mineralogy of the ore 
the Departments of Var, Herault, Bouches- and difficult mining conditions resulting 
du-Rhone, and Ariege. Aluminium Pechi- from complicated geometry of the ore body 
ney (by far the largest producer), Union des extended the startup time. Investments in 
Bauxites, Société Anonyme des Bauxites et the mine and mill totaled about $1 million.? 
Alumines de Provence, and Société Alu- Copper.—After several years of explora- 
suisse de France were the major companies tion at Chessy, significant reserves with 
involved in bauxite production in France. substantial metal content were blocked out. 

Having been mined since the end of the last The deposits also contained zinc. 
century, reserves in French bauxite depos- _ At Bodennec (Finistére) and Port-aux- 
its were becoming exhausted; reportedly, Moins (Cotes-du-Nord), after long study, a 
reserves in the Midi were adequate to sup- decision was made not to start production. 

port mining for only an additional 11 years The complex geometry of the ore bodies and 
at the present rate of production. Bauxite difficult problems in concentration led to 
deposits occurred in an irregular karst the negative decision, in spite of significant 
structure. Water influx was a serious prob- eserves and the relatively high content of 

lem, and large pumping stations were nec- Metals. _ . . 
essary. At the Maraugues Mine, Var, the Germanium.—Capacity for production of 

pumping station had a capacity of 3,000 Clectronic-grade germanium oxide was 
cubic meters per hour, and at the Mont- expanded at Penarroya’s Imperial smelter 
plesir Mine, Herault, the pumping capacity 3¢ wey ee Codeult (Pas-de-Calais). Howev- 
was 3,200 cubic meters per hour. Because of wee e lle c ‘i e it ve not : Pl 
their location in attractive tourist areas, all durin y the ear aul were not made public 

mines operated under environmental re “"CCia "“T2 Combe du Saut Mine (Aude), strictions. Mining was underground and | . 
eae north of Carcassone, was operated by Mines 

mechanization was low. Roof support was t Produits Chimi de Salsi (in which 
obtained by bolting with protective mesh. Ve iques de iene ti wie 
Underground minin uipment was s Coframines, a wholly owned subsidiary of sally domi ed by Fre oh induct for bacx. DRGM, held 47.4% of the capital) and had a 
c1ably Gesigned Dy Trench industry tor baux- gifficult year. The gold content of the mine 
ite mines in France. Domestic output cover- ore dropped, and the mine was flooded 
ed about one-third of the country’s demand during January as a result of heavy snow 

in 1981. Employment in bauxite mines that cut powerlines. Consequently, only 900 
averaged 800 persons during 1981. kilograms of gold was produced during 1981. 
Alumina was produced in three Plants Work on a new shaft named Castan con- 

with an aggregate annual capacity of tinued. Reportedly, the Castan shaft should 
1,390,000 tons. All three belonged to Gov- replace the old Bru shaft sometime in 1982 
ernment-owned PUK, and the largest, with oy early 1983. 

a capacity of 745,000 tons of alumina per Iron and Steel.—After nationalization, 
year, was located at Gardanne, Bouches-du- which for the French steel industry was 
Rhone. PUK also produced all aluminum nothing more than legalization of a situa- 
metal. The largest aluminum smelter inthe tion existing since 1979, the steel industry 
country, at Noguéres, Pyrenees-Atlan- continued to have economic difficulties and 
tiques, accounted for about one-third of the suffered losses. 
aluminum output in France. In addition, During 1981, the consolidation of steel 
nine plants situated in the Alps and Pyre- operations continued, and the following in- 
nees produced aluminum metal. About stallations operated by the Union Siderurgi-
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que du Nord et de |’Est de la France were news was important because France im- 
closed: at Rehon, one 35-ton converter and ports about 90% of its yearly bentonite 
one 23-ton electric furnace; at Neuves- demand. The small domestic production 
Maison, a small section mill; at Longwy, a consisted of low-grade bentonite with an 

temene furnace 2 by rons. At Creus- active clay (smectite) content of less than 
ot Loire S.A., at Creusot, a blooming mill,a 50%. Pits producing bentonite were located 
billet stand, and a bar mill were closed; at in Dordogne and in Vaucluse. 
Ordain, one 15-ton, 4-megavolt-ampere elec- Preliminary bentonite inventories pre- 
tric arc furnace was shut down; and at pared by the BRGM showed 12 areas in 
Pamiers, one 12-ton, 3.5-megavolt-ampere Sparnacian Beds located in the western and 
electric arc furnace was also shut down. northwestern areas of the Paris Basin, 
Acieries et Laminoirs de Lorrain-SACILOR where the grade of the clay (85% smectite) 
closed a basic bessemer converter and a appeared good. Several tests confirmed suit- 
blooming “a at send ange 1 the La ability of the clays for use in foundries. 

ead and Z4inc.—UVuring » the Lar- Although reserves were not determined, 

gentiére Mine, operated by Penarroya, was preliminary reports indicated several thou- 
preparing to close. Results of exploration sand tons of clay may be present and 
near the mine were negative, and reserves economically recoverable. 
onhand should be exhausted by the end of Lime.—During 1981, burnt lime was pro- 

1982 or early 1983. | ; duced in about 34 locations spread through- 

During me Fenarroya purchased a out France. Only three plants have more 
ings of a closed factory loca sever than a 200,000-ton-per-year capacity. Four 

furnace at Noyelles-Godault (Pas-de-Calais). major ones were the two French subsid- 

malacon esto srt pesong ont ait ta Ie Group of algun: 8.4 es Chaux e mies du Boulo 200,000 tons of residues with a low content 4 750,000-ton-per-year capacity of quick. 
of zinc in 1983. In favorable economic cir- lime, located at Rety and Boran, in north- 

cumstances, this raw material should be a gastern France, and S.A. des Carrieres et 
significant source of zinc for the installa- Pours a Chaux de Dugny, which operated a 

cre at L Oe podault. in started mi 700,000-ton-per-year installation at Dugny. 
tin, Fe , al vem oe he M . Aer. In addition, Chaux Balthazard et Cotte 

og Ror very gemma Mal Am operated four plant leat a a Buin, 
France, was a site of intensive exploration ern France with ag aueregate ‘capacity i 
for tin in an area that had a long history of 39 goo , Th h j bsid 
tin mining dating back to the Romans. In_ ._’. tons per year. rough its subsid- 1981, pr odie tion 8 tarted at Mon thelleux in laries, Chaux de Provence and Chaux de la 

> Ee we . Tour, Balthazard had a capacity of about 

sean ack conalning numerous int 390.00 tons per year of lime in southeast 
mine and daily output were not known at range, at ChateaunentleeMartigue, in 
zearend in adion, exploration continied clus In edition, the company operate 

. ? . two plants with an aggregate capacity of 
were estimated at 9,000 tons of tin. 100.000 to located at S te 

Tungsten.—Société Miniére d’Anglade, 1 Le ns a Cotet Gan a dTe Te 
the largest producer of tungsten in France, a-Memance 1n aronne and 1 errass- 

. . on in the Dordogne. Another subsidiary of 
started production from a new deposit at Balthazard, Fours a Chaux de |’Aisne, op- 
Veronique. High metal content in the ore , ° 

. erated a 130,000-ton-per-year plant located 
resulted in a successful year for the opera- at Vendeuil , 
tor. Coframines, a BRGM subsidiary, held a ‘ . 
7% participation in the Société Miniére , \’* Dolomie Francaise ® operated a 
d’Anglade. n-per-year plant, the argest ime p ant in 

France, at Neau, Mayenne; its production, 
NONMETALS qoweyer, jas wa dolomitic lime and 

Bentonite.—Large deposits of bentonite Salt.—France produced salt from mines, 
may exist in the Basin of Paris, according to brines, and the sea during 1981. Rock salt 
preliminary reports® on exploration for ben- was produced by the Compagnie des Salins 
tonite in France published during 1981.The du Midi et des Salines de l’Est (CSMSE)
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with facilities at Saint-Nicolas de-Port During 1981, the center for study and 
(Meurthe-et-Moselle). Salt from brine was research for the French coal mining indus- 
produced at Varangeville (Meurtheet- try, Centre d’Etudes et Recherches des 

_ Moselle) and at nearby Dax; the operator Charbonnages de France (CERCHAR), cele- 
.was CSMSE. Solvay also produced salt at brated its 130th anniversary. The laborato- 
Tavaux (Jura) and at Bayonne. Salt from ries of CERCHAR were located at Verneuil- 
the sea was produced at Salins-de-Giraud en-Halatte, north of Paris. Employment at 
(Bouches-du-Rhone) and at Aigues-Mortes CERCHAR totaled 7 00 engineers, scientists, 
(Gard) by CSMSE. Table 1 shows the latest and technicians. 
trends in salt production of France. During many years of research, CER- 
Tale.—As in the past, Talcside Luzenac CHAR worked on problems related to min- 

operated its opencast mine at Trumouns ing at great depths, remote control of min- 
(Ariege) from May until October during ing equipment, designing of equipment in- 
1981. The high altitude of the minesite and cluding use of high voltages underground, 
abundant snowfall made production during and research into spontaneous oxidation of 
winter impossible. To move overburden, a coal at low temperatures and into the gases 
new larger power shovel was commissioned emitted during such oxidation. In addition, 
at the mine. New equipment increased pro- CERCHAR studied effects of atmospheric 
ductivity at the mine and led to lower pollution in mines on miners’ health, and 
consumption of explosives. At the nearby CERCHAR was appointed by the French 
plant at Luzenac, new installations for pro- Government to issue certificates in con- 

| duction of 30-micrometer fines, for use in formity with mandatory standards for 
the paper industry, were completed during health and safety in mines. | 
1981. In addition, a new storage facility was Petroleum.—Although consumption of 
commissioned at the plantsite. crude oil was lower by about 11% than that 

. during 1980, France remained heavily de- 
| MINERAL FUELS pendent on imported crude oil. Domestic 

Coal.—During 1981, for the first time Production was low and accounted only for 
since 1964, French coal production increas- Slightly less than 2% of the country’s con- 
ed over that of the previous year. About 10 sumption during 1981. 
coalfields, varying in size, geological condi- Significant increases of expenditures by tions, and mining methods, were in produc-__ the oil companies for exploration and devel- 
tion. These were grouped in three coal opment signaled a revival of the search for 
basins, namely Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Lor- il and gas. In 1981, expenditures for explo- 
raine, and Centre-Midi. The largest produc- ration and development totaled about $347 
ers of coal were mines in the Lorraine Basin million. In 1978, the same expenditures had 
located in northeastern France near the amounted to only $111 million. 
border with the Federal Republic of Ger- | During 1981, 438 wells totaling 88,945 me- 
many, which accounted for about 50% of ters onshore and 5 wells totaling 12,699 
the country’s total coal production. meters offshore were drilled for exploration. 

The coal industry had an uneventful In the Aquitaine Basin, 18 wells totaling 
year, and the production inG¢rease resulted 52,107 meters and in the Parisian Basin, 12 
from better utilization of existing facilities. wells totaling 27,168 meters comprised the 
The coking plants at mines‘as well as those bulk of exploratory drilling in France. Off- 

at steel plants suffered from low level activ. shore, three wells totaling 7,648 meters 
ities in the iron and steel sector of the were drilled in the Golfe de Gascogne, and 
mineral industry. , two wells totaling 5,051 meters were drilled 

In the coalfield of Aquitaine, plans called .in Manche-Iroise. From onshore drilling, 
for development of two opencast mines __ the only indication of oil and gas was in the 
based on 15 million tons of reserves not Orlon and Marne Basins, Aquitaine. Off- 
recoverable by present underground min- _ shore, all five wells were dry. 
ing. The first one would exploit reserves of 5 During 1981, 89 wells totaling 153,765 
million tons at the Sainte Marie Mine, and meters were drilled for development. The 
the second one would produce coal from 10 Parisian Basin was the most active area, 
million tons of reserves at the Troniqui- where 36 wells totaling 43,490 meters were 
Lavoir Mine. Work at the Sainte Marie drilled. In addition, 21 wells were drilled in 
Mine could start during 1983 and at the Landes, Aquitaine. In addition to the small 
Troniqui-Lavoir Mine during 1990. production in France, French oil companies
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operated in 40 foreign countries and con- during 1981. 
trolled production of about 350 million bar- The mining division of Compagnie Gen- 
rels per year abroad. erale des Matieres Nucleaires (COGEMA) at 

During 1981, 24 petroleum refineries with Crouzilles was the largest producer of ura- 
a capacity of 1,155 million barrels per year nium ore. The uranium content of its out- 
were operated in France, which was 5.7 put was over 1,000 tons of U;Os. 
million barrels less than in 1980. The larg- After the startup in the early part of 
est refinery was at Petite Couronne, operat- 1980, the mining division at Herault had 
ed by Shell Francais. However, in spite of problems in reaching the designed capacity 
the reduction of operational capacities in during1981. 
French petroleum refineries, utilization of Exploration for uranium continued at a 
the installed capacity was only 62%, and for fast pace. At the beginning of the year, 
the first time since 1970, petroleum refine COGEMA had 388 exploration permits 
eries processed less than 730 million bar- covering 3,352 square kilometers. Reserves 
rels. of the new uranium deposit at Coutras, 

During 1981, three analytic cracking Province of Nord Aquitaine, reportedly to- 
units were under construction in refineries taled 20,000 tons. Production from the Cou- 
at Donges (Atlantque), Flandres (Mardyck), tras deposit was planned for the beginning 
and Reichstet (Strasbourg). The new addi- of the next decade. | 
tions will increase cracking capacity in The capacity of the COGEMA plant at 
France from 81 million barrels per year in Bessines for the production of yellow cake 
1981 to 101 million barrels per year in 1982. was increased to 1.1 million tons of ore per 
At the Bordeaux refinery operated by year. 
ESSO, S.A.F., a new 4.7-million-barrel-per- 
year desulfurization unit was completed, ———— 
and at the Mede refinery (Mediterranee- 2Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

Rhone) operated by Compagnie Francaise _,,,Wie"e,neoaser values, have heen converted from 
de Raffinage, a new 715,000-barrel-per-year 1980 of F5.00= US$1.00. _ 
alkalinization unit was completed. An ex- ,, ole Herre, F. and B. Rozes, Prospection det Aswilena 
perimental platforming unit for treatment  Sparnacien dans l’Ouest du Bassin de Paris (Are There 
of residues was completed at the Feyzin {[&¥ Clay, Deo Deposits fn France? Exploration of Sparna- 
refinery (Mediterranee-Rhone). Chronique de fa Recherche Miniére, No. 460, 1981, pp. 53- 

Uranium.—France continued to mine and 20s, B. Sodium-Exchanged Bentonite in France. Ind. 
process domestic and foreign uranium ore Miner. (London), November 1981, pp. 59-63.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Gabon 

By Ben A. Kornhauser' 

The appreciation of the U.S. dollar, with more accessible, exploitable, and market- 
respect to the African Financial Communi- able, and to enable Gabon to control their 

ty franc (CFAF), impacted favorably in 1981 delivery from Gabon’s ports. The plan was 
on Government oil revenues, which increas- for prospecting to take place for 100 kilo- 
ed 32% over initial estimates.2 However, meters on either side of the railroad by the 

the rise in the value of the dollar substan- national geological office, France’s Bureau 
tially increased Gabon’s foreign debt, which de Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres 
was almost 50% payable in dollars. In (BRGM) and by aerial survey by a US. 
addition, the high interest rates in the company. 
United States of about 19% and in France In late 1981, France granted Gabon a loan 
of 20%, compared with Gabon rates of of $24.9 million at 8.5% interest to finance 

between 10% and 15%, attracted Gabon’s_ the second leg of the railroad. This section 
cash holdings. The devaluation of the was to extend for 140 kilometers from 
French franc also increased the cost of Ndjole to Booue, the most difficult part of 
imports outside the franc area since import- the line that followed along the Ogooue 
ers had to pay more for foreign exchange in River Valley. This leg was scheduled to 
dollars, marks, or yen. Gabon’s inflation open by the end of 1982. The first section of 
was projected at 15% for 1981. the railroad—182 kilometers between Ow- 

The economic growth of Gabon was relat- endo, the Port of Libreville, and Ndjole on 

ed directly to the development of its rich the Ogooue River—became operational in 
natural resources, with petroleum the pre- 1979. In 1981, traffic was expected to exceed 
dominant factor. Higher prices in 1981 off- 80,000 passengers, an estimated 20% in- 

set declining petroleum production, increas- crease over that of 1980, with freight re- 
ed Government oil revenues by $492,000, maining at about 300,000 tons. 

and enabled the gross domestic product Gabon planned to raise its participation 
(GDP) to grow by almost 12% from $3.32 in three primarily French-controlled com- 
billion in 1980 to $3.71 billion in 1981. panies, from 25% to a 35% to 41% portion | 
Outstanding public debt was still heavy, in petroleum and from 10% up to 30% in 
although reduced from its 1980 level, and nonfuel minerals. The target companies 
accounted for 36.3% of Government spend- were Essence et Lubrificants de France 
ing in 1981 compared with 38.3% in 1980. (ELF)-Gabon Oil Co., a subsidiary of the 
Public finance showed continuing substan- ELF-Aquitaine Group involved in petrole- 
tial improvement through the holding of um production; the Compagnie Miniére de 
Government spending to budget limits and 1’Ogooue SA (COMILOG), owned jointly by 
increased GDP. the United States Steel Corp. (40.76%), 

In addition to petroleum, Gabon’s wealth France’s BRGM (18.3%), Imetal SA (15.8%), 
was derived from its manganese, uranium, the Gabonese Government (15.02%), and 
and timber. Major iron ore deposits remain- Banque des Paris et de Pays-Bas and Ja- 
ed undeveloped. The Trans-Gabon Railroad pan’s Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd. 
was being constructed to provide the trans- (10.12%), involved in the mining of man- 
port infrastructure to make these resources ganese; and the Compagnie des Mines 

359
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d’Uranium de Franceville (COMUF), con- Dam (72,000 kva), Tchimbele Dam (57,000 
trolled by the French Commissariat 4 kva), and Petit Poubara Dam (23,200 kva). 
l’Energie Atomique (CEA) and involved in Capacity was being added at the last two 
the production of uranium. sites. Port Gentil had two gas-oil and natu- 

The production and distribution of ral gas generators producing 78,750 kva. 
electricity and water in Gabon were con- Libreville had a backup thermal generator 
trolled by the Société d’Energie et d’Eau du listed at 18,500 kva. In 1981, 23 towns, 
Gabon (SEEG). SEEG was owned by the including Libreville and Port Gentil, were 
Gabonese Government (64%) and other pri- electrified, and powerlines to Fougamou 
vate and quasipublic entities. However, the and Lastoursville were under construction. 
electrical network consisted of unconnected Several projects that were to increase elec- 
regional centers. Fortunately, Gabon had _ trical supply were under study. These possi- 
developed hydroelectric power and could bilities included expanding capacity at 
increase that capacity greatly. Also, its oil Kinguele and Petit Poubara Dams, con- 
and natural gas supplies provided thermal structing a 240,000-kva capacity at Grand 
power generation. In mid-1980, SEEG’s in- Poubara Dam, and developing the Ngounie 
stalled capacity was 265,200 kilovolt- River's Empress Falls, which had a power 
amperes (kva), of which 152,000 kva were potential of 3 billion kva. New ministations 

from hydroelectric facilities and 113,000 were planned for several towns; auxiliary 
kva were from 24 thermal stations. The power was to be supplied for any major 
hydroelectric plants were at the Kinguele industrial project. 

: PRODUCTION 

_ The slump in the international markets million. France’s long-term contract to pur- 
for manganese, uranium, and wood decreas-_ chase 1,000 tons of uranium (metal content) 

ed their value and potential volume in 1981. undoubtedly was a major stimulus to its 
Although the worldwide economic malaise mining. Manganese production decreased 
also reduced petroleum production, increas- by about 31% from 1980 at a value of 
ed oil prices and a strengthened U.S. dollar approximately $95 million. Cement produc- 
raised the value of the oil produced. Urani- tion, on the other hand, increased about 
um production increased about 11% over 37% over that of 1980 and had a value of 
that of 1980 and had a value of $63.3 about $16.1 million. | 

Table 1.—Gabon: Production of mineral commodities! | 
eee 

Commodity? and unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° ER ON 
Cement, hydraulic. _________~_ metric tons__ 190,000 ©190,000 96,205 109,430 149,913 
Diamond, gem and industrial _______ carats__ NA NA NA 557 550 
Gas, natural: 

Gross____._____ —_ million cubic feet. _ 61,694 64,449 ©64,000 58,000 66,073 Marketed __________________do____ 6,250 5,827 6,549 2,538 2,500 
Gold, mine output, metal content__troy ounces__ 2,572 965 964 553 NA 

Manganese: 
Ore, gross weight (50% to 58% Mn) 

metric tons.__ "1,772,685 1,616,516 2,188,445 2,044,049 —«1,359,954 
Pellets, battery and chemical grade, gross 

weight(82% to 85% MnOz) _______do____ "77,944 ™93,905 111,649 102,703 127,584 

Total _______---_-------do___~ "1,850,629 "1,710,421 2,300,094 =. 2,146,752 ~—=—1,487,538 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 79,032 76,176 70,991 64,444 55,386 
TS SSE 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _________________do____ 1,058 1,142 850 886 648 
Jet fuel and kerosine_________do____ 730 2,308 740 1,391 728 
Distillate fuel oil _.__________do____ 5,073 3,275 2,286 2,545 4,117 
Residual fuel oi] ___________do____ 3,650 5,662 4,150 4,140 2,182 
Other-________ dol 1,971 2,496 684 142 752 
Refinery fuel and losses __ _____do____ _- 534 274 14 20 

Total_________________do____ 12,482 15,417 8,984 9,118 8,447 
Uranium oxide (U3Os), content of concentrate 

metric tons__ 1,068 1,205 1,297 1,218 1,360 
eee SEE st 

*Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 20, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and stone) is 

also produced, as well as diamond from artisan works, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate 
to make reliable estimates of output levels.
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‘TRADE | 

Because Gabon interacted with other balance declined from $910 million in 1980 
countries, its trade was affected greatly by to $740 million in 1981. This decline was 
external factors, such as the state of the attributed primarily to increased spending 
world economy, interest rates elsewhere, for imported goods and contracted services. 
and the strength or weakness of other Gabon’s foreign assets were expected to 
country currencies, particularly the U.S. increase slightly in 1981 over those in 1980, 
dollar and French franc. Preliminary 1981 while balance-of-trade payments were ex- 
data indicated that Gabon’s foreign trade pected to be the same as in 1980. 

. COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS the deposit was predicated upon construc- 
. tion of the Trans-Gabon Railroad and a 

Gold.—Data for gold production were un- northern extension. The railroad would car- 
available. Previously, gold was produced ry the ore to Libreville for export to world 
mainly in the Eteke region with some gold markets. 
mining in the Lastoursville, Makokou, and Manganese.—Manganese production in 

Ndjole regions. Gold output was sold onthe 1981 operated at two-thirds of plant capaci- 
official market by Société Gabonese de Re- ty owing to depressed world steel produc- 

cherche et d’Exploitation Miniére (SOGA- tion, in which manganese was essential as a 
REM). desulfurizer and as an inexpensive harden- 

Gold was sought in primitive rock forma- ing element. Gabon was the world’s larg- 
tions in the Eteke (Ngounie) region by the est producer of manganese from a single | 
Or Eteke syndicate (Gabon 45%, COMUF mine and was one of the world’s four 
35%, and BRGM 20%). BRGM also intended principal producers of manganese ore. 
to prospect actively for gold in 1982. These At the Ogooue Mine at Moanda, manga- 
explorations were aimed first at locating mese ore was extracted by the open pit 
the mother lode of the Eteke gold, from method by COMILOG. With manganese, 

which 15 tons were mined in dispersed also, mining expansion and expected ferro- 
locations from 1937 to 1954, and then using manganese alloy production was predicated 
open pit. and/or underground mining to upon construction of the Trans-Gabon Rail- 
exploit the source if it proved to be econom- road. Once the railroad would reach Moan- 
ically feasible. da, transportation no longer would be a 

Iron Ore.—The Board of Directors of the limiting factor to production. New produc- 
Société des Mines de Fer de Mekambo tion was limited by the capacity of the 
(SOMIFER) met to restructure its capital chain-conveyor system that carried the ore 

and to outline a study for developing its from Moanda to M’Binda in the Congo for 
Belinga iron ore deposit near Mekambo, in transport by two railroads to Point Noire, 
northeast Gabon near the Congo border. Congo, for export. a 
SOMIFER was owned by the Gabon Govern- __ France agreed to participate with the 
ment (41%), Bethlehem Steel Corp. (United Gabonese Government in building a ferro- 

States) (20%), Bergbau AG Niederrhein Ex- ™anganese alloy plant at Haut-Ogooue, the 
ploration (Federal Republic of Germany) Proposed site of the hy droelectric plant. 
(10%), Industralexport (Romania) (5%), Fin- France was to conduct studies before bids 
sider International (Italy) (3.5%), BRGM Were invited for the plant. Production ca- 

(France) (3%), Ste’ Lorraine et Méridionale P8City was planned at 85,000 tons of ferro- 
de Laminage Continu (SOLMER) (2.4%), ™anganese and 50,000 tons of silicoman- 

Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas (1%), Este] 88mes¢ per year. The conversion of the 
Hoogovens BV (Netherlands) (0.5%), and a manganese ore concentrate to ferroalloys 

Japanese group (13.6%). The ore reserves of WS to boost Gabon’s GDP through sale of a 
: : wags higher priced product and increased em- 

the deposit were estimated at 910 million 1 t 
tons, with about 65% iron content, of which ? oyment. | 
about 200 million tons contained less than 
0.1% phosphorus. Open pit mining was to NONMETALS 
be used to produce between 7.5 and 10 Barite.—Promising indications of 1.2 bil- 
million tons annually. The development of lion tons of barite deposits were reported
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primarily at Dourakiki in the Nyanga re- leum production declined again in 1981, 
gion, 110 kilometers north of Mayumba in owing largely to a decrease in world de- 
the southern coastal region. The Dourakiki mand for oil that caused crude oil prices to 
deposit was reported to have a barite con- drop and the Organization for Petroleum 
tent of 47%. Barite was discovered first in Exporting Countries to mandate production 
Gabon in the 1960’s by BRGM. The feasibili- controls. Gabon also lost Cameroon as a 
ty study of the Dourakiki deposit was con- market for some refined products. Oil pro- 
ducted by the Koussou syndicate, consisting duction declined to a little under 150,000 
of the Gabonese Government, COMILOG, barrels per day, about two-thirds of the 
and BRGM. The deposit was to be exploited peak production of 224,000 barrels per day 
jointly by a company composed of the above in . 

three plus ELF-Gabon. Beneficiation by il production was mostly from offshore 
gravitation was expected to convert about fields with development still centered in 
80% of the run-of-mine output intoasalable offshore areas. ELF-Gabon, which was 25% 
product. — owned by the Gabonese Government and 
5 The dominant use Or uehed and ground 75% by Essence et Lubrificants de France- 

arite was In ing luids ior oll and gas’ Enterprise de Recherches et d’Activités 
| wells, of particular interest in Africa with Pétroliérs, still dominated oil production 

the increased drilling for petroleum. __ in the country. ELF-Gabon operated the 
Cement.—Cement production was consid- Mandji Field, among several others, by 

erably below the clinker-grinding capacity itself and in conjunction with other compa- 
available. The older clinker-grinding plant nies. Recent discoveries doubled Gabon’s 
located at Owendo was operated by the known oil reserves, but 1980 world econom- 
Société des Ciments d’Owendo and had an ic conditions failed to motivate the Govern- 
annual capacity of 270,000 tons. The princi- ment to determine future production levels. 
pal shareholders of the firm were the Gabon In June 1979, the Gabon Government 
Government (20%) and Ciments Lafarge established the Société Nationale des 
S.A. (France) (71.3%). Pétroles Gabonais (PETROGAB), and all 

Two new plants were constructed and petroleum-producing companies were re- 
operated by Societe ors aments een N, quired to deliver 25% of their annual out- 
which is owned by the \rabonese Govern- put to the national company. PETROGAB 
ment (51%), ELF-Gabon (197%), Ciments La- hecame independent in 1980 under the Min- 
farge (15%), and Société des Ciments ister of Economy and Finance. PETROGAB 
Neendo 5%). One Plant, rocated Alle. was organized into five sections. One section 

: um abou ometers trom Libreville, oversaw all exploration and production ac- 
ras fo produce raat on of qinker from tivities. A second section was responsible for 
a aeeevone eee ereby d lent = all financial matters. A third division han- 
linkerevin ers. th an ona aa & dled legal matters. A fourth section was 

duction cav ; e P el 00.000 ‘to annua! pro- responsible for refining and petrochemicals, 
te ted aL Fra y will 3 ns, Was Con- and a fifth section was concerned with 

s Tal "An eatin ted 100-million-ton d storage and transport. By 1981, the first 
ic a tal es eI ted 7m the N’d a three divisions were operational. The first 

posit 0 ¢ was loca m the endl division proved to be most important be- 
Tchibanga region of the Nyanga Province. cause Gabon entered into leases under 
The Gabonese Government and BRGM con- . . 

. . va aa . production-sharing agreements and over- 
tinued to consider the feasibility of exploit- : . 
ing the deposit saw the production of the operating compa- 

Bune ee pos. nies. Until mid-1981, PETROGAB had no 
MINERAL FUELS problems in marketing its 25% share of oil 

Produced through png term er p year 
Natural Gas.—Natural gas production, leases. Approximately % O 

which was associated mostly with petrole- GAB’s contracts were directly with govern- 
um production, declined slightly in step ments as purchasers and not through inter- 
with the drop in crude oil output. About 5% mediaries. When PETROGAB’s work force 
of the gas production was used for power and expertise could be increased, the com- 
generation and the remainder was flared. pany planned to become more active in the 
Natural gas reserves remained stable at areas of refining, petrochemicals, storage, 
about 70 billion cubic meters. and transport. In 1981, Gabon announced 
Petroleum.—Production.—Gabon’s petro- its intention of increasing its share of capi-
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tal interest in foreign oil companies from 2,750 barrels per day. The second, the Kenzi 
25% to a 35% to 41% portion.* New explora- Marine No. 3 test well, went through 30 
tion leases were to be on a production- meters of oil-bearing sandstone between 
sharing basis, with PETROGAB receiving 1080 and 1140 meters. The well was located 
much larger shares of annual production. in the Pongara Marine Concession about 65 

Exploitation of the AYOL I site by the kilometers from the Lopez cap. This well 
joint partnership of the Wed Gabon Oil Co. was drilled under an exploration and shar- 
(70%) and ELF-Gabon (80%) began in the ed production contract between the Gabon 
fall of 1981. The initial discovery was made Government on the one hand and ELF- 
in 1979 in the North Concession where Aquitaine (70%) and ELF-Gabon (30%) on 
petroleum was found in the Batenga Stone the other. In August, the 50-50 partnership 
at a depth of 2,259 meters, with an initial of Elf-Gabon and Mitsubishi Petroleum 
flow of 1,082 barrels per day. Annual pro- found oil in the Baudroie Marine No. 2 
duction was estimated at 400,000 barrels. Concession located offshore Gabon. The well 
The Wed Gabon Oil Co., a Japanese firm, passed through the oil-bearing Anguille and 
was composed of Japan National Oil Co. Bananga reservoirs. 
(50%), World Energy Development (28.6%), Refining.—Gabon’s two refineries had a 
and C. Itoh Energy Development (21.4%).5 combined annual capacity of approximately 
Exploration.—The pursuit of oil by for- 22 million barrels of crude oil. The Société 

eign companies continued actively in 1981. Gabonaise de Raffinage (SOGARA) refinery 
The Wed Gabon Oil and ELF-Gabon part- at Port Gentil had an annual production 
nership drilled in the Assouka Concession capacity of 12 million barrels. It was owned 
without success in 1981. A 50-50 partnership by the Gabon Government (51%), Elf-Gabon 
of the Mitsubishi Petroleum Development (18.75%), Compagnie Francaise des Pétroles 
Co. and ELF-Gabon was exploring the Ba- (18.75%), and a group of petroleum market- 
liste Concession north of the Wed Gabon ing companies (11.5%). SOGARA was sup- 
site.® plied with crude oil from the Mandji Isle 

The Amoco Gabon Exploration Co. made fields via an 18-kilometer pipeline. Its pro- 
two significant oil discoveries in the In- duction was sold on the domestic market 
guessi Marine block, covering a tract of and exported to the Central African Repub- 
1,391 square kilometers lying 86 kilometers lic, to the Congo, and to Cameroon at a 
southeast of Port Gentil. The wells flowed lower price to compete with Cameroon’s 
at daily rates from 1,166 to 2,114 barrels of new refinery. The second refinery, which | 

oil. Amoco Gabon took over this concession came onstream in Port Gentil in 1977, had 
after successive abandonment by ELF- an annual capacity of 10 million barrels of 
Gabon and Exxon Corp. Amoco Gabon Ex- crude oil and was operated by the Compagn- 
ploration Co. consisted of five companies— ie Gabonaise-ELF de Raffinage (COGER). 
Amoco Oil (an affiliate of Standard Oil Co. COGER was owned by the Government 
(Indiana) (50%), Wintershall AG (18.5%), (30%) and ELF-Gabon (70%). Total 1981 
Bristish Petroleum Co. Ltd. (15%), Lingen production from the COGER refinery was 
Exploration Inc. (8.25%), and Preussag AG approximately 8.36 million barrels of gaso- 
(8.25%).? In addition, Amoco drilled its sec- _ line, jet fuel, kerosine, distillate fuel oil, and 
ond exploratory well on its wholly owned fuel oil. COGER refinery exports were in- 
Gombi Marine block. At the end of 1981, tended for Western European countries. 
Amoco had interests in three tracts of about Uranium.—Major uranium deposits were 
1,800 square kilometers in offshore Gabon. centered in the Mounana region near the 
Amoco had explored four concessions in Moanda manganese deposits. However, of 
Gabon under four different names: Gombe the three deposits delineated at Oklo, 
Marine, Omboue Sud Marine, Iguela, and Boyindzi, and Okelobondo, only the Oklo 
Inguessi Marine, in association with other Mine was being worked, using open pit and 
oil companies such as Gulf Gabon, Hispan- underground methods. The mine was oper- 
oil, and Gulf Canada. ated by COMUF, which was owned jointly 
ELF-Gabon found oil in two promising by the Gabonese Government (25%), Cie. de 

wells in wholly owned concessions. The Mokta (28%), France’s CEA (15%), Mina- 
Moubenga Marine exploratory well was in tome S.A. (France) (13.2%), Compagnie 
the Paka Marine Concession located 70 Francaise des Minerais d’Uranium (7.5%), 
kilometers south of Mayoumba and passed Cie. des Mines d’Huaron (3.75%), and 
through oil-permeated sandstone en route Compagnie de Geston d’Investissements In- 
to depths of about 3 kilometers in the ternationaux (7.5%). Concentrates were 
Dentale formation. The well flowed at about sold to the CEA under contract.
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The European Investment Bank loaned exploitation of its uranium. Exploration for 
$17 million to Gabon to modernize its urani- uranium was concentrated in the recent 
um processing plant and to expand the past in the Booue-Lastoursville-Mounana 
mine from a production capacity of 1,000 to _ regions. 
1,500 tons per year of uranium metal. The —__ 
loan was granted for 15 years at 8% inter- ’Metallurgist, Division of Foreign Data. 

est. The run-ofmine ore averaged 5% of 4 ,Where. necessary, values have been, converted. from U;0, content. The first processing enriched __ lars at the rate of CFAF300 —US$1.00. : 
the ore to between 35% and 55% U;O; and 3European Societe of Cement Producers. World Cement 

Directory. 1981. 
the yellowcake plant produced a 70% to ‘Paris Marches Tropicaux et Mediterraneans. No. 1885, 
75% uranium concentrate. Dez. 26, 1861, Bess ‘on (Gabon). June 18, 1981. v. 4 

The Taiwan company TAIPOWER ace 6 hie 90 198 ee LP. 
cepted Gabon’s offer to participate in the *Standard Oil Co. (Indiana),Annual Report 1981.



The Mi 1 Industry of th 

G D tic Republi 

By Walter Steblez? 

In 1981, the German Democratic Republic energy savings were achieved by a 5% 

(GDR) showed significant economic growth consumption decrease in industry. 

in contrast to several other centrally plan- The planned 16% growth of foreign trade 

ned Eastern bloc economies. The GDR turnover for 1981 fell short of the goal and 

national income registered the planned 5% attained a 10% increase over that of 1980. 

increase over that of 1980, and gross indus- Official sources, however, pointed to a fa- 

trial production for the entire economy rose vorable trade balance in 1981 and a trade 

by 5.1%, versus a planned 5.0%; in industri- surplus with “developing and industrialized 

al sectors directly controlled by ministries, is pra ara ll -- volicy. to 

the increase amounted to 5.9% versus a n the ,» mineral economic policy, to a 

planned 5.8%. The relative shares of fer- large extent, determined the content and 
rous and nonferrous metallurgy and mining direction of overall economic development. 

in total industrial production were approx- Despite a leading role in the world produc- 

imately 6.4% and 2.4%, respectively, and in See ue des and potast the coun with 
the oducti f fuel d , about a highly developed industria ase, pos- 

11.1%, uction oF Tuer and power, apes sessed scant mineral reserves. To meet its 

The total industrial labor force in the industrial material requirements, the GDR 

. 11: relied heavily upon imports of ferrous and 

on o or 22% employed in k i aoe and nonferrous ores and metallurgical products, 

raw and other material sectors of the econo- oF ney resourtes. significant amounts of 

my Reportedly, in 181, thee were more "Government Folices and Programs.— 
me tallur; ‘and mini f which 83,000 The GDR objectives of maintaining econom- 

a tic worker “The 1¢ f ’ ic growth in the 1980’s with concurrent 

were pr aq netallur “cal to non loved reduction of imports for essential raw mate- 

about 5 00 0 0 be vol i ‘lu 4 r employed y+ial and energy resources included the fol- 

a el 35.000 e eoducti, including The fuel lowing trends: (1) Industrial enterprise reor- 

mave y 32,000 production workers. The fue! ganization; (2) increased technology trans- 

and power and chemical sectors had, respec- fer and reliance upon scientific work in key 

tively, about 271,000 and 274,000 total per- industries; (3) expanded reliance on second- 
sonnel, of which 17 5,000 and 170,000, re- ary raw materials, increased use of special 

spectively, were production workers. Indus- gteels, and refining in the ferrous and 

trial labor productivity in 1981 rose 5% and nonferrous metallurgical sectors; and (4) 

was responsible for 90% of the overall enhanced marketability of exported com- 
industrial production increase. modities. 

While the Ministries of Coal and Energy During the 1976-80 5-year plan, the GDR 

and Mining, Metallurgy, and Potash were embarked upon a reorganization of indus- 
increasing production by 1.7% and 10%, trial enterprises under respective ministries 

respectively, in 1981, the GDR continued to into large centrally organized firms (Kombi- 

pursue and implement policies for the effi- nats) with the aim of improving the division 

cient consumption of raw materials and of labor and production efficiency. Closely 

energy and for materials and energy sav- related enterprises were consolidated into 

ings. The reported 1981 raw materials and vertically organized state monopolies. By 
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Table 1.—German Democratic Republic: 1980 production and 1985 production goals 
for key resources 

nn 

Commodity prod:tion oaks 

Electric energy. ________---------------------------billion kilowatts_ — 99 112 

Lignite, mine output _________------------------------- million tons__ 258 290 

Nitrogen fertilizers, Ncontent ______________----------~--- thousand tons__ 943 1,200 
Potash fertilizers: 

Crude, K,O content. ___________-_-----------------------d0---- 3,422 3,450 

Ste ra nlated and globular, K20 content oe eee ee  - d0L — 2,245 

Total rolled____________----__-------------------------d0o_~-- 5,128 9,282 
Total rolled (alloyed) special steel Wo ee ~~ - 0 4,330 7,393 

In comparison with that of 1981,theGDR and energy output by 3.7% over that of the 

national income was planned to increase preceding year. Electric power generation 

48% in 1982. Total manufacturing output was expected to reach 103.4 billion kilo- 

and enterprise production under the indus- watts. Raw lignite output was set at 271.9 

trial ministries were set to grow 4.5% and million tons, and lignite briquets at over 50 

5.1%, respectively. At the same time, specif- million tons. The ore mining, metallurgical, 

ic consumption of energy was to decrease by and potash industries were to increase their 

4.0% in 1982. Consumption of rolled steel in output by 3.3% and raise the production of 

the metal-working industry was to decrease _potassic fertilizer (in K.O content) to 3.45 

by 6.5%, and in the building industry, by million tons. Also, labor productivity in 

3.9%. Consumption of cement by the build- industry was to grow by 4.5%, and foreign 

ing industry was to be reduced by 5.5% in _ trade, by 15%; capital investment in indus- 

1982. try, however, was reduced by 3.1%. 

In 1982, the GDR planned to increase coal _ 

~ PRODUCTION 

In 1981, every industrial sector in the under the Ministry of Ore Mining, Metal- 

GDR reportedly met and exceeded produc- lurgy, and Potash were met and in some 

tion plan targets. Enterprises under the cases exceeded for most essential raw mate- 

jurisdiction of the coal and energy ministry rials. Domestic mineral raw materials and 

overfulfilled the plan by 101.7%. The plan ground water resources were expanded in 

for refined coal products was exceeded by 1981 by workers of the Ministry of Geology, 

358,000 tons for brown coal briquets and by which exceeded its plan by 105%. Actual 

22,000 tons for high-temperature brown coal production of most mineral commodities did 

coke. Lignite open pit mines surpassed pro- not vary from or significantly exceed output 

duction quotas and insured adequate sup- levels of 1980. Rather than emphasize pro- 

plies for domestic consumption. Also, the duction in gross output, the GDR attempted 

GDR put into operation 1,000 megawatts of to give greater impetus to quality and 

new electric-power-generating capacity and, efficiency in commodity output by using the 

overall, increased electric power output dur- net output indices and reducing material 

ing the year. cost per 100 marks of production. 

The production plan goals of enterprises
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Table 2.—German Democratic Republic: Production of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Alumina: 
For metallurgical use _____ 38,953 37,585 40,965 43,025 43,000 
For other uses__§__§_§ == = 19,000 19,000 19,000 20,000 20,000 eo ———————_——— a 

Metal: 
Primary?_________________ ™65,000 65,000 *60,000 60,000 60,000 
Secondary _________________ 53,000 53,500 53,000 52,500 52,000 A i a cet ich 

Total _._-__§__ 118,000 118,500 113,000 112,500 112,000 
Cadmium metal, primary®_______________ 18 18 15 15 16 
Copper:® 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 17,000 16,000 15,000 15,000 16,000 
etal: 

Smelter, primary. _______________ 18,000 17,000 19,000 F18,000 18,000 ——— OY eee __—__&_&_&_=*—*~_~x~&x&x;&;&{;&=ZE:EXEX=—- 
Refined: 

Primary______=_~____~_______ 32,000 31,000 32,000 32,000 32,000 
Secondary _________________ 19,000 18,000 19,000 19,000 

Total... 2-2 Le 51,000 49,000 51,000 51,000 51,000 Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, gross weight marketable, 42% Fe* 

thousand tons_ _ 66 80 70 70 70 Metal: 
Pigiron ____._~___________do____ 2,628 2,560 2,386 2,458 2,400 
Ferroalloys®__§_»§_»§_~»_________do____ 154 164 155 150 150 
Crude steel __.____________do____ 6,850 6,976 7,023 7,308 7,400 
Semimanufactures (hot-rolled only) 

do. ___ 4,802 5,002 5,100 5,128 5,200 
Lead:® 

Smelter, primary __________________ 20,000 20,500 22,000 - 22,000 — 22,000 —$< SN Te i rr ss vere sSNA 

Refined: 
Primary _____________________ 20,000 20,500 22,000 22,000 22,000 Secondary ___________________ 17,000 17,500 18,000 18,000 18,000 NOY 

Total _.- 22 37,000 38,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 
Nickel:® 

Mine output, metal content, recoverable ____ 2,500 2,700 2,500 T2700 2,700 Metal, refined ____________________ 2,800 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Silver, mine output, metal content, recoverable® 

e thousand troy ounces__ 1,600 1,600 1,550 1,510 1,600 
Tin: 

Mine output, metal content, recoverable ___ _ 1,400 1,600 1,600 1,800 1,900 Metal, smelter output including secondary _ _ _ F1,750 71,750 ¥2,000 T2200 2,300 Zinc metal including secondary® ___________ 15,500 16,000 17,000 17,500 17,500 
NONMETALS 

Baritee__..__-__________ 31,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 
Boron materials: Processed borax, Na2B407-10H20 

content ____-____________ 3,700 4,100 4,200 3,400 | 3,500 Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 12,102 12,521 12,273 12,444 12,500 Chalke... == do, 50 50 50 50 50 Clay, kaolin:® . Crude ____________________do____ 350 370 380 400 400 Marketable__.______________do____ 170 180 190 200 200 Fluorspar® __-_________________do____ 100 100 100 100 100 Gypsum and anhydrite: 
Crude®___________________ do ___ 340 350 360 7360 360 Calcined___-_§_§_§_____________do____ 304 309 319 313 315 Lime and dead-burned dolomite_______do____ 3,367 3,443 3,470 3,401 3,400 Nitrogen, N content of ammonia ______do____ 1,130 1,187 1,078 1,182 1,190 Potash, marketable, K2O equivalent ____do____ 3,229 3,323 3,395 3,422 3,490 Pyrite, gross weight® _____________do____ 25 25 25 25 25 er a ae==@a@asaeaeaeaeaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaeeeeeeeeeeeeee,._ 

Salt: 
Marine. ___________________do____ 53 53 55 52 53 Rock --___________________do____ 2,590 2,688 2,997 3,076 3,100 oe  Y 

Total __________________do____ 2,643 2,741 3,052 3,128 3,153 Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticsoda ~.-_______ 423,486 414,988 548,303 626,081 650,000 Sodium carbonate_______________ 839,561 852,260 860,483 866,254 870,000 Sodium sulfate__-___________ 137,579 130,799 127,000 127,000 126,000 Stone, sand and gravel: 
Crushed stone _________ thousand tons__ 14,561 14,566 15,000 15,000 15,500 Sand and gravel ______________do.___ 8,359 8,477 9,829 10,353 11,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—German Democratic Republic: Production of mineral commodities? 
: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
I 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 

NONMETALS —Continued 

‘Sulfur: 
Byproduct: __ Lo 

7 _ Elemental® _______ _ thousand tons__ 80 80 80 80 80 - Other forms ______________do____ 260 270 270 270 270 From pyrite® ____§_§_._.__________do____ 10 10 10 10 10 Sulfuric acid _.._-§_-29 5-3 dol, 927 971 952 958 960 : EE CSOD eee 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal: | 

Bituminous_________________do____ 349 115 —- — _— Lignite__§_§________________do____ 253,705 253,264 256,063 258,350 267,000 ———— ee 0,00) £01,000 
Cok Total __________________do____ 254,054 253,379 256,063 258,350 267,000 

e: . 

From anthracite and bituminous coal® do___ _ 1,600 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 - —eeeeeeeeeoeEeeeEeEeeeeeeeeeee 
From brown coal: 

' High-temperature ___________do____ 2,240 2,297 2,373 2,608 2,700 Low-temperature___________do____ 3,020 2,857 2,769 2,727 2,600 $e 000 
Total ____.__________do____ 5,260 5,154 5,142 5,335 5,300 Fuel briquets (from lignite) _________do____ 48,749 48,468 48,698 49,693 49,790 

as: 

Manufactured _____ = _ million cubic feet__ 203,517 218,138 228,380 219,057 220,000 Natural, marketed production _____do____ 300,343 302,426 302,450 302,450 302,500 Petroleum: 
Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 392 392 392 392 - 392 } ————————————————— 

_ Refinery products: — 
Gasoline —~---- do 26,205 27,515 27,832 28,333 29,000 
Kerosine, jet fuel, distillate fuel oil 

do____ 41,048 42,583 45,329 46,533 48,000 Residual fuel oil ~._.________do____ 56,850 58,941 59,000 59,500 60,000 Lubricants. __§____________do____ 2,738 2,817 2,910 2,894 2,900 Asphalt. _-§-____~_________do____ 7,268 6,781 6,969 7,000 7,200 E00 
Total® == do 134,109 T 138,637 142,040 144,260 147,100 

LL 
renee 

°Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. a 
Table includes data available through July 12, 1982. . . . In addition to the commodities listed, magnesium, peat, and a fariety of crude construction materials are produced, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. ~ 
5Reported in Metal Statistics, 1970-80, Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft, 68th ed., Frankfurt am Main, 1981, p. 15. ‘Source indicates that data include “roasted ore,” presumably roasted pyrite. 
‘Figures represent the sum of estimates for silicon metal production (3,000 tons in 1977; 4,000 tons in 1978, 1979, and 1980) and reported figures for production of all other ferroalloys (1981 estimated). 
®Total of listed products only; no estimates have been made for unreported products or refinery fuels and losses. 

| TRADE 

The key objectives of the GDR foreign estimated incurred debt to the U.S.S.R. for 
trade policy for the 1981-85 plan period the period between 1974 to the end of 1980 
were to reduce reliance on imported energy was valued at roughly $3 billion, corre- 
sources and raw materials and to upgrade sponding closely with the petroleum price 
the marketability of domestic production to increase in the Council for Mutual Econom- 
increase exports. The rise in world market ic Assistance (CMEA) bloc. 
prices beginning in 1973 for fuel, raw mate- According to the 1981-85 plan directives, 
rials, and durable goods, resulted in annual the GDR was to slowly redirect some of its 
foreign trade deficits. By the end of 1980, more profitable exports from CMEA coun- 
the estimated convertible currency debt to tries to Western markets. By the end of 
industrialized Western countries reached 1980, a slight overall trade shift occurred; 
an alarming $11 billion with interest pay- the trade share with Western industrial 
ments absorbing approximtely one-third of and developing countries rose to 31 %; with 
the value of exports to the West. The CMEA ‘countries, the trade share fell from
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68% to 65% for the same period, and it earthmoving equipment, ships, and plants 
decreased from 72% to 69% with other and individual equipment for the chemical 
centrally planned economy countries. This and petroleum industries of the U.S.S.R. 
was primarily due to a decrease in trade Reportedly, one of the largest industrial- 
turnover with Poland and Czechoslovakia. scale agreements in the nonferrous metals 

The GDR, as a rule, does not fully publish field signed in recent years was concluded 
its annual trade statistics; however, avail- in 1980 between Licensintorg of the U.S.S.R. 
able official sources indicated a successful and Technocommerz of the GDR. It called 
turning of the trade balance with Western for a transfer of technology to the Soviet 
countries and a reduction of the trade Union for producing copper electrolytic foil 
deficit with the U.S.S.R. through increased as well as for the delivery of 10 production 
exports in 1981. ; lines. 
Among CMEA bloc countries, the GDR The GDR national economic plan was 

trade with the Soviet Union was the largest also coordinated with those of other CMEA 
in value. The GDR import requirements for countries over the 1981-85 period. Inter- 
domestically processed raw materials were CMEA agreements included economic and 
about 60% of the total, with Soviet exports scienific-technical development as well as 
accounting for 100% of the natural gas, trade for the 5-year period. 
90% of the petroleum, 60% to 70% of the The GDR was to participate in a CMEA- 
coal, 70% to 80% of the iron ore and rolled wide agreement on comprehensive special- 
ferrous metals and 60% to 70% of the ization and cooperation on 24 types of non- 
nonferrous metals. Approximately three- ferrous semimanufacture production from 
quarters of the GDR total cast-iron output copper, aluminum, nickel, zinc, and their 
was produced from Soviet supplied ore, and alloys and would specialize in the produc- 
about every third ton of steel consumed by _ tion of copper wire, aluminum strip for the 
the engineering, building, and other indus- canning industry, and other aluminum 
tries was manufactured in the U.S.S.R. semimanufactures. In general, the ex- 

The 5-year commercial agreement for the ‘change of raw materials and mineral com- 
1981-85 period with the U.S.S.R. provided modities with CMEA countries for the 5- 
for annual deliveries to the GDR of about year period will include exports of bitumi- 
130,000 tons of aluminum, 3.2 million tons nous coal and coke from Czechoslovakia and 

of rolled stock, 4.2 million tons of bitumi- Poland, alumina and aluminum from Hun- 

nous coal, 6.5 billion cubic meters of natural gary, petcoke and petrochemicals from Ro- 
gas, and 19 million tons of petroleum. In mania, aluminum, lead, zinc, and ammo- 

1981, however, the petroleum exports were nium dioxide from Yugoslavia and nickel- 
reduced to between 16.5 and 17 million tons; cobalt sinter and concentrate from Cuba. 

otherwise, Soviet raw material exports to The GDR was to continue to supply these 
the GDR remained at approximately the countries with potassium fertilizer, brown 
1980 level. coal briquets, cement, and various chemical 
Furthermore, the 1981-85 commercial products. 

agreement called for Soviet exports of The GDR trade with Poland was especial- 
machine tools, heavy lorries, tractors, and ly important owing to their common border 
excavators as well as mining and engineer- and large-scale commercial agreements. 
ing equipment. Soviet equipment deliveries A long-term commercial agreement had 
were to be completed for the Jaenschwalde established the supply of copper metal and 
lignite-ffired, thermal power station, and semimanufactures to the GDR in exchange 
with Soviet assistance, work was to contin- for equivalent values of aluminum and 
ue on the 3,200-cubic-meter blast furnace aluminum semimanufactures. 

and hot-rolling mill at the Ost Eisenhutten The 1981 commercial agreement between 
Kombinat. The U.S.S.R. was also to supply the two countries specified Polish deliveries 
heavy press equipment at the Hettstedt of bituminous coal and coke, sulfur, nonfer- 
copper billet plant as well as furnace equip- rous metals, and manufactured goods to the 
ment and a cold-rolling mill at the Riesa GDR in exchange for potash, farm machin- 
metallurgical plant. ery, and manufactures, but owing to the 

In turn, the GDR agreed to supply the continued labor crisis in Poland, significant 
Soviet Union with presses and forging as- delivery shortfalls to the GDR occurred for 
semblies (about 5,500 units), milling and the second straight year. The GDR was 

toolmaking machines valued at $1.4 billion, particularly hard hit by hard-coal delivery 
metallurgical and strip mining equipment, shortfalls in 1981. The amount shipped to
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the GDR was about one-third less than in Dursburg, and others. The magnesium chlo- 
1980, which necessitated purchases of hard ride, produced as a byproduct of potash 
coal from the Federal Republic of Germany mining, would be used as a raw material for 
(FRG). : magnesium metal and magnesia produc- 

The GDR 1981 commercial agreement _ tion. 
with Hungary included, among other items, |§ Commercial agreements with Austria for | 
imports of bauxite, alumina, and alumi- 1981 included two orders for Véest-Alpine of 
arc in turn, the GbR supplied Hungary Austria. One was for supply of a 2.55- 
with potash, lignite briquets, and chemical illion-ton-per-year LD shop with continu- 
raw materials. ous bloom and slab casting facilities to the 
_ Yugoslavia has played an important role Ost Eisenhutten Kombinat, and the other 
im the GDR minere trade, and for 2 number was for modernization of the 520,000-ton- 
or years, the two countries have been coOp- per-year steel plate mill at Ilsenburg, which 
erating on the basis of long-term credit was scheduled to undergo trial runs in 
arrangements in fields such as nonferrous February 1982. 

metallurgy. inese agreements were pian- A number of important commercial ar- 
ned to continue for the 1981-85 period. Key rangements were concluded with Japan in 

Yugoslav mineral exports to the GDR dur- 19g] Industrieanlagenimport contracted 

See ard aon ecreestnimaum® Hitachi Lid, Nippon Steel Cor, and Mit . . ~~» gui and Co. to construct a 400,000-ton-per- 
rolled aluminum, aluminum castings, . . . . year, cold-rolling sheet steel mill at the Ost 
orectrolytic leg cop and Met ai detab sinc. Eisenhutten Kombinat. The project, valued 

forgings an d castings of fe rrous metall urgy, at $65.5 million, had scheduled equipment 
. . 5J> deliveries in. 1988 and startup by March 

pickel-cadmium and jead' storage patteries, 1985. A consortium of the Marubeni Corp 
bentonite, and titanium dioxide. The GD " ‘ 
mineral exports to Yugoslavia for this peri- and Kubota Lid. of Japan and Dyckehoff 
od included potassium salts, kaolin, fluorite, and ene a Oro aes 53 000-ton. 
ammonia, rolled ferrous metallurgical prod- trac uild a $ mullion, 99,000-ton- 
ucts, and open pit mining equipment. per-year foundry near Leipzig for the pro- 

Furthermore, bilateral commercial agree- duction oe astinge for trucks and aan 
ments with Vietnam and Cuba, respective- ‘UT@! Machinery. ihe project was schedu 
ly, formed the basis of supplies of chrome ‘' Come onstream in 1985; the Japanese 
ore and nickel-cobalt sinter and concentrate C°™panies agreed to provide materials and 
to the GDR. In 1981, the GDR continued eo ees and the ERG was to, ovine 
playing an active role in the multilateral . ” 
CMEA nickel-cobalt mine development plan P0rt of the GDR had also contracted Toyo 
in Cuba. Engineering Corp. and Mitsui and Co. of 

In the GDR trade with developed Western Japan to provide a $186 million, 240,000- 
countries, the FRG share was over 50%. ton-per-year crude oil cracking plant for the 
During the first half of 1981, trade between Schwedt Petrochemical Kombinat. The 
the FRG and GDR increased by 4% over Plant, designed to produce fuel oil and 
that during the same period in 1980. The 84@S0line, was scheduled for startup in 1984. 
biggest increase in FRG exports to the GDR Trade with the United States during the 
was in the mining sector, with a 49% first 6 months of 1981 declined by 25% in 
increase over that of the previous year. This comparison with that of the same period 
was due primarily to the rise in hard-coal during the previous year. The United States 
deliveries to the GDR, owing to Polish reported a $217 million trade surplus for 
delivery shortfalls during the same year. this period. In the minerals-related sector, 
Also, the GDR was reported to have increas- U.S. exports to the GDR consisted of spare 
ed purchases of silver from the FRG in 1981 parts for mining, drilling, and excavating 
over that of the previous year. machinery, and imports from the GDR in- 

In 1981, the GDR firm Industrieanlagen- cluded potash and machine tools. 
import placed an order for a 500,000-ton- GDR commercial relations outside of the 
per-year magnesium chloride plant to be CMEA and the Organization for Econom- 
built near Sonderhausen in Thuringia with ic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
Mannesmann Anlagenbau AG, head of the areas included a tripartite arrangement 
FRG consortium that included Kléckner between India’s Mineral and Metals Trad- 
Industrienlagen GmbH, Standard Messo ing Corp. and the GDR, Hungary, and
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Yugoslavia for the shipment of 1.5 million metallurgical enterprise that was under 
tons of iron ore to the latter countries in construction in Nigeria with U.S.S.R. aid. 
1981. An agreement was reached between Also, an agreement was reported with Mo- 
Nigeria and the GDR Ernst Thaelmann zambique providing for GDR assistance in 
heavy engineering Kombinat of Magdeburg the development of the country’s cement 
for the supply of one wire rolling mill train industry. 
and four steel rolling mill trains for a 

Table 3.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent exports of mineral commodities? 
: (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y United ‘Other (principal) 
EE eee 

Tere penenenrneinerereeerwenseeereree 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 

Scrap__ ~~~ ~~~ ~________ 9,563 4,001 -- West Germany 2,960; Austria 559; 
- France 448. 

Unwrought _______~________ 27,234 22,962 -- West Germany 19,677; Japan 1,479; 
United Kingdom 693. 

Semimanufactures____________ 712,659 14,582 14 West Germany 7,516; Hungary 3,724; 
Poland 2,586. 

Arsenic: Trioxides, pentoxides, acids __ _ 3 _- 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 2 _— 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms ________~_-~_________ -- 53 -— All to West Germany. 
Chromium: Oxide and hydroxide _____ 26 25 -— All to Greece. 
Cobalt metal including alloys, all forms _ _- 20 _- All to Netherlands. 

pper: . Sulfate. 48 (?) _-- All to Yugoslavia. 
Metal including alloys: . oo. Scrap __-___--.-._______ 2,432 2,760 -- West Germany 2,481; Netherlands 

202; France 47. 
Unwrought______________ 16,427 9,166 -- West Germany 6,973; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,480. 
Semimanufactures _________ 15,612 19,849 49 West Germany 19,671; Austria 101. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap______-____~__________ 51,716 348,941 _- West Germany 46,283; Denmark 

Pigiron _-________________ ™34 646 29,982 __ Austria 9,168; West Germany 7,800; 
Sweden 6,717. 

Ferroalloys _...____________ #7,000 6,432 -— West Germany 5,880; United 
Kingdom 477. 

Steel, primary forms 
thousand tons__ 4296 4344 —_- West Germany 189; Italy 152. 

Semimanufactures:* 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 

do_ ___ 688 869 - (?) West Germany 63; Bulgaria 21; Egypt 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do____ 350 368 (?) West Germany 106; France 56; 

Poland 51. Hoop and strip________do____ 242 359 -- NA. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 17 6 -. NA. 
Wire_____________do____ 63 57 -- West Germany 36;5 Hungary 1. Tubes, pipes, fittings ___do____ 118 138 — Poland 29; West Germany 20; France 

Castings and forgings, rough 
Lead do____ 62 83 _~— West Germany 51; Poland 10. 

Oxides -- eee LL T1434 1,833 -~- West Germany 720; Yugoslavia 640; 
Sweden 186. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ~~ 1,995 999 _. All to West Germany. 
Unwrought______________ 1,246 577 52 Austria 400; Netherlands 125. Semimanufactures _________ _- 37 ~~ All to West Germany. Magnesium metal including alloys, scrap 66 29 — Do. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrates __________ _- 2 -~ All to Norway. 
Oxides _._______________ T12 18 __ Sweden 14; Denmark 4. Molybdenum metal including alloys, all . 
forms _____.______ kilograms__ 100 200 -- All to West Germany. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ______________ 90 106 -- Netherlands 66; Greece 22; Japan 18. Semimanufactures.___________ 33 1 (??) Yugoslavia 1. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $84 $1,748 -— West Germany $1,398; United 
Kingdom $350. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

CO 
. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y Bed Other (principal) —_—_————— ee 

METALS —Continued 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings® 

value, thousands__ $358 $41 _- All to West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, unwought and 

partly wrought________do____ ™$74,204 $25,678 -~- United Kingdom $25,577; West _ Germany $101. zin metal including alloys, unwrought 27 4 _- Greece 2; Italy 2. - ine: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 363 NA 
Oxides and peroxides __________ 157 425 ~~ West Germany 325; Yugoslavia 100. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _--_.~-~-_~________ 240 159 -~ All to West Germany. 
Unwrought_____________ — 72 _— Sweden 50; Greece 22. 
Semimanufactures _________ 5 61 — All to Austria. 

Other: 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 

rous metals _______________ 22,363 27,236 _- Austria 16,993; West Germany 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___ __ T!105 974 21 West Germany 950. 
Metalloids_ $$. __________ 3 4 _- All to Finland. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms_____._____________ T1117 2,200 _ West Germany 1,218; Poland 977. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Artificial: Corundum __________ 22 3 _- All to Hungary. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $5 $1 _- All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ________________ 482 7598 -- West Germany 340; Italy 96; 

Pakistan 65. 
Asbestos, crude________________ _- 486 _—  Alltoltaly. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 715,122 9,705 _- West Germany 9,625. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates _________ 41 NA 
Oxides and acids _..._________ —_ 23 _- Netherlands 13; Greece 10. Cement_________ _ thousand tons__ 51,183 81,226 _- West Germany 326; Hungary 248; 

Yugoslavia 84. Chalk__________ 598 054 543 055 _. West Germany 12,098. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Andalusite______________ -- T17 _- All to Austria. 
Fireclay _-_____________ 3,149 1,600 — Poland 1,580. 
Fuller’s earth, chamotte____ _ _ -- 494 _- All to Hungary. _ Kaolin _.~_-_____________ 5106,356 5133,984 -- West Germany 56,709; Yugoslavia 

15,590; Poland 12,156. Other __-_______________ 6,314 6,281 _- Hungary 5,671; Belgium-Luxembourg 
300; Italy 218. Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ T43 443 946,758 -- West permany 37,894; Sweden 1,559; 
Finland 1,469. Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~~~ T9397 8,174 ~- Hungary 3,819; West Germany 1,215; 
Sweden 1,083. Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ -- $202 -- All to Belgium-Luxembourg. Industrial _.__________do____ $2,390 $22 _- All to Netherlands. Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ 51,892 48,939 _- Poland 13,370; Norway 10,900; 

Austria 10,004. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ___._________ 60 20 _. All to Sweden. 
Phosphatic _.~_-~__._.______ 968 NA 
Potassic________________ T150,260 139,810 _- West Germany 125,360; United 

Kingdom 13,062. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ ¥280,007 10446617 1 West Germany 326,380; Brazil 52,034; ; Colombia 35,976. Phosphatic_.___.________ 34,201 36,064 -- West Germany 18,720; Bulgaria 

13,000; Netherlands 3,644. 
Potassic, K20 content® 

thousand tons__ 2,745 2,817 (!1) Czechoslovakia 459; Poland 287; 
Brazil 271; Hungary 228. 

Other including mixed _____ __ 1,200 1,809 -- West Germany 855; Sweden 425; 
Saudi Arabia 256. Ammonia _________________ 712,098 53,626 -- West Germany 29,258; Spain 11,417; 
Italy 7,994. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Graphite, natural _________--_~- 240 50 _. All to Yugoslavia. 
Gypsumand plasters ___________~ 580,353 578 604 _. Hungary 51,707. 
Lime _________-_-~~--_---~--- 10,418 39,248 _- West Germany 37,212; Hungary 

Magnesite _______._-~-_____-~~~- _- 530 -- Netherlands 430; Denmark 76. 
Mica, worked including agglomerated 

splittings ____.______________ 2 4 _. __ Italy 3; Belgium-Luxembourg 1. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural ____- value, thousands_ _ $14 $10 $9 France $1. 
Synthetic ____.________do____ $15 $1 $1 

Pyrite, unroasted_ _____________-- —_ 12,725 _. Greece 12,705. 
Salt® ___ ________ thousand tons__ 1,232 1,210 _. Sweden 74; Finland 63. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ____________-~ T1,976 2,405 _. Hungary 1,487; Finland 307; West 
Germany 289. 

Caustic soda___~___________-~- 877,600 $137,000 _. Netherlands 65,085; Sweden 57,163. 
Sodaash____ _______ ee 5295,500 5311,500 — Sweden 26,180; Hungary 21,137; 

Finland 19,054. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked_ _ _ 719,191 17,268 __ West Germany 16,615; Norway 428; 

Yugoslavia 200. 
Worked _______~-_—_- 528,157 27,013 _- West Germany 26,594; Netherlands 

151; Norway 120. 
Gravel and crushed rock ______—— 5296,918 5385296 __ West Germany 327,291. 
Limestone, except dimension_ _ _ — — — 127,516 80,154 _. All to West Germany. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing — _ — — — *66,918 55,176 _. Austria 19,257; Yugoslavia 18,778; 

Hungary 15,578. 
Sand and gravel® __ thousand tons_ _ 2,472 2,561 _. All to West Germany. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal __ — — -- 1 -- All to Sweden. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum —_—__—~_~_~~- r 84,000 820,500 _. Austria 5,163. 

Tale_____ ~~~ 24 21 _- All to Yugoslavia. 
Other: 

Crude______ -§___ ee 13,011 38,783 __ Denmark 24,446; United Kingdom 
7,321; Hungary 5,549. 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 
metal-bearing __________.__ T2407 35,073 _- Finland 33,451; West Germany 862; 

Netherlands 600. 
Oxides and hydroxides of strontium, 

barium, magnesium___ _ ~~~ __-_ 1,049 1,475 _- Finland 715; Sweden 444; italy 80. 
Halogens________~___-_---~~ T546 792 — Hungary 381; Switzerland 236; Italy 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ ___—~— _- 3 _— All to Finland. 
Carbon black ___________---~-- 7 950 9,540 11 West Germany 5,642; United 

¢ Kingdom 1,277; Bulgaria 895. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous_ _ _ _ _ _ — 285,000 300,366 _ Poland 300,000. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 

coal __~____~________.___-_ 462,037 537,493 _— Hungary 503,747; Denmark 33,734. 
Lignite including briquets® 

thousand tons__ 1,806 2,212 _- West Germany 906; Czechoslovakia 
369; Austria 195. 

Coke andsemicoke____________ ~~ T110,774 209,067 _. West Germany 149,494; Spain 35,651; 
Austria 17,113. 

Gas, manufactured* 
million cubic feet_ _ 343 381 -. NA. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ____— ~~ 16 20 _. West Germany 16; Finland 4. 
Peat including briquets _.________~_ F189 124 _. France 62; West Germany 51. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 53,340 53,610 _. West Germany 2,337. 

Kerosine____ ______~-do__ ~~ 57 77 _- All to Hungary. 
Distillate fuel oil __ _..___do____ 56,932 58,958 _. Mainly to West Germany. 
Residual fuel oi] ________do____ T 85 562 87,932 _. West Germany 4,608; Sweden 2,644. 
Lubricants__________.—do___~- 831 860 _— Mainly to Austria and West 

Germany. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent exports of mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 ‘“Imteq 4 #4... . “oo United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
Mineral jelly and wax 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 87 119 20 West Germany 36;5 Netherlands 15; 
Austria 14. 

Petroleum coke ____ __do__ __ -- 17 _— All to Italy. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do__ __ 400 554 _. West Germany 553. 
Unspecified ________do____ 255 211 _- All to Poland. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals __ _ _— 55,473 93,452 _— West Germany 90,850; Switzerland 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data published by the German Democratic Republic (GDR), this table should not be 

taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral exports. These data have been compiled from various sources, 
which include United Nations information, data published by the trading partner countries, and partial official trade 
statistics of the GDR. Unless otherwise specified, data are compiled from the official trade statistics of the individual 
trading partners. 

2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Excludes imports of Sri Lanka valued at $45,000. 
“Source for total exports only, not destinations: Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, New York. 
5Source: Official trade statistics of the GDR. 
6May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals. 
7Excludes imports of Uruguay and Brazil valued at $30,000 and $1,000, respectively. 
8Source: Statistical Yearbook of the Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow. 
*Excludes imports of Malta valued at $15,000. 
10Fxcludes imports of Uruguay valued at $1,078,000. 
11Imports of 49 metric tons, gross weight, reported by the United States. 

Table 4.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “TiitedSOOts=<CSst‘i<ia 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite?_____________________ 183,800 120,600 _- Hungary 69,300; Yugoslavia 22,800. 
Oxides and hydroxides ______.....— 95,025 101,007 _- West Germany 77,063; Hungary 22,294. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________----.-~---- F249 231 _. All from West Germany. 
Unwrought _____________ ~__~ 38,882 49,422 -- Yugoslavia 36,739; Hungary 12,472. 
Semimanufactures_.______._-— 24,065 30,039 _- West Germany 13,887; Hungary 8,111; 

Yugoslavia 7,382. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 8 NA 
Cadmium metal including alloys, al] forms _ _ 10 NA 
Chromium: 

Chromite, Cr2O3 content ___________ 744,600 240,100 __ U.S.S.R. 15,500. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___________-_ -- 1 _- All from Switzerland. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___________~_ 5 NA 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ — ~~ — — -- 189 -- Finland 188. 

Copper: 
re and concentrate____.__._._____ 10,297 19,522 5,700: Ireland 5,811; Sweden 4,032; Yugoslavia 

Metal including alloys: oo 
Scrap ___----------------~ 22,187 22,560 75 West Germany 19,978; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 704; Netherlands 494. 
Unwrought ________________~ [29,917 21,515 _- Chile 9, 000:* Finland 4,469; Yugoslavia 

Semimanufactures____________ 72,882 5,344 1 West, Germany 3,790; Poland 456; Finland 

Iron and steel: , 
Ore and concentrate, Fe content? 

thousand tons__ 2,083 2,088 _. USSR. 1,679; India 316; Sweden 50. 
Pyrite, roasted _________..-do____ 26 — 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal:* 
Scrap _____.__-_ thousand tons__ 708 908 --  USS.R. 444; West Germany 93; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 81. 
Pig iron. ___________-=_do____ 669 695 _- West Germany 31. 
Ferroalloys ___________do____ 44 66 -- NA. 
Steel, primary forms______do____ 2,057 2,142 _- West Germany 147; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 

do____ 719 646 --  US.S.R. 554;? Czechoslovakia 78.2 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do____ 636 731 -- USSR. 517;2 West Germany 87; Bulgaria 

Hoop and strip_______do____ 204 138 -- _ West Germany 86; Sweden 2. 
Rails and accessories __ _do__ __ 218 233 a NA. 
Wire_____________do____ 36 28 -- West Germany 7;? Belgium-Luxembourg 

3; Sweden 1. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ____do____ 350 321 2 Poland 34; West Germany 20; Yugoslavia 

Castings and forgings, rough 
es ges do. ___ 12 10 -— West Germany 6. 

Lead: 
Oxides _______§_§_~_~_____ 25 21 _- West Germany 12; Netherlands 8. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap________~_______ T1550 3,162 1,811 West Germany 1,009; United Kingdom 
159; Netherlands 70. 

Unwrought ________________ 3,512 613 __ Sweden 431; Yugoslavia 137. 
Semimanufactures____________ 5 4 _- All from France. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ___________________ 18 560 _— Do. 
Semimanufactures_______________ _- 1 __ All from United Kingdom. 

Manganese ore and concentrate, Mn content? 73,800 46,600 ~~ Mainly from U.S.S.R. 
Mercury___________ 76-pound flasks__ 5,045 87 __ All from Netherlands. 
Molybdenum: 

Ore and concentrate______________ 33 351 -- Netherlands 350. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ —- 100 _- All from West Germany. Nickel: 
Matte and speiss________________ 141 20 -- All from France. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____~_ ~~ 42 NA 
Unwrought ________________ _— 308 _- Finland 241; France 66. Semimanufactures__________ 27 77 _- West Germany 72. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $830 $2,588 $1 West Germany $1,312; United Kingdom 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings®________do____ $33 $40,933 _~ All from United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces__ 10,818 75,106 — West Germany 3,852; United Kingdom 

932; Poland 322. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ _- 833 -_ All from Japan. 
Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap_______________________ _- 49 _- All from Switzerland. 
Unwrought ___________________ "171 102 -~- All from West Germany. 
Semimanufactures_______________ 17 NA 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate______________ _- 560 __ All from Netherlands. 
Oxides _______.______________ 21,502 22,994 -- Yugoslavia 11,323; West Germany 6,777; 

Finland 4,499?. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 2 1 _. All from West Germany. Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate______________ 999 NA 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

zi kilograms_ _ 4 5,000 __ All from Sweden. inc: 
Ore and concentrate______________ 15,957 54,277 __ West Germany 45,996; Sweden 5,398; 

Canada 2,883. Oxides and peroxides _____________ T912 212 — France 111; West Germany 101. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___ =~ —_ 595 — Denmark 395; West Germany 200. Unwrought ________________ 311,300 11,950 — Norway a2, West Germany 1,519; Fin- 
and 1,000. Semimanufactures____________ 205 ~=1,154 — Norway 416; West Germany 368; Italy 360. Zirconium, ore and concentrate________ _ — 1,737 -- All from Netherlands. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent imports of mineral commodities? 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

7 Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 Ty; . 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_____________ _ 18,019 3,928 __ Norway 3,916. 
Ash and residues containing nonferrous 
metals__________________-_~ 128,068 21,330 _— West Germany 12,963; Spain 6,427. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ________ 2,201 16,572 _- Sweden 14,068; West Germany 2,049. 
Metalloids.__~___~~9-~_._________ 232 2,276 _- Netherlands 1,240; Spain 940. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth metals _ 167 418 _— West Germany 415. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms___ 116,535 39,002 __ Yugoslavia 38,403; Japan 326; West 

Germany 201. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ __ 43 __ All from Italy. 
Artificial: Corundum _____§_~§_ > 5 2,627 3,484 a All from West Germany. 
Dust and powder of precious stones and 
semiprecious___— value, thousands_ — $142 $344 _- All from Netherlands. | 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 119 = 10936 -- Austria 107; West Germany 66; Sweden 
. | 

Asbestos, crude? ________.___________ _ 62,000 —_- 74,400 -. NA. | 
Barite and witherite.___________-___ 354 1,340 __ All from West Germany. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates ____________ 6,885 45 _- All from Netherlands. | 
Oxides and acids __.§_-§_-§ »§ $5 §_§ 4,674 4,680 __ France 4,648. | 

Cement?! __§ 12,800 5,400 _- NA. 

Chalk. ________~_________ 94 169 _ All from France. 
Clays and clay products: . 

Crude: 
Bentonite __..._____________ 10,586 11,004 _. All from Hungary. | 
Fuller’s earth, chamotte_________ 430 832 _ All from Poland. | 
Kaolin?__________________. 15,000 15,200 -— United Kingdom 2,339. 
Other ____________________ T9715 318 — West Germany 275; France 29. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory._...._____----. 11,116 2,805 __ West Germany 2,285; Sweden 194; Italy 

Refractory including nonclay brick __ 110,953 17,582 __ West Germany 8,614; Austria 1,785; 
France 1,765. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands. _ $17 $218 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Industria] __._____._______do____ $5,179 $1,877 _— Belgium-Luxembourg $1,734; West 

Germany $148. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth_____. 1,138 951 _— West Germany 697; France 254. 
Feldspar and fluorspar _._.______.____ 24,740 21,101 -- Norway 10,075; Sweden 9,476. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic, P2Os content? 
thousand tons_ _ 545 534 _- U.S.S.R. 460. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous, Nz content?! _______ 12,700 24,900 __ NA. 
Phosphatic, P2Os content? _._____ 22,300 25,400 _-- West Germany 25,009. 
Unspecified ________________ NA 84,277 _- Austria 72,003; Sweden 12,274. 

Ammonia ___~_~__._____________ 22,064 2,722 _- All from Hungary. 
Graphite, natural _________________ 6,884 25,632 _- _ West Germany 843; Austria 741. 
Gypsum and plasters _______________ F999 409 _— West Germany 346; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Iodine __-_____~_____. Le 1 1 _— _ All from West Germany. 
Lime ______~___ ~~~ 102 27 ~~ All from Denmark. 
Magnesite____________.____._____ 36,717 48,426 _- Czechoslovakia 34,449; Greece 5,780; | 

Austria 3,098. 
Mica, all forms? __________________ 1,234 1,424 _~ India 709. 
Pigment, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ _ _ 230 76 _- Italy 53; Belgium-Luxembourg 23. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural ____._—_-—~— value, thousands_ _ $83 $395 $5 West Germany $390. 
Synthetic _._.___._____-~.do____ $11 $37 $3 West Germany $17; Australia $9; 

Switzerland $6. 
Pyrite, unroasted,S content __.________ 58,200 (22) _- All from Yugoslavia. 
Salt___-_-___ _- 6 _.  Austric 2; Sweden 2. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ____________-____ 499 540 _. All from West Germany. 
Caustic soda__—_______---..--- F78 18 1 West Germany 17. 
Soda ash____ ~~~ _~__-- TT] 81 -- Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent imports of mineral commodities? 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity — 1979 1980 “United »+4.. OU mnomy Bnited Other (principal) 

eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ________ 11,141 9,643 _~_ West Germany 6,685; Yugoslavia 2,565. 
Worked. __~__~§_§_§_______ F359 921 -— Yugoslavia 466; Italy 356. 

Gravel and crushed rock ___________ 114,236 4,709 -- Hungary 3,511; Austria 852; Yugoslavia 

Limestone, except dimension ___._____ 5,142 1,219 __ All from West Germany. 
Quartz and quartzite _____________ ™614 696 _- Brazil 300; Yugoslavia 211; West Germany 

Sand excluding metal-bearing________ 2138 284 __ Yugoslavia 112; Denmark 75. 
P Sand and gravel __-______________ 152,466 15,177 -_- All from West Germany. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal? ______ 178,288 179,400 -- All from Poland. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum™?_____________ 41,300 7,600 -- NA. 

Tale___---~______-_-_-_-_ ie 2,612 2,250 -- Austria 975; Egypt 580; West Germany 

Other: 
Crude ______________________ 28,758 28,444 -- Hungary 28,318; Austria 61. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 

bearing ____________________ 5,749 168 _. Italy 90; France 76. 
Halogens ___.________________ 32,643 NA 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__________ 91 178 _- France 88; Yugoslavia 76. 
Carbon black ____________________ "42402 39,526 -~  USS.R. 22,178; West Germany 17,109. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal? 
thousand tons__ 8,657 6,828 13g USSR. 3,376; Poland 1,881; Czechoslovakia 

Lignite including briquets ~_--.do.__. 3,015 1,562 __ All from Poland. 
Coke and semicoke* ___________do____ 2,961 3,136 -_- USSR. 1,156; Czechoslovakia 659; Poland 

Gas, natural? ________ million cubic feet__ 152,919 227,097 _- NA. — 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___________ 1,716 1,387 _- All from West Germany. 
Peat including briquets______________ -- 228 -- Do. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude’ ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 152,065 160,938 __ USSR. 139,731; Iraq 10,658; Algeria 

Refinery products: —_ 
Gasoline _____________do____ T20 43 -—  Belgium-Luxembourg 35; Netherlands 6. 
Kerosine _____________do____ 51 57 -- Hungary 48; Yugoslavia 4; Italy 3. 
Distillate fuel oil _._ _____do____ 167 382 _. __ Italy 376; West Germany 4. 
Residual fuel oi]?! _~______do____ 182 219 -_. NA. 
Lubricants____________do____ 19g 994 ~~. West Germany 39; Netherlands 11. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels__ 5,058 1419 -— All from West Germany. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ T118 205 _. _ United Kingdom 134; West Germany 71. 
Nonlubricating oils __ ___do____ 1,071 NA 
Petroleum coke ______do____ ™148,628 131,962 — West Germany 127,309; Netherlands 

Bitumen and other residues a 
do___. "23027 1,218 _- West Germany 654; Sweden 273; France 

Bituminous mixtures___do____ - 1,079 406 — France 267; Yugoslavia 67. 
Unspecified?! 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ "663 2,050 _. NA. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals__._._.____ 39,429 36,843 _- U.S.S.R. 28,190; West Germany 7,657. —— eee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data published by the German Democratic Republic (GDR), this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral imports. These data have been compiled from various sources, which include United Nations information, data published by trading partner countries, and partial official trade sources of the GDR. Unless otherwise specified, data are compiled from the official trade statistics of individual trading partners. 
Source: Official Trade Statistics of the GDR. 
SSource: World Metal Trade Statistics, World Bureau of Metal Statistics, London. 
‘Source for total imports only, not sources: Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, New York. 
*Excludes exports from Norway valued at $1,101,000. 
®May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals. 
7Excludes exports from Sweden and Switzerland valued at $2,000 and $3,000, respectively. 
®Excludes exports from Finland valued at $6,000. 
*Excludes exports from Australia valued at $95,000. 
1°F:xcludes exports from Hungary valued at $550,000. 
1Source: Statistical Yearbook of Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow. 
12Import for 1980 was 54 metric tons gross weight. 
18Source: Official Trade Statistics of the United States. 
14Excludes exports from Sweden valued at $2,000.
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COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS edly allowed a 99% metal reclamation from 

In 1981, secondary recovery of industrial cate he GDR, most nonferrous metallur- 

scrap and increased metallurgical refining gical production was controlled by the 
remained the main development trends in Wilhelm Pieck Kombinat at Mansfield with 
the GDR ferrous and nonferrous industries. copper and aluminum and their alloys con- 

Approximately 30% of the available scrap tituting the main production elements. 
in the GDR was used for about 10% ofthe The Kombinat’s responsibility covered the 
countrys overall raw material require- entire range of activity from mining to 
ments. For key metals, the proportions of importing ores and concentrates, smelting, 
raw materials covered by scrap in 1981 were refining, and production of end-use prod- 
as follows: (1) Steel—70% to 75%, (2) ucts. 

copper—37%, (3) lead—46%, (4) zinc—20%, Aluminum.—Aluminum production 
and (5) aluminum—18%. changed little in respect to the previous 

The GDR Government has planned to year. The alumina production reported in 
increase these proportions to reduce thenet GDR statistics was used for metallurgical 
import reliance for all metallic raw materi- purposes, and alumina used for abrasives, 

als. Most of the country’s economic reserves etc., constituted an estimated additional 
have been depleted, with domestic ore min- 20,000 tons per year. The bauxite raw mate- 

ing only partially covering the country’s rial base came primarily from Hungary and 
requirement for iron ore, copper, nickel, Yugoslavia. The Wilhelm Pieck Kombinat 

and tin. In the nonferrous scrap sector, in 1981 reported further progress on alumi- 
however, the difficulty was that from 1976 num refining by means of continuous pour- 

' to 1980 there was a decreasing trend for ing of aluminum foil up to 1,600 millimeters 
domestically collected scrap. Data collected in width—a process jointly developed with 
for this period indicated that in 1980, when the U.S.S.R. Reportedly, a strip rolling tech- 
compared with that of the 1976 base year, nique that combined casting with hot roll- 
collected lead scrap decreased by 2.9%, ing was claimed to have saved several 
aluminum by 1.6%, copper by 4.9%, and production steps and decreased material 
zinc by 11.6%. The GDR was reported to consumption by 5.7% and electrical energy 
have become a net importer of such materi- by 550 kilowatt-hours per ton of cold-rolled 
al. Despite a set growth rate for nonferrous aluminum. 
metal consumption, the collection and prep- Copper.—Approximately 50% of the GDR 
aration of scrap and waste material was copper requirement was supplied from do- 
becoming increasingly difficult, and meas- mestic mining and secondary recovery of 
ures taken to improve the situation were scrap. The rest of the demand was met by 

both regulatory and technological. imports of copper cathode from the U.S.S.R. 
In 1981, a law was passed requiring scrap- and concentrate from Western Europe; 70% 

metal recovery quotas to be made part of of the copper production was earmarked for 
the annual plans of the industrial Kombi- _ the electronics industry. 
nats. The Kombinats would be obliged to Copper mining at the Wilhelm Pieck 
contract scrap-metal deliveries to VEB Met- Kombinat was reported to be an almost 
allaufbereitung, a national organization re- fully mechanized operation; between 8 and 
sponsible for scrap-metal allocation within 10 kilograms of copper was extracted from 
the GDR and its export and import. each ton of ore produced at the Sanger- 

Some of the scrap processing technologies housen and Allstedt Mines. Mine economy 
that were applied in 1981 were electro- has been decreasing owing to difficult min- 
magnetic cable separation, cable processing ing conditions, but in 1981, losses were ap- 
after preliminary cryogenic separation, belt parently limited to about 2% by the intro- 
conveyors for manual sorting, installations duction of a slanted caving system. 
for stocking and processing batteries, and In 1981, the use of continuous casting and 
copper extraction from saline-bath installa- rolling technology resulted in the produc- 
tions. For example, in 1981, the Liebewalde tion increase of 271,000 kilometers of fine 

enterprise under VEB Metallaufbereitung, copper wire in comparison with that of 
which handled cable scrap, reported the 1980. The increase was achieved without 
introduction of electrostatic separation, al- added material inputs. In 1982, the produc- 
lowing the firm to reclaim 1,700 tons of tion of copper wire and thin-walled brass 
copper and 420 tons of aluminum annually, tubes was planned to increase by 88% and 
and the use of cryogenic treatment report- 47%, respectively.
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Iron and Steel.—The GDR continued to met through imported concentrates, and 

mine small amounts of iron ore in 1981, but the country’s cadmium supply varied in 
decreasing reserves were insufficient to proportion to the cadmium content in the 
meet national requirements. With scrap imported zinc concentrates. 
satisfying a large share of the domestic In 1981, the GDR reported the recovery of 
demand, about 25% of the demand was met 200 tons of zinc from zinc sludge produced 
by imports of iron ore and steel, mainly at the Siegfried Raedel synthetic silk facto- 

from the Soviet Union. The estimated pro- Yy in Pirna. Plans were announced to pro- 
duction of raw steel showed a slight in- duce zinc from sludge derived from latex 
crease in 1981 over that of the previous manufacture at the Fuerstenwalde litho- 
year, and its production by process was pone plant. A reported 150,000 tons of 
about 9.3% by oxygen; 26.4%, electric; Sludge have been accumulated at the plant 
62.9%, open hearth; and 1.4%, other. dump, and a potential recovery of 650 tons 

In 1981, the GDR added several new Per year of zinc was estimated. 
projects and capacities to the steel industry. N ickel.—In 1981, nickel output from the 
The Delitzsch enterprise near Leipzig began COUntrys mining operations and _ three 
production of a highly refined trapezoid smelters remained at approximately the 

spring steel. This was the first time this 1980 level. Domestic production was modest 
type of special steel was to be manufactured and nickel had to be imported for industrial 

in the GDR or in any of the CMEA coun- requirements. Reportedly, the GDR im- 
tries. The enterprise planned to produce ported nickel-cobalt from Cuba ane jop. 

| 1,000 tons of steel, which will help reduce its @ctive in that country’s mining develop- 
future import requirements. - In 1981, the Wilhelm Pieck Kombinat at 
Mit ieteniryreuire: Steet and aOling Mansfeld installed equipment to process 

.” . iron-bearing slag from copper smelting, and 
train had been commissioned 7 months constituent cobalt and nickel were to be 
ahead of schedule and was the first of its © 

. . extracted from the slag. 
mine di n © ae Steel Neon hecton be Silver.—Silver was produced as a byprod- 

roned into Tod o ov miimeters 1 uct of the GDR nonferrous mining and 
diameter with an output sp eed of 70 meters metallurgical operations and was recovered, 
per second. Owing to early startup, it was 4), example, from the country’s mined cop- 
expected to produce 220,000 tons of struc- per ore together with lead, nickel, and other 
tural steel in excess of the 1981 production components. In 1981, approximately 1 ton of 

target. . . silver was recovered by reprocessing fixing- 

In 1981, the Eisenhutten Kombinat Ost ath solutions and other industrial chemi- 

2 acing Panel output aaa abeontaiing ver : 7B Tin.—The domestic mining and process- 
eee registered a shortfall in its pro- ing industry supplied 80% of the tin requir- 
uction pian. — _ ed by GDR. Technological advances in tin 
Lead and Zinc.—The GDR domestic lead ore dressing and roasting as well as new 

ore reserves have been depleted, and min- extraction procedures in mining and gallery 
ing has been discontinued. In 1981, the driving were credited with this develop- 
country had to meet a little over 50% of its ment. Reportedly, completely new ore con- 
comand iv ead (rough imports, cnetly centration equipment was put into oper- 
rom the soviet Union; some lead was also ation for processing Altenberg ore in coop- 
imported from Yugoslavia in the form of eration with the Novosibirsk tin complex of 
concentrate. Domestic production from sec- the U.S.S.R. Imported Soviet machinery 
ondary resources was mainly from battery was claimed to have significantly improved 
scrap and about 5% to 10% from industrial the efficiency of the concentrator, but no 
scrap. Battery scrap together with slags and _ technical details were provided. It was fur- 
other lead-containing products were treated ther reported that by mid-1981, 1 million 
in a shaft furnace at the lead plant in the tons of 0.8% grade ore had been extracted 
Freiberg Mining and Metallurgical Enter- and processed at the new Altenberg Mine 
prise. Some byproduct lead was also recov- and processing plant since their startup 3 
ered from the domestic copper ore. years ago. 

All of the GDR primary zinc demand was
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NONMETALS leading world producer of potash. The pot- 
oo, ash mining and processing industry, admin- 

The GDR nonmetallic mining enterprises istered by the VEB Kombinat Kali, pro- 

provided the country with a variety of duced an average of 20,000 tons per day of 
nonmetallic mineral in sufficient amounts potash product from 200,000 tons of crude 

to meet domestic as well as export needs. galt. Apart from sylvinite, associated car- 
These commodities included fluorspar, bar-  nallite and kieserite were extracted from 
ite, limestone, sand and gravel, chalk, salt, the salt and used in the construction and 
kaolin, and potash. Kaolin and potash were chemical industries. Moreover, it was 
the most important of these minerals, both planned to use byproduct magnesium chlo- 

in terms of the scale of their mining output ride as a raw material for the production of 
as well as for export. Nonmetals that the magnesium metal and magnesia. In 1981, 

GDR had to import in large.quantities were the potassium chloride content in the mined 
phosphatic fertilizer raw materials, asbes- rock was about 20% and was expected to 

tos, pyrite, and some clays such as benton- decline in the future. Consequently, improv- 
ite. ed extraction and processing of potash by- 

Cement.—In 1981, the GDR reported con- products from the mine materials as well as 
struction work continuing on the second from overburden has been planned. The 

stage of its largest and most efficient foam- Rossleben potash works was already report- 

ed concrete plant, located at Hennersdorfin ed processing kieserite and bromine in 1981. 

the Cottbus district. Continuous production In 1981, there were no new planned 

trial runs of the first stage were begun in mining operations reported for the long or 

April. This facility was reported as large- short term, and the most important devel- 

ly mechanized and automated, and among opment in the industry during the year was 

other tasks, was to provide materials for the the commissioning in January of the 110- 

reconstruction of electric powerplants built ton-per-hour granulation unit at Zielitz. 

20 to 30 years ago. | The plant utilizing Komarek Greaves tech- 

Clays.—Although a number of clays in nology was constructed by Kléckner Werke 

the GDR were near depletion and had tobe AG ofthe FRG. 
imported, the GDR produced enough kaolin The GDR exported over two-thirds of its 
in 1981 to claim status as a major world potash. In Western Europe, the United 

producer. The VEB Silikatrohstoff Kombi- Kingdom was the principal importer; in 
nat at Kemmlitz managed the silicate min- Eastern Europe, Czechoslovakia; in the 
ing industry and controlled 5 enterprises Western Hemisphere, Brazil; and in Asia 

that mined about 400,000 tons of raw kaolin 2nd Africa, India was the chief importer of 
per year from 16 opencast mines nearby. GDR potash. 
Despite this sizable output, the quality of 
the raw kaolin varied significantly owing to MINERAL FUELS 

wide varieties and high concentrations of Lignite was the principal domestic energy 

impurities in the mined product. In 1981, it resource of the GDR. In 1981, the proportion 
was reported that often as much as 5tonsof of domestic and imported coal in the coun- 
raw kaolin was required to produce 1 tonof try’s total energy balance amounted to 

refined material. The geological conditions about 65%, and was planned to increase to 

in the kaolin mining industry were reported 67% by 1985. The country produced mini- 
to be growing more complex, and mining mal amounts of natural gas and petroleum 
was becoming more difficult with overbur- and had to import over 90% of its require- 

den removal reaching 4 to 5 million cubic ments for these two fuels. 

meters per year. Occasionally, 30-meter- About 80% of GDR energy import re- 
thick rock covers had to be removed to quirements were covered by Soviet exports. 

expose the deposits. It was also reported Imports of Soviet oil alone were equal to 
that raw kaolin found beneath coal seams roughly one-third of the proceeds from GDR 

was extracted and processed. exports to the Soviet Union and formed the 
Production of kaolin rose by 48% between chief basis for the GDR incurred debt to 

1970 and 1980, largely owing to mining that country. To reduce this reliance on 
facility modernization and expansion at imported oil, the GDR short-term energy 
Caminau in 1977. Processed kaolin was used policy was to minimize energy imports 
for the production of porcelain and industri- where possible, to increase conservation 
al ceramics. and efficient use of fuels in industry, and to 

Potash.—In 1981, the GDR remained a maximize reliance on domestic lignite re-
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sources. To achieve some of these goals, the lignite and hydrocarbon fuel base to a 
GDR transportation plan for 1981-85 stipu- nuclear one. By the end of 1980, nuclear 
lated more efficient and greater use of energy accounted for 12% of the tetal elec- 
railroad and river transportation and less tric power generated that year, a 1.9% 
reliance on more energy-intensive truck- increase over that of 1979. Coal-generated 
based transportation. Also, the amount electric power (including lignite briquets 
of petroleum exports from the U.S.S.R. and hard coal) was 79.2% of the total, down 
decreased by about 2 million tons from the 1.7% from that of the previous year. Other 
planned import volume. sources of power generated in 1980 amount- 

The GDR long-term energy objective has ed to about 8.8%. 
been to gradually convert the country’s 

Table 5.—German Democratic Republic: Primary energy balance for 1980 and 1981 
(Million tons of standard coal equivalent)! 

COOL eude~SCNatural” «Ss 
Total (lignite, oil a and ‘and Hydro- Nuclear Year vonergy. biumt petreloum associated electric power 

eee 
1980: 

Production? _.___________ 98.1 85.3 l 11.4 2 1.1 
Exports___§______.______ 8 1 _- _- 1 _- Imports________________ 49.8 9.7 31.2 8.7 2 _ 
Apparent consumption ______ 147.1 94.3 31.3 20.1 3 1.1 

Te production? ne 101.2 88.1 1 11.4 2 14 
Exports_______.________ 9 8 -- _- ae a Imports__________.______ 49.8 9.6 31.3 8.7 2 __ 
Apparent consumption ______ 150.1 96.9 31.4 20.1 3 1.4 

One ton standard coal equivalent (SCE)=7,000,000 kilocalories. Conversion factors used follow: Hard coal, 1.0; lignite 
and brown coal, 0.33; crude oil, 1.47; natural gas, 1.33 (per 1,000 cubic meters); and hydroelectric and nuclear power, 0.123 
(per 1,000 kilowatt-hours). 

2Production is taken from production table. 

Coal.—The GDR lignite mining industry 6300 was in operation with a 14,000-cubic- 
was administered by the Ministry of Coal meter-per-hour overburden handling capac- 
and Energy and organized into seven Kom-_ ity. Each year the amount of overburden 
binats (mining complexes): Senftenberg, that had to be removed increased, and in 
““Geiseltal” Grosskayna, “Glueckauf’ Knap- 1980-81, the average amount that was to be 
penrode, Regis, “Erich Weinert” Deuben, removed was 4.7 cubic meters per ton of 
Bitterfeld, and Borna. Lignite mining was recovered coal. By 1990, this amount was 
centered in two major fields, the Eastern- forecast to reach about 6.0 cubic meters per 
Elbe Field near the Cottbus district and the _ ton of mined coal. 
Western-Elbe Field near Leipzig. Over 50% To effectively handle the increasing vol- 
of the total lignite mined in the GDR ume of overburden and coal, the GDR 
orignated from the 13 open pit mines of the planned an increase in the share of belt 
Senftenberg Kombinat in the Eastern-Elbe conveyers to 90% at new mines commission- 
Field. ed by 1990. In 1981, overburden conveyer 

In 1981, lignite production exceeded the _ bridges constituted 53% of the haulage; belt 
planned output quota for the year. The conveyers, 20%; and locomotive haulage, 
lignite was strip mined, and to insure great- 27%. 
er output, the industry increased its reli- In 1981, GDR reported the startup of two 
ance on large-capacity excavators produced lignite mines; the Zwenkau Mine south of 
by the TAKRAF Kombinat. Swinging rota- Leipzig in J uly and the Cottbus North Mine 
ry bucket SRS 1300 excavators were used, in April. The Zwenkau Mine was reported 
with an 80,000-cubic-meter-per-day overbur- to have seams up to 15 meters thick and a 
den output. The strip mine in the Groitz- good overburden-to-coal ratio of 2.5 cubic 
scher Triangle area was reported to be meters per ton. The Cottbus North Mine 
using a 1,600-ton rotary bucket excavator produced about 1 million tons of lignite in 
with program control for automatic oper- 1981 and was scheduled to supply the 
ation, and at the Griefenhan Mine, a SRS_ Jaenschwalde coal-fired electric power sta-
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tion with fuel. Also, work was reported to Nuclear Power.—Nuclear energy devel- 

have begun at the Graebendorf Mine near opment in the GDR, based on a number of 

Cottbus. bilateral agreements with the U.S.S.R., pro- 

Increasingly unfavorable ground water vided the GDR with enriched nuclear fuel, 

conditions were reported to be affecting reactor equipment, expert Soviet assistance 

lignite mining. In 1981, over 10,000 vertical in plant assembly, etc. 
filter wells were collecting water, which The GDR first nuclear reactor built with 

was then removed by submersible motor Soviet assistance was constructed and put , 

pumps, and in 1980, a reported average of 6 into operation near Rheinsberg in 1966; its 
cubic meters of water per ton of coal had to power output was rated at 75 megawatts. 
be pumped out. During the 1980’s, this The construction of the second and much 

amount had been estimated to reach 8to10 larger Bruno Leuschner atomic powerplant 

cubic meters per ton with an ensuing rise in began in 1967 in Lubin near Greifswald. It 

production costs. was supplied with four 440-megawatt Novo 

To achieve production targets, the GDR Voronezh type reactor blocks (VVEhR-440). | 

had planned the reduction of mine develop- The first block was installed in 1973, the 

ment and startup time from 6 to 8 yearsto3 second in 1974, the third in 1978, and the 
to 4 years. It was planned, furthermore, to fourth in 1981. In addition, four more reac- 

use robots for repair work; a highly labor- tor blocks had been planned for the Leusch- 

intensive facet of the lignite industry occu- ner plant for a total capacity of 3,520 

pying about 30% of the industry’s person- megawatts. A third nuclear powerplant, 
nel. supplied with 1,000-megawatt reactor 

Natural Gas and Petroleum.—The GDR blocks, had been reported under construc- 

produced very little domestic petroleum tion at Stendal; however, its completion 

and natural gas and had to import over 90% date was not published. A fourth nuclear 
of its requirements for this fuel. Offshore powerplant was planned but no details were 
petroleum development at Usedom Island provided. The GDR Government's stated 

and along the northern coast was reported plan was to make nuclear energy the main- 
to have made modest gains in the 1970’s, stay of the country’s energy base by the end 
but the last estimated production figure for of the century. 
these fields for 1977 was about 7,000 barrels —-——___ | 

per day. »Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 

The GDR had a substantial petrochemical op. 3 Deutschland (East Berlin). Jan. 16-17, 1982, 
industry, and the most important project 3DIW Wochenbeicht (The Weekly Report) (West Berlin). 

during 1981 was the extensive reconstruc- “Fhe GDR mark (M) is a nonconvertible currenc 
tion of the Schwedt refinery. This included officially fixed at 1:1 with the West German Deutsche 

the overhaul of the No. 3 crude distillation mark (DM), Western banks, however, exchange the cur. 
plant and the replacement of 30 kilometers relation to the U.S. dollar is based upon the fluctuation of 
of pipeline and 1,800 fittings. New capaci- the dollar-DM ratio. Foreign trade figures are denoted in 

: an accounting unit known as the valuta mark (VM). The 
ties were also added at the Schwedt refin- rate of dollars to valuta marks i is US§1.00—3.11VM. 3 
ery, such as the 611,000-metric-ton-per-year Neues Deutschland (East Berlin). Dec. 5-6, 1981, pp. 3-4. 

gasoline unit as well as alkylate and ben- was founded in 1949. ‘The current member states ere 
zene units. The construction was contracted Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovatia, the German Democratic 

to Creusot-Loir and SC Grande Paroisse, {8SR° and Vietiam. Yugoslavia wes accorded per- 
and completion scheduled for 1982. manent observer status in 1965.
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The Mi l Industry of the 
Federal Republic of Germany 

By Joseph B. Huvos’ 

In 1981, for the first time in 6 years, the potash, and salt were available domestically 

gross national product (GNP) of the Federal in sufficient quantities. National efforts 

Republic of Germany (FRG) decreased 0.3% remained focused, as previously, on secur- 

in real terms (an increase of 3.8% at cur- ing and expanding raw material supply by 

rent prices) to $691 billion;? but there wasa encouraging development of domestic re- 

foreign trade surplus of almost $12 billion,a sources, concluding trade agreements, and 

favorable sign for 1982 economic perfor- encouraging exploration, development, and 

mance, and the rate of unemployment was production of raw materials abroad. The 

only 5.5% in 1981. contributions of the individual sectors of the 

The FRG remained one of the world’s mining and minerals processing industries 

major processors and consumers of miner- to the GNP and employment in 1980 and _ 

als, most of which were imported. Only coal, 1981 are shown in the following tabulation: 

| oy gs Employ- Contribution to . 
gross national prod- ment at . 

uct (million. 1981 

1980 19815  _ sand 
persons) | 

Coal mining _._---. 12,709 _—_9,712 211 
Stones and earths _ ___ 15,808 10,841 184 
Iron and steel. _ _ _ — _- 25,093 17,896 273 . 
Nonferrous metals _— 13,399 8,587 “13 — oS 
Chemicals including pe- 

troleum_--------___ 66,911__ 51,445 565 a 
Total.__.___---- 183,920 798,481 1,311 a 

PPreliminary. | | 
1Does not include value added tax. 
21.4% of the GNP. 

Source: Adapted from Statistisches Bundesamt, Wiesba- 
den. Wirtschaft und Statistik, No. 2, 1982, p. 83. 
NOTE: Apparent decrease in output was due to a 

substantial change in the exchange rate of the Deutsche 
mark. 

Important events in 1981 in the minerals authorization by the FRG Government to 

industry of the FRG were few because ofthe build three new nuclear powerplants, and 

slow performance of the economy. To be signature by Ruhrgas AG of a preliminary 

noted were negotiations to form a new steel agreement to import 10.5 billion cubic me- 

giant, Ruhrstahl AG, transfer of Kali Che- ters of natural gas from the Soviet Union. 

mie AG’s potash mine to Kali und Salz AG, 

385
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PRODUCTION 

In 1981, mining production increased minerals for 1977 through 1981 is shown in 
0.8%, while processing and raw materials table 1. 
production decreased 3.3%. Production of a a 

Table 1.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities! __ 
pe a “(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) po Pon 

Commodity 1977 —-: 1978 1979 1980” 1981° —.———— eee ND 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight________________ 28 280 349 _- _- Alumina - _~--....__. thousand tons. _ 1,454 T1556 T1539 1,608 21,419 etal: 

Primary —--_____________do__._ 742, 740 41 731 2729 - Secondary: - . os Co ee 
Alloyed ______________do____ . BAT 368 381 868 ~~». 4852 . Unalloyed ..__________do____ 45 | 47 45 40 241 Bismuth: Oo SS . . Ore and concentrate® ___._-_-.________; 11 9 10 10. - 10 Metal, smelter® ________.___.__ 700 600 661. _— _- Cadmium metal, smelter__.-._________- _ 1,336 1,182 1,266 1,194 21,192 Cobalt metal, smelter.._-_______________ 400 350 385 - 400 400 Copper: - a a | oe Mine output, metal content _.__________ 1,210 © 821 861 1,274 1,274 

. Metal: pO . Blister and anodes: . 
. Primary.__. 2-22 “ 189,600 165,800. 158,200 153,900 153,900 Secondary ---- ===>" TTTTTTT 58,407, 55,700 «92500 103,900 103,900 

~~ 
LR 

. ' Total. 248,007 221,500 250,700 257,800 257,800 LL 
refresh nh ntopSSSSSsvUENEENsias 

LS Staessen 

Refined, including secondary: 
Electrolytic. ~~~ ___._____ 340,709 318,551 303,122 302,516 2304,036 Fired refined__........_.--._ 99,451 84,881 79,396 71,261 283,308 OE 8000 

Gola Total____. 440,160 403,482 382,518 373,777 2387,339 

Mine output, metal content ___ troy ounces. _ 2,392 2,119 2,357 2,964 2,900 Metal including secondary._._____do____ 319,803 336,264 293,857 298,873 298,873 Iron and steel: 
Iron ore and concentrate: 

Gross weight _______ thousand tons__. - 2,470 - 1,597 1,649 1,948 21575 Iron content _.__._________do____ 816 510 626 597 2477 Metal: , ; Pigiron -.______________do____ 28,697 29,861 . 34,855 33,873 231,876 Blast furnace ferromanganese and _— 
spiegeleisen— - — _-___-_-_do____ 175 209 233 200 200 Blast ace ferrosilicon ______do____ 87 78 . 49 64 64 Electric furnace ferroalloys____ _do____ - 210 139 195 182 182 Steel ingots and castings ______do____ . 38,985 41,253 46,040 43,838 241,610 Lead Semimanufactures__________do____ 28,758 30,198 32,813 31,661 230,850 

Mine output, metal content __________ | 30,468 23,181 25,227 23,063 221,605 $1, 0U0 ——EEEECTEOOeffooooFTTTTTTeeeeeETEeeleTlelelelee> 
Metal: . 

Primary -___-_.-_-_..__-______ 182,900 189,900 194,800 191,109 2190,857 Secondary _____._____________ | 190,600 179,100 178,500 159,200 2168,000 —————_— ee 
Total _--_________._____ 373,500 369,000 . 373,300 350,309 2358,857 Magnesium metal including alloys: 

Unwrought (secondary only)®___________ 600 600 600 600 600 Castings... 2 . 16,360 16,359 15,999 15,102 15,102 Mercury (secondary only) ___ 76-pound flasks_ _ €3,200 2,437 2,639 1,624 1,600 Nickel metal, including secondary? _________ 91 901 1,223 1,235 1,200 Elatinum ~---~----~-_~_-~ troy ounces__ 4,820 2,572 2,400 2,411 2,411 ver: | 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces. _ 1,061 799 1,039 1,038 1,038 _ Metal, including secondary _______do____ 18,004 18,085 16,291 24,371 24,371 Tin metal, including secondary ____________ 3,940 4,767 4,096 2,257 21,816 Zungsten metal meee 1,400 1,500 NA NA NA c: 
Mine output, metal content, recoverable ____ 111,884 97,405 96,853 99,720 291,779 OI Nr FjFRFH-}N}NpNTCpCrmro———-QoOQW]lEEeEeeeeeeee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ Commodity 1977 1978 1979 ~~«:1980" =a 

METALS —Continued . . 

Zinc —Continued oo 

_ Metal, unwrought, unalloyed: 
: Primary —___~---------------- 335,127 288,679 333,665 342,797 2331,199 

Secondary ____-..______-~------ 19,653 18,157 21,858 27,849 235,357 

Total ____ -~-~------------- 354,780 306,836 355,523 370,646 2366,556 

NONMETALS . 

Abrasives: Artificial corundum _____~_______ 93,646 96,737 102,212 102,222 102,000 
Barite __-_____.~~ ~~~ ____ Le 265,593 168,586 161,661 175,380 175,000 
Bromine__________________________ 3,736 3,893 4,020 &4,000 | 4,000 
Cement and clinker: | . 

Cement (excluding clinker) _ thousand tons___ - 32,163 33,959 35,287 34,258 231,669 
cl Clinker _____________u___~_do____ 1,245 1,344 1,377 1,360 1,360 

ays: 
Fire clay (exclusive of klebsand)_ _ _ _ _do_ _ — — 5,276 5,224 5,635 5,791 5,791 
Kaolin, marketable __________-—do____ 500 521 556 502 500 
Bleaching — 5 ooo ~ 7777777777 80---- 642 621 639 638 638 
Other (schieferton) _.._______--do___~_ 129 128 124 152 152 

Diatomite and similar earth, marketable _____— 49,457 47,600 43,271 47,891 52,000 
Feldspar, marketable _______--~-------- 393,793 385,590 372,754 380,880 380,000 

Fluorspar, marketable: | | 
Acid-grade®_ > 75,375 68,150 56,855 70,337 = 70,000 
Metallurgical-grade® ---------------- 8,375 7,572 6,317 7,815 8,000 

Total _. ~~~ Le 88,750 15,722 63,172 78,152 78,000 
Graphite: oe 

Crude __-~____________ ee 16,653 12,763 7,342 11,375 11,400 
Marketable® _____________________ 8,326 6,381 3,671. . 5,688 5,700 

Gypsum and anhydrite, marketable - 
thousand tons__ 2,218 2,238 2,251 2,250 2,250 

Lime (hydrated), quicklime, dead-burned dolomite 
do____ 8,770 8,990 9,230 9,000 9,000 

Nitrogen, N content of ammonia __ — — — —do_ __— 1,989 1,955 2,161 2,044 21,962 
Phosphates: + 

Phosphate rock (including apatite), gross weight 80 
(a — —_ __ _- 

Thomas slag-based fertilizer, P2Os content 
do_ __- 134 150 145 161. 160 

Pigments, mineral, natural ____.________- 26,421 21,475 28,561 €28,000 25,000 

Potash, KeO equivalent: . | . 
Crude, marketable. ______ thousand tons_ _ 16 72 74 76 272 
Chemically processed _______..—-do____ 2,265 2,398 2.542 2,661 22,519 

Total _____________--_--_-do___~ 2,341 2,470 2,616 2,737 22,591 
Pumice: ; 

Crude and washed _ _ ___.___—~--do____ 3,137 3,552 2,640 2,102 2,100 
Py Marketable Spies Soneontgate: gious wi = 40- --- 1,749 2,087 1,432 807 800 

rites, marketable concentrate, gross weight 
do_ ___ 531 502 460 502 500 

Quartz, quartzite, glass sand: 
Quartzite ____________.___~-do____ 425 411 426 426 426 
Quartz sand, ground_ ______—~.——do____ 407 421 454 453 453 
Quartz sand, unground and glass sand 

do____ 6,737 7,026 7,417 7,475 7,475 
Salt, marketable: 

Rock _. 2 2 edo 7,131 6,846 8,960 6,759 6,759 
Marine and other ___.____-.~--do___-~ 5,192 5,812 6,130 6,100 5,500 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Sodium carbonate _________.-------- 1,350,543 1,229,722 1,400,922 1,411,110 1,400,000 
Sodium sulfate _.____..----------~-- 242,247 211,000 200,664 189,519 100,000 

Stone, sand and gravel, n.e.s.: 
Dimension stone _ _ _thousand cubic meters_ _ 215 307 311 264 264 
Limestone, industrial __— .— thousand tons_ _ 48,953 50,995 54,521 58,477 248,675 
Crushed and broken stone _____———do____ 110,718 118,096 126,463 117,610 118,000 
Slate. .______..-__-_------do___- 2 3 4 4 4 
Basalt lava and lava sand ___.————do____ 6,623 7,047 8,056 8,152 8,152 

Calcite. ________-.---__-_--do__._ 9 12 8 5 5 
Grinding stone __ _____-— ~~ cubic meters__ 63 238 71 43 242 
Tuff _________- ~~ thousand tons_ _ 2 3 3 4 4 
Sand and gravel ________------do___~_ 170,425 184,786 198,637 187,037 2164,807 

Sulfur: Te 
S content of pyrites ____.______-do___-_ 235 221 203 ©198 200 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Federal Republic‘of Germany: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ~ ~ 1977 1978. 1979 1980” 1981¢ 

. NONMETALS —Continued - 

Sulfur —Continued _ 

Byproduct: 
Of metallurgy __—_——-—-— thousand tons__ 385 380 _ 450 450 400 
Of natural gas______..______do____ 631 nt 908 \e. 834 

Of petroleum _____________do____ 186 190 220 191 
Unspecified ____.___._____do____ 165 160 93 93 230 

| Total _______________do____ 1,602 1,601 1,649 1,775, 1,655 
Talc including talc schist _ _ _ _ _ _ ___~-do____ 16 15 15° ©15 15 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

_ Carbon black __.______________-__--- 301,678 297,509 340,629 353,568 353,019 

Coal: 
Anthracite ________. _ — thousand tons__ 6,067 6,942 7,018 

87,146 288,422 
Bituminous coal __ _____....._.do____ . 78,773 16,994 79,301 
Lignite____________.-__-_--do____ 122,920 123,559 130,579 129,833 2130,619 

- Total _----_____~_____-~-do___~_ 207,760 207,495 216,898 216,979 2219,041 

Coke: . | 
~ Metallurgical. __-__§__.._...___-do____ 27,499 25,455 26,501 28,494 227,914 
Gashouse ____..._______-_--do____ 809 782 937 “900 _- 

Total _._____.__.______-do____ 28,308 26,237 27,438 29,394 227,914 
Fuel briquets: . 

Of anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 1,305 1,453 1,673 1,455 21,332 
Of lignite ____..____________do____ 4,104 3,889 4,752 4,446 24,169 

Gas: . . 
- Manufactured (excluding that from petroleum 

refineries): 
Blast furnace _ _—_~— million cubic feet_ _— 174,312 179,857 212,629 199,456 200,000 
Coke oven _______________do____ 223,294 205,848 214,324 226,336 226,336 
Other. _-_______________do____ 70,735 72,818 52,760 “53,000 53,000 

Total _______________do____ 468,341 458,523 479,713 478,792 479,336 
Natural: 

Gross ________.__.___.__do____ 678,565 738,002 743,900 671,223 2672,669 
P Marketable _____________-do____ 637,578 707,156 ©725,000 *665,000 2665,942 
eat: 

Agricultural use _______ — thousand tons__— 1,911 2,047 1,849 2,130 ' 2,100 
Fuel use 5 dol 221 228 230 279 280 

Petroleum: 
Crude _____~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 39,021 36,541 34,482 33,450 31,213 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, motor____________do____ 123,479 127,069 182,800 182,296 NA 
Jet fuel (including aviation gasoline) 

“ do ___ 10,099 10,620 10,345 10,506 NA 
Kerosine ________._______do____ 456 334 523 315 NA 
Distillate fuel oil _..._.______do____ 293,903 292,020 345,621 311,192 NA 
Residual fuel oil _._________do____ 143,004 160,047 146,333 128,509 NA 
Lubricants— ~-----~.~~~~~-do____ 6,763 _ 6,653 9,660 9,080 NA 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ __ _do____ 38,741 37,932 36,669 30,938 NA 
Bitumen ~____________do___~_ 22,421 22,866 23,756 20,406 NA 
Unspecified ______._.___do____ 86,999 ©76,555 97,846 89,758 NA 

Refinery fuel and losses __ _______do____ 46,253 54,362 99,807 91,557 NA 

Total_____________do____ 772,118 788,458 953,360 874,557 NA 
ree a en 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes data available through July 7, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
prima ry nickel and nickel.contained in ferronickel, Monel metal, and nickel oxide directly used by the steel 

industry.
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TRADE : | 

The country’s trade surplus increased Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- 
sharply during 1981, contributing substan- tries were also important. The FRG’s miner- 
tially to the GNP. Members of the Europe- al commodity trade in 1979-80 is shown in 
an Communities remained the FRG’s prin- _ tables 2 and 3. 
cipal trading partners, and members of the | 

Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 : , 
| United . Other (principal) 

METALS | 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite____.__..._________ 21,985 22,645 _- France 7,022; Belgium-Luxembourg 
5,759; Finland 2,789. 

Alumina __ ~~~ _~~_~9_§_________ 298,443 333,433 2,597 East Germany 73,948; U.S.S.R. 
37.838; Austria 49,079; Poland 

Hydroxides ________________ 156,986 145,504 7,094 Switzerland 44,607; France 19,750: 
a Netherlands 19,213. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _-___-_ 52,223 69,144 -— Italy 28,678; Netherlands 17,926; 

_ France 12,833. 
Unwrought___~§_§ ~~~ __ 247,866 223,680 3,707 Italy 71,617; France 57,500; Nether- 

lands 31,764. 
Semimanufactures ____ _____ 364,791 385,544 3,361 France 74,244; United Kingdom 

41,477; Italy 40,797. 
Antimony: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 372 261 _- Switzerland 30; Taiwan 29; Nether- 
an . 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 16 47 -— Italy 26. 
Arsenic: Trioxide, pentoxide, acid __ __ — 166 1,010 __ United Kingdom 673; Netherlands 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all , 7 
forms ___________~_ kilograms__ 17 58 _— United Kingdom 22; Netherlands 13. - 

Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 407 316 53 Yugoslavia 6; United Kingdom 58; 
y 30. 

Cadmium: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 22 28 --— Yugoslavia 15. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 494 300 NA NA. = 

Chromium: 
Chromite_____~§_~9~_~_~__________ 8,807 5,412 _- Netherlands 1,357; France 956; 

Romania 890. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 55,688 49,744 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 224 275 46 Italy 66; Netherlands 44; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 36. 
Cobalt: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 45 88 -~- Italy 43; Czechoslovakia 14. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 847 821 NA _ NA. 

Columbium and tantalum metals 
including alloys, all forms: 
Columbium ________________ 42 90 NA NA. 
Tantalum _________________ 81 97 NA NA. 

Copper: 
and concentrate ___.__.____ -- 8 NA NA. 

Ash and residue containing Cu ____ 28,150 26,508 __ East Germany 12,682; Austria 9,128. 
Matte... 96 617 a Belgium-Luxembourg 369; Switzer- 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 2,814 2,174 209 +=Netherlands 249; France 204; 
Denmark 168. 

Sulfate _____..----.____.__ 1,452 943 NA _ East Germany 6. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._._-_~---__-.___ 72,986 86,810 39 _—s Italy 25,089; East Germany 19,978; 
France 11,725. 

Unwrought: 
Smelter — ~-—--—---—~— 22,384 24,976 _. United Kingdom 24,694. 

Alloyed___________ 11,152 12,584 -- Italy 5,589; France 2,080; Turkey 

Unalloyed _________ 99,599 76,270 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 17,985; France 
9,466; United Kingd om 7,548. 

Masteralloys __________ 1,068 1,534 -- East Germany 563; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 508; France 279. 

Semimanufactures _________ 358,345 353,785 23,165 Netherlands 46,038; France 41,009; 
Switzerland 35,258. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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: Table 2.—-Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

: Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979" 1980 “anwq 4... 
y United a Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Gallium metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ — 5,400 4,200 500 Japan 1,100; Switzerland 1,000; 

nited Kingdom 900. 
Germanium metal including alloys, all . 

forms _______.__.__.-do____ 1,300 700 — United Kingdom 400; North Korea 

Gold: 
Ash and waste ___.____~_ value_ _ $1,637 $53,914 __ Netherlands $50,613. 
Scrap and sweepings 

value, thousands. _ $701 $2,760 _- Switzerland $2,028. 
Metal including alloys: , 

Unwrought 
thousand troy ounces... _ 739 786 6 United Kingdom 243; Switzerland 

211; Belgium-Luxembourg 93. 
Partly wrought __.__—do____ 138 96 1 United Kingdom 23; Italy 10; France 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate ___._____ 3,996 4,467 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg 1,426; East 

Se Germany 655; Greece 614. 
Roasted pyrites___________ ~~ 236,795 | 156,829 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 115,392; 

a Austria 22,873. 
Metal: , 

Scrap _._._-_ thousand tons. _ 3,073 3,174 (?) Italy 2,315; Belgium-Luxembourg 
298; East Germany 97. 

Pig iron including cast iron 
do____ 959 1,033 — France 416; Italy 188; Poland 90; East 

Germany 31. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot 

do____ 38 39 1 France 8; Italy 6; Switzerland 6. 
Spiegeleisen __ __ 1,752 4,763 _- Italy 2,235; France 1,197; Switzerland 

Ferroalloys: 
_ Ferrochrome _ ~~ —— ~~~ ~~ 27,726 33,524 4,716 France 12,514; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Ferromanganese_____ ___ 95,818 36,762 . Italy 9,015; France 6,394; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 6,228. 

Ferronickel___________ 422 86 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg 39. 
Ferrosilicon. _________ — 31,553 55,714 206 Belgium Luxembourg 13,892; France 

9,938; Austria 2,723. 
. Ferrosilicochrome — _ _ — _ — _ 3,583 1,417 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 544; Italy 498; 

France 237. 
Ferrosilicomanganese ____ 3,590 5,598 — Italy 2,040; France 2,007. 
Others___ ~~ ___ 16,339 13,802 1,414 France 3,828; Austria 1,684; Romania 

Steel, primary forms 
a _ thousand tons_— 3,695 3,722 293 France 646; Italy 428; United King- 

dom 286; East Germany 141. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections _______do____ 3,874 3,788 169 France 757; Netherlands 498; Switz- 

erland 242. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do__—_ 6,686 6,750 481 U.S.S.R. 1,349; France 708; United 
Kingdom 463. 

Hoop and strip ___ _do____ 1,335 1,529 32 U.S.S.R. 274; France 188; Nether- 
lands 138. 

Rails and accessories 
do. ___ 239 219 45 Italy 42; Netherlands 30; India 20. 

Wire __________do____ 355 334 13 France 61; Netherlands 48; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 28. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings 
do___ 3,558 3,191 124 U.S.S.R. 861; Netherlands 374; 

France 159. 
Castings and forgings, rough 

do____ 117 121 6 Netherlands 16; France 15; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 13. 

Lead: © 
Ore and concentrate ___§________ 2,577 2,000 _— All to Bulgaria. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 10,648 11,810 42 Netherlands 3,506; U.S.S.R. 2,100; 

Sweden 1,562. 
Metal including alloys: ; 

Scrap ______ ~~ Le 19,964 20,041 _- Italy 7,036; Netherlands 5,259; 
Denmark 2,785. 

Unwrought______________ 107,431 98,780 938 Italy 39,67 4: Austria 19,199; France 

Semimanufactures _________ 4,974 18,254 32 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,832; Den- 
a. mark 3,794; Switzerland 1,439. 

Lithium: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 717 859 _- France 276; Italy 221; Belgium- 

. . Luxembourg 175. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 12 23 __ Switzerland 16: France 6. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979" 1980 : 
y United Other (principal!) 

METALS —Continued 

Magnesium: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __— — — 445 419 -- Colombia 155; Denmark 50. 

Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap ______----------- 1,964 2,123 459 Italy 1,026; Netherlands 539. 

- Unwrought____-_-_____---~- 200 149 __ Switzerland 35; Italy 33; Austria 30. 

Semimanufactures _______-—~— 482 494 _— Austria 91; Switzerland 50; Republic 
of South Africa 48. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _______~-~- 1,946 1,405 _— France 790. 

Oxides and hydroxides _______~- 5,171 4,318 _— NA. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ _~— 59 123 _- Yugoslavia 53. 

Mercury ___.——-- %6-pound flasks_ _ 2,344 6,370 — Netherlands 4,299; Switzerland 545. 

Molybdenum: 
Ore and concentrate _______---- 6,668 6,984 446 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,580; Nether- 

lands 1,376. 

Oxides and hydroxides ______--- 2,748 2,502 NA NA. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ _—~— 391 487 (?) NA. 

Nickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar material_ _ _ — — 1,332 302 _- Finland 112; Austria 88; Spain 50. 

Oxides and hydroxides ___~__-~—-- 147 135 — Netherlands 40; Italy 25; Sweden 18. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____-_----------- 8,380 5,317 276 Switzerland 3,364; Austria 343; 

Finland 312. | 

Unwrought_ __ —--___------ 11,3837 6,436 333 France 3,459; Netherlands 1,658. 

Semimanufactures __———_—~—- 10,1838 11,728 3,782 United Kingdom 1,552; France 952; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 695. 

Platinum-group metals: 
. Ash and waste: Platinum __ — value_ _ $54,558 $84,172 — Belgium-Luxembourg $77,571. 

Scrap and sweepings: Platinum 
value, thousands_ — $659 $2,150 _— Spain $1,123; Netherlands $919. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought . 

and partly wrought: 
Platinum ____ __ troy ounces_ _ 289,818 279,037 16,820 Switzerland 91,522; Netherlands 

31,289; France 26,564. 

Paladium___—____——do___-~_ 134,272 105,045 31,415 Switzerland 27,406; Italy 9,561; Japan 

Unspecified ______~-—do__ ~~ 120,488 84,334 4,025 Japan 15,539; Hong Kong 8,285; 
Republic of South Africa 7,452. 

Silicon, elemental _______------- 1,496 4,094 384 France 1,360; Netherlands 1,182; 
Poland 302. 

Silver: 
Ash and waste _ value, thousands_ — $3,213 _ $2,729 __ Premse $1,502; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Scrap and sweepings___ — — - - do_ _ _ — $1,071 $3,960 _- Belgium Luxembourg $1,687; Spain 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_— 43,581 64,706 2,117 United Kingdom 15,749; Netherlands 

7; 9,532; Switzerland 9,088. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ kilograms_ — 100 _- 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ________--------- 52 107 _. Netherlands 65; Denmark 32. 

Unwrought___.-_-------- 5,887 3,241 _— Netherlands 1,556; France 770. 

Semimanufactures ___———--- 781 788 __ Austria 111; Switzerland 82. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate _______---- 5,602 9,262 _- Netherlands 4,936; Bulgaria 1,121; 

France 842. 

Oxides and hydroxides __—_—_-~--- 54,612 50,635 1,337 East Germany 6,777; Italy 4,245; 
Netherlands 2,993. 

Metal including alloys, allforms _ -~— 1,866 2,234 322 United Kingdom 503; Sweden 421; 
France 384. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate __ __ —--_~---- 174 139 —_ Netherlands 119. 

Metal including alloys, all forms — ~~ 608 2,087 (?) Sweden 327; Italy 310; Brazil 207. 

Uranium and thorium: 
Oxides including rare-earth oxides _ _ 1,923 1,974 1,525 Japan 168. 

Metals including alloys, all forms 
kilograms. _— 9,900 800 NA NA. 

Vanadium metal including alloys, all 
“er _ uae eee ee 108 124 (?) United Kingdom 80; Japan 26. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate ___.-_----- 94,792 111,130 _- Netherlands 49,288; East Germany 

22,989; Belgium-Luxembourg 
18,876; France 11,442. 

Matte________------------ 5,609 5,270 __ Italy 2,383; Belgium-Luxembourg 
1,302; France 962. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit, 1979° 1980 : 

y Gaited Other (principal) 
Cron eee 

METALS —Continued 
Zinc —Continued 

Oxides and hydroxides ________ _ 15,244 15,767 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ~~ 8,824 10,595 _- Netherlands 6,855; Italy 1,948. Blue powder ____________ 4,588 5,275 34 Romania 1,496; N etherlands 1,241; 
Hungary 480. Unwrought_____________ 101,627 112,723 11,590 Italy 19,581; France 17,433; Nether- 
lands 16,864. Semimanufactures__________ 15,086 16,572 NA NA. . Zirconium: 

. Ore and concentrate__________ 8,205 11,487 — Bulgaria 1,829; France 1,815; 
Czechoslovakia 1,693. Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 127 50 (7) Argentina 23; France 7. Other: 

Ores and concentrates: 
Of columbium, tantalum, 
vanadium _____________ 1,276 2,210 1,822 Belgium-Luxembourg 192. Unspecified _..__________ 2 14 NA NA. : | Ash and residue containing nonfer- 

rous metals__§_§__§___§_____ 174,064 147,657 4,910 Belgium-Luxembourg 49,277; Nether- 
lands 48,401. Matte, speiss, similar materials ___ _ 4 26 _— All to East Germany. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __.___ 8108 7,349 NA NA... 

Metals: 
Metalloids: . Arsenic and tellurium ____ 10 4 NA France 1, 

Selenium and phosphorus? _ 12,838 12,073 NA East Germany 709. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

metals _______________ 167 185 NA NA. .: 
Radioactive isotopes 

value, thousands_ _ $100 $181 _~- _ All to East Germany. Pyrophoric alloys. _________ 39 75 _- United Kingdom 35; Thailand 10; 
Nigeria 6. 

Base metals including alloys all 
forms.______________ 1,280 1,014 191 France 183; East Germany 177; 

Canada 133; Sweden 110. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: a Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, ; ete _-__ 426,761 491,496 ~— Netherlands 445,714; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 35,323. Artificial: 

Corundum _____________ 55,046 59,294 1,549 Italy 10,927; Austria 6,657; France 
4,785; East Germany 3,484. Silicon carbide.___________ 28,480 26,445 NA NA. — Dust and powder of precious and semi- .. precious stones_____ kilograms _ 414 564 70 Brazil 180; Greece 139; Austria 95. Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _____________ 11,853 13,202 546 France 1,191; Switzerland 931; 
Austria 778. Asbestos, crude_______________ 65,366 27,334 NA NA. Barite and witherite_____________ 42,261 45,746 _- France 9,380; Nigeria 7,130; 
Czechoslovakia 3,707. Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates__________ 11,589 11,045 -- Switzerland 3,235; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,581; Norway 1,450. Oxides, acid, borates, perborates____ 41,489 42,382 __ Switzerland 18,730. Bromine, elemental _____________ 13 11 NA NA... Cement__________ thousand tons__ 2,397 2,216 (?) Netherlands 1,599. Chalk______-______ 22,538 21,734 _- Switzerland 9,585; Denmark 6,702; 
Finland 6,418. Clays and clay products: 

Crude: . 
Andalusite and kyanite ______ 9,512 9,490 -- Austria 3,695; Italy 2,998. Bentonite.______________ 26,250 29,755 __ France 13,374; Belgium-Luxembourg 

5,291; Netherlands 5,160. Ceramicclay_____________ 776,003 843,902 _— Italy 310,103; Netherlands 215,887; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 135,517. Chamotte_____________ | 45,618 54,202 __ Netherlands 26,198; Italy 8,132; 
Switzerland 5,200. Dinasearth _____________ 60,770 65,110 -- France 26,255; Italy 10,143; Switzer- 
and 7,756. Fireclay _._._-_________ | 283,985 302,716 -~- __ Italy 100,140; Netherlands 75,390; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 52,332. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eet 
A 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979° 1980 : 
y . United Other (principal) 

rr 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued 
Crude —Continued 

Fuller’s earth ____~______-— 3,411 5,220 _- Netherlands 2,558; France 1,262; East 
Germany 275. 

Kaolin __-____~_~-------- 114,578 102,004 -- Italy 30,422; Austria 19,115; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 13,302. 

Other ___________----_-- 235,133 389,858 21,665 Czechoslovakia 55,112; Netherlands 
26,699; France 23,817. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory — _---------- 846,738 829,754 11,150 France 250,195; Belgium. 

Luxembourg 141,228; Netherlands 
102,977. 

Refractory including nonclay ; 
brick _-_-_-_-_____.--___- 647,200 669,801 12,220 France 88,327; Netherlands 40,528; 

Italy 38,784. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural _—_~—-~~_ 58 38 NA NA. 
Diamond: 

Gem, notsetorstrung —_. 
thousand carats_ — 113 113 6 Belgium-Luxembourg 38; Switzer- 

land 27; United Kingdom 9. 

Industrial __.________-do___~_ 296 228 10 Ireland 82; Belgium-Luxembourg 52; 

a Switzerland 18. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ — — 5,137 3,210 _— Netherlands 970; East Germany 697; 
United Kingdom 556. . 

Feldspar, leucite, nepheline, nepheline 
syenite____._______-_--_--~-~- 17,802 18,9238 _ France 6,787; Italy 3,802; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,070. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Phosphatic____-__------- 952 1,555 __ Switzerland 1,009; Netherlands 233. 

Potassic_ ________-_--~--- 49,296 38,585 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 19,038; United 
Kingdom 12,082. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous __ thousand tons_ _ 1,619 1,344 21 Belgium-Luxembourg 527; France 

116; India 112. 

Phosphatic _______--do__ ~~ 54 58 _- France 22; Austria 11. 

Potassic_ ___.____--do___~ 2,475 2,094 32 Belgium-Luxembourg 773; India 274; 
Netherlands 130. 

Other including mixed _ _ do_ _ _ — 892 756 (7) France 150; Austria 135; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 124. 

Ammonia ____.___.-—-do___~— 242 238 — Denmark 158; France 38; United 
Kingdom 27. 

Fluorspar ______-_--_-_---~---- 16,609 14,098 _- Austria 5,834; Netherlands 2,966; 
Yugoslavia 1,783. 

Graphite, natural ________-_---- 7,352 8,039 745 Italy 1,826; East Germany 843; 
France 673; Turkey B58. 

Gypsum and plasters ______.----- 356,984 390,963 -- Netherlands 232,262; Switzerland 
48,517; Belgium-Luxembourg 
45,873. 

Iodine, elemental__—___.-------- 46 16 — Ttaly 32, France 20. 

Lime _______________------- 573,377 473,949 _- Netherlands 371,958; France 59,615. 

Magnesite ___.______-__-------- 20,445 18,547 107 France 4,543; Canada 2,008; Italy 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 642 661 _. Austria 212; Yugoslavia 64. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _..______------- 332 254 __ United Kingdom 65; Australia 22; 
Yugoslavia 21. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude _______------- 29 85 NA NA. 
Iron oxides, processed _ _ __-_-~-- 170,421 157,656 19,538 France 23,917; Italy 12,546; United 

Kingdom 11,964. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond:* 
Natural _____._~_-~~- kilograms__— 169,068 259,099 9,381 China £2,026; Italy 25,420; Austria 

Synthetic _._____..---do___- 26,380 21,995 1,926 Japan | 9,518; Netherlands 2,583; Italy 

Pyrites, gross weight. _____.----~-- 1,238 968 NA NA. 
Salt and brine. ____-— thousand tons_ _ 2,499 1,841 (?) Belgium-Luxembourg 1,177; Sweden 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides _~_----do___- 14 15 NA NA. 

Caustic ~---__ do ~~~ 1,379 826 24 Netherlands 192; Austria 97; Sweden 

Soda ash _____-__~----~------ 218,582 215,524 —_ Brazil 21,018; Saudi Arabia 20,816; 
. Italy 15,942. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980) United 

y Ruited Other (principal) a 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
Calcareous ___________ 5,230 8,813 _— Italy 5,044; Austria 1,188. Slate._________ 12,556 10,458 _- Denmark 4,134; Netherlands 3,076. Other ____________ 628,865 854,521 _- N ctherlands 743,464; Switzerland 

Worked: 
Slate_____________ 1,139 978 _— Netherlands 350; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 166. Paving and flagstone ____ _ 14,917 11,177 -- Denmark 6,051; Belgium 
Luxembourg 2,193. Other _________ 21,884 24,620 43 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,692; Nether- 
lands 3,959; Switzerland 3,675. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 279,055 302,654 — France 151,163; Netherlands 108,311 ; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 29,831. Gravel and crushed rock 

thousand tons__ 9,264 8,923 _- Netherlands 6,975; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 732. Limestone except dimension_____ _ 80,157 72,917 _— Netherlands 54,287; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 15,327. Quartz and quartzite.__._____ 121,887 122,878 104 Belgium-Luxembourg 57,147; Nether- - 
lands 15,259; Austria 12,807. Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons__ 8,112 7,744 2 Netherlands 6,277; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 855. Sulfur: 

Sulfates, natural: Magnesium sulfate ‘ . (kieserite)._-_-._-_ = _ 512,916 497,536 20,922 Norway 87,722; Singapore 86,572; 
France 68,814. Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ______ _ _ 356,669 394,400 __ Netherlands 109,590; Denmark 
18,783; Switzerland 47,235. Colloidal _._____________ 1,238 952 _- Italy 507; Czechoslovakia 48. Dioxide_________________ 25,687 35,567 _- East Germany 22,842; Netherlands 
3,395; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,958; 
Sweden 2,071. Sulfuric acid,oleum ___________ 841,669 624,343 — Netherlands.203,859; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 137,143; France 
73,595. Talc, steatite, pyrophyllite_______ => 6,332 6,187 _- Yugoslavia 1,638; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 526; East Germany 
513; United Kingdom 422. Other: . 

Crude: . 
Pottery,broken______ _ | 38,504 33,523 __ Netherlands 14,591; Switzerland . 6,885; Austria 4,883. Vermniculite, perlite, chlorite ___ 4,403 5,183 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 3,868; Austria 
Unspecified __ thousand tons__ 1,296 1,635 — Netherlands 1,383. Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing: 
From iron and steel manufacture 

do____ 2,658 2,630 -— Netherlands 2,480. Unspecified ________do____ 702 718 __ Netherlands 565; France 92. Oxides and hydroxides of barium . and strontium__~____________ 3,633 2,968 1,131 France 525; Belgium-Luxembourg 
446. Building materials of asphalt, 

asbestos and fiber cements, 
unfired nonmetals ____§_______ 201,190 168,505 NA NA. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural______ _ 6,552 4,104 _— Austria 1,015; Belgium-Luxembourg 
499; Sweden 277. Carbon black _____________ | 126,545 138,360 686 France 23,671; East Germany 16,491; 
Poland 14,452; Austria 14,198. Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons__ 15,607 12,369 a France 5,254; Italy 2,545; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,241. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 

| Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
. y United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Coal and briquets —Continued 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal______—_. thousand tons_ _ 391 357 _- France 105; United Kingdom 95; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 87. . 
Lignite including briquets _—do__ _ _ 718 877 __ France 193; Belgium-Luxembourg 

. 192; Netherlands 167. 

Coke and semicoke_ ______——do____ 11,656 8,163 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2,916; France 
_ 2,342; East Germany 898; Nether- 

lands 561. — 
Gas, hydrocarbon: 

Natural ____~— million cubic feet_ _ 217,289 345,325 NA NA. 
Manufactured_________—do____ 39 32 _- All to Switzerland. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases — —_—— — — 23,097 24,807 (?) Italy 9,726; France 3,648; Austria 
. . 3,113; East Germany 1,387 . 

Peat including briquets and litter __ —_ _ — 497,431 507,005 _— Netherlands 321,778; France 55,071; 
" Switzerland 52,649. 

Petroleum and refinery products: | 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 7,797 9,080 __ East Germany 8,573; Netherlands 
254; Mozambique 252. 

Refinery products: . 
Gasoline: 

Aviation® _______do____ 35 80 _. Turkey 63. 
' Motor _________do___- 6,254 8,711 219 Austria 2,371; Switzerland 1,963; 

Sweden 1,597. . 
Kerosine ________—_do____ 168 21 __ Austria 6; Australia 3; Sweden 3. 
Jet fuel® _. _ __ do 10,022 11,508 _- France 1,130; Norway 589. 
Distillate fuel oil? _______do____ 7,043 10,813 _. Switzerland 2,598; Netherlands 1,928; 

Austria 1,448. 
Residual fuel oil® __ ___do____ 19,391 20,803 _— France 2,374; Netherlands 2,182; 

Austria 2,083. 
Lubricants _________do____ 274 233 (?) Denmark 111. 
Other: . 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do___- 4,308 4,988 -— Netherlands 1,177; Italy 977; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 835. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 1,103 1,038 19 Italy 94; Netherlands 90; Austria 75. 
Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ _ — 8,335 5,188 70 France 2,189; Netherlands 932; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 650. 
. Petroleum coke ___do____.| 2,281 1,994 __ Netherlands 571; France 327; Switz- 

erland 263; East Germany 127. 
- Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 2,127 2,063 _- Austria 775; Denmark 345; Switzer- 
land 318. 

_ Bituminous mixtures 
. do. __ 457 268 _— Netherlands 173; Austria 28. 

Unspecified _ __ _ _do__ ~~ 799 717 (7) Netherlands 160; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 147; ce 57. | 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ — _ _ 350,158 337,091 NA Netherlands 223,106; Italy 14,072. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1The revised figures for 1979 reflect the inclusion in this table of the Federal Republic of Germany’s shipments of the 

reported commodities to the German Democratic Republic. These data had not been included in previous editions of the 
Minerals Yearbook. 

2Less than I/2 unit. 
‘Includes elemental sodium and potassium. : 
“May include some diamond shipped to the German Democratic Republic. 
5Includes 16,296 barrels of bunker loadings in 1979. 
SIncludes 8,744,192 barrels of bunker loadings in 1979 and 9,024,480 barrels in 1980. 
TIncludes 1,434,931 barrels of bunker loadings in 1979 and 1,614,680 barrels in 1980. 
8Includes 40,786 barrels of bunker loadings in 1979 and 8,787,237 barrels in 1980.
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_ Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities: _ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

~ Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 * ” 

mmoeny United | Other (principal) 
ee en 

METALS | | 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite_______ _ thousand tons__ 3,694 4,177 __ Australia 17 61; Guinea 1,463; Sierra 
ne 534. 

Alumina __~_~_§______________ 458,120 440,704 4,839 Ttaly 139,062; Australia 134,611; 
uriname 029. 

Hydroxides ________________ 1,712 1,437 835 France 329. 
Metal including alloys: _ 

Scrap __ 8 wee Le 164,415 174,772 35,012 Netherlands 48,163; France 15,713; 
ustralia 10,822. 

Unwrought______________ 511,461 608,752 28,111 Norway 204,584; United Kingdom 
0,407, INetNerlan 9 . 

Semimanufactures _________ 264,252 288,045 6,011 France 78,338; Netherlands 6,304; 
gium-Luxembourg 40,428. 

Antimony: ee 
Ore and concentrate___________ 3,126 3,002 _— Thailand wa 4; Bolivia 465; Republic of 

ut. rica 458. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3,896 3,351 45 France 1,385; Belgium-Luxembourg 

,066; Uni ingdom 447. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —_ _ 567 538 _- Belgium-Tuxembourg 159; Spain 70; 

ni ingdom 40. 
Arsenic: Trioxide, pentoxide, acid _ _ _ _ _ 825 638 _- Belgium Luxembourg 353; France 

6; Sweden 61. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all - 

forms ____________ kilograms__ 1,233 1,460 712 NA. | . 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 211 268 _- United Kingdom 132. 

admium: 
Oxides and hydroxides ~~. ____ 539 550 _- Belgium Luxembourg 400; United 

ingdom 96. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___— 1,126 1,198 __ Belgium Luxembourg 374; China 160; 

etherlan . 
Chromium: o 

Chromite. ~~~ ~___ 546,786 328,847 _— Republic of South Africa 223,968; 
rkey 29,557. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,407 969 72 USSR. on, United Kingdom 157; 
rance 102. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 883 862 82 Belgium-Luxembourg é 214; Japan 157; 
ni ngdom 153. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 483 319 2 Belgium Tuxembourg 177; France 52; 

ni ingdom 36. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 1,848 1,703 80 Zaire 325; Japan 287; Finland 206. 

Columbium and tantalum metals 
including alloys, all forms: 99 93 91 Brazil 1 

umbium _____~___________. razil 1. 
Co Tantalum _—~_______~________ 252 255 155 —‘ France 28; Belgium-Luxembourg 11. 

pper: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 483,740 537,883 5,784 Papua N ew "Guinea 200.157 ; Republic 

of Sout rica 78,323; Norway 
67,664. 

Matte and speiss _____________ 12,249 11,026 1,215 Australia 3,000; Brazil 1,842; United 
; Kingdom 1,490. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 216 263 _-  Belgium-Luxembourg 177; Italy 36. 
Sulfate____§__~_____________ 12,477 10,759 __ France 4,253; Belgium-Luxembourg 
Metal including atl 2,267, U.S.S.R. 1,834. 

etal including alloys: 
Scrap _-_____ ~~~ _____ 170,002 180,971 26,757 United Kingdom 36,089; France 
U ht 35,283; Netherlands 22,442. 
nwrought: 

Smelter __-___________ 62,785 51,680 _— Republic of South Africa 22,098; 
e 13,592. . 

Refined: 
Alloyed_ ________ ~~ 53,358 49,046 626 United Kingdom 15,177; Belgium. . 

Luxembourg 4,895; Yugoslavia 

Unalloyed _________ 457,426 451,682 5,218 Chile 124,562; Poland 88,723; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 67,743. 

Master alloys__________ 1,752 1,970 69 Bel fum-Luxembourg 928; United 
King om 860. 

Semimanufactures _________ 209,975 244,465 9,717 Belgium-Luxembourg 7 8121, France 
,0U0; Kast Germany 19,634; Italy 

15,551. 
Gallium metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________ kilograms__ 3,500 5,800 200 France 1,800; Netherlands 700; 
Switzerland 700. 

Germanium metal including alloys, all 
forms ________._______do____ 900 1,800 100 Belgium-Luxembourg 900; France 

Gold: 
Ash and waste — value, thousands_ _ $6,099 $10,566 $3,143 Netherlands $2,442; United Kingdom 

Scrap and sweepings______do____ $9,765 $97,881 $41,452 Switzerland $14,729; Denmark 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
™ y Gnited Other (principal) 
ee 

METALS —Continued 

Gold —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _— 3,077 4,002 85 Switzerland 1,670; Spain 396; Nether- 
ands 398. 

Partly wrought ______do____ 68 68 10 Republic of South Africa 21; Switzer- 
and 13. 

Hafnium metal including alloys, all 
forms ________—~~~ kilograms_ _ 100 300 NA NA. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ _ 51,703 47,917 2 Brazil 13,284; Canada 7,932; Liberia 

Roasted pyrites_________do____ 626 561 __ Spain 377; Belgium-Luxembourg 138. 
etal: 

Scrap ____________do____ 1,632 1,535 25 Netherlands 542; Belgium. 
Tuxembourg 292; United Kingdom 

Pig iron including cast iron 
do____ 266 258 _- Brazil 83; Canada 66. 

Sponge iron, powder, shot do_ _ _ _ 69 67 (7) Venezuela 20; Sweden 17; France 16. 
Spiegeleisen _____________ 17 99 NA NA. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome 
thousand tons_ _ 230 301 1 Republic of South Africa 173; 

Zimbabwe 51; Sweden 32. 
Ferromanganese__ _do____ 154 137 5 Norway 55; France 33; Spain 12. 
Ferronickel ______do____ 71 72 -- New Caledonia 34; Greece 32. 
Ferrosilicon_____—do____ 191 222 (?) Norway 117; France 38; Spain 25. 
Ferrosilicochrome _ _ do_ _ _ — 11 13 (7) Zimbabwe 6; Republic of South Africa 

Ferrosilicomanganese 
do____ 121 130 (?) Norway 65; Republic of South Africa 

21; Spain 15. 
Other _________do____ 18 16 (2) France 4; Belgium-Luxembourg 3; 

. United Kingdom 3. 

Steel, primary forms _ __do_._ _ _ 2,633 2,136 (?) Netherlands 524; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 448; Austria 256. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_______do____ 4,024 4,159 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,011; Italy 

. 731; France 630. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do_ ___ 4,252 3,778 5 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,212; France 
737; Netherlands 228. 

Hoop and strip __ _ _do____ 777 729 2 Belgium-Luxembourg 280; France 
210; East Germany 60. 

Rails and accessories 
do____ 42 27 (?) Netherlands 11; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5; Denmark 4. 
Wire ___________do____ 283 272 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 93; France 38; 

East Germany 22. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings 

do_ ___ 927 802 2 France 129; Italy 129; Netherlands 

Castings and forgings, rough 
Lea do ___ 51 60 (7) East Germany 10; France 9; Poland 7. 

d: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 191,179 181,679 _- Canada 36,765; Sweden 33,663; 

Morocco 20,323. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 6,746 7,186 56 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,080; France 

1,190; East Germany 720. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __.-_..--_-______ 64,538 44,308 5,994 Netherlands 11,518; Canada 8,896; 
United Kingdom 7,705. 

Unwrought_ __..~-________ 129,034 160,650 7,248 United Kingdom 44,752; Sweden 
19,457; Canada 17,474. 

Semimanufactures _________ 4,054 4,367 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 2,748; France 

Lithium: 
Oxide and hydroxides ---- eee 464 568 472 U.S.S.R. 60. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 9 8 7 NA. 

Magnesium: 
ides, hydroxides, peroxides __ _ __ 459 266 80 Ireland 52; France 44; Italy 43. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___-. ~~ ~___~____ 1,098 1,250 78 Netherlands 430; Sweden 207; 

Denmark 141. 
Unwrought______________ 82,340 31,131 8,029 Norway 15,131; Italy 3,694; France 

Semimanufactures _________ 500 347 83 Austria 168; Norway 43. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

errs tt RS 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979" 1980 * 
y . United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons__ 717 490 (?) Republic of South Africa 326; 
. Australia 81. 

Oxides and hydroxides ________-~_ 5,462 5,059 109 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,507; Greece 
920; Ireland 740. 

Metal including alloys, all forms __ ~— 5,848 5,731 1,395 Republic of South Africa 2,651; 
Netherlands 863. _- 

Mercury ____——-—~— 76-pound flasks__ 13,373 12,659 577 China oi Spain 2,854; U.S.S.R. 

Molybdenum: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 22,065 18,087 8,700 Canada 2,340; Peru 1,428; Chile 1,331. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~ 515 453 48 Netherlands 264; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 65. 
Ni Metal including alloys, all forms ___— 797 1,101 189 Austria 667. 

ickel: 
Ore and concentrate__________-— 34 39 _— US.S.R. 29. 
Matte, speiss, similar material_ __ _ _ 15,746 14,116 15 Austria 8,705; Cuba 2,753; Canada 

Oxides and hydroxides ________ — 612 391 26 Canada 256; Netherlands 50; France 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _______--___----- 6,505 7,551 2,134 France 1,672; Netherlands 813; 

United Kingdom 594. 
Unwrought_ _____._____~-— 47,708 39,329 2,588 - Canada 6,957; U.S.S.R. 6,411; United 

Kingdom 4,046. 
Semimanufactures ____— —__~— 6,325 6,723 676 France 3,227; United Kingdom 1,025. 

Platinum-group metals: 
Ash and waste: Platinum 

value, thousands_ _ $2,580 $2,482 $463 Canada $412; Switzerland $349; 
. Austria $338. 

Waste and sweepings: Platinum 
do_ ___ $30,034 $71,058 $17,618 Netherlands $13,852; Belgium- 

Luxembourg $6,624; Hungary 
$6,058. 

Metals including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought: 

Platinum ___ _ __ troy ounces_ _ 509,667 416,969 94,904 United Kingdom 113,946; Switzer- 
land 78,908; U.S.S.R. 51,591. 

Paladium_______.——do____ 382,027 367,909 52,862 U.S.S.R. 175,273; United Kingdom 
58,890; Switzerland 45,446. 

Others ___________do___ 113,898 120,025 48,548 Republic of South Africa 42,785; 
United Kingdom 13,228. 

Rare-earth metals: 
Oxides and other compounds _ _ — _ ~ — 1,196 904 319 France 274; United Kingdom 171; 

Austria 126. 
. Metals, all forms ______. ________ 107 60 NA NA. 

Silicon, elemental ______________ 59,236 55,132 () Norway 14,222; France 
13,642; Switzerland 6,066. 

Silver: 
Ash and waste _ value, thousands_ _— $20,752 $41,125 $20,816 Switzerland $6,036; United Kingdom 

Waste and sweepings __———do____ $20,602 $78,265 $13,907 Switzerland $14,123; United King- 
dom $12,209; Hong Kong $8,113. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 42,542 35,661 5,185 Sweden 5,965; North Korea 2,250; 
Mexico 1,974. 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate________~__ 7,158 3,343 __ United Kingdom 2,360; Bolivia 819. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 30 36 _. Italy 16; France 11. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________-------~-- 340 324 28 Netherlands 86; Switzerland 83; 
Yugoslavia 32. 

Unwrought_ ___~--____~_-_ 17,098 18,304 50 Indonesia 6,182; Thailand 5,222; 
Malaysia 2,872. 

Semimanufactures _________ 1,684 1,541 __ Netherlands 1,446. 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate__________—~ 574,005 484,902 __ Norway 334,575; Canada 97,364; 
Australia 30,533. 

Oxides and hydroxides _____ ~~~ 21,916 18,329 809 Belgium-Luxembourg 9,196; France 
2,713; United Kingdom 2,354. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 3,836 4,878 613 Japan 2,519; U.S.S.R. 808. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate__________~_ 4,097 2,931 45 China 1,136; Canada 459; Australia 
414. 

Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 294 127 — Austria 110. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 831 970 96 Austria 422; United Kingdom 127. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979° 1980 : 
y Qhited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Uranium and thorium: 
Oxides ____ 9 ee LL 416 910 1 U.S.S.R. 877. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 2 16 _- United Kingdom 15. 

Vanadium: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 710 1,382 _- China 425; United Kingdom 20. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 42 (?) NA NA. ’ 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate __—________ 502,951 618,984 10,245 Canada 221,561; Sweden 74,652; 

Greenland 62,907. 
Matte___ _________________ 4,231 3,339 _— Netherlands 1,768; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 300; Austria 258. . 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 6,993 7,089 — France 2,906; Netherlands 1,453; 

Italy 1,392. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______-~-~________- 12,609 11,128 734 Denmark 2,300; Netherlands 2,200; 
Italy 1,932. 

Blue powder _____________ 12,705 14,475 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 11,069; Nether- 
lands 1,160. 

Unwrought___~____..--__-_ 156,138 161,78] 75 Belgium-Luxembourg 68,481; Nether- 
lands 41,488; Norway 14,175. 

Semimanufactures _________ 24,014 25,673 — NA. 
Zirconium: 

Ore and concentrate ________ 50,185 56,086 1,355 Australia 29,016; Republic of South 
Africa 18,511. 

Oth Metal including aloys, all forms — 218 279 128 France 124. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates: 

Of columbium, tantalum, 
vanadium _____________ 1,458 1,341 205 Brazil 731. 

Unspecified __.__.._______ 5,319 7,301 273 Chile 4,536; Australia 1,957. 
Ash and residue containing 

nonferrous metals__________ — 410,884 483,176 12,559 Canada 140,022; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 30,065; Italy 28,085; 
United Kingdom 24,089. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ __ _ _ 627 487 57 United Kingdom 255; France 89; 

Matte, speiss, similar material_ ___ _ 40 56 _- All from East Germany. 
Metals: 

Metalloids: 
Arsenic and tellurium _ — __ 54 49 9 U.S.S.R. 14; Belgium-Luxembourg 7. 
Selenium and phosphorus _ _ 28,873 32,432 NA NA. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth; rare-earth 
metals ______.________ 336 246 4 France 164; Canada 25. 

Pyrophoric alloys _____.___ _ 37 14 -- Austria 13. 
Radioactive isotopes 

value, thousands_ _ $528 $459 —_ All from East Germany. 
Metals including alloys, all forms 148 1,078 385 Sweden 272; Belgium-Luxembourg 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e-.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc _-- Le 66,202 249,522 1,038 Greece 219,903; Italy 16,341. 
Artificial: 

Corundum ______.~_____-- 40,011 41,497 2,415 Netherlands 16,710; Hungary 6,473; 
Austria 6,060. 

Silicon carbide. _§ $$ ___.____ 66,711 72,364 260 Norway 10,344; Italy 4,688; U.S.S.R. 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones _ _ kilograms_ _ 2,205 397,430 396,390 Ireland 806. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ______~__________-- 7,410 8,897 336 Austria 1,853; Spain 989; France 719; 

East Germany 341. 
Asbestos, crude ______._._.___-_ 386,383 392,978 886 Canada 307,756; U.S.S.R. 28,714; 

Republic of South Africa 27,611. 
Barite and witherite____________ _ 212,735 211,315 _- France 82,203; China 53,628; Spain 

37,094; East Germany 9,685. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates___._____ _ 143,862 124,693 80,947 Turkey 33,378; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Oxide, acid, borates, perborates __ _ _ 90,114 87,072 13,334 Belgium-Luxembourg 36,667; France 

Bromine, elemental _____________ 3,008 2,982 _— Israel 2,074; Netherlands 437; East 
Germany 108. 

Cement____—____~— thousand tons__ 1,591 1,686 3 Belgium-Luxembourg 574; France 
417; East Germany 326. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979" 1980 : 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Chalk___-_~_~_~_~_~____ LL 119,133 121,736 _— France 91,394; Belgium-Luxembourg 
14,113; East Germany 12,098. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Andalusite and kyanite ______ 65,312 101,824 45,544 Republic of South Africa 49,484. 
Bentonite. __-_____.._____ 66,841 78,043 44,392 Greece 23,106; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Ceramic clay. ___.~________ 108,865 133,303 _- France 60,435; Netherlands 28,245; 
East Germany 14,923. 

Chamotte_______ ~~~ _ 90,398 79,704 547 Czechoslovakia 33,998; France 31,406. 
Dinasearth _____________ 6,550 3,949 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 3,853. 
Fire clay _._-____... ____ 134,053 158,659 23,044 France 52,520; Czechoslovakia 43,250; 

Republic of South Africa 16,888. 
Fuller’s earth __-~_~§__~______ 5,282 5,676 3,835 Spain 1,000; Netherlands 549. 
Kaolin ~~~ ~~ 842,983 859,571 112,742 nited Kingdom 465,574; 

Czechoslovakia 123,736; France 
57,292; East Germany 56,709. 

Other ______ 2 163,718 139,188 21,665 Czechoslovakia 55,112; Netherlands 
26,699; France 23,817. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory _ thousand tons_ _ 1,832 1,871 __ Italy 648; Netherlands 608; France 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _..._______do.___ 268 266 2 Austria 49; France 30; United 

Kingdom 23. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural _______ 2,724 2,066 __ Greenland 2,043. 
Diamond: 

Gem, worked and unworked, not set or 
strung _ ____~— thousand carats_ — 520 561 5 Belgium-Luxembourg 259; Israel 119. 

Industrial _~__.~________do____ 1,057 1,105 71 Republic of South Africa 399; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 363; Ireland 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 40,190 37,506 1,534 Denmark 21,819; France 6,913. 
Feldspar, leucite, nepheline, nepheline — 
syenite_____§_§_§_____________ 120,150 119,288 _— Norway, 73,453; Italy 15,934; Finland 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous __.._-________ 2,631 3,136 — Chile 3,000. 
Phosphatic ___ thousand tons__— 2,584 2,560 1,443 U.S.S.R. 357; Morocco 339. 
Potassic_ ___.______do____ 120 125 _. All from East Germany. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ________do____ 1,548 1,586 31 Belgium-Luxembourg 397; Nether- 

lands 341; Austria 211. 
Phosphatic _______._do____ 774 1,005 (7) + Belgium-Luxembourg 804; France 93; 

East Germany 30. 
Potassic.__________do____ 91 94 _- France 87; East Germany 2. 
Other including mixed _ _do_ _ __ 1,038 971 83 Austria 221; France 147; Netherlands 

Ammonia ____________do____ 203 283 30 France 112; Netherlands 53; East 
Germany 29. 

Fluorspar _____~§_~§_$_~9_~__§________ 255,868 279,058 __ China 51,579; Republic of South 
. Africa 43,122; Spain 25,624. 

Graphite, natural ______________ 26,062 25,123 262 China Pa Austria 4,656; Norway 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 595,650 689,483 106 France 411,794; Austria 200,440; East 
. Germany 31,424. 

Iodine ________~_____--__--_ 871 1,140 6 Japan 655; Chile 438. 
Lime __________~ 153,766 188,096 __ France 116,762; East Germany 

, etd Belgium-Luxembourg 

Magnesite_____§___~_§__________ 386,152 420,054 46,492 Greece 18,7 91; China 43,822; Austria 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 8,631 10,330 548 India 3,334; Brazil 2,312; Argentina 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings _.._-____________ 611 702 20 France 283; Belgium-Luxembourg 

. 224; Spain 85. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ______________ 2,174 2,041 __ Austria 1,932. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 6,152 6,550 422 Netherlands 2,375; France 1,210; 

. Belgium-Luxembourg 914. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond: 
Natural we eee 1,636 1,724 419 Brazil 906. 
Synthetic ________ _ kilograms__ 25,587 21,4387 3,070 Switzerland 11,385; Japan 3,680. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 . 

y Gnited ‘Other (principal) 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Pyrites, gross weight_____________ 98,943 132,716 — U.S.S.R. 100,011; Norway 13,732; 
Yugoslavia 13,178. 

Salt and brine.________________ 937,522 628,219 __ Netherlands 453,286; France 87,492; 
Italy 56,054. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash including sodic and 

potassic peroxides____________. 3,537 4,100 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,932; East 
Germany 289; Spain 286. 

Caustic soda________________ 168,556 120,434 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 25,571; Switz- 
erland 9,342; Netherlands 8,740. 

Sodaash__________________ 220,273 215,886 4,289 Poland 49,530; France 30,080; Nether- 
lands 29,504; East Germany 25,194. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
. Calcareous ___________ 124,036 151,073 _- Austria 80,452; Italy 30,021; Portugal 

Slate_______________ 33,756 40,249 -. France 21,184; United Kingdom 
8,276; Portugal 4,970. 

Other ______________ 441,289 424,702 170 Denmark 83,292; Sweden 54,477; 
Italy 50,514. 

Worked: 
Slate 92-2 17,779 24,576 _— Spain 36,785; Italy 1,586; France 

Paving and flagstone _____ 212,321 274,007 — Portugal 134,393; Italy 63,856; 
‘Romania 17,082. 

Other ______________ 540,343 534,035 _- Italy 436,583; East Germany 26,523; 
Switzerland 13,112. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 680,951 172,456 _— Belgium-Tuxembourg 652,777; 
nited Kingdom 36,561. 

Gravel and crushed rock 
thousand tons_ _ 12,605 12,968 __ France 7,715; Denmark 1,939; 

Norway 885. 
Limestone excluding dimension 

do__ = 1,501 1,272 — Austria 691; Belgium-Luxembourg 
260; France 144. 

Quartz and quartzite___________ 121,860 110,934 622 Belgium-Luxembourg 52,591; Nether- 
lands 25,382; Yugoslavia 11,951. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing 
thousand tons_ _ 6,393 6,223 3 France 2,561; East Germany 2,283; 

Netherlands 935. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ________ 385,973 360,317 83,517 Poland 168,080; Canada 91,324. 
Colloidal _______________ 732 661 — France 636. 

Dioxide___~§__~~_~_~_~____~______ 8,534 5,731 _- Sweden 3,136; Switzerland 2,290. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ____~_______ 48,309 33,774 _- Switzerland 15,796; France 9,704; 

East Germany 3,024. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 125,688 130,765 389 Austria 52,665; rance 27,460; Italy 

Other: 
Crude: 

Pottery, broken ___________ 95,168 104,720 __ France 33,548; Netherlands 18,366; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 16,425. 

Vermiculite, perlite, chlorite _ _ — 136,938 140,811 3,207 Greece 107,129; Hungary 11,838; 
Republic of South Africa 16,425. 

Unspecified __.__--_______ 802,263 990,953 13,471 Norway 358,167; United Kingdom 
173,941; Austria 164,567. 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing: 

From iron and steel manufacture 
thousand tons_ _ 1,943 1,662 1 France 861; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Unspecified ________do____ 429 362 2 ~=—s* France 154; Belgium-Luxembourg 93; 
Netherlands 38. 

Oxides and hydroxides of barium and 
strontium _______~~________ 791 655 _— France 317; Netherlands 280. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_____________-____ 165,746 176,282 NA East Germany 10,319. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __ _____ 21,170 18,185 7,488 Trinidad and Tobago 9,363. 
Carbon black ______~_ ~~~ ~____ 58,321 55,713 3,781 France 19,911; Netherlands 16,685. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mumoany | Gnited Other (principal) | 

et 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

thousand tons__ 7,773 9,123 1,751 Poland 1,918; Republic of South Afri- 
ca 1,492; United Kingdom 1,402. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
Lignite including briquels’ ~~" 77 ~~ 56 365 _ France 310. 

ignite includi riquets 
thousand tons_ _ 2,387 3,223 _- Czechoslovakia 2,113; East Germany 

Coke andsemicoke_________do____ 1,201 1,225 239 France 234; Netherlands 170; East 
Germany 150. 

Gas, natural_____ million cubic feet_ _ 1,645,762 1,765,080 NA NA. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 27,073 32,008 2,571 Netherlands 15,694; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 13,685. 
Peat including briquets and litter __ _ _ _ 70,297 83,069 -- US S.R. 71,658; Poland 6,673. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
; thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 770,942 697,460 -- _ Saudi Arabia 180,361; Libya 114,094; 

United Kingdom 104,686. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Aviation_____—__do____ 270 289 __ Netherlands 127; United Kingdom 

Motor _________do____ 24,821 29,442 5 Netherlands 14,508; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 4,191; France 2,648. 

Kerosine __________do____ 933 359 13 Belgium-Luxembourg 150; Nether- 
lands 124. 

Jet fuel ___________do____ 14,523 14,414 -- Netherlands 9,596; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3,722. 

Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 139,905 117,544 -- Netherlands 49,562; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 12,080; East Germany 
11,552; USSR. 10,942. 

Residual fuel oil. ___ __do____ 34,524 41,679 1 Netherlands 12,986; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 4,847; East Germany 
4,608; U.S.S.R. 3,040. 

Lubricants _________do____ 1,222 1,654 102 United Kingdom 558; France 523; 
Italy 226. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do____ 5,037 7,219 — Netherlands 1,645; Republic of South 
Africa 943; Czechoslovakia 744. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do____ 1,477 1,497 10 Netherlands 184; France 121; United 

Kingdom 59. 
Nonlubricating oils 

do. ___ 42,566 36,949 147 Netherlands 13,292; U.S.S.R. 6,458; 
Algeria 3,299. 

Petroleum coke ___do____ 8,274 6,213 5,461 United Kingdom 287; Netherlands 

Bitumen and other residues 
do____ 2,077 2,515 _— Netherlands 915; France 749; East 

Germany 553. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do____ 144 130 4 Netherlands 85. 
Unspecified_ ___ __do____ 19,919 10,355 177 USSR. 3,030; Libya 2,578; Romania 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, — 
and gas-derived crude chemicals 

thousand tons_ _ 2,134 2,130 73 Netherlands 1,032; France 231; 
Belgium-Luxmebourg 96; East 
Germany 72. 

eee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1The revised figures for 1979 reflect the inclusion in this table of the Federal Republic of Germany’s receipts of the 

reported commodities from the German Democratic Republic. These data had not been included in previous editions of 
the Minerals Yearbook. 

?Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS by the end of 1981. This followed the shut- 
. . down of 10,000 tons of capacity early in the 

Aluminum.—Vereinigte . Aluminum year at the same plant. 

Werke AG was to cut aluminum capacity at In 1981, it was reported that the alumina 
its Lippe plant near Liinen, in the Ruhr segment of the Giulini Chemie GmbH pro- 
area, by 5,000 tons to 33,000 tons per year duction plant in Ludwigshafen on the Rhine
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was to be sold to the Aluminum Co. of more than 5 million tons each, while P&S 
America. Involved were an alumina plant produced about 4.5 million tons. Krupp was 
and an aluminum chemicals plant. the FRG’s biggest high-grade steel produc- 

In 1981, the FRG’s aluminum production er, Hoesch was the leader in surface refined 

declined slightly for the second straight sheet metal, and P&S was the only ferro- 
year. Six companies in the FRG operated 10 manganese producer in the FRG. Of about 
aluminum plants with a total primary ca- 65,000 jobs of the three companies, only 
pacity of about 729,000 tons. about 45,000 would have remained in 1985. 

Iron and Steel.—Peine Salzitter was to While the merging companies sought to 
close its Haverlahwiese iron ore mine in receive $2 to $3 billion in help, the Govern- 
Lower Saxony in 1982, causing a drop of ment planned to keep the amount as low as 
almost 0.5 million tons in the FRG’s iron _ possible. 
ore output. However, another FRG steel- The FRG has been for a long time the 
maker, Kléckner-Werke AG’s Maxhiitte strongest opponent of state aid for the steel 
subsidiary, is to expand production from its industry. In 1980, the European Economic 
Leonie iron ore mine near Auerbach in Community agreed to phase out by 1985 all 
Bavaria to 850,000 tons per year, supplying subsidies to the steel industries of its mem- 
the company’s blast furnaces at Sulzbach_ ber states. By 1981, it became clear, how- 
Rosenberg. ever, that not all FRG steel concerns could 

Metallhiittenwerke Liibeck GmbH, a pig survive without state funds to pull them 
iron producer, filed bankruptcy suits. through. Maxhiitte, a subsidiary of Kléck- 
Causes of the collapse were high fuel costs ner Werke, was the first company to obtain 
and loss of the company’s Polish business, a restructuring grant by 1980, in this in- 
which had provided the majority of the stance, from Bavaria’s regional Govern- 
company’s orders. The Government of ment. Steel industries in the Saar were the 
Schleswig-Holstein was planning efforts in next to obtain joint subsidies, in that they 
cooperation with Liibeck city authorities to contributed to complete rationalization of 
save the 1,000 jobs affected. The company production involving substantial cutbacks 
had a capacity of 500,000 tons per year of funded partly by the parent company. The 
pig iron and 500,000 tons per year of coke. next to seek help from Bonn was to be the 

Norddeutsche Ferrowerke AG (Nordfer- Ruhr Industries. 
ro) of Emden, a Midrex-reduced iron pro- In 1981, the FRG’s raw steel and pig iron 
ducer, was struggling to survive in face of production declined further for the third 
high gas costs and inadequate prices for consecutive year, although it remained still 
direct-reduced iron ore. Nordferro was own- the largest among West European coun- 
ed by AS Sydvaranger (74.9%) and Korf tries. Top crude steel producers in 1981 and | 
Stahl AG (25.1%). Sydvaranger was making approximate crude steel capacities in mil- 
efforts, together with the Government of lion tons, remained virtually unchanged as 
Lower Saxony, to interest Thyssen AG or follows: Thyssen Group (12.2), Hoesch-Estel 
Peine Salzgitter AG in the plant in ex- Group (11.5), Krupp Group (5.1), Peine- 
change for supplying Thyssen with an order Salzgitter Group (4.4), and Mannesmann 
for six Norwegian submarines. Group (4.3). 

Krupp Stahl AG and Hoesch-Estel re- About 48 companies continued to produce 
viewed the approval of their supervisory stainless and alloy steels in 1981. The most 
boards for the formation of a new company, important producers, with about 60% of 
Ruhrstahl AG, to include their steelmaking, total production, in order of decreasing. 
coating, and surface finishing activities. output, were the Edelstahlwerke Buderus 
The announcement, predicting organization AG at Wetzlar; Kléckner Werke AG in 
of the new company during 1982, ended 2 Osnabriick; Friedrich Krupp Hiittenwerke 
years of negotiations. As a result of the AG in Bochum; Stahlwerke Réchling- 
merger, cost reductions were to be sought Burbach GmbH of Vélklingen in the Saar; 
by better utilization of raw steel capacity Stahlwerke Siidwestfalen AG in Siegen; and 
and by elimination of product line overlap Thyssen Edelstahlwerke in Krefeld. 
and the duplication of investments. It seem- Lead, Zinc, and Copper.—Preussag AG 
ed possible that Government-owned Peine decided to cut production of its Harlinge- 
Salzgitter AG (P&S) is to join in on the rode vertical retort zinc smelter near Goslar 
merger. The steel giant formed thus would in the Harz Mountains from 70,000 to 50,000 
have a capacity of about 15 million tons of tons for 1982 by shutting down a roasting 
crude steel, larger than steel industry lead- furnace and a sulfuric acid plant. — 
er Thyssen AG (12 million tons). In 1980, The nonferrous metal mine in Meggen, 
Krupp and Hoesch had a capacity of little the barite mine in Dreislar, and the barite-
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_ fluorite mine in Wolfach were described in Hermann C. Starck of Berlin produced va- 
the technical literature.® nadium metal and ferrovanadium at Lau- 

Nonferrous metal mining in the FRG _ fenburg on the Swiss border and vanadium 
continued at Preussag AG’s Rammelsberg metal at Goslar in the Harz. Metallhiitte 
(Goslar) and Bad Grund, and Metallge- Mark KG of Hamburg, a subsidiary of 
sellschaft AG’s subsidiary Sachtleben AG in kKléckner & Co. of Duisburg, produced 200 
Meggen. tons per year of ferrovanadium. The compa- 

Mercury.—By yearend, Preussag AG ny concluded a contract with Agnew Glough 
closed its mercury refining operation at +4’; Wundowie Mine in Western Aus- 

Harlingerode, near Goslar in the . Harz tralia to buy a total of 16,000 tons of fused 
Mountains. The plant had a capacity of flake vanadium pentoxide during the next 7 
about 200 tons per year of mercury. About years. The Otavi Minen und Eisenbahn 
50% of the supply of the plant was from Gesellschaft of Frankfort also produced 
local zinc ores, 45% from contracts with some ferrovanadium 
other companies, and about 5% of the feed " 

came from Scandinavia. 1 NONMETALS 
Tin.—Exploratory drilling for lead-tin _ . . 

ores in the Sauerland region of North Rhine slightly ne wm we Oren 70 declined 
Westfalia produced promising indications of plants were oper ated in the , FRG by 41 

Mississippi Valley type mineralization. jn gividual companies. Total cement capaci- 
Lead-tin bearing limestone was found in ty (including clinker) of the plants was 35 several places at depths from 100 to 500 million tons per year. 
meters. The German subsidiary of Rio Tinto Potash and Salt.—In 1981. Kali and Salz 
fine worked ‘out an investigation program AG (K&S) became the FRQ’S only potash 

or the ores. am. roducer when it took over the mine at 
In 1981, Metallgesellschaft AG of Frank- Friedrichshall, previously owned by Kali 

| fort operated a tin smelter in Duisburg, Chemie AG. K&S was not going to operate 
based on imported concentrates, with a the Friedrichshall Mine separately, but 
capacity of 5,000 tons per year of tin and ould mine its reserves from the nearby 
8,000 tons per year of soft solders (secondary Bergmanssegen-Hugo Mine in 1982. Fried- 
metal). Three brands were marketed, all sichshall has been in continuous operation 
registered on the London Metal Exchange: since 1930. K&S, with eight active potash 
M Standard (99.75% Sn), M Special (99.85% mines and seven salt mines in operation, 
Sn), and Rose (99.90% Sn). ..._,.. exploited some areas of the potash reserves 
Titanium.—In 1981, four companies 1N in the Zechstein Basin, which stretches 

the FRG produced pure titanium ingots: from Poland to the northeast of England. 
Boschgotthardshiitte O. Breyer GmbH at Weak demand in world markets resulted 
Siegen, Contimet-Thyssen Edelstahlwerke in sales reduced to 2.34 million tons of K,O 
AG in Krefeld, WC Heraeus GmbH in in 1981; some shutdowns were therefore 
Hanau, and Krupp Stahl AG in Essen. necessary towards the end of the year. Only 
These companies produced some or all of gait and some magnesium compound sales 
the following: Forgings, alloy sheets, plates, increased. Employment in 1981 increased to 
bars, rods, wire, disks, and other semimanu- 8,899. K&S invested about $130 million in 
factured products in various shapes. Anoth- the 1970-80 period on expanding and mod- 
er three companies also produced various ernizing its industry. 
commercial shapes: Otto Fuchs Metall- Sulfur.—Sulfur production in 1981 was 
werke in Meinerzhagen, E&S Lohaus KG in substantially unchanged and_ exports 
Mayen, and Vereinigte Deutsche Me- declined about 7%. The bulk of the FRG’S 
tallwerke AG in Duisburg. Finally one sulfur production was recovered by four 
company, the Gesellschaft fiir Elektro- sour gas processing complexes located at 
metallurgie mbH produced 40% ferrotita- Riitenbrock, Détlingen near Grossenkne- 
nium. ten, Barnstadt near Diiste, and Neag near 
Vanadium.—Several FRG companies pro- Sulingen, all in Lower Saxony. Output from 

cessed imported vanadium raw material these sources was 834,000 tons, while pro- 
into ferrovanadium and/or vanadium pen- duction from coking plants and power sta- 
toxide. The Gesellschaft fiir Electrometal- tions accounted for an additional 30,000 
lurgie mbH of Diisseldorf produced 3,000 tons, In 1981, supplies of sulfur from oil 
tons per year of vanadium pentoxide from refining activities fell 10% to 191,000 tons, 
vanadium slag, which was converted reflecting a fall in consumption of oil prod- 
to vanadium metal and ferrovanadium. ucts in the FRG.
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Exports by rail to the FRG’s major mar- exporter on the global scale, as production 
kets such as the Netherlands, Denmark, in the Grossenkneten Gasfield is to decline 
Belgium, and Switzerland were supple- somewhat in the near future. 
mented by exports of solid slated sulfur by 
way of the new terminal of Brake, on the MINERAL FUELS 
Weser south of Bremerhaven, with ship- Energy consumption in 1981 was almost 
ments to the United Kingdom and Senegal. 5% below 1980 levels as shown in the 
Despite the opening of this new facility, the following tabulation, in million tons of stan- 
FRG is unlikely to become a significant dard coal equivalent: 

Per- Per- 
1980 Cent 1981 cent 

Oil _______________ 185.7 476 165.0 44.5 
Bituminous coal ___.____ 77.1 19.8 78.5 21.2 
Lignite_____________ 392 100 400 159 . 
Natural gas__________ 686 163 59.0 10.8 
Nuclear power ________ 14.3 3.7 17.2 4.6 
Hydroelectric power. _ _ _ _ 7.6 1.9 8.4 2.2 

Other----.---------__ 27 7298 
Total ____________ 3902 100.0 371.0 100.0 

Source: Arbeitsgemeinschaft Energie-Bilanzen. Ameri- 
can Embassy, Bonn, State Department Telegram No. 3501, 
Jan. 5, 1982. 

Prime reasons for the decline in the positions, while petroleum and natural gas 
energy consumption shown above between suffered additional losses. The FRG’s ener- 
1980 and 1981 were unfavorable economic gy balance in 1979 and 1980 is shown in 
conditions and a more rational use of ener- _ table 4. 
gy. Coal and nuclear power expanded their 

Table 4.—Federal Republic of Germany: Energy balance in 1979 and 1980 
(Million tons of standard coal equivalent)! 

Bitumi- Natu- | Nu- Fuel- 
nous Lignite Crude ral Hydro- clear wood, Other® Total 
coal 01 gas Power power? _ peat 

1979: | 
Production! _.________ 87,528 37,197 6,943 28,492 5,572 __ 412 1,456 162,600 
Imports. ____________ 9,625 1,439 219,672 44,032 5,130 18,892 _ __ 293,790 
Exports__...________ 27,190 570 13,656 415 4,924 _ 89 _. 46,844 

i9agonsumtion en 75,840 88,076 206,842 66,008 5,778 18,892 323 1,456 408,215 

Production! __________ 88,235 37,862 6,735 20,943 5,686 __ 636 1,388 161,485 
Imports. ____________ 10,732 1,903 199,584 46,662 6,301 14,338 __ _. 279,520 
Exports... _-_______ 20,845 614 14,498 2863 4,413 __ 101 __ 48,834 
Consumption _________ 77,081 39,182 185,705 64,282 7,573 14,838 535 1,888 390,084 

1Includes only primary energy. 
2Produced domestically from imported fuel. . 
3Includes solid wastes, refuse, waste heat, and waste steam. 

Source: Statistik der Kohlenwirtschaft E.V.: Zahlen zur Kohlenwirtschaft, No. 121. Essen and Koln, January 1982. 

Coal, Coke, and Lignite.— In 1981, the nite decreased again and overburden moved 
FRG’s bituminous coal production increas- was about 450 million cubic meters, or 3.46 
ed slightly for the third consecutive year, cubic meters per ton of lignite produced. 
exceeding 88 million tons. FRG’s stocks of Ruhrkohle AG opened the FRG’s first 
coal and coke at yearend remained con- new bituminous coal mine in 17 years at 
stant, representing a supply of approxi- Bergkamen near Dortmund in the Ruhr 
mately 4 months. region. The $300 million facility supplied a 

The FRG’s lignite production in 1981was mine-mouth powerplant, Verbundkraft- 
almost unchanged at over 130 million tons, werk Bergkamen, at a design. rate of 3.2 
but production of briquets made from lig- million tons per year and employed 3,000
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people. The Vereinigte Elektrizitatswerke output. Total employment in the bitumi- 
AG (VEW) and Steag AG decided to build a nouscoal industry was 184,000. 
second 750-megawatt, coal-fired unit at The FRG lignite industry was dominat- 
Bergkamen. Construction was to start in ed by the Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke 
1982, and commissioning of the new unit AG, which accounted for nine-tenths of 
was to take place in 1987. The plant was to total output; remaining production came 
use a total of 3 million tons of bituminous from three medium-size companies in Ba- 
coal per year. varia, Helmstedt, and Hesse, and three 

The Neckarwerke Elektrizitits Versor- smaller companies. The lignite industry 
gungs AG obtained Government approval employed 22,000. The FRG’s_ bituminous 

for the construction of a fifth coal-fired unit coal reserves were estimated at 24 billion 
of 420 megawatts in Altbach, near Stutt- tons and lignite reserves were estimated at 

gart. 35 billion tons. Resources were 230 billion 
The Federal Ministry of the Economy ‘ons of bituminous coal and 55 billion tons 

lowered the coal price subsidies, paid both of lignite. 
by the country’s coal producers and con- Nuclear Power.—For the first time in 
sumers, from a country wide average of ore than 4 years the construction of new 

4.5% to 4.2%, the latter being sufficient to nuclear powerplants was authorized by the 
accumulate about $1 billion in the coal price Federal Government. The plants to be built 
equalization fund in 1982. Regional contri- W°™® those in Oho, Bavaria; Biblis, Hesse, 
butions to the fund were to vary from state and Lingen, Lower Saxony. 
to state between 3.2% in Berlin and 4.8% in _, Construction work on the Gorleben Nu- 
North Rhine-Westphalia. Besides these con- clear Waste Disposal Facility » the first per- 
tributions, the Federal Government and manent facility to be built in the FRG, was 
North Rhine-Westphalia also contributed t° eb tinue accoreing to a ng fy phe 
substantial amounts to the subsidy. ex ne mug wer’ ly be ) ares Wor rt a 

Ruhrkohle AG and Veba AG put on- S tad Th ERG’s at y by a he er vet be 
stream in the Ruhr city of Bottrop, Europe’s b ‘ed "d 8 iin It S are the © 
biggest coal liquefication plant. The $200 Plar Underground in salt mines taere. 

oF . ans for an adjacent fuel reprocessing 
million plant was designed to convert about plant remained blocked by the courts. 

te tons ond chervieal eneetins ana A permit was issued for the construction 
. . ? of the first phase of a uranium enrichment 

seer om and vn ; crew of 220 was plant at Gronau by the Government of 
n opera’ © plant. North Rhine Westphalia. The plant was to 

A 55,000-ton-per-day prototype coal be built by the Uranit-Uran-Isotoptren- 
gasification plant was tested in the Ruhr jungs Gesellschaft mbH and funded by the 
region at Oberhausen by Ruhr-Chemie AG Federal Ministry for Research and Technol- 

and Ruhrkohle AG. Coal used was from ogy, together with the United Kingdom and 
Moundsville, W. Va., United States. The the Netherlands. The plant’s first stage is to 
Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG started have a capacity of 1,000 tons of separative 
construction of a 1.8-million-ton-per-year work units. | 
lignite gasification plant at the site of the In 1981, the FRG had 15 nuclear power- 
Ville-Berrenrath briquet plant, near Hiirth. plants in operation with a total nominal 

The plant was to be built in two stages ata gross capacity of 10,358 megawatts (electri- 
total cost of $300 million, and is to generate al). Another 10 nuclear powerplants were 
by 1988 up to 0.9 billion cubic meters of under construction, with a total nominal 
lignite gas per year. No Government subsi- gross capacity of 11,329 megawatts (electri- 
dy was to be involved for the construction of cal), and another 10 nuclear powerplants 

the plant. were in various planning stages with a total 
In 1981, the FRG had 38 coal and 20 nominal gross capacity of 13,898 megawatts 

lignite mines, 18 coking plants, 5 briquet (electrical). In 1981, the plants in operation 
plants, and 20 mine-mouth powerplants. generated 53.4 billion kilowatt-hours, about 
The bituminous coal industry was con- 21.7% more than in 1980. Nuclear power 
trolled mainly by seven companies: Three in contributed 17.4% to the generation of the 
the Ruhr area, two in the Aachen area, and public electricity supply system, which it- 
one each in the Saar and Lower Saxony. self supplied 83% of the total electricity 
The largest industrial group was the _ supply in the FRG. 
Ruhrkohle AG, controlling almost three- Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Production 
quarters of the country’s bituminous coal trends continued, with a decrease of crude
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oil and an increase of natural gas produc- Crude oil reserves at the beginning of the 
tion in 1981. Drilling activity increased 11% year were estimated at 47 million tons. 
above that of the previous year. Of 89 Total resources were estimated at 70 mil- 
development holes, 60 resulted in oil or gas _lion tons. 
finds. Of 27 exploration holes, 7 struck oil or A group of gas companies led by Ruhrgas 
gas. The planned oil drilling by the German AG signed a preliminary agreement to im- 
North Sea Group (10 companies) in the port 10.5 billion cubic meters of natural gas 

start as planned owing to a delay in the Por eat,ffom the Soviet Union starting tay wit . Previously, contracts ha n 
completion of the chartered drilling plat- signed for supplying the pipe and compres- 

mn 198 Saudi Arabia was the country’s re stations or the $15 billion, 5,000- , kilometer Yamal pipeline. | 
leading supplier of crude oil, followed by Important natucal gas deposits were 

and Denmarld, and in third place, Libya,” Und near Sohlingen, south of Hamburg 
: 9 ? y the Brigi verat anagemen 

rates for oil and gas production were i be CO 0¥ed By & consortium consisting ofthe . ye . obil Oil Co., Texaco, and Winters . 
raise’ in the ERG from 22% to3 Se et Reserves were estimated at 40 to 60 billion 

? : . cubic meters out of total FRG reserves 
Saxony, where 90% of the oil production estimated at 289 billion cubic meters; total 

In 1981 the FRG had 25 companies oper- resources were 316 billion cubic meters. 

ating 37 oil refineries with a total capacity “|... |........ n... , 

of 141 million tons per year (throughput). _yizac™ycenate Dio often Dat, yg 
Six of the refineries were being rebuilt or dollars from Deuteche gmarks (DM) at the rate of 
expanded during 1981. In 1981, the FRG’s PM2.2802=USS1.00for 1981. 
refinery capacity utilization was 57.1%.
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The Mineral Industry of 
Ghana 

By Ben A. Kornhauser! 

The mineral industry of Ghana in 1981 1981, the CPI was 116% higher than that of 
deteriorated even more than in previous 1980. 
years, owing to the growing unmanage- Except for the continued petroleum oper- | 
ability of the general economy. Ghana was__ ation of the Agri-Petco Co., very little US. 
faced with many interlocking, synergistical- or other foreign investments were made in 
ly debilitating problems. These problems recent years. The new 1981 Investment 
included a low rate of capital formation; Code, Act 437, was approved by Parliament 
triple-digit inflation; increasing budget ex- in July 1981 to attract greater private 
penditures and deficits; an overvalued cur- foreign investment into priority investment 
rency; shortages of commodities, industrial areas, which included mining and | oil 
raw materials, and spare parts; declining and/or gas exploration. The emphasis of the 
export earnings from cocoa and diamonds;a ode was on developing Ghana’s production 
shortage of foreign exchange; and rising oil stor ntices vctronetherine ite belonce af 
import costs. ? 

In 1981, the estimated gross domestic Payments, increasing employment, locating 
product (GDP) was $21,255 million? a 55% enterprises in rural areas, and providing 
increase over the GDP in 1980.3 However, if Mai enano Hee "he Skis 1 tet t orce. 
the GDP was considered in constant 1975 exemption from company law until the ini 

s1 802. the estimated GDP in . 1981 was tial risk capital was recovered, exemption 
,862 million, and there was no increase in from import duties on machine and spare 

GDP over that of 1980. The value of the parts for the first 5 years, and guarantees of 

minerals produced was reported at $517 management control. However, at 1981 
million, of which gold and diamonds con- official exchange rates, high cedi costs 
tributed about $158 million of the mineral; suenced decisions to invest in projects. 
wealth produced. Cocoa sales, although. Ghana’s relatively good transport system 
decreasing, still were the backbone of the of the 1950’s and 1960’s deteriorated owing 
economy, accounting for about 10% of GDP 4, years of neglect and insufficient funding 

and 60% of export earnings. _ for maintenance and equipment. The high- 
For the 1981 fiscal year ending June 30, way system consisted of approximately 

1981, Government expenditures reached 7,700 miles of trunk roads, 8,500 miles of 
$3.3 billion compared with revenues of $1.6 feeder roads, and 450 miles of village roads, 

billion. Prime contributors to this large each under a separate authority. The 
deficit were a 300% increase in the mini- worsening condition of the roads, coupled 

mum daily wage in the fall of 1980 and a _ with a lack of adequate vehicles and spare 
shortfall in cocoa export earnings of about parts, seriously affected the transport of 
$400 million.* The increase in the fiscal year agricultural and mineral products, and con- 

1981 wages from $1.44 to $4.32 for about tributed to the increasing inflation of food 
300,000 civil servants represented about and material prices. 

40% of total Government expenditures. The Ghana Railway Corp. underwent a 
Ghana’s inflation kept soaring. Its 1980 major reorganization. In July 1981, the 
average consumer price index (CPI) was World Bank signed a $29 million Interna- 
about 50% higher than that of 1979. In tional Development Agency loan to rehabil- 
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itate and to provide technical assistance in _ ation to increase lake transport. 
improving its management. The African The condition of Ghana’s two seaports, 
Development Bank supplied an additional Tema and Takordi, also declined in recent 
$13 million, but the project is under Canadi- years owing to old, inefficient cargo han- 
an and Indian technical supervision. Anew dling techniques that delay offloading and 
rail line from Tema to the Akosombo dam _ onloading. 
port on the Volta Lake was under consider- 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Although the GDP in 1981 was an esti- lion by mid-1982. 
mated $21,255 million, it was stagnant. The Ghana’s oil imports still consumed from 
overall value of the reported mineral pro- 30% to 40% of its external earnings. Ration- 
duction in 1981 was essentially the same as ing of domestic refinery products plus ille- 
that in 1980. The decline in the values of gal activities in the distribution of these 
diamond and gold of about 50% and 30%, products created shortages in various sec- 
respectively, were compensated by the in- tions of the country. 
creased values of aluminum and cement of Ghana’s largest trading partner was the 
approximately 20% and 55%, respectively. United States. United States-Ghana trade 
In 1981, export earnings were about $766 in 1981 reached almost $400 million, about million or 34% lower than that of 1980. The 990, higher than in 1980. U.S. exports to 
lower export value was a major factor inthe Ghana in 1981 amounted to $153 million or continued deterioration of Ghana s balance $26 million more than in 1980. About 60% 

of payments and caused a negative balance o¢ Ghana’s exports to the United States in 
of trade of about $100 million. The lack of 1981 consisted of aluminum from the Volta 
foreign exchange compounded the problems Aluminum Co. (VALCO), the U.S.owned 
of industrial and mining companies by dras- aluminum smelter that was the largest U.S 
fieally reducing thelr imports of commodi- investment in Ghana. Other countries with ies, parts, equipment, and services neces- . . 
sary for the operation of their plants and Repablis of Gene eny che ore et eral 

mThe black market exchange rate of the cratic Republic, Japan, Nigeria, Norway, 
Ghanaian new cedi (Nc), Nc40=US$1.00, romania, and the United on ohange situa 
was about 15 times the official rate. This... : 
unrealistic exchange rate, among other fac- Hon aected the payment of pverdue joans 
tors, distorted the trade balance and the ld Conors. in many cases, the amount 0 
economy by reducing profit margins on foreign assistance declined or stopped be- 
some products and by causing the price of Cause the conditions under whieh we aid 
some goods to exceed world prices. Net Wa&aS gran were no ing met. er uncommitted foreign reserves fue practi- countries, such as China, Libya, and Cuba, 
cally disappeared, reducing Ghana’s ability provided or intended to provide assistance 
to pay its short-term external trade and also. Western countries, particularly the 
service bills, blocked remittances, and equi- United States, the Federal Republic of Ger- 
ty payments. Strict controls in import li- many, Canada, and the European Commun- 
censes were imposed to improve the situa- ities, focused their financial assistance on 

. tion.5 agriculture, which still was the most impor- 
At the end of 1981, Ghana’s external debt tant sector of the Ghanaian economy. 

reached $1.6 billion, of which $485 million The Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic 
were short-term external arrears consisting Development loaned $14.5 million to Ghana 
of trade and service bills, overdue remit- to build an electrical powerplant. The loan, 
tance, and unpaid equity purchases. These which was Kuwait’s second to Ghana, was 
short-term arrears could exceed $600 mil- repayable over 15 years at 4% interest.®
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Table 1.—Ghana: Production of mineral commodities? 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight __ ____ _ metric tons_ _ T279,200 ¥327,900 ¥ 235,300 225,100 181,257 
Metal, smelter, primary _____.~—__do____ 153,468 111,364 168,727 187,667 190,496 

Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 565 489 7248 294 401 

Diamond: 
Gem ___________.._~ thousand carats__ 230 142 125 126 NA 
Industrial® ___.§_-§__-§_-__________do____ 1,717 1,281 1,101 1,023 NA 

Total _.__- -__-__________do____ 1,947 1,423 ¥1,226 1,149 836 
Gold __________-_-_ thousand troy ounces_ _ 481 402 357 353 341 
Iron and steel: Crude steel ____ __ metric tons__ 15,000 10,000 5,000 ©5000 NA 
Manganese ore and concentrate, gross weight 

do____ T292,400 316,700 253,800 249,900 233,146 
Petroleum: 

Crude ____. thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ _— 285 556 650 NA 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________________do____ 1,928 2,231 £2,200 ©1,830 
Jet fuel___ -._-._.________-do____ 392 309 €300 €260 
Kerosine__ _______.________do____ TAT 1,046 1,000 926 
Distillate fuel oi] _.___._...____do____ 2,531 2,455 ©2,400 2,115 NA 
Residual fuel oil _..____.__-do____ 2,589 2,080 ©2.000 NA 
Other__________________do____ 92 137 130 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ _ _do__ __ 384 393 ©390 NA 

Total _._.______-___-do___- 8,663 8,651 ®g,420 ©8,500 NA 
Salt®_- -_______________-~_ metric tons__ 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 
Silver, mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces. — NA 19 20 20 20 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 2, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and stone) are 

produced, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS of a plant to extract 800,000 tons per year of 
. . alumina from the bauxitic ore, the design 

_Aluminum.—Ghana granted an interna- and construction of its supporting infra- 
tional consortium $4.5 million for the first structure, and the financial implementation 

phase of a program for the development of of the program. Phase one was the project 
the Kibi bauxite alumina project. Brown development plan and report. It included 

and Root, Inc., of Houston, Tex., was the the establishment of ore reserves and min- 
general manager of the project; project ing method, selection of process and design 
members included Granges International criteria, site investigation, personnel skill 
Mining, A.B., of Sweden and Bankers Trust survey, training programs, preliminary en- 

International of the United Kingdom. gineering, estimates of capital and operat- 
Granges International was to be responsible ing costs, an economic analysis and financ- 
for the mine development of the Kibi proj- ing plan, and a plan describing the develop- 
ect; Bankers Trust was to be the financial ment of the subsequent project phases. 

adviser; and Brown and Root’s subcontrac- Phase two involved the commercial and 

tor, Swiss Aluminum Ltd. of Switzerland, financial implementation of the develop- 
was to provide ore testing and process ment plan. It consisted of the activities 
technology. The 16-month study was to required to determine and implement the 
determine the feasibility of producing alu- financial plans that were then to become 
mina from a bauxite deposit at Kibi, 150 firm commitments to finance the construc- 

kilometers north of Accra, for domestic use tion of the facilities and marketing plans 
and export. The consortium was to review that were to become sales contracts for a 
conclusions of two previous feasibility substantial portion of the alumina produc- 
studies that placed measured deposit re- tion. 
serves at 190 million tons of medium-grade Phase three was the technical implemen- 
ore averaging 45% AI1,Os. tation of the development plan. It included 

The project comprised a four-phase pro- all the project management, engineering, 
gram for the development of an open pit procurement, construction of the mine, 
bauxite mine, the design and construction alumina plant, and infrastructure facilities,
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plus personnel training required to operate ager, produced about 259,764 troy ounces. 
these three areas. Operation of all the Production in 1981 decreased about 5% 
facilities was to commence during this from the 353,038 troy ounces produced in 
phase. 1980 and continued the declining trend 

Phase four involved plant operations and from Ghana’s gold-output peak of 915,000 
personnel training. It was to include accel- troy ounces in 1960. In 1981, gold export 
erating to full design capacities for bauxite earnings were estimated at $160 million or 
mining and alumina production. Training approximately 23% of the total exports that 
of management, operating and mainte- year. The SGMC had become very ineffi- 

nance personnel also was to be accelerated cient and a losing proposition because of 
so that Ghanaian personnel replaced expa- labor problems, smuggling, depletion of 
triate personnel gradually.7 The alumina some reserves, and insufficient importation 
refinery was to be about 7 kilometers from of capital equipment, materials, and spare 
the mine with startup projected for the parts. In 1981, the Limann Government 
third quarter of 1985. established a Gold Action Committee to 

A state-run firm, Kibi Bauxite Develop- promote development and investment in 
ment Co., was to manage and operate the the gold sector. Among the recommenda- 
plant once production begins. The owners of tions of the committee were reduction of 

the firm, with equal shares, were Ghana’s taxes, joint ventures, legalization of small- 

Aluminum Industries Commission, Granges scale mining to reduce smuggling, enclave 
Aluminum, and Brown and Root. operation including free port status and 

Gold.—An international seminar on Gha- external accounts for the two present com- 
na’s gold resources, held in Accra on Janu- Panies, and the establishment of 14 new 
ary 6-8, 1981, attracted some 50 participants ™ines over the next 15 years.° U.S. compa- 
from foreign countries. Attention was nies had expressed interest in exploring for 

drawn again to Ghana’s large gold deposits, °ld in Ghana. oe 
the abundance of which centuries ago Manganese.—The manganese roasting 
caused the country to be called the Gold 2nd nodulizing plant to process manganese 
Coast. France, through its Caisse Centrale carbonate ore at Nsuta was scheduled to be 

de Cooperation Economique, agreed to loan online at yearend. The plant, constructed by 

Ghana $6.7 million to rehabilitate the Tark- the Fuller Co. of the United States, was 
wa gold mine, which now produces under 2 designed to process 1,000 to 1,100 tons per 

tons per year of gold metal. Reportedly, in day of carbonate ore. The carbonate ore was 

the 1950's, the mine produced around 24 ™ined and processed to supplement the 
tons per year of gold metal. With moderni- declining manganese oxide ores that were 
zation, in 10 years, production of 60 tons per earing depletion. Reserves of manganese 

year of gold metal is thought to be possible.s Carbonate ore, based on limited drilling, 
Ghana was optimistic about establishing WeTe estimated at 20 million tons of 30% 

a number of large-scale gold mines to ex- ™anganese. The Nsuta Mine, operated by 

ploit its gold resources, the potential of the Ghana N ational Manganese Corp., was 
which was in their relative richness, purity, mechanize d, relatively modern, open pit 
accessibility, and ease of recovery. The two operation with a 3,000-ton-per-day capacity. 
main gold sources were alluvial and eluvial The mine was located in the Tarkwa district 
placers and banket reef gold in the rock i" Southern Ghana, about 60 kilometers by 
types of the Birrimian and Tarkwian sys- Tears railroad to the seaport of 
tems. Gold also probably was reclaimable Takoradi. 
from existing tailings dumps. To increase | NONMETALS 
gold production, foreign investment and 
assistance were needed to augment domes- Diamond.—The Government of Ghana 
tic efforts. Ghana had allegedly lost consid- underwrote another loan for about $3.5 
erable export and tax revenue through million to Ghana Consolidated Diamonds 
illegal gold mining and smuggling. Ltd. (GCD) to assure the continued oper- 

Of the approximately 335,000 troy ounces ation of the Akwatia diamond mine, cur- 
of gold produced in 1981, the State Gold rently Ghana’s only diamond producing 
Mining Corp. (SGMC), wholly owned by the mine. GCD was owned by the Government 
Government, produced about 75,000 troy (55%) and Consolidated African Selection 

ounces and the Ashanti Goldfields Corp. Trust of the United Kingdom (45%), which 
(AGC), owned by SGMC (55%) and Lonhro managed the company. The mine has been 
Ltd. of the United Kingdom (45%), its man- in operation since 1924 with its reserves of
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primarily industrial-grade bort expected to which one-fourth was consumed domestical- 
be depleted within the next 2 years. The ly. The Phillips Petroleum Co. prospected 
hopes of profitability were dimmed by many for oil in the Western Region, hoping to find 
factors such as low diamond prices, increas- small pockets in which the total output 
ing operating costs owing to old equipment would be worthwhile.’? Several other U.S. 
and lack of spare parts, loss of managerial companies had expressed interest in explor- 
and skilled personnel, diminishing grade of ing for oil in Ghana. 
reserves, and the rate of exchange. The —-H-——— 
future of the mine depended on large invest- _Metallurgist, Division of Foreign Data. 

ments to upgrade the equipment and to Ghanaian new eed (Ne) to us: dollars at the vate of 
locate better grades of diamond reserves. Nci=US$0.36. Since the official exchange rate does not 

India concluded a bilateral trade agree- ree ene atmue value of the, renee currency, the 
ment with Ghana to purchase rough dia- ; {US Embesey, Accra, Ghana. Economic Trends Report, 
monds valued from about $3 to $6 million. eee State Department Airgram A13, June 2, 1982. 

“First work cited in footnote 3. 
MINERAL FUELS U.S. Embassy, Accra, Ghana. State Department Air- 

gram A20, Aug. 3, 1981. 

Petroleum.—The Tema refinery, which the Financial Times (London), Section 3, May 13, 1981, 
had been in operation for 18 years, closed in pp. 3 fs AFP 1052GMT. May 17 1981 
March for more than a month for mainte- aris , may tty Teol. 

: . Mining Magazine. September 1981, pp. 153, 155. 
nance work.* In mid-1981, Agri-Petco,  *Metal Bulletin Monthly. No. 30, October 1981, p. 143. 
which produced petroleum at offshore 1 ons, Marches Tropicaux et Mediterraneens. May 1, 
Saltpond, reported production at the rate of | ““soNS tional Materials Advisory Board. Rept. NMABS374, 
only 1,800 barrels per day because of techni- 1982 pp. 180, 182. footnote 9 

° ork Cl in rootno ° 

cal problems. In 1981, Agri-Petco produced 12 Accra Ghanaian Times. June 5, 1981, p. 1. 
40,500 barrels of petroleum products, of





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Greece 

| By Walter G. Steblez' 

The Greek economy in 1981 continued to lead, were not set; however, their non-EEC 
exhibit a declining trend under the impact export became subject to prior approval by 
of inflationary and recessionary pressures the Bank of Greece. 
as well as an increased oil import bill. The In 1981, new legislation, Law 1116-81, was 
Greek gross national production (GNP) was adopted to stimulate foreign and domestic 
forecast to grow by only 1% in 1981,down investment incentives in less developed ar- 
from roughly a 6.4% increase in 1978. The eas of Greece by means of Government 
recession, which began at the end of 1979, interest rate subsidies, loans, increased de- 
continued well into 1981, and the inflation preciation rates on fixed capital, etc. Law 

rate, twice that of the European Economic 1116-81 divided Greece into three develop- 
Community (EEC) average, was about 25%, ment areas. The first, the least favored and 

in contrast with the 18% annual average most highly industrialized area, included 
rate during 1975-78. the Attica district and the Thessaloniki 

The Greek capital market showed acorre- Province. The second area, with moderate 
sponding decline during the year; the Ath- industrial development, included territory 
ens Stock Exchange price averages declined from the northern Peloponnesos stretching 
during January-September by 15% compar- north of Attica to the eastern part of the 
ed with the corresponding 9 months in 1980. mainland and the island of Euboea. The 
There was reportedly, on the other hand, a__‘ third, the least developed and most favored 
substantial increase in transactions in the area, covered the rest of Greece. Mining 
mining and metallurgical sectors of the enterprises were favored under this law by 
economy, as well as in chemicals and con-__ being allowed the highest depreciation rates 
struction materials, except for cement for both the second and third developmen- 
transactions, which declined slightly com- tal areas. The legislation also allowed 
pared with the same period in 1980. Mining grants of up to 50% of the investment costs 
and metallurgy’s share of the GNP remain-_ to help stimulate investment capital flow 
ed at about 7% in 1981. A noteworthy into the economy. The grants were aligned 
development in 1981 was Greece’s entry with EEC’s regional development fund and 
into the EEC as a full member, which provided, between March and July 1981, 

followed an 18-year association with this $100 million in grant assistance for 123 
body, and a gradual adjustment of policies investment projects valued at about $300 
with those of the EEC. | million.2 Nonmetallic mining, metallurgy, 
Government Policies and Programs.— and the tourist sectors received investment 

Policies and programs of the Greek Govern- grant shares under the provisions of this 
ment included domestic legislation to aid law. 
the development of the country’s industrial Despite these measures, the Greek Associ- 
base, including mining and metallurgy. ation of Mining Enterprises felt that Law 

In compliance with EEC regulatory poli- 1116-81 insufficiently addressed the prob- 
cies, the Greek Government introduced ex- lem of markets for Greek mine output 

port controls on January 1, 1981, on nonfer- caused by worldwide economic recession. 
rous scrap such as copper, zinc, and tin sold The association called for more comprehen- 
outside the EEC. Export quotas for these sive long-term Government policies in min- 
commodities, as well as for aluminum and __ing and mineral processing and research. 
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In 1981, as in 1980, the Greek Govern- In the energy field, the Greek Govern- 
| ment continued to promote the integration ment pursued policies of decreased con- 

of domestic mining, processing, and fabri- sumption of imported petroleum and in- 
cation as well as exploration by state- creased reliance upon domestically produc- 
controlled agencies for lead-zinc ore, gold, ed lignite. Development of alternate energy 
chromite, bauxite, phosphate, lignite, and sources such as geothermal, wind, and solar 
other industrial mineral deposits. power was planned as well. 

PRODUCTION 

: The Greek Government, since 1974, had fied by Greek business sources.* They were: 
been assuming a more active role in the (1) Low secondary technical education 
development of the country’s material re- standards that have resulted in a lack of 
source base. Fossil fuels were produced by midlevel technical personnel qualified in 
Government-owned public corporations, the use of advanced machinery and equip- 
and state involvement in the exploration ment; (2) less than adequate survey, explo- 
and production of other mineral resources ration, and analysis of domestic ore depos- 
increased steadily. In 1981, the mining and _ its, and (8) the generally slow pace of 
processing industries of Greece were oper-_ vertical integration of the Greek mining 
ated by both private and public sectors of industry with the industrial sector produc- 

| the economy. During the same year, there ing finished products; notable exceptions to 
were reported 150 state-owned producing this point were the aluminum and magne- 
mines and 1,100 privately owned mines. Of site industries which achieved the highest 
the privately held mines, 110 were fully level of integration in the mineral industry. 
operational and 550 were reported to be Table 2 indicates the relative ievel of verti- 
under development. Unfavorable world cal integration of the Greek mineral indus- 
market conditions in 1981 adversely affect- try. The vertical integration of the coun- 
ed most branches of the Greek mining  try’s mineral economy continued to be pro- 
industry with few exceptions, such as baux- moted in 1981 with the intention of increas- 
ite mining. ing the value added of the Greek market- 

A number of problems pertinent to the able mine production. 
production and end use of ore were identi- 

| Table 1.—Greece: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight _____ thousand tons__ T2885 T2663 2,812 3,286 3,300 
Alumina, gross weight __________do____ 474 FATT 495 494 500 

etal: 

Primary ________.-___________ 129,700 143,800 140,830 146,500 147,000 
Secondary _____-____-_-_______ 6,000 5,800 6,500 7,116 7,000 

Chromium: 
Chromite: 

Run-of-mine ore ________._______ T72,275 ™71,000 86,843 17,855 80,000 
Marketable products: 

Direct-shipping ore® ___________ 8,000 7,000 10,000 8,000 8,000 
Concentrate _______________- 33,450 ™30,300 ™34,767 34,568 34,600 

Copper, mine output, metal content _________ 3,500 1,500 _- -- _- 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate, nickeliferous:® 
Gross weight _____. thousand tons__ 2,050 1,685 1,832 1,451 1,400 

Meter” Content — - ------------do-- -- 881 725 788 624 600 
etal: 

Pigiron ________________do___- 440 600 328 &350 350 
Ferronickel ___________________ 35,593 55,137 54,192 51,407 51,000 
Crude steel ________ thousand tons__ 759 936 1,000 ©1,000 1,000 

Lead Semimanufactures* _________do____ “650 “650 1,450 NA NA 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 16,400 20,300 21,700 20,504 21,000 
Metal, refined:® 

Primary _____________________ 14,502 715,600 15,640 21,067 21,000 
Secondary -_-_-_________________ ©4200 ©5,600 6,000 4,000 4,000 

Manganese, gross weight: 
Ore, crude.» -§- - 71,496 ™81,068 "77,360 60,050 60,000 

N; Concentrate_ -~------- =e T9592 7,010 ™5,700 5,555 5,500 
icKel: 

Ni content of nickeliferous iron ore® ____ _ __ 22,550 18,535 20,152 15,237 15,600 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Greece: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued _ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? i. 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel —Continued 

Si Ni content of alloys __________.______ 9,600 14,192 ©18,900 13,880 14,000 
ver: 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,070 1,360 1,752 1,672 1,600 
Metal content of alloys® _____._.___do____ 500 500 500 NA NA 

Tin metal, secondary*_— — — -_-_-—----~~~- 30 30 30 45 45 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 18,000 25,600 23,200 27,100 27,000 
Metal, including secondary ____________ “10 "12 __ 300 NA 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural: Emery ___§__§ ___________ 6,500 8,000 9,300 9,300 9,300 
Asbestos® 35 40 NA NA 20,000 
Barite: 

Crude ore __________--~____---___ 91,556 T110,838 109,344 98,529 100,000 
Concentrate... _____. ~~ _________ F86,954 44,691 48,007 48,200 48,000 

Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 10,584 11,280 12,098 ©13,150 13,500 
ays: 
Bentonite: 

Crude____________----~~~~~-__ 537,072 ¥408,729 T495,176 501,878 502,000 
Ka Processed ~--------~~--- +--+ Le ™353,874 279,788 ™373,804 362,013 360,000 

olin: 
Crude__________________ ™60,484 47,648 ¥32,808 42,546 42,500 
Processed ____________.._~~____ 11,726 712,777 9,485 11,489 11,000 

Fluorspar, grade unspecified. __.____________ 500 610 360 400 7292 
Gypsum and anhydrite _________________ 621,643 544,837 ™604,299 “460,000 500,000 
Magnesite: 

rude ____________-__ thousand tons__ T1083 T975 Ty ,219 1,167 1,200 
Dead-burned ______________.______ ™364,750 ¥284,509 392,489 397,962 400,000 
Caustic-calcined ___..§_-._.___________ F78,958 ™94,330 ™112,172 114,000 115,000 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia __________— 225,000 229,000 287,000 226,000 225,000 
erlite: 
Crude _________~___~_____ Le 237,110 221,277 ¥279,660 278,912 280,000 
Screened ______~_______~_________ 142,331 7150,392 171,014 147,654 150,000 

Pozzolan (Santorin earth) ____ thousand tons__ 1,256 1,420 1,120 ©1,500 1,500 
Pumice ___.___________-__________ 568,292 750,152 628,032 ©630,000 625,000 
Pyrites, gross weight __________________ 128,556 146,870 150,951 147,298 147,000 
Salt, all types. ~~~ thousand tons__ 190 133 135 121 120 
Silica (probably silica sand) _.._._________ 25,448 26,162 27,000 28,000 28,000 
Sodium compounds: 

Sodium sulfate_________.______ ___ 6,322 6,280 7,610 10,870 11,000 
Sodium carbonate® _________________ 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 

Stone: Marble __________-~_-~_ cubic meters__ NA 250,000 NA NA 250,000 
ur: . 

S content of pyrites ___... thousand tons__ 54 61 63 61 60 
Byproduct of petroleum _________do____ 3 3 3 4 7 

Talc and steatite_____________________ _- 1,078 _- 1,460 1,400 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal including briquets: 
Lignite_ _________.__ ~ thousand tons__ 23,572 21,779 23,617 23,207 727,107 

Coie ite briquets ______________do____ 90 73 70 97 110 
e: 

Coke oven__________________do____ 300 300 ©310 €300 310 
G Gashouse __________________do____ 15 -12 15 15 15 

as: 
Manufactured, gasworks _ _ _million cubic feet 270 270 10 12 12 
Natural _____________...---do____ NA NA NA NA 71,351 

Petroleum: 
Crude _____~- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ _- _- -- _- 1,538 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________...-.~--do____ 8,458 10,668 10,812 9,690 713,277 
Jet fuel... ___________.. -do____ 4,504 5,408 10,064 10,632 712,976 
Kerosine _ _ _________-__-~-do____ 326 310 348 333 7357 
Distillate fuel oil _._.___._.do____ 20,642 21,559 26,363 27,505 729,407 
Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 33,087 35,418 46,679 41,772 745,841 
Lubricants______...____..do___. A67 731 756 535 7618 
Other______-________-~-do____ 7,361 6,658 11,759 10,240 73,400 
Refinery fuel and loeses _ _ _ _ _ _ .do____ 3,668 4,789 5,852 4,060 73,465 

Total __________.____do___- 78,513 85,541 112,633 104,767 7109,341 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 7, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of other crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and 

stone) is produced, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of 
output levels. Cobalt is also produced and is included with nickel. 

SNi content is also reported under Nickel. 
“Black sheet, galvanized sheet, reinforcing bars, and wire only. 
5Includes antimonial lead and hard lead. 
® Also includes Co content. 
TReported figure.
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Table 2.—Greece: Current status of vertical integration of the mineral industry 

Ore Sufficient ¢cBloration roseanch’  intsaruay Possibilities for further development sbiliti 
deposits oP ceded underway gra ion OSS] ies ior er developmen : 

nnn 
AAs T Le OCS Te ES SS A i Pec 

Alunite __.___ xX - - - Chemical industry. 
Antimonite _ _ _ _ - x - - Metal production. 

Boies ee x - Mt Expansion, increased rts ----a ee - - n, ex . 
Bauxite ______ Xx - X 1,2,3 Second alumina and aluminum plant. 
Bentonite ___ __ xX - Xx 1 _sIncreased exports. 
Chromite _____ x - x 1,2 Production of stainless steel and ferro- 

Copper ores__ __ - x x 1 Increased exploration. 
Dolomite ----- x ~ - 1 Production of MgO with seawater. 
Emery — — __— __ - x x - Increased exports, standardization. 
Fluorite ______ - Xx - - 
Gold ________ - xX - - Gold production. 

FHeevy meteia. ~~ * x * re Discovery of nots eee rials ea mi = - - - Vi Ww 6 
Iron ores ----- - x xX 2 Import substitution’ 
Kaolin. __ X - - 1 Import substitutions and standardization. 
Lignite_______ x xX x 1 Production of fertilizers and energy. 
Magnesite___ __ xX x x 1,2,3 Expansion. 
Manganese ores _ - X - 1 Import substitution. 
Marble_______ x - - 1,2 Increased exports, standardization. Mixed sulfide_ _ _ x - x 1,2 Zincand lead industry. 
Nickeliferous ores xX - x 1,2 Expansion, new plant for nickel and stain- 

ess . 
Perlite_______ xX - xX 1,2 Increased exports, standardization. 
Phosphorites _ _ — - x - - Intensive exploration and exploitation. 
Pozzolana _ __ _ — x - - - Expansion. 
Pumice stone — _ _ xX - - 1 Increased exports. 
Pyrite _______ - x - 2 Newsulfuric acid plant. 
Rare earths___ _ - xX xX - Discovery of new deposits. 
Uranium _____ - xX xX - Production of uranium. 

eee eee 
1Stage 1: Extraction, and in some cases, beneficiation; Stage 2: Metallurgy; Stage 3: Production of finished goods. 

Source: Business and Finance, Athens. No. 165, Oct. 24, 1981, pp. 1-10. 

| TRADE 

In 1981, the volume of trade declined by 1979 constituted 5.26% of total exports to 
approximately 10%, while exports were that market; in 1980, this share increased 
down a sharp 17.2%, with respect to that of to 5.94%; and in 1981, it rose to 7.72%. Re- 
1980. In particular, Greece suffered a steep _portedly, in recent years the share of Greek 
34% export decline to centrally planned mineral and metallurgical products con- 
economies, owing chiefly to the termina- stituted 15% of the country’s total export 
tion of certain commercial transaction volume. 
conditions after Greece’s entry into the The major mineral raw materials that 
EEC. Whereas overall exports to the EEC Greece had to import in 1981 were petrole- 
dropped 24.8% in 1981, Greek exports of ore um, coal, phosphate, lead, and iron ore. 
to this market continued to rise in 1981 Also, most of the mining machinery and 
with respect to that of 1980 as a percentage equipment had to be imported. | 
of total exports. Ore exports to the EEC in
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Table 3.—Greece: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi: 1979 1980 : 
cd United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite________ thousand tons__ T1831 2,340 -- Romania ia 974; U.S.S.R. 586; France 

Oxides and hydroxides ________~ 266,882 208,175 _- All to Netherlands. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________-__---.-_ F286 1,013 _- France 724; Italy 188; Netherlands 

Unwrought______________ "73,805 60,245 _ Italy 26,046; France 22,107; Lebanon 

Semimanufactures _ ________ 730,291 32,786 127. Saudi Arabia 8,559; West Germany 
7,509; Italy 3,022. 

Chromium: Chromite __...._____ _ 29,140 32,319 _. _ West Germany 17,769; Italy 4,260; 
Netherlands 4,000. 

Cobalt, oxides and hydroxides _______ 18 _— 
Copper: 

tte and speiss ____________~- 20 -- 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._______--.--.-- 161 851 -- Spain 306; West Germany 233; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 307 . 

Unwrought_ _________~~~- ™61 129 _—  Belgium-Luxembourg 115; Nether- 
lands 6; Saudi Arabia 6. 

Semimanufactures __ ~~ _ ¥4,728 10,142 344 West Germany 2,984; Italy 1,591; 
Lebanon 1,001. 

Iron and steel: oo. 
Ore and concentrate excluding roasted 

pyrite ___________--__--~_-~- 231 _- 
Roasted pyrite ----- ee 50 22,603 _~~- Allto Kenya. 

etal: . 
Scrap _._-____..-_._---- 511 859 _— __ Italy 581; Netherlands 268. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot 20 16 -- All to Italy. 
Ferroalloys: Ferronickel— — — — — — 65,526 49,468 _- West Germany 35,348; Finland 4,180; 

Canada 3,794. 
Steel, primary forms — _ _ ~~~ — — 237,078 69,072 _— __ Italy 54,081; Iran 14,991. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 
tions. __§_______._-_-_ 196,915 167,712 _- Feypt 82,369; Syria 32,021; Algeria 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — 47,338 173,120 __ Yugoslavia 66,764; Albania 18,776; 
‘United Kingdom 17,083. 

Hoop and strip _______-_~ 4,619 10,788 -- Sg 3,590; West Germany 3,525; 
rus 1,180. 

Rails and accessories — _— — _ 17 75 -~- _ Morocco 71; Libya 4. 
Wire ______________- 1,369 4,382 _- Libya 3,248; Albania 496; Bulgaria 

Tubes, pipes, fittings __—__ 94,660 96,164 42,165 Libya 21,292; Albania 8,083; Iran 

bea Castings and forgings, rough ™g0 11 4 Saudi Arabia 6; Tunisia 1. 
d: 
Ore and concentrate ______..._- 32.840 39,124 -- Italy 15,705; Belgium-Luxembourg 

10,000; Bulgaria 7,000. 
Metal including alloys: , 

Scrap __________------- 100 235 -- All to Italy. 
Unwrought_ ________----~- 121 550 _. __ Italy 500; Lebanon 50. 
Semimanufactures ____—_ ~~~ 16 5 _. All to Saudi Arabia. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms ________~__-_-__---- 64 _- 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _______ ~~ 200 750 -— All toSpain. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____-_-~ - 15,118 13,126 2,298  Belgium-Luxembourg 2,558; U.S.S.R. 

1,260; United Kingdom 1,238. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 

Scrap __------------------ -- 90 -- Netherlands 70; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 20. 

Semimanufactures_ ___——__—-_- T1,005 981 _. _ Egypt 683; Netherlands 297. 
Platinum group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wro 
value, ‘thousands - $3 -- 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings _____do____ -- $199 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $132; 

Switzerland $67. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

Tin and partly wrought _ ___—do____ $1,254 $2,102 _. France $2,100; Saudi Arabia $2. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 5,365 30,325 _. Romania 24,900; France 5,425. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap --_-------------- 47 -- 
Semimanufactures _ _ _ — — ~~ ~~ _- 8 () United Kingdom 7. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Greece: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
y | United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Uranium and thorium: 
Ore and concentrate 

Zi value, thousands_ — __ $205 _- All to France. 
inc: 

Ore and concentrate___________ T47,489 44,741 -- Italy 11,495; Bulgaria 9,048; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 8,000. 

Oxides and hydroxides __—____-~-- _— 7 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______----------- 753 629 _. Italy 596; United Arab Emirates 33. 
Unvrought and semimanufac- 

tures __-_____~~______-_ 86 42 _. Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates________ ~~ 8,832 942 _. Yugoslavia 920; Spain 22. 
Ash and residue containing non- . 

ferrous metals __________ ~~ 25,516 88,208 -- Mexico 26,743; Saudi Arabia 21,683; 
Italy 15,379. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms nr 106 _— All to Netherlands. 

_ NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc. ee T246,432 412,923 140,557 West Germany 150,044; United King- 
dom 65,309; Netherlands 53,973. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones 

value, thousands. _ $172 $79 $62 West Germany $17. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and. 

stones __________________~_ T|76 55 — Switzerland 18; France 13; Lebanon 

Barite and witherite___________-—-~- 38,537 55,259 28,800 Nigeria 12,100; Saudi Arabia 6,750; 
Kuwait 6,749. 

Cement________~— _ thousand tons__ 4,271 5,222 __ Saudi Arabia 2,376; Egypt 724; 
Yemen Arab Republic 437. 

Chalk. ~__-_.~____-~---_----~-- 157 619 _- Saudi Arabia 342; Cyprus 203. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude____________-------_- ™464,051 485,449 — Canada, 149,452; Italy 60,173; Sweden 

Products: 
Nonrefractory _____.~——-_~-~ 14,382 18,154 1 Saudi Arabia 10,145; Libya 2,926; 

Jordan 1,001. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~- ~~~ ________- 41,261 43,340 __ Romania 12,645; West Germany 
4,456; France 4,169. 

Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite, nepheline _ _ 73 — 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude_____._-______~-~-_~- 159 943 __ . Jordan 500; Saudi Arabia 443. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ________.——_~- 2 -- 
Potassic.___§____________ 200 500 _— All to Cyprus. 
Other including mixed ___—__— 715,350 71,944 __ Algeria 29,850; China 20,530; Italy 

Gypsum and plasters ___________~_ TS 19 _. All to Cyprus. 
Lime _________~___-__-_----- 3,160 130 _— All to Cameroon. 
Magnesite ___._______.--~----~- T473,521 423,809 15,122 West Germany 107,001; Italy 74,179; 

Yugoslavia 40,640. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 1 _— 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond: Synthetic 
value, thousands_ _ $2 $75 —_ All to Albania. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked __—__ ™39,851 51,452 471 _—_ Italy 11,635; Lebanon 9,112; West 
Germany 6,834. 

Worked ___________----- T19,932 53,328 1 Saudi Arabia 31,409; Libya 8,007; 
West Germany 5,097. 

Gravel and crushed rock —_—____~_ 13,719 15,804 _. Libya 15,435; Lebanon 308. 
Quartz and quartzite________ _- 18,420 27,013 _- Sweden 18,943; Norway 8,050; 

Lebanon 20. 
Sun other than metal-bearing __—_ _- 12 _- All to Austria. 

ur: 
Elemental: Other than colloidal _ _ — — 10,756 2,046 __ Bulgaria 2,010; United Kingdom 36. 
Sulfuric acid_______~________- 26,637 162,927 __ Turkey 156,609; Albania 3,624; Syria 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 1,405 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Greece: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sn 
nnn EE P+) SEED 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 ‘ 
y United Other (principal) 

A 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other: 
Crude______---_----~---~--- T217,844 285,748 17 West Germany 107,007; France 

48,892; United Kingdom 32,035. 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 
metal-bearing _________---~- 18,367 9,007 _- Norway 5,000; Netherlands 976; Italy 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ — T3835 6,126 —_ France 5,661; Hungary 464. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unhred non- 
metals____/_______-_-----~- 734.152 33,572 __ Saudi Arabia 12,117; Libya 9,584; 

Cyprus 4,316. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal: Lignite including briquets — — — — - - 21 45 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 

Coke and semicoke______---~--~-- 38,123 22,000 __ All to Spain. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 2,022 1,222 - 15 Italy 399; United Kingdom 314; 
Denmark 269. 

Kerosine and jet fuel_ _ _ _ _ _do__ ~~ 1,297 5,113 2,328 Netherlands, 389; Portugal 256; 
rance 233. 

Distillate fuel oil _. .____-do____ 3,211 2,904 1,044 France 405; Saudi Arabia 392; West 
; Germany 341. 

Residual fuel oi] ______—-do___~ 9,699 10,528 38 Italy 3,447; France 2,699; 
etherlands 1,532. 

Lubricants. — — ----—---—d0--—— 473 400 73 Egypt 134; Italy 52; Syria 47. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _do___~— 326 51 _- Cyprus 17; France 15; Egypt 13. 

Mineral jelly and wax _ —do__-_- 82 130 _- est Germany 93; Morocco 36. 

Bitumen and other residues 
do_ __— 304 1 _. Mainly to Cyprus. 

TRevised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 4.—Greece: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
’ United Other (principal) 

nN 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite___________-_~----- ™5 877 6,502 _- Italy 6,007; Republic of Korea 495. 

Oxides and hydroxides __ ~~ --—--- ™632 220 61 France 52; United Kingdom 42; West 

Metal including all Germany 31. 

etal inclu oys: 
Scrap ____------------- 62 61 58 NA. 

Unwrought_ __----~------ 367 154 _— France 91; West Germany 53; United 
Kingdom 8. 

Semimanufactures — — ~~ ~~~ -- *3,432 4,000 363 West ermany 1,258; France 780; 
y 774. 

Chromium: 
Chromite__ __--_----------- 72,449 6,932 __ All from Republic of South Africa. 

Oxides and hydroxides ___—_—--- "127 133 2 West Germany 63; United Kingdom 
39; East Germany 25. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___.----- (4) 2 _- All from West Germany. 

Metal including alloys, all forms --- 4 NA 

Copper: 
Matte and speiss _______------ _. () __ All from Italy. 

Sulfate ______.------------ 1,296 NA 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap __--------------- 255 355 87 Libya 139; Lebanon 75; United 

Kingdom 18. 

Unwrought. _ _ ----------- ¥94,731 24,958 (4) Zambia 8,009; Chile 5,736; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3,337. 

Semimanufactures — —— ~~~ -- 1,050 799 46 West Germany 288; United Kingdom 
135; France 86. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Greece: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 

Sources, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980 : mmodity United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate___________ T390,590 288,463 -- Republic of South Africa 239,685; 

enezuela 48,758. 
Metal: 

Scrap _________________ 231,286 239,004 217,284 Bulgaria 15,071; Cyprus 2,183. 
Pig iron including cast iron __ _ _ 15,014 9,512 — USSR. E465; West Germany 1,094; 

pain 997. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot ___ _ _ 493 V1 (4) France 218; Italy 177; United 

om 175. 
Ferrealloys___-___________ T15,146 13,931 11 ~— Portugal 10,007; France 1,988. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 385,438 630,584 -- France 146,634; Brazil 104,292; Japan 

81,890; Italy 76,050. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 217,111 207,360 9 ‘France 51,401; Czechoslovakia 34,570; 

West Germany 26,843; Italy 24,656. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 180,859 208,611 950 Japan 48,288; West Germany 37,599; 

France 28,586; Czechoslovakia 

Hoop and strip_________ 97,046 121,682 1,268 West Germany 39,252; France 33,338; 
Bulgaria 15,512; Czechoslovakia 

Rails and accessories _____ 24,735 1,118 _- West Germany 396; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 303; Italy 213. 

Wire _______________ 7,408 8,405 1 West Germany 3,212; Italy 1,371; 
Belgium Luxembourg 1,146. . 

‘Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 31,524 31,318 127 West, German y 15,746; France 3,622; 
y 3,006. 

Castings and forgings, rough 1,222 2,083 57 Belgium Luxembourg 737; France 
511; West Germany 435. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 3,468 7,022 _— Ireland 2,834; Greenland 2,686; Italy 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ ™70 251 _. France 215; Bulgaria 15; United 
Kingdom 14. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought___~__________— 4,806 7,807 (4) Tunisia 2,975; Bulgaria 2,423; 

. Morocco 978. 
Semimanufactures _________ T1156 13 (1) Netherlands 6; West Germany 5. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms __._~_~_______________ 518 503 73 France 317; Norway 87; Yugoslavia 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 4,721 29,278 -- Brazil 16,898; Republic of South 

Africa 12,380. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 54. 108 -- Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 140 NA 

Mercury __-____~ 76-pound flasks__ 87 87 -— Turkey 58. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms __-.~_~______________ 1 1 (?) Mainly from Austria and West 
Germany. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap_..-~_-__~________ 2 1 _— All from Netherlands. 
Unwrought _.-______________ T1175, 182 - (4) Canada 117; East Germany 22. 
Semimanufactures____________ 43 58 (1) United Kingdom 19; West Germany 

18; Hungary 9; Italy 8. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands__ $2,535 $1,595 $461 Wet Germany $556; Switzerland 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______do____ $17,713 $6,443 $609 Switzerland $2,007; West Germany 

$1,973; United Kingdom $997. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ________________ 799 468 -— Malaysia 206; Bolivia 198; West 
Germany 46. 

Semimanufactures____________ 15 19 _- West Germany 10; United Kingdom 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides ___ __ 837 680 _. West Germany 378; France 137; 
tal including alloys. all Belgium-Luxembourg 121. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, 
forms ______=_____________ 1 5 () Austria 2; Sweden 2. 

Uranium and thorium: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands_ _ _. $22 _- United Kingdom $17; Italy $5. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Greece: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

et SSD 

Sources, 1980 . 

Commodity 1979 1980 : . United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 446 606 (4) France 219; Netherlands 215; West 

Germany 146. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____-----~----.--- 43 23 -- Bulgaria 18; Italy 6, 
Unwrought_ _----__------ 720,941 18,812 __ Netherlands 5,834; Belgium: 

Luxembourg 2,614; Zaire 2,562. 

Semimanufactures _______ ~~ 189 154 _- Norway 59; Belgium-Luxembourg 43; 
West Germany 38. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_ ___—_-~- - T1600 7,498 -- Republic of South Africa 3,982; Italy 

,176; Australia 1,094. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals ____.._-_-~~-~- 234 95 __ All from Kuwait. 
Metals: 

Metalloids _.._____-----~- T5385 632 5 _ France 604; West Germany 21. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

metals _______-__----- 1,609 2,080 __ Mainly from West Germany. 
Base metals including alloys, all _ 
forms____--__---~---- 168 193 5 _ France 163; Belgium-Luxembourg 11. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _______~-_-___-_-_-~-- 8 39 7 = Italy 32. 
Artificial: Corundum —.__.__~-- 605 512 _. West Germany 214; France 157; 

Poland 60. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones , 

value, thousands. — $2,410 $3,215 $1,069 Belgium-Luxembourg $1,215; West 
i. rmany $537. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____..__.~_--_----- 346 277 6 Italy 91; West Germany 44; Austria 

; East Germany 39. 

Asbestos, crude ____.___-_~----- 15,214 14,181 5 Republic of South Africa 6,128; 

\ Cyprus 4,591; Canada 1,875. 

Barite and witherite..________--- 110 137 __ Turkey 60; West Germany 57; United 
; Kingdom 20. 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates______~--- 501 600 600 
Oxide and acid ________------ 443 214 _- France 88; Italy 66; Netherlands 47. 

Cement________.-_~---------+ 127 770 -- Italy 620; Denmark 64; United 
Kingdom 33. 

Chalk. _~__________-_-------- 971 580 __ _ Austria 311; France 140; United 
Kingdom 64. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude_____.-~__--_-------~-- 72,615 113,902 276 United Kingdom 67,453; 

Czechoslovakia 11,509; Italy 10,722. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory _—_—-------- 45,860 32,454 () Italy 31,408; West Germany 561. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _...____--------- 32,783 29,433 117 West Germany 8,434; Italy 4,830; 

France 4,255. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural _——— ~~~ 5 NA 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 677 521 333 West Germany 165; Italy 16. 

Feldspar and fluorspar __———------ 20,643 16,044 -- NOON 9,557; Italy 2,935; Kenya 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Phosphatic______-._----~- 82,864 244,261 _. Morocco 150,482; Tunisia 83,432; 
Israel 10,336. 

Other including mixed _ _ — — — —— -- 1 _. All from Austria. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ____-—------- ¥120,820 13,547 _. Romania 26,802; Bulgaria 25,346; 

Ttaly 9,242. 

Potassic. ______--------- 9,116 50,475 _. West Germany 19,090; Spain 17,494; 
Belgium Luxembourg 8,401. 

Other including mixed _ _ _ — —- ~~ ro11 3,538 _. West Germany 2,870; Belgium- 
Luxembourg £98 

Ammonia ___~—~—-~------~--- F82 188 68,490 _. _ Libya 27,626; U.S.S.R. 17,937; 
Romania 9,920. 

Graphite, natural ____._--~----- 154 194 __ _ Czechoslovakia 82; Austria 50; 
Switzerland 40. 

Gypsum and plasters ___—-—------ 1,289 1,175 -- Italy 662; West Germany 386; France 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Greece: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 7 . 
Bnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Magnesite___________________ 457  —S>s 881 2 Austria 665; Yugoslavia 59; France 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 173 272 20 Austria 165; India 45; France 13. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _...____________ 26 10 (4) Japan 3; United Kingdom 3; Belgium- 
uxembourg 2. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 72,119 2,103 (4) West Germany 1,521; United 
Kingdom 222; Italy 142. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: 
Natural ____~_ value, thousands. _ $564 $191 __ Belgium-Luxembourg $117; 

Switzerland $24; Brazil $16. 
Synthetic ____________do____ $82 $14 _— West Germany $7; Austria $3. 

Pyrites, unroasted ______________ 14,413 69,977 — Cyprus 31,622; U.S.S.R. 14,163; East 
rmany 12,705. 

Salt andbrine_________________ T7 288 39,241 __ Romania 21,602; Italy 14,202; Tunisia 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: oe 
Caustic potash _.____________ 256 295 () Italy 174; France 75; West Germany 

Caustic soda___§__§_§__________ T50,956 60,418 7 France 36,682; Bulgaria 17,623; Italy 

Sodaash__________________ 33 871 31,025 299 Bulgaria 18,687; Belgium: 
Luxembourg 7,406; France 2,101. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ____— 10,709 2,843 (2) Italy 1,07 4; Pakistan 914; Bulgaria 

Worked________________ 593 336 __ Italy 281; Mexico 33. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ T1372 2,372 ____ Italy 2,250; Austria 32; West 

. Germany 31. 
Gravel and crushed rock _.______ 665 791 ~- France 341; Belgium-Luxembourg 

297; West Germany 61. 
Limestone other than dimension _ _— _ -- 30 _. West Germany 22; United 

Kingdom 8. 
Quartz and quartzite._._________ 449 36 _- West ermany 25; United 

gdom 9. ; 
Sand other than metal-bearing ____ 111,930 126,993 59 Belgium-Luxembourg 108,921; 

Bulgaria 10,411. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ________ 58,503 41,187 _ Poland 24,712; Canada 16,182; 

Kuwait 189. 
Colloidal _.._-______~____ F339 49 _- West Germany 18; France 16; Italy 

Sulfuric acid_______._________ 15,712 58 __ Netherlands 28; West Germany 21; 
y 9. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 1,776 2,267 4 France 882; Belgium-Luxembourg 
473; Italy 197. 

. Other: 
Crude___§__~__~___~_ T502 1,496 31 Gabon 66; Finland 173; Australia 149. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing __.___________ T2865 121,174 _. Italy 116,544; Turkey 2,640; United 
Kingdom 1,181. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ F155 57 12 Italy 21; West Germany 11; France 6. 

Halogens excluding chlorine _ _ __ __ 3 2 —- West Germany 1; United Kingdom 1. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unhred non- 
metals___$_______________ T2 874 2,528 10. ~=—‘ France 938; Italy 925; Romania 407. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 20 22 5s‘ France 17. 
Carbon black ___...____________ 1,437 798 12 West Germany 481; France 108; Italy 

Coal and briquets: , 
Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ _ ™454,440 480,684 47,874 Canada 311 052; Poland 99,071; 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous ee 
coal ~~ 180 408 _— All from Czechoslovakia. 

Coke and semicoke. _____________ 72,313 31,732 __ Italy 21,515; Czechoslovakia 5,505; 
ugoslavia 2,844. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ T504 NA 
Peat including briquets and litter _____ 3,502 3,337 -.~  USS.R. 1,942; Netherlands 1,083. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Greece: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrela__ 114,078 75,370 _. Saudi Arabia 24,774; Egypt 21,659; 
Tunisia 13,379; Libya 9,208; 
U.S.S.R. 2,077. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ~~~ --~~-do____ 165 46 _- United Kingdom 40; Netherlands 4. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do____ 1,082 154 () France 121; Italy 23. 
Distillate fuel oi] ____—do____ T1005 732 _- Venezuela 268; Bulgaria 195; Italy 98. 
Residual fuel oil. ____ __do____ 3,488 434 () USSR. 171; Bulgaria 162; Romania 

Lubricants __________do____ 489 501 7 Netherlands 256; Italy 74; United 
Kingdom 67. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do____ 7 (7) (7) 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 6 11 (?) West Germany 7; Hungary 1. 
Petroleum coke __—do___~_ 318 439 439 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ TO45 120 _. Mainly from Albania. 
Bituminous mixtures do_ _ — — 2 2 ) United Kingdom 1. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals — _ — _ 18,721 7,379 4 Egypt 3,984; United Kingdom 1,097; 

Netherlands 729. 

Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. — 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS world’s eighth largest producer of bauxite. 
. . ee The mineral was mined primarily in the 

meet and onmetallic helped shane mountainous regions of the central part of 

the life and development of Greece for the Country. According to the latest publish- 
over 3,000 years; the earliest European ea. sources, the Proved ane PY ssible Of ore. 
treatise on minerals and metallurgy “Peri . . ge , 
Lithon” (On Stones) had been attributed to although other estimates have indicated a 
Theophrastos, a pupil of Aristotle reserve base of up to 1 billion tons. The ore 

In 1981, out of occurrences of approxi- “®% of BO in AL and ras graded at an 
mately 50 known mineral ores, about 20 o The Ba . te P aVs an Min sl Co SA of 
were mined and underwent varying degrees e pauxile farnasse Mining V0. 0.4. 0 
of processing. The country produced both the Eliopolos Kyriacopoulos Group, the 
metallic and nonmetallic ores and mineral ‘argest bauxite producer in Greece, came 
fuels, that for the first time included pe- lose to its planned 2-million-ton output for 
troleum and natural gas. Private and 1981 with a reported actual production of 
Government-controlled producers of ores, 1.8 million tons. The company’s under- 
fuels, and metallurgical products remained, round mine expansion program continued 
for the most part, the same in 1981 as they in 1981 with the objective of underground 
were in 1980. The two notable exceptions ining output reaching 50% of the total by 
were the virtual nationalization of Larco 1982. Elsewhere, the second largest bauxite 
S.A. (Bodossakis Foundation), the country’s producer, Eleusis Bauxite Mines of the Sca- 
chief nickel producer, and the proposed sale _listiris Group, was reported to have begun 
to the Greek Government of the Laurium the development of a new mine at Lamia. 
mining operations (Companie Francaisedes LElikon Bauxite (G. Barlos S.A.) and the 
Mines du Laurium S.A.F.) by the controlling three mining subsidiaries of Aluminium de 
French firm, Penarroya. Grece S.A. (AG) remained the other lead- 
Aluminum.—Greece remained the ing producers, with a combined annual
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capacity of over 900,000 tons, and were 1981, work sponsored by the Greek Govern- 
reported to have continued with their facili- ment, through ning Co GM O eae Ay 
ty upgrading programs in 1981. ustrial and Mining Co. » inclu 

Despite a depressed world metals market groundbreaking in March for the 30,000- 
| and reduced domestic aluminum sales in ton-per-year Tsigeli ferrochromium plant, 

1981, demand for Greek bauxite increased near Volos. 
owing reportedly to a rise in its use in steel The Tsigeli plant was planned to undergo 
production, as well as to reported Soviet scheduled trial runs by the end of 1982, and 
stockpiling. Prices per ton of bauxite were full startup of operations would begin in 
expected to rise 25% in 1981 over those of ©rly 1983. Technology would be provided 
1980. As in previous years, most of the >y Outokumpu Oy of Finland at a cost of Greek bauxite was shipped "to the Soviet $23 million to $28 million. The Hellenic 

Union and Romania; a substantially small- shave valley ote ferrochromiuns doin 

er amoun wes te ported to ane ret me ment, in parallel with the Tsigeli ferro- 
Aluminiwe de G ce § A AG) to ! ont Y chrome plant project, planned to begin con- 

Umminium de “rece 0.41. (AG) to produce struction of a chromium concentrator at 
| alumina and aluminum. Skoumtsa in late 1981 to produce concen- 

In April 1981, an agreement was conclud- trate with a 50% Cr2O; content. The project 
ed between the Soviet firm Tsvetmetexport was planned for completion at the begin- 
and the Hellenic Industrial Development ning of the trial runs of the Tsigeli plant in 
Bank (ETVA) for a Soviet feasibility study 1989. United States and Swedish companies 
for the construction of a new 600,000-ton- were reported as the main bidders for sup- 
per-year alumina plant in Greece. The Sovi- plying equipment for this plant. | 
et plan to build this plant called for pay- —_ Tron and Steel.—Salient developments in 

_ ment in alumina over a period of years. The the industry concerned the Metallurghiki 
issue of market guarantees for the plant’s Halyps Co. Facility expansion and improve- 
alumina production after the investment ment was begun that would eventually 
was repaid had reportedly caused some raise the company’s plant capacity to 
concern to the Greek authorities. A counter 600,000 tons. This company also concluded 

. proposal from the Government of Iraq call- an agreement through the Swiss firm Sytce 
ed for the construction of an integrated tose ,000 tons of construction steel an 
alumina-aluminum facility, which would be 100,000 tons per year of pipe to the U.S.S.R. 
powered by Iraqi oil. Payment would be in in 1981-85; the value of this sale was in 

primary metal. Iraq would also havea share cess of $300 million. 
of the sales to third parties in the event it cal Pd and ine | the Aegean eer 
could not domestically absorb the alumi- ndustries 0.4., the former lellenic num, No decision or firm commitment was Metals S.A. and a subsidiary of ETVA, di 

posals duri oceed m r 
The Grok erie oe curing indicia, the development of the lead-zinc sector in 

established in 1965 at Aspra Spitia was 1981 owing to the depressed world prices for 
wholly owned and operated by Aluminium aga zine, and ting facility frm was to 

de ke vali SA AG ) G subsidiary of are Greece for the production of lead and zinc 
indus: d ee i Se te a ma ance. ine as well as associated gold, silver, and other 
industry, @ versely vd DY & depressed metals. Although the project was not aban- 
Om marcel an 1g8t and fy th doned, the Greek Government would re- 

respect to.that of 1980, was nevertheless quire fuller study prior to its implemen 
able to increase output by 1,000 tons and The Kassandra lead and zinc mines on 
exports as a percent of sales by 18%. This the Chalkidiki Peninsula reported on over- 
Was largely owing to increased sales to the aj} production increase for the year. Also, 
Middle East and to the EEC. Reportedly, new but unspecified lead-zinc deposits were 
Syria, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and the United reported to have been discovered by the 
Arab Emirates contracted for about 50% of Kassandra mining operations, which are 

the exported aluminum. owned by Hellenic Chemical Products and 
Chromite.—Greek chromite ranges from Fertilizers Co. 

18% to 20% Cr:Os at Xeralivado to 35% At the end of 1981, Greece’s oldest lead- 
Cr,O; in scattered podiform deposits. In zinc-silver mining operation, Companie
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Francaise des Mines du Laurium S.A.F,a products were some of the causes of this 
subsidiary of Penarroya of France, suspend- condition. In 1980, Larco S.A. of the Bo- 

ed its lead-silver operations, and offered to dossakis Group closed its magnesite process- 

sell its assets to the Greek Government. ing and sintering facilities at Troupi in 
Negotiations were reportedly conducted for northern Euboea. The industry’s plan to 
Government acquisition of this firm. The lower production in 1981 was largely car- 
company asked about $10 million in foreign ried out. Furthermore, this trend was fore- 
exchange of which about $2.7 million would cast to continue at least through 1982. 
be used to settle outstanding debts. 

Nickel.—Owing to very adverse interna- MINERAL FUELS 
tional nickel market conditions, Larco S.A. os og , 
of the Bodossakis Group, the country’s larg- Lignite“Greet authorines announced 
est nickel producer, suffered a 20% produc- F ans c well a lo d uction o ete 
tion cutback and inccurred a debt of over ignite, as voli as Ol an Be uce the 

800 million drachmas for the year. Late in a eran on 1mpo sources of 

1981, Government banks foreclosed on the ; . 
company and took about 80% of the compa-_. By y arene the Public Power Corp. had 

ny’s equity to settle the debts, includ- inere reek lignite output by nearly 4 
. “1 million tons per year. Exploration for new 
ing a sum of $30.4 million that was borrow- d its a a Pol . 
ed at the beginning of the year at a 4% ‘Alweri Mes slo. li at di “Crete thi 

annual interest rate. Negotiations between vA ri, Megalopolis, and in te (Kanda- 
the Government and Larco S.A. were re- a ) . 

rted to have begun in 1981 to create a etroleum and Natural Gas.—The Prinos 

oe : : ffshore oilfields and gasfields began 
new industrial concern with predominant Greece's first production faring the year 

Government financial control. Production was expected to reach 30,000 

NONMETALS barrels per day of crude oil and 18 million 
cubic feet of gas. 

Asbestos.—The ETVA-sponsored 5-mil- During the year the Greek Government 

lion-ton-per-year open pit mine and 100,000- awarded a license to the Italian firm AGIP 

ton-per-year processing plant at Zidani S.p.A. that would allow this firm to conduct 

in northern Greece were put into operation. exploratory drilling in the Paxi area. Petro- 

The cost of the project exceeded $60 million. leum exploration during the year had main- 

The asbestos reserves were estimated at 95 __ly negative results. 
million tons with a 2.6% chrysotile fiber Uranium.—Reportedly, a new uranium 

content. The export of the Greek asbestos deposit was discovered at Arkoudorema. 

fibers will be conducted through a Greek The deposit is apparently larger than the 

company working jointly with the PET- Paranestion deposit, also in the same area. 

ROW Co., a firm specializing in world asbes- The exploration of uranium in the Marame- 

tos trade. na lignite deposits was moderately success- 

Magnesite.—The magnesite industry, as ful with reserves there estimated at 4,000 

most other domestic mining industries, was tons. 
hurt by adverse market conditions. The ——————— 
downward business trend began in the sec- 1Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 

ond half of 1980, and continued through the “Pere, necessary, values have been converted from 
end of 1981. The depressed steel market as 56=US$1.00. a 

well as competition from North Korean and j9,0usinest and Finance, Athens. No. 165, October 24, 
Chinese lower quality and lower priced 

Table 5.—Greece: Primary energy balance for 1981 

(Million tons of standard coal equivalent) 

TT ot 
Tue atte, Cruiget Newt Sica 

vonergy bitum®- petroleum associated and other 
coke, and gas power 
briquets 

Production _______.___------------- 70.08 13.6 5.3 50.8 38.0 
Exports _________----------------- 18.1 _ 18.1 _. _- 
Imports ___________--------------- 14.6 1.0 13.6 __ __ 
Apperent consumption _ — — - ..----------- 66.58 14.6 8 50.8 38.0 

*Estimated. 
1Qne ton of standard coal equivalent (SCE)=7,000,000 kilocalories. Conversion factors used are hard coal, 1.0; lignite 

and brown coal, 0.5; briquets 0.67; coke, 0.9; crude ail, 1.47; refinery products, 1.53; natural gas, 1.33 (per thousand cubic 
meters); manufactured gas, 0.6; and hydroelectric power, 0.125 (per thousand kilowatt-hours).





The Mine t e Mineral Industry of 
Hungary 

By Walter G. Steblez' 

In 1981, Hungary’s centrally planned ards. Two of the problems that Hungarian 

economy showed signs of overall improve- industry had to face during the year were 

ment compared with that of 1980. Although the need for increased energy conservation 

the planned 1981 targets for all major and alignment of its output with the de- 

economic indicators were not met, actual pressed market conditions for a number of 

performance shortfalls, in most cases, var- products, including metallurgical produc- 

ied by narrow margins from their respective tion. During the year, prices for petroleum 

plans. | increased 12%. The price of natural gas rose 

National income (gross national product 15%, and that of coal and coke increased by 

less services) increased 1.8% versus the 10% and 5%, respectively. The price of 

planned 2.5%, and industry’s share of gen-_ electricity went up 9%, and that of thermal 

erated national income amounted to 49%. energy increased by 11%. 

Industrial production rose 2.3% in 1981 Wage-incentive plans for 1982 included a 

versus the planned 3.0% to 3.5%. The min- stricter linkage of wage with measurable 

ing sector’s share of gross industrial produc- increases in productivity; wage increases 

tion was 6.0% and that of metallurgy was would apparently be smaller than in the 

9.9%. The mining industry’s labor force past but would also be less arbitrary. The 

declined by about 8% in 1981 to approxi- existing wage rates, however, would still 

mately 113,000 workers, of which 17% were apply to coal and ore mining, ferrous metal- 

nonmanual and technical personnel; the lurgy, and a number of other industrial 

country’s labor productivity in the mining areas. 

sector was reported to have dropped by The Hungarian national economic plan 

about 2.4%; however, the wage scale re- for 1982 called for a 1.0% to 1.5% increase 

mained the highest in industry and amount- of the national income compared with that 

ed to an average monthly earning of 6,642 of 1981. Industrial production was to grow 

forints.2 The metallurgical sector’s wage by 2.0% to 2.5% over the same period. Per 

scale was the second highest in industry at capita income and consumption would re- 

5,054 forints per month. main at approximately the same level as in 

Government Policies and Programs.— 1981. It was also expected that the industri- 

The general aim of the Hungarian state al labor force would decrease in 1982, but 

planning bodies in recent years has been to that production increases would stem from 

increase the production of marketable in- increases in productivity. 

dustrial goods in accordance with Western Major investments in the mining and 

quality standards. The often-stated ultimate metallurgical fields would continue in 1982 

aim of this program was the creation of with ongoing new mine development and 

some degree of currency convertibility of facility expansion in the bauxite mining 

the forint with other Western convertible industry. Industrial development was 

currencies. This would require the upgrad- planned in both light and heavy metal 

ing of Hungarian technology and industrial production, in coking coal production, and 

efficiency to Western European stand-in the nuclear energy field. 

429
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PRODUCTION 

Owing to limited markets, production industry was reportedly one of the reasons 
dropped in the mining, smelting, and only a moderate increase in industrial pro- 
construction-materials industries. The out- duction was achieved during the year. 
put of the Hungarian steel industry declin- Transportation manufacturing facilities 
ed by 4% in the first half of 1981 compared were reportedly allowed to stagnate, while 
with output during the corresponding peri- the branches producing communication 
od in 1980. Some production bottlenecks equipment developed at a faster pace. 
were allegedly caused by inadequate trans- In 1981, Hungary’s mineral industry con- 
portation, which caused inventories to rise tinued to produce substantial quantities of 
excessively. bauxite and manganese ore, as well as some 

Also, shortfalls by the country’s machine _lead-zinc ores and uranium. : 

Table 1.—Hungary: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity? | 1977 1978 1979 1980° 1981° eee NT 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite, gross weight __ ___. thousand tons__ 2,949 2,899 2,976 2,950 32,914 
Alumina, gross weight _.________do____ 783 782 788 805 $799 Metal, primary_.__________________ 71,835 71,359 71,879 73,498 $74,253 

Copper: 
Mine output, metal content®____________ 1,000 500 100 _- _- 

eval: 

Smelter, secondary® _._._.__________ 800 300 100 100 100 
Refined including secondary® ________ 12,100 13,100 12,000 12,000 12,000 

Gold, mine output, metal content® e 
thousand troy ounces__ 115 60 60 60 360 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore: _ 

Groes weight ______~ thousand tons__ 525 534 532 426 $422 
Iron content _____________-do____ 116 120 121 90 53g dah eh 7 —eeeeeeoeoeeeoeee 

Metal: = 
Pig iron: 

For steel industry________do____ 2,175 2,252 2,262 - 2,094 32,065 
For foundry use _________do___-_ 111 78 107 120 $128 ch d+ 

Total ______________do____ 2,286 2,330 2,369 2,214 32,193 OF NE 19 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrosilicon __._____________ *6,800 °7,600 7,726 10,390 10,500 Other® __-_____________ 2,900 2,300 4,300 2,400 2,500 —_ eer D800 
Total__________________ 9,700 9,900 12,026 12,790 13,000 Crude steel ________ thousand tons__ 3,723 3,877 8,908 3,764 33,645 

Semimanufactures, rolled only __do____ 3,077 3,188 3,240 3,043 3,100 

Mine output, metal content®____________ 1,200 1,100 1,000 —-1,100 1,000 Metal, refined, secondary®_____________ 200 100 100 100 100 
Manganese ore: 

Run of mine*_____________________ 160,637 156,181 130,871 134,472 135,000 Concentrate. _____________________ 120,000 114,000 83,000 83,000 583,000 Silver, mine output, metal content 
Zin thousand troy ounces*__ 39 82 32 ™33 33 

(esd 

Mine output, metal content®_________ | 3,000 2,800 2,600 2,800 2,000 
Metal, smelter, secondary®_____________ 600 600 600 600 600 

NONMETALS 
Cement, hydraulic. ________ thousand tons__ 4,620 4,764 4,857 4,660 34,635 

3entonite: 
Raw 80,003 82,211 12,488 77,685 77,600 

Keone ~-- ee 51,636 56,076 48,140 51,061 50,000 

Raw---= 71,455 68,199 68,457 51,839 50,000 
Processed _-___________________ 6,000 6,859 7,300 7,067 7,000 Lime, calcined ___________ thousand tons__ 743 740 74 698 700 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ______do____ 129 746 803 795 3818 Perlite_________________________ 103,270 92,630 97,895 99,270 99,500 Pyrites, gross weight®__________________ 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Hungary: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

——— 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Refractory materials, n.e.s.: 
Chamotte products ______ thousand tons__ 171 163 164 164 164 
Chrome magnesite products _______do____ 44 42 46 41 40 

Sand and gravel: 
Gravel _____...thousand cubic meters__ 12,890 13,821 18,254 11,634 11,500 

Common ________________do____ 288 279 415 406 400 
Sto Foundry _....—-——_~— thousand tons__ 732 787 818 496 500 

ne: 
Dimension, all types__..________do____ 3 2 2 1 1 
Other: 

Dolomite __._...___._.___do___~_ 1,173 1,171 1,304 1,200 1,200 
Limestone ___—.._-.______do____ 8,263 8,598 8,563 8,415 8,500 
Quartzite_________.._____do.___ 34 31 31 43 45 

Sulfur: 
From pyrite® __.-._-_______-________ 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Byproduct, elemental, all sources_________ 8,004 8,633 9,412 9,293 9,200 

Total __-____----~------_ ~~ 11,004 11,633 12,412 12,293 12,200 
Sulfuric acid _________..___-_-.___ 632,682 643,795 587,948 589,834 3578,240 

Tale®_ 16,000 17,500 17,500 17,500 17,500 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black® __________________ 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Coal: 
Bituminous _______——_~— thousand tons__ 2,925 2,954 3,002 3,065 33,066 
Brown ___.____________.___do____ 14,433 14,302 14,182 14,157 314,463 
Lignite____.._________--__-do____ 8,096 8,414 8,475 8,479 38,418 

Total _____.___.________do____ 25,454 25,670 25,659 | 25,701 325,942 

Coke: ‘ 
Coke oven: 

Metallurgical ...______....do____ 586 604 651 673 3645 
Other® _________ ee _do____ 170 170 170 170 170 

Total____...__________de____ 156 774 821 843 3815 
Gashouse®__________________do____ 190 185 180 180 180 

Totalcoke_.._______.___-do.-.. 946 959 1001. 1,028 5995 
Fuel briquets________._________do____ 1,105 1,169 1,251 1,250 1,250 

as: 
Manufactured ___——— ~ million cubic feet__ 20,376 19,811 18,152 19,317 18,000 
Natural, marketed ________.____do____ 253,464 259,420 230,286 216,902 $211,782 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 1,420 2,380 3,834 3,791 3,700 
Liquefied petroleum gas _________do____ 2,366 2,912 3,480 3,600 3,500 

Peat, agricultural use® ______ thousand tons__ 70 70 70 70 70 
Petroleum: 

Crude: 
As reported ______________do____ 2,191 2,198 2,200 2,031 32,024 
Converted 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 16,717 16,771 16,405 15,497 $15,443 

Refinery products: | 
Gasoline including naphtha ____do___— 9,928 11,475 13,005 12,240 12,000 
Kerosine and other light distillates® 

do___ 6,107 6,285 5,968 6,960 7,000 
Distillate fuel oil ___________do____ 25,685 26,968 29,571 27,207 27,000 
Residual fuel oil _..___...._do____ 23,543 24,549 26,440 21,758 21,000 
Lubricants ~------~-~.-~-do___- 1,229 1,121 1,134 1,090 1,000 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ _ _ _do_ _ __ 1,102 1,218 1,160 *1,100 1,000 
Asphalt and bitumen _ _ ___ do. ___ 4,006 4,145 3,951 3,927 3,900 
Paraffin and petrolatum_.___ —do_ ___ 198 208 220 251 250 

Total_____________do____ 71,798 75,969 81,449 74,533 73,150 

bd t e ted. Pp. Li e . TR e 1. , 

1Table includes data available through Sept. 2, 1982. 
*In addition to the commodities listed, diatomite, gypeum, and a variety of other crude construction materials such as 

common clays are produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
SReported figure. 
*18% to 20% Mn. 
5Excludes refinery fuel and losses. 
*Data derived by subtracting reported motor gasoline and white spirit data from reported light refinery products total.
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TRADE | 

The Hungarian foreign trade position public. In convertible currency trade, the 
showed overall improvement in 1981 com- Federal Republic of Germany remained 
pared with that of 1980, although the plan Hungary’s largest trading partner, followed 
was not fulfilled. Total exports for the year by Austria. : 
rose by 6.4% compared with those of 1980, In mineral commodity trade, depressed 
and imports increased by 4.7%. The coun- world prices in 1981 allowed Hungary to 
try’s incurred foreign trade deficit was re- purchase metallurgical products, with the 

| duced to 15 billion forints in 1981 from 19 exception of zinc, at substantially lower 
billion forints in 1980. Trade with the Coun- prices than in 1980 but the same market 
cil for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) conditions also reduced the export price of 
bloc increased by about 7.4%, and, report- Hungarian rolled steel by 12% and foundry 
edly, trade with the Soviet Union achieved aluminum by 21% on the world market in 
the first surplus since 1974. On the other 1981. However, in CMEA soft-currency 
hand, exports to market economy countries trade, the export values for Hungarian- 
dropped 3.0% compared with those of 1980, produced bauxite, alumina, and foundry 
and imports were reduced by 0.9%; the aluminum as well as finished aluminum 
percentage of total trade that was con- products and rolled steel increased from 
ducted with market economy countries in 19% to 27%, which, in part, reflected the 

convertible currency declined by 2% to import price increases for petroleum and 
45%. gas as well as coal briquets. On the whole, 

In the CMEA bloc, the Soviet Union Hungary’s raw and other material import 
remained Hungary’s largest trading part- bill was about 12% higher in 1981 than in 
ner; the second most important trading 1980. 
partner was the German Democratic Re- 

Table 2.—Hungary: Apparent exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EEE Destinations, 1980... 

Commodity 1979 19807 

United Other (principal) 

| METALS 

Aluminum:? 
Bauxite...._______________ 595,687 541,948 _. Czechoslovakia 330,167; East Germany 

141,306; Poland 70,205. 
Oxidesand hydroxides _._______ 701,444 693,888 _- USSR. 387,315; Austria 136,134; Poland 

Metal including alloys: —_ 
Scrap ______.__________ 10,970 9,372 _- Italy 5,013; Austria 3,102; West Germany 

Unwrought_______._______ 81,915 —85,886 _. Poland 18,955; Czechoslovakia 17,807; 
East Germany 12,427. 

Semimanufactures _________ 27,241 28,861 _- East Germany S111: Sweden 3,708; 
France 2,061. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ________.__~_________ 10 NA -_. NA. 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 2,918 NA _- NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ °337 105 _. _ Italy 63; Finland 25; Yugoslavia 15. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _______ 3 NA _. NA. 

Wilfate.--- 560 414 _ West Germany 194; France 160; Austria 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______- 5 6,616 5,195 _. Austria 3,459; West Germany 1,611. 
Unwrought______._______ 6,935 3,857 ~- All to West Germany. 
Semimanufactures _________ 72,421 3,566 144 West Germany 1.866, Austria 887; Italy 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Hungary: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

, . Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 WQ80P 
United Other (principal) 
States r (princi 

METALS ~—Continued 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 1,616 NA _— NA. 
Metal: — 

Scrap _____-~---~-~_____ 337,000 331,000 _- Ttaly 18,594; West Germany 8,911; Austria 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot? _ 15,477 2,149 __ All to Yugoslavia. 
Ferroalloys® _____________ 2,000 2,000 _. NA. 
Steel, primary forms? _____ __ 9,239 13,119 _- Turkey 5,585; West Germany 4,486; Switz- 

erland 2,002. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, + ds, angles, shapes, 
sections? __.________ 839,827 714,070 41 Iran 146,701; West Germany 116,049; 

U.S.S.R. 88,783. 

Universals, plates, sheets? =» 384,234 «= 311,345 _. Italy 58,236; Iran 39,585; India 30,655. 
Hoop and strip? ___.__ ___ 18,750 15,608 _- Romania 6,489; Iran 1,539; Czechoslovakia 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ __ _- 327 _— West Germany 169; Austria 107; Yugo- 
slavia 46. 

Wire? ______________ 20,707 19,204 _- Tran 5.514; West Germany 3,990; Austria 

Tubes, pipes, fittings?_____ 72,287 —«67,622 _ USSR. 12,922; West Germany 5,679; Fin- 
and 4,994. 

Castings and forgings, rough? 25,378 20,088 __ India 4,121; West Germany 3,708; Italy 

Unspecified?__________ 48,365 36,787 __ West Germany 19,898; Iraq 3,190; Sweden 

Lead: —_ 
Oxides ____§ ~~~ Le 3 NA _. NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ~~~ __________- 1,226 7,974 _— Italy 57689; West Germany 1,258; Austria 

Unwrought______________ 286 NA _. NA. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2 75 _- Saudi Arabia 74. 

Manganese ore and concentrate® _____ 56,795 37,745 _- Poland 28,841; Czechoslovakia 8,904. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, 

all forms_ _____——— —_ kilograms_ _ _- 715 _— Yugoslavia 707. 
Nickel: 

Matte and speiss — —— —--------- 185 21 _. All to Austria. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___~___________-_ 220 474 —_ West Germany 461; Austria 10. 
Unwrought_ _________._-- 476 261 48 Austria 150; West Germany 51. 
Semimanufactures _________ 134 158 _- Yugoslavia 89; West Germany 21; Italy 15. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

Si value, thousands_ _ $95 $2,063 _ West Germany $1,817; Italy $246. 
ver: 
Waste and sweepings* _____do_. __ $5,315 $6,365 _— West germany $6,146; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys, wrought or 
partly wrought________do____ $1,304 $1,578 $207 West Germany $503; Austria $360; United 

Tantal tal including alloys, all | inedom $248. antalum me inclu oys, 

Tin metal including alloys, ecrap ~~ 22 @ i822 Ail'to United Kingd in metal includi oys, scrap _____ _- to Uni ingdom. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms ~_________~____.~__-- 2 1 -. Mainly to Yugoslavia. 
Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap____--_------------- 599 738 _-- West Germany 421; Austria 317. 
Semimanufactures___________- 5 NA — NA. 

Zirconium metal including alloys, 
all forms... kitograma__ 400 NA -- NA. 

Other metals: 
Ores and concentrates________~- 55 NA — NA. 
Ash and residues __________ ~~ 19,766 22,671 _. Austria 18,543; West Germany 3,141. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~~_ 134 17 11 Switzerland 5. 
Metalloids______--_._.~~--- -- 3 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 2; Indonesia 1. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals __.__....._______-- 10 NA _- NA. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 58 196 (5) West Germany 127; Austria 68. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives:? 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 8,512 9,173 — West Germany 6,600; Romania 1,040; Italy 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _.____ value, thousands_ _ $2,118 $2,110 $60 Romania $1,084; East Germany $550; Po- 

land $41. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Hungary: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 V9BO0 

Grited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Asbestos, crude________________ 5,078 5,285 __ All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Boron materials: Oxides and acids _ ___ 39 NA _. NA. 
Cement?___________________. 299,281 186,400 _— Yugoslavia 136,713; Poland 25,001; 
Cla dclay prod S.S.R. 15,237. 

ys and clay products: 
Crude: 

Andalusite, kyanite, sillimanite, 
ete. __ 177 _. Alito Austria. 

Bentonite? _______________ 14,797 15,604 -— East Germany 11,004; Poland 4,499. 
Chamotte earth ___________ _- 485 _. All to Austria. 
Kaolin? _§_-__>___ 6,791 6,496 _- Czechoslovakia 4,748; West Germany 

Unspecified _____________ 2,459 158 __ Italy 120; Netherlands 25; Greece 13. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ____________ ™901 4,461 _- Austria 1,901; West Germany 1,401; Italy 

Refractory? _._._________ 82,265 —.24,757 _. Romania 8,482; Italy 3,665; West Germany 

Diamond: —— 
Gem, not set or st 

value, thousands_ _ $58 $76 __ Besgium-Luxembourg $52; Switzerland 

Industrial ___.._.______do____ $1,726 _— $1,018 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg $1,011. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 2,663 3,832 _. Austria 3,663; Switzerland 147. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, ete ______..___ _— 2,491 _. All to Switzerland. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, nitrogenous. ___________ 137 NA —~. NA. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ___________.~ 1° 7748,015 960,839 _- Yugoslavia 138,090; West Germany 
214; undetermined 622,653. 

Potassic_ ____-._-_________ 431 NA _— NA. 
Other including mixed _ ______ 39,705 97,998 -- West Germany 53,131; Yugoslavia 28,324; 

Turkey 7,689. 
Ammonia?___.-.§_§___________ 104,052 86,500 _- Yugoslavia 69,737; Poland 11,077; Austria 

Lime ____________________-_ __ 20 __ All to Switzerland. 
Magnesite ___________________ 24 NA _. NA. 
Mica, worked including agglomerated 

splittings _.____ value, thousands_ _ _— $5 _- All to Italy. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed___________ 911 65 _-- Yugoslavia 40; Greece 15. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural _____ value, thousands. _ $82 $2 — All to Switzerland. 
Synthetic _____._______do____ -- $6 _~ All to West Germany. 

Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash ______________ 72 NA -. NA. 
Caustic soda. -§_-___________ 27,817 3,000 _. All to Yugoslavia. 
Soda ash ___-_- _-__-___ _- 6 _. All to Egypt. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, worked __ _ __ ___ 204 1,227 — Switzerland 889; Austria 187; West Ger- 

man . 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 333 348 _-. West Germany 248; Finland 100. 
Gravel and crushed rock?_______ _ 213,274 96,260 _— Yugoslavia 72,900; U.S.S.R. 15,905. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 74,017 22,660 _-- All to Yugoslavia. 

quartz and quartzite.__-§_$_§ _______ 4,660 9,386 __ Austria 9,325. 
d: 
Industrial _-_____________ 35,801 37,752 _- Yugoslavia 19,616; Austria 16,549. 

Suis Construction___ cubic meters__ 329,314 299,078 _— Czechoslovakia 267,544; Austria 26,728. 
ur: 
Elemental, crude_____________ 4,850 1,449 _. All to Austria. 
Sulfuric acid? ________________ 79,323 68,411 -- Yugoslavia 58,041; Austria 5,444; Poland 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ ™220 NA __ NA 
Other nonmetals: 

Crude?_____________ 104,714 104,487 (5) Bast Germany 28,318; Austria 27,329; Po- 
and 12,540. 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing _ _ _ 1,168 46,980 _~ Yugoslavia 45,452; West Germany 1,062. 
Hagens. 2,548 NA — NA. 
Halides?__________________ 3,067 -- 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ____ _ _ _ 842 198 _. .__ All to Tunisia. 
Carbon black __.__~____________ 40 NA _. NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Hungary: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980” 

United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
. MATERIALS —Continued 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal® _ _ _ 43,500 267,000 _. NA. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal. _____~-----~~-.-__- _. 40 __ All to Austria. 

Lignite including briquets? _ _ _ _ _ __ 20,983 44,547 _. Austria 24,221; U.S.S.R. 20,326. 
Coke and semicoke. _ ._______-_- 293 596 _. All to Austria. 
Gas, natural_ — ——~— million cubic feet_ — 271 311 _._ AlltoU SSR. 
Peat including briquets? __________ 4,547 6,340 _. Austria 2,215; West Germany 1,847; Yu- 

goslavia 1,579. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude® 
thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 8,304 6,752 _. NA. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _.__.__.~-do___~_ 21,172 341 __ Mainly to West Germany. 
Kerosine and jet fuel? 

do. __ 374 408 _. USSR. 23t ; East Germany 48; West Ger- 
many 18. 

Distillate fuel oil?_ _ ____do___~— 971 702 __ _ Austria 268; Poland 224; U.S.S.R. 166. 
Residual fuel oi]? ______do__ _-_ 550 2,738 _. _ Austria 1,419; West Germany 543; 

Czechoslovakia 457. 
Lubricants* __ do 261 805 _. Austria 129; Yugoslavia 87; Vietnam 26. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas* 

do__ __ 1,327 840 _- Yugoslavia 340; West Germany 171; Italy 

Mineral jelly and wax? 
do. ___ 196 240 _. West Germany 88; Italy 46; Austria 38. 

Bitumen and other residues?” 
do. ___ 485 604 _- Austria 196; Lebanon 105; West Germany 

Bituminous mixtures 
do. —— - 6 2 _. Mainly to Yugoslavia. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals*_ _ _ _ 78,500 150,728 __ __ Italy 61,383; Romania 34,284; West Ger- 

many 31,453. 
SE 

PPreliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to the lack of official trade data published by Hungary, | this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral trade. These data are compiled from various sources, which include United Nations 
information, data published by the partner trade countries, and-partial official trade sources of Hungary. 

2Official Trade Statistics of Hungary. 
SQuarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. 
“May include other precious metals. 
5Less than 1/2 unit. 
€Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

I 
Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980" ‘“T3%.4 .... .. 2 mmoay United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite. ________-------~-- 245 156 _- All from West Germany. 
Oxides and hydroxides __~——~-~-- 350 123 () West Germany 102; France 19. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __..------------- 103 NA _~- NA. 
Unwrought® _ _ __—_------- 180,187 187,865 __ USSR. 166,749; Poland 15,900; 

Romania 2,300. 

Semimanufactures® _______— 10,310 1,923 -- East Germany 3,724; Romania 1,626; 
Hi including all all U.SS.R. 930. 

Beryllium metal uding alloys, 
forms ______----~-_-----~-- 1 NA _— NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980" Ce 
4 United Other (principal) 

a 

METALS —Continued 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all - 
forms ________~____________ 72 12 __ OS oom Belgium Luxembourg. 

Chromium ore and concentrate ______ 65,708 19,242 -_ USSR. 15,000; Greece 3,000; Turkey 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 2 5 _. All from France. 

Co Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 6 NA 7 NA. 
pper: | 
Sulfate? _.________________ 4,050 4,216 _- U.SS.R. 4,080; Netherlands 100; West 

Germany 36. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap _. ~~~ 3,740 3,090 _- Switzerland 1,351; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 964; West Germany 

Unwrought_____.________ 395,995 328,962 _~— West Germany 4,020; Austria 1,536; 
Poland 997; undetermined 22,409. 

Semimanufactures _________ 311,945. $8,393 5 West Germany 1,000; Italy 233; Aus- 
tria 178; undetermined 6,618. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate* | 

thousand tons__ 4,045 3,286 -- USS.R. 3,049; India 150; Yugoslavia 

Pyrite, roasted®______________ 209,509 320,799 _. Romania 137,850; U.S.S.R. 93,323; 
Austria 29,623. 

Metal: 
Scrap _..-_____________ 46,000 44,000 _. NA. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot? _ 223,978 255,823 _- U.S.S.R. 254,408; Canada 1,000. 
Ferroalloys® _____________ 75,474 87,456 -.  USS.R. 47,917; Norway 15,760; 

Czechoslovakia 6,873. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 541,345 443,633 _- U.S.S.R. 395,888; Bulgaria 19,962; 

Yugoslavia 10,044. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes 
sections® ___________ 261,302 173,187 1 U-S.S.R. 138,618; Czechoslovakia 

11,617; Austria 4,755. 
Universals, plates, sheets® _ _ 326,245 340,562 _— U.S.S.R. 238,445; Czechoslovakia 

28,665; West Germany 17,040. 
Hoop and strip? _.______ 11,532 9,442 2 West Germany 3,060; France 2,225; 

Austria 1,418. 
Rails and accessories*___ __ 2,000 3,000 -~ NA. 
Wire® _______ 40,849 37,427 1 Czechoslovakia 17,439; U.S.S.R. 5,772; 

West Germany 3,777. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings® __ _ _ _ 69,972 69,131 _. West Germany 21,254; Romania 

12,653; East Germany 11,506. 
Castings and forgings, rough*® 12,100 13,338 __ Yugoslavia 9,090; Italy 2,524; East 

rmany 757. 
Unspecified __________ 1,983 1,773 -- France 1,347; Poland 403; Austria 22. 

Oxides ___________________ 3,599 2,911 -— France 1,630; Austria 1,280. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought________~______ 313,177 312.868 _- West Germany 2,269; Canada 100; 
undetermined 10,387. 

Semimanufactures _________ 63 23 (7) Belgium Luxembourg 10; West Ger- 
many 8. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
nwrought _.__§____________ 225 54) _- All from Yugoslavia. 

Semimanufactures. __.§_§_______ 13 20 _- West Germany 19. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate® __________ 15,569 15,537 _.  U.S.S.R. 15,457. 
Oxides __ 2 _-_-_._-______ 90 80 80 

Mercury _____—__ 76-pound flasks__ 406 NA -- NA. 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate ___________ 69 79 _— All from Netherlands. 
Metal including alloys__________ 18 22 _— All from Japan. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 28 4 _. All from West Germany. 
Semimanufactures___..~_______ 88 124 (?) Canada 73; United Kingdom 19; 

Platin tals including all Sweden 9 atinum-group me inclu oys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $4,264 $8,084 _. West Germany $7,024; Italy $380; 
Austria $75. 

Silver metal including alloys, worked or 
partly worked __________do____ $8,762 $5,120 — West Germany $2,752; Switzerland 

$1,425; France $741. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued. 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “United 
y Qnited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms _____~_______________ (?) 36 __ All from West Germany. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ r 31 699 31,621 _—  Belgium-Luxembourg 140; West Ger- 

many 30; undetermined 1,450. 
Semimanufactures____________ 705 11 _. Netherlands 9. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate____§_______ 456 1,687 _- N etherlands 1,583; West Germany 

Oxides ___~_~__~____ T4392 3,238 _— United Kingdom 1,844; Finland,740; 
West Germany 559. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 2 NA — NA. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate____._.______ _- 6 _. All from United Kingdom. 
zZ Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 3 16 — Japan 12; United Kingdom 2. 

\ inc: 
Oxides ____-_~_~_~-_____-___ 2,799 3,087 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,171; Italy 

1,022; Austria 592. 
Metal including alloys: 

Blue powder _______.____~_ 210 NA _- NA. 
Unwrought_ ~~ ~_~§_§________ 322,471 324,319 _- Poland 8,924; Yugoslavia 3,192; West 

Germany 2,737; undetermined 

Semimanufactures ____~_____ 37 067 $7,215 __ France 500; West Germany 480; Yu- 
_ goslavia 203; undetermined 5,939. 

Other metals: 
Ores and concentrates? _________ 7,491 5,925 345 USSR 1,292; Canada 762; Portugal 

Ash and residues _____________ 67 10 _- All from Yugoslavia. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 280 1,078 16 Sweden £37 ; Japan 78; United King- 

om 48. 
Metalloids____ 9 ~~~ 2 ~~ 8,764 9,358 _— France 8,596; Norway 300; Italy 190. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth met- 

als ~~ LL _- 283 _— Israel 267; United Kingdom 15. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms ™86 88 _— France 40; Austria 36; West Germany 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _. LLL _- 24 _- Italy 22; West Germany 2. 
Artificial: Corundum®_____ = __ __ 4,446 4,343 _- West Germany 2,251; Italy 1,213; 

Switzerland 375. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones excluding diamond 
value, thousands_ _— $139 $190 $27 Belgium-Luxembourg $79; United 

Kingdom $42; West Germany $33. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and . 

stones ____ 657 1,165 23 Austria 437; West Germany 318; 
Yugoslavia 129. 

Asbestos, crude® _______________ 37,540 48,402 _.  US.S.R. 41,639; Botswana 5,301; 
Canada 1,254. 

Barite and witherite_____________ 8,182 19,879 __ Yugoslavia 18,929; West Germany 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates. _________ 1,216 11,920 _- Turkey 10,000; Netherlands 1,890. 
Oxides and acids _____________ 3,545 3,634 _- France 2,410; U.S.S.R. 1,064; West 

Germany 159. 
Cement® _______-__ thousand tons_ _ 764,795 861,198 350 U.S.S.R. 511,892; East Germany 

247,615; Romania 70,697. 
Chalk. ~~~ ee Le 3,553 3,221 _— Austria 1,831; France 1,390. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude:§ 
- Chamotte earth including prod- 

ucts__§_§_§ ~~ ™69,679 66,149 __ Czechoslovakia 60,568; Israel 1,548; 
Italy 1,207. 

Kaolin ___________~-__~_ 41,685 34,903 _. Austria 13,280; East Germany 10,843; 
Czechoslovakia 8,538. 

Unspecified __.__________ 82,596 78,220 __ Czechoslovakia 47,384; Poland 14,966; 
West Germany 7,150. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TE eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit; 1979 1980" : 

y United Other (principal) 
ee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued 

Products: 
Nonrefractory____________ 2,109 3,904 — Yugoslavia 1,515; Italy 1,272; Austria 

Refractory® ___________-_ 44,474 48,925 -- Austria 27,079; West Germany 
10,015; East Germany 3,819. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $7 $469 $113 Switzerland $332; Sweden $14. 
Industrial ____________do____ $2,631 $2,127 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $1,706; West 

Germany $385. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 424 828 __ France 448; Iceland 369. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, related materials __ 710,944 14,042 — Yugoslavia 9,480; Norway 1,965; Fin- 

and 1,050. 
Fertilizer materials:* 

Crude: 
Phosphatic__.__-_..______ 595,111 671,784 ~~ U.S.S.R. 478,863; Morocco 101,609; 

algeria 82,760. 
Potassic____.§.§_-_-_________ 1,897 2,312 -~  USS.R. 1,077; East Germany 1,029. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous, Ne content_ _ _ _ _ _ 140,820 96,490 __ U.S.S.R. 65,015; Austria 23,378; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 6,464. 
Phosphatic, P2Os content ____ _ 115,570 129,337 50,125 Yugoslavia 43,622; U.S.S.R. 22,129; 

Romania 7,675. 
Potassic, K2O content _______ 444,018 528,894 — USSR, 281,066; East Germany 

Other including mixed__ ___ __ 116,589 96,972 -— Yugoslavia 51,613; U.S.S.R. 45,335. 
Ammonia _____~_~_~__________ -- 5 5 

Graphite, natural __-____________ _ 91 80 -- All from West Germany. 
Gypsum, calcined? ______________ 85,931 86,584 _- East Germany 51,707; Romania 

28,502; Austria 5,775. 
Iodine, elemental* ______________ - 40 34 -- USSR. 33. 
Lime, calcined?________________ 85,904 103,219 _~ Yugoslavia 69,785; Poland 10,061; Ro- 

mania 7,692. 
Magnesite, calcined®_____________ 120,346 118,258 ~— Czechoslovakia 77,559; Austria 
Mica: 11,850; North Korea 8,929. 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 103 330 __ United Kingdom 321; West Germany 

Worked including agglomerated split- 
tings___________________ 22 33 __ Switzerland 20; Austria 8; France 5. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and hy- 
roxides, processed ____________ 3,147 2,887 __ West Germany 2,433; France 332; 

United Kingdom 112. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural ______-_ value, thousands $276 $59 _- Switzerland $56. 
Synthetic __.__________do____ $270 $219 $2 Switzerland $119; France $66; Aus- 

tria $17. 
Pyrite, unroasted® ______________ 83,518 89,676 _.  Allfrom USSR. 
Salt and brine®_ 5 _-§_-_- = =e 683,251 820,520 -~— Romania 538,369; U.S.S.R. 184,655; 

Poland 72,785. 
Sodium and potassium compounds:* 

Caustic potash __-____________ 1,642 1,754 ~- East Germany 1,487; France 139; 
West Germany 128. 

Causticsoda________________ 35,270 74,702 (*) Romania 47,535; Italy 8,912; West 
; Germany 1,246. 

Soda ash___-~ 172,504 205,823 -- Bulgaria 97,796; Romania 41,230; 
East Germany 21,137. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, worked ________ 1,545 6976 — Italy 251; Austria 22. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 75 NA -- NA. 
Gravel and crushed rock*________ 209,971 17,106 —-- Yugoslavia 4,923; Romania 4,457; 

Bulgaria 2,936. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 2,009 1,830 _— West rmany 1,694; Netherlands 

Sand excluding metal-bearing® ____ 120,458 112,737 __ Czechoslovakia 88,070; East Germany 
15,578; Australia 4,069. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Crude? _____ 167,344 250,960 61,061 Poland 151,257; U.S.S.R. 37,075. 
Refined ________________ 57 35 __ West Germany 20; Italy 15. 

Sulfuricacid® __§ == st 19,896 8,733 __ All from Poland. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 2,987 2,069 -- Austria 931; Finland 526; Italy 489. 
Other nonmetals: 

Crude®_____ 57,198 63,257 _- Czechoslovakia 11,790; Bulgaria 
9,782; Yugoslavia 9,639. 

Slag and drogs, not metal-bearing _ _ _ _- 17 _- Italy 12; West Germany 5. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ nee Oe eee eee ee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980” Uni | : nu Bnited Other (principal) 
re 

NONMETALS —Continued | 
Other nonmetals —Continued 

Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium ________ 568 505 _- Greece 464; France 38. 

Halogens: bromine* ___________ 1,036 618 _- East Germany 318; Israel 200; 
USSR. 100. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 71 32 __ West Germany 26; Austria 6. © 
Carbon black®___§______________ 19,050 20,039 _~  USS.R. 19,184; West Germany 400; 

East Germany 160. 
Coal and briquets:* ; 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons__ 1,515 1,623 _ U.S.S.R. 649; Czechoslovakia 607; 

Poland 364. 
Coal briquets _______________ 462,037 503,747 _- All from East Germany. 

Coke and semicoke* __ thousand tons__ 1,270 1,492 __ U.S.S.R. 665; Czechoslovakia 200; 
Yugoslavia 106. 

Gas, natural® ____ million cubic feet _ 96,161 142,847 __ U.S.S.R. 135,855; Romania 6,992. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ -- 1 a All from Yugoslavia. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude® 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 70,940 61,323 _- U.S.S.R. 55,125; Iraq 3,124; Iran 3,074. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline®__________do____ 4,482 . §,214 _-  USS.R. 4,984; Austria 190. 
Kerosine and jet fuel* 

do____ 2,049 2,228 _.  USS.R. 1,939; East Germany 77; 
Greece 23. 

Distillate fuel oil®__ _ __do____ 5,937 6,777 _.  USS.R. 6,250; Austria 375; United 
Kingdom 87. 

Residual fuel oi]® _____do____ 2,558 613 _.  USS.R. 478; United Kingdom 135. 
Lubricants? ________do____ 137 1438 3 U.S.S.R. 66; Romania 40; Nether- 

lands 13. : 
Other: . . 

Liquefied petroleum gas* 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 150,394 318,973 _-  Allfrom U.S.S.R. . 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ ___ 2,015 3,006 _— West Germany 1,354; United King- 

- dom 1,204; Netherlands 401. 
Nonlubricating oils 

do____ (7) 24 24 
Petroleum coke ___do____ 6,622 84,623 _- Norway 82,808; Italy 1,595. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 30 236 _. Austria 94; West Germany 42. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do____ 2,448 1,588 _— Sweden 679; Austria 594; West Ger- 
many 164. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals*_ _ _ _ 35,530 44,883 -- USS.R. 18,361; West Germany 8,035; 

Netherlands 5,819. 
A Sh iPS SSS a pS SSS hei Cr 

PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data published by Hungary, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral trade. These data have been compiled from various sources, which include United Nations 
information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official sources of Hungary. 

2Less than 1/2 unit. 
Official Trade Statistics of Hungary. 
‘Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. 
5Excludes exports from Norway valued at $148,000. 
®Excludes exports from Pakistan valued at $16,000. 
7Revised to none. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ores. 

. . Aluminum and Bauxite.—In 1981, Hun- 
_ Hungary remained a net importer of most gary produced about 2% of the world’s 
industrial ores and raw materials. In 1981, aluminum and was the world’s seventh 

the country was still a ranking world pro- largest bauxite producer. Hungarian baux- 
ducer of bauxite and continued to exploit its ite reserves, reportedly, were estimated to 
reserves of iron, manganese, and lead-zinc be sufficiently large to last 30 years at
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current or even increased consumption lev- the Bakony area. When completed in 1988, 
els. Bauxite was mined at five underground the mine would reportedly have a 650,000- 
and two open pit mines and had an average _ton-per-year capacity, of which 450,000 tons 
Al,0s content of over 50% and an SiOz would be produced from underground work- 
content of 7%. ings. In 1981, bauxite output remained at 

Hungarian bauxite deposits were typical- about the level of 1980. 
ly pocket-shaped lenticular bodies with an Hungary’s production of alumina declin- 
average thickness of about 20 meters and _ ed slightly in 1981 compared with that of 
were associated with Mesozoic carbonate 1980. Alumina was produced at three 
rock formations. The underground mining plants: the Ajka plant, with about a 400,000- 
of Hungarian bauxite has, over the years, ton-per-year capacity; the Almasfuzito 
presented a number of technical problems. plant, with an annual capacity of 330,000 
The first problem was that both the foot- tons; and the Masonmagyarovar plant, with 
walls and hanging walls were unstable, a capacity of 70,000 tons. Approximately 
requiring the use of closely spaced props 75% of Hungary’s alumina was exported, 
and caps for mine support. Rockbolting, with the Soviet Union as the main import- 
used elsewhere in Europe, was found im-_ er. Other new capacities that were added in 
practical. The second and more serious 1981 were a 2,700-ton-per-year aluminum 
problem was ground water. Approximately castings foundry at the Ajka alumina plant 
80% to 90% of Hungary’s proved reserves and a 5,600-ton-per-year aluminum rolling 
under exploitation were situated at adepth facility at the Kobanya light metal works. 
of 100 to 500 meters below the water table. The Szekesfehervar light metal works was 
Reportedly, in the Transdanubian area, reported to have stepped up the production 
near Budapest, 10% to 20% of the total of aluminum semimanufactures to 143,000 

production costs were related to water con- tons and was successful in both domestic 
trol. and foreign markets. 

Mine dewatering, in some instances, was. In late 1981, it was announced that a new 

reported to have dried up surrounding agri- smelter was under construction at the Inota 
cultural wells and aquifers, requiring com- primary aluminum works. The capacity of 
pensation by the mining authorities and the the smelter would be 100,000 tons per year, 
provision of alternate sources of water to and production startup would be in 1985. In 
the farmers. - 1981, the Inota plant produced about 50% of 

The bauxite industry drilled about Hungary’s total primary aluminum output. 
100,000 meters of dewatering wells in 1981. Also the Aluker aluminum works ordered 

The wells were primarily in the Bakony five 360° hydraulically controlled rotating 
mining area, where contained water was furnace chargers from Manns Mechanical 
about 3% of the volume of the dolomite. The Equipment Ltd. of Dunstable, United 
drilling and pumping equipment used in Kingdom. 
this region were manufactured in the Fed- Hungary exported alumina mostly to oth- 
eral Republic of Germany. The submersible er CMEA countries. The Soviet Union was 
pumps ranged in capacity from 9.1 to 10.1 the largest importer of Hungarian alumina. 
tons of water per minute, and the water, According to a long-standing agreement, 
directly pumped from the aquifer, was often the Soviet Union would import Hungarian 
sold as drinking water to outlying populat- alumina in exchange for primary alumi- 
ed areas. Reportedly, in 1979, 200 million num metal. In 1980, Hungary shipped 
metric tons of water was pumped out in this 330,000 tons of alumina to the Soviet Union 
manner. Despite this well planned dewater- and received, in turn, 165,000 tons of prima- 

ing effort, Hungarian bauxite was mined _ ry metal; the price differential was to be 
with about an 18% moisture content. compensated by finished Hungarian prod- 

In 1981, two new bauxite mines were put’ ucts. Similar transactions were made with 
into operation, the Bito II and the Halimba other CMEA countries. According to an 
III. Reportedly, the Halimba III] Mine would agreement reached in 1980 with Poland, 
eventually add about one-third more tothe Hungary would annually supply Poland 
country’s bauxite output. The ore had a_ with 80,000 tons of alumina in exchange for 
significant content of gallium and vana- 18,000 tons of primary metal. The agree- 
dium. In recent years, Hungary reported ment with the German Democratic Repub- 
the extraction of gallium from bauxite ore lic called for supplies of bauxite to the 
and sales of up to 1.5 tons per year. Hun- German Democratic Republic Laute alumi- 
gary also announced the start of the Fenyo- na plant for anodes used in Hungarian 
fo bauxite mine development program in aluminum plants, and the agreement with
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Czechoslovakia provided for Czechoslovak- put during the year amounted to just over 
ian shipments of machines and equipment 100,000 tons of ore, which was used to 
for Hungarian mines and aluminum plants produce about 1 ton of lead and 2.5 tons of 
in exchange for medium-grade bauxite that zinc concentrate. Hungary had to rely heav- 
would be used at the Zhar-nad-Gronom jily upon imports to meet its industrial 

alumina plant. _ requirements for these metals and contin- 
Copper.—Copper production was report- yed to sell battery scrap in exchange for 

ed to have ended owing to the depletion of part of the recovered lead. 
the Lahocahegy Mine at Recsk. The recent- Manganese.—Hungary’s manganese re- 

ly discovered larger copper ore deposits at serves, after the Soviet Union, were esti- 
Recsk were not yet exploited in 1981. mated to be the largest in Europe. Carbon- 
Studies continued of suitable mining meth- te Be ted F00 ahi 
ods and ventilation requirements to extract ate reserves Were estimated at mon 

: ae tons with an 11% to 20% manganese con- 
the deep-lying sulfide ore bodies. a . . 
Gold.—Some gold may have been pro- tent, while the oxide reserve base was 

duced as a byproduct of lead-zinc ore min- estimated at 25 to 30 million tons with 37% 
ing; however, it appeared that with the % 40% manganese content. In 1981, the 
termination of copper mining operations at Urkut Mines, the chief producer, produced 
Recsk most of the gold produced in Hungary around 120,000 tons of oxide ore. A small 
came from secondary sources as well as amount of carbonate ore was reportedly 
from small-scale prospecting of alluvial de- also produced. 
posits in areas such as the Komarom branch The industry lacked domestic capacity for 
of the Danube. the production of ferromanganese. Hungary 

Iron and Steel.—In 1981, the Rudabanya had to import its entire ferromanganese 

Mine continued to produce sideritic ore. requirements, both in 1981 and in prior 
Mine output decreased slightly compared years. For this reason, tentative plans were 
with that of 1980, and amounted to justover announced to develop the country’s ferro- 
400,000 tons. The country also continued to manganese capacity to satisfy a projected 

process large quantities of Soviet ore and annual consumption rate of 50,000 tons. 
concentrate. The capacity of the steel indus- 
try was increased during the year. At the NONMETALS 
Danube ironworks the new No. 1 500,000- | 
ton-per-year oxygen-converter shop was Most of Hungary’s industrial nonmetallic 

commissioned at midyear. Furthermore, the minerals were produced in the Tokaj Moun- 
combined steelworks at Dyosgyor, under tains. Twelve operating mines, located in 
construction in 1981, could be completed in this region, have been producing about 
1982. The new facility was expected to add 300,000 tons per year of various nonmetallic 
350,000 tons of capacity to the existing industrial mineral commodities, including 
facilities. perlite, zeolite, kaolin, diatomite, and ben- 

At the other end of the spectrum, the tonite. Production of most of these commod- 
dechne 0 the world marret negatively ities remained at the level of 1980, and no 

ec e three major riungarian stee! new capacity was added during the year. In 
producers. The situation was especially seri- some instances, the production of several 
ous for the Lenin metallurgical works and commodities, such as perlite, declined com- 
the Ozd metallurgical plant. Both plants ored with that of 1980. Apart from these 

reportedly Operated oe vos durimé, the commodities, the country continued to pro- 

od will in service for 7 years was decom. duce sand, gravel, and limestone in suffi- 
missioned when its 1 y reached 2.000 cient amounts to satisfy domestic as well as 

forints per ton. |, “Bement In 1981, the overall volume of ement.— , the overall volume o 
betvoos oe SI eee ae ete Corp. ried construction declined by 3.5% compared 
the Ozd metallurgical plants that provided with that of 1980. Correspondingly, the 1981 

for the training of Hungarian specialists in 0Utput of cement dropped during the year, 
state-of-the-art techniques of high-alloy nd no new capacity was added during the 

steel production, as well as forging and period. 
rolling. Fertilizer Materials.—Hungarian fertiliz- 

Lead and Zinc.—In 1981, lead-zinc ore er output was centered around the Pat 
deposits that were worked at the Gyongyo- nitrogen works in Petfurdo and the Borsod 

soroszi Mine in the Matra Mountains were and Tisza chemical complexes located near 
reported nearing depletion. The mine out- Méiscolc. The country continued to produce
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both compound as well as nitrogenous ferti- million-ton deposit of bauxite, which would 
lizer material. In 1981, no major invest- also be mined after i985. The maximum 

ments in this field were undertaken. coal-producing capacity of this mine would 
eventually reach 2 million tons per year. 

| MINERAL FUELS Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The most 

Hungary was able to increase domestic significant event during the year was the 
supplies of energy and to reduce consump- discovery of a new gasfield in the Drava 

tion requirements by 0.7%, which resulted Valley near the Yugoslav border. Full ex 
in a 3.5% decrease in energy imports. Do- ploration was to be conducted during the 

mestic production of energy as a share of Ue . d Nuel E Uran; 
consumption was 48.5% in 1981 and was ranium and Nuclear Bnergy.—Urant- 
expected to increase to 50% in 1982. Energy Um deposits were discovered after World 
conservation measures were claimed to be War II in the Mecsk Mountains. In the 
sufficiently successful to warrant a reduc- ©2%ly 1960's, detailed surveys were con- 
tion of petroleum imports in 1982 by 2 ducted and mine development was begun 
million tons. } with Soviet assistance. The uranium depos- 

Coal.—The major events in the industry its were found to be connected with weath- 

were the discovery of new reserves and the ered Paleozoic granites and sandstones. 
production startup of two new mines. Shaft sinking, drifting, and equipping the 
New coal reserves were discovered at the ™ines were carried out with Soviet help. 

Dorog colliery near Esztergom. The discov- In 1981, uranium mine output was 

for another 10 years. A new face was Was used to fuel the Paks nuclear reactor 
prepared at the mine to allow access to Power station, which became operational 
about 1 million tons of coal. An additional for the first time with the installation of the 
100 tons per day would be produced at the first Novo-Voronezh 440-megawatt reactor 

mining complex. blocks. 
Two coal mines were put onstream during ———————— 

the year. The first was the Markushegy {Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Mine of the Orszlany mining complex. Trial The relation of the Hungarian forint (Ft), a non- 

tarted, and the mine was sched- fecambn of the sollee feat ratte The veteet dates runs were s - - 
, ° forints US$1.00=Ft34.05 (official rate, J 1981). Th 

uled to produce 300,000 tons of coal in 1981 conversion oF Hungarian national income and foreign 
and 800,000 tons in 1982. The mine’s re- exchange accounts into US. dollars was not done owing to 

| serves were reported to be 50 million tons, ‘“fferent criteria used in ete pe vouue jn centrally 
and operating at maximum capacity, it economies for Mutual -., fe Assistance (CMEA). Its 

unc or UutuU. nomic ce . 

would produce 8,000 tons of coal per day.  jembership includes Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, the 
The second mine was at Nagyegyhaza in the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Mongolia, Po- 

*11s : and, , S.S.R., . 
wore one he nod on ton of 210 obtained permanent observer Status in 1965. “ew 

Table 4.—Hungary: Primary energy balance for 1980 and 1981 
(Million tons of standard coal equivalent?) 

(ignite Crude oil Total ? eo Natural Hydro- 
Year primary anthracite, ,and and ase0- Fuelwood electric 

energy bituminous), petroleum ated gee power 
briquets 

1980: | 
Production ___________ _~- 26.4 14.5 3.0 8.2 0.7 — 
Exports________________ 3.1 05 3.0 01 __ __ 
Imports_______________ 23.8 2.9 14.5 5.4 __ 1.0 

ros Pretest consumption _ _ _ __— 47.1 17.3 14.5 13.6 1 1.0 

Production _____________ 27.9 14.6 3.0 8.6 a 1.0 
Exports. _~____________ 2.6 05 2.5 01 __ — 
Imports _.. -_-__._ ~~ _____ 22.3 2.6 14.0 5.0 _- 1 
Apparent consumption _ _ _ _ _ — 47.6 17.1 14.5 13.6 1 1.7 

1One ton of standard coal equivalent (SCE)=7,000,000 kilocalories. Conversion factors used are hard coal, 1.0; lignite 
and brown coal, 0.5; briquets, 0.67; coke, 0.9; crude oil, 1.47; refinery products, 1.53; natural gas, 1.33 (per thousand cubic 
meters); manufactured gas, 0.6; and hydroelectric power, 0.125 (per thousand kilowatt-hours).



The Mi ] Indust f 

By Joseph B. Huvos! 

Although Iceland’s mineral resources re- of the mineral and related industries to the 
mained insignificant in 1981, there was an national economy continued to be mainly 
abundance of inexpensive hydroelectric hydroelectric and geothermal power, alumi- 
power, allowing the establishment of num, and ferroalloys, the latter two contrib- 

energy-intensive industries for the process- uting about 5% of the total. 
ing of imported raw materials. Manufactur- The balance of foreign trade was slightly 
ing and processing industries again suffer- negative. The krona was devalued twice, 
ed from low demand in export markets and first by 3.8% and later by 6.5%. 
from temporary power shortages caused by Important events in Iceland’s mineral 
a lack of rainfall during the year. industry in 1981 included commissioning of 

Iceland’s economy continued its trend of two new hydroelectric powerplants on the 
high inflation at 50.6%, a slow rate of real- Hrauneyjafoss River, and continued con- 
term growth at 1%, and a policy of full struction of the State Fertilizer Co.’s nitric 
employment, with unemployment at 0.4%. acid plant at Gufunes and a southwest 
In 1981, Iceland’s gross national product Iceland geothermal heating utility. 
(GNP) was 2.8 billion dollars.? Contribution 

PRODUCTION 

In 1981, there was no significant change aluminum, ferroalloys, cement, and pumice. 
in the production pattern of minerals and Mineral production for 1977-81 is shown in 
metals in Iceland, which consisted largely of table 1. 

Table 1.—Iceland: Production of mineral commodities" 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

Aluminum metal, primary_ _ _ _ — — _ _ —- metric tons_ _ 74,245 73,800 72,145 73,111 74,577 
Cement, hydraulic_______ thousand metric tons_ — 139 134 127 122 115 
Diatomite___________________ metric tons__ 20,985 20,020 21,288 18,150 19,840 
Iron and steel ferroalloys: Ferrosilicon —_——_——do__~—- -- _- 15,000 25,309 33,612 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia® ________do____ 6,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 
Pumice _______________-______._do____ 7,586 8,497 24,462 36,000 33,945 
Salt ___..__.-_---_-_--_-_--__-do____ _- —_ _— 53 50 
Sand and gravel: 

Calcareous ____— thousand cubic meters_ _ 111 107 180 109 114 
Basaltic_______..._.._._~ cubic meters__ NA 10,800 6,200 4,900 5,000 

Stoo _._.---. ~~~ thousand metric tons__ 430 410 NA NA NA 
ne: 

Crushed and broken_ ______..____ ~~ do____ 30 28 25 24 21 
Scoria __________-------~---~--do___~_ 100 85 110 €95 98 
Silica dust___________.___-—-— metric tons_ _ NA NA 4,400 4,400 4,900 

“Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 7, 1982. 
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TRADE 

There was no significant change in Ice- Minerals amounted to only 4% of the coun- 
land’s modest foreign trade in minerals in  try’s total export trade, which was dominat- 
1979 and 1980, as shown in tables 2 and 3.__ ed by fish and fish products. 

Table 2.—Iceland: Exports of mineral commodities 
, (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “{nited 

y Bite Other (principal) _— Co eee 

| METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, 
unwrought __-_________ 76,225 67,318 — United Kingdom 20,660; Switzerland 

17,292; West Germany 14,325. Iron and steel: 
Scrap____~_ ~~~ == 3,343 2,906 __ All to Norway. Ferrosilicon._______________ 12,539 25,309 3,777 West Germany 7,622; Poland 4,055; 

United Kingdom 3,506. Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
troy ounces_ _ _- 3,215 _- All to Belgium. Other: Base metals including alloys scrap 365 336 — Netherlands 202; Denmark 110; 

Norway 13. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural, n.e.s.: Pumice ___ __ 24,462 48,198 — Denmark 43,758; Sweden 2,035; West 
Germany 1,922. 

Diatomite _________________ 21,288 18,149 a West Germany 4,758; Italy 1,951; 
France 17,01. Salt__-__-_--- ~~ ee 5 —_ 

eee 

Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a aT 
Commodit. 1979 1980 : 

m “y United Other (principal) _- OOO Oe eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Alumina_________~__________ "142 469 145,906 NA Australia 145,900. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_______________ 133 110 _- All from United Kingdom. Semimanufactures ___________ 1,039 1,153 10 Norway 328; West Germany 236; 
Switzerland 169. Chromium oxides and hydroxides ____ __ 5 2 NA Mainly from West Germany. Copper metal including alloys, 

semimanufactures______________ 160 184 17 West Germany 60; Sweden 34; United 
Kingdom 23. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ________ value__ $158,456 $141,407 $246 Switzerland $81,822; West Germany 

$28,515; United Kingdom $17,605. Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate ____________ 8,700 5,600 a All from Norway. 

etal: 
Pig iron, speigeleisen, powder, shot 53 279 10 France 175; Sweden 54; Norway 25. Scrap _________-_ kilograms__ _- 400 -_ All from Norway. Steel, primary forms _________ 542 206 NA Denmark 185; West Germany 14. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections ___=-_~________ 21,031 24,156 5 Norway 13,787; Netherlands 2,004; 

West Germany 1,721. Universals, plates, sheets__ _ _ 13,348 17,657 (4) West Germany 3307, Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,809; Norway 2,808; 
Sweden 2,104. 

Hoop and strip __________ 337 463 NA West Germany 153; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 82; Denmark 78; 
Netherlands 75. Rails and accessories ______ 58 22 __ Netherlands 15; Sweden 6; Norway 1. Wire __________ 196 240 (?)  Belgium-Luxembourg 174; Denmark 
18; United Kingdom 17. Tubes, pipes, fittings ______ 8,260 9,390 10 West Germany 3,751; Netherlands ; 1,426; United Kingdom 965. Castings and forgings, rough_ _ 85 172 _. United Kingdom 111; Denmark 50. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides __. ~~ ~~_~__~________ 22 29 _- United Kingdom 11; West Germany 

10; Norway 5. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_______________ 163 286 _. Denmark 280; Norway 5. 
Semimanufactures ____=__~___ 59 13 () West Germany 11. 

Manganese metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _________________ 3 5 _- All from Norway. 
Semimanufactures _ ___ __ _ _ value_ _ $411 $25 _- All from West Germany. 

Mercury ___.___—-— 76-pound flasks_ _ 3 3 NA Mainly from West Germany. 
Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures____________. ___ ™6 1 (?) Do. 

Platinum-group metals including 
alloys, unwrought and partly 
wrought _____________~—-~value__ $162,066 $302,254 $66,488 Switzerland $204,022; West Germany 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______—do___~_ $262,721 $301,125 $2,000 United Kingdom $113,735; West Ger- 

many $106,168; Sweden $41,905. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms —_ ~~ 9 11 NA Denmark 7; United Kingdom 38. 
Titanium oxides and hydroxides __ _ _ — _ _ 896 1,044 11 United Kingdom 602; West Germany 

345; Norway 85. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms 
z value_ _ $510 $2,464 __ Norway $2,420; Sweden $44. 

inc: 
Oxides and peroxides ___._______ 13 17 _- West Germany 14; Norway 1. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought________.____-~_ 72 87 _- Norway 72; Belgium-Luxembourg 15. 
Blue powder __________-~--~- 4 3 1 United Kingdom 2. 
Semimanufactures ___.—____~_ 7 16 NA West Germany 8; Norway 7; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates_— ________~— 2 _- 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___—__ v3 6 NA United Kingdom 4; Norway 1; West 

Germany Il. 
Metalloids __________.____--_- 45 21 NA Mainly from Norway. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms _ 10 10 NA Mainly from Republic of South 

rica. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Emery, pumice, corundum, etc 1 7 NA West Germany 5. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ___________ ~~ ~~ __- 17 29 2 Sweden 6; West Germany 5; Spain 3; 
United Kingdom 3. 

Asbestos, crude _____.____.__~~_- 7 5 NA China 4. 
Barite and witherite _.._.§..________ 42 36 _- West Germany 24; Denmark 12. 
Boron materials. __________.___--_- 11 6 NA Denmark 5. 
Cement. __~_~__~_~__ ~~ ee 19,876 9,516 — Denmark 8,990; United Kingdom 302. 
Chalk__§__~.~§ ~~~ ee ee 299 378 _- Norway 152; France 120; United 

Kingdom 71. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crudeclays ______________--~- 328 476 24 United Kingdom 240; West Germany 
76; Netherlands 68. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay brick T1648 3,262 4 United Kingdom 1,217; France 1,163; 

Sweden 490. 
Nonrefractory ____________~_ 931 972 (1) Italy 326; West Germany 199; Sweden 

195; Denmark 159. 
Cryolite and chiolite__._.._________ 500 2,000 __ Denmark 1,600; Greenland 400. 
Diamonds: 

Gem, not set or strung _ _ _ —_ _ _ value_ _ $13,697 $17,874 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $9,367; Nether- 
lands $5,030; West Germany 
$3,470. ; 

Industrial ___________~-do___~_ $34,358 $20,071 -- Belgium-Luxembourg $17,140; 
Switzerland $1,543. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ _ 44 3 () NA. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, nepheline 

kilograms_ — 700 100 _- NA. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude_______-____.--_----_- 4 6 _- Mainly from West Germany. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________-~-_ 86 87 _- Norway 57; West Germany 15; 
Denmark 15. 

Phosphatic ____________---- 1,894 2,045 -- All from Sweden. 
Potassic__.______-------- 5,673 7,199 NA East Germany 6,998; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 200. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ __ — __ 35,410 32,010 NA Norway 18,997; Netherlands 7,039; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 4,957. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y gnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials —Continued 

Ammonia _______~_§__§___ 4,834 4,096 NA Norway 4,090. 
Graphite, natural________ kilograms__ 1,100 500 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Gypsum and plasters_________§_____ 3,522 9,501 (3) East Germany 9,471; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 12. 
Lime _________~______ 890 741 5 United Kingdom 445; West Germany 

Mica, all forms ___§_§_____________ 10 6 NA United Kingdom 5. 
Pigments, mineral, including processed 

iron oxides __._§_§_____________ 32 48 _- West Germany 23; Denmark 13; 
Spain 6; United Kingdom 6. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond, natural and synthetic 

value_ _ ™$17,621 $14,108 NA We enmeny $5,647; Netherlands 

Salt and brine__________________ 49,242 105,556 1 Spain 86,885; Tunisia 16,214; 
Denmark 892. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s: 
Caustic potash _____§__________ ll 26 NA West Germany 20. 
Caustic soda__$_§_~§_~§_§ ~~ 586 653 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 499; France 60; 

oe United Kingdom 45. 
Sodaash___________________ 1,443 1,481 250 East Germany 850; West Germany 

141; United Kingdom 129. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ______ 56 74 _- Italy 49; Netherlands 12; Sweden 7. 
Worked ______ _§_§_§___ 69 42 (4) Italy 35; Sweden 2. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade_ _ _ _ 63 120 __ Mainly from Norway. 
Gravel and crushed rock _________ 266 322 a Sweden 279; United Kingdom 22. 
Limestone, except dimension _______ 55 16 __ All from Denmark. 
Quartz and quartzite.___________ 25,416 41,335 12 Norway 41,289; Denmark 20. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing ______ 284 267 43 United Kingdom 76; Denmark 73; 

Norway 27. 
Sulfur: 

Dioxide____~_____.__________ 2 1 NA = Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Elemental: 

Colloidal _-___-§___________ 2 5 NA West Germany 3. 
Other than colloidal _________ 20 50 _— Mainly from Denmark. 

Sulfuricacid, oleum ________§____ 435 388 _- Norway 320; Denmark 34; Nether- 
ands 32. 

oc steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite  __ 106 106 _- Norway 94; China 8; Denmark 4. 
er: 
Crude_______~______________ v4 24 () Sweden 17; United Kingdom 4. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of stron- 

tium, magnesium, barium _______ 2 1 NA Mainly from Denmark. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals.__§_§_§_§_§__________ 1,074 3,969 6 Spain 2,810; West Germany 409; 

Austria 361. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Aspha!t and bitumen, natural ________ 50 797 (4) United Kingdom 772; Norway 15. 
Carbon black and gas carbon _ kilograms_ _ 400 600 NA Mainly from West Germany. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite. __§_§_9_~ ~_~___ ~~ ~_____ 9,833 12,243 __ Poland 12,156; United Kingdom 85; 
West Germany 2. 

Bituminous _________________ 15 36 — United Kingdom 35; Denmark 1. 
Briquets ___________________ 1 __ 
Lignite including briquets kilograms_ _ 200 __ . 

Coke and semicoke _______________ 11,904 16,403 — Norway 11,625; United Kingdom 
4,748; Denmark 29. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ________ 1 6 NA Mainly from Sweden. 
Peat including briquets and litter __ ____ 22 33 ~~ Denmark 32; Sweden 1. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 834 766 — USSR. 85; Portugal 93; Nether- 

an . 
Kerosine and jet fuel_______do____ 7514 452 — Netherlands 356; United Kingdom 

Distillate fuel oil _-._______do____ 2,306 1,723 __ U.S.S.R. 972; Netherlands 454; 
Portugal 147. 

Residual fuel oil. ____ _____do____ 1,075 1,197 _— U.S.S.R. 1,060; Netherlands 130; 
United Kingdom 7. 

Lubricants_____________do____ ™60,412 49,200 256 United Kingdom 36,092; Netherlands 
4,218; Belgium-Luxembourg 3,772. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas __do__ __ 10,550 9,669 _- Netherlands 7,013; Denmark 2,139. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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- Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED : 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued 
Other —Continued 

. Mineral jelly and wax 
thousand 42-gallon barrels 4,573 3,690 _- United Kingdom 2,167; West 

Nonlubricating oils _ _ _ _ _do_ — — — 323 382 NA Netherlands 127 ; United Kingdom — 

Bitumen, petroleum coke, other mn 
residues __________do____ 61,507 58,775 606 United Kingdom 53,643; West 

Mi Bituminous mixtures — aoe do_ ___ 7,672 12,029 1,364 United | Kingdom 9,495; Denmark 595. 
“y t vy 

and gas derived crude chemicals _-- 548 298 5 Netherlands 141; Denmark 109. 

"Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS | | shortages of electric power and ferroalloy 
Alumi In 1981 \ oduc markets determined production, which was 
uminum.—in » aluminum procuc- well below the 1981 targeted 44,000 tons of 

tion increased slightly in spite of a shortage 75% ferrosilicon, and a net loss was record- 
on erectric power, caused by a lack of precip- edbythecompany. 
itation. | 

Disagreement continued between the Ice- | NONMETALS 

landic Government and Swiss Aluminum oo 
Ltd. (Alusuisse) over the latter’s Icelandic Cement.—The Sementsverksmidja Riki- 
Aluminum Co. Ltd. subsidiary. The Govern- Sins (state-owned cement works) operated at 
ment had accused Alusuisse of avoiding Akranes, north of Reykjavik, a single-kiln, 

Australian subsidiary, Swiss Aluminum of Was 100,000 tons per year of cement or | 
Australia Ltd., at a price at least $35.5 95,000 tons of clinker. _ _o, 
million higher than the average market Nitr ogen.—Aburdarverksmidja Rikisins 
price during a period from 1975 to 1980. (state-owned fertilizer company ) was build- 
Alusuisse denied the charges. Talks tosettle M8 2 new 35,000-ton-per-year nitric acid 
the difference were delayed repeatedly dur- plant at Gufunes, near Rey kjavik, to re- 
ing the year. In the meantime, the Govern- place t he © xisting unit built in 195 2. The 
ment was reviewing its energy deal with Société Chimique de la Grande Paroisse was 

Alusuisse, on the basis of which it had awarded a $4 million contract to supply the 

supplied the electric power needed by the Stone and startup services, financed 
company, and as an alternative, it was also % by an export loan from France. The 
considering the possibility of taking over Gufunes fertilizer complex produced 45,000 
the company’s operations. tons of compound fertilizers of a dozen 

The Icelandic Government had been pre- different gr ades, including 7,000 tons of 
paring a feasibility study, aided by the ammonium nitrate. The new nitric acid 

Norwegian company, Aardal og Sunndal plant was to expand the compound fertilizer 
Verk AS, to create further aluminum ¢ca- plant's cap acity to 70,000 tons per year. At 
pacity in Iceland, depending on the state of the same location, there was also an electro- 
the world aluminum market. It had plan- lytic p lant to produce 8,000 tons per year of 
ned to hold at least 51% of this and any ammonia. n additional ae tons of the 
major industrial venture in the future. future. Iceland alec i im ted D ono mn bine 

Ferroalloys.—Icelandic Alloys Ltd. con- nium shos hates and tach amimo- 
tinued to produce ferrosilicon north of prosp po ° 
Reykjavik at Grundartangi. Equipment con- MINERAL FUELS 
tinued to be two 30-megawatt semiopen 
rotary Elkem furnaces. As in 1980, repeated Coal.—A draft resolution introduced in
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the Althing (Parliament) has focused atten- Work continued on completing a new 
tion on the possibility of exploiting lignite southwestern Iceland geothermal heating 
deposits found at several locations in the utility to pump hot water from what is said 

| fjords of northwest Iceland. The bill called to be the world’s biggest natural hot spring, 
for preliminary studies by the National in Bogarfjordur County near Deildartunga. 
Energy Authority and the power utilities. A pipeline system was built to distribute the 

The lignite at Stalfjall Mountain, West- hot water ata temperature of 97° C. 
Barda-Strada, Sysla County, was estimated Hydroelectric Power.—In October, the previously at 180 million tons, sufficient to first turbine of a new hydroelectric power- supply a 680-megawatt powerplant for 60 plant of the National Power Co. (Land- years. Lignite was mined in Iceland during virksjun) went onstream at Hrauneyjafoss | World War I, but mining was abandoned, as_in southern Iceland, and a second unit went strata were thin and poor in quality. onstream by yearend. The plant was not far 
Geothermal Energy.—The Geothermal from existing plants at Burfell and Sigalda. 

Energy Department of the Energy Institute AJ] three facilities harness the glacial rivers 
sponsored a study of geothermal energy in in the Thjorsa drainage basin. They should Iceland. It was revealed that only about one contribute to avoiding power shortages such 
thousandth of all of the geothermal energy as those experienced in early 1981. During 
resources of Iceland have been developed. In the winter of 1981, there was a power | 
1981, total thermal energy used for home shortage when the country’s total electrical heating amounted to 1,200 megawatts, output had to be cut back by 110 megawatts | which was the maximum output of existing for an extended period. 
installations. Other uses, including genera~- The State Electric Power Works signed 
tion of electric power, amounted to about an agreement with five rural communities 
500 megawatts. ; in Hunavatnssysla County to cut the plan- 

In 1981, there were 19 proven high- ned size of the Blanda River reservoir in the 
temperature geothermal areas in Iceland northwest of the country to 220 gigaliters, and 9 possible new ones. The largest of all from the original 400 gigaliters. This will areas was that around the Torfa Glacier in limit the capacity of the planned Blanda 

| central Iceland, estimated to cover 140 River powerplant to 177 megawatts. The 
square kilometers. Next came the Helgill generating capacity of the Burfell plant was 
area, followed by the Krafla and Krisovik to be increased from 210 to 350 megawatts. areas. All geothermal areas were located 
within the eruption and disintegr ation belt, 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
an extension of the mid-Atlantic Rift, that Where necessary, values have been converted from new crosses Iceland from the southwest to the  {celandic Use ao Kr) te US. dollars at the rate of 
northeast.



The Mi t Indi e Mineral Industry of India 
| By Gordon L. Kinney’ and Francis E. Shafer? | a 

India’s gross national product (GNP) in- _ this fell considerably short of the 137 billion 
creased an estimated 4.7% in real terms kilowatt-hours required. Thermal capacity 
during fiscal year (FY) 1981-82° compared utilization increased from 45% in FY 1980- 
with a 7.5% increase in FY 1980-81 and a_ 81 to 47% in FY 1981-82. An achievable goal 

4.5% decline in FY 1979-80. Foodgrain pro- for the Indian system would be about 58% _ 
duction, the key factor in the highly agricul- capacity utilization, still much lower than 
tural Indian economy, reached a record most electrical systems. — | 
level of 133 million tons, but fell short of the Several industries in the Bihar-West Ben- 
FY 1981-82 target of 138.5 million tons. gal steel producing belt continued to be 
GNP at current prices was estimated at hampered by power shortages despite a 40% 
$156 billion* in FY 1981-82, compared with increase in power output by the local elec- 

$140 billion (revised) in FY 1980-81. Current tric company. Acute power shortages were 

per capita income was about $226, one of also experienced in the States of Rajasthan, 

the lowest in the world. Complicating the Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Orissa. 

planning and executing of economic devel- The addition of 2,300 megawatts to generat- 
opment was the formidable population ing capacity during FY 1981-82 fell consid- 
problem—approaching 700 million—which erably short of the 3,212-megawatt target 
added over 6 million persons to the labor because of shortages of steel and cement as 
force in 1980 and again in 1981.5 well as delays in delivery of equipment. 

Industrial production in FY 1981-82 in- The target for FY 1982-83 was to add 
creased 8.5%, more than doubling the previ- 3,500 megawatts of capacity and to generate 
ous year’s growth. This was largely because a total of 132 billion kilowatt-hours of elec- 
of improvement in the performance of infra- trical power. Power transmission losses for 
structural industries, particularly coal,elec- the overall system were estimated at 15% to 
tric power, and railroad. Significant growth 20%, which contributed significantly to the 
was recorded in coal, crude steel, cement, power shortages. Considering the record of 
aluminum, and nitrogenous fertilizers. Dur- slippage between targets and achievement, 
ing 1981, the Government of India intro- the sixth 5-year plan (FY 1980-81 through 
duced a series of measures to promote FY 1984-85) target of 20,000 megawatts in 
industrial production including liberali- added generating capacity appears unlikely 
zation of capital goods and raw materials to be realized. This suggests that Indian 
imports for export-oriented industries, sim- industry is likely to continue facing power 
plification of industrial licensing proce- shortages for the foreseeable future. 
dures, and provision of institutional financi- In order to circumvent additional short- 

ng for modernization extended to all indus- ages, the Government had decided to ap- 
tries. prove construction of captive powerplants 

Power generation, the major limiting fac- for major public sector corporations such as 

tor in recent industrial performance, in- steel, fertilizers, and aluminum. Other in- 

creased more than 10% over the FY 1980-81 dustrial users may also construct captive 

level and exceeded its target by a modest powerplants provided they set up a consor- 

0.7%. A total of 123 billion kilowatt-hours tium. 
was produced but even with the increase, The Government’s public sector FY 1982- 
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83 annual plan called for an expenditure of Mines (IBM), the Mineral Exploration 

$23.5 billion, a 21% increase over that of the Corp., Ltd. (MEC), and the Government- 
previous year. owned nonferrous metals companies. Geolo- 

The energy sector development was as-_ gy, exploration, mining, beneficiation, and 
signed highest priority in the plan and was nonferrous metals research were being giv- 
to receive 32% of total expenditures. This en priority. 
was mainly intended to increase domestic | The planned outlay for science and tech- 
petroleum production from about 40% of nology during the sixth 5-year plan (FY 
the requirements in FY 1981-82 to roughly 1980-81 through FY 1984-85) has been in- 
70% in FY 1984-85. Other major expendi- creased to $18 million from $3.8 million 
tures included $960 million for expansion of during the previous 5-year plan, GSI and 
existing steel plants and construction of a IBM research funding are not included. The 
3.4-million-ton-per-year integrated plant at major programs being implemented includ- 
Visakhapatnam, $560 million for the fertil- ed research on rock bursts, scheelite recov- 
izer and chemicals sector, and $1.26 billion ery from gold ore, ore dressing, recovery of 
for the railroads. __ 7 _ cobalt from copper-converter slag, recovery 

The Indian railroad system increased of tellurium from electrolytic copper refin- 
freight traffic during 1981, thereby helping ery slime, recovery of copper by dump- 
to sustain the higher level of industrial leaching, and long-hole raising in mines. 

_ production. Inadequacies in railroad freight | GSI has acquired a vessel to be remodeled 
movement have been strong contributors to into a research ship for geoscientific cruises. 
coal and electric power shortages in recent The research facilities were to be ready 
years. The amount of freight moved in 1981 for offshore surveys in 1982. Two small 
reached a record high of over 220 million launches will be purchased for survey work 
tons, up nearly 13% over that of 1980, and __in coastal waters. These ships will strength- 
exceeded the annual target by 5 million en considerably the marine geology section 
tons. The freight target for 1982 was 230 of GSI. GSI was also strengthening its aerial 
million tons. The FY 1982-83 budget allocat- survey and deep exploration-drilling capa- 
ed $1.26 billion for capital expenditures on bility. | | 
the railroad system. That figure was IBM has received a new charter enlarging 
unchanged from the previous year and was_ its scope of activities, particularly in the 
claimed to be seriously inadequate to meet fields of mineral conservation and environ- 
the growing need to modernize the system. mental protection. Facilities for benefi- 
Given the modest funding and the past ciation of minerals in IBM were being 
problems, it was anticipated that the traffic expanded, and as part of this program, an 
bottlenecks would reemerge in 1982. ore dressing laboratory was completed at 

_ Research and development activities un- Ajmer in October 1981. The existing labora- 

der the science and technology program tory and pilot plant facilities at Nagpur 
were given major emphasis under the pub-_ were also being strengthened and another 
lic sector organizations controlled by the new ore dressing laboratory was being built 
Department of Mines; i.e., the Geological at Bangalore. 
Survey of India (GSD, the India Bureau of 

PRODUCTION | 

According to preliminary data, overall totaled only $456 million in 1981 compared 
value of Indian mineral production in 1981 with $417 million in 1980. With few excep- 

rose 63% over that of the previous year to tions, production levels remained nearly 
$3.78 billion. Most of the increase was unchanged from those of 1980. Even in 
attributed to a sharp rise in production and value terms, most of the increases were 

price increases of the mineral fuels. The marginal, stemming primarily from upward 
value of coal production rose 33% to $1.93 price revisions.® 
billion. In the case of crude oil, the 1981 Among key minerals, production of iron 
wellhead value rose 226% to $1.33 billion ore, a major export commodity, rose mar- 
based on a more than 50% increase in ginally but the pithead value rose 11% to 
production, coupled with increased domes- $144 million. Production of manganese ore 
tic crude oil prices at the wellhead. declined but the value increased slightly to 

In contrast, the value of nonfuel minerals $26.6 million. The values of some other
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important metallic ores were copper, $39.9 principal source of sheet mica. Among the 
million; gold, $29.4 million; chromite, $15.9 market economy countries, it was second in 

million; and zinc, $14.2 million. Limestone garnet and kyanite production, third in 

was by far the major nonmetallic mineral rare-earth minerals, tied for third in ammo- 

and was valued at $83.2 million. The next nia for nitrogen fertilizer, fourth in zircon, 
most valuable nonmetallic minerals were and fifth in world barite production. In 
apatite and phosphorite with combined val- addition, India was among the top nine 
ues less than one-third that of limestone. producers of iron ore, chromite, manganese, 

Despite the performance of the nonfuel magnesite, and cement. 
mineral sector, India remained the world’s | 

Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities! 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight _ ___ _ thousand tons_ _ 1,519 1,663 T1952 1,740 1,912 
Alumina, gross weight _____._.—do___~ 387 480 493 ©500 ©500 
Metal, primary_______________----- 179,000 213,729 ¥211,428 184,838 212,844 

Antimony metal, regulus_______.___----- 186 -— _- _- _~ 
Cadmium metal _____~_~_~________-__-_-- 44 113 166 89 113 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight_ _ — — —- — —_ —_— 352,500 266,293 F309,841 319,538 334,681 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content ___________- 31,200 26,040 26,313 €22,000 €27,000 
Metal: 

Smelter______________________ 28,489 19,481 21,455 28,489 25,748 
Refined______________________ 21,059 17,682 14,707 17,021 £24,000 

. Gold metal, smelter _______ —_-_troy ounces_ _ 96,902 89,186 784,781 718,834 79,875 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight ______-_ thousand tons_ _ 42,598 38,838 F39,859 40,670 41,120 
Iron content______________do____ 26,666 24,313 T24,952 25,459 25,741 

Metal: 
Pigiron ________________do____ 9,796 9,432 ™8 748 8,459 9,474 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome_________._~___~ 18,068 21,545 T22,249 16,012 31,066 
Ferromanganese ___________~~ 193,908 219,993 T186,803 162,650 208,836 
Ferrosilicon _______________~_ 44,675 52,275 53,087 42,606 60,253 
Ferrosilicochrome_ __________—_— 4,155 3,892 3,851 4,037 4,408 
Other ___________________- 10,833 3,634 2,844 585 9,074 

Crude steel: 
Steel ingots. _____ thousand tons__ 9,852 9,917 9,936 9,356 10,700 
Steel castings __________do____ 66 ©70 65 “65 80 

Total. ____________do____ 9,918 9 987 T10,001 €9 421 10,780 

Semimanufactures:* 
Angles, shapes, sections _ _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 1,012 1,040 1,000 1,000 NA 
Bars and rods __________do____ 2,312 2,300 ©2,200 2,200 NA 
Plates and sheets: 

Uncoated __________do____ 1,019 1,062 ©1100 ©1000 NA 
Galvanized _________do____ 192 194 ©200 €200 NA 
Tinplate_______..—-do___~_ 110 90 ©100 ©100 NA 

Hoop, strip, strapping, skelp _do__ _ _ 1,166 1,153 ©1,100 ©1,100 NA 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ _ _do___ — 497 452 400 ©350 NA 
Wire________________do____ 326 351 234 ©240 NA 
Special steels, not further specified 

do. __ — 352 422 518 ©550 NA 

Total. ________--_-do___~_ 6,986 7,064 6,852 °6,740 NA 
Lead: 

Mine output, metal content ________~-~-- 12,720 12,840 15,960 12,720 15,320 

Metal, refined: 
Primary ____~--~__-~---~-----~-~--- 7,588 10,059 9,820 14,846 14,325 
Secondary __-___-___----------- © 12,400 10,900 10,800 10,732 11,081 

Total _.______---~-~_-~-~-~--- 19,988 20,959 20,620 25,578 25,406 
Magnesium _ ____~ -___-__------------ 107 23 28 13 15 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
RL 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” a 

METALS —Continued 

Manganese ore and concentrate, gross weight 
thousand tons_ _ 1,865 1,619 "1,771 1,645 1,500 

Rare-earth metals: Monazite concentrate, gross 
weight®_____________.___ 2,734 3,272 3,254 4,210 4,300 Selenium -________________ kilograms__ 4,078 5,151 4,596 ©3800 €3,700 Silver, mine and smelter output 

thousand troy ounces__ 425 388 370 366 555 Titanium concentrates, gross weight: 
Ilmenite._-._-.__-___________ 3137,350 $161,536 $146,843 3167,900 188,828 Rutile --_-_________________ 35,491 35,660 34,940 35,360 8,752 Tungsten, mine output, metal content______ __ 22 21 718 22 38 Zinc: 

. Mine output, concentrate: 
Gross weight __-_____________ > 46,113 66,019 71,774 48,104 57,434 Metal content__________________ 25,362 ™36,310 ™39,476 26,457 31,589 OTE OS ————lT_™_leaQzz=iKXz=~—€ET»s=s~e —-_—-§_ == 

Metal: 
Primary _____________________ 35,997 59,354 63,326 43,627 58,516 Secondary ____________________ NA NA NA 234 200 hh 

Total _--_______________ 35,997 59,354 63,326 43,861 58,716 Zirconium concentrate: Zircon, gross weight __ _ _ 10,677 11,167 12,180 14,820 12,400 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural, n.e.s.: 
Corundum, natural _-_____________ 1,306 1,082 *909 1,454 1,500 Garnet______-__________ 1,825 2,467 6,820 3,742 3,176 . Jasper _________________ 1,450 2,631 3,301 4,117 3,356 Asbestos_____________________ ee 22,177 24,623 732,094 31,253 24,515 Barite ___________________________ 330,989 388,582 "490,699 434,015 353,362 Bromine, elemental_._________________ 510 460 300 334 350 Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 19,060 19,560 18,264 17,700 20,760 Chalk _-_-_-_-_____________ 61,414 74,813 ™79,786 87,142 85,309 Clays: 

Iclay___-_-_~_-~2~- 2 ee 48,369 96,552 128,090 125,457 118,635 Diaspore._._._--_-_~______________ 7,900 4,909 6,437 5,504 5,000 Fire clay...--_~-~_~_~_____ 726,000 725,000 789,291 656,279 791,105 Et YO —l—TmjRDaDa@a@mC== =e 
Kaolin: . 

Direct salable, crude___ thousand tons__ . 849 304 ™379 349 406 Processed _______________do____ 96 114 T116 97 100 eh Ad 
Total _.-_-____________do____ 445 418 F495 446 506 Other _____-_______________do____ 129 71 FQ] 80 80 eee | aoe 

Diamond: 
Gem*______________ thousand carats__ 15 14 "14 12 14 Industrial® _..__-§-§_~>__________do____ 3 2 2 2 2 eee 

Total ____-___-_________do.___ 18 16 16 14 16 Feldspar______________________ | 54,710 51,675 50,157 58,610 59,395 ESO —————__——_——_—=z2 
Fluorspar: 

Concentrates: 
Acidgrade.__-_________________ 9,069 9,678 F10,991 12,349 ©13,000 Metallurgical-grade ______________ 6,140 4,349 6,369 4,809 5,720 HY 

Total ________-___-_______ 15,209 14,027 17,360 17,158 18,720 Other fluorspar materials (graded) ~~ Le 3,586 3,519 4,081 4,049 4,185 Gem stones excluding diamond: 
Agate (including chalcedony pebble)_______ 1,768 2,268 72,164 1,379 1,476 Emerald, crude_____________ _ carats__ 550 35,085 3,760 6,600 1,000 Garnet_________________ kilograms_ _ 5,529 4,912 ™5,035 3,726 1,539 Graphite__________________________ 48,455 63,784 ™52,821 48,795 56,249 Gypsum ______________ thousand tons__ 778 884 ™877 856 943 Kyanite and related materials: 
Andalusite ______________________ 387 225 __ __ __ Kyanite__________________ 42,123 30,897 40,709 46,522 38,283 Sillimanite —- eee LL 15,023 13,471 16,105 12,987 10,254 Lime® ___________________ 182,000 200,000 408,000 400,000 400,000 Magnesite____________________ 402,007 414,166 384,665 385,104 453,410 

—————ooOonOanauau”—ooo leo 
Mica:* 

Exports: 
Block _____._-____________ 1,099 T) 329 F €1 000 ©1,180 1,000 Film and book for M cuttings_________ 126 ™|6 re65 ©85 “100 
Splittings _...________________ 3,445 ™3,968 F €9 670 €3,610 3,600 Scrap___._--_____________ 9,958 9,334 T €8 900 ©13,910 *14,000 Powder______________________ 7,505 8,518 r €3 700 £8,000 ®7,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Mica* —Continued 
Exports —Continued 

Manufactured_________________-_ 470 396 r e305, £300 e300 

Total __-_____________-_-_-_ 22,603 23,621 ¥ €16,660 ©27,085 ©26,000 
Domestic use (all forms)®______________~_ 3,000 T3000 3,000 T3000 3,000 

Grand totalz__.§._-________--- F25,603 596,621 T19,660 ©30,085 £29,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia® 

thousand tons_ _ 2,037 2,220 2,256 2,221 3,193 
Phosphate rock (including apatite) _________ _ °740,322 F789 270 ™681,486 540,932 561,944 

Pigments, mineral, natural: Ocher _________- 75,935 77,450 99,036 86,198 79,631 
et gross weight ________-_____- ~~~ 31,085 63,781 ™67,172 83,806 57,598 

t: 

Rock salt _._________-—- thousand tons__ 4 4 4 5 4 
Other ________________~_._do___- 5,328 6,696 7,032 ©7300 ©7300 

Total _.________________do___~_ 5,332 6,700 7,036 7,305 7,304 
Sodium carbonate ____.________------- 567,600 590,000 610,000 600,000 600,000 
Stone, sand and gravel:® 

Calcite. __§ -___ eee 27,445 27,983 30,161 24,028 21,167 

Dolomite ___________ _ thousand tons__ 2,152 1,969 ¥2,.077 1,887 1,955 
Limestone. _________________do__~_- 30,380 30,915 30,586 28,215 30,873 
Quartz and quartzite ~~ ~~ ~_-___._do___- 369 390 322 240 282 

Calcareous___________.---do___- 898 932 1772 172 685 | 
Other__________________do___- 1,677 1,620 T1,670 1,532 96 

Slate_~____.-~___ ~~ eee 21,826 14,319 719,399 11,406 9,187 

Sulfur: 
Content of pyrites _____.._---------~- ©14,080 25,500 T26,869 33,522 30,757 

Byproduct: 
From metallurgical plants®_ _ _ __ _ — ~~ - 117,000 115,000 115,000 115,000 115,000 
From oil refineries _ ___....._----- 7,000 7,000 T3665 5,065 4,170 

Total _____________~--_--~- 138,080 147,500 T145,534 153,587 149,927 

Talc and related materials: 
Pyrophyllite __._____-__~.--------- 34,619 38,883 34,708 35,924 36,000 

Steatite (soapstone) _______-___------~- 247,000 298,000 T352,000 310,188 329,000 . 

Vermiculite.__§_§ $$ -____-_1~~----~-+--- 2,878 1,886 ¥3,109 3,428 3,624 

Wollastonite ______.~___.~~--_--~----~- 3,330 1,928 T3794 5,788 15,940 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS | 

Carbon black® __________________---- 59,000 55,000 54,000 NA NA 

Coal: . . 
Bituminous ______._.—__ _ thousand tons_- 100,247 101,973 103,845 114,010 124,900 
Lignite. ______..______---__-do___- 3,632 3,613 3,264 4,548 5,500 

Total __________________do___- 103,879 105,586 107,109 118,558 130,400 

Coke:® 
Coke oven and beehive _______.-do__~—~ 10,000 12,100 12,000 12,000 12,000 
Gashouse __________________do___-~- 50 47 100 100 100 
Other, soft._________..___. _~-do__~_- 3,700 50 50 50 50 

Total _________________-do___- 13,750 12,197 12,150 12,150 12,150 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_____..__..—-- million cubic feet - 96,282 97,823 100,000 82,530 3136,067 
Marketable _____________.--do___- 54,561 61,129 66,957 50,661 375,820 

Petroleum: 
Crude ____-_~— thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 75,787 92,812 93,732 715,672 116,712 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________..-_--do___-~- 11,645 12,891 12,775 12,393 22,691 
Kerosine________.________do___- 19,282 19,515 een} 13.440 {. 

Jet fuel.________________do___- 8,160 9,424 8,760 NA 
Distillate fuel oil _.._._.__.___.-do__~_- 60,993 64,499 68,620 60,680 74,555 
Residual fuel oil _._____._--do__~_-~- 34,938 38,601 42,340 41,845 46,307 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 

MINERALFUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
—Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Lubricants_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,828 3,403 _ 2,920 2,849 
Other. _________________do____ 32.459 34,648 36,135 “57,642 42,176 

Refinery fuel and losses_______do____ 10,778 13,377 10,950 13,594 

Total __-_____________do____ 181,083 196,353 202,940 “191,000 224,701 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 29, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, other clays (bentonite, fuller’s earth, and common clays), other gem stones 

(aquamarine, ruby, and spinel), and uranium are also produced, but output is not reported and available information is 
inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. In 1975, production of 6,514 tons of uranium ore containing about 
3 tons of U3Og was reported from 2 mines, which was only a part of total national production. Moreover, reported 
production of stone and sand and gravel are clearly only partial figures and exclude a number of types of stone; the 
amounts reported are inadequate to provide sufficient aggregate for production of concrete from domestically produced 
and consumed cement, nor do they provide for other supplies of aggregate for road metal and other construction uses. 

3Data are for fiscal year beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. 
“Data supplied here (exports plus domestic use) are provided in lieu of officially reported production because the latter 

figures are evidently incomplete. Officially reported production figures are as follows, in metric tons: 1977—14,671; 
1978—14,273; 1979—14,180; 1980—12,355; and 1981—12,729. Data presented in this table for exports for the years 1978-81 
inclusive and domestic consumption for all years are significantly revised from those appearing in the 1981 Mica 
commodity chapter in Volume I of the Minerals Yearbook, owing to the receipt of additional information subsequent to 
the preparation of that chapter. 

5Partial figures; for details see footnote 2. 
SIncludes reinjected gas. 

TRADE 

Even though faced with a §6 to $7 billion The intent throughout has been to attempt 
trade deficit, the Government framed a FY to make each import liberalization relate to 
1982-83 trade policy aimed at liberalizing a potential export increase. The new policy 
the import regulations. The policy recogniz- removes 100% export-oriented companies 
ed the need to assure basic inputs to indus- and free trade zones from licensing, and 
try and also to update Indian technology as_ allows them duty-free imports. 
preliminary steps to developing the slowly One mineral-related change was the 
growing export market. Nearly 100 new transfer of aluminum extrusions from OGL 
items of raw materials and components to the restricted list. Several new aluminum 
have been brought under the Open General extrusion projects have been set up to meet 
License (OGL) for imports. At the same India’s projected demand of over 40,000 tons 
time, in order to protect domestic manufac- per year in the near future. Another change 
tures and to encourage growing industries, was that brass and copper scrap were re- 
5 items of capital goods and 33 items of raw _ placed on the OGL list.” 

' materials were removed from the OGL list.
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Table 2.—India: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate.____ -value, thousands_ _ $11,131 $15,678 __ USE $11,175; Brazil 

Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 10,790 4,507 59 Libya 1,368; Sri Lanka 793; 
anglades. . 

Chromium ore and concentrate ____________ T67,102 236,017 __ Japan 1651; Bast Ger 0 
many 39,867; Italy 28,000. 

Copper: 
Gre and concentrate_________________ NA 23,000 _— All to Japan. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ ______ 518 1,143 8 Libya <8; Tanzania 245; 

Iron and steel: ee 
Ore and concentrate______ thousand tons_ _ T19,8388 24,347 55 Romania ory eepublic of 

orea 1,886; Yugoslavia 
Metal 364. 

etal: 
Scrap ___.__-_____----__--_-~-_ 75,811 10,532 21 Japan 9,394; Netherlands 

Pig iron, cast iron, shot, pellets _______ 298,743 104,254 248 USSR. oO ; Republic of 
orea 11,300; Nort 

F i Korea 8,788. 
erroalloys: 

Ferrochrome_____ ~~ ~~~ ~~ ____ 9,093 9,001 — Italy 6,663; North Korea 
; t German . 

Ferromanganese ____________~_ 76,200 52,681 14,121 Japan 15,693; Canada 5,725; 
mania 5,027. 

Ferrosilicon ~_-_____________ _ 7,379 14,014 — Japan 13,514. 
Steel, primary forms_—____________~_ 167,999 49,242 8 Iran oeele, Nepal 5,886; 

Semimanufactures: ee 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections_ _ _ 334,715 101,745 1,043 Kuwait 32,086; Saudi 

rabia 20,214; Uni 
Arab Emirates 9,020. 

Universals, plates, sheets ________ 22,858 11,697 94 USSR 1,208; Japan 2,000; 
epal 1,239. 

Hoop and strip. ___._________-_ 1,016 176 14 Kenya 39; Iraq 34; Ethiopia 

Rails and accessories ___________ 60,275 7,876 2 Iran 3,079; Iraq 2,535; Egypt 

Wire___________-------_-- 6,813 14,095 116 China 8,404; Yugoslavia 
; Tanzania 462. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ___________ 258,547 135,262 11,633 Saudi Arabia 38.529; China 
203; Uni ra 

Emirates 9,930. 
Castings and forgings, rough ___ _ __ 11,586 6,039 4,243 Saudi Arabia 322, Australia 

; Canada 267. 
Lead metal including alloys, all forms 

value, thousands. _ $41 $57 _- Australia ots Yemen Sana 
; Sri Lanka $11. 

Magnesium and beryllium metals __.~______ 1 —_ 
Manganese ore and concentrate____________ 517,292 629,944 _— J apan 437,187 ; North jRorea 

035; Republic of Korea 
62,341. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — — — — 482 4 _- Saudi Arabia 3. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $10 __ 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought ___— thousand troy ounces__ 21,717 3,813 16 United Kingdom 2,837; 
rance 558. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms_——____ ~~ 2 3 -- Oman 2. 
Titanium ore and concentrate_______~_____ 96,728 53,043 — Japan 42,700; Taiwan 9,500. 
Zine metal including alloys, all forms __— _—_ —_ 10 107 — Sri Lanka 98. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates ______________~— 545 22,416 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________.-_ 3,784 NA NA NA. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms _____ 187 218 4 Bangladesh 177. 
Nonferrous metal scrap. — ~~ _ ~~~ _- 505 _- Japan 400; United Kingdom 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural ________________________ 2,279 347 1 Republic of Korea 200; 

and 99. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ __ 3,373 1,939 18 Japan 867; Australia 202; 

ghanistan . 
Asbestos, crude. ___ ._._-____.~--_----_ 194 413 30 West Germany 270; United 

ingdom 58. 
Barite and witherite___________________ 201,042 338,312 201,333 Iraq a8 997, Netherlands 

Cement ______________________-__- 48,307 54,998 __ Nepal 53,465. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—India: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 “Wnted 2 DOO 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: Bentonite. ._-_-_______________ T19,811 19,775 a Iraq 6,900; Iran 5,279; 

United Arab Emirates 
3,881. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay brick 

value, thousands_ _ $817 $3,765 $3 Republic of Korea $1,846; 
United Arab Emirates 
$217; Fiji $173. 

Nonrefractory_ ____________do____ $2,504 $1,350 $2 Sri Lanka $295; United 
Arab Emirates $236; 
Oman $219. 

Diamond: Gem, not set or strung _ _ ___ _do____ $665,045 $436,432 $129,734 Belgium-Luxembourg 
$146,054; Hong Kong 
$40,629; Switzerlan 
$38,366. 

Fertilizer materials: Crude, phosphatic _____—_ 146 NA NA NA. 
Kyanite and related materials ____________ T3875 1,659 __ Netherlands 680; Switzer- 

land 629; Japan 250. 
Lime ____ ~~~ eee 5,716 2,072 __ Bangladesh 1,474; United 

Arab Emirates 211. 
Magnesite. __§______________________ 711,152 5,429 122 Netherlands 2,323; United 

Kingdom 2,023. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste_ _____ _ 715,436 12,635 3,762 J. apan 2,104; Czechoslovakia 
28; France 831. 

Worked including agglomerated splittings __ _ T8957 4,025 162 Norway 500; West Germany 
479; Japan 363. 

Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond: 
Natural __________~_ value, thousands_ _ $45,803 $78,542 $8,698 Cyprus $49,211, Switzerland 

Synthetic ___._______________do___~_ $741 $1,969 $926 
Salt. _______. 2 Le 18,747 30,196 _. Nepal 29,603. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked __________ _ 163,508 219,671 1,985 Japan 143,065; Italy 34,136. 
Worked. ~~ _-§_-_-_- 9,932 10,541 _- Japan 4,488; United Arab 

Emirates 4,309. 
Limestone for lime manufacture ___._____ 165,974 NA NA NA. 
Gravel and crushed rock ______________ 13,248 NA NA NA. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing. _._ _____—_ 16,005 NA NA NA. 

Sulfur: Elemental _. 9.9 _~9___________-_ _ 791 NA NA NA. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone _______________- F12,479 13,355 _. Norway 3,200; Kenya 2,073; 

United Kingdom 1,559. 
Other: ; 

Crude ______.__ _-~ value, thousands_ _ $40,206 NA NA NA. 
pag and waste, not metal-bearing _ —_do_ _ __ NA $13 _- West Germany $7. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and fiber 

cements, unfired nonmetals___________ 50,798 38,743 46 United Arab Emirates 
22,041; Qatar 3,350; 
Afghanistan 3,269. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades including briquets ___..____ _ 445,651 93,220 _- Bangladesh 70,357; Nepal 

Goke and semicoke —~--- ee 4,985 433 — All to Nepal. 
as: 
Natural ________.-—~— value, thousands_ _ $1 NA NA NA. 
Manufactured _____________~-do___~_ $83 NA NA NA. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline __ _— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 314 NA NA NA. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. _- ______.__do____ 158 NA NA NA. 
Distillate fuel oil _._______..-_do__~_~ 193 NA NA NA. 
Residual fuel oi] _-_______._..__do___~_ 6 NA NA NA. 
Lubricants______—_-_ value, thousands_ _ $732 NA NA NA. 
Unspecified ___ __ _ _ __42-gallon barrels_ _ 28 NA NA NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 
derived crude chemicals ____________-~-- 20,238 NA NA NA. 

FRevised. NA Not available.
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_ Table 3.—India: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 
ee 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Alumina _____§__~ ~~~ _____ 620 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ ™26,092 31,751 110 France 11,908; Bahrain 6,218; West 

Germany 2,515. 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate, gross weight __ 106 1 _— All from Singapore. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 114 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, scrap and 
unwrought _______________ TQ11 450 50 Taiwan 217; China 161. 

Arsenic: 
Crude sulfides__§ $$ __-__________ 7 NA NA NA. 
Oxide and acid __-____________ | 685 NA NA NA. 
Elemental _.__-__§_~9___.______ 10 NA NA NA. 

Beryllium metal including alloys, scrap 
and unwrought_ _.___~~- kilograms_ _ 54 NA NA NA. 

Bismuth metal including alloys, scrap . 
and unwrought____§___________ 99 NA NA NA. 

Cadmium: 
Oxides and hydroxides _ kilograms_ _ 400 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _ _ 59 NA NA NA. 

Chromium: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 5 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, scrap and 

unwrought _______________ 37 NA NA NA. 
Cobalt: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, scrap and 
unwrought _______________ 151 136 4 Zaire 67; Belgium-Luxembourg 32. 

Copper: 
ides and hydroxides -________ 8 NA NA NA. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___._____-.____ __ 715,904 34,275 10,231 Singapore 7,418; Kuwait 7,059; 

nited Arab Emirates 2,816. 
Unwrought_____ $$ ____ 60,172 45,682 8 Zambia 34,543; West Germany 6,160. 
Semimanufactures _________ 5,820 6,227 479 Japan 1,905; United Kingdom 1,399; 

est Germany 919. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate except roasted 
pyrites___-_____________ 301 164 24 Spain 140. 

Roasted pyrites - — ----—----__- 163 15 10 France 5. 
etal: 

Scrap _________________ 109,326 144,697 57,499 United Kingdom 45,168; West Ger- 
many 13,550; France 8,815. 

Pig iron and castiron _______ _. 625 _- Canada 553. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot _ _ _ _ _ 803 1,022 1 Sweden 899; West Germany 97. 
Ferroalloys.___.~_________ 4,515 2,739 229 France 1,912. 
Steel, primary forms _ _______ 3,744 14,232 198 Republic of Korea 29,399; West 

rmany 14,076; Romania 8,623. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 85,461 282,709 1,298 United Kingdom 93,128; Japan 

69,994; West Germany 31,878. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

thousand tons_ _ 522 1,093 43 Japan 355; West Germany 165; 
United Kingdom 153. 

Hoop and strip_________ 13,128 15,175 614 West Germany 7,873; Sweden 2,604; 
Japan 2,350. 

Rails and accessories __ __ _ 187 (4) NA NA. 
Wire ____._________ 5,116 4,123 26 Japan 1,134; West Germany 893; 

United itingdom 665. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 80,711 86,522 1,723 Japan 38,219; West Germany 19,470; 

Ginited Kingdom 10,073. 
Castings and forgings, rough 1,260 4,937 10 Canada 3,475; Japan 663; United 

Kingdom 247. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 101 47 _- Morocco 45. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 272 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________.______ 1,912 4,246 158 United Arab Emirates 1,095; Kuwait 
1,049; Jordan 743. 

Unwrought______________ 24,967 34,613 -_- Australia 30,548; Spain 2,005. 
Semimanufactures _______.._ 1,528 20 1 West Germany 12. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms _.____-_-___~________ 752 493 163 United Kingdom 137; Norway 103. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 4,045 5,143 50 Congo 3,000; Singapore 1,058. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—India: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodi 1978 1979 ‘ 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Manganese —Continued 

Oxides and hydroxides ___--_~-~- 330 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, scrap and 

unwrought ____________._- 152 NA NA Na. 
Mercury ____._—~ 76-pound flasks_ _ 10,158 NA NA NA. 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate _______.——~ 173 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, scrap and 

unwrought _______________ 35 37 _10 United Kingdom 9; Sweden 5; 
Netherlands 4. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap... ~~~ T2690 2,377 256 Belgium-Luxembourg 380; United 

ingdom 363; West Germany 339. 
Unwrought ________________ 3,606 2,291 30 Canada 541; United Kingdom 426; 

Australia 395. 
Semimanufactures___ ~~. ___ 2,034 2,644 366 United Kingdom 795; Japan 376; 

Canada 241. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces... _ T13,407 12,635 997 United Kingdom 5,466; U.S.S.R. 

Selenium, elemental_____._______- 29 NA NA _ NA. 
Silicon, elemental ___________ ~~~ 1,144. NA NA NA. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___ troy ounces_— 13,655 NA NA NA. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, scrap 

and unwrought_ _ _ _ _ — — kilograms_ — 1,135 NA NA NA. 
qellurium, elemental __.__——do___~_ 719 NA NA NA. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — ~~~ _— 138 NA NA _ NA. . 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________-___-_-_- 74,553 7,466 1,747 United Kingdom 2,822; West 
. Germany 1,193; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 905. 
Unwrought. ___________- 1,793 1,864 1 Malaysia 1,666. 
Semimanufactures _ _..__-_~ 31 15 2 Japan 6. 

Oxides _______..-~______--~ 6,038 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _— 20 NA NA NA. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate ________~—~ F397 255 10 Thailand 181. 
Metal including alloys, scrap and 

unwrought ___________.__~ T96 21 1 United Kingdom 6; Netherlands 5; 
7 West Germany 4. 
inc: 

Ore and concentrate__________— 83,212 39,580 141 Peru 26,501; Australia 11,410. 
Oxides and hydroxides __----~-- 15 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.--__----------~- 1,015 846 442 Tanzania 107; Australia 105; Kenya 

Unwrought..____ __ -______~ 56,496 43,241 1 Australia 13,262; U.S.S.R. 11,259; 
Zambia 4,992. 

Semimanufactures? ________ 1,417 1,622 637 Australia 365; Canada 182; Kenya 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate __ —______-~-— 5 NA NA NA. 

on including alloys, unwrought _ — 56 NA NA NA. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates. ____—__~_— 126 623 113 Thailand 181; Australia 144; Kuwait 

Metals: 
Metalloids __._____--_---~- 36 NA NA NA. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

metals ___________-_-_-~_ 19 NA NA NA. 
Base metals including alloys, 

scrap and unwrought _—_—~_— 107 1,772 355 Japan 38s; United Kingdom 289; 
ina 161. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: 

Tripoli earth_________---~ 17 NA NA NA. 
Other ________ _ kilograms. — 440 NA NA Na. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones except diamond 

do_ _ __— 64 NA NA NA. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____-_-___________- 266 244 51 United Kingdom 60; West Germany 
; Japan 42. 

Asbestos, crude ______._______--~ 751,895 48,458 310 Canada 17,876; U.S.S.R. 14,948; 
Australia 9,209. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—India: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 . 
y Qhited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates__________ 301 NA #§£NA NA. 
Oxide and acid ____§_________ _ 3 NA NA NA. 

Bromine, elemental] ____________ _ 162 NA NA NA. 
Cement_____.___-— thousand tons__ 1,143 1,138 (3) North Korea 542; Republic of Korea 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude__ ~~ ~~ § 5 5 ee 1,577 NA NA NA. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick __ ~~ ~~~ 8,751 NA NA NA. 

Nonrefractory ___________ _ 75 NA NA NA. 
Cryolite and chiolite____________- 5 NA NA NA. 
Diamond: 

Gem _____~_-—_ value, thousands_ _ $534,125 ~ $423,009 $3,567 Belgium-Luxembourg $205,733; 
United Kingdom $157,689. 

Industrial _____ thousand carats_ _ 970 480 70 United Kingdom 115; Ireland 65; 
Sierra Leone 55. 

Diatomite, kieselguhr, other infusorial 
earth___________ 230 NA NA NA. 

Feldspar and fluorspar __________~_ T5000 5,034 _. Thailand 5,000. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Phosphatic __— thousand tons_ _ 830 1,145 267 Jordan 388; Morocco 354; Senegal 96. 
Potassic.__ -..-_.______~_ 23 481 _— Spain 480. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _— thousand tons_ _ 1,910 1,039 375 Romania. it Qatar 85; Bulgaria 82; 

Phosphatic_____________- 197,565 192,598 180,285 Singapore 7,000; Romania 5,313. 
Potassic. _.__________-__- 552,439 392,019 17,369 Canada 164,867, West Germany 

Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ _ - 333,054 479,433 93,787 West Germany 133,710; Canada 
122,722; East Germany 177,224. 

Fluorine, elemental _ ___ _ kilograms. _ 10 NA NA NA. 
Graphite, natura] _____________~ 539 NA NA NA. . 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 6 NA NA NA. 
Iodine, elemental______________ _ 222 NA NA NA. 
Lime ____ 20 19 — France 9; Japan 9. 
Magnesite, crude_______________ 7 641 27,153 11 Greece 23,004; North Korea 1,914; 

Japan 1,014. 
Mica, worked including agglomerated 

splittings _________________~_ 145 NA NA NA. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Iron oxides, processed _________~- 1,279 NA NA NA. 
Other______________-__-_- 2 NA NA NA. 

Precious and semprecious stones except . 
diamond: 
Natural ____ _ value, thousands_ _ $8,259 $6,715 $1,507 Switzerland $1,088; Brazil $1,087. 
Synthetic and reconstructed _do_ _ _ _ $201 $211 $21 France $83; Switzerland $50. 

Pyrites, unroasted _____________~ NA 13 13 
Salt and brine. ____.____-__.___ 1,042 89 _- Nepal 50; Singapore 22. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda_______________~- 46 NA NA NA. 
Caustic potash ______________ 55 NA NA NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ____ _ 28 41 _— Italy 39. 
Worked _____________-_-_~- 141 25 12 West Germany 9. 

Gravel and crushed rock: 
Quartz ___________.-__- 19 _- 
Other ___________----_-_- 258 136 23 Nepal 100. 

Limestone except dimension _ _ _ _ _ _ 12 12 12 
Sulfur: 

Elemental ___§_§____________- 818,168 959,152 209,001 Canada 262,671; Iraq 234,229; Poland 

Sulfuric acid. __-___________~~- 3 NA NA NA. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 14 NA NA NA. 
Other: 

Crude: 
Meerschaum, amber, jet _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 NA NA NA. 
Unspecified ________-_--- 8,546 NA NA NA. 

Slag and ash, not metal-bearing _ _ _ _ 5,550 NA NA NA. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

strontium, magnesium, barium _ _ _ 159 NA NA NA. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_ ___-_______---- 161 125 7 United Kingdom 61; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—India: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
mS United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __ _ ____ 1,681 NA NA NA. 
Carbon black and gas carbon: ° 

Carbon black ____.__._.----- 1,885 NA NA NA. 
Gas carbon ____—~_-_~— kilograms. — 32 NA NA NA. 

Coal, all grades including briquets __ — _ 1,613 639,705 21 Australia 474,279; Canada 165,105. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases . 

value, thousands_ _ $1,202 NA NA NA. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 107,521 120,042 _- Iraq 44,474; Saudi Arabia 22,893; 

U.S.S.R. 22,662. 
Refinery products: 

Kerosine and jet fuel* __do____ 12,532 10,822 NA NA. 
Distillate fuel oil*_ ___ _do____ T8027 11,033 NA NA. 
Residual fuel oil* ____—do____ T5A15 5,994 NA NA. 
Lubricants? ________do____ 231 NA NA NA. 
Liquefied petroleum gas‘* do__ __ _- 128 NA NA. 
Other® ___________do____ 3,043 NA NA NA. 

"Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Unreported quantity valued at $613,000. 
2Includes blue powder. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Data are from the United Nation’s Yearbook of World Energy Statistics 1980, 896 pp. 
5Data are from the International Petroleum Annual, 1978. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS most other countries such as the United 
. . Alumi States or the Federal Republic of Germany, 

_ Bauxite, Alumina, and Aluminum.—The — pyt 55% of Indian aluminum consumption 
situation in the aluminum industry chang- was electric-conductor-grade, compared 
ed substantially during the past year. . In with 11% and 6%, respectively, for the 

1980, there were severe shortages, forcing other two countries. Further complicating 
the importation of well over 100,000 tons of the problem was a Government ban on 

aluminum. In 1981, the industry faced a export of electric-conductor-grade alumi- 
surplus of unsold stock. There were several num imposed in 1980. As the surplus metal 

factors that contributed to this new prob- stocks built up, the Government found it 
lem. necessary to lift the export ban in late 

One important problem was the failure of | summer of 1981. 
the state electricity boards to honor their Because of the depressed state of the 
financial commitment to purchase domestic world aluminum markets, price competi- _ 
electric-conductor-grade aluminum. The tion was very keen. Costs of production 
smelters were required by law to produce have risen steadily, but the retention price 

50% of their output as electric-conductor- allowed the aluminum producers was strict- 
grade wire rod or ingot. The massive electri- ly controlled by the Government. In addi- 
fication plan for the nation was consider- tion, the domestic sale of aluminum was 
ably behind schedule, causing long delaysin subject to an excise duty of 44% ad valorem. 
purchase of the aluminum transmission This was much higher than the per-ton duty 
cables. The situation would not be seriousin on other common metals. The ultimate high
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prices charged the consumers contributed ed during the year and was to be commis- 
to the increasing sales resistance and build- sioned by March 1982. The new unit supple- 
up in the level of unsold aluminum stocks. ments the capability and output of the 
The sales potential for commercial-grade existing 800- and 2,500-ton presses. 
aluminum would be much larger in India if BALCO continued to have severe power 

its price were mon comperitive with other shortages during the year and was only able 
: materials, especially in the canning and to operate two of its four potlines at about 

packaging, transportation, and construction 60% capacity. The remaining two potlines, 
sectors. which were completed in December 1977 

The Government attempted to relieve and September 1978, comprise one-half of 
some of the aluminum problems by adjust-  the\ plant’s 100,000-ton-per-year capacity 
ing its pricing structure to maintain equali- and have never been in operation because of 
ty wit amiported material and ie anjust the the power shortage. The power available 
excise duty to a more equitable level. has been highly erratic, with voltage and 

Effective December 3, 1981, basic prices frequency changes commonplace. There 
for aluminum ingots and wire rods were were also 87 total power outages from April 
raised by nearly 267 ot ton tocompensate t 4 November 1981. The effect on smelting 
producers for the continuing increase in : . 
raw material prices. At the same time the the Peiet as OP tne Cost a ne quality or 
excise duty was reduced from 44% to 22%. qatailed here. 
After the excise duty and the 4% sales tax The prospects for improvement in the 

was added, inno nant ae te atTs ae ton. power situation were fair. The Madhya 

an increase of $19 per ton. Following the gen able to honor its power contracts in 
retail price increase, the Government raised the preceding years and was not able to 

retention rie al Indian meltersby a”. supply. the minimum peakload_ demand 
tion prices, the Government felt it had promised by October 1981. BALCO was 

; ’, . hopeful, however, that this would change 
provided suitable incentives to smelters to th th leti f MPEB t 
keep up production rates despite the spi- "7" te in 1D81 and 1982_- Sat evan d 
raling costs. Some aluminum industry Vi and K n b Vv —watpura ye an 
spokespersons, however, claimed that the and sora te: . ; 
subsequent steep rise in the prices of pitch Another development was the imminent 
and calcined petroleum coke offset the in- completion of the power grid link between 
crease in the aluminum prices. Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. This 
Work was underway at the Government- link was sanctioned specifically to meet the 

owned Bharat Aluminium Co., Ltd. (BAL- POWer requirements of BALCO. © 
CO), plant in Korba to bring the alumina The Andhra Pradesh alumina project 
capacity up to the original design level of continued in the planning stage. The main 

200,000 tons per year. Operational problems Problem has been financing the 600,000-ton- 
have consistently limited the output to Per-year plant. The Soviet Union originally 
about 150,000 tons per year. The $5 million Proposed financing 15% of the cost but 
revamping was expected to be completed by reconsidered in 1981 and offered to supply 

yearend 1982. : up to 40% of the cost. Final arrangements 

BALCO’s source of bauxite, the Amarkan- for financing and exporting the alumina 
tak and Phutkapahar Mines in Andhra were under discussion between the two 

Pradesh, was running out of ore faster than Governments. 
planned. Therefore, BALCO investigated al- On March 29, 1981, Prime Minister Gand- 
ternate ore sources for the post-1985 period. hi laid the foundation stone for the alumina | 

The Gandhamardan deposit in Orissa was plant at Damanjodi in Koraput district of 
found to be suitable for the Korba plant. Orissa. The action formally began construc- 
A feasibility report was prepared for a_ tion of the giant $1.4 billion French-aided 

600,000-ton-per-year mine at an estimated Orissa aluminum complex. 
cost of $31 million. The project was awaiting In October 1981, the Union Energy Minis- 
governmental approval at yearend 1981. ter inaugurated the Bharatpur open pit coal 

Also at Korba, the new 40,000-ton-per- mine, about 15 kilometers from the smelter 
year, cold-rolling mills were reported under site at Talcher. The mine will supply coal 
commissioning during 1981. A new extru- exclusively to the aluminum project’s cap- 
sion press, rated at 3,150 tons, was complet- tive thermal electric powerplant.
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The contract for the 600-megawatt uously, the power was allocated mainly to 
powerplant, to be set up at Talcher near the the smelter and refinery. Power to the 
smelter, was expected to be awarded to mines, concentrator, and byproduct fertiliz- 
Bharat Heavy Electricial, Ltd., the lowest of er plant was cut back and production was 
only two bidders. The contract was to call affected accordingly. Triple-superphosphate 

for the installation and commissioning of production was not maintained at all. The 

the first 120-megawatt unit 39 months from _ resulting shortfall of concentrates had to be 
the date the letter of intent is issued. made up by increased imports. 

Subsequent 120-megawatt units are to be = The Government had been considering 
installed at o-month intervals until the full expanding the Khetri smelter from 31,000 

600-megawatt capacity is reached.* — to 45,000 tons per year to help meet the 
By yearend 1981, the chairman of the country’s projected copper demand. Howev- 

National Aluminium Co., Ltd., indicated ey, it appears that the project will be de- 

that the project was ahead of schedule and ferred in favor of a new 40,000- to 50,000- 
planned commissioning was to be moved up ton-per-year smelter in the vicinity of the 
by several months. Commercial production Rakha or Malanjkhand Mines.” 

of aluminum was set for October 1985. | The possibility of putting a smelter at 
Chromite.—Of the three companies re- Ratha was brought about by HCL’s plans 

cently licensed to produce charge chrome, 4 major expansion at the Rakha copper 

the private sector firm, Ferroalloy Corp., snines in Bihar. The first stage of the Rakha 
reportedly was the furthest along. The Mine was operating and produced about 
50,000-ton-per-year _export-oriented plant 200,000 tons of ore during 1981. 

near Baudpur in Orissa will use the compa- If foreign financing can be arranged, HCL 
ny 's own technology, developed entirely by planned to contract the development work 
A eee ane ere cbment dep ae for a second-stage exploitation of the deposit 

much of the plant and equipment will be that contains 2 pout 100 men tons of wall 
contracted to Japan because domestic mall fm ng 1107 ‘on of te pee wi 
machine tool companies did not have the ©?" °C" construction of mine shalts, ore 
fabricating technology required. Civil con- passes, haulage ways, underground crusher 
struction work was reported to be underway chambers, and related ; work. Exploration 
in 1981, and delivery of both imported and drilling and a feasibility report have al- 
domestic machinery was scheduled to be ready been completed by HCL. 
completed in October 1982 Three years from the date the project is 

The Orissa Mining Corp. signed a con- approved, the mine should be producing 

tract in July 1981 with Voest-Alpine AG of we. comoleted aay of ore a ved by 
Austria and Outokumpu Oy of Finland to oi” 
build a 50,000-ton-per-year charge chrome trucks using an inclined ramp. A third 

, plant. The plant will be located in Koen- Phase was planned to bring the mine to a 
jhar District of Orissa State. Work on production level of 6,000 tons per day. It is 

the infrastructure and site preparation may estimated inate to7y ears will aha re 
have begun during 1981, but reported] oO complete the project at a Cost 0 
there were complications with financing million including a 100,000-ton-per-year 
arrangements and import of foreign equip- Concentrator near the mine. 
ment. Financing problems could delay the _ T° increase the long-term copper produc- 
start of work on the main plant by several tion further, HCL was seeking an engineer- 
months. ing consultant to prepare a feasibility re- 

Indian Metals and Ferroalloys, Ltd., held port for the integrated development of the 
the third license to produce charge chrome. Singhbhum copper belt in Bihar. The belt 
It already produces ferroalloys at its plant stretches over 120 kilometers, but develop- 
at Therubali near Bhubaneswar. This proj- ment has been limited to about a 20- 
ect, also with a 50,000-ton-per-year capacity, kilometer section that includes the Rakha 
was planned for a late 1984 completion Mine. Exploration has identified a number 
date.® of potential mining sites with an aggregate 
Copper.—The Khetri copper complex of reserve of 130 million tons of copper ore. An 

the Government-owned Hindustan Copper, investment of $300 million was proposed 
Ltd. (HCL), was again hit by severe electric over the next 10 years. 
power shortages throughout the year. In The proposed study calls for evaluating 
order to minimize damage to the smelter the reliability of the geologic mapping and 
and refinery, which must operate contin- exploration work already completed; identi-
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fying the best areas for immediate mining; in early 1982. When production resumes, it 
determining the optimal location for ore will be at a planned rate of about 300 
processing facilities, the most suitable ore kilograms of gold per year. 
transport systems, and the best locations for BGML’s Kolar gold mines returned a 

waste and tailings disposal; and drawing up profit in 1979 for the first time since the 
long-term plans for maximizing the use of 1972 formation of the company, and con- 
te resources in the Singhbhum copper tinued operating profitably in 1980. The 

. financial outcome for 1981 was not known 
The largest copper development project but would have been more strongly de- 

under construction was the Malanjkhand pendent on world gold prices than on the 
open pit, located 90 kilometers northeast of mining operations. 
Balaghat in Madhya Pradesh. This was the To maintain profitability, BGML was en- 

first large-scale open pit copper mine in gaged in updating its mining, ore process- 
India and will produce about 24,000 tons per ing, and shaft sinking methods. A plan was 
year of metal from 2 million tons of ore. grawn up using foreign technological aid for 
Over 3 million cubic meters of overburden the secondary recovery of gold from the 47 

were removed in 1980 and slightly more ijlion tons of tailings. A significant pro- 
than that was removed in 1981. Directly portion of the tailings was believed to be 

minable reserves were measured at 59 mil-  guitable for heap-leaching recovery of most 
lion tons of 1.2% copper at a 0.45% copper of the residual gold values 
cutoff. A further 44 million tons of low- GSI has been conducting a major explora- 

en ade P million Ore averaging Behe averag- tion effort of old gold-producing areas and 
. ay .~, © trying to locate new deposits in India. Sev- 

ing 0.58% copper occur within the pit iim eral sites at the old Hutti Goldfields in 
ard the : opper values recov od be Tei  Raichur district of Karnataka looked prom- 

opper values recovered by india s ising for reopening. GSI reported that the 
first application Oo neap-leaching extraction Porojarna Mine in Singhbhum district of 
rom low-grade material. tps 
Both mine development and concentrator Bihar cout pe vos the ed prota mined 

construction were on schedule during 1981. P f the. is trict were described as high pra de 

reclamation cysteme was ‘delay ar oyut en The mine was abandoned in 1916 because of 
parently was started in 1981. The first-stage financial and Ope rational problems. 
capacity of 1 million tons per year was Promising gold discoveries were made at 
expected to be commissioned in July 1982. Mallappakonda and Chigargunta in Chit- 

The full capacity of 2 million tons per year ‘00°F district of Andhra Pradesh along a 
was to be achieved 2 years later. southern extension of the Kolar Shist Belt. 

Present plans call for the concentrate to The gold at Mallappakonda is disseminated 
be shipped to the Khetri complex for i arsenopyrite-rich layers of a banded iron- 
smelting and refining. HCL was to expand sulfide formation. Ore reserves were esti- 

the capacity of the Khetri smelter to handle mated at 300,000 tons with an average 
the increased concentrates or to builda new &radeof4gramsofgold perton. 
smelter near the Malanjkhand site. The The Chigargunta gold mineralization oc- 
final decision apparently had not been CUrs with quartz and mica In a highly 
made at yearend 1981. faulted zone. The ore occurs in several 
Gold.—The public sector company that distinct ore blocks that range in gr. ade from 

operates the Kolar gold mines, Bharat Gold 4 to 8 grams of gold per ton. Estimated ore 
Mines, Ltd. (BGML), completed the exten- reserves were put at 350,000 tons to a depth 
sive preinvestment exploratory mining and Of 100 meters. 
level development work at the Yeppamana Placer gold deposits were reported in 
Mine in the old Ramagiri Goldfield in Nainital and Pauri Garhwal districts of 
Andhra Pradesh. The exploration revealed Uttar Pradesh. The gold occurs along a 2- to 
350,000 tons of measured and indicated ore 5-kilometer-wide zone about 60 kilometers 
grading 5.70 grams of gold per ton. Possible long. 
reserves total almost 750,000 tons of ore Iron Ore.—Iron ore exports accounted for 

grading 5.56 grams of gold per ton. Further nearly 5% of India’s foreign exchange earn- 
development work for commercial produc- ings. Earnings for FY 1981-82 were esti- 
tion was awaiting the investment decision mated at $477 million, about 26% higher 
from the Government, which was expected than the earnings of the previous year.
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More than one-half of ore production was and Tobago, Malaysia, and Indonesia were 
exported. About 23.5 million tons was also considering testing some of the concen- 
shipped during 1981. National Mineral De- _ trate. 

velopment Corp., Ltd., the public sector To increase the salability of the Ku- 
corporation that operates the big mechaniz- dremukh product, the Public Investments 
ed mines at Bailadila and Donimalai, pro- Board of the Government of India approved 
duced 7.7 million tons and exported 7.3 4 $100 million expenditure for a 3-mil- 
million tons in 1981. Most of the private lion-ton-per-year pellet plant to be built 

sector exports originated around Goa and 4+ Mangalore, the terminal of the 67- 
were exported through the Port of Marmo- kilometer-long ore slurry pipeline. A 

goa. . . Romanian firm signed a contract with 
| The wail be « Be ee ? iy : presently Kudremukh on September 12, 1981, to build 
ons ay t a ia supp'y , © omesuc the plant. Lurgi Chemie & Huttentechnik of 
‘ e! industry and the current export mar- Frankfurt am Main and Lurgi S.A. Paris 

et with little additional investment. How- a ly technol . t and ini 
ever, with the construction of the Visakh- Hal suppry tec der ogy, equipment, an th 
apatnam steel complex by the end of the ta startup under a separate contract wit 

sixth 5-year plan, a new 6-million-ton-per- Lurgi. Fuel will be high-ash domestic coal. 

year mine will be required in the Bailadila The contract called for completion of the 
area to supply the plant. Another new plant in September 1984. 
facility will be needed to supply the other A separate contract, signed on the same 
coastal plant planned for the Daitari area. 4@Y, provided for the export of 3 million 
The most likely deposit to be exploited for tons of concentrate to— Romania. The 
the Daitari project would be the high-grade Kudremukh concentrate will be mixed with 

Gandhamardan deposit in Keonjhar district iron ore fines in sinter feed. The total 
of Orissa where high-density drilling by Romanian imports up to FY 1984-85 would 
Orissa Mining Corp. has shown a reserve of be limited to the value of the pellet plant 

250 million tons with a low overburden contract. 

thickness. The Mandovi pellet plant in Goa was 

The Kudremukh Iron Ore Co., Ltd., proj- forced to shut down in April 1981 because of 
ect has been causing considerable concern increasing costs of production, particularly 
to Indian officials since the political and for fuel oil. The plant was under a long-term 

military situation in Iran caused the post- contract to Japanese steelmakers to supply 
ponement of completing Iran’s direct- 1.8 million tons per year of high-grade 
reduction based steelworks for an indefinite _ pellets. 

: period. Iran was to use 7.5 million tons per Steel_—The five integrated steel plants 
year of Kudremukh concentrate to feed two under Steel Authority of India, Ltd. (SAIL), 
planned steel plants. One of these was reportedly closed 1981 with a record produc- 
canceled outright, and the other was located _ tion of 5.53 million tons of salable steel. The 
near the combat zone where construction previous record was set in 1977 when 5.42 
was al a stands during million tons was produced. All of the SAIL 
ti wana an ndian r the Ss were these plants exceeded the 1980 levels for crude 
lating the renewa" © € ore purchase and salable steel. SAIL production was 
agreement but at a reduced rate and much bined with 1.6 million t f prod 

later starting date. Iran could still take combined with i Tamion tons of Produc 
wads . tion anticipated from private sector Tata 

around 4 million tons per year if the steel I d Steel Co. (TISCO) pl her 17 
complex can be successfully and quickly “TO”. @D teel Co. (TISCO) plus another 1. 
completed. In light of the present Iranian million tons from ministeel plants for a 
situation, that seems rather doubtful. The total salable production of about 9 million 
Kudremukh Mine, concentrator, and slurry NS. The performance of the Indian steel 
pipeline have only been operating at a level industry during 1981 gained special signifi- 
sufficient to keep the machinery in good cance against the background of declining 
working order. steel production the world over—747 mil- 

During the year, India was actively seek- lion tons in 1979, 718 million tons in 1980, 
ing arrangements for selling at least some and 705 million tons in 1981. The public 

of the ore concentrate. Small batches of sector plants could have done better, but 
50,000 tons were shipped for testing pur- the SAIL target of 5.73 million tons proved 

poses to the Republic of Korea and to to be difficult because the electric power 

Romania. Czechoslovakia ordered 40,000 situation in Orissa and Madhya Pradesh 

tons. Nigeria, Mexico, Bahrain, Trinidad and the shortage of railroad cars continued
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to limit production. The Bhilai steel plant India were among bidders to build four 
in Madhya Pradesh and Rourkela steel rolling mills at the site. The Ministry of 
plant in Orissa, two of the more efficiently Steel hoped to split the contract, assigning 
operated plants, were the hardest hit by the two mills to one company and one each to. 
power shortage. Both plants were served by the other main contenders. The revised 
state electricity boards in contrast toSAIL’s estimated cost of the project was $3.26 
plants at Bokaro, Durgapur, and Burnpur, billion, and the first phase was to be com- 
which benefited from higher power output pleted by early 1986. A new company, 
from the Damodar Valley Corp. Persistent Rashtriya Ispat Nigam, was formed during 
railcar shortages have resulted in alarming- the year by the Government to implement 
ly low coking coal stocks at these plants. this project. The 3.4-million-ton-per-year 
The high ash content, exceeding 20.5% in plant will employ several firsts for Indian | 
some shipments has also adversely affected steel, including selective crushing and 
the performance of the steel mills. pneumatic separation of coal, dry quench- 

For FY 1982-83, Indian salable steel pro- ing of coke and conveyor charging, and bell- 
duction from all sources was projected to less top operation of the blast furnaces. All 
increase about 10% to 10 million tons with _ steel will be continuously cast. 
integrated steel plants accounting for near- A second grass-roots steel complex was 
ly 8 million tons and steel miniplants ac- being planned for an east coast location. A 
counting for about 2 million tons. SAIL’s consortium headed by Davy McKee Corp. of 
target was 6.49 million tons out of an the United Kingdom won the right to build 
installed capacity of 7.2 million tons. De- a 3-million-ton-per-year integrated steel 
mand was put at 11 million tons with the mill at the Orissa Port of Paradip. Davy was 
difference to be met from imports. The to be the prime contractor but will work 
performance of the steel sector, however, with French and West German firms as 

will continue to depend heavily on the well. A complicated series of loans and 
availability of electric power and coal.” financing will be arranged through foreign 

The demand for steel was estimated by _ banks for the project. The final contract was 
the Ministry of Steel and Mines at 12.7 not to be signed until India and Davy 
million tons by FY 1984-85 and 18.4 million complete negotiations over details in mid- 
tons by FY 1989-90. The main increase in 1982, but these companies were to build the 
demand will be for bars, rods, structurals, plant barring some major change. 
plates, and hot- and cold-rolled sheets. The |= The plan to expand the Bokaro steel 
Government planned to raise the installed plant to 4.0 million tons per year has been 
capacity of crude steel in the integrated plagued by delays of 4 to 5 years on major 
steel plants to nearly 20 million tons per components. The fifth coke oven battery 
year by 1990 to meet the demand. This was_ and the fourth blast furnace were commis- 
to be achieved through a blend of moderniz-__sioned during 1981 several years late. Prog- 
ing and expanding existing plants and con-__ ress on the raw material handling system, 
struction of new plants. The major projects the third ore sinter line, the sixth and 
will be the expansion of Bhilai and Bokaro seventh coke oven batteries, the fifth blast 
steel plants to 4 million tons each and the furnace, and the cold-rolling mill has been 
construction of new plants at Visakhapat- slow, reportedly because of slippages in the 
nam and near Paradip. The sixth plan, FY supply of critical equipment, both from 
1980-85, envisioned an outlay of $4.14 bil- domestic and foreign suppliers.** Manage- 
lion for the steel industry. . ment and delivery sequencing problems also 

There were several developments during contributed to delays. The three-unit cap- 
the year. At Visakhapatnam, construction tive powerplant that was recently ordered 
on the water and electric power supply, has already fallen behind schedule by about 
storage buildings, offices, approach roads, 6 months. With the recent history of power 
and railways was either completed or gener- shortages, delay in completion of the 
ally on schedule. The foundation of blast powerplant will directly affect the per- 
furnace No. 1 was completed at yearend. formance of the operation of the Bokaro 
Foundation work on other sections was complex. 
underway. An agreement for the supply of The long delays in construction have also 
equipment worth approximately $245 mil- caused a large increase in construction 
lion was signed with the U.S.S.R. in Novem- costs, up to 50% over the plan in some cases. 
ber 1981. Firms from the Federal Republic The operational part of the plant, despite 
of Germany, Czechoslovakia, Japan, and_ record production for the year, was facing
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raw material shortages that could limit the year in several electric arc furnace plants 
1982 output if not solved. There were ample with excellent results. | 
stocks available at the captive mines at Since the contract for the Kothagudam 
Kiriburu, Bhawanthpur, and Kuteshwar, plant was announced, there has been a 

but few railway cars were available to move plethora of plans for new sponge iron facili- 
| them to the plant. ties around the country. At least eight 

Expansion of the Bhilai steel plant from additional plants of various types and sizes 
2.5 to 4.0 million tons per year has been were under consideration during the year. 
proceeding with fewer problems than en- Furthest along was the Orissa Sponge 
countered at Bokaro. Over 270,000 cubic Iron, Ltd., 150,000-ton-per-year plant in 
meters (9.5 million cubic feet) of concrete Keonjhar district of Orissa. This was to be 
was poured, 23,600 tons of structural steel the first commercial-size plant in India and 
was erected, and nearly 19,000 tons of utilized an Allis-Chalmers Corp. ported ro- 
equipment was installed during 1981. Con- tary kiln design that can use a variety of 
struction of the second sintering line was fuel and Indian lump iron ore. The plant 

| completed, but completion of the plate mill, was scheduled for completion in 1982, and 
to be the largest in India, was delayed until plans were underway to double the capacity 
late in 1982. Work on the powerplant, blast to 300,000 tons per year. With existing 
furnace No. 7, and coke oven battery No.9, infrastructure and equipment, the cost of 
has dropped several months behind sched- expansion should be considerably less than 
ule. The reasons given for the slippages the $25 million cost of the original plant. 
were inadequate resources applied to civil Other proposals for sponge iron plants 
works, structural, and equipment erection; include the following: | 
repairs needed on equipment delivered by (1) Gujarat State Industrial Investment 
domestic and foreign contractors; a short- Corp. has applied for a license to build a 
age of cement; and delays in equipment 400,000-ton-per-year direct-reduction plant 
delivery. in the vicinity of Hajira, Surat district, 

Commercial production of cold-rolled based on natural gas from offshore wells. 
stainless steel sheet began at the Salem (2) Maharashtra State Industrial Develop- 
steel plant on September 138, 1981. This ment Corp. has applied for a license to build 
marked completion of the 32,000-ton-per- a 300,000-ton-per-year plant, also based on 
year first stage of the $170 million plant. offshore natural gas. Site and process tech- 
Plans called for the capacity to be doubled nology for the proposed plant were yet to be 
in the near future at a cost of $33 to $56 selected. 
million. (3) Bihar State Industrial Development 

The plant used imported stainless hot- Corp. has been issued a letter of intent for a 
rolled coil as feedstock, but it was intended 120,000-ton-per-year plant at Ranchi or 
that the alloy steel plant at Durgapur Chandi. Process knowhow based on noncok- 
would supply feedstock when improvements _ ing coal was likely to be supplied by Lurgi of 
underway there were completed. the Federal Republic of Germany. 
When the plant began operating, it was (4) TISCO has applied for a license to 

found that the high duty levied on the build a 100,000- to 160,000-ton-per-year 
imported coil made the operation uncom- plant based on its process of using noncok- 
petitive. Finally, in January 1982, the duty ing coal. The proposed plant site was near 
was reduced from 325% to 125% ad valor- Joda in Keonjhar district of Orissa. 
em. The plant was expected to produce (5) The Government was considering 
about 11,000 tons of product during FY building a natural gas-based plant at Man- 
1982-83 if the chronic power shortage in’ galore that would use feedstock from the 
Tamil Nadu does not restrict operations. pellet plant under construction there. 

The direct-reduction iron plant at Kotha- (6) Salem Steel, Ltd., in Tamil Nadu was 

gudam in Andhra Pradesh, completed in looking into the possibility of using a direct- 
late 1980, began a highly successful trial reduction plant and an electric arc furnace 
operation in 1981. Sponge Iron India, Ltd.’s_ as the basis for integration of the present 
30,000-ton-per-year coal-based pilot plant stainless steel rolling mill. The intention 
ran the 120-day guarantee run at 110% of would be to use the nearby Neyveli lignite 
design capacity at a plant availability of as the solid reductant. 
98%. Quality of product was within design Lead and Zinc.—Hindustan Zinc, Ltd. 
specifications using a 23% ash domestic (HZL), the public sector company that oper- 
coal. The sponge iron was tested during the ates most of the country’s lead and zinc
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mining and smelting activity, has been lead and zinc ore reserves were put at 44 
engaged in an active program to increase million tons. In 19 boreholes drilled to a 
production. The long-term goal of HZL was depth of 175 meters, mineralization aver- 
to produce 60% of India’s zinc needs and aged 1.9% lead, 13.7% zinc, and 9.9% iron. 
70% of its lead needs. Current production of Grade of ore was reported to be increasing 
zinc concentrate furnishes less than one- with depth in the central area. Initial plans 
half of the material needed to operate the call for an open pit mine and a concentra- 
company’s 75,000-ton-per-year installed ca- tion plant scaled to handle 3,000 tons per 
pacity smelter at design output. day of ore. Also in the planning stage was 

Several developments occurred dur-_ the possibility of building a new smelter 
ing the year that will affect production. nearby with a capacity of 100,000 tons per 
Deepening of the Mochia Mine’s main and _ year of zinc and an appropriately sized lead- 
auxiliary shafts, as well as the main shaft at smelting capacity. 
Balaria Mine, continued during the year. A Detailed engineering was started in Janu- 
shortage of electric power set the develop- ary 1981 for the leach residue treatment 
ment schedule back several months. Com- plant at the Debari zinc smelter in Rajas- 
pletion of these shafts was critical for the than. Orders for equipment were placed in 
maintenance of production levels because June 1981. Construction at the site was 
the upper ore bodies were nearing deple- scheduled to begin in early 1982 with com- 
tion. Work on the lower level drifts cannot missioning to be in late 1983. Treatment of 
begin until the two main shafts are opera- the previously lost zinc values will increase : 
tional. | the overall zinc recovery rate from 84% to 

At the Agnigundala lead mine, expansion about 93%. In addition to the increased zinc 
of the beneficiation plant from 100 to 240 recovery, the new plant will incorporate 
tons per day was completed during 1981. equipment for the recovery of silver, cadmi- 
Expansion of the mine workings to the um, and gold. 
same capacity was in progress and was Expansion of the lead smelter at Vi- 
expected to be completed in early 1982. sakhapatnam was sanctioned by the Gov- 
Work on the new 3,000-ton-per-day lead ernment in March 1981. Capacity will be 

and zinc mine at Rajpura-Dariba was de-_ increased from 10,000 to 22,000 tons per 
layed by a shortage of cement and electric year at an estimated cost of $6.9 million. 
power. Installation of the hoisting system in Contractors were appointed to provide engi- 
the shaft was delayed more than a yearby neering services. Expansion work was 
labor disputes. The delay will further set scheduled for completion in June 1983. 
back the drift development and the overall Manganese.—A new ferromanganese 
project schedule at the mine."* plant was brought into production at Tum- 

Exploration has revealed evidence of sar by Uniferro International, a subsidiary 
ancient mine workings at Rajpura-Dariba. of Universal Ferro & Allied Chemicals, 
Isotope-dating of wood recovered by dia- Bombay. The additional capacity, rated at | 
mond drilling to a depth of 265 meters 65,000 tons per year for ferromanganese, 
indicated mining may have been underway increased the concentration of ferroman- 
at this site 1,800 to 2,500 years ago. ganese production facilities in Maharashtra 

There were construction delays reported State. In line with a Government relaxation 
at the Sargipalli lead mine in Orissa during of restrictions on ferromanganese exports, 
1981. The 500-ton-per-day mine and concen-__ the new plant was export oriented. Philbro 
tration plant was scaled to supply about Corp. of the United States provided a pro- 
10,000 tons of lead concentrate per year to duction loan and had about a 40% share in 
the Visakhapatnam smelter. the plant’s equity. 

Planning continued for the develop» |§ Manganese Ore (India), Ltd. (MOIL), the 
ment of the large lead and zinc deposit at Government-owned company that produces. 
Rampura-Agucha in Bhelwara district of most of the high-grade manganese ore, con- 
Rajasthan. Tenders were issued in 1981 for tinued with plans for beneficiation plants at 
a consulting report and 20 international the Balaghat and Ukwa Mines. The plants 
companies responded with offers. Of these, would utilize the high-grade fines that are 
seven were prequalified by HZL. The currently wasted. The company also con- 
final choice of contractors had not been tinued with its plans to set up a 60,000-ton- 
announced at yearend. per-year ferromanganese plant at Balaghat. 

Based on surface drilling to a depth of 275 Exports of manganese ore of various 
meters over a 1.1-kilometer strike length, grades rose, according to preliminary fig-
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ures, to a total of 705,000 tons in 1981, continuing acute shortages of coal and elec- 
compared with 653,000 tons in 1980. Japan’s__ tric power. 
share of ore exports continued to be the In March 1981, the Government appoint- 
largest, although it decreased to about two- ed a committee to review the development 
thirds of the total in 1981. Exports to East of the cement industry. The committee 
Europe were up significantly, with Romania made recommendations concerning meas- 
and Bulgaria the chief recipients. Domestic ures to accelerate production, including in- 
ore requirements were projected to double centives and fair prices. The cement indus- 
by 1990. As part of the effort to meet growth try has been under rigid price and distribu- 
in internal demand, MOIL was expand- tion controls since India became _ inde- 
ing its exploration activities to include pendent in 1947. 

searching in Orissa for high-grade, low- India has approached some U.S. cement 
phosphorous ore that could be blended with companies for technical assistance and cer- 
the already known deposits of higher phos- tain countries in the Middle East for fi- 
phorous ore. nancing. The Government was offering in- 

centives for the expansion of existing plants 
NONMETALS and construction of new cement plants, both 

Barite.—Effective November 10, 1981, the large and small scale. In order to increase 
Government reduced minimum export cement production rapidly, the Government 

prices of American Petroleum Institute. WS encouraging the production of pozzolan, 
grade, oil well drilling specifications, barite slag, and fly ash cements by existing compa- 
powder from $67 to $64 per ton and lumps MES. The Cement Research Institute of 

from $42 to $38 per ton f.o.b. Indian exports India has reported development of a tech- 
of barite have dropped from 342,000 tons in nology for minicement plants with vertical- 

FY 1979-80 to 283,000 tons in FY 1980-81 Shaft kilns. | 
and to about 220,000 tons in FY 1981-82. The institute reported at yearend that 57 

This downward trend prompted the price Cement plants were in operation, 12 of 
reduction in an effort to stimulate sales. Which were managed by the Cement Corp. 
The drop in sales has been attributed to of India. Sixty-seven percent used the wet 

several factors, but the underlying reason Process and 90% used coal as fuel. The new 
was the slump in oil exploration caused by cement plants beginning operation during 
the worldwide drop in oil demand. Also, 1981 included Narmada Cements, Ltd., at 
Indian sales to Iran and Iraq were strongly Jafarabad with a 1-million-ton-per-year ca- 
affected by the conflict between the two pacity. Fuller and Co. of the United States 

countries, which are normally India’s major Provided the latest coal-based precalcinator 
customers. Competition with sales from Chi- technology for the plant that has a 4.57- by 
na and Thailand was also a factor. It has 60.96-meter kiln. Also commencing produc- 

also been claimed that Indian regulations tion were Mangalam Cement Co. of Rajas- 
on barite trade tend to restrict or limit than with an installed capacity of 400,000 
export sales. Port congestion has also con- tons per year, Raasi Cement Co. of Andhra 
tributed to the problem. Pradesh with a 300,000-ton-per-year capaci- 

During FY 1981-82, barite production con- ty, J and K Cement Co. of Jammu and 
tinued to decline and internal consumption Kashmir with a 200,000-ton-per-year capaci- 
remained about 100,000 tons. Exports of ty, and Uttar Pradesh State Cement Corp., 
lump and powder, combined, came to about Ltd., of Chunar with a first-phase capacity 
220,000 tons.15 of 840,000 tons per year. 

Cement.—During 1981, India’s cement in- Completing expansion of their plants 
dustry again fell short of supplying domes- were Mysora Cements of Karnataka, Deso- 
tic needs and had to rely on imports for the ram Cement of Andhra Pradesh, and Dal- 
deficit. Nearly 2 million tons of cement mia Cement (Bharat) of Tamil Nadu. In 
were supplied by the Republic of Korea, the addition to those mentioned, at least 16,000 
Philippines, Indonesia, and North Korea. tons per day of additional capacity was 

At least five new Indian units began under construction or in the final planning 
operation and three existing plants expand- stage at yearend 1981." 
ed their operations in 1981. A number of Diamond and Gem Stones.—The dia- 
other units were reportedly expected to mond industry in India was based on the 
come into production by early 1982. import of rough diamonds and the export of 

The major factor in the below-capacity cut and polished gems. Total turnover in 
output of India’s cement plants was the the diamond trade reached a record of
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$1,500 million in FY 1981-82. Export earn- material. 
ings from diamonds and jewelry rose 26% to Fertilizer Materials.—In FY 1981-82, ni- 
a record $867 million. About 94% of the trogenous fertilizer capacity in India was 
value was in cut and polished diamonds. increased by 21% to over 5.5 million tons. 
The rise in demand for smal] diamonds, 1/2 Production increased at more than double 

carat and less, from the United States and that rate. Production of phosphatic fertiliz- 
Japan was largely responsible for the large er (P2O;) also increased but at a much lower 
growth in earnings. The U.S. share of Indi- rate. An overall improvement in the coun- 
an sales increased from 25% in FY 1980-81 _try’s infrastructure system, along with the 
to 338% in 1981-82. The Gem and Jewelry more timely supply of raw materials and 
Export Promotion Council (GJEPC) set a feedstock to the fertilizer plants, contribut- 
target of $1,030 million in FY 1982-83. ed to the improved performance. Capacity 

Although export earnings were up, the utilization was about 68% for both nitrogen 
industry was experiencing a profit squeeze and P.O; during FY 1981-82. 
due to recessionary conditions in the world Major highlights of the year included the 
diamond trade. While small and inferior installation of an additional naphtha re- 
quality diamonds have a good market po- former at the Rourkela plant and removal 
tential, stocks of other varieties priced of mechanical and equipment problems at 
above $300 per carat were reported on the the Cochin, Namrup, and Barauni projects. 
increase. Exporters anticipated competition The modernized Sindri plant reached 80% | 
from China and Australia by 1985 that utilization. Reportedly, the industry’s 
could further depress trade prospects. To performance during 1981 could have been 
improve the quality and increase exports, even higher had it not been for power 
GJEPC proposed a gem and jewelry design shortages and other restrictions in Punjab 
and development center in Bombay. The and Uttar Pradesh. In addition to Kandla 
application of mechanization to the indus- and Kanpur, both undergoing expansion, 
try was also being stressed to increase the three new plants—Trombay V, Bharuch, 
volume of higher quality products. and Haldia—began commercial production. 

India imported rough diamonds valued at In addition, seven more projects were sched- 
$633 million in FY 1981-82 compared witha uled for completion, including Namrup III 
value of $433 million in FY 1980-81. Over and Thal-Vaishet in the public sector, and 

90% of the imports came from the Diamond Deepak Fertilizers and Petro-chemicals 
Trading Co. (DTC) of the United Kingdom Corp., Ltd. (Taloja in Maharashtra), in the 
and spot market purchases in Belgium.In private sector. The Taloja project, with a 
an effort to break DTC’s monopolistic con- capacity of 90,000 tons per year of -anhy- 
trol, the Government-owned Minerals and _ drous liquid ammonia, is based on Bombay 
Metals Trading Corp. of India, Ltd., was High (BH) gas as the feedstock. 
seeking to enter the diamond import The Government fertilizer feedstock poli- 
business by arranging supplies on a gov-_ cy was to exploit gas and coal, supplement- 
ernment-to-government basis from coun-_ ed by naphtha in the event of a long-term 
tries like Ghana, Zaire, the Central African disposal problem. An outlay of $2.3 billion 
Republic, and Sierra Leone. An agreement was earmarked for setting up 19 new nitrog- 
has already been signed with Ghana. enous and phosphatic fertilizer plants dur- 

Domestic production of diamonds remain- ing the sixth 5-year plan period. Among 11 
ed relatively insignificant. The Majhgawan proposed phosphatic projects, the Govern- 
Mine in Panna district of Madhya Pradesh ment has already approved the $204 million 
produced all the diamonds in 1981. The joint-venture project to be established at 
second mine, Ramkheri, had been closed Paradip, Orissa, with an annual capacity of 
since July 1980. 117,000 tons of nitrogen and 300,000 tons of 
Meanwhile the geological search for new diammonium phosphate. 

diamond sources continued. GSI recovered In addition to two gas-based projects 
54 diamonds weighing a total of 19.1 carats scheduled for both Thal-Vaishet in Maha- 
from deposits in Andhra Pradesh. The  rashtra and Hazera in Gujarat, at least six 
Andhra Pradesh government, working with additional ammonia-based fertilizer plants 
GSI, has identified the Anantapur, Karnool, using natural gas piped from the offshore 
Krishna, and Guntur districts for diamond South Bassein Gasfield were being planned. 
prospecting. The capacity of the processing These include one each in Rajasthan 
plant at Wajrakarur has been increased and Madhya Pradesh and four in Uttar 
from 10 to 20 tons per day to handle the new Pradesh. The capacity at each plant was
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expected to be about 1,350 tons per day of While the total value of exports was 
ammonia with matching urea capacity. notably higher in FY 1981-82, trade with 
Meanwhile, owing to project delays, the cost the free convertible currency areas declin- 
of the Thal-Vaishet project has nearly ed. Increasing competition from Spain, the 
doubled the original planned price. There Republic of South Africa, and China; incon- 
were also plans for additional coal-based sistency in the quality of Indian mica; and 

| nitrogenous fertilizer plants, providing the procedural delays were among the factors 
recently completed Ramagundam and Tal-_ contributing to the 36% drop to $5 million 
cher plants perform satisfactorily. in exports to market economy countries. 

Consumption of fertilizer in India rose Indian mica exports to centrally con- 
10% to 6.13 million tons during FY 1981-82. trolled economy countries, on the other 
The anticipated 4% annual growth in the hand, rose 62% to $26.7 million with the 

agricultural sector during 1980-85 should U.S.S.R. the principal customer. The com- | 
raise demand for nitrogen fertilizer to 4.3 bined exports to centrally controlled econo- 
million tons, P20; to 1.37 million tons, and my countries, consisting mainly of expen- 
K.0 to 680,000 tons in FY 1982-83 for atotal sive, larger size mica above grade 5, ac- 
of 6.36 million tons. The Indian Govern- counted for 84% of the total in FY 1981-82. 
ment projected fertilizer demand to reach 6 In addition, exports of fabricated and 
million tons of nitrogen and 2.3 million tons manufactured mica, which fall entirely in 

| of P.O; by the end of the current sixth 5- the private sector, earned India another 
year plan period. $21.7 million and $6.7 million, respectively, 

Despite the increased production, India in FY 1981-82, nearly double the FY 1980-81 
continued to be a major importer of fertiliz- _ total. 
ers. Imports amounted to 2.08 million tons The present emphasis in the mica indus- 
in FY 1981-82 valued at $667 million. This try was on develog-nent of various value 
was a significant reduction from the previ- added products, including mica powder, 
ous year when total imports were valued at mica paper, mica capacitors, silvered mica, 
about $1 billion. In addition to the United and micanite products. A number of Indian 

States, a major source of diammonium phos- firms were seeking to set up mica-based 
phate and urea, suppliers included Poland, manufacturing facilities. More than 20 pri- 
the Federal Republic of Germany, the vate companies have reportedly a combined 
U.S.S.R., Belgium, Romania, Qatar, Italy, annual capacity of 27,000 tons but utiliza- 
Norway, Hungary, Bulgaria, France, the tion was limited to about 30%, mainly 

German Democratic Republic, and Canada. because of poor product quality. MITCO 
Mica.—Mica production and processing also plans to invest $44.4 million to promote 

in India was basically an export-oriented a 3,000-ton-per-year mica powder plant, a 
cottage industry. Export earnings totaled 1,200-ton-per-year mica paper plant, a mica 
$60 million in FY 1981-82, up significantly paper-based products plant, a wet-ground 
from that of the previous year. Production 1,200-ton-per-year mica powder plant, and a 
of crude mica also improved for the first glass-bonded mica plant, all in Bihar. Two 
time in several years. Minehead value rose mica-based product plants were proposed 
to $3.33 million compared with $3.0 million for Rajasthan. 

a year earlier. Production of scrap mica Mineral Sands.—The scheduled comple- 
remained roughly constant. Official statis- tion of the $100 million first phase of the 
tics continue to be somewhat misleading, Orissa mineral sands complex continued to 
generally on the low side, due to false’ slip owing to delays in delivery of equip- 
reporting to avoid taxation and royalties. ment by fabrication contractors and to prob- 
Substantial quantities also come from exist- lems of cost escalation by the contractors. 
ing stockpiles. Bihar continued to be the The new target date for completion of the 
leading producer, accounting for nearly plant was moved back 1 year to December 
57% of the country’s total production, fol- 1983. The plant’s design parameters, which 
lowed by Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan. call for an annual production of 220,000 

The highly labor-intensive mica mining _ tons of ilmenite to be processed into 100,000 
was almost entirely in the private sector. tons of synthetic rutile, 30,000 tons of silli- 
However, the Government continued to reg- manite, 2,000 tons of zircon, 4,000 tons of 

ulate the industry through the Mica Trad- monazite, and 10,000 tons of natural rutile, 

ing Corp. of India, Ltd. (MITCO), which remained unchanged. Work on the 25,000- 
shared with the private sector all exports of ton-per-year titanium dioxide pigment 
crude and processed mica on a 50:50 basis. plant by the state sector Kerala Minerals
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and Metals, Ltd., has also slipped behind raised 8% to 135 million tons. Imports of 
schedule and was expected to be ready by high-grade coking coal were planned at 1.2 
mid-1983. Travancore Titanium Products, to 1.5 million tons. A demand of roughly 165 
= : proposal to set up a peanium Goxide hen tons was projetted for 1985, the end 
plant in Kerala was a acing problems, of the current 5-year plan. | 
although press reports indicated that nego- GSI, the Central Mine Planning and De- 
tiations with a British company for process sign Institute, Ltd, and MEC were all 

know-how were at an advances ssage. concentrating their efforts on upgrading 
velopment plans of Indian Rare existing coal reserves from indicated to 

warins, Ltd. ee a for the Renovation measured and establishing additional re- 
of its rare earths plants at Alwaye in serves, particularly in coking coals. Of the 
Kerala. Additional equipment was also 112 billion tons of existing reserves, coking 
proposed for the minerals division to meet coal accounted for only 14 billion tons or 
an increase pian pared ap and silli- about 50 years “supply at the present rate of 

1 preliminary consumption. The Government was taking 
report for setting up a thorium plant at into account the long lead time required to 
Trombay for production of mantlegrade develop a coalfield, and a large increase in 

wh, Theriot cotiued tobe Sxgerain activin employing he ate > nology was planned. The allocation for 

sete fr JEL seve cal expr ost #893 malin uring the six ear plan period. 
duction by producing compounds of rare Although coal production targets were 
rarths, od cts, chemicals, and zircon- met in 1981, nearly one-half of the increase 
ased products. in FY 1981-82 resulted in merely raisin 
Production of titanium and rare-earth pithead stocks to a record 24 niliion tone 

FY 1980.81, The value of production rose Jn occurred in spite of a 9% increase in rol, ine P © average daily wagon loadings 000. Tha 
epoed $16! million. rodUction was hand number, however, was still far short of the | 
cap y power constraints and a prolong- 12.500 loadings per day reportedly needed. 
ed transport strike in Kerala during April- Because of the rail loading problem, 21% or 
July 1981. 26 million tons of coal was delivered to 

Export earnings from the sale of heavy consumers by truck in FY 1981-82 at a 
minerals and compounds increased 11% to greatly increased delivery cost. 

$589,000, over that of 1980. Exports of ~The rail situation did improve with a | 
ilmenite, chiefly to Japan and West Europe, ignificant reduction in wagon turnaround 
declined 15% in FY 1981-82 owing to port time to 12 days in 1981 from a 16-day 

spor problems. These we sof ket areas average in 1980. The Indian railways were 
FY. Pecame Ae main 4 ers Of Barnet id beginning to introduce new coal wagons to 

“64. A spurt in domestic deman replace the huge fleet of inoperative wag- 
from the electrodes industry resulted in . . di . til orts in FY 1981-82 ons, but this was not going to make an 
iscontinuing rutile exports in ‘~~ immediate increase in coal-carrying capaci- 

MINERAL FUELS ty of the afro ogo railcars continced 
Coal.—Indian coal output increased signi- repaired or replaced. _ 

ficantly for the second year after a 5year = Thus, the outlook for improved coal move- 
period of nearly constant production levels. ment during 1982 was not encouraging. 
Despite the increased production, transpor- Another factor that will compound the pre- 
tation bottlenecks continued to plague coal sent coal transport situation is the large 
producers and consumers alike, resulting in increase in production planned for the mid- 
regional shortages and further buildup of 1980’s and later. A very determined and 
record pithead stocks. In addition, consum- costly effort will have to be made to improve 
ers had to cope with a deterioration in’ the entire railroad network if the larger 
quality and sizing of coal. Deliveries to volumes of coal are to be moved efficiently. 
consumers amounted to 118 million tons In addition to infrastructure bottlenecks, 

with power stations, steel plants, and rail- the Indian coal industry continued to suffer 

roads accounting for over 60% of the con- from bureaucratic delays, management 
sumption. problems, and cost overruns. A Government 

To meet a projected demand of 137 mil- source stated that 11 out of 79 Coal India, 
lion tons in FY 1982-83, the coal target was Ltd. (CIL), projects were 3 years behind
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schedule. The Indian press attributed proj- Under a long-term investment program 
ect delays and cost overruns exceeding valued at $6.11 billion for a 20-year master 
100% to management inefficiency, delays in development plan, reconstruction of the 
delivery by domestic and foreign suppliers, Jharia Coalfield, the only source of prime 
conceptual shortcomings, and scanty geo- coking coal, was underway by Bharat Cok- 
logical data. Labor problems were also a_ ing Coalfields, Ltd., a CIL subsidiary. Coal 
factor as over 500,000 workerdays were lost production was to be raised from the pres- 
owing to absenteeism and strikes during FY ent 23 million tons to 90 million tons per 

1981-82. : year by the year 2000. This ambitious devel- 

Planned developments for FY 1982-83 opment program covering 258 square kilo- 
focus on the needs of the priority consum- Meters was to be divided into several 
ers, namely power and steel plants. Their Phases. The first phase, expected to be 
main needs are dependable delivery and a completed by 1990, will attempt to modern- 
marked improvement in the quality of coal. Ze existing underground mines with the 
Additional coal handling facilities, washers, objective of freeing around 800 million tons 
and railroad sidings were high on the list of Of coal in pillars left standing by older 
projects to be implemented. The annual ™ining techniques. Another aim was to 
outlay for the coal sector for FY 1982-83 was control underground fires affecting about 40 

increased 30% over that of the previous colleries that have destroyed or denied ac- 

year to total $978 million. Existing mines, C°SS © an estimated 85 million tons of 
accounting for over 50% of the coal produc- Prime coking coal. A master plan prepared 
tion, were to receive about one-fifth of the with the help of Polish experts call for the 
outlay. An estimated 40% was also allocat- Oodonenen -, nS Jharia voatield into 
ed for new mines, some now in production hase of the c an Renae ‘stance ater 
and others under investigation, in order to P jand 1 d a aU. SSR. } lor vide for a 
meet the increased production targets in oland ana the U.0.0. ve WIM Provide tor a 
the coming years. number of additional high efficiency under- 

At the same time, in order to redress ground mines and several large open pit 

consumer complaints on coal quality, over Lignite —The Neyveli Lignite Corp 

$44 muon d voal expected a me eee mt on (NLC) in Tamil Nadu remained India’s 
washers and’ coal-nandling ‘acuiues. r’ans largest producer of lignite. Production in- 
called for setting up 14 additional washers creased substantially in FY 1980-81 and 
with a combined annual capacity of 28.4 cain in FY 1981-82. Most of the lignite 
million tons. These would bring the total §jnined was consumed locally by power and 
washer capacity to 49 million tons by the  fortilizer plants operated by NLC. NLC has 

end of the decade, and presumably intro- jr oposed further expansion of the first mine 
duce the latest methods and equipment for pit to 8.5 million tons at a cost of $100 
coal beneficiation. Approximately 10 mil- jnillion to support either a 100- or 210- 

lion tons of the planned increase was to be megawatt unit that will be an addition to 
operational by the end of 1984-85. That the existing 610-megawatt powerplant. 
target appeared to be optimistic as several In August 1981, the Minister of Energy 
Plante uncer Paria were already 1to jaid the foundation stone for the second 

years behind schedule. _ thermal electric power station at Neyveli. 
Despite the substantial capital outlay in Pans are to have three 210-megawatt units, 

1980-81 and the planned increase for 1982, the first to be commissioned in September 
the goal of a 165-million-ton capacity in 1984, the second in April 1985, and the third 
1985 will not be met without a further large in September 1985. Work on the second 
increase in funding. This has prompted the mine, which will supply lignite to the new 
Ministry of Energy to seek an additional powerplant, continued satisfactorily during 
$1.78 billion for coal sector programs during the year. The total cost of the expansion 
the remaining 2 years of the plan period. program was to be about $450 million. 
Over 80% of the allocation would be ear- Aiding in the technology and construc- 

marked for coal mining and exploration tion of the mine and powerplant were com- 

projects, 5% for washers, and the remaining panies from the Federal Republic of Ger- 
for captive powerplants, fire control, and many (lignite handling system), Italy (boiler 
research. Development of open pit mines feed pumps and turbogenerators), and Hun- 
would be emphasized during this period gary (boilers). An Indian company will sup- 
because of their shorter construction time _ ply the control and instrumentation system. 
and higher productivity. The Federal Republic of Germany has sup-
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plied most of the financing for the project at was targeted to reach close to 420,000 bar- 
Neyveli. Plans for a third large mine and __rels per day in FY 1982-83, with most of the 
accompanying powerplant at Neyveli were increase from offshore. The goal of 600,000 
being reviewed by the Government. barrels per day was set for 1985. 

The Government’s Central Electricity To implement the planned increases, the 
Authority has approved setting up lignite- FY 1982-83 annual plan provides for a 92% 
based powerplants of 120 megawatts each at increase in expenditures amounting to $2.16 
Bikaner, Rajasthan, and Kutch, Gujarat, billion for the petroleum sector. Of this 

where lignite reserves were estimated at 24. amount, $1.69 billion is earmarked for oil 
million and 200 million tons, respectively. exploration and development by ONGC. 
The Federal Republic of Germany has_ The large planned increases should enable 
offered technical assistance to develop the the Government to raise the domestic pro- 
Rajasthan reserves. In addition, the Central portion of crude oil requirements to 70% by 
Electricity Authority has recommended 1985. Meanwhile, India’s import bill should 
establishing a lignite mine and powerplant decline even further than in 1981. 
at Palna, Rajasthan. Long-term ONGC plans called for expend- 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—FY 1981-82 itures as high as $33.3 billion to reach an 
saw a major increase in the activity of the annual production of 1.2 million barrels per 
Indian petroleum sector. Following the day by 1990. OIL was also drawing up long- 
large rise in international crude oil prices term plans that envision an outlay of $667 
that created a difficult balance of payments million and a crude output of 160,000 bar- 
position, the Government intensified its rels per day by 1990. The massive proposed 
efforts in oil exploration and development. expenditures depend on the success ONGC 
The main effort was offshore, producing and OIL have in establishing the new crude 
new oil and gas discoveries and higher reserves needed to justify the development 
production from the BH Oilfield. Total costs. 
crude oil production for the year rose over The increased exploration activity pro- 
50%, about one-half of which came from duced several new oil and gas discoveries 
BH. during 1981. Among these, oil was found at 
Augmenting domestic production, India the B-57 Structure off the west coast and 

imported an average of 307,000 barrels per gas at well PH-91 in the northern Palk 
day of crude oil and 99,500 barrels per day Straits in the offshore Cauvery Basin. 
of refined products during FY 1981-82 at a Onshore oil was struck at Kadasa and gas 
cost of $5.7 billion. This was a welcomedrop'_ was struck at Daheu in Gujarat and in the 
from the record high of roughly $7 billion Razole Structure in the Krishna-Godavari 
the previous year. Basin. During the year, favorable oil signs 

To help in the search for hydrocarbons were also noted at a number of sites in 
with the ultimate aim of achieving self- upper Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. 
sufficiency, the Government took a bold Seven rigs operated offshore India during 
step in 1981 by inviting foreign oil compa- 1981 that drilled 12 wildcat and 34 develop- 
nies to explore once again for oil in Indiaon mental wells. As of March 31, 1981, ONGC 
production-sharing terms. Seventeen off- drilled a total of 155 wells offshore. Of 
shore and fifteen onshore blocks were open-_ these, 97 were oil-producing, 17 were gas 
ed to foreign companies. By the end of FY _ wells, and 41 were dry. 
1981-82, following extended negotiations, Roughly 35 rigs operated onshore during 
the Government signed an agreement with 1981 and drilled 95 wells. These included 66 
Chevron Oil Co., the first oil exploration wells in Gujarat, 23 wells in eastern Assam, 

; contract in about 5 years. Another round of and 6 wells in the central region, which 
bidding was to be invited with the number covers Tripura, West Bengal, and the 
of blocks being greatly increased. Supple- Krishna-Godavari Basin. 
menting this effort, the Oil and Natural Gas Refinery developments were highlighted 
Commission (ONGC) and Oil India, Ltd. by the partial commissioning of the 120,000- 
(OIL), both public sector companies, have _ barrel-per-day Soviet Union-aided Mathura 
tendered for onshore contract drilling call- refinery. India’s 12 refineries, all in the 
ing for the use of helicopter-transportable public sector, now have a combined capacity 
rigs and deep drilling equipment, which of 656,000 barrels per day. By FY 1984-85, 
neither company currently possesses. Indian refinery capacity was scheduled to 
Under ONGC’s accelerated plan of pro- be increased to 911,000 barrels per day. 

duction for BH and satellite fields, crude oil With the help of a $200 million Interna-
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tional Bank for Reconstruction and Devel- only in association with crude oil produc- 

opment (World Bank) loan, four refineries— tion, with one-third of the total coming from 

Madras, Visakhapatnam, Cochin, and Bha- offshore BH. The production increased 37% 

rat Petroleum Corp. at Bombay—were to be _ over that of 1980 but utilization remained a 

expanded and upgraded with secondary problem, with a major share of the gas . 

processing facilities. Fluid catalytic-cracker being flared at a substantial loss financial- 

units are to be installed by Universal Oil ly. According to the Ministry of Petroleum, 

Products Co. of the United States in each of between 1975 and 1981, about 155 billion 

these refineries to optimize recovery of cubic feet of natural gas, valued at nearly 

middle distillates, which make up close to $100 million, was flared in Assam. Although 
50% of the product requirement. Total cost the problem was being studied, the Govern- 
of the refinery expansions was to be over $1 ment had no comprehensive policy that 

billion. Two new refineries of 120,000 bar- provided a rational utilization of this ener- 

rels per day each, plus expansion of the sy resource, estimated at 29.5 trillion cubic 

Haldia refinery from 50,000 to 110,000 bar- _ feet. 
rels per day were proposed for the seventh Only about one-half of the offshore asso- 

5-year plan, FY 1985-86 to 1989-90. Karnal ciated gas production was used during the 
in Haryana and Mangalore in Karnataka year. Until the $1 billion Thal Vaishet 

have been the designated locations of the nitrogen fertilizer project comes online in 

new refineries. Completion of these projects 1984, disposal of the increasing amounts of 

would bring Indian refinery capacity close BH associated gas will continue to be a 

to the country’s projected refined product problem. | 
demand in 1990. Some gas was to be diverted to the Maha- 

Pipeline developments were highlighted rashtra State Electricity Board to operate a 

by the completion of a 349-kilometer 240-megawatt powerplant being set up near 
refined-products pipeline from the new Uran in 60-megawatt units. In Assam, the 

Mathura refinery through New Delhi to Government was studying a way to increase 

Ambala. Work continued on the 164- gas supplies to the Namrup fertilizer plant, 
kilometer last leg between Ambala and and to the State Electricity Board where 

Jullundur. additional gas turbines are to be installed. 

A 156-kilometer product pipeline was Despite these efforts, flaring appears un- 

proposed between Bombay and Pune. Ten- Voidable for some time. 
der orders have been issued for this project, The South Bassein Gasfield, with reserves 
which is to be completed by August 1984. of 9.5 trillion cubic feet, was expected to 

Other pipeline plans include the expan- ‘tart production by early 1985. First phase 
sion of the Salaya-Viramgam section of the Output was to be 350 million cubic feet per 
Salaya-Mathura crude oil pipeline by De- day rising to 700 million cubic feet per day 

cember 1982; modernization of the Barauni- before the end of the decade. Plans call for 

Kanpur pipeline; and installation of storage the gas to be used in fertilizer production 
tanks in the New Delhi, Ambala, and and the petrochemical industry. A 180,000- 

Jullundur areas following completion of the ton-per-year gas-fractionation plant was to 
pipeline from Mathura. be set up at Hazira, Gujarat, along with the 

A major project was the 106-centimeter first two gas-based fertilizer plants. 

undersea pipeline planned between the off- TPhosical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 

shore South Bassein Gasfield and Umbhrat 2Former regional *esources attaché U S. Department of 

on the Gujarat coast, a distance of 236 State, New Delhi, India. 
kilometers. From Umbbhrat, the pipeline 31 n° India fiscal year runs from April 1 through March 

will continue overland to Hazira. ONGC ‘Where {2ppropriate, Indian rupee pvalues ee gpeen 

was seeking World Bank financing for the [973° U.S. dollars at the rate of hee ee en foe 

first development stage of the South Bas- 1981. Rgi-20=US$100 for 1980, and Hed 00=Nisei® tor 

sein Gasfield that includes the pipeline. Ainooon Embassy, New Delhi, India. Department of State 

Global tender for the pipeline was to be 8].S, Embassy, New Delhi, India. Department of State 

issued in 1982. The cost was estimated at Telegram, New Delhi 05293, dated R171021Z, March 1982, 

$150 million. About 1,000 to 1,500 kilome- ‘ ‘Minerals and Metals Review, Bombay, India. New v. 8, 

ters of pipeline will also be needed to supply Not April 1982, p18. Delhi. India. Department of State 

gas to at least six more fertilizer plants telegram, New Delhi 09582, dated R170613Z, May 1982, p. 
planned for Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and 1. eMinerals and ia. N . 

Madhya Pradesh.?’ Noa erals and Se oe Bombay, India. New v. 7, 

Indian gas production in 1981 was derived 1°Government of India, Ministry of Steel and Mines,
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OT t of 1,N i, ia. 1981-82, p. 
Department of Mines, New Delhi, India. Report 1981-82, Department of Steel, New Delhi, India. Report 1981-82, p 

Pp. {1-00. , . 14Work cited in footnote 10, p. 90 
11U.S. Embassy, New Delhi, India. Department of State 15 > Pw 

5 ah: , U.S. Embassy, New Delhi, India. Department of State 
See” NEW Delhi 2882, dated Poslts62, December telegram, New Delhi 08744, dated RO512372Z, May 1982, p. 

121). S. Embassy, New Delhi, India. Department of State 1. 16 . . 
Telegram, New Delhi 02482, dated R090728Z, February Rock Products. V. 85, No. 4, April 1982, p. 88. 
1982, p. 1. 17U.S. Embassy, New Delhi, India. Department of State 
13Government of India, Ministry of Steel and Mines, Airgram A-38, Aug. 10, 1982, pp. 1-20.
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By John C. Ww 

In 1981, Indonesia continued to sustain a the country’s GDP and about 81% of total 
high rate of growth in the real gross domes- export earnings, which were valued at $21.9 
tic product (GDP) and maintained a modest billion. Indonesia remained one of the top 
rate of inflation. Under the Indonesian 5- 10 oil exporters and became the world’s 
year development plan (1979-84), the target largest LNG exporter in 1981. Despite the 
real economic growth was 6.5% per year. worldwide oil glut, Indonesia continued its 
However, the country’s real growth in GDP high level of oil and gas exploration. During 
was 8.2% in 1981 compared with 9.6% 1981, over 300 exploratory wells were drill- 
(revised) in 1980. For 2 years in a row, ed, 40 new oil and gas wells were discovered, 

Indonesia’s real economic growth was rank- and 12 oil-exploration contracts were signed 
ed the second highest after Singapore between Indonesia and foreign companies, 
among the five members of the Association which were committed to spend more than 
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). In- $900 million dollars over the next 3 to 6 
donesia’s GDP in 1973 constant dollars was years. 
estimated at $18.4 billion in 1981 compared To increase exports of LNG to Japan, 
with $17 billion in 1980. The country’s GDP expansion programs for the LNG plants at 
in current prices was about $85 billion in Arun in Aceh and Bontang in East Kali- 
1981 compared with $70 billion in 1980.2. mantan were started in 1981. Upon comple- 
The inflation rate was brought down from tion of the expansion programs in .1984, 
the two-digit level of 15.4% in 1980 to the LNG production capacity of Indonesia will 
one-digit level of 8.4% in 1981. be increased from 407 billion cubic feet to 

The high growth in the Indonesian econo- 1762 billion cubic feet. In line with the 
my was contributed mainly by the higher Government energy policy, the expansion 
level of production in foodstuff and manu- program of coal production at the Ombilin 
factured goods stimulated by the expanding Mine in West Sumatra also began in 1981. 
domestic demand. However, a relatively The projected coal output from the Ombilin 
slower growth in 1981 was caused by a Mine will reach 725,000 tons per year in 
slowdown in demand for light manufactur- 1985. In addition, the expansion program at 
ed goods, smaller increases in export earn- the Bukit Asam Mine secured funds from 
ings of oil and liquefied natural gas (LNG), the World Bank, Canada, and several West- 
a sharp drop in exports of nonoil commodi- ern European countries. 
ties owing to a worldwide oil glut and In the nonfuel minerals sector, produc- 
economic recession, and a fallin investment tion of most of the country’s mineral prod- 
because of the higher interest rates. ucts increased in 1981, except gold and 

In 1981, the oil and gas sector remained silver. However, because of the weakened 

the most important industry of the Indone- world market for metals, export earnings of 
sian economy. The output of oil reversed its Indonesian mineral products dropped sub- 
downward trend and averaged 1.6 million stantially. In 1981, Indonesian tin output 
barrels per day, while the output of natural continued to advance because one addition- 

gas continued its upward trend. During al dredge, Belitung I, operated offshore 
1981, the industry’s exports of oil and LNG, Belitung Island. Indonesia displaced Thai- 
valued at $17.7 billion, were about 21% of land and became the world’s third largest 

477
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tin producer. The expansion program of nong in West Java. A 500,000-ton-per-year 
Freeport’s Ertsberg East underground cop- new cement plant owned by P.T. Semen 
per mine in Irian Jaya was completed and_ Baturaja at Baturaja in South Sumatra was 
brought into production in June 1981 at a_ also put into operation in 1981. Construc- 
total cost of only $87 million (originally tion work on the 1-million-ton-per-year ce- 
estimated at $101.5 million). A 600,000-ton- ment plant owned by a joint-venture com- 
per-year alumina project is expected to be pany, P.T. Semen Andalas Indonesia at 
initiated in the spring of 1982 with Kaiser Lhoknga, Aceh, began in mid-1981 and was 
Aluminum and Chemical Corp. of the Unit- scheduled for completion in 1983. In addi- 
ed States and Kléckner INA of the Federal _ tion, Indonesia planned to build a 3-million- 
Republic of Germany as the contractors to ton-per-year cement plant at Citeureup, 
build the plant on Bintan Island. West Java, and a 120,000-ton-per-year ce- 

The first-phase construction of the Asa- ment plant at Kupang on Timor Island. 
han hydroelectric powerplant and alumi- Contracts for the construction were award- 
num smelting facility was completed in ed in 1981. Construction of the two cement 
December 1981. Inauguration of the com- plants was expected to start in 1982 and be 
plex was scheduled for J&huary 20, 1982. completed by 1984-85. 
Production of aluminum was expected to An ammonia-urea plant (Kaltim I) owned 
begin in February 1982 with a projected by P.T. Pupuk Kaltim at Bontang, East 
output of about 50,000 tons of aluminum for Kalimantan, was expected to come on- 
1982. Indonesia’s production of bauxite and stream in 1982. The company had awarded 
nickel ore remained unchanged. However, another contract for a second plant, to be 
the production of nickel matte by P.T. called Kaltim II, to expand the output 
International Nickel Indonesia at Soroako capacity of Kaltim I. Construction of Kal- 
in South Sulawesi suffered from depressed tim II is expected to start in mid-1983 by 
nickel prices and rising costs. The company Kellogg Overseas Corp. of the United States 

_ planned to cut back its output by 50% in and two Japanese companies. A contract 
1982. was also awarded to two Japanese compa- 

Indonesia’s cement industry continued to nies by P.T. Petrokimia Gresik for the 
grow in 1981. The total clinker capacity construction of a fertilizer complex at 
reached over 8 million tons per year at the Gresik, East Java. Construction of the fer- 
end of 1981. The country’s first white ce-  tilizer complex was expected to start in 1982 
ment plant was put into operation at Cibi- and was scheduled for completion in 1984. 

: PRODUCTION 

Indonesia’s mineral industry continued to rose by about 5%, owing primarily to the 
be dominated by the oil and natural gas newly completed expansion program of the 
sector in 1981. The output of crude oil rose Ertsberg East underground mine. Produc- 
by 1.3% as a result of six new oilfields put tion of bauxite and nickel remained at the 
into production by P.T. Caltex Pacific In- 1980 level, while production of gold and 
donesia in Sumatra and three new plat- silver by the state-owned P.T. Aneka 

| forms brought into operation by Indepen- Tambang at Cikotok Mine declined. Gold 
dent Indonesia American Petroleum Co. in and silver production by P.T. Freeport In- 
the Krisna Oilfield offshore southeastern donesia, Inc., as a byproduct of the copper 
Sumatra. The output of natural gas reached operations at Ertsberg also decreased slight- 
1.1 trillion cubic feet. Production of LNG ly. 
remained high at about 423 billion cubic Cement output went over 6 million tons 
feet. Coal output was still at an insignifi- owing to additional output of the newly 
cant level of about 350,000 tons in 1981. operated plant owned by P.T. Semen 

In 1981, tin production rose to about Baturaja. Production of urea was slightly 
35,000 tons with increasing output by new higher than the 1980 level, while the output 
dredges, Bima and Belitung I, operated of ammonia sulfate and triple superphos- 
offshore around Pulang Tujuh and Belitung phate jumped by 24% in 1981. 
Island, respectively. Copper production also
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Table 1.—Indonesia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 

Aluminum: Bauxite, dry equivalent, gross weight 
thousand tons__ 1,301 1,008 1,052 1,249 1,203 

Copper, mine output, metal content _________ 57,120 58,952 60,210 57,985 58,360 
Gold metal?______________ troy ounces__ 82,300 66,166 57,452 57,030 52,100 
Iron and steel: 

Tron sand, dry basis __________________ 311,519 233,341 79,877 62,914 85,816 
etal: 

. Ferroalloys: Ferronickel __________— 21,574 19,734 17,878 18,314 20,000 
Crude steel _____§___ 145,000 150,000 500,000 530,000 500,000 

Manganese ore_____§_§_§___§__§__________ 5,976 5,889 5,909 4,299 4,500 
Nickel: 

Mine output, metal content?____________ 33,083 31,414 *31,087 30,521 30,744 
Metallurgical products: 

Matte: 
Gross weight. _______________ _— — 8,721 20,532 19,900 
Nickel content_______________ _ — 6,715 15,810 15,300 

Ferronickel: 
Gross weight________________ 21,574 19,733 17,878 18,314 18,000 
Nickel content_______________ 4,928 4,499 4,000 4196 4,000 

Silver, mine output, metal content 
Ti thousand troy ounces_ _ 790 826 662 693 753 

in: 
Mine output, metal content _______ ~~ __ 25,926 27,411 29,535 32,527 34,869 
Metal ________ ~~ 24,005 25,829 27,790 30,465 32,000 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos® ________ ~~~ ~~ ~~ _____ 60 __ __ __ —_ 
cement, hydraulic. ________ thousand tons__ 2,651 3,694 4,698 5,818 6,300 

ays: 
Kaolin powder _________ 2 _ 38,006 37,400 58,539 75,558 80,000 

Diamond: 
Industrial® _________ _ thousand carats__ 12 12 12 12 12 
Gem*®___ doe 3 3 3 3 3 

Total® ___§ >_> dole 15 15 15 15 15 
Iodine .________________ _ _ kilograms_ _ 11,930 7,253 25,287 29,306 30,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ____—_ ~~ ___ 410,463 584,655 759,600 721,800 720,000 
Phosphate rock. __§______~_~_ ~~ ~_______ 3,599 6,071 5,323 11,191 12,000 

Salt, all types______._._-_ thousand tons__ 786 235 706 690 700 
tone: 

Granite ___________________do____ 722 495 678 926 1,000 
Limestone* _________._______do____ 3,724 4,699 6,107 7,601 8,000 
Marble_____..______~ square meters_ _ 35,217 33,496 25,216 25,380 25,500 
Quartz_________________ 269,310 307,480 127,082 260,075 270,000 

Sulfur, elemental§__§_§_-§_§_§__§____________ 1,697 204 180 105 150 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt rock, bitumen content ______.____- 137,701 162,000 90,805 173,018 170,000 
Coal _______________~_ thousand tons__ 231 264 279 304 350 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_ _._______—~-_ million cubic feet_ _ 533,355 643,148 998,457 1,045,748 1,100,000 
Marketed __________________do____ 199,951 384,116 398,807 695,914 NA 

Natural gas liquids: Propane and butane® 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 70 11 15 NA NA 

Petroleum: 
Crude, including field condensate_ _ _ _do_ _ __ 615,123 596,698 ™580,447 577,016 586,000 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ____._.________._do____ 14,444 15,363 15,405 17,475 NA 
Jet fuel_________________do____ 622 _- 59 25 NA 

- Kerosine_.~__~_~_~_~______.__do____ 19,948 19,187 24,217 25,988 NA 
Distillate fuel oi! ___..._.___.__do___~_ 19,384 18,345 18,735 19,184 NA 
Residual fuel oil _________._do____ 15,225 16,128 14,683 17,985 NA 
Lubricants_ ______._._._.__do____ 24 264 544 499 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ _ _ — _ _ _do____ 299 373 72 294 NA 
Paraffin wax _____________do____ 328 62 338 253 NA 
Naphtha _______________-do____ 100 1 1 (°) NA 
Unfinished oils requiring further 

processing. _____________do____ 38,650 28,795 40,096 41,599 NA 
Unspecified ____________._do____ 577 1,420 3,172 2,418 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ _ _do_ ___ 2,958 2,887 3,159 3,917 NA 

Total _______________do____ 112,559 102,825 120,481 129,637 NA 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 2, 1982. 
2Includes Au content of copper ore and output by Government-controlled operations. Gold output by operators of so- 

called People’s mines is not available but may be as much as 30,000 troy ounces per year. 
3Includes a small amount of cobalt that is not recovered separately. 
‘Data represent limestone used for cement production. Excludes considerable amounts of limestone produced by 

enterprises under local jurisdictions for building materials, for crushed rock to be used as aggregate, and to burn for lime. 
5Sulfur produced by other than the Frasch process. 
SLess than 1/2 unit.
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TRADE | 

Despite the softened world oil market and LNG were valued at $2.5 billion, of which 
worldwide economic recession, Indonesia $1.4 billion was exported from the Arun 
continued to maintain a merchandise trade Gasfield, and $1.1 billion from the Badak 
surplus of about $9.4 billion in 1981. Ac- Gasfield. Japan was the only buyer of In- 
cording to Indonesia’s Central Bank, total donesia’s LNG in 1981. 
export earnings were about $21.9 billion in Tin, nickel, and copper along with timber, 
1981, only 1% higher than that of 1980. rubber, and coffee remained Indonesia’s 
Export earnings of oil and LNG were $17.7 principal _nonoil export commodities. Be- 
billion, a 12% increase in 1981, compared cause of a sharp drop in: prices of these 
with a 62% surge in 1980. However, export commodities in the world market, export 
earnings of nonoil commodities dropped by earnings from these commodities dropped 
29.5% in 1981. Sharp drops in prices of significantly. In 1981, export earnings from 
Indonesia’s major nonoil commodities and timber dropped by 50% to $948 million; 
recent Government policies restricting ex- rubber, by 22% to $847 million; tin, by 8% 
ports of timber and palm products were to $424 million; coffee, by 48% to $3872 
cited as the main causes of the decline.’ million; nickel matte, by 19% to $108 mil- _ 
Indonesia’s imports were estimated at about lion; and copper, by 10% to $99 million. 
$12.5 billion in 1981, slightly less than that Other export earnings of mineral products 
of 1980. Machinery and electrical equip- also dropped substantially. For example, 
ment, base metals, mineral products, vehi- cement dropped 27% to $14.8 million, and 
cles and transport equipment, and chemical fertilizer dropped by 84% to $4.8 million in 
products remained the major import com- 1981. 
modities. During 1981, the major trading partners 

In 1981, exports of crude oil and petrole- of Indonesia, based on the value of two-way 
um products were valued at $15.2 billion. trade, were Japan, the United States, Singa- 
Japan and the United States remained the _ pore, and the Federal Republic of Germany. 
two major importing countries. Exports of 

Table 2.—Indonesia: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

OO 
, , —————— Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

meee 

METALS . 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite and concentrate ___ thousand tons__ 1,091 1,113 _— All toJapan. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 202 582 (4) Singapore 490; Sri Lanka 

Chromium ore and concentrate____________ _— 2,750 -- All to Japan. 
Copper: 

re andconcentrate_________________ 168,634 193,509 _— Japan 144,967; West 
rmany 48,542. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _________ _- 766 — Thailand 7 53. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate.________________ 8,513 9,462 _- All to Japan. 
Metal: 

Scrap_________~_~_ ~~ Le -- 849 _— Do. 
Pigiron including cast iron. _________ 2 92,574 er | apan 38,983; India 18,836; 

orth Korea 11,000. 
Semimanufactures_______________ 123,688 24,215 __ Malaysia 19,109; Nigeria 

Manganese ore and concentrate____________ 1,770 9,574 __ Taiwan 9,564. 

“Ore andconcentrate___§_§_§_§___________ 781,881 883,055 _. All to Japan. 
7; Matte, speiss, similar materials__________ 29,280 42,763 3,070 Japan 34,377. 

in: 
. Ore andconcentrate_________________ 1,624 4,857 __ Singapore 1,585; Nether- 

lands 1,075. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap___._~ = 415 1,404 a Japan 500; Singapore 404; 
nited Kingdom 300. 

Unwrought ___________________ 26,274 26,169 _. Singapore 8,425; Nether- 
lands 6,425; Japan 5,050. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Indonesia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 . 

Commodit 1979" 1980 “Tinted 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous metals_ 664 1,675 — Japan 1,410. 
Strontianite and other minerals ___——____ 50 17 _— All to Singapore. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc 11 9 _— Japan 4; Singapore 3. 
Barite and witherite. __________________ 7,159 6,451 _- All toSingapore. 
Cement ____________ ~~ e 488,217 495,203 __ India 139,434; Thailand 

122,150; Bangladesh 
97,670. 

Chalk ___________ Le () 603 | —_ Singapore 600. 
Clays, crude: 

ntonite __________~_-~__________ 1,268 2,946 _. All to Singapore. 
Kaolin __~_____~_ ~~~ ~~~ 1,574 5,313 __ Taiwan 5,000; Japan 208. 
Other ______._____ _-_ ~~~ kilograms__ 500 _- 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, phosphatic _._______..-.-_---- _- 518 -— Taiwan 500. 
Manufactured, nitrogenous __________~_~- 233,030 230,526 _. _ India 98,994; Philippines 

43,821; Pakistan 42,643. 
Ammonia ____~____~________~-~---- — 1,138 6,043 _— Philippines 3,405; Malaysia 

Iodine _-___________________-~-~--~-~-~ 15 29 — Japan 12; France 12. 
Stone, sand and gravel: oo 

Dimension, crude and partly worked _ _ — _ — — — 405,436 523,253 __ Singapore 486,540; Malaysia 

Limestone______________~--~----- _- 66 _— Mainly to Singapore. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons_ _ 3 2,979 4 Singapore 2,975. 
Other ______~_-_______------~-~-- 11 220 _. All to Singapore. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, colloidal _____ _ _ __ — kilograms_ _ __ 155 __ All to Malaysia. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum__~________-~—--~~- 3 _- 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black $$ _-_______.-~-----_--~ 4 — 
Coal, all grades___ ~~. .-____---------- 59,595 112,487 __ Malaysia 44,908; Taiwan 

32,907; Bangladesh 
16,000. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude ___—-— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 450,226 378,479 100,310 Japan 184,27 6; Singapore 

Refinery products: — 
Gasoline, motor__________-_-do__~- 88 8 _. All to Sabang. 
Kerosine, white spirit ____.__—do____ 140 29 — Do. . 
Distillate fuel oi! _. ...______do____ 199 23 _— Do. 
Residual fuel oil __________—do____ 38,862 39,570 5,002 Japan 32,234. ‘ 
Lubricating oils____________do___~_ _- (4) _. Mainly to Singapore. 
Liquefied petroleum gas_______do____ 104,130 138,780 12,027 Japan 120,306. 
Mineral jelly and wax ____— ——_do__ ~~ 238 93 _. All to Singapore. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 
derived crude chemicals _____________-- _— 6,984 — Do. 

TRevised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979° 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate _______.~-_--- 514 929 29 China 900. 
Oxides and hydroxides __________---~-~-- 14,358 19,316 13 Japan 8,692; China 2,691; 

aiwan 2,628. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-.~------------------ _— 339 37 Japan 220; Singapore 66. 
Unwrought __________._--_---- 15,120 14,131 2,399 Canada 3,859; Australia 

Semimanufactures_______________ 15,623 19,918 1,777 Japan 6,692; Belgium- 
uxembourg 1,347; 

Taiwan 1,342. 
Arsenic trioxide, pentoxide, acids_ _ _ ______-_~- 107 99 () France 36; Netherlands 33. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979* 1980 “TInitted 
m0 United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate.__.§_$____________ 1 11 _- All From Taiwan. 
Oxides and hydroxides _..__._________ 177 107 13. = Japan 39; U.S.S.R. 30. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides ___...______~— 6 5 _. Japan 3. 
Copper: 

Matte ________________ LLL 31 — 
Sulfate. __-_-§____________________- 202 409 2 France 120; Italy 54; Japan 

50; Taiwan 50. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ________~_ 20,852 22,640 305 Japan 14,323; Zambia 4,006; 

Australia 2,189. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought and partly 
wrought______________-_-_troy ounces__ 70,732 _- 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate_______~__________ 53,159 285,046 1 Sweden 185, 16; Brazil 

Metal: — 
Scrap... ~_ ~~ 29,770 39,009 — West Germany 13,830; 

Japan 10,688; Singapore 

Pig iron including cast iron__________ 42,253 34,963 () Republic of Korea 17,000; 
Brazil 11,400; Australia 
5,032. 

Sponge iron, powder, shot__________—_ 428 641 109 J apan 245; West Germany 

Spiegeleisen___________________ 1,270 100 _. All from Australia. 
Ferroalloys ______________~~-_- 7,067 15,445 48 Japan 4,672; Australia 

4,432; Taiwan 4,079. 
Steel, primary forms... _....._..-- 268,716 469,874 24,792 | Mozambique 97,640; Repub- 

lic of Korea 82,470; 
Taiwan 54,275. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections_ _ — 189,066 241,186 2,196 Japan 191,022. 
Universals, plates, sheets ________ 775,703 1,065,200 30,129 Japan 821,321. 
Hoop and strip. __ ~~~ _-___ 40,101 37,478 66 Japan 30,024. 
Rails and accessories ___ ________ 16,203 4,411 32 Japan 1,613; Taiwan 1,341. 
Wire_________ 6,664 9,495 33 Japan 5,475; Taiwan 1,594. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings __________~— 119,308 249,352 34,646 Japan 152,861; Singapore 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough ____ —_ 4,554 5,890 717 J apan 2,053; Singapore 799. 
ad: 
Ore and concentrate______§_.__________ _- 300 _- All from Republic of Korea. 
Oxides__- ~~~ Le 943 1,081 (2) Australia 796; West 

Germany 91. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 4,869 7,896 279 Australia 5,920; Malaysia 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — — 73 29 2 J apan 25. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate. _________.___--- 6,966 11,968 _- Singapore 3,128; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,300. 

Oxides. ~~~ ~~ LL 5,693 7,607 10 Singapore 4,418; Japan 

Mercury______________ 76-pound flasks__ 105 1,566 9 Japan 1,434, 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 292 221 _- Netherlands 118; Taiwan 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate____________do___~_ _- 50 _- All from China. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ ~~ -—~ 1,671 2,501 6 Republic of Korea 1,510; 

apan 808. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and Partly wrought__ troy ounces_ _ 322 428 97 United Kingdom 322. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 
marty wrought ________.______do____ 44,865 4,719 2,781 Australia 1,768. 

in: 
Oxides _______________-_~ kilograms_ — 400 6 6 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___—_—_—__~-~- 175 177 1 Japan 72; United Kingdom 

1. 
Titanium oxides ______________---~---+- 8,863 8,182 583 Japan 4,7 67; West Germany 

1,126. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms — — — — — 1 26 (?) Belgium-Luxembourg 25. 
Uranium and thorium oxides including rare-earth 
oxides_____________________-_-_-- 243 170 __ France 100; China 60. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979° 1980 : 
y Bited Other (principal) 

ee ee 

METALS —Continued 

Zine: 
Oxides __-_____._~§____ ee 324 170 2 West Germany 78; Japan 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap____ ~~ ee () 662 17 Australia 567; Thailand 50. 
Blue powder___________________ 101 151 47 Australia 83; United 

Kingdom 10. 
Unwrought _____~_~_____ 46,149 51,430 (4) Australia 45,403; Japan 

Semimanufactures_______________ 1,062 917 38 Japan 439; Australia 249: 
Taiwan 180. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates _______________ 267 432 — Australia 343; Taiwan 88. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___________ 216 224 8 J apan 107; West Germany 

Metals including alloys, all forms: 
Metalloids: Phosphorus ___________ 84 145 (4) West Germany 82; Malaysia 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth metals_ _ 42 20 (1) West Germany 10; Japan 

Pyrophoric alloys_______________- 58 60 () China 51; Hong Kong 8. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 1,219 1,042 1 Australia 907. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ _ _ _ 311 435 18 Netherlands 150; Japan 120; 

ndia 45. 
Dust and powder of precious and semiprecious 
stones_______________/- kilograms_ — 15 12 (3) Mainly from Australia. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ _ _ 2,281 2,805 10 China 915; Japan 432; Re- 
public of Korea 408. 

Asbestos, crude. __§___~~_~_~§_~____ Le 14,616 23,047 30 Canada 10,172; Australia 
5,217; China 2,680. 

Barite and witherite___________________ 19,881 21,031 659 Thailand 11,805; Philippines 

Boron materials: — 
Crude natural borates ______________ _ 3 145 14 Sabang 91; Japan 23. 
Oxides and acids__ ___§_§_~__~_~_________ 238 941 907 Australia 30. 

Cement __________________________ 148,108 327,162 5,470 Japan 147,683; Republic of 
orea 48,226; Singapore 

46,891. 
Chalk _-______________ 163 58 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 25; 

West Germany 18. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite ____________________ 9,164 6,137 3,040 Sabang 2,296; Singapore 

Kaolin _______ ee 11,429 13,318 2,482 Japan 6,460; Australia 
,017. 

Kyanite and sillimanite _ _ _ _ kilograms_ _ -- 85 _- Netherlands 55; West 
Germany 30. 

Other_________ ~~ _ ee 2,631 3,582 998 Japan 1,200; China 557. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ _ _ _ 26,042 74,032 4,585 Japan 23,087; West 
Germany 15,598; United 
Kingdom 6,400. 

Nonrefractory_ __.______________ 2,975 1,503 2 Italy 618; Japan 501. 
Cryolite and chiolite.__________________ 5 4 (7) Mainly from Taiwan. 
Diamond, industrial_ __ _ _ _ _ thousand carats_ _ 1,790 1,619 575 Canada 1,040. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth_ ______ __ 2,388 723 168 Malaysia 226; Republic of 

orea 120. 
Feldspar, leucite, nepheline _____._________ 10,768 13,611 _- China 8,340; India 1,833; 

Italy 1,244. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous__________________- 868 3,094 _- Japan 3,089. 
Phosphatic______._____________ 15,950 105 1 Singapore 104. 
Potassic _________~. ~~ -_____- 1,601 101 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 100. 
Other including mixed ____________ 23 17,115 21 Jordan 14,436; Taiwan 

Manufactured: —_ 
Nitrogenous__________________~- 71,057 70,467 5 Republic of Korea 48,030; 

West Germany 9,513; 
Japan 9,513. 

Phosphatic_ __ _________________ _ 200,188 137,640 21,001 Jordan 41,946; West 

Germany 36,694. 
Potassic ___________ ~~ ______ 110,125 142,166 11,039 West Germany 79,175; 

Canada 25,068. 
' Other including mixed ____________ 16,747 17,371 18 West Germany 9,420; Japan 

4,002; Denmark 3,078. 
Ammonia _______.~_______________ 385 48 6 Singapore 22; Japan 19. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Gnited Other (principal) 

Eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Graphite,natural _____________ > 90 185 — Japan 55; Norway 30; 
Taiwan 22. Gypsum and plasters _.________________ 287,555 318,607 6 Australia 180,672; Japan ; 
110,800; Thailand 23,200. Lime __________~__~_~___ ee 1,009 362 37 Malaysia 197; Singapore 90. Magnesite________________________ 967 1,085 _- Japan 755; Republic of . orea 200. Mica, allforms________________ | 148 402 145 China 71; United Kingdom 
51; Australia 44. Pigments, mineral: 

Natural,crude_________________ 596 562 37 China 455; Australia 49. Iron oxides, processed________________ 1,917 1,835 62 West. Germany 834; China 

Precious and semiprecious stones except diamond, 
manufactured _____________|__value__ $2,562 $875 -— Singapore $800. Pyrite (ross weight) __________ kilograms__ 10,836 35 35 

Salt and brine _-________________ > 2,607 542 13 West Germany 319; 
Australia 86. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticsoda __-________________ | 59,076 63,410 10,992 France 21,400; West 

Germany 8,909; Nether- 
lands 8,423. Caustic potash including sodic and potassic 

, peroxides _____§_§_______ 1,110 271 18 Japan 150; Romania 50. Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ___________ 601 686 _- Republic of Korea 600. Worked_____________________ 7,344 486 2 China 211; Japan 159. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _________ 1,680 2,471 334 Taiwan 1,300; Japan 310. Gravel and crushed rock _______________ 606 2,757 114. Japan 1,585;'France 760; 
China 230. Limestone, except dimension ___________ 165 32 2 Singapore 30. Quartzand quartzite _________________ 401 289 ~~. Japan 200; Australia 34. Sand excluding metal-bearing.__________ 2,079 2,844 327 Singapore 1,644; Taiwan 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal __.___________ 2,643 2,623 317 Singapore 1,422; Republic of 
. Korea 207. 

Colloidal __§_-.______.______ 29,366 50,608 75 Singapore 18,268; Canada 
17,410; Kuwait 11,201. Sulfur dioxide __-__________________ (4) 5 ~~. Japan 3; Singapore 1. Sulfuric acid, oleum_________________ 3,501 2,797 306 Singapore 2,089. Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _______ _ 10,533 10,948 36 China 7,000; Republic of 
Korea 1,274. Other: 

Crude: 
Meerschaum, amber, jet_ _ __ kilograms_ _ 425 3 _- All from United Kingdom. Strontium and other minerals ______ _ _ 3,869 2,373 _- Japan 1,940; China 400. Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal-bearing _ _ 524 31,628 174 ~=— Japan 31,192. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of magnesium, 
strontium, barium, n.es_~____________ 2,181 1,965 47 Japan 1,705. Bromine, iodine, fluorine______________ 44 54 9 United Kingdom 27; Singa- 

pore 12. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and fiber 

cement, unfired nonmetals ___________ 5,425 3,829 361 Italy 1,112; Singapore 883; 
Japan 750. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural_____________ 11,851 21,731 2 Singapore 12,115; China 
5,301; Taiwan 3,998. Carbon black and gascarbon _____________ 19,063 25,656 210 Australia 14,637; Japan 
4,933; Malaysia 3,696. Coal, all grades including briquets __________ 4,082 4,973 7 Republic of Korea 4,500. Coke and semicoke ___________________ 25,163 32,548 2 Japan 18,063; Taiwan 6,075; 

Republic of Korea 3,659. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _____________ 5,123 119 (1) | Singapore 76; Japan 26. Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined: 

Crude____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 19,068 30,663 — All from Saudi Arabia. Partly refined___§_§_______ __do____ 2,859 1,794 34 Singapore 1,660. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Bourges 1980 . ————— 
_ Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

eee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS —Continued , 

Petroleum —Continued 

Refinery products: , 
Gasoline, motor 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,320 1,845 _- Mainly from Singapore. 
Kerosine, white spirit ________do____ 6,104 6,465 3 Singapore 6,433; Liberia 28. 
Distillate fuel oi] ___ ________do____ 2,009 1,698. () Singapore 1,594; Liberia 

Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 1,302 4,301 _. All from Japan. 
Lubricants - ~~~ _____do____ 586 798 212 Singapore 386; Japan 92. | 

er: ‘ 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ _ _ _do____ 1 136 (4) Singapore 135. ms 
Mineral jelly and wax _____do____ 28 19 3 West Germany 9; China 4. 
Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s __—do____ 135 154 31 China 42; Japan 35. 
Petroleum coke __ ~~ _____do____ (1) 8 (1) Mainly from Singapore. | 
Bitumen and other residues_ _do_ _ _ _ 486 851- () Singapore 761. 
Bituminous mixtures, n.e.s __do_ _ __ 37 63 1 Singapore 57. . 

Total_____________do____ 12,008 16,338 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 

derived crude chemicals _______________ 2,229 1,677 76 West Germany 480; United 
. Kingdom 342; Japan 256. eee 

Revised. . . 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW © 

METALS The total cost of the 600,000-ton-per-year 
. . 7 alumina plant. was estimated at $725 mil- 

_ Aluminum and Bauxite.—In 1981, baux- lion, and it was expected to be completed by | 
ite production by P.T. Aneka Tambang was mid-1986. Kaiser would be responsible for 
about 4% lower than that of 1980. Most of designing and managing the project as well 

the output was exported to Japan under a ag providing the technology, and Kléckner 
10-year contract that will expire in 1984. would be responsible for building the plant. 
Total exports of bauxite in 1981 were 1.15 According to Indonesia’s Ministry of Mines 
million tons. and Energy, bauxite deposits on Bintan 

In July 1981, a Japanese consortium of Jsland and at Kuala Tangung in North 
five leading aluminum smelters withdrew Symatra were considered as raw material 
from a joint bauxite-alumina Project to sources for the plant; however, Bintan Is- 
develop a 600,000-ton-per-year-capacity alu- land was selected mainly because of its 
mina ‘plant In Indonesia. Based on the larger deposits, with estimated bauxite re- 
feasibility studies completed by the Japa- serves of 75 million tons averaging 49.4% 
nese consortium, the quality of the below A).0, and 8.2% SiO., and projected lower 
export-grade bauxite on Bintan Island was operating costs.‘ 
lower than anticipated, and the production _—The first-phase construction work on In- 
cost of alumina would be too high. However, donesia’s Asahan hydroelectric powerplant 
the Government of Indonesia decided to and aluminum smelting complex was com- 
finance the entire project after the Japa- pleted before yearend. The first 170 reduc- 
nese consortium pulled out from the project. _ tion pots of a new 75,000-ton-per-year alumi- 
Kaiser Aluminum Technical Services and num smelter being built at Kuala Tangung 
Kaiser Engineers International, both units was scheduled for inauguration on January 
of Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp. of 20, 1982. The smelter is powered by a 286- 
the United States, and Kléckner INA of the megawatt power station located at Singura- 
Federal Republic of Germany were ex-  gura, 74 miles away. Production of alumi- 
pected to sign a contract with the Govern- num is expected to start in late February 
ment to build an alumina plant on Bintan 1982. Based on production plans, the first 

Island starting in April 1982. year output of aluminum ingot was estimat-
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ed at 50,000 tons, of which 75% is expected declining ore grade were the primary 
to be exported to Japan at a price about causes of this significant reduction in the 
11% to 12% lower than the Alcan Alumi- output of gold and silver in 1981. The output 

num Ltd. export price of $1,750 per ton, and of gold and silver as a byproduct of Free- 
the remaining 25% is to be marketed in  port’s copper operation at Ertsberg in 1981 
Indonesia.® was about 45,935 troy ounces of gold and 

The second-phase construction of the 685,977 troy ounces of silver in 1981, com- 
smelter is to have an annual capacity of pared with 51,906 troy ounces of gold and 
150,000 tons and is scheduled for completion 606,690 troy ounces of silver in 1980. 
in 1983. When the third-phase construction During 1981, a joint-venture company, 
is completed at the end of 1984, the smelter P.T. Sungai Dandai, was formed by P.T. 
will have an annual capacity of 225,000 tons Karang Sulah of Indonesia and Kajuara 
of aluminum ingot, and a second power- Mining Corp. (Pty.) Ltd. of Australia. The 

plant with a 317-megawatt capacity will Company was to bring onstream a gold and 
also be completed at Tangga, about 4 miles Silver mine in the Lebong Tandai, Bengkulu 
from the Sigura-gura powerplant. During Province, in Sumatra. The production is 

the early stage of operation, Indonesia will expected to start at the rate of 32,100 troy 

import the required alumina for the smelt- Ounces of gold and 288,900 troy ounces of 
ers from Japan and Australia until the Silver per year in 1983. The total cost of the 
alumina plant on Bintan Island is complet- Project was estimated at $12 to $13 million.’ 
ed in mid-19886. Iron Sands.—Indonesia Ss mine produc- 

Copper.—Production of copper by P.T. tion of iron sand concentrates from the 

Freeport Indonesia, Inc., increased slightly Cilacap and the Palabuhanratu Mines in- 
in 1981. The increase in the output was due creased slightly in 1981. During the first 10 
to the opening of the new underground months of 1981, the total mont y output of 

. . the two mines averaged 6,500 tons, with the 
mines at Ertsberg East. During 1981, by Palabuh tu Mi tine for about 
combining the output of the old open pit BR abunanralu Mune accounting tor abou 

. é % of the total production in 1981. Since 
mine and the new underground mine (the . 

ti bout 50:50), th 1979, the average output from the Cilacap 
duce 1 188 260 ‘tons of - sor concentrates Mine had been reduced to about 3,000 tons 
(averagin ’ 31.87% co eer) 46.072 troy P& month and was maintained at that level 

agl e 1 d q 636 $96 t , A during 1981 because of the continued dis- 
silver. of gold, an ’ roy ounces Ol pute over export price and quantity with 

The new underground mine at Ertsberg the Jap anese company, Nippon Kokan Co., 

East was brought onstream in June 1981 P.T. Krakatau Steel, Indonesia’s state- 
with a total project cost of only $87 million, owned steel producer, was operating at a 

about $14.5 million less than the original jog. during 1979-81, mainly owing to the 
budget. The initial mining capacity of the high cost of financing and underutilization 
new underground mine was 4,500 tons of of capacity. The first phase of the company’s 
ore per day, increasing to 6,000 tons per day steel mill complex began operating in Octo- 
by yearend. At yearend, Freeport’s total per 1979. It includes a HYL-process, direct- 
milling capacity reached 9,500 tons of ore reduction plant with an annual capacity of 
per day (the ratio of new mines output to 1.1 million tons and electric arc furnaces 
the old was 60:40). During 1981, 75% of the with an annual capacity of 500,000 tons. 
copper concentrate was exported to Japan, However, according to company officials, 
and the remaining 25% was sold to Marc the output of raw steel was only 250,000 
Rich, an international trader, under a 10- tons, about 50% of the installed capacity, in 
year contract.® 1981. Problems in operation training, steel 

Gold and Silver.—Gold and silver produc- pellets importing, and marketing of the 

tion by the state-owned P.T. Aneka Tam- steel products were cited as reasons for the 
bang declined in 1981. The mine output of underutilization of capacity in 1981.8 
gold from the Cikotok Mine area dropped By yearend, the second phase of the 
31% to 4,571 troy ounces for the first 9 company’s steel mill project, which included 
months in 1981 from 6,635 troy ounces for a hot-strip mill and a slab plant, was about 
the same period in 1980. The mine output of 60% completed and was expected to be 
silver also declined by 18% to 49,145 troy finished in early 1983. The construction of 
ounces for the first 9 months of 1981 from the second phase was financed by the Gov- 
59,802 troy ounces for the same period in ernment of the Federal Republic of Ger- 
1980. The low prices of gold and silver and many. The total investment in the compa-
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ny’s steel complex, which includes phases In early 1981, the Government reportedly 

one and two, was estimated at about $3.8 had acquired 4% of the equity in P.T. Inco. 

billion. A consortium of six Japanese companies, 

In 1981, Indonesia’s total demand for raw which also had a 2% stake in P.T. Inco, 

steel was estimated at about 2.9 million imports 14,000 tons of nickel matte from the 

tons, of which about 2.3 million tons was company annually.® 

imported, mainly from Japan and the Re- In August 1981, P.T. Aneka Tambang 

public of Korea. announced that a large nickel deposit was 

Nickel.—P.T. Aneka Tambang, the state- discovered in the Buli Bay region following 

owned mining company, and P.T. Interna- exploration work around the Halmahera 

tional Nickel Indonesia (P.T. Inco), asubsid- area. Samples of the Buli Bay nickel ore 

iary of International Nickel Co., Ltd., of were sent to Jakarta and Japan for further 
Canada, remained the two Indonesian nick- study. The quality and quantity of the 

el producers in 1981. The combined output deposits were unknown. However, it was 

of nickel ore produced by P.T. Aneka_ reported that, the quality of the ore was 

Tambang from two mining operations re- similar to that of Gebe Island, and ore 

mained at about 1.5 million tons in 1981. reserves may be quite large.’® 

Nickel ore production from the Moluccas Tin.—Despite a 9% drop in tin prices, 

area on Gebe Island, accounting for about Indonesia’s output of tin concentrates con- 

51% of the company’s total output, was tinued to increase and reached another 

exported to Japan. The exports of nickel ore high in 1981. The increased output resulted 
from Gebe Island to Japan increased slight- largely from a new large offshore dredge, 

ly to about 800,000 tons in 1981 from 7 75,000 Belitung I, owned and operated by P.T. 

tons in 1980. The nickel ore output from the Tambang Timah, and the continuing 

Pomalaa area in southeast Sulawesi, ac- growth of tin output achieved by P.T. Koba 

counting for 49% of the total ore output, Tin. In 1981, Indonesia became the world’s 

was partially exported to Japan and partial- third largest tin producer. Its exports of tin 

ly (about 400,000 tons) shipped to the com- rose by 3.6% to 31,879 tons, but the export 
pany’s ferronickel smelter at Pomalaa for earnings of tin dropped by 8% to $424 

the production of high- and low-carbon fer- million because of the lower price of tin. 

ronickel ingot, containing 22.4% nickel. However, tin exports displaced coffee as 

During 1980-81, abqut 16,000 tons of ferro- Indonesia’s fourth largest export commodi- 
nickel ingots were exported annually. ty after oil, timber, and rubber. 

In 1981, a feasibility study for expanding For the past 4 years, Indonesia had put 
the capacity of the ferronickel smelterfrom three new large dredges (Bangka II, Bima, 

20,000 to 75,000 tons per year was complet- and Belitung I) into operation. As a result, 

ed. According to Indonesia’s Ministry of the tin dredging sector had become more 
Mines and Energy, construction of the ex- important than gravel pumping. During 

pansion project was expected to start in 1977-80, Indonesia’s production of tin con- 

1982 and was scheduled for completion in' centrates by mining method was as follows, 

1985. in tons: 
P.T. Inco produced about 19,900 tons of 

nickel matte containing 75% nickel from = ———————________________- 

its nickel mine and smelting facility at Mining method 1977 197819791980 

Soroako, South Sulawesi, in 1981. Because Dredging_______ 12,694 18,568 15,862 15,434 

of the continuing depressed world market Gravel pumping--- 12,098 12,107 12,932 12,789 

conditions, the company planned to cut Qpencasting----- 193 yet gi7__3,185 
production of nickel matte by 50% in 1982. TT 

Since 1977, the company had suffered from __ Total ------- 25,926 27,411 29,585 32,027 

a series of mechanical and technical diffi- 

culties. During 1980-81, most of the difficul- In 1981, production of tin in Indonesia 

ties reportedly had been resolved, and the was by P.T. Tambang Timah, accounting 

second production line was also completed for about 77% of the country’s output; P.T. 

and put into operation. However, because of Koba Tin, about 17%; P.T. Broken Hill 

the depressed world metals market, the Proprietary Indonesia, about 1.5%; and P.T. 

company had suffered a loss of about $70 Riau Tin Mining, 4.5%. 

million on sales of $122 million in 1981, P.T. Tambang Timah, the state-owned tin 

compared with a loss of $59.4 million on company, produced tin concentrates mainly 

sales of $140 million in 1980. from inland and offshore around the islands
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of Bangka, Belitung, Singkep, Kundur, and to P.T. Tambang Timah for further process- 
Karimun. The output from inland and off- ing. 
shore Bangka Island was about 55% of the In mid-1981, a large tin deposit was dis- 
company’s tin production. The output from covered offshore Bangka Island at a depth 
Belitung Island was about 17%. In June of 30 to 40 meters. The estimated tin ore 
1981, the company began operation of Beli- reserves were 1 million tons." 
tung I off Tanjungpandan on the west coast 
of Belitung Island. Beginning in November, NONMETALS 

Beltane 7 was ope veaare on the east coast of Cement.—In 1981, Indonesia’s cement 
Belitung I, delivered by Mining and production continued its upward trend and 

Transport Engineering NV of Amsterdam surpassed the 6-million-ton level. The coun- 

is the first tin dredge built in Indonesia. The ‘79,8 Cement industry, which consisted of  202-meter-long dredze has 151 buck ts. h eight plants operated by seven companies, 
ameter-long dredge has UeKels, €acnh had an annual total clinker capacity of 8.7 

with a capacity of 22 cubic feet. It can dig to million tons at the end of 1981. Indonesia 
a depth of 164 feet and is capable of produc- Win) become the largest cement producer ing about 1,100 tons of tin concentrates per among the five members of ASEAN after 

year. Another planned new dredge, Singkep several] new cement plants are completed by 
I, scheduled to be built during 1981-83, was the end of the third 5-year development 
reportedly being postponed." plan (1979-84). 

P.T. Koba Tin, 75% owned by Kajuara The Government continued to encourage 
Mining Corp. Pty., Ltd. (equally owned by the expansion of the cement industry by CSR, Ltd., and BMI, Ltd. of Australia), and offering a 4-year tax holiday to any new 
25% by P.T. Tambang Timah, operated 3 company that established a cement plant 
dredges, 13 gravel-pump mines, and 1 dry- with an annual capacity of 500,000 tons or 
strip mine in the southeastern areas of more on the island of Java and a 5-year tax 
Bangka Island. The company’s output of tin holiday for those outside Java. These tax 
concentrates had grown from 3,803 tons 1n benefits are to support the strong growing 

_ 1979 to over 6,000 tons in 1981. As of mid- need for infrastructure and housing devel- 
1980, the proven tin reserves of the compa- opments in various parts of the country. 
ny’s concession areas were estimated at Most of the raw materials for cement manu. 
14,000 tons with a cutoff grade of almost 14 facturing, including limestone, clays, and 
ounces per cubic meter of gravel. Addition- silica sand, as well as the iron-correcting 
al probable and possible reserves were esti- materials, are in abundance throughout the 
mated at 9,400 tons and 23,000 tons, respec- country. To support the cement industry, 
tively. gypsum is the only raw material that is 

P.T. Broken Hill Proprietary Indonesia, a being imported, and it comes from India, 

subsidiary of Australia’s Broken Hill Pro- Thailand, and Australia. Indonesia also pos- 
prietary Co., Ltd., operated a high-cost, low-  sesses enough required energy resources, 
grade underground mine at Kelapa Kampit including oil, natural gas, and coal, for the 
on Belitung Island. The company’s tin con- growth of the cement industry. 
centrates were shipped to Datuk Keramat In March 1981, Indonesia began operating 
Smelting at Georgetown in Penang, Malay- its first white cement plant at Cibinong, 
sia, for refining. The annual output of tin south of Jakarta. The 200,000-ton-per-year 
concentrates at Kelapa Kampit was be- white cement plant, valued at $42 million, 
tween 400 to 500 tons. was completed in 16 months by Nihon 

P.T. Riau Tin Mining, 90% owned by Cement Co. and Kawasaki Heavy Indus- 
Billiton International B.V. and 10% by P.T. tries, Ltd., using Japanese technical know- 
Tambang Timah, began operation of itsnew how and modern equipment. The cement 
dredge, Bima, offshore Pulang Tujuh be- plant is owned and operated by P.T. Indoce- 
tween Singkep and Bangka Islands in Sep- ment. According to company Officials, of the 
tember 1979. During 1979-80, the technical total output of white cement produced, 
problems caused by overheating of the top about 160,000 tons was for domestic con- 
bearing left Bima underutilized. However, sumption, and the remaining 40,000 tons 
in 1981, all of the technical problems report- would be exported to Malaysia and Singa- 
edly had been corrected. The dredge was pore. In the past, all of Indonesia’s white 
expected to produce about 1,500 tons of tin cement requirements were met by imports 
concentrates in 1981. The tin concentrates from Japan. Beginning in April 1982, im- 
produced by P.T. Riau Tin Mining were sold _ ports of white cement were to be banned.
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In 1981, P.T. Semen Baturaja started owned fertilizer company, operated four 
operation of its 500,000-ton-per-year, dry- urea plants at its Palembang complex in 
process suspension preheater plant at Batu- South Sumatra. During the first half of 
raja in South Sumatra. 1981, production capacity was underutilized 

In mid-1981, construction of a new $200 because of a natural gas feedstock shortage. 
million cement plant with an annual capac- P.T. Pupuk Kujan, the second largest state- 
ity of 1 million tons was started at Lhoknga, owned fertilizer company, began production 
Aceh, in North Sumatra. P.T. Semen Anda-_ of urea at Tjikampek, West Java, in 1980. 

las Indonesia, a joint-venture companyown- The natural gas feedstock of the 570,000- 
ed by Blue Circle Industries, Ltd.,Cementia ton-per-year urea plant was from the off- 
Holding AG (Swiss company), and P.T. shore Arun Gasfield. The state-owned fertil- 
Rencong Aceh Semen, was to develop and_ izer company, P.T. Petrokimia Gresik, op- 
manage the project. The International Fi- erated a phosphate and ammonium sulfate 
nance Corp. reportedly was to lend $48 plant at Gresik, East Java. It also operated 

million to the project. The project includes an ammonium sulfate plant and a small 
development of limestone, shale, and marl _Italian-built urea plant at Surabaja, East 
quarries, installation of port facilities anda Java. Both use petroleum feedstock as raw 
power station at Lhoknga, and building of material. Indonesia’s demand for fertilizer 
cement storage and packaging facilities at continued to grow at about 20% per year. 
Belawan and a bulk-cement depot near The total demand for 1981 was esti- 
Medan. All of this was scheduled for com- mated at 2.8 million tons. Because of a long- 
pletion at the end of 1982. term agreement between Indonesia and the 

A $97.3 million contract for construction Philippines, Indonesia continued to export 
of a 3-million-ton-per-year cement plant was small amounts of fertilizer, valued at $4.8 
expected to be awarded to Krupp Polysius million in 1981 compared with $28.7 million 
S.A., a subsidiary of Krupp Polysius AG of in 1980. During 1981, Indonesia also import- 
the Federal Republic of Germany, in early ed about 200,000 tons of urea from the 
1982 by P.T. Perkasa Ini Abadi Indonesia Republic of Korea, the German Democratic 

Cement. The new cement plant will have Republic, and the U.S.S.R. to keep up with 
two 1.5-million-ton-per-year production the growing domestic demand for fertilizer. 
lines to be located at Citeureup, West Java. In an effort to meet the rapidly growing 
Construction was scheduled to start in late demand for fertilizer and to ultimately 
1982 and was expected to be completed in become an exporting country of nitrogen 
mid-1984. P.T. Perkasa Ini Abadi, a member fertilizer, Indonesia continued to expand its 

company of P.T. Indocement, was formed in fertilizer production capacity in 1981. 
late 1981 to carry out the project.’ Construction of an ammonia-urea plant 

P.T. Semen Kupang, another new cement called Kaltim I, about 17 kilometers north 

company established in 1981, awarded a of Bontang, East Kalimantan, was proceed- 
contract to Loesche GmbH of the Federal ing on schedule. The plant, owned by the 
Republic of Germany to build a coal-fired, state-owned P.T. Pupuk Kaltim, will have 
vertical-kiln cement plant at Kupang on an annual capacity of 165,000 tons of ammo- 
Timor Island. The new cement plant, with nia and 570,000 tons of urea when it is 
an annual capacity of 120,000 tons, was completed in 1982. The Kaltim I project, 
scheduled to come onstream in 1985. P.T. valued at $300 million, was awarded to 

Semen Kupang is jointly owned by P.T. Lummus and Coppee Rust of Belgium in 
Semen Gresik, the Provincial government 1979. 
of Timor, and the Indonesia State Develop- In late 1981, P.T. Pupuk Kaltim signed a 
ment Bank. $406 million contract with Kellogg Overseas 

Fertilizer Materials—In 1981, Indone- Corp. of the United States and two Japa- 
sia’s total output of fertilizers by three nese companies for construction of another 
companies operating six plants increased ammonia-urea plant called Kaltim II at 
slightly over that of 1980. According to Bontang, East Kalimantan, with the same 
Indonesia’s Central Bureau of Statistics, the annual capacity as that of Kaltim I. Con- 
production of urea remained at the 2- struction of Kaltim II is expected to start in 
million-ton level, while the production of mid-1983 and was scheduled for completion 
ammonia sulfate and triple superphosphate in 1985. Kellogg will design and build the 
increased to about 800,000 tons in 1981from plant with equipment and materials to be 
646,000 tons in 1980. supplied by Toyo Menka Co., Ltd., and Kobe 

P.T. Pupuk Sriwijaya, the largest state- Steel Ltd. of Japan.’*
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On December 1, 1981, a $180 million with measured reserves of 92.3 million tons, 
contract was signed between P.T. Petro- indicated reserves of about 10 million tons, 
kimia Gresik, and Mitsubishi Corp. and and inferred reserves of about 85 million 
Hitachi Shipbuilding & Engineering Co., tons.” 
Ltd., of Japan. The contract calls for con- The Bukit Asam Mine, another coal mine 
struction of a fertilizer complex to be built owned and operated by P.N. Tambang Batu- 
at Gresik, about 30 kilometers north of bara near Tanjungenim, South Sumatra, 
Surabaja, East Java. The complex will have produced about 110,000 tons of coal in 1981 
a 594,000-ton-per-year, brimstone-based sul- compared with about 160,000 tons in 1980. 
furic acid plant, a 200,000-ton-per-year phos- A significant increase in coal production 
Phoric acid plant, a 250,000-ton-per-year will not be achieved until the major expan- 
ammonium sulfate plant, and a 500,000-ton- sion program is completed in 1986. Under 
per-year cement retarder plant. Construc- Indonesia’s National Energy Plan, the Bu- tion was scheduled to start in early 1982 kit Asam Mine is projected to produce about 
and to be completed at the end of 1984. In 500,000 tons of coal in 1984, increasing to 3.2 
December 1981, an expansion project was million tons in 1986. The total cost of the 
started to increase the company’s triple expansion project was estimated at about 
superphosphate capacity from 330,000 to $850 million. Indonesia reportedly had se- 
514,000 tons per year. The plant is at cured a greater portion of the financing 
Gresik, East Java, and the expansion pro- from the International Bank for Recon- 
gram 1s expected to come onstream in  gtruction and Development, Canada, the 
1983.16 Federal Republic of Germany, France, and 

the Netherlands. 
MINERAL FUELS In 1981, most of the domestically produc- 

Coal.—In 1981, coal exploration and de- 4 coal was consumed by cement plants, tin 
velopment in Indonesia were intensified by 27d nickel smelters, the state-owned rail- 
a series of new contracts signed between the 0ad company, and other private industry Government and foreign companies, and Users. Indonesia exported about 100,000 
coal production by the two existing minesin tons of coal to the Republic of Korea, Sumatra continued to increase. Taiwan, Bangladesh, and Singapore. Ac- 

The Ombilin Mine, owned and operated cording to Indonesia’s Ministry of Mines 
by P.N. Tambang Batubara (Indonesia’s and Energy, Indonesia may have to import 
state-owned coal company), had added more about 1.7 million tons of coal in 1985 to 

mining equipment and completed the trans- meet the projected requirements of about 
port system near Sawahlunto in West Su- 3.7 million tons for the coal-fired power- 
matra. As a result, the output of coal plant at Suralaya in West Java and cement 
increased sharply by 69% to 242,000 tons in _ plants in various parts of the country." 
1981. The Ombilin Mine, once proposed to During 1978-79, the Government invited 
be shut down in 1973, emerged as one of the 22 foreign companies to bid on the re- 
most important coal production centers in opening of coal mines in East and South 
Indonesia. According to the plan of Indone- Kalimantan. Since mid-1979, the Govern- 
sia's Ministry of Mines and Energy, the ment, through P.N. Tambang Batubara, 
Ombilin Mine is expected to be capable of had been negotiating with a number of 
producing about 400,000 tons per year of successful bidders. In November 1981, three 
coal by 1923, about 725,000 tons per year of cooperative agreements on development of 
coal by 1985, and 1,350,000 tons per year of coal mines in. Kalimantan were signed be- 
coal by 1990. This will require an additional tween P.N. Tambang Batubara and three 
mine to be opened in the Warigin region. foreign joint-venture firms. The contracts 
During the expansion period, about $100 were based ona 30-year production-sharing 
million, mainly for mining equipment, will system with 13.5% of the future output to 
be invested in the coal mine, and the funds the Indonesian state-owned coal company 
will be provided by the Inter-Governmental and 86.5% to the contractor. The signed 
Group of Indonesia in the form of export production-sharing contracts are as fol- 
credits. The coal reserves at the Ombilin lows:'® 
Mine were stated to be 187.3 million tons
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duction-sharing agreement. The top five 

Contractor __““equarelloetor) 749, of the total oll output in 1981 were CPI, SS oO 9 

P.T. Arutmin Indonesia (a A coal concession area 43%; Indonesia Petroleum, Ltd. (IN- 

Atlantic Richfield Co.and ‘South Kalimantan’ --PEX), 9%; ARCO, 8%; Independent Indone- 
Utah Exploration, Inc., of (12,600). sia American Petroleum Co. (liapco), qT 5%; 

P.T. Utah Indonesia (a wholly A coal concession area and Total Indonesia (Compagnie Francais 
owned subsidiary of Utah in East Kalimantan du Petrol), 6.5%. In 1981, the crude oil 

P.T-Agip Consolidated In- Two coal concession production by PERTAMINA accounted for 
onesia (a 50:50 joint ven- areas: One tract only 5% of the total output. and liapco 

italy sed Overseas, Ltd., le antae ther contributed most to the increased level of 
Goal Co. of the United (6,310) ineast tan the total oil output in 1981. 
—_ eee CPI, the largest oil producer in Indonesia, 

produced an average of 775,000 barrels per 
Three more similar production-sharing day of oil during the first half of 1981. The 

contracts for exploration and development output level dropped to an average of 
of coal mines in Kalimantan are expected to 737,000 barrels per day during the second 
be signed between P.N. Tambang Batubara half of 1981. The company started six new 
and foreign companies in early 1982. The oilfields: Beruk N.E., Bungsu, and Gatam in 
foreign companies involved are a joint- the coastal plains area and Garuk, Pembu- 
venture firm of Conzinc Rio Tinto of Aus- ru, and Puncak in Riau Province, in Febru- 

tralia and British Petroleum, Ltd., of the ary 1981. However, the output from the 

United Kingdom, a joint-venture firm of Minas and Duri Fields continued to decline. 
Tasek Cement Bhd. of Malaysia and Siam The company reportedly was planning to 

Cement Co. of Thailand, and a joint-venture invest about $1.8 billion for a secondary 
firm of companies from the Republic of recovery (steamflood-enhanced oil recovery) 
Korea led by Samchuk Consolidated Coal program to increase the output from Duri 
Mining Co. | . Oilfield in Riau Province, Sumatra. The 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Despite re-program was scheduled to begin in 1982 and 

latively unchanged prices of oil caused by to boost the output level of Duri Field from 
the worldwide oil glut and economic reces- 49000 barrels per day in 1981 to a peak 

sion, the output of crude oil and natural 88S level of 300,000 barrels per day in 1990.7° 

m Indonesia increased moderately in 1981. liapco, a division of Natomas Internation- 
The high level of oil and gas exploration al Co. of the United States, brought three 
was also maintained by the new exploration new 1 atforms into produ ctio n in its Krisna 
contracts signed in 1980-81. Oil y din the J Se ‘ish theast. 

Indonesia reversed a 3-year declining Meld in the vava ea Olisnore southeas 
trend of its crude oil output in 1981. The ¢™® Sumatra during 1981. The output level 
output of crude oil averaged 1.61 million °f Krisna Fields was increased from 20,000 
barrels per day in 1981 compared with 1.58 barrels per day in February to 57,000 bar- 
million barrels per day in 1980. Natural gas Te! per day in October 1981. 
production totaled 1.1 trillion cubic feet in In 1981, a total of 319 exploratory wells 
1981 compared with 1.046 trillion cubic feet Were drilled, and more than 40 new discov- 
in 1980. A continuous upward trend in the ¢ries were made. Twelve new oil explora- 
output of oil and natural gas was projected tion contracts were also signed during 1981, 

for the coming years. This projection was and a total of about $900 million dollars was 
based on additional new wells that came 0 be invested by the foreign companies in 
onstream in 1981 as well as the continuous Indonesia over the next 3 to 6 years. 
high level of exploration sustained by new Indonesia's natural gas was produced by 
production-sharing and exploration con- PERTAMINA, Lemigas (the Indonesian Pe- 
tracts signed during 1979-81. troleum Institute), 3 foreign companies, op- 

In 1981, crude oil in Indonesia was pro- erating under a work contract agreement 

duced by PERTAMINA, the state-owned oil with the Government, and 17 foreign com- 
company, 3 companies led by P.T. Caltex panies as PERTAMINA’s contractors. The 
Pacific Indonesia (CPI) under a contract-of- top five natural gas producers in 1981 were 
work agreement with the Government of Mobil Oil at Arun, accounting for 34% of 

Indonesia, and 14 companies led by Atlantic the total output; Roy M. Huffington at 
Richfield Indonesia, Inc. (ARCO), as con- Badak, 20%; PERTAMINA, 13%; ARCO, 

tractors to PERTAMINA under a pro- 8%; and INPEX, 6%. Of the total natural
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gas produced, about 22.5% was flared, about cubic feet of LNG per year beginning in 
45% was for manufacture of LNG, about 1983 for a 20-year period. The four Japanese 
15% was for pressure maintenance, about buyers are Chubu Electric Co., Kansai Elec- 

5% was for manufacture of fertilizer, about tric Co., Osaka Gas Industrial Co., and Toho 
4.5% was sold to Krakatau Steel Mills Ltd. Gas Industrial Co. oO 

| and several cement plants, and the remain- _Indonesia’s exports of crude oil and re- ! 
ing 8% was for other uses. 7 fined products were valued at $15.2 million | 

An expansion program was started in late in 1981 compared with $13.4 billion in 1980. | 

1981 to increase the annual capacity of the The main buyers of Indonesia’s crude oil | 
LNG plant at Arun in Aceh, North Suma- were Japan, accounting for 55% of Indone- | 
tra, from 238 to 423 billion cubic feet. This Sias total exports, and the United States, 
followed the signing of the agreements be- 30%. Indonesia overtook Algeria as the : 

tween PERTAMINA and the Japanese buy- World’s largest exporter of LNG in 1981. 
ers group in mid-1981. Under the agree- Export earnings from LNG also increased to : 
ments, two additional trains, with a combin- $2.5 billion in 1981 from $2.3 billion in 1980. | 

ed annual capacity of 169 billion cubic feet J#Pan was the sole importing country of : 

of LNG, are to be built by PERTAMINA [ndonesia’s LNG. | 
with Chiyoda Chemical Engineering Co. of ~"WBconomist. Di scion of Foreign D : 
Japan as the main contractor. The construc- — 2wWhere necessary, values have oe es converted from i 
tion of two trains was scheduled to be Indonesian. rupiahs (Rp) to U.S. dollars at the rate of | 

completed in early 1984. In June 1981, the US. Embassy, Jakarta, Indonesia. State Department 
‘Japanese buyers formed Indonesia Arun Avgram a c ern Trends Report, Dec. 8, 1981. , 

r . Wiar. > . 

LNG Co., Ltd. (60% owned by Tohoku Elec- The Asian Wall Street Journal. Mar. 22, 1982, p. 2. | 
tric Power Co.; 30%, by Tokyo Electric ipiarian Umum AB Jakarta). July 27, 1981, p. 3. ! 

. . 1s m akarta). .1, ,p. 2. | 
Power Co.; and 10%, by Mitsubishi Corp.), 5Japan Metal Journal. V. 11, No. 44, Nov. 2, 1981, p. 7 | 
to finance the program by providing a $942 and v. 12, No. 4, Jan. 25, 1982, p. 6. | 
million loan. Under a separate sales con- Word Mnwean September 198). > Ha 188i Pt | 
tract signed by PERTAMINA and the In- Sore neineering and Mining Journal. V. 182, No. 9, : 

® . ® mper » DP. . 1 

donesia Arun LNG Co., Ltd., in August SKompas (Jakarta). Dec. 16, 1981, pp. 1, 12. : 
1981, Indonesia is to repay the loan in the oss Asian Wall Street Journal. V. 6, No. 104, Jan. 27, | 

form of LNG from the Arun plant for 20 “Av Prican Metal Market. V. 89, No. 105, June 2, 1981, 
years beginning in 1984. Indonesia Arun pp. 9. | 
LNG Co., Ltd., of Japan will be the distribu- Mae ee ae tok * deol PLL. : 
tor for Japan’s import of 175 billion cubic " Metal Bulletin Monthly (London). March 1982, | 

De oo LNG annually from the Arun paiEnginesring and Mining Journsl. V. 183, No. 2, 
. ebruary , p. 158. 

The expansion program to boost annual eWorld Mining. August 1981,p.80. 
capacity from 169 to 338 billion cubic feet of} isqpe adie, Wall Stcet nae No. 181, Apr. 2, : 
LNG at the plant at Bontang, East Kali- 1982,p.3. 
mantan, was proceeding according to sched- Janu’, Paitish Sulphur forp., Lid. Sulphur, No. 158, 
ule. e Bechte rp. of the United States Phosphorus & Potassium. No. 117, January-Februa le. The Bechtel Corp. of the U S ry ry 
was awarded the $850 million contract to Raine Magazine (London). July 1981, p. 13. 
build two additional trains, each able to Kompas Gakarta), Jan. 18, 1982, p. 2. 

14s ° anne, FED. 5 » Pp. 4. 

produce 79 billion cubic feet of LNG annual- —_seqye Asian Wall Street Journal. V. 6, No. 47, Nov. 3, 
ly. The expansion program at Bontang was 1981, p. 1. 
scheduled for completion in mid-1983. In Telesaniboie Nee ees momento. State Department 
April 1981, PERTAMINA and four J apa- ost roeum News (Hong Kong). V. 12, No. 7, October 

nese buyers signed a sales contract that ““s13? ooo eum & E Weekly (Tokyo). V. 16 
called for Indonesia to deliver 169 billion No. 24-June 15, 1981, p. 12. nergy Weekly (okyo). V. 16,



The Mi stry O e Mineral Industry of Iran 
, By George A. Morgan! 

Output from the minerals sector of the and oil refineries. 
economy was inconsequential in 1981, ac- The oil industry was the backbone of the 
counting for a small percentage of the gross Iranian economy in 1981. It held-this posi- 
national product (GNP). Many non-oil- tion despite 3 years of political and econom- 

| related concerns including mining concerns _ ic strife, coupled with war-related damage 
! were probably operating at less than one- and outright destruction of production facil- 
' third capacity. Primary reasons for the ities. The oil industry assumed a larger 
| severe decline were the continuing war with portion of GNP in 1981 than that of previ- 

Iraq and the deliberate policy of the revolu- ous years. In the period 1978-80, the Govern- 
tionary Government to alter economic de- ment claimed achievement of its stated goal 

| velopment in light of new goals. Actual of reducing the oil sector’s share of GNP by 
| production of metals and nonmetals from 10%. By yearend 1980, war with Iraq forced 
! active mining operations was reduced vir- Iran to rely upon its most developed and 
| tually to nil for part of the year, and several organized industry to acquire foreign ex- 

| projects involving new smelters and reacti- change. Changes in petroleum laws were 
vation of mine production were only an-_ effected that terminated existing contracts, 
nounced at yearend. . most of which were long term. Short-term 

| The creation of a Ministry of Mines and contracts, generally at reduced prices, were 
| Metallurgy, reported in 1980, has yet to be the norm for most of 1981. The sharp drop 
| realized. Plans affecting the mining indus-__in crude production in the first quarter was 
: try must originate in or be reviewed by the due tothe war with Iraq. _ 
: Revolutionary Council. Problems crippling Total GNP has declined for 4 consecutive 

the industry include severe shortages of years, while money in circulation has near- 
| skilled technicians, parts shortages, restric- ly doubled to $20 billion in 3 years.? Infla- 

: tion of imports to war-related items and _ tion has continued to rise and was estimat- 
: essential foodstuffs, and deficient transport ed at 35% in 1981 compared with 10% in 

, from customs warehouses to user sites. A 1978. Foreign exchange reserves of $14 bil- 
| new Government policy considered mines lion in 1979 were reduced to about $650 
| as national resources only for domestic million by yearend 1981. The budget for 
! consumption. 1981-82 was $44 billion, of which $7.3 billion 

Further studies to identify all mine depos- was directly for the war effort and $14 
| its and resources were planned. By yearend billion for general defense allocation. A 
: 1981, foreign expertise, mainly from the revision in the previous year’s budget was 
| U.S.S.R., Romania, and Yugoslavia, was necessitated by a decline in oil revenue 
. used on large industry projects. Some of this from the predicted $33 billion to about $12 
| expertise was provided in fulfillment of billion. The current budget deficit was to be 

| barter agreements and was utilized at made up from oil sales at more flexible 
powerplants, harbors, railways, steel plants, prices. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Primary emphasis on production in the remained high. Failure to complete steel 
metals sector was placed on iron and steel. mill projects has forced Iran to import large 
Demand for crude steel and steel products tonnages of iron and steel, particularly coils 

493
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and plates. Existing production facilities gas were being laid, but the decline in oil 
used both domestically produced and im- output and the war have resulted in earlier- 
ported iron ore. Limitations on output were than-planned production from nonassociat- 
due to the quantity and grade of ore avail- ed gasfields. 
able, as well as the availability of coke. Electric generation plants experienced 

Output of all other metals was estimated many of the same difficulties of the mining 
to have declined substantially because of and petroleum sector. Power supply prob- 
their limited local utilization and export- lems also affected the aluminum smelter at 
oriented nature. Transport capacity was Arak. 
limited, and mines in general were consid- In early 1981, a bill was approved provid- 
ered to be national resources for domestic ing for the nationalization of all foreign 

| use only. Foreign exchange was to be earn-_ trade. The Government had 2 months in 
ed mainly from sales of petroleum. Howev- which to work out proposals for public 
er, if production of metals was achieved in control of import trade, which amounted to 
excess of local demand, it may be made _ about $12.2 billion in 1980. The Iranian 
available for export sale. Central Bank limited imports to about $900 

Nonmetal commodities experienced gen- million per month, of which $300 million 
erally less severe declines in output than was for military hardware for direct war 

| metals, mainly because of local use. Byprod- use. An 80% increase in the value of im- 
ucts from the petrochemical and metals ports through four northern points of entry 
sector, such as barite, sulfur, and nitrogen, was reported to be nearly all from eastern 
were affected adversely, regardless of de- bloc countries. Goods from the U.S.S.R. 

mand. Nonavailability of parts limited pro- made up 20% of the total in the first 6 
duction of cement. Poor transport facilities months. By yearend 1981, the U.S.S.R. and 
also adversely affected distribution of im- other eastern bloc nations were providing | 
ported equipment to the industry. 60% of foreign trade. The sharp rise in 

Output of crude oil declined forthe fourth barter agreements substantiated reports of 
consecutive year. As nearly all gas produced exhaustion of foreign reserves. Oil was the 
was associated with oil production, natural principal barter commodity. A barter agree- 
gas production and flaring declined accord- ment with Romania provided for the ex- 
ingly. There were no reports of exports of change of $1.1 billion worth of Iranian 
natural gas to the U.S.S.R. Planned in- goods, mainly crude oil, for the services of 
creases in gas utilization in the country will oil and gas industry experts. Romania was 
probably be from nonassociated gasfields. also to supply the industry with spare parts 
Such production was originally prevented and to process about 30,000 barrels per day 
while most of the associated gas was flared. of crude oil in Romanian refineries. Similar 
Gathering lines for utilization of associated agreements were made with Yugoslavia. 

Table 1.—Iran: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 
Aluminum metal, primary ingot ___________ 21,100 25,500 ©14,000 10,000 5,000 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight__________ 233,300 198,000 °136,000 80,000 30,000 

"Mine output metal content ____________ 13,500 20,000 5,300 3,600 3,600 

“’Smelter-----__________ 7,000 6,000 700 800 800 
Refined_______ 7,000 6,000 3,000 800 800 

Iron and steel: 
iron ore, gross weight_____ thousand tons__ 1,100 1,560 ©609 600 600 

Pigiron ______________~-do____ “700 ©900 ©3800 800 500 
Steel, crude _____________-_do____ 550 ©780 ©700 700 500 

Lead, mine output, metal content___________ 40,000 30,000 15,000 15,000 10,000 
Manganese ore, gross weight _____________ 40,000 30,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
Zinc, mine output, metal content ___________ 61,500 ©45,000 25,000 20,000 15,000 

NONMETALS 
Barite ___________________________ 184,650 200,000 180,000 150,000 75,000 
Cement, hydraulic________ — thousand tons__ 7,256 12,000 9,000 8,000 8,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Iran: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays: 
Bentonite® __-_________________ 23,400 40,000 20,000 20,000 10,000 
Fire clay____________~-_______-__ 72,201 “70,000 70,000 50,000 40,000 
Kaolin __________--__-______-__- 111,202 ©180,000 160,000 150,000 100,000 

Feldspar_________.~~____________-_~- 3,000 3,000 3,000 2,500 2,000 
Gem stones: Turquoise, crude _____________ 82 35 NA NA 20 
Gypsum ______________~ thousand tons__ 6,900 &8 000 7,000 7,000 6,000 
Lime® ______________________do____ 1,000 900 500 500 500 
Magnesite_______________--_.-._-- 5,000 5,000 “5,000 4,000 4,000 
Nitrogen, N content of ammonia ___________ 271,300 178,400 183,300 217,800 200,000 
Pigments, mineral, natural ______________ 3,500 €2,000 ©1,000 500 500 
Salt, rock®_____________ _ thousand tons_— 700 700 700 600 600 
Sodium compounds: Caustic soda ____ _______ NA €20,000 ©20,000 NA 10,000 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Limestone________.—_ _ thousand tons_— 9,000 15,000 © NA 11,000 11,000 
Marble. ________________-.~.do____ 397 450 NA NA 200 
Silica, $$ 5 5 5 doe 300 NA NA NA 200 
Travertine _._____________~_do____ 200 350 NA NA 100 
Other ____________..____~-do____ NA NA NA NA NA 

Strontium minerals: Celestite® ____________ 10,000 15,000 8,000 5,000 5,000 
Sulfates, natural: 

Aluminum-potassium sulfate (alum) _ _ — —_ — — 8,500 8,000 NA NA 3,000 
- Sodium sulfate (mineral not specified)® _____ 40,000 35,000 NA NA 20,000 

Sulfur: 
Native ____________-_ _ thousand tons_ _ ©188 ©150 e775 70 50 
Byproduct of petroleum and natural gas 

do___— ©400 €300 £200 150 100 

Total __________________do____ 588 ©450 ©275 220 150 
Sulfuric acid ____§_§_§_~...___.__do____ 260 £200 100 100 70 

Tale _-_-_____ ee 400 ©400 ©400 300 200 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal _______.______ ~~ thousand tons__ 969 900 £900 700 600 
Coke _______________________do____ 445 500 ©400 400 350 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_____.....~~-~million cubic feet_ — 2,059,504 1,947,595 ©1,100,000 NA 200,000 
Marketed _____________.....do____ ©795,000 687,397 “500,000 NA 200,000 

Natural gas liquids: 
Propane ___—_— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 4,625 
Butane.___§__.._____________do____ 4,447 NA NA NA NA 
Natural gasoline and other _______do____ 6,798 

Total __________.______--do___~_ 15,870 “16,000 “500 2,000 2,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude®_ dol 2,066,922 1,913,221 1,121,346 550,000 490,000 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation _____________do____ 2,619 2,931 2,500 500 
Motor ________________do____ 32,243 33,996 30,000 15,000 

Jet fuel___- ~§_ doe 11,995 11,038 10,000 4,000 
Kerosine __ _____________.do____ 34,425 31,638 30,000 NA 15,000 
Distillate fuel oi] _..._._______do____ 56,960 50,705 45,000 20,000 
Residual fuel oil ________.__do____ 102,920 100,195 90,000 40,000 
Lubricants_______________do____ 2,760 3,376 3,000 500 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 4,629 
Naphtha and solvents _____do____ 7,430 
Asphalt ___________.._do____ NA 10,671 9,500 NA 4,000 
Bitumen ___________..do____ 5,971 
Unspecified __________.do____ 604 

Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ ______do____ 11,483 4,336 4,000 NA 1,000 

Total ___________~-do____ 274,039 248,886 ©224,000 NA 100,000 

*Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Data are for years beginning Mar. 21 of that stated, except those for natural gas, natural gas liquids, and petroleum, 

which are for regular calendar years. Table includes data available through June 18, 1982. 
7In addition to the commodities listed, other types of crude construction materials (such as common clays, sand and 

gravel, and other varieties of stone) are produced, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to 
make reliable estimates of output levels. 

3Excludes petroleum reinjected into fields
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Table 2.—Iran: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
y Gnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures = ~~~ ~§ 5 Le NA 13 __ All to Pakistan. 

Chromium ore and concentrate _________ _ 26,522 29,329 __ Poland 11,778; Austria 7,122; Yugo- 
slavia 6,401. 

Copper: 
Gre and concentrate__..§_§____._._____- 9,300 4,200 _. All to Japan. 
Metal including alloys, semimanufactures_ _ 51 _- 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap. ________-~___ Le 7,500 9,184 __ Pakistan 9,005; Netherlands 113. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections. _ _ _ -- 154 _— All to Saudi Arabia. 
Universals, plates, sheets ____.___-_ 87 __ 
Hoop and strip. __$_$____________ _- 4 _- Do. 
Wire. Le __ 8 _— All to Pakistan. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ____________ 148 48 _— Saudi Arabia 47. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough _—___~—— 17 126 _. Pakistan 125. 
ad: 
Ore and concentrate___§_~_~_~________ 8,742 8,817 __ U.S.S.R. 5,035; France 3,782. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________~~--------~-_- 145 40 _. All to United Kingdom. 
Unwrought___$_~§_-__________-_~- 30 _- . 
Semimanufactures ___________~~ 100 _- 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ _- $2 _. All to Switzerland. 
Silver metal including alloys, waste and 
sweepings____________...— -do____ $151 $367 _- France $324; Austria $43. 

Zinc ore and concentrate _____§_________ 41,362 33,344 __ United Kingdom 17,072;U.S.S.R. 
8,553; Italy 7,500. 

Other: 
Ash and residues containing nonferrous 

metals__ ~~ -_- _-_________-_-_ _. 3,208 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 3,172; West 
Germany 21. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ ___~ 3 12,940 _— All to United Kingdom. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing wheels ; 
and stones_____________________- 5 17 _— Pakistan 15; United Kingdom 2. 

Cement_____________~--_-------- *2,013 _- 
Clay products: 

onrefractory _.__.__.-___.__--- 35 23 _- Qatar 16; West Germany 6. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ _ _ _ — 2 a . 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung_ value, thousands_ _ $1,185 $383 _- Belin epxembourg $176; Switzer- 

an . 
Industrial _____._-..____.._do____ $39 _- 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, phosphatic ___.____.____-_- 11 _— 
Ammonia _____ 19,077 96,749 __ France 85,07 7; Spain 28,485; Brazil 

Lime ____________________---__-_ _— 69 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 
Magnesite. _§_§_$___________________ _- 4 __ All to United Kingdom. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond: 
Natural ______ ~~ value, thousands__ $1,358 $166 $65 Wet Germany $91; United Kingdom 

Synthetic ________________do___~_ $28 _- 
Salt and brine___.~ _.-.._--__..---_- _- 209 198 _. Oman 140; Qatar 58. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _________ 18,496 11,360 _- Italy 11,088; Japan 179. 
Worked _______________-___- 97 33 _- Saudi Arabia 29: Austria 3. 

Gravel and crushed rock __________-~- 75.428 5,429 _— Saudi Arabia 5,156; Qatar 273. 
Sulfur: Elemental, other than colloidal_ _ — — — — 22,418 714,201 -.  Alltoltaly. 
Other: Halogens ___________~__ ~~~ 7 __ 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coke and semicoke________________~_~- NA 219,200 _- All to Pakistan. 
Gas, natural________-_ million cubic feet_ _ 20 _- 
Petroleum: 

Crude.____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 3878555 3291,592 8,475 Japan 106,519; West Germany 41,665; 
gain 29,460. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ___________~--do____ 7809 7,203 — Japan 3,527; Netherlands 1,048; 

rance 581. 
Kerosine ____________-_do___~_ T848 6 _— Hungary 5; Italy 1. 
Distillate fuel oi] _________do____ 934 623 _. Spain 608; France 12. 
Residual fuel oil__§________do____ 33,595 445,458 _- Japan 12,566; France 9,567; Singa- 

pore 7,871. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.-Iran: Apparent exports of mineral commodities’ —Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mousy United Other (principal) 

eee eee reer eee reer eee ee eee ee renee rere eer Se La . 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued a 

Refinery products —Continued 

Lubricants | 
Oth thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 7,139 223 _- All to France. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ —do_ _ _ — 3,106 1,249 — Japan 795; Spain 389. 
Petroleum coke __.__—__do____ 1 _- 
Bitumen and other residues do_ — _ — 1 — 
Bituminous mixtures _ __ —do_ — _ — (5) -- 
Unspecified including bunkers 

do.___ %3°26685 3,500 _. Sri Lanka 3,432. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 

derived crude chemicals ______..____~ 789 26,126 _. All to Singapore. 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
10wing to lack of available official trade data published by Iran, this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral exports. These data have been compiled from various sources, which include 
nited Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. Unless otherwise specified, data are 

compiled from trade statistics of individual trading partners. 
2Excludes imports by Australia valued at $1,349,000. 
3Annual Statistical Bulletin 1980, published by Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, Vienna, Austria. 
“Excludes imports by New Zealand valued at $17,573,000. 
5Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Iran: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

| Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mmoesy United . Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite _____._______-~---------- _- 4 _- All from France. 
Oxides and hydroxides __________----- 63 751 _- Austria 530; Netherlands 162. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought _________________-~- 2 3,140 — Hungary 1,196; Italy 750; Sweden 

Semimanufactures_ ~~~ -9-_____-— 9,164 12,134 _ West Germany 2,467; Switzerland 
1,990; Italy 1,244. 

Chromium oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___~— 1 449 _- Spain 440; Austria 8. 
t: 

Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ — _ — kilograms_ _ _- 300 _- All from Japan. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ____do____ 4,500 2168 68 _—Italy 100. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
rap. _______~ ~~ ~_~~-_-~____----- 40 21 -- All from United Kingdom. 

Unwrought _______________------- 623 298 __ France 198; Belgium-Luxembourg 60; 
United Kingdom 38. 

Semimanufactures __________._.--- 12,531 $30,779 _- Japan 9,443; West Germany 8,170; 
pain 5,026. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate. ____.__~------~-- 5 2 _- All from Sweden. 
Metal: a 

Pigiron __.-___-_------------ 367 619 _- Sweden 300; West Germany 165; 
United Kingdom 60. 

Ferroalloys _______-_--~------- 4,818 1,915 _- West Germany 1,143; Norway 609. 
Steel, primary forms_____.__.______-— 315,582 631,039 _- Japan 299,415; West Germany 

0,864; Spain 50,232. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections___ 609,070 ‘989,766 _. Spain 392,254; Hungary 146,701; 
West Germany 147,763. 

Universals, plates, sheets ___.__._ — 461,235 599,895 _- Italy 344,082; West Germany 115,732; 
. ungary 39,585. 

Hoop and strip___.____.___.- — 25,216 527,202 -- Japan 15,268;5 West Germany 7,312; 
ungary 1,539. 

Rails and accessories____._____-- 14,146 273 _. _ West Germany 123; Italy 119. 
Wire________.-_--___----~ 8,096 *12,580 -- Hungary 5,514; Japan 2,948;* West 

Germany 1,741. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _._...._._.____. 88,994 72,230 _- Spain 16,1 6; Japan 13,642; Thailand 

Castings and forgings, rough ______ 1,093 1,051 __ United Kingdom 452; Italy 290; West 
Germany 265. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Iran: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eS 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

ee 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides_____________ 160 29 -~  Belgium-Luxembourg 25. Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ___________________ 3,769 2,244 — Australia 1,826;7 United Kingdom 
305. 

Semimanufactures_______________ 26 51 — West Germany 20; United Kingdom 
17; Italy 10. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ___________-______ _- 1 _- All from United Kingdom. Semimanufactures _____________ | 20 13 _- Do. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate_________________ 1,785 3,188 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,700; Nether- 

lands 1,488. Oxides______________ 50 69 ~— Japan 61; France 8. Mercury______________ 76-pound flasks. _ 479 435 _- Japan 290; West Germany 116. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 431 1,485 _- Switzerland 1,000; Japan 485. Nickel: 
Matteand speiss_______________ _- 7 _- All from Austria. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought _________________ 47 142 _- United Kingdom 108; West Germany 
12; Finland 10. 

Semimanufactures_______________ 117 156 —_ United Kingdom 60; West Germany 
46; Austria 31. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $593 $1,389 — West vepmany $1,352; United King- 
om $37. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and . 
partly wrought _______________do____ $1,711 $1,493 _— United Kingdom $921; West Ger- 

many $478; Japan $50. Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap_.___- = 64 __ 
Unwrought________________ 263 1,081 _- Singapore 974; United Kingdom 102. Semimanufactures _._______________ 31 70 _- West Germany 35; United Kingdom 

21; Singapore 10. Titanium: 
Oxides________ ~~ ee 300 696 _- Japan 210; West Germany 172: 

Belgium-Luxembourg 151. Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 34 (8) _- All from Japan. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms 1,052 —§ 2,374 -- United Kingdom 2,000; Japan 374. Zinc: 
Oxides and peroxides_______________ 374 408 — Belgium-Luxembourg 195; United 

Kingdom 117; Italy 50. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap____________ ee 200 —_ 
Unwrought __-____________ 1,951 4,347 __ Japan 1,999; Belgium-Luxembourg 

710; United Kingdom 538. Oth Semimanufactures_______________ 486 272 _— United Kingdom 252; France 18. er: 
Ores and concentrates _______________ _- 20 a All from Sweden. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides___________ 19,711 7,504 _— United Kingdom 7,014; Japan 381; 

West Germany 94. Metals: 
Metalloids__________________ 3,534 21,202 — France 21,151; Norway 50. Base metals including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 9 4 _- West Germany 3; United Kingdom 1. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc____ _ 97 18 _— All from West Germany. Artificial: Corundum ________________ _- 4 -~- West Germany 3; Japan 1. Dust and powder of precious and semiprecious 
stones___________ value, thousands__ $653 $13 — All from United Kingdom. Grinding and polishing wheels and stones ___ 912 1,127 __ West Germany 376; Denmark 169; 

Japan 140. Abestos, crude ____________________ GY 101 _— All from Italy. Boron materials: Oxide and acid ___________ 322 51 -— Spain 50. Cement __-____________ 290,881 53,401 — U.S.S.R. 41,000; Italy 12,075; France 
157; United Kingdom 124. Chalk __--_-______ ee 883 589 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 394; France 
139. Clays and clay products: 

Crude ______________ 7,537 6.977 _- United Kingdom 6,824; Japan 65; 
Italy 38. Clay products: 

Nonrefractory._________________ 2,856 9,465 _- Spain 5,695; Italy 2,159; Switzerland 
533. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Iran: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued 
Clay products —Continued , 

Refractory including nonclay brick — _ — ~~ 8,345 7,683 — West Germany 3,891; Austria 1,395; 
United Kingdom 1,295. 

Cryolite and chiolite.__§._._/._________-_- 2 _— 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung __~— value, thousands._ $6,973 $410 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $217; United 
ingdom $97; Switzerland $96. 

Industrial __________________do____ $158 $1,373 _. All from Switzerland. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _____~ ~~ 329 12 ~~.  dapan 10; United Kingdom 2. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ___._-_______.--- 100 103 _. Finland 100. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous ____—.——_-_-~_-_---~-- 62 _- 
Phosphatic______..______-.- ~~ 118,896 214,003 __ All from Morocco. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous______..__.-._-.--~ 34,790 87,843 _- U.S.S.R. 87,730; Netherlands 50; West 

Germany 28. 
Phosphatic_ _._____..---------- 9,691 _- 
Potassic ___..____.--.._------~ 10,505 31 _- United Kingdom 20; West Germany 

Other including mixed ___________. 751 816 _. West Germany 600; Switzerland 106; 
United Kingdom 62. 

Ammonia ____~ ~~~ ~~ ee 72 202 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 171; West Ger- 
many 15. 

Graphite, natural __________.__-_--_~_- 81 108 _. Sri Lanka 68; Japan 27. 
Gypsum and plasters ______._._-___---~- 1,449 553 _. West Germany 542. 
Lime ____§_____~_-~__--~_-~-~-~---~--+-- ¥603 583 _— Alli from United Kingdom. 

Magnesite — ~ ——-—--—-—~--~--~---~--~ 736 =—-1,575 ~- Japan 1,516; Netherlands 40. 
ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste_ _ _ — — — — 15 _— 
Worked including agglomerated splittings — — — 1 3 _— All from West Germany. 

Pigment, mineral: 
Natural, crude ____$_____-_.--_----~- 1 _- 
Iron oxides, processed___. _____._----~- 785 1,151 _- West Germany 978; Japan 95; United 

Kingdom 71. . 
Precious and semiprecious stones except diamond: . 

Natural __________~_ value, thousands_ _ $895 $265 — Thailand? 3; Japan $40; Switzer- 
an . 

Synthetic ___.___________.__-do____ $50 $4 _. West Germany $3; Switzerland $1. 
Salt and brine __.___~_____--_~_---~---~- 100 508 _- United Kingdom 209; Netherlands 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ____________~--~--~-+ 53 _- 
Causticsoda _.______-~_-__-~_-_-~-~ 6,531 21,050 _. _ Spain 8,785; West Germany 5,398; 

Yugoslavia 3,200. 
Soda ash. _..__._-______-.-___---_--~ -. 13,588 _. United Kingdom 4,993; France 3,999; 

West Germany 2,696. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _________-_~- 124 -_- 
Worked___________-_-_-~----- 105 124 _. __ Italy 102; United Kingdom 22. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _______~ 5 __ 
Gravel and crushed rock ____~________—_ 2,098 113 a Norway 70; United Kingdom 22. 
Quartz and quartzite _______________- 78 688 _- Finland 513; Sweden 70; United King- 

om 43. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing_ —____— ~~ 1,803 404 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 300; West Ger- 

many 56. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ___.____.____- 421 227 _—. West Germany 137; Japan 80. 
Colloidal _________---_-----~~- 5 129 -— France 108; Japan 21. 

Dioxide ____.._____-_~-~_-----~---~- _- 5 _. All from Austria. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum—__.~~~_~_.--___-_-_ 109 50 — Netherlands 19; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 17. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ________ 123 62 -— Republic of Korea 17; West Germany 

16; Austria 12. 
Other: 

Crude ________-~~_-_--~_~-----_- 470 1,434 _. _United Kingdom 1,356; West Ger- 
many 61. 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing _______._-~---_--_~--~--- -- 10 _— All from Netherlands. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium. -__.__._._- 33 70 _. West Germany 44; Italy 18. 

Halogens __________~--~--~----~- 3 -- 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__—__-__._~_- 20 30 _~ West Germany 20; France 5. 
Carbon black ____.-___.----~--------- 463 401 _. Japan 236; West Germany 164. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Iran: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

) : Sources, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980 : _ 

- moon United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED , 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Coal, anthracite and bituminous ___________ 51,115 28,351 _- West Germany 28,320. 
Coke and semicoke ____________-__-_-~- 814 55 _. United Kingdom 50. 
Peat including briquets and litter___________ 21 681 _- Finland 667. 
Petroleum refinery products: . 

Gasoline_ ________. — 42-gallon barrels__ 3,035 570 _- __ Italy 196; United Kingdom 119; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 102. 

Kerosine____________..__.__.do__.~ 114,733 10,029 __ Greece 9,246; Thailand 767. 
Distillate fuel oil. -._..__.______do____ 2,589 544 _— Italy 343; West Germany 201. 
Residual fuel oi} _.__-_________ _do____ 17,949 3,330 __ All from Greece. 
Lubricants _________________do____ 122,598 77,710 _- Saudi Arabia 29,750; West Germany 

13,895; Austria 8,764. 
Other: . 

Liquefied petroleum gas____.___do..___ 14,585 11,797 _-- Italy 10,904; France 708. 
Mineral jelly and wax ___._____do____ 6,044 13,961 _- West Germany 8,350; Hungary 2,573; 

United Kingdom 1,731. 
Nonlubricating oils _________do____ 42 — 
Petroleum coke____________do____ 3,025 4,626 _- All from West Germany. 
Bitumen and other residues ____do____ 473 2,818 _- West Germany 2,727. 
Bituminous mixtures ___.__._.__do____ 1,830 2,763 _— Spain 2,060; West Germany 582. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 
derived crude chemicals ______._______~_ 2,680 4,704 _-— Saudi Arabia 4,250; United Kingdom 

. . 362; Japan 50. 

Revised. 
. 10w.ing to a lack of available official trade data published by Iran, this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral imports. These data have been compiled from various sources, which include 
nited Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. Unless otherwise specified, data are 

compiled from trade statistics of individual trading partners. 
2Excludes exports from Sweden valued at $20,000. . 
3Excludes exports from Australia valued at $72,000. 
“Excludes portion of Japanese exports valued at $2,282,000. 
5Excludes exports from Japan valued at $817,000. 
®Excludes portion of Japanese exports valued at $1,716,000. 
™World Metal Statistics, World Bureau of Metal Statistics, London, United Kingdom. 
SLess than 1/2 unit. . 
®*Excludes portion of Japanese exports valued at $314,000. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Zinc Co., 5%; and C. Itoh and Co., 11.3%. 
. . In late 1981, plans were announced to 

A ae 000 of the gmeiter. at complete the Sar Cheshmeh copper project, 
rak was 0U,000 tons per year. Production with limited production to start in 1982. All 

began in 1972 at 6,500 tons and continues to output was destined for the home market. 
be based on imports of alumina. The plant yiginally planned for completion in 1978 
operated at peak capacity in 1974 and 1975 with an ultimate capacity of 150,000 tons 
but in recent years has suffered power per year of metal, the project was terminat- 
shortages and greatly reduced alumina feed ed and neither concentrator nor smelter 
supply. Only 1% of the smelter production was commissioned, although mining report- 
was controlled by the Government of Paki- edly began. Delivery contracts to the Unit- - 

stan; the remainder was owned by Iran. ed States, Japan, and Western Europe for 
Expansion of capacity to 120,000 tons per 1979 were canceled. Yugoslavian and East 
year was planned for 1981 but was not German specialists were assisting in the 
achieved. project’s completion, which has thus far cost 

Copper.—The Government of Iran re- $1.4 billion. 
quested a consortium of three Japanese Iron Ore.—Discussions aimed at complet- 
firms to relinquish all remaining shares in ing Iran’s financial share in the Kundre- 
Sherkate Sahami Khos Minakan Co. The mukh iron ore project in India continued. 
joint Japanese-Iranian copper mining com- Iran has paid only $255 million of the $630 
pany was formed in May 1975. Japanese million loan for the project. Recently, Iran 
firms and their percentage share of owner- has said it will take 2.5 million tons per 
ship were Nittetsu Mining Co., 17%; Toko year of concentrate. If Iran could not con-
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sume the concentrate, India would be able bulk 700 kilometers to Bandar ’Abbas for 
to sell it and charge any price differential to export. , 
Iran. Shipment would depend upon the war | 7 | 
with Iraq and ultimate completion of the NONMETALS 
Sponge iron p vant at ee for which the Cement.—Total production was about 
ore was originally intended. . . 57% of the country’s capacity of 14 million Iron and Steel.—Production of steel 1 tons. Prin cipal reasons cited for the low 
Iran came fro m the Aryamehr steel plant in level of utilization were lack of expertise, Esfahan, built by the US.S.R. Ore for the efficiency, spare parts, and management. 
blast furnaces was supplied from the Chog- Cost of production was actually 25% higher hart deposit near Bafg, about 540 kilome- than the sale price fixed by the Ministry of 
ters distant. Coal for the coking ovens at Commerce, which made it uneconomic to Aryamehr was limited because of mining produce. 
problems and the necessity of blending with The Neka’s Cement Factory, operated by 
coal from the Federal Republic of Germany. Gorgan and Mazandaran Cement Co., start- 

No work occurred on the direct-reduction ed production in September at 75% of the 
plant at Ahwaz, which was about 65% rated capacity of 2,000 tons per day of 
compiote in we. ne pipe ane ae ma portland cement. Equipment for the plant 
a waz, which was m & o0-1Inch- had been purchased in 1975-76 from the 
diameter pipe for gas transport, was not Humboldt Co. of the Federal Republic of 
operational because of the war. Germany. One kiln was on site with crush- 

The second direct-reduction plant, origi- er, loading dock, and clay dryer. Limestone 
nally pianned for a coastal site and | then and clay were mined nearby, and iron ore 
canceled, was now repo plann or was supplied from Mashhad. The company 
construction at Mobarakeh, about 30 kilo- began negotiations with the Industry and 
meters from Esfahan. Export of production Mine Bank to obtain credit for spare parts, 
has been abandoned; output is now intended equipment, fuel, and wages. 
solely for home use. The industry had ex- Fertilizer Materials.—Nitrogen fertilizer 
pected to expand production to 15 million in the form of urea and ammonium nitrate 
tons per year in the 10-year period begin- was produced from ammonia at petrochemi- 
ning in 1974 with the construction of three cal plants using natural gas feedstocks. The 
steel centers. Delays and cancellations con- Iran Fertilizer Co. and the Razi Chemical 
tinue to cause heavy dependence on iron Co. were the principal producers. Product 
and steel imports, which accounted for capacities by Razi Chemical in tons per year 
about 18% of all imports in 1980. About 1.5 follow: Ammonia, 300,000; sulfur, 375,000; 
million tons was imported in 1980, and high urea, 710,000; sulfuric acid, 50,000; phos- 
import levels were expected to persist for phoric acid, 5,000; and diammonium and 
several years. _ monoammonium phosphate, 455,000. 

Lead and Zinc.—The Ravaiye Mine, op- Iran Fertilizer had a reported capacity of 
erated by Sogemiran S.A., experienced 180 225,000 tons per year of urea, ammonium days of concentrator downtime owing to a nitrate, nitric acid, and other chemicals, 
lack of reagents and spare parts in the year including mixed fertilizers. All phosphate ending March 1980. Production was 3,159 and potash used was imported as there was 
tons of concentrate grading 51.3% lead and 20° domestic production. Several phosphate has declined since that time. rock discoveries continued to be under in- 

The Kouchk Mine and concentrator, lo- Vestigation. 
cated 170 kilometers northeast of Yazd in 
central Iran, had a plant design capacity of MINERAL FUELS 
600 tons per day. Lead-zinc mineralization Natural Gas.—N early all natural gas out- 
was in a fine-grained bedded deposit that put in Iran was associated with crude oil required fine grinding to minus 200 mesh. A production, which has declined sharply. In 
rod and ball mill were employed in line 1977, about 48% of associated gas produced 
following primary and secondary grinding was flared. Of the remainder, 31% was 
to minus 0.5 inch in order to maintain reinjected and 30% was exported to the 
maximum mineral recovery and concen- U.SSR. Exports to the U.S.S.R. had been 
trate grade. Ore grading 4.5% lead and 16% interrupted and finally terminated in 1980. 
zinc was concentrated to 40% lead and 52% Plans to eliminate all flaring by 1978 were 
zinc in concentrates. Combined metal recov- postponed until 1980 and then mooted with 
ery ranged from 60% to 75%. Prior to the the change in Government policy and the 
revolution, concentrates were trucked in war with Iraq.
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Emphasis has been placed on tapping Damage in October to a major pumping 

nonassociated wells in the gulf coast for the station supplying Kharg Island was bypass- 

petrochemical industry and public use. A ed with the use of electric pumps. Exports to 

project to expand gas distribution to 220,000 Italy, Romania, Turkey, the U.S.S.R., and 

private users annually was announced. The Yugoslavia were the result of recent agree- 
project would take 16 years, would cost $11 ments. Several of these agreements involv- 
billion, and was intended to reduce depend-_ ed barter of Iranian crude oil for the use of 
ence on kerosine as a heating fuel. In con- foreign refinery capacity, oil and gas spe- 
junction with this plan, an agreement was _ cialists, and spare parts, for the industry. 
made with an Italian company to complete Romania was to receive 80,000 barrels per 
a 56-inch-diameter pipeline extending from day in 1982, of which about 30,000 barrels 
the Port of Kangan to Esfahan. There it per day was to be processed in Romanian 
would be joined with the main trunkline, refineries for Iran. The sale was to be split 
permitting possible export to the U.S.S.R. evenly between hard currency and the bar- 
Much of the equipment has been imported _ ter of crude oil. 
and about 50 kilometers of pipeline was Exploration drilling in Iran for oil and 
completed in 1977. No further activity oc- gas has virtually ceased because of equip- 
curred in the past 5 years. Reserves at the ment breakdowns, personnel shortages, and 
Kangan Gasfield were 28 trillion cubic feet. | low Government priority. 
Petroleum.—The sharp decline in foreign The oil refineries at Tehran, Shiraz, and 

exchange reserves placed new emphasis on Esfahan with about 465,000 barrels per day 
oil exports. Authority was given to a special total capacity appeared to be the principal 
oil contract committee allowing it todeclare operational refineries. Abadan, the largest 
null and void any agreement that it consid- refinery with a capacity of 610,000 barrels 
ered in conflict with the goals of nationali- per day, was totally destroyed along with its 
zation of the oil industry. All oil contracts 70,000-ton-per-year lubricants plant. Ker- 
made prior to 1979 were canceled, with manshah, with a 20,000-barrel-per-day ca- 
redress and compensation dependent upon pacity, was also completely destroyed, and 
the committee’s recommendations. Short- damage to the refinery at Tabriz signifi- 
term contracts were introduced at reduced cantly reduced its installed capacity of 
prices to overcome the cost of higher insur- 90,000 barrels per day. 
ance rates for vessels using the Persian Gulf Nonavailability of sufficient lubricants 
and to increase sales. At yearend 1981,some necessitated the importation of large quan- 
prices for crude had dropped almost $8 to _ tities. Several re-refiners produced a total of 
$30 per barrel. A surplus of oil in the in- 20,000 tons per year, and the 100,000-ton- 
ternational market and the Iranian Gov-  per-year plant at the Tehran refinery was 
ernment’s need to meet its budget require- also in operation. Of the two topping plants 
ments also led to a higher volume of exports in the country, only the Lavan Island plant 
and lower prices. Exports were expected to with a 20,000-barrel-per-day capacity was 
increase to about 2 million barrels per day operational. 
in 1982 from 1.1 million barrels per day in ©———————— 
1981. 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

About 75% of crude oil exported was janes" rise (His’ to US. dollas at the rate of 
through Kharg Island, despite earlier war Rig78.60—US$1.00, don, United Kingdom. State Depart: 
damage. The remainder was through the ee easy, onnons om. 
Lavan and Sirri terminals in the south. ment Airgram A-194, Apr. 10, 1981, p. 10.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Iraq 
By Harold R. Newman! 

Despite the continuation of the Iran-Iraq with two international firms to construct a 
war since September 1980, industry and major multiple-purpose dam across the Ti- 
development in Iraq was experiencing a_ gris River in northern Iraq by 1986. This 
high degree of progress with an overall will be one of the biggest in the Middle East 
estimated budget increase of 39% in 1981. and represents a major transition in the use 
The industrial sector had a budget alloca- of land for agriculture. It will have a water 
tion of $4.3 billion, which represented a storage capacity of 11.3 billion cubic meters 
6.2% increase over that of 1980.2 The Indus- and 1,084 megawatts of hydroelectric power 
trial Development Bank encouraged private capability and will greatly improve farm- 
sector investment through the expansion of land irrigation and navigation on the Tigris 

| loans that covered 60% of total project River. Other dams and irrigation projects, 
costs. Most foreign firms, whose personnel such as the Hamrin Dam, the Haditha Dam, 
left the country immediately after the war and the Tharthar-Euphrates Canal, have 
broke out, have renegotiated contracts and improved agricultural capabilities of the 
resumed work. country. 

The petroleum sector continued to domi- Iraq proposed expenditures of more than 
nate the mineral industry, although crude $130 billion in the Government’s new 5-year 

oil exports were reduced to about 1 million national development plan and continued to 
barrels per day because of the ongoing war place a high priority on economic develop- 
with Iran. Although most of Iraqi petrolee ment. To continue this development, the 
um exports were halted by yearend 1980, Government resorted to large loans from 
the country’s economic strength lies pri- Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab 
marily with petroleum reserves. Agricultur- Emirates, and Qatar. Estimates of these 
al and industrial sectors continued to make loans range from $8 million to $20 million. 
increasing contributions to the overall econ- Iraqi foreign exchange reserves at the end 
omy. The transportation sector was receiv- of 1981 were estimated at $9 billion to $14 
ing increasing attention from the Govern- billion, down from about $35 billion a year 
ment, particularly railway transportation. earlier. No official figures are available 
One of the significant strategic railway because the Government has stopped pub- 
projects is the Akashat Railroad, designed lishing any economic data since the war 
to provide a direct line between the phos- _ started. 
phate mines of Akashat and Baghdad via Oil exploration and drilling projects that 
Ramadi, Haditha, and the chemical fertiliz- were delayed, after the war started in 1980, 
ers complex at Al-Qaim. Other strategically are being revived. Mobil Oil Corp. was 
significant projects are the Baghdad- requested by the Iraqi National Oil Co. 
Maquel (Bashora) line running parallel to (INOC) to reevaluate results of seismic sur- 
the Euphrates River and the line to link _veys and stratigraphic drilling conducted by 
Marbed station (Bashra) with Kuwait. This INOC in the Abu Jir-Kifl area. Negotiations 
last project would provide a railway linking were underway with French and Brazilian 
Mediterranean ports with the Arab gulf oil companies and with the Soviet Union for 
ports. exploration assistance in other areas of 

Iraq has signed a $1.6 billion contract Iraq. 

503
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PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Crude oil output continued to decline plete various development projects. 
during 1981 as a result of the Iran-Iraq war. Mobil Oil renewed contracts for 60,000 
The war also caused delays in implement- barrels of crude oil per day. Crude exports, 
ing planned production increases in both expected to begin in January 1982, were 
the fuel and nonfuel mineral sectors. How- projected to comprise roughly 2% of US. 
ever, the Government continued with its crude oil imports in 1982. United States- 
plans for expanded facilities and greater Iraqi volume of trade continues to increase. 
production efficiencies. Cement, steel, and Iraq imported almost $1 billion worth of 
refined products continue to be imported to goods from the United States in 1981 and is 
meet the country’s domestic needs. Iraq the fourth largest purchaser of U.S. goods 
imported about 4 million tons of cement, among the Arab states of the Near East and 

. supplementing its own production, to com- North Africa. 

Table 1.—Iraq: Production of mineral commodities! 
ee 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° MOON 

METALS 

Iron and steel: 
Sponge iron. ______.—_.-—~-—--metric tons__ -- 40,000 280,000 210,000 40,000 
Crude steel _________________..__do___~_ _- 50,000 352,000 260,000 45,000 

NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic. ____.-— thousand metric tons_ — 3,170 4,600 5,100 5,500 5,600 
Gypsum® _______________________do___- 160 160 165 170 170 
Nitrogen: 

N content of ammonia __________.~_do___-_ 136 181 450 500 80 
N content of urea _____________.--do____ _- 100 250 300 50 

Salt ~-.________________-- ~~ _~-do___~_ 82 82 90 90 80 

| Sulfur, elemental: 
Native, Frasch__§___ _______.--__--do____ 620 600 550 700 700 
Byproduct® ____________________do____ 40 40 70 710 70 

Total _____________________do____ 660 640 620 770 7710 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Gas, natural: . 
Gross___________.—~—~—-mnillion cubic feet__ ©370,802 ~ © 388,460 560,000 430,000 3401,173 
Marketed* ____________________do____ 56,502 60,035 78,751 79,000 362,154 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline. __ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 1,200 1,250 1,250 250 400 
Propane and butane. _____________.do____ 2,500 3,000 3,000 €3,000 990 

Petroleum: 
Crude ____~________________.-do____ 857,093 953,130 1,252,000 968,582 326,000 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ___ _-_____________-__do____ 8,103 12,254 9,900 10,000 NA 
Jet fuel___§$_-_- ______________do____ 4,708 1,935 2,310 3,000 NA 
Kerosine_________________do___ _ _— 5,160 NA NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil] _. ...._...____-do____ 8,541 12,899 15,180 17,000 NA 
Residual fuel oi] _-..§ -_§_-/______~_do____ 9,417 14,189 16,830 18,500 NA 
Lubricants... _____________--~-do___~ 390 580 330 400 NA 
Other. ________-______-_____do____ 9,344 13,609 9,900 10,000 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses_________—do___~_ 8,444 3,870 6,600 8,100 NA 

Total ________.____.____do____ 48,947 64,496 61,050 67,000 20,000 

Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Includes data available through July 23, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, lime and a variety of crude construction materials (clays, stone, and sand and 

gravel) are also produced, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates 
of output levels. In addition, limited unreported quantities of phosphate rock may have been produced for test purposes 
prior to inauguration of commercial production at the Al-Qaim chemical complex. 

5Reported figure. 
“Includes reinjected, if any.
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Table 2.—Iraq: Exports of crude petroleum, by country 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Country 1978 1979 1980 

Australia ___-___________~_~__ ee 11,169 5,986 6,059 
Canada_____-----_____ ee 8,942 3,102 7,008 
France __. ~ -~-~~-~__ Le 153,044 182,244 173,375 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___._/____~._._~___________________ 21,718 16,644 21,936 
Italy _2 ee 141,218 166,586 27,819 
Japan_______-2 59,422 94,644 118,224 
Netherlands____§_________~ ~~~ LL 27,412 14,710 4,891 
Portugal ___________________ ee 18,104 23,834 22,812 
Spain «| - - 5 ~~ -~------------------------------------ 44,420 43,435 45,990 

nited Kingdom ______§_§_§_~_~_~_~ ~~ 64,568 51,903 29,492 
United States. _______________ ii ee 22,630 33,653 12,191 
Unspecified - - - - ----____~-------~~-~-----------------____ 297,659 558,743 367,738 

Total _______________________ Li ee 870,306 1,195,484 897,535 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ducing about 5.5 million tons per year and 
. . _ is importing about 4 million tons per year. 

Aluminum.—Iraq has signed a joint- Construction work has resumed by Kawasa- 
venture agreement with other Arab Gulf ki and the Marubeni Corp. on two cement 
States for a 20% share of the Gulf Alumi- plants. Work was halted at the outbreak of 

num Rolling Mill Co. The plant, whose the Iran-Iraq war. A 1-million-ton-per-year 
recommended location is in Bahrain, will plant is to be built at Hit, west of Baghdad, 
have a capacity of 40,000 tons per year of and Kawasaki will also be building a new 1- 
semiprefabricated aluminum products and million-ton-per-year plant at Al Tanim.*‘ 
is scheduled for completion in 1988. The The State Organization for Industrial De- 

estimated cost of the venture is $64 million. sign and Construction has agreements un- 
Iron and Steel.—The Khor Al Zubair derway for building three brick factories, 

steelworks operated near its capacity of two thermostone projects, and two ready- 

400,000 tons per year until September 1980, ™ade concrete projects.© 
when it was shut down in the early stages of Fertilizer Materials.—Nitrogenous.—The 
the Iran-Iraq war. The plant, situated not Khor Al Zubair and the Basrah fertilizer 
far from the war zone, seems unlikely to complexes f the amaged soon ater the 
resume any significant production while on tbreak o the war with Iran. The former 
hostilities continue. However, the Govern- site has capacity for 544,000 tons per year of . , nitrogenous (N) ammonia and 484,000 tons 
ment continued its development program per year of N urea units. The site at Basrah 
with the awarding of an $85 million con- has capacity for 410,000 tons per year of N 

tract to a West German-Turkish consor- gmmonia, 221,000 tons per year of N urea, 
tium, including Thyssen Rheinstahl and and 27,000 tons per year of N ammonia 

Kutlutas Holding, to set up a steel foundry sulfate as well as a sulfuric acid plant. Iraq 
at Taji, 40 kilometers south of Baghdad.The is reported to be negotiating with Mitsu- 
plant is estimated to be completed in 1984. bishi Heavy Industries (Japan) to repair the 
Also, a $10.2 million contract was concluded damaged fertilizer units. Exports of urea 
with Kawasaki Heavy Industries (Japan) to ceased in September 1980.¢ 
set up a new steel pipe factory at Um Qasr, Phosphorous.—The Akashat phosphate 
near Baghdad. The production capacity is mine has been relatively unaffected by the 
estimated at 50,000 tons of rolled steel per war, and construction and exploration are 
year. continuing. The State Organization for Min- 

erals (SOM) has estimated that there are 
NONMETALS reserves of about 400,000 metric tons of 

sedimentary phosphate rock. Two open pits 
Cement.—Iraqi plans for the cement in- will be developed initially with an estimat- 

dustry call for a 10-million-ton-per-year in- ed production of 1.7 million tons of ore per 
crease in the country’s annual cement pro- year. The average grade of the ore is 21% 
duction by 1982-83. Currently, Iraq is pro- P.Os. The ore body has an average thickness
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of 10.7 meters, and the limestone overbur- a major portion of natural gas produced in 

den ranges from 5 to 20 meters in thickness. association with crude petroleum. However, 

The mines’ output will be sent by rail tothe a large development program has been 

Al-Qaim chemical complex for processing. initiated with 41 projects underway to allow 
The Al-Qaim chemical complex has acapac- @ better utilization of associated gas. One 
ity to produce 600,000 tons per year of triple such project is the $137.7 million contract 

superphosphate, 250,000 tons per year of by the Japanese Mitsubishi Corp. and Chi- 
monoammonium phosphate, and 200,000 yoda Chemical Engineering Construction 
tons per year of other phosphate fertilizers, Co. to build a natural gas liquids plant at 

as well as sulfuric and phosphorate acid.” North Rumaila as part of the Southern Gas 
Salt.—Construction and development of a P roject. The plant is due for completion in 

salt-producing complex in southern Iraq mid-1982. Total liquefied petroleum gas 
continued through 1981. When the project plant capacny ee approximately 4.3 billion 

wey arrels in . 
reaches capacity, it is expected to supply Commercial production of natural gas in 
525,000 tons per year of industrial salt and “1: . . 75 000 f packaged table salt 1981 was 62.1 billion cubic feet, with 338.9 

d tons per year of packaged table s billion cubic feet flared. Proven reserves of 
for domestic consumption. gas in Iraq are put at 22,209.9 billion cubic 

Sulfur.—Iraq continues as the largest fyors 
producer of sulfur in the Middle East, al- Rapid development of the Rumaila Oil- 

though export shipments were halted when fields allowed for a 30% expansion of the _ 
the war began in September 1980. The SOM original Southern Gas Project contract that 
has awarded a $45 million contract to a was signed in 1978. The new plant was 

Japanese consortium, involving Kobe Steel expected to produce approximately 4 mil- 
and Marubeni Corp., to build a sulfur recov- lion tons per year of propane and butane 
ery and sulfuric acid plant in northern Iraq. and 1.5 million tons per year of condensate. 
The plant has a planned capacity for recov- © Petroleum.—Proven oil reserves were 
ering 153,000 tons per year of sulfur from estimated at 30 billion barrels in 1980. 
sulfur residues and for producing 60,000 Crude oil production capacity was rated at 
tons per year of sulfuric acid. The sulfur over 4 million barrels per day, and the total 

- residues will be provided by the sulfur oil refinery capacity was projected to reach 
refineries in northern Iraq. A process for 200,000 barrels per day. Actual crude oil 
treating these residues was developed by Output was reported to be between 3 million 
the Japanese consortium and Nissau Chem- nd 3.5 million barrels per day through 
ical Industries and produces a 99.9%-pure August 1980. Production of crude oil was 
sulfur. The plant is expected to be in oper- not reported for 1981; however, it has been 

ation by 1984. estimated at 1.5 to 2.0 million barrels per 
day. There were approximately 250 produc- 

MINERAL FUELS | ing wells for most of the year. Iraq’s major 
operating and projected oilfields are listed 

Natural Gas.—Iraq has been slow to de-_in table 3. 
velop its gas potential and continues to flare 

Table 3.—Major oilfields in Iraq in 1981: 

Capacity® ; 

Oilfield (millions of Discovery API gravity Depth (feet) 
per day) 

Kirkuk ___________- 1.45 1927 36.0 2,800- 4,200 
Northern Rumaila and 
Rumaila__________ 90 1958 (1972) 34.0 10,000-10,800 

Zubair____________- 55 1949 34.2 11,000 
Laheis____________- 51 (1978) NA NA 
Bai Hasen __________ 1953 34.0 4,800- 5,400 
Jambur____________ 30 1954 38.0 5,500-12,500 
Abu Ghurab: 

Buzurgan and Jabal 
Faugui_________ 20 (1976) 27.7 NA 

Majnoon: 
Phase 1] _________ 35 (1982) NA NA 
Phase 2__________ 5 (1983) NA _ NA 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 
1Based on published figures prior to the Iran-Iraq war. 
2Startup date is in parentheses.
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Iraqi crude oil exports were averaging was heavily bombed in September 1980. 
about 1 million barrels per day from Medi- Pipelines.—The Iraqi Government was 
terranean terminals after the Iran-Iraqwar planning a 745 mile-long, large-diameter 
started in September 1980, and it is estimat- pipeline running from the southern Rumai- 
ed that crude exports would not exceed 1 la Field across Saudi Arabia to a Red Sea 
million barrels per day while the war was_ terminal somewhere near Yanbu. The ca- 
ongoing. In 1981, Iraqi crude oil supplies, at pacity of the pipeline was estimated at 
its three Mediterranean terminals in Tur- 800,000 barrels per day. This pipeline would 
key, Syria, and Lebanon, were not consid- significantly increase the amount of crude 
ered to be secure because of possible guerril- oil being diverted from the Persian Gulf. 
la activities in the area. The two main export terminals at Khor al- 

Iraq has planned development of fivenew Amaya, Min al Bakr, and the ancillary 

oilfields to increase production from a pre- installations at Fao, at the head of the 
war level of about 4 million barrels perday Persian Gulf, were heavily damaged by 

to about 6 million barrels per day. The [Iranian air and naval action. Prior to that 
fields scheduled for development are Maj- time it was estimated that 3 million barrels 
noon, Nahr Umr, and West Qurnah inthe per day were being exported through these 
Basrah Province of southern Iraq, Halfaya facilities. 
in the eastern part of Amarah Province, Iraq was pumping all its exports through 

and East Baghdad. Development of Maj- its pipeline system to the Mediterranean 
noon has been postponed because of its close Sea, which includes a two-way reversible 
proximity to the Iranian border. flow north-south pipeline. Crude oil was 

Refining.—Iraq continued plans to ex- being moved from the northern oilfields at 
pand its refinery capacity to supply domes- Kirkuk across Turkey to the Turkish Port 
tic transport and the growing demands of of Ceyhen. Crude from the Basrah Oilfields 
commercial industries for middle distillates. in the south was being moved through the 

Construction continued on the Baiji trans-Syria pipeline to Banias. Exports 

plant, which was expected to add 220,000 through these pipelines were estimated at 
barrels per day to existing capacity. The about 1 million barrels per day. 
Basrah refinery suffered damage by bomb- The gulf terminals were expected to take 
ing in September 1980, which resulted in yp to a year to repair after the war has 

Iraq being a heavy importer of refined ended; however, Iraq was intending to use 
products. The Government was planning 4 four single-bouy moorings to begin liftings 
200,000-barrel-per-day export refinery in ag soon as possible. Each mooring was 

the southern part of Iraq that was schedul- estimated to handle about 250,000 barrels 
ed to reach completion in 1985. Another per day so that the Government should be 
refinery is planned in the northern part of able to resume exporting about 1 million 
the country to produce 250,000 tons per year parrels per day via the gulf within a few 
of motor lubricating oil. months after a cease-fire. 

Petrochemicals.—C. E. Lummus and 
Thyssen Rheinstah] Technik (Netherlands) 1Mining engineer, Division of Foreign Data. 

have basically completed work on the petro- *Where necessary, values have been converted from 
chemical complex in Basrah. The plant was Ue dinars (ID) to US. dollars at the rate of ID0.295= 

to produce 150,000 tons per year of polyvi- SMiddle East Economic Survey. V. 24, No. 18, Feb. 16, 

nyl chloride, 135,000 tons per year of ethyl- CEP. ucts, V. 84, No. 4 Apr. 1, 1981, p. 114. 
ene, 40,000 tons per year of caustic soda, — Baghdad Observer. July 2, 1981, p. 2. 
and small amounts of other assorted organ- »Nitrogen.No. 183. September-October 1981, p. 11. 
ic chemicals. Startup for the plant was p. Mining Journal. Mining Annual Review (Iraq), 1981, 

scheduled for 1981; however, the plantsite 8Petroleum Economist (Iraq). January 1982, p. 24.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Ireland 

By Tatiana S. Karpinsky' 

The Irish economy showed slow overall 1981. The most serious economic problem 
growth in 1981. The 1981 gross national was the steady rise in unemployment, 
product increased 1.5% over that of 1980. which reached about 11% of the labor force. 
Industrial production recovered somewhat In 1981, exploration for additional hydro- 
early in 1981 from the decline of 1980, and carbons offshore was unsuccessful, but it 

for 1981 showed an increase of about 1% was planned to continue deep drilling. The 
over 1980 production. Investment in indus- Government remained interested in stimu- 
try increased 6%. Export levels showed only lating new exploration and promised to be 
marginal improvement. The Irish economy flexible on leasing agreements where neces- 
was small and heavily dependent on trade sary to promote the exploitation of deepwa- 
and external economic factors. ter or marginal fields. Ireland’s metal min- 

In 1981, economic growth for most of ing industry produced at lower rates in 
Ireland’s major trading partners was limit- 1981, owing to the low economic activity of 
ed. Inflation in Ireland was at an annual its prime consumer, the United Kingdom. 
rate of 19% in the first three-quarters of 

PRODUCTION 

Copper, lead, and zinc production declin- continued to be under discussion. Produc- 
ed in 1981, but output of most other mineral tion of petroleum products declined consid- 
products was approximately at the 1980 erably, and the refinery was shut down as 
level. In the lead-zinc industry, operations uneconomic in the second half of the year. 
were curtailed because of strikes at the Production of minerals in 1977-81 is given 
major mine, Tara. The opening of a new in table 1. 
lead-zinc mine near Navan by Bula Mines 

Table 1.—Ireland: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

METALS 

Copper, mine output, metal content ________ _ 4,900 4,800 4,900 . 4,200 3,500 
Iron and steel: Crude steel ___— thousand tons_ — 47 69 12 2 “10 
Lead, mine output, metal content__________~- 41,000 47,800 71,000 59,000 30,500 
Silver, mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 936 631 1,059 771 596 
Zinc, mine output, metal content __________- 116,300 176,000 212,300 228,700 120,300 

NONMETALS 

Barite ___________-___-_--------- 373,000 349,000 328,300 259,947 £260,000 
Cement, hydraulic. ____———-— thousand tons_ _ 1,580 1,806 2,067 1,868 1,938 
Gypsum _____________-___~~-~-_do____ 342 392 417 382 ©360 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 1.—Ireland: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
NO 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 
ie 

NONMETALS —Continued 

| Lime_______________________----- 80,000 92,000 73,000 31,700 46,100 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

thousand tons__ 28 24 171 254 ©250 
Pyrites_______________-__---_----- 47,000 42,000 29,354 25,000 ©25,000 
Sand and gravel®______—_—_-~- thousand tons__ 5,464 5,726 7,168 5,376 5,400 
Stone and other quarry products: 

Limestone? _________________do___~_ 8,755 11,147 11,101 11,945 9,721 

Other? 4__§_§_§_____________--do____ 3,068 3,396 *3,882 3,694 3,040 
Sulfur: S content of pyrites_______-__------ 21,150 18,900 13,050 11,250 ©11,250 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, anthracite and bituminous 
thousand tons__— 54 31 62 63 70 

Coke, gashouse, including breeze _ ___ _ _do__ ~~ €33 NA 34] 40 ©40 
Peat: 

For agricultural use___________-—do____ 83 82 *91 88. 81 
————————[{[[=[=——_——{=====_—=—= 

For fuel use: | 
Sod peat®___. __. .__.______-_do___~_ 2,015 1,974 T1653 1,688 1,584 

- Milled peat®_.§ -_ ________--do___~ 3,085 . 2,630 72,013 2,738 3,774 

Total _._______-___---do____ 5,100 4,604 T3,666 4,426 5,358 

Peat briquets?_ ___________-do___~- 351 334 325 338 340 
— mE —— 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline____— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 4,219 4,508 4,412 4,152 81,589 
Jet fuel _--_ _-_§____________~-do____ 606 98 252 155 860 
Distillate fuel oil. ____________-do___~_ 4,585 4,821 4,566 4,019 51,418 
Residual fuel oil ___________---do____ 6,622 6,388 7,075 5,981 82,200 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas____ _—_—do___~_ 695 719 260 238 “81 
Naphtha_______________~-do___- 207 121 126 35 “98 

Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 263 206 574 408 €151 

‘Total _-___._-__________do____ 17,197 16,861 17,265 14,988 5,597 
eee ee 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 11,1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, substantial quantities of stone and sand and gravel are Produced by local 

authorities and road contractors. Ireland also produces significant quantities of manufactured diamond, but output is not 
quantitatively reported and available general information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

3Excludes output by local authorities. 
4Figures given as reported in source; includes granite, marble, silica rock, sand, calcspar, fire clay, and slate and clays 

for cement production. 
5Includes production by farmers and by Bord Na Mona. 
®Includes milled peat used for briquet production. 
7Produced from milled peat. 
8Qutput was recorded for the first half year; no production was reported for the third quarter, and presumably there 

was none in the fourth quarter. 

TRADE 

In 1981, the Irish economy continued to Luxembourg. 
depend on imports of nonferrous metals, In 1980, the total value of exports was 

fuels, iron and steel, and fertilizers. Metal $8.4 billion,? and the value of imports was 
concentrates were exported to smelters in $11.1 billion. Mineral exports were valued 
the United Kingdom and on the Continent. at about $407 million, or 4.8% of the total 

Imports of metals and minerals came exports; mineral imports including fuels 
mainly from the United Kingdom, the Fed- were valued at $2.4 billion, or 21.4% of the 

eral Republic of Germany, and Belgium- _ total.
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Table 2.—Ireland: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides ______—_- 1,577 1,543 -- United Kingdom 387; Thailand 235; 

taly . 

Metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap. _________-_ 2,151 3,526 _— United Kingdom 2,003; Belgium 

Luxembourg 423. 
Unwrought_ __________--~- 2,523 2,206 -- United Kingdom 1,485; Netherlands 

291; West Germany 180. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2,099 2,495 7 United Kingdom 1,614; West 

Germany 299; France 254. 
Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ — _ _ _- 10 ~- All to United Kingdom. 

pper: 
Gre and concentrate ___________ 17,703 18,888 __ Spain 8,658; East Germany 5,811; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 1,920. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap___—.--_--- .§,910 6,698 — Belgium Luxembourg 1,930; Nether- 
lands 1,609; Uni Kingdom 1,448. 

Unwrought_____.___---~-- 253 454 _. Netherlands 238; United ingdom 
119; Belgium-Luxembourg 63. 

Semimanufactures ___———— ~~ 2,569 1,807 415 United Kingdom 1,002; Belgium- . 
Luxembourg 190; West Germany 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate (roasted pyrites)_ 31,160 27,092 -- All to United Kingdom. 

etal: 
Waste and scrap____--_---- 40,991 84,458 __ Spain 40,766; United Kingdom 

22,745; Denmark 6,529. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar 

materials _..________-~- 95 178 _- United Kingdom 106; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 55. 

Steel, primary forms _ — _—_~~—- 437 1,813 6 United Kingdom 1,769; West 
Germany 12; France 11. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_________ -- 12,694 18,636 () United Kingdom 18,469; West 

. Germany 113. “ 
Universals, plates, sheets _ — 3,854 6,145 102 United Kingdom 5,749; Austria 67; 

taly 97. 
Hoop and strip _____---~- 917 830 1 United Kingdom 381; Mexico 206; _ 

India 115. 
Rails and accessories _. — — — — 1,200 1,157 — All to United Kingcom. 
Wire _________-__-_~- 394 937 4 United Kingdom 727; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 74. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ __— _ 6,155 6,736 2 United Kingdom 4,576; West 

Germany 1,605. 
Castings and forgings, rough 67 42 _- United Kingdom 37; West Germany 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate_______-~--— 115,276 110,238 — France 28,323; West Germany 19,556; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 15,723. - 
Oxides and hydroxides __—____~_~- 104 25 _- All to United Kingdom. , 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap_______~--- 954 1,881 — Belgium-Luxembourg 710; Nether- 
lands 468; United Kingdom 259. 

Unwrought_ — _________-~-- 3,196 1,857 () United Kingdom 1,498; Netherlands 

Semimanufactures __ _ _— ————_ 1,438 2,419 . 38 United Kingdom 2,047; Netherlands 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
aste and scrap ~oe eee -- 53 _- Italy 43; Netherlands 10. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 9 5 _- All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate. _______-- 18 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides _____~-~~- 12,381 12,374 1,314 United Kingdom 2,500; Singapore 

1,530; U.S.S.R. 1,274. 
Mercury ______— 76-pound flasks_ — 3 64 __ _ All to United Kingdom. 

ickel: 
Matte, speiss, sinters ___.-__-—-~- -- 4 _- Do. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap________-_-_- 23 95 _- United Kingdom 67; Denmark 20; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 5. 

Unwrought and semi- 
manufactures______.~___-_ 140 240 _- Switzerland 79; West Germany 64; 

United Kingdom 40. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces. _ 3,826 977,928 NA United Kingdom 959,795. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Ireland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . y Gnited Other (principal) eee 

METALS —Continued 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings?” ; 

value, thousands_ _ $711 $2,132 -- United Kingdom $1,934; Switzerland 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _~— troy ounces 43,628 105,294 NA United Kingdom 80,055. Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 71 422 -- All to United Kingdom. Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides ___ _ _ 15 21 - LL Do. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, 
unwrought ________________ 1 3 (4) United Kingdom 1; West Germany 1. Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 413,872 462,096 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 190,677; West 

Germany 59,821; France 55,185; 
Italy 52,425. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 43 39 — United Kingdom 37; Netherlands 2. Metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap___________ 202 176 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 99; Nether- 

lands 53; United Kingdom 24. 
Unwrought and semi- 

. h manufactures___________ 329 3,612 — Italy 3,250; United Kingdom 359. Other: 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _____________ 2,201 1,350 NA West Germany 259. 
Metalloids __ __ ___ __ kilograms__ _- 500 NA NA. 
Alkaliand alkaline earth________ 7 10 — Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 115 309 71 United Kingdom 118; West Germany 

14; Belgium-Luxembourg 46. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc -_-__-_ 43 53 _- United Kingdom 52. Artificial, corcundum___________ 8 14 _— United Kingdom 10; West Germany 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _________________ 118 94 14 West Germany 38; United Kingdom 

Asbestos,crude________________ 302 120 36 United Kingdom 83; France 1. Barite and witherite.._________ 302,317 272,643 94,878 United Kingdom 74,126; Norway 
21,884; Denmark 9,711. Boron materials __-.____________ 20 15 ~- All to United Kingdom. Cement____________ 133,649 96,640 _— United Kingdom 90,399. Chalk__-_-_ 2 _- 11 _— All to United Kingdom. Clays and clay products: 

Crude__-______________ 194 154 _- United Kingdom 77; Netherlands 42; 
Cameroon 32. Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~~~ _____ 60,243 62,735 -— United Kingdom 14,502; West Ger- 

many 11,948; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Nonrefractory____________ 1,613 719 _— United Kingdom 710; West Germany 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

; value, thousands $715 $59 ~- Israel $31; United Kingdom $27. Industrial ___________. carats__ __ 6,912 __ All to United Kingdom. Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ __ 2 __ 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 35 72 -- All to United Kingdom. Phosphatic______________ 150 97 — Do. Other including mixed_____ __ 600 1,788 —_ Do. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_____________ T19,364 64,548 -- France 25,463; Belgium-Luxembourg 

15,772; United Kingdom 12,390. Phosphatic______________ 575 74 _- All to United Kingdom. Potassic._______________ _- 221 _- All to Netherlands. Other including mixed_______ 17,631 36,084 __ United Kingdom 32,368; France 
5116. Ammonia ________________ 62,921 70,376 -- United Kingdom 25,930; Spain . 24,076; Portugal 9,089. Graphite, natural _________ > _- 166 —- All to United Kingdom. Gypsum and plasters _________ 57,184 57,816 _- United Kingdom 55,093: Belgium- . 

Luxembourg 38. Lime ~~ ----- =e 2,985 1,363 _- All to United Kingdom. Magnesium materials_____ 35,901 73,395 45,134 United Kingdom 9,124; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 4,330; West Germany 
3,382. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Ireland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Wnted TW... 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 46 32 _- All to United Kingdom. - 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ______._-_-_____ -- 5 _- All to Italy. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

excluding diamonds . 
value, thousands_ _ $303 $420 a United Kingdom $235; Switzerland 

$174; West Germany $11. 
Salt and brine. _—~__._-__________ 233 689 _. All to United Kingdom. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ________-_____ 29 1 -- Do. 
Caustic soda__. . .§ -- -_-~.____ 536 98 -- Do. 
Soda ash ________-~____-___- 7 2 _- NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 1,290 2,378 _- All to United Kingdom. 
Worked__________--_--- 425 752 22 United Kingdom 581; Netherlands 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 1 25 _. _ All to United Kingdom. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 272,442 168,318 _- West Germany 103,227; United King- 

dom 47,116; France 17,975. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 387 231 _- United Kingdom 224. 
Quartz and quartzite. _________~_ 84 286 _- United Kingdom 268; West Germany 

5 Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 5,376 6,995 _- United Kingdom 6,975. . . 
ulfur: 
Elemental: 

Colloidal _ _____~— kilograms_ — 17,500 100 NA NA. 
Other than colloidal _______~_ 2,901 25 _- All to United Kingdom. - 

Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________ 3,596 2,729 — All to Netherlands. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 19 35 _- Netherlands 16; Switzerland 14; 

United Kingdom 3. 
Other: 

Crude___ $$ _______~ ~~~ 4 19 -- All to United Kingdom. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _.__.__.____- 3 19 _- Do. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ 425 263 _- United Kingdom 57; France 51; 
Thailand 50. 

Bromine, fluorine, iodine __ — — ~~ —_ 24 58 _— All to United Kingdom. 
Building materials of asphalt; asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals___ 2 5 5 5 5 ee 14,301 8,332 _- United Kingdom 6,575; Hong Kong 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 8 27 — All to United ingdom. 
Carbon black ______..~-...-_-__ 509 630 32 Netherlands 446; United Kingdom 

88; West Germany 43. 
Coal, all grades including briquets __ __ 65,760 38,450 -- United Kingdom 38,432. 
Coke and semicoke_______.~__~__ _ 17,352 8,719 __ Sweden 8,686; United Kingdom 33. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 808 819 _- Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ __ 145,355 129,826 3 United Kingdom 126,840; Saudi 

Arabia 534. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

_ Gasoline _ __ — — _42-gallon barrels_ _ 7,948 23,672 _. United Kingdom 17,323. 
Kerosine__________.._do____ 140 _- 
Distillate fuel oil ________do____ 2,835 70,863 186 United Kingdom 45,155; Denmark 

Residual fuel oi] _.__~____do____ 576,616 66,773 — All to Portugal. 
Lubricants____~________do____ ~ 39,158 1,289,071 21 United Kingdom 875,217; Nether- 

lands 153,937. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _do_ _ — _ 36,505 20,648 12 United Kingdom 20,636. 
Mineral jelly wax _ _ _ _ _do_ _ __ 1,472 1,204 — United Kingdom 645; Netherlands 

268; France 118. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do___- 3,703 558 _. All to United Kingdom. 
Bituminous mixtures_ _ _do_ _ ~~ 582 139 _. _ United Kingdom 109; Republic of 

South Africa 30. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ __ 384 144 — United Kingdom 143; Greece 1. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include other precious metals.
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Table 3.—Ireland: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 

mmodit 1979 1980 : 
| Co y Quite Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate ______._ _- 3 _— All from United Kingdom. . 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3,536 3,998 21 United Kingdom 3,834; Netherlands 

Metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap___________ 360 116 -— All from United Kingdom. 
Unwrought____-_.________ 7,888 5,486 40 United Kingdom 3,905; France 823; 

Norway 522. 
Semimanufactures _________ 15,037 19,050 610 United Kingdom 14,251; West 

Germany 1,374; France 763. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 6,222 1 -- All from United Kingdom. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 105 119 (4) United Kingdom 86; West Germany 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _______ 2 10 1 Canada 8; United Kingdom 1. 

ear, se | and concentrate. ________ -- 2 -— All from United Kingdom. 
Matte____.§_-§_-_____________ 19 1 _-- All from West Germany. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap__._§________ 35 121 _. United Kingdom 69; Netherlands 51. 
Unwrought. ___.._~______ 148 197 _- United Kingdom 192; West Germany 

Semimanufactures _________ 16,543 17,852 160 United Kingdom 12,098; Belgium- 
, huxembourg 1,598; West Germany 

Iron and steel: 
Ore 2 and concentrate______.____ 77 36 _. _ All from France. 

etal: 
Waste and scrap___§________ 5,428 7,926 3 United Kingdom 7,893; Italy 30. 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen _ _ 1,352 907 -- United Kingdom 431; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 215; West Germany 

Sponge iron, powder, shot __ _ _ _ 1,660 1,418 (4) United Kingdom 1,242; Sweden 126. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese________ 577 291 _- United Kingdom 113; West Germany 
78; France 58. 

Ferrosilicon_ ______.___ 408 203 _- NA. 
Other ______________ 66 157 -. NA. 

Steel, primary forms ________ 13,257 18,588 298 United Kingdom 9,636; West Ger- 
many 3,814; France 1,537. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections. _§_._______ 192,185 152,143 1382 United Kingdom 85,153; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 22,107; France 16,996. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 182,376 133,392 28 United Kingdom 50,044; West Ger- 

many 24,967; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Hoop and strip_________ 25,920 16,766 45 United Kingdom 7,865; West 
Germany 7,480. 

Rails and accessories ___ __ 11,876 11,810 __ United Kingdom 8,024; West 
. Germany 3,708. 

Wire __~§_____________ 12,355 14,398 31 United Kingdom 6,477; France 2,495; 
; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,478. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 74,981 59,599 529 United Kingdom 26,039; France 
; 7,087; Italy 6,514. 

Castings and forgings, rough 2,916 4,325 100 United Kingdom 1,480; Italy 1,145; 
Poland 806. 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 2,361 2,350 1 United Kingdom 2,304; Netherlands 

. 20; Spain 20. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap___________ 3,906 4,203 308 United Kingdom 2,740; Netherlands 

Unwrought and semi- 
manufactures___________ 4,939 5,621 3 United Kingdom 5,569; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 39. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

aste and scrap ~~~ _- 5 __ United Kingdom 4, West Germany 1. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 207 200 _-- United Kingdom 97; Norway 91; West 

Germany 6. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 27,035 32,391 17 Ghana 31,664; Netherlands 522; 
Brazil 120. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 353 281 2 United Kingdom 144; Iraq 130. 
Mercury —--~-~—~~ — 16-pound flasks__ 136 220 (4) Mainly from United Kingdom. 

ickel: 
Matte, dross, sinters___________ 6 11 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys: 

. Waste and scrap_________ __ 1 ee) -- Do. 
Unwrought and semi- 
manufactures___________ 403 575 24 Republic of South Africa 107. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Ireland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 
i 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 17,201 30,061 ) United Kingdom 26,589. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings? 
value, thousands_ _ (4) $387 NA NA. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _ troy ounces... _ 433,134 702,043 272,927 United Kingdom 366,164. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap ____~__~__- ~~ 23 3 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Unwrought __________-__- -- 25 22 __ United Kingdom 19; West Germany 

Semimanufactures______-___ ~~ 164 823 15 United Kingdom 682; West Germany 
108; Denmark 12. 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides_ _ — _ _ — 3,464 2,800 1 United Kingdom 1,206; France 810; 
Norway 350. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
wor eee ee 12 4 1 United Kingdom 2. 
inc: . 

Ore and concentrate __________-_ 10 () — All from France. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____—__ ~~ 1,010 1,003 17 United Kingdom 886; Netherlands 

22; China 20; France 20. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap_ _-___~_~-~- 334 205 _. United Kingdom 198; Netherlands 7. 
Unwrought_____-____--_-- 2,810 2,349 __ United Kingdom 1,521; Canada 607; 

Finland 140. 
Semimanufactures ___—— ~~ —— 2,004 638 21 United Kingdom 548; West Germany 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates___ — —___~~— 51 46 5 Republic of South Africa 20; United 

Kingdom 15; China 5. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals __._______--~- 555 1,156 _- Netherlands 1,044; United Kingdom 
72; Belgium-Luxembourg 40. 

Metalloids__ __________-_--_-- 173 166 NA United Kingdom 76. 
Alkali and alkaline earth metals _ —_ 3 71 (4) United Kingdom 70. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 341 238 117. United Kingdom 102 ; France 10. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
re 447 383 25 United Kingdom 351; West Germany 

Artificial, corundum_ _— ~~ ____~- 86 82 __ United Kingdom 42; Netherlands 40. 
Dust and powder of precious stones 

kilograms... _ 1 46 _- NA. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _____~____________- 182 764 53 United Kingdom 342; West Germany 
157; Austria 60. 

Asbestos, crude___ . _ .______.--- 7,564 8,413 2 Canada 3,984; Cyprus 2,857. 
Barite and witherite___________-~- 558 717 — United Kingdom 583; West Germany 

74; China 60. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates_______——~ 1,642 1,207 __ Netherlands 1,071; Belgium- 
. Luxembourg 100; France 36. 

Oxide and acid __________---- 109 158 (2) France 98; United Kingdom 42; 
Netherlands 18. 

Cement___._______-____--_-~- 409,114 256,817 41 United Kingdom 106,434; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 53,774; France 43,409. 

Chalk____________--_---__-- 6,139 5,282 () United Kingdom 5,200; West 
Germany 75. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude__________--~~------ 35,008 30,677 687 United Kingdom 21,701; Spain 6,698; 

Japan 811. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ________----_ _- 18,352 19,810 74 United Kingdom 15,086; Canada 

2,312; West Germany 1,650. 
Nonrefractory __--_------- 56,569 60,979 1 United Kingd om 50,693; Italy 7,368; 

pain 722. 
Cryolite and chiolite______.__-_--- 2 1 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $2,716 $222 _— India $111; Israel $61. 

Industrial _______..-—-— carats__ 5,000 20,000 NA NA. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ — — 1,217 712 357 United Kingdom 347; Denmark 4. 
Feldspar and fluorspar —————_———-- 8,578 6,106 _. Norway 4,493; United Kingdom 1,129. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Ireland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
. i 1979 1980 : . Commodity | Butte Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Phosphatic______________ 106,400 87,059 ~- Morocco 86,804; United Kingdom 244. Potassic.___§_-§_-__________ _- 80 ~- All from United Kingdom. a Other including mixed_______ 1,244 1,771 _— - Do. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_____________ 421,056 178,120 3,902 Belgium-Luxembourg 58,755; Nether- 

sands 49,612; United Kingdom 
Phosphatic______________ 162,102 71,818 16,865 United Kingdom 16,867 ; Tunisia 

15,138; France 5,617. — Potassic._-- 377,126 272,412 (7) West Germany 116,767; France 
54,690; East Germany 36,682. Other including mixed______ _ 432,919 311,253 29,189 United Kingdom 174,422; France 
43,496; Netherlands 25,878. Ammonia _________________ 30,827 28,960 -- United Kingdom 20,092; Netherlands 

Graphite, natural _.____ | 66 14 (7) Mainly from United Kingdom. _ Gypsum and plasters ________ 5,185 4,711 386 United Kingdom 3,168; West 
: Germany 135; Japan 124. Lime ______.____ 2,781 2,284 _- United Kingdom 2,031; Netherlands 

. 210; West Germany 43. Magnesite.___________ > 29,776 32,116 __ China 15,967; United | Kingdom 6,317; 
~ Greece 5,156. Mica: ; 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 847 358 15 United Kingdom 333; Switzerland 10. Worked including agglomerated 
splittings _.____________ 57 42 _- wainly from United Kingdom. Pigments, mineral: Processed iron oxides 1,540 1,716 1 West Germany 1,417; United 

Kingdom 164; Spain 78. Precious and semiprecious stone except 
diamond______ value, thousands__ $1,446 $816 $152 United Kingdom $562; Japan $56. Pyrites, unroasted__________ 1 16 -. _ All from United Kingdom. Saltandbrine________ 87,656 87,333 2 United Kingdom 53,714; West Ger- 

many 17,496; Spain 10,882. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticpotash ___________ 861 677 — France 346; United Kingdom 305; 

Sweden 16. Causticsoda____________ 28,847 32,726 1 United Kingdom 28,583; Spain 2,000; . SO 
Netherlands 1,531. Sodaash____-________ 15,927 5,097 _- United Kingdom 4,994; Belgium- ” 
Luxembourg 60; West Germany 43. Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ___ __ 4,872 4,312 — United Kingdom 1,747; Republic of 

South Africa 849; India §36, Worked____________ 3,623 3,591 16 Italy 2,516; United Kingdom 624; 
Portugal 88. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 1,689 226 _- United Kingdom 166; Norway 60. Gravel and crushed rock _______ 409,501 444,292 12,868 United Kingdom 429,365; France 
1,778. Limestone excluding dimension ___ _ 4,162 4,240 -- All from United Kingdom. Quartz and quartzite._______ 301 470 _- Portugal 322; United Kingdom 104; 
taly 32. Sand excluding metal-bearing____ _ 177,665 162,318 126 United Kingdom 120,444; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 35,055; Norway 4,488. Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Colloidal _.-_____ 113 120 1 United Kingdom 109; West Germany 
Other than colloidal ____ | 534 528 11 United i Kingdom 453; West Germany 

; Italy 4. . Sulfuric acid,oleum______ | 83,832 75,669 22 United Kingdom 64,961; Nether- 
lands 7,225; West Germany 1,808. Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 2,016 2,569 13 United Kingdom 1,041; China 791; , 
Italy 565. Other: 

Crude______________ 8,058 8,754 NA United Kingdom 1,510. Slag, dross, similar waste, not 
metal-bearing ________ | 2,675 1,972 _- Netherlands 1,601; United Kingdom 

1, Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium ___ 68 43 __ Mainly from United Kingdom. Halogens___________ 513 371 1 Israel 190; United Kingdom 157; 

China 17. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals___________ 24,791 33,784 1 United Kingdom 19,012; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 7,625; France 5,458. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Ireland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
= “y United Other (principal) 

RN 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ —_—_— 3,479 2,372 180 United Kingdom 1,683; Trinidad and 
Tobago 161; Antigua 125. 

Carbon black _____~-_______~-~- 7,762 14,301 146 Finland 6,509; United Kingdom 6,106; 
Netherlands 1,377. 

Coal, all grades including briquets 
thousand tons_ — 1,216 1,205 409 Poland 482; United Kingdom 276. 

Coke and semicoke_____._.______ 9,457 8,200 — United Kingdom 6,135; France 1,625; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 440. 

Hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, rare gases _ 5,747 2,659 () United Kingdom 2,642; Denmark 5; 
weden 5. 

Peat including briquets and litter _ _ — ~~ 188 323 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined . 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 14,897 15,528 _- Saudi Arabia 8,762; Iran 2,602; 

Kuwait 2,317. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ~~ ~.---.-do___~_ 6,237 6,923 (4) United Kingdom 6,226; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 292. 

Kerosine ______._~—-do___~_ 3,317 2,299 (4) United Kingdom 2,294. 
Distillate fuel oil __._—do___- 6,496 5,959 __ United Kingdom 5,316; U.S.S.R. 600. . 
Residual fuel oil. _ _ _ _ _do_ ___ 12,597 12,350 -- United Kingdom 7,035; France 2,407. 
Lubricants ____.._——do___ _ 436 394 9 United Kingdom 370. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ ___ 1,553 1,727 () United Kingdom 1,586; France 54. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ _ __— 25 23 () United Kingdom 18; West Germany 

Bitumen and other residues . 
do... 690 574 _. Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do. ___ 61 44 (?) United Kingdom 43. 

Petroleum coke _—-—do_—~~— (4) 3 -- All from Denmark. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ ~~ 6,947 8,326 6 United Kingdom 7,595. 
a 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include other precious metals. | 

COMMODITY REVIEW 7 

METALS West Africa. 

. . Copper.—Production of copper in 1981 
Aluminum.—Construction of a new alu- was by the Canadian-based consortium op- 

mina plant with projected capacity of erating at Avoca and was subsidized by the 
800,000 tons per year, located on Aughinish Jryish Government at a cost of more than 
Island in the Shannon Estuary, continued $1 6 million. 
in 1981. The labor problems that had de- Iron and Steel.—Irish Steel Ltd. asked 
layed schedules by 1 year were solved. The the Government, which was sole owner of 
chief partner, Alcan, expected the refinery the company, for a $80 million subsidy to 
to come onstream at the end of 1983. The help balance its budget after the commis- 

output was expected to be shared among sioning of a modern steel plant at the — 
partners Alcan, Shell-Billiton, and The An- Haulbowline site in County Cork. The con- 
aconda Company in proportion to their struction of the new plant cost $90 million, 
shareholdings of 40%, 35%, and 25%, re- compared with a projected cost approved by 

spectively. the Government in 1978 of $57 million. The 
The refinery was estimated to cost over $1 plant went into operation in 1981. The 

billion, compared with initial estimates of company said the new plant should ensure 
$45 million. Cost increases were mainly due a profit in 1985. 
to higher interest rates and to inflation. The new plant was to produce 300,000 
Bauxite was to be imported from Brazil and tons of steel per year and 281,000 tons of
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rolled products from reinforcing barsto8by cil. The questions concerned the mine’s 
5 1/4 inch structural sections. A new melt- impact on environment, health, drainage, 

7 ing shop constructed on the island site was etc. The Council’s decision was expected 
equipped with a 90-ton 40-megavolt-ampere within 2 months of receipt of Bula’s answers 
Tagliaferri electric arc furnace and with a__to the questions. 
continuous-casting machine, the first in The mine had a proven ore body of 20 
Ireland. For almost 12 months from June million tons and would produce about 1 
1980, the company produced no steel of its million tons per year of ore. Bula said this 
own but maintained customer contracts would yield 130,000 tons of zinc in concen- 
through import and resale of French steel trate and 20,000 tons of lead in concentrate. 
worth about $10 million. During this period Silver.—At the Tynagh Mine, operated by 
the company showed a loss of $21 million, Northgate Exploration and Development 
and a similar loss was expected in the next Ltd. of Toronto, Canada, modification of the 

year. concentrator was carried out for the treat- 
Lead and Zinc.—Workers at Ireland’s ment of a surface stockpile containing 

major lead-zinc operation, Tara Mines Ltd., 110,000 tons of silver ore from early open pit 
at Navan, went on strike at the beginning of mining. Operations began in late February 
July 1981, and the mine was closed for61/2 1981 at a treatment rate of 600 tons per day. 
months. Tara declared force majeure on Expected silver recovery in concentrates 
July 6 on shipments of lead and zinc concen- Was approximately 600,000 troy ounces over 
trates. a 10-month period, plus flotation byproduct 

In 1980, the last full year of production, recovery of significant quantities of lead 
Tara produced 354,000 tons and 52,000 tons, 2nd copper. 
respectively, of zinc and lead concentrates. | 
Tara reported total losses for the first 9 NONMETALS 
months of 1981 at $4.9 million, compared Barite—Ireland continued to be the 
with a 1980 9-month loss of $709,000. The world’s fourth largest producer of barites 
loss of output during the second half of 1981 (behind the United States, U.SS.R., and 
from the Tara Mine, the largest zinc min€ (China). Major barite production continued 
in Europe and an important supplier of to come from Dresser Minerals Internation- 
concentrates to many European smelters, 4] Inc. and Milchem Minerals Ltd. Produc- 
caused difficulties for French, West Ger- tion at the Glencarbury barite mine, 
man, Belgian, Spanish, and Dutch smelters. _Ballintrillick, County Sligo, ceased in 1980. 

All the company’s workers had returned Dresser Mineral’s Silvermines deposit in 
to work following their acceptance of the Tipperary was the main center of barite 
Irish Labor Court’s settlement proposals in production. The Silvermines deposit was a 
January 1982, but shipments to Tara’s cus- _shallow-dipping, suboutcropping deposit of 
tomers were slow to be resumed. Cost of a massive barite 10 to 16 feet thick. 
full production startup was estimated at $16 In 1978, total barite production was ex- 

million. Banks, to which Tara owed $120 pected to reach about 300,000 tons, but by 
million already, were reluctant to make 1980 production had fallen to 260,000 tons. 
further loans, and it was likely that most of The grade of barite continued at 89% BaSO, 
the funds would be raised from other insti- with reserves expected to last 6 to 10 years. 
tutions and shareholders. The entire output was used for mud for 

Bula Mines reapplied to the Irish Govern- drilling in the North Sea, African, and 
ment in September 1981 for permission to offshore Ireland oilfields. 

exploit its lead-zinc deposit near Navan, The other major barite company in Ire- 
this time as an underground mine. The land, Milchem, based at Clonakilty, County 
Irish Planning Board had rejected Bula’s Cork, reopened the Lady’s Well barite mine 
original request for an opencast mine in jin 1979. Production of barite in the mine 
December 1979 as well as its appeal in May. increased from 1,520 tons in 1979 to 12,650 
Bula Mines estimated that immediate un- tons in 1980 and 22,060 tons in 1981. Two 
derground exploitation of the ore body grades of product were shipped through the 
(rather than after 6 years of opencast min- Port of Cork, one with a specific gravity of 
ing, as in the original plan) would increase 4.2 in crude form, and the other with 
its capital costs about 25% to about $73 varying specific gravity below 4.2. Mil- 
million. Bula’s application to develop an chem’s other Irish barite operation ex- 
underground operation was subjected to 52 tracted barite from the tailings pond at 
questions posed by the Meath County Coun- Northgate’s closed lead-zinc mine at Ty-
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nagh, County Galway. Annual capacity was in 1988, when the plant becomes fully oper- 
about 40,000 tons. Actual production in1981 ational. 
was 33,336 tons (working 7 days a week). In 1981, long-term contracts for coal im- 
Production in 1982 was expected to be ports were signed with Consolidated Coal 
32,000 tons (5 days a week). The product was__ Inc. of Pittsburgh, Utah International Inc., 
mainly shipped to Egypt and West Africa, and Freeman United Coal of Chicago, with 
although it initially went to the North Sea _ deliveries to begin in 1984. Utah Interna- 
market. | tional’s contract called for the delivery of 
Diamonds.—The new General Electric more than 7 million tons of thermal coal 

Co. (GE) synthetic industrial diamond plant over a period of 20 years. 
in Dublin continued under construction in Natural Gas.—The Irish Government 
1981. The plant was to be the second of its announced that the official estimate of total 
type in Ireland. The first, in the Shannon recoverable reserves in the Kinsale Head 

Industrial Estate, was the central plant for Gasfield, off the southern coast, Ireland’s 
all De Beers Ltd.’s synthetic industrial dia- only producing hydrocarbon resource, had 
monds. The Shannon site also manufactur- been revised upward by 35% to 1.4 trillion 
ed synthetic diamond cutting-tool material. cubic feet. Marathon Oil, discoverer and 

GE’s plant in Dublin will produce at least developer of the Kinsale Head Field, 
10 million carats annually. De Beers, the announced new plans to drill for oil and gas 
world’s largest supplier of industrial dia- in the Celtic Sea, off Ireland’s southern 
monds, had about 60% of the world market coast. A new important gasfield straddling 
of 100 million carats of synthetic diamonds, the border with northern Ireland was re- 
with plants in the Republic of South Africa, ported, but the size could be confirmed only 
Sweden, and Ireland. by further drilling. 

| The Irish Gas Board invited selected 
MINERAL FUELS firms to submit bids for construction of a 

; gas pipeline from the Kinsale Head Field, 
In 1981, Ireland depended largely on im- via the city of Cork, to Dublin and possibly 

ported oil and coal for its primary energy other towns. The pipeline would be ade- 
supplies. Production of indigenous energy quate to handle a projected peak of 73 

was limited to small amounts of semibitu- million cubic feet per day (mcfd) in 1986 and 
minous coal, plus peat and hydroelectric 162 mcfd in 1992 and thereafter. Bidders 
power. About 60% of Ireland’s electrical were to submit proposals on the basis of 

energy production was oil based, but this completion of the pipeline by December 
share was expected to decrease to 40% in 1982. 
1990 with the expected increase in offshore Peat.—Peat was the main indigenous 

gas production and the emphasis being source of energy in Ireland. Production was 
placed on constructing new coal-fired units. based on mechanical strip extraction and 

There was still no decision as to the was located mainly in the flat midlands. 
utilization of nuclear power in Ireland. About 16% of the electrical energy generat- 

Coal.—Coal production continued to be ed in 1980 was produced with peat fuel, a 
insignificant. Most of the domestic coal decline from 23% in 1975. Peat was pro- 
production came from semibituminous coal duced mainly by the Bord Na Mona, the 
deposits of the Connaught Coalfield and was Irish Government Peat Board. Eleven 
used at local powerplants. About 50,000tons powerplants in Eire used peat as a fuel 
of anthracite came from the Kealy Mine in  exclusively—seven of these plants were 
Tipperary County, and some came from Bord Na Mona. State-owned reserves of 
opencast mines in the Leinster Coalfield. peat were equivalent to 40 million tons of 

Greater future imports of coal were fore- coal, and it was anticipated that they would 
seen by the Government. The Electricity last about 35 years. 
Supply Board (ESB), Ireland’s state electric- Petroleum.—Overall 1981 drilling results 
ity monopoly, was to become a significant were considered disappointing, especially in 
importer of U.S. steam coal when its first view of the high hopes raised by British 
coal-fired powerplant comes online. In mid- Petroleum’s (BP) 1979 and 1980 wells in the 
1984, the ESB was to begin importing offshore Porcupine Basin. In 1981, BP drill- 
300,000 tons of coal per year for the facility, ed two dry holes adjacent to the location of 
already under construction in 1981 at Mon- promising 1979 and 1980 wells. The most 
eypaint on the Shannon Estuary. Imports positive find was a Phillips Petroleum Co. 
were to increase to 2 million tons per year well on block 35-8 in the center of the
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Porcupine Basin, which flowed 924 barrels cheaper to supply their Irish markets with 
per day. The Phillips wells were in a large production from their large refineries else- 
uniform structure which could hold consid- where in Europe. The Government respon- 
erable reserves. Several other wells, for a ded by threatening to nationalize White- 

total of eight, were drilled; they contained gate. : 
hydrocarbon traces or showed geological Ireland remained heavily dependent on 
potential. The overall results were just imported oil. In 1981, the country imported 
interesting enough for exploration to con- about 44 million barrels of petroleum and 
tinue at about the same level in 1982. The products. The country had a stockpiling 
Irish Government offered 108 new offshore target of 11 million barrels, partly in prod- 
tracts located in the Donegal Basin, Kish uct form, maintained by private companies 
area, Porcupine Basin, Celtic Sea, and Slyne and the Government. , 
trough. Uranium.—A number of anomalies were 

Ireland’s Aran Energy Co. in December identified as a result of the aeromagnetic 
applied for full planning permission to build study done in cooperation with the Europe- 
a 120,000-barrel-per-day refinery at Tar- an Communities. Encouraging anomalies 
bert on the Shannon Estuary, County Ker- were discovered, particularly in County 
ry. Aran estimated that construction work Donegal near Tintown, south of the Gwee- | 
on the $500 to $570 million project could barra River, where Anglo United Develop- 
start in 1983 and be completed in 1986. In ment Corp. Ltd. of Canada did some drilling 
1980, oil consumption in Ireland totaled 42 in primary uraninite in granite. Uranium 
million barrels, while capacity of the coun- exploration was hampered in Ireland by 
try’s only refinery, the Irish Refining Co.’s growing environmentalist resistance to nu- 
plant at Whitegate, was only 18 million clear power. 
barrels per year. The refinery ceased oper- ————_______ 
ation in June 1981 nen the participating poreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 
companies (Esso, 40%; Shell, 24%; Texaco, e . 
20%; and BP, 16%) decided that it was (£) to US. dollars was 1£=US$1 .62.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Israel 
By Suzann C. Ambrosio’ 

Israel’s mineral industry consisted pri- 1981 budget increased 120% over the previ- 
marily of nonmetal chemicals, fertilizers, ous fiscal year’s budget to $17 billion. Ap- 
cement, and polished diamonds. Israel proximately two-thirds of the allocations 
Chemicals Ltd. (ICL), the Government hold- continued to go into defense ($5.5 billion) 

ing company for all nonmetal mineral pro- and debt service ($5.1 billion). The budget 
duction, estimated the 1981 sales value of was expected to be financed by domestic 

nonmetals and chemicals (excluding dia- sources (78%) and by receipts from abroad 
monds) at $300 million.2 Diamond exports (22%). Foreign revenues were expected to 

: were estimated at $950 million, reflecting come primarily from U.S. loans, Israeli 
an approximate 60% decline from 1980 net bond sales, and loans secured in the free 

revenues. Depressed world markets in the market. 
diamond and fertilizer industries resulted Israel continued to import 99% of its fuel 
in a decline in the value of Israeli mineral requirements, primarily oil, at a cost of $2.1 
production relative to the national income. _ billion. The country’s electricity-generating 
However, an increased proportion of the capacity was 2,600 megawatts and demand 
total mineral-derived income was attributed was approximately 2,300 megawatts at 
to fertilizers and chemicals, particularly yearend 1981. National priorities to diversi- 
phosphate and potash. fy from oil to coal and nuclear energy made 

Economic policies initiated in 1980-81 re- some headway during the year. The first 
sulted in a slowing down of the real growth unit of the Hadera coal-fired power station 
rate of Israel’s gross national product (GNP) was commissioned in 1981, and the three 
to 2.3% in 1980 and an estimated 1.5% in other units, each with a 350-megawatt ca- 
1981. The GNP was estimated at $4.5 billion pacity, were expected to become operational 
during 1981.2 Slight improvements in the during 1982-83. Israel’s first coal project, 
balance of payments (BOP) were made at estimated to cost $750 million for the 
the cost of decreased domestic demand, powerplant alone, experienced delays. Con- 
sustained high rates of triple-digit inflation, struction of the $87 million offshore coal- 
and increased unemployment. As the em- import terminal was about 1 year behind 

_ phasis of economic priorities was shifted schedule. The Republic of South Africa, the 
from BOP improvement to inflation reduc- United States and Australia were the major 
tion, consequent monetary and fiscal poli- coal suppliers. 
cies during 1980-81 had the effect of (1) The route for the Mediterranean-Dead 
increasing the estimated BOP deficit by Sea canal was approved by the Israeli Cabi- 
$500 million, (2) increasing unemployment net to pass through the southern part of the 
to approximately 5.2% (70,000 people), (3) Gaza Strip. However, the proposed hydro- 
reducing and stabilizing the devaluation electric complex could be potentially dam- 
rate of the Israeli shekel against the U.S. aging to potash and bromine operations at 
dollar to an average of 22% per quarter the Dead Sea Works (DSW) if uncontrolled . 

during 1981, and (4) holding inflation rela- spillwater was permitted to raise the salt- 
tively stable at an approximate annual rate lake level and flood the production facili- 
of 120%. ties. Political and economic considerations 

Despite attempts to continue tight mone- of the project continued to be discussed 
tary and fiscal policies, including holding through 1981. 
down the Government budget, trade subsi- Several improvements were made in the 
dies, import duties, and tax benefits, the country’s transportation sector. Of major 

| | 521
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importance to the mineral industry was the freight was hauled from the Negev in 1981, 
construction of a new railroad line stretch- and the volume was expected to double over 
ing 21 kilometers from Kiray Gat to Ashke- the next 4 years. The Yuval Gad cement 
lon and another 27 kilometers to the Ash- works will also benefit from the new line, as 
dod Port. The main purpose of the line was _ a link to the national rail network. Miner- 
to facilitate fertilizer material and chemical als were estimated to comprise one-half of 
exports from the Negev via Ashdod. Ap- the total freight along the new line. 
proximately 2.5 million tons of mineral 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The industrial production index declined included an employment drop to roughly | 
by approximately 4% in 1980, after adecade 50% of the 1978 diamond industry level and 
of 6% average annual increases. In the drastic reductions in the Bank of Israel’s 
aggregate, nonmetal production increased credit ceilings used by the industry to fi- 
and metal product output was stagnant in nance inventories. Israel has responded to 
1980. According to statistics, the metals, market conditions by stepping up the cut- 
machinery, and electronics sector improved, ting and polishing of small gem stones, 
owing primarily to large increases in the partially relieving unemployment in the 
electronics industry, and the entire sector diamond industry during 1981. 
accounted for 33% of total industrial pro- Nonmetals and chemicals continued to be 
duction and 35% of total industrial exports the bright spot in Israel’s mineral produc- 
in 1980. tion and trade. ICL increased exports in 

| Israel’s Central Bureau of Statistics re- financial year 1981 (ending in March) by 
ported that industrial production (measured 45% to $340 million. The largest exporter 
in constant prices) experienced a slight was Negev Phosphates Ltd. (NPL) and DSW 
recovery during the first half of 1981 owing with $127 million and $108 million in sales, 
in part to moderate increases (4% each) in respectively. Despite the slump in world 
the mining-quarrying and rubber-plastic markets for phosphate, NPL planned to 
product sectors. Conversely, a 4% decline proceed with its 5-year development pro- 
was noted in the fields of basic metals and gram. NPL annual production targets were 
metal products. However, metals and 7 million tons of phosphate rock and 250,000 
electronics continued to become larger com- tons of phosphoric acid. DSW planned to 
ponents of industrial exports because of produce 2.5 million tons per year of potash 
declines in domestic demands, availability by 1985. 
of labor, and the Israeli currency deval- Owing to the incomplete nature of trade 
uation. statistics, import and export tables have 

Israel continued to have an overall trade been temporarily omitted until more com- 
deficit in 1981, despite substantial gains in plete data become available. Some general 
some export sectors. Between November observations on metal imports, however, 
1980 and November 1981, total exports in- were gleaned from available statistics. Isra- 
creased by 23.2%. The largest mineral in-_ el’s mineral imports continued to be largely 
dustry gains were exhibited in quarries and dominated by metals and mineral fuels. 
nonmetallic products (up 170% to $260 mil- Imports of precious metals, ferrous metals, 
lion), metals, machinery, and electronics semimanufactured iron and steel products, 

(up 75% to $1.7 billion), and chemical, bauxite, nickel, titanium, tungsten, and 
rubber, and plastics (up 30% to $960 mil- mercury have increased between 1978 and 

lion). Diamond-export revenues for the 1980. There was a decline in base metal 
same period declined 25% to $1 billion imports during 1980, most notably in lead 
dollars. and zinc metals. Fuel imports also declined 

The diamond industry continued to be slightly, owing to decreased consumption. 
one of the nation’s largest industrial export For the first half of 1981, imports of rough 

sectors, despite substantial export and price diamonds decreased by 51%, reflecting de- 
declines since 1979. Rough-diamond imports pressed world market conditions. 
decreased 50% and polished-diamond ex- The European Economic Community 
ports dropped 20% in the first half of 1981 (EEC) continued to be Israel’s largest export 
compared with those of the same period in partner followed by the United States with 
1980. Discouraging signs evident in 1981 50% and 11% shares, respectively, of Isra-
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el’s total export market in 1980. For the Israel’s exports to industrialized coun- 
first time, Israel achieved a trade surplus tries in general have been declining, while 

with the United Kingdom. The 1981 trade those to developing countries have been 
account with the EEC was estimated to increasing. A bilateral trade agreement 

, have declined owing to stagnating Europe- with Egypt was signed in March 1981. 
an import markets. Conversely, trade with Trade progressed slowly, as expected, with 
the United States increased, with Israeli the most significant impact of the agree- 
exports increasing approximately 32% to ment being the increased variety of export- 
$1.2 billion and U.S. exports to Israel in- ed products. Trade with Latin America 
creasing approximately 23% to $2.5 billion. grew to approximately 3% of Israel’s total 
Diamonds accounted for nearly one-half of 1981 export trade. Israeli-African trade con- 
the U.S. imports from Israel in 1980-81, and tinued to increase, and Israel enjoyed a. 
large increases were reported in mineral- trade surplus with most African countries, 
derived products; reexported basic metals except Gabon. African exports to Israel 
used in aircraft were up 95%, mining prod- consisted primarily of cacao, cotton, and 
ucts and fertilizers were up 69%, and chem- wood. Gabon supplied some of Israel’s min- 
icals were up 39%. eral fuel needs in 1981. 

. Table 1.—Israel: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

| METALS 
Copper, cement (70%-80% Cu):© 

ross weight _..___________-----~___-_ _- _- _- 800 NA 
Metal content _________________--_--- _- -- _- 600 NA 

Iron and steel:° 
Pig iron ____________--------------- (5) a) (5) _ __ _- 
Crude steel _____. -_________~~--_---- 72,000 94,000 107,000 115,000 120,000 

NONMETALS 

Barite (60% BaSO,)________------_-------- _- _- 500 750 NA 
Bromine: 

Elemental. ____________-____-------- 31,500 34,550. 45,813 44,059 444,020 
Compounds_____________________--_- 20,350 23,550 32,387 31,792 32,050 

Cement, hydraulic (from domestic clinker) 
a thousand tons__ 1,720 1,750 1,720 1,842 2,060 

ays: 

Flintclay_.._______________________ 30,500 33,656 17,690 14,351 15,000 
Bentonite ____________-----_-------- 8,000 6,952 6,287 18,321 15,000 
Kaolin. _______________________-_- 5,500 6,350 22,317 9,495 10,000 
Other ___________~_~_~_____-------~- 1,000 11,450 19,686 32,073 32,000 

Gypsum ________________-___-__------ | 200,000 200,000 72,500 £80,000 100,000 
Lime _____________._.--------------- 102,000 124,000 °124,000 °124,000 124,000 
N itrogen: N content of ammonia __——___———_—--~- 68,500 67,700 68,500 54,800 42,700 
Phosphate rock, beneficiated __—_-— thousand tons_ _ 1,227 1,725 2,086 2,307 2,300 
Potash, K20 equivalent ~~ do *730 FTAA 137 197 850 
Salt, marketed (mainly marine). ______-_------- — °100,000 121,560 107,352 18,010 120,000 

Glasssand _________________________ 83,500 86,864 71,088 71,465 72,000 
Other (for building industry) 

thousand cubic meters_ _ 4,983 3,705 3,787 3,900 4,500 
Sodium and potassium compounds: Caustic soda_ — - — — 26,836 21,626 25,919 35,268 35,370 

ne: 

Dimension, marble ______..______~------ 22,000 ©24,000 31,000 14,000 14,000 
5 Crushed ________. thousand cubic meters. _ NA NA 12,103 4,696 5,000 

Byproduct from petroleum® _______________ 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Sulfuric acid ____.___..~ ~~ thousand tons__ 198 183 226 321 310 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Gas, natural, marketed_ — — — — ~~ million cubic feet_ _ 2,010 2,016 3,531 7,769 8,000 
Peat®____________._____~- thousand tons__ 20 20 18 20 20 
Petroleum: 

Crude: 
From Israel proper 

thousand 42-gallon barrels___ 198 177 150 142 150 
From occupied Sinai Peninsula*_ _ — _ — do__ — — __ 6,200 10,800 12,500 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Israel: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981° 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS — 
Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 6,375 6,515 8,395 NA NA 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___________do____ 5,619 5,663 6,205 NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil _.__._________do____ 8,012 6,555 11,315 NA NA 
Residual fuel oil] _-..___________do___~_ 28,944 31,594 30,000 NA NA 
Lubricants_____~_____________do___~_ NA NA NA NA NA 
Other... __-______________do____ 2,838 2,565 2,800 NA NA 
Refinery fuel and losses_________-do_____ 2,158 1,050 2,200, NA CNA 

Total __________________do____ 53,946 53,942 60,915 NA NA 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through June 30, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, Israel reportedly has the capacity to produce 71 tons of UsOg per year, but 

official data are not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of actual output levels. 
5Revised to none. 
*Reported figure. 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS NONMETALS 

Copper.—Revitalization of the Timna Bromine.—Dead Sea Bromine Ltd. 
copper mines continued to be discussed succeeded in expanding plant capacity to 
throughout the year. Timna Copper Mines 70,000 tons per year early in 1981. Exports 
Ltd. recommended small-scale production of of over one-half the 1980-81 production were 
copper oxide and an annual output level of valued at $45 million. Bromine production 
10,000 tons of copper sulfate and 7,000 tons and bromine reserve estimates (1 billion 
of manganese sulfate. It was estimated that tons) may be adversely affected if the 
a $10 million investment was needed to Mediterranean-Dead Sea canal is built. Ex- 
start production by yearend 1982. traction would be more difficult and costly 

Iron and Steel.—Israeli Steel Mills, a with the mixing of the less saline Mediter- 

subsidiary of Koor Industries, completed ranean waters and mineral-rich Dead Sea 
the first-phase modernization at the Haifa waters. : 
steel rolling mill. Output of 110,000 tons in Fertilizer Materials.—Phosphorous.—Al- 
1981 was expected to be expanded over the though 1980 phosphate rock production pro- 
next 3 years at a cost of $10 million. ceeded at a rate slower than expected by 
Magnesium Compounds.—Production of NPL, total annual capacity increased to 3 

periclase (MgO) from the magnesia-rich million tons between 1980 and yearend 
Dead Sea brines continued to increase 1981. The 4-year-old Zin Mine operated at 
slightly. Dead Sea Periclase Ltd. was con- 175% capacity and produced approximately 
sidering doubling capacity through the ad-_ one-half of the 1981 output. The remainder 
dition of a second 50,000-ton-per-year refrac- of the production by NPL was from the 
tory magnesia plant. Arad, Makhtesh, and Oron Mines. 

The Israeli-United States Binational In- Total investments worth $44 million were 
dustrial Research and Development Foun- slated for a capital expansion project at the 
dation financed a joint-venture project with Arad Mine ($25 million) and for various 
ICL and General Refractories of Philadel- projects in the other phosphate fields. 
phia. The project involved development of a Expanded capacity at Arad was expected to 
low-energy process for making high-purity be completed by 1982 and replace declining 
magnesium oxide (periclase) from Dead Sea output from the Makhtesh Mine. Trial pro- 
salts. The end-use product, refractory brick, duction of semicalcined phosphate at the 
was for lining steel-producing furnaces. Oron Mine was successful. The new prod-
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uct, compared with conventionally produc- had a net positive effect on company profits. 
ed calcined phosphate, had virtually identi- Marginal increases in production at the 
cal properties and end-use potentials and existing Sedom plant required no capital 
required only 30% of the energy cost to expenditures. DSW was expected to main- 
produce. Expanded output of partially cal- tain production levels even at the cost of 
ined phosphate is expected to occur at financing increased inventories. 

ron. 
The Mishor Rotem fertilizer plant, locat- MINERAL FUELS 

ed near the Arad Mine, began operations in . 
October 1981. The $90 million fertilizer __COal—The first stage of the Israeli off- 
complex (including infrastructure and plant ore coal-import terminal was completed 
facilities) has an annual capacity of 500,000 1 1981, 1 year behind schedule. The first 
tons of washed phosphate rock, 500,000 tons 300- by 24-meter plier and one-fourth of the 

of sulfuric acid, and 120,000 tons of phos- 1,/00-meter jetty were constructed. Adverse 
phoric acid. Most of the elemental sulfur Storm and soil conditions delayed the proj- 
was expected to be imported. Expansion ect and resulted in a 16% cost overrun. By 
plans were made to produce 250,000 tons yearend 1981, 40,000 tons of coal was barged 

per year of triple superphosphate by year- to shore to feed the newly constructed 1,400- 
end 1981 and 250,000 tons per year of megawatt coal-fired Hadera power station. 

granular phosphoric fertilizer by mid-1982. When completed, the mooring space was 
NPL exported approximately 90% of its expected to handle ships of 130,000-to- 

output and 10% was used for domestic 170,000-ton capacity. ; 
fertilizer production in 1981. The value of | A memorandum of agreement was signed 
phosphate rock exports increased by ap- between Israel’s N ational Company for Coal 

proximately 40% in 1980 to $124 million Supply and General Mining Union Corp. 
and 1981-82 sales were expected to increase Group of the Republic of South Africa, 

only slightly. The 1981 forecast is for 2.4 making the Republic of South Africa Isra- 
million tons valued at $131 million. Anew eél’s largest coal supplier. Other supply 
marketing office was opened in Paris during agreements were signed with Australia and 
1981 and was expected to function asafocal the United States, but details were not 
point of marketing and distribution oper- Published. A contract for maximum supply 
ations in Western Europe. Other NPL mar- of 750,000 tons of United Kingdom coal over 

keting centers were located in the United 4 5-year period was signed in May 1981. 
States, the Netherlands, and Brazil. Trans- Petroleum.—The Israeli Energy Ministry 
portation between Israel and the centers allocated $150 million over the next 3 years 
was assured by Negev Star, the shipping to carry out a program of over 100 shallow 

outfit established in 1979. Facilities atIsra- drill holes. Targeted drilling sites were 
el’s Port of Ashdod were improved to handle located mostly in the Dead Sea area and 
4 million tons of phosphate rock annually along the southern section of the Mediterra- . 
and store 200,000 tons. nean coastal plain. Despite attractive terms 
Potash.—DSW raised its annual potash offered to foreign investors interested in 

production capacity in July 1981 by 470,000 participating, raising the necessary capital 
tons. Construction of the second-phase ex- for the drilling has been a consistent prob- 

pansion of another 560,000-ton facility was lem. 
underway. A new process was successfully The Israel] National Oil Co. (INOC) antici- 
employed that was expected to conserve pated that 50% of the drilling costs would 
energy. The process involves separating po- be raised through limited partnerships with 
tassium salt (sylvite) from common salt foreign investors. Approximately $40 mil- 
(halite) by first producing low-sodium car- lion was allocated for seismic surveys, for a 
nallite and then processing this to remove total projected investment of nearly $190 
the sodium and magnesium chlorides. million. By yearend 1981, seismic tests con- 

Total annual potash production capacity firmed the presence of favorable structures 
by yearend 1982 was expected to reach 2.1 in western Galilee. 
million tons. Expansion plans were being Hanah, the Government oil investment 
reexamined at yearend 1981 because of the company, gave the initial approval for eight 
decline in world potash prices. Despite a drill holes near the Dead Sea Works at 
decrease in 1981 sales revenue due to de- Sedom. Three of the eight approved drill 
pressed prices, production increased and holes were planned for natural gas; one was
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to be located in the Negev and two in the Oil Shale.—Israel and a firm from the 
Judean Desert. By yearend 1981, pumping Federal Republic of Germany were negoti- 
tests began at the 3-kilometer-deep (Notera ating a joint-venture scheme for a $2.5 
III) gas well located in the Hula Valley. million oil shale research project. U.S. as- 
Technical assistance by the United States sistance was requested to construct a plant 

and Japan was expected to help produce the that could process shale into 40,000 barrels 
gas, which was reported to be mixed with Of oil per day by 1990. The increased inter- 
water. Gas had already been discovered in St in developing Israeli oil shale reserves 

two of the previous wells in the Notera Was due in part to the near doubling of the 
series, one of which has been producing Nahal Zin reserves to 4 billion tons and 
commercially. recent discoveries of an additional deposit 

Israel Dead Sea Oil Project (IDSOP), a 20rth of Eilat. The UM-Barek deposit was 
U.S. limited partnership, entered into a reported to contain approximately 3 million S. ,e : was 1a 
joint operating agreement with Oil Explora- cubic meters (18.9 million barrels) of oil. 

tion Investments Ltd. (OEL), a subsidiary of spi ysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
INOC, to explore and possibly drill a poten- "Where necessary, values have been converted from 
tial oil and gas field in the Sedom area. The 813%s_“Gag1oo” °° US dollars at the rate of 
$16 million project was split 40% IDSOP susintemational Monetary Fund. International Financial 

: ics. V. 35, No. 3, , p. 215. 
and 60% OEL, with OEL expected to be the “fining Engineering. World Oil Shale Deposits. V. 34, 
project operator. No. 1, January 1982, pp. 37-42.



The Mi 1 Indust f Ital 

By Roman V. Sondermayer' 

Italy remained a significant processor product of about $400 billion.” 
and consumer of imported minerals, metals, Indexes for industry as a whole and for 
and fuels during 1981. The mining and _ the mineral industry’s activities all showed 

mineral processing. industry shared an esti- downward trends, as shown in the following 

mated 11% in the country’s gross national tabulation: 

oe 197T_—*1978 1979 1980_ 1981 
Allindustries ___._ 123 126 134 142 188 
Extractive industry_ 94 94 101 97 93 
Miningofmetals __ 49 45 39 ‘36 28 
Mining of nonmetals 99 100 107 104 =: 100 

"Revised. 

Employment in the mineral industry had tabulation shows the latest data on employ- 

declined during recent years. The following ment in the mineral industry. 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

Mining of metals __ 5,198 4,285 3,725 3,099 2,818 
Mining of nonmetals __8,061_7,104 7,001 _6,550_6,033 

Total _______ 13,259 11,389 10,726 79,649 8,851 
Production offuels. NA NA NA _ 2,289 2,304 

TRevised. NA Not available. 

Most of the minerals produced in Italy of Italy during 1981 included, among others, 
were of local significance. Minerals pro- (1) completion of the reorganization of the 

duced in the country with some importance state-owned steel producer, Finsider, (2) 

to the world economy were ornamental completion of the reconstruction of the zinc 

stone, pumice, feldspar, pyrite, fluorspar, smelter at Ponte Nossa, (3) resumption of 

barite, asbestos, and zinc. As in the past, mercury production, (4) closure of the Ga- 

Italy was without a large copper smelter vorrano pyrite mine, (5) development and 

and depended almost completely on imports construction of a silica sand producing facil- 

of copper metal to meet its demand. ity, and (6) ratification of the new National 

The major events in the mineral industry Energy Plan by the Council of Ministers. 

527
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PRODUCTION 

During 1981, private and public compa-_ mineral producing and processing sector. 
nies owned facilities for production and Societa Mineraria e Metallurgica di Pertu- 
processing of minerals, metals, fuels, and sola S.A. in lead-zinc, Assiaierie Ferriere 
products derived from them. The Govern- Lombarde Falck in steel, and major foreign 
ment, through Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi oil and gas companies were the principal 
and its affiliates, Societa per Azioni Minero- privately owned companies in the sector. 
Metallurgiche (SAMIM) and Azienda Gen- During 1981, the mineral industry of the 
erale Italiana Petroli S.p.A.; Finsider with country showed mixed results. The extrac- 
its subsidiaries, Nuovo Italsider and Ac- tion industry, mostly metals, declined. 
claieria Piombino; and the Government- Table 1 shows the production trends for 
owned potash mines controlled most of the 1977-81. - 

Table 1.—Italy: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” $$$ $$ OT 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite __.._____________________ 34,525 24,410 26,095 23,260 19,000 Alumina ~ eee 788,300 818,538 854,120 900,373 794,497 
etal: 

Primary _____________________ 260,086 270,770 269,112 271,211 269,945 Secondary ___________.________ 225,000 222,000 245,000 266,000 260,000 Antimony: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 808 931 950 713 696 Metal, total_-_-_-§________________ T1548 ™808 776 676 792 Of which, regulus._______________ 673 14 -- _- _~ Bismuth metal ___$___________________ 8 9 19 40 19 Cadmium metal, smelter________________ 448 378 527 568 482 Copper: 

ine output, metal content ____________ 700 489 489 604 748 Metal, refined, secondary _____________ 20,000 17,500 15,600 12,200 23,700 Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate:? 

Gross weight _______ thousand tons__ 478 353 219 185 123 Iron content______________do____ 201 139 88 73 50 Metal: 
Pigiron ________________do____ 11,411 11,340 11,327 12,149 12,260 Et 12,260 —TeeeeEeeeeeeeeeee 
Ferroalloys: 

Blast-furnace: 
Spiegeleisen_______________ 5,930 2,592 3,019 4,990 832 Ferromanganese _____________ 57,679 61,822 67,384 ©61,000 59,302 Electric-furnace: 
Ferromanganese ____________ 17,481 28,107 21,886 22,092 12,468 Silicomanganese _____________ 40,050 42,615 54,513 44,914 54,563 Ferrosilicon_______________ 76,511 67,700 80,521 71,857 55,144 Silicon metal ______________ 16,300 14,422 ©15,000 ®15,000 15,000 Ferrochromium_____________ 39,753 36,877 42,531 41,150 10,333 Ferrochromium-silicon ________ __ 230 (3) __ —_ Other_________________ 8,768 7,561 11,108 14,679 12,252 rN SN OTD 12,252 
Total__________________ 262,472 261,926 295,962 275,682 219,894 Crude steel ________ thousand tons__ 23,334 24,283 24,250 26,501 24,777 — ON GOUT 24 TTT —eeeeeeeeee 

Semimanufactures: 
Wire rod _____________do____ 1,483 1,775 1,758 1,933 NA Sections______________do____ 7,591 7,965 8,331 8,782 NA Plates and sheets ________do____ 5,591 5,545 5,457 5,895 NA Hoop and strip__________do____ 824 822 872 871 NA . Railway track material ____do____ 199 197 221 217 NA 
Ingots, semimanufactures and solids 

or tubes _____________do____ 1,012 1,089 1,058 1,089 NA Other _______________do____ 708 602 851 859 NA ECA 
Total _.____________do____ 17,408 17,995 18,548 19,646 NA Castings and forgings. _____do____ 669 631 672 747 NA Cold-rolled sheet ________do____ 2,829 2,785 2,851 NA NA Lead Seamless tubes _________do____ 772 836 824 880 1,089 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 31,500 30,500 28,057 22,879 21,568 
etal: 

Refined: 
Primary.__________________ 34,215 31,110 26,840 42,057 40,408 Secondary ___________ 83,500 85,100 101,000 91,600 91,600 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Italy: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee SR ase SSS Sess yp ss Ss SS i hte i SSG 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 
en 

METALS —Continued 

Magnesium metal, primary __._§___§_______ 8,766 9,678 8,757 7,886 7,823 
Manganese, mine output: 

Gross weight _.___________________ 9,314 9,741 9,782 9,165 8,756 
_. Metalcontent ____________________ 2,798 2,143 2,935 2,763 2,614 
Mercury metal __________ 76-pound flasks_ _ 406 87 _- 96 5,516 
Silver metal. _______ thousand troy ounces__ 1,222 890 1,065 1,366 1,768 
Zin alloys ~~ -—----~~-~-~-~---~---__- 5,900 6,100 5,600 5,500 NA 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 79,300 13,329 66,285 58,417 43,906 
Metal, primary____________________ 169,391 177,552 202,272 206,430 180,903 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos. ~~~ 149,327 135,402 143,931 157,794 137,086 
Barite _________ ~~~ _______ 152,646 236,613 214,630 203,038 177,005 
Bromine_____§_____~___~___________ 626 ©590 ©590. €590 600 
Cement, hydraulic________ _ thousand tons__ 38,204 38,232 39,289 41,772 41,553 
Clays, crude: 

ntonite ___._______.._.___do____ 280 235 282 332 277 
Refractory excluding kaolinitic earth _do__ __ 259 363 268 226 270 
Fuller’s earth. ~~ _-_-_-§_-____~________ 6,344 3,975 1,080 4,300 5,495 
Kaolin____________-_-— thousand tons__ 82 70 67 89 74 . 
Kaolinitic earth _-_____§_._______do____ 21 3 25 27 31 

Diatomite® ________________________ 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 25,000 
Feldspar________~__~ ~~~ ~___~_____ Le 213,593 250,972 294,648 344,301 428,485 

Fluorspar: 
Acid-grade wee ee Le 143,335 130,018 134,349 124,774 128,838 
Metallurgical-grade___$_§_§_.__ ~~ ______ 29,220 27,500 41,557 26,229 35,397 
Ceramic-grade ____________________ 13,194 13,580 6,885 962 __ 

Total _.____________________< 185,749 171,098 182,791 151,965 164,235 
Graphite, all grades__§_§_$_§_$__§_~__________ 3,819 4,108 4,102 3,957 3,535 
Gypsum, except dimension stone use 

thousand tons_ _ 4,180 ©4,200 ©4,200 ©4,200 4,820 
Lime, hydrated and quicklime_ _______do____ 2,197 2,141 2,100 2,365 2,307 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _____—_do____ 1,168 1,444 1,430 1,397 1,472 
Perlite® _.. ~5-§ »§ 5 ~~ Le 90,000 90,000 90,000 90,000 85,000 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, natural® ____ __ 1,700 1,400 1,000 1,000 900 
Potash, crude salts: 

Gross weight _________ _ thousand tons__ 1,879 1,636 1,527 1,302 1,418 
K20 equivalent_______________do___~_ ©225 196 182 . 156 170 

Pumice and related materials: 
Pumice and pumiceous lapilli ___ _ _ _do____ °750 °780 “850 571 “600 
Pozzolan_—._____....._._.._do____ &5,700 &5,800 ©5,900 5,156 *6,000 

Fyrites, all types, gross weight ___.___do____ 863 786 804 859 681 
t: 

Marine, crude _______________do____ 1,019 1,210 1,200 1,300 964 
Rock and brine_____________~_do___— 3,600 3,721 4,490 3,997 3,601 

Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Causticsoda ___________ ~~ _ Le 11,150 9,871 9,858 9,531 8,484 
Sodium carbonate® ______ thousand tons__ 95 95 95 95 95 
Sodium sulfate_______________do____ 1,018 1,012 *1,010 1,000 “900 

Stone: 
Dimension:* 

Calcareous: 
Alabaster and onyx ______—do____ NA NA NA 4,000 ©3,500 
Limestone ____________do____ °850 °850 NA NA NA 
Marble in blocks: 
White______________do____ ©1100 “1,100 NA 1,200 ©1,100 

Colored. ____________do____ “800 800 NA 1,016 ©1,000 
Schist (calcareous) _______do____ €35 €35 NA 908 €900 
Travertine ____________do____ 1,330 1,330 1,302 1,072 *1,100 
Tufa__._-____________do____ ©3500 ©3500 NA 1,449 ©1,500 

Other: 
Gneiss_ _..___________do____ 448 448 NA NA NA 
Granite __________.__-do____ 740 740 NA 1,474 ©1,500 
Lava, basalt, trachyte _____do____ 5,660 5,660 NA 4,112 ©4,100 
Porphyry_____________do____ e350 €350 NA 932 €950 
Sandstone ____________do____ ©470 ©470 NA NA NA 
Slate. ___....___..___do____ 100 100 NA 1,021 1,100 
Tuff, voleanic _._______do____ €2,400 ©2,400 NA 8,173 *8,200 

Crushed and broken: 
Calcareous: 

Dolomite _____.____.._do____ 1,000 1,000 NA 1,032 1,100 

es t and lim do_ €39,000 €39,000 ©40,000 ‘or cement an e_____do____ , , ; e 
For construction _______do____ ©11,500 “12,000 ©12,500 } 56,176 56,200 

Other: 
Porphyry ________--_~-do____ NA NA NA 932 “950 
Quartz and quartzite .____ _do____ *480 “480 NA NA ©1,100 
Sandstone ____________do____ NA NA NA 1,250 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Italy: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

antes ere Ss se iS? 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone —Continued 
Crushed and broken —Continued 

Other —Continued 

Serpentine® ___~_~ thousand tons__ €525 ©525 NA 1,880 1,900 
, volcanic __________do___~_ 3,000 3,000 NA 8,173 €8 200 

Strontium minerals: Celestite___.§_._________ °700 365 1,693 1,053 6,697 
r: 

Gross weight of ore _____— thousand tons_ _ 628 523 108 101 96 CO eee eee 
Recovered as elemental and in compounds: 

Elemental from ore __.______do____ 36 104 19 23 NA 
S content of pyrites_________do____ 371 330 302 331 NA 
Byproduct: — 

Oil refining. ___________do____ €36 €36 €37 30 NA 
Other sources®___ _ _______do____ 223 214 213 220 NA 

Total ______________do____ 666 684 | 571 604 567 
Talc and related materials_______________ 165,356 167,740 157,382 165,905 163,390 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bituminous rock, natural: 

For paving 2222222222227. Seo} tzk781 17,809 NA 
Carbon black wee ee ee ee 158,630 155,763 ©170,000 ©170,000 NA 

Subbituminous (sulcis coal) _ thousand tons__ (5) __ __ __ __ 
Lignite_____._______________do____ 1,844 1,868 2,123 1,933 1,958 

Coke, metallurgical ______._______do____ 7,676 7,317 7,502 ©7600 NA 
Gas, natural, marketed ____ million cubic feet_ _ 485,115 484,932 475,553 442,543 NA 
Natural gas liquids: Natural gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 281 ' NA NA NA NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude ____________________do____ 7,378 9,893 11,360 12,264 NA 

Refinery products: TO 
Gasoline: 

Aviation _____________do____ 416 303 578 1,709 NA 
Motor ________________do____ 135,462 138,975 141,398 124,550 NA 

Jet fuel. _-____________do____ 12,988 15,680 16,520 14,720 NA 
Kerosine________________do____ 23,104 23,436 24,784 18,747 NA 
Distillate fuel oi] ___________do____ 198,706 222,584 225,889 190,603 NA 
Residual fuel oil] _._________do____ 305,342 318,448 333,300 244,935 NA 
Lubricants. ____$___________do____ 5,586 5,985 6,440 7,196 NA . 
Other__________________do____ 125,396 85,632 86,788 76,105 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses _______do____ 49,180 54,263 49,696 42,231 NA $2 EN 

Total _______________do____ 856,180 865,306 885,393 720,796 NA 
Ee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 10, 1982. 
7Excludes pelletized iron oxide derived from pyrites. 
‘Included with other if any was produced. 
‘Serpentine output for dimension stone applications (if any) is included with crushed and broken stone. 
5Less than 1/2 unit. 

TRADE 

During 1981, Italy remained dependent foreign trade in minerals and related com- 
on imports of large quantities of raw mate- modities for 1979-80. 
rials and fuels. Tables 2 and 3 show Italy’s
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite _________-_-_________ 27,565 24,163 _- Greece 8,222; France 7,141. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 417,897 423,994 _- Netherlands 139,326; Spain 

. . 85,722; Norway 70,976. 
Ash and residue containing aluminum_ _ _ 6,685 4,025 _- Fran nce 2,649; West Germany 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _.____- ~~~ ~~ _______ 1,255 1,434 _. West Germany 854; France 243; 

Turkey 125. 
Unwrought ________________ 22,785 12,761 -- West (Germany 5,239; France 

Semimanufactures____________ 112,691 88,433 330 West Germany 22,614; France 
; 19,556; United Kingdom 5,931. 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate_ _________.___ 3 82 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ ~~ ~—_ 20 3 NA NA. 

Arsenic trioxide, pentoxide, acid __.____-_ 20 94 NA _ NA. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 6 5 NA NA. 

. Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 259 321 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 114; 
etherlands 100. 

Chromium: 
Chromite ____________________ 2,673 2,034 _— Austria 1,332. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____.______- 1,444 2,142 105 ~=—s France 1,438. 

coe including alloys, all forms —— — ~~~ 14 8 5 NA. 
t: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___________~_ 5 (4) NA _ NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___-_—__ 108 30 _~- United Kingdom 18. 

Columbium and tantalum metals, all forms 
including waste and scrap ___________ 5 4 NA _ NA. 

Copper: 
and concentrate______________ 1,232 4,125 _— Romania 2,862; Bulgaria 890. 

Ash and residue containing copper _ _ _ _ — 17,282 16,474 _— West Germany 10,427; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3,099. 

Sulfate_____________ ~~ __ 3,005 4,813 -- France 1,300; West Germany 

Ce 328 1,073 Ss TO We Pe 300 ment copper __..__-_ ~~~ ---~- , _- pain 770; West Germany 300. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____-______________ 15,722 11,148 _. West Germany 5,939; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,567. 

Unwrought: 
Blister______.__________ 72 113 _. Austria 49. 
Refined, unalloyed _______—_ 424 2,613 _. France 367; West Germany 139. 
Alloys _._._.._.__-_____ 4,732 1,584 _- West Germany 375; France 300; 

Greece 225. 
Semimanufactures ____________ 96,476 96,217 134 France 24,226; West Germany 

13,952; Switzerland 7,737. 
Gallium, indium, thallium metals, all forms 

kilograms_ - 100 800 NA NA. 
Germanium metal including alloys, all forms 

do___— 200 200 NA _ NA. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate, except roasted pyrites 288 1,224 NA _ NA. : 
Roasted pyrites_ ~~ ___ 65,678 46,559 -— France 36,480. 

etal: 
Scrap __._--...-----_-__-- 13,204 8,480 -- France 5,736; West Germany 

Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen, 
powder, shot _____________- 21,588 12,074 82 France 3,288; Netherlands 1,810; 

Yugoslavia 1,017. 
Ferroalloys _____..-______ 52,006 23,346 713 West Germany 5,805; Nether- 

lands 5,486; France 4,958. 
Steel, primary forms __________~— 675,319 695,302 18,842 France 107,256; West Germany 

90,000; Lebanon 76,110. 
Semimanufactures: cha 

Bars, rods, angles, pes, sections 
thousand tons_ _ 3,282 3,057 3 West German y 714; France 512; 

ya 368. , 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do____ 1,206 1,193 18 France 271; West Germany 172; 
USS.R. 167. 

Hoop and strip. —— _ _ __do____ 112 106 -- France 24; Greece 13; U.S.S.R. 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ do_ — ~_ 20 11 (7) Switzerland 4; Egypt 2. 
Wire_____________do____ 84 80 1 France 18; Algeria 14; West 

germany 9. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ _do__ _— 1,515 1,615 117 U.SS.R. 344; Libya 162; West 

; a forsi ugh Germany 115. 
Castings and forgings, ro 

do. ___ 10 27 _. West Germany 3; France 2. 

Ore and concentrate__ ..___...- ~~ 19,359 21,353 _. Greece 10,900; Austria 4,094; 
US.S.R. 2,500. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : | y United Other (principal) 
— NE 

METALS —Continued 

Lead —Continued 

Ash and residue containing lead ______ 12,862 7,758 _-- France 7,368. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___________- 720 21 NA_ NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____~----.------____ 257 21 NA _ NA. 
Unwrought ___._~~__________ 20,505 4,199 ~~ Turkey 1,522; Libya 1,196. 
Semimanufactures ____§________ 377 855 _- Switzerland 268; Libya 231. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
p-—_----------~--~~_---___ 596 594 318 France 143. 

Unwrought _____.~~-__~_________ 5,375 4,285 _- West Germany 3,634; Austria 

Semimanufactures_______________ 193 249 __ France 122; Israel 40. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate______________ 5 203 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 177 124 -- West Germany 115. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 12 73 NA NA. 

Mercury __________~_ 76-pound flasks__ 9,512 6,681 _— Spain 6,536. 
Molybdenum: 

Ore and concentrate._____________ 184 — 119 _— Austria 144. 
Ni Metal including alloys, all forms ______— 36 10 NA NA. 

ickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _____ __ 10 2 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __. ~~~ ___________ 299 271 ~- India 117; Switzerland 79. 
Unwrought ________________ 226 168 — France 74; Netherlands 50. 
Semimanufactures____________ 493 500 — Tunisia 107; Yugoslavia 39; 

France 38. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 2,201 162 13 Israel 34; West Germany 17; 
United Kingdom 15. 

Rare earths: 
Oxides and other compounds_ _ _ _ value_ _ $7,579 $4,793 NA NA. 
Metals including alloys, all forms___ _ _ _ 106 26 NA NA. 

Selenium, elemental_ ___ ____ kilograms. _ 1,700 700 _. All to Togo. 
Silicon, elemental _________________ 10,246 25,064 10,492 West Germany 3,811; Japan 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought__ thousand troy ounces. _ 3,890 7,912 10 Switzerland 5,064; United 

Kingdom 1,765. 
Tellurium and arsenic metals __________ 5 11 NA NA. 
Thorium: Thoria ____________~_value__ _- $42,253 NA NA. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ __ _ __ 376 444 __ France 111; Denmark 69; West 

. Germany 61. 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate______________ _— 96 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 23,278 1,867 — China 180; Yugoslavia 159; 

Switzerland 114. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 125 118 2 France 26; United Kingdom 25. 

n: 
Tung and concentrate_________value__ $4,212 _- 

Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 98 65 _~ West Germany 45. 
Vanadium: 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 1 _- 

gin including alloys, all forms _ value__ -- $6,146 NA NA. 
c: 
Ore and concentrate. _____________ 2,364 2,908 — Austria 2,822. 
Matte, ash, residue containing zinc _ _ _ _ _ 14,473 7,013 __ West, Germany 5,865; Austria 

Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 3,105 4,756 -~ West Germany 1,361; Hungary 
1,022; France 910. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap ____-_-__~~____-_____ . 1,418 2,138 ~. West Germany 2,001. 
Blue powder________________ 288 114 _. France 48; Austria 20. 
Unwrought ________________ 16,558 20,340 1,999 U.S.S.R. 4,996; France 4,355. 
Semimanufactures ____________ 830 2,016 _. East Germany 360; France 300; 

Portugal . 
Zirconium: 

Ore and concentrate______________ 3,862 487 _- Algeria 75. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 92 (4) NA NA. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_____________ 1,379 2,746 _. France 1,172; Austria 795. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals.____________________ 12,432 18,201 _- West Germany 9,186; France 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __ ______ 332 664 _- France 94; Spain 72. 
etal: 
Metalloids _________________ 2 2) NA_ NA. 
Alkali and alkaline-earth metals ___ 440 96 -. Yugoslavia 35. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 13 13 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 210,292 220,100 36,500 United Kingdom 113,834; 

Algeria 40,753. 
Artificial: Corundum _____________ 2,614 2,197 a Austria 804; Bulgaria 442; 

France 280. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stone ________ kilograms__ 108 92 NA NA. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 18,435 17,667 2 France 1,982; West Germany 

1,843; Saudi Arabia 652. 
Asbestos, crude____§_______________ 74,478 63,815 _. West Germany 24,490; Nigeria 

5,444; France 5,256. 
Barite and witherite_______.________ 88,736 105,358 -- Algeria 33,816; Egypt 20,475; 

ibya 9,500. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates_____________ 1,998 3,650 _- Wet Germany 2,952; Yugoslavia 

Oxide and acid _________________ 6,300 5,042 872 West Germany 2,439; France 

Cement ___________ — thousand tons__ 1,695 821 7 Saudi Arabia 159; Israel 156; 
Libya 129. 

Chalk___ ~~~ 567 554 NA NA. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite _________________ 31,246 18,967 _— Libya 7,575; France 5,924. 
Kaolin _.- ~~~ ~~~ ~~ 29,490 30,008 _- France 21,757; Greece 5,324. 
Other ______~____ Le 9,485 7,295 _- Tunisia 2,650; Hungary 1,206. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 99,942 133,062 _— West Germany 14,470; Egypt 

11,969; Romania 9,187. 
Nonrefractory.___— thousand tons_ _ 2,878 2,720 123 West Germany 596; France 508; 

Saudi Arabia 153. 
Cryolite and chiolite. 2922-2. ~~ ~____ (?) 28 NA NA. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung______-_ carats__ 31,186 75,586 _- Netherlands Antilles 39,033. 
Industrial _______________do____ 82,808 142,402 NA NA. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth_ ___ _ _ 1,866 885 NA NA. 
Feldspar__~§_§_$__§_§_§___~ 37,601 37,344 — West Germany 15,348; Switzer- 

land 6,584; Algeria 4,120. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude _______ ~~~ 6,797 10,070 __ France 4,885; Austria 2,012. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ___—— thousand tons_ _ 1,458 1,320 _- Turkey 285; India 259; China 

Phosphatic_ ___________do___ 2 2 _- Mainly to Switzerland. 
Potassic.__§___________do____ 105 72 _- Algeria 26; Japan 10; Turkey 9, 
Other including mixed_ _ _ — — do_ _ — _ 335 282 _- West Germany 42; Venezuela 35; 

ance 25. 
Ammonia ____________________ 16,927 53,160 — Israel 23,744; Greece 12,023; 

Switzerland 11,611. 
Fluorspar __ ~~ ~~~ ~~ 55,080 83,753 46,945 Canada 9,500; Romania 6,541; 

Norway 5,450. 
Graphite, natural _..______________ 3,854 3,414 __ France 2,644. 
Gypsum and plasters ___.____________ 11,931 13,003 _. Switzerland 6,532. 
Lime __ ~~~ ~~~ 96,437 33,639 _- Switzerland 29,466. 
Magnesite______________________ 151,740 120,812 _. Austria 30,474; West Germany 
Mi 25,344; Netherlands 16,120. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ _ — _ 661 1,127 -— France 312. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 11 142 NA _ NA. 

Pigments, mineral including processed iron 
oxides ____________________--- 2,936 2,901 -- France 1,381; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 268. 
Precious and semiprecious stone, except 

diamond: 
Natural ___...______-~—-~ kilograms_ _ 11,457 17,732 NA _ NA. 

Pyrites Gnas ne hi p2izzrri feo 3 378 3797 NA Wes Ge 1,686; Aust ites weight) _____._.._____- , , -- est Germany 1,686; ria 
631; France 579. 

Salt, all forms__—————.~— thousand tons_ _ 1,241 740 -- United Kingdom 313; Sweden 
147; Greece 67. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda. - _-_-_-____________ 175,384 265,212 _. Yugoslavia 79,864; U.S.S.R. 

31,217; Egypt 19,878. 
Caustic potash ________________-_ 8 17 NA _ NA. 
Soda ash___ ~~~ -__ ~~~ __ 20,190 14,605 _- Israel 7,496; Greece 3,220; 

Lebanon 2,474. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked: 

Calcareous _____.._...___ 372,621 425,539 605 Saudi Arabia 58,278; Spain 
53,150; Japan 29,205. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee ee eee 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 
tide 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 
Dimension stone —Continued 

Crude and partly worked —Continued 

Slate__ ~~~ Le 3,320 4,050 _~- France 1,155; Switzerland 863; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 795. 

Other _________________ 118,988 109,494 564 West Germany 45,747. Switeer- 
land 13,567; Austria 13,281. 

Worked: 
Slate. __-_______________ 40,244 39,479 22,407 Australia 2,167; Canada 1,015; 

France 898. 
Paving and flagstone ________ 131,317 161,316 _- West Germany 73,628; Switzer- 

land 53,216. 
Other _____-~ thousand tons_ _ 1,121 1,099 63 West Germany 480; Saudi 

Arabia 215; France 91. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _____ 47,317 58,555 _— France 24,979; Switzerland 

Gravel and crushed rock ___________ §20,069 660,670 — West Germany 103,967; Kuwait 
. 91,961; Switzerland 72,704. 

Limestone, except dimension ________ 10,995 7,336 NA NA. 
Quartzand quartzite _____________ 36,220 44,779 -- Switzerland 28,292; France 

7,207; West Germany 3,068. 
Suen excluding metal-bearing _ _ __ __ __ 420,108 253,140 __ Switzerland 220,636. 

r: 
Elemental, all forms. _____________ 190 107 NA NA. 
Sulfuric acid _~.-_-_-_____________ 36,043 81,931 —_ qurkey 45,738; Greece 16,853. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone._____________ 55,181 54,015 8,792 West Germany 10,584; United 
Kingdom 8,295; France 8,247. 

Other: ; 
Crude ______________________ 51,289 82,329 140 United Kingdom 62,733. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing __-__________________ 354,707 378,133 _- Yugoslavia 205,652; Greece 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of strontium, 
magnesium, barium_____________ 2,099 1,887 639 Japan 234; United Kingdom 199; 

nmark 158. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ _ 152,787 167,438 3,071 France 57,114; Libya 27,705; 
Tunisia 13,650. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural. _________ 2,385 3,336 — Cameroon 1,436; Yemen Sana 
416; Ivory Coast 406. 

Carbon black and gas carbon. __________ | 44,989 42,998 _— Yugoslavia 14,930; Austria 
10,054; France 6,341. 

Coal, all grades including briquets _______ 13,074 18,890 _. Switzerland 6,923; France 5,334. 
Coke and semicoke_________________ 645,114 746,530 — Romania 336,936; Hungary 

67,080; Algeria 55,285. 
Gas, natural_ _ _ _ __ _thousand cubic feet__ 1,426 1,373 NA NA. 
Peat including briquets and litter________ 664 277 NA NA. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline __ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 59,882 36,891 953 Netherlands 10,345; France 
4,028; United Kingdom 3,663. 

Kerosine________________do____ 22,951 18,880 __ Netherlands 2,661; United King- 
dom 1,606; Greece 1,480. 

Distillate fuel oil __ ___.______do____ 47,197 24,056 -- Syria 3,308; Tunisia 1,923; 
Netherlands 1,564. 

Residual fuel oi] ___________do____ 49,311 28,481 1,223 Turkey 1,910; Algeria 1,425; 
Malta 714. 

Lubricants ______________do____ 3,648 4,331 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 545; 
Algeria 394; Netherlands 299. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas__ _ _do_ _ __ 4,544 3,075 — Egypt 657; Algeria 467; France 

Mineral jelly and wax _____do____ 25 17 -- Poland 5; West Germany 2. 
Bitumen and other residues _do____ 904 987 __ Austria 373; Tunisia 193; 

Switzerland 181. 
Bituminous mixtures, n.e.s _ _do__ _ _ 42 51 _- Libya 13; Somalia 11. 
Petroleum coke _________do____ 234 182 -- Egypt 110. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicsis.- eee 62,587 72,122 _- France 53,790. 

ee eee eS n NSN 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
7Unreported quantity valued at $1,388. 
‘Excludes unreported quantity valued at $1,384.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
. y Gnited Other (principal) 
a 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate 

; _ _ thousand tons_ _ 2,287 2,288 __ Australia 1,623; Guinea 404. 
Ash and residue containing aluminum_ __ 62,260 59,147 _— Austria 38,406; West Germany 

Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 179,690 180,187 -- France 74,837; Yugoslavia 
39,159; Guinea 25,660. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _____._----~__________ 57,754 79,093 14,645 West Germany 19,961; France 

13,269; Switzerland 12,481. 
Unwrought _____~§___§________ 276,281 339,185 18,152 West Germany 72,914; France 

55,191; Netherlands 26,542. 
Semimanufactures ____________ 92,114 112,642 6,670 West Germany 39,302; France 

25,797; Belgium-Luxembourg 
13,801. 

Antimony: . 
Ore and concentrate_____.~_______ _- 3 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 121 106 NA NA. 

Arsenic trioxide, pentoxide, acids ___ _ _ _ __ 820 852 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 387; 
France 308. 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ _ 1,400 7,800 NA NA. 

Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 55 62 _- United Kingdom 26. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 85 68 _- West Germany 42. 
Chromium: 

Chromite ____________________ 232,445 171,045 __ Turkey 56,547; Republic of Soutk 
Africa 39,560; Albania 39,102. 

Oxides and hydroxides ___________ _ 2,202 1,941 __ West Germany 1,523. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ —__ 206 186 _- United Kingdom 63; West 

Germany 59. 
Cobalt: 

Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 189 192 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 80; West 
Germany 55; France 45. 

Metal including alloys, all forms __ ____ 338 258 _- Belgium Luxembourg 77; France 
72; United Kingdom 45. 

Columbium and tantalum metals including 
alloys, all forms _.__~~§_~_~__________ 26 12 5 Austria 1. 

Copper: 
e and concentrate. _____________ 10 10,479 _- Australia 10,460. 

Cement copper ______— ~~ kilograms_ _ 400 51,300 NA NA. 
Sulfate. ~§_-_-§____~____________ 3,063 2,205 — Yugoslavia 1,022; Czechoslo- 

valia 640; United Kingdom 

Ash and residue containing copper _ _ _ _ — 670 4,599 _- Austria 4,089. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______________ Le 76,310 99,524 881 France 27,449; West Germany 
25,137; United Kingdom 
21,425. 

Unwrought: 
Blister. ________________ 6,802 2,240 _- Chile 1,298; United Kingdom 

Refined, unalloyed _________ 338,464 372,834 — Chile 109,500; Zambia 77,387; 
Peru 39,322. 

Alloys __._~9_~_~-~__~_~_______ 17,067 21,255 _- United Kingdom 5,783; West 
Germany 5,522; Yugoslavia 

Semimanufactures____________ 107,552 144,188 4,837 France 49,689; West Germany 
36,069; Belgium-Luxembourg 
12,656. 

Gallium, indium, thallium metals including 
alloys, all forms _______-_~_ kilograms_ _ 1,200 1,400 _- Canada 400; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 300. 
Germanium metal including alloys, all forms 

do____ 200 1,200 NA _ NA. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate___ thousand tons__ 17,318 16,912 _- Brazil 4,989; Liberia 3,116; 
Mauritania 1,897. 

Roasted pyrites— - —-—-~--------~- 2,800 762 _. France 698. 
etal: 

Scrap _____.—-— — thousand tons_ _ 6,891 7,411 1,142 France 2,605; West Germany 

Pig iron including cast iron and 
spiegeleisen _________-_do____ 517 672 __ West Germany 168; France 147; 

Brazil 127. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot _ _ _ do_ _ _ — 119 77 -- Canada 29; France 14. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese __-_-__do____ 122 120 _— France 50; Republic of South 
Africa 27; Norway 12. 

Other __________~_do____ 220 210 1 Norway 32; France 25; 
Yugoslavia 21. 

Steel, primary forms _ _ _ _ — _do____ 3,061 3,355 2 France 693; Belgium. 
Luxembourg 569; West 
Germany 4338. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 

thousand tons__ 768 960 (4) France 329; West Germany 197; 
Austria 87. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do____ 1,822 2,087 154 France 558; West Germany 295; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 274. 
Hoop and strip_______do____ 209 199 1 France 70; West Germany 67; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 22. . 
Rails and accessories _ _ _do_ _ _ — 139 149 6 Canada 47; West Germany 27; 

France 16. 
Wire_____________do____ 66 79 (4) Belgium-Luxembourg 31; West 

Germany 14; France 11. 
. Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 282 335 2 West Germany 168; France 82. 

Castings and forgings, rough 
Lead do____ 8 9 -- West Germany 3; Switzerland 2. 

Ore and concentrate______________— 45,365 44,264 __ Greece 11,473; Canada 10,997. 
Ash and residue containing lead _——_-~-~— 4,038 2,149 216 Hungary 565; Lebanon 504; West 

Germany 459. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______.__-_~ 4,829 4,514 __ West Germany 1,523; France 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _____.-_____-_-_---- 48,707 — 44,1389 3,007 United Kingdom 12,082; West 

Germany 7,512; France 5,709. 
Unwrought _____________---— 151,411 173,285 1,807 West Germany 38,331; Republic 

of South Africa 19,235; 
Morocco 17,311. 

Semimanufactures____~_~_______ 1,538 1,468 __ Yugoslavia 683; France 437. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

rap... ~~~ ~~~ 1,746 2,558 _- West Germany 1,155; Nether- 
lands 483. 

Unwrought __ ________--~------- 1,649 1,880 841 Norway 400; Netherlands 373; 
France 156. 

Semimanufactures_ ______________ 263 309 234 United Kingdom 19. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate_________ ~~ 424,230 409,846 __ Republic of South Africa 188,452; 
Gabon 155,700; Brazil 26,539. 

Oxides and hydroxides ____.______~_ 3,219 3,082 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 1,077; 
Spain 718; France 457. 

Metal including alloys, all forms —_——_~— 1,886 1,397 56 Republic of South Africa 718; 
rance 463. 

Mercury _______._—~— 76-pound flasks. _ 2,321 5,120 _— Spain 2,881; Netherlands 482. 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate___—§_§_§_________ 5,866 6,039 892 Netherlands 3,764; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 611. 

Ni Metal including alloys, all forms —— ~~~ — 240 163 75 Austria 47. 
ickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _ ____ _— 5,727 2,710 — Cuba 1,180; Australia 713. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________--_-_~----- 314 677 36 Norway 308; Austria 49. 
Unwrought ________________ 16,595 18,738 3,529 Republic of South Africa 4,081; 

Netherlands 3,170; Canada 

Semimanufactures ____.______~_ 2,811 2,835 326 United Kingdom 816; West 
Germany 780; France 259. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces__— 580 570 3 West Germany 332; Republic of 
South Africa 66; Switzerland 

Rare-earth metals: 
Oxides and other compounds 

value, thousands. — $966 $908 _. France $848. 
Metals, all forms. .~ _ . _ ______--~-- 117 138 __ West Germany 76; Austria 40. 

Selenium, elemental. __________----~- 39 26 _. Japan 11. 
Silicon, elemental _____~_..____----- 17,701 29,855 _— Republic of South Africa 14,450; 

France 9,488; Yugoslavia 
2,108. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ — 25,068 18,782 5,993 Switzerland 3,292; West Ger- 
many 2,479; United Kingdom 

Tellurium and arsenic metals _________~— 63 57 16 Sweden 40. 
Thorium: Thoria____________~_value__ $9,857 $206,257 --  USS.R. $183,992. 

Ore and concentrate. _____________ 508 -- 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______ ~~ —- kilograms. _ 900 4,600 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “United 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Tin —Continued 
Metal including alloys —Continued 

Unwrought ____-__-----~~__- 7,107 6,874 a Malaysia 2,264; Indonesia 2,116; 
Thailand 1,090. 

Semimanufactures __.—§ __-__ _____ 410 435 117 West Germany 121; United 
. Kingdom 105; France 66. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate_—__-__----~__~_ 82,166 5,450 _- Republic of South Africa 2,672; 

ustralia 1,275. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~__~— 43,552 39,406 _— West Germany 14,548; France 

10,95" Belgium-Luxembourg 

Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 2,856 1,589 512 West Germany 382; U.S.S.R. 198; 
Austria 166. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate____________--~ 181 173 _-— Canada 153. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —— _ — ~_~— 144 103 16 United Kingdom 25; West 

Germany 23. 
Uranium metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 1,800 2,700 NA NA. 
Vanadium: 

Ore and concentrate. _____.-.-~--~- 449 24 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___---___--- 864 481 _. Austria 478. 
Metal including alloys, all forms | 

zi . kilograms. _— 300 41,800 _. Austria 40,800. 
ine: 

Ore and concentrate_______-.----—- 232,587 357,062 _. Canada 75,231; Ireland 66,096; 
Peru 57,869. 

Matte, ash, residue containing zinc — _ _ _ — 13,706 15,578 _— West Germany 6,279; France 
3,943; Switzerland 2,701. 

Oxides and hydroxides ___._______~ 2,525 5,894 __ France 1,782; West Germany 
1,782; Netherlands 1,046. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______.~--------~--~-- 4,022 3,358 _. West Germany 1,667; Switzer- 

land 658; France 531. 
Blue powder __ _.. _. _____-~--~- 332 987 -- West Germany 364; France 222; 

Norway 145. 
Unwrought ______-____-~---- 56,496 55,248 __ West Germany 19,494; Nether- 

lands 9,906; Belgium. 
Luxembourg 7,159. 

Semimanufactures ________-_—- 3,047 2,749 — West, Germany 1,538; France 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate_____________- 67,273 65,696 __ Australia 59,346; Republic of 

South Africa 5,478. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

Oth kilograms_ _ 12,000 46,100 26,300 Canada 2,400. 
er: 

Ores and concentrates____________- 858 34,800 _— Greece 34,530. 
Ash and residue containing: 

Molybdenum, columbium, tantalum, 
titanium___$_____________-— 20,395 78,156 — Republic of South Africa 76,874. 

Other metals, n.e.s _~__§_ _______- 13,695 10,460 _. West Germany 1,938; Greece 
1,928; France 815. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ __.— —__-_ 8,680 6,920 32 West Germany 1,768; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 668; France 568. 

Metals: 
Metalloids _______________-~- 45 14 NA NA... 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals ______________-- ~~ 4,862 5,520 (7) West Germany 4,361; France 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 68 35 __ West Germany 28. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 2,138 1,986 162 Yugoslavia 435; West Germany 

Artificial: Corundum _________---- 27,856 33,350 __ West t Germany 10,364; Austria 

Dust and powder of precious and _ 
semiprecious stones _ _ - — — kilograms_ — 1,421 1,839 849 Ireland 811. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 4,463 4,326 143 Austria ia 1,370; West Germany 

Asbestos, crude.______________-__- 77,151 86,550 __ Republic of South Africa 37,283; 
Ganada 32,239. 

Barite and witherite_— - ---—--—------— 13,634 7,530 _-— France 5,606; Spain 1,273. 
terials: 

"Crude natural borates.._..___----- 192,792 175,880 23,888 ‘Turkey 138,558. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued ° 

Boron materials —Continued 

Oxide and acid _________________ 1,622 5,022 _. Turkey 1,488; France 1,150; 
U.S.S.R. 884. 

Cement _________~_____~______- 73,158 81,264 ~~ France 63,781; Yugoslavia 5,691. 
‘Chalk. _-___~______~ ~~ 14,958 17,844 _- France 17,462. 
Clays and clay products: 

. Crude: 
Bentonite __-_______________ 29,912 55,438 1,065 Greece 49,728. 
Kaolin _-_-_____~___________ 767,542 791,216 208,348 United Kingdom 345,099; France 

Other ________~____ 741,827 861,232 3,914 West Germany 431,003; France 
249,378. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 92,087 120,557 1,087 West Germany 36,865; United 

Kingdom 25,451; Austria 

Nonrefractory__—_...___.____ 32,140 67,634 __ West Germany 31,078; Switzer- 
land 14,980. 

Cryoliteand chiolite._____.__________ 475 854 -- Denmark 785. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung_______ carats__ 155,305 354,033 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 251,716; 
Israel 29,238. 

Industrial ____$_§__________do____ 184,340 221,140 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 120,224; 
Republic of South Africa 
53,925. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth___ __ _ 5,912 5,597 887 France 1,904; West Germany 

Feldspar_ _$__________~_~__________ 40,561 46,902 — Canada 20,304; Norway 8,527; 
West Germany 4,659. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ________________ 3,353 4,118 _-—  Belgium-Luxembourg 3,715. 
Phosphatic_______ thousand tons_ _ 1,625 1,740 354 Morocco 804; Israel 244. 
Potassic.__§__~§_~_~____________ 22,316 16,982 — France 14,152. 
Other including mixed_________ — 3,202 4,098 — France 2,068; Yugoslavia 664. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ________________ 142,524 138,870 — West Germany 42,794; Austria 

33,212; France 23,505. 
Phosphatic_________________ 152,638 171,516 -- Tunisia 73,067; France 38,185; 

Israel 24,786. 
Potassic.__§ $2 ~§_-_- 742,987 705,363 — U.S.S.R. 245,415; East Germany 

105,173; West Germany 72,417. 
Other including mixed 

thousand tons__ 1,182 875 594 Tunisia 89; West Germany 44. 
Ammonia ____________________ 307,114 340,973 13,400 U.S.S.R. 262,013; Austria 30,706. 

Fluorspar __ ~~ ~__ ~~~ _~_~_~_____ 78,717 105,531 2,628 Spain 45,694; Mexico 25,541; 
France 23,954. 

Graphite, natural __-_______________ 4,691 1,279 __ West Germany 697; U.S.S.R. 448. 
Gypsum and plasters _______________ 16,177 20,961 1,126 Austria 17,268. 
Lime _____________ 264 531 NA NA. 
Magnesite - - - - —-------------_~_- 86,270 108,662 474 Greece 77,620. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste __ _ _ 1,024 1,089 — India 166. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 360 352 56 Belgium-Luxembourg 69; France 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ _ _ 20,440 20,776 437 West Germany 14,132. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, except 

diamond: 
Natural __________~— __ kilograms_ _ 123,817 93,790 2,354 West Germany 22,799; Thailand 

Manufactured ____________do____ 8,573 7,908 __ Switzerland 3,475; France 2,035. 
Pyrites (gross weight) _______________ 286,351 291,010 __ U.S.S.R. 200,468; Norway 34,128. 
Salt. Le 240,244 305,538 oe Spain 200,960; Tunisia 75,440. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda_ ___ __-______________ 96,672 80,173 __ France 50,701; West Germany 
,438. 

Caustic potash _________________ 2,194 2,332 __ Romania 1,049; West Germany 

Sodaash_____________________ 85,024 202,146 _. Switzerland 40,403; France 
27,436; U.S.S.R. 22,934. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
Calcareous including marble _ __ 154,843 176,265 _- Portugal 36,799; Spain 33,541; 

Yugoslavia 33,147. 
Slate._________________ 3,338 4,546 _- France 4,319. 
Other _________________ 385,477 514,965 __ Spain 119,552; Finland 87,191. 

Worked, all types_____________ 4,262 4,723 — Spain 572; Portugal 337; 
Bulgaria 276. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _____ 1,024 1,644 — Netherlands 621; Austria 220. 
Gravel and crushed rock ___________ 13,222 16,211 _- France 6,268; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
SEE 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 . 

y Gnited Other (principal) 
a ett enna 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Limestone, except dimension ________ 388 42 NA NA. 
Quartz and quartzite: 

Piezoelectric crystals_ __ kilograms_ _ 5,910 9,548 __ West Germany 8,740. 
Other __ -_ -_-_-____~_________ 45,054 52,219 — Switzerland 3,494; West 

Germany 8,049. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons__ 1,188 1,255 — France 788; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 323. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental): 

Other than colloidal ._________ _ 754,861 603,280 _— Canada 349,307; France 114,901; 
Poland 113,139. 

Colloidal _____________-__-_ 1,591 1,297 _- West Germany 1,156; Yugoslavia 

Sulfuric acid ~__.22~~_~__________ 41,682 5,389 Switzerland 2,205; West 
Germany 627. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone___ ___ __§.______ 21,790 24,046 _- Austria 13,380; France 5,771; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 2,247. 

Other: 
Crude __________________-___ 87,507 111,343 3,436 U.S.S.R. 40,023; Republic of 

South Africa 21,684; Greece 
13,299. 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing ____________________ 5,507 3,694 NA NA. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of strontium, 
magnesium, barium. ____________ 923 974 320 United Kingdom 153. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ _ 32,552 31,924 864 France 13,895; Yugoslavia 5,045; 

Austria 4,664. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS | 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __________ 1,786 913 820 NA. 
Carbon black and gas carbon_ _ ___ ~~ ____ 29,934 22,960 2,410 France 10,530; West Germany, 

2,782; United Kingdom 2,253. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons__ 13,865 16,517 6,060 Republic of South Africa 3,058: 

Boland 2,419; Austria 1,126. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal 1,224 518 _. West Germany 384. . 
Lignite including briquets __________ 88,111 110,999 _- West Germany 54,986; Yugo- 

slavia 46,565. 
Coke and semicoke_ ___§_____________ 168,450 100,239 _— France £5,581; West Germany 

Gas, natural: 
Gaseous ______-_-~_ million cubic feet_ _ 462,432 459,712 _- USSR. 240,611; Netherlands 

Liquefied _ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 20,087 12,793 _— All from Libya. 
Peat including briquets and litter____ ____ 35,222 47,258 _- West Germany 21,073; U.S.S.R. 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 806,191 653,079 -- Saudi Arabia 222,850; Iraq 
94,508; Libya 89,018. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ne « (» 12,231 16,791 a. Saudi Arabia 2,838; Egypt 1,914; 

Libya 1,914; Kuwait 1,879. 
Kerosine _____________do____ 1,014 874 _- Trinidad 234; Netherlands 164; 

ya 111. 
Distillate fuel oil] __ _..___do___~_ 4,640 24,482 1 Romania 3,739; United Kingdom 

3,669; France 2,871. 
Residual fuel oil. __ __._____do____ 57,746 91,416 __ Venezuela 13,429; France 10,002; 

Netherlands Antilles 5,301. 
Lubricants_____________do___ _ 880 1,404 237 France 297; United Kingdom 

143; Romania 132. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ _ __ 3,004 6,473 —_ Saudi Arabia 1,066; West 

Germany 978; Libya 892. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 343 289 _. West Germany 99; Hungary 47. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 1,784 1,679 1,406 Albania 232. 
Bituminous mixtures _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 11 14 1 France 4; Sweden 3. 
Petroleum coke ____——do____ 4,666 4,515 3,344 United Kingdom 310; West 

Germany 276. 
Mineral tar and other coal’, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals. ____ _ ____ 367,480 409,711 88,122 France 47,353; Yugoslavia 
37,009; West Germany 18,209. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS for production of pipe in the United States 
. . . was to be purchased in Italy. The technolo- 

ed by SAMIM, exploration continued in the £9 £0" the rolling mill wll be wholly Italian 
San Martino sul Fiora and Salaioli conces- 4 ppon ee apreem Sinsider cone'ud 

Pett meet reel mepete cooperation, The principal am of the cn 
. , . rove operations 

proration for antimony near the Villasalt Taranto iron and steel works. About 100 
The Pe timony” smelter ‘a t Manciano re- professionals from Japan started to work at 

mained the only producer of antimony met- Taranto. During the summer of 1981, their 
al in Italy. target was to lower production costs by 8%. 

Iron and Steel.—Restructuring and eco- weadan “uinc.— Mines owned ? y aM 
nomic difficulties were the highlights of the accoun or most of the lead and zinc 
Italian steel industry. mine production in Italy because the Sala- 

During 1981, the Government of Italy fossa Mine, ° perated by P ertusola, remain- 
through its Comitato Intra-Ministeriale per a cose mines owned y ST a 
la Politica Industriale (CIPI) (Interminis- 1981. were acquired bY may 
terial Committee for Industrial Policy) had Do. 
approved restructuring of Government- Minier a di Masua, owned by SAMIM and 
owned Finsider, the largest producer of iron located in Sardinia, produced about 650,000 
and steel in the country. tons of complex lead-zinc sulfide ore from 

Three operating companies, organized the Marx ore body. In addition, at Masua, 

according to products, Nuovo Italsider, preparation continued for production from 

Acciaieria Piombino, and Societa Italiana 2 deeper sulfide ore body, Nebida. Explora- 
Acciai Speciali (SAIS), replaced Italsider. ‘ion near the two ore bodies and in the 
Nuovo Italsider, with plants at Taranto, general area of the mine have led to an 

Cornigliano, Bagnoli, and Campi, became crease of ore reserves, but quantities and 
the largest producer of pig iron, steel, and grades were not made public. Reconstruc- 

flat-rolled products in the country; Piombi- ion of the beneficiation plant at Masua 
no, with plants at Piombino, San Giovanni Started, but details were lacking. , 
Valdarno, and Marghera, became the larg- At Mineria di Monteponi in Sardinia, 
est producer of rails and sections in Italy; owned by SAMIM, work on restructuring 
SAIS took over management of the special- the mine was underway during 1981, and 
ty steelworks of Breda and Cogne and be- the new pumping station on level 200 be- 

came the country’s largest producer of spe- Came operational. Modernization of the flo- 
cialty steels. tation plant at Campo Pisano continued 

The economic situation of steel producers Without interrupting production of concen- 
was serious, and most of the accounts closed trates. Monteponi and San Giovanni Mines 

in 1981 with large losses. The main causes supplied ore for the Campo Pisano plant. 
for the difficulties were the high cost of | At Miniera Funtana Raminosa, also a 
credit, excessive borrowing, rising labor SAMIM mine in Sardinia, production stop- 
costs, high absenteeism, payment in re- ped awaiting completion of construction of a 

valued U.S. dollars for almost all raw mate- new flotation plant. 
rials used in the industry, increased prices SAMIM and Pertusola produced lead and 
for electricity, a small increase in steel zinc metal in Italy. About 52% of the lead 
prices, and payment for exports to other and 23% of the zinc metal smelted in Italy 
European Communities countries in curren- were produced from domestic concentrates. 
cies that had a fixed parity with the lira. Pertusola produced zinc at its Crotone 

In April 1981, a major agreement be- plant. SAMIM produced zinc and lead at the 
tween United States Steel Corp. and Finsi- Porto Vesme plant and lead at the San 
der was signed. United States Steel will buy Garino plant, and at the Porto Marghera 
120,000 tons per year of oilfield drill pipe plant, zinc was the principal product. Dur- 
through 1985, having a total value of $600 ing 1981, at the Ponte Nossa plant, con- 
million, from Dalmine, a subsidiary of Fin- struction was completed to treat residues 
sider. In addition, a $400 million rolling mill containing zinc and copper for recovery of
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those metals. of the mine at the rate of 140 cubic meters 
Mercury.—At the Monte Amiata Mine, _ per second. 

Province of Siena, owned by SAMIM, pro- Silica Sand.—A_ 100-ton-per-year silica- 
duction started in 1981 after 5 years of sand mining and processing facility was 
closure. The Ministry for Industry had fixed near completion at yearend 1981. The facili- 
production at 5,500 flasks per year of mer- ty was located in Termoli, region of Campo- 
cury metal. basso, southern Italy, and was owned by 

Siro Sud S.p.A. The processing facility, with 
NONMETALS a Boxmag-Rapid H1W4 magnetic separator 

. that had a throughput of 40 tons per hour, 
_ Asbestos.—The Balangero Mine, Prov. as expected to reduce the iron oxide con- 
ince of Turin, owned by Amiantifera Ba- 
langero S.p.A. remained the only producer tent from 0.26% to 0.17%. 
of asbestos in Italy during 1981, At the _Tale—Talco Graphite Valchisone S.p.A., 
Balangero Mine } exploratory drilling was with mines in Piedmont and Sardinia, pro- 

resumed to determine asbestos reserves up duced more than 50% of the talc in the 
to a depth of 500 meters. In addition. th country. The rest was produced by a num- 

a Ceptr . 7 op adlemion, We ber of small operations in the Alps in 
company improved air cleaning in its asbes- central Ital } 
tos plant near the mine. Air tests made y- 
during 1981 showed two fibers per milliliter 
of air, which was within the limit set by MINERAL FUELS 
Italian authorities. Italy’s new National Energy Plan was 

Barite.—Three companies, Bariosarda presented by the Government to the CIPI in 
Co., Edem Co., and Mineraria Baritina August 1981 and was ratified by the CIPI in 
S.p.A., produced most of the barite in the December 1981. 
country during 1981 from mines in Sardi- The new plan emphasized increasing the 
nia. Bariosarda was state owned, and the _ use of coal, natural gas, and nuclear power 

other two were privately owned. The larg- to meet growing energy demands in 1980-90, 
est mine was the Miniera di Barega e while reducing the relative share of oil from 
Mont’Ega, operated by Bariosarda Co.in about two-thirds of total energy use in 1980 . 
Sardinia, accounting for about 30% of the to one-half in 1990. According to the plan, 
country’s output. 185 million tons of oil-equivalent should be 

Fluorspar.—In the Gennas Tres Montes used in Italy by 1990 compared with about 
- and Muscadroxiu Mines in Sardinia, owned 150 million tons in 1980. ; 

by Mineraria Silius, work on a central shaft In February, Law No. 22 expanding Ita- 
for both mines continued. Completion of ly’s mandatory strategic stocks was passed 
this shaft was planned for 1984. after being in Parliament for over 1 year. 
Potash.—During 1981, Italkali SpA. The new law provides for the increase of 

operated a mine at Pasquasia anda plantat Italian reserves of crude oil and its products 
Campofranco, both in Sicily. No major from a 90- to 100-day supply, to be handled 
events related to Italy’s potash industry and financed by refinery and large storage 
were noted during 1981. Ore mined in Sicily tank owners. In addition, the bill states that 

was largely kainite. The latest trends in operators of commercial oil storage facili- 
output of potash are shown in table 1. ties, used in internal trade, must increase 

Pyrites.—During 1981, the Gavorrano their reservoir reserves from 20% to 30% of 
Mine, Province of Grosseto, owned by Sol- capacity. 
mine S.p.A., was closed because the reserves Italy remained dependent on imports of 
were exhausted. high-grade coal, crude oil, and natural gas 

Development of the Bocheggiano Mine, to meet its energy demand. Nuclear power, 
Province of Grosseto, also owned by Sol- hydropower, and geothermal energy were 
mine S.p.A., continued during 1981. The the energy sources that should lower the 
mine should make up for production lost by country’s dependence on imports. 
the closure of the Gavorrano Mine. Startup Coal.—Lignite remained the only domes- 
was planned for 1983. tic solid fuel of significance as a source of 

At the Niccioleta Mine, Province of energy. Two mines, Miniera Santa Barbara 
Grosseto, owned by SAMIM, work con- and Miniera Pietrafitta, both owned by the 
tinued on improving ventilation, concurrent Government-owned _ electricity-producing 
with the introduction of diesel-powered Ente Nazionale Elettrica, produced all of 
equipment in underground workings. At the lignite in the country. 
yearend, three new fans were taking air out Work to start production in the Sulcis
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Coalfield in Sardinia continued but slower units, was near conclusion. 
than anticipated. The delay resulted from Petroleum.—In spite of poor results in 
complaints by the City Hall of Porto Scuso exploratory drilling, the area covered by 
over the location of an access road. Re- permits for petroleum exploration increas- 
designing the road and obtaining necessary ed by 14% when compared with permits 
permits delayed the actual work. Activities granted in 1980. In addition, about 123 wells 
in the Sulcis Coalfield reflect the efforts of were drilled during 1981, about one-third 
the Italian Government to use coal, domes- more than that of 1980. About 20 onshore 
tic and foreign, for production of energy in and 6 offshore rigs operated in Italy. The 

- larger quantities than in the past. results of oil exploration were less success- 
Natural Gas.—Although gas remained ful than those for natural gas. A number of 

- the largest primary energy source produced wells were positive, but only one, Vega, 
in the country during 1981, imports of offshore Sicily, was thought to be of com- 
natural gas were needed to meet one-half of mercial value. 
the country’s gas demand. The petroleum refining industry had a 

Exploratory drilling led to discovery of poor year during 1981. Although Italy had 
natural gas at various locations, any of the largest refining capacity in Europe, 
which could become commercially signifi- most of the refineries were obsolete. The 
cant. Bonaccia, offshore Adriatic Zone B, estimated utilization of petroleum refin- 
and Falco, offshore Adriatic Zone F, appear-__eries was about 60% of capacity. A drop in 
ed to be the most promising. foreign demand and internal problems of 

Italy experienced difficulties with its gas the domestic private sector were mentioned 
supplies during 1981. Deliveries from Libya in company annual reports as the principal 
ceased, deliveries from Algeria did not start reasons for the lower throughput. Refin- 
as scheduled, and imports from the U.S.S.R. eries in Sicily and Sardinia, which had a 
were below amounts stipulated in the con- high concentration of service refineries, 
tracts. | were affected far more than refineries in 

Contacts with representatives of the other parts of Italy because local demand 
U.S.S.R. on Italy’s purchases of natural gas could not absorb surpluses generated by low 
from the U.S.S.R. continued during 1981. At exports. 
yearend, it appeared that an agreement on = -—W———__ , 
delivery of 210 to 250 billion cubic feet of 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

natural gas per year, for 25 years, at a price jeatfaniira (Litto US dollars at the average rate for 1980 
of about $4.65 per million British thermal of Lit856.00=US$1.00.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Japan 
By John C. Wu! 

Japan’s economy continued to achieve a 
positive growth in real gross national prod- Industry 1978 1979 1980 1981 
uct (GNP). However, the 2.9% real econom- ; 
ic growth in 1981 was less than that of 1980 Mining 77 tos9slo10.'99.7 982 
and was below the 4.1% predicted by the  Mfetal777777- ‘Nos Se2—s« 802 BO 
Government. According to the Economic Nonmetal.___._ 1191 125.5 1266 119.2 
Planning Agency, Japan’s real GNP in 1975 Crude Legthen pian 1045 951 868 818 
constant yen was 194,218.4 billion yen (U.S. Manufacturing _-_ 1229 1833 1429 147.2 
$880.7 billion) in 1981 compared with  fronandsteel-- = 110.1 1226 = 1248 117.4 
188,733.6 billion yen (U.S. $832.3 billion) in metals _____ 135.0 1429 1485 188.9 
1980.? The slower growth in 1981 was attrib- Stone, clay. glass 010 «129.0 «1828~=—«edd 
uted primarily to the lower level of personal Petroleum and 
consumption expenditure, private plant and coal products - — 104.0 = 106.5 = 101.2 95.8 
equipment investment, and private housing 

investment. Exports, which increased Despite the worldwide economic reces- 
16.4% compared with the 1980 figure, re- sion, Japan’s foreign trade improved sub- 
mained the source of basic strength in stantially in 1981. Two-way merchandise 
Japan’s economy in 1981. During 1981, Ja- trade totaled $295.3 billion in 1981 compar- 
pan’s wholesale price index increased only ed with $270.3 billion in 1980. Japan’s 
1.7%, while the consumer price index rose merchandise trade balance swung from a 
4.9%. Japan’s unemployment rate remain- deficit of $10.7 billion in 1980 to a surplus of 
ed between 2.0% and 2.4% of the 563 $8.7 billion in 1981 as a result of the higher 
million labor force. export earnings from _high-value-added 

The activities of most mining and miner- products such as numerically controlled 
al-related industries were at a relatively machine tools, energy-efficient automobiles, 
low level in 1981 owing to the sluggish electronic copiers, computers, video tape 
domestic demand. Two industries, alumi- recorders, and other electronic appliances. 
num smelting and petroleum refining, were Following the development of heavy and 
experiencing serious financial difficulties. chemical industries during the 1950’s and 
According to Japan’s Productivity Research 1960’s and two energy crises in the 1970's, 
Institute, the levels of output as measured the Japanese industry began to undergo a 
by production index (1975=100) for all in- new industrial revolution in 1980. During 
dustries and selected mining and mineral- 1980-81, many industries directly or indi- 
related manufacturing industries for the rectly related to petroleum were experienc- 
1978-81 period were as follows: ing drastic structural changes. Japan’s alu- 
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minum industry reduced output capacity by of Japan’s GNP. Japan ranked second, fol- 
more than 50% in 1981 because of higher lowing the United States, in the amount of 
energy costs and competitive foreign suppli- R&D expenditures, and accounted for about 
ers. The Japanese ferroalloy industry was 10% of the world’s total R&D expenditures. 
facing the same problems and was operat- In FY 1980, of the total R&D expenditures, 
ing at 60% capacity. Japan’s cement indus- about 60% was by private companies, 25.5% 
try had converted about 84% of the indus- by universities, and 14.5% by the govern- 
try’s energy sources from C-type fuel oil to mental research institutes. By source of 
coal. The fertilizer industry scaled down its funds, 72% was from the private sector and 
output capacity because of the reduced ex- 28% was from the Government. By types of 
ports. As a result of the depreciation of the research for the expenditures by private 
Japanese yen and reduced oil consumption, companies, 75.5% was for developmental 
Japan’s petroleum refining industry was in research, 5% for basic research, and 19.5% 
a serious financial situation. The industry for applied research; for the expenditure by 
planned to shut down about 11% of its 5.45- universities, 57.9% was for basic research, 
million-barrel-per-day capacity and to 35.3% for applied research, and 6.8% for 
transfer crude oil stocks from private com- developmental research; and for the ex- 

panies to the public company, the Japan  penditures by the governmental research 

National Oil Corp. institutes, 43.9% was for developmental 

Japan’s steel and nonferrous industries, research, 40.7% for applied research, and 

however, continued their steady increase in 15.4% for basic research.® 

capital equipment investment in 1981. Ac- Japan planned to raise the level of R&D 

cording to the Japan Development Bank, expenditures from about 2% of GNP to 

capital equipment investment by the steel about 3% of GNP and to raise the propor- 

industry increased 35% to about $3.94 bil- tion of R&D expenditures by the govern- 

lion in 1981, mainly for the purposes of mental research institutes in the coming 

increasing labor productivity, conserving years. To achieve these goals, four measures 

energy, preventing pollution, and develop- were expected to be taken: (1) to strengthen 

ing new high-value-added products. Capital coordination among industry, university, 

equipment investment by the nonferrous and Government; (2) to develop the program 

metal industry rose 33.2% to about $1.1 by MITI to promote home-grown technolo- 

billion in 1981, mainly for new smelting gy; (3) to train sufficient numbers of R&D 

facilities for copper and titanium. personnel and to provide the environment 
Japan’s total overseas economic assist- for the full utilization of personnel; and (4) 

ance in fiscal year (FY) 1980 totaled $6.8 to expand international cooperation in 
billion compared with $7.6 billion in FY R&D. The accelerated rate of increase in 
1979. However, Japan’s Official Develop- R&D expenditures over the past few years 
ment Assistance (ODA) continued to in- was in line with a shift of Japanese industry 
crease by 25.3% to $3,308.7 million in FY from heavy reliance on foreign technology 
1980, of which $1,960.8 million was for to heavy investment in original invention 

bilateral official development assistance in- by Japanese private companies and public 
cluding financial grants, technical assist- institutions and is one of the most impor- 

ance, and development lending and capital tant aspects in the process of the new 
to developing countries; $1,342.9 million industrial revolution in the 1980’s. 
was for contributions to multilateral insti- In December 1981, the Government of 
tutions. According to the Ministry of Inter- Japan approved a Government-supported 
national Trade and Industry (MITD, Ja- stockpile program for chromium, cobalt, 

pan’s economic assistance was provided to molybdenum, nickel, and tungsten for a 

the development needs of the recipient goal of about 10 days’ consumption. The 

countries by integrating ODA with trade Special Metal Stockpiling Association is 

and investment programs into a compre- expected to administer the program, which 

hensive development package. was scheduled to begin in July 1982. To 

In the early 1970’s, Japan’s expenditure finance the program, the association plan- 

for research and development (R&D) in- ned to borrow about $53 million from the 

creased steadily at an annual rate of about Japanese city banks, and the Government 

11%, but since 1979 the rate of increase has was to provide about $2.3 million through 

been about 14%. In FY 1980, Japan’s total the Metal Mining Agency of Japan for the 

expenditure for R&D increased 14.5% and payment of about two-thirds of the interest 
reached $23.1 billion, which was about 2% on the fund.‘ In FY 1980, the Government
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also provided the Metallic Mineral Stockpil- of Japan was also considering a plan to set 
ing Association with an $80 million loan for up a 60-day stockpile program for chromi- 
the stockpile program of copper, zinc, and um, nickel, cobalt, tungsten, molybdenum, 
aluminum. At the end of 1981, the Metallic manganese, palladium, columbium, stron- 
Mineral Stockpiling Association held 4,781 tium, antimony, and vanadium. The pro- 
tons of copper, 86,180 tons of zinc, and gram is expected to be introduced in 1983. : 
21,990 tons of aluminum. The Government : 

PRODUCTION 

Japan’s domestic mine production of bar- magnesium, refined nickel, selenium, tin, 

ite, lead, manganese, silver, and tin wasata tungsten, and primary zinc. Production of 
slightly higher level than in 1980, but pro- cement and fertilizer also declined in 1981 
duction of chromium, copper, gold, iron ore, because of sluggish domestic demand and 
molybdenum, limestone, perlite, pyrophyl- reduced exports. However, metal produc- 
lite, sulfur, coal, crude oil, and natural gas_ tion of high-purity aluminum, antimony 

declined. The continuing high cost of domes- metal, bismuth, chromium metal, refined 
tic mine production and the lower ore copper, primary lead, silver, and titanium 

grades were the primary causes of the increased in 1981 owing to the growing 
decline in most of Japan’s mineral output. demand from domestic markets for these 

Production of metals in general was ata _ metals. 
lower level than that of 1980. The output of Japan remained among the world’s top 10 
aluminum dropped to under 800,000 tons producers of aluminum, cobalt, copper, zinc, 
because of high energy costs and mounting cement, and fertilizer. It dropped to third 
imports. Crude steel output also dropped to place in world steel production but main- 
about 102 million tons owing to sluggish tained second place in world production of 
domestic demand and reduced exports. Oth- titanium sponge. Japan also was a major 
er metal production that suffered from world producer of bismuth, indium, seleni- 

lower level domestic activities, high cost of um, and tellurium metal and was the 
production, and/or high level of imports world’s leading producer of iodine, lime, and 
included cobalt, gold, ferroalloys, primary tagnesia. . 

Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

nmin, gross weight ___— thousand tons_-_ 1,785 1,502 1,545 1,936 1,344 

° Primary: 
Regular grades ________-do___~- 1,188 1,058 1,010 1,091 771 
High-purity __________-do___~- 5 4 4 4 6 

Secondary ______.-____---do___~- 587 660 768 800 815 
Antimony: 

Oxide _____________________----- 5,571 5,427 6,079 6,482 6,238 
Metal _____________________---- 1,302 1,017 512 356 390 

Arsenic, white (equivalent of arsenic acid) ~~ ~~ ~- 119 91 182 284 ©300 
Bismuth___________________------- 698 624 458 338 478 
Cadmium _________________-___---- 2,844 2,531 2,597 2,173 1,977 
Chromium: 

Chromite, gross weight ___________---- 17,881 8,696 11,905 13,610 10,959 
Metal ___________________------ 2,743 2,885 3,158 3,621 3,625 

Cobalt metal _______________--_-_--- 1,098 1,864 2,653 2,867 2,421 
Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum metal __—_— 45 4l 55 65 “55 

“Mine output, metal content ___________- 81,395 71,951 59,100 52,553 51,459 

Metal: 
Blister and anode: 

Primary___________-------- 848,400 854,500 853,700 889,500 930,000 
Secondary _______--_------- 66,800 51,400 67,700 40,300 ©50,000 

Total________-__------- 915,200 905,900 921,400 929,800 £980,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SSS 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” _—— eee Se 

METALS —Continued 
Copper —Continued 

Metal —Continued 

Refined: 
Primary. __________________ ™848,390 854,474 853,693 889,497 929,967 
Secondary _________________ _—-F85,313 104,596 130,007 124,795 120,153 RE OTN, POU 

Total_________________ 933,703 959,070 983,700 1,014,292 1,050,120 
Germanium: 

Oxide _______________________ 16 17 15 16 12 Metal _______~__________________ 13 11 10 13 11 
Gold: 

Mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces__ 149 145 128 102 99 

Metal ____________________do____ 1,219 1,357 1,311 1,217 1,214 
Indium metal______~____________do____ 231 209 F289 482 482 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and iron sand concentrate: 
Gross weight _______ thousand tons__ 685 595 460 477 442 
Iron content______________do____ 400 361 284 294 275 

Roasted pyrite concentrate (50% or more Fe) 
do. ___ 571 487 432 318 355 

Metal: 
Pig iron and blast furnace ferroalloys 

do____ 85,886 78,589 83,826 87,041 80,048 ——— OE NO 
aae=S=a=a=auaooaooaaeeaooeeeoeeee__—————— 

Electric furnace ferroalloys: 
Ferrochrome________________ 398,782 274,421 365,490 402,997 306,104 
Ferromanganese _____________ 527,418 455,729 603,019 569,147 567,746 
Ferronickel___._§$_-§_$__________ 224,339 198,482 303,716 276,829 244,135 
Ferrosilicon _._._-____________ 291,446 270,052 319,553 303,754 234,524 
Silicomanganese _____________ 333,692 303,249 299,680 310,714 282,852 
Ferrochromium-silicon_ _________ 11,411 29 208 212,623 220,531 210,469 
Other: 

Calcium silicon. ___________ 5,634 1,896 3,349 3,859 2,590 
Ferrocolumbium___________ 1,281 1,193 1,207 1,159 825 
Ferromolybdenum__________ 3,705 3,904 3,406 4,367 3,056 
Ferrotungsten ____________ 371 243 251 242 362 
Ferrovanadium ___________ 2,546 3,193 4,628 3,526 4,063 
Unspecified. __.__________ 7,352 9,637 9,298 10,360 3,167 eet 

Total _-______________ 1,807,977 91,581,207 31,926,220 = 31,907,485 $1 659,893 
Steel, crude ________ thousand tons__ 102,405 102,105 111,748 111,395 101,675 
Semimanufactures, hot-rolled: 

Of ordinary steels________do____ 79,617 79,625 89,075 88,888 79,788 Lead Of special steels _________do____ 10,304 11,669 12,522 12,872 13,282 ad: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 54,764 56,489 46,929 44,746 44,932 
Metal, refined: 

Primary ______~_______________ 221,398 228,442 221,247 220,934 226,242 Secondary ____________________ 56,496 53,537 53,376 74,187 80,046 
Magnesium metal: 

imary._______________ 9,416 11,162 11,368 9,252 5,667 Secondary.________________.___ 7,584 10,938 16,382 23,872 28,436 Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate: 

Gross weight __________________ 126,156 104,147 87,929 79,579 87,208 Manganese content ______________ *32,850 28,657 723,224 19,065 21,134 
Oxide _____________ 27,429 31,131 36,110 39,487 44,296 Metal __._-_______ 7,267 6,463 4,029 4,431 4,232 Molybdenum: 
Metal content of concentrate ___________ 182 123 117 95 80 
Metal _____________ 275 309 409 388 388 thd —EeaaoQQQQaaaunuquQ] le 

Nickel metal: 
Refined ______~_-_~_______________ 24,139 21,636 725,031 24,798 23,790 Ni content of ferronickel ______________ 69,761 57,564 75,970 73,566 63,008 EO WS 

Total __-_-____________ Le 93,900 79,200 F101,001 98,364 86,798 
Platinum-group metals: 

Palladium metal_________ troy ounces__ 22,716 24,021 22,495 28,968 25,748 
Platinum metal ______________do____ 9,737 10,176 12,142 12,366 10,521 

Rare-earth metals: 
Lanthanum oxide __________________ 112 F105 151 188 227 
Cerium metal_____~§_-§-______________ 409 403 491 670 £600 Selenium, elemental __________________ 456 481 510 471 428 

Silicon metal _-________________ 289 259 ™338 476 594 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nr rr 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

etcetera tee 

METALS —Continued 

Silver: 
Mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces__ 9,603 9,664 8,680 8,603 8,982 
Metal, primary_______________do____ 38,184 ™38,782 39,104 37,828 40,252 

Tellurium, elemental __________________ 65 ™68 56 69 62 
Tin: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 605 603 660 549 562 
Metal, smelter ____§________________ 1,280 1,141 1,251 1,319 1,314 

Titanium: 
Slag __-____________ 1,228 175 180 NA NA 
Metal ________________________e 6,395 ™9,174 13,190 13,961 24,938 

Tungsten: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 112 775 746 668 667 
Metal _________________________ 1,549 1,479 1,736 2,055 1,820 

Uranium meta] ____________ _ kilograms__ 4,967 3,602 3,377 5,218 ©5,000 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content ___________ 275,731 274,629 243,354 238,108 242,042 

Pride ----~-- ee 58,297 56,785 61,514 63,497 ©63,000 
etal: 

Primary _______~_~_____________ 778,406 767,949 789,352 735,187 670,162 
Secondary ________..§ _-__________ 26,547 24,770 26,973 49,917 50,272 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos____.~_-___-_____-___-___-__- 6,307 5,746 3,502 3,897 ©3500 
Barite __________________ LLL 58,213 70,967 55,722 55,916 56,663 , 
Bromine, elemental® __________________ 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 

cement, hydraulic. _____—_-_ thousand tons__ 73,138 84,882 *87,803 87,958 84,832 
ays: 
Bentonite® __-____________________ 400,000 400,000 400,000 548,328 500,000 
Fire clay____.___________________ 902,263 1,475,608 1,482,241 1,529,741 1,500,000 
Kaolin_____~__~_~__~__ 2 Le 226,329 227,134 218,137 228,255 211,422 

Feldspar and related materials: 
Feldspar_________~_~___~ ~~ _______ 42,403 42,119 37,548 29,782 25,577 
Aplite _-_____~_ ~~ ee 394,639 377,548 394,240 302,749 349,275 

Gypsum ______________ _ thousand tons_ _ 5,551 5,794 6,273 6,105 6,137 
Iodine, elemental ____________________ 6,100 6,000 6,250 6,525 6,862 
Lime: Quicklime _______—_ _ thousand tons_ _ 9,022 9,058 9,628 9,350 ©8500 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _ ___ _ _do__ __ 2,292 2,454 T2323 2,149 2,000 
Perlite____________________ i ___e 70,000 73,000 75,000 77,000 ©75,000 
Salt, all types. __________ _ thousand tons__ 1,056 1,073 1,090 1,102 “1,100 
Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Sodium carbonate __._______._______ 1,178,899 1,161,570 1,354,442 1,355,433 “1,350,000 
Sodium sulfate____________________ 324,030 320,177 338,467 310,743 £310,000 

Stone, crushed and broken: 
Dolomite ___________ — thousand tons__ 5,764 6,087 6,119 6,206 5,786 

5 iimestone— wee edo 154,121 172,543 182,781 184,780 176,691 
ulfur: 
‘S content of pyrites ____________do____ 389 327 ™300 311 293 
Byproduct: 

Of metallurgy __....____.__do____ 1,336 1,296 1,350 1,300 €1,200_—. 
Of petroleum _____________do____ 1,100 1,105 1,241 1,173 “1,000 

Talc and related materials: 
Talc ~--_~ Le 127,616 139,491 120,403 121,670 118,831 
Pyrophyllite _._-__________________ 1,671,386 1,555,434 1,588,461 1,627,128 1,427,659 

Vermiculite® _______________________ 14,000 15,000 16,000 17,000 17,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black ___________ _ thousand tons__ ©425 489 538 575 *550 

Coal: 
Anthracite ___________..___ _do____ (4) " 3 10 34 
Bituminous coal> _____________do____ 18,571 18,548 17,640 18,017 17,653 
Lignite____________-..___- .do____ T53 39 32 27 €30 

Total _________________.do____ T18,624 18,588 17,675 18,054 17,717 
Coke including breeze: 

Metallurgical. __ ___________.-do____ ©43,000 40,546 43,189 45,146 44,864 
Metallurgical breeze ______.__.-do____ €2,000 €2,000 2,000 2,318 2,378 
Gashouse including breeze _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _do_ ___ 3,717 3,342 3,226 3,494 3,448 

Fuel briquets, all grades _________~-do____ ©450 421 479 453 “450 
Gas, natural: 

Gross® __________-— million cubic feet__ 99,025 93,255 85,250 77,593 74,245 
Marketed _______._________._do____ 96,281 90,440 83,455 75,545 71,594 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline® 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 37 37 37 37 37 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Natural gas liquids —Continued 

Liquefied petroleum gas from natural gas (field 
plants only)© _ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 300 300 300 300 300 

Peat®______________ 70 60 60 60 60 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 4,334 3,963 3,522 3,169 2,868 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation _____________do____ 157 170 138 88 101 
Other _.__________ ___do____ 196,317 209,449 215,910 214,614 219,168 

Jet fuel__§_ 5 5 do 24,077 26,074 26,669 28,839 28,273 
Kerosine_-§______________do____ 183,405 187,073 193,537 178,718 174,548 
Distillate fuel oi] _._.________do____ 114,870 122,975 135,652 135,633 134,476 
Residual fuel oi) —._________do____ 803,850 780,226 779,628 697,507 601,412 
Lubricants - ~~-~-~-_____~_do____ 14,221 11,440 12,277 12,636 11,806 

er: 

. Asphalt and bitumen ___ — __do____ 28,103 31,219 30,618 28,411 27,078 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ __ _do_— __ 37,135 48,645 52,413 47,067 47,475 
Naphtha _____________do____ 126,796 120,057 118,563 110,512 92,403 
Paraffin. _____________do____ 1,132 1,088 1,195 1,101 1,101 
Petroleum coke _________do____ 1,730 440 503 692 717 
Unfinished oils _________do____ 44,224 38,300 45,362 44,557 12,076 

Refinery fuel and losses ____ _ ___do____ 125,446 110,768 83,441 7110,411 113,002 

Total __-_-____________do____ 1,701,463 1,687,924 1,695,906 1,610,786 1,463,636 
ee 

°Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 23, 1982. 
?¥For reasons not evident in sources, these figures are reported as negative numbers. (See also footnote 3.) 
5Sum of listed detail as reported, but adding quantity bearing footnote 2 as positive numbers. Japanese sources provide 

the following totals for ferroalloy output in the years indicated: 1978, 1,512,791; 1979, 1,900,974; 1980, 1,866,423; and 1981, 
1,638,955. These totals represent the sum of listed detail using the quantities bearing footnote 2 as negative numbers, 
thereby not only omitting the footnoted numbers, but actually subtracting them from the sum of all other alloys. The 
reason for this procedure in source publications is not explained. 

*Revised to zero. 
5Includes coking coal and steam coal. 
®Includes output from gas mines and coal mines. 
™May include some additional unfinished oils. 

TRADE 

Japan’s merchandise trade balance re- China. Japan’s export earnings were about 
bounded to an $8.7 billion surplus from a 14% of its GNP in 1981 and accounted for 
record high deficit of $10.7 billion in 1980. about 8.4% of the total exports in the 
This substantial improvement in trade bal- Western World. 
ance was a result of a much larger increase Japan’s total 1981 imports were $143.2 
in export earnings compared with the in- billion compared with $140.5 billion in 1980. 
crease in import bills. The 2% increase was mainly due to a 

Export earnings totaled $152 billion com- smaller increase in imports of mineral fuels 
pared with $129.8 billion in 1980. The 17% anda substantial drop in the import price of 
increase in export earnings was contributed metal ores and other raw materials. Im- 
largely by exports of machinery and equip- _ ports of crude petroleum and refined petro- 
ment, which increased to $100.2 billion in leum products rose only 1.4% to $58.7 bil- 
1981 from $81.5 billion in 1980. Exports of lion in 1981, mainly owing to a 10.4% drop 
iron and steel products increased to $16.7 in the import volume of crude oil. However, 
billion in 1981 from $15.5 billion in 1980 imports of coal rose sharply by 23.8% to $5.5 
despite a 4% drop in volume. Other exports _ billion as a result of a slight increase in the 
of mineral products, including metal prod- coal price and a 13.7% increase in import 
ucts, rose 9% to $4.3 billion, and exports of volume. Imports of nonferrous metal ores 

nonmetallic mineral products rose 13.9% to dropped 19.38% to $3 billion, while imports 
$2.11 billion. However, exports of fertilizers of iron ore remained at about $3.5 million. 
dropped 5.8% to $355 million because of In 1981, the United States remained the 
lower world prices and reduced exports to major customer for Japanese exports. Ja-
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pan’s exports to the United States rose 23% major suppliers to Japan were Saudi Ara- 
to $38.6 billion, about 25.4% of Japan’s total bia, $21.5 billion; Indonesia, $13.3 billion; 

exports. Other principal customers of Ja- Australia, $7.4 billion; and China, $5.3 bil- 

pan’s exports in 1981 were the Federal lion. | 
Republic of Germany, $6 billion; the Repub- The United States was a major buyer of 
lic of Korea, $5.7 billion; Taiwan, $5.4 bil- Japanese motor vehicles, steel and metal 

lion; Hong Kong, $5.3 billion; and China, products, machinery and equipment, and 
$5.3 billion. In terms of the increase in nonmetallic mineral products and was a 

exports in 1981, Japan’s exports to Austral- principal supplier of agricultural products, 
ia jumped 41% to $4.8 billion, those to machinery and equipment, coal, chemicals, 
Indonesia increased 19% to $4.1 billion, metal ores and scrap, and wood. Saudi 

those to the U.S.S.R. increased 17% to $8.3 Arabia and Indonesia remained the princi- 
billion, and those to Singapore increased pal suppliers of crude oil and major pur- 
14% to $4.5 billion. chasers of Japanese machinery and equip- 

The United States remained the principal ment as well as other manufactured con- 
supplier of Japanese imports in 1981. Ja- sumer goods. Other major trade partners 
pan’s imports from the United States rose included Australia, the Federal Republic of 
3.6% to $25.3 billion and accounted for Germany, the Republic of South Africa, 

about 18% of Japan’s total imports. Other Taiwan, the Republic of Korea, and China. 

Table 2.—Japan: Exports of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “jtusqt 

mmmeasy United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate ____.~______~- 1,000 — 
Oxides and hydroxides_ ______-_-_- 259,583 398,544 901 Canada 150,975; Egypt 90,481; Republic of 

Korea 61,173. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________~-~----- 292 858 11 Republic of Korea 658; Taiwan 166. 
Unwrought__~_________---- 7,946 7,644 4 Australia 3,129; Philippines 1,944. 
Semimanufactures __________ 98,959 73,567 14,001 China | 1,903; Hong Kong 5,805; Taiwan 

Antimony metal including alloys, all forms AT 30 10 Indonesia 8; Tanzania 7. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 6 5 _- Taiwan 4. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _ 182 242 66 West Germany 49; Netherlands 48; 

olan . 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms 151 229 _- Netherlands 95; Republic of South Africa 
50; United Kingdom 30. 

Chromium: 
Chromite. __§___~_____________ 1,786 5,678 _— N orth Korea 4,426; Republic of Korea 

Oxides and hydroxides___________ 1,965 3,368 577 China 1,281; Taiwan 666; Republic of 
Korea 343. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides_ __ — —___ _~_ 41 85 _- Netherlands 54. 
Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum metal 

including alloys, all forms ___———-—-- 30 40 6 Austria 18; West Germany 16. 
Copper: 

ulfate _~_- ~~ Le 246 254 _- Taiwan 178; Indonesia 45. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap_____—___---- 47,233 206,255 122,538 Taiwan 51,847; China 10,970. 
Unwrought_________~_---- 5,535 10,662 5,643 Republic of Korea 2,390; Taiwan 1,041; 

Belgium 1,003. 
Semimanufactures __———_-—--- 175,974 192,441 24,107 Hong Kong 33,631; Taiwan 27,035; Singa- 

pore 17,451. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore > and concentrate _______--_-- 49 99 _- Hong Kong 53; Taiwan 45. 

e : 

Scrap _____--_-__------- 150,562 159,366 266 Republic of Korea 81,052; Hong Kong 

Pig iron including cast iron _ — — _ — 50,225 5,852 _- Republic of Korea 3,537; Hong Kong 1,000. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot _ _ - ~~ _ 10,5387 8,719 2,330 Hong Kong 1,720; Republic of Korea 1,203; 

Australia 763. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Japan: Exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Suited Other (principal) 

—— eee 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese_______ __ 92,886 40,271 11,786 N orth Korea 10,006; Qatar 5,202; Malay- 

sia 3,116. 
Other. _____________ 39,559 30,268 6,480 Netherlands 14,070; Romania 2,489. 

Steel, primary forms 
thousand tons_ _ 4,568 3,950 389 Republic of Korea 1,021; Taiwan 539; Phil- 

ippines 235. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections ________do____ 7,202 1,595 1,007 China 1,201; Saudi Arabia 828; Iraq 459. 

Universals, plates, sheets, 
uncoated _______do____ 6,019 7,492 566 China 995; Taiwan 655; Republic of Korea 

Tinned plates and sheets 
do.___ . 834 890 189 China 126; Philippines 70; Singapore 70. 

Other coated plates and 
sheets ______do____ 2,381 2,118 639 China 165; Saudi Arabia 74; Taiwan 66. 

Hoop and strip _____do____ 633 692 49 China 157; Indonesia 63; Taiwan 43. 
Rails and accessories _do_ _ __ 139 144 56 Brazil 24. 
Wire ___._______do____ 302 291 93 Iraq 17; China 11. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _do____ 6,630 6,578 1,854 U.S.S.R. 793; Saudi Arabia 378; Iraq 227. 
Castings and forgings, rough : 

do____ 26 26 12 Taiwan 2. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate ____._______ 8,266 6,139 — All to U.S.S.R. 
Oxides __-____~ ~~ 243 51 -_ Taiwan 24; Republic of Korea 12; 

Philippines 12. 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ T15,812 10,506 10 Taiwan 4208 jepublic of Korea 2,501; 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms... ~~~ Fg9 97 1 Republic of Korea 55; North Korea 30. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate ____________ 6,230 1,855 _— Republic of Korea 910; Indonesia 354; 

akistan 300. 
Oxides _-____ ~~ _§___ 19,486 22,944 6,497 Indonesia 2,724; Tanzania 1,836; Australia 

Mercury ________~— 76-pound flasks_ _ 15,662 9,340 4,779 Netherlands 2,627; Republic of Korea 420. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms____..______.-~_______ 71 37 1 Hungary 22; Taiwan 6. 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate ____________ 40 _- 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ 2,623 2,031 756 Taiwan 230 Indonesia 225; Republic of 

orea 139. 
Phosphorus, elemental (red) _________ 91 105 (2) Taiwan 50; Vietnam 20; Philippines 16. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 137 189 14 Taiwan 33; United Kingdom 19; Switzer- 

and 17. 
Selenium, elemental______________ 313 342 30 Netherlands 124; United Kingdom 33; 

Belgium 26. 
Silver: 

Waste and scrap _ value, thousands__ $1,493 $2,478 — All to Republic of Korea. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 4,155 ~=7,084 529 United Kingdom 3,925; Taiwan 551; 

Malaysia 384. 
Tin: 

Oxides ____________________ 35 49 _. Belgium 34. 
Ti Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ — 1,405 1,262 3 Tanzania 240; Singapore 215; Burma 121. 

itanium: 
Oxides ______~~_____~_____ 13,818 16,768 6,330 Taiwan 3,205; China 2,252; Republic of 

Korea 1,372. 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ 4,887 8,070 3,332 United Kingdom 2,451; Netherlands 1,870. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms_ 209 216 60 U.S.S.R. 52; West Germany 16. 
inc: 
Ore and concentrate ____________ 798 —_ 
Oxides ________________ 690 455 _- Republic of Korea 138; Thailand 84; 

Taiwan 55. 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ 42,642 45,157 18 Taiwan 8,969; Republic of Korea 8,376; 

Philippines 6,555. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates: 
Of molybdenum, tantalum, 

titanium, vanadium, zirconium _ 844 109 _- Republic of Korea 85; Taiwan 24. 
Of base metals, n.es _~._______ 2 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Japan: Exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 “Jnu.w.”.~C~C~C:””CON 
United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued | 

Other —Continued 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous . 
metals ______.______~_~______ 10,898 13,273 1,622 Republic of Korea 6,430; United Kingdom 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ______ 1592 1,736 252 Republic of Korea 477; Taiwan 361; 
ndonesia 139. 

Metals: 
Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth 

metals ______._________ 861 832 198 Taiwan 446; Singapore 79. 
Pyrophoric alloys —------+-~--- 76 16 20 France 30. . 
Base metals including alloys, all . 

forms ___§_______~______ T5794 5,852 2,131 Netherlands 1,165; ustralia 484; 
rmany 447. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e-s. 
atural: 
Emery_________~---~-----~ 1,340 916 (?) Republic of Korea 389; Taiwan 239; 

ndonesia 134. 
Unspecified. _.______------ 506 1,114 _- Taiwan 696; Republic of Korea 239; 

aysia 70. 
Artificial corundum ~ oud and eam 16,735 15,560 575 Taiwan 5,076; Italy 902; Australia 877. 

t and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones _ _ thousand carats_ _ 934 1,045 700 Republic of Korea 110; Taiwan 110; India 

Grinding and polishing wheels and _ 
stones _____________-~_-~_ 6218 6,297 7154 Singapore 686; Thailand 595; Hong Kong 

Asbestos, crude ____________.---_- 147 428 _- Republic of Korea 281; Singapore 40; India 

Barite and witherite -— - - - -------—- 1,002 1,902  __ U.SS.R. 1,200; Republic of Korea 700. 
ron materials: 
Crude natural borates __. .______~_ 381 620 -- Republic of Korea 409; Taiwan 176. 
Oxides and acids _____________-— 150 219 (?) Republic of Korea 95; Taiwan 50; Vietnam 

Cement_________-_ — thousand tons_ _— 10,814 8,786 474 Saudi Arabia 2,158; Kuwait 1,883; 
Singapore 1,249. 

Challe — ae 13 _. 
ays and clay products: 
Crude — eee ee 79,267 77,643 — Taiwan 48,497; Republic of Korea 12,184. 

ucts: 
Refractory including nonclay bricks 196,270 275,797 4,338 Republic of Korea 59,698; China 45,999; 

aiwan 43,650. 
Nonrefracto: ~ eee 44,896 46,470 13,267 Hong Kong 9,313; Singapore 7,332; 

ry" Australia 4,558. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung____-_ carats__— 1,031 450,471 4 China 450,000. 
Industrial ___________._do___~_ 1,286 11,562 1 Taiwan 11,055. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ — _ — 1,277 1,891 _- Taiwan 604; Vietnam 400; Cuba 315. 
Felds wee ee 23,630 22,889 6 Taiwan 21,071; Indonesia 1,171. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ___ thousand tons_ _ 1,816 1,554 _- China 1,186. 
Phosphatic ~-----e 7008 23,47 -- Burma 10,118; Taiwan 5000 
otassic__§_§______-____--- _— Bangladesh 2; New Zealand 2. 

Other including mixed __ ___— ~~ 141,185 203,188 1,272 Thailand 130,667; Malaysia 17,806. 
Ammonia _________----~---- 169,675 153,578 _- Philippines 152,133. 

Fluorspar, leucite, nepheline, nepheline 15 605 Viet 350: N 4150 
syenite__._________-__------ —- ietnam 350; New Zealan . 

Graphite, natural ___..___---~-~--~- 1,554 1,745 233 Taiwan 786; Republic of Korea 226. 
Gypeum and plasters. ________-~~~- 6,157 6,370 5 Taiwan 2, 2m8; Indonesia 1,165; Republic of 

orea 1,071. 
Kyanite and related materials _ _ _ _ _ ___ 22,721 21,460 — Taiwan esos Pale of Korea 2,761; 

an . 
Lime ____________~-~_-_---_---~ 28,581 20,076 _- Papua New Guinea 15,902; Australia 

Magnesium materials: 
agnesite and magnesia clinker_ _ _ _ _ 133,832 113,440 5,739 Republic of Korea 2017 9; Australia 

’ ° 0. ’ ° 

Oxides ___----------------- 4,467 5,822 732 Taiwan 1,000; West Germany 947; 

Mica, all forms __________---.--_ 714. s«951 __ Hong Kong 375; Taiwan 307. 
Pigments, mineral including processed iron ; ; 

oxides _____-_--_---~----~---- 16,731 19,532 4,451 Taiwan 7,368; Mexico 1,532; Egypt 1,352. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond: 
Natural. _________-~~- kilograms__ 50,044 41,033 129 Taiwan 17,440; Republic of Korea 15,082. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Japan: Exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Ij,teqSCOCOté=<CSstst‘CtsCS;ST ta 
y Qnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond —Continued 

Manufactured________ kilograms_ _ 29,934 43,030 5,529 Republic of Korea 11,154; Malaysia 9,867; 
est Germany 7,725. 

Salt and brine___~_§__§____________ 2,774 2,299 1,622 Maldives 193; North Korea 113. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda_____________---- 243,413 380,677 21 Australia 327,462; Republic of Korea 

Caustic potash including sodic and ° —— 
potassic peroxides ___________ _ 5,268 7,083 135 Australia 1,928; Taiwan 1,796. 

Soda ash _______ ~~~ 114,598 96,578 _- Indonesia 44,050; Philippines 16,005; 
Taiwan 14,307. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone _____________ _ 1,010 2,202 55 Taiwan 1,240; Republic of Korea 330. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade_ _ _ _ 8,470 6,890 _- Indonesia 3,130; Philippines 2,428; Taiwan 

Gravel and crushed rock _.____.__ 213,617 90,797 28 Australia 77,506; Republic of Korea 

Limestone except dimension a 
thousand tons_ _ 1,427 1,159 — Australia 1,107. 

Quartz and quartzite. ___________ 1,209 1,276 18 Saudi Arabia 364; Republic of Korea 275; 
ina 205. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing ____ __ 4,667 3,738 14 Kuwait 1,230; Taiwan 927; Saudi Arabia 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ _ 414,884 364,268 ~- Republic of Korea 267,784; Taiwan 86,532. 
Colloidal _...-____________ 221 1,029 _- Republic of Korea 768; Cuba 115. 

Sulfur dioxide* ~~~ 33 81 34 Taiwan 26; Philippines 10. 
Sulfuric acid___..-_-...._______ 362,387 301,751 _- Philippines 74,923; Peru 64,246; Turkey 

Talc, steatite, soapstone_ $$ ________ 1,145 1,691 16 Taiwan 619; Vietnam 352; Republic of 
Korea 210. 

Other: 
Crude______~~-~____________ 12,3385 12,080 49 Taiwan 3,329; Republic of Korea 2,915; 

Burma 1,133. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing. ______________ 528,972 417,829 1,500 Singapore 117,400; Republic of Korea 
108,693; Philippines 96,497. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of magne- 
sium, strontium, barium, n.e.s_ _ _ _ _ 27,019 14,898 249 Poland 10,502; Philippines 2,255. 

Fluorine, bromine, iodine _ __ _____— 9,024 5,707 2,304 West Germany 847; United Kingdom 708; 
France 683. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ________ 3 31 — Taiwan 27. 
Carbon black __________________ 26,883 15,941 139 Indonesia 3,240; India 1,618; China 1,534. 
Coal, all grades, including briquets __ _ __ 59,563 70,726 __ Republic of Korea 62,161; Philippines 

Coke and semicoke ____ thousand tons_ _ 2,081 2,330 198 Romania 415; Brazil 364; Philippines 204. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ________ 1,008 680 17 Taiwan 413; Singapore 84; Malaysia 71. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 62 56 __ Taiwan 47; Republic of Korea 8. 
Kerosine__________..__do____ 56 25 17 Republic of Korea 8. 
Distillate fuel oil __ _______do____ (?) (?) _— Mainly to Republic of Korea. 
Residual fuel oil __ ______.__do____ 452 (?) (?) 

Lubricants — ~~~ ~__ do 1,889 1,909 272 Republic of Korea 671; Taiwan 302. 
er: 
Mineral jelly and wax ___do____ 554 633 8 Republic of South Africa 174; Republic of 

Korea 90; Taiwan 54. 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ _do_ _ __ 367 2 -- Burma 1. 
Petroleum coke _______do____ 37 149 53 Italy 74; Netherlands 17. 
Bitumen ___________do____ 7 100 _- Vietnam 80. 
Unspecified___________do____ 101 116 (7) Republic of Korea 67; Taiwan 24. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ____ _ 163,991 133,142 7,657 USSR. 45,100; Taiwan 17,711; Vietnam 

"Revised. 
f 1Excludes exports under the Japanese-United States Mutual Defense Agreement or for account of the U.S. military 
orces. 
7Less than 1/2 unit. 
5Excludes mosaic tiles valued at $82,918,000 in 1979 and $111,235,000 in 1980. 
“May contain some arsenic trioxide and pentoxide.
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS . 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ _ 4,597 5,708 4 Australia 3,715; Indonesia 1,225; 
Malaysia 650. 

Oxides and hydroxides __—-do____ 761 735 2 Australia 702. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________~~.~-_____ 181,531 275,696 225,801 Canada 18,951; Australia 9,385. 
Unwrought____§_$_________ 748,438 910,085 308,712 Venezuela 131,523; Canada 123,589; 

New Zealand 93,079. 
Semimanufactures _________ 33,055 46,173 12,981 Romania 9,705; Venezuela 6,604; 

France 4,201. 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate___~_~__~_____ 6,702 6,996 __ Bolivia 6,055; Republic of South 
. Africa 446. 

Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 3,202 1,563 (?) China 1,432. 
Arsenic: 

Natural sulfides _____________ 30 10 _— All from China. 
Trioxide, pentoxide, acid _______~_ 999 716 (?) France 528; Mexico 116. 

Beryllium: 
Oxides ~ eee eee eee 75 85 85 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 2,197 1,611 1,604 US.S.R. 7. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 962,251 950,039 __ Republic of South Africa 407,429; 
Philippines 208,376; India 170,280. 

Con aes and hydroxides _________ 2,977 2,286 1,117 West Germany 765; U.S.S.R. 340. 
alt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 651 292 14 Belgium 248. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ "1,669 — 1,653 335 Zaire 672; Belgium 465. 

Columbium and tantalum: 
Columbium (niobium) ore and 
concentrate___ ~~~ ______ 1,659 1,764 29 Canada 915; Brazil 700. 

Tantalum: 
Ore and concentrate ________ 304 309 — Thailand 141; Malaysia 131. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ 61 46 36 West Germany 4; Taiwan 4. 

Copper: 
re and concentrate 

thousand tons. _ 2,969 3,104 295 Philippines 919; Canada 705; Papua 
' New Guinea 292. 

Matte_____________~__ Lee 1,580 2,574 2,549 Taiwan 22. 
Sulfate. _-_-§_-_-____~_________ 730 570 (?) China 278; U.S.S.R. 100; Taiwan 54. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 50,158 49,929 22,522 Hong Kong 14,618; Taiwan 6,353. 
Unwrought___ ~~ $5 5 395,062 290,803 3,711 Zambia 131,725; Peru 48,392; 

Chile 45,131. 
Semimanufactures ________— 3,295 3,330 2,014 West Germany 321; Republic of 

Korea 248. 
Germanium: 

Dioxide____ ~~~ 2~_~_~_~_~______ 15 19 (?) Belgium 11; West Germany 7. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ — 9 134 2 China 125. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ — *2,332 1,170 16 Switzerland 538; United Kingdom 

Indium metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ _ 6,572 3,017 131 Canada 1,200; Belgium 701. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate except roasted 

pyrite ______W thousand tons__ 130,268 133,721 _- Australia 60,040; Brazil 28,523; India 

Roasted pyrite __________-__~— 1,495 __ 
Metal: 

Scrap _____— thousand tons. _ 3,346 2,986 2,581 Australia 184; U.S.S.R. 119. 
Pig iron including cast iron 

do. _ _ 551 739 20 China 224; Australia 101; 
Republic of Korea 90. 

Sponge iron, powder, shot _ _ _ _ — 13,054 42,722 395 Indonesia 30,253; Sweden 11,450. 
Ferroalloys_....____--- 503,796 477,293 18,424 Republic of South Africa 237,501; 

Norway 29,106; Canada 19,601. 
Steel, primary forms _ ___ —___ 648,629 522,466 16,904 Republic of Korea 331,812; Sweden 

Semimanufactures _________ 37,203 32,525 2,575 Republic of Korea 23,058. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 218,544 258,634 _— Canada 164,878; Peru 43,474. 
Oxides __________~__ eee 1,492 1,463 68 Mexico 1,023; China 173. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

———— eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Gnited Other (principal) 

_—_———— eee 

METALS —Continued 
Lead —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _._-______________ 2,023 5,020 3,188 Australia 923; Kuwait 293. . Unwrought_._-___________ 62,672 90,712 6,112 North Korea 22,485; Mexico 17,377; 

Peru 13,544. 
Semimanufactures________ _ 31 382 208 = Peru 149. 

Lithium: 
Elemental _________________ 20 20 20 
Oxides _.__.______________ 780 603 405 U.SS.R. 195. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms ___.._-______________ 12,230 12,907 9,008 Norway 1,797; Canada 1,546. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ _ 2,692 2,953 -- Republic of South Africa 1,299; 
Australia 613; India 519. 

Oxides _-._-_-______________ 216 762 3 Belgium 756. 
Mercury ______._ 176-pound flasks. _ 3,143 2,662 1 Algeria 1,750; Mexico 811. 
Molybdenum: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 18,431 20,379 10,570 Canada 6,190; Chile 2,525. 
Trioxide __________________ 613 826 807 North Korea 13. 

Ni Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 73 55 33 West Germany 21. 
ickel: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons__ 4,015 3,950 __ N ew Caledonia 2,000; Indonesia 

Matte, speiss, similar materials __ _ _ 42,041 51,751 _- Indonesia 26,763; Australia 19,864. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____.___________ 1,948 1,824 795 Taiwan 680. 
Unwrought______________ | 19,719 15,645 644 Canada 3,998; U.S.S.R. 2,401; 

Australia 2,288. 
Semimanufactures _________ 3,291 3,613 2,088 United Kingdom 889; Canada 335. Platinum-group metals: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ $723 $1,250 $4 Taiwan $1,185. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought - 
and partly wrought: 

Platinum 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 980 1,010 120 Republic of South Africa 589; 

S.S.R. 160; United Kingdom 126. 
Palladium __~___ troy ounces_ _ 967,254 766,824 87,454 U.S.S.R. 491,313; Republic of South 

Africa 104,677, 
Rhodium __________do____ 38,677 26,290 7,990 U.S.S.R. 10,169; Republic of South 

Africa 6,861. 
Iridium, osmium, ruthenium 

do. ___ 30,479 27,533 3,863 += Republic of South Africa 12,329; 
United Kingdom 11,125. 

Alloys____._______do____ 37,777 23,468 2,200 West Germany 14,877; Switzerland 

Rare-earth metals: 
Oxides and crude chlorides____ _ _ _ 2,652 3,333 584 China 2,040. 
Metals (yttrium, scandium, intermix- 

tures) _-________________ 86 42 1 Brazil 32. 
Selenium, elemental_____ kilograms_ _ 726 1,036 5 Canada 1,031. 

icon: 
Elemental ..-_-$_-_§_§_§__________ 58,191 59,683 = 8,941 Republic of South Africa 8,798; Portu- 

gal 8,589; Canada 8,090. 
Dioxide___________________ 3,013 3,307 1,827 Republic of Korea 721; China 368; 

West Germany 313. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 4,113 3,400 __ All from Republic of Korea. 
Waste and sweepings _____value__ $158,096 $137,322 _- Repupn of Korea $66,739; Singapore 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces__ 23,523 19,090 953 Mexico 11,650; Peru 4,060. 
7ellurium, elemental ____ kilograms_ _ 14,681 9,779 3 U.S.S.R. 8,000; Peru 1,771. 

Oxides ___________________ 5 5 —_ Australia 4. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 30,555 31,155 5 Malaysia 18,455; Indonesia 6,324; 

Thailand 6,166. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 420,433 409,080 — Malaysia 173,380; Australia 111,121. 
Slag-__._-_______________ 75,864 152,663 ~~ Canada 89,251; Republic of South 

Africa 63,412. 
Oxides _________________ 3,939 4,098 96 United Kingdom 1,056; Belgium 850; 

West Germany 814. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

————— 
. Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

—_— 

METALS —Continued . 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 3,133 3,480 101 Republic of Korea 733; Canada 675; 

ustralia 557. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 134 135 5 ‘Republic of Korea 112. 

Uranium and thorium: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 30 — 
Oxides (composed of thorium and 

uranium depleted in U-235) . 
kilograms_ _ 565 839 339 United Kingdom 500. 

Vanadium pentoxide ____________ 4,633 3,404 39 Republic of South Africa 3,066; West 
ai rmany 214. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate___~________ 959,229 804,851 _- Australia 272,425; Canada 259,214; 

Peru 196,707. 
Oxides ___-__§______________ 4,317 4,544 9 Taiwan 1,388; Republic of Korea 

1,301; Singapore 1,065. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 41,027 45,892 285 North Korea 32,110; Republic of 

Korea 7,014. 
Zirconium: 

Ore and concentrate including zircon 
sand _____~__ 161,505 190,109 15 Australia 164,312; Republic of South 

Africa 25,127. 
on including alloys, all forms ___— 144 103 32 France 36; Canada 18. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates_ _________ 128 53 -.  Zaire5dl. 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 

rous metals ___§___________~- 64,033 59,042 21,621 Philippines 16,123; Australia 7,928. 
Oxides, hydroxides, pentoxides ____ 1,651 2,148 134 China 580; Canada 421; Norway 294. 

etals: . 
Metalloids __.____________ 12,444 14,018 4,992 Canada 4,849; U.S.S.R. 1,982. 
Alkali and alkaline-earth metals_ 97 99 96 West Germany 2. 
Pyrophoric alloys —~----~----- 15 7 5 United Kingdom 1. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms. ~~~ ~~~ ™312 10 (?) West Germany 9. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural, crude ______________ 4,571 4,344 1,088 India 2,429. 
Artificial corundum ___________ 10,875 13,900 132 _— Brazil 5,409; India 3,692; China 1,658. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones excluding diamond 
kilograms. _ 31,495 67,258 -- All from West Germany. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ___._~____________ 169 200 65 _—Italy 64; West Germany 23. 

Asbestos, crude __ ______________ 291,531 305,408 13,044 Canada 122,491; Republic of South 
Africa 90,658. 

Barium materials: 
Barite and witherite___________ 24,565 40,173 -~ China 35,585; Thailand 4,573. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 292 280 _. __ Italy 234; China 46. 

Boron materials: . 
Crude, natural borates _________ 67,378 63,548 _— Turkey 60,770. 
Oxides and acids ___._________ 20,330 17,262 14,208  U.S.S.R. 1,944; China 877. 

Cement___._________________ 2,128 4,149 1,677 Republic of Korea 2,080. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Kaolin _.-__.~__~_______ 578,548 565,404 450,898 Republic of Korea 60,526. 
Kyanite, andalusite, sillimanite _ 22,801 26,682 8,301 Republic of South Africa 15,287. 
Other ______..__________ 300,509 288,221 90,347 China 119,188; Republic of South 

Africa 45,428. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~-.__-____ ~~ _____ 7,988 8,578 960 Sweden 3,633; Republic of South 

Africa 1,532. 
Nonrefractory ___......-_- 22,520 23,446 503 = Italy 9,392; Republic of Korea 5,867. 

-Cryolite and chiolite___._________ _ 279 230 ~— Denmark 119; Greenland 111. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
thousand carats. _ 132 144 29 India 243; Israel 234. 

Industrial __________.-do____ 624 681 207 Republic of South Africa 168; 
nited Kingdom 83; Zaire 76; 

Belgium 73. 
Powder and dust ________do.___ 18,633 20,275 11,815 Ireland 7,536. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 5,962 7,464 17,454 Mexico 10. 
Feldspar, leucite, nepheline, nepheline 
syenite.___§___________-____ 5,269 5,568 19 China 2,589; India 1,393. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
| mamnoay United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous (natural sodium 
nitrate). $9 ~_____ 3,000 3,000 _— All from Chile. 

Phosphatic ___ thousand tons_ _ 2,828 2,762 1,585 Morocco 645; Jordan 316. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _.___________ 24,349 34,937 998 Chile 22,000; Norway 4,666; 
Republic of Korea 4,518. 

Phosphatic______________ 76,814 58,924 26,812 Republic of Korea 31,817. 
Potassic_____ thousand tons. _ 1,342 1,533 195 Canada 645; U.S.S.R. 288. 
Other including mixed_______ 211,427 224,089 206,436 Republic of Korea 8,470; Canada 

Ammonia _________________ 32 25 25 — 
Fluorspar ____.~___.______-__ 467,135 487,455. _- China 223,118; Republic of South Af- 

rica 131,990; Thailand 126,512. 
Graphite, natural _._- $$ ________ 70,955 69,605 88 Republic of Korea 26,088; China 

Gypsum and plasters __-__________ 29,796 38,235 1,666 Morocco 31,500. 
agnesium materials: 

agnesite and magnesia clinker __ _ 121,511 180,450 1 North Korea 105,323; China 68,678. 
Oxides __________________. ™626 271 46 West Germany 117; United Kingdom , 

. Mica, all forms ~~~ 2 8,209 11,660 324 India 4,822; China 2,380; Republic of 
Korea 1,720. 

Pigments, mineral including processed 
Iron oxides ___________.___ _ — 6,182 5,821 1,408 China 2,087; West Germany 1,856. 

Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond: 
Natural ____~_~_~____________ 645 606 39 Brazil 367; Republic of South Africa 

Manufactured______-________ 35 62 42 West Germany 9. 
Eyrites, gross weight—— — — — —— —----- 7,300 ~~ 
Salt and brine______ thousand tons__ 6,818 7,480 20 Mexico 3,759; Australia 3,006. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda___ __~_ -§ - 49,009 67,977 23,655 Republic of Korea 43,954. 
Caustic potash and sodic and potassic 

peroxides _________.______ 106 111 96 West Germany 15. 
Soda ash. _________________ 561 4 _. _ Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 577,604 593,183 29,824 India 171,829; Republic of Korea 
| 429,184; Republic of South Africa 

Worked__-_-____________ 83,028 74,801 25 Republic of Korea 42,845; Italy 

Dolomite including agglomerates _ _ _ 247,202 214,977 1,858 Taiwan 122,233. 
Gravel and crushed rock _______— 236,790 326,788 21 Taiwan 314,816. 
Limestone except dimension __ _ _ _ _ 787 698 —_ All from France. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 100,177 92,933 148 China 34,524; Republic of Korea 

29,840; India 13,954. 
5 Band excluding metal-bearing __ _ _ _ 693,410 890,169 975 Australia 601,709; Taiwan 163,152. 
ulfur: 

Elemental, colloidal ___________ 574 818 810 West Germany 8. 
Sulfuric acid_ _____ __ kilograms_ _ 50 631 335 West Germany 275. 
Dioxide______________do____ —_ 9 9 

One steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 550,265 501,086 18,255 China 341,882; Australia 75,461. 
er: 
Crude: 

Meerschaum, amber, jet __ _ _ _ — 31 179 _- Mainly from Spain. 
Unspecified _____________ 320,350 249,487 5,211 Republic of Korea 164,865; Spain 

Slag, dross, similar waste, including — 
kelp, not metal-bearing_ _ ______ 171,699 140,538 1 India BL 207; Republic of Korea 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of mag- a 
nesium, strontium, barium, n.e.s _ _ 53 125 19 China 100. 

Bromine and iodine ___________ 1,543 1,929 42 Israel 1,875. 
Boron and arsenic ___§_§__..§_____ 62 42 8 Sweden 34. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___ _ _ __ 4,281 4,460 3,340 Trinidad 1,100. 
Carbon black _~________________ 9,966 9,021 4,794 Canada 1,956; Mexico 1,139. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite. ______ thousand tons__ 1,028 1,191 38 China 470; Vietnam 334; Republic of 
South Africa 168. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y . United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Coal and briquets —Continued 

Bituminous: 
Heavy coking, less than 8% ash 

thousand tons_ _ 16,242 18,259 11,603 Australia 4,094; Canada 1,348. 
Heavy coking, more than 8% ash . 

do. ___ 26,918 28,286 3,715 Australia 13,800; Canada 9,196. 
Other _____________do____ 14,366 20,492 4,205 Australia 11,417; Republic of South 

Africa 2,899. 
Lignite and lignite briquets_ _do_ _ _ _ 42 34 1 Australia 16; U.S.S.R. 15. 

Coke and semicoke. _ _ _ __ _ _ _do____ 11 53 28 Australia 24. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 201 248 247 France 1. 
Peat including briquets and litter_____ . 7,815 8,964 43 Canada 8,816. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined: 
Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,718,622 1,543,915 (?) Saudi Arabia 528,838; Indonesia 
222, 58; United Arab Emirates 

Partly refined _______do___ _ 22,379 39,702 _- Saudi Arabia 22,603; Kuwait 7,673. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ 65,027 56,884 264 Saudi Arabia 14,796; 
Singapore 12,898; Kuwait 12,588. 

Kerosine and jet fuel __ _do_ _ __ 4,587 3,974 313 Singapore 2,740; China 459. 
Distillate fuel oil] _____do____ 29,962 18,744 5 Saudi Arabia 13,830; China 1,885. 
Residual fuel oil. _____do___ _ 89,343 69,624 458 Indonesia 24,991; Singapore 12,088; 

Kuwait 6,838. 
Lubricants _____.__—do____ 871 62 57 NA. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 155 104 38 Singapore 53. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 223,101 307,533 9,965 Indonesia 101,800; Brunei 64,375; 

Saudi Arabia 60,727. 
Paraffin liquid _ __ _do_ __ _ 76 94 94 
Petroleum coke __—do____ 12,464 13,606 10,935 China 1,265. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do. __— 1,425 21 10 United Kingdom 8. 
Unspecified - _~___-do____ 95 229 225 NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ __ 199,648 238,604 46,790 Republic of Korea 98,936; China 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
f 1Excludes imports under the Japanese-United States Mutual Defense Agreement or for account of the U.S. military 
orces. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ports, falling domestic demand, and grow- 
. = alum ing stocks, Japan’s aluminum industry was 

_ Aluminum.—In 1981, Japan's aluminum forced to cut back its primary production to 
industry experienced the worst year in its the 770,000-ton level in 1981. During 1981, 
history. The industry S capacity was re- Nippon Light Metal Co., Ltd., was operating 
duced from 1.64 million tons per year In_ at 77.5% of capacity, Showa Light Metal 
1979 to 1.3 million tons per year in 1980. (po. Ltd., at 56.4%, Sumitomo Aluminum 
During 1981, almost every primary produc- Smelting Co., Ltd., at 68.6%, Mitsubishi 
er except Sumikei Aluminum Industries, Light Metal Industries Co., Ltd., at 53.2%, 
Ltd., either temporarily reduced capacity or Mitsui Aluminum Co., Ltd., at 71.8%, and 
closed down its plants. As a result, primary Sumikei Aluminum at 93.9%. The industry 
capacity was reduced to 1.14 million tons by as a whole was operating at 67.8% of 
yearend. Annual capacity of primary alumi- capacity. 
num in 1979-81 and capacity and output in High energy costs had weakened the 
1981 by company and by plant are shown in competitiveness of Japanese aluminum not 
table 4.5 only in the world market but also in the 

Because of high energy costs, rising im- domestic market. Because of cheap foreign
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aluminum, Japan’s imports of primary alu- years for helping the industry to slash its 
minum surged again by 16.6% and reached capacity to 700,000 tons per year. 
another record of 980,921 tons in 1981. According to industry sources, the cumu- 
Imports of aluminum and aluminum alloy _ lative deficit of the six primary aluminum 
ingots totaled 1,129,322 tons in 1981 com- smelters was about $450 million and the 
pared with 910,085 tons in 1980. Of the total combined loan amounted to over $4.5 billion 
imports in 1981, 23.6% were from the in 1981. The industry’s financial difficulty 
United States, 14.3% from Venezuela, was a direct result of weakened internation- 
10.3% from Canada, 9.6% from New Zea- al competitiveness caused by higher energy 
land, 6.2% from Australia, 5.8% from the costs. In 1981, only about 200,000 tons per 
U.S.S.R., 5.1% from Argentina, and 25.1% year of the industry’s 1.14-million-ton-per- 
from other countries. | year capacity was considered low cost arid 

Japan’s domestic demand for primary remained profitable and competitive in the 
aluminum fell further, to 1.57 million tons world market. In an effort to reduce deficits 
in 1981 from 1.64 million tons in 1980. and to survive, three measures were taken 
Demand for primary aluminum from roll- by the Japanese aluminum smelters: (1) 
ing mills, accounting for 76% of total con- increased investment in overseas smelting 
sumption, dropped 6.4%, and demand from operations, (2) acceleration of the conver- 
wire and cable mills dropped 10%. The sion of smelting energy from oil- to coal- 
decline in demand was a result of reduced fired generating plants, and (3) increasing 
manufacturing of sash, wire, and cable the added value of aluminum products of 

caused by sluggish housing construction. the smelters through additional down- 
Japan’s primary aluminum stocks were stream fabrication. 

at an alltime high of 768,166 tons at the end For the past year, the Japanese major 
of 1981 compared with 470,446 tons in 1980. aluminum smelters had gone overseas to 
Aluminum stocks at producers’ plants rose expand their aluminum smelting oper- 
32.9% to 307,760 tons, those at dealers’ ations in New Zealand, Canada, Venezuela, 
warehouses, 370.5% to 226,895 tons; and the United States, Indonesia, Australia, and 
those at fabricators’ plants, 10.9% to Brazil. A summary of these overseas smelt- 
211,521 tons. A stockpile of 21,990 tons held _ing projects is shown in table 5. 
by the Japanese Light Metal Stockpiling The energy source for projects in Brazil, 
Association was reported in 1981 for the Canada, Indonesia, New Zealand, and Ven- 
first time since 1978. ezuela will be from hydropower plants, 

To save Japan’s aluminum industry from while coal will provide the energy for the 
further deterioration, several measures projects in Australia and the United States. 
were proposed by MITI and approved by the In 1982, the Asahan project in Indonesia 
Aluminum Committee of the Industry and the Gladston project in Australia will 
Structure Council in October 1981. These start to operate their smelters, and the 
measures included plans to curtail the in- Japanese smelters will import portions of 
dustry’s smelting capacity to 712,000 tons the aluminum output from these two coun- 
per year, to introduce a tariff quota system _ tries duty free for 3 years. 
for imports of aluminum ingots, and to Of the 12 smelters operated by 6 primary 
lighten electric power costs within the lim- aluminum producers in 1981, only 2 plants 
its of the current power rate system. In were not using oil as a smelting energy 
December 1981, an understanding was ob-_ source. Nippon Light Metal used hydropow- 
tained by MITI from the Ministry of Fi- er at Kambara, and Mitsui Aluminum used 
nance on a tariff quota system for alumi- coal at Miike, which had converted the 
num imports. According to the plan propos- powerplant at Omata to coal in 1980. Dur- 
ed by MITI, a 9% tariff will not be imposed ing 1981, Sumitomo Aluminum invested 
on aluminum ingots imported by Japanese over $260 million in a joint venture with 

' smelters under the development-and-import Kokuriku Power Co. to build a new coal- 
scheme for 3 years beginning in April 1982. fired powerplant for its smelter at Kikumo- 
However, a 9% tariff will be imposed on to, which had been shut down since 1975. 
aluminum ingots imported under long-term Other smelters were either planning or 
contract and on a spot basis. The aluminum seriously considering conversion from oil to 
ingot to be imported by Japanese smelters other energy sources; e.g., coal in the short 
duty free in FY 1982 was estimated at run and nuclear power in the long run. 
between 400,000 and 450,000 tons. An esti- Mitsui Aluminum reportedly succeeded 
mated $136 million fund was to be appro- in experiments with a new aluminum proc- 
priated and raised by the tax exemption in3 ess that involves direct smelting of bauxite
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with coking coal and chemical additives ina cost process to produce superpurity alumi- 
blast furnace at about 2,000° C. In aneffort num. Mitsubishi Light Metal planned to 
to cut down energy cost of aluminum smelt- build a new production facility with the new 
ing, six smelters have joined MITI in an process to produce 3,000 tons per year of 
industry-Government research program on superpurity aluminum (99.999%) by mid- 
developing the new aluminum process. 1982, while Showa Aluminum planned to 
According to Mitsui Aluminum, the new _ expand its pilot plant capacity from 250 to 
process could reduce the energy consump- 1,000 tons per year.’ 
tion per ton of aluminum to 10,000 kilowatt- In becoming further vertically integrated, 
hours from 15,000 kilowatt-hours required Nippon Light Metal had completed its entry 
currently. Showa Aluminum and Mitsu- into aluminum fabricating in 1981. Other 
bishi Light Metal Industries reportedly aluminum smelters were expected to follow 
have developed independently a new low- suit in the coming years. 

Table 4.—Japan: Primary aluminum annual capacity and production 

(Metric tons) 

. Annual installed capacity 1981 1981 
Company and plant location —_—_— ____ shutdown — 

3/31/79 3/31/81 capacity Capacity Output 

Mitsubishi Light Metal Industries Co., Ltd.: 
Naoetsu _________________-______ 160,160 160,160 __ 1160,160 NA 
Sakaide _______- 5 192,480 147,190 70,760 76,430 NA 

Total _______________________ 352,640 307,350 70,760 236,590 125,872 
Mitsui Aluminum Co., Ltd.: Miike __________ 163,830 163,830 19,460 144,370 103,683 

Nippon Light Metal Co., Ltd.: 
Kambara _______________________ 94,960 63,850 __ 63,850 NA 
Niigata _____ > 5 147,660 _. __ __ NA 
Tomakomai______________________ 134,410 134,410 __ 134,410 NA 

Total __.._________________- 377,030 198,260 _ 198,260 153,607 

Showa Light Metal Co., Ltd.: : . 
Kitakata._ = =§_ 5 Le 28,720 28,720 11,800 16,920 NA 
Ohmachi _______§-» --_- 42,800 23,720 5,780 17,940 NA 
Chiba _________~_ 170,290 127,510 _- 127,510 NA 

Total _______________________ 241,810 179,950 17,580 162,370 91,633 
Sumikei Aluminum Industries, Ltd.: Sakata _ __ _ 98,710 98,710 © _- 98,710 92,664 

Sumitomo Aluminum Smelting Co., Ltd.: 
Isoura _____ 5 78,980 78,980 __ 78,980 NA 
Nagoya _____--_______.__~______ 52,800 _- _- _— NA 
Toyama ________________________ 177,680 177,680 59,230 118,450 NA 
Toyo________- ~~~ 98,710 98,710 _ 98,710 NA 

Total 408,170 355,370 59,230 296,140 203,143 

Grand total _______________.___ 1,642,190 —_—_1,803,470 167,030 ‘1,136,440 770,602 

NA Not available. 
1Shut down in October 1981. 

Table 5.—Japan: Overseas aluminum smelting projects 

Country and project Annual capacity Japancse output Status of project untry an ro) name snare us Of pro 
(thousand tons) (thousand tons) 

New Zealand: Bluff _________-._..__-_- 152 75 Completed in 1977. 
Canada: Kitimat ______________---_--~- 90 45 . 
Venezuela: Venalum ____________~~-__- 280 160 Completed in 1979. 
United States: Alumax, Mount Holly, S.C_ _____ 180 45 Completed in 1980. 
Indonesia: Asahan_— ~~. ~~ .____.--_____ 225 170 Scheduled for partial com- 

pletion in 1982. 
Australia: Gladston ________-_-_.__---- 203 101 Se ieduled for completion in 

Australia: Hunter Valley._______________ 232 (2) Scheduled for completion in 

Brazil: Albras______________________- 320 160 Scheduled for partial com- 
, pletion in 1984. 

1Undetermined.
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Antimony.—Production of antimony was 15%; Taiwan, 10%; and other East Europe- 
by Nihon Mining and Concentrating Co., an countries, 28%. 
Ltd. (metal and trioxide), Sumitomo Metal Production of bismuth rose sharply, re- 
(trioxide), Hibino Metal Industries Co., Ltd. flecting increased demand for the metal in 
(metal and trioxide), Sankoku Refinery Co., both domestic and foreign markets. Domes- 
Ltd. (metal and trioxide), and Nippon Min- tic consumption of bismuth in 1981 was 
ing (trioxide). about 300 tons, of which about 31% was for 

Japan imported 6,531 tons of antimony metallurgical additives, 22% for ferrites, 
ores and concentrates, principally from Bo- 21% for low-melting alloys, 10% for phar- 
livia (87%) and China (11%) for the produc- maceuticals, and 16% for other. During 
tion of antimony metal and trioxide. Im- 1981, Japan exported 252 tons of bismuth 
ports of 2,366 tons of antimony metal were metal, principally to the US.S.R., the Unit- 
‘mainly from China (95%). Japan also im- ¢d States, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
ported 1,048 tons of antimony trioxide, prin- Poland, and the Netherlands. 
cipally from China, 49%; the U.S.S.R., 28%;  Chromium.—Domestic output of chro- and the United Kingdom, 22%. mite ores and concentrates dropped to the 

About 1,400 tons of antimony metal was 11,000-ton level in 1981, and the average 

consumed by the manufacturers of storage Chromium content of the concentrates was 
batteries, 60%; in antifriction alloys, 8%; avout vs %. Japan continued to import over 
for hard lead casting, 5%; for printing type, J %o of its ted 743, OB or f hromium 
lead pipe and sheet, plating, and other uses, ©?P@? de orte , f “the R wublic of 
27%. Consumption of antimony trioxide OT°S 2? concentrates from the Kepublic o . South Africa, 47%; the Philippines, 20%; was estimated at 5,500 tons; about 85% was India, 19%; the U.S.S.R., 6%: Albania. 4%. 
for the production of flame retardants, and and 4% from China, Vietnam Pakistan. 
te remanme re was for manufacturing Turkey, Cuba, and Finlan d. , ” 

glass, ename!, an ot er. Consumption of chromium ores and con- 
Cadmium and Bismuth.—Japan was the centrates was mainly by the iron and steel 

wor S one ee USSR. caguum industry for the manufacture of high- and 
al, WN; ~~ low-carbon ferrochromium. In 1981, total 

a Cadnitury wae grodinecd ae a tok consumption of chromite for the production 
. “ 4 : 4 _ Of ferroalloys was 593,888 tons compared 

uct of zinc smelting, while bismuth was with 798,066 tons in 1980. About 50,000 tons 
produced as a byproduct of lead refining. of chromite was also consumed by the steel 

According to jnaustey “the te the putea producers as refractory materials, and 
Share by producer tor the two metals 1n 189 928 tons of ferrochromium was import- 
1980 was as follows in percent:* ed for the manufacture of stainless steel. 

The major overseas suppliers were the Re- 
~~~” Sutputshare public of South Africa, 66%; Brazil, 15%; 

Company Cadmium Bismuth Zimbabwe, 11%; and 8% from China, India, 
mn the United States, the Philippines, Yugosla- 

Dowa Mining Co., ltd —_ 15.5 23.8 via, Sweden, and the Federal Republic of 
Mitsubishi Metal Corp 18.8 115 Germany. 
Mitsui Mining and, 998 98.9 A relatively smaller quantity of chromi- 
Nippon Mining Co., Ltd_._ 19.0 15. um ores and concentrates was consumed by 
Nisso Metal Co., Ltd_ _ __ 2.8 -- the manufacturers of chromium metal and 
Sumitomo Metal Smelting 93 79 chromium compounds. Chromium metal 
Toho Zinc Co., Ltd _ _ _ _ _ 12.1 11.2 was produced by Toyo Soda Manufacturing 
Total_._____ 100.0 100.0 Co., Ltd., and Nippon Denko Co., Ltd. The 

ee annual capacity of Toyo Soda at its Yama- 
gata plant was expanded from 3,000 to 3,600 

In 1981, the production of cadmium de- tons of chromium metal in October 1981. 
clined slightly, reflecting the reduction in Nippon Denko’s annual capacity was about 

exports. About 1,000 tons of cadmium was 700 tons. According to industry sources, 
consumed in 1981, about 46% for nickel- about 2,000 to 2,500 tons of high-purity 
cadmium batteries, 31% for pigments and chromium metal was exported, and about 
paints, ere ane ae for others. 1,300 tons was consumed domestically for 
uring , ons Of cadmium me the manufacture of superalloys, 55%; 

was exported, mainly to the German Demo-_ aluminum-copper alloys, 24%: welding rods, 
cratic Republic, 36%; the United Kingdom, 199%: and other, 2%. Consumption of chro-
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mium compounds estimated at 35,000 to supplying countries were the Philippines, 
40,000 tons of sodium dichromate was main- accounting for 25.8%; Canada, 23.0%; the 

ly for metal surface treatment, 37%; paints, United States, 14.6%; Papua New Guinea, 

22%; leathers, 19%; ceramics, 6%; and oth- 9.0%; Chile, 6.0%; Indonesia, 4.4%; Malay- 

er, 16%. Exports of sodium dichromate sia, 4.0%; Australia, 3.7%; Zaire, 3.1%; and 
totaled 66,198 tons in 1981, of which about others, 6.4%. : | 
66% went to China, 11% to the Republic of | According to MITI’s annual report, the 
Korea, 9% to Taiwan, 8% to the United substantial increase in imports of copper 
States, and 6% to other countries in South- concentrate from the United States was the 
east Asia. main contributing factor for the increase in 

Cobalt.—Production of cobalt was by Su- production of refined copper in 1981. Im- 
mitomo Metal with an annual production Ports of copper concentrates from the Unit- 
capacity of 1,600 tons and Nippon Mining e4 States rose 65.5% to 488,462 tons in 1981, 

with an annual capacity of 1,200 tons. The of which about 390,000 tons of copper con- 
two companies received all of their raw Centrates containing 25% to 28% copper 
material from overseas. Sumitomo Metal WS supplied by Anaconda Copper Co. un- 
imported mixed nickel-cobalt sulfides from er a 7-year contract signed in December 
Marinduque’s Surigao nickel refinery of the 1980. During 1981, Japan also imported 
Philippines for cobalt refining at its Niiha- 241,146 tons of refined copper, of which 
ma plant, and Nippon Mining received mix- 10% while pone from Zambia, 7 ae 
ed nickel-cobalt sulfides from Greenvale of from on ile, 14. % trom Peru, and 9.0% 
Australia for cobalt refining at its Hitachi Ja ot er countries. 
plant. apan’s domestic demand for refined cop- 

Cobalt production dropped 16% as a re- per rose 2.2% to 1,354,000 tons in 1981. The 
. . increased demand was due to a 5% increase 

sult of a 21% reduction in domestic demand. . . 
Imports of 886 tons of cobalt were principal- *” consumption of refined copper by the 
] ve Bele? 280%: Zai 40: ih manufacturers of electric wire. During 
y trom veils! we Oo) Mare, o, tne 1981, about 906,700 tons was consumed by 
United States, 16%; and Finland, 11%. the electric wire sector, 424,900 tons by the 

Consumption of cobalt was for the manu- brass mill sector, and 23,300 tons by manu- 
facture of magnetic alloys, 30%; specialty facturers of cast copper alloys, coins, and 
steels (including high-speed, heat-resistant, G:hers For the past decade, as a result of 

and other alloy steels), 17%; ultra-hard the positive Government investment policy 
alloys (cemented carbides), 10%; catalysts, and active private investment, consumption 
8%; and other, 31%. Stocks of cobalt at the of refined copper by the manufacturers of 
end of 1981 were 617.5 tons in 1981 compar- electric wire increased from 666,000 tons to 
ed with 679.5 tons in 1980, over 900,000 tons, while consumption by 
Copper.—Japan's copper mine output de- brass mills increased from 255,000 tons to 

clined further in 1981; however, production over 420,000 tons. The increased use of 

of ‘refined copper reached another record telecommunication and increased activities 
high. The share of imported ores and con- in electrical machinery and electrical power 
centrates in Japan’s refined copper produc-_ jndustries contributed to the strong growth 
tion has increased from 82.0% in 1977 to. in demand from the electric wire sector, 
84.4% in 1981, while the share of domestic while increased production of automobiles 
ore decreased from 8.9% to 4.2%. and electrical machinery and equipment 

Japan’s refined copper production by were the major driving forces for the contin- 

sources of raw materials in 1977-81 was as__uing growth in demand from the brass mill 
follows: sector. 

Japan’s exports of refined copper were 
oo arre of production (percent only 38,301 tons in 1981, an 81% drop from 

Year Sn ned those of 1980. The importers of Japanese 
mestic Imported = Scrapand  yefined copper in 1981 were Taiwan, ac- 

ee ——  COUNtINg for 36.8%; Indonesia, 22.3%; the 

1977 ~------ 82 o2.0 1e3 United States, 12.8%; the Republic of Ko- 
1979 ______. 52 81.6 132 rea, 11.5%; the U.S.S.R., 10.5%; and others, 

1980 ______. 4.8 82.9 12.3 6.1%. The worldwide economic recession 1981 _______ 4.2 84.4 11.4 , es 
Ss was the primary cause of the decline in 

exports. 

During 1981, Japan’s imported ores and The total stocks of refined copper at the 
concentrates totaled 3,338,326 tons. The end of 1981 declined slightly from those of
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1980. Stocks at producer plants fell from Metal has a stake. The estimated ore re- 
53,851 tons at the end of 1980 to 50,591 tons serves were 15.7 million tons, grading 1.6% 
at the end of 1981. Stocks held by consumers __ copper and 2.16% zinc. 
(wire manufacturers and brass mills) also Gold and Silver.—Mine production of 
dropped, from 88,457 tons in 1980 to 71,481 gold declined, while mine production of 
tons in 1981; however, stocks held by deal- silver increased in 1981. Domestic mine 
ers rose from 18,606 tons in 1980 to 40,484 output of gold supplied only about 7% of 
tons in 1981. gold metal refining production, while mine 

During 1981, Japan’s copper refining in- output of silver supplied about 21% of silver 
dustry was operating at about 84% of its metal refining production in 1980-81. Metal 
1.25-million-ton-per-year capacity. Because production of gold and silver was by eight 
of increasing imports of ores and concen- companies. Their output shares for FY 1981 
trates from Anaconda, Nippon Mining Co., by company were as follows, in percent:?° 
Ltd., and Sumitomo Metal Mining Co., Ltd., 

were reportedly expanding their refining — WS ssssS—C—COFeFssssSSS—COFsFssSSSF 
capacities at Nippon Mining’s Saganoseiki Company __Output share 
plant and at Sumitomo Metal’s Toyo plant. Gold _ Silver 

Upon completion of the expansion pro- powaMiningCo,Lid__..._._.__. 77 180 
grams by September 1982, refining capacity Furukawa Mining Co., Ltd________ 5.1 5.2 

of Nippon Mining at Saganoseiki will be MiteuiMining and SmeitingCo. Ltd. 188221 
increased from 168,000 to 204,000 tons per Nippon MiningCo.,Ltd_-_-_____.__ 214 15.6 

year, and capacity at the Toyo plant of SunitomoMetslMiningCo,ltd-22. (SL 
Sumitomo Metal will increase from 48,000 TohoZincCo,Ltd_____________ 6 15 
to 84,000 tons per year. In September 1981, Total... «1000 ~S—«2000 
Hibi Kyodo Smelting Co., Ltd., reportedly @=——@————————_______"____""_ 
had increased its refining capacity at Ta- 
mano from 102,000 to 134,000 tons per year. | During 1981, imports of gold reached an 
The cost of this expansion program was alltime record of 5.38 million troy ounces, 

estimated at $7.3 million. which was about five times that of 1980. The 

In September 1981, Rasa Industries Co, Sharp increase in 1981 gold imports was 
Ltd., sold its smelter at Miyoko to Godo attributable partially to the lower price of 

Shigen Sangyo. Beginning in October 1981, gold but was largely due to a shift of invest- 

Godo was operating the smelter to toll smelt ment from savings accounts to gold hoard- 
copper ore for Mitsui Mining and Smelting ing by the Japanese bank depositors as an 
Co., Ltd. under a long-term agreement. investment alternative motivated by a pro- 

Sumitomo Metal was planning to expand its posed tax bill that will prevent depositors 

smelting capacity of blister copper from from taking advantage of certain tax-free _ 
168,000 to 180,000 tons per year at Toyo and Savings accounts in Japanese banks. The 

to expand its refining capacity from 132,000 major overseas gold suppliers were the 
to 153,000 tons per year at Niihama. United Kingdom, 39%; Switzerland, 35%; 

The Metal Mining Agency of Japan re- and the U.S.S.R., 22%. Japan imported 14.3 

portedly is expected to extend loans of about million troy ounces of silver, mainly from 
$9 million to China for developing the Mexico, 63%; Peru, 17%; and Australia, 
Anquin copper mine during 1982-86. The 11%. 
formal joint-venture agreement was signed Demand for gold and silver by end user in 
between the two Governments in November 1981 remained about the same as in 1980 
1981. According to the agreement, a Jap- except that gold purchases for private 

anese technological assistance team is ex- Noor ne jacreased very sharply by about 
pected to arrive in China in April 1982. o 1M ivol. i. 
Exploration activities will include shaft According to the Metal Mining Agency of 
sinking, diamond drilling, underground Pan, a new gold deposit was discovered at 
mapping, and data analysis. Based on pre- Hishikari, Isa County of Kaogoshima, in 

liminary exploration, the Anquin copper southern Kyushu. The property is owned by 
deposit has potential ore reserves of about aio Mining Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Sumi- 
31 million tons, grading 1.34% copper.’ tomo Metal. According to an interim report 

In October 1981, Japan extended a prepared by Sumitomo Metal following the 
$475,800 loan to develop the Kutcho copper 28ency’s earlier exploration, the gold depos- 

mine in Canada. The mine was being devel- it 18 about 600 meters long from east to west 
oped by a consortium in which Sumitomo and 100 to 150 meters in depth. Sumitomo
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Metal was expected to spend $18 million for counted for 72.4% of Japan’s total steel 
detailed exploration." production in 1981. The crude steel produc- 

Iron and Steel.—Japan’s crude steel pro- tion of these steelmakers and their ranking 
duction fell 8.7% in 1981 from that of 1980. among the world’s top 35 crude steel pro- 
The total crude steel output, accounting for ducers in 1980-81 were as follows:” 
14.4% of the world’s total output in 1981, 
was the lowest since 1972, and Japan 7 ut 
slipped back to third place in world steel Company World ranking (milion tons) 
production, following the U.S.S.R. and the 1980 1981 1980 1981 
United States. Japan’s production of pig... 
iron also dropped by 8% to just a little over Nippon Rokan eK 3 4 i818 ES , 
80 million tons in 1981. The cutback in Kawasaki Steel Corp 8 8 1268 11.40 

. . itomo Metal In- 
production of iron and steel was due to a dustries, Ltd. 7 9 1270 11.38 

_ sharp fall in domestic demand, a slower KobeSteel Lid --- 18 238 7.48 6.70 
liquidation of steel inventory, and a de- 

crease in exports of steel in 1981. The output, capacity, and capacity utiliza- 
Japan’s production of crude steel was _ tion of the iron and steel industry in 1981 

principally by five integrated steelmakers. are shown in table 6. 
Their combined output of crude steel ac- 

Table 6.—Japan: Output, capacity, and capacity utilization of the iron and steel industry 

| Facility Number of thousand thousand Vitileation 

Production of pig iron: 
Blast furnaces _____________._.____________-_ 65 79,884 135,959.00 58.8 
Electric furnaces ____ -_____________-_____-___ 10 35 93.96 37.2 
Other furnaces ~~-~-------~----------------_ 128191902 

Total. ________________________________ 77 80,048 136,244.86 58.8 

Production of crude steel: 
Open hearth ____________~_~ ~~~ ee _- _- _- _~ 
Basic oxygen furnaces ______________-________- 94 76,479 130,012.00 58.8 
Ultrahigh power electric furnaces _________________ 604 25,197 28,378.37 88.8 

Total_______________________-___ ee 698 101,676 158,390.37 64.2 

Production of pig iron by blast furnaces § Japan’s mine production of iron ore and 
remained at 99.8% in 1981, while produc- concentrate continued to decline and re- 
tion of crude steel by basic oxygen furnaces mained insignificant in 1981. Almost all of 
was 75.2% and by ultra-high-power electric the iron ore, pellets, iron sand, and ferrug- 
furnace, 24.8%. The ratio of pig iron to inous manganese ore required by the Japa- 
crude steel was 78.7% in 1981 compared nese iron and steel industry were imported. 
with 78.1% in 1980. Japan imported 123.4 million tons of iron 

In processing the crude steel, six new ore in 1981, of which 44.5% was from 
continuous-casting machines were added Australia, 22.0% from Brazil, 12.7% from 

during 1981. By yearend, there were 147 India, 5% from Chile, 4.7% from the Repub- 

continuous-casting machines’ operating lic of South Africa, 3.6% from Canada, 2.9% 
with a capacity of 75,294,000 tons per year. from the Philippines, 2.2% from New Zea- 
The capacity utilization of continuous- land, and 2.4% from other countries. 

casting machines by the steel mill produc- In 1981, Japan’s iron and steel industry 
ers was 95.4% in 1981. The percentage of consumed 101.3 million tons of iron ore, 2.5 
continuous-casting processing of crude steel million tons of iron sand, 10.3 million tons 
output was 70.7 in 1981 compared with 59.5 of pellets, and 2.9 million tons of sinter. The 
in 1980. The percentage of rolled ordinary industry also consumed 39.6 million tons of 
steel was 74.8 in 1981 compared with 63.3 in iron and steel scrap, 63.8 million tons of 
1980, while the percentage of rolled special- coking coal (92.7% imported), 43.8 million 
ty steel was 49.9 in 1981 compared with 38.3 tons of coke, 1.4 million tons of manganese 
in 1980. As a result of these increases, ore, 933,000 tons of ferruginous manganese 

substantial improvements in energy saving ore, and 14.1 million tons of limestone. 
and product yield were made in 1981. Consumption of fuel oil declined 44.2% to
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16,711,000 barrels in 1981 as a result of oil- ports, export earnings of iron and steel rose 
free blast furnace operations by all inte- 6.7% to a record $17 billion in 1981, owing 
grated steel mills. The industry also con- to the increase in the average export unit 
sumed 5,170 million cubic meters of oxygen value for all steel products from $524 per 
and 68.6 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity ton in 1980 to $582 per ton in 1981. 
in 1981. During 1981, Japan’s imports of iron and 

Japan’s iron and steel industry employed steel, including pig iron and ferroalloys, 
about 270,000 workers in 1981, of whom totaled 3.1 million tons, a 29.7% increase 

about 194,000 were production workers. The over those of 1980; 1.1 million tons was pig 
average hourly earnings of the Japanese iron, 503,024 tons was ferroalloys, 1.3 mil- 
steelworkers were $9.02 in 1981 compared lion tons was ordinary steel, and 200,000 
with $8.13 in 1980. tons was other. Imports of plates and hot 

Because of the decrease in demand for coil accounted for the major portion of the 
steel from the domestic civil engineering imported steel products with the Republic 
and construction sector caused by reduced of Korea supplying over 80%. 
public investment and housing starts, Ja- Because of the increasing cost of produc- 
pan’s estimated apparent steel consumption tion and the sluggish steel market, most of 
dropped to 71 million tons of crude steel Japan’s integrated steelmakers suffered 
equivalent in 1981 from 79 million tons in losses from sales of ordinary steel products. 
1980. Domestic orders for ordinary and However, the major steel producers were 
special steel products by end use for 1980-81 able to offset their deficit by the profit made 
were as follows in thousand tons: from sales of seamless steel pipe and other 

high-value-added products such as single- 
ordinary Steel Specialty stool surface galvanized steel sheet, electrolytic 

End use products products galvanized steel sheet, and zinc-nickel alloy- 
1980 1981 1980 1981. Coated steel sheet. In an effort to overcome 

em their financial difficulties, Japan’s steel- 
Automobiles_____ 9,470 8,805 1,487: 1,498 makers planned to restructure production 
‘Construction and ease : 

repairing ____ 14,845 13,084 441 439 ~ facilities and to develop new products such 
Conversion and ___ 3770-3064 «2797 «2.77888 ‘seamless pipe, surface-treated sheets, 

- Electrical machinery stainless steel for extra-low-temperature 

H and equipment ap 2,524 2,257 73 73 service, heat-resistant steel, and electrical 

ipBliances 752 688199159 sheets. i apan's five Sato bien nn 
neustria! machinery invested a total of about $2.9 billion during 
Rollingttewte ~~ gan on «— 8848-1981, a 43% increase over that of 1980. The 
Shipbuilding and bulk of the investment was in expanding 

marine equipment 3,802 3,896 73 17 . . : : 

Tanksandeaias” We ST S88 TT ee ailicioncy of existing vroduction 
Other -2 2222777 1350 Me SE "8 facilities, advancing steelmaking technolo- 

Total __--_-_ BBS 49812 7.278 7,122 a and increasing the continuous-casting | 

Nippon Steel Corp. was to spend about 
Japan’s exports of ordinary steel dropped $950 million for the expansion of its seam- 

2.4% to 21.5 million tons, while exports of less pipe facility at Yawata, which was 
specialty steel rose 11.7% to 4.5 million scheduled for completion by March 1983, 
tons. Japan’s exports of iron and steel and for a continuous-casting plant at Na- 
products were 29.1 million tons in 1981 goya. Nippon Kokan K.K. was to spend 
compared with 30.3 million tons in 1980. about $474 million for the construction of a 
The 4% drop in exports was primarily 600,000-ton-per-year seamless pipe facility 
caused by a 31% decline in exports toChina at Keihin, which was to be completed in 
and a significant drop in exports to South- 1983-84, and for the expansion of its existing 
east Asian countries. The major importers plant’s seamless pipe capacity from 88,000 
of Japanese iron and steel products were to 138,000 tons per year. Sumitomo Metal, 
the United States, 6.2 million tons; China, the leading seamless pipe producer with a 
2.2 million tons; the U.S.S.R., 2 million tons; capacity of 135,000 tons per year, was to 
Saudi Arabia, 1.8 million tons; the Republic spend $616 million for building a new 
of Korea, 1.6 million tons; Taiwan, 1.5 20,000-ton-per-year seamless pipe mill at 

million tons; and Indonesia, 1.3 million Kainan and for increasing its continuous- 

tons. Despite a drop in the volume of ex- casting capacity. Kawasaki Steel Corp. was
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to spend about $567 million for expanding about 76% of their 297 ,240-ton-per-year ca- 
its small-diameter seamless pipe capacity pacity. Primary production of refined zinc 
from 25,000 to 32,000 tons per year at Chiba was at a much lower level than in 1980, and 
by September 1981 and its medium-diame- the eight producers were operating at only 
ter pipe capacity from 204,000 to 384,000 65.7% of their 1,019,640-ton-per-year capaci- 
tons per year by March 1982. Kobe Steel _ ty. 
Ltd. was to spend $498 million for construc- Dowa Mining Co. expanded the capacity 
tion of a continuous annealing and pickling of its electrolytic lead smelter at Kosaka 
line at Kakogawz and for relining its No. 3 from 20,800 to 25,200 tons per year. Mitsui 
blast furnace and providing gas treatment Mining and Smelting shut down its 21,600- 
facilities at Kobe. ton-per-year electrolytic zinc smelting plant 

Lead and Zinc.—Japan’s lead and zinc at Miike in February 1981 and planned to 
ore production was by Mitsui Mining and further scale down its 116,400-ton-per-year 
Smelting, Dowa Mining Co., Ltd., Syakanai_ distillation zinc smelting plant at Miike to 
Mining Co., Ltd., Hosokura Mining Co., 58,000 tons per year. It was reported that 
Ltd., Toyoha Mining Co., Ltd., and Nippon the Miike smelter will be separated from 
Zinc Mining Co., Ltd. In 1981, domestic Mitsui Mining and Smelting and will be- 
mine output of both lead and zinc increased come an independent company in July 1982. 
slightly and supplied 21.6% of the refined Domestic consumption of primary lead 
lead production and 35.5% of the refined dropped 2.8% to 271,151 tons in 1981. Of the 
zinc production. For the past 4 years, Ja- total consumption of primary lead, 44.5% 
pan’s refined lead and zinc production by was for the manufacture of storage batter- 
sources of raw materials was as follows:'4 ies, 25.0% for inorganic chemicals, 9.3% for 

cable sheathing, 6.9% for pipe and sheet, 
sro of production (povconD and 14.3% for manufacturing solder, bear- 

Produc. —W2are 0° production (percent) ing metals, tubes, casting, plating, and oth- 
Year tion of _ Ore er lead products. Consumption of primary 

(thousand tic Imported Scrap zinc dropped 6.4% to 687,909 tons in 1981, 
tons) other mainly because of a decline in the demand 

00S for galvanized steel sheet. By end use, 
Lead 298 4 26.0 55. 185 99.6% was for sheet galvanizing; 16.4% for 

1979 __ 221.2 22.6 7.1 20.3 wire, tube, and general galvanizing; 17.6% eer ~~ a8 a2.8 29 aes for diecasting; 13.7% for brass; and 12.7% 
Zinc: for manufacturing rolled zinc, galvanic an- 

18 77 rere 33.8 ope he odes, inorganic chemicals, copper-alloy cast- 
1980 __ 735.2 32.5 53.2 143 ings, and other zinc products. 
1981 —- 670.2 35.5 4 itl During 1981, Japan exported 2,791 tons of 

refined lead, mainly to Taiwan (1,263 tons) 
Japan imported 255,765 tons of lead ore and the Republic of Korea (1,005 tons), and 

and concentrate containing 145,705 tons of exported 51,278 tons of refined zinc princi- lead metal in 1981, principally from Canada _ pally to the Philippines, 10,308 tons; the (45%), Peru (21.4%), the United States Republic of Korea, 8,117 tons; Taiwan, 7,904 
(10.4%), the Republic of South Africa tons; the United States, 5,850 tons; Thai- 
(9.1%), Australia (4%), Thailand (3.9%), and land, 4,782 tons; Nigeria, 3,198 tons; and 
the Republic of Korea (3.3%); and 887,995 Indonesia, 3,152 tons. 
tons of zinc ore and concentrate containing Stocks of primary lead at producer plants 
429,092 tons of zinc metal mainly from were 15,556 tons at the end of 1981 com- 
Canada (81.1%), Australia (29.8%), Peru pared with 13,081 tons for 1980. Stocks of 
(28.8%), and North Korea (5.7%). Japan’s primary zinc at producer plants were 94,324 
imports of refined lead dropped 23.4% to tons at the end of 1981 compared with 
49,179 tons, and imports of refined zinc 108,371 tons for 1980. 
dropped 27.2% to 30,439 tons because of | According to the Metal Mining Agency of 
weakened domestic demand. The principal Japan, in August 1981, a new lead and zinc 
suppliers were Australia, Peru, North Ko- deposit was discovered between Tochibora 
rea, and Mexico for refined lead and North and Mozumi near the Kamioka Mine in 
Korea, the Republic of Korea, and China for Gifu Prefecture. The property is owned by 
refined zinc. Mitsui Mining and Smelting. The estimated 
Primary production of refined lead in ore reserves were 3 to 5 million tons, aver- 

1981 was at a slightly higher level than in aging 18.9% lead and 14.5% zinc, as well as 
1980; the eight producers were operating at 2.96 troy ounces of silver per ton of ore.'5
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Magnesium.—Production of primary trates was 707,200 tons, of which 316,077 
| magnesium metal continued to drop during tons was for manufacturing sinter, 216,511 

1981, while production of secondary magne-_ tons was for making pig iron, and 174,612 
sium increased. The drastically reduced de- tons was for manufacturing ferroalloys and 
mand for primary magnesium from the _ steel products. 
manufacture of aluminum alloys and nodu- Production of manganese dioxide rose 

lar cast iron, the high cost of energy, and 12% in 1981. The increase in output was | 
the high level of stocks forced the two que to the increased capacity of Toyo Soda 
primary producers—Furukawa Magnesium Industries Co., Ltd., at Hinata and the 
Co. and Ube Industries, Ltd.—to cut back 6,000-ton-per-year capacity of the Japan 

their production. The industry operated at Metal and Chemical Industries Co. at Ta- 
-about 44% of its 13,000-ton-per-year in- kaoka stimulated by the continued growth 
stalled capacity. in demand for the metal. The expansion 

Imports of magnesium metal also dropped program of Mitsui Mining and Smelting at 
by 12.2% to 10,952 tons in 1981. The major it, Takehara plant from a 19,200- to a 
supplying countries were the United States, 25,000-ton-per-year capacity was reschedul- 

eed tons; Norway, 2,517 tons; and Canada, gq for completion by mid-1982. Japan’s an- 
, Co tons. ti f ori . t. nual production capacity of manganese 

onsumption of primary magnesium me dioxide by company and plant location was 
al in 1981 was by light metal rolling, 7,822 as follows in tons:"° 
tons; aluminum alloys, 4,717 tons; nodular . 

cast iron, 1,571 tons; powder, 1,055 tons; 

light metal casting and diecasting, 979 tons; Company Location Capacity 

and other, 1,902 tons. Consumption of sec- Daiichi Carbon Co Yokohama 3.000 

ondary magnesium asa reducing agent for Japan Metal and Chemical In- Takaoka 6,000 

at BED one Bama of thacwesien metal Mitsui Mining and Smelting Takehara _ 19,200 

also dropped 538% to 42 tons. The major Toyo Soda Industries Co., Ltd Hinata___ _24,000 
buyers of the Japanese magnesium metal Total __........ 2. oo 52,200 
were the Republic of Korea (25 tons) and ————————"[[7?HHM 

Taiwan (12 tons). 
Manganese.—Production of manganese Production of manganese metal by Chuo 

ores increased 9.6%. However, over 95% of Denki Kagyo and Toyo Soda declined slight- 
the requirement for manganese was met by ly in 1981. The combined output was about 
imports. Japan imported about 1.5 million 44% of installed capacity of 9,600 tons per 

tons of manganese ores and concentrates Year. 
principally from the Republic of South Afri. _,.J@Pan imported 10,872 tons of manganese 
ca, 54.6%: Australia, 28.2%; Brazil, 7.3%; dioxide ores and concentrates from Austral- , 

and Mexico, 4.4%. Japan also imported | 4,448 tons; Gabon, 4,200 tons; and China, 

959,870 tons of ferruginous manganese ores 2,229 tons for the production of manganese 
and concentrates, mainly from the Republic dioxide and ann Prod meta’.  molybd 
of South Africa, 55.4%, and India, 40.7%. num ores and concentrates by Taea aka 

The major overseas supplying companies Mining Co. at the Higashiyama Mine was 

a ken Hill P ores and Cones Aus. insignificant at less than 100 tons. Almost 
t ros en me LOprietary 0 7» OF AUS all requirements for molybdenum were met 
ralia; South African Manganese, Amcor, by imports. Japan imported 16,276 tons of 

Ci ae pwoclated the Hooublic of South molybdenum oxides (roasted concentrates) 

Africa; and Industria e Comercio de Min- principally from the United States, 52.27%; 
ne . Canada, 29%; and Chile, 14.8%. Imports of 

Con S.A., or Brant d unroasted molybdenum ore and concentrate 
nsumption of manganese ores ane con- were only 14 tons in 1981 compared with 

centrates by the iron and steel industry was 101 tons in 1980. Imports of molybdenum 

980,000 tons, of which 962,084 tons Was trioxide were 660 tons in 1981 compared 
imported ore and 17,916 tons was domestic with 826 tons in 1980. The United States 
ore. Consumption of manganese ores and remained the most im rtant supplier of 
concentrates for the manufacture of electro- molybdenum trioxide po PP 
lytic manganese for welding rod and chemi- Consumption of m olybd enum was by bri- 

cal use and others totaled 40,004 tons, of quet clinkers, about 48%; the manufactur- 

which 23,395 tons was domestic ore and ers of ferromolybdenum, about 35%; inor- 
16,609 tons was imported ore. Consumption panic pharmaceutical, 5%; molybdenum 
of ferruginous manganese ores and concen-
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metal, about 3%; and other products, 9%. lysts, and 7% for others. 
Production of ferromolybdenum dropped The ferroalloy industry consumed about 

30% owing to the high cost of energy and 2.4 million tons of nickel ore compared with 
the lower level of specialty steel production. 2.9 million tons in 1980. Production of 
Imports of ferromolybdenum also dropped _ ferronickel was by Nippon Mining at Saga- 
39% to 273 tons in 1981 because of reduced noseki; Nippon Yakin Kogyo Co. at Miyazu 
demand from the specialty steel industry. and Toyama; Pacific Metal Co. at Hachi- 

Nickel.—Production of refined nickel de- nohe; Shimura Kako Co. at Date, Hokkaido; 
clined slightly. The reduced output was and Sumitomo Metal at Hyuga. Japan im- 
mainly due to an operation curtailment of ported 26,493 tons of ferronickel from New 
Sumitomo Metal at its Niihama nickel re- Caledonia, 49%; Indonesia, 36%; Dominica, 
finery for plant remodeling. The other re- 14%; and the United States, 1%. 
fined nickel producer was Nippon Mining, Selenium and Tellurium.—Japan is the 
which operated a refinery at Hitachi. The world’s largest producer of selenium and 
nickel refining industry operated at about tellurium, accounting for 30% and 29%, 
89% of its installed capacity. The annual respectively, in 1980. According to industry 
capacity of nickel refining in tons and its sources, the output share of selenium and 

overseas sources of raw materials by compa- tellurium by company in 1980 was as fol- 
ny were as follows: lows in percent: 

Company and plant Capacity Overseas source Company Output share 
. _. . . . Selenium Tellurium 

Nippon Mining Co., Mixed nickel-cobalt eo: reeeeeeeeeeee—=_— eee 
td.: Hitachi. 4,100 sulfides from Asia Bussei Zairyo_._____ 1.4 | 

Greenvale nickel- Mitsubishi Metal Corp... 41.2 50.2 
cobalt project of = Mitsui Metal Mining Co., Ltd_ 10.0 18.9 
Metal xploration —_ Nippon Mining Co.Ltd. 24.1 18.5 
Ltd. and Freeport- —_ Shinko Chemical Co., Ltd _ _ _ 3.6 _- 

| McMoran Co. of Sumitomo Metal Mining Co, 37 od 
Sumitomo Metal | Nickel matte from ° ———— na 

Nihewas” 22,780 NickelCoofin, _Total -------~----- 100.0 100.0 
donesia and West- 
ern Mining Ltd. of 

Maugtralia. obalt Consumption of selenium was about 200 
sulfides fromMa- tons, mainly by dry photocopiers, which use 
rinduque | Mining selenium in the light-sensitive drum. About 
Corp. of the Phil- 250 tons of selenium was exported. Con- 
ippines. sumption of tellurium was as an additive to 

ee 26,880 enhance the effectiveness of free-cutting 
nnn —————— steel, as a catalyst for use in the chemical 

, ; ; industry, as a vulcanizing agent in synthet- 
Japan’s requirements for nickel were ic rubber, in tellurium-copper, and as a 

100% dependent on overseas sources. Dur- coloring agent for glass. 
ing 1981, Japan imported 3,462,801 tons of § Japan also produced other metals and 
nickel ores and concentrates from New compounds of high purity and of significant 
Caledonia, 48%; Indonesia, 33.6%; and the quality by world standards. These metals 

Philippines, 18.4%. Imports of nickel matte included cerium, germanium, germanium 
and speiss totaled 36,608 tons, of which oxide, indium, lanthanum oxide, silicon, 
18,648 tons was from Indonesia, 15,408 tons tantalum, and uranium. Most of the output 

from Australia, and 2,552 tons from New of these metals was from imported materi- 
Caledonia. Japan also imported 17,732 tons als. 
of refined nickel principally from Canada, Titanium.—Japan remained the world’s 
29%; the U.S.S.R., 18%; Australia, 16%; the second largest titanium sponge producer. 
Philippines, 11%; the United States, 8.5%; Production of titanium sponge reached an- 
and Zimbabwe, 6%. other record high of 25,000 tons owing to the 
Consumption of refined nickel dropped expanded capacity of Osaka Titanium Co., 

6.6% to 34,114 tons. The reduced demand Ltd. The industry’s installed annual capaci- 

was caused mainly by a 23% drop in the _ ty was 26,000 tons in 1980 and 27,400 tons in 
manufacture of nonferrous alloys. Of the 1981; by early 1982, another 5,000 tons of 
total refined nickel consumed, 38% was for annual capacity will be added by Osaka 
the manufacture of specialty steel, 20% for Titanium. The installed annual capacity of 

plating, 17% for nonferrous alloys, 7% for titanium sponge by company for 1981 and 
magnetic materials, 7% for fabricated prod- projected 1982 capacity was as follows in 
ucts, 3% for storage batteries, 1% for cata- tons:17
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Cs trates totaled 2,256 tons. Japan also import- 
Installed ~~ ed_ 155 tons of tungsten powder and flakes 

Company Location = __“Spe___ mainly from the Republic of Korea (86%) 
T1982 8d the Federal Republic of Germany (8%). 
Nippon Soda Co.,Ltd  Nihongi-__ 2,200 ~—-2,200 Consumption of tungsten was mainly for 

OTe Titanium Co, Amagasaki - 13,200 18,200 the manufacture of tungsten metal, 65%; 
Toho, Titanium Co., Chigasaki__ 12,000 12,000 calcium tungsten acid, 18%; ferrotungsten, 

———_————— 15%; and inorganic chemicals and other, 
Total _____ ~~ -------- 27,400 32,400 2%. The estimated consumption of tungsten 

— OFS and concentrates was 2,900 tons. 

Osaka Titanium and Toho Titanium Co., 

Ltd., produced titanium sponge by the mag- NONMETALS 

nesium reduction process (Kroll method), § Cement.—Production of cement contin- 
while Nippon Soda Co., Ltd., used the sodi- yed to decline because of the reduced de- 
ind reduction ted at Beate oe oe The mand caused by the Government's policy to 
industry operated at about YW of tS M- hold zero growth in public works projects. 
stalled capacity. os However, exports of cement increased to 10 

Japan's requirements of titanium ores million tons in 1981 from 8.7 million tons in 
and concentrates were 100% dependent on 1980 

moports tape Wore mainly fron Malaveie The industry continued its efforts to re- 
48%: Australia. 22%: India, 179%: and Sri duce the costs of production by switching its 
Lanka, 12%. , , , 7 energy source from C-type fuel oil to coal. 

According to the Japan Titanium Society, According to the Japan Cement Associa- 
domestic sales of titanium sponge, including ion, as of March 1981, 83.6% of the heat 
internal plant consumption, surged by 31% used in calcining was from coal. Among the 

over those of 1980 to 14,483 tons in 1981, 24 cement producers, Ube Industries, Chi- 
while exports of titanium sponge rose 25% chibu Cement Co., and Mitsui Mining and 
over those of 1980 to 10,005 tons in 1981. Cement used only coal for calcination. Oth- 
The major importing countries were the ers had remodeled their kilns, crushers, and 
United States, 4,291 tons; the United King- dryers and set up coal depots to receive and 
dom, 2,725 tons; and the Netherlands, 2,219 store coal for the cement plants. 

tons. | In 1981, Sumitomo Cement Co., Ltd., com- 
Because of the worldwide economic reces- pleted a 4,800-ton-per-day kiln conversion at 

sion, particularly the slump in the aviation its Ako plant anda 2,100-ton-per-day precal- 

inestry, npn htanium eet par cining system at its Tochigi plant. Chichibu 
ned to cut back its output by vo’ to 1U'% In Cement completed a 4,800-ton-per-day kiln 
1982. During 1981, several importers of conversion to precalcining at its Chichibu 
Japanese. maniaum Nell ox requested de- No. 1 plant and a 2,000-ton-per-day kiln 
erred shipments as well as a reduction in ; ahi : 

the long-term contract price. However, ac- Cnvereenet cb had completed a 
cording to the president of Osaka Titanium, 2,900-ton-per-day kiln conversion at its Mu- 

the program to boost capacity by 5,000 tons roran plant. Osaka Cement Co., Ltd., was 

Pecbanged. the Amagasaki plant remained expected to install the world’s largest roller 

Tungsten.—Output of tungsten ores and mill at its Kochi plant. The new line has a 
concentrates continued to decline because clinker capacity of 7,200 to ns il day and 
of the rising cost of extraction and lower ore “@S scheduled for start up in 1982. . 
grades. The important producers were Ka- Domestic consumption of cement remain- 

neuchi Mining Co., Ltd., accounting for 32% ¢@d at about the 80-million-ton level. The 
of output; Awaniura Mining Co., Ltd., 25%; domestic market share by major cement 
Yaguki Mining Co., Ltd., 16%; Tanaka Min- Producers in 1981 was Onoda Cement Co., 
ing Co., Ltd., 14%; Chitose Mining Co., Ltd., [td., 16.1%; Nippon Cement Co., Ltd. 
7%; and two small producers, 6%. In 1980- 19.9%; Sumitomo Cement, 12.6%; Mitsu- 
81, the requirements for tungsten ores and__bishi Mining and Cement, 11.5%; and 43.9% 
concentrates were 75% to 80% dependent by 20 other companies. The ready-mix con- 
on overseas sources, primarily the Republic crete industry remained the dominant 
of Korea, Portugal, Australia, Bolivia, and end user, accounting for about 60% of the 
China. total demand. Other significant end users 

Imports of tungsten ores and concen- included manufacturers of cement products,
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accounting for about 13.6%; public and for FY 1981 were as follows in thousand 

private buildings, 3.4%; civil engineering, _ tons: 
2.6%; and all others, 20.4%. Exports totaled 
10,011,391 tons of portland cement. The  ——<§|"— eee 
major importing countries were Saudi Ara- Item igh-analysis uper 
bia 2.5 million tons; Kuwait, 2.38 million tiv _prospt 

tons; Singapore, 1.4 million tons; and Tai- Stocks at the beginning _ _ 664.3 65.3 
wan, 1.1 mrtion fons. Because. oF re Salle Shipmenta_—-— ~~~ 27000 i929 
up of cement output capacity in the South- Exports ___________ ; ; 
east Asian countries, future exports of ce- Stocks at the end-----— 
ment to these developing countries were | 
expected to decline. Requirements for phosphate ore were 

Fertilizer Materials.—Production of am- 100% dependent on imports. Japan import- 
monium sulfate remained at 1.8 million ed about 2.3 million tons of natural calcium 
tons in 1981, while the output of urea phosphates, natural aluminum-calcium 
continued its downward trend to 1.5 million phosphates, and apatite and phosphatic 
tons in 1981. In the past year, about 80% to chalk. Major suppliers were the United 
90% of Japan’s urea production was export- States, 1.3 million tons; Morocco, 606,200 
ed to China. Since 1979, China has emerged tons; and Jordan, 220,000 tons. 
as one of the leading urea producers in the lodine.—Japan remained the world’s 
world and has cut back imports of urea largest producer of iodine in 1981. Produc- 
from Japan and turned to other countries tion of iodine in Japan was mainly from 
such as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia for sup- subsurface brine accompanied by wet-type 
ply. It was reported that during 1981 the natural gas in the southern Kanto Gasfield 
price of urea from Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in Chiba, Tokyo, and Kanagawa Prefec- 
fell 41% to about $150 to $160 per ton, while tures. The output from these areas account- 

the Japanese price was about $200 per ton. ed for about 80% of Japan’s total output of 
Because of reduced exports and domestic iodine. The remaining 20% of iodine pro- 

consumption of nitrogen fertilizer, Japan duction was from the Niigata and Nakajo 
continued to cut its surplus capacity. As of Gasfields in Niigata Prefecture and the 
July 1980, 26% of ammonia production Sadowara Gasfield in Miyazaki Prefecture 
capacity and 42% of urea capacity was in southern Kyushu. Southern Okinawa 
eliminated. During 1981, the output of urea and Oshamanbe in southern Hokkaido were 
dropped 23.5% owing to a 25.7% decline in the other areas proven to have occurrences 
domestic demand and a 16.5% drop in _ of iodine. 
exports. Consumption of urea in Japan was Annual capacity and production of iodine 

for fertilizer use (266,000 tons) and industri- by company and plant location in 1980 were 
al use (482,000 tons). In 1981, exports of urea 5 follows in tons: 
totaled only 788,000 tons compared with 
944,000 tons in 1980. Although the output of 
ammonium sulfate remained relatively ——@£- ———————_______—__—_- 
unchanged in 1981, domestic consumption Company pogation | Output Capac 
by the manufacturers of fertilizer dropped = ds 
to 1.0 million tons in 1981 from 1.2 million 1° Chemical IndustryCo = Chiba-__ 2,178 3,00 

. . igata _ 651 960 
tons in 1980 owing to bad weather and Miyazaki 146 240 
reduced exports of ammonium sulfate. As a seer as Gas Devel- Chiba - - 662720 
result, stocks at the end of 1981 rose 84% to NipponChemicalCo___  _____do 311 360 
283,000 tons. Nippon Halogen Chemi- Niigata _ 324 360 

In 1981, Japan’s production of ammonium Nippon ‘Natural Gas In- _Chiba__ 936 1,260 
chloride was about 560,000 tons, of which ustry Vo. 

217,000 tons was for the manufacture of Unite bo urces Indus — -- ~ -do 1,321 1,800 

fertilizer, 21,000 tons was for industrial use, 
and about 300,000 tons was exported. The — 7) =-->==-=-> DTD 
output of calcium cyanamide in 1981 was 
about 143,000 tons. Of the total demand, According to a 1976 estimate, the recover- 
133,000 tons was for the manufacture of able iodine reserves in Japan were about 10 
fertilizer, 13,000 tons was for industrial use, million tons.’ 
and 1,000 tons was exported. Japan exported about 90% of its 1981 

The estimated supply and demand for output, principally to the United States, 
high-analysis fertilizer and superphosphate Western European countries, and India.
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Because of the increase in extraction costs 49,200 tons. 

caused by the dispersion of wells drilled in Salt.—Salt production from evaporates 
early 1981, the export price for iodine rose was estimated at 1.0 million tons in 1981, 
23% to $16 per kilogram of iodine. while imports of salt were 6.5 million tons. 

The first Japanese-United States joint Major overseas suppliers in 1981 were Mexi- 
venture project for the production of iodine co, 3.0 million tons; Australia, 2.9 million 
from oil brine in Kingfisher County, Okla., tons; and China, about 550,000 tons. Con- 
was started in September 1981. The cost sumption of salt for general use was esti- 
was estimated at $2.3 million, and the mated at 1.6 million tons, and about 6.3 
project was scheduled to come onstream in million tons was consumed by the manufac- 
the second quarter of 1982 with an annual _ turers of caustic soda. 

. capacity of 120 to 160 tons of iodine using The estimated production of caustic soda 
newly developed advanced technology. by the chlor-alkali industry was about 3 
North American Brine Resources Co., the million tons in 1981. During 1981, Japan 
joint venture company, is owned 50% by imported about 53,000 tons of caustic soda 
Godoe (U.S.A.), Inc., a subsidiary of Japan’s in aqueous solution, principally from the 
United Resources Industry Co. 40% by Republic of Korea, 24,353 tons; and Canada, 
Beard Oil Co. of the United States;and 10% 22,800 tons. Japan also imported about 280 
by Inorgchem Development, Inc., a subsid- tons of caustic soda in solid form as follows: 
iary of Japan’s Mitsui and Co. (U.S.A.), the United States, 125 tons; the Federal 
Inc.?° Republic of Germany, 98 tons; and Sweden, 

Limestone.—Japan’s mine production of 55 tons. 7 
limestone dropped slightly by 4.4% to the Consumption of caustic soda remained at 
177-million-ton level because of the reduced about 2.9 million tons in 1981. A total of 
demand from cement and iron and steel 287,500 tons of caustic soda was exported, 
industries. Japan is self-sufficient in lime- mainly to Australia, 251,300 tons; Thailand, 
stone and remained a leading producer and 19,000 tons; and the Republic of Korea, 
exporter of limestone in the world. The 7,200 tons. 
industry employed about 9,300 workers, or Sulfur.—Because of the reduced oil im- 
about 54% of the total labor force in Japan’s ports and a slowdown in petroleum refining 
nonmetal mining sector in 1981. The major in Japan, the output of recovered sulfur 
limestone mining companies were Ube In- from petroleum refining declined in 1981, 
dustrial Co., Ltd.; Mitsubishi Mining Ce- while domestic consumption remained at 
ment Co., Ltd.; Nittetsu Mining Co., Ltd; 855,000 tons. Exports of sulfur decreased 
Todaka Mining Co., Ltd.; Onoda Cement; Owing to the tight supply situation in the 
and Nippon Cement Co., Ltd. domestic market. The output of sulfuric 

Consumption of limestone was mainly by acid remained at 6.7 million tons in 1981, 

the cement industry, iron and steel indus- While domestic consumption and exports 
try, and civil engineering sector. Limestone increased slightly. The demand and supply 
consumed by major end users for 1980-81 Situation of sulfur and sulfuric acid for FY 
was as follows in thousand tons: 1980 and FY 1981 were as follows in thou- 

sand tons: 

Industry 1980 1981 

FY 1980" FY 1981 

Iron and teel ~~ -—-——— 22,205 20,24 " Production ——__-____ 1,182 1,092 
os 10,589 i7ig «Demand: cid 568 573 

Total __________ 186463 »=—«179,258.«Bypypeh "7~~>--77 312 535 
LES, Sulfuric acid: 

Production ~o ue ee 6,684 6,676 
Other industries consuming limestone in "as 

1981 included soda and glass, ceramic Industrial uae 272 tm Psd 
wares, tile, inorganic chemicals, pesticides, Exports__-___------ 352 436 
paper manufacturing, and the manufacture "Revised. 
of construction materials. 

During 1981, Japan exported about 1.3 The Republic of Korea and Taiwan were 
million tons of limestone, principally to the major importing countries of Japanese 
Australia, 1.2 million tons; and Singapore, sulfur, while Australia and the Philippines
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were the major importing countries of Japa- The demand for coal rose 10% in 1981 
nese sulfuric acid. - compared with that of 1980 as a result of a 

Other Nonmetals.—Other nonmetallic sharp increase in demand from cement and 
minerals produced in significant quantities _ utility industries, which were shifting their 
included dolomite, magnesia clinker, gyp- energy source from oil to coal. Coal demand 
sum, pyrites, and pyrophyllite. Other non- by consuming sector and by source for 1981 
metallics in less significant quantities were was as follows: 
feldspar, clays, barite, and tale. 

MINERAL FUELS Quan- — Source of coal 

. Consuming sector (thon. ___(Percent) 
Coal.—Domestic production of coal de- sand Do  Im- 

clined to 17.7 million tons. The October coal tons) _mestic ports 
mine accident at the Yubari Mine in Hok-  yanufacturing: 
kaido, the third worst mine disaster in Coke sand examig7 77 5:135 25.1 74.9 

Japan's history, reduced coal output from —fronandstecl. .~S«G8'999 SBM. 
the Hokkaido area. Increased imports of Other_________-___ 2,269 37.4 626 
cheap foreign coal and the high production Total.__________ 81,708 103 89.7 
cost of domestic coal prevented the domestic _ — 
coal producers from achieving the 20- Utilities: power... 12471 789 284 
million-ton target set by the Government’s Gas______________ 1442 464 586 
national policy in 1981. Total.__________ 18918 711 98.9 

About 20 coal companies were operating Other_______________ 1465 968 3.2 
45 coal mines, of which 30 were located in nn 
Hokkaido, 9 in Kyushu, and 6 in Honshu, __ Grand total------- 97,086 20.3 79.7 
the main island. Of the total coal produced 
in 1981, 35% was coking and 65% was Taikey Otanko was rehabilitating its coal 
steam coal. By coal district, 59.7% of the mine in Hokkaido after a 10-year period of 
total coal output was from Hokkaido, 39.7% shutdown. The mine was scheduled to come 
was from Kyushu, and 0.6% was from  onstream in 1983 with an annual output of 
Honshu. During 1981, the industry employ- about 350,000 tons of coal. 
ed about 18,200 coal miners, about 11,700 in According to information provided for the 
Hokkaido, 6,400 in Kyushu, and 90 in 1980 World Energy Conference, Japan’s 
Honshu. Labor productivity was about 81 coal reserves were estimated at 8,532 mil- 
tons of coal per month per miner in 1981. lion tons, of which about 1,050 million tons, 

Domestic coal supplied about 20% of de- mostly bituminous coal, was economically 
mand for coal, which was about 97.1 million recoverable.” . 
tons, and the remaining 80% was imported. According to the latest MITI projections 

Japan imported about 65 million tons of 0n the long-term energy supply and demand 
coking coal to help meet requirements of forecast for FY 1990, Japan’s coal require- 
about 71 million tons. The major foreign ments were estimated at 153 million tons. 

countries supplying coking coal were Aus- The domestic coal supply was estimated at 
tralia, 29.1 million tons; the United States, 18 to 20 million tons, and the remaining 133 

21.5 million tons; Canada, 9.2 million tons; to 185 million tons of coal requirements 
and the Republic of South Africa, 2.7 mil- Were to be met by imports. In an effort to 
lion tons. Because of a drastic increase in Secure and diversify the sources of the 
demand for steam coal to 25.5 million tons future coal requirements, Japan continued 
in 1981 from 17.2 million tons in 1980, to seek overseas coal resources, particularly 

imports of steam coal rose sharply to 11.8 Onene Western United States, Canada, and 
million tons in 1981 from 5.2 million tons in ina. 
1980. This surge in demand was due to In mid-1981, the Foreign Coal Problems 
sharply increased uses in the cement and Council, a private advisory organ of the 
utility industries. The major foreign steam MITI Natural Resources and Energy Agen- 
coal suppliers were Australia, 5.4 million CY» Published an interim report in which it 
tons; the United States, 2.1 million tons; @mcouraged Japanese-United States joint 
and China, 1.2 million tons. Japan also development of coal resources in the West- 
imported 797,000 tons of anthracite from €! United States.?? During 1981, a feasibili- 

the following suppliers: China, 419,000 tons; ty Study was conducted by the Rocky Moun- 
Vietnam, 196,000 tons; and other countries, ‘ain Energy Co, a subsidiary of Union 
182,000 tons. Pacific Railroad Co., to develop the Coral
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Canyon Mine in Wyoming as a joint-devel- estimated at $205 million. Japan was to 
_ opment proposal. Japan Coal Development provide the financing for the construction, 

Co. (JCDC) reportedly expressed interest in while Australia will provide the coal, the 
the project. Other projects reportedly have _ plant site, and related facilities. 
been proposed to the JCDC for the joint Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Japan’s do- 
development of coal in Colorado and other mestic crude oil output was equivalent to— 
states in western regions of the United about 0.2% of its requirements for crude oil 
States. in 1981. Production of crude oil dropped 

A major coal agreement was signed in 9.5% to 2.87 million barrels in 1981 compar- 
early 1981 between a consortium of Japa- ed with that of 1980. Imports of crude oil 
nese steel producers and two Canadian also dropped by 10.4% to 1,448 million 
mining companies for Japan to import a_ barrels in 1981. Overall consumption of 
total of 95 million tons of coking coal and 15 crude oil declined 9.7% to 1,327 million 
million tons of steam coal over a 15-year barrels in 1981 as a result of Japan’s contin- 
period from the Peace River Coalfield (mew uing efforts on energy conservation and 
mines to be developed) in northeast British shifting of energy sources from oil to coal, 
Columbia. The first delivery is expected to liquefied natural gas (LNG), and nuclear 
start in October 1983. The two Canadian power. 
mining companies involved were Denison Imported crude oil remained significant 
Mines, Ltd.; and Teck Corp. Denison will in Japan’s overall energy supply, however, 
supply 70 million tons of coking coal and 15 representing about 66% of the 1981 energy 
million tons of steam coal, while Teck will supply. According to MITT’s latest long- 
supply 25 million tons of coking coal. | term energy supply and demand forecast, 

Another coal agreement between a group _ the share of imported oil was to be reduced 
of Japanese major steel producers and Man- to 49.1% of total energy supply in FY 1990 
alta Coal, Ltd., of Calgary, Alberta’s larg- from 66.4% in FY 1980. Japan’s imports of 
est coal producer, was also signed in early crude oil were about 3,967,000 barrels per 
1981. The agreement calls for Manalta to day in 1981 compared with 4,414,000 barrels 
supply Japanese steel producers with a__ per day in 1980. 
total of 31.5 million tons of coking coal over By regional source, the Middle East 
a 15-year period starting in 1983 with 2.1 accounted for 69% of the total imports in 
million tons per year. The Japanese report- 1981 compared with 73.2% in 1980; Asia, 
edly agreed to have a 40% equity participa- 24.6% in 1981 compared with 23.4% in 1980; 
tion in the coal development. The coal mine Latin America, 3.9% in 1981 compared with 
to be developed is located in the Hinton 1.8% in 1980; and Africa, 2.4% in 1981 
area of Alberta. compared with 1.5% in 1980. The major 

Japan will extend about $200 million in .supplying countries were Saudi Arabia, 
loans for the development of coal in China. 34.2% in 1981 compared with 31.6% in 1980; 
In FY 1980, about $90 million in loans was Indonesia, 15.7% in 1981 compared with 
extended to three coal projects in Hebeiand 14.3% in 1980; the United Arab Emirates, 
Shanxi Provinces and related shipping facil- 13.6% in both 1980 and 1981; other Middle 
ities in Qinhuangdao. According to an East countries (Oman, Kuwait, Qatar, Iran, 
agreement signed in September 1980, China Iraq, Bahrain, and Neutral Zone), 21.2% in 
promised to export 10 million tons per year 1981 compared with 28.0% in 1980; and 
of coal to Japan starting in 1985, of which China, 4.6% in 1981 compared with 3.6% in 
6.5 million tons will be steam coal and 3.5 1980. 
million tons will be coking coal. Two supplying countries nearly tripled 

A coal trade agreement between 16 Japa-__ their exports of crude oil to Japan in 1981: 
nese companies and the Chinese Govern- Mexico exported 74,000 barrels per day in 
ment was signed in mid-1981 for the Japa- 1981 compared with 25,000 in 1980, and 
nese companies to import 1.5 million tons of Nigeria exported 21,000 barrels per day in 
coking coal from China during FY 1982. 1981 compared with 7,000 in 1980. Three 

In November 1981, construction work on countries increased by more than 50% their 
the coal liquefaction pilot plant was started exports to Japan: Egypt exported 5,000 
in the Morwell district of the Latrobe Val- barrels per day in 1981 versus 3,000 barrels 
ley, about 150 kilometers southeast of Mel- per day in 1980, Algeria exported 46,000 
bourne in Victoria, Australia. The brown _ barrels per day in 1981 versus 28,000 barrels 
coal liquefaction project was promoted asa per day in 1980, and Ecuador exported 
national project of Japan and Australia. 26,000 barrels per day in 1981 versus 17,000 
The total construction cost of the plant was _ barrels per day in 1980.
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According to the report released by MITI _ tion of the world’s first pilot plant to extract 
in mid-1981, Japan saved 125.8 million bar- uranium from seawater at the town of Nio 
rels in oil consumption in FY 1980, which in Kagawa Prefecture on Shikoku Island. 
represented a 10.1% drop from the FY 1979 The $11 million plant was scheduled for 
level. Energy conservation by industry and completion in 1983 and to begin test oper- 
households, shifting from oil to coal and ations in 1984. The technology of extracting 
LNG, and greater use of hydro and nuclear uranium from seawater, which uses titanic 
power were cited as the major contributing acid absorbent, was jointly developed by the 
factors to the drop in oil consumption. MITI_ Industrial Science and Technology Agency 
had set a goal of savings in oil consumption of MITI, the Institute of Industrial Science 
by another 157 million barrels for FY 1981. —_ of the University of Tokyo, and the Mitsu- 

Domestic production of natural gas bishi Chemical Industries Research Insti- 
dropped 4.3% to 74,245 million cubic feet in tute. According to the agency’s plan, the 
1981. The output of gas from natural gas- pilot plant will be capable of producing 10 
fields was 98%, and the remaining 2% was __ kilograms of uranium per year. The plant is 
produced from oilfields and _ coalfields. expected to collect data for the development 
About 75% of the country’s natural gas of full-scale extraction in the future. The 
output was from the Niigata Gasfields and operating costs were budgeted at about $7.7 
20% was from the Chiba Gasfields. The million.” 
total output of natural gas accounted for ——__ 
about 0.6% of Japan’s total energy supply 1Economist, Division of Foreign Data. 
in 1981 *Where appropriate, values have been converted from 

° . . Japanese yen (Y) to U.S. dollars at the rate of Consumption of domestically produced Y226.75-—-US$1.00 for 1980 and Y220.53= US$1.00 for 1981. 
natural gas was estimated at 95,400 million _°U.S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan. State Department Air- cubic feet in 1981. About 28.8% was con- ""tjnonn “Moral Journal (Tokyo), V. 11, No. 51, Dee. 21, 
sumed by the chemical industry, 21.0% by 1981, p. 7. V. 11, No, 88, Sept. 21, 1981, p. § v. 11. No. 51 : se : ———. V. 11, No. 38, . 2i, , p. 9; v. 11, No. 51, the oil and gas mining industries, 23.5% by pec. 21, 1981, p. 5; v.12, Novd, Jan 25, 1089 poy Dee 
the electric industry, 22.8% by the gas 9, Mar. 1, 1982, Pp. i No.617 J 1982p. 44 : * ae uminum (Tokyo). No. , January , p. 44. industry, 3.2% by other manufacturing in 7American Metal Market. V. 89, No. 117, June 18, 1981, dustries, and 0.7% by others. p. 15. ; Aug. 20.1981. v.2 

During 1981, Japan imported 16,832,000 Minerals Report. Aug. 20, 1981, p. 220. ? 9s Japan Metal J I. V. 11, No. 33, Aug. 17, 1981, p. 6; v. tons of LNG as follows: Indonesia, 51%; 11, No. 47, Nov. 93, 1981, p. 9. ° "8 Poy 
Brunei, 31%; Abu Dhabi, 12%; and the ,, "Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 182, No. 11, 
United States, 6%. Consumption of LNG in Page 31 of work cited in footnote 8. 
Japan was by electric utilities, 76.4%; city Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6627, Oct. 2, 1981, p. 15. 
gas companies, 20.3% - and the manufactur- 1983 Pap, etal Journal (Tokyo). V. 12, No. 24, June 14, 

ing industry, 3.3%. By 1986, Japan will 1Moul Bee No. 12, Mar. 22, 1982, p. 9. 1989. v.25 
° +4 “11; e ulletin Monthly (London). i , p. 25. import an additional 18.5 million tons of 13Metal Bulletin (London). Mar. 31, 1981, p. 33. - LNG from Indonesia, Malaysia, and Aus- “Japan Metal Journal (Tokyo). V. 12, No. 12, Mar. 22 
tralia. The signed contracts for the addition- 1982, p. 5. V.11,No.88, Aug. 17, 1981, p.1 
al LNG imports by country are as follows:?5 Industrial Rare Metals (Tokyo). No. 75, Annual Re- 

view, »p. . 
178 niyokwai-Shi (Journal of the Mining and Metallurgi- 

Shipments cal Association, Kyoto). V. 19, No. 7, December 1981, p. 512. 
———— ’8Rock Products. V. 85, No. 4, April 1982, p. 92. 

Country Beginning tons ner “Industrial Minerals (London). No. 19-8500, April 1982, 
pp. 101, 103. 

year ?0Japan Chemical Week (Toyko). Sept. 3, 1981, p. 1. 
Chemical Marketing Reporter. V. 330, No. 3P July 20, 

Malaysia (Sarawak) ______ 1983 6.0 1981, pp. 3, 24. 
Indonesia (Badak) _______ 1983 3.2 21 World Coal. V. 7, No. 5, July-August 1981, p. 15. Indonesia (Arun) _______~ 1984 3.3 221).S. Embassy, Tokyo, Japan. State Department Air- Australia_______._____ 1986 6.0 gram A-120, Sept. 25, 1981. 

TT No aPan Petroleum and Energy Weekly (Tokyo). V. 17, 
oO. » May 1vU, » PP. 2, ° 

Uranium.—In August 1981, the Metal wae; Embassy, Tokyo, Japan. State Department Tele- . gram 2121, Feb. 6, 1981. 
Mining Agency of Japan started construc-





The Mineral t e Mineral Industry of 
Kenya 

By Thomas O. Glover' 

In 1981, the growth of the mining and Toward the end of 1980, two technical 
quarrying sector of Kenya’s economy re- cooperation agreements were signed. The 
mained relatively unchanged. Although the first was between the Kenyan and British 
real gross domestic product (GDP) was up Governments in which the Kenyan Mines 
approximately 2.5% at $4.3 billion? the and Geological Department and the British 
mining and quarrying sector accounted for Institute of Geological Sciences will under- 
less than 1% of GDP, or $10.8 million. The take a 4-year joint geological mapping and 
economy was very vulnerable to energy mineral exploration program. The project, 
costs as the country imported the majority known as the Samburu-Marsabit Geological 
of its energy-producing materials. Kenya Mapping and Mineral Exploration Project, 
had no known resources of oil, coal, gas, or aims at producing geological maps on the 
nuclear fuel. It was estimated that known scale 1:250,000 of an area of approximately 
hydroelectric resources will be fully devel- 100,000 square kilometers in north-central 
oped within the next 15 or 20 years. Geo- Kenya. A geochemical exploration program, 
thermal energy was still in its early stages which will contribute to the compilation of 
of development, and the potential was esti- a preliminary inventory of mineral occur- 
mated to be between 170 and 1,000 mega-_ rences in the area, will be undertaken as 
watts. Kenya’s various natural resources well. 
are depleting rapidly, and with the demand The second agreement was signed with 
for energy growing steadily owing to in- the Finnish Government. In this agree- 
creased population and higher industriali- ment, the Mines and Geological Depart- 
zation and modernization of the rural sector ment of the Finnish Geological Survey will 
of the economy, the country faces a poten- undertake a joint industrial minerals as- 
tial energy shortage that has no easy solu- sessment program. The project aims at 
tion. carrying out a countrywide assessment of 

Kenya opened a major hydroelectricdam industrial minerals, offering specialized ser- 
in December 1981 that was built with West vices to the private sector, creating aware- 
European aid and designed to avert further ness of the importance of the industries that 
crises such as the crippling power reduc- are related to industrial minerals, and even- 
tions of 1980. The powerplant is located on tually beginning mining and processing of 
the Tana River, 161 kilometers northeast of the deposits. 
Nairobi, and will produce 40 megawatts, Also toward the end of 1980, a team from 
which will be a 10% addition to Kenya’s the United Nations Revolving Fund for 
national grid. The European Economic Natural Resources Exploration undertook a 
Community, the Federal Republic of Ger- mineral exploration program for any eco- 
many, and the United Kingdom put up nomic minerals in the Lolgorien-Migori 
loans and grants of $90 million of the $110 Belt on the southwestern border with Tan- 
million required for the plant. Kenya fur- zania near Lake Victoria. 
nished the fina] $20 million. | 
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PRODUCTION AND TRADE | 

The principal mineral commodities pro- ed slightly in 1981 after a considerable 
duced continued to be soda ash and fluor- increase in 1980. Most other mineral pro- 
spar. Soda ash was Kenya’s leading mineral duction was on a low-volume basis, with 
export, with most going to Southeast Asian local markets predominating as the prima- 
countries. ry users. Cement capacity was increased as 

Magadi Soda Co., a major foreign- demand was up in the major cities. The 
exchange earner, was expanding its soda value of gem stone exports amounted to. 
ash production capacity from 220,000 to over $18 million in foreign exchange. Active 
300,000 tons per year. Plans were under prospecting for gem stones, particularly 
way to expand rail- and port-handling facili- garnet and ruby, continued in the Taita- 
ties to cope with the increased production. Taveta districts. 
Production of fluorspar and barite decreas- | 

Table 1.—Kenya: Production of mineral commodities: 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° ee 

METALS 
Beryl, gross weight ______________________ __ _- (?) (7) _- 
Gold, mine output, metal content_____ troy ounces__ 135 205 £200 125 100 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore: 
Gross weight _.___________________ 16,000 20,129 20,000 14,567 14,000 
Iron content® _~-_- == 9,600 12,077 12,000 9,469 9,000 

Crude steel® __-__-______________ 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
NONMETALS 

Barite __--______-_____~_____ Lee 429 298 300 6,647 6,000 
Cement, hydraulic________.__ _ thousand tons__ 1,144 1,125 851 1,272 1,300 
Clays: Kaolin. 2-2 ~___~__ 495 1,514 ©1,500 1,487 1,400 
Corundum ______~_~_ __ (?) €(2) (?) __ Diatomite..__________________________ 2,441 1,690 1,266 1,677 1,700 Feldspar_____________________________ 1,869 949 ®1,000 387 400 Fluorspar____________________________ 124,000 106,564 77,104 93,378 90,000 
Gem stones, precious and semiprecious: 

Aquamarine ________________ kilograms__ 10 275 NA 35 NA Garnet?_______§___ do 160 274 NA 237 NA 
Ruby___~__~__________________do____ 532 316 NA 414 NA Sapphire _____________________do____ 4 1 NA 148 NA 
Tourmaline____________________do____ 23 23 NA 39 NA Gypsum and anhydrite____________________ 25,999 ©30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 

Lime____-_~_~~___~~____ 17,826 “50,000 27,000 26,025 27,000 
Magnesite____________________________ 3,575 4,000 “4,000 1 10 
Meerschaum _____§__»- 5 5 5 5 e _— -_ _- _— NA 
Fhosphatic materials: Guano ________________ 55 19,943 NA — 50 

t: 
Crude _____________________ 39,932 19,514 21,846 26,966 27,000 Refined _______.-____~_ 2 12,300 ©12,000 ©12,000 20,050 21,000 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Soda, crushed, raw ____________________ 2,293 114 NA 1,530 1,600 Soda ash________ 109,444 152,522 223,845 203,768 250,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Calcareous: 

Calcite _____.________ Le 600 ©600 NA _- NA 
Coral (for cement manufacture)® ___.._____ 950,000 950,000 - NA (*) 1,000,000 
Kunkur (for cement manufacture) ________ 44,914 111,647 NA 121,460 125,000 
Limestone (for cement manufacture)______ _ 50,197 “50,000 NA 1,540,777 500,000 Sand______________ 17,665 23,758 NA 5960 25,000 _ Shale___________-___-_-___-__-_____  °825,000 257,402 NA 295,183 300,000 

Talc (pyrophyllite). $$. $25 ~5 2 »§ 270 —_ __ _- —_ 
Vermiculite.__§ _-.-9_~§_~_~_§_§____ 4,320 1,863 2,260 2,558 2,600 

Wollastonite __________________________ 300 100 NA _- 50 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Carbon dioxide, natural ___________________ 1,960 2,243 NA 3,014 3,000 aN SY — eee 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline, motor ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 3,112 3,230 4,060 3,629 NA Jet fuel _-_._-_________________do____ 3,013 3,023 4,209 3,492 NA 
Kerosine _____________________do____ —_ _— _- — NA Distillate fuel oil.__._____________do____ 4,126 4,103 1,211 4,540 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Kenya: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

~~ Commodity } 1977 ~~=«STBS*~*~*«CSTO 1980 1981° 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued 

Residual fuel oil 
Oth thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 7,395 7,925 7,574 68 824 NA 

er: 
Asphalt ______~________..~_do____ 207 212 24 188 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas ______—~_do____ 225 232 186 280 NA 
Unspecified _. .-_.__________ _do____ 60 °70 461 693 NA 

Refinery fuel and losses ____________do____ 781 ©3809 932 679 NA 

Total __________________do____ 18,919 19,604 «18,657 22,325 22,000 

Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 13, 1982. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Quality (gem or industrial) not specified. 
‘Coral for cement manufacture apparently has been included with limestone for cement manufacture. 
5Probably an incomplete figure. 
SIncludes some fuel oil also described as unfinished oil. 

Table 2.—Kenya: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Imted . .  »&+;}.. .. 2. OO 
mmo’ United Other (principal) 

METALS ‘ 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ kilograms_ — 3 -- 
Alumina _____._____—-do___. ~ 10 -- 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap______~_ ~~ 525 795 _. Japan 522; Pakistan 122; Mozam- 
bique 75; Angola 70. 

Unwrought_ _ _ _ _ _ kilograms_ — 750 40 _- Uganda 28; Tanzania 12. 
Semimanufactures _______-. 194 176 _- Zaire 102; Uganda 31; Rwanda 23. 

Arsenic: Oxides and acids_ _ kilograms_ _ — 15 _- NA. 
Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides 3 

O.__- _- 
Copper: ; 

re and concentrate ________—-_~— 21 30 _. _ India 22; Belgium 8. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ — _ _ — — kilograms_ _— 1,918 105 _- All to Zambia. 
Waste and scrap. —__—~--_--- 590 407 _. __ India 196; United Kingdom 99; West 

Germany 50; Belgium 43. 
Semimanufactures _ ___-—__-~ 5 5 _— Uganda3. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 
troy ounces_ — _- 7 7 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ kilograms_ ~ 20 544 _- All to West Germany. 
Roasted pyrite ______.—_do___~_ 180 _- 

. Metal: 
Waste and scrap______-__—-_ 69 294 _. Belgium 168; India 86; Japan 32. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot 

kilograms_ — 300 303  _- Burundi 222; Sudan 80. 
Steel, primary forms _ _ ~ — — ~~ — 289 25 -- Mainly to Uganda. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 
tions. __§.._______- 1,865 3,317 _— Rwanda 1,275; Uganda 1,256; 

Burundi 344. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ — 4,766 3,625 _- Uganda 1,095; Rwanda 804; Sudan 

690; Zaire 456. 
Hoop and strip________- 75 145 ~-  Rwanda73; Uganda 56. 
Rails and accessories — _ — — — 44 4 -- Mainly to Uganda. 
Wire _______________ 328 434 __ Ugan 264; Central African Repub- 

ic 83; Nigeria 40. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings . _— — — 791 778 _. Uganda 346; Rwanda 295; Sudan 64. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough 51 14 -- Rwanda 12. 

Ore and concentrate _ __ kilograms. — 40,069 5 _. All toSudan. 
Oxides and hydroxides __ -—do__-- 500 50 -- Do. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap. ___------- 392 _- 
Unwrought_ _______--~--- Q) 7 _- Mainly to Uganda. 
Semimanufactures _ _ _—————- 1 2 -- Mainly to Mauritius. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Kenya: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Destinations, 1980 

~ Commodit 1979 1980 “Ini 
y Qhited Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued . 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
aste and scrap ________._--- 18 20 10 _——iItaly 10. 

Unwrought _____-__--_------ — 17 _. All toltaly. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate _ — — kilograms_ — _- 5 _. All to Uganda. 
Oxides and hydroxides _ ~~ —do__~~_ -- 500 _. All to Burundi. 

Mercury __._____-_-.—--do___~- 43 12 _. Uganda 10; Burundi 2. 
Nickel metal including alloys: . 
Waste and scrap _____-_------ —_ 63 _- India 33; Belgium 30. 
Semimanufactures_—__.____—-~- 8,050 53 __ All to Sudan. 

Platinum-¢group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought: 
Platinum ___—_—~—~— troy ounces_ _ 161 __ 
Unspecified ________--_-do___~_ 64 2,954 7 United Kingdom 2,947. 

Silver metal including alloys: 
Waste and sweepings* _ _ _ _ _ value__ $34,631 -- 
Unwrought and partly wrought 

Ti troy ounces. _ 7,298 249 3 Japan 151; West Germany 95. 

n: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____---- 500 4 __ All to Uganda. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap. __-__----~ 1,625 22 — All to India. 
Unwrought_ _ _ — — — kilograms_ _ 5,503 100 -- Do. 
Semimanufactures _ . _ _do_ ~~ — ~ 66,123 10 _- All to Tanzania. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — — 8 30 — Uganda 17; Burundi 12; Rwanda 1. 

Uranium and thorium: Compounds 
zi kilograms_ — _- 40 _. All to Zaire. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ _ _do___~~— _- 400 _. All to Burundi. 
Oxides and hydroxides _-_~~--~-~ 30 37 — Zambia 30; Tanzania 6. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap___——.———__— 185 150 __ India 135; Spain 15. 
Blue powder ____._____--- _— 37 _. All to India. 
Semimanufactures _ ——————_—-_ 166 1 _. Mainly to Zaire. 

Other: 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 

rous metals ___________--- 580 272 _— India 245; Netherlands 15; Spain 12. 
Metalloids . _ _ _ _ _ __ ~ kilograms_ _ 3,377 470 _. NA. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

, and waste and scrap including cer- 
mets _______~~_____----- 62 112 _- Belgium 63; India 35; West Germany 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _-___ ae 154 1 __ Mainly to Uganda. 
Artificial: Corundum —_—~~____ ~~ 120 _— 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones _ _ _ ______~— 142 80 _. All to Swaziland. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones __ ______~_-~--__-~-~- 4 1 _. Mainly to Uganda. 
Asbestos, crude ________---~---- Q) 35 _- Do. 
Barite and witherite_.....___.-_- 18 4,140 _. United Arab Emirates 4,114. 
Boron materials: 

Borates and perborates _ kilograms_ _ —_ 101 _. Burundi 50; Uganda 46; Rwanda 5. 
Oxides and acids _..____-_do___~ 3 30 _. All to Tanzania. 

Cement_.__._.___----~---~----- 526,721 530,529 _. Mauritius 175,425; Oman 94,850; 
Reunion 59,494. 

Chalk. ~~~ ----~~___--- 331 T17 __ Somalia 328; Uganda 265; Yemen 
Arab Republic 100. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude______----------~~--- 70 172 () Zambia 140; Burundi 20. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory —.______--~--~- 188 68 _. Tanzania 41; Uganda 18. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ____-_-_-------- 1 1 _. Mainly to Somalia. 
Diamond: 

Gem, worked or partly worked, not set 
or strung ________~—- carats__ 177,000 32,500 27,500 Canada 5,000. 

Unsorted and unworked __—-—do_—_ _ __ 179,940 52,070 India 49,000; West Germany 33,600; 
United Kingdom 27,500. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ — — 296 581 __ Swaziland 430; Republic of South 
Africa 60; India 31. 

Feldspar, leucite, nepheline, nepheline 
syenite.._-_________________ 37,788 43,804 10,051 U.S.S.R. 19,100; Netherlands 11,179; 

Greece 3,145. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Kenya: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit; 1979 1ORO ate 
* United Other (principal) 

i 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Fertilizer materials: 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________- . 231 7 -- Uganda 5. 
Phosphatic_________-_--- 42 _— 
Potassic_ ___..__.__.--~- 261 3 -- Mainly to Tanzania. 
Other including mixed _ _ — _ _ — — 7 11 _. Zaire 10. 

Ammonia ________~______--—- 24 62 _- Uganda 54. 
Fluorspar ___.~_____.-..~-_~-- 21,564 56,870 __ U.S.S.R. 25,235; Netherlands 13,412; 

Japan 11,603. 
Gypsum and plasters ___________~- 270 607 —_ Madagascar 600. 
Lime ~ eee ee eee 333 453 __ Uganda 318; Djibouti 100; Sudan 33. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste 

kilograms_ _ _— 200 _- All to Burundi. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings __.__.__---do____ 261 1,349 _. Tanzania 740; Uganda 500. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, natural _______-~----~~- 6 1 — All to Netherlands. 
Iron oxides, processed ____-—_—~—~~- (4) 1 __ All to Burundi. 

Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond: 
Natural _____.__-_- kilograms_ _ 646 1,420 #5381 United Kingdom 473; Thailand 156. 
Synthetic and reconstituted 

grams_ _— 112,030 472 _- All to West Germany. 
Pyrite, unroasted_________------ _- 10 _. All to Greece. 
Salt and brine_____._$___--~----- 150 35 __ Zambia 18; Sudan 6; Uganda 4. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _—__-__- kilograms_ — 28,349 37 _. Uganda 27; Rwanda 10. 
Caustic soda_ ________—_----~- 9,982 69 —_ Burundi 40; Tanzania 20; Somalia 8. 

Soda ash? ___________--_--- 219,969 192,832 __ Philippines 26,965; Indonesia 22,200; 
Malaysia 21,500. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked -_ ~~ -_~— 3 27 _-— Uganda 26. 
Worked _______-_--~---~--- 31 1 _- Mainly to West Germany. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade —_ 205 20 _. All to Swaziland. 
Gravel and crushed rock _ ~~~ —~ ~~~ 997 700 _. All to Uganda. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ — __ 1,020 __ Uganda 1,010. 
Quartz and quartzite_ _ — kilograms_ — _— 168 _. All to Uganda. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ — — — 22 34 _— France 14. 

Sulfur: 
_ Elemental: 

Other than colloidal] ___—~___-~ 5,969 3,520 __ Tanzania 3,510. 
Colloidal _.________--_--~- 520 340 _- Tanzania 200; Somalia 140. 

Dioxide_ ________-—~ kilograms_ — 15,500 20 -- All to Zaire. 
Sulfuric acid. ________------~- 92 47 _- Uganda 27; Somalia 6; Burundi 4; 

Sudan 4. 
Other: . 

Crude: Meerschaum and jet ———-~_- -- 10 _- All to Tanzania. 
Halogens. ____.____-----~--- 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 

um, magnesium, strontium —_—_—_ 61 4 _- Ethiopia 3. 
Slag and dross: 

From iron and steel manufactures 
kilograms. — 10 4 _. NA. 

Unspecified _________-~--- -- 16 _. Belgium 9; United Kingdom 6. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals _________-_------~- 4 2 __ Mainly to Uganda. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ - — — - - - 28 538 __ Burundi 420; Sudan 78; Tanzania 35. 

Carbon black ___~_~----------- 1 1 -- All to Mozambique. . 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ — — — — —- 85 100 —_ Somalia 58; Uganda 10; Tanzania 7. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude__ ___ —— —42-gallon barrels_ _ 7 7 __ All to Sudan. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Aviation__ _ __ _— thousand 

42-gallon barrels. — 941 1,696 _. NA. 
Motor _______~-do___- 1,123 1,182 __ Uganda 717; Rwanda 204; Burundi 

Jet fuel _________-_do___~ 369 516 _. Uganda 108; Rwanda 31; Comoros 27. 

Kerosine ___—...--—-do___~_ 442 440 _. Uganda 424. ; 

Distillate fuel oi] __———do_ ~~~ 1,477 1,387 __ Uganda 568; Rwanda 92; Burundi 74. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Kenya: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : “noay United Other (principal) 

errr 
a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products — 
Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

. 
Residual fuel oil | . thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 3,457 6,357 -- Singapore 3,153; Italy 498; Djibouti 
Lubricants_________do____ 245 258 -- Yemen Arab Republic 89; Uganda 69: . Zambia 49. 

Other quefied leum ge iquefi troleum gas 
Pe Si _-- 18 15 _. Uganda 12. Mineral jelly and wax. 

do____ 9 6 _~—. Uganda5d. Nonlubricating oils _do__ _ _ 5 5 -~. Uganda 4. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do. ___ 18 10 — Uganda 7; Rwanda 2. Bituminous mixtures .. 
do_ ___ 3 4 -~- Rwanda 2; Uganda 1. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ‘eee 23 6 -- Somalia 3; Uganda 2. 
e o 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit: 
?May include other precious metals. 

| ‘May include unidentified crude mineral products. 

Table 3.—Kenya: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “Tnited mmoany Bnited Other (principal) ener 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Ore and concentrate___________ --. 1,502 _- India 1,500. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,434 1,047 — United Kingdom 535; India 300; Bel- 
gium 204. Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_.___________ _ | 256 575 -- Japan 200; France 145; Canada 140. Waste andscrap_________ 28 290 __ Uganda 220; Rwanda 56. Semimanufactures_________ 1,808 3,201 1 United Kingdom 787; Greece 545; 
Bahrain 439. Arsenic: Oxides, trioxide, acids ______ 5 ~- 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 50 30 -- All from West Germany. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 23 23 1 West Germany 11; United Kingdom 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides 
kilograms_ _ 20,931 5 -- All from United Kingdom. Copper: 

Matte, speiss, similar material 
do_ ___ 28 -- 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought______________ 38 87 -. Zambia 76; United Kingdom 11. Waste andscrap___________ 8 3 __ Burundi 2; Uganda 1. Semimanufactures________ _ 981 1,056 34 United King om 680; Zambia 76; Bel- 

gium 66. Gold: 
Waste and sweepings _____value__ $994 $34 — All from Switzerland. Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _ troy ounces__ 2,366 39,257 —‘6,720 United Kingdom 32,537. Iron and steel: 
Pyrite, roasted ____________ _ _- 22,603 _- Switzerland 13,303; Greece 9,300. etal: 

Waste andscrap___________ 37 1,630 ~— Uganda 1,561. Pig iron, spiegeleisen, powder, 
) oe rr 12 874 _- Mainly from United Kingdom. Ferroalloys...___________ 259 639 _- Norway 136; Japan 112; West Ger- 

many 100. Steel, primary forms________ 17,834 32,196 () West Germany 10,041; Belgium 9,957; 
United Kingdom 5,050; Spain 4,987. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Kenya: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 ———————$—— 
° United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 
tions__§_§_§__._____-__ 20,881 33,973 23 Japan 8,534; Czechoslovakia 7,535; 

. nited Kingdom 6,917. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 113,037 162,478 1,007 Japan 136,630; Italy 9,403; United 

; ingdom 5,942. 
Hoop and strip _ _ ____—__- 784 865 11 Japan 200 Poland 247; United King- 

om 186. 
Wire ____~__~_________ 9,296 3,165 — United Kingdom 2,879. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ — — 13,658 16,392 2 Romania 3,095; Poland 2,589; China 

Tubes, pipes, fittings — ___~_ 7,210 10,720 53 Italy 5,502; West Germany 1,322; 
India 1,199. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough 4 58 _- Belgium 49. 
ad: 
Ore and concentrate ______— ~~~ 1 2 _— All from United Kingdom. 
Oxides and hydroxides ______~ ~~ 62 19 -- West Germany 12; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap. . . kilograms... — 11,810 21 -- All from United Kingdom. 
Unwrought_ ______.___--- 272 162 18 United Kingdom 90; West Germany 

30; Belgium 24. 
Semimanufactures ______—_-~- 34 40 _. United Kingdom 25; West Germany 

8; Belgium 4. 
Manganese: . 

Ore and concentrate _______-—-_~- 3,199 1,404 _— Singapore 1,401. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____ ~~ ~~ 17 118 _. Japan 100. 
Metal including alloys: a. 

Waste and scrap. __.~.-_--~~— (4) 14 _. Mainly from Uganda. 
Unwrought. _______.__.~-- _- 1 _. _ All'from Norway. 

Mercury _______~ 76-pound flasks_ _ 20 10 _- Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Nickel metal including alloys, : 
semimanufactures_ ___—____———- 89 14 6 United Kingdom 2; France 1; Nether- 

ands 1. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, . 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 3,328 50 _. All from United Kingdom. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought __— __—_do___- 9,178 7,109 6,109 Switzerland 792; United Kingdom 

Tin: : 
Ore and concentrate _______—--- 5 1 _. All from Uhited Kingdom. 
Oxides and hydroxides ~_ kilograms_ _ 1,000 286 _- __ India 155; United Kingdom 131. 
Metal including alloys: a 

Waste and scrap. -_____—--- 95 _- Pe 
Unwrought_ __ __-_-_-_-_~-- 17 22 _. United Kingdom 15; Malaysia 7. 
Semimanufactures ___—— ~~~ ~- 206 175 100 United Kingdom 53; Hong Kong 12. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ — — _ — 1,624 1,292 _— West Germany 718; United Kingdom 

Tungsten metal including alloys, : 
unwrought and scrap — _ — kilograms_ — 162 105 _. All from United Kingdom. 

Uranium and thorium metals including 
alloys, all forms __.______do____ _- 5 -— Do. 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate ______— ~~ 1 -- 
Oxides and hydroxides __------- 19 11 _. West Germany 10. 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap___—__——--- 30 186 _. Uganda 157; Rwanda 19. 
Unwrought_ __ _-________-- 4,735 7,232 _- Zambia 4,642; Belgium 915; Canada 

Blue powder _________-_-~- 8 9 -- Norway 5; United Kingdom 4. 
Oth Semimanufactures ____— ___- 1,876 1,115 _. West Germany 871; Japan 164. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates______—___ (4) 2 () Mainly from Australia. 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 
Mus metals - - ----— kilograms. - 350 100 _. All from West Germany. 

etals: 
Metalloids ______-_----~-~- 14 27 _— West Germany 23. 
Rare-earth metals __..——_-_~- 3 3 _-  India2. 
Compounds of uranium, yttrium, 

scandium __-_-—_ kilograms__ 14 209 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Waste and scrap: 

Of precious metals__ value_ _ $756 $988 -- Do. 
Of metals including cer- 

mets__.____---~-~-- 6 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Kenya: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nr SS Se 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : y United Other (principal) 
a 

NONMETALS. 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _.__._ 10 12 _— India 5; West Germany 5. 
Artificial: Corundum ~ — kilograms__ 10 86 5 United Kingdom 81. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones_______-do____ 19 28 23 United Kingdom 5. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ___ __ _-__..___.-~---- 86 196 (4) United Kingdom 80; India 38; Switz- 
erland 29. 

Asbestos, crude ___.______-----~- 1,348 1,403 _- Swaziland 670; Switzerland 350; 
Australia 320. 

Barite and witherite___.—-_____---- 2 — 
Boron materials: 

Borates and perborates _ kilograms — 1,100 180 _. All from India. 
Oxide and acid _______~—do____ 819 1,140 __ West Germany 1,024. 

Cement__..__________-----_-~- 946 26,544 @) Spain 24,378. 
Chalk. ..-____-__-_----_---~- 15 11 _. Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Clays and clay products: 
de. 1,174 1,770 793 United Kingdom 501; India 241; 

Uganda 140. 
Products: . 

Nonrefractory . ..___---—--- 2,285 4,296 5 Czechoslovakia 1,159; Italy 961; West 
Germany 403. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~-. ~~~ 3,141 4,696 65 West Germany 1,911; United King- 

om 1,499. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 401 343 327 United Kingdom 13; West Germany 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung____— carats_— 42,010 5,045 — Netherlands. 5,000. 
Industrial ____. ______-~~value__ $285 -— 

Fertilizer materials: 
Natural: 

Nitrogenous ~ ---—~~---~-~ 89 85 _- West Germany 60; Denmark 20. 
Phosphatic._______-----~- -- 30 __ All from United Kingdom. . 

~ Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ________----- 41,187 61,829 10,200 Netherlands 26,901; West Germany 

17,750; Italy 3,686. 
Phosphatic ___.____.----_-- 11,455 25,466 _- Israel 14,842; Netherlands 6,513; 

Belgium 2,100. 
Potassic. .________.----- 91 613 _- Israel 500; Belgium 100. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ — — _ 10,833 41,763 5,001 Netherlands 17,028; Italy 9,250; West 

Germany 6,950. 
Ammonia _______.~__---~~~--~ 442 289 — West Germany 159; Poland 70; Bel- 

gium 40. 
Graphite: 

atural ________~_~ kilograms__ 7,397 193 -- United Kingdom 144; West Germany 

Artificial. 9 2..--_-..-_----~ 1 18 (4) India 12; West Germany 5. 
Gypsum and plasters _-__-_----_-- 14,198 38,480 _. Spain 38,217. 
Lime ________________-__--- (4) 1 _— All from India. 
Magnesite .___..-__.---_----- 12 41 _- India 40. 
Mica: . 

Crude including splittings and waste — 33 40 10 United Kingdom 28. 
Worked including agglomerated split- 

tings _______.____------- 5 1 _. Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, natural ___. ~~ --~~- 350 699 3 India 407 jqnited Kingdom 184; 
. China 49. 

Iron oxides, processed _ ___-_--_~~ 347 424 _— West Germany 374; United Kingdom 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
excluding diamond: 
Na ________~_~ kilograms_ _ 776 476 39 Swaziland 229; Brazil 86; Zimbabwe 

Synthetic and reconstructed —_ do_ — — — 52 189 1138 West Germany 74. 
Salt and brine. _ ______—~.------- 27,981 17,914 72 Ethiopia 16,284. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _________---_~- 52 81 5 Belgium 19; United Kingdom 16; 
France 15; Sweden 13. 

Caustic soda_______...------ 7,238 11,032 () = Italy 5,852; West Germany 1,889; 
France 1,278. 

Soda ash __ __ ______________- 155 225 _. Bulgaria 50; France 49; West Ger- 
many 41. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Kenya: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

a nnn 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ____— 298 54 _. . Mainly from Italy. 
Worked ___.~___----_--- 391 566 (4) India 400; Italy 129. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 386 660 _- Italy 650. 
Gravel and crushed rock __——___~ 3 8 __ Mainly from India. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ _— 1 __ All from India. 
Quartz and quartzite____---___- 80 50 — West Germany 40. 

nd excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 231 484 1 Belgium 425; United Kingdom 24; 
Netherlands 18. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ____ ~~~ 1,199 6,901 11 Canada 5,048; West Germany 1,237. 
Colloidal __________----- 84 516 _. West Germany 402; Netherlands 100. 

Dioxide. _______— ~~ kilograms_ _ 50 260 _- Netherlands 210; Australia 50. 
Sulfuric acid_ _________----~-- 2 306 — Netherlands 230; West Germany 71. 

Talc and steatite ___.__________-- 2,556 2,997 1 India 2,835; United Kingdom 67; Nor- 
way 45. 

Other: 
Crude____§______-__----~--- 10 78 (4) India 52; West Germany 20. 
Halogens_____.-___—------- 1 5 _- Israel 2; United Kingdom 1; West 

Germany 1. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 

um, magnesium, strontium _— ~~ -— 19 52 12 India 28; Netherlands 6; United King- 
om 4. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired nonme- 
tals__$_§________.~_------- 559 39 _. India 35. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

- Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ ~~ —_~_ 718 368 1 Trinidad and Tobago 240. 
Carbon black ______.--~--~------ 2,760 2,044 693 Israel 803; Japan 248; India 156. 
Coal, all grades including briquets ——_ _— 15,875 15,563 _— Mozambique 15,333. 
Coke and semicoke___ —_______-~--- 206 1,383 __ United Kingdom 1,010; West Ger- 

many 364. 

. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases? _ _ _ _ _ __ 46 60 15 United Kingdom 21; Japan 16. 

Peat including briquets and litter 
kilograms_ — 6,523 303 -- All from Italy. . 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
e 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 18,289 23,029 _. Saudi Arabia 12,460; Qatar 3,451; 
Kuwait 2,386. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation 
42-gallon barrels_ — 107,776 49,068 -- Italy 26,635; People’s Democratic 

Republic of Yemen 13,111. 
Motor ________—-do___~_ 367,272 197,961 23,786 Italy 51,449; Saudi Arabia 28,671; 

Yemen Arab Republic 24,409. 

Jet fuel _.________-do___-_ 616,626 511,102 52,811 Bahrain 216,090; Italy 131,895; Saudi 
Arabia 98,228. 

Kerosine ________-_-do.___ 41,257 30,635 _- Netherlands 18,219; Belgium 12,416. 

Distillate fuel oil ___——do___~- 107,324 323,754 46,256 Italy 115,638; Bahrain 82,944; Saudi 
Arabia 31,422. 

Residual fuel oil _ _ _ _ . _do_ _ ~~ 864,663 664,634 _- Saudi Arabia 471,058; People’s Demo- 
cratic Republic of Yemen 65,382. 

Lubricants _ _— ____-—~—do__ ~~ 335,523 384,391 28,221 United Kingdom 100,468; Saudi 
Arabia 91,206; Australia 73,775. 

Other: fied 1 iquefied petroleum gas 
do. ___ 3 (4) __ _ All from United Kingdom. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do____ 14,775 41,015 6,165 West Germany 8,518; China 7,280; 

Indonesia 4,641. 
Nonlubricating oils — do_ — ~~ 30,202 17,965 1,538 China 4,972; West Germany 3,571; 

Netherlands 3,023. 
Pitch, bitumen, other 

residues___ _ _ — — .do_ _ _~_ 1,005 26,194 _. Bahrain 24,240. 
Bituminous mixtures do_ _ _ — 122 464 123 United Kingdom 173; France 76; 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum,- 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ — ~~ 716 1,351 (4) United Kingdom 1,234. 
ne 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
*May include oxygen and nitrogen.
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| COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS monoammonium and diammonium phos- 
. oo, . phate. Port facilities would be built to 

Production of metallic minerals in Kenya handle imports of ammonia and phosphoric 

was virtually nil. About 14,000 tons of acid. Commissioning of the facilities was 
magnetite was produced in 1981. scheduled for late 1981. 
Steel—A group of international inter- § goda Ash.—Magadi Soda Co., a subsid- 

ests, including Marubeni Corp. of Japan jary of Imperial Chemical Industries, Inc., 
and Chandaria and Sha of India, formed the of the United Kingdom, produced soda ash 

Kenya Steel Co. They planned to construct at Lake Magadi. Production of an estimated 
a reversing cold-rolling steel mill in Mom- 250,000 tons of soda ash in 1981 was a 23% 

basa with a capacity of 100,000 tons per increase over 1980 production. Expansion 
year of sheet steel. The mill was to be plans call for a total capacity of 500,000 tons 
installed by the end of 1981. This was the per year by 1983. Mining and crushing of 

second such mill constructed in East Africa. soda ash or trona was done by a pontoon- : 

The first was constructed in 1978 in Tanza- mounted dredge. The material was pumped 

nia. in slurry form, via a flexible pipe, to an 
onsite treatment plant. Treatment included 

NONMETALS washing, screening, dewatering, and calci- 

Cement.—Two cement plants were oper- ation, to y ield a. product having a total 
ated in 1981—the Bamburi plant of the Tee take Marais a by way Smipment 
Bamburi Cement Co., near Mombasa, with . a ” 

a capacity of 1.25 million tons per year, and ore ot Konze. Warchouses and a deep the Athi River plant o e Eas rican . se . 
Cement Co., near Nairobi, with a capacity of MoE ee te tied by Mecadi Soda Co oat 

oboe tons oEy y care pons et ated Kilindini Harbor. The soda ash was shipped 
at 76% capacity in . ird plant was Le oe . 
being considered for western Kenya, provid- pr incipasy to Thailand, Indonesia, Malay- 
ed sufficient raw materials are available. Se vermiculite Produc tion of vermiculite 

The principal producer continued to expe remained nearl the same in 1981 as it was 
rience transportation problems because ofa_ . 1980. A y tely 2.600 to 
shortage of railroad cars. The shortage has duce d Several deposits were worked Prog 

persist’ seve, a ears ne capac two vermiculite, with most of it being exported. 
com ent plants to 1, eet increased local de- The vermiculite consumed locally was used 

mand. Most of the supply was destined for or ore ie roduction o ost concrete 

construction inal and coment , the, open pit mine at Kenzo, east of 
factory in Mombasa was to begin importing Nairobi, had reserves of 0.5 million tons of 
coal ‘om Swaziland to re ie ° oi as sts vermiculite. Crude vermiculite, crushed and 
fuel. The move was desi P ed to reduce screened at the minesite, was shipped to 

tgs gn Nairobi for use in the building and con- 
production costs by one-half. An agreement struction indust 
had not yet been reached, but talks were The Wasini Mine near Lodosoit was the 

| taking place between factory management principal vermiculite mining operation. Re- 
and the Minister of Labor m hopes of being serves have not been assessed but are con- 
able to substitute coal for oil by the end of sidered substantial. Production was by the 

1981. ey: . . . Iwatania-Lonata Vermiculite Co. of Kenya, 
Fertilizer Materials.—National Agricul- Ltd. Output was geared to specific customer 

tural Chemicals & Fertilizers of Kenya Ltd. re wirements 
has an agreement with a Netherlands com- q " 
pany for the design and construction of MINERAL FUELS 
Kenya’s first nitrogen fertilizer project. A 
previous plan to erect an ammonia synthe- Petroleum.—Kenya was dependent upon 

sis plant using naphtha feedstock was aban- imports of crude oil for the major portion of 
doned. Products to be produced at the Mom- _ total energy consumed. Approximately 12% 
basa project will be nitric acid, calcium of all energy consumed in Kenya was deriv- 
ammonium nitrate and nitrophosphate, and__ ed internally, all of which was from hydro-
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electric powerplant generation. About 4% was being done, as planned and in comform- 
of the total energy consumption was in the ity with the agreement with the Govern- 
form of electricity imported from Uganda. ment. A concession was acquired by Kenya- 
The country’s only refinery is located at Cities Service in 1979, but only one well has 
Mombasa. A prefeasibility study has been _ been drilled to date. 
made concerning the expansion of the Mom- The Kenyan Government, in November 
basa refinery by Shell Oil Co., but there was 1981, increased by 18% the prices oil compa- 
no action taken by yearend. This expansion nies will charge for all their petroleum 
would allow the refinery to convert a large products. The Government has also estab- 
portion of the residuals, now exported at lished the Kenya National Oil Corp., which 
lower prices, into distillates. Kenya would will now be responsible for the purchase of 
require fewer crude imports to produce the aj] foreign oil. Kenya spent 37% of its 
same amount of domestic product and could foreign exchange currency in 1981 on oil. 
export more distilled product. The result 

would be a sizable foreign exchange savings. _1physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Kenya-Cities Service, Inc., has given as- *Where necessary, values have been converted from 

surances that its company would cease oper- 992" fusing: (K Sh) to US. dollars at the rate of K 
ations in Kenya and that oil exploration
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The Mi lust t e Mineral Industry of the 
R epublic of Korea 

By E. Chin? 

Under the 5-year economic development all commodities was 275.8 in 1981 compared 
plan, the Republic of Korea’s gross national with 225.2 in 1980. Between 1980 and 1981, 
product (GNP) was to grow at an annual the wholesale price index for producer 
rate of 9.2% between 1977 and 1981. In goods increased from 235.5 to 290.1; capital 
constant 1975 prices, GNP was estimated at goods, from 150.9 to 167.5; and consumer 

$30.6 billion? in 1981 compared with $28.6 goods, from 221.8 to 271.9. In the same 
billion in 1980, reflecting a real growth of period, the export price index rose from 
7%. Input by sector to GNP in 1981 was as 168.7 to 177.8, and for imports, 175.2 to 
follows, in billion dollars: manufacturing, 185.6. Wholesale prices for selected major 
10.5; agriculture, forestry, and fishing, 5.6; commodities in 1981 were nitrogenous fer- 

sales and services, 4.7; transport, storage, tilizers, $316 per ton, up 45%; phosphatic 
and communications, 2.6; social services, fertilizer, $119 per ton, up 45%; compound 

1.9; finance and business services, 1.3; and _ fertilizer, $264 per ton, up 44%; cement, $63 

other, 4.0.4 Mining and quarrying account- per ton, up 19%; electrolytic copper, $2,553 
ed for only $367 million of GNP in 1981. per ton, up 4%; bunker C oil, $0.26 per liter, 
Projected growth in 1982 was 5%, oraGNP up 35%; and anthracite coal, $42 per ton, up 
of $32.2 billion. 40%. 

Between 1974 and 1979, the South Korean On August 21, 1981, the Economic Plan- 
currency (won) was convertible to U.S.cur- ning Board released the final version of the 
rency at the rate of 484 won to $1.00. In fifth 5-year economic and social develop- 
January 1980, the South Korean currency ment plan for 1982-86. The three major 
was devalued by 20% and allowed to float. goals of the plan were to establish price 
At yearend 1980, the rate was 659.9 won. By _ stability, continue high economic growth, 

the end of February 1981, the won equiva- and promote equity in income distribution. 
lence was 670.5; thereafter, the Bank of Targets under the plan included real annu- 
Korea posted monthly devaluations. At al GNP growth of 7.6%, per capita GNP 
yearend 1981, the won conversion was 700.5, growth of 5.9%, export growth of 11.4%, 
representing a devaluation of about 6% for imports growth of 8.4%, and an unemploy- 
the year. ment level of 4.0% by 1986.5 

In 1981, employment in the mining sector Expanding exports will continue to be the 
totaled 124,000 persons, and monthly earn-_ basis for growth of the economy. Exports 
ings averaged about $345. Monthly earnings were to rise from $21 billion at current 
in metal mining were $449, followed bycoal, prices in 1981 to $53 billion in 1986. To 

$361, and other mining, $274. In compari- strengthen the competitiveness of export 
son, monthly earnings in selected manu- industries, the Government was to encour- 
facturing sectors were petroleum refining, age joint ventures between foreign and 
$691; iron and steel, $356; nonmetallic min- domestic firms and to upgrade technical 
eral products, $288; nonferrous metals, skills of workers by providing educational 
$252; and fabricated metal products, $240. opportunities. Product quality of domestic 
The national average for monthly earnings manufacturers was to be stimulated by 
in 1981 was $258 based on 24.8 workdays. increasing competition through import 

The wholesale price index (1975=100) for liberalization. 

587
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Nineteen major development projects ects in the United States, 4 in Australia, 2 
were to be expedited during the plan period. in Indonesia, and 1 in Canada for coal; 1 
Projects related to the minerals sector were project each for zinc and tin in Thailand; 1 
expansion of the Pohang iron and steel project for limestone in the Philippines, and 
complex, construction of a second iron and 1 for oil in Indonesia. 
steel complex, and construction of a lead Under a proposed revision of a long-term 
smelter. The proposed construction of a power development program, MER was 
third petrochemical complex was deleted planning to expand the role of nuclear 
from the final version of the economic plan. energy generation, thereby reducing South 

The new economic plan placed heavy Korean dependence on foreign oil. Eleven 
emphasis on developing ocean transport. nuclear plants were to be completed by the 
The Korean Maritime and Port Administra- end of 1991. The United States was to 
tion (KMPA) set a target of transporting supply five reactors; France, two; Canada, 
90% of the total seaborne cargo by using one; and suppliers for the remaining three 
national-flag vessels by 1986. Based on an had not yet been chosen. In another meas- 
estimated arrival and departure of a total of ure to reduce the country’s dependence on 
190 million tons of seaborne cargo annually oil, 12 power generating plants were to be 
by 1986, earnings would increase to $5 converted to coal and liquefied natural gas. 
billion from the current $1.8 billion. To this Conversion of the plants were to be com- | 
end, KMPA planned to increase the total pleted by 1987. 
tonnage of the country’s vessels from 5.4 The Ministry of Construction announced 
million tons presently to 12 million tons in the formation of the Overseas Construction 
1986 and to increase stevedoring capabili- Association of Korea, which will fund the 
ties of seaborne cargo from 82 to 150 million development of new markets and technolo- 
tons. gy to enhance South Korean construction 

To secure mineral resources, the Govern- exports. The Association plans to establish 
ment relaxed measures for domestic compa- an automated data bank for information on 
nies investing in overseas projects. Clear- overseas construction activities. In 1981, 
ance for overseas projects were to be ap- South Korean construction companies won 
proved only by the Ministry of Energy and a total of $13.6 billion in overseas contracts, 
Resources (MER) and the Bank of Korea. In 2.5 times the value of domestic construction 
1981, 10 companies were involved in over- _ projects. 
seas resource development projects, 5 proj- 

PRODUCTION 

Anthracite coal was the most important coal, fluorite, kaolin, lead, and zinc. On the 

South Korean mine product. The country _ other hand, production levels exceeded ship- 
was also a significant world producer of ments for copper, gold, silver, iron ore, 
graphite, kaolin, pyrophyllite, talc, and molybdenum, talc, and tungsten. 
tungsten. Although mineral raw materials The industrial production index 
for most of the industrial needs were im- (1975=100) for all items in 1981 was 231.7 
ported, there was limited domestic mine compared with 119.1 for mining and 238.8 
output of copper, lead, zinc, fluorite, gold, for manufacturing. The 1981 index for coal 
silver, and iron ore. Most of the country’s mining was 113.7; for metal mining, 111.3; 

. production of primary metals, such as alu- and for all other mining, 146.3. The 1981 
minum, copper, and iron and steel, was index for petroleum refining was 146.9; 
from imported ores and concentrates. There nonmetal mineral products, 185.6; iron and 

was no domestic production of oil and natu- steel, 382.8; nonferrous metals, 581.4; and 
ral gas. In 1981, shipments exceeded mine fabricated metal products, 299.2.° 
production for agalmatolite, anthracite
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Table 1.—Republic of Korea: Production of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ° 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 

Aluminum metal, primary_______~________ 18,340 20,155 21,751 21,265 217,515 
Arsenic, mine output, white arsenic equivalent _ _ 647 548 "NA NA NA 
Bismuth metal ____§__~-§______~_________ 134 122 87 123 100 
Cadmium metal, smelter_____§___________ 20 40 50 365 325 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 1,748 715 475 372 21,142 
Metal: 

Smelter_____§_~_~§_~2__ 36,800 54,900 48,200 64,100 95,000 
Refined including secondary _________ T42,880 52,442 63,082 72,931 2107,984 

Gold metal ______________-_troy ounces__ F21,380 T27,393 24,081 41,218 240,639 
Iron and steel]: 

Ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight ______ _ thousand tons__ 791 693 639 619 2494 
Iron content.._____________do____ 443 388 358 347 2277 

Pig iron ____~_~_=-__________do____ 2,425 2,741 5,063 5,577 27,928 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese ________________ 36,500 47,500 53,000 54,279 64,000 
Ferrosilicon ______...._________ 26,826 30,800 38,000 29,712 35,000 
Other. _§____________________ 507 » 584 21,151 24,761 28,485 

Total _-__________________ 63,833 78,884 112,151 108,752 2127,485 
Crude steel excluding castings 
4 thousand tons__ 4,347 F4,969 7,610 8,558 710,754 

Lead: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 16,552 16,100 11,073 11,407 211,446 
Metal, smelter ____________________ 6,742 7,218 7,600 5,479 29,257 

Manganese ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight _____________________ 664 747 35 81 75 
Manganese content _________________ 266 299 14 32 30 

Molybdenum, mine output, metal content _____ 101 220 189 800 2311 
Silver metal. ______-_ thousand troy ounces__ 2,106 1,385 2,278 2,292 23,148 
Tin, mine output, metal content ___________ 15 F20 31 8 10 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content ________ 2,635 2,681 2,713 2,737 22,642 
Zinc: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 68,355 66,440 62,477 56,787 256,525 
Metal, primary______§_.§______~______ 32,756 58,970 83,014 79,150 283,915 

NONMETALS. 

Asbestos_ ________________~_ Le 6,180 13,616 14,804 9,854 10,000 
Barite ____-_____ ee T2645 1,005 728 410 400 
Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 14,196 15,133 16,413 15,631 215,617 
Clays: Kaolin________-~.~_____________ 356,660 366,370 374,423 273,767 | 7224,550 
Diatomaceous earth____§_______________ 22,980 18,845 23,915 25,101 25,000 
Feldspar___________-.~_____________ 49,374 69,200 36,238 71,972 70,000 
Fluorspar, metallurgical-grade _____.______ 12,981 11,368 8,450 6,912 26,159 

Graphite: 
Crystalline ______2~_~__~_~___ 3,446 2,534 2,453 1,429 1,500 
Amorphous ____ _§___§ ~~~ 62,509 53,785 54,240 59,157 59,500 

Total ____________ ee 65,955 56,319 56,693 60,586 61,000 
Kyanite and related materials: Andalusite ___ __ 115 61 60 82 75 
Lime, slaked __________-__ thousand tons__ 60 “60 60 210 200 
Mica: Sericite.._~§____._~9__~____________ 10,133 16,923 10,005 10,330 10,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _ __— _______ 725,133 896,911 960,623 847,871 2746,723 
Pyrites, gross weight _.________________ _- _- 562 460 500 
Salt. LLL 794,000 650,000 500,000 455,000 450,000 
Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate, 

manufactured ______~_______________ 170,467 176,090 203,792 221,920 2202,063 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Agalmatolite__._________________ _ 375,509 397,573 430,890 371,932 2302,975 
Crushed and broken limestone 

thousand tons_ _ 22,734 24,153 28,112 28,024 28,000 
Quartzite _.________________do____ 333 265 392 291 300 
Sand including glass sand ________do____ 335 348 513 510 500 

Sulfur: 
S content of pyrites _..____._________ _- _- 169 138 150 
Byproduct: 

Of metallurgy® __-.._____________ 33,000 47,000 54,000 54,000 54,000 
Of petroleum®______$____________ 31,000 34,000 36,000 36,000 36,000 

Total _-_-_________________ 64,000 81,000 90,169 90,138 90,150 
Talc and related materials: 

Pyrophyllite _____________________ 443,304 463,005 541,383 514,511 510,000 
Talc ~-__-_____ ~~ Le 171,926 202,078 236,824 204,662 205,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Republic of Korea: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon black ______.____________----- 38,248 51,989 58,284 74,122 257,329 
Coal: Anthracite__________ thousand tons__ 17,268 18,054 18,208 18,624 219,994 
Coke _____________-____ ~~ ___do___~_ 1,165 1,319 2,331 2,550 23.797 
Fuel briquets: Anthracite briquets _ _ _ _ _do_ — _ ~ NA NA 16,942 17,000 17,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 7,004 7,989 8,712 7,085 26,205 
Jet fuel ___________________do___- 5,835 5,390 5,495 4,920 25,409 
Kerosine.__________________do___- 4,522 6,791 8,912 8,811 28.154 
Distillate fuel oil. _____________do___-_ 30,242 34,444 38,056 38,199 240,622 
Residual fuel oil _____________do___-_ 79,932 85,953 91,135 90,766 285,532 
Lubricants ______.__________do___~- 1,191 1,386 1,512 1,403 21354 
Other _______.__-_______-_do___~- 24,840 26,168 27,747 29,725 231,926 
Refinery fuel and losses___...----do_--- 3,987 5,857 7,024 1,952 78,614 

Total _.._____________-do____ 157,508 173,978 188,593 182,861 182,816 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Includes data available through July 9, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 

TRADE 

During the past decade, there was a_ sia, 0.6; and Canada, 0.5. The principal 

fourteenfold increase in the Republic of export destinations were as follows, in bil- 
Korea’s two-way trade. In 1970, total trade lion dollars: the United States, 5.7; Japan, 
was valued at $2.8 billion, and:'in 1980 had 3.5; Hong Kong, 1.2; Saudi Arabia, 1.1; the 

reached $39.8 billion. Total trade in 1981 Federal Republic of Germany, 0.8; the Unit- 
was $47.4 billion. Because of rapid indus- ed Kingdom, 0.7; and Canada, 0.5.’ 

trialization, the Republic of Korea largely The Republic of Korea’s total trade value 
relies on imports of raw materials. For was expected to surpass $100 billion by 
instance, imports of petroleum and petrole- 1986, consisting of $53 billion in exports and 
um products were only $0.1 billion in 1970 $55.5 billion in imports. To accomplish this 
but grew to $7.8 billion in 1981. Receipts of goal, the Government has scheduled ambi- 
other major mineral commodities included tious development projects under the fifth 
coal, iron ore, manganese, aluminum, and 5-year economic and social development 

. copper. The country’s largest imports in plan. More immediately, a new annual 
1981 by commodity group were as follows, in trade plan for July 1, 1982, to June 30, 1983, 
billion dollars: mineral fuels and related was to be released in May 1982 announcing 
materials, 7.8; machinery and transporta- the gradual liberalization of trade restric- 
tion equipment, 6.0; crude, inedible materi- tions. The criteria for foreign trading li- 
als, 3.6; manufactured goods, 2.9; materials censes were to be eased, and current trade 

chiefly for food, 2.7; and chemicals and _ restrictions were to be revised in favor of 
related products, 2.1. On the other hand, minimal controls on exports and imports. 

exports of the two largest South Korean On February 1, 1982, the import deposit 
commodity groups—manufactured goods system required for certain commodities 
and machinery and transport equipment— under deferred or installment payment 
totaled $18.6 billion, or 87% of the total terms was to be abolished. Moreover, all 
value of all exports. commodities were to be freely imported on a 

In 1981, imports by principal supplying deferred payment basis unless included on 
country were as follows, in billion dollars: the list of exceptions. In addition, a revised 

Japan, 6.3; the United States, 6.0; Saudi customs law was to be effective on January 

Arabia, 3.6; Kuwait, 1.6; Australia, 0.9; the 1, 1982, adjusting tariff rates on 340 items. 

Federal Republic of Germany, 0.7; Malay-
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Table 2.—Republic of Korea: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979* 1980 : _ 
Gnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 72 22 -- Bangladesh 10; Thailand 5; Pakistan 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought______________ 622 1,531 _- All to Japan. 
Semimanufactures _________ 3,766 11,920 7 Saudi Arabia 8,046; Japan 1,555. 

Antimony metal including alloys, all 
forms ____~_~______-_ ~~ ____ 5 4 2 Saudi Arabia 2. 

Arsenic: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ __ 60 116 16 West Germany 32; Malaysia 32; 
Australia 16. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ___________. ~~~ __-_ 566 314 190 Netherlands 95; Japan 22. 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 387 224 _- Hong Kong 150; Thailand 38; 
Indonesia 35. 

Cobalt metal including alloys, scrap 
kilograms_ _ __ 68 68 

Copper: 
ides and hydroxides __——do___~_ 500 -- 

Sulfate _______________-_-- 17 68 _. _ All to Singapore. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______-_-----__-~- 730 627 _.  AlltoJapan. 
Unwrought______________ _— 5,243 1,000 Japan 2,493; China 1,600. 
Semimanufactures ________ _ 1,158 4,083 650 China 925; India 715; Singapore 296. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate _____..._~- 30 — 
Metal: 

Scrap __.________-____ _ 12,565 9,675 _— China 5,050; Japan 4,599. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot 32,983 151,049 7 Japan Jlodeak 1 indonesia 17,003; 

esh 15,000. 
Ferroalloys______________ 11,249 2,500 _- Japan 2,225; Pakistan 95. 
Steel, primary forms 

thousand tons. _ 898 1,209 19 Japan 372; Italy 204; China 135. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_______do____ 417 1,027 38 Saudi Arabia 552; India 86; Japan 38. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do_ ___ 1,264 1,530 304 Japan 457; China 92; Singapore 80. 

Hoop and strip_________ 17,344 21,888 103 Japan 6,873; Indonesia 6,261; 
ingapore 4,159. 

Rails and accessories ___ __ 1,783 3,825 _— China 2,019; Singapore 602; Canada 

Wire _______________ 52,431 75,578 8,502 §$Saudi Arabia 28,115; United Arab 
Emirates 6,640. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 508,789 826,112 536,724 Saudi Arabia 104,858; Japan 75,119. 
Gold Castings and forgings, rough 36,002 11,504 3,977 Japan 6,621. 

Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ _ _ value_ _ $591,705 _- 
Siveepings, waste, scrap__. _do____ $92,408 _- 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ _- 8,512 6,422 Japan 2,090. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 6,600 4,000 _- All to Japan. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 17 11 _. All to Bangladesh. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _. ~~~ 1,833 708 —_ All to Japan. 
Unwrought_______.1-_____ 2,595 3,320 _-— Japan 3,203; Kuwait 107. 
Semimanufactures ___._____ 17 143 __ Saudi Arabia 85; Kuwait 8. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
rap____-__--___~______- 97 30 _- All to Japan. 

Semimanufactures_ __ _ — kilograms_ _ 100 _- 
Manganese ores and concentrates: 
Pyrolusite_ ._.____.__________ -- 165 _- All to Singapore. 

Molybdenum: 
and concentrate ________.._ 374 322 _. West Germany 193; Canada 62; 

Netherlands 57. 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures __-— —. kilograms. _ 16 964 _. Libya 950; Japan 14. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap______-----~----.--- 9 56 -~  AlltoJapan. 
Unwrought _____~___-_______ 48 18 -- Do. 
Semimanufactures______..____ 3 7 ~-— Saudi Arabia 6. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—-Republic of Korea: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979° 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals: 
Sweepings, waste, scrap_ _ _ _ value_ _ _— $62,746 $4,144 West Germany $58,602. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 187 4,378 257 Japan 2,706; United Kingdom 1,415. 

Silicon: Elemental _________.____ 68 _- 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ $3,490 $10,067 _— All to Japan. 

Swveepings, waste, scrap_ __ _ value_ _ $9,562 $61,700 — Do. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
Ti thousand troy ounces. _ 1,805 1,137 689 Japan 415; United Kingdom 33. 

n: 
Ore and concentrate___._______ 10 _- 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 

factures _.__- -_.___~______ 1 18 _~— Saudi Arabia 9; Libya 7. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate__________ _ 1,915 1,712 25 Japan 733; West Germany 365; 
Sweden 273. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 599 604 244 Japan 111; United Kingdom 72; West 
Germany 58. 

Zinc: 
Oxides and peroxides _________~_ 1,379 1,490 _— Japan 1,328; Sudan 159. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____-___-.-_----- 84 255 NA Philippines 100; China 50. 
Unwrought______________ 8,885 11,612 2,200 Japan 7,036; Pakistan 1,500. 

. Blue powder ____________~_ 15 38 _. Japan 20; Singapore 18. 
Semimanufactures _________ 16 54 1 Japan 48. 

Other: a 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 

rous metals... __ -§. .» /»_-_______ 1,821 2,006 _- Japan 1,917; United Kingdom 54. 
Metal including alloys: 65 

Pyrophoric alloys _._____.—- _— 
Rare-earth metals _________ 10 _- 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms_________._____~ 12 9 -- Mainly to Japan. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _-- LL 50 1,000 ~— All toJapan. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones__ _ _ _ kilograms_ _ 1,621 1,576 _— Canada 1,415; West Germany 148. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ______§_§ _- 592 226 3 Saudi Arabia 93; Indonesia 52; Japan 

Asbestos, crude____§_§___________ 8 30 -- All to Japan. 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ __ __ _ 4 _- 
Cement_________ _ thousand tons__ 2,439 4,754 — Hong Kong 837; India 830; Saudi 

Arabia 500. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite._.§____________ 1,070 10 _— All to Bangladesh. 
Chamotte and dinas earth___ _ _ 28,010 29,335 __ Japan 29,035; China 300. 
Kaolin ~~~ ~~~ 82,416 76,920 _. Japan 59,380; China 15,950. 
Other _._-_-_-____________ 5,308 3,097 _—.  dapan 2,999. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory____________ 72,959 62,747 16,478 West Germany 14,053; Hong Kong 

- Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~-- ~~~ ____ 13,241 15,792 2,238 Japan 11,157; Malaysia 968; 

Indonesia 480. 
Diamond: 

Natural: . 
Gen, not set or strung _ _ value_ _ $573,667 $842,788 $9,907 Japan $602,168; China $181,986. 
Industrial _________do____ $28,878 — 

Synthetic and reconstructed: 
Gen, not set or strung _ _do____ $2,834 $23,233 $23,233 

; Industrial _________do____ $28,513 __ 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 60 120 _.-. All to Indonesia. 
Feldspar ____________________ 13,380 19,672 _. China 19,140; Japan 532. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Republic of Korea: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit. 1979" 1980 : 
y Qhited Other (principal) 

—<—<—— eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 
Nitrogenous________________ 474,961 635,257 NA Philippines 226,931; Indonesia 

130,000; Hong Kong 41,000. 
Phosphatic ________________ 28,135 33,875 __ Japan 31,875; Fiji 2,000. 
Potassic _____~_____________ 1 _- 
Other including mixed _________ 623,366 624,253 NA Turkey 107,982; Iran 94,000; India 

Fluorspar __-~_~_~__~___________ 470 500 _- All to Japan. 
Graphite, natural ______________ 46,520 45,416 NA Japan: 26,088; China 12,565; Indonesia 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 59,319 79,819 — China 47,386; Japan 17,500. 
Lime ___ 544 10,873 NA Australia 4,750; Papua New Guinea 

Magnesium materials: 
Magnesite ____§_____________ 750 1,000 _- All to Japan. 
Oxides ____ ~~~ ee 150 — 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 656 _- 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ______._._______ 16 _. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 25 26 NA Japan 15. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond: 
Natural _________ _ kilograms_ _ 7 195,469 299 Japan 12,372; China 10,210. 
Synthetic and reconstructed 

value, thousands_ _ $5,087 $6,447 $5,208 Japan $458; Hong Kong $405. 
Salt and brine_____~____________ 399 99 2 Saudi Arabia 38; Qatar 19; United 

Arab Emirates 16. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s: 

Caustic potash ______________ -- 3 -- All to Sudan. 
Caustic soda___~§_____________ — 40,307 _— Japan 24,438; Australia 11,409. 
Sodaash__________________ 8,100 11,614 NA Indonesia 7,500; Kuwait 500. 

Stone, sand and gravel: . 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 229,831 312,483 45 Japan 310,552; China 1,886. 
Worked____§____________ 41,680 49,564 23 ~=Japan 48,955; Saudi Arabia 448. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 126,657 96,400 — All to Japan. 
Gravel and crushed stone________ 2,772 1,873 _- Japan 1,453; China 250. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 10 _ 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 36,104 30,872 -- Japan 30,472; China 200; Indonesia 

P Sand excluding metal-bearing _ __ _ _ 4,203 5,206 _— Japan 5,200. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal __ __ -— 1,603 _- Indonesia 1,205; Singapore 323. 
Sulfuric acid___§__§_~§.~§ 29 2» 2 7 23 _— Libya 16; Saudi Arabia 7. 

Talc including natural steatite______ _ 69,134 53,478 1,703 Japan 31,258; Thailand 6,870; 
hilippines 6,800. 

Other: 
Crude_____~__________ 301,800 284,531 — Japan 170,095; China 114,000. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not 

metal-bearing ___________ __ 72,325 53,500 — All to Japan. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired nonme- 
tals_-_____ ~~~ 4,099 5,157 _- Saudi Arabia 2,049; Kuwait 938; 

Libya 838. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 5 _- 
Coke and semicoke______________ 1 _- 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Kerosine _ _ _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ -- 5,773 NA NA. 
Jet fuel. -__________do____ -- 3,520 _- All to Philippines. 
Distillate fuel oil ________do____ —_ 22,156 NA NA. 
Residual fuel oi] ________do____ 62,937 658,294 5,874 Singapore 276,843; Thailand 254,299. 
Lubricants_ ___________do____ 27,308 74,850 186 Indonesia 4,851; Singapore 4,321; 

Burma 3,384. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _do_ _ _ _ 229,251 132,124 _— Hong Kong 72,964; Eilippines 
30,044; Thailand 23,177. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 6,261 6,889 NA Japan | 1,574; Hong Kong 1,573; Chile 

Nonlubricating oils_ __ _do____ 351,725 712 __ Sudan 651; Kuwait 56. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 41,635 76,733 _— Indonesia 34,609; Hong Kong 22,695; 
Singapore 8,484. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ____ 95,621 125,447 _- Ja 91,864; China 21,209; 

Netherlands 5,211. 
eee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
Excludes an unreported quantity valued at $13,568.
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_ Table 3.—Republic of Korea: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 979° 1980 : 
mney I United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 1,860 2,247 -- Japan 1,370; Hong Kong 850; Sweden 

Oxides and hydroxides: ) 
For use in manufacturing _ _ — _ — 31,139 30,940 _. All from Japan. 

M Other sewage 32,190 28,387 595 Japan 26,960; Taiwan 604. 
etal including alloys: 

Scrap _____ oye _ eee 5,308 3,868 3,471 Japan 157; Australia 136. 
Unwrought_____________- 82,803 73,821 31,332 Japan 13,645; Canada 11,982; Egypt 

Semimanufactures _________ 19,954 19,610 2,858 Japan 7,758; France 5,278; Spain 

Antimony: | oa 
Ore and concentrate __________-— 480 224 _- All from Thailand. _ 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 80 52 _— Japan 47; United Kingdom 5. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ ~ 69 NA NA NA. 

Arsenic: Trioxide and acid _ _____-__- 20 _- 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________ kilograms__ 14 1,000 _. All from Japan. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 

do____. 273 NA NA NA. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
cforms ~~ eee 4 NA NA NA. 

romium: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 9,344 5,264 NA Philippines 2,355; Japan 1,919. 

Co Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,213 1,147 574 Japan 362; West Germany 192. 
t: 

Ore and concentrate _ _ _ kilograms_ _ 4 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~_~- 16 9 2 Netherlands 3; Japan 2. 

Co Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 70 ' NA NA NA. 
pper: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 128,809 233,999 __ Philippines 124,358; Mexico 39,377; 

nada 34,394. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~- 30 42 _- All from Japan. 

Met one ne alloys: 1,848 3,341 2,135 A ] 1 132 ment... _~§___________ , 04] . ustralia 1,132. 
Scrap __________ ~~ _ ___ 51,259 19,687 15,046 Japan 2,602; United Arab Emirates 

; Kuwait 427. 
Unwrought______________ 26,277 15,471 2,020 Japan 6,156; Peru 1,371; Chile 1,170; 

Canada 1,026. 
Gold Semimanufactures _________ 20,302 14,472 267 ~Japan 11,903; Australia 1,789. 

Ore and concentrate_____ _ value__ _- $375,638 _- All from Singapore. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought - 

and partly wrought _ troy ounces__ 155,420 128,380 42,974 Japan 82,498; Singapore 1,648. 
Indium metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 1,008 NA NA NA. 
Iron a and steel: 

e and concentrate 
thousand tons_ _ 7,517 9,142 _- Australia 3,883; India 2,160; Peru 

Metal: — 
Scrap __________~_do____ 1,580 1,932 1,508 Australia 156; Japan 83; Canada 36. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot 82,681 23,434 1 India 3,983; Japan 4,598; Indonesia 

Ferroalloys_____________ _ 8,014 6,734 215 Japan 3,508; Norway 500; United 
Steel. pri § Kingdom 118. 

, primary forms 
thousand tons__ 1,548 1,490 16 J apan 1,277; France 111; Australia 

Seo, sh | , rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 522,414 407,429 4,254 Japan 369,439; United Kingdom 

Universals, plates, sheets __ 429,564 449,257 1,198 Japan 442,876; Sweden 530; West 
rmany 526. 

Hoop and strip __ _ _____- 216,747 73,710 110 Japan 71,235; West Germany 2,042. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ _ 23,768 7,644 1,032 Japan 5,635; United Kingdom 774; 

rance 102. 
Wire _______________ 60,532 31,121 447 Japan 29,935; Norway 144; Italy 142. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 96,001 145,120 16,495 Japan mee 2; West Germany 4,899; 

nited Kingdom 1,496. 
Castings and forgings, rough 14,814 1,036 1 Japan 1,029; United Kingdom 4. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of Korea: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979" 1980 “ijnuted ”» 0... 
y 979 United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________ 70 236 2 Mexico 187; Australia 34; Japan 13. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____~____.~ -___-___ 29,437 23,388 16,281 Kuwait 4,599; Saudi Arabia 796; 
Canada 504. 

Unwrought_ —___~_________ 19,750 20,617 2,099 Peru 7,120; Mexico 3,244; Japan 

Semimanufactures _________ 168 150 3 Japan 109; West Germany 29. 
Lithium: : 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 35 12 11 Belgium 1. 
Elemental _________.___-__- 28 8 () Mainly from Japan. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
Unwrought including scrap _—— ~~ - 339 479 291 Japan 178; France 10. 
Semimanufactures_._ _______-~-~—- 14 14 12 Japan 2. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate: 

Pyrolusite __________--~_~- 4,807 3,435 _- Singapore 2,154; Japan 1,191; 
Australia 90. 

Other ___________--~---- 225,829 204,765 NA _ Australia 123,768; India 77,908. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______-~-~- 1,744 1,321 _— Japan 1,172; Belgium 113. 

Mercury _____.—— 76-pound flasks_ _ 761 836 65 Japan 756; Switzerland 14. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
neorms ~ eee ee 9 20 3 Japan 14; West Germany 3. 

ickel: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________-~ 108 102 _—  Canada77; France 10; Japan 7. 
Matte, speiss, similar material. _ _ _ _ 89 31 — All from Canada. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap _________~-~------ 77 11 () Norway 10. 
Unwrought____..______ -- 1,927 2,777 300 Canada 1,505; Netherlands 200; 

Philippines 200. . 
Semimanufactures _______—-— 727 533 72 Japan 50; West Germany 44; 

ustralia 40. 
Phosphorus: Elemental ___ ~~ ~~~ -— 44 879 432 Canada 396; India 30. 
Platinum-group metals: 

Swreepings, waste, scrap_ — — — value__ $36,436 _— 
Me including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought - troy ounces. _ 99,592 75,579 25,669 West Germany 23,795; Japan 16,247. 
Rare-earth metals including alloys, all 

forms _________--___-_--~-~-~- 14 1 -- Mainly from Japan. 
Selenium: Elemental __.._______--~- 2 5 (@) Japan 4. 

Silicon: Elemental _____________~_ 880 603 292 France 119; Japan 91; Norway 84. 
ilver: ; 

Swreepings, waste, scrap. — _ — value_ _ $286,405 $640,886 $5,527 Japan $635,359. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces__ 876 22,472 297 Japan 255; United Kingdom 14. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
norm _~.__._....~.. kilograms_ _ 9 NA NA NA. 

Ore and concentrate _______._ ~~ 543 331 _. _ Singapore 149; Malaysia 137; 
Indonesia 45. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought including scrap _ _ _ — 6,428 1,234 1 Malaysia 781, Indonesia 354; 

ingapore 57. 
Semimanufactures _-______~— 74 95 4 Japan 66; Thailand 20. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate: 

Rutile________________~- 4631 3,740 _- All from Australia. 
Ilmenite ____________-~-- 12,314 31,150 _. Malaysia 30,868; Australia 282. 

Oxides and hydroxides ________—-~— 3,783 1,976 105 ss da 1,084; West Germany 514; 
Australia 122. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ~~ — 82 NA NA NA. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate ________--~-~- -- 67 _. ._ All from Australia. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ ~~ 29 16 1 Japan 14. 

vanadium: Pentoxide _ _ — — kilograms_ — 1,465 739 163. Japan 576. 
inc: 

Ore and concentrate __..____-~~- 42,601 43,760 _. Australia 37,070; Peru 6,690. 
Oxides and hydroxides _-_______-~- 413 226 40 Japan 161; West Germany 10. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __..------+---.-- 11,060 9,191 1,470 Japan 7,035; Australia 652. 
Unwrought__________~~_-_~- 3,131 1,986 _- Japan 1,254; Australia 675; Panama 

Blue powder ___________-~-~ 155 NA NA NA. 
Semimanufactures _ _ _ _ — —_—_ 86 301 65 Japan 236. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of Korea: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y Bnited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Zirconium: Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ _ _ 1,274 1,208 -- Australia 678; Japan 275; Malaysia 

Other: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _— __ _ 174 165 1 Japan 154; Belgium 5. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _____________ 22,035 28,664 _— Japan 28,629; Australia 35. 
Metals: 

Alkaline-earth metals __—____ 15 14 1 Japan 10; West Germany 3. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms______._________ 332 610 58 Japan 230; Belgium-Luxembourg 17. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _-_-_____________ 1,031 369 11 Japan 357. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 8,525 9,833 6 Japan 8,922; United Kingdom 450. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones excluding diamond 
kilograms_ — 4,561 2 2 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones __________________ 733 530 36 Japan 447. 

Asbestos, crude______~__________ 58,616 36,787 4,728 Canada 4,817; Australia 1,326. 
Barium materials: 

Barite and witherite___________ 162 100 _— All from Thailand. 
Hydroxide_________________ 59 50 (4) ‘Italy 18; Netherlands 18; Japan 13. 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates__________ 345 941 _- Peru 500; Japan 441. 
Oxide and acid ______________ 2,198 1,052 943 Taiwan 68; apan 39. 

Cement__________~__________ 467,748 5,112 275 Japan 4,737; France 75; Singapore 25. 
Chalk? _____ = 15 NA _- All from West Germany. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude — ee 51,612 54,501 23,989 Japan 25,054; Hong Kong 3,849. 
ucts: 

Nonrefractory ____________ 6,847 2,638 25 Japan 1,384; Italy 571; Philippines 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick __ ~~~ ~~ 216,355 93,437 1,888 Japan 61,185; West Germany 20,352; 

nited Kingdom 9,745. 
Diamond: 

Natural: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $1,489 $1,782 $3 Japan $817; Belgium $634. 
Industrial _________do____ $1,307 $830 $600 Japan $184; United Kingdom $27. 
Dust and powder _____do____ $2,763 $2,751 $40 Japan $2,672; United Kingdom $39. 

Synthetic and reconstructed: 
Gem, not set or strung 

do_ _ __ $83 $5 $5 
Industrial______ ~_ _do____ _- $11 _— All from Japan. 
Dust and powder__ __ _do____ $3,418 $3,019 $2,899 Japan $120. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 58 49 49 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: Phosphatic _ thousand tons_ _ 1,845 1,670 1,512 Nauru 69; Denmark 39. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 12,896 3,584 (4) Japan 2,200; Chile 1,373. 
Phosphatic______________ 21 20 -- All from Japan. 
Potassic. __._-§ __ 359,302 259,087 120 Canada 217,273; Belgium 21,500; 

Israel 13,702. 
Other including mixed ____ ___ 23 38 14 Japan 20; West Germany 4. 

Ammonia _____§ ~~ __~________ 19 18 1 Ja 17. 
Fluorspar _______~_§_~§__________ 11,338 21,718 _- All from Thailand. 
Graphite, natural ____-_=§_§_§______ 269 322 24 Japan 246; India 30. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 5,078 8,425 21 Morocco 8,400. 

ogens_________~.__________ 161 125 33 Israel 47; Japan 25. 
Lime _______________ 50 — 
Magnesium materials: 

agnesite__-§___________.____ 51 123 -— All from Japan. 
Mi Oxides and hydroxides _________ 7,683 14,004 5 Japan 13,987. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 163 134 10 India 101; Japan 17. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings __-______________ 74 33 ()- Japan 32. 
Pigments, mineral including processed 

iron oxides _________________ 1,303 1,844 315 Japan 1,383; West Germany 134. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond: 
Natural*__________ kilograms__ 1,362 53,155 13,749 Japan 31,978; West Germany 4,029; 

. razil 3,350. 
Synthetic and reconstructed _do____ 816 222,470 59,591 Singapore 150,000; Japan 11,211. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of Korea: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979" 1980 “Tnted » =n... OO 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Salt and brine______~___________ 489,880 716,288 NA Australia 539,208; Yemen Arab 
. Republic 90,195. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s: 
Caustic potash __~____ ~~ ____ 1,358 937 112 Japan 801. 
Caustic soda. __§__>_§_~§_~§_~§_~§__ 184,643 56,970 21,081 Japan 24,025; Taiwan 10,721. 
Soda ash ______~_~_______ 33,148 25,406 22,006 Japan 3,400. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, crude and partly 

worked ________________ 2,192 52,479 1 Japan 50,528; Italy 1,525. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ _ 420 567 _- All from Japan. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 539 438 a France 425; Japan 13. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ — 136,035 20,907 _— All from Japan. 
Quartz and quartzite_.__________ 89 96 2 Sweden 67; Belgium 18; Japan 9. 

S Band excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 180,727 119,474 20 Australia 92,614; Japan 21,881. 
ulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal _______ _ 582,055 519,184 — Japan 257,767; Canada 253,481. 
Colloidal ________._.---- 673 342 204 Japan 122; West Germany 16. 

Dioxide____§__§...______-_~. 4 7 _— All from Japan. 
Sulfuric acid. __._..__.------—~- 90 9,766 50 Japan 9,710; Canada 6. 

gale, steatite, soapstone. _________- 334 268 10 Japan 258. 
er: 
Crude____________~~------ 7,222 4,691 151 Japan 1,584; Australia 1,286. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing ____________.___- 227,384 86,520 15 Japan 86,505. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals______________-___ 1,033 1,534 685 Japan 845; United Kingdom 4. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 338 103 _- All from Japan. 
Carbon black and gas carbon _ _ _ _ — _ _ 19,132 12,250 11,123 Japan 1,007; West Germany 62. 
Coal including briquets: 

Bituminous coal __ thousand tons_ _ 4,217 4,911 914 Australia 2,412; Canada 1,156. 
Anthracite and unspecified_ _do_ _ _ — 2,121 2,386 196 China 223; Japan 222; Hong Kong 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal. = 105,465 8 _ All from Japan. 

Lignite including briquets __—___~_ 16,462 117 _- All from Australia. 
Coke and semicoke_____..._.._-- 131,789 120,657 485 - Japan 112,419; New Zealand 5,184; 

Australia 2,377. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 49 81 2 Japan 79. 
Peat briquets _________________ 12 46 _— Finland 19; Canada 17; United 

Kingdom 10. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 183,330 181,743 4 Saudi Arabia 109,186; Kuwait 49,935; 

Iran 6,333. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ___.______do____ 39 141 — Netherlands 60; Italy 49; Taiwan 32. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ — 2 117 1 Singapore 93; Italy 15. 
Distillate fuel oi] _.__do____ 4 2 _- Mainly from Japan. 
Residual fuel oi]_ __ __ _ _ _do____ 9,978 12,844 7 Kuwait 3,106; Iran 2,767. 
Lubricants ~~ _--.do____ 1,239 1,007 61 Japan 556; Taiwan 339; Singapore 45. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do____ 222 734 () Indonesia 268; Japan 225; Saudi 
Arabia 192. 

Nonlubricating oils _ do_ _ _ — 108 1,002 131 Singapore 344; Bahrain 198; Japan 
191. 

Petroleum jelly and wax 
do_ __ 130 125 9 Japan 87; Singapore 27. 

Petroleum coke ______ __ 694 337 125 Canada 172; Japan 40. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 122 233 (4) Mainly from Taiwan. 
Pitch and pitch coke_ do_ — — — 2 2 -- Mainly from Japan. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals — _ ~ — 54,251 94,757 55,987 Japan 37,083. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Includes reported 1,879,723 troy ounces of material listed as “sheets and strips of silver, partly worked” valued at $0.07 

per troy ounce with the source listed as the region where the Korean Customs Law is enforced. 
3Imports in 1979 were valued at $4,715; unreported quantity imported in 1980 valued at $1,000. 
“Excludes unreported quantity valued at $486,269 in 1979 and $229,283 in 1980.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

Domestic mine production met the de- quantity. In addition, the country imports 
mand for only a few mineral commodities. about 50,000 tons of copper metal and semi- 
Although the Republic of Korea was wholly manufactures, principally from Japan and 
self-sufficient for limestone, mica, molybde- in lesser quantities from Australia, Chile, 
num, and tungsten, it was entirely depend- and Peru. 

ent on imported ores and minerals such as Lead.—Mine output of lead from copper- 
aluminum, bituminous coal for coke, chro- zinc-lead ore and zinc-lead ore in Kyung- 
mium, cobalt, nickel, and platinum-group sang averaged about 11,500 tons per year of 
metals. Moreover, the country was over contained lead. Lead metal was recovered 

% dependent on foreign sources of cop- by the copper smelter of Korea Mining a 90% d d forei f by th Iter of K Mini t 
per, iron ore, and tin. More importantly, it _Changhang, which had a lead production 
lacks domestic resources of oil and natural capacity of 12,000 tons per year. Annual 
gas, driving up costs in the manufacturing lead consumption was about 50,000 tons. 
sector as a result of high-priced imports. Close to 75% of the country’s supply was 

| from imports of scrap and unwrought met- 
METALS al. The proposed 50,000-ton-per-year lead 

The Government offers financial and tax smelter of Korea Zinc Co. remained in the 
. . . feasibility stage. 

ote cnotale The motales toekpile wae ee Iron and Steel.—Pohang Iron & Steel Co., 
. en ne Ltd. (Posco), a state-run enterprise, domin- 

with changes in market condition at well ated the steal industry in the Republic of 
eye ° : owe ; orea. Moreover, Fosco was the only in 

ae with $1398. Dae OBL) lea grated steelmaking facility in the country. | 

follows: aluminum, $19.2 million; lead, $4.9 1 @ddition to Posco's complex at Pohang, 
million; nickel, $9.1 million; tin, $10.1 mil- ‘h® malor tron and steo" centers were locat, 
lion; scrap iron, $36.5 million; coal, $35.6 er a pasar, aden? 

| million; and $107.8 million for other materi” “The industry utilized five large blast fur- 
latte or emergency to be dete m1 med | after naces for pig iron production. The inner 
a te r category i revi vermin T volume for the two largest were 3,795 and 
"South Korean capacity to produce prima- 2,254 cubic meters. Total pig iron produc- 

ry nonferrous metals was largely limited to tion capacity m 1981 was 8,019,000 tons. aluminum. copper. and zinc. The country’s Supplementing Posco’s crude steel output 
largest metal et ? _ d steel TYS of 8.5 million tons per year were 15 mills 
o elarainua _ ‘Aluminum of. Kor a Ltd operating electric furnaces and 15 other 

| (Koralu) o rated the onl smelter in the installations engaged in various aspects of 
country e 17 500-ton-per- year plant at steel processing. For steelmaking, the in- 
Ul Kor alu re jointly owned by Hyundai dustry operated 6 basic-oxygen furnaces 
Hea " Industries. Ltd y dP hine a . and 39 electric arc furnaces with a combin- 
K uhle n of 1 France” All of the gen eleer's ed capacity of 12,335,000 tons per year. 
requiremen ts for alumina were impo vted South Korean production capacity by proc- 

from Japan. Domestic consumption for met- ons as ee 1981 was as follows, in 
al has been about 105,000 tons per year. To " 
meet the shortfall in supply, the Republic of 
Korea imports metal and semimanufac- Process Capacity 
tures from Canada, France, and Japan. Blast furnace 3.019 

Copper.—The Republic of Korea had two _ Basic-oxygen furnace _______________- 8,535 
: ni Electric arc f ne 3,680 corner refineries the Koren, Mining & Gperiearttnee <—ovnooaaano . ntinuous casting _______________~_ , 

capacity of 40,000 tons, and Onsan Copper Papen and blooming - _-__-__----_- 15438 
Refinery Co., Ltd., at Onsan with an annual] 9.2 ’ 
capacity of 80,000 tons. Domestic mine pro- 
duction of copper continued to be small, and Since the early 1970’s, there has been 
virtually all ore for the smelters was im- spectacular growth in the iron and steel 
ported as concentrates from the Philip- industry. Production of pig iron grew from 
pines, Mexico, and Canada, in order of 455,000 tons in 1973 to 7,928,000 tons in
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1981; correspondingly, crude steel output trate. The concentrate was shipped to the 
increased from 1,240,000 to 10,754,000 tons. company’s plant at Taegu where it was 
Significantly, the country is impoverished processed to produce tungsten powder and , 

| of natural resources to feed its largest carbide and up to 2,500 tons of ammonium 
metallurgical sector. Domestic production paratungstate. 
of iron ore supplied about 5% of current Zine.—The Republic of Korea had two 
consumption, while the remainder was im- zinc refineries, the 31,000-ton-per-year re- 
ported from Australia, Brazil, India, New finery of Young Poong Corp. at Sukpo and 
Zealand, and Peru. The imports by type the 50,000-ton-per-year refinery of Korea 
were 61.2% fine-size ore, 36.3% lumpsize Zinc Co. at Onsan. Significantly, domestic 
ore, and 2.5% pellets. The industry also mine output accounted for about 70% of the 
imports about 2 million tons of iron and ore requirement with the remainder im- 
steel scrap annually, composed of direct ported largely from Australia. Although the 
receipts and metal from the country’s ship- South Korean metal market was small, the 
scrapping sector. Moreover, the Republic of zinc market was relatively large at about 
Korea lacks resources of bituminous coal 80,000 tons per year. | 

and must import the entire amount of A lead-zinc deposit was discovered in 
coking coal needed by the steel industry. North Kyongsang Province, in the Pongh- 
The country’s receipts of coking coal have wa-Ulchin area, 220 kilometers southeast of 
been from Australia, Canada, and the Unit- Seoul. The deposit, with estimated reserves 
ed States. Posco was developing a coal mine of 6.3 million tons, reportedly has a poten- 
in Tanoma, Pa., to secure coal supplies and _ tial value of $80 million. 
was negotiating similar arrangements in Other Metals.—Bismuth and molybde- 

Australia and Canada. num were produced as a byproduct of tung- 
Posco was expected to complete the ex-  sten processing by Korea Tungsten Mining 

pansion program for its Pohang complex, (€po., Ltd. The increase in copper refining, 
increasing annual capacity to 8.5 million que to the operation of the new Onsan 
tons from 5.5 million tons in early 1982. copper plant, resulted in higher byproduct 

Construction of the Republic of Korea’s recovery of silver and gold. A small amount 
second integrated iron and steel complex of arsenic was also recovered from copper 
was expected to begin in July 1985. The processing. Production of other metals dur- 
complex, to be constructed at the southern ing the year included minor amounts of 
coastal city of Kwangyang near Yosu, would antimony, manganese, and tin. 
have an initial rated annual capacity of 2.7 During 1980, Korea Mining Promotion 
million tons of crude steel and would be Corp., a state-run enterprise, announced the 

under the supervision of Posco. The Govern- discovery of a larger molybdenite deposit in 
ment was to subsidize $280 million for Yongwol County, Kangwon Province. How- 

developing basic groundwork—roads, rail- yer because of its low grade and the low 
way, waterfront loading docks, and electri- price of molybdenum in the international 
cal and communications installations. syarket, there were no plans for a feasibility 
When completed in March 1988, the com- study of ore body development. 
plex will have facilities for producing coke, Amax Exploration Inc. of the United 
pig iron, cast iron, steel, and hot-rolled States and Hyundai Corp. reportedly have 

steel. It was expected that a second-stage agreed in principle to explore jointly for 
expansion would follow, increasing the an- molybdenum in the Republic of Korea. The 

ma ones 5 capacity at Kwangyang to 6 initial exploration project was likely to be 

Tungsten.—South Korean production of small scale, estimated at $400,000. 
tungsten constituted about 5% of world NONMETALS 
output. The Sangdong Mine of the Korea 
Tungsten Mining Co., Ltd., a state-run en- Cement.—Ssangyong Cement Industrial 
terprise, accounted for about 938% of nation- Co., Ltd., the largest cement producer in the 
al production. The remainder of the produc- Republic of Korea, constituted about 42% of 
tion was by Chungyang Co., Okbang Mining _ the total capacity in 1981. The expansion of 
Co., Ltd., and other operators of small mines Ssangyong’s largest plant at Donghae 
at Daewha, San-Nae, Ssangjon, and Wol-Ak. was completed in 1980, raising capacity 
Korea Tungsten’s mill at Sangdong hadthe from 6.021 to 8.821 million tons per year. 
capacity to process 2,000 tons of ore per day Ssangyong also has a 2,122,000-ton-per-year 
to produce a 70% tungsten oxide concen- plant at Yeong-Weol and a 567,000-ton-per-
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year plant at Mungyeon, in addition to IIshin Industry Co., Ltd., for joint develop- 
grinding facilities at Changdong, Daegu, ment of talc in Yesan, South Ch’ungchiong 
and Daejeon. Tong Yong Cement Manu- Province. 
facturing Co. Ltd. was the second largest 
producer with a 6,108,000-ton-per-year plant MINERAL FUELS | 

at Samcheog. Other producers of cement There has been no commercial production 
included, with capacities given in million of oi) and natural gas in the Republic of 
tons per year, Hamil Cement Manufactu- Korea. The only indigenous fuel source was 
ring Co., Ltd., 2.75; Sungshin Cement Indus- anthracite coal. Electric power generation 
trial Co, Ltd., 2.41; Hyundai Cement Co., in 1981 totaled 40,307 kilowatt-hours. Ther- 
Ltd., 2.222; Asia Manufacturing Co., Ltd., mal powerplants accounted for 86% of the 
1.87; and Koryo Cement Manufacturing Co.,  tota] power generated, followed by hydro- 

Ltd., 0.587. The Sosa plant of Union Corp. power plants at 6.7%. Total electric power 
had a 100-ton-per-day white cement capaci- consumption during the year was 29,281 
ty. Halla Cement Manufacturing Co. was million kilowatt-hours. Consumption by the 
completing the construction of its 1-million- mining sector in 1981 totaled 715 million 

ton-per-year plant outside of Seoul. kilowatt-hours. The large electric power 
The expansion of the cement industry consumers were as follows, in million 

began in the 1960’s. The target for cement- kilowatt-hours: primary metal producers, 
making was 30 million tons in 1986. Howev- 4,945; textiles, 4,854; chemicals, 4,518; metal 

er, the industry’s price competitiveness has _ products, 2,666; and nonmetal sector, 2,642. 

been beset with higher costs, primarily for Petroleum’s share of South Korean ener- 
fuel and electricity. Cement production in gy consumption was estimated at 60%. The 
1981 represented only 57% of capacity. Government’s energy policy for the 1980’s 

Moreover, to reduce the dependence on oil, emphasizes a reduction in dependence on 
the industry made investments to convert il and the development of alternative ener- 

as rapidly as possible to coal-fired kilns. By 8y sources. By 1991, a total of 11 nuclear 

the end of 1981, coal accounted for 82.5% of powerplants are expected to be in operation. 
industry capacity and was expected to in- Also, four coal-fired electric powerplants 
crease to 86.9% by the end of 1982. To with a combined capacity of 2 million kilo- 

compound the difficulties, traditional ex- Watts and a number of hydroelectric 
port markets, such as Indonesia and Thai- powerplants with a combined capacity of 
land, were developing their own cement 1,950,000 kilowatts are targeted for comple- 

industries. To overcome these problems, the oe ty Korean depen Proposed guide. 
cement industry was depending upon in- ? 
creased activity in domestic and foreign be reduced to 27.67% of the total energy 
construction to improve financial perform- consumption in 1991. , 
ance. Coal.—Under the Government’s long- 

“1: . ly-demand program (1981-91), the Fertilizer Materials.—Manufacturers of term supP'Y P , 
chemical fertilizers were also adversely af- country’s demand for coal was to Brow by 
fected by higher energy costs and failing 11.1% annually. The share of coal in total 
export matkets. Although producti f energy demand, however, was to reach 35% 

perKets. Bn _Procuction © in 1986 and then be reduced to 32.1% in 
urea fertilizers increased 10% to 1.1 million 1991 

tons in 1981, output of fused phosphate was According to MER, coal production in 
down 23% to 93,596 tons, and production of 198) was the highest ever recorded in the 
complex fertilizers was down 16% to 1.2 country. Output was 5.2% more than the 
million tons. Exports of fertilizers increased target ‘set for 1981. Dai Han Coal Corp., a 
substantially between 1976 and 1980. Ex- state-run enterprise, produced 4,883,000 
ports in 1980 were valued at $344 million tons, exceeding its target by 83,000 tons. 
but fell to $188 million in 1981. Private mines produced 15,111,000 tons dur- 

Other Nonmetals.—The Republic of Ko- ing the year. MER attributed the increase 
rea was a large producer of graphite and in production to the Government’s efforts to 
was best known for its amorphous graphite. boost domestic output and to the dry sum- 
Production of other nonmetallic minerals mer conditions in the mining area. 

included agalmatolite, andalusite, asbestos, The Republic of Korea has been import- 
barite, diatomaceous earth, feldspar, fluor- ing 6 to 7 million tons of coal annually, 
ite, salt, and talc. Cyprus Mining Co. was_ which includes coal for steam generation 
reportedly entering into an agreement with and for metallurgical coke. In 1981, the
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Government authorized Dai Han Coal to be area involved 8,000 square kilometers off- 
the country’s sole importer of coal. Korea shore Madura Island, and exploration and 
Electric Co. and others who have imported -test drilling were projected to cost $60 
coal, however, will be allowed to sell import- million. Under the terms of the protocol, 

ed coal in accordance with terms set by the the contracting company for each country 
state-run coal corporation. was to develop a master plan and set up 

In an attempt to secure foreign sources, detailed execution procedures through con- 

South Korean firms have invested in the sultation. 
development of overseas coal projects. Posco In 1981, South Korean daily oil refining 
has invested about $38 million in the devel- capacity reached 790,000 barrels. Korea Oil 
opment of the Mt. Thorley coal mine in Corp. operated a 280,000-barrel-per-day re- 
Australia and was expected to begin export- finery at Ulsan on the southwest coast. 

ing some coal in late 1982. Posco has like. Homan Oil Refinery Co. completed the ex- 
wise invested $68 million in the Tanoma Pansion of its refinery at Yosu to 380,000 
Mine in the United States; shipments tothe barrels per day. The refinery of Kyung In 
Republic of Korea were expected to begin in Energy Co. had a daily refining capacity of 

1983. Posco has also invested in the develop- 9,000 barrels. Kuk Dong Oil Co., Ltd., had 
ment of the Greenhill Mine in Canada. ¢8 refinery in Pusan with a daily refining 
Daesung Consolidated Coal Mining Co., CP acity of 10,000 barrels. Ssangy ong Oil 
Ltd., and Hyundai Corp. were developing a eae see voted the construction of 
coal mine in Australia and were expected to tes t opera tone 7 198 "Ssangyong began 

neg n shipping coal in 1983. joint venture with the National Iranian Oil 
etroleum and Natural Gas.—Explora- Corp. However. National Iranian. a state- 

tion for oil continued on the Continental van firm with drew in August 1980, 

Shelf between the Republic of Korea and The Republic of Korea was negotiating a 
Japan. Following seismic surveys in 1979, long-term purchase contract for Indonesian 
test drilling in 1980 was conducted in the liqu efied natural gas (LNG) at the rate of 

fifth and seventh subzones of the joint 1.5 million tons per year beginning in 1985. 
development zone. There were no indica- A receiving terminal for the LNG was 
tions of seabed oil. Nine additional test proposed near the Pyongtaek powerplant on 
drillings were planned through 1987 . Japa- Asan Bay. A pipeline would link the Seoul- 

nese and South Korean concessionaires f[nchon area with the terminal. Cost of the 
were involved with subzones two through proposed LNG project was estimated at 
eight. Owing to the withdrawal of the Japa- $785 million. 
nese applicant, subzones one and nine were 

to be explored later. Zapata Exploration Co. 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
of the United States and Korea Petroleum Kom here necessary, _values have been converted from 
Development Corp. completed in 1981 a 600- W700=US$1. Ofri981.  o . ™ 
kilometer seismic survey southwest of Che- moe: qoepartment of gyommerce. Foreign Economic 
ju Island and were to drill one well in early — “the Bank of Korea. Monthly Bulletin (Seoul), April 
1982. This area reportedly had the highest 1982, 156 pp. 
potential for commercial crude production 192 99 pp. Quarterly Economic Review (Seoul), March 
in South Korean offshore areas.'° i sFederation of Korean industries, Korean Business Re- 

On February 26, 1981, a protocol was  “‘tconomic Planning Board. Monthly Statistics of Korea 
signed between the Governments of the (Seoul), March 1982, 167 pp. 

Republic of Korea and Indonesia for the Indactey (Seoul) 1881 24 Korea's Iron & Steel 
establishment of a 50-50 joint venture for *Yonhap News Agency. Korea Annual (Seoul), 1981, 

the exploration and development of Indone- TOR PP roleum News Southeast Asia, Ltd. Petroleum News 
sian oil resources off northwest Java. The (Hong Kong), v. 12, No. 10, January 1982, pp. 29-30.
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The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
K it | uwal 

| By Roman V. Sondermayer! | 

As in the past, the Government-owned um and natural gas. The Government of 
petroleum industry completely dominated Kuwait sought to maximize its oil income. 
the economy of Kuwait during 1981. The Excess capital generated by the crude oil 
glut of oil on world markets had adverse industry was used by the Kuwaitis for 
effects on Kuwait’s economy in two ways. investments abroad. In the United States, 
First, Government revenues and foreign Kuwait Oil Corp. (KOC) concluded arrange- 
exchange earnings dropped as the result of ments to buy the Santa Fe Drilling Co. of 

the decision to limit crude oil production. Alhambra near Los Angeles. Reportedly, 

Second, all natural gas necessary for power Santa Fe Drilling will become a subsidiary 
generation and production of petrochemi- of KOC, which will pay $51 per share for 
cals was associated gas. Consequently, lower Santa Fe Drilling’s outstanding shares. All 
crude oil production resulted in lower pro- necessary Kuwaiti approvals have been 
duction of natural gas, which adversely granted. However, the final approval for 
affected operation of the gas plant and _ this acquisition from the appropriate Gov- 
petrochemical industry of Kuwait. Many ernment offices in the United States had 
commitments by Kuwait for delivery of gas not been granted at yearend. 
and petrochemical products had to be revis- Principal events in the mineral industry 
ed downward. Premium prices made Ku- of Kuwait were lowering of crude oil and 
wait’s crude oil one of the most expensive natural gas production, expansion of am- 
crudes sold on the world market. Duringthe monia-producing facilities, preparations 
year, resistance of buyers was mounting with Saudi Arabia for construction of a | 
and the premium of $5.50 per barrel was cement plant, testing of two deep wells for 
dropped. During 1981, the Government was__ gas, and modernization of petroleum refin- 
not encouraging development of industry in _ eries. 
the country except where related to petrole- 

PRODUCTION 

During 1981, according to preliminary gas plant was 3 billion cubic meters per 
reports, Kuwait was among the largest year. Output of other minerals was minimal 
producers of crude oil in the world. In and had only domestic significance. The 
addition to crude oil and associated gas petroleum sector was Government owned or 
production, Kuwait had three petroleum controlled, while production of other miner- 

refineries and one gas-processing plant in als was in private hands. Table 1 shows 
operation. Total capacity of the refineries Kuwait’s mineral production trends for the 
was 594,000 barrels per day, and that ofthe most recent 5-year period. 

603
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Table 1.—Kuwait: Production of mineral commodities! 
Nn 

vere 

Commodity and unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° a eee 

Cement _________________ metric tons__ 329,339 621,334 “630,000 625,000 625,000 
Clay products, nonrefractory: Sand-lime bricks 

cubic meters_ _ 215,020 262,528 270,000 265,000 265,000 
Gas, natural:? 

Gross____.._.__ ~~ million cubic feet__ 362,751 392,838 460,324 300,000 210,000 Marketed __________________do____ 210,510 221,069 304,128 260,000 190,000 Lime: Hydrated and quicklime ___ metric tons_ - 19,656 8,837 11,800 12,000 12,000 —_— ETO ——ejqNQmTvT———==_=OOO 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural | gasoline thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 5,638 5,415 6,000 6,100 6,000 
Liquefied petroleum gas (propane and butane) 

do____ 14,965 18,853 16,000 28,215 25,400 et eee Dh Fd 
Total _-_________________do____ 20,603 19,268 22,000 34,315 31,400 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia __ metric tons__ 402,000 431,000 ©435,000 440,000 450,000 Petroleum: 

Crude?______ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 718,685 777,961 912,610 608,914 415,000 en FOU —Soaoooooooaoaoaoaamy 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline, motor____________do____ 6,205 7,458 8,541 7,921 7,100 Jetfuel__._-_-___§_________do____ 4,088 3,104 6,935 7,000 6,300 Kerosine________________do____ 3,979 10,608 18,000 16,535 14,900 Distillate fuel oil _..._______do____ 30,222 30,160 30,843 27,558 24,800 Residual fuel oil _____:_____do____ 60,006 58,334 66,138 52,706 47,500 
er: 
Naphtha _____________do____ 18,891 18,581 | 21,800 16,534 15,000 Asphalt______________do____ 502 129 ©800 800 800 Unspecified ___________do____ 1,303 1,551 7,000 9,782 5,000 Refinery fuel and losses______ _do____ 1,132 2,860 . 3,000 2,800 2,600 ——_ 

Total_____________do____ 126,328 133,385 163,057 141,636 124,000 Salt____..______________ metric tons__ 16,703 18,973 19,000 19,600 19,500 
Sodium and potassium compounds: Caustic soda 

do_ ___ 6,499 8,009 8,000 8,500 8,500 Sulfur: . 
Elemental, petroleum byproduct ____do____ 79,000 100,000 100,000 120,000 110,000 Sulfuric acid _.______________do____ 5,112 NA NA NA NA _ eee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. . 
1Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. 
Includes Kuwait’s 1/2 share of production in the Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Partitioned Zone. 

TRADE : 

Tables 2 and 3 show the trend in Kuwait’s for petroleum exports, foreign trade in min- 
foreign trade for 1979, the latest year for erals was modest by world standards. 
which complete data were available. Except 

Table 2.—Kuwait: Exports of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Destinations, 1979 
Commodit 1978 1979 ~“tnteq y gnited Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, 

unwrought and semimanufactures_______ 456 1,054 _- Syria 664; United Arab 
Emirates 133; Saudi 
Arabia 75. 

Copper metal including alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures_________________ 64 110 __ Saudi Arabia 69; Iraq 26; 

United Arab Emirates 12. Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap___.__________ 6,019 21,460 __ West Germany 13,001; Syria _— 3,691; Jordan 2,817. Pig iron and ferroalloys_____________ -- 9,535 _~- United Arab Emirates 9,500; . Syria 35. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections___ _ 37,123 56,435 __ Saudi Arabia 38,842; Iraq . 9,365; Jordan 6,933. Universals, plates, sheets ________ _ 11,997 8,608 _- Saudi Arabia 6,784; Iraq 634; . Jordan 512. Wire_________-_~_______ 436 482 __ Saudi Arabia 465; Iraq 10. Tubes, pipes, fittings____________ 12,600 13,249 — Saudi Arabia 9,716; Iraq 
1,468; Jordan 783. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Kuwait: Exports of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : ” United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures __ ____________ 259 914 _- Saudi Arabia 738; Iraq 102; 

Syria 66. 
Nickel metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ____ __________ — 1 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ___..____ ~~ _ ry 2 __ Do. 
Zinc: Blue powder __________-__-----~- 102 219 _- Do. 
Other: 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _________ 31 16 _- Do. 
Pyrophoric alloys: Ferrocerium ___ ~~ ~~~ 1 1 -- Do. 
Metals including alloys: 

Scrap ______.-------------- 14,129 50,132 _- India 28,313; Republic of 
Korea 11,651; Pakistan 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _ 1 2 -- Bahrain 1; Saudi Arabia 1. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing - 
wheels and stones _________----_-_~— 25 32 _— Saudi Arabia 30; Iraq 2. 

Asbestos, crude. _____.______-----_- _— 2 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Cement_____________~ ~~ ___ ee 19,584 60,541 __ Bahrain 40,804; Saudi Ara- 

bia 17,962; Iraq 1,433. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays: Bentonite ___.______--~- 21,012 3,217 — Iran 3,025; Iraq 113. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory __________--~~-—- 2,258 3,790 _- Saudi Arabia 2,720; Iraq 868; 
Jordan 82. 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ — 399 378 _— Saudi Arabia 371; Jordan 4; 
. raq 3. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude____________________---- 66 142 _- Saudi Arabia 117; Iran 25. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ___________-.-~--~ 602,973 563,862 _- China 155,355; Iran 106,541; 
Sudan 93,870; India 92,583. 

Other including mixed _________~- 72,852 129 — Bahrain 100; Somalia 25. 
Ammonia ____._~____~ ~~ 133,425 87,683 — India 47,852; Turkey 17,500; 

Spain 7,704; Tanzania 
7,530. 

Graphite, natural ____.________-----~- 2 1 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Gypsum and plasters _________------- 37 6 _. Saudi Arabia 4; Iraq 2. 
Lime ______~________~-~-----~---~-- 19 1 -- All to Qatar. 
Precious and semiprecious stones excluding 
diamond_________-____-—_-~ carats__ T1,000 8,000 _.  Alltoltaly. 

Salt and brine__________.___.--_-_~- 1,510 745 _. Jordan 415; Iraq 150; Saudi 
Arabia 121. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda. _-_________-_----~- 6,987 5,526 _. _ Iraq 4,675; Saudi Arabia 646; 

‘United Arab Emirates 128. 
Soda ash _________________.---- 15 15 __ _ All to Saudi Arabia. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ______—_~_ 78 119 a Saudi Arabia 69; Lebanon 50. 
Worked _______________----~- 959 1,494 _— Saudi Arabia 1,124; Qatar 

160; Lebanon 126. 
Gravel and crushed rock _____.__-——- ¥1,307 1,478 _— . Saudi Arabia 1,258; Qatar 

“135; Lebanon 80. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ ___ ~~ ~~ — 1,825 411 _- Iran 200; United Arab Emir- 

ates 200; Jordan 11. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental, colloidal ..________.---~- 164,257 72,530 _- India 34,540; Italy 9,895; Peo- 

pce bier Yous 8,634 ublic of Yemen 8,634; 
Pakistan 8,034. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum —__-.._-_..------ 212 1,851 -- Saudi Arabia 1,008; Iraq 840; 
Qatar 3. 

Other: 
Crude_______-_--~.--~-------- 20 85 -- soe ia 54; Jordan 25; 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ _ — 1,760 15,570 _- ae 12,805; Iraq 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades including coke and briquets_ _ — 50 16 _- Iran 11; Saudi Arabia 5. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __._______-~_ 79 138 (7) _—_ Iraq 56; United Arab Emir- 

ates 35; Saudi Arabia 24. 
Petroleum: 

Crude______ thousand 42-gallon barrels 649,373 765,402 5,893 Japan 208,476; Netherlands 
64,743: Italy 73,814. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Kuwait: Exports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
samo United Other (principal) 
a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 

Refinery products: 
Shipments other than bunkers: 

Gasoline including natural 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ T1,094 8,342 247 Japan 2,792; Netherlands 

1,847; People’s Democratic 
Republic of Yemen 632. 

Kerosine and jet fuel ____do____ 10,675 12,694 _- Indonesia 4,106; Pakistan 
3,773; Italy 615; India 538. 

Distillate fuel oil. _____.__do____ 26,335 29,032 _— Pakistan 6,489; Japan 3,400; 
Indonesia 3,240; West Ger- 
many 2,909. 

Residual fuel oil _______do____ 38,304 45,520 _- Italy 11,947; Japan 7,780; 
Australia 6,388; Taiwan 
5,697. 

Lubricants __________do____ T21 21 (2) Saudi Arabia 13; Lebanon 3; 
Traq 2. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ _ 12,980 31,910 1,193 J apan 20,224; Netherlands 

390; Turkey 3,001. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ (?) (?) ~- All toSaudi Arabia 
Naphtha __________do-___ 24,543 27,001 _— Japan 13,502; Netherlands 

5,929; Italy 2,516. 
Bituminous mixtures____do____ 1 1 __ Mainly to United Arab Emir- 

ates. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 129 6 _- Saudi Arabia 4; Iraq 1. 
Bunkers: 

Gasoline. ___________do____. _- 1,339 NA NA. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ____do____ 13 5 NA NA. 
Distillate fuel oil. ______do____ 597 776 NA NA. 
Residual fuel oil _______do____ 15,870 16,107 NA _ NA. 
Lubricants __________do____ 3 1 NA NA. 
Naphtha____________do___ _ — 1,339 NA NA. 

ee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
Includes Kuwait's share of former Neutral Zone exports. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Kuwait: Imports of mineral: commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 : 
Rnited Other (principal) 
tte ae 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures_____________ 9,815 11,683 217 Bahrain 2,690; Turkey 2,044; Republic of 

orea 1,395. 
Copper metal including alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures _______________ 1,783 1,764 117 Japan 532; United Kingdom 514; Taiwan 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap. ~> 609 2,978 1,549 Saudi Arabia 1,094; United Kingdom 203. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys____________ 25 _- 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections __ 341,876 465,274 5,217 Japan 169,150; Qatar 74,219; India 36,227; 
a 30,658. 

Universals, plates, sheets________ 980,650 104,264 791 Ja 70,979; Australia 6,127; Republic of 
Korea 4,462. . 

Wire __-_________ 5,974 9,734 22 West Germany 2,357; China 2,135; United 
Kingdom 1,178. Se 

Tubes, pipes, fittings___.________ 152,091 145,956 2,002 Japan 34,589; 1 United Kingdom 15,821; 
‘U.S.S.R. 7,277. 

Lead metal including alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures _______________ 947 2,956 3 Iran n 2,600; Italy 160; Republic of Korea 

Nickel metal including alloys, unwrought and 
ssemimanufactures _______ kilograms_ _ 200 + =1,446 _- All from United Kingdom. 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought and : 
semimanufactures _______________ 6 6 -- Malaysia 3; Belgium-Luxembourg 2.
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| Table 3.—Kuwait: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 . 
munooy United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued 

Uranium, radium, thorium, metals including 
alloys, all forms ____ value, thousands__ _ *$249 $288 $47 United wippdom $235; West Germany $5; 

rance $1. 
Zinc: Blue powder __ ~~ _-§_-_~~§_~§________ 240 591 4 West Germany 512; China 35; United 

Kingdom 23. 
Other: . 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _________ 1,446 2,390 _— Hungary 1,832; United Kingdom 111; 
West Germany 78. 

Pyrophoric alloys: Ferrocerium 
kilograms___ 1,309 431 _— United Kingdom 360; Austria 71. 

Metals including alloys: 
Scrap ____.~__~__________ 6,348 16,766 41 Saudi Arabia 14,711; Iraq 211; United 

Kingdom 150. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 42 165 2 Norway 100; Netherlands 25; France 18. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones________________ 604 566 2 Italy 385; Czechoslovakia 36; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 21. 
Asbestos, crude___________________ 6,285 10,044 -- Swaziland 6949; Canada 2,003; Nether- 

ands 1,030. 
Cement ___________-~_ thousand tons__ 2,346 2,633 (1) Japan 1,956; Spain 236; U.S.S.R. 115. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays: 
Bentonite _________________ 85,607 1,731 515 West Germany 852; India 325; United 

Kingdom 20. 
Other ___________________ 190 __ 

Products: 
Nonrefractory____.~_~9__~_______ 59 45,709 157 Tally 29,934; Spain 3,609; United Kingdom 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ — 2,352 1,288 2 India 719; Romania 160; United Kingdom 

Diamond: Gem, not set or strung __ carats__ 3,750 23,470 _— United Kingdom 13,250; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 5,000; Thailand 3,000; In- 
dia 1,230. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude _________ 5 2 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Manufactured ____§_____________ 404 438 __ France 300; West Germany 87; Nether- 

an . 
Ammonia _____§__§_ ~~~ 17 1 _— All from United Kingdom. 

Graphite, natural ________~_ kilograms__ 50,000 200 _- All from Republic of Korea. 
Gypsum and plasters __________._____ 81,603 60,453 14 Saudi Arabia 16,074; Spain 14,570; Egypt 

13,712; Morocco 11,801. 
Lime _________..______________ 2%,459 31,880 __ United Arab Emirates 12,195; Yugoslavia 

9,159; Spain 6,537. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except . 
diamond____________~__ kilograms__ 471 72 — India 33; Taiwan 11; China 10; Japan 8. 

Salt and brine ___________________ 5,674 5,701 101 Saudi Arabia 3,587; Netherlands 1,250. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda___§_§_§§ § 5 5 = 171 439 __ Saudi Arabia 423; Yugoslavia 16. 
Soda ash_____________________ 339 318 _- United Kingdom 150; China 90; West Ger- 

. many 78. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Unworked and partly worked: 

Marble ________________ 2,019 3,129 __ Italy 2,021; Iran 379; Greece 366; Jordan 
1. 

Other _________________ 472,102 52,485 __ Saudi Arabia 24,737; United Arab Emir- 
ates 24,030. 

Worked: 
Marble ________________ 417,426 55,531 () Italy 45,947; Greece 3,166; Jordan 2,609. 
Other _________________ | 49,829 53,366 _- Jordan 47,879; Iraq 4,028. 

’ Gravel and crushed rock _________-—— "457,585 906,197 _- United Arab Emirates 737,717; Italy 
73,998; Iran 65,286. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 435 399 58 Jordan 211; France 76; United Arab Emir- 
ates 18. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid, oleum ___ kilograms__ 147,135 12 12 
Other: 

Crude, unspecified ______.._______ 2,450 1,629 () India 729; United Kingdom 609; West 
Germany 92. 

Agricultural soil and clay __________ 358 947 _- Jordan 4 : * Netherlands 375; Saudi 
rabia 48. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and ; 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_____ 39,909 1,411 _— India 360; Yugoslavia 263; Iraq 258. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades including coke and briquets_ _ 369 1,242 T7 Switzerland 750; France 178; Iran 144. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __________ 229 497 39 Netherlands 332; United Kingdom 59; 

France 45. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Kuwait: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 
Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

eee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline, aviation _ _ _42-gallon barrels__ 961 _- 
Kerosine and jet fuel _.__._._.___do____ — 3,608 1,008 31 West Germany 775; United Kingdom 202. 
Lubricants _____________.do____ 213,130 299,507 29,629 Singapore 93,712; Belgium-Luxembourg 

64,255; United Kingdom 30,354. 
Other: 

Mineral jelly and wax _____do____ 68 —_ 
Bituminous mixtures _____do____ 12,101 9,849 220 United Kingdom 6,480; Italy 1,610; Japan 

Bitumen and other residues _do____ 144,169 4,124 135 Iran 3,327 ; United Kingdom 662. 

Revised. . 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS MINERAL FUELS 

Kuwait did not report production of met- Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Kuwait li- 
als during 1981. A project to construct an mited its crude oil output during 1981 in 
aluminum smelter using natural gas re- line with the policy of the Organization of 
sources for generating electric power was Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). 
under consideration. Implementation was OPKC’s aim was to reduce world supplies of 
uncertain at yearend. Iron and steel prod- crude oil and consequently retard the de- 
ucts were produced by the Kuwait Metal line of oil prices on the saturated world 
Pipe Industry. Its main product was welded market. The decision affected production at 
pipe used by the oil industry. the gas-processing plant at Shuaiba. The 

plant was forced to operate at one-half of its 
NONMETALS capacity because most of the natural gas 

Ammonia.—The Petrochemical Indus- Produced in Kuwait came from gas which is 
tries Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of KOC, Produced along with oil. 
continued to expand its ammonia-producing __ During 1981, KOC continued its explora- 
facilities at the petrochemical complex at tion for natural gas and crude oil. However, Shuaiba. Equipment for a fourth ammonia ™ost exploration efforts sought natural gas. 
train was ordered during 1981. The new At yearend, results were inconclusive as 
facility was planned for a capacity of 1,000 tests were underway on gas zones in the 
tons per day. Costs were reported at $112 Permian Khuff formation, reached by two 

million, and startup was scheduled for the deep wells. Four other areas were in various 
second half of 1982. The new train will stages of exploration for crude oil and 
replace an older unit, and after completion, natural gas: Deep under the Burgan Field, 
the capacity for production of ammonia at in the Fars heavy oil formation in northern 
Shuaiba should reach 1 million tons per Kuwait, offshore Kuwait, and in the Neu- 
year. tral Zone. About five rigs were active in the 

Cement.—During 1981, most of the pre- country, and total drilling was estimated at 

liminary work necessary for construction of about 33,000 meters. 
a 2.5-million-ton-per-year cement plant At the beginning of 1981, the total num- 
at Khuraniyah, 100 kilometers north of ber of wells in Kuwait capable of producing 
Dammam, Saudi Arabia, was completed. crude oil and associated gas was 556. Ap- 
Krupp Polysius A.G. of the Federal Repub- proximately two-thirds were out of produc- 
lic of Germany won the construction con- tion. Some of them were awaiting workover, 
tract. The project should make Saudi Ara- but most were shut-in owing to the decision 
bia, which owns 55% of the project, and to reduce production. 
Kuwait, which owns the other 45%, self- In the Neutral Zone, where production 
sufficient in cement. was split evenly between Kuwait and Saudi
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Arabia, offshore drilling totaled about natural gas used for making natural gas 

10,000 meters in 1980, the latest year for liquids at the Shuaiba gas-processing plant. 

which drilling data were available. Some The modernization of refineries in Ku- 

410 oil wells were in production at the wait continued during 1981. When all refin- 

beginning of 1981. All associated gas pro- ery expansion programs are completed, Ku- 

duced in the Neutral Zone was flared except wait should have a refinery capacity of 

that used in the field. In May 1981, KOC about 700,000 barrels per day. Completion 

started to work on the development of the was targeted for 1984. During the summer, 

Southern Gas Project. When completed, the a fire damaged the largest refinery in Ku- 

facility will gather and compress associated wait at Shuaiba. The fire burned for a week 

gas from the Wafra and Khafji Fields. and damaged 10 storage tanks. 

Kuwait expects that this previously flared —HH 

gas will do much to relieve the shortage of 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data.





The Mi try o e Mineral Industry of 
L e e 

iberia 
By George A. Rabchevsky’ 

Mining remained Liberia’s most impor- kept in operation largely from subsidies by 
tant industry in 1981, although its share of the Liberian Government in 1981. 
the gross domestic product (GDP) has fallen In addition to iron ore, other mineral 
steeply in recent years. In 1981, the Liber- production in Liberia included the tradi- 
ian mining and minerals industry contin- tional output of alluvial diamonds and gold 
ued the decline owing to the stagnant over- from small mines and production from the 
all economic conditions of 1979 and disrupt- petroleum refinery in Monrovia. Geological- 
ions following the coup of April 1980. Oil ly, the country possesses a wide variety of 
price increases, sluggish demand for iron minerals of potential economic value, and 
ore, and loss of confidence among foreign the Liberian Government continued to en- 
investors contributed further to the decline courage exploration and mining by foreign 
in the GDP and in foreign currency reserve companies, particularly in the area of dia- 
levels. Domestic production and foreign monds and gold. 
trade fell off, and all potential investments Further economic development will large- 
were under reconsideration by the Govern- ly depend on the extent to which Liberia 
ment. can regain the confidence of foreign inves- 

The iron ore industry in 1981, as inthe tors. In view of the continuing decline in 
past, dominated the Liberian GDP and ex- developed country markets and the uncer- 
port earnings. Because of the political tur- tainty of price increases in Liberia’s ex- 
moil and economic uncertainty of 1980,two ports, an economic revival in Liberia does 
of the three operating iron ore mines were not appear likely in the near future. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Production of minerals in Liberia in 1977- _ tance. Liberia’s currency is fully convertible 
81 is given in table 1. Production for export with the U.S. dollar with no exchange 
stemmed mainly from foreign companies controls or restrictions on the transfer of 
attracted by generous tax relief, unre- funds, which are mostly targeted for the 
stricted transfer of profits and capital,and development of Liberia’s infrastructure. 
the sole right of exploration and develop- Iron ore remained Liberia’s major export, 
ment for natural resources. accounting for over one-half of the total 

The United States in 1981, as in previous exports in 1981, followed by rubber and 
years, was Liberia’s preeminent trading diamonds. Oil dominated domestic imports, 
partner and is expected to continue as a_ accounting for almost 30% of the total in 
leading source of capital and technical assis- 1981. 

611
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Table 1.—Liberia: Production of mineral commodities! 
eee 

Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
eee 

Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons_ — “100 132 145 140 150 

Diamond: 
Gem ___.__._____-_-_ thousand carats__ 163 128 170 123 132 
Industrial... _-___§_____________do____ 163 180 132 175 204 

Total _.._-______________do____ 326 308 302 298 336 — 
Gold®________._________-_ troy ounces__ _ NA NA 1,086 7,243 16,720 
Iron ore __________ thousand metric tons_ _ 17,660 17,989 18,345 17,900 19,704 

Petroleum refinery products: 
,Gasoline_ ___-_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 112 541 500 500 
Jet fuel _-. 2 5 3 5 dol 45 | 252 250 250 
Kerosine___________________do____ . 24 68 60 60 
Distillate fuel oil_..§_.§_._....______do____ NA 166 800 1,000 1,000 
Residual fuel oil ______________do____ 317 1,842 1,800 1,800 
Other ____________________do____ 18 44 40 40 
Refinery fuel and losses___ _ ________do____ 71 261 250 250 

Total _._-_-. ~~ _______do____ NA 753 3,808 3,900 3,900 
—_—_— SSS 

*Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. . 
1Table includes data available through July 19, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, stone, and sand and gravel) were 

produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

Table 2.—Liberia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

—— eee 
Destinations, 1980 

. Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mney United Other (principal) 

ee 

METALS . 
Aluminum metal including alloys, 

unwrought ___~§_§__ 2 _- 1 _.  AlltoFrance. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___~_ troy ounces__ 65 7,243 2,508 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,807; Switzer- 
land 1,446; West Germany 1,268; 

. . Canada 214. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate _ thousand tons_ _ 19,866 17,199 1,617 West Germany 5,562; Italy 3,090; 
France 2,204. 

Metal: 
Scrap ~~ ~~~ 1,855 —_ 
Semimanufactures __________ 10 3 — Mainly to Guinea. 

Lead metal including alloys, unwrought _ _ 5 ae 
Other: Metals including alloys, waste and 

scrap____~_~_~ ~~ Le 23,957 6,262 _- Italy 3,400; Yugoslavia 2,300. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ________-_value__ $4,167 —_ 

Cement______________________ 7196 990 — Guinea 791; Sierra Leone 199. 
Diamond: Industrial ________ carats__ 301,808 298,446 41,513 Belgium-Luxembourg 167,175; United 

Kingdom 83,354. 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured, 
nitrogenous__________________ 212 153 _- Togo 100; Ivory Coast 50. 

Salt and brine____$_§_____________ _- 1 _— All to Guinea. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda __-_~§__~_____ 2 — 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: . 
Gasoline __ _ _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 57 155 _- All to Guinea. 
Kerosine______________do____ — 85 _- Do. 
Distillate fuel oi] _________do____ -- 136 -- Guinea 134; United Kingdom 2. 
Residual fuel oil. _________do____ __ 45,865 __ Netherlands 45,844; Guinea 20. 
Lubricants_____________do____ 61 10 _— All to Guinea. 
Bituminous mixtures ______do____ _- 46,420 -_ All to Netherlands. 

eee
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Table 3.—Liberia : Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y Rnited Other (principal) 
a 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all 
forms ______—~_~__~__~~_~______ 958 487 28 Switzerland 159; Japan 101; Sweden 

Copper metal including alloys, all forms _ 45 61 9 West Germany 28; United Kingdom 

Iron and steel metal: . 
Scrap__________-_----_--_ —_ 2 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 344 322 71 West Germany 109; United Kingdom 

Steel, primary forms__—_____~__ 322 391 112 Sweden 152; West Germany 83; China 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 3,892 4,318 272 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,560; Spain 

489; Brazil 474. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ — _— 4,206 4,584 145 Japan 3,148; Belgium-Luxembourg 

358; West Germany 246. 
Hoop and strip_ _____.__~_- 126 12 _. West Germany 6; Netherlands 5. 
Rails and accessories __ _ _ — __ — 930 1,579 334 Netherlands 1,244. 
Wire. _§_§________ _-__- 118 162 37 Belgium-Luxembourg 59; Japan 26; 

nited Kingdom 14. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ ___——-—- 1,289 1,787 556 West Germany 231; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 207; China 175. 
Castings and forgings, rough —_ — _ 96 5 4 NA. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms — — 49 70 2 West. Germany 33; Sweden 13; 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ _ 336 919 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 627; West 

Germany 239. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces__ 119 715 75 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______do.__~_ 199 4 _- Mainly from West Germany. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ ~ _ 35 20 10 West Germany 10. 
Uranium and thorium metals: Uranium 

depleted in U-235 ___________-~- _ 1 _— All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Zine metal including alloys, all forms_ _ — 488 973 80 Japan 637; Belgium-Luxembourg 252. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates___—..__ ~~~ 16,585 —_ 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ . 927 274 68 West Germany 147; United Kingdom 

Metals including alloys: 
Waste and scrap. _._ _ _____-~~ 6,829 _- 
Unwrought and 
semimanufactures — _ _ value_ _— $47 _- 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ______________~_value__ $25,912 -- 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _____________do____ $61,440 $40,213 $668 Italy $23,759; West Germany $6,692; 
Sweden $6,131. 

Asbestos, crude____ ~~~ ~_____ 65 52 _— Netherlands 21; United Kingdom 18; 
West Germany 13. 

Cement__________________--_ 71,534 98,834 36 Norway 97,444. 
Clays and clay products: , 

Crude clays _______________-_ 31,033 24,460 _. West Germany 20,595; United 
Kingdom 3,543, 

Products: 
Nonrefractory! ___________ 958 540 13 Czechoslovakia 139; Italy 129; France 

Refractory including  nonclay 
brick _-__-_-___~_-__~.--_ 109 159 60 Netherlands 62; Spain 19. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Natural: 

Nitrogenous __________~_- 1,688 307 7 West Germany 292. 
Phosphatic___-.__._-_~-- 75 632 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 567; West 

Germany 65. 
Potassic________--_----~~ _— 6 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Other _______~-_-~-_-_-_- 467 228 94 United Kingdom 104; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 27. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _—-—.--_-~_-~-~- 20,009 9,326 1,768 Norway 3,534; West Germany 1,876. 
Phosphatic ________-----~- 900 1,162 2 Netherlands 725; Ghana 148; Greece 

Potassic_____._____~--~- 863 202 (?) West Germany 132; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 47. 

Other _______~__-_----- 1,453 1,346 406 Belgium Luxembourg 513; United 
ingdom 259. 

Ammonia ________.~__----- 1,668 3,342 2,364 West rmany 955; United Kingdom 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Liberia : Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
LE LL Ce 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit ~ 1979 1980 : . mmoany Gnited Other (principal) _ 

nnn 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Graphite, natural ______ kilograms__ _- 165 165 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 2,524 1,073 56 Norway 931. 
Lime _________-~~ thousand tons__ 1,858 145 15 United Kingdom 64; West Germany 

Mica: Worked including agglomerated i 
splittings ____________-_value__ $317 _- 

Precious and semiprecious stones not set 
or strung ____________-_value__ $54 $3,429 __ Svaizerland $2,258; Ivory Coast . 

Salt and brine.____________2___ 6,117 3,188 128 West Germany 1,810; Netherlands 
567; United Kingdom 230. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: " 
Caustic soda ~.__-_-___§_§______ 1,317 935 390 West Germany 242; United Kingdom 

Stone, sand and gravel: , 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 553 _- 
Worked___ = _§_§_-___ 52 7 _. Italy 5. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 6,203 5,186 _— Italy 5,073. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 2,589 25,868 _- United Kingdom 24,360; West 

Germany 1,508. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _____ 114 — 

Other: Crude __-_______________ _- 15 — France 9; United Kingdom 3. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Lignite and peat including briquets_ ___ 2 10 8 West Germany 2. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 4,003 4,325 _— All from Saudi Arabia. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ 183 8 3 United Kingdom 3. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do____ 443 (?*) _— NA. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 1,222 2 (?) Mainly from Netherlands. 
Residual fuel oil_ _____do____ 430 (?) _— All from United Kingdom. 
Lubricants __________do____ 72 57 22 United Kingdom 23. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 4 1 (2) NA. 
Other: . 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 1 1 (*) NA. 

Bituminous mixtures do_ _ __ 8 22 (?) Spain 13; United Kingdom 7. 
Unspecified______do____ 1 (7) NA NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ 64 37 3 United Kingdom 23; Netherlands 11. 

ET OES ee 
NA Not available. 
‘Excludes unreported quantities valued at $30,608 in 1979 and $6,498 in 1980. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS Revolving Fund for Mineral Exploration. 
ld.— Accord; logical Efforts to introduce modestly mechanized 

Gold.—According to geologica reports, power shovel and crusher operations in 
gold occurrences have been found extensive- addition to traditional washers and sluice 
ly in Liberia with exploitable concentra- box techniques were successful, with prom- 
tions occurring randomly, mostly in placer ising potential for future increased produc- 
deposits. Most recently, however, several tion. 
hard-rock concessions have also met with Iron Ore.—In 1981, iron ore continued to 
some success. be the most important source of foreign 

Exploration for gold intensified in 1981. exchange for Liberia; all iron ore produc- 
Most of the activity was carried out in tion is exported. In 1980, exports equaled 
Eastern Liberia, along the Lofa River in 17.1 million tons valued at $313.4 million, or 
Grand Cape Mount County by Bentley In- 52% of the value of Liberia’s total exports. 
ternational Mining Co. on a private conces- In 1981, iron ore exports rose to 20.4 million 
sion and by a team from the United Nations tons valued at $333.8 million despite the
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decrease of 25% in shipments by the Na- ore daily, while concentrate production 
tional Iron Ore Co. Ltd. (NIOC). With the averages 18,500 tons per day at an analysis 
decline in the market value of other com- of 65.5% Fe and 6.5% SiOz. The throughput 

-modities in 1981, iron ore increased its of each pellet plant is about 8,000 tons 
share of total export earnings for Liberia to daily, providing some 6,000 tons of pellets 
62%. with an average iron content of 63.5%. 

Following an 8.1% increase in 1980, iron Concentrates and pellets are transported by 
ore production in 1981 remained constant at rail 80 kilometers to the port of Monrovia. 

| 19.6 million tons. However, the earnings of Storage capacity at the port is 800,000 tons 
the three iron ore mining companies dete- of concentrates and 500,000 tons of pellets.® 
riorated appreciably owing to such factors Liberia’s third largest iron ore mining 
as increased energy costs and negligible company, NIOC, exported a total of 1 mil- 
capital reinvestment, even though ore ship- lion tons of iron ore in 1981, all produced at 
ments increased by 3.3 million tons. The its Mano River Mine.* The NIOC deposit at 
major importers of this ore in 1981 were the Mano River consists of six ore-bearing hills, 
Federal Republic of Germany (27.3%), Italy of which four are fully developed for min- 
(18.6%), France (12.1%), the United States ing. The ore-bearing formation occurs main- 
(9.6%), and the Netherlands (7.5%). In the ly on the west-to-northwest slope of each 
1970’s, Liberia shipped about 228 million hill. Average haulage distance from the 
tons of ore to steel plants in the European open pit to the crusher is 4 kilometers.” __ 
Economic Community, the United States, Reportedly, the Liberian Government 
and Japan. was to receive $20 million in loans in 1982 

In 1981, the Lamco Joint Venture (LJV) from the World Bank to assist in making 
increased its exports of iron ore to world improvements to the Mano River iron ore 
markets to 11.5 million tons. This tonnage mine. The loans will go toward a project 
included 15,000 tons of pellets from costing $67.1 million, aimed at improving 
stockpiles.2 LJV’s high-grade deposits at the mine’s operating facilities and its rail- 
Nimba are located within the enriched way links to the port of Monrovia. By the 
portion of a banded iron formation, withthe 1984 completion date, it is expected that 
hematite and goethite ore averaging 63% output from the Mano River concentrator 
Fe. The underlying itabirite at 32% Fe is_ will be raised to 3.25 million tons per year.® | 
not considered ore at present. In addition to Under prevailing economic circumstances 
the high-grade ores at Nimba, medium-_ in Liberia in 1981, the outlook for signifi- 
grade ores of approximately 50% to 54% Fe cant expansion of iron mining operations 
are mined at Tokadeh, Gangra, and Yuel- appeared dim. Given the downward trends 
liton. Mining is by conventional open pit in operating results since 1978 at the Bong 
methods. Both ore and waste are taken in Mine and NIOC, both were threatened with 

10-meter benches. The slopes between closure. The Government of Liberia ex- 
berms are designed at 63° in ore and 45° in pressed hope that the LJV would proceed 
phyllite. About 80% of the ore and 70% of forthwith to expand operations at the West- 
the waste has to be drilled and blasted. The ern Extension because high-grade deposits 
mine, at full capacity, produces up to 18 at Lamco’s main ore body were expected to 
million tons of waste and 13.5 million tons be depleted by 1986. Opening of new mines 
of crude ore annually, including 1.2 million was possible at Wologisi near the Lofa River 
tons of ore from Tokadeh. The 13.5 million in northern Liberia and in the Bea Moun- 
tons of crude ore yields 12.7 million tons of tains. Though a concession was granted to 
finished products, including 4.5 milliontons the Liberian Iron and Steel Corp. in 1967, 
of washed lumps, 6.3 million tons of washed production has been delayed. The possibility 
fines, and 1.9 million tons of pellets.* of opening the new high-grade Nimba- 

The Bong Mining Co., Liberia’s second Mifergui project in neighboring Guinea pro- 
largest iron ore mining company, establish- vided continuity to the Lamco operation. 
ed a new production high in 1981, at 8 Nimba-Mifergui is the extension of Nimba 
million tons.‘ The Bong deposit consists of Mountain into Guinea. Because the dis- 
several narrow synclines approximately 13 tance from the deposit to any port might 
kilometers long in the western part of the render the project uneconomical, Mifergui 
Bong Range. The deposit is an itabiritethat has plans for the use of LJV rail and port 
has been weathered only slightly. The iron facilities. If these various projects, together 
ore has a 61:39 magnetite-to-hematite ratio. with the upgrading of the Mano Mine, come 
The mine has a capacity of 30,000 tons of to fruition, the outlook for iron ore mining
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in Liberia may not be as gloomy as would Gedeh, Sinoe, and Maryland Counties. 
otherwise be the case.® Bruce Clayman had a concession for explo- 
Manganese.—Reconnaissance surveys for ration on 185,000 acres along Kana Creek 

manganese continued in 1981 by the Liber- on the Grand Gedeh and Maryland County 
ian Ministry of Lands, Mines, and Energy, boundary. The Weasua Mining and Devel- 
with help from U.S. Peace Corps volunteer opment Corp. operated in lower Lofa Coun- 
geologists. Exploration centered on the_ ty, with exclusive rights to explore for gold 
Mount Dorthrow area of Grand Gedeh and diamonds in a 230-square-mile area. 
County in Eastern Liberia. The United Nations Fund operated in an 

Other Metals.—Efforts to bring deposits exploration phase of its agreement in an 
of rutile and ilmenite into production were §8,000-square-mile area of Eastern Liberia, 
deferred, because production reportedly beginning what is expected to be several 
would not be profitable at existing titanium years of study. 
ore market prices. | | 

| MINERAL FUELS 

NONMETALS Petroleum.—The name of the Ministry of 
Barite.—There was little followup activi- Lands and Mines of Liberia was changed to 

ty during the year on the barite deposits the Ministry of Lands, Mines, and Energy 
northeast of Monrovia explored by the in 1981. A decree was issued giving the new 
Senwein Mining Corp. in 1980. ministry formal responsibility for petrole- 
Diamond.—Diamond deposits exist um matters, and a national energy commit- 

throughout Liberia. Some degree of explora- tee was established to coordinate energy 
tion or mining was underway in each of the _ policy. 
country’s nine counties in 1981. Diamond Exploration of Liberia’s offshore oil po- 
exploration generally focused on alluvial tential continued in 1981. Based on encour- 
sand and gravel deposits. The major produc- aging results obtained from previous drill- 
tion of diamonds in 1981 was confined tothe ing, a contract was awarded under a $5 

alluvial deposits of the Lofa River Valley in million World Bank loan to conduct a $3.1 

the Saniquellie and Bahn Districts. million seismic survey and to reexamine 
, Diamonds in Liberia are mined by li- past geophysical data. A French firm, 

censed local producers to a limited extent. Compagnie Générale de Géophysique, was 
Some 1,200 prospecting licenses and 1,170 awarded $1.5 million for the seismic survey, 
mining licenses were current during 1980 while the US. oil consulting firm of J.C. 
and 1981. According to official trade data, Ferrand of Houston, Tex., will process and 

diamonds account for about 7% of Liberia’s interpret the data at a cost of $1.6 million. 
exports. The value of diamonds exported in The Liberian Petroleum Refining Co. op- 
1980 was $13.5 million, obtained mainly erated a 15,000-barrel-per-day refinery at 

from small claims production. During the Monrovia. This Government-owned facility 
first 6 months of 1981, Liberia reportedly depends totally on imports. There is no 
exported 143,000 carats for receipts of $10.6 strategic oil reserve. The plant normally 
million. attempts to maintain some reserve stock to 

The long-term prospects of the Liberian permit orderly marketing, but owing to 
diamond industry hinge on finding the geo- financial and administrative difficulties, 
logical sources of the diamonds. Potential such stocks are to all practical purposes 
sources still have not been extensively ex- nonexistent. 
plored. Diamonds are closely associated Uranium.—Exploration for uranium in 
with kimberlite, small dikes of which are 1981 was encouraged by the new Liberian 
found in Liberia, but no diamond-bearing Government. Active exploration for urani- 
pipes have yet been discovered. um was conducted by Coastal Liberian Ura- 

As of July 1981, the Ministry of Lands, nium Enterprises, a subsidiary of Coastal 
Mines, and Energy listed four diamond and States Gas Co. (United States). Reportedly, 
gold concessions in Liberia: Bentley Inter- an airborne survey located encouraging 
national Trading Co., Bruce J. Clayman, anomalies over the 15,000-square-mile con- 
Weasua Mining and Development Corp., cession area. 
and the United Nations Revolving Fund for Competitive-grade uranium deposits, of 
Mineral Exploration. Bentley International undisclosed value and quantity, were re- 
was the only one of the four listed as being portedly discovered in 1981 in Bong and 
in a “production phase” of operation. The Lofa Counties. 
concessions include land claims in Grand
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— . 5 4, 
1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. BW ated ae pootnote 3 
*Skillings’ Mining Review. V. 71, No. 3, Feb. 20, 1982, 7Work cited in footnote 3. 

p. 20. Metal Bulletin (London). Jan. 29, 1982, p. 35. 
3Mining Magazine (London). September 1981, p. 205. ®*Work cited in footnote 3. 
“Work cited in footnote 2.





Th in t " e Mineral Industry of Libya 
By John R. Lewis! 

Although Libya’s economy remained by about 22%, while agricultural develop- 
dominated by its tremendous oil and gas_ ment will seek to wipe out some, if not all, 

reserves, they were not its only mineral of Libya’s dependence on foreign food 
resources in 1981. The iron deposit at Wadi sources. Expenditures under the second 
Shati contains more than 720 million tons plan were projected to be about $62.5 bil- 
of 45% to 50% iron-content ore, some of lion. | 
which is manganiferous, which will be used The national electrical grid system was 
‘as the raw material feed for the new Mis- well under way during the year. In one 
ratah iron and steel complex. Gypsum was _ area, six powerplants, with total generating 
present in commercial quantities; salt oc- capacity of 40,810 megawatts, were under 
curs in a number of places; and there were construction. Increasing the output from 
abundant raw materials for construction present powerplants was another goal that 
and cementmaking needs. Oil and liquefied was well under way, and work on a whole 
natural gas (LNG) constituted 99.9% of network of electrical transmission, distribu- 
Libya’s exports and were responsible for the tion, and feeder lines was moving ahead as 
generation of about 66% of its 1981 gross was work on a large number of transformer 
national product of about $30 billion Lib- stations throughout the more populated 
ya’s proven oil reserves in 1981 made it the areas. Nine minipowerplants were well 
ninth largest producer among the 67 oil- along in construction, and four desalination 
producing nations of the world. plants with output totaling 181 cubic meters 

Even with petroleum sales plummeting in of fresh water per day were also being built. 
1981, Libya’s national income exceeded ex- The U.S. Embassy in Libya was closed 
penditures by a comfortable margin, and during 1980. On May 14, 1981, the Govern- 
the trade balance remained favorable. ment of Libya announced that the 2,000 to 

Many Libyan contracts, worth billions of 2,500 Americans in Libya, mostly oil and 
dollars, were awarded in 1981, mostly to petrochemical technicians, would not be 

European industrial equipment and con- bothered because they were necessary to 
struction firms and consortia, in further- Libyan development. Late in December, 
ance of the Transformation Plan, which was Esso Standard Libya, Inc., and Esso Sirte, 
aimed at diversifying the oil-based economy _Inc., removed their corporate presence from 
into the industrial and agricultural sectors. Libya and were paid $95 million for their 
Government Policies and Programs.— plants and other assets, considerably less 

The Libyan General People’s Congress, in than their reported book values. Shortly 
January 1981, approved the draft of the thereafter, Esso’s personnel departed, and 
Second Transformation Plan that takes into the Libya National Oil Corp. (NOC), which 
account the problems encountered and the took over both of the Esso operations, im- 
delays experienced in the previous plan. ported 200 oil technicians from Iran’s Na- 
Revenues from oil sales in 1981 accounted tional Oil Co. to assist in keeping the plants 
for about 66% of Libya’s total income. The operating while training Libyan personnel 
new plan will seek to reduce oil and gas__ to perform these tasks. 
income to about 46% of total revenue and During the summer, Libya offered a 
will encourage corresponding increases Bombay, India, firm, the Kamani Engineer- 
from the agricultural and industrial sectors. ing Corp., a partial payment in oil for a 
Under the second plan, for example, the transmission construction project upon 
petrochemical industry is expected to rise which Kamani was bidding. The company 

619
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turned the proposal over to the state-owned increased technical assistance to the Libyan 
Indian Oil Corp. for study. There were also _ oil and gas industries, to pipeline gathering 
indications that the Soviet Union, in an_ centers, and for the manufacture of oil well 
economic protocol with Libya, will provide drilling equipment. 

| PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

| Exports totaled about $17 billion, and 1981, and remained at this level until very 
99% of this was petroleum or its associated _late in the year when, based upon action by 
products. Imports, mostly food and many the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
types of machinery, totaled $10 billion, Countries (OPEC), the price went down to 
which left a surplus balance of trade of $7 $37.90 per barrel. 
billion, somewhat less than that of preceed- Libyan crude exports went primarily to 
ing years. Nonfuel minerals played a minis- Western Europe and the United States. In 
cule role in Libya’s trade and economy Western Europe, the Federal Republic of 
during the year. The country’s mineral Germany, Spain, and Italy were the “big 
production isshown intablel. | three,’ taking considerably more crude dur- 

Crude oil production in Libya averaged ing the year than did the United States. In 
1.8 million barrels daily in 1980. However, 1981, however, Libya exported about 130 
in 1981, the daily average production was million barrels of crude to the United 
down to 1.2 million barrels; toward the very States, an average of about 360,000 barrels 
end of the year, production may have been daily and a 40% decline from that of 1980. 
as low as 0.6 million barrels daily. Crude oil Despite pricing disputes that caused in- 
was produced from about 925 wells, about terruptions in LNG deliveries from Libya, 
two-thirds of which were on some form of Italy and Spain received nearly all exports 
artificial lift. Prices for top-grade Libyan of this product. 
crude reached $39.90 per barrel on July 1, | 

Table 1.—Libya: Production of mineral commodities? | 
eee 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981° $$ eee NT 
Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 2,500 3,200 3,200 3,200 3,200 Gas, natural: 

Gross____.___.___-_ million cubic feet__ 706,573 ™749,913 828,491 719,414 432,000 
Marketed? _________________do____ 178,300 180,771 239,510 182,501 108,000 Gypsum __________ thousand metric tons__ 290 180 181 180 180 

Iron and steel: Crude steel® _____ metric tons. _ 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 Lime ____________ thousand metric tons_ _ 300 220 225 230 235 
N itrogen: N content of ammonia*®__ metric tons__ __ 80,000 133,000 150,000 150,000 Petroleum: 

Crude _____~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 753,129 723,613 763,471 669,780 407,705 SEE 009 00 407,705 —eeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ________________do____ 2,409 73,431 5,110 6,000 6,150 Kerosine and jet fuel.________do____ 9,672 11,534 5,840 6,000 6,150 Distillate fuel oi] ___________do____ 9,016 10,731 13,505 14,000 14,300 Residual fuel oil! _._________do____ 13,067 715,658 18,615 19,000 19,500 Other. _________________do____ 219 292 365 300 300 Refinery fuel and losses_______do____ 1,387 "4,161 1,825 1,055 1,050 er ED «1050 
Total __-.____________do____ 35,770 745,807 45,260 46,355 47,450 Salt®____________ thousand metric tons__ 10 15 10 10 10 

Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum and natural gas® 
metric tons__ 17,000 19,000 20,000 22,000 16,000 eee )jpE me 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 9, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of construction materials (sand and gravel, crushed stone, brick, and tile) is produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Natural gas liquids are also produced but are blended with crude petroleum and are reported as part of that total. 
SSeries revised to exclude gas reinjected into reservoirs.
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Table 2.—Libya: Exports of crude petroleum and refinery products 
and hydrocarbon gases, by country 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels unless otherwise specified) 

Country 1978 1979 

Crude petroleum:” 
Austria__—~_§____~_~~-~~-~-~~ 7,397 6,772 
Bahamas___________~-~~~___~_~_ LL 4,628 23,157 
Belgium-Luxembourg __ ~~~ _§__§___________________ 1,224 2,994 
Brazil. -_-_______--~---~~_ Le 5,554 2,366 
Bulgaria ______ ~~~ Le 2,650 3,648 
Denmark____ ~~ __ ~§___~ ~~~ —_ 402 
France ________~___~-~~ ~~ ~~ LLL 36,819 41,671 
Germany, Federal Republic of ___$_-_$__§_§ ~~~ __ Le 74,185 109,100 
Ghana ________ Le _— 745 
Greece _____________ ~~ Le —_ 6,525 
Iceland________________~_~____ LLL 664 _- 
Italy__§_-§ _-§_-_- 5 LLL Le 146,490 130,765 
Japan__ =~ ~~ 5 Le 639 2,282 
Netherlands. _____________~_~_____ LLL 16,943 16,902 
Netherlands Antilles ___.§.-_-__~_______~_________ 663 —_ 
Poland _____.~..~~~---~--~-~_____ ee —_ 4,379 
Romania___________~_~_____~_ ee LL 15,824 16,128 
Spain_________ ~~~ ~~ Le 39,682 35,235 
Sri Lanka __________~_~_~__~ Le — 457 
Sweden_________-___~__--~-~___ ee —_ 768 
Switzerland _________ ~~ ~~ ~~ LLL 604 2,548 
Trinidad and Tobago______________________ ~~ Le 1,311 668 
Turkey ______~______--__-__~ ~~~ ee 18,451 15,233 
United Kingdom _____~__~~_______________________- 9,785 5,156 
United States _____________________ Le 291,807 277,788 
Yemen, People’s Democratic Republic of... ._-..-...____--~_ _— 379 
Yugoslavia__________~.~_~_~_~______ ee 3,225 6,291 
Unspecified African countries ________________________- 2,571 __ 
Unspecified Asian countries _____________-_..~~__---__- — 9,614 
Other____________________ eee 8 — 

Total ~~ Le 681,124 721,973 

Refinery products: 
Kerosine: 

Germany, Federal Republic of _..-.________________ ~~ 122 _. 
Greece______ Le 1,733 1,846 
Italy___§_§ -~_________________~_____ ee 929 341 
Netherlands _________________~_~--___________-_ 599 405 
Norway _____________________ ee 1,226 532 
Portugal ___ _-§______________~_________-~ 118 106 
Sweden _____ ~~~ > 5 ee 307 __ 
United Kingdom ______________---------~_~---- 162 _- 

Total____________ ~~~ eee 5,196 3,230 

Distillate fuel oil: 
Canada ______ ~~ LLL __ 300 
France _________ ~~ Le 2,582 1,577 

. Germany, Federal Republic of _. ._-___...-.._~_____-_- 3,758 3,111 
Greece... $$ _-§___ ~~ ~~ ee ee 463 987 
| 4,701 1,262 
Japan _________________ eee 455 _- 
Netherlands _________________-~_____-~____~__-_-_ 2,520 2,886 
Norway ________________-~------~.-_-~_-------- 346 327 
Spain _____ ~~ Lee — 206 
Tunisia __§_§_§_~§_~§_~ Le 412 125 
United Kingdom ___.___ ______--------.--------~- 2,605 915 
United States _______________ Lee 601 _- 

Total______ eee 18,393 11,696 

Residual fuel oil: 
Belgium-Luxembourg _____.~_.~--------~--------~--- —_ 423 
France _______~__-____~_~___--~-~~-~~-~~ ~~~ 315 818 
Germany, Federal Republic of _________-_--_--------- __ 724 
Greece. __ ____~_~_________~--~-----~-~-~-~--~-+-~ +--+ 386 403 
Italy____§____.~_____~____------------------+- _- 1,080 
Japan ___ _____~-~--~ ee _- 252 
Netherlands ____________.-----~---_--~-~-_-----~- 697 1,090 
Norway ______-~-------------------~-----~----- _- 206 
Spain _________~-----~--_-__--~~~--- 276 — 
Sweden _________-~~~~_~-~~~~~_~- 2,614 2,006 
Tunisia ___ ___§______.__~~_~-~--~~-__~ ~~~ 1,167 -- 
United Kingdom ____~________~____--_----~---~---- -- 904 
United States _______-_----------------------- 6,860 3,461 

Total______.--__--------__--_~ ee 12,315 11,367 

Petroleum gas, liquefied: 
Algeria _______..___.____~ ~~ ~~~ value, thousands_ _ $5,051 $7,511 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Libya: Exports of crude petroleum and refinery products 
and hydrocarbon gases, by country —Continued 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels unless otherwise specified) 
Te 

Country 1978 1979 I 
Refinery products —Continued 

Petroleum gas, liquefied —Continued 

Cyprus _______________________ value, thousands__ $142 $120 . Denmark _____________________________ _do___ _- $162 France __-________________________ do... _- $2,527 Japan — ~~ --~-~--~--~----------~---------do-_-_ _— $917 Lebanon _______________________.____ do. $977 $961 Malia _____________________ do —_ _ $255 Morocco_____________________________ do. __ $1,880 $1,846 Portugal _-________________ dg $233 $972 Syria -_-__~_____ do $1,911 $6,979 Tunisia __________________________ do, $3,187 $948 Turkey __-_____________ edo $922 $747 United States ee , (, — $11,058 END 
Total____________________ do $14,303 $35,003 — NN 

———_—_—==[{=={_{_{_==z==Z Gas, hydrocarbon: 
Natural, liquefied: 

. Italy__-_-__-________ edo $109,629 $147,702 Spain ________ = do $66,044 $103,169 Se 
Total_______~_~__ do. $175,673 $250,871 ———_—————————eeeeeeEeEeeEeSSEee 

. "Revised. 

Table 3.—Libya: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EE 

rege 

Sources, 1979 
Commodit 1978 1979 “United  .. . »}4vw mmnoay United Other (principal) 

TT eee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ______________ 5 61 _- Greece 31; Finland 30. Semimanufactures____________ 4,395 5,609 596 Greece 1,718; Yugoslavia 1,303; Italy 

Copper metal including alloys: 
Unwrought __-______________ 1,804 113 _- All from Greece. Semimanufactures____________ 2,198 1,176 22 Italy 375; United Kingdom 362; 

Poland 333. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, powder, shot_ _ _ _. 33 _- All from Italy. Steel, primary forms___________ 9,287 7,067 — Italy 5,458; Bulgaria 1,001; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 313. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 33,419 41,116 150 Italy 27,636; West Germany 2,607; 

Romania 2,587. Universals, plates, sheets ____ _ _ 23,711 26,736 31 Italy 5,505; France 5,232; West 
Germany 4,263; U.S.S.R. 4,247. Hoopand strip.____________ 3,843 10,372 __ Italy 5,392; Spain 1,913; West 
Germany 959. 

Rails and accessories________ 173 564 —_ United Kingdom 250; Bulgaria 50; 
rance 13. 

Wire.-_-________________ 166,391 307,029 35 _— Italy 230,277; Spain 17,820; Greece 
8,247; Poland 6,895. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 164,862 146,930 4,141 West Germany 41,296; Italy 36,536; 
Japan 25,288. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ __ 1,381 78 — United Kingdom 74; Yugoslavia 2. Lead metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _.-______________ 812 1,587 _- Italy 1,315, West Germany 265; 

. United Kingdom 7. 
Semimanufactures____________ 168 275 ~— Italy 203; Romania 41; United 

Kingdom 13. 
Nickel metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures_____________ _— 4 __ All from Italy. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $3 ~- 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ________do____ $2,862 $3,685 __ West Germany $1,977; France $1,183; 
United Kingdom $39. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ____________ 359 11 -- Italy 10; United Kingdom 1. Semimanufactures____________ 2 19 — Italy 16; West Germany 3.
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Table 3.—Libya: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

re 
Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 “4 
y United . Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued . 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _______---_--_--~ 151 55 _— Italy 51; United Kingdom 3; West 

Germany 1. 
Semimanufactures_____—__.__~_ 856 725 __ Italy 547; Japan 153; West Germany 

Other: Base metals including alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _ _ 2 2 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-___._~_____-__---~-- NA 7 —_ Italy 5; France 1. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _.________------~-~- 568 318 2 Italy 307; France 6. 
Asbestos, crude ___________--~_~- 5,033 2,050 __ All from Switzerland. 
Cement________ ~~ thousand tons_ — 983 1,044 () Greece 363; Italy 227; Spain 190; 

U.S.S.R. 124. 
Chalk. __~___~_~9_~§_~__ ee NA 452 __ France 442; West Germany 8. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays _________----~--- 12,146 33,101 8,599 Greece 10,499; Italy 7,890; Tunisia 

Products: . —_ 
Nonrefractory __ —___-_-—~-- 43,777 114,593 1386 Italy 98,691; Spain 4,836; Greece 

Refractory including nonclay — 
brick _______~____~_____ 6,115 3,789 __ West Germany 2,090; United 

Kingdom 904; Italy 438. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous________-_~~--~-- 2,248 6,317 1,157 Italy 3,542; Australia 1,058; United 
Kingdom 500. 

Phosphatic ___________~--~-- 10,509 9,201 a Bulgaria 7,600; Finland 1,251; West 
Germany 350. 

Potassic ____________-~--__- 16,165 17,576 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 6,400; Romania 
6,350; Italy 2,525. 

Other including mixed _______~-~-~- 42,420 79,685 919 Romania 34,230; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 31,450; Italy 12,716. 

Gypsum and plasters _____~___-~~- NA 303 _— Italy 126; Switzerland 115; Romania 

Lime ___________.~--_------ 32,878 7,996 _ Italy 8,737; Romania 1,657; Greece 

Mica: Worked including agglomerated 
splittings ___________--_---- NA 31 _— Italy 30; West Germany 1. | 

Pigments, mineral: Crude, natural _ _ _ — NA 18,352 __ Greece 6,653; Ireland 2,850; Italy 
,301. 

Salt and brine_______..__------ 7,745 4,920 —_ All from Tunisia. 
Stone, sand and gravel:? 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ____- NA 16,506 a Italy 14,629; Greece 999; West 

Germany 600. 
Worked _______________- 14,906 16,987 __ Italy 15.447 ; Greece 767; Denmark 

Gravel and crushed rock .———_ ~~~ NA 38,727 ‘3 Italy 25,617; Greece 11,920; France 

Limestone other than dimension _ — — NA 600 _— All from Bulgaria. 
Sand other than metal-bearing _ — ~-— NA 516 -- Italy 450; India 30; West Germany 25. 

Sulfur: Elemental, not purified ___—-—- NA 43 __ West Germany 30; Italy 13. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —_— NA 497 _. Turkey 154; West Germany 123; 

Hungary 120. 
Other: 

Crude: 
Meerschaum, amber, jet — — — — ~~ NA 3 —_ All from France. 
Unspecified ________----~- 6,219 1,060 177 United Kingdom 410; Italy 293; 

Yugoslavia 155. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals_._ _ _ _ _____------ 68,830 36,409 2 Italy 14,907; Greece 4,670; West 

. Germany 3,150. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ ~ _ — — _ - NA 14,376 _— Spain 12,002; United Kingdom 2,119; 
France 216. 

Coal, all grades including briquets, coke 
and semicoke __— -_---__-~----- NA 136 7 Italy 100; France 29. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Residual fuel 01] _42-gallon barrels_ — __ 7 __ All from France. 
Lubricants_ _____~~--—-—do___~- 157,493 98,525 91 Netherlands 36,204; Belgium 

Luxembourg 21,287; France 13,454; 
Italy 11,557. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Libya: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

gg 
Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

eee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued 

Other: _ 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 4,396 7,505 __ Ttaly 2,668; Sweden 1,868; France 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 2,172 598 _- USSR. 566; Italy 24; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 8. 

Bitumen and other residues 
do..__ 1,002,457 932,525 _. Spain 572,349; Greece 165,408; 

Albania 121,988; China 24,178. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ____ NA 307 _— Italy 187; United Kingdom 101; 
, etherlands 13. See Oe tee ee 

NA Not available. . 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2A total of 64,298 tons of unworked dimension stone, gravel, and sand was reported imported in 1978. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Industries and will also supply construction 
. management services during the actual 

_ Aluminum.—During the summer of 1981, work. The 2-potline smelter, each line con- it was announced by official sources in both taining 160 electrolytic pots, will be tech- 
Libya and Yugoslavia that plans were 80ing nologically supported by the National- 
forward for a plant to produce aluminum gouthwire Aluminum Co. of Hawesville, from Yugoslavian alumina and petroleum Ky. The complex will have its own Mediter- 
coke, the latter to then be used in the yanean seaport, an electrode plant, metal- 
aluminum smelting process. . , casting facilities, and general plant build- 

A joint company of the Socialist People’s ings. 
Libyan Arab Jamahirya and the Yugoslav _ Tron and Steel.—Construction of the fully 
enterprise known as Energoinvest con- integrated iron and steel complex of the tracted to build adjacent facilities at a cost Libyan General Co. for Iron and Steel Proj- 
of $1 billion to make petroleum coke and ects began to get under way at Misratah 
carbon electrolytic anodes and to smelt during 1981. This centerpiece in Libya’s 
aluminum. The location was reported by 1981-85 development plans lies 225 kilome- 
one source as Zuwarah, which is on the ters east of Tripoli on the Mediterranean 
Mediterranean coast about 80 kilometers  eoast. Designed by MN Dastur of India, the 
west of Tripoli. Another report puts the plant will be erected in three phases with 
facility in the Amikat al Khams region, assistance from many contractors in the 
about the same distance east of Tripoli. Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Ja- 
Plans called for an output of about 110,000 pan, and elsewhere. Assistance during 
to 120,000 tons of aluminum annually, to- phase two will also be extended by the 
gether with electrolytic carbon anode mate- Soviet Union. By the year 2005, Libya hopes 
rial from 170,000 barrels annually of residu- to have a steel capacity of 7 to 8 million tons 
al fuel oil. When it was announced, the annually. Upon completion of phase one, 
project was targeted for completion by 1986. however, steelmaking capacity will be 1.3 
About 1,200 persons are to be employed. million tons per year. This phase is sched- 
Electric power requirements will run about uled for completion by 1985 and will cost 
240 megawatts daily at startup. A rapidly $3.3 billion. It will use imported iron ore. 
expanding electrical grid system is believed The second phase is slated for completion in 
adequate for this load when it is imposed. A 1991, will cost $1.3 billion, and will increase 
new 720-megawatt, oil-fired powerplant is capacity to a reported 5 million tons per 
to be built at Zuwarah as part of the overall year. Libyan iron ore, hauled on the new 
Libyan 1981-85 plan. railroad that is to be built from Sabah in 

Kaiser Engineers and Constructors, Inc., the Wadi Shati iron deposit area to the 
furnished procurement and engineering as- Misratah area, will go into use in the com- 
sistance to the Libyan Secretariat of Heavy _ plex with completion of phase two.
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Many of the contracts for the components had been started in earlier years. The new 
that are part of phase one were let during work is to be completed about midsummer 
1981. Everything from design, construction, 1984 and will handle the unloading of 2,000 
delivery, and installation to operations and tons per hour of iron ore or 1,300 tons per 

training of Libyan technicians was negoti- hour of coal. At some future time, the port 
ated. may be enlarged to handle up to 8,000 tons 

In the Misratah plant, the first stage of of iron ore per hour. Sezai Turkes, the 
steelmaking will be direct reduction of the contractor, has been engaged to operate the 
ore. In April 1981, a consortium headed by port for 18 months after its completion. 
Korf Engineering GmbH at Duesseldorf, Dredging of the port area was subcon- 
Federal Republic of Germany, and includ- tracted to Royal Bos Kalis Westminster of 
ing Véest-Alpine AG of Austria was award- the Netherlands. : 
ed a $300 to $340 million contract to build Railroad.—An all new 1,350-kilometer, 

two Midrex direct-reduction plants, each standard-gauge railroad system is planned 
rated at 550,000 tons per year, to produce for Libya. There will eventually be three 
the highly metallized iron ore known as _ lines, converging at Misratah. The longest, 
sponge iron. Fuel for the two units will be Desert Line, will connect the Misratah iron 
natural gas brought via pipeline from the and steel complex with the Sabhah area 
Hateiba Field deep in the Sahara Desert. iron-mining district. A branch will extend 
The output from these plants will serve as off the Desert Line to limestone quarries at 
the feed for two electric steelmaking fur- Sidadah. The iron ore rail terminal will be 
naces. Contracts for the two electric units built near the steel mill at a place called 
were also made public during the year.One Talut. By the year 2000, the Desert Line is 
unit, to be built by Korf Engineering and expected to be handling about 12.6 million 
Voest-Alpine, will cost $539.3 million and tons of cargo annually, most of which will 
will produce 670,000 tons per year of steel be iron ore. Preliminary estimates indicate 
blooms and billets. The second contract was requirements for operation will include 18 
with Friedrich Krupp GmbH and a consor- road locomotives, 625 freight and ore- 
tium of mainly West German firms to build carrying hopper cars, 25 passenger coaches, 
a $674.2 million, 650,000-ton-per-year plant: 11 work-train units, and about 2,100 em- 
to make steel slabs and sheet metal. ployees. The Desert Line, 900 kilometers in 

A number of rolling and other type mills length, will not be operational before 1989. 
were also to be erected under contracts or 1990. Contracts for its construction are 
awarded during 1981. A cold-rolling mill, anticipated during 1983. A Yugoslavian 
which will make up to 140,000 tons annual- firm, Projekt-Inzenjering, designed the rail- 
ly of cold-rolled sheet metal and 100,000 road system. 
tons of undipped sheet metal, was to be Utilities.—Due for completion during 
built by Véest-Alpine and West German 1982 are the Misratah complex’s power and 
companies at a cost of $360 million. Electri- desalination plants. The power-generating 
cal facilities for this mill are to be installed facility, consisting of three 83.5-megawatt 
by Brown Boveri & Cie. AG of Mannheim, steam turbine-driven electric-generating 
Federal Republic of Germany, at a cost of units, was contracted for with Korf and 
$90 million. Hot-rolling facilities will be Siemens AG of the Federal Republic of 
built by Kobe Steel Ltd. of Japan and the Germany. Electricity will be distributed on 
Marubeni Corp. A hot-rolling mill to pro- a 220-kilowatt wire system. The seawater 
duce from 400,000 to 580,000 tons of steel desalination plant and water-cooling sys- 
strip per year will be joined by a 400,000-ton tem, capable of processing 890 cubic meters 
bar and wire rod mill reported as costing of water daily, will be operated and man- 
from $700 to $800 million. Samsung Con- aged by contractor-trained Libyan nation- 
struction Co. of the Republic of Korea als. The water intake from the Mediterra- 
received a subcontract from Kobe Steel for nean for this plant is to be part of the new 
some of the construction work on these two _ port facility already under construction. 
facilities. The major features of the planned A water-purification plant, a repair shop, 
infrastructure to support the Misratah iron and electric transformer stations were con- 

and steel complex are detailed beiow. tracted in April 1981 with a consortium led 
Port.—Late in 1980, a $282 million con- by Fiat Engineering S.p.A. and Techint 

tract was awarded to the Turkish firm, Compagnia Technica Internazionale S.p.A., 
Sezai Turkes Feyzi Akkaya Insaat, to aug- _ both of Italy. 
ment Mediterranean port facility work that
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NONMETALS — Heavy Industries Ltd. of Japan and to 
. Polimex Cekop, a Polish state concern. The 

Cement.—Demand, created by vigorous pew 1-million-ton-per-year plant at Homs 
construction activity in the residential, wil] be managed, operated, and maintained 
commercial, industrial, and transportation by about 250 engineers and technical per- 

sectors, continued to encourage expansion sonnel who are employees of the Kuljian 
in Libya's cement industry. Although capac- Corp. to whom a contract for these services 
ity of the country’s cement plants appeared was awarded. Kuljian was also retained to 
to be approaching the annual requirement perform all required technical services in 
of 5 million tons, production itself was connection with planning and constructing 
variously reported to be between 2 and 2.5 the 500,000-ton-per-year plant at Sebha in 
million tons in 1981, with the balance com- southern Libya. 

ing from Italy and other foreign sources. Other cement plants were under consid- 
Ample raw materials for making cement eration for possible construction in the near 

are available within the country, and al- future at various places in Libya. Should all 
though information is meager with respect of these materialize, capacity would be 
to fuel used in the process, natural gas is about 7.5 million tons annually, and Libya 
probably predominant. Libya’s cement- probably would have cement for export. 
producing facilities are detailed in table 4. Meanwhile, a new lime plant was report- 

Construction of the 1-million-ton cement ed as completed at Benghazi during 1980 
plant at Derna was contracted to Mitsubishi and operating in 1981. . 

; Table 4.—Libya: Cement production facilities 

. Capacity, end of 1980 . Kilns, rotary d 
Location Owner } eroe ese Ty Startup (thousand tons per 

Homs (Al-Khums), on National Cement & . 2 1968 1,433 
the coast, 50 miles Building Mate- 1 1979 1,000 
east of Tripoli. rials Co. 

Hawari, near Benghazi Libyan Cement Co . 5 1972 1,500 
Souk el Khamis, short Souk el Khamis 2 1977 1,000 

distance south of General Cement 
Tripoli. Co. 

Derna, east of Benghazi Dernacement ___ 2 Expected onstream 1,000 
in August 1982. 

Zliten, 100 miles east of Under construction —_ Cornerstone laid in 1,000 
Tripoli. by Kawasaki 1980; operations 

Heavy to begin in 1983. 
Industries. . 

Zawia, on the coast, 100 Zawia Oil Refinery _- Construction began 100 
miles east of in 1980. 
Benghazi. 

MINERAL FUELS Barcelona, Spain. The contract price, 

. agreed upon a year earlier, was $3.45 per 
Natural Gas.—Increasing use of natural miljion British thermal units. Early in Jan- 

gas for domestic consumption was well on uary 1981, a price dispute surfaced. Under 
the way to realization in 1981. Formerly, all sn OPEC-endorsed pricing policy, Libya 

natural gas production was exported as called for an increase in LNG prices so that 
LNG or was flared. However, when the they would be at parity with recent crude 
steelworks at Misratah are ready, they will il price increases. Italy stood firm and 
be fired with natural gas from the Hateiba refused to pay an increased price; Libya 
Gasfield, deep in the Sahara Desert. Fur- then ceased shipments to both Italy and 
ther volumes of gas will go into feedstocks Spain. Prompt settlement of differences and 
for the burgeoning petrochemical industries payment of a higher price to Libya by the 
presently under development. Spanish interests resulted in little or no 

As the year began, the LNG plant at disruption of LNG deliveries to that coun- 
Marsa el-Brega was exporting its product at try. Because other gas apparently became 
a rate of 235 million cubic feet of gas daily available to Italy, delivery of Libyan LNG 
to Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi at Genoa, was not resumed. 
Italy, while an additional 110 million cubic In September, a new gas-processing and 
feet per day was going to Gaz Natural at condensate-recovery plant for the Benghazi
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area was announced. The plant will use 100 Libya over exploration rights on the Conti- 
million cubic feet of natural gas daily from nental Shelf lying between the two coun- 
central Libya’s Messla Field. The Arabian tries was the subject of a meeting of the 
Gulf Oil Co. awarded a $4 million contract United Nations Security Council in late 
for the plant to Worley Engineering Co.,the July. Evidence was presented showing that 
U.S. subsidiary of William Press & Son Ltd., Libya has drilled about 30 offshore wells in 
a British firm. Detailed engineering, pro- the area and that Malta finds itself prevent- 
curement assistance, and inspection are ed from doing any drilling. The Security 
expected to be completed in mid-1982. Logis- Council adjourned without taking any 
tics, construction management, and startup known action, nor did it set a date for a 

are part of phase two, for which no fixed future meeting on this matter. 
dates were established. The contractor for About 35 drilling rigs were reportedly 
phase two will also train Libyan personnel operating in Libya in 1981, but indications 
on operation of the plant and equipment of reduced exploration activity, due mainly 
maintenance. to production cutbacks made necessary be- 

Petroleum.—£xploration.—Libya’s policy cause of world oil supply-demand condi- 
is to seek to replace, through new discov- tions, were beginning to be noted. Petrole- 
eries, whatever oil it produces each year. um industry sources working in Libya indi- 
The country, therefore, has as aconditionin cated that if production improvement was 
its crude oil purchase contracts that each not forthcoming, further cutbacks might be 
buyer will invest in exploration ventures necessary. 
within Libya’s boundaries. Late in 1980, the Production.—For the first 4 months of 
French. majority state-owned petroleum 1981, Libya’s crude production was running 
group, Elf-Aquitaine, concluded a produc- between 1.6 and 1.7 million barrels daily. A 
tion-sharing agreement under which it price of $39.90 per barrel, reduced from 
would explore for new oil in tracts totaling $41.00 per barrel, for top-quality Libyan 
15,800 square kilometers. Five separate crude was established in April and became 
blocks were involved; there were three effective on July 1, 1981. Responding to 
onshore blocks in the Sirte Basin and one in reduced world demand, output was down to 

the Hamada Plateau in the northwest part about 1 million barrels per day by early | 
of the country about 400 kilometers south- July, to 900,000 barrels per day by the end 
west of Tripoli. These four blocks totaled of July, to 800,000 barrels per day in Au- 
15,000 square kilometers. The fifth block gust, and some sources estimated that by 

-was in western Libya’s offshore waters ad- September, production was down to 600,000 
joining acreage already held by Elf-Aqui- barrels per day, a drop of about 65% in 
taine and consisted of 800 square kilome- about one-half of a year. Taken as a year’s 
ters. However, in mid-January 1981, the average, Libyan production was 1,117,000 
Board of Directors of Elf-Aquitaine decided barrels per day, an annual dropoff of 38.9%. 
to postpone implementation of the explora- By the middle of August, Libyan officials | 
tion contract because of deteriorating rela- began discussing a price of $37 per barrel, 
tions between France and Libya over the and in late December, there were indica- 

latter’s approach to the domestic affairs of tions that this price had become official. 
Chad, its neighbor to the south and former There was little information available, how- 

French colony. About mid-July, the French ever, as to what effect the lowered price, 
Government decided to rescind its suspen- which was still somewhat above that being 
sion of this and other contracts with Libya, charged by OPEC nations located: to the 
thereby allowing, among other events, the east of Libya, was having on Libya’s ability 
resumption of the oil-exploration program. tosell more crude oil. 
Two Canadian companies, in December These events led to concern in Libya that 
1981, reportedly acquired about 10% of the reduced petrodollar earnings would cause 
5 production-sharing blocks and announced slowdowns both in exploration and develop- 
that they would perform a minimum of ment of Libya’s oil resources as well as in 
7,600 line kilometers of seismic work and the ambitious economic development of the 
drill 17 exploratory wells in the ensuing 4 country. 
years. Exports.—Western Europe remained 

Occidental Petroleum Corp. signed an _ Libya’s best crude oil customer in 1981, 
exploration and production-sharing agree- taking 48% of its crude exports. North 
ment in late 1981 for three blocks totaling America was Libya’s second best customer, 
approximately 10 million acres. Resolution taking 35%, and Latin America was third, 
of a continuing dispute between Malta and with 8%. Brazil’s state-owned company,
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Petrdéleo Brasileiro S.A., was increasing its water will be supplied from desalination 
liftings from Libya, owing to disruption of plants, which are also under construction. 
its regular sources by the Iraq-Iran war. Crude oil will arrive at the refinery petro- 
Most of Libya’s crude was being shipped chemical plant site via a new 42-inch pipe- 
through the port at Marsa el-Brega. line from the producing oilfields in the 
Refining.—Two refineries operated in desert to the south. Two entirely new towns 

Libya in 1981, and a large new plant was are being built nearby to house the refinery 
under construction. The 120,000-barrel-per- employees and their families. 
day refinery of NOC at Azzawiya satisfied Petrochemicals.—There are two petro- 
most of the petroleum project needs of the chemical centers in Libya. The Marsa el- 
country. The plant had capacities of 13,000 Brega complex is not far south of Benghazi, 
barrels per day in catalytic reforming and on the Gulf of Sirte; a newer complex is 
16,000 barrels per day in catalytic hydro- under development at Abu Kamash, also on 
treating. There was also in the NOC com-_ the coast, but far to the west, near the 
plex an asphalt plant with an output of Tunisian border. 
1,720 barrels per day. — During 1981, demand for products from 

In November 1981, Exxon Corp. notified the Marsa el-Brega methanol plant were 
the Libyan Government that it would relin- heavy enough to necessitate operating two 
quish its concessionary interests in that daily shifts. In the first quarter of the year, 
country. An agreement was negotiated that output was 96,474 tons, about a third of the 

resulted in an orderly withdrawal from all previous full year’s record high production. 
operations along with the transfer to the In September 1981, a 365,000-ton-per-year 
Government of Libya, as of December 1, urea-based fertilizer plant was inaugurated 
1981, of Exxon’s Libyan properties, includ- at the Marsa el-Brega petrochemical com- 
ing crude oil processing facilities anda LNG plex. Cornerstones were also laid at the 
plant with associated exporting facilities. same time at Marsa el-Brega for a second 
According to Exxon, this agreement result- urea plant, which will have a capacity of 
ed in a payment to the corporation that 1,750 tons per day, and for another 1,000- 
was somewhat lower than the net book ton-per-day methanol plant. The urea plant, 
value of its properties in Libya. Industry to cost $150 million, is to be built by a 
sources, in January 1982, indicated that consortium of two Italian and one West 
Exxon had been paid $95 million, about $28 German company. | 
million less than the estimated net value. Among numerous petrochemical units to 

A wholly owned subsidiary of NOC, iden- be built at Ras Lanuf to use the ethylene 
tified as the Sirte Oil Co., was established to feedstock that will be produced, there is a 

operate the former Esso Sirte installation, 60,000-ton-per-year low-density-polyethlene 
most commonly identified as the 9,500- (LDP) plant. This product can withstand the 
barrel-per-day Marsa el-Brega refinery, temperatures of boiling water and is used 
which has catalytic reforming, hydrorefin-. for many household and industrial applica- 
ing, and hydrotreating processing facilities. tions. During 1981, letters of intent worth 

Ras Lanuf is located on the coast, not far $14.7 million were issued by the Zawiya 
east of Tripoli. It is here that Libya’s third, Refinery Co. to Britain’s Imperial Chemical 
and by far its largest, refinery and petro- Industries Ltd. for technology and high- 
chemical complex was under development pressure LDP devices and to Sim-Chem of 
throughout 1981. The plant was owned by the United Kingdom’s Simon Engineering 
the Zavia Refinery Co., a subsidiary,of NOC. Ltd. Group for design engineering, procure- 
At the outset, crude throughput capacity ment services, and a technical and advisory 
will be 220,000 barrels per day, but plans - staff. 
call for an eventual capacity of 280,000 Transportation.—Libya’s oil tanker fleet, 
barrels per day. Construction will be accom- by mid-1981, had grown to 13 ships with a 
plished in several phases. total capacity of 1.2 million tons. 

Work on the Ras Lanuf refining and Early in April, at Goteborg, Sweden, the 
petrochemical complexes was about on _ vessel al-Gardabiya, a 155,000-ton tanker 

schedule during 1981. The refinery will measuring 279 meters long and 49 meters of 
make petroleum products for export. It will beam, was delivered to her owners, Libya’s 
also supply raw materials for major ethyl- National Corp. for Marine Transport 
ene plants, which in turn will feed a range (NCMT). She was the second of three ships 

of other petrochemical plants. A new sea- of the same type built in Sweden for the 
port, on the Mediterranean, is being built NCMT. With delivery of the three tankers, 
from scratch, and adequate fresh processing Libya became the third largest Arab tanker
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fleet owner. struction of the Republic of Korea. Comple- 
Libya’s pipeline network continued to tion was scheduled for September 1983. 

expand during the year. It was reported in Uranium.—A 400-megawatt nuclear 
July that the Brega Petroleum Marketing powerplant has been in the planning stage 
Co. was to build oil storage tankage capable in Libya for several years. The country has 
of holding up to 1.8 million barrels of pe- made several overtures to the Soviet Union 
troleum products and a connecting pipeline in connection with this project. At one 
system, all near Misratah, site of Lib- point, the Finnish state-owned power utili- 
ya’s new steel mill complex. Construction ty, Imatran Voima Oy (IVO), was interested 
was to be undertaken by the Republic of in participating with the Soviet Union in 
Korea’s Samsung Construction Co. under a__ the construction. In 1981, it was reported 
$75 million contract. Completion was sched- that IVO had abandoned its interest in 
uled for March 1983. working on this particular plant. 

A 24-inch crude oil pipeline was also Libyan authorities have reportedly 
under construction from the Mobil Oil Corp. announced plans to mine uranium, and 
depot to the Ras Lanuf refinery, a distance they claim that prospects for a viable oper- 
of 12 kilometers. The builder was Saipem; ation are good. Meanwhile, Libya’s pur- 
completion was due during the summer of chases of neighboring Niger’s uranium have 
1982. climbed steadily. In 1978-80, acquisition to- 

The Italian construction firm, Snam Pro- _ taled 788 tons. In the first 6 months of 1981, 
getti S.p.A., was working on an ocean pipe- purchases from Niger were about 425 tons. 
line network that will feed, by 1984, into the Libya has only one small research reactor 
El Sider marine terminal under construc- using, at the most, 12 kilograms of enriched 
tion and to be operated by the Oasis OilCo. uranium, and the country reportedly has no 
of Libya, Inc. facilities for reprocessing. Therefore, the 

Seaport.—The NOC Ras Lanuf complex uranium can only be stored or exported. 
will require a new seaport to handle incom- There is no available information to indi- 
ing materials and the huge volume of petro- cate disposition. 
leum and petrochemical products that will —— oo 
be exported to world markets. A $300 mil- \Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
lion construction contract to build the port Libyan gineessaty. values give, been aunverted from 
was awarded during 1980 to Hyundai Con- 1D.296=US$1.00.





Th ine try of e Mineral Industry of 

Madagascar 
By Kevin Connor’ 

The year 1981 brought little relief to suing all available avenues of domestic 

Madagascar’s economy, which continued to energy development, with petroleum explo- 

suffer from agricultural production prob- ration leading the way. In December 1981, 

lems, increasing import needs, and accumu- two agreements were signed between the 

lated debt. Although there was a slowdown Government of Madagascar and Western oil 

in 1981 in the contracting of new debts, companies to conduct exploratory drilling 

total external debt increased from slightly for petroleum on both offshore and onshore 

over $1 billion in 1980 to $1.3 billion in sites. In the area of tar sands and heavy oil 

1981.2 The service to debt ratio, which had deposits, Madagascar’s National Military 

been 4% in 1977 and 12% in 1980, rosetoan Office for Strategic Industries (OMNIS) 

estimated 30% in 1981. Despite the wide worked in 1981 to prove the technology and 

variety of large, potentially commercial economics of extracting crude oil from the 

mineral deposits known to exist in Mada-_ island’s deposits. In yet another area of 

gascar, only three, chromite, graphite, and energy development, construction of a large 

phlogopite mica, are presently being ex- hydroelectric dam complex  contin- 

ploited. Total mineral production from ued during the year, bringing the island an 

these three sources accounted for less than important step closer to energy indepen- 

1% of Madagascar’s gross domestic product dence. The project is the largest engineering 

in 1981, making the minerals industry a endeavor in the island’s history. 

minor contributor to the Madagascar econo- The 58-megawatt hydroelectric dam at 

my. However, as in past years, mineral Andekaleka, located roughly halfway be- 

production did play a somewhat greater tween the capital city of Antananarivo and | 

role in terms of foreign exchange earnings, the country’s principal port of Tamatave, 

their export value accounting for approxi- was nearing completion at the end of 1981. 

mately 4% of the country’s total for the The dam project, if completed on schedule 

year. during the latter part of the spring of 1982, 

Like many of the developing countries of _ will have cost approximately $150 million, 

Africa, Madagascar’s need for petroleum $35 million over the original estimate. The 

imports is putting a sizable strain on the end of 1981 marked the second full year of 

country’s economy and is the leading cause construction work on the project. Financing 

in its growing balance-of-trade deficit. In of the project has been provided by several 

1981, Madagascar’s petroleum trade bill institutions; the largest contributor was the 

increased by 33% over that of the previous International Development Association, 

year to approximately $130 million and with a loan of $43 million. Although the 

represented 23% of Madagascar’s total im- dam is small by world standards, it is 

port costs. Madagascar’s indigenous hydro- ‘expected to satisfy the electrical needs of 

carbon deposits of tar sands, heavy oil, coal, both the Antananarivo and Tamatave areas 

and potential deposits of oil and gas have for at least the next decade. The sophisticat- 

until recently been interesting geologically ed dam complex has been constructed to 

but never exploitable. However, at today’s eventually house four turbine generators, 

import oil prices, Madagascar has been pur- each with a generating capacity of 29 mega- 

631
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watts. The initial 58-megawatt output can pansion work to double the capacity of the 
be doubled to its maximum capacity in the Madagascar Petroleum Co. oil refinery by 
future by installing the remaining two tur- June 1982 was 70% completed as of the end 
bine generators. Madagascar’s main sources of 1981. The new annual capacity of the 
of fuel until now have been imported oil and _ plant will be 0.5 million barrels of diesel oil, 
firewood. The new hydroelectric dam 43,000 barrels of gasoline, and 20,000 tons of 
should reduce the island’s fuel import bill asphalt. The complex, which is located at 
by approximately $30 million annually. Tamatave, is the only petroleum refinery 

Progress on the second phase of the ex- within Madagascar. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Tonnage figures for mineral production Madagascar is the world’s leading producer 
in 1981 showed decreases for the three of high-grade, natural crystalline flake 
major minerals mined in Madagascar. Pro- graphite used in refractories, foundries, and 
duction of chromite, Madagascar’s most im- steelmaking. All graphite production in 
portant mineral commodity, was down by Madagascar is by private producers. Graph- 
40% from the 1980 final figure. Graphite ite output for 1981 decreased 18% from that 
production was down by almost 20%, and _ of 1980. A lack of foreign exchange capital 
mica production was only a fraction of the to buy needed replacement parts and new 
1980 total. Export earnings from mineral equipment contributed to the decline. Mica 
production trade were also considerably production for 1981 was only 19% of that of 
lower than that of 1980, with depressed 1980. Declining world markets for the re- 
international market conditions cited asthe source have been cited as the reason. 
main cause. The total value of 1981 imports for Mad- 

Chromite is the most important mineral agascar was estimated at $557 million com- 
mined in Madagascar. Production, however, pared with only $382 million for exports. 
dropped substantially in 1981 to just under Increased import expenditures of greater 
100,000 tons, which was a 40% decrease than 24% over that of the previous year 
from the 1980 tonnage. The decline was were attributed to domestic agricultural 
mainly due to the softening world market in _ shortfalls in production and escalating oil 
steel. Part of the marketing problem for prices. The majority of Madagascar’s trade 
Madagascar chromite is the buyer’s prefer- continued to be with the European Commu- 
ence for ferrochrome, which Madagascar is _ nities, particularly France. Trade with Afri- 
presently unable to produce. A ferrochrome ca continues to grow, as does economic 
processing plant for Madagascar has been relations with Japan, North Korea, and 
in the planning stage for several years, but China. Trade with the United States has 
unfortunately, technical and financial prob- been declining since 1978, and continued to 
lems continue to deter its construction. doso in 1981.
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Table 1.—Madagascar: Production of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
dhe 

METALS 

Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, industrial grade, 
gross weight ________~--_-------~--- "15 11 10 “10 10 

Chromium: Chromite concentrate, gross weight _ _ 164,710 137,552 128,347 180,000 99,689 

Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces_ — 76 125 125 114 110 

Nickel, mine output, metal content____—___~~ — NA NA 100 NA 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural: Garnet (industrial only) 
kilograms_ _ NA 10,500 5,000 €5,000 5,000 

Cement, hydraulic. _.__.-___------~-+--- 52,229 66,044 70,000 60,050 65,000 

Clays: Kaolin ________-.-----_-----+- 2,152 2,596 1,899 2,858 1,746 

Feldspar__________~_--~-~-- kilograms__ 1,093 ©1,000 1,830 1,800 1,800 
Gem and ornamental stones: 

Agate ___________-_----~--~-do____ 147,200 98,400 7,514 14,381 45,822 

Amazonite ___________-_----do____ 133 2,800 1,459 1,300 711 

Amethyst: 
Gem____________--_---~-do___~_ 4,700 26 31 10 24 

Geodes ____________-----do____ NA NA 2,393 3,400 350 

Apatite (ornamental only) _ _— — ~~~ —do____ 536 491 175 200 29 

Aragonite ________--------~------ 1,366 770 1,120 969 1,166 

Beryl. ______-_-~---~--- kilograms_ _ 1 1 5 _- _- 

Calcite (ornamental only) ___---.-~----- _— _- 2 _- _- 

Celestine __________. ~~~ kilograms__ 19,586 29,532 24,846 22,758 24,882 

Citrine,gem ____._____-------do___~ 47 NA 7 8 33 

Cordierite____________------do___~- 49 (3) 158 154 348 

Garnet: 
Gem_____________------do___~- NA 9 5 

1,666 _- 

Other ornamental ______----do___~ NA 616 1,251 

Jasper ____________-_------~-do___-~- 8,850 1,030 2,930 2,305 2,850 

Labradorite_____.___._____~---do___~ 4,389 7,504 7,500 24,806 3,084 

Quartz: 
Rose quartz ______.__-_----do____ 29,019 64,800 39,683 84,460 58,842 

Geodes ______________.~-do___~_ NA -- 950 57 60 

Other ornamental ______~—~-do__ ~~ 547 3,515 1,299 21,649 3,527 

Rhodonite________.__.-_----do___~- — -- 11,990 350 — 

Tourmaline: 
Gem_____________--.~---do___~- NA 1,563 734 

1,745 _- 

Other ornamental _________—do___~_ NA 1,915 1,134 

Graphite, all grades__ ____/____-_--------- 15,727 16,625 14,242 12,252 10,073 
eee ——————————————————————————_ 

Mica, phlogopite: 
Block_______.__~--------------- NA NA 61 84 334 

Splittings and sheet __________--_---- 1,498 1,566 1,106 1,647 _— ; 

Scrap____.____-----~------------ NA NA NA NA 49 

Total ___-________-_-_~------- NA NA NA NA 383 

Quartz, piezoelectric ____—__ ~~ ~ kilograms__ 115 200 52 167 73 

salt, marine ___________---~--------- 26,000 30,000 €30,000 ©30,000 30,000 

tone: 
Calcite, industrial ______.___-_------- 46,915 303 1,973 2,000 2,000 
Marble, cipoline _______.__-__------ 12,000 2,136 4,017 470 500 

Other: Bastnasite __________-~~ kilograms_ _ 19,586 NA 22,313 ©23,000 23,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline___._ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 826 796 478 “500 544 
Kerosine and jet fuel _________-_-do__~_~- 425 365 275 &300 335 

Distillate fuel oi]. ._._______.__--do___~_ 912 761 502 &500 147 

Residual fuel oi] _____._______.-do___~_ 1,419 1,123 1,151 1,200 935 

Other ________--_-_-------do__-- 59 87 44 &50 37 
Refinery fuel and losses. ___ _ _ __- -do___- 404 428 ©335 “350 _- 

Total ____________-------do___- 4,045 3,560 2,785 €2,900 2,598 
i 

€Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 10, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, opal and modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials, 

(clays, stone, and sand and gravel) presumably are produced, but output is not reported and available information is 

inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
SLess than 1/2 unit.
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Table 2.—Madagascar: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Rnited Other (principal) 

SSS 

METALS ; 
Beryllium: Elemental ____ kilograms__ 217 NA 
Chromium: Ore and concentrate _____ 109,147 85,910 18,434 France 46,639; Sweden 20,833. - 
Copper metal including alloys, 

semimanufactures____ _ _ kilograms__ 69 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 396 moe 
Metal: : 

Powder and shot __________ _- 1 _- All to Japan. 
Semimanufactures: 

Universals, plates, sheets __ 159 228 5 West Germany 70; Algeria 45; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 41. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings 
C ar Ailograms_ _ 118 NA 
astings and forgings, roug 

eB do____ 197 NA 
Lead: Oxides and hydroxides______ __ 213 NA 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings! _ _ kilograms__ 1,197 NA 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _ troy ounces_ _ 96 NA 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones _ __ __ kilograms_ _ 42 NA 

Clays, crude____§__§__________ _- 146 _- All to West Germany. 
Graphite, natural ______________ 14,588 9,481 2,209 United Kingdom 3,264; West Ger- 

many 1,467; Japan 1,408. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 1,205 691 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 537; France 
114; Poland 30. 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings ________________ _- 4 _— France 2; West Germany 2. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: 
Natural _________~_ kilograms__ 103,868. (?) 
Synthetic ____________do____ 25 _- 

Salt and brine.__§__-_-§___________ 2,575 996 _— Reunion 473; Comoros 343; Mauritius 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, worked ________ 1 1 _- All to France. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 186 85 -- All to Australia. 

Other: Crude _____§_§__§__~_______ _- 457 _- All to Japan. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades excluding briquets _ ___ —- 31,176 __ Do. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Nonbunker: 
Gasoline __ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 3,073 8 _— All to Reunion. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ____do___ _ 3,302 15,864 __ France 9,385; Reunion 1,682; 

Tanzania 1,248. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 4,366 82 _— All to Kuwait. 
Residual fuel oil_ ___ _ _do____ 513,101 368,911 __ Gibraltar 164,362; Jamaica 131,095; 

Reunion 73,453. 
Lubricants _________do____ 3 35 _— All to France. 
Unspecified ________do____ _— 333 _— All to Netherlands. ; 

Bunkers: 
Gasoline __________do____ _— 5,006 

. Kerosine and jet fuel ____do____ _— 2,209 
Distillate fuel oil _..__do_-___  —__—sawi1,109 8,042 NA. 
Residual fuel oil_ __ __ __do____ 99,740 358,308 
Lubricants _________do____ __ 11,781 

a a eee 

NA Not available. 
1May contain other precious metals. 
2Value only reported at $688,000, of which $442,000 went to West Germany, $139,000 to France, $28,000 to Switzerland, 

and $4,000 to the United States.
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Table 3.—Madagascar: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

rr 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

a enn aan 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___—_-_-~—- (4) 3 a France 2; Australia 1. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought and scrap _——___~-~- 589 154 _- All from West Germany. 

Semimanufactures _______~- 543 830 (3) France 556; Belgium-Luxembourg 77; 
Tanzania 64. 

Arsenic: Oxides and acids_ ______-~~- 3 NA 
Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ — ~~ 1 2 _- Mainly from France. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ — — _ _ — __ 7 — Mainly from Spain. 

pper: 7 
Sulfate ____-..___----_------ 1 NA 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought and scrap ____ ~~~ 7 _- 
Semimanufactures ____—_——-~~- 34 59 (4) France 56; West Germany 1; Italy 1. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap_____._------------- (?) 8 __ All from France. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 4 157 _- United Kingdom 141; France 11; 
West Germany 5. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 20,058 18,680 _- France 10,747; Belgium-Luxembourg 

: 3,300; Mozambique 2,386. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ ~~ _ — 25,2717 21,750 65 Japan 16,154; France 5,014. 

Hoop and strip_ _______----- 317 799 __ France 518; West Germany 160; 
Mozambique 95. 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ —_ ~~ 77 95 __ France 81; China 14. 

Wire__________------~-- 3,243 3,930 (7) Mozambique 2,436; France 608; 
Japan 522. 

Lead Tubes, pipes, fittings _____--- 2,855 6,657 58 France 6,248; Japan 62; China 61. 

ad: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____~_-~~- 6 17 —_ France 15; Netherlands 2. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought and scrap __~-—~-—- 268 — 
Semimanufactures ____—_--- 17 202 _- France 199; Hong Kong 2. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms ___________--------- (4) 5 a All from Hong Kong. 

Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ ~ — (1) 2 _- All from France. 

Mercury ______—-— 76-pound flasks_ _ 1 (4) _— Do. 

Nickel metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures_ _ _ _ _ kilograms_ — 52 (?) _- Do. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _ __ troy ounces_ — 18,725 NA 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought and scrap ___—~—---~- 1 1 __ Do. 

Semimanufactures________~--- 3 4 _- France 3; West Germany 1. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ — — — 93 NA 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms ___________-~-------- (3) 1 _- All from France. 

Wranium.and thorium: Oxides and other 
compounds ___—_ ~~ ~~ kilograms_ _ 3 NA 

Zinc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____-~--~- 21 21 _- West Germany 14; China 5; France 1. 

Metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures ____________-— 641 488 __ France 484; Canada 3. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_______-~-~- _- 2 _- All from China. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____.---- 105 NA 
Metals: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals _________-_-__-- (3) 2 __ United Kingdom 1. 

Metalloids _________----- —_ 1 a. Mainly from France. 
Pyrophoric alloys _______--- 1 NA 
Metals including alloys, all forms . 10 4 _- Spain 3; France 1. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

etc __________-- ~~~ value__ (3) $15,000 _- West Germany $13,000; France 

Artificial: Corundum ____------ 1 3 _- All from Japan. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _______----------- 29 53 _- France 45; China 5. 
Asbestos, crude __ _------------- 15 NA 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates __-___-~-~- 118 95 _- Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Oxide and acid ______-~------ 3 3 — Mainly from West Germany. 

Cement________-~------------ 46,565 69,196 -- Mozambique 43,749; North Korea 
5,844; Kenya 4,095. 

Chalk. ________------------- TT 1 _- All from United Kingdom. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Madagascar: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

. y Rnited Other (principal) —-_— Cr on eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

* Clays and clay products: 
Crude.___________________ 218 441 _- West Germany 391; Hong Kong 20; . Japan 19. Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ ~ 662 975 -- France 436; Spain 263; Italy 233. Refractory including nonclay 
brick _-- 2 =e 181 652 a United Kingdom 476; France 63; : 

Morocco 62. Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ __ 9 (4) i. All from West Germany. Fertilizer materials: . ; Crude__________________ 4 28 — All from France. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 6,216 5,666 _- West Germany 3,721; United King- 

dom 1,500; France 250. Phosphatic______________ 586 4,416 ~— Czechoslovakia 3,460; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 956. Potassic.__-§. ~~ = 7,443 3,795 513 France 2,286; Belgium-Luxembourg 
719; East Germany 277. Other including mixed______ _ 5,074 7,511 4 Netherlands 4,808; Italy 2,060. Ammonia _________________ 38 52 _- France 36; West Germany 11; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 5. Graphite, natural ______ kilograms__ 5 NA 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 4,679 2,359 _- France 1,759; Kenya 600. Lime _____________ 2,150 1,608 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 763; West 
Germany 487; Kenya 358. Magnesite__________________ 2 4 _- West Germany 3; Japan 1. Mica, allforms _______________ () 1 __ All from Japan. Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 63 42 _- West Germany 32; France 10. Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond: Natural _ _ kilograms__ 8 NA 
Salt andbrine.________ | 38 3 _- France 2; West Germany 1. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s: 

Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides___________ 5 8 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 4; Italy 3. Caustic soda. ~ eee 3,340 3,418 _ West Germany 2,396; East Germany 

724; Italy 161. Sodaash_______________ > 825 1,287 __ Kenya 896; Netherlands 92; France 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, all forms _____ __ (4) 1 .oe Mainly from Italy. Gravel and crushed rock ________ 2 _- 
Quartzand quartzite.__________ 30 18 _— All from West Germany. 5 Band other than metal-bearing ____ 6 8 _— West Germany 5; France 3. ulfur: 
Elemental, all forms___________ 23 14 _- All from France. Sulfuric acid__-_$_§_-§_-§_________ 154 242 _- France 132; Belgium-Luxembourg 61; 

Netherlands 46. Gilc. steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 14 10 _- All from France. er: 
Crude__-_-_________________ 1,416 1,020 110 France 901; West Germany 9. Halogens__________________ 5 NA 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 

um, magnesium, strontium _____ 1 (5) a. All from Japan. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals__________________ 613 875 _- France 852; Italy 22. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black and gas carbon: 
Carbon black _______________ 2 6 _- France 5. Gascarbon ________________ 10 NA 

Coal, all grades, including briquets __ _ _ 28,863 27,114 4,988 Mozambique 4,763. Coke and semicoke______________ 108 102 — Belgium-Luxembourg 70; France 32. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 2 NA 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,230 971 _- Mainly from Iraq. Refinery products: 

Gasoline ___________do____ 203 1,200 __ Iraq 1,107; Mozambique 39. Kerosine and jet fuel 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 71,708 148,924 __ France 62,070; Kuwait 51,956; 

People’s Democratic Republic of 
Yemen 34,301. Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 9 187,731 a France 137,398; People’s Democratic 
Republic of Yemen 32,496; Italy 
17,718. Residual fuel oil. ____ _do____ 485,117 175,338 — All from Kuwait. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Madagascar: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
OD 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products — 
Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Lubricants 
Oth 42-gallon barrels_ _ 11,409 8,442 154 France 7,861; China 119. . 

er: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do___ 576 56,921 __ Saudi Arabia 50,158; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 6,723. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ _—— 37,908 59,781 _- West Germany 20,438; Japan 14,906; 

China 9,877. 
Nonlubricating oil_ — do_ ~~ — 347 -- 
Bitumen and bituminous 

mixtures ___— ——do___ — 12,641 15,823 6 Singapore 13,187; Kenya 1,485; 
France 806. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals __ — — 144 7,396 __ Mozambique 4,235; Reunion 2,944; 

France 125. 
NW 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . 
2Unreported quantity valued at $2,000. 
3Total of 17 tons valued at $371. - 
‘Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 
5Unreported quantity valued at $4,000. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

: METALS Iron Ore.—The Soalala iron ore deposit 

. | , . in northwest Madagascar, 150 kilometers 
Chromite.—All of Madagascar’s chromite south of the port city of Majunga, continued 

was produced for export, as the country to be an object of in-depth study in 1981. 
supplied approximately 2% to 3% of total The principal evaluator, Italsider S.p.A. of — 

world demand. Kraomita Malagasy, the Italy, estimated ore reserves at 300 million 

Government agency responsible for all chro- tons with a 48% iron content. A decision on 

mite mining on the island, was working the economic viability of the project has yet 

with a group of technical partners from the to be made. However, the size of capital 

Federal Republic of Germany, France, and investment necessary to develop the mine, 

Norway in 1981 to complete a ferrochrome move the ore 150 kilometers to Majunga, 

plant feasibility study for Madagascar. Ini- and to construct port facilities there to 

tial designs have established a 60,000-ton- handle the ore would be considerable. In 

per-year capacity for the plant, which would these times of industrial austerity, con- 

be located on the island’s eastern escarp- struction this decade seems unlikely. 

ment near the town of Moramanga. Howev- . 

er, technical problems remain to be solved NONMETALS 

before a serious decision can be made on — Fertilizer Materials.—Construction on 
construction of the facility. Collectively, the the Ze-Ren fertilizer plant at Tamatave 

problems concern the suitability of Kraomi- continued throughout 1981 with completion 

ta’s chromite deposits for use as feedstock in scheduled for the end of 1982. The plant was 

a modern ferrochrome processing plant. designed to produce 90,000 tons of urea per 
The lumpy chromite ore most suitable for year, which in turn held the potential of 

processing has yet to be produced from the increasing rice production on the island by 

main source of chromite production in Mad- 300,000 tons per year. Madagascar, which 

agascar, the Andriamena Mine. Experimen- used to be a rice exporter, had to import 

tal ore processing was well underway in almost 200,000 tons of this food staple dur- 

1981, in an effort to economically bulk- ing 1981 to meet domestic needs. The esti- 

produce the ore in the requisite form. mated cost of the urea project is $65 million,
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20% of which is U.S. financing from the N- acre block of land northwest of Tulear on 
Ren International Co. of the United States. the island’s southwest coast, starting in late 
This was the only U.S. investment in Mad- spring of 1982. Mobil negotiated for an 
agascar as of the end of the year. offshore tract, and its specially equipped 
Mica.—Madagascar is currently the sole seismic vessel, the TW. Nelson, was sched- 

world producer of phlogopite mica, and _ uled to arrive off Madagascar’s west-central 
reserves on the island are extensive. Mica coast early in the spring of 1982 to conduct 
production was adversely affected by com- 40 to 50 days of studies. Additional seismic 
petition from synthetic products in some studies were tentatively scheduled for late 
electronic uses and by a low-cost substitute 1982 or early 1983. 
for phlogopite splittings made in India from The two agreements signed thus far 
mica scrap. About 15% of Madagascar’s involved joint ventures with the Madagas- 
production is phlogopite splittings. Mada- car Government agency AKORAMA (Na- 
gascar's mica is mainly sold to a variety of tional Enterprise for Hydrocarbons), which 
western buyers, including the United was officially formed in 1981 as a special 
States, Japan, France, Spain, and Belgium. petroleum company to handle state affairs | 
The drop in mica production for 1981 was in the research, exploitation, and transpor- 
attributed primarily to the surge in compe- tation of hydrocarbons. AKORAMA is a 
tition from the synthetics and substitutes. subsidiary of the state organization OMNIS 

that was formed in 1975 to handle hydrocar- 
MINERAL FUELS bon development, chromite production, and 

Coal—Negotiations between the Govern- Potential uranium development. AKORA- 
ment agency OMNIS with a Belgian-French MA will control a 51% share in any oper- group and a British company on the devel- ations developed by Mobil or Occidental, as 

opment of the Sakoa coal reserves in south- equired by Madagascar law. The oil compa- 
west Madagascar continued in 1981. Mada- Jes assume all costs and risks prior to gascar would greatly like to see a project actual production and will have to pay taxes 
develop that at least might satisfy the local 4nd royalties on any barrel of oil produced, demand for coal for a cement plant and 8 well as Madagascar taxes on their respec- 
municipal and domestic heating uses. As is tive share of any profits. _ , 
the case with many other resource sites in In 1981, three formal bids were solicited 
Madagascar, lack of infrastructure is the by the Government for oil and gas explora- 
biggest hindrance to development of the tion under the World Bank loan program. 
coal. The capital outlay for the construction They were as follows: a January bid for 
of mine, rail, and port facilities would be geophysical operations for oil and gas pros- 
considerable and has deterred investors so pecting in southern Tsimiroro, 450 kilo- 
far. meters northwest of Antananarivo; a Sep- 

Petroleum.—Seeking assistance in devel- tember bid for seismic studies in the region 
oping a domestic petroleum industry, the of Morombe, on the west coast between 
Government of Madagascar negotiated a Tulear and Morondava; and a November 
$13 million loan from the Internationa] bid invitation to enter into joint ventures 
Development Association of the World for oil exploration in the Tsimiroro area. | 
Bank (International Bank for Reconstruc- Aside from the agreements signed with 
tion and Development), in early 1980. This Mobil and Occidental late in 1981, negotia- 
loan has played a key role in successfully tions were well underway with the Amoco 
promoting petroleum exploration within Oil Co., United States, by the end of the 
the country. Under the direction of World year, and an exploration-exploitation con- 
Bank advisors, a new petroleum code was tract was expected to be signed by early 
adopted in mid-1980 by the Government, spring of 1982. Also, two European oil com- 
and shortly thereafter a tender was issued panies were reported to be Seriously ne- 
inviting international oil companies to bid gotiating exploration-exploitation agree- 
for exploration rights. This groundwork ments. 
resulted in the signing of exploration agree- Tar Sands and Heavy Oil.—Late in 1981, 
ments between the Government of Mada- OMNIS signed an agreement with the Euro- 
gascar and two U.S. petroleum companies, pean company Compagnie Europeene de 
the Mobil Oil Corp. and Occidental Petrole- Petrole (CEP) for conducting preliminary 
um Corp., in December 1981. studies on the exploitation of tar sand 

Occidental was expected to begin about 18 deposits at Bemolanga on the west coast. 
months of seismic activities on a 5.3-million- The reported $150 million agreement will
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cover evaluating 360 square kilometers of Uranium.—Madagascar possesses sizable 

area at Bemolanga, which is estimated to deposits of uranium. The French Commis- 

contain 3 billion tons of tar sands, 25% of sariat for Atomic Energy, and private min- 

which can be easily extracted. The agree- ing companies, exploited deposits in the 

ment calls for 60% financing by the Govern- Fort Dauphine area of southern Madagas- 

ment of Madagascar and 40% by CEP.This car from 1953 to 1968. Production was 

latest study followed feasibility work con- stopped in 1968 for political and economic 

ducted in 1980 and 1981 under loans from reasons, but evidence indicates that only a 
the World Bank and the European Develop- small portion of the reserves have been 

ment Bank to define the preliminary re- exhausted. During 1981, a joint United Na- 
serve potential and engineering conditions tions Development Program and Interna- 

necessary for exploitation. Also, feasibility tional Atomic Energy Agency project, val- 

work continued on evaluating the potential ed at $1.4 million, was reexamining the 

of the Tsimiroro heavy oil deposits, located Fort Dauphine deposit for potential produc- 
55 kilometers south-southwest of Bemolan- tion, as well as another deposit 80 kilome- 
ga. Reserves by one estimate were placed at ters south of the capital of Antananarivo. 
more than 4.5 billion barrels of oil in place Commercial production is not expected be- 
at depths below 250 meters. An Internation- fore 1985. 
al Development Association-funded project 
in 1980-81 conducted a core drilling and 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

chemical analysis program as a preliminary 2Where necessary, values have been converted from 

step in establishing the commerical poten- Mad aga ce ORL to US. dollars at the rate of 

tial of the area.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of. 

alaysia 
By John C. Wu! | - 

After a remarkable 8.2% growth in real _ billion for 1981. 

gross national product (GNP) in 1980, the During 1980-81, the rate of inflation was 

Malaysian economy managed to achieve a between 6% and 9% per year, while the _ 

6.9% growth in GNP under the adverse rate of unemployment was between 5% and — 

international environment in 1981. The 6%. Based on past records of economic 

slower growth in 1981 was a result of the growth and inflation and unemployment 

slower expansion in agriculture end manu- rates, Malaysia was rated as the third best | 

facturing and a negative growth of mining economy in Southeast Asia after Taiwan 

because of a decline in the output of tinand and Singapore. i 

petroleum. The construction sector contin- Under the fourth 5-year plan, Malaysia’s | 

ued its strong growth stimulated by public gross domestic product (GDP), in millions of | 

spending on infrastructure. Malaysia’s 197 0 constant Malaysian dollars, by sector | 

GNP, in 1970 constant dollars, was $11.6 of origin for 1980 and 1985, is given in the 

billion in 1980 and was estimated at $12.4 following table:* : | | 

Table 1.—Malaysia: Gross domestic product, by sector of origin | | 

(Millions of 1970 constant Malaysian dollars unless otherwise specified) . . 
RS 

Share of Share of 2980-85 
_ | gross gross “SYoual 

Sector of origin 1980 domestic 1985 domestic growth 
product product rate 

a | (percent) | (percent) (percent) 

Agriculture Woo eee e--------. 5,809 22.2 6,720 17.8 3.0 

ining _____-___-__-----_---~------------- 1,214 4.6 1,607 43 5.8 

Manufacturing ~ eee ene ene eee 5374 20.5 9,040 239 110 

Construction.____________-_----------------- 1,186 4.5 1,824 48 9.0 

Government services_____.____--_~-----+--------- 3,398 13.0 5,228 13.8 9.0 

Other sectors _________=__------------------- 9,207 35.2 18,405 35.4 78 

Total or average... _______------------------ 26,188 100.0 © 37,824 100.0 7.6 

For the coming 5-year period, the mining In 1981, the mining industry remained 

industry of Malaysia will continue to grow important to the Malaysian economy. De- 

at between 5% and 6% annually and will spite its relatively insignificant contribu- 

contribute between 4.8% and 4.6% to Ma- tion to the country’s employment, the ex- 

laysia’s GDP. Under the fourth 5-year plan, port earnings of tin and crude petroleum 

the Government of Malaysia has allocated alone have contributed 32% to Malaysia’s 

about $21 million to the Departments of total export earnings. Other export miner- 

Geology and Mining. The corresponding als that also made contributions to export 

budget for the two departments under the earnings were copper, bauxite, and byprod- 

previous 5-year plan was only about $7 uct minerals such as ilmenite, monazite, 

million. and zircon. 

641
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| Malaysia was still the world’s largest tin In the mineral fuel sector, Malaysian 
producer in 1981, despite a moderate de- crude oil output dropped from an average 
cline in output. Its output of tin in concen- 280,000 barrels per day in 1980 to an aver- 
trate was about 30% of the world’s total, age 230,000 barrels per day in 1981. Howev- 
and the production of tin metal was about er, the country’s oil reserves were revised 
35% of the world’s total. In October 1981, from 1.8 to 2.5 billion barrels, which put 
Malaysia Mining Corp. (MMC) and Malay- Malaysia in 22d place in the world. The 
sian Tin Dredging (MTD) merged. The new construction work on the $1.4 billion lique-. 
tin mining company, also called Malaysia fied natural gas (LNG) plant at Bintulu was 
Mining Corp., became the world’s largest moving according to schedule. Malaysia 
tin company with a capital of $1.1 billion also revised its nonassociated gas reserves 
and controlled 38 of Malaysia’s 55 dredges. from 33 to 36 trillion cubic feet. 
Its annual tin output would represent 30% Malaysia’s export earnings declined from 
of the country’s tin production. $12.8 billion in 1980 to an estimated $12.2 

In 1981, the State government of Sabah billion in 1981. Export earnings of tin, 
decided to build a $152 million copper rubber, and sawed logs declined, while eéx- 
smelter in Kota Belud in Sabah and also port earnings of palm oil, crude petroleum, 
awarded a contract to Véest-Alpine AG of and manufactured goods rose moderately. 
Austria and Midrex of the United States for The worldwide economic recession and the 
construction of a direct-reduction iron plant oil glut weakened the international mar- 
on Labuan Island. | | kets for most Malaysian export commodi- 

: A $350 million project was awarded by _ ties. 
the Malaysian Government to a Japanese Malaysia’s total import bills rose from 
consortium to build a direct-reduction iron $10.7 billion in 1980 to an estimated $12.1 
processing and electric-furnace steel com- billion in 1981. Imports of all major items 
plex. | including machinery, transport equipment, 

The cement expansion project of the Asso- and other manufactured goods increased 
ciated Pan Malaysia Cement, Sdn. Bhd. at ‘substantially. The growth in imports re- 
Rawang, Selangor, was to be built according flected continued strong demand for Malay- 
to the schedule. A new cement company, sian capital goods overseas. 
Kedah Cement Sdn. Bhd. was established to Malaysia’s overall merchandise trade bal- 
operate a 4,000-ton-per-day, coal-fired ce- ance has shrunk from $2.1 billion in 1980 to 
ment plant on Langkawi Island in Kedah. an estimated $0.09 billion in 1981 as a result 

A fertilizer (ammonia-urea) complex of an 18% increase in import costs and a 
would be built at Bintulu in Sarawak. 0.6% decrease in export earnings. 

o PRODUCTION | 

Malaysia’s tin mine output still remained smelters and refiners. The output of iron 
the world’s largest. In 1981, the tin mining ore increased sharply from last year with 
industry suffered from a price reduction two additional mines operating in Perak. 
during the first half of the year and a 12% Production of cement increased in 1981 
increase in the cost of production. The because of increased output capacity by the 
output of tin increased slightly during the Associated Pan Malaysia Cement, Sdn. 
second half of 1981 because of the recovery Bhd., at its Rawang plant in Selangor. In 
in tin prices. The output of bauxite also mineral fuels, Malaysia was producing be- 
suffered from the depressed world market. tween 200,000 and 230,000 barrels per day of 
Mine output of bauxite dropped 25% with crude oil in 1981 versus an average 280,000 
only one mine operating in 1981. barrels per day in 1980 owing to the world- 

Production of copper concentrates contin- wide oil glut and the mandated cutback to 
ued to increase in 1981, reflecting higher conserve the country’s limited oil reserves. 
demand for copper ore by Japanese copper
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| Table 2.—Malaysia: Production of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS | | : | | 
Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight . 

thousand tons__ 616 615 387 920 701 
Antimony, mine output, metal content (Sarawak) _ 266 *263 307 131 . 191 
Columbium and tantalum concentrate, gross . 
weight________________-__-_____- 45 23 40 33 23 

Copper, mine output, metal content (Sabah) ___ _ 23,656 ¥24,877 ™24,018 26,989 30,082 

Gold, mine output, metal content: 
Malaya ______________-_troy ounces__ 4,172 6,252 5,493 4,621 5,768 
Sarawak. __________________do____ 742 971 1,063 381 100 

Total ___________________do____ 4,914 T7223 6,556 5,002 5,868 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate ___ thousand tons_._ 330 320 350 371 532 
Crude steel _______.___.______do____ 194 203 233 200 200 

Manganese ore and concentrate, gross weight _ _ _ 45,396 42,721 31,605 4,003 -- 
Rare-earth metals, gross weight:* 

Monazite ____________ Le 1,977 1,263 669 400 350 
Xenotime (yttrium mineral) __ ~~ _..~____ 75 -- _- _- — 

Silver, mine output, metal content (Sabah) 
- thousand troy ounces_ — 410 F459 433 432 4380 

in: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 58,703 62,650 62,995 61,404 59,938 
Metal, smelter* ~.__._.______________ 66,304 71,953 73,068 71,318 68,500 

Titanium: IImenite concentrate, gross weight? _ _ _ 153,666 186,816 199,819 189,121 144,559 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content ______ _ _ 99 72 53 37 67 
Zirconium: Zircon concentrate, gross weight? ___ 1,810 927 1,271 470 680 

NONMETALS | 
Barite ___________ ee 11,074 5,079 1,401 _- __ 
Cement, hydraulic__.______ thousand tons__ 1,777 2,196 2,265 2,349 2,600 
Clays: Kaolin. _~___________ ~~ i ie 31,856 31,174 32,934 46,324 44,074 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ________—_~ 34,000 39,800 52,000 41,100 43,000 . 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Gas, natural (Sarawak): 
Gross. _____..__ million cubic feet_ _ 95,850 85,121 105,623 94,510 NA 
Marketed __________________do____ 32,755 35,624 39,528 29,249 NA 

Petroleum:> 
Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 66,984 79,171 103,296 100,916 83,950 

Refinery products: , 
Gasoline _________._____--do____ 6,733 7,517 “9,000 NA NA 
Jet fuel. _-§ -_ ____________do____ 1,203 1,445 “1,700 NA NA 
Kerosine _____....__.____-do___~ 2,436 2,311 €2,800 NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil ______..___-do____ 9,695 11,078 “13,000 NA NA 
Residual fuel oil __. .§._-____-do___~_ 14,405 15,912 ©19,000 NA NA 
Other____._____________do____ 4,809 4,614 *5,500 ‘NA NA 
Refinery fuel and losses __ _ _ __ _do____ 675 738 “900 NA NA 

Total______________...do____ 39,956 43,615 “51,900 NA NA 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
A All production is from peninsular Malaysia (Malaya) unless otherwise specified. Table includes data available through. 

ug. 2, . 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and stone), salt, 

and fertilizers are produced, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable 
estimates of output levels. 

3Based on export figures. 
“Includes small amounts of tin from the smelter in Singapore. 
5Includes production from Malaya and Sarawak.
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oe | a, ~ JRADE | 

In 1981, exports of crude petroleum were estimated at $4.7 billion, an increase of 15% 
estimated at $2.9 billion compared with $3.0 over $4.1 billion registered in 1980. Imports 

| billion in 1980. Exports of tin were estimat- of manufactured goods were estimated at | 
ed at $1.0 billion in 1981 against $1.1 billion $2.5 billion, a 17.7% increase over the $2.2 

: in 1980 owing to a decrease in tin prices. billion in 1980. . 
Malaysia continued to increase imports of The Malaysian trade by major component 
machinery and transport equipment as well during 1980-81 was as follows, in billion 
as manufactured goods. In 1981, imports of dollars: 

| machinery and transport equipment were | , 

: Table 3.—Malaysia: Trade by major 
| components 

Billion U.S. dollars) | | 

BT 

Exports: 
‘Petroleum____~_~.~9_~_________ 3.04 2.93 
Manufactured goods. _________ 2.80 2.87 . 

_ -Rubber___- 210 1.80 ° 
Sawed logs -______________ 119 1.01 : Palm oil _..______________ 114. 1.25 © 
Tin _________ 114 98 
Other___---___--.-._-_--_ 1891.84 

| Total _____.___________ 1280 1218 | 

Imports: . 

| Manufactured goods wuPment 4S 
Food, beverage and tobacco _____ 1.21 1.30 
Petroleum________________ 85 87 
Other__----___.~---------- 227 2.70 

| Total _._.____________ 1069 12.08 
Overall trade balance____.______ +4211  +4.10 

_ The overall trade balance of Malaysia United States. Exports of tin, accounting for 
| shrank from $2.12 billion in 1980 to an 9% of total export value in 1980 and 8% in 

: estimated $0.09 billion in 1981, as a result of 1981, went principally to the Netherlands, 
the reduction in export prices of raw mate- Japan, the United States, the U.S.S.R., and 
rials and the continued increase in the India. Exports of copper concentrate and 
value of imported capital goods and manu- bauxite were mostly shipped to Japan. 
factured goods. During 1980-81, Japan, the Malaysia imported about $0.9 billion of 
United States, the United Kingdom, the heavier crude oil mainly from Saudi Arabia, 
Federal Republic of Germany, and Singa- Kuwait, and Iraq during 1980-81. Imports of 
pore were the major trading partners of capital goods and manufactured goods, 

_ Malaysia based on the total value of two- valued at $6.4 billion in 1980 and over $6.9 
way merchandise trade. billion in 1981, were from Japan, the United 

Exports of Malaysian crude oil, account- States, the United Kingdom, the Federal 
_ ing for 24% of total export value in 1980-81, Republic of Germany, and Singapore. 

went mainly to Japan, Singapore, and the
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Table 4.— Malaysia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Destinations, 1979 

TT 
Commodity 1978 1979 

United Other (principal) 

METALS | 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite _______~_--_-_-~-~----~-- (*) 470,151 _— Japan 226,100; Denmark 44,800; 

| hilippines 8,850. 

Oxides and hydroxides _____--_~---- 76 10 _. All toSingapore. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _.____-------~------- 1,659 2,578 15 Japan 1,768; Pakistan 556. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 1,642 2,603 54 Singapore 1,875; Indonesia 370; Japan 139. 

Chromium ore and concentrate ___— ~~~ 3 3 _. _ Singapore 2; Burma 1. 

pper: 
Ore and concentrate_______.__-_----— 122,050 102,054 _- All to Japan. 

Matte ________________.--_--- __ 16 __ All to Singapore. 
Metal including alloys: - 

Scrap ____-.-------------- 2,562 5,413 103 Singapore 2,469; India 1,435. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ — 97 651 4 Singapore 415; India 113; Japan 90. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore 2 and concentrate________------— 17,205 17,825 _. Singapore 6,621; Thailand 1,191. 

etal: 
Scrap ______-------------~ 18,392 18,770 80 Singapore 4,062; Japan 493. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar material_ 353 898 _- SingeP on 637; Hong Kong 160; United 
om 100. 

Steel, primary forms _ ___—---~--- 24 250 __ Singapore 216; Indonesia 24; Japan 6. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 4,194 4,257 3 Singapore 3,740; Indonesia 316; Thailand 

Universals, plates, sheets ~ eee 1,315 2,487 2 Singapore 1,633; Indonesia 278; Brunei 

Hoop and strip ‘_______---- 90 249 __ Singapore 248. : 
Rails and accessories _ — — — _—-—~ 223 882 _. _ Singapore 866; Papua New Guinea 13. 

Wire. _______.--~------ 370 641 __ Singapore 305; Kenya 251; Japan 53. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings __._—--- 8,949 11,286 1,384 Singapore 6,350; Japan 1,374; Indonesia 

Castings and forgings, rough — —— 646 1,387 2 Singapore 637; Indonesia 483; Thailand 
. . 

Oxides and hydroxides —____~---~--- 13 2 _. All to Singapore. 

Metal including alloys, all forms — ~~ --- 973 1,034 95 Singapore 642; Indonesia 107; Hong Kong 

Manganese ore and concentrate. _ — — _ ---- 5,000 11,500 — NA. 

Mercury __. -_.—---—- 76-pound flasks_ — -- 232 _. Alito West Germany. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms — ~ — — 160 376 76 Hong Kong 189; Singapore 39; Japan 30. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, ; 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $1 _- . 

Silver: — 
Ore and concentrate? ____.__do___. $1,106 $6,400 $37 Netherlands $5,291; Singapore $723; 

a . 

Waste and sweepings*._._._...-do.___._ $110 $162 $49 Saudi Arab ia oe West Germany $28; 
ong Kong $25. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought and . 

partly wrought_______._~-do___- $19 $71 $31 Thailand $20; Singapore $11; Indonesia 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms — — 25 _- , | 

Ore and concentrate_____:__------ -- 560 __ __ All to Netherlands. a : 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _____-.------------- 74 961 4 Singapore 883; Hong Kong 73. 

Unwrought __________------ 10,219 72,181 21,959 Ja 17,727; Netherlands 12,781; 
tssR 5.565. 

Semimanufactures _ _____------ 9 82 -- Singapore 64; Hong Kong 15; Philippines 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides ____ ~~ —- 16 15 __ Singapore 12; Bangladesh 2; Burma 1. 
Tungsten ore and concentrate — . - _------ 59 134 40 West Germany 84; India 10. 

Uranium and thorium ore and concentrate 
value, thousands. — $387 $142 $61 United Kingdom $34; India $29; New 

zi Zealand $17. 

inc: 
. 

Oxides and hydroxides -_-~.---~--- 211 374 _. Japan 253; Singapore 60; Philippines 36. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _.--------~--------- 565 1,061 _- Japan 618; Singapore 395, 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 12 97 _. _ Singapore 71; 15; Indonesia 9. 

Other: Ores and concentrates __._._.___— 167,279 214,676 70 Japan 175,772; Republic of Korea 16,910. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.— Malaysia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 

Suited Other (principal) -_ OO 
eee 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 115 92 _~- Japan 36; Burma 1. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones 

value, thousands_ _ $20 $42 — Singapore $17; Bangladesh $2; Japan $2. Asbestos, crude_________________ 11 48 _- Singapore 47; Thailand 1. Barite and witherite._______________ 1,262 2,281 -. All to Singapore. Boron materials: Crude natural borates ___ _ 7 —_ 
Cement _______________________ 64,483 74,618 -- Thailand 68,922; Singapore 4,841; Brunei 

Chalk_-_--_-_-_-_ 2 264 1,354 _— Singapore 1,353. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays _-_____._____._____ 20,172 29,452 -- Singapore 11,980; Japan 5,108; Indonesia 

Clay products: 
Nonrefractory__ value, thousands__ $2,582 $3,558 __ Singapore $3,492; Papua New Guinea $17. Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 659 154 -- Singapore 135; Indonesia 14; West 

. Germany 5. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
- value, thousands__ $2,757 $4,736 $119 Belgium-Luxembourg $4,445; West 

Germany $90. Industrial ____§___________do.___ $154 _— 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth______ 121 304 _— Netherlands 300; Singapore 4. Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite.___________ _- 41 _ All toSingapore. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude ~---- ~~ 464. 520 __ Singapore 467; Brunei 53. Manufactured _.__________ 1,582 838 — Indonesia 669; Singapore 136; Brunei 12. Ammonia ______________.___ 193 437 1 Thailand 233; Singapore 200. Gypsum and plasters __-_________ —_ 2 NA NA. 
Lime ___-____ ~~ 22,621 18,314 NA Singapore 18,273; Thailand 30. Magnesite___________________ _- 26 -- All to Singapore. 
Mica, worked including agglomerated 

splittings _-.._____________ 2 (°) _- All to Thailand. 
Pigments, mineral: Processed iron oxides _ _ _ 5 22 _— Singapore 18; Indonesia 4. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, except 

diamond: 
Natural ________ value, thousands__ $246 $318 _ Australia $147; Saudi Arabia $144. Synthetic _...___________do____ _— $280 ~~ All toJapan. Saltandbrine ____________ 473 793 — Philippines 428; Indonesia 329. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda___________________ 5 1 -- All to Indonesia. Soda ash____-____________ 3 657 _- Republic of Korea 500; Singapore 157. Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, crude and worked ____ 263 306 _~ Singapore 287; Indonesia 9. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _____ 5,550 8,327 — Singapore 7,313; Papua New Guinea 914. Gravel and crushed rock 

thousand tons__ 705 1,018 _— Singapore 994; Brunei 23. Limestone, except dimension ________ 259 489 _- All to Singapore. Quartz and quartzite ______________ 2,747 5,010 — Do. Sand excluding metal-bearing-_______ 313,689 364,541 __ Singapore 269,667; Japan 76,800; 
Philippines 15,500. Sulfur: . 

Elemental, all forms______________ 10 10 _- Singapore 6; Hong Kong 1. Sulfuric acid, oleum__________ | 5 703 —_ Singapore 701; Burma 2. Gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ___ _ _ 114 9 _— All to Indonesia. er: 
Crude _-____________________ -- 15 _. Japan 14; Singapore 1. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 

bearing ____._____________ 211 329 _— Singapore 137; Indonesia 33. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals____ _ 5,231 4,268 _- Singapore 2,849; Hong Kong 807; Brunei 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural_______ | 55 10 __ All to Singapore. Carbon black and gascarbon___________ 1,142 3,590 __ Singapore 2,120; Indonesia 1,227; India 
1. Coal, all grades including briquets _______ 71,701 71,4388 1,755 Panama 11,282: Singapore 5,919; Republic 

of Korea 5,226. Coke andsemicoke.________________ 35 15 _~ All to Thailand. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 
value, thousands_ _ $10 $9 -. Singapore $8; Indonesia $1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.— Malaysia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 

United - Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ; 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude __~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 170,559 92,770 26,262 Japan 41,507; Singapore 15,340; Thailand 

834. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __._______._-do-___ 1,019 1,377 _. Singapore 1,376; Brunei 1. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ _____do____ 194 289 -- Singapore 287. 
Distillate fuel oil _._.____do____ 19 48 -- Brunei 46. 
Residual fuel oil. _ _ __ ___ _do____ 1,479 1,594 17 Singapore 758; United Kingdom 224; 

Japan 133. 
Lubricants_____.____—-do___~_ 219 170 -- Singapore 112; Indonesia 24; Hong Kong 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

42-gallon barrels (4) 23 — All to Singapore. . 
Mineral jelly and wax _—do____ 142 937 _— Japan 598; Thailand 212; Singapore 110. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 85 133 _- All to Singapore. 
Bituminous mixtures _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 1,279 776 __ Singapore 424; Thailand 303; Brunei 48. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals_______ ~~ 493 644 -- Singapore 507; Thailand 25. 

NA Not available. | 
1Unreported export quantity valued at $4,792,000 in 1978; quantity exported in 1979 valued at $6,133,000. 
2May include platinum-group metals. 
3Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 
“Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 5.—Malaysia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 “Wnteq #23»... 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite. _-_____________-_- 500 825 17 China 763; Japan 45. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 8,103 10,241 677 Japan 9,185; China 268. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______--_____--- 16 17 _— All from Singapore. 
Unwrought______________ 8,566 14,489 1,127 Canada 5,348; Japan 956; Ghana 836. 
Semimanufactures ________ _ 14,443 22,951 5,114 Sweden 6,248; France 3,300; Japan 

Chromium: a 
Chromite. ____._______-_--- 40 85 _. Japan 60; Australia 25. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________- 79 60 8 West Germany 26; United Kingdom 

10. 
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides ______~ 2 145 (4) Australia 144; Japan 1. 
Copper: 

re and concentrate including matte_ 4 1 -- All from United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______---_------ 63 91 14 Japan 46; Singapore 29. 
Unwrought____________-~- 142 111 _- United Kingdom 107; Singapore 3. 
Semimanufactures ________-— 11,750 15,875 225 Japan 6,702; Australia 5,266. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap____-___------------- 1,552 6,345 2,640 Japan 1,484; France 504; Hong Kong 

16. 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen _ _ __ 6,981 16,267 _- Australia 5,988; China 5,391; Japan 

Sponge iron, powder, shot_ ______- 359 298 125 Japan 71; India 47; United Kingdom 

Ferroalloys __.-__---------- 3,490 4,830 148 — Australia 3,146; Japan 623. 
Steel, primary forms_—____—__~-—- 92,511 159,579 3,633 Republic of Korea 29,121; Poland 

24,818; Canada 16,935. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Malaysia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 ‘ 
mmoamy United Other (principal) 

~ METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Semumanufactures: . 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 260,478 308,707 1,593 Japan 166,350; Singapore 46,604; 
ndonesia 19,644. 

Universals, plates, sheets — _ _ —— 448,615 542,494 3,355 J apan » ‘s 17 avi ; Republic of Korea 
,080; West Germany 12,353. 

Hoop and strip__________~- 16,048 16,509 57. Japan 12,365; Us nited Kingdom 895; 
ingapore 642. 

Rails and accessories _ _ ~~ _ __~ 2,650 41,677 28 Poland 31,094; United Kingdom 
9,987; Australia 3,472. 

Wire. -_~____________e 15,652 17,951 49 China 5,264; Japan 3,727; Singapore 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 37,276 43,028 1,976 Japan 21,950; United Kingdom 4,969; 
ingapore 3,160. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ —_ 897 3,677 16 ~=©Japan 1,248; China 951; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 477. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate_________—~ 40 _- ; ; 
Oxides and hydroxides ~ eee 935 976 83 Australia 511; Singapore 275. 

etal including alloys: 
Scrap __ ® _- a eo eee 2,357 1,443 _- Singapore 813; Australia 562; 

public of Korea 64. 
Unwrought_ _____..______ 3,672 5,367 33 Australia 4,535; United Kingdom 333. 
Semimanufactures ___ ~~ 7,641 5,558 1,269 Japan 1.1 14; Bingapore 1,053; 

ustralia 797. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, all 

forms ______~____~..-_--~~-~- 52 13 _. United Kingdom 1; West Germany 1. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate ________—_-~_ 2,253 2,498 _. Singapore 2,492; United Kingdom 6. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___-~__~~_ 1,249 1,678 3 Japan 538; Singapore 531; United 

Kingdom 237. 
Mercury _____—~—~— 76-pound flasks_ _ 145 87 _— Japan 58. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms _______________~_~____ 15 2 () Australia 1; Netherlands 1. 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate including matte_ 3 7 5 Canada 1; West Germany 1. 
Meta! including alloys: 938 4 Fi 

ap __-__~_-___-_-___-- 
Unwrought____.~_§_____~_ 4,686 6,889 4,768 France ae Singapore 191; Hong 

ong 121. 
Semimanufactures —_.___—_-~~— 1,286 1,194 269 Japan 224; Hong Kong 188; 

. ingapore 33. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought ; 
value, thousands_ — $99 $22 -- West cermany $14; Singapore $4; 

ustralia $2. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate? _____do____ $15 $1 $1 
Waste and sweepings?_ _ _ _ _do_ _ __ $5 $2 $2 ‘ 
Metal including alloys, unwrought . . 

and partly wrought — ___ —do____ $353 $580 $9 ~=— Sin japore aoe Japan $61; United 
King om $56. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, 
Tyo forms ----~---- <= 0-7 41 _- 

in: 
Ore and concentrate_________ ~~ 17,245 18,865 _- Australia 15,417 ; Indonesia 1,168; 

urma 644. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —___ 504 563 113 Singapore 128; Japan 90; United 

gdom 62. 
Titanium oxides and hydroxides_ — — — — — 4,444 5,327 1,284 Australia are West Germany 967; 

apan 765. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate _________-~-~ 81 147 _- Singapore 78; Thailand 62. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __-—_ 15 59 3 Hong Kong 33; United Kingdom 12. 

Uranium and thorium: 
and concentrate 

value, thousands_ — -- $51 _. All from Republic of Korea. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

zi do___- -- $1 $1 
inc: 

Ore and concentrate__________~— 2 53 _. _ Australia 51; United Kingdom 1. 
Oxides and hydroxides --_-----+- 337 333 3 Singapore 131; West Germany 72. 

etal including alloys: 
Scrap _._-____~-___-__-- 470 540 _— Australia 451; Singapore 73; Japan 

Unwrought___§__§ 9 ~_______ 12,174 14,177 — Australia 10.308; Canada 2,049; 
apan 1,225. 

Semimanufactures ________-_ 2,274 2,911 5 6S; apan 2,433; Singapore 128; Australia 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Malaysia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
mms United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Ore and concentrates __________ 51 54 3 Australia 25; Belgium-Luxembourg 5; 

apan 5. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals... .______ 25 59 2 Japan 34; United Kingdom 17. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 
value, thousands_ _ $253 $464 $33 Singapore $198; United Kingdom 

NONMETALS . 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete __-_____ ee 224 241 31 Japan 89; Singapore 69. 

Artificial: Corundum __________ (4) 7 _— Japan 5; France 2. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $18 $7 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $6; Japan $1. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____________do____ $2,236 $2,374 $48 Japan $766; China $247; United 

ingdom $218. 
Asbestos, crude. __~__._~_~_~_______ 23,961 37,861 955 Canada 23,564; Singapore 9,604; 

China 2,112. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 265 224 _- West Germany 151; United Kingdom 

31; Australia 23. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates__________ 24 52 18 Romania 19; China 15. 
Oxide and acid ___~_~___~______ 198 175 146 Romania 18. 

Cement. ____~____._- ~~ ~_______ 225,161 461,277 388 Japan 236,613; Singapore 172,425. 
Chalk. __~§_-§__~§_§___ Le 102 219 -- Hong Kong 122; Japan 40; Singapore 

Clays and clay products: | 
Crude clays _________--~____ 15,905 28,439 12,356 Japan 6,875; West Germany 3,892. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory 
value, thousands_ _ $7,517 $10,819 $4 ttaly 53.97 1; Japan $1,797; Australia 

Refractory including nonclay — 
brick ~~~ 19,759 109,147 65 United Kingdom 100,468; Japan | 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $2,261 $4,073 __ Bey Luxembourg $3,518; India 

Industrial ____________do____ $406 $135 __ Belgium-Luxembourg $134. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 804 910 613 Phi ippines 237; J apan 39. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite, etc ______ 12,377 15,802 — India 0,678; China 3,205; Finland 

Fertilizer materials: ~ . 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ___.______-_- 663 201 -- All from West Germany. 
Phosphatic_____~_~_______ _ 222,494 224,447 164 Christmas Island 109,826; Jordan 

Potassic._______________ 1,245 214 __ Canada 210; United Kingdom 4. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________ _ 164,887 379,050 49,452 Republic of Korea 59,087; Japan 
916; Indonesia 49,207. 

Phosphatic_____~§_§_~_______ 20,162 20,270 5,911 Thailand 1,461; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Potassic._______________ 284,546 878,112 53,693 West Germany 68,421; U.S.S.R. 

Other including mixed _ _ — _ — _ — 145,371 171,862 10,322 West Germany 117,779; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 16,790. 

Ammonia _______._..._-—--- 7,194 488 20 Japan 219; Indonesia 163. 
Graphite, natural ___________-_-- 170 465 3 China 258; Republic of Korea 100. 
Gypsum and plasters _________.~- 75,041 94,931 15 Thailand 81,836; Japan 11,302. 
Lime ___________----------~- 1,537 3,271 -- Singapore 2,389; Japan 244. 
Magnesite _______________- -__ 699 3,192 _- Spain 2,394; West Germany 351; 

apan 286. 
Mica, all forms ________-------- 47 86 3 United Kingdom 59; France 10. 
Pigments, mineral: Processed iron oxides 1,540 5,934 19 West Germany 5,272; United 

Kingdom 263. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, except 

diamonds: 
Natural ____- value, thousands_ _ $374 $788 — China $316; Thailand $145; Hong 

Kong $126. 
Synthetic _________.-do____ $8 $50 _— Japan $32; Czechoslovakia $10; 

ingapore $6. 
Salt and brine. _____________-_ _ 144,509 203,909 22 Thailand 134,190; Australia 43,967; 

Ethiopia 10,892. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Malaysia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SSS 
Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 “United 
y Suited Other (principal) 
LN 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _______________ 495 419 1 Spain 168; Japan 76; West Germany 

Caustic soda________________ 5,216 13,542 226 Romania £3328; West Germany 2,375; 
taly 1,295. 

Sodaash__________________ 29,896 45,084 2 Kenya 25,829; Japan 9,073; Romania 

Stone, sand and gravel: — 
Dimension stone, crude and worked _ 2,683 126,868 6 Indonesia 121,500; China 2,159; Italy 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 1,250 307 — N orway 73; United Kingdom 18. Gravel and crushed rock ________ 6,978 5,178 26 Brunei 2,486; India 1,336; China 322. Limestone excluding dimension ___ _ 598 446 _- Japan 120; Singapore 81; China 55. Quartz and quartzite___________ 22 99 44 United Kingdom 20; Netherlands 15. 5 Band excluding metal-bearing ____ _ 1,003 2,176 1,007 West Germany 570; Singapore 293. ulfur: 
Elemental________________ 16,710 27,211 59 Singapore 23,125; West Germany 772. Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________ 339 372 29 Singapore 274; United Kingdom 35. gale steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 7,232 17,975 10,675 China 3,643; Republic of Korea 1,702. er: , 
Crude_____-__§_ = 17,491 7,208 1,324 West Germany 5,566. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _____________ 3,775 8,570 296 Japan 4,848; Australia 2,300. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium ___ 367 543 92 Australia 255; Japan 166. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_____§__~§__§__ =e 6,301 8,690 976 Singapore 5,806; Japan 1,344. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _____ _ _ 2,164 3,347 24 Singapore 2,338; Republic of Korea 

Carbon black and gas carbon________ 1,976 52,769 302 Australia 51,730; Japan 497. 
Coal including briquets: . 

Anthracite and bituminous coal___ _ 14,236 24,799 — Indonesia 24,127; Thailand 631. Lignite___________________ 354 880 _- All from Australia. 
Coke andsemicoke______________ 22,833 29,480 — Japan 24,512; West Germany 433. Gas, hydrocarbon? _ value, thousands__ $4,413 $7,903 $3 Singapore $7,506; Indonesia $314. Peat including briquets and litter_____ 5 _- 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 30,950 32,303 _— Kuwait 17,158; Saudi Arabia 13,870; 

Iran 1,275. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ 2,387 2,856 3 Singapore 2,709; Bahrain 140. Kerosine and jet fuel ___do__ _ _ 1,208 1,136 (4) Singapore 1,081; Bahrain 54. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 5,151 12,007 _- Singapore 11,623; Bahrain 382. Residual fuel oil. ___ __do____ 1,611 3,431 (2) Singapore 3,360; Bahrain 70. 
bubricants ~~~ ____do____ 1,023 1,001 40 Singapore 765; Australia 124. 

ther: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 244 174 139 Singapore 23. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do____ 67,713 78,747 2,038 China 28,970; Indonesia 26,215. 

Petroleum coke ___do____ 14,410 22,616 22,605 NA. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ * 111,795 158,803 170 Singapore 137,926. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ____ 16,815 20,099 702 Singapore 16,827; Australia 1,239. 
eee TTS eS 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
May include platinum-group metals. 
3This material is presumed to be petroleum refinery gases although it was reported as natural gas.
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COMMODITY REVIEW : 

METALS iron ore produced in 1980, 97% was consum- 
. | . . ed domestically by Malayanata Steel Bhd. 

Aluminum.—The production of bauxite jy, Prai, and the remaining 3% was ex- 

from the Telok Ramunia (Pengerang) Mine ported. 

and the Sri Medan Mine (which stopped The Government of Malaysia awarded a 
operations in March 1981) in Johore declin- contract to the eight-member Japanese con- 
ed in 1981. A declining overseas market, gortium led by Nippon Steel Corp. for the 

particularly to Japan where most of the construction of a direct-reduction iron proc- 
output was exported, was the primary cause essing and electric-furnace steelmaking 
of the reduction in mine output. In 1980, complex at Tanjung Berhala, Trengganu, 
Malaysia’s exports of bauxite were valued on November 9, 1981. The $350 million 

at $9.5 million, up 55% from $6.1 million in project was expected to be operated by a 
1979. The increase in export earnings of Malaysian-Japanese joint-venture company 
bauxite was largely due to an increase in with a $109 million equity capital. The 
export quantity rather than an increase in Japanese consortium reportedly was ex- 

unit value. pected to take 30% of this equity capital. 
Copper.—Despite the depressed world Based on the terms of the contract, Nip- 

copper market, copper production of Over- pon Steel Corp. is to engineer, supply, 
seas Mineral Resources Development Sabah and build a 600,000-ton-per-year, direct- 

Bhd. at the Mamut Mine in Sabah increas-_ reduction plant with Daido Steel Co. to 
ed in 1981. During 1981, the monthly pro- supply a 580,000-ton-per-year electric fur- 
duction of copper ore at the mine was nace; Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd., a 
500,000 tons, averaging 0.57% copper, while 560,000-ton-per-year billet | continuous- 
the monthly production of copper concen- casting machine; Chiyoda Chemical Engi- 
trate was 10,400 tons, grading 25% copper. neering & Construction Co., the gas equip- 
The copper concentrate was exported to ment and systems; and C. Itoh & Co., Mitsui 
Japan for processing. & Co., Mitsubishi Corp., and Nittetsu Corp., 

A $152 million copper smelter with an the raw materials for the complex. The 
annual capacity of 50,000 tons of blister steelmaking complex will have an annual 
copper was to be built in Kota Belud in the capacity of 600,000 tons of sponge iron, of 
State of Sabah. The State government of which 560,000 tons will be for the manu- 
Sabah has invited bids for a turnkey smelt- facturing of steel billets, and the remainder 
er following a feasibility study completed by will be for consumption by local foundry 

an independent consulting firm under State manufacturers. The complex was scheduled 
government supervision. The proposed cop- for completion in mid-1984 or early 1985.¢ 

per smelter would use the copper concen- The Sabah State government signed a 
trates produced from the Mamut Mine, $145 million contract with Véest-Alpine 
about 112 kilometers from the proposed and Midrex for the turnkey construction of 

smelter site.’ Until the copper smelter is a 600,000-ton-per-year, direct-reduction iron 
completed, Malaysia will continue to export plant on Labuan Island off the southwest 

the copper concentrate to Japan. In 1980, coast of Sabah in May 1981. The construc- 
Malaysia’s output of copper concentrate tion work was expected to start in Novem- 
was valued at $51 million. ber 1981 and was scheduled for completion 

A copper deposit was discovered by the in early 1984. Based on the plan, all of the 
Malaysian Geological Survey in the Pekan sponge iron produced from the plant will be 
district of Pahang State in central Malay- exported exclusively to the steel industries 
sia. The deposit was reportedly of a higher of the Association of Southeast Asian Na- 

grade with a larger reserve than the Mamut tions (ASEAN) and other Far East countries 
Mine in the State of Sabah. The ore reserves such as the Republic of Korea. The project 
and average grade of the area would be _ will be operated by the Sabah Iron and Steel 
estimated after further exploration by the. Sdn. Bhd., a joint-venture company owned 
Malaysian Geological Survey. 51% by the Sabah State government, 30% 

Iron and Steel.—Production of iron ore by the Heavy Industries Corp. of Malaysia, 
increased substantially in 1981. The output and 5% by Véest-Alpine. The remaining 
of the largest mine at Gunung Jerain in 14% was expected to be taken by investors 
Kedah accounted for about 30% of the total from Singapore, Thailand, Japan, and the 
production; the output of seven small mines Philippines.” 
in Perak for 30%; and the output of four Tin.—Malaysia remained the world’s 
mines in Johore for 38%. Of 371,000 tons of largest tin producer in 1981. The output of
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the Malaysian tin in concentrate accounted a new tin smelting company, Malaysia | 
for 31% of the world’s total in 1980 and Smelting Corp. (MSC) to operate the 60,000- 
about 29% in 1981. The output of the ton-per-year tin smelter at Butterworth, 

Malaysian tin metal was 36% of the world’s Penang. MSC would be owned 42% by MMC | 
total in 1980 and about 34% in 1981. and 58% by STC. The MSC was expected to 

In 1981, the output of tin in concentrate smelt all tin concentrates produced by the 

declined slightly from that of 1980. The MMC group including MTD and 15 other 
severe reduction in tin prices during the tin mining companies. MMC was reportedly 
first half of 1981 and the rising cost of tin to acquire an interest in Datuk Keramat 
mining were the primary causes of the Smelting (DKS), another major tin smelter 
decline. The total number of active produc- at Georgetown on the Island of Penang with 
tion units at the end of 1981 was 730 an annual capacity of 70,000 tons. DKS is 
compared with 852 units at the end of 1980. owned 50.6% by Amalgamated Metal Corp., 
Of the total number of production units which in turn is owned 79.5% by Preussag 
active at the end of 1981, 617 units were of Hanover and 20.5% by MMC.® 
gravel pumps, 57 were dredges, 33 were MTD and MMC were merged into the 
opencasts, 20 were underground, and 5 were world’s largest tin mining company also 
other types. called Malaysia Mining Corp. Bhd. on Octo- 

Of the total tin concentrates produced in ber 10, 1981. The newly enlarged tin mining 
1981, 56% was mined by gravel pumping; Company, with capital of $1.1 billion, will 
29%, by dredging; 4%, by opencasting; 2%, produce annually about 18,000 tons of tin, 
by underground mining; and 9%, by retreat- accounting for 30% of Malaysia's tin pro- 
ment, dulang, and other methods. Of the duction, by controlling 38 of the country’s 
total concentrates produced in 1981, about © dredges. The new Malaysia Mining Corp. 
58% was from Perak; 31%, from Selangor; 18 Owned 56.6% by Permodalan National 
4%, from Pahang; 3%, from West Perseku- Bhd., the Malaysian Government invest- 
tuan; and the remaining 4% was from ment agency, 14.5% by Charter Consolidat- 
Trengganu, Johore, Kedah, North Sembi- ed Ltd., 3.8% by Datuk Keramat Holdings 
lan, Malacca, and Perlis. Bhd., and 25.1% by the public.2° MMC has a 
Employment in the Malaysian tin indus- marketing office in London, a new office in 

try dropped 12% to only 35,063 persons at Japan, and was planning to open another 
the end of September 1981 from 39,720 eW office in New York in the near future. 

persons at the end of the same period in | Other Metals.—Malaysia’s gold produc- 1980. Over 87% of the labor force employed tion increased in 1981. Production of gold 
by the tin mining industry was in the States Came 48% from seven small gold mines 
of Perak and Selangor, where most of the OPerated in the States of Pahang and Sara- 
gravel pumping and dredging mines were Wk and 52% as a byproduct of tin mining concentrated. operations in the Bidor area of Perak and 

Exports of tin declined in 1980. However, *he Kuala Lumpur area in Selangor. In 
because of a 12% increase in unit value in 1989, gold pr oduction as a byproduct from 
1980, the value of tin exports increased the Mamut copper mine in Sabah amounted 
8.2% from $1,007 million in 1979 to $1,139  t° about 60,800 troy ounces." 
million in 1980. The value of tin exports Malay sia ceased production of manganese 
accounted for 8.9% of the total value of Of 7 July 1980. Other metallic minerals 
Malaysia’s merchandise exports in 1980. In produced mm Malay sia includi ng columbite, 
1981, because of the low tin prices, the value ilmenite, monazite, scheelite, wolframite, 
of tin exports was estimated at $978 million, xeno time, and Zircon were recovered from 
a 10.3% drop from that of 1980. However, tailings of dredging operations. There was 
its share in the total value of merchandise small-scale mining of antimony ore from exports remained at about 8%.* the Lucky Hill Mine in Sarawak. 

The Government of Malaysia, in an effort | 
to nationalize the Malaysian tin industry NONMETALS 
through MMC, has further broadened its Cement.—Production of cement contin- 
assets base and brought about a vertical ued to increase in 1981. Malaysia’s total 
integration of its operations from explora- clinker capacity has increased from 2.5 
tion to production and direct marketing of million tons in 1980 to 3.2 million tons in 
tin in 1981. 1981. Malaysia’s cement and clinker capaci- 

In April 1981, MMC and Straits Trading ties, by company, for 1980-81 were as fol- 
Co. (STC) reached an agreement to establish lows, in thousand tons:
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Table 6.—Malaysia: Cement and clinker capacity, by company 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Cement Clinker 
Company Location capacity capacity 

1980 1980 1981 

Associated Pan Malaysia Cement Sdn. Bhd __ ee Kanthan, Perak _____ 457 534 540 
Do__ ~~~ Rawang, Selangor _ _ __ 667 428 1,044 

Cement Industries Malaysia, Sdn. Bhd _________ __ Kangar, Perlis ______ 500 450 450 
Cement Manufactures Sarawak, Sdn. Bhd? _~__ | Pending, Kuching _ ___ 260 — _- __ 
Malaya Industrial & Mining Corp. Bhd ___________ Batu Caves, Selangor _ _ 60 60 60 
Tasek Cement, Bhd ________~___~_~__________ Ipoh, Perak --------___ 1,050 1,046 1,100 

Total____________- ee oe 2,994 2,518 3,194 
eee EAN 

1A clinker-grinding plant. 

Demand for cement in Malaysia wasesti- ant to the project in late 1980. In August 
mated at 2.5 to 2.6 million tons in 1980-81. 1981, the Government of Malaysia, through 
Malaysia was still a cement-importing coun- Petroleum National Bhd. (Petronas), invit- 

try in 1980-81. ed three consortia to bid for the building of 
In October 1981, Kedah Cement Sdn. the fertilizer complex at Bintulu in Sara- 

: Bhd., a new cement company, was establish- wak. The contract was expected to be 
ed to build a 4,000-ton-per-day, coal-fired awarded in early 1982.' 
cement plant on Langkawi Island in Kedah Other Nonmetals.—To meet increasing 
State. The $130 million plant will be built demand for building construction materials 
by Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries by the expanding domestic construction in- 

Co., Ltd., of Japan on a turnkey basis. One- dustry, the output of limestone, crushed 
half of the output will be for domestic rock and granite, gravel, sand, and clay 
consumption and one-half will be exported have increased substantially over the past 2 
to Singapore in the form of clinker.'? years. More than two-thirds of the lime- 

Fertilizer Materials—The output of stone produced in Malaysia was used for 
chemical fertilizer remained at the 450,000- construction purposes, and the remainder 
ton level in 1981. Malaysia was a net Was for cement production. . 
importer of fertilizer materials and chemi- Mine production of kaolin was about 
cal fertilizer. Malaysia imported phosphate 46,000 tons in 1981. Of the total output, 
rock from Togo, Jordan, and Christmas 84% was from 12 mining units operated 

_ Island; urea from Indonesia, Japan, Roma- 17 the Bidor area of Perak, 9% from the 

nia, and the U.S.S.R.; ammonium nitrate Jemaluang and Pontian areas of Johore, 
and ammonium sulfate from Japan, the 2nd 7% from the Cheras and Rawang areas 
Republic of Korea, and Romania; and super- of Selangor. About 25% of the kaolin output . 
phosphate from the United States. was exported, and the remainder was con- 

A natural gas-based, ammonia-urea com- sumed domestically for fillers in rubber, 

plex is to be built at Bintulu in Sarawak. Paint, and plastics and for the manufactur- 
The project is a joint ASEAN venture simi- 18 Of floor and wall tiles, whiteware, sani- 
lar to the fertilizer complex in North Aceh ‘Ty ware, and white cement. 
of Indonesia. The total project cost was 
estimated at $300 million, of which about MINERAL FUELS 
$210 million would be financed by Japan Coal.—A joint-venture company is to be 
(70% from the Overseas Economic Coopera- established by local Malaysian interests and 
tion Fund at 4% interest for 20 years, and Kawasho Corp., a Japanese trading compa- 

30% from the Export-Import Bank of Japan ny (an affiliate of Kawasaki Steel Corp.), to 
at 7.75% interest for 10 years), and the produce coal in Selatik of Sarawak in early 
remaining $90 million would be contributed 1983. The Selatik (Silantek) coal deposit has 
by Malaysia, 60%; Indonesia, Thailand, and been investigated several times by Nippon 
the Philippines, 13% each; and Singapore, Coal Mining Co. and the Ataka Co. of Japan 
1%. The fertilizer plant with an annual and Utah Pacific Inc. of the United States. 
capacity of 272,000 tons per year of N as The most recent estimate of coal reserves in 
ammonia and 228,000 tons per year of Nas _ Selatik was 12 million tons. Based on the 
urea was scheduled for completion in 1985. plan, Kawasho Corp. will be in charge of 
Stone and Webster of the United States was mining operations. The coal mine output at 
awarded a contract as a technical consult- the early stage would be about 500,000 tons
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of coal per year. About 50% of the output megawatt, combined-cycle powerplant at 
would be exported, mainly to the Philip- Paka, Trengganu, at the rate of 70 million 
pines, and the remainder would be consum-__ cubic feet per day in mid-1985."¢ 
ed by the new coal-fired cement plant now Malaysia’s associated gas reserves were 
under construction on Langkawi Island in estimated at 9 trillion cubic feet in 1981. In 
the State of Kedah." 1980, about 260 million cubic feet per day of 

Natural Gas.—Malaysia’s recoverable gas was produced. However, most of the 
nonassociated gas reserves were estimated output was flared. 

at 36 trillion cubic feet (or 6 billion barrels  Petroleum.—Malaysia’s production of 
of oil equivalent) by Petronas, the state- crude oil was from 14 oilfields in 1981. 
owned oil and gas company, in 1981. About Three oilfields were in Sabah, eight in 
18 trillion cubic feet of nonassociated gas Sarawak, and three in Trengganu. Crude oil 
reserves in Sarawak was to be used by the Was reduced from an average of 280,000 
LNG plant in Bintulu, Sarawak. The.nonas- barrels per day in 1980 to an average of 
sociated gas to be used by the LNG plant 230,000 barrels per day in 1981 because of 
would be produced from the Central Luco- the glut in the world oil market. In 1980, 

nia Fields about 81 miles offshore Bintulu, Malaysia exported an average of 170,000 
Sarawak, at the rate of 1,250 million cubic arrels per day of crude oil, _mainly to 
feet per day for 20 years. Japan, Singapore, and the United States. 

The construction work of the $1.4 billion =xport earnings from mineral fuels rose by 
LNG plant at Tanjong Kindurong, Bintulu, ave ten in oe rom 2 billion in 
was about 76% complete for first-stage pro- 4 i t a8 of the heavi ~ crude oil 
duction at yearend. The construction of the value 1 at $0 9 billion from Saudi Arabi a 
LNG plant was by JGC Corp. of Japan and . : . ? 
M. W. Kellogg (formerly Pullman Kellogg) Muwait, and Ir ao eet Oe cpauirements 
of the United States. Under the plan, the . 7 aay’ 

. sumption of crude oil was estimated at 7.5 
plant was scheduled to start operations at inion tons in 1980 and about 8.2 million 
the end of 1982 with an annual output of 1.5 tons in 1981.” 
million tons of LNG the first year, 3 million In 1981 M alaysia’s recoverable oil re- 

tons the second year, and 4.5 million tons serves were revised by Petronas from 1.8 

the third year. At the end of 1985, full- bition barrels to 2.5 billion barrels, which 
capacity output is expected to reach 6 mil- Gould last about 25 years at the present rate 
lion tons of LNG per year. All of the LNG or production and allow Malaysia to remain 
Produced om the Dantulu Pe wu ae a net exporter of crude oil until 1990.18 
€xpo 0 Japan beginning in under In late July 1981, the Government of 
a 20-year contract. The Tokyo Electric Pow- Malaysia, through Petronas, awarded a con- 
er v9. waking bands o the output) and tract to JGC Corp. and C. Itoh & Co. for 

€ ioKyo Mas 0. are the two vapanese design and construction of a 30,000-barrel- 
buyers. LNG Malay: sla Sdn. Bhd., the owner = per-day oil refinery. The refinery would be 
and operator of the Bintulu LNG project, is puyijt near Kerteh, Trengganu, about half- 
owned 65% by Petronas, 17.5% by ShellGas way between Kuala Trengganu and Kuan- 
re eum of tne Royal Deter Shell), and tan. The $87 million project was expected to 
17.5% by Mitsubishi Corp. of Japan.'* be completed in the first half of 1983 based 
The nonassociated gas from the Central on a turnkey contract. The refinery com- 

Luconia Fields was also to be used as a plex would have an atmospheric distillation 
feedstock for the ASEAN ammonia-urea unit, a gas-turbine, power-generation unit, 
plant in Bintulu, at the rate of 35 million storage tanks, and offsite utilities facilities 
cubic feet per day in 1985. including offshore shipping facilities. 

_ The remaining 18 trillion cubic feet of A $120 million project was awarded to 

nonassociated gas reserves were reportedly Fluor Ocean Services Ltd. by Petronas for 
in areas off the coast of Trengganu, of which construction of a crude oil terminal at 
about 17 trillion cubic feet are located inthe Trengganu. The system would have a 
contract area of Esso Production Malaysia 240,000-barrel-per-day capacity and a 
Inc. and 1 trillion cubic feet in the contract 45,000-barrel-per-hour tanker-loading rate 
area of Petronas Carigali Sdn. Bhd. The and is scheduled for completion in mid- 
nonassociated gas from the Carigali Duyong 1983.7 
Gasfield was to be used for firing a 450-
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TWh . U.S. Embassy, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. State Depart- 
Economist, Division of Foreign Data. ment Telegram 9794, Oct. 21, 1981. 
2Where necessary, values have been converted from 11Work cited in footnote 5. 

Malaysian dollars (M$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 12pit & Quarry. V. 74, No. 4, October 1981, p. 28. 
M$2.2=US$1.00 in 1980 and M$2.3= US$1.00 in 1981. 13Business Times (Kuala Lumpur). Aug. 4, 1981, p. 20. 

°The Fourth 5-Year Plan 1981-85. Kuala Lumpur, The British Sulphur Corp., Ltd. Nitrogen. No. 139, July- 
Malaysia, p. 200. August 1981, p. 17. 

“Far East Economic Review. Oct. 30, 1981, p. 46. ‘The Asian Wall Street Journal. V. 6, No. 56, Nov. 16, 
5U.S. Embassy, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. State Depart- 1981, p. 6. 

ment Telegram 6664, Jan. 6, 1982. 15Petronas. Bebe Chooi, Profile of Petroleum Resources 
6Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6637, Nov. 13, 1981, p. 37. in Malaysia. August 1981, p. 6. 
Business Times (Kuala Lumpur). Oct. 31, 1981, pp. 1, 14. Business Times (Kuala Lumpur). Dec. 14, 1981, p. 1. 
7, May 20, 1981, p. 30. 16Petroleum News. August 1981, p. 30. 
Borneo Bulletin (Kuala Belait). June 13, 1981, pp. 1,52. 17.8. Embassy, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. State Depart- 
Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6597, June 16, 1981, p. 33. ment Telegram 4625, Feb. 4, 1981. 
8Work cited in footnote 4. 18Work cited in footnote 5. 
®Tin International. V. 54, No. 11, November 1981, p. 438. 19Qil & Gas Journal. Dec. 14, 1981, p. 188. 

rose News (Washington, D.C.). V. 30, No. 9, Oct. 15, 20______ Jan. 4, 1982, p. 70. 
,p.4.





The Mi 1 Indust f 

By Roman V. Sondermayer'! 

Malta remained a modest producer of ploration expenses only if crude oil is dis- 
limestone and salt in 1981. Some imported covered and commercial production starts. 
nonferrous metals, steel, and diamonds In addition, another production-sharing 
were worked, and the economy was heavily oil exploration contract was concluded with 
dependent on imported minerals and fuels a subsidiary of the Italian Azienda Generali 
to meet its requirements. Italiana Petroli S.p.A. This contract covers 

During 1981, the Government signed the approximately 2,000 square kilometers in 
first production-sharing oil exploration con-  Bjock 3, Area 8, located northwest of Malta. 

tract with a consortium led by Readingand (Contract conditions are the same as for the 
Bates, Inc., of the United States. The con- previously mentioned agreement, except 
tract covered an area of approximately {pat drilling was to start before December 
2,200 square kilometers in Block 8, Area 3, 31. 1981 
located southwest of the Island of Gozo. The , 
contract is for 25 years, and the Govern- =: physical acientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
ment will reimburse the contractor for ex- 

Table 1.—Malta: Production of mineral commodities 

Commodity and unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Lime____________... ~~ thousand metric tons_ _— 32 28 30 31 32 
Limestone ______ thousand cubic meters_ _ 2802 °386 400 400 410 
Salt _.-._-____________________-~_ metric tons_ _ 797 600 500 550 540 

°Estimated. Preliminary. 
1Table includes data available through July 1, 1982. 
2Figures represent reported output plus an estimate for quantitatively unreported output. 
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Table 2.—Malta: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit; 1979 1980 . 
y | United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap _____________ 90 130 - _— Italy 69; Netherlands 50; United 

, Kingdom 10. 
Semimanufactures______ _ value__ $141,319 $274,695. __ Italy $98,042; Libya $93,606; Saudi 

Arabia $30,558. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

aste and scrap _____________ 546 450 _- Netherlands 137; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 117; Denmark 73; 
United Kingdom 49. 

Semimanufactures_______ value__ $16,026 $75,483 — Libya $59,495; Denmark $15,988. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Waste and scrap _____________ 3,441 5,828 -- Italy 5,525; Netherlands 274. 
Grit, shot, pellets_____________ 4 _- 
Semimanufactures: . 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections _________value__ $298,974 $28,932 -- United Kingdom $27,870. 

Universals, plates, sheets do_ _ _ _ $60,542 $2,259 -- All to Libya. 
Hoop and strip_______do____ _- $20 _—  Alltoltaly. 
Wire. __._________do____ $14 $268,932 _- All to Egypt. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ _do_ _ _ _ $190,442 $1,130 _. All to Libya. 

Lead metal including alloys: Waste and 
OP - sTindadingaligga 7777 549 353 _— All to Italy. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap _____________ 3 2 ae All to United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures___ ____ value__ $49,774 $15,290 _. All to West Germany. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _ _ _ troy ounces_ _ _— 186 _- All to United Kingdom. 

Tin metal including alloys: Semi- : 
manufactures __________value__ -- $12,475 _- Do. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap _____________ 90 17 _- Do. 
Semimanufactures: Plates and . 

sheets ____________~_value__ $223 _- 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Emery, pumice, corundum, 
etc _______________do____ $340 — 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones.._______do____ _- $18,323 _- All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____________do____ $275,071 $648,994 -. Yugoslavia $331,353; Algeria 

. $162,834; West Germany $77,906. 
Cement_____________ kilograms_ _ _- 50 NA NA. 
Clay products: Nonrefractory _— value__ _— $776 _- Libya $703; United Kingdom $73. 
Diamond, gem: 

Uncut and unworked 
value, thousands_ -, T$336 $1,125 __ All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Cut, not set ___________do____ $3,047 $918 _- Beseryt Luxembourg $768; Kuwait 

Diatomite and other siliceous earths 
value_ _ __ $53,419 _ All to Tunisia. 

Mica, crude, including splittings and 
waste _______________do____ $742 — 

Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond, natural ________do____ — $161,157 —_ All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Stone, dimension: 
Unworked, calcareous_____do____ $1,222 $3,100 __ All to United Kingdom. 
Worked _____________do____ $13,662 $4,783 — Libya $4,501; Israel $282. 

Sulfur, elemental: Colloidal ________ —_ 20 __ All to Lebanon. 
Other: Building materials of asphalt, as- 

bestos and fiber cements, and unfired 
nonmetals. ____________value__ $1,396 _~ 

‘ MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum: 
Partly refined. _ _42-gallon barrels__ 32,512 16,425 _.  Alltoltaly. 
Refinery products: 

Lubricating oils and grease 
do____ 5,428 5,496 — Bunkers 5,227; Sudan 79; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 66. 
Unspecified _______-_value__ $16,095 _— 
ee ener ISTUmO Inve 

TRevised. NA Not available.
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Table 3.—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : * United Other (principal) 
i 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides_ — — — — — value_ _ $2,255 $18,399 -- Yugoslavia $16,917; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
value, thousands_ _ $3,383 $5,622 $675 Italy $3,856; United Kingdom $657; 

etherlands $314. 
Arsenic trioxide, pentoxide, acid _ — value_ _ $1,809 _- 
Chromium oxides and hydroxides _do_ _ _ — $3,592 _- 
Copper: 
Matte___________ ~~ kilograms_ _ 980 _- 
Metal including alloys: 

Blister and other unrefined _ _ _ _ ~ 6 _- 
Scrap ___~-_------------ 90 _- 
Unwrought_ _-. . _-__-_---_--- 12 16 _- United Kingdom 9; Sweden 6. 
Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ $1,746 $3,643 $8 West Germany $1,975; United King- 
dom $1,032. 

Gold metal including alloys: 
Bullion, unwrought —__~— troy ounces__ 20,662 3,918 _- West Germany 2,508; United Kingdom 

Waste and eweepings ____-—Value_ _ $2,607 _— 
Leaf and other partly wrought _ do_ _ _ _ $23,758 $57,513 _. West Germany $44,998; United King- 

dom $12,515. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Scrap _____-___~----------- 5 208 _. _ Libya 207; Italy 1. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot, fer- 

roalloys ______.._-_-_-_------- 1,694 4,147 -- West Germany 4,007; United Kingdom 

Steel, primary forms. __ ~~~ 34 5,634 _- West Germany 3,260; Spain 1,750. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 
value, thousands_ _ $6,029 $7,932 $2 United Kingdom $1,988; Belgium- 

Luxembourg $1,008; France $1,333. 
Universals, plates, sheets —do_ _ — _ $5,935 $6,919 () Japan $2,495; France $1,510; United 

si ingdom $790; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Hoop and strip. ____——-do___~_ $254 $622 © _. Italy $232; United Kingdom $125; 
. France $121. 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ _do_ — —~— $1 $115 -- “iingion $111; United 
om $3. 

Wire____________~ do.__ _ $1,422 $1,956 $4 West Germany $581; Romania $402; 
France $341. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ _ _do_ — __ $4,639 $5,986 $91 United Kingdom $1,698; Italy $1,452; 
Lead France $613. 

Oxides ___________-__-value__ $151,920 $231,013 _- United Kingdom $192,788; France 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _______----------- 180 -- 
Unwrought_______.------- 22 60 _. _ United Kingdom 56; West Germany 4. 
Semimanufactures ____ value... "$61,888 $34,867 $336 United Kingdom $26,621; Finland 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms___._____-.---_--do___~ $980 $1,717 _. _ All from United Kingdom. 

Manganese oxides ______———-do___~_ $1,144 $601 _- All from Netherlands. 
Mercury __--_----.--~----do___~_ $145 $429 _. West Germany $198; Switzerland $99; 

United Kingdom $71. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ___—___ ~~ kilograms_ _ 450 250 __ All from Canada. 
Semimanufactures value, thousands — $3,527 $6,953 _. West Germany $4,589; Switzerland 

$1,954; Ireland $384. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces__— 69 (7) _. All from United Kingdom. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ______—-—do__-_- 90,530 58,111 _. West Germany 32,796; United King- 

dom 25,091; France 224. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms 

— value__ $2,336 — 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ____-_----------- $158,127 4 _. All from United Kingdom. 

Semimanufactures _ — — — — — — — value_ _ , $530,073 __ Ttaly $215,926; United Kingdom 
$197,812; France $115,859. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ — kilograms_ _— -- 252 __ All from United Kingd om. 
Oxides _____________-~-value-. $279,646 $311,590 _. _ United Kingdom $167,976; West Ger- 

many $70,124; Italy $46,142. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms 

do. __— $2,224 -- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
rr renin eg 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity — 1979 1980 : 
mney United Other (principal) 

——— eee 

METALS —Continued 

Uranium and thorium metals including 
alloys, all forms _______ value__ $9,612 $5,071 _— West Germany $4,295; United King- 

Zi dom $776. . 
inc: 
Oxides _._____________do____ $50,748 $53,314 -- Netherlands $30,643; Sweden $18,634. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-_____~__~~_______ 24 -- 
Blue powder _____ _ kilograms__ 1 10 -- All from Italy. 
Unwrought__.-.__________ 90 50 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg 25; North Korea 

: Semimanufactures _____value__ $186,124 $63,059 _. United Kingdom $44,389; West Ger- 
many $6,848; Belgium-Luxembourg 
$6,048. 

Other: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of metals 

do. ___ $38,191 $34,300 _. West Germany $20,972; United King- 
dom $10,532. 

Metalloids ____._________do____ $1,195 $2,163 ~~ United Kingdom $1,559; Italy $604. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth metals $168 

— 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms, n.es ~._________do____ $5,164 $19,314 a All from West Germany. 
* NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Emery, pumice, natural corundum, etc. 

do____ $36,681 $36,313 — Yugoslavia $15,892; Italy $6,328; Aus- 
tria $5,486. 

Corundum, artificial _______do____ $4,898 $15,364 __ United Kingdom $8,296; Yugoslavia 

Dust and powder of natural or synthetic — 
precious and semiprecious stones 

do_ ___ $41,610 $21,742 _- Besgivan- Luxembourg $16,818; Ghana 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ___________._.do.___ $380,159 $670,490 $6,260 | Yugoslavia $240,670; West Germany 

$151,226; United Kingdom $116,432. 
Asbestos, crude____________do____ $6,763 $47,461 $4,357 Italy $41,491; United Kingdom $1,595. 

ron: 
Borates and perborates _____do____ $1,024 $5,611 — Unied Kingdom $4,964; Netherlands 

Oxides and acids _________do____ $798 $3,741 _- Netherlands $2,818; United Kingdom 

Cement______________________ | 128,920 188.686 NA NA. | 
Chalk__________________value__ $44,465 $67,193 NA United Kingdom $38,320; France 

$19,054; Italy $3,580. 
Clays and clay products: 

de: 
Plastic... -. -..-.________ 254 63 1 United Kingdom 26; Italy 24; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 12. | 
Fireclay _..-.~___________ 15 14 _- All from China. 
Other, not expanded or activated_ _ 217 270 -- _ United Kingdom 214; Italy 56. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory value, thousands__ $2,640 $4,761 (4) Italy $4,277; United Kingdom $411. 
Refractory including nonclay brick 

value__ $77,923 $137,952 $11,847 United Kingdom $70,957; North Korea 
$32,588; China $12,410. 

Cryolite and chiolite __________do____ $1,488 -- 
Diamond: 

Gem: 
Uncut and unworked 

value, thousands_ _— $6,717 $4,229 (2) Ghana $1,742; Republic of South Africa 

Cut, notset__________value__ $8,527. ‘$1,448 __ All from United Kingdom. 
Industrial ____.________do____ $97,423 $521,828 _- Ghana $508,771; Republic of South Af- 

rica $6,483. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth 

do. ___ $17,584 $17,544 -- Belgium- Luxembourg $9,502; West 
, rmany $4,219; United Kingdom 

$2,468. 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 3.—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
NT ee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1DSO rae 

y United Other (principal) 
—— eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

ver eearal a rh 3 ha kil | 300 All from Ital atural, phosphatic _— _ — kilograms_ _ -- _- rom Italy. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ______________ 2,136 3,051 _— Italy 2,400; West Germany 516. 
Phosphatic ____§____.______ 10 31 _- Israel 18; Belgium-Luxembourg 10; 

United Kingdom 3. 
Potassic_____..__________ 13 _- 
Other including mixed ________ 22 2,136 2 Yugoslavia 1,000; North Korea 500; 

est Germany 425. 
Ammonia ____________-_value__ $36,976 $38,947 -- United Kingdom $31,671; France | 

$3,126; Sweden $1,573. 
Graphite: 

atural____________ kilograms__ 34 (4) _- All from United Kingdom. 
Artificial... _______.__-_value__ $170 $14,850 _— All from France. 
Colloidal _._.___________do____ $399 $424 _-— Italy $387; West Germany $37. 

Gypsum and plasters. ___ _ _ ___do____ $43,117 $30,637 $5,410 Spain $23,389; West Germany $963. 
Lime ____________ ee _- 51 _- Italy 50; United Kingdom 1. 
Magnesite _______________value__ $1,451 _- | 
Mica: . 

Crude including splittings and waste 
do_ ___ $9,141 $5,306 _-— United Kingdom $3,027; India $1,358. 

Worked including agglomerated . 
splittings _..___._____do___. $215,920 $277,361 -- West Germany $270,691; United King- 

dom $4,639. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude __________do____ $1,443 $8,356 __ United Fangdom $8,028; West Ger- 
man . 

Iron oxides, processed _____ _do____ $8,993 $10,993 -- United | Kingdom $7,195; Spain $3,798. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

amond: 
Natural, worked and unworked do____ $324,228 $31,995 _~ Switzerland $24,742; Belgium- 

Luxembourg $4,224. 
Synthetic or reconstituted, worked and 

unworked ____________do____ $42,614 $2,437 _- West Germany $2,064; Italy $373. - 
Salt and brine? _____________do____ $213,444 $310,584 $71 United Hingdom $245,631; Tunisia 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash __________do____ $92 $1,415 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Caustic soda_____._..._..do____ $254,155 $239,320 __ Italy $74,964; West Germany $73,131; 

nited Kingdom $37,431. 
Soda ash __ ~~~ 81 AT -- West Germany 30; United Kin gdom 16; 

weden I. 
Other ________________value__ -- $1,223 -- United Kingdom $878; West Germany 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Unworked _— value, thousands. _ $1,015 $1,760 __ Italy $1,686; Greece $64. 
Worked ____________value__ $185,603 $95,520 -. Italy $88,246; United Kingdom $6,543. 

Gravel and crushed rock ___.do_.___ $576,924 $855,646 $71 _— Italy $850,021; Sweden $2,767. 
quartz and quartzite_______do____ $374 $2,604 :_ All from United Kingdom. 

d excluding metal-bearing ______ 349 6,966 -- Netherlands; 5,783; Italy 801; United 
Kingdom 292. 

Sulfur: 
Dioxide ______________-~_value__ $6 $25,817 NA West Germany $16,468; Italy $7,299. 
Elemental: 

Colloidal __.-_-___________ 15 __ 
Sublimated or precipitated _____ 78 170 -- __ Italy 168; United Kingdom 2. 
Other _________~ kilograms__ 2,020 175 _~- All from United Kingdom. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum __ ___~_ —_ value__ $53,829 $41,034 _- Netherlands $37,824; United Kingdom 

gale and steatite ___________do____ $24,405 $23,002 -~- Norway $13,607; Australia $4,973. 
er: 

Crude, unspecified -~-~-.__do.___ $89,846 $93 _- ___ All from Sweden. 
Amber and meerschaum ___-_do____ $3,243 $1,714 _. United on $1,316; West Ger- 

man . 
Halogens_____._..__.___do___ _ $98,660 $111,612 -- United Kingdom $111,186. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of stron- 

tium, magnesium, barium __do____ $15,616 $15,677 $2,714 Japan $12,738. 
Mineral products, activated _—do____ $8,170 $12,215 _— United Kingdom $8,835; West Ger- 

many $2,459. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and r cement, and unfired nonme- 
tals, n.es ____ value, thousands_ _ $1,249 $1,275 $2 Italy a Greece $142; United King- 

om $78. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

oo Sources, 1980 
Commodit; 1979 © 1980 “TJuteq  . »}2VO.. 

ue | United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
‘ MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______-_- 2 5 _. All from West Germany. | 
Carbon black ____________-_value__ $348,162 $424,735 $16,648 Italy $191,642; West Germany $128,732; 

. Canada $34,175. . 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous _ _ —_ _ _ — _ _ _- 534 _.. United Kingdom 525; Australia 8. 
Briquets ________________--- 336 82 _. Poland 54; West Germany 28. 

Coke and semicoke ______________~_ 88 160 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___ value__ $9,241 $20,201 — Italy $16,640; West Germany $2,843. 
Peat including briquets and litter ______ 177 275 -- Sweden 108; Finland 45; United King- 

om 41. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Lubricants* ____ _42-gallon barrels__ 27,198 26,064 110 N etherlands 11,09; United Kingdom 
, ; y > . 

Mineral wax___.___.._._do____ 3,463 2,694 () China 1,418; Hungary 924. 
Mineral jelly ________~~~value__ $11,388 $5,074 $3 United Kingdom $5,071. 
Nonlubricating oils_ _____ __do___~_ $69,699 $88,049 $3,380 | United Kingdom $76,279; Italy $4,298. 
Pitch coke and | tar _42-gallon barrels_ — 2,998 1,192 _-. All from United Kingdom. 
Bitumen ______________do____ 4,791 13,692 _— All from Italy. 
Bituminous mixtures 

value, thousands_ _ $1,747 $1,489 $5 Spain $1,276; United Kingdom $198. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals value_ _ $36,103 $35,652 a United Kingdom $15,855; France 

FRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Of the totals imported, 724 tons valued at $90,817 were reported in 1979 and 1,528 tons valued at $194,895 were 

reported in 1980. 
Excludes unreported quantities valued at $354,964 in 1979 and $287,748 in 1980.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Mauritani aufritanla 

By Thomas O. Glover! 

About one-fourth of the country’s esti- mines at Kedia d’Idjill, now producing 9 
mated $700 million? gross domestic product million tons of iron ore annually, will be 
(GDP) originated in the traditional sector, exhausted in 1990. The Guelbs project is 
principally from cereal cultivation, fishing, being developed to replace this production. 
and livestock. The modern sector, which Total investment in the first phase of 
includes mining, transportation, and a Guelbs will be $500 million, financed large- 
small manufacturing sector, contributed an-_ ly by loans from Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Ara- 

other 20% of the total GDP, with Govern- bia, Abu Dhabi, France, Japan, the World 

ment and other services representing the Bank, the African Development Bank, and 
remainder. The mining sector contributed the Organization for Petroleum Exporting 
to approximately 80% of Mauritania’s for- Countries Fund for International Develop- - 
eign export revenues in 1981. Iron ore was ment. 
the main industry in the country, and The low grade of the Guelbs iron ore will 
Mauritania’s stagnant economy was direct- require substantial amounts of petroleum to 
ly related to depressed world iron ore mar- process, adding significantly to operating 
kets. costs. An oil refinery in Nouadhibou, com- 

The country is heavily dependent on its pleted in 1977, is scheduled to open next 
iron ore exports and will allocate 50% of year, and consideration was being given to 
projected investment expenditures in the reopening the Akjoujt copper mine, which 
next plan period to the mining sector. The closed in 1978 when world copper prices fell. 

PRODUCTION 

Production of Mauritania’s major miner- export value for the year. Crude steel pro- 
al commodity, iron ore, declined slightly in duction, from a new scrap mill in Nouadhi- 
1981, mostly because of poor market condi- bou, increased slightly from 9,000 tons in 

tions. Iron ore output was down 1% from 1980 to 9,100 tons of reinforcing bars in 
1980 but was still well above the low of 7 1981. Since the closing of the Akjoujt copper 
million tons in 1978, when the conflict with mine in 1978, the only other minerals being 
Western Sahara was at its peak. Market exploited were gypsum and salt. Gypsum 
conditions precipitated the decline in pro- production decreased about 6% in 1981, and 
duction as well as an overall decline in salt production remained stable. 

663
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Table 1.—Mauritania: Production of mineral commodities! 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Cement, hydraulic_____.____~ metric tons__ —_ — — __ 60,000 
Copper, mine output, metal content ____do____ 7,640 1,773 — _— _- 
Gold ________________ ~~~ troy ounces__ 28,000 8,000 oe __ — 
Gypsum _______________~-_ metric tons__ 10,176 13,438 16,051 F 14,000 - 12,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore: . 
Gross weight __ thousand metric tons__ 9,794 6,934 9,373 8,936 8,704 
Iron content® _____________do____ © 6,317 4,299 5,811 5,332 5,243 

Crudesteel __________-_-_~_ metric tons__ — _— 6,200 9,000 9,100 
Steel, semimanufactures _________do____ _- __ __ __ 4,400 

. Rare-earth metals: Monazite concentrate, gross 
weight®_____ >» do 100 100 100 _ __ 

Silver __________________troy ounces__ ©26,000 19,000 — __ _- 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
Table includes data available through Aug. 23, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, 

stone, and sand and gravel) and salt presumably are produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, and available 
information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

TRADE 

During 1981, domestic indebtedness rose gypsum production to Senegal in 1980 at an 
to $315 million while direct foreign aid approximate value of $440,000. A new com- 
grants declined, leaving the deficit before pany Société Akjoujt Miniére was establish- 
foreign loans at $136 million. ed to reopen the copper mines of Akjoujt, 

Iron exports from the Government-owned with 37.5% Mauritanian ownership, and 

Société Nationale Industrielle et Miniére $72 million capital. Some restoration of the 
(SNIM) mines in Zouirat in 1981 totaled 9 old site has started, and copper exports are 
million tons. In 1980, SNIM exported 8.73 expected to recommence in 1984. Petroleum 
million tons of iron ore at an average sales was brought into the country by the British 
price of $17.63 per ton. The European Eco- Petroleum Co. under a “processing” agree- 
nomic Community purchased 77% of 1980 ment fora trial period of 1 year. 
iron ore exports. SNIM exported all of its : 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS financing from Arab countries to reopen the 
. mine late in 1981 or early 1982, using more 

Copper.—Several studies have been con- modern technology. Exports are expected to 
ducted since 1979 concerning the feasibility commence sometime in 1984. 

of reopening the Akjoujt copper mine. The Iron Ore.—Iron ore output declined 
mine closed in 1978 because of heavy finan- slightly for the second consecutive year in 
cial losses after being operational for 8 1981, mostly owing to the weakness of the 
years. Copper oxide ores were mined and world market for iron ore. Mining was 
then processed to form concentrates. The carried out under the direction of Complexe 
treatment process used to concentrate the Miniére du Nord (COMINOR), which was 

ore encountered technical problems, and owned entirely by SNIM. COMINOR oper- 
only a limited amount of concentrate was ated three mines—Tazadit, F’Derik, and 

ever produced. The copper oxide ores were Rouessa—all in the Kedia d’Idjill deposit, 
nearly exhausted by 1978. Financial losses, near the city of Zouirat. The average grade 
caused by low production levels and the use of ore from the mines is about 65% iron. 
of a_ highly energy-intensive treatment Production from these deposits began in 
process, caused the mine to close. 1960 under the direction of the Société 

The Government has attempted to attract Anonyme des Mines de Fer de Mauritanie, 
investors to exploit the estimated 17 million in which the Government held a 5% inter- 
tons of copper sulfide ore remaining at est. The mines were nationalized in 1974, 
Akjoujt since the mine closed in 1978. The and iron ore production peaked at 11.9 
Government has received $100 million in million tons that year. The 1980 SNIM
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annual report showed production at the new Nouadhibou steelworks is capable of 

Tazadit Mine of 4.41 million tons, up 20% _ rolling up to 36,000 tons per year of rebars. 

over that of 1979. The Rouessa Mine pro- The order is for 10,500 tons per year of 100- 

duced 3.39 million tons of iron ore, down millimeter square billets and 4,500 tons per 

13%, and the F’Derik Mine produced 1.14 year of 80-millimeter square billets. 

million tons, down 15% from that of 1979. 

Stockpiled iron ore at the end of 1980 was NONMETALS 

reported at 1.2 million tons. G Mauritani ti 

At the country’s current rate of produc- el bill tor Of 98% & Sses an @stk 

tion, reserves at Kedia d’Idjill were ex- Sin ce the , losin of M suritenia’ OT per 

pected to be depleted in the early 1990's. To . g e S coppe 
; . mine, the only other mining operation un- 

ensure continued production of the coun- ; . 
, . . ; der SNIM’s authority has been the extrac- 

try’s major export, SNIM is developing the ,. . . . 
. . = . ~ tion of gypsum from this deposit. The esti- 

major new Guelbs iron ore project to exploit rr 
. . mated 12,000 tons produced in 1981 was 

the El-Rhein and Oum Arwagen deposits. ws 
. . 5 exported to Senegal for use in its cement 

The Guelbs project is the countrys top 
~~. plant at Rufisque. The Government hopes 

development priority. Work on the first ee . 
. . to expand mining operations and seek a 

stage of the project began in 1980. . 
. . worldwide market when the new deepwater 

The word Guelbs is actually applied to a . : 
: sea port at Nouakchott is completed. Maurita- 

group of about 25 deposits, all within a 50- . . . 
. . . nia commenced operation of its first cement 

kilometer radius of Zouirat. The first stage . : : 
. : plant in 1981, producing an estimated 

of the project was to develop the El-Rhein 60.000 tons 

depos which So ney fron . Non Phosphate.—Phosphate deposits near 

ons t epoca ading v0 im tel 3 vio! Mauritania’s southern border are being 

tons 0 produce ae 4 xl a thy ise 1o 6 studied to determine their economic poten- 

milli e ton et . ear by 1987 Tnclu ded in tial. Reserves at the deposits were estimat- 

thi aI Ph y be ti . f ed at between 20 and 40 million tons of ore. 

is plan was the construction of a concen = me mining rate being considered is about 
trating plant to raise the iron content to fF g0Q tons per year 

65%. Concentration was to be dry magnetic , per year. 

separation, which is very important for a MINERAL FUELS 

country with limited quantities of water. 

Total investment in the first stage of the Petroleum.—In an October 1981 agree- 

project was estimated at nearly $500 mil- ment, Mobil Oil Corp. of the United States 

lion. selected two of the nine oil exploration 

The second phase of the Guelbs project blocks offered by the Ministry of Mines and 

was centered around the Oum Arwagen Energy. Nevers oN obil square Kilomewers 

eposit, where reserves were estimated at around Nouakchott, Mobjl's acreage 

an additional 200 million tons, with an iron subject to a thorough seismic survey before 

content * about 85%. . Annual producioy a decision on drining oe ro is 

capacity from Oum Arwagen was en. In November, Mo pa a 

million tons in 1990, rising to 6 million tons specially equipped ship, the Nelson, along 

by 1992. This phase of the project, along the coastline for a preliminary geophysical 

with commissioning the second part of the appraisal. 

concentration plant, was to take place in Only 12 wildcat wells have been spudded 

1990. Concentrates from both deposits were in Mauritania’s vast desert territory, and 

to be transported by the 650-kilometer rail- until now results have not been encourag- 

: road that already links the Kedia d’Idjill ing. Two sedimentary basins have attracted 

deposit to Nouadhibou. 7 milion tons pest,'The Taoudeni Basin along the Malian n ; expo 7 million tons past: The Taoudeni Basin along the 

of iron ore to 11 countries. The principal frontier where Texaco Inc. and Azienda 

quantities were shipped to France, Italy, Generali Italiana Petroli S.p.A. (AGIP) were 

and Belgium, with less than 1 million tons active, and the coastal or Atlantic Basin’ 

going to eight other countries. stretching from the Port of Nouadhibou 

Following the startup of its rst Stee’ southwards practically oat te Senegase 

works, Mauritania is now seeking quota- rder, where oco . an 

tions for the shipment of 15,000 tons per completed an unsuccessful search. Negotia- 

year of billets. Despite having a melting tions during the first 6 months of 1982 are 

capacity of only 12,000 tons per year, the expected to lead to the signing of several
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exploration agreements with other compa- $10 million to finance feedstock purchases. 
nies. — When the refinery reaches its full produc- 
Refining.— Algerian technical assistance tion capacity of 20,000 barrels per day, 

and financial aid will help bring Maurita- about 80% of the output will be exported, as 
nia’s new 1-million-ton-per-year refinery at domestic consumption remains limited at 
Nouadhibou onstream toward the end of 4,000 barrels per day. 

1982. Completed in 1977 at a cost of $90 Uranium.—The Mauritanian Govern- 
million, the refinery never started oper- ment has disclosed the presence of a plan 
ations because it was designed to process that is being implemented through an 
only light Algerian crude oil, and until agreement between Mauritania and Iraq to 
Mauritania signed a peace treaty in mid- extract uranium in Mauritania. Production 

| 1979 with the Algerian-backed P olisario, ig expected to begin within the next 3 years. 
Algeria refused to supply crude to Maurita- 
nia. . 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

The Algerians are supplying $20 million "Where necessary, values have been converted from 
to refurbish the refinery, and the Jeddah- Ue eee as (UM) to USS. dollars at the rate of 
based Islamic Development Bank is to loan |
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The Mineral Industry of 
e 

Mexico 

By Doris M. Hyde’ 

In 1981, Mexico maintained a strong rate export earnings. Although this represented 

of real economic growth, and it was the a 40% increase over petroleum export earn- 

fourth consecutive year that the growth ings in 1980, it was less than the $19 billion 

rate exceeded 8%. The gross domestic prod- expected before market price and demand 

uct (GDP) reached an estimated $239 reductions. 
billion,? as a result of high levels of public Export earnings from nonfuel minerals 
spending and strong performances in most were also less than anticipated. In some 
sectors of the economy, especially petrole- instances, an increasing domestic demand 
um. The rate of inflation in 1981 was 29%, for minerals lessened volumes available for 

down 1% from that of 1980. export. In other instances, world market 

Foreign loans were used to complement Prices were lower than projected. Income 

domestic resources to finance national de- from silver exports was particularly disap- 

velopment programs, such that by the end pointing as the market price dropped from 
of 1981, Mexico’s foreign debt was slightly 2" @verage of $20.60 per troy ounce in 1980 
under $50 billion. Many observers believed © $11 per troy ounce in 1981. In 1980, about | 
the Mexican peso to be overvalued by 25% one-half of the value of Mexico’s nonfuel 
to 30%, and this has made Mexican exports mineral exports was attributed to silver. In 

less competitive and imports attractively tripled those of 1980, bet the more than 

“re 1981, Mexico ranked fourth in world earnings were less than double and did not 
production of crude oil, following the compensate for the decline in silver prices. 
USSR. the United States and Saudi The larger U.S. firms holding minority 

~~? , it sitions in Mexican mining and , 
Arabia. Although the petroleum sector equiry Po ar 8 
accounted for only 6% of the GDP, its rapid ™Ct@!s companies included AMAX, Inc. 
growth rate ove y the past few years has we interest in Cia. Fresniflo S.A. (silver) 

affected other sectors and created a boom Cia Minera de Cananen (co or . ASARCO 

economy. The plentiful supply of oil for [ncorporated, 34% interest Pe icnico, De- 
domestic development has greatly reduced garrollo Industrial Minera S.A. (copper, sil- 
constraints on growth. Petroleum export ver, lead, and zinc); and Texasgulf, Inc., 

revenues have permitted increased importa- 349% interest in Cia. Exploradora del Ist- 
tion of . goods and services and facilitated mo, S.A. (sulfur). 

Mexico's ability to obtain foreign loans. Government Policies and Programs.—In 
The 1981 trade deficit, excluding the val- mid-1981, the Government repealed the ex- 

ue added by the in-bond assembly plants, cess profits tax on gold and silver, first 
was $3.7 billion. Despite a lower rate of levied in January 1980 when precious metal 
import growth in 1981, Mexico also experi- prices reached unprecedented levels. By the 
enced lower than expected income from time of its repeal, these prices had fallen 
petroleum exports as well as generally de- sharply such that the tax had become large- 
pressed world prices for some traditional ly a psychological impediment to increased 
exports, such as coffee, silver, and copper. mine production and investment. 

The $14.6 billion value of petroleum ex- Another reported Government incentive 
ports accounted for 75% of merchandise for the mining industry was to grant Certifi- 

667
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cates of Fiscal Promotion. These certificates ditional exploration, or invested in equip- 
allowed liberal tax credits to companies ment and plant facilities designed to in- 
that increased employment, invested in ad- crease production. 

PRODUCTION 

Mineral fuels continued to dominate duction from the mining sector declined to 
Mexico’s total mineral production. The pro- an estimated $2.1 billion in 1981. Prominent 
duction of crude oil in 1981 increased 19%, among those minerals that declined in val- 
following a 33% increase in 1980. Natural ue was silver, whose 1980 value of $980 
gas production in 1981 increased 14% over _ million fell to $550 million in 1981, despite a 
that of 1980. Crude oil and condensate 12% increase in volume. Other leading 
production averaged 2.3 million barrels per minerals that were produced in greater 
day during 1981. The output of refined quantity but fell in value were gold, lead, 
petroleum products reached slightly less and copper. 
than 1.3 million barrels per day in 1981, Mexico’s mining sector achieved some 
a 10% increase over 1980 production. historic gross production records in 1981. 
Petréleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) continued to The highest output gain was in the copper 
use toll refining and processing facilities in industry, which had a 30% production gain 
Spain and France for its crude oil and also because of increased output from the La 
initiated new processing contracts in Italy Caridad Mine. Alltime production records 
and the United States. were also reached for iron ore, manganese, 

The total value of production from 16 and molybdenum. Silver, barite, and phos- 
metallic and 26 nonmetallic minerals by phate rock production were the highest in 
Mexico’s mining sector reached about $2.7 the last 10 years, while gold and fluorspar 
billion in 1980. Volumetric production gains production exceeded those of the last few 
in 1981 were not able to compensate for the years. Lead production gained over that of 
generally downward trend in world market 1980 but failed to reach the higher level 
prices. As a result, the total value of pro- achieved in 1979. 

Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? —=~~C~C~CSGWT.SC‘TB TS 80 $$ 81981" 

METALS 
Aluminum metal, primary_______________ 42,720 43,092 43,195 ©43,200 43,000 Antimony:* 

Mine output, metal content _____________ 2,698 2,457 2,872 2,176 1,800 Metal (in mixed bars and refined)_________ 934 490 557 422 354 Arsenic, white*___.___.______________ 5,744 6,245 6,537 6,332 6,489 Bismuth’ _-___________________ | 729 978 754 770 656 Cadmium: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 1,781 1,894 1,778 1,791 1,433 Coots: refined ~---- 908 897 830 778 590 

r: 

‘Mine output, metal content ___________ 89,662 87,186 107,109 175,399 230,466 etal: 
Blister (primary only)_____________ 87,457 86,978 83,857 85,695 7,898 Cold: Refined (primary and secondary) ______ 73,062 74,990 81,781 85,610 61,301 

Mine output, metal content ___troy ounces__ 212,709 202,003 190,364 195,991 203,160 Metal, refined _._____________do____ 196,634 190,718 187,439 185,863 176,861 Iron and steel: 
Iron ore: 

Gross weight®_______ thousand tons__ 5,381 5,334 6,061 7,631 9,181 Me Metal content_____________do____ 3,587 3,556 4,041 5,087 6,059 
Pig iron and sponge iron ______do____ 4,329 5,137 5,027 5,275 5,453 ET 458 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese ________do____ 99 107 120 126 131 Silicomanganese ________do____ 27 34 35 31 26 Ferrosilicon ___________do____ 23 25 25 28 23 Other _______________do____ 3 5 5 1 5 eee 
Total_____________do____ 152 171 185 186 185 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Crude steel ______-_-~_ thousand tons__ 5,601 6,776 7,117 7,156 7,605 
Lead Semimanufactures_ _____———do____ 4,302 5,253 5,844 6,220 6,395 

ad: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 163,479 170,593 173,455 145,549 157,384 

Metal: TE 
Smelter: 

Primary_______—~-___~-_____ 153,948 166,098 172,988 144,968 156,677 
Secondary (refined)® ___________ 62,300 49,300 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Total__________~-______ 216,248 215,398 222,988 194,968 206,677 

Refined: 
Primary (including lead content of 

antimonial lead) __ ~________ — 143,742 159,342 167,149 140,294 150,350 
Secondary®_________________ 62,300 49,300 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Total__~_-§__~__~__ ee 206,042 208,642 217,149 190,294 200,350 
Manganese ore: 

Gross weight?___§_§_§__.______.-_-_____ 486,623 523,167 492,664 447,128 578,300 
Metal content ________-___--_-~___- 175,184 188,340 177,359 160,966 208,193 

Mercury, mine output, metal content 
76-pound flasks_ _ 9,660 2,205 1,973 4,206 4,000 

Molybdenum, mine output, metal content —___-— 1 11 48 102 350 
Nickel, mine output, metal content_________-_ 34 22 1 _- -- 
Selenium, elemental __________________ 50 80 75 46 12 
Silver: 

Mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces__ 47,030 50,779 49,408 47,344 53,204 

Metallurgical products, metal content 
7 do. _ __ 43,913 48,903 48,601 45,410 50,151 

in: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 220 73 23 60 28 
Metal, smelter, primary®______________ 1,000 1,000 1,268 1,642 1,600 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content ____ ____— T191 234 252 266 199 
Zinc: 

Mine output, metal content ___________-— 265,469 244,892 245,477 238,231 211,629 
Metal, smelter, primary ____________~-_ 174,376 173,094 161,723 143,868 126,537 

NONMETALS 

Barite _____________________ ee 270,674 231,485 151,162 269,322 317,738 
Cement, hydraulic. ______— — thousand tons__ 13,227 14,056 15,178 16,260 18,066 

ays: 
Bentonite ~ eee eee 59,169 140,325 169,848 176,028 180,000 
Fuller’s earth. ~§_-§_§_§_§_____________ 61,369 40,615 48,820 51,360 52,000 
Kaolin. ~~ 2 Le 178,211 179,500 76,994 143,318 150,000 
Common_______________~_____-__ _ 70,313 114,000 149,000 153,472 155,000 

Diatomite_________________________ 23,574 40,862 43,606 43,544 40,000 
Feldspar_________.~_~_~_________---- 114,319 109,808 110,869 133,106 127,000 
Fluorspar, all grades _______ thousand tons__ 660 960 875 916 925 
Graphite, all grades. -§ $2) 5 5 2 ee 58,432 52,264 50,880 44,506 41,142 
Gypsum and anhydrite, crude_________---—- 1,495,750 1,757,870 2,021,006 1,708,924 1,882,913 
Lime ________________ _ thousand tons__ ©4,150 ©4,445 4,579 4,350 4,500 
Magnesite___ ~~~ __§___ ee 66,400 76,035 81,620 86,987 80,000 
Mica, all grades ____ 2 2) 5 5 ee 771 401 243 331 400 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___—_____-~- 780,321 1,303,914 1,358,800 1,547,971 1,794,555 
Perlite_.~_~_~_____________ ee 22,429 24,517 41,988 44,379 45,000 
Phosphate rock___§_§___§_______--__-__- 285,470 322,076 171,069 283,246 353,700 
Salt, all types_______._.-_-_ thousand tons__ 4,900 5,635 6,169 6,575 7,365 
Sodium compounds: 

Soda ash (sodium carbonate)_ __ _ _ _ _do____ ©420 414 420 ©450 450 
Sodium sulfates, natural (bloedite) ________ 109,489 330,804 361,123 372,092 365,001 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Calcite, common __________-.-~-----— 8,784 19,753 109,138 141,002 150,000 
Dolomite _____________~--____--- 433,429 249,244 282,342 378,316 371,000 
Limestone_ ____...—— —~ thousand tons_ _ 94.750 22,565 24,086 31,173 32,000 
Marble___________-------------- 1,348 144,554 155,578 164,392 165,000 
Quartz, quartzite, glass sand (silica) ______-_ 626,715 532,209 537,299 728,304 850,390 

Strontium minerals (celestite)_ ______...__- 45,633 34,224 39,519 37,518 33,996 

Sulfur, elemental: Te 
Frasch process _____———~— thousand tons__ 1,723 1,650 1,773 1,700 1,652 
Byproduct: 

Of metallurgy® ____________do____ 80 100 100 150 150 
Of natural gas__.___________do____ 133 168 252 402 426 

Total _-_____________do____ 1,936 1,918 2,125 2,252 2,228 
Tale ~_-_- ee 163 2,639 7,885 8,840 9,000 
Wollastonite ______.__.___________ 692 10,956 11,892 14,400 15,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
One Se 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
hh STIS 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black __-.-_______----------- 109,728 228,834 270,082 280,039 335,906 

Coal, bituminous. ________ _ thousand tons_ _ 6,610 6,756 7,357 7,010 7,128 

Coke: 
Metallurgical. _________.___---do____ 2,815 2,808 2,974 2,845 3,031 

Imperial. ___---__-__.-____---do___- 12 11 13 16 12 

Breeze __.______________ _--do___-_ 65 87 65 91 ~ 90 

Total _______________.__do__~_~- 2,892 2,906 3,052 2,952 3,133 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_______~——-—~-million cubic feet_ — 746,863 934,911 1,064,559 1,298,581 1,482,196 

Marketable _______________--do___~_ 600,051 744,891 914,873 1,129,288 1,214,240 

Natural gas liquids: 
Field condensate 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 105 1,259 3,597 139 309 
Other _______.___________-_do___-_ 38,136 42,689 53,644 70,791 88,145 

Petroleum: 
Crude ________~---___-~-~~--do___~- 357,985 441,348 533,329 708,454 843,933 

—————_—_—_—_—_—_—_——————————— 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: . 

Aviation _______..__--do____ 525 585 638 622 554 
. Other __~___________~-do___~_ 83,492 88,643 102,888 118,855 130,559 
Jet fuel___ ____________ -__do___~— 7,149 7,390 9,154 10,089 10,558 

Kerosine __ . ___________~-do__~_~- 12,416 13,840 14,698 15,164 15,047 

Distillate fuel oi] __ ________-do___~ 66,574 72,461 78,584 89,392 98,530 

Residual fuel oil __._____-_-do___~_ 85,122 88,963 86,684 112,903 126,665 

Lubricants_________.__-_--do___ _ 2,823 2,931 2,836 2,860 3,512 

Liquefied petroleum gas_ —_ _ — ——do___-— 24,030 27,024 33,058 43,829 49,595 
Asphalt. __._____-__------do___~_ 4,403 4,819 5,390 6,155 6,651 
Unspecified ________-_----do___~ 6,135 6,138 7,690 6,656 7,533 

Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ __do____ 15,460 13,834 16,647 18,478 21,856 

Total________._____do____ 308,729 326,628 358,267 425,003 471,060 
a 

©Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 14, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, pumice and additional types of crude construction materials are produced, but 

output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
3Sb content of ores for export plus Sb content of antimonial lead and other smelter products produced. 
*Calculated white As equivalent of metallic As content of products reported. 
5Bi content of refined metal, bullion, and alloys produced indigenously, plus recoverable Bi content of ores and 

concentrates exported for processing. 
€Calculated from reported Fe content on the basis of concentrate and pellets containing 66.67% iron. 
7Calculated from reported Mn content of mine production on the basis of ore containing 36% manganese. 
8Estimates by the International Tin Council. 
*Excluding that for cement production. 

TRADE | 

Mexico’s international trade in mineral mates of the value of Mexico’s 1980 and 
commodities is given in table 2 for exports 1981 mineral exports follow, in millions of 
and table 3 for imports. Comparative esti- dollars: 

1980 1981 

Total Mexican exports_ _ _ __ $15,308 $19,379 
Crude oil exports _ _______ $9,449 $13,305 
Crude oil share ________~_ 61.7% 68.7% 
Mining, metallurgical exports $1,347 &$1,256 
Mining, metallurgical share _ T8. 8% 6.5% 

°Estimated. "Revised.
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The total petroleum export values in- and fluorspar, 16%. 
creased 40% owing to increased volumes, The value of Mexico’s silver exports fell to 
but the export contribution by mining and an estimated $439 million, a 35% decrease 
metallurgical products decreased 8%. The from the $676 million received in 1980. This 
volume of mineral exports was up 20% for was the result of a sharp decline in world 
silver, 296% for copper concentrate, 66% market prices. In 1981, copper export vol- 
for manganese, 14% for sulfur, and 9% for umes more than tripled those of 1980, al- 
zinc concentrate. On the downward side of though their value fell short of doubling. 
mineral volume exports were refined zinc, The value of the principal nonfuel mineral 
down 63%; refined lead, 9%; unrefined lead, exports to the United States in 1981 is 
30%; lead concentrate, 30%; mercury, 388%; shown below, in millions of dollars: 

Commodity Value 

Silver __-__~_____ $197.6 
Sulfur __~.~_§_§_§_ Le 108.2 
Mica, quartz, feldspar, cryolite, etc____ __ 59.0 
Precious metal ores and concentrates __ _ — 38.2 
Fluorspar ___$_§_§_~____~___________ 34.8 
Lead and lead alloys, unwrought ______— 25.1 
Copper and copper alloys, unwrought ____ 23.5 . 
Sodium chloride (salt). $$ _-§_§___9______ 20.1 
Ferroalloys ___§_§_$_-§_-_-___~_~________ 18.9 
Copper ores and concentrates __ _ . _ ___— 13.7 
Zinc and zinc alloys, unwrought _______ 13.5 

| Total______________________ 552.6 | 

In 1981, crude oil export volumes averag- petroleum products and petrochemicals to7 | 

ed 33% higher than the average of 827,750 other countries. The crude oil exports were 
barrels per day exported during 1980. Petro- 44% Istmus light crude oil and 56% Maya 
leum product exports were valued at $600 heavy crude oil. 

million, or a 93% Increase Over those of After the first semester of 1981, Mexico’s 
1980. Petrochemical exports also increased prices for petroleum generally became more 
N, ht fume and value over hee ao chee competitive with world market price trends. 

atura’ Bas expo whe nl S At the beginning of 1981, Istmus light crude 
averaged 288 million cubic feet per day, for ] lued at about $38.50 b j 
a total value of $526 million for the year. O1! was valued at abou ».oV per Darrel, 
The combined value of petroleum exports but. at the end of the year, it had fallen to 

reached slightly less than $14.6 billion in $85 per barrel. Maya heavy crude oil began 
1981 and represented 75% of the total value the year at $34.50 per barrel but was $28.50 
of all exports. by the end of 1981. 

Mexico exported crude oil to 25 countries Mexican imports by mineral sector are 
during 1981 and, in addition, exported only shown below, in millions of dollars: 

Sector 1980 1981 

Extractive: 
Crude oil and natural gas _ 8 8 
Metallic minerals__ _ _ _ _ 55 58 
Nonmetallic minerals _ _ _ 194 191 

Manufacturing: 
Petroleum derivatives _ _ _ 292 348 
Petrochemical. _______: 535 522 
Metallurgy_ _________ 385 574 
Iron and steel ________ 1,824 2,126 

TotaL __________ 3,293 3,827 
Percent share of total imports 18 17 

Source: Informe Anual 1981, Banco de México S.A.
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Table 2.—Mexico: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980 : TT 

y United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all 

forms _____________ 5 (4) (3) 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 1,311 1,051 1,002 West Germany 49. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 534 193 133 Brazil 48; El] Salvador 10. 

Arsenic trioxide, gross weight _____ __ T3274 3,816 3,563 Brazil 175; New Zealand 36. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 7240 165 165 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________________ 633 559 352 Brazil 164; Argentina 8; Colombia 6. 
Cobalt, content of concentrates ______ (4) -- 
Copper: 

e and concentrate, copper content _ 18,742 89,787 _- West Germany 36,910; Japan 21,473; 
pain 14,864. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ T1931 1,345 1,083. Japan 258; Sweden 2. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate, gross weight _ _ 413 981 981 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___~_~__~____ 1,153 3,367 3,264 #Mainly from France. 
Pig iron. —~_~__ 2 567 (4) 
Sponge iron, powder, shot _ __ __ 449 16 14 

Lead Steel, semimanufactures _____ 15,298 12,504 11,918 Guatemala 166; Colombia 129. 
ad: 
Ore and concentrate, lead content_ _ — 2,565 1,343 1,343 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 77,014 62,470 12,034 Japan 18,572; Italy 14,872; China 

Manganese ore and concentrate ___ _ _ _ —F201,549 135,901 33,349 Japan 55,810; France 16,256. 
Mercury ________— 76-pound flasks_ _ 183 386 32 Brazil 193; Argentina 38; Nether- 

an . 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms 

. kilograms_— — T1918 5,318 — Belize 3,400. 
Selenium, elemental. ____________ 34 20 _- United Kingdom 9; Brazil 6; 

Honduras 5. 
Silver metal, all forms 

thousand troy ounces__ 30,264 33,800 8,322 Japan 9,838; United Kingdom 6,780; 
witzerland 2,145. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 15 _— 
Tungsten: Ore and concentrate ______ 310 396 396 
Zinc: 

. 

Ore and concentrate________.___ T123,947 141,140 22,925 Belgium Luxembourg 98,115; Brazil 
7,596; Finland 5,299. 

Metal including alloys, all forms —___— T74,074 59,624 23,559 Brazil 27,360; Guatemala 2,193; 
Colombia 1,813. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural, nes ~_________ (7) 1 (7) 
Asbestos ___-__--.__-__._-_~_- *32 21 _- Switzerland 18; Guatemala 2; 

Ecuador 1. 
Barite and witherite____________ _ ¥126,664 115,596 115,546 Jamaica 50. 

Clays, crude, n.e.s.: 
ntonite ________~_________ 74 199 47 Dominican Republic 151. 

Fuller’s earth... _-__§_§_______ 16,557 20,673 727 Brazil £1985; Peru 4,430; Turkey 

Kaolin __~§_________~______ 4 1,503 () Cuba 1,500; Guatemala 1; Spain 1. 
Diamond, gem, not set or strung 

carats_ _ , -0:000 _- 
Diatomite ___________________ °3,797 3,055 217 Peru 711; Brazil 525; Argentina 490. 
Feldspar ___-__-§_______________ - 127 20 —_ Guatemala 20. 
Fluorspar ___________________ ™708,738 722,904 511,270 Canada 118,659; Poland 28,797; Brazil 

Graphite, natural ______________ ™36,694 36,705 36,612 Guatemala 68; Nicaragua 14; 
Venezuela 11. 

Gypsum and plaster __ thousand tons__ 1,838 1,607 1,607 
agnesite including magnesium oxide _ _ 260 4,019 56 Yugoslavia ed 90; Republic of South 

rica 1,065. 
Mica: Crude including splittings and 

waste ________ _ 19 12 12 
Perlite: Crude, activated, expanded _ _ _ _ 2,906 1,881 49 Brazil 813; Peru 211; Colombia 206. 
Precious and semiprecious stones _ 

excluding diamond ____ kilograms__ 2,596 4,190 40 Japan 2,353; France 680. 
Salt____________ thousand tons__ 5,233 5,257 1,460 Japan 3,706; Nicaragua 44; Canada 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Sodium hydroxide ____________ 252 1,692 _- Guatemala 684; El Salvador 544. 
Sodium sulfate ______________ F152,094 166,028 20 ~— Brazil 127,563; Venezuela 18,657; 

Colombia 6,844. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: Marble_______ _ 1,003 898 314 Colombia 450; Guatemala 81; China 

Dolomite, crude and calcined, chiefly 
refractory-grade____________ 2,461 788 _- Guatemala 750; El Salvador 37. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ NA NA NA NA. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 252 708 707 West Germany 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2:—Mexico: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
mS Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “tMeq 4+}... 
mony United Other (principal) 
a 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ — — 15,419 NA NA NA. . 
Strontium minerals (celestite)_____-- - 39,963 31,954 31,543 Japan 411. 
Sulfur, elemental, all forms 

‘ thousand tons_ _ 1,120 1,150 995 Brazil 44; France 43; Spain 21. 
Talc and steatite ____________--- (2) (4) () 
Vermiculite____§_..~_______--—~ 1,228 276 276 
Wollastonite ________________- 339 984 500 Nicaragua 382; Panama 97. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ — ~~ _ — _ 983 624 44 Belize 580. 
Carbon black ____________----—- 1,079 697 566 Argentina 75; Uruguay 23; Cuba 20. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _ _ —_ F488 (4) () 
Coke and semicoke______.-__-—-~-~- 10 12 1 Nicaragua 10; Japan 1. 
Petroleum: 

Crude oil 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 194,485 302,129 NA NA. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _________—do___~- _- — 
Kerosine _______.—-—do____ _— 137 NA NA. 
Distillate fuel oil ____—do___~_ 98 446 NA NA. 
Residual fuel oil____ — _ _do_ ___ 1,442 NA NA NA. 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do___~ 2,161 5,313 NA NA. 
ee 

Revised. NA Not available. | | 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

| Table 3.—Mexico: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Ttuweqd2~CDDUU y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all forms _ — F38,559 37,527 24,846 Venezuela 7,267; Canada 2,552; 
France 2,406. 

Arsenic_________._..—~ ~~ kilograms_ _ 99 1 1 
Beryllium: Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 4,645 23 13 ~ Japan 9. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 

do_ __— 31 35 33 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms 

. do_ ___ 504 30 17 West Germany 7. 
Chromium: Chromite ____..__.______~- 55,086 36,906 23,769 Cuba 9,026; Philippines 1,682. 
Cobalt metal including alloys, all forms 

do_ __- T69 76 31  Belgium-Luxembourg 37; 
. Canada 6. 

Copper metal incluc.ing alloys, all forms _ ~~ — _ 22,678 43,287 21,492 United Kingdom 7,836; Chile 
5,565; Netherlands 2,489. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate _____..___--~-- 571,916 381,418 256,967 Brazil 44,700; Bahamas 27,036; 

Canada 25,729. 
Metal: 

Pig iron and similar materials — _ _ _ _ — 749,995 98,335 88,698 Italy 8,126; Brazil 1,334. 
Scrap _______-------------- T356,097 232,883 232,143 . 
Sponge iron and powder _ —_ _ __ ~~ —~_— 21,651 38,259 38,255 
Steel, primary forms ____-_-____~--~- 4 230 9,571 2,199 Italy 3,873; Ecuador 3,497. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms  — — ~~~ T388 1,278 1,278 
Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms ~~ TQ 247 5,576 5,232 Canada 175; Horway 119; West 

rmany 45. 
Manganese: Ore and concentrate _____-_-~- 29,637 99,298 15,068 Congo 64,218; Brazil 20,012. 
Mercury ________.——~— 76-pound flasks_ _ 82 () () 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate _______-----_-~- 693 289 278 ##West Germany 11. 
Ni Metal including alloys, all forms _ ~~ _~—-~—~- 234 152 132 West Germany 17; Austria 2. 

ickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _ ___— —_— T4590 3,208 2,287 France 356; Canada 212; Cuba 

Metal including alloys, all forms _______ F265 135 36 France 51; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 18; West 
Germany 16. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Mexico: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

mmodit 1979 1980 ‘ 
Co y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals, all forms: 
Palladium _________—— troy ounces__ T4758 3,440 322 Switzerland 2,990; West 

Germany 64; Republic of | 
South Africa 64. 

Platinum_________________do___~ T455 1,192 408 West Germany 579; Spain 109; 
Republic of South Africa 64. 

Selenium, elementa]l_________ kilograms. _ 2,508 9 1 West Germany 8. 
in: 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight ______ 2,016 2,482 831 Peru 712; Singapore 445; Chile 

Metal including alloys, all forms ______~— 610 585 585 
Titanium: . 

Ore and concentrate: 
Ilmenite __________________- 59,724 63,587 7,852 Australia 55,735. 
Rutile__§_~$_-§_~§ ~~ 2,692 2,938 2,083 Australia 819; Switzerland 30. 

Titaniferous slag ___§_§_§_».§ ~§ -_ _-_____ 68 8,460 8,460 
Tungsten metal indluding alloys, allforms —___ T102 92 46 West Germany 46. 
Zinc metal including alloys, all forms_ _ — _ — — _ T578 192 192 | 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, natural, n.es _____._______- 1,352 1,005 961 West Germany 42. 
Asbestos _______~_ 2 Le 71,648 79,013 24,315 Canada 42,189; Republic of 

South Africa 6,069; Switzer- 
land 2,198. . 

Barite _._________________--___- 92,832 127,490 58,469 Peru 28,503; India 22,697. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates___________ __ T59 275 275 
Clays, crude, n.e.s.: 

Bentonite ~----- e T9735 6,675 6,666 United Kingdom 9. 
Fuller’s earth ___________________ TO14 160 160 
Kaolin _.._.~--___~-...--.---- ™69,663 82,170 81,757 United Kingdom 131; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 66; Spain 60. 
Cryolite _...._-________.___-_-_-- 181 168 96 Denmark 70; West Germany 1. 
Diatomite ________________-_____- 228 801 799 West Germany 2. 
Feldspar _______.~-__-..~.._____- 3,434 3,184 3,181 Switzerland 2; Denmark 1. 
Graphite, natural _________________- 310 380 364 West Germany 11; Switzerland 

Gypsum _________________ ~~~. 26,325 27,867 27,766 Italy 74; China 22. 
Magnesite ~ oe eee 28,794 29,098 26,569 Brazil 2,500; Netherlands 22. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ _ _ _ _ r72 98 66 Canada 23; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings_ _ 549 446 432 J apan 8; Spain 3; West 

rmany 2. 
Precious and semiprecious stones excluding 
diamond___________~~~-— kilograms_ _ ¥236,029 25,223 25,005 |§ West Germany 208; Chile 10. 

Quartz, piezoelectric and other crystal 
do___. 104 156 130 Japan 26. 

Salt. _--_-_-__- Le 864 1,339 1,339 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: Marble ___________ _ ¥3 309 3,367 142 Italy 1,853; Guatemala 1,240. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ______ 125 105 105 
Quartz and quartzite excluding electrical- 
grade_______________________ 2,115 2,065 1,388 Sweden 431; Switzerland 215. 

Sulfur, elemental, all forms ___________~_ T1343 1,089 1,085 § West Germany 2; Italy 2. 
Talc, steatite, pyrophyllite __.__________~- F160,090 150,308 146,384 Italy 3,738. 
Vermiculite__._..-_________--___- 683 877 877 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black and gas carbon: 
Carbon black ___________.------- T1615 398 398 
Gas carbon. ____________________ 202 176 176 

Coal, all grades including briquets _______~ 701,557 816,259 670,020 Canada 88,485; Colombia 

Coke and semicoke__________________ T126,818 110,228 101,025 Colombia 9,203. 
Peat including peat briquets and litter ____ __ 403 109 109 
Petroleun, refinery products: 

Gasoline ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 46 — NA NA. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. _________do___~- 228 225 NA NA. 
Distillate fuel oi] ____________do____ _- 332 NA NA. 
Residual fuel oil ____________do____ 5,593 NA NA NA. 
Lubricants___§_$_9__._________do____ 998 1,732 NA NA. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas ___ _ _ _do____ 2,944 3,053 NA NA. 
Paraffin. _-§__.§__________do____ 7 16 NA NA. 
Unspecified _.__________do____ _— 21 NA NA. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS venture of private Mexican interests (56%) 
. and Government agencies (44%), had in- 

Antimony.—At the end of 1980, NL In- vested over $1 billion in La Caridad, and 
dustries, Inc., sold its 49% share in Cia. completion of the smelter and molybdenum 
Minera Refinadora Mexicana, S.A., toLIG plant was estimated to require another $500 
Overseas Ltd., a subsidiary of Lead Indus- ypijiion. The refinery cost was estimated at 
tries Group, Ltd., of London. LIG interest an additional $100 million. The high costs 

_ was to be managed by the firm’s US. were attributed to inadequacies in the origi- 
subsidiary, Anzon America, Inc. Minera al design of the tailings pond and the 
Refinadora operated an antimony mine at increased cost of building the smelter. A 
Wadley and has been the major supplier of heavy investment was also required for the 
ore to Anzon’s antimony oxide plant at development of infrastructure. 
Laredo, Tex. Anzon expected that Minera In 1981, the Cia. Minera de Cananea mine 
Refinadora would initiate mine expansion and smelter produced about 38,000 tons of 

plans. Anzon did not plan to build an blister and electrolytic copper and 353,660 
antimony oxide plant in Mexico but ex- ounces of silver. The company was proceed- 
pected to use the increased mine production ing with a major expansion project, which 
to supply its expanding Laredo antimony jncluded opening the Kino and Colorado- 
plant. Veta open pits for mining and increasing 

Copper.—An estimated 80% of Mexico’s capacities at the concentrator, smelter, and 
copper production originated from mines in electrolytic facilities. 

the State of Sonora. The opportunity for § In 1981, Atlantic Richfield Co. sold its 
Mexico to provide more of its refined copper 34% interest in Cananea to the Nacional | 
requirements remained dependent on the Financiera, the Government development 
completion of the Mexicana de Cobre S.A. bank. This Government bank then had a 

_ La Caridad smelter and refinery. Until 49% equity in Cananea, while private Mexi- 
then, Mexico must import significant can interests held the remainder. 
amounts of refined copper while exporting Industria Minera Mexico, S.A. IMMSA), 
significant amounts of copper concentrate. produced about 34,000 tons of copper as a 
In 1981, Mexico imported over 105,000 tons coproduct from several of its mining oper- 
of copper in various forms at a cost of $230 ations. The more important of these were 
million. . the San Martin unit in Zacatecas State, 

A study by the Mexican Copper Produc- Charcas unit in San Luis Potosi State, 
er’s Association indicated that even if 1990 Santa Barbara unit in Chihuahua State, 

production capacity reached the projected Tecolote unit in Sonora State, and Inguaran 
target of 380,000 tons per year, internal unit in Michoacan State. The IMMSA 
demand could increase at a greater rateand 42,000-ton-per-year copper smelter at San 
reach 388,000 tons or more per year. Luis Potosi also processed concentrate from 

Increased production from the La Caridad _ other producers. 
Mine near Nacozari, Sonora, was the major The three major copper producers men- 
reason for Mexico’s upswing in total 1981 tioned above accounted for about 92% of 
copper production. Even so, La Caridad’s Méexico’s total mine output of copper. 
1981 production and export of about 450,000 Iron Ore.—Mexico’s domestic iron ore 
tons of copper concentrate was 22% below production was expected to meet the needs 
earlier projections. The 180,000-ton-per-year of the Sideradrgica Mexicana (SIDERMEX) 
smelter under construction was expected to controlled steel producers until the 1990’s, 
come onstream in 1983. The La Caridad after which it probably would be necessary 
complex was also to include a 150,000-ton- to import ore. Pellet production by the 
per-year refinery, a wire factory, and a major iron ore-producing companies is 
1,800-ton-per-day molybdenum plant. By shown in table 4. 
the end of 1981, Mexicana de Cobre, a joint
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Table 4.—Mexico: Pellet production of major iron ore producers 
. (Million metric tons) 

. Average 

pri ay img seg OR 
(percent) 

Consorcio Minero Benito Juarez—Pefia Colorado (Pefia Colorado 
Mine)________-___________________ ee 19 2.1 2.4 68 

HYLSA—Grupo Industrial Alfa, S.A. (Las Encinas Mine)_ _ _ _— 1.5 1.5 1.6 67 
Siderargica Lazaro Cardenas-Las Truchas, S.A. (Ferrotepec 
Mine)_________________________ Le 1.0 11 1.5 64 

Fundidora de Monterrey S.A. (Cerro de Mercado and Hércules 
Mines) _______._____________________ ie 7 NA 3 63 

Altos Hornos de México S.A. (La Perla Mine) ____________ 3 4 CB 

Total __-__________-_-_-~---- + --------. 5.4 15.1 6.7 

NA Not available. _ 
1Incomplete. 

Hojalata y Lamina, S.A. (HYSLA), the the mine called Cascolinas had not yet 
steel company of Grupo Industrial Alfa, opened. An estimated 1.5 million tons of 
S.A., produced about 2 million tons of iron concentrated ore would be pumped annual- 
ore from its Las Encinas Mine, Colima ly from La Perla to the Las Hércules site, 
State. In 1981, ore reserves at Las Encinas where 3.5 million tons of concentrated ore 
were estimated at 24 million tons. The ore would be added for further transport to 
was pelletized onsite. Las Encinas ore aver- AHMSA facilities at Monclova. Iron ore 
aged 55% iron content compared with the reserves at the Las Hércules Mines were 
47% iron content of ore HYSLA received revised upwards from 53 to 85 million tons. 
through its 28.5% equity in the Pefia Colo- Ore reserves at the AHMSA La Perla Mine 
rado Mine. : were estimated at 46 million tons. 
HYSLA was actively exploring for new Iron and Steel.—Although high interest 

iron ore deposits in the States of Michoacan, _ rates and shorter periods for servicing debts 
Chihuahua, and Guerrero. Its development continued to threaten many Latin Ameri- 
of the Aguila iron deposit in Michoacan can steel expansion projects, Mexican pro- 
State has been delayed, and mine produc-_ ducers have proceeded with their ambitious 
tion was not expected to begin until 1985. plans to more than double their combined 
This mine was expected to produce 1.5 installed capacity by 1990. 
million tons of ore per year averaging 42% On the whole, the Mexican steel compa- 
iron. HYSLA plans included the construc- nies have not encountered problems in ob- 
tion of a second pelletizing plant at the Las taining financing. Financial difficulties of 
Encinas site to handle the increased input. the Grupo Industrial Alfa, S.A., were re- 

The Aguila Mine is 91 kilometers from the _portedly caused by a combination of servic- 
Las Encinas site. ing large overseas loans and the Govern- 

The Las Hércules Mines, Coahuila State, ment relaxation of some controls on the 
of Fundidora de Monterrey S.A. (FMSA) importation and commercialization of steel 
were not expected to produce above mini- products. In 1981, Alfa received a $680 
mal levels until 1983 when the 90-kilo- million loan from the Government-owned 
meter, 8-inch slurry pipeline from the Altos Banco National de Obras Publicas S.A. Alfa 
Hornos de México S.A. (AHMSA) La Perla budget reductions were not expected to 
Mine in Chihuahua State was scheduled for affect the HYSLA expansion project at 
completion. This pipeline was to feed intoa Monterrey. 
310-kilometer, 14-inch pipeline under con- HYSLA, Mexico’s largest private steel- 
struction from the Las Hércules Mines to maker, formed one of the three Grupo Alfa 
Monclova. The FMSA Cerro de Mercado divisions. The HYSLA main steelworks had 
Mines in Durango State were expected to a crude steel capacity of 970,000 tons per 
close in 1983, when both of the Las Hércules year and was located in Monterrey. Lower 

Mines in Coahuila State were to be opera- capacity HYSLA steelworks have been 
tional. The Body No. 9 Mine at Las Hércules established at Xoxtla near Puebla (500,000 
has been operational for 10 years, but tons per year) and at Mezquital near Mon-
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terrey (100,000 tons per year). HYSLA com- combined steel capacity increase from 

bined crude steel capacity approximated 1.6 600,000 tons per year to 1.1 million tons per 
million tons per year. year. Total combined HYSLA capacity in 

The HYSLA Monterrey expansion, Proj- 1990 was projected at 3 million tons per 
ect 1600, involved a two-step process to raise year. 
capacity to 1.6 million tons per year by the SIDERMEX, Mexico’s state steel holding 
end of 1983 and 2 million tons per year by company, was programing steel and direct 
1985. To accomplish this, HYSLA planned reduction plant expansions for the compa- 
to convert its No. 3 direct-reduction plant to nies under its controk—AHMSA, FMSA, 
the new continuous direct-reduction process and Siderargica Lazaro Cardenas-Las Tru- 
known as HYL III. Through this modifica- chas, S.A., also known as SICARTSA. Tubos 

tion, the plant capacity would be increased de Acero de México S.A., also known as 
slightly from 480,000 tons per year to TAMSA, Mexico's sole producer of seamless 
500,000 tons. A new 750,000-ton-per-year pipe and the second largest private produc- 
direct-reduction plant, a new electric melt- er of crude steel, expected to invest $700 
ing shop, improvements to the hotstrip and million by 1985 to meet increased demands 
plate mills, a continuous cold mill, and from PEMEX. 
soaking pits were also scheduled as part of Reported capacity expansions planned by 
the expansion project. The Puebla and Mez-_ public and private steel-producing compa- 
quital plants were also programed for a_ nies are shown below, in thousands of tons: 

Company 1981 1986 1990 | 

SIDERMEX: 
AHMSA ______-_-__ 3,800 4,200 = 4,200 
FUNDIDORA___-___-_ 1,150 1,850 —:1,350 
SICARTSA _______-- 900 2,800 3,200 
Future plant__——____-—- _- 1,800 6,100 

Total.___._______ 5,850 10,150 14,850 

HYSLA: 
Monterrey plant __ ——_—-_ 1,000 2,000 2,000 

-  Mezquital plant______~- 100 
} 1,000 1,000 

Puebla plant--------- 500" 

Total.__________ 1,600" 3,000 —3,000 
TAMSA _____________ 440 820 900 
Others --------------__1,100 __1,600__2,000 

Grandtotal._.___. 8,490 15,570 20,750 

Lead and Zine.—In 1981, Mexico ranked 467 tons of molybdenum trioxide. The com- 
seventh in world zinc mine production and pany was reportedly experiencing some 
sixth in world lead mine production. The _ technical difficulty separating the molybde- 
decrease in silver prices influenced associat- num from associated copper. 

ed zinc production as some companies cur- § AMAX entered into a joint venture with 
tailed output from mines with low-grade (ja. Minera Fresnillo to develop a molybde- 
silver values. Lead and zinc concentrate num property at Opodope, also in Sonora 

production was expected to rise in the tate. This deposit was reported to have 150 
comple ae eer cin proneamne ger producers million tons of medium-grade ore reserves. 

The 114,000-ton-per-year electrolytic zinc The moly bdenum plant at the La Caridad 
refinery of IMMSA at San Luis Potosi was copper complex was to have been operation- 
not completed in 1981. A revised date for al in 1981 but was rescheduled to open in 
startup testing was given as October 1982. 1982. . . 
Molybdenum.—Mexico’s entire 1981 mo- Silver.—In 1981, Mexico was again the 

lybdenum production was from the State of leading world producer of silver, and de- 
Sonora. In 1981, the Cumobabi Mine of spite the continuing downward trend of 
Minas Cumobabi S.A., a subsidiary of Min- world market prices, production rose to a 
era Frisco S.A. de C.V., completed its first record level. The $550 million value of 1981 

full year of operation with a production of production was 44% below the value of 1980
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production, even though the 1981 volume Minera Frisco S.A. de C.V., a large silver 
was 12% higher. producer from its own mines, joined with 

Silver reserves were last estimated in Placer Development, Ltd., of Canada (34%) 
1979 at 950 million troy ounces. Precise and the Comision de Fomento Minera (33%) 
estimates are difficult to obtain because to form Minera Real de Angeles S.A. de C.V. 
most silver is mined as a byproduct of other as the operating company for the Real de 
metals. Total annual mining capacity in Angeles silver mine in the State of Zacate- 
1978 was estimated at 60 million troy cas. When fully operational, this $170 mil- 
ounces, but by the end of 1982, this capacity lion project was expected to be the largest was expected to increase to 75 million troy open pit silver mine in the world and have a 
ounces. This increased capacity was ex- Production of 7 million troy ounces of silver 
pected to come from the Real de Angeles Per year. Mine development was well un- 
Mine, the La Minita barite mine, the Cuale erway, and production was scheduled to Mine, and expanded capacity at the Taxco, begin ‘In May 1982. In 1981, Frisco joined 
San Martin, Fresnillo, and Santa Barbara With Armco, Inc., of the United States, to 
Mines. Annual refining capacity in 1981 form Minera Cerro de Plata S.A. de C.V. to was about 50 million troy ounces. explore for silver ore in northwestern Mexi- 

In 1981, there were about 62 companies 9: ; i, ae engaged in silver mining. Of these, seven Industrias Luismin S.A. de C.V., Minera 
accounted for about 70% of production, and Mexicana Sombrerete S.A., and Gov- 
the remainder came from small- and €rment-owned Cia. Real del ponte ; 
medium-size producers. The largest private P achuca S.A. have teil produced a . 
producers were Industrias Pefioles S.A. de Cie wine’, “le Cs of Suiver per year, as has 
C.V., IMMSA, Minera Frisco S.A. de C.V., vod mera de Vananea, a major copper 
Minas de San Luis S.A., Minera Mexicana ? "A ‘numb f sil . h be 
Sombrerete S.A., and Cia. Minera de held ‘back er Of SI to hs Pees ave od Cananea. ne ; ack owing - nig yhancing and 

The largest silver producer was Indus- [C°Y° opment costs and lower than projecte trias Pefioles S.A. de C.V., whose major silver prices. The 40% excess profits tax on 
‘Iver-produci , ae the F Il silver imposed in 1980 was a deterring 

siver-procucing mines were © *resniv0 factor to mine development. Given silver’s 
and Naica units. These two mines were subsequent price decline, the effect of this operated by Cia. Fresnillo S.A., in which tax became largely psychological, and it was 
Pefioles held a 60% equity and AMAX held jemoved in June 1981. The unfavorable 
40%. The Fresnillo group of mines produced factors governing increased output, primar- 7.9 million troy ounces of silver and 5,600 ily silver prices, may continue to dominate 
troy ounces of gold in 1981. Pefioles owned company decisions on expansions and new an electrolytic refinery at Torreon, Coahui- projects. Small producers were especially 
la State, where ore purchased from other susceptible to silver price declines, and Mexican producers was also refined. many were threatened with closure. 
Penoles treated foreign concentrates, pri- Tungsten.—In 1981, about 250 tons of 
marily from Peru, under temporary import tungsten concentrate was produced in the permits. In 1981, Pefoles refined about 35 State of Sonora, representing about 90% of 
million troy ounces of silver, of which about Mexico’s total production. Sonora’s output 
12 million troy ounces originated from its was dominated by three companies, of own mines or from the mines of its affiliat- which Tungsteno de Baviacora, S.A., was 
ed companies. the largest producer. The producing compa- 
IMMSA was Mexico’s second largest sil- _ nies have been seriously affected by reduced ver producer. IMMSA was the largest sub- market prices and were reported as pre- 

sidiary of the joint holding company Mexi- _ paring to scale down their operations. 
co, Desarrollo Industrial Minera S.A. (ME- Two Canadian companies have formed a 
DIMSA), in which Asarco, of the United joint venture with Grupo Alfa to develop 
States has maintained a 34% interest. Allof the San Alberto Mine near Alamos, Sonora 
the MEDIMSA-held affiliated companies State. San Alberto ore reserves were esti- 
produced 18.9 million troy ounces of silver mated at 6 million tons averaging 0.6% | 
and 52,900 troy ounces of gold in 1981. tungsten. Production was scheduled to be- 
IMMSA produced about 7.5 million troy gin in 1983, although the expected rate of 
ounces of silver from its own mines. mine output was unannounced.
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NONMETALS In the area surrounding Tecolotlan, Jalis- 

. . . co State, approximately 23 barite mines 

Barite.—The brisk demand for barite were under development at a total initial 

from the oil industry continued to prompt investment cost of almost $3 million. 
new mining investment in Mexico. Pro- The La Minita barite mine, owned by 

duction by one of the newer companies, Pefoles and located in Michoacan State 
Government-owned Barita de Sonora S.A. near the towns of Aguililla, Taricato, and 

de C.V., reached 500 tons of barite perday Chinicuila, initiated production in 1981. It 
in 1980. The company estimated that pro- was expected to eventually produce 240,000 

duction would eventually reach 300,000 tons tons of barite per year plus 30,000 tons of 

per year. The company reported proved inc concentrate, 4,000 tons of lead concen- 

reserves of 15 million tons and had acquired trate, and some silver. The ore averages 

exclusive exploration rights on a 176,800- 59% barium carbonate-barium sulfate. Bar- 

hectare tract near Mazatan, Sonora. Barita ite demand by the Mexican oil industry was 
de Sonora budgeted over $24 million for expected to be over 600,000 tons in 1982, 

exploration work in 1982. well above the present production capabili- 

The other large barite producer under _ ty of the domestic producers. 

development in Sonora State was Minera Fluorspar.—Mexico retained its position 

Baucarit S.A., a privately held company as the largest fluorspar producer and in 

formed by F.M.C. Corp. of the United States 1981 accounted for 19% of world produc- 

and Protexa, S.A., of Mexico. Baucarit’s tion. A substantial volume of Mexican acid- 

open pit mine, located 100 kilometers east- grade fluorspar was used by four domestic 

southeast of Hermosilla, had reported prov- plants to produce hydrofluoric acid. Mexi- 

| en reserves of 20 million tons. About 475,000 _co’s sales of fluorspar by grade are shown in 

tons of material was to be mined annually, the following tabulation, in thousand met- 

including 290,000 tons of ore and 145,000 _ ric tons: 

tons of waste. 

1978 1979 1980 1981 

Grade: 
Submetallurgical _- 226 178 210 193 
Metallurgical... 298 278 300 307 
Ceramic _____-__ 45 78 104 108 
Acid __--------___490___ 534492508 

| Total_______ 1,059 1,068 1,106 1,116 

Mexico’s major export markets continued mining law, phosphate mining is closed to 

to be the United States and Canada. Compe- companies with foreign participation. In 

tition from South African acid-grade mate- January 1981, phosphate production began 

rial and Chinese metallurgical-grade, both at the new state-owned Roca Fosfoérica 

lower priced, has had some affect on Mexi- Mexicana S.A. de C.V. (ROFOMEX) mine in 

co’s export sales, which declined 16% to Baja California. Full production of 60,000 

604,900 tons in 1981. The Instituto Mexica- tons per month of phosphorus pentoxide at 

na de la Fluorita has set the export price for the ROFOMEX San Juan de la Costa Mine 

Mexican fluorite, primarily to protect the was reportedly reached at the end of the 

small producer. year. All output was shipped by sea to the 

Although there were about 140 mines  Fertilizantes Mexicanos S.A. plant at 

producing fluorspar in Mexico, 9 of these Lazaro Cardenas, about 200 miles north- 

accounted for 85% of production. Mexico’s west of Acapulco. 

largest individual producer was Cia. Minera The San Juan de la Costa reserves, locat- 

Las Cuevas, S.A., operating in the State of ed 35 miles north of La Paz on the Gulf of 

San Luis Potosi. Las Cuevas, which alone California, were reported at 45 million tons 

contributed 33% to Mexico’s total produc- grading 18% POs. The beneficiation and 

tion, planned to increase acid-grade capaci- concentration processes used seawater, and 

ty from 200,000 to 300,000 tons per year by fresh water was used after flotation to 

1983. remove chlorides. ROFOMEX, concerned 

Phosphate Rock.—Under Mexican with environmental effects, was experi-
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menting with several different techniques in the 1980 Minerals Yearbook, Volume Ill, 
to reduce the discharge of effluents into the chapter on Mexico. An impact assessment 
sea. of the NEP was difficult because it had been 

The Santo Domingo phosphate operation _ in effect for only a short time and was based 
on Baja California’s Pacific coast, about 150 on bhen-existing planning NE pre anes 
miles northwest of La Paz in the area of energy sectors. Some of the goais have 
Bahia de Magdalena, was in the construc- shown signs of proving elusive. Namely, the 

1902. OPO MER ee ea for ate ty prion. particdlarhy eset eae . expec an mingo ? " . opt rach 8 milion one per earth demand for whieh has bmn in ate . Proven reserves at to Domin- ; , : 
go were reported at 1.1 billion tons, aver- had ot wae pee ted ane refining sertor 
aging less than 7% pie ee vhe wh ‘le may need to be accelerated, The N EP was serves represen about 4% of the whole . . ou. Penrice ep he Neer nda Dre The planned mining technique was to be growth forecasted by that plan 

dredging. Although a low-grade ore, the Regardless of whether some reeval- 
sand-grain nature of Santo Domingo T= uations or adjustment in the NEP become 
serves offered the advantage of lower min- necessary, the plan represented an official 
es an sein 1981 oe ‘co. the bi t sul commitment to develop all energy resources 

f u odac in La © ae © eed th _ as opposed to allowing energy development 
ur ml ucer in Latin erica and the to fall into overdependence on petroleum. 
fourth largest in the world, planned to raise Coal.—Almost 100% of the coal produced sulfur output from 2.1 million tons in 1980 in Mexico originated in the State of Coahui- 
to 3.2 million tons in 1985. Sulfur was an ja There are eight well-known coal basins 
important source of foreign exchange, and in that State that contain 90% of Mexico’s 
domestic needs were estimated to reach 1.8 94 billion tons of proven coal resérves— million tons by 1985. This would leave 1.4 Sabinas, Las Esperanzas, Saltillo, Lampaci- 
million tons for export. The main sulfur tog, San Patricio, Las Adjuntas, Monclovia, producers in Mexico were Azufrera Pa- and El Salvador. 
namericana, S.A. (APSA), and Cia. Explora- About 44% of Mexico’s producing oper- 
dora del Istmo, S.A., both state-owned com- ations have utilized longwall mining tech- 
panies. The two firms shared a merged niques, 36% utilized open pit mining, 14% 
management and also were responsible for involved traditional room and pillar tech- 
the international marketing of the recover- niques, and 6% employed other removal 
ed sulfur produced by PEMEX in its refin- techniques. 
eries. In December 1981, the Comisién Federal 

In 1981, sulfur was mined in Jaltipan, de Electricidad, also known as CFE, inaugu- 
Texistepec, and Coachapa. Mesquital, a rated the first generating unit planned for 
group of deposits near Minatitlan and Hi- Rio Escondido, Mexico’s first large-scale 
delgotilan, Veracruz, was being considered coal-fired electric generating plant. This 
for exploitation. The newest APSA sulfur $630 million complex was designed to have 
venture was the fully automated $66 mil- four sot-megawatt generating units. The 
lion Coachapa plant that went into oper- second generating unit was expected to ation in September 1981. The plant had an become operational in 1982, followed by the 
initial capacity of 600,000 tons per year. remaining two units in 1983. The facility 
APSA had also invested another $66 million Was under construction about 29 kilometers 

Veracran nn’ Seid Plant in Jeltipan, Co hhuila State The facilite eas ein eracruz. . During the period 1977-80, the United 4M area where electricity demands have 
States imported 43% of its foreign sulfur been increasing rapidly, including Monter- 

from mexico, the second most impo ‘ a fuel the plant was to be mined 
source alver Vanada. from nearby underground and_ surface 

MINERAL FUELS mines by the state-operated Minas Carbo- 
nifera Rio Escondido S.A. Proved noncoking 

In February 1981, the Mexican National steam coal] reserves in the vicinity were 
Energy Plan (NEP) was passed into law. placed at 322 million tons. Probable re- 
The major parts of the NEP were discussed serves, estimated at 600 million tons, were
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considered sufficient to provide fuel for counted as erroneous were reports that 

three plants the size of Rio Escondido for 30 these hydrocarbon reserves had reached 106 

years or more. The coal has been described _ billion barrels. Without the dry natural gas 

as having a high-ash and low-sulfur content. liquid equivalent reserves, Mexico tied with 

Pollution controls have been incorporated Iran to rank fourth in the world in proven 

into the thermoelectric facility design, and petroleum reserves. Higher reserve figures 

no environmental problems were antici- were generally expected to be announced in 

pated. About two-thirds of the 37% ash 1982, if discoveries made during 1981 in 

residue expected from burning the coal was southern Mexico prove to be as large as 

to be recovered from exhaust gases and preliminary data indicated. | 

stored for use in the cement and building- The increased proven reserves were prin- 

material industries. The remaining one- cipally due to the discovery of deposits in 

third of ash residue would be recovered the Gulf of Campeche, Mesozoic deposits in 

from the bottom of the boilers. Not consid- the Chiapas-Tabasco areas, and a re- 

ered recyclable, it would be buried in desig- evaluation of the paleocanal deposits of 

nated areas to prevent wind-carried con- Chicontepec. The proven hydrocarbon re- 

tamination. serve components included 48 billion bar- 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The offi- _rels of crude oil, 9 billion barrels of natural 

cial 1980 estimate of 60 billion barrels of gas liquids, and 15 billion barrels of dry 

proved crude oil, natural gas liquids, and natural gas liquid equivalent. Proven hy- 

dry natural gas liquid equivalents was in- drocarbon reserves, by zone, are shown in 

creased to 72 billion barrels in 1981. Dis- table 5. 

Table 5.—Mexico: Proven hydrocarbon reserves 

(Million 42-gallon barrels, unless otherwise specified) 
— 

Liquid hydrocarbons 
Dry 

Zone natural gas Dry 
(billion Crude Conden- natural Total Total 

cubic feet) oil sate gas liquid 1981 1980 
equivalent 

Northern _________._____-_--------- 11,248 432 295 2,250 2,977 2,761 
Central! ____§_§__-_____________------- 3,782 1,410 196 156 2,362 2,526 
Southern _________________--------- 33,599 35,312 7,102 6,659 49,073 37,235 
Chicontepec.____________------------ 26,724 10,930 1,322 5,345 17,597 17,605 

Total? ___________________------- 75,352 48,084 8,915 15,010 72,008 = XX 
Total 1980____________--_--------- 64,511 44,161 3,063 12,902 XX 760,126 

XX Not applicable. 
1Includes Angostura and Poza Rica. 
2Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Source: Petréleos Mexicanos. Memoria de Labores, 1980, 1981. 

In 1981, total crude oil production in- billion cubic feet per day. Almost 17% of 

creased 19% over that of 1980, mainly this gas was flared. All of the associated gas 

because of a 21% increase in output from produced in the offshore Campeche fields 

the Southern Zone. Within this zone, the was flared at the production site. PEMEX 

Gulf of Campeche and the Comalcalco dis- had almost completed a pipeline system 

trict were especially productive. As shown from these wells to shore, which would 

in table 6, the Southern Zone was again the allow almost all of the Campeche natural 

predominant producing area, overshadow- gas to be collected. Facilities to remove 

ing the other zones with a 92% share of sulfur were under construction, as were 

total crude oil production. increases in gas transmission capacities and 

In 1981, natural gas production was very new links in the national gas pipeline 

close to early projections of just over 4 network.
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Table 6.—Mexico: Petroleum and natural gas production : 

Crude oil Natural gas th d 
Region and district (million cubic feet) 42-gallon bevrels) 

1980 1981 1980 1981 eee 8D 19881 
Northern Zone: 

Northeastern Frontier________________________ 192,034 168,108 T 1313 2237 Northern ___________________ = 20,065 20,719 12,833 12,400 Southern ____-_____ 7,314 8,959 7,006 7,233 ES 
Total. _-_-_-____ ee 219,413 197,786 20,152 19,870 a Foe 19,870 oo  — 

Central Zone: 
Poza Rica. ~~~ ee 56,238 45,727 342,466 442,895 New Golden Lane___________________ 7,147 14,578 __ -- Papaloapan Basin.__________________________ 13,109 18,621 T 54,447 65,811 LT 

Total.» eet 76,494 78,926 46,913 48,706 7 ee OE 80,91d 48,706 — eee 
Southern Zone: 

Agua Dulee.___________________________ 23,177 21,390 20,571 18,442 Ciudad Pemex________________ 157,123 184,813 47 28 Comailcalco: 
Tertiary... _-__________________ 7,246 6,752 7,856 7,761 Cretaceous ____________________________ 701,039 778,306 365,458 333,648 El Plan___-________ 18,271 19,360 21,192 18,912 Nanchital _-______________________ 1,332 1,621 1,893 1,760 Gulf ofCampeche___________________________ 94,486 193,242 224,511 395,114 

Total --___---_-__-----__--._______ 1,002,674 ~—-1,205,484 641,528 775,665 
Grand total ___________________-__-__ 1,298,581 1,482,196 ™708,593 844,241 $$ ee See 

"Revised. 
‘Includes 124,440 barrels of condensate. 
Includes 105,485 barrels of condensate. 

- 5Includes 39.5 million barrels of light crude and 2.9 million barrels of heavy crude. 
“Includes 40.4 million barrels of light crude and 2.5 million barrels of heavy crude. 
Includes 14,640 barrels of condensate. 
Includes 203,305 barrels of condensate. 

Source: Petréleos Mexicanos. Memoria de Labores, 1980, 1981. 

PEMEX completed 342 developmental area. The remaining 20% of land area was 
wells in 1981, of which 69 produced gas, 201 not considered to have any potential. 
produced oil, 27 were for injection, and 45 New crude oil discoveries in the Chiapas, 
were abandoned. Successful gas wells were Tabasco, and Campeche Sound area lent 
drilled in the Reynosa, Monclova, Central credence -to the hypothesis that Mexico’s 
Papaloapan, Comalcalco, and Ciudad Pe- southern oil-producing region constitutes a 
mex districts. Successful oil wells were drill- single vast interconnected reserve system 
ed in the Ebano, Cerro Azul, Poza Rica, instead of separate oil-bearing areas. 
Central Papaloapan, Nanchital, Agua Onshore wells drilled north of Cardenas 
Dulce, Comalcalco, and Campeche Sound were reported as encountering large reser- 

districts. voirs of light crude oil. The new Mora area 
In 1981, PEMEX drilled 70 exploration in the State of Tabasco was designated as 

wells, of which 12 found natural gas, 12 within the Huimanguillo oil province, 
encountered oil, 39 were dry holes, and 7 which extended from the coast for 100 
were stratigraphic tests. The gas discoveries kilometers inland to the Chiapas Moun- 
were made in Reynosa, Monclova, and Co- tains. The Mora reserves were described as 

- malcalco districts, and the oil discoveries occurring in Upper Jurassic rocks thought 
were made in Monclova, Cerro Azul, Poza to cover a surface area of 30 square kilome- 
Rica, El Plan, Agua Dulce, and Comalcalco ters and averaging 500 meters in thickness. 
districts. Additional work north of Huimanguillo in 

By the end of 1981, PEMEX estimated an offshore area adjacent to the Arrastrade- 
some type of exploration work had been ro Field has reportedly established a rela- 
carried out over 15% of Mexico, leaving to tionship between the onshore and offshore 
be explored 65% of the remaining land deposits. PEMEX planned to concentrate
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exploratory drilling in these areas to evalu- vided into mineral and geologic reserves. 
ate the potential volume of these all- Mineral reserves were those considered to 
important light crude oils. Most of the crude be economically recoverable, and geologic 
oil from the Campeche areas have been of reserves were those that have been meas- 
heavy grades, and the prospect of adding ured but were not evaluated as to economic 
significant reserves of light-grade oil was_ recoverability. Probable reserves were 
encouraging. based on preliminary findings indicating 

Gas discoveries in the Gulf of California the existence of mineral and/or geologic 
near the mouth of the Colorado River were ores. Potential reserves referred solely to 
not scheduled for immediate development. estimates based on indications of uranium 
Although they represented potentially deposits, with no regard to the current 
large fields covering 40,000 square kilome- economic recoverability of the deposits. 
ters, PEMEX expected that the offshore Total proven uranium reserves were re- 
Campeche gas pipeline completion and gas __ ported at 19,261 tons of yellow cake equiva- 
available from the onshore Huimanguillo lent, of which 15,000 tons was considered 

area would assure Mexico a sufficient gas economically recoverable. The proven re- 

supply for the near future. Baja California serves were distributed in the States of 
and Sonora State gas requirements were Chihuahua (5,092 tons), Durango (210 tons), | 

expected to be met by the transmission of Nuevo Leon (2,984 tons), Oaxaca (10,000 
Mexican east coast gas through the United tons), Sinoloa and Baja California (500 tons), 
States and back into Mexico. and Sonora (475 tons). 

In 1981, basic petrochemical production Other uranium reserves were reported as 
reached 9 million tons and represented a associated with the Cananea copper depos- 
27% increase over that of 1980. In 1981, its in the State of Sonora and with the 
PEMEX had 84 petrochemical plants that phosphate rock deposits in Baja California 

produced 41 products to meet 85% of domes- Sur. The Baja California Sur deposits at the 
tic demand. Additional petrochemical San Juan de la Costa and Santo Domingo 

plants at El Tejar in Veracruz State and areas were considered in the potential cate- 
Morales, Tabasco 1, and Huimanguillo in gory and have been estimated at 150,000 
Tabasco State were under construction. tons, Studies indicated that the phosphate 

Two other plants, at Laguna de Ostion and deposits at these locations average from 100 
Altimira, were in the engineering stages. to 120 parts per million uranium oxide. It 
Uranium and Nuclear Power.—Merxico’s wag; thought that the large-scale mining 

commitment to nuclear power development operations planned for the two deposits 

became more decisive as bids were solicited would make the extraction of uranium ox- 
for a $2 billion contract to complete the first ide economically feasible. The copper solu- 

nuclear complex near Laguna Verde in tion at the Cananea copper mine was esti- 
Veracruz State. The expanded capacity was mated to contain 6 parts per million of 
expected to add about 2,400 megawatts to yranium oxide and could result in the 

the 1,300 megawatts under construction at recovery of 80 tons per year of yellow cake. 
the site. Mexico’s publicized plans called for The first uranium mining and processing 
the installation of 20,000 megawatts of nu- operation was expected to take place in 1982 

clear power by the y oa 100. co known as at the Los Amoles deposit in Sonora State 
URAMEX, the state-owned entity responsi- where proven reserves were reported at 475 

ble for the exploration, exploitation, benefi- 
ciation, and marketing of radioactive min- _ physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
erals in Mexico, classified uranium reserves *Where necessary, values have been converted from 

in three categories: proven, probable, and Mexican pesos (Mexé) to 0-S- dollars at the average rate 
potential. Proven reserves were further di- _





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Morocco 

By Kevin Connor! 

The mineral exports of Morocco contrib- continued to invest heavily in this area. 

uted approximately 7% of the country’s Investment is estimated to have reached 

total gross national product (GNP) in 1981, approximately $1 billion in 1981. With an 

which was valued at $15.1 billion. A series 84% dependence on imported crude petrole- 

of problems in 1981 largely beyond Moroc- um that cost about $1.75 billion for the year, 

co’s control caused early setbacks in its new Morocco embarked on major programs to 

5-year development plan: They were a se- search for indigenous oil deposits and devel- 

vere winter-spring drought, a 35% deval- op its known large reserves of oil shale.‘ 

uation of the Moroccan dirham against the Recently reported Moroccan plans for devel- 

dollar, a rise in interest rates worldwide, oping its oil shale reserves include the 

continuing high oil import costs, and a construction of a commercial retorting 

billion-dollar-per-year military defensive ef- plant capable of producing 70,000 barrels 

fort over the disputed annexation of the per day of oil by the early 1990’s. Morocco’s 

Western Sahara by Morocco.? All of these oil shale reserves are presently listed as the 

factors combined created a 1981 trade- fourth largest in the world, after those of | 

balance deficit of $2.1 billion;? which is a the Soviet Union, the United States, and 

50% decline from that of 1980 and a good Brazil. Reserve tonnages are calculated at 

indication of a poor year for the Moroccan an equivalent 23 billion barrels of oil within 

economy. the country’s three known major oil shale 

Morocco’s important minerals sector gen- fields. Other activities in the oil shale sector 

erally stagnated in 1981. The Minerals Pro- are moving forward fueled by the recently 

duction Index published by the Moroccan announced $20 million oil shale project loan 

- Government slipped 1 percentage point to financed by the World Bank. An important 

148 for the year (1969=100), reflecting flat gas find in the Essaouira Basin area in 

production levels caused largely by a gener- December 1981, drilled with World Bank 

ally soft world market for most of the financing, spurred interest by several major 

country’s mineral exports. This was es- oil companies. Two contracts were signed 

pecially true for phosphates, Morocco’slarg- recently for important offshore exploration 

est single export. Uncertainty among Euro- programs. 
pean farmers over market prices led to Morocco’s phosphate monopoly and larg- 

decreased fertilizer consumption, cutting est employer and revenue generator, the 

the demand for phosphates in the country’s Office Cherifien des Phosphates (OCP), ini- 

major market. The dollar-dominated price tiated an approximate $6 billion 5-year 

of phosphates on the world market also led development plan that will allow the firm 

Morocco’s traditional European customers to double its rock production by the end of 

to drawdown stocks to some extent inhopes the decade and process 30% of that produc- 

that the dollar would soon devaluate rela- tion into finished products by the turn of 

tive to their currencies. Exports of most the century. Owing to expansion efforts at 

other mineral ores did no better, with the the Bleida copper mine, Morocco became 

notable exceptions of zinc and barite. the Arab world’s largest producer of copper. 

In spite of overall stagnation and falling The country now also is the Arab world’s 

world prices in the minerals sector, Morocco only gold producer and continues to produce 

685
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10% of the world’s cobalt. Coal, copper, There are many benefits and tax incentives 
silver, gold, and lead production are plan- built into the new code to entice foreign 
ned to increase in the coming years along investments into the more underdeveloped 
with phosphate and barite. These and other parts of the country. Also, to encourage 
expansion plans, smelting and foundry proj- _ labor-intensive projects that will help miti- 
ects, and exploration efforts mean opportu- gate the country’s unemployment problem, 
nities for foreign investors. The new Mining the Government will be offering a cash Investment Code, which should be promul- bonus to investors for each permanent job gated before the end of 1982, will likely created by the new enterprises. 
contain increased incentives for foreign in- The Moroccan Parliament adopted legis- 
vestors, who are becoming increasingly lation in 1981 to set up an exclusive econom- 
interested in Morocco’s mineral potential. ic zone extending to 370 kilometers off the 

The United States and Moroccan Govern- country’s coast. This legislation gave Moroc- 
ments jointly sponsored a Mining Colloqui- co sovereign rights to the economic exploita- 
um held in Morocco during March 1981. tion of mineral resources and fishing in the 
The colloquium provided an opportunity for defined zone along both it’s Atlantic and 
exchange of information on investment po- Mediterranean coastlines, including the 
tential and conditions under which invest- coastal waters off Western Sahara. Pre- 
ment was possible in each country. Also, the viously, Morocco’s claim to territorial wa- 
current state of mining operations and re-_ ters extended only to a distance of 22 
cent technological breakthroughs in each kilometers, and its fishing zone stretched to 
country were discussed, especially in the 130 kilometers. | 
fields of pollution control, energy efficiency, Responsibility for hydrocarbons explora- 
and usage of scarce water resources in the tion and development was transferred from 
beneficiation process. the Moroccan Bureau de Recherches et de 
Government Policies and Programs.— Participations Miniéres (BRPM) in April 

A new investment code drafted by the 1981 and invested in a newly formed gov- 
Moroccan Government will be implemented ernmental organization, the Office National 
during 1982. The code will allow foreigners de Recherches et de Exploitation des Pe- 
a 100% shareholding in industrial enter- troles (ON AREP). ONAREP is responsible 
prises and a majority representation on the for oil and gas exploration as well as oil 
board of directors. Under the old code, shale development and undertakes these 
foreigners were allowed a maximum of 50% _ activities through its own in-house efforts 
shareholding in companies, and the board of and the granting of joint-venture conces- 
directors had to have a majority of Moroc- _ sions to foreign exploration companies. 
can nationals, including the chairperson. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Morocco’s minerals sector was relatively Owing to the continued depressed state of stagnant in 1981, and overall production the steel industry worldwide, iron ore pro- was unchanged from that of the previous duction and trading were at a several-year year. Exports increased only 3% on a ton- low. Copper was another commodity that nage basis, although revenue value was up fared poorly in the marketplace this year as 27%. This was due mainly to increased reflected by the 1% increase in export phosphate prices at the beginning of the revenues versus the 15% increase in ton- 
year and the fact that all phosphate trading nage traded. Although anthracite produc- is done in dollars, which appreciated consid- tion was up only 3%, the Government 
erably against the Moroccan dirham. In- planned to mechanize the mine and double 
creases in production were limited to barite, production over the next 3 years. 
fluorine, mica, zinc, and anthracite. Moroc- In 1981, the Moroccan Government con- can barite remained high in demand be- tinued to place heavy emphasis on its cause Iranian production declined seriously search for and development of, indigenous over the past years, as attested by the 45% energy resources. The country’s continuing increase in Moroccan production tonnage heavy dependence on imported energy re- and the 33% increase in the export price mains a major contributor to Moroccan attained over the 1980 price. Zinc export economic difficulties. Imported petroleum prices also were up, increasing an average crude amounted to $1.3 billion in 1980, or of 45% over those of the previous year. 30% of total imports. Estimates for import-
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ed crude in 1981 increased to $1.75 billion. as compressors, mine cars and tracks, and 

At present, domestic fuel resources only pumps. A study will be conducted to assess 

meet about 16% of the country’s demands. the impact of the pilot project on mining 

As a result, Morocco has become intent on production and the income and welfare of 

discovering and developing more of its own the 7,500 miners involved in the project. 

energy resources. In response to this crisis, The World Bank loan is for 17 years, includ- 

both onshore and offshore oil exploration ing a grace period of 4 years, with interest 

activities have been stepped up, with major at 11.6% per year. 

offshore oil exploration agreements signed Expansion work is continuing at the Port 

in 1981 with Mobil Oil Co. and Atlantic of Mohammedia, northwest of Casablanca, 

Richfield Co. (ARCO) of the United States. to improve handling capabilities of the port 

Using a $50 million loan from the World for safely accommodating ships of over 

Bank, ONAREP conducted exploratory 10,000 tons. The improvement work will 

drilling in the Essaouira area and made a_ provide the port with sheltered stations for 

major high-pressure gas find late 1981. To unloading large oil tankers, which at pres- 

exploit Morocco’s oil shale reserves, esti- ent are susceptible at the open port to ocean 

mated at well over 20 billion barrels of oil surges that are considered a safety risk over 

equivalent, the Government, in 1981, final- one-third of the year. The expansion work, 

ized agreements with Royal Dutch/Shell Oil begun in mid-1980, will provide 2,600 me- 

Co., Davy McKee Co., Science Applications ters of protective jetty, with six tanker 

Inc., and the Tosco Corp. of the United sections for 10,000- to 150,000-ton ships. The 

States for developing pilot-scale retorting estimated cost of the work is $117 million, 

facilities and conducting in-depth feasibility including the construction of pipelines that 

studies for industrial-scale exploitation of will link unloading oil tankers to the 

the reserves. _ Moroccan-Italian Refining Corp. (SAMIR) 

As part of Morocco’s current 5-year devel- _ oil refinery, which has recently doubled its 

opment plan, six new mines will be opened _ production capacity. 

to boost Moroccan nonphosphate produc- Morocco’s OCP has reportedly signed a 

tion. Three of these projects are copper contract with the Soviet Union’s Tsvetmet- 

mines. Of the remaining three, one will proexport under which the Soviets will loan 

produce lead, zinc, silver, and gold; one, just, Morocco $20 million to finance the exploita- 

lead and zinc; and the third, only silver. tion of phosphate reserves at Meskala, in 

More than $150 million is slated over the 5- the southern part of the country. The two 

year plan period for nonphosphate mineral main areas of phosphate-bearing rocks in 

exploration.® this region are to the north of Imi-n-Tanout 

With a World Bank loan of $9.5 million, on the northern slopes of the western High 

Morocco will carry out a pilot project to Atlas mountain range and still further 

improve production from small mines inthe north to the west of Chichaoua. The Soviet 

southern Atlas region. The loan will beused loan is to cover a 20-year period at 2 1/2% 

by Centrale d’Achat et de Developpement interest and will be paid back in phosphate 

de la Region Miniere du Tafilalet et de rock output from the Meskala region. De- 

Figuig (CADETAF), an organization formed velopment of the new mining venture will 

by the Government to market production take place in three stages with production 

from mines in Errachidia, Figuig, and part startup anticipated in 1983. The Soviet 

of Ouarzazate Provinces. CADETAF will Union’s interest in the Meskala deposit is 

acquire a mobile lead concentrator, a mo- enhanced by the uranium content of the 

bile zinc concentrator, a crushing and rock as well as its phosphoric value. 

grinding unit, and mining equipment such
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Table 1.—Morocco: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° _ eee 

METALS 
Antimony concentrate: 

Grossweight __________________ > 3,355 5,265 4,384 1,278 1,120 Metalcontent ________________ 1,409 2,211 1,973 550 470 Cobalt concentrate: 
» Grossweight _-_-______________ 7,805 8,719 8,008 6,704 6,265 Metalcontent __-_______________ 1,015 1,134 961 838 752 Copper concentrate: 

Gross weight __-__________________ 12,112 12,217 23,500 ~ 24,067 23,304 Metalcontent _.-_______________ 4,845 4,657 7,050 7,220 6,710 Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, direct-shipping: 

Gross weight ________________ > 441,044 58,938 61,700 78,020. 49,854 M tron content__________________ 282,268 37,720 39,488 49,933 31,150 etal: 

Pigiron® _~_-__ == 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 Steel,crude®_________ 5,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 Lead: 
Concentrate: 

Gross weight ________________ 155,685 167,054 165,300 172,320 168,406 Metal content_______________ | 93,411 100,230 115,710 115,454 121,000 Metal: 
Smelter, primary only® _____________ 33,200 28,600 35,300 40,300 40,000 OO ———6wOweowowoo?wwaSamaanmaOS9S9S9DS9MaSS 
Refined: 

Primary.__________________ 33,136 28,518 35,275 40,261 40,000 Secondary®_________ 1,500 1,500 1,500 2,100 2,100 ee 
Total__-____§___~___ 34,636 30,018 36,775 42,361 42,100 Manganese ore, largely chemical-grade ______ _ 113,547 126,200 135,700 131,315 109,645 Nickel, Nicontent of cobalt ore® ______ 156 174 160 134 130 Silver, mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 2,820 - 3,131 3,283 3,154 2,500 Tungsten, mine output, metal content 
; kilograms_ _ __ — 1,134 3,165 3,200 Zinc concentrate: 

Gross weight __-§_____________ =) 22,153 12,217 12,900 13,798 14,669 Metal content __-_______________ > 7,754 4,276 4,515 6,071 6,300 
NONMETALS 

Barite _--.______________ 149,920 176,813 286,467 320,585 463,869 Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 2,870 2,819 3,276 3,552 3,600 Clays, crude: 
Bentonite_____________________ 4,807 4,800 1,015 3,284 3,300 Fuller’searth (smectite) ______________ 21,025 8,000 13,586 17,430 18,000 Montmorillonite (ghassoul) ___________ _ NA 2,065 5,518 4,271 4,300 Feldspar____________________ _- __ _. 1,594 1,600 Fluorspar,acid-grade__________________ 40,000 54,200 63,200 64,400 65,000 Mica _______-__ —_ _— 363 331 1,805 Mineral water ____________ cubic meters__ 24,213 20,400 46,007 69,124 70,000 Phosphate rock: 
Morocco proper ________ thousand tons__ 17,572 

19,713 20,000 18,824 18,824 Western Sahara ______________do____ 232 
Pigments, mineral: Natural iron oxide 
(goethite)__________________ 35 20 25 121 100 Pyrites and pyrrhotite, gross weight _________ 149,972 190,400 197,115 124,576 120,000 Salt, all types._-______________ 12,442 34,813 102,000 67,477 70,000 Sulfur, S content of pyrites.______________ 44,992 60,924 63,077 36,052 38,400 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal, anthracite __________ thousand tons__ 707 720 710 680 703 Fuel briquets__________________do____ 7,962 7,000 NA NA 6,000 Gas, natural: 

Gross____________- million cubic feet__ 3,037 2,898 2,666 3,000 3,000 Marketed __________________do____ 3,002 2,800 2,600 2,900 2,400 Petroleum: 
Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 167 187 140 365 300 eee Oooo 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ________________do____ 3,411 2,017 3,810 2,980 3,000 Jet fuel_________________do____ 1,788 1,196 2,028 NA 2,100 Kerosine________________do_.___ NA 550 506 NA 500 Distillate fuel oi] _._________do____ 5,200 5,081 8,838 8,840 10,200 Residual fuel oi] _-__________do.___ 8,358 9,412 12,399 12,100 12,400 Other_-_________________do____ 1,070 833 1,783 1,800 2,000 Refinery fuel and losses_______do____ 1,160 1,126 *1,650 NA 1,800 eee NOY 
Total ~______________do____ 20,987 20,215 31,014 NA 32,000 OO Ee 

“Estimated. PPreliminary. NA Not available. 
‘Includes data available through July 26, 1982. 
?In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials is produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels.
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Table 2.—Morocco: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : a 

mamoosy United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____-__------------- 1,184 650 — Belgium-Luxembourg 373; Italy 149; 

France 10. 
Semimanufactures______.___-- 7 15 _- All to France. 

Copper: 
Ore and concentrate_________--_- 21,272 22,274 __ Spain 12,699; Belgium-Luxembourg 

2,928; West Germany 2,646. 
Matte_____.___-____------- 1,219 1,743 _ West Germany 1,426; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 317. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___— 1,902 21 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 18; France 3. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate_________-~- 99,686 __ 
Pyrites, roasted. ________----- _- 143,502 _- West Germany 69,881; Yugoslavia 

an 33,501; Switzerland 26,100. 
Metal: 

Scrap _______---------- 88,559 34,667 ~- Italy 12,710; Spain 12,480; Egypt 

Steel, primary forms — __— ~~~ - 1,700 750 _- AlltoSpain. _ 
Lead Semimanufactures __——__-—-—- 406 280 __ Switzerland 203; Mauritania 74. 

ad: 
. Ore and concentrate___.__----- 118,540 111,637 _e France 24,056; Tunisia 20,382; Italy 

Metal including alloys, unwrought _ _ 34,250 32,806 _e Italy 18,815; Romania 10,411. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, waste 

and scrap ____.-____-------~- 10 __ 
Manganese ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ _ — 139,351 112,317 27,385 France 27,251; Spain 12,594; Nether- 

lands 12,187. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $9,255 $18,330 __ United Kingdom $7,736; Switzerland 

$7,337; France $3,128. 
qungsten: Ore and concentrate ___—-_- 5 _— 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate_________-- 16,317 12,948 — Italy 4,598; France 3,700; West 

Germany 2,649. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______~---------- 278 257 _ France 160; Spain 97. 
Semimanufactures _______~_- 7 _- 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_ _____——_~— 10,916 10,228 a France 9,407; Yugoslavia 561. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals ________~--~- 567 323 __ France 203; Spain 120. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ — _ — -- 3 _- France 2. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ______.--__-- - (1) 8 _- All to Tunisia. 

Barite and witherite____________-— 277,346 333,820 169,270 Norway 56,042; Netherlands 33,575. 
Cement________~-----_------ _- 1,241 __ Spain 645. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude_____________~_----- 21,721 25,963 2 Spain 14,397; Gibraltar 600. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory______--__-- 170 32 _- Niger 12. 
Refractory including nonclay . 

brick ~______________- 1,769 3,257 _. Egypt 1,129; Lebanon 851; Iraq 780. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ___—___~--—- 62,997 64,069 6,700 Norway 14,059; West Germany 9,960. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic _ thousand tons_ _ 17,867 16,527 235 France 2,374; Spain 2,321; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,554. 

Manufactured: 
Phosphatic_ _______---_-- 183,995 161,792 _- U.S.S.R. 53,199; Bangladesh 38,800; 

Sri Lanka 21,063. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ - - - 12,509 6,064 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 3,150; United 

Kingdom 2,901. 
Gypsum and plasters _____--__---- 236,881 206,022 _- Nigeria 138,710; Japan 16,500; 

Republic of Korea 8,400. 
Lime ________.____--------- 4 88 NA NA. 
Mica: Crude including splittings and 

waste __________~-__--_--- 1,010 485 _- All to France. 
Pigments, mineral, including processed 

iron oxides ___.__..--_------ 1 1 _- Do. 
Salt and brine_ ___ _.____------- -- 3,001 _- Denmark 3,000. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Morocco: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : mmmoany Suited Other (principal) TT 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 3,809 1,668 a Italy 834; France 350; West Germany 
1. Worked__________ | 1 2 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 1; France 1. * Gravel and crushed rock ________ 23,496 42,944 NA NA. Quartz and quartzite.____ 268 _- Sand excluding metal-bearing ____ _ 6,991 7,363 NA NA. Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 250 _- 

Other: Building materials of asphalt, 
asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_______________ | 8,875 | 6,506 _- Nigeria 2,716; Tunisia 2,201; Liberia 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades including briquets __ __ 77,622 84,162 a. United {Kingdom 56,632; Tunisia 
Petroleum refinery products: 

a Gasoline _____ _42-gallon barrels__ 1,380,128 1,698,844 _- Netherlands 1,559,546; Switzerland 
127,602. Kerosine, white spirit _____do____ __ 528,720 -- Bunkers 450,972; Netherlands 77,748. Distillate fuel oi ________do____ 93,824 94,645 _— All to Bunkers. Residual fuel oil ________do____ 128,791 570,982 __ Spain 237,762; Bunkers 17 1,695; 
Portugal 76,923. Lubricants__._________do____ 2,674 1,967 _— All to Bunkers. Liquefied petroleum gas ___do____ 100,920 194,242 NA France 74,704; Portugal 54,868; Italy 

Other_______________do____ 418,726 __ —_ 
NA Not available. | 

. Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 

Table 3.—Morocco: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “United y United Other (principal) I 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite._-_______________ 810 519 _- All from Italy. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,853 2,399 _— France 2,358. Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought______________ 331 1,060 _- France 827; East Germany 100. Semimanufactures_________ 6,585 4,466 2 France 2,463; Spain 349; Yugoslavia 

305. Chromium: 
Ore andconcentrate_-_____ =| 40 40 a All from Belgium-Luxembourg. Oxides and hydroxides __________ 16 11 — United Kingdom 4; France 3; West 

Germany 3. Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides_____ | 1 3 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2; France 1. Copper metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _______* 298 303 _- All from France. Semimanufactures____________ 7,066 8,293 2 Spain 3,229; France 2,662. Iron and steel: 
Scrap_-__._- ==, 1 174 _— All from Spain. Pig iron including cast iron.____ _ _ 625 1,423 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 499; Spain 486; 

France 253. Sponge iron, powder, shot________ 276 113 — U.S.S.R. 50; France 29; West 
Germany 19. Ferroalloys _-_-__________ | 303 391 __ France 124; West Germany 93; Spain 
63. Steel, primary forms___________ 29,791 22,336 a Spain 12,068; France 6,476; West 
Germany 3,792.
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Table 3.—Morocco: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TN a 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

nen ON 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections ________-~--~--~-~- 375,930 318,163 __ Spain 236,909; Italy 26,101; France 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ ___— 120,705 125,584 _— France 63,123; West Germany 27,014; 
Spain 15,883. 

Hoop and strip_ _____-----~ 13,097 17,008 1 France 10,088; Spain 4,236. 

Rails and accessories _ — — — ———-_ 4,255 1,704 — France 1,616. 

Wire_________-_~-----~- 9,846 11,173 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,275; France 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ _- ~—-- 18,471 16,028 13 France 7,060; Spain 3,741; West 
Germany 2,588. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough _ — — 393 154 3 France 121; Italy 15. 

ad: 
Oxides and hydroxides ____—---- 237 267 — France 258. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought_ ___—----—--—-- 1 34 _- Netherlands 32. . 

Semimanufactures ___-—-—-—-~~—- 179 66 — France 32; Netherlands 28. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms _______.__~————-Vvalue__ $1,000 $1,000 _— NA. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _____-—-~--—-- 475 900 __ United Kingdom 500; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 400. 

Oxides and hydroxides _____-_-- 469 579 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg 555. 

Mercury _____—-—-— 76-pound flasks_ — 203 290 232 Spain 58. 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms __________—— ~~~ value__ $30,000 $53,000 _— Poland $34,000; West Germany 

$18,000. 

Nickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials — — — — 4 6 _- All from France. 

Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap _______---------- 1 _- 

Unwrought___ ~ _-_---~---- 4 8 __ France 6; United Kingdom 1. 

Semimanufactures ___——--—-—- 853 1,257 _— West Germany 671; Italy 276; France 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wroughi 

value_ _ _- $2,000 _- All from France. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought . 

and partly wrought __ __———do___- $80,000 $94,000 _— France $50,000; Italy $23,000; United 
Kingdom $11,000. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ — — 175 200 — Thailand 80; Malaysia 75. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ — — — 2,445 1,737 _- West. Germany 745; France 501; Italy 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
forms ____.._-__/__--_-~----- 4 (4) _— Mainly from Poland. 

Zinc: 
Oxides and peroxides ______~--- 504 543 _— France 358; Netherlands 141. 

Metal including alloys: 
Blue powder ___ ____-_-~-~-- 25 — 

Unwrought____.___------ 3,023 3,298 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 1,160; Nether- 
lands 751; France 727. 

Semimanufactures ___———-~-—- 283 239 _- France 214. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_.__——---- 20 — 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ ~~ -— _- 102 10 West Germany 73. 

Metalloids________.__------ 28 4] 2 France 34. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals___ _______--_------ 3 2 2 

Pyrophoric alloys_ __ __-------- 1 _- 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _________-----~------- 82 52 -- Italy 21; France 16; Greece 13. 

Artificial: Corundum _—-~-_-~--~-- 97 80 _- France 65; West Germany 15. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ______-~----------- 685 339 (?) Italy 163; Denmark 70; France 64. 

Asbestos, crude _ _ - _- --~-------- 4,756 6,770 200 Africa, n.e.s. 4,860; Canada 1,486. 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates __ = _.----- 700 650 650 

Borates and perborates _ __——---- 182 140 10 Spain 70; Netherlands 30; France 30. 

Oxide and acid ____----~--~---- 21 10 2 France 6. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Morocco: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
mmodi 1979 1980 : 

Commodity sae Other (principal) . —_——— SS OO eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Cement__________________ 539,685 39,122 __ Spain 19,357; Poland 14,793. Chalk__--_-_____ 7,597 7,008 __ France 6,044; Spain 738. Clays and clay products: 
Crude_________ 11,385 19,050 7 France 11,450; Guyana 4,100. Products: 
_ Nonrefractory____________ 14,502 6,048 -- Spain 2,477; Italy 2,255. Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~-______________ 6,257 5,276 2 Spain 1,612; France 1,352; West 
Germany 1,057. Diamond, industrial _ __ _ _ _ _ _ value__ $21,000 —_ 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 176 255 15 ~—s Spain 210. Feldsparand fluorspar ___________ | 108 444 -~— All from France. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, nitrogenous____________ 50 50 _- All from West Germany. Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ______________ 252,647 258,006 _— West Germany 77,100; France 52,765; 
U.S.S.R. 35,571. Phosphatic_________value__ $4,000 —_ 

Potassic________________ 82,836 78,394 __ East Germany 43,555; Spain 24,785; 
U.S.S.R. 5,791. Other including mixed____ ___ 27,326 500 — Belgium-Luxembourg 300; 
West Germany 74. Ammonia _________________ 32,091 42,087 5,985 U.S.S.R. 33,231. Graphite: 

Natural _-_-___~_ = = _- 23 _- France 17; United Kingdom 4. Artificial. 2~§ 2 = = 9 —_ 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 15 104 _. All from France. Lime ___-______~_~_~___ 900 600 _- Do. Magnesite___________-_______ 109 140 2 Austria 136. Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 15 9 7 Norway 1. Worked including agglomerated 
splittings __._____________ 13 1 _- Mainly from Spain. Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ___-___§_ = _ = 270 _- 
Iron oxides, processed _________ _ 829 972 a West Germany 553; United Kingdom 

249; Spain 106. Precious and semiprecious stones, ; synthetic _____________-value__ $2,000 -- 
Salt and brine.____________ | 9,454 5 _- West Germany 4. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ___________ 349 250 — France 86; West Germany 77; Italy 
Causticsoda_.__________ > 8,466 8,857 — France 8,215; Italy 298. Sodaash_______________ 3,457 5,611 _- France 4,960; Bulgaria 500. Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ _- 71 -- Italy 66. Worked____________ 328 323 — Italy 247; France 60. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 313 90 -- All from France. Gravel and crushed rock ________ 95 11 _- Do. Quartzand quartzite.__________ 53 23 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 10; France 7; 
West Germany 6. P Sand excluding metal-bearing ____ _ 24,250 31,108 _— Belgium. Luxembourg 30,972. ulfur: 

Elemental_________________ 587,559 702,386 128,335 Canada 278,444; Poland 200,786. Sulfuric acid, oleum _________ __ 14 15 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 8; West 
Germany 5. gale. steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 797 917 _- France 830; China 20. ther: 

Crude_________________ 177 620 -- Spain 475; France 86. Oxides, hydroxides, pentoxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ __ 16 21 — France 16; West Germany 5. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals______.__________ 76 1 _- All from France. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _____ __ 9 3 1 West Germany 1. Carbon black _-_____________ 4,270 5,092 84 Spain 2,866; France 864; United 
Kingdom 628. Coal, all grades____§_§_§ = 10,474 9,956 __ West Germany 5,000; Italy 2,621; 
Netherlands 1,328. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Morocco: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity lle 1980 Buited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued . 

Coke and semicoke___._________ — 28,703 18,619 _ All from Italy. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ __—_—_-— 45 57 — France 38; Italy 18. . 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ __ _ 4,537 3,180 __ All from Netherlands. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 33,640 29,621 — Iraq 13,082; Saudi Arabia 10,953; 
USSR. 3,413. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________.do____ 20 66 _— Netherlands 54; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 9. 
Kerosine, white spirit _ _do__ __ 52 (?) _. All from France. 
Distillate fuel oil ____ _do____ 349 286 __ Poland 248. 
Residual fuel oi] __._ _ _ _do____ 9 _- 
Lubricants _______——do____ 292 351 2 France 299; Romania 19. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 1,553 986 _— Spain 402; France 251. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do. _ __ 118 188 1 Venezuela 85; Greece 36; Spain 32. 

Nonlubricating oils _ do_ _ _ _ 68 — 
Bitumen and other residues 

. do____ 100 97 — Spain 91. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do____ 3 3 -_ All from France. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals __ __ 1,252 878 _— Netherlands 250; France 235; West 
Germany 183. 

NA Not available. 
1Unreported quantity valued at $87,000. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS ect was $50 million. During the 1981-85 
development plan, a related copper smelter 

Copper.—Among the small, new nonfer- is planned for fabrication at Agadir and will 
rous mines scheduled for full-scale startup produce 50,000 tons per year of blister 
during the 1981-85 development plan isthe copper for export. Estimated foreign ex- 

Bou Gafer copper mine located in Ouarza- change revenues from the initial smelting 
zate Province of southern Morocco. The operation will be $120 million per year. 
mine began production in 1981, and will Iron and Steel.—In May 1981, a contract 
produce 90,000 tons per year of ore when was finalized between the Moroccan Iron 
the four known deposits at the mine loca- and Steel Co. and Davy Loewy of Great 

tion are fully exploited. The Moroccan Gov- Britain to construct a wire rod and rein- 
ernment is supplying 10% of the total forcing bar mill, outside Nador. The con- 
development cost of $10 million. Due on- struction of the mill is the first step of a 
stream in 1984 is the Tizert copper mine in long-range project to build a steel fabricat- 
Agadir Province located in southwest Mo- ing complex within Morocco. The mill, pre- . 
rocco. Development plans call for the mine _liminarily designed with a production ca- 
to produce 84,000 tons per year of ore pacity of 420,000 tons per year of finished 
yielding 4,000 tons per year of concentrate product, was expected to come online in the 
containing 40% copper.’ The Bleida copper latter half of 1983. The project falls within 

mine in Ouarzazate Province was under- the framework of a British-Moroccan coop- 
going expansion. The Bleida ore body is_ erative agreement. The mill construction 
about 8 kilometers long and 350 meters’ was being financed by British credits. The 
thick. The expansion efforts will quadruple total cost of the Nador iron and steel 
production capacity to 300,000 tons per year complex was estimated at $2 billion. 
of ore, which should result in about 55,000 Lead and Zinc.—The Bou Madine multi- 
tons of high-grade copper concentrate. Capi- metal mine in Errachidia Province was 
tal investment for the mine expansion proj- scheduled for startup in 1984 and will pro-
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duce zinc, lead, silver, and gold metals. effort will be in the phosphoric acid sector. 
Production of 60,000 tons per year of ore The basic rationale behind the current OCP 
was expected to yield 900 tons per year of 5-year plan is to not only increase rock 
60% lead concentrate and 6,000 tons per exports but to supply processed P.O;, also 
year of 53% zinc concentrate. Total invest- for export. The $2.7 billion OCP investment 
ment was estimated at $7.5 million, with program, planned for completion in 1987, 
the Moroccan Government contributing will substantially change the structure of 15%. Development of the Sidi Lahcen oper- the vitally important Moroccan phosphate ation, a read and zinc mine in Ouida Prov- industry. Carrently, Morocco ras the capac. 
ince, continued in northwes orocco. ity to produce about million tons o | Plans called for production of 5,700 tons per phosphate rock per year, with about three- 
year of lead concentrate and ee tons per quarters of this a paca me rom the 
year zinc concentrate, star ing in . ourlbga area. 4 , the pians to 

Development costs for the project totaled have increased capacity to 37 million tons, 
$10 million. Initial exploratory drilling of by expanding operations at Kouribga and pe ra and zinc lePosits ar Jbel Bitrem woussoufia and opening mines at en Guer- 
as een encouraging. Work concentrate ir an idi ajjaj. ng-term goals 

on finding lateral and deeper seated exten- include 30% total rock conversion to phos- 
sions of old workings. phoric acid and its derivatives by 1990.8 Silver and Gold.—The Zgounder silver This will amount to the conversion of over open no Plannd reduction wen 36_ [mio foe of phosphate rok produ . tion per year. In , approximate tons per year of 90% concentration silver, million tons of rock was ee awerted > to 
ed from 26,000 tons of ore, by mid-1983. downstream products at the Safi chemical apital costs for the mine were approxi- plants. 

mately $10 million. At the Tizert copper —=—_ Morocco is the world’s largest exporter Suncs af aver per ton of copper coer. nti Ingest produce of phosphats .. rock, accounting for over 30% and 14%, operation ows online si06h The Bon rosiely ofthese totale er yer, Ph c ‘ ‘ : phate exports supply the major proportion iosdsarap date choi produce eey [ori currency earnings in Moots and , . also provide a major source of tax revenue. ounces of silver per ton of zinc concentrate As - user of services and a large labor 
es At the planned vead-zine nost. 1 employer, the phosphate industry is a pow- ions of ser produetin is apeceg omy etul, factor inthe countrys oreral econ . jorit co’ te the approximately 80,000 tons of ore pro- rok exports 20 to Western European fertil 

cessed per y sak j rhe lead concentrate at i. manufacturers, whose proximity give csr and alu onethia aan aint Morocco competitive market advange ounce of gold per ton. In other new recious particularly regarding freight costs. Despite 
tal de i pe ts BRPM_ A th falling world demand for phosphate rock, 

Arab world’s first « ol d min ot Tiouit y © Morocco is maintaining its share of the 
. gold mine a near export market. Total exports in 1981 were Tinherir, and exploration field work contin- 15.6 million tons, down from the 16.5 mil. 

ued on a gold and silver deposit found at lion tons exported in 1980. Domestic sales Bou Gafer. Additional exploration and min- were 3.5 million tons, which is a 1.1-million- 
ing of the silver deposits in central Jbilets ton ; " yon . : . on increase over 1980 internal sales. Do- 
of Roc Blanc paid off. What was earlier mestic sales of phosphate rock have increas- thought to be a depleted vein, No. 5, turned ed quite rapidl Pn cen t years. owin to its 
out to be a productive situation at deeper ‘© 4 da yi . hed - 1970 h levels. increased use in agriculture. In , the 

domestic market accounted for only 3% of 
NONMETALS the rock Production. In 1981, this figure 

r oO. 

Phosphate Rock.—Impressive as Moroc- The long-term plans stress the building of 
co’s plans for expanding phosphate rock more chemical plants to produce phosphoric 
mining are, OCP is concentrating primarily acid. With the rapidly rising cost of trans- 
on the development of downstream phos- porting high-volume, low-value rock and 
phate rock to acid conversion capacity for with increasing environmental constraints 
the next several years. The focus of this on new industrial developments in the in-
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dustrialized countries, Morocco is concen- Office of Petroleum Research and Exploita- 
trating on the manufacture and sale of tion. The second phase, if justified by the 
finished phosphoric products on the world survey, would be the construction of a $450 
markets, as the United States has been million pilot plant. Finally, subject to suc- 
doing for some years. OCP plans for the cessful pilot plant results, a 70,000-barrel- 
1980’s include two projects that will result per-day plant costing an estimated $45 bil- 

in an additional 6,000 tons per day of P2Os lion would be constructed and onstream as 
capacity for production of phosphoric acid. early as 1992. The Davy McKee Corp. of the 

These plants will be located in the coastal United States has been awarded a contract 
areas of Jorf Lasfar and Nador. These by Morocco’s BRPM to furnish project man- 
projects are in addition to the expansion at asement services for the construction of a 
Safi, where phosphoric acid capacity will gmail $7 million shale oil pilot plant in the. 
stand at 4,500 tons per day processed P20; Timahdit oil shale region. The pilot plant 
feedstock when ver oc P yep ore Il comes was scheduled for completion in the latter 
tin Stream toware t fo end 0° 382. At that half of 1982 and was designed to process up 

ime, there wil’ be tour separate operating to 50 tons of shale per day to produce 25 
complexes at Safi. Plans for the _Maroc barrels of shale oil. The process to be used is 

osphore III project at Jorf Lasfar include ‘cont b d retort de- 
the construction of eight phosphoric acid a i ed by +h,  BRPM oveground retort de 
units of 500-ton-per-day P.O; capacity each. ve Ale (Oey ne . . 
Current plans are for the plants to be so interested in the Timahdit area, the 

. Tosco Corp. and the French bank Paribas brought onstream over a 3-year period, —. P a 
commencing in 1988. In addition to the ‘Signed an agreement in 1981 with the Mor- 
4,000 tons per day P.O; to be processed into Can Government to conduct an 18-month 
merchant-grade acid, OCP has decided to feasibility study of the potential commercial 
build units for production of superphos- development of the oil shale deposits. The 
phoric acid and diammonium phosphate Timahdit deposits are located in the middle 
(DAP). The new port at Jorf Lasfar is es Mountains, south of me ny re. 
expected to be completed by the end of € region contains several billion tons o 
spring 1982, whereupon work will begin on Oil shale and, according to a report by Tosco, 
the OCP handling and storage facilities. In averages about 25 gallons of oil per ton. 
addition to the facilities at Jorf Lasfar,OCP Some of the largest known oil shale deposits 
plans to locate further facilities at the in the world are located in Morocco. Princi- 

Moroc Phosphore IV project at Nador, in pal “pPosits are Jocated at Tanger, Tarfaya, 
northeast Morocco. Four phosphoric acid and Timahdit, with estimated resources of 
units, each of 500-ton-per-day P.O; feed- 3, 5, and 15 billion barrels, respectively. 
stock capacity are planned, with construc- Shale grades average about 17 gallons of oil 
tion to be phased in with the developments _ per ton. 
at Jorf Lasfar. Coal.—Anthracite production from Char- 

The expanded integration of Morocco’s bonnages du Maroc’s underground mine at 
phosphate industry and the development of Jerrada in northwest Morocco increased 
ow, port facilities clearly demonstrates only slightly in 1981 to 703,000 tons. The 

intentions to move away from being Government was mechanizing the mine and 
striy a cuppiier of raw material to the expected to increase production in 1982 to 
world market. riowever, in view of the poor 790,500 tons. By 1984, production is hoped to 
prevailing market conditions for phosphoric be well over . illo, tons per year. The 

acid at present, the timing of the massive Government accorded the Jerrada coal de- 
expansion plans may have to be periodically posits growing importance as the country 

reviewed and revised. turned to greater use of indigenous fuel 
sources for its energy needs. Of the present 

MINERAL FUELS anthracite tonnage produced at the mine, 

Bituminous Shale.—The Royal Dutch/ about 80% of it is burned at the Soviet-built 

Shell Oil group and the Moroccan Govern-_ electrical power generation station con- 
ment signed an agreement in 1981 for a structed there some years 280. Two other 
three-phase joint-venture oil shale project. giant power-generating facilities at Casa- 

The first phase will cost between $40 and blanca and Mohammedia are being modi- 

$50 million and will be a comprehensive fied to accept coal as well. The ambitious 
survey of the shale deposits of Tarfaya expansion program at Jerrada has led Char- 
conducted by Shell and the National bonnages du Maroc to sign an exploration
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contract with the Polish agency POL- major oil companies in offshore exploration 
SERVICE and a production agreement with along Morocco’s Continental Shelf. ARCO 
Westphalia of the Federal Republic of Ger- signed a $50 million exploration contract in 

, many. . September 1981 for a concession in the 
Exploration drilling continued in 1981 for Souss River Basin off Agadir, and Mobil 

lignite in the Guercif Basin. So far only negotiated a $117 million contract for a 12- thin seams have been proven out, with year exploration lease south of the ARCO 
thicknesses ranging from 5 to 50 centime- concession off Tarfaya. The Souss River 
ters. A geologic study in the Haut Aouli Basin off Agadir is in the middle of a larger 
Basin northwest of Ghafsai discovered a offshore basin that runs from Essaouira in 
number of outcroppings of quality lignite, the north down to Tarfaya in the south, and 
justifying a continuation of the prospecting many of the big oil companies have express- activities. Exploration for new anthracite ed an interest in this almost totally unex- _ reserves south of the present working at plored area. In the meantime, Standard Oil Jerrada resulted in the discovery of an of Indiana (AMOCO) continues to negotiate 
estimated 50 million tons of lignite at Qued a contract for a $80 million exploration | Nja. program in the Mediterranean. 

Natural Gas.—The Government-operated 9——————— | ON AREP, financed with a World Bank loan General engineer, Division of Foreign Data. naas . . U.S. Embassy, Rabat, Morocco. Economic Trade Report. of $50 million, discovered gas in the Es- State Department Airgram A-35, Nov. 13, 1981, p. 34. saouira Basin in December 1981. The well °Where necessary, values have been converted from 
was drilled 31 kilometers east of Essaouira DHo.10- USS! 00. (DH) to vs dollars at the rate of City, which is located on the Atlantic coast. U.S. Embassy, Rabat, Morocco. Industrial Outlook Re- The Meskala-101 well flowed 6 million cubic PEygining Macenne Maeen A IS: Apr. 12, 1982, p. 2 
feet per day with a small amount of petrole- V. 144, No. 2, February 1981, p. 133. a, um when last reported. Additional drilling 939 pp. ign 150" Mining Finance. V. 146, No. 3, March 
and evaluation of the area was slated for *Engineering and Mining Journal. Moroccans Launch 1982.9 Drive, AY pavelop Non Fhosphate , Mineral Resources. 

. 160, No. 2, February 1982, pp. 35-39. 
Petroleum.—World Bank participation in ®Fertilizer International. Morocco: Diversification in the onshore drilling for oil has been accompa. Phosphate ndurtry Nos March gp fh.” nied by increased interest on the part of 1982, p.112.



Th t e Mineral Industry of 
ozambique 
By Miller W. Ellis! 

During 1981, Mozambique’s mineral in- by floodwaters of the early rainy season. 
dustry consisted chiefly of coal mining at Rehabilitation of the country’s railroad sys- 

Moatize and the production of tantalum tem was far behind schedule, largely be- 

minerals from pegmatite deposits northeast cause of a shortage of rock for ballast. 

of Quelimane. A substantial amount of Replacement of the old track with new 54- 

mineral-related income was derived from kilogram-per-meter rail on the 88-kilometer 

rail transport and shipping of coal and_ stretch from Maputo to Ressano-Garcia at 

chromite from the Republic of South Africa the Mozambique-Republic of South Africa 

through port facilities at Maputo, and from _ border, started in 1980, was rescheduled for 

remittances from Mozambicans working in completion by the end of 1982. , 

South African mines. Additional revenue In the area of technical aid, both the GDR 

was derived from the import and handling and Portugal have provided extensive as- 

through Maputo, Beira, and Nacala of pe- sistance in training Mozambique students 

troleum destined for Malawi, Swaziland, in the fields of geology and mining. Portu- 

and the Republic of South Africa. The gal also expressed interest in participating 

German Democratic Republic (GDR) contin- in aerial photography and in the production 
ued to provide technical management for of marble andornamental stone. _ 
the Moatize coal mine and at the tantalum- On June 12, 1981, a delegation from the 

mining operations and to import most of U.S.S.R., led by the Soviet Minister of Geol- 

their export production. ogy, arrived in Maputo to participate in 
The Government of the People’s Republic geophysical studies and prospecting oper- 

of Mozambique (GPRM), controlled by the ations for coal, gas, pegmatites, and gem 
Mozambique Liberation Front, was again stones. On June 18, they reassembled in 

unable to prevent the Mozambique Nation- Maputo for discussions of the projects and 
al Resistance Movement from repeatedly final arrangements. 
interrupting both railroad traffic from On July 24, 1981, the Council of Ministers 

Zimbabwe to Mozambique’s ports and the published Decree No. 10/81 providing for 
supply of electricity from the Cabora Bassa GPRM regulation of trade and exports of 
power dam on the Zambezi River to the the country’s natural resources. The follow- 
Republic of South Africa. The high-tension, ing day, Decree No. 11/81 was published to 
direct-current powerline to the major trans- establish the National Directorate for Geol- 
former station near Pretoria, in the Repub- ogy and Mines and Protection of the Subsoil 
lic of South Africa, which also feeds Mapu- as the agency responsible for regulating and 
to, was inoperable more than 60% of 1981. supervising mining activity in relation to 

In late October, railroad traffic between gold, silver, and other precious metallic 
Zimbabwe and Beira was halted after the ores. The agency was to safeguard the 
bridge over the Pungwe River, 65 kilome- interests of the national economy by con- 
ters west of Beira, was destroyed by an trolling the production and commercial 
explosion. The wrecked bridge, which also movement of precious metals. The Bank of 
carried the Beira-Umtali oil pipeline, was Mozambique was to be the sole agent for 
replaced by December 18 with a pontoon buying or selling precious metals and the 
structure that was subsequently washed out _ sole custodian of coins, bars, and ingots. 
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Early in 1981, Hunting Geology and Czechoslovakia was also reported as con- Geophysics Ltd. of Great Britain was award- tracting to explore for iron, feldspar, gold, 
ed a contract for the mineral inventory and tin in N ampula, Zambezia, and Niassa of 275,000 square kilometers, including Provinces. The United Nations approved a 344,000 line kilometers of airborne magne- $2.14 million project for detailed mineral tometer and gamma-ray spectrometer sur- exploration of a 15,000-square-kilometer 
vey. LANDSAT data were to be processed area in Tete Province, a 6,000-square-ki- 
and interpreted to provide base maps for lometer area in Zambezia Province, and a compiling survey results, and provision was 700-square-kilometer area in Manica Prov- made for followup ground surveys as requir- ince. 
ed. It was later reported that the Yugoslav- Estimates of Mozambique’s mineral pro- ian state enterprise Geozavod of Belgrade duction are listed in table 1, but reports of had been awarded a contract for pros- the country’s trade were not available. pecting in six of Mozambique’s Provinces. 

| Table 1.—Mozambique: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981¢ 

METALS . 
Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight _______________ _- 2,000 __ __ _- —- Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, gross weight _-________ NA NA 28 20 20 Columbium and tantalum ores and concentrates, gross weight: 

Columbitee__- = == _ kilograms_ _ 2,300 2,300 2,300 NA NA Microlite_.._--_______________ = ag 39,866 39,866 31,750 NA NA Tantalite® eT (, 36,300 36,300 31,750 NA NA Copper, mine output, salable ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight__._-_______ == __ 460 1,125 1,000 1,000 Metal content _______________ __ 130 225 200 200 

| NONMETALS 
Asbestos, anthophyllite _..____________._ _. __ 789 800 800 Cement, hydraulic _________________ thousand tons. 323 327 273 275 600 Clays: 

Bentonite(including montmorillonite) ___ ~---- 2,744 3,000 1,656 1,500 1,500 Kaolin (including china clay): 
Crude _-_ = __ _ 223 200 200 Washed ____________o _ a 139 100 100 Feldspar®_ 2-2 = = 900 900 —_ _e —_ Gem and ornamental stones: . 

Beryl crystals _.__.__.-________ kilograms_ _ 14 15 1,920 2,000 2,000 Garnet _--- = 1,87] 2,000 11,200 12,000 12.000 Tourmaline ~------e ____dow 26 25 NA NA NA Lime, hydraulic® -______ 2-5 2 100,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 —-10,000 Mica, mainlyscrap______________________.._. 800 “900 251 200 200 | Salt, marine ~~ == == 28,000 28,000 += 28,000 = «28,000 ~—S 28,000 Sulfuric acid ______-__- ~~ 18,750 NA NA NA NA MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal, bituminous _________________ | thousand tons_ _ 310 118 320 408 600 i — 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline ____..________ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 621 510 336 510 NA Kerosine a, , 178 
296 282 330 NA Jet fuel ee, 128 Distillate fuel oil ~~ dg 865 634 1,668 746 NA Residual fuel ole do 1,438 1,132 236 1,332 NA Other _-__-- = gg 63 85 227 323 NA Refinery fuel and losses____________ ~~ _do____ 299 270 128 130 NA CNA 

Total... = ido 3,592 2,927 2,877 3,371 NA 
“Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 6, 1982. 
?In addition to the commodities listed, crude construction materials and additional varieties of gem and ornamental stones presumably are produced, chiefly for local consumption, but information is inadequate to make reliable estimates o! output levels.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS 5 million tons of salt and 150,000 tons of 
; _ sodium carbonate can be recovered from the 

Iron and Steel.—Mozambique’s Industri- _yeservoir. 
al Foundry and Rolling Mill Co. commenced 
production of steel ingots in July 1981, MINERAL FUELS 

using funds from the United Nations Indus- 
trial Development Organization. Produc- Coal.—The Mozambique coal mining 
tion capacity was estimated at 6,000 tons for company, Carbonifera de Mozambique 
1982. The plant at Maputo was to reroll (Carbomoc), halted operation at its four 
billets supplied by the Zimbabwe Iron and mines at Moatize near Tete in December 
Steel Corp. because of a shortage of explosives. Carbo- 

Tantalum.—In early May, the manager of ™moc was reported to employ 2,600 workers 
Mozambique’s Marropino pegmatite mine, including 100 technical experts from the 
at a meeting in Bad Harzburg in the Feder- GDR. Production was reportedly meeting 

al Republic of Germany, stated that the the goals set by the Central State Plan, but 
GPRM was trying to attract loans from  !ack of railway facilities, including trucks, 

several Western nations, including the Prevented movement of the stockpiled coal 
United States. The funds were to be used to _ t0 the ports for export or for consumption in 
promote increased production of tantalum the cement plant at Dondo. Substantial 
minerals in Mozambique. The country’s po- numbers of railroad trucks were reportedly 

tential for tantalum minerals has long been Ut of circulation because they were used as 
recognized as high, and its preindependence Storage shelters during the rainy season. 

7 output was nearly double the 29,000 to According to an agreement signed in Brazil 

32,000 kilograms of tantalum minerals re- 1 early October, Mozambique was to bene- 
portedly produced in 1981. The pegmatite fit from an $8.3 million coal project. The 
deposits of Zambezia Province accounted for Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- 
nearly one-half of Mozambique’s mineral ‘ries was to provide $3 million of the fi- 
output in terms of value, and tantalite was 9 P@ncing, Brazil was supplying the remain- 
its most valuable mineral export. Beryl, 18 $5.3 million, as well as providing techni- 
gem stones, bismuthinite, feldspar, mica, cal expertise to assist with a project to 
and other minerals were also recovered ¢*pand Mozambique’s coal output to 6 mil- 
from Zambezia Province pegmatites. lion tons of high-quality coal per year. Most 

of the increased production was to be ex- 
NONMETALS ported for consumption by the Brazilian 

steel industry. 
Cement.—Mozambique’s cement industry Substantial quantities of coal from the 

was reportedly expanding into the export Republic of South Africa were exported 
market with sales of 10,000 tons in July to through the Maputo coal terminal during 
Tanzania and an estimated 7,000 tons in_ the first 9 months of 1981. In October, a 
August to Malawi. The country’s three ce- loaded railroad gondola reportedly fell 
ment plants, with a total annual production through the hold of a ship loading at the 
of 600,000 tons, were located at Matola, terminal, and exports had not been resum- 

Nacala, and near Dondo in Sofala Province, ed by yearend. 
where the GDR was financing construction Petroleum and Natural Gas.—In May, a 
of a $1.5 million training center forcement delegation of specialists from Société Na- 
workers. tionale pour la Recherche, la Production, le 

Salt.—A newly completed salt-flat com- Transport, la Transformation, et la Com- 
plex at Nova Mambone near Inhambane _  mercialisation des Hydrocarbures, the Al- 
was officially opened in November 1981. gerian state oil enterprise, arrived in Mapu- 
The complex was built and operated by to to assist the Secretariat of Coal and 
technicians from North Korea. It was the Hydrocarbons (SECH) to plan the resump- 
country’s third largest salt production unit tion of exploration for petroleum and natu- 
and was to have a capacity of 7,500 tons of ral gas. During the 1960’s and early 1970's, 
salt per year by 1985. A subsurface reser- four groups, Mozambique Gulf Oil Co.- 
voir containing 350 million cubic meters of Mozambique Amoco Oil Co.; Sunray Mo- 
saline water was reported to underlie part zambique Oil Co.; Société Nationale des 
of the Gaza Province. It was estimated that Petroles d’Aquitaine; and Hunt Interna-
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tional Petroleum Co.; had completed exten- and for subsequent negotiations and oper- 
Sive seismic surveys and drilled 48 onshore ations resulting therefrom, were drafted 
and 12 offshore wells. Substantial gasfields and published. By yearend more than 30 oil 
were discovered in the Pande, Buzi, and companies from Europe, the United King- 
Temane areas with proven and recoverable dom, and North America had expressed 
gas reserves at Pande estimated at 18 bil- interest in the results. 
lion cubic meters and possible recoverable In August, SECH announced that the reserves at 60 billion cubic meters. This Mineralimpex organization of Hungary, 
field was proposed as the energy source for Compagnie Generale de Geophysique (CGG) projected industrial complexes to. produce of France, Geosource Inc. of the United ammonium fertilizers, urea, and sponge States, and an Italian company had submit- iron, but there has been no investigation of ted proposals to evaluate the gas resources the nerd since independence, h and petroleum potential of Pande, Buzi, and 

n dune, contracts for extensive Onshore adjacent areas. subsequently an- and offshore seismic surveys were signed nounced that CGG had been awarded a $6 with Sei Western Geophysical Co., million contract to assess the potential of and wi € Geopnysica - OF Norway. the Pande and Buzi areas, and that a Western Geophysical vee to soe Ma of British firm, Energy Resource Consultants, 
shore surveys between Beira and \ aputo and its subcontractors, Scott Pickford & 

August. A Norwegian ship: The Clee betas, Associates, Cilometer aimed by CGC. ab. , , e -kilometer Mozambique-Zimba 
was ie Boertake offshore sur a S nore we pipeline, from the Port of Beira to the east of Beira 9 tend fra vere er. er British-owned Lonrho refinery at Feruka “Surveys were to extend trom the coast to near the border town of Umtali, was being | depths ee meters we tat e jones reconstructed and pressure-tested during rnvestigalion of the sea floor at depths of 1981 put completion was delayed by de- 
art a press conference in late June SECH pruction me brie . line. the Fungwe iver west of Beira. The line, with a propos- the cot ofthe eursey i sours forthe cazacky of 1.2 malion foe of liq : . . . per year, was expected to be used for refine right to participate in any profits derived >» otor fuels until the refinery reopens. The from the exploitation of their discoveries. GPRM proposed to charge $30 per ton of oil The survey results were to be sold openly to pumped through the pipeline 
interested oil companies as soon as avail- 
able after survey completion in mid-1982. 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Regulations for the conduct of the surveys,



‘The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
N @ e 

amibia 
By George J. Coakley’ 

The mineral industry of the territory of _ was transferred to the Directorate of Eco- 

Namibia was a major world producer of nomic Affairs, Department of Mines, 

diamonds and uranium. The 23,000 to Windhoek.’ 
25,000 industry workers also produced cop- Namibia’s mining laws were fairly liber- 

per, lead, zinc, silver, tin, and tungsten al, and foreign exploration and develop- 

among others. Namibia ranked as the ment was encouraged. Prospecting and min- 

fourth largest producer of nonfuel minerals ing were still governed by the Mines Works 

on the African continent in terms of total and Minerals Ordinance as enacted in 1968 

value. Both the gross domestic product with minor amendments. All mineral rights 

(GDP) and the contribution of the mining were vested in the state. The Namibian 

and quarrying sector to the GDP have been Central Government can grant exclusive 

declining in constant dollar terms since rights to prospect in any defined area for 

1978. For 1981, the GDP was estimated at any or all minerals. The prospecting grant 
$1.5 billion.2 The mining sector made up an. carried with it a minimum expenditure 
estimated 35% to 40% of GDP in 1981. obligation that varies with the size of the 
Diamond mining, normally the major con- grant. Prospecting titles were easily con- 
tributor to national revenues, was adisap- verted to mining titles. There were no 
pointment; diamond revenues to the state obligations to reinvest profits, recruit local 

amounted to only $44 million compared personnel, process minerals locally, or re- 
with a projected 1981 state budget estimate strict output volumes. The Government, 
of $142 million. Namibia maintained a however, still required a minimum of 25% 

strong economic dependency on the Repub- local participation in large foreign mining 
lic of South Africa as the latter expended investments. 
over $1.15 billion in the country for 1981 Diamond mines paid an effective tax rate 
including $230 million in direct aid and of over 60%. Uranium was taxed on a 
$460 million toward the defense of the — sliding scale or formula basis, similar to the 
country. Rossing Uranium Ltd. (RUL), system of taxing gold in the Republic of 
which has had taxation deferred until it South Africa, from zero to over 70%. Other 
recovers its initial capital investment, is minerals, such as copper, were taxed at the 
expected to be a further significant source normal corporate rate of 40%. Taxes were, 
of state revenues beginning in 1983. Most of however, further reduced in practice by 
Namibia’s mineral products were produced substantial writeoffs on capital expendi- 
and exported by three mining companies, ture. Under the present system, no taxes 

Tsumeb Corp. Ltd., largely controlled by are paid until capital investment has been 

U.S. base-metal mining companies; Consoli- fully recovered. 
dated Diamond Mines (Pty.) Ltd. (CDM), a Mining in the former black homelands, 

major subsidiary of De Beers Consolidated now controlled by the second-tier “repre- 

Mines Ltd. of the Republic of South Africa; sentative” governments, was formerly con- 

and RUL. trolled by the South African Bantu Mining 

From 1968 to 1978, control of mining in Corp. However, by AG Proclamation 57 of 

Namibia rested in Pretoria. In 1978, control 1978, authority over homelands mineral 
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concessions was also transferred to Wind- began on dredging and deepening Walvis 
hoek. Firms applying for a prospecting title Bay Harbor to handle cargo ships of up to 
in an area controlled by a black ethnic 70,000 tons. Preliminary negotiations were 
government had to agree to use local Afri- also underway with Botswana to build a $1 
can labor, if possible, and pay 10% of any _ billion rail link between Walvis Bay and the 
mining profit that may eventually arise huge coal deposits in the Morupule area of 
from the prospecting grant to the local southern Botswana. Plans discussed involv- 
second-tier government. To date, these pay- ed a rail line that would run 10,000 tons of 
ments seemed not to have been a substan- coal in unit trains and that would take 10 
tial source of revenue to second-tier govern- years to complete. Work continued on the 
ments. Companies could get prospecting new powerline between Windhoek and the 
rights directly anywhere in Namibia. Indi- Republic of South Africa that would hook 
viduals, however, could only prospect and up the Republic of South Africa to the 
peg claims in their own ethnic areas. Ruacana hydroelectric scheme and also pro- 

Namibia also continued work on expand- vide cheaper electricity to southern Nami- 
ing the infrastructure of the country. Work _ bia. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The production statistics in table 1 were through De Beers Central Selling Organiza- 
compiled largely from annual reports of tion and were exported to the Republic of 
some of the companies operating within South Africa and overseas. RUL uranium 
Namibia. Publication of separate produc- concentrates were exported from Walvis 
tion statistics was suspended by the South- Bay to contract customers in Western Eu- 
West African Administration in 1965. Al- rope and Japan. Tsumeb’s metal production 
though the country’s economy depends on was transported on the company’s 640- 
mineral exports, specific reporting of their kilometer railroad to its loading facilities at 
magnitude and value remained unavailable Walvis Bay for export to overseas custom- 
and were no longer included in statistics ers. Other metal concentrates were railed to 
published by the Minerals Bureau of the smelters and refineries in the Republic of 
Republic of South Africa. The Namibian South Africa. 
Department of Finance, however, estimated Namibia’s largest metal mining company, 
that in 1980 overall exports were 72% of Tsumeb, produced 37,800 tons of contained 
gross domestic expenditure while exports lead, 30,300 tons of copper, 6,950 tons of 
were 74% of the GDP. Total exports in 1980 zinc, 1.89 million troy ounces of silver, 3,800 
were estimated at $1.4 billion, with mining _ tons of sulfur, and 1,370 tons of arsenic from 
exports accounting for $1 billion of this four mines and three mills. The Tsumeb 
figure. copper and lead smelters produced 39,719 

| Despite low world market prices, major tons of blister copper and 41,729 tons of 
base-metal production of copper, lead, and refined lead with 66% and 75%, respective- 
zinc increased from 9% to 24% over that of ly, coming from their own operations and 
1980. Estimated tin and tungsten output the remainder from toll and purchased 
remained stable, while silver and uranium material. The cadmium plant was shut 
oxide production declined slightly. Diamond down and the arsenic plant was operated on 
mining was hardest hit by poor demand and an intermittent basis by Tsumeb in 1981 as 
prices as production declined by 20% from a cost-saving measure. Gross metal sales by 
that of 1980 and by 38% from the peak 1977 Tsumeb in 1981 were just under $100 mil- 
output of 1.9 million carats. lion. 

Diamonds continued to be marketed
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Table 1.—Namibia: Production of mineral commodities! _ 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 ——«:1979 1980" 1981° 

METALS?® . ” 7 

Arsenic, white*___________________ 2,615 2,401 2,221 1,288 1,370 
Cadmium: Metal, refined____ ~§________ 88 - 79 81 ' 69 _— 
Copper: oo 

Mine output, metal content of oo , 
concentrate® ____§_____________ 51,200 _ F39,000 F44,800 42,300 — 46,185 

rettal blister ____..--...----___ 53,371 45,919 42;707 40,004 89,719 

Mine output, metal content of concentrate F38,800 ¥34 800 ¥44,200 50,200 = 659,121 
Metal, refined ___.____~----____ 42,748 39,512 41,695 42,654 48,479 

Silver: Mine output, metal content 
of concentrate®__ thousand troy ounces__ _ 1,758 1,866 — ¥3.617 3,365 «: 3,258 

Tin, mine output, metal content, recoverable _ 994 1,250 1,042 - 1,000 _ 1,000 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content, se ° “ 
recoverable® _____§_._.____________» 150 150  ©165 |. ©150 150 

Uranium, U30s content________._____ 2,760 3,175 . 4,518 4,767 | 4,681 
Vanadium, mine output, metal content®_ _ _ _ 750 440 _- __ —_ 
Zinc, mine output, metal content? _______ — 38,300 36,600 23,300 - 31,908 <: 39,600 

| NONMETALS | | a | 
Diamond:® a , 

Gem®________-_ ~~ thousand carats__ 1,901 1,803 1,570 1,482 = 1,186 
Industrial® ______________do____ 100 95 83 18 62 

Total_____________do____ 2,001  —=-1,898 1,653 1,560 1,248 
Lithium minerals®_____§_-§_/§_________~_ 2,548 NA NA NA — NA 
Salt® --_-_-_________ eee 230,000 . : 230,000 230,000 . =. 230,000 230,000 
Sulfur, S content of pyritic concentrate a 3,834 - 8013 3,538 3,692 - 8,361 

°Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. - , Se a 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 15, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, Namibia, prior to 1967, produced bismuth concentrates, cesium ore, columbite- 

tantalite concentrates, gold, manganese ore, molybdenum concentrates, graphite, lime, mica, precious stones, kyanite, 
sillimanite, and a variety of crude construction materials (¢lays, stone, sand and gravel). No official statistics have been 
published since yearend 1966, and available information is inadequate to ascertain whether production has been 
continued or not, and if so, at what levels. , , . De 

SData are compiled from operating company reports, as follows: Tsumeb Corp. Ltd. (arsenic, white, © refined 
cadmium, mine and blister copper. mine and refined lead, mine and smelter silver, mine zinc, and. pyrite concentrate); 
South-West Africa Co. Ltd. (SWACO) (mine lead, mine tin, mine tungsten, mine vanadium, and mine zinc); South African 
Iron and Steel Industrial Corp. Ltd. ISCOR) for Imcor Zinc (Pty.) Litd.’s Rosh Pinah Mine (mine lead and mine zinc), and 
for ISCOR’s own Uis mine (mine tin); General Mining and Finance Corp. Ltd. for Klein Aub Koper Maatskappy Ltd.’s 
mine near Rehoboth (mine copper and mine silver); and Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. for Oamites Mining Co. (Pty.) 
Ltd.’s mines (mine copper). Data from Tsumeb and Falconbridge are for calendar years; data from other companies are 
for fiscal years ending June 30 of that stated. . 

“White arsenic equivalent of all arsenic products reported as being produced. _ - 
“Figures comprise reported production of Tsumeb and Oamites plus estimates for Klein Aub and Otjihase copper mine 

(bought by Tsumeb in December 1980). oo 
6Figures comprise reported production of Tsumeb plus estimates for Oamites, Rosh Pinah, and Klein Aub. 

Ro gars comprise reported production of Tsumeb. estimates for SWACO for 1977 and 1978, as well as estimates for 
inah. 

®Total figures reported by De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. in company annual reports for calendar years. Detail on 
gem and industrial diamonds are estimates, assuming output to be 95% gem quality. 

%Output has not been officially reported since 1966, but presumably has continued since a number of countries record 
imports from “South Africa,” which in total quantity considerably exceed the reported output of the Republic of South 
Africa and presumably include shipments from Namibia. Quantities given represent imports of the United States and the 
European Communities reported as originating in the Republic of South Africa, but the reader is cautioned that a portion 
of the material may have been mined in Zimbabwe. oo, | 

| COMMODITY REVIEW oo 

METALS 9.5%, with the remainder owned by other 
firms. - 

° e 9 . . 

Copper.—Tsumeb, Namibia’s dominant The largest polymetallic mine in the 
copper producer, was managed and 29.6% country was the Tsumeb Mine, north of 
owned by Newmont Mining Corp. of the Windhoek. Tsumeb, concentrating on high- 
United States. Amax, Inc., became the larg- er grade areas of its mines, in 1981 mined 
est shareholder in February 1981, increas- and milled 493,708 tons of ore containing 

ing its interest in Tsumeb to 30.2%. The 3.60% copper, 7.32% lead, and 2.08% zinc. 
British firm Selection Trust Ltd. owned The 23,429 tons of copper concentrates pro- 
14.2% and O’okiep Copper Co. Ltd. owned duced averaged 35.49% copper and 33.3 troy
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ounces of silver per ton. The company also _ pyrite concentrates were delivered to RUL. 
operated the Matchless Mine, 42 kilometers Tsumeb maintained exploration develop- 
south of Windhoek, which produced 111,247 ment drilling programs at the Tsumeb 
tons of pyritic copper ore containing 2.37% | Kombat and Asis West and Otjihase Mines 
copper and 11.47% sulfur in 1981. The during the year while reducing exploration 
Matchless mill generated 12,313 tons of activity elsewhere in Namibia. Exploration 
concentrates, which contained 20.46% cop- of the Tschudi copper-silver prospect, 20 
per, 30.55% sulfur, and 2.5 troy ounces of kilometers west of Tsumeb, was suspended 
silver per ton. With the exception of one while work continued at the Andundu gold 
new stope, all underground development prospect where the first four completed drill 
work was stopped at the Matchless Mine to holes reported 0.26 troy ounce of gold per 
limit costs. | ton in the quartz veins, which constitute 
Tsumeb also produced 297,933 tons of 7.7% by volume of the mineralized zone. 

2.80% copper and 1.90% lead ore from its - Ore reserves at most Tsumeb mines in- 
Kombat and Asis West Mines. The Kombat creased relative to 1980 levels. At the end of 
mill treated the ore producing 22,868 tons of 1981, positive ore reserves at the Tsumeb 
concentrates with an average grade of Mine increased to 3,528,000 tons averaging’ 
29.76% copper, plus lead, and 9.3 troy -4.27% copper, 5.99% lead, and 1.77% zinc. 
ounces of silver per ton. : _ The total reserves at the Kombat Mine area 

The Tsumeb Exploration Co. Ltd. (TECO) increased to 2,442,000 tons averaging 1.83% 
portion of the Asis West Mine produced copper and 2.07% lead. Total reserves at 
12,522 tons of ore from a copper-rich portion Asis West were 1,580,000 tons averaging 
of the mine averaging 7.54% copper and 5.54% copper and 2.77% lead. Proven re- 
2.31% zinc. This ore was milled at the serves at the Matchless Mine were 371,000 
Kombat concentrator and yielded 2,551 tons tons averaging 2.22% copper. Total reserves 
of copper concentrate containing 33.12% at the Otjihase Mine remained almost 
copper, some lead, and 8 troy ounces of unchanged at 10,117,000 tons averaging 
silver per ton. | 2.23% copper. | 

Under a December 1980 joint-venture The Oamites Mining Co. (Pty.) Ltd., joint- 
agreement with Otjihase Mining Co. Ltd., ly owned by Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. 
Tsumeb acquired a 70% interest in Otjihase of Canada (74.9%) and the International 
for approximately $41 million. Under the Development Corp. (IDC) of the Republic of 

| terms of the joint venture, Tsumeb agreed South Africa, continued to be the country’s 
to reopen the mine and to make the first second largest copper producer. The Oam- 
interest-free purchase installment 1 year ites Mine, 55 kilometers south of Windhoek, 
after the target production rate of 65,000 was extracting low-grade ore by a sublevel 

_ tons of ore milled per month is reached, open-stoping method. In 1981, Oamites mill- 
which is expected in the second quarter of ed 530,000 tons of ore containing 4,827 tons 
1982. The joint venture may be dissolved by of recoverable copper, down 17% from the 
mutual agreement if cash shortfalls reach 1980 output. Silver production decreased by 
defined limits or at the end of the life of the 13,000 troy ounces to 216,000 troy ounces in 

Otjihase Mine. Up to 100% of Tsumeb’s 1981. Faced with operating losses and diffi- 
undivided interest in the property could be cult mining conditions, the company sus- 
transferred to Otjihase Mining in full settle- pended operations at the nearby Swartmod- 
ment of any balance then outstanding on der Mine in March. Production at Oamites 
the purchase price. Subject to the fulfill- was also reduced from 45,000 tons per 
ment of the agreement, Otjihase Mining month to 35,000 tons per month of ore 
continued to be owned by Johannesburg milled. Ore reserves at the Oamites Mine at 
Consolidated Investment Co. Ltd. which yearend were 2,027,000 tons grading 1.138% 
had a 49% direct interest plus an indirect copper. 
interest through an associate. During re- Lead and Zinc.—Two of Tsumeb’s estab- 
startup in 1981, Tsumeb mined and milled lished mines produced complex ores with a 
206,900 tons of Ojithase ore containing mixture of lead, zinc, and copper containing 
1.54% copper and 16.6% sulfur, from which other valuable constituents. The Tsumeb 
14,242 tons of copper concentrates aver- Mine was the country’s largest lead produc- 
aging 20.2% copper and 2.2 troy ounces of er and one of its two sources of zinc. The 
silver per ton were recovered. The copper 493,708 tons of ore contained 7.32% lead 
concentrates were shipped to the Tsumeb and 2.08% zinc, from which the Tsumeb 
smelter, and an additional 26,800 tons of concentrator produced 97,970 tons of lead
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concentrates that contained 31.1% lead, extensive drilling at Uis proved the exist- 
with 8.1% copper, 6:46% zinc, and 7.9 troy ence of large additional tin reserves extend- 
ounces of silver per ton. Its zinc concentrate ing the life of the mine by several decades at 
weighed 1,196 tons and contained 51.94% the present rate of production. | 

zinc, 3.02% copper, 9.67% lead, and 10.4 | 7 
troy ounces of silver per ton. Ores from the NONMETALS , | 
Kombat and Asis West sections of the Kom- Diamond.—Pro ductio of diamonds b 
bat Mine also contained lead, and the Kom- CDM conti ue ed to decli n t tal nm t y 
bat mill recovered 6,825 tons of lead concen- ed ncraaned to 12.540 000 tone containin i 
trate with 30.5% lead, 14.0% copper, and 4.0 9.95 carats per 100 tons. The ore consisted 7 
troy ounces of silver per ton on behalf of the marine grave Is an d requir ed the removal of 

parent company and 177 tons of lead con- 37,698,000 tons of barren sand and gravel 
centrate containing 34.8% lead, 11.5% cop- overbur den. At yearend, stripped reserves 

per, and 4.3 troy ounces of silver per ton remained 6 months ahead of mining re- 
from Asis West ore on behalf of TECO. quirements. The 20% reduction in ‘otal 
R The country S top zinc’ producer was the carats produced in 1981 reflected a decision 
osh Pinah open pit mine in the Namib by CDM to reduce production temporaril 

Desert, 27 kilometers north of the Orange ., . PI po y 
. . y suspending operations at one of the four 

River, operated by and for Imcor Zinc (Pty.) production plants, at both field screening 
Ltd., a subsidiary of the South African Iron plants, and at th ° 50-grid sampling plant. 
and Steel Industrial Corp. Ltd. (Iscor). Rosh Mining continued to the maximum safe 

Pinah Mine's capacity was 160,000 tons per distance of 100 meters seaward of the high 
month of ore. In the 1980-81 business year, water mark, and maintenance of the sea- 

47,200 tons of 40% zinc concentrate and wall will continue until foreshore mining in 
20,200 tons of 45% lead concentrate were the No. 4 plant area is completed during 
produced compared with 44,000 tons of zinc 1982 At that stage the bucket wheel exca- 
concentrate and 17,900 tons of lead concen- vator will be moved to a new site further 
trate in 1979-80. Both concentrates were south. CDM maintained an active diamond , 

trucked 180 kilometers to the railhead at prospecting program in its concession areas, 
us, where they were railed to Iscor’s steel- where it held the mineral rights until De- 

works at Vanderbijlpark in the Transvaal cember 31. 2010. Results continued to be 
Province of the Republic of South Africa. disappointin g with the north bank of the 

Me abled ore at the closed Pere anna Orange River within Diamond Area No. 1 
. - pemets, being the only site that showed encouraging 

een a era uit  Tesults. In 1981, CDM contributed over $40 
ransvaal Province, the Republic of Sou VT: 

Africa, for further refining in the Kiln million to the after-tax profits of De Beers. 
Product Ltd. smelter. Byproduct vanadium MINERAL FUELS 

and lead may also be extracted from the 
Berg Aukas stockpile, which is being Coal.—In the early 1950’s, the Anglo 
worked at a loss and is expected to be American Corp. Ltd. discovered coal on the 
depleted in 1982. north bank of the Nossob River near the 
Tantalum.—A subsidiary of Utah Inter- Aminuis Reserve, and during 1980, its affil- 

national Inc. of the United States, Southern iated company, CDM, applied for extensive 
Mining and Development Co. Ltd., carried prospecting grants on both sides of the 
out preliminary exploration for tantalum in Nossob River in the Aranos area. Estimated 
1981 and located one deposit with a poten- drilled reserves of about 3 billion tons of 
tial output of 18,000 kilograms of tantalite coal have been identified to date; however, 

per year. its potential exploitability may be compli- 
Tin.—Most of the country’s tin produc- cated by an overburden of as much as 300 

tion continued to be derived from Iscor’s Uis meters in some places and by an under- 
Mine near Brandberg, northeast of Swakop- ground lake above at least part of the 
mund. The tin concentrate was shipped deposit. Exploration for coal was reported to 
directly to the Vanderbijlpark Steelworks have continued in the Etosha Pan area and 
in the Republic of South Africa, where it along the Kaokoveld coast. The Anglo 
was smelted and used to produce electroly- American Nossob River coal discovery and 
tic tin plate for local consumption. In 1981, reports that another Anglo American asso- 
1,220 tons of tin concentrate was produced, ciate, B&O Mineral Exploration, Ltd., had 
up 14% over that of 1980. Iscor reported recently discovered coal on five adjoining 

farms in the southeastern corner of the
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Otjiwarongo district, bordering Hereroland Kingdom’s Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd. (RTZ) 
West, precipitated a “coal rush’ and forced holds a 46.5% controlling interest, operated 
the Mining Commission to enforce strict the Western world’s largest single open pit 
requirements before granting any new con- uranium mine 65 kilometers northeast of 
cession areas. : : Swakopmund. In 1981, RUL treated 14.9 
Petroleum.—The Etosha Petroleum Co., million tons of ore yielding 4,681 tons of 

owned by Briland Mines Ltd., has held an uranium oxide, down 2% from that of 1980 
oil and gas exploration concession near the and still slightly short of its annual design 
Angolan boundary. in northern Namibia for capacity of 5,000 tons of U;Os. The principal 
a number of years and in February 1980 ore mineral, uraninite, is ground to a pulp 
signed a letter of intent giving Superior Oil and treated by a sulfuric acid leach followed | 
Co. a contract to execute test drilling oper- by ion exchange, solvent extraction, and an 
ations over a portion of the Etosha area.. ammonia precipitation of the uranium ox- 
Financing was reportedly arranged through ide. RTZ reported net profits from RUL for 
Allen & Co. Inc. of New York. In 1981, a year, allowing for deferred taxation, of 
Superior Oil initiated negotiations with the $41 million. Their partners in RUL included 
Administrator General of Namibia to ob- the General Mining and Finance Corp. Ltd. 
tain permission to search for oil along the and IDC of the Republic of South Africa, 
northern perimeter of Etosha Game Park. Total Compagnie Miniére et Nucleaire of 
The Government-owned Southern Oil Ex- France, and Rio Algom Mines Ltd. of Cana: 
ploration Corp. (South-West Africa) (Pty.) da. | a oe 
Ltd. continued to be responsible for grant- —H-——___ 
ing oil exploration concessions, and its par- D “Supervisory physical scientist, Division of Foreign 
ent company, Southern Oil Exploration 2Where necessary, values have been converted: from Corp. (Pty.) Ltd., continued to hold offshore South gerean rand (R) PRL ee ao the. rate of 

concessions south of Walvis Bay * a 'South.West Africa Gazette (Windhoek, Namibia) AG Uranium.—RUL, in which the United Proclamation 4 of 2978, Issue 3696, Jan. 30, 1978.
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By George A. Rabchevsky' ) 

The economy of the Netherlands contin- tributed a significant two-thirds of the 
ued to decline slowly, by more than 1% in GNP, fell less sharply, mainly because of 
1981. Private consumption fell by about 3% continued rises in Government spending. 
and investments fell by about 10% of gross The slowdown in the Netherlands’ economic 
national product (GNP); unemployment activity, evident since the mid-1970’s, turn- 

reached about 10%, a postwar high. Even’ ed into a recession in the second half of 
though inflation was halted somewhat, in- 1980, which continued through 1981. An 

dustrial output was down by approximately official 1981 forecast, based on the assump- 
3.5%, with the largest decline in natural tion of no major policy changes, projected 
gas. | real GNP growth in 1985 at an annual 

The services sector, which in 1981 con- average of 1%... 

PRODUCTION 

Production in the metals industry was ing and natural gas output were down by 
down by approximately 3% in 1981 and was__ over 8%. 
at the lowest level since 1978; output was Production of minerals for the past 5 
down by over 30% in the important energy years is given in table 1. CO 
sector, especially petroleum refining. Min- a 

Table 1.—Netherlands: Production of mineral commodities! 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981° 

METALS 

Aluminum metal: 
Primary______..________----------- 241,269 261,164 257,719 258,621 °261,988 
Secondary. __________-__------------ 41,591 43,991 46,643 53,725 356,197 

Cadmium metal ________________--_------ 302 402 416 455 3506 
Iron and steel: 

Sintered ore (from imported ore) _ thousand tons_ _ 2,709 3,012 2,929 2,723 33,042 
Pig iron including blast furnace ferroalloys_do_ _ — — 3,922 4,613 4,814 4,328 34,600 
Crude steel __________________--do___~ 4,927 5,590 5,806 5,272 35,472 
Semimanufactures ____..________-do___- 4,251 4,732 4,993 4,475 34,732 

Lead metal:* 

Smelter _ - -_----------------------____ 3300500 6,800 6,000,500 
Refined: 

Primary _________.---~---------- 21,132 18,172 16,432 18,902 37,015 
Secondary ---_------------------- 12,700 13,700 14,700 13,900 316,000 

Total _-______.-------------- 33,832 31,872 31,132 27,802 $23,015 

See footnotes at end of table. 

| 707
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Table 1.—Netherlands: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

, Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° an 

TE 

METALS —Continued 

Tin metal, refined:© | . a | . oe Primary_._-___ === 2,100 1,600 1,445 1,370 2,100 Secondary.._-______________ 180 180 180 180 180 Zinc metal (slab), primary _______________ --- 109,398 135,399 153,982 169,539 3177,363 NONMETALS es a | Cement, hydraulic____________ thousand tons... 3,895 3,918 3,701 3,745 3,500 Nitrogen: Ncontent of ammonia_________do.__. 2,140 2,148 1,916 1,874 31,874 Salt, all types_.__________________ _do.__. 3,111 2,939 3,951 3,464 33,578 Sand, industrial _.§__-_-__~__________ ~_do____ 25,600 . 23,500 NA 24,600 24,600 Sodium compounds: 
Sodium carbonate._______________do.___ 276 280 “420 “420 420 Sodium sulfate, synthetic ____________do___._ 50 50 50 50 50° = a 

Sulfur: 
Elemental byproduct: . 

_  Ofmetatlurgy®__-_____________do. 2. 64 . 60 60 60 60 Of petroleum _.______________do.___ ™30  FQ4 18 : 22 22 
8 Total -.-_______________do.___ T94 g4 78 82 82 Sulfuric acid, 100% HeSOs___________do.__. 1,572 1,680 1,744 1,726 1,700 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black_-__.-~2_~2-_ = 90,700. 86,800 93,000 95,300. 85,400 Coke ____-__-____________ thousand tons. 2,501 2,401 2,528 2,455 2,242 Gas: ee . : Manufactured, all types>____ million cubic feet__ 218,942 264,531 233,553 210,011 200,000 atural: 
: Gross_ == = dol. 3,421,940 3,133,456 3,407,425 3,219,023 300,000 Marketed _________________ _do..__ “ NA NA 3,291,947 3,266,842 3,240,000 Natural gas liquids ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,836 1,003 2,253 3,162 36,816 Peat®____________________ thousand tons... 400 400 400 400 400 Petroleum: 

Crude ________ _ thousand 42-galion barrels_ _ 9,420 9,556 8,970 8,724 8,600 —eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee ee 7 Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation ___~_____________do.___ 1,095 1,157 907 . 774 500 Motor__________________do____ 54,460 60,588 69,352 61,821 56,032 Jet fuel. _-__________ do, 24,320 . 21,728 28,832 27,112 26,900 Kerosine______.____________ do ___ 4,487 3,860 4,270 3,658 2,527 Distillate fuel oi] _..___________ do. a 133,974 139,726 148,133 130,632 107,424 Residual fuel oil _.._.-_________ do ___ 131,868 124,475 121,319 99,707 96,000 Lubricants___._______________do.___ 3,892 4,200 3,955 3,955 3,955 Bitumen___________________do.__. 5,660 5,563 9,327 5,300 Liquefied petroleum gas _________do_.___ 11,832 53,363 13,897 10,730 10,500 Other___________ ~~--~.~_.do____ 97,574 44,288 31,509 30,000 Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 18,943 17,807 29,864 24,971 24,000 } —_—_ ee 
Total _-_~_____________do____ 448,105 426,904 470,380 400,196 363,138 

° . ° e . “Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 12, 1982. . *In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, stone, and gravel) presumably is also produced, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output evels. 
5Reported figure. 
‘In previous editions, refined lead production, both primary and secondary, was erroneously captioned as smelter lead production, and actual smelter output was unreported; these errors have been corrected in this edition. . *Coke oven and blast furnace gas only. 

TRADE | 

Declining imports, improved export output, investment, and consumption fall- competitiveness, and the sharply higher ing, however, the strong advances made by prices for natural gas exports were the US. exports in the recent past may not be main causes of the 1981 surplus in the repeated in the near future. Declines in balance of payments account, the Nether- US. exports in the first half of 1981 were lands’ first since 1977. Netherlands exports 27% in metal ores and scrap, 57% in nonfer- accounted for over 50% of total GNP. rous metals, and 23% in metal-working The Netherlands in 1981 continued to be machinery. Gains in the same period were the third largest European market for U.S. 31 % in fertilizers and 82% in bituminous exports and was the sixth largest in the coal. 
world. With the Netherlands’ industrial
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~ Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ae SNE eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

EE 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ash and residue containing aluminum 7,847 7,394 _- West Germany 4,507; France 1,887. 
Bauxite. _._._9___..--_------- 26,323 13,441. -- West Germany 9,695; Belgium- 

| | oe Luxembourg 1,641. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____-__- 59,486 51,856 __ West Germany 15,390; France 9,214; 

oO Romania 6,205. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.--------------- 67,297 74,331 39 West Germany 49,766; France 12,882. 
Unwrought____-___------- 359,399 365,336 231 Belgium-Luxembourg 109,460; West 

Germany 107,907; France 83,691. 
Semimanufactures _ ___————~— 96,080 106,032 70 West Germany 49,823; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 15,704; France 12,182. 
Antimony: 

Oxides __________-----~---- 474 341 __ West Germany 300. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ — — 136 79 _- United Kingdom 37; West Germany 

24; France 16. 

Arsenic oxides and acids ______~--- 81 33 _- France 26; West Germany 5. 

Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 27 31 _- France 8; West Germany 8. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ________-~---~---~----- 528 404 72 Belgium-Luxembourg 125; West Ger- 

many 106. _ . 
Chromium: 

Chromite. ____._.----~------ 14,417 18,726 _— France 7,354; West Germany 6,815; 
. Switzerland 1,605. 

Oxides and hydroxides _______-- 183 197 _- United Kingdom 69; West Germany . 
. 43; Belgium-Luxembourg 34. 

Cobalt: 7 
Oxides and hydroxides __.__---- 78 48 _- France 25; West Germany 9. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — _ — 254 196 5 West Germany 69; United Kingdom 

Columbium and tantalum metals , 
including alloys, all forms ______~-~- 8 188 4 West Germany 178. 

Copper: . 
Ore and concentrate_____.----- 9 _- a 
Oxide________---_-------- 35 57 18 United Kingdom 15. 
Ash and residue containing copper _ — 5,434 4,216 -- West Germany 2,566; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,052. 
Sulfate ___.._-.._-_.-------- 612 766 NA France 294; Belgium-Luxembourg 

230; United Kingdom 101. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___._-.---------- 56,006 58,390 31 Belgium-Luxembourg 26,522; West 
Germany 22,366. 

Unwrought________.----- 5,327 5,945 310 West Germany 1,612; Italy 1,342; Tur- 
ey 1,333. 

Semimanufactures ______——- 55,112 48,908 9,482 West Germany 10,906; France 6,049; 
taly 3,437. 

Germanium metal including alloys, all 
forms ____.___._.___..—- value 922,566 $470 NA NA. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought — _ — troy ounces_ — 948,167 922,407 600 Switzerland 542,859; France 219,867. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate except roasted 

pyrite __-.._______------~- 119,490 273,619 _. West Germany 268,387. 
Roasted pyrite ______..__---- 76 87 NA NA. 
Metal: 

Scrap ___—— — thousand -tons_ — 1,241 1,194 _. West Germany 542; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 320; Spain 193. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar . 
materials ____________ — 32,453 22,501 26 West Germany 11,061; United King- 

dom 2,536; Italy 1,841. 
Steel, primary forms 

thousand tons. — 1,979 1,799 147 West Germany 524; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 387; United Kingdom 

Semimanufactures: | 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 

tions. ___.-._-----~- 431,883 424,203 2,303 Belgium Luxembourg 137,118; West 
Germany 88,352; United Kingdom 
50,268. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
thousand tons_ _ 1,803 1,567 86 United Kingdom 302; West Germany 

. 242; Belgium-Luxembourg 200. 
Hoop and strip. ____--- 134,493 118,395 59 West Germany 61,290; Switzerland 

22,389; France 6,749. 
Rails and accessories — — — _ 28,381 29,916 5 Italy 14,535; West Germany 11,300. 
Wire _________-_--- 40,142 42,330 109 West Germany 11,728; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 10,747; France 8,110. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
. y Qnited Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued a, 
Iron and steel —Continued . . 

Metal —Continued , 
Semimanufactures —Continued m4 : 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 438,109 488,899 3,001 West Germany 117,062; Belgium- 
huxembourg 57,729; Argentina 

Castings and forgings, rough 24,680 23,166 19 Belgium-Luxembourg 17,319; West 
oe Germany 4,042. 

Lead: ; 
Oxides _-__9_ - §,153 6,302 __ Italy 2,983; West Germany 2,463; 

U.S.S.R. 450. 
Ash andresidue _____________ 5,328 2,846 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 2,030; West 

Germany 358. 
Metal including alloys: a 

Scrap ~~ 35,362 | 36,153 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 12,578; West 
Germany 12,578; France 10,260. 

Unwrought______________ 18,707 19,696 __ West Germany 13,896; Spain 1,074; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,085. 

Semimanufactures _________ 1,738 1,782 _- N orway 784; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
rap _-__~_. ~~ 1,304 1,421 505 ~—s Italy 461; West Germany 423. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 6,002 4,691 _- West Germany 2,402; United King- 
- dom 1,123; Italy 832. 

Manganese: 
Ores and concentrates__________ 37,422 39,536 __ West Germany 14,592; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5,148; Switzerland 

Oxides _______~____ 10 88 NA NA. -° . 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 2,083 2,487 _- West Germany 1,610; United King- 

dom 363; France 197. . 
Mercury __.._____ 76-pound flasks__ 2,930 5,482 _- West Germany 1,770; United King- 

dom 580; Romania 638. 
Molybdenum: 

Oxide______§___ 2 -_______ 1,445 2,247 _— Austria 249; Italy 256; United King- 
om 256. 

Ni Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 185 181 16 Belgium-Luxembourg 103; France 41. ickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials ___ _ 4,034 3,686 _- West Germany 2,106; France 702; 

Sweden 302. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 488 572 _. Italy 151; France 143; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 68. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 2,071 2,168 39 West Germany 633; Finland 365; Swe- 
en 304. 

Unwrought______________ 3,816 4,446 __ Italy 2,816; West Germany 503; 
France 392. , 

Semimanufactures _________ 525 288 _- West Germany 89; Switzerland 35; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 30. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 49,931 40,576 1,325 United Kingdom 9,806; West Ger- 

— many 8,101; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Selenium, elemental.____________ 3 2 NA NA. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought . 
thousand troy ounces__ 10,100 © 8,127 48 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,631; France 

” 2,020; West Germany 1,253. Tellurium and arsenic, elemental___ __ 44 61 _. France 30; West Germany 6. in: 
Oxides __________________ 8 7 — All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap --_______________ 513 361 __ United Kingdom 175; West Germany 

Unwrought______________ 1,275 1,945 _ West Germany 1,430; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 368. 

Semimanufactures __________ 738 795 2 West Germany 448; Belgium- 
oo, Luxembourg 124; Sweden 45. Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 2,599 26,386 — West Germany 5,495; United King- 
; dom 4,208; Turkey 3,406. Oxides _-_________________ 1,089 831 ~- West Germany 243; Belgium- 

. ; Luxembourg 166; Italy 149. Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 114 77 3 Italy 22; France 19; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 12. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
. y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate__________- 1,161 1,656 40 U.S.S.R. 939; Czechoslovakia 248; 

United Kingdom 140. 
Metal including alloys, allforms ___ 202 202 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 166; West Ger- 

many 16. 
Zinc: 

Ash and residue containing zinc _ _ _ — 12,359 11,854 _ Belgium-Luxembourg 5,918; West 
Germany 4,154; France 1,592. 

Ore and concentrate_______—~_--- 11,501 7,306 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 6,512; France 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ________~-_-~---- 4,419 6,576 _— West Germany 2,822; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,994; France 1,300. 
Dust (blue powder) ____—~-—-_~-~ 3,457 2,933 NA NA. 
Unwrought_ ___ -_______-- 136,807 163,201 9,037 West Germany 43,884; United King- 

dom 34,228; France 22,816. 
Semimanufactures __— —_ ~~ —_ 2,554 3,815 __ West Germany 2,616; Republic of 

South Africa 294; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 244. 

Zirconium ore and concentrate ___ ~~~ 270 24,840 — West Germany 14,227; France 4,182; 
United Kingdom 2,253. 

Other : 
Ores and concentrates______-~-- 23,363 29,159 _— West Germany 7,229; United King- — 

. dom 4,692; Italy 4,482. 
Ash and residue containing 

nonferrous metals ________~~-~- 18,295 8,774 _- West Germany 4,291;United King- 
dom 1,102; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___ — _ 46 51 _- France 17; United Kingdom 10; West 
Germany 10. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 38 21 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 7; West Ger- 
many 5. 

NONMETALS 

. Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc __-__ Le 19,680 8,002 31 West Germany 3,430; Thailand 1,100; 
, . United Kingdom 604. 

Corundun, artificial. _________~ 306 411 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 170; Australia 
96; West Germany 7. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
' _ precious stones, including diamond 

kilograms. — 152 171 8 East Germany 54; Sweden 20; United 
- Kingdom 15. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ____ 2 3,543 4,118 18 West Germany 982; United Kingdom 

819; France 677. 
Asbestos, crude_____......_-- 56 36 NA NA. 
Barium materials: 

Barite and witherite____.______ 77,458 122,537 7,036 United Kingdom 51,722; Norway , 
20,589; Cameroon 16,072. 

Oxides __. -_-__._-____~---_ 388 603 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 237; West Ger- 
many 220. 

Borates, crude, natural ___________ 369,997 400,154 _— West Germany 86,417; France 78,963; 
United Kindgom 55,828. 

Cement_____-_.-....-_____-- 370,797 391,278 — West Germany 181,098; Nigeria 
99,766; Belgium-Luxembourg 
69,653. 

Chalk________~_~ ~~ ee 25,753 26,757 — Belgium-Luxembourg 25,313. 
Clays and clay products : 

Crude: 
Bentonite______________- 26,462 35,210 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 12,227; United 

ingdom 8,050; France 4,401. 
Fuller’s earth, dinas earth, 
chamotte.___________-_~_ 3,270 2,087 _— West Germany 903; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 791; Nigeria 99. 
Kaolin _________------- 88,931 79,203 _- Belgium-Luxembourg a7 164; West 

Germany 7,540. 
Kyanite and sillimanite _ ___ __ 519 1,896 -- Belgium -Tuxembourg 708; West Ger- 

many 369. 
Other ________.-~------ 85,636 80,080 __ West Germany 57,212; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 17,211. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _______-~------- 34,975 33,845 17 West Germany 14,073; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5,338; Italy 2,695. 
Nonrefractory ____-___---- 833,476 852,100 269 West Germany 623,535; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 156,001; France 
41,475. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

ee nena eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond excluding dust and powder: 
Worked: 

Gem___________- carats__ 122,300 107,228 4,800 Belgium-Luxembourg 28,759 Switzer- 
land 27,271; Israel 14,706. 

Industrial _________do____ 11,468 7,994 992 Hong Kong 2,510; Japan 1,452; Unit- 
. ed Kingdom 1,113. 

Unworked: 
Gem____________-do____ 21,439 87,967 749 Belgium-Luxembourg 83,734; Switz- 

erland 2,115. 
Industrial _________do____ 833,999 825,518 218,321 Belgium-Luxembourg 189,291; Unit- 

ed Kingdom 118,543; Japan 59,683. 
Unsorted ___________do____ 295,223 59,541 9,063 Israel 23,617; Belgium-Luxembourg 

17,734; West Germany 3,580. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 559 657 NA France 178; Belgium-Luxembourg 160. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite____ _____ 7,863 15,696 _- West Germany 9,229; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 4,914. 
Fertilizer materials: 

. Crude: 
Phosphatic____-_.._______ 71,426 64,064 _- West Germany 47,113; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 14,170. 
Other including mixed _______ 77,507 106,894 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 83,644; West 

Germany 17,748. 
Manufactured: 

. Nitrogenous _ _ thousand tons_ _ 3,137 2,882 263 India 524; France 409; West Germany 
342; Brazil 302. 

Phosphatic including Thomas slag 326,500 279,071 _- France | 15,762; West Germany 

Potassic_ ~_-__~_____~______ 3,346 5,694 — Nigeria 3,056; Denmark 791; Oman 
642; Sudan 450. 

Other including mixed 
thousand tons__ 1,077 1,033 _- France 407; West Germany 128; 

United Kingdom 104. 
Ammonia _________________ 540,642 609,061 3,980 Belgium-Luxembourg 349,414; West 

Germany 69,054; France 46,730. 
Graphite, natural ______________ 644 515 __ West Germany 388; East Germany 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 3,475 2,170 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,232. 
Lime ___. ~~~ 4,940 5,297 -- West Germany 3,849; Nigeria 592; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 449. 
Magnesium materials: 

Magnesite _________________ 34,376 30,934 176 West Germany 14,362; France 3,859; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 2,503. 

Oxide___ ~~ 13 85 57 Belgium-Luxembourg 1. 
Mica, crude and worked___________ 1,233 983 _- United Kingdom 220; West Germany 

210; Belgium-Luxembourg 116. 
Pigments, mineral, including processed . 

iron oxide__________________ 6,567 7,488 1,654 West Germany 2,110; France 1,791; 
United Kingdom 619. 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
except diamond ______ kilograms_ _ 1,480 2,056 NA West Germany 1,000. 

Salt and brine______ thousand tons__ 2,475 2,159 30 Belgium-Luxembourg 577; West Ger- 
many 441; Finland 420. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda________________ 157,193 189,748 4,318 China 70,674; Belgium-Luxembourg 

17,519; Sweden 16,937. 
Caustic potash ______________ 109,333 37,602 __ West Germany 33,694. 
Sodaash___ __~_____~________ 151,905 154,896 _. West Germany 37,548; Denmark 

17,594; Belgium-Luxembourg 
13,272. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Unworked and partly worked_ _ _ 5,138 7,408 __ West Germany 5,648; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 898. 

Worked____~___________ 9,579 26,949 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 19,484; West 
Germany 6,478. 

Dolomite_____~_~_~2~_ ~~~ _____ 10,568 15,483 — West Germany 7,791; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 6,141. 

Gravel and crushed stone 
thousand tons_ _ 4,493 4,090 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 3,757; West 

Germany 319. 
Limestone, excluding dimension_ _ _ _ 119 59,942 — Belgium-Luxembourg 59,893. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 13,169 13,393 _- West Germany 10,209; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,421; Austria 746. 
Sand, excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons_ _ 9,304 9,341 _. Belgium-Luxembourg 8,940; West 
Germany 307. 

Strontium material, oxide _________ 5 329 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur: 
Elemental ___~_§____________ _ 11,015 16,038 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 15,514. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ______~_____ 160,579 143,341 1,107 Belgium-Luxembourg 81,570; Turkey 

19,115; Mexico 10,093. 
Tale and steatite _______________ 4,066 8,011 _— West Germany 4,100; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,468. 
Other : 

Crude________________ 263,859 197,104 72 West Germany 78,672; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 62,471; France 39,601. 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing: 

From iron and steel manufacture 137,543 36,993 _. West Germany 28,286; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 7,942. 

Unspecified _._-_______~-~- 131,103 209,263 200 Belgium-Luxembourg 105,954; Unit- 
ed Arab Emirates 24,075; Norway 
23,848. 

Building materials of asphalt, 
asbestos and fiber cements, 
unfired nonmetals! ___________ 17,836 14,973 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 9,454; West 

Germany 3,568. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___ —_ — — 7 4,540 _— West Germany 4,535. : 
Carbon black ____________~_____ 84,091 82,059 123 France 37,821; West Germany 17,555; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 10,379. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons_ _ 1,032 1,547 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 583; West Ger- 

many 409; Finland 178. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal. _~§_- § Le 9,862 1,702 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 1,498. 

Lignite including briquets ___—__~— 1,259 1,689 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,606. 
Coke and semicoke______________ 739,373 751,921 __ France 277,284; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 240,188; West Ger- 
many 149,661; United Kingdom 
20,812. 

Gas, hydrocarbon: 
Manufactured. _§_§_.~________~_ 235,346 222,982 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 118,109; West 

Germany 74,919. 
Natural ___-—~— million cubic feet. _ 1,990,439 1,931,653 — West Germany 910,954; France 

393,760; Italy 277,652. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___.. __ 28,371 32,745 -- West Germany 17,935; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 6,208; France 3,685. 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ _ _ 112,425 160,432 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 104,601; 

France 26,323; West Germany 
25,937. 

Petroleum: 
Crude_ ____ _— _42-gallon barrels_ _ 104,878 100,079 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 65,740; West 

Germany 34,339. 

Refinery products:? 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 84,115 79,900 370 West Germany 41,535; United King- 
dom 1,311; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Kerosine __________do____ 24,626 21,554 — West Germany 9,621; Denmark 2,663; 
Nigeria 2,000. 

Distillate fuel oil _.___ do____ 107,759 100,345 2 West Germany 49,331; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 12,152; Denmark 

Residual fuel oil. _ _ __ _do__ __ 99,956 84,491 174 United Kingdom 9,363; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 9,259; West Germany 

Lubricants _ _ _____—-do___-_ 4,357 4,377 21 Belgium-Luxembourg 784; United 
Kingdom 412; West Germany 270. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ _ __ 3,363 2,561 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,405; West 
Germany 581. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ ___ 605 634 4 West Germany 197; United Kingdom 

191; France 49. 
Petroleum coke ~~ -—do_ _ -_ _ 390 396 19 West Germany 205; Italy 47; France 

45, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
| “me United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued a 
Refinery products: —Continued 

Other —Continued | . 

- Bitumen and other residues 
thousand 42-gallon 

barrels_ _ 2,092 2,522 — West Germany 920; Denmark 739; 
Norway 405. 

Bituminous mixtures do_ _ _ _ 420 265 — West Germany 104; Norway 36; 
Sudan 29. 

Unspecified______do____ 559 567 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 256; West Ger- 
. many 85; France 38. 

Total ___.___do____ 328,242 297,612 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, ; ; 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ ™674,359 827,830 15,712 West Germany 564,099; United King- 
dom 84,585; Belgium-Luxembourg 
53,065. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Excludes quantity valued at $7,695,618 in 1979 and $7,459,967 in 1980. . 
2Includes bunkers. 

Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Sources, 1980 

Co dit 1979 1980 : 
mms Buited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite. __~§_§_~$_~§_~_~____ 193,695 196,261 109 Greece 183,987; Guyana 4,960; China 

4,174. 
Oxides and hydroxides___________ 587,570 603,900 686 Suriname 233,266; Greece 211,237; 

France 96,684. 
Ash and residue containing aluminum _ 2,819 4,299 _— West Germany 3,064; France 529; 

. Spain 457. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________________ 33,468 44,713 8,292 West Germany 18,045; United King- 
om 5,141. 

Unwrought___§_§___________ 167,331 215,831 9,545 Norway 115,172; West Germany 27,832; 
United Kingdom 15,567. 

Semimanufactures __________ 107,368 116,952 7,379 West Germany 36,451; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 24,874; France 8,814. 

Antimony: 
Oxides ~__ 2 LLL 1,141 985 — Bolivia 286; United Kingdom 258; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 203. 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ 132 112 _- China 61; Belgium-Luxembourg 39. 

Arsenic oxides and acids __________ _ 1538 24 _- West Germany 5; Mexico 4. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 2 7 _- United Kingdom 5. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _ 54 62 D Belgium-Luxembourg 32. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms 85 68 Le Zaire 30; France 10. 
Chromium: 

Chromite______~_~____~________ 6,866 27,176 8 Republic of South Africa 25,743. 
Oxides and hydroxides___________ 888 790 11 West Germany 644. 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ 59 126 _- West Germany 102. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides__________ _ 286 197 D5 Belgium-Luxembourg 88; United King- 

dom 22. 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ 194 180 10 Brazil 46; West Germany 37; East Ger- 

many 20. 
Columbium and tantalum____ ~~~ ____ 1 2 NA NA. 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate ____________ 68 _ 
Oxides and hydroxides. __________ 1,103 618 — West Germany 280; Italy 200; Norway 

81. 
Sulfate ~~~ ~~ 22 Le 4,285 4,401 34 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,100; France 

1,244; U.S.S.R. 592. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y gn ited -Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Copper —Continued , 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _____.~____________ 21,139 29,459 1,188 West Germany 8,626; France 6,152; 

United Kingdom 5,691. 
Unwrought_______~__~_____- 31,166 21,616 622 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,556; West Ger- 

many 3,400; Zambia 2,623. 
Semimanufactures __________ 103,781 104,881 1,615 West Germany 44,888; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 30,935; France 13,468. 
Gold: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ $82] $2,247 __ ery ae $1,756; United Kingdom 

402. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

or partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,086 762 103 United Kingdom 185; Switzerland 145; 

France 139. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate except roasted 
pyrite ______-_-—_ thousand tons_ _ 7,431 7,085 102 Brazil 2,265; Sweden 1,900; Canada 

- 1,195. 
Roasted pyrite. __ _. __________- 25 169 NA NA. 
Metal: 

Scrap ___________~------ 197,088 153,115 2,661 West Germany 59,093; Unit ed King- 
dom 51,904; Belgium-Luxembourg 

. 20,058. 
Pig iron, spiegeleisen, sponge iron, 

powder, shot. ..______—_ ~~ 75,215 65,005 20 Brazil 15,928; West Germany 15,071; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 8,609. 

Ferroalloys. _____________- 43,674 46,074 3885 Norway 16,536; France 9,190; West Ger- 
many 5,065. 

Steel, primary forms ________—- 367,253 298,689 _— West, Germany 123,254; Norway 
113,633. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections __ thousand tons_ _ 1,196 1,306 (1) Belgium-Luxembourg 526; West Ger- 
many 430; France 160. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do____ 1,016 1,057 2 Belgium-Luxembourg 469; West Ger- 

many 380. 
Hoop and strip. _.______. 187,099 226,496 84 West Germany 129,655; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 76,197. 
Rails and accessories _ __ _ _ _ 51,735 45,863 44 West Germany 31,685; France 10,991. 
Wire ______-___ Lee 83,089 75,649 60 Belgium-Luxembourg 37,026; West 

Germany 29,232. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ____ — _ 607,888 ° 758,235 2,130 West Germany 474,258; France 88,277; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 52,167. 
Castings and forgings, rough... - 19,011 21,547 17 West Germany 12,013; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 6,468. 
Lead: 

Oxides 22 8 ee 8,055 6,148 31 West Germany 3,809; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,212. 

Ash and residue containing lead. _ | _ _ 4,676 3,313 52 West ' Germany 1,603; United Kingdom 
1,000. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap. 2 10,022 9,752 1,318 West Germany 5,253; Ireland 769; 

Switzerland 692. 
Unwrought _.._.. ._.. 2. 56,073 62,620 5,702 United Kingdom 16,261; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 15,361; Australia 8,230. 
Semimanufactures ..._____. . 4,728 d,737 _ Belgium-Luxembourg 3,754; West Ger- 

many 943; France 941. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

rap - Ce 875 838 _. West Germany 485; United Kingdom 
110; Belgium-Luxembourg 91. 

Unwrought  ..........__-_..- 6,858 5,580 5,062 France 24]; Norway 234. 
Semimanufactures ...  ...... 272 298 Lo West Germany 194; Switzerland 24. 

Manganese: 
Ores and concentrates ee 89,268 46,779 L Australia 5,978; Belgium-Luxembourg 

1,204. 
Oxides 1,075 1,151 40 Belgium-Luxembourg 990. 
Metal including alloys, all forms. . 2,090 2,558 Republic of South Africa 2,292. 

Mercury , 76-pound flasks 3,48] 5,947 87 West Germany 2,205; Spain 899; 
France 870. 

Molybdenum: 
xides . 64 107 102 France 3. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 235 175 7 Belgium-Luxembourg 59; West Ger- 
many 48. 

Nickel: 
Oxides and hydroxides . 725 1,127 40 Canada 599; Australia 385. 
Matte, speiss, similar materials a 4,267 3,695 _ Cuba 3,587. . 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Bhited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap __________ ~~ _____ 875 1,021 76 United Kingdom 397; West Germany 

167; France 110. 
Unwrought____=__~________ 5,078 5,567 — Republic of South Africa 2,344; U.S.S.R. 

Semimanufactures _________ 1,951 1,196 181 United Kingdom 419; West Germany 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, » . 
unwrought or partly wrought 

troy ounces__ 64,447 63,174 | 3,147 West Germany 22,500; France 9,090; 
United Kingdom 7,305. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought . 

thousand troy ounces. _ 4,703 6,949 176 West Germany 1,786; France 1,294; 
United Kingdom 1,161. . 

Tellurium and arsenic, elemental _ _ _ _ _ _ 63 59 38 Sweden 11; China 10. 
in: - 
Ore and concentrate ____________ 3,437 3,338 5 Bolivia 2,207; Republic of South Africa 

Oxides _. 22 = et 86 115 _- United Kingdom 88; West Germany 15. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _-__~_-__ .-_ Le 470 402 37 West Germany 204; France 82. 
Unwrought. 2 ~~ 2 5,539 5,761 70 Thailand 1,718; Malaysia 1,250; West 

Germany 598. 
Semimanufactures __________ 138 128 _— West Germany 53; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 39. 
Titanium: . 

Ore and concentrate _. ~- _-_§______ 4,257 37,138 -- Australia 12,278; Republic of South 
Africa 10,406; Sri Lanka 8,255. 

Oxides ___ LLL 9,040 5,886 196 West Germany 3,647; United Kingdom 
487; Finland 477. 

Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ — 260 239 85 West Germany 39; Japan 35. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate ___§_§_______-_ 99 232 -- Portugal 120; Singapore 76. 
Oxides _________~__ Le 1 9 _. All from West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, all forms. _ _ _ _ 123 142 2 Belgium Luxembourg 64; United King- 

om 46. 
vanadium oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ 8 14 _- West Germany 13. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 340,492 346,655  . __ Ireland 106,004; Canada 61,982; 

Australia 52,660. 
Oxides and peroxides __________. 3,774 3,836 15 United Kingdom 1,451; West Germany 

911; Belgium-Luxembourg 718. 
Matte... _-_- 2 2 LL 192 257 _— France 182; West Germany 68. 
Ash and residue containing zinc. __ . . 13,323 17,541 _.. West Germany 16,420; France 562. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap... 2. 2 ee 9,447 9,805 _- West Germany 6,540; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,766. 

Dust (blue powder) ___ .. ___. 2,327 2,351 _— West Germany 1,152; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,107. 

Unwrought.. .__._ =. 22,699 25,521 _— West Germany 10,592; Spain 8,702. 
Semimanufactures .. . _____. 4,710 4,890 _- West Germany 2,833; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,714. 
Zirconium: ; 

Oreand concentrate... _______- 214 27,011 — Australia 23,064; Republic of South Af- 
rica 2,291. 

Oxide? Ce 85 5d 30 West Germany 10. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates Doe 27,944 28,247 = 24,767 Chile 3,125. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals . oo , 58,879 50,914 135 Canada 45,078. 

Metal: 
Metalloids: 

Phosphorus. a 143 147 . West Germany 135. 
Selenium. . 10 7 _. Canada 2; Japan 1. 
Silicon a 6,428 5,455 _. Republic of South Africa 3,367; West 

Germany 922; France 729. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare- 

earth metals . 95 162 West Germany 125. 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms 61 12 2 France 3. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides 157 218 7 Belgium-Luxembourg 196. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 . 

y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS . 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc 394,378 449,876 136 West Germany 441,807. 
Corundun, artificial. __-9__ 2 ~~ ~___ 6,057 6,326 569 West Germany 4,195; France 716. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones, including diamond 
kilograms_ _ 208 165 6 Ireland 92; United Kingdom 30. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and — 
stones ___________________ 2,825 2,752 241 West Germany 1,214; Austria 480; Italy 

19. 
Asbestos, crude ___..__9_________- 28,235 19,042 593 Canada 12,050; Italy 3,266. 
Barium compounds: 

Barite and witherite___________ _ 201,894 81,728 — China 23,386; Morocco 21,112; Italy 
18,990. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __— — —_ 409 673 _- U.S.S.R. 363; West Germany 207. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates___________ 383,922 426,411 405,406 Turkey 12,430. 
Oxide and acid _____._~_~_______ 2,473 2,382 666 France 1,300. 

Cement________-_-_-— thousand tons. — 3,268 3,308 a Belgium-Luxembourg 1,682; West Ger- 
many 1,601. 

Chalk__~_~~ ~~ ~~ LLL 67,613 64,605 — France 40,046; West Germany 12,037; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 11,220. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Bentonite________~__-~___ Le 62,633 64,756 22,704 Greece 30,265; West Germany 6,181. 
Fuller’s earth, dinas earth, 
chamotte______________ 36,479 34,829 1,835 West Germany 20,597; France 5,866. 

Kaolin, ~~~ 22 438,693 469,562 66,338 United Kingdom 195,954; West Ger- 
many 132,945. 

Kyanite and sillimanite _______ 1,464 3,359 a Republic of South Africa 1,907; West 
. Germany 822. 

Unspecified. ___._.________- 774,769 676,930 16,133 West Germany 643,251. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ___ 2 _~__ 2 Le 60,463 56,724 699 West Germany 30,961; United King- 

dom 11,036; Austria 5,528. 
Nonrefractory ____________— 367,879 310,098 5 West Germany 102,596; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 92,977; Italy 62,987. 
Cryolite and chiolite $$... -_____ 314 221 a. All from Denmark. 
Diamond: _ 
Worked: . 

Gem ___-________~— carats._ 141,479 150,071 2,629 Belgium-Luxembourg 66,896; Israel: 
. 35,436. 

Industrial. ____.__.__do____ 21,669 13,741 — France 12,176. 
Unworked: 

Gem _________.__.do____ 63,770 77,968 53 Belgium-Luxembourg 40,202; Republic 
of South Africa 14,172. 

Industrial. ._-_____..._do.___ 855,816 575,506 46,485 United Kingdom 225,002; Ireland 
. 149,481; Belgium-Luxembourg 

110,316. 
Unsorted ________. __do.___ 557,676 138,899 = 17,253 United Kingdom 97,085; Ireland 10,346. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ . _ _ 17,460 16,489 1,949 Denmark 11,353. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite._________ 63,086 68,703 _- Norway 32,569; Canada 9,009; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 7,375. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous ______________ 23,019 23,872 _- Chile 23,738. 
Phosphatic _ _ _ _ thousand tons_ _ 2,451 2,485) 799 Morocco 788; Togo 652; Israel 224. 
Potassic. ._-..___._~_____- 8,130 4,793 _- West Germany 2,947; France 1,846. 
Other including mixed _ _ __ ____ 86,578 87,068 1 West Germany 79,472; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5,480. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _._ ..._. 2 292,820 291,283 } Belgium-Luxembourg 134,389; United 
Kingdom 46,827; West Germany 

Phosphatic..-..._.______..- 67,082 63,733 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 48,467; West 
Germany 8,326; East Germany 3,644. 

Potassic. =~. -... Lee 394,648 389,800 1 West Germany 127,347; U.S.S.R. 73,208; 
East Germany 534,848. 

Other including mixed .____. __ 15,748 136,763 1,222 West Germany 55,463; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 33,308; United Kingdom 

Ammonia eee ee ee ee 160,562 156,988 NA NA. 
Graphite, natural... - wee en eee ee 1,169 782 _- West Germany 341; China 300; United 

Kingdom 125. 
Gypsum and plasters... . _..-____- 370,565 425,223 70 West Germany 234,662; France 158,141. 
Lime ......... thousand tons. — 938 801 a e Belgium-Luxembourg 485; West Ger- 

many 316. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Magnesium compounds: 
Magnesite _._ $$ _-___ 69,224 71,852 __ Greece 22,586; China 19,075; U.S.S.R. 

Mi Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ______ 72 142 a United Kingdom 88; West Germany 27. 
ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ _ 2,151 1,999 203 N orway 813; United Kingdom 376; Can- 

ada 341. 
_ Worked including agglomerated 

splittings __-__.~._~_________ 29 26 1 Switzerland 9; Belgium-Luxembourg 6. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ 15,111 14,239 73 West Germany 12,475; United King- 

om 465. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, natural 

and synthetic other than diamond, un- 
worked and worked _ _ ~~ — kilograms_ _ 60,885 69,623 28,250 West Germany 19,008; Uruguay 4,378. 

Salt and brine__§__§_§__§___________ 313,733 71,173 88 West Germany 41,466; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 14,825; Italy 12,000. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda_________________ 189,967 234,615 __ West Germany 97,884; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 94,634; East Germany 
32,339. 

Caustic potash ______~_~___~_~____ 6,755 7,252 60 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,994; France 
2,015; West Germany 667. 

Sodaash ______~ 58,080 63,276 19,039 France 13,225; East Germany 12,633; 
West Germany 10,848. . 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Unworked and partly worked 
thousand tons_ _ 1,026 1,619 — West Germany 803; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 688. 
Worked ________~_~_____ Le 60,890 59,811 __ Italy 30,692; West Germany 7,949; 

Portugal 6,481. . 
Dolomite______ — thousand tons_ _ 995 923 —_ Belgium Luxembourg 770; West Ger- 

many 127. 
Gravel and crushed rock ____do____ 15,515 17,090 — West Germany 11,331; Belgium- 

vuxembourg 3,451; United Kingdom 

Limestone excluding dimension 
do. ___ 841 841 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 808. 

Quartz and quartzite___________- 18,402 28,146 — West Germany 12,944; Norway 12,910. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

thousand tons_ _ 8,120 7,593 _- West Germany 6,782; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 780. 

strontium: Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ 193 49 NA NA. 
ulfur: 
Elemental _____~_~___________ 455,752 468,098 179,964 West Germany 127,718; France 87,114; 

Poland 65,220. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum __ ~~ _______ 370,860 293,930 10,013 West Germany 228,398; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 33,286. 
Talc, steatite, pyrophyllite _._______ _ 23,404 32,827 585 Norway 11,480; Austria 8,509; Finland 

Other: 
Crude: 

Quartz, electronic grade 
kilograms_ _ 5 34 NA NA. 

Other _____-_-_ thousand tons__ 1,659 1,960 7 West Germany 1,010; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 927. 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not 
metal-bearing: 

From iron and steel manufacture 
do_ ___ 3,956 2,585 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 1,328; West Ger- 

many 1,093. 
Unspecified. __ _______do____ 664 673 _- West Germany 571; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 101. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals® 148,093 157,122 1,539 Belgium-Luxembourg 94,350; West 
Germany 25,862. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Tinted .».»&#322. OD 
mmony United Other (principal) — 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ________ 12,985 3,533 992 West Germany 2,426. 
Carbon black and gas carbon _________ 9,007 411,724 827 West Germany 7,887; France 1,934. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons_ _ 6,211 7,155 2,802 West Germany 1,376; Australia 1,174; 

Poland 942. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal_~_ 2 Le 6,610 5,582 — West Germany 5,238. 

Lignite including briquets _______~— 183,448 194,101 —_ All from West Germany. 
Coke and semicoke __________~_____ 849,264 856,789 103,317 West Germany 572,459; United King- 

dom 142,528. 
Gas, hydrocarbon: 

Natural. ____— million cubic feet. — 115,304 133,448 — West Germany 119,371; Norway 14,076. 
Manufactured. _____~____.--__- 112,884 117,993 _— East Germany 63,266; France 24,760; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 23,391. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______~— 2,883 3,113 (4) Belgium Luxembourg 2,126; West Ger- 

many 412; France 318. 
Peat including briquets and litter ____ __ 476,538 524,046 _- West Germany 501,649. 
Petroleum:5 

Crude_— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 450,862 371,720 _- Saudi Arabia 141,309; Nigeria 79,778; 
Kuwait 41,301. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ___________do____ 66,878 60,961 151 U.S.S.R. 12,522; Belgium-Luxembourg 

5,677; Algeria 4,564. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ____do____ 4,656 2,321 22 France 693; Belgium-Luxembourg 414; 

United Kingdom 340. 
Distillate fuel oi] ____.do___~_ 23,944 25,714 5 U.S.S.R. 11,944; Belgium-Luxembourg 

4,790; United Kingdom 1,431. 
Residual fuel oil __ __ _ __._do____ 25,149 36,212 __ United Kingdom 6,528; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5,740; Iran 3,664. 
Lubricants __ ___._____do____ 2.036 2,301 190 Belgium Luxembourg 641; France 277; 

nited Kingdom 264. 
Other: . 

Liquefied petroleum gas . 
do_ ___ 5,191 6,895 _. Saudi Arabia 2,107; United Kingdom 

1,683; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,296. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 432 404 16 Austria 116; West Germany 98; France 

Petroleum coke_ ____do____ TO 777 2,985 1,758 West Germany 665; Netherlands Antil- 
es 254. 

Bitumen__ _____—__do____ 1,454 1,663 655 Belgium-Luxembourg 753; West Ger- 
many 250. 

Bituminous mixtures _do_ _ __ 157 175 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 96; West Ger- 
many 58. 

Unspecified _______do____ Tg9 93 5 West Germany 45; France 21; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 17. 

Total __._.__.__.do____ 132,763 139,724 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ____ _ ™804,614 761,003 26,038 West Germany 213,582; Sweden 
119,367; Canada 75,735. 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include germanium oxides. 
3Excludes quantities valued at $24,295,985 in 1979 and $27,067,856 in 1980. 
*Excludes quantity of gas carbon valued at $470 in 1980. 
5Includes bunkers. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS energy costs. The electricity was supplied to 
. the smelter by the country’s largest nuclear 

Aluminum.—The largest of the two alu- powerplant Zeeuwse Energy Co. 
minum smelting plants, that of Péchiney —Iron and Steel.—Not long after joining 
Nederland NV at Vlissingen, with a capaci- forces with a West German company, 
ty of 170,000 metric tons, was reportedly Hoesch AG, in 1980, the giant Netherlands 
unprofitable in 1981, because of escalating steel producer Este] Hoogovens BV (former-
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: ly Hoogovens IJmuiden BV) experienced  rock-salt strata, which form part of the 

several problems in 1981: The general crisis Upper Permian Zechstein Basin, extending 

in the European steel industry, the inclu- from Poland to eastern Scotland. The 100- 
sion of the Netherlands in the U.S. produc- meter saltbeds occur at depths of 1,500 to 
ers’ suits, and the possible breakup of the 2,000 meters. Billiton’s mining concession 
Estel partnership. In 1981, the company consisted of 7,000 acres with sufficient re- 

registered a loss for the second year. State Serves to sustain production of 100,000 tons 
subsidy during the year amounted to about Of magnesia annually for at least 40 years. 
$540 million.? Nevertheless, in 1981 Hoogo- Two companies were set up to develop the 
vens was one of the most modern, most deposits: Noordelijke Zoutwinning NV was 

efficient, and least subsidized steel produc- ¢° Mine the rock salt, while Magnesia Inter- 
ers in Europe. Hoogovens’ output in 1981 national BV was to reclaim salts from 
was 5.2 million tons, up slightly from 5.0 seawater and to manufacture the refractory 

million tons in 1980, while sales improved ™agnesia. The plant was to use the conven- 
from 4.1 million tons in 1980 to 4.5 million tonal seawater magnesia technology with — 
tons in 1981. Exports to the United States we P arif Stages“ wet circult none 
accounted for about 12% to 15% of the . rine purification and magnesium hy TOX- 
firm’s sales in 1981. ide precipitation, and a dry circuit involving 

: . Icination, pelletizing, and dead burning. 
During the year, Hoogovens planned in- ca P . oo 

. . The plant was to differ from existing cen- 
vestments at its IJmuiden plant for the tral European practice, other than using 
second-phase reconstruction of a coke bat- brine rather than seawater feed. in that 
tery and the completion of the 1.4-million- goog burning would be performed in high- 

ton-per-year billet mill. The firm also plan- temperature shaft kilns, which in 1981 were 
ned to install a vacuum ladle and to builda ore energy efficient than the conventional 
coal injection sy stem for two blast furnaces. rotary kilns. Harbison-Walker Refractories 

7 The Netherlands’ electric steelmaker, (Co. of the United States supplied the tech- 
Nedstaal BV, reached an agreement in 1981 nology for the process. The kilns were to be 

| with its parent company, Thyssen AG of the gas fired, using natural gas from local 
Federal Republic of Germany, to keep in gasfields. 
operation the two most efficient furnaces of Zinc.—Billiton International Metals BV, 

its four 35-ton units. Thyssen was to provide in a joint venture with Australian Mining & 
over $70 million for the modernization of Smelting, Ltd., expanded its zinc production 
Nedstaal’s scrap bay and ingot stripping capacity to 182,000 metric tons in 1981 from 
operation. The Netherlands Government 150,000 tons in 1980. The approximate cost 
was to provide another $40 million for the of the expansion of the zinc electrolysis 
plant’s electricity requirements and for plant was about $15 million, and the plant 
compliance with environmental regu- was to become operational in 1982. 
lations. Over the next several years, howev- 
er, the work force was slated for reduction NONMETALS 

by L, ver one-third. a . Lime.—The Netherlands does not possess 
ead.—Contributing to the growing . , Ss ge . 

worldwide importance of the secondary lead sufficiently high-quality indigenous lime- 
. stone for the production of quicklime or 
industry, the Netherlands TeP ortedly pro- hydrated lime. Indigenous limestone and 
duced only secondary lead in 1981, most of dolomite were used mainly in fertilizer, 
which was imported and refined in the cattle feed, and aggregate applications. On- 
country’s only secondary plant, at Arnhem, ly one company, CV Nekami Kalk, was 

owned by Billiton International Metals BV. actively engaged in the production and 

A new 45,000-ton-per-year plant was plan- marketing of its own burnt lime in 1981. 
ned to replace the old 25,000-ton plant in This company also sold and distributed up 
1982. . to 35,000 tons of various imported limestone. 
Magnesium.—In 1981, Billiton Delfstof- and dolomite products in the Netherlands 

fen BV completed the construction of its for special applications. Through a subsid- 
magnesia-from-brines project, at Veendam iary, BV Nekami-Gouda, the company pro- 

in Groningen Province. The production was duced almost 90,000 tons of hydrated lime 
aimed mostly at the manufacture of refrac- and other derived products at its plant in 

tory products. Billiton was encouraged to Gouda. All of the lime feedsteck was import- 
invest in the project because of the avail- ed from Belgium, where Nekami had anoth- 
ability of magnesium-bearing salts in the er subsidiary, Chaux-Brison, S.A., based in 
region. In the Netherlands, large accumula-_ Seilles, which quarried a high-quality 97% 
tions of magnesium-bearing salts occur in to 98% CaCO; Devonian limestone in
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the Meuse Valley. sharp increases in the price of oil and gas, 
Salt.—Akzo Zout Chemie BV was the _ the use of imported coal increased 10% in 

Netherland’s largest and Europe’s tenth 1981. The iron and steel industry used 
largest chemical concern in 1981. Akzo Zout almost 90% of it. 
was the sole producer of salt, with mines at Coal imports for the generation of elec- 
Hengelo, Heiligerlee, and Zuidwending. The tricity are expected to rise from over 2.5 
company also sold soda ash and sodium million tons to 26 million tons by the turn of 
sulfate, which it produced at its Delfzijl the century. Substantial expansion of coal 
plant. In addition to the mine at Hengelo, use was to be based on secure supplies 

Akzo Zout operated a processing plant through long-term contracts. In view of 
there, which produced table salt, industrial that, the Government in 1981 was promot- 

salt, ice control salt, salt for water soften- ing participation in overseas coal produc- 

ing, salt licks, chlorine, and caustic soda. tion in order to contribute to the security of 
In addition to the mines, there were three supply. In this respect, a 10-year contract 

salt plants operating at Delfzijl in 1981, with Poland for the supply of 600,000 tons of 
using brine from Winschoten near Gronin- steam coal annually was concluded in 1977. 
gen as raw material. The combined produc- However, in view of the economic crisis in 
tion from the three plants was 2 million Poland, the supply from Poland dropped 

tons annually. almost 50% in 1981. 
Even though the last coal mine in the 

MINERAL FUELS Netherlands ceased operation in 1974, esti- 
The energy requirements of the Nether- mated potential reserves amounted to some 

lands were heavily dependent on domestic 2 billion tons. This low-grade coal, however, 
natural gas and imported oil in 1981, as in Would be too expensive to recover. — 

previous years. Production of oil and gas A number of coal gasification pilot proj- 
from the North Sea in 1981, although mod- ects were investigated in 1981, and when 
est, was running at a record level, and implemented could increase coal imports by 
reportedly more than 300 drilling oper- about 1.5 million tons annually through 

ations were planned to begin in 1982. In 1990. The demonstration stage was to be 
1981, 29 exploratory wells were drilled followed by the construction of three gasifi- 

onshore and 32 wells offshore — a record cation units, each with an intake capacity of 
high to date of 61 wells. Four new gasfields 2 million tons of coal annually. In 1981, Esso 

and three new oilfields were discovered Nederland BV was building a $500 million 
during the year. Drilling platforms and gasification pilot plant in Rotterdam. It was 
other U.S. equipment were used in the due to be operational in 1985 and would 
Netherlands in 1981, and U.S. suppliers convert 90 tons of coal daily into substitute 
based there and in the United States were natural gas. | 
looking toward a $1.2 billion potential op- The Ministry of Economic Affairs of the 
portunity in equipment sales in 1982. Netherlands updated domestic coal con- 

The Netherlands continued to import all sumption projections as shown in the fol- 
of its coal requirements in 1981, and in the lowing table in thousand metric tons: 
near future coal was expected to furnish 
some 20% of the country’s total energy ——— ————————___—___—_——__ 
needs. About 40% of electrical power will —— Use 198119902000 
then be generated by coal, and some 20% by _ Steam coal: 
gas and oil. In 1981, oil and gas accounted inden ---- 1 OOO 3 
for almost 70% in the generation of electri- Coking coal________ 3,200 5,000 6,000 
cal power. 

The Netherlands also operated several __ Total’ ------- 8100 19,000 34.000 
nuclear power stations, the Zeeuwse Energy 
Co. in Middleburg being the largest. The leading coal trader in the Nether- 

Coal.—Lacking domestic production, coal lands, the Anker Kolen Maatschappij, and 
continued to be imported by the Nether- the largest iron and steel company, Hoogo- 
lands in 1981, primarily from the Federal vens, both had financial interests in U.S. 
Republic of Germany. Other large foreign coal companies. In addition, Royal 
suppliers were the United States, Australia, _Dutch/Shell had also invested up to $680 
Poland and the Republic of South Africa. million in U.S. coal mines. At least six other 
For political reasons, coal was no longer to Netherlands companies were interested in 
be imported from the Republic of South investments in U.S. mines and coal pur- 
Africa in the near future. As a result of chases in 1981.
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Natural Gas.—Production of and explora- erating, with almost twice as many planned 
tion for natural gas in the Netherlands for 1982. The bulk of the drilling was 
continued at a rapid pace in 1981. Official around the existing developments and finds 

, estimates of proven and probable natural that have not yet gone into production. 
gas reserves were revised at yearend 1980 to In 1981, Union Oil Co. of the Netherlands 
17,200 billion cubic feet. Since 1975, explora- was developing the production of oil from 
tion has been constant, with 6 to 8 gas wells its two offshore tracts in Block Ql, the 

drilled per year onshore and 17 to 18 wells Helm and Helder Fields. 
per year offshore. Of the 31 exploration The Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij 
wells drilled in 1980, for example, 14 were BV, operated by Shell Nederland BV and 
successful, compared with 11 in 1979. Esso Nederland BV, also began to develop 

The Groningen onshore field, with total its F3 onshore tract in 1981. A pipeline was 
estimated reserves of 62,000 billion cubic planned to carry the oil across the Wadden 
feet, was the largest gasfield in the Nether- Zee nature preserve. 
lands and was capable of meeting strategic The Continental Netherland Oil Co., a . 
needs not only for the Netherlands but also unit of Conoco Inc. of the United States, was 
for other European countries. seeking permission to develop the K18 field 

The national gas policy continued to be located close to the Helm and Helder off- 
aimed at decreasing domestic production shore areas. Agip Nederland BV continued 
and supplementing it eventually with im- reappraisal of its 1971 oil discovery close to 
ported liquefied natural gas or pipeline gas. _NAM’s F3 field, while Pennzoil Nederland 
In addition to existing contracts with Nor- Co. was planning extended production tests 
way, a new 20-year contract with Nigeria on an oil field in Block K10. Amoco Nether- 
was under discussion. Negotiations with the lands Petroleum Co. was drilling its P15-3 
U.S.S.R. for a total of 1,413 billion cubic feet offshore well some 28 miles northwest of 
annually for Western Europe were under- The Hague. 
way, of which some 177 billion cubic feet The Netherlands operated eight oil refin- 
annually could be directed to the Nether- eries in 1981, with a combined crude 
lands by 1990. throughput of 1,148,000 barrels per calen- 

Petroleum.—Traditionally an onshore darday. | 
gas producer, the Netherlands was begin- —___ 
ning development of its offshore oilfields. =Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. | 

Offshore exploration efforts increased _y-4V Gre pecessary. values ave, been converted from 
| sharply in 1981. Seven drilling rigs were op- _£2.5=US$1.00, the average rate in 1981.



Th t e Mineral Industry of 
New Zealand 

By Charlie Wyche' 

New Zealand’s mineral industry showed rich in energy resources, and Government 
no significant change during 1981, a year policy and development programs were 

when demand for its mineral products was being pursued as a top economic priority to 
weak in the export market. Construction ensure optimum and balanced exploitation. 
materials (limestone, gravel, sand, aggre- The Government was actively encourag- 

gates, and clays) and aluminum were the ing foreign investment in the country. The 
most valuable minerals produced. This situ- Department of Trade and Industry has an 
ation is changing as production of iron investment unit that provides potential 
sands for export and the output of gas and overseas investors with information on in- 

condensate from the onshore Kapuni Field vestment in New Zealand, as well as lists of 

increase. This change in value will also be New Zealand firms seeking foreign invest- 
further enhanced as output from the off- ment or joint-venture partners. U.S. firms 

shore Maui Gasfield increases over the next had investments totaling $579 million in 

few years. 1980; this total will be greatly increased 
Although no new mines were brought because Mobil Oil Corp. has a 25% share in 

onstream in New Zealand in 1981, a major asynthetic gasoline project. 
coal mine is planned at Ohinewai, near The New Zealand Government approved 
Huntly. The deposit contains about 25 mil- the construction of the world’s first natural 
lion metric tons of coal and will require gas-to-gasoline plant using a catalytic proc- 
about 4 years to develop. A production rate ess developed by Mobil. The contract be- 
of about 1 million metric tons annually is tween Mobil and the New Zealand Govern- | 
planned. ment was signed, and the project was sched- 

The long-projected expansion of Glen- uled for completion in 1985. The natural 
brook steelworks, which produces steel from gas, which will be supplied by the Maui 
New Zealand’s iron sand deposits, was ap- Gasfield, will enable New Zealand to pro- 
proved and was undergoing preliminary duce one-half of its currently imported mo- 
engineering studies. tor fuels. 

The Minister of Energy announced plans The only export commodities of any im- 
for energy development based on the coun-__ portance were titaniferous iron sands, alu- 
try’s large reserves of natural gas. The plan minum and aluminum alloys, and small 
includes a comprehensive analysis of past quantities of steel products. Crude oil and 
and future energy supply and demand sta-_ refinery products were the principal com- 
tus. The plan entails a total expenditure of modities imported, supplying about one- 
some $6 billion? over 15 years. Of this total, third of the national energy demand. Plan- 
some $3.2 billion will be directed to power- ned development of coal, natural gas, hydro- 
station development, $1.9 billion toward electric power, and geothermal power was 
liquid fuels, $0.62 billion for gasfield devel- expected to reduce petroleum imports to 
opment, and $0.30 billion for coal mine 20% to 25% of the total energy requirement 

construction and expansion. New Zealandis by 1990. 
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PRODUCTION 

The value of New Zealand mine and ($2,100); and gold ($3,800). 
quarry output for 1981 (metals and nonmet- Natural gas production, with associated 
als) was estimated at $162 million compar- condensates, was playing an increasingly 
ed with $160.2 million in 1980. Principal important role- in New. Zealand’s energy 
commodities produced in 1980 (in thousand program. Natural gas and some condensate 
dollars) were as follows: sand and gravel - were produced at the offshore Kapuni Field, 
($60,300); coal ($53,700); iron sand con- and the gas was supplied to Auckland, 
centrate ($34,400); limestone for agricul- Wellington, and the New Plymouth and 
ture, roads, cement, and other industries Stratford power stations. 
($15,400); clays for brick, tile, and pottery 

Table 1.—New Zealand: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981¢ Eee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal, smelter _______________ 145,100 151,100 154,100 154,740 2156,600 Copper ore and concentrate ______________ 154 38 (3) (3) _- Gold, mine output, metal content 

troy ounces_ _ 7,168 7,011 *6,998 6,419 6,300 Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, gross weight________________ 200 170 127 72 75 Iron sand, gross weight* ______________ 2,954,400 3,946,400 3,527,348 3,638,377 21,952,992 Sponge iron_________.__ thousand tons__ 12 28 27 134 120 Crude steel _________________do____ 225 226 200 223 225 Silver, mine output, metal content 

troy ounces_ _ 7,572 2,006 1,639 767 800 Tungsten, mine output, metal content________ 6 9 15 18 15 Zinc ore and concentrate_____________-__ 132 “140 “140 *150° 140 
NONMETALS 

cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 910 . 798 756 750 750 ays: 
Bentonite —- eee LLL 2,600 9,800 4,954 3,000 3,500 Fireclay____________________ | 173,008 118,734 110,021 130,719 130,000 Kaolin including china clay ____________ 94,742 33,741 25,590 46,112 45,000 Diatomite_______________________ 1,113 “1,000 “1,000 1,000 1,000 Magnesite_________________________ 600 840 850 “870 870 Perlite.___________________ 1,000 558 2,209 999 1,000 Pumice __________________________ 28,550 39,468 25,781 13,463 20,000 Salt. ~~~ 53,000 65,000 55,000 5,500 NA Sand and gravel: 
Glass sand______________________ | 146,486 127,998 136,657 139,899 140,000 S Common sand and gravel® __ thousand tons__ 21,477 20,306 17,841 17,846 18,100 tone: 
Dolomite _______________________ 23,070 24,000 25,760 25,726 26,000 Greenstone ______________________ 3 10 4 3 4 Limestone and marl: 

For agriculture ______ thousand tons__ 1,732 1,615 1,613 1,581 1,700 For roads_.______________do____ 308 250 289 229 230 For industry except cement_____do____ 170 159 289 172 175 Forcement ______________do____ 1,590 1,366 1,268 1,389 1,400 Serpentine _________________do____ 89 116 112 81 85 Unspecified: 
imension____________________ 16,828 26,600 27,158 16,350 17,000 Rock for harbor work __ thousand tons__ 3,300 T2,288 2,428 2,246 2,500 Sulfur®,_--22- == 1,000 1,000 ™650 700 1,000 a el ht aaa 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal: 
Bituminous __________-_ thousand tons__ 389 364 383 480 490 Subbituminous_______________do____ 1,817 1,669 1,355 1,473 1,550 Lignite.___________________do____ 162 151 209 209 225 eee OO 

Total _-_-_______________do____ 2,368 2,184 1,947 22,162 2,265 Coke, gashouse_________________do____ 93 £100 100 110 115 Fuel briquets__________________do____ 13 €15 15 11 12 Gas, natural:® 
Gross___________-_-_ million cubic feet__ 755,910 755,215 45,633 36,049 243,866 Marketed __________________do____ 49,426 47,466 33,493 35,177 243,124 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—New Zealand: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

ee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° a Oe 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued , 

Natural gas liquids 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 100 ™148 174 216 2265 

Petroleum: 
Crude?___§_-________________do____ 5,391 4,555 3,000 2,635 23,260 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ~-------~ ~~~ _ doi 10,846 10,057 10,888 10,294 210,727 
Distillate fuel oi] ___________do___~_ 4,894 4,692 4,864 4,879 25,058 
Residual fuel oi) ___________do____ 7,093 5,668 5,854 4,982 23,748 
Other_________________do____ 780 600 “650 “500 560 
Refinery fuel and losses _____ __do____ 939 695 ©700 “580 610 

Total _.__-_______.___do____ 24,552 21,712 22,956 21,235 20,698 
a 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 30, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
3Revised to zero. 
4 Average 57% Fe. 
5Includes crushed rock for building aggregate, roads, and ballast. 
SExcludes carbon dioxide component of natural gas, which is reported separately. 
7Includes field condensate. 

TRADE 

According to the Department of Statistics phate rock from Nauru, sulfur from the 
at Wellington, principal mineral exports United States, and alumina from Australia 
during fiscal year (FY) 1981 (year ending were also imported by New Zealand during 
June 30, 1981) were aluminum and alumi- FY 1981. 

num alioys ($220.0 million) and iron ore and The Government continued to prepare to 
concentrates ($27.6 million). export approximately 250,000 tons of coal 

Crude petroleum, partly refined petrole- annually from the Buller Coalfield located 
um, and petroleum refinery products domi- in northwest Southland. The trade, estimat- 
nated mineral imports and were valued at ed at $10 million annually, would constitute 
$934 million in FY 1981. Iran remained the _ the first major coal export of recent times. 
principal import source, but Kuwait and Probable customers are Japan, the Republic 
Saudi Arabia were also significant suppli- of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singa- 
ers. Imports of iron and steel, mainly semi- pore. 
manufactures, totaled $217.8 million. Phos- 

Table 2.—New Zealand: Exports and-reexports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979-80 
Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 . 

moony | United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap... ~~ --.____ -____ 1,583 2,573 -- Japan 2,489; Italy 45; Australia 39. 
Unwrought _______________ _ 143,258 119,557 __ Japan 98,530; Hong Kong 8,739. 
Semimanufactures___._______- 2,000 5,353 6 Australia 2,193; Singapore 977; 

Indonesia 402. 
Arsenic oxides and acid _ ____§_____ _ _- 60 _- Australia 51; Papua New Guinea 9. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

Scrap ~ eee ee ee 1,797 1,155 _- Australia 873; Netherlands 234; 
United Kingdom 33. 

Semimanufactures_ —_ _§____._~__— 2,114 1,752 134 Singapore 580; Australia 392; 
alaysia 258. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _ __ troy ounces_ _ 2,034 4,586 4 United Kingdom 2,481; Australia 

Iron and steel: - — 
Ore and concentrate thousand tons_ _ 3,002 3,499 _- Japan 3,352; Republic of Korea 137; 

ustralia 8. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—New Zealand: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

mn 
Destinations, 1979-80 

Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 : 
y United Other (principal) 
een 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal: 
Scrap ______---_______- 1,519 2,159 ~- Japan 1,768; Netherlands 216. 

Pig iron, spiegeleisen, sponge iron, 
erroalloys__._________- 8 4 -— Australia 3; Fiji 1. 

Steel, primary forms ______ __ 4,924 24,497 ?*) eee ; Hong Kong 9,836; 
i 4,532. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections___.________ 36,460 54,762 _- China 21 oT 3; Egypt 8,479; Hong 

ong 7,608. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 58,151 38,975 23,836 Fiji 3,885; Papua New Guinea 2,959. 
Hoop and strip_________ 45 393 3 Australia 316; Singapore 25. 
Rails and accessories _ _ __ _ 18 17 _- Mainly to Fiji. 
Wire _______________ 6,114 7,006 2,778 Hong ong 1,228; Australia 1,165. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 12,058 3,597 1,149 Australia 619; Papua New Guinea 

540; West Germany 168. 
Castings and forgings, rough 134 182 2 Australia 160; Fiji 15. 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap. ~~ Le 1,454 1,524 _— Japan 581; Taiwan 484; Australia 

Unwrought ________________ 39 29 -- Australia 28. 
Semimanufactures____________ 82 65 2 _—*Fiji 42; Malaysia 9. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms ____________________ _- 8 8 

Mercury _____________~__value__ $124 $12,627 — All to United Kingdom. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, 

unwrought ____________do____ _- $662 _- All to Australia. 
Nickel metal including alloys: . 

Scrap. ______-_-____-_~__- 20 20 6 Australia 10; United Kingdom 4. 
Semimanufactures__ __ kilograms_ _ 253 1,741 1,300 Australia 379; United Kingdom 62. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 142 25 _. Australia 20; West Germany 5. 
Silver: 

Waste and scrap*________value__ $1,509 $36,539 $27,891 Australia $7,005; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys, unwrought —_ 
and partly wrought _troy ounces_ _ 80 30,410 1,029 Australia 25,936; United Kingdom 

Tantalum metal including alloys, ~ 
unwrought ___._______~_value__ _- $3,281 -- All to Australia. 

Titanium oxides _______________ 4 16 _— Do. 
Tungsten ore and concentrate _______ _- 1 _- All to Netherlands. 
Zinc metal including alloys: 

Blue powder_ ____ _ _ — kilograms. _ 54 —_ 
Scrap. ~~ ________ 570 656 — Japan 171; Australia 126; France 105; 

aiwan 98. 
Unwrought ________________ 899 239 _- Australia 136; Taiwan 103. 
Semimanufactures____________ 2 133 4 Australia 124. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates__________ _- 7 -- All to Belgium. 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- . 

rous metals_______________ 395 492 13 Australia 172; Japan 134; Taiwan 77. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides_value_ _ ™$11,396 $934 _- Fiji $494; Australia $375. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc ___________________- 49 33 -- Australia 11; Fiji 10; Hong Kong 10. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____________-~_value__ $111,967 $183,212 $321 Australia $86,427; Papua New 
Guinea $33,633; Fiji $32,774. 

‘Barite and witherite_____________ 11 11 _. Fiji 9; Australia 2. 
Cement.________~_~___________ 1,420 57,202 _— Papua New Guinea 21,942; French 

Polynesia 16,220. 
Chalk_.__________________ 79 128 — Fiji 118; New Caledonia 10. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude. Lt 6,637 3,705 __ Japan 2,907; Taiwan 383; Australia 

Products: , 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick __________~_value__ $87,333 $324,054 _~— Australia $218,729; Fiji $84,874. 
; Nonrefractory ~---~~-do____ $627,618 $144,266 $582 Singapore $41,618; Fiji $22,603. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung_____do____ $908,226 $713,944 $13,032 Australia $605,692; United Kingdom 

Industrial ____________do____ __ $5,152  __  Allto United Kingdom. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 38 44 — Malaysia 42; Fiji 2. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—New Zealand: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979-80 

Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Phosphatic__~__._____- ~~ -- 2 _- 
Other including mixed _ _ — _ _ ~ - 242 166 _- Australia 115; Malaysia 34. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ___________~-~~- 257 183 — Australia 63; Papua New Guinea 40; 

iji 28. 
Phosphatic._______----~-~- 6,448 12,404 _- Fiji 12,311; Papua New Guinea 88. 
Potassic_________-_~--_- 2,281 3,699 _. Fiji 3,000; Western Samoa 449. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ ~~ 1,916 1,626 1 Western Samoa 957; Fiji 313. 

Ammonia ______~_-_—---~---~- 2 2 -- Mainly to Fiji. 
Lime ________~_~____~_---~---- 36 446 _— Papua New Guinea 353; French 

Polynesia 40. 
Mica, worked including agglomerated . 

splittings ________.— —_—-value__ _— $2,954 _— Singapore $2,451; Fiji $503. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 4 16 _ Australia 7; Fiji 7. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond, natural and syntheticvalue_ _ $654,392 $616,192 $87,910 Tae $469,195; United Kingdom 

Salt and brine____________--__~- 3,020 3,036 __ Australia 2,476; Fiji 228; Tonga 89. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ________---_~_~- 3 2 _- Mainly to Fiji. 
Caustic soda_______-___----- a) 5 _- Fiji 4. 
Soda ash ____________------ 1 1 _- Mainly to Tonga. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked __ ~~ _ 3 74 _— Australia 33; Fiji 24; Japan 17. 
Worked _________-_~_value__ $40,501 $60,035 _— Western Samoa $31,465; Fiji $11,949. 

Gravel and crushed rock _______~ 182 4,247 __ Australia 4,232; New Caledonia 5. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _~ 73 82 — Fiji 29; Australia 26; Singapore 12. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ ~~ — — 350 271 1 Australia 119; Fiji 84; Republic of 

South Africa 40. 
Sulfur: Sulfuric acid ~~~ ___~—- - 135 193 — Fiji 90; Papua New Guinea 63; New 

Caledonia 17. 
oe steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 9 9 _- Fiji 5; New Caledonia 4. 

er: 
' Crude__________ ~~ __--_-_- 1,413 1,747 _— Australia 1,429; Papua New Guinea 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals___ value, thousands_. _ ~ $2,500 $5,021 _- Australia $3,085; Papua New Guinea 

$1,121; Fiji $372. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black __________--_-_-- __ 2 _— Mainly to Australia. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _ _ _ — 1 10,530 _- Japan 10,527. 
Coke and semicoke_ ___—~_______~_~- 15,401 4,135 __ Australia 4,134. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ _ _ ____— 28 10 _- Tonga 7; Nauru 1. 
Peat including litter and briquets _ _ _ _ _ 1,932 1,125 __ Australia 918; Bahrain 56; Oman 45. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ _ _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 5,676 126 — Gilbert Islands 71; Pitcairn Island 

Kerosine___________—-.do____ 24 55 — Pitcairn Island 36; Norfolk Island 5. 
Jet fuel. __._________do___ _ 1,182,363 1,346,568 __ Bunkers 1,346,484. 
Distillate fuel oi] ...__._-—do__— _ 929 563 928,098 _. Bunkers 754,299; Taiwan 171,019; 

Gilbert Islands 2,237. 
Residual fuel oil ______——do___~_ 1,375,976 1,801,361 _— Bunkers 1,518,389; Australia 282,972. 
Lubricants______.._.—-do__~_~- 9,807 10,637 (?) Fiji 3,106; bunkers 4,343; Malaysia 

Other: . 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ value_ _ $1,098 $772 _- Fiji $388; Western Samoa $384. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 242 129 -- Fiji 81; Papua New Guinea 26; 
Australia 10. 

Bituminous mixtures_ _ _do_ _ — — "14,585 10,851 42 Barbados 3,133; Western Samoa 
2,831; Fiji 1,803. 

White spirit _______—_do__-_~ 175 627 __ Fiji 526; Australia 54; New Hebrides 

Nonlubricating oils _ _ _ _do_ _ ~ _ 185 191 _— Australia 111; Fiji 32. 
Mineral! tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals 
value_ _ $9,927 $61,999 — Fiji $50,348; Australia $10,422. 

EN 

"Revised. 
1Data are for fiscal year ending June 30 of that stated. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Includes an undetermined amount of waste and scrap of other precious metals.
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Table 3.—New Zealand: Imports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
—————— 

Sources, 1979-80 
Commodi: 1978-79 1979-80 : 9 United Other (principal) 

EEE 

METALS 
Aluminum: 
Bauxite.__________________ 153 564 -- Guyana 314; China 180; Italy 70. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 320,599 259,201 6 Australia 258,658; West Germany 

229; United Kingdom 188. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.-_-_____________ 21 50 -~- French Polynesia 35; Fiji 8. 
Unwrought_.-_._________ 263 390 19 Australia 322; United ars dom 39; 

Netherlands 10. 
Semimanufactures _________ 3,723 3,728 206 Australia 2,236; Japan 653; United 

Kingdom 245. 
Antimony metal including alloys, 

unwrought ____ value, thousands. _ $174 $183 __ China $167; Australia $12. 
Arsenic: Trioxi ide, pentoxide, acid _ _ _ _ _ 2,070 1,888 2 United Kingdom 1,346; China 245; 

Beryllium metal including all , _ France 184. um inclu oys, scrap . and unwrought______ ____ value__ $2,790 $52 _-- All from Australia. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 36 36 ~- All from Republic of South Africa. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 161 172 51 West Germany 76; United Kingdom 

28; Australia 12. 
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _______ 17 13 5 Belgium 7. 

ores oe 2 and concentrate ~~~ qe value_ _ $124, $1,057 _- All from Zaire. 
iss _____ kilograms__ -- -- rom Australia. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.___~____________ 9 (?) _— Do. 
Unwrought. _____________ 2,454 3,068 216 Australia 1,899; West Germany 865; 

United Kingdom 18. 
. Semimanufactures _________ 341,712 9,609 26 Australia 2 8,520; United Kingdom 567; 

apan 276. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought __ _troy ounces__ 5,397 6,095 87 Australia 4,827; United Kingdom 612; 
Canada 369. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate - — — ———_ _-_ 260 128 -- Australia 127. 

Scrap____.____________ 1,475 938 _. Fiji 925; Australia 13. | 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, powder, shot 5,770 6,350 179 ~— Republic of South Africa 2,900; 

Australia 2,278. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 8,817 4,307 (4) Australia 4,291; United Kingdom 13. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, . 
sections._-.$_-..______ 77,600 73,722 416 Australia 38,847; Japan 27,900; 

United Kingdom 2,897. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 358,910 340,928 530 Japan 251,740; Australia 71,372. 
Hoop and strip_________ 23,787 14,359 356 Australia 8,291; Japan 3,937; United 

om 881. 
Rails and accessories _ ____ 17,292 21,021 (4) Australia 16,119; Japan 4,123; United 

Kingdom 736. 
Wire _______________ 15,009 19,534 56 Aveiralia 9,258; Japan 5,523; United 

om 3,027. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 23,287 20,158 389 Bingen Australia 4,452; United 

om 1,531. 
Castings and forgings, rough 566 462 -- Unite King dom 367; Australia 80; 

ly 14. 
Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides ________-_ 309 169 23 Australia 140; United Kingdom 5. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._-.~_.__________ 290 501 _-- All from Australia. 
Unwrought_. _____~_______ 7 522 6,758 _- Australia 6,719; Belgium 22; United 

Kingdom 16. 
Semimanufactures _________ 152 8 (4 Australia 3; United Kingdom 3; 

a . 
Magnesium metal including alloys, pes 
unwrought ______.__________ 240 292 100 Norway 192. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _________-_- 104 440 -- Singapore 184; Ghana 173; Australia 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 903 893 55 Japan 442; Australia 385; Republic of 
South Africa 10. 

Mercury ______________-_value__ $10,961 $8,860 $500 United King dom $4,235; Australia 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, — 
unwrought ____________do____ $18,500 $144 $144 

Nickel: 
Matte and speiss _____________ -- 51 (*) Canada 50. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—New Zealand: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

we 
Sources, 1979-80 

Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 : 
y . United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap __________--_-_-_- (4) 1 __ All from Australia. 
Unwrought__________---- 38 56 __ Canada 49; Australia 4; Republic of 

South Africa 2. 
Semimanufactures _____—~ ~~~ 206 255 109 Canada 66; Australia 64; West 

Germany 4. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 73.043 1,817 77 Australia 984; United Kingdom 389; 

Switzerland 206. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings® 
value, thousands_ _ $525 $659 — Australia $657; United Kingdom $2. 

Metals including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ T1757 1,544 17 Australia 1,481; United Kingdom 29; 
West Germany 17. 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ _ — value_ _ $4,156 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides ______~~- 12 6 (4) Australia 2; Norway 2; West . 

Germany 1. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.______-_---~----- 6 7 _- All from Australia. 
Unwrought_________--~--- 236 263 (4) Australia 211; Malaysia 26; China 24. 
Semimanufactures _______~_~- 24 17 (4) Australia 13; West Germany 2. 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ — ~~ 2,752 2,518 415 Australia 1,141; West Germany 342; 
Finland 312. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
forms _______-___~~_~ value__ $9,153 $27,788 $12,539 Australia $6,266; United Kingdom 

$5,764; Canada $1,762. 
Zinc: 

Ore and concentrate __—--_____~~- _- 1 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~_- 36 77 (4) Australia 43; Canada 18; West 

Germany 12. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___.-_----------- 62 121 18 Canada 91; Australia 12. 
Unwrought___________--- 20,255 22,594 411 Australia 18,663; Canada 3,516. 
Blue powder ____ _____-~--- 25 1 _- Mainly from Australia. 
Semimanufactures _______——_ T) 309 425 5 Canada 324; Australia 59; West 

Germany 19. 
Other: . 

Ores and concentrates_ ____—_~-—-_ ™635 626 13 Japan 397; Australia 137; China 59. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ _ — — 221 392 191 Norway 56; Japan 54; United 

Kingdom 21. 
Metalloids____._-.-___.~-_-_- 422 614 20 Republic of South Africa 510; Aus- 

tralia 24; West Germany 18; Neth- 
erlands 18. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals ____- value, thousands_ _ $10 $14 $9 Australia $2; United Kingdom $2. 

Metals including alloys, all forms 
do____ $96 $162 $4 Australia $82; Belgium $27; United 

Kingdom $21. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-________________ Le 155 259 216 Australia 11; Canada 10; India 8. 
Artificial: Corcundum —____-_~-~-- 103 71 68 United Kingdom 3. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones _value, thousands_ _ $84 $106 $50 Ireland $20; Australia $17; United 
Kingdom $13. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones®_________________- 165 124 6 United Kingdom 44; Australia 27; 

Japan 21. 
Asbestos, crude ________-------- 9,818 4,952 244 Canada 3,900; Republic of South 

Africa 806. 
Barite and witherite___________-- 1,582 1,332 (4) Australia 683; China 575; West 

Germany 54. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates _ _ _ _ — value_ _ $8,156 $20,915 $19,500 United Kingdom $1,190; Netherlands 
Antilles $224. 

Oxide and acid ______-__--~-~-- 840 467 465 Japan. 
Cement________------------- 3,820 3,568 233 Japan 1,659; United Kingdom 656; 

nmark 465. 
Chalk___.-~_-_____----------- 658 603 3 United Kingdom 390; France 193; 

West Germany 9. . 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—New Zealand: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1979-80 
Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 : 

y Buited Other (principal) 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude______._____________ 7,170 9,076 4,449 Australia 2,687; United Kingdom 

1,389. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory 
value, thousands_ _ $853 $1,620 $17 Japan $498; Philippines $138; Italy 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ___________do____ $6,796 $9,420 $790 United Kingdom $3,267; Australia 

$3,200; Japan $514. 
Cryolite and chiolite____=________ 20 24 —_ Denmark 23; Australia 1. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $3,137 $2,495 $7 India $1,055; Israel $425; Republic of 

South Africa $229. 
Industrial ____________do____ $156 $61 $8 Australia $42; United Kingdom $10; 

Sweden $1. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 700 1,224 786 Japan 420; Australia 15. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, nepheline syenite _ _ 997 1,020 141 N orway 372; Canada 355; Australia 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ____ — _ _ _ value_ _ $2 —_ 
Phosphatic ___ thousand tons__ 1,349 1,209 53 Christmas Island 592; Nauru 472; 

Gilbert Islands 92. 
Potassic________________ 5,227 __ 
Other including mixed _______ 13 _- 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 85,803 93,047 11,981 Japan 33,304; Indonesia 14,500; Italy 

Phosphatic______________ 10,721 14,334 13,517 United Kingdom 504; Australia 115; 
Belgium 108. 

Potassic________________ 221,733 151,698 125,458 Canada 25,023; Belgium 618; West 
Germany 580. 

Other including mixed’? ______ 40,296 18,052 16,398 West Germany 1,326; United King- 
dom 121; Japan 94. 

' Ammonia _________________ 499 720 33 Australia 686. 
Graphite, natural __.___________ 68 133 11 United Kingdom 98; Norway 14; 

Australia 5. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 98,970 93,162 33 Australia 92,468; West Germany 472; 

United Kingdom 182. 
. Lime ______~ ~~ 39 21 _- All from United Kingdom. 

Magnesite ___________________ 4,617 6,190 83 China 4,637; Australia 1,425; India 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste 

value, thousands_ _ $153 $105 $33 Australia $19; India $16; United 
Kingdom $15. 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings ______ .-____do____ $346 $275 $4 United Kingdom $142; Australia $73; 

Sra erland $29; West Germany 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude ______§_________ 292 311 22 Austria 186; Republic of South Africa 

40; West Germany 22. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 1,006 1,281 23 West Germany 984; Spain 171; 

Australia 73. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, other 

than diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $1,904 $1,954 $29 Australia $877; Thailand $541; West 

Germany $164. ' 
Synthetic ____________do____ $52 $59 $4 West Germany $39; France $6; 

Switzerland $4. 
Pyrites, unroasted _ __ __ _ kilograms_ _ 2,133 847 — Japan 840; Australia 7. 
Salt and brine____§_-____________ 32,610 62,761 29 Netherlands Antilles 62,429; West 

Germany 255. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ______________ 382 454 16 United Kingdom 281; West Germany 
61; France 37. 

Caustic soda________________ 19,820 31,503 3,804 United Kingdom 21,747; Norway 
4,312; Italy 793. 

Soda ash_______________ 24,792 26,609 24,270 United Kingdom 1,894; Japan 352; 
West Germany 54. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 865 1,062 _— Republic of South Africa 695; Italy 
143; China 96. 

Worked ___ value, thousands_ _ $295 $316 $9 Italy $155; France $81; U.S.S.R. $15. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 92 2 __ All from United Kingdom. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—New Zealand: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979-80 
Commodit 1978-79 1979-80 : 

v United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Gravel and crushed rock _____=__ 100 122 36 United Kingdom 36; Australia 15; 
ina 10. 

Limestone, other than dimension _ _ _ 1 _- 
Quartz and quartzite___________ 69 74 14 Sweden 43; Australia 10; United 

Kingdom 6. 
Sand, not metal-bearing. ___ _ _ _ __ 371 457 (4) Australia 405; Sweden 36. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal _______ _ 251,986 249,187 80 Canada 249,094; Australia 11. 
Colloidal _.- ~~~ _§___ 276 325 99 Australia 226. 

Sulfuric acid. $$ _-_-________ _ 15 24 8 United Kingdom 10; Australia 5. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 3,181 3,161 36 Australia 2,996; China 70; United 

Kingdom 44. 
Other: 

Crude______~— value, thousands_ _ $137 $132 $21 Republic of South Africa $64; China 
$97 ; Australia $10. 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing _ _ _ 119 72 1 Australia 70; United Kingdom 1. 
Halogens_________---~___~~ 12 29 21 Japan 7. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 

um, magnesium, strontium _____ 965 2,263 103 Australia 2,032; West Germany 97; 
Japan 27. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos . 
and fiber cements, unfired nonmet- 
als, n.e.s__—— value, thousands_ _ $183 $266 $119 United Kingdom $94; Australia $50; 

Greece $3. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___ __ _ _ 40 28 22 Australia 4; United Kingdom 2. 
arbon: 
Carbon black _______________ 7,923 7,691 107 Australia 7,285; Canada 166; Japan 

Retort carbon _______________ 216 468 390 Australia 78. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _ _ __ 1,010 1,230 1,046 Australia 184. 
Coke and semicoke_________.____ 1,871 1,343 1 Australia 1,342. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ____ ___ 699 691 48 Australia 648. 
Peat including briquets and litter __ _ _ _ 47 _— 
Petroleum: . 

Crude and partly refined: 
Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 13,517 14,848 _ Saudi Arabia 8,173; Kuwait 2,628; 
Indonesia 1,443. 

Partly refined _______do____ 5,814 4,564 _- Singapore 1,723; Australia 714; 
Kuwait 659. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________do____ 3,988 4,358 10 Singapore 2,264; Bahrain 1,006; 

Australia 829. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 2,449 2,774 3 Singapore 1,740; Australia 950; 

Netherlands 56. 
Distillate fuel oi] _____do____ 3,074 3,377 _- Singapore 1,523; Australia 993; 

Bahrain 648. 
Residual fuel oil_ _ _ ____do____ (4) __ 
Lubricants® ________do____ 426 454 16 Australia 286; Singapore 126; Nether- 

lands Antilles 12. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
value_ _ $78,819 $174,236 $16,501 France $83,296; Australia $62,474; 

Netherlands $9,755. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 30,703 38,596 5,634 China 13,379; United Kingdom 6,733; 
Japan 5,690. 

Nonlubricating oils _ do_ _ _ _ 2211 2,165 2,164 West Germany 1. 
Petroleum coke ___do____— 463,711 265,028 265,028 
Pitch and pitch coke_do_ _ _ _ 795,568 112,984 31 Australia 112,878; United Kingdom 

Bituminous mixtures do_ _ _ — 5,864 2,067 143 Australia 1,594; Netherlands 230; 
West Germany 53. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals 

value, thousands_ _ $2314 $3,477 $546 Japan $2,581; Netherlands $169; 
Australia $146. 

Revised. 
‘Data are for fiscal year ending June 30 of that stated. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $2,909,754. 
3Excludes unreported quantity valued at $2,364,522. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
5May include other precious metals. 
®Excludes unreported quantities valued at $582,665 in 1978-79 and $1,012,486 in 1979-80. 
7Excludes unreported quantities valued at $112,004 in 1978-79 and $69,656 in 1979-80. 
8Excludes unreported quantities valued at $341,975 in 1978-79 and $254,778 in 1979-80.
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COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS both the more accessible alluvial gold depos- 
oo _. its and the ore from the zones of enrich- 

Aluminum.—New Zealand Aluminium ment, Annual production was mainly con- 
Smelters Ltd. (N ZAS), New Zealand's only fined to one dredge operating in the Tara- 
aluminum smelting operation, continued makau River, near Kumaru, South Island. work on an expansion project that would The alluvial gold mined was among the 
boost its annual production capacity by 57% jowest grades in the world. The allavial 
over the present 150,000 tons. The expan- sands also contained 3% uranite, and tests sion was scheduled for completion in 1983. were underway to see if the uranite could be 
Comalco Ltd. of Australia, in which the U.S. sold as a byproduct. 
firm Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. The Kanieri operation is a wholly owned 
has a major interest, owned 50% of N ZAS, subsidiary of Amoil New Zealand Ltd. All and two Japanese firms owned the remain- gold from the Kanieri operation was pur- 
der. Although the smelter was the subject of chased by the Government. Because of the 
some criticisms by environmentalists, high gold prices in 1981, interest in possible 
NZAS had considerable support from a gold-bearing areas remained high during 
large majority of the residents in South- the past year. This has led to large-scale 
land, where the plant is located. dredging operations being proposed for the The New Zealand Government approved west coast of South Island. 
the construction of a smelter on South Mineral Resources (New Zealand) Ltd. 
Island by CSR Ltd. The total cost of the continued exploration throughout 1981 at smelter was estimated by CSR and partners the Marthu Mine, North Island. Mine 
(Swiss Aluminium Ltd. and Fletchers Hold- dumps at Union Hill were being worked, 
ings Ltd.) at $650 million. The plant will and bulk samples were evaluated. Blackwa- 
reportedly be one of the most modern and ter Gold Ltd. and Carpentaria Exploration sophisticated smelters ever built. The first (Co, Pty. Ltd. continued testing ore exten- 
potline, which will have a capacity of sions at a former property of Blackwater 
100,000 tons annually, was scheduled to Mines. Amoco Minerals New Zealand Ltd. 
come onstream in 1984 and will produce continued prospecting in the Monowai gold 
primary aluminum ingots. The second pot- area. 
line, which will have a similar level of Iron Sands.—The mining of titanomag- 
output, will produce either sheet or coil netite (iron sands) was by far New Zealand’s 
aluminum alloy in continuous-strip casting. largest metallic mineral industry and was 
Production from the second potline should second only to sand and gravel in both 
start early in 1986. NZAS output accounted tonnage and value of output. In 1980, in for over 1% of the total world production of terms of value, iron sands accounted for 
aluminum metal in 1981. The completion of 20% of all nonfuel mineral output and over 
the current expansion project and the new 84% of all metallic ore production. Output 
construction project scheduled would in- of iron sand concentrate by the two produc- 
crease New Zealand’s share of world alumi- ing companies (New Zealand Steel Mining 
num production to about 3%. Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of New 

Approximately 80% of NZAS output of Zealand Steel Ltd., and Waipipi Ironsands 
150,000 tons of aluminum was exported, and Ltd.) declined from the 1980 level. The 
the remaining 20% was used by New Zea- decline was attributed to the cutback in 
land fabricators to produce a wide range of _ steel production by the Japanese steel in- 
aluminum products for domestic needs. Alu- dustry, New Zealand’s principal customer. 
minum exports went primarily to Japan Although these two companies were the 
and Southeast Asia. Under the terms of the sole source of iron ore for N ew Zealand’s 
agreement with the New Zealand Govern- iron and steel industry, about 90% of the 
ment, the Japanese partners exported their iron sands was exported. 
combined 50% share. The iron sand deposits consist of exten- 
Gold.—New Zealand’s gold production _ sive horizontal beds on or near the western 

continued the downward trend that began coast of North Island. They range in thick- 
in 1977. Output by Kanieri Gold Dredging ness from 5 to 20 meters and contain con- 
Ltd., New Zealand’s principal gold produc-_ centrations of up to 17% titanomagnetite 
er, was 2% lower than that of 1980. The sand grains. The grains originated from 
decline was attributed to the exhaustion of nearby andesite volcanic formations and
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were sorted and concentrated by wind, Phosphates.—The most promising source 

stream, and wave action. The three sand of phosphate was thought to be the nodules 

deposits that were worked commercially occurring on the sea floor on the eastern 

were at Waverley, Taharoa, and north Wai- half of the Chatham Rise (west of Chatham 

kato. The Waverley deposit was being Island). Research carried out by the New 

mined by Waipipi Ironsands, and the other Zealand Oceanographic Institute in 1979 

two, by New Zealand Steel, which alsoowns indicated the presence of phosphorite nod- 

the Glenbrook steelworks, New Zealand’s ules ranging from 10 to 150 millimeters. 

only steel plant. | Most of these deposits were found in water 

Steel.—New Zealand Steel produced iron from 400 to 500 meters deep, and none were 

sands at its Waikato North Head deposit for found at depths less than 200 meters. The 

use in its direct-reduction steelmaking P.O; values for the phosphorites generally 

plant at Glenbrook. Taharoa provided pro- range from 18% to 24%, with a recorded 

duction for export to Japanese and Republic high of 27.7%. Evaluation is still continu- 

of Korea steel mills, which used the iron ing. 
sands as an additive to sinter feed material Sulfur.—In 1981, development work by 

for ironmaking. The plant capacity at Wai- Fletcher Mining Co. Ltd. on a deposit of 

kato North Head was expanded to 250,000 sulfur at Rotokawa in the Taupo area, 

tons of concentrate annually. Some 223,000 North Island, remained inactive. The depos- 

tons of raw steel was produced during 1980, it, with reserves estimated at 6 million tons, 

and about 225,000 tons in 1981. This figure was mixed with pumice, and research on a 

is expected to increase to about 750,000 tons separation process was not completed. The 

annually within 10 years. A cold-rolling Frasch process cannot be applied here ow- 

mill and coat line for plain and galvanized ing to the porosity of the overlying beds. 

sheet were being considered. Long-range Further development will await the conclu- 

plans included a new melt shop, continuous _ sion of research and financing possibilities. 

slab facilities, and more direct-reduction Other Nonmetals.—In 1981, serpentine 

kilns. was mined at Piopio (near Te Kuiti) and 

Other Metals.—The Department of Scien- North Cape on North Island,and Lee Val- 

tific and Industrial Research (DSIR) contin- ley, Collins Valley, and Mossburn on South 

ued its investigation of black, heavy-metal Island. At Lake Grassmere, in Marlborough 

beach sand deposits on the west coast of (South Island), salt was produced by solar 

South Island. These sands contain ilmenite, evaporation of seawater, and perlite was 

monazite, zircon, and gold. produced in the Rotorua-Taupo area. 

Amoco Minerals conducted airborne An analysis by DSIR of beach sands on | 

magnetometry on the Ceromandel Peninsu- the west coast of South Island indicated — 

la, North Island, for base metals. Otter reserves of over 50 million tons of ilmenite- 

Minerals Exploration Ltd., in partnership bearing sands. DSIR was conducting exten- 

with Gold Mines of New Zealand Ltd. sive laboratory tests aimed at producing a 

continued exploration in Nelson Province synthetic rutile from the low-grade (46% 

and the drilling operation on D’Urville TiO.) ilmenites. 
Island. Gold Mines of New Zealand, a part- 
nership of Australian Anglo American ~ MINERAL FUELS 
Corp. Ltd. and Amoil, remained active in . 

the Raukumara, East Cape, and Kaikoura Conan Zealand, Produced signtly 

regions. Exploration in 1981, however, fail- over 2.0 million tons 0 m » irom 
ed to locate an economic deposit. some 70 mines in various fields on both the 

North and South Islands. Nearly 70% of the 
production was from open pit mines. Devel- 

NONMETALS opment work on three new coal mines was 

Asbestos.—Chrysotile -asbestos, mainly on schedule, and a major new open pit mine 

associated with serpentines, occurs at a was planned at Ohinewai, near Huntly. 

number of locations on South Island. The Prospecting for new deposits, the Mines 

most significant deposits were those of the Div. of the Department of Energy discov- 

northwest Otago (Pyke River) area, but ered large deposits of coal on both the North 

further work is required to determine the and South Islands. Total recoverable coal in 

limits of mineralization. Tests of the fiber all categories is 3.9 billion tons, including 

indicate that it is of favorable economic the lignite deposits rated 50% recoverable. 

quality, but no production was reported in Of this quantity, bituminous coal totals 0.2 

1981. million metric tons; subbituminous, 0.8 mil-
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lion tons; and lignite, 2.9 million tons. Petroleum.—The Government’s compre- 
In 1981, state coal mines accounted for hensive petroleum-exploration policy is now 

about 65% of New Zealand output. Private in effect. In instances where the Govern- 
production accounted for 35% of New Zea- ment accepts a company’s petroleum- 
land’s total mine production, primarily exploration proposal, it would retain the 
from small mines. However, production by right to acquire a 51% interest in the 
the private sector is expected to drop tol5% discovery in exchange for a 40% contribu- 
in the 1990's as the state mines expand tion to the exploration costs. By decreasing 
eneput Most mune expan plans wer In its contribution to the exploration costs, the 
the state sector, but the Government plan- Government would accept a lower share of 
ned to fund a private joint-venture partner the venture. Should either party to such an to develop the arovmouth Stream cow" oe agreement decide not to contribute to the 
posit on Sou Sland. 1his has a potential costs of a particular well, the remaining of 2 million metric tons annually, largely _ parties could proceed on a sole-risk basis. In 
for export. There are no shiploading facili- the event of a discovery, the parties contrib- ties on the west coast of South Island, and uting to the cost of drilling would be per- 
development is expected to be costly. mitted to recover 600% of their expendi- _ Because the coal-exploration program tures as a prior charge against first produc- 
over recent years has greatly increased the tion. Royalties to be paid to the Government 
known reserves of coal, it was decided in on oil found were set at 12.5% of the sale 
sate We that simited pmounts o ae value. The price of indigenous oil was raised 

approximately 16,000 tons during 1980. New Zealand’s only known major oil re- export total of 25h metre tng. Tues were in the Maul and Kapun nat : ’ : . ral gasnieids. Production by Shell-BP-To 
Soon ee South 'Stand, will supply Bout Oil Services (in equal partnership with the 
Japa a the Rep ublic cf Korea ond FHL Government) continues to increase over 

, | > - that of each previ ear. Total exports are expected to reach 500,000 a Government “approved an expansion 

ro anes im New Zewland for highquaty Q°N&W Zealand’ only ol refinery at Mare . : , en Point near angarei. The new ex- 
comme bey ang the exports will not signifi- panded plant will be able to handle heavier 
cahty deplete the known reserves. types of crude oil, allowing New Zealand to Natural Gas.—The New Zealand Govern- . : . import oil from a wider range of suppliers ment approved the construction of a $1.0 . vay: ; . , and reduce dependency on the Middle East. billion synthetic fuels project by Mobil for . oe . . , It will also allow the production in New the conversion of natural gas into gasoline, | . . . : . Zealand of fuels, such as aviation gasoline, via the intermediate product, methanol. that are currently imported 
This would provide about 30% of New Producti of i ae, a " trol t 
Zealand’s gasoline needs by 1987. Mean- K vetton OF tein 4 e © ni bles Be out 
while, the distribution network for Maui atket den and en a 4 - oh , ne 
and Kapuni gas is under full-scale develop- oxtr ti sla t ; m excee tn f a. ° y: t in 
ment. Major future users include the am- hie efi at stroll eng tron th Mu 0 strip 
monia-urea plant at Kapuni, the methanol then led petro vcte, dio be full © Maul a 
plant at Waitara, and the synthetic gasoline S™€4M was expected to © TUMy OP erationa plant at Motonui. in 1982. Proposals from distributors to im- 

The Government was encouraging in- port liquefied petroleum gas from Australia 
creased exploration by foreign companies Were under consideration by the Govern- 
by liberalizing its handling of taxes and by ™ent, but no decision was made during the 
allowing more writeoffs, such as exploration Y&@r- 
and development, against other operations {Physical ecient: t, Division of Foreign Data * * $1Cai scientist, Uivision of Forei ata. in New Zealand. Field development costs 2Where appropriate, values have been converted from can be written off at a rate of 20% per year, New Zealand dollars ($NZ) to US. dollars at the rate of 

a S oratecti the year of the first commer- eine Maw Se aes the average exchange rate for the year 
ia ion.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
. 

e e , 

Nigeria 

By George A. Morgan’ | 

The mineral industry continued to per- dinating agencies for the mining industry, 

form poorly in 1981. The nonfuel minerals with private firms acting in the role of 

sector was small, and output of cassiterite subsidiaries. The fourth national develop- 

and columbite concentrates, the principal ment plan covering 1981-85 had a provision 

mineral products, was down because of poor for the investment of about $10 billion in 

market conditions, organizational prob- the mining and quarrying sector. 

lems, and mining difficulties. Crude oil All mineral rights were exercised 

output was also reduced mainly because of through the Ministry of Mines and Power. 

| low demand and Government policy. The Geological Survey Department and the 

Plans to fund numerous projects, includ- Mineral Resource Division constituted the 

ing infrastructure development, were de- two divisions of the Ministry. | 

pendent upon petroleum revenues. Foreign The Government established three corpo- 

exchange earnings were being depleted af- rations, the Nigerian Coal Corp. (NCC), the 

ter 2 consecutive years of surplus, and a Nigerian Mining Corp. (NMC), and the As- 

deficit of $7 billion was predicted for 1982.2 sociated Ores Mining Co. (AOMC). The NCC 

Borrowing was the method proposed to fund had the exclusive right to explore for and 

the deficit, but a number of projects were mine coal. The NMC had responsibility for 

being postponed, and trade restrictions all solid minerals except coal and iron. Its 

were to be put into effect. State govern- duties included research in processing tech- 

ments were dependent upon Federal Gov- nology and marketing of output. It was to 

ernment revenues for nearly all their fund- compete with the private sector and could 

ing needs. High levels of borrowing by set up projects with the participation of 

Federal and State Governments limited state governments and private concerns. 

funds to private borrowers. A 25% increase The AOMC was responsible for explora- 

in the national minimum wage was enacted tion and development of iron ore. The Ni- 

and was expected to add $3 billion to total gerian Steel Development Authority was 

expenditures. Any organization employing dissolved, and separate steel companies 

50 or more people had to comply with were established in addition to the AOMC. 

provisions of the law. All were under the Steel Department of the 

Government Policies and Programs.—- Executive Office of the President, which . 

The Federal Government completed its goal had a cabinet-level minister. | 

of acquiring a controlling interest in A Mines Reclamation Unit in the Minis- 

foreign-owned companies. It continued to try of Agriculture was responsible for reha- 

create new public companies to act as coor- _bilitation of mining sites. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Production of metals again declined while remained stable. Emphasis was placed on 

output of nonmetallic mineral commodities, obtaining foreign exchange through sales of 

heavily dependent upon local consumption, oil and establishing local industry to in- 

735
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| crease employment. The industry was esti- of imports was effectively controlled by the 
mated to employ about 60,000 workers. Government by limiting the number of 
Eight quarrying operations were set up, import licenses. The number available for 
seven of which were in the production stage. issuance was based on the level of foreign 
Three of seven clay-brick plants were in exchange. 
operation in Jos, Kano, and Maiduguri. An agreement made with the German 

Imports were estimated to be valued at Democratic Republic provided for the ex- 
about $30 billion in 1981. Subsidies were _ change of equipment for minerals and oil 
available for exports of products from the from Nigeria. 
manufacturing sector and for industries Port expansion continued, with Lagos, 
targeted for development. The Société Gen- Tin Can Island, and Port Harcourt having 
erale de Surveillance continued to oversee the heaviest trade volume. The ports of 
product standardization for trade. The level Warri and Calabar were underutilized. 

Table 1.—Nigeria: Production of mineral commodities! _ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity 1977 1978 1979 "1980 1981 A hs 

METALS | 
Columbium and tantalum concentrates, gross 
weight: a, 
Columbite_______________________ 861 666 567 554 377 Tantalite _.__________________ 1 1 1 1 2 Iron and steel: Crude steel _-_____________ 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
ad: ; : 

Mine output, metal content®____________ 70 50 70 70 204 
Ti Metal, refined, secondary _____________ __ — 1,500 2,000 2,000 

n: 

Mine output, cassiterite concentrate: , 
_ Gross weight __________________ 4,630 4,011 3,824 3,548 3,172 

. Sncontent...-_____----_______ 3,267 2,935 2,750 2,527 2,300 Metal, smelter ___________________ 3,315 2,984 2,858 2,678 2,486 Zinc ore and concentrate, metal content_______ __ __ __ _- “100 
NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic________ _ thousand tons__ _ 1,440 1,536 1,740 2,000 2,000 
ays: 

Kaolin... ™650 ™650 ™670 671 635 Unspecified. _______.-____________ NA NA NA 56,973 NA Feldspar® —————-—-——_____---______- 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
tone: 
Limestone________.__-_ thousand tons__ - 1,248 “1,200 2,006 2,336 1,509 
Marble__________§_______________ 6,065 &6,000 1,031 368 374 Shale__.___________ __ thousand tons__ “165 NA 149 158 140 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS , 
Coal _______________________do.___ 238 264 172 193 190 
Gas, natural: 

Gross___________ _-_ million cubic feet__ 757,320 721,405 €820,000 ©750,000 700,000 Marketed __________________do____ 17,657 13,420 ®18,100 ®19,000 ~ 19,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__- 761,025 697,150 841,325 753,980 750,000 OE ED 00,90 150,000 —eeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Refinery products: 

- Gasoline ________________do____ 6,169 17,749 8,395 ®10,600 Jet fuel. ---_-_________do____ 964 6,784 160 €200 
Kerosine__ ___-___________doz___ 1,445 __ 4,585 €5,800 Distillate fuel oi} _.§.._______do____ 4,891 12,817 8,760 ©11,000 

NA 
Residual fuel oi! ___________do____ 3,687 8,427 10,220 “12,800 
Other, unspecified __________do____ 438 9,220 730 *900 
Refinery fuel and losses___ ____do____ 528 1,650 1,460 “1,800 Sh 

Total __.___________-do____ 18,122 56,647 34,310 ©43,100 NA ee EE 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Includes data available through July 19, 1982.
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Table 2.—Nigeria: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

na 
. Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 

a 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate 

_ value, thousands_ _ $5 $2 _. All to West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures __________~-_~- 1 3 _- France 2; United Kingdom 1. 
Copper ore and concentrate 

| value, thousands_ — $383 $343 _— Belgium-Luxembourg $244; West 
. Germany $67; United Kingdom 

$20; Spain $12. 
Iron and steel: 
Scrap__________---------- a 198 _- Denmark 115; West Germany 3. 
Steel, primary forms___——-—--~—- 9 _- 
Semimanufactures: — 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ - _ — _- 423 _- All to Japan. 
_Tubes, pipes, fittings 

value, thousands_ _ $87 $137 $137 
Lead: . 

Ore and concentrate_____-__~-~-~- 82 24 12 United Kingdom 12. 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures ___~___~-_--~_-- 110 _- 
Tin: | 

Ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ — $4,026 - _. All to United Kingdom. 

Metal including alloys: , 
Unwrought___.___~-do___~ $27,887 $12,151 _- United Kingdom $9,167; Switzerland 

$2,377; Netherlands $607. 
Semimanufactures _____—_—-~- — 210 _— All to United Kingdom. 

Zinc: . 
Ore and concentrate _______-_-- 280 100 _- All to West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures ___.._.~___.__—- 44 — 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates 

value, thousands_ _ $3,172 $8,839 $2,364 United Kingdom $4,588; Netherlands 
$1,565; Canada $166. 

Metals including alloys, scrap 
do____ $622 $223 __ United Kingdom $153; West Ger- 

many $44; Netherlands $18. 

NONMETALS _. 

Asbestos, crude____ ______-____- 50 — 
Cement_____________-_-_---- _- 6 —_ All to Ghana. 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured _ _ _ _ _- 8 _— All to Switzerland. 
Lime _____.~_.~_____-~-----~- 116 12 _- All to Ghana. 
Salt and brine. _ _________-~_-__~- _- 20 _- All to Benin. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e:s.: 

Caustic potash _ value, thousands_ - _- $2 _- - Do. 
Soda ash... _-_-_..~-______-.-- _- 28 — All to United Kingdom. 

Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _ _ _ _ _ __ — 2 a 
Worked ___._ value, thousands. _ $16 a 

Other: Building materials of asphalt, 
asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals___. _~_____. ~~ ____- _.. 770 —_ Italy 591; Poland 166; Romania 12. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ - - - - 6,555 6,395 _. Niger 3,855; Benin 988; United 
Kingdom 620. 

Coal: Anthracite and bituminous coal 
excluding briquets._____.____-- 3,600 _ 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude. thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 712,420 786,171 389,455 Netherlands 97,316; France 63,259; 

West Germany 54,478; Bermuda 
47,031. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __._._-~-do__ ~~ 7) 281 o— Niger 237; Netherlands Antilles 8. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do. _ _ _ (1) 77 _- Niger 14; United Kingdom 1. 
Distillate fuel oi] __ . . do. _ _- 798 121 _- Niger 41; United Kingdom 3; Benin 2. 
Residual fuel oil_ _ . . - _do_ _ _. (?) 44 . France 24; Netherlands 20. 
Lubricants _ value, thousands.. - $80 $36,428 $36,401 Netherlands $24. 

ther: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ _ _- $19 _ 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do. __- $4 $5 Le NA. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do___- $148 $946 Niger $669; Benin $80. 
ee 

NA Not available. 
1Unreported quantity valued at $4,787,000. 
Unreported quantity valued at $18,807,000.
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Table 3.—Nigeria: Imports of mineral commodities | . 

(Thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 
Commodit 1978 1979 : 

y Suited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _____§ _§___§_§__ 6,195 7,471 25 Canada 4,137; Norway 1,852; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 504. 
Semimanufactures_______________ 60,164 99,273 1,159 United Kingdom 25,037; Switzerland 

8,790; West Germany 5,721. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ___________________ 272 897 — West Germany 412; Canada 269; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 169. 

Semimanufactures.______________ 18,821 17,838 685 West Germany 4,669; Japan 3,686; 
United Kingdom 3,648. 

Iron and steel: - 
Ore andconcentrate______________ 341 271 __ Norway 225; West Germany 30; 

United Kingdom 16. 
Metal: 

Scrap __-__~_____~___ ee 54 9 NA United Kingdom 7. 
Pig iron, spiegeleisen, powder, shot _ _ 638 515 2 Italy 427; United Kingdom 43; West 

Germany 37. 
Ferroalloys _~_-__._-___~_______ 159 571 _- Norway 115; Spain 115; China 95. 
Steel, primary forms___._______ 26,046 53,055 4,833 West Germany 27,163; Italy 4,118; 

Poland 2,737. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 181,208 151,904 1,528 West Germany 35,698; United King- 
dom 29,733; Brazil 22,421. 

Universals, plates, sheets _.___ 244,625 217,774 638 Japan 149,753; West Germany 22,146; 
United Kingdom 12,259. . 

Hoop and strip____________ 22,672 14,800 13 West Germany 8,471; United King- 
dom 2,950; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Rails and accessories ________ 2,305 1,492 290 United Kingdom 683; U.S.S.R. 274; 
West Germany 145. 

Wire__________________ 23,041 17,586 87 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,203; United 
Kingdom 3,984; West Germany . 
071. oo, 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _.._._._ 205,077 125,642 27,405 Japan 21,668; West Germany 20,809; 
United Kingdom 16,253. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ _ _ 3,710 2,306 49 United Kingdom 804; Italy 529; Spain 
245. 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Unwrought __. ~~» 5 5 ee 998 509 -- United Kingdom 254; Japan 123; 

Netherlands 98. 
Semimanufactures_______________ 350 1,117 81 Italy 233; Japan 201; United 

Kingdom 195. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 

Unwrought _._-§ _-§_ > 5 35 41 — All from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures_______________ 1,622 1,646 729 United Kingdom 340; West Germany 

210; Hong Kong 128. 
Platinum-group_ metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought ________ 362 211 12 United Kingdom 176; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 16. 

Silver: 
Ore andconcentrate? ___§_§_________ 8 5 _— All from West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought___§_§_$___________ 274 103 7 United Kingdom 57; Brazil 29; Switz- 
erland 7. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms ____ __ 68 293 _- France 253; United Kingdom 25. 
Uranium and thorium: 

Ore andconcentrate___~___________ 5 50 _- France 48; Sweden 2. 
Alloys _.-______-~--~_______-_ _- 29 _- All from United Kingdom. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _____ ______________ 10,723 11,130 221 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,536; United 

Kingdom 2,272; West Germany 869. 
Semimanufactures_ ___-_-§__________ 1,464 1,037 2 Belgium-Luxembourg 527; West Ger- 

many 170; France 154. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates_____________ 216 656 __ West Germany 276; France 239; 
United Kingdom 62. 

Oxides and hydroxides ___ metric tons._ _ 6,411 _— 
Metals including alloys: 

Scrap________ ~~ __ ee 7,050 —_ 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 211 817 10 Japan 454; United Kingdom 216; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 81. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Nigeria: Imporis of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) 

, Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, etc _ _ 249 753 182 United Kingdom 571. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 2,442 1,693 41 United Kingdom 561; West Germany 

; Italy . 
Asbestos, crude___________________ 1,849 13,263 272 Canada 5,17 West Germany 4,766; 

taly 1,153. 
Cement _______________ 1 -~___ 289,071 269,589 3,318 Spain 62,184; Poland 45,318; West 

Germany 44,535; Greece 37,320. 
Clay products: 

Nonrefractory ____.____-~--_--__~ 20,217 4,383 8 Italy 1,551; West Germany 685; Spain 
1. 

Refractory including nonclay brick_.____ 44,640 16,222 _— United Kingdom 5,063; West Ger- 
many 3,362; France 1,853. 

Diamond: Industrial. _____-___-_-~---= 69 — 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude _____________-.-_--_~. 18,851 14,884 _- West Germany 5,793; Yugoslavia 
3,293; Netherlands 2,277. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ____.._________~- 2,129 6,173 __ West Germany 2,367; Romania 1,954; 

Yugoslavia 1,624. 
Phosphatic_ _______..---____~- 4,246 3,721 102 West Germany 1,704; Israel 1,247; 

Togo 453. 
Potassic. .. ____.-.-- ~~ _-- _ 2,129 1,159 __ West Germany 1,070; United 

Kingdom 72. 
Other including mixed_________~— 356 40,986 _- West Germany 27,195; Netherlands 

5,677; Denmark 3,080. - 
Ammonia ____ ~~ _____~~___~_~____ 814 955 1 Netherlands 318; West Germany 270; 

United Kingdom 227. 
Lime _.__~______ ~~~ ~~ Lee 5,866 5,591 20 Greece 2,211; Spain 1,566; United 

Kingdom 1,393. 
Mica: Worked including agglomerated , 

splittings ____. ~~... ~~ __~- 443) 354 16 Italy 283; West Germany 28. 
Salt and brine __________________~ 47,625 72,061 247 United Kingdom 42,187; West Ger- 

many 10,407; Poland 7,640; Brazil 
5,242. 

Sodium’‘and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash including sodic and potassic 

peroxides. _______. 2 _ ~~~ __- 5,301 9,482 122 United Kingdom 3,787; West Ger- 
many 2,136; Netherlands 1,679. 

Caustic soda. _________ ~~ _____- 8,435 10,291 6 West Germany 4,098; Netherlands 
4,008; United Kingdom 1,097. 

Soda ash_______...._.- metric tons._ 11,517 _ 
Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked... _ ~~ _ _- 3,605 4,736 4) Morocco 1,503; Italy 1,023; Greece 
836. 

Worked _.__ ~~ ee ee 1,295 178 9 Morocco 54; Austria 43; France 16. 
Sulfur: Elemental, crude _.._ 2-2 = _ 318 1,123 _. Poland 431; West Germany 421; 

‘ . France 143. 
Other: Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals___. 47,952 22,454 1dd Italy 6,758; West Germany 3,564; 
Spain 3,411; France 1,695. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural. ..-._._-... 21,164 27,276 154 Spain 8,483; United Kingdom 6,397; 
Morocco 2,531. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9 461 Le All from United Kingdom. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal 124 183 43 Netherlands Antilles 81; Netherlands 

38. 
Coke and semicoke... .___._.__..._...- 230) 251 1 West Germany 126; United Kingdom 

53; Belgium-Luxembourg 35. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined ___ ________ 7339 26,078 24,148 Romania 1,906; West Germany 15. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline _-.____.___..._..-.. 38,514 71,388 = 25,002 Netherlands 44,613; France 475. 
Kerosine and jet fuel... 22 2 8. 8,225 16,502 526 United Kingdom 9,644; Netherlands 

4,394. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Nigeria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Thousand dollars unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1979 

Commodity : 78 1979 Ghited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | | 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Distillate fuel oi] _....________ 21,046 3,356 1,262 Netherlands 1,477; West Germany 

Residual fuel oil. $$ _-__________ 60 140 21 United Kingdom 76; West Germany 

_ Lubricants______.__________ 87,419 61,163 7,509 ~— France 8,805; Italy 8,096; United 
Oth Kingdom 7,394. 

er: 

Liquefied petroleum gas ______ 1,542 5,039 3 United Kingdom 2,090; Netherlands 

Mineral jelly and wax _______ 20,617 13,254 473 United Kingdom 7,914; West 
Germany 2,560. 

Bitumen and other residues____ 67,210 37,105 166 Netherlands 21,257; Spain 7,117. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals__________ 3,312 1,187 298 United Kingdom 627; Italy 161; 
Netherlands 51. 

NA Notavailable. — | | 
1May include platinum-group metals. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS — Tron Ore.—Development of the Itape iron 
, | ore deposit continued to lag behind the 

A preliminary study of all known gold planned startup of the Ajaokuta steel plant. 
occurrences was completed. Further evalua- Reserves at the banded iron ore deposit 
tion was underway for targeting sites for were 200 million tons, grading 35% iron. 
future exploration. The Geological Survey However, only $15.7 million was allocated 

Department reported the discovery of both to the Associated Ores Mining Co. to devel- 
copper and columbite mineralization in op the deposit. 

Bauchi State. , About 108,000 tons of concentrate was 
Columbium-Tantalum.—Columbite con- imported from Liberia between May and 

centrate production by Amalgamated Tin August and stockpiled for use at the Aladja 
Mines of Nigeria Ltd. (ATMN) for the 9- steel plant. Negotiations were completed for 
month period ending December 31, 1980 importing concentrate from the Mifergui- 
was 153 tons. According to the company’s Nimba deposit in Guinea. A Liberian com- 
annual report, about 89% of the total was pany was contracted to transport the con- 
produced as a byproduct of cassiterite pro- centrate from Guinea to Nigeria. The con- 
duction; the remainder was from one plant centrate would be pellitized at the Aladja 
working solely for columbite. In addition, 11 plant using a Lurgi pellitizer. 
tons of columbite was obtained from the Iron and Steel.—The Aladja steel plant 
Odegi Mine dumps. A contract with Vestis near Warri, operated by the Government- 
Tin Mines Ltd., which provided for treat- owned Delta Steel Co., was commissioned in 
ment and marketing of columbite from the November. Construction was by an Aus- 
dumps, was terminated in February 1981, trian and West German consortium with 
owing to economic reasons. the assistance of Metallurgical and Engi- 
ATMN also had an agreement with Ma- neering Consultants Ltd. of India at a total 

keri Smelting Co. Ltd. in which it sought to cost of $1.9 billion. Steel production capaci- 
obtain a higher value for tantalum recover- _ ty of four electric arc furnaces was 1 million 
ed as a byproduct. tons per year. Charge to the furnaces in-
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cluded 800,000 tons per year of sponge iron ling interest in all major operating tin 

from two Midrex direct-reduction units and companies. The principal firms and their | 

200,000 tons per year of scrap. About two- percentage share controlled by NMC were 

thirds of production would be shipped to ATMN, 58%; Ex-lands Nigeria Ltd., 54%; 

rolling mills ‘at Jos, Oshogbo, and Katsina. Bisichi-Jantar Nigeria Ltd., 60%; and Kadu- 

The remainder would be rolled at a light na Prospecting Nigeria Ltd., 51%. 

section mill nearby. Access from the plant The Government also intended to acquire 

to the harbor at Warri was via a 6.5-kilo- a controlling interest in Makeri Smelting 

meter-long, manmade channel. Port capaci- Co. Ltd., which received all tin concentrates 

ty was 4 million tons per year, and it could for smelting. Average capacity utilization 

accommodate 25,000-deadweight-ton ves- was only 20% because of the unavailability 

sels. Electricity for the plant was supplied of concentrate feed. Throughput was 3,622 

from the Sapele power station. About 70 tons in 1980, of which 7 tons was from 

million cubic feet per day of natural gas will Niger. : 

be consumed at the plant. The supply of gas The Ririwai deposit in Kano State had 

was from the Warri Oilfields, where associ- demonstrated reserves of 2,581,000 tons, 

ated gas. was previously flared. Iron ore containing 0.82% tin and 1.7% zinc, and 2.5 

concentrate requirements of 1.5 million million tons of indicated reserves. Initial 

tons per year were to be met by imports output as an underground mine commenced 

from Liberia and Guinea. Total employ- jn 1981 at 1,000 tons per day. The operation 

ment was 5,400 people. was a joint venture between NMC and Gold 
The Katsina rolling mill, one of three and Base Metal Mines of Nigeria Ltd. 

mills under construction in Nigeria, under- § ATMN employed about 1,600 workers and 

went trial rolling tests in December. Capaci- reported production of 1,155 tons of concen- 

ty of the mill was 210,000 tons per year, and trate in the 9-month period ending Decem- 

the mill was to be supplied with steel billets per 31, 1980. Ground instability and low 

delivered by road from the Aladja steel recovery from the Dorowa dredge were cited 
plant. The Jos and Oshogbo mills would also as reasons for the shortfall from a predicted 
have an initial capacity of 210,000 tons per output of 1,269 tons. Of the total cassiterite 
year each. Production would be 57,000 tons produced by ATMN, 70% was from contract 

of coils, and the remainder, bars. Despite 4 plants, 19% was from the NG8 Mine, 6% 

work stoppage at the Jos steel mill, about was from the dredge, and 5%, from hand- 

85% of the plant was completed by Julius mining contractors. The poor financial con- 
Berger Nigeria Ltd. oe dition of the company caused curtailment of 

Work continued on the Ajaokuta steel prospecting and the suspension of drilling 
plant that was being built by the U.S.S.R. in the N’Gell basalt. Two minimum wage 

Blast-furnace technology would be employ- increases during the year adversely affected 

ed, and the plant was designed to consume ining costs. Amalgamated Tin Mines of 
200 million cubic feet per day of natural Nigeria (Holdings) Ltd., in its annual re- 

gas. Planned capacity was in excess of 1 port, listed its share of ATMN losses at 

million tons. $456,000 for the year ended March 31, 1981, 
_Despite the high cost of domestic produc- compared with a profit of $160,000 in the 

tion, the Government intended to make year ended March 31, 1980. The company 
Nigeria self-sufficient in production of basic Was reappraising its continued participa- 

steel products and to protect the new indus- tion in the Nigerian mining sector 

try from low-priced imports. Cost of produc- 
tion of 1 ton of steel billets was $880 com- NONMETALS 
pared with an import price of $314 per ton. 
Both the quantity and type of steel import- Cement.—The Benue Cement Co. at Yan- 

ed were to be limited. Domestic demand of dev was set to start up a second production 

about 3.5 million tons per year was supplied line. Capacity would be raised from 1,240 to 

almost entirely by imports of finished and 3,010 tons per day. The plant was built by 

semifinished products. Four minimills pro- Cementia Engineering and Consulting Ltd. 

duced about 90,000 tons per year of steel of Switzerland. Equipment included two 64- 

products. meter-long rotary kilns with a four-stage 

Tin.—Output from the labor-intensive tin Humboldt preheater. Startup was depend- 

: sector continued to decline. The Govern- ent upon the commissioning of a new power 

ment, through the NMC, acquired a control- station under construction.
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Limestone.—A number of limestone de- Ghana. 
posits were evaluated for use as flux in the Natural Gas.—Natural gas production as- 
iron and steel industry. The Jakura deposit sociated with crude oil output was about 2 
was worked for production of marble, and pion cubic feet per day, most a which was 
both the Ubo and Ukpilla deposits supplied ared. An agreement made with a number 
limestone to the cement industry. Lime of. European companies to guarantee pur- 
plants were reportedly planned for several chase of gas was terminated, once again 
deposits. The Federal Government revoked canceling plans for a natural gas liquefac- 
the license of the Oyo State government to _ tion plant. Gas reserves of 75,000 billion 
operate the Igbetti marble deposit. No rea- cubic feet were considered underestimated. 
son for the revocation was given. Petroleum.—Sales of crude oil made up 

Salt.—Two salt refineries, one at Ijoko in | 90% of the value of exports, 80% of Govern- 
Ogun State and one at Oyhereki, near ment revenue, and 25% of the gross domes- 
Sapele, in Bendel State, were under con- tic product. About $24 billion was earned 
struction. Total combined capacity of the from oil sales in 1980. | 
two plants was 200,000 tons per year of salt. In 1981, declining oil prices and low 

production levels substantially reduced rev- 
MINERAL FUELS | enues. In the 9-month period ending Sep- 

Coal.—The G t d that tember 30, actual revenue from the sale of 
t ste ide d t tablish n bsidiary « at oil was about $6 billion below the expected 
Ww Intended to establish subsidiary mining level, equivalent to one-third of the 1981 companies at all future coal-producing budget 

the ws Soviet tecnnicians oat © . lafia ic The Port Harcourt refinery operated at : 
Pla toa ns tate ° f Coking ‘ble ay Ma tthe its rated capacity of 60,000 barrels per day. 

‘Ain cut te Y i wnt P der e str fi by The Warri and Kaduna oil refineries, each 
the US . Rr plant under construction by with 100,000 barrels per day capacity, actu- ew ally had a combined throughput of 134,000 Current output has been from two under- barrels per day 

ground mines and >, ne oPencast Rece, oe From the inception of oil exploration in Maio ped end ere wate. Recently the 1960's until early 1981, 229 oilfields had 
equip ped and modernized ye enewall been discovered. Of that number, 140 were 
eround equipment, oT 977 tome a t Or under- in production, 6 had exhausted their re- 
Sling. nd. 60 399 t ? t Okt aan serves, 71 awaited integration into a gather- 

| me an , ons a Para Mine. ing system, and 12 were newly discovered. Output from the Okola opencast mine was Reserves were 19 billion barrels, 
41,025 tons. The Nigerian Cement Co. con- 
sumed 108,715 tons; the Nigerian Electric 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Power Authority, 11,759 tons; the Nigerian 2Where necessary, values have been converted from Railways, 1,779 tons; and local users, 2,883  Ngergn naira \N) to US dollars at the rate of N1.00= tons. About 5,000 tons was exported to |



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Norway 

By Joseph B. Huvos’ . 

_ In 1981, Norway’s industrial production, and exploitation of petroleum and other 

capital investment, and trade, including the mineral deposits on Norway’s Continental 

production of offshore petroleum, were all Shelf, which was to be presented to the 

| below 1980 levels and the gross national Storting (Parliament) for consideration in 

product (GNP) increased only 0.7% in real 1982. 
terms to about $59 billion.? Oil exports Important events in Norway’s mineral 

contributed about 14% to the GNP. industry in 1981 included stagnation in the 

Unemployment edged slightly upward to country’s petroleum output, Government 

1.3% in 1981. Although exports of petrole- approval of a gas grid in the N orth Sea, 

um, the leading export item, declined, unit merger talks between the country’s two 

export prices were higher, compensating in largest steel firms, Government rescue of 

part for the decline. The country’s mineral the iron mining company AS Sydvaranger, 

industry, consisting mainly of oil and gas, departure of Tinfos—a ferroalloy maker— 

hydropower-based aluminum, ferroalloys, from the Fesil Group, and a decision of 

copper, and zinc, remained sluggish. Norsk Hydro AS to construct a nitric acid 

The Norwegian Government was pre- plant. 
paring a new law for regulating exploration | 

PRODUCTION | 

There was no important change in the some selected items in the metal and miner- 

production pattern of Norway’s mineral al industry in 1980 and 1981 are shown in — 

industry in 1981. The production index of table 1. 

| Table 1.—Production indexes, metal and mineral industry 

(1975= 100) 
aa 

1980: 1981 

Oil, mining, energy —_—_ -- ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 35 n rrr 132 132 

Oil production and mining_ _ ____-.-_------------------------------- 382 374 

Coal _______________--__------- +--+ 78 87 
Crude oil and natural gas _________-_-_----------------~------------- 458 447 

Ore mining _________-_----------------- ---------------+------- 101 104 

Oil refining. ______.___----~----------------------------------- 83 81 

Ceramics and glass _________-----------.------------------------- 104 97 ; 

Mineral products ___________----------------------------------- 95 89 

Iron, steel, ferroalloys _________---------------------------------- 92 84 

Nonferrous metals _______________.=----------------------------- 115 114 

Source: Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway, v. 100, No. 3, 1982. 
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Production of major mineral commodities in 1977 through 1981 is shown in table 2. 

Table 2.—Norway: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nee eer 

Commodity | 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” eee 

METALS 

Aluminum metal: 
Primary ingot __._________________ 622,730 638,559 668,916 653,337 632,783 Secondary ingot ___________________ 9,474 6,634 T3500 4,500 4,400 
Superpure_______~-______________ 4,700 4,700 NA NA NA 

Cadmium metal, smelter._.______________ 97 120 115 130 117 
Cobalt metal _._________________ 705 - 522 953 1,275 1,444 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content of concentrate ____ 29,053 29,073 28,016 28,869 28,238 
etal: 

Smelter, primary only _,___________ 26,575 20,061 *27,339 33,690 31,952 NG 
re  ——— 

Refined: . 
Primary___________________ 21,237 15,674 20,964 25,785 26,077 
Secondary ____.____________ 1,294 5,578 6,000 “6,000 "6,000 — 

Total._-______________ 22,531 21,252 26,964 31,785 32,077 
Iron and steel: ° 

Iron ore and concentrate ___ thousand tons__ 3,635 3,773 4,066 3,884 4,064 
Roasted pyrites.._._.$___________do.___ 147 158 ©110 “110 “110 Pigiron ________.__________do____ 512 554 "650 612 568 —— EO 

—_————————— ee —— 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome _____________do____ 22 15 12 11 12 
Ferrochromium silicon _______do____ (7). 1 1 . (?) 1 
Ferromanganese _______.____do____ 244 273 338 287 225 
Ferrosilicon (75% basis)_______do____ 223 266 349 307 274 

Silicon metal ____.__...___do____ 60 58 ©70 85 oe 
Ferrosilicomanganese _____. __do____ 127 134 184 163 198 
Other______.___________do____ 31 30 29 7 12 

Total __-.._-__________do.___ 707 TTT 983 860 722 
Steel, crude__________.______do____ 711 812 923 854 848 
Semimanufactures: - 

Rolled _________________do____ 500 644 741 °750 °740 
Finished castings_._________do____ 10 4 6 “10 &6 

Lead: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 3,265 3,561 3,596 2,600 3,600 
Smelter, secondary only ______________ 911 917 400 “400 __ 

Magnesium metal, primary ______________ 38,165 39,160 44,177 44,352 47,602 
Nickel: 

Concentrate, metal content ________-___ 543 536 500 °500 &500 
Metal, primary______._____________ 38,222 23,7389 30,686 37,123 37,095 

Platinum-group metals® _______ troy ounces__ 39,867 33,630 37,327 NA NA 
Titanium: Ilmenite concentrate____________ 828,503 . 766,990 ™819,815 827,814 657,625 
Vanadium, mine output, metal content® ______ 540 460 570 540 570 

inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 31,277 29,592 29,592 28,670 29,800 
Metal, primary. ___________________ 69,790 71,628 77,763 79,416 80,279 

NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 2,314 2,232 2,197 2,093 1,789 
Feldspar, lump* _____________________ 70,799 59,522 87,888 67,559 “70,000 
Graphite...) ~~ 77777777777 77777777 9,097 11,151 11,892. 10,406 8,665 
Lime, hydrated, and quicklime ____________ 102,268 126,364 ©130,000 130,000 ©130,000 
Mica® _____ 2,818 2,688 2,915 2,900 ©2,900 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___________ 504,521 526,458 544,532 515,078 544,793 
Olivine sand ____________.__________ 350,635 606,087 791,988 1,102,739 1,100,000 
Pyrites and pyrrhotite, gross weight _________ 308,338 293,289 240,553 421,367 412,578 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

‘Causticsoda _____________________ 74,058 101,686 176,019 183,554 184,481 
P Sodium carbonate® _._______________ 25,000 26,000 27,000 27,000 27,000 
tone: 
Dimension stone: Slate _______________ 58,941 51,813 NA NA NA 
Crushed and broken: 

Dolomite: 
Ground _____~____~__________ 66,175 80,322 97,111 — NA 
Not further described __________ 512,040 510,681 513,350 559,117 NA 

Limestone _________ thousand tons__ 4,607 4,390 5,254 4,146 NA 
Nepheline syenite _______________ 209,689 231,273 241,131 231,339 223,152 
Quartz and quartzite._____________ 600,676 672,744 639,487 843,762 NA eee NN —_={jza=zz=z_=—=—Oo—TT___ 

Sulfur: 
Pyrites, S content _______ thousand tons__ 154 150 119 193 *190 
Byproduct of: 

Metallurgy ______________do____ 38 36 40 “40 “40 
Petroleum _______________do____ 7 7 6 &6 &6 ————$ 

Total _._____________do____ 199 193 165 239 236 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Norway: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur —Continued 

Sulfuric acid (100%)___________--_-_~- 383 381 386 359 NA 

Talc, soapstone, steatite: 
Unground_____________------~--~-~- 33,564 . 35,754 34,294 35,270 €33,000 
Other ____________-_-_--_------- 64,523 60,962 53,191 52,365 52,000 

Total _..._--___________---__- 98,087 96,716 87,485 87,635 85,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades_________-.---------~ ~~ 436,784 402,084 *280,280 288,412 312,754 
Coke, allgrades _._-__..____---------- 320,715 320,205 336,541 343,941 340,817 

as: 
Manufactured _____-_-~— million cubic feet__ 729 579 563 458 410 
Natural: 

Gross® _________.._-----do___. _ 160,000 550,000 790,000 960,000 958,000 
e Marketed __________~--_~-do___~_ 110,855 525,865 759,482 922,065 919,859 

Peat: 
For agricultural use_________-------_- 60,000 60,000. ™60,000 ™60,000 60,000 
For fuel use___§ ____.-___-------~--- 1,100 1,100 ¥1,200 ¥1,200 1,200 

Petroleum: 
Crude ____-_~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 101,887 127,163 140,111 181,692 175,361 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, motor____._____--do____ 10;030 7,490 10,318 9,941 NA 
Jet fuel______.________--do___~_ 2,446 1,762 1,956 1,321 NA 
Kerosine ________.___—---do___~ 2,219 2,807 3,663 3,548 NA 
Distillate fuel oil ___.____.__-do___~ 20,657 23,728 27,534 25,966 NA 
Residual fuel oi! ___________do___~_ 17,023 11,674 14,601 11,876 NA 
Lubricants_________.... -do___~ 287 33 80 31 NA 
Other_______________~~-do____ ~ -§,861 1,721 6,381 6,545 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses __ _ _ _ _ _ _do__ ~~ 4,215 5,981 5,013 3,342 NA 

Total ___________.__-do____ 62,238 55,196 69,496 62,570 NA 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 9, 1982. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Data represent exports, presented in lieu of actual production data, which are reported in official sources as not 

available for publication. A part of these exports may be derived from imported materials. 
“Excludes nepheline syenite, which is included under “Stone.” 

TRADE | 

In 1981, Norway’s foreign trade balance compensated for some of the loss. Norway’s 
showed an increasing surplus. Although mineral commodity trade in 1979 and 1980 
North Sea oil prices dropped from $41 to $386 is shown in tables 3 and 4. 
per barrel, the strengthening of the dollar 

Table 3.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite _____________~~------ _- 1,847 _-— All toSweden. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~--- 20 35 _- Sweden 32. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_____--------------- 23,841 18,591 _. West Germany 8,202; Italy 2,976; 
Sweden 2,338. 

Unwrought _____________--- 565,04 521,183 1,747 West Germany 184,330; United Kingdom 
95,822; Netherlands 75,023. 

Semimanufactures___________— 65,196 66,044 875 United Kingdom 13,309; Sweden 8,618; 
West Germany 7,684. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 ra 

y Shited Other (principal) ee eeeeeereeemnemnnee 

METALS —Continued 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 
value_ _ _— $1,000 _- All to Sweden. Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 156 NA . Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides_______ 1 1 — Do. Cobalt, metal including alloys, all forms___ _ 885 NA 

pper: 
Gre and concentrate______________ 98,797 89,498 _- West Germany 68,857; Sweden 20,466. Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 2,892 NA 
Metal including alloys: - 

Serap______ 4,569 4,166 _— West Germany 1,908; Sweden 928; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 483. Unwrought: 

Unrefined.____________ __ 6,192 7,388 _— All to West Germany. Refined ____________ 21,652 27,494 455 West Germany 8,172; France 5,904; 
United Kingdom 4,969. Semimanufactures_______ | 2,935 3,410 — Sweden 1,403; West Germany 1,315. Gold metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought______~_ __ troy ounces__ 4,405 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate, except roasted pyrites 
thousand tons__ 3,409 2,722 __ West Germany 1,485; France 358; 

Poland 324. Roasted pyrites_.__________ | 27,684 53,609 _- West Germany 43,070; Denmark 6,053; 
United Kingdom 2,086. Metal: 

Scrap _-_-2_ 2 8, 38,025 38,491 2 West Germany 21,623; Sweden 10,815; 
Denmark 3,451. 

Pig iron including cast iron, powder, 
shot____________________ 140,198 104,329 _- United Kingdom 50,958; West Germany 

26,997; Netherlands 6,517. Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese __________ 245,588 245,505 18,739 West Germany 45,500; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 29,170. , Other _________________ 562,824 463,694 25,368 West Germany 162,777; United Kingdom 
65,648; Sweden 39,018. Steel, primary forms___________ 239,469 211,617 _. Netherlands 114,959; Denmark 32,794; 
Argentina 21,988. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 245,318 246,547 — Sweden 61,309; United Kingdom 53,481; 
West Germany 42,572. Universals, plates, sheets ____ _ 134,899 141,699 _- Sweden 39,349; United Kingdom 39,208; 
Denmark 28,099. Hoop and strip____§________ 7,162 7,982 NA Sweden 5,655; United Kingdom 1,228. Rails and accessories________ 2,787 437 __ Sweden 431. Wire_________ 7,967 7,184 1,679 United Kingdom 1,737; Iraq 967; 
Finland 451. Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 40,051 40,515 1,015 Sweden 17,716; United Kingdom 10,036; 
Denmark 3,418. Castings and forgings, rough ___ 11,354 12,783 2 Sweden 8,309; Denmark 2,606; Liberia 
1,078. Lead: 

Ore andconcentrate______________ 6,293 3,754 __ All to West Germany. Oxides and fydroxides __________ 29 11 — Sweden 5; Thailand 4; Ghana 2. Metal including alloys: 
- Serap 7,598 8,753 __ Denmark 4,286; West Germany 1,720; 

Sweden 1,695. Unwrought ______________ __ 254 125 a Sweden 71; Denmark 33. Semimanufactures____________ 1 2 a All to Netherlands. Magnesium metal including alloys: 
rap__-__- ~~~ 20 2 __ All to West Germany. Unwrought ______ value, thousands__ $90,224 $97,389 NA NA. Semimanufactures_._____________ 173 207 NA West Germany 169. Manganese ore and concentrate_________ 1,287 1,955 _- United Kingdom 1,100; West Germany 

Mercury —---~-~~_~. 76-pound flasks_ _ 1,363 2,842 _— France 2,233; Czechoslovakia 609. ickel: 
Ore andconcentrate______________ 12,692 13,773 _. All to Finland. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap___- = 994 391 34 Austria 203; United Kingdom 147. Unwrought ________________ 33,088 31,250 16,097 West Germany 3,848; United Kingdom 
2,509; Netherlands 1,527. Semimanufactures____________ 12 78 _- Liberia 67. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 | 1980 : | 
y United Other (principal) 

ee 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands__ $9,992 $11,152 $6,854 Netherlands $3,718. 
Rare-earth metals: Oxides ________---- 19 _- 
Silicon, elemental __________.-_--~~ 56,165 (1) 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ $847 $1,340 _- United Kingdom $884; West Germany 

Metals including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought________.--do____ $6,906 $16,339 $293 Sweden $7,666; West Germany $3,692; 
a United Kingdom $1,954. 

Tin metal including alloys: . 
Scrap______.---------------- 35 52 _- Denmark 29; West Germany 16. 
Unwrought _________------+~---- 21 7 _. Sweden 4; Finland 2. 
Semimanufactures_ _____.--_----- 1 A _- Mainly to West Germany. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate_____.___~---— 141,480 779,741 _- West Germany 346,752; U.S.S.R. 97,025; 

Poland 84,136. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______---_~-~- 1,227 1,137 _- Sweden 927; Denmark 205. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms 
value__ $13,428 $7,000 ©§ __ Denmark $6,000. 

Uranium and thorium metal including alloys, 
aia forms ~ oe eee dL Le _. $5,000 $5,000 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate_______.____ —~ 18,241 6,395 _- West Germany 4,365; Poland 2,030. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~-~-~- 671 669 _- Sweden 340; Denmark 299. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-___--_---~-------- 1,089 1,332 _- West Germany 919; Sweden 211; 
Netherlands 112. 

Blue powder ___ ______-~-----~- 4,443 NA NA NA. 
Unwrought ________-----_--- 61,933 65,739 _— West Germany 17,806; Sweden 17,088; 

East Germany 9,247. 
Semimanufactures _____.—_.~-- 4,847 5,412 40 West Germany 1,099; Denmark 1,078; 

. Sweden 785. 
Other: 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals._________________~_~ 117,481 119,065 _— West Germany 86,379; United Kingdom 

12,701; Denmark 8,435. 
Metalloids_______.__-__~-----~-- 7 60,586 1,853 U.S.S.R. 19,992; West Germany 13,943; 

United Kingdom 9,213. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ______—- 2,911 3,028 NA NA. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms_ _ — 1,184 1,287 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Artificial: Corundum _________-_-—- 1 10 _- Republic of South Africa 7. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 867 767 10 Sweden 209; Finland 148; Turkey 54. 

Asbestos, crude_________.~-------- NA _- 
Barite and witherite____.________~.-- 1,627 271 _- Denmark 150; United Kingdom 80. 
Cement _______. ~~ thousand tons__ 694 525 NA NA. 
Chalk______________~--~-~-----_-- 7 40 _- Denmark 31; Finland 9. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude _____________~_____-_-- 286 21 __ Denmark 15; Libya 5. 
Products: . 

Nonrefractory__ value, thousands__ $2,391 $2,872 $1 West Germany $2,344; France $451. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ — 4,576 6,576 8 West Germany 2,682; Sweden 1,646; 

Bahrain 923. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural ________~_- -- 10 _. All to Iceland. 
Diamond, gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $334 $307 $35 Belgium-Luxembourg $96; Finland $49; 
est Germany $44. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ — ~~ — _ 34 11 _- Sweden 10. 
Feldspar and fluorspar _________----- 327,484 310,662 18 Netherlands 80,413; United Kingdom 

62,395; West Germany 60,328. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ___ value, thousands__ $82,006 $99,995 NA NA. 
Phosphatic_ _____._-__----~--- 1 100 -- All to Sweden. 
Potassic__..____-_.~-------- 30 =: 3, 138 _. Thailand 3,131. 
Other including mixed 

value, thousands_ — $122,690 $152,804 NA NA. 
Ammonia _______-_------do__--— $2,625 $1,197 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 
Commodit - 1979 1980 : 

me a Gnited | Other (principal) 
RR 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Graphite, natural _______________ 11,178 10,675 NA’ NA. Gypsum and plasters _______________ 9 8,878 -~- Ghana 4,506; Liberia 4,362. ~ Lime _______~ ~~ 2,405 15,300 -- Liberia 13,399; Sweden 1,599. Magnesite______________________ -~- 14,120. _- Sweden 6,179; Austria 4,332; Yugoslavia 
Mica: Crude including splittings and waste _ _ 2,915 2,113 _— Netherlands 770; Portugal 201; United 

_ Kingdom 176. Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed __ _ 36 -__ a , 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond_______ __ value, thousands__ $51 $58 _- West aermany $39; United Kingdom $9; me : os - Sweden $8. - Pyrites, unroasted_-_____. =, 27,256 190,107 — Sweden 61,297; Italy 51,278; Romania 

47,790. Saltandbrine __2_-_______ 1,594 1,576 _— Sweden 942; Denmark 630. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s. 
; value, thousands__ $6,881 $13,911 __ Spain $3,655; Denmark $3,387; Guinea 

940. Stone, sand and gravel: : 
Dimension stone: . . . Crude and partly worked: 

Marble and other calcareous ___ 1,232 1,704 _- Italy 1,073; Sweden 257; Japan 189. Slate_____________ 39,897 21,852 _ Netherlands 13,963; West Germany 4,226; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,460. - Other __________.______ 84,765 101,113 335 —- France 43,996; Italy 24,437; West 
Germany 18,710. Worked, all types__-____-_______ 312 13,106 -  __ Netherlands 9,795; West Germany 1,700; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 451. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _____ 111,728 126,073 a NA. 

Gravel and crushed rock 
. thousand tons__ 2,182 2,164 __ West Germany 1,301; France 256; 

United Kingdom 173. Limestone except dimension_________ 45,193 38,719 — Denmark 22,239; Sweden 10,884. Quartz and quartzite __.__________ 42.357 62,496 5 Iceland 60,527; West Germany 944; : Denmark 642. . Sand excluding metal-bearing________ 4,308 2,158 -_ Sweden 1,172; Kuwait 350; United 
Kingdom 292. Sulfur: 

Elemental, allforms_____________ _ 3,283 1,842 _ Sweden 525; Netherlands 500; United 
Kingdom 500. 

Sulfuric acid ______value, thousands__ $2,562 $5,191 NA NA. Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ___ _ _ 52,007 55,728 . _— United Kingdom 13,689; Netherlands 
10,787; Sweden 8,730. Other: 

Crude ______________________ NA 2 1 NA. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing ~--§-§_~§________ 14,174 9,258 _. Sweden 7,803; United Kingdom 1,262. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cement, unfired nonmetals ___ _ _ 951 7,525 __ Sweden 3,659; Finland 3,123. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural________ _ _ 9 1,024 a Denmark 962; France 20. Carbon black ____________________ 17 15 -- _ Iceland 7; Malaysia 3; Singapore 2. Coal and briquets: Anthracite and bituminous 

coal _-_-_-_~_ ee 63,577 (?) 
Coke and semicoke_________________ 55,145 35,640 a West Germany 13,494; Iceland 12,435; 

Sweden 9,411. 
Gas, hydrocarbon, natural 

million cubic feet__ 734,102 (3) 
Peat, including briquets and litter ______ _ 14 16 — Faroe Islands 15. Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 139,283 173,266 -- United Kingdom 164,885; Netherlands 

3,224. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline including natural __do.___ 5,450 4,528 -~ United Kingdom 1,431; Netherlands 1,190; 
Sweden 787. 

Kerosine and jet fuel___ ___do____ 121 7 — Sweden 5. 
Distillate fuel oi] _._.____do____ 5,870 5,731 ~- Denmark 1,764; Sweden 1,501; Nether- 

lands 1,279. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

S
L
 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit:; 1979 1980 : . | United Other (principal) 
re 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products —Continued 
Refinery products > Gontinued 

Residual! fuel oil 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 4,515 4,860 _— Netherlands 1,175; United Kingdom 1,169; 

Sweden 1,118. 

Lubricants_________---do___~- 3 25 (4) Sweden 16; Denmark 2. 

Other: 
Mineral jelly and wax ——do___~_ 11 16 _. Sweden 15. 

Liquefied petroleum gas , 
do. _ —- 530 NA 

Petroleum coke __————do__~_~_ 1,037 496 _- Netherlands 147; Hungary 83; Yugoslavia 

Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s. a 9 
0... _ . 

Unspecified_ — _ — - - _ _ -do_ - ~~ (4) 39 __ Italy 31; Kenya 6. a 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals _ - — - - - - --- 49,703 47,087 __ Netherlands 29,709; Denmark 12,329; 

. Belgium-Luxembourg 4,468. 
Oe 

NA Not available. | 

1Included with “Other: Metalloids.” 
2Unreported quantity valued at $4,396,000. 

. “Unreported quantity valued at $2,616,661,000, of which $1,653,401,000 went to West Germany, $956,796,000 to the 

United Kingdom, and $5,753,000 to the United States. 
“Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 4.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mmo United . Other (principal) 
2 

METALS | 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite _________________._-- 20,641 6,894 _. All from Greece. 

Oxides and hydroxides _ thousand tons_ — 1,206 1,479 57 - Jamaica 400; Australia 344; 
Suriname 334. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _______------------- 124 2,503 473 West Germany 1,106; United 

Kingdom 852. 

Unwrought ______---------- 8,901 16,399 1,959 Sweden a United Kingdom 4,275; 
pain 2,307. 

Semimanufactures________..-- 36,244 45,552 1,460 West Germany 22,578; Sweden 7,248; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4,011. 

Antimony: Elemental _ ~~ ~~ ---------- 28 -- 

Chromium: 
Chromite __._______----------- 36,357 293 _- Republic of South Africa 253. 

Co Oxides and hydroxides __-__------- 299 208 __ USSR. 102; West Germany 57; Italy 40. 

t: 
Oxides and hydroxides _ ____-------- 9 6 _.._ Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Co Metal including alloys, all forms — — — ~—- 18 NA 

pper: 
Matte ~e ee eee ee ee ee ee 42 3 NA Denmark 2. 

Oxides and hydroxides ____~--~----- 390 NA 

Sulfate_______-__------------- 1,304 NA 

Metal! including alloys: 
Scrap ____---------------- 228 331 223 Sweden 66. 

Unwrought —_-------------- 2,633 2,259 2 Sweden 816; United Kingdom 790; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 415. 

Semimanufactures_________---— 27,012 27,844 103 West Germany 9,673; Sweden 9,065; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 2,604. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought_ _ _ _ - . _ - troy ounces_ _ 39,063 NA 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate_________----- 312,434 87,101 _- Sweden 87,094. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 ai 

y Suited Other (principal) 

. METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal: 
Scrap__-- === 6,418 52,925 14 United Kingdom 31,867; Netherlands 

6,110; Denmark 5,178. Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 15,220 17,121 20 West Germany 5,373; Sweden 3,166; 
Netherlands 2,670. Steel, primary forms___________ 136,560 195,494 NA Netherlands 126,607; West Germany 
28,888; Spain 9,765. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 263,136 309,631 86 Sweden 77,479; West Germany 76,996; 
France 41,802. Universals, plates, sheets ____ _ 430,828 584,862 608 West Germany 123,258; Sweden 118,639; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 71,743. Hoopandstrip____________ 32,945 38,893 15 West Germany 10,508; Finland 8,341; 
Sweden 5,674. Rails and accessories________ 23,640 29,410 — Sweden 23,043; West Germany 3,135. Wire____________ 15,582 16,759 175 Belgium-Luxembourg 7,982; Sweden 
4,074; West Germany 1,190. Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 144,151 177,895 1,931 West Germany 72,728: France 19,219; 
United Kingdom 17,742. Lead Castings and forgings, rough __ _ 3,182 5,396 19 Denmark 2,725; Sweden 1,695. ad: 

Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 738 1,032 14 West Germany 578; United Kingdom 369. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap. 3 87 -- Denmark 57; Sweden 27. . Unwrought __________ 12,102 13,608 1,421 United Kingdom 4,240; Denmark 4,078; 

Sweden 3,275. Semimanufactures_______ _ | _ 1,069 1,415 1 Netherlands 803; West Germany 197; 
Sweden 139. Magnesium metal including alloys: 

nwrought____________ 386 366 364 West Germany 1; United Kingdom 1. Semimanufactures._______________ 26 24 3 Switzerland 10; Netherlands 5. Manganese: 
Ore andconcentrate._____________ 815,148 807,700 244 Gabon 259,024; Brazil 132,217; 

Australia 114,375. Oxides and hydroxides _____________ 41] 815 NA Netherlands 700; Belgium- . Luxembourg 65. Metal including alloys, all forms ____ __ 1,178 NA Mercury___________ 76-pound flasks_ _ 29 29 __ Mainly from U.S.S.R. Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 3 2 NA Mainly from Austria. ickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials_______ 78,897 89,855 _- Canada 76,483; United Kingdom 4,732. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap________ =, (7) 7 7 Unwrought ____________ 86 80 45 United Kingdom 13; Canada 12. Semimanufactures_______ | 197 274 14 West Germany 112; United Kingdom 70; 
Sweden 41. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands__ $2,362 $2,119 $1 United Kingdom $782; West Germany 

$756; Switzerland $403. Silver: 
Waste and sweepings ___ _ troy ounces__ 361,181 444,001 _- Sweden 320,414; Denmark 58,739; Finland 

43,854. Metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought___ value, thousands__ $21,061 $23,988 $286 United Kingdom $10,439; West Germany 

$7,324; Switzerland $4,423. Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap_---- ===, 8 7 a Sweden 5; Denmark 2. Unwrought_____________ 583 614 _- United Kingdom 470; Netherlands 62. Semimanufactures._______________ 280 335 NA United Kingdom 196; Denmark 53; West 

: Germany 48. Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate______________ 228 NA Oxide and hydroxides_____________ 1,300 491 — West Germany 480. Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 3 5 NA West Germany 2; Sweden 2. Uranium and thorium: Oxides including rare- 

earth oxides ____________ 72 NA Zinc: 
Ore andconcentrate._________ | 73,102 81,839 — All from Sweden. Oxides and pentoxides _________ 2,564 2,217 — West Germany 1,763; United King- 

dom 250. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap_._-__ === 2,629 2,414 — Sweden 1,587; Denmark 822. Blue powder, dust, flake_____ 3 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc —Continued 
Metal including alloys —Continued 

Unwrought _______________- 884 1,051 _— United Kingdom 504; Poland 490. 
Semimanufactures__~._~________ 781 651 NA France 279; Netherlands 108; West 

Germany 103. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates. _______.~____ 530 652 _- Australia 416; Netherlands 225. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals___§_~_~_______________~ 21,226 24,098 __ Sweden 22,709; Denmark 1,377. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ____—___ 517 235 30 United Kingdom 117; China 30. 
etals: 

Metalloids ____________~~-_- 8 84 _— Sweden 78. 
Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth 

metals _____§_____~-~---_-~_~- 267 202 50 West Germany 76; Sweden 26. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 1,466 964 310 Republic of South Africa 440; Sweden 53. 

NONMETALS . 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Pumice, emery, natural corundum _ _ _ _ _ 6972 20,492 56 Portugal 12,964; United Kingdom 2,524; 

Netherlands 2,447. 
Artificial: Corundum ______--___~_-_~- 1,365 1,558 70 West Germany 1,065; Netherlands 240. 
Dust and powder of natural or synthetic 

precious or semiprecious stones except 
diamond__________~—~— kilograms_ _ 75 (7) 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 948 1,060 131 Austria 252; Sweden 194; West 
Germany 1839. 

Asbestos, crude____._§_____---~---- 490 103 35 West Germany 68. 
Barite and witherite________________ 102,981 111,392 911 Morocco 62,744; Netherlands 26,898. 
Boron materials: . 

Crude natural borates. ________. _ — 7,275 8,392 6,741 Turkey 1,650. 
Oxide and acid ____§_§__._________ 380 370 159 France 156. 

Cement _________~______________ 8,055 5,639 1 United Kingdom 1,693; Denmark 1,529; 
Finland 1,343. 

Chalk. __~9_~9_~9_~§_______ iit 9,121 9,067 22 Denmark 4,572; Sweden 3,503. 
Clays and clay products: 

~ Crude: 
Fuller’s earth, Dinas, chamotte _ _ _ _ 112 NA 
Kaolin ~_-____~_~2- 2 ~~. _____ = 83,765 NA 
Other__ 2 Le 1,127 3154,558 3,525 United Kingdom 87,922; Greece 21,385. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory__ value, thousands_. $12,015 $13,769 _- West Germany $3,629; Netherlands 

$3,049; Sweden $2,129. 
Refractory _________________ 19,97 33,733 71 Sweden 9,851; United Kingdom 9,118; 

West Germany 5,389. 
Cryolite and chiolite_....2-________~_ 5,746 6,240 __ All from Denmark. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung. thousand carats_ _ 65 (4) 
Industrial __.__________ _-_value__ $5,000 $81,000 $1,000 West Germany $40,000; Sweden $33,000. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ _ _ — 1,968 1,939 631 Iceland 654; Sweden 221. 
Feldspar___________-_.-_._-_--- 22 (5) 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous ______________~~ 217 221 _- All from West Germany. 
Phosphatic. ___........__ ~~ 427,397 477,212 108,595 — Israel 152,772; U.S.S.R. 73,756; 

Togo 59,150. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _______________~ 1,109 1,531 _- East Germany 900; Czechoslovakia 350; 
N etherlands 111. 

Phosphatic_____....-.- ~~~ 5,172 5,808 __ Sweden 5,166; Netherlands 629. 
Potassic. 9222 ~~ ________- 302,590 319,473 2,750 West Germany 83,041; France 74,390; 

Spain 61,370. 
Other including mixed________~~_ 7,349 6,883 15 Sweden 5,205; Netherlands 1,428. 

Ammonia ___________.~_-_____. 84,097 94,756 __ U.S.S.R. 66,651; France 20,137. 
Fluorspar _____________+__.----~ 46,941 48,843 _- Morocco 14,370; United Kingdom 12,004; 

East Germany 10,900. 
Graphite: 

Natural ______________------- 784 ° 57 NA United Kingdom 380; Sweden 341. 
Artificial. _-__.____-_---_---+--- 2,065 2,525 3 Sweden 1,407; United Kingdom 986. 

Gypsum and plasters _____________—~— 177,962 168,465 _. France 91,281; Spain 36,195. 
Lime _______________~_-~-----~- 7,966 12,886 3 Sweden 7,509; Denmark 5,058. 
Magnesite___________----~~------ 6,030 4,508 _- China 1,833; Austria 1,787; Spain 591. 
Mica, all forms ________--_--~----- 2,160 2,244 40 India 2,020. 
Pigment, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ _ _ 2,861 2,540 — West Germany 2,520. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

———__—_—_—_————— ee SSSeSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSsFsFeFeFeseseSS 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . . United Other (principal) 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond, including synthetic stones 

kilograms__ 14,170 (*) . 
Salt andbrine ___________________ 455,230 453,609 4 Netherlands 298,907; Spain 59,223; West 

Germany 24,852. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, N.e.8.: 

Caustic potash, sodic and potassic 
peroxides_____________ 1,710 1,450 NA Sweden 1,222. 

Causticsoda.________________ 6,064 9,645 NA Netherlands 2,939; Sweden 2,704; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 2,267. 

Sodaash_____________________ 46,505 56,693 -- Netherlands 29,066; West Germany 
7,036; France 6,486. 

Stone, sand and gravel: , 
Dimension stone: ; ked 

e and partly worked: 
Calcareous. 812 —_ ; 
Slate. __-.~ ~~ ~__ 2,574 3,182 ~— _ Sweden 2,757; Italy 316. 
Other _________________ 12,155 4,760 a West Germany 1,616; Sweden 1,318; 

Finland 704. 
Worked, all types_____________ 3,665 5,978 9 Portugal 3,179; Sweden 1,108; 

Poland 1,004. 
Dolonite, chiefly refractory-grade _____ 5,082 8,313 8 United Kingdom 7,389. 
Gravel and crushed rock ___________ 775,593 19,722 2 Sweden 77,629. 
Limestone other than dimension ______ _ 202,649 198,067 _— United Kingdom 187,411. 
quartz and quartzite _____________ 399,052 402,658 NA Spain 291,363; Sweden 97,963. 

nd excluding metal-bearing__.______ 208,684 212.341 264 Belgium-Luxembourg 136,723; 
. Sweden 62,937. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms______________ 2,607 2,870 __ Sweden 2,516. 
Sulfuric acid _._-_____________ 1,604 155 NA Denmark 107; Netherlands 22. ale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _____ 6,654 6,878 © _— Finland 3,140; India 2,492. 
er: 
Crude _________.____________ 100,508 81,998 243 West Germany 79,121; Sweden 2,125. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not 

metal-bearing __.________.._____ 58,709 61,492 -- Sweden 24,815; Netherlands 14,901; West 
Germany 10,462. 

Oxides and hydroxides of magnesium, ; 
strontium, barium______________ 316 166 1 France 70; West Germany 58. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cement, unfired nonmetals ____ _ 5,113 3,803 21 Denmark 1,256; Sweden 1,151; West 

Germany 378. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural__________ 110 51 49 Sweden 2. . Carbon black ___-___._-_~_________ 4,590 5,121 110 Sweden 3,050; West Germany 1,564. Coal, all grades, including briquets_______ 672,375 740,349 345,452 Poland 235,615; United Kingdom 60,524; 

ance 41,430. 
Coke andsemicoke_________._______ 629,782 531,005 __ United Kingdom 311,807; France 97,240; 

West Germany 69,450. 
Peat, including briquets and litter _..__.__ 12,469 12,098 -— Sweden 10,860. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 55,699 46,797 -~- United Kingdom 26,179; Saudi Arabia 

8,441; Oman 4,816. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline, including natural__do___ _ 5,072 5,098 53 Sweden 1,283; Belgium-Luxembourg 
1,136; West Germany 891. 

Kerosine and jet fuel__..._do..___ 3,232 262 (4) Belgium Luxembourg 607; Netherlands 
1; United Kingdom 569. 

Distillate fuel oil _. _._____do____ 8,043 9,560 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 2,284; Sweden 
2,027; Venezuela 1,244. 

Residual fuel oil. ______ __do__-__ 3,196 5,291 143 West Germany 1,315; United Kingdom 
792; Sweden 615. 

Lubricants____________do____ 517 673 26 Sweden 207; United Kingdom 204; 
Denmark 101. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas_do.____ 8306 9,397 NA NA. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 120 98 () West Germany 66; United Kingdom 17; 

Hungary 4. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED. , 
MATERIALS —Continued — | 

Petroleum and refinery products —Continued . 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other —Continued 

Bitumen and other residues 
| thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 98 868 () Netherlands ar Belgium-Luxembourg 

Bituminous mixtures __ _do__ __ 886 27 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 8; Sweden 7; United 

Petroleum coke ______do____ 15 1,647 «1,592 «United Kingdom 54. 
Nonlubricating oil, n.e.s. 

do____ 576 NA 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals_________~— "132,766 130,618 -- United Kingdom 59,350; West Germany 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $11,000. 
3Includes all types crude clays. 
“Unreported quantity valued at $5,453,000. 
5Included with fluorspar. , 
®May include some feldspar. 
7Unreported quantity valued at $417,000. 

| - COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS kilowatt-hours by the mid-1980’s for the 
. Aardal smelter and was to replace expen- 

nomen aan at Nowk fy storm cut nay sive power now bought from the Govern- 
smelter near Haugesund for 5 davs causin ment. The company cited failure to secure 
the aluminum ton freeze in the > ots Thin adequate financing and a forecast of a mere 

event and a very weak market caused a loss Me Bro ene scoeral Republic of Ger- 
of about $10 million to the company. Th. Norwegian Aovernmen t sto ed 

Long-range plans for Norway’s aluminum reparations 4 odernizati . tb 
industry would have increased aluminum St d DNN i erniza re ke the 
production from 700,000 to 1 million tons rare-owne aluminum plant on the 
per year. A merger was under discussion Sorfjord at Odda as a result of low demand 
between Aardal og Sunndal Verk AS (ASV), for primary aluminum. In May 1981, $10 
with its 320,000-ton-per-year plant, and million had been appropriated to begin a 
DNN Aluminium AS (DNN) bringing the $300 million modernization of the plant. 

total capacity of the two near 500,000 tons Originally planned at 90,000 tons per year, 
per year. the plant’s planned capacity was reduced to 

By April 1982, a new $116 million, 30- 69,000 tons per y ear owing to a lack of 
furnace potline of 47,000 tons per year came lectric power that itself was caused by 
online at ASV’s aluminum smelter located Successful environmental opposition to hy- 
on the Sogne Fjord at Héyanger. ASV’s 4droelectric development over the last 10 

other plant at Héyanger was also producing years. The Government wanted to gain time 
metal from an older 20,000-ton-per-year pot- to reconsider the primary aluminum expan- 
line, which was to be closed down for sion. Meanwhile, a contractor already had 

conversion to Sumimoto technology after started dismantling the old works, leaving 
the new potline was operating satisfac- only 8,000 tons per year capacity. 
torily. ASV and Elkem Spigerverket have de- 

The severe slump in the primary alumi- layed participation in the $650 million ex- 
num market prompted ASV to halt prepa- pansion of the Aluminum Company of 
ration for a $120 million hydroelectric de- America’s Jamaican bauxite refinery. 
velopment on its property at Aardal. The Norsk Hydro was still interested in the deal 
project was to have supplied 400 million with the Jamaican Government and Alcoa.
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According to original plans, Jamaica’s middle of an improvement and moderni- 
bauxite capacity of 550,000 tons per year zation program. 
would have been doubled. ASV was in the The Norwegian Government agreed to meantime ready to participate in the Hunt- _ rescue the state-owned mining concern Syd- ers Valley smelter project in Australia. varanger from the threat of bankruptcy. 

In 1981, Norway’s aluminum industry of The company was to be released from pay- five companies operating eight plants hada ment of interest and amortization to the 
total capacity of about 712,000 tons. The Government for 1982 and 1983. The Govern- largest producer was Aardal og Sunndal ment was to take over credit guarantees of Verk with plants at Aardal, Sunndalséra, about $20 million and advance another $20 and Hoyanger and a total annual capacity million to the company for modernization 
of 329,000 tons. Second was Mésal Alumi- purposes. 
nium AS, a subsidiary of Elkem, with plants Sydvaranger’s Kirkenes concentrator 
at Mosjéen, Lista, and Farsund and a total completed major modifications to increase annual capacity of 177,000 tons. Norsk Hy- its capacity and to enable it to produce dro’s Karméy plant with 110,000 tons per concentrates suitable for delivery to the year was third, followed by Sér-Norge Alu- direct reduction plant in Emden, Federal 
minium AS at Husnes with 72,000 tons per Republic of Germany, in which the compa- 
year, and Det Norske Nitrid AS at Tyssedal ny had a 74.9% interest. The new equip- 
with 24,000 tons per year. ment installed at the concentrator in 1981 

Copper, Lead, and Zine.—In 1981, Nor- included a 6.5-meter-diameter ball mill and way operated nine complex sulfide ore a flotation plant for upgrading magnetite 
mines; among them were four copper-zinc concentrates. 
mines: Skorovas Gruber, Skorovatn; Grong Norway’s largest iron ore mines remain- 
Gruber, Limingen; AS Killingdal Grube- ed as follows: Government-owned Sydvaran- 
selskap, Trondheim; and Orkla Industrier ger’s Sor Varanger Mine near Kirkenes (2.3 
AS, Lékken Verk. There were also three million tons of concentrate per year), Norsk 
copper-lead-pyrite mines: Fosdalens Berg- Jernnerk’s Rana Mine near Mo (1.2 million 
verks AS, Malm; AS Sulitjelma Gruber, tons), and Fosdalens Bergverks AS’s Verran 
Sulitjelma; and Folldal Verk AS, Tverfjel- Mine in Nord-Tréndelag (510,000 tons). 
let, Hjerkinn. There were, furthermore, two Smaller mines included the privately owned 
lead-copper-zinc mines: Bergverkselska- AS Rédsand Mine near the west coast 
pet Nord-Norge AS, Mo; and Bleikvassli (150,000 tons), Elkem’s Nesset Mine also on Gruber, Bleikvasslia. There was also a_ the west coast, both producing iron ore as a small copper smelter at AS Sulitjelma Gru- byproduct of vanadium, and Titania AS’s ber’s Sulitjelma plant. © Sokndal Mine in South Norway, also a by- Folldal Verk AS, a subsidiary of Borre- product iron ore producer besides ilmenite. 
gard AS, agreed with the Amoco Minerals Union Carbide Co.’s ferromanganese 
Co. to conduct a joint $9 million exploration plant at Sauda was acquired at midyear by program for 6 years to investigate deposits Elkem, raising the latter’s share in the 
in the area of Folldal’s copper-zinc mines. smelter to 91%. 
Tungsten and molybdenum deposits were Associated Metals and Minerals Corp. has also to be investigated. agreed to invest $39 million in Orkla’s 

Iron, Steel, and Ferroalloys.—The Nor- ferrosilicon operation at Thamshavn, which wegian Government established a steel has a capacity of 60,000 tons per year of 
commission to study the competitiveness of 75% ferrosilicon, although its furnaces are the country’s steel industry. Based on the working, at present, below that figure. 
committee’s report, merger talks continued Tinfos, a ferroalloy manufacturer, de- between the country’s two major steel- cided to leave the Fesil Group by July 1, 
makers, private sector Elkem and state- 1982, to market independently its ferrosili- 
owned AS Norsk Jernverk. Elkem, said to con product, together with its manganese 
be profitable, was making rebars from local alloys. Tinfos had a capacity of 70,000 tons 
scrap near its market. Norsk Jernwerk was per year of 75% ferrosilicon, leaving Fesil 
comparable to the best steelworks of Europe with a 200,000-ton-per-year capacity. This 
but had a cost disadvantage Owing mainly made Elkem Norway’s largest producer 
to its small size of 900,000 tons per year raw with a ferrosilicon capacity of 230,000 to steel and its ironmaking process, which 245,000 tons per year. Elkem had left Fesil 
consisted of electric pig iron furnaces. The in 1980, in order to better control its over- company’s Mo i Rana plant was in the seas sales, after having increased its foreign
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holdings. The Fesil Group was to comprise, with a vanadium content of about 1%. The 
after July 1, 1982, the Bjolvefossen, Hafs- magnetite concentrate was processed at 

lund, and Ila og Lilleby companies with Elkem’s Bremanger smelter near Svelgen 
plants at Aalvik near MHardangerfjord, into 45% to 50% ferrovanadium; capacity of 

Sarpsborg near Ostfold, Trondheim and_ the operation was about 800 tons per year 
Holla on the west coast, and Finnsness near Of ferrovanadium. Vantite, a vanadium- 
Tromsé. Tinfos meanwhile was to market titanium pig iron, was also produced. 
its own ferrosilicon, up to 100,000 tons per The Rédsand iron mine had not been 
year of silicomanganese, and up to 80,000 Profitable for some years, and it was decided 
tons per year of high-carbon ferroman- to remedy this by building a plant for 
ganese. | recovering vanadium pentoxide from the 
Magnesium.—In 1981, Norsk Hydro op- °F¢ according to the Otanmaki process, at a 

erated the country’s only magnesium smelt- cost of $600,000. The magnetite concentrate 

er at Porksgrunn, south of Oslo. Although produced would be sold separately. 

in 1979 and 1980, production problems at | 
the plant had led to a reduction of output | NONMETALS | 
below target levels, the problems were solv- Ammonia.—In 1981, Norsk Hydro’s am- 
ed in 1981, resulting in about a 7% increase monia capacity was 2.145 million tons, in- 

in output. The company reported a consid- cluding capacity in the Netherlands and 
erable buildup of inventories because of the Qatar, to be expanded by 500,000 tons in the 
generally poor economic climate. Netherlands in 1984. The company was also 

A major modernization of the smelter, planning to build for the late 1980’s another 

planned for 1982, was expected to result ina ammonia plant either in Norway, the Ne- 
substantial improvement in productivity. therlands, or the United Kingdom. 

- Small old electrolytic cells were to be re- Apatite.—Norsk Hydro acquired mining 
placed by new larger cells, based on modern rights to the apatite deposits west of Os- 
company technology, resulting in consider- ofjord at Kodal, estimated to contain 70 
able energy savings. million tons of ore graded at 17% P2Os and 

The company’s Federal Republic of Ger- 40% Fe2Os. Feasibility studies were being 

many subsidiary, Norsk Hydro Magnesium- prepared for the deposit, said to be able to 
gesellschaft GmbH was a maker of magne- support production of 300,000 tons of con- 

sium anodes for corrosion protection. Some Centrate per year, sufficient to cover 10% to 
of the caustic magnesia produced at Porks- 80% of Norsk Hydro's Norwegian fertilizer 
grunn for conversion into magnesium was Production for up to 50 years. — 
sold in the free market for the processing of Cement.—Norcem, Norway's only cement 
paper and as a cattle feed additive. manufacturer, with three cement plants 

Nickel, Cobalt, Platinum-Group Me- and a total capacity of 3.2 million tons of 

tals—In 1981, the Kristiansand, south cement per year, signed, through intermedi- 
coast, refinery of Falconbridge Nikkelverk aries, a contract with Ashland Coal Interna- 
AS, a subsidiary of Falconbridge Nickel tional Ltd. of the United States for the 

.? . delivery of 350,000 tons of West Virginia 
Mines Ltd. of Canada, continued to process steam coal. | 

imported dolntinam nickel matte containing ~~ Industrial Minerals.—In 1981, Norway 
ae , ° continued to produce significant quantities 

Titania AS'’s Sokndal Mine on the south of various industrial minerals, the most 
coast produced a nickel concentrate byprod- important ones being limestone, olivine, 
uct with 3.9% nickel, which was shipped for ijmenite, quartz, dolomite, nepheline sye- 

processing at Outokumpu Oy ’s Harjavalta nite, and feldspar. A detailed description of 
works on the west coast of Finland. industrial minerals of Norway in 1981 ap- 

Rare-Earth Metals.—Further investiga- peared in the technical literature. 
tions of the recently discovered rare-earth Nitrogen.—Norsk Hydro has decided to 

metals deposit at Ulefos in Telemark Coun- invest $22 million in replacing a 40-year-old 
ty were undertaken. Most of the deposits ‘ 140,000-ton-per-year nitric acid plant at 
are located on land owned by the S.D. Rjukan, Hordaland, which was part of an 

Cappelen Co., over an area of 450 acres. ammonia and ammonium nitrate complex. 
Vanadium.—In 1981, the Rédsand Mine, Davy McKee Co. Ltd. has been awarded a 

a subsidiary of Elkem, located at Rausand, turnkey contract for their own process. 
west of Molde on the Sunndalsfjord, contin- Sulfur.—Borregard AS of Sarpsborg, 
ued to mine a titanium-magnetite deposit south of Oslo, decided to build a pyrite-
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based 180,000-ton-per-year sulfuric acid 90 million tons of oil equivalent per year. 
plant (monohydrate) at its Sharpsborg site, These development decisions would stimu- 
where at present the company had a Dorr late offshore capital expenditures in the 
Oliver Inc. type 300,000-ton-per-year plant. range of $2 billion to $3 billion throughout 

the 1980’s. 
MINERAL FUELS | In 1981, the Norwegian parliament gave 

In 1981. N oe ined t te its backing to the construction of an 843- 
n » Norway remained a net exporter jij ometer gas gathering pipeline that was of oil and gas, producing about one-quarter to land Norwegian-Sector natural gas at 

of Western Europe’s oil output. Emden, in the Federal Republic of Ger- Electric power allocations were announc- many. In a first step, the gas from the new 
ed by the Government amounting to 14  tatvik Field in block 34/10 was to be billion kilowatt-hours until 1985, another 2 landed in Norway at Kaarsté through a 285- 
billion kilowatt-hours by. 1990, but alloca-  \ilometer 30-inch pipeline. After separation tion of a further 4.2 million kilowatt-hours of the natural gas liquids, the dry gas was to 
was postponed. Of a total of 3.4 billion flow from Kaarsté through a 196-kilometer 
kilowatt-hours allocated at present, 2 bil- 26-inch pipeline to a riser platform, to 
lion went to the aluminum industry, and which the Heimdal Field was to be con- 
600 million kilowatt-hours, to the fer roalloy nected via a 150-kilometer 36-inch pipeline. 
industry. Norsk Hydro’s magnesium pro- From there the gas was to flow via a 203- 
duction was allotted 350 million kilowatt- kilometer 36-inch line to the Ekofisk area, hours. Total industrial energy consumption from whence the gas was to flow via the 
was about 30 billion kilowatt-hours per existing Norpipe pipeline to Emden. 
year. Industry was requesting a 75% in- — Capacity of this link to Ekofisk was to be 
crease of electric power allotments. Tax on 690 billion cubic feet per year. Cost of the 
electric power was increased again to a total project was estimated at $2.2 billion, which 
of $120 million, which was about one-third made it look economical in view of an 
of the total cost of power paid by industry. annual throughput worth $1.5. billion. 

Coal.—Coal production on. Svalbard Is- Snamprogetti was to be responsible for the land, by the Government-owned Store planning, while M. W. Kellogg would han- 
Norske Spitsbergen Kullkompani increased dle the Kaarsté facilities. The state was to 
slightly from the three operating mines. take a 60% share in the Statpipe Co. being 
Two of the mines, called No. 3 and No. 7, built, Elf took 10%, Norsk Hydro 8%, Mo- 
were located at Longyearbyen. Although pile 7%, Esso 5%, Shell 5%, Total 3%, and 
the coal was less than 1 meter thick in the Saga 2%. Development cost of the reserves 
No. 3 mine and little mechanization was of the Statvik Field was put at $3.1 billion. 
possible, in the latter it was about 1.4 In 1981; there were seven oilfields in 
meters thick, allowing for some mechani- production on the Norwegian Continental 
zation. The third mine was located at Svea Shelf (Ekofisk, West Ekofisk, Edda, Cod, 
where only test mining took place. Full Tor, Albuskjell, and Statfjord). The Ekofisk 
mining was to begin in 5 to 6 years at this complex included 17 steel platforms and a 
location, at which time Svalbard output concrete pumping and processing center 
would double to over 70,000 tons per year and produced about 385,000 barrels per day, 
from reserves of about 15 million tons. In although the peak was 618,000 barrels per 
the meantime, Norcem, Norway’s cement day. The Statfjord Field comprised two 
operator, planned to convert to coal and use_ concrete platforms but a third may be 
400,000 tons of Svalbard coal per year. added at a later date. The Statfjord Field 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—In 1981, oil produced 75,000 barrels per day. 
and gas production in the Norwegian sector There were also two oilfields under devel- 
of the North Sea decreased temporarily by opment, Valhall and Ula. The first stage of 
1.4% to an oil equivalent of 48.8 million Valhall involved three steel platforms link- 
tons. This was caused by an unexpected ed to the Ekofisk center and having a 
drop in the production of the Ekofisk Field capacity of 95,000 barrels per day. Ula had a 
and by strikes in the industry. According to planned capacity of 60,000 barrels per day. 
existing programs, production by 1986 is to North of the 62° parallel two areas were 
be about 60 million tons of oil equivalent under exploration, one west of Trondheim, 
per year, but decisions to develop fields in Central Norway, called the Haltenbanken 
block 30/6 and some other smaller fields area, the other facing northern Norway, 
could raise production to 80 million or even called the Tromsé Field. Oil and gas explo-
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ration in these areas was very successful; of the country. It may be liquefied and 
four of the five wells drilled in the area shipped in special tankers, or be sent by 
struck oil or gas. The oil companies were pipeline through Sweden to supply the con- : 
pressing for extending the drilling season tinental markets of Europe. 
from the present 5 months per year to a _—‘In 1981, two companies, AS Norske Esso 
year-round season, making more efficient and AS Norske Shell, operated four petrole- 
operation possible. Statoil, the Norwegian um refineries, the first company at Slagen 
state oil company, found gas in one field in and Valloy in the Oslo Fjord with 110,000 
the Tromsé area estimated to contain 100 and 4,000 barrels per day capacity, respec- 
billion to 200 billion cubic meters. Norsk tively, and the second at Sola and Mongstad 
Hydro also found gas in the same area but (Stavanger and Bergen areas) having 60,000 
had not proved it to be commercial. Seismic 4nd 90,000 barrels per day capacity, respec- 
surveys showed also similar structures in tively. 
the Barents Sea, but an unresolved owner- “WPhysical eclentist. Divis Foreign Data 
ship dispute with the Soviet Union has held 2Where necessary, values in Norwegian kroner (NKr) N: orway back from exploiting it. have been converted to U.S. dollars at the average rate of _The Norwegian companies were consider- Ni, UBEE‘0 fori °°" wre ing alternate plans for the gas in the north





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Pakist akistan 

By Suzann C. Ambrosio! 

Pakistan’s economy, particularly the min- specific areas: The International Bank for : 

eral and industrial sectors, exhibited posi- Reconstruction and Development (World 

tive growth signs during 1980-81.2 Real Bank)—$120 million for the develop- 

gross domestic product (GDP in constant ment of Pakistani energy resources; United 

1960 prices) increased nearly 6% for the Nations—a $50 million grant to construct | 

fourth consecutive year, and nominal gross and equip a national training development 

national product (GNP) increased 20% to institute in Islamabad; and the Internation- 

$28 billion during the year.? Despite signifi- al Development Association (IDA) of the 

cant gains in the production of fertilizers, World Bank—a $25 million loan to train 

cement, and other nonmetallic materials, skilled workers. The Western industrialized 

the mineral industry continued to comprise countries were expected to grant a total of 
less than 1% of the GNP. Pakistani mineral $1.2 billion in Afghan refugee assistance. 

products having the highest unit value The United States proposed a $3 billion aid 

during 1981 included hydrocarbons and gem package for combined military and econom- 
stones. The reported market value of these _ic assistance during 1982. 
commodities was approximately $300 mil- Pakistan’s economic policy objectives, to 

lion. promote the development of import-sub- 
The $5.8 billion Government budget was __ stitution industries and to increase exports, 

expected to increase 14% to $6.7 billion in were complemented by demand manage- 
1981-82. Over one-half of the current ex- ment programs of restrained monetary sup- 
penditures were allocated to defense and ply growth and tightened credit. Inflation 
debt servicing. The debt-service ratio continued to rise, however, to approximate- 
decreased for the third consecutive year in ly 11%, owing primarily to higher import 

1981. Budget financing was expected to be prices and increased levels of worker remit- 

divided between internal sources (65%) and tances. The 1981 current account deficit of 

external assistance (35%). approximately $1 billion improved because 

The balance of payments (BOP) improved of the 22% increase in worker remittances 

during 1981. Exports increased in value by to nearly $2.2 billion. The shortfall was 

26% to $2.9 billion, and imports grew 18% financed primarily through foreign capital 

to $5.5 billion. The U.S. share in Pakistani inflows and drawdowns on the Internation- 

trade was only 5% of exports and 11% of al Monetary Fund (IMF). The IMF Extend- 

imports. Major Pakistani import categories ed Fund Facility was to provide $1.7 billion 

continued to be petroleum, capital goods, over a period of 3 years from 1980-83. 

and fertilizers. Despite general improvement trends, Paki- 

The Arab nations continued to provide stan’s economy continued to be plagued by 

BOP support through the OPEC fund and an investment-savings gap and growing de- 

other bilateral arrangements. Saudi Arabia pendence on worker remittances and for- 

was the largest contributor in 1981, follow- eign energy supplies. : 

ed by Japan and the Federal Republic of Policies were implemented to encourage 

Germany. The multilateral aid organiza- private investment and boost domestic in- 

tions targeted aid programs toward more dustries. In addition to streamlining and 

759
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accelerating the investment process, the sector involvement has been encouraged in 
Government reduced the maximum corpo-_ the hydrocarbon and gem stone sectors. In 
rate income tax rate by 5% to approximate- December 1981, Pakistan held an interna- 
ly 61% of profits. The rate of initial depreci- tional exhibition and gem stone auction. 
ation on plant equipment and machinery The Gemstone Corp. of Pakistan was al- 
was raised from 25% to 40%. lowed to make direct sales to Indian gem 

The total gross fixed capital investment merchants and started opening the market 
increased 12% during 1981. Public sector to other foreign and domestic private sector 
investment increased 11% everall, and pri- gem merchants. | 
vate sector investment increased 14%, driv- According to the Government, major con- 
en by a 27% increase in industrial invest- straints in developing indigenous mineral 
ment. The Government continued to domi- resources were lack of exploratory equip- 
nate the mineral sector, although Govern- ment, insufficient geologic mapping at ap- 
ment investments in minerals declined 7% propriate scale, shortage of trained and 
to $9.6 million in 1981. Conversely, private experienced personnel, and inadequate fi- 
sector investment in the mineral industry nancial resources, particularly the lack of 
increased 20% over this same period, pri- available risk capital. The United Nations 
marily for coal and marble. Despite the fact Technical Cooperation Div. approved a pro- 
that 85% of the coal mining properties were gram to strengthen the technical resources 
leased to the private sector, the public needed to explore and evaluate Pakistani 
sector accounted for approximately 17% of mineral deposits. The $67 2,000 program was 
total production during 1981. expected to be completed in 1983 and con- 

Private industrial development was ex-  centrate on copper-molybdenum deposits in 
pected to be assisted by a $30 million credit Chagai and lead-zinc-barite resources in 
approved by the IDA to finance 80 industri- Lasbela-Khuzdar, both within the Baluchi- 
al projects. Although joint ventures be- stan region. Other exploration efforts were 
tween the Government and private compa- expected to focus on hydrocarbons, chro- 
nies have increased in the fertilizer and mite, iron ore, gem stones, phosphate, gran- 
cement industries, more recently, private ite, and marble. 

| PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Mineral production continued to be gear- Large increases in output were expected 
ed toward import substitution and supply- in the cement and iron and steel industries. 
ing raw materials for existing and proposed Thirteen new cement plants were sanction- 
development projects. Increased output was_ ed by the Government. Production of iron 
reported for iron ore, antimony, bauxite, and steel was expected to increase over the 
fertilizers, cement, barite, dolomite, lime- next 2 years through the commissioning of 
stone, fire clay, kaolin, natural gas, and the new Pipri integrated steelworks blast 
refinery products. There was a decline in furnaces Nos. 2 and 3 and billet mills. 
output of crude oil, coal, chromite, manga- _Initial output of blast furnace No. 1 in 1981 
nese, and sulfur. resulted in 21,000 tons of pig iron exports. 

Owing to the increased production effi- All of the pig iron went to India, and 
ciencies of various Government-owned negotiations were underway to sell India 
plants, fertilizer production increased by 50,000 tons in 1982. When the two coke oven 
36% to approximately 600,000 nutrient batteries come online, approximately 
tons. The Mirpur Mathelo plant, commis- 215,000 tons of surplus coking coal will be 
sioned during 1980, increased urea and available for export. Discussions about po- 
ammonia unit output. The Exxon Chemi- tential coke exports were being held with 
cals (Pakistan) Ltd. facility achieved 130% India, Bangladesh, Romania, and Iran. 
of its designed capacity. The Hazara and Natural gas and other petroleum product 
Fauji fertilizer plants were expected to output increased during the year. Crude oil 
come onstream in the near future. When output declined slightly, owing to declining 
completed, approximately 200,000 nutrient production of the Khaur, Dhullian, Meyal, 
tons of capacity, or the equivalent of two- and Balkassar Oilfields. This was compen- 
thirds of domestic demand, was expected to sated in part by increased output of the 
be added. Pakistan continued to import to Joya Mair, Toot, and Adhi Oilfields. There 
Satisfy its fertilizer deficiencies, especially was a slight decline in total refinery prod- 
urea, phosphate, and potash, from Arab uct exports, mostly naphtha and furnace 
countries in the Middle East. oil, which were sent primarily to India and
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Turkey. ria. Mount Newman (Australia) signed a 5- 

Despite a 13% decrease in the volume of year contract to supply approximately 20% 
oil imports between 1980-81, prices increas- of Pakistan’s current iron ore needs and 

ed 42%, and the total oil import bill reached 40% of the lump ore requirements. The 

approximately $1.5 billion. High-quality suppliers of manganese and coke imports 

coal imports increased 60% over that of the were unknown in 1981, although most of 

previous year because of expanded use for the 1979-80 coke was imported from Europe- 

thermal power generation. an countries. Kuwait and other Arab coun- 
Declining production was reported for tries supplied Pakistan’s crude oil require- 

chromite and sulfur, the latter attendant ments, plus refinery products, especially 
with decreased oil production. Information middle distillates. . 
was scarce as to why the Muslim Bagh The volume of mineral and mineral- 
chromite mines were not fully operable related trade between Pakistan and the 
during the year. High transport costs from Middle East and the United States was 

the mountainous area near the Afghan expected to continue increasing. A Pakista- 

border to the Port of Karachi were likely a ni delegation visited various Arab countries 

factor. Approximately 7,500 tons of chro- during 1981 and was expected to develop 

mite was exported, and 2,000 tons wassold market analyses primarily for nonmetal 

in the local market during 1980. Develop- and construction materials exports. The 

ment of the other known chromite deposits United States-Pakistan Economic Council 

continued to be hampered by the economics was created to promote trade between the | 

involved in processing the relatively low- two countries. Pakistan’s trade deficit with 

grade ores having a high alumina content. the United States stood at $412 million in 

Pakistan’s mineral trade deficit was July 1981. Trade consisted primarily of 

largely due to iron ore, manganese, coking manufactured products and machinery, al- 

coal, and crude oil imports. Until the do- though the potential existed to develop 

mestic iron resources are fully developed, increased mineral trade in fertilizers, chem- 

imports will continue to be shipped from _ icals, and refined petroleum products. 

Australia, Brazil, Canada, India, and Libe- 

Table 1.—Pakistan: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

entre LA Le 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981¢ 

METALS 

Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight __________------ 151 1,621 1,640 1,618 22,087 
Antimony ore: 

Gross weight _____________.--_---------- 94 104 31 40 240 
Metal content®___________________------- 19 21 6 10 220 

Chromium: Chromite, gross weight _______.------- 8,400 11,000 2,638 3,115 21,427 
Iron and steel: Mild steel products __ __— thousand tons_ — 277 349 365 400 500 
Manganese ore, gross weight ___________-------- 53 288 110 186 296 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural: Emery_-_ -_-_~-------------- 657 887 1,133 1,395 550 
Barite________________.---------------- 17,718 19,194 34,200 14,054 223,929 
Cement, hydraulic _______...__ ~~ thousand tons_ _ 3,165 3,103 3,418 3,336 3,500 
Chalk ____________________~-~---_-------- 1,105 1,091 1,595 3,426 21,311 
Clays: 
Bentonite___________________---------- 1,089 - 906 1,441 1,500 21,130 
Fireclay ________--__----------------- 53,100 50,000 56,168 55,189 259,633 
Fuller’searth __________-_-------------- 18,000 18,000 40,331 24,463 720,558 
Kaolin (china clay) _____________---------- 566 13,758 15,114 27,162 238,527 
Other ________-__--~~-~-~-------~-------- 65,000 76,000 ©70,000 66,000 286,000 

Feldspar ______-_-__----------~---------- 3,699 14,305 14,851 10,898 210,494 
Fluorspar___________-------------------- __ F450 791 592 5 
Gypsum, crude.__________----------------- 283,000 253,000» 343,000 »=—-568,000 + 393,000 
Magnesite, crude __________-~-----~~--------- 1,567 2,672 2,748 1,525 21,551 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _ _ ______--------- 315,300 309,200 385,600 350,000 636,000 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Ocher___.__.--------- 14,310 4,672 1,028 326 2438 

Salt: 
Rock_._-_.___---.----_—~ ~~ thousand tons_ _ 385 413 512 506 2562 
Marine _______-_-----------------do____ 114 227 348 369 2495 

Total ____.___.___________-~---do____ 499 640 860 875 1,057 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Pakistan: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

A 
pre 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981°¢ ee a hee 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Sand and gravel: 
Gravel. _§§ = = ee 40,000 96,000 83,000 125,000 130,000 
Sand: 

Bajriandcommon_____________________ 14,1381 20,836 18,086 46,908 260,494 
Glass_____§_§__ 66,088 69,656 91,000 94,000 282,000 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda _______§____________ 25,914 34,605 37,831 39,181 238,963 
Soda ash, manufactured ____________________ 60,579 74,019 75,258 87,911 2101,158 

Stone: 
Aragonite and marble _____________________ 34,000 39,000 102,000 114,000  7100,000 
Dolomite _______________~___ 2,723 11,426 13,904 21,062 232,284 
Limestone ________________ _ thousand tons__ 3,895 2,887 3,297 2,984 23,192 
Crushed______ = = do 693 172 1,445 1,500 2799 

Strontium minerals: Celestite..__.______________ 365 217 620 500 2288 ed 
eee 

Sulfur: 
Native._-____§ =» 5 Lt 1,160 1,083 729 800 2480 
‘Byproduct, all sources®__ == 12,000 14,000. 14,000 14,000 14,500 Ee 

Total _ ~~ = ee 13,160 15,083 14,729 14,800 14,980 
Talc and related materials: Soapstone______________ 9,179 25,290 27,200 30,000 224,997 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS . 
Coal, all grades-_______________ _ thousand tons__ 1,154 1,036 - 1,329 1,695 21,524 
Gas, natural (sales) __________-_~_ million cubic feet__ 180,324 195,784 240,033 287,213  7316,360 
Natural gas liquids® _____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 32 36 — 38 40 40 
Petroleum: ; 

Crude __________________________do____ 3,720 3,491 3,823 3,629 23,474 — 
eT 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline______________________do____ 4,015 3,735 4,015 4,000 4,000 
Jet fuel.__§_____§____ dol 3,221 3,893 4,015 4,000 4,500 
Kerosine______________________do____ 1,840 1,749 1,460 1,500 1,700 
Distillate fuel oil_ $$ _-§_-»$_--_-_________do____ 5,120 7,619 8,030 8,000 9,000 
Residual fuel oi) _-§__/§_--_.__________do____ 6,057 7,734 8,030 7,000 8,000 
Lubricants ____________________do____ 609 616 365 500 600 
Other________________________do____ 926 9,392 2,190 5,500 6,200 
Refinery fuel and losses_____________do____ 2,057 2,000 2,190 2,500 3,000 a 

| Total _--___________________do____ 23,845 36,738 30,295 33,000 37,000 
eee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Revised. 
1Table includes data available through J uly 12, 1982. 
?Reported figure. 

Table 2.—Pakistan: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “United 

y grited Other (principal) 
eS 

METALS 

Iron and steel: 
Ore andconcentrate______________ 31 — 
Metal: 

Scrap __--___________ 201 72 _. All to Japan. 
Semimanufactures: Bars, rods, angles, 

shapes, sections_____________ 715 1,042 __ India 600; Afghanistan 408; Saudi 
Arabia 34. 

Lead: Ore and concentrate ____________ a 100 _- All to Japan. 
Manganese: Ore and concentrate ________ _- 1,000 — All to Republic of Korea. 
Silver: Ore and concentrate! 

value, thousands__ $1,243 _- 
Tin: Ore and concentrate_____________ —_ 1 a All to Afghanistan. 
Other: 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ________ 3 _- 
Metals including alloys, scrap______ __ 29 a 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels andstones________________ 910 46 __ Japan 38; Saudi Arabia 5; Bangladesh 3. Cement ____________________ 49 _— 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude __-__________ ee 199 118 a Bangladesh 64; Afghanistan 35; United 

Arab Emirates 14. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Pakistan: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
nnn ea 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

a TSS 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —-Continued 

Products: 
Nonrefractory_—___—~_-_-~~--~-~--- __ 13 _- All to Kuwait. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ — 14 264 __ Saudi Arabia 206; United Arab 

Emirates 58. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Phosphatic_____~__-~-----~-- 897 110 —_ United Kingdom 100; Kuwait 10. 

Other including mixed_________- 39,578 76,929 231 United Arab Emirates 34,431; Qatar 
27,000; Japan 6,101. 

Manufactured: Phosphatic _ _-_---- ~~ — 300 _. All to Austria. 
Precious and semiprecious stone except 

diamond: 
Natural ______—_ value, thousands_ _ $188 $1,581 $51 Hong Kong $565; France $334; West Ger- 

many $290; Switzerland $254. 

Synthetic ___._-_--------do___~- $504 $73 _- France $49; Japan $24. 

Salt and brines__________-___~_--- 11,027 24,851 — Afghanistan 10,855; India 9,145; Tanzania 

046. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Sodaash _________----~--~------ 8 _— 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _______- 28,006 11,598 43 Italy 6,961; Singapore 1,073; Japan 1,021. 

Worked_____-_ value, thousands... 7$949 = $38,129 $101 Japan $749; Italy $444; Saudi Arabia $288. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________~—-- 1,496 2,831 _. Kuwait 1,434; Singapore 545; Saudi 
Arabia 361. 

Limestone excluding dimension _ _ — — _ — — 935 227 — United Arab Emirates 176; Greece 23; 

Bangladesh 20. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ ~~ - - - 460 __ 

Other: - 
Crude _________~-__--------- 3,903 4,158 _. Republic of Korea 2,550; West Germany 

. 1,550; Afghanistan 58. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and : 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ — — — 1,634 — 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades, excluding briquets _ — _ — _ ~~ 280 184 — All to United Arab Emirates. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,310 1,316 _— Bermuda 395; People’s Democratic Repub- 
lic of Yemen 398; India 263. 

Refinery products: 
Residual fuel oil _ _ ___..__ do. ___ 5,090 5,155 _- India 2,225; United Arab Emirates 1,198; 

Sri Lanka 566; Turkey 566. 
Lubricants ____—— 42-gallon barrels 14 _. 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ _ _ _do_ _ _ - 278 D45 _ All to Afghanistan. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals_ __ _ __ ~~ _ - 20 _— 

Sn 

"Revised. 
1May contain ore and concentrate of platinum-group metals. 
2Quantity reported at 3,596 metric tons. 

Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “yinuad 
y United Other (principal) 

EEO 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___--------- 1,123 NA 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap ____----.---- 12,545 NA 
Unwrought ______-_--------- 3,800 2,084 697 Bahrain 500; West Germany 500; 

France 176. 

Semimanufactures _ _ - -..------~- 4,790 8,788 3,973 Canada 1,246; Bahrain 865; Japan 432. 
Arsenic: Oxides and acid __ ___-----~—-- 28 NA 
Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides_ - _ _--—--- - 8 NA 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate_______------- 39 DD _- China 48; Australia 7. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____--_------ 18 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 Commodit 1979 1980 “Fy; y guited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Copper —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Wasteandscrap __________ | 933 NA Unwrought __-______ , 093 384 (7) Canada 322; Belgium-Luxembourg 59. Semimanufactures____________ 3,653 5,535 33 Canada 2,175; West Germany 1,328: 

Poland 719. Iron and steel: 
- Oreandconcentrate._-____________ 120 33,794 -- India 33,541; China 223. . Metal: 

Serap____-___ =, ~~~ 139,225 333,841 32.824 United Arab Emirates 75,082; Kuwait 
64,488; United Kingdom 43,816. Pig iron, cast iron, Spiegeleisen____ _ 53,248 43,404 a China 17,851; Brazil 12,100; Poland 10,500. Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese __________ 5,247 2,883 _- Japan 1,430; Norway 498; China 315. Other __-___ 3,131 17,438 6 Spain 14,059; Norway 1,654; China 563. . Steel, primary forms___________ 187,003 125,079 22,439 Argentina 59,053; Japan 28,534; Australia 
4,232. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 43,111 32,282 71 Japan 20,723; Czechoslovakia 4,565; 
United Kingdom 1,248. Universals, plates, sheets _____ 396,403 333,032 108,594 Japan 77,628; Australia 30,795; West 
Germany 28,439. Hoopandstrip_.________ | 5,380 4,328 14 Japan 2,998; West Germany 917; United 
Kingdom 214. Rails and accessories________ 38,474 9,414 92 United Kingdom 6,474; Japan 2,220; 
Portugal 224. Wire--= = 13,654 11,447 185 Japan 3,329; China 2,918: Poland 1,617. Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 24,718 37,896 5,711 Japan 17,891; West Germany 6,189: Italy 
971. Lead Castings and forgings, rough ___ 1,887 1,116 63 Italy 254; Japan 177: Turkey 148. ad: 

Ore andconcentrate______ Hee LLL 115 300 _- Japan 125; Morocco 119; West 
Germany 26. Oxides and hydroxides _________ - oe 6 NA Metal including alloys: . Unwrought _-_- == a 1,580 2,175 (4) Canada 1,658; Tanzania 500. Semimanufactures________ --ae 4 5 _. Japan 3; West Germany 2. Manganese: 

Oreandconcentrate.________| oe 285 150 — All from China. Oxides and hydroxides _________ oe 746 NA Mercury..___ | 76-pound flasks_ _ 773 NA Nickel: 
Oreandconcentrate..______ a (7) 1,782 —_ United Kingdom 1,778; Netherlands 4. Metal including alloys: 

Waste and scrap - eee LLL 2 NA Unwrought _-._._ _ 61 52 —_ Netherlands 24: United Kingdom 9; 
Canada 6. Semimanufactures.___ | _ 224 128 @) Canada 43: United Kingdom 38; 
Netherlands 17. Silicon,elemental ..______ wo 40 NA Silver: Ore and concentrate including those of 

platinum-group metals 
value, thousands.. _ $3 _- Tin metal including alloys: 

Wasteandscrap._- = tee 192 NA Unwrought_..___. ._ 2 365 150 oe Malaysia 146; Denmark 4. Semimanufactures ________ en, 28 17 a United Kingdom 9; West Germany 8. Jitanium: Oxides and hydroxides_.___ . 1,135 NA inc: 
Ore and concentrate _ value, thousands _ 8 $30 — Hong Kong $15; Australia $10; United 

Kingdom $4. Oxides and hydroxides _.______ __. 527 NA Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought __-. sy Se 5,534 9,749 27 Republic of Korea 2,330; Canada 2,099; 

gain 2,000. Bluepowder... 0. . 109 NA Semimanufactures. ne 151 173 3 Belgium-Luxembourg 156; China 6; 
United Kingdom 4. Other: 

Ores and concentrates __ . _. 86 = 16,097 . All from Australia. Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals . a. 34 . Oxides and hydroxides 5,888 6,213 45 China 3,225; West Germany 975; 

Australia 395. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Other —Continued 

Metals including alloys: 
Waste and scrap __________-_—_ 2,027 58,164 1,669 United Arab Emirates 45,902; Kuwait 

3,758; Singapore 1,397, 
Unwrought and semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ $356 $255 __ China $79; Netherlands $47; West Ger- 
many $38; United Kingdom $37. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc. 

value, thousands_ _ $373 $351 $86 Netherlands $215; Iran $28; United 
Kingdom $20. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 316 520 1 China 189; West Germany 114; East 
Germany 65. 

Asbestos, crude_____.___.-__-----_ 14,963 3,064 ——— Australia 1,857; Japan 902; Republic of 
South Africa 805. 

Boron materials: 
Acid ______~______ ee 79 NA 
Oxide___-§__~_§___ ~~ 55 NA 

Cement _________________-_____ 685,849 486,292 7 Romania 173,600; Poland 99,999; Republic 
of Korea 89,479. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: China clay _______________ 5,934 22,613 79 United Kingdom 16,610; China 2,772; 

Republic of Korea 646. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory____________-__ 1,009 2,056 78 United Kingdom 616; China 600; Italy 214. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 7,368 8,227 8 West Germany 2,416; Japan 1,062; 

Canada 902. 
Diamond: Industrial__— value, thousands_ _ $10 $2 __ All from Switzerland. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth___ ___ 93 NA 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
.Phosphatic._.__._._________ 86,008 135,964 __ Jordan 401,694; Kuwait 12,900; Oman 

Other including mixed________ ~~ 63 2 1 West Germany 1. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous_______________ 865,481 945,215 10,160 Iraq 2) 638; Netherlands 161,740; France 

Phosphatic._______________ 451,287 506,120 452,404 United Kingdom 24,466; France 10,000; 
West Germany 10,000. 

Potassic.__-§_____..__________ 29,088 5,000 —_ All from West Germany. 
Other including mixed_ ~~ ______ 1,450 252 _— All from Australia. 

Ammonia ____ —~______~_~_-~_____ 49 _- 
Graphite, natural _.________-=______ 612 NA 
Mica: Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _______________-_____ 1 2 (3) Mainly from Japan. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ _ _ 19 NA 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond: 
Natural ___.____-— value, thousands_ _ $6 _— 
Synthetic _______________do____ $31 $9 _- Austria $6; France $3. 

Salt and brines______________do____ _- $2 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _________________ 72 NA 
Caustic soda___§_§ ~~ _~§ ~~ 3,727 NA 
Soda ash____________________e 1,003 NA 

Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ____§______-_ _- 17 _- Italy 9; Switzerland 7. 

P worked ~-- eee ee 7,513 71 _- Afghanistan 68; Japan 3. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal _._.____ 15,504 22,443 __ Kuwait 18,632; Turkey 3,000; Iraq 650. 
Dioxide. ___________~_~_ kilograms_ _ 354 NA 
Sulfuric acid, oleum —~____§_.~______- 12 _— 

Other: 
Crude: 

Quartz, mica, feldspar __________ 26 75 _- China 43; United Kingdom 32. 
Unspecified __— value, thousands._ $1,489 $2,085 $54 Belgium-Luxembourg $930; Ireland $331; 

Thailand $176. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ _ 3,064 3,766 @) Japan 3,500; Italy 114; France 51. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___~_____ 289 165 100 China 48; United Kingdom 17. 
Carbon black ____________________ 2,114 NA 
Coal, all grades, including briquets _______ 317 92,628 23,910 Australia 24,559; Canada 24,408; Poland 

Coke and semicoke_________.______ — 41,995 249,222 _- Iran 219,200; China 30,022. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal 

SSeS 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petrol d refi oducts: 
“Crude and partly refined _ ae 

thousand 42-gallon barrels._ 22,114 = 37,543 __ Saudi Arabia 20,607, United Arab 
mirates 13,251; Iraq 3,680. 

Refi ducts: 
"Gasoline an a « (¢ 675 908 __ Bahrain 525; Kuwait 274; Italy 86. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ ____ _do____ 5,330 3,672 (3) Kuwait 3,579; Singapore 92. 
Distillate fuel oil _-__ __ __ _do____ 7,192 7,871 a Kuwait 7,681; Singapore 108. 
Residual fuel oi]. _ ____. __do____ 127 43 3 Kuwait 27; United Kingdom 2. 
Lubricants____________do____ 364 256 2 Singapore les: France 38; West 

Mineral jelly and wax _____do____ 73 374 (4) West Germany 162; China 150; 

3 3 2 U ‘it Kingdom 1 U fied _._._______do____ é ‘ nited Ki . 
Mineral tar and other coal.-, petroleum.. and 

gas-derived crude chemicals__________ 4,121 429 33 United Kingdom 326; China 58. 
nS 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
?Unreported quantity valued at $182,000. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS successful in reducing the alumina content 
. . _ tothe permissible limit of 10%. 

Bauxite.—The Geological Survey of Paki- The Muslim Bagh chromite mines in the 
stan estimated jaterttic bauxite resources IN Khob Valley were not fully commissioned 
excess of 70 million tons. Pakistan’s Export jn 1981. Investigations were underway to 
Processing Zones Authority (EPZA), in joint determine the feasibility of developing the 
participation with Saudi Arabia, was ex- approximately 4-million-ton deposit in con- 
pected to finance the construction of an junction with a 15,000-ton-per-year ferro- 
aluminum extrusion plant. The plantsite chrome smelter. The Muslim Bagh ores 
was located in Lhandi, near Karachi, where contain a chromium-iron ratio of 3:1 to 
200 acres was set aside for an export zone. 3.6:1. The Baluchistan Development Au- 
Details on plant capacity and cost were thority reportedly initiated mining of chro- 
unavailable, but the aluminum plant was mite in the Lasbela area, but no other 
expected to be the largest EPZA project, details were available. 
with approximately 30% of investment and Copper.—The Bankable Document and 
profits nonrepatriable. detailed feasibility studies were completed 

Chromite.—Chromite was the only com- or the Saindak copper project in May 1980. 
mercial metallic mineral produced and ex- Donntain States Mineral pnterprises ote 
ported in Pakistan during 1981. Resources ae hee submitte ne din 7 asin ty 
were estimated at 5 million tons, with the Study atter becoming Involve in the projec i . . as consultant to Seltrust Engineering Ltd. argest known deposits located at Muslim ; . . Bagh (Baluchistan), and ller deposit: (United Kingdom) during the preinvest- 

ag f "dj ML 1 ‘k n d Noth, t r SiS ment study phase. Recommendations were 
were found 1n NWFP) . , d Ro , Keb Che. made to develop the south ore body at a 
tier Province ( ), and Rash Koh, Cha- mining rate of 12,000 tons per day. Reserves 
gai, and the Lasbela districts of Baluchi- oF the three adjoining Saindak copper ore 
stan. The Pakistan Mineral Development bodies were estimated at 412 million tons 
Corp. explored the Malakand deposits and with an average grade of 0.37%. The south 
confirmed 580,000 tons of chromite re- ore body comprised approximately 17% of 
serves. Pilot tests carried out by the Paki- total reserves. Annual production pro- 
stan Council of Scientific and Industrial jections were revised to 17,857 tons of blis- 
Research (PCSIR) upgraded the Malakand _ ter copper, 338 tons of molybdenum concen- 
ores to 45% Cr2O;. However, tests were not trate, 225,220 tons of sulfuric acid, 52,337
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troy ounces of gold, and 79,935 troy ounces involved in evaluating the suitability of the 
of silver.* Naukundi iron ore for the Pakistan Steel 

The total cost of the project was estimated Mills Corp. (PASMIC). - 
at $400 million, including a foreign ex- Beneficiation studies of the Chichali iron 

change component of 60%. The Baluchistan deposits in Kalabagh, Punjab region, reveal- 

Mineral Resources Development Corp. was’ ed that the ore could be upgraded from 

asked by the Pakistani Ministry of Finance 32.5% to 58% iron. The feasibility limit for 
to prepare terms and conditions for joint commercialization and use in steel produc- 

venture schemes. Several international tion was determined to be 62% iron metal 
companies expressed interest, including a_ content. 

Canadian-French-Yugoslavian consortium Iron and Steel.—PASMIC recently initi- 
and United States, British, Swedish, and ated the first stage of the Pipri steelworks, 
Romanian firms, but no information was’ which are also known as the Karachi steel- 

available on contracts and construction works, located 40 kilometers east of Karachi 

schedules. Tenders were offered to con- at Bin Qasim. Commissioning of the two 
struct an open pit mine at the south ore _ blast furnaces and billet mills was running 
body, estimated to cost $200 million. Joint 2 years behind schedule and exhausted the 
venture proposals were under consideration original $1.3 billion budget allocation. A $2 
with a projected startup in 1984-85. million loan was secured from France to 

The exact location of the proposed mine, import machinery for additional construc- 
mill, smelter, and steel mill was undecided _ tion. The Soviet Union assisted the Pakista- 

by yearend 1981. A total of approximately ni Government with the original financing, 
3,000 people were expected to be employed, design, and construction of the 1.1-million- 
and various infrastructure requirements ton-per-year-capacity (Linz-Donawitz proc- 

were expected to be addressed. Investiga- ess) plant. 
tions determined that adequate water re- Technical problems with the seawater 
sources were available and a 35-megawatt pumping equipment delayed startup of the 
power station would initially facilitate the first blast furnace for 8 months, until Au- 
integrated mining project. A main railway gust 1981. A fire damaged the slag produc- 
line passes 20 kilometers south of Saindak, tion unit soon after the steelworks opened, 

with the nearest railway station located at and damages were estimated at $1 million. 
Koh-e-Toftan, 35 kilometers from the depos- Despite all the problems, approximately 
it site. In addition, a major highway paral- 60,000 tons of pig iron was produced during 
lels the main Quetta-Zahidan railroad line. the year. The second blast furnace was 

The Geological Survey of Pakistan locat- scheduled for operation in June 1982, when 
ed additional copper deposits at Dasht-i- pig iron production was expected to more 

Kain within the Chagai district and at Ann-__ than double. 
Dhoro and Soap-Dhoro in the Lasbela dis- In April 1981, the steel mill’s first turbo- 
trict of Baluchistan. Evaluation of these generator was placed in service in the 
new deposits were expected to occur over thermal powerplant. Rated at 55 megawatts 

the next few years, with an emphasis on capacity, this unit was joined, in the same 
deposits in the Chagai district. month, by startup of coke oven battery No. 

Iron Ore.—Pakistani iron ore reserves’ 1, a 485,000-ton-per-year-capacity portion of 
were estimated to exceed 400 million tons, the coke oven and byproduct plant. Assum- 
with main deposits located in Kalabagh- ing two batteries and two blast furnaces 
Makerwal, Punjab; Langrial, Hazara dis- were operating, approximately 970,000 tons 
trict, and Chitral of NWFP; and Khuzdar, of coke was expected to be partially consum- 
Ziarat, Chilgazi, and Nou Kundi of Baluchi- ed, 680,000 tons by the blast furnace and 

stan. 75,000 tons by the sintering plant. The 
The Pakistan Industrial Development balance of 215,000 tons would be available 

Corp. (PIDC) continued to explore for iron for export and domestic markets. 
ore in the Baluchistan region in order to The 800-millimeter billet mill was sched- 
meet domestic steel production require- uled for startup in March 1982, and steel- 
ments. Approximately 18 million tons of making was expected to commence in Sep- 
good-quality iron ore was proved in Nau-_ tember 1982. Phase 2 of the Pipri integrated 
kundi and Pachinkoh. The PCSIR success- steelworks, including production of hot 
fully produced iron ore concentrate from sheets, cold sheets, galvanized sheets, and 
indigenous resources in Pachinkoh and Chi- formed sections, was expected to be opera- 
gendik. PIDC and U.S. consultants were tional by 1985.
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Steel projects made headway in other ing was arranged through a private entre- 
areas of Pakistan. A continuous caster preneur in collaboration with a French 
plant was recently installed in Lahore, machinery and equipment firm. The Paki- 

| Punjab region. The one-strand curved mold _ stani Banker’s Equity was also expected to 
caster was expected to produce billets from share in financing the project. Similar in- 
75 by 75 millimeters to 125 by 125 millime- stances of Government participation 
ters. The Pakistan Industrial Credit and through direct allocation of funds were 
Investment Corp. was considering financing expected for the Naseer Shaikh and Co. 
nearly 40% of the total cost of a steel cement factory and the Fecto Ltd. cement 
galvanizing and iron pipe plant. The plant- plant, with proposed locations near Jhelum 
site was located at the Kot Lakhpat indus- and Rawalpindi in the northern Punjab trial estate, near Lahore. Loans from the region, respectively. Each of these three Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan projects was designed to produce approxi- at Peshawar were expected to facilitate mately 300,000 tons per year of portland 
construction of a steel, wire, and metal rods gray cement. 
manufacturing unit in Lasbela. Other privately sponsored cement project 

Pakistani People’s Steel Mills, the proposals included Pak Land Cement locat- 
Government-owned specialty steelmaker, ed at Dhabeji, near the Port of Karachi; 
was shut down in 1979 because of its mount- Dadabhoy Cement at Dadu; and Fakir Ce- Ing debt of $54 million. Japanese stee] ment at Jhill Hill, Karachi, all within the 
experts evaluated the mills and steel stocks Sind region. Each plant was expected to 
and suggested that the plant would not be have a 300,000 ton annual capacity. Two 
viable without state subsidies and/or debt Other cement plants were to be sponsored rescheduling. Interest was expressed by the by Arab entrepreneurs, Galadari Cement 
private sector, but the Government did not (Gulf) Ltd. at Lasbela, Baluchistan, and the 
make any decisions on selling or bailing out Fharah cement plant at Hub Chowki, Balu- the specialty steel mills by yearend 1981. chistan. Both plants had planned capacities 

of 600,000 tons per year.5 
NONMETALS Asbestos Cement Industries Ltd. operated 
Be two plants at Karachi and Hyderabad, Sind Cement.—Nine publicly operated cement region. Total production was rated at only plants had an installed capacity of 3.75 509% of installed capacity of 40,000 tons per 

million tons per year in 1981. Annual con- year. Production was projected to expand sumption demand was estimated at 5 mil- through improved plant efficiencies and lion tons and was projected to increase to 6 construction of a new asbestos cement facili- 
million tons by 1983. Expansion of the ty, recently sanctioned by the Government Mustehkam cement plant was expected to for the Punjab region. 
increase capacity to 4 million tons by year- Clays.—Kaolin.—During 1981, the only end 1982. Three additional public sector commercially exploited deposits of kaolin 
cement projects were scheduled for comple- (china clay) were located at Shah Dheri in tion in 1982-83, raising annual capacity by Swat, NWFP. Total reserves were estimated 
approximately 1 million tons. at 4.5 million tons within the NWFP and 3.5 

The Pakistani Central Investment Pro- million tons in Nagar Paker, Sind. Recently 
motion Committee approved private sector discovered deposits in Lahore, Punjab, were participation in the construction of eight evaluated by the PCSIR and the London 
new cement projects. The projects were Institute of Geological Sciences. Initial in- expected to add 2.4 million tons to capacity vestigations proved extremely favorable 
over the next few years. Project implemen- and detailed feasibility studies were under- tation was expected to be slow because of taken with technical assistance provided by large increased foreign exchange require- the United Kingdom. 
ments for imported plant equipment and Fuller's Earth.—The Punjab Mineral De- 
machinery. velopment Corp. was in the process of con- Only one private sector project initiated ducting a feasibility study to develop a construction by yearend 1981. The founda- fuller’s earth plant. The facility was pro- 
tion was laid at the Cheerat cement factory, jected to cost $7 million. Operations were 
located 19 kilometers south of Peshawar in expected to commence by 1985 at the pro- 
the NWFP. Initially, 325,000 tons was ex- posed site, Dera Ghazi Khan. 
pected to be produced annually, with expan- Fertilizer Materials—In concurrence 
sion plans set at 1 million tons. Financ- with recent successful strides to narrow the
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gap between demand and domestic produc- gypsum output over a 5-year period to 

tion, fertilizer material production increas- facilitate cement and chemical fertilizer 

ed for the fourth consecutive year and industry expansions. The Asian Develop- 

consumption declined by approximately 6% ment Bank granted technical assistance to | 

during 1981. Total production capacity support Pakistani gypsum production goals. 

achieved in 1981 was approximately 730,000 Salt.—Large salt reserves located in the 

tons of nitrogenous fertilizer and 90 tons of Punjab and NWFP were estimated to ex- 

phosphatic fertilizer. ceed 100 million tons. Salt continued to be 

Implementation plans continued to be produced from six major mines and quarries 

made to increase the efficiency of operating at an approximate rate of 500,000 tons per 

plants and to expand domestic output of year. Three additional salt mines were ex- 

both nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers. pected to be opened to meet the estimated 

Exxon Chemicals (Pakistan) Ltd. attained a annual demand increases of 10%. Potential 

production efficiency peak at 130% design salt minesites were identified at Khewra, 

capacity, resulting in production of 225,700 Warcha, and Kalabag, with an estimated 

tons of fertilizer materials in 1981. Various _ total cost of $2 million. 
steps implemented during the year were | The development of a 300,000-ton-per- 

responsible for the increased efficiency: Am- year solution mine was under consider- 

monia converter basket and gas turbine ation. A feasibility study was near comple- 

rotor replacement, urea reactor inspections, tion, and if the mine was commissioned, the 

replacement of five catalysts, and increased salt was expected to be utilized by a nearby 

maintenance of the critical heat exchang- 80da ash factory. | 

ers. : 

Progress was made on the proposed Haza- MINERAL FUELS 

ra fertilizer complex. British experts were Coal.—Pakistan had approximately 480 

evaluating the extent and quality of phos- million tons of known coal reserves in 1981, 

phate deposits in the Hazara region, NWFP. with nearly one-half of the reserves located 

The pentoxide content (P.0;) was estimated gt Lakhra, Sind. Most of Pakistani coal 
at 25% to 28%. The British team was resources were classified as high-volatile 

expected to ascertain if the content could be Jignitic to subbituminous, with relatively 

raised to 30%. Preliminary reports were high ash and sulfur content. Proven com- 

due in July 1981, and the final report was mercial deposits were confined to the south- 

expected to be complete by 1983. No other east foothills of the central mountain 

detailed information on the deposits was ranges. The only coal in the country pos- 
available at yearend 1981. The National segsing medium coking characteristics was 

Fertilizer Corp. had the responsibility for located in the Sharigh Coalfield. After 
setting up the Hazara fertilizer complex, washing and blending with imported high- 

and the Sarhad Development Authority was grade coking coal, the Sharigh coal was 

responsible for setting up the two mining found suitable for the manufacture of met- 
operations near Abbattabad and Hazara. allurgical coke. 

An agreement was signed between the § New coal deposits were discovered within 

Fauji Fertilizer Co., Ltd., and the Kuwait the Sind and Punjab regions. The Geologi- 

Fund for Arab Economic Development in cal Survey of Pakistan identified large | 

- May 1981. The agreement called for a 20- quantities of good-quality coal approximate- 

year loan to assist in the execution and ly 400 kilometers northeast of Karachi at 

operation of the fertilizer project. Snampro- Thatta, Sind. The Thatta-Sadha Coalfield, 

getti (Italy) was contracted to construct the covering over 750 square kilometers and 

900-ton-per-day ammonia unit and 15,000- straddling the Indus River, was expected to 

ton-per-day urea unit at Goth Machhi, be inventoried by 1983. Another deposit was 

Sind.* discovered near the border between the 

Gypsum.—Total gypsum reserves were Jhelum and the Mian Wali districts of 

estimated to exceed 350 million tons. Large Punjab. The feasibility of developing a 

deposits occur in Mian Wali, Jhelum, and D. 15,000-ton-per-year mine by 1982, with an 

G. Khan districts in Punjab; Quetta and expansion potential to 50,000 tons per year, 

Sibi districts in Baluchistan; and Kohat was being considered. The Provincial gov- 

district in NWFP. A new gypsum quarry ernment allocated $3 million for additional | 

was developed in Mian Wali with rated exploration in the area. The Punjab govern- 

production capacity of 100,000 tons per ment has also earmarked approximately 

year. The Government planned to triple $1.4 million to establish a modern mining
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training institute to facilitate improvement The Sui Gasfields met 80% of the total 
of local coal mining practices. gas demand, with roughly 90% of the gas 

The current 5-year plan (1978-83), which consumed by the industrial sector. Thermal 
set the coal production target at 3 million power stations, fertilizer factories, and ce- 
tons, would require an approximate 50% ment facilities were the three largest indus- 
increase in 1981 production levels. To meet trial consumers of natural gas. Large in- 
the goals of the plan, objectives were set to creases were reported to be consumed by 
increase production of coal to 1.7 million the thermal-power-generation industry, ow- 
tons through the expansion and moderniza- ing primarily to the commissioning of the 
tion of existing mines and development of third 210-megawatt unit of the Gudu power 
new coalfields in the Punjab and Sind _ Station. | 
Provinces. More specifically, the plan called A 2-year appraisal program was launched for expanding annual capacity at the at the Dhodak and Pirkoh Gasfields, located 
Sharigh collieries from 50,000 to 100,000 Within the Punjab and Baluchistan regions, tons by yearend 1982, construction of a respectively. Objectives were set to evaluate 
75,000-ton-per-year coal washing plant at the size of the fields and estimate the Sharigh, expansion of the Makerwal col- volume of gas and condensate reserves at 
lieries from 120,000 to 300,000 tons per year Dhodak and the volume of gas reserves at capacity, and development of the Jhimpir- Pirkoh. Preliminary estimates have reveal- 
Meting Coalfield within the Sind region. ed 1 trillion cubic feet of gas at Pirkoh, and 
~The Government was also encouraging ‘IX development wells were expected to be 
higher value uses of indigenous coal, used ©°™P leted in the area by 1983. Pakistan 
almost exclusively in brickkilns. Higher ened a $55 en roan with re asian 
grade coal was imported primarily for use Gast mens ley to lin oP A Bi h 
in thermal power generation. The Japanese diar st an 19 lie © ‘ub; f n t dk " 
International Cooperation Agency provided “1#meter, cei Ta on-cublc-loot-per-day ; : iat . pipeline was envisioned to transport gas 
technical expertise in the preparation of a from Pirkoh to the Sui Field and transmis- 

feasibility report for an integr ated Lakhra sion network. The initial phase of the 
coal mining thermal Power station. The Pirkoh gas project was expected to supply 
projected cost of the project, if completed M72 million cubic feet per day by 1984. 1987, was estimated at $1.2 billion, with a There were five gas processing plants 
foreign exchange component of $612 mil- in Pakistan as of July 1981, with total 
lion. Approximately 36 million tons of re- throughput capacity of 720 million cubic 
Serves were proven to be of sufficient quali- gaat per day. Pakistan Oilfields Ltd. initi- 
ty to feed a 200-megawatt thermal power- ated two refrigerated absorption plants dur- 
plant. The Pakistani Water and Power De- ing the year, utilizing associated gas from velopment Authority envisioned Lakhra the Dhulian and Meyal Oilfields. 
stage 2 in 1990 expanding capacity by 300 Pakistan’s gas distribution network was 
megawatts. The facility was designed to estimated to cover 14,500 kilometers by 
accommodate capacity up to 1,000 mega- yearend 1981. Construction work was initi- 
watts. The project continued to be delayed te in July 1981 to lay a 12-inch-diameter, because of the large financial requirement 350-kilometer pipeline from Sui Indus Right 
and technical problems associated with the Bank pipeline to Quetta and other towns en 
higher sulfur coals. | route within Baluchistan. The Quetta gas Natural Gas.—Recoverable reserves from pipeline project was estimated to cost ap- 
dry gasfields and associated gases from the proximately $670 million with a 51% for- oilfields were estimated at 16 trillion cubic eign exchange component. The foreign ex- 
feet. The Oil and Gas Development Corp. change component was expected to be pro- 
recently estimated offshore resources at 8.4 vided by the Kuwait Fund for Economic 
billion cubic feet. At yearend 1981, the Assistance. 
remaining marketable reserves were esti- The gas transmission capacity of the In- 
mated at 13.3 trillion cubic feet, and the gas_ dus Right Bank pipeline was expected to be 
was projected to last approximately 50 expanded from 135 million cubic feet per years at the current production rate. Con- day. The expansion project involved the sumption during 1980-81 was 265 billion installation of mainline compressor stations cubic feet. Natural gas supplied 35% of the at Shikarpus and Dadu and a booster sta- total energy needs of Pakistan during 1980 tion at the Sari-Hundi Gasfields. _ and was estimated to have supplied 42% of The Hydrocarbon Development Institute 
total energy needs in 1981. of Pakistan was in the process of commis-
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sioning two compressed natural gas (CNG) while Tut Nos. 12 and 13 were nearing their 

pilot projects. The objective was to replace target depths by yearend 1981. 

gasoline and imported diesel fuel with CNG Pakistan Petroleum Ltd. (PPL) drilled six 

at stations in Karachi and Islamabad. development wells during 1981. PPL, in 

Oil.—The Pakistani Government contin- joint participation with OGDC, conducted 

ued to place a high priority on oil explora- seismic surveys of the recently discovered 

tion and development, which was reflected (1979) Adhi Oilfield structure. Adhi No. 7 

in the 17% increase in the 1981-82 budget of was drilled below 2,300 meters, and Adhi 

$1.8 million. The Oil and Gas Development No. 8 was spudded on December 14, 1981, by 

Corp. (OGDC), the largest Government hy- contract drillers, Deutag Ltd. (Federal Re- 

drocarbon agency, was allocated 55% of the public of Germany). PPL agreed to transfer 

budget. OGDC drilled 7 of the 33 wells and a concession held in the east Potwar area to 

operated 5 rigs during 1981. Other drilling OGDC. The agreement called for AMOCO 

was carried out by approximately 11 other Pakistan Exploration Co. and OGDC to 

public and private sector companies. A total carry out joint exploration, which included 

Government investment of $2.8 million was drilling three wells in the area. 

envisioned to finance the drilling of eight Pakistan’s refinery capacity was 46.8 mil- 

exploratory wells, four development wells, lion barrels per year in 1981, divided among 

and one appraisal well in 1982. / Pakistan Refinery Ltd.—18.3 million bar- 

Oil was found for the first time in the rels, National Refinery Ltd.—15.3 million 

lower Indus Basin, about 22 kilometers barrels, and Attock Refinery Ltd.—13.2 mil- 

northwest of Badin, within the Sind region. lion barrels. The Pakistan Refinery Ltd., 

The Khaskeli No. 1 well was spudded on located at Karachi, contracted with Lumus 

May 14 by Union Texas Co. (United States), Co. Ltd. (United States) to expand annual 

reaching a total depth of 2,559 meters on capacity. The revamping was expected to 

June 16, 1981. Union Texas, the operator for consist of installing a vacuum distillation 

Cities Service Co. (United States) and unit, a deasphalting unit, and a lube refin- 

OGDC, was expected to proceed with devel- ery by 1984. 
opment drilling in 1982. The group held an An oil-product pipeline extending 865 

18,000-square-kilometer concession in the kilometers from Karachi to Gujrat near 

Thatta district of the lower Sind region. By Multan was commissioned. Oil-marketing 

yearend 1981, Khaskeli No. 2 was also companies obtained the products at the 

reporting a show of oil. Union Texas plan- Gujrat Depot. An oil terminal located at 

ned to drill three more wells in the area. Gujrat was recently constructed by the Pak- 

OGDC and Pakistan Shell Petroleum De- Arab Refinery Co. Operations were reported 

velopment BV agreed on a supplemental to have commenced in May 1981. 

petroleum concession of 11,000 square kilo- The Government commitment towards 
meters. Under the agreement, a 4-year li- enhancing the effectiveness of the hydrocar- 

cense was granted for the additional area. bon sector was reflected in the establish- 

Shell was already committed to survey and ment of a petroleum testing center in Sep- 

drill a deep well at Pabbi Hills, NWFP. tember 1981. The sponsor, Hydrocarbon De- 
A memorandum of understanding was velopment Institute, located the center at 

signed between the Government and a Lahore, Punjab. In addition, the Govern- 

group that included Occidental Petroleum ment was expected to conduct a detailed 
Corp. for a 640-square-kilometer explora- feasibility study on the market and demand 

tion concession in the north Potwar area of for petrochemicals. 
NWFP. The private sector group planned to 9 ———————— 

spend $19 million in the concession for 4 SPhyel eat. Dino Fre a, ap 
years. Seismic surveys were planned, and 30. Textual material reported in fiscal years unless other- 

two wildcat wells were expected to be drill- wige specified. 

ed during 1982-83. Pa are tees ee US dallars at the rate of 
OGDC, with assistance from the Canadi- PR, 90—US81.00, jew 1981 (London). P. 451 

an International Development . Agency, SPakistan Economist (Karachi). Vv. OL, No. 26, June 27, 

drilled two more wells at Dakhni and Tut — 1981, pp.37-38. 0 
within the Attock district, NWFP. Produc- op. 2425. The Fertilizer Fix. V. 21, No. 52, Dec. 26, 1981, 

tion testing was carried out at Tut No. 2,





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Peru 
By Doris M. Hyde! 

In 1981, the Peruvian economy registered small-sized mining sector obtained 45% of 
a gross domestic product (GDP) of $20 these loans, and the medium-sized sector, 

billion.2 The real growth rate of 3.9% com- 40%. Other forms of transitory credit were 
pared favorably with the 3.1% rate achiev- also made available to assist the miners 
ed in 1980 but was less than that projected with working capital. 
early in 1981. The average rate of inflation The bank began the construction of 20 
for 1981 was about 73%, but the official rate new concentrators to be situated through- 
of currency devaluation was held to 45%. out the country. These concentrators were 

The minerals sector accounted for slight- to be rented to small operations for a maxi- 

ly less than 9% of the GDP in 1981. The mum period of 5 years. The concentrator 

value of nonfuel mineral exports reached capacities ranged from 20 to 200 tons per 
$1.5 billion and represented 43% of total day, depending on the particular needs of 
export earnings, a decrease from its 47% each region. The first of these concentra- 

contribution in 1980. There was a 20% drop tors, a 40-ton-per-day flotation plant, was 

in the 1981 nonfuel mineral export value inaugurated in September in the Depart- 

from that of 1980, which was unusual for ment of Cuzco. The remainder was expected 
Peru but was in accord with generally to be installed by the end of 1982. 
depressed world metal prices and the do- The large-sized mining sector was also 

mestic circumstances that reduced copper affected by adverse circumstances. Owingto 

production. labor problems at all three of its operations, 
The $684 million value of 1981 petroleum Southern Peru Copper Corp. (SPCC) experi- 

exports represented a 12% decrease from enced a 15% drop in blister copper produc- 
that of 1980. Nevertheless, petroleum easily tion. The work stoppage of almost 60 days 
maintained its newly acquired position as was the longest in the company’s history. 
Peru’s leading mineral foreign exchange SPCC was frustrated in its attempt to refi- 
earner because of the poor performance nance the Cuajone operation. The company 
from the copper industry. Petroleum con- indefinitely postponed plans to expand pro- 
tributed almost 22% of the $3.2 billion duction from both of its mines. 
value of total exports. Refined copper output at the La Oroya 

For the most part, all mining sectors were metallurgical complex of Empresa Minera 
affected by a combination of adverse events. del Centro del Pera (CENTROMIN PERU) 
These included natural disasters that dis- was down slightly because of transportation 
rupted the transportation of minerals, sup- problems caused by the aftermath of ad- | 

plies, and fuel, both to and from the central verse weather. Copper production from the 
mining region; labor unrest; postponements Ilo refinery of Empresa Minera del Pert 
of expansion plans; and cash-flow problems (MINERO PERU) was reduced 11% in 1981 
intensified by generally depressed market when the SPCC strikes curtailed blister 
prices for metals. deliveries. MINERO PERU also endured a 

The medium- and small-sized mining sec-_ short strike at its refinery. Pessimistic cop- 
tors were particularly affected by low prices per price projections were largely responsi- 
for their products. To assist these compa- ble for delaying the Ilo refinery’s expansion 
nies through this critical period, the Banco _ plans. 
Minero del Peru increased its short- and The number of strikes in the mining 
medium-term loans by almost 79%. The sector decreased from 123 in 1980 to 37 in 

173
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1981, but the total effect was more harmful tion, a new 5% sales tax was imposed on 
in 1981. The value of strike-lost production each sale and/or export transaction of prod- 
in 1980 was estimated at $75 million, but in ucts whose prices are subject to internation- 
1981, with 70% fewer strikes, the lost pro- al quotations. This new sales tax was al- 
duction was valued at $100 million. Lost lowed to be credited as an advance income 
copper production due to the strike at SPCC tax payment. Small producers, gold and 
was valued at $65 million. heavy sand-mining companies, Empresa 
Government Policies and Programs.—In Minera de Hierro del Pera (HIERRO 

1981, the Government completed a series of PERU), and the Cerro Verde I operation of 
legislative actions to reform mining and tax MINERO PERU were exempted from the 
laws in an effort to encourage foreign in- sales tax payments. 
vestment. In June, Legislative Decree No. 154 pro- 

The mineral marketing monopoly of vided for a 50% reduction in the sales tax 
Minero Pera Commercial (MINPECO) was. due on minerals whenever the daily inter- 
eliminated through Legislative Decree No. national prices fell within specified ranges 
44, issued February 27, 1981. As a result, during 1 calendar month. The ranges were 
trading companies opened or reopened of- set at $9.00 to $9.50 per ounce (Handy & 
fices in anticipation of competing for min- Harman) for silver, $0.83 to $0.88 per pound 
ing sales contracts once agreements with on the London Metal Exchange (LME) for 
MINPECO expire. Legally, MINPECO re- copper, $0.30 to $0.33 per pound (LME) for 
tained the right to market production from lead, and $0.37 to $0.40 per pound (LME) for 
the three wholly state-owned enterprises. zinc. No sales tax would be paid when daily 
The decree established MINPECO as a lim- prices fell below these prices for any period 
ited liability company subject to the Law of exceeding 1 month. 
Mercantile Companies. Legislative Decree No. 109 of June 12, 

Legislative Decree No. 35, issued Febru- 1981, was the new General Mining Law, 
ary 27, 1981, modified the General Mining’ which became effective September 1, 1981. 
Law, Decree Law No. 18880. This decree The law redefined small-sized mining, with 
altered the structure of MINERO PERU so attendant special tax benefits, by increasing | 
that it could be operated as a limited liabil- the production limits from 200 to 350 tons of 
ity company. All special mineral rights of ore per day for metals and up to 500 tons 
the state were transferred to MINERO per day for coal or nonmetals other than 
PERU. MINERO PERU may form joint construction materials. As originally set 
ventures with private foreign and local forth in Legislative Decree No. 44, it elimi- 
companies to develop large mining projects nated the state’s monopoly on the market- 
as Empresas Mineras Especiales. MINERO ing of minerals and in the installation of 
PERU would retain a minimum 25% equity refineries and smelters. This allowed a 
in these special mining companies. number of small lead-zinc smelter compa- 

Legislative Decree No. 33 exempted the nies to open up operations. The new mining 
mining and petroleum companies from pay- law also reaffirmed the special position of 
ment of certain taxes created by Decree gold mining, redefined the role of the state- 
Laws 21528 and 21529 of 1976, including the owned companies in the mining sector, 
17.5% tax on exports and domestic sales. redesigned the system for registering min- 
The decree allowed for a gradual phasing ing claims, and provided a variety of tax 
out of the export tax on a quarterly basis, benefits and investment incentives. Some of 
with applicable taxes varying for individual the tax and investment incentives had been . mining sectors until June 30, 1983. By that enacted earlier as modifications to the old 
date, the tax rate for the large-sized mining mining law. 
sector and petroleum and petroleum deriva- Implementing regulations for the Decem- 
tive producers was scheduled to have been _ ber 1980 Petroleum Law, Decree Law 23231, 
reduced to 5%. Producers of silver would were issued on March 20, 1981, as Supreme 
have had their tax reduced finally to 2%, Decree No. 005-81-EM-DGH. The regula- 
and all other mining companies would have tions concerned the criteria for extensive 
had their tax reduced to 3.5%. reinvestment tax credits and were general- 

The export tax had generated 10% of the ly thought to encourage increased explora- 
Government’s total tax revenue. To cushion — tion and foreign investment. 
the fiscal impact of the export tax reduc-
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: ~ PRODUCTION 

Overall, Peru’s mineral production had a small new gold rush occurred along the © 
mixed performance in 1981. Labor problems coast north of Lima near Chimbote. The 
at the SPCC Cuajone and Toquepala Mines Madre de Dios area in the eastern jungles, 
in southern Peru was the primary reason east of Cuzco and north of Puno, continued 
for decreased copper production. Problems to attract mining interest. 

stemming from adverse weather conditions In 1981, the average petroleum produc- 

and depressed world market prices affected tion of about 193,000 barrels per day not 
mineral output from producers elsewhere in only failed to meet the targeted goal of 
Peru. CENTROMIN PERU continued to 225,000 barrels but dropped slightly below 
produce the widest range of minerals and the 1980 production level of 195,000 barreis. 
metals. . . One reason for this was the failure of the 

In 1981, CENTROMIN PERU’s seven’ consortium of Occidental Petroleum Corp.- 
mining units accounted for 8% of total Bridas Exploraciones y Produccién of Ar- 

' mined copper production, 48% of zinc,41% _gentina to significantly increase production 
of lead, and 24% of mined silver production. from its secondary recovery program in the 

CENTROMIN PERU production at the La Talara north coastal area. In addition, pro- 
Oroya metallurgical complex is shown in duction from the jungle areas was restrain- 
table 2. Peru’s refined zinc production dou- ed from reaching its potential by problems 
bled in 1981 as a result of the completion of related to transportation. The targeted pro- 
the MINERO PERU Cajamarquilla zinc duction rate for 1982 was set at 230,000 

refinery. barrels per day, based on anticipated im- 
The gold boom continued, and gold repre- provements in the above areas. 

sented Peru’s most active mineral sector. A . 

Table 1.—Peru: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS | 
Antimony: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 819 745 ™546 344 640 
Metal __________________ 504 489 477 427 AT8 

Arsenic, white ~_§_ $2 5 7 2 eee 1,367 1,257 3,222 3,205 2,676 
Bismuth: - 

Mine output, metal content __ __________ 644 611 527 497 . 639 
Metal ___________ ee 516 611 527 497 639 

Cadmium: 
Mine output, metal content ___________~_ 380 ©350 424 490 511 
Metal __________________ 182 169 190 172 302 

Copper: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 338,110 ™366,753 *390,720 366,800 327,614 
popper sulfate (Cu content) ______.______ 1,311 1,228 1,395 4,665 5,595 

etal: 
Smelter. ___- 5 5 5 ee 307,425 318,900 371,885 321,021 253,438 

Gold Refined___ -§_§_/_-_§ > > 5 > ee 187,183 182,754 230,835 226,299 209,100 
old: 

Mine output, metal content ___ troy ounces_ _ 104,393 112,656 124,434 132,139 156,895 
Metal ____________________do___-~- 53,242 48,258 756,858 57,196 55,781 

Indium__________._______ ~ kilograms_ _ 3,734 3,302 3,484 3,675 3,489 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight _____-—_ thousand tons_ _ 6,284 4,921 5,444 5,705 6,069 
Iron content______________do___. 4,064 3,199 3,622 3,765 4,007 

Metal: 
Pigiron ________________do___~- 244 244 265 261 235 
Ferroalloys _._________-_-_-_-- *500 ©1,800 ©1,800 ©1,800 1,800 
Steel ingots and castings 

Lead thousand tons_ - 379 374 436 471 332 
ad: 

Mine output, metal content ________-_~_~- 175,708 182,704 174,000 176,955 186,735 
Metal ____-______--___-~----~---- 79,258 74,269 85,706 79,939 79,236 

Molybdenum, mine output, metal content ____-_ 456 729 1,196 2,688 2,488 
Selenium metal, refined ____—__-—_ kilograms_ - 15,936 12,927 18,320 22,920 22,478 

ver: 

Mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces__ *39,731 ™37,022 39 248 42,989 46,940 

Metal ___________________-do___- 22,379 20,897 725,488 23,797 23,853 
Tellurium metal ___________ ~~ kilograms__ 18,370 "15,417 21,233 20,920 21,310 
Tin, mine output, metal content _________-_~_ ™329 7458 T2370 1,077 1,519 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content ___ _ _ _ _ - 526 582 "564 549 521 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Peru: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

a 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Mine output, metal content ________--~- ¥405,250 F402,600 432,000 487,596 496,707 
Metal __-________---_-~------~---- 66,949 62,852 . 68,195 63,829 125,000 

NONMETALS 

Barite _-________~___~____-~_-_-+-~-- 434,500 395,500 F444,500 414,600 409,100 
Boron materials, crude (borates) ________-—_- &5,000 6,000 ©12,000 €21,000 16,644 
Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons__ 1,929 2,020 2,500 3,000 3,080 
Chalk eee eee 362,798 269,755 361,800 485,174 500,600 

ays: 
Bentonite_______________________ 31,200 18,805 — _— 30,500 
Fire clay... ________~________---- 9,682 13,037 13,250 13,325 8,520 

. Kaolin, ~~~ LL 2,698 3,752 4,052 5,500 6,000 
Common clay. ___________--_-__--_- 272,193 252,948 399,090 309,800 754,256 

Diatomite_________________---_~--- 8,474 4,923 (7) _- —_ 
Feldspar____§_____.~_______~-_-_-~--- 2,184 2,461 2,176 15,600 21,600 
Graphite__________________._-~__-_- (?) (7)  () _- —_ 
Gypsum, crude_____________-___~-__- 142,751 168,936 217,490 280,000 350,000 
Mica ______ ~~ Le 150 100 “50 “60 574 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia __________-— 83,000 81,000 €80,000 61,700 97,500 
Phosphates, crude: Guano ___________-~-~— —_ — 5,000 13,900 12,000 
Salt, all types. ._-§__.§__._-___________---- 317,857 348,056 398,820 456,987 500,000 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Marble_____________________e 2,461 7,067 14,535 NA 3,072 
Slate -.-__-________ 30,300 25,300 NA NA NA 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Dolomite_____§___~___~______--__ 7,535 5,510 __ _- __ 
Limestone ____________________ 2,764 3,371 2,810 3,175 3,800 
Quartz and quartzite________._-~_~_ 2,250 2,170 NA NA NA 
Silica _. __________ _ thousand tons__ 174 80 NA NA 18 
Sand and gravel ___________do____ 3,291 2,887 2,577 3,596 2,538 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: , 

Native _____________~________ 109 102 98 __ — 
Byproduct of metallurgy ____._____- 20,000 18,000 €20,000 £20,000 20,000 

Sulfuric acid, gross weight ___._.______-_~— 50,983 47,292 *53,762 51,801 170,801 
Talc and related materials: 

Tale ~--._ ee eee 721 231 2,700 2,700 2,700 
Pyrophyllite _.-_-____________-_--_- 10,714 8,678 138,270 “12,000 12,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black — ~ - —- -—-——--~-~-~~—-~~— 5,698 5,661 3,182 €3,500 3,500 
al: 
Anthracite ________________~__ LL 27,847 41,235 45,892 89,471 157,000 
Bituminous® _____________________ (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 

Coke, all types®__§_-___-________~____-___ 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_________._— _- million cubic feet_ _ 72,763 68,970 73,118 67,500 67,000 
Marketed _____._________.__-do____ €32,900 31,877 21,053 21,000 21,000 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline and other* 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 493 521 464 . 853 350 
Propane__________--_.__-.~-do____ 74 60 47 75 75 
Butane___________________-do____ 8 7 9 9 9 

Total _._._-_____________-do_,__ 575 588 520 437 434 
Petroleum: 

Crude ______~__________- ~~ -do____ 33,276 55,079 69,952 71,369 70,100 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation ________.-_~~do___~_ (3) (3) 1 (3) (3) 
Motor __________.__~-do____ 11,981 11,102 13,088 12,810 12,500 

Jet fuel________________-do____ 1,325 1,812 2,657 3,220 3,200 
Kerosine_______________-do____ 5,017 5,538 6,156 6,741 6,500 
Distillate fuel oil] _..._______do___ _ 7,304 9,746 11,949 12,339 12,500 
Residual fuel oi] _-________.__do____ 15,448 14,523 15,462 16,622 16,500 
Lubricants. _____________-_do____ 63 70 141 85 100 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ __ __ _ —do___~— 1,220 1,274 1,237 1,145 1,100 
Asphalt_________________do____ 246 212 ~ 181 181 180 
Unspecified ________.______-do___~ 217 99 { 104 159 160 

1 
Refinery fuel and losses ___ _ _ _ _do_ ___— 505 193 254 260 

Total_____________do____ 43,326 44,399 51,169 53,556 53,000 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 19, 1982. 
2Revised to zero. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Includes hexane.
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fable 2.—Peru: Smelter and refinery production of CENTROMIN PERU 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

Refined metals: 
Copper___________-_____------_- 55,022 51,897 54,291 54,104 50,026 

_ Lead -- 79,243 74,255 85,112 81,976 79,236 
- Zine ~__ ee 66,949 62,852 68,196 63,829 67,966 

Silver _________________troy ounces__ 21,572,344 20,896,528 25,488,117 23,970,564 23,853,133 
Gold ___---_-_-_--_-___ do 36,369 32,220 42,937 42,455 42,425 
Bismuth ____________________~___ 516 611 523 498 639 
Cadmium _____________-.------__ 182 170 190 172 182 
Indium_________._____-_ _ kilograms_ _ 3,734 3,302 3,845 3,610 3,489 
Selenium _______________---do____ 15,936 12,941 18,320 22,908 22,478 
Tellurium _____—~__________-_do____ 18,370 15,418 21,233 20,920 21,310 

Metals in blister copper for export: 
Copper content. __________-------+~ 1,486 _- 1,340 1,859 _- 
Silver content _____.___.—-~ troy ounces_ _ 303,524 — 292,849 383,555 _- 
Gold content _____________---do___~_ 569 —_ 629 981 _- 

Subproducts: 
Antimony, crude______._____------_ 528 488 477 427 478 
Antimonial lead ___..___-__---~~--+-- 102 9 95 15 _- 
Arsenic trioxide __________--------- 1,405 1,322 1,415 T2475 2,164 
Copper sulfate ____.._..--------~--~~- - 5,625 5,271 5,987 6,038 5,729 
Zinc sulfate______________-------_ 2,039 1,826 2,003 2,283 2,144 
Sulfuric acid __________----------- 50,983 47,292 53,762 51,802 46,990 

Revised. 

Source: CENTROMIN PERU annual reports for 1977-81. 

TRADE 

The Central Reserve Bank preliminary export goal for 1982 remained subject to 
statistics on nonfuel mineral exports in continued production increases from sec- 
1981 indicated a total value of about $1.5 ondary recovery operations, the improve- 
billion, a 20% decrease from the $1.8 billion ment of pipeline transport from the north- 
record set in 1980. This substantial drop in ern jungle fields, and conservative increases 
mineral export value resulted from general- in domestic consumption. Domestic con- 
ly depressed world market prices for metals sumption of petroleum continued to rise at 
and a decrease in Peru’s copper production. a rate of about 2% per year and in 1981 

The United States was the leading recipi- reached 138,300 barrels per day. 
ent of MINPECO mineral exports, import- Through legislation enacted in 1981, 
ing 79% of the silver, 31% of the lead, 22% |MINPECO lost its monopoly in the market- 
of the copper, and 19% of the zinc. Western ing of minerals. Henceforward, MINPECO 
European countries imported 31% of the only acts on behalf of the state-owned com- 
copper, 27% of the lead, and 42% of thezinc panies plus any private companies that 
exports. The Republic of Korea and Japan request its services. The change in MIN- 
received about 80% of the iron ore exports. PECO’s status had no major affect in 1981 

Petroleum exports in 1981 were estimated since all of the 1981 production had been 
at 54,541 barrels per day, valued at slightly sold prior to the legislative action. 
under $700 million for the year. Peru ex- Preliminary figures on 1981 mineral ex- 
pected 1982 crude oil exports to reach 85,000 ports through MINPECO are shown in table 
barrels per day and to contribute over $1 3. 
billion to foreign exchange earnings. This
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Table 3.—Peru: Mineral exports, 1981 preliminary data | 
(Thousand fine metric tons unless otherwise specified and thousand dollars) 

Product Quantity Value 

Copper: 
Refined p57 == 5 

217 ~ 374,000 Refined rods - ae oe 
4 8,000 Blister — ———________ ore 105 165,000 Concentrates __________ 

25 36,000 a 
Total Wao +e 

351 583,000 ON lll Lead: 
Refined Say petetieieetienietiadirieeteie 

87 62,000 Concentrates _______. 
58 - 154,000 Ores Toast oes - ~~ ee 

1 2,000 eee 
Total - a7 5+ 55-77 

146 218,000 $e OY {2 Refined silver__________-__-______ metric tons_ _ 895 320,000 $e E> Zinc: 
Refined Sy peaieieieientiitcamieiete a 104 87,000 Concentrates ____________ 

376 166,000 Ferrites - 753-5 ~ 55 
10 4,000 eee 

Total ~~ ------ 
490 257,000 Other metals —---- == e NA 50,000 Iron ore notte + - 

5,803 106,000 na lle Grand total 7-73 
XX 1,534,000 

NA Notavailable. XX Not applicable. 

Source: U.S. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State Department Airgram A-17, May 28, 1982. 

Table 4.—Peru: Exports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons) 

Commodity 1979 1980 
1980 

Antimony: 
Ore_— = 

738 378 Metal ow 
102 — Arsenic trioxide —________ errr 1,519 351 Bismuth, refined_________ 

rrr oo 362 554 Cadmium, refined _________ 
ttt 210 179 Copper: 

Ore and concentrate Wao a5 ee 5 
118,441. 69,811 Blister———-— 

rrr 139,613 129,985 Cement _—_-___ 
ttre 1,784 __ Refined cathode ____ = tr 175,145 180,054 Refined wirebars Waa 5 

31,406 26,042 Wire --—— 
rrr 5,547 3,202 Indium, refined Tota saan n-ne 

4 3 Iron ore ~~ ____ 2 rr trrrse 5,529,934 5,500,328 Lead: 
Ore and concentrate Waa 5 e 

140,823 156,721 Refined ~~~ 
rrr 85,531 74,227 Molybdenum concentrate Ta tatoo eee 

2,141 2,995 Selenium, refined ____ 
rts ~ 13 3 Silver, refined Woy eee eee 

772 495 Tellurium, refined _______ 
rts 12 5 din concentrate —-_____ == 
ttre 2,365 2,214 Tungsten concentrate. ______ = rts 1,129 996 Zinc: 

Concentrate Toa ota aa eens 5-7 
693,639 754,348 Refined -___ ~~~ rc titre 57,292 37,813 Powder -___. 

rrr __ 50 Sulfate. _—___ 
rrr 20 _. 

Table includes partial export data; information on destinations of exports was not available. 
Source: La Minera En El Peru, 1980, Editores Tecnicos Asociados, S.A., Pueblo Libre, Peru, 1981, p. E27.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS began substituting sulfuric acid produced at 
its new Cajamarquilla zinc refinery instead 

Copper.—The 11% downturn in 1981 cop- of using imported acid for leaching pur- 
per production was primarily due to labor poses. In 1981, the Cerro Verde project 
problems and other factors related to ad- produced about 33,300 tons of copper cath- 

verse weather. Table 5 shows the principal odes, plus 2,450 tons of concentrate, grading 
producers of copper ores and concentrates. 47.5% copper, from the sulfides pilot plant. 

Labor problems beset SPCC at all three of The 60 million tons of Cerro Verde I 

its operations. The Toquepala Mine was copper oxide ore reserves are underlain by 
closed 56 days owing to strike activity, the 1.2 billion tons of copper sulfide ore, which 
Cuajone Mine lost 49 days of production MINERO PERU has called Cerro Verde II. 
owing to work stoppages, and the Ilo smelt- Negotiations with various companies dur- 
er underwent 54 days of strike activity. ing the past 4 years to develop the Cerro 
Labor, fuel, and maintenance costs rose Verde II project were not successful. In 

significantly during the year, while the 1981, MINERO PERU decided to develop 
average refined copper price during 1981 the project through engineering consult- 
was almost 77 cents per pound compared ants. Accordingly, in November, Kaiser En- 
with 96 cents in 1980. In 1981, SPCC net gineers International Inc. was selected to 
earnings fell $65 million below the $85 manage the first phase of construction and 
million reported for 1980. development of Cerro Verde II. 

During 1981, SPCC conducted studies on The Cerro Verde II project requires ex- 

all economic, technical, and legal aspects of panding the Cerro Verde I Mine, the con- 

expanding production at its two miningand struction of a concentrating plant to treat 
concentrator operations. As a result of these 20,000 tons per day of copper sulfide ore, 

studies, the company decided to delay the and arrangements for tailings disposal. In 
projects until market conditions and the addition, the project entails the construc- 
financial climate improved. tion or expansion of facilities for transport- 
SPCC continued to use the marketing jing concentrate to the Port of Matarani, 

services of MINPECO on a joint basis. The additional port facilities, and increased wa- 
- company planned to use MIN PECO services ter and electrical power supplies. 

in 1982 while continuing to establish itself The cost of Cerro Verde II was estimated 

as both a producer and marketer of copper. _at_ $300 million. MINERO PERU was nego- 
CENTROMIN PERU’s Cobriza Mine cop- _tiating for loans from Japanese sources. 

per production decreased because of labor Construction was to start in 1982 and reach 
unrest and an 18-day work stoppage caused completion by the second half of 1984. 
by fuel transportation problems. The expan- Meanwhile, MINERO PERU began limited 
sion work on the mine, initiated in 1977, preparatory work to develop the mine and 
was almost complete by the end of 1981.The to prepare locations for the platforms to 
new concentrator, located at Pampa de __ stockpile mined ore, the water tank, and the 

Coris on the Mantaro River, was expected to crushing plant. 
be completed by mid-1982, followed by the The labor problems at SPCC operations 
completion of the mine expansion project in also affected the production of refined cop- 
September. This $261 million project was per at MINERO PERU’s Ilo refinery. The 
designed to more than triple Cobriza’s an- lack of SPCC blister copper from August 17 
nual production capacity to 205,000 tons of to October 3 and separate strike actions by 
concentrate containing 25.4% copper. In the Ilo refinery workers from October 20 to 
addition, about 6 ounces of silver per ton of November 5 reduced output 11%, from 

concentrate would be obtained. Cobriza’s 141,630 tons in 1980 to 125,534 tons in 1981. 

proven ore reserves were determined to be At CENTROMIN PERU’s refinery at La 
about 30 million tons, averaging 2.16% Oroya, total refined copper production fell 
copper and 0.55 ounce of silver per ton. This by 8%. The decrease would have been more 
was considered sufficient for a 10-year mine severe except for a substantial increase in 
life providing additional reserves are not copper cathode production. The metallurgi- 
identified. . cal complex encountered fuel supply and 
MINERO PERU maintained a normal transportation problems caused by heavy 

production level at its Cerro Verde I copper rains that resulted in flooding and land- 
mine, located 24 kilometers southwest of slides. In 1981, CENTROMIN PERU invited 

Arequipa in southern Peru. The company engineering companies to submit prequali-
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fication bids for modernizing the La Oroya__ was also programed for recovery. 
copper circuit. In 1981, about 45% of the The cost of the Monterrosas project was 
copper concentrates treated at La Oroya_ estimated at $14.2 million. Financing was 
were purchased by CENTROMIN PERU obtained from the Crocker National Bank, 
from small- and medium-size mines in the $5 million; Corporacién Financiera de De- 
region. sarrollo (COFIDE), $3.6 million; the Capital 

During 1981, progress continued on vari- Fund, $1 million; and local sources. About 
ous copper projects throughout the country. 80% of the investment for Monterrosas was 
Kaiser and Consultores Minero Metal- made in local currency. 
urgicos S.A. completed a feasibility study on Empresa Estatal Minera Asociada Tin- 
CENTROMIN PERU’s Toromocho polyme-_taya S.A. (EMATINSA), owned by MINERO 
tallic deposit. Proven ore reserves were 354 PERU (45%), CENTROMIN PERU (45%), 
million tons, assaying 0.75% copper and and COFIDE (10%), obtained a total of $215 
0.36 ounce of silver per ton, plus other million in loans from the Export Develop- 
byproducts such as molybdenum, tungsten, ment Corp. of Canada and a group of inter- 
zinc, and bismuth. Additional reserves of national banks. Construction work had 
lower grade leachable ore have also been been initiated in 1980, and EMATINSA 
identified. The Toromocho deposit is located expected the project to be onstream in 1984. 
in the Morococha district, 142 kilometers The Canadian firm Surveyer, Nenninger 
east of Lima, and has been considered one of and Chenevert was awarded the manage- 
the more important deposits in Peru. At full ment services contract for this project. 
production, the planned concentrator would The other large copper development com- 
produce 61,000 tons of copper and more pany, Empresa Minera Especial Asociada 
than 2 million troy ounces of silver per Antamina S.R.L., was dissolved by mutual 
year. The required capital investment over agreement of the partners in December 
a 4-year construction period was estimated after failing to obtain financing. The compa- 
at $707 million. Financing arrangements ny was jointly owned by MINERO PERU, 
have not been announced. 51%, and Geomin of Romania, 49%. Full 
CENTROMIN PERU was also owner of ownership reverted to MINERO PERU, al- | 

Compaiia Minera Los Montes S.A., created though Geomin was to be reimbursed for its 
to develop the Monterrosas copper deposit contributions at their nominal value. The 
located 20 kilometers northwest of Ica in cancellation agreement gave Geomin the 
southern Peru. By the end of 1981, construc- option to purchase, at market prices, up to 
tion work on the mine and concentrator was 15% of concentrate production for 15 years, 
nearing completion, and the project was whenever production begins. The future 
expected to go onstream in-March 1982. development of the Antamina copper-zinc 
Initial plant capacity was 750 tons per day, deposit was uncertain at yearend. MINERO 
with expansion capability to 1,000 tons per PERU was expected to create another mix- 
day. Production was estimated at 16,000 ed company with foreign interests. First- 
tons of copper concentrate per year, con- stage costs were estimated at $326 million 
taining 25% copper and 0.26 ounce of gold for a production of 10,000 tons of copper 
per ton of concentrate. A small volume of concentrates per day. , 
concentrate, averaging 53% molybdenum 

Table 5.—Peru: Principal producers of copper ores and concentrates 
(Metric tons of copper) 

Change, 
Company 1979 1980 1981 percent 

(1980-81) eee OST) 
Southern Peru Copper Corp.: 

Cuajone Mine _______________________ 183,521 150,829 133,100 -12 Toquepala Mine ______________________ 107,552 108,491 92,055 -15 MINERO PERU ________________________ 33,100 33 931 32,700 -2 CENTROMIN PERU _____________________ 27,669 26,978 25,284 -6 Cia. Minera Pativilea,S.A__~_§_§_~§_~_~___________ 4,920 4,643 4,801 +3 Corp. Minera Nor PeruS.A __-_______________ 3,719 3,357 3,175 -5 Cia. Minera Condoroma,S.A ________________ 3,585 T3294 3,525 +7 
Minas AguilaS.A ~_~§_______________ 5,410 15,282 3,325 ~37 Minas de Cobre de Chapi,S.A________________ 2,300 T2358 2,605 +10 Cia. Mineradel Madrigal ________________ 2,595 F2,801 2,600 -7 

"Revised.
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Amax Exploration, Inc., decided to with- per day, but a water shortage limited ore 
draw from the Pashpap copper-molybde- treatment to 70 tons per day, averaging 200 
num project. The Government, however, to 250 ounces of silver and 1.8 to 2.5 ounces 

was expected to promote the development of of gold per ton. Development continued on 
the 60 million tons of ore reserves, which the Poderosa deposit owned by an Arias 
average 0.8% copper and 0.053% molybde- Group subsidiary, Cia. Minera Poderosa 
num. The Pashpap reserves are located 380 S.A. This underground mine in Pataz Prov- 
kilometers north of Lima in Ancash Depart- ince, La Libertad Department, was schedul- 
ment. ed to open in 1982. About 115,000 tons of 

Gold.—Almost 60% of Peru’s gold produc- reserves averaging 0.32 ounce of gold per 
tion resulted from placer mining, largely ton has been identified. Another Arias 
centered in the southeastern part of the Group subsidiary, Unidad Minera, complet- 
country. CENTROMIN PERU produced ed expansion of the Farall6n Mine treat- 

42,425 troy ounces of refined gold at its La ment plant from 80 to 180 tons per day. 
Oroya metallurgical complex. This output Farallon ore reserves were estimated at 

easily establishes it as Peru’s single largest 250,000 tons, averaging 4.2% zinc, 3.5% 
gold producer, although a substantial quan- lead, 0.76% copper, and 0.048 ounce of gold 
tity of the ore processed at La Oroya was and 4.3 ounces of silver per ton. | 
purchased from other mining companies. jompaie Aare ‘A bemba 
Minas Ocojia S.A. was the largest private ©@ CXPloration a upara, ‘Antabamba 
gold producer with a 1981 output of 11,253 Province, Apurimac Department. Abandon- 

os - ed in 1960 because of difficult access and the 
troy ounces from its underground lode mine low price of gold, construction of the new 

in the district of Andaray, Department of Antabamba Road and higher market prices 
Area ipa. d ble gold production b have enhanced the mine’s economic viabil- 

stima te recoverable gold pro uction y ity. The company was proceeding with in- 
source Js shown, in troy ounces, in the  fastructural development and additional 
following table: exploration. Proven and probable reserves 

were placed at 80,000 tons, averaging 0.5 
: 1980 198] Change, ounce of gold and 1.5 ounces of silver per 

percent ton. Inferred reserves were estimated at 
In oresandconcentrates__ 4,983 9,517 +91 300,000 tons. Production was expected to 
Refined and in blister ___ 57,196 55,781 -3 start in 1982. 
In placer gravels -----__ 69,960 91,597 +31 The jungle area of southeastern Peru 

Total _._________ 182,139 156,895 +19 continued to attract both Peruvian and 
-—————____-_____~_ foreign investors. Access to the various 

Source: As reported by Banco Minero del Pera. placer mines has typically required travel 
by air, road, water, and trail. Mines are 

The Banco Minero purchased 104,747 operated under arduous working conditions. 
ounces of gold in 1981. The bank sold about CENTROMIN PERU had the largest 

1,100 troy ounces domestically, a 94% de- placer operation with claims on two blocks 
crease from that sold in 1980. Gold exports, of 15,000 hectares each. At the Bijahual 
on the other hand, reached 175,858 troy claim on the Madre de Dios River, 80 kilo- 
ounces, a 172% increase over that of 1980. meters west of Puerto Maldonado, 1 million 
The average price for gold in 1981 was $460 cubic meters of auriferous material has 
per troy ounce, a 25% decrease from the been blocked out with an average grade 
average price in 1980. of 0.011 ounce of gold per cubic meter. 

_ Despite the price decline, there was con- [yn December 1981, a pilot plant capable 
tinued foreign and domestic interest in of treating 12 cubic meters of material 
developing gold deposits. Some former lode per hour was installed at CENTROMIN 

gold mines were scheduled to be reopened, PERU’s second claim, 110 kilometers west 
and many new gold-exploration claims were of Pyerto Maldonado on the Inambari Riv- 

filed. Among the larger foreign firms re- ey, where 9.8 million cubic meters of aurif- 
ported to be planning on opening offices in erous gravels have been identified with an 
Peru were Anaconda Minerals Co.; Utah average gold content of 0.009 ounce of gold 
International, Inc.; and Consolidated Gold per cubic meter. Exploration to block out 

Fields. additional gold reserves was continuing. 
The Arias Group reopened the Salpo Aurifera Sur Oriente S.A. (AUSORSA) 

Mine near Quiruvilca, Department of La had the most successful company operation 
Libertad. The mine capacity was 100 tons in the Madre de Dios area. In 1981, the
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| company had active operations in 16 conces- tion. MINERO PERU has divided the San 
sions totaling more than 15,000 hectares in Antonio deposit into four work areas where 
the Huepetue and Pukibe region, Mani private companies may initiate operations: 
Province. In this region, between the Hue- Arequipa Pampa, Ancocala, Huachani, and 
petue River and the junction of the Colo. Pampa Blanca. MINERO PERU had been 
rado and Madre de Dios Rivers, AUSORSA operating on a small scale at Pampa Blanca. 
also controlled a group of companies owning In midyear, a small gold-washing plant was 
concessions covering about 36,000 hectares, installed with a capacity of producing be- 
of which 24,000 hectares was under a devel- tween 2,700 and 4,200 ounces of gold per 
opment contract with Rio Holding Co. and year. This washing plant, purported to be 
Rio Tinto Finance and Exploration (RIOFI- _ the largest operating in Peru, encountered 
NEX), both subsidiaries of Rio Tinto Zinc some problems and was modified. However, 
Corp. RIOFINEX had extensive exploration by the end of the year, the plant had oper- 
efforts underway. ated 122 days and produced less than 129 
AUSORSA installed portable pilot plants ounces of gold. 

for use at the Tigre and Choque sites of In the latter half of 1981, a new gold boom 
their active Huepetue region concessions. began on the Pacific coast, about 10 kilome- 
The plants consisted of simple riffles and ters north of Chimbote in the delta area of 
sluices, suitable for both the region and the the Santa River. These deposits had been 
relatively unskilled operators. They were quietly worked on a small scale since their 
designed to handle 500 cubic meters of discovery in 1978. Inevitably, the location 
material per 24-hour feed of the black sand became widely known, and by midyear, the 
in which the gold is disseminated. After the: region was inundated by over 1,000 gold 
washing process, mercury was added to panners, especially around Guadalupito 
amalgamate the gold particles and remove Beach. By the end of the year, most miners 
residual sand. The gold-mercury amalgams _ were departing as the easily reached sur- 
were burnt by a blowtorch to oxidize the face sands became well worked over. A 
mercury, leaving rough clots of gold. The more orderly mining plan was emerging as 
concentrated gold was sent to Lima to be concessions were granted, limiting the hap- 
smelted and formed into bars. In 1981, hazard or random pattern of gold-rush-style 
AUSORSA produced about 2,100 ounces of panning. 
gold. — After a short preliminary examination 

The Banco Minero had established offices by geologists, the Santa River delta was 
in the Madre de Dios area at Puerto Maldo- thought to contain concentrations of gold, 
nado, Colorado, Mazuko, Huaypetue, and titanium, zirconium, and platinum. Gold 
Laberinto to purchase gold from thousands was reportedly found throughout the land 
of individual miners. These miners mostly area going eastward from the coastline for 
employed the mercury and blowtorch tech- about 5 kilometers to the Pan-American 
nique for recovering the gold. They worked Highway and for about 25 kilometers in a 
along the riverbanks and sandbars because northern direction from the mouth of the 
land-based operations require expensive ex-__ river. The depth of the gold-bearing materi- 
ploration and machinery for mining. A al had not been determined, and drilling 
blowtorch was again used by the bank prior programs were planned. In November, 
to weighing for purchase. The Banco Min- newspaper accounts of mining activity stat- 
ero based its purchasing price on a weekly ed that individual miners were. panning 
average of international gold prices but between 5 and 6 ounces of gold per week 
deducted about $58 per ounce for various using elemental panning and sluicing de- 
expenses involved in refining, assaying, and _ vices. 
other operating costs. Iron Ore.—The possibility of recovering 

At its San Antonio de Poto gold placer cobalt, copper, and nickel from HIERRO 
deposit, Department of Puno, MINERO PERU’s San Nicolas plant tailings had been 
PERU planned to group hundreds of inde- under study. This potential recovery pro- 
pendent gold panners into cooperatives to gram aroused some interest in mining cir- 
which the miners would pay royalties. Two cles, and HIERRO PERU installed an ex- 
royalty contracts were in the final phase of _ perimental pilot plant. The company plan- 
preparation with the Cooperativa Aurifera ned, at first, to recover only the copper, 
de Produccién Santiago de Ananea, which retaining the tailings for possible later ex- 
would transfer about 80 hectares to the traction of cobalt and nickel. In 1981, copper 
cooperative. Another contract with Coop- concentrate recovery from the pilot plant 
erativa Minera Ancocala was in prepara- amounted to 1,467 tons, averaging 22%
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copper, of which 1,404 tons was sold toCEN- involving the repair and replacement of 
TROMIN PERU for $331,500. Further met- equipment that had been deteriorating for 
allurgical studies were underway. several years. The recommendation was to 

In 1981, the beneficiation plants at San first achieve full use of present capacity, 
Nicolas operated at 75% of capacity because and after the modernization has been com- 
of weak market demand. HIERRO PERU’s pleted, steel capacity could be expected to 
1980-81 production by category is shown in reach 520,000 tons per year. This scaled- 
the following table, in thousand metrictons: down program was estimated to cost $130 

os million, of which $87 million would be fixed 

2 ___ investment. 

1980 —«:1981 ected The modernization program included a 
1982 reorganization of the company to make it 

more efficient managerially and technical- 
Low-silica pellets ____ Hee hg 140 ly. A decision whether to reactivate the 
Higher ee ener ne form 2500 3,398 3,460 original expansion plan or proceed with the 
Pellet feed in cake form_ _ 1076 = 811 810 more modest moderate Penne vas 

spe aaa dyn. ~=—s @ pected early in 1982. RU has 
__Total----------- _ 705 6.069 6,400 never been profitable, and losses in 1981 

were estimated at $26 million. Recent losses 
Beneficiated iron ore exports in 1981 were blamed on competition from imported 

amounted to 5.2 million tons valued at steel after import duties were reduced on 
almost $94 million.? The Republic of Korea construction steel from 41% to 5% in mid- 
purchased the major portion, 43%, overtak- 1980. Domestic annual steel demand was 
ing Japan, which dropped to second place _ projected to reach 700,000 tons by 1985, and 
with 37%, while Yugoslavia purchased without the major expansion program 

18%. Smaller amounts were shipped to the planned earlier, major steel imports would 
United States and Argentina. Peru did not _ be needed. 
export iron ore to Romania and Czechoslo- In 1981, by Legislative Decree No. 216, 
vakia in 1981. SIDERPERU was converted into an autono- 

A feasibility study was underway for the mous state company, with all shares owned 
construction of a plant to produce enriched by the Government. COFIDE was to control 
iron for export using anthracite instead of financial matters. 
coke. At a cost of $400 million, the 800,000- Lead and Zinc —CENTROMIN PERU 
ton-per-year plant would enrich Marcona continued to be the primary producer of 
iron ore from 65% to 95% iron content. The lead and zinc. Its mining units contributed 

project, if viable, would stimulate Peru’s 41% of total lead production and 43% of 
coal industry. The primary sources of coal total zinc. In 1981, about 20% of the lead 

for the new plant would be from mines in concentrate treated at La Oroya was pur- 
the Santa Valley near Chimbote. Prelimi- chased from small- and medium-size mines. 

nary reports indicated the plant might be In the private sector, some producers were 
located near Acari, south of San Nicolas. affected by various labor and mechanical 

Iron and Steel.—Empresa Siderurgica del problems. 
Peri (SIDERPERUV) had a troubled year in The substantial jump in Peru’s refined 
1981. Contracts were signed in 1980 with inc production signaled the March 1981 
West German, Austrian, and Spanish firms startup of MINERO PERU’s Cajamarquilla 
for the installation of facilities to modernize zinc refinery. By August, plant deficiencies 

and expand steelmaking capacity from had been corrected, and the production rate 
440,000 to 720,000 tons per year at acost of was nearing its 102,000-ton-per-year capaci- 
$300 million. The contracts had not gone ty. The plant also produced an estimated 

into effect pending the signing of relevant 125 tons of metallic cadmium and 124,000 
financing contracts. Improvements included _ tons of sulfuric acid. Over 84,000 tons of the 
the installation of a coal-based direct- sulfuric acid was shipped to MINERO 
reduction plant, an electric arc furnace, a PRERU’s Cerro Verde copper mine for leach- 

continuous slab casting plant, and a 50- ing purposes. Studies were continuing to 
megawatt thermal powerplant. determine the best process to extract silver 

All expansion plans were postponed after nq lead from the residues as additional 
a World Bank-sponsored study that revised byproducts. 
SIDERPERU s earlier feasibility study. In- The major lead and zinc producers are 

stead, it was recommended that the compa- chown in table 6, with recoverable metallic 
ny consider a 3-year rehabilitation plan output as estimated by the Peruvian Min-
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ing Society. tered mechanical difficulties at the concen- 
Cia. Minera San Ignacio de Morococha trator during 1981. In addition, Huarén had 

continued as the largest zinc producer in transportation and shipping problems. 
the private sector. It operated the San Huaré6n’s mines are in the central district of 
Vincente Mine at San Ramon, approximate- Huayllay, Pasco Department. Mine expan- 
ly 400 kilometers west of Lima. An expan- sion and new exploration have been under- 
sion program has been underway and was_ way to increase present mine ore reserves 
scheduled for completion late in 1982. Cia. and to allow the company to expand to 
Minera Atacocha S.A., Peru’s second largest other areas. This geographic expansion of 
lead producer, conducted geological studies activities was the basis for Huaron’s 1981 
to accelerate exploration opportunities. At decision to become a 33.3% shareholder in 
the end of 1981, ore reserves were estimated Extracciones y Tratamiento de Minerales, 
at 3.5 million tons averaging about 4% lead, S.A. (EXTRAMIN). The other partner in 
9% zinc, and 3.3 ounces of silver and 0.01 EXTRAMIN was the Société Miniére et 
ounce of gold per ton. MINERO PERU’s Metallurgique de Penarroya, a French com- 
Antamina copper-zinc project has been pany. EXTRAMIN planned to process 
discussed under the section on copper. 90,000 tons of ore per year from small 

Volcan Compafia Minera, S.A., encoun- miners. A 300-ton-per-day portable plant 
tered mechanical problems in 1981 that was purchased for installation next year at 
delayed completion of the Carahuacra flota- Catac, Recuay Province, Ancash Depart- 
tion plant expansion until mid-1982. Cia. ment. The plant was expected to yield about 
Minera Huaroén, S.A., one of the oldest 10,000 tons of lead-zinc-copper-silver bulk 
mining companies in Peru, also encoun- concentrate annually. 

Table 6.—Peru: Mine output of principal lead and zinc producers 

(Metric tons of recoverable metal content) 

Lead Zinc 

Company 1980 1981 Change, y9g9 1981 Change, $e Ce ierceent 
CENTROMIN PERU _______________________ 69,670 —_72,000 +3 175,467 180,480 +8 Cia. de Minas Buenaventura,S.A___________ 4,345 5,600 +29 4,136 5,000 +21 Cia. Minera AlianzaS.A _________ 7,675 8,000 +4 NA NA _— Cia. Minera AtacochaS.A ____________________ 18.505 —-13-700 +1 15,685 16,900 +8 Cia. Minera del Madrigal.____________________ 6,030 ~——-5,800 -4 11,405 11,300 -1 Cia. Minera Huar6én,S.A_____________________ 6,875 6,200 -10 14,440 12,864 ~11 Cia. Minera Milpo,S.A __-._________________-__ 11.725 —:11276 -4 21,905 23,340 +7 Cia. Minera Raura,S.A__________.___________ 8290 -—s 6170 -26 12,511 NA __ Cia. Minera San Ignacio de Morococha_____________ NA NA ~- 984625 35,925 +4 Cia. Minera Santa Luisa _-___________________ 7525 —-6,660 -12 16,325 15,760 -3 Cia. Minerales Santander, Inc__________________ NA NA ~~ 22,260 20,200 ~9 Minas de Gran Bretafa______________________ NA NA __ 12,460 12,770 +8 Volcan Compafiia Minera,S.A__________________ NA 1,178 _. 14,670 18,000 +23 

NA Not available. 

Source: U.S. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State Department Airgram A-17, May 28, 1982. 

Molybdenum.—SPCC was the sole pro- Silver.—Most of the major silver produc- 
ducer of molybdenum in 1982. The two ers increased their output during 1981. 
smaller producers, Compania Minera Tur- Production gains were offset by a continua- 
malina in northern Peru and Compafia tion of silver’s downward price spiral. Dur- 
Minera San Diego in the Department of ing 1981, the price dropped from about 
Apurimac, southeast of Lima, ceased molyb- $16.50 per troy ounce in January to about 
denum production because of low pricesand $8.50 per troy ounce in December. 
poor long-term expectations. Taminsa S.A. In spite of some labor unrest and adverse 
continued exploration work on its Aries weather conditions, CENTROMIN PERU’s 
molybdenum deposit in Huari, Ancash De- La Oroya refinery produced about the same 
partment. Although the depressed world quantity of refined silver as in 1980. About 
prices for this metal has slowed exploration 52% of the silver concentrate treated at La 
to some extent, Taminsa planned to apply Oroya came from small- and medium-size 
for a $3 million loan from the Banco Mine- private producers. 
ro. Taminsa expected to continue its studies Table 7 shows estimated recoverable sil- 
using diamond drilling. ver from Peru’s principal producers. This
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table was adapted from data provided by San Cristébal silver mine in Arequipa De- 
the Peruvian Mining Society and may not partment. Cia. Minera Castrovirreyna, S.A., 
conform to information obtained elsewhere. continued development and exploration 

Cia. de Minas Buenaventura, S.A., experi- work at its three silver mining units, San 
enced some labor and weather problems Genero, Astohuaracan, and E] Palomo. All 

during 1981, but the company still managed of the mines are located in the Province of 
to increase total silver production. Buena- Castrovirreyna, Department of Huancaveli- 
ventura’s concentrate production also con-_ ca. 
tained lead, zinc, copper, bismuth, cadmi- After a favorable study was completed by 
um, and gold. However, about 84% of the its subsidiary Consultores Minero Met- 
total value of its 1981 mineral production alurgicos S.A.. CENTROMIN PERU an- 
was attributed to silver. Buenaventura’s nounced it would separate the Andaycha- 
expansion of the Uchucchacua mining unit, gua Mine from its San Cristobal production 
120 kilometers northeast of Lima, was cred- unit and develop it as an independent 
ited as the principal reason for the increas- mining unit. Andaychagua produced silver, 
ed silver production. Buenaventura contin- lead, and zinc. It is located about 10 kilome- 
ued development work at its other three ters east of San Crist6bal and 170 kilome- 
mining units. At the end of 1981, ownership ters east of Lima. The proposed expansion 
of the Huachocolpa unit, Huancavelica De- project was estimated to cost $42 million. By 
partment, was transferred to Compafiia de_ the end of 1981, a $14 million direct loan 
Minas Recuperada S.A., owned 99% by was approved by the Inter-American Devel- 
Buenaventura. opment Bank, and additional loans were 

At Minas de Arcata S.A., owned 51% by expected from other sources. Proved and 
the Hochschild Group, plant expansion probable reserves at Andaychagua were 
from 450 to 600 tons per day was almost placed at 1.5 million tons, averaging 1% 
completed. Arcata’s 3.8-megawatt hydro- lead, 5.7% zinc, and 5.7 ounces of silver per 
electric powerplant was expected to goon-_ ton. A 1,000-ton-per-day concentrator was 
stream in mid-1982. Total ore reserves at planned that would produce 1.5 million 
the end of 1981 amounted to 1.8 million ounces of silver per year contained in 5,200 
tons, averaging 15 ounces of silver per ton. tons of lead concentrate and 25,400 tons of 
Another Hochschild-managed company, zinc concentrate. The project was scheduled 
Cia. Minera Caylloma, S.A., operated the for completion in 1984. | 

Table 7.—Peru: Principal producers of silver in ores and concentrates 
(Thousand troy ounces of recoverable content) 

Change, 
Company 1979 1980 1981 percent 

(1980-81) 

CENTROMIN PERU. _____.-_____.-------------------- 10,978 10,707 ~—:11,574 +8 
Cia. de Minas Buenaventura, S.A _____________-_____~--~----- 4,350 3,856 4,192 +9 
Minas de Arcata S.A__ Lee 1,807 2,156 2,529 +17 
Cia. Minera Alianza S.A ~.._~_~_____________---~ =e 1,580 1,750 1,940 +11 
Cia. Minera Huar6én,S.A ________~_~__~_______ ~~ ee 1,545 1,544 1,688 +9 
Cia. Minera Milpo, S.A_____§_-§ _-._-_._________-__--_--_---_-- 1,643 1,668 1,672 (?) 
Cia. Minera Castrovirreyna, S.A____~ ~~ _____--~-__-~--____ 1,382 1,463 1,599 +9 

Corp. Minera Nor PeruS.A... 22222222 1,184 1,219 1,196 -2 
Cia. Minera Caylloma,S.A _______________-------------~-~- 606 659 - 1,157 +76 
Cia. Minera AtacochaS.A_________________ ee Le 1,039 1,132 1,127 () 
Cia. Minera Millotingo,S.A___._._..._____-------------~-- 1,033 1,138 1,075 -6 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Tungsten.—Production of tungsten from tons of ore reserves, averaging 0.44% WOs. 
CENTROMIN PERU’s Mahr Tunnel plant In addition, several new exploration claims 
at the San Cristébal Mine continued to were filed for tungsten and copper ores in 
plummet, dropping from highest producer Pallasca Province, Ancash Department. An 
in 1979 to third in 1981. expansion of the copper sulfide plant from 

At the Pasto Bueno Mine of Fermin 576 to 720 tons per year was also scheduled. 
Malaga Santolalla e Hijos Negoc. Minera, Minera Regina, S.A., mining the Palca XI 
an agressive exploration and expansion pro- deposit northeast of Juliaca, Department of 
gram continued. By the end of 1981, the Puno, planned to complete its mill expan- 
company had blocked out over 1 million sion program by the end of 1982. When
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completed, capacity was expected to reach resources. PROCARBON is equally owned 
500 tons of concentrate, averaging 70% by four state agencies, CENTROMIN 
WOs. | PERU, MINERO PERU, COFIDE, and 

Sociedad Minera Puquio Cocha S.A. used Electricidad del Peru (ELECTROPERU). 
a pilot plant to recover tungsten concen- The new company had applied for a $5 
trate from 50 tons per day of tailings sup- million loan from the Inter-American De- 
plied by its copper flotation plant in central velopment Bank. Most of the loan money 
Peru. The company expected to bring a 500- was to be used for additional exploration at 
ton-per-day processing plant onstream in CENTROMIN PERU’s Jatunhuasi pros- 
1982. pect, with the balance for other coal-explo- 
Tungsten production by company was as_ration studies. : 

follows, in metric tons of WO; content: CENTROMIN PERU’s Jatunhuasi coal- 
| exploration efforts have increased estimat- 

-_— OO —__ ed reserves. About 300,000 tons of semibitu- 
1979 1980 1981 pease minous coking coal has been identified. 

(1980-81) Potential reserves were still estimated at 10 
to 12 million tons, averaging 30% volatile 

Mee Regina, SA 10 ve oop 13 matter, 52% fixed carbon, 20% ash, and 3% 
SENTRO NIN PERO - 408 208 130 -88 sulfur. Calorific value was calculated at 

P = 11,000 British thermal units per pound. 
Total. ~_ ~~~ 755 700 738 +5 This deposit has been targeted as a priority 

| | project by PROCARBON. 
The future development of MINERO META : 

NONMETALS PERU’s Alto Chicama coal project remain- 
| .  eduncertain. Financing was not obtained in 

Phosphate.—The U.S. firm Jacobs Engi- 49g]. Samples were gathered for combus- neering Co. proceeded with a feasibility tion tests required by ELECTROPERU. 
study on the development of the Baydévar Both ELECTROPERU and MINERO PERU 
phosphate deposit near Piura in northern planned extended feasibility studies. 
Peru. The study was undertaken for Em- The Instituto Geologico Minero y Met- 
presa Promotora Bayévar, owned by MIN- alargico was in the final phase of complet- 
ERO PERU (60%), COF IDE (20%), and ing an inventory of Peru’s coal resources. 

Insumos (10%). . 1981, Peru signed the first oil-exploration 
ayovar reserves were estimated as oontract with a foreign company since the 

equivalent to 550 million tons of phosphate Bajcy Petroleum Corp. contract in 1973. 
oneen sate oe ne 30.5% phosphorus Following lengthy negotiations, Superior 
pentoxide and 450 million tons of brine ji) Co, and Petrolera General S.A., a subsid- containing 1% potassium chloride and 22% iary of Phoenix Canada Oil Co.. Ltd.. were 
sodium chloride. me ” ee fry , awarded a 1-million-hectare concession in 
_At MINERO P ERU's Bay ovar_benefi- Block 2 in the northeastern jungle region. ciation plant, capacity was increased to Block 2 is located imme diately south of 

36,000 tons per year. In 1981, actual concen- productive Block 1A of Occidental and east 
rate production was about one-third of the of the Santiago River. The Block 2 dimen- 
new capacity. About 86% of production Was sions were altered somewhat so that an 
hee tered ealand, where it repo ted area previously explored by Petréleos del 
ia hates in the acid soil. New a d Pert (PETROPERWU) was still reserved ex- 

f P , " clusively for its possible future exploitation. ound that the Bayévar concentrate could . . . ny: . Superior holds a 90% interest in the ven- be used directly as a fertilizer without ture, and Phoenix Canada Oil. 10%. The 
_ further treatment. In view of this finding, contract was similar to PETROPERU’s 

New Zealand has expressed an interest in renegotiated contract with Occidental. Su- participating in investments to expand . j d 20 milli . t t resent production. perior planned a $20 mi ion investmen 
P during the next 2 years, including the 

MINERAL FUELS | drilling of at least two wells. The first 

Superior Block 2 exploration well was 
Coal.—In 1981, the Government created a  spudded in November in the Maranon River 

national coal company, Empresa Promotora basin. 
del Carbén S.A. (PROCARBON), to promote The long-awaited final contract between 
the development and use of Peru’s coal PETROPERU and Royal Dutch/Shell was
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signed in July 1981. Shell was committed to Ceci No. 1 flowed 44° and 42° API gravity 
spend at least $100 million over the next 4 crude oil from two zones at a combined rate 
years in a two-stage exploration program in of 1,700 barrels per day from a depth of 
the southeastern jungle region. The allotted. about 11,600 feet. The site is less than 8 
area included Lots 38 and 42, totaling 20,000 miles from Occidental’s nearest producing 

square kilometers at the southwestern cor- field. Potential reserves were not estimated 
ner of Loreto Department. At the end of pending delineation of the field. The second 
1981, Shell was involved in seismic explora- discovery was the Jivarito No. 1, drilled 
tion and was not expected to drill until 1982 south of the Shiviyacu Field in Block 1B. 
or 1983. . The well tested at 1,200 barrels per day of 

PETROPERU and Belco Petroleum Corp. 14° API gravity crude oil from a depth of 
signed a draft agreement to explore an area about 9,600 feet. Occidental planned to drill 
off the northwestern coast. A formal con- again 6 miles south of the Jivarito discovery 
tract was expected early in 1982. The new and to conduct additional seismic surveys. 
area, Block Z28, includes 3,995 square kilo- Crude oil production failed to meet expec- 
meters and lies immediately to the west of tations in 1981. This was attributed to less- 
Belco’s existing acreage in Blocks Zl and_ than-anticipated progress from secondary 
22. . recovery projects on the northwestern coast 
PETROPERU announced that in 1981 and to oil transport problems from jungle 

new discoveries had increased proven oil operations. The inadequate pipeline net- 
reserves to 840 million barrels, of which work from the northern jungle fields inhib- 
57% was in the northeastern and central ited production from that area. PETRO- 
jungle areas, 30% in the northwestern PERU planned to initiate construction of 
coastal fields, and 13% was in Belco’s Conti- necessary feeder lines in the near future. 

nental Shelf area. These reserves were not The largest share of natural gas produc- 
thought to be sufficient to ward off the tion, 36%, came from Belco’s offshore oper- 

prospect of Peru’s becoming an importer of ations, followed by PETROPERU from its 
crude oil within the next 5 years. This northwest coastal fields. 
prospective dependency on oil imports was Uranium.—No contracts for uranium ex- 
the overriding basis for Peru’s renewed ploration were issued by the Instituto Peru- 
efforts to attract foreign and national in- anode Energia Nuclear (IPEN) during 1981. 
vestment for oil exploration. Decree Law 23112, of July 9, 1980, authoriz- 

PETROPERU announced the wildcat diss ed IPEN to enter into agreements with 
covery of a new field, the San Juan, in Block national and foreign companies for the 
8 in the northeastern jungle. This followed purpose of uranium exploration and exploi- 
the late 1980 discovery of the Nueva Esper- tation. A number of foreign companies have 
anza Field. The Nueva Esperanza well test- applied, and IPEN was .expected to an- 
ed about 7,680 barrels per day of 45° API nounce its decision in 1982. Meanwhile, the 
gravity crude oil at a depth of 10,270 feet. Government has reserved for itself about 
PETROPERU estimated that this field 400,000 hectares around Macusani and Ca- 

could have 20 million barrels of reserves rabaya in the Department of Puno. IPEN 
and produce 10,000 barrels of oil per day. had initiated prospecting work in the area. 
The San Juan well had a poor initial flow, _——————_—_ 

but a confirmation well was planned for zp hysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

1982. periere eceosry, values have, been, conyerted from 
Occidental also announced oil discoveries exchange rate of $426.59=US$1.00. In January 1981, the 

from two structures in the northern jungle. °° averaged ei cusoe December 1981, the 
The more important of these was the Ceci, oempress Minera de Hierro del Pera. Annual Report 
near the Corrientes River and close to the 1 pepor’ data does no: agree wl own inne 
boundary between Blocks 1A and 1B. The table 3 of this chapter eral exports through MINPEOO in





The Mi t t e Mineral Industry of the 
Ph e e e 

ilippines 
By John C. Wu! 

In 1981, the Philippines economy grew at during 1980-81 were as follows, in percent: 
a slower pace than in 1980. According to the 
Philippines National Economic Develop-  ———————————————__,.,L 
ment Authority, the development target of Sector —_— 

real growth in gross national product (GNP) =————_ 
in 1981 was 6.5% under the 5-year Philip- Agriculture, fishery, forestry _ ~~ ~~~ 4.9 4.3 

pines development plan (1978-82). However, Manuacunnge 2222777772 | 
the real growth in the Philippines GNP in Construction — woo oo ttttro7r- a7 38 
1981 was 4.9% compared with 5.4% (revis- Transportation, communication, 
ed) in 1980, and ranked fifth among the five Storage ------------------ ny, 
members of the Association of Southeast Services __________________- 5.5 4.8 
Asian Nations. The Philippines GNP in — . 
1972 constant dollars was $12.9 billion in The sluggish performance of the Philip- 

1981 compared with $12.3 billion in 1980.7 pines mining and quarrying industry was a 

The slower growth in the Philippines josuit of the general downswing in metal 
economy in 1981 was caused by weakened prices caused by deepening of the worldwide 
exports, depreciated currency, mounting economic recession and the slow growth in 
foreign debts, and a deteriorated balance-of- advanced industrial nations that cut their 
payments deficit. In 1981, despite increases jmport demand for the Philippines mineral 
in exports of coconut products and nontradi- commodities. However, the mining industry 
tional manufactures, exports of sugar, tim- continued to be an important sector of the 
ber, and minerals decreased because of the Philippines economy. Its value contributed 
cutback in imports by the Philippines major about 2.8% to the country’s GDP in 1981.‘ 
trade partners—the United States and Ja- In 1981, the Philippines remained among 
pan. As a result, the Philippines export the top 10 world producers of cobalt, copper, 
earnings dropped 4.3% from $4.7 billion in and gold. Other important metallic miner- 
1980 to $4.5 billion in 1981, while the import ls produced by the Philippines included 
bills rose 9.5% from $6.38 billion in 1980 to Chromium, nickel, and silver. According to 
$6.99 billion mainly because of the higher the Philippines Ministry of Natural Re- 
oil import bills. The Philippines external SOUFCES; the future development of nont ra- 
debts increased 24.7% from $12.7 billion in ditional mineral products (nonmetallics), 
1980 to $15.84 billion in 1981, while the SUCh as dolomite and silica, will become 

. important in the Philippines mining sector. 
overall balance-of-payments deficit was 
$560 million in 1981 compared with $381 Under the 5-year development plan, the 

wes . nonmetallic sector is to contribute at least 
million in 1980. However, the rate of infla- 25% of the total mineral output value. 

tion, as measured by the consumer price Of the five industrial projects related to 
index, dropped to 12.5% in 1981 from 17.8% the mining sector, all except the aluminum 

in 1980.% smelter project were moving smoothly dur- 
In 1981, the mining and quarrying sector ing 1981. The $378.2 million copper smelter 

had the lowest growth rate of the major project was proceeding smoothly and was 
sectors in the Philippines gross domestic scheduled for completion in April 1983. The 
product (GDP). By sector, the growth rates $1.5 billion integrated steel mill project was 

789
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scaled down to $765 million. Instead of of northeastern Leyte.® 
setting up a new steel mill complex, the In December 1981, the President of the 
Government of the Philippines has decided Philippines ordered the establishment of a 
to modernize and expand the existing facili- special stabilization fund to assist mining 
ties of the National Steel Corp. in Iligan companies during periods of depressed met- 
City on Mindanao Island. Bids on the iron-_ al prices in world markets. A $625 million 
making plant have been received by the industrial fund was being set aside for the 
Philippines from four consortia. The ration- exclusive use of the distressed mining in- 
alization and expansion of the cement in- dustry during the 1981-83 period. About 
dustry was also proceeding on schedule. $187.5 million was to be released annually 
Polysius Ltd., a British subsidiary of Krupp starting in 1981. Based on the proposed 
Polysius AG Beckum of the Federal Repub- mechanism of disbursement, a mining com- 
lic of Germany, has received an order from pany can withdraw funds whenever the 

the Philippines Cement Industry Authority prices of its mineral products fall below the 
to deliver nine coal-grinding plants valued _ trigger level. The withdrawn funds are to be 
at about $38.3 million. The Philippines first repaid when prices rise.’ 
phosphatic fertilizer facility was moving The Government of the Philippines, in an 
toward actual construction work. A consor- effort to encourage mineral development, 

tium led by Coppee-Rust of Belgium has announced that mining companies with 
won the contract. The plant was scheduled large and/or newly discovered ore, reserves 
to come onstream in 1985, and was expected will also be granted tax exemption. Section 
to reach full capacity in 1987. The alumi- 53 of Presidential Decree No. 463, Executive 
num smelter project, however, never got off Order No. 660, which was announced on 
the ground in 1981 because of the disagree- March 4, 1980, entitled mining companies 
ment over pricing of the hydroelectric pow- that are expanding their operations to tax 
er between the Philippines and Reynolds exemption. The tax exemption privileges 
Metals Aluminum Co. of the United States. granted to new and old mines under Section 

In November 1981, the Philippines Bu- 53 of Presidential Decree 463 included cus- 
reau of Mines and Geosciences reported toms duties on imported equipment and 
that substantial heavy mineral deposits royalties. The tax exemption privilege 
were discovered in many beach and offshore would be limited to 2 years from the first 
areas after aeromagnetic surveys, regional day of operation.® 
gravity surveys, sea-bottom samplings, and The first nuclear powerplant in the Phil- 
multispectral photography were made and _ippines resumed construction on September 
studied. The important findings are as fol- 15, 1980, after construction was halted for 
lows: (1) Heavy concentrations of detrital redesigning to meet additional safety re- 
magnetite, chromite, gold, and ilmenite quirements. The construction work was pro- 
were found along the coastlines of Bascarra- ceeding smoothly in Bagac (Borong), Ba- 
Paoay, San Ildefonso-Vigau, Bauang-Santo taan, about 80 kilometers west of Manila. 
Tomas, Carlatan-Bacnotan, and San _ Because of the additional safety equipment, 
Fabian-Dagupan; (2) placer gold deposits the total cost of the project was estimated at 
were discovered along the Jose Panganiban- $1.9 billion, about $800 million more 
Paracale coastline of the Bicol region; (8) than the original cost estimate. The 620- 

- silica sand deposits were found along the megawatt nuclear powerplant was expected 
northern coast of Rapu-Rapu Island in the to be completed by December 1983 or Janu- 
Visayas; (4) concentrations of magnetite ary 1984. Australia is reportedly expected to 
were discovered in the Tanauan-Abuyig and supply about 840 tons of U;0Os for the fuel 
Barugo-Capoocan coastal area of northern requirements of the nuclear powerplant 
Leyte and in the San Jose-Pawig coastline between 1985 and 1990. 

PRODUCTION 

The Philippines total mineral production declined for the first 9 months in 1981 from 
for the first 9 months in 1981 dropped 7.8% that of the same period in 1980. 
to $1,127 million from that of the same Despite a significant drop in the output 
period in 1980 as a result of the general value of copper, the copper industry re- 
downswing in metal prices. The output of mained the most important sector of the 
all metallic minerals except gold and zinc Philippines mining industry. Copper pro-
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ducers contributed not only copper (about 1980. It is expected that coal output will 

30% of the total mineral production value), continue to increase in 1982 with the expan-_~ 

but also a very significant amount of goldas__ sion of mining operations by Semirara Coal 

a byproduct to the country’s total mineral Corp. and Coalfields Mining and Industrial 

output value. Because of the lower prices Corp. The Philippines crude oil production 

and weakened demand for metals, the mine from Nido Oilfield continued to decline | 

production of chromium, cobalt, copper, during 1981. However, the country’s second 

nickel, manganese, lead, and molybdenum oilfield, Cadlao, operated by Amoco Philip- 

were all at lower levels in 1981 than in 1980. pines Petroleum Co., started commercial 

However, mine production of gold increased operation in September 1981. By yearend, 

significantly because of mining expansions the output of two wells at Cadlao Oilfield 

by Benguet Corp., Atlas Consolidated Min- was about 9,000 barrels per day. The third 

ing and Development Corp., and Apex Min- _ oilfield, Matinloc, operated by Cities Service 

ing Co., Inc. | Inc., is expected to start its commercial 

In the mineral fuels sector, the output of operation with an initial rate of 12,000 

coal jumped by 15% in 1981 from that of _ barrels per day in June or July 1982. 

Table 1.—Philippines: Production of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980° 1981° 

METALS 

Chromium: Chromite, gross weight: 
Metallurgical-grade______-_.~------—-- 136,173 141,048 167,785 160,961 3156325 

Refractory-grade________._-~-------- 402,376 398,850 388,325 335,099 3186,442 

Total _.______--_------------ 588,549 539,898 556,110 496,060 3342,767 
Cobalt, mine output, metal content_ ___ ~~ —--—- 1,084 1,192 1,370 1,331 31,093 

Copper, mine output, metal content ________- 272,792 263,590 298,300 304,504 $305,262 
Gold ___________---~--~- troy ounces__ 558,554 586,531 535,166 643,806 3756,217 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore and concentrate ___ thousand tons_ _ __ 2 6 _- 36 

Ferroalloys: Electric-furnace ferrosilicon® __ _ 15,000 14,000 18,000 20,000 20,000 

Crude steel __________- thousand tons_ _ 364 276 397 420 400 

Lead, mine output, metal content________--- 3,695 1,448 1,949 1,812 31,346 

Manganese ore and concentrate, gross weight _ _ — 20,599 3,911 3,769 2,556 310,737 

Molybdenum, mine output, metal content _ ~~~ - _- 55 141 91 393 

Nickel: . 
Mine output, metal content _________-—-- 36,781 29,528 33,287 47,114 330,797 
Metal, smelter ____________--_------ 21,873 18,737 21,478 25,381 323,928 

Silver, mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces_ — 1,621 1,640 1,838 1,952 32.023 

Zinc, mine output, metal content ____~_----- 12,442 9,468 9,670 6,845 35,828 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos________________---------- _- 159 __ 6 10 
Barite ____________~___~-~___-~---~--- 5,393 5,548 6,667 5,355 5,000 
Cement, hydraulic______.—_—-_ thousand tons__ 4,197 4,340 3,950 4,482 34,207 
Clays: 

Bentonite _________.____~------~-- 2,279 1,569 3,123 5,053 5,000 

Red_______________--_-__------ 18,737 12,271 24,126 31,561 30,000 
White ________________-____-__- 11,854 7,040 402,241 14,310 15,000 
Rock ______-__~_~--~-~----_------~- 913 373 1,393 1,039 1,000 

Other _________~~-__------~--~--- 411,568 502,241 428,639 453,494 450,000 

Feldspar____—-____-~--------------- 16,073 18,073 19,064 15,925 16,000 

Gypsum and anhydrite: 
Natural __________-_------------ 1,710 1,700 __ _- -- 

Synthetic®_____________-_-------- 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,00€ 110,000 
Lime ___________~--__---~----~-+---- 28,184 33,317 53,887 87,363 90,000 - 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _ _ ~~ ~~~ ——-- ©40,000 ©40,000 ©40,400 39,100 40,000 
Phosphate: 

Guano ____________------~------- 162 821 3,158 24,836 25,000 

Phosphate rock. ________----------- 10,323 1,074 2,495 16,794 17,000 

Perlite. __.___-_______----~--~-+------ 1,864 3,168 3,806 7,973 8,000 

Pyrite and pyrrhotite (including cuprous), gross 
weight______________-__---------- 108,523 110,774 87,408 115,231 120,000 

Salt, marine __________-----~------- 200,000 225,650 322,131 346,387 3355,289 
Sand and gravel: 

Alumina sand _______-------~------ 18,040 31,414 26,547 25,723 26,000 
Silica sand _________~—- thousand tons__ 311 419 407 417 3484 
Other* _______ thousand cubic meters_ _ 7,347 9,964 11,132 13,310 316,227 

" See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Philippines: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
specter 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° eee IN 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone: 
Andesite. __-§___.________________ 420,000 8,461 276,221 231,872 230,000 
Basalt _____________-_ _ cubic meters__ _ _- _- 421 _- _— 

Coral. ___________ dol 14 40 — __ _— 
Dacite _. ~~ = 20,224 . 18,841 18,136 10,636 11,000 
Diorite_____~_~_~__~___________ Le 97,841 90,128 112,319 86,800 100,000 
Dolomite _______________________ 7,442 7,600 10,375 11,318 12,000 
Limestone’ __________ _ thousand tons__ 6,393 9 232 10,156 10,100 10,000 
Manpble (dimension), unfinished cubic meters__ 5,750 8,692 5,966 9,273 9,600 
Voleanic cinder ______________do____ NA 346,235 827 2,379 2,000 Sandstone_______________________ 67,612 91,337 47,006 57,467 60,000 Serpentine ______________________ NA 2,571 7,579 23,571 20,000 
Tuff ~~~ 58,574 90,493 106,327 132,721 120,000 
Quartz___~_~ 2 8,917 28,190 39,298 60,007 70,000 
Crushed, broken, other® 

thousand cubic meters_ _ 1,572 4,066 1,908 1,687 1,500 
Sulfur, S content of pyrite __-§_____________ 50,463 51,510 40,645 53,583 50,000 
Tale ~~~ 1,200 4,061 3,570 863 900 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal, all grades.__$_§_____~_______ 284,554 255,054 263,132 325,008 3373,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude ____-__ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ __ __ 8,570 3,620 34,380 EE OY 4880 —eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ________________do____ 15,234 14,423 14,632 11,751 NA 
Jet fuel. = = dol 2,665 2,684 2,174 2,270 NA 
Kerosine________________do____ 3,110 3,516 4,055 3,620 NA 
Distillate fuel oil _._________do____ 15,021 14,966 16,532 17,204 NA 
Residual fuel oil _-_._.________do____ 27,244 29,500 29,278 27,333 NA 
Other_____§_____________do____ 2,959 2,542 3,002 3,421 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses_______do____ 3,639 4,195 3,536 3,203 NA eMC 
Total___~______________do____ 69,872 71,826 73,209 68,802 NA me 

*Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 9, 1982. 
7In addition to the commodities listed, the Philippines produces platinum-group metals as byproducts of other metals, 

but output is not reported quantitatively and no basis is available to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
5Reported figure. 
“Includes “pebbles” and “soil,” not further described. 
5E-xcludes limestone for road construction, reported in cubic meters, which totaled 9,687 cubic meters in 1978 and 2,932 

cubic meters in 1979 (other years not available). 
acncludes materials described as: rock, crushed or broken; stones, cobbles, and boulders; rock aggregates; and broken 

adaopDe. 

TRADE 

In 1981, the Philippines total export earn- 10 months of 1981 total mineral exports 
ings were estimated at $4.45 billion, a 4.83% declined 25% to $756.75 million from the 
drop from $4.65 billion registered in 1980, same period of 1980. For the same period, 
because of the lower world market prices of export earnings of copper declined 21% to 
the country’s export commodities. The total $463.07 million, gold declined 31% to 
imports were estimated at almost $7 billion, $135.11 million, nickel declined 32% to 
a 9.5% jump from $6.38 billion, mainly $90.46 million, and other metals declined 
owing to higher oil import prices. As a 29% to $68.11 million. Among the top 
result, the Philippines trade deficit was export-earning commodities, copper and 
pushed up by 46.2% from $1.73 billion in nickel ranked third and sixth, respectively, 
1980 to $2.53 billion in 1981. in 1981. Other major export commodities 

According to the latest report of the were sugar, crude coconut oil, garments, 
Philippines Central Bank, during the first electrical equipment (integrated circuits),
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bananas, lumber, and wood products. The United States, the Netherlands, the Federal 
Philippines principal imports in 1981 were Republic of Germany, and the Republic of 
mineral fuels, nonelectrical machinery, Korea. The principal importing partners 
transport equipment, base metals, electrical were Japan, the United States, Saudi Ara- 

machinery, and appliances. bia, Kuwait, and the Federal Republic of 
During 1981, the principal exporting part- Germany. | 

ners of the Philippines were Japan, the 

Table 2.—Philippines: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : "y United Other (principal) 

METALS | 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ___ __~____-_--------- 1,050 38 _- Hong Kong 37. 
Semimanufactures_ ________-----~- 924 2,925 _. Hong Kong 2,548. 

Chromium ore and concentrate ______.—— 496,770 484,109 163,032 Ji apan 190,436; China 24,905; Canada 

- Copper: — 
Gre and concentrate___ thousand tons_ _— 1,048 1,149 36 Japan oe Republic of Korea 125; 

Matte ——— = — | -— ~~ ----------- 10 6,708 _. All todapan. 
etal including alloys: 

Scrap ______~------------- 792 1,730 30 Japan 779; India 115; other Asia, n.e.s. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ — 1 60 _- All to other Asia, n.e.8. 
Gold metal in copper ore and concentrates 

troy ounces._ 367,211 NA NA NA. . 
Iron and steel: ‘ 

Ore and concentrate___ thousand tons_ _ 4,100 4,264 — Japan 4,228. 
Pyrite, roasted die TT 33,079 59,535 _. Other Asia, n.e.s. 53,415. 

etal including alloys: 
Scrap _____-~.~----_-------- 2,530 2,170 __ Japan 601; other Asia, n.e.s. 1,559. 
Pig iron and similar materials — _ ___ 23 26 _- All to Japan. 
Ferroalloys: a 

Ferrosilicon _.._____-----— 10,117 NA NA NA. 
Other _________~______-_-- 1,021 118,001 _. Japan 16,779. 

Semimanufactures: — 
. Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 283 1,286 —_ Singapore 1,157. ; 

Universals, plates, sheets ____. 78,195 120,162 793 Thailand 33,060; Iran 26,342; Indonesia 

Hoop and strip----------- 2,960 9 __ All to Australia. 
ire. 2 —_ 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _______~ 2,808 1,800 _- Australia 759; France 671; Singapore 306. 
Lead Castings and forgings, rough _ __— 905 851 508 Australia 264. 

ad: 
Ore and concentrate_________-_--~- 5,574 3,232 _— All to Japan. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___~_—_~— _- 894 -- Do. 

Manganese ore and concentrate___—__—__ 7,383 1,000 _- All to other Asia, n.e.s. 
Moly enum ore and concentrate______~_ — 210 NA NA NA. 

ickel: 
Ore and concentrate___________-_~— 704,299 608,824 _- Japan 608,118. 
Metal including alloys: 125 AlltoJ 

rap. ~-_~___-~~-_____-~- _- -- to Japan. 
Unwrought ________:----_-~— 14,791 18,823 8,904 Netherlands 6,716; Japan 1,264; Romania 

si Semimanufactures___________ 2,416 4,185 2,555 Netherlands 1,580. 
ilver: 

Ore and concentrate? value, thousands__ $103,280 $239,149 $16,325 Japan Fe Republic of Korea 

Metal including alloys, unwrought and a 
partly wrought________-_—_do___~_ $532 $76 _. All to Hong Kong. 

Tin metal including alloys, waste, scrap — — — — 403 34 34 
Tungsten metal including alloys, waste, scrap 
zi kilograms_ _ 393 -- 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate_______.-----. 22,295 14,859 _.  AlltoJapan. 
Metal including alloys: ; 

Scrap _______------------- 305 184 _— Japan 100; other Asia, n.e.s. 84. 
Oth Semimanufactures — __ —___--~--- 15 100 __ Malaysia 64; Hong Kong 36. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates of niobium, 

tantalum, vanadium ___—~___--_~- 210 180 77 West Germany 92. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals_____§_______-___-~--~- 1,949 =-:1,767 _— Japan 1,109. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Philippines: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

, Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “United 
mmoewy Suited Other (principal) 

ne 

METALS —Continued © 

Other —Continued 

Base metals including alloys, all forms____ 4 165 8 Japan 99; Hong Kong 15. 
NONMETALS. 

Abrasives: Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _________-_ value, thousands__ NA $10 — All to other Asia, n.e.s. Cement _______________________ 291,580 767,170 _- Bangladesh 214,588; Hong Kong 177,910; 

India 73,242. Chalk_________________ kilograms__ 160 _- 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude _-_- = 23 241 __ Thailand 34; other Asia, n.e.s. 198. Products: 
Nonrefractory__ value, thousands__ $4,748 $8,422 $556 Hong Kong $2,816; Singapore $1,748; West 

Germany $1,055. . Refractory _.._________do____ T$2 $203 -- Japan $153; Indonesia $28; Hong Kong 

Fertilizer materials: 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous________________ _- 550 -- Kampuchea 500; Hong Kong 50. Other including mixed__________ (3) 1,000 _— All to Kampuchea. 
Ammonia ______________ 11 2 _— All to Hong Kong. Pyrite ~~~ 6,732 — 

Salt__________________ kilograms__ 544 -- 
Sodium and potassium compounds: Caustic 
potash___________ (?) 1 1 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ______ __ 574 319 27 Japan 230; Hong Kong 62. Worked_.____________ > 1,533 3,799 706 Ji apan 1,353; Singapore 732; Hong Kong 

Gravel and crushed stone___________ 1,383 2,936 5 Japan 2,026; Hong Kong 659. Limestone except dimension_________ 71,622 120,595 _- All to Australia. Sand__-_-________ 1,182 1,589 174 Japan 494; Hong Kong 450; United 
Kingdom 136. Sulfur: Sulfaric acid, oleum ___________ 147 54 —- Guam 35; Hong Kong 19. er: 

Crude ~~. == 3,868 3,791 — Hong Kong 789; other Asia, n.e.s. 2,788. Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing __________________ 27 153 _- West Germany 86; other Asia, n.e.s. 65. Halogens, chlorine_______ kilograms__ 400 _- 

Activated mineral products, natural __ _ _ 2,273 __ 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals____ _ a 784 —_ All to Hong Kong. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Carbon black _-______________ > 2,145 756 -- Thailand 703. Coal, briquets_________________ > 44 _- 

Petroleum refinery products:4 
Gasoline: 

: Aviation ______42-gallon barrels__ 13,202 NA NA NA. 
Motor_______________do____ 90,972 5716,448 -- Thailand 358,343; Burmuda 226,610. Kerosine and jet fuel ________do____ 8,704 NA NA NA. Distillate fuel oi] _._________do____ 183,926 7,162 —_ All to Pacific Islands. Residual fuel oil _._.________do____ 93,355 26,360 _— All to Thailand. Lubricants ______________do.___ 21,006 12,229 __ Thailand 3,801; Singapore 2,352; Republic 

of Korea 1,918. Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas.____do____ 18,050 46,539 _- Japan 29,139; Bahamas 17,400. Mineral wax.__________do____ 2 __ ' Bitumen and other residues _do____ 22 24 -- All to Hong Kong. 

Total ______________do____ 424,289 808,762 
ees 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Includes all ferroalloys. 
2May include some platinum-group ore and concentrate. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
“Excludes bunker loadings. 
May include aviation gasoline.
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: Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate______________ 9,909 8,219 14 Malaysia 8,005. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________.__— 2,743 1,202 102 Japan 743; China 110; West Germany 94. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________-_-__---__- 38 68 31 West Germany 32. 
Unwrought ________________ 28,412 17,651 3,883 Australia 7,824; Japan 2,458; France 

Semimanufactures ___________~- 6,948 5,426 383 Japan 2,198; Sweden 624; West Germany 

Arsenic trioxide, pentoxide, acids __ _ _ — — _ — 246 NA NA NA. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate__ _ _ __ kilograms_ _ 500 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~~__ 85 70 30 Italy 18; West Germany 12; Japan 10. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides ________-~~_ " 2 _. Japan 1. 
Copper: 

Copper sulfate ________..___-_-- 185 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: , 

Scrap ________--------+--+-+- -- 272 _- Singapore 109; Japan 100. 
Unwrought ___________~__-~- 5,273 4,961 159 Japan 3,966; Canada 244. 
Semimanufactures ___________~_ 4,994 4,824 634 Japan 3,030; Australia 385. 

Gold metal including alloys: 
Unwrought or semimanufactures 

troy ounces_ _ 165 NA NA NA. 
Rolled-on base metal or silver __ —do_ _ —_ 2,967 NA NA NA. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate___ thousand tons_ _ 3,363 4,651 _— Australia 2,186; Brazil 1,971; Canada 494. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________------.-. 95,465 8,966 5,465 Japan 2,051. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot ____ 45,567 20,563 61 Sweden 17,468; Republic of Korea 1,864. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese ___—______ 5,587 3,214 _- Japan 2,011. 
Ferrosilicon _______. ~~ _-— 177 _. 
Others. ________________ 1,309 1,666 88 Other Asia, n.e.s. 660; India 521. 

Steel, primary forms__________. 669,195 479,630 9,019 Japan 211,115; Australia 92,261; Republic 
of Korea 64,962. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 78,554 170,114 339 Japan 52,405; Australia 6,817. 
Universals, plates, sheets ____ 371,824 279,013 1,563 Japan 256,768. 
Hoop and strip. _________-~ 11,589 = 20,220 246 Australia 11,260; Japan 7,931. 
Rails and accessories ______. — 10,059 6,001 147 Japan 3,552; Hong Kong 763; West 

Germany 617. ° 
Wire___-___.__________~— 16,924 18,332 138 Japan 7,896; Republic of Korea 3,017. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _..._.._.__ 40,019 39,382 5,316 Japan 29,608; Singapore 1,992. 
Castings and forgings, rough __ _ 21 -- 

Lead: 
Oxides ___ ~~~ 494 60 17 Australia 39. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________ ~~~ --__ 929 655 124 Australia 515. 
Unwrought _______.___-__- 7,648 5,422 153 Australia 4,865. 
Semimanufactures ____________ 369 357 30 West Germany 88; Japan 84; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 59. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms — 35 6 5 NA. 
Manganese: . 

Ore and concentrate______________ 3,456 6,626 _- Singapore 6,322. 
Oxides ___ __ 1,445 1,365 26 Japan 846; India 350. 

Mercury _________-— value, thousands_ _ $52 $6 $1 Netherlands $5. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 71 17 3 Netherlands 10. 
Nickel meta! including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 164 190 39 Canada 43; Japan 37; Australia 29. 
Platinum and platinum-group metals, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands. — $22 $56 $7 West Germany $48. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 
nearly wrought_____________do____ $77 $45 $2 West Germany $24; Japan $19. 

in: 
Oxide____._______ ~~ kilograms_ — 1,130 _- 

T Metal including alloys, all forms _—_ —_~— 488 553 11 Malaysia 156; Thailand 150; Japan 128. 
itanium: 
Ores (rutile and ilmenite)_ _________~— 493 NA NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____~__—~-~~- 2,085 1,322 66 West Germany 396; Japan 330; Australia 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 1 96 53 Japan 40. 
inc: 
Oxides and peroxides ___________-~-~ 1,090 792 47 Other Asia, n.e.s. 398; India 108; Australia 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _________-------_-- 15 20 _- All from Australia. 
Unwrought ___________-___~ 26,550 16,174 108 Japan 6,028; Australia 4,948; Canada 

131. 
Semimanufactures ______-__~--— 578 653 234 Ja 380. 

Zirconium ore and concentrate ________~— 383 NA NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued , 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

mmodit 1979 1980 : 
Co | y Qhited Other (principal) a 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates of niobium, 

tantalum, vanadium _________ | 876 . 1,080 _. Australia 975; Japan 105. Other ores and concentrates_________ 120 1 — All from Japan. Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals___-__________________ 68,658 38,366 ~~ Japan 38,358. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides________ 446 295 103 Republic of Korea 51; Hong Kong 38; 

apan 38. Metalloids____________________ 28 17 -~. Japan 14. Alkali, alkaline-earths, rare-earth metals _ 8 8 2 Australia 3; United Kingdom 2. Base metals including alloys, all forms_ __ 78 654 9 Papua New Guinea 521; Hong Kong 71. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc __ 1,187 485 80 Spain 132; Greece 87; China 80. Artificial corundum__—____________ 125 131 1 Italy 87; Japan 43. Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones___ value, thousands__ $85 $197 --  Belgium-Luxembourg $195. Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 1,160 1,094 70 Japan 204; Brazil 193; West Germany 156. Asbestos.._____________ 6,570 4,467 282 Canada 2,174; Australia 1,296. Barite and witherite.___________ 1,054 1,893 _- Singapore 1,833. Boron materials, oxides and acids________ 696 839 764 France 72. Cement _________________ 21,027 28,773 2,858 Japan 20,229. Chalk =~ 2 20 215 ~— Japan 164; China 50. Clays and clay products: 
Crude, n.e.s.: 

Bentonite and fuller’searth ______ 10,258 NA NA NA. Fireclay _.-_-_._-.____________ 1,366 NA NA _ NA. Kaolin (china clay)____________ 9,441 NA NA NA. Other ____________________ 15,458 131,227 18,494 Singapore 8,912; Japan 4,293; United 
Kingdom 2,238. Products: 

Refractory including nonclay bricks 
value, thousands._ $9,966 $14,902 $2,504 Japan $6,841; United Kingdom $1,608; 

West Germany $865. Nonrefractory._________do____ $513 $370 $13 Italy $263. Diamond, industrial___________do____ $480 $439 _- Australia $328; Belgium-Luxembourg $86. Diatomite and other infusorial earth______ 1,451 1,609 849 Japan 716. Feldsparand fluorspar______________ 3,354 3,022 - 65 India 1,033; Japan 471; Italy 448. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous________________ 30 100 _~— All from Chile. Phosphatic_________________ 96,632 30,011 4,371 Jordan 25,500. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous________________ 503,237 631,219 50,402 Republic of Korea 253,098; U.S.S.R. 

115,261; Indonesia 79,297. Phosphatic_________________ 77,952 88,828 74,578 Republic of Korea 14,250. Potassic.____________ 107,491 135,475 6,651 Canada 74,578; East Germany 31,765; 
U.S.S.R. 10,745. Other including mixed________ __ 38,366 16,731 7 Japan 9,102; Republic of Korea 7,150. Ammonia ________________ 200,193 188,578 8 Japan 187,852. Graphite,natural _.__________ 291 184 18 Italy 87; Austria 34; Hong Kong 25. Gypsum and plasters ____________ 63,274 65,671 131 Japan 42,576; Australia 12,516. Lime ___________ 306 758 545 West Germany 120. Magnesite -———-—--—___—_ 2 ooo 3,913 6,856 — Japan 5,816; China 650. ica: 

Crude including splittings and waste____ 61 109 20 India 78. Worked including agglomerated splittings 22 33 4 India 18; Japan 6. Pigments, mineral: 
Natural,crude______________ | 3,586 __ 
Iron oxides, processed_____________ 1,615 668 30 West Germany 430; Spain 106. Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Natural ________ value, thousands__ $22 $12 __ Australia $5; Republic of South Africa $4. Synthetic _..____________do____ $24 $106 $7 Belgium-Luxembourg $87; Brazil $7. Salt.---_- 63,989 60,022 198 Australia 56,338. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticsoda_____________ | 27,567 15,137 5,537 Republic of Korea 2,358; West German y 

1,191; Poland 850. Causticpotash ________ > 860 953 96 Japan 671; Italy 56; China 52. Sodaash_____________ 81,554 89,715 42071 Kenya 23,000; Japan 16,055; West 
Germany 6,556. Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, crude and partly worked 1,025 279 74 Hong Kong 190. Dolomite_____________ 9,867 5,305 — Japan 2,609; West Germany 620; Austria 
18. Gravel and crushed stone___________ 242 268 — France 126; Japan 87; Belgium- . 

Luxembourg 54. Limestone, except dimension ________ 960 459 -- Japan 345; West Germany 60. Quartz and quartzite _________ 317 181 -— Republic of Korea 150. 
Natural (river and sea) _________ 18 NA NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

mn 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mmo United Other (principal) 
a 

. NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Sand —Continued 

Silica 2 ~-__________---— 17,066 NA NA NA. 
Other ___ _-______~-_-_----- 2,328 716,878 137 Malaysia 15,300. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms_______._.__---— 18,141 28,628 159 Canada 19,962; Japan 7,175. 
Sulfur dioxide ~.._~___~____-_--- 58 NA NA NA. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum_~_~__________—— 87,963 = 70,827 21 Japan 70,791. 

. ot steatite ___.____________---~-- 7,148 8,097 785 Republic of Korea 5,950; China 991. 
ther: 
Crude ______~____~--------~-- 279 3,336 90 ‘India 1,765; United Kingdom 734; 

Australia 268. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _______.__-_----~ 88,790 50,638 -- Japan 50,475. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 

magnesium, strontium ______~-—-~-~- 3,173 813 155 Japan 300; Australia 238. 
Bromine, iodine, fluorine, chlorine _ — — ~~ 42 _- 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _____—-~ ~~ 941 1,020 20 Republic of Korea 850; China 150. 
Carbon black ______..____-------- 1,240 1,132 325 Japan 422; Australia 281. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal_ _ _ _ _ _ — 1,388 2,422 283 Japan 2,088. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal 68 __ 
Lignite and lignite briquets ________- 366 _- 

Coke and semicoke_________________ 267,695 333,775 67,602 Japan 202,062; Australia 63,861. 
Hydrogen and rare gases ____—___--_~- 198 353 1538 Japan 141. 
Peat and peat briquets _________~-~-~-~- 3 17 _- All from Finland. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels... 67,100 62,012 _- Saudi Arabia 28,966; Kuwait 8,704; Iraq 

6,784; China 6,453. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Aviation. _____.___-~do____ 193 NA _- NA. 
Motor _________~-—-do____ 523 322 (3) China 177; Bahrain 65; Italy 49. 

Kerosine and jet fuel. _ ____do___~ 57 39 _- All from Bahrain. 
Distillate fuel oil _....._.__do____~ 11,375 18,271 _- Kuwait 6,335; Bahrain 4,659; Singapore 

Lubricants _----- - --do. -—- 5 O18 66 Netherlands 17; Netherlands Antilles 11. 
er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _do_ — — — 646 633 (3) Australia 299; Saudi Arabia 210. 
Naphtha _________-do____ 1,487 NA _.~ NA. ° 
Mineral jelly and wax _—do____ 100 56 6 China 27; Japan 10; Hong Kong 7. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ ___ 2 1 @) NA. 
Petroleum coke ______do___-— (3) (3) (°) NA. 
Bituminous mixtures, n.e.s 

do____ 2 3 - 1 Japan i. 
Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s_do_ _ _ — 15 _- 
Mineral tar and other coal-, 

petroleum-, or gas-derived crude 
chemicals ___________-_- 6,311 5,399 598 Australia 1,166; Japan 910; France 560. 

en 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
Includes all types of clays. 
“Includes all types of sands. . 
SLess than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS finance and build the smelter, National 

; Development Co., the investment arm of the 
Aluminum.—In 1981, the proposed $773 Philippines Government, was reportedly 

million aluminum smelter did not get off discussing with Biliton International of the 

the ground. Despite the assurance of Rey- Royal Dutch/Shell Group the possibility of 
nolds Aluminum Co. of the United States to _Biliton’s partnership in the project. Because
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of the cutback in new aluminum projects pand its production capacity in 8 to 4 years. 
worldwide, caused by the reduced world The Masinloc refractory chromite mine is 

demand for aluminum, both Reynolds and the single largest and the most important 
Biliton have not done anything other than source of low-silica refractory chromite in 
express interest in the project.® the world. In 1980, about 340,000 tons of 

Exploration work of the bauxite deposits refractory chromite concentrates were pro- 
on Samar Island was not going well because duced from the mine, of which 275,000 tons 
of the deteriorated civil conditions in areas were exported mainly to the United States, 
of Gandara, Matuginao, and San Jose de Japan, and Canada. 
Bauan. However, the survey of the bauxite Philchrome Mining Corp., a new chromite 
orPosite d Co cas 2 Salcedo, Mercedes, producer, began commercial operation from 

Wlan, an ncord, as wel! as on patag its large chrome sand deposits in the south- 
Island, was completed by the Philippines 

? vomp y © . ern part of Palawan Island. AMAX Inc. of 

Bureau of Mines and Geosciences mm 1981. the United States and Kawasaki Steel Corp 
Based on the survey, the bauxite deposits in of Japan were reportedly to acquire 15 % 
these areas were estimated at 120 million - P - Feported’y “a ° 

tons. interest each in Philchrome Mining Corp. 
Chromium.—Mine production of both re- The planned output capacity was to reach 

fractory and metallurgical chromite ores 20,000 tons per year of refractory chromite 

declined in 1981. Consolidated Mines, Inc. fF export to the United States and Japan. 
(the property owner), under an operating Triden Mining and Industrial Corp., the 
contract with Benguet Corp. (the operator), second largest metallurgical chromite con- 
remained the single most important produc- centrate producer in the Philippines, com- 

er of refractory chromite ore in the Philip- Pleted its expansion program in early 1981, 
pines, accounting for over 95% of the total and planned to install additional equipment 
refractory chromite output. In 1981, other in two mills in Palawan to increase chromi- 
major refractory chromite ore producers um metal recovery. The company operated 
were Capital Mineral Resources and Devel- two chromite concentration plants at Nar- 
opment Co., Inc.; Pulsar Mineral Resources, ra, Palawan, with an annual capacity of 
Inc.; and Philchrome Mining Corp. Produc- 96,000 tons of chromite concentrates con- 

tion of metallurgical chromite ore and con-_ taining about 53% chromium. Most of the 
centrate was by Acoje Mining Co.; Trident output was exported under long-term con- 
Mining and Industrial Corp., which pro- tracts to Japan (imported by Mitsui and Co., 
duced both ore and concentrate; and by Ltd.), the Federal Republic of Germany (by 
more than eight other small ore producers A, G, Metallgesellschaft), and other Europe- 
led by Velore Mining Corp. and Malayan an countries. China was, reportedly, also an 

Wood Products Corp. important buyer of the company’s chromite 
Consolidated Mines, Inc. (CMI), produced goncentrate. 

apout 340,000 tons per e, ear of retractory Cobalt.—The Philippines remained one of 
c rome concent -nloc its z. roe the top six world cobalt producers in 1981; 
Property a 0, Masinloc, In Zambda'es however, cobalt production of Marinduque 
Province under an operating contract with wos . . 

Mining and Industrial Corp. (MMIC) declin- 
Benguet Corp. Under the old contract, . . 

; - ; ed in 1981. The reduction in cobalt output in 
which expired in December 1980, CMI re- the f f nickel-cobalt mixed sulfid 
tained 75% of the output as the property rr ted la oh bee a back | ‘th ide bout 
owner, while Benguet shared the remaining @ ected sargely by a cubback in the outpu 
25% as the mine operator. of nickel concentrate and refining oper- 

In early 1981, a new operating contract ations on Nonoc Island owing to the weak- 

was signed between the two companies. ened nickel prices in the world market. 
CMI reportedly agreed to cut its output For the past year, Marinduque’s nickel- 

share from 75% to only 30%, while Benguet Cobalt sulfide was shipped to Sumitomo 
was to retain 70%. Under the new 25-year Metal Mining Co. of Japan for refining 
contract, Benguet agreed to invest about under a long-term tolling contract. In late 

$10 million to open up new reserves for a 1981, MMIC was reportedly negotiating 
new underground chromite mining and with Sumitomo to amend the tolling con- 
milling operation to augment production tract, which would not expire for several 
from the existing but dwindling chromite years. MMIC was planning to build its own 
reserves available for open pit mining. Un-_ cobalt refinery, which could be completed in 
der the new contract, the mine would ex- 1 to 2 years; however, MMIC suffered losses
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of $36 million in 1980 and about $85 million sion program at Sipalay in Negros Occiden- 

in 1981 under a heavy interest repayment tal to increase milling capacity from 18,000 

burden largely because of the $331 million to 30,000 tons of ore per day. Under a joint 

debt financing on the Surigao nickel refin- exploration agreement, Marubeni Corp. of 

ery on Nonoc Island.” : Japan was to invest $12.6 million in CDCP 

Copper.—The Philippines remained the to increase its equity holding from 10.84% 

world’s ninth largest copper producer dur- to 35.29%. This new capital was to be used 

ing the 1980-81 period. In 1980, the Philip- mainly for the expansion program at Basay 

pines production of copper metal surpassed and underground development work. As of 

the 300,000-ton level. In 1981, because of a January 1, 1981, CDCP copper reserves at 

substantial drop in the world copper prices Basay were estimated at 240.7 million tons, 

and increased costs of production, 7 of the averaging about 0.4% copper.’ 

12 primary copper producers reported a In 1981, the Bully Bueno Mine, a new 

decrease in output. As a result, the Philip- copper mine operated by Hercules Minerals 

pines copper production dropped by about and Oils, Inc., at Cacapain, Marcos, Tlocos 

5%, and total value of the copper produc- Norte, started commercial operations. The 

tion shrank 18% to $356 million for the first annual output was expected to exceed 

9 months of 1981 from $435 million for the 30,000 tons of 24% copper concentrate. The 

same period of 1980. mine made its first shipment of copper 

The Philippines copper production of the concentrate to Japan in November. Ore 

top 10 primary producers, during the 1980- reserves in the area were estimated at 13.5 

81 period, was as follows, in thousand tons million tons averaging 0.82% copper, 0.5 
of copper metal:?? gram of gold, and 7.382 grams of silver per 

ton of ore. The mine life is expected to be 12 

—_—_SSSSSSSSSSSSFFCépeeas at the projected milling capacity of 
Company 1980 ——>-months____ 3,000 tons of ore per day. 

8198 The Amacan project of North Davao Min- 
Atlas Consolidated Mining ing Corp. in Masara, North Davao, was 

Mond, Deve ment Corp. 126.0 100.2 1062 previously scheduled to start copper produc- 

and Industrial Corp. 34.5 21 27g tion in July 1981. Because of a flash flood 

Benguet Corp - _-—--~--- 25.2 189 21.0 that killed 127 people (construction crew), 
Marinduque Mining and . . 

Industrial Corp. 19.5 142 191 Commercial operation was rescheduled to 

Philex Mining Corp ____-- 22.1 16.1 17.1 begin in April 1982. The milling capacity at 

Lepanto Consolidated Mining 15.2 122 13  Amacan would be 25,000 tons per day or 

CDCP Mining ae ae att 20.4 49 8. 140,000 tons per year of 25% copper concen- 

Baguio Gold Mining Co ____ 61 46 39 ~«©trate, which contains 8 to 15 grams of gold 

Acoje Mining Co ____-_-- 3.1 2.9 19 and 70 to 140 grams of silver per ton of 
Other primary and secondary 

| producers. 19.7 17.1 293 concentrate. Ore reserves at the Amacan 

Total... 80572886 ©2065 «Tea were estimated at 87 million tons 
OIE EEE EEE LL SsCOaveeraging 0.4% copper. 

During 1981, several copper projects were 

Other primary copper producers that re- either suspended or shelved, mostly because 

ported a substantial drop in copper output of the depressed world copper market. Sabe- 

were Black Mountain, Inc., and Sabena na Mining Corp. suspended copper oper- 

Mining Corp. In May 1981, Sabena tempo- ations as well as its expansion plan at New 

rarily suspended operations at its Caman- Bataan. Marcopper suspended its San 

langan copper mine in New Bataan, Darao Antonio copper project near Tapian. Ben- 

del Norte, because of lower copper prices. guet shelved its Batangas project because of 

Two secondary producers, Zambales Base low-grade ore deposits and the high cost of 

Metal, Inc., and Benguet Exploration, Inc., land acquisition. Acoje Mining Co. closed 

also reported a decline in their copper its Barlo copper mines in Dasol, Pangasi- 

output in 1981. nan, at the end of 1981. The Barlo flotation 

In 1981, two expansion projects were com- mill was reportedly being sold by Acoje 

pleted. CDCP Mining Corp. (CDCP) has_ because of the depressed copper prices, 
expanded its milling capacity from 15,000 to which made it impossible to continue the 
25,000 tons of ore per day at Basay in commercial operations of the remaining 

Negros Oriental. Marinduque Mining and low-grade deposits. 
Industrial Corp. also completed its expan- In late 1981, Atlas announced that it was
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expanding its Lutopan underground mine duct, suspended operation in August 1980), 
at Toledo in Cebu. The $50 million expan- Marinduque Mining and Industrial Corp. 
sion project would increase the output of (byproduct), CDCP (byproduct), and Black 
the existing underground mine from 25,000 Mountain, Inc. (byproduct). 
to 32,000 tons of ore per day by July 1984. The $29 million gold project of Philip- 
The $50 million capital was to be financed pines Eagle Mines, Inc., originally schedul- 
from both external sources as well as inter- ed to come onstream in early 1981, was still 
nally generated funds. — building the processing plant at the mine 

Gold.—Despite the low price of gold in ~ site in Longos, Paracale, Camarines Norte. 
the world markets, the Philippines gold The plant is expected to be completed in 
production increased in 1981. Increased gold 1982. The plant was expected to produce 
production was largely due to extra alluvial 44,000 ounces of gold and about 35,000 
mining operations of Atlas in Aroroy on ounces of silver as a byproduct. Ore reserves 
Masbate Island, and the expanded gold were estimated at 1.56 million tons, with 
mining and milling capacity of Apex in ore grade ranging from 0.45 to 0.55 ounce of 
Masara, Davao del Norte. In 1981, the gold per ton of ore. 
Philippines remained 1 of the top 10 world In late 1981, Baguio Gold Mining Co. 
gold producers. Its share in the world total closed down its Santo Nino Mine in Moun- 
gold production was about 2% in 1980-81. tain Province because of financial problems 

The Philippines gold output rose by and withdrawal of Philex Mining Corp. as 
14.5% for the first 9 months of 1981 com- the company manager of the Santo Nino 
pared with output of the same period of gold project. The project suffered from high 
1980. Of the total output, 35% was by 7 operating costs caused by rising costs of 
primary gold producers and 65% was by 12. energy and capital expenditures as well as 
copper producers, which recovered gold asa high government royalty taxes." 
byproduct of their copper operations. Ac- Iron and Steel.—San Pio Guinto Mining 
cording to the Philippines Chamber of Corp., the only mining company engaged in 
Mines, the Philippines gold production of the production of lump iron ore in the 
the top 10 producers during the 1980-81 Philippines, produced only 4,376 tons of iron 
period, was as follows, in thousand troy ore during the first half of 1981. The mining 
ounces: | of magnetite sand was still restricted by the 

Government in 1981. Most of the Philip- 
TO 0 pines iron ore requirements were imported 
Company 1980 —_—_—————_ from Australia, Brazil, and Canada. 

8D 198 A $7.5 million modernization project of 
Benguet Corp. (primary and Armco-Marsteel Alloy Corp. at its Taguig 
Ae product). dated Mining 183.0 138.0 153.1 steelworks (annual capacity 70,000 tons) 

and Development Corp. was started in late 1981. The project involv- 
P (primary and byproduct). 150.3 110.9 1453 ed installation of high-technology continu- 

ilex Mining Corp. : : pekeransnnng "AE S118. Sur comcnsting equipment and other up r ilities. The equipment will be sup- 
Mascon Mints Corp. 882 #68 #6 plied by Concast AG of Switzerland. The 
a byproduct). 26.0 189 23.4 project was scheduled for completion by the 

pex Mining Co. Inc. . . 
(primary). 24.8 16.2 236 end of 1982. The company is a joint venture 

wiveredu Corp. 234 199 we of Armco, Inc., of the United States; and 
Benguet Exploration, Inc. 19 36 39 Marsteel Consolidated and the Philex Min- 

primary). “ ing Corp. of the Philippines. The major 
Bee aac ening ©. 11.7 8.9 7.6 products of the company included specialty 
Itogon-Suyoc Mines, Inc _ __ _ 8.9 6.5 8.0 steel grinding balls and rods used by the 

er primary and byproduct . . . . 
producers. 32.7 29.5 321 domestic mining and cement industries and 

Total gata BBG galvanized metal pipes consumed by the 
$$ C“#éCONSttrsctiioon inns. 

The plan for the development of an inte- 
Other gold producers were Vulcan Indus-_ grated steel mill in Misamis Oriental on 

trial & Mining Corp. (primary), Manila Mindanao island was revised several times 
Mining Corp. (primary), Sabena Mining because of difficulties in finding the neces- 
Corp. (byproduct, suspended operation in sary financing for the project. In late 1981, 
May 1981), Consolidated Mines, Inc. (bypro- the Government of the Philippines decided
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to expand the existing facilities of the Na- tion in 1981 increased slightly from that of 

tional Steel Corp. in Iligan City, Mindanao, 1980, with Zambales Base accounting for 

in three phases. The latest proposal for the 57% of the total, while Benguet Explora- 

first phase called for building of a coal- tion, Inc., accounted for 43%. 

based, direct-reduction, ironmaking plant; Maria Cristina Chemical Corp. (MCCD, a 

the second phase called for a steelmaking fernoa oy aang the 7 ne pe re- 

plant; and the third phase called for a Portedly sold part of lis equily no ing ina 

rolling mill. The total cost of the project was [EW silicochromium plant at Iligan City to 

scaled down from $1.5 billion to $765 mil- Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha (NKK) of 

lion. Véest Alpine AG of Austria, Kawasaki Japan. 00 exchange, oN hee to n (the 

Heavy Industries of Japan with Krupp of s out ; , t e sat ve st MOC ann “ © 

the Federal Republic of Germany, and Davy otal plant outpu ) from annuany: 

McKee Direct Reduction Co. of the United Silicochromium was shipped to the Toyama 
" . plant of NKK for processing into low-carbon 

States were reportedly the three bidders for (G)+omium | 

the first phase.'5 | 

Nickel.—The mine output of nickel de- NONMETALS 

clined in 1981 because of the sluggish de- ; 7 . 

mand for nickel in the world market. The Barite.—Mine Production of barite was 

nickel output of MMIC dropped to 16,423 by Falcon Minerals, Inc., the Philippines 

tons of refined nickel for the first 9 months only producer of barite. The company oper- 

of 1981 from 16,725 tons for the same period ted its mine and milling plant in Mansa- 
of 1980. In addition, production of mixed !@¥> Oriental Mindoro. Mine output of bar- 
sulfides containing about 2,000 tons of nick- ne declined te ea aaeven pre a one 

el and slightly over 1,000 tons of cobalt for lon oF barite tor drilling tur (oil we 

the first 9 months of 1980 also declined to drilling mud) was being maintained at the 
Imost 1.750 t f nickel and ly 825 500-ton-per-month level. In 1980, Falcon 

Sa EE oe ee eee eee eon Minerals obtained an $825,000 loan from 
tons of cobalt for the same period of 1981. the Private Development Corp. of the Phil- 

MMIC, in an effort to reduce operating = ippines to finance the expansion program in 
costs, was converting from oil to coal for its Mansalay from 10,000 to 15,000 tons per 

nickel-refining operations on Nonoc Island year capacity. It is expected that production 

in Surigao del Norte. The $128 million of commercial grades of varying mesh sizes 

conversion project will reduce oil consump- and color will increase substantially for use 
tion of the refinery by 75% or save annually by local paint, brake, explosive, and fiber- 

up to $50 million in energy cost upon glass industries in the coming years. 

completion of the conversion in late 1982 or The barite ore reserves, as of December 

early 1983. 1979, were estimated at almost 104,500 tons 

In 1981, Rio Tuba Nickel Mining Corp., plus slightly over 31,000 tons of probable 

the other nickel producer in the Philip- ore reserves."* i 

pines, also reported a decline in its ore  Cement.—In 1981, the Philippines ce- 
production at Bataraza in Palawan Island. ment industry consisted of 18 cement plants 
Most of its nickel ore was exported to with 31 kilns. Although the country’s total 

Japan. annual output capacity was 7.2 million tons, 

Other Metals.—In 1981, production of the actual ee was about dea 
manganese, lead, and molybdenum in the million tons. high energy Cost, oulmode 

Philippines was at a much lower level than equipment, and inefficient plant size were 

in 1980. MMIC and Black Mountain were ‘ited by the industry sources as the reasons 

ihe only two melybdenum producers, with ths low capacity utilization, The Phite . ; i 

MMIC accounting for over 80% of the total cement and exported about 800,000 tons to 

Be Production ee was by Zambales neighboring Southeast Asian countries an- 
ase Metals, Inc. In , anew secondary nyallv. 

lead smelter and refinery was being built in According to the Philippines cement in- 

Meycawayan, Luzon. The 18,000-ton-per- dustry sources, the fuel cost alone account- 

year capacity lead smelter owned by the ed for 75% of the total production cost. In 

Philippines Lead Smelter Corp. was sched- an effort to cut the fuel cost, the Govern- 
uled for operation in 1983. The output of ment of the Philippines had created the 
unwashed manganese ore was mainly by National Coal Authority (NCA) to manage 

the Associated Mining Corp. Zinc produc- the so-called coal logistic system to supply
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the fuel (coal) needs of cement plants as The consortium is composed of Coppee- 
well as mines in shifting from bunker oil to Rust of Belgium, which will undertake con- 
coal-power generation. struction | work on the phosphoric acid 

The coal logistic system would include plants using the Prayon process; they will 
distribution of domestically produced coal also coordinate the project. Mitsubishi 
through mine out-loading ports, vessels for Heavy Industries Ltd. of Japan will build 
efficient maritime movement and transpor- the sulfuric acid plant using a Lurgi proc- 
tation of coal, installation of infrastructures SS using local pyrite. Dragados y Con- 
that includes receiving, blending, and distri- tiliver olavtoe See oc rut the er 
bution terminals—six coal depots, importa- wo, Aly 
tion of coal to be upgraded and supplement be the sonstruction and Development Corp. 
the domestic coal supply and inland trans- ° aaa h Ippines. t-vent 
port to the end users by truck or rail. The owned. 60% " the Phillis ines Go, i 
total cost of this coal logistic system was ment’s Nation 1 Develo hen t Corp. and estimated by NCA at $122 million, which 40% by Nauru Phos hete Cor (NPC) a 
includes $45 million for establishing 8 coal 5 tate-ory ned compan P of Nau. (an island 
terminals, $8 million for 5 coal mine out- nation in the Pacifi~ NPC has agreed to 
soading he 5 $68 anen for on Co, supply 300,000 tons of phosphate rock to the 
vesse’s. tne ft Allippines National Oil Co., fertilizer plant annually. The plant requires 
(PNOO), rep ortedly will finance part of the about 1.1 million tons of phosphate ore cost, while eat probably would approacn annually. The remaining requirements of the World Bank (International Ban fi. phosphate ore (800,000 tons) are expected to | nance the wea oot. The hots neaocy wen be supplied by Morocco and Jordan, and the nance P anhydrou onia by Indonesia." expected to be completed by 1984 or 1985. ney crous ammonia Dy “ndonesia 

In late 1981, the Philippines Board of MINERAL FUELS 
Investment approved two pioneer projects —, ; 
for coal conversion. Both Floro Cement Coal.—The Philippines coal production Carga gan Cement Corp. il weir sera 81, The ou oan from the Development Bank of the ? ? e Philippines to finance their projects to con- 50m that of oe ouring cere were 
Feng trons om bunker v0 coal iired developing and producing. coal, while 22 ilns. The project of the Floro plant at . : . ~, Lagat, Minis Oriental (40.0002on-per. wer i, exolration, The major companies year capacity), was estimated at $5.8 mil- . a . -? 
lion, while the project of the Iligan plant at warinduque and ee ndustrial Corp. 
Kiwalan, Iligan City (300,000-ton-per-year Kingdom 
capacity), was at $6.6 million. ae 

Fertilizers.—In mid-1981, the Philippines gn GgePaies, Greest. coal Producer, Fhosphate $336 aan FOP ey phos) Industrial and Mining Corp,), started a $100 
onte t to arti 10n led bs CO, © Rust million coal expansion project on Semirara cere’ vo a consortium led by Coppee-Rust — Jajand in 1981. Voest-Alpine AG of Austria, of Belgium. The phosphate-fertilizer com- reportedly was to provide financing and 
plex, to be built at Isabel City on Leyte install all mining equipment (including four Island, includes two units for the production bycket-wheel excavators) and facilities by of complex fertilizer (moncammonium phos- 1988. The initial coal mining operation phate, diammonium phosphate, and nitro- would be at the Unong Mine, one of the gen, Phosphorous, and potassium), each three mines owned and managed by Vul- with a daily capacity of 1,500 tons; two can. The initial output was projected at phosphoric acid plants, each with a daily 1,000 tons per day in 1983. By 1984, the total capacity of 600 tons; and a 550-ton-per-day output of Unong Mine was expected to sulfuric acid plant. The planned annual reach 1 million tons per year at full capaci- 
capacity is 350,000 tons of phosphates and ty. The Unong Mine, along with Panian and 153,000 tons of ammonium sulfate. The Himalian Mines, have total reserves of 105 construction work is expected to be com- million tons of coal. Under a long-term pleted by the end of 1984, but the plant contract, Vulcan was to deliver annually 
operations are scheduled to come onstream 360,000 tons of coal to Atlas and 960,000 in 1985. tons to the National Power Corp.
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Coalfields Mining and Industrial Corp.,a Service, another well called the South 
joint-venture company 50% owned by Atri- Galoc-1 was also discovered in a sandstone 
um Capital Corp. (an affiliated company of reservoir in November 1981. The South 
the Herdis Group Co.) and 50% by J. J. Galoc-1, about 8 miles south of the Galoc-l, 
Mining and Exploration Corp., was to start _ contains no oil but has gas. The well tested 
a $15 million coal mining and development 37 million cubic feet per day of natural gas project in Albay on Bataan Island off Legaz- and 280 barrels per day of gas condensate 
pi. Coalfields plans to produce about 300,000 . 

from two zones of a sandstone reservoir.1® tons of coal per year by 1982 and to 500,000 In May 1981, Cities Service also dj 
tons per year by 1984. The coal reserves on BMAY b202; Uilles wervice also discover- Bataan Island were estimated by the NEW- ed a new oil well called Tara-l, near other 
CO Engineering & Coal Development Co., Wells in the Matinloc, Pandau, and Libro 
Inc., of the United States, at about 46 Fields. The estimated flow rate from Tara-1 
million tons. Under a 10-year contract, was 3,375 barrels per day. It was reported 
Coalfields was to supply Atlas about 150,000 that Cities Service would concentrate on the 
tons annually of coal beginning in April development of the Matinloc, Pandau, and 
1982. Libro Fields, and PNOC was taking over the 
Petroleum and Natural Gas.— During development work on Tara-l. 

1981, the Philippines crude oil production The Philippines will spend $213.2 million 
from ne sunelds declined rom OM for the development and production of oil 
barrels per day in canuary to a out . wells in 1982. These expenditures are to be 
barrels per day in October. Cities Service, spent mainly on the Matinloc Oilfields, and the operator of Nido Oilfields, predicted b t 20 . ls scheduled for drilline ; 
that the well will be producing only about 198. on wel’s Scheduled tor drilling in 
1,700 barrels per day by December 1982. . 
Cities Service has indicated that it probably — . 
will discontinue its operation at Nido by the _—_j Economist, Division of Foreign Data. . Where appropriate, values have been converted from 
end of 1982 and will focus on development the Philippines peso (P) to U.S. dollars atthe rate of 
at the Matinloc Field and further explora- P8.00=US$1.00. 
tion at the Galoc Field. Business Times (Kuala Lumpur). Jan. 19, 1982, p. 24; 

epee Feb. 13, 1982, p. 9. 
In September 1981, the P hilip pines sec- “The Economic Monitor (Manila). Sept. 7, 1981, p. 24. ond offshore oilfield went into production. 5Business Day (Manila). Nov. 10, 1981, p. 20. 

Cadlao Oilfields, operated by Amoco Philip- The wi, Nov. 8, 1981, PB 20. Dee. 21.1981. p.4 
; idi . e Financial Time (Manila). . 21, ,p.l. Poe ee 5 (a suber Of puand $Bulletin Today (Manila). Mar. 24, 1981, p. 22. 

ar uo. OF indiana), started production ®*Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong). Aug. 14, at about 1,000 barrels per day because of 10981, p.6. 
bad weather and damage to some equip- ber eaneering and Mining Journal. V. 182, No. 9, Septem- 
ment. By yearend, the output of two wells at 10Tnd Pal Minerals (London). No. 162, March 1981 
Cadlao reached 9,000 barrels per day. Ac- 40, mon Noe 198, Mare ’ PP. 
cording to Amoco, the Cadlao Oilfields have Min. J. (London). February 1981, p. 113 and May 8, 1981, 

recoverable oil reserves of about 10 million * a Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6636, Nov. 3, 1981, p. 17. barrels with an API rating of 47°. Business Day (Manila). Oct.19,1981,p.7. 
The Philippines third offshore oilfield, No pamber of Mines of the Philippines. Newsletter. V. 6, 

Matinloc Oilfield originally scheduled to 0. © eanuary 10}, P. 9. start pr oduction in late 1981, was reschedul- ». Business Day (Manila). Oct. 22, 1981, p. 4., Nov. 23, 1981, 

ed by Cities Service to begin in the second 9g eneering and Mining Journal. V. 182, No. 7, July 
quarter of 1982 at an initial production rate 1, p. 154, v. 182, No. 11, November 1981, p. 326. of 12,000 to 15,000 barrels per day. The No? Jump 1oBl ans (he Philippines. Newsletter. V. 6, 
Matinloc Oilfield with estimated oil re- ‘The Financial Time (Manila). Nov. 18, 1981, pp. 1, 6. 
serves of 10 million barrels, is about 33 0 ptandard Chartered Review (London). February 1982, 

miles northeast of Nido Oilfields. , ‘Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 182, No. 10, Octo- 
In August 1981, the Philippines Cities _ ber 1981, p. 184. . 

Service discovered oil at the North Galoc-1 ‘pines oe ees Mining Yearbook (Quezon City, Phil- 
well. The Galoc-1 well is the P hilippines 17The British Sulphur Corp. Ltd. Phosphorous and first oil discovery in a sandstone reservoir. Potassium. No. 113, May and June 1981, p. 14; No. 115, 

; tember and October 1981, p. 15. The well has a yield - about re barrels of "Ind. Min., No. 169, October 1981. p. 87, oil per day. The quality of t e crude oil is 18Petroleum News. January 1982, p. 38. 
between 31° to 32° API. According to Cities Bulletin Today (Manila). Nov. 2, 1981, pp. 1, 14.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 

Poland 

By Tatiana Karpinsky’ 

In 1981, a deep social and economic crisis accounted for 70% of domestic energy. 

continued to affect Poland, marked by an In 1981, a shortage of electric power 

unbalanced market, a deep negative bal- resulted in a decrease in output, especially 

ance of payments, shortages in materials of such products as electric arc furnace 

and technical services, a decline in industri- _ steel, rolled products, aluminum, soda, am- 

al production, low labor productivity, and a monia, lead, zinc, and cement. 

host of unsolved social problems. By the end In 1981, capital investment in Poland’s 

of 1981, the sociopolitical situation of the economy decreased 15.6% compared with 

country had deteriorated further. A wave of the 1980 level and amounted to 460 billion 

tension, conflicts, and strikes were again Polish zlotys (Z).2 Investment in the iron 

sweeping the country. Economic difficulties and steel industry dropped sharply to only 

grew, and strikes affected almost all indus- about a third of the volume of 1980, but 

tries. priority in investment was given to the 

On December 13, 1981, by a decree of the copper-silver industry, because foreign ex- 

Council of State, martial law was introduc- change earnings in this sector are much 

ed throughout the country, and Prime Min- higher than those of the steel industry. 

ister Jaruzelski announced that a so-called According to the Government decision, 15 

Military Council of National Salvation large capital projects in the steel and non- 

(Wojskowa Rada Ocalenia Norodnogo) ferrous sectors valued at Z133 billion were 

| had been established. The Government frozen and about 7 projects were trimmed 

announced that 150 enterprises had been _ back. 

“militarized,” meaning that employees By decision of the Government, in No- 

were subject to military discipline. vember 1980, the construction of the second 

A decree was issued militarizing all petro- stage of the Katowice steel plant was dis- 

leum industry centers, including all refin- continued, except for two tasks: The con- 

eries and oil-processing plants and hard struction of the coking plant, with one-half 

coal and lignite mines; powerplants and _ of the original targets to be completed; and 

other power industry units serving these the construction of the rail heat-treatment 

plants were also militarized. department.‘ 

Poland entered the crisis stage in 1979, as In 1981, the electrical and manufacturing 

expressed in the decline of national income industries contributed 27.7% to Poland’s 

and most of the economic indicators. Ac- total industrial output. The fuel industry 

cording to Polish sources, national income contributed 8.8%, a decrease from 12% in 

decreased 15% in 1981, compared with that 1976; the metallurgical industry, 8.7% 

of 1980, or significantly more than in the (down from 11.5%); the chemical industry, 

previous 2 years when the drop amounted 9.1%, and the mineral industry, 3.1%.* 

to only a few percent. Gross industrial The total number of industrial workers 

production decreased by 12.6% in 1981.? and employees in state enterprises in Po- 

In 1981, the shortage of coal was particu- land was 4,744,000 in 1981. The number of 

larly acute and was a major handicap in workers and employees in state mineral 

other subsectors of industry. The Polish and energy enterprises by branch for 1980 is 

national economy was based on coal, which _ given in table 1.° 

805
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| Table 1.—Poland: Industrial workers and 
employees in 1980 

Workers and _ Percent of total 
Branch employees employment in 

(thousands) all industry , ST instr 
Coal ___________ 412 8.7 
Other fuel ___ _ _ _ _ 50 1.0 
Power___ =, 87 1.8 
Ferrous metals__ _ _ _ 186 3.9 : Nonferrous metals _ _ 74 1.6 
Building materials _ _ 181 3.8 eee 

The mining industry’s labor shortage was_ al supplies of raw materials in the 1981-85 
estimated at 19,000. During the year, 6,800 period.® 
workers were trained as laborers to work in Government Policies and Programs.— 
the enterprises of the Ministry of Mining. On January 24, 1982, the Polish Planning 

Under the contract signed by Poland with Commission published the first quarter 
the U.S.S.R., Polish enterprises participated revised economic plan for 1982. In compari- 
in the construction of three nuclear power son with the first quarter of 1981, the 
stations in the Soviet Union. In return, the production in the first quarter of 1982 was 
Soviet Union is to provide Poland with 1.2 planned to increase as follows: Bituminous 
billion kilowatt-hours of electrical energy in coal, 7.4% to 44.3 million tons; sulfur, 1.1% 
1984 and 2.4 billion kilowatt-hours in 1985. to 1.1 million tons; and cement, 4.8% to 3.5 The total amount of electrical energy sup- million tons. A decrease in output was plied to Poland under the terms of the expected for the following mineral commod- 
contract is to be more than 100 billion _ ities: Coke, 3.8% to 4.4 million tons; crude 
kilowatt-hours.” oil, 20.8% to 2.8 million tons; rolled steel Poland continued to take part in the products, 27.2% to 2.3 million tons; and 
expansion of Soviet ore extraction facilities, copper, 5.4% to 80,000 tons.® 
and in return, Poland was assured addition- 

PRODUCTION 

Of major importance to the development economic plan, released early in 1982 by the 
of Polish industrial production are domestic main Statistical Office, showed declines in . reserves of bituminous coal and lignite, mineral production. , 
copper, silver, zinc, lead, sulfur, salt, and 
many other minerals. 

Poland has shortages of crude oil, natural 
gas, phosphates, potassium, salts, and met- Table 2.—Poland: Fulfillment of 1981 als used in alloying steel. | economic plan 

On December 3, 1980, the Central Com- ——_— 
mittee put the Government under obliga- . apauction lan tion to develop, within the framework of the Commodity metric percent 
preliminary 5-year plan, a 3-year plan for OS 
economic stabilization of the country. The  Bituminouscoal 163,200 84.5 plan for 1981 was the first stage of the 3- Naturalgas 6,172 97.5 . eae . Refined petroleum —_ . 13,600 84.2 . year program of economic stabilization. The Steel(crude) 13,719 80.7 Polish economic plan for 1981 was modest, _ Steel rolled products 11,064 81.6 . . Copper (refined) _- 327 91.6 The Government Planning Commission ex- Aluminum 66 69.4 pected the level of industrial output in 1981 7ead 69 md 
to be close to that of 1980. However, the eR 
annual report on the fulfillment of the 1981 ‘Million cubic meters.
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Table 3.—Poland: Production of mineral commodities’ | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° 
etn TS RSIS 

METALS 

Aluminum metal, primary. __ .. . ---------- 104,000 100,000 96,600 95,100 366,000 
Cadmium metal, primary __-..-.-------- _ 154 761 773 698 630 

Copper: 
Mine output, metal content, recoverable _—_ _ — 289,300 321,000 325,000 346,125 315,250 

Metal: 
Smelter, including secondary ___—___- 311,000 337,000 341,000 363,500 330,770 
Refined, including secondary. _ _ - - ~~ - — 306,600 332,200 335,800 357,300 3327,210 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore and concentrate, gross weight 

thousand tons.. _ 659 529 249 104 100 

Pigiron.._-._.-_--.-..-------do___- 9,517 11,109 10,966 11,600 11,000 

Ferroalloys: 
Blast furnace... _._.--._--do___. 134 126 138 126 126 

Electric furnace. .. .._.___--do__-- 175 169 176 170 170 

Steel: 
Crude.__.____.-___.----do.__- 17,841 19,251 19,218 19,485 315,719 
Semimanufactures: 

Rolled, excluding pipe _ -. — -do_ - - - 11,950 13,566 13,577 13,551 311,064 
Pipe... _.___---------do___-~- 1,183 1,164 1,161 1,132 31,043 

Lead: . 

Mine output, metal content, recoverable _ ~~ — 63,000 63,900 61,900 60,040 50,434 

Metal, refined, including secondary - _ - _ - - - 85,400 86,700 84,200 82,000 369,000 

Nickel:© 
Mine output, metal content, recoverable __ _ _ 2,400 2,400 2,100 2,100 2,100 

Metal, smelter ___..__.-._-.-----=-- 2,400 2,400 2,100 2,100 2,100 

Silver, mine output, metal content, recoverable® 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 10,708 21,900 22,600 24,665 22,690 

Zinc: 
Mine output, metal content ____---_—--- 188,000 194,000 182,700 187,800 146,484 

Metal, refined, including secondary — - — — - ~ - 228,000 222,000 209,000 215,300 3167,100 

NONMETALS , 

Barite $= __ ew eee 88,700 90,300 96,000 96,300 90,000 

Cement, hydraulic. ____ . _.._ thousand tons_ - 21,300 21,700 19,176 18,443 314,226 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Bentonite®________..__.__do___~- 50 50 50 50 50 

Fireclay .._..-_..._-.----do___- 1,352 1,292 1,251 1,200 1,200 

Kaolin ._._..~-_._ ~~ ~-do___~- 9] 66 49 51 50 

Products... ______._-__..-..--do___~_ 785 768 687 600 600 

Feldspar® ...-__ _....---------do__-_. 40 40 40 40 40 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude® 4 ___ __ do. ._~ 1,340 1,350 1,360 1,300 1,300 

Lime, hydrated and quicklime_ _ _ _ - _ - _do_ _ _ ~ 8,638 9,135 7,652 7,500 7,500 

Magnesite, crude... -. .--_-..-. ------ 25,400 723,700 20,000 19,600 19,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia’ 
Sal thousand tons.. _ 1,665 1,611 1,525 1,543 1,500 

alt: 
Rock __. 2 ee ee - dO 1,562 1,435 1,458 1,465 1,100 

Other... _ ee dO 2,795 2,958 2,971 3,069 2,300 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Sodium carbonate (soda ash). . . . _ . -do__ _ —- 671 663 684 762 3701 
Caustic soda (96% NaOH) .__._.--do___~- 450 489. 454 433 3417 

Stone: ; 
Dolomite ..._.....__......--do.._- 2,685 3,118 3,296 3,437 3,200 

Limestone... __ ~~~. ~~ ~- do. _ = NA NA NA NA NA 

Quartzite 2 2 doe 261 NA NA NA NA 

Other _.....__...-----.-..d0-__- 17,254 17,476 17,610 16,000 16,000 
eee 

Sulfur: 
Native: 

Frasch®. .______._._._.-.do.__- 4,321 4,546 4,310 4,667 4,250 

Other than Frasch® __....__.—_do___.. 450 505 520 518 472 

Total _..____.___._--_do__~- 4,771 5,051 4,830 5,185 4,722 
TTT 

Byproduct:® 
From metallurgy _. ._ __-----do_- ~~ 314 315 310 300 300 

From petroleum __-____----do___-_ 35 35 35 30 30 

Total ____._._.___~--do___~- 349 350 345 330 330 

From gypsum® ____._____~-..--do___- 30 20 20 20 20 
oo OTTFTleEelll————eEEE 

Total sulfur __..___..--do___~- 5,150 5,421 5,195 5,535 5,072 
OOF 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal: 
Bituminous - . - .. .- _---------- do. ___ 186,200 192,622 201,004 193,121 3163,022 
Lignite and brown_. ____. ------do___- 40,800 41,005 38,083 36,866 335,538 

Total _.___._....--------do__-- 227,000 233,627 239,087 229,987 3198,560 
ello 

Coke: 
Coke oven. _.._______--------do.__~ 19,055 20,356 20,037 19,850 317,918 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Poland: Production of mineral commodities? —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° CO 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
—Continued 

Coke —Continued 

Gashouse ___________ _ thousand tons__ | 945 950 950 940 930 eee 
Total __-_-_______________do____ 20,000 21,306 20,987 20,790 18,848 Fuel briquets, all grades ___________do____ 1,697 1,752 1,800 1,700 1,200 Gas: 

Manufactured: 
Town gas_______~_ million cubic feet__ 17,377 16,282 14,233 14,000 14,000 Coke oven gas_____________do____ 258,507 265,359 - 261,015 — 250,000 250,000 Natural, marketed ____________do____ 257,695 282,242 259,072 223,501 $217,952 Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ “85 85 85 80 80 Propane and butane____________do____ “58 “58 “58 53 53 Peat: Fuel and agricultural _.___§_________ *200,000 F200,000 200,000 202,700 202,700 Petroleum: 

Crude: 
As reported ________ thousand tons_ _ 364 363 331 329 329 
Converted _ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 2,701 2,693 2,456 2,441 2,441 EE _ FTETEOEOEOEOTOTOlllqzxzx{ZZ_QZ 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________________do____ 28,518 29,325 28,720 28,330 27,044 
Kerosine (presumably including jet fuel) 

do. ___ 1,194 1,240 1,105 1,744 1,615 Distillate fuel oil ___.._______do____ 38,031 39,240 38,663 37,994 36,227 Residual fuel oi] ______.§_____do____ 29,131 29,970 29,826 26,180 24,925 Lubricating oil and grease _____do____ 3,276 3,430 3,314 3,150 3,027 Paraffin ________________do____ 189 197 _- -— NA Liquefied petroleum gas_______do____ 2,285 2,320 2,209 €2,100 2,018 Bitumen ________________do____ 7,017 7,090 6,628 6,300 6,054 

Total®__~__§___________do____ 109,641 112,812 110,465 105,798 100,910 eee SN Oe 
*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. . 
7In addition to the commodities listed, antimony, cobalt, germanium, gold, a variety of crude nonmetallic construction materials, and carbon black are also produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Poland may also produce alumina in small quantities, but details of such an operation, if it exists, are not available. 
5Reported figure. 
“Includes building gypsum, as well as an estimate for gypsum used in production of cement. 
>Total of listed commodities only; excludes products not reported individually as well as refinery fuel and losses. 

Particularly disastrous was the drop in ly. 
coal production by over 30 million tons, In 1981, the country’s powerplants gen- 
resulting in cutbacks to industry by over erated 115 billion kilowatt-hours of electri- 
10% and by nearly 7% to the private cal energy, a decrease of 5.7% compared 
consumer. Production decreased by about with 1980. 
600,000 tons owing to strikes in the mines The first nuclear powerplant in Poland is 
following the imposition of martial law, being constructed at Zarnowice, Gdansk 
chiefly at the Piast and Zeimowit Mines, Province, with total designed capacity of 
where production decreases were estimated 1,880 megawatts. The first unit of the plant 
at 150,000 tons and 250,000 tons, respective- is planned to start operation in 1988. 

TRADE 

The value of Polish exports in 1981 compared with 1980, while imports from the 
decreased 14.6% compared with that of 1980 market economy countries decreased by 
and was estimated at $13.2 billion. Exports about 30%. The deficit of trade with market 
to the centrally planned economy countries economy countries amounted to $78.2 mil- 
decreased by 10%; exports to the market lion in 1981 and the deficit in trade with the 
economy countries decreased by 21.3% to centrally planned economiy countries in- 
$5.8 billion.’ creased to $1.95 billion. 

In 1981, the imports from the centrally In 1981, exports by the electrical and 
planned economy countries increased 2%, manufacturing industries contributed about
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47% of Poland’s total export value; fuel and included 1 million tons of crude oil, 2.8 

electric power, 10%; ferrous and nonferrous million cubic meters of gas, 2.5 million tons 

industry, 8%; chemical industry, 9.5%; and of steel-related raw materials, 42,500 tons of 

products of other industries, 25.5%. The asbestos, and about 62,800 tons of ferroal- 

share, by value, of total Polish coal exports loys. A trade agreement between the Polish 

decreased from 14% in 1980 to 10% in 1981. and Soviet Governments for 1982 was sign- 

The import value of manufacturing and ed in January 6, 1982, in accordance with 

electrical industries accounted for 32%; fuel which turnover in 1982 is to reach R8.4 

and electrical power, 20%; ferrous and non- billion. Deliveries of Soviet fuels and raw 

ferrous industry, 9.5%; chemical industry, materials will continue to constitute not 

11%;'‘and products of other industries, only a major, but in many cases the sole 

about 27.5%." source of import supplies for the Polish 

In 11 months of 1981, in comparison with economy in 1982. 

the same period of 1980, exports dropped as Polish exports to the U.S.S.R. are to 

follows: Bituminous coal, 48%; lignite, 8%; amount to R3.6 billion. In the field of raw 

coke, 22%; petroleum products, 49%; steel materials the planned level of deliveries to 

rolled products, 15%; copper, 5%; and zinc the Soviet Union was to remain at the level 

and zinc products, 52%. of 1981, which means that they will also be 

In 11 months of 1981, imports of many considerably lower than the quantities sup- 

minerals were also lower than in the same _ plied in the second half of the seventies. 

period of 1980: Crude oil, 21%; natural gas, With regard to the negative balance of 

0.9%; petroleum products, 10%; iron ore turnover ‘in 1981, the Soviet Union granted 

and concentrate, 19%; pig iron, 2.2%; and Poland long-term credit amounting to R2.7 

steel rolled products, 0.8%. billion. - 

In 1981, the Polish-Soviet trade turnover In 1981, Poland had an external hard 

accounted for about 8.5 billion Soviet rubles currency debt of approximately $26 billion; 

(R) as compared with R8 billion in 1980.In of this amount, Government and Govern- 

1981, imports from the Soviet Union in- ment-guaranteed debt was some $17 billion; 

creased 13.6% compared with 1980. The private unguaranteed debt was some $9 

Soviet Union covered about 40% of import _ billion. Of the $26 billion, about $20 billion 

needs for raw materials, including 100% of was due to 16 Western countries. Polish 

natural gas and 75% each of crude oil and_ debt to the United States totals some $3.15 

iron ore. In 1981, deliveries from the Soviet billion, which is 12% of the total. Govern- 

‘Union included 13.1 million tons of crude ments of 16 Western countries includ- 

oil, 3 million tons of petroleum products, 5.8 ing the United States, the United Kingdom, 

billion cubic meters of natural gas, 9 million France, the Federal Republic of Germany, 

tons of iron ore, 69,000 tons of asbestos,and Japan, Canada, Switzerland, and the Ne- 

53,000 tons of aluminum. The value of therlands signed a multilateral agreement 

deliveries within the framework of partici- in April 1981 to reschedule 90% of the 

pation in common capital investments in principal and interest falling due from May 

1981 stood about R400 million, which consti- 1981 to December 1981. The U.S. share of 

tuted about 13% of raw material imports this was $380 million. The official resched- 

from the Soviet Union. These deliveries uling totals $2.4 billion.
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Table 4.—Poland: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 

Brited Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

. Oxidesand hydroxides ________ | 1 51 — Sweden 45; Thailand 6. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____ 13,362 7,489 _- Austria 5,420; West Germany 1,482; 

France 220. Unwrought ________ 22,332 17,095 _- Hungary 15,900; West Germany 505; . 
Sweden 284. Semimanufactures______ | 232 143 a Italy 106; Denmark 18; Sweden 12. Chromium oxides and hydroxides______ -- 596 487 — Brazil 150; France 61; Finland 60. Copper metal including alloys: 

Scrap. ee 184 511 -- France 269; West Germany 214. Unwrought? __-__ = — 133,720 144,754 _- West Germany 79,401; United Kingdom 
18,440; Italy 11,013. Semimanufactures?______ -~---__.___ 89,471 50,056 2,983 Czechoslovakia 17,522; U.S.S.R. 6,005; 
Romania 5,088. Iron and steel: 

Ore andconcentrate.._______ | 77,669 __ Pyrite, roasted ___________ 8,201 11,481 _ All to Hungary. etal: 
Scrap_-_-- 2 11,408 14,944 _— Netherlands 6,780; West Germany 5,645; 

Italy 1,727. Pigiron.-_-_= = 3,190 10,589 _ Pakistan 10,500; Italy 74. Ferroalloys _.______________ _- 101 _— Italy 100. Steel, primary forms thousand tons. 3379 215 (4) Yugoslavia 93; Austria 31; United King- 
om 81. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 
- do____ 3911 31,053 15 West Germany 131; Yugoslavia 25; Fin- 

land 23. Universals, plates and sheets 
. do____ 34923 3386 55 West Germany 66; N orway 38; Sweden 33. Hoop and strip_______do____ 3147 3168 a Yugoslavia 35; Sweden 19. Rails and accessories ___do____ 336 3133 -- Singapore 15; Italy 14. Wire_____________do____. 344 352 2 West Germany 6; Yugoslavia 4; Hungary 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ___do____ 3110 3115 59 East Germany 34;? Saudi Arabia 13; 
France 7. Castings and forgings, rough 

. do.____ 17691 11,314 5286 West Germany 3,720; Sweden 2,129; 
Ireland 549. Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ a 260 40 _- All to Yugoslavia. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap__--- 17 — Unwrought _______.__ 27,098 _- Semimanufactures______ | 11 —_ Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 5 4 — All to Sweden. Nickel metal including alloys: 

Scrap_--_-_____ 11 18 ~~  Allto Finland. Semimanufactures_______ kilograms_ _ 345 1,390 _- France 1,000; Yugoslavia 390. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands__ $3,565 $1,428 -- United Kingdom $1,281; West Germany 
139. Silver: 

Waste and sweepings ________do__ -- $408 $450 _ Switzerland $448. Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought? _____ | 347 516 46 Switzerland 158; United Kingdom 113; 

West Germany 109. Tantalum metal, including alloys, all forms_ _ _— 3 __ All to West Germany. Tin metal including alloys, scrap ________ 36 36 _ All to United Kingdom. Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms __ 12 6 — All to Yugoslavia. Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap_-_--- == 24 __ Unwrought? _-.__ _. 83,162 41,408 _- United Kingdom 18,664; U.S.S.R. 9,351; 

Hungary 8,924. Semimanufactures?___§_ | 4,782 4,699 54] U.S.S.R. 2,955; West Germany 801; 
Czechoslovakia 283. Other: 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metal _--_-_-_- 16,362 13,493 — Austria 8,093; West Germany 4,034; 

Netherlands 77. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___ a 58 11 a Pakistan 6; Jamaica 5. Metals: 
° Metalloids____-__ = 1 — Nonferrous alloys?_____ 2,984 4,000 -. AlltoU.SS.R. Metalpowder? ______ 2,091 887 ~~ All to Czechoslovakia. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Poland: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 

United Other (principal) 
eg 

METALS —Continued 

Other —Continued 
Metals —Continued 

Base metals including alloys, all forms — 1 _- All to Morocco. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 2 __ 
Corundun,, artificial. ____________-~- 3,073 3,291 _- West, Germany 1,389; Italy 915; Austria 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 270 6178 = Yugoslavia 49; Thailand 40; Austria 25. 
Cement?___________ _ thousand tons__ _ 2,044 1,890 __ West Germany 660; Spain 209; Austria 

- 197; Ivory Coast 162. 
Chalk___§___._______~__-_------- — 15 _- All to Jordan. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Fire clay?_._-__.___-____----- 24,333 21,631 _. Hungary 15,029; Austria 4,354. 
Chamotte?_._-________--_-_~_- 1,629 10,203 _. Yugoslavia 6,119; Italy 1,710; Hungary 

Other ____-___________----- 8,139 496 _. Italy 203; Spain 148; West Germany 100. 
Products: : 

Nonrefractory_____.-_____--- 3,473 4,463 __ Sweden 3,127; West Germany 841; 
Finland 340. 

Refractory including nonclay brick? _ 18,216 17,790 59 Finland 5,375; Belgium-Luxembourg 
3,424; Czechoslovakia 2,287. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands. _ $2 _— 
Industrial ___..__________do____ $734 $593 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $590. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, nitrogenous _____________-~ 27 _- - 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous? ____ thousand tons__ 365 271 _- India 60; sest Germany 46; France 38; 
apan 21. 

Phosphatic_ ____________---- —_ 110 _- Indonesia 85; Netherlands 25. 
Potassic? ___________-______ 6,762 14,000 __ All to Romania. 
Other including mixed_— _______~— 7476 39,707 _— Yugoslavia 24,966; Denmark 8,002; West 

Germany 6,316. 
Ammonia ______—~~_--~~--~-----~- NA 12,063 _- Italy 11,993; Kenya 70. 

Gypsum and plasters ____________-~- 161 87 __ Finland 66; Sweden 20. 
Iodine ____§______~_-____~~~----- 11 2 _- All to Yugoslavia. 
Lime? ________________________ 11,942 9 12,212 _. Hungary 10,028. 
Magnesite_____________-~. ~~ --- _- 4l _- France 40. 
Pigment, mineral, including processed iron 

oxides ____________~____ ie 102 20 _.  Alltoltaly. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ $15 $14 $13 West Germany $1. 
Salt and brine?___________________ 253,056 296,711 a Sweden 183,417 ; Finland 62,831; France 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ___ ~~ _-__ ~~ _- 20 1 _- All to United Kingdom. 
Caustic soda? ___________________ 71,870 = 48,017 _- West Germany 11,685; Yugoslavia 5,853; 

Netherlands 4,448. 
Soda ash? ____________________ 128,011 141,481 _. West Germany 49,050; U.S.S.R. 26,646; 

Czechoslovakia 24,407. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone? _______________ 33,719 38,088 _- Netherlands 11,265; West Germany 9,714; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 8,666. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ___ —_ _- 11 _- All to West Germany. 
Gravel and crushed rock?_________-_ 457,194 291,543 __ West Germany 244,798; Finland 30,147; 

United Kingdom 6,888. 
Limestone and dolomite _____._____~ 79,021 3,275 _. All to West Germany. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing_.______- 231,394 196,422 -- Do. 

Sulfur: . 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal? thousand tons__ 3,892 3,903 _- USSR. 742; France 447; Czechoslovakia 

Colloidal _.__________-_--~--~- 72 799 __ Sweden 520; Singapore 115; Sri Lanka 100. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum? _____________ 88,10 211,729 _- USSR, 92,166; Sweden 89,437; Japan 

Other: 
Crude _________-____-------_. 6,563 736 _- Denmark 22; United Kingdom 14. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing ______-------------- 410 1,907 _— West Germany 1,203; Austria 704. 

Halogens _______.__-_-___-_-_~ 62611 1 -- All to Sweden. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.~Poland: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

~ | Destinations, 1980 
Commodity VOT BD 

| Saited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black __________________ > 22 192 _— United Kingdom 182. Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous? 

thousand tons__. 41,498 31,048 235 USSR. 6,041; France 3,243; Denmark 
3,2 05. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous_ _ _ — 238 — Austria 184; Malta 54. 
Lignite including briquets? 

thousand tons__ —. 2,974 1,569 _. East Germany 1,562. 
Coke and semicoke? ___________do.___ 2,075 1,770 — U.S.S.R. 500; East Germany 424; Austria ; 246. 
Peat including briquets and litter? _____.__ 21,007 17,394 — West Germany 7,031; Austria 3,159; Italy 

2,960. 
Petroleum refinery products: | 

Gasoline __ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 358 757 _— Switzerland 332; Denmark 211; Sweden 
76. 

Kerosine_____§___________do.___ 9 15 a Hungary 14; Italy 1. Distillate fuel oil _..._.__._____do.___ 2,643 4,870 __ Denmark 1,763; West Germany 1,635; 
Sweden 776. Residual fuel oil _...._____._do.___ 1,787 1,188 (4) Sweden 542; Denmark 356; Austria 218. Lubricants ______________do____ 82 857 a Yugoslavia 28; Austria 26. Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas____do____ 197 551 _. Yugoslavia 395; Denmark 86; Austria 26. ‘Mineral jelly and wax ____ _do____ 1 3 _. All to Netherlands. Bituminous mixtures _____do____ (4) (4) _. All to Finland. 
Unspecified?___________do____ 6,101 4,424 -~— Bermuda 1,905; Switzerland 1,521; | 

Netherlands 527. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals__.__.___ - _ 55,895 63,437 __ West Germany 28,142; France 14,39 1; 

Finland 13,309. 
a 

"Revised. NA-Not available. 
?Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Poland, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various sources which palude United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official trade sources of oland. 
Official Trade Statistics of Poland. 
5Source: Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statisics for Europe, United N ations, New York. 
4Less than 1/2 unit. - 
*Source: Official Trade Statistics of the United States. 
Excludes Hungarian import valued at $7,000. 
7Excludes Japanese import valued at $2,000. 
®Excludes Japanese import valued at $1,000. 

Table 5.—Poland: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 
. Commodit 1979 1980 . 

y Siited Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite?_____________________ 95,074 83,146 _~— Hungary 70,185; Australia 12,961. Oxides and hydroxides?____________ 283,038 287,206 15,139 Hungary 127,986; Yugoslavia 74,889; 
Guinea 24,907. Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought __-______________ 23.743 19,825 3 Hungary 18,965; Norway 299; Iceland 247. Semimanufactures? ___________ 33,496 25.600 34 USSR. 8,364; Czechoslovakia 4,367; East 
. . Germany 2,586. Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 5 34 __ All from Japan. Chromium: 
Chromite?____________________ 211,248 197,975 __ U.S.S.R. 123,540; Albania 40,870; Iran 

11,778. . Oxides and hydroxides _______ | 4 9 a All from United Kingdom. Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 21 _. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Poland: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i S 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y Bnited Other (principal) 
nc 

METALS —Continued 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________--~~- 9 — 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ ~~~ _— 24 16 3 Netherlands 13. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
Scrap. ____.--_____---------- _- 19 19 
Unwrought __________--------~- 4100 15 — Belgium-Luxembourg 12. 

Semimanufactures? _____________— 2,836 1,873 335 West Germany 678; Czechoslovakia 378; 
France 196. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate? __ thousand tons__ 18872 20,150 _- USSR. 15,749; Brazil 2,766; Sweden 

Metal: 
Scrap? ____________--do___-_ 6 227 __ NA. 
Pig iron.______.__-_---do___~ 51463 61,430 _. - USSR. 1,333; West Germany 90. 

_ Ferroalloys __.______----~--- 799,102 571,000 52 U.S.S.R. 44,000;§ Norway 13,927; 
° Yugoslavia 4,494. 

Steel, primary forms? ______-_-_ 17,000 = 12,000 _- Yugoslavia 10,445; Sweden 466. 

Semimanufactures:* 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 

thousand tons_ _ 593 447 (7) West Germany 34; Hungary 18. 
Universals, plates, sheets do__ _ - 830 846 (7) Czechoslovakia 166;? West Germany 97; 

East Germany 51.” 
Hoop and strip_ _ — ___ —do___~ 96 61 (7) West Germany 36; Italy 6; France 6. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ do_ _ _ — 39 9 _- Japan 1; Spain 1. . 
Wire _________.__~do___~_ 49 44 —_ West Germany 3; Sweden 3. 
Tube, pipe, fittings ___—do____ 337 258 (7) | Romania 61;? West Germany 42;? East 

Germany 29.? 
Castings and forgings, rough 

7 do__ _ _ 39 33 _. Czechoslovakia 16;? East Germany 10.? 
Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides ________- ~~~ 421 787 — France 661; West Germany 89. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought?____§_______--__-- 9805 6,654 __  USS.R. 3,995; United Kingdom 1,905; 
North Korea 748. 

Semimanufactures ______--_- ~~ 1 1 _- All from Yugoslavia. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

Unwrought? ___________-_----- 1370 =1,127 689 Austria 226; Yugoslavia 142. 
Semimanufactures. _____.__~---_- 1 160: _— Canada 139; Yugoslavia 20. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate? _____________ . 139,889 664,187 _- USSR 489,833; Brazil 76,563; France 

Oxides ___ ~~ ~_~_____~____ ee 1,417 1,015 _e Ireland 500; Greece 455. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ ~.. —— _- 65 _- All from France. 

Mercury _____.——-.._ 76-pound flasks_ _ 957 _- 
Molybdenum: 

Ore and concentrate______.______- 90 83 _- All from Netherlands. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 

Unwrought __________..-------- 99 89 _- West Germany 74; United Kingdom 12. 
Semimanufactures_ _____._.____-~— Tg8 47 1 Sweden 12; West Germany 11; France 6. 

Niobium metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ _ 198 321 321 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, ; 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands__ $4,704 $695 a United Kingdom $671; West Germany 
14. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought__________do____ $1,454 $2,068 _— France $1,683; West Germany $334. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms. — 1,466 89 89 . 

Tin: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________--~-~- _- 18 _- All from Austria. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought?______._______-—- 3879 3,318 __ United Kingdom 2,192; Malaysia 501; 
Indonesia 350. 

Semimanufactures _________--- 1 2 1 West Germany 1. 
Titanium: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________--~- 1,174 723 _- West Germany 542. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms. _ 970 678 644 Japan 34. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate? ____________- 2898 1,662 _. United Kingdom 875; China 662; 
Switzerland 125. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms__ 2579 4,167 1,733 Netherlands 1,000; Japan 914. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Poland: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eo 
Commodit 1979 1980 : y suited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
. 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate? ______________ 27,979 27,053 —_ Sweden 12,789; West Germany 11,848; 

Norway 2,416. Oxidesand peroxides ___________ | 22 D _— France 3; Switzerland 1; United Kingdom 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought?________________ 2,627 —- 2.398 -~  USS.R. 2,164; Norway 125; 
Czechoslovakia 109. Oth Semimanufactures____________ 229 266 1 Norway 131; Yugoslavia 130. er: 

Ores and concentrates_____________ 153 884,237 2 Norway 84,136; Netherlands 83. Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals._____________ 10 9 _. All from United Kingdom. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of metals _ _ 146 324 — West Germany 251; Austria 18. etals: 
Metalloids_________________ 18,269 22,018 3D France 19,146; Yugoslavia 1,568; Norway 
Alkali, alkali-earth, rare-earth metals NA 61 8 United Kingdom 31; Austria 30. Metal powder? ________ | 644 T77 _. All from East Germany. Nonferrous alloys? eee LLL T2167 3,114 a U.S.S.R. 1,628; Hungary 1,286; East 

Germany 200. Base metals including alloys, all forms 88 116 3 West Germany 77; United Kingdom 20. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc __ 675 767 48 Italy 708; Greece 10. Artificial: Corundum ~_-___ =” 4,145 1,810 23 Yugoslavia 916; Japan 592; West 

Germany 231. Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ $686 $230 —_ All from Belgium-Luxembourg. Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 2,064 1,673 (7) Austria 726; United Kingdom 302: 
Yugoslavia 286. Asbestos, crude? __________.________ 108,372 83,272 3443 U.SS.R. 66,898; West Germany 6,066; 
United Kingdom 5,339. Barite and witherite.__________ | 1,125 4,088 — All from Morocco. Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates________ | 19,707 200 _- All from Netherlands. Oxides andacids________________ 1,801 605 — France 600. Cement?__________-_ = 42,318 134,970 --  U.S.S.R. 63,871; Czechoslovakia 44,351; 
Hungary 26,747. Chalk._-_---= = =, _— 40 __ All from France. Clay and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite __-___________ | 4,053 4,591 92 Hungary 4,499. Fireclay?___.._____________ "48404 11/380 -- USSR. 8,231; East Germany 1,580. Chamotte?_________________ "63.999 81,089 _. USSR. 26,092; France 19,665; Spain 

178. Kaolin?_____-_____________ 218,082 151,252 3203. Czechoslovakia 63,146; United Kingdom 
47,529; U.S.S.R. 13,210. Other__-_______ 1,781 1,145 —_ Italy 1,115; France 20. Products: 

Nonrefractory.______________ 7,394 15,186 — Spain 12,321; Italy 1,060; Portugal 970. Refractory including nonclay brick? _ 52,432 34,771 3152 Czechoslovakia 7,473; Austria 6,604; 
Ireland 5,215. Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $375 NA Industrial _______________do____ $7,260 $3,579 — Besgium-Luxembourg $3,158; Switzerland 

402. Diatomite and other infusorial earth______ 703 3,480 3,171 Denmark 220; France 88. Feldspar and fluorspar?______________ 62,558 59,328 __ Mexico 31,802; East Germany 13,370; 
North Korea 7,899. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic? ___ thousand tons__ _ 3,327 3,242 900 = Morocco 954; U.S.S.R. 741; Jordan 293. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous? __________do ___ 207 123 a U.S.S.R. 119; Austria 2. Phosphatic.___________do____ 3 — 
Potassic?_____________do____ 1,789 —- 2,428 -~-  USS.R. 1,758; East Germany 640; West 

Germany 24. Other including mixed__________ 330 —_ 
Ammonia?____________________ 80,647 33,705 _. Hungary 11,473; U.S.S.R. 10,076; Austria 

Graphite, natural?_=_ = ==, 13,828 11,386 a Austria 9,055; U.S.S.R. 1,990. Gypsum andplasters______ a 8,864 6,324 98 West Germany 6,183; United Kingdom 20. Lime -___-__-2_ 2 10 42 _- Austria 27; France 15. Magnesite? --------~-~-~~-________ 319,921 317,120 a North Korea 141,641; Czechoslovakia 
58,428; Brazil 48,030. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Poland: Apparent imports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) - 

I 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste? ___ 1,756 1,844 __ India 1,793. 

Worked including agglomerated splittings 32 56 _- Austria 24; Switzerland 23. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural crude ______-_-~-------- 19 __ 
Iron oxides, processed ____--------- 3,031 2,419 3 West Germany 1,875; United Kingdom 

239; Canada 224. 

Precious and semiprecious stones excluding 
diamond: 
Natural _______— value, thousands_ _ $379 $65 $12 Switzerland $28; West Germany $25. 

Synthetic ______-------- _do.___ $185 $81 __ West Germany $59; Austria $15. 

Pyrite __.______---------------- 59 20 — All from Italy. 

Salt and brine _____—~-___---------- _- 7 _- West Germany 5; Sweden 2. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda_________._--~------ 15 24,289 _— Czechoslovakia 2,030;2 West Germany 

1,959. 

Sodaash?®______________-_-_---- 16,800 200 a NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked?_ _ _ — _ — —- 4,627 4,842 — Bulgaria 2,280; Albania 1,616; U.S.S.R. 

Worked_______~----------- 38 1,748 _- Italy 1,721; West Germany 25. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ ~~ - —- 201 110 — All from West Germany. 

Gravel and crushed rock?_________—_- 16,725 13,786 __ Norway 10,860; Finland 2,906. 

Limestone excluding dimension____-_- 714,267 NA 

Quartz and quartzite _____.-.---~-- 6,518 5,043 — West Germany 4,234; Brazil 800; Finland 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _ __ — — - - - 98 132 — United Kingdom 65; Finland 22; Sweden . 
19. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal ~~ ~_ — — - 26 25 __. All from West Germany. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum ___ .--_-~_----- 961 13 _. All from Italy. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite?_ a 26,043 23,180 a North Korea 11,672; Czechoslovakia 6,580; 

Finland 4,652. 

Other: 
Crude ______.______~-------- 19,048 14,351 _- Hungary 12,540; West Germany 2,769. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, — 
magnesium, strontium ____ ___---- ~— 10,504 _- Japan 10,502. 

Halogens ______-_------------ 267 94 _— All from Japan. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ __ - —~- —- --- 47 153 _. West Germany 140; Sweden 9. 

Carbon black _______-...~------.--- 15,029 233,656 3740) Austria 7,380;2 West Germany 6,877;? Ro- 

mania 6,683.2 

Coal, anthracite and bituminous including 

briquets? _.. __....- thousand tons. - 971 1,042 _ U.S.S.R. 742; East Germany 300. 

Coke and semicoke. ._. _. ----------- 14,494 450 a All from Italy. 

Gas, natural? __ __ _. _ million cubic feet. _ 140,658 187,591 _. All from U.S.S.R. 

Petroleum and refinery products:? 
Crude ... thousand 42-gallon barrels._ 122,368 120,382 . US.S.R. 96,285; Iraq 12,305; Nigeria 4,691. 

Refinery products _.....__.-do__.- 29,299 33,168 (347) U.S.S.R. 22,492; Romania 603; 
Czechoslovakia 47>. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals .. .-- - ~~ 1,481 2,395 Qty West Germany 2,265; United Kingdom 

117. 
nT 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Qwing to a lack of official trade data published by Poland, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of 

this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various sources which 

include United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official trade sources of 

oland. 
2Official Trade Statistics of Poland. 
3Source: Official Trade Statistics of the United States. 
4Source: World Metal Statistics, published by World Bureau of Metal Statistics, London, United Kingdom. 

Newuree for total imports only, not principal sources: Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, 

ew York. 
6Calculated quantity from Polish and other sources. 
7Less than 1/2 unit. 
8Excludes export from Australia valued at $788,000. 
®Excludes export from Hungary valued at $41,000. 
10Gource: Statistical Yearbook of members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R.. 

11U).S. reported 42 barrels of tar exports to Poland.
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: COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ground mines: Rudna, Polkowice, and Lu- 
; ; bin. A fourth mine, the Sieroszowice Mine, 

. Aluminum.—Production of aluminum in continued under development, although it 
Poland is based on alumina imported from already was producing some ore in 1981. 
Hungary (70%) and from Western countries The development of ventilation shafts at 
(30%). Aluminum output fell in 1981, as the mine was 3 months behind schedule. 
cutbacks ordered at the Skawina smelter The largest mine, Rudna, produced about 
were enforced. Krakow’s mayor ordered the 85 million tons of copper ore in the same 
50,000-ton-per-year smelter to idle half its year, and the target for 1984 was 11 million 
pots in order to reduce hydrogen fluoride tons. The Rudna Mine itself had 5,700 
emissions. The smelter was constructed in employees, of which 3,500 were miners. In 
1952 in the valley of the Vistula River,some addition to the above, an old copper mine, 
14 kilometers southwest of Krakow. Konrad, produced about 1.5 million tons of 
Copper.—In 1981, development of the ore in 1981. 

copper industry continued in the Legnica- In 1981, production of copper ore decreas- 
Glogow region, the sole producing area. ed mainly because of the introduction of 
However, in September 1981, social unrest work-free Saturdays and Sundays. Copper 
led to a fall in production. To improve the ore output in Poland planned for the 10 
situation an extraordinary session of the years (1980-90) is shown in table 6. 
Voivodship Council was held and market 
supplies were slightly improved. Work disci- Table 6.—Poland: Copper ore output 
pline was a problem in the copper industry, planned for 1980-90 
and unauthorized absences increased by (Million tons) 
65% from August 1, 1980, to the end of 1981. 
The original economic plan provided for Mine 1980 1985 1990 
425,000 tons of electrolytic copper to be Lubin 75 75 75 
produced in 1980, but the output was actual-  Polkowice____...—t—<“<«‘ST 1.5 1.5 
ly 357,000 tons. The revised plan for 1981 | Rudna -------------- ae 

_ provided for 340,000 tons of electrolytic Sieroszowicel_________ 15 5.5 5.5 
copper to be produced, but production fell SteroszowicelT --__-_-__ 8-495 
short by 13,000 tons. Production of 330,000 Total _-§__ 290 364 420 
tons was planned for 1982, and this figure §©=<=-——————-——-—————— 

tae O00 each 896,000 tons in 1985, and In 1981, mining was done at a depth of 000 tons in 1990. 900 to 1,000 d was planned t In 1981, Poland exported 47% of its total 0 tue meters and was planned to go 
copper production exclusively in the form of down to 1,500 meters by 1988; the average lectrolvti About 52% of copper content was about 1.5%, and overall 
electrolytic copper. Abou oO: Copper bed thickness ranged from 0.4 to 5.5 meters. 
exports went to the Federal Republic of Reserves of more than 1% copper amounted 
Germany as a payment for money invested to about 1,500 million tons of copper ore. 
in the Lubin Copper Basin, about 5% went the ore-bearing deposits in the Lubin- 
to Belgium, 5% to F rance, 8% to Romania, Glogow region are in sandstone and dolo- 
1% to Czechoslovakia, 6% to the United ites, The main ore minerals present 
Kingdom, and smaller amounts to Sweden, are sulfides, such as bornite, chalcocite, Finland, Austria, Switzerland, and Iran. In chalcopyrite, and some galena and sphaler- 
1982, exports of 165,000 tons of electrolytic ite. Associated with copper are silver, lead, 
copper are planned, including 145,000 tons —obalt, vanadium, and various other ele- 
to the market economy countries. ments. The copper deposits lie below heavy 

In 1981, the copper industry was a “prior- water-bearing Tertiary formations. 
ity customer” for supplies of coal, and there In 1981, smelter capacities were sufficient 
were no fuel shortages in the industry. The to reach the target of the originally planned 
entire copper industry in the Lubin area amount of 425,000 tons of electrolytic cop- 
had about 40,000 employees, 10,000 of which per per year. Smelter capacities were as 
were underground miners. At the end of follows: Legnica 60,000 tons; Glogow I 
December, under martial law, the mines 160,000 tons (two production lines); the new 
worked 6 days a week. In 1981, copper ore Glogow II 150,000 tons; and others (Trzebi- 
was extracted mainly from three under- na, Hutnem, Szopience) about 55,000 to
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60,000 tons. The Glogow II copper smelter er output as shown in percentages in table 
plant was put into operation in 1978 at an 7. 
estimated cost of $35 million. In 1980, it | 

produced only 60,000 tons instead of the Table 7.—Poland: Steel production by 
planned 150,000 tons. process 

Iron and Steel.—In 1981, steel output was : (Percent) 

planned for 17.5 million tons, but the goal 
was not reached. The output of rolled prod- | 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

ucts was expected to decrease 0.5. million np . 
tons to about 13 million tons. This produc- Electric arth ~~ ~~~ od Ma Ba 138 10 
tion plan was not fulfilled. In comparison Oxygenconverter_. 215 29.5 368 39.1 39.3 

with the first quarter of 1981, the produc- 
tion of rolled steel in the first quarter of In 1980, there were 79 open-hearth fur- 
1982 is to decrease 27.2% to 2.3 million tons. paces in operation; 8 had a production 

In 1981, consumption of steel was esti- capacity of 370 tons each, 15 had a produc- 
mated at 15.5 million tons, reflecting a tion capacity of 100 to 200 tons, and the 
decrease of 3.7 million tons compared with remainder had a production capacity of 30 

the 1975 level. Slackening trends in invest- to 90 tons.* There also were 28 electric 

ment activity and decline of production, furnaces with different capacities as shown 
both in steel sectors of the manufacturing in table 8. | 
industry, can be classified as the most | 
significant factors working toward slowing _ . ve . 
down the growth of steel demand. Invest- Table 8.- Poland: Capac ities of electric 
ment in the iron and steel industry decreas- 
ed from Z35.8 billion in 1976 to Z20.9 billion Capacity in tons Number of electric 
in 1979 and to an estimated Z8.6 billion in ————__-__--—————rrmaces 
1981. . . 5-10 22-2 ee 6 

Poland is deficient in iron ore. During the 3835 -------------* i 
first 11 months of 1981, imports of iron ore 50_-_-__.___-__----- 7 
amounted to 14.8 million tons, a decrease of 4° ---------------L 
3.5 million tons from that of the same Total -____.___.. 28 : 
period in 1980. About 75% of the iron ore’ =~ — ©...) 

CEE ee eee ae out _ In 1981, the limited funds of the iron and 
13%, from, Sweden and others; Nor¥ay tee indstry were invested manly in the The domestic output of low-grade si derite completion of processing facilities including 
decreased from 309 000 tons in 1978 to plate mills at the Beirut steel plant, small 

, , a rolling mills at the Nowotko steel plant, and 
104,000 tons in 1980. Production of iron ore 4 ¢old-rolling mill at the Lenin steel plant. 
in 1981 was estimated at a lower level than 1, 1991 planned production of crude steel 

in 1980. Impo rts of pig iron were about 1.4 2: the Lenin steel complex was 6 million 
million tons in 1981. tons, but in view of fuel shortages, reduced 

In 1981, there were 27 steel plants in  <hinments of iron ore, and strikes, produc- 
operation, most of them located in. the tion reached only 5 million tons. Work on 
Upper Silesian industrial district. The larg- the Katowice foundry was halted following 

est iron and steel manufacturing plants an investment freeze imposed because of 
included the Lenin steel complex in Kra- Poland’s economic crisis. Two giant fur- 
kow, the Katowice steel complex, and the naces at Katowice were producing about 5 
Warsaw metal plant. _ million tons of steel per year. 

In 1981, there were 21 blast furnaces in Lead and Zinc.—In 1981, production of 

operation with an average capacity of about zinc and lead decreased by 23% and 16%, 
980 cubic meters. The largest units (3,200 respectively, mainly because of the reduc- 
cubic meters) operated at the Katowice steel tion of the workweek to 5 days. Zinc and 
complex. The average capacity of 16 blast lead ores were mined mainly in the Olkusz 

furnaces of the old metal plants amounted district. Production of zinc and lead came 

to 539 cubic meters. The coke consumption from the mining and metallurgical complex 
per ton of pig iron was about 600 kilograms in Bukowno, the Szopienice nonferrous met- 
on the average. Poland’s plans for the steel allurgical plant, and the Miasteczco Slaskie 
industry were to reduce open-hearth pro- plant. 
duction and to increase the oxygen convert-
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Poland exported an estimated 12,000 tons dropped 3% to 1.17 million tons (in terms of 
of zinc metal in 1981. Imports of lead metal nutrient content), but production of phos- 
were estimated at 4,000 tons. Hard currency phoric fertilizer increased about 2% to shortages prevented the import of zinc and 796,000 tons (in terms of P.O,). 

| lead concentrates. On April 1, 1981,a new _— Fertilizer production for 1982 was plan- 
plant for processing battery scrap was put ned to reach about 3.14 million tons. In in operation at te Orval Bialy muniag and 1980, export of nitrogenous fertilizers fell to 
metallurgical combine at Pickary Slasky. 271,000 tons from 365,000 tons in 1979. This 
spout oe tons “ scrap is to be processed was ga large reduction, compared with the at this plant annually. 981,000 tons that was exported in 1976. byoredet wt copper ana eT clivers 2 Exports of nitrogenous fertilizers for 1982 

’ are planned to reach 560,000 tons. to be one of Poland’s major hard currency Ie 1981, about 120,000 tons of ammonia 
earners. Value of silver exports amounted was imported from the U.S.S.R. In 1981 
oan ma in oe ane pcreased in total imports of fertilizers increased about 

"I arge y ecause of doubling o © 20% over that of 1980. Imports of phosphate 
siver price. . . rock were supplied mainly by Morocco, the 
Tin.—Further prospecting of the tin de- United States, and the U.S.S.R. The Soviet posits near Krobica and Gierczyn (Lower . . - irr . ye ; ; Union is the biggest supplier of potassic Silesia), discovered in 1979, proved the ore fertilizers to Poland. The 1981 shipments 

grade of 0.2% to 0.4% tin to be economic for Ss " 7 milli P . mining. Up to 1981, production of tin in Were estimated to be over 1.7 million tons in 
Poland was based on imported tin ores, err nen eee a scent] 
mainly from the United Kingdom and In- © ort of Swinoujscie was recently donesia. expanded with the introduction of a new 

loading base in Swinoport, III. The new 
NONMETALS facility is to handle imports of chemical raw 

C In 1981 ducti f : materials for the Police chemical complex. : 
ement.—In > Production of cement An estimated 2 million tons of chemicals . cecreased nd heave fa al oil Paes are expected to be handled by the base. The 
“0 nae EG ; country’s economic crisis and lack of raw 

decision of the Central Anti-Crisis Commis- materials caused further delays in work on 
two. Production et omen Che jaited a the fertilizer complex at Police. The Police 
complex "and monthly production ‘at the HT plant bone roduce none ons oe 000 ? 

, 9 t > > complex fell from 260,000 to 270,000 tons to ™°™2 Tene meee on 40.000 t A ding to the C t Li tons of other fertilizers per year. 
”d Guos -— 4 tet 0 1 © A sociat; - In 1981, the construction of a 250-mile gas 

an ypsum “ndustria ssociation 0 pipeline to link the .Orenburg gasline Opole, the cement plant there was closed ; ; was : . . with the Police fertilizer complex was because of the drastic cuts in coal supplies. d " 
, The plan for the supply of coal means that a The 407 000-t ‘a plant it most likely will remain closed until the Oa Per-year ammonia plan middle of 1982. at Wroclawek, constructed in 1972, was to 

In 1981, only 71% of the total capacity of Undergo renovation to reach projected am- 
cement plants was used. Underutilization of ™0nmla capacity. 
productive capacity in the existing cement Salt.—In 1981, the production of salt plants and a fuel shortage led to the new Came from the Klodawa and Inowroclaw plan, with a special emphasis on moderniz- regions in central Poland where the depos- 
ing existing plant facilities to reduce fue] its occur in the form of salt domes, which consumption. The first stage of moderniz- have cross sections of several square kilo- 
ation includes reconstruction of Warta IJ meters and reach a depth of more than 
and Kujawy cement plants, where heat 1,000 meters. Production of salt in the form 
consumption for the firing of clinker is to of natural brine came also from rock depos- 
decrease from 1,800 to 1,100 kilocalories per its occurring along the Carpathian foreland kilogram.’ Reconstruction is planned at the in seams several meters thick at a depth of 
Wejherowo and Strzelce Opolskie cement more than 500 meters. More than 60% of 
plants. the total rock salt reserves are located in 

Fertilizers.—During the first 11 months Inowroclaw and Klodawa. 
of 1981, in comparison with the same period In 1981, a new mine was under develop- 
of 1980, nitrogenous fertilizer production ment at Przyma near Mogilno in the
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Kujawy region because the mine at In- the startup of Maroc Phosphate II. 

owroclaw, which is 50 years old, is expected. Exports of sulfur from Poland to centrally 

to be closed in the next few years. The new planned economy countries for the first 9 
mine will produce salt by solution mining months of 1981 increased 9% to 1.49 million 

by about 1986. tons. Sulfur delivered to the U.S.S.R. in- 

in 1981, the first shaft of 50 meters was creased from 556,000 tons in the first 9 

put into operation at the salt mine at months of 1980 to 668,000 tons over the 

Siedlec near Bochnia in Tarnov Province. Same period in 1981."° 
Brine from the new mine is to be used inthe . Exports of sulfur to the Soviet Union 
chemical industry and in production of salt. increased because large-capacity brimstone- 
Several recently discovered deposits of salt based sulfuric acid plants, built by Polish 
are located in the region of Raciborz, enterprises, were brought onstream in the 
Przemysl, and Rzeszow. Soviet Union. The strong. demand for Polish 

Sulfur.—In October and November 1981 sulfur in the Soviet Union in 1981 also 
° . > limited the extent to which Poland’s For- 

sulfur production from the Grzybow . . . 
Jezierk d Mach Mi bad! > eign Trade Enterprise Siarkopol could meet 

ezierko, and Machow Mines was acy the growing sulfur demand in East Europe. 
affected by strikes in the Tarnobrzeg min- pjans were to invest about Z16,500 million 
ing region. Grzybow and Jezierko, which in the sulfur industry in the 1981-85 period. 
are Frasch mines, contributed about 90% of Of this Z16,500 million, about Z6,500 million 
the total sulfur production in 1981, and is to be spent on development of a new 1- 
Machow,which is an open pit, produced the million-ton-per-year mine, Scopanie, to re- 
remainder. The experimental Bazina Mine place the Grzybow Mine, where output is 

in the Preusl region produced 30,000 tons of expected to decrease from 1.4 million tons 
sulfur. Domestic consumption of sulfur jn 1981 to 250,000 tons per year in the near 

amounted to over nye tons. he fi 9 future. Development of the Scopanie Mine 

otal exports of sulfur in the first is planned to start in 1982. 
months of 1981 increased 5% over the level 
achieved during the same period in 1980 MINERAL FUELS 
and reached 2.97 million tons. Of this total, In 1981. total pri ducti 

1.47 million tons was taken by market n 18 49 ° Wlibn tone enerey ve 1 cal 

conomy countries, a similar figure to that was: 9 million tons in standard coal 
© 1 Ww EK, ys f Polish equivalent (SCE). This represents a de- 
of 1980; Western Europe s imports o 10'S crease in total primary energy production 
sulfur fell by 227% to 968,000 tons. With the by 14.5% , compared with the 1980 level. 

exception of Finland, all regular importers (oq) (lignite and bituminous) contributed 
of Polish sulfur reduced their deliveries. An 93.8%; crude oil, 0.8%; natural gas, 4.4%; 
84% rise in exports to Africa throughout and others (peat, wood, and hydropower), 

the 9 months was achieved, with Morocco 1.5%. Total consumption of all types of 
taking 213,000 tons compared with 145,000 primary energy reached 200.2 tons SCE, 
tons in 1980, and Tunisia importing 138,000 with coal providing 78.9%; petroleum, 
tons compared with 46,000 tons in 1980. The 12.1%; natural gas, 7.6%; and others, about 

high level of exports to Morocco was to 1.4%. In 1981, the total apparent consump- 
cover the additional requirements of the tion of primary energy decreased 8.8% com- 
recently completed fourth 1,500-ton-per-day pared with consumption of 1980; exports 
sulfuric acid line of the Maroc Phosphate I decreased by 49.6%. The energy balance for 
plant, as well as to accumulate stocks for 1981 and 1980 is shown in table 9.
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Table 9.—Poland: Total primary energy balance! 7 
(Million tons of standard coal equivalent) 

. prinaty bite. oil and Natural Others 
energy nous) petroleum Bas , and coke products 

1980: 
Production __-__-_______ =e 216.3 204.2 0.5 8.4 3.2 Imports ________ 38.8 1.0 30.7 7.1 . __ Exports ___________ 39.5 33.1 2.4 a — Apparent consumption. ______-~_____-~______ 219.6: 172.1 28.8 15.5 3.2 

Production... 184.9 173.5 5 8.1 2.8 Imports _________ 2 et 33.2 1.0 25.1 7.1 _- Exports ____§ 2 17.9 16.6 1.3 __ a Apparent consumption__________________ 200.2 157.9 24.3 15.2 2.8 

“Estimated. 
‘One ton ot standard coal equivalent (SCE)=7,000,000 kilocalories. Conversion factors used are from the United Nations as follows: Hard coal, 1.0; brown coal, 0.3; coke, 0.9; crude oil, 1.47; petroleum products, 1.54; natural gas (1,000 cubic meters), 1.33. 

Source: Biuletyn Statystyczny (Statistical Bulletin), Warsaw, No. 12, 1981, pp. 14, 32, and 34. 

~Coal.—In 1981, coal output fell 12 million Kaczyce, Czeczot, and Budryk Mines). 
tons short of the planned target of 175 In 1981, two mines were under develop- 
million tons and was 38 million tons less ment in the Lublin coal basin. Work on one, 
than in 1979 and 30 million tons less than in however, had been suspended and work on 
1980, because miners worked only a d-day the other was delayed because of flooding in 
week, involving work-free Sundays and only 1980.21 
voluntary work on Saturdays.’® Prior to Extraction and exports of lignite in 1981 
December 13, strikes and work stoppages in_ were lower than in 1980. Exports of lignite 
mines resulted in shortfalls of some 600,000 were 1.6 million tons in 1980 compared with 
tons of coal. Large production decreases 3.0 million tons in 1979. In 1981, Turow 
were also noted in the last few weeks of opencast mine lignite output accounted for 
1981, when work was halted at the Ziemovit about 60% of the total lignite production. 
and Piast Mines. Export of bituminous coal Work continued on the Turow Mine to 
amounted to 15.1 million tons in 1981, about expand its capacity and on the Konin open- 
16 million tons less than in 1980. This cast mine to develop the new Lubstow 
entailed a loss of hard currency revenue of lignite deposits. A total of Z1,720 million 
$1,100 million. Of the total exports, 7.2 was to be spent on the project in the near 
million tons was exported to centrally future. A new mine at Lubstow is expected 
planned economy countries and 7.9 mil- to produce about 500,000 tons of lignite by lion tons to developed market economy yearend 1982. | countries.”° It was estimated that about 18 The opencast brown coal mining and million tons of bituminous coal would be energy project at Belchatow continued in 
exported in 1982. 1981, some 2 years behind schedule. Ac- The December 13 declaration of martial cording to M. Glanovsky, Deputy Minister law established a maximum 6-day work- of Mining and Power, the geological pros- week during the period of martial law. On pecting has proven reserves of about 1.7 December 31, all hard coal mines were _ billion tons of lignite. The annual output of working normally, although only on two the mine under development is to amount shifts. to about 38 million tons of lignite, which In 1981, there were 66 mines in operation, will supply the Belchatow power station 
mainly situated in Upper Silesia. The aver- with a designed capacity of 4,320 mega- age mining depth was estimated at about watts. More than 202 million cubic meters 
260 meters. About 89% of the total hard of overburden was removed at the mine and 
coal production was obtained from mines production of lignite started in 1981; final 
using the longwall system of mining. The preparations were made there to put the development and renovation of some hard first 360-megawatt unit into service. It is coal mines that were started in previous expected that in 1990, lignite production years continued in 1981 (Suszec, K-1, will total 140 million tons compared with
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about 35 million in 1981, while the share of this level, the Karlino well will produce 

lignite-based energy will grow to 40%. about 70,000 tons of crude oil in 1982. Some 
In 1981, about 20% of the total amount of production of crude oil also came from the 

electrical energy produced was based on the Krasno region in the Carpathian Mountains 
use of lignite. In 1982, lignite extraction is where new oil wells were drilled. However, 
to increase by 1.5 million tons as a result of workers of the Krasno oil industry went on 
the commissioning of the Belchatow Basin. _ strike in November 1981, and the produc- 

Natural Gas.—Most domestic natural gas _ tion of oil considerably decreased. 
consumed was extracted from the Lubaszow In 1981, a new oil well was put into 
Fields, but extraction of gas slightly declin- operation in the Platy region and another 
ed compared with the level of 1980. Imports at Karsk near Novograd, Czczecin Province. 
from the U.S.S.R. totaled 5.3 billion cubic This Province produced half of the domestic 
meters. In 1981, new gas deposits were Crude oil in 1981. 
discovered near Nowa Sola, at a depth of In 1981, the Plock refinery, together with 
about 1,000 meters. Prospecting in the re- several smaller plants, processed 13.6 mil- 

gion is to continue. The country purchased ion tons of crude oil. In June 1981, the 
drilling equipment from Romania, and it dansk refinery resumed OEE aver a 
was expected to drill to a depth of 6,000 to Oreak Of more than 4 month. fhe refinery 
8,000 meters. In 1980, considerable deposits Processed about 2 million tons of oil in 1981. 
of gas and oil were discovered in Karlino, pepo? ore ound. of ov sotiveries from 
Kasolin region, northwest Poland. In 1981, the Soviet Union under the Intra-Comecon 
production of gas in the Karlino well in- Agreement were raised in 1981 by 30%, but 
creased from 12,000 cubic meters per day to they yore tn about 40% below comparable 

32,000 cubic meters per day. According to W0r!d market quotations. 
Polish sources, proved, probable, and possi- ~~. _._. cou tas 
ble gas reserves are estimated at about 200 jroreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 

g Tribuna Ludu (Warsaw). Jan. 29, 1982, p. 5. 
billion cubic meters. 'Depending upon the purpose of the exchange, the value 

Petroleum.—In 1981, production of crude fof may vary considerably, Where necessary, value 
oil was insignificant. Petroleum supplies the official exchange rate of 234.46— US81.00 ‘September 

). U.S.5.R. rubles 1.00= .oU approximately. 

came from the U.S.S.R. and amounted to 4Tribuna Robotnicza (Worker’s Tribune) (Katowice). 
13.2 million tons, including 1.1 million tons Apr. 24-26, 1981, pp. 1, 4. _ 

of crude oil as payment for Polish participa- No.8 Soo meee {Statistical Bulletin) (Warsaw). 

tion in the Soviet Union oil industry. Im- bowtaly, Rocanik Statystyczny (Concise Statistical Year- 
: of Poland) (Warsaw). ,p. . 

ports of petroleum products were estimated "rpolish Foreign Trade (Warsaw). March-April, 1981, 
at 2.9 million tons. The Polish petroleum pp. 40. 
industry is to receive a similar amount of oil = ~~, January-February, 1981, p. 7. 
for processing in 1982. Oil impo rts from the ose Gospodarcze (Economic Life) (Warsaw). Jan. 24, 

O ization of P i - 10Work cited in footnote 2. 
trices were alm ost troleum Exporring voun 11Biuletyn Statystyczny (Statistical Bulletin) (Warsaw). 

‘S iscontinuead because OF No. 12, December 1981, p. 31. 
the difficult balance of payments situation. iat ibuna Ludu (Warsaw), Nov. 22-28, 1980. 

. ‘ age 32 of work cited in footnote 11. 
An 1981, Jarge crude oil deposits were 14Wiadomosci Hutnicze (Metallurgical News) (Warsaw). 

discovered in the area of the Polish shelf, No.5, May 1979, pp. 170-176. 

north of Rozewa, by the drilling platform of " Rocznik auuatyceny  Handlu Zagranicznego (Polish 
oe . . r . 1981, p. 71. 

a joint enterprise belonging to Poland, the N » Materialy Budowland {Building Materials) (Warsaw). 

German Democratic Republic, and the 0,8. Apr. 16-30, 1981, pp. 4-5. 
U.S.S.R. The size of the deposits can be April non as © Potassium (London). No. 12, March- 
confirmed only by further drilling.”? oulfur (London). No. 156, September-October 1981. 

. . . i 5. 1¢ { In 1981, the Karlino oil well in the Kosa- zo. Tibuna Ludu 1980 Sept. 15, 1981, p. 2 
lin region increased its crude oil production Ne polish, Economic Survey (Warsaw). Feb. 16-28, 1981, 

o. 4, p. 12. 

from 110 tons per day to 180 to 190 tons per 22Tribuna Ludu (Warsaw). May 6, 1981, p. 3. 
day. If the production of oil continues at





The Mi l Industry of 

| By Roman V. Sondermayer' 

The mineral industry of Portugal remain- country an attractive opportunity. 

ed modest by world standards. During 1981, During 1981, the extractive sector of the 

however, the Government started to imple- industry accounted for about 1% of the 

ment its plans aimed at development ofthe gross domestic product of approximately 

country’s neglected mineral resources, hop- $23.9 billion.? The significance of the Portu- 

ing thereby to decrease imports of minerals guese mineral industry for the mineral 

and increase employment in the country. supply of the world was modest, and only 

Because of budgetary restraints, however, output of tungsten, approximately 4% of 

the pace of the development would be slow-__ the world total, was important in the inter- 

er than originally anticipated. national market. The industry was al- 

The industrial policy in the 1981-84 eco- so hampered by one of the most severe 

nomic plan was intended to pave the way droughts in the past 120 years, which 

for entry into the European Communities caused shortages of hydroelectric power and 

and to set the framework for modernization water. 

of Portuguese industry, including mines Expansion of the Aljustrel pyrite mine, 

and smelters, and for the building of a . development of the Neves-Corvo deposit of 

modest number of new mineral-related in- complex sulfide ores, and development of 

stallations. Portugal’s relative political sta- the Moncorvo iron ore deposit were the 

bility, its favorable incentives, and reason- most important events during the year in 

able labor rates made investing in the the mineral industry. 

PRODUCTION | 

Table 1 shows trends in the production of Mineral-producing facilities were outdated 

minerals in Portugal. Most of the major by world standards, but modernization and _ 

mineral-producing enterprises were owned expansion of large existing installations and 

by the Government. The private sector was development of new modern ones were un- 

mostly involved in production of nonmetals. der study. 

Table 1.—Portugal: Production of mineral commodities’ 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS - 
Arsenic, white _______-__---------------- 222 253 ©345 £200 2257 

Beryl! concentrate, gross weight_ _ _ _ - ---------- __ (3) 5 19 "297 

Columbite and tantalite concentrates, gross weight _ _ _ 3 8 4 4 212 

‘Mine output, metal content _____---------- 3,216 3,617 3,600 5,200 24,800 

““Gmelter, primary and secondary® _____- _- - 3,300 3,000 5,500 6,600 24,800 
Refined, primary __--__------------- 3,392 2,997 3,373 4,600 24,800 

See footnotes at end of table. 892 2
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Table 1.—Portugal: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— eee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° Nc 

herent 
nee ee, 

METALS —Continued 

Gold, mine output, metal content_____ troy ounces__ 8,841 9,131 ©12,400 8,855 210,924 OR ED 
QQNn{@=E 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate: 

Gross weight: 
Hematite and magnetite____________ 22,384 19,761 22,119 14,773 __ 
Manganiferous _._______________ 30,250 34,760 37,440 41,850 37,000 ee tt tc ii th cht eich 

Total_____~.~ ~~ Le 52,634 54,521 59,559 56,623 37,000 $C 
ee ———E—— 

Iron content: 
Hematite and magnetite.___________ 15,078 13,437 15,040 10,046 — 
Manganiferous _________________ 11,767 12,757 13,740 15,359 13,000 OY 

Metal Total. ~~ 26,845 26,194 28,780 25,405 13,000 
etal: . 

Pigiron ______.___.__ _ thousand tons__ 357 353 366 300 300 EO —— eee 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese®________________ 55,000 78,000 75,000 74,000 65,000 
Silicomanganese®________________ 5,000 15,000 15,000 17,000 18,000 
Ferrosilicon®_ $$... _-_________ 24,000 30,000 25,000 25,000 24,000 
Silicon metal® ___ ~~». 75 »§ 5§ 55 5 13,200 20,000 32,000 33,000 32,000 
Ferrotungsten____§_~.§_--__________ 166 163 200 “200 . 200 
Other® -.- = = (4) (4) (4) _- _- gr nr 

Total® 2 = 97,366 143,163 147,200 149,200 139,200 
Crude steel _________._ _ thousand tons__ 587 517 649 653 2551 
Semimanufactures_____________do____ 561 643 640 650 NA 

Lead: 
, Primary - ~~ — 7" -~ ~~~ ~-~-~------------ 123 118 _- ~~ _- 

Refined, secondary ____________________ 400 286 31 1,000 21,200 
Silver, mine output, metal content _ _ __ troy ounces__ 25,758 22,602 €30,700 18,800 238,493 

. Tin: 
Mine output, metal content __.§_§_§__________ 267 282 225 274 2351 
Metal, primary and secondary _____________ 1,016 854 1,121 938 1,000 

Titanium: [Imenite concentrate, gross weight ____ __ 229 325 268 . 284 2334 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content___________ 1,005 1,104 1,377 1,467 21,381 Uranium concentrate: U content... ___________ 111 102 134 95 2120 
Zinc: Smelter, primary ______________.______ _. —_ __ 2,000 11,000 

NONMETALS 
Barite __-__.__~________ 590 620 704 1,300 21,350 
cement, hydraulic____________ thousand tons__ 4,296 5,120 5,138 5,748 5,800 

ays: 
Kaolin _ ee LLL 72,860 73,555 ©54,000 49,274 52,846 

; Refractory —---- ee 105,686 181,717 ©100,000 ©100,000 110,000 
Diatomite____________________________» 3,390 2,700 3,400 2,310 23,090 Feldspar_______._____________________ 15,246 21,582 33,808 40,802 242,435 
Gypsum and anhydrite___§_§________________ 175,961 208,701 200,000 205,000 200,000 Lime, hydrated and quicklime ____ thousand tons__ 227 260 261 270 260 Lithium minerals: Lepidolite _________________ 1,200 1,200 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___ thousand tons__ 185 252 222 200 200 Pigments, mineral, natural: Iron oxides__________ 62 “65 “60 65 60 
Pyrites and pyrrhotite (including cuprous), gross weight 

thousand tons_ _ 360 314 349 350 2287 NY 
aaa 

Salt: 
Rock _-______________________do____ 351 326 408 401 2408 
Marine _____§_________________do____ 148 150 ©140 130 120 i hdc 

Total ___-__§________________do____ 499 476 548 531 528 
Sand and gravel: 
Sand______-~_~________________do____ 6,882 5,294 NA NA NA 
Gravel_______________________do____ 153 464 NA NA NA 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Sodium carbonate_____________________ 129,724 131,452 182,770 175,000 170,000 

S Sodium sulfate_______________________ 46,479 51,344 44,831 52,200 50,000 
tone: 
Basalt ________________ _ thousand tons__ 121 71 NA NA NA 
Calcareous: 

Dolomite___________________do____ 93 93 NA NA NA 
Limestone, marl, calcite.________ _do____ 7,390 8,932 10,541 NA NA 
Marble____________________do____ 267 303 324 NA NA 

Diorite.__._._________________do____ 4,222 620 NA NA NA Gabbro ______________________do____ 10 _- NA NA NA Granite ___-____________________do____ 3,625 6,796 4,796 NA NA Graywacke ____________________do____ 20 38 NA NA NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Portugal: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981° 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone —Continued 

Ophite.________________ thousand tons _ 74 65 NA NA NA 
Porphyry _..-___-~------------do____ “85 __ NA NA NA 
Quartz. __._...-_-_------_--~-do____ 116 122 125 125 116 
Quartzite _____________-~-___-~~-do___~ 299 316 NA NA NA 
Schist _____________.~---~- -~-do____ 125 275 NA NA NA 
Serpentine __________-_--_--~_-~--do____ 1 _- NA NA NA 
Slate... 22222 doe 50 59 NA NA NA 
Syenite __.____________-_-__-__-~-do____ . @9 9 NA NA NA 

Sulfur: 7 
Content of pyrites _____._._____-_-_-~-do____ 156 136 151 155 135 
Byproduct, all sources _________-_-_-~-do___- 2 1 1 2 2 

Total _______________----_-do____ 158 137 152 157 137 
Tale ~--- ee 1,610 1,709 2,727 2,598 26,363 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, anthracite _________.—_- thousand tons_ _ 195 180 179 177 2184 
Coke, metallurgical _______..__-_------~do___~_ 206 203 179 140 NA 
Fuel briquets, all grades __ _ _.____~-----_--- 381 290 247 200 NA 
Gas, manufactured ______—-— million cubic feet_ _ 4,819 4,965 4,900 5,000 NA 

Petroleum refinery products: . 
Gasoline_______~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 5,983 6,589 8,700 7,140 NA 
Jet fuel _. __- ___ _-__________-_-_do____ 3,076 2,827 | 3,696 3,000 NA 
Kerosine ______________.-----~-do__._ 464 640 947 900 NA 
Distillate fuel oil... ....______.-~~do___~_ 9,296 9,647 22,402 18,500 NA 
Residual fuel oil __. ._..______.___-~do___~_ 17,100 16,826 25,669 32,581 NA 
Lubricants ____-_-_______i___.---do__-_~ 677 469 449 500 NA 
Other: . 

Liquefied petroleum gas _———————-do__-_~ 1,662 1,495 2,045 2,000 NA 
Asphalt ____________-____~-do___~_ 2) 348 547 2,000 NA 
Unspecified _________-_____---do____ 2,559 1,664 3,600 4.000 NA 

Refinery fuel and losses __________.—do____ 8,577 4,004 &5,100 5,000 NA 

Total _.___.______.-.__ -_do____ 44,709 44,509 13,155 75,621 NA 

Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 4, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Revised to zero. 

TRADE 

Foreign trade in minerals is shown in burdened the trade balance of the country. 
tables 2 and 3. Imports of fuels heavily |
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- - ‘Table 2.—Portugal: Exports of mineral commodities — 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

, Commodit, 1979 ~ 1980 : ) 
y Suited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all forms 9,812 7,511 __ Spain 3,134; India 2,436; France 1,129. 
Beryllium metal including alloys all forms NA 40 40 NA. 
Ghromium: Oxides and hydroxides ___ __ 1 2 ~— All to Guinea-Bissau. 

pper: 
Gre and concentrate including matte _ _ 1,004 1,052 _— Finland 550; United Kingdom 502. 
‘Sulfate ______________-_value__ $41 NA 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ — 5,046 3,059 736 France 776; Spain 262; Netherlands 

Gold: Waste and sweepings _ _ _ _ _ value_ _ $30,660 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Roasted pyrites - -——--—~—----~- 27,514 20,531 _- All to West Germany. 
etal: 

; Scrap ______________ 4,796 4,515 q Spain 2,285; Netherlands 1,775; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 338. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar 
materials. _.__-._~.~________ 92,773 85,244 21,550 Italy 12,423; West Germany 8,219; 

Greece 7,769; Turkey 6,997. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections _____________ 69,387 43,791 2 Syria 9,987; Switzerland 7,050; West 

Germany 7,042. 
Universals, plates, sheets_ _ _ _ 35,833 22,717 __ Switzerland 9,095; Romania 9,057; 

Spain 1,440. 
Hoop and strip _________~_ 1,018 379 -- Angola 285; Nigeria 69; United 

Kingdom 13. 
Rails and accessories ___~_~_ _ 320 400 _~ Pakistan 390; Cape Verde 10. 
Wire ________________ 155 3,500 _— Tunisia 2,500; West Germany 369; 

Egypt 215. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ______ 5,408 5,106 _— Italy 879; Spain 684; France 568; 

Lebanon 564. 
Castings and forgings, rough_ — 12,562 8,171 1,658 United Kingdom 3,810; Sweden 953; 

France 920. 
Lead: - 

Ore and concentrate ___________~_ 1,635 1,420 -- All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Oxides and hydroxides___________ 113 104 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 99; Angola 5. 
Metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ 100 20 — Angola 16; United Kingdom 3. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, waste 
and scrap ______.__.-_______~ 8 NA 

Manganese: . 
Ore and concentrate ____________ 2,050 650 _- All to France. 
Oxides and hydroxides. __ _______ _ (4) 36 _- All to Mozambique. 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms___.____________-_value__ $470 NA 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms __ 84 22 -- All to United Kingdom. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces__ 3,312 (?) 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ________do____ 488,878 (3) 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 9 11 _- Angola 6; Saudi Arabia 3. 
Tungsten: . 

Ore and concentrate ____________ 1,704 2,091 432 United Kingdom 698; Japan 430; West 
Germany 281. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
zi kilograms_ _— _- 12 10 Mozambique 1; Switzerland 1. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides______§_____ 2,087 2,108 _- West Germany 905; United Kingdom 

600; Italy 364. 
on including alloys, allforms._____ 129 23 _- Spain 22; Cuinea-Bissau 1. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates. __________ 315 6 a All to Japan. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 

metals __§__~ ~~ 11,339 6,667 _— West Germany 4,194; Spain 2,260. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ______ 4 NA 
Metals: 

Metalloids _.._-___________ 21,066 19,573 __ U.S.S.R. 8,000; Japan 6,000; West 
Germany 2,003. 

Waste and sweepings of precious 
metals ___ value, thousands_ _ $320 $522 _- France $265; Belgium-Luxembourg 

$150; West Germany $44. 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms __ ~~ ._-_____-___-~_ 6 1 _— Mainly to Mozambique. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc 85,646 74,118 _- United Kingdom 57,597; Norway 

11,056; Netherlands 5,457. 
Artificial corundum ____________ 6 NA 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____~_______________ 69 62 25 United Kingdom 11; Angola 7; Iran 5. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Portugal: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

. Commodit: . 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Barite and witherite ______________ 283 NA 
Boron materials: Oxides and acids_ _ _ _ _ — 2 NA . 
Cement____________-~_--~___--_ 13,288 9,193 __ Gibraltar 5,305; Guinea-Bissau 2,845; 

United Kingdom 708. 
Chalk_____________--_-_----~--- 22 11 _- Angola 4; Guinea-Bissau 2. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude_____________ ~_____-_ 906 119 __ Spain 59; Angola 28; Brazil 3; 
‘Mozambique 3. . 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ________----- 16,873 38,849 605 Spain 8,803; France 8,105; West 

Germany 6,945. 
Refractory including nonclay brick 429 1,136 _- Guinea-Bissau 508; Angola 355; 

Gibraltar 113. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
thousand carats_ _ 6,081 NA 

Industrial __.________-_do____ 29,602 (4) 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth — — — — 16 44 __ Sao Tome and Principe 17; Venezuela 

Feldspar, leucite, nepheline ___—___~- - 9,099 11,278 | _- West Germany 4,782; France 3,987; 
East Germany 1,550. 

Fertilizer materials: oo , 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous __________-~-_~- 181,894 111,723 _. West Germany 61,425; Netherlands 
° , 24,190; Italy 7,048. 

Phosphatic __ ____.______-_- 108,968 61,595 _. Brazil 14,586; United Kingdom 10,835; 
Spain 5,900; U.S.S.R. 5,080. 

Potassic_________--__---~- 100 1,394 -- Mozambique 1,294; Cyprus 100. 
Other including mixed ___ — ____ 89,220 70,214 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 36,760; Libya 

14,226; West Germany 12,160. 
Ammonia ______~__-_~-__~---- 8,648 7,308 _- Morocco 4,306; Tunisia 3,000. 

Graphite, natural____._______----~- 106 97 _- All to Spain. 
_ Gypsum and plasters______~_____-~- 145 103 _- Mozambique 80; Cape Verde 11; 

Guinea-Bissau 10. 
Lime ____________~________-e 66 . 456 _. Mozambique 275; Cape Verde 81; 

Guinea-Bissau 59. 
Mica: Crude including splittings and waste 232 NA NA 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude _____________--~ 23 NA NA 
Iron oxides, processed ________—_~— 21 25 — Guinea-Bissau 13; Cape Verde 10; Sao 

Tome and Principe 1. 
Pyrites, unroasted ___________-_-~- 133 NA NA 
Salt and brine_______________--- 15,024 1,524 10 Zaire 1,485; West Germany 20. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _____-_~— kilograms_ _ 300 NA NA 
Caustic soda_____________-_--- 105 32 _. Guinea-Bissau 24; Angola 6. 
Soda ash _________.__.____-. 4,837 11,575 _. Algeria 7,500; Italy 3,000; Spain 974. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: i 

Crude and partly worked: 
Marble and other calcareous_ _ 108,444 115,363 50 Italy 44,554; Spain 30,018; West 

Germany 11,327. 
Slate __-__ ~~ ~_________ 3,634 2,000 __ West Germany 801; Denmark 797; 

: Belgium-Luxembourg 255. 
Ww Granite and other ________ 23,660 28,491 425 Japan 17,005; Italy 10,301. 

orked: 
Slate ______________-- 8,690 10,524 _. West Germany 4,020; Belgium: 

Luxembourg 2,944; Netherlands 

Paving and flagstone __ __ ~~ 138,230 157,671 _- West Germany 119,038; Denmark 
11,475; United Kingdom 9,395. 

Marble and other ________ 46,593 53,918 2,068 West Germany 20,382; France 7,366; 
Saudi Arabia 6,822. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade_ _ — _ 3 —_ 
Gravel and crushed rock ________- 4,660 1,603 a Italy 1,196; Spain 313. 
Limestone, except dimension _ _ _ _ _ — — 215 131 _. Mozambique 66; Cape Verde 49. 
Quartz and quartzite__________-_- 3,812 1,472 — United Kingdom 698; West Germany 

395; Ireland 200. 
S Sand excluding metal-bearing — ~~ — —_ 14,112 12,455 _- Gibraltar 11,660; Spain 700; Angola 59. 
ulfur: 

_ Elemental, all forms ____-__----- 205 83 -- Spain 40; Mozambique 22; Angola 14. 
Sulfuric acid and oleum _ ___ —_—-~- 28,649 23,895 —_ A geria 12,709; Spain 6,374; Turkey 

gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite_ _ _ — 18 33 _- Angola 24; Mozambique 7. 
er: 
Crude________-_----------- 111 159 _. Spain 113; Guinea-Bissau 24. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Portugal: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

, Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “Tnited De y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Other —Continued 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing: 

From iron and steel manufacture _ 1,226 NA 
Unspecified_______ kilograms. _ 200 NA 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, , 
magnesium, strontium _ __ _ value__ $20 NA 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals____-§_~_~9_~_~_~____ 1,742 1,867 -- Guinea-Bissau 675; Cape Verde 521; 

: France 398. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______ _ _ () 22 — All to Guinea-Bissau. Carbon black -_._-__-____________ (4) 11 --— Angola 7; Guinea-Bissau 3; 

" , Mozambique 1. 
Coal, all grades including briquets_ ___ __ 11 19 -~— Angola 16. Coke and semicoke_______________ 15 20 _— All to Angola. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases . 

kilograms_ _ 100 NA 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Bunker deliveries: 
Gasoline, aviation 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ () 85 
Kerosine __________-=do____ (4) NA 
Jet fuel __. _-§___§_____do____ 1,121 1,529 
Distillate fuel oi] ______do____ 27 357 
Residual fuel oil ___ __ __do____ 1,136 537 
Lubricants __________do____ 142 24 
Unspecified. __ ________do____ 405 10 

Nonbunker deliveries: 
Gasoline ___________do____ 768 1,948 572 Netherlands 522; West Germany 274; 

France 179. 
Kerosine and jet fuel __ __do____ 167 100 91 Cape Verde 9. Distillate fuel oil ______do____ a 1,226 614 Netherlands 374; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Residual fuel oil .. _____do____ 510 2,061 607 Spain 923; Netherlands 265; United 
Kingdom 265. 

Lubricants ~--~-~~~~~_do____ 36 72 _- Spain 28; Cuba 21; United Kingdom 7. er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

— do 11 13 ~~ _ Cape Verde 12. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do_ ___ 15 | 3 _- Nigeria 1. 
Unspecified _______do____ 1,599 207 — Sweden 203; Guinea-Bissau 2. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _____ 31 621 4 Sao Tome and Principe 580; Angola 22. —_ TT eee 
NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

s Value only reported at $1,365,000, of which $628,000 to France, $409,000 to United Kingdom, and $200,000 to United tes. 

*Value only reported at $5,341,000, of which $3,635,000 to West Germany, $1,648,000 to Belgium-Luxembourg, $37,000 to Angola, and $1,000 to United States. 
“Value only reported at $107,454,000, all to Switzerland.
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Table 3.—Portugal: Imports. of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y | United Other (principal) 
A 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate ___.--_-—--~- 550 2,578 _- Suriname 1,100; Spain 763; West 

7 Germany 715. 

Oxides and hydroxides ______--_--~- 6,285 4,576 102 United Kingdom 2,459; France 1,109; 
" Spain 27. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap______-_----------- 503 103 _. Spain 65; West Germany 20; France 7. 

Unwrought _______--~----~-~+- 21,803 27,403 1,223 Canada 11,733; Spain 6,596; France 

Semimanufactures_ _— —_———-—-- 14,177 15,532 167 Spain 3,436; Belgium-Luxembourg 
7 3,101; France 1,693. 

Beryllium: Ore and concentrate_ — — — — — -- 762 NA 
Chromium: 

Chromite ________-_--------- 133 410 _. Republic of South Africa 216; Finland 
= 140; Spain 24. 

Oxides and hydroxides _____-—---- 254 198 1 West Germany 169; United Kingdom 
| ; Spain 11. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ____-—-- 9 4 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2; Canada 1. 

Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum metal we . 

including alloys, all forms _ _ _ — - value_ ~ $818 NA 
Copper: on 

- Qre and concentrate___-—-~.----~-- 62 -10 _- All from Australia. 

Matte and speiss_ __ ___-_-__----~ 1 1,797 _— All from Chile. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____—~~--- 296 NA 
Sulfate solution _____-.-------- 10 NA 
Metal including alloys: s 

Scrap_._____-_----------- 269 244 2 United Kingdom 80; Senegal 20. 

Unwrought _____-_-_------- 12,921 12,463 20 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,899; Canada 
2,450; France 2,382. 

Semimanufactures_—__.-_.—-- 12,556 14,711 152 United Kingdom 2,810; Italy 2,229; 
Spain 2,203. 

Gold: 
Ore and concentrate_ _ — _ _ — — — value_ _ $143 NA 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought ___-_-troy ounces_— 8,982 NA 
Iron and steel: z 

Ore and concentrate. _ ____.--~--- 619,650 494,918 — Mauritania 130,190; Venezuela 
120,580; Canada 91,172. 

Roasted pyrites. ______._~------ 37 2 2 . 

Metal: “: 
Scrap. .-_-------------- 145,809 149,205 68,701 United Kingdom 33,645; Netherlands 

22,848; U.S.S.R. 19,548. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar 
materials ________.---~--- 58,204 43,009 2 Spain 30,923; Republic of South Africa 

a 4,854; Brazil 4,045. 

Steel, primary forms_—_———-—--- 147,824 254,203 44,304 West Germany 63,127; Japan 41,453; 
Netherlands 31,010. 

Semimanufactures: . : 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, : 

sections. _________---- 105,048 125,399 218 West Germany 32,727; Spain 29,547; 
: Netherlands 12,576. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — — — 178,020 272,603 2,786 West Germany 86,119; Belgium- 
- Luxembourg 24,884; Denmark 

Hoop and strip_ —___~----~- 65,225 54,072 35 West Germany 39,912; France 5,813; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 3,562. 

Rails and accessories _ _ — — — — — 3,847 1,682 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 62; West 
- rmany 739; France 124. 

Wire_______~-------~-- 17,184: 22,071 57 Spain 8,764; West Germany 2,754; 
United Kingdom 2,674. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _ __ —— ~~ 26,077 25,855 252 West Germany 10,079; France 2,879; 
apan 2,517. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ — 728 708 9 United Kingdom 322; West Germany 
104; Italy 85. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate_ __ — -------~-- NA 100 _. All from Suriname. 

Oxides and hydroxides _ ___------- 60 81 -- West Germany 40; United Kingdom 
| ; Italy 1. 

Metal including alloys: ; 
Scrap ____.--~----------- 91 1,050 3 Saudi Arabia 512; Spain 240; United 

Kingdom 140. 

Unwrought __.------------ 28,044 16,469 3,378 Uni Kingdom 9,947; Mexico 1,045; 
Canada 517. 

Semimanufactures.. _ _ _ _ .-_--~- 5 18 1 West Germany 10; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 6. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms 33 11 5 Norway 2; Netherlands 1; Spain 1. 

anganese: 
Ore and concentrate_ _ _ _ -_------- 235,709 173,823 -- Republic of South Africa 93,826; Brazil 

234; Gabon 29,738. 

Oxides and hydroxides ____------~- 846 1,206 @) Ireland 470; United Kingdom 360; 
Republic of South Africa 120. 

Mercury____.———--— 76-pound flasks_ _ 815 928 () Spain 638; Mexico 174; U.S.S.R. 87. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 . 

. “y . Suited Other (principal) 
Rn 

METALS —Continued 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms ____________________ 2 2 (4) Italy 1. 

Nickel: 
Matte and speiss_______________ 104 34 _- Finland 12; Norway 7; West Germany 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____~_ 18 35 _. West Germany 24. 
Unwrought ________ __ 206 888 60 West Germany 658; France 98; 

Republic of South Africa 21. Semimanufactures___________ 452 433 1 West Germany 105; Canada 95; 
Finland 65. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 8,753 (7) 
Rare-earth metals, oxides ___________ 18 NA 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly worked 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,422 (3) a 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate_____________ 256 308 — Thailand 224; Singapore 36; Malaysia 

Oxides and hydroxides ___________ 61 NA 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_____~_ 20 — 25 24 NA. 
Unwrought _______________ 529 571 _- Malaysia 260; Thailand 190; Australia 

Semimanufactures_________ __ 52 37 (7) United Kingdom 21; Netherlands 8; 
pain 4. 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides ______ _ 8,231 8,749 4 Spain 2,377; West Germany 2,027; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,218. Tungsten: | 

Ore concentrate including residues_ _ _ _ 100 NA 
Metals including alloys, all forms___ _ _ 1 1 (7) NA. . 

Zinc: . 
Ore and concentrate_____________ 22 —_ . Oxides and hydroxides ___________ 166 173 (4) West Germany 69; Denmark 40; 

a United Kingdom 31. 
Metal including alloys: 
Scrap. ~~ 781 1,138 —_ Canada 534; Nicaragua 455; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 60. 
Blue powder___§____________ 815 NA 
Unwrought _______________ 14,524 16,722 19 Canada 5,170; France 3,290; Spain 

Semimanufactures___________ 2,094 1,528 27 United Kingdom 467; Belgium- 
huxembourg 405; West Germany 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates: 

Of titanium, vanadium, zirconium _ 1,126 1,892 _— Spain 1,188; Australia 329; Republic of 
South Africa 223. 

Of base metals _____________ 386 924 __ Spain 268; Suriname 200; Australia 

Ash and slag containing nonferrous 
metals____________________ 95 490 _- All from Australia. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides_______ 1,703 NA 
Metals: 

Metalloids________________ 258 10 _- United Kingdom 4; West Germany 3; 
Sweden 1. 

Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth 
metals_________________ v4 NA 

Pyrophoric alloys____________ 45 NA 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms._§_§_§_~§_~__________ 115 83 3 Spain 30; West Germany 18; United 
Kingdom 17. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ 300 523 18 Italy 173; Netherlands 122; Greece 68. Artificial corundum_____________ 1,753 1,439 2 West, Germany 945; France 233; Brazil 
126. 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones, including 
diamond _____ value, thousands__ $448 $676 __ Ireland $367; West Germany $170; 

United Kingdom $119. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones_____________ 530 618 20 Italy 229; Spain 119; United Kingdom 

Asbestos crude__________________ 11,213  —-:19,708 15 Canada 8,976; Republic of South 
Africa 8,971; Australia 861. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Barite and witherite ______________ 645 1,980 __ Morocco 1,050; West Germany 598; 
. France 238. 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates ___________ 4,570 5,965 160 Turkey 5,231; Netherlands 466; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 106. 
Oxide and acid ________.~______~- 553 612 47 France 544; Spain 20.’ 
Borates and perborates__________— 3,924 8,245 2,419 France 683; Switzerland 60; Turkey 

Cement ____________.______--_- 95,800 220,939 47 Spain 220,340; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Chalk ___~_~________ Le 10,319 11,190 106 Spain 4,397; France 4,223; United 
Kingdom 1,565. . 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude ____~_ ~~~ ~~ 42,928 41,485 676 Spain 24,967; United Kingdom 10,637; 

_ France 3,374. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory_ _____.-___--- 482 565 () Spain 197; Finland 174; Italy 170. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ 10,282 13,670 111 West Germany 4,660; Austria 2,784; 

. France 2,357. 
Cryolite and chiolite._____-________ 55 100 _— Denmark 60; Netherlands 20; Spain 

Diamond, except powder and dust: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $106 NA 
Industrial ______________.do____ $123 NA 
Unclassified _.....______do____ $56,574 $109,890 $1 Switzerland $93,666; United Kingdom 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth_ _ _ _ _ 4,058 4,284 541 Spain 2,966; France 632; West 
Germany 130. 

Feldspar, leucite, nepheline _________— 2,209 2,022 -- France 1,601; United Kingdom 205; 
Spain 133. 

Fertilizer materials: ; 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous______________~_ 1,197 514 — Chile 496; West Germany 18. 
Phosphatic______-_..------ 389,794 452,105 19,971 Morocco 408,593; Mozambique 17,806. 

Manufactured: . 
Nitrogenous__. ~~ --- 31,097 29,767 — U.S.S.R. 22,032; United Kingdom 

5,343; France 1,893. - 
Phosphatic. ___ ~~~. ~~ 1,242 1,678 _- All from France. 

'  Potassic ~~~ ~~ 90,984 86,125 — Spain 63,120; East Germany 17,510; 
U.S.S.R. 5,490. , 

Other including mixed ________ 11,584 4,514 3,384 West Germany 648; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 306. 

Ammonia ____ ~~~ 5 6,023 27,525 4,452 Iran 12,500; Ireland 6,058; West 
Germany 4,513. Ld 

Graphite, natural ________._____-~- 184 388 _~- United Kingdom 286; Norway 46; 
: West Germany 21. 

Gypsum and plasters ______.______~ 35,502 35,118 2 Spain 27,998; Morocco 6,800. 
Iodine ___ ____.--_-~~__________ 11 NA 
Lime_____~ ~~~ LLL 530 768 _— Spain 761; France 7: 
Magnesite. ___________2_______~_ 3,096 5,317 13 nited Kingdom 3,192; Austria 840; 

Netherlands 571. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste_ _ _ 469 336 (4) Norway 201 ; United Kingtiom 14; 
France 53. 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings _._.._..._.._2 ___ 27 19 2 Switzerland 6; West Germany 3; Spain 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude ______________ -- 91 NA 
Iron oxides, processed_ _______.—_- 1,976 1,982 (4) West Germany 1,377; Spain 424; 

Netherlands 79. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other than 

diamond: 
Natural _____—~— value, thousands_ — $186 $135 $8 Belgium-Luxembourg $77; France $19; 

est Germany $10. 
Manufactured _____._____do___-— $48 $30 _- Austria $11; Switzerland $10; France 

Pyrites, unroasted_—-______--_----- 6 NA 
Salt and brine ____________-__--- 48,800 91,072 —_ Italy 60,581; Spain 30,400. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides_______ ~~~ 382 396 -- Italy 263; Spain 68; France 44. 

Cclustie soda ~a-------e 17,511 20,877 _. Spain 12,556; Belgium-Luxembourg 
4,342; West Germany 3,940. 

Soda ash_ _____...._-__------ 1,518 1 _. All from West Germany. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked — _ — _ - — — 1 73 _-— All from France. 
Worked______.-_-_-------~ 113 99 (2) Italy 52; Spain 23; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 19. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ena 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y sated Other (principal) 

ee tienen enna 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ __ _ 6,527 5,936 -- Spain 1,742; Italy 1,738; Norway 1,194; 
rance 1,088. 

Gravel and crushed rock __—______~_ 67 44 1 France 20; Italy 11; Netherlands 5. 
Limestone other than dimension _ _ _ _ _ 2,402 1,500 _-- All from France. 
Quartzand quartzite ____________ 160 205 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 102; Finland 44; 

weden 29. 
Sand, excluding metal-bearing ___-___ 7,985 8,782 -- Spain 8.7 68; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal __________ 90,443 92,978 -- France 65,641; Poland 25,784; U.S.S.R. 

Colloidal _. -_-._-___________ 1 1 () Mainly from Switzerland. 
Sulfuric acid and oleum _________— 40,336 3,157 _- United Kingdom 3,047 ; Spain 46; 

rance 24. : 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ __ _ 3,336 3,638 146 France 2,177, Austria 586; Norway 

Other: en 
Crude _.______ Le 318 660 _- China -200; Spain 171; Republic of 

South ‘Africa 156. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- os a 
bearing: Z 

From iron and steel manufacture _ _ 29,407 58,465 -- France 58,015; United Kingdom 450. 
Unspecified __.._.~-~_-________ 2 _- 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium __—______ 22 42 2 France 30; Italy 6; Spain 2. 

Halogens excluding iodine __ _._____ 2 56 _- Spain 45; Japan 10. 
Buil ing materials of asphalt, asbestos 

; and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals _________________ 245 562 — France 356; Sweden 89; Spain 34. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS me, 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural_ _~_______ 1,649 1,177 67 West Germany 1,103; France 6. 
Carbon black ____-§_-______________ 10,162 10,722 69 Spain 6,567; France 2,911; West 

Germany 783. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _ __ _ __ 376,858 313,483 166,538 Poland i 879; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Coke and semicoke _______________ 98,907 117,208 2,430 United Kingdom 43,760; Netherlands 
33,890; Italy 18,815. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _________ 446 NA . 
Peat including briquets and litter_____ __ 908 1,183 _- West Germany 362; Finland 828; 

Sweden 210. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined : 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 56,925 8,767 -- Iraq 25,031; United Arab Emirates 

9,353; Saudi Arabia 9,033. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ____________do____ 42 251 (4) Bulgaria 243; Italy 4. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ___ _do__ __ 323 149 2 France 40; Canada 31; United 

Kingdom 12. . 
Distillate fuel oil] __ _____—do____ 1,408 1,171 48 Canada 392; France 157; Yugoslavia 

Residual fuel oi] _______do____ 1,657 2,676 _- United Kingdom 459; Sweden 454; 
France 378; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Lubricants___________do____ 207 308 15 United Kingdom 82; France 59; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 45. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas. 

do___- 3,927 3,132 (4) United Kingdom 1,465; France 468; 
Netherlands 280. 

Mineral jelly and wax _do___ _ 15 14 (4) West Germany 4; Spain 4; 
Netherlands 2. 

White spirit _______do____ 2 NA 
Petroleum coke _____do__—_ 12 46 25 Netherlands 12; Spain 9. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do. _ —— 243 246 _- _ Spain 186; Netherlands Antilles 45; 
Netherlands 12. 

Bituminous mixtures_ _do_ _ _ _ 56 50 (4) Spain 34; West Germany 5; United 
Kingdom 2. 

Unspecified _______do____ 75 — 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals ~ eee 15,829 13,181 1 Netherlands 5,472; Spain 3,468; Italy 

ee ene 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Value only reported at $3,168,000, of which $1,299,000 from France, $888,000 from United Kingdom, $435,000 from 

United States, and $378,000 from West Germany. 
SV. alue only reported at $3,048,000, of which $2,429,000 from West Germany, $243,000 from France, $174,000 from 

United Kingdom, and $51,000 from United States. 
“Excludes unreported quantity value at $319,496.
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COMMODITY REVIEW oe SO 

METALS _ and 1.5 million tons of iron pellets. _ 
. . - Pyrites.—The work on implementation of 

angopper In 1981, exploration continued he National Plan for Utilization of Pyrite 
jal, were delineated in the complex Neves- (rograma AID). ceatinued aarieg 198r 

Corvo copper-lead-zinc deposit near Castro : . ; 
Verde, some 50 kilometers south-southwest a lustre’ ane reves COO Mines and the 
of Beja and 40 kilometers southeast of ines ed th pice’ comp lex project ane 
Aljustrel in the Baixo Alentejo, southern The f the major component of the PAIP. 
Portugal. The Neves-Corvo ore bodies were e following comp letion dates for PAIP a 
located near the southeast end of the Es- ennaies | end a Bett tae. frst phase or 

, tacao de Ourique anticlinorium and lay on Justre* and simes, os Pro uction : 
the northeastern flank of the structure, copper concentrate from Neves-Corvo, 1985; 
dipping 10° to 30° to the northeast. startup of a copper plant at Sines, 1985-86; 

Total reserves of sulfide ores at Neves- anes second phase of Aljustrel and Sines, 
Corvo were reported to range from 70 mil- T ~~ . a 
lion tons to 100 million tons, containing 1.7 antalum.—Geomines of Belgium Con- 

million tons of copper, 1.9 million tons of ¢luded an agreement with the Societe Nor-— 
zinc, and 0.1 million tons of lead. In addi- ‘enha of Portugal to prospect the Visiros 
tion, the pyrite in the deposit contains tin-tantalite deposit. Details of the agree- 
another 0.38% copper, 0.40% zinc, and 0.31 ™entwerenotknown, 
ounce (10 grams) of silver per ton. Tungsten.—The P anasqueira and Borral- 

In addition to the massive sulfide min- 4 Mines, situated in the central part of 
eralization present as stockwork in the Portugal, remained principal producers of 
footwall, the area of the Neves-Corvo depos- tungsten in Portugal. The mineralization 
it contained two types of mineralization W45 associated with granites related to 
never before identified in the Iberic Pyritic tectonic movements of the Westphalian 

Belt. The first was layered chalcopyrite that (Upper Carboniferous) or with granite of 
overlaid the massive sulfides, sometimes in Posttectonic effusions. ; ; 
contact with them, but most of the time Production of the Borralha Mine declined 
interbedded in graywackes and slates. The — in 1981, when compared with the output in 
second was a breccia composed of chalcopy- Previous years, mostly as a result of lower 

rite and pyrite in a stockwork pattern. In Ore grades and labor problems. At Panas- 
general, the large ore bodies at Neves-Corvo queira, increased production was achieved 
showed a core of zinc-bearing minerals with by a combination of higher output resulting 
a halo of copper minerals. In certain areas, from mine mechanization, richer ore, and 

a zinc ore body was surrounded by a lead better rates of recovery in the Panasqueira — 
halo. A detailed description of the Neves- mill. Geomines continued to develop the 
Corvo deposit was published. . new tin and tungsten mine at Miguel Va- 

Iron and Steel.—The Moncorvo project Cas. 
continued in the preparatory phase during Zine.—The 11,000-ton-per-year zinc elec- 
the year. Final approval from the Govern- trolytic plant located near the town of 
ment was being sought and details for Barreiro, southeast of Lisbon, owned : 
financing were being worked out, mostly and operated by the Government-owned 
with the World Bank. Public invitations for Quimigal-Quimica de Portugal, started nor- 
prequalification of companies interested in mal production during 1981 although trial 
equipment supply were published by Ferro- production had started in 1980. Only pyrite 
mina, the operating company. The project cinders were used as raw materials at 
was scheduled for startup in 1984, at an Barreiro, producing zinc by the modified 
initial production of about 2 million tons of Zincex process. Two different types of leach 
iron pellets annually. liquors were obtained from roasting the 
Work on expanding capacity of the Seixal pyrite by scvarate processes. About 60% of 

steelwork continued. Construction started zinc feed was produced by using the Ger- 
at sites designated for the new blast furnace man DHK nonvoistizing chloride roasting 
and the new steel shop. Plans call for new process. The rest of the feed was treated by 
capacities at Seixal as follows: 1 million the Japanese Kowa Seiko volatizing chlo- 
tons of steel, 800,000 tons of rolled products, ride roasting process. Electrowinning, melt-
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ing and casting, and cationic solvent regen- . Mine, also known as the Germude Mine, by 
eration steps are the same for both circuits. the Empresa Carbonifera do Douro S.A.R.L. 
Roughly 6,500 tons of zinc per year was In 1981, as in the past, Portugal did not 
produced from the feed of the DHK line and produce crude oil and natural gas in its a 
4,500 tons per year of zinc was produced by national territory. Imports of crude oil and 
the Kowa Seiko line. The detailed descrip- some liquefied gas were essential to meet 
tion of the Zincex process was published.‘ the country’s demand. 

. | Oe | Uranium was the only primary energy 
| ~  NONMETALS source in Portugal of economic significance. 

ed ae . | : Portugal’s national uranium company 
Cement.—During 1981, there were 10 . . . ? 

plants in operation in Portugal with a total Empresa National di Uranio S.A.R.L., made 
annual capacity of.6 million tons. The 2 decision to increase production of yellow 
largest plant, with an annual capacity cake U;0. from 120 to 500. tons per year. 

of 1.65 million tons, was at Outao near During the year of review, Portugal export- 
Setubal, and this plant ‘was operated by ed all of its uranium production as yellow 

the Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento C¢@ke. Reports indicated stocks of about 935 
S.A.R.L-Secil. _ : | tons of yellow cake were held at the end of 

Other Nonmetals.—Table 1 shows pro- 1981. 7, . - | 
duction of nonmetals in Portugal during sPhasical eelent Divi vo iF ten Data | : 

° } ° ‘ 1 1en ist, LIVISION OF Forel; . 

1977-81. During 1981, no major events, by 2Where necessary, values have been converted from 
world standards, were registered. | Portuguese escudos (Esc) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

sie -._-SAtbouy, L., L. N. Conde, F. Fogliesini, X. Leca, and A. 
MINERAL FUELS Modikis. Le Gisement de Sulfures Massife Polymetalliques 

de Neves-Corvo (Baix: Alentejo, Sud Portugal). (The mas- 
The energy supply of Portugal remained _ sive mixed sulfide deposit at Neves Corvo, Baixo Alentejo, 

almost. completely dependent on imported Southern Portugal.) Chron. Rech. Miniére, No. 460, 1981, 

hydrocarbons during 1981, as it was in the. “4Noqueira, E. D., J. M. Regife, and P. M. Blythe. 

_ Past, Modest quantities of anthracite were Chem, and ind. (London), No.2, Jan 19, 1980, p63. 
produced in northern Portugal, at the Pajao | | —_ | |



The Mi try of e Mineral Industry of 
R | Omania | 

: oe By Walter G. Steblez? 

In 1981, Romania’s centrally planned production shortfalls in 1981 and the pre- 
economy further displayed the declining ceding years. Refineries were also reported 
trends that marked its performance in 1980. to have been operating below capacity. 
The planned targets for the major economic Government Policies and Programs.— 
indicators, with a few minor exceptions, The inability of the Romanian economy to 
were not met, and in some cases, output meet annual industrial plan objectives in 
dropped below the level of the preceding 1980 and 1981 made the final outcome of the 
year. 1981-85 5-year plan, which had set high 

The net material product (gross national growth objectives for the period, highly 
product minus services) was reported to uncertain. National income was planned to | 

have increased by only 2.1% in 1981 in increase at an average annual rate of 6.1% 
comparison with that of 1980 and fell short per year, and net industrial production was 
of planned goals by about 5%. Also, net and planned to grow 7.1% per year. Capital 
marketable industrial production failed to investment and the foreign trade turnover 
reach their respective planned targets by were to increase 5.2% and 11.9%, respec- 
wide margins, achieving reported growth of tively, each year. a 
4.0% versus 8.1% planned and 2.6% versus A planned average 6% annual growth 
7% planned over the 1980 level. The rela- rate was set for the mining and extractive 
tive share of the fuel and metallurgical branches of industry, and a 7.7% annual 7 

industries, including ore mining, amounted growth rate was designated for the coun- | 

to 14.7% of the gross output of industry, and _try’s metallurgical industries. 
the industrial production labor force in In 1981, greater emphasis than in the 
these sectors was about 10% of the total. © past was placed on increasing reliance on 

Romania mined a number of ferrous, domestic raw material and energy re- 

nonferrous, and nonmetallic commodities, sources. Success of the entire 1981-85 5-year 
but in many cases, domestic production was plan would depend upon domestic reliance 
insufficient to meet the country’s industrial of up to 82% for primary energy, 90% to 

demands, creating an import reliance for 98% for coal and metallurgical coke, 100% 
most ferrous and nonferrous metals. Al- for aluminum, and 80% to 90% for lead and 
though well endowed with energy resources zinc. 
and a developed petroleum refining indus- Romania’s planned 1985 output of key 
try, the country reported increasing import material and energy resources is presented 
trends for energy raw materials owing to in table 1.? 

835
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Table 1.—Romania: 1980 production and 1985 production goals for key resources? 

1980 1985 
. Commodity production goals eee OMCtON gals 

Bituminous shale _____.§______________._______________ _ million tons__ -- 10.0 
Cement _______________ 2 do 15.6 16.5 
Chemical fertilizers (100% active substance) _________.________ _ thousand tons__ 2,455.0 4,050.0 
Coal, net___-_- ~~ ge ____ million tons__ 35.2 85.6 
Electric energy_ =... __.___i.__._______-_ billion kilowatts__ 67.5 82.5 
Natural gas.______._-___.._.___________________~ billion cubic meters__ 28.2 31.0 
Petroleum -----_._________--_-----------+_-_-~-~ ~~ million tons__ 11.5 12.5 
Steel ______----_--------------------+--+ ~~~ += do 13.2 18.2 

1Scinteia (Bucharest). July 2, 1981, pp. 3-4. 

Romania’s river ore cargo handling and _ metallurgical, and fuel extraction indus- 
carrying capacities were also to be modern- __ tries was a key theme in the 1982 Romanian 
ized and expanded, according to the 5-year national economic plan. Measures aimed at 
plan. The Galati ore carrier harbor, servic- rectifying the poor 1981 performance were 
ing the Galati iron and steel complex, was to include substantial increases in geologi- 
reported to be undergoing a third develop- cal survey work to locate new sources of 
ment stage, which would increase its export fossil fuels and production increases of fer- 
handling capacity to 2 million tons per year. _rous, nonferrous, and nonmetallic ores.. 

Increased development of the mining, : | 

a PRODUCTION : 

Production shortfalls in the mining, ener- Among the causes of the shortfalls were 
gy, and metallurgical industries were re- mismanagement, insufficient production of 
portedly chief reasons the Romanian econo- mining equipment and spare parts, and the 
my was unable to meet the 1981 planned delivery of often faulty equipment. Other 
overall output goals. Economic dislocations problems included the inefficient use of raw 
caused by the shortfalls were apparently materials and distorted reporting of these 
severe enough to have caused censure and situations to the central authorities.* Steel 
demotion of the Minister of Mines, Petrole- production was the only major branch of 
um, and Geology. The Ministry was subse- industry that recorded significant growth in 
quently reorganized into three discrete min- 1981, although the planned target was not 
isterial bodies. | met by a significant margin. 

Table 2.—Romania: Production of mineral commodities! 
| . (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

eee 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° TT 

METALS , 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite, gross weight ________________ 702,000 707,767 708,000 ©710,000 712,000 
Alumina, calcined, gross weight... _______ 442,000 449,000 502,000 534,000 540,000 re 8000 _ 940,000 
Ingot including alloys: 

Primary ___-______.___________ 209,000 213,000 217,000 241,000 251,000 Secondary ._.._________________ 17,000 18,000 19,000 18,000 18,000 EE IS 000 18,000 
Total _-. = ee 226,000 231,000 236,000 259,000 269,000 

Bismuth, mine output, metal content®______ _ _ 80 80 80 80 80 
Cadmium metal, smelter® _______________ 90 90 90 85 85 Copper: 

Mine output, metal content®____________ 27,000 27,000 29,000 28,000 27,000 ER 8000 27,000 —eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee———— 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Romania: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Copper —Continued 

Metal: 
Smelter: 

Primary_ _.__--~------------ 41,429 38,880 41,120 40,675 40,500 

Secondary®__._-_----------- 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 

Total. ______----_~----- 45,429 42,880 45,120 44,675 44,500 

Refined, primary and secondary® _____-— 40,000 40,488 42,000 42,000 42,000 

Gold, mine output, metal content® _troy ounces_ — 65,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 

Iron and steel: 
tron ore ___..____ ~~ - thousand tons_— 2,467 2,511 2,523 2,333 2,400 

etal: 
Pigiron ______.---------do___~ 7,784 8,155 8,879 9,012 9,400 

Crude steel _________----~-do____ 11,457 11,779 12,909 13,175 313,000 

Semimanufactures: 
Castings and forgings, finished 

do___- 1,028 1,097 1,176 1,220 1,200 

Pipes and tubes ______~--do___- 1,320 1,419 1,500 1,464 1,500 

Lead Rolled products _ ____.—~-do_-~- 8,392 8,958 9,482 9,319 39,600 

ad: 
Mine output, metal content _.___------- 35,000 33,300 33,300 33,500 33,500 

Metal, smelter, primary and secondary -— - - - - 41,702 42,815 40,900 40,991 41,000 

Manganese:° ; 

Ore: 
Gross weight ______------------ 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 

' Metal content. _______---------- 17,000 17,000 17,000 17;000 17,000 

Concentrate, gross weight _______------ 28,000 28,000 28,000 28,000 28,000 

Silver, mine output, metal content 
zi thousand troy ounces. _ 1,125 1,030 965 900 850 

inc: 
. 

Mine output, metal content __-.-------- 62,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 55,000 

Metal, smelter, primary and secondary - ~~ - — 51,860 49,790 46,486 45,906 40,000 

NONMETALS 

Barite ___._________--.~---~--+------- &g5,000 87,300 88,000 88,000 88,500 

Cement, hydraulic______—_- thousand tons__ 13,875 14,688 15,598 15,611 14,750 

ays: 
Bentonite __________-______------- 63,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 65,000 

Kaolin _§~_~________.---------~--- 90,000 90,000 90,000 90,000 90,000 

Diatomite® __________-__----------- 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 

Feldspar® _______--_---------------- 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 

Fluorspar® ___.._------------------ 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 

Graphite® ________----------------- 6,000. 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 

Lime _____________--—-—- thousand tons_ — 3,446 3,657 3,829 3,813 3,800 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia - ~~ ~ - _do__. — 1,792 2,257 2,335 2,248 2,200 

Pyrites, gross weight®_________.---do___~- 915 930 930 930 930 

—eeeeEEo———— OOOO 

Salt: 
Rock salt _._________.---~--do___~- NA 1,657 1,650 1,770 1,700 

Other _________--_-_-~----do_-_- NA 3,082 3,070 3,286 3,300 

Total _._.____._____-----do__~~ 4,535 4,739 4,720 5,056 5,000 

Sand® _______________-.---~--do_~-~- NA 1,367 1,400 1,400 1,400 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticsoda __________..—_—-do___~- 135 725 704 723 125 

Sodium carbonate, manufactured, 100% 
NagCOs basis _______.-_.---do___- 861 899 893 937 970 

——————————— eee 

Sulfur: 
S content of pyrites®_ ______-.---do___- 895 400 400 400 400 

Byproduct, all sources® ________.-do__~- 110 120 — 180 140 150 

Total®. ___§_-§___________--_do__~_~_ 505 520 530 540 550 

Sulfuric acid ___.___.__.._-_-_--do__-- 1,523 1,655 1,750 1,850 1,950 

Talce®_ 5 + -- 60,000 66,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black _____.._.-------------- 100,433 108,964 95,122 101,849 102,000 

—————Ll—lSeeeee 

Coal: . , 

Run-of-mine: 
Anthracite and bituminous 

thousand tons_ — 8,637 8,794 9,299 9,686 9,700 

Brown __________-----~--do__~~- 635 641 633 680 700 

Lignite __ ___.__----------do__-- 19,872 22,019 24,956 27,448 27,000 

Total __________---~-do___~ 29,144 31,454 34,888 37,814 37,400 
——————————————————  ———==—_—_ 

Washed (produced from above): 
Anthracite and bituminous: a 

For coke and semicoke production 
do_ ___ 2,154 2,450 2,205 2,337 2,300 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Romania: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
eee een SL ere yy Shp SSS PSPs 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
—Continued 

Coal —Continued 
Washed (produced from above) —Continued 

Anthracite and bituminous —Continued 

For other uses ____ thousand tons_ _ 4,993 4,968 5,903 5,723 5,700 
Brown _________________do____ — 603 606 601 648 600 ‘ 
Lignite_________________do____ _ 19,028 21,239 24,055 26,456 26,000 EE OD ON 

Total _-_____________do____ 26,778 29,263 32,764 35,164 34,600 
oo ET—=x_=_=====_=zZzZZ2Z2ZZZ_ —_— 

Coke: 
Metallurgical. __$_.. _-__________do____ 3,148 3,458 3,066 3,033 3,000 Other ___________________-do.___ 396 384 385 470 450 EY 

Total _.-. _-. ~~ _-_________do____ 3,544 3,842 3,451 3,503 3,450 
Fuel briquets (from brown coal) _____— —do____ NA 711 720 730 730 

as: 
Manufactured: Coke oven 

million cubic feet_ _ NA NA NA NA NA en rn aaEeeaBaepaeaESaoaoooooooeeoeoeeeeoeee—>" 
Natural: 

Gross: 
Associated ____________do____ 230,462 232,016 242,540 247,732 250,000 
Nonassociated __________do____ 1,015,468 1,023,167 960,166 994,427 ~ 995,000 IO 

Total. ._.__________do____ 1,245,930 1,255,183 1,202,706 1,242,159 1,245,000 
_ Marketed _______________do____ 1,203,526 1,211,697 1,161,100 1,198,683 1,200,000 

Natural gas liquids 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 3,740 NA NA NA NA 

Petroleum: 
Crude: 

As reported ________ thousand tons__ 14,650 13,794 12,323 11,511 11,600 
Converted _ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 109,186 —-: 102,806 91,843 85,791 86,455 ENO ———————————__****£S—=="_=>= 

Refinery products:* 
Gasoline ________________do____ 37,961 42,440 41,514 40,502 40,500 
Jet fuel and kerosine_________do____ 8,029 7,789 7,463 6,727 6,700 
Distillate fuel oil _._.._______do____ 48,356 52,324 54,301 55,764 55,500 
Residual fuel oi] _-.._-_______do____ 50,989 60,912 67,393 68,138 68,000 
Lubricants - ----~-~-~__~___do____ 4,242 4,669 5,103 4,648 4,500 

er: 

Liquefied petroleum gas ____ _do____ 3,144 2,802 2,285 2,575 2,500 
Asphalt ___§_§__§_§_______do____ 4,357 4,400 4,218 4,066 4,000 $Y 

Total_____.._______do____ 157,078 175,336 | 182,277 182,420 = 181,700 eee ES 
“Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Includes data available through Aug. 3, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, antimony, asbestos, gypsum, and a variety of crude construction materials are 

produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of 
output levels. 

3Reported figure. 
“Romanian sources do not indicate whether refinery fuel is reported as a part of the listed product yields. Moreover, 

additional minor products may be produced but are not listed in official sources. 

TRADE 

In 1981, Romania reported a 332.4 billion tries were extensive and were particularly 
leit foreign trade turnover, which was aided aimed at mining and petroleum develop- 
by a broad range of commercial agreements. ment. 
Apart from Romania’s trade with the Faced with the mounting difficulties of 
CMEA‘ and other socialist countries, which servicing a $9.8 billion debt owed to West- 
constituted about 41% of the total trade, ern banks, Romania decreased its convert- 
33% of the total was accounted for by trade ible currency imports in 1981 in an effort to 
with developed Western countries, and a_ improve its trade balance. This resulted ina 
substantial 26% of the total was with the reported $300 million convertible currency 
developing states of Latin America, Africa, surplus for the period. Total imports in 1981 
and Asia. Romania’s commercial and coop- decreased 7.4% while exports reportedly 
erative agreements with developing coun- rose 11.3%.
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Romania’s main exports included petro- nia were reportedly not concluded by the 

chemicals and consumer and producer du-__ third quarter of 1981. 

rables. The country has been a net importer Nonferrous metals, which Romania must 

of raw materials, which in 1981 included import owing to insufficient domestic out- 

some 12.9 million tons of oil, 15 million tons put, were obtained in a number of buy-back 

of iron ore, and 3.3 million tons of metallur- arrangements with developing countries in 

gical coke. exchange for Romanian development as- 

In view of its precarious balance-of- sistance to their respective mining enter- 

payments status, Romania’s permanent prises. Some commodities, however, had to 

representative at CMEA, Nicolai Constan- be purchased with hard currency. 

tin, underscored the need to effectively Metals that Romania does not produce, 

implement the program for inter-CMEA such as nickel and cobalt, were obtained 

cooperation and economic integration that from Cuba as sinter and concentrate. In 

was adopted at the 25th session of CMEA 10 exchange, Romania, in concert with other 

years previously. He particularly noted that CMEA countries, was active in upgrading 

over the 10-year period, the CMEA contri- Cuba’s nickel-cobalt mining facilities. 

bution toward fulfilling Romania’s require- Countries with which Romania conducted 

ments for mineral raw materials, metals, commercial and cooperative agreements in 

and fuels declined from about 47% to 21%, 1981 in mining and petroleum extraction 

necessitating purchases of these commodi- were Chile, Peru, and Venezuela in Latin 

ties with convertible rather than soft cur- America; Angola, Mozambique, Burundi, 

rency. | Morocco, and Zambia in Africa; and China 

In 1981, Romania’s imports of essential and Indonesia in Asia. Romania also report- 

commodities from CMEA remained on a_ ed negotiations conducted on cooperative 

declining trend, and negotiations for CMEA mining ventures with Algeria, Egypt, Syria, 

exports of fuel and electric power to Roma- Libya, Iran, and the Yemen Arab Republic. 

Table 3.—Romania: Apparent exports of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980" : 
mney United Other (principal) | 

METALS 

Aluminum: . 3 

Bauxite.___________------- 8,295 NA 
Oxides and hydroxides ______-~_-- —_ 5 _- All to France. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _______---------- 2,016 4,645 _- Italy 2,436; Belgium-Luxembourg 

818; Austria 699. 

Unwrought_ ______------- 265,000 393,800 __ Japan 11,323; Italy 5,698; France 
4,062; undetermined 64,203. 

Semimanufactures ____ __——- F28,951 19,650 759 = J apan er 05; Poland 2,157; Hungary 

Arsenic: Trioxide, pentoxide, acid _ _ _ _ - 150 NA — 
Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 199 105 _- United Kingdom 85; France 10. 

pper: 
Gulfate______________-___- 20 NA 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______----------- 844 688 __ Italy 561; West Germany 71; France 

Unwrought_ _____----~---- 5,350 1,425 _— Austria 597 ; Italy 398; Turkey 300. 

Semimanufactures _ _ _— ~~~ —- 245 73 -- West Germany 52; Italy 16. 

Iron and steel: 
Pyrites, roasted________--~--- 125,853 137,899 _- Hungary 137,850. 

etal: 

Scrap ___~__----------- 1,142 260 _- Yugoslavia 257. 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot — 50,625 10,342 _— Austria 6,511; West Germany 3,527. 

Ferroalloys_ —______------- 19,524 5,224 __ West Germany 1,891; Switzerland 
1,015; Netherlands 590. 

Steel, primary forms _ — — — — ~~ - 3541,000 293,720 _- Yugoslavia 101,905; Italy 62,216; 
est Germany 39,337. 

Semimanufactures:* 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections________---- 3295,000 3664,000 _. West Germany 68,589; Egypt 23,226; 

Yugoslavia 18,303; undetermined 
517,388. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Romania: Apparent exports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Oo Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 Pp : “ 
y “se Suited _. Other (principal) 

OT 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued oe 

Metal —Continued : 
Semimanufactures* —Continued a 

Universals, plates, sheets __ 3575,000 3708,000 33,562 West Germany 58,978; undetermined 

Hoop and strip_________ 309 1,107 7 Saudi Arabia 1,037; Yugoslavia 33; 
West Germany 27. 

Rails and accessories ____ _ — 15 ~— All to Jordan. 
Wire __-_____________ 3147,000 3166,000 ~~ West Germany 16,432; Israel 7,105; 

Kenya 7,095; undetermined 
128,342. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 2388,700 2443,600 19,099 Poland 61,052; West Germany 23,524; 
undetermined 294,756. 

Castings and forgings, rough 3,436 5,753 _ West Germany 4,212; Switzerland 

Lead: . Lo 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3 NA bo 
Metalincluding alloys: __ 

Unwrought______________ _- 425 _-—  Alltoltaly. 
Semimanufactures _________ 41 3 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 

Manganese ore and concentrate __ _ _ _ _ -- 1,000 -—  Alltoltaly. 
Nickel metal including alloys, scrap __ _ 2 NA 
Platinum-group metals including alloys: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ _— $148 _— All to West Germany. 

Unwrought and partly wrought . 
do_ ___ _- $58 _— France $57. 

Silver: 
Ore and concentrate ______do____ _- 5$3,232 ~. _ All to United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought " 

and partly wrought _____do____ $4 $1,692 _- West:Germany $1,396; Switzerland 
$154; Italy $103. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
forms __.~_________________ 11 NA 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ______~ ~~ ________ 6100 NA 
Semimanufactures____________ 21 2 _- All to Morocco. 

Other metals, n.e.s.: 
Ash and residues containing 

nonferrous metals___________ 542 1,658 _- Italy 1,278; West Germany 342. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ 2,667 420 ~— Pakistan 392; Canada 27. 
Nonferrous metals including alloys:? 

Unwrought.__§_§___~______ 439 6,375 --~ NA. 
Semimanufactures _________ __ 21,172 --. NA. . 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Dust and powder of precious and . 
semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ -- $90 -~— All to West Germany. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____________ Le 12 11 _- West Germany 6; Italy 4. 
Asbestos, crude_______________ 20 179 _-. All toFrance. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 2,478 770 _- Do. 
Boron oxide and acid___§__________ 370 180 60 Italy 120. 
Cement________-_ _ thousand tons__ 22,738 22 °791 _- Egypt 993; Pakistan 174; 

zechoslovakia 104. 
Clays and clay products: . 

Crude____________________ 3 50 _~- All to West Germany. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory: 
Quantity ~o- eee LLe 6,339 1,790 _- Saudi Arabia 781; Cameroon 754. 

alue _____— thousands_ _ NA $249 _- Israel $195; Cyprus $45. 
Refractory __.____________ 1,476 62 __ West Germany 32; Italy 20. 

Diamond, industrial . 
value, thousands_ _ $1,050 $410 -- United Kingdom $277; Switzerland 

106. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, nitrogenous____________ 5,044 NA 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous, urea 
thousand tons_ _ 21,023 21,263 30 Turkey 143; Egypt 96; Algeria 83; 

. undetermined 564. 
Phosphatic.__§___________ 148,340 31,756 ~— Algeria 10,500; Turkey 9,145; 

Hungary 7,675. 
Potassic._______________ 6,350 NA 
Other including mixed 

thousand tons__ 21,315 21,766 -- Thailand 105; Turkey 73; Yugoslavia 
; 31; undetermined 1,546. 

Ammonia ____________do____ 35,466 25,518 _- Yugoslavia 14,187; Greece 9,920. Gypsum and plasters ____________ 28,051 28,502 _- All to Hungary. 
Lime ______~_~_____________ 11,146 7,692 — Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Romania: Apparent exports of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y United Other (principal) 
i 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Pigments, mineral: . 
Crude, earth colors____._.----- 6 NA 
Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed 53 NA 

Precious and semiprecious stones, natural 
value, thousands_ _ $3 $4 __ Italy $3; Switzerland $1. 

Salt and brine. ___—_ thousand tons_ _ 2841 21,025 -- Hungary 538; Yugoslavia 194; Greece 

Sodium and potassium compounds: © 
Caustic potash _________--_--- 740 1,893 _- Italy 1,049; Austria 342; West 

Germany 202. 
Caustic soda________-------- 2238,600 2248,800 _. Hungary 47,535; Yugoslavia 30,167; 

Egypt 19,964; undetermined 
137,750. 

Soda ash __________--------- 2457,400 2513,000 -- Czechoslovakia 51,000; Hungary 
41,230; Tunisia 30,160; 
undetermined 322,483. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ——~— ~~ 547 269 _- Japan 222; Austria 47. 
Worked __________----- 23,351 721,686 __ West Germany 17,082; Austria 2,461; 

Switzerland 1,402. 
Gravel and crushed rock ___~__ ~~ 121,428 4,457 _- All to Hungary. 
Limestone excluding dimension ~_ _ _ — 932 1,230 _- All to West Germany. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 20 16 _- All to Jordan. 

Sulfuric acid and oleum— — — — ~~ — --_—- 5,322 294 -- All to Yugoslavia. 
Talc, steatite _..__.________-__- 88 145 -— All to Israel. 
Other nonmetals, n.e.s.: 

Crude____._-___.__-_------ 1,896 1,011 -- Hungary 601; West Germany 314. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not 

; metal-bearing ________---_-- 119,199 13,580 _— All to Yugoslavia. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ — _ _ ~~ 996 NA 
Carbon black _______-________--_ 230,200 299,300 __ Poland 6,683; Sri Lanka 718; 

Thailand 667; undetermined 
20,789. 

Gas, natural____ __ million cubic feet_ _ 27,063 27,084 _. All to Hungary. 
Peat including briquets __________- 2,006 1,835 __ Austria 1,296; Italy 516. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude .. 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — _- 811 -- All to Spain. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________._do____ 290,226 299 886 843 Netherlands 4,381; West Germany 

3,500; France 1,686. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ — (8) 21 _. Hungary 14; West Germany 7. 
Distillate fuel oil _._ do. _ ~~ 215,092 219,700 -- Italy 3,739; Turkey 2,480; West 

Germany 2,087. 
Residual fuel oil. _ _ _ _ _do_ _ _~ 217,005 222,768 353 Italy 6,199; France 2,502; 

etherlands 1,862. 
Lubricants and nonlubricating 

oils _________~~-do___~_ 22.615 22,164 _. Brazil 262; Italy 138; Austria 70; 
undetermined 1,494. 

Other: 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 231 214 _~. Thailand 2; Turkey 2; Madagascar 1. 
Petroleum coke _——do___ _ 2295 2585 _. __ Italy 82; undetermined 501. 
Bitumen and other residues 

- do 238 224 _. Austria 19. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals — — — — 268,700 257,800 (9) ‘Italy 17,823; France 14,931. 

PPreliminary. ‘Revised.. NA Not available. 
1Qwing to the lack of official trade statistics published by Romania, this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United 
ations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official trade sources of Romania. 
2Official Trade Statistics of Romania. 
3Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. 
‘Destinations of steel semimanufactures exclude imports by Israel valued at $1,317,000, and Malta, valued at $413,000. 
5May include waste and sweepings of silver. 
®World Metal Statistics, World Bureau of Metal Statistics, London, United Kingdom. 
7Excludes imports by Israel valued at $19,000. 
5Less than 1/2 unit. 
*The United States imported 851,683 barrels of naphtha.
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Table 4.—Romania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

--— eee 
, . Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y - Qhited Other (principal) ' 

ee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite________ thousand tons__ 669 1,051 — Greece 974; Yugoslavia 77. . , Oxides and hydroxides _________ 13,730 22,276 — Austria 12,263; Netherlands 6,205; 
Hungary 2,281. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought______________ 2,115 1,501 -- Hungary 1,500. . 
Semimanufactures_________ 5,868 5,091 _- West Germany 1,950; Hungary 1,495; 7 France 488. 

Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 3 10 _- All from Japan. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms ______________ _- . 5. — Finland 30; Japan 25. _ 
Chromium: . 

Chromite___§___________~____ 2,924 2,160 -- Finland 1,270; West Germany 890. coset! including alloys, all forms ___ 17 18 -- All from West Germany. 
alt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ _- 2 _- All from France. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 11 9 (?) Do. 

Copper: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 1,840 37,169 9,837 Canada 21,483; Italy 2,862; Morocco 

Metal including alloys: _ 
Scrap ____-§____~_~________ 50 40 — All from Belgium-Luxembourg. | Unwrought______________ 20,934 325,018 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 7,008; Poland 

7,007; Chile 6,000.* 
Semimanufactures_________ 11,803 13,873 — Poland 5,088; Belgium-Luxembourg 

3,517; West Germany 2,048. 
zermanium metal including alloys, all 
forms ___________ _ kilograms__ 500 NA 

ron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons__ 515,065 515,984 — USSR. 7,386; Brazil 2,225; Spain 

Pyrites, roasted______________ 10,001 NA 
Metal: 

Scrap _____-_ thousand tons__ 10 656 31 NA. oe 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot 

do____ 5573 5634 _— Brazil 198; West Germany 54; 
Yugoslavia 24; undetermined 345. 

Ferroalloys_ ________do..___ 5190 5145 _. NA. 
Steel, primary forms __ _do__ _ _ 6596 6201 _- West Germany 12; undetermined 187. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes,. 
sections_______do____ 6546 6521 a Poland 83; West Germany 59; 

Czechoslovakia 57. 
/ Universals, plates, sheets 

do_ ___ 6962 6961 17 Bulgaria 53; United Kingdom 43; 
West Germany 30. 

Hoop and strip ____do____ 637 628 _. West Germany 33. 
Rails and accessories 

do____ 661 650 — West Germany 5; undetermined 42. 
Wire __________do____ 659 670 _- West Germany 13; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 3; undetermined 48. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings 

do____ 5112 5126 (?) West Germany 27; Czechoslovakia 13; 
Japan 9; undetermined 63. 

Castings and forgings 
do____ 64 63 _. Hungary 1. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 30,326 6,320 __ Spain 2,720; Italy 2,000. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 2,861 3,554 a France 3,552. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ 15,066 10,411 _— All from Morocco. 
Semimanufactures _________ 5 1 __ All from United Kingdom. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 406 7199 199 
Semimanufactures____________ 57 261 248 West Germany 13. Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ _ 6113 6216 _. Brazil 61; undetermined 155. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 784 665 14 Greece 230; Ireland 220; Spain 200. Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks_ _ 8,961 3,829 _. Spain 2,495; Netherlands 638; Turkey 

493. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________ kilograms__ 4,511 4,827 387 Switzerland 2,040; West Germany 
1,900. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 2,103 1,474 _- Philippines 625; Finland 348; France 

1. Semimanufactures____________ 516 529 13 West Germany 457; Italy 16; France 
14. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Romania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
nn 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
. ey United Other (principal) 

en nn 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $3,298 $5,223 __ France $2,440; United Kingdom 
$2,118; Austria $289. 

Silver: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ . _ _do___-_ __ $445 _- All from Canada. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ___——do___—_ $367 $597 _- France $267; West Germany $228; 

Tj . United Kingdom $90. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate ________--- _— 24,900 __ All from Greece. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought_ _______---~--- 80 NA 
Semimanufactures _ kilograms_ _ -- 377 _- All from Switzerland. 

Titanium: 
Oxides ___________-~------- 1,119 1,816 __ Spain 980; West Germany 835. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms. _ 4,624 1,480 a West Germany 1,400. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
ier We eee 10 19 2 France 15; Netherlands 2. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate ______-~--—_—- 11,607 579 _— All from Yugoslavia. 

Oxides and hydroxides _____—_~_- 5,405 5,709 ee France 5,037; Italy 496; Yugoslavia 

Metal including alloys: 
Dust, blue powder______—-~- 2,300 NA - 
Unwrought_ __ ______----- 3,506 3,998 _- Spain 2,999; Finland 999. 

Semimanufactures _____—-—- 101 2,649 _- West Germany 1,496; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,134. 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate _____—_---- 45 165 _- All from West Germany. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ — 800 232 232 

Other metals, n.e.s.: 
Ores and concentrates_ _————-——-~- 830,094 8122093 — Algeria 121,883; West Germany 165; 

. Austria 45. 

Ash and residues containing 
nonferrous metals _ ____—_~--- 36 NA 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — — —_— 80 316 12 Sweden 153; Finland 57; Netherlands 

Metalloids___________--~---- 4,216 3,517 1 Norway 1,253; France 893; 
Yugoslavia 810. » 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals ___________-~--~-- _— 22 _- Israel 14; Finland 7. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 104 194 1 Japan 151; Belgium-Luxembourg 18; 

. United Kingdom 13. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc _________--~--__--~-- 1,653 2,983 . __ Turkey 2,850; Italy 133. 

Artificial: Corundum ______---~-~- 7,690 7,800 _. Yugoslavia 6,741; Hungary 1,040. 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _— $751 $359 $355 Belgium-Luxembourg $4. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones: 

Quantity ________------- 3,647 3,305 11 Yugoslavia 1,200; Austria 843; France 

Value _______~__ thousands_ _ NA $1,122 _. Hungary $1,084; Canada $38. 

Asbestos, crude__ ________------ 10,759 4,287 2,048 Canada 1,869; Yugoslavia 136; Italy 

Barite and witherite_________--_-- 17,290 20,481 __ Turkey 8,650; West Germany 7,130; 
Thailand 4,701. 

Boron materials: 
Crude, natural borates _______-- 12,501 23,600 _. All from Turkey. 

Oxide and acid ________~----- -— 801 — Turkey 500; France 300. 

Cement_____._-------------- 97 2,219 _- Kenya 2,200; France 17. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Kaolin __________------ 1,953 10,125 108 Czechoslovakia 7,000; Spain 3,017. 

Other, unspecified ___-_--~- 12,661 20,921 _- United Kingdom 10,479; Greece 
4,963; Turkey 3,790. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory _..__----~--- 818 539 _. Yugoslavia 278; Spain 193. 

Refractory __.___-------- 5114,000 5151,100 136 Yugoslavia 23,872; West Germany 
,455; U.S.S.R. 21,999. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ -- $21 __ All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Romania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities‘ —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

_ Sources, 1980 
~ Commodit 1979 1980” : y United Other (principal) —_———_——_----—-——— 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Diamond —Continued 

Industrial ____ value, thousands__ $4,503 $6,200 -- Belgiuin- Luxembourg $3,575; United 
ingdom $2,620. Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ _ 787 1,032 124 France 861; West Germany 45. Feldspar, fluorspar,etc___________ 500 6,886 -~ Italy 6,561; West Germany 300. Fertilizer materials: . 

Crude, phosphatic ____________ 52.338 52,276 382 Morocco 867; Jordan 388; Israel 99. Manufactured: . Nitrogenous _____________ 50 28 _- All from West Germany. Phosphatic______________ _- 1,072 _— All from Israel. Potassic_ __ __ thousand tons_ _ 5179 150 -~ East Germany 78. 
Other including mixed_______ 75 NA ‘ : Graphite, natural _.______§_ 114 70 _. All from France. Gypsum and plasters ____________ 10 NA e Lime _________________ 8 6 _- Do. Magnesite.________________ 41,154 39,138 _- Czechoslovakia 37,000; Greece 1,000; 

Yugoslavia 999. Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 12 41 ~—  Belgium-Luxembourg 40. Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _.._____________ 23 18 -~- Switzerland 15; France 2. - Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 
hydroxides, processed___________ 617 827 _~- West Germany 525; Japan 271; 

Franée 30. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural _____ value, thousands__ $1 $35 ~- All from Switzerland. Synthetic ___._________do____ $21 $6 -- West Germany $4; Austria $2. Pyrites, unroasted____________ 75,844 144,247 _- Sweden 84,382; Norway 47,790. Salt and brine.__-_-§__________ | 3 10 ~- Sweden 8; United Kingdom 2. Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash ______________ 542 153 _— Yugoslavia 128; France 25. Caustic soda________________ 19 24 16 West Germany 6. Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 105 19 -- All from Italy. Worked_______ 9 _ 26 121 -- Switzerland 92; Italy 21. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ __ 12 _- All from West Germany. Gravel and crushed rock ________ 508 2,082 __ France 1,424; Austria 428. Quartz and quartzite.________ 1,111 1,290 __ Finland 710; West Germany 534. Sand excluding metal-bearing ____ _ 3,339 731 -- West Germany 496; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 174. Sulfur: . Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ 223,315 81,433 58,608 Canada 21,810. Colloidal _.___________ 1,330 122 _- France 100; Japan 20. Dioxide___________________ _- 1,051 ~- All from West Germany. Sulfuric acid and oleum_________ 4,400 4,956 -- Hungary 4,902; Bulgaria 50. Talc, steatite _..___________ 435 753 -- Italy 408; West Germany 219; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 105. Other nonmetals, n.e.s.: . Crude_____________ 2,020 2,819 _- Italy 1,217; Greece 900; West 

Germany 444, Halogens_______________ > 18 38 _— Japan 23; nited Kingdom 5; 
witzerland 4. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 4] 34 -— Italy 32. Carbon black -_-__________ 93 8,183 __ Egypt 7,700; West Germany 443. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

thousand tons__ 1,801 3,163 1,267 Poland 401; Czechoslovakia 340; 
Australia 317. Lignite including briquets __do____ 148 260 34 Turkey 197; Yugoslavia 28. Unspecified __.________do____ 91,896 9526 -. NA. 

Total ____________do____ 53.845 53.949 
Coke and semicoke_________do____ 52,896 53,133 154 oJ apan 415; Belgium-Luxembourg 348; 

taly 337. Peat including briquets___________ _- 21 -- Ireland 12; Italy 9. Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ $104,375 $116,515 -. NA. Refinery products: 
Gasoline __ _42-gallon barrels__ 33,320 27,761 — West Germany 15,530; Greece 8,254; 

taly 3,970. Kerosine and jet fuel___do____ 5,828 2,720 _- Hungary 2,410; Yugoslavia 310. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Romania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 . 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
m0 Bnited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED , 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products — 
Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Distillate fuel oil 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 3,044 13,495 — Greece 12,645; West Germany 679. 

Residual fuel oil _ __ _ _ _do_ _ __ 6,527 167,666 — Hungary 163,856; Greece 3,450. 
Lubricants ________—do____ 30,590 1094591 147 Greese 6,688: West Germany 6,335; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 1,484. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do. ___ 167,597 123,958 _- Italy 40,368; Hungary 39,011; West 

Germany 30,7838. 
Mineral] jelly and wax 

do. ___ 1,668 1,472 _— West Germany 1,322; France 55. 
. Bitumen and other residues 

do____ __ 4,272 _— All from Italy. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ — 11,380 13,019 _- U.S.S.R. 11,900; West Germany 622. 

PPreliminary. NA Not available. | 
10wing to the lack of official trade statistics published by Romania, this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United 
ations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official trade sources of Romania. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Excludes exports from Israel valued at $6,000. 
“Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft (Metallstatistik), Frankfurt am Main, West Germany. 
5Official trade statistics of Romania. - 
®Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, United Nations, New York. 
7Excludes exports from Norway valued at $112,000. 
8Excludes exports from Australia valued at $1,483,000. 
*Presumably largely bituminous; of total officially reported coal imports in 1979, 2,840,000 tons was described as 

washed pit coal for coke manufacture, and 1,005,000 tons was not further described. For 1980, 2,557,000 tons was described 
as washed pit coal and 1,395,000 tons was unspecified. 

10Fxcludes portion of Japanese exports valued at $248,000. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Metallurgy, were transferred from the Baia 

. ; Mare Center for Ores and Nonferrous Met- 
In 1981, the Romanian steel industry allurgy. ] | a 

employed over 119,000 production workers; (2) The Slatina Aluminum and the Orad- 
nonferrous metallurgical and mining enter- eg Alumina Enterprises as well as the 
prises employed over 72,300 production Neferal Metallurgical Enterprise, Bucha- 
workers. Estimated capital investment 1n_ rest, were transferred from the Slatina 
iron mining and steel production exceeded Center for Nonferrous and Rare Metals. 
13 billion lei, and in the nonferrous sector, (3) The Tulcea Alumina Enterprise was 

it exceeded 2.5 billion lei. transferred from the Tulcea Metallurgical 
| To improve the performance of the coun- (Complex. 

try’s nonferrous mining and smelting indus- (4) The Moldova Noua Metallurgical En- 

try, a state decree was issued establishing, terprise for Nonferrous Metals was trans- 
on October 1, 1981, The Industrial Center ferred from the Deva Ore Center. 
for Nonferrous and Rare Metals (CIMNR). Aluminum.—Romania’s aluminum in- 

Established under the Ministry of Chemical dustry was located in Slatina in Oit County. 
Industry, the objectives of CIMNR were to The industry’s annual capacity was in ex- 

extract aluminum, heavy metals, and rare cess of 250,000 metric tons, and apart from 
metals from scrap and concentrate and to organizational changes described above, in- 
manufacture anodes, sulfuric acid, and oth- dustry plans in 1981 were to maintain 
er products. The following units were trans- capacities that were already built and con- 
ferred to CIMNR: centrate on increasing production efficiency 

(1) The Baia Mare, Copsa Mica, and Zlat- as well as on the improvement and diversifi- 
na Metallurgical Enterprises for Nonfer- cation of aluminum products. Reportedly, 
rous Metals as well as the Industrial School new rolling mill capacities were planned to 
No. 3, including the Professional School for grow by 20% to 25% in the 5-year period.
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Also, a new 20,000-ton-per-year initial ca- ians. During the 1981-85 5-year period, the 
pacity cast components and motorcar pis- Banat and the Fagaras Mountains would be 
tons manufacturing enterprise was plan- evaluated for precious metal potential by 
ned. Liquid aluminum alloys would largely studies of old crystalline formations and 
be supplied from the Slatina aluminum associated alluvial deposits. 
complex. | : ; Romania became a consistent exporter of 
Copper.—The main  copper-producing gold beginning in May 1981, and in 1981 

area was in southern Banat region, in west- was reported to have sold 20.3 tons of gold 
central Romania. The chief deposits were on the Swiss market. | 
located along three major trends: the west Iron and Steel.—A number of new instal- 
Banat, the east side of the Resita geosyn- lations in the iron and steel industry came 
cline, and the Rudaria lineament. onstream. A third ferrochromium furnace 

The development of a new copper mine in was put into operation at Tulcea with a 
the Baia de Arama area of Mehedinti Coun- 52,000-ton-per-year capacity; two additional 
ty was reported. A flotation plant was furnaces were planned for startup in 1981 
begun, and initial concentrate production for the production of ferrosilicon. The Iasi 
was scheduled for the end of 1982. The heavy engineering complex also put into 
recovery of about 60,000 tons of copper from operation its first 50-ton electric-furnace 
secondary sources in 1981 was also reported. shop. The shop was to be equipped with 10-, 

Romania was active during 1981 in a 20-, 50-, and 100-ton furnaces that would 

variety of international joint copper mining produce ingots ranging from 5 to 400 tons. | 
and mine development ventures with the The first 350,000-ton-per-year medium 
major aim of assuring sources of imported sheet rolling mill was put into operation at 
copper. Among these was work conducted the Calarasi iron and steel complex, com- 
until the end of December on the Antamina pleting its first stage of development. Also 
copper-zinc deposit in Peru by the joint the construction of the No. 6 2,500-cubic- 
Romanian-Peruvian Antamina company; meter blast furnace was completed at the 
studies were conducted to determine wheth- Galati iron and steel complex in 1980, and 

er ore production from the deposit at a rate __ the first production of pig iron was schedul- 
of 10,000 to 20,000 tons per day was feasible. ed for the second half of 1981. At the Calan 

However, on December 13, partnership was metallurgical plant in Hunedoara, the first 
officially dissolved owing to the venture’s domestically produced 330,000-ton-per-year 
inability to provide necessary scheduled metallurgical coke battery was put into 
financing. The ownership of the mine re- operation. 
verted to Empresa Minera del Pera with | Romania’s steel production, by process, 

Romania receiving nominal value compen- was approximately 44% oxygen, 19% elec- 
sation for its investment. Geomin of Roma- tric, and 37% open hearth. In 1981, about 

nia will also have the option to purchase 6.4 million tons of steel was produced from 
; 15% of the concentrate for 15 years after recycled scrap. 

production startup. The proven ore reserves In 1981, Romania had extensive trade and 
at the deposit are 166 million tons, assaying cooperative agreements in the iron and 
1.3% copper, 1.1% zinc, 0.48 ounce of silver steel area; however, alleged dumping 
per ton, and 0.04% molybdenum. charges and suits were leveled against Ro- 

A copper exploration agreement was un- mania by several European nations as well 
dertaken by the joint Romanian-Chilean as the United States. The charges alleged 
company, Coemin, and other similar ar- that Romanian steel plates and pipes were 
rangements were reported with Mozambi- sold abroad below manufacturing costs. 
que and Zambia. Lead and Zinc.—Romania continued to 

Gold.—Gold has been mined in Romania’ mine the major portion of its lead-zinc ores 
since antiquity. Auriferous ores were found at the Baia Mare mining complex. The 
in the country’s polymetallic deposits as concentrate was smelted at the Copsa Mica 
well as in placer beds. Romanian geologists smelting facilities in the central part of the 
in 1981 discovered new gold deposits that country. 
were said to have favorably increased the From all indications, Romania’s ambi- 

country’s reserves of this metal. Research tious planned production increases of 13.9% 
was planned toward extending known de-_ for lead and 8.9% for zinc over the 1980 
posits as well as developing new regions, level were not met, and after the instal- 
especially in the Apuseni Mountains, inthe lation of the electrolytic lead facilities 
Banat region, and in the eastern Carpath- at Copsa Mica, no new capacities were
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announced for the year. Romania did, how- of the country. Romania’s weighted output 

ever, report a production of 11,400 tons of of both simple and complex fertilizers by 

zinc from recycled secondary raw materials. 1981 was as follows: 

Silver.—Increased exploration of argen- 

tiferous ores in the Apuseni Mountainsand ~~~, ~=O~O*~*~<“C«s~S*‘“‘«*«Sercentts«C*~*w 

the eastern Carpathians was undertaken by ©@$_-—————— I 

the Ministry of Geology in 1981. In Roma- Simple fertilizers: 

nia, silver, as well as gold, was produced in Re eee aphate_.~ 34 

association with copper, lead, and zinc ores. Carbamide -~------~------- 33.3 
Ammonium nitrate 

(including nitrocalcite) — — — —— 20.3 

NONMETALS Ammonium sulfate__—— —---- 2.0 

Cement.—In 1981, the output of cement Total__-------------________644 

by the country’s 12 plants actually dropped Complex fertilizers: 

to just over the 1978 output level. Few Ayer oP spate phate 2222 a 32.6 

details were provided on the industry dur- — 

ing the year, and most of the activities Total__-------------___ 856 

within the industry were conducted abroad Grand total ________-_-- 100.0 

with the cement plants reported under ~ ...  . 

oe mm North Kor ea, Iraq, and In 1981, Romania reported the startup of 
urkey with Romanian participation. 197.000-ton-per- u lant at B 

Clays.—Romania produced a variety of a , per-year urea Plant ab macau 

clays but was apparently unable to full in the eastern part of the country. The plant 

raeet domestic needs for this mineral AL was based on Stamicarbon technology and 

though the country did not publish produc- wes constructed with know-how and engi- 
. ee : . neering input from Coppee-Rust. 

tion statistics, various foreign trade sources Sulfur.—Romania’s domestic production 

indicated past Romanian purchases of this of sulfur came primarily from pyrites, al- 

commodity. though the most significant development in 

To fully meet domestic requirements, Ro- 1981 was the continued development at the 

mania’s Ministry of Geology, in 1981, was Calimani sulfur project at Suceava. The 
directed to increase efforts aimed at finding -Suceava deposit. was reported to be the 

ey clay deposits, as well as other, nonme- largest native sulfur deposit ever found in 

tallic minerals such as talc, sands, lime- Romania. A 20-kilometer access road was 

stones, and ornamental rocks. Refractory under construction, and some 1,200 workers 

clays were found in the Alun region of the in addition to mining complex personnel 

Padurea Craiului Mountains, as well as were employed in the removal of rock over- 

kaolin-bearing rocks at Stejera. burden. The project called for more than 

Fertilizers.—Romania’s chemical indus- 200 dump trucks, over 20 excavators, and 

try produced a variety of simple and com- over 30 bulldozers. The project was to come 

plex fertilizers. With an abundance of onstream late in 1981 after the removal of 

methane gas, the country has become a about 1 million cubic meters of overburden 

substantial producer of nitrogenous fertiliz- and the initial exposure of 100,000 tons of 

ers. Apart from centrally planned domestic sulfur. 
needs, nitrogenous fertilizer was exported, 

which in large measure helped offset the MINERAL FUELS 

import cost of potash and phosphate rock. In 1981, Romania was able to meet plan- 

Romania's agriculture and soil cond ned objectives only for the production of 

tions required an average nitrogen, phos- methane gas. Crude petroleum output 

acon and rao ch nutrients ratio showed some gain over that of the preceding 

(N:P:K) of 1.9:1.0:0.4. Chemical fertilizer year but did not meet planned goals. Net 

complexes at Fagaras, Craiova, Turnu Mag- coal production fell short of planned output 

urele, Arad, Slobozia, Bacau, etc., were well requirements by over 13 million tons. 

distributed throughout agricultural regions
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Table 5.—Romania: Primary energy balance 
(Million tons of standard coal equivalent)! 

) Coal 
Total (ignite, on us Natur al Hydro- primary anthracite, : 

. : petroleum associated power energy bituminous products gas 

eee 
1980: 
Production?_________.____________ 82.3 17.0 16.9 46.9 1.5 Exports _______.___________ 11.7 __ 11.0 3 A Imports _-.-_~__~_ = 31.9 6.2 23.5 2.0 2 ros PParent consumption _._____________ 102.5 23.2 29.4 48.6 1.3 

Production?@_________ = 82.3 16.7 17.2 46.9 e15 Exports __-________ 12.7 -- 12.0 3 A Imports ___-_-___~_~__ = 28.2 6.0 22.0 _— 2 Apparent consumption _______________ 97.8 22.7 27.2 46.6 1.3 SO _—_ 
“Estimated. 
11 ton of standard coal equivalent (SCE)=7,000,000 kilocalories. Conversion factors used are hard coal, 1.0; lignite and brown coal, 0.33; coke, 0.9; crude oil, 1.47; natural gas, 1.33 (per 1,000 cubic meters); and hydroelectric power, 0.123 (per thousand kilowatt-hours). 
2Production from production table and from Anuarul Statistic Republicii Socialiste Romania, 1981, Bucharest, 1981. 

Coal—Faced with serious production production of 12.5 million tons of crude oil 
shortfalls in 1981, Romania planned sub- and 33,000 million cubic meters of natural 
stantial production increases in 1982 that gas. In 1981, the industry reported a signifi- 
would set output at about 44 million tons of cant offshore oil discovery. The Gloria loca- 
lignite and pit coal. By 1985, an estimated tion in the Black Sea, some 30 miles off- 
annual 96-million-ton production level was shore, was reported to contain light crude 
set. The Jiu Valley in Oltenia County re- and gas in 150 feet of water. Romanian 
mained the country’s principal coal mining authorities expressed interest in obtaining 
area; located in the southern Carpathian the cooperation of U.S. oil companies to 
region, the Jiu Valley, with a commercial help develop the deposit, and preliminary 
reserve base of 1 billion tons, produced 90% discussions were held with Standard Oil of 
of Romania’s lignite and about 25% of its Indiana and Occidental Petroleum, among 
bituminous and anthracite coal. others. 

During the year, worker unrest was alleg- Shale (Bituminous).—Romania’s princi- 
ed at the Jiu Valley coal mining area owing pal shale deposits, with a calorific content to food shortages, which may have, in part, of 980 to 1,200 kilocalories per kilogram, 
contributed to the industry’s dislocations were located in the southwest in Caras- 
during the year. Severin County. Doman and Anina, the two 

In 1981, Romania reported the reopening main deposits, were reported to contain of three coal mines in the Trotus Valley; the substantial reserves, and it was planned to renewed operation at these mines was said mine them by open pit methods; the mined to have led to discoveries of new seams that product would be supplied to a planned could be exploited for an estimated 15 years. thermoelectric power station. Shale output It was also reported that facilities were by 1985 was estimated at 10 million tons per expanded at the Leurda lignite mine in the year. 
Motru Valley that would raise output by —————_— 
5,000 tons per day. foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 

. ted inteia (Bucharest). July 2, 1981, pp. 3-4. N uclear Power.—Romania repo ; con- 3Revista Economica (Bucharest). No. 41, Oct. 9, 1981, p. struction progress on the country’s first a2 ia Libera (Bucharest) Feb. 18, 1982, oo. | 5 
mania Libera (Bucharest). Feb. 18, » pp. 1, 5. nuclear power plant at Cerna Voda. The *The Romanian lei is a nonconvertible currency, whose excavation of the foundation for the Ca- relation to the US. dollar is based upon, the fluctuation of : ° e dollar-lei ratio. e rate of dollars to lei is nadian-built Candu reactor was com- US$1.00=Lei4.47 (official commercial rate, July 8, 1981). pleted, and the first reactor block was The conversion of Romanian national income and foreign : *. s exchange accounts into U.S. dollars was not done, owing to scheduled for startup in 1985. Romania is different criteria used in determining value in centrally the only CMEA country to have initiated its planned economies as opposed to those used in market 

. economies. nuclear power development without resort- °gnomies. Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA). Its ing to Soviet technology. membership includes Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, the _ +? rman Democratic Republic, Hungary, Mongolia, Po- Petroleum and Natural Gas. Romania's land, Romania, the U.S.S.R., and Vietnam. Yugoslavia production plan for 1982 called for the obtained permanent observer status in 1965.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
/ S @ e 

—_ audi Arabia 
By Peter J. Clarke’ 

Revenues from petroleum exports, inex- Total Government expenditures during the 
cess of $100 billion, continued to fuel the plan period were estimated at $236 billion, 
rapid development of the Saudi economy in excluding military expenditures. | 
1981. Production of crude oil averaged 9.945 The largest of these investments was in 

million barrels per day during the year, up the oil sector, where development of down- 

only 0.18% from the 1980 level. Petroleum stream processing industries was rapidly 

revenues reached $101.2 billion? for 1981, up taking place. The Saudi Government has 

from $85 billion the year before. These concentrated its efforts at two major indus- 

revenues were the mainstay of the Saudi trial centers, Jubail on the East coast and 

economy, generating 60% of the 1981 gross Yanbu on the Red Sea. Jubail was to be the 

domestic product (GDP) of approximately site for 2 major export-oriented oil refin- 

$130 billion, 90% of Government revenues, eries, 6 major petrochemical plants, a fertil- 

and 88% of the Kingdom’s total exports, izer plant, an iron and steel mill, secondary 
valued at $115 billion in 1981. Major Saudi support industries, and a residential com- 
exports, in order of decreasing value, were munity for 300,000 people. Yanbu made its 
crude oil, refined petroleum products, and first step in becoming a major crude oil and 
natural gas liquids (NGL). NGL export terminal in 1981, with the 

Economic and social development in completion of Petroline, the two parallel 
Saudi Arabia was implemented under the crude oil and NGL transpeninsular pipe- 
guidelines of 5-year economic development lines. A major crude oil and NGL loading 
programs, the third of which began in 1981. terminal at Yanbu gave Saudi Arabia its 
In the second 5-year plan, over 50% of the first oil outlet on the Red Sea, thus avoiding 

Kingdom’s resources were allocated for in- the Persian Gulf and vulnerable Strait of 
frastructure development to remove bottle- Hormuz. Yanbu was also to house a NGL 
necks and increase the country’s capacity to processing plant, an export and lube oil 
absorb large industrial investments. Under refinery, and a petrochemical plant. Also 
the first two plans, GDP has tripled, gross nearing completion was the Saudi gas sys- 
fixed capital formation has increased about tem, to collect, process, and transport over 3 
45% per year, and per capita income has billion cubic feet per day of associated gas 
more than doubled to the current level of that will provide feedstock for petrochemi- 
about $15,000. Along with these economic cal production, fuel for industry, power 
developments, over 20,000 kilometers of generation, and desalinization of seawater. 

roads, five major seaports, and three inter- The system was 75% complete at the end of 

national airports were built. Electricity, the year. Total contracts awarded for the 
telecommunications, and water distribution two industrial areas were valued at $7.8 

networks were extended to even the most billion in mid-1981. 
remote villages. The third development The nonoil sector of the economy was also 
plan, 1981-85, was intended to build upon _ receiving considerable attention under the 
these achievements, while gradually shift- third 5-year plan, as part of a concerted 
ing the emphasis away from basic infra- effort by the Government to diversify the 
structure to productive investments, such economy away from oil dependence. Growth 
as heavy industry, agriculture, and mining. rate of the nonoil GDP was 12% in 1981, 

849
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double the rate envisioned by the plan and The amount of revenues realized from oil 
about the same as in 1980. Growth in nonoil exports and other sources that was not 
GDP was primarily a result of Government spent under the budget, or used for other 
expenditures for infrastructure and basic purposes, constituted Saudi Arabia’s petro- 
services for Saudi Arabia’s booming con- dollar surplus. The surplus for 1981 was 
struction industry. The private nonoil econ- estimated at about $20 billion. The Saudi 
omy also expanded rapidly in 1981, at arate Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) was re- 
of 13%. Advances in the private sector were sponsible for investing these surpluses to 
generated mainly by the trade and services receive a maximum return. SAMA total 
sector, as a result of the high level of assets at the end of 1980 were estimated at 
imports required by an expanding economy. nearly $100 billion. Saudi investment in- 

As part of its intention to develop the come from these assets was estimated at 
nonoil resources of the Kingdom, the Saudi about $5 billion in 1981. SAMA investments 
Arabian Government issued, along with the were mostly in Government guaranteed 
economic plan, a 5-year mineral develop- bonds and in blue-chip corporate securities. 
ment plan. Development of nonfuel miner- Estimates placed about 80% of SAMA in- 
als in Saudi Arabia was under the direction vestments in dollar-denominated securities, 
of the Directorate General of Mineral Re- but with less than 50% in the United States 
sources (DGMR). Petroleum and hydrocar- _ itself. , 
bon exploitation was controlled by the Gen- Overall, 1981 was a year of tremendous 
eral Petroleum and Mineral Organization achievement for Saudi Arabia. Its status in 
(Petromin). Both the DGMR and Petromin international financial markets was recog- 
were agencies of the Saudi Arabian Govern- _ nized in May 1981, when an agreement with 
ment. To induce foreign and domestic com- the International Monetary Fund (IMF) was 
panies to invest in mineral development, signed, allowing the latter to borrow up to 
the Kingdom offered a liberal mining code, $4.7 billion from SAMA over a period of 6 
well-established precedents for joint- years. This effectively doubled the SAMA 
venture arrangements with Petromin, contribution and was considered a substan- 
interest-free loans of 50% of the capital tial achievement in the effort to recycle 
investment with a Saudi partner, and a 5-__ petrodollars, strengthen the IMF, and the 
year tax holiday. Eight mineral exploration international monetary system. 
permits were issued during the year to The Saudi prevailed on the Organization 
private companies, mostly for metallic min- of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
erals in the Arabian Shield. In addition to _ pricing issue, for which they had fought for 
these companies, geologic mapping and _ over a year. In October 1981 at the Geneva 
mineral exploration was being conducted by OPEC conference, Saudi pressure led to the 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the unification of the OPEC pricing structure 
French Bureau de Recherches Géologiques around the benchmark Arabian Light (34° 
et Miniéres (BRGM), Hunting Survey’s Ltd. API) at. $34 per barrel. The Saudi had 
(United Kingdom), Shell Minerals produced over 10 million barrels of oil per 
Exploration-Saudi Arabia, and British Steel day and flooded world markets for most of 
Corp. Two mineral projects were also near- the year to force price retrenchment by 
ing implementation in 1981. Consolidated other OPEC member states. Their ability to 
Gold Fields and Petromin were going ahead influence the world oil market and gain 
with plans to develop the Mahd Adh Dha- acceptance of their pricing policy was a 
hab gold deposit in the Arabian Shield, and major step in the Saudi plan to become a 
Saudi Arabia and Sudan were operating a leader of the moderate Arab world and 
pilot plant to extract several metallic min- allow OPEC to speak with a unified voice. 
erals from the floor of the Red Sea. 

PRODUCTION 

Production of crude oil in Saudi Arabia of supplies from Iran and Iraq. Production 
increased slightly in 1981, to 3.63 billion was maintained at this level through the 
barrels. This production reflects an average first 5 months of 1981, creating an oversup- 
daily output of nearly 10 million barrels per ply situation in the world market. The 
day. Production was raised in October 1980 Saudi used their output to prevent another 
from 9.5 to 10.5 million barrels per day to round of price increases in the wake of the 
help supply countries left short by the loss Iran-Iraq war, and to keep a downward
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pressure on spot, or noncontract, crude oil future of the Saudi downstream processing 

prices. The price of Arabian Light stood at industry. Eight petrochemical projects were 

$82 per barrel from November 1980 to to be constructed in Jubail and Yanbu by 

October 1981, when it was raised to $34 per 1985, producing primary petrochemicals for 

barrel, where it remained for the rest ofthe the world market. The Saudi stated goal 

year. Spot prices fluctuated slightly below was to capture 5% of the world chemical 

the official level and reached a low of market by 1990. To bring these projects to 

$29 per barrel by the end of the year. In reality, several of the world’s largest oil and 

| October, following the OPEC conference, chemical companies were participating as 

Saudi Arabia cut its production to 8.5 mil- joint-venture partners. The first of these 

lion barrels per day, where it remained plants was due onstream in 1983. 

through yearend. Nonfuel mineral production in Saudi 

Production of refined products continued Arabia was also expanding in 1981. Produc- 

to increase, mainly owing to the large-scale tion of nitrogenous fertilizer increased 4% 

expansion program underway in the Saudi in 1981 from the 1980 level and is scheduled 

refining industry. Output of refined prod- to undergo large-scale expansion when the 

ucts averaged about 950,000 barrels perday Jubail Fertilizer Co. plant comes onstream 

in 1981, up 3.6% from the 1980 level. New in 1983. The plant is to produce 580,000 tons 

refinery capacity was added at Riyadh, and per year of urea fertilizer, mainly for ex- 

another addition was expected in 1982 at port. Sulfur production is also expected to 

Jeddah. Three major export refineries, at increase dramatically as a byproduct of 

Jubail, Yanbu, and Rabigh, were to come petroleum refining. Sulfur production ca- 

onstream by 1985, as well as two domestic pacity was to increase to 1.6 million tons per 

refineries and six lubrication oil refineries. year by the middle of the decade. 

With all this new capacity onstream, Saudi Construction materials, mainly iron, 

Arabia was to be capable of exporting over steel, and cement, were in great demand in 

400 million barrels per year of refined Saudi Arabia. To satisfy domestic require- 

products by the mid-1980’s. ments, the Saudi Iron and Steel Co. was 

The other. major oil-related development constructing an 800,000-ton-per-year, direct- 

in Saudi production capacity was the imple- reduction steelworks at Jubail, to be com- 

mentation of the massive master gas system pleted by 1983. Output from the Jeddah 

(MGS), capable of processing 3 billion cubic _ steel rolling mill was also expanded, from 

feet per day of associated gas and turning it 80,000 to 140,000 tons per year, in 1981. The 

into feedstock for one of the largest petro- cement industry was also given a consider- 

chemical projects in the world. Saudi Ara- able boost in 1981 through the addition of 

bia produced about 140 million barrels of 3.8 million tons per year of new capacity. — 

NGL in 1981, nearly all of which was Current capacity of the cement industry . 

exported. When all phases of the MGS are was 5.2 million tons per year, but was to | 

completed, output of NGL was to more than expand to 13 million tons per year by 1985 

double. Downstream processing facilities through the addition of four new plants. 

were to transform methane into ethane for Saudi Arabia expected to be self-sufficient 

use in developing the Saudi petrochemical in iron, steel, and cement production by the 

industry. mid-1980’s and still have a moderate sur- 

In addition to refined products and NGL, plus for export. Total mineral production in 

petrochemicals represented the long-term Saudi Arabia is shown in table 1.
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Table 1.—Saudi Arabia: Production of mineral commodities! 
A 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981¢ 
LE SS tt pee erent 

METALS | 
Iron and steel: Crude steel 

thousand metric tons_ _ 5 5 45 50 72 
NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic? _.§_________ do ___ 1,267 1,800 2,200 3,500 5,000 Gypsum ________._.__________do____ 20 210 300 300 350 
Lime® ____________________ do. __ 20 30 150 150 175 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _______do____ 125 140 155 167 170 

eee 
Sulfur: 

Native _____.__________ metric tons__ 1,160 1,083 1,100 1,000 NA Byproduct, all sources.._.________do____ 12,000 14,000 125,000 460,000 480,000 

Total _._.______________do____ 13,160 15,083 126,100 461,000 480,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS? 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_______.. _~_- million cubic feet__ 1,719,816 1,544,960 —-1,700,000 ~— 1,913,695 —_—_1,920,000 Marketed® _________________do____ 158,915 334,927 400,000 450,000 500,000 ee OI 00,000 
SS SSeS yp Ss SSS SSS 

Natural gas liquids: 
Propane and butane 

thousand 42-gallon barrela__ NA NA . NA NA NA 
Natural gasoline and other _______do____ NA NA NA NA NA NN CNA 

Total _.________________do____ 70,000 91,009 100,000 105,000 140,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude -.________------___-do.___ __ 3,357,955 3,029,901 _—=-3,479,389 3,623,541 ~—=«- 3,680,000 
STS 

SS SG TT Shas 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ~------ dol 12,334 19,716 21,316 26,043 29,000 Jet fuel. $2 do 2,054 202 248 355 360 | Kerosine______._________do____ 8,569 9,854 9,913 12,526 12,526 Distillate fuel oil _..________do____ 32,116 37,486 34,991 44,696 46,000 Residual fuel oil _..._______do____ 96,887 95,423 97,997 89,048 90,000 
Liquefied petroleum gas_______do____ 57,571 65,326 719,523 97,339 100,000 Naphtha________________do____ 49,010 48,285 51,250 45,560 47,000 Asphalt_________________do.___ 7,063 6,178 7,937 8,268 8,300 Unspecified _..___________do____ _- 1,085 1,560 1,600 1,700 Refinery fuel and losses________do____ 9,608 10,200 10,200 10,200 10,500 A «10,500 

Total ________________do____ 275,212 298,755 314,935 335,635 345,386 
J 

*Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 23, 1982. 
Data are for the Hejira calendar year, which corresponds closely to the Gregorian calendar year. 
Includes Saudi 1/2 share of production in the Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Partitioned Zone. 

TRADE 

Saudi balance-of-payments surplus con- were to increase significantly when the 
tinued to grow in 1981, led by a rise of petrochemical projects come onstream. 
almost 20% in the value of oil and gas Total imports by Saudi Arabia reached 
exports. The merchandise trade balance $40 billion in 1981, up 22% from the 1980 
showed a surplus of $76.5 billion in 1981, up —_ level. Real growth in imports, after infla- 
7% from the 1980 level. Oil exports, includ- tion and exchange rate adjustments, was 
ing NGL, rose by 11% in 1981 over the estimated at 15%. Imports by the private 
1980 level. Of the total oil exports, refined sector rose 20% to $34.5 billion, represent- 
products accounted for 5%; bunker fuel, ing 86% of total imports. About 80% of 
1%; and crude oil, the remaining 94%. Saudi imports originated in 14 major indus- 
Nonoil exports were negligible in 1981 but trial countries.
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Table 2.—Saudi Arabia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 ——- 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides __~______~ _- 9 _- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____.____--~------ 1,479 2,026 _— Kuwait 1,276; Lebanon 140; Jordan 

Unwrought________..-_~- 64 447 _- Kuwait 211; Lebanon 95; Nether- 
lands 25. 

Semimanufactures ________ _ 380 419 _— Bahrain 220; Kuwait 95; Yemen Arab 
Republic 44. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — — — — -- 20 | -- All to Qatar. 
pper: 
Matte and speiss _______-____-  —- 1,833 802 _- Kuwait 583; Jordan 84; Lebanon 71. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____-___.----.-~-- 876 3,269 _- Kuwait 1,207; India 605; West 
Germany 578. 

Unwrought_ ________- ~~ 88 259 a Spain 109; India 60; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 54. 

Semimanufactures ________ - 5,215 745 _- Kuwait 275; India 150; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 99. 

Iron and steel: 
ore and concentrate__.______-- 5 1 _— All to Yemen Arab Republic. 

etal: 
Scrap ________________- 730 15,931 8 Italy 10,086; Pakistan 2,460; Jordan 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, powder, shot 1,203 3,011 18 Lebanon 1,013; Pakistan 1,000; 
Jordan 443. 

Steel, primary forms _____ ~~~ 99 147 2 Yemen Arab Republic 99; Somalia 22. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_____._____~— 7,083 3,473 _- Pakistan 1,300; Kuwait 1,179; Yemen 

Arab Republic 473. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 102 2,432 2 Yemen Arab Republic 2,231; Somalia 

Hoop and strip _____-—- 2 28 _- Kuwait 24; Yemen Arab Republic 4, 
Rails and accessories _ — __ — 15 330 5 United Arab Emirates 307; Lebanon 

Wire ___________ Le 14 64 _— Yemen Arab Republic 29; Bahrain 15; 
Lebanon 15. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ___—— 2,035 3,763 120 Kuwait 629; United Kingdom 580; 
United Arab Emirates 461. 

Castings and forgings, rough 1,188 514 10 United Arab Emirates 111; Jordan 
104; Yemen Arab Republic 73. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate ________ —- 1 _- 

Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ -- 3 -- United Arab Emirates 2; Bahrain 1. 
etal: 

Scrap ____.~-__~_______-_ 85 290 _- Kuwait 183; Portugal 46; Lebanon 33. 
Unwrought and semimanu- 

factures _____________~- 8 90 _- West Germany 36; Kuwait 33. 
Nickel: 

Matte and speiss — — — — 5-5 =~ -— -- 23 -- All to Kuwait. 
Metal including alloys: Semimanu- 

factures __ (2) 20 _- All to Qatar. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands. _ -- $1 _- All to Sudan. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings __———do____ -- $3 _- All to United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___——do____ $37,304 $56,003 _- United Kingdom $24,479; France 
$21,102; Switzerland $6,675. 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures ___ __ _ ____ -- 1 -- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
forms __________~_____-__-_ 4 10 NA Kuwait 4. 

Zinc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _______ ~~ 14 20 _-- Bahrain 15; Somalia 5. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______~__________ __ 48 _- Kuwait 37; Somalia 5; Yemen Arab 
Republic 5. 

Unwrought_________--_~~- 47 102 -- Somalia 90; Yemen Arab Republic 6. 
Oth Semimanufactures ___— ~~ __ 239 980 _- Lebanon 328; Somalia 231; Syria 111. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates____..___ _ -_ 62 __ Kuwait 34; Jordan 27; Yemen Arab 

Republic 1. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals_____-_______~--_-~- 87 7 _-. All to Qatar. 

Metalloids_.§ _-______________ 99 215 _— Lebanon 150; Jordan 64. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Saudi Arabia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 1979 1980 : 
Commodity Bnited Other (principal) 

eee 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _--_-__ Le 5 51 _~. Kuwait 33; Yemen Arab Republic 18. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones __________________ 41 16 __ Yemen Arab Republic 13; Bahrain 2; 
People’s Democratic Republic of 
Yemen 1. 

Asbestos, crude. _._§____________ 83 11 ~- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Boron materials: Crude natural borates _ _— 3 _~ Do. 
Cement____________ Le 4,775 27,409 _— Spain 16,200; Yemen Arab Republic 

10,268; Somalia 528. 
Chalk____~__ ~~ _ = Le () 2 _- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude. 412 226 __ Kuwait 120; United Arab Emirates 

Products: 
Nonrefractory____________ 134 374 __ Yemen Arab Republic 254; Somalia 

56; Bahrain 27. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _--_-_~_ ._____ 109 756 __ United Arab Emirates 608; Kuwait 
113; Lebanon 23. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 771 1,284 __ Kuwait 942; Burma 140; Jordan 140. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 14,138 10,023 — China 10,000; Yemen Arab 

Republic 16. 
Other including mixed _______ 156 111 — Kuwait 60; Yemen Arab Republic 32; 

Netherlands 19. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 94,072 170,908 4,000 Pakistan 51,617; Bangladesh 43,913; 
India 34,150. 

Phosphatic_____~_________ 5,269 41,518 — China 10,000; India 8,500; United 
. Kingdom 6,700. 

Other including mixed _ _ __ ___ 115 10,001 __ Bangladesh 10,000; Yemen Arab 
Republic 1. 

Ammonia —~________________ 364 61 __ Qatar 41; Syria 12; Kuwait 8. 
Gypsum and plasters __-__________ 7,566 6,127 — Kuwait 5,694; Qatar 195; Bahrain 

Lime ___~___~_~__ 2,600 2,311 _ Yemen Arab Republic 2,018; Kuwait 
92; Jordan 90. 

Mica: Worked including agglomerated 
splittings __________________ _— 148 -- United Arab Emirates 133; Jordan 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _- 7 _- All to Kuwait. 
tand brine_____-§_§_§_§___ 1,980 3,440 __ Kuwait 2,843; Jordan 320; Yemen 

Arab Republic 236. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda. _______________ 932 135 — Kuwait 125; United Arab Emirates 
10. 

Soda ash____~_ -- 3 _- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _____ 54 120 _- Yemen Arab Republic 83; United 

Arab Emirates 34. 
Worked________________ 257 1,406 — Yemen Arab Republic 592; United 

Arab Emirates 359; Greece 226. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 133 553 _. Kuwait 488; Jordan 40; Yemen Arab 

. Republic 14. 
Sunn? excluding metal-bearing _ __ __ 142 164 — United Arab Emirates 122; Qatar 36. 

ur: 
Elemental, all forms___________ 76 126 _~— Yemen Arab Republic 97; Qatar 17; 

Somalia 12. 
Onnafaric acid, oleum ___________ __ 522 __ Qatar 515; Yemen Arab Republic 7. 

er: \ 
Crude____________________ 25 272 — Kuwait 188; Yemen Arab Republic 

44; Somalia 24. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not . 

metal-bearing _____________ _- 26 -- NA. 
Halogens._________________ 10 24 — All to Kuwait. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ __ 117 _- 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals______________ 886 714 __ United Arab Emirates 407; Oman 

185; Somalia 24. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Saudi Arabia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
m " Bnited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 5 15 _- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Carbon black _______________-_ _- 18 _— Do. 
Coal: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ _ 1 4,301 — Yemen Arab Republic 4,287; Lebanon 
8; United Arab Emirates 6. 

Lignite including briquets __—___~_ _- 38 _- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___—___— 19 86 _- Lebanon 64; Kuwait 6. 
Peat including briquets and litter __ _ _ _ _- 1 _- All to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 3,218,497 3,353,796 543,232 France 320,040; Netherlands 228,711; 

Italy 212,171. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________do____ NA 45,245 3,623 Japan 18,428; Netherlands 4,007; 

Italy 3,942. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do____ 84 164 _- Yemen Arab Republic 35; India 34; 

France 31; Netherlands 31. 
Distillate fuel oil _-____do___ _ NA 4,023 _- Oman 479; United Arab Emirates 

479; Brazil 361. 
Residual fuel oil_ _______do____ NA 38,968 — Japan 4,327; Republic of Korea 2,022; 

ingapore 1,711. 
Lubricants __ _______do___ _ 65 118 — France 52; Iran 30; Somalia 27. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ _ __ NA 90,637 1,533 Japan 63,482; Netherlands 7,381; 

pain 6,868. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do_ ___ _- () _- Mainly to Yemen Arab Republic. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ __ 1 25 _- Yemen Arab Republic 24. 

Total refinery products 
including bunkers 

do____ 177,792 179,180 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 7,029 9,341 _— India 5,000; Iran 4,250. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “TKntedq OCOD 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate __________-— 31 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides ________ _ 9 1,269 43 Netherlands 1,215; Italy 8. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ________--.----- 1,456 1,518 202 Canada 634; Bahrain 398; Norway 

Unwrought______________ 1,378 7,382 268 Bahrain 4,425; Canada 1,983; France 

Semimanufactures _________ 30,045 41,312 3,197 Greece eve 7,282, Egypt 3,993; Bahrain 

Beryllium, elemental ________._~-~~- 8 2 (7) Mainly from Canada. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate__________— 7 — 
Oxides and hydroxides ____.—_ ~~ 1 19 () West Germany 13; Netherlands 2; 

Republic of Korea 2. 
Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ — — — — — 71 51 1 United Kingdom 34; West Germany 

12; India 5 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—————— eee 
- Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued 

Copper: 
Gre and concentrate___________ 9) 40 -- _ All from West Germany. 
Matte and speiss _____________ 26 9 () India 8. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-_______________ 2,013 20 _-— Australia 15; Japan 4. 
Unwrought.__-§_§ $e 87 73 13 ~—- France 38; West Germany 17. 
Semimanufactures _________ 11,222 16,633 3,896 Australia 6,054; Japan 2,951; United 

Kingdom 1,049. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate including roasted 
pyrite _-_-_________-=_____ 115 49,128 _~ India 49,127. 

Metal: 
Scrap __-____ Le 38,471 1,198 220 Japan 317; Lebanon 61; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 55. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, powder, shot 52,738 57,460 418 N etherlands 14,263; Qatar 11,649; 

ndia 9,529. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 294,548 91,401 376 Japan 48,357; Republic of Korea 

12,611; West Germany 4,130. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_ thousand tons_ _ 1,781 1,805 15 Japan 806; Republic of Korea 295; 

North Korea 90. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 360,765 337,379 15,758 Japan 239,237; West Germany 17,555; 

Greece 14,109. 
Hoop and strip_________ 8,807 9,698 268 Japan 5,136; Romania 1,037; West 

Germany 638. 
Rails and accessories ____ _ 19,112 11,492 954 West Germany 3,586; Spain 2,536; 

Republic of Korea 1,025. 
Wire __-___~._~________ 17,752 32,060 269 West Germany 9,822; China 4,823; 

Republic of Korea 4,118. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 466,512 610,352 64,223 Japan 219,605; West Germany 43,538; 

. public of Korea 38,990. 
Castings and forgings, rough 106,979 117,776 22,010 Japan 17,485; italy 17,438; West 

Germany 14,9382. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 38 153 -- Morocco gi Belgium-Luxembourg 44; 
y 18. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 43 97 (4) West Germany 60; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _-_______________ 374 967 ‘459 United Kingdom 95; Kuwait 87; 

Lebanon 69. 
Unwrought______________ 616 1,504 31 United Kingdom 413; Kuwait 412; 

Lebanon 189. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2,707 3,626 151 Lebanon 1,067; West Germany 1,042; 

Sweden 189. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

rap__.___~_ value, thousands_ _ _- $3 a All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 90 19 10 United Kingdom 4; Bahrain 1. Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 2,133 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 73 44 -- __ Belgium-Luxembourg 43; West 

Germany 1. 
Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks__ 6,237 48,850 14 West Germany 38,523; United 

Kingdom 5 889: Italy 2,785. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________________ 19 28 21 Italy 6. 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 29 36 _- All from Italy. 
Matte and speiss 

value, thousands_ _ $1 _- 
Metal including alloys: Semimanu- 

factures__-_§ $9 _§~_______ 106 200 7 , Japan 138; Italy 34; West Germany 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands__ $57 $40 $13 West Germany $18; Afghanistan $5; 
Morocco $4. 

Silver: 
Ore and concentrate? _____do____ $1 _- 
Waste and sweepings?_____do____ $52 $59 $5 Italy $48; Czechoslovakia $5. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _____do____ $1,085 $10,215 $5 Netherlands $5,410; Switzerland 
$1,807; Lebanon $1,663. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
rE 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “tnuweq  .. .. . 
mmoay United Other (principal) 

nc 

METALS —Continued 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms ______~~-__~~-~--~---- 15 _- 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate ________--- _- 35 _— France 26; Belgium-Luxembourg 9. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____-___.------- 1 9 (4) Singapore 5; West Germany 3. 
Unwrought._______------ 27 104 18 Singapore 31; United Kingdom 30; 

pain 18. 
Semimanufactures __—_—-~—~- 513 999 53 Hong Kong 747; United Kingdom 99; 

West Germany 32. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ — — — 1,480 1,948 35 Belgium Luxem urg 753; United 

ingdom 458; West Germany 207. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms _______~—__--------- 93 149 5 Belgium-Luxembourg 100; Finland 
; Japan 10. 

Uranium and thorium metal including | 
zoey all forms _ value, thousands_ — _- $28 $2 Japan $23; Denmark $2; Italy $1. 

inc: 
Ore and concentrate _______---- 16 1,017 _. West Germany 893; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 22. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____---- 1,851 1,877 332 Czechoslovakia 478; West Germany 

446; Belgium-Luxembourg 307. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______.__-------- 58 19 _- West Germany 12; Egypt 3; Lebanon 

Unwrought._______-_-___ 2,029 250 _- West Germany 140; Republic of 
orea 7. 

Semimanufactures ____——-——- 10,242 9,831 2i7 Japan 6,623; West Germany 1,398; 
lgium-Luxembourg 216. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates___ ~~~ 199 730 39 Czechoslovakia 300; West Germany 

243; Spain 33. 
Metals: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals _.-_-____________ 384 1,916 248 Netherlands 509; Italy 498; West 

Germany 299. 
Metalloids _________.---- 202 248 11 France 87; West Germany 67; United 

Kingdom 24. 
Base metals including alloys: 

Scrap ____-_---_---- 26 2,221 _. West Germany 2,219; Denmark 2. 
Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures___._.-_-_-- 159 122 17. Japan 37; Italy 24; Switzerland 12. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-__________ ee 1,696 1,055 3 Belgium-Luxembourg 394; West 
Germany 118; Lebanon 82. 

Artificial: Corundum —_________ 3 _- 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $62 $5 _- All from India. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ________.~-~-_---- 1,944 3,385 61 Italy L514 Spain 522; West Germany 

Asbestos, crude _______---~------ 24,169 52,225 244 Canada 30,181; Spain 15,080; Cyprus 

Barite and witherite_ ____.___~-- - 553 41,268 22,122 Australia 19,010; West Germany 41. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates_______-_-_~- 53 52 10 West Germany 42. 
Oxide and acid __________-_--~- 60 ; 41 4  Belgium-Luxembourg 36. 

Cement___.__.___ — thousand tons. — 6,433 10,579 45 Spain 3,931, Greece 2,321; Japan 

Chalk_____________________- 4,005 3,566 38 Belgium-Lazombourg 504; United 
ingdom 601; Switzerland 406. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude_.—~____.-----~------ 8,970 6,798 2,567 United Kingdom 939; Cyprus 840; 

Greece 700. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ______--».--- 237,700 438,183 8,071 Italy 287,251; Spain 55,642; Lebanon 

Refractory including nonclay — 
brick _-..__.__.-------- 66,119 78,333 9,591 West | Germany 19,108; Japan 11,644; 

Cryolite and chiolite________- ~~~ 148 227 _. West Germany 92; United Kingdom 
66; Norway 36. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1980 

it 1979 ~ 1980 : 
Commodity United Other (principal) | 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: . 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ — $1,997 $3,380 $3 India $1,150; Singapore $687; 
Switzerland $489. 

Industrial _. __________do____ $607 $412 $7 India $390; France $5; Italy $5. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 5,327 15,760 14,012 Thailand 712; West Germany 394; 

United Kingdom 274. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, nepheline _ _ _ _ — — — 463 445 _- West, Germany 192; Italy 103; Japan 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ______.__-__- 5,992 4,193 58 West Germany 2,000; France 1,719; 
Lebanon 240. 

Phosphatic_________----~- 316 54 -- France 48; United Kingdom 5. 
Potassic. ____..__.--- ~~~ 63 42 — Finland 15; United Kingdom 14; 

Republic of Korea 11. 
Other including mixed _— _ __ _ _— _- 6,285 812 France 2,392; West Germany 1,790; 

Italy 383. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~- 11,482 10,462 76 France ve Netherlands 4,157; 
y 204. 

Phosphatic _____-_____-~- 9,391 27,152 170 France 8,673; Lebanon 8,122; 
Netherlands 5,061. 

Potassic. $9 _____ 1,575 3,780 9 West Germany 1,964; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,399; France 191. 

Other including mixed _ _ __ ~~ — 1,833 7,159 44 Netherlands 3,382; West Germany 
1,764; Canada 1,031. 

Ammonia __________-------~ 663 610 122 Kuwait 287; United Kingdom 85; 
Japan 48. 

Graphite, natural __________---- 43 14 1 Albania 7; India 5. 
Gypsum and plasters ___________-_ 23,777 26,085 5,002 West Germany 3,389; France 3,090; 

United Arab Emirates 2,776. 
Lime _____~_________ ee 107,116 30,927 1,828 Lebanon 25,968; United Kingdom 

670; West Germany 454. 
Magnesite ____$_.-._-___________~~_ 177 95 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 50; West 

Germany 44. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 769 1,038 _. India 991; United Kingdom 37. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings __.__.._____._ __ _ 116 32 2 France 27; Japan 2; West Germany 1. 
Pigments, minerals: Iron oxides, 

processed ___.__._____-_.-_-- 393 2,018 329 Qatar 690; United Kingdom 332; 
Finland 278. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: 
Natural ____~— value, thousands_ _ $1,817 $993 _- India $283; Italy $247; Lebanon $196. 
Synthetic ____.________do___-_ $2,779 $2,050 $6 Switzerland $939. India $440; 

Belgium-Luxembourg $328. 
Pyrite, unroasted_ _.___________- 311 375 — Italy 174; Lebanon 144; West 

Germany 25. 
Salt and brine. ~~~ 75 5 25 75 5 5 7,369 8,829 6,534 West Germany 526; Netherlands 426; 

United Kingdom 350. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda___§_$____________ 5,671 11,186 356 West Germany 7,900; United 
Kingdom 664; Spain 494. 

Soda ash __________________ _ 8,462 7,456 4 West Germany 5,202; France 1,503; 
Kenya 332. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ___—_ 62,907 92,743 1,297 Italy 65,835; United Arab Emirates 
7,210; Lebanon 4,225. 

Worked ____~— thousand tons__ 2,468 451 3 Italy 319; Greece 25; Spain 23. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __— 3,651 2,465 _— Sweden 1,054; France 680; West 

Germany 368. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 45,011 63,372 1,119 Italy 44,067; Iran 5,156; Syria 2,637. 
Limestone, other than dimension _ _ _ 432 408 44 Pakistan 204; Lebanon 70; United 

Kingdom 35. 
Quartz and quartzite___________ 631 2,741 5 Italy 2,449; Lebanon 86. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ __ _ _ 4,269 1,822 316 Netherlands 705; West Germany 218; 

Italy 187. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ________ 579 1,003 11 Kuwait 675; U.S.S.R. 181; China 52. 
Colloidal _____________-- 306 573 17 Lebanon 529; italy 10; Egypt 9. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________ 4,716 4,579 124 Netherlands 1,079; Kuwait 1,010; 
Lebanon 850. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Ee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y . United Other (principal) 

nO aaa 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 4,866 732 18 Italy 332; Finland 131; Norway 103. 

er: 
Crude. ______~_________--~- 3,215 69,607 21,754 Republic of Korea 16,226; Indonesia 

14,616; Greece 10,330. 

Slag, ash, similar material, not 
metal-bearing __..._.__---- 6 17,401 _- India 17,326; New Zealand 35; Turkey 

Halogens_ __________--_---- 80 100 30 Finland 52; United Kingdom 18. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium — — — 105 369 11 Netherlands 266; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 40; France 26. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals___§_________-----~- 180,126 94,931 9,319 Belgium-Luxembourg 15,490; West 

Germany 10,806; Italy 8,385. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ — — — — ~- 2,752 2,794 1,412 United Kingdom 342; Netherlands 
223; Japan 171. 

Carbon black and gas carbon _ — ~~ —— ~~ 77 65 __ West Germany 8; Netherlands 3; 
rance 2. 

Coal, all grades including briquets —_ _ ~~ 585 1,562 301 Italy 898; Netherlands 139. 

Coke and semicoke__ —_—-_-~----~-- 3,565 193 38 Italy 62; United Kingdom 47; Syria 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ——_ —--- 155 306 103 Japan 86; United Kingdom 35; 
nited Arab Emirates 18. 

Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ — — 1,044 1,217 2 West Germany 428; United Kingdom 
425; Belgium-Luxembourg 167. 

Petroleum and refinery products: ; - 

Crude and partly refined 
42-gallon barrels_ — 1,350 1,869 723 Belgium-Luxembourg 526; United 

Kingdom 460. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _________-do___~_ 14,263 4,029 1,674 France 875; United Kingdom 858. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ __ 138,368 167,423 54,405 United Arab Emirates 56,908; United 
Kingdom 20,173. 

Distillate fuel oi] __———do__ ~~ 123,635 80,061 48,072 United Arab Emirates 20,351; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 5,864. 

Residual fuel oil_ _ _ __ _do____ 27,726 8,452 919 Netherlands 2,824; Hong Kong 1,658; 
Republic of Korea 826. 

Lubricants ______.——do___~_ 995,533 937,580 323,568 Singapore 331,926; Netherlands 
85,379; United Kingdom 61,369. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ __— 928 2,517 383 Greece 615; Spain 406; United 
Kingdom 267. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ _ — — 913 1,055 79 West Germany 197; Japan 142; 

United Kingdom 126. 
Bitumen, other residues, and . 

bituminous mixtures 
do_ __— 43,390 68,193 27,488 United Kingdom 19,216; France 

5,884; West Germany 3,109. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals —_ _ — — 1,322 2,842 214 West Germany 1,064; Netherlands 

391; United Kingdom 264. 
a 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include platinum-group metals.
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| COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS per, silver, platinum, and cadmium. The 
. most promising single pool contains an Exploration and development work was estimated 2.5 million tons of zinc, 500,000 being carried out in Saudi Arabia on several _ tons of copper, and 9,000 tons of silver. metallic minerals arin ‘respecting for Sudan and Saudi Arabia reached agree- 

metals focused primarily on two areas, base ment on joint ownership of the deposits. 
metals in the Arabian Shield in northwest Sudan was unable to finance any of the 
Saudi Arabia and metalliferous muds on exploration or development costs, however, 
the floor of the Red Sea. In the Arabian so Saudi Arabia was covering the $28 mil- 
Shield, nearly 100 prospects were identified lion cost of the feasibility study and the 
by various organizations, including the $166 million for the pilot project to mine the 
USGS, BRGM, Rio Tinto Finance and Ex- deposit. The project was to be implemented 
ploration Ltd. (Riofinex), and DGMR. in four stages, the first two of which were 

| The Shield itself has evolved from a completed in 1981. The first stage included 
complex geologic history, the evidence for geophysical and oceanographic surveys of 
which i 2a rapid lateral racies Narration the Atlantis II Basin. The second stage 
rom the coast eastward. Minerali- involv comprehensive environmen 

zation in the Shield reflects the complexity studies, development of mining and process- 
of changes in the Pre-Cambrian geological ing technology, prepilot mining tests, and 
environment from oceanic, to volcanic, to training of personnel. The third stage, 

the Red Sea contain podiform chromite mining and processing stage” The mining e a contain iform chromi : 
deposits at the base of ophiolite complexes Process, developed by Orenstein and Koppel 
such as at Al Ays. In the volcanic stage AG of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
further to the east, the rocks contain gold at Was to suction pump the brine-mud mixture Mahd Adh Dhahab, copper at Jebal Sayid, from the sea floor to a processing ship, most 
and iron at Wadi Sawawin. Later minerali- likely a refitted ore carrier. The mixture 
zation reflects the continental environment, WS to be processed onboard into a concen- 
with formation of alkaline granites and Rey pound apout 5% copper, 32% ther 
concentrations of rare-earth elements. The 2" be re sl db y concentrate wa8 en 
most promising prospects in the Shield, the fini s ippee y me to ted LY. ope 
ones that the Saudi Government planned to Re ‘iducl elu ex, ye to bo oca ib bi to develop, were gold at Mahd Adh Dhahab, situa s d clove l to ttle Th rth 
copper at Al Masani and the Ad-Dawadimi- 7 fin et amowe se all od oti 
Jebal Sakhen Basin, and iron ore at Wadi ach edule re was in 1988. Th Production, Sawawin. scheduled to start in 8. The estimated 

Development work on th tallif value of ores in the basin was over $3.5 
P 6 meray erous  pillion, and with almost all the legal, techni- 

roy one Red Sea progr essen owing cal, economic, and environmental studies 
fon bili te aod Ive tied Gut b a Pre rom yielding positive results, the project appear- 

a teasibuity study carried out by Preussag 4 closer than ever to realization. (Federal Republic of Germany). Completion “ ajuminum.—Saudi activity in the alumi- 
oon fe hot oe for conse num industry in the Middle East has been 

n Pro} Process samples confined to participation in two major proj- 
brought to the surface. The project was ects, both outside the Kingdom, while devel- 
under the direction of the Saudi-Sudanese oping its own extrusion and fabricating Authority iv, the Exploitation of Red Sea facilities. The significant downturn in the 
Resources. The deposi ing consider metals market 1n 1980 led to the cancella- 
were metal-rich muds in deep brine pools of tion of plans to build a 200,000-ton-per-year 
we tants a peep Basin along the contr aluminum smelter in the Jubail industrial 
of the a tloor. The muds consist of zone. In 1980, Bahrain decided to expand 
layers of sulfide minerals, mainly sphalerite the capacity of its aluminum smelter from 
an¢ oa copyrite, puternating wie ees 126,000 to 170,000 tons per year, and Dubai 
and silicates. Eighteen brine poo ave commissioned the gulf’s second smelter, 
been identified, containing a total of 17 with a capacity of 135,000 tons per year. 
minerals. The minerals thought to be com- Saudi Arabia had acquired a 20% interest 
mercially exploitable were lead, zinc, cop- in Aluminum Bahrain (Alba) in 1978.
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In February 1981, Saudi Arabia and five gin producing medium- and high-tension 
other Persian Gulf nations signed a joint- wires, insulated copper and aluminum con- 
venture agreement to establish the Gulf ductors, and other products. The company’s 
Aluminum Rolling Mill Co. at a cost of products were specially designed for Saudi 
about $100 million. The plant, to be located Arabia’s high-temperature conditions. Since . 
in Bahrain, was to produce 40,000 tons per opening in 1978, the company’s sales have 
year of semifabricated aluminum products _ risen from $4 million in 1978 to $76 million 
to be sold mainly in the gulf area. The mill in 1981. 
was to use primary aluminum from the Gold.—After completing the initial feasi- 
Alba smelter. Equity holders in the venture _ bility study, Consolidated Gold Fields (Unit- 
were Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, and ed Kingdom), in conjunction with Petromin, 
Iraq, 20% each, and Oman and Qatar, 10% decided to go ahead with plans to exploit 
each. Kaiser Engineering won a consulting the gold deposit located at Mahd Adh Dha- 
contract for the mill late in the year, and hab, 280 kilometers northeast of Jeddah. 

tenders for construction of the plant wereto Consolidated Gold Fields began exploration 
be invited before the end of 1982. work in the Arabian Shield in 1976, and 

A single aluminum extrusion plant was following the discovery of gold, Petromin 
operating in Saudi Arabia during the year took a 50% share in the operation in 1979. 
at Dammam. Aluminum Products Co. Further exploration of the deposit revealed 
brought the 5,000-ton-per-year plant into evidence of an open pit mine that dated 
operation in 1978. There were approximate- back to before 1,000 B.C. Location of the 
ly 45 other aluminum fabricating plants ancient works led to speculation that the 
operating in the Kingdom in 1981, with a mine may have been King Solomon’s leg- 
combined capacity of 40,000 tons per year, endary Mines of Ophir. A similar gold 
most of which produced aluminum doors, deposit, 1 kilometer away, had been exploit- 
windows, and household manufactures for ed by a joint United States-Saudi partner- 
the local market. _ ship between 1937 and 1954. The deposit at 

Copper.—Exploration work was continu- Mahd Adh Dhahab contained an estimated 
ing on a copper deposit in the Al-Masani 1.2 million tons of ore, containing about 1 
area, 200 kilometers northeast of Jeddah. ounce of gold per ton, 4.3 ounces of silver 
The Arabian Shield Development Co., a per ton, and 0.8% copper. The joint venture 
joint venture of Watts, Griffis and McQuat to mine the deposit appeared likely to begin 
Ltd. (Canada) and the Saudi Arabian Na- development work within a year. Commer- . 
tional Mining Co., was conducting drilling cial production was scheduled to start in 
tests in the area, financed by an $11 million 1983. Output was to be 3 tons of gold and 10 
interest-free loan from the Saudi Ministry tons of silver per year. The mine was 
of Finance. The deposit contained copper, expected to remain productive for 10 years. 
lead, zinc, silver, and gold, in a north-south Production costs for gold were estimated at 

trending shear zone 30 meters wide and $298 per ounce. 
over 5 kilometers long. Petromin indicated Iron and Steel.—A full-scale feasibility 
that exploitation of the deposit could begin study was underway during the year to 
by 1984. determine the economic potential of the 

The main Saudi consumer of copper was Wadi Sawawin iron ore deposit, located in 
the Saudi Cable Co., the Kingdom’s first and northwest Saudi Arabia near the Gulf of 
only electrical wire and cable manufactur- Aqaba. The deposit has been under investi- 
ing company. In 1981, NKF Groep S.V.,a__ gation by the British Steel Corp. (BSC) since 
wholly owned subsidiary of Phillips of Hol- 1978, when BSC was awarded a $15 million 
land, signed an agreement making NKFa_ contract to determine the tonnage and 
technical partner in the company. Capacity grade of the deposit. Initial estimates indi- 
of the plant, located in Jeddah’s industrial cated the presence of 250 million tons of ore 
estate, was to increase from 16,500 to 27,500 containing about 42% iron, with generally 
tons per year of metal wire equivalent or high levels of silica and phosphorus. The 
about 50,000 tons per year of cable. The reserves appeared sufficient to establish a 
plant manufactured building wires, low- large-scale mining operation, but the ore 
tension power cable, bare copper wire, alu- was of insufficient grade to serve as feed for 
minum conductors, polyvinyl chloride- a direct-reduction process. The BSC was 
insulated copper conductors, steel tape ar- investigating the possibility of concentrat- 
mor, and four conductor cables. Under the ing the ore for use in developing the Saudi 
expansion project, the company was to be-__ steel industry. The DGMR proposed to mine
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25,000 tons per year of ore and beneficiate it tion industry. Steel ingots to supply the 
to a 65% iron concentrate at a plant to be plant were imported from Europe, pending 
built near Sawawin on the Red Sea coast. the availability of ingots from the Jubail 
Pending development of the deposit, Saudi steel complex. 
Arabia agreed to import 1 million tons of The Saudi Steel Pipe Co., a joint venture 
iron ore pellets from Brazil for the planned of Rabiah and Nasser Co. (Ranco), Fahd 
iron and steel complex. Saja Saudi Arabia, and the Korean Steel 

One of the most ambitious Saudi nonoil Pipe Co., brought its 70,000-ton-per-year 
development projects was the construction pipe plant onstream in November 1981. The 
of an 800,000-ton-per-year steelworks, to be plant, located in Dammam, was built at a 
located at the eastern industrial complex at cost of $30.7 million and was to begin 
Jubail. The project was a joint venture of producing spiral welded pipe at full capaci- 
the Saudi Arabian Basic Industries Corp. ty in February 1982. Most of the output was 

(SABIC), 80%, and Korf Stahl of the Federal to be marketed in Saudi Arabia, with the 
Republic of Germany, 20%. The Saudi Iron remainder on order by Iraq. 
and Steel Co. (Hadeed) was to consist of two The Industrial Co. for Castings and Sani- 

natural gas-based Midrex direct-reduction tary Fittings in Riyadh, which began oper- 
modules, three 120-ton electric arc furnaces, ating in 1976, was increasing its capacity in 
three six-strand billet casters, a bar mill, 1981. The company produced mainly man- 
and a rod mill. The Midrex direct-reduction hole covers and frames in gray iron. Be- 
units were to be supplied by Lurgi Chemie cause of increasing demand, the company 
and Huettentechnik (Federal Republic of ordered a 20-ton hydraulic rotary furnace 
Germany) at a cost of $210 million. Véest- for its iron foundry from Monometer. The 

Alpine AG (Austria) was to supply the arc Company already operated a 5-ton rotary 
furnaces and billet casters at a cost of $237 furnace, also obtained from Monometer. 
million, and a consortium consisting of 
Mannesmann-Damag (Federal Republic of NONMETALS 

Germany) as consortium leader, Schloe- Cement.—The Saudi cement industry 
mann-Siemag (Federal Republic of Ger- was expanding rapidly in 1981, with two 
many), Redec-Daelim Saudi Arabia, and pew plants providing 3.8 million tons per 
Compagnie d’Enterprises  Metalliques year of additional capacity. The Yanbu 
(France) was awarded a $225 million con- Cement Co. brought onstream a 2-million- 
tract to supply the two rolling mills, along ton-per-year cement plant early in the year. 
with ancillary facilities and related ser- The plant, located at Ra’s Baridi, 65 kilome- 
vices. The first mill was to produce 6- to 32- ters north of Yanbu, was the largest cement 
millimeter reinforcing bars; the other, 6- to plant in the Kingdom to date. The plant was 
12-millimeter wire rod coils. The combined built by KHD Industrialagen AG (Federal 

output of the mills, 800,000 tons per year, Republic of Germany), at a cost of $100 
was to be sold mostly on the domestic million. The second plant to come onstream 
market, with any surplus being exported. jin 1981 was the Saudi Bahraini Cement 
Hadeed was to import 1 million tons of iron Co.’s plant at Ain-Dar. The facility, built by 
ore pellets, at a cost of $50 million, from Ishikawajima Harima Heavy Industries Co. 
Companhia Vale de Rio Doce (Brazil) under (Japan), was approaching full capacity by 
a 5-year supply agreement. The entire com- the end of the year. Also nearing comple- 
plex was scheduled to begin operation in tion at the end of the year was the Southern 

1983. _ Province Cement Co.’s facility at Gizan. 
The Jeddah steel rolling mill recom- Fuller Co. (United States) was providing two 

‘menced production of reinforcing bars after gyratory crushers, two raw ball mills, two 

undergoing a modernization, automation, finish ball mills, two rotary kilns, two 
and expansion project in 1979-80. Capacity clinker coolers, and SF preheaters with 
of the plant, another joint venture of SABIC flash calciners. The plant was to be capable 
and Korf-Stahl, was upgraded from 80,000 of producing 1 million tons per year of 
to 140,000 tons per year of steel reinforcing cement when it comes onstream sometime 
bars. The plant reopened in September 1981 in 1982. Saudi planned and operating ce- 
and produced about 50,000 tons of rebars by ment plants are shown in the following 
the end of the year, and 46,000 tons of this _ table. 
output was sold to the domestic construc-
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Table 4.—The Saudi Arabian cement industry 

Current Planned 
capacity capacity Year 

Operating company Location (thousand (thousand commis- 
metrictons metric tons sioned 
per year) per year) 

Saudi Cement Corp ___________---_-------~- Hoffuf _ ~~ —_~— 1,000 XX 1978 
Arab Cement Co____ _ ___---_-____-_-_---~-~_ Jeddah_______ 600 XX 1972 
Yamama SaudiCement _____________------~_ Riyadh____~__~ 1,000 XX _ 1979 
Yanbu Cement Co_______-_-~~-___--~-~--- Ras-Baridi_ _ _ — — 2,000 XX 1981 
Quasim Cement ___________~__-----~-~--- Buraydah _____ 600 XX 1980 
Saudi Bahraini Cement Co_____~§___________ __ Ain Dar ______— XX 1,800 1981 
Saudi-Kuwait Cement Manufacturing Co_—___—___ Khursaniyah _ _ _ XX 2,000 1985 
Southern Province Cement Co _______________ Gizan________ XX 1,000 1982 
Arab Cement Co_______-_--------------.  Rabigh____--- ss XX_—_=i1,500 1983 

Total. __.-..-- ee ~o Lee 5,200 6,800 

XX Not applicable. 

Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, Annual Report 1980, p. 99. 

Two large cement plants were both in the Production of nitrogenous fertilizers was 
planning stage in 1981. The Arab Cement to more than double in Saudi Arabia when 
Co. and Kloeks Homelth of the Federal the Jubail Fertilizer Co. (SAMAD) comes 
Republic of Germany signed a $264 million onstream in January 1983. SAMAD was a 
contract to establish a new cement plant in joint venture of SABIC and the Taiwan 
Rabigh. The plant was to be capable of Fertilizer Co. At the end of 1981, construc- 
producing 1.5 million tons per year of ce- tion work on the $350 million complex was 
ment. Part of the financing for the facility more than 50% complete, and 150 Saudi 
came from a $120 million loan from the Arabian technicians were in Taiwan train- 

Saudi Industrial Development Fund. The ing to operate the complex. The Jubail 
plant was scheduled for completion in 1983. fertilizer facility was to consist of a 1,000- 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait signed an agree- ton-per-day ammonia plant and a 1,600-ton- 
ment in December 1981 to establish the per-day urea plant utilizing natural gas 
largest cement project in the Middle East. feedstock. Taiwan Fertilizer Co. agreed to 
The plant was to produce 2.5 million tons purchase 60% of the plant’s output for use 
per year of clinker, for the production of in Taiwan and for marketing to other 
portland cement. Krupp Polysius AG (Fed- Southeast Asian countries. The remainder 
eral Republic of Germany) won the $235 of the output was to be exported, either in 
million construction contract. The project bulk or bags, to other foreign markets. 
was to make both Saudi Arabia, which owns When SAMAD comes fully onstream in 
55% of the project, and Kuwait, which 1984-85, Saudi Arabia was expected to have 

owns the other 45%, self-sufficient in ce- an exportable surplus of about 300,000 tons 
ment. Work on the plant, to be located at per year of nitrogen in fertilizer. 
Khursaniyah, 100 kilometers north of Sulfur.—Saudi Arabia was preparing to 
Dammam on the Dammam-Kuwait road, produce another important fertilizer com- 
was to begin in 1983. ponent, sulfur, on a large scale in 1981. 

Fertilizer Materials.—The Saudi Arabian With the progressive implementation of the 
Fertilizer Co. (SAFCO) produced a record Kingdom’s huge gas-gathering scheme and 
342,000 tons of urea fertilizer in 1981,a4% the commissioning of three major export 
increase over the 1980 level. About 46,000 refineries, Saudi Arabia was to have the 

tons was consumed in the local market, and capacity to produce over 1.6 million tons of 
another 16,000 tons was exported to neigh- sulfur per year. Three major sour gas treat- 
boring gulf nations. The bulk of production, ment plants were to provide the bulk of the 
272,000 tons, was exported, mainly to Chi- material. The first plant, at the Berri Oil- 
na, India, and Bangladesh, with smaller field, was brought onstream in 1979. Ap- 
quantities sold to Zambia, Sudan, and Ken- proximately 300,000 tons of sulfur was re- 

ya. The remaining 8,000 tons was held as_ covered from associated gas at Berri in 
inventory. In February 1980, SAFCO open- 1980, and 1981 output averaged 1,000 tons 

ed a 300-ton-per-day sulfuric acid plant in per day. Sulfur from Berri was utilized in 
Dammam to supply the local market. The the SAFCO acid plant at Dammam. No 
plant, built by Sim Chem of the Republic of contract had been signed at the end of the 
Korea at a cost of $10 million, operated at year for international marketing of the 
about 50% of capacity during 1981. SAFCO plants’ output. 
was owned by Petromin (45%) and other A second sour gas plant was commission- 
private Saudi shareholders. ed at Shedgum in March 1980. The plant
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provided NGL to a fractionation plant at to the discovery of several large deposits of 
Ju’Aymah and had a sulfur recovery capaci- limestone, clay, basalt, dolomite, and glass 
ty of 1,200 to 1,400 tons per day. The Saudi sand. The DGMR opened a model quarry in 
Sulfur Co., a joint venture of the Shobokshi 1980 to demonstrate quarrying techniques 
Group of Jeddah, Sheikh Saleh Kamel, and commissioned a stone cutting and pol- 
Sheikh Adnan Samman, and Devco Over- _ ishing plant in Jeddah. 
seas of the United States, signed a $300 In 1981, the Saudi Consulting House con- 
million contract to process and market ducted an economic feasibility study for the 
sulfur recovered from Shedgum. The oper- exploitation of limestone near the Jubail 
ation was to recover and pelletize the sulfur region. The study examined the feasibility 
and truck the pellets to Jubail, where three of mining and calcining limestone and using 
full-time berths were leased from the Saudi __it as a flux in the furnaces of the Jubail iron 
Port Authority. Sulfur was to be exported and steel complex. The limestone deposits 
from Jubail and marketed to large fer- hada thickness of up to 20 meters in certain 
tilizer-importing countries, mainly India, areas, and reserves were estimated to last 
Jordan, Tunisia, Italy, Pakistan, Greece, more than 100 years at a proposed mining 
Morocco, and Thailand. Exports from rate of 100,000 tons per year. The study also 

Shedgum were scheduled to begin in 1982 at included cost estimates for production and 
the rate of 650,000 to 700,000 tons per year, transport of limestone blocks from the quar- 

rising to 900,000 tons per year toward the ry to the iron and steel complex at Jubail. 
middle of the decade. A joint venture was established during 

The third major sour gas plant was com- the year between the Retser Engineering 
pleted in 1981, at Uthmaniyah. Sulfur re- Agency of China (40%) and Bin Ladin Orga- 
covery from this plant was to average 1,100 nization (60%) of Saudi Arabia to develop a 
tons per day. The basic treatment facilities marble mining and processing industry in 
at Uthmaniyah were already complete, but the Kingdom. The companies invested $7.6 
sulfur recovery has been delayed awaiting Million to set up a factory to process marble 

construction of a pipeline to transport Stones from a quarry 180 kilometers from 
sweetened gas from Uthmaniyah to Yanbu Jeddah. The plant began operating in July 

for fractionation and liquefaction. 1981 and was capable of processing 1,000 
In addition to sulfur recovery at the sour S4uare meters of marble per day. The com- 

gas plants, sulfur was to be recovered from Pany planned to expand the operation in 
three export refineries, all currently under the near future. 
construction. The joint-venture Petromin- 
Petrola (Greece), 325,000-barrel-per-day re- . MINERAL FUELS 

finery at Rabigh was to recover 122 tons of Natural Gas.—Petromin, in cooperation 
sulfur daily by 1984. The Petromin-Shell, with Arabian-American Oil Co. (Aramco), 
250,000-barrel-per-day refinery at Jubail was in the process of implementing the 
was to add another 300 tons per day of largest associated gas collecting and proc- 
sulfur, and the Petromin-Mobil, 250,000- essing operation in the history of the oil 
barrel-per-day refinery at Yanbu was to add industry in 1981. The project began in the 
still another 300 tons per day. The Mobil early 1970’s when Aramco, at the request of 
and Shell refineries were due onstream in the Government, designed a gas treatment 
1984 and 1985, respectively. center to separate and utilize associated gas 

The production and export of sulfur in from the Berri Oilfield. In the midst of the 
Saudi Arabia was expected to rank closely Berri project, the Government decided to 
behind oil, gas, and petrochemicals as the expand the project to other main oilfields 
Kingdom’s main source of foreign currency and to collect and process over 220 billion 
in the late 1980’s and 1990’s. Saudi Arabia cubic feet per year of the country’s natural 
was preparing to take full advantage of gas, which would have otherwise been flar- 
production and export problems in Iran, ed. Construction and management of the 
Iraq, and Poland and planned to capture a scheme was awarded to Aramco, under the 
significant share of the world markets and supervision of Petromin. During the year, 
to become a world-scale producer by 1985. the Saudi Government, which already own- 

Stone (Industrial-Ornamental).—The ed 50% of the natural gas rights and gas 
DGMR, Petromin, and the French BRGM processing facilities in the Kingdom, pur- 
renewed their agreement to locate, study, chased the remaining share from Aramco 
and develop the mineral resources of Saudi for an undisclosed sum, retroactive to Janu- 
Arabia. The joint geological venture has led ary 1, 1981. The sale left the Aramco part-
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ners with no fixed assets in the petroleum Shedgum was designed to handle 1,400 mil- | 
industry in the country, except for the lion cubic feet per day of gas from oilfields 
Trans-Arabia Pipeline (TAPline). to the south of Berri in the production of 

The MGS basically involves two stages; sulfur and methane. Output from Shedgum 
the first is a gas collection, desulfurization was delivered to the secondary fraction- 
and liquefaction stage, and the second in- ation and treatment center at Ju’Aymah, 
volves secondary fractionation and the pro- where ethane and LPG were produced, 
duction of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). while the remainder entered the transpe- 
The first stage included gas collecting sta- ninsular pipeline to Yanbu. The ethane 
tions and compressing facilities at the vari- from Ju’Aymah was to serve as feedstock 
ous oilfields and pipelines to three gas- for the petrochemical complexes currently 
gathering stations, located at Berri, Shed- under construction at Jubail. Until the 

gum, and Uthmaniyah. The first plant, at petrochemical projects are ready for oper- 
Berri, was designed to process 600 million ation, the Saudi Government planned to ex- 
cubic feet per day of associated gas fromthe port NGL and to pump surplus ethane and 
eastern province oilfields. It went online in NGL into the Qatif underground reservoir. 
July 1979. Aramco awarded several units of _NGL was to be pumped into the north dome 
Fluor Corp. (United States) a major contract of the field, and ethane, into the south 
covering engineering, procurement assist- dome. 
ance, and construction management for a The third gas-gathering station, Uth- 
gas-collection system at Safaniya, 160 kilo- maniyah, was completed in 1981, but had 
meters from Berri. The project was tocol- not started production at the end of the 
lect previously flared gas from the Safaniya year. The plant, located southwest of Shed- 
Oilfield, separate, compress, and cool the gum, on the western side of the Ghawar 

gas and pump it through a 160-kilometer Oilfield, was designed to process 1,400 mil- 
pipeline to the gas-collection center at Ber- lion cubic feet per day of associated gas | 
ri. Condensate and gas receiving facilities, from the Ghawar Field. NGL were then to 
together with condensate stripping and_ be pipelined across the entire Arabian Pen- 
product surge units, were to be added tothe insula along with NGL from Shedgum to 
Berri plant. From Berri, NGL were to be the secondary fractionation and treatment 

transported by pipeline to a secondary center at Yanbu. Ethane and LPG output 
treatment center at Ras Tanura where from Yanbu was to be used as feedstock for 
ethane and LPG were to be produced. local industries and petrochemical projects 

The second gas-gathering station, at at the Yanbu industrial complex. The MGS 
Shedgum, began operating in March 1980. _ is illustrated in the following table. 

Table 5.—Saudi Arabia: Master gas system 

Center Design ieee Product Volume Startup 

Gas-gathering (million cubic feet 
per day): 
Berri _-_-____________~- 600 Sulfur-methane- 360,000 barrels per day 1979 

NGL. NGL. | 
Shedgum_____________- 1,400 ____do________ i anna} 1980 

1,400 tons per day sulfur _ 
Uthmaniyah __________-_ 1,400 ____do_______ 445 million cubic feet per 

day methane. ! 1981 
325,000 barrels per day 

NGL. 
Natural gas liquid plants 

(thousand barrels per day): 
Ras Tanura ___.~_.~______ 360 NGL  Ethane-LPG ____~_ NA ___~_~____ 1973 
Ju’Aymah _____________ 270NGL ___-do______.. NA ______________ 1981 

270 condensate ___ ——_ — 
110 ethane_________-_ 

Yanbu ______________-_ 270NGL __.~-do_______-_ 90 propane_________— 1984 
{ice — 

30 natural gasoline_ _ _ _ — 

NA Not available.
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A large portion of the LPG output from _ per day. During the first few months of the 
the gas project was already sold under year, the global surplus of crude oil was 
contract up to 1985. Among the buyers of estimated at over 2 million barrels per day, 
Saudi LPG were Tokyo Gas-Shell Interna- but the Saudi maintained output at over 10 
tional Gas (250,000 tons per year), British million barrels per day through June 1981. 
Petroleum (200,000 tons per vear), Mitsu- While low-priced Saudi crude was flooding 
bishi, Mitsui, C. Itoh and Co., and Nippon the market, other OPEC producers were 
Oil (250,000 tons per year each), and Dow having difficulty maintaining customers. 
Chemical (250,000 tons per year). Despite The Saudi share of the total Persian Gulf | 
the number of contracts already signed, output was estimated at 68% in mid-1981, 
there remained some concern over the up from 58% in 1980. 
short-term surplus being generated by The Saudi were in the process of expand- 
OPEC in LPG. Saudi Arabia, with its pro- ing their crude oil output capacity from 11 
gram still under construction, was already to 12 million barrels per day by 1985, ata 
producing about 8 million tons per year of ‘cost of about $4 to $5 billion. Although it 
NGL. Another 4 million tons was to be was doubtful that this capacity would ever 
added with the progressive implementation _ be used, it allowed the Saudi to alter their 
of MGS. Although, as of January 1, 1981, oil production from a minimum revenue 
Petromin owned the entire industry, there requirement level of about 6.2 to 7 million 
was speculation that the Saudi Government barrels per day to a high of 12 million 
may require the Aramco partners to pur- barrels per day. This degree of “swing 
chase and market a large share of NGLand_ capacity’ was greater than most other 
LPG. The Saudi were also having difficulty OPEC nations’ total production capacity. 
maintaining the price of LPG during the This put the Saudi in a position to signifi- 
year. Prices dropped to $225 per ton for cantly alter the world market situation, as 
Saudi LPG from a high of $320 in 1980. they demonstrated thoughout most of the 
Significant increases in LPG output from year. Other OPEC nations, whose produc- 
Shedgum and Uthmaniyah were not ex- tion policies were determined by revenue 
pected to ease the downward pressure on requirements, came under strong pressure 
prices already evident in the market. to follow the moderate lead of Saudi Arabia. 
Petroleum.—Production.—Saudi Arabia The Saudi influence within OPEC was 

produced approximately 3.63 billion barrels evident in October 1981, at the OPEC minis- 
of crude oil in 1981, making it the world’s ters’ conference in Geneva, Switzerland. 
second largest producer of crude oil, behind They were able to unify the OPEC pricing 
the Soviet Union, and the world’s largest structure, as had been their stated goal 
exporter of petroleum. Saudi crude oil out- since the beginning of the year. The meet- 
put represented 21% of the market econo- ing brought the only price rise of the year 
my countries total and 68% of the Middle for Arabian Light (34° APD, the benchmark 
East total. for OPEC, from $32 to $34 per barrel. The 
Aramco personnel continued to operate _ Saudi price rise was in return for a lowering 

facilities at most oilfields and installations of overpriced Gulf and North African 
in Saudi Arabia, owing to the paucity of crudes. Having achieved their objectives, 
Saudi technicians. Petromin became fully the Saudi lowered production, which had 
responsible for administering the country’s drifted from July to September to about 9.6 
oil wealth and setting production ceilings at. million barrels per day, to 8.5 million bar- 
all oilfields. Saudi Arabia also produced oil _rels per day, where it remained through the 
from the offshore and onshore area of the end of the year. 
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Partitioned Zone, lo- Marketing of Saudi crude oil output was 
cated on the southern border of Kuwait in the responsibility of the producing compa- 
eastern Saudi Arabia. The onshore-area nies, primarily Aramco and Petromin. In 
oilfields in the partitioned zone were oper- 1981, the major partners in Aramco export- 
ated by Getty Oil Co. (United States) on ed 3.288 billion barrels of crude oil and 187 
behalf of Saudi Arabia and the Kuwait Oil million barrels of refined products. Getty 
Co. on behalf of Kuwait. The Arabian Oil Oil Co. and the Arabian Oil Co., combined, 
Co., owned 60% by Saudi Arabia and 40% exported 85 million barrels of crude oil and 
by Kuwait, operated the partitioned zone’s 13 million barrels of refined products. Lift- 
offshore oilfields. ing by the Aramco majors were then either 

The Saudi began the year producing at resold under third-party contracts or trans- 
their highest level ever, 10.5 million barrels ported into their own petroleum marketing
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network. In December 1981, the Saudi Gov- jointly by Petromin and various interna- 
ernment issued an announcement stating tional companies. The two operating refin- 
that Petromin was the only organization eries owned by Petromin, at Jeddah and 
authorized by the Saudi Government to Riyadh, were also completing large-scale 
carry out crude oil sales in accordance with expansion projects 0 a with all the new 

Government policies. Petromin exported capacity onstream, Saudi production capaci- 
about 220 million barrels of crude oil in ty for petroleum products was to rise from 
1981, all of which was through direct Gov- the 1981 level of 1 million barrels per day to 

ernment deals with countries such as Tur- 0e Oe en A per ony duced é 
key, Italy, Japan, Spain, Greece, Thailand, n » Saudi Arabia produced an estl- 
and Brazil. The remaining share of crude oil mated 345 oe he oh renee prod 
output, which belonged to Petromin, was UCtS, Up nearly “7 Irom the i evel. 
provided as incentive crude oil for participa- Domestic consumption averaged just under 
tion in the Saudi petrochemical and refin- 200 million barrels, leaving the balance for 

ing industry and as supplies to TAPline and ©Xport. As the new refineries come on- 
domestic refineries. stream within the next several years, Saudi 

Exploration.—By the end of 1981, Saudi Consumption of refined products was ex- 
crude oil reserves were estimated at 167 ected to increase to nearly 500,000 barrels 
billion barrels, down only slightly from the Pe ort The Sandi ctreedy the w ava’ lane 
1980 figure. Of this total, proven oil reserves . , . _o 
in Aramco concession areas were estimated ©St exporters of crude oil and close to being 
at 113 billion barrels. Five new oilfields the world’s largest ake rters of refined 
were discovered in 1980 and 1981; Jubah, Products, were to make avaiable to the 
Duhaynah, and Nita onshore, and Daw] and world market another miion parre's 

Salsal offshore. In addition, six new produc- Per year of refined products by the mid- 
. . e we 1980’s. Saudi current and planned refining 

tive reservoirs were located in two existing wyegs . 
; ; facilities are shown in table 6. 

fields. All of these new discoveries were . 
. . The largest Saudi refinery, Ras Tanura, 

located in Aramco concession areas. 
In 1980. the most recent vear for which processed an average of 425,000 barrels per 
oration statisti a ble seismic oY Of crude oil and nearly 300,000 barrels 

exploration staustics are avaiable, seismic per day of NGL in 1981. Production capacity 
surveys were conducted over a linear dis- at Ras Tanura, one of the world’s largest 

tance of 12,000 kilometers. Development ofining and product loading terminals, was 
drilling resulted in the completion of 182 increased by 10,000 barrels per day through 

wells, 114 of which were oil producing, 51 the addition of new straight-run naphtha 
were for water or gas-liquid injection and and pentane merox extraction facilities. 
water supply, and 18 were for observation The new units, designed to remove organic 
purposes. Total footage drilled was 1,279 sulfur compounds from the naphtha and 
billion feet. In 1981, Aramco was operating pentane stream, were able to boost produc- 
18 onshore drilling rigs and 15 onshore tion of motor gasoline an average of 10,000 
work-over rigs. In the offshore area, 11 barrels per day in 1981. 
drilling rigs and 1 work-over rig were in The other major Aramco project during 

operation. oo the year was the planned construction of 
Refining.—The Saudi refining industry the 250,000-barrel-per-day refinery at 

was undergoing a massive expansion pro- Ju’Aymah. The refinery was intended to 
gram in 1981, which will nearly double the _ process high-sulfur crude (27° API) from the 
Kingdom’s already large refining capacity Manifa Oilfield to supply the domestic mar- 
by the middle of the decade. Of the five ket. Chevron Research, a subsidiary of 
existing operating refineries in Saudi Ara- Standard Oil Co. of California, was awarded 
bia, three were owned by the independent a contract for process design of the new 
companies; Aramco at Ras Tanura, Arabian refinery, and Bechtel was to perform con- 

Oil Co. at Ras-al-Khafji, and Getty Oil Co. at struction engineering services. Construction 
Mina Saud. The remaining two refineries was to start in 1983 and be completed in 
were wholly owned by Petromin. All but 1 1986. Total cost of the refinery was estimat- 
of the 11 new refineries were either owned _ ed at $2.5 billion. 
completely by Petromin or were owned
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Table 6.—Saudi Arabia: Operating and planned oil refineries 

— ) Crude oil Cost 
Location Ownership barvele nor Market Startup Contractors (million 

day) eee 
Operating refineries: 

Ras Tanura ___ Aramco _ ___ 500,000 §Domestic- 1945 NA__________ NA 
rt. 

Ras-al-Khafji_ _ _ Arabian Oil Co 30,000 Domestic 1956 NA ________ _ NA Mina Saud ____ Getty Oil Co _ 100,000 Domestic- 1958 NA __________ NA 
rt. 

Riyadh ___~__ _ Petromin _ _ _ 120,000 Domestic 1974-1981 Chiyoda-Mitsubishi NA Jeddah ______ ___-do___.  98,000-240,000 _~_—-do_ 1968-1982 NA ____ NA Planned refineries: 
Ju’Aymah ____ Aramco ___ _ 250,000 ~~ do _ 1986 Bechtel-Chevron 2,500 

Parsons Inter- a national. 
Jubail_— —__ Petromin-Shell 250,000 Export _ _ 1985 Chiyoda, Technip_ _ 2,000 Yanbu. ______ Petromin- 250,000 ____do_ 1984 Chiyoda _______ NA 

Do ----_ Yanbu 179,000 Domestic 1982 ____do_______ NA . Domestic 
Refining Co. 

Rabigh ______ Petromin- 325,000 Export _ _ 1984 Lummus-Petrola _ _ 2,600 
Petrola. 

Lube oil refineries: 
Jubail_______ Petromin- 12,000 Domestic- 1986 Lummus_______ 1,000 

Social- export. 
Texaco. 

Yanbu_______ Petromin- 5,000 Export _ _ 1985 NA _______ 457 Ashland. 
Red Sea______ Petromin- 4,000 _~_.do_ NA NA _____ NA Apicorp. 
Riyadh ______ Petromin- 500 Domestic 1981 NA ___ NA 

Mobil 
(Petrolube). 

Jeddah ______ ~_~-do____ 3,300 ____do_ 1981 NA ________ NA Jubail. _§__ ___ Petromin _ __ 2,800 _—— _do_ NA Caltex ________ NA $$$ ee 
NA Not available. 

The two operating Petromin refineries, at August 1982, utilizing a portion of the 
Riyadh and Jeddah, were both being ex- throughput of the transpeninsular crude oil 
panded in 1981. Chiyoda Chemical Engi- pipeline. 
neering and Construction Co. and Mitsu- Three major export refineries were under 
bishi Corp. (Japan) completed expansion of construction in 1981, at Jubail, Yanbu, and 
the Riyadh refinery from 20,000 to 120,000 Rabigh. At Yanbu, Petromin and Mobil Oil 
barrels per day in December 1981. This Corp. (United States) were building a 
refinery receives its crude oil feedstock 250,000-barrel-per-day export refinery, at a 
from the Khurais Oilfield, via an 88- cost of nearly $1.5 billion. Chiyoda was’ 
kilometer pipeline. The Khurais-Riyadh awarded the main contract for engineering 
pipeline, completed in December 1980, had and material and equipment procurement 
a design capacity of 300,000 barrels per day. plus field supervision services for the 50:50 
Throughput at the end of 1981 averaged joint venture. Chiyoda awarded an $80 mil- 
120,000 barrels per day. Also nearing com- lion subcontract to CBI Industries, a subsid- 
pletion was the expansion project at lary of Chicago Bridge and Iron Co., to build 
Jeddah, raising capacity from 98,000 to storage tanks and other structures at the 
240,000 barrels per day. refinery. The project was to be completed by 

Yanbu Domestic Refining Co., a subsid- 1984. 
lary of Petromin, awarded a 5-year contract The second major refinery, at Rabigh on 
for management assistance, startup, oper- the Red Sea coast, was a joint venture of 
ation, and maintenance of a new 170,000- Petromin and Petrola International Saudi 
barrel-per-day refinery at Yanbu, to FW Arabia (Greece). Construction began on the 
Management Operations Ltd., a subsidiary project in October 1981. Petrola was also 
of Foster-Wheeler Corp. (United States). awarded a $2.6 billion construction contract 
The refinery was to commence operating in for the refinery, and Lummus Co. Ltd.
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(United Kingdom) was to provide engineer- The second agreement involved construc- 
ing services. Product yield from the refinery _ tion of a 5,000-barrel-per-day lubrication oil 
was to be 140,000 barrels per day of fuel oil, complex at Yanbu, as a 50:50 joint venture 
58,000 barrels per day of naphtha, 46,000 of Petromin and Ashland Oil, Inc. The plant 
barrels per day of diesel oil, 33,370 barrels was to utilize feedstock derived from the 
per day of jet kerosine, and 5,000 barrels per nearby 170,000-barrel-per-day Petromin- 
day of LPG. The first phase of the project Yanbu refinery. Most of the plant’s output 
was to be completed by 1982. was to be exported. Having signed the 

The long-awaited construction contract agreement for the refinery, Ashland be- 
for the joint Petromin-Royal Dutch/Shell came entitled to 32,000 barrels per day of 
export refinery at Jubail was awarded in incentive crude oil supplies over a 15-year 
August 1981 to a consortium of five compa- period, based on its equity investment in 
nies composed of Ralph M. Parsons Interna- _ the project. 
tional (United States), Technip of France, Two other lube oil refineries in Riyadh 
and Chiyoda Chemical Engineering and and Jeddah were providing lubricating oils 
Construction Co. (Japan), together with the for domestic consumption in 1981. Both 
latter two companies’ Saudi subsidiaries, plants were owned by Petrolube, a joint 
Technip Saudi Arabia and Chiyoda Petro- venture of Petromin, 70%, and Mobil, 30%. 

star. The $1 billion contract, to be shared In Riyadh, a 175,000-barrel-per-year lube oil 

equally by the three companies, involved blending plant was commissioned in Octo- 
engineering, procurement, and construction ber 1981. The plant was built by Chiyoda 
of the refinery, including a hydrocracker Petrostar, under a contract awarded in 
and benzene manufacturing facility. Badger 1979. Capacity of the plant was to rise to 
Co. and Fluor Corp. (United States) were 500,000 barrels per year in 1984. Capacity at 
also providing basic engineering and proc- Petrolube’s refinery in Jeddah was raised 
ess design services for the project, the total from 850,000 barrels per year to 1.2 million 
cost of which was estimated at about $2 barrels per year. The refinery produced 
billion. The refinery was to produce 94,000 various types of lubricants for gasoline, 
barrels per day of naphtha, 92,000 barrels diesel and light turbine engines. 
per day of gas oil, 67,000 barrels per day of Petrochemicals.—The Saudi petrochemi- 
high-sulfur fuel oil, and 5,000 barrels per cal industry was the core of one of the 

day of benzene. Output was to be marketed largest and most rapid industrialization 
' jointly by Petromin and Shell. As a bonus schemes in the history of the Middle East. 

for participating in the project, Shell was to The Saudi were:in the process of investing 
receive “incentive” crude oil supplies begin- over $20 billion into projects that, they say, 
ning in 1981 at a rate of 12,000 barrels per will capture 5% of the world’s petrochemi- 
day and rising to nearly 60,000 barrels per cal market by the latter half of the decade. 
day by 1985. Financing for the project was With other projects still far off in the 
to come from Petromin, 15%; Shell, 15%; planning stage, that share could increase to 

commercial borrowing, 10%; and the Saudi 15% by the year 2000. To accomplish this 
Public Investment Fund, 60%. Commercial ambitious development program, the Saudi 
production was scheduled to begin in 1985. have attracted some of the world’s largest 

Two major agreements involving lube oil petroleum and chemical companies to two 
refineries in Saudi Arabia were finalized in} major industrial] cities, Jubail and Yanbu, 
1981. Arabian Chevron Overseas Ltd, a through substantial incentive offers to par- 
subsidiary of Standard Oil Co. of California, ticipate with equity shares and technical 
and Texaco Inc. joined with Petromin to know-how in the projects. : 
build the world’s largest single-train, grass- SABIC, a Government-owned industrial 
roots lubrication oil refinery at Jubail. The enterprise, was the Saudi Government’s 

facility, owned 50% by Petromin and 25% arm in implementing the plan. For each 
each by the foreign partners, was to produce project, SABIC approached a foreign part- 
12,000 barrels per day of premium lubricat- ner or consortium meeting certain criteria 
ing base stocks and 10,000 barrels per day of to form a 50:50 joint-venture company to 
asphalt. The company was to export six undertake the project. In each case, financ- 
different types of base oil products. Bids for ing was provided at low interest rates by the 
design, procurement, and construction con- Saudi Public Investment Fund of the Minis- 

tracts were to be requested early in 1982, try of Finance. The Public Investment Fund 
and the project was scheduled for comple- provided 60% of the cost of the project, 10% 
tion in 1986. was secured from commercial bank loans,
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and the remaining 30% share was provided Middle East. The Saudi petrochemical in- 
equally by SABIC and the foreign partner. dustry is shown in table 7. 
In addition to these favorable financing These major plants, all conducted on a 
arrangements, the foreign partners were 50:50 joint-venture basis, were essentially 
entitled to lift “incentive” supplies of crude export-oriented operations, designed to pro- 
oil, based on the formula of 500 barrels per duce primary petrochemicals for world mar- 
day of entitlement crude oil supply per $1 kets. They were also to form the core of 
million invested by the foreign partner. In second-phase petrochemical ventures in- 
the case of the SABIC-Shell Oil Co. (United _ tended to serve primarily local and regional 
States) venture, Shell was entitled to 1.8 requirements. SABIC was already in the 
billion barrels of oil over a 19-year period process of planning this next phase in 1981. 
for its participation in the complex. For The basic objectives of the second phase 
their part, the foreign companies were re- were to develop local, smaller scale industry 
quired to provide technical expertise in the to either provide service facilities to the 
chemical industry, a good record of oper- large plants or to further process their 
ation, willingness to train Saudi personnel, output. Foreign participation in the next 
and the capability to market most of the phase was to be limited to 20%, as opposed 
plants’ output. Marketing was a key for to 50% for the large ventures, in an attempt 
SABIC to make the ventures economically to establish small-scale Saudi industry. 
viable. The foreign partner was to market, The major developments in the petro- 
through its own channels, not less than 75% chemical industry in 1981 mostly involved 
of the plant’s output. contract awards and agreement finali- 

Feedstock for the plants was to be provid- zation. Late in 1981, construction began on 
ed by the huge MGS, utilizing vast quanti- the world’s largest petrochemical plant in 
ties of associated gas that had previously Jubail, the joint venture of SABIC and Shell 
been flared. Ethane feedstock for the Jubail Oil Co. Construction also began on the 
plants was to come from the secondary gas- SABIC-Exxon Corp. complex at Jubail. A 
fractionation centers at Ras Tanura and Japanese consortium, composed of Ishi- 
Ju’Aymah. Natural gas for the complex at kawajima-Harima Heavy Industries and 
Yanbu was to be piped from the eastern gas- Nippon Kokan won a $193 million contract 
gathering center at Shedgum through the from Fluor Corp. to manufacture and as- 
recently completed transpeninsular NGL semble modules for chemical production, to 
pipeline. Ethane was to then be produced at be assembled at the Jubail SABIC-Shell 
the Yanbu gas treatment facility and from complex. The modules were to form the 
there supplied to the petrochemical plant. basic ethylene, styrene, and crude ethanol 
This low-cost feedstock was a critical factor production units at the plant. At the East- 
in making the plants profitable. ern Petrochemical Co. (Sharq) at Jubail, 

According to recent estimates, the Saudi Chiyoda Chemical Engineering and Con- 
plants were to be capable of producing struction Co. (J apan) was awarded a sev- 
ethylene at about 14 cents per pound and_ eral-hundred-million-dollar contract to pro- 
still turn a profit. In contrast, ethylene in vide engineering and construction services 
the United States was selling, unprofitably, for the $1.5 billion joint venture of SABIC 
at about 20 to 25 cents per pound, and the and the Saudi Petrochemicals Development 
United States was considered one of the Corp. (SPDC), a 59-company consortium led 
world’s most efficient producers. Saudi en- by Mitsubishi Corp. (Japan). The Sharq 
trance into the market was coming at a project was being set up in association with 
time when there was already over capaci- another plant, Petrokemya, owned by SA- 
ty in world petrochemicals, as was demon- BIC and Dow Chemical Co. (United States). 
strated by plant closures in the United The final agreements for construction of 
States and Europe. In some cases, as with both of these projects were signed in 1981. 
Exxon, the foreign partner has agreed to In December 1980, SABIC, Dow, and SPDC 
close their obsolete plants elsewhere and _ signed an agreement under which the two 
use Saudi production to fill marketing chan- foreign companies would jointly own and 
nels. With so much world capacity existing share the output from the two plants. Sharq 
on the threshold of profitability, Saudi ex- was to produce low-density polyethylene 
pansion held the potential to take a signifi- and ethylene glycol utilizing ethylene feed- 
cant share of the world market by forcing stock provided by Petrokemya. In return, 
plant closings elsewhere and perhaps to Sharq was to supply Petrokemya with eth- 
shift the geographical center of chemical ylene glycols. 
production out of the West and into the
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Pipelines.—The two parallel legs of the ondary gas-fractionation center at Yanbu. 
transpeninsular East-West pipeline were The pipeline, built by Aramco at a cost of 
completed ahead of schedule in 1981. The nearly $2 billion, was capable of delivering 
crude oil line, built at a cost of $1.6 billion 270,000 barrels of NGL per day to Yanbu. 

over 4 1/2 years, was currently capable of The gas was to be used to fuel powerplants 
transporting 1.85 million barrels per day at the Yanbu industrial complex, as fuel for 
from the eastern oilfields at Abqaiq and the pump stations positioned along the 
Ghawar to Yanbu on the Red Sea coast. East-West pipeline, and at the NGL plant at 

Mobil Overseas Pipeline Co., a subsidiary of Yanbu to provide feedstock for the petro- 
Mobil Oil Corp. (United States), provided chemical industry. The pipeline testing pro- 
design, engineering and management ser- cedure was completed in April 1981, but the 
vices and was also assisting in operating the line was awaiting completion of the Yanbu 
pipeline. The crude line, 1,200 kilometers NGL center before starting full-scale deliv- 
long and 48 inches in diameter, had 11 eries. 
pumping stations across the Arabian Penin- Also completed during the year was the 
sula. Oil was delivered to a specially design- 140-kilometer pipeline linking the Riyadh 
ed oil port at Yanbu, which included eleven refinery to the Khurais Oilfield. The $51 

_ I-million barrel storage tanks and three _ million pipeline, built by Niigata Engineer- 
operational berths, capable of handling ing Co. (Japan), was capable of delivering 

_ tankers between 80,000 and 500,000 tons, 300,000 barrels per day of crude oil to 
with simultaneous loading facilities. The Riyadh. The Riyadh refinery was expanded 
first shipment of crude to be exported from during the year to process 120,000 barrels 
Yanbu was loaded July 1, 1981. Arabian per day of crude oil; output of the Khurais 
light crude oil was priced at $34.60 per Field was also being expanded from 50,000 
barrel from Yanbu, which included 60 cents to 165,000 barrels per day to supply the 
per barrel for transportation cost basically refinery. 
equivalent to the cost of tanker shipping the A detailed engineering study for the con- 
oil around the Arabian Peninsula. The Sau- struction of a system of refined product 
di Government was delaying the plan to pipelines was completed at the end of 1981. 
expand the crude oil line to handle 3.7 Petromin had commissioned a group of 
million barrels per day. The terminal at international consulting firms to study the 
Yanbu was the first Saudi loading facility feasibility of building a 2,600-kilometer 
on the Red Sea and the only outlet for crude _ pipeline network to deliver refined products 
oil that did not have to pass through the to a number of small towns in Saudi Arabia. 
volatile Persian Gulf and the Strait of According to Petromin, the study was com- 
Hormuz. Most Saudi oil was still exported pleted and implementation of the project 
from the huge loading facility at Ras Tanu- was awaiting allocation of appropriate 
ra in the Persian Gulf. Besides providing an funds. The system was to carry products to 
alternative outlet for oil exports, the pipe- Riyadh, al-Qasim, al-Kharj, Najran, Diba, 
line was to provide crude oil supplies to the Tobuk, Ras Tanura, al-Hoffuf, Jubail, 
planned refineries at Yanbu and Rabigh. Jeddah, Merra, Taif, and Khamis Mushayt. 

Parallel to the crude oil line was the 
1,700-kilometer East-West NGL pipeline, 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

running from the Shedgum gas-gathering .,,Where necessary, values have, been converted. from center in eastern Saudi Arabia to the sec- _US$1.00. - ,



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
S1 ierra Leone 

By Ben A. Kornhauser! | : 

Sierra Leone suffered economically in tion. Among the principal investment proj- 

1981 from various internal and external ects in the IMF program was intensified 

problems, many of which required consider- rice production. Continuation of the World 

able assistance from outside sources for Bank’s International Development Associa- 

their resolution. As with most developing tion supported agricultural projects and 

countries, the lack of, or limited, foreign final negotiations for commencing the kim- 

exchange prevented the purchase of sup- berlite diamond mining and the Bumbuna 

plies and goods necessary to maintain exist- hydroelectric projects. The success of the 3- 

ing enterprises and precluded embarking on year program depended on maintaining ex- 

new ventures to improve the industrial, ports in the face of declining output and 

commercial, and transport infrastructure falling prices for diamonds (the main ex- 

required to support greater economic port), as well as containing imports—that is, 

growth.? Huge Government deficits amoun- maintaining a slightly positive balance of 

ting to about one-quarter of all expendi- payments. 
tures planned for 1981-82 resulted from Further exploitation of natural resources 

factors such as the high cost of imports was the expected major benefit of the 

(particularly oil), balance of payment defi- hoped-for simultaneous development of two 

cits resulting from worldwide inflation and major hydroelectric projects. These projects 

recession, declining export earnings, and were the Bumbuna hydroelectric project 

subsidization of health care and electrical and the Mano River Union Basin develop- 

power to varying extents. Inflation during ment program. The Bumbuna project was to 

fiscal year 1981 was estimated to be 15%. As supply power solely for Sierra Leone use 

a result of these deficits, Sierra Leone and was located at Bumbuna Falls in the 

applied for assistance from the Internation- north-central section of the country on the 

al Monetary Fund (IMF), which approved a_ Seli River. Phase one of the project was 

3-year program valued at Special Drawing estimated to cost $376 million and was 

Rights (SDR) of $185 million, against which hoped to start by yearend 1981. The Mano 

drawings started in April 1981. This River project, located on the Mano River 

amount was to be raised eventually to bordering Sierra Leone and Liberia, was to 

$211.5 million, equal to 400% of Sierra supply power to both countries and was the 

Leone’s SDR quota of $52.9 million, once largest venture attempted by the Mano 

IMF confirmed additional resource River Union (MRU). Estimated cost was 

commitments.’ $277 million. The MRU was composed of 

The main points of the IMF stabilization Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea, which 

program included restricted credit expan- joined in 1981. Funding for both projects 

sion, overall budget deficit containment,tax depended primarily on receiving money 

system reform, intensified efforts to maxi- from foreign countries. The electric power 

mize the surrender of foreign exchange from these projects was to reduce oil im- 

receipts and to liberalize import licensing, ports and improve the profitability of pres- 

and the continuation and expansion of pro- ent major mining operations. Bumbuna 

duction and investment programs in agri- power also was to produce alumina from a 

culture, mining, energy, and transporta- recently discovered bauxite deposit in the 

873
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Port Loko area and to exploit the rich The development of the road network, 
Tonkolili iron deposits, which required pel- which attracted international aid, including 
letizing to agglomerate the fines produced a recent $10 million World Bank loan, was 
in separating the iron from other minerals expected to benefit rural areas. 
in the deposit.‘ 

| PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

In fiscal year 1981, ending June 30, 1981, dropped-with respect to fiscal 1980, al- 
the acute shortage of foreign exchange was_ though actual production was about the 
aggravated by the decrease in overseas same. The unreported bauxite was stock- 
earnings from diamonds and coffee, which piled until the market improves.* Most of 
together accounted for more than one-half Sierra Leone’s bauxite production was 
of Sierra Leone’s foreign exchange. The _ shipped to the Federal Republic of Germany 
drop in prices of these products also ac- with only minor quantities to the United 
counted for 45% of the shortfall in fiscal States. 
export income. The value of cocoa, another The United States was a major receiver of 
major agricultural export, also declined Sierra Leone’s diamonds, rutile, coffee, and 

| with respect to its fiscal 1980 earnings, cocoa, purchasing about 35% of that coun- 
contributing to the shortage of foreign ex- try’s total exports. During 1981, the growth 
change. Although rutile production rose an of U.S. exports was deterred, primarily by 
estimated 50%, its increased value equaled the strength of the U.S. dollar and the 
less than 20% of the value of the diamond hesitancy of U.S. suppliers to ship to Sierra 
exports. Exports of bauxite in fiscal 1981 Leone without confirmed letters of credit. 

Table 1.—Sierra Leone: Production of mineral commodities? 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 19807 1981° eee BC 18 
Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight_________ thousand metric tons__ 745 716 672 766 610 

Diar mond: Be 
Gem____________________________ _ thousand carats. _ 423 353 419 317 208 Industrial __--_____________________________do____ 538 426. 436 275 97 

Total ~~~ dole 961 779 855 592 305 
Gold______________~____________________troy ounces___ NA NA NA 407 3,435 
Petroleum refinery products: - 

Gasoline ____________._.____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 331 394 421 375 343 Jet fuel__-_-_-_-________ edo, 101 102 277 306 131 Kerosine ________________._______________do____ 199 213 105 99 213 Distillate fuel oi] _.___.______________________do____ 464 501 586 533 548 Residual fuel oi] _-___._______._____________do____ 824 412 434 420 383 Liquefied petroleum gas___.____________________do.___ 10 10 7 7 9 Other________________ do -- _— 2 2 NA | Refinery fuel and losses________________________do.___ 6 43 55 173 88 

Total __--~-_~-~---------~-_-_--_---.do____ 1,985,675 1,887 -1,915.——-1,715 Salt _____________._____________ thousand metric tons__ 180 180 200 200 200 Titanium: Rutile ore and concentrate, gross weight _____ metric tons__ _- -~- 10,000 47,497 50,795 ee Ee a ee 
*Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
’Table includes data available through Aug. 30, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and stone) is produced, but output is not reported and available general information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output evels. Sierra Leone annually refines 4,000 to 10,000 metric tons of salt from imported crude marine salt, but this is not included in the body of the table because it would represent double counting of rhaterials credited to the country where the salt was originally collected. This output would be in addition to that reported in this table. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Co. (SIEROMCO), wholly owned by Swiss 
. . Aluminium Ltd. The expanded production 

Bauxite. —In 1981, production of washed was to result from the completion of a new bauxite ore was estimated at the 1980 rate. washing plant that was to reduce costs, was 
Annual production in 1982 and thereafter to have a capacity of 1 million tons per 
was projected at 1 million tons. This in- year, and was located 13 miles south of the 
crease was expected upon completion of the Mokanji Hills near Moyamba in southwest- 
expansion of the Sierra Leone Ore & Metal ern Sierra Leone. A drying plant at the port
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of Nitti was expected to improve the baux- Voest Alpine AG. Funding for the operation 

ite’s marketability. The planned expanded was supplied by an Austrian Government- 

production resulted from a_ renegotiated sponsored loan of $16 million and Govern- 

agreement between SIEROMCO and the ment of Sierra Leone equity capital of $6 

Government of Sierra Leone that increased million. One-half million tons of iron ore 

the tax and royalty payments to the Gov- concentrate was expected to be shipped in 

ernment for the period 1978-88, but ex- 1982. The mines, when operating at capaci- 

cluded Government participation in the ty, were expected to export 1 million tons of 

venture. concentrate annually. 

Gold.—In August 1981, the Government The Marampa Iron Ore Mining Co. Ltd. 

made the Bank of Sierra Leone the sole Agreements Ratification Act, 1981, dele- 

purchaser and exporter of alluvial gold. By gated an exclusive managing and market- 

imposing few regulations on deep mining, it ing contract to the Austromineral KG sub- 

was hoped that investments would be en-_ sidiary. Under the act, the contract was to 

couraged in such operations that required be in effect for 14 years, until December 

greater capital outlays for development. 1995. The company also was given a mining 

The law was enacted to centralize gold concession covering 259 square kilometers. 

export and to enable the Government to The company’s goal was the annual produc- 

obtain the greatest amount of foreign ex- tion of 1 million tons of salable iron ore 

change possible from alluvial mining. For concentrate for export.’ 

the law to be effective, the gold prospector Titanium.—Rutile production in 1981 was 

had to be offered at least the international- reported at 50,795 tons, placing Sierra 

ly established gold price and paid part of Leone behind Australia, the world’s largest 

the price in a foreign exchange.’ ° producer. The processing plant’s yearly pro- 

Eurocan Ventures Ltd. (EVL) of Canada duction capacity was 75,000 tons of rutile 

entered into a joint gold-diamond venture concentrate. Rutile was mined by Sierra 

with Diamond Distributors Exploration Inc. Rutile Ltd. (SRL), which was owned by the | 

(DDX) of the United States. EVL had Bethlehem Steel Corp. (85%) and Nord 

a 60% interest in a 25.9-square-kilometer Resources Corp. of Ohio (15%) and began 

diamond-gold concession, for an initial in- production in mid-1979. The leased area 

vestment of $2 million. The cost of develop- was near Gbangbima in the Moyamba and 

ment was to be prorated, with DDX main- Benthe districts and was worked by Sherbo 

taining the diamond rights. EVL completed Minerals Ltd. from 1966 to 1971. The rutile 

eight drill holes and a large open pit inthe was recovered by dredging alluvial sands at 

Nimini Hills area in eastern Sierra Leone. Mogbwembo, about 270 kilometers by road 

The holes were drilled to varying depths, southeast of Freetown. Rutile grades aver- 

with a planned depth of 305 meters for a aged 2.5% TiOz in the topsoil and up to 

ninth hole then underway: Two holes had 3.5% TiO. in the basal sands and gravel, 

been assayed. One hole; drilled to 87 meters, with the stratified column averaging 2.2% 

had average values (including gold-bearing TiO. as rutile. Iimenite, an iron titanate 

areas) that were of a minable open pit (FeTiO;), also was produced as a byproduct 

grade. Another hole, drilled to a depth of 57 of the beneficiation of the rutile. The unre- 

meters, showed promising assays at three ported ilmenite was set aside until SRL 

different intervals. Mineralization of the considers it salable as is or after reprocess- 

core samples from the ninth hole also show- ing." | 

ed open pit potential. A sample taken from Natural rutile was used to make titanium 

a surface pit about 122 meters south along sponge metal and was preferred for welding 

the strike of the two holes had a gold con- _rod coatings. The principal use of rutile was 

tent of 0.3 troy ounce per ton across a20- to make titania pigment by the chloride 

meter exposed span.°® process, which had many advantages over 

Iron Ore—The Marampa iron mines, the sulfate process, which used ilmenite, 

which had been closed since 1975, were leucoxene (another titanium mineral), and 

reopened in 1980 by the Marampa Iron Ore _titaniferous slags. About 95% of the tita- 

Mining Co. Ltd., wholly owned by the Gov- nium produced was used in pigment manu- 

ernment of Sierra Leone, which took it over facturing with the balance as titanium met- 

from the defunct Sierra Leone Development al sponge, welding rod coatings, carbides for 

Co. The Marampa property was operated by cutting tools, and in ceramics and glass. 

Austromineral KG, a subsidiary of the Aus- Considerable TiO. pigment was used in 

trian state-owned firm of Austro Minerals paper coating or fillers and in compounding
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materials such as plastics and rubbers. The MINERAL FUELS 
| majority of the titanium metal alloys was ne 

used in aerospace systems because of their Con eum the i geophreietl “hin oH 

high strength-weight ratio, their strength at turned at yearend 1981 to insure pinpoint- 
their elevated nae rating remperatures, and ing the location for drilling offshore Tur- 

ent COFFOSION TESISIANCE. ner’s Peninsula in the Bonthe District for a 
| | consortium of U.S. oil companies. The con- 

NONMETALS _ sortium was searching for oil in a 73,000- 
Cement.—A cement factory, scheduled to square-kilometer concession belonging to 

open in 1982, was expected to have suffi- Aracca Petroleum, Oxoco Petroleum, and 
cient capacity to supply the country’ Ss annu- Sundance Petroleum, with Mobil -as the 
al requirements of 70,000 tons and exports Operating partner. The group turned over of 50,000 tons. 85% of its interest to Mobil, which was 
Clays.—The Sierra Brick and Ceramics bearing the entire cost of the exploration 

Factory, situated in Wellington, was still work. The test well drilling had been de- 
operating and reclaiming waste heat from layed ant 1982. t of Si Le had 
kilns for use in dryers. An objective of the b ec. otiatine 10 0%; “takeover f the 
company was to produce high-quality brick Sierra Leon = Petroleum Refining Co 
at the lowest price as a means of earning (SLPRC), which was owned by the o vern. 

i ta 13 > ! 
roneign ec nange action of alluvial dia- ™ent (00%), with remaining shares equally 

° . - . divided between British Petroleum, Shell monds by the National Diamond Mining Co. Oil Co., Mobil, and Texaco Inc. If the Gov- 
(DIMINCO) was estimated to be at 1980 ernment became the sole owner of SLPRC, 

levels. However, the severe dro Pin diamond the companies were freed of an obligation to 
prices gr eatly decreased Sierra Leone’s supply crude oil and platformate to the 
principal source of foreign exchange. DI- refinery in proportion to their share of the 
MINCO was owned by the Sierra Leone Sierra Leone market. The Government of 
Government (51%) and the Sierra Leone  Gierra Leone then probably had to negotiate 
Selection Trust (SLST), now a subsidiary of government-to- government agreements for British Petroleum Ltd. (49%). Negotiations continuing the supply of the refinery’s im- 
were still underway between the Govern- ported oil needs. 
ment and SLST regarding the underground In December 1981, the Government ac- 
mining of the diamond-bearing kimberlite quired a 60% share in British Petroleum 
deposits in Kono and Tongo. An agreement Co. (Sierra Leone) Ltd. which, in addition to 
was hoped for by early 1982, with exploita- its traditional oil business, was involved in 
tion starting that year. By 1984, the decline other industrial activities. 
in diamond production resulting from the — 
depletion of alluvial diamonds was expected ‘Metallurgist, Division of Foreign Data. to be reversed, but production was not ,,Where,neceteary, values have been converted from expected to reach former levels. Recovery of _ *Where necessary, values have been converted from 
diamonds in the kimberlite project would be Special Uap ne Rights (SDR) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
more expensive. Funding of about $100 *U.S. Embassy, Freetown, Sierra Leone. State Depart- 
million was sought from Kuwait, the Euro- mW Averam Freetown-19, Sept. 24, 1981. 
pean Investment Bank, and others. The — ‘Work cited in footnote 4, 
Government believed that mining in the at reetown Daily Mail. Aug. 26, 1981, pp. 1, 16. 
reserve areas of the kimberlite pipes and __*Commonwealth Geological Liaison Office Newsletter dykes would diminish the illicit mining and London, May Bit Mail. Dec. 9.1981. 0.1 
diamond smuggling now prevalent in the nye Embassy. Freetown, Sierra Leone. State Depart- 
Yengema and Tongo nonreserve areas. Re- ment Airgram Freetown A-6, May 4, 1982. 
sumption of the kimberlite mining would Pectow Dek ee Tae 10, 1981, pp. 1,8. 
make jobs available in the Kono district. 14Freetown Daily Mail. Dec. 19, 1981, p. 1.



The M1 t t e Mineral Industry of the 
R t ice epublic of South Africa 

By Miller W. Ellis! 

The mineral industry continued to domi- the mouth of the Orange River. The state- 
nate the economy of the Republic of South controlled South African Iron and Steel 
Africa and mineral products accounted for Industrial Corp. Ltd. (Iscor) continued to 
more than one-half the value of the coun- operate its colliery, iron mines, tin mine, 

try’s exports, and for 16% of its gross zinc mine, and dolomite quarries, in addi- 
domestic product (GDP). In terms of U.S. tion to three major production complexes. 
dollars, the total value of mineral sales was The state’s exclusive control and ownership 
$15.8 billion out of a GDP of $81.8 billion.2 of the South African Coal, Oil and Gas Corp. 

During 1981, the GDP grew 4.7% in real Ltd. (Sasol), the country’s oil-from-coal oper- 
terms, about one-half the rate of increase in ation, ended in 1979 when the sale of shares 

1980. The gradual decline in the value of to the public commenced, but the Govern- 
the South African rand throughout 1981 ment continued to play a major role during 
tended to neutralize the worldwide decline 1981 when the Sasol II plant was operation- : 
in the price of certain mineral commodities al and the Sasol III unit was nearing com- 
in terms of local currency, and thus main- _ pletion. 
tained a moderately prosperous status for Consolidated Gold Fields Ltd. of the Unit- 
the country’s mineral industry. ed Kingdom, affiliated with Gold Fields of 

The Government-owned Industrial Devel- South Africa Ltd. (GFSA), continued to 

opment Corp. of South Africa Ltd. indirectly increase its shareholding in Newmont Min- 
controlled such companies as the Phosphate ing Corp. of the United States which has 
Development Corp. Ltd. (Foskor), which worldwide mining interests including the 
mined and processed phosphate rock at the Tsumeb Corp. Ltd. mines in Namibia 
Palabora carbonatite deposit in eastern (South-West Africa) and the O’okiep Copper 
Transvaal Province, and the state-run Allu- Co. Ltd. and Palabora Mining Co. Ltd. 

vial Diamond Diggings of Alexander Bay at mines in the Republic of South Africa. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The Republic of South Africa continued value of marketed diamonds decreased, but 
to lead the world in production of chromite, diamond production increased nearly 12%. 
gem diamonds, gold, platinum, and vana- Coal production and exports increased sub- 
dium, and was one of the three leading stantially in both volume and value with 
producers of antimony, asbestos, industrial total sales of 130 million tons worth $2.43 

diamond, manganese, uranium, fluor- billion, including exports of nearly 30 mil- 

spar, and vermiculite. lion tons worth $1.12 billion. Iron ore pro- 
Both the volume and value of gold pro- duction increased 7.6% in 1981, and the 

duction declined as the world gold price value of iron ore exported increased 14% in 
continued to drop. The value of the coun- terms of local currency. Production and 
try’s gold sales at $9.8 billion indicated an sales of both manganese ore and chromite 
average price of $465 per troy ounce, nearly diminished as did those of asbestos, fluor- 
25% below the record price of 1980. The spar, and phosphate rock. Mineral products 
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from the Republic of South Africa were local currency stimulated trade to a sub- 
major sources of raw materials for the stantial degree. 
manufacturing industries of the United Despite the additional production of syn- 
States, Western Europe, Japan, and, in thetic crude oil (syncrude) from expanded 
some cases, Eastern Europe. Despite the Sasol facilities, crude oil continued to be a 
generally increasing prices for many im- major import commodity as did alumina, 

_ ported industrial commodities and the addi- imported from Australia to supply the coun- 
tional markup caused by diminished value _try’s growing aluminum industry. Exports 
of the local currency, the country’s balance of mineral commodities from, and their 
of trade had only a $1.88 billion trade deficit imports to, the Republic of South Africa are 
in 1981 in contrast to the $6.5 billion credit listed in tables 2-3. Export values compared 
balance of 1980. Similarly, the increased with those of domestic sales during 1979-81 
value of exported commodities in terms of are shown in table 4. 

Table 1.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

pee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980° 1981° ch 

METALS 
Aluminum metal ____________________ 78,000 81,100 86,300 86,600 87,000 
Antimony concentraté: 

Gross weight __.__________________ 20,053 16,395 20,086 22,372 16,599 
Metalcontent ____________________ 11,535 9,094 11,657 13,067 9,810 

Beryl concentrate (11% to 12% BeO)_________ 3 4 1 (?) 122 

Chromite, gross weight: 
More than 48% Cr2O3___ _ _ thousand tons__ 58 33 33 20 36 
44% to 48% CraOs3_____________do____ 1,607 1,524 1,633 1,989 1,561 
Less than 44% Cr203 _._________do____ 1,399 1,588 1,631 1,405 1,273 

Total _________________do____ 3,059 3,145 3,297 3,414 2,870 
Columbium-tantalum concentrate _ _ kilograms_ _ _- 143 765 1,912 3,615 

pper: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 208,287 205,745 190,591 200,683 208,700 
etal: 

Smelter__________-_-__________ 188,400 191,400 178,000 180,819 199,424 
Refined______________________ 145,900 149,100 150,757 140,887 144,100 

Gold, primary _____. thousand troy ounces__ 22,502 22,649 22,617 21,669 21,121 
Iron and steel: , 

Ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight ______ _ thousand tons__ 26,481 24,206 31,565 26,312 28,319 

M jee content______________do____ 16,948 15,492 20,202 16,840 18,124 
etal: 

Pigiron ________________do____ 6,114 5,910 7,031 7,515 NA ENA eee 
Ferroalloys, blast furnace and electric 

furnace: 
Ferrochromium® ________do____ 350 660 780 800 
Ferromanganese®________do____ 310 330 560 520 
Ferrosilicon®______._____do____ 15 15 149 162 NA 
Ferrosilicomanganese®_____do____ 22 22 45 70 
Ferrosilicochrome® ______ _do____ 23 23 28 38 
Ferrovanadium® ________do____ (?) (?) ) (?) A 2 

Total _____________do____ 780 1,110 "1,562 1,590 NA EE CNA —oeeeeeeeeee 
Crude steel: 

Ingots_______________do____ 7,175 7,735 8,667 8,863 NA 
Castings _____________do____ 201 167 201 205 OE 

Total_____________do____ 7,376 7,902 8,868 9,068 NA 00H OSA ———————_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_——————————— 
Semimanufactures: 

For immediate sale __ ___ __do____ 538 152 €550 *550 
Hot-rolled products _ ______do____ 4,844 5,634 £6,500 ®6,600 NA 
Iron castings ___________do____ 1,351 1,382 433 480 
Steel castings and forgings __do____ 183 134 148 ©140 ch 

Total___._________do____ 6,866 7,302 7,631 7,770 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

en 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

a 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Mine output, metal content ________-_-~- __ __ — 86,059 98,901 

Smelter _________------~--------- 24,000 23,600 23,300 35,400 NA 
— TTT 

Manganese ore and concentrate, gross weight: 
Metallurgical: 

Over 48% Mn ____ —-—~— thousand tons__ 263 262 296 290 368 

45% to 48% Mn____________do___~_ 1,198 1,131 998 942 1,226 

40% to 45% Mn_____-___--—-do___~- 577 430 763 997 676 

30% to 40% Mn____._____~—~—do___~_ . 2,839 2,357 2,897 3,099 2,429 

Total __________.__-_do___~_ 4,877 4,180 4,954 5,328 4,699 
eee 

Chemical: 
Over 65% MnO2 _______----do___~_ (7) _- (7) (?) ) 
35% to 65% MnO2 _______~--do___~- 171 118 153 166 45 

Less than 35% MnOzg _______-—do___~_ _— 19 76 201 296 

Total __-_________.~~-do____ 171 137 229 367 341 
"OEE 

Grand total. _________——do____ 5,048 4,317 5,183 5,695 5,040 

“ Manganiferous iron ore (15% to 30% Mn, 20% to 
35% Fe)__________------------~--- 242,155 95,699 _- _- NA 

Nickel: 
Mine output, metal content _______---_~-- 22,760 28,700 30,290 25,700 26,400 

Metal, electrolytic___._____-_-------- 21,955 22,500 8,040 18,100 17,960 

Platinum-group metals, metal content of concen- 
trate, matte, and refinery products® 3 

Sil thousand troy ounces_ _ 2,870 2,860 3,017 3,100 3,110 

ilver: 
. Mine output, metal content®_ ___ _ _ _do____ _ 8,185 3,110 3,240 5,500 NA 

Primary _________-__--------do___-_ 3,130 3,104 3,236 3,125 7,568 

o Tin: 
Concentrate: 

Gross weight ____________------ 6,139 6,120 5,706 ©6,160 6,950 
Metal content___________-----~- 2,864 2,886 2,697 2,913 2,811 

Metal, primary. ___.___---_--------- 582 4637 819 1,100 52,056 
Titanium: 

Rutile concentrate_______._.___------ 4,500 18,100 41,740 ©48,000 49,900 

Slag ___________--------------- —_ 90,700 286,700 €344,000 370,000 

Uranium oxide (U3Og) _.-___-__--------- 3,962 4,672 5,637 7,295 7,234 

Vanadium: 
Vanadiferous slag, gross weight. _____—__-_~- 53,969 54,381 55,000 “60,000 62,000 

V content: 
Of vanadiferous slag® __________-_- 7,556 7,600 8,400 8,620 8,980 

Of V20s and vanadate products® _____~— 3,682 3,650 3,900 4,080 3,820 

zi Total ____________----+---- 11,238 ©11,250 ©12,300 12,700 12,800 

inc: 
Concentrate: 

Gross weight __________--_----- 139,262 130,318 107,646 158,137 174,377 

Metal content________-__-_---_-- 69,631 65,159 53,823 79,068 87,172 

Metal, smelter ______________------ 76,000 79,100 75,400 81,400 87,200 
Zirconium concentrate (baddeleyite) _ _ _ ___--~_ 16,825 €36,000 €82,000 £80,000 80,000 

——SaaEaoQQQqQqQqoooeeeeee eee 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos: 
Amosite ___________---~--_------ 66,983 40,526 39,058 51,646 56,834 

Anthophyllite _.____-.------------ 550 _- —_ _- _- 

Chrysotile. __________------------ 111,575 79,511 91,828 106,940 76,772 

Crocidolite _._._____--_---------+--- 201,056 137,288 118,301 118,148 102,337 

Total _._______.--__---------- 380,164 257,325 249,187 276,734 235,943 

Barite ________-_--------------~--- 2,500 2,355 2,494 2,635 2,247 

Cement, hydraulic______—~— — thousand tons_- 6,573 6,824 6,900 7,200 7,000 

ays: 
Attapulgite ________.__-_---------- __ 2,773 €3,000 _- 5,221 
Bentonite ________-_-_--_------+---- 37,221 34,519 46,394 49,815 44,372 

Fire clay__.-_-_------------------ 167,835 223,413 310,670 154,967 282,645 

Flint clay _.____----------------- 193,229 167,285 180,070 190,488 171,500 

Fuller’s earth. ____---------------- _- 258 919 720 434 

Kaolin________----------------- 88,619 122,024 148,740 107,563 150,003 

Montmorillonite ________-__-------+-- _- 1,299 1,267 1,115 354 

Corundum, natural _____-__----------- 138 18 74 141 91 
————— 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 ~ 1980? 1981° —_—_— EE 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: 
Gem*®______________ thousand carats__ 3,099 3,078 3,539 3,403 3,429 
Industrial® ~=.__§_____________do____ 4,544 4,649 4,845 5,117 6,097 EE 

Total _.__.______________do____ 7,643 7,727 8,384 8,520 9,526 Diatomite__-_________________ 666 930 1,059 584 615 Feldspar__-___-$_-___~____________ 51,230 52,545 47,416 52,247 56,006 UO 
OOO el{=2X ZZ 

Fluorspar: 
Acid-grade ___ ~~ => 5 234,649 297,591 387,305 ©448,783 451,614 
Ceramic-grade _____§_§ $$ _-§___-_________ 65,660 14,907 8,477 9,823 6,118 
Metallurgical-grade_________________ 50,370 80,778 55,330 64,112 38,789 

IOP 
Total _-__-_§_____ 350,679 393,276 451,112 522,718 496,521 

Gem stones, semiprecious: 
Emerald crystals____.______ kilograms__ 2,076 1,047 1,781 432 502 
Tiger’seye __-_______________do____ 339,557 346,102 212,947 163,157 220,034 

Graphite___________________ 911 583 394 _- —_ 
Gypsum, crude________________ 439,688 388,734 377,467 452,490 554,827 
Kyanite-related materials: 

Andalusite _._.§_§___~_______________ 113,076 112,040 134,177 196,516 181,272 
Sillimanite ______________________ 15,455 9,540 19,574 516,194 15,504 

Lime® ________________ thousand tons__ 1,504 1,875 1,721 2,184 2,251 
Magnesite, crude.___________________ 49,219 37,407 65,336 59,975 56,557 
Mica: 

Sheet_________________-_ kilograms__ 45 74 64 252 —_ 
Waste _-_-____________ 3,142 2,542 3,617 5,046 2,395 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia thousand tons__ 508 563 563 549 552 Phosphate rock, gross weight ________do____ 2,403 2,699 3,221 «8185 2,617 OE ——_—_—[—[—<—[—[—[—[—[———[—[—[—[—[—[£—=*—_C[VV"]_]™""’"}T}] [=== 
Pigments, mineral, natural: 
Ochers.____.__ ~~ 1,561 1,244 1,244 710 742 Oxides____________~_ 609 943 917 660 555 — 

Total _-____~_~__ eee 2,170 2,187 2,161 1,370 1,297 Pyrites, gross weight __________________ 829,509 765,130 910,723 1,450,000 1,475,000 
Quartz, quartzite, glass sand (silica) 

thousand tons_ _ 1,017 1,013 1,376 1,617 1,387 Salt. _-_-.-- ~~ 242,254 489,925 538,735 567,270 537,278 Silcrete __-____-__-__________ 4,340 5,434 5,783 5,430 9,243 Stone, n.e.s.: 
Dimension: 

Granite:5 
Sawn slabs __._§_§_§_§_§__________ 24,084 9,341 20,471 28,910 23,535 Rough blocks.._-§_____________ 388,719 203,983 193,563 181,250 182,770 Marble ______________________ 8,523 6,444 7,562 5,965 6,327 Crushed and broken: 

Limestone _________ thousand tons__ 13,076 14,112 17,406 19,869 21,107 Shale_____.____________do____ 267 376 425 604 600 EE CO ————_—«—«—aonuuuoauoooeeee 
Sulfur: 

S content of pyrites ____________do____ 332 219 319 493 503 Byproduct: 
Of metallurgy_____________do____ 105 “100 “100 a 

127 Of petroleum _____________do____ 28 ©25 €25 ©25 eee 
Total --_____________do____ 465 344 444 618 630 Talc and related materials: 

Tale _-_--____ ee 8,095 7,487 9,451 9,466 9,464 Pyrophyllite (wonderstone) ____________ 5,109 5,159 5,795 4,900 5,662 Vermiculite.___________~____________ 165,419 209,093 191,573 185,699 190,601 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Carbon black® ~~ 5 = 45,000 40,000 45,000 45,000 45,000 EO 
ao oQuoaoaoaoaoaoooaoeeeeeeeeeeouQQQV oo 

Coal: 
Anthracite ___________ _ thousand tons__ 2,559 2,150 3,309 3,895 4,017 Bituminous_________________do.___ 82,852 88,208 100,459 111,225 126,362 ee DE 

Cok Tota] _-________________do____ 85,411 90,358 103,768 115,120 130,379 e: 
Coke oven and beehive __________do____ 5,201 4,869 4,951 5,377 5,500 Gashouse, low- and medium-temperature 

do. ___ “110 “110 “110 94 100 eee ———————————e_eeeeeeeeeeeeooeaeoeoaeaeeeeD LEE 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline____ _ thousand 42-gallon barrels _ 30,083 30,090 30,660 
Jet fuel _--.__ ~~ __________do____ 2,349 2,440 2,555 
Kerosine____________._____~_do____ 3,338 3,333 3,285 
Distillate fuel oi]. ___.___._._______do___~_ 31,918 32,973 33,580 

NA NA 
Residual fuel oi] . ..__._______~_do____ 22,036 22,178 22,630 
Lubricants ____-___________._do____ 2,262 2,240 2,555 
Other _____________~___-~_do____ 8,607 7,372 6,205 
Refinery fuel and losses_ _ _ ______—do____ 5,624 5,700 4,015 

Total __-__-___~___________do____ 106,217 106,326 105,485 110,000 NA 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Sept. 15, 1982. 
*Less than 1/2 unit. 
iIncludes osmiridium from gold ores, estimated at 2,500 troy ounces per year. 
Sales. 
‘Domestic sales plus exports. Production not reported. 

Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of mineral commodities? 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 ‘United  » ;+»<pX0O...... 
moony United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: . 
Ore and concentrate___________ 127_—. 180 — Finland 100; West Germany 69. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 106 244 _. All to Sweden. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____~_ ~~~ 60 90 _- All to West Germany. 
Unwrought____-___.~__.__ 29,557 7,817 _- Taiwan 3,741; Japan 1,424; Thailand 

Semimanufactures _ __—___ ~~ 2,527 2,672 (?) Japan 1,296; France 617; Brazil 410. 
Antimony: | . 

Ore and concentrate, metal content_ _ 6,897 1,937 629 West Germany 458; Japan 446; 
France 355. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ __ 6,393 6,393 
Beryllium: Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ __ 34 24 24 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate 
thousand tons_ _ 31,269 1,376 367 Japan 407; West Germany 224; 

France 87. 
Come and hydroxides _________ 1 2 -— All to United Kingdom. 

t: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 4 8 —_ Spain 7; Netherlands 1. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 759 35 35 

Columbium and tantalum: Concentrate 
kilograms_ _ 34,414 34920 4,920 

Copper: 
re and concentrate___________ 72,001 84,909 _. West Germany 78,323; Japan 6,586. 
Matte and speiss ____________-_ 214 88 _— All to West Germany. 
Sulfate ___________________ 342 _- 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _.___-_~____-_____ 1,088 1,068 1 West Germany 482; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 252; Spain 119. 

Unwrought_____________- 181,601 180,423 2,207 West Germany 62,548; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 43,147; Japan 32,524. 

Semimanufactures _________ 6,859 42519 1,887 United Kingdom 194; Hong Kong 182; 
Taiwan 171. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ _ 17,079 14,286 6 Japan 6,833; West Germany 4,410; 
rance 1,093. 

Fyrites, roasted - — -— ~~ -----~—- 337 _- 
etal: 

Scrap ____ ~~ ~~ ee 3,296 5,974 _— Italy 1,890; Japan 1,122; Netherlands 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 102,208 592.088 17,133 Spain 23,113; Japan 13,405; West 
Germany 10,899. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. 
‘Destinations, 1980 Commodit 1979 1980 : sony 

United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal —Continued . 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferrochromium _________ 599,308 691,394 184,903 Japan 201,955; West Germany 

173,025; Spain 21,265. Ferromanganese_____ 444,989 288,193 203,316 Italy 26,518; United Kingdom 19,140; 
West Germany 14,622. Ferrosilicon._.________ 27,556 22,778 4,776 Japan 14,909; West Germany 3,043. Ferrosilicomanganese ____ 33,399 56,269 21,785 West Germany 21,375; Italy 5,509. - Ferrosilicochromium _____ 33,983 16,433 345 Japan 9,796; West Germany 2,287. Unspecified__._____ 105,145 42,032 10 United Kingdom 26,147; Japan 
10,841. Steel, primary forms________ 173,193 203,840 15,541 Italy 51,376; Sri Lanka 40,294; United 
Kingdom 26,938. Semimanufactures: 

. Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections________ | 500,350 486,986 120,280 Hong Kong 148,068; Canada 48,742; 

United Kingdom 43,549. Universals, plates, sheets __ 484,411 524,660 210,284 Taiwan an aan Israel 58,231; Hong 
ong 31,002. Hoopandstrip_________ 822 1,885 _- Hong Kong 635; Greece 519; Taiwan 

447. Rails and accessories ______ 283 7,702 — Taiwan 7,548; France 154. Wire_.-- = 15,802 17,396 7,295 Israel 3,650; Portugal 2,520; Sri 
Lanka 2,056. Tubes, pipes, fittings ____ _ 72,241 68,849 51,399 Hong Kong 7,462: United Kingdom 
5,749; Sri Lanka 1,220. Castings and forgings, rough 248 115 -- United Kingdom 46; Canada 40; 
France 19. Unspecified and mixed 

value, thousands NA $28,023 __ Israel $19,333; Australia $4,883; 
Uruguay $3,600. Lead: 

Ore andconcentrate________ a 206 84,512 6,802 Canada 18,728; France 16,522; West 
Germany 12,843. Oxides and hydroxides ____ ~ eee 56 88 __ Canada 60; Australia 21. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap___-__ a 249 735 — West Germany 668; Netherlands 49. Unwrought________ 23,122 24,360 _- Htaly 9,388; Japan 4,835; Portugal 
102. Semimanufactures_____ | 185 58 -- All to Hong Kong. Magnesium metal including alloys: 

“Scrape ne ding alloys: 318 281 145 Brazil 136. Unwrought ~~ ee 17 1 _. All to United Kingdom. Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons__ 3,055 3,428 190 = Japan 1,438; France 485; West 
Germany 326. Oxides and hydroxides ___ ~oe eee 69 500 __ France 227; Portugal 120; Finland 66. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 19,282 21,797 7,072 Canada 6,412: West Germany 2,651; 
Netherlands 2,298. Molybdenum: Ore and concentrate ___ _ 6 __ Nickel: 

Ore andconcentrate_____ | a 41,432 48,319 48319 Matte andspeiss________ ---- 3,910 3,998 __ Norway 3,794; Italy 119; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 36. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-- 1,092 1,648 12 Canada 1,453: United Kingdom 64; 
France 44. Unwrought._--_____ | 26,591 21,815 3,462 Ital 4,081; West Germany 3,589; 

Netherlands 2,347. Semimanufactures____ | 1,058 1,081 716 Brazil 171; Sweden 153; Portugal 29. 
Niobium: Ore and concentrate_____ _- 1 1 Platinum-group metals including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $792,737 $1,099,629 $678, 465 Japan $320,456; France $27 243; West 
Germany $23,578. Silver: 

Ore andconcentrate® _____do.___ $168 $36,600 $170 Canada $13,799; Spain $5,736; Israel 
2. Waste and Sweepings®_____do___—_ $4,130 $275,079 $1,431 United Kingdom $266,167: France 

$6,416; West Germany $481. Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _____do____ $26,772 $53,470 $131 United Kingdom $48,309: West Ger- 

Ti 
many $3,095: Austria $1,200. 

in: 
Oreandconcentrate____ | a 3,727 2,757 179 United Kingdom 1,735; Netherlands 

447; Spain 389. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : y United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Tin —Continued 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _.____---~-------- 114 (*) _- All to Israel. 
Unwrought_____.----~---- 1,108 1,250 472 United Kingdom 360; Italy 187; 

France 96. 
Semimanufactures __ __— ——_~— 37 30 a All to Sri Lanka. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _____-—~-~- 42,845 54,367 17,152 France 20,386; Netherlands 10,406; 

Italy 2,672. 
Slag and dross containing titanium _ _ 27,144 _- 
Oxides __________~-------- 892 1,142 1,007 Reunion 135. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _—-~— 155 9 9 

Tungsten: Ore and concentrate ————-—— 80 24 —_ West Germany 17; Sweden 7. 
Vanadium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — 4,406 3,949 484 Japan 3,066; France 399. 
Zinc: 

Ore and concentrate ______—__-- 337,367 52,846 _- West Germany 49,414; France 2,184. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___—__-~~_~- 38 365 — All to Sri Lanka. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __.-_.----------- 17 -- 
Unwrought_______----~--- 33 100 Le All to United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures ____——_~~- 98 49 11 Portugal 34; United Kingdom 4. 

Zirconium: Ore and concentrate _ — _ — — — 48,108 83,258 13,348 Japan 25,127; West Germany 18,511; 
France 6,055. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_ —____----~- 10,905 15,636 32 Switzerland 5,239; Greece 3,982; 

Canada 2,254. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals ____ ____.__--~ 70,784 202,771 54,836 Italy a p8T4, France 60,288; Austria 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ T5535 5,649 _- Austria 2,745; Canada 1,287; West 
. Germany 934. 

Metalloids_._-_______.-__--- 11,442 25,321 468 Japan 9,086; West Germany 6,004; 
Australia 3,960. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals________________-_~ __ 351 351 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 17,434 12,662 395 Canada 5,494; Japan 2,498; United 
Kingdom 2,140. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

ete __-___________ 4,570 531 399 Australia 130. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $14,678 $10,019 $6,035 France $3,187; West Germany $388; 

Sweden $258. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _____________--_-~- 138 16 NA Australia 61; Hong Kong 13. 
Asbestos, crude _... ________----~- 389,470 330,730 10,260 Japan 92,685; Italy 37,389; 

est Germany 27,611. 
Barite and witherite__________- ~~ 25 500 _. All to Venezuela. 
Boron materials: Crude, natural borates _— 24 _— 
Cement____~__________-------~ 19,457 115,135 22 Reunion 114,546; Central African 

Republic 564. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Andalusite, kyanite, sillimanite _— 389 482 $121,317 _- West Germany 49,484; Japan 15,287; 

y 14,523. 

Bentonite___________---- 31,067 31,630 NA Taiwan 68. 
Chamotte earth ________ ~~~ NA 2,868 _- All to West Germany. 
Kaolin ___________-~---- ; 31,263 31,798 NA NA. 
Unspecified _______-----~- 108,316 128,378 _. Japan 45,428; United Kingd om 

31,484; West Germany 17,943. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ____.—.----- 2,077 10,059 9,298 Belgium: Luxembourg 402; United 

ingdom 127. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick __-__-.~_-----_--- 3,717 30,164 1,046 Australia 11,736; Italy 7,539; Brazil 

Cryolite and chiolite__._____----~- -- 351 351 
Diamond: 

‘Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands. — $981,453 $1,362,800 $730,712 Belgium Luxembourg $111,349; Hong 

ong $92,428; Japan $22,427. 
Industrial _______.----do__~- $68,610 $74,404 $52,652 West Germany $7,386; Japan $5,827; 

United Kingdom $3,070. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of mineral ¢commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
. mmodi . 1979 1980 : a 

Co modity Gnited Other (principal) 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Feldspar, fluorspar, similar material _ _ _ 474,764 498,446 220,035 Ja 131,990; West Germany 44,369; 
Ganada 27,507. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 15 18 -.  Alltoltaly. 
Phosphatic_______~_______ 65,511 108,346 — Venezuela 89,000; United Kingdom 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 71,072 20 _~- All to United Kingdom. 
Phosphatic_._ -§_-§ -___§_§_§____ 18,811 15,593 _- Sri Kanka 10,200; West Germany 

Potassie. .___.__________ 1,929 _- 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ __ 6,526 14,777 ~- Sri Lanka 13,761; West Germany 

Ammonia ___.__~_~__________ _— 1 _- All to Reunion. 
Graphite, natural ______________ 359 ‘967 378 United Kingdom 519; France 70. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 33 237 31,092 NA Japan4. — . 
Lime ____________~~________ 377,071 378,599 NA NA. 
Magnesite___________________ 13 458 — Austria 230; Brazil 228. 
Mica: Crude including splittings and 

waste ____________ 2,414 1,601 3 United Kingdom 789; West Germany 
463; Japan 201. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Crude, natural _____§_§________ 3657 3814 NA _ Belgium-Luxembourg 297. 
Iron oxides, processed ___________ Tr 339 318 _-. _ All to Portugal. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__~ $29,424 $13,691 $4,506 West Germany $2,713; Switzerland 

$2,572; Hong Kong $927. 
Synthetic ____________do____ $48 $69 $9 Hong Kong $48; Canada $7; United 

Kingdom $7. 
Pyrites, unroasted (sulfur content) __ __ 32,463 347,181 NA NA. 
Salt and brine________~_________ 353,612 353,745 NA _ Reunion 404; Central African 

Republic 400. . 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ______________ 21 18 -~— All to Canada. 
Caustic soda____~§~§_~§_-§~§________ 102 1 _- All to Reunion. 
Soda ash__________________ 1,949 NA NA_ NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked 
thousand tons_ _ 312 1,099 786 ~—s Italy 75; France 71; Japan 65. 

Worked _-______________ 310,172 3 811,337 NA United Kingdom 1,718; Netherlands 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 1,225 5,701 35 United Kingdom 5,638; Republic of 
orea 20. 

Limestone other than dimension ___ 311,681 NA NA _ NA. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 31,540 3,648 1 West Germany 2,591; Netherlands 

881; United Kingdom 69. 
Sand other than metal-bearing ____ 33,110 11,540 34 Belgium-Luxembourg 10,742; Nether- 

lands 288; West Germany 271. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Crude_________________ NA 138 _- All to Taiwan. 
Refined ____~___________ 361 NA NA NA. 

Sulfuric acid. __§$ _-_._-._~_~22_____ NA 5 _- All to Sri Lanka. 
Talc and related materials: 

Pyrophyllite (wonderstone)______ _ 36,353 NA NA NA. 
Tale____~_-_________ ue _- 3500 NA NA. 

Vermiculite_____.____________ $171,991 3156,072 NA _ France 15,756; Canada 7,756. 
Other: Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _______________ 71,244 118,725 44,923 Japan 63,412; United Kingdom 9,938. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Carbon black _________________ 2,329 1,019 _~- All to United Kingdom. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons_ _ 323,341 329,150 698 France 9,260; Japan 3,288; Italy 3,058. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal._____________ 106,515 174 -- Sri Lanka 122; France 52. Lignite and lignite briquets______ _ 25,591 99 77 West Germany 22. Coke and semicoke______________ NA 194 —_ Sri Lanka 150; Japan 44. Peat including briquets and litter____ _ 15 39 39 

See footnotes at end of table. °
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Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mmoeny United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
‘MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline 

- thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 840 (?) _. _ All to Reunion. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ___ _ _do__ ~~ 147 NA | NA NA. 
Distillate fuel oi] _______—do___~_ 503 206 _- Mainly to New Zealand. 
Residual fuel oil] ________do____ 253 1,038 _— Hong Kong 318; Spain 283; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 233. 
Lubricants___________-do___~_ 55 197 (?) Austria 191; Reunion 5. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ — _ — 373 9 _. All to Reunion. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 245 186 84 West Germany 45; Italy 14; France 

Petroleum coke _____ _do____ 1 NA  NA_ NA. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 61 57 2 Reunion 54. 
Bituminous mixtures_ _ — do_ _ _ _ 1 NA NA NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals __ _ — 5,926 7,284 _- United Kingdom 5,112; West Ger- 

many 1,717; Brazil 400. 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Because official South African trade statistics provide data only on the value of total exports of each commodity class 

(with no data on destinations) and not on quantity of material exported, this table has been compiled from a variety of 
sources including the quarterly publication “Minerals” issued by the Department of Mines (issues for 1979 and 1980) as 
well as official trade returns of trading partner countries. Data from “Minerals” is footnoted; other figures are compiled 
from a variety of sources with specifics on destination obtained from the import statistics of the countries listed. 

2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Source: “Minerals” quarterly of the South African Department of Mines. Figures are shipments by producers for 

export and are not necessarily actual exports. 
‘otal excludes unreported quantities valued at $48,000 to Israel and $15,000 to Uruguay. 

5Total excludes unreported quantities valued at $58,000 to Uruguay and $16,000 to Israel. 
®May include platinum-group metals. 
7Unreported quantity valued at $20,000. 
8Excludes unreported quantity valued at $1,249,000 of which $1,028,000 went to the United States, $71,000 to Israel, and 

$64,000 to Canada. 

Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “‘WWuoqges 1... 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite___._______________ 23,699 24,742 NA Australia 14,544; Hong Kong 4,578; 

. Denmark 4,401. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~- 174,109 164,725 852 Australia 152,024; United Kingdom 

6,317; Japan 2,894. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap ________________- 405 1,809 787 West Germany 380; Israel 244. 
Unwrought____..-___---- 620 282 39 United Kingdom 204; West Germany 

A _ Semimanufactures _ _______~ 7,166 12,668 4,066 West Germany 4,276; Japan 1,225. 
rsenic: 
Trioxide, pentoxide, acid ________ 36 1 NA NA. 
Elemental _______--____-_-~- 10 12 4 Sweden 8. 

Chromium: 
Chromite. ____.__- ~~~ 845 7,430 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides __.._____~ 445 470 132 West Germany 314; United Kingdom 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________- 8 12 NA France & Australia 1; Belgium 1; 

ada 1. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ — _ 64 100 1 Belgium 32; Japan 10; Canada 6. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
—_ SeSSSSeEeFSEeee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980 : 

odity Suited Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS —Continued 

Copper: 
Ore and concentrate___§________ (4) 2,972 NA Australia 2,969. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 59 286 73 Israel 57; United Kingdom 24. 
Unwrought______________ 2,127 9,013 4 United Kingdom 1,056; Belgium 350. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2,528 5,600 276 West Germany 1,777; United King- 

dom 1,280; Belgium 688. 
Gold: 

Waste and sweepings _____ value__ $25,183 $697,320 $16,538 United Kingdom $671,778. . 
Metal, including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
troy ounces. _ 6,388 6,151 NA United Kingdom 3,642; France 946. 

Iron and steel: . 
Ore and concentrate___________ 79 (?) NA NA. 
Metal: 

Scrap. ~___ 7,910 27,922 23,476 Australia 164. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar 

materials ___§__________ 38,456 42,184 881 Sweden 2,151; Belgium 1,071; Brazil 

Steel, primary forms ________ 5,839 6,836 21 +. West Germany 624; Austria 266; 
United Kingdom 228. ; 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 23,729 35,410 1,588 United Kingdom 8,438; Japan 2,759; 

. West Germany 2,309. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 39,436 56,626 1,033 Japan werd West Germany 15,509; 

taly 4,077. 
Hoop and strip_________ 10,094 14,489 457 Japan 5,967; West Germany 1,969; 

Belgium 1,524. 
Rails and accessories __ _ __ 1,049 1,947 NA United Kingdom 49; West Germany . 

Wire_______________ 20,187 25,510 289 Belgium 2,002; France 1,233; United 
Kingdom 1,205. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ___ __ 43,804 82,380 2,190 J apan 40. West Germany 10,595; 
pain 6,256. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough 437 537 4 West Germany 104; Belgium 50. 
ad: 
Ore and concentrate. __________ _- 950 _- All from Spain. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 25 35 NA West Germany 19; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _________________ 31,517 6,212 3,494 United Kingdom 824; Australia 429. 
Unwrought______________ 3,365 9,303 1,151 United Kingdom 2,649; Brazil 1,197. 
Semimanufactures _________ 32 33 NA United Kingdom 24; West Germany 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms _____~____~________ 919 727 615 France 58. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 29 842 3,972 NA United Kingdom 3,271; Belgium 140. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3,486 4,560 5 Belgium 3,545; United Kingdom 387; 

Greece 332. 
Mercury _______~— 76-pound flasks__ 1,532 2,988 78 Spain 1,091; United Kingdom 644; 

Hong Kong 548. 
Molybdenum: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 144 312 20 Chile 93; Switzerland 68; West 
Germany 47. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 32 19 10 Austria 7; United Kingdom 2. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 1,729 1,481 182 Japan 215; West Germany 202; 

United Kingdom 197. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 727,440 22,977 1,250 United Kingdom 9,319; West 

Germany 7,636. 
Silicon, elemental ______________ 111 16 5 United Kingdom 11. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ $39,509 $88,671 — Norway $88,665. 

Waste and sweepings®_____value__ "$623,557 $715,446 NA te United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 745,822 776,060 9,089 United Kingdom 388,990; West 
Germany 317,996. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms ____________ kilograms__ 1,200 1,100 1,100 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap____________________ 611 149 NA NA. 
Unwrought ________________ 386 225 NA Netherlands 10; United Kingdom 8. 
Semimanufactures____________ 9 20 NA United Kingdom 4; West Germany 2. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 14 50 NA West Germany 45: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________ _ 356 1,529 246 United Kingdom 751; West Germany 

365; Spain 108. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 333 2,504 NA Hong Kong 2,082; Brazil 119; 
Australia 90. . 

Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 201 176 14 Ireland 40; West Germany 26; 
Netherlands 20. 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate__________ _ 2 (4) NA NA. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ __ _ 360 391 — West Germany 190; United Kingdom 

97; Belgium 82. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______-_--_--____ 218 132 NA Israel 59. 
Unwrought______________ (1) 1,825 NA NA. 
Semimanufactures _________ 15 1,522 95 United Kingdom 480; France 203; 

West Germany 180. 
Zirconium: Ore and concentrate__ __ _ _ 33 — 49 NA Australia 47. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates: a 
Of molybdenum, tantalum, 
vanadium _____________ 144 207 96 Netherlands 66; Chile 45. 

Unspecified _____________ 37 35 NA NA. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _____________ 5,652 3,092 1,033 . Israel 440; West Germany 319; 
. United Kingdom 293. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ 638 697 141 United Kingdom 260; West Germany 
67; Hong Kong 50. 

Metals: 
Metalloids: 

Boron ______ kilograms_ _ 20,300 100 NA NA. 
Phosphorus____ ~~~ ____ 24 50 NA United Kingdom 32; West Germany 

Selenium ____________ 5 1 -- Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Tellurium____________ 1 3 NA Japan 1. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals _______________ 69 29 NA United Kingdom 19; West Germany 

Pyrophoric alloys__________ 6 17 10 West Germany 3; Japan 2. 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms ________________ T406 528 35 United Kingdom 204; Hong Kong 100; 
Japan 28. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ~_-______ Le T7917 11,110 146 West Germany 30. 
Artificial, corundum___________ 4,940 6,146 1,593 West Germany 1,665; United King- 

dom 1,501; France 519. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones _ _ _ _ _ value_ _ $305,818 $369,008 NA United Kingdom $282,751; Belgium 
$67,577; Israel $13,942. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones __________________ 398 658 62 West Germany 188; United Kingdom 

126; Netherlands 50. 
Asbestos, crude___ _____________ 18,203 19,518 29 Canada 786. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 19,168 6,931 NA _ Spain 3,016; United Kingdom 869; 

West Germany 242. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates__________ 2,298 1,716 1,156 Netherlands 319; United Kingdom 

Oxide and acid ______________ 548 1,179 84 France 1,074. 
Bromine _____~_~_.___.~________ 9) 76 _- All from Israel. 
Cement_______~______________ 91,053 95,503 238 France 16,728; United Kingdom 

2,498; West Germany 1,563. 
Chalk. _~_-_ ~~ ~~~ ___ 4,851 7,016 NA France 4,170; Sweden 2,299. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude________ ~~~ ~________ 33,706 29,627 22,798 United Kingdom 5,060; West 
Germany 497. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory®> ___________ 5,319 34,407 NA eseitaly 8,819. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~- ~~ 2 30,208 25,675 1,802 West Germany 8,594; United 
Kingdom 5818 

Cryolite and chiolite__._-_________ 111 171 _- Denmark 125; West Germany 46. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 
i 1979 1980 : 

Commodity Buited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

thousand carats_ _ 107 159 3 Belgium 61; United Kingdom 44; 
Switzerland 27. 

Industrial ____________do____ 1,691 2,344 26 United Kingdom 1,312; Ireland 694. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 5,900 6,465 5,829 West Germany 38. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ 89 - 80 NA NA. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Phosphatic____~_____~____ 7 29 NA NA. 
Potassic_ ___~.~~~ ~~~ ____ 42,901 98,949 __ Canada 35,626; Israel 26,348; West 

Germany 15,602. 
Other including mixed __ __ _ _ _ 209 963 NA NA. 

Manufactured: 
. Nitrogenous _____________ 31,048 149,875 27,624 Italy 51,970; Netherlands 20,705. 

Phosphatic_______.2 ~~ _ 111 9,006 8,844 Israel 162. - 
Potassic___________i____ 158,467 145,624 — Israel 81,345; West Germany 37,599; 

Canada 18,480. 
Other including mixed ______ _ 1,277 34,084 33,255 United Kingdom 630; Netherlands 

Ammonia ____~___~_~_~_~_~_~___ 21,026 72,191 47,258 Switzerland 157. 
Graphite, natural _____________~ 938 1,132 NA Norway 421; United Kingdom 11. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 5,939 7,283 18 West Germany 5,092; United King- 

dom 1,208; Spain 960. 
Lime ____ 2 LL 4,008 4,954 NA France 4,708. 
Lithium minerals, crude ____~______ 4,452 5,327 NA NA. 
Magnesite ______.____________ 124,827 98,384 244 Italy 14,573; Japan 10,085; United 

Kingdom 8,833. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 685 1,187 172 Australia 162; United Kingdom 17. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _..._-___________ 65 83 32 United Kingdom 20; Belgium 12; 
Switzerland 9. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude ______________ T500 227 NA Austria 123; United Kingdom 54. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 7,692 7,891 16 West Germany 5,689; United 

Kingdom 817. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

excluding diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands_ — $1,178 $1,247 $49 West Germany $174; Hong Kong 

$158; United Kingdom $83. 
- Manufactured__________do____ $1,744 $3,888 $199 Ireland $1,187; Taiwan $259; 

Switzerland $100. 
Pyrites, unroasted ______________ 904 10,772 46 West Germany 38; France 29. 
Salt andbrine_________________ 23,413 20,502 32 Brazil 17,653; West Germany 1,727. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ______________ 1,814 1,753 19 France 881; Spain 391. 
Caustic soda_ __-§_____________ T§29 5,604 4 Italy 2,313; West Germany 1,582; 

Netherlands 995. 
Sodaash__________________ 176,007 255,439 156,150 United Kingdom 63,382; Belgium 

OTT, 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _______.. 535 1,727 NA Italy 1,612; Portugal 52. 
Worked________________ 608 1,027 NA Italy 744; Portugal 220. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ _ 1 33 NA NA. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 2,153 11,698 NA United Kingdom 67. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 55 139 NA NA. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 669 405 NA NA. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 367 263 17 West Germany 32; United Kingdom 

1. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ________ 811,730 913,609 64,091 Canada 823,126; United Kingdom 

10,902. 
Colloidal _______________ 1,308 2,431 2,353 West Germany 40; United Kingdom 

Sulfuric acid. _-_-_-_~9_~__________ 146,703 222,362 43,244 Japan 61,235, United Kingdom 

Talc, steatite, soapstone___________ 1,819 2,412 299 Republic of Korea 1,177; Italy 302; 
Norway 276. 

Other: 
Crude_____________ Le ™6,183 5,820 43 Greece 5,449; Australia 146. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing: 
From iron and steel manufacture 37 18 NA NA. 
Unspecified __-___________ 2,543 3,644 219 France 396; West Germany 359. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “TIitedq  » 32... DOO 
mmnoeey United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other —Continued 

Oxides and hydroxides: 
Ofbarium ______________ 84 130 _— Italy 69; West Germany 35; Spain 26. 
Of magnesium___________~— 698 157 10 Israel 70; United Kingdom 58. 
Of strontium___________-_~— 6 9 8 NA. 

Iodine and fluorine. __________-~- 23 9 -— Japan 7; West Germany 1. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos . 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals___§_ ~§_§ 2 ~5 /5 1,057 1,756 423 Austria 832; United Kingdom 145; 

Italy 125. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ __ __ — — 946 790 323 Belgium 165. 
Carbon black ____________-__--— 3,183 4,309 917 France 1,166; Canada 1,062; West 

Germany 622. 
Coal, all grades including briquets __ _ _ 175,887 199,471 19,908 NA. 
Coke and semicoke____—____-_-~_-~- 8 21 NA United Kingdom 18. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _____—_ 39 45 15 Japan 18; Belgium 7. 
Peat including briquets and litter __ _ _ _ 342 498 NA Ireland 154; Canada 134; 

West Germany 121. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Lubricants_ _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 9,300 11,080 3,205 United Kingdom 4,217; West 
Germany 2,294. 

Liquefied petroleum gas _—_—do___—— 363 374 102 France 236. 
Mineral jelly and wax _____do___~ 388,315 407,985 64,364 Japan 177,516; West Germany 66,483. 
Pitch and pitch coke __ __ __do____ 6,450 997 NA United Kingdom 924. 
Petroleum coke___—____—_do____ 311,583 448,181 334,712 United Kingdom 113,467. 
Bitumen and other residues _do_ _ _ _ 1,594 1,595 730 Netherlands 333. 
Bituminous mixtures ___—_—do____ 2,211 2,595 1,314 United Kingdom 893. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _— _ 18 ; 29 NA NA. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $1,068. 
3May include platinum-group metals. 7 
“Unreported quantity valued at $117. 
5Totals exclude unreported quantities valued at $2,130,000 in 1979 and $11,390,000 in 1980. 

Table 4.—Republic of South Africa: Value of domestic sales and exports of major mineral 
commodities 

(Thousand-U.S. dollars) | 

1979 1980 1981 1979 1980 1981 

METALS 

Aluminum _____ NA NA NA 54,120 NA NA 
Antimony __—___ 11,601 13,534 10,490 14,146 4,119 7,158 
Chromite ______ 44,181 51,717 38,357 61,957 65,095 60,807 
Copper__._____ 123,328 193,877 165,705 227,097 191,235 153,262 
Gold!_________ _- _- _- 6,951,983 13,329,098 9,831,548 
Iron ore _______ 86,662 136,668 166,437 262,995 243,992 248,538 
Lead concentrate _ _- _- _- _- 41,493 72,396 
Manganese ___ __ 54,124 46,983 55,625 153,715 140,025 134,701 
Nickel _____ ~~~ 11,265 14,949 12,084 39,234 68,981 66,194 
Silver }_______~- _- _- 4,080 35,548 65,720 76,514 
Tin __-____---~- 10,958 26,712 10,490 23,983 22,678 16,042 
Titanium __—— ~~ 3,844 5,739 5,276 8,359 11,973 13,117 
Uranium! - _ - __ - NA NA NA 303,057 ©415,000 ©300,000 
Vanadium_ - — _ ~~ 47 °50 *50 77,369 80,000 ©65,000 
Zine _.----~-- 14,076 18,180 25,911 5,768 3,747 6,973 

NONMETALS 

Andalusite ____ _ 6,492 8,872 11,555 7,953 13,888 7,100 
Asbestos _ — — — _ — — 6,861 11,718 9,999 120,526 119,582 123,330 
Cement ______- 257,814 280,000 £280,000 33,796 €35,000 ©35,000 
Flint clay ______ 2,683 4,911 4,902 5,295 5,991 4,684 
Other clays _____ 7,994 10,916 9,789 50 84 717 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 4.—Republic of South Africa: Value of domestic sales and exports of major mineral 
commodities —Continued 

(Thousand U:S. dollars) 

; Domestic sales Exports 

Commodity 1979 1980 1981 1979 1980 1981 

NONMETALS — 
Continued 

Diamond! ______ __ __ __ 651,373 710,882 390,562 
Feldspar_______ 2,078 3,017 3,551 321 289 279 
Fluorspar ___ _ _ _ 2,559 3,284 3,207 33,402 43,855 52,029 
Granite _______ 1,387 1,850 2,300 18,617 22,201 21,662 
Gypsum _______ 2,655 4,048 5,376 26 12 34 
Lime products ___ 62,456 106,112 93,763 2,357 2,697 NA 
Limestone. _ __ __ 46,209 43,531 64,584 165 690 2,917 
Magnesite____ __ 3,122 3,204 2,154 _ __ 28 
Mica _________ 227 384 306 416 568 495 
Phosphate rock. _ _ 74,574 88,760 73,009 __ 106 764 
Pyrites-sulfur__ _ _ 10,044 29,897 38,994 98 2,072 2,523 
Salt... _ 13,938 16,123 17,766 1,825 1,928 1,850 
Silica, sand ___ __ 14,873 21,862 20,173 188 393 348 
Sillimanite ___ __ 808 826 784 2,587 2,989 2,251 
Slate_________ 1,137 2,003 2,599 1,890 2,918 2,656 
Other stone __ _ __ 713 1,227 1,567 808 561 539 
Vermiculite__ __ _ 222 287 407 8,229 9,993 14,319 
Wonderstone _ _ _ _ 323 243 195 1,536 654 1,090 
Miscellaneous ___ 1,319 1,927 2,312 1,728 1,663 2,851 
MINERAL FUELS | | 
Anthracite _____ 23,599 29,664 31,691 93,736 129,343 194,137 
Bituminous coal -__ 781,202, 1,007,560 1,273,053 512,077 785,126 928,419 

Total.--.-__ "1,635,375 ¥2,190,135 2,448,541 "9,718,275 "16,546,641 12,842,194 

€Estimated. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Value, if any, is included under “Exports.” 

Sources: Republic of South Africa Department of Mines, Quarterly Information Circular, Minerals, October-December 
1980, Commodity Summaries for Monthly and Annual Periods, 1981. U.S. Consulate General Johannesburg, Republic of 
South Africa. State Department Airgram A-47, July 15, 1980, Appendix C. | 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS sion than any of the country’s other mining 
. ; . industries except diamond. Production of 

Antimony.—Late in 1980, Consolidated chromite was down 16% to less than 2.9 
Murchison Ltd. (CML), the country’s only million tons, and exports declined 5.5% to 

antimony producer, announced a reduction jess than 1.2 million tons. Domestic sales, 
in its milling rate in view of the generally Jargely to ferrochromium producers, were 
depressed world antimony market. The re- down nearly 21% to barely 1 million tons. A 
sult was a drop of 25% in antimony pro- number of mines were shut down including 
duced in 1981, most in the form of concen- three sections of the large Winterveld Mine 
trate which remained stockpiled on CML near Steelpoort, operated by the Barlow 
property at yearend. The company reported Rand Ltd.’s subsidiary, Transvaal Consoli- 
discouraging results from its program of dated Land and Exploration Co. Ltd. (TCL). 
local exploration and discontinued its explo- The General Mining Union Corp. Group 

ration project in Spain, where it has decided (Gencor) closed two of its mines in the 
not to exercise its options. Rustenburg area. Shipments of chromite 

Approximately 388,950 tons of crude ore through the Mozambique port of Matala 
at a grade of 2.81% antimony was milled in near Maputo were delayed both during rail 
1981 to produce 16,300 tons of concentrate transit and at the harbor. 
to which was added 300 tons of high-grade Western Platinum Ltd. expected to start 

cobbed ore containing 69% antimony. The a new 60,000-ton-per-month concentrator in 
average antimony content of this mixture early 1982 that was to treat chromite-rich 
was 59%. Government figures indicate that platinum ore from the UG2 reef of the 
the antimony contained in the concentrate Bushveld Igneous Complex. The mill was 
was 9,810 tons, 25% less than the antimony slated to produce about 35,000 tons per 

content of the larger 1980 concentrate. month of 35% chromite rejects that would 
Chromite.—The nation’s chromite indus- be stockpiled and ultimately upgraded to 

try suffered more from the worldwide reces- 42%.
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Copper.—Copper production declined sales price was $1,908 per ton including 

slightly during 1981 to just under 200,000 about $166 for the contained gold and silver. 

tons. Total sales value declined by 11% in Sinking of the shaft to develop the Car- 

terms of local currency, but export sales olusberg Deep ore continued to a depth of 

value declined 25% to $153.2 million. Pala- 1,615 meters, of the planned 1,690 meters. 

bora, a subsidiary of Rio Tinto-Zinc Corp. Production from the project was expected to 

Ltd., remained the country’s, and one of the commence before mid-1983. The proven re- 

world’s, largest and most efficient copper serves of this ore body were revised during 

producers. Palabora produced nearly 1981 to 15.6 million tons containing 1.99% 

121,000 tons of refined copper from 100.7 copper. O’okiep’s Carolusberg Mine became 

million tons of its own ore, and refined 6,359 the first mine in the southern Africa region 

tons of copper for other producers. Byprod- to use vertical crater retreat stoping which 

ucts included nearly 120,000 tons of mag- results in maximum safety and ore recovery 

netite, 234.2 tons of UsOs concentrate, 4,941 in this high stress area. The cement-rockfill 

tons of the zirconium oxide mineral (badde- system in use at the nearby Hoits Mine may 

leyite), and 15.5 tons of precious metal also be extended to the Carolusberg section 

(mostly silver) in refinery tankhouse slimes. in 1982. 

The vermiculite division recovered 175,125 The Prieska Copper Mines (Pty.) Ltd. 

tons of vermiculite byproduct from 2.1 mil- (PCM), jointly owned by Anglo-Transvaal 

lion tons of ore. On October 1, 1981, the first Consolidated Investment Co. Ltd. (Anglo- 

stage of Palabora’s electrified trolley-assist vaal) and the United States Steel Corp., 

project became operational with the equip- mined and milled 2.76 million tons of ore 

ping of the 150-ton truck fleet to utilize from which 103,424 tons of copper (as well 

electrical energy from lines above the steep as zinc, lead, and iron pyrite) concentrate 

2.1-kilometer north ramp of the open pit. was recovered and smelted by O’okiep. PCM 

The net saving of diesel fuel from the reported that 1981 profits, at $9.35 million, 

trolley-assist system during the last quarter were less than one-half those of 1980. The 

of 1981 was estimated at approximately $1 Black Mountain Mineral Development Co. 

million. Early in 1981 the forged steel balls (Pty.) Ltd. lead-copper-zinc-silver mine, 

in one-half of the conventional ball mill near Aggeneys in northwest Cape Province, 

circuit were replaced with high chromium treated 1.15 million tons of ore to recover 

steel balls. As a result, the consumption of 4,571 tons of copper in argentiferous concen- 

steel balls decreased from 190 to 60 grams trate. Black Mountain was managed by 

per ton of ore milled, and produced a GFSA and partly owned by the Phelps 

grinding-cost saving of 30% despite the Dodge Corp. of the United States. : 

higher price of chromium steel balls. Gold.—With the world price of gold de- 

At the Messina-Transvaal Development clining well below 1980 levels throughout 

Co. Ltd. operations near the Zimbabwe the year, and the rand’s devaluation accen- 

border north of Palabora, 600,000 tons of tuating the rise in working costs, the Re- 

1.3% copper ore was mined and treated public’s gold industry continued to domi- 

yielding 7,489 tons of copper in concentrate. nate the country’s economy. Most of the 

Smelter feed included 45,000 tons of low- gold production was managed by six large 

grade material in addition to the concen- corporations: ‘Anglo-American Corp. of 

trate. Smelter output totaled 8,590 tons of South Africa Ltd. (AAC), Anglovaal, Barlow 

copper ingot, partly from concentrate stock- Rand Ltd., Gencor, GFSA, and Johannes- 

piled in 1980. Copper sales of 9,427 tons burg Consolidated Investment Co. Ltd. 

realized an average of $1,644 per ton, while (JCI). These six houses operated 35 gold 

production cost rose to $1,742 per ton. De- mines: and at least 2 tailings retreatment 

velopment work continued at the Railway facilities. The major mines treated nearly 

lode and the Campbell shaft was extended. 92 million tons of gold ore at an average 

O’okiep, managed and 57.5% owned by grade of 0.223 troy ounce per ton, and 

Newmont Mining Corp. of the United recovered more than 20.4 million troy 

States, also operated at a loss during 1981. ounces (635 tons) of gold. Tailings treat- 

O’okiep produced 1.7 million tons of 1.45% ment, small producers, and base metal 

copper ore from which 68,000 tons of 32% mines recovered nearly 700,000 troy ounces. 

copper concentrate was extracted. The Production and developed ore figures for 

smelter produced 22,384 tons of blister cop- the major mines for 1979-81 are shown in 

per from O’okiep concentrate and 16,460 table 5. 
tons from toll concentrates. The average
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Table 5.—Republic of South Africa: Gold production and ore reserves, by producer 

Production 
(troy ounces) Developed ore 

Producer (Thousand id unces | 1979 1980 1981 tons) per 
ton) See 

Anglo-American Joint Metallurgical Scheme ______ 62,800 73,824 112,405 NA - NA Barberton_______________________ 48,496 49,998 38,098 NA NA Blyvooruitzicht __-.__________________ | 605,363 580,302 604,254 5,338 0.672 Bracken________________________ 139,235 112,849 112,064 2,900 170 Buffelsfontein __________________ 836,183 854,554 904,506 11,626 340 Deelkraal_________._______ Le _- 101,731 171,530 1,676 181 Doornfontein.__§ __________________ 388,285 391,972 382,256 4,875 350 Driefontein Consolidated 
East Driefontein.___§__________________ 1,555,816 1,263,556 —«1,168,557 12,959 527 West Driefontein _.-_._______________ 1,679,992 1,407,952 1,275,333 7,786 510 Durban Deep______________________ 243,683 233,984 265,173 6,117 .170 East Rand Gold and Uranium Ltd. (Ergo)_________ 166,219 220,908 202,453 NA NA East Rand Proprietary Mine ________________ 345,373 378,491 373,984 7,724 .235 Elandsrand______§~§~__~____________ 94,240 168,804 167,322 854 247 Free StateGeduld___________________ 1,210,180 1,035,964 883,833 8,744 437 Free State Saaiplaas ____________________ 140,772 154,053 (7) _- __ Grootvlei _--__________~___ 216,837 204,337 210,372 8,700 117 Harmony __-__________._______________ 1,037.697 1,004,646 —«:1,027,087 30,607  .199 Hartebeestfontein__-_-_-________________ 1,023,213 1,032,679 981,661 14,508 .383 Kinross ______ ~~. ~___ ee 309,599 293,205 310,399 7,700 .206 Kloof_____.___ ~~ ~~ ee 1,008,334 972,390- 957,034 4,653 .606 Leslie _-----_-___ = 129,066 118,035 128,429 3,500 157 Libanon_________________~____________ 400,431 347,161 325,597 10,779 231 Loraine _____________________ 197,714 171,743 211,445 6,218 260 Marievale._______________________ 58,926 43,989 39,124 400 147 President Brand________________________ 985,719 955,469 859,379 9,092 386 President Steyn ________________________ 835,476 837,758 787,747 14,490 326 Randfontein ______________________ 755,079 669,272 761,297 6,188 330 St. Helena___-__________ 552,520 533,988 500,555 11,700 317 Stilfontein _.____________ 532,265 559,034 478,766 7,061 282 Unisel __. ~~ ee 38,591 184,240 235,681 3,500 .230 Vaal Reefs ______________ 2,163,153 2,246,565 2,363,314 29,817 389 Venterspost___________________________ 199,611 190,554 181,291 8,657 181 Welkom _________________ 393,538 365,004 (2) __ __ Western Areas___________________ 742,971 628,676 569,261 10,486 177 Western Deep Levels _._________________ 1,539,689 1,466,743 1,254,293 5,971 081 Western Holdings___________________ > 997,101 918,074 1,339,969 18,559 315 West Rand Consolidated ___________________ 75,037 86,402 90,957 4,305 229 Winkelhaak _________________ 489,501 456,949 447,933 11,400 .228 Witwatersrand Nigel__-_________________ 37,137 33,112 36,156 976 196 Other Producers________________________ 380,811 320,501 361,622 NA NA ee UNA UNA 

Total or average ______________________ 22,616,656 21,669,468 21,121,137 299,866 316 = Eee 
NA Not available. 
Free State Saaiplaas and Welkom production reported with Western Holdings after merger during 1981. 

Sources: Chamber of Mines of South Africa. Quarterly Analysis of Working Results, October-December 1979-81. U.S. Consulate General. Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa. State Department Airgram A-47, July 15, 1980, pp. 45-48. Supplement to the Mining Journal, London, Jan. 29, 1982, p. 15. 

Each of the country’s major mines contin- 19,274 1-Rand coins. The total weight of gold 
ued to produce gold bullion containing 88% in South African coins sold was 3.54 million 
gold, 10% silver, and 2% base metal impuri- troy ounces. 
ties in 26-kilogram ingots. The ingots were The average production cost per ton of ore 
delivered to Rand Refining Ltd., at Germis- produced and milled increased to $49.13, an 
ton, where they were precisely assayed and increase of 18% above the 1980 figure in 
purchased on behalf of the Reserve Bank of _ terms of local currency. This was equivalent 
the Republic of South Africa. More than 100 to approximately $204 per troy ounce of 
tons of the annual gold production was gold recovered, while the revenue averaged 
minted into coins at the South African Mint about $466 per troy ounce during 1981, 
in Pretoria, and sold on the world market leaving an average profit of $262 per troy 
by the International Gold Corp. (Intergold) ounce. Some of the country’s larger mines 
on behalf of the Chamber of Mines of South continued with expansion projects that 
Africa. During 1981, Intergold reported were planned when the price of gold was 
sales of 3,128,727 of the 1-ounce Krugerrand higher. AAC merged its Free State Saai- 
coins, 178,014 of the 1/2-ounce coins, 726,428 plaas, Welkom, and Western Holdings prop- 
of the 1/4-ounce coins, 1,321,022 of the 1/10- erties in the Orange Free State, to encom- 
ounce coins, as well as 18,538 2-Rand and pass ore underlying the Erfdeel and Dank-
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baarheid farms, and was contemplating the Steel and Vanadium Corp. Ltd. in the 
expenditure of $622 million, chiefly tax Transvaal Province. Highland’s 10th prere- 
savings, for expanding the operation by the duction kiln was commissioned in June of 
early 1990’s. AAC also extended its retreat- 1981 and 3 more similar 250,000-ton-per- 
ment techniques to include the old waste year kilns were to be installed before 1985. 
dumps at the Simmer and Jack property Magnetite ore continued to account for 
where rehabilitation work was in progress about 15% of the total iron ore production 
and the mine was scheduled to reopen in in 1981 and was chiefly used for domestic 
1983. consumption. Palabora produced 120,000 
GFSA arranged for its two largest and tons of finished magnetite concentrate dur- 

lowest cost gold producers, the East Driefon- ing-the year. 
tein and West Driefontein Mines to merge Iron and Steel.—Iscor consumed slightly 
as Driefontein Consolidated Ltd., and to more crude ore in 1981 than in 1980, but 

include the undeveloped North Driefontein consumption of dolomite increased by about 
property held by Gold Fields Mining and 5%. Steel production of 6.86 million tons, 
Development Ltd., as well as 54 hectares of was:down nearly 4% from that of 1980 and 
neighboring ground held by Texasgulf Inc. consisted of 52% ingots and 48% contin- 
of the United States. Texasgulf was to uously cast blooms and slabs, most of which 
receive nearly 300,000 shares in the new supplied the construction and other local 
company, but would not qualify for divi- industries. The total net sales value was 
dends until the operation was expanded. $2.26 billion, an increase of more than 3% 

Early extraction of the old intermine in terms of local currency, and the net 
boundary pillars was expected to produce pretax profit was more than $72 million, a : 
900,000 troy ounces of gold. The new compa-__ drop of nearly 20% in terms of local curren- 
ny appeared to qualify as the world’s largest cy. Iscor’s Vanderbijlpark facility accounted 
and richest gold mine after recovering 2.44 for about 3.5 million tons of the steel output 
million troy ounces of gold from more than’ while its Pretoria works and Newcastle 
5.5 million tons of ore during 1981. The works produced, 1.5 and 2.0 million tons, 

average recovery grade was 0.441 troy respectively. The quality of Iscor’s railroad 
ounce per ton, substantially below the re- steel was improved during the year by the 
serve grade of 0.548 troy ounce perton. | addition of a degassing plant at Pretoria. 

Five of the country’s major mines applied Iscor has awarded a contract to Lurgi 
for state assistance because of the declining Chemie und Huttentechnik GmbH of the 
gold price during 1981. They included Federal Republic of Germany for the con- 
GFSA’s Venterspost Mine, Gencor’s East struction of a four-kiln, 600,000-ton-per-year __ 
Rand Proprietary Mine, Anglovaal’s Lo-  direct-reduction plant at Vanderbijlpark by 
raine Mine, and the independent Witwa- 1984: A 75,000-ton-per-year plant incorpo- 
tersrand Nigel operation. These mines pro- rating a process developed by Direct Reduc- 
duced nearly 894,000 troy ounces of gold tion Corp. of New York was also under 
worth about $416 million and collected construction at Germiston, by Davy McKee 
nearly $31 million in state assistance. Ltd. of the United Kingdom, on behalf of 

Iron Ore and Concentrate.—Production Scaw Metals Ltd. 
of hematitic iron ore, chiefly from Iscor’s The corrosion-resistant 3CR12 alloy de- 
Sishen Mine in northern Cape Province, veloped by the Southern Cross Steel Co. 

increased 9% to more than 24 million tons (Pty.) Ltd. of Middelburg has proven to be 
in 1981 while the output of magnetite ore popular for ore chute liners, agitation leach 
remained constant at nearly 4.25 million tanks, and other installations requiring re- 
tons. The value of hematite sold locally sistance to wet abrasion and corrosion and 
increased nearly 36% to $155 million while an amenability to fabrication by welding 
the value of hematite exports increased even in thicknesses as great as 20 millime- 
nearly 14%, in terms of local currency, to ters. During 1981, a new plant was commis- 

nearly $249 million. Iscor’s Thabazimbi  sioned at Middelburg to increase the capaci- 
Mine in the Transvaal Province produced ty of the meltshop from 20,000 to 200,000 
2.1 million tons of the 9.4 million tons of tons per year and to provide additional 
hematite treated in Iscor’s three steel mills. continuous casting, as well as hot- and cold- 

Of the country’s 4.24 million tons of mag- rolling facilities. 
netite ore, 1.9 million tons was the vana- Lead and Silver.—The country’s only ma- 
dium-bearing, titaniferous magnetite from jor lead producer, the Black Mountain Min- 

the Mapochs Mine operated by Highland eral Development Co. (Pty.) Ltd., managed
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and 51% owned by GFSA, and 49% owned Merensky Reef in the Bushveld Igneous 
by Phelps Dodge Corp. of the United States, Complex in Transvaal Province. Local sales 
continued its new operation near Aggeneys of nickel were down a little more than 10% 
in the northwestern Cape Province. Al- in terms of local currency with a value 
though hard hit by generally depressed equivalent to slightly more than $2 million 
nonferrous metal and silver prices, the while export sales were worth nearly $66.2 
underground operation produced and mill- million, an increase of 15% over the 1980 
ed 1.15 million tons of complex lead-silver- revenue. 
copper-zinc ore during its first full year of Rustenburg Platinum Holdings Ltd., with 7 
operations. Lead concentrate containing its associated Matthey Rustenburg Refiners 
nearly 100,000 tons of lead and more than3 (Pty.) Ltd., continued to be the world’s 
million troy ounces of silver, and copper largest producer of platinum metal. A new . 
concentrate with 4,570 tons of copper and base metal refinery with a capacity of 
nearly 1 million troy ounces of silver, were 19,000 tons per year of electrolytic nickel 
trucked to a shipping point on the Sishen- was commissioned in October 1981. Rusten- 
Saldanha Railroad and thence toSaladanha_burg’s precious metal refinery at Wades- 
Bay for export. Zinc concentrate, with near- ville, owned jointly with Johnson Matthey 
ly 21,000 tons of zinc and about 45,000 troy and Co. of the United Kingdom, had an 
ounces of silver, was shipped to the Zinc estimated output of 1.3 million troy ounces 
Corp. of South Africa Ltd. (ZINCOR) refin- of platinum-group metal in 1981. Portions of 
ery at Springs in the Transvaal Province. Rustenburg’s four mines were in the 
ZINCOR is also a subsidiary of GFSA. Bophuthatswana Homeland. Total produc- 
Manganese.—The worldwide slump in __ tion of nickel was estimated at 18,000 tons, 

the steel industry was responsible for near- part of which came from the new base metal 
ly a 12% drop in manganese ore production refinery commissioned by Rustenburg’s as- 
to barely over 5 million tons, with most of sociate, Matthey Nickel Ltd., in October 
the decrease in the lower grade metallurgi- 1981. | 
cal ores. The country’s largest producer Impala Platinum Mines (Pty.) Ltd., the — 
continued to be the 45% state-owned South country’s second largest platinum-group 
African Manganese Amcor Ltd. with its metal producer, had an estimated produc- 
Wessels, Mamatwan, and Lohathla Mines tion of 945,000 troy ounces of platinum- 
in northern Cape Province. The other major group metal. Impala’s mines and most of its 
producer, the Associated Manganese Mines _ concentrating and smelting plants were in 
of South Africa Ltd. (AMMOSAL), operated the Bophuthatswana Homeland. Its base 
the Black Rock, N’Chwaning, and Gloria and precious metal refineries were at 
Mines, and AAC continued to manage its Springs in Transvaal Province. Portions of 
deep underground Middelplaats Mine, also the Impala operations were also in Bophu- 
in northern Cape Province. The Gopane thatswana which reportedly mined more 
Mine, the country’s only source of battery- than 30% of the total world production of 
grade ore, was entirely within the Bophu- platinum.’ 
thatswana Homeland. AMMOSAL was com- Western Platinum Ltd. (Wesplat) was 
pleting a major expansion program to pro- building a new 60,000-ton-per-month con- 
vide additional mining capacity at its ferro- centrator, at a cost of $15.9 million expend- 
manganese facilities in Transvaal Province. ed in 1981, to treat platinum-chromium ore 
The country’s manganese mining capacity from the UG2 reef in the Bushveld Igneous 
was estimated to exceed 9 million tons per Complex. The plant was expected to pro- 
year and its ore reserves were sufficient to duce a platinum-group metals concentrate 
last for several hundreds of years. It retain- containing minor chromite, a chromite-rich 
ed its position as the world’s foremost ex- (35%) reject that would be stockpiled, and 
porter of ferromanganese and electrolytic tailings. The new plant was to be commis- 
manganese metal, and as a major supplier sioned by mid-1982. Meanwhile Wesplat 
of metallurgical ore and manganese chemi- was mining nearly 122,000 tons of ore per 
cals. month from the Bushveld’s Merensky Reef, 

Nickel and Platinum-Group Metals.—All and milling about 110,000 tons per month to 
statistics concerning the volume of these produce a sulfide concentrate with plat- 
metals were classified by the Government inum-group metals and nickel. About 12,000 
of the Republic of South Africa. Virtually tons per month of the Merensky Reef ore 
all were produced by three major companies _ was being stockpiled for use as a sweetener 
operating a number of mines exploiting the in the UG2 ore to be treated in the new
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concentrator. Wesplat’s Merensky Reef ore from its four-product (copper, zinc, lead, and 
contains 6.5 grams per ton of platinum- pyrite) mine at Copperton, 65 kilometers 
group metal and its UG2 ore contained 4.8 southwest of Prieska. The mine produced 
grams per ton of platinum-group metal. 125,579 tons of zinc concentrate that was 
Wesplat’s production for 1981 was 132,000 transported by rail to GFSA’s ZINCOR 
troy ounces of platinum-group metal. smelter-refinery near Springs in Transvaal 
Tin.—World tin prices fluctuated consid- Province. GFSA’s Black Mountain oper- 

erably but were generally low during the ation near Aggeneys in northwesten Cape 
first half of 1981, and rose to a record high Province produced and shipped about 42,000 
of nearly $8.30 per pound in November. tons of zinc concentrate containing 20,750 
Production was somewhat lower than that tons of zinc to the Springs refinery. Iscor 
of 1980, and the quantities and values of reported the production of 47,200 tons of 
both local and export sales were substan- zinc concentrate that was shipped from its 
tially below those of 1980. The country’s Rosh Pinah Mine in Namibia to its Vander- 
leading producer, GFSA’s Rooiberg Miner- bijlpark complex southwest of Pretoria for 
als Development Co. Ltd., increased its pro- Smelting and the manufacture of galvanized 

duction of tin-in-concentrate to a record sheet iron and wire. 
2,386 tons by retreating old tailings through 
the recently commissioned flotation plant NONMETALS | 
at its “C’’ Mine. Union Tin Mines Ltd., also Andalusite and Related Minerals.—The 

managed by GFSA, saw production levels Republic of South Africa continued to be 
decline despite retreatment of old tailings. the world’s largest producer. and exporter of 
Zaaiplaats Mining Co. Ltd., controlled by andalusite and sillimanite through 1981. 
the AAC managerial subsidiary Zimro (Pty.) Output of the two minerals declined 8% and 
Ltd., was replacing old equipment in a 49%, respectively, during the year and ex- 
general rehabilitation program. New tube port volumes and values declined 44% and 
mills replaced the old stamp battery in an 43%, respectively, for andalusite and 38% 

attempt to increase throughput and exploit and 15%, respectively, for sillimanite. Local 
large bodies of low-grade mineralization. sale of andalusite increased 24% in volume 

Titanium, Vanadium, and Zirconium.— and 46% in local currency value, while 
Ancient beach sand dunes north of Richards domestic sales of sillimanite declined 29% 
Bay continued to be mined by Tisand (Pty.) in volume, but the value in local currency 
Ltd., and Richards Bay Iron and Titanium increased 6%. 
Ltd. smelted the ilmenite sand recovered by Weedon’s Minerals (Pty.) Ltd., operating 

Tisand’s floating dredges into pig iron and pear Thabazimbi, continued as the coun- 
titanium slag. Substantial quantities of ru- try’s largest producer of andalusite, and 
tile, zircon, and monazite concentrates were Pella Refractory Ores S.A. (Pty.) Ltd. and 

also recovered by a land-based electro- R.G. Niemoller, with mines near Aggeneys 
magnetic-electrostatic plant 8 kilometers jin the Namaqualand area of northwestern 
from the dredging operations. The zirconi- Cape Province, were the chief producers of 
um mineral, baddeleyite, was also recovered _sillimanite. The Hudson andalusite mine 

as a byproduct of phosphate and copper near Penge, and the Lager andalusite mine, 
mining at Palabora. both in the Lebowa homeland between Pie- 

The world’s largest deposit of titaniferous tersburg and Sandton in the Transvaal 

magnetite with exploitable amounts of va- Province, were sold to the Rand London 
nadium was mined at the Mapochs Mine Corp. during the year. The Hoogenoeg anda- 
operated by AAC’s Highveld Steel and Va-_ lusite mine near Roodepoort in the Trans- 
nadium Corp. Ltd. in the Steelpoort-Roos- vaal Province was acquired by a French 
senekal area of Transvaal Province. The company, Denin-Anzin Mineraux, which 
ores were from the Bushveld Igneous Com- was improving the facilities for increased 
plex and were treated in one of Highveld’s production. 
eight roasting units at Witbank. Union Asbestos.—Production of chrysotile as- 
Carbide Corp. of the United States reported bestos declined 28% as a reflection of the 
reduced operations of its vanadium produc- worldwide trend against the use of this 
tion facilities at Brits and Bon Accord. industrial mineral. Output of the more 

Zince.—Anglovaal’s Prieska Mine contin- flexible crocidolite, “blue,” asbestos also 
ued to be the Republic’s chief zinc producer decreased by 14% but output of amosite
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asbestos, unique to the Republic of South open pit, and overburden stripping of the 
| Africa, increased 10% to 56,834 tons. Bar- 112- to 172-meter benches continued. Dia- 

low Rand’s TCL continued to acquire asbes- mond recovery was greatly improved during 
tos mines from the Swiss Eternit AG’s the first full year of operation of the new 
‘Zimbabwean and South African subsidiary, treatment plant that recovered 4,463,944 
Everite Ltd., following the acquisition ofa carats for an average yield of 92.13 carats 
number of crocidolite mines from Cape per 100 tons of ore, an increase of more than 
Industries Ltd. By midyear TCL owned 75% 50% over the 1980 recovery. On August 19, 
of the South African and world crocidolite 1981, the Finsch Mine’s 736-meter shaft was 
potential. Most of the remaining crocidolite completed. It was the first vertical shaft 
producers were held by Griqualand Explo- sunk in the Republic of South Africa using a 
ration Ltd., a Gencor subsidiary. In the six-boom jumbo drill rig in place of about 40 
latter part of 1981, Gencor purchased all of handheld air drills, reducing the labor force 
TCL’s asbestos interests for $50 million in on the shaft bottom by 50%. Since startup 
cash and shares. Crocidolite asbestos from in February 1980, 52,800 cubic meters of 
the Wandrag Asbestos (Pty.) Ltd., held by rock has been excavated from the 9-meter- 
Duiker Exploration Ltd., a subsidiary of the diameter shaft, and an additional 19,800 
Lonrho Group was marketed by Gencor’s cubic meters were excavated from six hoist- 
Griqualand, which thus had a monopoly on ing stations at various levels. _ 
crocidolite by yearend and was able to Of the four kimberlite mines near the 
supply the softening demand by streamlin- town of Kimberley in Cape Province, only 
ing the more profitable and closing the less the Bultfontein underground mine increas- 
profitable mines. ed production by barely 1% over that of 

Gencor also owned the Msauli crysotile 1980. Bultfontein produced 663,200 tons of 
asbestos mine, in the Barberton district of ore containing 40.41 carats per 100 tons 
Transvaal Province, which was plagued by from the 580- and 700-meter levels. A rim- 
production troubles throughout the year. loading section at the south of the 570- 
All of the country’s amosite asbestos came meter level was completed in December 
from the Penge Mine, operated by Egnep 1981. Water tunnels around the Bultfontein 
(Pty.) Ltd., which was included in the Cape pipe were completed in August, and drain- 
package acquired successively by TCL and age holes were being drilled from the tun- 
Gencor. Most of Penge’s output was export- nels at yearend. The Bultfontein dumps 
ed and had a value of $24 million. yielded 367,510 carats of diamond from 
Diamond.—The Republic's diamond 1,131,400 tons of ore with a grade of 32.48 

industry* was the hardest hit of its diverse carats per 100 tons. Substantial tonnages 
mineral industries with a drop of 42% to have been added to reserves as a result of 
$1.86 billion in sales by the Central Selling continued sampling of old dumps near 
Organization (CSO) of De Beers Consolidat- Bultfontein. The Wesselton Mine produc- 
ed Mines Ltd. This reflected a drop of 48% tion continued to be the largest of the mines 
to $390 million in the CSO purchase price of near Kimberley, with 1,377,200 tons of ore 
the country’s 8.1 million carats of diamonds, which yielded 274,399 carats at a grade of 
down 4% in quantity sold despite a 12% 19.92 carats per 100 tons, a drop of 17% 
increase in the number of carats produced. _ below that of 1980. Part of the drop was due | 
Table 6 shows the details of marketed dia- to waste rock dilution from the 785-meter : monds from various sources in the Republic _ block cave area which accounted for 857,000 
of South Africa and the average sales value tons of ore. The mining of higher level 
per carat for 1981 compared with that of remnants produced 520,000 tons of ore and, 
1979-80. following additional mine development, the 

The Finsch Mine, 150 kilometers north- practice was to be extended to remnants of 
west of Kimberley in northern Cape Prov- ore above the 713-meter level. The 920- 

| ince, continued to be De Beers’ largest meter haulageway was fully equipped, and 
producer in the Republic of South Africa development of the 920-meter sublevel cave 
since 1979, and was its second largest pro- section was continued. 
ducer in the world, surpassed only by the At the original De Beers Mine, 127,989 
Orapa Mine in neighboring Botswana. Al- carats were produced from 663,300 tons of 
though underground mining had started ore ata grade of 19.30 carats per 100 tons. 
and development was continuing, most of The ore was drawn nearly equally from the 
Finsch’s 4.8 million tons of ore was recover- 745-meter level block cave section and from ed from the 160- to 200-meter levels of the sublevel caving on the 620-meter level
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where ground pressure problems were ap- ment for mining the area above the 745- 
parently obviated by orienting the develop- meter east block cave was extended to the 
ment drives in an east-west direction in- 585-meter level. © oo 
stead of a north-south direction. Develop- - : 

Table 6.—Republic of South Africa: Marketed diamond output, by Province | 

1979 1980 1981 | 

Price Price “ane Price 

Province (casts) «PT, earnts) «PET, carats) «PEF, 
Mine diamond: 

Transvaal_______________________ 2,083,993 $39.60 2,342,715 $39.92 —1,871,107 $28.08 
Cape Province _________-_.___--___ 8,680,787 45.58 3,902,256 = 52.04. 4,698,074. 27.12 
Orange Free State -___--------------___441,050__117.34_ 581,708 167.92 353,082__ 98.07 

Total ___________________-___ 6,155,880 48.75 «6,776,679 56.94 —-6,917,263 31.00 

Alluvial diamond: 
Transvaal. ___________-__-------- 22,268 325.21 26,882 506.93 23,902 282.00 
Cape Province _________----------- 1,995,046 172.45 = 1,645,920 189.12 "1,171,100 144.59 
Orange Free State -_----------------_ 7261-80764 USS 12754 6 

Total ______________________.- 2,017,321 174.18. 1,678,566 194.19 1,195,129 147.38 

Grand total ___________________ 8,173,151 79.70 8,450,245 84.18 8,112,892 48.14 

Source: Republic of South Africa Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs, Quarterly Information Circular, 
Minerals, October-December 1981, p. 2. 1 Hand -US$1.149 for 1981. 

The 586,000 tons of ore from the Dutoit- plant, but harder ore has adversely affected 
span Mine came from the 760-meter block the release and recovery of small diamonds. 
cave area and yielded 98,758 carats of dia- The No. 3 ventilation shaft was completed _ 
mond at a grade of 16.88 carats per 100 tons. by June, but the underground crusher was 
The water tunnels around the pipe were not commissioned until December because 
completed in July and drainage-hole drill- of poor ground conditions in the crusher 
ing from the tunnels was nearly complete. chamber. | 
The headgear and the return airways to the The Koffiefontein Mine, 80 kilometers 
new ventilation shaft were completed early southeast of Kimberley in the Orange Free 
in the year. The shaft was to the 580-meter State, recorded a 10% drop in ore produc- 
level by yearend and commissioning was _ tion and a 25% drop in diamond production 
nearly complete. Drilling and sampling of with 3.3 million tons of ore yielding 322,635 
the Kamfersdam kimberlite, 5-kilometersto carats of diamonds at a grade of 9.89 carats 

_ the north, has continued with disappointing per 100 tons. Opencast mining stopped in 
results. August and underground mining failed to | 

Ore production at the Premier Mine, 10 reach the target rate because of large boul- 

kilometers north of Pretoria in Transvaal ders of hard kimberlite left in the under- 
Province, declined 16% from that of 1980to ground haulageways from open pit haulage 
6.8 million tons. Ore from the underground roads blasted in the last stages of conver- 
mine, at 5.2 million tons, was slightly less sion to undergroung mining. 
than that mined in 1980, the grade was De Beers’ Namaqualand Div. recovered 
substantially lower at 28.81 carats per 100 virtually all of the company’s alluvial dia- 
tons, and diamond output declined nearly monds but production was down 15% after 
3% to 1,501,157 carats. The throughput of closure of the new Tweepad facility in June 
the retreatment plant was reduced to 1.6 because of declining prices and demand for 
million tons by the fine-grained material gem diamonds. In the Koingnass area, 1.4 
handled, but the grade of the dump ore million tons of ore was treated with 288,900 
increased nearly 60% to 33.64 carats per tons of washed gravels from the Mitchells 
100 tons, and production of diamonds in- Bay screening and washing plant, to pro- 
creased to 538,654 carats from this source, duce 550,119 carats of diamond at an aver- 
to achieve Premier’s total of 2,039,811 car- age grade of 32.81 carats per 100 tons. The 
ats in 1981, greater by 625 carats than that decline of 13% from that of 1980 was 
of 1980. The heavy media separation plant slightly more than was envisaged when the 
for fines was an improvement on the old jig target production was reduced by 10% in
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June. Similarly, the 19% reduction in the world’s second largest fluorspar producer 
4.5 million tons of terrace gravel from the was maintained in 1981 despite a 5% de- 
Buffels complex was accompanied bya 17% __ cline in production to 496,521 tons. Gencor’s 
decrease in recovery to 622,486 carats at a Buffalo Mine continued to be the world’s 
grade of 13.72 carats per 100 tons. The largest fluorspar mine with a capacity of 
Langhoogte Mine treated 323,500 tons of ore 240,000 tons per year. The Rand Mines Ltd. 
and recovered 41,472 carats of diamonds, Marico operation had the capacity to pro- 
9% less than that of 1980. Overburden duce 180,000 tons per year of acidspar, and 
stripping was completed at Langhoogte. the nearby Ottoshoop Mine, operated by 
Sand removal continued in the Tweepad- Chemspar Ltd. a subsidiary of Phelps Dodge 
Annex Kleinzee area where erection of a Mining Ltd., had a capacity of almost 
new 46-cubic-meter-capacity dragline for 100,000 tons per year. The Vergenoeg Min- 
overburden stripping was nearing comple- ing Co. Ltd., owned by Bayer A.G., contin- 
tion. ued operation of its 115,000-ton-per-year 

De Beers. was continuing to evaluate facility at Pienaarsriver. Early in 1981, it 
diamond-bearing terrace gravels in Nama- _ was announced that Armco Bronne, the 
qualand and kimberlites near Venetia in exploration and development subsidiary of 
northern Transvaal Province. | _ the U.S. company, Armco Inc., would spend 

The Messina (Transvaal) Development $27 million to develop and mine a 20- 
. Co. Ltd. paid $1.15 million on March 1, 1981, million-ton fluorite deposit near Zeerust 

for a 12% interest in the Bobbejaan kimber- and export 200,000 tons of fluorite per year 
lite fissure mine. owned by Guniting and for the U.S. steel industry. It was later 
Mining Enterprise (Pty.) Ltd., 60 kilometers announced that the project had been discon- 
west of Warrenton in northern Cape Prov- tinued. Most of the country’s ceramic and 
ince. The remaining 28% interest was metallurgical grades of fluorspar were sold 
acquired in October. Treatment of tailings for consumption by the domestic refractory 
and the ore extracted during underground and steel industries. Most of the acid-grade 
mine development yielded diamonds at an __fluorspar was exported chiefly to the United 
average rate of 13 carats per 100 tons. States, Japan, and the Federal Republic of 
Production was not declared, but 3,800 car- Germany. Total exports declined 13% to 
ats of diamonds were sold during the year at 405,958 tons but the value increased 25% 
an average price of nearly $150 per carat. from that of 1980 to $52 million. 

Brazil Diamante Beperk erected a new Phosphate.—Most of the Republic’s sup- 
recovery plant on the farm Hondeklip south ply of phosphate fertilizer came from the 
of Kleinzee on the Namaqualand coast, and Foskor operation at the Palabora carbona- 
two other companies, Buffels Bank Dia- tite deposit in northeastern Transvaal Prov- 
mante Beperk and Namex (Pty.) Ltd..com- _ ince. Apatite-bearing carbonatite contain- 
missioned new plants in Namaqualand’s ing 8% to 9% phosphorus pentoxide (P.O;) 
Richtersveld area. was mined and milled to a concentrate 

The Alexander Bay State Alluvial Dia- containing in excess of 30% P2O;. Most of 
mond Diggings produced 125,405 carats of the concentrate was sold to Federale 
diamonds in 1981, 10% less than that of Kunsmis Ltd. and Triomf Fertilizer (Pty.) 
1980. The sales price averaged $245 per Ltd., which manufactured phosphoric acid 
carat and the average size stone was 0.35 for export. Crude phosphate rock produc- 

_ carat. The cumulative weight of the larger tion was down 11% to 17.7 million tons, and 
diamonds increased 19% to 2,245.7 carats, concentrate production dropped 18% to 2.6 
ranging in size from 9.8 to 109.6 carats. The million tons in 1981 from that of 1980, 
increase was due to the greater recovery of largely because of Foskor cutbacks follow- 
diamonds from the seabed where the aver- ing weak demand for exports of phosphoric 
age size was 0.70 carat. Seabed production acid, largely to Brazil. Foskor continued to 
involved 348.8 cubic meters of gravel con- receive apatite-rich overburden stripped by 
taining 9,477.3 carats of diamonds, more Palabora to facilitate mining its copper ore 
than twice the quantities involved in 1980. and the coarse, apatite-rich tailings from 
A substantial program of plant and infra- the Palabora concentrator which were 
structure rehabilitation involved the expen- pumped directly into the Foskor mill. Like 
ditures of $1.3 million for new staff housing Palabora, Foskor instituted savings of diesel 
and almost $4 million for rehabilitation of fuel by installing electric trolley lines over 
the plant during 1981. haul roads out of its open pit. In addition to 
Fluorspar.—The country’s position asthe the country’s phosphoric acid production,
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which amounted to 229,601 tons exportedin of heat buildup. The first 1-million-ton 

1981, about 825,000 tons of phosphatic fertil- dump was completed and a 4-million-ton 

izers, and 1,880,000 tons of various artifi- unit was in progress at yearend. | 

cially mixed fertilizer blends incorporating Iscor’s Durnacol Mine produced 1.3 mil- 

some phosphate, were manufactured in the lion tons and the company purchased 4.3 

Republic of South Africa. million tons of coking coal from the private 

sector. The AAC’s subsidiary, Anglo- 

_ MINERAL FUELS American Coal Corp. Ltd., was the source of 

Coal.—The value of the Republic’s coal ee of bad country 4 coal output qung 

output set a new record of more than $2.4 th » an di id y “or me ‘the "81 5 hitlio "te 

billion in 1981, when production of bitumi- d © Top a. mure © four an ton 

nous coal increased 36% to 126.36 million °°Y® op and equip four new mimes for sup- 

tons and anthractie output rose 3% to 4.02 plying thermoelectric power stations and 

million tons. Total coal exports increased to for export. The Kleinkopje opencast mune 0 f 

nearly 30 million tons worth $1.12 billion, AAC’s South Africa Land and Exploration 
and local sales of nearly 98 million tons had Co. Ltd. was increasing P roduction to the 

a value of $1.30 billion. More than 60% of Scheduled 4.8 million tons per year. The 
the coal sold locally was used for coal-fired plan was to supply 2.5 million tons for the 

power-generating stations which supply export market, 1.6 million tons for the 

93% of the country’s electricity. A large Transvaal Coal Owners Association, and 

part of the stations was operated by the 700,000 tons of low-ash, metallurgical coal 

state-managed Electricty Supply Commis- to Iscor during 1982. The Reitspruit Col- 

sion (Escom). Sasol’s Bossjesspruit coal liery, jointly owned by Barlow Rand's TCL 

mine, the source of raw material for the and Shell South Africa Ltd., a subsidiary of 

Sasol II and III plants, achieved a produc- Roy al Dutch/Shell, was establishing its 

tion of 1 million tons of coal during July, place as one of the largest and most me- 

believed to be the world’s largest monthly chanized of the nation's opencast collieries. 

output from an underground mine. The Minister of Mineral and Energy Af 
Bossjesspruit used two 2,000-ton-per-hour fairs announced that after the 44-million- 

belt conveyors in the haulage drift to its 11- ton-per-year coal export target has | been 

meter-diameter service shaft. Sasol II oper- achieved, probably by the mid-1980's, an 
ated at 80% of its planned capacity in export ceiling of 80 million tons per year 

January 1981. would apply. The country’s coal reserves 

Other coal mining achievements during Were restated as 110,000 million tons of 
the year were: A continuous drum-type which 51,000 million tons was extractable. 

miner at Escom’s Matla Colliery produced _ Petroleum.—The state-owned Southern 
118,794 tons of coal in May; a conventional Oil Exploration Corp. (Pty.) Ltd. spent $75 
mechanized section at AAC’s Kriel Colliery million chiefly on offshore drilling of 

produced 207,393 tons of coal during Au- 13 drillholes with an aggregate depth of 

gust; and a longwall section at Sasol I’s 43,988 meters plus 1 hole abandoned at 
Sigma Colliery had an output of 210,000 533.4 meters because of adverse water cur- 

tons of coal during October. rents. Two of 4 west coast drillholes war- 

Iscor’s Grootegeluk’s coal mine near Ellis- ranted drill-stem-tests as did 6 of the 10 

ras in northern Transvaal Province was holes drilled off Mossel Bay and the south 

officially opened in April 1981 and produced Coast. The better results were encountered 

just over 700,000 tons of coking coal during 90 kilometers south of Mossel Bay where 

the remainder of the year. Grootegeluk hole F-A4 cut three sandstone zones with a 

installed in-pit crushers and conveyor sys- total permeable thickness of 14 meters, 

tems to expedite overburden removal, and which yielded 24 million cubic feet of gas 

an electric trolley system over the haulage and 46 cubic meters of natural gas liquids 

roads out of the pit to conserve diesel fuel. (NGL) per day. Hole F-A5 had one 6.5-meter 

Grootegeluk commenced the storage of 20 zone permeable with 4.4 million cubic feet 

million tons of middlings coal to be used by of gas and 18 cubic meters of NGL, and F-A6 

Escom in 1986. The fine coal was spread had 10 meters permeable in two zones with 

into dumps by scoop-trams, leveled, and 13 million cubic feet of gas and 25 cubic 

compacted to exclude air. A number of meters of NGL per day. The combined 

thermocouples were buried in the dump fractions contained 83% methane, 6% eth- 

which was covered and monitored monthly ane, 3% propane, and 8% of higher hydro- 

with infrared photography to reveal areas carbons.
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Sasol II’s plant was completed in 1981 and 7. West Rand Consolidated announced in 
production has intermittantly exceeded July its intention to cease operating its 
80% of its designed capacity. Sasol III was uranium section and to concentrate on gold 
judged 90% complete by December 1, 1981, recovery. In August 1981, Gencor announc- | and some front-end units had been started. ed that its $200 million Beisa uranium Production was scheduled for the second mine, held and developed by Union Corp. quarter of 1982. Sasol’s research and devel- Ltd. since 1938 and due to come onstream opment department was building a pilot early in 1982, would be acquired by St. plant of an improved synthesis reactor at Helena Gold Mines Ltd. so that the capital 
Sasolburg, and was discussing the erection outlay could be deducted from the latter's of a coal gasifer with Westinghouse Electric taxes. Reimbursement to Beisa was to be in Corp. of the United States, as an addition to preference shares issued by St. Helena that the Lurgi-Sasol gasifiers presently employ- entitled the holders to 85% of Beisa’s net ed. : | profit after payment of royalties, taxes, 
Uranium.—Production of uranium oxide capital expenditures, etc. Royalty of 15% of 

(U;O.) declined less than 1% during 1981 Beisa S gross Income was payable to an AAC largely due to reduced production at Gen- Subsidiary and to Gencor as the most recent 
cor’s West Rand Consolidated Mine, 51%; owners of the Beisa property. 
JCI’s Randfontein mine, 9%; and several  1Physical ecien scientist, Division of Foreign Data. - small producers. Increased production was aw) /si<2! Scientist, " \ ry, values have been converted from recorded at AAC’s Joint Metallurgical South ggirican rand Jf) to os qouere at jhe at of ° 2 : = . or 1980 an = . or , as Scheme in the Orange F ree State, 12%; the shown in the International Financial Statistics, v. 35, No. Ergo tailings treatment plant in the Trans- 7, J uly 1982, P. 366. Pretori State Department ° S. , retoria. vaal Province, 5%; Barlow Rand’s Harmony  qjvreny EDASsY,, 8, 1982, p.2,para.3.. 9 men Mine, 18%; and Rio Tinto-Zinc Corp.’s Pala- ‘Sources: De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. Annual bora Copper Mine, 62%. Production records Mince ang Ene alc of acouth Ron Department of from 1978 through 1981 are shown in table * Mining Magazine. Beisa Mine. June 1982, pp. 448-457. 

Table 7.—Republic of South Africa: Production of U;0., by producer | 
(Kilograms) 

| Producer 1978 1979 1980 1981 ee AAC Joint Metallurgical Scheme!____________ 653,059 676,262 977,116 1,093,416 
elsion a 

> ’ ’ ’ East Rand Gold and Uranium Ltd. (Ergo). ~~~ 117,828 238,734 295,314 302,194 Harmony___________..____-________ 534,839 540,925 490,822 580,428 Hartebeestfontein _.._._______________________. 365,889 394,210 435,242 478,663 Palabora Copper ~~ ---- 140,860 121,252 140,000 234,206 Randfontein ___________ 96,081 412,959 646,452 591,774 Vaal Reefs ___________- TTT TTT TTT TT 1,059'851 1,273,415 «1,758,386 —«-1,698,569 West Driefontein _________________ 295,119 288,274 251,656 242,327 West Rand Consolidated________________________” 312,914 367,512 385,924 190,258 Western Deep Levels.______________________._... 183,365 199,002 212,562 212,484 Miscellaneous_.___________________________.. __ 218,345 773,619 667,856 eto GO) 867,856 Total ~~ --~~-------------- -- -______ 4,672,017 5,637,000 7,295,875 7,234,427 CO oe 01 084,427 
"Includes recovery of UsOs from concentrates and tailings produced by the Free State Geduld, Free State Saaiplaas, President Brand, President Steyn, Welkom, and Western Holdings Mines, all subsidiaries of Anglo-American Corp. in the ange Free rovince. 

Source: Chamber of Mines of South Africa. Quarterly Analysis of Working Results, October-December 197 8-81; Republic of South Africa, Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs, Quarterly Statistical and Other Data on Minerals, October-December 1981; Annual Reports, Palabora Mining Co. Ltd. 1978-81, and East Rand Gold and Uranium Co. Ltd.,



The Mi t pai e Mineral Industry of Spain 
By Roman V. Sondermayer' 

During 1981, Spain remained mineral- lead, and zinc, however, showed some im- 
poor relative to its industrial demand. Im- provement in their operations during 1981. 
ports of mineral commodities into Spain These improvements resulted from efforts 
were approximately 70% of the value of of the Government. to foster the Plan Na- 
minerals, including fuels, that Spain con- tional de Abastecimiento de Materias Pri- 
sumed during 1981. To alleviate this depen- mas Minerales (National Mineral Raw Ma- 
dence on foreign sources of raw materials terials Supply Plan). 7 
and relieve pressure on the trade balance, During 1981, the economy of Spain suf- 

the Government. of Spain continued to fered severe losses in agriculture owing to 
make efforts to increase domestic produc- an unprecedented drought. Large imports of 
tion of minerals available in the country food put an additional burden on the trade 
and to encourage export of these minerals. balance. Industrial output was at the same 

However, Spain was an important pro- level as that of the previous year. Unem- 
ducer and processor of certain minerals ployment was between 13% and 14% of the 
during 1981. The minerals produced in labor force while inflation was at 14%. The 
Spain with global significance were mer- mineral industry’s share in the gross na- 
cury, with a 24% share of world production; tional product was between 11% and 12%, 
pyrites, with 11%; fluorspar, with 6%; and_ including metal refining, petroleum refin- 
potash, with 2%. Activities of the mineral ing, and the processing of nonmetals; how- 
sector varied from commodity to commodi- ever, the extractive sector’s share alone was 
ty; growth was strongest in coal production, less than 1%. The mineral industry, includ- 
reflecting the switch to coal consumption in ing processing, employed about 500,000 per- 
thecountry. —T. sons during 1981. 

Activities in sectors producing and proc- _— Principal events in the mineral industry 
essing nonenergy minerals were partly af- of Spain during 1981 included closing of the 
fected by recession. Stagnation and reduced Aznalcdéllar copper mine, development of 
demand were characteristic of the nonfuel the Sotiel copper mine, exploration of a lead 
sector during 1981. Mineral commodities and zinc deposit at La Troya, and the 
whose prices declined on world markets had beginning of production at four new coal 
the lowest level of activity. mines. 

Some commodities, such as aluminum, 

901
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Table 1.—Spain: Principal mineral industry companies and locations, by commodity 

Commodity Major companies Location of principal facilities 
enn ee eee eee 

Alumina ___________ Alamina de Espafa S.A ~~ ____§____ Plant at San Ciprian. 
Aluminum __________ Aluminio Espanol S.A _____~_~______ Do. 

Do _____________ Endasa S.A. ____~~_----_-_~---~_ Plant at Aviles and Valladolid. . 
Do _____________ Aluminio de GaliciaS.A___________ Plant at La Corufia and Sabifiaénigo. 

Bituminous coal_______ HunosaS.A ______________--_. Mines in Asturias. 
Cement _.__________ AslandS.A____ ~~. ______-_____ 5 plants. 
Copper ore __________ Rio Tinto MineroS.A ____________ Mines at Rio Tinto. 
Copper, refined _______ ~.-do ____~~ ~~~ Refinery at Huelva. 
Ferroalloys._________ Soc. Espanola de Carburos Metalicos S.A_ Plant at Berga. 

Hidro Nitro EspanolasS.A _________ Plant at Monzén. 
Ferroaleaciones Espanolas S.A_____ __ Plant at Medina del Campo. 

Iron ore___ ~~ Cia. Andalusa de MinasS.A ________ Mine at Marquesado. 
Lead ores___ Sociedad Minera y Metallurgica de Mines at Mantas de los Azules, Union. 

Pefiarroya de Espana. 
Lead smelter_________ ~---do _._____~_~_~ ee Smelter at Santa Lucia. 
Mercury ___________ Cousejo de Administration de Minas de Mines and smelter at Almadén. 

. madén. 
Petroleum, refined _____ Empresa Nacional del Petréleo S.A _ _ __ Refineries at Valle de Escombreras, 

— Puertolano, and Tarragona. 
Do __-___________ Cia. Esp. de PetréleosS.A___§__§_____ Refineries at St. Cruz de Tenerife, Algeci- 

ras. 
Potash ____________ Potasas de NavarraS.A ___________ Mine near Pamplona. 

Do ____________ Minas de Potasas se SuriaS.A _______ Mine near Suria. 
Do _____________ Uni6n Explosivos Rio TintoS.A ______ Mines at Balsarney-Sallent and Cardona. 

Pyrite_____________ Tharsis Sulfur and Copper Co. Ltd__ _ _ _ Mines at Tharsis and La Zarza. 
Steel. __-__§_ = _ Empresa Nacional SiderurgicaS.A ____ Works at Aviles, Felguera, Gij6n-Moreda, 

and Gijon-Verina. 
Do _-___________ Altos Hornos de Vizcaya S.A ________ Work at Baracaldo-Sestao. 

Zinc ore____$_§__§_____ Real Cia. Asturiana de Minas S.A _____ Mines at Reocin and Rubiales. 
Zinc, smelter_________ ~---do ___- Electrolytic zinc plant at San Juan de 

Nieva. 
eee 

PRODUCTION | . 

Latest trends in production for 1977-81 are shown in table 2. 

Table 2.—Spain: Production of mineral commodities! 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 
-_—— CT  CS CE SNS eer 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite _______________________ 9,614 9,274 16,845 7,899 9,000 
Metal: = 

Primary _______________ 211,167 212,100 259,511 386,492 2396,600 
Secondary ____________________ 40,000 39,100 42,000 43,000 40,000 

Antimony, mine output, metal content ______ _ 331 442 501 625 600 
Arsenic, white®___-____.______________ 10 10 __ __ __ 
Cadmium metal ______§_§_~_~___________ 303 253 222 309 310 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 35,962 ™33,948 25,644 42,483 51,400 OW 
™—~.- A FTFTFTo EOE OFTqqKzauaQqmamnmnznazzz—yeyy 

Metal: 
Blister: ; 

Primary_____§_§_____________ 99,500 95,500 90,300 F €85,100 128,100 
Secondary -__-__.__________ 18,000 17,000 18,000 = * £18,000 20,000 : I 

Total. _-_~_-______________ 117,500 112,500 108,300 103,100 2148,100 Ee ee 
aaa 

Refined: 
Primary_——~____ ~~~ ~________ 130,000 117,000 119,400 127,700 122,400 
Secondary __-_.____________ 29,000 30,000 25,000 30,000 30,000 ——— EE Ee 

Total__________________ 159,000 147,000 144,400 157,700 2152,400 
Gold, mine output, metal content __ troy ounces__ 117,800 102,882 91,404 108,154 105,000 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate including byproduct 
concentrate: 

Gross weight _______ thousand tons_ _ 8,327 8,580 8,827 9,227 8,565 
Iron content______________do____ 4,122 3,906 3,994 4,372 4,218 

Metal: _ 

Pigiron ~__________.____do____ "6,622 "6,243 6,454 6,720 26,423 
Electric-furnace ferroalloys_ ____do____ 305 375 434 374 283 hd aaesS=aeaeaooooaoeaoaoooeooooooooooeeeEeoEEO_ 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Spain: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued . 

Steel: 
Crude _______-_ — thousand tons_ _ 10,921 Fe11,044 T €12,058: 12,333 12,662 
Castings and forgings_ __ _____do____ 181 T ©9225 T €946 253 250 

Total_____________do____ 11,102 11,269 12,304 12,586 212,912 
Lead Semimanufactures______——~——do___~_ 12,164 10,801 9,202 9,472 NA 

ad: 
Mine output, metal content ___________- 65,540 71,341 72,262 87,105 83,000 

etal: 
_ Primary __~_______~ 89,177 83,400 87,200 84,300 77,000 

Secondary _________~__________ 29,400 38,800 39,800 37,400 39,600 
Mercury: 

Mine output, metal content 
~ %6-pound flasks_ _ 26,850 29,588 33,275 49,198 50,000 

Metal _________________~--do____ 27,031 31,037 32,375 48,038 49,000 
Silver: Mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 2,966 2,924 3,168 4,526 4,800 
Tantalum minerals (tin byproduct): 

Gross weight ___________-_ — kilograms__ NA NA NA 50,700 NA 
Ti Tantalum content ___§__~_§_~__ NA NA NA 9,338 NA 

in: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 641 711 496 oy 475 
Metal, primary____§__ ~~ -§___________ 5,343 4,575 4,412 4,100 3,400 

Titanium dioxide _____________.__.__- 39,478 39,336 ©40,000 “40,000 40,000 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content ___ _____ 307 — 358 394 446 340 
Uranium, mine output, U30g content _______-— 254 284 349 394 290 

inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 98,316 146,844 142,745 183,120 180,000 
Metal, primary and secondary_ ______——_~— 156,600 177,000 182,700 151,800 184,000 

NONMETALS 

Barite __- $2 ~~ Le 84,280 71,457 74,700 59,827 65,000 
Bromine® _________________________ 400 T400 400 400 400 
Cement, hydraulic, other than natural 
cl thousand tons_ _ 27,995 30,233 27,912 28,460 28,600 

ays: 
Attapulgite______________________ 335,812 39,230 62,423 48,020. NA 
Bentonite ____§______________ ____ 114,600 108,318 120,678 97,705 110,000 
Kaolin, marketable: 

Crude_________~____-~~___ 66,490 57,961 72,425 46,066 50,000 
Washed__ __§__________________ 232,145 193,186 204,106 181,116 NA 

Refractory, not further described___ ______ 352,519 294,799 427,817 NA 460,114 
Other _______-__thousand cubic meters_ _ 9,165 8,984 8,590 T €7 838 NA 

Diatomite and tripoli __________________ 28,281 21,370 27,196 23,460 23,500 
Feldspar___§_$_§_§_____§_______________ 93,222 116,283 115,685 103,365 105,000 

Fluorspar: | 
Gross weight: 

Acid-grade___§_§_.~._~__ 2 ____ 211,825 201,505 155,278 204,596 272,500 
Metaliurgical-grade __.____________ 98,636 99,790 37,620 40,153 40,200 

Total _..--________________ 310,461 301,295 192,898 _ 244,749 312,700 

CaF 2 content: | 
Acid-grade ~ eee eee eee 205,905 195,994 150,327 198,152 259,500 
Metallurgical-grade _____________~_ 75,960 76,893 28,600 29,631 - $1,500 

Total __-.--_______________-_ 281,865 272,887 178,927 227,783 291,000 
Gypsum and anhydrite, crude. _ thousand tons_ — 5,482 5,369 5,275 5,223 5,200 
Kyanite, andalusite, related materials_____ _ _— 2,981 5,087 5,355 6,471 6,500 
Lime, hydrated and quicklime® _ thousand tons_ _ 400 350 400 450 450 
Magnesite: 

Calcined___§_§_$_________________-+- 161,869 128,627 147,761 153,933 150,000 
Crude _____.-__----~--____----~- 421,241 306,548 381,867 505,532 500,000 

Meerschaum ___.~_______.-__-------~- 97,630 | 131,817 202,810 286,232 NA 
Mica _________---~~~~__________-- 2,934 3,345 5,169 4,831 4,800 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

thousand tons_ _ 965 880 820 800 800 
Pigments, mineral: 

Ocher _____~_~___ ~~~ 12,365 12,227 15,078 13,696 14,000 
Red iron oxide _______.._____--~--- 36,261 €24,000 €25,000 €25,000 25,000 

Potash salts, K2O0 equivalent __.__________ 561,630 612,581 667,560 658,230 705,000 
Pumice ________~____~_~._-------- 931,793 902,402 779,118 1,086,417 1,000,000 
Pyrites including cuprous, gross weight 
Sal thousand tons_ _ 2,423 2,292 2,366 2,394 2,400 

t: 
Rock including byproduct from potash works 

do_ _ __ 1,901 2,092 2,187 2,379 2,400 
Marine and other __________._-do___ _ 1,200 1,277 1,260 1,129 1,200 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Spain: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sand and gravel: Silica sand____ thousand tons__ 42,844 42,438 42,178 2,425 NA 
Sodium compounds: 

Sodium carbonate, manufactured_ _ _ _do_ ___ €320 499 *500 ©505 500 
Sodium sulfate: . 

Natural: 
Glauberite, NazSO« content. __ — _ —_ 73,705 104,492 101,780 37,735 40,000 
Thenardite, NazSO«4 content _____~_ 107,411 102,975 106,022 118,324 120,000 

Manufactured______________-__~- 174,307 121,704 ©175,000 ©175,000 175,000 
Stone:> - 

Calcareous: ~ . 
Chalk______.____ _ thousand tons_ _ 311 276 282 278 160 
Dolomite_____________.--do____ 1,797 1,948 1,909 2,043 NA 
Limestone _______________do____ 95,433 89,958 85,379 81,239 NA | 
Marble ____________.____do____ 769 722 823 753 NA 
Marl __________________do____ 6,483 6,557 7,708 7,150 NA 

Basalt ___________.________do____ 1,766 1,391 1,434 920 NA 
Granite _________________~_do____ 5,712 6,693 6,794 7,224 NA 
Ofite_____________________do____ 1,208 1,066 1,169 458 NA 
Phonolite __________________do____ 325 329 466 255 NA 
Porphyry _____~..________~ _do____ 288 490 462 396 NA . 
Quartz-___________________do____ 650 717 790 708 NA 
Quartzite ____§______________do____ 399 426 448 401 NA 
Sandstone__._.___ _-._________do____ 2,055 1,749 1,265 1,633 NA 
Serpentine _________________do____ 263 306 409 302 NA 
Other ____________________do.___ 29,364 29,308 29,855 29,890 NA 

Strontium minerals: “ 
Gross weight _..-.._§_~____ ~~ Le 11,000 14,000 18,000 19,000 20,000 
Sr2O4 content ___. ~~ 9,680 12,320 16,560 17,480 18,500 

Sulfur: 
S content of pyrites _____ _ thousand tons__ 1,099 1,046 1,091 1,096 1,100 
Byproduct: : ’ 

Of metallurgy. ____~_-____.._do____ 129 117 120 125 135 
Of petroleum _____________do____ 5 10 -10 12 12 
Of coal (lignite) gasification_ _ _ _ _do_ _ _ — 2 3 38 3 3 

Talc and steatite.____________________ 60,070 61,892 71,047 73,949 75,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural____________- 14,556 13,100 8,710 NA NA 
Carbon black __ $$ _-___ 52,745 “53,000 53,000 54,000 NA 

Coal (marketable): a 
Anthracite ________= _ _ thousand tons__ 3,761 3,831 3,796 4,077 NA 
Bituminous __. ~~. _~9__________do____ 8,115 7,668 8,049 9,070 NA 
Lignite._§_________________do____ 5,813 8,272 10,696 15,390 NA 

Total _.________________do___ 17,689 19,771 22,541 28,537 NA 
Coke, metallurgical _..___________do___ _ 4,276 3,886 3,897 4,000 NA 
Fuel briquets: 

Briquets______________.____do____ 7 7 6 NA NA 
Ovoids.___$_§___.~ 22 ____ do _ 69 43 40 40 NA 

Gas, natural, marketed __-__ million cubic feet__ 152 531 363 300 NA 
Peat ___-_________ Le 41,721 31,519 46,379 44,367 44,000 
Petroleum: . 

Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 7,203 7,134 8,383 11,732 11,969 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, motor_____._____._do____ 44,750 46,719 46,844 45,452 NA 
Jet fuel___$______________do____ 16,282 19,055 17,928 17,091 NA 
Kerosine________._______do____ 2,264 893 473 1,061 NA 
Distillate fuel oil ___________do____ 96,434 78,136 83,272 80,219 NA 
Residual fuel oil _._________do____ 137,246 138,875 139,663 151,365 NA 
Lubricants including grease ____do____ 1,791 1,706 1,657 2,386 NA 
Other___.____-..______~do___-_ 39,170 44,289 “44,000 47,346 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses_______do____ 16,896 20,848 21,000 21,700 NA 

Total _.___________ ~_do____ 354,833 350,521 354,837 366,620 NA 

°Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 23, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
3In previous editions, reported as “Earths, industrial, n.e.s.” clay. 
“Includes sand obtained as a byproduct of feldspar and kaolin production. 
5Units revised.
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TRADE 

For the past several years, Spanish im- show details of Spain’s foreign trade in 
ports of minerals heavily taxed the coun- minerals, as reported by the Spanish Gov- 
try’s balance of payments, and during 1981, ernment. 
this situation continued. Tables 3 and 4 

Table 3.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
, y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate... ____..__~----~- 1,106 6,173 _- West Germany 3,600; Portu- 

gal 2,573. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____________~- 69 82 — Portugal 52; United King- 

dom 12; Yugoslavia 12. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _....--___.----------- 684 204 1 West Germany 78; Italy 69; 
France 20. 

Unwrought ___________________ 42,870 106,782 — France 20,889; Netherlands 
17,202; Portugal 16,149. 

Semimanufactures________.._--___ 21,755 19,495 993 Portugal 3,865; France 
3,660; Japan 1,749. 

Antimony: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___________.__. 44 44 _- All to France. 
Elemental_________..._.__--_____- 593 370 _- Netherlands 200; Tunisia 

38; France 35. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ _ — 4 _— 

. Chromium: 
Chromite _______~_~_~___~_~_________ 4,099 6,267 __ Belgium 3,508; Sweden 

Oxides and hydroxides ___________.~ ~~ 72 533 _- Iran 440; West Germany 40; 
Israel 20. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ___________- 11 1 —_ All to Saudi Arabia. 
Copper: 

re and concentrate_____..___..-_--- 98 _— 
Matte ___________________-__--- 325 233 _- West Germany 215. 
Oxides and hydroxides _.___..___. ~~ 92 76 21 Netherlands 54. 
Sulfate. ________.___-__________- 297 88 _- Netherlands 88. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap___ ~~~ ee 704 884 _- West Germany 441; France 
210; Italy 95. 

Unwrought ____.__________-__- 35,856 66,294 88 France 18,331; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 16,076; Italy 
13,672. 

Semimanufactures_ _~_____~_~___-___ _ 20,065 22,505 512 Iran 5,026; Morocco 3,487; 
Italy 2,652. 

Gold: 
Waste and sweepings _________-_~_value__ $20,318 $194,848 _- West Germany $121,838; 

Finland $53,416. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly 
wrought___.__-— thousand troy ounces_ _ 193,837 26,717 _- United Kingdom 10,610; 

West Germany 9,645; 
France 6,141. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate, except roasted pyrites 

thousand tons_ _— 1,995 2,088 — Netherlands 800; Romania 
475; West Germany 375. 

Roasted pyrites_________._________. 329,519 371,653 _- West Germany 348,950; 
France 22,227. 

Metal: 
Scrap _._______-_-_-----_---- 172 869 79 Belgium-Luxembourg 429; 

orocco 150; West Ger- 
many 138. 

Pig iron including cast iron. ._._.__-_~- 81,993 31,291 1 Romania 10,180; Yugoslavia 
9,455; Sweden 7,176. 

Sponge iron, powder, shot______—__-- 13,397 16,656 2 Italy 9,050; France 1,753; 
est Germany 1,529. 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese ____________~— 53,481 31,334 9,121 West Germany 9,128; Italy 

3,502; Venezuela 2,004. 
Other ______._______ ee 120,350 90,069 8 West Germany 34,624; 

Japan 12,643; United 
Kingdom 9,805. 

Steel, primary forms. ___.__.___--~- 248,421 544,839 6,844 Yugoslavia 66,799; Iran 
50,232; France 39,546.
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Table 3.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i. Destinations, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980 . 

y Quited Other (principal) 
OOOO 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 

thousand tons__ 2,742 2,799 219 Iran 392; West Germany 
228; Morocco 210; France 

Universals, plates, sheets ________ 802,304 645,371 105,360 West Germany 70,411; Italy 
. 45,183; Mexico 39,355; 

Norway 34,783. 
Hoop and strip_______________ 27,172 29,981 21 Bulgaria 4,597; West Ger- 

many 3,906; Romania 
3,682. 

Rails and accessories___________ 11,502 3,760 2 Saudi Arabia 2,638; Poland 

Wire__-_~__________ 39,114 42,799 888 Portugal 9,312; Algeria 
7,591; France 6,626. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _._________ 364,364 467,226 95,118 U‘S.S.R. 51,478; France 
48,759; West Germany 
44,619. 

Castings and forgings, rough ______ 28,143 11,448 1,153 France 3,749; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,397; 

. Canada 1,196. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate.________________ 34 9,394 — Romania 2,719; West Ger- -" many 2,284; Netherlands 
2,257. 

Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 20 1 _- Mainly to Guinea. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_______~______ _- 240 ~— All to Portugal. 
Unwrought ___________ 19,644 7,633 _— U.S.S.R. 4,000; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,727; Italy 

Semimanufactures_______________ 1,293 3,286 217 U.S.S.R. 2,000; France 896. Lithium: Oxides and hydroxides ___ kilograms__ _- 16 — All to Portugal. Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms___ _ __ 2 _— Argentina 1; United King- 
om 1. 

Manganese: . 
Ore and concentrate_________________ 138 68 _. All to Portugal. Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 3,000 3,202 _— France 1,393; Italy 779; 

U.S.S.R. 500. Mercury___-~__________ 76-pound flasks_ _ 37,798 19,290 2,002 Belgium 2,901; Romania So . 2,495; France 2,002. Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 724 10 _- West Germany 9. ickel: 
Ore and concentrate_________________ -_ 5 -- All to United Kingdom. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_ == = 302 168 _- France 117; United King- 
dom 39. Unwrought __________________ 193 11 a United Kingdom 8. Semimanufactures_______________ 601 29 — Algeria 11; Venezuela 6; 
Switzerland 2. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought__ troy ounces__ 47,615 9,999 _- Switzerland 5,337; West 

Germany 3,794. Selenium,elemental __-________________ 1 5 — West Germany 5. Silicon, elemental _._______________ 16,464 13,667 — Japan 8,495; France 1,902; 
USSR. 1,000. Silver: 

Ore andconcentrate!______________ 10 27 _. All to Portugal. 
Waste and sweepings’ __________value__ $839,741 $425,000 — France $223,000; West Ger- 

many $193,000. 
Metals including alloys, unwrought and partly 
wrought______-_ thousand troy ounces__ 3,344 184,002 _— Netherlands 176,327. Tantalum: 

Ore and concentrate.________________ 25 56 27 West Germany 15; Nether- 
ands 6. Ti Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 4 5 _- West Germany 2; France 1. in: 

Oxides and hydroxides __-_____________ 730 72 — All to Portugal. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____ = 94 65 — United Kingdom 60. Unwrought ___________________ 567 229 __ Netherlands 95; United 

Kingdom 79. Semimanufactures_______________ 58 259 __ Netherlands 95; United 
Kingdom 80; France 40. Titanium oxides and hydroxides ____________ 12,894 11,494 2,269 France 2,858; West Ger- 
many 1,234; Italy 1,040. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a EEE 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate. __ ____—___~__--~--~ 615 4,216 31 Netherlands 3,623; West 

Germany 386. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _______ ~~ 31 49 (?) Netherlands 18; West Ger- 
many 14. 

Uranium: Ore and concentrate _______~~ ~~~ (?) 37 _- All to France. 
Zinc: . 

Ore and concentrate. ________---~---- 13,891 54,796 __ Italy 19,260; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 15,070; 
U.S.S.R. 10,977. 

Oxides and hydroxides _______----~--~- 659 838 — Denmark 420; Italy 167; 
Egypt 100. 

Metal including alloys: 
Blue powder______-__--_-_--_--~--~- 954 128 _- France 105; West Germany 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _ _ — 84,106 93,905 41,669 Netherlands 29,852. 
Zirconium: Ore and concentrate ______---~- 39 97 -- Ail to Portugal. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates ______~______-~-- TOT 14 _- All to United Kingdom. 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous metals _ 38,402 28,068 — Sweden 11,196; East Ger- 

. va many 6,427; Belgium 
6,153. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ____—____~~- 10,981 1,513 2 Algeria 1,134. 

Metals: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth _________-~~~- - 5 57 _- Italy 30; Austria 18. 

Pyrophoric alloys__________------ 18 32 __ Portugal 31. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms _ _ — 260 59 1 United Kingdom 21; West 
Germany 12; France 9. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: , 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ _ ~~ 2,039 1,666 __ West Germany 934; Portu- 

, gal 180; Sweden 163. 
Artificial: Corundum ____-____-~----- 2,780 3,598 60 Italy 1,628; West Germany 

1,089; Netherlands 313. 

Dust and powder of precious and semiprecious 
stones __________~ value, thousands_ _ $114 $98 $21 Italy $58. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones ___— 2,616 3,029 147 West Germany 1,078; 

. France 258; Austria 204. 

Asbestos, crude________--__------~----- 41 17 — West Germany 11; Mexico 4. 

Barite and witherite_____._______-_------ 74,678 52,018 36 West Germany 31,720; Re- 
public of South Africa _ 
4,047; Cameroon 3,500. 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates _________-_---- 367 69 —_ West Germany 64. 

Oxides and acids _.________~-_------- 781 412 198 Netherlands 108; Iran 50. 

Cement _____________-_ — thousand tons__ 9,592 10,057 300 Saudi Arabia 3,740; Nigeria 
1,405; Eeypt 1,175. 

Chalk ________----~-~-~_--_-~----~--+- 23,877 32,178 _— Algeria 14,666; Libya 5,110; 
weden 2,700. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: . . 

Bentonite _______.___~-------- 39,876 32,581 _- Portugal 17,680; West Ger- 
many 2,606; France 2,367. 

Kaolin (china clay)_______-__----- 71,794 79,407 _- Poland 24,612; West Ger- 
many 15,102; Ireland 
7,713. 

Other______---------------+-- 42,612 40,097 1 United Kingdom 6,030; 
France 5,841; Portugal 
5,804. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory_ __—-_------------ 335,265 548,932 16,900 France 135,869; Saudi Ara- 

bia 63,574; West Germany 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ ~~ ~~ 23,411 29,993 450 Egypt 7,005; Cuba 5,946; 
rance 2,938. 

Cryolite and chiolite. _______-_--_-------- 16 -- 
Diamond: . 

Gem, not set or strung _______-~-—value__ $139,978 $1,049,000 — Belgium Luxembourg 
$701,000; Switzerland 
$321,000. 

Industrial ___________.._____do___. $142,436 $250,000 — Belgium Luxembourg 
$146,000; Mexico $66,000; 
Netherlands $38,000. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth. _ _ __—— —_- 1,453 1,673 __ Belgium 505; United King- 
dom 347; Italy 326. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 . ° 

y United Other (principal) 
ee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Feldspar__________________________ 1,901 1,582 _- United Kingdom 1,260. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude and manufactured: 
Nitrogenous____§_§______________ 77,152 65,250 -~— West Germany 36,648; In- 

donesia 10,500; Ireland 

Phosphatic_ ___..§_~_~§_____~_______ 4,107 7,473 _- Ireland 4,200; United King- 
dom 1,920; Cameroon 
1,300. 

Potassic _-_. $$ >» 5 677,503 574,354 22,620 Portugal 79,590; Brazil 
" 60,899; N: icaragua 58,620. Other including mixed ____________ 176,100 262,273 _- Turkey 135,195; Venezuela 

27,585; China 26,000. Ammonia ____________________ 39 15 a Mauritania 8; Guinea 5. Fluorspar___§_~___~______________ 101,546 107,518 11,864 Italy 44,570; West Germany 
18,992: U.S.S.R. 9,955. Graphite: 

Artificial and colloidal _-_.____________ 778 833 _- France 406; Portugal 241; 
Japan 99. 

Natural ___~-_~_~§_- 2 3 8 __ Pakistan 4; Tunisia 2. : Gypsum and plasters _______ thousand tons__ 1,111 1,120 174 Denmark 263; Sweden 262; 
Finland 122. 

Iodine __-__--_-_~_~_-_~__~ 2 1 1 _- Mainly to West Germany. Lime ________~_~_~ ~~~ 7,776 3,889 __ Guinea 2,182; Portugal 711. Magnesite.__§__________________ 93,459 91,165 1,500 West Germany 33,588; 
United Kingdom 20,114; 
France 12,893. 

Mica, all forms__~§_-$_-.§_~§_~_~_~_~____________ 4,173 6,283 — United Kingdom 3,249; 
Nicaragua 2,780. Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed___ _ _ _ 11,246 12,044 736 United Kingdom 1,887; 
Venezuela 1,620; Aus- 
tralia 902. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except diamond: 
Natural _______-___________value__ $173,810 $557,000 a Switzerland $228,000; 

Belgium-Luxembourg . 
$117,000; Canada $89,000. Manufactured _._._______.___do____ $722,592 $556,000 $14,000 Switzerland $496,000: Pyrites, unroasted._________________ 126,963 234,887 — Belgium 182,163; Greece 
26,146; Italy 10,248. Salt andbrine __________________ 782,353 479,733 89,989 Italy 117,256; Iceland 
83,820; Norway 59,197. Sodium compounds, n.e.s: 

Caustic potash __________________ 5,554 3,876 180 West Germany 618; Switzer- 
land 528; Netherlands 

Causticsoda _.______________ 115,819 92,459 -— Iraq 13,350; Portugal 12,817; 
Ivory Coast 5,900. Soda ash_________________ 4,519 71,999 _- Argentina 43,754; Algeria 
8,758; Italy 7,093. Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude or partly worked: 

Calcareous_________________ 37,239 53,366 68 Italy 31,186; United King- 
dom 11,173. Slate.-_-_-_-___~___ 4 129 __ Andorra 79; France 50. Other _____________ 101,901 153,266 _- Italy 129,726; France 9,934; 
West Germany 4,015. Worked: 

Slate._-_.-~_~ 2 172,093 161,490 58 France 132,619; West Ger- 
many 16,394. 

Paving stone and flagstone _______ 177 951 _- Saudi Arabia 709; Italy 174. Other ___________________ 21,864 29,753 566 West Germany 11,048; 
Saudi Arabia 9,098. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ________ 105,399 75,885 _— United Kingdom 46,720; 
West Germany 22,000. Gravel and crushed rock ______________ 33,992 35,658 _- Moroceo 22,375; Andorra 

Limestone except dimension____________ 99,434 5,694 — All to Belgium. Quartzand quartzite _____________ 333,698 357,702 __ Norway, 265,884; France 

Sand excluding metal-bearing___________ 385,786 351,491 (?) Andorra 344,050; Portugal 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, allforms ________________ 17,733 13,257 __ Algeria 6,957; Norway 

4,289; France 1,935. Sulfuricacid _. 22-2 = ee 175 17,417 — Algeria 12,736; Belgium 
4,615. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit. 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _.______ 15,030 11,357 __ Cuba 3,400; West Germany 
3,054; United Kingdom 
1,840. : 

Other: 
Crude ____________~______~-~--_- 535,133 563,549 752 France 180,787; Belgium 

169,557; West Germany 
88,571. 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal-bearing _ _ 102,208 77,450 _— West Germany 33,131; Por- 
tugal 22,455; France 
15,687. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium_________-_-_-~ 394 49 — Republic of South Africa 25; 

Canada 18. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and fiber 

cement, unfired nonmetals ______~___— _ 38,717 41,766 217 France 20,717; Tunisia 
6,236; Iceland 2,772. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural___________-_~- 35 1 — All to Ecuador. 
Carbon black ________-._~___.__-__--_ 11,577 16,221 10 Portugal 6,612; France 

3,409; Morocco 2,919. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal. _________ 14,475 17,196 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 
13.7 25; Portugal 3,252. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ 60 ~— 
Lignite and lignite briquets ___________~— 436 28 __ All to Andorra. 

Coke and semicoke ____________------~- 3,378 3,124 _- France 2,066; Mexico 1,000. 
Gas, natural ______.__________--_--~- _- 21 — Angola 14; Morocco 7. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ______.____-~~- 1,418 1,329 __ Belgium 979; France 123; 

taly . 
Peat including briquets and litter. ________ ~~ _ 163 16 _- All to Portugal. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ (?) 1,057 a Spain 631; Libya 422. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, aviation and motor. _ _ _ do_ _ _ _ 895 1,088 — Italy 257; Netherlands 241; 

France 203. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ____ ____do___~_ 530 560 -~ Greece 165; Singapore 140; 

Sweden 125. 
Distillate fuel oil __ __.__.____~do_.__ 2,087 4,707 205 Italy 1,304; Netherlands 

687; India 427. 
Residual fuel oi] _____._____do___~_ 6,847 6,686 __ Sweden 1,052; Netherlands 

789; France 274. 
Lubricants_________.___._do____ 51 1,646 38 Italy 531; Mexico 224; 

Nigeria 202. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ _ _ _do_ _ __ 29 2 _- Cape Verde 1. 
Mineral jelly and wax _____—do____ 7 20 1 Morocco 6; Argentina 4; 

Portugal 2. 
Petroleum coke _________do____ _- 2,855 a Italy 2,615. 
Bitumen and other residues_ —do_ — _ _ T3105 2,140 _. Libya 1,384; Algeria 375. 
Bituminous mixtures___ — __do_ __ _ 405 666 _- Nigeria 322; Libya 241. 
Unspecified ___________do____ 1,294 1,572 —_ All to Italy. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 
derived crude chemicals _____.___.._----_-— 180,314 207,479 26,329 Italy 62,487; Netherlands 

60,890; France 42,184. 

T Revised. 
1May include platinum-group metals. 
2Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

——————- —_—_—_— eS 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity . 1979 1980 : y | United Other (principal) 

SK eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite and concentrate______________ 142,818 349,384 —_ Guinea 187 966; Guyana 

Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 559,226 706,581 613 Guinea 273,078; Jamaica 
224,528; France 94,182. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap____-____~__________ 4,080 5,631 1,553 = Portugal 3,106; France 341. Unwrought _________________ 7,152 3,164 511 Italy 652; Venezuela 576; 
West Germany 425. Semimanufactures_______________ 14,617 16,769 3,568 West Germany 3,245; . France 2,378; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,305. Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate.________________ 664 657 — Thailand 330; Morocco 220. Oxides and hydroxides __-_____________ 242 210 _— France 105; United King- 
dom 54; China 20. Elemental__._§_~§§2~9_~_~_~_~____ 199 35 — France 16; Czechoslovakia 

Arsenic: Elemental __-_________________ 19 18 3 Sweden 14. . 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 10 12 _- West Germany 11. Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms_____ _ 102 72 a Mexico 32. Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms ____ _ (7) 10 — All from West Germany. Chromium: 
Chromite __-_________________ 117,977 84,558 - __ Republic of South Africa 

49,649; Turkey 17,430; 
Albania 9,852. ‘Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 135 133 1 West Germany 123; United 
Kingdom 9. Metal including alloys, all forms _______ _ _ 6 19 1 West Germany 11; United 
Kingdom 5. 

cobalt oxides and hydroxides _____________ 75 72 13. —- Belgium 28; Canada 14. , pper: 
Ore and concentrate_________________ 191,109 204,097 Le Papua New Guinea 56,859; 

Mexico 43,769; Chile 
43,156. ‘Matte ~_-_ = 12,498 3,811 645 France 2,277; Italy 762. Oxides and hydroxides ________________ — AT5 383 _— West Germany 155; Italy 87; 
Norway 60. Sulfate.-_-_-__ == 1,517 499 __ France 498, Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_______~___ 18,951 35,852 17,632 France 8,028; Canada 2,379; 
United Kingdom 1,613. Unwrought ______________ | 64,396 49,521 123 Chile 24,513; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 15,872. Semimanufactures_______________ T28,195 100,041 1,058 Austria 67,972; France 
9,413; United Kingdom 
4,994. Gold: 

Ore and concentrate_________ kilograms__ 350 27 NA Republic of South Africa 11; 
Peru 8; Chile 6. Waste and sweepings ___ value, thousands_ _ $250,768 $179,389 $6 Switzerland $120,493: 
United Kingdom $35,995; 
France $22,422. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly 
wrought_______ thousand troy ounces_ _ 80 96 (1) Mainly from West Ger- 

many. Iron and steel: y 
Ore and concentrate, except roasted pyrites 

thousand tons_ _ 5,195 4,757 __ Brazil 1,936; Venezuela 760; 
Liberia 654. Roasted pyrites____________________ — 26 — All from France. Metal: 

Scrap___________ _ thousand tons__ 2,927 3,926 1,107 United Kingdom 1,861; 
France 393. Pig iron including cast iron__________ 44,312 54,163 _- Republic of South Africa 
23,113; Canada 19,165; 
France 4,521. Sponge iron, powder, shot___________ 136,600 119,532 208 Canada 86,492; Venezuela 
15,483; Trinidad and 
Tobago 10,000. Ferroalloys __-_______________ 46,557 70,031 1,495 France 28,477; Republic of 
South Africa 22,351; 
Sweden 5,089. Steel, primary forms______________ 509,314 591,955 5 West Germany 210,764; 
France 185,520; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 69,090. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections. _ _ 172,056 201,786 352 Japan 43,929; France 
33,924; West Germany 
33,707. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit. 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

veel 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures —Continued 

Universals, plates, sheets ________ 266,890 350,537 2,575 West Germany 1 28,290; 
France 76,384; Nether- 
lands 59,288. 

Hoop and strip_______________ 66,036 84,505 108 West Germany 31,377; 
France 29,547; Nether- 
lands 7,771. 

Rails and accessories___________ 2,218 2,358 __ United Kingdom 1,221; 
West Germany 639; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 

Wire____________________ 19,111 17,044 281 France 4,573; West Ger- 
many 4,316; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3,474. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ___________ 37,561 47,329 5,196 France 13,826; West Ger- 
many 11,811; aly 5,012. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough ______ 6,274 2,276 21 France 1,087; Italy 813. 
ad: 
Ore and concentrate_________________ 15,155 28,081 -- Ireland 12,063; Morocco 

5,932; Denmark 5,080. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 109 88 _— West Germany 86. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap.___§____ ~~~ ~~ 286 129 21 France 79; Guinea 20. 
Unwrought ___________________ 1,168 4,328 116 United Kingdom 1,307; 

Netherlands 1,074; West 
Germany 819. 

Semimanufactures___§___~_________ 69 307 110 West Germany 126; France 

Lithium: Oxides and hydroxides ___________ 138 127 105 Italy 15. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

rap. Le 15 30 _- Greece 17; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 12. 

Unwrought ____________________ 706 1,315 902 Norway 224; France 178. 
Semimanufactures _________________ 46 39 15 West Germany 16. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate________.________ 487,333 432,648 3 Republic of South Africa 

147,600; Australia 95,087; 
Gabon 82,756. 

Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 1,310 637 _- Belgium 533; Ireland 100. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 351 1,565 50 Portugal 1,247. 

Mercury______________ 176-pound flasks_ _ 16 26 (4) West rmany 18; Austria 

Molybdenum: \ 
ides and hydroxides _______________ _- 43 9 United Kingdom 20; West 

Germany 14. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 32 34 13 Austria 6; West Germany 6; 

Netherlands 6. 
Nickel: 

Matte, speiss, similar materials__________ 2,074 1,779 __ Canada 1,281; Cuba 450. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap___.~_~ ~~ 32 7 7 
Unwrought ____§ ~§_-__~_~_____ 6,500 6,281 191 Canada 1,725; Cuba 1,547; 

Australia 771. 
Semimanufactures.______________ 721 780 82 Netherlands 203; West Ger- 

many 171; France 145. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces__ 601 6,109 NA France 4,983; United King- 
dom 643; West Germany 

Rare-earth metals _______~_____________ 29 46 1 Austria 22; United Kingdom 
11; Brazil 10. 

Selenium, elemental __________________ 42 32 _- Japan 13; United Kingdom 
; Canada 7. 

Silicon, elemental ____________________ 45 148 1 France 146. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate? ___..____________ 33 71 5 Morocco 27; Chile 18; Re- 
public of South Africa 8. 

Waste and sweepings? __ value, thousands_ _ $23,656 $86,522 $24,778 France $50,97 3; Switzerland 

Metals including alloys, unwrought and partly 
wrought______~ thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,993 20,673 3s‘ France 19,355; West Ger- 

many 643. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
mmoany United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Tantalum: 
Ore and concentrate. _____.__..-_-_-~- 168 10 _. Allfrom WestGermany. ~- 
Metal including alloys, all forms _____—-—_-~- 7 6 3 West Germany 3. 

Tellurium, elemental ____ _§_____________ 2 1 (3) NA. 
Tin: 

Ore and concentrate____.__§_§_-§_-________ 3,263 4,363 __ United Kingdom 1,334; 
Thailand 1,034; Indonesia 

Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 301 343 __ United Kingdom 113; West 
Germany 107; Italy 102. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ____ .___—~ 167 127 2 Malaysia 40; United King- 
dom 27; West Germany 

1. 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate_____§_§__._________ 162,977 134,920 2,413 Australia 65,946; Norway 

Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 2,151 2,227 137 Belgium 1,042; France 342; 
United Kingdom 151. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms __——_— 21 18 1 France 6; Austria 4; United 
Kingdom 3. 

Uranium and thorium metals including alloys, all 
forms ________________ ~~ kilograms_ _— 485 165 160 France 5. 

Vanadium: Oxides and hydroxides ___________ 73 282 _— Finland 150; West Germany 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate. _§_~§_ ~~ 2 5 111,703 40,192 __ Peru 21,201; Ireland 13,396. 
Oxides and hydroxides ______________~_ 650 577 (4) West Germany 242; Italy 

140; United Kingdom 112. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 3,265 1,953 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,255; 

West Germany 371. 
Zirconium: 

Ore and concentrate_________________ 26,526 45,230 __ Australia 34,014; Republic 
of South Africa 11,151. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ________~_ 2 1 1 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates: 
Of molybdenum, tantalum, vanadium, 
zirconium __________~_________ 4,802 4,568 556 Australia 2,019; United 

Kingdom 846; Republic of 
South Africa 368. 

Unspecified __.____. ~~ ~____ ____ 1,179 1,845 (7) Republic of South Africa 
1,052; Australia 399; Sri 
Lanka 374. 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous metals_ 46,586 51,384 17,260 France 2,722; Israel 2,535; 
Norway 2,080. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ____________ T1477 1,089 171 France 469; West Germany 

Metals: 
Alkali and alkaline-earth_ __________ 307 328 1 West Germany 288; France 

Pyrophoric alloys. .._-___________~_ 32 26 (?) France 21. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 350 . 13,055 157 France 12,738. 

| NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ __ __ 2,365 337 28 Italy 201; United Kingdom 

28; France 25. 
Artificial: Corundum _____§_§__§_§________ 2,888 2,967 76 West Germany 1,074; 

France 986; Austria 646. 
Dust and powder of precious and semiprecious 
stones__________- value, thousands_ _— $3,918 $3,764 $1,883 Ireland $1,417. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ _ _ 1,739 1,605 — Italy 485; Austria 271; 
France 263. 

Asbestos, crude_______ ~~~ __~_______ 74,162 67,148 361 Republic of South Africa 
24,230; Canada 22,140; 
Zimbabwe 8,344. 

Barite and witherite____§_§______________ 2,462 849 (1) France 838. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates ______________- 113,522 87,209 29,585 Turkey 54,400; France 
1,923. 

Oxides and acids__________________~ 72 84 1 France 42; Argentina 36. 
Bromine_____~___________~___ 205 256 13 Israel 160; West Germany 

40. 
Cement ____$__________ Le 246,184 191,849 351 Poland 147,585; United 

Kingdom 18,987. 
Chalk _-__~___ 10,660 10,503 18 France 9,682; Greece 750. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: . 

Bentonite __________---~------- 35,277 31,664 5,947 Morocco 15,489; Greece 

Kaolin (china clay)_ ___$_-_____--~- 172,423 167,278 7,107 United Kingdom 117,644; 
West Germany 18,139; 
France 15,002. 

Other. _________.~_-~---------- 76,262 80,002 4,816 United Kingdom 52,881; 
France 12,327; Morocco 
4,678. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory_ .______-_~-------- 75,146 64,494 __ Italy 49,416; Portugal 8,880; 

est Germany 2,334. 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ ~~ _ 35,844 36,847 813 West Germany 10,262; Italy 
7,886; Austria 6,921. 

Cryolite and chiolite_ ______.____-------- 9,314 4,517 — All from Denmark. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung __ value, thousands_ _— $40,339 $22,843 $700 Belgium-Luxembourg 

$17,990; Israel $2,080. 

Industrial ______.____________do____ $2,506 $942 __ Republic of South Africa 
$626; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $160. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth. ___ _____- 2,998 3,094 1,499 France 1,349. 

Feldspar____.____--_-~~------------ 16,256 21,408 _- France 15,662; Norway 

. Fertilizer materials: 
_ Crude: 

Nitrogenous__ _______-__------- 46,667 49,335 1 Chile 47,192; Norway 2}142. .- 

Phosphatic______—_—-— thousand tons__ 2,932 2,607 32 Morocco 2,395. . 

Other including mixed ______~_~----~- 3,011 1,980 1 France 1,190. | 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous__ ______--_-------- 181,394 181,692 __ Netherlands 56,841; West 

Germany 36,541; Norway 
26,920. 

Phosphatic___ —~______---------- 15,552 24,606 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 
14,150; Portugal 7,900. 

Potassic ________ ~~ ~_____-~---- 3,117 3,161 __ France 1,625; Israel 1,530. 

Other including mixed _______~-_-~- 121,047 202,687 186,405 Finland 5,009; West Ger- 
many 4,789; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,208. 

Ammonia _____________~--------- 337,647 480,452 25,618 Mexico 129,597; U.S.S.R. 
104,479; United Kingdom 
51,919. 

Fluorine, elemental ___________-------- 9,997 29 — West Germany 15; France 8. 
Fluorspar ________~--_----~--------- 23 62 — France 39; Italy 23. 
Graphite: 

Artificial and colloidal __________---~- 3,648 2,133 216 United Kingdom 705; 
France 629; West Ger- 
many 206. 

Natural ________________---_~--- 1,778 ‘2,218 __ Madagascar 1,030; West 
Germany 402; Norway 

Gypsum and plasters ________---------+- 6,573 5,448 17 France 4,221; Morocco 786. 

Iodine ___________~-_--_----~-~--~--+-+- 146 152 9 Japan 69; Chile 48. 

Lime ___________~___--~_~-~---~------ 87 291 __ Morocco 174; France 105. 

Magnesite_____________--_-~------- 53,832 72,749 97 Greece 37,829; Italy 14,247; 
United Kingdom 8,523. 

Mica, all forms ___ _ __-. _____~-_--~----~-- 1,189 1,610 192 Austria 443; India 389; 
France 266. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides including 
processed__________-__----------- 7,350 6,586 48 West Germany 5,289; 

France 715. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except diamond: 

Natural __________-_-— value, thousands_ — $8,111 $5,183 _- Thailand $2,321; India $994; 
Brazil $383. 

Manufactured _____________--do___~~- $1,536 $786 $198 Austria $328; France $106. 

Pyrites, unroasted___________--------- 160 139 _- Htaly 89; Austria $2. 

Salt and brine _____.____-~------------ 1,262 1,301 —_ Netherlands 615; United 
Kingdom 419; West Ger- 
many 161. 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _________--_--------- 540 226 (2) West Germany 80; Sweden 

Causticsoda ______--_-_~-------~-- 146,908 145,283 1 West Germany 33,852; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 
33,803; France 27,005. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

it 1979 1980 : 
Commodity Ruited Other (principal) 

—_——— eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s. —Continued 

Sodaash________________________ 23,053 3,421 -~- Portugal 2,143; France 625; 
. Bulgaria 500. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
Caleareous _________________ 91,780 93,817 _— Italy ova! 56; Portugal 

Slate.__._______________ 3 (2) __ All from West Germany. 
Other __-___§___~____ 27,743 36,094 — Finland 11,890; Republic of 

South Africa 10,282; Nor- 
way 6,110. 

Worked: 
Slate... ~~ Le 155 155 -- Italy 117; France 33. 
Paving stone and flagstone _______ 104 18 -— Mainly from Italy. 

- Other __-__ 12,783 9,719 4 Italy 6,182; Portugal 2,951. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _________ 3,121 4,430 __ France 2,549; Norway 1,387. 
Gravel and crushed rock ~._~____~_______ 29,185 41,036 10 Morocco 33,321; France 

Quartz and quartzite _________________ 2,617 3,745 10 Sweden 2,392; Yugoslavia 

Sand excluding metal-bearing.__________ 14,692 15,530 191 Morocco 7,094; France 5,043; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 
2,843. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal _-____________ 109,576 94,116 4,173 France 59,969; Mexico 
20,909; Canada 6,925. 

Colloidal _-.________________ 6,382 266 (4) West Germany 242. 
Sulfuric acid _-_-_-~______ 251,486 71,390 6,282 France 29,164; West Ger- 

many 9,254; Poland 7,302. | Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite________ 10,970 15,181 29 France 12,547; Norway 

Other: 
Crude ____~_-_ 47,787 33,768 206 U‘S.S.R. 8,836; Morocco 

6,921; Greece 5,522. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal-bearing _ _ 6,230 14,381 _— France 11,587; Italy 1,625; . West Germany 1,128. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium______________ 160 242 42 Canada 105; United King- 

dom 29; West Germany 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and fiber 
cement, unfired nonmetals ___________ 4,329 9,901 77 France 5,236; Italy 3,433. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural.____________ 407 507 384 France 115. Carbon black ____-________________ 18,511 14,767 1,640 France 8,836; Netherlands 

1,551; West Germany 
1,157. 

Coal and briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

thousand tons__ 4,192 5,678 3,014 Poland 999; Republic of 
South Africa 713; 
Australia 636. Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ 31 _- 

Lignite and lignite briquets ____________ 7,086 6,706 __ France 6,621. Coke andsemicoke ___________________ 547,845 561,087 144,839 Poland 67,611; West Ger- 
many 56,367; Chile 45,965. Gas, natural ____________ thousand tons__ 1,214 1,426 (4) Algeria 801; Libya 610. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases_____________ 74 81 46 France 20. 
Peat including briquets and litter___________ 8,798 12,333 _— West Germany 6,434; 

U.S.S.R. 2,457; Canada 
1,396. 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 360,037 365,139 _- Saudi Arabia 108,023; Iraq 
48,991; Mexico 34,067. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, motor and aviation. ___do____ 3,759 2,207 3 yy v7 Netherlands 401; 

pt 354. 
Kerosine and jet fuel.________do____ 1,491 1,034 163 Netherlands 290; Belgium- 

puxembourg 160; Morocco 
139. 

Distillate fueloil]______________ 1,895 3,536 20 Bahamas 1,130; Iran 608; 
; Netherlands 471. Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 3,321 6,597 (1) U.S.S.R. 764; Portugal 703; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 

Lubricants_______________do.___ 218 1,209 118 Bangladesh 219; Bahamas 
154; U.S.S.R. 145. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
—Continued . 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: | 
Liquefied petroleum as 

thousand 45-gallon barrels_ _ 14,067 19,631 () Saudi Arabia 6,599; Algeria 
4,219; France 3,410. 

White spirit ___________do___~_ 27 10 -- France 9. 
Mineral jelly and wax __———do___ _ 30 24 4 Netherlands 5; France 4; 

Republic of South Africa 

Petroleum coke _________do____ 3,002 2,745 1,995 United Kingdom 303; 
So USS.R. 565. 

Bitumen and other residues_ _do_ _ _ — 30 153 87 USSR 58; United King- 

Bituminous mixtures, n.e.s __do__ __— 6 6 () United Kingdom 2; Italy 1; 
France 1. 

Unspecified __________-do____ 3,283 (1) NA NA. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 

derived crude chemicals _____________-~- T193,963 154,364 95,424 West Germany 36,299; Italy 
5,815; United Kingdom 
5,164. 

"Revised. NA Not available. , 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include platinum-group metals. | 

oe COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS million tons is treated in the pyrite circuit 
and 2 million tons in the oclastic ore 

Aluminum.—After startup in 1980, the  circyit. Pyt 

alumina-aluminum complex, owned by Alu- Development of the mine and construc- 
mina de Espajia S.A. and the Aluminio tion of the mill continued at Sotiel, near 
Espafiol S.A. at San Ciprian, had an un-  Geyille, southern Spain. The mine and mill 
eventful year. Production of both alumina were owned by the Minas de Almagrera 
and aluminum was near design capacities of § A, (MASA). About 96% of MASA capital 

800,000 and 180,000 tons, respectively. = = = was subscribed by Institute Nacional de 
The major producer of aluminum remain- [Industria (IND, the holding company of the 

ed the Government-owned Empresa Na- Government of Spain. The mine and mill at 
cional del Aluminio, S.A. (ENDASA), taking Sotiel should become operational sometime 
into account its 55% participation in Alu- jn 1983-84. During 1981, most of the mining 
minio Espafiol. During 1980, the latest year and milling equipment was ordered. De- 
for which complete data were available, signed annual capacity of the mine was 

ENDASA employed 3,670 persons operating 600,000 tons of complex sulfide ore. The mill 
smelters at Aviles and Valladolid; utiliza- was designed to produce 40,000 tons of zinc 

tion of the smelters was 94% of designed concentrates with an average zinc content 
capacity. _ of 50%, 11,000 tons of copper concentrates 
Copper.—The area around Seville, in with an average copper content of 20%, and 

southern Spain, remained the principal pro- 10,000 tons of lead concentrates with an 
ducer of mined copper in Spain during 1981. average lead content of 50%. In addition, 

The Aznalcéllar Mine, owned by the So- plans call for use of recovered pyrite in a 
ciedad Andaluza de Piritas S.A., located 300,000-ton-per-year sulfuric acid plant lo- 
near Aznalcéllar in the Province of Seville, cated near the mine site. 
was closed during the summer of 1981 At Rio Tinto Mines, near Seville, the most 
because of water shortages. Aznalcéllarcon- important activity continued to be expan- 
sists of an open pit mine with a capacity of 4 sion of the Cerro Colorado open pit mine, 
million tons of ore per year and a mill with including the prestripping of the new Cerro 
a total capacity of 4 million tons, of which 2. Salomén pit.
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Gold.—At the MASA La Lapilla gold and NONMETALS 
silver mine, in the Province of Huelva, . 
exploration and laboratory tests for metals Cement.—The cement industry had a 

recovery from the ore were completed, quiet year during 1981. Spain had 54 plants, 
Based on the results of the laboratory tests, operated by 36 companies, with an agere- 
planning started for construction of a bene- gate annual capacity of about 44 million 
ficiation pilot plant. By yearend, no major tons of cement. The largest company was 
decisions had been made relating to startup Asland S.A. of Madrid, which operated five 
of production. cement plants with a total capacity of about 

Iron and Steel.—The iron and steel sector 6.6 million tons of cement. Spain’s largest 
of the industry in Spain had an uneventful cement plants were two 2-million-ton-per- 
year. Planning and examining ways to re- year plants, one located at Puerto Sagunto, 
structure and reorganize the steel sector to Province of Valencia, and the other at 
compensate for recent increases in energy Villaluenga de la Sagro, Province of Toledo. 
and labor costs were the principal activities Both plants were owned by Asland. 
of the Government and private companies. : | 

Altos Hornos de Vizcaya, S.A., operated MINERAL FUELS 
the iron ore mines at Gallarta and Bodoval- . . . - . As in the past, coal, uranium, and hydro- 
le, in S estao, near Bilbao. Gallarta 1s an power were the principal sources of primary open pit mine that produced about 1 million . . . 
tons of ore, and Bodovalle is an under- CUC™8Y P rod uced in Spain during 1981. How- ground mine that produced 1.25 million °Ve> Spain remained heavily dependent on 

tons of run-of-mine ore during 1981. The imported fuels, mostly p etroleum, natural 
siderite concentrates were further proc- gas, ana high-grade coals, to meet its energy 
essed in the sintering plant of the Sestao oo, 
steel plant. At the common minesite,a new The National Energy Plan (Plan Energe- 
facility for high-intensity magnetic separa- tico National—PEN) was the governing doc- 
tion of ore in the size 0- to 1-millimeter went Ument for the energy policy of Spain. In onstream. broad terms, the PEN provided (1) Conser- 

In the steel sector, the major event was vation of energy through pricing and fiscal 
the Kawasaki Steel Corp. study for re- policy (Energy prices should reflect the real 
structuring the integrated segment of the cost of supply, including the cost of invest- 
steel industry of Spain. The study was to be ™ents; there should be a lowering of the completed in 1982. purchase tax for small automobiles, and 
Lead.—During 1981, Exploracién Minera there should be a halt to licensing of new 

International Espafia S.A. continued to ex- truck. transportation companies.), (2) In- plore and plan for development of a com- creased domestic production of energy by 
plex sulfide deposit, with lead sulfide being large investments in coal and nuclear ener- 
the major component, at La Troya, near 8Y> and (3) Use of energy sources from 
Cerain, about 50 to 60 kilometers southwest eliable foreign suppliers through invest- 
of San Sabastidn in northwestern Spain. In ments in foreign companies and by partici- 
addition to lead, the ore from La Troya ating in exploration abroad. 
contained zinc, copper, and some precious Coal.—Four opencast mines, two in Te- 
metals. ruel Province and two in Cordoba Province, 

Actual development of an underground started production during 1981. This 
mine and construction of a mill were to accounted for most of the increased coal 
start in 1982-83. At yearend 1981, capaci- output. 
ties of these installations had not been Coal remained the most favored source of 
announced. primary energy in the country, and the 
Tungsten.—At the Sultana tungsten-tin Government was encouraging industry to 

mine, Province of Orense, owned by MASA, convert from liquid fuels to coal. Electric 
geological studies, sampling, and general powerplants and cement factories were 
maintenance of stopes were underway dur- among the first to start using coal instead of 
ing 1981, but production was not resumed. fuel oil. Seven coal-fired electric plants were 

In addition, some tests on beneficiation of scheduled for completion in the next 3 to 4 
the Sultana ore were conducted. Explora- years, replacing the oil-fired plants planned 
tory drilling in deeper parts of the mine was _ before the oil crisis. 
completed, and a survey of the central part The PEN called for domestic coal produc- 
of the deposit was near completion at tion to reach 38 million tons by 1985. This 
yearend. target appeared to be realistic in view of
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production of about 28 million tons achieved _ petrol), Compafiia Refinadora De Petroleos, 
during 1981. S.A., Empresa Nacional de Investigation y 

To facilitate imports of coal from abroad, Exploration de Petroleos, S.A., Hispanica de 
some seaports had to be adapted to handle Petroleos, S.A., Empresa Nacional del Gas, 
large quantities of coal. To avoid labor S.A., and Butano, S.A. 
problems with longshore workers, most of The organization of INH, however, failed 
the new facilities were planned in smaller to satisfy the European Communities (EC) 
ports, avoiding the large ports of Barcelona criteria on marketing monopolies, in that 
and Bilbao. The ports at Tarragona, Alme- the Campsa marketing monopoly was not 
ria, and Algeciras were selected for building disbanded with the organization of INH, 
the new expanded and modernized installa- which was against the stipulations in Arti- 
tions. cle 37 of the Treaty of Rome. In addition, 

A coal-importing and -exporting company INH was to give preference to Spanish 
was formed by the Government of Spain refineries and would be obliged to use Spa- 

through its holding company, INI. The new nish ships; these regulations had to be 
company, Sociedad Espafiola de Carbon Ex- phased out before Spain could become a 
terior, S.A. (Carboex), was organized to member of the EC. 
secure necessary coal imports, to partici- During 1981, expansion of the refinery at 
pate in prospecting for coal abroad, and to Tarragona was completed. In several other 
invest in foreign coal operations. During refineries, construction of new catalytic 

1981, representatives of Carboex were nego- Cracking units were started. 
tiating participation in coal-related activi- Total petroleum refinery capacity avail- 
ties in the United States, Colombia, Aus- able in Spain at the beginning of 1981 was 
tralia, and other countries. 1.56 million barrels per day in 10 refineries. 

The largest coal producer in the country Three companies accounted for about 74% 

remained the Empresa Nacional Hulleras Of the total capacity; Enepetrol with refin- 
del Norte S.A. (Hunosa). Hunosa produced ries at Escombreras (capacity 200,000 bar- 

approximately 5 million tons of marketable rels per day), Puertollano (capacity 140,000 
coal during 1981; about 4 million tons was barrels), and Tarragona (capacity 260,000 
produced in underground mines, and the barrels); Compania Espanola de Petroleos 
rest was mined by opencast mining meth- S.A. with refineries at Santa Cruz de Tene- 

ods. rife (capacity 160,000 barrels per day) and 
Nine large mining operations and five Algeciras (160,000 barrels); and the Refin- 

large coal washeries, with a total capacity of ©™@ de Petréleos del Norte, S.A., with a 
10 million tons of run-of-mine coal, were ‘efinery at Somorrostro (capacity 240,000 
operated by Hunosa during 1981. barrels per day). 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Domestic Uranium.—Geologists from Empressa 
output of both petroleum and natural gas Nacional del Uranio, S.A., conducted explo- 
remained small, and Spain was, as in the ration for uranium in the Provinces of 

past, heavily dependent on imported crude Salamanca, Caceres, and Badajoz. In add F 
oil and natural gas to meet its demand in tion, areas near Soria, Molina de Aragon, 
1981. and in the Tagus | Basin were targets of 

Exploration for liquid and gaseous hydro- geological exploration. At J earend, no dis- 
carbons continued, even though results of coveries of major new uranium deposits had 
previously drilled wells were negative. Eval- been announced. ; 
uation of the Vizcaya Gasfield, offshore The Province of Salamanca remained the 
Bilbao, indicated reserves of natural gas of largest producer of uranium oxide (UsOs) in 
700 billion cubic feet. Spain with about 80% of the country’s total 

During 1981, the Government of Spain reserves. Authorities were planning to build 
passed a decree setting up a state company a new yellow cake plant with a capacity of 

that will group various state interests in the anor 800 tons of ee per year by 1985. f 
oil sector. The new entity, Instituto Nacion- 1 © apparent § ippages In construction ° 
al de Hydrocarburos (INH), was organized nuclear powerplants were a major concern 
to coordinate purchases and refining of of the authorities because delays in startup 

crude oil in Spain. The INH would operate of nuclear plants would extend dependence 
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of on costly imported oil. 
Industry and would exercise control of ips jccortict Divie: . 
Empresa Nacional del Petréleo, S.A. (Ene- Physical ecientist, Division of Foreign Data.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Sudan 

By Ben A. Kornhauser! 

The mineral industry continued to be of Nyala-Kas-Zalingei, Nyala-E] Fasher, and 

minor significance to Sudan’s estimated White Nile. 
gross domestic product (GDP) of $4,050 The Wad Medani-Sennar-Kosti road pro- 
million.2 The production of mineral com-_ vides access from the Khartoum-Wad Meda- 
modities in 1981 essentially was stagnant ni road to the Sudanese sugar region and 
relative to that of 1980. Their estimated factories. The terminus of the road is Kosti, 

contribution, excluding refined petroleum which is Sudan’s most important river har- 
products, was about 1% of GDP. The bor, the main loading point for river trans- 
balance-of-payments deficit in 1981 increas- port to southern Sudan, and the site se- 
ed to $700 million from $534 million in 1980. lected for Sudan’s second oil refinery. The 
This deficit created a greater imbalance in financing came from the United Kingdom 
foreign exchange which limited growth of and the Organization of Petroleum Export- 
the mineral industries further by restrict- ing Countries (OPEC) Special Fund. 
ing purchase of parts, equipment, and serv- The Sennar-Singa-Damazin road crosses 
ices. the Blue Nile Province and links it to the | 

Sudan is among the 10 oil-importing de- Gezira Province in the north. The Blue Nile 
veloping countries in Africa with the best Province has chromite mines and is rich in 
potential for economic oil prospects. The agricultural and forest resources. The road 
new oil-field discoveries in 1981 and during to Damazin will provide access to Roseires 
last few years hold promise of improving Dam, the country’s main source of hydro- 
Sudan’s future economic structure. Howev-_ electric power. Twenty-five percent of the 
er, relatively small discoveries, which re- 258-kilometer road, which had been com- 

quire greater investments to develop pro- pleted by early 1981, is being checked by the 
duction, may reduce economic stimulus. contractor, an Egyptian company, since the 

The Sudanese Government continued the construction is considered below specifica- 
construction of its transport infrastructure _ tions. 
to expedite mineral and industrial develop- The Nyala-Kas-Zalingei 210-kilometer 
ment and distribution of agricultural, in- road is within Southern Dorfur Province 
dustrial, and mineral products. Road- and is rich in animal and forestry resources. 
building was emphasized since the money The road, which was expected to be asphalt- 
required for road development has been ed in 1981 and inaugurated in mid-1982, will 

calculated to be less than the cost of reha- permit goods to move to Nyala, the rail- 
bilitating the railroad. The Government's _road’s most westerly point. 
allocation for roads, under its 6-year devel- The Nyala-E] Fasher road will link the 
opment plan (1977-78 to 1982-83), is estimat- two western provincial capitals of the Dor- 
ed to have been exceeded by the end of the fur region. The road will provide access to 
plan’s third year. Except for the roads Nyala, which is served only by Sudan Rail- 
already under construction within this ways, and to El Fasher, which only has 
plan, lack of funds will limit the building of scheduled flights to Khartoum. The Nether- 
much needed roads in the future. Roads lands is financing the project and supplying 
under construction are: The Wad Medani- the equipment. However, since traffic loads 
Sennar-Kosti, Sennar-Singa-Damazin, are projected to be light and funds appar- 
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ently are unavailable for a better surface, the road will continue southward to Kosti, 
the road will be of a raised gravel construc- joining the Sennar-Kosti road and the rail- 
tion. road. The road is being financed by the 

The White Nile road in central Sudan International Development Association and 
will extend southward from Khartoum in _ the Federal Republic of Germany. Construc- 
two phases. Phase One was started in 1980 tion was expected to start in 1981. Many 
and includes 152 kilometers of road, a 6- more roads are necessary but are awaiting 
kilometer spur to the White Nile, and two __financing.® 
ferry boats linking the spur with the town —=§_The Port Sudan operation (World Bank 
of El] Dueim. The road will serve many part 1 project), managed by the Sea Ports 
White Nile pump-irrigation projects, which Corp. of the Ministry of Transportation and 
supply vegetables and dairy products to started about 3 years ago, was not complet- 
Khartoum, and will ease travel to western ed on schedule in 1981 but is expected to be 
Sudan. In phase two of road construction, finished in the second half of 1982. 

- PRODUCTION AND TRADE | 

The mining industry, on a limited scale, dan’s small quantities of exports were main- 
produced mostly chromite, gypsum, and ly unprocessed raw materials or concen- 
mica. Cement production, although reduced trates and internally generated scrap mate- 
in 1981, represented a significant part of the rials. These exports, mostly to Western 
value of minerals in the economy. Europe, consisted of ferrous and nonferrous 

Sudan’s import trade is relatively small scrap and locally mined chromite and man- 
and is with European and nearby African § ganese ores and concentrates. The imposi- 
and Middle Eastern countries. The domi- tion in early 1981 of a 5% tax on a number 
nant imports are iron and steel products, of exported minerals and petroleum prod- 
cement, fertilizers, and petroleum refinery ucts was expected to have a detrimental — 
products. However, most of the steel-mill effect on Sudan’s major export, chromite. 

products or semifinished materials were With transport costs and Government roy- 
imported from the Far Eastern countries of alties amounting to more than 70% of 
Japan and the Republic of Korea. No reli- chromite prices, future production may stop 
able data on values were available. if expected railway tariffs are imposed. 

In its present state of development, Su- 

Table 1.—Sudan: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

Cement, hydraulic _____________-~ thousand tons__ 137 ™167 182 185 122 
Chromium: Chromite concentrate, gross weight _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 17,273 18,000 28,176 25,400 25,515 
Gold, mine output, metal content® _______troy ounces__ 300 300 300 300 300 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude___________________ 15,300 20,000 10,000 10,000 28,000 
anganese ore___ LLL 457 450 454 363 400 

Mica, all grades _. -§ ©400 1,000 2,000 1,500 2,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline ________. thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,170 1,211 1,200 1,118 1,099 
Jetfuel _-_-_-_____________________do____ 275 199 et 

428 308 
Kerosine _______________________~-do____ 267 193 192 
Distillate fuel oi] ~-_-_.________________do____ 2,440 3,654 3,700 2,366 2,198 
Residual fuel oi] _.. _-_____§____________do____ 3,347 1,8 1,900 — 2,419 
Other ________________________~_do____ 42 52: 60 55 _- 
Refinery fuel and losses ______-_-------do.___ 3862“ 850 (= 850 (8986 

Total ________________________do____ 7,903 7,516 7,601 4,266 6,320 
Salt _.-_____ eee 91,713 72,000 81,200 80,000 64,253 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Table includes data available through July 19, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of a variety of crude construction materials (including clays, 

stone, and sand and gravel) presumably were produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, and available 
information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Crude oil was produced from several wells on a 
testing basis but was not being produced for domestic use or export through yearend 1980.
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Table 2.—Sudan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

en EEE 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : neo United Other (principal) 
oo, 

METALS 

Copper metal including alloys, scrap — — — - 160 174 _- Denmark 100; West Germany 74. 

Iron and steel metal including alloys, scrap 4,547 3,929 _- Pakistan 2,229; Egyet 1,700. 

Lead metal including alloys, scrap _—-—-—- 661 718 _- West Germany 468; Egypt 250. 
Tin metal including alloys, scrap _—_— ~~~ _- 1,000 _. All toltaly. 
Zine metal including alloys, scrap — — ~~ — — 70 52 _- All to West Germany. 

er: 
. Ores and concentrates __ _ _____--~- 24,376 9,754 _. __ All to Switzerland. 

Precious metals excluding gold, scrap, 
waste, dust _________~-—value__ _- $41,600 _. All to United Kingdom. 

Metals including alloys, scrap — ~~~ —-— 50 2,037 _- All to Yugoslavia. : 

-NONMETALS . 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones ______---_---- 211 a 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _________-__-~------ _- 72 -- All to West Germany 
Clays, crude ___._____---~~------ _- 100 -- All to Beypt. 
Mica, crude _____._-_------~--~-- _- 363 __ United ingdom 315; Bahamas 49. 

Salt and brines __ _______-_-~------ 148 157 _- Zaire 94; Ethiopia 62. 

Sodium carbonate, natural ________—- T9826 7,430 _. All to Saudi Arabia. | . 

Other, crude_________---------- -- 9,976 -- Do. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: Lubricants 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 1,421 250 _. West Germany 143; Italy 107. 

eS 

"Revised. 

Table 3.—Sudan: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

aR 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “jintaa 6SCtCSst mmodity United Other (principal) | 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____------~- _- 5 _— All from India. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — ~~~ _-~- 1,326 1,524 5 Hong Kong 557; China 274; United King- 

om 265. 

Copper metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 58 228 6 Netherlands 115; United Kingdom 85. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials_ — _ 1 9 _- France 8; Netherlands 1. 
Steel, primary forms ____.__~—--~- 9,361 6,150 _- Netherlands 2,899; Belgium 1,750; Japan 

Semimanufactures: | 7 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections __ 14,722 59,305 NA Republic oft Korea 22,066; Belgium 14,588; 

Y¥ 5,520. 

Universals, plates, sheets _..__..-- 14,208 31,251 450 Japan 13,563; Belgium 8,925; Egypt 2,266. 

Hoop and strip ______-------- 5,526 12,628 — Japan 10,404; Belgium 2,036. 
Rails and accessories. —__-____- ~~ 4 2 _. NA. 
Wire ___________----~-~-- 1,815 66,774 __ West Germany 65,873. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings..._..._.._- 19,083 2,762 -- Eeypt 467; Greece 429; United Kingdom 

; Japan 350. 

Castings and forgings, rough — — ~~~ _— 734 248 _- Hong Kong 107; Egypt 77; United King- 
lom 30. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms — _ ~~ — 673 357 __ Denmark 250; United Kingdom 107. 
Manganese ore and concentrate_ __ __——-- 715 1,833 _. All from Singapore. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms — ~~ — 5 11 _. __ India 5; Kenya 3; China 2. 
Tin metal. including alloys, all forms — — ~~ ~~ 2 13 _— Denmark 12. 
Zinc metal including alloys, all forms ~~ — — — 971 1,471 _- Netherlands 468; Japan 400; West Ger- 

many 396. 

Other: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides: 

Of cobalt, iron, manganese, titanium _ 245 580 -_- West Germany 231; United Kingdom 221; 

Of lead and zinc__________---- 32 10 __ Belgium 9; West Germany 1. 
Unspecified __..___--------~- 168 309 -- Belgium 156; Taiwan 40; United Kingdom 

Metals including alloys, scrap kilograms__ 25 -- , 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sudan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ni 

, Sources, 1980 
i 1979 1980 : 

Commodity Suited Other (principal) 
ee 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ -- 156 -- Greece 103; West Germany 49. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 56 17 — West Germany 5; Japan 4; United King- 

om 4. 
Asbestos, crude____________~_-value__ $81,162 —_ 
Cement _______________________ 62,475 89,643 -- Romania. 25,936; Greece 18,812; Yugoslav- 

ia 13,198. 
Chalk__-_____~_~_~§_~ -- 118 -~ All from West Germany. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude ________ 143. 12,469 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory? ______.________ 1,081 1,330 10 West, Germany 460; Lebanon 234; Spain 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 894 3708 -- _ United Kingdom 675; France 31. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous..____...._______ 18,594 128,125 — Kuwait 98,146; Netherlands 16,461; Japan 

Phosphatic___-_______.-______ 155 456 -~— West Germany 400; Netherlands 49. 
Other including mixed______—___ 4 4 _-- All from United Kingdom. 

Ammonia ____________________ 13 47 _- Netherlands 20; West Germany 19; 
United Kingdom 8. 

Graphite, natural _.___.____________ 1 5 -- All from United Kingdom. 
Gypsum and plasters ______________- 147 988 _- Egypt 905. 
Lime ___ 3,612 6,234 __ United Kingdom 3,033; Netherlands 2,800. 
Pigments, mineral, natural, crude _______ 3,700 13,420 _— India 10,920; United Kingdom 2,000. 

t andbrines___________________ 1 3 _— Belgium 2; Netherlands 1. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Sodium carbonate, natural___.___.____ 11,660 3,000 _- All from Egypt. 
Caustic soda_ $2 $$ __ 3,590 5,803 —- West Germany 2,917; Netherlands 798; 

Belgium 704. 
Caustic potash, sodic and potassic 

hydroxides _..--_~_~_~~_________ 44 202 _— United Kingdom 123; Spain 50; Nether- 
an . 

Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone ___ -- 6 -- All from United Kingdom. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, all forms______________ 10 187 -- France 168; West Germany 19. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ______________ 615 474 _- West Germany 389; Belgium 50; Greece 

Other: 
Crude __________________ 52 13 — Hong Kong 10; Belgium 3. 
Halogens ____________________ 10 3 _. All from United Kingdom. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals____ _ 999 275 _-— Greece 253; United Kingdom 21. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__.________ 11,514 11,759 -- United Kingdom 7,000; West Germany 
3,221; Netherlands 900. 

Carbon black ______-_-_____________ 72 45 _~ West Germany 35; Netherlands 10. 
Coke and semicoke. ________________ 48 500 _- All from West Germany. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __________ 6 16 _~— China 8; West Germany 4; France 3. 
Petroleum: 

Crude __~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ — 5,068 _— Saudi Arabia 4,952; Kuwait 116. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Motor ____________do____ 157 1,734 __ Saudi Arabia 1,212; Kuwait 498. 
Aviation. __________do____ 94 167 — Kuwait 23; Iran 13; Italy 13; United King- 

om 13. 
Kerosine _____________do____ 105 131 -— Kuwait 130. 
Distillate fuel oil ________do____ 112 ~=-:1,877 -. Kuwait 1,349. 
Residual fuel oil_ _42-gallon barrels__ 20 133 _— All from Kenya. 
Lubricants_______.__.__-do____ 92189 240,726 56,930 Saudi Arabia 136,072; United Kingdom 

15,250; Italy 14,913. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _do____ 12 4,884 _— Italy 4,640; Kenya 151. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 1,794 1,211 80 West Germany 1,131. 
Bituminous mixtures, n.e.s 

do____ 82,992 23,761 24 Netherlands 10,338; Singapore 5,145. 
Unspecified. ________do____ T66 4 -- Mainly from France. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals__________ -- 525 _~— All from United Kingdom. 

eee Se 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Excludes quantity valued at $3,062. 
7Excludes quantities valued at $3,568 in 1979 and $324 in 1980. 
5Excludes quantity valued at $1,080.
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COMMODITY REVIEW , 

METALS the sediments. Commercial production is 

. . Coo not expected until 1988, when zinc and 
Chromite.—Chromite production in 1981 copper are expected to be exploited along 

was estimated at 25,000 metric tons but is with lead, silver, and cadmium. The mining 
expected to increase within the next 5 years and extractive process that was developed 
owing to a better transportation infrastruc- by Orenstein & Koppel AG of the Federal 

ture. Haulage costs via the asphalt roads Republic of Germany, involves agitating the 

south to Damazin are expected tocompare freed seabed muds, mixing them with sea- 
favorably with railroad transport. The Mit- water, and pumping the slurry to a process- 

subishi Corp. of Japan was exploring for jing ship for mineral concentration. The 
chromite deposits in the Ingessana Hills of concentrate would be shipped by barge to a 

the Blue Nile Province. Mitsubishi is still smelter-refinery, which would be con- 

interested in a ferrochrome production unit structed. The residual tailings slurry would 

to supply about 20,000 tons per year instead _ be returned to the sea at a depth of 500 feet, 

of the 150,000 tons per year originally where tests indicate an acceptable environ- 
agreed upon with the Sudanese Govern- mental dispersion as the residue settles 
ment. onto the seabed. In 1979, the exploratory 

Copper.—The Geological and Mineral Re- drilling ship, Sedco, had performed the 

sources Department (GMRD) and the preliminary work that led to this effort. 

French Bureau de Recherches Géologiques = Radioactive Minerals.—Minex was ex- 

et Miniéres (BRGM) were still evaluating pected to drill for radioactive minerals in its 

copper and tungsten prospects in the Red Jabal Dumbeir and Jabal Kon concessions 

Sea Hills area. Saudi Arabia allocated in Kordofan. Important radioactive anoma- 

about $11 million during 1981 to finance lies within syenites were discovered in the 

further prospecting by BRGM and Total Nuba Mountains area by a West German 

Exploration, a wholly state-owned subsid- team and a team from the University of 

iary of the French Compagnie Frangais des Khartoum. 
Pétroles (CFP-Total). 
Gold.—A gold rush was still underway in NONMETALS : 

the southeast near the borders of Kenya ment.—The Atbara plant of the Mas- 

and Uganda. Tribespeople worked rich gold aio ene Corp was being expanded by 

placers along the Thingaita River and the addition of a 750-ton-per-day rotary kiln 

bartered much of the gold for rifles from ius a single-stage cyclone preheater and 

remnants of Idi Amin'’s army. Local and Unax cooler. This equipment also includes a 
foreign companies also were exploring for 39. by 9-meter raw mill and a 3.4- by 11- 

gold and base-metal deposits. Minex, Inc, 4 meter finishing mill. The modernized plant 

subsidiary of Vam Pty. Ltd. of Australia, jg expected to be in use in 1982. 

was prospecting for gold in the area of 36° E Mica.—The Geological Survey Depart- 

and the Nile. This region was considered ment of the Ministry of Energy and Mining 
one of Africa’s most significant gold-bearing _ began a pilot project in 1976 in Khartoum to 

districts. By the end of 1981, Minex had produce trimmed mica. In 1978-79, as a 

discovered 30 previously unknown pros- result of this project, about 1,000 tons of 
pects and was examining about 50 known gcrap mica were produced along with 1 ton 
deposits. Mowlem-Africa Construction Co., of hand-trimmed mica of different sizes. 

Ltd., a joint Sudanese and British company, Owing to various contributing factors, such 
was evaluating the gold potential in the as poor transportation, outdated equipment, 
ancient gold mining district of Fazughli and insufficient financing, the project dete- 

south of the Blue Nile and along the Ethio- riorated and production of trimmed mica 

pian border. The initial assays looked dropped significantly. In spite of this set- 

promising.‘ back, it has been reported that the northern 
Metal-Rich Sediments.—According to the region government is interested in revitaliz- 

Saudi-Sudanese Red Sea Commission for ing the project and that some private com- 

the Exploitation of Red Sea Resources, the panies are interested. By the end of 1981, 3 
pilot plant for mining the metalliferous of the original 18 prospective sites had been 
muds of the Red Sea Atlantis II Deep Basin worked. The Government held negotiations 
was scheduled to be completed in 1981. By to sell 10,000 tons of mica at Port Sudan. 
yearend 1981, the Saudi-Sudanese Red Sea The northern region government believed 
Commission had spent over $300 million on that an additional 4,000 tons of mica could 
the program of mining, recovering, and be mined from these three sites and from 
processing the seabed minerals identified in new finds. Mica deposits are known to exist
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on the eastern bank of the Nile in the highly accessible all year. However, the 
Northern Province.* area was considered less promising than the 

Red Sea or Chevron concessions. The Su- 
MINERAL FUELS : danese Government acquired a 15% equity 

, : . . in any production and received bonus pay- 

treleum since 1979 by Chevron Oil Co of ments exceeding $1 million for the leases Sudan (a subsidiary of Stan dard Oil Co. of : Government negotiations were underway 

California) spurred additional exploration tne a te Red an gion onshore joca. 
by Chevron, Texas Eastern Corp., Union Sudan and for abandoned Chevron conces- 

. Texas Petroleum Corp. (an Pee sions in the south and west. These negotia- 

and Total Exploration of France, The latter, ¢h#,involved several firme including Mo- 
four companies were exploring the Red Sea Canada, ooo Sens and rang recite @ 
concessions relinquished by Chevron. In Saudi Arabia and the Federal Republic of 
exploratory and driling crews in its leased Germany jointly, planned to finance the 
areas. By the end of 1981, Chevron had port at ‘Sowakin at a cost of approximately 
completed 31 wells in its F359 868 Sener $300 million to provide better service to the 
witha torn Griiied footage o ee a or Shell-British Petroleum Port Sudan refin- 

wi discoveries, » which will be handling Saudi-produced 
' which one, Tabaldi No. 1, recovered oil but oie wae mg Sane Pro 

was not classified as a discovery. None of Refining.—A consortium, consisting of 
the oilfields were in production. The cost of the International Finance Corp. of the 

_ Chevron’s program exceeded $300 million. worid Bank, Chevron, the Sudanese Gov- 
“This exploration pace was expected to con- ernment, and the Arab Petroleum Invest- tinue in 1982. Chevron believed that Su- ment Corp., established the White Nile 

Senay more tay th tndoncian 22 Petroleum Go that was ranging ancing , ’ e he he - and preparing a request for a propo 
no Algerian Pa pillion. Chevron * south package for the construction at Kosti of an 

much of the country was still to be explored ( va nery and : Pipeline. The ol! 5. privat | 
Kosti, the site of the planned Chevron 25,000 barrels per day) will ‘be built on the rennery,, also wie large the tom ina White Nile, 275 kilometers south of Khar- 
Transpo r me I toum, to process the oil from Chevron’s 

Plant to the south and to oil exploration wells in the southeast areas of Abu Gabra, 
CFP Total loring for ol and Sharaf, and Unity. The refinery and about 

~20t ‘ely 146.000 or “tilor: 885 550 kilometers of 10-inch pipeline, to trans- 
on approximately 145,000 square kilometers port the crude from the Unity Field to the - the Muglad isan of southern pudan, refinery, are projected to cost between $600 

vile itn e sou area where Unevron = to $1,000 million. This project will provide 
made its oil discoveries at Abu Gabra, products for Sudan’s internal market. 
Sharaf, and Unity. CFP-Total also will ex- —~ The Port Sudan refinery was unable to 
plore an area offshore from Port Sudan, operate at its full capacity of 1.2 million 
consisting of about 6,400 square kilometers. tong per year during 1981 because it was 
Texas Eastern and Union Texas, on the ynable to obtain sufficient credit for crude 
other hand, were exploring in northern from oil suppliers. To complicate matters, 
Sudan near the Eeyptian foreer Texas the oil storage at Port Sudan has a capacity rns concession was for 26,700 square of Jess than 50,000 tons for handling i . 
kilometers onshore and offshore from the ing deliveries, ns OF mane sng mer 
northern Red Sea coast. Seismic work and _ 
drilling were scheduled into 1982. ;Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. ted fro 

of Sudan agreed on an oil explocetion com, Sean, bunds USN) US" dalam ot eras 
tract whereby Phillips will explore 18,000 | *US. Embassy, Khartoum, Sudan. Roads and Road 
square kilometers in north-central Sudan jremsPort.in the Sudan. State Department Airgram A-16, 
just west of Khartoum and continuing vesting Annual Review London). North Africa and 
northwesterly to a point west of Dongola. © mas an, t90hy p. ale. ; a 
The area covers a sedimentary basin and is Produstrial MO he eondon) het Mica Mining



The M1 1 Indust f 

By Joseph B. Huvos! 

The recession in Sweden reached a trough _ but fossil fuels had to be imported. 
in 1981, and signs of an economic upturn Significant developments in Sweden’s 
were visible by yearend with the stimulusto mineral industry in 1981 included commis- 
industrial production coming mainly from  sioning of the Boliden AB Kristineberg 
export demand. A 10% devaluation of the sulfide ore mine and expansion of its Aitik 
krona in September was expected to boost copper mine, and conversion of the two 
exports further. Sweden’s gross national Cementa AB cement plants to coal. Con- 
product in 1981 was about $123 billion,?.a struction continued on the Luossavaara 

- decrease in real terms of 0.8%. The balance- Kiirunavaara AB (LKAB) Viscaria copper 
of-payments current-account deficit de- mine and on the new Svenskst Staal AB 
creased in 1981 because of reduced imports. (SSAB) ore pelletizer at Grangesberg. Gov- 
Unemployment was 2.5%, and the con- ernment holdings in SSAB were increased, 
sumer price index rose by 12.1%. and merger talks started in the stainless 

In 1981, Sweden’s mineral industry re- steel industry. The Government’s new ener- 
mained small but technologically advanced. gy bill was approved. The Stora Koppar- 
The country continued to be one of the bergs Bergslags AB (SKB) Falun open pit 
world’s largest iron ore producers, and metal mine was closed, and plans were 
there was significant production of nonfer- disclosed to close Boliden’s Vassbo lead 
rous metals and industrial minerals. Hydro- mine. 
electric and nuclear power were abundant, 

| PRODUCTION 

Production of mineral commodities in duction in 1980-81 are shown in the follow- 
1977-81 is shown in table 1. ing tabulation (1968 = 100): 

Indices of Swedish mineral industry pro- 

Industry sector 1980 1981P 

Iron ore mining. ____._-__-___-- 86 74 
Nonmetallic minerals_ —~_ ~~ ---—_—- 92 81 
Metal industries _______-__--_---- 118 109 
Mining, quarrying, manufacturing _ _ — 128 123 

?Preliminary. 

Source: Monthly Digest of Swedish Statistics, No. 5, 
1982, p. 13. 

925
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Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” eT nee nt 

METALS 
Aluminum, unalloyed: 

Primary___________________________ 82,597 82,019 81,955 81,641 82,717 
Secondary_____________________ 381 32,005 28,787 23,239 NA 

Arsenic: 
White, refined _.______~__________ 5,300 €5,400 &5,080 ©4,080 “4,000 
Metallic. 2 25 5 5 ee ee 700 “700 NA NA NA 

Bismuth, mine output, metal content®___________ 15 15 14 14 14 
Copper: 

Mine output, metal content _______________ 44,764 47,611 45,773 42,769 51,100 a 
—CFAFAT—___e_e|HEHejEe—T—FKNQQanan====_— 

Metal: 
Smelter: 

Primary _______~-_~__. ~~ _____ 46,666 53,177 51,655 45,749 “62,800 
Secondary ____________________ 15,008 13,830 12,889 10,692 “11,000 Eee 

Total_____________________ 61,674 67,007 64,544 56,441 73,800 A tele ctach 
eae 

Refined: 
Primary ___~_______ ~~ ~_______ 47,684 52,629 50,676 ©46,713 51,900 
Secondary ____________________ 14,036 11,809 11,000 9,000 10,000 

Total___$_______~__________e 61,720 64,438 61,676 55,713 61,900 
Gold: 

Mine output, metal content ______ troy ounces__ 67,934 76,294 ©70,000 ©70,000 ©70,000 
Metal including alloys __________-__do____ 136,705 ©140,000 149,629 129,567 ©150,000 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore and concentrate, gross weight: 

Direct-shipping ore ______ thousand tons__ 12,845 NA 15,696 14,300 ©14,300 
Concentrate_____.___________do____ 11,994 NA 10,473 ©12,884 “8.925 

Total __________________do____ 24,839 21,486 26,169 27,184 23,225 
Metal: 

Pig iron and sponge iron®_________do____ 2,490 2,481 3,033 2,436 1,720 

Electric-furnace ferroalloys: - | 
Ferrochromium _________________ 134,452 166,238 189,299 144,089 “189,000 

| Ferrochromium-silicon ____________ 8,456 4,181 28,825 8,335 ©20,000 
Ferromolybdenum _______________ 1,003 1,131 1,365 805 “1,600 
Ferrosilicon _.-___.~_~____________ 22,282 652 _— —_ — 
Ferrotungsten. __-§_§__~___~_______ 487 440 500 423 *500 
Ferrovanadium _________________ 423 616 500 348 ©600 
Silicon metal. ___§__§_.~_~________ 12,687 8,753 ™12,929 18,457 ©16,000 — EE 

Total____________ 179,790 182,011 *233,418 172,457 227,700 
Steel, crude _________-_ _ thousand tons__ 3,968 4,325 4,628 4,232 3,765 EE TOOTH Fj —Kmmn 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, sections __________do____ 1,210 1,228 1,241 1,190 1,159 
Plates and sheets ___________do____ 1,345 1,401 1,046 1,202 1,139 
Strip___________________do____ 87 93 147 734 665 
Rails and accessories_________do____ 56 62 52 49 38 
Pipe and tube stock. _________do____ 207 201 170 178 150 
Other including castings and forgings 

do____ 349 560 675 216 82 eS 
Lead Total________________do____ 3,254 3,545 3,331 3,569 3,233 

Mine output, metal content ____+___________ 88,132 81,900 81,626 72,200 84,100 
Metal, refined: 

Primary _____~~_~~ ~~~ 23,733 26,915 22,675 20,300 ©17,600 
Secondary ____.~--_-_-~ 2 __ 17,420 18,143 18,962 22,000 *1,000 

Selenium, elemental, refined _.______________ 80 56 57 51 “68 
Silver: 

Mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces. _ 5,438 5,007 5,649 5,112 “5,100 

Metal including alloys _.___________do____ 6,810 7,692 9,473 7,666 8,000 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content___________ 199 317 371 327 371 
Uranium oxide (UsOs)"_ - -------_-_-------- 80 80 NA NA NA 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content ________________ 140,233 162,800 169,854 167,400 180,900 
Clinker (70%-75% Zn) __-________________ 28,200 NA NA NA NA 

NONMETALS 

Cemen:, hydraulict___________ thousand tons__ 2,615 2,351 2,387 2,523 2,320 
Chalk --____ =e 36,205 32,096 35,822 33,739 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ue 
Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

a 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays: 
Kaolin._______________-_-________- 298 344 327 357 NA 
Refractory ________..-—_-_- thousand tons__ 100 NA NA NA NA 

Feldspar, salable, crude and ground ____-___~_-~- 52,167 53,845 58,654 57,999 ©50,000 
Fluorspar ____.~___-__--~---~~~~---~-+-+--- 2,414 _- _- -- | —- 
Gypsum, manufactured _________-~~-_-~~_--- 211,100 NA NA NA NA 
Lime: Quicklime, hydrated lime, dead-burned . 

dolomite ____._______..-_- thousand tons__ 769 748 115 ©3800 ©3800 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia — _ _ — — ~~ ——do___~_ 102 96 89 86 79 
Phosphates: Thomas slag, gross weight _ _ _ __do__ __ 50 83 ™58 88 124 
Pigments, mineral, natural _______~_-------- 975 | NA NA NA NA 
Pyrite and pyrrhotite (including cuprous), gross . 

weight ______._._____~__- thousand tons__ 402 484 448 396 421 
Sodium compounds: 

Sodium carbonate® ____________-------- 900 900 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Sodium sulfate® ____________---------_ 105,000 105,000 105,000 105,000 105,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Unworked: 
Limestone and marble __ thousand tons_ _ 28 24 20 23 - NA 
Granite and gneiss __________do____ 65 65 113 92 NA 
Quartz ______________-~-~-do____ 20 30 32 21 NA 
Quartzite_____________~--_do____ 3 15 NA —_ NA 
Micaceous schist _________--do____ . 20 17 NA NA NA 
Sandstone ___________--__do____ 33 34 NA NA NA 
Other ________________~.do____ 15 17 NA 16 NA 

Worked, all types> _________.__-do___~_ 68 NA NA NA NA 
_ Crushed and broken stone: 

Clay slate _____________--~~-do___-~_ 54 43 65 65 NA 
Dolomite: 

Crude_____________._-~-do___-_ 360 372 354 421 NA 
Burnt _______________~__do___-~ 25 21 NA NA . NA 

Granite and gneiss. ________.__~~do_ = _~_ 8,032 NA NA NA NA 
Limestone: : 

For cement manufacture ___—-—-—do_ ~~~ 2,081 1,642 2,222 1,840 NA 
For lime manufacture ___—_———do__-_—-_ 752 812 NA 117 NA 
For other industrial uses including 

lime marl ________.._-~ _do___- 3,268 3,001 2,402 2,204 NA 
Quartz _________.-._____-~_-do___~- 15 15 NA NA NA 
Quartzite __________.____--~-_do___~- 1,531 1,286 NA NA NA 
Sandstone _____________.__--do____ 281 212 NA NA NA 
Other. ____§_________-__=~--do___- 1,036 975 NA NA NA 

Sulfur: 
S content of pyrite. ________...-- --do___- 204 233 282 249 €249 
Byproduct: 

From metallurgy® _._____.____-do____ 135 130 ~~ 180 130 130 
From other sources ____________do____ £30 18 36 ©40 ©40 

Total _________________~.do___- 369 381 448 419 419 
Sulfuric acid __ .-__._-_._-____..___do___- NA 799 154 647 "650 

Talc and steatite____________.__-__------ 21,214 21,322 17,746. 3,000 4,000 
Other, crude®__________________ ~~ ___-__ 3,104 NA NA NA NA 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ao mo 
MATERIALS a, 

Carbon black ._______._________-------- 23,523 25,497 NA NA NA 
Coal, all grades. _ ___________ _ thousand tons.._ 8 9 eg &9 NA 
Coke, metallurgical _._._________._-. _do___~- 918 . 853 1,136 1,186 NA 
Oil shale: 

For fuel production use_ _________.~.do___~_ 12 
} 73 68 73 NA 

For other use____ _________.___~~_do__~_~- 6 
Peat: 

For agricultural use_ ________..__--do___~- 92 95 €95 €95 NA 
For fuel use. __~___~____.____-. ~~ -do___~ 30 30 NA NA NA 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline. _______ thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 21,083 21,048 20,944 23,146 ‘NA 
Jet fuel _._-_________-____-----do___~- 1,094 1,148 1,440 1,424 NA 
Kerosine _______-_-__--_..-----do___~_ 63 68 85 39 NA 
Distillate fuel oil. ......____....---do___~- 37,556 39,012 42,340 44,797 NA 
Residual fuel oi] _. _____._._____.---do___~_ 39,846 43,293 48,335 51,535 NA 
Lubricants ____--_---------~---do____ 142 214 *220 €220 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity” 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 
A TT PP se es i Eh peer CIE sp 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued . 

Other: 
Naphtha____-_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 195 511 1,113 1,003 NA 
White spirit_________________do____ 2,597 2,944 3,000 3,000 NA 
Unspecified _________________do____ NA NA NA NA NA 

Refinery fuel and losses ____________do____ 6,771 6,925 7,600 8,100 NA —<——— 
Total __________________do____ 109,347 115,163 125,077 133,264 NA . 

LL Se A aS pS 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
Includes data available through Oct. 1, 1982. 
In addition to the commodities listed, cobalt, nickel (as nickel sulfate), and metallic titanium are also produced, but 

output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
3Production of sponge iron is as follows, in thousand tons: 1977—161; 1978—117; 1979—136; 1980—not available; and 

1981—not available. 
*Includes clinker as follows, in thousand tons: 1977 —43; 1978—15; 1979—not available; 1980—not available; and 1981— 

not available. 
5Represents material for sale, not that produced. 
®Includes strontium minerals, unspecified minerals, and fragments of ceramic materials. 

TRADE 

Exports of Swedish goods declined 0.1% $271 million or 20% of the total. Also in 
in 1981, and imports declined 6.5%. Swe- 1981, the United States was the leading 
den’s principal trading partners were the target of Sweden’s investments abroad, with 
countries of Western Europe. In 1981, the 28% of all foreign investments. 
United States was the second largest for- Sweden’s mineral trade in 1979-80 is 
eign investor in Sweden, accounting for shown in tables 2 and 3. 

Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “TKhted . WD 

y United Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite.__-_______________. 730 27 _- All to Republic of Korea. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 104 569 __ West Germany 351; Denmark 103; 

Finland 89. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-______._~_______ 1,628 2,364 18 West Germany 948; Pakistan 248; 
France 205. 

Unwrought______________ 19,561 17,726 __ Norway 4,459; Netherlands 3,050; 
West Germany 2,678. 

Semimanufactures_________ 63,087 50,940 492 Denmark 9,161; United Kingdom 
7,894; Norway 7,060. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ____________________ -- 30 30 

Chromium: 
Chromite___§_§______________ __ 3] __ Norway 16; United Kingdom 13. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 23 17 NA Norway 12. 

' Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 6 1 NA NA. 
Cobalt: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 89 (4) NA Mainly to Norway. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 216 103 _— United Kingdom 50; Japan 14; India 

11. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Copper: 
re and concentrate ______.___~- 27,178 6,895 __ East Germany 4,032; Finland 2,863. 

Ash and residue containing copper _ _ 96 15,662 ~- Belgium-Luxembourg 12,459; East 
Germany 1,899. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___-___-~--------- 668 1,837 __ Spain 949; West Germany 406; 

Denmark 306. 
Unwrought_ ___________-~- 31,223 21,044 108 United Kingdom 9,350; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5,152; Netherlands 

Semimanufactures _____—_—_-— 76,225 72,162 9,566 West Germany 10,734; Norway 9,984; 
Denmark 8,351. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons_ — 26,242 20,998 161 Belgium-Luxembourg 6,009; West 
Germany 5,929; France 2,722. 

Pyrite, roasted ________~_---~- 303,000 249,954 __ United Kingdom 138,984; West Ger- 
many 93,728. 

Metal: 
Scrap _____..~-~------- 17,366 16,231 -- West Germany 6,994; East Germany 

2,556; Denmark 2,540. 
Pig iron including cast iron _ _ _ _ 150,319 179,631 12,067 J apan $2,707; Italy 43,322; Finland 

Sponge iron, powder, shot _ —_ _ _ — 119,144 99,950 192 West Germany 16,837; United King- 
dom 11,672; Japan 11,065. 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese__ _ — ~~ — — 1,000 1,025 _- Finland 301; Hungary 140; West Ger- 

. many 136. 
Other ______________ 144,842 99,484 7,962 West Germany 34,279; Italy 20,447; 

United Kingdom 11,696. 
Steel, primary forms _______~_— 560,287 424,386 12,684 West Germany 97,774; Japan 85,998; 

United Kingdom 34,963. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections ~§_______ 677,695 644,301 22,075 West Germany 126,282; Norway 

. 69,467; Finland 67,298. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ — 655,966 625,568 26,637 West Germany 132,095; Norway 

. 121,494; Denmark 71,996. 
Hoop and strip... ______~ 102,862 97,636 5,368 West Germany 17,606; Finland 

_ 11,162; Denmark 9,767. | 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ — 30,315 37,427 — Norway 22,705; Italy 7,988; West Ger- 

many 2,426. ce 
Wire __~_____________ 77,693 65,406 6,232 West Germany 9,718; Finland 6,441; 

, Denmark 5,932. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _— ——_ 256,669 230,902 11,214 West Germany 35,402; U.S.S.R. 

22,782; Norway 20,508. 
- Castings and forgings, rough 2,543 2,239 10 Finland 713; Norway 598; Denmark 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 59,190 56,788 _- West Germany 38,662; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 13,765. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 129° 181 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____-_-_---_---- 36 65 — West Germany 23; Norway 19, . 
Denmark 12. 

Unwrought_ ____________- 44,917 42,610 -- West Germany 18,078; Finland 
10,735; Norway 3,168. 

Semimanufactures ________- 488 469 _- Finland 189; Norway 167; Saudi 
Arabia 57. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
rap____ ~~~ ------ 239 307 17 West Germany 198; Denmark 65. 

Unwrought __________-_--_~ -- 3 _- Mainly to Yugoslavia. 
Semimanufactures_ __________—- 8 4 NA Denmark 3. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate __________~ 164 7 -- All to North Korea. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 21 206 -- Denmark 200. 
Metal including alloys, allforms ___ 104 77 NA Finland 73. 

Mercury ___._——~ 76-pound flasks_ _ 551 841 -- Norway 725. 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate _________ ~~ 1,129 1,330 NA West Germany 701; Netherlands 308; 
apan 162. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 12 2 1 United Kingdom 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a SEER EEEEEreeeeeee 
Destinations, 1980 

— C it; 1979 1980 : no Commodity United Other (principal) 
——-__—_—_—_————————— 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel: 
Matte and speiss _____________ 64 -- : 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________________ 482 503 18 Finland 171, India 171; United King- 
om 134. 

Unwrought______~§_§______ 1,516 1,906 252 Netherlands 1,311; United Kingdom 
158; Spain 85. 

Semimanufactures _________ 1,406 1,347 209 France 16; West Germany 140; Italy 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, . 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $6,955 $7,942 $54 veer Kingdom $4,063; Finland 

Silicon, elemental _________do____ $15,300 NA NA NA. oo Silver: - oo 
Ore and concentrate? _____do____ _- $19 -- All to Finland. 
Waste and sweepings*______do____ $19,945 $53,677 $822 United Kingdom $23,456; West Ger- 

many $22,869. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

. and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 7,298 7,780 NA NA. . Tin metal including alloys: . 

Scrap__________ 8 5 _~- All to Norway. 
Unwrought ________________ 63 58 _- Finland 55. . 
Semimanufactures____________ 47 27 a Saudi Arabia 13; Finland 9; West 

Germany 2. 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 388 23 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 38 32 NA Norway 19. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 97 278 38 United Kingdom 147; West Germany 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 431 330 _— West Germany 222; India 64; Nether- 

an . 
zi Metal including alloys, all forms ___ my 46 _~- United Kingdom 29. inc: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 347,574 351,941 _— West Germany 77,789; Finland 
73,642; Norway 68,340. Ash and residue containing zinc. _ _ _ 30,983 21,294 _- Norway 20,291; West Germany 513; 
Belgium Luxembourg 324. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 486 478 NA Norway 250; Finland 160. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap 3,347 3,325 _- Norway 1,893; West Germany 501; 
. Belgium-Luxembourg 350. Unwrought.__-___________ 249 342 -- Norway 113; West Germany 102; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 49. Semimanufactures_________ 15 71 — Finland 45; West Germany 15. Zirconium metal including alloys, all 
forms ____________________ 28 13 -- Japan 10; West Germany 3. Other: 
Ash and residues containing nonfer- 

rous metals_____§_§_~________ T2365 1,413 _~- West Germany 460; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 448; United Kingdom 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ 99 200 NA West Germany 150; United Kingdom 
. 23; East Germany 18. Base metals including alloys, all forms T1539 3160 16 United Kingdom 161, 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete ____~__ 35 30 __ Norway 21; U.S.S.R. 7. Artificial corundum ___________ 3,855 44 23 Norway 11. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones 

value, thousands_ _ $47 $126 _— Finland $95; Denmark $28. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ______________ 2,447 2,512 _~- Finland 331; France 292; U.S.S.R. 
270; United Kingdom 270. Asbestos,crude_____________ | 112 14 __ United Kingdom 9; Switzerland 5. Boron materials: Oxides and acids ____ 29 47 NA Norway 46. Cement__________________ 165,394 348,512 85,744 Nigeria 222,067; Venezuela 35,820. Chalk. _-___~__~ ~~ = 9,309 10,210 -~ Norway 3,553; Republic of South Afri- 
ca 2,455; Finland 2,139. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude___§_ ~~ 2,319 3,188 __ West Germany 1,065; Norway 856; 

. Vietnam 471. 
Products: 

Refractory including  nonclay 
brick ~~~ ~~~ __~-___ LL 36,742 59,057 1,080 Finland 15,790; Norway 13,514; West 

Germany 10,865. 
Nonrefractory __.~____.--- 28,252 23,778 250 Norway 6,687; Finland 3,430; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 3,351. 
Cryolite and chiolite_______._.._-_ _- 2 _— Finland 1; West Germany 1. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $3,363 $10,197 $402 Finland $3,144; Belgium-Luxembourg 

$2,738; Norway $1,858 
Industrial _.__________do____ $838 $50 -- Belgium-Luxembourg $34; United 

Kingdom $16. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth __— 142 81 _- Norway 43; Yugoslavia 13; Finland 

Feldspar, fluorspar, etc _.________- 35,5387 30,336 38 United Kingdom 11,235; East Ger- 
many 9,476; Austria 3,227. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ____._______- 2,310 5,059 — Belgium-Luxembourg 5,057. 
Phosphatic______.__.---- 43,816 60,675 -- Norway 48,585; West Germany 6,100. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 735,313 39,084 -- NA. 
Phosphatic_____._____-__~— 6,205 32,692 — NA. . 
Potassic_ _______________ 440 __ — 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ __ 8,235 8,021 18 Norway 5,169. 

Ammonia ___—_-__.~.-.~.-.-- -- 84 NA NA. . 
Graphite, natural __-___________~_ 47 47 36 NA. 
Gypsum and plaster _.__________- __ 266 __ Denmark 203; Norway 32; Finland 

Lime __ ~~~ ~_~_~_~_~____________ 2,292 8,092 NA Norway 7,467. 
Magnesite - - ---—-—~--~-------- 551 225 _- Norway 156; Denmark 43. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ -- 11 — West Germany 5; Netherlands 2; 

Switzerland 2. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ___.____________ 1 3 NA NA. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 45 70 NA Norway 29. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

excluding diamond: 
Natural ____-_ value, thousands_ _ $334 $393 $3 Switzerland $112; United Kingdom 

$106; Australia $48. 
Synthetic _______.____do____ $10,361 $13,664 $6 Ireland $13,443. 

Pyrite, unroasted______________~_ 7,046 84,705 — Romania 84,382. 
Salt and brine. ~~ ~-~__~______ 5,087 1,475 __ Norway 840; Denmark 328; Finland 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _____________ _ 3,619 3,692 NA NA. 
Caustic soda___§_§_~___2______ 3,765 11,940 NA NA. 
Soda ash _____________ ~____ 292 89 NA Norway 82. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
Calcareous __.________ 3,089 2,062 — Denmark 1,220; Netherlands 648. 
Slate______._______ - 19,568 24,656 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 12,225; Den- 

-- mark 4,639; Norway 3,664. 
Other ______________ 200,455 111,921 16 West Germany 47,951, Italy 23,980; 

Denmark 21,114. 
Worked ______~~_____~___~_ 12,714 11,569 228 Denmark 8,666. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ — 4,347 36,446 _- Denmark 8,573; Netherlands 8,409; 
West Germany 7,793. 

Gravel and crushed rock 
thousand tons_ _ 1,574 1,525 -- Denmark 846; West Germany 594. 

Limestone excluding dimension 
do_ _ _- 1,013 953 _- Finland 726; West Germany 114; 

Denmark 111. 
Quartz and quartzite. __________ 141,397 103,092 1,560 Norway 85,291. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 67,624 72,259 (4) Norway 62,855. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : Z muaeeend Qnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal ____ 20,597 29,513 __ United Kingdom 19,631; Netherlands 

6,384; West Germany 3,015. Dioxide____§_§_~§__~_~___ __ 24,124 14,528 NA Finland 5,581; Norway 4,815; West 
Germany 3,220. Sulfuric acid.__§_~§____________ 36,757 14,760 NA Finland 786i, Denmark 4,010; Nor- 
way 2,422. ont steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 3,776 5,649 a United Kingdom 4,391. er: 

Crude.____~ 2 7,596 9,346 _- United Kingdom 3,627; Denmark 
3,009; Norway 1,901. Slag, dross, similar waste________ 139,153 83,342 () Finland 38,588; Norway 20,550; 
United Kingdom 17,398. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 
um, magnesium, strontium ___—__ 42 35 NA Argentina 20. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired nonme- 
tals__-__________ 3,557 4,801 NA Norway 1,641; Finland 1,396; Hun- 

gary 735. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS ~ 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______ _ 76 10 -- Poland 9. Carbonblack _________________ 6,296 8,650 NA Norway 2,991; Poland 2,513; Finland 

Coal including briquets: 
Anthracite and bituminous_______ 24,479 3,994 _- All to Finland. Lignite___________________ 1,000 1,129 _- All to Norway. Coke and semicoke______________ 26,502 114,174 — Finland 113,994. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ______ _ 171 580 NA Norway 353; Finland 176. Peat including briquets and litter____ _ 33,141 30,234 25 Denmark 15,858; Norway 10,313. Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 569 646 _- All to Finland. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ T5341 6,593 — Denmark 2,618; Norway 1,321; 
_ United Kingdom 923. Kerosine and jet fuel ____do__ __ 184 377 a United Kingdom 223; France 84; Nor- 
way 60. 

Distillate fuel oil ___ __do____ 4,602 8,318 _— Denmark 5,096; Norway 1,978. Residual fuel oil _____do____ 12,360 17,608 __ Denmark 6,327; France 1,882; 
Netherlands 1,807. Lubricants _________do____ 489 495 (1) Norway 156; United Kingdom 94. Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 1,136 48] — Norway 45; Denmark 36. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 3,195 4,840 _- Norway 4,415. Petroleum coke ___do____ 1,876 __ 

Bitumen and other residues 
do____ 393,815 446,640 _- Denmark 248,745; Norway 94,100; 

Finland 73,726. Bituminous mixtures 
do. _ __ 34,990 34,542 (1) Finland 7,230; Norway 4,987; Nether- 

lands 4,436. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ ™207,740 166,296 — Netherlands 129,311; Denmark 

3,960. OO eee 
"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
?May include other precious metals. 
°Excludes silicon metal valued at $18,113,000. 
‘Excludes quantity valued at $18,662,000 distributed to the United Kingdom ($17,781,000) and France ($881,000).
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Ghited — Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite _________~__________ 67,791 65,335 _— Australia 24,426; Greece 12,619; 

. Guyana 9,487. 
Oxides and hydroxides __________ 199,589 235,062 48,161 Jamaica 94,774; West Germany 59,562; 

Panama 26,000. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap_____~__-.~- -_---___ 5,802 3,507 1,004 Norway 1,755; United Kingdom 377. 
Unwrought ______________ 36,738 36,868 970 Norway 28,244. 
Semimanufactures__________ 59,377 52,012 4,733 West Germany 13,337; Norway 8,973; 

France 5,070. 
Arsenic, all forms ___________._ — _- 5 2 West Germany 3. 
Antimony metal including alloys, all forms 19 14 _- China 10; United Kingdom 4. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms oO 

value, thousands_ _ $17 $23 $15 West Germany $8. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms 168 268 — Finland 160; Norway 56; Japan 52. 
Chromium: 

Chromite _____________ ~~ _ 665,017 332,328 _- Finland 144,059; Albania 61,075; 
Turkey 43,938. 

Oxides and hydroxides __________ 500 432 _- West Germany 403. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 215 144 NA United Kingdom 77; France 37; 

Denmark 16. 
Cobalt: . : 

. Oxides and hydroxides __________ 4 2 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 1; France 1. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 507 487 13 Belgium-Luxembourg 231; Zaire 57; 

Finland 47. 
Copper: 

Gre and concentrate ___________ 33,153 46,870 — Norway 26,242; Chile 10,899; 
Yugoslavia 5,841. 

Ash and residue containing copper _ _ _— 12,822 15,029 37 Uganda 7,667; West Germany 3,627; 
France 2,015. 

Oxides and hydroxides __ .__.____ 401 445 NA Yugoslavia 189; Norway 173; West 
Germany 638. 

Matte __-_______ Le 10,371 8,009 _— France 7,937. 
Sulfate __-_________~__ Le 1,441 974 _- United Kingdom 459; Belgium- 

‘Luxembourg 316. 
Metal including alloys: oo 

Scrap_____ ~~ 6,232 4,988 429 France 3,454. 
Unwrought ______________ 74,867 76,805 1,753 Chile 15,417; Belgium-Luxembourg 

13,457; Zambia 11,122. 
Semimanufactures_ _____._ __ 36,544 36,333 624 West Germany 9,292; United Kingdom 

7,349; Netherlands 4,047. 
Iron and steel: : 

Ore and concentrate __________- 33,000 513 _- United Kingdom 270; Netherlands 

Pyrite, roasted____________._. _- 5 _- All from Netherlands. 
etal: 
Scrap__________________ 129,756 75,605 7,390 United Kingdom 17,071; West Ger- 

. ~many 13,265; U.S.S.R. 12,624. 
Pig iron including cast iron_ _ _ _ _ 49,837 45,920 __ U.S.S.R. 13,621; East Germany 6,717; 

Canada 5,688. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot _____ 7,953 9,942 330 United Kingdom 4,148; West Germany 

. 2,095; Czechoslovakia 1,893. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese _____ __ — 42,033 32,686 264 Norway 22,124; Republic of South 
Africa 8,991. 

Other ___.._~.~______- 133,042 98,072 588 Norway 36,818; Republic of South 
Africa 19,369. 

Steel, primary forms_ __ ______ 120,631 145,838 133 Finland 86,816; West Germany 44,500. 
Semimanufactures: . . 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, . 
sections ___________ _ 483,873 468,698 969 West Germany 130,909; United King- 

‘dom 62,212; Norway 58,263. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ 946,010 902,637 5,906 West Germany 273,288: Belgium- 

Luxembourg 129,404; France 
. 106,686. 

Hoop and strip _________ 168,729 153,289 292 West Germany 61,041; United King- 
dom 21,005; Poland 19,007. 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ _ — 3,947 3,316 3 West Germany 1,754; United Kingdom 
41. 

Wire_____._-_______- 30,183 26,030 111 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,356; West Ger- 
‘ many 4,865; France 4,719. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ___ _ _ — 281,678 290,660 1,953 West Germany 80,238; Denmark 
33,328; Finland 29,352. 

Castings and forgings — — — —_ 10,041 12,317 (1) Poland 3,251; West Germany 2,266; 
Norway 2,092. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nS 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

errr errata SS 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides _ ___-__---_~- 1,742 2,111 7 West Germany 1,453. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_______~----_----- 7,012 3,971 146 Canada 2,385; Norway 1,439. 
Unwrought _______------- 2,954 1,768 55 Denmark 737; United Kingdom 605; 

West Germany 242. 
Semimanufactures______— ~~~ 1,087 | 1,106 1 West Germany 987. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
“Scrap poe eee ee ee 22 3 _. All from Denmark. 
Unwrought______.__-------~- 1,572 1,963 267 Norway 1,640. 
Semimanufactures __________-—-— 179 218 8 Austria 66; Switzerland 50; West 

Germany 44. 
Manganese: . 

Ore and concentrate _________~—-— 14,111 354 54 Netherlands 123; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 120; China 46. 

Oxides and hydroxides __ ___.——_~ 616 791 92 Belgium-Luxembourg 333; Greece 160. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — _ _— — 1,269 1,459 NA Republic of South Africa 1,097. 

Mercury_____———-— 76-pound flasks_ _ 696 464 __ I Wy 174; China 145; Finland 58; 
S.S.R. 58. . 

Molybdenum: 
Gre and concentrate ________~_~ 7,902 6,014 2,604 Netherlands 1,988. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____--~~~- 97 44 1 West Germany 42. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ~ ~~ _ 78 103 40 West Germany 20; Austria 19; Chile 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate ____.__-~--- 40 _- 
Matte and speiss_____.____---- 3,447 4,453 21 Australia 3,066; U.S.S.R. 1,117. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap____..--_-_-------- 2,829 2,614 747 West Germany 915; United Kingdom 

Unwrought __.___.__--_-- 11,620 10,805 1,468 Canada 3,175; U.S.S.R. 1,372; 
Australia 1,126. 

Semimanufactures_ ___— _——- ~ 1,290 1,044 128 United Kingdom 281; Canada 246. | 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, . 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $35,169 $69,330 $14,685 Switzerland $21,944; United Kingdom 

$17,425; West Germany $8,875. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate? ______do____ $2,671 $8,422 __ ee France $2,159; Canada 

Waste and sweepings? _____do____ $16,308 $33,999 $17,191 United Kingdom $5,770; Mexico 
an $5,732; Finland $3,022. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 15,786 14,275 3,665 West Germany 4,565; United Kingdom 
2,861; France 2,058. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms . 
value, thousands_ _ $106 $58 $44 Austria $5; West Germany $4; 

Switzerland $4. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________~~---_---_-- 3 11 _- Canada 8. 
Unwrought._-_________----_- 628 475 (7) Malaysia 190; United Kingdom 94; 

West Germany 66. 
Semimanufactures __________~~_ 212 211 (?) United Kingdom 86; West Germany 

73; Netherlands 48. 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate ________~~~- 2,393 3,092 __ Australia 2,463; Canada 1,003. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________~_ 5,539 3,613 1 Norway 1,385; Finland 1,362; 

Czechoslovakia 200. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 619 548 2 West Germany 194; Japan 192; 

U.S.S.R. 115. 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate __________-_ 2,161 3,711 329 China 1,010; Australia 963; Canada 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ — _ — 28 131 2 United Kingdom 109. 
yanadium oxides and hydroxides ___ ~~ 990 517 _- Finland 487. 

inc: 
Ash and residues containing zinc _ _ _ _ 22,834 10,444 NA West Germany 8,152; France 1,887. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___ ______~_ 1,206 1,197 _- Netherlands 581; Norway 319. 
Metal including alloys: 
Scrap... --___-_~--- 71 31 _- All from Norway. 
Unwrought _______.____~~ 41,576 37,763 () Norway 17,068; Finland 12,225. 
Blue powder_____.______~_~ 527 522 _- Norway 513. 
Semimanufactures__________ 421 356 _. West Germany 142; Poland 109. 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate __________- 1,129 1,592 NA Republic of South Africa 1,296. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 133 128 25 France 90. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
| y - United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates _________ _ (3) 5,001 _— Australia 5,000. 
Ash and residues containing nonfer- 

rous metals _______________ 23.706 27,411 521 Spain 11,208; Norway 10,463; United 
Kingdom 3,058. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ _ _ _ _ T1027 967 55 United Kingdom 436; West Germany 
178; France 134. 

Base metal including alloys, all forms _ ¥1,260 898 20 Norway 356; France 158; Republic of 
South Africa 114. 

NONMETALS OO, 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc 1,839 2,809 37 Iceland 2,499. 
Artificial corundum____________ 5,630 7,217 — West Germany 4,688. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $2,603 $2,619 $1,105 Switzerland $1,105. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones___________________ 3,097 3,225 204 Austria 1,106; United Kingdom 674; 

West Germany 495. oO 
Asbestos, crude ________________ 861 1,195 18 Canada 1,175. 
Barite and witherite ____.~._______ 5,493 3,992 () West Germany 3,684. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates __________ 27,579 26,776 21,477 Turkey 3,340; Netherlands 1,900. 
Oxides and acids_____________ _ 629 845 108 France 482; Belgium-Luxembourg 126. 

Cement _____________________ 326,122 175,727 407 Poland 112,049; Denmark 32,660; 
Finland 23,667. 

Chalk ______~_ LLL 30,227 32,404 9 United Kingdom 10,836; West 
Germany 10,257; Denmark 8,505. 

Clay and clay products: 
Crude: . 

Kaolin ____________.1-__- 291,381 273,914 22,837 United Kingdom 234,590. - 
Bentonite _.._.___________ 7,292 4,462 1,829 United Kingdom 1,295; Netherlands 

Other. _...____________ _ 38,168 46,899 10,136 United Kingdom 22,774; France 5,748; 
West Germany 5,324. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ___________~ 32,006 34,684 11 Italy 11,159; West Germany 6,730; 

Denmark 4,731. 
Refractory including nonclay brick 105,170 102,955 654 West Germany 33,398; Austria 21,057; 

United Kingdom 21,038. 
Cryolite and chiolite _._....._____ 731 501 _- Denmark 481. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ ™$14,180 $25,982 $53 Belgium-Luxembourg $15,657; Israel 

Industrial_____________do____ $1,366 $1,097 $2. United Kingdom $371; Republic of 
South Africa $365; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $293. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth ___ 5,562 3,805 1,414 Denmark 1,174; Spain 392; West 
Germany 224. : 

Feldspar, fluorspar, etc. .__________ 15,858 25,852 _— Finland 7,987; Norway 4,613; Mexico 
4,086; France 4,002. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous______________ 8,304 9,622 -- Chile 9,552. 
Phosphatic ______________ 619,160 579,657 120,051 Morocco 255,079; U.S.S.R. 204,478. 
Potassic ________--___--- -- 459 _. _ All from West Germany. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous__---____---~- 482,885 508,944 42,097 Norway 407,804;* Poland 18,396; 

Netherlands 11,666.5 
Phosphatic _____________- 1,646 1,143 -- Israel 1,101. 
Potassic ___ value, thousands. _ $13,934 $21,480 $271 West Germany $8,812; U.S.S.R. $5,048; 

East Germany $4,198. 
Other including mixed ______ _ 214,974 143,891 1,262 Norway 84,788; Finland 24,271; 

France 15,801. 
Ammonia__________~__.____ 136,641 154,613 — Trinidad and Tobago 68,514; Mexico 

Graphite, natural ______.________ 855 911 1 China 454; West Germany 243; 
Norway 78. 

Gypsum and plaster. __...______-_- 374,308 350,445 123. = Spain 959.344, 
Lime___ 22 2 8,104 7,659 __ Denmark 2,367; West Germany 1,775; 

United Kingdom 1,693. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1980 

m i 1979 1980 : 
Co modity Bnited Other (principal) 

eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Magnesite.___________________ 22,676 20,584 107 Norway 6,033; Spain 3,771; 
Crechoclovakia 3,341. 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 467 408 10 Norway 166; India 100; France 74. 
Worked including agglomerated split- 

tings. $2 ~~ 5 Le 76 79 2 Switzerland 35; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 7,868 7,096 29 West Germany 6,319. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

excluding diamond: 
Natural ______ value, thousands__ $925 $1,599 $31 Sri Lanka $489; Switzerland $453; 

West Germany $152. 
Synthetic _____________do____ $498 $881 $593 israel $99; India $77; United Kingdom 

Pyrite, unroasted ____§__§____§_____ 26,431 79,938 100 Norway 60,044; Finland 19,615. 
Salt and brine ______ thousand tons__ 1,195 1,157 (4) Netherlands 374; United Kingdom 

132; Poland 168. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _____§___________ 645 967 (4) West Germany 897. 
Caustic soda ________________ 151,753 217,649 (3) West Germany 95,313; East Germany 

57,163; Netherlands 36,268. 
Sodaash __-____________ 120,082 119,008 __ France 33,075; East Germany 26,180; 

West Germany 24,890. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ___ ___ 7,014 5,334 __ Finland 1,615; Norway 1,516. 
Worked ________________ 9,881 9,924 22 Portugal 4,209; Italy 2,054; Poland 

1,530. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ _ _ 110,426 108,971 _. United Kingdom 47,079; Norway 

38,625; Belgium-Luxembourg 14,451. 
Gravel and crushed rock __ _______ 103,728 210,696 45 Finland 165,140; Denmark 27,107. 
Limestone excluding dimension ____ 95,784 97,151 — United Kingdom 49,888; Denmark 

31,240; Norway 9,318. 
Quartz and quartzite ___________ 34,298 48,033 __ Spain 32,046; Greece 15,297. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing_ _ _ _ _ _ 472,551 343,401 78 Belgium-Luxembourg 167,794; 

Denmark 139,236. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Colloidal. -~_-9_____________ 32 1,138 __ Norway 525; Poland 520. 
Other than colloidal __ ________ 48,332 41,424 — Poland 41,011. ~ 

Dioxide ___._-_§_ ~~~ 422 4,243 NA Norway 2,171; West Germany 2,071. 
Sulfuric acid _. _-.____________ 63,201 162,128 (3) Poland 74,461; Norway 45,477; West 

Germany 37,989. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ _ 45,745 36,717 20 Finland 22,012; Norway 8,516; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 3,649. 
Other: 

Crude ____________________ 80,959 71,614 270 Norway 40,353; West Germany 28,010. 
Slag, dross, similar waste ________ 33,454 17,488 15 Finland t i354; Netherlands 7,242; Nor- 

way 2,103. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 

um, magnesium, strontium ______ 2,152 550 5 East Germany 444. 
Bromine, iodine, fluorine_________ 15 11 1 West Germany 4; Chile 2; Netherlands 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals 11,686 11,250 25 United Kingdom 3,167; Norway 1,859; 

West Germany 1,684. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 1,065 780 365 Trinidad and Tobago 342. 
Carbon black. __-§_-§_-§_____________ 9,320 6,802 603 West Germany 3,514; United Kingdom 

1,464. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons__ 2,109 2,182 1,159 U.S.S.R. 475; Canada 187; Poland 172; . 

Czechoslovakia 134. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 

coal ___ =~ = _- 137 24 West Germany 113. 
Lignite including briquets ________ 2,946 3,463 NA East Germany 3,420. 

Coke and semicoke ______.________ 621,866 453,350 20,155 West Germany 216,745; United King- 
dom 128,374; Denmark 22,545. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases________ 3,696 3,899 9 Netherlands 2,673. 
Peat including briquets and litter _____ 8,241 10,748 __ Finland 6,719; U.S.S.R. 2,400; 

Denmark 1,604. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued , 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

) Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 Wpuaq 0. ““_ United Other (principal) 
Deena eee ee ernenneeannemnen an ne ene 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude ___thousand 42-gallon barrels 117,736 131,698 __ Saudi Arabia 55,721; United Kingdom 

22,898; Nigeria 15,270. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline__________-do____ 796,257 21,475 (7) Belgium-Luxembourg 4,609; Finland 
3,714; Denmark 3,234. 

Kerosine and jet fuel ___do_ ~~ _ T2488 2,191 (4) United Kingdom 884; Netherlands 
560; France 235. 

Distillate fuel oil __ ____do____ 37,439 31,954 () Venezuela 6,165; United Kingdom 
| 5,043; U.S.S.R. 4,567. 

Residual fuel oil ____ — _do____ 50,623 34,394 2 USSR. 7,912; United Kingdom 6,602. 
Lubricants. ___ —__———do__ ~~ 2,115 2,100 166 Netherlands 392; United Kingdom 

361; Portugal 346. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do. ___ 1,099 1,517 (4) United Kingdom 946; Venezuela 225; 

Norway 135. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 110,904 111,919 929 West Germany 69,146; United 
Kingdom 10,837. 

Petroleum coke _ _ __do____ 287,782 231,072 166,089 West Germany 38,946; United 
Kingdom 26,032. 

Bitumen and other residues oo 
do____ 797,035 716,777 NA NA. 

Bituminous mixtures , 
do____ 18,792 21,295 4,939 United Kingdom 5,963; Denmark 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ ~ — — 61,274 52,459 648 West Germany 15,743; Netherlands 

12,831; United Kingdom 7,606. 

TRevised. NA Not available. | 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include other precious metals. 
3Revised to none. 
‘Excludes quantity valued at $4,043,000. 
5Excludes quantity valued at $1,353,000. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS million tons of ore per year, but the added 
. . -. AB capacity could not be utilized during 1981 

Aluminum.—Grianges Aluminium _‘*2, — owing to mining and processing problems. 
one of Europe's smaller primary aluminum Boliden completed an extensive explora- 
makers but Sweden’s only one, operated its tion project in the Vassbo area near Falun 
Sundsvall smelter on the east coast at near without finding any new ore deposits. The 

capacity but had to put on hold a project to company was planning to close its Vassbo 
build a new 80,000-ton-per-year smelter at lead mine. 
Piteaa located south of Luleaa, also on the At the SKB Falun works, the. company 

east coast. _ started to phase out open pit mining and 
Copper, Lead, and Zinc.—In 1981, Boli- increase underground operations. In 1981, 

den AB remained Sweden’s largest nonfer- the mine produced 29,000 tons of concen- 

rous sulfide ore mine operator, operating 15 trates, but this was due to increase in the 
mines, 7 ore processing plants, and 1 smelt- future, as new copper, lead, and zinc depos- 
er. By yearend, the company had commis- its had been found adjacent to the present 
sioned a new complex sulfide ore mine at mining areas. 
Horntrasket in the Kristineberg area. De- LKAB continued construction of its Vis- 
sign capacity of the new mine was 70,000 caria copper mine and processing plant 
tons of ore per year. located about 3 kilometers from the village 

Expansion of Boliden’s Aitik copper mine of Kiruna. Full production was due to start 
in the Gallivare area was completed, raising by yearend 1983 when 1 million tons of ore 
the mine’s design capacity from 8 to 11.38 were to be mined, yielding 85,000 tons of
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25% concentrate containing about 12,500 get. SSAB operated two iron ore mines in 
tons of copper. The cost of the project was the Bergslagen area in central Sweden at 
put at about $70 million. Copper concen- Grangesberg and Dannemora. | 
trates were to be shipped to Finland’s Ou- The Grangesberg Mine was in the process 
tokumpu Oy Harjavalta smelter located on of modernizing its pelletizing equipment, 
the west coast of Finland at Pori. AB due to start operation in 1982. The Danne- 
Statsgruvor, an LKAB subsidiary, also op- mora Mine produced 550,000 tons of iron 
erated sulfide ore mines at Haaksberg, Lud- ore in 1981. Existing reserves at the mine 
vika County, and at Stollberg, Smedje- were sufficient until the year 2000, and 
backen County. The Stollberg Mine was to large additional ore reserves were discover- 
be closed in 1982. ed. 

Bolaget Vieille Montagne, a subsidiary of | Iron and Steel.—The Swedish steel 
the Sté. des Mines et Fonderies de Zincdela groups Fagersta AB and Uddeholm AB 
Vieille Montagne SA of Belgium, Sweden’s were in an advanced stage of talks for 
only foreign owner of a mining company, Merging their production facilities. The 
improved operating techniques at its companies have agreed to negotiate the 
Aammebergsfeltet lead-zinc mine at Zink- formation of a jointly owned company that gruvan, north of lake Vattern, producing would take over high-speed steel production 
almost 600,000 tons of ore in 1981. Zinc at four plants: Fagersta’s Laangshytten, 
concentrate output rose substantially, ac- Oesterbruk, and Vikmanshytten works and 
companied by a 5% rise in the price of zinc. _ Uddeholm’s Séderfors works, all in central 

Iron Ore.—In 1981, Swedish iron ore Sweden. Although no detailed production 
production decreased by 15%. Sweden’s ma-_ figures were issued, Sweden produced about jor iron ore producer, Government-owned 31,000 tons of high-speed steel in 1980, and 
LKAB, was forced to suspend production for Uddeholm and Fagersta were among the 
8 weeks in the summer. In Kiruna, produc- /argest producers. 
tion was shut down for another week in In 1981, SSAB became 15% Government- autumn, and for the next 7 weeks, produc- Owned by the acquisition of a 25% share 
tion was cut to only 4 days per week. The held by SKB. The other SSAB shareholder, 
estimated loss for the company was almost Granges-Electrolux Group, agreed to pro- $140 million, corresponding to 30% of turn- Vide new funding needed by the company over or about $20,000 per employee. amounting to about $75 million. | 

The Swedish Parliament appropriated In 1981, SSAB operated three steelworks: $250 million to meet LKAB capital require- Luleaa in north Sweden, Oxelésund in 
ments during 1982-84; it also set aside funds S0Uth Sweden (both on the Baltic), and 
to halve the company’s rail transportation Domnarvet in central Sweden. Besides 
costs in 1982 and decided to cut the compa- SSAB, Sweden had 28 mostly privately 
ny’s work force by 1,000 by the end of 1983, Owned iron and steel makers, Processors, The LKAB investment in iron ore mining ferroalloy makers, and steelworks in 1981. 
was to be held down to about $65 million per .. !ungsten.—Increasing amounts of schee- year through 1986. By the mid-1980’s, the lite concentrate were produced in 1981 by 

company was to decide whether it was to go Government-owned AB Statsgruvor, a sub- 
ahead with the very heavy investment re- sidiary of LKAB, which oper ated the quired to develop lower levels in its existing Yxsjoberg tungsten mine near Ljunarsberg | mines for maintaining production. To h elp in the Bergslagen district. The concentrates 
the industry, the Government decided to Were sold in the domestic market. 
reduce the employee social security cost to 
10%, from its present rate of about 40% of : NONMETALS 
gross wages. Apatite—In 1981, LKAB produced LKAB and its West European customers 124,000 tons of apatite concentrate at its 
agreed to increase iron ore prices by 5%. Kiruna Mine byproduct plant. Capacity of Production in 1982 was to be maintained at the plant was rated at 200,000 tons per year. 
the 1981 level. In 1981, major buyers of Old iron ore tailings were enriched by froth 
Swedish iron ore were Belgium-Luxem- flotation. 
bourg, 4.5 million tons; the Federal Repub- Asbestos.—The Swedish Government’s 
lic of Germany, 3.5 million tons; and Norrlands-Fonden discovered an antho- France, 3 million tons. phyllite deposit of 50 million tons, with 60% 

In 1981, LKAB operated four iron ore to 80% anthophyllite, at Kuekeskerp, about 
mines in Swedish Lappland: Kiruna, 100 kilometers northeast of Kiruna. The 
Svappavaara, Tuolluvaara, and Malmber- deposit was rated marginal in present
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economic conditions. - counted for 44% of all energy: used; indus- | 

Cement.—Cementa AB has successfully try, 38%; and transportation, 18%. , 

converted its Slite and Degerhamn cement Coal.—Hoganas AB discovered 20 million 
plants from oil to coal. In 1981, the compa- tons of coal in south Sweden with 0.4% 
ny’s capacity was about 3.5 million tons per sulfur and 25% ash. The coal deposit was 

year. | : regarded as suitable for mechanized under- 
Dolomite.—Enstrém Mineral AB contin- ground mining. There were no plans to 

ued production of white dolomite and pro-_ exploit it. os ; 

duced over 300,000 tons in 1981. The energy industry planned to invest 

Industrial Minerals.—The industrial $1.1 million over the next 5 years, mostly 
mineral production of Sweden in 1981 was _ for coal-fired power stations. In 1981, few 

described in detail in the technical liter- plants were beyond the planning stage ex- 

ature.* | cept that of the Sédertalje central heating 
Sulfur.—BP Raffinaderi Géteborg order- plant, southwest of Stockholm, costing $95 

ed from the Impianti Gas International a _illion and built to convert 250,000 tons of 

sulfur recovery plant for sour gases, rated coal per year when completed by 1983. . 

at 2,000 tons of sulfur per year. The Gote- = Nuclear Power.—A uranium mining proj- 
borg plant already had an existing recovery ect at Pleutajokk was canceled because of 
plant of 3,000 tons of sulfur per year. uncertainty about the quantity and grade of 

Sulfuric Acid.—In 1981, SKB produced ore. LKAB had obtained all permits for the 

57 ,000 tons of sulfuric acid at its Falun development outside the city of Arjeplog in 

plant in central Sweden. northern Sweden, but additional drilling 

Sulfuric acid used in Sweden for the revealed complex mineralization in the ore, 

production of fertilizers amounted tO making exploitation uneconomical. Origi- 
245,000 tons in 1981. nal tests had shown 700 grams of uranium 

per ton. 

MINERAL FUELS The Swedish nuclear power utility signed 

In May, Sweden’s new energy bill was 2 contract worth $22 million for the supply 

approved. It included programs developed of natural uranium by Conzinc Riotinto 

after the nuclear referendum of 1980, in Australia Ltd., an Australian company that 

particular, for energy conservation and for owns the rich Ranger Mine near Darvin. 
the decrease of oil consumption to 19 mil- The contract covered the period 1982-96 and 
lion tons of oil equivalent in 1990, two- was to provide Sweden with 2,400 tons of 
thirds of the 1979 level; this was to be natural uranium. 
accomplished by coal and nuclear expan- In 1981, Sweden had nine operating nu- 
sion, the expansion of electric power’s share clear powerplants at four locations: Oskar- 
from 20% to 30% of the total, and the shamn 1 and 2; Ringhals 1, 2, and 3; 
expansion of electric and district heating, Barsebeck 1 and 2; and Fosmark 1 and 2, 
particularly in combination heat and power with a total capacity of 6,455 megawatts 
plants. electrical. Furthermore, three nuclear 

The energy balance of Sweden in 1980 is powerplants, with a total capacity of 3,025 

shown in table 4. megawatts, were under construction: Ring- 

In 1981, imported oil supplied 67% of hals 3, Fosmark 3, and Oskarshamn3, for 

Sweden’s energy needs; imported coal, 4%; commissioning in 1982, 1985, and 1986, 

hydroelectric power, 18%; nuclear power, respectively. 
6%; and wood, waste, and others, 10%. On A central facility for nuclear waste stor- 

the consumption side, space heating ac- age was being built at Oskarshamn. Final 

Table 4.—Sweden: Energy balance for 1980 

(Million tons of oil equivalent) 

a 

. Total Solid leustand Hydro Nuclear 
energy fuels renery, power power 

Production? __________------------------- 16.3 3.2 __ 13.1 -- 
Imports _____-___---_-_------------------- 39.5 18 81.7 __ 6.0 
Exports _______--_---------------------- 5.0 1 49 — -- 

Apparent consumption —_____..--------~-------- 50.0 4.9 26.8 13.1 6.0 

1Includes only primary energy. 

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development Energy Report, 1980.
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storage of low activity waste was planned at __to achieve. | 
Fosmark. : Petroleum.—In 1981, Sweden had only an 
Peat—In 1975, Swedish mineral legisla- insignificant production of crude oil located 

tion transferred peat rights from landown- on Gotland Island. Most petroleum used 
ers to the Government. Peat was classified had to be imported. Four oil companies 
as a fuel mineral, making a Government operated six oil refineries with a total distil- 
permit or concession necessary to exploit it. lation capacity of 453,000 barrels per day, 
When oil prices rose higher in 1978-79, more and there were plans to build new cracking 
interest arose in peat as a fuel. It was capacity of 61,000 barrels per day at the 
planned to produce about -50,000 tons of Skandinaviska Raffinaderi AB Lysekill re- 
peat in 1982. In 1990, the goal for peat finery on the Skagerrak. 
production according to the Government’s "Physical scientist, Division of Fore Data 

° 1a: sical scientist, . 
energy bill ‘was 4.5 million tons or . 10 2Where necessary, values have been converted from 
terawatts per year, requiring the exploita- Swedish Krona sk to U.S. dollars at the rate of . 

r5.07 = 00. 
tion of 16,000 hectares of peat bogs annual-  "s1?3) 4 Minerals (London). December 1981, pp. 21-33. 
ly, which industry sources regarded as hard
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Switzerland 

By Roman V. Sondermayer' 

As in the past, Switzerland remained sources of energy produced in the country. 

poor in economic mineral deposits. During The economic slowdown in Europe slight- 

1981, many mineral deposits existed but few ly affected the mineral industry of Switzer- 

were in production. Domestic mineral out- land. Construction activity suffered a lesser 

put was limited to construction materials downturn than in other European coun- 

and salt. In addition, Switzerland was a_ tries; thus, the production of construction 

processor of imported crude oil, alumina, materials did not decline as elsewhere. 

and raw materials for production of iron About 2% of the gross national product can 

and steel. Imports of bituminous coal, crude __ be attributed to the mineral industry. Mod- 

petroleum, natural gas, and petroleum re- ernization of two aluminum plants was the 

finery products were essential to meet the only significant development in the mineral 

country’s energy demand. Hydroelectric industry of the country during 1981. 

power and fuelwood were the primary 

. PRODUCTION 

Salt was produced by a Government- ed. Table 1 shows the latest trends in 

owned monopoly; otherwise, the mineral production during 1977-81. 
industry of Switzerland was privately own- 

| Table 1.—Switzerland: Production of mineral commodities! | 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commodity? and unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 
Aluminum metal, smelter, primary - _ — — —tons_ — 79,751 79,468 82,974 86,302 382,202 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron and blast-furnace ferroalloys _ _ — ~~ - 27 35 30 €29 30 

Electric-furnace ferroalloys®______..__-- 5 6 5 5 5 
Crude steel ___________--_-------- 654 784 886 £900 800 
Semimanufactures _________-------- 635 679 °720 _ ©7150 700 

NONMETALS 
Cement, hydraulic. ____.____.__-_------- 3,649 3,697 3,934 4,252 34,350 

Gypsum® __________-__.----------- 70 70 70 64 85 

Lime. _________-__-------------- 66 68 710 15 80 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia®__ _ - _ ~~ —--- 45 45 45 45 333 
Salt... ..--__---------------- 366 391 390 368 370 

Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate® _ _ _tons_ _ 45,000 45,000 45,000 45,000 46,000 
Sulfur, byproduct, all sources ______—-do__ ~~ €2 000 €3 000 €3,000 3,262 33,364 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Gas, manufactured __- — —~— million cubic feet_ _ 2,30 1,808 1,855 1,789 1,800 

oe 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 1.—Switzerland: Production of minerai commodities! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

LLL 

Commodity? and unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
LL LC EE SPE eeenursapuennennns-orermetsnstanes 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS . 
-—Continued 

Petroleum refinery products: | Oe 
Liquefied petroleum gas : 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ (4) (4) 1,229 1,199 31,092 
Gasoline, all kinds__________=_=do____ _ 8,475 _ 1,434 8,381 9,527 310,371 
Jet fuel __-_________________do____ 1,512 1,604 1,664 1,793 31,851 Kerosine___________________do____ 39 __ 39 44 346 
Distillate fuel oil. _____________do____ 14,278 13,457 14,696 15,527 313,201 
Residual fuel oi] ______________do____ 6,747 5,354 6,380 4,431 33 615 
Other refinery products _________do____ 2,103 2,265 906 798 3768 Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 1,318 1,200 2,041 1,896 31,766 I 

Tota] __________________do____ 34,472 31,314 35,336 35,215 332,710 
CC eS epee pene 

*Estimated. Preliminary. | 
‘Table includes data available through July 12, 1982. . 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common clay, sand and gravel, and 

stone) is undoubtedly produced, but output is not reported and available. general information is inadequate to make 
reliable estimates of output levels. 

5Reported figure. - 
“Included in “Other refinery products.” 

| / TRADE | 

Tables 2 and 3 show the latest trends in commodities are reexported. Fuels were the 
foreign trade in minerals of Switzerland. It most expensive import items. 
should be noted that large numbers of. 

Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EEE enemeereree 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 ~ WJnted &3&\. © mamoany Buited Other (principal) | 
EE terrence eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite and concentrate _ __ kilograms_ _ 530 —_ _- 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 1,189 1,311 4 West Germany 1,095; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 56; 
Finland 22. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Unwrought including scrap_______ 47,376 44,953 360 Italy 22,633; West Germany 

15,920; France 2,903. 
Semimanufactures____________ 76,395 75,260 162 West Germany 13,772; 

France 10,483; United 
Kingdom 6,546. 

Antimony metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ _ 375 363 NA NA. 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 
do. ___ 56 36 6 West Germany 26; France 1. Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _____ _ _ 22 16 1 West Germany 4; Algeria 3; 

United Kingdom 3. 
Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides_ _ kilograms_ _ 1,531 509 _- Yugoslavia 450; West 

Germany 2. 
Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum metal 

including alloys, all forms ______do____ 1,023 1,373 226 West Germany 961; France 
77; Netherlands 48. 

Copper: 
ulfate_____-_________________ 47 55 3 France 49. 

Metal including alloys: 
Serap____ 79 285 12,075 (1) West Germany 4,524; Aus- 

tria 2,419; Hungary 1,351. 
Unwrought ________________ 9,837 6,630 _— West Germany 3,498; Italy 

2,221; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 412. 

Semimanufactures____________ 19,379 21,428 2,211 West Germany 4,854; Italy 
3,459; France 2,735. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought_________ troy ounces_ _ 226,309 161,557 32 Portugal 48,612; West Ger- 

many 27,907; Iran 21,670. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate including roasted 
pyrites__________-~__-~__-- ~~ 54 88 (4) Peru 75; Brazil 4; West 

Germany 4. 
Metal: 

Scrap _________----------- 712,119 63,738 _. Italy 49,818; West Germany 
- 8,769; France 2,539. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 1,210 2,001 () West Germany 1,293; 
Poland 180; Italy 58. 

Steel, primary forms _______-_~~- 21,399 9,740 -- Italy 5,015; West Germany 
tao, United Kingdom 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 293,001 290,645 80 West Germany 217,349; Ita- 

ly 27,121; France 19,659. 
Universals, plates, sheets __— _ — — 37,959 34,439 206 West Germany 21,526; Aus- 

tria 5,826; Italy 3,149. 
Hoop and strip__________ ~~ 25,515 22,596 23 Austria 9,042; West Ger- 

many 8,683; France 4,557. 
Rails and accessories _ _ ___ — — —.- 1,647 1,086 9 France 461; Austria 379; 

West Germany 63. 
Wire________________-_- 6,062 6,925 7 West Germany 3,712; 

France 1,187; Austria 591. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____—__ 161,988 157,776 358 West Germany 55,817; Ne- 

therlands 21,364; France 
12,059. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ _ — 12,714 16,510 13 West Germany 6,515; 
France 4,224; Italy 2,181. 

Ingots and semimanufactures, alloy 
steel and high-carbon steel _ __ __ _ 46,066 42,374 23 West Germany 18,253; Italy 

- 10,3138; France 8,713. 
Lead: . 

Oxides and hydroxides ___________- 57 6 _- Austria 2; Italy 2; Ivory 
Coast 2. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap __________.-~.~------ 11,608 8,174 __ Italy 4,314; Austria 1,637; 

France 921. 
Unwrought _______________-_ 4,874 4,063 _- West Germany 1,537; Italy 

1,416; Netherlands 872. 
Semimanufactures ____________ 55 76 (4) ‘Italy 28; Belgium- 

— Luxembourg 27; West 
. Germany 12. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms — 440 442 12 West Germany 127; United 
Kingdom 121; France 54. 

Manganese oxides ______....._.---- 9 15 (4) Sweden 12; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1; France 1. 

Mercury __________~— 76-pound flasks_ _ 174 262 _— West Germany 201; Iran 32. 
Molybdenum-metal including alloys, all forms 2 7 (3) Romania 3; West Germany 

; Iran 1. 
Nickel: 

Matte and speiss including unwrought 
metal _~__ ~~ 384 180 42 West Germany 117; Nether- 

lands 11; Algeria 7. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______-__-_--__--_-- 295 233 7 West Germany 189; Austria 
10; Finland 9. 

Semimanufactures _________.-~_ 376 376 16 West Germany 102; Italy 46; 
France 31. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ ™6§32 591 35 Japan 189; West Germany 
8; Italy 74. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought______.____.-do____ 733,467 33,419 425 Italy 8,763; France 7,814; 

est Germany 4,816. 
Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap. __-.-_---------------- 90 117 — West Germany 89; France 

25; Netherlands 2. 
Unwrought __.~-_-__________-__-_ 168 186 1 West Germany 58; Den- 

mark 45; France 41; Italy 

Semimanufactures_ __-.....-_---- 36 39 (2) Austria 13; Italy 9; West 
Germany 6. 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides _______- 210 240 () Austria 90; West Germany 
69; Ivory Coast 54. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 24 51 (4) West Germany 26; France 
14; United Kingdom 5. 

Uranium and thorium: Oxides including rare- 
earth oxides _________—-—- kilograms_ _ 1,334 2,381 163 Bulgaria 783; West Ger- 

many 174; Italy 96. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit. 1979 1980 : y United Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: , 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 45 43 _- West Germany 36; Yugo- . slavia 5. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____ ~~ 1,242 892 ._- Italy 654; West Germany 
116; France 96. Unwrought ________________ 151 84 _- West Germany 82. Blue powder________________ 14 172 _- United Kingdom 162; 
Austria 9. Semimanufactures__________ __ 15 10 — Austria 3; France 1; Iran 1; - 
West Germany 1. Other: 
“ Ores and concentrates.____________ 592 1,025 _- Austria 464; Turkey 219; 
Italy 100; West 
Germany 100. Ash residue containing nonferrous metals 25,811 22,124 _- West Germany 11,506; Italy 
4,078; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3,486. Waste and sweepings of precious metals : - 

value, thousands_ _ $122,505 $212,194 $319 Spain $112,354; West Ger- 
many $49,614; France 
$43,979. Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ________ 403 324 23 West Germany 168; Italy 74; 
Yugoslavia 11. Metals: ' Y 

Metalloids_-§__=§____ = _ 6,459 6,527 (4) West Germany 5,975; 
United Kingdom 324; 
Austria 180. Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth , metals __________ kilograms__ 15,568 1,847 6 West Germany 107; France 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 167 139 36 West Germany 63; United 
: Kingdom 6; Yugoslavia 5. 

NONMETALS : 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 29 19 (1) Sweden 15. Corundum, artificial. =~ ~§_~§ == =, 161 169 18 West Germany 127; France . 
9; Italy 7. Dust and powder of precious and semipre- : cious stones__________ kilograms__ 1,970 2,705 100 Italy 965; France 388; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones__ 1,058 1,216 10 United Kingdom 310; West 
Germany 209; France 110. Asbestos, crude_________________ | 142 43 (4) Italy 16; Austria 10; 
Barbados 7. Barite andwitherite.____________ © 10 115 a West Germany 108; Peru 5. Boron materials: 

: Crude natural borates_____________ 1 8 _- Mainly to West Germany. Oxide and acid ____________. | 5 12 (4) Austria 6; Algeria 2; Peru 1. Cement ____________________ 28,340 30,335 — West Germany 29,727; 
France 533; Austria 39. Chalk___-_-__-__ =, 2,282 2,610 — France 2,463; West Ger- 
many 108; Austria 14. Clays and clay products: 

Crude ________________ 9,435 10,287 -- West Germany 9,689; Italy 
265; Austria 160. Products: 

Nonrefractory_______________ 46,802 53,335 36 West Germany 15,898; Italy 
16,117; Austria 11,712. Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 1,563 2,156 (1) Egypt 803; West Germany 
542; Austria 431. Cryolite and chiolite.._-_____________ 1 53 _- Italy 50. Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands__ $1,234,023 ~—- $1,289,071 $78,983 Israel $409,891; United 

Kingdom $387,371; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 
$209,583. Industrial _______________do____ $32,058 $40,721 $629 Italy $14,985; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $6,053; ; 
France $5,039. Diatomite and other infusorial earth______ 6 19 (1) Yugoslavia 10; France 1; 
Hungary 1. Feldspar and fluorspar______________ 255 282 — Peru 133; Portugal 47; West 
Germany 47. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 Tinted OO 
i y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ___ _ — —_ — kilograms_ _ 600 91 NA NA. 
Phosphatic_ _.______---do___~ 20 340 NA France 40.. 
Potassic. _...__-_.-__-_-~---- 2 24 _- Italy 20; France 1. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _________-~-~--_-~- 706 1,304 _- West Germany 1,046; Italy 

80; Austria 43. 

Phosphatic_ __________-_-~~_-~_~- 4 13 _- Saudi Arabia 5; Czecho- 
slovakia 3; Ghana 2. 

Potassic._________~_~----___ 2 24 — Italy 20; United Arab 
Emirates 2; France 1. 

Other including mixed. _____—__~— 1,709 2,159 (3) West Germany 515; Ecua- 
dor 499; France 460. 

Ammonia ________~_______--_-~_~- 7 47 ee Austria 40; Thailand 3; 
France 2. 

Graphite, natural ________-_---_-_--~- 11 10 2 Mexico 2; Peru 2; Philip- 
pines 2. 

Gypsum and plasters ___________---~- 667 4,100 () France 3,478; Austria 421; 
Italy 122. 

Lime ___________~-_-_-~_---_-__- 1,944 2,091 _— West Germany 1,387; 
France 634. 

Magnesite___________________--- 32 35 _- Denmark 12; Peru 7; West 
Germany 6. 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ _ _ — 46 117 NA West Germany 95; Austria 

9; Sweden 2. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 508 544 1 India 67; Norway 47; United 

Kingdom 45. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude _____§____.----_-~- 18 4 NA Austria 1. 
Iron oxides, processed ___.______--- 50 22 _— Yugoslavia 6; West Ger- 

many 4; France 2. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, excluding 

diamond: 
Natural _______~_ value, thousands_ _ $206,272 $243,384 $18,658 France $44,106; West Ger- 

many $32,530; United 
Kingdom $31,954. 

Manufactured ___-_. thousand carats_ _ 262,930 219,585 4,610 West Germany 59,390; Italy 
39,695; Austria 35,115; 
U.S.S.R. 20,000. 

Salt and brine _~___________~______ 3,459 234 __ France 214; West Germany 
11. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _________..-_-- ~~ 33 127 — Italy 100; France 14; Colom- 

ia 8. 
Caustic soda___ ___§_§ _-_______----- 47,149 30,687 _- West Germany 18,318; Aus- 

tria 10,749; France 1,092. 
Soda ash_______________u----- 33,773 64,717 (7) Italy 41,956; West Germany 

21,544; Hungary 1,200. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _______~- 33,299 35,218 _- West Germany 20,255; Italy 

9,582; France 3,781. 
Worked___________________ 14,553 20,157 — West Germany 17,078; Aus- 

tria 2,490; France 174. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ —— _ — 8 19 _- West Germany 16; Austria 

Gravel and crushed rock __________ _ 9,728 29,391 () West Germany 23,698; 
France 3,665; Italy 854. 

Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ ~~ - _- 31 _- West Germany 4; Italy 2; 
France 1. 

Quartz and quartzite ____________~- 34,441 39,356 1 Italy 37,445; West Germany 
1,435; Austria 177. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ — — - _ - - 6,790 10,375 — France 5,545; West Ger- 
many 3,101; Italy 1,191. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ______-_--- 15 20 _- All to Austria. 
Colloidal _________--------- 5 10 Q) United Kingdom 3; West 

Germany 3; France 2. 
Sulfuric acid _-____.-_______---- 26,801 25,528 1 West Germany 17,473; 

Czechoslovakia 2,506; 
Italy 2,442. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ _ __ 71 97 _- Austria 41; France 17; 
Argentina 11. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EERE enero ree 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Qnited Other (principal) | 

eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other: 
Crude __________________ 2,665 3,829 1 Austria 2,105; West Ger- 

many 1,473; France 77. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing: - 

From iron and steel] manufacture _ _ _ 15,128 2,674 -- All to West Germany. Unspecified: _§_§_-§____~________ 795 1,335 — France 909; Italy 232; West 
Germany 194. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium ___________ 22 17 (3) Italy 6; Colombia 2; West a Germany 2. Halogens ____________________ 21 27 (7) United Kingdom 16; Roma- 

nia 4; Bulgaria 1. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals____ _ 6,157 4,481 3 West Germany 1,663; Aus- 
tria 736; Italy 721. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__________ 2 _- 
Carbon black ____________________ 192 224 __ Czechoslovakia 84; France 

45; West Germany 24. Coal, all grades, including briquets __ _ _ _ _ _ 5,225 415 (7) France 402; Austria 12. 
Coke and semicoke_____§_-___________ 938 37 -- West Germany 26; Italy 11. Gas, hydrocarbon, manufactured ______ __ 58 95 _- France 94. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __________ 53 39 (7) Austria 18; West Germany 

& Saudi Arabia 6; Nigeria 

Peat including briquets and litter________ 2,215 1,396 — France 814; Austria 511; 
West Germany 70. . 

Petroleum: . 
Crude and partly refined 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 3 17 _- Mainly to Canada. Refinery products: 
Gasoline including natural __do__ __ 31,041 92,185 (4) Austria 91,760; Italy 183. 
Distillate fuel oi] _.______do____ 24,760 85,198 99 Austria 55,030; Italy 21,075; 

West Germany 2,489. 
Residual fuel oil. ________do____ 104,672 132,577 — Austria 125,525; France 

Lubricants____________do____. 28,225 37,313 107 West Germany 12,592; Italy 
* 4,175; France 3,643. Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _do_ __ _ 194,551 119,115 _- Italy 48,310; West Germany 
44,835; Austria 17,676. Pitch and pitch coke ___do____ | 142 183 82 West Germany 31; Yugo- 
slavia 29. 

Petroleum coke ______do____ 1,192 7 — Mainly to West Germany. Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 4,398 1,695 2 Iraq 792; Yugoslavia 209; 
Colombia 156. 

Bitumen and other residues and 
bituminous mixtures, n.e:s. 

do____ 14,710 15,353 __ Austria 11,791; West Ger- 
many 1,238; Finland 548. White spirit ________do____ 674 727 _. Austria 643; West Germany 
37; Israel 34. 

Mineral tar and coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 
derived crude chemicals ____________ 1,169 1,139 __ West Germany 579; Italy 

252; France 77. , —_— eee 
"Revised. NA Not available. . 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
UNO 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y . United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate _________~_~- 6,995 5,533 — France 3,963; Italy 1,453; 

West Germany 114. 

Oxides and hydroxides _______~_-~-~- 151,287 174,010 184 Australia 138,693; Italy 
19,676; West Germany 
11,080. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought including scrap_ — — ~~ ~~ 41,184 54,162 290 Norway 17,307; Iceland 

14,660; Egypt 6,236. 
Semimanufactures ____.~__--~-- 42,540 50,785 420 West Germany 20,469; 

. Belgium-Luxembourg 
6,654; France 5,836. 

Antimony metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 28 91 __ China a Yugoslavia 5; 
aire 1. 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ _ 2,530 1,250 1,097 West Germany 124; France 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ — — ~~ — — 519. 565 2 West Germany 406; Italy 86; 
Poland 30. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides. ____— ~~~ -- 2 1 _- Mainly from Belgium- 
Luxembourg. —_- 

Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum metal 
including alloys, all forms — —_ _ kilograms_ _ 1,828 1,343 295 Austria 646; Netherlands 

164; West Germany 102. 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate_______------- 20 21 _- Mainly from Belgium- 
. Luxembourg. se 

Sulfate__. ~~~ -._~_-___--~------- 1,036 733 (4) France 224; U.S.S.R. 170; 
Czechoslovakia 115. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______.-_----------- 3,395 3,566 330 West Germany 1,335; Aus- 

tria 729; France 410. 

Unwrought __.__-__--_-~-~---- 12,100 10,565 219 West Germany 3,940; 
Belgium-Luxembourg " 
2,514; Austria 1,510. 

Semimanufactures __ __..___~-- 78,027 88,040 629 West Germany 34,705; 
United Kingdom 15,918; 
Italy 9,159. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought_ ___—__-—- troy ounces__ 78,158 125,131 1,350 West Germany 23,792; 

France 22,956; Lebanon 
22,023. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate including roasted 
pyrites____.____-_---------- 58,723 49,431 4 Mauritania 39,380; West 

Germany 4,961; Italy 
. 4,944, 

Metal: 
Scrap ____.__.-----~------- 179,051 136,853 23 West Germany 115,216; Ne- 

therlands 7,371; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 4,620. 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot — _ _ _ 98,118 98,961 6 West Germany 50,494; 
France 23,530; Canada 
11,775. 

Ferroalloys ___.___---------- 24,295 21,753 246 France 6,323; Norway 4,125; 
West Germany 3,265. 

Steel, primary forms ____-_--_-- 109,734 142,116 5 West Germany 83,456; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 
16,275; Italy 10,219. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections. ____.__.----_-- 467,475 515,761 26 West Germany 195,562; Ita- 
ly 121,648; France 76,433. 

Universals, plates, sheets — — _ _ — 548,234 613,794 273 West Germany 174,326; 
France 158,580; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 82,660. 
Hoop and strip_ _____-_----- 203,856 225,195 646 West Germany 73,506; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 
73,192; France 29,929. 

Rails and accessories _ — — — ~~ — — 55,708 53,743 _- Austria 27,829; West Ger- 
many 17,150; Italy 4,715. 

Wire________---------- 22,060 20,328 7 West Germany 7,580; Aus- 
tria 4,736; Belgium- 

, Luxembourg 3,037. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ ___—-—- 155,189 159,601 165 West Germany 66,986; 

France 37,291; Italy 
20,887. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ _ — 7,186 9,006 (4) West Germany 4,484; Aus- 
tria 1,895; Romania 1,309. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : y Qnited Other (principal) 

A 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal —Continued 

Ingots and semimanufactures, alloy _ steel and high-carbon steel____ _ _~ 166,936 210,615 1,128 West Germany 84,979; 
France 28,357; United 
Kingdom 24,338. Lead: 

Ore and concentrate______________ 5 4 _— All from Austria. Oxides and hydroxides _____________ 102 111 = Mexico 48; Bulgaria 40; 
. United Kingdom 11. Metal including alloys: : 

Scrap____________ 1 2 —_ France 1; West Germany 1. Unwrought _______________ 11,592 17,981 2,824 United Kingdom 5,509; 
France 3,845; Canada 
3,603. Semimanufactures____________ 1,407 1,562 1 West Germany 1,432: 
Belgium-Luxembourg 92; 
United Kingdom 12. Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms _ 2,190 2,717 76 Norway 1.854; Canada 394; 
taly 249. . Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides_______ 800 786 18 Greece 360; Japan 192; 
United Kingdom 90. Mercury___________ 176-pound flasks__ 731 1,106 _- West Germany 736; Spain 
180; China 100. Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 13 24 5 West Germany 7; Austria 7; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 3. Nickel: 

Matte, speiss, similar materials______ _ 1,579 1,340 126 Finland 288; Philippines 
217; Canada 190. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap = =e 227 164 (7) West Germany 82; Italy 60; 
Austria 17. Semimanufactures____________ 1,351 1,445 254 West Germany 620; United 
Kingdom 261; Sweden 71. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces_ _ F495 993 95 Netherlands 303; United 

Kingdom 210; West Ger- 
many 117. Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought_____________do____ 725,377 50,728 855 United Kingdom 13,387; 
France 7,409; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 4,34]. Tin: 

Ore and concentrate______ kilograms__ 50 — 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap____ 24 11 _- Italy 10. Unwrought _____________ 868 1,026 1 Malaysia 376; Indonesia 
312; Thailand 86. ; Semimanufactures____________ 178 326 (7) West Germany 147; France 
130; United Kingdom 24. Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides______ __ 6,141 3,773 5 France 1,311; West Ger- 
many 767; United King- 
dom 687. Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms __ 39 113 3 West Germany 33; France 
28; United Kingdom 22. Uranium and thorium: Oxides including rare- 

earth oxides __-_________ 14 14 3 France 6; West Germany 3; 
Austria 1; Japan 1. Zinc: 

Ore andconcentrate_____________ | 5 10 — All from West Germany. Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 2,632 2,596 11 France 1,324; West Ger- 
many 533; United King- 
dom 452. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_____- 2 (2) 21 ~~. Mainly from West Ger- 
many. Unwrought ______________ > 21,605 25,342 25 West Germany 8,181; Italy 
3,564; Netherlands 3,441. Blue powder______________ > 2,171 2,806 NA _ Belgium-Luxembourg 1,092; 
x etherlands 608; France 
465. Semimanufactures__________ | 1,103 1,174 __ West Germany 528; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 
368; Italy 72. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Other: - 
Ores and concentrates_ ________-_-- 7,237 7,650 _- Republic of South Africa 

5,239; Australia 976; West 
Germany 749. 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals__________.~_____--__- 198 280 — West Germany 125; Austria 

. _ 106; France 33. 
Waste and sweepings of precious metals 

value, thousands_ _ $32,203 $188,952 $28,092 Sweden $27,611; United 
Kingdom $18,540; Kuwait 
$16,795. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ — ~~ — — — 1,585 1,384 41 West Germany 925; France 
225; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 82. 

Metals: 
Metalloids ____________----- 3,474 2,991 118 Italy 1,242; France 714; 

Republic of South Africa 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals .._§__._~___-----~--- 521 764 56 West Germany 700; United 

Kingdom 3; France 2; 
Austria 2. 

Base metals including alloys, all 
forms____________~----_~— 803 . 840 320 Republic of South Africa 

135; West Germany 78; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 76. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ — 1,140 979 188 West Germany 481; Italy 

Corundum, artificial... _._ ___-___--~- 5,769 6,780 179 West Germany 3,348; Aus- 
tria 2,359; France 588. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones_ _ ___ _ _ _ kilograms_ — 3,069 3,800 602 Ireland 2,867; West Ger- 

many 175; Romania 43. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 1,774 1,990 85 West Germany 976; Italy 
7 245; Austria 231. 

Asbestos, crude_ ___________-____.- 20,689 21,029 13 Canada 10,505; U.S.S.R. 
4,477; Republic of South 
Africa 3,752. 

Barite and witherite_ _______________ 2,291 3,181 — West Germany 2,718; 
France 383; Italy 40; 
Morocco 40. 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates________~____-_ 10,340 11,245 10,566 Netherlands 266; Turkey 

232; Peru 72. 

Oxide and acid _________.______~- 509 532 43 France 294; Turkey 150; 
Netherlands 27. 

Cement ________________-_~_-__-e- 173,124 195,527 60 Italy 82,720; West Germany 
50,881; Austria 31,777. 

Chalk. _~_~______~_~_______ Lee 22,143 23,168 — France 19,524; West Ger- 
many 1,453; Italy 1,177. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude _________________ ~____ 185,428 180,354 1,352 West Germany 76,094; 

United Kingdom 65,294; 
France 23,505. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory______-___----- 274,066 347,467 2 Italy 215,505; West Ger- 

many 85,280; France 
28,427. 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ - 40,807 47,007 43 West Germany 20,972; Aus- 
tria 8,426; United King- 
dom 4,065. . 

Cryolite and chiolite_ _____.-.------- 349 618 _- Denmark 610; West Ger- 
many 8. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands__ _— $1,396,979 = $1,631,293 $131,027 United Kingdom $1,057,097; 
Panama £67,351: U.S.S.R. 
$38,803. 

Industrial ___.......___.-do___- $33,863 $41,788 $3,547 Ireland $31,356; Israel 
$2,214; West Germany 
$1,235. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ - _ - 9,102 9,381 153 Denmark 6,429; Spain 1,101; 
France 869. 

Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite_ __.._------ 8,605 12,097 _- Italy 5,451; Hungary 2,491; 
West Germany 2,467. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ent 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity ~ 1979 1980 : 

y - Enited Other (principal) 
SS 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous ____§_§___________ 35 77 ~~ Chile 74. 
Phosphatic_________________ 13,020 13,055 -~ Morocco 10,652; Togo 2,119; 

France 186. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous________________ 91,791 89,412 __ Austria 35,070; West Ger- 
many 27,522; France 
10,284. 

Phosphatic: 
Thomas (basic) slag _________ 140,075 134,845 —_ France 87,482; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 45,280; West 
Germany 2,083. 

Other _________________ 13,258 8,485 2,656 France 2,136; Tunisia 1,267; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 

Potassic.__-§__~______________ 87,606 87,735 _— France 59,978; West Ger- 
many 23,228; East Ger- 
many 4,504. 

Other including mixed__________ 133,797 131,245 12,189 France 50,558; West Ger- 
many 24,268; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 18,967. 

Ammonia ____________________ 22,836 21,744 _- Austria 11,546; France 
6,161; Italy 3,957. 

Graphite, natural _._-______________ 202 232 7 West Germany 89; Italy 52; 
Austria 47. 

Gypsum and plasters __-_____________ 63,138 75,344 14 West Germany 49,757; Italy 
12,992; France 12,373. Lime __-___________~__ 46,166 56,420 _- Italy 29,887; West Germany 
25,822; France 593. Magnesite______________________ 4,369 4,466 39 Austria 2,916; Spain 1,136; 
West Germany 173. 

Mica: - ' 
Crude including splittings and waste__ _ _ 598 546 — India 281; West Germany 

: 92; France 54. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 496 535 (4) France 329; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 120; Austria 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude ________________-_ 319 357 _- West Germany 187; Austria 

115; France 41. 
Iron oxides, processed_____________ 2,896 2,842 5 West Germany 2,643; 

United Kingdom 118; 
France 47. 

Precious and semiprecious stones excluding 
diamond: 
Natural ________ value, thousands_ _ $263,208 $329,400 $23,023 United Kingdom $33,627; 

Hong Kong $32,297; West 
Germany $59,151. Manufactured _____ thousand carats__ 99,660 136,290 4,805 France 120,185; West Ger- 
many 7,460; Hong Kong 

Pyrites, gross weight _______________ 16,020 10,556 _- USSR. 30.101; Sweden 297; 
Italy 120. Salt and brine __-_________________ 1,966 1,994 16 France 1,648; West Ger- 
many 185; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 95. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticpotash _________________ ~ 4,075 4,485 (4) France 1,889; Italy 1,437; 

West Germany 815. Causticsoda___________________ 12,382 11,227 (4) Italy 3,763; France 3,563; 
West Germany 3,542. Soda ash_____________________ 4,092 3,949 (4) France 1,739; East Germany 
1,556; Poland 300. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ______ __ 128,364 114,750 __ West Germany 74,601; Italy 
17,883; France 14,961. 

Worked___________________ 92,605 104,380 __ Italy 82,652; Austria 8,620, 
West Germany 4,026. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ___ __ 28,404 29,257 _. Italy 22,156; France 6,052; 
West Germany 521. Gravel and crushed rock 

thousand tons_ _ 4,823 5,024 (1) France 2,624; West Ger- 
many 1,368; Italy 776. Limestone excluding dimension_____ __ 19,893 32,822 _. Italy 26,299; France 6,378; 
West Germany 120. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 
o_o 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Quartz and quartzite _____________ 26,435 37,108 177 Italy 30,097; West Germany 
5,660; France 797. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing 
thousand tons_ _ 1,226 1,193 _- Italy 520; West Germany 

290: France 264. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Colloidal ..2 2-222 2 158 231 — France 196; West Germany 

Other than colloidal ___________ 46,560 48,188 _— West Germany 47,137; 
France 895; Italy 140. 

Sulfuric acid ~._~_ ~~~ =e 2,581 2,746 _— West Germany 2,416; Aus- 
tria 194; Italy 118. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ____ _ 10,910 12,951 __ Austria 7,391; France 2,165; 
. Italy 2,092. 

Other: 
Crude: 

_ Meerschaum, amber, jet_ kilograms_ _ 4 27 _- NA. 
Unspecified ________________ 80,650 83,838 380 West Germany 47,265; . 

France 11,494; Nether- 
; lands 8,069. -—. 

Slag, dross and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing: 

From iron and steel manufacture __ _ 5,284 5,079 __ West Germany 3,474; 
France 1,504; Austria 99. 

Unspecified ________________ 18,805 19,044 __ France 9,388; West Ger-_. 
many 9,067; Italy 588. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, a 
' Magnesium, strontium ___________ 259 168 21 France 90; West Germany 

oS 46; Italy 9. 
Halogens ____________________ 3,078 2,008 173 France 858; Israel 518; East 

Germany 236. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals _ _ 26,678 23,438 — West Germany 13,457; Aus- 
tria 4,157; Italy 2,562. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__________ 1,266 1,039 150 Trinidad 882. . 
Carbon black and gas carbon: 

Carbon black ____§___-_~_________ 3,982 4,550 . 154 West Germany 2,936; . 
France 678; Italy 346, 

Gascarbon ___________________ 164 110 —_ West Germany 95. ~ > 
Coal, all grades, including briquets_______ 378,668 639,239 16,789 Republic of South Africa. 

. 337,096; West Germany 
181,540; Poland 53,251. 

Coke and semicoke_________________ 137,706 127,036 _- West Germany:79,820; 
, France 31,676; Nether- 

lands 6,896. 
Gas, hydrocarbon, manufactured . oo " 

kilograms_ _ 230 150 _- Israel 30. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __________ 3,617 4,585 31 West Germany 3,440; Italy 

1,020; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 54. 

Peat including briquets and litter_______ _ 74,313 86,459 _— West Germany 53,474; 
U.S.S.R. 31,504; Poland 
700. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude and partly refined , 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 31,660 28,740 — Libya 8,368; United Arab 
Emirates 8,307; Nigeria 
5,515. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline including natural _ _do__ _ _ 15,638 14,332 . (4) France 4,075; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 3,231; Italy 

Distillate fuel oi] ________do____- 6,671 8,412 14 U.S.S.R. 3,532; Italy 1,040; 
France 802. / 

Residual fuel oi] _ _ _____—do____ 36,482 34,879 __ U.S.S.R. 13,998; France 
5,907; Netherlands 5,394. 

Lubricants ________.___do____ 37 40 3 West Germany 22; Nether- 
lands 4; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 . 

Commodity : 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products —Continued 
Refinery products ~ Gontinued 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 8,904 10,140 (4) Netherlands 6,850; West 
Germany 3,268; France 

Pitch and pitch coke ___do____ 74 65 () Czechoslovakia 41; France 

Petroleum coke ______—do____ 553 642 376 West Germany 257, France 

Mineral jelly and wax —_do____ 117 107 2 West Germany oe France 

Bitumen and other residues in- peony ® 
cluding bituminous mixtures 

do. ___ 1,185 1,312 1 France 743; West Germany 

White spirit __.______do____ 146 133 (7) France 45; Netherlands 45; 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and eee 
gas-derived crude chemicals. _________ 28,827 29,301 475 France 9,586; Netherlands 

7,017; West Germany 
5,660. 

eee 
"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Most of the cement plants used marly 
. . limestone of the Effingen beds in the Jura; 

Hoe Work tarted vat “Shipoe various Jurassic limestones and Opalinus 

30,000 tons of aluminum capacity per year clays of the Aalenian. were P roduced and and at Steg, 48,000 tons of aluminum capac- added to obtain the right composition for 

ity per year. Both plants were owned by a cuction . portiane Fe ent. ; h 
Swiss Aluminium Ltd. Most of the modifica- _ ‘" the Helvetic Alps, Zementstein at the 
tions planned were to improve protection of JUrassic-Cretaceous boundary was another 
the environment. important source of raw materials for the 

cement industry. The Couches Rouges of the 
NONMETALS Prealps, Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene, and 

C t.—Duri 1981. th t the Upper Jurassic-Cretaceous Maiolica 

sucinuoment ofthe Swit sera eben, ahd Sela in the southern Alpe were used " fore t ction. 
try had an uneventful year. No new plants Gypsum Pr The eypsum deposits of Switz- 

olant commissione®. an on tre ‘tren d ‘of erland were restricted to the Triassic forma- 
» ment production for 1977.81 tions in the Jura and in the Alps. Deposits 

The total capacity of 12 pl ants operating Were abundant but of rather low quality. In 

in Switzerland was 6.3 million tons. During most “eposits, P “hydrit BYP lace down not 
1981, the industry was operating at about Preserved, and anhydrite replaced gypsum 
69% of the installed capacity. In addition, + depths between 15 to 50 meters. The 
six clinker grinding plants were operation- Swiss sypsum industry was dominated by 
al. The cement industry employed 1,405 Gips-Union A.G., which operated three 
persons, and the energy consumption a- quarries in the Alps and two in the Jura 

mounted to about 16,000 terajoules. The Mountains. 
switch from liquid fuels to coal continued. Lime.—During 1981, the two largest pro- 
In 1979 about 20% of the total energy used ducers of lime in Switzerland remained 
in the cement industry was from coal, but Kalkfabrik Netstal A.G. (Netstal) and Hol- 
by 1981 this figure was 67%. derbank A.G. Netstal operated a 100,000-
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7 ton-per-year plant situated at Netstal,some near Unterterzen (30,000 tons per year) and 

30 miles southeast of Zurich. Holderbank Lausanne (12,000 tons per year). Limestone 
operated its own plant at Holderbank with for production of lime was found in numer- 

a capacity of 30,000 tons of lime per year.In ous places in the country, the purest of 
addition, through its subsidiaries—the which was produced at St. Ursanne and 
Kalkenfabrik Unterterzen A.G. and So near Glarus. 
ciété de Chaux et Ciments de la Suisse —H~——— 
Romande—Holderbank operated plants 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data.





e Mineral Industry of 
Tat alwan) 

By E. Chin? | 

Taiwan’s gross national product (GNP) at 2% of GNP and/or NDP. Moreover, the 
current market prices was estimated at mineral-processing sector outweighed the 
$45.1 billion? in 1981 compared with $44.3 domestic mining sector in output value by a 
billion in 1980. The net domestic product 20-to-1 ratio in 1981 compared with 13-to-l a 
(NDP) in 1981 was $36.1 billion and was decade ago (1971). 
comprised as follows: Industry, $14.8 billion; During the past three decades, Taiwan’s 
commerce, $5.3 billion; Government ser- economic profile has changed drastically as 
vices, $4.5 billion; agriculture and livestock, a result of Government planning. During 

: $3.5 billion; transportation and communica- the 1950’s, industrial production center- 
tions, $2.2 billion; real estate, $2.0 billion; ed around goods in limited supply in the 
money and banking, $1.6 billion; and other, domestic market such as food products, 
$2.2 billion.® fertilizer, and textiles. By the late 1960’s - 

Aside from construction raw materials, and early 1970's, industrial production 
the only domestic mine output of signifi- shifted to export products such as electron- 
cance included coal, china clay, oil and ics, wood and plastic products, and optical 
natural gas, salt, and serpentine. Output of equipment. During the 1970’s, Taiwan’s in- 
the mining sector was valued at $708.9 dustrial base was geared for the manufac- 
million in 1981 compared with $595.9 mil- ture of chemicals and heavy machinery. 
lion in 1980. The value of oil and natural During this decade, petrochemicals, steel, 
gas production in 1981 was $294.7 million; and other metal production also gained 
coal, $183.5 million; metal mining, $148.2 prominence. For the 1980’s, the Govern- 
million; and miscellaneous mining and ment’s economic planning policies em- 
quarrying, $82.5 million. Taiwan is deficient phasized the development of precision tech- 
in many minerals, and domestic mine out- nology industries. 
put is insignificant in terms of the world The Executive Yuan approved the 4-year 
market. Economic Development Plan (1982-85) 

Despite its dependency on foreign raw drafted by the Council for Economic Plan- 
materials, Taiwan’s manufacturing sector ning and Development. The 4-year plan, 
continued to grow. Total value of manu- which stresses both growth and stability, 
facturing was $41.5 billion in 1981 compar- projects an average annual growth of 8% of 
ed with $38.7 billion in 1980. Input by the Taiwan’s economy during the period, ac- 
major minerals sector to total manufactur- companied by an inflation rate not to ex- 
ing in 1981 included basic metals and metal ceed 7.5%. An economic growth of 7.5% was 
products, $2.9 billion; chemical materials planned as a target for 1982 along with a 
and products, $4.9 billion; nonmetallic min- 5.5% rise in wholesale prices. Per capita 
eral products, $1.5 billion; and petroleum GNP was expected to reach $2,785 in 1982. 
and coal products, $4.7 billion. The overall targets for the decade (1980-90) 

The value of Taiwan’s mine output has_ included a 7.9% annual economic growth 
increased annually since 1976 resulting rate and a 6% annual rate of increase in 
from higher world prices rather than the wholesale prices. Objectives for the 10-year 
quantity of mine output. The total value of period were to enhance energy efficiency, 
domestic mining in 1981 was less than improve the industrial structure, improve 
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administrative efficiency and promote for- were $381 based on a monthly average of 
eign trade, coordinate industrial and export 188 working hours. 
development, and enhance efficient utiliza- The Central Bank of China officially de- 
tion of the work force and promote full valued the New Taiwan dollar from 36 to 38 
employment. per U.S. dollar, effective August 12, 1981. 

Monthly employment in the mining and The Central Bank agreed to the devaluation 
quarrying sector averaged 52,014 in 1981 in order to stimulate export sales by making 
compared with 1.9 million in manufactur- Taiwan’s export products more competitive 
ing. Monthly earnings in the mining sector worldwide. 

PRODUCTION 

In terms of value, coal, natural gas, lime- of copper and, periodically, iron sands. Most 
stone, and marble were Taiwan’s leading of the gold and silver produced was recove- 
mine products although none were signifi- red as byproducts of imported copper con- 
cant in the world market. The other miner- _centrates. Taiwan is more important for its 
als mined in locally significant quantities processing industries—aluminum, cement, 
included china clay and fire clay, dolomite, copper, iron and steel, and petroleum refi- 

feldspar, salt, and serpentine. Taiwan also ning. Aside from construction aggregates, 
produces small amounts of gem stones, oil, Taiwan is virtually dependent on foreign 
and mica.‘ Metal mining output is likewise ores and materials required by its value- 
insignificant and included small quantities added industrial sector. 

Table 1.—Taiwan: Production of mineral commodities! _ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” $$$ $$$ 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Alumina, gross weight _______________ 51,047 51,000 58,000 ®65,000 ®61,000 

Co Metal, primary______~______________ 29,740 50,512 56,218 63,549 30,532 
pper: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 2,000 800 800 1,200 “1,000 
Metal: Refined, secondary _____________ 711,689 14,358 15,305 19,495 53,230 

Gold metal, primary_________-_ troy ounces_ _ 14,995 18,407 14,243 13,278 56,693 
Iron and steel metal: 

Pigiron ~_-______________________ "623,000 1,417,000 1,760,000 — 1,685,000 _—‘1,610,000 
Ferroalloys: Ferrosilicon ___§_§_§_§________ 24,672 29,785 37,500 35,326 39,585 
Crudesteel ____________----__---_ 1,770,000 "3,482,000 "4,250,000 «4,225,000 —=- 3,143,000 

Lead metal, smelter, secondary® ___________ 10,000 14,000 20,000 16,800 17,000 Silver metal, primary__________________ 67,905 75,316 85,383 95,073 214,875 
NONMETALS 

Asbestos______.___________________ 673 2,031 2,957 683 2,317 
cement, hydraulic. _______-_ thousand tons__ 10,334 11,461 11,897 14,062 14,342 

ays: 

Kaolin--_________________ ee 29,230 66,180 85,041 79,802 90,836 Fire clay___________.____________ 23,477 24,889 48,539 48,048 34,879 Feldspar._________________________ 16,219 15,757 24,403 25,149 17,215 
Gypsum: 

Precipitated _____________________ 2,325 1,526 2,585 3,364 1,985 Other ______________- 5,087 1,859 __ 4,706 4,054 Lime _________________ thousand tons__ 178 191 177 199 143 Mica ___________________ 1,334 1,388 1,150 338 85 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___________ 325,485 438,605 390,923 414,350 406,097 
Pyrite and pyrrhotite (including cuprous) 

gross weight__ 7,304 167 536 150 20 
Salt, marine ___________-_ thousand tons__ 496 341 366 722 351 
Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Causticsoda _._§_____§_____________ 301,047 362,180 419,545 400,086 356,576 5 Sodium carbonate (soda ash). ___________ 80,050 76,992 80,715 92,540 72,064 
tone: 

Dolomite ___________-_ thousand tons__ 284 417 530 489 359 Limestone__________________do____ 11,679 12,857 13,126 12,822 13,221 
Marble_________thousand cubic meters_ _ 1,620 1,641 1,976 2,839 3,269 Serpentine ______________________ 26,398 35.580 50,915 102,927 118,175 ON OURO Ne eT NS, Tio —eeeeeeeeoeoeoeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Taiwan: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity? 1977 —s- 1978 1979 1980 1981 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur: | 

S content of pyrite - — ---------------- 2,664 298 195 55 11 
Byproduct, all sources________________ 7,778 9,506 ™8 946 8,099 9,849 

Total _.____________----____- 10,442 9,804 9,141 8,154 9,860 | 
Talc and related materials: Soapstone __—_____ 10,160 9,946 11,194 9,911 24,774 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black _____§_§________~-~--~-_____ 2,500 9,501 12,983 15,070 23,406 
Coal, bituminous. _________ thousand tons__ 2,956 2,884 2,720 2,574 2,446 
Coke _______________________do____ 229 236 240 227 219 
Gas, natural:* 

Gross___________-_-_ million cubic feet__ 66,609 64,999 60,759 60,329 53,042 
Marketed __________________do____ 64,900 &63,400 £59,000 ®58,600 52,000 

Petroleum: 
Crude _____ thousand 42-gallon barrrels__ 1,597 - 1,552 1,451 1,330 1,150 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ____________-~--do__~_~ 9,778 11,383 12,560 13,086 “13,100 
Kerosine ____~§ __-.____..--do___- 320 _— 79 _- __ 
Distillate fuel oil ____._______do___. 16,262 20,533 20,643 22,418 ©20,800 
Residual fuel oil ____________do____ 48,573 58,264 57,525 63,988 ©60,300 
Lubricants_------—----~--~-do____ 760 917 945 857 800 
Asphalt_________________do_=__ 2,308 2,420 1,715 1,749 ®1,900 
Other _________________do____ 4,374 7,905 5,304 2,595 ©1600 
Refinery fuel, losses and not reported® 

do____ 10,378 7,965 7,760 €3,225 ©7500 

Total _..____________do____ 92,758 109,387 106,531 112,918 106,000 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
1Includes data available through July 6, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, tin and zinc may be produced, but statistical information is not available. 
3Largely processed into natural gas liquids. 
“Naphtha, solvent oil, and base oil. . 
Includes liquefied petroleum gas and jet fuel among ‘“‘not reported.” 

TRADE | 

Taiwan’s two-way trade totaled $42.6 bil- tons of crude oil, valued at $4.3 billion 

lion in 1981 compared with $39.5 billion in (about 21% of the value of total imports). 
1980. Exports increased 16.5% reaching Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela, in 
$22.0 billion in 1981, while imports increas- that order, supplied all of Taiwan’s receipt 
ed 9.4% to $20.6 billion. The value of total of crude oil. Receipts of diesel fuel were 
shipments to the United States was $7.9 Valued at $449 million; iron and steel sheet 

billion; followed by Japan, $2.4 billion; 254 plate, $398 million; scrap ships and 
Hong Kong, $1.5 billion; and the Federal Vessels, $225 million; stainless steel, $144 
Republic of Germany, $1.0 billion. Other jMi}lions iron and stee! serar een 
major export destinations were Australia, 5 “ae. . ye 
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Canada, and the refined copper, $74 million. Taiwan's major United Ki d & ih t d Jk anc export classes included food stuffs, fabric 
T nl ; ingdom, in i a fi er. dapan vid. and wearing apparel, electronic and com- 
Taiwan s major supplier of imports, provid- munications equipment, luggage and other 
ing $5.8 billion. Receipts from the United travel goods, and machine tools and small 
States were $4.6 billion; Kuwait, $2.2 bil- machinery. , 
lion; Saudi Arabia, $1.7 billion; the Federal Taiwan’s trade posture was hampered by 

Republic of Germany, $0.63 billion; Austral- its high fuel import bill, a slowdown in the 
ia, $0.58 billion; and Indonesia, $0.52 billion. economies of its major export markets, and 

In 1981, Taiwan imported 17.2 million increasing competition from South Korean
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exports. To enlarge its trade base, Taiwan late 1979, and Polish ships were allowed to 
has diversified its marketing efforts and is make regular port of calls in Taiwan. To 
selling products in Africa, the Middle East, service European trade, the Government 
and Latin America. Taiwan lifted its trade gave approval for six European banks to set 
ban with five East European countries in up branches in Taiwan. | 

Table 2.—Taiwan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 oe 
Commodit 1979 1980 . 

| * State Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxide and hydroxide _____________ 104 3,740 __ Indonesia 2,725; Republic of Korea 904. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —____~_ 6,943 17,456 41 Hong Kong 3,132; Japan 1,712; Indonesia 

Copper: mn 
Sulfate... 18 195 _— Philippines 117; Indonesia 40. 

- Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _______-______-~---_- 7,552 5,279 _— Japan 5,173. 
Unwrought _____________=___ 236 273 _. Japan 256. 
Semimanufactures ~~~ __ 5,807 9,189 119 Singapore 3,461; Hong Kong 1,580; 

Malaysia 809. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought and _— 

partly wrought. _______-_troy ounces__ 225,666 607,070 _- Philippines 341,891; Republic of Korea 

Iron and steel metal: oT | 
Scrap. _._______~--________~~— 12,065 12,863 (?) Japan 12,022. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials__.. 21,406 24,271 73 Japan 8,366; Indonesia 3,360. 
Steel, primary forms. __.____._____ ~~ 420,299 120,247 29 _ Indonesia 61,785; Malaysia 25,120; 

Philippines 11,636. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections: 
Wire rod and other bars and 
rods_.______________~ 617,690 264,607 346 Hong Kong 82,153; Saudi Arabia 78,298; 

Malaysia 27,056. 
Angles, shapes, sections ______ 25,962. 25,212 607 Saudi Arabia 5,829; Jordan 3,095; Hong 

ong 2,762. 
Universals, plates, sheets ________ 266,345 161,175 1,822 Singapore 42,601; Japan 22,702; India 

Hoop and strip ______________ 4,015 3,416 86 Hong Kong 661; Indonesia 507; Jordan 

Rails and accessories_________._— 11,211 3,203 _- Malaysia 1,450; Singapore 1,248. 
Wire ____________________ = 12,194 10,640 184 Hong Kong 1,985; Philippines 1,879; 

, Thailand 1,355. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings_.___._____ 158,480 179,754 71,101 Saudi Arabia 29,624; Hong Kong 11,173; 

United Arab Emirates 8,510. 
Castings and forgings, rough _____~ 11,703 1,555 3,842 Japan 753; Thailand 689; Philippines 578. 

Lead metal including alloys, allforms_____ 11,423 11,895 1,128 Japan 6,446; Republic of Korea 2,060. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, 

all forms ____________i_ 295 5 _. _ All to Malaysia. 
Manganese oxides ____§_-_.»/§ >» 5 7 (7) _- All to Indonesia. 
Nickel: . 

Matte, speiss, similar materials ________ 51 263 _- All to Japan. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-_-____~.______ -- 641 572 9 Japan 563. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 156 83 4 Japan 71. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
- unwrought and partly wrought . , 

troy ounces__ 57,871 __ 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings _ _ _ _ — kilograms_ _ 367 664 _- United Kingdom 413; West Germany 132. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought. _____ troy ounces__ 22,956 1,061 — All to Switzerland. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms ___ __ _ 113 145 (4) Hong Kong 90; Japan 31. 
Titanium oxides _____~_____________ () 243 216 Republic of Korea 22. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms __ 10 8 _. Japan 4; West Germany 3. 

inc: 
Oxide and peroxide _____.._______ 1,369 1,957 18 Japan 1,478. 

one including alloys, all forms _____ _ 597 493 68 Japan 237; Nigeria 52; Uruguay 42. 
er: 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals___._-._____.______ _- 524 761 22 Japan 456; Hong Kong 283. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __ ______ 91 25 — Indonesia 22. 
Metals: 

Metalloids: Silicon __._________~_ 17 20 _- Mainly to Malaysia. 
Pyrophoric alloys _ _ _ _ _ kilograms_ _ 84 17 —_ All to Chile. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 106 98 15 Hong Kong 43; Australia 12. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 3 19 -- Indonesia 9; Hong Kong 5; Malaysia 5. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Taiwan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

tt 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “tinnaa” SSCt—Cts=‘sS * United Other (principal) 
. 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Abrasives, n.e.s —Continued 

Artificial corundum __—~———-—-----~--- 19 26 __ Indonesia 17; Republic of South Africa 6. 

Dust and powder of precious and . 

semiprecious stones including diamond 
kilograms_ _ 304 1,098 303 Japan 436; Hong Kong 359. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 2,354 2,148 434 Indonesia 401; iland 386; Hong Kong 

Barite and witherite________-------+- 30 _- 
Boric oxide, acid, borates, perborates_ _ _ ~~ — 35 49 17 Republic of South Africa 17; Hong Kong 

Cement __________ _- thousand tons_ _ 353 598 1 Hong Kong 261; Singapore 212. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Kaolin ___.______-_--~----+-- 30 -- 
Bentonite _____._-_-------- 80 49 _- Nigeria 39; Malaysia 10. 
Fire clay _._____----------- 20 _- 
Other __________-_-------- 168 178 _- Philippines 104; Singapore 40. 

Products: 
Refractory (including nonclay brick) _ 6,371 7,488 19 Indonesia 1,758; Philippines 1,578; 

Singapore 1,123. 
Nonrefractory._._______------ 20,980 23,859 234 Hong Kong 13,926; Venezuela 3,328; Saudi 

Arabia 2,460. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung: 

Natural__.___-— thousand carats._ 2,675 345 5 Italy 160; Australia 135. 

Manufactured______.—--—do___~ 2,455 12,410 7,440 France 1,740; New Zealand 1,220; Switzer- 
an . 

Industrial, natural _____——do___~- @) 38,915 3,895 Belgium 20. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ ~~ _— 50 184 _- Japan 178. 

Feldspar and fluorspar _ ~~ —_~-~-—~------ 24 4 _. __ All to Indonesia. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous____.____-------~ 47,062 (3) _- Do. 

Potassic_________~--------+-+ _- 1,000 -- All to Japan. 

Other including mixed__.._._.__--- 11,882 373 5 Hong Kong 366. 

Ammonia ___~___------------- 9 144 _- Thailand 139. 

Graphite, natural _________-~------- 615 505 _.  dapan 437. 

Gypsum and plasters _____—_-~------ 2,045 41,582 1 Indonesia 1,030; India 400. 

Lime _____________-__-~--~------ 1,682 5,247 _- Hong Kong 4,665; Nigeria 520. 

Mica, all forms _________---------- 112 119 _— New Zealand 51; Australia 34; United 
Kingdom 34. 

Pigments, mineral: Processed iron oxides — . — 93 53 __ Thailand 20; Singapore 17; Malaysia 9. 

Precious and semiprecious stones except . 

diamond: 
Natural ___________ ~~ kilograms_ _ 1,676 9,666 4,971 Italy 932; Panama 848; Switzerland 825. 

Manufactured ____.________do____ 59,002 73,611 14,788 West Germany 30,504; United Kingdom 

Salt and brines ________________--- 16,106 13,590 _. Hong Kong 10,350. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, 
n.e.s.: Caustic soda ~.-______..__._— 46,871 20,917 _- Republic of Korea 10,284; Indonesia 4,075; 

hilippines 3,185. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ______-- 61,884 4,367 11 Japan 3,410. 

Worked__________________~ 20,370 25,972 1,493 Japan 9,931; Saudi Arabia 8,057. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _____ 80,133 93,390 -- Japan 90,550. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________._ — 229,082 315,349 _—  dapan 314,873. 

Limestone except dimension — — __—_~~—~- 2,388 2,416 _- Hong Kong 2,251. 

5 Sand excluding metal-bearing____...— 111,800 180,953 _. Japan 179,851. 

ulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal __.__----~-- 3,695 1,310 _— Indonesia 974; Singapore 112. 

Colloidal _. .._____--------- 189 631 _. Indonesia 615. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum _ — —___----~-~--- 3,858 2,046 __ Hong Kong 1,505; Saudi Arabia 380. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ __ ~~ 1,401 1,043 _- Thailand 264; Malaysia 230; Indonesia . 

Other: 
Crude: 

Meerschaum, amber, jet. kilograms_ _ -- 113 76 Bahrain 37. 

Unspecified ___-___-_-----~---- 552 654 __ Japan 338; Malaysia 184; Indonesia 100. 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing _______------------- 4,608 1,573 __ Thailand 750; Indonesia 450; Japan 245. 

Building materials of ‘asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ — — — 2,307 338 4 Yemen 108; Thailand 94; Saudi Arabia 54. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black and gas carbon: 
Carbon black _ _____-_---------- 1,762 489 _— Thailand 235; Indonesia 191. 

Gascarbon ______-_-----~------ il 7 _. _ All to Hong Kong. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Taiwan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit; 1979 1980 : . y Ghited Other (principal) neem 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Coal, all grades, including briquets_______ 230 210 _. Indonesia 200. Coke andsemicoke.________________ 11,495 10,466 — Indonesia 4,320; Thailand 2,920; i . . Singapore 1,450. _ ee Hydrogen and rare gases _ ____ kilograms__ ™35,298 127,360 -- Philippines 77,600; Singapore 49,200. Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline __ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 476 62 ~- All to Republic of Korea. Kerosine, jet fuel, white spirit___do____ 2,305 1,028 -- Indonesia 653; India 210; Philippines 133. Distillate fuel oil___________do____ 77,736 5,037 -- NA. | Lubricants ~--~~---______do____ 54 610 1 Republic of Korea 329; India 197. er: 

Liquefied petroleum gas____do____ 150 178 -- Hong Kong 169. . Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s ___do____ 14 11 -- Thailand 4; Hong Kong 2. Mineral tar and other coal-, 
petroleum-, or gas-derived crude co chemicals _._-_____________ 181,420 40,441 -- Japan 27,597; Indonesia 10,514. 

. . a "Revised. NA Not available. mo 1Less than 1/2 unit. 
Unreported quantity valued at $222. | SUnreported quantity valued at $2,746. 
“Excludes unreported quantity valued at $444. 

Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) Oo - 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “United y Boved Other (principal) eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite and concentrate.__________ 209,618 260,438 —. Malaysia 218,673; Australia 37,765. Oxide and hydroxide___________ 67,528 59,026 894 Japan 43,672. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap -__--_ = 13,762 19,255 16,169 Hong Kong 1,264, Unwrought____________ 52,860 58,320 26,723 Bahrain 12,880; Canada 4,998. Semimanufactures ____________ 11,165 25,513 1,731 Japan 21,266. Arsenic: 

Natural sulfides_...________ | 10 4 NA_ NA. Trioxide, pentoxide, acids__________ 682 190 -- Belgium 103; France 72. Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ _ 8 1,653 1,653 Chromium: 

Chromite._._.___________. | 6,653 6,363 -- Philippines 3,500; Republic of South 
Africa 2,833. Oxide and hydroxide________ _ 1,548 2,410 1,250 Japan 746. Cobalt oxide and hydroxide___________ 17 23 2 Belgium 13; Netherlands 5. Columbium and tantalum: Tantalum metal 

Cancluding alloys, all forms __ kilograms__ 33 79 16 Japan 61. pper: . 
Gre and concentrate_____________ 61,106 131,315 =~ Philippines 67,038; Canada 31,900. Matte_____________ 35 14 NA NA. Sulfate____________ 245 227 32. = Japan 192. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _-_-._- 16,297 35,072 28,1384 Hong Kong 3,461. Unwrought_..________ 06,945 66,185 2,651 Japan 55,232. Semimanufactures ______ 26,886 31,989 2,226 Japan 26,629. Germanium metal including alloys, all forms 
value__ $915 _- 

Gold: 
Metal, including alloys, unwrought or 

partly wrought ______ troy ounces__ 175,061 340,122 115,678 Japan 216,824. Bullion_______________ _do____ 508,364 376,504 320,882 Switzerland 55,672. Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate __ thousand tons__ 2,649 2,844 _— Australia 1,853; Brazil 401; Republic of 

South Africa 378. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
” United Other (principal) 

TN 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Roasted pyrite. .__-____---~----- 50,980 49,142 _— __ All from Philippines. 

etal: 
Scrap ___.._-- thousand tons__ 161 1,232 812 Hong Kong 281. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar , 
materials_________-~----- 79,232 167,469 876 Australia 74,016; Brazil 61,526. 

Steel, primary forms __.___.---- 174,580 266,521 48,412 . Republic of Korea 69,991; Malaysia 45,438; 
tepublic of South Africa 26,051. 

Semimanufactures: | 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections ____..__------ 277,869 301,500 3,808 Japan 267,824. 

Universals, plates, sheets oo . 
thousand tons_ — 1,467 1,625 57 Japan 1,153. 

Hoop and strip __--------- 16,744 21,749 2,057 Japan.17,673. 

‘Rails and accessories ~~ ——-~~-~— 2,920 13,814 671 Republic of South Africa 7,548; Japan 

Wire ___.___-_--=----- 12,615 10,987 1,049 Japan 7,625. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings_ _ — —- —-- 52,000 54,828 3,156 Japan 50,688. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough — — — 1,627 1,896 440 Japan 1,429. 

Oxides ________-------~------ 3,701 3,939 110 Australia 3,144; Mexico 602. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap _.._--------------- 46,805 44,690 19,706 Kuwait 7,416; Australia 7,156; Japan 

Unwrought ___-_----------- 8856 10,776 . 1,467 Australia 7,089; Japan 1,000. 

Semimanufactures ___.------- 476 240 78 Peru 100; Japan 32. ‘ 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms 217 67 31 Italy 15; Norway 11. 

anganese: 
. 

Ore and concentrate ________-__--— 148,013 142,975 30 Republic of South Africa 68,045; Malaysia 
2,481; Japan 29,861... 

Oxides _________~-----~------ 2,320 2,057 (7) Japan 758; Gabon 684. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ — — ~~ — 52 77 22 Republic of South Africa 52. — 

Mercury _____.—-—-—-— 76-pound flasks_ _ 1,644 373 22 Japan 211; Belgium 66. 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all ; 

forms______.---~------------ 48 44 36 Japan 5. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms — -—-— 2,889 2,709 78 Canada 1,494; Japan 481; Republic of 
South Africa 304. . 

Platinum-group metals: . 

Ore and concentrate ________value_. $60,782 $28,377 _- All from United Kingdom. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wroughtthousand troy ounces__— 290 113 2 Japan 99. — 

Selenium, elemental _ — ~~ — . — kilograms_ _ 4,923 5,971 518 Japan 4,446; United Kingdom 1,000. 

Silicon metal. ______.-_.--------- 118 1,036 213 West Germany 482; Canada 165; Sweden 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

Tin thousand troy ounces_ — 4078 780 102 Japan 848; West Germany 215. 

Ore and concentrate _______------ 7 5 -— All from Singapore. 

Oxides _______.~ ~~ ~~ kilograms_ - 404 51,418 19,653 Japan 15,507; France 13,000. 

Metal including alloys, all forms — — ~~ ~ 1328 1,498 566 Malaysia 521; Hong Kong 277. 

Titanium oxides___.._-_-----+-~---- 16,123 14,515 2,079 Japan 6,975; West Germany 2,305; 
ustralia 1,660. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms_ 38 55 38 Japan 30. 

Uranium and thorium oxides_ _.._--~-~~- 31 93 92 Japan l. 

ine: 
Oxides and peroxides_ ___-—------- 1,132 129 20 West Germany 61; Japan 47. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap __._--------------- 15,756 28,828 26,285 Canada 1,740. 

Blue powder ___------------ | 76 67 1 Japan 66. . 

Unwrought ___ .------------ 37,350 38,382 516 Australia 24,178; Japan 7,961. 

Semimanufactures __.--—~---- 668 . 663 11 Japan 544. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates: 

Of molybdenum, tantalum, titanium, 
vanadium, zirconium. — — ————~~- 48543 17,761 _— Malaysia 10,667; Australia 6,574. 

Of base metals, n.e.s_ _ . -------- 13 66 54 Belgium 10. 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals ___.______----------- 19113 14,944 8,296 Australia 2,631; Philippines 882; 

Singapore 777. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — ~~ —--- 1,020 984 45 Japan 427; France 148. 

etals: 
Metalloids ______---------- 203 260 179 Japan 36; Republic of South Africa 24. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals_____._-_--------- 290 310 @) Japan 259; West Germany 50. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of mineral commodities — Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— " oO - Sources, 1980. me ~ 
ity © | 1979 980 “United cD | Commodity 1980 ghited Other (principal) 
_ ; as ee 

METALS —Continued 
Other —Continued 

. Metals —Continued 
- 

Pyrophoric alloys _ _ __ kilograms__ 4,300 - 3,902 _-- Austria 1,700; Australia 1,000; Japan 997. Base metals including alloys, all . 
forms _--_________ 7 448 435 55 Japan 197; Zaire 56; France 38. 

NONMETALS. a se 
Abrasives,nes: © = .-- a / Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ 3,274 2,848 907 Japan 1,775. Artificial corundum __________ 6,039 5,716 305 Japan 4,817; India 452. - Dust and powder of precious and semi- ; Ses precious stones including diamond | : kilograms_ _ 6,524 862 187 = Japan 641. . Grinding and polishing wheels and Sa stones __-___- 710 710 44 Japan 317; Italy 3183. Asbestos, crude... 22 29,103 31,247 . 593 Republic of South Africa 15,592; Canada 
Barite and witherite__._________ 2,870 17,605 -~- All from Thailand. Boron materials: oo 

Crude natural borates________ _ 1,098 1,238 _— Netherlands 1,059; Japan 179. Oxide, acid, borates, perborates ________ 8,285 7,736 7,633 Japan 84. Bromine _____._.._____kilograms__ 18° 158 _-- Japan 144, Cement-____._-__._________ 9,874 9,690 13. = Japan 9,370. Clays and clay products: L. . 
Crude: 

Bentonite._______________ 6,893 6,435 5,308 Japan 510; India 500. -Fireclay_..-...2.2__~__ 2,180 2,274 77 Japan 1,707; India 300. Kaolin. 40,425 66,753 32,365 Republic of Korea 15,550: Malaysia 9,011. Other _.--___-_ 150,218 156,129 8,164 Hong Kong 59,895; Japan 57,108. 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ 31,590 24,982 634 Japan 13,627; West Germany 7,855. Nonrefractory ._____._____ _ 17,866 20,393 29 Italy 16,432. Cryolite and chiolite_..__-._§____ 1 5 ~— All from Japan. Diamond: . 
Gem, not set or strung: ; 

Natural ______ thousand carats__ 165 . -- 
Manufactured ___._____do.___ 315 © 30 - 30 

Industrial: 
Natural _____________do____ 2230 867,270 = 5,350 = Japan 1,890. - Manufactured _________do____ 90 540 -— Japan 480. oo Diatomite and other infusorial earth _____ 3,072 2,909 1,853 Japan 1,036. Feldspar and fluorspar__._______.___ 44,221 54,262. 366 Republic gf Korea 18,740; Thailand 17,507; 

apan 8,393. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, phosphatic._..______ | 359,569 297,797 54,851 Jordan 226,000. 

Nit: pie 2,408 812 J 801 
itrogenous _____________ , a apan 801. Phosphatic___________ 3 () (4) 

Potassic_________.________ 161,647 224,387 30,266 Canada 163,955; Israel 30,166. Other including mixed ________ _ 250 13,114 215 Canada 10,936. : Ammonia____- = 41 22 19 Japan 2. Graphite,natural..________ 13,722 15,696 _=—- Republic of Korea 12,515. Gypsum and plasters: 
Gypsum ~------------~-_____ 289,752 224293 -- Japan 169,500; Republic of Korea 38,950. Plasters_...._._________ 8,079 2,984 518 = Japan 2,347. Iodine______. 2 7 8 -- MainlyfromJapan. — Lime ~e-e __ 3 — All from Japan. 

Mie ad luding spli d 524 337 217 96 
e including splittings and waste ___ -—  dapan 217; India 96. Worked including agglomerated 

splittings.._._-_..__.__________ 99 102 15 Japan 74. Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude___.__-_____-____ 133 26 11 ~=Japan 15. Iron oxides, processed _.._________ 8,497 17,859 54 Japan 6,593; West Germany 616. Precious and semiprecious stone, except 

diamond: 
Natural.._____ | kilograms._ 945,961 1,659,509 4,418 Canada 609,757; Brazil 522,541. Manufactured____________do____ 6,023 12,734 877 _— Italy 8,150. Saltandbrines _..._________ 677,456 563,710 4 . Australia 544,080. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticsoda__-__________ 27,630 57 14. Japan 40. Caustic potash, sodic and potassic’ 

peroxides ______________ 1,443 1,801 1 Japan 1,737. Sodaash____________ 12,112 24,135 10,169 Japan 13,785; Kenya 230. Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked_____ 15,681 20,997 128 Italy 6,251; India 3,213; Brazil 2,853. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

/ Sources, 1980 

Commodit: _ 1979 . 1980- : ~ _ 
: , ” . United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued . oo a 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 
_ Dimension stone —Continued _ | : - 

- Worked _____---__-------- 3,112 728 626 Italy 95. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade_____ 860 1485 = 75 Japan 1,392. . 
Gravel and crushed rock_ ____—----- 2,867 3,366 _— France 2,512; Japan 359. 
Limestone except dimension _ —__ —__~ _— 6°  ~=—- 680 18 Japan 662. 
Quartz and quartzite________----- | 824 605 _. Republic of Korea 232; Japan 219. 

S Sand excluding metal-bearing ___—__~—-~_ 2,000 2,813 209 Australia 1,626; Japan 921. 
ulfur: 
Elemental: . 

Other than colloidal.___._____--~ 186,479 122,737 _. Canada 99,016; Japan 23,721. 
' Colloidal _-_-_-_-____-_-.-~_~ 180,629 250,497 197 Canada 183,310; Japan 66,985. 

Dioxide - ___._ __~__-----------~- 52 46 () Mainly from Japan. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ______...---- | 15,912 14,597 A Japan 14,588. . 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite_ _ _ __ 5,297 «© 4,775 632 Republic of Korea 1,820; Japan 578; 
. Se ustralia 559. . . 

Other: mo 
Crude: . . 

_ Meerschaum, amber, jet kilograms_ _ 3,633 . 885 NA NA. te 
Unspecified. __._...___.----- 148,080 158,744 288. . Republic of Korea 114,789; Japan 28,915. 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
aring: : 
From iron and steel manufacture_ _ _ 29,7386 34416 © __ Japan 28,048; Hong Kong 6,350. 
Unspecified_ _______-_--iL-- 63 202 -- Japan 166. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of oO . - 
magnesium, strontium, barium _— _ __— 14,344 11,420 205 Japan 10,993. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos © 
and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals, . 
Nne.s__ ee 1,044 2,102 138 Japan 1,785. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
‘MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _____-_-~ — 128° 106 45 West Germany 29; United Kingdom 29. 
Carbon black and gas carbon: . 

Carbon black_______._~____----- 18,000 15,923 9,026 Australia 6,085. 
Gas carbon ___.______--------- NA 5 -- All from Japan. 

Coal, all grades, including briquets 
~ thousand tons_ — 2,120 4,069 532 Australia 1,696; Republic of South Africa 

Coke and semicoke __________.----~ 183,182 98,785 _-— All from Japan. 
Hydrogen and rare gases ____-____-~~_-- 1,738 632 19 Japan 542. . 
Peat including briquets and litter ______- . 18 40 _— New Zealand 29; Finland 8; Canada 3. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined — 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 127,557 182,371 _. ~ Kuwait 61,167; Saudi Arabia 51,447; 

Indonesia 4,547. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline. _________.-do___~_ NA NA -- Mainly from West Germany. 
Kerosine, jet fuel, white spiritdo_ _ _ — NA -- 
Distillate fuel oil. _.._.____do__-— — 11,773 18,668 2,952 Kuwait 8,024; Iran 5,758. 
Lubricants (including grease) do. — — — T551 584 246 Japan 276. 

Mineral jelly and wax __.—do____ 95 88 12 Japan 53. 
er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas do_ — — — 1,372 1,487 -- Kuwait 523; Australia 518. 
Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s do_ _ — — 184 1,558 43 Singapore 947; Sri Lanka 225. 
Petroleum coke__— ———do___~_ 241 238 238 
Bitumen and other residues and 

bituminous mixtures, n.e.s 
do. _ _— 2 2 1 NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___-__ 14,366 51,841 11,661 Republic of Korea 20,770; Canada 13,502. . 

ee SS SS Se 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Excludes unreported quantity valued at $162,860.
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. - COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Technology Research Institute announc- 
| _ ee ; ed in September 1981 the discovery of a 

Aluminum.—Taiwan Aluminum Corp. deposit estimated to contain 4 million tons 
(Talco), a wholly Government-owned compa- of bauxite. A 3-million-ton bauxite deposit 
ny, operates two smelters at Kaoshiung. was found earlier in the vicinity. 
The older smelter, Kaoshiung I, with an Copper.—Taiwan Metal Mining Corp. 
annual capacity of about 35,000 tons, dates (TMMC), a Government-owned company, 
to the mid-1960’s and was shut down in operates an 18,000-ton-per-year copper 
early 1981. Construction of Kaoshiung I, smelter-refinery near Chinkuashih. This 
with an annual capacity of 50,000 tons, was small plant, dating from 1947, was expand- 
completed in June 1980, and operated at ed subsequently in two stages in 1969-71 
about 60% of capacity during 1981. Shut- and in 1971-73. The plant uses ore and 
down of Kaoshiung I was attributed to cement copper from the Chinkuashih Mine 
inefficiency and pollution. Rising cost of and imported concentrate and cement cop- 
electricity and decreased domestic demand per. About 90% of the copper refined is 
for aluminum were cited in the curtailment from imported material. TMMC started op- 
in operating capacity for Kaoshiung II. eration of a 50,000-ton-per-year smelter- 

Taiwan’s annual consumption of alumi- refinery at Keeling in August 1980. This 
num ingot was about 110,000 tons. Talco’s plant uses copper concentrates imported 
inventory of ingot began to mount inas- from Chile and the Philippines. With the 
much as manufacturers were purchasing increase in production of electrolytic cop- 
foreign metal with a distinct price advan- per, there was a notable increase in output 
tage on the spot market. The Government of gold, silver, and sulfuric acid. 
banned the import of ingot in early June _— Because of falling copper prices and ris- 
1981 and partially lifted the ban in late ing inventories, TMMC postponed the pro- 
June on the condition that users purchase 1 posed expansion of its new smelter from 
ton of Talco’s inventory for each ton im- 50,000 to 80,000 tons. The first stage of the 
ported. : expansion program, to begin in 1982 and be 

The cost per kilowatt-hour of electricity completed in 1983, was to be followed by a 
to Talco was 57 mills, compared with 70 second-stage expansion to 130,000 tons. An- 
mills in Japan, 15 mills in the United nual domestic consumption of copper was 
States, and about 25 mills in Western Eu- about 110,000 tons. 
rope. Talco maintained a cash price of Iron and Steel.—China Steel Corp. (CSC), 
$1,778 per ton of ingot, losing about $640 a Government-owned company, operates 
per ton. The construction industry accounts the only integrated iron and steel mill in 
for about 60% of metal used in Taiwan, Taiwan at Kaohsiung. In July 1978, CSC 
mostly for doors, siding, and windows. began construction of its second-stage ex- 
While demand in this sector was down, pansion whereby the capacity of its steel- 
resurgence in construction was expected to works would be increased from 1.5 million 
pick up in 1982-83. tons of steel per year to 3.25 million tons per 

Talco has a 46,000-ton-per-year rolling year in J uly 1982. As of the beginning of 
mill that was built in the early 1960’s and a 1981, CSC had completed 51% of the phase 
10,000-ton-per-year extrusion plant. A new 1, stage 2 construction of its expansion 
50,000-ton-per-year rolling mill was ex- program. Cost of equipment supplied by 
pected to begin operations in 1983. The $100 U.S. manufacturers was valued at $250 
million rolling plant was to be equipped million. Wean ppnited Inc. was supplying a 
with a hot-rolling mill from Schloemann-  cold-rolling mill; General Electric Co. and 
Siemag AG, the Federal Republic of Ger- Westinghouse Electric Corp., electric driv- 
many; a cold-rolling mill from Secrim Divi- ing equipment; and Dravo Corp., sintering 
sion, Creusot-Loire, France; and additional equipment. Overhead cranes were also to be 
equipment from Italy, Japan, and the imported from the United States. Equip- 
United Kingdom. ment from Japan was to cost $400 million, 

Taiwan imports all of its bauxite and which included a $40 million blast furnace 
alumina requirements from Australia, Ja- to be supplied by Ishikawajima-Harima 
pan, and Malaysia. Low-grade bauxite oc- Heavy Industries, Inc. European companies 
curs in the Tantunshan region in northern were to supply additional equipment to cost 
Taiwan, and in 1979 new deposits were about $150 million. When completed, new 
discovered in the area with ore grade rang- production was to be split between hot- and 
ing from 30% to 50% A1,0s. The Industrial cold-rolled sheet.
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Taiwan’s consumption of steel is about 4 in a copper and lead smelter in South 
million tons. About two-thirds of CSC’s Africa. 
output is consumed domestically and the 
remainder is exported. About 1.3 million NONMETALS 
tons is supplied by independent operators of Cement.—Taiwan’s cement industry was 
electric furnaces, and the remainder of the comprised of 17 plants operated by 11 com- 
nation’s supply, from 1.2 to 1.4 million tons, panies. Total industry capacity was about 

by imports. 14.5 million tons per year. Taiwan Cement 
The Government initiated a program to Corp., the largest producer, has four plants: 

consolidate the industry by offering incen- Kaohsiung, 1.9 million tons per year; Suao, 
tives to small steelworks to merge, modern- 1.8 million tons per year; Chutung, 1.28 
ize, and expand. Companies that merge million tons per year; and Hualien, 290 tons 
would be eligible for subsidy to install per year. Asia Cement Corp. has three 
equipment to meet the statutory minimum prants: Hsinchu, mon tons per y aa 
limit of 50-ton-heat-size furnaces and Ku che? 50 tons ion tons Oh; y Hiss ‘Ce. 

100,000-ton-per-y car rolling mills. Also, ment Corp. has ohe. plant at Kang Shan 
merging Companies would receive tax with an annual capacity of 1.2 million tons. 
exemption for 5 years and an increase 1 These companies account for 66% of the 
electr icity supply to match the capacity total industry capacity for cement. Other 
increase. producers were Chien Tai Cement Co., Ltd.; 

Tang Eng Iron Works Co. was expected to China Rebar Co., Ltd.; Chi-Shin Enterprise 
complete construction of its 50,000-ton-per- Inc.; Hsing Ta Marble and Cement Co., Ltd.; 

year stainless steel plant at Kaohsiung in Hsin Hsin Cement Corp.; Southeast Cement 
May 1982, which was to be expanded later Corp.; Universal Cement Corp.; and Yung 
to 100,000 tons per year. Waterbury Produc- Kang Industrial Development Co., Ltd. Chi- 
tion Machinery Corp. and General Electric na Rebar Co., Ltd., with one plant at Tung- 
Co. was providing the equipment for the Shan, was to increase its capacity from 990 
plant’s first phase. American Rolling Mill tone anion sons per year in aoe. 
Corp. was assisting with the technology. alwans three major producing areas 
Taiwan currently imports all of its require- MTainet and Susp in the the northwest, 

eae ne Sess aire ae Kaohsiung in the southwest. Except for the 
Mine output of iron ore in Taiwan is small operations, most of the cement plants 

snsignifi P 1 dic. Producti had their own limestone quarries. Ten of 
insignilicant as well as sporadic. Troduction the plants used oil, four used coal, and three 
is limited to magnetite sand from placers Were based on oil and coal. Total electric 
between Tanshui and Wanli along the power consumption by the cement industry 
northern coast of Taiwan. Some limonite was 3,949 million kilowatt-hours in 1981. 
was mined in Taylikeng, also in northern Other Nonmetals.—There are many lime- 
Taiwan, but there is presently no produc- stone deposits of commercial value that 
tion from this source. Virtually all of Tai- occur in Taiwan. The important ones are in 
wan’s requirement for iron ore was being the southwest and the east where large 
met by imports of concentrates from quarries are operated. The cement industry 
Australia, Brazil, and the Republic of South was the largest consumer of limestone in 
Africa. Taiwan followed by the sugar refining in- 

Zinc.—Annual demand for zincinTaiwan dustry. Crystalline limestone, also in east- 
was about 60,000 tons and consumption has ¢' Taiwan, is quarried for marble-dec- 
increased yearly about 8% to 10%. orate pulang apne. While me of the 

TMMC’s original plans for construction of a SE is » voduction for. oer 
zinc smelter in northeast Taiwan was shelv- has grown from 193.000 cubic meters in 

ed in 1980. Officials of TMMC and the 1971 to 3,300,000 cubic meters in 1981. 
Government of the Republic of South Africa Commercially important dolomite quarries 

held discussions for Taiwan to purchase re jocated in the Tachoshuichi stream 
50% equity in a South African zinc mine north of Hualien. Other quarries include 
and for Taiwan to finance wholly the cost of Hoping, Hojen, and Chungteh. However, 

constructing an 80,000-ton-per-year zinc the most important deposit is Chingchang- 
smelter in South Africa. Consideration was shan which was developed to provide dolo- 
also given to Taiwan’s possible involvement mite for China Steel’s iron and steel com-
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plex in southern Taiwan. Other nonmetallic and alcohol plants. Also, household use 
mineral production of local significance in- consumes a small amount. Semi-coke pro- 
cluded clays, feldspar, and serpentine. duced from low-grade coking coal was more 

suitable for household use than raw coal. 
MINERAL FUELS | Natural gas and small quantities of oil 

Taiwan produces only small quantities of disea Produced in vawan once the st 
coal, petroleum, and natural gas, and do- @!8covery made around the turn o! the 
mestic energy output from all sources pro- century. The important gas-producing fields 
vided only 13.6% of the country’s total included Chingtsaohu, Chinshui, Chiting, 
energy supply in 1980. Taiwan’s estimated Chutung, Niushan, Pashatun, Tiehchen- 
total coal resources were close to 500 mil- shan, and Yunghoshan. The major oil- : 
lion tons with an estimated total recover- producing fields were Chuhuangkeng and 
able reserve of 260 million tons. All of the Tungtzechiao. The Chinese Petroleum Corp. 
commercially important coal deposits are in (CPC) is the sole oil company in Taiwan and 
Miocene formations in northern Taiwan. ig under the supervison of the Government. | 
Almost all of the coal mines are likewise in CPC, which operates all of the gasfields in 

the north with about 70% of the workings Taiwan, is responsible for all phases of the 
around Keelung and Taipei. Coal mining is petroleum industry in the country from 
undertaken by Gierent, owners in ae exploration, production, and refining to 
e he win ar odtuce tn oh 8 000 “© marketing. Because of the dim prospects of 

| of the mines ie nce more than 3, h tons offshore finds, CPC has temporarily halted 
per month wae only ‘wo mines have a offshore exploration activities to conduct a 
monthly production of over 10,000 tons. reevaluation of its data. CPC was expected . 
Most of the coal mines were based on slope . a 4 ‘ ‘ 
development. In 1958, adit mining account- to shift er adually the focus of its domestic 
ed for 7.7% of the total production, 3.4% in exploration and development program to 
1968, and as mining proceeded deeper, was participation in overseas projects. CPC has 
negligible in overall production. _. agreements for joint venture operations in 

Domestically produced coal is used ac- the Philippines with Pioneer, Redeco, and 
cording to rank and quality; about 20% is Sulu Sea; in Colombia with Sunray Colom- 

classified as coking coal. Coal was the chief bia Co.; and in Indonesia with Amoco In- 
fuel in powerplants, railways, sugar mills, donesia Petroleum. — | a 
cement plants, ceramic kilns, and paper Taiwan energy supply-demand configura- 
mills. Lesser amounts were used in fertiliz- tion was as follows, in 1,000 kiloliters of oil 
er plants, aluminum smelters, textile mills, equivalence: | | . 

| ~ 1980 1981. | Oo 

. Domestic production: | . | 
Coal __.___ 1,722.9 1,684.9 | 
Natural gas ___________ 1,958.5. 1,668.9 | 
Hydropower ___________ 728.9 1,194.3 

I Crude oil aoe eee 211.4 182.8 
m . 

Crudeoil_ 20,590.6  19,878.8 
Petroleum products_ __ __ __ 3,552.5 2,237.2 
Coal _- = 3,443.4 3,557.0 
Nuclear_—-—-----------_ 2,042.5 2,659.3 

Total._____.______ 4,250.7. 38,068.2 

Domestic consumption: DO . 

Petroleum products_______ 14,433.0 13,655.5 , 
Electric power: . | 

Thermal____~_______ 7,330.1 6,186.2 
Hydropower ________ 681.2 1,119.7 

Coal and coal products __ _ _ _ 2,505.4 2,315.9 

atural gas ___________ 747. 030. 
Exports: 

Petroleum products. ______ 883.9 1,199.0 
Coal and coal products _ _ _ _ _ 5.5 7.5 
Inventory adjustment -----____ 1,825.7 _2,602.2 

Total_________-_-_ 31,8218 31,109.2
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In 1980, energy consumed by the energy 3,949; iron and steel, 2,351; cement, 1,863; 

sector was 3,939,300 kiloliters equivalent of industrial chemicals, 1,181; metal products, 

oil; nonmetallic minerals sector, 3,517,700 911; mining and quarrying, 7 18; aluminum, 
kiloliters; chemicals, 2,758,900 kiloliters; 663; and chemical fertilizers, 332. 
metal products, 2,591,600 kiloliters; and re 
other mining, 1,723,900 kiloliters. The in- _,F/Rysical scientist, Divisio Gases unless otherwi 
dustries with the fastest growing energy indicated. The exchange rate between 1974 and 1977 was 

consumption during 1971-80 were as fol- New Taiwan dollar (NTS) eee oe Pilows 1975, 
uen e average annua ari was as Iollows: 5 

lows, in percents: Transportation, 16.5; mis- NTS36 05 1979, ONTS36.08; 1980, NT$36.06; and 1981, 

cellaneous mining, 18.2; metal Pp roducts, 3Council for Economic Planning and Development. In- 
13.0; energy, 12.6; textiles, 11.9; agriculture, dustry of Free China. v. a} No. 3, March 1982, 208 Pp. 

. . Directorate-Ge t, Accounti tati 9.6; and nonmetallic products, 8.9. Con- 4:0. Statistical Yearbook. 1981 a3 D. ing an 1s 
sumption of electrical energy in 1981 by 5____. Monthly Statistics. V. 194, February 1982, 268 . 
select industries was as follows in million PP; ° . Petroleum News. V. 12, No. 10, J 1982, pp. 16-17. 
kilowatt-hours: Other chemical products, “oes ° anwary PP





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
OT anZania | 

| By Thomas O. Glover’ | : 

Diamonds continued to be the most im- ministry was responsible for carrying out 
portant mineral commodity produced in geological mapping and mineral explora- 
Tanzania during 1981. The mineral indus- tion programs. Petroleum exploration, de- 
try contributed only a small amount tothe velopment, and marketing continued to be 
country’s real gross domestic product, esti- carried out by the Tanzania Petroleum 
mated at $5.5 billion in 1981.2 Nearly 90% Development Corp. (TPDC) under joint- 
of the value of mineral production and 50% venture agreements with foreign invest- 
of mineral export revenues were attributed ment companies. The State Mining Corp. 
to diamond sales.* Minerals produced on a (STAMICO) was responsible for exploring 

: small-scale basis, including cement, salt, new mineral deposits and developing and 
kaolin, gypsum, and coal, were of domestic operating new mines and mineral-related 
significance only. Precious stones, mica, activities. = : 
gold, and tin comprised the majority of In July 1981, the Minister of Minerals 
mineral exports during the year. presented a three-part plan concerning min- 

The Tanzanian Government continued to ing in Tanzania. A short-term plan to ex- 
play a large role in the mineral industry _ ploit gold, tin, gem stone, and mica deposits 
sector of the economy. A new Minister of to solve the country’s current economic 

Minerals post was established, which was problems was announced. The plan involved 
solely responsible for development of the carrying out direct mining activity by utiliz- 
minerals sector. The Minister of Minerals ing locally available technology and mini- 

| was responsible for (1) gathering geologic mal capital as well as completing ongoing 
information, (2) proposing mining legisla- projects that had been long overdue. 
tion, (3) organizing and coordinating the Medium-term plans would concentrate on 
mining sector into several related institu- exploitation of minerals requiring moderate 
tions, and (4) actively pursuing mine devel- investment and simple technology. The 
opment programs. Tanzania had a new Ministry’s policy was to assist small-scale 
mining act, cited as the Mining Act, 1979- miners and, at the same time, open mines 

No.17-12/8/79, and a new petroleum act, that would be equipped with smaller proc- 
cited as the Petroleum Act, 1980-No.27- essing units that could be moved from one 
9/8/80. Both acts increase the role of the mining site to another. The medium-term 
state in developing geological resources. plans were to also emphasize gold, tin, 
The state identified many mineral-rich lo- diamonds, and other minerals vital in other 

calities but lacked the funds to exploit sectors of the economy such as coal, soda 
them. The new Minister of Minerals was to ash, kaolin, gypsum, and salt. Long-term 
concentrate on strengthening existing plans included mineral projects requiring 
mines instead of embarking on new projects extensive studies, heavy investment, and 
that would overstretch the meager financial heavy use of electrical power during both 
resources available. He would, however, production and transportation. Long-term 
continue to encourage outside exploration projects cover nickel, cobalt, copper, urani- 
and mining investment. The Geology and um, and iron, coal, and soda ash for export. 
Minerals Exploration Division of the new East and Central African countries 

| 969
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announced plans for a geologic, stratigraph- _be carried out over two areas in Zambia and 
ic, and geochemical exploration program to Tanzania between 1982-84. 

| PRODUCTION AND TRADE | 

Having a longstanding international rep- reliance on imported oil, the cost of which 
utation in diamonds and with a record of was estimated to have consumed 55% of 
supplying high-grade sheet mica, Tanzania Tanzania’s export earnings in 1981, com- 
had been looking intently at the possibili- pared with 12% in 1973. As part of the 
ties for extending its participation in the Government’s energy policy, existing 
world industrial minerals sector. This was energy-saving measures were strengthened, 
needed to satisfy domestic needs for materi- limited reserves of natural gas were to be 
als imported and to build up export markets tapped, and research was under way to 
from which foreign currency could be earn- develop a considerable hydroelectric poten- 
ed. Exploration work carried out by various _ tial. In addition, agreements for oil explora- 
organizations and state corporations dem- tion were reached with a number of inter- 
onstrated that many nonmetallic minerals national companies in 1981. China was 
were available for exploitation. Although taking part in the construction of a thermal 
not always proven to be large, many depos- power station to use local coal, while a 
its exist as outcrops, easily amenable to project for exploiting substantial deposits of 
small-scale mining operations. These oper- coal at Songwe-Kiwira was under consider- 

| ations could provide indicators about possi- ation. 
ble larger deposits nearby. One mineral Agrico Chemical Co. in the United States 
resource, trona, was known to be presentin and the Tanzania Government formed a 

quantities large enough to support massive joint venture, called Kilwa Ammonia, to 
extraction and refining operations. STAMI- build a large-scale fertilizer complex at 
CO’s activities were constrained by lack of Kilwa Masoko in Tanzania. The $450 mil- 
trained workers, finances, and infrastruc- lion ammonia-urea plant was to supply 
ture. To exploit the trona deposit, forexam- Tanzania with its urea fertilizer needs as 
ple, would require massive investment, be- well as urea for export to neighboring 
cause no infrastructure existed where the countries. Natural gas from Tanzania’s off- 
trona was located. , shore Songo Songo Field was to be used by 

The Government was pursuing a unified _ the plant. 
energy policy in an endeavor to diminish 

_ Table 1.—Tanzania: Production of mineral commodities? 
- OS . _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity. | 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° mE 

_ METALS 
Gold, refined ______________troy ounces__ 23 133 322 246 200 
Tin, mine output, metal content ______=_____ __ 9 10 “10 29 

NONMETALS | 
Cement ______________-_ thousand tons__ 260 231 280 1,100 1,200 
Clays: 

ntonite_______________________ 35, 20 80 80 50 
Kaolin® ________ 2 ee 1,000 1,000 1,100 1,100 750 

Diamond: | | 
Gem®?______ et  carats__ 204,016 140,894 156,776 136,852 125,000 
Industrial®  _§_______________do____ 204,016 140,894 156,775 136,853 125,000 

Total _-___-________ = do____ 408,032 281,788 313,551 273,705 250,000 
Gem stones, precious and semiprecious 

excluding diamond:* ; 
Amethyst _____________ __ kilograms_ _ 2 4 28 48 50 
Aquamarine ________________do____ NA __ NA 533 560 
Beryl (gem only) ______/_________do____ 67 __ 2 (5) 5 
Chrysoprase and opal___________do____ __ 23 2 (5) 212 
Corundum (gem only)___________do____ —_ __ 6 °7 7 
Garnet and rhodolite ___________do____ 20 3 37 9 213 
Ruby and sapphire ____________do____ 1 (5) 20 10 11 Scapolite __________________do____ 7 __ 9 £10 10 
Tourmaline_________________do____ 3 (5) 5 2 3 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Tanzania: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

} | Commodity 1977 1978 “1979 —s«1980P 1981° 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Gem stones, precious and semiprecious eo 

excluding diamond* —Continued a Do 

Zircon _______.______~~~ kilograms. _ 20 (°) 5 3 4A 
Zoisite (tanzanite) ______.____._-do___~- (5) 11 10 2 3 
Unspecified __ ________..___.-do____ 55 21 a — 9 10 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude ____________~_ 8,255 20,206 9,430 “11,300 — 12,000 
Lime, hydrated, and quicklime ___~_________ ©2000 5,128 6,111 | “6,500. 6,800 
Mica, sheet __._____________________ q 6 6 P10 25 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ___________ NA NA — 5,000 €5,500 6,000 
Salt, all types. _._______________-____-_ 27,991 F21,100 37,078 “40,000 41,000 
Stone, sand and gravel: 7 

Calcite___________________--___- 2 NA NA - NA - NA 
Ornamental stone: - 

Art stone_______-_-__-_-__________ 16 5 10... 45 a) 
Amethystine quartz ______ kilograms_ _. - 2 4 ~ NA’. NA NA 

Glass sands____.~_-§___-__------_~-~_ 28,000 28,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 
Vermiculite® _________._.--______ ~_--_ 20 20 20 20 | ~ 20 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS | . : . 

Coal, bituminous________________-_-_- 3,000 3,500 © ©900 1,000 - 1,000 

Petroleum refinery products: ae - So an 
Gasoline__— -— thousand 42-galion barrels_ _ 895 794 781 | 780° 800 
Kerosine. ______________~ —~~—do____ 349 328 292... ° 300 800 
Jet fuel _.________________-do____ 241 173 244 240 220 
Distillate fuel oil__._._._________.do____ 1,170 978 976 1,000 1,050 
Residual fuel oi] _..______.____-do____ 1,847 1,573 1,710 1,700 __-1,750 
Liquefied petroleum gas ________-do____ 72 63 78 80 = ~—Stsé« 
Refinery fuel and losses_ _ _ ___ _ _ _.do___~_ 317 310 300. (asi 800—t 300 

Total _.._______________do____ 4,891 4,219 4,381 *° 4400750 4,500 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. a pe 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 16, 1982. _ 
2Reported figure. | = pS 
3Estimates based on reported total diamond output and best available information on the ratio of gem to industrial 

stones in total output. Ho oe m8 
‘Exports. 

. ‘Less than 1/2 unit. _ : . | 

. Table 2.—Tanzania: Exports of mineral commodities oS 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) ee 

 Destinations,1980 

Commodit; 1979 1980 : 
ume United = Other (principal) : 

Aluminum metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures_ ___________- (4) 928 — Zambia 465; Burundi 186; 

Mozambique 124. 
Copper metal including alloys, scrap _ — _ 240 129 -- India 104; West Germany 25. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate ________- _~- 14 _- 
Metal: 

Scrap _.....------~---- 12 5 -- All to Netherlands. 
Pig iron and similar materials _ _ 55 250 _. All to Zambia. 
Steel, primary forms ~ — — _ — _ —_ 2 _- 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections... - 18 360 -- All to Zambia. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — 1,783 948 _- Uganda 515; Zambia 427; Zaire 6. 
Rails and accessories — — — — — 154 148 _- 1 to Zambia. 
Wire _______________ _- 50 _-. Uganda 49; Zambia 1. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ——— —_— 104 _- 
Castings and forgings, rough -- 150 -- All to Uganda. 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap___.__-___-.-------~- 68 70 -— India 30; Denmark 25; Hong Kong 10. 
Unwrought ___.._____--~----~- _- 14 -- All to Spain. 

Nickel metal including alloys, scrap — —_— 5 ' _- 
Tin: Ore and concentrate _______-~_-~- 18 14 _- All to Malaysia. 
Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap____._______-------- _- 338 _- Spain 204; India 134. 
Unwrought _____________--_-_ (?) 20 _- 1 to Uganda. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Tanzania: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit . 1979 ~ 1980 “United »+%.. .. OO soany United Other (principal) 
a
 

ee 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Ash and residue containing _ 

nonferrous metals_________ __ 187 98 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 35; India 35; 
, Denmark 20. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ; 
value, thousands. — -- $5 ~. All to Uganda. 

NONMETALS 
Cement_____________________ 7,976 11,260 ~— Burundi 11,110; Zambia 150. Clay and clay products: Crude ________ 25 _— 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strun: . 
value, thousands_ _ $30,309 $15,037 -~- United Kingdom $11,648; Belgium- 

; . Luxembourg $3,360. 
Industrial _.__________do____ _-- $24,403 _— United Kingdom $13,831; Switzer- 

land $10,572. 
Gypsum and plasters ~-- ee _- 40 -- All to Zambia. 

ica: Crude including splittings and 
waste _____ 2 9 4 — All to United Kingdom. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: Natural 

. value, thousands_ _ $255 $277 $14 West Germany $246; Australia $15. Salt andbrine.__- $= = 5 5 = 13,751 11,516 —- Burundi 7,534; Zaire 3,834; Uganda 

Stone, sand and gravel: : 
Dimension stone, crude _________ 30 _— 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 10 5 ~~ All to West Germany. 
Quartz and quartzite___.§._________ 12 _- 

Sulfur: Elemental, crude __________ — 8 -— 
Other: Meerschatm, amber, jet ______ 4 _- 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS . 

Coke and semicoke___§___________ 70 _. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _____ value, thousands__ $3,979 $4,776 __ Burundi $3,219; Zambia $1,002; Zaire 

Kerosine and jet fuel. _ _ _ _ __do_ ___ $247 $606 _- Burundi $383; Zaire $179. Distillate fuel oil ________do____ $1,533 $2,707 __ Barandi $1,150; Zaire $701; Malawi 

Residual fuel oil ________do____ $11,014 $17,765 — People’s Democratic Republic of 
Yemen $2,924; Switzerland $2,001. Lubricants -----~~--~.do____ $47 $215 __ Burundi $103; Zambia $87. er: 

Liquefied petroleum gas : 
do____ $13 — 

Nonlubricating oils _ _ _do___ _ _- $2 __ All te Uganda. Bitumen and other residues : 
do____ $2 $2 -- All to Zambia. 

*Unreported quantity valued at $1,241,000. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $7,000.
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Table 3.—Tanzania: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y Qnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap______-__--_--_-_--_- 10 _- 
Unwrought ________________ 2,110 2,958 — Netherlands 1,518; Canada 786; 

Egypt 500. 
_ Semimanufactures__ ______—____ 1,646. 2,402 1 Canada 1,249; West Germany 649. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
rap__—~—~-~_-~-~~-~ ~~ 1 —_ 

Unwrought ________________ 24 _- 
Semimanufactures____________ 3,019 453 (7) Zambia 192; United Kingdom 104; 

Netherlands 39. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate ________~~- 414 1,061 _- All from Sweden. 
etal: 

Pig iron and similar materials _ _ 1,958 1,249 _- West Germany 694; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 310; Netherlands 210. . 

Steel, primary forms __ _ —_ —~ _ _ 35,973 22,667 4 Japan 17,250; Belgium-Luxembourg 
1,768; Netherlands 1,506. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections. $$ _§________ 15,455 62,143 — India 44,898; Japan 6,899; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,827. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 31,646 12,413 1 Japan 8,935; West Germany 1,317; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,154. 

Hoop and strip ______~__ 1,580 2,130 178 Japan 864; United Kingdom 485; 
est Germany 331. 

Rails and accessories _ _ __ _ 13,888 1,604 — Canada 653; Australia 475; United 
Kingdom 332. 

Wire ____________-__ 4,176 5,579 1 United Kingdom 3,037; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,280; West Germany 

Tubes, pipes, fittings __—__ 9,002 8,376 4 Japan 2,621; West Germany 2,284; 
United Kingdom 1,502. 

Castings and forgings, rough () 37 -- West Germany 29; United Kingdom 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _____________-_~- 60 248 _- Zambia 166; United Kingdom 82. 
Semimanufactures_—____._____ 205 259 -- United-Kingdom 191; Zambia 43. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, scrap 1 _- 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ $1 _— 

Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 2 50 _- Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands. _ -- $3 _- Hong Kong $2; United Kingdom $1. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _____—_do____ $3 $2 _- All from Italy. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ___~_____________ 6 13 — United Kingdom 8; Netherlands 5. 
Semimanufactures_—_~§._-______ _ 105 305 _— United Kingdom 150; Japan 149. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap___-- ~~ ------u---__ 220 1,050 _- Zaire 1,000; Zambia 50. 
Unwrought ________________ 6,547 3,169 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 1,556; Zambia 

1,113; Zaire 500. 
Blue powder________________ _- 3 _- All from Sweden. 
Semimanufactures_—~__________ 3 201 -- Japan 199. 

Other: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands_ _ _- $1 -- All from Italy. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ — _ — 1,077 198 _- Zambia 79; West Germany 66; France 

Pyrophoric alloys 
value, thousands_ _ $7 _- 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 2 406 -- Brazil 392; Japan 10. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc ___ ~~ 14 29 -- India 23; United Kingdom 6. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands. _ $1 $1 _- All from West Germany. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones __ _________-_-_---_ 15 55 () China 28; India 10; United Kingdom 

Asbestos, crude ____.___-__-_-- _ _- 329 __ All from Canada. 
Barite and witherite__._________ - 939 _- 
Cement____.__----_~--~~-.--- 54,982 83,890 (4) United Kingdom 45,930; Mozambique 

13,843; Bulgaria 9,198. 
Chalk____-_-~-_--~----~----~---- 453 354 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 323; West 

Germany 31. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Tanzania: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

‘(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

oO Sources, 1980 

. Commodit 1979 1980 : 
“y a Brited Other (principal) 

te 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clay and clay products: 
Crude. = 1,008 170 39 Netherlands 34; West Germany 24; 

United Kingdom 20. 
Products: CO 

Nonrefractory_.__.___.___ 360 927 (1) West Germany 800; India 33; Italy 31. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _-___§_§__-_________ 3,457 31,826 -~- United Kingdom 853; Denmark 443; 
West Germany 112. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $1,350 _- 
Industrial ____________do____ $1 —_ 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 214 257 251 West Germany 3; United Kingdom 2. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ 4 6 __ All from West Germany. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: Phosphatic ____________ 17,951 (4) _- All from Jordan. 
Manufactured: . 

Nitrogenous ______________ 41,365 56,029 — Netherlands 34,432; Japan 13,702; 
. United Kingdom 4,000. 

Phosphatic________~______ 116 _— 
Potassic___§_§_§_§_~ _~§_______ 6,050 8,333 _- West Germany 4,832; Belgium- 

_ Luxembourg 3,501. 
Other including mixed _ _ __ _ _ _ 2 340 — Netherlands 199; West Germany 137. 

Graphite, natural ______-_______ 1 3 _- All from Sweden. 
Gypsum and plasters ___§_____~____ 782 350 _- West Germany 324; United Kingdom 

Lime ___~__ ~~ __ ue 3 1,401 __ Kenya 1,400; Japan 1. 
Magnesite ~ eee ee 330 300 _- West Germany 250; Austria 50. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 4 13 _— United Kingdom 12; Norway 1. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings __-____.__________ 165 (5) 
Pigments, mineral: Natural, crude __ _ _ 10 4 __ All from United Kingdom. 
Pyrites, unroasted _ value, thousands_ _ $1 _- 
Salt and brine________-_§_______ 1,665 14,141 1 Israel 6,650; India 5,495; West 

, . Germany 811. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Soda ash_______~_~______ 17,901 18,344 _- West Germany 14,306; Kenya 2,051; 
Netherlands 1,201. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: oe 

Crude and partly worked _____ 1 — . 
Worked_____§___________ _— 8 _- Sweden 6; Italy 2. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 10 2 _- All from Norway. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 7 (4) NA NA. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 7 _ _- All from West Germany. 
Sand other than metal-bearing ____ 20 40 _ Do. . 

Sulfur: | , 
Elemental, crude_____§________ 10,635 12,145 _- Iraq 11,600; Netherlands 470; West 

Germany 42. 
Sulfuric acid___§ 252 2 2 2 2 8,235 124 7 West Germany 106; United Kingdom 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 899 272 _- India 88; Belgium-Luxembourg 75; 
West Germany 46. 

Other: 
Crude: 

Meerschaum, amber, jet __ _ _ _ _ 10 5 _- All from Italy. 
Unspecified _____________ 10 5 _— All from West Germany. 

lag and ash, not metal-bearing _ _ _ _ 1 _e 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cement, unfired nonmetals 1,872 1,342 a) United Kingdom 815; Italy 348; India 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___ _ _ __ 2,070 201 _- Japan 99; United Kingdom 58; Kenya 

Coal, all grades including briquets _ _ _ _ 63 54 _- All from Japan. _ 
Coke and semicoke______________ (8) 318 __ Sweden 180; United Kingdom 133; 

West Germany 5. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 4,160 3,764 _- Iraq 2,624. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __ value, thousands_ _ $11,304 $27,215 _- People’s Democratic Republic of 
Yemen $8,926; France $6,923; 
Netherlands $5,708. 

'  Kerosine and jet fuel __ _do____ $16,051 $24,960 _- Bahrain $14,368; People’s Democratic 
Republic of Yemen $4,349; Italy 
$1,818. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Tanzania: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products — 
Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Distillate fuel oil 
value, thousands_ _ $28,539 $60,680 _- Bahrain $ 22,344; People’s Democratic 

| eepipue of Yemen 319,007 ; France 

Residual fuel oil_ ___ __do____ $3,052 __ —_ 
Lubricants _________do____ $16,432 $17,193 $157 Netherlands $7,955; Italy $2,957; 
Other: United Kingdom $1,239. 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
; do____ $782 $39 __ Mainly from West Germany. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do. ___ $424 $1,945 $147 West Germany $1,600; Kenya $41. 

Nonlubricating oil_ _do_ _ __ $125 $1,981 $43 Australia $778; N Soe ands $556; 

Bitumen and other residues “ “many 
including bituminous 
mixtures ______do____ $1,257 $4,534 __ West German y pee Italy $846; 

0 . 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, ™ “ 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 511 1,286 -- United Kingdom 401; Italy 400; West 

Germany 161. 

1Less than 1/2 unit. | | 
2Unreported quantity valued at $12,000. 
3Excludes an unreported quantity valued at $364,000. 
“Unreported quantity valued at $2,462,000. . 
Value only reported at $12,000 of which $3,000 from Sweden and $2,000 each from Canada, Denmark, Netherlands, 

an es rmany. 

Unreported quantity valued at $187,000. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS heater and a Unax planetary cooler; as well 
. , as an 1,820-kilowatt finish mill. Additional- 

Gold.—The production of gold from Tan- ly, another 800-ton-per-day dry-process 
zania’s Buckreef gold mine in Geita district, lant bei ‘dered at Wazo Hills b | 
Mwanza region, was scheduled to begin in Plant was being considere at azo Aas OY 
January 1982. The Buckreef plant could Tanzania Saruji Corp. Kuljan Corp. was 
mine 250,000 tons of ore, which would be handling the conceptual design, design and 
processed to yield 2 kilograms of gold per °8tneering, construction supervision, com- 

day. The Buckreef Mine was one of two missioning, and initial operation of the new 
producing gold mines in Tanzania. Lupa plant. Kulijan was also doing a feasibility 
gold mine in Chunya, Mbeya region, pro- study of two more cement plants. One was a 

duced alluvial gold. one-line, 600-ton-per-day operation. The oth- 
Machinery was to be ordered from abroad er was a two-line, 1,500-ton-per-day plant. — 

in 1981 for two small-scale gold mines to be Diamond.—Diamond output decreased in 
opened at Nzega and Kahama. Countrywide 1981. Approximately 250,000 carats were 
surveys identified eight areas with gold produced at the two kimberlite mines in 
deposits, but owing to financial and work 1981, registering a 9% decrease below 1980 
force constraints, the ministry decided to levels. Diamond continued to be the most 
start small-scale mining in only two areas. important mineral foreign exchange earner 

during 1981, despite depressed world mar- 
NONMETALS ket conditions. Roughly $11.4 million in 

Cement.—The Tanzania Saruji Corp.’s foreign exchange earnings were attributed 
800-ton-per-day Mbeya cement plant inthe Tanzania Ss diamond industry in 1981. 
southwest commenced operations in 1981. Fertilizer Materials—Ammonium Hy- 
Major equipment at this plant was supplied droxide.—The Tanzania Fertilizer Co. Ltd. 
by F. L. Smidth (Denmark) and consisted of (TFC) started production of ammonium hy- 
a 1,250-kilowatt raw mill; one 3.95- by 58- droxide solution that was used in paint 
meter kiln with a four-stage cyclone pre- production, wood treatment, and other
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chemical processes. The plant had capacity reserve of 18.9 billion cubic meters, with 
enough to satisfy the country’s yearly de- anotier 13.9 billion cubic meters probable. 
mand of 2,000 liters. e known reserves were more than suffi- 
Phosphate.—The foundation stone for the cient to meet the needs of an ammonia-urea 

Minjingu phosphate mine was laid in Au- plant to be built nearby at Kilwa. 
gust 1981 to officially mark the launching of , Petroleum.—Tanzania, assisted by the 
the project in Hanang district, Arusha, but pai ian Oil Co., Sonatrach, was to start 

production was not scheduled to start until rilling a 4,000-meter (12,000-foot) explor- 
1983. The Mini d ts. di ed atory well on the tiny coastal island of 

- the Minjingu deposits, caiscover Mafia to determine the amount of available 
more than 20 years ago, have phosphate i) there. The project was being financed 
reserves to last 15 years if exploited at the through an Algerian loan of $10 million. 
rate of 100,000 tons per year. The exploita- Tanzania was spending about one-half of its 
tion being carried out by STAMICO with foreign exchange earnings on oil imports. 
the Kone Corp. of Finland was expected to The Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
cost $22 million. The Finnish Government Countries (OPEC) Fund for International 

was to meet over one-half of this invest- Development granted Tanzania an oil and 
ment. TFC would save $8.5 million in for- gas exploration loan for $12 million. This 
eign currency by utilizing the local phos- loan was the first to be specifically tied to 
phate mineral. exploration for on and Be Se ln and 

‘wo Mi . . -. was to be complemented by million in 
sine the "hesinnine of ane on "contury local counterpart funds generated under a 

although the operations have always been "The balance-of payments support loan. 
‘mple and with no mechanization. e European Investment Bank gave 

very simp Tanzania a further loan of $7.7 million for 

The quality of the product has always had a drilling operations at Songo Songo Island in 

good standing internationally and was at the Indian Ocean. The Songo Songo scheme, 
one time one of the country’s more impor-' which was also financed by the World Bank 
tant exports. Small-scale mining of mica through the International Development As- 
continued at Morogoro, the Pave Mountain sociation and the OPEC special fund, was 
area, within the Karagwe district. Recent scheduled for completion by September 
inquiries from United Kingdom mica bro- 1982 and is expected to involve a total 
kers indicate that although demand for outlay of more than $42.5 million. 

good-quality Tanzanian mica remained Tanzania signed two other major agree- 
brisk, the problem of inadequate supply ments for petroleum exploration in 1981. 

remained production oriented. Production The first was with Shell Petroleum Develop- 
of mica in 1981 was approximately thesame ment Tanzania, who agreed with the Gov- 
as in 1980. ernment to explore for oil and gas in a 

72,000-square-kilometer area south of Dar 
MINERAL FUELS es Salaam. The area, which ran diagonally 

from Kisarawe to Songea in Southern Tan- 
Coal—The coal mine at Ilima reported zania, excluded the coastal strip where the 

remaining reserves of only about 70,000 Italian company Azienda Generali Italiana 

tons. The operation was fairly primitive, Petroli S.p.A. was prospecting. The second 
with manually propelled carts and kerosine @8reement was between Tanzania and the 
lamps. Across the Kiwira River was a new Vienna-based International Energy Devel- 

minesite that the Chinese finished survey- opment Corp. (Tanzania) nie arg . tae 
ing in 1980, and to which construction of a wos. to “explor coment ince gas over an 

road and bridge had begun. A revised prov- estimated 12,000-square-kilometer area 
en reserves estimate showed that close to 20 northwest of Dar es Salaam. 
million tons were in the deposit. However, Under both agreements, the exploration 

any idea of exporting the coal was canceled, company was to have full responsibility for 
as were plans for general commercial avail- generating the capital involved. Any petro- 

ability. The mine was now expected to  leum found in their respective exploration 
produce coal only for specific projects, in- areas was to be shared jointly between the 
cluding a 24-megawatt power-generating fa- exploration company and TPDC. 
cility yet to be built, a cement plant at ——————— 
nearby Mbeya, and the new papermill un- _,Uhysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
der construction at Mufindi. Tanzanian ‘shillings. ‘(TSh) to US. dollars at the rate of 

Natural Gas.—Exploration for gas at Son-  aerctimated | sovcentages include nonfuel minerals only. 
go Songo confirmed a minimum recoverable



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Thai ailand 
By Gordon L. Kinney’ 

The 1981 economy showed signs of recov- er 8.7% in July. In addition, the Bank of 
ery after the recessionary trends of the Thailand increased its discount rates to 
second half of 1980. A bumper farm cropdid 13.5% and 17.5%. Bank deposit rates were 
not benefit the economy as much as ex-_ raised in July to 13% and 14% for 1- and 2- 
pected because of the depressed world prices year deposits, respectively. Interest ceilings 
for most agricultural commodities. A liquid- were also raised in July to 19% for commer- 
ity crisis beginning in midyear led to a_ cial banks and 21% for finance companies. 
general economic slowdown. Exports grew The Government also lowered corporate tax 

at less-than-expected levels and imports rates 5% and the tax credit for dividends 
remained high, resulting in a high balance was raised from 25% to 35%. 
of trade and payment deficits.” The relative importance of the mining 

The problems notwithstanding, gross na- sector in the Thai economy dropped a small 
tional product (GNP) for 1981 was estimated amount in 1980 for the first time in several 
at $36.6 billion? in current prices compared years and the small decline was expected to 
with over $32 billion in 1980.‘ Real growth continue in 1981. Final figures were not 
in GNP was estimated at differing levels by available for 1981, but it was estimated 
different organizations and ranged from that 2% of the GNP was derived from the 

, 6.5% to 8.0% depending on how the GNP mining and quarry sector. The decline was 
was measured. mostly due to the drop in value of tin 

A high rate of inflation was a serious exports during the year. As was normal, 
handicap to the Thai economy. After a 20% agriculture, manufacturing, and wholesale 
rate in 1980, the year opened with 4 months nd retail trade were the leading sectors, 

of even higher inflation, nearly 30%. After contributing 26.2%, 18.7%, and 18.6%, re- 

April the rate slowed and in August it was spectively, to the GNP.° 
only 0.8%. Various estimates of the infla- The Thai Government has been trying to 
tion rate for the whole year place the figure encourage the exploration and development 
between 14% and 18%, still uncomfortably of its mineral resources. It has been claimed. 
high. The leading cause appeared to be in the past that despite theoretical encour- 
rising energy costs. After mostly holding agement, the actual practice of getting a 
the line on petroleum products during 1980, project from paperwork through start of 
the Government was forced to increase the construction was a long, tedious, and often 

heavily subsidized prices an average of 20% discouraging task. During the year, a group 
in January 1981. Increases in electricity of American Agency for International De- 
rates of 16% and 20% also added to the velopment officials and private business- 
inflationary push. men were invited to Thailand to examine 

In an effort to relieve the economic situa- the problems of private investment. Their 
tion, the Government devalued the baht. preliminary findings indicated (1) a need to 
The Bank of Thailand adjusted the rate clarify energy-utilization policies for inves- 
downward by 1.083% in May and by anoth- _ tors, (2) a need to remove uncertainties in 

977
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the tax structure, (3) that Thai decision- penalty fee would be owed to the Govern- 
making processes needed to be speeded up, ment. Another idea was to have the permits 
and (4) price control policies were uncertain renewed each year. This would enable bet- 
and needed clarification. ter records to be kept on the number of 

In another action to get mineral develop- permits outstanding, who has them, and the 
ment moving, the Department of Mineral location and the nature of the mineral to be 
Resources (DMR) began to review its poli- sought. A final incentive to actual explora- 
cies for granting exploration permits. As tion would be a sharp increase in the yearly 
the law stands, once an exploration permit exploration and concession fees owed to the 
was issued, there was nothing to force the Government. . 
permit holders to begin exploring. Many The major mining developments of the 
people have been holding exploration rights year were centered on the offshore natural 
to vast areas of land, but have done nothing gas, a probable start on the zinc project, 
about it for years. The policy prevents progress toward developing a potash indus- 
others genuinely interested in exploration try, the development of a nitrogen fertilizer 
from doing so. One change being considered complex, and possible development of the 
was to set a time period under which the _ salt deposits. Also there was partial relief to 
exploration activity must begin. Failure to previous critical cement shortages, and a 
do so would terminate the permit or a_ second tin smelter opened during the year. 

PRODUCTION | a 

Thailand was the third largest market exploited during 1981, but plans were mov- 
economy producer of tin, but production ing along toward the eventual production of 
was off a small amount during 1981. The _ both of these minerals. 
value of tin production was about $468 Thailand’s first commercial use of the 
million, a drop of more than 16% from the _ large natural gas reserves discovered sever- 
1980 level. In addition to tin, Thailand was_ al years ago in the Gulf of Thailand was in 
a major world source of tantalum and September 1981. Production began at a 
columbium, mainly in the form of high- modest scale, but will soon become a major 
grade tin-smelter slags. Thailand also pro- factor in Thailand’s economy. There were 
duced modest amounts of antimony, lead, plans to use the gas as either fuel or raw 
manganese, tungsten, barite, and flourspar. material in the cement, iron and steel, 
In all, Thailand produced 35 types of ore ammonia, potash, soda ash, liquified natu- 
minerals with a total value of $578 million, ral gas (LNG), and petrochemical indus- 

about 15% less than the 1980 level. tries. A 1981 discovery of onshore oil by 
_ Huge deposits of salt underlay a large Shell Exploration and Production Co. could 

part of the northeast plateau area andthere be a great help to the Thai economy if the 
have been several important discoveries of strike turns out to be commercially exploit- 
potash minerals in these salt horizons. Nei- able. 
ther the salt nor the potash was being : 

Table 1.—Thailand: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? mE 

METALS 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight __________________ 5,774 6,759 6,905 6,862 2,820 
Metal content._________________ 2,454 2,873 2,935 2,916 ®1,199 

Metal, smelter ____________________ 159 35 101 22 36 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight__________ 490 65 42 _- _- 
Columbium and tantalum ores and concentrates, 

gross weight:? 
Columbite_______________________ 33 64 382 213 £200 
Tantalite _-§_____________________ 41 __ 25 143 48 
Mixed columbite-tantalite_____________ NA NA 231 301 _ 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore (55% Fe), gross weight __________ 63,470 88,121 103,101 84,966 62,472 

Pigiron _--__________ 19,333 20,812 30,224 17,738 9,169 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Thailand: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferrosilicon ______--_-----~- —_ 1,635 73,041 60 -- 
Ferromanganese ______.~_~_~- 706 TAT 2,187 ~ 112 _- 

Steel, primary forms: 
Ingots _______-_----------- 314,132 270,000 183,130 

300,000 331,484 
. Billets___-§.§_9_____---__----~- 17,017 20,000 245,304 
Semimanufactures (selected): 

Bars _________------------ NA NA NA 321,517 109,711 
Galvanized iron sheets _ _— ____--- 101,687 84,808 85,000 ©129,342 151,620 

Lead Tinned plates _________----~-- 36,118 43,939 40,000 70,183 78,834 

ad: 
Mine output, metal content of 42.5% Pb 

concentrate ___________________-_ 506 1,663 8,719 10,560 ©17,283 
Metal: Ingot, unwrought, secondary _ ———- ~~ 1,181 1,101 F756 1,667 ©1800 

Manganese ore: | 
Chemical grade, over 75% MnOz2 ____—---- 63 78 42 11 °5 
Battery grade and chemical grade, 75% MnO _ 4,762 6,635 5,828 2,716 3,095 
Metallurgical grade, 46%-50% MnOe2 —-_—_-_- 72,137 65,498 29,496 51,583 7,817 

Total __________----_~------- 76,962 72,211 35,366 54,310 10,917 
Rare-earth metals: 

Monazite concentrate, gross weight ______-_ __ @) 32 152 107 
- Xenotime ___________~-~--~-~-~-~---- 50 —_ 6 52 45 

in: 
Mine output, metal content __________-~- 24,205 30,186 33,962 38,685 °31,474 
Metal, smelter, primary ________------~- 23,102 28,945 33,058 34,689 32,626 

Titanium: Ilmenite concentrate, gross weight — — — _- 482 780 _- 37 

Tungsten concentrate: 
Gross weight ________-_------------ 4,276 6,182 3,543 3,134 ©2,348 
Metal content ____________-_------ 2,204 3,187 1,826 1,615 _ ©1,300 

Zinc, smelter production _______-__------ 31 8 10 30 _- 

Zirconium ore and concentrate, gross weight _ — _ — 303 2 116 61 104 

. NONMETALS 

Asbestos_ __________.-------~------- 4 — oe _- oe 

Barite ____________--___---------- 118,466 274,564 378,654 305,057 307,046 
Cement, hydraulic_______—-— thousand tons__— 5,110 5,091 5,255 5,337 ~ &6,000 
Clays: . 

Ballclay________________________ 720 __ 1,766 1,557 1,856 

' Kaolin. ~_-__§__-__---_---------- 24,810 33,764 42,769 19,934 ' 14,086 
Kaolinite (dickite)____.__._______------ 1,160 930 1,320 5,020 - 9,450 

Diatomite __________.--___--------- 190 1,105 3,418 1,982 128 

Feldspar_________._-_------------- 17,619 32,583 26,428 24,158 24,243 
a NS Se See SS 

Fluorspar: . 
Crude mine output: © 

High grade... ___------------ 193,315 175,531 177,730 172,784 157,311 

Low grade _ _____~--------~---- 46,490 84,255 82,122 133,547 113,667 

Total __-_________--------- 239,805 259,786 259,852 306,331 270,978 

Salable product: . 
Acid grade (beneficiated low grade) ~~ _ — — 54,826 55,000 56,574 60,108 ©55,181 
Metallurgical grade _________--~-- 193,315 175,531 177,730 172,784 ©157,311 

Total ________.----------- 248,141 230,531 "284,804 232,892 °212,492 
Graphite. __.__._._.___---------~-+--- 23 23 _— 2,074 1,800 

Gypsum ___________~-_--~----~----- 380,090 280,904 352,398 411,977 540,383 
Nitrogen, N content of ammonia _ _—_~—----- 7,000 9,000 -- _- _- 

Ehosphate rock, crude _______------~---- 3,100 3,485 4,542 5,570 5,800 
t: 

Rock ___. ---___~-----------~---- 12,750 11,839 11,000 16,744 11,000 

Other®___ -§ _-_- _-____-_~-__-------- 165,000 165,000 165,000 165,000 165,000 
Sand, silica ~oe eee eee ee 112,168 170,227 157,076 171,000 76,330 

tone: 
Calcite_.________--------------- 15 1,182 1,860 360 *500 
Dolomite _________------------+-- 3,370 4,400 4,030 8,130 8,000 
Limestone for cement manufacture only 

thousand tons. _ 706 2,631 2,964 3,958 5,486 
Marble__________--------------- -- -- 4,896 5,649 8,016 

Marl for cement manufacture only 
thousand tons_ _ 585 1,460 2,262 1,939 1,787 

Quartz, not further described ________-~~- 34,520 22,220 22,240 7,828 “8,000 
Shale for cement manufacture only —— ~~~ -- 180,696 484,518 748,499 800,682 1,123,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Thailand: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Ssh 

essere aera 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Talc and related materials: 
Pyrophyllite _..._________________ 9,851 12,190 11,191 10,350 10,370 Tale 517 2,698 2,351 1,376 1,665 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS . 
Coal: Lignite ____________ thousand tons__ 436 639 1,356 1,427 1,686 
Petroleum: 

Crude ______ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 103 107 109 “110 “100 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _do____ 13,317 12,965 14,535 ©14,700 NA Jet fuel______-___________do____ 4,732 4,750 5,720 *5,800 NA Kerosine ________________do____ 1,761 1,643 1,860 ®1,900 NA Distillate fuel oi) _._________do____ 17,591 16,200 16,860 ©17,200 NA 
Residual fuel oil] ___________do____ 17,787 19,673 19,980 20,300 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas______ _do____ 1,508 1,374 1,450 1,500 NA 
Naphtha ________________do____ 2,317 1,955 1,920 2,000 NA Asphalt_________._._§._-.___-do___- 988 954 1,121 ®1,200 NA Unspecified ______________do____ __ 223 ©250 300 NA 
Refinery fuel and losses _______do____ 750 1,692 1,800 2,100 NA 

Total _______________do____ 60,751 61,429 65,496 ®67,000 NA eee ™ 
“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
Includes data available through Aug. 9, 1982. 
"Excludes columbium- and tantalum-bearing tin slags, which make Thailand the world’s largest source of newly mined 

tantalum. 
SRevised to zero. 

TRADE 

The estimated value of total trade was was tin, accounting for 81% of total mineral 
$18 billion in 1981, up from $15.8 billion exports. Revenues from tin exports were 
during 1980.¢ Exports rose from $6.5 billion adversely affected by the nearly 20% drop 
in 1980 to over an estimated $7.5 billion in in world tin prices during 1981. Total tin 
1981. The planned target had been well over exports were valued at $468 million in 1981. 
$8 billion. The lower amount of export was Other mineral exports were antimony, bar- 
attributed to the generally depressed world ite, columbium, fluorite, gem stones, lead 
prices of most commodities. Imports, how- concentrate, and tantalum. The export of 
ever, began the first 6 months of 1981 ata tin smelter slag constituted the major 
20% increase over the 1980 levels. source of new tantalum on the world mar- 

The Government was concerned over the ket. 
growing trade deficit and devaluation of the Thailand’s most important mineral was 
baht was initiated to boost exports and crude oil, which accounted for over 31% of 
discourage imports. The Thai baht had not all imports in 1981. Because of world price 
fluctuated more than 4% against the U.S. increases, Thailand’s oil import bill contin- 
dollar during the past 30 years. Asa result ued to rise in 1981 despite a substantial 
of the devaluation, the balance-of-trade defi- drop in the volume imported. The Govern- 
cit for 1981 was expected to be lowered by ment planned for the output of natural gas 
about $275 million. to substitute for a significant proportion of 

By far the most important mineral export these oil imports in the years to come.
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Table 2.—Thailand: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nn 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________------~-- 7961 (7) _- All to Malaysia. 
Semimanufactures___—___~---- 1,393 1,554 () Japan 534; Singapore 311; Hong 

Kong 247. 
Antimony: . 

Ore and concentrate________~-- 5,689 5,704 283 Belgium 2,543; France 1,046; West 
Germany 566. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought _ _ 60 5 _- All to India. 
_Chromium: Chromite __———-__----- 62 _- 
Columbium: Ore and concentrate _ — — — — 332 359 3 Netherlands 170; Singapore 145. 
Copper metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures_ ________-_-- 1 1 _— Mainly to Singapore. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought __ — _ _ — — value_ _ __ $90 $90 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap______.__~---------- 492 1,423 _- Japan 1,257; Malaysia 166. 
Ferroalloys ______-__-------- _- 85 _— Taiwan 55; Japan 20. 
Semimanufactures_ __——~_—-~--- 44,122 92,089 207 China 55,820; Hong Kong 7,202; 

Singapore 4,029. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate __ ____—---- 16,796 21,653 __ Netherlands 13,350; Japan 8,000. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ ~~ 91 249 -- Indonesia 200; Hong Kong 29. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _______.--- 35,718 50,820 __ Japan 44,700; Taiwan 6,000. 
Dioxide, synthetic ______-_-__--- 20 _- 

Nickel metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures_ — — — — kilograms_ _ _- 20 -- All to Italy. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ — -- 3,215 -- All to Pakistan. 
Rare-earth metals: Xenotime —___— ~~ -—-—_ 10 10 _- All to Malaysia. 

ilver: 
Waste and sweepings _ _ — — — value__ _- $42,223 -- Hove $38,238; Singapore 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 3,637 31 () Switzerland 18; United Arab Emir- 
ates 7; Netherlands 3. 

Tantalum: Ore and concentrate __ —_—~- 1,154 199 9 Netherlands 99; Singapore 83. 
in: 

Ore and concentrate ___ ______-- 867 112 _- Mainly to Australia. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _ _— 31,348 33,980 13,090 Netherlands 14,951; Japan 5,914.. 

Titanium: Ore and concentrate 
kilograms_ _— _- 25 _- All to Laos. 

Tungsten: Ore and concentrate_ _~ — — _ — 3,609 3,638 839 Netherlands 1,217; West Germany 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate ______---~ - 5 2 -- All to Belgium. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~~- 130 _- 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

Oth manufactures _________-~--~- 234 909 _- Laos 852; Malaysia 28. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates. ______—__- 289 537 _- Indonesia 500; Netherlands 27. 
Ash and residue, metal-bearing — ~~ — 366 14,670 3,333 Netherlands 10,816; Belgium 197. 
Metalloids ___________------ -- 1,000 -- All to Hong Kong. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete. 20 -- 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones _ _ _ _ — kilograms_ _ _- 374 74 Malaysia 300. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____________-_---- 1 81 _- Hong Kong 48; Laos 29; Japan 2. 
Barite and witherite____________-— 288,852 361,335 127,050 Indonesia 87,200; Singapore 60,030; 

Saudi Arabia 25,500. 
Cement_______.--_-_-------- 22,086 61,549 _. Malaysia 33,636; Singapore 18,999. 
Chalk_______--_-~---~-------- 38 (4) __ All to Laos. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Fuller’s earth, dinas, chamotte — _ 1,290 1,415 _. Taiwan 1,373; Singapore 38. 
Kaolin ________-~------ 550 1,130 _- Taiwan 879; Singapore 108; Indonesia 

Products: 
Nonrefractory _ — —_-------- 22,156 21,124 85 West Germany 9,942; Netherlands 

4,904; Singapore 1,852. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ______--_-_------- 1,811 1,764 1 Indonesia 686; Philippines 581; 
Singapore 231. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Thailand: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y | Gnited Other (principal) 

eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung____ carats__ 4,302 5,871 390 Japan 2,636; Netherlands 1,000; H 

Kong 666. 
Industrial ____________do____ 33 2,576 _~— United Kingdom 1,500; West 

Germany 1,076. 
Feldspar, leucite, nepheline syenite_ __ _ 2,304 2,874 --  dapan 2,000; Malaysia 712. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude and manufactured ________ 60 2,003 _- Kampuchea 2,000. 
Ammonia _______-_~_ kilograms__ 27 3,042 _- All to Laos. 

Fluorspar ____§_______________ 219,390 226,305 _~ Japan 128,679; U.S.S.R. 47,500; 
Taiwan 16,524. 

Graphite, natural _-____________ _- 77 _.  AlltoJapan. 
Gypsum and plaster _____________ 89,960 147,169 _— Malaysia 118,323; Indonesia 22,735 
Pigments, mineral including processed 

iron oxides ___§_§__§_-§_ _- 18 -- All toSingapore. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, except 

diamond: 
Natural: 

Precious ___ thousand carats_ _ 17,392 17,222 5,931 West Germany 2,709; Hong Kong 
1,817; Switzerland 1,319. _ 

Semiprecious ____ kilograms__ *98,314 539,567 3,557 Singapore 300,334; Hong Kong 

Manufactured__________do____ 57 63 20 Singapore 28; Canada 10. 
-Pyrophyllite.__-$__§_~§~2~~ ~~ 500 3,000 -- All toSingapore. 
Salt. _-_-_-__~________ 113,274 123,989 __ Malaysia 83,655; Singapore 31,543. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s: 

Caustic soda. _§ $$» 216 17 _. All to Laos. 
Soda ash ____§______________ 10 1 _- Do. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: . 

Crude and partly worked _____ (4) 270 _- All to Singapore. 
Worked________________ 267 446 (4) Singapore 414; Malaysia 18. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ QQ) 58 __ Laos 40; Singapore 18. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ r9 189 es Singapore 173; Laos 13. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 26,949 9,600 —_ All to Japan. . 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 13 10 -~- Mainly to Malaysia. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ _— 10 _- Do. 
Colloidal _--_~~_~_________ ~ 4192 428 — Sri Lanka 405; Singapore 20. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum ____§_§______ 390 555 — Sri Lanka 550; Bahrain 5. 
Talc, ground_.________________ 50 50 _. All toSingapore. : 
Other: 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, 
not metal-bearing ___________ 5,188 3,901 19 West Germany 1,016; Netherlands 

898; Japan 712. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals________________ 3,583 5,304 1 Singapore 3,642; Hong Kong 1,215; 

Laos 393. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ____ ___ 282 51 _- Kenya 45; Singapore 6. 
Carbon black and gas carbon________ 2 2,003 — India 905; Sri Lanka 635. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _ ___ 1,176 1,306 _- Malaysia 492; Indonesia 342; 

Pakistan 295. 
Coke and semicoke. _____________ _— 20 _- All to Japan. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

kilograms_ _ 314 600 _- All to Laos. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ ___ _ _42-gallon barrels__ 30,195 6 _-  'Hong Kong 4. 
Kerosine_____________do____ _- 385 ~— All to Malaysia. 
Jet fuel. _§_§_§________ _do____ 455,487 1,003,496 14,263 India 173,511; Hong Kong 129,336 

Pakistan 72,410. 
Lubricants____________do____ "364 497 -- Malaysia 167; Hong Kong 63; 

Singapore 54. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 116 151 __ All to Malaysia. 

Nonlubricating oils_ _ _ _do_ _ __ 940 1,496 114 Malaysia 892; Indonesia 484. 
Petroleum coke ______do____ 550 _— 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 7,745 6,427 — Singapore 5,466; Malaysia 909. 
Bituminous mixtures___do_ _ __ 303 2,606 _. Malaysia 1,394; Laos 1,212. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gasderived crude chemicals 

kilograms_ _ -- 56 _- All to Hong Kong. 
eee ee 

Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate ________ 10,192 205 __ China 200. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 8,868 13,016 143 China 9,903; Japan 1,487; Taiwan 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____._-~__________ 1,142 81 42 Laos 34. 
Unwrought______________ 43,206 44,908 5,700 Canada 15,921; Ghana 4,977; New 

Zealand 2,949. 
Semimanufactures ____ _____ 4,960 3,263 742 J apan 1,203; Australia 452; Romania 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 9 15 —_ All from Burma. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought __ 4 20 _- All from China. 

Arsenic: 
Sulfides, natural __ __§_________ 111 6 _- Do. 
Trioxide, pentoxide, acid ________ 152 93 (1) Belgium 67; France 26. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms __________ __kilograms_ _ 995 109 51 United Kingdom 54. 

Chromium: 
Chromite_____§__________ ___ 100 56 _- Belgium 50. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 385 354 10 West Germany 282; Italy 18; U.S.S.R. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
kilograms_ _ — 692 685 West Germany 7. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ___ ___ _ 13 92 (4) Canada 91. 
Copper: 
Sulfate. == 266 245 230 United Kingdom 15. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______~__ 511 337 291 Singapore 25; Laos 21. 
Unwrought: 

Blister copper and other 
unrefined copper ______ 802 2 _- All from Zambia. 

Refined, unalloyed ______ 5,379 4,459 7 Zambia 2,457; Japan 1,479. 
Master alloys__________ 206 7 (7) Mainly from Japan. 

Semimanufactures _________ 12,533 12,782 254 Japan 8,529; Taiwan 1,765. 
Gold metal, including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought __ _ troy ounces_ _ 108,370 12,686 9,370 Singapore 3,264. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 11 6 —_ Burma 4; Malaysia 2. 
etal: 

Scrap _____._~__________ 614,808 337,670 82,914 Italy 64,441; Canada 41,923; West. 
Germany 31,871. 

Pig iron and cast iron _______ 22,460 4,622 _- Sweden 4,614; Singapore 7. 
Ferroalloys.___§_~§_-§_$_______ 6,556 8,565 30 Taiwan 6,934; Japan 425; China 405. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot __ _ _ _ 683 546 1 Japan 402; India 92. 
Steel, primary forms _______ _ ™13,992 44,270 (4) Mozambique 13,415; West Germany 

9,787; Taiwan 9,620. 
Semimanufactures 

Lead thousand tons__ 1,255 1,302 131 Japan 840; Republic of Korea 125. 
ad: 
Oxides ___________________ 322 403 __ Australia 367; China 35. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________________ 30 253 253 
Unwrought______________ 10,837 16,780 775 Australia 8,630; Taiwan 2,064. 
Semimanufactures _________ 141 61 () West Germany 15; Australia 12; 

United Kingdom 11. 
Magnesium: 

Oxides _____~______________ 41 18 15 Japan 26; India 25. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought, including scrap ___ 13 16 11 Japan 3. 
Semimanufactures _ kilograms_ _ 710 163 49 Italy 65; United Kingdom 40. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 847 -- 
Dioxide, synthetic ____________ 2,220 9 _--  Allfrom Japan. 
Oxides, other _______________ 401 151 _~— Japan 86; China 48. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 5 15 15 

Mercury ______—~— 76-pound flasks_ _ 363 365 (4) Japan 232; China 100. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
norms —-------~-~~-~-~ kilograms_ _ 885 972 511 West Germany 359. 

ickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _ _ _ _ 2 10 _- Mainly from Japan. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_____~__-_______ 242 338 _- Netherlands 133; Canada 112; Japan 

Semimanufactures _________ 680 831 () Republic of Korea 740. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 1,543 1,222 64 West Germany 1,061. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee eee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS —Continued 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

Ti thousand troy ounces_ _— 529 463 28 Burma 316; Japan 82. 
n: 
Oxides _________._________ 3 8 _- Italy 4; Japan 4. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ .___-_________ 7 5 _. -« United Kingdom 4. 
Semimanufactures _________ 15 88 3 Japan 79. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate. _§________ 799 930 — Australia 894; Japan 36. 
Oxides __-_-___~__~_ 1,458 555 (4) Japan 223; West Germany 106; 

Australia 76. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
7r™ ~--__._-____~_~- kilograms 3,157 1,131 519 Japan 413. 

inc: 
Oxides _-_-§_§__~__ 245 191 1 Japan 72; China 65; West Germany 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___--____________ 937 30 _- All from China. 
Blue powder _____________ 46 55 5 Singapore 28; Norway 15. 
Unwrought______________ 33 922 34,423 — Australia 24,261; Canada 4,756; 

China 2,727. 
Semimanufactures _________ 274 245 (2) United Kingdom 132; West Germany 

57; Yugoslavia 28. 
Zirconium: Ore and concentrate__ __ _ _ 3 — 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates: 
Of precious metals _________ 88 14 _- All from Japan. 
Unspecified __._________ _ 9,395 12,466 _- China 4,894; Guyana 3,150; India 

2,000; Philippines 2,000. 
Metals: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals ______ ~ kilograms_ _ 40 43,637 34 West Germany 33,607; Japan 9,900. 

Metalloids ______________ 57 62 14 China 16; Japan 11; Sweden 8; 
Yugoslavia 6. 

Fyrophoric alloys__________ 86 176 55 China 87; West Germany 18. 
aste and sweepings of precious 
metals _________-_value__ _- $1,036 _- Switzerland $710; Taiwan $326. 

Base metals including alloys, all 
forms__~______________ 20 6 2 Japan 2; United Kingdom 1. 

NONMETALS . 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

eee LLL 2,285 1,938 12 Netherlands 1,057; India 739. 
Corundum, artificial. ___._______ 209 521 190 Japan 323. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones___ _ _ kilograms_ _ 34 204 11 Japan 180. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____§_ _-______~______ 2,246 1,822 8 Japan 675; Taiwan 447; China 191. 
Asbestos, crude___§___§__________ 72,528 58,756 2,533 Botswana 23,374; Australia 12,906; 

Canada 12,202. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 31 55 -- Indonesia 45; West Germany 10. 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _ _ __ _ 541 72 69 Australia 1; China 1. 
Bromine: 

Elemental _________ kilograms_ _ 33 13 1 Switzerland 12. 
Compounds, n.e.s___-_§ _- _-_-______ 102 32 () Israel 15; Japan 9; Netherlands 5. 

Cement_________~_ thousand tons__ 1,237 942 1 Republic of Korea 498; Japan 187. 
Chalk. __~§___~_~__ 1,018 (1) __ All from United Kingdom. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite. ______________ 2,141 848 595 China 220. 
Fire clay __._-___________ 60 60 —_ Japan 35; China 10; United Kingdom 

Fuller’s earth, dinas, chamotte _ _ 9,557 9,840 3,800 Swaziland 3,023; Japan 1,440. 
Kaolin ~-__~____________ 3,452 3,800 115 Japan 1,599; Australia 1,512. 
Kyanite and sillimanite ______ 10 5 _. All from Japen. 
Other ______________ 616 648 -- All from United Kingdom. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory____________ 9 68 (4) West Germany 27; Republic of Korea 

12; Taiwan 11. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _-_-._-~§_-_-__________ 9,646 10,715 1,474 Japan 4,710; Austria 1,463; West 
Germany 955. 

Diamond: 
Gen, not set or strung____ carats__ 5,845 22,506 — China 7,743; Zaire 4,000; Republic of 

; South Africa 3,257. 
Industrial ____________do____ 133,774 72,076 __ Ghana 47,251; China 10,000; Canada 

5,000; Ireland 5,000. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 35 35 34 NA. 
Feldspar, leucite, nepheline syenite_ — — 740 2,031 () India 1,606; Finland 234; Canada 154. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: Phosphatic _____~----~-~- -- 357 _. All from Israel. 
Crude and manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ___—_-__~---- 189,387 177,338 4,410 Japan 45,250; West Germany 39,575; 
taly 28,770. 

Phosphatic________---—-~-- 11,650 14,736 13,536 Netherlands 1,000. 
Potassic_ _______~--_---- 35,997 29,505 4,000 West Germany 21,374; United 

Kingdom 3,131. 
Other including mixed _ _ ~ — ~~ — 624,343 473,402 162,701 Romania 105,318; Japan 88,759; 

Norway 50,620. 

Ammonia __-_~_--~-~--~----- 1,832 1,689 1 Japan 627; Indonesia 422; Belgium 

Fluorspar ________----------- 1,586 879 (4) Finland 576; Japan 231. 
Graphite, natural ________------ 1,519 913 1 China 450; Republic of Korea 370. 

Gypsum and plasters ____-___-—--- 555 562 _- Japan 313; West Germany 168; China 

Iodine __________~—~—-~ kilograms_ — 1,324 1,917 12 West Germany 601; Japan 500; 
Netherlands 406. 

Lime ________-_------------ 285 45 _. All from United Kingdom. 

Magnesite ____._____---------- 7,276 10,671 __ Japan 8,165; China 1,698. 

Mica, crude and worked____-~—~----~~ 131 149 8 India 85; Japan 34. 

Pigments, mineral including processed 
iron oxides _________-------- 2,215 1,779 47 West Germany 1,032; Japan 267. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamonds: 
Natural: 

Precious __~— thousand carats. — 197,382 136,303 6,759 Australia 73,233; India 16,616; 
Mozambique 9,172. — 

Semiprecious _—_—-——~do___- 855,980 665,930 1,435 Burma 520,695; India 60,345. 

Manufactured__________do___~_ 28,572 21,217 3,723 Switzerland 7,802; France 5,575; 
India 2,769. 

Pyrites, unroasted _ _ _ — _ — kilograms_ _ _- 100 _- All from China. 
Salt and brine. ____________---~- 332 425 56 United Kingdom 173; West Germany 

97; Australia 94. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ______----~--- 656 73 _— Japan 63; West Germany 6; Sweden 

Caustic soda________-~--.-_-- 35,205 26,511 3,068 Japan 18,7 00; Romania 2,400; Poland 

Soda ash _________ ~~~ ~--_- 66,916 64,330 (4) Romania 24,440; Kenya 20,500; 
France 12,970. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude: 
Calcareous (marble) _ — — — — — 14 87 (4) Mainly from Italy. 
Slate... ____---_----+ -- 10 _- All from Netherlands. 
Other __________---- 197 53 _. Mainly from Italy. 

Worked: 
Calcareous (marble). _ _ — —_— T15 229 -_- All from Italy. 
Slate. ______-_------ 337 121 1 Italy 120. 
Other ___________--- 235 372 _. Italy 359. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 60 42 _. Taiwan 30; Norway 12. 
Gravel and crushed rock ___——~—-~-— 1,002 905 (4) France 885. 
Limestone excluding dimension — ~~ — -- 100 (4) Mainly from Japan. 
Quartz and quartzite. ______-~-- 416 119 3 Hong Kong 110. 

P Band excluding metal-bearing — — — — — 698 - 412 33 Norway 162; Malaysia 93; Italy 90. 

ulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal] ____—--_~-~ 27,063 39,714 () Canada 39,304. 
Colloidal ..._____..__--- 643 294 66 Taiwan 95; France 60. 

Dioxide. __ __./.______-_-_----~ 14 5 _- Australia 2; China 2. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum _ ~~ ~~~ ~—-~~- 2,101 88 8 Singapore 25; Italy 19; Netherlands 

gale steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 15,582 11,776 22 _— Republic of Korea 7,120; China 4,440. 

er: 
Crude_____-------~-----—--- 174 3,269 2 Singapore 2,250; West Germany 600; 

ina 332. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _._---------- 21 32 _. Japan 27. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium and strontium —-—-—~——_---—- 1,572 2,098 10 Japan 2,032; Ireland 54. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cement, unfired 
nonmetals_____._____--—--—-— 1,269 813 253 Taiwan 246; Japan 186; United 

Kingdom 62. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mamodiry United Other (principal) _——_ 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 
kilograms_ _ _- 1 1 

Carbon black __-_______________ 17,289 13,592 129 Australia 7,913; China 1,880; India 

Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 20,270 19,235 — Vietnam 11,700; Indonesia 7,500. Coke and semicoke______________ 43,080 69,861 _- Japan 35,945; Australia 30,145. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 100 65 (4) Australia 42; Japan 13; Singapore 8. etroleum: 
Crude and partly refined: 

Crude 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 62,727 58,788 _- Saudi Arabia 28,192; Qatar 15,638; 

runei 6,277. 
Ref Partly refined ~~~ _~.do____ 1,637 3,234 __ Saudi Arabia 3,126; Singapore 108. 

nery products: 
. Gasoline: 

Aviation________do____ 87 171 _- Italy 76; Greece 47; Singapore 36. 
Motor _________do____ 1,226 2,555 _- Singapore 1,807; Philippines 469. Kerosine __________do____ 80 49 — Mainly from Singapore. 

Jet fuel ___________do____ 609 1,128 —_ Singapore 705; Italy 166; Yemen 137. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 10,108 18,071 289 Singapore 3,514; Iran 1,275; Republic 

of Korea 529. 
Lubricants _________do____ T354 195 25 Singapore 100; China 32. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
Mi liell 3 do____ 550 860 6 Singapore 560; Saudi Arabia 108. ineral jelly and wax 
Nonlub ) do. ___ 98 64 3 China 30; Indonesia 15; Japan 7. 
onlubricating oils, n.e.s. 

do____ T8923 968 60 Singapore 771; Australia 65; Nether- 
ands 41. 

_ Bitumen and other residues 
do____ 16 11 _- Singapore 9. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do____ 6 11 1 United Kingdom 8. 

Petroleum coke ___do____ 54 60 60 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ 793,123 19,052 17,392 Taiwan 935. 
eee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS operate a proposed 400,000-ton-per-year 
Iron and Steel.—Plans for major new direct-reduction (D-R) plant at Laem Cha- 

steelmaking facilities in Thailand have bang. The plant would use natural gas from been intensely debated for several years the Gulf of Thailand and furnish its output 
The basic problem was what kind of fill ty to the Thai electric furnace operators who 
would be economically viable in a country W®Te dependent on scarce and expensive 
with no known favorable iron ores. no ‘%CraP for their operations. Increases in the 

> ° e 

coking coal, high energy costs, and enthusi- Thai natural gas price, the need to change astic environmental groups seemingly capa- the proposed location for environmental 
ble of stalling any plans not meeting their reasons, and potential high interest charges 
approval. prevented any progress toward construction 

Two main projects were discussed during during 1981. 
1980-81. One new one was proposed for the The second project was a Government 
first time in 1981. proposed 2.1-million-ton-per-year integrated 

A private sector joint venture, Siam Ferro steelworks. It was originally planned for 
Industry Co. Ltd. was set up in 1979 to Rayong Province but the same environmen-
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tal problems again caused a reappraisal of salts. Preliminary preparations for con- 

the plan. As a result, the Government struction were believed underway at year- 

called for bids for a feasibility study of a end. Construction and project management 

plant on the west side of the Gulf of Thai- contracts could be signed early in 1982. 

land. Estel Technical Services of the Ne- Tin.—Tin was by far the most important 

therlands won the contract in late 1981. mineral produced during 1981, both from 
The study will be in two parts. Phase one the viewpoint of the number of miners 

will determine site selection, prepare a employed and from the amount of foreign 

general design and layout of the plant and exchange earned by exporting the tin pro- 
port facilities, and make preliminary finan- duced. The tin industry, however, faced 
cial projections. The first phase was to be increasing problems during 1981. World 
ready in 5 months. The second phase of the prices were lower than in 1980 and produc- 
study will determine technical specifica- tion dropped off enough to cause concern 
tions of the plant based on Estel’s recom- among Thai officials. The lowering trend in 
mendations and will be tendered separate- production was caused by a combination of 
ly. three factors: Lowering average grade of the 

The Thai Ministry of Industry was believ- alluvial deposits; increasing costs of produc- 
ed to favor a D-R-based plant with electric tion, coupled with a high royalty rate; and 

arc furnaces producing hot-rolled and cold- the declining world price for tin, reflecting 

rolled flat products. Serious consideration of the world recession and a production sur- 

a conventional blast furnace plant was no _ plus in the market economy countries. 

longer likely because of the higher capital The declining grade of the tin ore was in 

costs and nearly total raw material import itself a complex problem. Many of the 

requirements. higher grade deposits both onshore and 

The third project under consideration offshore have been worked for a number of 

would be a second integrated works witha years and reserves have been exploited 

500,000-ton-per-year capacity. The plant faster than new exploration has replaced 

would be only for nonflat products and the worked out deposits. For example, near- | 

would be planned for a 1992 startup. Con- ly 60% of Thailand’s tin was mined in the 

sidering the problems encountered with Andaman Sea off Phuket and Phangnga 

planning the other steel projects, this new Provinces. Proved reserves in this area were 

idea is not likely to move beyond the plan- being rapidly depleted, and without addi- 

ning stage for many years. tional discoveries one source estimated that 

Steelmaking capability was in the hands most mining operations in this area would 

of seven electric-furnace-based plants. The have to stop in 2 or 3 years. 
most important were: S.S. Steel Co., 160,000 A continuing problem in the offshore 

tons per year; Bangkok Iron and Steel areas has been the quasi-legal suction boats 

Works, Ltd., 150,000 tons per year; Siam that frequently operate in the concession 

Iron and Steel Co., 140,000 tons per year; areas reserved for big ocean dredges. In 

and Bangkok Steel Industry Co., 100,000 March 1981, an estimated 200 suction boats 

tons per year. Total raw steel ca- surrounded a Billiton dredge operating un- 

pacity was reported to have increased to der an offshore mining organization conces- 

605,000 tons per year at yearend.’ sion near Phangnga. The miners reportedly 

Tantalum and Columbium.—The World forced the dredge to temporarily stop oper- 

Bank was reportedly considering a loan to ating. Order was restored after a series of 

Thai Tantalum Industries Co. Ltd. for part armed clashes with the police. The small 
of the construction costs of the tin slag boat operators demand more areas to 
smelter and tantalite-columbite processing dredge. The Government originally allo- 

center at Phuket. The company had ac- cated them 13,800 acres off Phangnga, but 

quired the necessary Government approvals _ the miners claimed that reserves there were 

and investment incentives during 1980. The too poor. The problem was by no means 

Government was expected to hold up to settled by yearend. 
30% of the equity in the 90% Thai-owned The suction boats concentrate on mining 

venture. the very profitable high-grade pockets in 

The plant was to produce ferrotantalum a given area and the operators are quite 

in its first stage and then to add a 300-ton-_ efficient at finding them. The resulting area 

per-year tantalum oxide and columbium _ is left with a substantially lower average tin 

oxide second stage. A later third stage was assay per cubic meter of ore. With the high- 

proposed to produce tantalum potassium- grade pockets gone, the big commercial
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dredges, operating legally, can barely work over $17.64 per kilogram because of political 
the deposit at a profit. Southern Kinta factors. Decreased demand on the world 
Consolidated Ltd. stopped dredging in its market brought the price back down and 
Kakuapa concession in 1980 because of the the decline was continuing at yearend. A 
depletion of its reserves by the suction price below $15.43 per kilogram would force 
boats. at least the temporary closing of several 

The environmental issue further compli- more of the marginal onshore mines. The 
cates the production picture. Some of the number of suction boats operating off 
best potential mining areas lay just off some Phangnga Province during 1981 has report- 
of the best tourist beaches in the country. edly dropped to about one-half the 1980 
During the year, students from 11 universi- number, due to a combination of the above | 
ties protested any further mining develop- grade, cost, and price factors. 
ment in the area, fearing damage to the The Thai Government has undertaken an 
famous Patong Bay beaches at Phuket Is- intensive tin survey of the Andaman Sea 
land. coastal areas from Phuket, north to the 

The cost of producing tin concentrate has Burmese border. A preliminary survey 
risen steadily in recent years. Spare parts, covering about 2,200 square kilometers was 
maintenance, labor, and fuel prices have all completed late in 1981 and indicated the 
increased in the face of lowering world tin _ possibility of commercial tin deposits in the 
prices and a very high Government royalty. deeper water areas. The project was being 
The high rate of inflation, coupled with an done by DMR in collaboration with United 
8.7% devaluation of the baht in July 1981, Nations agencies and is the first such explo- 
made additional problems for the miners, ration in waters between 30 and.45 meters 
especially those small operators that were deep. The preliminary survey defined tar- 

_ working marginal onshore deposits. Even gets for the drilling program scheduled for 
one of the large companies, Tongkah Har- the next few years. A total of 300 assay 

| bour Ltd., dredging in Chalong Bay re- borings were to be completed before 1986. 
ported its costs per cubic meter mined rose Favorable findings in these deeper waters 
40% during 1980, the latest available figure. could give the tin industry a much needed 

The Government was not able todo much boost. The big contract dredges would be 
to reduce operating costs, but did make a able to work these deeper waters with 
revision of the tin royalty payments. The relatively little interference from the suc- 
variable rate on the value of production was__ tion boat poachers. The suction boats are 
as high as 40%, depending on the value of generally limited to waters no deeper than 
the concentrate. In July 1981, the Ministry 20 meters because of technical and econom- 
of Industry announced a decrease in the ic constraints. 
tin royalty by an average of 10% and the Aokham Thai Ltd. and Tongkah Harbour 
imposition of a new special fee of 5% Ltd. have started to set up a new company 
collected on the royalty’s value, to be used _ to explore and evaluate possible tin deposits 
to benefit miners and their localities. The offshore Takuapa in waters 45 to 125 meters 
changes will result in an average net reduc- deep, beyond the Government’s 30- to 45- 
tion of about 5% in the overall royalty meter survey area. The joint venture was to 
charge. be named Sea Minerals Ltd. and would have 

The Government made one other conces- shareholders from Aokham Tin Berhad, 
sion as well. The commission paid by the Southern Kinta Consolidated, Aokham 
suction boat operators to the tin purchasing Thai, International Finance Corp., the Siam 
agents for the sale of their concentrate was Commercial Bank Ltd., and probably the 
reduced by more than 75%. The Govern- Government’s Crown Property Bureau. An 
ment refused the suction boat operators application has been made for a special 
demand for more mining areas in Ta Tang prospecting license over the area in ques- 
and Baan Bor Daan, a guaranteed purchase tion. The company would be capitalized if 
price for tin concentrate, and a further the license is granted. No exploitation is 
royalty reduction. currently underway in water of this depth. 

Fluctuating world prices for tin have Trial tin production began at the Thai 
contributed to production problems. In Pioneer Enterprise Co. Ltd.’s new smelter 
1980, the high price was around $19.84 per in Feburary 1981. This, the country’s second 
kilogram of tin. By March 1981, however, tin smelter, is located at Pathum Thani, 
the price had dropped to around $14.55 per about 40 kilometers north of Bangkok, and 
kilogram. Later in the year it climbed back has a startup capacity of 3,600 tons per year
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of tin ingot. The plant is designed for an _ sii‘ 
eventual capacity of 6,000 tons per year. Participant Share interest 
The plant had official opening ceremonies Percent) 
on July 30, 1981. By yearend, problems had Thai equity: _ _ 
developed over distribution of tin concen- ae het Bank Ministry - - - --- 2 
trate to the country’s two operating smelt- Industrial Finance Corp. of Thailand — 10 
ers. Thai production of tin concentrate was Thai Bankers Association (14 mem- 10 
not sufficient to keep both smelters operat- Bangkok Bank _____.._------ 7 
ing at full capacity. Sino Thai Engineering and Con- 7 

Construction apparently began in late Mitsui & Co. (Thailand) _ ______ ~~ 3 
spring on the country’s third tin smelter. Pelgianequity, |. oundries de Zinc 
Thai Present Smelter Co. Ltd. announced de la Vielle-Montagne S.A. 14 
the new 10,000-ton-per-year plant would be Seite Belgique @'investment ~~ -=7 Me 
in operation in early 1983 at a site on —_—___ 
Phuket Island. Both the location and capac- ___ Total ----------------- 100 
ity of the plant have been changed since it 
was originally approved by the Government Participation by the Mitsui Co. was par- 
in July 1977. The final location on Phuket ticularly welcome in the project from the 
Island puts it in direct competition for tin marketing side. Mitsui has an equity share 
concentrate with the big Thaisarco smelter, in a Thai galvanized sheet-steel producer 
also at Phuket. Thai Present took the pre- that will be a potential major consumer of 
caution of having local miners as stockhold- __ part of the plant’s output. About one-half of 
ers in the newly formed company. the plant’s output should be available for 

Zinc.—Twelve years after it was original- export.® 
ly proposed, Thailand’s trouble-plagued The 60,000-ton-per-year electrolytic smel- 

plan to build a zinc refinery appeared ready ter was to cost $75 million in 1972 when 
to become a reality in November 1981. It originally proposed. The price has now esca- 
was reported in late fall that construction, lated to $142 million. The plant will be 
financing, and equity contracts were all located near Tak about 400 kilometers 
formally signed and that construction could north of Bangkok near the Burma border. 
begin by yearend. About 340,000 tons of high-grade zinc ore 

A new company. was set up with the help per year will be supplied from a nearby 
of the Thai Government after a proposed mine, which has been inactive for several 

Republic of Korea-Thai consortium fell years pending arrangements for the zinc 
through in late 1980 for lack of financing. smelter. 
The new venture was called Padaeng Indus- , 
try Co. and will be 70% Thai owned. The NONMETALS 

major breakthrough in setting up the ven- Cement.—Thailand was in the middle of 
ture was the agreement by Belgian compa- an ambitious cement expansion program. 
nies, who are supplying technology and _ All of the companies were again operating 
construction expertise, to take the 30% at their maximum output during the year. 
remaining equity. The final makeup of the Two of the expansion projects came on- 
company will be as follows: line during the year, although firm produc-
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tion data was not available at yearend. Potash.—There were several projects un- 
Siam Cement Co. completed a large expan- der consideration for developing one or 
sion project at its Ta Luang plant in Sarabu- more of the potash deposits located in the 
ri Province. Siam City Cement Co. also vast salt formations of northeast Thailand. 
completed a more than 1-million-ton expan- The World Bank agreed to loan the DMR 
sion of its Kaeng Khoi plant in Saraburi over $8 million for a feasibility study con- 
Province. sisting of exploration and trial mining in 

In addition, there were several other Bamnet Narong district of Chaiyaphum 
expansions or new plants under construc- Province. British and French companies 
tion or planned. Of particular importance will provide engineering and equipment for 
was the report that Siam Cement has let a__ the project. An inclined adit will be exca- 
$46 million contract to Nippon Kokan Co. of vated to the deposit and a continuous miner 
Japan to lay a 110-kilometer gas pipeline. will be used for exploratory excavation in 
The line will be a branch from the main’ the ore body. Rock mechanics tests will 
Thai pipeline servicing the Bangkok area to assist in determining the potential mining 
the cement company’s Ta Luang and Kaeng methods and cost estimations. 
Khoi cement plants. The project was sched- During the year, the Government award- 
uled for completion in 1982. ed a 3,500-square-kilometer exploration and 

Nitrogen Fertilizer.—A Scandinavian development concession in Khon Kaen and 
consortium consisting of Haldor Topsoe AS Maha Sarakham Provinces to a consortium 
of Denmark, Norsk Hydro AS of Norway, comprising Duval Corp., United States; 
and the state-run Swedyards Development CRA Exploration Pty. Ltd., Australia; and 
Corp. of Sweden has been awarded the Siam Cement, Thailand. If the detailed 
contract rights for the construction of a exploration proves the economic viability of 
$590 million fertilizer complex in the Ray- the deposit, the company proposes to invest 
ong area. As proposed, the complex will a reported $35 million in the first-stage 
produce 1,200 tons per day of nitrogen of development and $172 million in the second 
ammonia. Up to 900 tons per day of this stage. Late in the year, the Thai Board of 
nitrogen will go into production of urea and Investment (BOD agreed in principle to 
the rest will go to making ammonium = grant promotional privileges to this and two 
phosphate. other potash development project plans. 

Haldor Topsoe will provide the process The BOI’s action grants various tax and 
and engineering for the plant. Norsk Hydro investment incentives to a company to help 
will provide management, train personnel, anew project along.® 
and handle marketing. Swedyards will Another joint venture, between Agrico 
build the plant in Sweden on four large Chemical Co. and Thai Central Chemical 
floating platforms. The platforms will be Co., was negotiating for exploration and 
barged to a prepared shallow basin at the development rights to a 2,333-square- 
plant site. The basin will then be filled with kilometer area in Udon Thai Province. 
earth and the plant will stand on solid The third potential concessionaire was an 
ground. Arnax Exploration Co.-Siam Cement joint 

This will be the first nitrogenous ferti- venture. It proposed to explore and develop 
lizer plant in Thailand, which presently a 144-square-kilometer area at Wanon Ni- 
imports all of its fertilizer needs. The cost of wat in Sakon Nakhon Province. 
the plant will be financed by a reported These Thai potash occurrences were the 
$350 million credit, which will be guaran- only potentially large high-grade deposits 
teed by the Swedish Government, and a $90 known in the Southeast Asia area. Bringing 
million loan from the Nordic Investment any of the deposits into production, even if 
Bank. The remaining will be inshare capital abundant reserves are proved, will require 
totaling about $150 million. The Thai Gov- unusually large capital expenditures be- 
ernment will hold 10% of the shares. cause of the remoteness of the areas and the 

The plant will use about 65 million cubic poorly developed infrastructure. The poten- 
feet of natural gas per day from the offshore _ tial market for the potash in the Asian area 
gasfields. The only possible snag to the start was estimated as high as 6 million tons per 
of construction was the negotiations on the year of marketable product. 
price of the Government’s natural gas. Salt.—Plans for a $380 million rock salt 
Thailand agreed to supply gas at about cost and soda ash project moved forward during 
price, but that term was not defined to the the year. The project would be Thailand’s 
consortium. Association of Southeast Asian Nations
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(ASEAN) contribution to the area’s indus- million. Initial gas deliveries were limited 
trial development program. Economic to about one-half of the contracted amount 
viability of the soda ash plant was enhanced because of overheating problems at the 
by the availability of natural gas. Previous wellheads. The problem was being examin- 
plans called for use of bunker fuel oil, which ed at yearend. Union Oil was to initially 
would have been about 20% more expen- supply 200 million cubic feet of gas per day 

ive. in , and then increase to million 
Salt will be mined near Bamnet Narong  cybic feet per day in 1985. The gas was 

in Chaiyaphum Province and limestone will being used only vor electric power gen- 
be quarried in Saraburi Province. The oration at the Bang Pakong and South 

400,000-ton-per-year soda ash plant proba- Bangkok powerplants. The domestic gas 
bly woud be located at Sattanip. Environ: will directly replace the equivalent of 34,000 
plan : at Laem Chabang fearing > otential barrels per day of heavy fuel oil in 1982. By 

, . 1985, the planned gas production will be 
ea ee ee ne Precio nooeesary ASEAN replacing about 21% of domestic oil de- 

. | mand. 
approval for construction would be granted Before production could begin, 12 offshore | 
at an economic minister's meeting schedul- truct laced and hooked Si 
ed for January 1982. | structures were placed and hooked up. Six- 

teen production wells were completed by 
MINERAL FUELS yeaa fee tie 2 yells are planned to 

rilled from the rilling platforms in 
Lignite.—The Electricity Generating Au- the Erawan Field. | 

thority of Thailand continued its explora- Offshore exploration continued during 
tion for adeitional nite reserves or new the year. Union Oil drilled nine wildcat 

eposits and several discoveries were an- wells during 1981. Six of the nine wells 
nounced during the year. tested natural gas and condensate, and two 

; Reserves of 18 million tons were claimed pew gasfields were established; Pladang in 

in three deposits in Lampang and amp Block 11 and Jakrawan in Blocks 12 and 18. | 
rovinces. 2ne continued survey of the Nae Texas Pacific Thailand Inc. drilled six . 

Moh area revealed indicated reserves Of wells in 1981, four of which tested commer- 
noe Fi so tio ae aoa het wes reported cial gas. All of the strikes were in Block 15. 

11110n n 1 lv t ffsh : 

first-stage development and another 200 awed ‘during 1981 “One “went to Peston 
million tons would be usable in later stages. Thailand Co. which took Blocks 1. 2. and 3 

Vir tually all of the Thai p lans call for use of in the northern section of the Gulf of 
lignite for mine-mouth electric power gener- . . | 

, . Thailand. Seismic surveys were completed 
ation as is the current use in Mae Moh and . . 

a . on these blocks in mid-November 1981 and 
at Krabi in southern Thailand. th intended to start drilling j 
Malaysia announced discovery of large Blo Lon de inten 1982 ee t fe ming ils 

lignite deposits in Perlis State adjacent to oc he d Jed dine th 3 our we 
Thailand’s Songkhala and Satun Provinces. Th se the 5 the Te nextey Cor ° 
Malaysia apparently invited Thailand to e other was the lerramar Corp., a 
join in a joint evaluation and development Denver-based firm, which won a concession 
of the deposits. Thai officials were reported located in the Andaman Sea just north of 
ready to consider the offer. Malaysian territorial water. No seismic 

Natural Gas and Petroleum.—On Sep- work had been undertaken in that particu- 
_ tember 12, 1981, the valves were opened at ‘4F area. _ 

Ban Mabtaput to bring the first commercial § The result of the continued drilling pro- 
natural gas production ashore from Union’ gram in the Gulf of Thailand has been to 
Oil Co. of Thailand’s Erawan Gasfield. Pro- further increase the already substantial 
duction began 9 years after the initia] natural gas reserve figures. The Thai De- 
discovery was made more than 400 kilome- partment of Natural Resources now lists 
ters south of Sattahip. The 425-kilometer- total reserves at 16.5 trillion cubic feet. 
long, 86-centimeter-diameter, offshore por- Offshore gas reserves by field in trillion 

tion of the pipeline was the world’s longest cubic feet follow: 
seabed gas pipeline and cost over $500
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| gasoline totaling over 860,000 tons per year. 
Field Concessionaire Reserves Onshore exploration activity picked up 

Frawan________. Union Of1Co __. 1g during 1981 as two new concessions were 
Kaphong-Platong___ ___-do______ 13 awarded and an announcement was made 

Baanpot_ masse as ma -do ------ o8 of possible oil and gas discoveries. 
Pladang_________  ___-do______ 0.6 The new concessions went to Esso Udon 
gakrawan.. — —-—--- Tons Sak 5707 1.0 Corp., an Exxon Corp. subsidiary, and Phil- 

OO Thai- lips Petroleum Corp. Esso will explore in 
Structwe17e_.... om mM. 8 Udon and Loei Provinces in northeast 

oo sooua——“TThhailand. The Phillip’s concession runs 
Total_ _—--~-~- 16.5 from the Esso area eastward to the Mekong 

. | River. 

Negotiations continued between the Gov- A gas strike was reported by Esso Explo- 
ernment and Texas Pacific on a pricing ‘ation and Production Khorat Inc. in its 
agreement for the gas that Texas Pacific first well in Thailand. The Nam Phong-1 
Thailand Inc. has discovered in its conces- Well, located 25 kilometers north of Khon 
sion areas in the Gulf of Thailand. Exploita- Kaen, reportedly flowed good-quality, dry- 
tion of the deposits cannot proceed until 848 from below 3,100 meters. More work 
some equitable arrangement can be made. Will be needed to determine the commercial 
The problem was complicated in 1981 by the Potential of the find. Three more wells were 
possibility of the Government allowing Planned for the Esso concessions. If com- 
some of the gas to be exported. The compa- mercial, the find could bare favorably on 

ny announced during the summer that it the development of nearby salt and potash 
had reached a preliminary agreement with deposits and also on local industries. 
a Thai group of investors headed by Paul An oil strike was reported by the Thai 
Sithi-Amunuai’s group of companies and Government at the Shell Exploration and 
the Nissho-Iwai Corp. of Japan. The consor- Production Co.’s Lan Krabu-1 wildcat well 
tium was investigating the feasibility of 1 Kamphaeng Phet Province. The discov- 
building a LNG plant and exporting the ery well had a reported flow of 3,000 barrels 
LNG to Japan. Nissho-Iwai controls 50% of Per day of 40° API low-sulfur, high-wax 
the natural gas market in Japan. crude. Several additional wells will be drill- 

This project would be the largest industri- ed to delineate the structure and determine 

al development in the history of the country _ if it can be developed commercially. 
if it were to be approved by the Govern- In February 1981, the Defense Ministry 
ment. Cost estimates for the project range terminated the Summit Industrial Corp. 
as high as $3.5 billion. Approval of the lease on its Bangchak oil refinery. The 
project was by no means certain because of company turned the plant over to the De- 
the extreme political sensitivity of the min- fense Energy Department on March 31, 
eral exploitation industry in Thailand. The 1981. Summit had operated the refinery 
basic controversy is whether the country’s since its construction in 1965 under a lease 

natural resources should be used domesti- that would have expired'in 1990. Later in 
cally or exported to earn foreign exchange. the year the Defense Energy Department 

Plans for a natural gas separation plant selected Lummus Operating Associates Inc. 
near Rayong, where the pipeline comes to provide management and technical ad- 
ashore, were delayed when the Petroleum _ visory services for the refinery. 
Authority of Thailand (PTT) changed con- During 1979 and 1980, there were plans to 
sultants for the job in March 1981. The expand all three of Thailand’s refineries. In 
letter of intent to Fluor Ocean Services addition, there was a plan by a new firm to 
International Inc. was cancelled because build a large refinery at Krabi on the 
PTT felt Fluor Corp.’s cost estimates were Andaman Sea opposite Phuket Island. 
too high. Fluor Corp. was replaced as con- These ambitious plans were for the most 
sultant by Linde AG of the Federal Repub- part scrapped during 1981. The only posi- 
lic of Germany and construction proposals tive decision during the year was approval 
were invited in August 1981. by the Ministry of Industry for Esso Stand- 

The plant would have the capacity to ard Thailand Corp. to debottleneck its Sri- 
process 350 million cubic feet per day of racha refinery. The project will raise the 
natural gas and produce ethane, propane, throughput capacity from about 45,000 to 
butane, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), and 60,000 or 65,000 barrels per day. At least
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one other Government agency needed to to decline in 1981 and succeeding years as 
approve the project before construction the use of heavy fuel oil to power electric 
could begin. powerplants and furnaces is phased out in 

The oft-delayed expansion of the Thai favor of the less-costly natural gas. 
Refining Co. refinery at Sriracha was de- ——————— 
bated during the year but no firm decision 2bhysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. Asia 1982 

: a onomic view, rio ong. was reached. At yearend, it appeared that Yearbook. D. OBS. s ng Mong. 81a 
the PTT would probably approve a modified SWhere necessary, values have been converted from 

ion from 65,000 to 120,000 barrel r Thia baht (B) to U.S. dollars at the rate of B20.42=US$1.00 
day inste d of the 165.000 barrel © » en in 1979 and 1980: the baht was devalued twice in 1981, 
ay instead 0 e ’ arreis per Gay once by 1.083% and the second time by 8.7%. By yearend 

originally planned. The expansion would the rate was about B21.82=US$1.00. 5 
: : . U.S. Embassy, Bangkok, Thailand. Economic Situation 

consist of installing a hy drocracker and and Trends in Thailand. Department of State Airgram 
associated equipment. A-115, Oct. 19, 1981, p. 3. 

Thailand’s three large refineries operated __ “Bank of Thailand, Bangkok, Thailand. Quarterly Bulle- 
entirely on imported crude oil, mostly from ew oo NO ptember | 81, p. 86 (statistical section). 
the Persian Gulf countries. Saudi Arabia —_—7Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6668, Mar. 2, 1982, p. 22. 
supplied about one-half of the oil in 1981. oc ian Wal Street Journal (Hong Kong). V. 6, No. 42, 

: - t. Zi, ,p.l. 

The cost of impo rts for the year was esti *Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 182, No. 10, 
mated at $3 billion. Imports were predicted October 1981, p. 188.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
T e e 

unisia 

By E. Shekarchi! 

The year 1981 was the final year of the It was also expected that the Tazarka off- 

Fifth Development Plan (1977-81). Basedon shore and Laarich onshore oilfields would 

the estimates for 1981, the success of the come onstream later in the decade. 

fifth plan was due in large part to the rapid Output of natural gas was expected to fall 

expansion of Tunisia’s oil production during from 330 million cubic meters in 1981 to 300 

a period of rising international oil prices. It million cubic meters in 1982, while con- 

appeared that many of the plan’s broad sumption of natural gas was predicted to 

macroeconomic targets were met. The 5- rise to 450 million cubic meters. The Gov- 

year investment target of $10 billion was ernment planned to import 50 million cubic 

also met, representing close to 30% of the meters of gas from Algeria to help satisfy 

gross domestic product (GDP), as planned. domestic demand. The shortfall of 100 mil- 

The sectoral distribution of these invest- lion cubic meters in 1982 was expected to be , 

ments, however, was significantly different replenished by royalty gas from the Trans- 

than expected. While investment in agricul- med gas pipeline, which was under con- | 

ture, services, and infrastructure exceeded struction from Algeria to Italy. Investments 

targets, capital expansion in industry was earmarked for the natural gas sector in 

well short of the projected level. This was 1982 included $30 million for the first phase 

due primarily to the postponement of the of the 300-kilometer pipeline to distribute 

giant Miskar offshore gas project. The em- Transmed gas within the country, and $12 

ployment target: of the plan was nearly million for engineering studies and prepara- 

attained, but even so, the overall rate of tory work on the projected development of 

unemployment was higher at the end of the offshore Miskar Field. _ 
1981 than it was in early 1977. The most encouraging exploration results 

Although the Sixth Development Plan in 1981 were in the petroleum industry. 

(1982-86) was still in draft form, early indi- Amoco Tunisian Oil Co., a joint venture of 

cations were that the investment package Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) and the Tunisian 

was to be about $20 billion,? twice as high in Government, discovered oil and natural gas 

nominal terms as under the fifth plan. 120 kilometers southwest of Gabes. The 

Major emphasis was to be placed on the 13,000-foot wildcat well tested at rates as 

expansion of the tourist, textile, and phos- high as 12.6 million cubic feet of gas and 

phate industries to increase foreign ex- 1,800 barrels of oil per day on a 1 1/ 2-inch 

change earnings to compensate for the de- choke. Tenneco Inc. reported its Houston 

cline in oil revenues. The search for new oil Oil and Minerals unit found oil onshore 

reserves was to be intensified, and the near Sfax. During a test at 9,000 feet, oil 

Miskar Gasfield was to be exploited. flowed at a rate of 1,500 barrels per day 

Expenditures on oil exploration and de- through a 1/2-inch choke. Both companies 

velopment were about $328 million in 1981 anticipated more drilling and testing in 

and were to increase to $414 million in 1982 1982 before deciding the economic signifi- 

as part of a campaign to restore declining cance of the discovery. 
crude oil output. Production was forecast to Tunisia offered attractive opportunities 

fall to 5.3 million tons by 1982 owing to for investment by foreign companies. Pro- 

declining production at the El Borma Field. duction for export purposes was to receive 

995
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tax, duty, and exchange control advantages but this was negotiable. The Investment 
based on the Export Industries Investment Promotion Agency performed surveillance 
Code of 1972. Investment in the domestic over these programs and made every effort 
market was governed by a 1974 code, which to overcome any problems. In 1981, signifi- 
granted tax and other advantages based on cant amounts of U.S. capital were expended 
the creation of employment. Export indus- in Tunisia by U‘S. oil exploration and ser- 
tries may be 100% foreign-owned, although vice companies searching for new petrole- 
companies producing for the domestic mar- um and natural gas target areas. 
ket usually had majority Tunisian equity, | 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Because of increases in crude oil and together accounted for about 75% of mer- 
phosphate prices, export receipts rose 30% chandise export receipts. Tunisia exported 
above the 1980 level, to $2.7 billion, while most of its own high-quality crude oil and 
import outlays rose only 18% to $3.9 billion imported lower priced oil for domestic re- 
in 1981. The trade deficit of $1.2 billion was quirements. Production of minerals, as well 
somewhat less than anticipated. Tunisian as exports and imports of minerals and 
exports were dominated by three products: some mineral-related semimanufactures, 

Petroleum, textiles, and phosphate, which are presented in tables 1, 2, and 3. 

Table 1.—Tunisia: Production of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ne LS SS SSS SPAS che SSS SSS SSS sss 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981° Oe 

METALS 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore and concentrate, gross weight 

thousand tons__ 344 339 394 389 3396 
Metal: 

Pigiron ________________do____ 132 134 150 151 3160 
Lead Steel, crude ______________do____ 156 159 176 178 3178 

ad: 

Mine output, metal content _.__________ 10,249 8,009 10,021 8,310 8,000 

Metal: 
Primary#___§_§_________________ 19,200 16,074 16,163 19,195 320,000 
Secondary® ___________________ 500 500 600 600 600 

Total _-__________________ 19,700 16,574 ~—-16, 768 19,795 20,600 
Silver metal, primary__ thousand troy ounces__ 236 281 231 235 230 
Zinc, mine output, metal content ___________ 7,081 7,392 8,706 7,579 37,458 

NONMETALS | 
Barite ______________________ Le 16,049 16,358 16,358 26,949 324,671 Cement, hydraulic________ _ thousand tons__ 572 882 1,383 1,780 32.005 
Clays, construction ______________do____ 200 210 280 300 3352 
Fluorspar, chemical- and metallurgical-grade ___ 28,857 33,258 33,808 39,451 334,844 
Gypsum __________________ 40,000 40,000 60,000 ©75,000 375,000 
Lime, hydraulic ________-_-_ thousand tons__ 338 427 430 529 3466 
Phosphate rock, gross weight ________do____ 3,615 3,712 4,154 4,502 34,543 
Salt, marine __________________do____ 405 425 400 437 400 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Gas, natural: 

Gross. ___________-_mnillion cubic feet__ 25,815 24,438 F €98,000 28,000 28,000 
Marketed __________________do.___ 9,923 9,390 11,657 11,505 11,600 

Petroleum: 
Crude ______ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 34,675 36,500 42,679 39,761 38,700 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _________________do____ 1,199 1,270 1,292 1,085 1,200 
Kerosine________________do____ 791 -1,267 1,777 1,684 1,770 
Distillate fuel oi! ___________do____ 2,536 2,365 3,166 3,016 2,400 
Residual fuel oil _._________do____ 3,383 3,341 4,294 4,099 3,400 
Other__________________do.___ 957 399 358 325 600 
Refinery fuel and losses_______do____ 156 710 150 652 500 

Total _______________do____ 9,022 9,352 11,037 10,861 9,870 
en EE eet Se eS 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
1Table includes data available through June 30, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common clays, sand and gravel, and 

stone) is produced, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of 
output levels. 

3Reported figure. 
“From domestic and imported ores.
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Table 2.—Tunisia: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y Enited Other (principal) 

~ METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all 
forms __~_~_~_~____~__ ee 119 401 __ Algeria 252; Netherlands 81; Belgium 

Copper: 
Matte______§_§_§_____ 22) —_ 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 653 832 _- Belgium 394; Italy 250; Spain 150. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap____.__ ~~. 14 791 _— Spain 784; Italy 6. 
Pig iron, cast iron, ferroalloys _ __— — 108 197 _- Mainly to U.S.S.R. 
Steel, primary forms_ _________~_ 5,797 _- 
Semimanufactures____________ 11,672 3,095 1 Algeria 1,709; West Germany 724; 

Libya 287. 
Lead metal including alloys, all forms — — 11,675 12,281 _- Greece 5,404; Italy 3,851; Algeria 

1,388; Switzerland 1,300. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _ __ troy ounces_ _ _- 133,200 _- All to France. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought and waste__ kilograms_ — 470 _— 
Semimanufactures___._._do___— _- 4 _— Do. 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate __ _________ 6,421 20,309 __ Italy Jai80; France 5,333; Yugoslavia 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ _- 330 _- All to Italy. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 11 1 _- All to Greece. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates. _ ~~. —_ _- 2 _- All to France. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _________=___ 151 398 —_ France 320; Belgium 78. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ _ __ 71 _- 
Metals including alloys: 

Precious metals: Ash waste, 
sweepings _____________ 1 — 

Unspecified, all forms 
kilograms_ _— 742 _— 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _____- Le Tg — 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ______________-__- ] 2 _- United Kingdom 1. 
Asbestos, crude______ ~~ _______ 1 _— 
Barite and witherite_____________ 200 2,840 _- All to Algeria. 
Cement_____________________ 80 4,300 _- Mainly to Yugoslavia. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays ________._______ _- 36 --~ All to Italy. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ____________ T166 36 _. Mainly to United Arab Emirates. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _-_-______________ 376 1,595 __ Algeria 1,216; Syria 379. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
thousand carats_ _ NA 305 _- All to Belgium. 

Industrial ____________do____ NA 145 _- Do. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic _ thousand tons_ _ 1,598 1,317 __ France 415; Turkey 240; Greece 151; 
Poland 109. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ (4) — 
Phosphatic___.__.______ _ 543,067 513,509 _- Italy eee France 64,511; Algeria 

Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 55,754 169,801 _ Italy 45,495; France 28,419; West 
Germany 16,892. 

Ammonia _____~__~___ ~~ ___ 450 _- 
Fluorspar _____~_-_-.__...-.-- _- 6,025 _.  Alltoltaly. 
Graphite, natural __—___ kilograms_ _ 12 —_ 
Gypsum and plasters _______do____ _- 250 _— All to Algeria. 
Pigments, mineral: Natural, crude _ __ _ 75 __ 
Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond______..___—- carats_— 2680,000 NA NA NA. 

Pyrite, gross weight __.__________ 80 _- 
Salt and brines ____-__._________ 352,050 272,972 __ Italy 76,598; Yugoslavia 52,984; 

Bulgaria 44,332. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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7 Table 2.—Tunisia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “United... 
mamoany Enited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 20 10 — All to Italy. 
Worked____________-__- 2 3 _- Mainly to United Arab Emirates. 

Gravel and crushed rock __—__—_— 1 520 20 Italy 500. 
Limestone, except dimension_ _ _ _ _ _— 3,130 _- 
Quartz and quartzite_ _ — kilograms_ _ _— 250 _- All to Italy. 

5 Band excluding metal-bearing — _ _ _ _ 2 30 _— U.S.S.R. 25; Italy 5. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, collodial _ _— kilograms_ _ _- 100 — All to Libya. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum __________~_ 7,699 5,955 _- Algeria 5,690; Libya 265. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophy llite 
kilograms_ _ _. 26 __ All to U.S.S.R. 

Other: Crude _________________ _- 1 _- All to Netherlands. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black _________ kilograms_ _ _- 66 _- Do. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __do_ ___ a 1 _- All to France. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 40,503 36,435 9,012 Greece 12,245; Italy 7,506; West 
Germany 3,324. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________do____ 1 _- 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___ _do_ ___ 853 652 __ Greece 89; Italy 50. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 139 74 (4) Italy 4. 
Residual fuel oil_ ____ __do____ 234 26 1 Turkey 2. 
pubricants _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 455 948 _- Mainly for bunkers. 

ther: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do. __ _ 3,488 _- 
Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ _ _ 698,092 231 _— NA. 
Bituminous mixture do__ __ _- 49 _- All to Algeria. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Lessthan 1/2 unit. 
2May include diamond. 

Table 3.—Tunisia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “TKInted  })»63..0OO 
y United Other (principal) 
ee 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 125,293 23,160 a Italy 18,463; France 4,678. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ 382 236 _- Canada 196; France 38; Italy 2. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2,519 3,053 6 France 1,181; Italy 930; Greece 569. 

Arsenic: 
Elemental _________________ NA 5 a All from Sweden. 
Oxide, hydroxide, acid. _________ (?) 10 __ Mainly from Belgium. 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate___________ _- 2 — All from Spain. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 25 36 _— West Germany 30; France 3; Belgium 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides 
kilograms_ _ _— 823 182 France 541; Belgium 50; West 

Germany 50. 
Copper: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ NA 31 __ West Germany 30. 
Sulfate __-~_- ~~ 2 126 237 — Italy 84; France 74; Yugoslavia 40; 

U.S.S.R. 36. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 2,963 5,856 7 France 4,100; Italy 1,215; Belgium 

413. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___ troy ounces_ _ 21,766 NA NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Tunisia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

re 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate___________ _— 11,402 _— Mainly from Mauritania. 

etal: 
Scrap ________.---_--~- 483 49 _— Italy 29; Sweden 20. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys — —— — — — 2,204 1,518 _- Algeria 582; Yugoslavia 301; Portugal 

Sponge iron, powder, shot — — — — — 565 1,854 _- France 1,693; Italy 118; Spain 40. 
Steel and primary forms_ _ — — — — 6,385 7 _- Mainly from Sweden. 
Semimanufactures __ —~______ 301,008 358,017 1,244 France 125,128; Italy 116,792; West 

Germany 36,524. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate ____~__~___ 8,277 9,985 _- Morocco 7,567; Algeria 2,418. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 144 203 _- France 158; West Germany 35; 

Netherlands 7. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ — — 24 75 (?) Mainly from France. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms _________~_--------- 16 11 (7) _— Italy 10. 

Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — (?) 2 _- France 1; West Germany 1. 
Mercury _____——-— 76-pound flasks_ _ 166 5 — France 3; United Kingdom 1; West 

Germany 1. : 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms _____._____-_~- kilograms_ _ 193 71 __ Austria 36; Sweden 32; Switzerland 3. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 62 33 (?) France 25; West Germany 4; Italy 3. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ _ 2,926 354 _- France 257; West Germany 96. 

Selenium, elemental. _ —_ — _ kilograms_ _ NA 352 -- France 300; West Germany 52. 
Silicon, elemental ______——-do__ ~~ NA 279 _- All from Italy. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought __ _ troy ounces_ _ 29,546 15,690 354 Switzerland 6,623; West Germany 
3,697; France 2,861. 

Tin: 
Oxides and hydroxides _ kilograms_ _ 235 270 _- All from Italy. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 86 120 __ Thailand ob Malaysia 17; Indonesia 

14; Italy 12. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — _ 379 139 -- Italy 55; West Germany 32; Belgium 
26; France 26. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
forms __________~_~— kilograms__ 250 99 —_ France 52; Sweden 25; United 

Kingdom 21; Japan 1. 
Uranium and thorium compounds 

do____ 895 3,362 1,498 France 1,694; Italy 165; West 
Germany 5. 

vanadium: Oxides and hydroxides __ _ — NA 38 33 West Germany 5. 
inc: 
Oxides and peroxides _____..__~ 131 249 — France 205; West Germany 26; 

Belgium 15. . 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 964 1,583 _- Spain 1,071; Algeria 203; Belgium 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates... _- 115 246 _- Italy 216; United Kingdom 29; France 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides __ __ _ 376 39 7 West Germany 23; France 9. 
etals: 

' Metalloids __— —_ — kilograms_ _ NA 4 _. Mainly from West Germany. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals ______.___-._~- NA 1 _- Mainly from France. 

Ferrocerium and pyrophoric 
alloys___________.~- --- 4 _- 

Metals including alloys, all forms 44 49 _— Spain 48. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _________________---~- 159 220 _. France 142; Italy 78. 
Artificial: Corundum _________-~ NA 72 -- France 48; Italy 23; Austria 1. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones including diamond 
kilograms_ — 33 16 _. All from Belgium. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ___.________-+--~- 449 530 1 Italy 408; France 77; Austria 9. 

Asbestos, crude __________~~..-- 3,658 5,838 _- Mozambique 2,809; Canada 1,713; 
U.S.S.R. 1,155. 

Barite and witherite____________- 2,480 233 _- France 203. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Tunisia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
; Commodit 1979 1980 . . y Gnited Other (principal) 

———_—_————————— 
eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Boron materials: Crude natural borates 
kilograms_ _ 44 7 _- All from France. 

Cement_____________________ 598,653 323,207 (?) U.S.S.R. 89,377; Spain 86,201; 
Yugoslavia 48,709; Greece 47,939. Chalk. _-__~_____~__ 509 708 -- France 493; Italy 200; Spain 10. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crudeclays _--.____________ 21,450 18,530 401 United Kingdom 6,671; Italy 4,568; 

. France 1,667. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ 9,319 13,120 -~- Spain 9,154; Italy 3,288; France 595. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~--_____§_________ 4,796 7,624 (?) West Germany 2,464; France 2,006; 
Italy 814. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

thousand carats__ NA 270 _- All from Belgium. 
Industrial ____________do____ NA 365 __ West Germany 360; Belgium 5. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 169 150 12 France 126; West Germany 11. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ 3,149 1,871 _- France 1,867; Italy 4. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic _ ___ kilograms__ 1,000 916 a France 906; West Germany 10. 
Manufactured: . 

Nitrogenous _____________ 96,309 66,602 _- Bulgaria 20,711; Netherlands 19,610; . Poland 15,044. . 
Phosphatic _ __ ___ kilograms_ _ 50 54 _- All from West Germany. 
Potassic__._____________ 12,228 15,112 (?) Spain 10,097; Italy 5,000; France 13. 
Other including mixed_______ 5 70 34 Belgium 15; France 5; West Germany 

Ammonia _________________ 5,410 59,869 30,555 Tran. 10,000; Kuwait 7,350; Libya 

Graphite, natural _--_______ 3 2 — All from France. 
Gypsum and plasters ____._§_§_§_____ 215 474 _- Mainly from France. 
Lime __-_~ 7. 72 _— Do. 
Magnesite___________________ 89 63 _- Yugoslavia 35; West Germany 27. Mica, all forms __._-§_§___________ 79 103 19 Netherlands 40; United Kingdom 30; 

. France 8. 
Pigments, mineral, including processed 

Iron oxides ________§___ 182 280 — West Germany 234; France 27; Italy 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond_____________ carats__ 3625,000 10,000 _— Belgium 5,000; France 5,000. Salt and brines____§_______ 36 22 __ France 11; West Germany 6; 

Netherlands 3. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: . Causticpotash ______________ 14 18 _- France 13; West Germany 2; Belgium 

Causticsoda________________ 18,082 13,587 _— France 10,565; Spain 2,352. Sodaash__________ 3,040 39,086 _— Romania 30,160; France 5,965; 
Bulgaria 1,747. Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ___ __ 11,933 11,979 — Italy 1 1,019; Algeria 540; Portugal 

Worked________________ 338 94 a. Italy 72; France 22. Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade __ 207 315 _- Italy 152; France 113; Spain 50. Gravel and crushed rock ________ 15,780 21,377 _- Italy 17,672; Spain 3,200; France 505. Quartz and quartzite.__________ 555 524 —_ Belgium 00; West Germany 18; 
rance 5. S Band excluding metal-bearing ___ _ _ 485 832 3 Netherlands 800; France 20. ulfur: 

Elemental, all forms__._______ _ 581,665 678,489 34,721 Canada 282,723; France 166,865; 
Poland 100,907. Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________ 888 3,318 (?) United Kingdom 2,681; France 462: 
Netherlands 130. Gile: steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 1,676 1,875 _— France 1,587; Spain 251; Italy 14. er: 

Crude: 
Meerschaum and amber 

kilograms_ _ 100 _— 
Unspecified ____________ — 52 __ All from France. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ __ 16 16 _- West Germany 15; France 1. Slag, ash, similar material, not metal- 
bearing ________ 2 (?) __ All from France. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals______________ 395 14,321 (?) Italy 7,143; Spain 6,236; Morocco 920. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Tunisia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mmoesy United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 496 1,207 7 Italy 1,000; Hungary 198. 
Carbon black _________~~__~__ _ 319 299 (?) Italy 199; West Germany 61; France 

Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 32,739 21,006 — Morocco 7,615; France 6,003; Belgium 
4,475; U.S.S.R. 2,913. 

Coke and semicoke_____________-_ 120,299 75,011 a West Germany 46,668; Italy 28,343. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 453 39 (?) West Germany 20; France 18. 
Peat including briquets and litter . 

kilograms. _ _— 50 _- All from France. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 10,738 8,411 __ Saudi Arabia 8,053; Liberia 357. 

Refinery products: a , 
Gasoline including aviation 

do_ ___ 9 (?) _. All from Italy. 
Kerosine _____.__—do___~_ 2,105 1,134 __ Greece 650; Italy 484. 
Distillate fuel oil __.——do___~_ 3,489 2,730 — Greece 1,407; Italy 1,230. 
Residual fuel oi] _ __ ___do____ 654 1,111 _- Greece 822; Italy 236; Syria 52. 
Lubricants _____.—_.do___~ 172 218 (?) Italy 184; France 32. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 1,048 325 _- Libya 107; Italy 75; France 73; Greece 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ ___ 12 7 — France 3; China 1; Romania 1; Spain 

Bitumen and petroleum coke - 
do_ ___ 130 195 __ Italy 190; Spain 3; Hungary 2. 

Bituminous mixtures do_ _ _ _ 19 5 __ France 2; Italy 2. 
Unspecified_ _____do____ (?) 14 (?) Greece 13. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 62 547 30 Italy 491; West Germany 14; France 

NA Not available. 
'Includes artificial corundum. . 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 

_ 8Includes diamonds. 
“Includes oxygen, nitrogen, and metalloids. . 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS On the basis of domestic iron ore re- 
Steel . sources, the Société Tunisianne de Si- 

Iron and Steel.—Iron ore production was dgérurgie (STS) built up a significant steel 
primarily from the Djebel Djerissa Mine, operation, the El Fouladh works, at Menzel 
because both the Douaria and Tamera Bourguiba. In 1981, STS engaged in a proj- 
Mines were exhausted. Although produc- ect to double its rolled-steel-products capaci- 
tion from Djebel Djerissa was increased ty to 400,000 tons per year. However, the 

considerably in 1981 to supply steel indus- iron output from Tunisia had not reached a 
try requirements, the grade of the iron ore level high enough to satisfy STS demand, 
remained a problem. Hematite ore contain- and it was anticipated that STS would have 
ing 50% to 60% iron had been mined from to seek overseas supplies of iron for its steel 
the two closed mines. The deposits at Djebel mill. 

Djerissa Mine were largely siderite ore Lead and Zinc.—The feasibility study to 
containing 48% iron. This ore required upgrade the low-grade ore of the Fedj 
expensive crushing and roasting before use. Hassene lead-zinc deposit was completed in 
Furthermore, the Arab iron and steel 1981, but the results were not made public. 
unions concluded that the potential for Should the deposit be developed, it was 
upgrading the ore by further beneficiation expected that its output would compensate 
was extremely limited. for declining lead-zinc production from the
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country’s other mines. The Société Tuni- booming, it seemed likely that the capacity 
sianne d’Expansion Minére (STEM) remain- of this plant would have to be increased to 
“8 me only producer of eae zine during avoid imports of pipe and attendant expend- 

. rhe smelting plants o import-  iture of hard currency. 
ed about 8,000 tons of lead concentrate Fertilizer Materials.—Production of 
from Morocco and about 2,500 tons from phosphate rock by Cie. des Phosphates de 
Algeria to blend with the company’s concen-_ Gafsa (CPG) leveled out in 1981 with a 
trate. Most of the lead produced in Tuni- slight decline over 1980 output. Production 
Sia was consumed domestically. Some of was largely from the Gafsa Basin, where 
STEM 's zinc concentrate was exported to CPG operated six underground mines. and 
rance for smelting on a barter basis. one opencast mine. Outside of the Gafsa 
STEM’s exploration activity continued in Basin, CPG produced phosphate from an 

all possible geological target areas. How- underground mine at Kalaa Khasba. About 
ever wine new Finds, the company feud two-thirds of the total production was con- 

compelled to expand its import of lead- sumed locally, and the remainder was ex- 
zinc concentrate to satisfy domestic de- ported. Under the sixth plan, Tunisia in- 

mands. a | tended to expand its domestic capacity for 
Other Metallic Minerals.—Tunisia pro- phosphoric acid production. CPG, therefore, 

duced a limited amount of silver and mercu- announced the expansion of phosphate rock 
ry for the domestic market. Silver was mining capacity to supply domestic consum- 
produced as a byproduct from the smelting erg while maintaining its position in the 
of lead and zinc. A small amount of arsenic world market. It planned to double phos- 
for domestic consumption was obtained phate rock production by 1990 to 10 million 
from the Tabett ben Ksouri deposits. tons per year. To reach this goal, CPG 

intended t en f opencast mi NONMETALS ae a Beet ge concen 
Barite.—Barite production, which had in- opened at Sra Ouertane in northwest Tuni- 

creased every year since 1977, declined in 1a. Not only did CPG intend to increase 
1981. Nearly all production was consumed ine production capacity by 1990, but bene- 
domestically. Under the sixth plan, barite ficiation capacity and transportation facili- 
production was to be increased to 122,000 ties wenn to be improved as We fe, or cram 
tons per year by the end of the plan. It was__ Pile, a direct rail line between Gafsa and the 
anticipated that Tunisia would supply bar- fertilizer plants at Gabes was to begin 
ite for drilling mud to most of northern operation by late 1982. Indeed, it would 
Africa and the Persian Gulf region. be a cnaenge to accompis’ all ts i" 
Cement.—Although cement production in an area of the country where supplies o 

1981 was the highest ever recorded in Tuni- pater and energy have always been prob- 
sia, the Government had to import about /ematic. _ 
500,000 tons of cement to satisfy domestic k The eet plant oF ocieté frabe des 
demand. Construction of the new cement Engrais Phosphates et Azotes ( ), a 
plant near Jebel Oust continued under the joint venture petween the Tunisian Govern- 
supervision of the Société Les Ciments Tu- ment and the Abu Dhabi Development 
nisians and was expected to go into produc- Fund (40%), produced at 85% capacity dur- 
tion in early 1984. The cost of the plant, ing 1981. The plant produced about 400,000 
originally estimated at $200 million, was tons per year of phosphoric acid, of which 
expected to exceed this figure by the time more than two-thirds was exported, k 
the plant becomes operational. The 1- nisia exported its phosphate roc 
million-ton-per-year production capacity of mainly to Europe, the Middle East, Latin 
the Jebel Oust cement plant was expected America, and; for the first time in recent 
to eliminate cement imports by 1984. How- years, China. 
ever, with the construction industry grow- Fluorite.—Fluorite production from the 
ing at a rapid rate and the new highway Hammam Zriba Mine increased steadily 
network proposed in the sixth plan, it over the past few years. Most of the fluorite 
seemed likely that Tunisia would continue produced was chemical grade except a few 
to import cement after that date. hundred tons that were exported as metal- 

The asbestos cement products plant con- lurgical grade. Much of the production was 
tinued production at its rated capacity of consumed by the Société des Industries 
oe meters of pipe per year in 1981. Most chimiques du Ag an which operated 
ol the products of this plant were consumed an aluminum fluoride plant at Gabes. 
domestically in irrigation and sanitation intended to expand its facility at Gabes and 
works. With the construction industry to increase mine output of fluorite to
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115,000 tons per year. Behind this expan- Activites Petroliers in 1981 totaled 41 mil- 

sion, apparently, was the financial support lion barrels, compared with 42.6 million 

of the Arab Mining Co., which had agreed to barrels in 1980. The expectation of the 5- 

obtain up to a 28% interest in SICF. year plan that 1981 would be the peak oil 

Potassium.—A feasibility study to exam- production year did not materialize, and no 

ine ways to exploit the potassium, magne- new production fields were in sight for 1982. 

sium, bromine, and sodium deposits in the Almost 94% of the 1981 production was 

Sebka area was completed in 1981. These from the El Borma and Ashtart Fields. 

deposits, situated in a dry salt lake basin on Shell Internationale Maatschappij BV 

the eastern coast near Zarzis, reportedly (SIM) contracted to install a subsea oil 

were to be exploited in two stages. In the production control system in the Tazerka 

first stage, two plants were to be built, one offshore field at a depth of 820 feet. The 
for 30,000 tons of potassium chloride per control system was to serve eight wells 

year, and the other for 10,000 tons of potas- and was to be equipped with a chemical- 

sium bisulfate. The cost of both plants was injection system designed to treat corrosion 

estimated at $22 million, and they were problems that might be encountered during 

slated to be operational by 1987. In the production. SIM expected the whole system 
second stage, new units were to be added to to be operational by mid-1982. 

produce magnesium compounds and bro- — New Refinery.—In a partnership with the 
mine products, at a cost of $92 million. No Governments of Iraq, Kuwait, and Saudi 

date was set for completion of the second Arabia, the Government provided a tenta- 

ee mol tati f the votassi tive site of 1,500 hectares of land between 

ith implementation © € potassium  fizerte and Tabarka on the north coast for 
program, Tunisia should be able to satisfy ( nctruction of a petroleum refinery, a 

the fertilizer needs of the country and also 9 999_,, egawatt powerplant, and a deep- 

export potassium competitively in the inter- water port at a total cost of $1.5 billion. The 
national market. The constraining factor designated area was to serve as a major 

would wpe we avant ot over industrial center with plans eventually to 

manu fractured in the coun trv from indige- install a steel mill as well. The contracts for 

nous phosphate rock y 6 the construction of all these facilities was to 

Pnosp " be awarded in early 1983. 

MINERAL FUELS re 
Chief, Division of Foreign Data. 

Petroleum.—Crude petroleum production qynisian’ dinars (B) to US. dollars. at nine rate of 
coordinated by Enterprise Tunisienne des D434=US$1.00.
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Th t e Mineral Industry of. 

Turkey 

By Peter J. Clarke’ | 

The economic reform program instituted reduce the inflation rate from between 

in Turkey in January 1980 resulted in a 100% and 120% in 1979 and 1980 to below 

significant improvement in most sectors of 40% in 1981. To reduce inflation, the Gov- 

the Turkish economy in 1981. For the first ernment first imposed credit restrictions on 

time since 1974, the real growth rate of the deficit financing and public sector spending. 

gross national product (GNP) increased It then took a firm stand against expensive 

from about $39.57 billion? in 1980 to $41.16 labor agreements and prohibited strikes. 

billion in 1981. For the past several years, Finally, it sought and obtained nearly $1 

Turkey has suffered from massive balance- billion in financial assistance from the Or- 

of-payment deficits, inflation of over 100% ganization of Economic Cooperation and 

per year, unemployment nearing 20%, and Development (OECD) nations and the Inter- 

a nearly stagnant economy. Little or no national Monetary Fund (IMF) to finance 

capital investment has flowed into thecoun- imports and reduce the current account 

try during these years, serving to only deficit. With these policies continuing 

-_ worsen the general economic situation. through the year, inflation was expected to 

In January 1980, the Government insti- remain at or below 40% in 1982. ot 

tuted an economic recovery program design- Several other reform measures were in- 

ed to remove many of the free-market stituted as part of the recovery program to 

barriers in the economy, open up the pro-__ revive the sagging economy, including 

ductive sectors to private and foreign in- changes in taxation, exchange rates, inter- 

vestment, restrict the rate of monetary est rates, and state subsidies. Through 1980- 

growth, and trim the external deficit by 81, tax laws had been legislated that were 

promoting exports. The first half of 1980 designed to increase Government revenues 

showed little improvement, while the politi- in order to reduce the deficit on the budget. 

cal problems remained in the forefront. In The Turkish lira (LT) was devalued several 

September 1980, the Turkish armed forces times during the year, from LT94 per US. 

seized power, citing the inability of the dollar in early 1981 to LT125 per USS. dollar 

elected Government to effectively govern by the end of the year. The Government 

the country. Labor disruptions were outlaw- also removed controls on domestic bank 

ed, and top priority was given to maintain- interest rates, which increased bank depos- 

ing efficient operation of the country’s in- its by about 100% over those of the previous | 

dustries. The economic reforms were kept year. While deposits increased rapidly, fixed 

in place, and in the last quarter of 1980, capital investment declined owing to the 

industrial production rose for the first time high cost of credit. To further reduce its 

in 2 years. This spurt in industrial produc- budget deficits, the Government began 

tion continued through all four quarters of gradually lowering the subsidies provided 

1981 and was expected to continue in 1982. for many domestically produced items, in- 

This growth led to a dramatic rise of 105% cluding agricultural products and fertilizer. 

in industrial exports in 1981. Finally, one of the most significant reforms 

One of the most impressive achievements over the past year was the liberalization of 

of the economic reform program has been to Turkey’s investment laws, including those 

1005
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that apply to mining, to attract more do- put, 50% of iron ore output, and 30% of mestic and foreign private capital into the lignite production. The SEE, once in control country. The mineral sector, with tremen- of the concessions, lacked both sufficient dous foreign exchange earning potential, funds to purchase new capital and the was only beginning to benefit from changes skilled personnel to efficiently operate the in the law and attitude of the country over mines. These were, ironically, the Govern- the past 2 years. ment’s reasons for nationalizing them in Turkey’s mineral industry provided the first place. Although mineral produc- slightly over 4% of the country’s GDP in tion in some areas, notably boron, has 1981. Overall mineral production increased recovered, opposition to the law has remain- marginally in 1981 but remained below the ed strong. The Ministry of Energy and Government’s expectation. Total mineral Natural Resources was preparing a bill to production was valued at nearly $4 billion, submit to the Consultative Assembly by but mineral exports totaled only about 4.3% mid-1982 that would authorize returning of total exports. The Government planned many of the mines to the private sector, to increase this share to about 5% of total although it was still unclear which com- projected exports of $5.8 billion for 1982. To modities would be returned and which _ accomplish this, the Government was con- would be reserved for the SEE. 
templating some sweeping changes in the In June 1981, the state mining company laws governing the mineral industry. First, Etibank, for the first time in its history, Law No. 6309, the basic mining code en- invited interested foreign private compa- acted in 1954, was in the process of being nies to participate in selected joint-venture modernized. One of the primary goals of projects involving mining and mineral proc- this modernization was to improve the cli- essing. Among the projects listed were two mate for foreign and domestic private in- copper projects, a new aluminum plant, and vestment in the mining sector. A revised marble, perlite, and pumice projects. The mining code was being drafted by the Minis- petroleum industry, which was in a similar try of Energy and Natural Resources in situation to the hard-rock mining sector, 1981 and was to be presented to the Consult- was also badly in need of foreign expertise ative Assembly sometime in 1982. and money. Petroleum production has de- Major changes were also being considered clined steadily since 1969, and petroleum for Law No. 2172, the Mines Expropriation imports have expanded to over $4 billion. In Law, which was passed in October 1978. 1980, the state-owned Turkiye Petrolleri This law allowed the Government to cancel Anonim Ortakliki (TPAO) was allowing for- private concession agreements without the eign exploration in many regions of the consent of Parliament. In the 6 months country, including some on its own conces- following passage of the law, the Govern- sions. It was also allowing 35% of new oil ment canceled private concessions agree- production to be exported at world market ments for most boron, iron ore, and lignite _ prices. 
mines and turned them over to the State These initial steps toward liberalization . Economic Enterprises (SEE). Boron went to of restrictions on the mining and mineral Etibank, iron ore concessions were given to fuel industries in Turkey were generally Turkiye Demir ve Celik Isletmeleri (Turk- considered to be capable of initiating a ish Iron and Steel Works), and lignite mines strong resurgence in these sectors of the were given to Turkiye Komuleri Isletmeri economy. Major inflows of capital were (TKI) (the Turkish Coal Authority), all of necessary to bring up Turkey’s low capacity which were owned by the Government. The utilization factor, however, and many com- result of nationalization was an almost panies were unwilling to invest without universal drop in production from that of strong guarantees against future nationali- the previous year. The private sector had zation and state interference. previously accounted for 35% of boron out- 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Total output from the mineral sector in rather poor performance in recent years, Turkey increased slightly in 1981, reversing the overall mineral potential in Turkey was an overall declining trend that was estab- enormous. Even with inefficient operations lished in 1978-79. The increase in produc- and underutilized capacity, Turkey ranked tion across the industry averaged about 1%, fifth in world chromite production and sec- but mineral production remained well be- ond in world boron output. Substantial low the Government’s targets. Despite its increases in production were registered
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for several commodities during the year, increase significantly. The. generally de- 
such as copper, bauxite, nitrogen fertilizers, pressed state of the world iron and steel 
and coal. Production of most other commod- industry was partly responsible for the 
ities, although increasing slightly, remain- continued poor performance in Turkey. Al- 
ed low. There were several reasons for this. so contributing to the drastic decline in iron 
First, a combination of depressed demand ore production was the refusal of many of 
for raw materials in Turkey, especially the private owners to continue to operate 
construction materials, owing to a stagnant the mines in the 6-month period between 
domestic construction industry, and gener- passage of the law and the Government’s 
ally depressed demand for minerals world- actual takeover. Even after the state took 
wide held production down. Second, most of _ over, it lacked the personnel and capital to 

Turkey’s mining operations were unable to effectively operate the mines and was 
fully utilize their processing and refining forced in every case, with the exception of 
capacities. This was a result of general the two largest mines, to contract back the 
inefficiency of the SEE in running these operation of the mines to the former private 
operations and a lack of adequate capital owners. 
investment to keep factories and machines Several other commodities were able to 
running and up to date. Inadequate invest- register significant increases in production 
ment has plagued Turkey for several years, during the year. Production of blister and 
creating a cycle of low production levels and electrolytic copper increased an average of 
low export earnings, which in turn made 44% over the 1980 level, mainly as a result 
less money available for reinvestment and of more efficient operation of the smelters 
capital expenditure, which further reduced and increased availability of electricity. 
production. Turkey was only beginning to Output from Etibank’s Uludag tungsten 
pull out of this slump in 1981 under the mine increased again in 1981. After ex- 
economic recovery program instituted in periencing technical problems with the con- 
January 1980. centrating process from 1976 to 1979, sever- 

On the more positive side, the labor al plant modifications and the purchase of 
actions that had forced many factories and new equipment led to increased production 
mines to close for long periods in 1979-80 over the following 2 years. Etibank was 
were prohibited by the military Govern- operating a pilot project with a new flow- 
ment during the year. For the large mining sheet for concentrating the ore that could 
ventures, this action substantially increas- substantially increase production and re- 
ed production levels. This was particularly covery over the next several years. Turkey’s 
true in the case of coal, where production of cement industry continued its rapid expan- 
hard coal increased for the first time since sion despite the depressed state of the 
1974. Production of lignite also increased by domestic construction industry. Capacity of 
almost 20%. This provided more fuel to the industry was to rise 20% in the next 2 
neighboring lignite-fired thermal power sta- years, providing the country with an export- 
tions, which allowed for greater production able surplus of cement of about 4 million 
of electricity. Shortages of electricity has tons by 1984. One of the more outstanding 
also held mineral production to low levels in developments in Turkey’s mineral industry 
recent years. Greater output from the lig- was the success of the Fertilizer Rational- 
nite mines and more foreign currency avail- ization and Energy Saving Project, which 
able for fuel oil imports contributed to a managed to nearly double production of 
significant increase in electricity produc- nitrogenous fertilizers from 1980 to 1981. 
tion, which helped to boost the mineral Nearly 10 million tons of fertilizer was 
sector during the year. produced during the year, exceeding the 

Of the three commodities in the mining State Planning Organization’s production 
sector that were nationalized by the Gov- targets. The project represented almost a 
ernment in October 1978 (iron ore, lignite, complete revamp of the industry in an 
and boron), iron ore was the only one whose _ effort to increase efficiency, expand output, 

production level remained below its pre- and reduce energy consumption. Further 
nationalization level. Prior to the national- gains in production were expected as addi- 
ization decree, the private sector had pro-_ tional units are brought onstream over the 
duced about 45% to 50% of the country’s next several years. 
iron ore from several mines around the Production of crude petroleum increased 
country. Following the decree, iron ore slightly in 1981, in marked contrast to the 
output dropped 50%, and it has yet to previous 12 years, during which production
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declined fairly steadily. Turkey was making expected decline in production. Many of 
a determined effort to increase oil produc- Turkey’s existing wells were 10 to 20 years 
tion from existing fields and locate and old and encountering water and pressure 
develop new fields to reduce the awesome maintenance problems. Substantial results 
burden oil imports have placed on the from the secondary recovery programs at 
economy over the past 3 or 4 years. It was _ the major oilfields were not expected before 
difficult to determine whether these efforts 1984. Production of mineral commodities in 
would pay off quickly enough to offset the Turkey is shown in table 1. - 

Table 1.—Turkey: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

eS SSeS 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite __-__§_§____________ 567,200 449,124 ©350,000 416,500 2518,360 Alumina__ === 170,364 74,244 70,152 137,508 2131,400 Metal _______-__ = 51,300 32,300 31,800 34,200 37,600 Antimony: 
Ore, mine output: 

; Gross weight __________________ 38,423 42,000 €37,800 43,000 227,934 Metal content__________________ 1,921 2,100 1,890 2,153 2,150 Regulus ___§_~___________ 61 50 50 68 70 Chromiun: 
Chromite: 

Gross weight (34% to 48% CreO3) __ __ _ _ 952,422 651,148 680,000 550,700 2574,474 Co Salable product® __-_____________ 508,357 375,000 450,000 400,000 400,000 pper: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 33,431 ¥27,300 31,400 20,800 35,000 Metal: 

Smelter... -§-§ $5 31,524 26,220 22,212 15,900 227,264 Refined____________________ 25,300 30,100 22,200 18,800 222,434 Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, gross weight _____ thousand tons__ 3,446 3,208 £3,000 2,579 22,669 
Metal: © 

Pig iron and ferroalloys: 
Ferrochromium® _____________ 35,380 39,900 30,000 32,000 33,000 
Pig iron and other ferroalloys 

thousand tons__ 1,728 1,827 2,228 2,040 21,954 Crude steel including castings _ _ _do_ ___ T1902 2,172 2,396 2,536 22,363 Lead: 
Mine output, metal content?_________ =| ©8718 9,500 7,500 6,700 26,804 Metal, smelter __________________ 3,000 3,000 5,900 6,500 6,000 Manganese ore, gross weight _____________ 19,300 £20,000 19,000 15,000 214,987 Mercury______________ 76-pound flasks__ 4,686 5,020 4,786 4,437 4,400 Silver, mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 200 219 250 200 200 Jungsten, metal content of concentrate ______ 10 7 130 365 370 inc: 
Mine output, metal content®#___ = =| 67,100 40,700 27,100 20,400 20,400 Metal, smelter, primary ______________ 20,900 20,000 20,000 13,100 15,000 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, natural: Emery_______________ 66,018 55,620 ©55,000 39,900 244,135 Asbestos_____--__-_--____-________ 3,975 13,372 17,210 8,800 22,833 Barite ____________________ 143,510 32,031 ©100,000 127,000 2183,326 Boron materials __________ thousand tons__ 1,099 1,320 940 1,190 21,755 Cement, hydraulic______________ do ___ 13,833 15,344 13,784 12,875 215,036 ays: 
Bentonite_.------ 4,357 8,280 “14,000 10,000 10,000 Kaolin_-________~_~___ ee 59,162 43,685 ©59,000 50,000 50,000 _ Other --~--~— ee LL 67,854 402,440 “300,000 110,000 100,000 Diatomite_________________________ 9,000 9,000 “9,000 9,500 10,000 Feldspar_____________~_____________ 75,200 75,300 ©72,600 72,000 70,000 Fluorspar ____________________ 1,711 1,253 6,200 6,000 _— Gypsum __-________ 65,327 60,332 “63,500 72,200 73,000 Magnesite,crude ore __________________ 516,162 417,201 510,000 447,000 2881,790 Meerschaum _______________ kilograms_ _ 4,150 3,050 5,100 6,250 6,300 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

thousand tons__ 107 217 205 250 410 Perlite__________________ 30,000 26,861 30,000 25,800 26,000 Phosphate rock______________________ 65,418 32,205 €25,000 82,655 2103,029 Pyrites, cuprous, gross weight_____________ 38,332 ©30,000 ©30,000 35,000 263,690 Salt, all types____________ thousand tons__ 717 929 1,130 626 21,319 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Turkey: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Sodium carbonate® _________________ 60,000 65,000 70,000 60,000 60,000 
Sodium sulfate________-__--.~______ 72,917 64,271 48,000 48,000 50,000 

Stone, sand and gravel, n.e.s.: 
Limestone_______=—_-__ thousand tons_ _ 19,121 22,069 £20,000 20,000 20,000 
Marble______________~~-_-______ 118,600 122,000 130,000 130,000 130,000 
Quartzite _._________---~__-__-__ 234,643 243,210 ©240,000 240,000 240,000 
Sand, siliceous ____._-_____________ 27,636 67,307 ©60,000 60,000 60,000 

Strontium minerals: Celestite__~...._._____ 16,600 17,500 ©18,000 16,000 15,000 
Sulfates, natural, n.e.s.: Aluminum sulfate 

(alunite). _§_-$___________-~~~-______ 6,402 ©6,000 “6,000 6,000 6,000 

Sulfur: Te 
‘Native, other than Frasch __.__________ 20,040 28,000 £30,000 30,000 228,270 
S content of pyrites _.. .._-___________ 17,552 “13,500 “13,500 21,000 24,000 
Byproduct__________-__----__---- 80,000 £80,000 70,000 70,000 66,000 

Total _______________-~_______- 117,592 121,500 113,500 121,000 2118,270 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt, natural________-~ thousand tons__ 434 297 335 300 300 
Carbon black __._--_-.-._-_~--~-_____ 15,808 12,254 16,000 15,900 18,108 

al: 
Bituminous __________ _ thousand tons__ 4,405 4,377 4,051 3,730 7,630 
Lignite.________._._________do____ 14,828 17,034 11,600 12,760 18,578 

Coke and semicoke: 
Metallurgical. _____________~.do___~ 1,740 1,690 2,625 1,928 — 21,875 
Gashouse®__________________do____ 340 270 300 300 250 
Breeze __...______________.do____ “135 ©125 125 125 100 

G Total _..__.__-__________do____ 2,215 2,085 3,050 2,353 2,225 
as: 
‘Manufactured (from coal gas plants) 

million cubic feet__ 4,752 ©4800 NA NA NA 
Natural: 

Gross ______.__.......____do___~_ €36,700 36,500 36,000 30,000 29,000 
Marketed ___________..-.do____ ©785 794 1,200 1,000 1,200 

Petroleum: 
Crude _..__-_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 19,428 19,595 20,276 16,682 216,918 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __-.___________do____ 19,848 17,033 15,960 16,000 16,200 
Jet fuel ________________do____ 1,544 1,367 1,460 1,400 1,400 
Kerosine______________._do____ 4,621 4,474 3,429 3,682 3,400 
Distillate fuel oil _....______do____ 25,232 63.168 { 17,520 16,000 18,000 

Residual fuel oi] ___..._____do___~_ 42,671 30,295 28,000 34,000 
Lubricants______________do____ 1,142 1,366 1,182 1,200 1,000 
Liquefied petroleum gas_._ _ _ _ _ _do___ _ 4,487 4,241 4,229 4,200 4,300 
Naphtha________________do____ 131 139 140 140 
Asphalt__...._-__________do____ 5,580 2,615 1,972 1,934 1,950 
Unspecified ______________do____ 2,672 3,500 3,000 3,000 
Refinery fuel and losses___ ____do___~_ 4,345 3,454 1,203 1,200 2,100 

Total _._-____________do____ 109,470 100,521 80,889 76,756 85,490 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 2, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 
3Includes Pb content of lead and lead-zinc ores but excludes Pb content of zinc ore. 
“Includes Zn content of zinc and lead-zinc ores but excludes Zn content of lead ore.
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Turkey’s overall foreign trade disposition The Government placed particular empha- 
improved considerably in 1981, boosted by sis on. increasing industrial production, 
higher levels of industrial and mineral ex- reorienting Turkish industry toward for- 
ports and by higher remittances from Turks eign markets, and maintaining realistic ex- 
working abroad. Even with these improve- change rates. Although these policies were 
ments, Turkey’s balance-of-payments defi- able to achieve a good deal of success for 
cits remained as one of the country’s most being in existence for only 2 years, they 
severe economic problems. Total exports were unable to eliminate the most serious 
from Turkey rose 55% from that of 1980 to and persistant problem, the soaring cost of 
about $4.5 billion in 1981. Imports, on the petroleum imports. Imports of crude and 
other hand, rose about 26% from that of refined petroleum topped $4 billion in 1981, 
1980 to $8.7 billion in 1981, leaving a deficit almost a 30% increase over the 1980 level. 
in the merchandise trade balance of slightly This represented an increase in consump- 
over $4 billion. | tion that was accommodated almost entire- 

Mineral exports increased substantially ly by increased imports. Petroleum account- 
for some commodities, notably boron miner- ed for about 47% of the country’s total 
als and fertilizer, while decreasing in some imports. 
others. Overall, mineral exports increased As a result of this high level of imports, 
from $191 million in 1980 to $193 million in Turkey ran a large deficit in its current 
1981. Minerals represented about 4.8% of accounts balance, as it has every year since 
Turkey's total exports. Exports of industrial 1961, with the exception of 1975. The deficit 
products have shown the most dramatic was estimated at $2.8 billion, down 5% from 
growth in 1981, increasing 105% over the that of 1980. The drop was due in part to 
1980 level. The largest growth areas were in increased worker remittances and balance- 
rubber and plastics, ceramics and glass, of-payments assistance provided by IMF 
textiles, metal products, and industrial ma- and OECD. Despite its difficulty in financ- 
chinery. Industrial exports were valued at ing these deficits, Turkey was improving its 
about $1.7 billion in 1981. As in previous trading image overseas, mainly as a result 
years, between 50% and 60% of Turkey’s of its economic reform program and West- 
total exports were agricultural products. ern support. Over the next several years, 
This share was decreasing, however, as these reforms were expected to pay off in 
industrial production continued to expand. terms of improving Turkey’s balance-of- 
Agricultural exports increased 28% in 1981 payments situation, increasing domestic 
to about $2.5 billion. productivity, and reducing the country’s 

Overall, Turkish exports were at record debt. Turkey’s foreign mineral trade is illus- 
levels in 1981, which can be attributed in trated in tables 2 and 3. 
large part to the economic reform program. 

| Table 2.—Turkey: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
i 1979 1980 “toteq 

Commodity hited Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Ore and concentrate______________ 2,600 9,400 — U.S.S.R. 8,400; Lebanon 1,000. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 1,500 74,600 _- All to U.S.S.R. 
Metal including alloys, semimanufactures 5,547 5,628 _. Kuwait 1,591; Syria 1,149; Saudi Arabia 

1,034; Iraq 788. 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate_____§_________ 400 NA 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 290 NA 

Cadmium metal including alloys, 
allforms ___________________ __ 20 NA 

Chromium: Chromite and concentrate_____ 322,046 334,555 42,300 Czechoslovakia 58,030; Italy 55,225; 
Sweden 32,900; West 
Germany 19,810. 

Copper metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures _______________ _- 80 _- Portugal 36; Netherlands 20; Switzerland 

Iron and steel: 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot_______ 17,744 8,000 _- All to Egypt. 
Ferroalloys: Ferrochrome __________ 82,075 27,500 1,000 Netherlands 11,500; Belgium-Luxembourg 

4,000; France 4,000. 
Steel, primary forms _____________ a 465 _- West Germany 363; Italy 57; Pakistan 45. Semimanufactures_______________ 6,069 14,619 1 Libya 5,800; Iran 3,263; West Germany 

1,805; Lebanon 1,443. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Turkey: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

an 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: Ore and concentrate ________-~-~-~- _- 4,275 _- Bulgaria 2,400; Italy 1,875. 
Manganese: Ore and concentrate ____—_ ~~ 8,450 8,960 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 5,000; Italy 3,960. 
Mercury __________~— 76-pound flasks__ 2,416 3,916 _- United Kingdom 2,292; Czechoslovakia 

754; Romania 493. 
Molybdenum: Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ — __— 40 NA 
Gungsten metal including alloys, all forms __ 69 139 139 

ther: 
Ores and concentrates__________-__ _- 1,466 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 887; Yugoslavia 

560; Sweden 19. 
Ash and residue containing non- . 

ferrous metals ________-__~__-_ _-~ — 840 —_ All to Greece. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms_ — — _- 319 _- United Kingdom 244; Bulgaria 50; Jordan 

-NONMETALS 
Abrasives, natural, n.e.s.: Emery _._____— 35,905 40,186 4,200 France 27,830; United Kingdom 3,186; 

Romania 2,850. 
Barite and witherite_______________. 95,844 81,666 7,000 USSR. 43,238; Iraq 19,500; Romania 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates___________-_ 621,915 764,931 69,255 Italy 177,110; France 140,806; United 

Kingdom 59,115. 
Oxide and acid _________________ 18,983 12,141 1,750 West, rmany 6,490; Poland 1,500; Italy 

Cement _________ _~_ thousand tons__ 1,190 737 _- Syria 521; Libya 94; Iran 45. 
Chalk. ~~ ~~ LLL 5,972 2,268 _— Lebanon 985; Iraq 645; Libya 300; Iran 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude ______~___________~---- 8119 17,785 __ Lebanon 8,130; West Germany 4,020; 

. Romania 3,790. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory_—.__.——------- 9502 17,013 1 U.S.S.R. 7,373; West Germany 3,403; 
Egypt 1,585. 

Refractory including nonclay brick ~ — 422 3 _- All to Syria. 
Diatomite ________.__ ~~~ kilograms_ _ 200 NA 
Feldspar, fluorspar, nepheline_ _ — ~~ ~~ ——— 30 6,510 _- All to Lebanon. 
Lime _______~____~_____ 104 20 —_ All to Iran. 
Magnesite___._._____.-___._--_-~ 41,506 17,840 520 Austria 31,370; U.S.S.R. 25,500; 

Yugoslavia 6,970. 
Pigments, mineral: Natural, crude _ — — _ — — — 32 NA 
Salt and brine ___________.--___-- _- 525 _- All to Iraq. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked __._._.___ 19,352 41,014 __ Syria 14,235; Lebanon 6,457; Italy 5,263. 
Worked__ ~~ _____________-— 28 895 (3) Libya 881; Saudi Arabia 10; 

est Germany 3. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ____~— _- 54 -- Iraq 25; Greece 14; Syria 14. 
Gravel and crushed rock ______~---- 1 2,363 __ Syria 1,693; Libya 470; Saudi Arabia 200. 
Quartz and quartzite ___________-_~- 10 20 _- Syria 15. 
Sand other than metal-bearing __—_— ~~~ 400 —_ 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ____ _ 615 1,692 _- Albania 1,000; Iraq 305; Jordan 41; 
Lebanon 38. 

Other: 
Crude: 

Meerschaum, amber, jet_ ___-—---- 8 NA 
Unspecified _...___.-------- 42,200 38,075 —_ West Germany 19,630; Italy 5,600; United 

Kingdom 5 350. 
Slag and dross, not metal-bearing, 

from iron and steel manufacture _ _ — — — _- 5,200 _— All to Greece. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ — — 370 3,817 -- Iraq 3,435; Iran 215; Libya 167. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black ___________--------- _- 345 _- All to Iran. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous excluding 
briquets__________---------- 1485 2,000 -- All to Iraq. 

Lignite including briquets ___._._____-~ 180,885 197,055 -- All to Romania. 
Petroleum refinery products: . 

Gasoline ___ __ _— — _42-gallon barrels. _ _. 126,410 _- Lebanon 480,752; Italy 245,658. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _____—_—do__ ~~ _. 30,434 -- NA. 
Lubricants ________.___~-do____ 700 160,258 -- Iran 81,123; Syria 67,179; Spain 10,976. - 
Bituminous mixtures __—_————do___—- -- 30 _- All to Jordan. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals_ _ _ _—__——_—- 5382 71,508 _- France 54,013; Greece 16,993; Italy 502. 

nnn eNOS OSES 

FRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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| Table 3.—Turkey: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : i | y United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: _ 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 138 19 2 West Germany 50; France 16; Italy 

Metal including alloys: _— 
Unwrought______________ 13,022 11,163 200 Canada 3,281; Switzerland 2,550; 

Romania 1,583. 
Semimanufactures________ 870 925 _— Sweden 445; France 173; West 

Germany 120. Arsenic: Oxides and acid __________ 143 35 -~-  Belgium-Luxembourg 34; West 
Germany 1. 

Cadmium: Oxides and hydroxides ___ __ 5 NA 
Chromium: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 246 72 — West Germany 63; United Kingdom 
5; Hungary 2. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 2 NA 
Cobalt: ., 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 21 25 _- Belgium Luxembourg 19; United 
Kingdom 3; West Germany 3. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 7 
kilograms_ — 200 NA 

Copper: 
Ore and concentrate___________ — 14,012 5,310 Chile 8,702. 
Matte, speiss, similar materials __ _ _ 83 1,209 _— Switzerland 491; Netherlands 457; 

Yugoslavia 103. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 25 NA 
Sulfate.______ 7,500 NA 
Metal including alloys: - 

Scrap _-_-___~___________ 622 1,200 189 West Germany 659; Bulgaria 139; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 99. Unwrought_____________ 2,282 11,345 72 Chile 7,291; West Germany 1,828; 

. Switzerland 1,352. 
Semimanufactures_________ 2,319 5,091 262 West Germany 1,645; Albania 779; 

Switzerland 726. 
Iron and steel: 

-, Ore and concentrate___________ 732,756 810,541 _— Brazil 701,256; Sweden 48,750; 
Netherlands 28,853. 

Metal: 
Scrap __-___________ 362,300 346,455 252,010 West Germany 56,375; Lebanon 

19,269; Switzerland 11,982. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 512 8,985 _— Canada 8,315; Sweden 295; United 

Kingdom 219. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese________ 9,360 22,851 _. Switzerland 8,568; Republic of South 
Africa 6,016; Portugal 2,077. 

Other ____________ 6,443 6,806 _- Switzerland 2,115; Spain 1,694; 
Norway 901; U.S.S.R. 838. Steel, primary forms ________ 225,417 165,419 971 U.S.S.R. 62,180; West Germany 
32,130; Romania 14,926. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 189,245 136,992 __ West Germany 59,766; Switzerland 

50,850; Japan 9,513. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 157,126 314,716 3,555 West Germany 119,153; Switzerland 

53,062; Belgium-Luxembourg 
30,708. 

Hoop and strip_________ 3,151 5,118 243 West Germany 2,135; Austria 621; 
France 620. 

Rails and accessories ____ _ 4,496 6,648 _— France 6,042; Japan 400; West 
Germany 122. 

Wire_____________ 1,618 1,730 2 West Germany 1,347; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 149; Sweden 61. Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 20,098 35,796 41 Ja 17,518; West Germany 6,747; 

Switzerland 3,259. 
Castings and forgings, rough 1,525 1,916 4 France 1,462; Spain 290; United 

Kingdom 77. Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ -- 57 — Belgium-Luxembourg 50; France 7. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _______~___________ _- 1,059 699 West Germany 360. Unwrought______________ 2,921 5,451 _- United Kingdom 2,993; West Ger- 
many 1,244; Switzerland 764. Semimanufactures_________ 61 — 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _________ _ |) 53 296 _— Norway 250; France 26; West ; Germany 20. | Semimanufactures____________ -- 21 -. West Germany 20; Sweden 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Turkey: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _____—____~— 2,214 2,429 a Belgium-Luxembourg 2,428; West — 

Germany 1. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~- 201 235 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 130; West 

Germany 105. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —_ _— 1 NA 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms ________~_.-~-~~----- 1 1 () Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Nickel: 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _ _ _ _ 215 319 — Canada 87; Switzerland 80; United 

Kingdom 66. 
Oxides and hydroxides _____~_~~ 47 NA 
Metal including alloys, all forms ~~~ 120 121 (4) West Germany 43; United Kingdom 

23; Italy 15; Sweden 11. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 4340 -~— 
Silicon: Elemental ______.-_----- 475 NA ' 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings?_ _ _ _ _ value_ _ $3,000 — _- 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ____—do____ "$64,683 $237,000 — Wet Germany $210,000; Switzerland 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms _.___~__-~-..-.~-~-- _- 1 _- All from France. 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ kilograms_ — 28 _- - 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~ _- 36 _- All from West Germany. . 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 321 366 -- United Kingdom 146; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 140; Malaysia 30. 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate__._.§.__—_~- 1,930 NA 
Oxides and hydroxides ~_______~_ 3,321 1,681 127 West Germany 684; Switzerland 263; 

Czechoslovakia 205. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms ____§_____~____ ee 5 28 (4) United Kingdom 14; West Germany 

Zinc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 5 106 4 West Germany 102. 
Metal including alloys: 

Blue powder ______________ 10 NA 
Unwrought____.____.___- 475 726 — Belgium-Luxembourg 317; West 

Germany 296; Switzerland 55. | 
Semimanufactures __.___ _- 4 970 _- Switzerland 962; West Germany 7; 

United Kingdom 1. 
Zirconium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 42 NA 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1 NA 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates__.~_~.____ _ __ 2,280 _— Australia 1,175; Netherlands 447; 

Sweden 255. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____.___- 63 NA 
Metals: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals ____________-_- 2 5 -- France 4. 

Metalloids ______________ 9 1,250 —_ Portugal 994; Spain 200; West 
Germany 31. 

Base metals including alloys, all 
forms_________~------ 9 208 197 West Germany 4; Switzerland 2. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ____________--~~-_--- NA 3 1 West Germany 2. 
Artificial: Corundum ____~_____ _ 647 833 _- Poland 408; Czechoslovakia 208; West 

Germany 201. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones_ _ _ _ _ _ _ — value_ _ 361,641 $95,000 -- Netherlands $25,000; United King. 
dom $25,000; Switzerland $24,000. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____~ ~~ 2 207 273 64 Norway 52; West Germany 47; Italy 

Asbestos, crude ___._.__--_____- 10,247 16,671 _- U.S.S.R. 13,597; Republic of South 
Africa 1,281; Canada 829. 

Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _ _ _ _ — () 2 _- All from Switzerland. 
Cement___.-_____.~-____-_-_. ™%70 543 4 France 389; West Germany 147; 

United Kingdom 2. 
Chalk_____~________________e 125 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Turkey: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit . 1979 1980 ‘ 
y United Other (principal) 

—_-__—— eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crudeclays _.______________ 2,069 1,246 10 Czechoslovakia 817; West Germany 

230; United Kingdom 126. 
Products: Refractory including 

nonclay brick. -_-___§________ 22,373 19,977 374 West Germany 5,499; Austria 4,121; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 2,862. Cryolite and chiolite___________ __ 57 4 _— Denmark 3; Switzerland 1. Diamond: Industrial _ __ _ _ _ _ _ value__ ™$85,086 $78,000 -- Netherlands $50,000; United King- 
dom $20,000; India $4,000. Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ __ 84 154 69 West Germany 83; Denmark 1; Italy 

Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ — 70 55 _— Mainly from Sweden. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 18,313 18,492 _- Italy 8,625; Belgium-Luxembourg 
5,100; Yugoslavia 4,300. 

Phosphatic._____________ 513,122 856,070 — Jordan 472,554; Tunisia 191,033; 
Morocco 169,098. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ______________ 979,788 963,680 64,244 Italy 329,559; Romania 142,587; 

U.S.S.R. 83,222. 
Phosphatic______________ 179,164 154,925 45,843 Lebanon 45,951; Japan 22,514; 

Tunisia 10,082. 
Potassic_ $9 ______ 33,058 26,854 — Switzerland 12,624; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 8,650; France 3,050. Other including mixed_______ 888,928 690,038 95,233 Switzerland 214,749; Yugoslavia 

Ammonia _______________ | 156,122 280,327 191,337 U.S.S.R. 42,429; United Kingdom 
21,482; Iran 9,000. 

Graphite, natural __-__________ 169 527 — West Germany 499; Norway 16; Sri 
Lanka 11. 

Gypsum and plasters __-__________ 4 _— 
Magnesite —————-—-——--_--____ 2 1 _- All from West Germany. ica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 45 52 _— Bulgaria 20; West Germany 20; Italy 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings _.._____________ 33 15 __ India 5; Spain 5; West Germany 1. Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ____§__________ _- 27 9 Cyprus 18. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 297 278 _- All from West Germany. Precious and semiprecious stones other . 

than diamond ________-_~_value__ ™$20,236 $58,000 ~~. West Germany $42,000; East 
Germany $16,000. Salt and brine. _-§$_->$_-___________ 50,015 25 _- All from West Germany. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticpotash ______________ 975 1,510 2 Italy 839; Switzerland 500; Spain 55. Causticsoda________________ T35,379 71,258 3,556 Netherlands 22,413; Spain 9,957: 

West Germany 8,620. Sodaash__________________ 43,544 5,561 _- Bulgaria 5,137; Italy 201; France 141. Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 49 — 
Worked ________________ _- 12 _- All from United Kingdom. Quartzand quartzite.__________ 102 80 _- West Germany 42; Sweden 38. Sand other than metal-bearing ____ 2 476 _- Czechoslovakia 475; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1. Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms___________ 52,759 41,090 _— Mexico 15,000; Iraq 9,917; Kuwait 

917. Sulfuric acid, oleum _~__________ 240,920 283,466 __ Switzerland 257,537; West Germany 
15,729; Greece 10,200. gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 235 115 _— All from West Germany. er: 

Crude____________________ 784 1,548 _- West Germany 981; United Kingdom 
250; Belgium-Luxembourg 200. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ 138 82 10 Italy 26; West Germany 24; United 

Kingdom 10. 
Halogens__________________ 1,032 NA 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals__________________ 6 3 _. All from France. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Turkey: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mney Rnited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 1,612 35 35 
Carbon black _________________ 8,503 8,038 25 Switzerland 2,505; West Germany 

2,040; United Kingdom 1,221. 
Coal, anthracite and bituminous 

including briquets_____________ 549,694 508,318 477,790 West Germany 30,528. 
Coke and semicoke_____________ _ 44,074 6,062 _- Netherlands 3,562; Italy 2,500. . 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

value, thousands_ _ $120 $74 — West Germany $54; Austria $13; 
Netherlands $4. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallion barrels_ _ 53,660 83,598 (3) Iraq 37,621; Libya 21,533; Iran 19,122. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline __________do____ 611 76 a France 60; Italy 16. — 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ ___do_ __ _ 5 2 -- All from Netherlands. 
Distillate fuel oi] _____do____ 13,695 10,030 _— Bulgaria 2,494; Romania 2,480; 

U.S.S.R. 1,804. 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _ __do____ 15,213 12,480 343 Tran 2,300; Greece 2,232; Romania 

1,365. 
Lubricants _________do____ 403 102 53 Netherlands 16; West Germany 10; 

United Kingdom 10. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
value, thousands_ _ $51,323 $153,144 __ ah eee Saudi Arabia 

Mineral jelly and wax —— 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 22,457 12,411 55 West Germany 4,982; Bulgaria 3,699. 

Petroleum coke ___do____ 42,128 109,764 107,124 Syria 2,640. 
Bitumen including bitu- 

minous mixtures _do__ _— 766,155 82,192 12 West Germany 73,253; Albania 8,363. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 38,401 52 3 West Germany 43; Netherlands 6. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include platinum-group metals. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS central Taurus region, near Seydisehir, 
Alumi Alum; duction f which remain unexploited. Bauxite produc- 

h Geudisehi, « uminum production Irom tion that was not utilized at the Seydisehir 
the Seydisehir aluminum complex in Konya complex was exported, primarily to Roma- 
Province increased slightly from 1980 to nia 

1981 but remained far below its design The Seydisehir complex and both bauxite 
capacity. The integrated aluminum com- mines were owned entirely by Etibank. The 
plex was designed to process 460,000 tons complex was built in 1973 with a $200 
per year of bauxite into 200,000 tons per million loan and technical support from the 
year of alumina to produce 60,000 tons per Soviet Union. Production from the mine 
year of primary aluminum. Bauxite for the and smelter increased rapidly in the first 
plant was mined at the Seydisehir Mortas years of operation but tumbled in 1978-80, 
Mine, near the city of Seydisehir, where when it operated at just above 50% capaci- 
reserves were estimated at 13 million tons ty. The rapid decline was due to frequent 
of boehmite and gibbsite, with an Al.0;:Si0._ power shortages at the mine and smelter 
ratio of 6.77. Some bauxite for the plantwas caused by the lack of fuel around the 
also mined in western Anatolia, on the country. In 1980, only two of the four 
Aegean coast, near Mugla. Turkey reported- potlines were able to operate on the avail- 
ly possessed almost 2% of the world’s re- able power. Stabilization of the economy 
serves of bauxite, with substantial resources and political scene combined with strictly 
at Milas in Mugla Province and in the’ enforced labor regulations led to a slight
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increase in production in 1981. Turkey was Turkey, having been located in 40 of the 
negotiating with the Soviet Union in 1981 to country’s 67 provinces. The major deposits 
obtain financing for expansion of Seydise- were in the Provinces of Elazig in central 
hir’s aluminum refining capacity to 120,000 Turkey, Bursa in northwest Turkey near 
tons per year. No agreements were signed, the Sea of Marmara, and Mugla in south- 
however, by the end of the year. west Turkey, with other deposits located at 

As part of the Government’s efforts to Eskisehir, Kutahya, and Kayseri. The chro- 
attract foreign capital into the country, mite deposits in Turkey have been grouped 
Etibank invited several companies to con- into three geologic provinces. The northern 
sider becoming a joint-venture partner in Alpine ores are of the massive type and 
the country’s second aluminum complex. occur as small lens-shaped ore bodies with 
The plant was to be located at Milas in their axes parallel to the trend of the 
Mugla Province on the Aegean Sea. Re- Pontus Mountains in northern Turkey. The 
sources at Mugla were estimated at 28 southern Alpine province, which contains 
million tons of diaspore, containing 58% the deposits at Elazig, occur as elongated 
Al.O; and 6% to 7% SiO.. The plant at lenticular bodies that extend mostly in an 
Mugla was to produce 250,000 tons per year east-west direction. The lenses commonly 
of alumina and 120,000 tons per year of reach a depth of 120 to 150 meters and may 
primary aluminum. Total cost of the project be 100 to 300 meters in length. The third 
was estimated at about $830 million. The province has been termed the Middle 
foreign partner of the project would be Chrome province and is located around 
allowed to own between 10% and 49% of Kutahya and Bursa. The ore in this prov- 
the equity of the plant and was also ex- ince occurs as banded zones, pipes, or lenses, 
pected to provide some direct financing as extending to greater depths than the other 
well as securing necessary loans for the two types. The Dagardi and Kavak Mines in 
foreign debt capital portion of the project. Kutahya Province were examples of this 
No partner had been selected by yearend _ type of deposit. : 
1981. Chromite mining was carried out by 
Antimony.—Antimony production re- many companies, the largest of which was 

mained stable in 1981, with over 27,000 tons Etibank, the state-run mining enterprise. 

of ore produced, yielding about 3,300 tons of Etibank was responsible for over one-half of 
concentrate containing 2,150 tons of anti- the country’s output of chrome ore, with a 
mony metal. Antimony was produced main-_ total production capacity of over 300,000 
ly by Ozdemir Antimuan Madenleri Ltd. tons per year. Etibank operated mines in 
Sti. from the Turhal Mine near Tokat in Mugla, Elazig, and Bursa Provinces, the 

central Anatolia Province. Reserves at To- largest of which were in the Guleman 
kat were estimated at 350,000 tons contain- district in Elazig. Output from Guleman 
ing 12% to 14% antimony. Other small and the nearby Kefdag and Soridag Mines 
producers of antimony were Usak Mermer was fed to two concentrators at Elazig. The 
Sanayi ve Madencilik AS, which produced Sori concentrator had a capacity of 30,000 
1,000 tons per year of ore from a mine in tons per year of 44% to 48% Cr.O3. The 
Kutahya Province, and Ahmet UZ., which Kefdag concentrator treated low-grade 
mined antimony ore from a small mine disseminated ore from the Mount Kef re- 
near Balikesir. Reserves at Balikesir were gion. The ore grade from the Kefdag concen- 
estimated at 300,000 tons containing 5% to trator was below expectations at about 42% 
6% antimony. Reserve tonnage levels at Cr2O;, but Etibank was working on improv- 
Kutahya were not available, but the ore ing the grade. 
grade was also in the range of 5% to 7% Etibank’s other concentrator was located 
antimony. Turkey’s large reserves and cur- at Karagedik, in Mugla Province. Output 
rent low output suggests that ifdemand and from the Uckopru, Karagedik, and Goeck 
prices were to rise, output, especially from Mines was processed at the Karagedik con- 
the Turhal Mine, could increase significant- centrator, which produced approximately 
ly. 50,000 tons per year of 44% to 48% Cr.Os. 

Chromite.—Production of chrome ore re- Several other mines and a concentrator at 
mained at about the same level as in 1980, Mugla were operated by Turk Maadin 
and Turkey held its position as the fifth Sirketi AS, a subsidiary of Metallurg, Inc., 
largest producer of chromite in the world, of New York. Turk Maadin also operated 
supplying about 4% of the world’s chromite. the Kavak Mine and concentrator near 

Chromite deposits were widespread in Bursa, in Kutahya Province. Two other
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small concentrators were operated by tinued to experience difficulties in 1981, 
Turkish companies in the Bursa region, with production of blister copper rising by 
bringing to seven the total number of con- 71% but remaining below 50% of the indus- 
centrators operating in the country. try’s capacity. Copper was mined in three 
Chrome ore was also mined by many small _ provinces in Turkey, Murgul, Kure, and 
one-person operations, who generally trans- Ergani, but two new deposits at Siirt 
ported the ore by truck to large ports, where Madenkoy and Rize-Cayeli were being con- 
it was sold to exporters. sidered for exploitation. Two companies, 

In a related development, the Mineral Etibank and Karadeniz Bakir Isletmeleri 
Research and Exploration Institute of Tur- (KBD, owned 49% by Etibank, were respon- 
key (MTA) announced the discovery of large sible for all of the country’s production of 
reserves of low-grade chromite in the Kar- ore, concentrate, blister copper, and pyrite. 
santi region in Adana. The initial estimate Most of the refined copper was produced by 
indicated at least 4 million tons of 7% private companies in and around Istanbul. 
chromite, but other estimates went as high At Murgul, two open pit mines were 
as 30 million tons. Samples from the Kar- operated by KBI, with a combined capacity 
santi region were being studied at MTA _ of 1.2 million tons per year of 1.2% copper 
laboratories. ore. Two concentrators were in operation at 
Ferrochreme.—Etibank was responsible Murgul. Etibank operated a concentrator 

for all ferrochrome production in the coun- that was designed to produce 30,000 tons 
try from its two plants at Antalya and per year of 18% copper and 18,000 tons per 
Elazig. At the Antalya Ferrochrome Works, year of pyrite from an annual input of 
approximately 10,000 tons of low-carbon 400,000 tons of ore. The KBI concentrator 
ferrochrome was produced annually. In was designed to handle 600,000 tons per 
1981, Etibank converted an old calcium year of ore in the production of 60,000 tons . 

carbide furnace into a ferrosilicon produc- of copper concentrates and 20,000 tons per 
tion unit, utilizing power from the regular year of pyrite. Output from Etibank’s con- 
hydroelectric supply. Production capacity at centrators was delivered to Etibank’s smelt- 
the new unit was quoted at 5,000 tons per er at Murgul, which was designed to pro- 
year of FeSi with 2% carbon. The particles duce 12,000 tons per year of blister copper. 
came in various sizes and weighed a maxi- Actual production in 1981 was below 8,000 
mum of 25 kilograms. Total capacity of the tons. From Murgul, the blister was trucked 
unit was equal to about one-half of Turkey’s to Istanbul for refining. Output from the 
annual consumption. In an effort to encour- KBI concentrator at Murgul and pyrite 
age local consumers to purchase Etibank’s from Etibank’s concentrator were pipelined 
FeSi, on January 10, 1981, the Turkish in slurry form to Hopa, 60 kilometers north 

Government imposed a stiff tariff on im- of Murgul. At Hopa, copper and pyrite were 
ported FeSi, equivalent to almost one-fourth concentrated, and some of the concentrate 

of the selling price of imported FeSi. was exported. The remaining concentrates 
Etibank’s Elazig Ferrochrome Works pro- were shipped to the KBI smelter at Samsun, 

duced an average of 23,000 tons of high- for production of blister copper and byprod- 
carbon ferrochrome in 1981. Capacity ofthe uct sulfuric acid. 
plant, which came onstream in 1977, was The Samsun smelter was part of the KBI 
50,000 tons per year, but production has Black Sea Copper Works, located in the 
never reached the expected level. Etibank Kure district on the coast of the Black Sea 
planned to expand the Elazig works to in northern Turkey. At Kure, both Etibank 
100,000 tons per year of high-carbon ferro- and KBI operated mines. Etibank’s Kure 
chrome by 1985. The expansion program, Cuprous Pyrite Works consisted of the 1- 
valued at $33 million, was to be undertaken million-ton-per-year open pit Asikoy Mine 
by Elkem AS of Norway, providing engi- and a concentrator. The KBI operation 
neering services, and Outokumpu Oy of consisted of the Bakibaba underground 
Finland, providing process technology. mine at Kure, also with a 1-million-ton-per- 
Nearly two-thirds of all chromite produced year capacity, and a concentrator and 
in Turkey was used for the production of smelter located at Samsun. Output from 
ferrochrome, and almost all of this produc- Kure was run through Etibank’s concentra- 
tion was exported. Chrome ore not used in tor and then transported to Samsun. Eti- 
the production of ferrochrome was usually bank, with the assistance of Outokumpu Oy 
exported as concentrate. of Finland, was expanding mining oper- 

Copper.—Turkey’s copper industry con- ations at Kure in 1981. The project involved
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expansion of the open pit mine, the start of | enkoy, in eastern Turkey. This plant was to 

underground operations, and the construc- produce about 64,000 tons per year of cop- 
tion of a new concentrator. Capacity of the per concentrates, but the whole project was 
expanded works was to be 1.1 million tons _ still in the feasibility study stage. Reserves 
per year of ore, yielding 100,000 tons per at Madenkoy were estimated at 15 million 
year of copper concentrates and 500,000 tons of copper ore. Fenni-Gamma, a Turkish 
tons per year of pyrite concentrate. The company that owned the Cayeli deposit 
KBI Samsun smelter, built in 1976, had a_ before Etibank took over, was_ investi- 
production capacity of 40,000 tons per year gating the possibility of mining the deposit. 
of blister copper. Output from Murgul and Fenni-Gamma was seeking both a foreign 
Hopa, as well as Kure ore, was to be used in partner to start development and financial 
the Samsun smelter. The Black Sea Copper assistance from AID. Phelps Dodge Corp., 
Works has been unable to reach even one- United States, was also considering involve- 

half capacity since starting production, ment in the project, but no definite plans 
however, owing to technical problems, lack were made by yearend 1981. 
of spare parts, and labor disruptions. The Iron Ore.—Production of iron ore in Tur- 
smelter was built by McKee Overseas Corp.,_ key increased slightly in 1981 to 2.67 mil- 
United States, with financing from the U.S. lion tons from 2.58 million tons in 1980. 
Agency for International Development Nearly 2 million tons of this output was 
(AID). With Turkey’s foreign exchange supplied by the Divrigi Mine in central 
earnings limited over the past several Turkey, at Sivas, Malataya. The remaining 
years, maintaining U.S. equipment with 0.5 million tons of ore was supplied by 
spare parts has made continuous operation several different mines around the country. 
of the smelter difficult. The Samsun smelter These smaller mines were nationalized in 

| produced approximately 7,000 tons of blis- 1978 and brought under the control of the 
ter copper in 1981, representing less than state-owned Turkish Iron and Steel Works 
20% capacity utilization. From Samsun, (Turkiye Demir ve Celik Isletmeleri). Up 
blister copper was shipped to Istanbul for until 1978, these mines provided between 
refining. 40% and 60% of the country’s iron ore 

At Ergani in eastern Turkey, Etibank output. Following nationalization, iron ore 
operated an integrated copper complex con- production tumbled from a high of 3.6 
sisting of a 1-million-ton-per-year mining million tons in 1976 to below 2.6 million 
operation, a concentrator, and a smelter. tons in 1980. To restore output to its previ- 
Production capacity of the Ergani concen- ous level, the Government was preparing a 
trator was 70,000 tons per year of 14% __ bill to present to the Consultative Assembly 
copper concentrates, which was in turn fed authorizing the return of the mines to their 
to a 25,000-ton-per-year smelter. Output former private sector owners. Turkey con- 
from the Ergani smelter was about 50% of tinued to import over 500,000 tons per year 
its rated capacity in 1981. Reserves at Erga- of iron ore, mostly from Brazil. 
ni were estimated at 20 million tons of Government plans to develop the Hasan- 
copper-pyrite ore. celebi iron ore deposit were shelved in 1981, 

Late in 1981, Etibank announced that it owing to both technical and economic prob- 
was seeking foreign partners to develop two lems. Hasancelebi, located southwest of Div- 
copper mining projects for which it did not _rigi, contained an estimated 300 million 
have sufficient development capital. For- tons of low-grade, 15% to 30%, magnetite 
eign participation in the projects would ore. It was determined that, because the ore 
represent the first private sector share in grade was too low to be used as direct 
Turkey’s copper industry since the majority charge and substantial concentration would 
share in KBI was nationalized in 1977. The _ be required before converting it to pellet or 
first project was a mine to be located at sinter feed, the project was uneconomic. 
Cayeli, near Trabzon on the Black Sea Iron and Steel.—The production of iron 
coast. The project was to produce 62,000 and crude steel in Turkey declined slightly 
tons per year of 23% copper concentrates in 1981, from a high of over 2.5 million tons 
and a lesser amount of zinc. Etibank plan- in 1980 to 2.4 million tons in 1981. The iron 

ned to begin construction of a pilot plant in and steel industry in Turkey consisted of 
1982. Reserves at Cayeli were estimated at three large steel plants, all operated by the 
25 million tons of copper-pyrite ore. The state-owned Turkiye Demir ve Celik Is- 
second project involved a mine and concen- __letmeleri, seven smaller private producers, 
trating plant to be located at Siirt Mad- and several fabricating companies. The
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three large Government steelworks were automobile factories in Turkey. The plant 
located at Karabuk, Iskenderun, and Eregli. was established by Turkey’s Koc Holdings 

The largest of the three plants, and also (22%), Turkiye Is Bankasi (17%), Celik In- 
the most profitable, was the Eregli Demir dustrisi (12%), Turkiye Sinai Kalkinma 
ve Celik Febrikalari T.A.S. (Eregli Ironand Bankasi (10%), International Finance Corp. 
Steel Works Association). Eregli was the (10%), and private investors (29%). It was 
only state steel plant that had a minority designed to produce 85,000 tons per year of 
share of private sector partners, including specialty steel products aimed primarily for 
the Ankara Chamber of Commerce, Sumer-_ producing cars, tractors, and other trans- 

bank, and others. The plant was originally port machinery. The plan was to add two 45- 
established in 1960 with an 800,000 ton per ton electric arc furnaces in 1982. 
year steelmaking capacity. In 1973, Nippon Other large private sector steel producers 
Kokan (Japan) expanded capacity of the in Turkey were Colakoglu Metalurji AS in 
plant to 1.8 million tons per year through Istanbul (350,000 tons per year), Metas Iz- 
the addition of a new blast furnace. Eregli mir Metalurji Fabrikasi T.A.S. in Izmir 
had the highest level of capacity utilization (260,000 tons per year), Istanbul Celik ve 
in the Turkish steel industry from 1976 to Demir Izabe Sanayii AS in Istanbul (27,000 

1981. In 1981, production from Eregli was _ tons per year), Elektro Metal Sanayii AS in 
50% greater than in 1980, totaling well over Istanbul (80,000 tons per year), Izmir Demir 

1 million tons. Celik Sanayii AS in Izmir (600,000 tons per 
The other two steel plants, located at year), and MKEK Celik Fabrikasi in Kirik- 

Iskenderun and Karabuk, were owned en-_ kale (20,000 tons per year). 
tirely by the Government. The Iskenderun MKEK, the Turkish Government’s engi- 
plant, located on the Mediterranean coast neering and chemical enterprise, was near- 
near the Syrian border, was originally built ing an agreement with the Soviet Union for 
by the Soviet Union in 1970 and has experi- the establishment of a 300,000-ton-per-year 
enced serious operating problems since it specialty steelworks at Foca. The project 
opened. These difficulties were caused most- was originally put out to tender in 1977, but 
ly by poor management, shortages of elec- no satisfactory bids were received. In Sep- 
tricity, and a work force 80% larger than tember 1980, the U.S.S.R. signed a prelimi- 
was necessary for the plant to operate. In nary agreement with MKEK to build the 
1981, Iskenderun operated at less than 35% _ plant, and a final go-ahead was expected 
of design capacity. Following a series of on- early in 1982. 
again, off-again negotiations, the U.S.S.R. The Turkish Government’s plan to build 
appeared ready to assist Turkey in expand- a fourth steelworks was temporarily shelv- 
ing the capacity of the plant from the’ ed in 1981, owing to the world steel crisis 
current level of 1 million tons to 2.2 million and lack of available financing. The plant, 
tons per year of raw steel. The expansion which was to be located at Sivas in eastern 
program was to have been carried out in Anatolia, was originally intended to pro- 
1980, but the economic crisis in Turkey and duce 2 million tons per year of steel utiliz- 
the ambivalence of the Soviets delayed im- ing domestic iron ore and coal. The plan 
plementation of the project. No date was set was shelved on the advice of the World 
for completion of the expansion work. Bank, which was assisting in sorting out 

The country’s third steelworks, at Kara- Turkey’s financial problems. 
buk, was also preparing a modernization Lead and Zinc.—The primary producers 
program in 1981. In June 1981, the World of lead and zinc ore in Turkey were Etibank 
Bank provided a $70 million loan to expand and Cinko-Kursun Metal Sanayi AS (Cin- 
and modernize Karabuk along with other kur), which was owned 47% by Etibank. At 
industrial projects in Turkey. Romania was Keban near Elazig in central Anatolia, Eti- 
to supply the technical knowledge to mod- bank operated the Keban Lead and Zinc 
ernize the coke ovens and replace the sinter Works, which produced about 50,000 tons 
plant and rolling mills. Capacity at Kara- per year of lead and zinc ore, averaging 
buk was to be raised from 600,000 to 1 4.0% lead and 4.5% zinc. Annual output 
million tons per year of raw steel. from the concentrator averaged 4,000 tons 

In the private sector, a new specialty steel of 50% lead and 4,000 tons of 41% zinc. 
plant came onstream near the end of 1980. Cinkur operated the only lead-zinc smelt- 
The plant, Asil Celik Sanayi ve Ticaret AS, er in Turkey, located at Kayseri in central 
was located in Orhangazi, 160 kilometers Anatolia. Cinkur operated several mines in 
southeast of Istanbul, near the two largest the Zamanti area, which produced an aver-
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age of 80,000 tons per year of lead-zinc ore. Tungsten.—Production of tungsten from 
The Zamanti ore was concentrated and fed Turkey’s Uludag tungsten mine increased 
to the smelter, which had an annual capaci-_ slightly in 1981, owing primarily to more 
ty of 40,000 tons of electrolytic zinc, 6,000 efficient operation of the concentrating 

tons of lead, and 150 tons of cadmium. In _ plant. The mine was located near the sum- 
1981, the Cinkur plant produced 6,000 tons mit of Uludag Mountain, 42 kilometers 
of refined lead and 15,000 tons of zinc slab. from the town of Bursa, in northwestern 

Several other smaller companies were Turkey. The deposit contains approximate- 
actively mining lead and zinc deposits in ly 9.4 million tons of proven reserves and 
the Biga Peninsula, encompassing the Prov- 4.9 million tons of probable reserves of both 
inces of Balikesir and Canakkale south of wolframite, (Fe, Mn) WO,, and scheelite 
the Sea of Marmara in eastern Turkey. The (CaWO.), with an average WO; content of 

_ Biga Peninsula contained over 200 known 0.5%. Mining at Uludag was by both open 
lead-zinc and _ lead-zinc-copper deposits, pit and underground methods, but the pit 
most of which were claimed in 100 mining was closed from autumn through spring, 
or prospecting concessions. In Canakkale, usually about 7 months out of the year, 
Canakkale Madencelik Ltd. operated a because of poor weather and heavy snow- 
10,000-ton-per-year concentrator, treating falls. Primary output of the mine was schee- 
lead and zinc sulfide ore from its Karundere _ lite. Ore production in 1981 was estimated 
Mine. At Balya, in Balikesir, Turker Izabe at 300,000 tons, two-thirds of which came 
ve Rafina Sanayii AS operated two 60-ton- from underground. Mining operations at 
per-day concentrators, utilizing ore from the open pit were being carried out by 
the company’s Handeresi and Halilar Private companies under seasonal contract 

Mines. Also in Balikesir, Bayramoglu Mad- from Etibank, which operated the under- 
encelik ve Flutasyon Tesisi operated an 80- ground mine, but Etibank planned to take 
ton-per-day concentrator. Tailings from this Ver all mining operations in the near 
company’s Papazlik Mine and also from the future. , 
Bayla Mines were treated by Etibank at The concentrator at Uludag was original- 

Keban to obtain a concentrate containing |y designed to treat 550,000 tons per year of 
40% lead and 18% zinc. At Dursunbey in both scheelite and wolframite ore, utilizing 

Balikesir, Andolu Maden Adi Komandit Sti. 9Y grinding and magnetic separation tech- 
brought onstream a 60,000-ton-per-year con- ques for the scheelite and wet grinding 
centrating plant. The unit treated ore from 2"4 magnetic separation for the wolframite 
the company’s Alacam Mine, where both °F: The dry concentrating circuit, designed 

open pit and underground operations were ‘° treat 1,000 tons per day, had not come 
in progress. Also planning new operations ‘to full operation, owing to equipment 
in the Biga Peninsula were Balkesir Ararat Problems and inadequate feed from the 
Madencelik ve Ticaret and the Galena Min- Pe pit mine. The wet grinding circuit and 
ing Co., both of which owned concessions in concentrator was being used above its rated 
the area. capacity to handle both types of ore until 
Mercury.—Production of mercury in Tur- the scheelite system could be redesigned. 

key continued to decline in 1981, owing The flowsheet also included a flotation sec- 

mainly to the depressed state of world '0n following magnetic separation. The 
demand. Mercury production, which dates flotation section yielded a rich concentrate 
back nearly 8,000 years, has declined steadi- containing over 60% WOs, while low-grade 
ly from a high of over 10,000 76-pound flasks concentrate (20% WO;) was obtained from 
in 1971 to below 4,500 76-pound flasks in the magnetic sep aration units. Average re- 
1980 and 1981. Cinnabar was mined from COVETY from the entire operation was about 
three main districts around Konya, Karabu- 50%. . A pilot project utilizing an “all- 

run, and Aydin in southwestern Turkey. flotation flowsheet design was completed 
Output from these mines was delivered to ak 1981, and studies were in progress to 
two smelters, both owned by Etibank, at etermine the feasibility of using this de- 

Halikoy and Sarayonu. Both smelters pro- sign to process all the Uludag ore. 
duced better than 99.99% mercury. Produc- 
tion capacity at Halikoy was 120 tons per NONMETALS 
year, and at Sarayonu, 80 tons per year. Barite.—Production of barite continued 

With demand for mercury low, some of the to expand in 1981, fueled by increased 

smelting facilities at Halikoy were convert- demand for high-density drilling muds from 
ed to antimony smelting. the petroleum industry. Total reserves in
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Turkey were estimated at over 10 million other neighboring countries. Up until about 
tons in 1976, but several new discoveries 1976, all barite was produced by private 
since then have raised that estimate consid- sector companies. Since that time, Etibank, 

erably. In 1976, the Government of Turkey the state-owned mining and minerals con- 
placed a ban on the export of raw barite to cern, has gradually taken a larger share of 
increase the value of exports by forcing the industry. In 1980, public sector produc- 
producers to install grinding equipment. tion accounted for about 60% of total out- 

Since 1976, grinding capacity in Turkey has put. The major barite-producing companies 
risen to about 500,000 tons per year. About and their mine and grinding capacities are 
90% to 95% of Turkey’s barite production shown in the following table. 
was exported, mostly to the U.S.S.R. and 

Mine Grinding 

Company minets), mill) (tons per (tons per 
year) year) 

Bastas Barytes Industry and Trading Co. Inc_________~ Alanya-Sarikaraagac, 150,000 120,000 
Trabzon, Antalya. 

Etibank ________________________________  Beysehir.___________ 100,000 100,000 
Barit Maden Turk AS __.~_§__~§_§__§_____ ~~~ _____-_ Marash, Adana _______ 50,000 70,000 
Polbar Baryte Industries AS __________________~- Alanya ___________~_ 40,000 50,000 
Bager Maden Sanayive Ticaret AS_____§____.______ Sarikaraagac_________ 60,000 80,000 
Kimya Tesisleri Sanayi ve Ticaret AS___ .§..§___.___- Silifke, Kutahya, 30,000 100,000 

Yarimca, Kocaeli. 
Emas Industrial Minerals AS___________________ Mas ______________ 60,000 60,000 
Dolsan Dolgu Maddeleri Sanayi Kollektif Sirketi ______ __ Antalya, Eskisehir _____ 40,000 10,000 
Dunmus Yaser ve Ogullari _.__..§__.._-_-_______-_ Beysehir_ ___________ 10,000 10,000 
Kale Madencilik___$_§_$_________________-____ Ice]. 2 2 ee 1,000 _- 
Egemetal Madencilik_____§_§_-_________________ Mersin. ____________ 1,000 __ 

Most of Turkey’s barite deposits were 1979, when the Government nationalized all 
located around the Sarkikaraagac, Alanya, boron, lignite, and iron ore mines. Follow- 

Maras, and Konya regions. Bastas Barytes, ing nationalization, boron production | 
the largest barite producer in the country, tumbled to about 900,000 tons, and most of 
owned large deposits in Sarkikaraagac and that was material already in accumulated 
Alanya but produced most of its raw materi- stocks of the former private owners. Con- 
al from a mine near Trabzon. Bastas and_ trary to the Government’s expectation of 
Kimya Tesisleri (Kimtes) both ground bar- increasing output from the mines, Etibank 
ites for other small producers in the country produced almost no boron for the 10 months 
in addition to processing their own output. following nationalization. In 1980, Etibank 
Although most of the barite producers in was able to increase its efficiency and pro- 
Turkey were primarily export oriented, Dol- duce over 1 million tons, but this was still 
son Dolgu produced ground minerals, in- less than the mines had produced under 
cluding barite, for Turkey’s domestic mar- private sector ownership. However, boron 
ket. Domestic consumption of barite aver- production improved substantially in 1981, 
aged about 5,000 to 10,000 tons per year. reaching its highest level ever. Etibank 

The Central Anatolian Directorate of devoted a large percentage of its resources 
Mining Research and Exploration an- and management skills to improving the 
nounced late in 1981 that rich barite depos- production levels of most boron mines. This 
its had been found in the Karaman district effort was designed to both prove its point 
near Konya. Tests were being conducted to that the mines had been inefficiently man- 
determine the level of reserves and quality aged prior to nationalization and, more 
of the deposit. Once the tests were complet- importantly, to generate much needed for- 
ed, the Government indicated it would be- eign exchange from boron exports. Boron 
gin exploiting the deposit. mineral exports generated approximately 

Boron.—Production of boron minerals in $100 million in receipts for the Turkish 
Turkey increased substantially in 1981, to Government in 1981, up nearly 40% from 
over 1.7 million tons from 1.2 million tons the 1980 level. Turkish borates were export- 
the year before. All boron output from ed mainly to Western Europe, the United 
Turkey has been produced by Etibank since States, and Japan.
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- Turkey possessed reserves of boron min- tons at the end of 1981 and was scheduled to 

erals estimated at 490 million tons, most of reach 22 million by the end of 1982. There 
which was high-quality 27% B.O3;. This were 35 operating cement factories in Tur- 
represents about 70% of the world’s total key, 16 of which were run by the public 
reserves, with the remainder located in sector, and 19, by the private sector. The 

China and the United States. Turkey was _ public sector plants, operated by Turkiye 
the second largest producer of boron miner- Cimento Sanayii T.A.S. (Cisan), were mostly 
als in the world, producing about 36% of the of relatively small size, producing between 
world’s total output. The United States was 100,000 and 500,000 tons per year of cement: 

the world’s largest producer, with about The private sector plants generally had a 
56% of the world total. productive capacity of 500,000 tons per year 

In Turkey, Etibank mined boron from or more. The cement industry in Turkey 
three major deposits, at Bigadic, Kirka, and has been in a severe slump since 1979, 
Emet, all in northwest Turkey. In Bigadic, owing to a nearly stagnant construction 
Etibank operated a 150,000-ton-per-year industry and shortages of fuel. Cement 
open pit colemanite and ulexite mine anda _ production recovered somewhat in 1981, 
recently completed 150,000-ton-per-year reaching a high of 15 million tons, while 
concentrator. Output from Bigadic was ei- domestic demand increased only slightly, to 
ther exported as concentrate and crude ore about 13 million tons from 12 million tons 
or delivered to the Bandirma facility for in 1980. The remaining 2 million tors was 
processing. In Emet, Etibank operated the exported, bringing in revenues of about $95 
Emet Colemanite Works, which consisted of million. 

both underground and open pit colemanite There were five new plants under con- 
mines and a 450,000-ton-per-year concentra- struction in Turkey in 1981, all by the 
tor. Output from the concentrator in 1981 . public sector. The location of the new plants 
was 400,000 tons at 40% to 47% B.Os. In and their annual capacities were as follows: 

Kirka, Etibank produced tincal at a rate of Samsun, 620,000 tons; Adiyaman, 610,000 

about 400,000 tons per year. In 1980, Eti- tons; Diyarbakir, 610,000 tons; Siirt, 620,000 

bank brought onstream a chemical complex tons; and Urfa, 1 million tons of cement. All 
at Kirka, designed to produce 180,000 tons but the Urfa plant were to come into 
per year of crude borax pentahydrate, operation in 1982. Urfa was not scheduled 
60,000 tons per year of refined anhydrous to start production until 1984. There were 
borax, and 6,000 tons per year of refined no immediate expansion plans for privately 
borax decahydrate. The complex was un- owned cement plants in Turkey. 
able to operate near its rated capacity Emery.—Turkey’s production of fine- 
during the year and produced only alimited grained emery increased slightly to about . 
quantity of boron compounds. 44,000 tons per year in 1981. Production of 

Most of Turkey’s domestically refined emery has declined from a high of over 
boron was produced at Etibank’s Bandirma 150,000 tons in 1973 to the current level. 
borax and acid plant, located on the Sea of Most of the decline has come from the 
Marmara in northwest Turkey. Annual ca-_ private sector operations, which produced 
pacity of the plant was 55,000 tons of borax 144,000 tons in 1974. Output has declined 
decahydrate, 35,000 tons of borax pentahy- every year since then to the 1981 level of 
drate, 25,000 tons of boric acid, 20,000 tons about 36,000 tons. Production from the pub- 

of sodium perborate, and 120,000 tons of lic sector, carried out by Etibank, has been 

sulfuric acid. Several new units were to be_ irregular, fluctuating between 2,000 and 

added to the complex over the next few 10,000 tons per year from 1974 onward. 
years, including a 100,000-ton-per-year boric Etibank’s production in 1981 averaged 8,000 
acid plant under construction by a French _ tons. The largest private sector producer of 
firm, to be completed in 1982, and a 20,000- emery was Lutfullah E. Kitapci Mineral Co. 
ton-per-year hydrogen peroxide plant under Ltd., with a productive capacity of 70,000 
construction by a Soviet company, schedul- tons per year from several small mines in 
ed for completion in 1985. Etibank was also the vicinity of Mugla. Etibank’s share of 
planning to build a 100,000-ton-per-year bo- emery production was derived from the 
rax plant in Eskisehir, to be completed in Milas Mine in western Anatolia. Production 
1982. Crude and refined borates were ex- capacity at the mine was 30,000 tons per 
ported mainly from the Port of Bandirma. year of raw emery. 

Cement.—Production capacity of Tur- Turkey produced about 60% of the 
key’s cement industry stood at 19.5 million world’s output of emery. Most of the materi-
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al was produced and exported mainly for and additions, an increase in capacity utili- 
use in abrasives in raw. form, with very zation, improvements in energy efficiency, 
little processing carried out within the and a reduction in pollution across the 
country. About 5,000 tons of emery powder whole industry. The first phase involved 
and abrasives was exported in 1981, com- modernization of the Bandirma Gubre Fab- 

pared with about 34,000 tons of raw emery. rikalari plant at Bandirma on the Sea of 
Most of the output was dried, ground, Marmara in northwest Turkey. The origi- 
bagged, and exported as unprocessed emery. nal facilities at Bandirma consisted of a 
Exports were delivered mainly to France, triple superphosphate plant, a 495,000-ton- 
the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and _per-year sulfuric acid unit, a 150,000-ton- 

the Federal Republic of Germany. : per-year DAP unit, and a 40,000-ton-per- 
Fertilizer Materials.—The Turkish fertil- year nitrogen ammonium sulfate plant. 

izer industry was able to achieve adramatic Three new units were commissioned in 
increase in production in 1981, with total 1981: a 145,000-ton-per-year phosphoric acid 
nitrogen content in fertilizers reaching plant, a 15,000-ton-per-year DAP plant, and 
672,000 tons, nearly double the 1980 level. a 150,000-ton-per-year complex fertilizer 

Consumption of nitrogen fertilizers in 1981 unit. | | 

was about 810,000 tons, compared with Four other fertilizer plants were under- 

685,000 tons the previous year, both of going similar expansions. Gubre Fabrikala- 
which were lower than the 1979 figure of ri at Iskederun planned to rehabilitate its 
852,000 tons. The decline in consumption sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid plants and 
was primarily a result of the higher costs. A add a 240,000-ton-per-year DAP plant and a 
combination of reduced Government subsi- new ammonium sulfate unit. Akdeniz 
dies on fertilizer and high interest rates Gubre Sanayii, which operated phosphoric 
caused farmers to cut back on purchases of acid and sulfuric acid production units at a 
fertilizer of all types. Consumption of diam- complex in Mersin, was planning to add a 
monium phosphate (DAP) was lower in 450-ton-per-day DAP unit and a 600-ton-per- 
1981, at 97,200 tons contained nitrogen (N), day ammonium sulfate plant. Also, E.G.E. 
compared with 110,000 tons in 1980. Produc- Gubre was modernizing its 350,000-ton-per- 
tion of DAP rose from 16,800 tons N in1980 year compound fertilizer plant at Foca, and 
to 57,300 tons in 1981. KBI, the copper company, was planning to 

This high production level of all types of refurbish its sulfuric acid facility at Sam- 
fertilizer meant a substantial reduction in sun. Azot Sanayii’s fertilizer plant at Sam- 
imports, the cost of which had been asevere sun was also to be restructured. The com- 
drain on the Turkish economy. Imports of plex consisted of a DAP plant and a pyrite- 
all types of fertilizers were 330,000 tonsN in based sulfuric acid unit and had the capaci- 
1981, compared with 450,000 tons N in 1980. _ ty for both phosphoric acid and triple super- 
Imports of urea declined from 121,000 tons phosphate production. Azot Sanayii’s other 
N in 1980 to just 14,000 tons N in 1981. lignite-based ammonia units at Kutayah, 

The dramatic turnaround in the Turkish originally built in 1962, were also to be 

fertilizer industry was a result of the imple- modernized. Istanbul Gubre Sanayii’s plant 
mentation of the Fertilizer Rationalization at Izmit and Gubre Sanayii’s monoammo- 
and Energy Saving Project, which was start- nium phosphate plant at Yarimca were also 
ed early in 1980 and, by the end of 1981,was being expanded. Finally, the Toras Chemi- 
reaching its second phase. The project cal and Fertilizer Industry Co. brought 
involved a large-scale restructuring of the onstream a 330,000-ton-per-year monoam- 
whole fertilizer sector in an effort to elimi- monium phosphate plant at Ceyhan in 
nate the shortages of feedstock, electricity, southern Turkey in 1981. 
raw materials, and spare parts and improve This almost total revamping of the indus- 
the efficiency of all plants. The Turkish try resulted in the production of nearly 10 
Government received a $110 million loan million tons of fertilizer materials in 1981, 

from the World Bank to finance the foreign exceeding the Government’s production tar- 
exchange requirement of the reorganiza- get by 2%. Most of the modernization pro- 
tion. A further $60 million loan from the grams included construction of ancillary 
World Bank was applied for late inthe year facilities, such as storage tanks, to prevent 
to finance the second phase. The entire shortages of raw materials and feedstock. 
revitalization program was to be completed Phosphate.—With the rest of the fertiliz- 
by 1986. er industry expanding fairly rapidly, pro- 

The project called for plant modifications duction of phosphate rock also increased in
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1981. Etibank was the only producer of mined in two areas, Tavsanli and Kumbet, 
phosphate rock in the country from its and calcining plants were located adjacent 

a Mazidag deposit in southeast Turkey. Re- to both mines. Raw material for the Kum- 
serves at Mazidag were fairly extensive, bet plant was high-grade magnesite, low in 
estimated at 410 million tons containing _ silica and iron. The calcining plant was able 

: 10% to 25% P.O;. Operating capacity at the to produce a high-quality product, suitable 
mine was 250,000 tons per year of phos- for use in electrofused magnesia products. 

| phate rock, but Etibank was only able to Perlite.—Perlite production remained at 

produce about 100,000 tons of phosphate about the 26,000-ton-per-year level in 1981. 
rock in 1981. Consumption of phosphate Etibank and Zihni International Trade and 

, rock has risen sharply over the past several Marketing were the major producers, but 
years, from about 650,000 tons in 1978 to Etibank operated the largest grinding and 
about 1.2 million tons in 1981. Turkey expansion plant, at Cumaovasi, Izmir. Eti- 

_ imported nearly all of this domestic require- bank began operating the facility in 1975. 
| ment in 1981. Phosphate rock was supplied Annual production capacity from the plant 

by Jordan, 36%; Morocco, 30%; Tunisia, was about 140,000 tons of processed perlite 
18%; Israel, 7%; Togo, 5%; and Taiba, 4%. and 50,000 to 60,000 cubic meters of expand- 
Imports of phosphate rock, Turkey’s largest ed perlite. Raw material for the processing 

and costliest mineral import, were valued at Plant was supplied from two mines, one 
over $30 million in 1981. adjacent to the plant and one several kilo- 

Magnesite.—Production of magnesite in- meters away at Minassa. Reserves at the 
| creased substantially in 1981, to about Cumaovasi deposit were placed at 4.5 mil- 

: 880,000 tons of crude ore. About 90% of this lion tons measured and another 5.6 million 
production was supplied by four companies tons indicated. Perlite from the Minassa 
from deposits in the Kutayah, Konya, and deposit had significantly better expansion 

| Eskisehir districts. Kutayah Manyezit Is- Characteristics than Cumaovasi ore. Re- 
letmeleri (Kumas), Manyezit AS, and Su- Serves at Minassa were estimated at about 7 
merbank all produced dead-burnt magne- Million tons, 3.4 million tons of which were 

site, and Continental Madencilik Sanayii ve measured. , 
Ticaret (Comag) produced caustic-calcined Zihni International, a Turkish shipping, 
magnesite. trading, and mining company, operated an 

Manyezit AS operated mines in the area ©Pen pit mine near Izmir, with a capacity of 

between Kutayah and Eskisehir and was °0,000 tons of perlite ore per year. Zihni 
~ capable of producing 60,000 tons per year of recently bought the majority of equity 

dead-burnt magnesite, but output was well shares in Ege Perlit to obtain ownership of 

below that level. Manyezit, a subsidiary of its small perlite expansion plant. Pabalk 
| Veitscher Magnesitwerke AG of Austria, icaret Ltd. also operated a perlite expan- 

exported most of its production to Austria. %!09 plant. Other producers of perlite, all 

Sumerbank produced both dead-burnt with a cap acity of 10,000 tons per year or 
magnesite and refractory bricks from its less, were Izmir Perlite Mining and Indus- 

operation near Konya. The brick plant had try Ltd., Anadolu Per-Mer Madencilik San- 
a capacity of 26,500 tons per year of chrome- 2Y" Ve Ticaret Ltd. Sti., and Durun Urun. 
magnesite-type refractory bricks from a to- Most of Turkey s production of perlite was 
tal sinter-magnesite capacity of 40,000 tons used in construction materials and sold on 
per year. Kumas was the country’s largest the local market. Turkey hoped to market 
producer of magnesite from its mines and some of its unexpanded perlite overseas in 

facilities located near Kutayah. The compa- the near future. 
ny was in the process of adding a 31,000-ton- 
per-year brick plant to its three mines, and MINERAL FUELS 
ore preparation and dead-burning facilities In 1981, Turkey’s energy situation im- 
to further integrate the operation. As part proved considerably, although temporary 
of the integration plan, new machinery was __ power interruptions and cutbacks were still 

to be added to the mines, the ore prepara- necessary in some cases. The country’s cur- 
tion facilities were to be modernized, and _ rent installed electric generating capacity 
dead-burning capacity was to be increased. was 5,553 megawatts, 3,182 megawatts of 

The expansion program was to be comple- which were produced by thermal (oil and 
ted by 1983. coal) powerplants, and 2,351 megawatts by 

Comag was the country’s largest producer hydroelectric plants. About 35% of the ther- 
of caustic-calcined magnesite. Ore was mal plant electricity was supplied by oil-
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fired furnaces, and 65% from coal, mostly Ten expansions or new coal-fired power 

lignite. Production of electricity stood at 23. projects were under construction in 1981 by 
billion kilowatt-hours in 1980 and rose to 25 TKI and TEK. Efficiency at most of the 
billion kilowatt-hours in 1981. Turkey’s operating plants was improved in 1981, : 
gross electrical energy demand stood at 27.3. which led to an average increase in produc- | 
billion kilowatt-hours in 1981, which led to tion for both hard coal and lignite of about | | 
the importation from the Soviet Unionand 75%. | 
Bulgaria of 1.89 billion kilowatt-hours of Hard coal was produced in the Zonguldak 
electricity. About 83.4% of Turkey’s domes- region by TKI. Coal has been mined in the | 
tically produced electrical energy was sup- region since 1860. The mines were operated 
plied by the Turkish Electricity Authority by Eregli Komuleri Isletmeri under the 
(TEK), which was operated by the Govern- authority of TKI. Coal was produced from : 
ment. The remainder was supplied by other several mines in the area, including Kandi- | 
domestic organizations. | li, Kozlu, Uzulmez, and Gelik. About 2 

Turkey’s difficulties with imported oil million tons of the total output of hard coal 
convinced the Government that the best was allocated. for use as coking coal. All of 
answer to the energy problem was to utilize this output was supplied to the Eregli steel 
the country’s huge reserves of lignite to plant, whose coking coal charging capacity | 
produce power. Increasing coal production was 1.5 million tons per year. Coking coal | 
capacity and building coal-fired thermal for the other steel plants was imported. 
powerplants weve given top priority by the Lignite was produced in several areas in 
Government. Of the 21 thermal power- Turkey and concentrated mostly in the 
plants that were to be completed by 1986, 1 eastern and western parts of the country. 
was to use natural gas, 1 was to use diesel Up until 1978, between 30% and 50% of the 

fuel, 1, hard coal, and the remaining 17, country’s lignite production was from pri- 
lignite. All these projects operating at full vate sector companies. In October 1978, the 
capacity were to provide Turkey with an- Turkish Government, in an attempt to in- | 
other 16.7 billion kilowatt-hours of electrici- crease lignite production, nationalized near- 

ty beyond the current level of 25 billion ly all of the private sector holdings. Con- 
kilowatt-hours. Many of the planned proj- trary to increasing lignite production, annu- - 
ects have yet to be initiated, and attaining al output declined over 30%, mainly be-— 
this production target seemed unlikely giv- cause the Government did not have the 
en the shaky state of Turkey’s finances. human or financial resources to operate the 
Some projects have nearly been completed, mines. Lignite production fully recovered to 
however, and significant increases in elec- its highest level ever in 1981, with output 
tricity production did seem likely over the reaching 18 million tons. The private sec- | 
next several years. : tor’s share in lignite production was down 
Coal.—Turkey possessed significant re- to about 15%. 

serves of both hard coal and lignite. Hard- TKI produced most of its lignite from five 
coal reserves were estimated at 1.26 billion major lignite mining establishments, most | 
tons, and lignite reserves were estimated at of which were integrated with onsite ther- 
about 7 billion tons. Production of both mal power stations. Production capacity at 
types increased in 1981, from 3.7 million these sites alone was expected to reach 100 
tons of hard coal in 1980 to 7.6 million tons million tons of lignite per year by 1990. The 
in 1981, and from 12.7 million tons of lignite largest of the lignite mines were located at 
in 1980 to over 18 million tons in 1981. TKI Seyitomer, Beypazari, Soma, Afsin Elbi- 
was the sole producer of hard coal in the stan, and Tunebilek, nearly all of which 
country and produced about 85% of all were undergoing some degree of expansion 
lignite. Turkey imported about one-third of in 1981. Production capacity at Beypazari 
its coking coal and high-grade coke require- was to be expanded to 3 million tons per 
ments, however, mostly from the United year by 1984, at a cost of $83 million. 
States. Imports of coking coal have aver- Capacity was also to be upgraded at Tunebi- 
aged 925,000 tons per year over the past 4 lek to 2.05 million tons per year, at a cost of 
years, costing the Government about $60 $24 million, and production from Seyitomer 
million per year. Turkey did not need to was to reach 2 million tons per year early in 
import any lignite. TKI, the coal producer, 1982, at a cost of almost $20 million. Two 

worked closely in conjunction with TEK, large projects were nearing completion late 
which was responsible for setting up ther- in 1981, both of which were integrated 
mal power stations in coal mining areas. lignite mines and thermal power stations.
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The Soma thermal power project (Soma _ sented almost 50% of the country’s total 
Isiklar), located in far western Turkey, was imports in 1981, which were estimated at 

to be the first of the new generation of about $8.8 billion. Turkey imported 84% of 
power projects in Turkey to come online. its crude oil requirement in 1981, and as 
After a 4-year delay caused by lack of domestic crude oil production levels off, the 
financing, the first of four units was to share of imports was expected to increase to 
begin producing electricity early in 1982. accommodate any increase in domestic con- 
The entire project, once complete in 1985, sumption. Turkey imported almost one-half 
was to consume over 5 million tons of of its crude oil requirement from Iraq in 
lignite to produce 660 megawatts of electric- 1981 through the Kirkuk Yumurtalik (Bo- 
ity per year. The plant will supply power to tas) pipeline. The remaining supply was 
the entire northwestern portion of Turkey. derived 24% from Libya, 15% from Iran, 

Lignite was also to be supplied by a second and 13% from Saudi Arabia. This increased 
mine, Soma-Denis, located near the power- _level of imports considerably eased the sup- 
plant. —— ply situation for Turkey, where for the 

By far the largest and most ambitious of previous 2 years, lack of fuel has caused 
Turkey's new integrated power stations was frequent blackouts and power shortages. 
the TKI Afsin-Elbistan project, where con- The recovery of Turkey’s economy and the 
struction was continuing on a 20-million- relatively soft conditions on the world oil 
ton-per-year lignite mine and a 2,400- market contributed to the overall improve- 
megawatt thermal powerplant. This plant ment in energy supply, but the country 
_was to be the largest lignite-fueled power- continued to spend nearly all its foreign 
plant in the world. Cost of the project, being exchange receipts for oil imports. This situ- 
built by Foster-Wheeler. Corp., United ation probably will not improve during the 
States, and many other corporations, was next several years until most of Turkey’s 
estimated at over $3 billion, 60% of which energy needs can be supplied by coal and 
required foreign financing. The first phase _ lignite. | 

—~ of the project was to come onstream late in Production.—Turkey’s domestic produc- 
1982. The first phase alone was to utilize tion of crude ofl reached 16.9 million barrels 
nearly 60,000 tons per day of lignite and in 1981, representing a 1.4% increase over 
employ about 61,000 people. The second the 1980 level, but still well below the 19- to 
phase involved mining an additional 20 20-million-barrel level maintained from 
million tons of lignite for use with four 1975 to 1979. Turkey’s crude oil production 
other electric generators. | has declined steadily since 1969, when it 

_ These two projects were only the first on reached an alltime high of about 70,000 
a long list of powerplants and lignite mines _ barrels per day, to 1980, when it reached an 
scheduled to come into operation before alltime low of 46,000 barrels per day. Com- 
1995. Other large projects were under con-__ bined with the slight increase in production 
struction at Mugla-Yatagan, where 3.5 mil- in 1981 was a decrease in consumption, by 
lion tons per year of lignite was to be fed to about 2 million barrels from 1980 to 1981. 
a thermal power station, and Sivas-Kangal, As Turkey’s economy begins to expand, 
where 4.2 million tons per year of lignite consumption of petroleum was expected to 
was to be integrated with another power- increase fairly steeply, most of which would 
plant. Other projects further down the line have to be supplied by imports. Turkey 
were to be located at Bursa-Orhaneli, produced about 16% of its crude oil require- 
Bursa-Keles, and Tekirdag-Saray. ment in 1981. 

Petroleum.—Turkey’s petroleum situa- The largest oil-producing company in 
tion improved somewhat in 1981, rebound- Turkey was TPAO, which produced about 
ing from near disaster in 1979-80, but the 40% of the country’s total output. N.V. 

country continued to be plagued by massive Turkes Shell, a subsidiary of Shell Oil of the 
balance-of-trade deficits caused by the high United States, produced about 30%, and 
level of oil imports. Turkey imported 85 Mobil Exploration Mediterranean Inc., a 
million barrels of crude oil in 1981, valued Mobil Oil Corp. U.S. subsidiary, and Ersan 
at $3.46 billion, and $613 million worth of Sanayii both produced about 15% of the 

refined oil products, bringing the country’s country’s total. The prospects for TPAO’s 
total oil import bill to over $4 billion. The future appeared mixed in 1981. It was the 
country’s receipts from all its exports, on largest company involved in oil develop- 
the other hand, were estimated at about ment in the country and had the authority 
$4.5 billion. Imports of petroleum repre- of the Government behind it. It also held
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many of the new promising areas for oil centives of the old petroleum code. Compa- 
exploration and has made several signifi- nies were no longer required to sell all their 
cant discoveries in the past few years. Its oil production domestically at below market 
problems, however, stem from the age of its _ prices and were allowed to export 35% of oil 
producing wells, which averaged well over produced from new wells at world market 
10 years old. If TPAO was able to bringnew prices and to use receipts from this oil to 
fields online as rapidly as it would like, the repatriate capital and profits. Also, areas 
company predicted it could be producing that had been open only to TPAO for 
about 25,000 barrels per day by the middle exploration became available for lease to 
of the decade. With TPAO drilling less than foreign oil companies, in joint-venture ar- 
50 production wells in 1981, it seemed likely rangements with TPAO. In 1981, over 20 
that production would continue to decrease foreign oil companies had discussed explora- 
as its older wells depleted the reservoirs tion in Turkey with TPAO, but most compa- 
over the next few years. nies were awaiting clarification of the new 
TPAO was in the process of implementing decrees, including legal guarantees against 

secondary recovery techniques at its West nationalization and protection against cur- 
Raman Oilfield. Turkey’s Bati Raman (West _rency devaluation, before beginning work. 
Raman) Oilfield, located in southeastern § Exploration.—The pace of exploration for 
Turkey near the Bay of Iskenderun, wasthe oil and gas picked up somewhat in 1981, 
country’s most prolific field, producing with 31 new petroleum exploration licenses 
about 7,500 barrels per day in 1981. The issued during the year, only 7 of which went 
secondary recovery program involved to TPAO. The majority of these licenses 
pumping carbon dioxide into injection wells went to private Turkish companies, includ- 
to boost the production level. An 81-kilo- ing Ersan Petroleum Corp. and Comag, the 
meter pipeline was to be built in 1982 to magnesite producer. Comag was to search 
transport carbon dioxide to the field. Re- for oil in Siirt Province under a 3-year 
serves at Bati Raman were estimated at 300 license. Thirty-eight exploration licenses 
million barrels, but only a fraction of this were released during the year, and another 
was recoverable because of the heavy eight expired. Two hundred and two li- 
weight and generally low quality of Raman __censes were carried over by Turkish corpo- 
oil. With the enhanced recovery program in rations during the year, and 11 licenses 
full operation, TPAO hoped to extract up to were renewed. Figures were not available 
20,000 barrels per day from the field, but for Turkish private sector drilling. 
this level was unlikely before 1985. | -TPAO was the most active company in- 

One of the most promising TPAO discov- volved in petroleum exploration during the 
eries in recent years was located in the year, drilling an estimated 85 exploration 
southern Dincer region, where two produc-_ wells, 17 of which encountered hydrocar- 
tion wells had been drilled into a field of bons. The most promising discoveries were 
unknown size. The first well was capable of at Guney Dincer in the TPAO Nusaybin oil 
producing about 3,400 barrels per day of exploration field, 20 kilometers from Ca- 
crude oil, and the second was to achieve a_ murlu, near the Syrian border. TPAO was 
similar flow rate. TPAO planned to drill also focusing attention on the Korkandil 
three additional wells into the structure region in the Pervari district, mainly 
early in 1982, and it was hoped that output around the towns of Baykan and Kozluk. 
from the Guney Dincer Field would equal Drilling was to begin on the Korkandil 
that of the Raman Field, and possibly sur- Field, where oil had been discovered several 

pass it by 1983. years earlier. Drilling in this area was 
Realizing that Turkey’s oil industry was delayed because of access problems to the 

not expanding to meet the country’s needs, field. TPAO was also exploring for oil south 
the Government took a new approach, as_ of the Adana petroleum region in the Medi- 
part of its economic reform program of terranean and south of the Hafay petrole- 
1980, to encourage foreign participation in um region, also in the Mediterranean, both 
the industry. The idea behind the new of which were located outside of Turkish 
approach was to make Turkey more attrac-__ territorial waters. Onshore work was also 
tive for oil exploration by the multinational being accelerated in southeastern Anatolia, 
companies, and thereby attract new tech- Trakya, Adana, and the Salt Lake region of 
nology to boost Turkey’s sagging produc- central Anatolia. TPAO also began to em- 
tion. New decrees were issued by the Gov-_phasize its exploration for natural gas re- 
ernment that removed many of the disin- serves. Exploration for and production of
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natural gas was to be encouraged for the ed with 88% in 1981. Most of the improve- 
first time in Turkey’s new petroleum code. ment resulted from a return to near full 

‘Significant reserves of natural gas were capacity of the TPAO Anadolu Tasfiyehane- 
discovered by TPAO in 1980 at Thrace, si AS refinery. The plant, originally owned 
where initial production from a single well by Mobil Oil Corp. (United States), Royal 

| _ flowed at 3 million cubic feet per day and Dutch/Shell (Netherlands), British Petrole- 
has since risen to almost 6 million cubic feet um, and Marmara Refining, was nationaliz- 
per day with several new wells onstream. ed in 1979 because it was operating below 
Natural gas production was utilized at local capacity. TPAO was unable to improve 
cement factories and for electricity produc- matters, however, and devised an agree- 
tion. : ment allowing Mobil to continue operating 

There were many foreign oil companies the refinery while using oil supplied by 
conducting exploration work in Turkey in TPAO. Capacity at the ATAS refinery was 

| 1981, including several U.S. companies. estimated at about 90,000 barrels per day of 
Shell, which produces almost one-half of crude oil input. TPAO also owned the 
Turkey's oil already, was exploring the Turkish Petroleum Corp.’s two refineries at 

| Agachan site in the Siverek district of Urfa Batman and Aliaga. Throughput capacity of 
under two exploration permits. Other U.S. the Batman refinery was 21,000 barrels per 
companies operating in Turkey were Phil- day, and the Aliaga facility was capable of 
lips 66, Occidential Petroleum, Sunmark of _ processing 75,000 barrels per day of crude 
California, and Union Texas Co. Union oil. 
Texas picked up eight exploration licenses The fourth TPAO refinery was operated 
in 1981, covering about 1 million acres in by Istanbul Petrol Rafinerisi Anomin Sirke- 
Mardin, Urfa, Hakari, and Siirt Provinces. ti (IPRAS). The refinery, Turkey’s largest, 
All the licenses carried 3-year terms. Other was nearing completion of an expansion 
foreign companies exploring for oil in Tur- project designed to raise throughput capaci- 
key were Veba, of the Deminex group (Fed-__ ty from 170,000 to about 270,000 barrels per 
eral Republic of Germany), CFP-Total day. Although IPRAS was owned 99% by 
(France), Azienda Generali Italiani Petroli TPAO, it was given authority to operate 
S.p.A. (AGIP) (Italy), and Salem Energy autonomously from the state. IPRAS, in 
(Sweden). AGIP bought a 51% interest in addition to operating the most efficient 
Salem’s production and exploration con- refinery in the country, did most of the spot 
tract, offshore in Turkey’s Iskenderun Bay. market purchasing of crude oil for Turkey, 
AGIP became operator of the concession imported and processed all the country’s 

: and began drilling with the Saipem II drill- liquefied petroleum gas, and helped negoti- 
| ship. Results of the drilling were unavail- ate its long-term supply contracts. 

able by yearend 1981. Iskenderun Bay was Pipelines.—The maintenance and oper- 
considered one of the more promising areas ation of the Iraq-Turkey pipeline took on 
for oil exploration in Turkey. strategic importance in 1981. Turkey receiv- 

Refining.—Turkey’s four operating oil re- ed about 40% of its domestic oil require- 
fineries produced more than the country’s ment from Iraq through the Botas pipeline. 
requirements for gasoline and light distil- For Iraq, the pipeline was of equal impor- 
lates but fell short of domestic needs for tance, it being the only operable means of 

| diesel oil, fuel oil, and other middle and _ exporting crude oil. Capacity of the pipeline 
heavy distillate products. About 2 million was about 200 million barrels per year in 
barrels of naphtha, gasoline, kerosine, and 1981, but only about 42 million barrels of 
jet fuel were exported in 1981, while about that was supplied to Turkey. The remainder 
20 million barrels of diesel oil and fuel oil was exported from the seaport of Iskende- 
had to be imported. run. Iraq was interested in increasing the 

All four of Turkey’s oil refineries were flow through the pipeline to about 700,000 
owned by the Government petroleum orga- barrels per day to increase the country’s 
nization TPAO. Total crude oil throughput export revenues. Further down the line was 
capacity at all the refineries was estimated a plan to increase the capacity of the line to 
at about 120 million barrels per year, but 1 million barrels per day through the addi- 
actual throughput of all four refineries was tion of several new pumping stations. The 
placed at 100.2 million barrels in 1981, pipeline operated fairly continuously dur- 
which represents a substantial improve- ing the year despite several instances of 
ment over that of 1980, when refinery breakdowns and sabotage. 
capacity utilization was about 75% compar- Turkey was also involved in negotiations
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with Iran regarding the purchase of oil and factor in easing Turkey’s petroleum situa- — 

the possible construction of pipeline facili- tion in 1981. In light of the current glut in | 

ties. Turkey planned to increase its pur- the world oil market, Turkey was taking 

chases of Iranian oil from about 10 million advantage of both countries’ growing need . 

barrels in 1981 to about 30 million barrels for export revenues and renegotiating its 

in 1982. The two countries also signed a contracts whenever possible. Payment for 

preliminary agreement to deliver Ira- oil to both countries was with goods and 

nian natural gas to Europe via a pipeline services as well as with foreign currency. 

through Turkey. Also planned was a pipe- ——————— | 

line from northwest Iran to Turkish ports Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

around Iskenderun. This gradual increase qyrtre"Yina GP to US. dollar at the rate LTLI20~ 
in supply from Iran and Iraq was a major —_US$1.00.





The Mi t t e Mineral Industry of the 
U.S.S.R.? eVWJeWVJe e 

By Richard M. Levine? 

Reported production in the ferrous metals ned or declined. According to official Soviet 
sector either grew slowly or declined. In statistics, in 1981, national income rose 
1981, production of raw steel, finished rolled 3.2%, compared with a 3.8% growth in 1980; 
output, and steel pipe was less than plan- growth did not attain the 1981 planned 
ned, and iron ore production fell below its target of 3.4%, which was the lowest in the 

1980 level. Crude oil production, including last decade. Industrial output rose 3.4% in 
. gas condensate, rose 0.9% to 4.48 billion 1981; this was lower than both the planned 
‘ barrels, falling slightly short of the planned growth of 4.1% and the 1980 industrial 
’ target. Natural gas production rose 7% to production growth rate of 3.6%. Growth in 

16.4 trillion cubic feet, compared with a _ industrial labor productivity, an important 
planned 16.2 trillion cubic feet. Production factor in achieving economic growth with 
of coal, which was to be substituted increas- the current labor shortage, rose only 2.7% 

ingly for oil as a fuel in 1981, not only fell compared with a planned 3.6%. 
below the planned target but declined 2%. Occupying one-sixth of the world’s land 
Better results were obtained in 1981 inthe surface, the U.S.S.R. has large reserves and 

production of electric energy and cement, resources of many minerals and in 1981 was 
which rose 2% each. a significant factor in world mineral trade. 

In 1981, production of the Ministry of The U.S.S.R. was the world’s leading pro- 
Nonferrous Metallurgy increased 0.3%, ducer of asbestos, cement, manganese ore, 

which was slightly below the planned tar- petroleum, platinum-group metals, potassi- 
get, but labor productivity decreased 0.4% um salts, and steel. It occupied second place 
in comparison with the 1980 level. For the in the world, following the United States, in 
year, the Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy the production of aluminum, coal, lead, 
production increased 0.5%, which was 3% natural gas, and phosphate rock; ranked 

below the planned target, and labor produc- second after Canada in the production of 
tivity dropped by 0.4%. nickel; and second after the Republic of 

Indexes of several important economic South Africa in gold and chrome ore output. 
indicators either failed to increase as plan- 
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Table 1.—U.S.S.R.: Soviet reported industrial production 

(Million tons unless otherwise specified) 

Pro- 
, 1980 1981 duction 1982 

Commodity “Planned! Reported — Planned Reported change, —_ planned 
percent 

Iron ore. 5 276 245 NA 242 99.1 NA 
Pig iron_____________________ 115 107.3 NA 107.8 100.5 113.7 
Steel, raw. 157 148 156.8 149 100.4 156.2 
Rolled finished ferrous metal ______ __ 109 103 109.2 103 100.1 108.5 
Coal, raw (bituminous, anthracite, lignite) 745 716 738 704 98 728.3 
Petroleum, crude including condensate _ _ 606 603 610 609 100.9 614 
Natural gas (billion cubic meters) _____ 435 435 458 465 107 492 
Mineral fertilizers ~-~----~------- 115.5 104 113.8 *109 105 119.1 
Steel pipe___._.._____________ 18.5 18.2 18.5 18.3 100.5 18.8 
Cement _____________________ NA 125 128.5 127 102 NA 
Power, electric (billion kilowatt-hours) __ 1,295 1,295 1,335 1,325 102 1,365 

“Estimated. NA Not available. 
11980 planned figures, with the exception of iron ore, are the revised goals because targets for many commodities were 

decreased. 

Government Policies and Programs.—In ed from its 1978 peak, but there was growth 
1981, major emphasis was placed on the in the output of machine building and 
efficient use and conservation of fuel and metalworking. This created a shortage and 
raw materials. Savings in raw materials led to an attempt to lower metal consump- 
were considered possible at all stages of the tion. Much room for economy in the use of 
production process. For example, in mining, steel existed. Machinery and equipment 
up to the following amounts of raw materi- were generally heavier than their Western 
als were left in deposits: coal, 30% to 40% of counterparts, and their production required 
resources; natural gas, 50%; petroleum, more fuel and energy. Furthermore, the 

70%; and iron ore, 20%.3 At the same time, machinery produced was not energy effi- 
many useful ore constituents were not cient, which led to energy losses in other 
being recovered including antimony, bis- economic sectors.’ 
muth, gold, tungsten, silver, and zinc.* Waste in machine building and metal- 

A substantial opportunity for savings ex- working, along with other sectors, was stim- 
isted in reducing losses of raw materials in ulated by the Soviet practice of measuring 
the production, transportation, and storage production in terms of the weight of output. 
processes. Reportedly, if the metal losses in This led to production goals being met by 
metalworking were reduced by one-half, building heavy machinery and equipment.® 
this would be equivalent to increasing the In mining, it led to the production of low- 
production of finished rolled metals by 10%. grade ores, and in metallurgy, to the pro- 
In nonmetallics, particularly big losses oc- duction of lower quality products. 
curred at all stages of production, transport, When production was measured in ruble® 
and application of mineral fertilizer.5 value of output instead of tons, enterprises 

Owing to a shift in the last two decades of tended to use more expensive raw materials 
mineral production to more remote areas in to increase the value of output. The intro- 
the east and north and to declining ore duction of the net production indicator was 
grades, the cost of mineral production rose an attempt to eliminate this incentive by 
considerably. According to Soviet calcula- excluding from the value of output expendi- 
tions, the capital-output ratio for mining’ tures for materials and energy purchased 
would increase 150% from 1965 to 1985.6 outside the enterprise. This reform was 
Savings in mineral and energy resources being introduced slowly into the Ministries 
were considered important owing both to of Ferrous and Nonferrous Metallurgy.’° 
rising domestic production costs and in- Increased effort was to be made to utilize 
creased prices on the world market. In the and recover secondary materials. In 1981, 
llth 5-year plan (1981-85), the following secondary materials accounted for one-third 
goals were set for reducing consumption of of steel and one-fifth of nonferrous metal 
materials: rolled ferrous metals, 18% to production. Efforts, however, to economize 

20%; steel pipes, 10% to 12%; and nonfer- by using secondary materials often resulted 

rous metals, 9% to 11%. in waste. Quotas for recycling metal were 
Production of finished rolled steel declin- met at times by scrapping good metal and
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machinery." problems and would probably not be able to 
Gas and coal were to be substituted for oil supply labor in adequate measure. Owing to 

as a fuel wherever possible, and nuclear the problem in labor supply, the Soviets 
power was to be rapidly developed. In 1981, needed to increase labor productivity, 
however, expansion of the nuclear power which could be partially accomplished by 
industry was not occurring as rapidly as importing state-of-the-art equipment from 
planned.’ Western countries. The major means of 

As of January 1, 1982, new wholesale acquiring hard currency to pay for this 
prices went into effect for Soviet raw mate- equipment was by sales of minerals to 
rials. The new prices were intended to fully Western countries, particularly oil and 
account for the cost of raw materials and to gold. Sales of gas to Western Europe from 
use the profit motive to stimulate the pro- the trans-Siberian pipeline, scheduled to 
duction of priority resources and to econo- commence in the mid-1980’s, could compen- 
mize on the use of resources. This was the sate for loss of revenues from lagging oil 
first revision of wholesale prices since 1967. production. The Soviets could further use 
Prior to the price reform, many resources the foreign exchange earned from gas sales 
were being extracted at a loss; ie., the to buy high-technology equipment to in- 
extraction was subsidized."* Also, the num-_ crease oil production. 
ber of extracted raw material components Mineral Industry Technology.—Declin- 
for which an enterprise would be paid was___ing ore quality further increased the need 
expanded to increase recovery of products. for mechanization and _ high-technology 
For industrial consumers, wholesale prices equipment. During the 1980’s, the metal 
were set to encourage appropriate substitu- content was calculated to decrease 10% to 
tion. For example, prices of gas were set at 15% in the majority of nonferrous ores and 
an average 20% lower than those for fuel 12% to 15% in iron ores.’?* Over 60% of 
oil. nonferrous metal ore was mined in open 

Mineral Industry Labor.—The low rate pits. 
of overall growth in the Soviet industrial Soviet industry experienced many diffi- 
labor force in the 1980’s, estimated at 0.7% culties in supplying the mining and metal- 
annually, posed a serious constraint toeco- lurgical sector. The Soviets had been able, 
nomic growth, including mineral develop- at times, to develop good experimental mod- , 
ment. Growth in the labor force varied els of needed equipment but then were 
considerably in the different ethnic regions. either unable to introduce these items into 
Many major new mineral production areas production or produce them in quantity. No 
were in the already labor-deficient regions satisfactory base model for a heavy-duty 
of Siberia and the Soviet Far East, and bulldozer could be developed. Production of 
there had not been an adequate migration 110- to 180-ton dump trucks lagged; produc- 
of workers to these areas despite numerous _ tion of 75-ton dump trucks was insufficient, 
wage and benefit incentives. The Soviets at and the trucks were technologically behind 
times had to rely on a costly program of foreign models.” In 1980, capacity of dump 
flying in shifts of workers for limited peri- trucks used in nonferrous open pit mining 
ods to provide labor at some mineral devel- averaged 33.8 tons, and there had been 
opment sites. It was reported in the Soviet inadequate growth in dump truck capac- 
press that in West Siberia, the main source _ity.’* Production of shovels with a 12.5- to 
of oil and gas, 60,000 exploration workers 20-cubic-meter capacity was also insuffi- 
were employed." cient, and there was an inadequate supply 

The coal mining industry made greater of drilling machinery, particularly in north- 
use of wage incentives to attract and retain ern areas.’® Also lacking were small-scale 
workers. In 1981, a wage increase was mechanized devices for underground work. 
announced in the coal mining industry. Lack of this equipment was blamed for 
Although miners’ pay and working hours declining production in the coal industry.”° 
were better than the Soviet average, there A continued effort to improve the quanti-. 
were frequent complaints about having to ty and quality of equipment was planned for 
work on free days. In addition, full-time 1981-85. The production of large-diameter, 
operation hindered necessary maintenance multilayered steel pipeline, which was 
work. being imported from Western countries, 

Increased use of Council of Mutual Eco- was to receive special attention. 
nomic Assistance (CMEA)** labor was being A major concern for mining in remote 
considered for mineral development, but areas was the electricity supply. Also, owing 
the CMEA countries had their own labor to increased mining in remote areas, there
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was a need for improving the quantity and Exploration.—In 1981, the volume of geo- 
quality of locomotives and freight cars, logical work accomplished for the Soviet 
particularly specialized rolling stock for Ministry of Geology increased 6.6% compar- 
mineral transport.”? ed with that of 1980. The volume of deep 

The Plan for 1982.—The plan called for a_ drilling increased 5.2% including a 13% 
3% growth of national income in 1982, increase in Tyumen’ Oblast’. However, 

which was lower than the attained growth growth in the volume of deep drilling was 
of 3.2% in 1981. The 1982 growth-rate target lower than planned, and deep-drilling goals 
for industrial production was 4.7%, which for oil and gas were not met. This failure 
was higher than the unattained target of was attributed to serious organizational and 
4.1% in 1981, when growth was 3.4%. Capi- planning deficiencies that resulted in insuf- 
tal investment in 1982 was to grow 3% asit ficient equipment being supplied for winter 
did in 1981. The 1981 plan called for a 5% work, particularly for the R.S.F.S.R., includ- 
growth. Investment was to be directed to- ing Tyumen’ Oblast’. The complaint was 
ward intensive structural improvements. raised that inadequate technological sup- 
For example, while electric energy output port for geological work led to an increase 
was to increase only 2.6%, the growth in _ in accidents.” - 

nuclear electric power was to increase 24%. The Ministry of Geology called for an 
Investment in iron and steel was to be intensified search for bauxite, copper, lead, 

directed toward developing “progressive tin, and zinc and also called for a greatly 
and economical” metal products. This was intensified search for oil and gas, not only 

in keeping with the goals of the 11th 5-year in Siberia but also in Soviet Central Asia. 
plan to produce more cold-rolled sheet, im- The intended growth in coal use necessitat- 
proved alloys, and special steel pipes and to ed increasing coal reserves in Siberia, the 
develop power metallurgy, oxygen convert- Soviet Far East, and Kazakhstan. Owing to 
er and electric steel production, and contin- fertilizer shortages, emphasis was being 
uous casting. The poorest performance in’ given to increasing reserves of phosphates 
steel production in the past was registered and potash. 
in improving the assortment and quality of A sharp increase was called for in the 
output. Although the steel industry had in volume of geological survey work, but the 
past years fallen short by 10% to 15% in complaint was also raised that many major 
achieving investment goals, it had fallen reserves waited a long time for develop- 
short by 40% to 50% in achieving invest- ment. Also, after development, substantial 
ment goals for diversification and improv- losses occurred in enrichment and process- 
ing quality.”? ing of ores while many potential byproducts 

In production of nonferrous metals, em- were not recovered.*4 
phasis was to be placed on expanding the In the coming years, exploration was to 
ore base, modernization and expansion of be carried out by deep drilling and seismic 
existing enterprises, and improving extrac- sounding, particularly in the search for oil 
tion and processing techniques. During and gas deposits. The Soviets claimed to 

1981-85, aluminum output was to increase have drilled the world’s deepest borehole to 
15% to 20%; copper production, 20% to a depth of 10.8 kilometers in the Kola 
25%; and nickel and cobalt production, at Peninsula. Despite the emphasis on deep 
least 30%. Increases were planned in the drilling, there was little incentive for it 
production of lead, magnesium, molybde- because quota fulfillment was based on the 

num concentrates, precious metals, tung- number of meters drilled, regardless of the 

sten, columbium (niobium), and other alloy- depth. 
ing elements. 

PRODUCTION 

A Soviet decree of April 1956 classified as nonmetallics. 
secret statistics on output, enterprise capac- Some information was available on most 

ity, and production plans in physical units mineral commodities and could be used in 
of output of nonferrous, precious, and rare determining the relative size or growth of 
metals and some nonmetallics. Soviet trade the mineral industry. However, Soviet in- 
data on precious metals had not been avail- formation had to be carefully qualified. 
able for decades, and in 1976, the Soviets Comparisons with Western countries were 

stopped publishing trade statistics for non- difficult because Soviet statistics showed 
ferrous metals. Production and trade data minerals produced rather than usefully con- 
were available for ferrous metals and some sumed.
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Table 2.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated! production of mineral commodities? 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate: 

Bauxite, 26% to 57% alumina ___________ 4,600 4,600 4,600 4,600 4,600 
Nepheline concentrate, 25% to 30% alumina _ _ 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 
Alunite ore, 16% to 18% alumina_________ 600 600 600 600 600 

Alumina ________________ ee 2,600 2,600 2,600 2,700 2,800 

Metal, smelter: 
Primary ____________~----__-____ 1,640 1,670 1,750 1,760 1,800 

- Secondary _________~_~_~____________ 150 150 150 150 150 

Total __-_______________~_-__-- 1,790 1,820 1,900 1,910 1,950 
Antimony, mine output, recoverable metal content 

tons_ _ 7,900 7,900 8,200 8,200 8,200 
Arsenic, white (As2O3) ___________.__-do____ 7,500 7,600 7,700 7,700 7,750 
Beryllium: Beryl, cobbed, 10% to 20% BeO __ _do_ —__ 1,700 1,750 1,800 1,800 1,800 
Bismuth, mine output, recoverable metal content 

do_ ___ 65 70 72 72 75 
Cadmium metal, smelter_______~_._____-_do____ 2,750 2,800 2,850 2,850 2,900 
Chromium: 

Crude chrome ore, 30% to 40% CreO3 . _. ______ 3,000 3,200 33 200 33 400 33 300 
Co ner ketable chromite, 45% to 56% CraO3 _____ __ 2,180 2,300 2,300 2,450 2,400 

alt: 
Mine output, recoverable metal content_ _ _ _tons_ _ 1,900 1,950 2,000 2,150 2,250 
Metal, smelter __ ________________dov___ 3,400 3,550 3,600 3,650 3,750 

Copper: 
re: 

Gross weight, 0.5% to 2% Cu. _._______-_ 124,450 125,000 F126,000 127,000 128,000 
Metal content, recoverable___________-- 830 865 885 900 950 

Metal: 
Blister: 

Primary ____________-~___~-___ ™830 865 885 900 950 
| Secondary ____________-__-_~-- 85 90 95 95 95 

Refined: 
Primary _____________~___-_--~ 790 810 830 845 890 
Secondary _____________------- 160 170 170 170 170 

Gold, mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces. — 7,850 8,000 8,160 8,300 8,425 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, 55% to 63% Fe®_________________ 241,851 246,251 241,738 244,713 242,000 
Iron ore, metal content? _________________ 132,019 134,369 131,453 132,885 131,400 
Agglomerated products:* 

Sinter _______________~________-- 158,195 159,564 F157,427 153,818 155,000 
Pellets ~~. ~~ ~~ ~~ Le 36,170 45,005 44,012 50,894 54,100 

Metal: 
Pig iron and blast-furnace ferroalloys: . 

Pig iron for steelmaking® ___________ ™98,692 102,496 T101,255 99,958 £100,600 
Foundry pig iron*____ _../_-. --_____ ™7 800 7 500 T7000 6,600 6,600 
Spiegeleisen® __________________ ™|5 ™50 ™50 50 50 
Ferromanganese®________________ 7125 550 ™550 ~ 650 550 
Other blast-furnace ferroalloys* _____ __ 100 F100 100 100 __ 

Total? > = 107,392 T110,696 T108,955 107,258 *107,800 
Electric-furnace ferroalloys __________-_- 2,000 2,200 2,400 2,700 2,800 
Crude steel®__§_§__- ~~ Le 146,678 7151,453 149,099 147,941 149,000 
Semimanufactures:* 

Sections. ___§_§ ~~~ ~_ 38,697 39,842 38,716 38,483 38,285 
Wire rod _____~__~___ 8,349 8,231 7,989 8,066 7,877 
Pipe stock __._______________--- 5,845 6,071 6,040 6,020 6,122 
Tubes from ingots. _______________ 1,811 1,862 1,880 1,976 ' 1,917 

Plates and sheets: 
More than 5 millimeters thick __ _ _ _ __ 13,852 14,076 13,592 “13,900 NA 
Other. ___________-~-_~-_--_-- 18,907 20,076 19,682 €20,600 NA 

Total. ____._..____ ~~~ _-- 32,759 34,152 33,274 €34,500 NA 
Strip.______---.-.___----__--- 10,714 11,109 11,475 10,898 11,010 
Railroad track material ____________ 3,943 4,143 3,971 4,137 3,900 
Wheels, tires, axles____§_§__________ 1,118 1,125 1,068 1,115 1,084 
Unspecified shapes for sale __ ________ 631 671 633 ©7125 NA 
Other and unspecified ____..._.._-- 68 71 71 70 59 

Total semimanufactures _________ 103,935 107,277 105,117 6104,878 £104,880 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated’ production of mineral commodities? —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

rn 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Selected end products: 
Total pipes and tubes?_____§ _§__________ 17,021 17,553 18,185 18,180 18,265 
Cold-rolled sheet* ____________._____ 7,054 7,017 7,019 6,887 7,551 
Electrical sheet* ___§________________ 1,154 1,173 1,152 1,173 1,136 

Lead Cold-reduced strip* _._______________ 431 471 ATT “500 NA 
ad: 
Mine output, recoverable metal content_ _______ F405 F410 410 410 410 
Metal, smelter: 

Primary ____~___~~___~_~ ~~~ 7405 F410 410 410 410 
Secondary _______________________ 205 7210 215 215 220 

Magnesium metal including secondary __________ 65 70 72 15 78 
Manganese ore:* 

Gross weight _.____§_-____~_____________ 8,595 9,057 10,244 9,750 9,400 
Metalcontent _______________________ 2,904 2,945 3,162 3,040 2,930 

Mercury metal including secondary 
76-pound flasks_ _ 58,000 60,000 61,000 62,000 63,000 

Molybdenum, mine output, metal content ___-_tons_ _ 9,700 9,900 10,200 10,400 10,900 
ickel: . 
Mine output, metal content _._____________ T1A7 T149 151 154 158 
Metal,smelter ____._.§__________________ 167 169 171 174 176 

Platinum-group metals, mine output, metal content 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 3,100 3,150 3,200 3,250 3,350 

pilver metal including secondary_________do____ 45,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,500 
in: 
Mine output, recoverable metal content____tons__ — 33,000 34,000 35,000 36,000 36,000 

Metal, smelter: Tn 
Primary ___________________do____ 33,000 34,000 35,000 36,000 36,000 
Secondary __________________do____ 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 

. Total _.________________do____ 45,000 46,000 | 47,000 48,000 48,000 
Titanium: 

Concentrates: 
Ilmenite ___________________do____ 400,000 410,000 410,000 420,000 425,000 
Rutile __-_-_________________do____ T10,000 10,000 F10,000 10,000 10,000 

Metal _______________________do____ 34,000 35,000 36,000 37,000 38,500 
Tungsten concentrates, metal content______do____ 8,200 8,500 8,700 8,700 8,850 
Vanadium ______________________do____ ™8 500 ™9,000 9,000 9,500 9,500 
Zinc: 

Mine output, recoverable metal content________ 735 770 770 785 790 
etal: 

Primary _________________ 735 770 770 785 790 
Secondary... ____§______________ 80 80 80 80 80 

Zirconium metal___~§_~_§_§_§_~9_~____§ = 65 70 75 75 75 
NONMETALS 

Asbestos______-___--~________ 1,900 1,945 2,020 2,070 2,105 
Barite ____§____.._ ~~~ ~~ ee 450 475 500 500 500 
Boron minerals and compounds: 

Gross weight ________________________ 180 200 200 200 200 
B2Os3 content ______~_~_.~__~_ ~~ ~___ ™36 T40 ™40 40 40 

Bromine___________~_________________ 64 65 66 67 68 
Cement, hydraulic? 7.2 2/2 = 5 127,056 126,956 123,019 125,049 127,000 
Clays: Kaolin including china clay _.___________ 2,300 2,400 2,500 2,500 2,500 
Corundun, natural __________________tons__ 8,000 8,500 8,500 8,600 8,600 

Diamond: 
Gem ________._______-_ thousand carats__ 2,100 2,150 2,200 2,250 2,100 
Industrial_ ~_____..____________do____ 8,200 8,400 8,500 8,600 8,500 

Total _____________________do____ 10,300 10,550 10,700 10,850 10,600 
Diatomite_________________~________ Le 7215 ™220 7225 230 230 
Feldspar___-.-§__§_____~____~_~___ Le 290 300 310 310 320 
Fluorspar___________________________e 500 510 520 520 530 
Graphite ________________ 95 100 100 100 105 
Gypsum ____-__ Le 5,200 5,300 5,400 5,400 5,500 
Iodine ___________ LL 2 2 2 2 2 
Lithium minerals, not further specified __________ 50 50 50 55 55 
Lime, dead-burned ______________________ 23,500 23,500 24,000 24,500 25,000 
Magnesite: 

rude _____§______ Le 3,700 3,800 3,900 4,000 4,150 
Marketable product____________________ 1,850 1,900 1,950 2,000 2,075 

Mica __________ Le 44 45 46 46 47 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia _______________ 10,700 11,300 12,200 12,400 12,600 
Perlite___-__-___________________ 340 360 360 360 360 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated! production of mineral commodities? —Continued 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? 
ee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Phosphate rock: 
Crude ore: 

Apatite, 17.7% PeOs_._____-_--------- 41,000 42,300 44,700 346,500 47,500 
Sedimentary rock, 18% P2Os__ _____----- 722,850 23,500 ¥24,150 24,800 25,500 

Total ___________-~----------- 763,850 ™65,800 ¥68,850 71,300 73,000 

Concentrate: 
Apatite, 39.4% P2Os______----------- 15,500 15,962 16,330 317,300 17,700 
Sedimentary rock, 19% to 25% P2Os ____--~- 11,425 11,750 12,075 12,400 12,750 

Total _.__________-------+---- F26,925 27,712 28,405 29,700 30,450 
Potash: 

Ore, gross weight ____.______---------- 62,900 61,750 50,000 360,800 63,000 
K20 equivalent®____________-_-------- 8,347 8,193 6,635 8,064 8,350 

Pyrites, gross weight ___________--_-------- 7,800 7,800 7,800 7,900 8,000 
Salt, all types? ____________------------- 14,300 14,500 14,300 14,600 14,600 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Sodium carbonate? _____________------- 4,876 4,858 4,782 4,780 4,800 

Sodium sulfate: 
Natural __._._____--__~---_----- 320 330 340 350 350 
Manufactured ____________-__----- 230 240 240 250 250 

Sulfur: 
Frasch____~_~___________~----------- 500 800 800 900 925 
Other native __________________ ~~~ 2,400 2,700 2,700 2,800 2,850 
S content of pyrites _.___...____-~--_------ 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,550 3,600 
Byproduct: 

Of coal __. /_/_______-_-----~------ 40 40 40 40 40 
Of metallurgy. ___________--_------ 2,190 2,210 2,210 2,310 2,350 
Of natural gas ____________~------- 920 1,100 1,100 1,200 1,250 
Of petroleum __..________---------- 200 200 200 200 200 

Total __-_______________------ 9,740 10,550 10,550 11,000 11,215 
Sulfuric acid?__§_-§ _--_-..9___________-_--~-- 21,104 22,411 22,364 23,033 24,100 

Tale __-_____________ + 450 470 480 490 500 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal:” 
Anthracite __________.__-.---------- 79,000 79,000 79,000 79,000 79,000 
Bituminous: 

Coking _________.-__-_---------- 185,000 185,000 185,000 185,000 185,000 
Other (not further specified) ________--~~- F291,100 7293,140 289,960 288,954 276,000 

Total “hard” coal? _____________-- 555,100 ™557,140 553,960 552,954 540,000 
Lignite and brown coal® ____________.__--- 167,025 166,484 164,704 163,417 164,000 , 

Coke: Coke oven, beehive, breeze, gas coke ____—__- 86,000 86,400 86,000 86,000 86,000 

Fuel briquets: 
From anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ __ — - — _- 715 700 ™650 600 600 
From lignite and brown coa]l___ _____------- 7,840 7,302 6,777 6,185 5,900 

Total® _-____________----------- 8,555 8,002 TT AQT 6,785 6,500 
Gas, natural, marketed: 

As reported® _______-_- million cubic meters_-_ 346,003 372,194 406,597 435,217 465,000 
P Converted___________._ million cubic feet. 12,218,923 13,143,845 14,358,770 15,369,471 16,421,243 

eat: 
Agricultural use___-_-____-_-_--~------ F200,000 215,000 225,000 3235,000 $280,000 
Fuel use__ __________-_--__--------- 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 

Oil shale. __________-_---------------- 735,000 735,500 ™36,000 36,250 337,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude: 
As reported, gravimetric units® _________- 545,799 571,531 585,571 603,207 609,000 
Converted, volumetric units 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 4,011,623 4,200,753 = °4,303,947 = 4,433,571 4,476,150 
Refinery products* ® __________._------- 392,722 403,048 ©415,000 NA NA 
aS 

*Kstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Unless otherwise specified. 
2Includes data available through Oct. 13, 1982. 
SReported in Soviet sources. 
“Reported in United Nations sources. 
5Estimate based on total of spiegeleisen and blast-furnace ferromanganese reported by United Nations sources. 
®Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. . 
7Run-of-mine coal. The average ash content of coal shipped from mines was 20.2%, and the average calorific value was 

slightly more than 5,000 kilocalories per kilogram (9,000 British thermal units per pound in 1977). 
Not distributed by type and, therefore, not suitable for conversion to volumetric units. Data include all energy 

products and some nonenergy products as well as refinery fuel and exclude petrochemical feedstocks, paraffin, petroleum 
coke, white spirit, unspecified minor nonenergy products, and refinery losses.
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: TRADE 7 

The Soviet Ministry of Foreign Trade sources of supply, to overcome temporary 
administered all foreign trade through supply breakdowns, or as a political gesture 
more than 70 foreign trade organizations. to help friendly countries. 
Laws of comparative advantage played less In 1981, Soviet foreign trade turnover 
of a role in foreign trade than did Govern- (exports plus imports) increased 17% com- 
ment objectives. Two major Soviet objec- pared with the 1980 figures. For 1981, Sovi- 
tives were to integrate the economies of et trade turnover with developed market 
Eastern Europe with the Soviet economy economy countries increased 12%; with 
and to earn sufficient hard currency to CMEA countries, 14%; and with the devel- 
purchase essential commodities, such as _ oping countries, 37.5%. 
grain and advanced technology and equip- Regarding major mineral exports, in 
ment. 1981, Soviet oil deliveries to many Western 

Mineral exports were used to meet both European countries decreased. Estimated 
objectives. The Soviet Union was the chief oil deliveries to the CMEA states, about 590 
supplier of fuel and other raw materials to million barrels, were near the 1980 level. 
the CMEA states, and mineral exports were Estimated Soviet gold sales of 250 tons in 
the chief source of hard currency earnings. 1981 approximately tripled compared with 
The U.S.S.R. provided the great majority of that of 1980. There was a large increase in 
CMEA imports of oil, gas, iron ore, pig iron, Soviet selling in late 1981 despite the fact 
rolled ferrous metals, nonferrous metals, that the price of gold had fallen. Along with 
phosphate fertilizers, etc. The CMEA states _ the need to buy grain owing to another poor 
did not pay for these imports with hard harvest, it was speculated that these sales 
currency but rather supplied the Soviet could have been made in part to prop up the 
Union with manufactured goods that were Polish economy. The Soviet Union tradi- 
often of a higher quality than those pro- tionally marketed gold in Zurich and in 
duced domestically. . 1981 resumed making deliveries to London. 
_ Over four-fifths of all Soviet hard-cur- Soviet titanium exports to the Western 
rency export earnings came from raw mate- World continued in 1981 after speculation 
rials, and over one-half of the hard-currency that the Soviet Union was going to cease 
earnings came from oil. Other significant exporting titanium. The Soviet Union also 
hard-currency-earning mineral exports in- supplied Western European countries with 
cluded chrome ore, diamonds, gold, natural enriched uranium. 
gas, nickel, platinum-group metals, urani- Increased trade with Western Europe in 
um compounds, and others. With the com- 1981 was especially pronounced in the case 
pletion of the trans-Siberian pipeline to of Finland, which became the Soviet 
Western Europe in the mid-1980’s, gas sales Union’s second largest market economy 

| could compensate for loss of revenues from trading partner. The U.S.S.R. supplied Fin- 
declining oil sales. land with crude oil, petroleum products, 

The Soviets attempted to meet their hard- natural gas, nuclear fuel, coal, coke, and 
currency earning goals by selling a combi-_ electricity and obtained ships and marine 
nation of the least amount of minerals at equipment, machinery, cables, other steel 
the highest prices; many commodities ex- products, etc. In 1981, Finland was negotiat- 
ported were not actually surpluses and _ ing for the construction of a joint Soviet- 
could easily have been consumed in the Finnish nuclear powerplant to be built in 
domestic economy. During periods of in- Finland. The Soviets had already assisted 
creased economic need, to gain entry into a Finland in constructing two nuclear power- 
market, or for political purposes, the Sovi- plants with a capacity of 440 megawatts 
ets were willing to sell in a depressed each. 
market or below the world market price. The Federal Republic of Germany re- 

Although a large mineral exporter, the mained the Soviet Union’s principal West- 
Soviet Union was also a mineral importer. ern World trading partner. Construction of 
Approximately 11% of Soviet imports were the trans-Siberian pipeline and the subse- 
minerals. For some commodities such as tin, quent gas deliveries were to greatly in- 
bauxite, fluorite, and high-quality steel crease the volume of Soviet-West German 
products, the Soviet Union did not produce trade. It was foreseen that when the pipe- 
enough to meet its domestic needs. For line came onstream, it would provide a 
other commodities, Soviet mineral imports minimum of 30% of the West German 
served to supply regions far from Soviet natural gas requirements.
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Upon completion of the pipeline, France In 1981, sanctions previously imposed by 
also would be importing a sizable amount of the U.S. Government because of the Soviet 
its natural gas from the Soviet Union. invasion of Afghanistan were lifted, allow- 
Other Western European countries that ing Occidental Petroleum Corp. to continue 
were committed or were negotiating to re- shipments of superphosphoric acid to the 

ceive gas from the pipeline included Aus- Soviet Union in exchange for ammonia. At 

tria, Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, the end of 1981, the United States imposed 
and Switzerland. The trans-Siberian pipe- trade sanctions against the Soviet Union in 
line was to supply Western Europe annual-__reprisal for the imposition of martial law in 
ly with 1.1 to 1.4 trillion cubic feet of Poland. The sanctions affected, among oth- 
natural gas. _ ers, U.S. companies supplying equipment or 

The Federal Republic of Germany, technology directly or indirectly for use on 

France, and Italy were to be major suppliers _ the trans-Siberian pipeline. 
of pipeline equipment, along with other Regarding trade with Asia, Japan was the 

Western European countries. Japan also Soviet’s fifth largest market economy trad- 
was to be a major equipment supplier. The 18 partner. According to a 1981-85 trade 

assistance of Western countries in the pipe- agreement, Japanese exports to the Soviet 
line construction was considered an impor- Union were to include rolled ferrous prod- 

tant factor in enabling the Soviets to meet ucts, tinplate, steel pipe, cable goods, other | 
their timetable for gas sales to Western steel products, etc., while Japanese imports 
Europe. were to include aluminum (secondary), as- 

Trade turnover between the United estos, chrome ore, ferroalloys, graphite, 

States and the Soviet Union increased in ™agnesium, nickel, crude oil and petroleum 
1981, with a large trade balance in favor of products, palladium, petroleum coke, pig 
the United States. Corn and wheat dominat- tee} svran titeniues Sone sand cnetals 
ed U.S. exports, and the Soviets also pur- ’ , . 
chased some equipment for use on the In 1981, Japan agreed to a further $38.7 
trans-Siberian pipeline. Principal Soviet ex- million loan for the development of the | 
ports to the United States were mineral N eryunga coking coal complex in So uth 
commodities including ammonia, chrome Yakutia. Original loans of $450 million in 

ore, gold, heavy and light fuel oils, naphtha, 1974 to buy Japanese machinery and equip- 

nickel, platinum-group metals, secondary ment were made with the goal of enabling 

aluminum, and titanium. In 1981, the Unit- the U.S.S.R. to supply 84.4 million tons of 

ed States increased exports of molybdenum coking coal to Japan over a 16-year pe riod, 
concentrates to the U.S.S.R. and began beginning with a 3.2-m illion-ton shipment 
exporting copper concentrate. in 1983. Owing to delays in development, 

deliveries might not begin on schedule. 
In 1981, the Soviet Union signed a 20-year 

Table 3.—U.S.S.R.: Exports to the agreement with the Japanese firm Sakhalin 
United States Oil Development Corp. (SADECO) to build a 
(Million dollars) $95 million plant for liquefying natural gas, 

——$—$—— and SADECO contracted to import 3 million 
___ Commodity «19801981 tons of liquefied natural gas annually. Con- 
Light fuel oil, testing 25° A.P.I. or more, struction of the plant was scheduled to 

saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F of _ go7_~-“Degin in 1982, but deliveries were not con- 

Anhydrousammonia ___________-__ 948 784 sidered likely to begin until 1986. The 

pitt nought ---------------  ¢ 317_-«:U.S.S.R. was cooperating with Japan in 
Gold bullion, refined__.-.......--. 857 214 offshore oil development off Sakhalin Island 
Naphthas derived from petroleum, etc., 50° 166 in the Sea of Okhotsk. Production from 
Uranium compounds, fluorides _____-_ 346 11.3 offshore wells had not yet begun. 
Fa te een 00" F of more than The U.S.S.R. was replacing the United 

122 seconds. -_-_-_....... _. 95 States as India’s largest trading partner. In 
Platinum-group metals and combinations, 55 64 1981, the U.S.S.R. entered into agreements 
Platinum sponge ______-----.--_-. 46 46 to help India develop oil, coal, steel, and 
Rhodium - ~~ sta and serepo 22 22a 63 35 alumina facilities. In 1981, India was to 
Palladium bars and plates. _______--_- 11.7 28 import crude oil supplied in transfer ar- 
Chrome Ore: se chromic oxide 17 2g  rangements by the U.S.S.R. from Persian 
1 Net over 40% chromic oxide ee 3.8 2.5 usene and refined products from te 

nium sponge, unwrought— — — - -—-—— . : .S.R. trade agreement for 1981 
Platinum bars, plates, ete----------- 706 vided for India to import asbestos, fertil- 

1Reported figure for January-June 1981. izers, nickel, refractories, rolled steel prod-
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ucts, sulfur, and zinc. The U.S.S.R. met In 1981, in South America, the Soviet 
most of its demand for strategic-grade mica Union signed a contract with Brazil to 
from imports from India and, according to purchase bauxite for its Nikolayev alumina 
the 1981-85 trade agreement, was also to plant on the Black Sea. The U.S.S.R. also 

import alumina, barite,-and pig iron. agreed to supply Brazil with 20,000 barrels 
In 1981, the U.S.S.R. declared a willing- of oil per day for 5 months at a price of $35 

ness to help Pakistan develop nuclear and per barrel. This agreement was to be rene- 
thermal power and to aid in oil exploration. gotiated before the end of 1981. Soviet oil 
However, the tension between Pakistan and shipments represented approximately 3% 
the U.S.S.R. over the invasion of Afghani- of Brazil’s oil imports. The Soviets were also 
stan may have made this offer difficult to providing technology to Brazil for a coal 
accept. : gasification process. 

In other parts of Asia, the U.S.S.R. was The U.S.S.R. was an important trade 

the major supplier of oil to Vietnam and _ partner for Cuba, a Caribbean member of 
Kampuchea, and a portion of Soviet deliver- CMEA. Cuba was providing the U.S.S.R. 
ies to Vietnam were reportedly diverted to with nickel and cobalt concentrates, and the 

Laos. However, consumption of oil in these U.S.S.R. was participating in their develop- 
Asian countries had dropped sharply since ment in Cuba. In 1980, petroleum and 
the early 1970’s. In 1981, the Soviet Union petroleum products accounted for over 25% 
and Vietnam signed a contract setting up a of Soviet exports to Cuba. Other exports 
joint enterprise for cooperative oil and gas_ included rolled steel, nonferrous metals, 
development on Vietnam’s southern coastal and fertilizers. 
shelf. No mention was made of exploration In 1981, the U.S.S.R. agreed to assist Cuba 
in the disputed northern waters of the in the construction of a nuclear powerplant. 
Tonkin Gulf adjacent to an area in which The Soviets had been involved in aiding 
China recently made oil and gas strikes. In Cuba in nuclear research since 1967, when 
addition, the Soviet Union assisted Vietnam an agreement was concluded for installing 

and Laos in tin development, presumably in an experimental nuclear reactor in Cuba. 
exchange for tin. The Soviets had been further instrumental 

In Mongolia, a joint Soviet-Mongolian in establishing nuclear research centers in 
enterprise, Mongolsovtsvetmet, handled Cuba. 

92% of the output of Mongolia’s mining Trade with the CMEA countries compris- 
industry. Along with copper and molybde- ed almost one-half of total Soviet trade 
num, the U.S.S.R. assisted Mongolia in the turnover and was particularly important in 
development of coal, fluorite, gold, and the mineral area. Other centrally planned 

phosphate reserves. economy countries with which the U.S.S.R. 
In the Mideast, in 1981, the Soviet Union conducted trade in mineral products includ- 

increased its deliveries to Iran of steel and ed China and North Korea. In 1981, the 
fertilizers. Soviet imports from Iran includ- U.S.S.R. increased its exports of pig iron, 
ed 2.2 million tons of oil and lead-zinc and rolled steel products, and steel pipes to the 
copper ores. The Soviet Union had assisted centrally planned economy countries. 
Iraq in the development of oilfields and in The German Democratic Republic was 
1981 was assisting Iraq in maintaining oil the Soviet Union’s largest trade partner, 
production. and raw materials made up a large portion 

In Africa, the majority of Soviet trade of exports to that country. According to a 
was with North African countries; Libya, 1981-85 trade agreement, the German Dem- 
Algeria, Egypt, and Morocco were the lead- ocratic Republic was to import annually 
ing Soviet trade partners. Angola, Mozam- from the Soviet Union 140 million barrels of 
bique, Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria, and Ethio- petroleum, 230 billion cubic feet of natural 

pia were the leading trade partners in the gas, 1.7 million tons of iron ore (iron con- 
rest of Africa. Soviet exports to Africa tent), 960,000 tons of pig iron, 130,000 tons 

consisted mainly of manufactured goods, of aluminum, 42,300 tons of copper, 1.3 
including armaments. Soviet imports were million tons of coke, and 4.2 million tons of 
primarily agricultural products, fuels, and hard coal. The German Democratic Repub- 
raw materials, including bauxite from _ lic imported a number of other minerals 
Guinea, ores and concentrates from the from the Soviet Union such as zinc, lead, 
Congo, nonferrous metal concentrates from and magnesium, but figures were not re- 
Mozambique, pig iron from Algeria, fuel ported. These planned imports from the 
from Libya and Mali, and superphosphate Soviet Union during 1981-85 were to be 
from Morocco. essentially the same as the 1980 import
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figures. Nevertheless, indications were that pig iron, rolled ferrous and nonferrous met- 
oil shipments in 1981 fell below their 1980 als, steel, etc. In 1981, Romania’s imports of 
level of 140 million barrels.?5 coke, coking coal, copper, and iron ore from 

Despite shortfalls in Polish shipments, within CMEA were expected to fall below 
Soviet reciprocal deliveries of raw materials their 1980 level. 
to Poland in 1981 remained at approximate- Czechoslovakia imported almost 70% of 
ly the 1980 level. The Soviet Union supplied its fuel and raw materials from CMEA 
approximately 40% of Poland’s raw materi- countries, particularly the U.S.S.R. In 
al needs, including 100% of the natural gas 1981, Czechoslovakia was scheduled to re- 
and 75% of crude oil and iron ore. Soviet ceive from the U.S.S.R. 130 million barrels 
deliveries to Poland in 1981 included 96 of crude oil, 307 billion cubic feet of natural 
million barrels of crude oil, 22 million gas, 8 million tons of iron ore (iron content), 
barrels of petroleum products, 190 billion and 1 million tons of pig iron, along with 
cubic feet of natural gas, 9 million tons of chrome ore, Manganese ore, ferrous and 
iron ore (iron content), 69,000 tons of asbes- nonferrous metals, ferroalloys, etc. In 
tos, and 53,000 tons of aluminum. Poland, 1981, Czechoslovakia was to export to the 
however, reduced its coal exports to the U.S.S.R. 300,000 tons of steel pipe, of which 
U.S.S.R. from 9.5 million tons in 1980 to 5.5 120,000 tons was for use in the oil and gas 
million tons in 1981. Polish sulfur exports to industries. 
the U.S.S.R. reportedly increased in 1981. The U.S.S.R. and Bulgaria also signed a 

Although Hungary conducted the majori- trade agreement for 1981-85. The value of 
ty of its trade with market economy coun- trade for this period was to equal 40 billion 
tries, it was dependent on the Soviet Union rubles. During 1976-80, the Soviet-Bul- 
for the majority of its raw material imports. garian value of trade was 28 billion rubles. 
Hungary imported approximately 70% of During 1981-85, the Soviet Union was to 
its crude oil, 40% of its natural gas, and a_ supply Bulgaria with energy and raw mate- 
large percentage of its ore and metal re- rials including coal, crude oil and oil prod- 
quirements from the Soviet Union. In 1981, ucts, electric energy, iron ore, ferrous and 
Hungary, as part of a continuing exchange, nonferrous metals, natural gas, etc. 
was to export 330,000 tons of alumina to the The Soviet Union was engaged in a num- 
Soviet Union and to receive 165,000 tons of ber of assistance and cooperative programs 
aluminum in return. Indications were that with the CMEA countries. All of the East 
a certain amount of this aluminum was European full CMEA member countries and 
held back as a smelting fee. Cuba were developing nuclear power pro- 
Romania was the only CMEA country grams, and all except Romania were doing 

that did not rely on the Soviet Union for the so with Soviet assistance. The U.S.S.R. sup- 
majority of its imported raw materials; plied nuclear fuels to the CMEA countries: 
Romania also reportedly paid for Soviet oil and reprocessed the spent fuels. Further- 
imports in hard currency at world market more, a number of CMEA countries were ° 
prices. Soviet crude oil exports to Romania participating in nuclear development proj- 
in 1981 were projected to remain at their ects within the Soviet Union for which they 
1980 level of 11 million barrels. The Soviet were to receive energy in return. 
Union supplied approximately 45% of Ro- The CMEA countries were also cooperat- 
mania’s imported iron ore and 20% of its ing in other mineral development ventures. 
imported phosphate along with pig iron, These included Petrobaltic, an offshore 
rolled ferrous and nonferrous metals, and drilling consortium including the U.S.S.R., 
ferroalloys. When more complete Soviet Poland, and the German Democratic Repub- 
trade data were last published in 1975, the lic, organized for drilling in Baltic waters 
Soviet Union was reportedly supplying Ro- and the Kiembay asbestos complex in Oren- 
mania with asbestos, apatite, copper, and burg Oblast’, U.S.S.R., with a projected 
aluminum. According to a 1981-85 trade capacity of 500,000 tons per year, which was 
agreement, the Soviet Union was to supply _ being built with a one-third investment of 
Romania with apatite, asbestos, coke, cok- the CMEA countries in return for one-third 
ing coal, ferroalloys, iron ore, natural gas, of the output.
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Table 4.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated production, trade, and consumption of mineral 
commodities in the U.S.S.R. in 1981 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SSssITnTnTnnE TE 
Apparent 

. Commodity Production _ Imports Exports consump- 
: a . tion 

NSIS SRR 

METALS 

Aluminum: . 

Bauxite __..__-_____-__-----_--~------------- 4,600 3,700 (7) 8,300 

Nepheline concentrate___________---~---------- 2,500 — _- 2,500 

Alunite ________________-----_------------- 600 _- _- 600 

Alumina ________~______~_____------------- 2,800 1,200 __ 4,000 

Metal: 
Primary ___ _____--_--------~----------- 1,800 1 600 1,200 

Secondary. _____.._-------------------- 150 _- 70 80 

Antimony _______.---------------------tons_-~ 8,200 900 _- - 9,100 

Arsenic, white (As2O3)__.__________---------do___- 7,750 __ 35 7,715 

Beryllium, 10% to 20% BeO_________---_-----do___- 1,800 (4) (7) 1,800 

Bismuth ___________________---__--~----do___-~ 15 100 _- 175 

Cadmium___________________-_~---_---do___~ 2,900 150 45 3,005 

Chromium, 30% to 56% CreO3 _. __----------------- 2,400 _- 800 1,600 

Cobalt. _______________--~---_---~--~-~---tons__ 2,250 1,600 _- 3,850 

Copper: 
Primary ~ oe eee 950 100 240 810 

Secondary _________---------------------- 95 _- 16 79 

Gold________________._-_-~- thousand troy ounces_ _ 8,425 _- 8,038 387 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore______________------------------- 2242,000 __ 40,000 202,000 

Sinter__________________---------------- 155,000 _- —_ 155,000 

Pellets _._____________-_~----+--+--~-+~-+---- 54,100 _- 9,000 45,100 

Fig iron and ferroalloys ~ oe 107,800 (7) 4,600 - 108,200 

teel: 
Crude ____ 2149,000 (1) 800 148,200 

Rolled _____________-------~----~------- 2103,000 7,500 6,600 103,900 

Scrap _.______-__----------------------- 51,000 _- 2,500 48,500 

Lead: 
Primary __________--------~-------------- 410 90 100 400 

Secondary ______.-__---_------------------ 220 _. _- 220 

Magnesium metal_ _________--_---------------- 78 _— 3 75 

Manganese ore ___________---_---------------- 29,400 _- 1,250 8,150 

Mercury __._______-_---------- 76-pound flasks_ — 63,000 —_ (3) 63,000 

Molybdenum________.~------------------tons_-_ 10,900 800 (7) 11,700 

Nickel__________________--__~--_---------- 158 18 40 136 

Platinum-group metals ______— —- thousand troy ounces__ 3,350 (1) 1,700 1,650 

Silver _o oe dL 46,500 1,000 __ 47,500 

in: 
Primary __________-__-------------—---tons__ 36,000 15,000 _- 51,000 

Secondary ___________---~-----~---~---do__~- 12,000 _. —_ 12,000 

Titanium metals _________________-------do_-_~_ 38,500 __ 3,600 34,900 

Tungsten________-_--_----------------do_-_- 8,850 1,400 (3) 10,250 
Zinc: 

Primary _____-------~------------------- 790 80 100 770 

Secondary ________----------------------- 80 _- _- 80 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos ________--_----------------------- 2,105 () 525 1,580 
Barite__________________-_-_--~---~--------- 500 500 _- 1,000 

Boron, B2O3 content _____--__-----~--~----------- 40 _— 10 30 

Cement ________----~-----~-~-~--~-------------- 2127,000 600 3,000 124,100 

Clays ______-_---------------------------- 2,500 (3) 250 2,250 
Corundum, natural____________------~-~—-—---tons_-— 8,600 2,000 — 10,600 

Diamond: 
Gem_____________.___--~-~-~- thousand carats__ 2,100 (7) 1,200 900 

Industrial _____.______--_-----------do____ 8,500 (4) 700 7,800 
Diatomite__.___---_~---~-----------------

-- 230 (7) (7) 230 

Feldspar ____.___--------------------------- 320 _- _- 320 

Fertilizer materials: 
Nitrogen: N content __________--------------- 12,600 100 2,500 10,200 

Phosphatic: 
Apatite: 

Ore, 17.7% P205__ -__----------------- 47,500 _- (4) 47,500 

Concentrate, 39.4% PeOs_ _--------------- 17,700 __ 5,000 12,700 

Sedimentary rock: 
Ore, 18% P20s __ __------------------- 25,500 _- _- 25,500 

Concentrate, 19% to 25% P2Os ______--_---- 12,750 — 700 12,050 

Potash, K2O equivalent _________-------------- 8,350 _- 3,000 5,350 

Fluorspar-___________________-_------------ 530 550 _ 1,080 
Graphite _______________------------------- 105 (7) 12 93 

Gypsum and plasters. __________-_------------- 5,500 (3) 150 5,350 

Lime, dead-burned ____________---------------- 25,000 (1) (?) 25,000 

Magnesite, crude _____________-_----~---------- 4,150 550 30 4,670 

Mica_____§______ 47 1 _- 48 

Pyrites: Sulfur content_____________--_----------- 3,600 —_ 410 3,190 

Salt, alltypes _._______-_-______-_--------------- 14,600 (1) 500 14,100 
Sulfur, elemental (excluding sulfur content of pyrite) _ __—-—-- 7,615 800 130 8,285 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated production, trade, and consumption of mineral 
commodities in the U.S.S.R. in 1981 —Continued 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Apparent 
Commodity Production Imports Exports consump- 

tion 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfuric acid ____________--------~-~~--------- 224,100 15 175 24,000 
Tale ___-. -_-_-_-_____-----_-_~--_-----_---_-_- 500 26 (7) 526 

MINERAL FUELS 

Coal: 
Anthracite _________________~_- ~~ _________ 79,000 —_ 4,000 75,000 
Bituminous: Coking ____._________-__________ 185,000 6,500 23,000 168,500 
Other ____________ ee 276,000 —_ _- 276,000 
Lignite and brown coal___§ __ >_> 5) 5 ee 164,000 20,000 (7) 184,000 

Gas, natura] ____________-_-~-~-~ million cubic meters__ 2465,000 4,000 58,000 411,000 
Peat: 

Agricultural _________________---~--------- 2280,000 _- _- 280,000 
Fuel use___§___$____________ ~~ Lee 60,000 _- _- 60,000 

Oilshale __________-_-.------_~--~------~--- 237,000 _- _- 37,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude ___________________~-~~ ~~ ---------- 2609,000 5,000 110,000 504,000 
Refinery products. _______...~__.~------_-.--- 415,000 1,000 40,000 376,000 

1Less than 1/2 unit. | 
2Reported in Soviet sources. 

Table 5.—U.S.S.R.: Net import reliance of selected minerals and metals as a percent of 
consumption in 1981 

Net import reliance 
Commodity (negative numbers Principal sources 

show exports) 

METALS | 

Aluminum _______.~~ ~~~ ~-~-_- -50 
Antimony _____.______-_~-~-~-~-_-~__-~- 10 Yugoslavia. 
Bauxite and alumina_________________ ~ _ 39 Guinea, Hungary, India, Jamaica, 

Yugoslavia. 
Cadmium_____~_-_______--~----_---~- 3 
Chromium ore, over 45% Cr2O3 __________-- -50 
Cobalt_________ ~~ ee 42 Cuba. 
Columbium ~--- eee 33 

r eee LL LL LL LL LL LL -_ 

Gold. 2222222222222 22II2IIII222 -2000 
Iron ore. ___ ~~ ~__~~~---~~~-----~-~--- -20 
Iron and steel scrap_ _____________-.---- -4 
Lead. eee -2 
Manganese___ ___ _ __- _______--_------ -26 
Mercury ______________~~__~_-~_~____ _- 
Molybdenum_______~.____.-_-_-~-_--- 7 
Nickel. __ ____ ____________~___-_____-_ -29 
Platinum-group metals _____________- ~~-_ -103 
Selenium_____________.-_--_----~--- _— 
Silver _____________-~-~-___-~--~~___- 2 
Steel mill products ____________-------- 2 West Germany, Japan, Italy, France. 
Strontium _____.________~-_--_----- _- 
Tantalum ___________~~~~ _- 
Tellurium ___________~-_~-~~---~---~-~-~ _- 
Tin. __~___ ee 24 Malaysia, Singapore, United Kingdom. 
Titanium __________________-------- -10 
Tungsten ___.-_._____-------------- 14 ~~ China, Mongolia. 
Vanadium _________---~~~~~-----~-~-- -5 
Zine ____ _ -- ~~ -2 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos __ __ -_____----_--~-------- ~33 
Barite______________-~-_~~-~---~-----~ 50 Bulgaria, North Korea, Yugoslavia. 
Cement ________________-~~-------- -2 
Gypsum__________.~~~---__-~------- _- 
Fiuors eee eee 51 ‘China, Mongolia, Thailand. 
Mica sheet .. 2222222222222 2 2227 2 India. 
Potassium __________~-~--~~_-------- -56 
Pumice __________~~--~~-~~-~-~-~-~-~-----~ _— 
Salt ___________-_--~~~_~-------- -4 
Sulfur including pyrite _________-____--- 6 Poland. 

MINERAL FUELS 

Natural gas ___________--~---------- -13 . 
Petroleum ________~-__-----~----~--~-+-- -29
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Table 6.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980" : 
y | United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides ______~~- ™36 2,250 _- All to Cuba.” 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-_____________-- ™31,457 27,385 _. Austria 26,810; Finland 482; Italy 72. 
Unwrought_ ____§_______--- 382,147 377,960 20 Hungary 166,749; Czechoslovakia 

63,000; Japan 62,136. 
Semimanufactures ______—__ T14,314 12,037 __ Poland 8,364; Finland 1,309; Hungary 

Antimony: Ore and concentrate _ — — — — — _- 45 _. All to Austria. 
Arsenic: 

Oxides and acids ___________~~ 76 NA — NA. 
Metal including alloys, allforms — ~~ 87 NA __ NA. 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all 
forms ____________________ 1 2 _- All to France. 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate? 

thousand tons_ _ 115 567 99 Czechoslovakia 131; Poland 128; 
Yugoslavia 64. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 25,780 23,496 _— United Kingdom 805; Yugoslavia 700; 
France 654. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides 
kilograms_ _ 50 NA _- NA. 

Copper: 
Sulfate? __________________ 20,862 20,856 _- Bulgaria 8,000; Hungary 3,890; 

Switzerland 1,520. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______________--_ 1,962 1,913 _- Austria 1,808; West Germany 104. 
Unwrought_ __________—_- 48,250 47,260 — Czechoslovakia 39,000; Finland 4,885; 

West Germany 2,058. 
Semimanufactures _________ T1472 530 _. West Germany 171; Poland 153; 

Yugoslavia 132. 
Germanium metal including alloys, all 

forms ________.___ kilograms. _ _- 200 _- All to West Germany. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate? 
thousand tons__ 44,504 46,873 __ Poland 13,664; Czechoslovakia 10,327; 

Romania 7,386. 
Fyrites, roasted - -- --- --—do- - -- 48 93 _.  Allto Hungary. 

etal: 
Scrap?___§_________do____ 1,987 2,500 (3) Italy 559; East Germany 444; 

Yugoslavia 346. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot 

do____ 2,704 2,968 — Poland 1,370; Czechoslovakia 804; 
Bulgaria 403. 

Ferroalloys_________do____ 112 117 -- Hungary 48; Poland 44; Finland 7. 
Steel, primary forms _ _ _do__ __ ™813 969 —_ Hungary 396; Yugoslavia 221; Italy 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections. ______do____ T1556 1,493 __ Poland 670; East Germany 554; 
Hungary 139. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do____ 918 999 _. East Germany 517; Hungary 238; 

Bulgaria 140. 
Hoop and strip_________ 16,574 14,738 —_ Yugoslavia 9,368; Bulgaria 4,591; 

Finland 426. 
Rails and accessories ___ _ _ 26,377 1,676 _. Yugoslavia 1,596; Egypt 65. 
Wire _______________ 15,771 6,749 _- Hungary 5,772; Jordan 548; Cyprus 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 56,737 45,294 _. West Germany 10,623; Saudi Arabia 
8,036; Poland 6,002. 

Castings and forgings, rough 1,840 868 -- West Germany 574; Austria 64; Saudi 
rabia 20. 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap__..__--___-~-______ 581 31 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 
Unwrought ________________ 37,148 36,118 _. Czechoslovakia 25,000; Finland 7,058; 

Poland 3,995. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, 

unwrought _________________ 1,077 752 _- Yugoslavia 655; West Germany 51; 
nited Kingdom 46. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate? 

thousand tons__ 1,317 1,255 _- Poland 490; Czechoslovakia 397; 
Bulgaria 125. 

Oxides ___________________ _- 23 _.  Alltoltaly. 
Mercury _______  176-pound flasks_ — 406 2,930 _. West Germany 2,396; Austria 122; 

Portugal 87. 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate .__________ 11 14 _~ All to West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 13 NA _— NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate_________ ~~ 25 29 _- All to West Germany. 
Matte and speiss ____________~_ 811 1,206 -- Sweden 1,117; France 65. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______________ 62 858 __ Austria 606; Finland 169; West 
Germany 65. 

Unwrought_ __§_§__________ F929 552 32,068 5,573 West Germany 6,411; Czechoslovakia 
4,743; France 4,529. 

Semimanufactures ____—~—___ 118 160 _— All to Yugoslavia. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ — $205,399 $438,068 $90,070 Japan $215,997; West Germany 

$75,338; Switzerland $30,709. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings*_ _ _ _ _do_ _ __ $919 $665 — All to West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___~_do____ $4,634 $2 _. All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought _____________---~- 5 1 _. All to West Germany. 
Semimanufactures_ — _ — kilograms_ _ 50 NA _- NA. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate __________~— 485 NA a NA. 
Oxides _._-_-__~_ ~~ ~~ 22 20 _ Italy 18; United Kingdom 2. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ — — 4,678 2,770 1,475 West Germany 808; Italy 193; France 

Tungsten: Ore and concentrate _____—_ 25 NA _- NA. 
inc: 

Ore and concentrate__________~_ _- 83 _- All to West Germany. 
Oxides _______~___________- 44 8 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 

_ Metal including alloys: 
Blue powder ____________~_ 20 NA _- NA. 
Unwrought_______~___---- 29,894 24,875 ~- Czechoslovakia 20,000; India 2,383;5 

Poland 2,164. 
Semimanufactures _________ 90 NA _. NA. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates__________ 18,178 1,292 _- All to Hungary. 
Ash and residues, nonferrous _ __ — — 766,875 67,341 _- Austria 66,351; Japan 846. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~— 65,188 100,648 55 United Kingdom 99,635; Japan 421. 
Metalloids_______..._._----_~- 2.646 2,425 1 Japan 1,990; Switzerland 218; West 

rmany 163. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__ «~~~ ~~~ ____ _- 34 4 Netherlands 20; Italy 5; United 

Kingdom 3. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 20,898 21,110 — Czechoslovakia 19,000; Poland 1,628; 

Austria 394. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-__~____--_-_------- 1,169 NA _. NA. 
Artificial: Corundum ____~_-~-~- 1,707 1,299 _. West Germany 988; Hungary 311. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands_ _ T$2,122 $1,674 $205 ‘Bel jum Luxembourg $659; Italy 

$340; Yugoslavia $233. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____________-----~ T31 613 _. Yugoslavia 8; Turkey 4. 
Asbestos, crude __________------ T234,146 315,780 _- Poland 66,898; Japan 41,703; 

Hungary 41,639. 
Barite and witherite____________~_ 294 120 _- All to Yugoslavia. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates ____~__ ~~ 3,215 2,778 _- All to Japan. 
Oxide and acid ____________--_~- 212,760 215,355 641 Japan 1,944; Hungary 1,064;? Italy 

Cement? ________ . thousand tons_ _ 3,084 3,245 _- Saudi Arabia 905; Hungary 505; 
Czechoslovakia 387. 

Chalk. __~_______--------_- 7196 87 _. _ All to Finland. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Chamotte earth __________~- 49,367 26,095 _- Poland 26,092. 
Fire clay ____.______--~-- 8,297 9,239 _- Poland 8,231; Hungary 1,008. 
Kaolin __-~~_~___~___~___-_ 38,905 32,769 _- Yugoslavia 17,112; Poland 13,210; 

Austria 2,402. 
Unspecified ________-__~_-~- 4,272 79 -- Finland 30; Algeria 26; Denmark 21. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent exports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : y United Other (principal) 
————— eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued 

Products: 
Refractory? _____________ 129,812 120,255 —_ Cuba 27,395; Romania 21,999; 

Bulgaria 19,436. 
Nonrefractory____________ T7800 20,687 _. Finland 20,610. 

Diamond: 
Gen, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $314,731 $1,305,714 $3,668 United Kingdom $848,218; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $325,241; Japan 
$41,982. 

Industrial _.._________do____ $291 $253 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg $233; United 
ingdom $20. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ _ 114 NA —_ NA. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Phosphatic___ thousand tons__ 3,980 3,780 __ East Germany 1,167; Poland 741; 

Hungary 478. 
Potassic._______________ 6,014 1,077 _- All to Hungary. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous? _ thousand tons__ 2,321 2,866 _. Czechoslovakia 345; India 204; 

Hungary 157. 
Phosphatic? ________do____ 638 704 ~~. Cuba 309; Bulgaria 183; Hungary 112. 
Potassic? __________do____ 4,173 6,603 38 Poland 2,417; Hungary 679; Japan 

Other including mixed __do_ __ _ 50 55 _- Hungary 45; Turkey 9. 
Ammonia ____________do____ T1339 1,825 1,000 Italy 262; Finland 162; Spain 104. 

Graphite, natural __-____________ 12,697 11,536 3,260 Japan 5,056; Poland 1,990; Italy 448. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 52,578 35,205 -~- Finland 20,405;? Sweden 14,800.? 
Iodine _-____.~~______________ 40 33 _- All to Hungary. 
Lime _________~_____________ 56 45 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Magnesite_________________ 27,311 29,402 — Finland 8,756; Netherlands 8,568; 

Hungary 7,760. 
Mica, worked including agglomerated 

splittings ___._______________ _- 2 -- All to Algeria. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed___________ 24 244 — All to Yugoslavia. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: _ 

Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $10,321 $749 $82 Hong Kong $277; Austria $174; West 
Germany $92. 

Synthetic ____________do____ $1,617 $438 $20 Austria $204; Canada $90; West 
Germany $49. 

Pyrites, unroasted? __ thousand tons__ 915 911 _. Italy 391; Bulgaria 243; West 
Germany 101. 

Salt and brine? _________________ 402,660 480,865 _~- Hungary 179,861; Czechoslovakia 
166,733; Denmark 54,602. 

Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash ______________ _- 1 _- All to Singapore. 
Caustic soda________________ 210 745 _- Turkey 743. 
Sodaash ________.__________ T48,022 43,275 __ Italy 21,822; Finland 9,961; Hungary 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ ™19,201 22,162 __ West Germany 10,170; Italy 8,902; 
apan 874. 

Worked________________ T2079 71,524 (7) Yugoslavia 1,302; Saudi Arabia 167; 
France 20. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 72.515 394 — Finland 237; Hungary 157. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 210 228 -~- Algeria 117; Hungary 111. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Crude_________________ 28,382 60,525 — Hungary 37,075; Morocco 23,234. 
Refined ________________ 2 NA — NA. 

Sulfuric acid?___________ > 143,676 172,181 —_ Czechoslovakia 138,643; Mongolia 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 561 (8) (8) 
Other: 

Crude______~______________ 82,876 997,412 (®) = Italy 40,023; Belgium-Luxembourg 
30,257. France 10,090. 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing _ _ _ -- 420 -_ All to Yugoslavia. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 

magnesium, strontium ________ 654 539 __ Netherlands 363; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 149; France 22. 

Halogens__________________ — 101 _-. Hungary 100. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y Gaited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___ _ _ __ — 8 __ All to France. 
Carbon black?__§_§______________ 102,286 103,835 (79) Bulgaria 31,083; Hungary 19,292; 

Czechoslovakia 15,974. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons_ _ 21,730 21,334 — Bulgaria 4,900; East Germany 3,376; 

Czechoslovakia 3,174. 
Lignite including briquets _______ 54,799 79,905 _— Yugoslavia 60,550; Japan 15,295; 

. Austria 2,593. 
Coke and semicoke__ _ thousand tons_ _ T2424 2,938 _- East Germany 1,156; Finland 776; 

Hungary 665. 
Gas, natural_ ___ ~~ million cubic feet__ 1,063,760 1,406,292 __ Czechoslovakia 293,887; Italy 240,598; 

& East Germany 227,097. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ NA 2,341 _- Finland 2,118; Sweden 208. 
Peat including briquets __________~_ ¥197,677 219,511 _— West Germany 171,658; Switzerland 

; 31,504; Austria 29,183. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ ™674,880 651,465 -- East Germany 139,731; Czechoslo- 
vakia 138,202; Poland 96,285. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _________.do____ 30,303 40,140 258 Netherlands 12,021; West Germany 

8,773; United Kingdom 8,773. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _ do_ _ _ _ T3689 2,570 — Hungary 1,939; West Germany 377; 

Norway 123. 
Distillate fuel oil __ ~~ do____ ™716,107 91,990 _- Switzerland 18,904; West Germany 

14,033; Netherlands 11,844. 
Residual fuel oil. _ _ __ ___do____ ™55,015 48,621 220 Finland 8,744; Sweden 7,910; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 5,994. 
Lubricants ____.____do____ T2292 2,120 __ Denmark 1,146; Austria 598; Finland 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ _ __ 991 1,845 _- France 816;? West Germany 430; 
Hungary 219. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do____ 58 42 —_ Finland 38; Austria 2; Yugoslavia 2. 

Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ _ _ 182 1 _- All to Egypt. 
Petroleum coke ___do____ 1,115 1,109 _- Japan 523; Italy 286; Spain 265. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ -- 56 _- All to Spain. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do_ _ _ _ (3) NA — NA. 
Unspecified ________do____ 19,360 21,776 _- All to Poland. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals?_ _ _ _ 313,342 242,958 @)) East Germany 28,190; Italy 20,730; 

Yugoslavia 19,932. 

PPreliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Qwing to a lack of official trade data published by the U.S.S.R., this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various 
sources, which include United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official 
trade statistics of the U.S.S.R. 

2Official Trade Statistics of the U.S.S.R. 
3Less than 1/2 unit. 
*May include other precious metals. 
5Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft (Metallstatistics), Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany. 
®Excludes imports by Hungary valued at $1,142,000 and France valued at $122,000. 
7Excludes imports by the United States valued at $13,000. 
81980 exports of talc were valued at $9,000, all of which were imported by the United States. 
®Excludes imports by the United States valued at $10,000 and Japan valued at $9,000. 
10The United States reported imports of 17 tons. 
11The United States imported 125,000 barrels of naphtha.
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Table 7.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
y Ghited Other (principal) . 

en rc 

METALS 

Aluminum: 

Bauxite________ thousand tons__ 2,826 3,316 -- Guinea 2,500;? Greece 586; Jamaica 

Oxides and hydroxides ____do____ 938 1,123 _- Yugoslavia 437; Hungary 387; India 
80. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought. _____________ 1,028 645 _- United Kingdom 438; Norway 200. 
Semimanufactures _________ T9380 9,622 2 Austria 3,761; Japan 1,799; West 

Germany 1,481. 
Antimony metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________________ 730 600 -- All from Yugoslavia. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms _- 15 _~— All from Japan. 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ __ _— 17 _. All from Austria. 
t: 

Oxides and hydroxides _ kilograms__ — 25 __ All from Japan. 
Co Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 1 2 _- All from Sweden. 

pper: 
Gre and concentrate___________ 140,316 111,378 _- Canada 80,627; Philippines 29,891. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-§_~_____________ 55 25 -- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Unwrought______________ 14,428 9,980 _- Poland 5,698; Canada 2,331; Japan 

Semimanufactures _____—___ 20,322 20,361 2 Yugoslavia 7,278; Poland 6,005; 
Japan 3,369. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate___________ — 20,577 _. All from Norway. 

etal: 
Scrap _-.__-____________ 20,000 20,577 ~~ Mongolia 20,000;? Belgium- 

Luxembourg 533. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ 47,300 71,260 _- Algeria 67,683; Sweden 2,920; Japan 

Ferroalloys______________ 2,998 6,975 -- North Korea 5,613;? Brazil 809; 
Canada 337. 

Steel, primary forms ________ 31,190 61,137 — Czechoslovakia 40,000; West 
Germany 18,884. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections_ thousand tons__ 71,177 #1348 (5) Japan 367;* Poland 207; Spain 159. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do_ _ __ ™2,984 2,836 _. West Germany 1,349; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 334; Japan 241. 

Hoop and strip_________ 303,399 6370,185 — West Germany 273,972; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 25,895; France 13,146. 

Rails and accessories ___ _ _ 6,027 381 _— Canada 380. 
Wire __-_____________ 33,198 725,488 ~-  Belgium-Luxembourg 12,114; Yugo- 

slavia 2,768; Italy 2,422. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings 

thousand tons_ _ 3,490 2,833 (5) West Germany 861; Japan 793; 
Czechoslovakia 386. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough 6,046 3,666 _- West Germany 2,115; Italy 1,525. 

Ore and concentrate___________ ™86,099 53,706 ~~ Canada 14,487; Ireland 14,417; 
Japan 6,139. 

Oxides ____________________ T1336 5,645 __ France 2,844; West Germany 2,100; 
Netherlands 450. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought___ ___§_§_§_______ 87,605 60,513 _- Yugoslavia 13,953; Canada 11,664; 

United Kingdom 10,211. 
Semimanufactures _________ *33 2,046 _— Spain 2,000; Yugoslavia 45. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, 
unwrought _________________ _- 5 —_ All from Italy. 

Manganese oxides ______________ 5,367 4,082 1,048 Ireland 1,274; Greece 1,260; Spain 

Mercury _______— 16-pound flasks__ 2 NA _. NA. 
Molybdenum: 

and concentrate __________ 3,391 326 229 Netherlands 97. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ 1,408 1,150 — France 1,000; Japan 150. 
Nickel: 

Matte and speiss _____________ 4,055 NA __ NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ 10 (5) — All from West Germany. 
Semimanufactures _________ 42 25 (5) West Germany 10; France 6; Italy 5. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $1,519 $3,069 $299 West Germany $2,121; United 
Kingdom $649. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : | . United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Silver: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands_ _ "$4,488 $4,172 __ All from Canada. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _ _ _ _ .do_ _ _ _ $5,556 $17,271 $7 Switzerland $16,269; France $807; 
Canada $156. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
we ~ eee eee eee (5) 18 _- All from Singapore. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate _____------ 2,100 1,851 _- Do. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_______------- 12,530 14,241 _- Malaysia 6,485;? United Kingdom 
3,788; Singapore 2,577. 

Semimanufactures _ kilograms_ — 315 904 _. Japan 782; Yugoslavia 122. 
Titanium: 

Oxides __________--------- 2,684 2,321 — West Germany 1,675; Japan 640. 
Tu Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ - -- 1 _. All from Japan. / 

ngsten: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ ____----- 8757 963 _- Netherlands 933; Singapore 30. 

zi Metal including alloys, all forms -_ -_ - 62 67 15 Japan 52. 
inc: 

Ore and concentrate ____ _------ 73,729 51,128 _- Sweden 11,510; Canada 11,494; Spain 

Oxides ______________-_--- 100 107 __ United Kingdom 100; Japan 5. 
Metal including alloys: 

Blue powder ______---_--- _. 1,089 _- All from Yugoslavia. 
Unwrought. ____-__------ 38,473 61,305 _. Finland 9,369; Poland 9,351; West 

Germany 1 ,662. 
Semimanufactures _ _ _ —_ - - - - - °2738 2,965 _- Poland 2,955; Finland 6. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_ _ — _ _ _ _ _ - - NA 997,104 _. Norway 97,025; West Germany 65. 

Ash and residues, nonferrous — — - - _— 667 160 _- Spain 112; Yugoslavia 36. 
Oxides and hydroxides ___—__--- "674 12,812 — Sweden 10,359; Austria 1,350; Japan 

Metalloids____________----- ™39.790 51,834 3 Norway 19,992; Yugoslavia 11,013; 
France 9,308. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 3,063 4,171 3 Poland 4,000; Japan 146; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 15. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __________________-e 30 14 3 Sweden 7; West Germany 4. 
Artificial: Corundum ______---- 123 NA _- NA. 
Dust and powder of precious and ; 

semiprecious stones 
value, thousands. _ $1 $338 _. All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ____________------ °2638 2,411 45 Austria 565; United Kingdom 464; 

y 460. 
Asbestos, crude ____._______---- 3 NA _- NA. 
Barite and witherite___________-- 95,538 44,438 _- Turkey 43,238; Japan 1,200. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates ___-____- 4 NA -- NA. 
Oxide and acid ____________~- _- 2 _. All from West Germany. 

Cement________________----- 3545000 3523,000 _- North Korea 481,000;? Finland 

Clays and clay products: —_ 
Crude_______-_----------- 1,952 1,568 -- Yugoslavia 1,323; United Kingd liom 

' 106; West Germany 65. 

Products: 
Refractory _._____------- F24025 28,769 2,098 Yugoslavia 14,475; Japan 4,391; 

rance 2,257. 

Nonrefractory _-___..----- 7101 15,440 — Turkey 7,376; Yugoslavia 5,245; Italy 

Diamond: a 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands. _— $858 $246 _- Switzerland $213; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $33. . 

Industrial ____-____---do__-_- $252 $530 -- ‘igen. 
m 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 1,284 1,875 _- Iceland 1,620; Japan 255. 

Feldspar, fluorspar, etc ____------- 62,640 104,377 _- Thailand 47,500; Kenya 44,334; Spain 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” Ini 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, nitrogenous____.._____~_ — 2,000 _- All from Bulgaria. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~ 40,338 96,146 17 Afghanistan 75,500;? North Korea 
20,469. 

Phosphatic® _____________ 76,088 249,958 _~— Morocco 107,653; Sweden 24,111. 
Potassic________________ 1 NA -_. NA. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 22,262 _. Sweden 21,001; Yugoslavia 1,150. 

Graphite, natural ___§_§_§ ~~ ~_____ 227 10 _- All from France. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 162 10 _— All from Yugoslavia. 
Lime _______ T103 1,024 __ Finland 846; Yugoslavia 131; Italy 38. 
Magnesite powder®______________ 518,021 539,601 _. North Korea 500,608; Turkey 32,690. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 12 1 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ________ kilograms__ 420 40 —_ All from Yugoslavia. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed___________ 662 977 _— Japan 609; West Germany 311; 
nited Kingdom 55. 

Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $8 $40 __ United Kingdom $24; Italy $16. 
Synthetic _.__________do____ $1,855 $2,175 — France $1,641; Switzerland $526. 

Salt and brine____§ $9 ________ T98,997 102,390 ~~ China 102,344;3 West Germany 41. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ______________ 501 2,485 _- Japan 1,300; Yugoslavia 620; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 505. 

Caustic soda___§_§__ 9 5 50,683 64,819 (®) Italy 31,217; Netherlands 12,007; 
Spain 10,900. 

Soda ash ___________________ 481,272 487,990 ~—- _ Bulgaria 459,939; Poland 26,646. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _____ 62 213 _- Italy 137 ; Yugoslavia 38; Finland 31. 
Worked. _-____._______ 609 964 _- Yugoslavia 588; Italy 233; Finland 

Gravel and crushed rock __—_____ T5273 19,060 __ Hungary 15,905; Finland 3,143. 
Quartz and quartzite___________ T919 1,264 —_ Finland 1,164; Sweden 100. 
Sand: 

Construction __— cubic meters_ _ 20,463 4,806 — All from Hungary. 
Industrial _-_____________ 776 522 _. Italy 256; Finland 228. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, crude___..________ 705,008 742,000 _— All from Poland. 
Sulfuric acid. ~~. .-§_-§___§_______ ™66,907 92,394 _- Poland 92,166; Japan 200. 

Gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 3,065 3,447 _- Finland 3,401; France 46. 
er: 
Crude____________________ F2,960 5,756 _. Algeria 5,385; Japan 348. 
Slag and dross, not metal-bearing _ _ _ __ 13 — All from Finland. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 

magnesium, strontium ________ 3,573 5,017 ~— France 4,966; Japan 50. 
Halogens. _______..________ 41 NA _- NA. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _____ __ ™687 1,002 _. Finland 1,001. 
Carbon black ___~ 9 _~§~_~__________ 3960 3448 _. Japan 280; West Germany 167. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal 
thousand tons__ 9,512 6,041 _— All from Poland. 

Lignite including briquets — ______ 18,091 20,326 —_ All from Hungary. 
Coke andsemicoke____~_~________ _ 722,000 501,404 — Poland 500,000. 
Gas, natural___—~ million cubic feet_ _ 311,066 140,380 _~- Tran 80,764;?° Afghanistan 59,305.!° 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ______-— NA 5 _. West Germany 2; Italy 2. 
Peat including briquets ___..______ 34 227 _. All from Finland. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ __ __ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 8,203 289 _— Netherlands 213; Greece 43. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ _ _ _ _ _do____ 502,200 367,288 —_ Hungary 236,910; Italy 111,058; 

Yugoslavia 14,252. 
Distillate fuel oil ________do____ 275,744 212,662 _. Hungary 165,724; Finland 24,051; 

Greece 16,584. 
Residual fuel oil ________—do____ 49,018 48,984 _. Greece 44,795; Finland 1,592; 

Yugoslavia 1,332. 
Lubricants____________do____ T375,746 11691,147 52,670 Italy 333,313; France 142,618; 

Finland 65,352. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 290 209 __ France 128; Finland 81. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 3,345 12,041 102 _— Italy 4,006; West Germany 3,990; 
Austria 2,377. 

Nonlubricating oils___ _ _do____ 924 119 119 
Petroleum coke _____ _do____ 633,749 805,620 755,333 Norway 50,287. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980° “Typed 
_ Gnited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —-Continued . 
Other —Continued 

Bitumen and other residues 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 14,847 20,834 _- Finland 14,023; Hungary 6,575. 

Bituminous mixtures_ _ — do_ _ — — 14,659 16,332 __ Finland 15,550; Yugoslavia 721. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 73,003 49,489 -— Japan 48,800;? West Germany 513. 

PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Owing to a lack of official trade data published by the U.S.S.R., this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from various 
sources, which include United Nations information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official 
trade statistics of the U.S.S.R. 

*Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft (Metallstatistics), Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany. 
3Official Trade Statistics of the U.S.S.R. 
4Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $123,676,000. . 
5Less than 1/2 unit. 
®Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $32,005,000. 
7Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $7,753,000. 
8Excludes exports by Australia valued at $2,635,000. 
®Excludes exports by Australia valued at $3,064,000. 
101980 Yearbook of World Energy Statistics, United Nations, New York. 
11Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $5,009,000. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS | alunite. The major sources of nepheline 
. were the apatite complex on the Kola Pe- 

_Aluminum.—In 1981, estimated produc- yingula and Siberian nepheline syenite 
tion of aluminum increased to 1.95 million ocx. 
tons, including 150,000 tons of secondary The Soviets imported about 40% of their 

aluminum, and production of alumina in- pauxite and alumina requirements. Princi- 
creased to 2.8 million tons. In 1980, produc- pal suppliers were Greece, Guinea, Hun- 
tion of aluminum had increased 15% in gary, and Yugoslavia, with imports also 
comparison with that of 1975. In 1981, there coming from France, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, 
was no evidence of increased production of and Turkey. Offsetting import costs was the 
domestic ore and concentrate, and the Sovi- availability of large supplies of hydroelec- 
ets were trying to obtain additional foreign tric power in Siberia, where most of the 

supplies. smelting capacity was located. The low 
_The U.S.S.R. operated 14 primary reduc- energy costs, however, had to be calculated 

tion plants and 15 secondary aluminum with respect to the higher transport costs 
plants. The rapid expansion of the alumi- for raw materials and output. 

num industry was based on foreign technol- During 1981-85, production of aluminum 
ogy and imported bauxite. Aluminum was _ was to increase 15% to 20%. Growth in 
produced for export as well as domestic aluminum production was to be obtained by 
consumption, and the U.S.S.R. exportedalu- completing construction at the Krasnoyarsk 
minum to hard currency markets along and Regar (Tadzhik) plants, beginning oper- 
with CMEA countries. In 1981, the U.SS.R. ations at the Sayansk plant, and by increas- 
increased its exports of aluminum to both ing the capacity of existing potlines. Alumi- 
centrally planned and market economy na production was to be increased by 
countries. achieving full capacity at the Nikolayev and 

Although the Soviet Union produced Achinsk alumina plants, putting into oper- 
large amounts of low-grade bauxite, sup- ation a new alumina shop at the Bogoslovsk 
plies were not sufficient, and production aluminum plant, and transferring the baux- 
was being developed from nepheline and _ ite supply for the Tikhvin alumina plant 
alunite. Still, in 1980, over 82% of primary from depleted reserves in the Tikhvin area 
production was derived from bauxite, 16% to the Severoonezhsk deposit. 
from nepheline, and less than 2% from The following developments were report-
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ed in the Soviet aluminum industry in 1981. Brazilian bauxite to acquire raw materials 
At the end of 1981, the Regar (Tadzhik) to supply the Nikolayev plant. The U.S.S.R. 
aluminum plant had prepared potline 6 to agreed to help finance an alumina refinery 
begin operations. To bring the remaining at Visakhapatnam in India with a capacity 
planned potlines into operation, the pace of of 600,000 to 800,000 tons per year. A 
construction work at the Regar plant would percentage of the output was to go to the 
have to be increased by 50%.?” In 1981, U.S.S.R., depending on its contribution to 
renovation of the potlines continued at the the financing. 
Bratsk aluminum plant. At the Kanaker 

aluminum plant, expansion and reconstruc- Table 8.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated annual 
tion of the foil shop was underway, and capacity of primary aluminum plants 
capacity of the foil shop was to increase (Thousand metric tons) 
150%. | 

In late 1981, the Irkutsk aluminum plant Probable 
was reportedly exceeding its production Plant pacity 
goals. A capacity increase of 20% to 25% 1981 | 
was planned during 1981-85. The Irkutsk Bogoslovek 140 
plant produced aluminum wire and ingots, Bratsk _______________-___-_-_- 540 
and approximately one-third of production  Pneprovsk - - - ------------------ ou 
was exported. In 1981, the Krasnoyarsk Kanaker ____-__ = 70 
aluminum plant was reported to have [andalaksha -----------~------- any 
fulfilled its plan. Nadvoitsa _______.-----.----2-- 35 

The long-range development program fovsrfadzhii) ---2-2-t2n tO 
provided for a major increase in alumina  Sayansk _____________________-_ () 
production. The Nikolayev alumina plant Sumgait ~--------------------- 70 

: : . . ralsk _~_-________~--~_~~---~-~-~--~-- 135 
was undergoing expansion; it used domestic Volkhov ______________________ 20 
and imported bauxite. The plant was to Volgograd ---------------------___ 200 
have a final capacity of 1 million tons per Total _-_-___________________ 2,300 
year, comprised of four 250,000-ton-per-year 

stages. In 1981, the first and second stages Not yet in operation. 

of the Nikolayev plant were reported to Antimony.—The Kadamzhay complex in 
have reached capacity, and production was the Kirgiz S.S.R. was the principal antimo- 
reported from the third stage. The fourth ny center; integrated facilities produced 
and last stage was still being prepared for mogt of the country’s refined products. Pro- 
operation in late 1981. duction at this complex was to have increas- 

In 1981, the Pavlodar aluminum plant oq 50% in 1976-80. Deposits of antimony 
reported fulfilling its yearly output plan. also occurred in Kazakhstan and at Sa- 

During the 11th 5-year plan, production of }yJakh and Tazhdolinsk in Siberia. Detailed 
alumina at the Pavlodar plant was to in- exploration was occurring at the Novoye 
crease 2% compared with that of the 10th 5- antimony-mercury deposit in Kirgiziya. 

year plan. This increase in output was tobe Construction was being carried out at the 
achieved without any addition to the labor yew Aznob Mine and mill unit at the 
force. All necessary renovations at the Pav- Dyzhidzhikrutskiy complex in Tadzhikistan, 

lodar plant to make better use of low-grade and the recovery of antimony from lead 
bauxite were to be completed by 1985. scrap was planned. 
Despite its being called an aluminum plant, Arsenic.—Arsenic ore reserves are esti- 
there was no indication in Soviet sources mated at 12 million tons. Small arsenic 
that the Pavlodar aluminum plant produc- deposits are located in Tadzhikistan; how- 

ed primary aluminum. ever, all Soviet arsenic output was obtained 
In 1981, the Achinsk alumina plant was as a byproduct of smelting or roasting 

again not achieving its production goals. metallic ores. A plant to recover arsenic 
The plant had not met its production goals from sulfur was installed at the Medno- 
since it went onstream 10 years earlier. The gorsk copper and sulfur complex in Oren- 

main cause of lagging production was tech- burg Oblast’. 
nological problems in producing alumina Beryllium.—The Soviet Union ranked as 
from nepheline. The Achinsk plant was also one of the world’s largest producers and 
faulted for inefficient pollution controls.” consumers of beryl and beryllium alloys 

In 1981, the Soviet Union signed con- and metal. Beryllium is found in variable 
tracts to buy approximately 200,000 tons of quantities in most pegmatites throughout
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the U.S.S.R. Numerous deposits are located 45% to 51%. Ultimate capacity was to be 2 
in the Altay, Kazakhstan, Kola Peninsula, million tons per year. 
Soviet Far East, Transbaykal, and western Cobalt.—Cobalt production in 1981 was 
Ukraine. The probable level of production estimated at 3,750 tons. Production of cobalt 

in 1981 was 1,800 tons of beryl (10% to12% along with nickel during 1981-85 was to 
BeQ). The recovery of beryllium from the increase more than 30%. Cobalt production 
Dzhidinsk tungsten and molybdenum ores__ rose 16% between 1970 and 1975 and about 
in the Buryat A.S.S.R. was planned. 10% between 1976 and 1980. Gross cobalt 
Bismuth.—In 1981, estimated production reserves are estimated at 100,000 tons of 

of bismuth increased to 75 tons. Bismuth contained metal, found chiefly in nickel- 

was recovered as a byproduct of lead and_ cobalt ores and in cobalt ores of the Khovu- 
zinc smelting in Kazakhstan and other Aksy deposit in the Tuva A.S.S.R. north of 
regions; from dust and crude metal at the Mongolia. ; 

Balkhash, Kirovgrad, and Mednogorsk com- Cobalt production was concentrated at 
plexes; and from tungsten and molybdenum Noril’sk in East Siberia, at Monchegorsk 
ores. Two copper-bismuth deposits (Taryz- and Pechenga on the Kola Peninsula, at the 
kan and Kantarkhana) were under exploi- Yuzhuralnikel, Ufaley, and Rezh plants in 
tation in Tadzhikistan. The Ustarassy Mine the Urals, and at some copper plants. Dur- 
in the Chatkal Mountains was the only ing 1976-80, Noril’sk became the main pro- 
enterprise mining bismuth ore, and its con- ducer. Expansion of domestic output de- 
centrates were sent to the Chimkent lead pended greatly on the rate of development 
plant in Kazakhstan for processing. In 1981, of the Noril’sk complex. Domestic ore pro- 
production of bismuth at the Ust’-Kameno- duction was augmented by large shipments 
gorsk lead-zinc complex in Kazakhstan in- of Cuban cobalt-nickel concentrates, and 

creased 46% compared with 1980 output; in the Soviets were financing the expansion of 
1980, production of bismuth at Ust’-Kame- Cuban nickel production. | 
nogorsk had declined. Copper.—In 1981, blister copper produc- 
Chromium.—Soviet-reported production tion increased to approximately 1.05 million 

of crude chrome ore (80% to 44% Cr.0;) was tons, including 95,000 tons of secondary | | 

3.4 million tons in 1980 and decreased to 3.3 copper. This increase was due primarily to 
million tons in 1981. The 1981 production of new capacities coming onstream at the 
marketable chrome ore (45% to 56% Cr.03) Erdenet copper-molybdenum’ complex in 
was estimated at 2.4 million tons. By 1985, Mongolia. In 1981, the United States began 
production of crude chrome ore was to exporting copper concentrate to the Soviet 
increase to 3.8 million tons. Union. 

The U.S.S.R. was the world’s second larg- During 1981-85, copper production was to 
est producer and exporter of chrome ore. increase 20% to 25% over the 1980 level. 
Over 60% of output was consumed or stock- Blister copper was produced at 13 smelters. 
ed in the Soviet Union, and approximately Secondary blister copper was produced by 
three-fourths of the exports were to central- the Kirovgrad smelter in the Urals, by the 
ly planned economy countries. According to Moscow smelting and electrolytic plant, and 
1978 data, Soviet consumption of chrome by several small units at secondary nonfer- 
ore was distributed as follows: metal pro- rous plants. The country operated 40 con- 
duction, 45%; refractories, 35%; and chemi-_ centrators and 11 copper refineries. Approx- 
cal and other products, 20%. imately 80% of all ore was mined in open 

The Donskoye mining and concentration pits. About 10% of the primary copper was 
complex at Khrom-Tau in western Kazakh- produced as a byproduct. 
stan produced over 90% of Soviet output The main copper ore regions are in cen- 
and was the only supplier of high-quality tral and eastern Kazakhstan, the eastern 
ore. The rest came primarily from the’ slope of the Ural Mountains, Uzbekistan, 
Saranov underground operation in the Ur- Transcaucasia, East Siberia, and Noril’sk. 
als. By 1985, output at the Donskoye com- Other deposits of lesser importance are 
plex was to increase 14%, raising produc- found in the North Caucasus, West Siberia, 
tion to 3.6 million tons per year of crude and the Kola Peninsula. 
chrome ore. In January 1982, the first stage Kazakhstan contains about one-half of 
of the Molodezhnaya underground mine at the total copper reserves and produced 
the Donskoye complex was officially put approximately 30% of the total Soviet cop- 
into operation. The first stage was to havea _ per output. During 1981-85, output of re- 
capacity by 1985 of 800,000 tons per year of fined copper in Kazakhstan was to increase 
crude chrome ore with a Cr.Os; content of 15.9%. In Kazakhstan, plans called for put-_ .
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ting into operation facilities at the Dzhez-_ tion goal was lower than 1980 production, 
kazgan complex, for developing the Bosh- and in 1981, the work force at the smelting 
chekul copper deposit, and for completing complex decreased. The major problem at . 
construction of the East Kazakhstan mining Kirovgrad, as at the Krasnoural’sk and 
and chemical complex. Karabash copper smelters in the northern 

With the decline in growth in copper Urals, was obtaining raw materials, one- 
production in the Ural region as older third of which had to be transported from 
mines became depleted, Kazakhstan, far- other regions.*° Plans for the Krasnoural’sk 

ther to the east, became the leading copper- copper smelting complex for the 1980’s call- 
producing region. However, shortages of ed for putting into operation the first stage 
‘concentrate were occurring in Kazakhstan. of the Volkovskiy open pit, which was to be 
Problems in securing adequate raw materi- a major raw material supplier. Supplying 
als led to the Balkhash complex, Kazakh- Krasnoural’sk with local ore from the 
stan, working under capacity. Blister cop- Volkovskiy open pit was seen as a means of 
per production was at 80% of capacity and alleviating the chronic ore shortage. At 
refined copper production at 77% of capaci- Krasnoural’sk, renovation was also planned 
ty. The results of work completed in 1981, for the metallurgical workshop, and renova- 
along with plans for 1982, indicated that tion and expansion were planned for the 
construction and installation work planned main concentration plant. In 1981, the 
for 1981-85 at the Balkhash and Dzhezkaz- Krasnoural’sk complex reportedly exceeded 
gan complexes would be one-half completed its goal for copper production. 
and would thus delay commissioning of Copper production was being expanded in 
planned facilities. At Balkhash, renovation Siberia with the development of the Nor- 
of the copper smelting plant, which went  il’sk metallurgical complex, the site of a 
into operation in 1988, and the rolling shop, _ rich copper-nickel deposit. At the Nadezhda 
which went into operation in 1941, was complex at Noril’sk, which was being built 
considered necessary.?* with Finnish technology and equipment, 

In 1981, the Dzhezkazgan mining and_ construction of the No. 2 smelter was re- 
metallurgical complex in Kazakhstan ex-  portedly completed, with a planned capacity 

| ceeded its 1981 production quota for re- of 650,000 tons per year of copper concen- 
fined copper. During 1981-85, output of trate. Also reported completed at Noril’sk 
refined copper at the Dzhezkazgan complex was a 33-kilometer slurry pipeline for trans- 
through renovation of facilities was to in- porting copper-nickel concentrates. In 
crease 3.6%. At Dzhezkazgan, the first stage Khabarovsk Kray in the Soviet Far East, 
of the No. 3 concentration plant, two stages copper production was projected to increase 
of Mine No. 67, and the first stages of the with the development of the Pereval’nyy 

Annenskiy and Akchiy-Spassk Mines were Mine at the Solnechnyy complex. 
to begin operation. In 1981, redevelopment Problems persisted with the development 
of the Kounrad open pit in Dzhezkazgan of the well-known Udokan deposit near 
Oblast’, Kazakhstan, was reportedly com- Lake Baykal in East Siberia. Gross reserves 
pleted; Kounrad was one of the largest at Udokan amount to over 700 million tons, 

copper mines in the U.S.S.R. averaging 1.5% copper (20% oxides and 
The Ural region was the second largest 80% sulfides). Years passed without any 

copper-producing area, with mostly copper-_ significant development, and enrichment 
pyrite deposits that contain gold, silver, technology for the ore was not perfected 
zinc, and other metals. There are over 100 experimentally.*: Because of the distant 
individual pyrite deposits in the Urals. location, severe climate, and seismic activi- 
With the opening of new mines, the propor-__ ty, construction costs at Udokan were stat- 
tion of open pit mines in the Urals increas-_ ed to be three times greater than normal. 
ed to approximately 75%, and the trend to The Government believed that completion 
open pit mining continued. of the Baykal-Amur Railroad (BAM) to 

In the Ural region in Bashkiriya, the first Chara during 1981-85 would stimulate de- 
stage of the open pit Molodezhnyy copper- velopment of the Udokan deposit. Still, 
zinc mine was put into operation at the production at Udokan would not begin until 
Uchaly mining and beneficiation complex. at least the 1990’s, and Western World 
The Uzel’ginskiy underground mine was participation would probably be necessary. 
also being developed at the Uchaly complex. In Mongolia, the Erdenet copper-molyb- 

At the Kirovgrad copper smelting com- denum complex, with an annual projected 
plex in the northern Urals, the 1981 produc- capacity of 16 million tons of ore and
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118,000 tons of copper in concentrate, was approximately triple 1980 sales. Owing to 
being developed jointly with the U.SS.R. persistent problems in agriculture and in 
The ore averages 0.85% copper and 0.012% other areas, sales in 1982 were projected to 
molybdenum. Construction began in 1974, remain at their 1981 level. Gold holdings 
and in December 1978, the first of the four were secret, and gold sales were carefully 
stages of the complex was put into oper- managed for political and economic consid- 
ation. In 1981, the complex was projected to erations. Through the first 9 months of 
produce approximately 72,000 tons of cop- 1981, gold sales were approximately double 
per in concentrate. The 1980 production was __ their 1980 levels. However, in October 1981, 

approximately 44,000 tons. Ccncentrate sales were reported to have virtually 
from the complex was sent to the U.SS.R. ceased. Then in November-December 1981, 

for smelting. the Soviets reportedly sold a very large 
Gold.—Since the 1930’s, there has been quantity of gold (possibly 3.2 million ounces) 

little Soviet statistical reporting on precious despite the fact that the price of gold had 
metals production, trade, stockpiles, or ex- fallen. Along with the need to pay for 
ploration. agricultural products, owing to the poor 

Estimated Soviet gold production in 1981 harvest, the late gold sales in 1981 could 
was 8.43 million troy ounces. Over two- have been used to prop up the Polish 
thirds of Soviet gold production came from economy. 
the Soviet Far East and East Siberia (main- Iron Ore.—In 1981, production of usable 
ly from placers at Kolyma, Aldan, Dzhug- iron ore decreased slightly to 242 million 
dzhur, Indigirka, Yana, and Chukotka); tons. Output of pellets increased to 54.1 
most of the balance came from gold and_ million tons. 
mixed sulfide ores in the Urals, Tadzhiki- The iron ore industry was characterized 
stan, Armenia, and West Siberia. Byproduct by concentrated production facilities, and 
nonferrous operations produced substantial the tendency was to further augment exist- 
quantities of gold. The biggest source of ing large enterprises. Eight large open pits, 
byproduct gold was copper and lead-zinc each with a capacity of over 20 million tons 
ores. per year, accounted for 53% of iron ore 
Magadan Oblast’ was the Soviet Union’s extraction. Nineteen large underground . 

main producing center with 35 placer mines produced approximately 80% of the 
mines, 23 dredges, over 500 sand washing underground production. Open pit mining 
rigs, and about 1,500 bulldozers. Although in 1980 accounted for 84.6% of iron ore 
production in Magadan Oblast’ was report- production. Large mining and concentra- 
ed lagging for the first 9 months of 1981, by tion complexes included the Severnyy (pro- 
November, shortfalls had been made up at _ jected capacity of 45 million tons of crude 
all complexes and placer mines, and the ore), the Lebedi (40 million tons), the Novo- 
1981 production plan for the Oblast’ was Krivorozhsk (35 million tons), and the 

expected to be fulfilled. Sokolovo-Sarbaysk (35 million tons). 
The first stage of the Severnaya under- Conditions for iron ore mining worsened. 

ground mine was put into operation in 1980 Between 1975 and 1980, the average metal 
in the Urals, one of the oldest gold-produc- content of crude iron ore decreased from 
ing regions in the U.S.S.R., at the Bere- 33.4% to 32.3%," and there was a signifi- 
zovskiy mining complex. At the Berezovskiy cant increase in the depth of open pits. The 
complex, two mines were in operation, the number of open pits up to 200 meters deep 
Severnaya and Yuzhnaya, and all smaller producing over 10 million tons per year 
mines had been eliminated or were being decreased 26% in 1975-80, and the percent- 
used for ventilation. In 1981, at Bere- age of ore extracted from such pits decreas- 
zovskiy, renovation of the concentration ed from 74.1% to 58.1%. At the same time, 
plant had begun, and construction wascon- the number of open pits more than 200 
tinuing on the Severnaya Mine. meters deep and the percentage of crude 

Also in 1981, a gold mining complex was iron ore extracted from such pits increased 
reported under construction in the Toguz- 50%.** Over the last decade, the cost per ton 
Torouzkiy region, Kirgiziya. Extensive pros- for the extraction of usable iron ore increas- 
pecting was continuing in the Asian part of ed approximately 40%.** 
the country to find new reserves. Exports of iron ore went principally to 

Soviet gold sales were a principal source CMEA countries. In 1980, over 95% of 
of hard-currency earnings. Total sales in Soviet iron ore exports went to CMEA 
1981 were estimated at 8 million ounces, countries. Although a large exporter of iron
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ore, the Soviet Union had problems supply- iron ore was concentrated.*’ 
ing its own plants. In 1981, construction continued on the 

The largest iron ore producing region was__ three new large mining-concentration com- 
the Krivoy Rog Basin in the Ukraine, fol- plexes to be built during 1981-85 at Kachar 
lowed by the Kursk region, the Urals, Ka- (Kazakhstan), Kostamush (Karelia), and 

zakhstan, Siberia, and the Kola Peninsula. Stoylensk (KMA). Construction of the sec- 
Among iron ore producing regions, the ond stage of the Mikhaylov (KMA) and 
Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA) was of Lebedi (KMA) complexes began, and there 
increasing importance both in percentage of was expansion and renovation of the Kov- 
reserves and in ore extraction. The Krivoy dor (Murmansk Oblast’), Olenegorsk (Mur- 

Rog Basin in the Ukraine, another major mansk Oblast’), Tsentral’nyy (Ukraine), and 
producing area, was declining in impor- Yuzhniy (Ukraine) complexes. 

tance.** Although growth in iron ore extrac- In 1981, at the Mikhaylov complex, the 
tion was expected from basins in the Asian capacity for iron ore extraction increased by 
part of the country including the Kustanay 2 million tons per year, reaching 37 million 
pasin m eam the ae ane tons. At the Yuzhniy complex, capacities 
asin In Hast olberia, an € Aldansk were put into operation for the extraction of 

Basin in the Soviet Far East, principal 15 million tons per year of crude ore and 
idler hich repoetedly c jo comé the production of 400,000 tons per year of 

’ : : concentrate. As a result, the Yuzhniy com- 
proved reserves of high-grade ore totaling plex’s capacity reached 37 million tons per 
27 billion tons. There were shortages of iron year of crude ore and 17.5 million tons per 
ore in the Urals, and over 10 million tons of year of concentrate. At the Olenegorsk 

the KM amped annually to the Urals from complex, new capacities were put into oper- 

The chief underground iron ore mining aon. On capacty of the mirove gorsk Hed 
regions were the Krivoy Rog Basin in the PIV at Mo enegorsk was reportedly expande 

. Ukraine (approximately 60% of total pro- by 1.2 to 2.2 million tons per year of crude 

duction) and the Gornaya Shoriya in West 0% and the concentration plant was report- 
Siberia and the Tagilo-Kuvshinskiy region edly doubled in size to produce 800,000 tons 
of the Urals, which supplied approximately P°T Y€4 of concentrate. Iron ore ex traction 
15% each. Underground mining was con- ‘Averbayauha _ Peeve Soe a None Kee 

ove ten te (29), in the Urls "Oy and n vorozhsk complexes; at the Sheregeshskiy 

Siberia (6). Owing to the exhaustion of Mine in Kemerovskaya Oblast’, Siberia; at 
reserves at the upper levels of a number of the Irbinskiy Mine in the Khakasskaya 
surface mines, production was projected to ‘Utonomous Oblast’, Siberia; and at the 

| increasingly shift to mixed modes of min- mem \ . pun mining directorate in the 
ing. rivoy Rog Basin. 

Major projects scheduled to go onstream 
sen vlaee iy categurice a +BiC.+ C0 in 1982 included capacities at the Kosta- 
were 111 billion tons averaging 34.8% iron. Mush complex in Karelia, being built with 
Over 70% of these reserves were in the the aid of Finnish companies, and at the 

European part of the country including the ‘Stoylensk complex in Belgorod Oblast’ 
Urals. The iron ore reserves were distrib- (KMA). Mining of iron ore on a limited scale 
uted as follows: the Ukraine, 31%; Europe- Started at Kostamush in 1980. The project 
an center, 24.4%; Urals, 15.7%; Kazakh- was being built in three stages and was to 

stan, 15%; Siberia, 7.4%; northwest, 3%; have an annual capacity of 8.9 million tons 
Soviet Far East, 2.5%; and others, 1%. Total of pellets from 24 million tons of crude ore. 

national reserves in categories A+B+C, The deposit contains an estimated 1.2 to 1.5 
were estimated at 60.2 billion tons, averag- billion tons of ore with an average iron 
ing 38% iron. This included 10.3 billion tons content of 31%. Construction of the first 
averaging over 55% iron that did not re- stage began in 1977, and total construction 
quire dressing and 34.8 billion tons of easily time was to be 8 to 10 years. Finland was to 
dressed ore. Of total iron ore reserves in buy annually up to 1.2 million tons of 
place, only 14% could be used without pellets during 1983-90. 
beneficiation, 77% required simple benefi- Iron and Steel.—In 1981, production of 
ciation, and 9% needed complex benefi- raw steel, rolled finished steel, and steel 
ciation. In 1980, more than 84% of all crude __ pipe increased slightly but fell short of the
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goal. Although the Soviet Union was the No. 6 blast furnace was completed. The No. 
world’s largest producer in total quantity of 8 coking battery at Magnitogorsk, with a 
iron ore, coke, refractories, raw steel, and capacity of. 1 million tons per year, was 

Stee pipe, the ona, was a ne importer of officially declared in operation on the last 
igh-quality ro steel products. Waste day of 1981. It replaced a 50-year-old coking 

was extensive in the Soviet iron and steel battery. The new electric pipe-welding shop 
industry, and only Approximately ce he at the Vyksa metallurgical plant was not 

e raw steel production was elliciently put into continuous operation in 1981, and 
used in the Soviet economy. ; plans were for the first stage of this shop to 

Major problems occurred in producing reach its full capacity of 250,000 tons per 

the nen emortent o GTAt Year of largediamoter pipe for, high oe ’ pressure gas transport in 19838. At the 
plan for finished rolled ferrous metal fell Orsko-Khalilovo complex, the electric steel 

snort °%» me pan er the produetien of shop, with two electric furnaces of 250,000 
ow-a bien stee ho rt 29 o% 2° P vodt otic sob. tons per year capacity each, was officially 
lems lon was Short av 70." troduction pro put into operation in 1980, and the first 
ems were attributed in part to the practice 

. . . . steel from furnace No. 1 was produced. At 
of registering plan fulfillment in physical th d of 1981. the Y kov f ll 
units (i.e., tons), which encouraged produc- € enc © » bhe sermakov lerroaloys 
tion of simple products: plant in Kazakhstan reported that a new 

. . furnace had been put into operation and 
Eleven metallurgical enterprises were re- P pe 

sponsible for more than one-half the Na- tat another furnace was under construc- 

sons outp te Mavnitecorek comioe ‘he - At the Oskol electric steel complex in 
other 10 major producers were the Chely- Belgorod Oblast’, construction continued in 
abinsk works, Cherepovets works, Karagan- 1981 of the first roasting unit with a design 
da complex, Krivoy Rog works, Kuznetsk Capacity of 2.5 million tons per year of iron 

complex, Nizhniy Tagil complex, Novoli- pellets for steelmaking by the direct reduc- 
petsk works, West Siberia works, Zapo- tion process. The first stage, which was 

rozhstal works, and Zhdanov “TVich” works. scheduled to be commissioned in 1981, was 

During 1981-85, capital investment in fer- to go into operation in December 1983. The 
rous metallurgy was to increase by approx- Oskol complex was to be supplied with raw 
imately 40% over that of 1976-80. The share material from capacities being developed at 
of total steel production by oxygen convert- the Lebedi mining and concentration com- 
er was to increase from 28.5% to 33%. plex. A $313 million contract for a complete 
Electric steel production, which in 1981 rolling mill at the Oskol complex was 
accounted for about 11% of production, was concluded with a consortium led by the 
to be increased almost 60% to 22 to 28 Schloemann Siemag AG of the Federal 
million tons in 1985. Continuous-casting Republic of Germany. The mill was to begin 
steel production was to increase to 35 to 37 operation in 1985. Other West German 

million tons per year from the 16.6 million firms had been supplying facilities for the 

tons on) oF tot steel production) produc. pelletizing plant and other works. 
in . Emphasis also was to be plac In 1982, plans called for putting into 

on powder metallurgy and the production of operation a tinplate shop at the Karaganda 
high-quality steel pipes for gas transport. metallurgical complex, a converter shop at 

Growth in electric steel production was to the Dzerzhinsk plant, and shops for cold- 
be achieved by activating capacities at exist- _,ojled steel at the Magnitogorsk and Novoli- 
ing enterprises and by putting new electric petsk complexes. 
furnaces into operation at the Donetsk and 
Uzbek works, at the Orsko-Khalilovo and 
Kuznetsk complexes, and at other enter- Table 9.—U.S.S.R.: Crude steel pr oduction 

prises. The country’s continuous-casting ca- by process, in percent 
pacity was to be increased, primarily at the pines 1980 ~””—12981S 
Cherepovets, Dzerzhinsk, and Novolipetsk ——_frovess N86) 
enterprises. Open hearth _ _ _ _ 60.2 59.1 

In 1981, at the Cherepovets works, capaci Blowrie- = -—— 103 103 
ty of the “ ” rolling mill was mer____ _- 
expanded by 500,000 tons per year. At the Total ______ 100.0 100.0 

Magnitogorsk complex, renovation of the = ———————— eee
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Table 10.—U.S.S.R.: 1981 planned face...” was planned for the mid-1960’s.* 
production of rolled finished ferrous metal In 1980, Kazakhstan produced over 70% 

at major enterprises of Soviet lead and approximately 50% of 
(Million tons) Soviet zinc. The 1981-85 plan for Kazakh- 

TT stan was for lead production to increase 
Enterprise output 11.6%, and zinc production, 7.7%. In Ka- 

Ss ZaKHStan, production of lead was to increase 
Cen itogorsk complex: costs ssrs ts 2 12% and zinc 12.7% at the Ust’-Kame- 

Krivorozh works ______________-_- 8.5 nogorsk lead-zinc complex during 1981-85, 
We oe he a peib works. ‘and new facilities were to be added. In 1981, 
Zhdanov “Azovstal” works ___ _ _ _ _ - - - 46 the Ust’-Kamenogorsk complex reported 

Neante eee ex. corre tz the fulfillment of its plan for lead and zinc 
Zhdanov ‘Iich” works ______.. +2 production. In Dzhezkazgan Oblast’, Ka- 

Deershinck works 22722222222 33 zakhstan, plans were to increase the pro- 
Kuznetsk complex -~---.---------- 3.4 duction of lead-zinc ore 538% during 1981-85. 

Makeyevie works ett Work = == =~ 34 The Dzhezkazgan copper complex produces 
Orsko-Khalilovo complex - - - - - - - - - - - 3.3 byproduct lead, and lead-in-concentrate out- 

Rustavi work ee > 227722772 +3 put was to be raised 22% during the 11th 5- 
Amur works_____________------ 1.0 year plan. 

Source: Ekonomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), The Zhay remsk complex was the newest 
Moscow. No. 16, April 1981, p. 2. } lead-zinc producing enterprise in Kazakh- 

. . stan; the first stage achieved its design 
Lead and Zinc.—In 1981, estimated out- capacity in 1978, and lead and zinc output 

put of primary lead at 410,000 tons remain- Wore to increase 45% and 40% respectively 

ed the same, while primary zinc at 790,000 quring 1981-85, compared with that of 1976- 
cutput, The 198] catimated watput af sec. 80. Extraction of ore at the complex was to 

ondary lead increased to 220,000 tons, and the complen By eee operating at Secon 

the 19) estimated ouput of secondary ZI capacity. Construction was behind echedt 
. : 1 . . a ayremsk, an ls was loreseen as 

19S ne laege portion to naw © Increased’ in affecting commissioning of the second stage. 

exports went to the CMEA countries. A major problem for ore extraction at 
Over 10% of total lead and zinc produc. Zhayremsk was excess water in the pits, 

tion in 1980 was recovered as a byproduct. resulting in the ore freezing in winter. 

Of the total volume of lead produced, 35% Plans to improve operations entailed ac- 
came from secondary sources.® Ore re- uiring more equipment including water 

serves in 1980 were estimated at 16 million PUMPS, 8-cubic-meter shovels, and 40- and 
tons of contained lead and 20 million tons of /°-ton dump trucks.’ Furthermore, pro- 
contained zinc, over two-thirds of which are Jected targets for recovery of lead and zinc 
located in Kazakhstan, chiefly in the Altay rom Zhayremsk ore at the Achisay and 

region and the district of Karatau. There Tekeli complexes were not being reached. 
are also reserves of zinc in the Urals. By 1985, a concentration plant was to be 
Kazakhstan was the leading lead-zinc pro- Commissioned at the Zhayremsk complex 
ducing area, followed by the Urals, Uzbeki- along with new capacities at the Dal’- 
stan, Siberia, North Caucasus, and the Uk- "yezapad Mine and the Ushkatyn open pit. 
raine. The largest part of the secondary Failure to commission concentrating facili- 

lead was produced in shaft smelting at the ties at the Zhayremsk and Kargayly com- 
“Ukrzink” plant in the Ukraine. plexes in Kazakhstan resulted in ore being 

In recent years, production quotas for shipped hundreds of kilometers for process- 
lead and zinc had not been met owing tothe ing. The commissioning of concentrating 
slow construction of new facilities, supply facilities at these complexes was deemed 
problems, and low metal recovery. For ex- essential to overcoming this problem.** 
ample, regarding lags in the construction of At the Grekhovskiy Mine in the Zyryanov 
new mining capacity, development of the complex in Kazakhstan, which had been in 
Gorevka lead and zinc deposit on the Anga- operation more than 25 years, a new under- ° 
ra River in Siberia still had not started, ground conveyor system doubled the trans- 
although exploitation of this deposit, where port capacity. In addition, an underground 
lead was “...practically lying on the sur- crushing complex was under construction,
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and the ventilating system was being over- Soviet manganese basin, producing over 
hauled. A surface mine on the same deposit one-half of Soviet manganese ore, but the 
was being developed, along with construc- ore, with an average grade of 26.4% manga- 
tion of a pipeline to the concentrating plant. nese, is a little more than 2 meters thick 
These improvements were projected to in- and lies under about 80 meters of overbur- 
crease ore extraction by a minimum of 50% _—_ den. 
by 1985. The potential exploitation period Growth in manganese output during 
for the Zyryanov deposit was extended 15to 1981-85 was to come from poorer and harder 
20 years with the detection of five new to concentrate carbonate ores.*¢ During 
prospective mining areas. 1981-85, the Government planned to begin 

At the Mirgalimsk deposit, which was’ exploitation of the Bol’shoy Tokmak car- 
being developed by the Achisay complex, bonate ore deposit in the Ukraine, which 
approximately one-half of the ore was being was to serve as a base for the construction 
left at higher levels, and some ore left in of the Tavricheskiy mining and concentra- 

pillars reportedly contained two to three tion complex in Zaporozh’ye Oblast’. The 
times more metal than ore being extracted Bol’shoy Tokmak deposit was divided into 
at a depth of approximately 500 meters.“ northern, central, and southern sectors. 

The future development of the ore base in Exploitation was to begin in the northern 
eastern Kazakhstan was of serious concern sector where the majority of reserves are 
to Soviet officials. Although the output of concentrated. In Kazakhstan, a mine was to 

polymetallic ores had increased fourfold in be developed at the Ushkatyn deposit; the 
the past 10 years, the grades had dropped output of the enterprise was intended for 
40%. At the Leninogorsk mixed-sulfide ferroalloy production. , 
complex in East Kazakhstan Oblast’, pro- The Bol’shoy Tokmak deposit is lower 
duction decreased 50% during 1970-79 be- grade and deeper than the Nikopol’ deposit, 
cause of ore shortages; a complaint was and there were unforeseen delays in bring- 
raised at the Leninogorsk plant about the ing the deposit onstream. Lack of ore hin- 
lack of qualified basic-production workers.*® dered production at the large ferroalloy 
In 1981, at the Leninogorsk complex, anew plants in Nikopol’ and Zaporozh’ye and in 
shop went into operation to process zinc’ the entire ferrous metallurgy sector.*’ 
concentrates. In Armenia, the Alaverdi cop- Along with delays in bringing facilities 
per complex began to recover lead from flue onstream, another major cause of ore short- 
gases with electrostatic precipitators. An ages was waste. Insufficient concentration 
installation was to be constructed at Akhta- and processing resulted in losses of up to 
la to upgrade this material. one-half of the manganese in slime from 
Magnesium.—The 1981 estimated output concentration and in slag from metallurgi- 

of magnesium in the five operating plants cal processing. The manganese content of 
increased to 78,000 tons, and production § the slag was approximately 16%, and man- 
was to increase during 1981-85. The Ust’- ganese in the slag generally was not recov- 
Kamenogorsk titanium-magnesium com-_ ered. Rather high manganese-content slag 
plex in Kazakhstan exceeded its goal for was being used with asphalt for road pav- | 
magnesium production by 0.2% in 1981,and__ing, giving some roads a reddish color. An 
production of magnesium was to increase additional waste of manganese occurred 
40.7% in 1981-85. For this purpose, new during steel production. The average 
capacities were to be put into operation at amount of manganese used in the Soviet 
Ust’-Kamenogorsk. During 1976-80, output steel industry was 10 kilograms per ton of 
of magnesium at Ust’-Kamenogorsk in- steel, which was higher than in many coun- 
creased 10%. tries. There was, furthermore, no program 
Manganese.—The 1981 Soviet manganese for secondary manganese recycling.* 

ore production decreased to 9.4 million tons. At yearend 1969, manganese ore reserves 
Expansion of the manganese industry dur-_ in categories A+B+C,+C, were estimated 
ing 1981-85 was to occur through expansion at 2.5 billion tons with an average manga- 
of existing enterprises as well as the con- nese content of 23.0% to 26.4%, including 
struction of new enterprises. By 1985, pro- 1.02 billion tons in the Nikopol’ Basin. The 
duction was to increase to 10.1 million tons. | Chiatura Basin in Georgia contains reserves 

In 1981, manganese ore capacity increas- of high-grade ore. 
ed by 300,000 tons per year at the Ordzho- Two concerns, the Ordzhonikidze and 
nikidze complex in the Nikopol’ Basin in Marganets, operated in the Nikopol’ Basin. 
the Ukraine. Nikopol’ is the principal In 1980, there were 19 underground mines,
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10 open pits, and 9 concentrators in the mined in Uzbekistan and Siberia. There are 
basin. The Chiatura Basin in 1980 had 24 over 100 known deposits of molybdenum, 
mines and 8 concentrators. Approximately but most are too small to be mined econom- 
80% of production from Chiatura came ically. . 
from underground mines. Armenia was one of the leading Soviet 
Mercury.—In 1981, the output of mercury producing regions, but concentrates were 

was estimated at 63,000 flasks (76 pounds shipped out of Armenia for processing. The 
each). Numerous mercury deposits exist, Zangezur copper-molybdenum complex in 
mainly in Soviet Central Asia, the Soviet Armenia, combining the former Kadzharan 

Far East, and the Ukraine. 7 and Kafan complexes, supplied approxi- 
The largest Soviet mercury operation was mately 25% of the Soviet molybdenum. 

the Khaydarkan complex in southern The largest Soviet producer was the Sorsk 
Kirgiziya, where mercury was mined by complex in Krasnoyarsk Kray, which oper- 
both underground and open pit methods. In ated the Sorsk open pit. Other producers 
1981, the first output was reported at the included the Tyrny-Auz tungsten-molyb- 
Uluu-Too site from a new shaft of the denum complex, which operated the Molib- 
Glubokaya mining directorate of the den underground mine and the Mukulan- 
Khaydarkan complex. Ore was being mined skiy open pit. The Chorukhdayransk con- 
at this shaft to a depth of 700 meters, and centrator processed copper-molybdenum 
mercury production was projected to in- ores from the Chorukhdayransk and South- 
crease at Khaydarkan. Yashransk deposits in the Tadzhik S.S.R. 

The Nikitovskiy complex in the Ukraine Construction of the Zhireken molybdenum 
was the second largest mercury producer. complex in Chita Oblast’, north of Mongo- 
Approximately 70% of the ore at Niki- lia, was being conducted. In Kazakhstan at 
tovskiy was mined by underground, and the Akchatau mining and metallurgical 
30%, by surface methods. Two underground complex, where production was based on _ 
mines, Second Novaya and Novozavod- tungsten-molybdenum ore, facilities were 
skaya, and the Polukupol Novyy open pit reportedly put into operation at the Yugo- 
were in operation. Vostochniy Mine for the production of high- 

The small Zakarpatskiy complex process- metal-content molybdenum concentrate. In 
ed ores from the Borkutnoye, Shayanskoye, 1981, the Akchatau complex reported ex- 
and other small deposits in Zakarpatskaya ceeding its production plan. However, re- 
Oblast’, western Ukraine. sults of construction work indicated that 

In the Tadzhik 8.S.R., construction of the development plans for the complex for 1981- 
new Dzidzikrutskiy (Aznob) mercury- 85 would be only one-half fulfilled. Also, in 
antimony complex was underway. Future Kazakhstan, the Balkhash mining and met- 
development was planned of small deposits allurgical complex had difficulty securing 
in the North Caucasus, at Chukotka in the raw materials, and in 1981, capacities for 

Soviet Far East, and in other regions. Explo- processing molybdenum were only 65% ° 
ration for new deposits was continuing in  utilized.*® 
Kirgiziya, the Soviet Far East, and other The Erdenet open pit copper-molyb- 
areas. denum complex in Mongolia, which was 
Molybdenum.—Output of molybdenum being jointly developed by the U.S.S.R. and 

concentrates in 1981 was estimated to have Mongolia, had an annual projected capacity 
increased to 10,900 tons of metal. In 1981, of 1,000 tons of molybdenum metal from 

the United States increased exports of mo- concentrate. The ore at Erdenet averaged 
lybdenum concentrate to the U.S.S.R. 0.85% copper and 0.012% molybdenum. In 
Molybdenum reserves in ore (molybde- 1981, the Erdenet complex was projected to 

nite, copper-molybdenum, and tungsten- produce 660 tons of molybdenum in concen- 
molybdenum ores) in the U.S.S.R. may ap- trate; 1980 production was approximately 
proach 200,000 tons. Approximately 50% of 490 tons.*° The concentrate was shipped to 
the production was based on copper-molyb- the U.S.S.R. for processing. 

denum ores from Armenia, Kazakhstan, Nickel.—In 1981, Soviet nickel produc- 

Siberia, and the Mongolian People’s Repub- tion, including production from Cuban raw 
lic. Approximately 30% of the production material, increased to an estimated 176,000 
was from tungsten-molybdenum ores of tons. The delay in bringing production ca- 
Tyrny-Auz (Kabardin A.S.S.R. in the North  pacities onstream at Noril’sk, the site of a 
Caucasus) and Dzhida (Buryat A.S.S.R.). rich copper-nickel deposit, prevented the 
The remainder came from molybdenite ore Soviets from attaining planned growth. The
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10th 5-year plan (1976-80) called for an _ cobalt. 
increase of 20% to 30% in nickel produc- Platinum-Group Metals.—The. U.S.S.R. 
tion, but the actual increase was 8.8%.5! was steadily expanding its output of plat- 
During the 11th 5-year plan (1981-85), pro- inum-group metals. The 1981 output was 
duction of nickel was also targeted to in- estimated at 3.35 million troy ounces. The 
crease by not less than 30%, and much of U.S.S.R. was one of the world’s largest 
this increase was to come from Noril’sk. producers and exporters of platinum-group 
Known Soviet nickel reserves, almost metals, and Soviet ore reserves are ade- 

one-half of which consist of low-grade sili- quate for increasing production and exports 
cate ores, are estimated not to exceed 5 for many years. 
million tons of contained nickel. Over 50% Production of platinum and platinum- 
of the total reserve is in cupriferous pent- group metals occurred at the Noril’sk cop- 
landites containing recoverable copper, co- per and nickel complex in Krasnoyarsk 
balt, platinum-group metals, and some mi- Kray in East Siberia, the Severonikel and 
nor metals. Sulfide ores were mined in Pechenganikel complexes on the Kola Pe- 
Noril’sk in Krasnoyarsk Kray (East Sibe- ninsula, and several smaller placer deposits 
ria), and in the Pechenga-Monchegorsk area_ in the Urals. Virtually all platinum-group 
in the Kola Peninsula. Oxide ores were metals were produced as byproducts, with 
produced in the Aktyubinsk area of the over 75% coming from Noril’sk. 
southern Urals, the Ufaley area of the Production was to increase at Noril’sk in 
central Urals, and the Ukraine. 1971-75 by 60% over the 1970 level and in 

The centers of production in order of 1976-80 by approximately 80% over the 
importance were Noril’sk, the Urals, and 1975 level. Slow construction of the Nadezh- 

the Kola Peninsula. There were seven da plant at Noril’sk, however, limited pro- 
smelters in operation, of which Noril’sk was duction increases to 4% to 5% annually. 
the most important. Following a close sec- Problems in completing construction work 
ond to Noril’sk were the Ufaley, Rezh, and on schedule at the Nadezhda plant persisted 
Khalilovo smelters in the Urals. The in 1981. 
Monchegorsk and Pechenga smelters were Along with attainment of capacity at the 
third, and the Pobuzhsk ferronickel plant in Nadezhda plant, expansion of output at 
the Ukraine was fourth. The Soviet Union Noril’sk was to accelerate with the comple- 
was foreseen as playing an increasing role _ tion of the Oktyabr’ underground mine. The 
as a nickel exporter, based on both Soviet Oktyabr’ Mine, which had been under de- 
and Cuban concentrates. velopment since 1969, was to be completed 

During the 11th 5-year plan, the Severo- in six stages. The first four stages were in 
nikel complex on the Kola Peninsula plan- operation, and the last two were scheduled 
ned to increase nickel production by 80% for completion during 1981-85. 
based on raw materials from Noril’sk. Work Silver.—The estimated 1981 output of 
on installing additional facilities at the silver was 46.5 million troy ounces. Almost 
Severonikel complex was reported. all silver was produced as a byproduct of 

At the Nadezhda complex in Noril’sk, the nonferrous operations, including gold treat- 
nickel flash-smelting plant, with a capacity ment plants. Production was centered in 
of 550,000 tons per year of nickel concen- the Urals, Kazakhstan, the Soviet Far East, 

trates and built with Finnish equipment Fast Siberia, and Armenia. Complex ores in 
and technology, was reportedly completed the Urals contain 0.2 to 0.4 gram of silver 
at the start of 1982. A 33-kilometer copper- per ton. Production of silver was projected 
nickel slurry line to Talnakh was put into to increase approximately 4% in 1980-85. 
operation at Noril’sk in 1981. Some of this increase was to come from the 

Soviet nickel sales to gain hard currency Noril’sk complex, which produced silver. 
were partly blamed for depressed world Copper-nickel enterprises on the Kola Pe- 
nickel prices in 1981 as the U.S.S.R. increas- ninsula were also producing silver. 
ed its nickel exports to market economy A number of plants produced secondary 
countries. Soviet imports of Cuban nickel in silver. The Moscow plant for secondary 
nickel-cobalt concentrate were approxi- production of precious metals was the main 
mately 18,000 tons in 1980. The Soviet producer. Secondary sources included pho- 
Union was assisting in Cuban nickel devel- _tographic film ash. 
opment, including the construction of the Tin.—Primary tin production in 1981 was 
Punta Gorda plant in Cuba, with a capacity estimated at 36,000 tons. By the mid-1980’s, 
of 30,000 tons per year of nickel and_ tin output was projected to reach 40,000
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tons, based on new production from existing trouble with the La Palca plant being built 
or developing mines in the Soviet Far East near Potosi with Soviet technical and finan- 
and Central Asia. cial assistance. The complaint was that the 

Despite Soviet policy to achieve self- plant was causing serious contamination of 
sufficiency in mineral production, tin out- agricultural land. The Soviet Union was 
put continued to be inadequate, andimports also assisting tin development in Vietnam 
accounted for approximately 25% of re- and Laos, presumably in exchange for tin. 
quirements. The major Soviet tin-producing Titanium.—Titanium production in 1981 
areas were the Soviet Far East, Yakutia, was estimated to have increased to 38,500 

and Transbaykal. Approximately 25% of tons. The 11th 5-year plan, 1981-85, called 
total output was from placers, of which the for an increase in titanium production. | 
Soviet northeast accounted for 75%. During 1976-80, production of titanium was | 

Intensive exploration programs were programed to rise 40%, but during this 
being carried out for tin reserves. Positive period, production increased only 19%.53 
results were reported in Magadan Oblast’, The industry continued to be based mainly 
Khabarovsk Kray, the Yakut A.S.S.R., and on Ukrainian and Siberian ilmenite and 
the Kirgiz S.S.R. In 1981, the Kirgiz Direc- rutile. Soviet reserves of TiO. have been 
torate for Geology planned a 3% increase in estimated at approximately 10 million tons, 
tin reserves for the Kirgiz S.S.R. Soviet contained in 70 million tons of ore averag- 
gross tin reserves are currently estimated ing 10% to 20% TiQs. 
at 600,000 tons of contained metal, and the The Soviet Union exported titanium 

average content of tin ore ranges from 0.6% sponge to Western countries in 1981, and 
to 1% tin. reportedly was to export titanium sponge at 

The largest tin-producing region was the competitive market prices in 1982. Decreas- 
Maritime Kray in the Soviet Far East. The ed Soviet titanium sponge trading activity | 
major producer in the Maritime Kray was’ in 1979 and 1980 caused confusion as re- 
the Khrustal’nyy complex, which operated _ ports circulated that the Soviets planned to 
both lode and placer deposits. The Khrust- cut off titanium exports to some Western 
al’nyy complex operated the Khrustal’nyy, World buyers. The Soviets claimed that 

| Ege-Khaya, Imeni Lazo, Kholodnyy, and they had continued to offer titanium 
Alyaskitovyy Mines. sponge, but that importers were unwilling 

The largest tin producer in the U.S.S.R. to meet their price. In 1981, the United 
was the Khingan complex, in Birobidzhan States imported Soviet titanium sponge val- 
(Jewish Autonomous Oblast’), Khabarovsk ued at $1.75 million compared with $2.7 
Kray, of the Soviet Far East. At Khingan, million in 1980. 
renovation of the concentrator occurred in The most important sources of Soviet 
1979, and the Berezovyy Mine and a mine ilmenite are placer deposits on two right- 
near Obluchye were under development. bank tributaries of the Dnieper River in the 
The Solnechnyy complex in Khabarovsk Ukraine. Deposits with major production 
Kray operated the Solnechnyy, Molo- are the Samotkanskoye zirconium-titanium 
dezhnyy, and Pereval’nyy Mines. At the alluvial deposit; the Volchanskoye titanium 
Pereval’nyy Mine, a 7-kilometer tunnel was_ deposit in Dnepropetrovsk Oblast’; the 
completed that was to serve as the main  Irshanskoye, Streminogorskoye, and Zelen- 

| transport artery for the mine. The concen- ogorskoye titanium deposits in Zhitomir- 
trating plant at the Solnechnyy complex skaya Oblast’; and the Tarasovskoye deposit 
was undergoing renovation, and a metallur- in Kiyevskaya Oblast’. These deposits were 
gical plant was to be constructed. operated by the Verkhnedneprovskiy and 

There were three known tin refineries Irshanskiy complexes. The Irshanskiy com- 
operating in the U.S.S.R. at Novosibirsk, plex made use of dredges. Four stages of the 
Ryazan’, and Podol’sk, near Moscow. Con-_ Irshanskiy concentrator were in operation 
centrates from Siberia and the Soviet Far in 1980. 
East were sent to the Novosibirsk plant, The Ust’-Kamenogorsk titanium-mag- 
which was the principal Soviet tin supplier. |nesium complex in Kazakhstan, a 16-year- 

Construction of a tin complex during old enterprise, planned to increase titanium 
1981-85 was being planned in the Kirgiz production 27.1% during 1981-85. This was 
S.S.R. on the Saryzhaz River not far from equivalent to the total growth in titanium 
the village of Inyl’chek in Issyk-kul’skaya output planned in Kazakhstan, in which the 
Oblast’. Ust’-Kamenogorsk complex was the only 

In 1981, Bolivia was reportedly having producer. In 1981, the Ust’-Kamenogorsk
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enterprise exceeded its quota for titanium contains the large Ingichka deposit. 

sponge production by 0.8%. Other major Vanadium.—The Soviet Union was a 
Soviet titanium producers included the Be- large vanadium producer with an estimated 

rezniki titanium-magnesium plant, the production in 1981 of 9,500 tons. The princi- 
Dneprovsk titanium-magnesium plant, the pal source of vanadium is as a coproduct 

Moscow titanium sponge works, and the with iron from open pits at the Kachkanar 

Khar’kov plant. complex in Sverdlovsk Oblast’ in the Urals, 

Tungsten.—Production of tungsten in where expansion was planned during 1981- 
concentrates in 1981 was estimated to have 85. Expansion of Kachkanar was currently 

increased by less than 2% to 8,850 tons. In the only practical means for increasing 

1981, Soviet tungsten production was again yanadium production.** Projections indicat- 
insufficient for domestic needs. The Soviets eq that increased production at Kachkanar 

were reportedly seeking to purchase ap- could be achieved at the earliest by 1985.% 
proximately 1,500 tons of tungsten concen- Ways were being developed to extract vana- 

trate in the fourth quarter of 1981, and gium from powerplant ash, but work was 

there were reportedly greater than usual only in the research stage. The vanadium 

Soviet tungsten purchases in 1981. lost in powerplant ash reportedly could 

Principal tungsten-producing regions provide one-quarter of domestic industrial 
were the North Caucasus, Kazakhstan, consumption.*? 
Uzbekistan, Transbaykal, and the Sovi- Vanadium-bearing slag was produced in 

et Far East. Most of the deposits in the the Urals at the Nizhniy Tagil metallurgi- 

USSR. are low grade. The large Tyr NY- cal complex and the Chusovoy metallurgi- 
| Auz deposit in the North Caucasus contains (,) plant. The Nizhniy Tagil complex 

both nly dene and fungsten. ve ee where the vanadium slag was produced in 

. modern producer. The vanadium content of 
molybdenum-tungsten deposits. There are the vig iron was 0.45% at Nizhniy Tagil and 

considerable reserves of tungsten in the PIs nee ¥ 7 9gt 

Ingichka deposit in Samarkand Oblast’ 0.54% at Chusovoy. After processing of the 
Uzbekist d the Dzhida d ‘t in th > pig iron, the average V.O; content of the 

zbekistan, an e Dzhida deposit in the . eT. : 
Buryat A.SS.R. resulting slag at Nizhniy Tagil was 21.2%, 

The main producer of tungsten concen- and at aus eal 11.2%. f the Kachk 

trates is the Tyrny-Auz tungsten and mo- though en argement of the Kachkanar 
lybdenum complex in the North Caucasus, complex for processing from 33 to 40 million 

where both underground and open pit tons of iron ore annually was completed, 
methods were used. The Nal’chik plant delays in construction of facilities for addi- 

produced tungsten metal from Tyrny-Auz tional vanadium processing at the Nizhniy 

concentrates. In Kazakhstan, the Akchatau Tagil metallurgical complex slowed the in- 

mining and metallurgical complex fulfilled CTC4S¢ 1 output of vanadium products. 
its production plan for 1981. However, re- Minor Metals.—The Soviet Union pos- 

sults in 1981 indicated that construction S€Sses commercial deposits of all the metals 

planned for 1981-85 at Akchatau would be that have assumed importance in modern 

only one-half completed in that time.* rocketry, aircraft, and nuclear energy. How- 

Tungsten production capacity was ex- CV€F, extraction of many of the metals 

panding in the Soviet Far East. At the remained low. During 1981-85, the produc- 

Iul’tin complex, the only tungsten mining tion of rare metals was to double in East 

enterprise in Magadan Oblast’, intensive Kazakhstan Oblast’ with metallurgical fa- 

improvement was reportedly carried out. Cilities at Leninogorsk, Ust’-Kamenogorsk, 
During 1976-80, the Vostok tungsten min- and Zyryanovsk. The growth in extraction 
ing and concentration complex was estab- of rare-metal concentrates in 1979 compar- 

lished in the Soviet Far East. Also in the ed with 1970 output at the Belogorsk com- 
Soviet Far East, the second stage of the plex in eastern Kazakhstan was 3.8% at the 

Maritime Kray complex was under con- Ognevsk plant, 6.6% at the Belogorsk plant, 

struction. and 2.37% at the central finishing plant. 

In Soviet Central Asia, tungsten develop- The main deposits of rare metals are in 

ment was slated for the Kirgiz S.S.R., and Kazakhstan, Kola Peninsula, Uzbekistan, 

exploitation was reportedly beginning at an Armenia, Urals, Ukraine, Noril’sk, Trans- 

unnamed tungsten deposit in Samarkand baykal, and the Soviet Far East. Explored 

Oblast’, Uzbekistan; Samarkand Oblast’ reserves were considered adequate to en-
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sure the planned rate of growth for all rare mines, Karnasurt and Umbozero, were in 
metals during 1981-85 and for most rare operation at Lovozero. Smaller columbium- 
metals until 1990. The limiting factor in tantalum-bearing deposits are located in 
increasing production of rare metals was’ the Caucasus, Transbaykal, Ukraine, and 
construction delays.** Urals. Tantalum was produced as a byprod- 

The primary sources of rhenium are mo- uct at the Orlovskiy mining and concentra- 
_ lybdenite from copper-molybdenum depos- tion complex in Chitinskaya Oblast’. Soviet 

its of Armenia, Kazakhstan, and East Sibe- ilmenite concentrates contain an average of 

ria. Byproduct rhenium was recovered at 0.12% Cb.O; and 0.008% Ta.Os. 
the Balkhash and Dzhezkazgan complexes § The Verkhnedneprovskiy complex in the 
and the Chimkent lead plant in Kazakh- Dneprovsk Oblast’ in the Ukraine was ex- 
stan, the Khadzharan copper-molybdenum  ploiting an alluvial zircon deposit. The com- 
complex in Armenia, and at the hard-alloy plex, brought into operation in 1969, in- 
plant in Uzbekistan. creased production of zircon concentrate in 

The selenium content in the copper- 1980. 
molybdenum ores of Armenia ranged from 
3.6 to 10.5 grams per ton, and that of NONMETALS 

tellurium, from 1.5 to 6.2 grams per ton. Asbestos.—Asbestos production in 1981 
There were 110 grams of selenium per ton was estimated at 2.11 million tons. The 
and 40 grams of tellurium per ton in the goviet asbestos industry was the largest in 

| charge of the Alaverdi metallurgical com- the world. Over one-half of the production 
plex in Armenia. came from the Uralasbest complex in the 

Byproduct gallium was recovered from central Urals, and over one-fourth of the 
raw materials used to produce alumina at output came from the Dzhetygara deposit in 
the Volkhov (Leningr ad Oblast’) and Pavlo- Kustanay Oblast’, Kazakhstan. Other im- 
dar (Kazakhstan) aluminum plants and at portant producers included the Tuvaasbest 
the Tikhvin (Leningr ad Oblast ) alumina complex in the Tuva A.S.S.R. in East Sibe- 
Plant. The main centers of indium and  yia and the Kiembay complex in Orenburg 
thallium extraction were the Ust’-Kame- past’ in the southern Urals. 

nogorsk lead-zinc complex (Kazakhstan) At the Uralasbest complex, production 
and the Chelyabinsk zinc plant (Urals). was reported at 1.26 million tons in 1979 

In 1976-80, recovery of thallium at the and at 1.24 million tons in 1978; in 1980, 
Chimkent lead plant in Kazakhstan jin- three open pits produced 149 million tons of 
creased 3.4%. The Ust'-Kamenogorsk tita- ore and overburden, producing approxi- 
nium and magnesium complex in Kazakh- mately 1.19 million tons of marketable as- 
stan began recovering scandium, and recov- _ estos. In 1981, ore mining increased to a 
ery of scandium and lanthanum from slime _ total of 173 million tons of ore and overbur- 
from alumina plants in the Urals was being den, but production of marketable asbestos 
studied. During 1976-80, output of minor decreased to 1.16 million tons because of 
metals at the Ust’-Kamenogorsk lead-zinc reduced ore grades. Construction of the No. 
complex increased as follows: indium, 80%; 7 concentrator, with a capacity of 340,000 
gallium, 95%; and selenium, 70%. tons per year, was planned. Three concen- 

The decade 1965-75 saw the start of pro- trators were in operation. 
duction of rhenium in Kazakhstan at the At the Dzhetygara deposit in Kustanay 

Balkhash and Dzhezkazgan copper com- Oblast’, Kazakhstan, the first mill, with a 
plexes and the Chimkent lead plant. The capacity of 200,000 tons per year, was com- 

recovery of rhenium at the Dzhezkazgan missioned in 1965. During 1971-75, the mill 
complex increased from 3.1% in 1973 to was renovated, and production increased 
42.0% in the first half of 1980. The Chim- from 259,000 tons per year in 1970 to an 
kent lead plant produced thallium, tellu- estimated 350,000 tons per year in 1981. The 
rium, and germanium. In 1980, facilities for Dzhetygara No. 2 mill, with a capacity of 
the production of tantalum from tailings at 400,000 tons per year, was completed in 

the Ognevsk and Belogorsk concentration 1975 and produced an estimated 290,000 
plants of the Belogorsk complex in Kazakh- tons in 1980. Output at the Dzhetygara 
stan were put into operation. complex was estimated at 640,000 tons in 

The Soviets claimed that the world’s larg- 1981. 
est columbium and tantalum deposits lie At the Tuvaasbest complex, the first mill 
within the boundaries of the Lovozero mas- was commissioned in 1964, and a second 
sif in the Kola Peninsula. Two underground mill was commissioned in 1976. Output at
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this complex in 1981 was estimated at area reportedly was extremely rich in bari- 
110,000 tons. um sulfate, with approximately one-fourth 

Construction of the Kiembay complex in of the world’s reserves. More than 40% of 
Orenburg Oblast’ (southern Urals) was’ the barite ore could be surface mined. In 
started in 1968 and was continuing in 1981. addition, rich deposits of barite were report- 

Seven CMEA members assisted in the con- edly discovered in the Komi A.S.S.R., and 
struction. Design capacity was 500,000 tons development was underway of a 45,000-ton- 
per year of grades III and IV from 24  per-year complex in Svanetiya, Georgia. 
million tons of ore with an average grade of Diamonds.—In 1981, diamond output was 
4.4%. The project was being developed in estimated very roughly to have decreased to 
two stages of 250,000 tons per year each. 8.5 million carats of industrial quality and 
The first stage was completed in December 2.1 million carats of gem quality owing to 
1979 and was estimated to have produced more difficult mining conditions. The dia- 
130,000 tons in 1981. The second stage was mond industry was centered in Yakutia, 
put into operation in December 1980 and where about 20 deposits have been discover- 
was estimated to have produced 70,000 tons ed. Included among known producers were 
in 1981. the Mirnyy open pit with five concentra- 

One-third of the output of the Kiembay _ tors, the Aykhal open pit and concentrator, 
complex was to be exported to the partici- the Udachnaya placer mine and concentra- 
pating CMEA countries in return for their tor, and the Irelyakh placer mine with two 
one-third investment of 106.2 million out of dredges. Small quantities of gem and indus- 
300 million rubles. According to the plan, _ trial stones were produced from the Vishera 
starting in 1981, about 170,000 tons of asbes- River region in Perm Oblast’ (western 
tos was to be exported annually to the Urals) with four dredges and two separation 

- participating countries for 12 years, after plants in operation at two deposits. 
which they would be able to extend the After fossil fuels and precious metals, 
agreement for an additional 10 years. How- diamond exports were one of the significant 
ever, this goal was not met in 1981; in earners of hard currency. Gem stones were 

December, the yearly delivery of asbestos cut in Leningrad, Sverdlovsk, and Smo- 
from Kiembay to CMEA countries was re- lensk. The U.S.S.R. marketed part of its 
ported as approximately 65,000 tons.*® diamond output in Antwerp through a 

At the Sayan asbestos deposits, on the Soviet-Belgian diamond export organiza- 
border of Krasnoyarsk Kray and the Tuva tion, Almazyuvelirexport, in which the So- 
A.S.S.R. in East Siberia, reserves were esti- viet Union had controlling interest. 
mated at 7 million tons of asbestos. The A substantial, but unknown, quantity of 
asbestos lies at a comparatively shallow synthetic diamonds was produced by plants 
depth and was to be mined by open pit in Kiyev, Moscow, Poltava, Tashkent, and 
methods. Exploration was completed, and Yerevan. In 1981, at the Yerevan plant, the 
development of the Lenin complex, with a production of synthetic diamonds and dia- 
capacity of 200,000 tons per year, was un- mond instruments increased 20% compared 
derway. with 1980 output. The Kabardino-Balkar 

Barite.—Estimated barite production in synthetic-diamond-instrument plant, Imeni 
1981 remained at 500,000 tons. About 50% Leninskogo Komsomola, was the only plant 
of the country’s barite consumption was. in the country producing diamond drilling 
imported, mainly from North Korea, Yu- instruments and rollers for accurate finish- 

goslavia, and Bulgaria. Main centers of ing of abrasive grinding disks. The plant, 
| domestic production were Georgia, West located in Terek, in 1981 reported exceeding 

Siberia, and Kazakhstan at the Zhayremsk _ its plan. Also, during 1976-80, production of 
mixed-sulfide complex. During 1981-85, pro- diamond instruments in Moscow reportedly 
duction was to greatly increase at the increased 16.9%. 
Zhayremsk complex; the second stage of the During the 1980’s, there was to be intensi- 
complex was to achieve its design capacity fied geological exploration for diamonds. In 
in 1988. The complex fulfilled its production 1981, diamond prospecting was reported in 
plan for 1976-80. The complaint was raised the European part of the U.S.S.R., including 
in 1981 that projected capacities for barite the western Ukraine and Byelorussia. In 
recovery from Zhayremsk ore were not 1981, in Yakutia, the sinking of two 1,000- 

being achieved at concentration plants at meter-deep shafts was started at a new 
the Achisay polymetallic complex and the diamond mine, scheduled to go into oper- 
Tekeli lead-zinc complex.” The Zhayremsk ation during 1981-85. One shaft, with
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a diameter of 6.5 meters, was to be used for again wanted a price increase for mica. The 
extraction, and the other, for ventilation. In U.S.S.R. was traditionally India’s largest 
the village of Nadezhda in the north of buyer of mica, and Indian mica exports also 
Yakutia, the large Nadezhda concentration went to the six East European CMEA 
plant was being renovated but was reported states. , 

working at full capacity during renovation. Mineral Fertilizers.—In 1981, output of 
Fluorspar.—Despite efforts to achieve mineral fertilizer totaled 26 million tons in 

self-sufficiency, the Soviet Union remained nutrient content, approximately 109 million 
a net importer of fluorspar, with imports tons in bulk fertilizer, less than the 1981 
providing approximately one-half on domes- target of 113.8 million tons.’ Estimated 
i¢ consumption. Fluorspar imports came production, in nutrient value, of nitrogen 
mainly from China, Mongolia, and Thai- fertilizers constituted about 41%; potassium 
land. fertilizers, 33%; phosphate fertilizers, 23%; 
‘Soviet production of fluorspar in 1981 was and phosphate flour, 3% of total fertilizer 

estimated at 530,000 tons. The main produc- production. Table 11 shows production of 
tion areas were the Maritime Territory fertilizer raw materials in 1980 and the 
(Yaroslavsk deposit), Transbaykal (Ka-  j9g5 plan targets. The Soviet mineral ferti]l- __ 
Daeuy Abagatuy, and tan Sonall voentt izer industry in 1985 planned to produce 150 

, ’ ; - Olle ~ to 155 million tons of bulk fertilizer. 
ties were produced in Tadzhikistan and There were many problems in supplying 
other regions. The mined ore contained 20% fertilizer to farms. In 1981, there was an 

to 45% CaF2. The iron and steel industry i cufficient delivery to farms of 1.2 million 
consumed more than 85% of the puorspar tons (nutrient value) of fertilizer, including 
ah fd of inc in consumpion i De we 0.2 million tons of nitrogenous, 0.1 million 
1981. 85. the Reoublic Minis trie a of Geoloos tons of phosphate, and 0.9 million tons of 

for Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan set goals to potassium fertilizers. Problems in supply 
increase the reserves of fluorspar by 5% ing fertilizer to farms occurred at’ every 

: and 2%, respectively. | stage of the production-supply cycle. Prob- 

Mica—Mica output, estimated at 47,000 lems caused by delay s in putting production 
tons in 1981, was ina dequate to me et. de- facilities into operation were compounded 

mand, and strategic-grade mica was import- by problems in transpo rt and storage “ 
ed from India. The mica industry included About 85% of the mineral fertilizer out- 
the following four mining and beneficiation put was produced at enterprises subordi- 

| complexes: Aldan mica (Yakutia), Karel ate to the recently created Ministry of 
mica (Karelia), Kovdor mica (Murmansk Mineral Fertilizer Production. The rest was 
Oblast’ on the Kola Peninsula), and Mam supplied by the Ministries of Petroleum 
mica (Irkutsk Oblast’). Refining and Petrochemicals, Nonferrous 
Mamsko-Chuyskiy County in Irkutsk Mining and Metallurgy, Ferrous Mining 

Oblast’ contains about 75% of the country’s 4nd Metallurgy, and others. Mineral fertil- 
muscovite deposits. Nine small under- Z¢r production was distributed to over 13 of 

ground mines were in operation there in the 15Soviet republics. .. 
1980. Vermiculite was mined at the Kovdor During 1981-85, the Ministry of Fertilizer 
mica complex in Murmansk Oblast’, at the Production planned to put into operation 13 

Yena, Pikolatva, and Kovdor underground @mmonia production units, each with an 
mines, and a vermiculite open pit. Capacity annual capacity of 450,000 tons. In 1981, 
of the concentrator at Kovdor was 56,000 450,000-ton-per-year ammonia plants were 
tons per year. The Karel mica complex in put into operation at the Pridon chemical 
Karelia operated the Plotina, Malinovaya plant at Rossosh’ (Voronezh Oblast’) and at 

Varakka, and Tedino underground mines. the Tolyatti ‘“Azot” firm. In 1981, construc- 

In 1981, production of strategic-grade by- tion was completed of the approximately 
product mica increased at the Ognevskiy 2,400-kilometer-long Tolyatti-Odessa ammo- 
‘Mine of the Belogorsk polymetallic complex nia pipeline with an annual capacity of 2.5 
in Kazakhstan. Byproduct mica production million tons of liquid ammonia. The U‘S. 
began in 1981 at the Orlovskiy lead-zinc embargo of exports of superphosphoric acid 
mining complex in Chita Oblast’, Siberia, to the U.S.S.R. was lifted in 1981, allowing 
where the first 200 tons were reportedly the Occidental Petroleum Corp. to resume 
produced. Price negotiations between India_ deliveries, for which Occidental imported 
and the U.S.S.R. intensified in 1981 as India ammonia in exchange.
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Table 11.—U.S.S.R.: Fertilizer raw material part of the country and the apatite and 
: production phosphorites in Siberia. In addition, there 

(Thousand tons) are approximately 550 million tons of re- 
$$ Ss serves in category C2. The majority of the 

1980 (planed) reserves is low-quality ore that is difficult to 
a= -PYOCESS, and the ore bodies are in distant, 

ere halin sagt 60,800 92,000 labor-deficient areas requiring high capital 

(17.7% P20s) _____-_____ 46,000 58,200 investment. 
Sedimentary rock (13% P2Os) __ 24,800 82,100 Increased demand for phosphate raw ma- 

Source: Shakhtnoye stroitel’stvo (Mine Development), terial necessitated both d evelopment of new | 
Moscow. No. 12, December 1981, p. 3. capacities and increasing the volume of 

Phosphate.—The estimated 1981 output poe uaion at existing developments. Only | 
of phosphate rock totaled 73 million tons, oq ve enee eee reserves are categoriz- 
including 47.5 million tons of apatite ore 40 years, the average ? 0; content Of the | 
(17.7% P2Os) and 25.5 million tons of sedi- +eserves has decreased from 14.3% to 

mentary rock (18% P.O;). Plans for 1985 1310 and the average P.O; content of new 
called for extraction of 53.2 million tons of deposits was only 10.8%. This was accompa- 
apatite ore and 32.1 million tons of sedimen- jie by an increase in the depth of open 

tary Phosphate rock. for phoschate prod pits, an increase in underground extraction, 
tion ‘were the Apati . r Acepeia tion e a the and an absence of effective concentration 

Kola Peninsula and phosphate deposits at techno logy for val plex siti; ror ore with a 
Karatau in Kazakhstan. The Chilisay phos- ory did ‘ot exceed 62% to 75 a“ d the 
phorite basin in Aktyubinsk Oblast’, Ka- ery did not exc Ye %o, an © 

average P.O; content of prepared concen- 
zakhstan, was under development and was trate was 24% to 28%. Owine to the discov- 
to be a major center of phosphorite produc- f ? ti to d : th 
tion. Generally, low-grade deposits of phos- ery it new he P 0 posi f Wit _Poor- 
phorites also occur in Upper Kama in the quality ore © q 5 content “Oe, ts oor 
Urals, Yegor’yevsk and Lopatino in Moscow “3° P edn . natn tof 1975 nod % to 0% 
Oblast’, Kingisepp in Leningrad Oblast’, Ph, ar h wi tes fr ° th . Karatau Bas; 
and other regions. Apatite concentrates pro- h bee orm ed fc mie 40 ara "D asin 
vided the majority of all phosphate produc- 1981. n mined Tor over * years. Luring 7 
tion. During 1981-85, the output of mineral 981-85, capacities at the Karatau complex 
fertilizers was to increase 50%, and the Were to increase by 8.5 million tons of ore 
most rapid growth was to be for phosphorus and 2.5 million tons of concentrate. In 1981, 

fertilizers. Soviet exports of apatite concen- only 57% of the ore mining capacity at the 
trate to Western Europe have been pro- Karatau co mplex was being used, and ca- 
gressively reduced in recent years. pacity utilization had been declining during 

The largest single phosphate source isthe the past 5 years. Therefore, the building of 
Khibiny apatite-nepheline deposit on the "€W Capacities was questioned.® Along with 

Kola Peninsula. Mined ore averaging 17.7% the development of the 4.75-million-ton-per- 
is upgraded to 39.4% P.O;. At the Karatau year Kok Dzhon Mine, construction of the 

phosphate basin, in Kazakhstan, there are Kok-Su Mine was planned. The first stage of 
over 40 commercial deposits. The five larg. Kok-Su was to begin operations during 
est deposits contain more than one-half of 1981-85. In the Karatau Basin, it was in- 
the reserves at Karatau. The 1981-85 plan tended to change a number of sites to 
called for production of phosphate rock at underground mining. By 1985, annual out- 
the Karatau Basin to increase by 50% over put of the Karatau complex was to exceed 
that of 1980. 20 million tons of ore. 

As of January 1, 1980, reserves in place in At the Khibiny deposit on the Kola Pe- 
categories A+B+C, were approximately ninsula, the Apatit firm’s production of apa- 
1.5 billion tons of P.O; in 14 billion tons of tite concentrate was approximately 17.3 
ore. These reserves aré in the apatite- million tons in 1980 and was to increase to 
nepheline ore of the Khibiny deposit and approximately 19 million tons by 1985. The 
the phosphorites in the Karatau Basin, percentage of underground mining was also 
accounting for 37% and 26% of the re- to increase. In 1980, open pit mining 
serves, respectively. The remaining re- accounted for 64% of apatite-nepheline ore 
serves are the phosphorites in the European’ extraction. For 1973-80, goals were not met
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for underground mining but were surpassed called for potassium ore output to rise to 85 
for surface mining.” The cutoff grade of to 90 million tons by 1980. Potash exports 
apatite-nepheline ore from open pits was _ were reported to have increased to 3 million 
6% P.0s, and from underground mines, 8% tons of K.0 equivalent in 1981 with a 30% 

POs. However, the Oshurkovskiy apatite increase to East European markets, most 
deposit in the Buryatskaya A.S.S.R., with noticeably to Poland. All other East Europe- 
under 4% P.O; content, was being devel- an members of CMEA, except Yugoslavia, 
oped. Other deposits with low P.O; content took a greater volume of potash. Potash 
to be developed included Kovdor (8% to6% exports to Western Europe, however, 
P.Os), Chilisay (9% to 10%), Toolse (10%), decreased. The major potash centers were 
and Seligdar (6%). Solikamsk and Berezniki on the western 

The Koashva (Vostochniy) open pit, with side of the central Urals, Soligorsk in Belo- 
a capacity of 7 million tons per year.of ore, russia, and Stebnik and Kalush in the 
in Murmansk Oblast’, assigned to the Apa- western Ukraine. Potash reserves are esti- 
tit Association, was rescheduled for comple- mated at 3.8 billion tons of K.O. 
tion in 1981 after delays in 1980. The first Potash production was administered by 
stage, 2.4 million tons, went into operation the All-Union Production Association Soy- 

| in late 1981. In 1981, construction began on uzkaliy, which had five subordinate firms. 
the No. 3 concentration plant at the Apatit During 1981-85, two new facilities were to 
firm. It was designed with a projected ca- be added to the five firms, the Novoso- 
pacity of 8.8 million tons per year of apatite likamsk and the Berezniki No. 4 plants, 
and was to concentrate low-quality ore from each with two stages and capacities of 18.1 
the Koashva deposit. The first stage was to and 16.1 million tons per year, respectively. 
go into operation during 1981-85. At the In Belorussia, which produced about 50% of 
Apatit Association, development of the the Soviet output of potash, the increase in 
N’yurpakhsk open pit was underway, and output was to be mainly achieved by in- 
the Tsentral’nyy open pit was to increase its creasing extraction at the Soligorsk No. 4 
capacity by 4 million tons to 25 million tons complex to 17.9 million tons per year of ore. 
per year of ore. The Apatit Association also The mining depth at this complex was to 
operated the Kirovskiy, Yuksporskiy, and reach 1,200 meters. 

_ Rasvumchorskiy Mines. Plans to add new facilities were criticized 
‘Development of the Chilisay deposit and because production capacities were not 

construction of the Chilisay complex in being fully utilized at existing enterprises.” 
Kazakhstan, which continued in 1981, were For example, the Uralkaliy firm, which had 

reported to have experienced significant a design capacity of 12 million tons of 
delays. In 1981, construction continued of potassium fertilizer, in 1979 produced only 6 
the mining and concentration enterprises million tons, and in 1980, 8.3 million tons.” 
based on this 9% to 10% P.O; phosphorite For 1979 and 1980, the Belaruskaliy firm 
deposit. did not fulfill the production plan, and 

The Seligdar apatite deposit in South production problems persisted in 1981. The 
Yakutia was undergoing extensive explora- Belaruskaliy firm’s failure to meet produc- 
tion. A mining-concentration complex along tion goals was attributed to production 
with a city of 50,000 inhabitants were envi- problems at the Soligorsk No. 4 complex, 
sioned for this deposit. Explored reserves in the first two stages of which were put into 
place at the end of 1981 consisted of 1.6 operation during 1976-80. Lagging produc- 
billion tons of ore, or 108.5 million tons of tion at Soligorsk No. 4 was blamed on 

P.Q;. The complex was projected to process delays in installing equipment along with 
41 million tons of ore annually, producing the installation of faulty and obsolete 
more than 4 million tons of apatite concen- equipment.7! Attempts were also made to 
trate and more than 13 million tons of blame poor worker performance.”? 
phosphate fertilizer. This complex was to A large potash deposit, estimated to be 
provide fertilizer for East Siberia and the five times greater than the Solikamsk de- 
Soviet Far East, which was being shipped at posit, was reportedly discovered in Irkutsk 
high cost from Karatau and the European Oblast’. The deposit, which covers an area 

part of the U.S.S.R. of approximately 10,000 square kilometers, 
Potassium.—The 1981 estimated output is located at a relatively shallow depth and 

of potassium ore was 63 million tons, 8.35 consists of several seams 1.5 to 5 meters 
million tons of K.0 equivalent. The 1985 thick. Mining of this deposit was scheduled 
plans called for production of 92 million to start in 1985. Based on past Soviet 
tons of ore; original plan targets for 1976-80 experience, development of a mining proj-
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ect, particularly in this distant region, in Staroyazovskiy site of the Yavorov complex 

that period of time is doubtful. and also at the Zagaypol’skiy and Grimnov- 

Salt.—The Soviet Union was one of the skiy sites. In 1981, the Nemirov Mine in 

world’s leading countries for salt produc- L’vov Oblast’ in the Ukraine, with a capaci- 

tion, reserves, and exports. Soviet salt pro- ty of 250,000 tons per year, began produc- 

duction in 1981 was estimated at 14.6 mil- tion using the Frasch process. 

lion tons. Exports were an _ estimated Open pit ore extraction was to increase. 

500,000 tons. Over one-third of the Soviet At the Yavorov complex, the Tsentral’nyy 

salt production came from Lake Baskun- open pit was to increase capacity, and the 

chak in Astrakhanskaya Oblast’, R.S.F.S.R., Yuzhniy open pit was to go into operation. 

and over 40% came from the Donets Basin. In 1981, approximately 1.25 million tons 
The Artemsol’ concern, which mined rock of sulfur was recovered from sour gas. 
salt in the Donets Basin from five under- Sulfur ore production in 1985 was to in- 

ground mines, was the main salt supplier. crease to 14.3 million tons. 
This concern had a 14,000- to 15,000-ton-per- , 

day design capacity but was operating at MINERAL FUELS 

approximately two-thirds capacity owing to Estimated primary energy production de- 

production and transportation problems. +ived from fossil fuels, fuelwood, and hydro- 

Similar problems existed at other Soviet jectric and nuclear generation increased 
salt enterprises. These included Aral’sk fom 1,936 million tons (standard coal 

salt, Pavlodar salt, and the Iletsk Mine.  gquivalent) in 1980 to 2,146 million tons in 

Original plans called for salt output to 1981. Total consumption of all types of 

increase to 20 million tons by 1980, but primary energy increased from 1,638 mil- 
these plans were revised to 14.7 million jon tons in 1980 to 1,862 million tons in 

tons. In 1981, a salt mine at Khodzhaikan in 4981, In 1981, the U.S.S.R. produced 4.48 

Uzbekistan was under development along _ pijlion barrels of crude oil, which was slight- 
with a crushing and sorting plant with a ly below the planned target but a 0.9% 

capacity of 1 million tons per year. increase over 1980 output, and 16.4 trillion | 
Sulfur.—In 1981, estimated production of cybic feet of natural gas (planned target 

contained sulfur totaled 11.2 million tons, of 16.2 trillion cubic feet), which was a 7% 

which 3.6 million tons was recovered from increase over 1980 output. Production of 

pyrites, 3.8 million tons from native sulfur, coal, however, which was to be increasingly 

and 3.8 million tons from other elemental substituted for oil, decreased 2% to 704 

sulfur sources. million tons of raw coal. | 

The principal producers of native sulfur In addition to coal, natural gas was to be 

were Rozdol and Yavorov (western Uk- of increased importance as a substitute for 
raine), Gaurdak (Turkmen S.S.R.), and the oil and as a hard-currency-earning export 
Volga group of the Kuybyshev sulfur com- commodity. Revenues earned from the in- 
plex. Native sulfur sources are concentrated creased sale of natural gas could be used to 

in four regions: the Carpathian, Soviet Cen- purchase advanced technology and equip- 

tral Asia, central Volga, and the Soviet Far ment to increase oil production. Nuclear 

Kast. power was to be of increasing importance 
At the Yavorov and Gaurdak plants, for domestic electric energy production. By 

where production began in 1968, approxi- 1985, nuclear power capacity was to in- 

mately 30% of the output of native sulfur crease by about 25,000 megawatts, raising 

was produced by the Frasch process. During _ total capacity to 40,000 megawatts, and was 

1981-85, the development of mines usingthe to provide 14.2% of the electric energy, 

Frasch process was to account for the basic compared with 5.6% in 1980. In 1981, ex- 

growth in sulfur production. Mines using pansion of nuclear power generation was 

this process were to be developed at the not occurring as rapidly as planned. 

Table 12.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated total primary energy balance in 1981 

(Million tons of standard coal equivalent) 
NN 

Production Imports Exports con easton 

Total primary energy ————-------~-------------- 2,146 30.0 314 1,862.0 

Coal (lignite, anthracite, bituminous, coke) ___—_~-_---—- 622 16.5 23 615.5 

Crude oil and petroleum products _ ___~------------- 895 8.8 221 682.8 

Natural and associated gas _ __ _ ___--------------- 549 AT 68 485.7 

Peat__________________------------------ 14 _ __ 14.0 
Oilshale _______________-----_------------ 13 _ __ 13.0 
Hydropower ____ __-__----------------------- 22 _- 2 20.0 

Nuclear power ~ oe eee 7 _- _- 7.0 

Fuelwood________-_.~--------~-------------- 24 -- _- 24.0
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Coal.—In 1981, the Soviet Union produc- _— Table 13.—U.S.S.R.: Coal production by 
ed 704 million tons of run-of-mine coal, major basins | 
which was 2% below 1980 production and (Million tons unless otherwise specified) 
the third successive year of decreasing pro WW —sssss—“SCS~—‘<—~s—sS 
duction. Capacities for extracting 5 million jogs 198° ‘ . . ; 1980 planned tons of coal were put into operation in 1981. Basin production _ Planned _ increase 
The Donets Basin was one of the major production overcent: 
areas with slumping coal production. The = =—@#————————____________— 
decline in coal production was blamed on Donets ae au at 3 
unfavorable mining conditions and missed Elibastas TTT 66 84 27 
deliveries of rolled steel, timber, electric Karaganda_____ 48 50 4 : . Kansk-Achinsk _ _ 35 48 37 motors, railroad equipment, and spare parts Pechora.... ~~ 28 28 0 
for mining machinery.”? General problems Vioscow — ------ 28 20 7 
that affected the development of the indus- "~~. 7-7---  t—“‘i 
try included construction delays, slow at- Ekonomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), Moscow. 
tainment of installed capacities, low level of N° 7% February 1982, p. 1. 

_ technology and equipment, and inefficient Despite the fact that coal mine construc- 
use of labor.”* The domestic coal supply was tion was transferred directly to the Coal 
further hurt by a large drop in imports from Ministry, construction delays persisted. 
Poland. The decline in coal production led pyavda stated that “it can hardly be consid- 
to fuel shortages accompanied by some re-  gyeq normal” that the Samsonovskaya- 
strictions on the sale of coal to the popula- Zapadnaya Mine had been under develop- 
tion. Along with declining production, there ment for 17 years with still no end in sight. 
was a sharp deterioration in the quality of Furthermore, several mines were commis- 
coal.” sioned with considerable defects that de- To increase worker incentives, a pay raise layed achieving design capacity. As an ex- 
was announced in 1981 for coal miners. The ample, although the Dolzhanskaya Kapi- 

new wage scale was to take effect in the tal’naya Mine was commissioned in 1981, it 
first quarter of 1982 in the Donets, Kuz- was producing far less than was planned.” 
netsk, Karaganda, Ekibastuz, and Pechora Coal preparation for the market did not 
coal basins, and in the remaining areas in play a great role and was generally restrict- 
1983. ed to coking coals and coal for exports. 

Output of surface-mined coal was 268 Practically all Soviet coal required benefi- 
million tons (37% of the total) in 1980 and ciation, but less than one-half was treated. 
273 million tons (39% of the total) in 1981. Some 66 preparation plants treated coking 
The 1985 plan target called for surface- coal, 38 plants processed anthracite, and 50 
mined coal output to increase to 315 million plants treated coal and lignite for power- 
tons, 41% of the total output. plants. The official ash content of coal 

Table 13 shows 1980 coal output and shipped to consumers was 20.3% in 1980. 
planned 1985 coal output from the major Approximately 20% of the coals and lignites 
basins. As can be seen from table 13, the delivered annually to powerplants were 
largest planned increases among major pro- substandard. The shortage of coal benefi- 
ducers were in Siberia and the Soviet Far ciation facilities forced Soviet planners to 
East in the Kuznetsk, Ekibastuz, Kansk-  ¢all for increasing the quantity produced. 
Achinsk, and Yakutsk Basins. Natural Gas.—Natural gas production 

There were approximately 800 under- had been increasing at higher than the 
ground coal mines in the Soviet Union, each planned rate and was in part to compensate 
with an average capacity of about 500,000 for lagging oil production for domestic con- 
tons per year of raw coal, and in 1981, there sumption and export. Natural gas produc- 
were 73 open pits in operation, each with an tion was growing 7% or more annually. In 
average output of about 3.7 million tons of 1981, natural gas production grew 7% and 
run-of-mine coal or lignite. Those open pits _ totaled 16.4 trillion cubic feet or 0.2 trillion 
with the largest design capacities included cubic feet more than planned. The 1982 
the Bogatyr’, 50 million tons per year; production was targeted at 17.4 trillion 
Tsentral’naya, 20 million tons per year; cubic feet, and 1985 output, at 22.2 trillion 
Irsha-Borodinskiy, 20 million tons per year; cubic feet. The trans-Siberian gas pipeline 
Nazarovskiy, 13 million tons per year; and to Western Europe, scheduled to go into 
Azeyskiy, 10 million tons per year. operation during the mid-1980’s, was to
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supply between 1.1 to 1.4 trillion cubic feet barrels, 2.8 to 2.9 billion barrels of which 

of natural gas annually to Western Europe was to come from West Siberia. In 1981, 

for at least 20 years. The sale of gas wasto West Siberia exceeded its production quota 

be an important hard-currency source, and of 2.5 billion barrels; the Tyumen’ Fields in 

Western World aid for pipeline construction Tyumen’ Oblast’, West Siberia, the major 

was considered an important factor for the large producing area, exceeded their pro- 

Soviets to achieve their hard-currency earn- duction quota of 2.4 billion barrels. About 

ing goals on time. one-half of Tyumen’s output came from the 

The large projected increase in natural Samotlor Oilfield, the largest in West Sibe- 

gas production during 1981-85 was to be ria. 
achieved primarily through a fivefold in- The 1981 increase in oil production was 

crease in production, compared with that of attributable in part to increased drilling in 

1980, at the Urengoy Field in West Siberia. West Siberia. During 1981-85, plans called 

By 1985, production at Urengoy was to for drilling to increase by 70% to 80%. 

reach 9.7 trillion cubic feet. Total gas pro- Goals for 1981-85 were to increase oil pro- 

duction in West Siberia in 1981 was 6.25 duction, mainly in West Siberia, Kazakh- 

trillion cubic feet and in 1985 was projected stan, and the European North, and to slow 

to reach 12.7 trillion cubic feet. Output from _ the decline in output in the older producing 

other regions generally was not projected to regions. 

increase, although production in Turkmeni- Declines in production were occurring in 

stan was projected to increase from 2.5 the Tatar AS.S.R., the Bashkir A.S.S.R., 

trillion cubic feet in 1980 to approximately Kuybyshev Oblast’, Perm Oblast’, and Or- oo 

2.9 trillion cubic feet in 1985. enburg Oblast’. The most severe production 

In 1981, construction was completed of declines were in the older production areas 

the third stage of the Mubarek gas process- of the Ukraine, Turkemenistan, Azerbaidz- 

ing plant. In addition to the Urengoi- han, Belorussia, and the North Caucasus. 

Uzhgorod export gas pipeline, by 1985, five Failure to discover significant oil reserves 

other pipelines from West Siberia to the in East Siberia during the 1970’s was a 

European part of the U.S.S.R. were to be major disappointment for the Government. 

operating. During 1981-85, a total of approx- The potential existed for oil production to 

imately 50,000 kilometers of gas pipeline again increase with new development occur- | 

were to be put into operation, of which the ring at a more rapid rate during the 1990's. 

six major pipelines from West Siberia were Large portions of Siberia had not been well 

to account for about 20,000 kilometers. explored, and other discoveries were likely 

Along with pipe, there was a need for to be made. There was also to be an increas- 

hundreds of compressor stations, both of ed effort in offshore development. Western 

which were to be supplied, in part, fromthe World production forecasts for the U.S.S.R. 

Western World. | were highly speculative owing to Soviet 

Natural gas was used as a fuel domesti- secrecy regarding reserves, labor problems, 

cally to produce approximately 93% of the and the need for advanced technology. 

iron and steel, 95% of the mineral fertiliz- Increasing oil production in Siberia would 

ers, 59% of the cement, 22% of the electrici- involve tens of thousands of workers mov- 

ty, and 37% of the thermal energy. Approx- ing to remote areas in an already tight 

imately 15% of the natural gas was used as_ labor market. To ameliorate the labor prob- 

a chemical feedstock. According to Soviet lems, additional emphasis was put on using 

data, gas reserves in place as of January advanced technology and equipment to en- 

1978 in the A+B-+C, categories were about hance labor productivity. One-third of the 

1,000 trillion cubic feet; 15% of the reserves drilling rigs were considered obsolete.”7 

are in the European part of the country, Newer equipment went to Siberia, while the 

72% in Siberia and the Soviet Far East, and older equipment was concentrated in the 

13% in Soviet Central Asia, including Ka- older production areas, where production 

zakhstan. nevertheless had to be continued for pro- 

Petroleum.—Soviet oil production contin- duction goals to be met. Soviet equipment 

ued to increase, although not as rapidly as___ was criticized by workers in the field for its 

planned. In 1981, crude oil and gas conden- poor quality.”* Investment in foreign and 

sate production increased 0.9% to 4.48 bil- domestic equipment was often squandered 

lion barrels, and the 1982 target was set at as the equipment was improperly used and 

4.51 billion barrels. In 1985, oil production maintained. 

was targeted to increase to 4.63 billion Increasing the recovery rate was a main
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factor in increasing oil production. The Democratic Republic for oil production in 
Soviet Union claimed an average recovery the Baltic Sea had been underway for sever- 
of 43%, primarily using water flooding to al years. a 
maintain well pressure. Negative assess) ——————— : | 
ments of this technique by Western ana- pubis Publication is, based on a review of sources 
lysts were labeled by the Soviets as “politi- Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 
cal in character” and “miles from reality.” 0 rosy ekonomiki {Froblems in Economics), Moscow. 
Future plans called for the recovery rate to *Work cited in footnote 3. 
rise 55% to 60%. Despite claims, the Soviets  9y,1)°Bovove, Khozyaystvo (Planned Economy), Moscow. 
have acknowledged much lower rates of €Gorodskoye khozyaystvo Moskvy (Moscow City Econo- 
recovery than 43%,*° and the planned rate Page Lt of ee enary 1982, pp. 18-15. 
of recovery of 55% to 60% was unlikely to 8Pravda (Moscow). Aug. 10, 1981, p. 2. 
be generally attained in operations consid- offery Table is oa moe ewertible currency, and the Soviet 
ered commercially viable. measure of relative purchasing power. The official ex- 

In 1981, full operation commenced of the Cee te for December 1981 averaged 1 ru- 
Surgut-Polotsk pipeline, the longest Soviet ‘°Trud (Labor), Moscow. Nov. 24, 1981, p. 2. 
underground oil route, supplying oil from 12 "848 Feb 30 1960 6 " 1982, p. 3. 
the Tyumen’ Fields to refineries in Belorus- _"tzvestiya Akademii Nauk SSS.R., Seriya ekonom- 
sia and the Baltic Republics. Operation of  isheskaya, Seer ene USSR. Jane Sh een ee 
these refineries was now declared assured. __ 1982,p.1. . _ 

Efforts were being made to economize on Moen ee tee, industriya (Socialist Industry), 
the use of oil. Wholesale price revisions, the ‘SCMEA was founded in January 1949. The founding 
first since 1967, were to reflect the increas- Tere were andthe USSR Albee one Ppa: 
ed cost of oil production. This price revision OY re Bat ceased to take part in meetings 1 dere’ 
for oil was intended as an incentive for golia, in 1962; Cuba, ma 1972; and Vietnam, in. 1978. 
increased production and conservation. As Yugoslavia obtained salamat observer status 1 Moen, 
part of the effort to economize, the oil No. 12 Decenber 1981. D. 8. Sy I OSCON- 
industry was ordered to reduce losses owing 19 28 15 or Work cited in footnote >. M N, 
to spills and pipeline mishaps.* December 1981, D4. Mining Journal), Moscow. No. 12, 

In 1981, Soviet oil deliveries to some — joWark cited in footnote 17. oat op 2098 
Western World customers were reduced, 21Redyancka Uhesini Soviet Ulraine) Kiyev. June 30, 
while other market economy countries pei (Moscow). Mar. 13, 1982, p.2 
received increased deliveries. In 1981, indi- 23Razvedka i okhrana nedr (Exploration and Conserva- 
cations were that oil exports to the CMEA tion of Resources), Moscow. No. 2, February 1982, pp. 6-8. 

. . Pravda (Moscow). Aug. 6, 1981, p. 2. 
countries were near their 1980 level of 80 25Mining Annual Review (London). 1981, p. 594. 
million tons. A decrease in deliveries to 27 Bes 80 through 83 of work Cited in footnote * 
Eastern Europe in 1982 was projected. No. 10, Decenber 1981, aN 828 " onomy), Moscow. 

While the U.S.S.R. led the world in total Mowe Sialisticheskaya industriya (Socialist Industry), 
crude oil production, it was far behind in 2°Narodnoye khozyaystvo Kazakhstana (The Econom 
offshore oil output, which was a very smal] of the, Kazakhstan Republic), Alma-Ata. No. 4, April 1982, 

part of total production. The offshore indus- wy tEkonomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), Moscow. ; be 
try had been neglected in the 1970's with ST iterater vaya ddgeta (Literary Gazette), Moscow. No. 
priority being given to West Siberia. In- 4, January 1982, p.7. 
creased effort was therefore to be devoted to , ane yg shure (Mining Journal), Moscow. No. 1, 
offshore operations. The Caspian Sea was to — Page 3 of work cited in footnote 32. 
remain the major offshore exploration area 19g eeallure (Metallurgist), Moscow. No. 11, November 
despite a surge in exploration elsewhere on 35Vestnik Moskovskogo Universiteta, Seriya 5, Geogra- 
Soviet coastal shelves. Although, in 1980, 7/2(Moscow, University Journal, Series 5, Geography) 
the U'S.S.R. had only five mobile drill rigs, 364 4+B4+C, are economic reserves called “explored 

all jack up, working in the Caspian Sea, [perres.” Cy are uneconomic reserves of lower reliability 
plans called for the Caspian fleet to reach justification for project planning. 
13 mobile rigs by 1985 and 23 rigs by 1990. Jan er zhurnal (Mining Journal), Moscow. No. 1, 

The Soviets were engaged in a coopera- seSovetskaya Rossiya (Moscow). Apr. 18, 1982, p. 2. 
tive venture with the Japanese for oil pro: y, 19 Moy tae a Beet (Economic Gazette), Moscow. 
duction offshore Sakhalin Island. The Sovi- 4°Literaturnaya gazeta (Literary Gazette), Moscow. No. 
ets were also displaying an interest in * peed wel P. Rar in footnote 29 
cooperation with French and British compa- ‘2K azakhstanskaya pravda (Alma-Ata). Jan. 6, 1982, 
nies for oil production in the BarentsSea.A P32; July 19, 1981, p.2 
joint venture with Poland and the German _—“*Pravda (Moscow). July 7, 1981, p. 1.
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®3Work cited in footnote 62. 
see ravda (Moscow). Nov. 15, 1981, p. 2. Ekonomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), Moscow. 
sr zhurnal (Mining Journal), Moscow. No. 5,May No. 24, June 1981, p. 3. 

» p. 0. 64 +s ’ . 

47Pravda (Moscow). July 30, 1981, p. 2. Mose nimicheskaya promyshlennost’ (Chemical Industry), 
«Work cited in footnote 47. 85 No. 3, March 1982, pp. 152-156. 
“Work cited in footnote 29. 66 . , 50 a Pravda (Moscow). July 16, 1981, p. 2. 

Se Gornyy Ghurnal, (Mining Journal), Moscow. No. 9, 67Work cited in footnote 64 
tember » p. 18. 68 , 

j Etevetnye metally (Nonferrous Metals), Moscow. No. 1, p.2 Kazakhstanskaya pravda (Alma-Ata). Jan. 20, 1982, 

anuary » p. 9d. 69 eas ge . . eae 
Mi, Sutsialisticheskaya industriya (Socialist Industry), Mosse ee industriya (Socialist Industry), 

oscow. Oct. 16, »p.3. oe .? >r oO 

53Work cited in footnote 51. Work cited Footnote 69. 
Work cited in footnote 29. Te ’ » P. & 

*SSotsialisticheskaya industriya (Socialist Industry),  7;———- Feb. 7, 1982, p. 2. . 
Moscow. July 3, 1981, p. 2. Ekonomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), Moscow. 

56 konomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), Moscow. No.7, February 1982, p. 2. 
No. 17, April 1982, p. 14. *4Ugol’ (Coal), Moscow. No. 1, January 1982, p. 4. 

57Work cited in footnote 55. ™Ekonomika i organizatsiya promyshlennogo pro- 
58Planovoye khozyaystvo (Planned Economy), Moscow. izvodstvo (The Economics and Organization of Industrial 

No. 4, April 1981, pp. 36-37. en Moiese No. 2, February 1982, pp. 84-94. 
Sovetskaya Rossiya (Moscow). Dec. 15, 1981, p. 1. ravda (Moscow). May 17, » p. 1. 

Be eakhstanskaya pravda (Alma-Ata). Jan. 16, 1982, Mos salisticheskaya industriya (Socialist Industry), 
p. 3. oscow. Sept. 11, ,p. 1. 

®1Bulk fertilizer production was given in Soviet stand- 78Work cited in footnote 77. 
ard fertilizer units. Nitrogen (N) was expressed as ammo- 78Dvorets, N. U.S.S.R. State Planning Committee, ‘‘Sovi- 
nia sulfate, 20.5% N, phosphate as 18.7% P20s, potash as et Program for Higher Oil Recovery.” Oil and Gas J. 
41.6%, K20, and ground rock phosphate (phosphate flour) (Tulsa, Okla: Sept. 4, 1981, p. 99. 
as 19% P20s. Work cited in footnote 3. 

62 konomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), Moscow. 51Ekonomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Gazette), Moscow. 
No. 11, March 1982, p. 2. No. 14, April 1981, p. 2.





The Mi | t t e Mineral Industry of the 
Unit irat nited Arab Emirates 

| By Peter J. Clarke! 

The mineral industry of the United Arab surplus through the Abu Dhabi Investment 
Emirates consisted primarily of the produc- Authority. Over 50% of the surplus was 
tion and refining of petroleum, and the invested in dollar denominated securities, 
production of aluminum and cement. De- while the other half was in West German 
spite Government efforts to diversify the and Japanese securities. Abu Dhabi’s in- 
economy, oil remained the driving force vestment income in 1981 was estimated at 
behind economic and social development of $1 billion. 

the seven-Emirate federation. Approxi- Despite the predominance of Abu Dhabi 
mately 570 million barrels of crude oil were in the United Arab Emirates overall econo- 
produced in the United Arab Emirates in my, efforts were continuing in 1981 to 
1981, of which about 535 million barrels increase the role of the Federal Govern- 

were exported. Revenue from oil exports ment in determining economic policy and 
reached $19 billion? in 1981, down only 3% __ oil exploitation and marketing policy. In 
from 1980, despite the large 9% drop in November 1980, the Emirates General Pe- 
crude oil production from the 1980 level. troleum Corp. (EGPC) was formed to take 
Combined oil and gas production accounted over responsibility for marketing and distri- 
for about 82% of the gross domestic product bution of petroleum products within the 
in 1981, estimated at $30 billion. Abu Dhabi United Arab Emirates, and also to adminis- 

was by far the leading oil-producing Emir- ter the petroleum subsidy, which amounted 
ate, accounting for over 80% of the coun- to about $350 million in 1981. EGPC was 

try’s total oil production, followed by Dubai responsible for marketing operations in all 
(19%), and Sharjah (1%). Stable oil prices the Emirates except for Abu Dhabi, where 
and declining production levels caused a the Adu Dhabi National Oil Co. (ADNOC) 
rapid dwindling of Abu Dhabi’s cash sur- had sole marketing authority. 
plus (oil revenues-budget expenditures) dur- In December 1980, the United Arab Emir- 
ing the year, from $5 billion in 1980, to$1 ates Central Bank was established to issue 
billion in 1981. Despite the decline, the currency, regulate interest rates, and over- 
United Arab Emirates was able to maintain see the commercial banks. The rulers of 
one of the world’s highest per capita in- Abu Dhabi and Dubai both agreed to chan- 
comes, estimated at slightly over $21,000 in nel 50% of their oil revenues to the Federal 

1981, for each of the United Arab Emir- Government through the Central Bank to 
ates’s 800,000 nationals. stablize the dirham and provide liquidity 

Abu Dhabi’s annual surplus was com-_ within the country. The most recent restric- 
posed of oil revenues remaining after pay- tion imposed by the Central Bank in 1981 
ment to the Federal Government (50%), allowed foreign banks to operate only eight 
local government, and to foreign govern- branches in the United Arab Emirates, 
ments, contribution to the Abu Dhabi Fund _ thereby providing greater opportunities for 
for Arab Economic Development, and pay- local commercial banks. 
ments made to the private purse of Sheikh The Federal Government was contem- 
Zayed of Abu Dhabi. The Federal Govern- plating the establishment of an Industrial 
ment invested its shares of oil revenues Bank in the United Arab Emirates in 1981. 
through the Central Bank, which was’ The bank was to be a joint venture of the 
established in 1980. Abu Dhabi invested its United Arab Emirates Ministry of Finance 

1075
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(51%) and 10 local banks and insurance plus. The plan also allocated funds directly 
companies (49%). The bank planned to lend _ to the individual Emirates governing bodies 
money at low interest rates of 6% or lower as follows: Fujarah ($387 million), Ajman 

to finance medium- and small-scale indus- ($110 million), Ras al-Khaimah ($293 mil- 

trial projects, and would also carry out lion), Umm-al-Qaiwain ($139 million), 

feasibility studies and oversee work on in- Sharjah ($217 million), Dubai ($146 million), 
dustrial projects. Small industrial ventures and Abu Dhabi ($327 million). 
had previously been unable to obtain fi- The major infrastructure project in the 
nancing because commercial banks pre- United Arab Emirates centered around two 
ferred to direct their funds into trade fi- main industrial areas: Ruweis in Abu Dhabi 
nancing where they could receive more and Jebel Ali in Dubai. The Ruweis complex 
rapid return on their investment. was the home of a major gas liquefication 

The United Arab Emirates Ministry of plant, a 120,000-barrel-per-day oil refinery, 
Planning announced its first comprehensive and a nitrogenous fertilizer plant. Jebel Ali 
5-year plan for economic and social develop- contained the Dubai Aluminum Co. (Dubal), 
ment covering the period from 1981 to 1985. the Dubai Gas Co. (Dugas) processing plant, 
The main goals of the plan were to elimi- and a 66-berth port. Several new ports were 
nate the chaotic planning and duplication under construction in the United Arab Em- 
of projects that marked the 1970’s, to check _irates, including J ebel Ali, Ruweis, Fujarah 

inflation, and to reduce the number of Sea Port, and the already completed 35- 
foreign workers in the United Arab Emir- berth facility at Port Rashid. Dubai also 
ates, which made up three-fourths of the owned the huge Dubai Dry Dock Co., a $500 

total population. The plan projected an million facility that sat idle during the year. 
increase in national revenue, from $27 bil- The United Arab Emirates was con- 

lion in 1981, to $34 billion by 1985. Atten- ducting the third stage of its mineral survey 
tion was to be directed toward “Arabiz- in 1981. The survey was being conducted by 
ation” of the population, through reduction Hunting Geology and Geophysics (United 
in the huge contingent of non-Arab foreign Kingdom), which also conducted the first 
workers, diversification of the country’s two stages. The initial work had located 
sources of income by raising industry’s copper deposits in Fujarah; chromite in 
share of national income above the previous Sharjah, Fujarah, Ras al-Khaimah, and 
level of 5.5%, further development of the Ajman; and asbestos in Fujarah. The third 
country’s natural resources, including a_ stage of the survey was to assess the quality 
major mineral and petroleum exploration and quantity of the discoveries and to deter- 
program, and a wise investment program mine the feasibility of commercial exploita- 
for the country’s oil-generated financial sur- tion. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Petroleum production, mainly from Abu rels per day to 3 million barrels per day. 
Dhabi, continued to dominate the mineral The majority of the increase was to come 
industry of the United Arab Emirates in from a huge development project at the 
1981. Abu Dhabi produced about 420 million large Upper Zakum Oilfield. Output from 
barrels of crude oil during the year or 80% the field, which averaged 29,000 barrels per 
of the total. Dubai produced about 180 day in 1981, was to rise to 500,000 barrels 
million barrels, and Sharjah, 4.0 million per day by 1983. ADNOC was also develop- 
barrels. Overall production from the United ing the onshore Bu Hasa and Asab Oilfields. 
Arab Emirates declined about 8% from the Production from Dubai’s four offshore fields 
1980 level, owing to the imposition of slight- declined about 12% from the 1980 level. 

ly lower production ceilings by ADNOC. Although these fields did not contain large 

Production ceilings were lowered to reduce reserves, production was expected to in- 

the downward pressure on crude oil prices crease in 1983 or 1984, when a large water 

created by oversupply conditions in world and gas injection scheme will be imple- 

markets during the year. mented. Petroleum reserves in Abu Dhabi, 

Despite reduced production ceilings for Dubai, and Sharjah were estimated at over 

the year, ADNOC, in conjunction with its 40 billion barrels. 
foreign partners Compagnie Francaise des Production capacity of natural gas and 
Petroles (CFP) (France) and Japan Oil De- natural gas liquids (NGL) was increasing 
velopment Corp. (JODCO) (Japan), was in nearly as rapidly as that of crude oil. Abu 
the process of expanding its crude oil pro- Dhabi Gas Industries Co.’s (GASCO) natural 
duction capacity from the 1.7 million bar- gas processing plant at Ruweis came on-
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stream in March 1981. The plant was capa- project to collect, treat, and deliver 280 
ble of handling 800 million cubic feet per million cubic feet per day of associated gas 
day of associated gas from Abu Dhabi’s from the Upper Zakum Oilfield. Abu Dhabi 
onshore oilfields, for the production of lique- was also starting a program to develop its 
fied petroleum gas (LPG) and condensates, potentially huge reserves of deep nonasso- 
mainly for export. Abu Dhabi’s Das Island ciated gas in 1981. Several major deep gas 
NGL plant was capable of processing anoth- discoveries were made during the year, and 
er 500 million cubic feet per day of natural early estimates of Abu Dhabis’ possible 
gas from the offshore oilfields. To supply nonassociated gas reserves were in the 
Das Island with sufficient quantities of gas, range from 40 to 50 trillion cubic feet. 
ADNOC was completing a gas gathering 

Table 1.—United Arab Emirates: Production of mineral commodities? 

Emirate,? commodity, unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

ABU DHABI 

Cement, hydraulic. ________-—.- thousand metric tons_ _ 200 200 200 T500 700 
Gas, natural: 

Gross production ______.._._———-~—-million cubic feet__ 541,760 478,617 483,809 508,445 480,000 
Marketed production. _________________--do____ 111,876 177,914 189,286 255,594 260,000 

Natural gas liquids ____ _ _ ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _— 8,411 4,983 15,000 32,200 35,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude _______________~-__---_~_-~_-do.___ 602,761 527,827 533,995 492,154 415,187 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline___.~_______--.._-_.._-_--do___~- 1,073 1,132 1,500 1,500 6,000 
Kerosine __________-~____-____~~_-do____ 188 328 “400 400 1,000 
Distillate fuel oil... __._...__________ --do__~__ 1,390 1,314 1,600 . 1,600 6,500. 
Residual fuel oil _-_ _..§_______________-do____ 1,045 1,095 “1,400 1,400 5,600 
Naphtha_____________________--~-do___~_ 37 73 “100 100 1,000 
Other ____________.-.______- ~~ --~-do____ NA NA NA NA NA 
Refinery fuel and losses ______________-do____ 306 323 ©500 500 500 

Total _.__-______--__-_.__-__~-do____ 4,039 4,265 5,500 5,500 20,600 
Sulfur: Byproduct from petroleum refining _—__-_ metric tons__ _— _- _- _— 5,000 

AJMAN . 

Marble®______________________-_~ square meters. — 26,000 26,000 26,000 _ NA NA 

DUBAI 

Aluminum, primary ingot_____..__—___-—-~ metric tons_ _ _- —_ —_ 25,000 106,000 
Cement, hydraulic ~~. thousand metric tons_ _ __ 370 400 500 500 
Gas, natural:® . 

Gross production _________. million cubic feet_ _ 130,000 147,000 144,000 142,000 146,000 
Marketed production. _________.~______-_-do___ 31,000 30,600 31,000 36,500 38,000 

Natural gas liquids: 
Propane. ____________ — thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ _- —_ __ 1,500 2,500 
Butane ____~_$___~_______ edo __ __ __ 1,000 1,100 
Natural gasoline ________._________-~~-do____ — __ __ 1,000 1,700 

Petroleum, crude _______________.____ ~~ -do___ _ 116,472 132,240 129,316 127,818 128,313 

RAS AL-KHAIMAH 

Cement, hydraulic __._____._—~—- thousand metric tons__ 450 450 450 500 800 

SHARJAH 

Cement, hydraulic ____________________~ --do____ 50 220 220 220 220 
Gas, natural, gross production® *_____-_ _ million cubic feet_ _ 15,000 15,000 8,700 6,600 20,000 
Petroleum, crude ________-— ~ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 10,293 8,067 4,697 3,586 4,000 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
. 4 able includes data available through June 1, 1982. 

2In addition to the Emirates listed, Fujarah and Umm al-Qaiwain record no mineral production but presumably 
produce small quantities of crude construction materials. 

3In addition to the commodities listed, crude construction materials such as common clays, stone, and sand and gravel 
presumably are produced, but output is not recorded quantitatively and general information is inadequate to make 
reliable estimates of output levels. 

*No marketed production is reported; there is probably some small field use.
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Table 2.—Abu Dhabi: Exports of crude petroleum, by destination 

. (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Destination 1978 1979 1980 

Australia ____~__________ Le 6,278 9,198 5,804 
France _____§__________ Le 61,210 55,662 56,758 
Germany, Federal Republic of __._.______________-~___~________ 11,680 28,324 27,083 
Italy _--- 13,396 7,592 14,527 
Japan_-_____~__~ Lt 172,754 163,556 174,616 
Netherlands_____-§__§________§____ 30,842 38,398 21,900 
United Kingdom _______~§ ~~» 5 ee ee 16,680 8,066 16,608 
United States... _-§_-_____________ Le 69,350 64,897 48,983 
Yemen, Democratic Republic of _-__________-~_~_~_______________ _- 2,008 13,578 

Other ~~~ ---~-----~-~-~~~~---~~~--~-~~---~--~---------____ 140,454 147,023 108,549 
Total _______-_________ eee "522,644 524,724 488,406 

"Revised. 

The United Arab Emirates two major billion in 1980. The drop was a direct result 
nonoil minerals were aluminum and ce-_ of the decline in petroleum revenues from 
ment. Production from Dubal aluminum $19.5 billion in 1980 to $19.0 billion in 1981. 
smelter reached its rated capacity, of Although petroleum revenues make up the 
135,000 tons per year, by the end of 1981. vast majority of the United Arab Emirates 
Output for the year reached 106,000 tons of total exports, their actual percentage of the 
high-purity aluminum. The United Arab _ total has declined 1% every year since 1974. ° 
Emirates cement industry was also expand- In that year, petroleum revenues accounted 
ing rapidly during the year. Every Emirate for 99% of total exports, and that figure has 
except Umm-al-Qaiwain was to have an_ dropped to 93% in 1981. This figure repre- 
operating cement plant by the end of 1982. sented the United Arab Emirates overall 
Cement production capacity was to reach 5 effectiveness in promoting the development 
million tons per year by 1983, far exceeding of its nonoil resources. 
domestic demand and providing a large Aluminum was the major nonpetroleum 
surplus for export. mineral export in 1981. Dubal’s aluminum 

Abu Dhabi was to become a producer of became available on the international mar- 
nitrogenous fertilizer in 1983, when the ket in 1980 and was traded on the London 

Ruweis fertilizer complex is expected to Metal Exchange (LME). Since opening in 
come onstream. Also in the planning stage 1979, Dubal has exported over $100 million 
was a 500,000-ton-per-year sponge iron and_ worth of high-purity aluminum. Most of its 
steel complex. The plan was initiated by the output was exported to Japan under con- 
Abu Dhabi Government to help diversify tract to C. Itoh and Co. and Mitsui and Co. 
the Emirates sources of income away from The United Arab Emirates continued to 
dominance by petroleum. The mineral pro- provide a major market for U.S. and other 
duction of the United Arab Emirates is Western goods in 1981. The United Arab 

_ shown in table 1. Emirates was the United States third larg- 
The United Arab Emirates balance of est market among all the Arab states. 

trade surplus declined for the first time in Major exports to the United Arab Emirates 
over 4 years, from a record high $12.15 were consumer and luxury items, oil- and 
billion in 1980, to $9.45 billion in 1981. The gasfield machinery and services, electrical 
decline was due to the constant level of power generating equipment, food products, 
exports, mainly petroleum, and a signifi- medical supplies, and computer systems. In 
cant increase in the level of imports. Im-_ return, the United States received about 

ports rose from $8.65 billion in 1980 to $11 8% of the United Arab Emirates oil. Other 
billion in 1981. The United States, the countries that imported oil from the United 
United Arab Emirates second largest trad- Arab Emirates were Japan (40%), France 
ing partner behind Japan, provided $1.1 (10%), the Netherlands (9%), the Federal 
billion worth of imports, representing a Republic of Germany (5%), and other West- 
12% market share. Exports from the United ern European and African countries. Oil 
Arab Emirates declined very slightly in exports of the United Arab Emirates are 
1981, to $20.5 billion, from a high of $20.8 shown in table 2.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Arab Al-Ghurain Group and, like the Dubai 

Aluminum.—The Dubal aluminum smelter, was built by British Smelter Con- 
7 ; structions. 

smelter e oe oe Ali reached “iktaved ca- The Dubai Cable Co., a joint venture of 
Poste "i ts thir d ne becn oe fall ctober the Dubai Government and British Insu- 

tional. The plant | produced 106,000 tons of lated Callender Cables (United Kingdom) 
aluminum in 1981. The smelter was 80% began operating in October 1979. The plant 

owned by the Dubai Government and 20% was cap able of producing wire, flexible con- 
by Alusmelter Hol dings, a Grand Caymen ductors, insulating conductors, and polyvi- 

Co. owned by Southwire Co. (United States) ?Y | chloride (PVC) bedding and sheath. The 
and Selection Trust Ltd. (United Kingdom).  >asic raw materials were electrical-grade 

The smelter complex included a 515- copper and aluminum rod plus granular 
megawatt power generating facility, a 25- PVC suPP lied mainly from Europe. The 
million-gallon-per-day seawater desalini- plant utilized about 1,100 tons of copper, 500 
zation plant, and the main smelter facility. tons of aluminum, 700 to ns of P VC, and 
Alumina for the smelter was supplied under about 900 tons of galvanized steel wire in 
a 10-year contract by Alcoa of Australia. 1981. With greater supplies of alum minum, 
The operation was powered by natural gas copper, and PVC soon to be available in the 

supplied by Dugas. The average gas input to Middle East, the company P lann ed to sig- 
the smelter was 100 million cubic feet per nificantly increase its production in the 
day, on which Dubal achieved an energy future, although no timetable had been 
conversion factor of 65%, one of the highest ¢Stablished. 
in the world. This was achieved through a It was reported in 1981 that Abu Dhabi 
computer-controlled waste heat collection WS in the process of constructing an alumi- 
system, which served to reduce energy con- "UM smelter and that construction was at 
sumption at the water desalinization plant. 22 advanced stage. The smelter’s initial 
Besides providing water for the smelter design capacity was to be 50,000 tons per 
complex, Dubal supplied the Dubai Water Year of aluminum, with expansion planned 
Department with over 10 million gallons of _ te 150,000 tons per year. Information on the 
water per day, for use by the population of Plan was very limited, and the entire proj- 
Dubai. ect may be under review in light of the 

Since the smelter began producing alumi- declining demand for aluminum and two 
num in November 1979, the company has_ Viable smelters already operating in the 

sold over $100 million worth of high-purity sullf. There was no semifabricating alumi- 
(99.86%) metal. By the end of December Um industry in Abu Dhabi. 
1981, the plant was producing above capaci- _ Iron and Steel_—There were two operat- 
ty, at a rate of 142,000 tons per year, with a ing steel mills in the United Arab Emirates 
reduced level of personnel, averaging below in 1981. The Ahli Steel Co., located in the 

1,500 workers. The combination of these Rashidiya industrial area of Dubai, operat- 
factors, added to the low-cost energy supply, ed a 12-ton electric arc furnace along with a 

_resulted in a metal production cost below two strand continuous billet caster, and a 

that of many long-established smelters else- 10-ton-per-hour continuous bar mill capa- 
where in the world. The company was able ble of producing 36,000 tons per year of. 

-- to sell nearly all of its noncontracted metal reinforcing bars, between 10 and 32 milli- 
at prices consistantly higher than LME meters. The Abu Dhabi Steelworks operated 
levels and was not significantly hurt by a a single 25,000-ton-per-year reroller, which 
slump in the world market late in the year. began operating in 1977. 

Gulf Extrusions Ltd., an aluminum fabri- Two other steel projects were under study 

cating plant, began operating in Dubai in in 1981, both in Abu Dhabi. The Abu Dhabi 
1978. The plant originally imported alumi- Government commissioned a_ feasibility 
num billets from Aluminum Bahrain (Alba) study for a 500,000-ton-per-year to 900,000- 
but switched to Dubal feed in 1980. The ton-per-year iron and steel complex to be 
company operated a single 1,600-ton press, located in the industrial city of Ruweis. The 
which limited its capacity to about 3,000 plant was to produce sponge iron from ore 
tons per year of anodized architectural supplied by India. Some of the sponge iron 
sections. The company was owned by the’ was to be exported to India, with the re-
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mainder to be used as throughput for ation sometime in 1984, capacity of the 
planned electric steel furnaces. The plan cement industry will increase from the 

was initiated by the Abu Dhabi Govern- current 2.9 million tons per year to 5 
ment, with the collaboration of Kobe million tons per year. As the contemporary 
Steel Co. of Japan, and Krupp GmbH and wave of basic infrastructure projects are 

| Klockner & Co. of the Federal Republic of completed, domestic demand for cement 
Germany. — ae was expected to hold steady or to decline, 
Also nearing completion in 1981 was an leaving a substantial surplus for export by 

agreement for a 50,000-ton-per-year seam- ho middle of the decade 
less pipe mill, to be set up as a joint venture The Fujarah Ce " Industri 
of the Government of India, and Dubai’s Al- © = ara ment Industries cement 
Ghurain Group. The plant was to be built in plant i Fujarah became the newest addi- 
Gujarat, India, with the Al-Ghurain Group vost oe Nn tes cement industry in 
providing 40% of $125 million capital for 31. The 500, ‘ton-per-year plant was 
the project. The agreement was not final- built by Voest-Alpine AG of Austria, and 
ized by the end of 1981. The Gujarat pipe completed In the second half of 1981. Also 

project came shortly after the Indian Gov- ering completion was a 500,000-ton-per- 
ernment offered to assist Sharjah in the year facility in Ajman. 
establishment of a direct reduction plant In Dubai, the National Cement Co. plan- 
and steelworks. The offer was made as part ned to double the capacity of its plant to 1- 

of India’s desire to expand its role in the mon tons Per year. The plant was to be 
Middle East. No agreement was reached converted from the current wet process to 

| with Sharjah concerning the project. dry process technology, through which the 
: company expected to cut energy costs by 

NONMETALS 35%. Development Consultants Interna- 
Cement.—The cement industry of the tional (India) was preparing the feasibility 

United Arab Emirates continued to expand SUCY- a 
in 1981, producing over 2.4 million tons of The Gulf Cement Co., a joint venture of 
portland cement during the year. There the United Arab Emirates Government and 

were five operating cement plants in the Kuwait, was planning to construct a 1- 
federation: Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Fujarah, Ras ullion-ton-per-year cement plant in Ras al- 
al-Khaimah, and Sharjah. Additional plants Khaimah, principally to supply the domes- 
were either being built or planned in Ajman tic market in Kuwait. The current and 
and Ras al-Khaimah. Production of cement planned capacities of the United Arab 
fell just short of domestic consumption of Emirates cement industry are shown in the 
2.5 million tons for the year. When all the following table. 
plants under construction come into oper- 

Planned 

Location Operating company Current capacity —_ capacity Year 
(thousand tons) (thousand 

Al Ain, Abu Dhabi —____ Al Ain Cement Factory. __.__________ 750 
Dubai_____________ _ Dubai National Cement Co ___________ 500 1,000 1983 
Fujarah____________ Fujarah Cement Industries ____._____ _ 500 
Sharjah____________ Sharjah Cement Co___ ~~~ _________ 220 
Ras al-Khaimah__ _ _ ___ Union Cement Co___ ~~ ~~ 5 ee 1,000 

Do _____ Gulf Cement Co ____~_______~________ __ 1,000 1982 
Ajman____________~_ NA___~~_-_-------~-~-~-~-~-_____ _- 500 1982 

NA Not available. 

Fertilizer Materials.—Abu Dhabi was ex- ADNOC, who signed a joint venture agree- 
pected to begin production of nitrogenous ment with CFP (France). ADNOC was to 
fertilizer sometime in 1983. A $300 million own 66% of the equity, and CFP, 33%. 
fertilizer complex was being built at the Feasibility studies were conducted in 1979 
Ruweis industrial zone, under the construc- and 1980 by Snamprogetti S.p.A. (Italy), and 
tion management team of Mitsubishi Oil the construction contract was awarded in 
Co. and the Chiyoda Chemical Engineering July 1980. 
and Construction Co. (Japan). The plan The plant was designed to produce 1,000 
for the complex was initiated in 1979 by tons per day of ammonia as feed for a 1,500-
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ton-per-day urea unit. Haldor Topsoe A/S, per day of butane, and 81,000 barrels per 
Denmark technology, was being used inthe day of heavier hydrocarbons. The first ship- 
ammonia unit, and Stamicarbon’s process ment of LPG, 24,000 tons of butane and 
in the urea plant. Feedstock for the plant 22,000 tons of propane, was delivered to 
was to be supplied from Abu Dhabi’s Japan in August 1981. Eight Japanese com- 
onshore natural gasfields through a direct panies signed 5-year contracts for the pur- 

natural gas pipeline from Habshan. Includ- chase of a total of 1.49 million tons per year 
ed in the project were export terminalsand of GASCO’s LPG output, of which 1.01 
a powerplant desalinization complex. Out- million tons per year was to be supplied 

put from Ruweis was to be exported, mainly from ADNOC’s share, and the remaining 
in the form of urea. The company was 350,000 tons per year from the shares of 
planning to export ammonia sometime in CFP and Partex 

the future, through the addition of a 1,000- Bechtel I WU ‘ted States) leted 

ton-per-day ammonia expansion plant. center ane. \wnite ates’ Complete 
Late in 1981, the Abu Dhabi Executive engineering, procurement, and construction 

Council allocated $25 million to be used to ™anagement for another gas processing 
increase the capacity of the Al-Ain compost facility, located at the Bu Hasa Oilfield. The 

fertilizer plant. The plant, built by Buhler Plant was a two train NGL extraction plant 
A.G. (Switzerland), and Moller-Anderson & capabre of producing . Tee, parrels per 
Co. (Denmark), began producing 150 tons ay or raw . Dechtel was aiso responsl- 
per Ger of comipoet fertilizer in 197 7. The ble for construction management at the 
new order would increase capacity to 225 Ruweis complex. 
tons per day. Abu Dhabi was also planning to increase 

The Sharjah Fertilizer plant, which came natural gas recovery from its major offshore 
onstream in 1975, also produced chemical fields, Umm Shaif (440 million cubic feet 
fertilizer for the local market. Capacity at per day), Upper and Lower Zakum (200 
the $5 million facility was raised from million cubic feet per day), and other, 
10,000 tons per year to 35,000 tons per year smaller fields (95 million cubic feet per day), 
in 1979. in line with increased production of crude 

oil. Associated gas from those oilfields was 

MINERAL FUELS processed at the Das Island Natural Gas 

Natural Gas.—The United Arab Emirates Processing plant. Das Island, which began 
production of associated and nonassociated operating in 1977, was operated by the Abu 
gas expanded rapidly in 1981 as the United Dhabi Gas Liquefaction Co. Ltd., a joint 
Arab Emirates Government continued to company composed of ADNOC (51%), Mit- 
promote the utilization and processing of sui (Japan) (22%), British Petroleum Co. 
the country’s natural gas reserves. Abu Ltd. (BP) (United Kingdom) (16%), CFP 
Dhabi played a dominant role in natural (8%), and Bridgeston Liquefied Gas Co. Ltd. 
gas development owing to its extensive (Japan) (8%). The facility was designed to 
reserves, estimated at around 40 trillion process 550 million cubic feet per day of 

cubic feet, and its gas processing capacity of associated gas to produce 40,000 barrels per 

1,300 million cubic feet per day. day of LNG, 15,000 barrels per day of LPG, 
Abu Dhabi produced associated gas from 4,000 barrels per day of light distillates, and 

the following four onshore oilfields- in mil- 4,400 barrels per day of pelletized sulfur. 
lion cubic feet per day: Bu Hasa (250), Asab_s The Das Island facility operated at about 
(250), Sahil (7), and Bab (171). The fields 719% of capacity during the year, processing 

were linked by pipeline to the Ruweis ga5 ,hout 433 million cubic feet per day of gas, 
processing complex, which began oper- mainly because not enough gas was su 
ating in March 1981. The $1.6 billion project 7. the facilit ADNOC : the 
was implemented by GASCO, a joint ven- pl Oo te racMty: was Mn we 
ture of ADNOC (68%), Shell Oil Co. (United Process of solving that problem in 1981, 
States) (15%), CFP-Total (France) (15%), through construction of a gas-gathering sys- 

and Participations and Exploration Corp. te™ the Upper and Lower Zakum Oil- 
(Partex) (Portugal) (2%). The Ruweis facili. fields. 
ty was designed to process 800 million cubic The project, called Gas Gathering II, was 
feet per day of associated gas in the produc- to utilize all the previously flared associated 
tion of 150,000 barrels per day of NGL, with gas (125 million cubic feet per day) at the 
a product split of 60% NGL and 40% oilfields. A gas treatment plant at the 
condensates. The fractionation plant at Zakum West supercomplex was nearing 
Ruweis was designed to produce 61,000 completion at the end of 1981. The facility 

barrels per day of propane, 62,000 barrels was designed to treat, compress, cool, and
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dry 280 million cubic feet per day of associ- Bukhoosh and Nasr. Initial results indicat- 
ated gas from the Zakum Fields and then’ ed that Khuff gas could be present under 
pipe it via the Umm Shaif supercomplex gas_ the entire offshore area. Work was continu- 
treatment platform, to Das Island. Most of ing rapidly on delineating the extent of 
Das Island’s current input was from Umm _ offshore gas reserves. Tentative estimates of 
Shaif. With the Zakum Fields connected to Abu Dhabi’s nonassociated gas reserves 
the facility, Das Island was expected to were in the range from 40 to 50 trillion 
reach capacity by mid-1982. To handle the _ cubic feet. 
increased output from Das Island, the Brit- Petroleum.—Abu Dhabi.—Of the United 
ish company, CBI, was in the process of Arab Emirates total crude oil production 

building seven natural gas storage tanks. of nearly 550 million barrels, Abu Dhabi 
Three tanks, each with a capacity of 80,000 produced about 78%. Crude oil production 
cubic meters, were to store liquefied natural in the Emirate was controlled by two ma- 
gas, while four others, with a combined jor companies, both of which were ma- 
capacity of 50,000 cubic meters, were to jority owned subsidiaries of ADNOC, the 
store propane and butane. Cost of the stor- Government-owned oil company. Produc- 
age tanks was estimated at $320 million. tion levels at all fields were set by the 

Offshore associated gas was also process- Minister of Petroleum in conjunction with 
ed at ADNOC’s gas treatment plant at the operating company. Abu Dhabi was 
Habshan. The plant was designed to sepa- planning to expand its petroleum produc- 
rate and treat 350 million cubic feet per day tion capacity from the current 1.7 million 
of associated gas, mainly to supply power _ barrels per day to 3 million barrels per day 
stations in Abu Dhabi. The plant processed by 1983. 
just over 100 million cubic feet per day in The Abu Dhabi Co. for Onshore Oil Oper- 
1981. ADNOC planned to double the capaci- ations (ADCO) produced oil from four major 
ty of Habshan to 550 million cubic feet per onshore fields, whose production levels for 
day by 1983. Fluor Corp. (United States) was 1981 were as follows: Bu Hasa (255,000 
constructing the new units. barrels per day), Asab (255,000 barrels per 

Abu Dhabi was just beginning to utilize day), Sahil (20,000 barrels per day) and Bab 
its huge reserves of nonassociated gas in (15,000 barrels per day). Also under develop- 
1981. Deep nonassociated gas was discover- ment was the onshore Shah Field in south- 
ed onshore in 1978, in the Thamama C and ern Abu Dhabi, which was expected to 
Thamama F Zones, underlying the Bab produce 15,000 barrels per day in 1982 and 
Oilfield. In April 1981, Fluor was contracted 30,000 barrels per day in 1983. The major 
to develop a project to utilize gas from the development project for the onshore oilfield 
Thamama C reservoir. The contract, worth was selective waterflood projects at the 
$26 million, covered engineering and design Asab, Bab, and Sahil Fields. The plan 
specifications for production and treatment involved drilling 121 new production and 
of 450 million cubic feet per day to supply water injection wells into various strata. At 
projects in the Ruweis Industrial Zone, the Bu Hasa Field, 234 new wells were to be 

electric powerplants, a desalinization plant, drilled, and 74 existing wells were to be 

and other local requirements. worked over to increase that field’s produc- 
Another project for the Bab Oilfield was tive capacity. 

in the planning stage in 1981. This called ADMA-OPCO administered the Emirate’s 
for the production of nonassociated wet gas major offshore fields. These fields and their 
from the Thamama F Zone, from which 1981 production levels were as _ follows: 
LPG and condensate would be recovered. Umm Shaif (227,700 barrels per day), Upper 
The remaining dry gas would be reinjected Zakum (29,210 barrels per day), and Lower 
into the reservoir for recycling. Zakum (198,316 barrels per day). Abu Dha- 

Deep nonassociated gas from the Permian bi’s single largest development project in 
Khuff Formation was also discovered in 1981 was the $4.8 billion Upper Zakum 

several areas offshore. Deep gas was discov- Development Project, which was intended 
ered offshore by the Abu Dhabi Marine to increase production from 30,000 barrels 
Areas Operating Co. (ADMA-OPCO) in 1979 _ per day to 500,000 barrels per day by 1983. 
in the Umm Shaif Field at 15,000 feet. Since The project was being implemented by the 
that time, Khuff gas has been located below Zakum Development Co., a joint venture of 
the Zakum Oilfield, and exploration wells AADNOC and CFP (France). The Zakum 
were underway onshore at Bu Hasa and _ Field, a complex limestone, multizone reser- 
Jarn Yaphour and offshore at Abu-al-_ voir, required significant levels of water and
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gas injection, for which facilities were being ing about 200,000 barrels per day when 
installed at the start of production. The fully developed. Mubarraz also announced a 
initial water injection capacity at the field commercial discovery in its offshore conces- 
was to be 750,000 barrels per day, eventual- sion 140 kilometers off the coast of Abu 
ly rising to 1.25 million barrels per day. Dhabi at wildcat No. 1. The well tested at 
Output from Upper Zakum was to be ex- 5,000 barrels per day of 39° to 45° API crude 
ported from Zirku Island, 60 kilometers with a sulfur content of less than 1%, 
from the field. The first phase of Zirku plus 24 million cubic feet per day of gas. 
Island, a manmade export terminal, was to Mubarraz planned to start commercial pro- 
be completed in 1982. This was to include duction from the field in 1985. 
two separation units, storage tanks, pump- Two other discoveries, both by ADMA- 
ing stations, and loading installations. OPCO in the offshore area, were at Um-al- 
Phase 2 was to- install new tanks and Lulu, 15 kilometers north of Abu Dhabi 

loading facilities and further increase over- City, and at Hair Dalma, east of Dalma 
all handling capacity to 500,000 barrels per Island. Um-al-Lulu was the larger of the 
day. two discoveries, with the well testing at 

CFP operated another Abu Dhabi off- 24,000 barrels per day. The ADMA-OPCO 
shore oilfield, at Abu-Al-Bukhoosh. Output annual report for 1981 described the field as 
from this field averaged 75,000 barrels per one of the largest oil-bearing formations 
day. The Mubarraz Oil Co., a joint company discovered in the United Arab Emirates 
of Daiyko Oil and Nippon Mining (Japan) since the discovery of Umm Shaif and 
and the Japan National Oil Corp. operated Upper Zakum. 
the small Mubarraz Oilfield. The field, ADNOC began exploration activity in 
which produced about 20,000 barrels per 1980, independent of its field operators, 
day in 1981, was located in Abu Dhabi’s Shell, BP, and CFP. The company was 
offshore area. Amerada Hess also produced engaged in exploring five onshore and off- 
about 20,000 barrels per day of crude oil shore areas, and preparing geophysical sur- 
from the offshore Arzanah Field. veys of other areas having oil-producing 

Four other offshore fields were being potential. 
developed during the year, all by the Umm Several other companies began explora- 
Addalkh Development Co. (UDECO), a 50:50 tion work in Abu Dhabi for the first time in 
joint company of ADNOC and JODCO. Out- 1981. Sceptre Resources (Canada) planned 
put from all four fields was not likely to to spud its first wildcat on its onshore 
exceed 50,000 barrels per day; 25,000 from concession area ‘‘A” in eastern Abu Dhabi. 
UDECO, and 25,000 from the three-field The well was located 30 kilometers north of 

complex of Satah-Dalma-Jarnain. Reserves the Jarn Yaphour Oilfield. Sceptre was also 
at the three fields were estimated to be 1 conducing a seismic survey of the conces- 
billion barrels. First production from these _ sion. 
fields was to begin late in 1983. In May 1981, Deminex-Deutsche Erdol- 

Several new discoveries were made in’ versorgungsgesellschaft GmbH, (Federal 
1981 that were likely to significantly in- Republic of Germany) signed a 35-year con- 
crease Abu Dhabi’s current crude oil re- cession agreement with the Abu Dhabi 
serves of about 30 billion barrels. The larg- Government covering an _ 1,835-square- 
est onshore discovery was at Zubbaya, on kilometer tract offshore, northwest of Abu- 
the coast southwest of Abu Dhabi City. The al-Abyad Island. Union Texas Petroleum 
area had previously shown signs of oil (United States) acquired exploration rights 
potential, but new drilling by ADCO in 1981 in two concession areas. The company 

revealed a reservoir at 9,000 feet that was gained a 16% interest on a 1,500-square- 
much larger than originally thought. The kilometer tract offshore, and a 10% interest 
structure was thought to extend offshore, in a 7,500-square-kilometer concession on- 
and drilling was continuing off the coast shore. Deminex operated the offshore area, 

from artificial islands. and Amerada Hess, the onshore. Attock Oil 

Offshore, crude oil was discovered at Co. (United Kingdom) was also awarded a 

Gasha by ADMA-OPCO. Test rates and 2,500-square-kilometer concession in an 

depth of drill holes were unavailable, but Abu Dhabi offshore area. Attock agreed to 

the Gasha Field was thought to be part of spend $50 million on exploration work over 

the same structure as Bu-Tinah, discovered an 8-year period. 
by ADMA-OPCO in 1980. The combined Petroleum refining capacity in Abu Dha- 

field was estimated to be capable of produc- bi underwent large-scale expansion in 1981,
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with the commissioning of the 120,000- under contract to Japanese buyers. The 
barrel-per-day Ruweis refinery. The new lean residue gas was supplied by pipeline to 
refinery was able to satisfy domestic de- Dubai’s aluminum smelter, to fuel the 
mand in all the Emirates, averaging 115,000 steam turbines at Dubal. 
barrels per day. Plans to expand the refin- Petroleum production in Dubai came en- 
ery toa capacity of 300,000 barrels per day tirely from the offshore areas. The Dubai 
were shelved during the year, owing to Petroleum Co. (DPC) operated four offshore 
softening of the market late in the year. oilfields: Fateh, Southwest Fateh, Falah, 
ADNOC decided, instead, to install a 26,000- and Rashid. Total crude oil production in 
barrel-per-day hydrocracking facility at Dubai was about 112 million barrels in 1981, 
the plant to upgrade fuel oil residues into 4 12% decline from the 1980 level. The drop 
lighter products. The Ruweis refinery, built was due in part to depletion of the existing 
at a cost of $500 million by Snamprogetti fields and also was a result of sluggish 

(Italy), was expected to reach full capacity demand for oil in the world market. The 
early in 1982. Falah and Rashid Fields, both discovered in 

Expansion of the Umm-al-Nar refinery the 1970’s, were undergoing further devel- 
near Abu Dhabi City was under way in opment by DPC to shore up declining out- 
1981. Pullman Kellog Co. (United States) put, | 
was awarded a contract in September 1980 Several foreign oil companies operated 

to construct a new refinery adjacent to the Dybai’s offshore oilfields, all of which were 
15,000-barrel-per-day refinery already op- shareholders in one of the main companies. 
praung at aon sO oe pant dav. The DPC was owned 50% by the Dubai 

Output from both “unite was to ‘be ‘ased to Marine Areas, a joint company of CFP 
satisfy domestic requirements, freeing most inna d "States and 1deb Radia Bed 
of the output from Ruweis for export. This Texaco (Federal Republic of G 1 
new capacity was to come onstream in svepudire of ermany?. in 

March 1983. Also located at Ummal-Nar 2° '» the Dubai Govetnment signed an 
w " . . agreement to purchase about one-half of the 

was Apu, Dhabis firs lube, oil blending rue oll produced bythe compensa 8% 
Co. (India) and was capable of producing of the posted price. The companies then had 
14,000 barrels per day of 50 different types the right to repurchase the oil at prices set 

of lubricants for the local market. The plant >y the Government. The Government 
came onstream in mid-1980. | attempted re establish its own marketing 

ADNOC decided in 1981 to construct a 8ency in this manner. It was unable to sign 
160,000-ton-per-year petroleum coke plant 2"Y contracts during 1980, and Conoco re- 
in the Ruweis Industrial Area. Initial plans Purchased 33% of the Government’s share 
were to make the plant a joint venture of or OM ane OO eden the Spor nae 
ADNOC and the Doha-B niza- if Marc » idemitsu signe ubals 
tion for Industrial Conaulting vee first direct-deal contract for the purchase 

cost of the project was $220 million. The of 33,000 barrels per day of Government 
plant, the first of its type in the Persian crude. The contract ran from April to the 

Gulf, was designed to meet the needs of the ed of 1981 and was renewable on an 
area’s two aluminum smelters at Dubal and annual Pasis. tinuine in Dubai 
Alba. xploration was continuing in Dubai 

In 1980, Dubai opened its own natural gas onshore at Jebel Ali. The consortium of 
processing plant. Dugas was a joint venture Southeastern Drilling Co. and Houston Oil 

of the Dubai Government and Scimitar Oils and Minerals Corp. a subsidiary of Teneco 
Ltd., formerly known as Sunningdale Oils Inc. both of the United States, struck oil at 

Ltd., of Canada. The plant was designed to Jebel Ali at 17,875 feet in 1980. Additional 

handle output of about 100 million cubic drilling was underway to determine the 
feet per day of associated gas from Dubai’s extent of the field. Arco-Dubai, a wholly 
offshore fields. The plant, built by Hudson owned subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield Co. 
Engineering of Houston, Tex. (United (United States), was awarded a 760,000-acre, 

States), was designed to produce 11,000 35-year concession for onshore exploration 
barrels per day of propane, 7,000 barrels per in 1980. The agreement called for an initial 
day of butane, 7,000 barrels per day of investment of $1 million for geophysical 

condensates, and 55 million cubic feet per work, and a $5 million investment in each 
day of lean residue gas. The propane, well drilled. Arco was required to drill one 
butane, and natural gasoline was sold well by 1983 and one well per year there-
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after until 1988, if the preliminary tests planned to allow production of 80,000 bar- 
were encouraging. rels per day of condensate by mid-1983. 
Sharjah.—The Emirate of Sharjah was Work had already started on 10 storage 

the most recent of the seven Emirates to tanks with a capacity of 50,000 barrels each 
become an oil and gas producer. All of at Sajaa, and four additional 500,000 barrel 

Sharjah’s crude production, averaging tanks at Sharjah’s export terminal at Ham- 
10,000 barrels per day in 1980, came from  ariya were also under construction. Crude 
the small offshore Mubarak Field, near Abu oil exports were to start in June 1982. 
Musa Island. The production level from the Sharjah was also studying plans for the 
field peaked in 1975 at 38,000 barrels per utilization and exploitation of natural gas 
day and has declined fairly rapidly since from the field. As a result of the new 
then. It was estimated that reserves at discovery, Sharjah’s crude oil reserves were 

Mubarak would be exhausted by the end of estimated at 3 billion barrels. 
the decade. The field’s operator, Crescent Exploration work was continuing offshore 
Petroleum Corp. (United States), was inthe in Sharjah. In 1981, Chieftan Development 
process of installing a complex gas and _ Corp. (Canada) acquired a 20% interest in a 
water injection system. The equity share- 188,500-acre concession offshore of Sharjah 
holders in Crescent Petroleum were Buttes near Abu Musu Island, about 10 kilometers 
Gas & Oil Co. (25.7%), Ashland Internation- west of the Mubarak Field and 20 kilome- 
al Oil Co. (United States) (25%), Advance ters northwest of Dubai’s Fateh Field. The 
Petroleum Services Inc. (United States) concession was formerly held entirely by 
(25%), Kerr McGee Corp. (United States) Meridian Oil of Australia. Chieftan was to 

(12.5%), Cities Service Oil Co. (United act as operator and was committed to spend 

States) (10%), and Juniper Petroleum Corp. $1.47 million on exploration. 
(United States) (1.8%). Sharjah’s oil reve- Ras al-Khaimah.—Exploration was con- 
nues were based on 16.5% royalty and77% _tinuing in Ras al-Khaimah, led by Gulf Ras 
income tax. al-Khaimah, a subsidiary of Gulf Oil Corp. 

Sharjah’s future as a petroleum producer (United States). Gulf was active in two 
brightened considerably in 1980 and 1981, offshore concession areas, the first in a 421- 

_ because of two large discoveries. In 1980, oil square-kilometer tract off Ras al-Khaimah’s 
was discovered in on offshore concession west coast. Participation in the concession 
operated jointly by Forman Exploration Co. was by Gulf, as operator (45.46%), In- 
(United States) and London and Scottish ternational Petroleum Corp. (Canada) 
Marine Oil Co. (Lasmo) (United Kingdom). (28.33%), Chinese Petroleum Corp. of Tai- 
The field, named Hamriyyah, was located wan (21.21%), and a European group, Petro- 
16 kilometers east of the Mubarak Field. kal (5%). Gulf spudded Najah No. 9, the 
The test well encountered oil and gasintwo first well on the concession, late in 1981. 

formations down to 14,300 feet. The field The concession agreement called for explo- 
was deemed commercial, and additional ration expenditures of $20 million in 1981 
wells were being drilled. The field was and 1982, and the drilling of two explora- 
owned entirely by the Emirate of Sharjah. tion wells. Gulf planned to drill its second 

The second and larger of the two finds well on a separate structure early in 1982. 
was made in December 1980 by Amoco Gulf held a second concession in Ras al- 
Sharjah Oil Co., a subsidiary of Standard Khaimah in a joint venture with Amoco 
Oil Co. (Indiana) (United States) at its Sajaa (United States). The tract was located 12 
No. 1 well, onshore just west of the Oman’ kilometers southeast of Ras al-Khaimah 

Mountain Range. The well tested at 5,000 airport. The consortium was drilling its first 
barrels per day of high-gravity crude and 50 _‘ test at Khatt, but no details were available. 
million cubic feet per day of gas. Subse- Umm-al-Qaiwain.—Two exploration a- 
quent wells drilled by Amoco confirmedthe greements were signed in 1981, covering 
presence of large reserves of recoverable separate concessions in the Emirate. Texaco — 
condensate and natural gas. Amoco char- International Exploration Co., a subsidiary 
acterized the field as one of the largest of Texaco Inc. (United States), was granted 
discoveries ever made by the company. The a 650-square-kilometer offshore concession 
company was implementing a five-well de- in December 1981. Texaco was to conduct 
velopment plan, with potential of 250 mil- seismic studies and drill two wells by 1984. 
lion cubic feet per day of natural gas and The acreage was located southwest of the 
25,000 barrels per day of low-sulfur conden- entrance to the Strait of Hormuz and about 
sate by June 1982. Further expansion was 8 kilometers east Sharjah’s Mubarak Oil-
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field. It was thought that Sharjah’s offshore _ tion plans. 
Sajaa structure might extend into Umm-al- Fujarah.—Little progress has been made 
Qaiwain, providing further incentive for in oil exploration work in Fujarah since 
Texaco’s exploration efforts. A consortium 1980. A consortium of Denison Mines Ltd. 
consisting of Forman Exploration Co. (Canada) (50%), Getty Oil Co. (United 

(United States), U.S. Companies Inc. (Unit- States) (15.7%), Mitsubishi (Japan) (10%), 
ed States), Minoco UAQ Ltd. (United and 15 other companies have operated a 
States), Rimrock Offshore Ltd. (United 700,000-acre concession off the coast of Fuja- 
Kingdom), and Atlantic Marine Inc. (United rah since 1979. A single test well was drilled 
States) spudded their first wildcat in Umm- on the concession in 1980, with no signifi- 

al-Qaiwain in October 1981. The well, locat- cant show of oil or gas. Exploration activity 
ed ona 50,000-acre concession, was to has subsided since that well was abandoned. 
go to a total depth of 15,000 feet. No details Fujarah was also preparing to open the 

on the location or results of the test well first two berths of its new seaport. The port, 

were available. which was being built by Hyundai Construc- 

Ajman.—A consortium of Forman Explo- tion Corp. of the Republic of Korea at a cost 
ration and Lasmo remained active on their $46 million, was to eventually operate 11 

300-square-kilometer offshore concession. berths capable of handling imports and 

The tract was awarded in 1978, and exports for Fujarah and other Emirates. 
Forman-Lasmo completed seismic work at The port was to be operated by Felixstowe 
the end of 1980. The group was preparing to Dock and Railway Co. (United Kingdom). 
spud its first well on the concession in 1981. 
Delhi Pacific Resources Co. (United States) »Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

reached an agreement, in principal, with yan re eee eS sehen 
Reynolds Diversified Corp. (Australia) to the rate UAED3.67—US$1.00. 
acquire 17.45% interest on an 85,000-acre 3Metal Bulletin Monthly (London). January 1982, 

concession offshore and onshore Ajman. No PP ol Bulletin (London). June 5, 1981, p. 13. 
details were available on Delhi’s explora-



The Mi 1 Indust f th 

United Kingd 

By Tatiana Karpinsky' 

The decline in output and employment economic activity had begun to recover in 

evident in the United Kingdom’s economy the second half of 1981. The GDP rose 

during 1980 continued in 1981. By the slightly, and the indices of industrial and 

fourth quarter 1981, the gross domestic manufacturing output also showed a slight 

product (GDP) was running 5% lower, and upward tendency. There was, in addition, a 

manufacturing output was down by 14% significant rise in manufacturing productiv- 

compared with that of 1979. The number of ity, mainly because of the continuing fall in 

unemployed continued to increase, reaching employment. Overseas trade figures for 

about 11.5% of the total work force by the 1981 indicated that there was a surplus 

end of 1981. However, there were signs that balance of payments. 

| PRODUCTION | 

Total energy production in the United and corporation taxes, was about $12.2 | 

Kingdom increased 3.9% in 1981 over that billion? in 1981, or 9% of the United King- 

of 1980. Petroleum production increased 65 dom’s total tax revenue and 2.5% of its 

million barrels or 11%. Coal production gross national product (GNP). 

dropped slightly to 126.4 million tons. Natu- The total value of gross industrial produc- 

ral gas production was steady in 1981, while tion in 1980 amounted to $157.9 billion. 

nuclear and hydroelectric power combined Mining and quarrying contributed 14% to 

increased 4%. | this and 5.6% to the GNP. 

The British Government’s income from Production of minerals in the United 

oil and gas, in royalties, petroleum revenue, Kingdom in 1977-81 is reported in table 1. 

Table 1.—United Kingdom: Production of mineral commodities’ 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
<< 

Commodity tT gira 

METALS 
Aluminum: 
Alumina -- ~~ ~—----—---- 0577-555 oooo ooo 99 94 88 102 *100 

Primary____---------------------~toma.- 349,725 346,200 359,474 374,446 339,183 

Secondary-___--------------------do---- 200,848 193,748 176,696 162,056 148,009 

Cadmium metal including secondary - ------ ~~ ---¢0---- 295 291 424 375 278 

r. 

Ore and concentrate, metal content - - _ - _ - - - -- -do_--- 450 135 *100 200 700 

— 

Metal refines do 44,397 46,158 48,512 68,290 59,834 

Primary —----------7727TTIIIIIII gel 7_rige__ 19408 73,185 98,048 __—76,823 

Total _.____-_.---------------d0---- 122,224 125,561 121,697 161,338 136,163 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 1.—United Kingdom: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_— 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” —_—— eee 

METALS —Continued 

Hrow and steel: | igh 3,745 4239 4268 916 731 Ore weight_ _ . 
Iron content — ~~ ~"~"77TIIITIIIITT AR MUR 899 1,102 1,110 238 190 

Pigiron ~______________._ 12,285 11,532 12,894 6,412 9,616 
Ferroalloys, blast-furnace: Ferromanganese ______ _ _ 97 69 136 52 84 Steel, crude ______-----__---_-----------___ 20,410 20,311 21,438 ~—11,278+~—«:15,576 9910 ——— OO ={=z====mllee 
Semimanufactures: 

Sections _.._-____________________ 4,878 4,949 4,937 3,414 8,899 
Wire rods __-___-_____________ 1,650 1,423 1,760 972 1,103 
Plates and sheets______________________ 6,821 6,858 7,383 3,802 5,990 
Strip wee ee 1,134 1,144 1,134 413 249 
Pipe, tube, stock -.-__________________ 687 121 647 433 642 
Railway track material _.________________ 262 233 257 176 219 
Other rolled? ___________________ 1,081 1,014 1,003 873 929 
Castings and forgings ___________________ 338 307 275 252 210 rn a, 

Total __-_____ 16,851 16,655 17,396 10,335 138,241 

Mine output, metal content _______________-__tons__ 7,753 4,582 4,701 2,400 ©2400 

Bullion from imported ores and concentrates___do____ 35,015 30,371 32,314 30,039 26,556 a —=—====“*=“=[=™=—="={{_x{_—STTs-_-="-—-—" 
Refined: , 

Primary®____________________._do____ 139,654 122,841 124,188 113,405 135,369 
Secondary ____________________do____ 211,424 222,947 244,192 211,885 197,992 eee EO EG 

Total _-___________________do.___ 351,078 345,788 368,330 324,790 333,361 
Magnesium metal including secondary ___________do____ 2,700 2,700 2,700 ©2700 €2,700 
Nickel metal, refined including ferronickel ________do____ 23,156 21,367 18,863 19,300 25,400 Silver metal -----------__.~ ~ thousand troy ounces__ 134 41 NA NA NA 

Mine output, metal content_________________ tons _ 4,100 3,132 2,373 2,982 3,869 

Primary. ________________________do___ 10,458 8,445 8,025 5,829 6,839 
Secondary__.__.__________________do.___ 3,398 2,711 3,367 5,585 6,071 Zungsten, mine output, metal content ~-----~-~~-.do____ 13 65 66 °70 °70 

Cc: 
Ore and concentrate, metal content ___________do____ 7,551 2,718 572 4,400 10,900 
Metal, smelter_____________.__________ do. ___ 81,481 73,575 76,686 86,682 81,650 

NONMETALS 
Barite and witherite ___________________________ 50 54 45 54 50 Bromine ________-..____________________tons__ 24,700 25,100 29,200 25,000  °25,000 Calcite _-_._-_~__ 14 13 21 18 18 Cement, hydraulic _...________________ 15,456 15,916 16,140 14,808 12,732 Chalk ~---—~-~--------~---------~--------- 16,253 16,731 16,265 14,049  °12,000 

Fire clay ----- +e ee 1,764 1,404 1,711 1,217 *1,217 Fuller’searth _...._______________ 223 218 220 210 210 Kaolin (china clay) ————---------------------- 4,338 4,199 4,444 8,964 3,800 Pottery clay and glay ------~--------------- 16 16 22 NA NA _ Other including clay shale ________.__-_________ 24,878 25,473 121,644 21,252 18,400 
Diatomite.____._§______________________ tons. _ 2,000 2,000 F1,000 1,000 1,000 
Feldspar (china stone)*>@_____________________do.___ 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 a aaqaqqquququeeee 
Fluorspar. 

Acid-grade __ ___________-__--__-_------____ 105 130 104 187 *100 Metallurgical-grade ___________.-____________ 23 16 12 10 “10 Ungraded____--___________ ™31 T27 123 24 &40 a 
Total _______-_-_-_-_--_---- +--+ Le "159 "173 T139 171 €150 

Gypeum and anhydrite* — — — —______________-__-___ 3,310 3,322 3,500 3,371 2,666 itrogen: N content of ammonia____________________ 1,631 1,600 1,666 1,633 1,780 
Potash, K:0 equivalent _-.______________________ 81 150 264 280 306 
Refractory products:® 

Brick ____.--_______-_---_-__--_-------__ 768 ™665 "651 448 NA Cement _-__-____-____-_----_-___--------- 61 54 "66 34 NA | Other -_--____-__- ee "454 460 "462 332 NA Salt: 
Rock_.___~~~_~_-__ 905 1,311 1,590 1,746 *1,600 Brine (in brine for purposes other than saltmaking) _ _____ 1,871 1,760 1,915 1,608 1,580 
Other ___.__-__-__ 5,426 4,239 4,315 3,800 €3,800 

Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate® _.___________ 1,500 1,600 1,400 1,360 1,300 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—United Kingdom: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued - 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 | 

NONMETALS —Continued . 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Chert and flint. ______---------------------- 39 52 a 14 NA 

Igneous rock ___-___----------------------- 35,613 32,250 36,178 34,676 NA 

Limestone and dolomite ____. —------------------ 85,992 88,819 92,069 89,152 NA. 

Sandstone including ganister _ _ _ _ _ _ -------------- 11,755 13,407 13,544 12,597 NA 

Slate.________----.--~---------~--------- 1,824 945 513 . 225 NA 

Crushed rock, not further described _ _ __-------~----- NA 98,721 102,991 °102,000 NA 

Sand and gravel: 
: 

Common sand and gravel _____-------------- 110,063 = 110,200 F111,600 104,400 £110,000 

Special sands _ __ -- - --------------------- 3,288 6,224 5,829 5,708 ®6,000 

Strontium minerals __________-_.------~-~-tons_-— 5,100 4,300 6,100 6,700 *6,600 
en A A SS 

Sulfur, byproduct: 
Of metallurgy _____._----------------------- T53 T44 56 °50 °50 . 

Of spent oxides ._______------------~--------- 5 5. 4 4  % 

Unspecified ____._-_------------------------ T46 "56 53 . 69 — ©70 . 

Total________--_---------------------- "104105 (is™118——ii«8128 ©1204 | 
Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite __.-.------------ tons_. _ 15,000 18,000 16,600 17,300 © 17,000 . 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black______-_------------------------ 198 199 200 172 °170 , 
———————————— 

Coal: 
. 

Anthracite ____._______~--~------~------------ 2,529 2,952 3,030 2,902 3,000 

Bituminous ____________-~--~--------------- 118,145 118,743 117,607 125,307 121,260 

Other ___________-___--_-_-~----~---+--------- 1,426 1,882 1,732 2,140 2,140 

ee 122,100 128,577 122,369 130,349. 126,400 
e: 
Metallurgical __.____----~------------------ 11,518 9,879 *10,259 7,829 NA 

Breeze, all types... _- _- --------------------- 1,070 972 853 673 NA — 

Fuel briquets, all grades - - -————- ~~~ -=~==>-=---= ~~ 2,679 2,597 2,389 - 2,339 . NA 

as: 

Manufactured? _____________--—-—-million therms__ 33 42 25 20 NA 

Natural: 7 
Gross_____--------------- million cubic feet__ 1,560,124 1,548,859 1,675,673 ©1 564,451 °1,569,065 

Marketed ____________-_--_----.---do__-~— 1,416,041 1,382,315 1,410,285 1,316,878 1,320,762 

N atural gas liquids _____—_-- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 4,489 3,050 3,468 ©3,500 €3,500 

etroleum: 

Crude including field condensate. .____.__-----do__-- _ 278,838 $88,538 561,656 586,040 650,832 — 

——————————————O—O— OO 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation ______________--------do___- 425 329 570 534 505. 

Motor___________-------------do_-~~ 149,721 155,950 136,874 140,667 145,694 

Jetfuel _._____________-_.-------do__--~ 33,904 38,872 42,584 41,632 36,472 

Kerosine _________________-_---~---d0_~~-~ 20,592 20,166 20,995 15,764 14,756 

Distillate fuel oil_.____________.__----do____ 141,468 175,219 189,850 165,261 149,401 

Residual fuel oil __.._________._-_-----do___~ 152,133 208,250 190,476 157,842 127,000 

Lubricants ______________---------do_--~- 7,319 8,412 9,310 8,750 7,441 

Other _.__.. ~~ do ~— 81,454 75,506 «= 89,225 = 61,885 += “46,910 
Refinery fuel and losses __-_.--------- _do____ 50,939 48,178 45,766 44,219 49,005 

Total ____________---------do__-— 687,955 125,882 725,150 636,554 °577,184 

Rstimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. | 
1Includes data available through Sept. 20, 1982. 
2Includes wheels, centers, tires, axles, and semimanufactures for immediate sale. . 

3From imported bullion, including Pb content of alloys produced. 

‘From scrap materials. Series revised to comprise all secondary output including Pb content of secondary antimonial 

lead and to exclude output from domestic ores. 
5Excludes plasters. 
6Consista of brick, retorts, molds, and other refractory products made from clays, silica, silicious materials, magnesite, 

alumina, and chrome materials. 

7Gas made at gasworks plus purchased coke oven refinery gas. 

| TRADE | 

Trade data for minerals and metals for 1979-80 are given in tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) : 

Commodit 1979 1980 : y United Other (principal) 
LL 

- METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite and concentrate________ | 1,409 1,221 ~~ West Germany 500; Sweden 299; . Belgium-Luxembourg 280. Oxides and hydroxides _.__. | 33,562 42,670 1,432 Republic of South Africa 6,270; 
Norway 4,870; Portugal 4,052. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap. 2. F28,188 35,731 ~- West Germany 19,562; Belgium- . Luxembourg 5,682; Netherlands 

Unwrought ________.__ 206,985 194,456 2,812 Netherlands 67,479; West Germany 
58,368; Italy 12,594. Semimanufactures__________ T73.888 184,980 1,655 West Germany 19,688; Ireland 11,950; 
France 10,133, Antimony metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 173 288 NA_ NA. 

Arsenic: Trioxide, pentoxide, acids _______ 3,101 2,695 NA NA. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms __ 4 5 1 France 2; Spain 1; West Germany 1. Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 255 312 NA NA. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 73 133 NA NA. 
Chromium: 

Chromite __-______________. 222 891 -— Spain 530; Sweden 135; India 98. Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 3,726 4,785 3,482 France 592. Co Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 2,121 2,569 NA NA. 

Oxides and hydroxides _____________ 244 289 49 Belgium-Luxembourg 76; West 
Germany 66; Spain 19. Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 962 623 NA NA. 

Columbium and tantalum metal including 
alloys, all forms _..______________ 43 34 2 West Germany 15; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 8. Copper: 
tteandcement.._____________ 6 4 _~- All to Switzerland. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap __-__. ~~ _______ 759 593 82,903 -~- West Germany 35,961; Italy 21,719; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 8,619. Unwrought __-______________ T48,063 60,540 _~ West Germany 17,536; Italy 12,625; 
France 7,475. 

Semimanufactures____________ 118,943 119,868 3,604 Switzerland 15,098; Ireland 12,590; 
Netherlands 6,876. Gold: 

Waste and sweepings | 
value, thousands.__ $106,441 $91,217 -- Spain $40,920; Italy $19,034; Metal including all Switzerland $14,637. etal inclu oys: 

Bullion kong 
thousand troy ounces__ _—-_: 15,828 10,781 NA Na. 

Unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces__ 167,184 99,667 ~- France 22,505; Belgium-Luxembourg 

16,075; Switzerland 16,075. Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate, except roasted pyrites 898 1,156 __ West Germany 794; Cuba 105; Ireland 

Metal: 
Scrap ________ _ thousand tons__ 1,335 2,805 (4) Spain 1,810; West Germany 323. Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen____ _ 22,536 30,245 _- Italy J el 80; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Sponge iron, powder, shot._____ _ 22,098 25,543 107 West Germany 6,233; Sweden 4,011; 
Norway 2.087 . Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese __________ 6,964 972 -- West Germany 277; France 188; 
Netherlands 182. 

Ferrosilicon ~..__________ 1,782 1,353 433 West Germany 277; Italy 50. Other ferroalloys _.________ 18,656 15,634 — West germany 4.846; Netherlands 
1,133; . Steel, primary forms___________ 482,649 242,678 13,568 Italy 116,376, West Germany 31,531; 
France 17,004. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 

ons: 
Wire rod__ thousand tons__ 451 279 2 West Germany 51; Feypt 33; Sweden 

27; Belgium-Luxembourg 19. 
Other bars and rods _do____ 932 549 66 West Germany 91; France 43; Italy 

Angles, shapes, sections 
do. ___ 588 407 75 Ireland 38; India 31; Republic of 

Korea 30. 
Universals, plates, sheets: 

Tinned plates and sheets 
do____ 244 160 -- India 32; Greece 15; Denmark 11. Other__________do____ 1,012 497 1 West Germany 114; Ireland 38; India 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : United Other (principal) 
es 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures —Continued - 

Hoop and strip_ thousand tons_- 135 79 4 Ireland 8; U.S.S.R. 6; Italy 5. 
Rails and accessories — - _do____ 105 103 5 Pakistan 24; Italy 6; Ireland 5. 

Wire ______-------do___- 117 89 13 Canada 9; Ireland 6; Nigeria 6. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _ . _do_ — __ 491 404 21 Netherlands 53; Sweden 27; U.S.S.R. 

Castings and forgings, rough 
Lead do. ___ 112 96 33 Sweden 14; Abu Dhabi 4; France 4. 

Ore and concentrate____--_~------ 5,187 3,535 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 2,788; West 
Germany 721. 

Oxides and hydroxides __---------- 5,860 5,855 22 Ireland 2,375; Sweden 494. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______-_------------- 32,369 30,662 -- Italy 10,610; West Germany 6,728; 

Denmark 6,101. 

Unwrought _______--------- 136,549 141,825 635 West Germany 31,054; Netherlands 
25,127; Portugal 11,391. 

Semimanufactures _____------- 5,223 6,123 _- Ireland 1,738; Portugal 1,012. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: , 

rap_____~__--------_------- 272 111 7 Italy 81; West Germany 20; Ireland 3. 

Unwrought ______------------- 1,075 1,167 309 France 305; Canada 193. 

Semimanufactures_ ______-—~----- 704 659 8 India 306; Ireland 72. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___-__--_----~- 4,043 8,331 323 Republic of South Africa 2,710; Italy 

Oxides and hydroxides ___.-------- 1,165 2,133 20 N igeria 841; Republic of South Africa 
68; Ireland 191. 

Metal including alloys, all forms —_~—__- 362 405 NA NA. 

Mercury _______—_-—- 76-pound flasks_ _ 3,974 2,321 116 ~ Belgium-Luxembourg 551; West Ger- 
many 464; Republic of South Africa 

Molybdenum: 
ides and hydroxides ___—_---~---- 381 1,937 NA NA. 

Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — ~~ -— 332 175 3 Netherlands 72; West Germany 31; 
France 30. 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate.._ ____-----~--- 5 -- All to Israel. 

Matte, speiss, similar materials _ _ _ — — — — 1,383 2,911 -- Norway 2,823; India 59. 

Oxides and hydroxides ___--------- 252 58 NA NA. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______.------------- 4,341 4,454 550 Sweden 1,455; Netherlands 804; West 

Germany 789. 

Unwrought __.____--------- 14,866 10,984 __ West Germany 2,973; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,687 ; France 1,489. 

Semimanufactures _ _____------ 13,098 9,186 965 France 1853; est Germany 934; 
ly 864. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

Sil thousand troy ounces_ — 3,537 1,768 418 Italy 418; Switzerland 193. 

ilver: 
Ore and concentrate value, thousands_ _ $8,629 $1,000 $95 Canada $882; Switzerland $20. 

Waste and sweepings _ - — __—--do__ ~~ $25,440 $144,798 __ East Germany $40,943; Italy $28,269; 
Belgium-Luxembourg $19,725. 

Metal including alloys: 
Refined, wrought 

thousand troy ounces__ 18,229 17,426 579 Switzerland 4,823; Sweden 4,244. 

Refined, unwrought — — —-——do__-- 35,398 62,726 3,537 Switzerland 51,345; East Germany 

Tin Other _________------do___- 2,926 2,090 NA _ NA. 

Ore and concentrate___—---------- 4,019 3,035 __ Spain 1,304; West Germany 1,000; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 500. 

Oxides and hydroxides - ----------- 453 431 NA _ NA. 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap ___----------------- 22 115 __ West Germany 92; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 20. 

Unwrought __.~-_---------- 7,458 8,234 530 US.S.R. 3,788; Czechoslovakia 658; 
Netherlands 609. 

Semimanufactures ____.—------ 352 635 __ Netherlands 272; Italy 47; Sweden 44. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ ~ — — - - - 18,705 14,038 1,545 Netherlands 2,132; Hungary 1,844; 
West Germany 1,316. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate__ _ --—--------- 30 222 51 Poland 84; Netherlands 39; West 

Germany 31. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : _ 
| United Other (principal) 

———— 

METALS —Continued 
Tungsten —Continued 

Oxides and hydroxides ___________- 5 1 NA _iNA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ ___ 227 333 44 West, Germany 131; Netherlands 26; y 13. 

Uranium and thorium: 
Ore and concentrate_ value, thousands_ _ _- $8 --  Allto France. 

win including alloys, all forms —_____ 11 20 NA NA. 
c: 
Ore and concentrate______________ -- 7,695 -- France 4,330; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Oxides and peroxides _____________ 10,267 9,881 +~=168 ~—Belgium-Luxembourg 1,340; Nether- 
lands 1,282; Cuba 1,266. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___________---______ 4,818 5,400 -~ West Germany 3,576; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 727. 
Blue powder ________________ 2,210 2,162 NA NA. 

_ Unwrought ________________ 19,119 34,468 3,661 Netherlands 10,216; France 4,403; 
| Belgium-Luxembourg 3,331. 

Semimanufactures____________ 3,737 3,152 363 Pakistan 346. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates: 
Of molybdenum, tantalum, titanium, 
vanadium, zirconium —_—______ 7,565 4,753 —- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,006; Spain 

. . 738; France 580. 
Unspecified _.______._______ 396 841 83 Belgium-Luxembourg 434. 

; Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals______~ ___________ 49,272 46,020 494 West Germany 21,494; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 7,902. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ________ 2.025 2,101 NA NA. 
Metals: 7 . 

Metalloids _._______________ 2,589 2,604 35 Denmark 1,152; Malaysia 586; West 
Germany 92. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals __-_§_______________ 222 172 23 Foland 31; Hungary 15; Italy 15. 

Pyrophoric alloys ~---- Le 7,574 10,325 ~~. West Germany 6,412; Ireland 1,236. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 114 140 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc __ 2,262 2,203 6 Libya 506; Singapore 421; West 
rmany 215. 

Artificial: Corundum _____________ 7,171 6,744 1,665 Republic of South Africa 1,288; West , 
rmany 1,244. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones___ value, thousands__ $7,805 $4,646 $689 Belgium Luxembourg $835; West 

rmany . 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 7,369 7,281. 182 West, Germany 891; Sweden 880; Italy 

Asbestos, crude.__________________ 615 1,118 _- France 340; Italy 188; West Germany 
Barite and witherite________________ 4,622 4,050 36 Norway 694; West Germany 578; 

Denmark 306. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates_____________ 140 1,517 —_ Netherlands 1,399; Republic of South 
ca 74. 

Oxide and acid _-_______________ 996 1,514 37 Netherlands 1,387; France 76; 
Canada 36. 

Cement ___________ _ thousand tons__ 1,600 1,025 214 ~=— Nigeria 576; Ireland 102. 
Chalk__-____. ~~~ 60,276 57,742 _~ Sweden 12,611; Nigeria 9,893; 

Australia 6,274. 
Clays and clay products: 

de ___________ thousand tons__ 3,111 2,957 32 West Germany 491; Italy 447; 
Finland 366. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory._.____§_§________ 191,938 182,521 12,250 Ireland 52,754; Saudi Arabia 14,230; 

Netherlands 13,303. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 252,611 249,937 4,025 Italy 39,031; Sweden 21,928; West 

Germany 16,837. 
Cryolite and chiolite..______________ 7 3 NA NA. 
Diamonds: Gem, not set or strung 

value, millions. _ $5,835 $6,568 $691 Switzerland $3,586; Belgium- 
Fuxembourg $1,634. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth ___ _ __ 1,098 985 2 Ireland 360; Ghana 223; Singapore 53. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ______________ 28,483 59,229 _~— Canada 23,556; West Germany 

17,177; Norway 7,788. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 “tnteqgee#s#ss## .. ... . 
United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: | 

Beegege coco et, osphatic. ________________ _- ; . 
Potassic.__. ~~ 5 6 35 _- Ireland 20; Bangladesh 10; France 5. . 
Other including mixed_________ 2,603 2,481 93 Ireland 1,519; \ eet Germany 662; 

ether . 
Manufactured: ° 

Nitrogenous ___.__________- - 148,141 118,186 16 Nethe prlands 46,778; Ireland 25,890; 
um-Luxe 

Phosphatic. 9... -- 41,757 25,955 _— _ Ireland 14,536; France £,785. 
Potassic.__§_§_.______________ 164,740 200,695 267 Singapore £2,889; Norway 35,807; 

Other including mixed-_________ 485,267 301,952 78 Ireland 171; West Germany 57. _ 
Ammonia _________________-__ 98,0385 102,581 10 Spain 25,682; Ireland 16,015; Sweden 

Graphite, natural __..________-_ -- 3,158 2,081 290 France 561; Belgium-Luxembourg 
; rman . 

Gypsum and plasters ______________— 17,588 17,889 117 Ireland 4,190; Saudi Arab ia 2,390; 
0 ong 1,988. 

Lime ___--/-_-_-~_-~_______ 42,365 32,724 __ Nigeria 7,704; Venemuela 8499, 
Magn esite___§~§ ~~~ ~~ 65,004 80,042 NA _ NA. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ _ _ — 4,878 3,773 213 West German y et Belgium- 321 

uxembourg 419; Hungary 321. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 417 231 NA NA. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed — — — 9,400 7,208 365 Netherlands 433; Australia 428; Italy 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except ue 
onds: 

Natural ___.____~— value, thousands. _ $90,588 $126,653 $4,369 ee $73,972; West Germany 

Manufactured __________-__do____ $246 $440 $103 Spain $107; India $84; West Germany . 

Pyrites, unroasted _________________ 18 20 __ Italy 12; France 8. 
Salt and brine ___________________ 424,187 398,328 19 Sweden 136,665; Nigeria 112,288. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, nes: / 

Caustic potash, sodic and potassic oo 
_ peroxides _______.. ~~~ -_- 1,588 1,618 2 Australia 074; New Zealand 420; 

Caustic soda___§__.____________-_ 54,835 45,891 50 Nigeria 5,320; Ireland 8,908; 
‘anzania 3,456. 

Soda ash______________------- 146,169 149,910 20 Republic of South Africa 65.208; 
04; Mm Li,J7s. 

Stone, s sand and ¢ gravel: 
ension stone: : 
Crude and partly worked _______~_ 11,077 8,368 -- West Germany 5,171; France 1,515; 

Worked. ___ ~~~ ~~ 5,936 7,746 248 France 1.915, Belgium-Luxembourg 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ___ __ 21,267 30,116 __ Sweden 12,765; Ireland 5,416. 
Gravel and crushed rock 

thousand tons_ _ 6,437 6,814 1 Belgium Luxembourg 37 1; France 
: Pd 9 r. 9 * 

Limestone, except dimension ——___ ~~ 867,742 799,103 -- Belgian re owen teal 
rman: ; Norway 179,427. 

Quartz and quartzite ~~~ 317 277 15 Ireland 109; Iran 48; Sings 27. 
d excluding metal-bearing — — _ _ _ _ __ 85,525 48,199 1 _—siTreland 23,843; Sweden 1 O64: 

Norway 2,740. 

Sat emental: 
Other than colloidal __________- 1,344 1,116 _. __ Australia 282; Ireland 228; India 161. 
Colloidal __ ~~... _-- 247 133 2 Ireland 50; India 21; Belgium 

Dioxide._________-____________ 104 90 NA NA a 
Sulfuric acid _______--.-_---_-_ 172,556 228,676 1 Ireland 56.271; Turkey 48,680; Greece 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _—__-— 5,605 5,806 _- Belgi ium-Luxembourg bou 1,970; Nigeria 

Other: , 
Crude _________-~___2_ ee 50,480 32,620 48 West Germany 8,056; Netherlands 

5,624; Sweden 2,779. 

ee, dress + not metal 
From iron and steel manufacture _ __ 91,677 78,985 __ West t Germany 67,958; Denmark 

; Norway 1,971. 
Unspecified _________...---- 4,498 5,943 570 West Germany 2,378; Sweden 1,039. 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : _— States Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other —Continued 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium _____.—_—__ 250 581 _- West Germany 276; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 100. 
Halogens other than chlorine _ — ~~ — — —— 1,824 2,026 56 France 1,010; est Germany 367; 

relan . 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired | nonmetals_ _ _ _ _ 77,011 92,298 1,738 Ireland 21-263; Saudi Arabia 14,412; 
raq 4,603. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __ _ _ ______ 3,815 2,887 __ Ireland 1,293; Kenya 491; Norway 

Carbon black _____.______________ 48,527 35,195 51 Ireland 5,845; Nigeria 4,508; France 

Coal and briquets: — 
Anthracite and bituminous coal 

thousand tons_ 2,339 4,042 () France 1,474; West Germany 1,145; 
Denmark 606. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal 
do____ 174 119 __ Norway 108; Ireland 5. 

, Lignite and lignite briquets ___.____ 5 120 _- Saudi rabia 30; Libya 23; Norway 

Coke and semicoke______ thousand tons__ 721 1,164 __ West Germany 198; Norway 195; 
Netherlands 170. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __________ 7,091 5,135 7 Ireland 22h, Norway 597; Nether- 
an . 

Peat including briquets and litter________ 4,542 5,105 _- France 2,138; Lebanon 592; Spain 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 291,360 291,566 55,322 West Germany 83,849; Netherlands 
64,649; France 21,633. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _____________do____ T18.444 16,882 — Ireland 5,847; Netherlands 5,445; 

Sweden 1,956. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ___ ___do____ 6,441 6,090 — Ireland 2,281; Norway 1,045; Sweden 

Distillate fuel oi] _.______do___~_ 39,958 37,654 __ Ireland 5,721; Denmark 4,643; 
Sweden 3,927. 

Residual fuel oil. _______.___do____ 23,757 35,203 170 Netherlands 8,420; Ireland 7,455; 
Sweden 6,399. 

Lubricants ____________do____ 7 A54 10,087 _- France 4,075; Netherlands 944; West 
Germany 738. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _do_ _ __ 10,322 11,839 1,189 Netherlands 2,525; Ireland 2,239; 

Portugal 1,404. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 328 349 _._ oN igeria 63 West Germany 58; Fin- 

and 28. 
Bitumen and other residues and 

bituminous mixtures_ _do_ _ _ _ 1,079 910 -- Ireland 621; Iceland 66. 
Petroleum coke ______do____ T1890 2,047 NA NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals__________ 302,544 222,264 5,352 Norway 59,823; Netherlands 58,320; 

France 20,309. 

FRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Qhited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite and concentrate ___.___~_ 283,749 267,634 38 Ghana 161,574; Greece 48,223; 

Sierra Leone 16,188. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 609,833 778,909 976 Jamaica 547,186; Suriname 107,318. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________----_-_- 6,282 5,792 1,455 _— Ireland 2,400; Canada 467. 
Unwrought. __________-~_- 185,481 171,420 NA NA. 
Semimanufactures _________ 188,794 155,465 15,051 West Germany 43,122; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 19,733; France 19,479. 
Arsenic: Trioxide, pentoxide, acids _ _ _ _ 87 5,454 NA NA. 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all 

forms ______________-____- 11 10 9 NA. 
Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 335 389 NA NA. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all 

forms ___________-.------~- 1,432 793 NA NA. 
Chromium: 

Chromite. __________.---~-- 92,041 92,573 _. Republic of South Africa 67,895; 
Mozambique 9,716. 

Oxides and hydroxides wee ee 2,054 2,255 54 U.S.S.R. 805; West Germany 764. 
Metal including allows, all forms ___ 155 195 NA NA. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____—---- 683 1,333 2 Canada 1,267. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 3,031 2,187 NA NA. 

Columbium and tantalum metals 
including alloys, all forms — — ~~ _— — — 75 59 31 West Germany 19. 

Copper: 
e and concentrate___________ 563 644 124 Czechoslovakia 520. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _____________---- 10,546 9,171 1,874 Ireland 1,990; Ghana 864. 
Unwrought_ ._ _.________~- 377,777 346,703 8,213 Canada 78,584; Chile 75,768; Peru 

Semimanufactures _________ 103,602 17,817 8,085 West Germany 16,429; France 10,928; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 9,682. 

Gold: 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands_ _ $265,071 $269,409 $144,400 Kuwait $56,536; Canada $24,052. 
Metal including alloys: 

Bullion 
thousand troy ounces_ _ 25,258 17,710 NA NA. 

Unwrought and partly wrought . 
do____ 768 2,132 71 Singapore 1,215; Dubai, 238; Hong 

Kong 212. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate, except roasted 
pyrites_______ thousand tons. _ 17,841 8,529 _- Canada 3,682; Brazil 1,417; Australia 

Roasted pyrites_________do____ 221 218 _- Sweden 187; Ireland 29. 
etal: 

Scrap _._________—do____ 35 26 2 __ Ireland 14; West Germany 4. 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen 

do____ 132 168 _- Norway 48; West Germany 34; Brazil 

Sponge iron, powder, shot 
do____ 41 24 (?) Sweden 10; Venezuela 8. 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese_ _ _do_ _ _ — 81 52 (?) Norway 20; Republic of South Africa 

Ferrosilicon_ _ _ _ — —do____ 115 69 (7) Norway 46; Spain 8. 
Other _________do____ 140 83 (?) Republic of South Africa 23; Norway 

1; Sweden 11. 
Steel, primary forms — _ _ do_ _ _ — 869 902 9 West Germany 257; Netherlands 132; 

Sweden 38. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections: 

Wire rods ____do____ 179 261 1 West Germany 81; France 57; Nether- 
lands 33. 

Other bars and rods 
do_ _ __ 358 377 1 West Germany 72; France 49; Nether- 

lands 22. 
Angles, shapes, sections 

do_ _ _— 277 290 4 Belgium-Luxembourg 77; Republic of 
South Africa 35. 

Universals, plates, sheets: 
Tinned plates and sheets 

do. ___ 129 302 100 Netherlands 76; West Germany 47; 
France 35. 

Other_______do____ 1 537 1,824 _— West Germany 436; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 350; Netherlands 243. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

, Commoditv 1979 1980 ‘UWtedg##  .... DO | United Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures —Continued 

Hoop and strip 
thousand tons. _ 102 219 2 West Germany 90; Netherlands 44; 

France 39. 
Rails and accessories 

do_ ___ 15 6 __ West Germany 3; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2. 

Wire __________do____ 51 62 (?*) Belgium-Luxembourg 17; West 
Germany 15; France 10. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings 
do____ T3929 468 5 West Germany 71; Netherlands 52; 

; dforvi h Belgium-Luxembourg 27. 
Castings and forgings, roug 

do____ 19 21 1 France 5; West Germany 5; Italy 2. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 67,812 56,060 38 Australia 27,295; Honduras 9,713; 
Canada 6,429. . 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 793 672 15 Treland 247; Netherlands 207; Mexico 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____.____________ 9,081 10,571 8,504 Canada 535; Ghana 376; Kuwait 212. 
Unwrought._____________ 205,204 204,215 8,329 Australia 149,148; Canada 37,449. 
Semimanufactures _________ 2,304 2,848 22 Ireland 2,006. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
p--------~~-~~_~_~______ 270 43 _- West Germany 25; Ghana 11. 

Unwrought ________________ 5,910 4,974 170 Norway 2,527; Netherlands 1,489; 
Canada 656. 

Semimanufactures____________ 301 245 82 Switzerland 122; Austria 18. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate______..___ 544,220 126,549 139 Republic of South Africa 61,956; 
razil 38,475; Australia 10,677. , 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 5,900 5,576 224 Ireland 2,468 Belgium-Luxembourg 
1,252; Greece 1,213. 

Metal including alloys, allforms ___ 3,071 3,291 NA NA. 
Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks__ 8,877 6,730 406 Netherlands 4,090; Spain 1,015. 
Molybdenum: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 15,285 13,757 NA NA. 

Ni Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 214 108 35 Austria 44; France 19. 
ickel: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 36 _- 
Matte, speiss, similar materials _ __ _ 27,822 38,325 _- Canada 25,117; Guatemala 10,817. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____~___~ ~~ 3,078 2,255 577 ~—- France 448; Canada 255; Sweden 226. 
Unwrought____$_§_________ 17,960 18,240 798 Canada 6,571; Belgium-Luxembourg 

2,438; Norway 2,377. 
Semimanufactures _________ 4,680 4,629 1,641 West Germany 1,775; Canada 523. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought , 

Si troy ounces_ _ 385,808 707,315 257,206 Netherlands 128,603. 
ver: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands__ ‘$198,866 $463,148 NA_ NA. 
Waste and sweepings __._._._do..__. "$244,495 $401,682 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces__ 39,417 139,566 30,286 West Germany 39,009; France 13,150; 

Tin Belgium-Luxembourg 11,413. 

Ore and concentrate___________ 35,987 36,656 11 Bolivia 24,704; Argentina 4,299; Peru 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____~____~.-_____ 1,314 940 220 Belgium-Luxembourg 197; France 

142. 
Unwrought and partly wrought _ 8,600 7,368 404 Nigeria 1,705; Netherlands 1,123; 

donesia 830. - 
Titanium: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 382,990 312,650 NA NA. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 9,846 5,680 85 West Germany 1,286; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,135; Italy 867. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ FS) 129 $1,999 NA NA. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 2,997 2,622 17 Portugal 673; West Germany 502; 

Netherlands 461. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 245 298 23 Republic of Korea 78; Austria 71. 

Uranium and thorium: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 943 925 _- All from Australia. 
Metals including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 1 2 1 Mainly from Canada. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ON 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate ____----—--- 182,067 211,599 3,000 Peru &3,021 ; Australia 60,065; Ireland 

Oxides and peroxides __-__-~—--- 4,244 2,871 42 West Germany 1,046; France 751; 
Portugal 701. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap and blue powder _ _ — — — — - 1,431 1,136 -_ Norway 531; Finland 152; Sweden 

Unwrought_ _____-_------- 178,144 134,273 10 Canada 47,300; Netherlands 34,838; 
Finland 26,104. 

Semimanufactures _ __———-—-- TATT1 4,401 NA West Germany 1,809; France 673; 
Netherlands 650. 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate ____----—-~- 33,667 32,426 NA NA. 

one! including alloys, all forms _ _— — 228 207 NA NA. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates_ _— __—-—-—-- 621 131 NA NA. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _______---—--- 96,099 78,583 14,328 West Germany 6,638; Australia 4,659; 
Netherlands 3,211. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — — — —— 294,378 267,194 __ U.S.S.R. 99,635; Lreland 27,349; West 

| Germany 21,721. 

Metals: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

metals __..______-_-~--- 1,101 879 7 France 649; West Germany 168. 

Pyrophoric alloys ~e eee 3,651 3,119 __ Ireland 2,873. 

Base metals including alloys, all 
forms__________-~---~-- 588 367 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

etc ______-_ value, thousands_ — T$11,157 $9,691 NA Na. 

, Artificial: Corundum __~—~_~—_~~—- 14,827 17,543 289 Canada 8,053; Netherlands 4,227; 
Austria 2,335. . 

Dust and powder of precious and 
semiprecious stone 

value, thousands. _ $25,824 $18,638 NA NA. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _____________-~_--- 3,994 4,314 161 Netherlands 857; Italy 769; West 
Germany 554. 

Asbestos, crude_________--~---- 116,665 94,639 731 Canada 71,893; Republic of South 
Africa 8,980. 

Barite and witherite_ ________-_-—- 90,355 143,090 __ Ireland 74,892; Netherlands 42,008. 

Boron materials: 
Borates and perborates _ _ ——_-—-~~- 10,409 9,246 2,709 Netherlands 5,692. 

Oxides and acids __ ________~_-_~ 8,525 2,518 20 Turkey 1,100; France 869. 

Bromine _________-------_—-~-~- 4,168 4,642 NA NA. 

Cement... _________---------- 146,855 118,167 107 Ireland 97,456; France 15,163. 

Chalk. _~_-_______---~-----~--- 1,547 605 _— West Germany 412; France 109; 
Netherlands 36. 

Clays and clay products: 
de__-_________ ~~ ee 195,738 196,416 83,173 Republic of South Africa 31,484; 

rance 28,425; Netherlands 13,724. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory _ — ~ —_------- 84,395 93,270 336 Italy 50,722; Spain 11,050; West 

Germany 8,430. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ______--__------~ 60,332 45,906 4,298 Ireland 10,804; West Germany 9,989; 

Denmark 5,267. 

Cryolite and chiolite__ __-.------- 2,184 1,627 _. All from Denmark. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, millions_ _ $5,551 $6,914 NA NA. 
Industrial ____ value, thousands_ — $188,651 $147,829 NA NA. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 11,902 13,602 4,692 Denmark 4,059; France 2,234. 

Feldspar and fluorspar — —— —- ------ 193,476 144,008 _- Norway 90,288; Finland 22,794; 
Sweden 11,470. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous _— —-—-------- 1,979 6,921 -- Chile #955; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Phosphatic__— thousand tons. _ 1,752 1,755 407 Morocco 822; Senegal 428. 

Potassic_ __._____.------- 37,626 25,453 25 Bast Germany 13,062; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : y United Other (principal) 

eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials —Continued 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 506,616 355,567 14,789 Belgium-Luxembourg 126,419, 

etherlands 119,663; West 
Germany 47,761. 

Phosphatic: 
omas (basic) slag ______ 12,829 16,380 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg 16,304; Ireland 

Other ______________ 80,153 59,607 350 Portugal 10,835; Denmark 10,271; 
Netherlands 10,102. 

Potassic.__- ~____________ 629,662 554,775 10 East Germany 204,894; West 
Germany 141,558; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 76,335. 

Other including mixed _______ 361,388 363,800 4,019 Netherlands 117,314; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 75,151; Ireland 30,750. 

Graphite, natural _.__-§_$__§_§______ 14,584 18,115 400 Norway 6,319; Madagascar 5,947; 
China 2,340. 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ T38.940 85,652 _~-— Ireland 72,488; France 10,706. 
Iodine _____________________ 1,359 1,596 NA NA. 
Lime ______________________ 2,740 1,374 __ Ireland 1,244; France 106. 
Magnesite___________________ 145,266 94,176 889 Spain 22,028; Greece 21,172; Italy 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 17,918 21,223 70 China 6,575; India 3,812. 
Worked including agglomerated split- 
tings________________ 545 506 113 Belgium-Luxembourg 111; West 

Germany 110; Switzerland 57. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ______________ 3,309 2,848 NA NA. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 24,926 22,137 639 West Germany 17,736. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $103,169 $126,662 $9,007 Switzerland $58,579; West Germany 

$11,501; France $10,801. 
Manufactured__________do.___ $1,235 $1,677 $1,024 NA. 

Salt and brine.__§_-§_§_§_§_§_________ 748,017 434,427 192 Italy 280,873; Netherlands 124,954. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash including sodic and 
potassic peroxides___________ 3,212 2,778 3 France 971; West Germany 655; 

Sweden 233. 
Causticsoda________________ 47,552 63,952 5,057 West Germany 46,085; Netherlands 

Soda ash 2 = = 59,282 34,089 16,504 Bulgaria 5,668; Poland 5,024; U.S.S.R. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked: 
Calcareous ___________ 9,083 8,973 — Italy 8,254; Portugal 143; Sweden 136. 
Slate_______________ 422 321 _- Italy 164; Spain 94; Ireland 40. 
Other ______________ 18,019 12,664 210 Republic of South Africa 3,441; 

Sweden 1,379. 
Worked: 

Slate_______________ 3,988 3,741 _- Italy 1,508; France 1,437. 
Paving and flagstone ____ _ 12,310 12,345 6 Portugal 12,178. 
Other ______________ 18,945 24,016 153 Italy 15,364; India 3,260; Republic of 

South Africa 1,718. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 80,155 64,277 34 Spain 46,346; Norway 14,857. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 169,558 311,795 57 France 156,587 ; Ireland 68,119; Italy 

1,033. 
Limestone, except dimension_ _ _ _ _ _ 3,522 2,665 9 France 2,615; West Germany 37. 
Quartzand quartzite.__________ 4,377 4,129 565 West Germany 767; Italy 598; 

Portugal 518. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 82,287 58,931 1,546 Belgium-Luxembourg 42,145; Ireland 

161. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Colloidal _______________ 491 475 15 France 259; West Germany 124; 

Spain 36. 
Other than colloidal 

thousand tons_ _ 1,194 1,140 61 Poland 365; France 311; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 195. 

Sulfuric acid. __§ $2 ~§_-_______ 30,941 26,959 13 Norway 21,267; West Germany 5,669. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 65,757 62,376 499 N orway 17,005; France 9,603; China 

Vermiculite__________________ 148,396 116,963 NA NA. 
Other: 

Crude____________________ ™356,859 267,898 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
=o United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other —Continued 

Slag, dross, similar waste, not 
metal-bearing: 
From iron and steel manufacture 62,668 54,963 15 Canada 23,231; Republic of South 

Africa 9,884. 
Unspecified __________-_- 6,734 13,118 53 Netherlands 12,009. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ 1,116 857 58 Italy 396; France 176; West Germany 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals. __§_____~___--_-~-~_- 65,053 78,994 243 Belgium-Luxembourg 48,302; France 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ — _ _ _ _ _ 12,257 12,446 2,875 Trinidad and Tobago 5,306. 
Carbon black _________.--_---~- 76,335 68,553 3,388 France 10,146; Norway 9,175. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous 
thousand tons__ 4,353 7,334 3,613 Australia 2,820; Poland 446. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal. _____.~-________~- 91,988 169,986 _. West Germany 85,544; France 79,668. 

Lignite including briquets _ ——__—_—~_ 200 3 3 
Coke and semicoke_____-_______- 132,475 3,349 9 France 2,673; West Germany 122. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _-_——__ 1,337 1,569 NA _ NA. 
Peat including peat briquets and litter _ _ 160,076 151,105 -- Ireland 125,568; U.S.S.R. 12,214; 

Finland 7,580. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 423,296 328,262 _. Saudi Arabia 134,554; Kuwait 40,838; 

Iraq 39,298. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline including natural 
do____ T45,677 50,890 122 Netherlands 13,650; Italy 7,478; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 6,732. 
Kerosine and jet fuel __ _do_ _ __ 74,857 3,639 _— N etherlands 1,336; France 660; Italy 

Distillate fuel oil _____do___— ™8 660 12,519 _— USSR. 4,129; Netherlands 2,780; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,483. 

Residual fuel oil. _ _ _ _do__ __ ¥40,296 19,653 -~— Netherlands 9,017; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,675; West Germany 

| Lubricants _________do____ 13.202 15,109 391 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,275; Nether- 
lands 3,613; Denmark 1,838. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do____ 76,429 92,321 _. Norway 82,262; Algeria 6,734. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do_ _ __ 302 260 14 Netherlands 195. 
Bitumen and other residues 

and bituminous mixtures, 
nes ________do____ 7905 781 659 Netherlands 59. 

Petroleum coke ———do__ __ 2,053 2,010 1,590 Netherlands 191; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 154. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 514,771 549,983 328,343 Netherlands 94,571; France 62,834. 

T Revised. NA Not available. 
1Excludes unreported quantity valued at $2,259,500 in 1979 and $2,945,096 in 1980. 
7Less than 1/2 unit. 
SExcludes quantity valued at $28,764,563 in 1979 and $39,461,026 in 1980. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS tons, and exports declined 17% to 100,000 
. . . tons. Production of secondary aluminum 

Aluminum.—Production of primary alu- decreased by some 10,000 tons to 150,000 
minum, at about 340,000 tons, decreased 9% tons, but imports increased 25% to 6,000 

in 1981. tons. Consumption of secondary aluminum 
Imports of primary aluminum decreased increased 12% to 90,000 tons, and exports 

25% to 120,000 tons, of which about 50% declined to 60,000 tons. 
came from Norway. Consumption of pri- British Aluminium Co. Ltd. announced at 
mary aluminum decreased 15% to 350,000 yearend that its 100,000-ton-per-year Inver-
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gordon smelting plant, near Inverness, had Production of steel in 1981 was considerably 
been shut down. The smelter operated at an improved from the very depressed level of 
average 90% of capacity in 1981 and posted 1980 but was well below the output achiev- - 
a first-half pretax loss of $17.4 million, ed in 1979. 
compared with a profit of $14.6 million in The improvement in production was most 
1980. The loss was attributed primarily to marked in the second half of 1981. About 
low aluminum prices and the high cost of 16% of the total steel output was produced 
electricity. The company’s other two smelt- by private concerns, showing that they were 
ers at Lochaber and Kinlochleven, both hurt less by the depressed market than 
near Fort William, Scotland, had a combin- BSC. In 1981, there was a small surplus of 
ed annual capacity of 50,000 tons and were exports over imports in steel, in terms of 
still in production. At the Lochaber smelter, tonnage. Investment in the iron and steel 
the company completed a major expansion, industry decreased from $37 million in 1980 
increasing production capacity by one-third to $24 million in 1981. Employment declin- 
to 37,000 tons per year of aluminum. ed from 134,000 to 96,000 employees in the 

Output of the Anglesey Aluminium Ltd. 2me period. 
primary smelter at Holyhead, North Wales, The British steel industry depended 
was to be reduced by cutting the number of largely on imported iron ore, of which 13.7 
pots onstream to approximately 200 because million tons was purchased in 1981. About 

of the depressed market for aluminum. 49% of the total came from Canada, 30% 
Anglesey, in which Kaiser Aluminum and from South America, and 30% from Austra- Chemical Corp. of the United States held a /i@ Africa, and Europe. Indigenous produc- 67% interest, had a design capacity of thon of iron ore in 1981 toraved rie tons 

113,000 tons per year and in 1981 was wie h td metal anne avout OP eae 
operating at about 90% capacity. The cut- Fon th “Afth «, compared with t “ ° f 
back action was to reduce the operating [07 "© {th year in succession, Closures 0 rate by about 25%. ironmaking and steelmaking facilities oc- 

Alcan Aluminium (United Kingdom) Ltd. Sured. he closings caused a capacity re 
. uction of about 2.5 million tons of ingot 

reported that the Lyn emouth plant commis- steel per year at four sites. Of the steel 
sioned the second tie line to the national capacity reduction, about one-half was elec- 
grid and that a new anode handling sy stem tric arc, the greater part of which was in the 
and a new furnace were among the major vate sector. In June 1981, the Leeds Road 
projects underway. plant of Hadfields Ltd., at Sheffield, with a 

A new trading branch, Alaftrade, was capacity of 300,000 tons of crude steel, was formed by Alcan to sell ingot and semifabri- closed down with a loss of 1 200 j obs. but 
cated products into African and Middle fyaagfields nonetheless remained a signifi- 
East markets established by Alcan Alumin- ant producer of ingots, billets, and bars. 
ium Africa and Middle East Ltd. In July 1981, Round Oak Steel Works 

Iron and Steel.—British Steel Corp. Ltd., Brierley Hill, West Midlands, reported 
(BSC), which traditionally produced about  ciogure of the Level steel mill, which pro- 
90% of British steel, reported a loss of $512 duced rounds, squares, and flats, and the 

million before interest in the 1981-82 finan- cogging mill and partial closure of No. 2 
cial year ending April 30, against its target melting shop. The number of employees was 
loss of $457 million. BSC losses in 1980-81 reduced from about 2,200 to 1,300. 
were $972 million. The company was ex- Major developments at BSC included 
pected to overrun its 1981-82 $1,482 million commissioning of a six-strand billet caster 
external financing limit (EFL) by $77 mil- at Templeborough, an order for an eight- 
lion. The EFL was expected to be reduced strand billet caster for Scunthorpe, plans 
from $1,559 million in 1981-82 to $741 mil- for an RH degassing unit at Lackenby, and 
lion in 1982-83. Conditions in the British a new spun-cast iron pipe plant at Stanton 
iron and steel industry were abnormal dur- and Staveley Group. Round Oak commis- 
ing 1980 so that the usual numerical com- _ sioned a 130-ton Asea ladle refining system. 
parisons between that year and 1981 were F. H. Lloyd Ltd. installed a new high- 
not meaningful. In 1981, there were further reduction mill. Darlington & Simpson Roll- 
falls in both apparent and estimated real ing Mills Ltd. went ahead with its program 
consumption of steel. The domestic demand of modernization and automation of its 
was further reduced by a net stock draw- rolling mills. 
down by consumers and steel stockholders. Lead.—In 1981, the British Government
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announced that the maximum level of lead Crofty and Pendarves, belonging to South 
in gasoline would be reduced from 0.40 to Crofty Ltd., produced 1,981 tons of tin con- 
0.15 gram per liter by 1985. centrates, a decrease of 54 tons compared 

Australian Mining and Smelting Co. Ltd., with that of 1980. The company was the | 
AM & §S Europe Ltd. temporarily halted largest British tin producer. There were 
lead-zinc production at the Avonmouth plans to increase output by extending its 
smelter, near Bristol, late in the year be-  subincline shaft, deepening the Pendarves 
cause of a fault in the main blower of the shaft, and modernizing underground equip- 
Imperial smelting furnace. Supplies to cus- ment and the surface mill. An exploration 
tomers were not expected to be affected. program on the 12,950 hectares of mineral 
Britannia Refined Metals Ltd., during 1981, rights owned by its subsidiary, Tehidy Min- 
refined 153,323 tons of lead at its refinery at erals Co., was underway. South Crofty Ltd. | 
Northfleet, east of London, compared with was to raise production of tin by 45% over 
124,674 tons in 1980. the next 5 years under a $11.7 million plan 

Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd. received permis- including support from the Department of 
sion to drill for lead-zinc near Launceston, Industry, the European Investment Bank, 
Cornwall, and the Institute of Geological and the Barclays Bank. 
Sciences was granted permission to carry At the underground lode mines at Pen- 
out exploratory drilling for lead, zinc, and) deen, Geevor Tin Mines Ltd. increased its 
copper in the Snowdonia National Park in tin concentrate production (65% tin con- 
North Wales. tent) from 1,142 tons in 1980 to 1,344 tons in 
Nickel.—A new refining plant was under 1981. The company intended to rehabilitate 

construction in North Wales to recover’ the old Allen’s shaft for underground min- 
high-purity nickel and cobalt and their salts ing. The subincline extension to Victory 
from superalloy grindings. The refinery was shaft became fully operational during 1980. 
to be operated by Chapman Metallurgical Work began on dewatering holes to inter- 
Ltd. The plant, based in the Clwyd district, sect the old Levant workings. It was plan- 
was to cost some $2.4 million and was to ned to increase ore treatment capacity to 

start production in 1982. 50,000 tons per year. 
The project was financed jointly by the Rio Tinto Zinc announced for its subsid- 

National Research Development Corp. (part iary, Carnon Consolidated Tin Mines Ltd., a 
of the British Technology Group) and Tech- $5.7 million development program over an 
nical Development Capital (part of the Fi- 18-month period at the Wheal Jane. Plans 
nance for Industry Group) and included a were underway to deepen the Clemow shaft 
contribution from the European Coal and _ and relocate the underground pumping and 
Steel Community. By early 1983, the plant crushing facilities. The mine’s production 
was to be in full production on a three-shift was estimated at 382 tons of tin concentrate 
basis. Nominal capacity, on the plannedone during January-October 1981. : 
shift per day, was to be 500 tons per year of Billiton Minerals United Kingdom Lid., a : 
grindings and turnings, generating around part of the Billiton International Metals 
250 to 300 tons per year of nickel and cobalt. Group, ceased operations at its Mount Well- 
With three shifts per day, capacity would ington and Bissoe plants in mid-1981; the 
increase to 1,500 tons per year, producing sites were put on a care and maintenance 
about 800 to 900 tons per year of nickel and _ basis, and exploratory activities were to 
cobalt. continue. 

Tin.—In 1981, the United Kingdom was The Wheal Concord Ltd. mines near 
the largest producer of tin in Western Redruth went into production in 1981, and 
Europe. Its tin mining activity was confined the output of ore was expected to reach 
to Cornwall in the southwest, with minor 31,200 tons per year. | 
production in neighboring Devon. Prelimi- The plan by Southwest Consolidated Re- 
nary figures showed that tin metal produc- sources Inc. to reopen the old Redmoor 
tion of 7,020 tons increased 1,190 tons in Mine was approved by the Government in 
1981. Several new and revived mining oper- mid-1981. The mine was expected to be in 
ations were developed in Cornwall and Dev- production within 3 years. The company 
on despite a sharp decline in tin prices from also acquired a 30% interest from Black 
early 1980 to mid-1981. In the latter half of Rock Mineral Ventures Ltd. in an eluvial- 
1981, the tin price increased from about alluvial tin prospect in Cornwall. 
$12,200 to $17,300 per ton. The significant increase in tin explora- 

In 1981, underground lode mines at South tion activities and mining operations in
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1981 was in contrast to the decline in the to 25,000 tons per year of acid-grade fluor- 
country’s smelting operations. The smelter spar on behalf of Kaiser Aluminium (U.K.) 
of Williams, Harvey and Co. at Bootle, Ltd. 
Liverpool, once Europe’s major tin smelting Gypsum.—British Gypsum Ltd. received 
company, was finally closed at the end of permission to mine its gypsum deposit at 
June 1981, owing to a lack of concentrates Barrow-on-Soar in Leicestershire; some 30 

and uneconomic processing of slags. The million tons of reserves were proven. Pro- 

only remaining tin smelter was that of duction was to commence by 1983, rising to 
Capper Pass in North Ferriby, Yorkshire. full capacity around 1985. Further explora- 

Titanium.—Teeside Titanium Ltd., con- tion was taking place over an area of 125.5 
trolled by Billiton U.K. (62.5%), Rolls Royce square kilometers throughout Great Brit- 
Ltd. (20%), and IMI Ltd. (17.5%), was plan- ain. 
ning to open a new titanium granules plant Potash.—Cleveland Potash Ltd. an- 
at Teeside with a designed capacity of 5,000 nounced that the Boulby Mine in York- 
tons per year. The plant was scheduled to shire, owned by Anglo American Corp., 
come onstream in 1983. Ltd., of South Africa, and Charter Consoli- 

Tungsten.—A major project was the pro- dated, Ltd., produced 509,000 tons of potash 
posed development of a full-scale open pit in 1980 and was scheduled to produce 
mine and mill complex at the Hemerdon 395,000 tons in 1981 versus an original goal 
tungsten-tin prospect near Hemerdon, Dev- of 1 million tons. The mine was to be shut 
on, by Amax Exploration of U.K. Inc. and down for 3 weeks in January 1982 owing to 
Hemerdon Mining and Smelting U.K. Ltd. the depressed market and imports of potas- 
A pilot treatment plant was constructed sium from the German Democratic Repub- 
and operated in 1980, and evaluation con- lic. The employees at Boulby, who total 880, 
tinued in 1981. Planning permission to de- would be paid 80% of their basic wage 
velop amine and mill complex was awaited. during the shutdown. 

NONMETALS MINERAL FUELS 

Barite.—Production at the SPO Minerals Coal.—British production of hard coal 
Co., Ltd., Golconda barite-fluorspar-lead (bituminous, semibituminous, and anthra- 

retreatment plant at Brassington, in cite) at 126.4 million tons decreased 1.8 
| Derbyshire, was affected by technical prob- million tons in 1981. Most of the coal output 

lems along with dump material that proved came from the National Coal Board’s (NCB) 
to be of a lower grade than forecast. The deep mines with about 12% produced in 
company has applied for planning permis- opencast mines. In March 1981, there were 
sion to process barite from an old mine in 211 NCB deep mines and 65 opencast mines 
Caldbeck Fells, Cumbria. in operation. During the year, the NCB 

Fordamin Co. Ltd., a subsidiary of Eng- closed 10 pits with a loss of 12,000 jobs. 
. lish China Clays Ltd., purchased three prop- Output per workshift rose from 2.32 tons in 

erties from Athole G. Allen Ltd.: The 8,000- January to 2.47 tons in November. Con- 
to 10,000-ton-per-year Closehouse barite sumption of coal dropped from 123.5 million 
mine at Middleton-in-Teesdale, mineral tons in 1980 to 118 million tons in 1981, 
leases of more than 32.4 square kilometers owing to the economic recession, a reduc- 
near Middleton-in-Teesdale, and a grinding tion in steelmaking capacity, and energy 
mill at Stockton-on-Tees. conservation measures. The United King- 
Fluorspar.—Owing to reduced demand dom became a small net exporter of coal in 

for fluorspar, Swiss Aluminum (U.K.) Ltd. 1981, reversing an 8-year trend, but export 
temporarily ceased development of the Bur- prices did not cover actual costs of produc- 
tree Pasture and Frasers Hush Mines and tion and transport. In 1981, exports reached 
closed the Stanhope Burn, Cambokeels, and an estimated 8.7 million tons of coal, and 
Broadwood operations. The Broadwood imports, 4.2 million tons, a 4.5-million-ton 
plant was operating 15% below its rated total trade surplus compared with a deficit 
capacity of 80,000 tons per year owing to a_ of 3.5 million tons in 1980. Members of the 
variety of technical problems. European commission countries took nearly 

Laporte Industries Ltd. reported a reduc- all of the United Kingdom’s coal exports. 
ed demand in 1980 for its fluorspar output Australia continued to be the principal 
at Stoney Middleton, Derbyshire. Colin foreign coal supplier, with shipment of 2.1 
Steward Ltd. commissioned its new 45,000- million tons in 1981, and imports of US. 

to 50,000-ton-per-year attrition mill and _ coal totaled 1.5 million tons. 
drying plant and was to process up to 20,000 In 1980-81, the income of the NCB and
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two small nonmining subsidiaries amount- 
ed to $9.4 billion, which included $7.3 billion Approxi- 

in coal sales, $251 million in coke sales, and Fiel mate pro 
$213 million in operating and social grants eld Operator rate 
provided by the Government. Despite a barr) 
trading profit and Government subsidies, —————S73;7;7; XW 
the NCB still ran a deficit of $117.7 million A‘#v!!------- _ Hamilton Bros---— ‘Tetnporarily 
in 1980-81. Total Government grants for Auk __--_---  Shell-ESSO______ 9,100 
operating deficits and the social costs of pit Beatrice------ British Tn 27,800 
closures, primarily payments to laid-off 1981), 
workers, increased from $473 million in Beryl-------- Mobil S50 27227 log awo 
1980-81 to $1.1 billion in 1981-82. In Janu- Buchan __ ~~ ~~ British Petroleum 40,400 
ary 1982, the new coal industry bill set a Pariup in ison 
new grant limit of $2 billion for the period Getmorent, South © ShellESSO----~- 20.000 
1979-84, which could be raised to $3.6 billion Dunlin-------  ,2,-do-- = = -- BRD 
by Parliamentary order. | Heather —_- - - - Unocal oun 83,900 

At the end of November 1981, the United ontrose —— ——— O0- an , 

Kingdom’s coal stocks totaled 43.1 million Murchison ——— -  Feced Kingdom 92,700 

tons of which 22.8 million tons was distrib- ian ctor. 307.300 
uted to power stations, coke ovens, and Piper____---- Occidental ______ 199,900 
other enterprises. Tartan____ ~~ Texa (startup in 16,200 

Coal in place in the United Kingdom was Thistle.____._ _ British National Oil 130,700 
estimated at 160 to 220 billion tons, of which Corp. 
45 billion tons was probably economically 

recoverable. The British National Oil Co. (BNOC) 
Natural Gas.—The Government with- marketed about two-thirds of the United 

drew its support for the $5.5 billion gas- Kingdom’s North Sea oil output. 

gathering pipeline project, intended tocol- § The Tartan Field (Texaco) came onstream 
lect and distribute gas in the United King- in January, 180 kilometers northeast of 
dom from more than a dozen fields inthe Aberdeen, at a cost of $500 million; The 

northern and central North Sea. The deci- Buchan Field (British Petroleum) followed 
sion left the oil companies to arrange for in May and was found to contain more than 

gas distribution onshore. Only one inde- the 7 million tons of recoverable reserves 

pendent pipeline was announced in 1981, originally estimated, and the Beatrice 

the BP Magnus pipeline, collecting gas from BNOC came onstream in November. Two 
the Murchison and Thistle Fields and feed- more fields were expected to start oper- 

ing the pipeline from Brent to St. Fergus in ations in 1982, Fulmar, 275 kilometers east 
Scotland. of Dundee, at a cost of $1.2 billion, and 

In the Irish Sea, the British Gas Corp. North Cormorant, located in the East Shet- 
(BGC) planned to develop its Morecambe land Basin, at a cost of $1 billion; both were 
Bay Gasfield in an attempt to get the gas operated by Shell-ESSO. Initial recoverable 
onstream in the latter part of the 1983-84 reserves in the Fulmar Field were estimat- 

winter. ed at 500 million barrels, with an additional 

Petroleum.—With a total output of 650 420 million barrels in the North Cormorant 
million barrels of crude petroleum in 1981, Field. Estimated production of the Fulmar 

| the United Kingdom became the fifth larg- Field was 180,000 barrels per day, and for 
est oil producer in the Western World and North Cormorant, 150,000 barrels per day. 

seventh overall, being the most important The British oil industry also expected pro- 

producer of high-quality light crude oil. duction in two smaller fields, North West 
In 1981, the United Kingdom was self- Hutton and North Claymore, to begin in 

sufficient in petroleum production. Produc- 1982. North West Hutton had probable 

tion of crude oil exceeded consumption by reserves of 285 million barrels, and North 

about 100 million barrels. Crude oil produc- Claymore had 30 million barrels. 

tion by fields was as follows: Oil exploration activity in the British
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North Sea, as measured by footage drilled tion and another 6 years before the oil 
and the number of mobile rigs in operation, companies could make a profit on their 
was up sharply in 1981 compared with that investment. 
of 1979-80. In 1981, 54 exploration wells The British Secretary of Energy intro- 
were sunk on the United Kingdom’s Conti- duced the Government’s oil and gas dena- 
nental Shelf in the North Sea, compared _ tionalization legislation in Parliament on 
with 35 in 1980, and the number of drilling December 17. The bill would authorize the 
units increased by 6 to 26. Drilling footage sale of a majority share of the exploration 
from mobile rigs increased by 12% in 1981 and production activities of BNOC, require 
over that of 1980. BGC to dispose of its offshore oil holdings, 

British Petroleum, which spent $710 mil- and end the BGC privileged monopoly posi- 
lion on exploration in 1981 and planned to tion asa buyer and seller of North Sea gas. spend about $1.5 billion in 1982, reported _ 
that a typical well cost was $10 to $15 1Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data. 
million. To develop an average oilfield, the *Where necessary, values have been converted from 
cost was about $1 to $1.5 billion. It took 5to P90 USEo.08 the average ote Cea ah, the rate of 
9 years to bring a proven field into produc- —_*United Kingdom Mineral Statistics (London). 1982, p. 6.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of 
Venezuela 

By H. Robert Ensminger! 

The Venezuelan economy remained sub- 1982 that C.V.G. Ferrominera Orinoco C.A. 
stantially the same in 1981 as in 1980. The would close the Minorca High Iron Bri- 
gross domestic product grew by an officially quette (HIB) plant because it had been 
estimated 0.6% over the revised 1980 figure operating at 31% of capacity during 1981 
and amounted to $68.0 billion? at current and caused losses of $12 million with no 
prices. prospects for improvement. 

Sharply rising oil prices in 1979 appeared C.V.G. Siderargica del Orinoco, C.A. (SI- 
to assure Venzuela’s long-term require- DOR), produced a record 1.8 million tons of 
ments for increasing revenues. The percep-__ steel valued at approximately $893 million 
tion that oil prices would continue to rise in 1981. 
provided the basis for planned expenditures Venezuela’s aluminum production suffer- 
of approximately $20 billion to adapt the oil ed a temporary setback in 1981. The break- 
industry to changing domestic and world down of 250 out of 720 pots at the Industria 
markets. A key element in the program was Venezolana de Aluminio (VENALUM) 
the development of the country’s heavy oil smelter reduced production 25%. 
resources, especially the Orinoco heavy oil Interamericana de Alumina, C.A. (IN- 
belt. When petroleum prices reversed their TERALUMINA), planned to obtain long- 
upward trend. Venezuela was forced to term financing in 1982 to back construction 
reduce sectoral budget allocations. These of its alumina plant. Continuing questions 
budget cutbacks were also imposed on the about the viability of plans to mine bauxite 
petroleum sector, particularly the contro- have delayed the decision on the proposed 
versial Orinoco development plan. Los Pijiguaos project. 

Since heavy crude oil contains large The oil industry was a casualty of the 
amounts of contaminants, notably sulfur budget cuts, with its original 5-year invest- 
and metals, and yields large volumes of ment target of over $20 billion trimmed by 
residual fuel oil that require expensive 16%. What concerned segments of the oil 

. refinery upgrading, the demand for Venez- industry was that planned investments of 
uelan heavy crude was somewhat weak. $5.6 billion for the development of the 
This lessening of demand may have a nega- Orinoco heavy oil belt were halved while 
tive impact on the national plan. the other oil sectors remained virtually 

In 1981, exported petroleum and petrole- unchanged. 
um products comprised 94.4% of the total There was the likelihood that Petroleos 
export earnings. The other mineral produc- de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA), which has 
tion provided export earnings of $847 mil- been self-financed. during the first 5 years 
lion. The value of exported petroleum and following nationalization in 1976, would 
petroleum products for 1981 increased over have to consider either to cut back its 
that of 1980; however, the volume of these Orinoco heavy oil development plans or 
same exports decreased relative to that in seek foreign funds through loans or direct 
1980. foreign investment. 

Iron ore and concentrate production in Metallgesellschaft of the Federal Republic 
1981 fell below the level produced in 1980. of Germany has refused to renegotiate its 
An announcement was expected in early alumina price agreed to in the contract with 

1105
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VENALUM and has taken the issue to the “Buy Venezuelan” decree that was 

court. instituted in 1981. It penalizes foreign im- 

Government Policies and Programs.— ports, including those from the United 

Venezuela’s decision in 1981 to cut back States, and reduces the need for more effi- 

official spending 20% over the next 5 years cient production domestically. The extent to 

has left a wake of confusion and uncertain- which it will be enforced was not apparent 

ty over expansion of the State oil industry. by yearend. 
Reduced Government spending in the heavy The Venezuelan railroad system was 

oil sector under the national plan reflected being upgraded and expanded at an esti- 

recognition that world oil markets are un- mated cost of about $300 million. This 

likely to provide substantial price increases included the opening of the Puerto Ordaz- 

in the immediate future. Oil income, origi- Barcelona-Guanta trunkline in eastern Ve- 

nally forecast to reach a total of approxi- nezuela, a vehicular-railroad bridge span- 

mately $110 billion between 1981 and 1985, ning the Orinoco at Ciudad Guayana, and a 

was subsequently projected at $98 billion. projected bridge to Isla de Margarita on the 

A potential problem for the economy was __ northeast coast. 

PRODUCTION 

In 1981, petroleum continued as the 228,000 tons. 
mainstay of Venezuela’s mineral produc- All SIDOR plants increased their steel 

tion. Output for 1981 was 2.1 million barrels production during 1981. The production of 

per day, which was 65,000 barrels less than crude steel reached a level of 1.8 million 

the 1980 daily average. tons, an increase of almost 2% over that of 

The production of aluminum in 1981 fell 1980 and a 42% increase over that of 1979. 

by 4.4% compared with that of 1980. The Gold production increased 32% over that 

shortfall resulted from the failure of 250 of 1980. 
pots at the VENALUM smelter in May Diamond production fell in both catego- 

1981. Aluminio del Caroni, S.A. (ALCASA) _ ries in 1981. Production of gem-quality dia- 

produced 111,300 tons during the year, and monds fell by approximately 54% while 

VENALUM produced 202,000 tons. VENA- industrial diamond production decreased by 

LUM’s production for 1982 was targeted at about 11%. 

Table 1.—Venezuela: Production of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981? | 

METALS 
Aluminum, unalloyed ingot _.____-__-_--~-+- 43,400 74,384 227,444 327,900 2313,523 
Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces_ _ 17,403 13,384 14,989 13,841 218,326 
Iron and steel: 

tron ore and concentrate ___ thousand tons_ _ 13,683 13,515 15,260 16,103 215,553 

“YPigiron _______________-do.__- 497 693 1,331 2,367 2,230 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese __——__———do___~_ __ __ 1 e9 €9 

Silicomanganese ____————do__~_~ __ __ 1 e9 e9 

Ferrosilicon __________-do___- 11 €28 35 47 22 

Total__________.--do____ "11 e908 37 51 26 
Steel ingots and castings _ __——_do__ ~~ 855 860 1,474 1,784 21,817 
Semimanufactures, hot-rolled _ _ _do__ — — 1,162 1,081 1,224 1,398 “1,400 

Lead, secondary, smelter® ______._____--_- ™6,000 8 000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

NONMETALS 
Cement, hydraulic_ _______-_ thousand tons_ _ 3,136 3,426 3,979 4,843 “4,900 

Clays: 
olin _§ ~~ _~_-_-___ ~~ -- 10,000 23,057 21,528 €22,000 65,642 

Other ____________-_-~_ thousand tons_ — 2,450 3,342 2,088 ©2,000 2,629 

Diamond: ns 
Gem __________________--~ carats__ ¥203,598 269,398 236,606 210,520 *97,000 
Industrial ________________-_do___~_ T483,521 486,471 566,040 455,336 “403,000 

Total _________________-do___- ™687,119 "755,869 802,646 665,856  °500,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Venezuela: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Feldspar_______________-~~--~_--_-__ 26,020 70,262 88,902 6,065 21,684 
Gypsum _________~___-__-_-_~~~-~---- 166,514 187,142 *260,141 117,476 218,234 
Lime, hydrated_____.....-_--_ ~~ ____ _- _- _— _— 1,888 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

thousand tons__ 271 271 259 361 - 415 
Salt, all types______-___-----------_- 241,000 158,000 ©155,000 243,145 ©250,000 
Stone, sand and gravel:* 

Stone: 
Broken stone and dust, not further 

described _______- thousand tons__ NA 1,694. 1,459 ©1500 7,962 
Dolomite _________-~~~-______ NA 84,662 NA NA 254,540 
Granite____._-___________ ~~ ___ 235 _- 367 208 1,256 
Limestone _____——_— thousand tons__ 18,995 32,736 19,872 19,074 31,690 
Marble __________-_~_ cubic meters__ NA 139 191 200 292 

Sand and gravel _______~ thousand tons__ 23,238 21,667 19,231 12,248 29 946 
Sand _____________________do____ _- _- _— -- 9,442 
Sand, glass _________.._...~-do____ -- _- _- -- 442 

Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum and natural gas _ _ 95,000 95,000 85,201 €85,000 ©85,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black® __________- thousand tons__ 78 31 “16 23 19 
Coal, bituminous___________-_____-____ 120,833 80,643 55,377 39,421 245,735 
Gas, natural: 

Gross. _________ — _-_mnillion cubic feet__ 1,324,702 1,230,428 1,304,624 1,251,864 1,224,586 
Marketable ____.____________do____ 523,667 520,171 575,556 589,046 584,349 

Natural gas liquids:* 
Condensate ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 80 98 75 101 52 
Natural gasoline. _____________do____ 7,158 5,320 6,120 5,472 5,177 
Liquefied petroleum gas _________do____ 20,593 16,995 18,995 16,448 14,889 

Tota] _..__.____________do____ 27,831 22,413 25,190 22,021 20,118 
Petroleum: 

Crude®____________________do____ 816,820 790,420 860,072 793,397 767,552 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

. Aviation _____________do____ 710 200 271 276 284 
Motor _______________do____ 47,260 51,810 54,102 57,557 59,578 

Jet fuel_ $$ _-_-_-__________do____ 10,706 11,187 10,970 11,699 11,369 
Kerosine ________________do____ 6,560 3,965 3,699 4,352 5,266 
Distillate fuel oil] ___________do____ 50,054 51,555 56,484 63,688 61,890 
Residual fuel oil _________._do____ 200,645 206,335 202,306 168,906 147,117 
Lubricants_______________do____ 2,389 2,873 3,163 3,277 2,741 
Liquefied petroleum gas_______do____ 3,204 2,424 2,241 2,537 1,765 
Asphalt and bitumen ________do____ 4,285 5,544 7,798 7,634 10,082 
Naphtha________________do____ 20,141 17,320 16,906 12,752 8,534 
Refinery gas® _____.________do____ 6,766 6,534 6,692 6,497 8,518 
Unspecified ______________do____ 3,028 2,146 3,938 2,292 1,870 

Total. .___________do____ 355,748 361,893 368,570 341,467 319,014 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 12, 1982. 
*Reported figure. 
‘Data prior to 1981 was based on figures taken from the Memoria di Cuenta published annually by the Ministerio de 

Energia y Minas. Some of this information is not compatible with 1981 figures, but will be adjusted when more reliable 
data me available. 

‘From nonassociated natural gas only. 
5Includes associated natural gas lease condensate and natural gasoline. Lease condensate is included as follows, in 

thousand 42-gallon barrels: 1976—1,088; 1977—1,174; 1978—1,048; 1979—1,8038; 1980—-1,227; and 1981—1,661. Natural 
gasoline is included as follows, in thousand 42-gallon barrels: 1976—283; 1977—none reported; 1978—329; 1979—255; 
1980—308; and 1981—307. 

SLiquid equivalent.
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TRADE 

The value of exported crude oil and re- lows: Lagoven, S.A., 46%; Maraven, S.A., 
fined products in 1981 was $19 billion, an 31%; Corpoven, S.A., 19%; and Meneven, 
increase of 5.6% over that of 1980; however, S.A., 4%. : 

the corresponding volume decreased by In 1981, iron ore exports increased by 
5.8%. The reduced 1981 export volume was_ almost 5% over those of 1980 while the U.S. 
the result of a developing worldwide oil share of iron ore exports increased to 44% 
glut, depressed economies in the industrial in 1981 from 31% in 1980. 
nations, and worldwide emphasis on conser- The value of steel exports increased by 
vation of energy. 36% to $94 million in 1981. 

In 1981, Venezuela exported approxi- Petrochemical exports of 490,000 tons 
mately 147 million barrels of petroleum and represented about 50% of the total produc- . 

° refined products to the United States. This _ tion in 1981. 
comprised about 23% of total petroleum VENALUM contributed 71% of the alu- 
exports and was 14% lower than that for minum exports while ALCASA contributed 
the previous year. the remainder. VENALUM exported 84% 

The share of petroleum exports in 1981 by of its production of aluminum while ALCA- 
PDVSA subsidiary companies was as fol- SA exported 63%. 

Table 2.—Venezuela: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
y | United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap _________-___---__-_- 155 1,144 602 Spain 542. 
Unwrought _______~_~_______-_ 102,707 209,068 __ Japan 148,714; Netherlands 28,339; 

Brazil 17,710; Mexico 7,578. 
Semimanufactures____________~_ 23,088 37,236 3,966 India 20,4388; Japan 6,102; France 2,030. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
rap_________ ~~ 1,263 513 513 

Semimanufactures___ ~~ _~_____ — 76 76 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate _ thousand tons_ _ NA 11,752 3,962 Italy 1,628; West Germany 1,595; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,092; Spain 

Metal: 
Scrap __________________ -- 324 (4) Colombia 323. 
Sponge iron, powder shot, grit ___ 65,377 188,462 65,477 West Germany 49,920; Italy 34,849; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 17,474. 
Ferroalloys_.____-___.____ _ 21,405 21,879 9,354 Japan 12,525. 
Steel, primary forms _________ 6,779 997 -- All to Italy. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections _.__-§_§_§_§_______ 15,518 44,295 4,118 Belgium-Luxembourg 12,975; Ecuador 

2,498; N vigeria 2.000. 
Universals, plates, sheets_ _ _ _ 90,403 154,502 762 Italy 84,806; Japan 29,648; India 19,166. 
Hoop and strip ee 196 39 -— All to Colombia. 
utes, pipes, tings ae 231 531 _— Colombia 527. 

ings and forgings, roug. 
value, thousards_ _ $2 __ 

Lead: . 
Oxides and hydroxides__________- -- 9 _- All to Netherlands Antilles. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap __-_._-_____________- 2,300 10 __ Do. 
Semimanufactures __________ 6 4 _- Do. 

Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures____ value, thousands_ — -- $1 _. All toSpain. 

Silver: Waste and sweepings ____do____ _- $44 $44 
Tin metal including alloys, 
Zoemimanufactures - — - - ----—do_ - — - $5 _— 

inc: 

Oxides and hydroxides__________ _ 236 245 __ Ecuador 129; Costa Rica 53; 
Jamaica 31. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap __-_ 44 __ 
Semimanufactures __________ 5 — 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 2.—Venezuela: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
_ 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : Lo 
y United Other (principal) 

ewer SS SSS SS SS 

METALS —Continued 

Other: 
Metalloids ___.___________--- _- 18 _- Colombia 16; Netherlands Antilles 2. 
Metals including alloys: 

Scrap __.._~___.-------- 4,646 4,359 359 Brazil 4,000. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures -- 111 -. Mainly toltaly. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc 1 3 -- All to Netherlands Antilles. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _________________-- 27 23 _- Trinidad and Tobago 12; Netherlands 
Antilles 6; Mexico 5. 

Boron materials: Crude natural borates _ — _- 2 _. _ All to Trinidad and Tobago. 
Cement___________________--- 564 425 _- All to Netherlands Antilles. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude_______--_____--~-~-- 5 1 () Mainly to Peru. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory __________--- 109 73 _. All to Netherlands Antilles. 
Refractory including nonclay brick 96 51 1 Netherlands Antilles 50. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ — $31,639 $5,100 $830 Belgium-Luxembourg $4,270. 
Industrial ______.___.-_—do___-_ $7,637 $17,649 $11,042 Belgium-Luxembourg $6,607. 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured, 
nitrogenous ____________~__--- 151,759 145,247 10,247 Colombia 48,893; Mexico 10,695; 

Argentina 10,025. 
Gypsum and plasters______.__-_-~-- 6,175 7,650 _. _ All to Trinidad and Tobago. 
Precious and semiprecious stone, other 

than diamond: 
Natural______ value, thousands_ _ $190 $868 $99 Belgium-Luxembourg $769. 
Synthetic. _____.._____~-do__~_~ $6 -- 

Sodium and potassium compounds, 
n.e.s.: Caustic soda_ ___._.___.---- 6 5 _. All to Netherlands Antilles. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked __ ~~~ 864 133 __ Do. 
Worked _________-_------ 7 147 _- Do. 

Gravel and crushed rock _____——_-— 429 634 _— Netherlands Antilles 544; Spain 90. 
P Band other than metal-bearing. — — — — — 118 605 _- Alli to Colombia. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, unpurified ._______—_~- 39,833 8,645 -- Do. 

_ Sulfuric acid, oleum ________-~~- 10,550 NA 
Other: Building materials of asphalt, 

asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals____-________.-.---- 1,422 2,488 _- Netherlands Antilles 2,360; 

Colombia 72. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black and gas carbon _ — ___ ~~ —- 3,258 7,035 _— Ecuador 1,872; Guatemala 1,525; Trini- 
dad and Tobago 1,312. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _—____—— _- 8 _— Mainly to Netherlands Antilles. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

. Crude___, thousand 42-gallon barrels 514,030 469,828 55,224 Netherlands Antilles 154,614; Canada 
59,495; Spain 24,856; Italy 
24,272; Brazil 22,338. 

Refinery products __.___——do___~ 250,098 200,714 NA NA. 

NA Not available. . 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Venezuela: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

i 1979 1980 ~nited  »«&2... 2. DO 
Commodity United Other (principal) 

METALS: 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate ____________ 66,747 34,290 9,918 Guyana 23,409; Suriname 963. 
Oxides and hydroxides___________ 383,849 503,846 178,493 Guyana 155,669; Jamaica 68,327; 

uriname 53,244. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________~_______ 1 __ 
Unwrought_______________ 8,023 97 86 Italy 10. 
Semimanufactures __________ 17,631 26,159 20,672 Japan 1,807; West Germany 1,275; 

Canada 968. 
Arsenic: Oxide, trioxide, acid_________ 44 17 — All from West Germany. 
Chromium: 

Chromite___.__________ LL 5,205 4,951 _- All from Philippines. 
Oxides and hydroxides. _________ _ 299 319 184 West Germany 78; Italy 34; 

Netherlands 23. 
Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ______—_ 13 10 3 Belgium-Luxembourg 5; Canada 1. 

pper: 
Gre and concentrate __ $9 ~§~_____ 10 72 __ Colombia 70; Brazil 2. 
Matte and spies —~ oe ee 8 _- 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____ value, thousands_ _ —_ $2 $2 
Unwrought_______________ 5,665 4,046 1,681 Peru 2,256; Chile 100. 
Semimanufactures __________ 22,078 17,069 5,684 Chile 3,487; Canada 2,178; West 

Germany 1,323. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate ___________~_ 5,891 1 (4) Mainly from West Germany. 
Metal: . 

Scrap __________________ 45,307 32,473 30,715 Netherlands Antilles 927; Japan 781. 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen _ _ _ 4,971 2,782 1,349 Brazil 900; Colombia 421; West 

Germany 55. 
Sponge iron, powder, shot ____ __ 4,364 3,945 3,375 West Germany 190; Italy 144. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese____ _____ 17,133 35,333 1,122 Brazil 18,600; Republic of South 
: Africa 13,372. 

Others ___.~___________ 14,996 8,787 3,864 Republic of South Africa 3,591; 
Netherlands 782. 

Steel, primary forms _________ 332,298 567,447 11,786 Japan 239,122; Netherlands 137,903; 
West Germany 71,816. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, : 

sections _____________ 341,155 243,327 21,275 West Germany 74,331; Spain 49,783; 
Japan 39,325. 

Universals, plates, sheets_ _ _ _ 451,948 336,858 21,658 Japan 153,773; Republic of Korea 
42,035; France 35,886. 

Hoop and strip __________~_ 4,281 7,396 2,042 Japan 3,239; West Germany 1,219; 
weden 234. 

Rails and accessories ____ __ 5,594 5,223 1,887 France 2,880; Belgium-Luxembourg 
196; Italy 136. 

Wire _____.__________ 3,777 5,314 1,487 Brazil 1,023; United Kingdom 874; 
eru 502. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ______ 209,367 128,018 33,973 Japan 74,367 ; Italy 5,210; Brazil 

Castings and forgings, rough_ _ 3,746 1,539 919 Belgium Luxembourg 151; United 
Lead ingdom 134; Colombia 106. 

Oxides and hydroxides___________ 1,439 1,950 469 Mexico 847; Peru 604. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______~__-_________ 3,378 3,225 2,870 Netherlands Antilles 197; Guatemala 

Unwrought_______________ 843 5,006 530 Peru 4,138; Denmark 210. 
Semimanufactures __________ 1,283 1,928 183 Peru 1,542, Belgium-Luxembourg 55; 

ain 46. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: P 

rap__-__~___~___ ~____~____ -- 159 159 
Unwrought _________________ 454 717 226 Norway 396; West Germany 69. 
Semimanufactures_____________ 36 92 5 Norway 85; Canada 1; West 

Germany 1. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate ____________ 52 5,552 2 Brazil 5,550. 
Oxides and hydroxides. __________ 2,112 1,797 704 Mexico 1,015; West Germany 55. 

Mercury ________ _ 76-pound flasks_ _ 667 232 116 Belgium-Luxembourg 58; West 
Germany 29. 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, 
N unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _ _ 5 3 () Spain 1; United Kingdom 1. 

ickel: 
Ore and concentrate _____________ 145 14 _- All from Australia. 
Matte and spiess ~ eee -- 6 — West Germany 5; France 1. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap __________________ -- 1 _— All from West Germany. 
Unwrought_______________ 181 185 140 Finland 23; Norway 10. 
Semimanufactures __________ 739 368 284 West Germany 49; Canada 10; 

. Sweden 10. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $124 $80 $69 Italy $11. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Venezuela: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

n
e
 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

ONT 

METALS: —Continued 

Silver: 
| Waste and sweepings? 
: value, thousands_ _ $3 $56 $14 United Kingdom $41; Spain $1. 

; Metal including alloys, unwrought and . 

partly wrought ______---do__ ~~ $3,689 $3,695 $897 Pewame $1,752; Spain $810; France 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms 
do___— $1 $1 $1 

Tin: 
Oxides and hydroxides_ _ ~~ ~~~ —-—- 2 7 2 West Germany 3; Italy 1. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought_____-_--------- 512 187 115 Peru 40; Brazil 27. 

Semimanufactures ____-_~-~-- 232 148 10 Brazil 111; Bolivia 16. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ ~ _ — — - 2,046 2,665 234 Finland 1,022; United Kingdom 476; 
taly . 

Tungsten metal including alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ — — — 139 24 19 Japan 4. 

Uranium and thorium metals including 
“ls aoe allforms __ value, thousands_ - _- $29 $29 

13 Inc: 
‘%, Ore and concentrate _______-_--- (2) 1 __ All from United Kingdom. 

ue Oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ ~~ —---- 127 131 42 Canada 38; West Germany 21; 

a Netherlands 20. 

ey Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap _______----------- 2 2 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Unwrought_______-------- 17,093 25,515 4,030 Canada 15,408; Peru 4,997; Mexico 

Blue powder ________------ 214 940 137 Mexico 99; West Germany 50; United 

. Kingdom 26. 

Semimanufactures ___—_—--—--- 346 146 146 , 

Other: 
| Ores and concentrates _ _ _ _- -__--- 294 972 149 Australia 407; United Kingdom 123; 

Canada 107. 

' Metals: 
- 

" Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
| metals ________-___----- 106 236 92 United Kingdom 143. 

' Metalloids ________------- 114 234 201 Canada 27. 

‘ Pyrophoric alloys __—__~-~--- 3 2 2 
Base metals including alloys: 

Scrap______---------- _- 28 18 Netherlands 10. 

| Unwrought and semi- 
manufactures _______-_~- 413 354 226 Belgium-Luxembourg 57; Japan 48. . 

\ NONMETALS 
. 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc 3,288 217 97 Italy 76; France 50; West Germany 

Artificial: Corundum_ _ __ __ — ~~~ -—- 1,167 1,817 64 Brazil 774; West Germany 507; 
Austria 279. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones_ value, thousands_ _ $10 $12 $5 Belgium-Luxembourg $3; Spain $3; 

Colombia $1. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ____________-~------ 125 281 63 Italy 62; Japan £8; Austria 43. 

Asbestos, crude ______-~---~----- 14,523 9,111 402 Canada 7,719; West Germany 653. 

Barite and witherite _________-__--~-~- 126,410 141,349 17,975 Peru 16,047; Chile 28,733; Ireland 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates _ __-___---- 504 474 287 Netherlands 76; Colombia 50; Italy 

Oxide and acid _______-_------ 381 316 307 Argentina 5; West Germany 3. 

Cement_____.———-—- thousand tons_ _ 2,312 800 68 Colombia 226; Spain 226; France 122. 

Chalk_______-__-------------- 257 735 _- West Germany 495; Colombia 240. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude________-_----.-------- 50,605 67,504 63,197 United Kingdom 3,082; Colombia 271; 

France 266. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ___-------~--- 28,605 42,127 245 Colombia 20,681; Italy 7,700; Spain 

Refractory including nonclay brick 42,967 88,484 12,337 West Germany 51,287; Austria 4,718; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4,282. 

Cryolite and chiolite _______------- 1,039 15 __ All from Denmark. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $142 $91 -- Belgium Tuxembou $70; Israel $12; 
nited Kingdom $6. 

Industrial ___________.-do___~- $101 $126 $53 Belgium-Luxembourg $37; United 
ened om $17; India $16. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth — _ — — 7,489 7,007 5,826 Mexico 1,144; Sweden 37. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Venezuela: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Feldspar and fluorspar ________-__- 926 3,141 2,658 Finland 373; Mexico 92. 
Fertilizer materials: ' 

Crude: 
Phosphatic __ _._______---- 95,020 95,040 5,858 Republic of South Africa 89,000; 

lombia 182. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ — __ — 34 _- 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _________--__-_ 285,975 191,497 36,762 | Dominican Republic 60,000; Italy 

45,541; Spain 15,476. 
Phosphatic __ ____._-_----- 23,193 47,42) 87,275 ‘France 9,000; Colombia 945. 
Potassic. _~_._________--__ - 2 48,430 28,569 Belgium-Luxembourg 14,360; Italy 

Other including mixed _ __ _ ~~ —_ 41,137 302,044 124,056 Finland 55,188; Italy 35,155; Spain 

Graphite, natural. ___§_____.__-_-- 931 776 749 Mexico 10; United Kingdom 10. 
Gypsum and plasters. _____.-_—-__- 34,192 28,094 1,183 Dominican Republic 19,633; Jamaica 

5,017; Colombia 908. 
Lime __________-~____-----_-- 27,093 9,016 316 West Germany 3,453; United King- | 

| dom 3,452; Colombia 1,792. nit 
Magnesite ~ eee 10,721 5,163 100 Japan 4,850; Austria 205. han 

ca: # 
Crude including splittings and waste _ — 785 1,338 982 Brazil 125; Canada.117. “ty 
Worked including agglomerated “tas 

splittings ___________-_--~- 11 13 10 = Spain 2. am 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, natural ____________-_-_~- 221 593 83 Spain 415; United Kingdom 82. 
Iron oxides, processed ___—____— ~~ 1,431 3,162 1,011 Spain 1,182; West Germany 588; 

United Kingdom 215. {\ 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond: 
Natural ___— value, thousands_ _— $387 $292 $13 Belgium-Luxembourg $111; Thailand | 

$58; Switzerland $32. 
Synthetic ___________do___~— $188 $130 $91 Canada $19; West Germany $7; 

France $6. 
Pyrite, unroasted.___________~-_- 29 122 122 
Salt and brine__________.._.-_—- 18,389 17,256 38 Netherlands Antilles 9,000; Philip- 

pines 3,500; Argentina 2,500; { 
Colombia 2,102. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ______________- 400 445 193 France 102; Italy 84. 
Caustic soda __________-__-_-- 86,956 55,674 42,812 Peru 9,147; France 3,448; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 157. 
Soda ash ____-__ -________-__- 85,674 119,480 119,096 United Kingdom 357; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 22. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _——~——- 247,132 7,698 153 Italy 4,567; Portugal 786; Spain 536. 
Worked ____ _________-_-- 204 282 3 Italy 88; Colombia 39. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade_ — — — 141,478 101,843 101,625 § West Germany 218. 
Gravel and crushed rock ____.___- 5,047 363 41 Fran ice 194; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Limestone other than dimension — _ —_— 24,995 _- y 
quartz and uartzite___§_______- 192 53 14. Sweden 31; Italy 6. 

Sune d other than metal-bearing. _ — _ _ — 1,158 1,052 763 Italy 160; Mexico 75; Colombia 51. 
r: 

Elemental, not purified ______.___ 116 139 125 West Germany 11; France 2. 
Dioxide_____._____________- 3,231 266 264 Netherlands 1. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ___________-_ 6,002 36,323 29,192 West Germany 6,671; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 220. 
pele, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite_ _ _ — 7,729 8,379 6,099 Finland 687; China 461; France 305. 

er: 
Crude: 

Meerschaum, amber, jet _ _ — — _ — -— -- 3 (7) Mainly from Japan. 
Unspecified. _____________- 84 67 27 Netherlands 34; Spain 5; Italy 1. 

lag and ash, not metal-bearing _ — - - - 14 17 11 Brazil 6. 
ogens excluding chlorine _ __ ____— 41 53 51 West Germany 2. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium _________ 16,247 34,579 8,764 Brazil 13,795; Netherlands 6,634; 

United Kingdom 2,533. 

Prand Aber coments, unfred nonmetal and fiber cements, nonmetals 3,550 3,040 2,142 Colombia 202; Brazil 48; Spain 28. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Venezuela: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS : 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ________ 268 174 174 
Carbon black and gas carbon ______ = __ 602 495 237 Canada 118; West Germany 80; 

France 39. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ _ _ 28,364 34,278 9,054 Colombia 25,121; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 102. 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal________ 6,469 9,811 3,036 Colombia 6,775. 

Lignite including briquets ________ 832 2,348 2,275 Italy 73. 
Coke and semicoke ________________ 163,105 222,392 114,187 Colombia 21,129; United Kingdom 

18,338; Japan 17,855. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ________ 94 189 178 West Germany 9. 
Peat including briquets and litter _______ 36 61 () Sweden 43; West Germany 16. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude _ _ thousand. {2-gallon barrels_ _ 597 2,212 oo) N igeria 1,168; Netherlands Antilles 

Refinery products: — 
Gasoline ~----------do____ 1,064 219 (4) -Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Kerosine _ _ — —42-gallon barrels_ _ 5,053 5,549 4,239 Netherlands 783; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 287. 
Distillate fuel oil ______do___~_ 1,962 (2) (4) 
Residual fuel oil __ _____do____ 519 () NA NA. 
Lubricants ____._.____do____ 170,359 162,743 86,156 Netherlands 23,317; italy 18,410; 

Netherlands Antilles 17,115. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 220 650 638. NA. 

Mineral jelly and wax_do_ — — _ 48,015 98,824 28,985 West Germany 28,340; Japan 20,478; 
China 5,666. 

Nonlubricating oils _ _do_ ___— 637 196 196 
Petroleum coke_ __——do___— 970,668 1,224,812 1,099,577 Canada 125,235. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do__._ 667,776 1,014,686 571,361 Canada 375,605; West Germany 
41,838; Guyana 14,302. 

Bituminous mixtures _do__ _ _ 1,024 2,139 1,115 Colombia 77 é. West Germany 158. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, a 

and gas-derived crude chemicals — — — — — 12,607 29,651 14,429 West ( Germany 18,268; Netherlands 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include platinum-group metals. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS that this did not create a supply problem 
since it was buying alumina on the spot Aluminum.—The breakdown of 250 ofthe market for abous 1896 leas than the Alurai- 

720 pots at the VENALUM smelter caused yum Co. of Canada international reference 
a substantial loss in output of primary price. 
aluminum. Planned output for 1981 was — For 1982, VENALUM projected a volume 
268,500 tons; however, output with reduced of sales of primary aluminum of 228,000 
capacity declined by 25% to 202,200 tons. tons based on starting the year with 595 
Sales amounted to 196,000 tons, of which pots in operation. 

169,800 tons were exported. Exports toJa- = By the end of May, ALCASA was the 
pan increased to 160,000 tons in 1981 or principal supplier of aluminum to the do- 
82% of the tonnage sold by the company. mestic market and the Andean Pact coun- 
Owing to the drop in aluminum prices on tries. The total production for the year was 

the international market, VENALUM’s 111,300 tons, which represented an increase 

sales decreased to $342 million and net of 5% over that of 1980. Total exports 
profit fell substantially. VENALUM’s presi- amounted to 69,330 tons of which 69,100 
dent claimed that the export subsidy tothe tons were cast aluminum and 230 tons were 
aluminum industry was not needed and laminated aluminum. ALCASA with its two 
that the industry could function perfectly plants, one for reduction and fabrication of 
well without it. aluminum in Ciudad Guayana, and the 

Metaligesellschaft refused to renegotiate other for foil in Guacara, State of Carabobo, 
its alumina price with VENALUM and has initiated studies directed to modifying its 
taken the issue to court. VENALUM stated installed capacity for laminated products in
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both plants. The total capital investment Mine, which was started up in 1974, closed 
for the expansions was estimated at $378 in 1977 for lack of market demand, and 
million, of which $290 million would be reopened again in July 1980. Production 
spent on the plant at Ciudad Guayana and_ from Altamira for 1981 was 3.2 million tons. 
$78 million on the plant at Guacara. Since 1959, all ships carrying iron ore 
INTERALUMINA planned to raise up to have sailed along the Rio Grande Channel, 

$400 million in long-term financing early in one of the major outlets of the Orinoco 
1982 for completion of the 1-million-ton-per- River Delta. One large dredger was contin- 
year alumina facility currently under con- uously employed in keeping the channel 
struction. navigable. The total channel length main- 

The reduction in Venezuela’s projected tained in this manner was 341 kilometers, 
oil revenues during the next few years, and from Ciudad Guayana to the mouth of the 
the problems faced in the operation of river. The channel depth depends on the 
existing aluminum plants, led the Govern- season. During the high water period, from 
ment to sharply reduce planned investment June to October, the depth averages 13 
in the aluminum sector in the period up to meters of water and 80,000-deadweight-ton 
1985. In the country’s Sixth National Plan, vessels can transit the channel. During the 
covering the years 1981-85, the program low water season, the average depth is 
envisaged in the preliminary version of the considerably reduced and vessels can only 
plan to increase capacity from 400,000 tons take a 60% cargo. 
per year to 610,000 tons per year was drop- At the end of 1981, Venezuela’s proven 
ped. The long-term plan to boost primary iron ore reserves were estimated at 2.1 
aluminum output to 1 million tons per year _ billion tons with an average grade of 63.7% 
by 1990 remained as outlined in the prelimi- iron. 
nary plan, but until 1985, only feasibility Iron and Steel.—Ferrominera expected to " 
studies and engineering design plans would announce in early 1982 its decision on 
be completed. closing down the Minorca HIB plant after 

Bauxite.—Continuing doubts about proj- months of uncertainly over its future. The 
ect viability have delayed the final decision reason given for the shutdown was that 

| on initiating mining of the Los Pijiguaos there has been little demand for the bri- 
bauxite project. C.V.G. Bauxita Venezolana, quets, which are regarded as blast furnace 
C.A. (BAUXIVEN), established to operate feed. The plant produced only 200,000 tons 
the mining project, was not allotted funds in 1981, far below its 650,000-ton-per-year 
and work was limited in scope. Original capacity. The operating loss for 1981 
plans called for BAUXIVEN to begin oper- amounted to $12 million, bringing the cu- 
ations to coincide with the startup of IN- mulative loss over the last 8 years to $70 
TERALUMINA; subsequently it appeared million. 
there will be a lag of at least 2 years because In 1981, Fior de Venezuela, S.A., exported 

the Fondo de Inversiones (FIV) has insisted 246,000 tons of direct-reduced iron briquets 

on further studies and testing of the Los from its plant in Ciudad Guayana to the 
Pijiguaos ore. The hesitation by FIV United States, the German Democratic Re- 
stemmed from a fear that it would have to public, Yugoslavia, and Spain. 

subsidize the mine, if the project is not Gross sales of SIDOR increased during 
economically viable. The decision on Los 1981 to $893 million from the sale of 1.8 

Pijiguaos will essentially depend on what million tons of products. SIDOR sold 1.5 
future the Government sees for its alumi- million tons of steel on the domestic market 
num industry. in 1981, slightly below the amount in 1980. 

Iron Ore.—The iron ore mining oper- The company exported 400,000 tons of steel 
ations were run by the Government-owned valued at about $94 million in 1981 versus 
company, C.V.G. Ferrominera. The princi- the exportation of 300,000 tons valued at 
pal producing mines were Cerro Bolivar, $69 million in 1980. Operations in 1981 
Cerro El Pao, and Cerro Altamira. Venezue- resulted in a net loss of $507 million because 
la’s iron ore output in 1981 was down of debt burdens. 
approximately 6% compared with that of Ferroalloys.—Negotiations were under- 
1980. way between Ferrosilico Venezolana, S.A. 

The Piar Div. of Ferrominera produced (FESILVEN), in which FIV is the major 
75% of the iron ore. The greater part of stockholder, and its foreign creditors to 
Ferrominera’s total output came from the _ reschedule its foreign debt—approximately 
Cerro Bolivar Mine, which had an output of $38 million. Some of the outstanding foreign 
8.6 million tons in 1981. The remainder of debt was expected to be paid off immediate- 
the output came from the Cerro Altamira ly while another part was to be converted
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into medium-term debt with 10-year matu- mine was initially scheduled to produce 4 
rity dates. The remainder was to be convert- million tons per year of steam and metallur- 
ed into equity capital. Once negotiations are gical coal beginning in 1986, with expansion 
completed, the new shareholders would be capabilities to 6 million tons per year. 
FIV, Corporacién Venezolana de Guayana, Petroleum and Natural Gas.—In 1981, 
and a consortium of foreign banks. the hydrocarbons industry registered a total 
FESILVEN has lost money since 1975, income estimated at $19.6 billion, of which 

the year it was formed. It approached liqui- 97% was derived from export sales of crude 
dation in 1980 in a dispute with Credit oil and refined products. The remaining 3% 
Lyonnaise of France over the payment of of income was accounted for by the sale of 
interest on a $13 million loan. The closure refined products and natural gas on the 
was avoided, and instead, the company domestic market. 
expanded its operations from producing The net profit of PDVSA for 1981 was $3.5 
35,000 tons of ferrosilicon in 1979 to 47,000 billion while the Government’s share ob- 
tons in 1980. tained through. various forms of taxation 

was estimated to be $13.9 billion, an in- 
MINERAL FUELS crease of 8.3% over that of 1980. 

The budget of PDVSA during 1981 was 
The latest figures on total energy produc- estimated at $3.2 billion. Exploration and 

tion available are for 1980, of which petrole- production expenditures accounted for 77% 
um comprised 88%. The total energy pro- of the total for 1981. The objective of this 
duced in 1980 showed a slight reduction allocation of funds was to increase in the 
from that of 1979, while the energy avail- shortest time, the capacity for the produc- 

able internally from all sources increased tion of crude oil above the rate of 2 million 
by 11.0% over that of 1979. barrels per day. Venezuela, as a member of 

Coal.—C.A. Minas de Carbon de Lobatera the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
mines produced 44,600 tons of coal during Countries, followed the May 1981 recom- 
1981, or 99% of total production. The C.A. mendation to reduce production by 10% as 
Minas de Naricual mine was shut down in of June 1981. 
1981 while geologic and economic studies Of total reserves, an estimated 54% or 11 
were being carried out. billion barrels was comprised of heavy 

In the early part of 1982, Carbones del crude oil of 22° API gravity or less. The 
Zulia, C.A., was expected to award its con- Orinoco crude is typically 8° to 10° API 
tract to design Venezuela’s first major coal gravity, and only 2% to 5% is recoverable 
project, an open pit mine and ancillary by primary means. The following table® 
facilities estimated to cost $200 million. The reflects the change in production of the 
proposed mine, Paso Diablo, is to be located various weights of crude oil from 1976 
in the Guasare region in the State of Zulia through 1982: 
100 kilometers north of Maracaibo. The 

Table 4.—Venezuela: Daily production figures of light, medium, and heavy crude oil 
(Thousand barrels per day) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 1982° ———————_ EEE ese 
Light (over 30° API gravity). ______________ 802 798 740 736 651 632 687 Medium (22° to 30" API gravity) ao 875 762 759 830 714 633 584 
Heavy (less than 22° API gravity) _._________ 617 678 667 790 803 843 925 

Tota] _-__________~__~__ Lee 2,294 2,238 2,166 2,356 2,168 2,108 2,196 

“Estimated. Preliminary. 

At the end of June 1981, proven oil $700 million to $800 million worth of work 
reserves totaled 20.5 billion barrels, which in association with the Venezuelan firm 
was a net gain of 834 million barrels over Projectos Intergrados, C.A., over the next 8 
the 1980 yearend total. years. The contract involves building a pilot 

In March 1981, Lagoven, S.A..a PDVSA refinery capable of handling the viscous 
subsidiary, awarded the first major contract Orinoco oil at the rate of 125,000 barrels per 
for the Orinoco heavy oil belt to the Lum- day and a city in the jungle for 30,000 
mus Div. of Combustion Engineering Corp. inhabitants. 
The New York company will coordinate Maraven, S.A., also a PDVSA subsidiary,
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let a contract to Union Oil Co. of Califor- in 250 to 300 feet of water. 

nia’s Process Div. for process design work Meneven, S.A., awarded to Brown and 

on its 360,000-barrel-per-day Cardon refin- Root, Inc., an $815 million contract to de- 

ery. The contract was part of a $2.3 billion sign and build facilities to extract liquids 

~ modernization of the refinery, scheduled for from natural gas and process them into 

completion in 1985. propane, butane, and natural gasoline. An 

In October 1981, Brazil, Mexico, and Ven-_ extraction plant with input capacity of 800 
ezuela formed Latin America’s first multi-million cubic feet per day of natural gas is 

national oil company named PETROLATI- _ to be built in the State of Anzoatequi, with 
NA. It was created to explore and exploit oil the 60,000-barrel-per-day processing plant 

resources in the Latin American region. It to be situated near Barcelona, on the east 
was intended that the company would also coast. 

enter the world petroleum market in com- Petrochemicals.—Petroquimica de Vene- 
petition with the large multinational com- zuela, S.A. (PEQUIVEN), is comprised of 

panies of the United States, the United two basic petrochemical complexes. The 
Kingdom, the Netherlands, and other coun- older Moron complex produced nitrogen 

tries. and phosphate fertilizer for the domestic 
Lagoven, S.A., was embarking on a pro- market. The newer El Tablazo complex 

gram to establish natural gas production consisted of several fertilizer plants and an 
from wells drilled in Caribbean waters. Full olefin plant. The fertilizer plants supplied 
development was expected to take 8 to 10 the export market while the olefin plant 
years and cost $3 billion. During the past 3 supplied the private petrochemical sector 
years 38 wells have been drilled of which with feedstocks for the manufacture of plas- 
about half have produced gas. The average tics, detergents, etc. PEQUIVEN’s record 

_ flow rate was 37 million cubic feet per day gales increased by 32% to $244 million in 

of gas with estimated reserves of 8 to 10 19g). : 
trillion cubic feet. A prefeasibility study by 

Société Nationale Elf Aquitaine of France —_ physical scientist, Branch of Latin America and Cana- 
stated that the fields would be attractive at da, Division of Foreign Data. have bee ted fro 

one-half the reserve figure. The most prom- Venezuelan bolivars (Bs) to US. dollars at the rate 
ising area was north of Venezuela's Paria Beata may differ from that reported elsewhere in this 
Peninsula, west of Trinidad and Tobago : . 
where wells reached a depth of 12,000 feet MPU vine 108 cilference in source,



The Mi l Industry of 
Y lavi 

By Roman V. Sondermayer' | 

Difficulties created by the world economic mony 2% to 3%, bauxite 3% to 4%, lead 
slowdown, as well as high prices and short- mine 3% to 4%, smelter lead 2% to 3%, 
ages of fuels, electric power, and foreign magnesite 3% to 4%, bismuth 2% to 3%, 
exchange hampered activities of the miner- mine and smelter zinc 2% to 3%, and 
al industry in Yugoslavia. A number of copper ore, refined copper, and aluminum, 

_ projects started several years ago were com- all 1% to 2%. . 
pleted or continued but no new projects of In 1980, the latest year for which com- 
any major economic significance were start- plete data were available, the mineral in- 
ed. Although the year was slow for the dustry’s share of the gross social product 
mineral economy, Yugoslavia maintained was 7.5% and the mineral industry employ- 
its position as one of the leading producers ed 5.9% of the total working labor force. By 
of nonferrous metals in Europe during 1981. sectors,the value and number of employed 

The more prominent minerals with Yu- persons in the mineral industry are shown 
goslav production expressed as a percentage _in the following tabulation:? 
of 1981 world output were as follows: Anti- 

— Employment, Million B h - th d rane dinars persons 

Coal: 
Production __-——-~_-_ 16,220 54.3 
Processing — _ — — _- — —- 1,670 3.2 

Crude oil: 
Production ______~~— 8,759 4.1 
Processing. —_ —--~-~ 11,194 9.6 

Iron and steal: 
Iron ore, production _ — — , 940 5.0 
Steel, production —_ —_~— 18,886 53.2 

Nonferrous metals: 
Production of ores — — — — 8,037 26.3 
Metal, production — _ — _ 5,746 16.0 
Metal, processing. _ _ — — 6,105 13.9 

Nonmetailics: 
Production __—--_—~—-~ 2,571 12.5 
Processing _ _ - --—_-~ 11,307 49.3 
Sand and gravel -_ —_- 5,610 23.9 
Construction material. 18,608) 78.5 

Total _.______- 115,653 344.8 

1117
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The major events in the mineral industry 300,000-ton-per-year alumina plant at Obro- 
included the completion of an aluminum vac, Hrvatska (Croatia); and the announce- 

plant near Mostar, Bosna i Hercegovina’ ment of a decision by Industrija Nafte (INA) 
(BiH); commissioning of additional 50,000 of Zagreb, Croatia, to accept bids for joint 

tons per year aluminum capacity at the ventures in the Yugoslav offshore of the 
Titograd Aluminum Smelter, at Titograd, Adriatic. 
Crna Gora (Montenegro); closing of a 

PRODUCTION 

Table 1 shows the latest trends in mineral and zinc mines and to develop new copper 
production of the country. Because of the mines. The authorities hoped to correct the 
country’s economic problems, a policy of existing gap between smelting facilities and 

limiting investments in the mineral indus- mine output that necessitated imports of 
try was enforced during 1981. However, concentrates. 
efforts continued to expand existing lead 

Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite _____________ thousand tons__ 2,044 2,565 3,012 3,138 33,249 
Alumina_______________________- 499,341 496,479 836,428 °1,000,000 800,000 

Metal ingot: 
Primary _____________________ 176,468 175,950 167,681 164,760 176,767 
Secondary ____________________ 20,989 19,758 21,841 ©20,000 20,000 

Total _.____________._____ 197,457 195,708 189,522 184,760  3196,767 
Antimony: 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 2,248 2,676 2,037 2,100 2,000 
Metal (regulus)._______.___________ 1,024 1,791 2,401 2,237 32,198 

Bismuth, smelter output ____§__§__________ 74 13 23 83 3102 
Cadmium, smelter output _______________ 189 187 289 290 280 
Chromium: 

Chromite ore (domestic production) —______ 1,546 1,907 168 “170 160 
Chromite concentrate (produced largely from 

imported ores)_______________-____ 51,331 52,771 90,500 ©91,000 90,000 
Copper: 

Mine and concentrator output: 
Ore, gross weight _____ thousand tons_ _ 17,533 17,098 16,446 19,559 318,337 
Concentrate: 

Gross weight________________ 457,000 508,000 478,000 °560,000 540,000 
Cu content _________._______ 116,218 128,319 111,421 ®134,000 130,000 

Metal: 
Blister: 

Primary___________________ 97,397 107,507 108,732 114,000 110,000 
Secondary __.______-_-_____ 68,426 87,666 71,250 °72,000 71,000 

Total__________________ 165,823 195,173 179,982 186,000 181,000 

Refined: 
Primary__________------___ 92,977 103,906 99,224 100,000 100,000 
Secondary ____________-____ 50,539 46,922 38,280 €31,288 32,603 

Total__________________ 148,516 150,828 137,504 131,288 3132,603 
Gold metal, refined _________ troy ounces_ _ 164,226 142,556 138,987 *138,000 138,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore: 
Gross weight _______ thousand tons__ 4,451 4,564 4,617 4,530 34,794 
Fe content_______________do____ 1,514 1,621 1,619 “1,600 1,680 

Iron concentrate__.___________do____ 1,726 1,713 1,636 ©1,650 1,630 
Metal: 

Pigiron ________________do____ 1,938 2,081 2,360 2,425 32,817 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ner SL 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° 
athe 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Metal —Continued 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferrochrome____—-———-------- 36,150 51,213 65,622 ©63,000 67,000 
Ferromanganese ________~---~- 54,639 37,470 45,591 “44,000 54,000 
Ferrosilicon ___.__--_------- 55,513 60,189 67,884 ©67,000 68,000 
Silicon metal_ ____.-._--~---- 27,476 30,670 31,598 €31,000 34,000 

Ferrosilicomanganese ____———~_~— 8,737 27,857 28,786 ©28,000 29,000 
Ferrosilicochrome_ — — — — _ -__-~-~- 5,257 7,998 6,785 ©7,000 8,000 
Other ________-----------~-- 1,719 3,132 3,521 3,000 4,000 

Total__________-_------ 189,491 218,529 249,787 248,000 3264,000 
ceenesamamererentie c D 

Crude steel: 
From oxygen converters 

thousand tons_ _ 724 1,048 1,071 1,149 31,424 
From Siemens-Martin furnaces 

do_ __— 1,587 1,494 1,476 1,459 31,504 
From electric furnaces _ _ _ — _ do_ _ __ 873 909 990 1,026 31,048 

Total________-----do___~- 3,184 3,451 3,537 3,634 33,976 

Lead Semimanufactures___. _ _ _ -__do____ 3,329 4,142 4,140 4,244 34,780 

ad: 
Mine and concentrator output: 

Ore, gross weight (lead-zinc ore) _ _do_ _ ~~ 4,162 4,078 4,115 4,284 34,365 

Concentrate: 
Gross weight __ _ ______------- 169,504 163,501 168,971 ©168,000 170,000 
Pb content _______..-------- 129,977 129,389 129,776 121,400 120,000 

———————eeeeanaoaoaaeoEEoEEE 

Metal: 
Smelter: 

Primary____.___~---------- 111,700 100,300 92,000 “91,000 49,000 

Secondary*.______-.+-------- 33,341 40,069 41,603 ©42,000 40,000 

Total_________--------- 145,041 140,369 133,603 “133,000 89,000 
. eee 

Refined: . 

Primary® _____.__---------- 111,690 100,300 92,040 84,750 70,401 

Secondary ____--___-------- 18,200 16,400 19,000 “17,000 16,000 

Total___.______-------- 129,890 116,700 111,040 101,750 386,401 
Magnesium metal _______-_-_--_--~----- _- — __ _— 4,200 

Manganese ore: 
Gross weight ________-__-------~--- 24,750 27,400 30,150 30,000 25,000 
Mn content __________-_---------- 8,702 9,771 10,552 ©10,000 8,000 

Mercury.______----~—-—-— 76-pound flasks_ — 3,133 _- _- _- _- 

Platinum-group metals: 
Palladium______. ~~ —-— troy ounces_ _ 4,951 5,562 5,241 5,150 5,100 
Platinum _____________~----do___~ 7139 417 675 “640 650 

Selenium metal, refined ____ _ — — — kilograms_ — 50,360 52,840 46,257 ©46,000 44,000 

Silver, refined, including secondary 
‘ thousand troy ounces_-— 4,679 5,125 5,214 4,790 34,437 

Zinc: 
Concentrator output: 

Gross weight _______-___-_------ 183,938 173,817 167,907 “150,000 187,000 
Zn content______________------ 112,383 103,794 101,699 94,300 117,900 

Smelter, including secondary _____—-—---- 98,845 95,232 98,906 84,537 396,370 

NONMETALS . 

Asbestos (fiber). __ ______-_------------ 9,036 10,304 9,959 12,106 313,591 

Barite _______--_-_----------------- 52,245 42,800 46,073 ©45,000 46,000 
Cement, hydraulic____ ~~ thousand tons_ _ 8,006 8,698 8,081 9,315 39,779 
Clays: 

ire clay: 
Crude_____-_-_-_------------ 305,171 354,635 390,759 ©400,000 500,000 
Calcined ------ +--+ 81,949 110,863 105,680 ©106,000 110,000 

Kaolin__________--------------- 110,817 180,017 177,958 ©180,000 190,000 
Feldspar, crude____.___---_----------- 56,146 48,013 56,160 56,000 57,000 

Gypeum: 
Crude ________---------~-------- 482,552 502,904 567,746 3570,000 580,000 
Calcined_ _____.__--------~------- 96,540 99,722 119,041 ©120,000 120,000 

eee 

Lime: 
Quicklime_____._-—--~- thousand tons_ 1,261 1,297 1,526 ©1,600 1,700 
Hydrated _________-_-------do___~_ 786 7158 875 © 3900 1,000 

Total ________---_------do___-_ 2,047 2,055 2,401 €2,500 2,700 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eae 
Commodity? | 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Magnesite: 
rude __-_-_-_-_-_-_) 345,000 333,000 293,000 362,000 3300,000 

Sintered _------_______________ 164,180 151,782 145,723 ©140,000 150,000 
Caustic calcined _________._______-- 8,763 8,166 9,939 ©10,000 12,000 

Mica, all grades _-_- ~~ = 25 > = 139 69 338 300 250 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

thousand tons_ — 417 416 416 "416 3421 
Pumice and related volcanic materials: Volcanic 

tuff _--_-_____ LLL 355,061 247,811 170,594 ©170,000 180,000 — ee 
————— 

Quartz, quartzite, glass sand: 
Quartz and quartzite _____ thousand tons__ 483 227 239 ©240 250 
Glass sand__________________do____ 1,448 1,717 1,923 ©1,900 2,000 — 

Total _.._-______________do____ 1,931 1,944 2,162 2,140 2,250 

Salt: 
Marine_______________~______ 20,576 20,966 20,500 NA NA 
From brines_____~_§ $$$. _-_________ 188,000 192,000 192,000 NA NA 
Rock ___- ~~ 5 ee 85,210 85,231 137,441 NA NA 

Total _--____~_____ Le 293,786 298,197 349,941 377,000 3418,000 
Sand and gravel (except glass sand) 

thousand cubic meters_ _ 16,163 20,692 22,645 27,029 326,589 
Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate __do____ 156,826 166,350 164,382 *165,000 170,000 
Stone (except quartz and quartzite): 

Dimension: 
Crude: 

Ornamental ___________do____ 55 58 69 NA NA 
Other _______________do____ 6 10 5 NA NA 

Partly worked facing 
thousand square meters_ _ 934 1,074 1,274 NA NA 

Cobblestones, curbstones, other 
thousand cubic meters_ _ 15 17 10 NA NA 

Dolomite ____________ thousand tons__ 382 557 673 NA NA 
Limestone. ___________._____do____ 3,149 3,778 4,125 NA NA 
Shale_____________________do____ 6,743 7,603 8,053 NA NA 
Crushed and broken, n.e.s. 

thousand cubic meters_ _ 5,503 6,785 8,703 NA NA 
Milled marble and other _________do____ 5,529 6,234 8,813 NA NA 

Sulfur and pyrite: 
Pyrite, gross weight ______ thousand tons__ 394 406 452 450 400 

——&<—_=[CFH#<#H{[HNHKReeTmTVa@mTuTr2=a{{z_Cwi_— 
Sulfur: 

S content of pyrite __._______do____ 166 171 190 ©189 190 
Byproduct: 

Of metallurgy® _________do____ 200 200 200 200 200 
Of petroleum® __________do____ 5 5 5 5 4 eee 

Total___-~_________do____ 371 376 395 ©394 394 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Carbon black ___________~__~_~_________ 23,884 25,823 23,261 23,000 24,000 ee lel ——K_aZZZ_ 
Coal: 

Bituminous __________~_ thousand tons__ 510 471 434 388 3384 
Brown -___~_-_________~__-do____ 8,960 8,854 9,351 9,665 310,581 
Lignite____________________do____ 29,611 30,359 32,329 36,949 341,279 EEE IY 

Total ___.______________do____ 39,081 39,684 42,114 47,002 352,244 ES OOOO —*{$_z{zzZZ=—=—=~=E=ZE————= 
Coke: 

Metallurgical. __§ __-____________do____ 1,662 1,778 2,161 NA NA 
Breeze ____________________do____ 103 143 175 NA NA 
Foundry___________-~_______do____ 133 150 151 NA NA thse 

G Total _-_-______.________do____ 1,898 2,071 2,487 2,628 32,693 
as: 

Manufactured (excluding petroleum refinery 
gas): 

From coke plants___ million cubic feet_ _ 9,401 14,117 18,890 NA NA 
From lignite gasification plants _ _do__ _ _ 3,467 4,025 3,749 NA NA 
From other gas generators _____do____ 915 721 401 NA NA 

Natural, gross production ________do____ 66,902 68,334 65,579 64,272 $77,585 er ESO 
——_FT__CHOjmnum— OO lOOlT—T*Kaaaa_v_loooo 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Natural gas plant liquids: 
Natural gasoline and pentane 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _— . 100 98 149 NA NA 
Propane and butane_ __________-do____ 567 590 531 NA NA 

Total _-___._____-__~___.do____ 667 688 680 NA NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude: 
As reported ______. — thousand tons__ 3,951 4,076 4,143 4,229 34,375 
Converted — thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 29,265 30,190 30,687 31,324 32,405 

Refinery products:’ 
Gasoline ________________do____ 18,964 20,230 22,177 21,318 $20,119 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ — _ — . __do____ 3,000 2,873 2,898 NA NA 
Jet fuel... ________~_do____ 2,682 2,437 2,695 NA NA 
Kerosine ____._.._________do____ 76 81 254 NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil: Diesel_ _. ___ _do____ 25,737 25,894 29,214. 24,790 32,292 
Residual fuel oi] _._._._____do____ 38,748 40,753 43,217 44,289 NA 
Lubricants_—__.___________do____ 1,719 2,713 2,898 NA NA 
Paraffin _...-__......_._do____ 82 104 125 NA NA 
White spirit ______________do____ 272 276 250 NA NA 
Asphalt and bitumen ________do____ 3,254 3,842 4,497 NA NA 
Petroleum coke ____________do____ 336 362 300 NA NA 

Total? _§_-.__-__________do____ 94,870 99,565 108,525 NA NA 

“Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through June 18, 1982. : 
7In addition to the commodities listed, germanium, bentonite, common clay, and diatomite are also produced, and 

tellurium may be recovered as a copper refinery byproduct, but available information is inadequate to make reliable 
estimates of output levels. 

3Reported figure. 
*Calculated as the difference between reported total and reported primary figure. 
‘Calculated as the difference between reported total and reported secondary figure. 
®For ore production, see under “Lead.” 
7Excludes refinery gas, which was as follows, in million cubic feet: 1977—15,351; 1978—14,086; 1979—15,050; and 1980— 

not available; also excludes other materials produced by and used in the refineries as fuel. 

TRADE , 

Tables 2 and 3 show latest available imports for fuels heavily taxed the coun- 

figures on trade in minerals. Dependence on _ try’s balance of payments. |
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Table 2.— Yugoslavia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : Te 

y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite __-_____ -~______________. 524,928 246,821 __ Czechoslovakia 128,950; Romania 

77,302; East Germany 31,746. 
Oxides and hydroxides: 

Alumina __ ~~~ ~_~__~__________ ~~ 395,378 213,433 _.  USS.R. 179,482; Czechoslovakia 
19,655; Poland 14,296. 

Other. ____~_____ ~~ LL (68,874 439,991 _.  U.SS.R. 257,312; West Germany 
85,854; Poland 85,808. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap____________________ --.- 352 276 _. West Germany 248; Italy 28. 
Unwrought _..______.________~ 46,180 53,872 __ East Germany 36,739; Czechoslovakia 

7,037; Japan 2,628. 
Semimanufactures_.___________. — 50,302 57,395 5,099 Czechoslovakia 15,414; East Germany 

7,383; West Germany 4,828. 
Antimony, regulus._...._-...___._----- 975 1,055 30 U.S.S.R. 600; West Germany 225; 

Bulgaria 200. 
Arsenic metal, all forms _______________- 52 36 14 West rmany 18; United Kingdom 

Cadmium metal, including alloys, all forms_ _ — — — 133 105 60 Ni etherlands 21; Czechoslovakia 17; 
y 5. 

Chromium: 
Chromite -_____________-~____---~ 10,475 11,537 _. All to Czechoslovakia. 
Oxides, hydroxides, acid __.__.________~_ 125 4 _.  AlltolItaly. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides __ __ kilograms... _- 50 -- All to Switzerland. 
pper: 
Gre and concentrate... .-_____.._-_- _ _— 16,181 _- Sweden 6,005; Finland 5,146; East 

Germany 3,979. . 
Sulfate... -__________.______. 21,848 = 10,5385 — China 6,039; Turkey 2,000; Italy 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___ ~~ --______-_-__----_- 7,948 6,129 _. Switzerland 2,324; Italy 2,128; West 

Germany 1,044. 
Unwrought _._________________ 8,356 14,334 3,641 East Germany 4,468; Sweden 2,000; 

United Kingdom 1,539. 
Semimanufactures______________~ 29,814 34,685 2,057 U.S.S.R. 7,278; West Germany 6,304; 

~ Italy 6,141. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate. ______.____._-_- 2 (4) _-  Allto Hungary. 
Pyrite, roasted ____________________ 48,302 174,168 --— Hungary 53,515; Austria 17,537; West 

Germany 3,116. 
Metal: 

Scrap 22-2. ue )=—s 45,611 = 44,833 _- Italy 40,122; Switzerland 1,992; West 
Germany 1,969. 

Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot _..__. 63,651 50,811 _- Romania 24,027; Italy 18,872; 
- Switzerland 3,145. 

Ferroalloys _________________ ~~ 148,458 120,558 39,639 Italy 29,259; Japan 12,644; Austria 
12,314; Albania 4,600. 

Steel, primary forms_____________— 22,494 21,406 _- Hungary 10,595; Poland 10,445; Italy 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections__. 133,128 93,694 __ U.S.S.R. 18,453; West Germany 

yee: Albania 14,224; Bulgaria 

Universals, plates, sheets __...___. 36,691 9,659 _— Poland 1,986; Bulgaria 1,757; Turkey 
1,304; West Germany 1,224. 

Hoop and strip__________..—- 5,403 8,598 -- Poland 5,001; Bulgaria 1,582; 
Romania 490; Italy 461. 

Rails and accessories_________. 32,049 14,172 _- Albania 7,723; Romania 5,344; Poland 

Wire_________~_-______-___ 1,970 5,530 -.  USS.R. 2,768; Hungary 1,325; 
Czechoslovakia 349. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _.._.__..... 102,247 111,321 283. +=East Germany 18,696; U.S.S.R. 
14,361; China 13,970. 

Castings and forgings, rough ______ 4,401 4,986 -- Poland 1,200; Austria 1,083; West 
Germany 1,009. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate. _______.....____ 18,496 10,070 __ Bulgaria 8,165; Turkey 1,024; West 

Germany 842. 
Oxides _______-___--~ ~~~ kilograms__ 725 1,534 — West Germany 596; U.S.S.R. 490; Iraq 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____.._......_____do___~_ —_ 7 _— __ All to Austria. 
Unwrought __________________. 36,990 27,564 a U.S.S.R. 13,953; Czechoslovakia 9,926; 

Austria 2,216. 
Semimanufactures_______._.._____ 2,377 1,476 _. __ Italy 691; France 415; Kuwait 192. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
p-----~. ~~ ~~ LL 5 3 _.  Alltoltaly. 

Unwrought _________~_____________ _- 1,843 83 West Germany 911; Austria 265; 
. Poland 126. 

Semimanufactures _________________ _- 86 _. Austria 66; Poland 20. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “jins.q 2... 
mmowy United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Manganese: Ores and concentrates_ ___-—___- 922 -- 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms. — 7,135 634 _- All to West Germany. 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate____._.___.---do.___ _ 1,080 300 300 
Matte and speiss —— — —---~~—-----~—~— — 99 __ West Germany 78; Austria 20. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap________.~---+--------- 210 288 __ West Germany 155; Switzerland 105; 
Austria 20. 

Unwrought _______------------ 137 230 __ Austria 66; Netherlands 65; Italy 58. 
Semimanufactures________.------ 27 80 __ West Germany 29; Italy 22; Austria 

Platinum-group metals including alloys: 
Waste and sweepings _________--value__ $34,034 $113,575 —_ All to West Germany. 
Unwrought and partly wrought_troy ounces__ 64,205 4,308 3,247 United Kingdom 675; West Germany 

Silicon, elemental____________-___-____ 26,496 20,487 502 USSR. 11,013; Japan 2,200; West 
Germany 1,900; Poland 1,568. 

Silver: 
Ore and concentrate? __ _ _ _ _ — — kilograms_ _ _- 25 25 
Metal including alloys: 

Waste and sweepings __ ____ ~~ value__ $154,217 $692,713 _— All to Austria. 
Unwrought and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces__ 3,009 1,946 1,058 Czechoslovakia 586; West Germany 
114; United Kingdom 94. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ______.___------------ 114 49 -- West Germany 29; Italy 20. 
Semimanufactures _________~------- 1 3 _- Albania 2. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides_____._.__-- 12,182 11,353 _- East Germany 11,323, West Germany 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms ‘ 
zi kilograms... 1,266 4,251 _- West Germany 3,185; Austria 1,066. 

inc: . 

Ore and concentrate. ______.---~----- 6,600 8,831 _- Bulgaria 7,492; Austria 760; Romania 

Oxides______________-_---_-__--- 1,669 198 _ Romania 175; West Germany 10; Iraq 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______.--_-~------------ 25 35 _. .Alltoltaly. 
Unwrought ___________.------- 31,578 19,565 __ Czechoslovakia 11,044; U.S.S.R. 4,752; 

Hungary 3,752. 
Semimanufactures_ ______-___.~-—- 9,070 9,105 __ Czechoslovakia 5,756; West Germany 

1,167; U.S.S.R. 1,090. 
Other: a 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous metals. 23,762 31,086 _- Bulgaria 28,033; Italy 2,251; West 
Germany 601. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of metals _ ~~ — — 92 162 -- Sweden 161. . 
Base metals including alloys, all forms, n.e.s _ — 18 4 -- All to Czechoslovakia. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: . 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc. 
kilograms.__ —_ 2,093 50 -- All to Iraq, 

Artificial: Corundum ____________-_--— 15,908 15,486 18 Romania 6,741; Italy 2,910; 
Czechoslovakia 1,891. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ _ — 2,832 2,820 48 Romania 1,200; Italy 322; Poland 286; 
West Germany 229. 

Asbestos, crude___________~---_----- 1,983 2,506 —_ Albania 2,310; Romania 136; West 
Germany 50. 

Barite and witherite_ __-._------------- 13,965 19,077 __ Hungary, 18,928; Afghanistan 69; 
ya 65. 

Boron materials: Oxide and acid _______-~--- 542 214 -- West Germany 150; Italy 44; 
Czechoslovakia 20. 

Cement __________-_--__-_______-— 359,920 406,746 10,150 Egypt 151,015; Tunisia 68,800; Malta 

Chalk ____________________---__-- 2 53 __ Czechoslovakia 41; Italy 12. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite _________--__------- 297 1,401 a USSR. 1,301; Albania 50; Tunisia 

Fire clay ________------------- 18,918 12,467 -- Italy 9,082; Greece 1,681; Hungary 

Kaolin __________-_----__---_-- 5,618 6,587 __ Greece 6,564; U.S.S.R. 22. 
Other_______.____-__-------- 556 482 _- West Germany 412; Greece 50; Italy 

Products: 
Nonrefractory. ____.-_---------- 7,698 16,241 _- U.S.S.R. 5,245; Austria 2,480; Libya 

2,311; Italy 1,794. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _____ 77,120 80,674 —_ Romania 23,872; U.S.S.R. 13,718; 

West Germany 8,000. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ce 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 ‘ . 
United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Cryolite and chiolite_ - - --—---~--------- 4 10 _. All to Malta. 
Feldspar.__________~__~_~____~______ 9,695 11,498 _. Hungary 9,480; Czechoslovakia 1,340; 

Greece 558. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_____._____________ 46,830 60,471 -— Turkey 44,814; Ecuador 8,002; West 

Germany 7,100. 
Phosphatic.__________-_______— 98,787 203,469 a Hungary 86,973; Czechoslovakia 

75,755; U.S.S.R. 28,813. 
Potassic ___§_§_-__ ~~ ~~ 1 -- 
Other including mixed ___________~_ 319,248 429,090 -— Turkey 168,940; Nigeria 109,196; 

Hungary 77,691. 
Ammonia _________~ ~~~ ~~ 20 36 -— All to Greece. 

Graphite, natural _.._-§.§ ~~ _-_-________ -- 23 -_— fill to West Germany. 
Gypsum and plasters ________._._____-_- 357 =: 33, 827 -~- Hungary 3,814; U.S.S.R. 9. 
Lime ____ ~~ ~~~ LS Ci59,819 = 72,158 _— Hungary 71,795; Greece 185; US.S.R. 

Magnesite__.________...-.-________. 28,825 24,321 --  USS.R. 7,126; Poland 5,928; Italy 
Mica: Worked including agg! ted evli 4,052; Hungary 2,948. 

ica: Worked including agglomerated splittings 
kilograms_ _ 158 40 _-. AlltoUSS.R. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed_._ _ _ _ _ _- 1 _. Alito Hungary. 
Pyrite, unroasted ________.__________. 15,825 67,941 -- Bulgaria 3 675; West Germany 

129; Romania 12,074. 
Salt and brine ______________________ 3,078 2,812 _- Hungary 2,808; Central African Re- 

public 4. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ___________________. 2,349 1,208 _- U'SS.R. 620; France 300; Romania 

Causticsoda __-___________________ 2,102 12,044 _- Iran 3,200; Netherlands 2,414; West 
Germany 1,650. 

Soda ash. § LL 326 8 =_:. 2,182 _— Italy 1,632; Iran 500. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _.._______. 50,151 56,354 _-- Italy 30,682; Czechoslovakia 16,387; 

East Germany 2,564. 
Worked_ __ 2 5 5 4,254 8,282 48 Austria 3,347; Czechoslovakia 1,980; 

West Germany 1,232. 
Gravel and crushed rock ___ ~~~ ~___ 5,195 8,553 -- Hungary 3,505; taly 3,365; 

Czechoslovakia 421. 
Limestone, except dimension ___________ 3 —_ 
Quartz and quartzite ___._____________ 18,056 12,124 _- Weat Germany 11,913; East Germany 

Sand excluding metal-bearing. __________ 3,294 6,703 _— Albania 2,999; Greece 2,491; Libya 

Sulfur: 

Mlertviher than lloidal 5,334 1,138 B ia 1,000; H 138 er colloidal _____________ _ . , -- ulgaria 1,000; Hungary 138. 
Colloidal _______.______~_____ Le 1,209 192 _- justralia 187; Egypt 5. 

Sulfuric acid ~~. ~~~ ~~ ~~ 162 119 _-- Italy 80; Czechoslovakia 35. 
gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ________ 590 810 _- All to Albania. 

er: 
Crude __________~__~_____ 1,320 4,578 -- Greece 4,159; Austria 166. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing _____~_______________ 1,506 1,384 -~— Austria 1,382. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural_____________ 68 123 -- _ East Germany 76; Libya 46. 
Carbon black _______§.~.~_-_-_~__________ 87 1,414 _- Czechoslovakia 1,218; West Germany 

142; East Germany 51. 
Coal: Lignite including briquets.__.__.__.______ $75,118 397,493 _— Austria 250,863; Czechoslovakia 

74,419; Italy 43,730. 
Coke and semicoke ___________________ 307,588 205,319 _. Hungary 135,661; Romania 25,124; 

Austria 23,452. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __._§___.______ 459 250 -- Austria 245. 
Peat including briquets and litter. .________-_ 1,820 481 _- Italy 322; Austria 125. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline____-_ thousand 42 gallon barrela__ 4,337 3,601 (4) Netherlands 3,569; Austria 18. 
Kerogsine and jet fuel _____._._.____do____ 448 220 4 United Kingdom 64; France 35; 

Switzerland 17. 
Distillate fuel oi]. ._._._._________do____ 584 105 1 Austria 15; Greece 13; Panama 8. 
Residual fuel oi] _-._.____________do____ 269 47 _- United Kingdom 12; Malta 11; Sudan 

Lubricants _________________do____ 349 397 () Austria 293; Czechoslovakia 81; 
Poland 11. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mmoany United Other (principal) 
a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
Mineral jelly and wax 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 46 30 2 West Germany 16; Italy 10. 
White spirit _________-___-_do__~~ 6 2 _- All to Austria. 
Petroleum coke, bitumen, and other 

residues ________.___.--do____ 43 29 _. West Germany 22; Poland 3; Libya 1. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals__________-_-— 36,727 43,090 __ Italy 39,177; West Germany 2,218; 
Austria 1,688. 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include other precious metals. 

Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : ue United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite _.____________-~_----_-- 63,883 217,595 _. Guinea 129,141; Ghana 34,300; 

Greece 22,404. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________--_-- 1,367 1,285 4 West Germany 1,076; Italy 22. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap________.._----------- 34 @) _- Mainly from West Germany and 
Austria. 

Unwrought ____________---_-- 41,219 58,638 1,013 U.S.S.R. 47,655; Egypt 4,901; 
Hungary 2,703; Romania 1,823. 

Semimanufactures______~___-_—--~ 8,510 8,592 109 France 3,151; West Germany 2,021; 
Switzerland 1,290. 

Antimony: . 
Ore and concentrate _________.-___~- 3,261 4,201 _- China 2,682; Turkey 748; Morocco 

Regulus _______________ kilograms. _ __ 2 __ All from United Kingdom. 
Arsenic: 

Trioxide, pentoxide, acids _._________~- 66 102 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 33; West 
Germany 31; France 26. 

Metal, all forms _____§____________- 138 85 (4) U.S.S.R. 50; Netherlands 20; West 
Germany 11. 

Beryllium metal, all forms__— — _ — kilograms_ — 635 97 _- West Germany 82; Switzerland 15. 
Bismuth metal, all forms_ __ ___—.——do__ ~~ 5,012 4,315 310 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,005. 
Chromium: 

Chromite _____________________— 297,919 278,799 _- Albania 201,115; U.S.S.R. 63,519; Iran 

Oxides, hydroxides, acid _____________ 378 784 () U.SS.R. 700; West Germany 67; 
Hungary 15. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ________ ~~ 22 17 7 Belgium-Luxembourg 8; Netherlands 

Copper: 
and concentrate _____________ -- 7,139 47,817 _- Mexico 20,258; Chile 14,816; Peru 

Sulfate.__________________-____ 1,804 1,080 __  U.SS.R. 1,010; West Germany 14. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap________---—-~-- kilograms_ _ 50 _- 
Unwrought ____--_----------- 36,095 50,412 4 Peru 30,751; Zambia 14,905; Chile 

Semimanufactures_____________- 5,414 2,809 32 West Germany 1,081; Poland 517; 
Austria 190; U.S.S.R. 132. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate ____ thousand tons__— 1,060 1,640 _- Peru 617 ; India 600; U.S.S.R. 140; 

r . 
Pyrite, roasted ._ _._____---------~- -- 50 _-- All from Romania. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Sources, 1980 

mmodit 1979 1980 : 
Commodity Qnited Other (principal) 

OE 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal: 
Scrap_______~_______ ee 264,800 395,759 _- US.S.R. 333,926; Bulgaria 17,443; 

Senegal 9,183; Netherlands 9,079. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot __.__ 100,534 48,677 (4) Brazil 19,495; West Germany 16,347; 

. Canada 11,112. 
Ferroalloys ___-___.__-_.~_______ 7,985 6,884 293 West Germany 4,226; France 1,033; 

Norway 343. 
Steel, primary forms_____________ 958,775 994,908 __ Czechoslovakia 270,252; U.S.S.R. 

220,923; Romania 101,903. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ 204,194 222,768 22 Czechoslovakia 57,693; West 
Germany 42,040; Poland 25,158. 

Universals, plates, sheets __._.__.__ 466,031 471,182 3,492 Czechoslovakia 105,530; West 
Germany 72,833; Austria 57,395. 

Hoop andstrip ____________ _ 104,811 129,482 2 West Germany 43,699; Poland 34,601; 
Czechoslovakia 28,495. 

Rails and accessories__________ 59,123 28,499 43 Austria 22,331; U.S.S.R. 1,596. 
Wire.__§_____ Le 36,288 43,374 3 West Germany 11,449; Austria 5,131; 

Czechoslovakia 4,888. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ___._______ 113,532 69,601 303 West Germany 15,957; East Germany 

14,952; Italy 8,073. 
Castings and forgings, rough __ __ _ 3,488 2,639 () Czechoslovakia 1,189; West Germany 

699; Italy 255. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate _______________ 1,978 2,731 _- All from Greece. 
Oxides__§_9_~§_§ 2 ~~ = 3,365 2,994 6 Austria 1,388; East Germany 640; 

Bulgaria 611. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap____§_ = __ 1,124 _- 
- Unwrought ___ - 5 5 9,539 10,161 _- Peru ott Bulgaria 3,826; Mexico 

Semimanufactures_______.~______ 97 23 _. West Germany 21; Italy 2. 
Magnesium metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_____________________ 1,072 863 50 U.S.S.R. 665; Norway 140; France 10. 
Semimanufactures ________________ 15 14 — Switzerland 9; France 4. 

Manganese: 
Ores and concentrates ______________ 115,041 131,053 18 Gabon 33,640; Botswana 30,161; 

U.S.S.R. 29,470. 
Oxides____§_~_~§_§__ = 909 1,176 __ France 712; Greece 153; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 121. 
Mercury___.__________ 76-pound flasks__ = 301 541 _. Switzerland 290; China 250. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms_ _ 16 15 — Austria 11; United Kingdom 2. , 

ickel: 
Matte and speiss._________________ 241 90 _- Netherlands 48; United Kingdom 39. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_________.—__~ kilograms_ _ 2,307 45 _- All from Austria. 
Unwrought __________________ 1,507 1,960 (4) U.S.S.R. 1,751; Australia 150; West 

Germany 52. 
Semimanufactures______________ 657 776 12 West Germany 307; U.S.S.R. 160; 

Hungary 89. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought: 
Platinum ____________ troy ounces__ 92,080 6,495 (?) USSR 3,762; United Kingdom 

»15. 
Other ___________________do____ 1,447 513,505 __ Italy 512,765; United Kingdom 611. 

Silicon, elemental __ _________________ 2,464 226 (3) Italy 224. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought ___ thousand troy ounces__ 869 16,543 6 Switzerland 6,165; West Germany 
165; France 54. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms 
Tr; kilograms_ _ 1,465 760 311 West Germany 434; Austria 11. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate _______________ _— 2 _- All from West Germany. 
Oxides_____________________ Le 8 5 _- West Germany 4. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought __________________ 1,304 1,031 — China 783; Malaysia 140; Bolivia 29. 
Semimanufactures______________ 53 36 (2) West Germany 31; United Kingdom 

4, 
Titanium: - 

Ore and concentrate _______________ 23,742 52,142 __ Australia 48,987; Canada 3,143. 
Oxides___§_-_ 2 2 Le 1,420 1,961 18 West Germany 920; France 575; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 192. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 25 24 (4) Poland 6; Austria 5; West Germany 4. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
nn nnn LET 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : y | United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate _______------~-- 55,760 65,227 _- Peru 48,816; North Korea 3,771; 

Spain 3,450; Greece 3,170. 

Oxides___________~-~-~--+------ 269 808 _- West Germany 500; Fast Germany 
100; Netherlands 100. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap___________—--- kilograms. _ _- 25 __ All from West Germany. 

Unwrought ______------------ 4,779 7,209 _~ Zambia 4,251; Bulgaria 1,642; Italy 

Semimanufactures_ ___——__------ 162 45 () Italy 34; France 10. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates of vanadium, . 

tantalum, zirconium __—__--------- 1,596 1,832 60 Australia 930; West Germany 781; 

Ash and residue containing nonferrous metals 1,071 2,022 _- Austria 1,085; Switzerland 883; Italy 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of metals _ _ _ — 1,135 1,304 13 West Germany 530; Japan 277; 
U.S.S.R. 120. 

Metals: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth metals 202 118 2 France 100; West Germany 4. 

Pyrophoric alloys _____--~------ 4 4 __ China 2; France 2. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms_ — 7174 703 71 Japan 162; Netherlands 148; China 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc_ _ _ — 191 304 _- Denmark 184; Italy 83; Greece 25. 

Artificial: Corundum ____ —~_.~-----~-- 1,873 1,460 12 West Germany 1,358; France 45; 
olan . 5 

Diamond dust and powder _ _ _ — kilograms_ — 21 8,765 3 West Germany 8,734; Switzerland 16. ‘ 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ — 706 656 14 Austria 273; Haly 69; West Germany : 

Asbestos, crude _.____-____--------- 47,475 60,028 __ _ U.S§.R. 36,260; Canada 12,184; : 
Botswana 10,183. y 

Barite and witherite ________-_-------- 1,204 1,146 36 West Germany 790; Czechoslovakia ; 
200; U.S.S.R. 120. . 

Boron materials: . “4 

Crude natural borates ________----~-- 28,289 32,717 17,662 Turkey 12,550; Peru 2,000. i 

Oxides and acids. __ ______---------- 723 69 _- France 45; West Germany 13; Austria ; 

Bromine___________-~-_-_~----~------ 10 9 _- Mainly from Netherlands. “ 

Cement _______________-_---------~- 1,107,707 193,007 13 U.S.S.R. 358,943; Hungary 133,885; 1 
Czechoslovakia 87,976. 2 

Chalk ________________-~-~---~----- T2840 1,108 _- France 490; Austria 250; Switzerland “4 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude clay: 

Bentonite ___________------~-- 19 21 _- Austria 20; West Germany 1. 

Fire clay_________----------- 38,771 40,580 1,908 Czechoslovakia 36,096; United 
Kingdom 772. 

Fuller’s earth, chamotte ________-- 2,294 2,078 18 Czechoslovakia 1,609; France 440. 

Kaolin ___ -_-______-___------ 75,804 86,363 4,982 Czechoslovakia 31,471; U.S.S.R. 
17,112; East Germany 15,590. 

Other________________------ 16,946 12,030 () Poland 6,261; Czechoslovakia 5,458; 
West Germany 296. 

Products: . 
Nonrefractory ________._------ 23,233 13,814 (4) Czechoslovakia 7,701; Italy 3,194; 

Bulgaria 1,220. 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ — ~~ 37,119 36,152 236 West ermany 14,851; France 7,020; 

¥ J,00V. 

Cryolite and chiolite _______-----~----- 913 1,113 _- Mainly from Denmark. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung _______- carats__ 120,000 5,000 _. Mainly from West Germany. 

Industrial. ____________---_do____ 105,000 295,000 50,000 Switzerland 135,000; United 
Kingdom 80,000. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth ___~_-— ~~ 285 421 209 Austria 110; Denmark 37; West 
Germany 22; Italy 20. 

Feldspar_____-------------------- 1,150 1,154 — France 1,150; Norway 3. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous_ ___---__--------- 2 2 _. Ali from France. 

Phosphatic ___.__ - thousand tons_ _ 896 1,383 __ Togo 468; Morocco 435; Jordan 245. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y . United Other (principal) 

a 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials —Continued 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous____.__.-_---------- 208,242 304,050 _- Hungary 138,090; U.S.S.R. 85,708; 

Czechoslovakia 40,974. 

Phosphatic ___-.__------------ 48,804 42,636 _— Tunisia 38,200; Romania 4,436. 

Potassic ______._______-------- 394,996 461,798 _- Bast Germany 247,828; U.S.S.R. 

Other including mixed __----_--~-- 65,163 101,355 _- Romania 31,388; Hungary 28,324; 
Poland 24,966. 

Ammonia__________~------------ 95,946 938,562 — Hungary 70,958; Romania 14,187; 

. US.S.R. 7,928. 

Fluorspar____ ___----------------- 5,121 5,716 _- West Germany 1,987; China 1,972; 
East Germany 1,054. 

Graphite, natural ___-_-~------------- 1,824 1,843 29 Czechoslovakia 854; Austria 469; 
U.S.S.R. 304. 

Gypsum and plasters ~ - ~-----~~~7~~- =~ 8 33 _- West Germany 25; Italy 8. 

Iodine ___________--------~--+----- 71 60 _- Japan 56; Poland 3. 

Lime___________~--~------------ _- 60 _- All from Austria. 

Magnesite_ .__ _ _--_--------------- 48,882 76,429 (4) Greece 37,830; China 27,815; Turkey 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste —— —-- 1,177 687 (4) India 276; Austria 173; Norway 155. 

Worked including agglomerated splittings - — 129 132 _- Austria 46; Czechoslovakia 40; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 19. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ — -— 2,880 2,154 Q) West Germany 973; Spain 462; 
U.S.S.R. 224; France 130. 

. - Precious and semiprecious stones: 
Natural __________--—-—-~ kilograms_-_ 128 110 -- West Germany 103; Switzerland 6. 

| Synthetic _____-_-----------do__-- 701 334 8 Austria 250; Switzerland 67; 

- 
Czechoslovakia 7. 

| Pyrite __.._.--------~------------ 124,227 68,413 _- U.S.S.R. 40,772; Cyprus 14,579; 

bo 
Albania 7,061. 

4 Salt and brine ________~--~---------- 194,103 282,389 __ Romania 193,570; Tunisia 60,096; 

ie 
U.S.S.R. 16,965. 

i Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

i Caustic potash __________---------- 208 211 (1) Czechoslovakia 205; Italy 5. 

i Caustic soda __________-~-----~---- 264,904 272,958 (4) France 78,230; West Germany 45,488; 

fe : Italy 42;857. 
fe Soda ash_________-_------------+- 25,862 75,391 _- Bulgaria 31,481; Austria 16,626; 

‘ 
Romania 12,962. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
. Dimension stone: 

‘ Crude and partly worked __ _———--—-- 4,457 3,545 _- Greece 2,042; Italy 939; East 

ue 
Germany 200. 

Worked ______—------------- 327 1,574 _- U.S.S.R. 1,302; Italy 262. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade ___— -- 1,563 25 —_ Austria 20; Norway 5. 

Gravel and crushed rock ____—--~--- -- 153,751 44,493 -- Hungary 43,719; Italy 476. 

Limestone, except dimension —-.—--- -- 64,812 28,182 4 Hungary 22,660; Italy 5,441. 

Quartz and quartzite _____------- -- 13,470 11,750 137 West Germany 7,246; Greece 4,213. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing __----- -- 109,905 82,062 394 West Germany 24,681; Hungary 
19,330; East Germany 18,772. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal __ _ ___-_~-~---- 66,642 56,417 _- Poland 55,923; Italy 444. 

Colloidal. _ _. _______-------- 1,078 506 __ West Germany 446; Italy 47; United 
Kingdom 9. 

Sulfur dioxide _______.-_-----~---- 400 529 _- All from Italy. 

Sulfuric acid _. __._.-_-_---------- 88,225 63,913 (4) Hungary 60,285; Austria 3,029; 
Romania 294. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ ———--- 4,611 5,121 -- West Germany 2,370; East Germany 
821; Austria 698. 

Other: 
Crude __________----~------~---- 16,606 14,728 138 Hungary 11,871; Austria 970; 

Switzerland 821. 

Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing. ______.__------------- 454,278 439,950 -- Italy 286,603; Austria 98,051; 

ungary 45,452. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of magnesium, 
strontium, barium __—_—__~-~------ 79 64 __ East Germany 40; West Germany 14; 

France 6. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 | 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural. ___—______ ~~ 2,188 2,615 319 Albania 2,209; Austria 78. 
Carbon black... .____-__-~.-___ 20,680 21,855 47 Italy 15,621; France 2,099; West 

Germany 2,033. 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous 
thousand tons__ 3,536 3,558 1,081 USSR 1814 Czechoslovakia 593; 

rO.: . 

Lignite _..____.____.___----._- 51,550 111,948 _.  U.S.S.R. 60,550; West German 
31,414; East Germany 19,925. 

Coke and semicoke __________________ 19,242 54,745 2,891 Italy 30,872; Poland 11,669; United 
Kingd lom 6,399. 

~ Gas, natural ________ million cubic feet__ 33 63 __ .. All from U.S.S.R. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __ _ . ._..___-— 13 8 _- Belgium Luxembourg 4; Italy 2; 

: ria i. 

_ Peat including briquets and litter _.______~_ 13,514 9,722 _.  U.S.S.R. 5,137; Poland 2,693; 
Hungary 1,869. 

Petroleum and refinery products: . 
Crude ____ — thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 87,675 81,215 _._ USSR. 35,522; Iraq 28,942; Libya 

7,010; Nigeria 4,440. 
Refinery products: ; 

Gasoline ______________ do___ _ 188 81 _— Italy 42; Czechoslovakia 37. 
_Kerosine_ ~~ _§_~_______do____ 248 137 _— Italy 80; Czechoslovakia 55. 
Distillate fuel oil _______.____do____ 805 1,512 4 USSR. 1,176; Romania 320; Italy 7. 
Residual fuel oil __________do____ 6,702 4,626 _- USSR. 3,499; Bulgaria 713; 

Lubricants______________do____ 653 669 10 B 144; Italy 123; Hungary 91; 
othe ) ° ve SSR 

© Liquefied petroleum gas _do___—_ F990 974 _— Bulgaria 412; Hungary 348; West 
Germany 142. 

Mineral jelly and wax _ _ _do_ _ _— 25 20 () West Germany 8; East Germany 4; 

Petroleum coke_______do____ r183 «-298.-«S«186. Norway 82; USSR. 84; Albania 30. 
Bitumen and other residues 

. do____ T9] 21 _. Albania 12; Austria 7. 
Bituminous mixtures — ——do_ — __— 15 4 .() Hungary 2; West Germany 1. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 7 
gas-derived crude chemicals eee eee T47,648 37,650 15 UssR 12,899; Italy 8,233; Hungary 

"Revised. | | : 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Quantity unreported; imports valued at $481. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS of good quality, specific information was not 
made public. | 

Aluminum.—Discovery of a new bauxite At Bacevici, near Mostar, BiH, a new 
deposit, completion of a new aluminum 99200-ton-per-year aluminum smelter 
smelter, expansion of another smelter, and started production in the first quarter of 
the closing of an alumina plant were the 1981. The plant has 256 electrolytic cells 
highlights of the aluminum sector of the and includes an anode plant and a foundry. 
mineral industry during 1981. Technology was provided by the French 

A new deposit of bauxite was discovered concern Péchiney. The new smelter at Bace- 
in the vicinity of the city of Titovo Uzicein _vici should reach its design capacity during 
western Serbia. Reportedly, the zone of 1982. | 
bauxite mineralization covers an area of At the aluminum smelter at Titograd, 
about 30 square kilometers located on the Montenegro (Kombinat Aluminijuma Tito- 

, slope of the Zlatibor Mountain, near the grad), facilities for smelting an additional 
village of the Mackat, extending toward the 50,000 tons per year started production at 
villages of Nikojevici, Rozanstvo, and Siro- the beginning of 1981. With the new addi- 
gojno. Except for claims that the reserves of tion, the Titograd smelter has a capacity of 
the deposit are large and that the bauxite is 100,000 tons per year of aluminum metal.
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The 300,000-ton-per-year alumina plant Slovenia was examined, but no decision had 
at Obrovac operated by Jadral closed down been made at yearend. 
in the fall of 1981 for economic reasons. The Nickel.—The startup of the Kavidarci 
plant was placed in standby status, and (capacity 16,000 tons per year of contained 
during the rest of the year, efforts were nickel) ferronickel plant and nickel mine in 
made by all concerned to find solutions for Macedonia was delayed. Unspecified techni- 
the financial problems in order to restart cal and financial difficulties were mention- 
production sometime in the future. At year- ed as the cause. The new date for the be- 
end, it appeared that the dismantling of the ginning of Kavadarci’s production was 
factory was not being considered. sometime in 1982. 
Antimony.—At Zajaca in Serbia, a facili- Development of the Glogovac ferronickel 

ty with capacity to produce 365 tons of plant and nickel mines in Kosovo (also. 
antimony trioxide per year started produc- known as Kosovo plant and mines) contin- 
tion. Plant technology was designed by ued during 1981. Two mines, Cikatovo near 
Yugoslav scientists. In addition, a new zinc- Glogovac and Glavica near Lipljan, were in 

- antimony mine, Vinogradi, operated by the the last stages of development. The first 
Rudarsko Metalurski Kombinat Zajaca tonnage of ore was expected in late 1982 or 
(RMKZ) and located at the village of Ruje- early 1983. The ore will be used in the 

vac near Stolica in the western part of ferronickel plant at Glogovac. The oper- 
Serbia, started production. Reserves at ations of Cikatovo and Glavica mines are 
Vinogradi were reported at 1 million tons of based on 25 million tons of ore with an 

antimony-zinc ore, but metal content of the average nickel content of about 1.3%. The 
ore was not reported. The nearby flotation content of gangue minerals in ore was 
plant at Stolica was modernized in order to Teported as follows: Silicates 40% to 50%; 
recover zinc. RMKZ is the major antimony iron oxide 19% to 34%; bauxite 0.5% to 5%; 
producer in Yugoslavia and operates all the ™agnesium oxide 3.0% to 10.0%; calcium 
new Serbian facilities. oxide 0.3% to 1.0%; chromite 0.2% to 2.0%; 
Copper.—At the Bucim copper mine and ™anganese oxide 0.2% to 0.6%. In addition, 

flotation plant in Macedonia (total invest- another deposit with reserves totaling 5 
ment 2.5 billion dinars), the year 1981 ended Million tons was discovered in the same 
with a deficit of about 400 million dinars ea. The grade of ore from this deposit was 
(about U.S. $10 million). The financial diffi- 2°t reported. 
culties resulted from a lower ore grade than Construction continued on the ferronickel 
expected, although mining was switched to plant at Glogovac (capacity 12,000 tons per 
supposedly richer ore in 1981. Apparently Ye@r of contained nickel). The new plant 

the grade of ore in deposits near Bucim had WS designed by experts from the U.S.S.R. 
been overestimated. Latest reports indicat- and most of the equipment for the smelter 

ed a request by the management for new will be made in the Soviet Union. All raw 

investment to triple the mine and mill material used at the smelter was to be 
capacity so that the operations could be- domestic except anthracite. However, it was 
come economic. hoped that domestic dried lignite from near- 

The development of the Krivelj copper >Y, Kosovo mines would be found to be a 
mine and mill near Bor, Serbia, continued. suitable replacement. . 

Denver Equipment, a division of Joy Proc- Total investment for the project by the 
ess Equipment Inc., received a large order large enterprise Rudarsko Hemiski Kombi- 
for delivery of milling equipment for the nat Kosovo reportedly should reach 6 bil- 
Krivelj project. The new equipment will be lion dinars. . . 
installed in the second stage of mill con- __!itanium.—Exploration led to the discov- 
struction at Krivelj, scheduled for produc- ‘°'Y of titanium deposits in the Timok River 
tion in 1983-84. in the Trgoviste area and also near Maribor 

Iron and Steel.—Stagnation of the iron 1” Slovenia. No details were available as to 

and steel industry was evident in 1981, {he size of the deposits or grades of ore. 
Modernization of the Zeljceara Boris Kidric an ese two deposits are the first titanium 
steel plant in Niksic, Montenegro, was the veries in the country. 
only activity of any significance. Reported- 
ly, when completed the Boris Kidric plant NONMETALS 
will have an annual capacity of 315,000 tons Ammonia.—Construction continued on a 
per year. 280,000-ton-per-year ammonia plant at 
Mercury.—During 1981, the possibility of _Pancevo, Serbia. Completion of a 369,000- 

restarting production of the Idria Mine in ton-per-year plant at Kutina, Croatia, was
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delayed, and startup was planned for 1982. Phosphate.—Development of a phosphate 

Both plants will use natural gas feedstock. mine, Lisina near Bosilegrad in Serbia, was 

Asbestos.—Around Stragari, Serbia, site delayed for lack of funds. Lisina will be the 

of an existing asbestos mine, new reserves first phosphate mine in Yugoslavia. 

were discovered. The quality of the asbestos 

was not reported but the size of the reserves MINERAL FUELS 

was described as large enough to sustain . 

present mine output for the next 50 years. Low-rank coals, mostly lignite, were the 
ars. principal energy source produced in the 

The Rudarsko Energetsko Industrijski . . 
: country during 1981, but Yugoslavia re- 

Kombinat Kolubara (REIK Kolubara) . . 
. we mained greatly dependent on imported 

through its Kolubara asbestos division oper- . . 
. ne: . as high-rank coals, crude oil, and natural gas. 

ates the Stragari Mine. Reports indicated High prices for imported fuels continued to 

that odux oa ORO at Stragari was planned impact heavily the country’s trade balance. 

nee liv alent to 47.000 ons of asbe per Coal.—In Serbia, the largest coal-pro- 

Y oneentra tes , bestos ducing state in Yugoslavia, exploration con- 

Bentonite.—A new bentonite deposit was tinue? at me < me ke depos v and th © 

discovered near Sipovo in BiH. Reserves Soran at Frus ra, both in Vojvodina, 

were estimated at 1 million tons. Plans call A new coal deposit was discovered near — 

for opening a mine with a capacity of 25,000 petrovac na Mlavi, eastern Serbia, with 

tor Oe ae Popovac, Serbia. site of reported reserves of about 40 million tons of 

Cee ’ > om coking coal. 

sn gusting cement plant, an addons At the Boporina Mine, nee, olla 
VU WONT rbia, a new mine was planned near the 

ductile Poprae extn one at wl ay spe 
’ ’ - Wi 0 . 

culties in purchasing fuel oil for its oper- aitlion tows rf brown cal “Toeated n the 

ation during the rest of the year and its pew, so-called Eastern field. | 

output was below that planned. At Rosna near Pozega, Serbia, site of an 
Financing of new cement plants at Bela Jd mine closed 7 years ago, new reserves of 

Palanka and Golubac, both in Serbia, and about 3 million tons were discovered. Re- 

expansion of the Kosjeric plant in Serbia ported to be economic, lignite production by 

were not assured by the end of the year, but opencast mining is possible. 

1985 was given as the completion year for At Kolubara, Serbia, a new lignite drying 

oFliocsben nA deposit of fluorspar was pant planned 10 stare Pr tO 1988 
_ I with an annual capacity o , ns 0 

discovered at the village of Ravnaja near dried lignite. In addition, it is expected that | 

rapa Wea ear cans cr unreported fel mepactty ema te built at the Kolubara | ied capacity, may uilt at the Kolubara 

grade. Apparently this is the first economic Mine after 1986. 

deposit of fluorspar in the country. In Bosnia, the largest known coal-pro- 

Lime.—In the Ba village, near the town ducing region, exploration and preparation 

OE, Sere, ee the crmmer Leeks Wt nce Tusle in BiH. Plana call wi e summer linala Mine near a in BiH. Plans 

of 1981. Equipment for the plant was for a 3-million-ton-per-year opencast mine 

purchased in the Federal Republic of Ger- to start production by 1986. 

many. At the Rasa Mine in Istria, Croatia, the 

Marble.—Although completed 2 yearsago largest producer of bituminous coal in the 

in Cer near Kicevo, Macedonia, a marble country, work continued on development of 

quarry with a plant for cutting marble a new mining field, Tupljak. Plans for the 

remained closed after 2 months of trial new facility have set a yearly production 

production. Lack of heat in the plant was target of 325,000 starting in 1985. Proven 

reportes 35 the principe! reason for the reserves of CS coal at Tupljak were 

elay. The installation is loca in an_ reported at 8 million tons. 

altitude 900 meters above sea level, and Petroleum and Natural Gas.—During 

temperatures are too low for workers to 1981, INA of Zagreb, Croatia, the largest 

work without heat. Responsibility for not crude oil producer and refiner in the coun- 

installing heating in the plant had not been try, decided to ask large foreign oil compa- 

determined at yearend. nies to bid for joint offshore ventures in the
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Yugoslav area of the Adriatic. Reports indi- ed in Yugoslavia, about 71% was imported 
cated that concessions should be granted oil. Table 3 shows details of crude oil im- 
during the first quarter of 1982. Although ports. 
joint ventures for oil and gas exploration in During 1981, the last leg of the pipeline 
the Yugoslav part of the Adriatic are not a that connects the Adriatic coast at Barkar 
new development, INA’s concessions and near Rijeka and the inland refineries was 
the size of exploration should by far exceed completed with a connection to the Lendava 
the area of exploration carried out in the refinery. 
southern part of the Adriatic by Jugopetrol- § Uranium.—The first nuclear powerplant 
Kotor and Buttes Gas & Oil Co. of the in Yugoslavia started production at the end 
United States. of 1981. The 615-megawatt plant, con- 

About. 10 wells were drilled on the Adria- . structed by Westinghouse of the United 
tic shores. Gas was discovered in the north- States, is located at Krsko, Slovenia, near 
ern part of the Adriatic. In the Pannonian the border with Croatia. 
Basin, discoveries of oilbearing formations Development of the first uranium mine 
were announced below the gas formation in and mill at Zirovski Vrh continued, Regular 
Boksic Lug Field, Slavonia, Croatia. In both production of yellow cake was to start 
places, details on the size of the reserves during 1982, and output was planned at 120 
and on other specifics were not available. tons annually. After enrichment abroad, 
About 25 drilling rigs were active through- fuel from domestic ores should be used in out the country, and a total of 328,575 the Krsko plant by 1985. 
meters were drilled. . Exploration for lead and zinc led to the 
_INA’s enterprise for oil and gas produc- discovery of uranium near Probistip in 

tion, Naftaplin, produced about 62% of the Macedonia, and preparations were under- 
total country’s crude oil output. Benicanci way to open this, the first uranium mine in 
oil fold in Pecans dee, arrest producing Macedonia. Data on grade of ores and size of 

‘Refining capacity at the disposal of the the deposit were not made public. 

Yugoslav petroleum industry remained the physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. same as during 1980 (about 25.5 million tons “Dinar is not convertible currency. A meaningful con- 
per year). Refinery utilization was approx- Version » eerie > imately 58%. Of the total crude oil process- official exchange rate was 42 dinars= US$1.00.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Zaire 
By Miller W. Ellis! 

In 1981, Zaire continued to be the world’s _ to increase production of agricultural staple 
leading producer of cobalt and industrial foods, as well as export crops. A further 
diamonds and the sixth largest producer of condition of the loan was that Zaire should 
copper. Mineral commodity exports provid- implement an austerity program conducive 
ed 86% of the country’s $1.7 billion foreign to an improved balance of payments status. 
exchange revenue, with copper accounting This included the devaluation of the Zaire 
for $825 million; cobalt, more than $200 on June 19 by the Zaire Executive Council. 

million; and both petroleum and diamonds In July, the 14 lending nations (the Club of 

more than $100 million each. Zaire’s fore- Paris) rescheduled about $350 million of 
most mining company, La Générale des Zaire debts for each of the next 2 years. 
Carriéres et des Mines du Zaire (Gécamines) Zaire’s total external debt amounted to 
announced a near-record year for copper more than $5 billion, with $2.2 billion due 
production and zinc exports. Cobalt produc- over the next 2 years. During 1981, only 
tion was about the same as in 1980, but $355 million was scheduled for debt servic- 

export sales slumped badly until the U.S. ing. 
General Services Administration (GSA) ap- According to an extension plan of the 
proved the purchase of 2,359 tons for its Lome II Convention, which became applica- 
strategic stockpile. The negotiated price ble on January 1, 1981, the European Eco- 
was $15 per pound. nomic Community (EEC) was prepared to 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF), offer long-term, low-interest (1%) loans to 

apparently pleased with Zaire’s economic countries that produced certain strategic 
progress during 1980, discussed the grant- minerals. Copper, cobalt, tin, and other 
ing of extended financial credit during early mineral commodities were specifically :in- 
1981. On June 23, it announced that an_ cluded in the plan, provided they accounted 

Extended Fund Facility (EFF), totaling 912 for at least 15% of a country’s export 
_ million Special Drawing Rights or $1,058 earnings over the preceeding 4-year period. 

million, would be made available to Zaire The loans were to counter short-term prob- 
during the period June 1981 through 1983 lems and to maintain or increase the output 
in order to promote a revival of the econo- of mineral commodities. The loan arrange- 
my, reduce the inflation, and improve the ment was known by the term, “Sysmin’”, to 
balance of payments. This was reportedly the members of the EEC. At yearend, the 
the largest credit ever advanced to an European Investment Bank was still con- 
African country by the IMF. sidering a $50 million Sysmin loan applica- 

The EFF plans call for the country to tion from Zaire..A favorable decision was 
invest some $1.6 billion in basic infrastruc- expected. 
ture within the country. Thirty-four percent In late October, the Organization of Pe- 
was slated for the rehabilitation of facilities troleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) Fund 
for the mining industry, and smaller for International Development granted 
amounts were allocated to improve port and Zaire a loan of $5 million to finance the 
railway facilities and distribute energy rehabilitation of power generation stations 
more widely. The EFF plan also encouraged and transmission lines, particularly in the 
a reduced role for the state in the Zairian Shaba region. The loan was interest free, 
economy, greater participation from the had a 5-year grace period, a 20-year maturi- 
country’s private sector, and a major effort ty date, and a nominal service charge. In 

1133
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December, a French loan of $1.5 million was for 1989, and expansion during the next 
announced for three projects, an inventory decade could bring capacity to 600,000 tons 
of mineral resources, development of agri- per year. The plant was to use bauxite 
culture, and civil aviation. The Arab Bank imported from Guinea and was to employ 

, of African Economic Development commit- 2,000 workers. 
ted a $10 million loan for improvements to Zaire’s largest hydroelectric plant was 
Zaire’s river navigation and railway trans- the Inga II plant on the lower Zaire River 
port system. west of Kinshasa with an installed capacity 

In April 1981, the First State Commis- of 1,272 megawatts (MW) for eight 159-MW 
sioner (prime minister) Karl-I-Bond resign- turbines. The installation was to undergo 
ed and fled to exile in Belgium. N’Singa testing into early 1982 and commence sup- 
Ndjuu, executive secretary of the ruling plying the powerline to Shaba as soon as the 
political party, was appointed to the vacant Shaban converter stations are installed and 
position. In early October, President Mobu- tested. Shaba’s previous power source was 
tu dismissed his entire Executive Council from four hydroelectric stations installed 
and reappointed himself and eight of his by Union Miniére du Haut-Kantanga, 
commissioners to their former ministries. Gécamines’ predecessor. The oldest, Franc- 
The Commissioner for Mines, Lwamba Ka- qui, built in 1930 on the Lufira River 
tansi, was appointed to the Ministry of northeast of Likasi, had a capacity of 47 
Culture and Arts, and five others were MW, and the nearby Bia generator, with a 
named to different ministerial posts. New capacity of 77 MW, was constructed in 1945. 
appointees filled the 12 remaining minis- The Delcommune dam and 120-MW power- 
tries, including Mbenga Sandonga as Com- plant on the Lualaba River north of Kolwezi 
missioner of Mines, and a new post of were completed in 1953, and the 276-MW Le 
Deputy Prime Minister was created. Marinel station was installed 35 kilometers 
_The Swiss Aluminium Co., Alusuisse, and gownstream in 1956. These installations 

eight other international firms signed a provided power to Shaba’s copper industries 
charter on November 24, creating a new and cities and enabled the electrification of | 
company, Aluzaire, to build an aluminum much of the railway system before indepen- 
smelter at Mwanda, north of the Zaire dence in 1960. 
River mouth. The Zaire Government was to On August 22, a ceremony at Kolwezi 
hold 15% of the consortium and was com- marked the completion of the last pylon on mitted to arrange for a $400 million deep- a 1,700-kilometer high-voltage,  direct- 
water port at nearby Banana, as well asa aurrent powerline from Inga, near the Zaire 
powerline and road from Inga-Shaba to the estuary, to the Shaba region’s copper-cobalt port and refinery. Other shareholders were mining and refining towns. The first pylon 
as follows: was erected in 1974 in lower Zaire, and 

since that time the U.S. firm Morrison- 
Per. Knudsen Co., Inc., has remained as Chief of 

Company Country of cent. Contracteurs Inga-Shaba (CIS). CIS was also 
ship responsible for installing and testing the 

Alusuisse_._______. Switmorland. 00 converter terminals at the Shaban mining 
Energoinvest __________ Yugoslavia _ 190 centers. Final completion of the system was 
Rava Aluminio Veneto ---- Italy -~---- 10 set for 1983. Morrison-Knudsen was one of 
Yoshido KogyoKK. ~~~. ~~ Japan 19 several U.S. companies with a total of $250 
Vereinigte Aluminium Werke Federal Re- 10 million invested in Zaire. Others included 

u Germany. Foote Mineral Co., with investments in tin- 
Sumitomo Aluminium Smelt- Japan_____ 10 lithium mines near Manono, and Metallurg 

Estaf Aluminum BV______ _ Belgium- 5 Inc., with a pyrochlore-bearing carbonatite 
Nether- development at Lueshe in the Kivu region. 

CSA, free industrial zone was established 
around the Inga hydroelectric site on the 

The consortium contracted to plan an Zaire River to include Zaire’s largest 
$800 million aluminum plant with a capac- powerplant and its areas of greatest under- 
ity of 150,000 to 200,000 tons per year, developed hydroelectric potential. The orga- 
complete a feasibility study in 1982, and nization and operation of the Inga Zone was 
make a final decision on starting construc- stipulated in Statute Law No. 81-010 dated 
tion by 1984. First production was projected April 2, 1981.
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PRODUCTION AND TRADE 7 

Gécamines, the giant Government owned billion out of a total export figure of nearly 
firm, continued to account for the produc- $1.75 billion. Coffee, the principal agricul- 
tion of all of Zaire’s cadmium, cobalt, and tural export, had an estimated export value 
zinc, most of its copper, and a substantial of $180 million in 1981. 

part of its gold and silver. Its operations On July 2, GSA announced that the 
included the smelter at the Lubumbashi Société Zairoise de Commercialisation des 
(formerly Elizabethville) center 30 kilome- Minerais (Sozacom) of Kinshasa had been 
ters from its Kipushi (formerly Prince Leo- selected to supply 5.2 million pounds of 
pold) Mine near the Zambian border. The refined cobalt for the National Defense 
Shituru and Panda copper-cobalt refineries Stockpile at a total cost of $78 million, or — 
and the Kakanda and Kambove Mines com- $15 per pound delivered to the GSA depots 
prised the central group of operations of in the Midwestern United States. This was 
Likasi (formerly Jadotville). The Kolwezi the first purchase under the Strategic and 
western center of operations has been the Critical Minerals Stock Piling Revision Act 
site of most of the industry’s expansion of 1979, and the first major stockpile acqui- 
since 1975 including the new Dikuluwe and _ sition for a number of years. The first cobalt 
Mashamba open pits, the Dima concentra- shipment left the Luilu refinery at Kolwezi 
tor, additional capacity at the Luilu copper- on August 13 and was shipped from Durban 
cobalt refinery, and a new flash smelter. Harbor in the Republic of South Africa on 
Gécamines also produced its own limestone, September 25, destined for delivery to War- 
lime, and cement from quarries and kilns ren, Ohio. Despite this sale, it was estimat- 
near Kakontwe, north of Likasi, and coal ed that stocks of Zairian cobalt held in that 
from its nearby Luena Colliery. The re- country and in Belgium had reached 33 
mainder of Zaire’s copper was produced and _ million pounds by yearend, and the local 
shipped as concentrate by the Japanese- production rate was deliberately reduced. 
operated Société de Développement Indus- During the first 8 months of 1981, Zairian 
triel et Miniére du Zaire (Sodimiza) from its railroad exports via Zambia and the Repub- 
Musoshi concentrator near the Zambian lic of South Africa included 139,375 tons of 
border southeast of Lubumbashi. copper, 29,753 tons of zinc, and 65,881 tons 

A preliminary estimate of the value of of copper concentrate. The returning rail- 
Zaire’s 1981 exports indicated a substantial cars carried 205,600 tons of imported sup- 

drop in overall value owing to depressed plies including 40,394 tons of coke mostly 
metal prices, particularly cobalt, in a year from Zimbabwe’s Wankie colliery, 7,178 
with generally higher metal production. tons of sulfur for the manufacture of sul- 

: Copper export sales were estimated at $825 furic acid, 32,705 tons of coal, and 82,585 

million despite a 10% increase in produc- tons of maize and wheat. 
tion. Cobalt with a value of $200 million was Details of Zaire’s 1981 mineral products 
less than one-half the 1980 figure. The value are shown in table 1, and the apparent 
of petroleum exports doubled to $120 mil- exports and imports of mineral commodities 
lion, but diamond export value was estimat- are shown tables 2 and 3, respectively. 
ed at $112 million, less than one-half the Zairian and Tanzanian authorities dis- 
1980 figure. The value of gold production cussed improvements to the TAZARA Rail- 
was nearly constant at $33 million, but the way and to warehouses at the port of Dar es 

silver value dropped from $55 million toless Salaam with the intention of increasing the 
than $20 million. Sales of current and amount of mineral commodities exported 
accumulated zinc stocks had an estimated via the barge route across Lake Tanganyika 
value of $65 million, more than four times and the meter gauge railway to Dar es 
the value of 1980 zinc sales. The total value Salaam. 
of Zaire’s mineral exports was about $1.5
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Table 1.—Zaire: Production of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. eee 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
ee 

METALS 
Cadmium, smelter____________________ 246 186 212 168 2230 
Cobalt: . 

Mine output, metal content®____________ 10,200 13,300 15,000 15,500 14,000 
Refined __-_-__-___~_~_______ Le 10,215 13,125 14,100 14,700 13,000 

Columbium-tantalum concentrate __________ 83 18 32 92 75 
Copper: 

. Mineoutput, metal content ____________ 481,550 423,800 399,584 459,392 505,000 
Blister and leach cathodes _____________ 443,000 390,700 370,100 425,745 470,000 
Refined __-__________ ee 98,708 102,797 103,214 144,161 165,000 

Gold?______________.____troy ounces__ 80,418 76,077 69,992 39,963 70,000 
Iron and steel: Crude steel® ______§ _________ 30,000 NA NA NA NA 
Manganese ore and concentrate____________ 41,019 _— _- 16,586 10,000 
Monazite concentrate, gross weight _________ 97 77 90 51 50 
pilver -_--~-~ ~~ - thousand troy ounces_ _ 2,730 4,391 3,892 2,733 3,000 

in: 
Mine output, metal content _.__§________ 5,073 4,390 3,879 3,000 2,200 
Smelter, primary _________________- 765 496 458 458 550 

Jungsten, mine output, metal content________ 170 148 112 72 135 
inc: 
Mine output, metal content ____________ 73,000 73,700 68,000 67,000 269,500 
Metal, primary, electrolytic ____________ 51,049 43,500 43,508 43,800 58,000 

NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic________ _ thousand tons_ _ 489 472 450 407 400 

Diamond: 
Gem®____________-_-_ thousand carats__ 533 640 294 345 350 
Industrial® _________________do____ 10,681 10,603 8,440 9,890 9,650 

Total __________________do____ 11,214 11,243 8,734 10,235 10,000 
Lime ____________.~ ~_________ LL 101,155 “109,400 115,300 113,600 110,000 
Sulfur: 

Byproduct of metallurgy, S content of sulfuric 
acid produced _______~§_§_§_______ 30,700 26,700 25,700 24,800 25,000 

Sulfuric acid, gross weight _____-________ 151,423 137,800 135,100 142,700 140,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, bituminous__________ thousand tons_ _ 239 7215 225 287 280 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____~— thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 8,255 6,604 1,535 7,500 7,500 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________________do____ 275 279 483 NA NA 
Kerosine and jet fuel. _________do____ 142 231 319 NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil __._._._._____do____ 320 289 682 NA NA 
Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 351 529 1,252 NA NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas____ ___do____ 15 __ 21 NA NA 
Refinery fuel and losses ___ _ ____do____ 110 125 4173 NA NA 

Total _______________do____ 1,213 1,453 2,930 NA NA 
ee 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through June 16, 1982. 
-?Reported figure. 
3Excludes gold recovered from blister copper. 
*Reportedly includes 75,000 barrels of unfinished oil shipped elsewhere for future refining. 

Table 2.—Zaire: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “WJnueqSttO 

y Ghited Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, scrap ____ __ 35 46 _- United Kingdom 23; Belgium- 
. Luxembourg 16. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms ___ __ 101 118 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 88; Nether- 
lands 30. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 10 _- 
Metal including alloys, all forms _________ 4,771 3,973 2,830 Japan 672; West Germany 325. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Zaire: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

annette 
OE 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980 

mossy Gnited Other (principal) 
a 

METALS —Continued 

Copper: 
Ore and concentrate_____________.___ 94,864 107,095 — All to Japan. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap______ 2 __ 191 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 133; United 
a Kingdom 36. 

Unwrought:? 
Blister__._.______.._______ 266,164 272,733 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 240,812; 

France 11,722; Italy 3,345 
Refined __-_...----__-_______ 10,041 154,158 5,008 Brazil 30,287; Italy 27,905; West 

Germany 20,603. 
Semimanufactures____§___________ 2,471 503 503 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate__ ~~~ _~_________ 1,114 — 
Metal: 
Scrap. ~~ Le __ 20 _— All to Kenya 
Semimanufactures: Bars, rods, angles, . 

shapes, section8 _______________ -- 15 _- All to France. 
Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap. _____-~ 2 45 -- 
Unwrought _._-_~_§__ 2 27 —_ 

Manganese ore and concentrate____________ 39,107 41,676 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 33,634; Spain 

x ickel metal including alloys, semimanufactures _ _- 1 a All to Japan. 
ilver: 

Ore and concentrate® _ _ _ _ value, thousands_ _ _- $642 _- All to United Kingdom. 
Metal, including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought _____________do____ $54 $77 _—  Belgium-Luxembourg $69; 
Switzerland $8. 

Fantalum ore and concentrate ____________ _- 53 51 Japan 2. 
in: 

- Ore arld concentrate_____§__9_____~_____ 1,923 2,551 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2,380; Spain 

Metal including alloys, unwrought ________ 544 446 _~ Belgium-Luxembourg 366; France 60. 
Tungsten ore and concentrate_____________ 161 157 74 United Kingdom 42; Japan 30. 
Zinc metal including alloys, unwrought __.__._ 230,800 716,100 _. Greece 2,562; Brazil 1,236. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates _._____________ 39 61 _- Japan 51; West Germany 10. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous metals_ 467 76 _- All to West Germany. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms, n.e.s _ _ 51 4200 -- Taiwan 56; West Germany 43; Spain 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc. 

value, thousands_ _ _- $22 _- All to Costa Rica. 
Dust and powder of precious and semiprecious 
stones___________________do____ $1,820 $1,521 $628 Japan $860; Spain $19. 

Cement ________________ 8,172 _- 
Diamond: . 

Gem, not set or strung __ value, thousands__ $3,109 $101,481 $21 United Kingdom $98,013; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $2,549. 

Industrial __________________do____ $12,729 $11,271 $7,311 West Germany $1,556; Belgium- 
. Luxembourg $1,460; Japan $488. 

Gypsum and plasters __________________ _- 24 _- All to Italy. 
Precious and semiprecious stones excluding 

diamond: 
Natural ___________-_value,thousands__ "$849 $744 $50 United Kingdom $378; Thailand 

. $129; Switzerland $127. 
Synthetic ______.___________do____ $5 $3 -- Sweden $2; Thailand $1. 

Stone, sand and gravel: Quartz and quartzite__ _ _ _- 8 _- All to Italy. 
Other: Crude _________~______________ — 52 _— All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal: Anthracite and bituminous___________ 18,287 _- 
Petroleum: 

Crude ____-_~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 1,514 9,594 4,462 Finland 4,751; Canada 201. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Zaire: Apparent exports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 “TWnted 2 
mmOesy United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
—Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 

Refinery products: 
Residual fuel oil thousand 42-gallon barrels_ 431 1,152 __ Thailand 303; Hong Kong 234; Italy 

Other wee otra } iquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 23 _- 

Mineral jelly and wax _——_——do____ _— 8 _- All to United Kingdom. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- ; 

derived crude chemicals _ __ __-------~-- _- 15 _- All to Taiwan. 

Revised. 
1Qwing to the lack of available official trade data published by Zaire, this table should not be taken as a complete 

resentation of this country’s mineral exports. These data have been compiled from various sources which include United 
Nations information and data published by the trading partner countries. Unless otherwise specified, data are compiled 
from trade statistics of individual trading partners. 

2Source: World Metal Statistics, published by the World Bureau of Metal Statistics, London, United Kingdom, March 
1981. 
3May include waste and sweepings. 
“Excludes exports to Australia valued at $157,000. 
5Excludesexports to Canada valued at $106,000. 

| | Table 3.—Zaire: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mony Gnited Other (principal) 

METALS. 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 42 77 _— United Kingdom 75. 
Metal including alloys, semimanufactures _ _ — 626 801 a. Belgium-Luxembourg 343; Hong 

Kong 198; Kenya 102. 
Cadmium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ _ NA 40 _- All from West Germany. 
Copper metal including alloys, semimanufactures_ 154 31 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 20; Italy 5. 
Iron and steel: 
Scrap.____§______ Le 43 _- 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen _________~_ 97 84 _- France 79. 
Ferroalloys__~___________________~_ 117 299 _- Italy 165; West Germany 108. 
Steel, primary forms _______________- _- 3,000 a All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _____ 11,105 13,400 192 Belgium-Luxembourg 8,755; 
West Germany 2,539. 

Universals, plates, sheets.__________ 28,758 25,582 421 Japan 12,940; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 9,973. 

Hoop and strip _________________ 757 1,452 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg 1,015; 
West Germany 348. 

Rails and accessories______________ 2,325 2,632 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2,292; 
France 338. 

Wire ___________~_____.-____- 577 919 11 Belgium-Luxembourg 817; West 
Germany 40; Italy 27. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings. _______.._____ 5,817 12,715 1,298 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,411; 
Italy 2,139; West Germany 
2,053. 

Castings and forgings, rough ________~— 428 3,253 __ Italy 3,167; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 82. 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides _______________ 46 112 —_ Belgium-Luxembourg 92; France 

20. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ___________________ 433 253 _- West Germany 49. 
Semimanufactures____________..__ 20 315 _. All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures ______~_~__~________ 5 — 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___§______________ _- 444 442 France 2. 
Oxides____ 2 LLL 103 _- 

Mercury - ~~... 16-pound flasks_ — _ 29 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
ickel: 
Matte and speiss___________________ _— 10 _- Do. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _ ___ _ _ __ 1 12 __ Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Zaire: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Buted Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $7 —_ 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought _______________do____ $98 $695 $1 Belgium-Luxembourg $524; 
Switzerland $162. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms_________ 1 1 _- Mainly from Belgium- 
Luxembourg. 

ditanium oxides — - —---------~-------~- 4 18 _- United Kingdom 13; Italy 5. 
inc: 
Oxides and peroxides ____.____________ 20 10 1 Italy 5; Belgium-Luxembourg 3. 
Metal including alloys, semimanufactures _ __ 21 77 7 United Kingdom 51; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 18. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates _______________ _— 1 — All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___________ — 15 _- Sweden 9; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Metalloids_______________________ 251 169 _- All from France. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms _____ 2 28 9 Belgium-Luxembourg 18. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ _ _ _ 7 3 _- Netherlands 2; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1. 
Dust and powder of precious and semiprecious 

stones __________~_ value, thousands_ _ $2 -- 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ __ 56 72 (4) Italy 31; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Asbestos, crude_____ ~§________________ 554 1,135 — Canada 1,124. 
Barite and witherite.__________________ 2,500 3,088 3,085 Kenya 3. 
Boron materials, oxides and acids___________ _ 1 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Cement _________~______ Le 1,282 1,807 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 1,537; 

Kenya 193; France 61. 
Chalk __-______________ 175 147 _- Israel 135; Kenya 9. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
Bentonite ____________________ 272 666 666 
Other____~___________ Le 12 400 349 West Germany 25; France 20. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory._____§.___.________ 2,645 51,672 _— Italy 872; Spain 462; West 

Germany 98. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ _ _ _ 2,695 707 -- Austria 308; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 140; United 
Kingdom 9. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung _— value, thousands__ $5 $1,570 -- Belgium-Luxembourg $1,558. 
Industrial __________._______do____ $3 $1 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth. ________ 91 230 _- France 204; Kenya 22. 
Feldspar and fluorspar _______.~_________ 440 315 _- Spain 165; United Kingdom 150. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic _____.~_~__.________ 151 100 —_ All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous________~___________ 6,586 20,210 _- France 15,503; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,023. 

Phosphatic.____________________ 5 539 _- Israel 494. 
Potassic _____________________ 484 1,032 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Other including mixed ____________ 5,135 6,971 _. West Germany 5,560; Nether- 

lands 661; Portugal 500. 
Ammonia _________~_~~~-_~________ 124 195 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 138; West 

Germany 32. 
Gypsum and plasters __..-__-.-__________ 4,761 10,156 -- Spain 5,068: Morocco 5,000. 
Lime _-______-__-_-~-~~-~ ~~ 1,661 1,921 --— All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Magnesite___________-__-_~________ 120 64 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 3; West 

Germany 1. 
Mica, all forms ________-_-__-~_________ 5 5 _. All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Pigment, mineral: Iron oxides, processed ___ _ __ 45 78 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 47; West 

Germany 17. 
Precious and semiprecious stones excluding 

diamond: Natural _ _ _ _ _ _ _ value, thousands_ _ — $25 _- All from Switzerland. 
Salt and brine ___________-_--__-_____ "8,229 2,282 So Portugal 1,485; West Germany 

540; United Kingdom 170. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _.__-______.________- 11 69 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 61. 
Causticsoda _____________________ 4,122 5,731 89 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,893; 

Spain 1,046; West Germany 
977. 

Soda ash____________-.~_-_________ 851 1,846 -— France 1,430; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 336. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Zaire: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eRe rane nn TS ATL a a A SSS SS SS Se SS 

Sourees, 1980 

mmodit 1979 1980 : 
Commodity Buited Other (principal) 
ee Naat ee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: . 

Crude and partly worked __________~ -- 68 _. Italy 68. 
Worked____§__________________ 164 116 —_ Italy 97; France 14. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade ________ -- 22 _. West Germany 20. 
Gravel and crushed rock ___________.__-— _- 16 _— Italy 18. 
Quartz and quartzite _______________- 2 _- 
Sand excluding metal-bearing_ __________ 33 _- 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal _________— 30 345 __ Belgium-Luxembourg 293; West 

Germany 45. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum_____~ ~__§_§_______ 135 326 198 Belgium-Luxembourg 75; 

Netherlands 39. 
Tale ~~~ Le 131 21 — All from West Germany. 
Other: 

Crude ___ ~~ 5 25 5,567 _- Kenya 5,381; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 113; West | 
Germany 70. 

Halogens ____-§_-§___§____ 1 _— 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing ____-§_-_-__~__~____ _- 15 _. All from Italy. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural. ___§_ ~~~ _§____ 52 133 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Carbon black ___ ~~ _~§_~§_§___ 482 660 — West Germany 373; United 

Kingdom 239. 
Coal: 

Anthracite and bituminous ____________ 89 10 -- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Lignite including briquets _____________ 52 -- 

Coke and semicoke ___-_§______________ _- 51 _~-  Belgium-Luxembourg 50. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _____________ _— 12 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ (7) NA 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ___§_§_~§___~_~_______do____ 726 377 __ Brazil 207; Netherlands 112; 
Canada 31. 

Kerosine____§__§_/$_________do____ 1,135 991 __ Brazil 918; Netherlands 39; 
Kenya 27. 

Distillate fuel oil _-__._.§_§______do____ 1,136 1,436 __ Brazil 1,119; Canada 254. 
Residual fuel oi] ___________do____ 10 _- 
Lubricants_______________do____ 167 8158 5 France 120; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 16; Netherlands 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

42-gallon barrels_ _ "TT 17 __ Kenya 54; France 23. 
Mineral jelly and wax _____do____ 2,668 3,534 874 Belgium-Luxembourg 858; West 

Germany 858; France 677. 
Nonlubricating oils_ _______do____ _— 750 750 
Petroleum coke _________do____ __ 5,929 3,097 Spain 2,832. 
Bitumen and other residues__do____ 12,072 152,361 327 Brazil 144,216; Spain 7,260. 
Bituminous mixtures______do____ 4,818 3,691 321 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,115; 

Spain 1,188. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 

derived crude chemicals _______________ 111 23 _— Belgium-Luxembourg 13; United 
Kingdom 10. 

ee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
10Qwing to the lack of available official trade data published by Zaire, this table should not be taken as a complete 

presentation of mineral imports of this country. These data have been compiled from various sources which include 
United Nations information and data published by the trading partner countries. Unless otherwise specified, data are 
compiled from trade statistics of individual trading partners. 

2Excludes exports from Japan valued at $3,000. 
3Excludes exports from Japan valued at $1,000. 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
5Excludes portion of exports from Japan valued at $4,000. 
®Excludes exports from Canada valued at $9,000. 
7The reported quantity of exports from Saudi Arabia valued at $23,549,000. 
®Excludes exports from Japan valued at $62,000.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Indiana). BRGM’s holdings were 8.5%, with 
. . Anglo American Corp. and its Chartered 

Copper, Cobalt, Zinc, and Associated (Consolidated associate holding 28%, and. Metals (Shaba region).—Gécamines pro- ithe Zaire Government 20%. Cogema com- 
duction of copper increased to near-record pleted a feasibility study and was revising 
quantities in 1981. The rate of cobalt pro- plans for the project during 1981. Startup in 
duction during the first half year was also 1989 or 1983 at the rate of 55,000 tons of 
high but was deliberately curtailed later in copper per year was to depend on the state 
response to the large accumulations of co- of the Western economy. A substantial de- 
balt stocks in Zaire, Zambia and Belgium. pendence on Gécamines smelting and refin- 
Gécamines’ receipts of foreign exchange ing capacity was a major factor in 1981 
remittances from Sozacom were intermit- planning. 
tent and insufficient to purchase vitally Sodimiza increased production of higher 
needed supplies, spare parts, and replace- grade ore from its Kinsenda Mine and 
ment equipment. At the best of times, diminished the proportion of lower grade 
Gécamines was allocated only 45% of the ore from its Musoshi Mine to the Musoshi 
foreign exchange earned by the sale of its concentrator. As a result, the 87,377 tons of 
products by Sozacom. The Bank Commer- concentrate contained 40.35% copper metal. 
ciale du Zaire in Kinshasa received 45%, Sodimiza’s staff increased from 3,019 to 
and 10% was slated directly to the Zairian 3,304 African and from 86 to 113 Japanese 
Government to be applied on repayment of employees since 1980 because of increased 
foreign loans. The Government reportedly production at the Kinsenda Mine. Despite 
levied an export tax on Gécamines products the high freight cost, Sodimiza’s concen- 
without regard to prevailing metal pricesor trate continued to be railed through neigh- 
company profitability.? | boring Zambia and Zimbabwe to the South 

Sozacom announced a reduction in the African port of East London for shipment to 
price of cobalt from $25 to $20 per pound on Japan. Details of Zaire’s copper production 
March 2 and a further drop to $17.26 per are shown in table 4. 
pound in September. This price continued 

to be listed by both Zairian and Zambian Table 4.—Zaire: Details of 1980 copper producers through the yearend despite the production, by area 
GSA stockpile sale and some smaller trans- (Thousand metric tons) 
actions at much lower spot prices. 

Completion of Gécamines’ flash smelter Concen. Copper 
and extensions to the Luilu refinery were Area Ore trate tent 
put forward until 1983 when commissioning §=—————________ 
of the converters will allow power from Inga MINE! 
to be used in the Zairian mining centers. Western Group: 
Gécamines short-term planning called for ppen pits —-------- e060 ~~ $321 

the purchase of at least two new 25-cubic- Central Group: 
yard diesel-electric shovels to speed up open pen pits ~~ ----- 559 -- og 
pit mining and the installation of trolley- KipushiUG? ________ 1.461 -- 66.5 
assist systems to allow the use of electric SdimizaUG---------_ 1,805 36.0 
power for the 100- and 150-ton diesel- Total_________ 15,986 __ 670.9 
powered haulage trucks. Such systems have TT 
been tested at several South African mines Ww so ATOR 
and have resulted in higher speeds on steep Matesht oe 2.536 50 14.6 
slopes out of the mine pits, as well as Kamoto - - - ~~ ----- vel aoe 163.2 
substantial savings of scarce diesel fuel. Kolwezi__________ 4.201 655 «147.6 
Resumption of construction work at the Central Group: 1511 9 410 

property held by Société Miniére de Tenke- Kakanda _ 786 100 236 
Fungurume was tentatively set for late 1982 Kipushi?___________ 1,456 189 54.0 
by Compagnie Générale des Matieres Nu- Sodimiza -----------_ 1,805 9834.8 
cleaires (Cogema), an operating subsidiary Total__------~ 17,887 1,836 539.5 
of the French Bureau de Recherches Géo- jg Underground. 
logiques et Miniéres (BRGM). Cogema’s Gross weight. tso contained 103,500 tons ef zine. and 
holding of 26.5% originally belonged to the St puSi Ore also Contain 8 ne an U.S. Amoco Minerals Co. (Standard Oil Co, concentrate contarninne 61 OD eer Aei000 tons of zine
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Metallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt S.A. of | manganese ore on the Benguela Railroad to 
Belgium, one of the world’s largest refiners Angola’s Lobito Bay Port on the Atlantic 

of nonferrous metals, indicated that its Ocean. The South African Manganese Am- 

output of 30 tons of germanium per year cor Ltd. approached SMK with an offer to 

was derived from Zairian raw material. In buy up to 100,000 tons per year of Zaire’s 
the past, much of Zaire’s germanium pro- _low-iron ore to blend with its own high-iron 

duction came from its rich and unique product to make a better feedstock for the 

copper-zinc ore body at Kipushi where a_ production of ferromanganese. Attempts to 
germanium-rich bornite mineral, renierite, ship manganese on southbound trains were 

was recovered by selective mining and mag- frustrated by the demand for cars to carry 
netic separation for many years. Additional _ the more valuable copper metal and concen- 
germanium-rich material was included in _ trate. 
the flue dusts from the Lubumbashi smelter Tin, Tungsten, and Columbium-Tan- 
and from residues from the Metalkat zinc talum.—Société Zairetain, 50% _ state- 
smelter-refinery north of Kolwezi. Géca- owned, and 50% owned and managed by 
mines has not reported the recovery of Geomines Cie., a privately owned Belgian 
germanium since 1975. company, continued to produce cassiterite 

Sozacom reportedly sold a record 90,000 (tin oxide) concentrates from several open 

tons of Gécamines’ zinc during 1981, includ- pit mines near Manono. The concentrates 

ing 42,000 tons from stockpiled material. were smelted into tin metal and tantalife- 

Sozacom also negotiated a preferential rate rous slag at the company’s Manono foundry. 

for shipping 5,000 tons of zinc per month Zairetain and the Zairian Government have 

through the Republic of South Africa. also discussed options for financing and | 

Gold.—Zaire’s major gold producer con- exploiting the lithium minerals occurring 

tinued to be the state agency Offices des with the cassiterite. 
Mines d’Or de Kilo-Moto (OKIMO), which Enterprises Miniére du Zaire (EMZ) was a 
operated a number of mines in the remote successor to the Sermikat Pilolet Group, 
HauteZaire region near the Ugandan and_ which operated the Mitwaba, Bukena, Ki- 
Sudanese borders in northeastern Zaire. bambo, and Mkoy tin mines south of Mano- 
OKIMO’s plans to rehabilitate its gold proc- no prior to 1960. EMZ studied the feasibility 
essing plant failed to materialize in 1981, of reopening the mines and engaged a 
and both the company and the Zairian British engineering firm, Guest, Keen, and 

Ministry of Mines were seeking outside Nettlefolds Ltd., to rehabilitate the mines, 
investors to finance improvements. Clan- install new mining equipment, build an 
destine gold mining and smuggling to airstrip and transportation facilities, train 
neighboring countries were reported to staff, and operate a tin industry at about 
have increased during 1981. OKIMO re-_ three times the rate of Zairetain’s Manono 
mained the only legal exporter of gold in operation. The EMZ properties were report- 
the Haute-Zaire region. Its Kilo Mines near ed to contain wolframite as well as cassit- 
Bunia produced 500 to 900 troy ounces of _ erite. 
gold per month, and the Moto operations at Compagnie Francaise des Mines, a 
Watsa had an output of 2,300 to 2,700 troy French Government mining company own- 
ounces per month. All production was flown ed 69% by BRGM, was reported to have 
to Kinshasa for export. The tankhouse invested $14.3 million into opening up the 
slimes from Gécamines cobalt-copper refin- Kania open pit tin mine south-southwest of 
eries at Likasi and Kolwezi continued to be Manono in the eastern Shaba region and 
the source of about 3,500 troy ounces of gold was slated to produce 500 tons of tin per 
per year. The alluvial deposits worked by year starting in 1982. 
the Société Miniére et Industrielle (Somin- Sominki, 28% Government-owned, oper- 
ki) in the Kivu region for tin, tungsten, and ated one lode deposit and a number of 
tantalum minerals accounted for 15,000 alluvial mines in the Kivu region and con- 
troy ounces. tinued to be Zaire’s leading producer of tin 

Manganese.—Société Miniére de Kisenge and tungsten concentrates. 

(SMK), a state-owned company, operated The U.S. company Metallurg, a major 
several manganese mines near the railroad consumer of columbium (niobium), agreed 
west of Kolwezi until traffic was stopped by _ to participate in 70% of a French-Belgian- 
the Angolan war of independence in 1975. Zairian consortium, Somikivu. Sominki was 
Most of the stockpile of 500,000 tons of to hold 10% and the Zairian Government 
crushed carbonate ore and 700,000 tons of was to receive a free 20% interest in the 

uncrushed ore was mined before the rail- company, which was to construct a $2.5 
way was closed. In 1980 and again in 1981, million pilot plant to determine the best 
SMK shipped a total of about 10,000 tons of method of extracting pyrochlore from the
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Lueshe carbonatite. The Lueshe deposit was million at prices descending from $10.81 to | 
reported to contain large reserves of the $7.68 per carat. Also sold were 38,277 carats 
mineral pyrochlore and its feasibility as a of gem diamonds from Tshikapa at rates 
mining project was to be established by varying from $187.60 to $100 per carat. 
1984. Successful pilot testing was to be 
followed by expenditure of as much as $50 MINERAL FUELS 
million for a production facility that would . . 
rank as one of the world’s top three sources Petroleum.—Crude oil production from 
of columbium. Zaire’s maritime zone increased from 18,098 

barrels per day in the second quarter, to 
22,568 barrels per day for September to 

NONMETALS November. Total production was estimated 
. oy . . at 7.4 million barrels for 1981 compared 

Diamond.—Zaire’s chief producer of in- with 6.5 million barrels in 1980. Most of the 
dustrial diamonds was the Société Miniére production came from Gulf Oil’s offshore 

de Bakwanga (MIB A) mm anaged and 20% wells, but an increasing percentage was 
owned by the Société Générale de Belgique derived from wells on the Mibale structure 
ae eee euner Group. MBA ReEO drilled by Moanada Oil Co., a subsidiary of 
tional Bank for Ressarck Development tobe Cometra Oil Co. Drilling of an additional 
used for altering and expanding its concen- vn shore we was Senet fo r a eae 
trating facility. Additional mining equip- Tr. Esso-Aalre, an allihate o e vw. 
ment was needed to mine the hard kimber- Exxon Oil Co., completed an onshore well at 

lite ore underlying the nearly depleted de- Mb andaka in the Equateur region and was 
composed eluvial and alluvial ore. dee ae elon near company am the 

In May, President Mebutu authorized n 6 10N. - CO a 
Sozacom ‘to commence marketing Zaire’s poe considering seismic exploration as 
diamond output, and on May 29, 620,000 Wet aS drilling In lvoc-ou. 
carats of industrial diamonds were sold to od and was testing ite neue Co complet 

ntwerp and London dealers for $6.7 mil- and was ing its new plant tor desal- 
ab On August 20, Meltax and Boot mi / inization of crude petroleum from Zaire’s 

Central Selling Organization (CSO) were offshore wells so that it might be blended 

given 48 hours to close their diamond- with lighter imported crudes and processed 
buying stations in the Tshikapa vicinity and through the refinery at Banana. Zaire’s 
to leave the area. This broke the monopoly offshore field was operated by Zaire Gulf 
on the sale of Zaire’s diamonds held since Oil, owned 50% by U.S. Gulf Oil, 32% by a 
1967 by Britmond-Zaire, a subsidiary of De subsidiary of Teikoku Oil Co. of Japan, and 
Beers CSO, by which Britmond-Zaire receiv- 18% by the Zairian firm Soliza. 
ed commissions of 20% including costs dur- ————_—_ 
ing 1980. Since August, records indicate 2b hysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. Aplenty f 

that Sonacom sold more than 3.5 million iting VB Noriiah'gp sotaars 7 
carats 0 iamonds for under $31.





Th | t e Mineral Industry of 
Zambi ambia 
By Thomas Glover! 

The mineral industry of the Republic of assistance of approximately $54 million un- 
Zambia provided more than 95% of the der the new mineral support scheme of the 
country’s foreign exchange credit and sup- European Economic Community’s Lome II 
ported its position as the world’s fifth larg- Convention. The mineral support scheme 
est producer of copper and the second larg- aims at helping countries with short-term 
est in mine output of cobalt in 1981. Owing financial difficulties to maintain their pro- 
to many problems existing in the Zambian duction of certain strategic minerals. The 
transportation network, transportation scheme covers copper, cobalt, phosphates, 
charges continue to be a large part of the manganese, bauxite, alumina, tin, and iron 
cost of delivering copper and cobalt metal to ore. The agreement started in 1981 and 
world markets. The Benguela Railway line runs until 1985. 
from Zambia thru Angola has been closed The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
since 1975, and investment for the needed agreed in principle to loan Zambia approx- 
repair will be extremely high. Steps have imately $800 million? to boost the country’s 
been taken to reorganize the Tanzania- troubled economy. The conditions and obli- 
Zambia Railway (Tazara), making it possi- gations were being negotiated. 
ble to correct the deficit financial situation The U.S. Export-Import Bank guaranteed 
of the railway. Tazara purchased 12 new a private loan of $20.5 million to Nchanga 
locomotives from China to add to its present Consolidated Copper Mines, Ltd., (NCCM) to 
stock of 97 locomotives. Cargo traffic be- buy heavy mining equipment from the 
tween Dar es Salaam and Zambia has_ United States. In addition, the company 
dropped 16% from that carried in 1980. The secured two additional loans of $22.53 mil- 
Zimbabwe route is now a significant one in _lion each to recover copper from tailings at 
the haulage of international traffic forim- its Chingola Division. The two loans are a 
ports and exports. This new routing has _ part of the $185.4 million necessary for the 
arisen because a large percentage of cargo work on the tailings. | 
comes from the Republic of South Africa Zambia Industrial Mining Corp. Ltd. 
and has the advantage of lower freight received a loan of $1.14 million from Roma- 

costs. Zambian miners, however, prefer to nia for a second-stage development of the 

export their products through the port of _Mokambo copper mines near Mufulira. The 
Dar es Salaam rather than the South Afri- work began in 1981 and was scheduled to be 
can port of East London. completed in 1982. 

The long-awaited feasibility study into Zambia’s two giant copper mining compa- 
the electrification of Zambia Railways has nies, NCCM and Roan Consolidated Mines 
commenced. If electrification proves to be Ltd. (RCM), will merge in early 1982 to form 
feasible, it would result in a substantial one company, Zambia Consolidated Copper 
saving of foreign exchange that was being Mines. The Zambian state holds 60% of the 
spent on importing diesel fuel for locomo- shares in each of the mines. The merger was 
tives. The study, being financed under the aimed at rationalizing the operations of the 
World Bank Railway Project, will be com- mining industry in view of the world reces- 
pleted in 1982. sion and the problems the industry has been 

Zambia submitted a request for financial experiencing. 
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PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Zambia’s production of copper decreased bulk of foreign currency earnings. Rising 
1% during 1981, while production of cobalt fuel prices and wages, double-digit inflation, 
increased 20%. The grade of underground and delays in obtaining spare parts and new 
ore delivered to the mill from NCCM was equipment have occurred at a time when 
1.47% total copper and 0.097% cobalt com- international prices for copper have stag- 
pared with the open pit ore, which graded nated. Sixty-eight percent of the copper 
2.37% copper. RCM discontinued produc- exported during 1980 went to five major 
tion of leach cathode as a salable product in countries. The countries were, in order of 
1981 and is now reprocessing it to refined importance, Japan, France, Italy, the 
cathode. An acid plant is to be constructed United States, and the Federal Republic of 

at Chambishi to handle effluent gases from Germany. The value of exported copper in 
the RCM Chambishi leach-plant roasters. 1981 was $1,002 million compared with 
The new plant will enable the company to $1,279 million in 1980. 
become self-sufficient in its requirements Zambia has given priority to imports for 
for sulfuric acid, which is presently pur- use in the mining, manufacturing, and con- 
chased from NCCM. Table 1 shows details of struction industries. For the mining sector, 
Zambia’s mineral production. this should reduce or eliminate production 

The economic importance of the mining slowdowns due to delays in obtaining for- 
sector is paramount, contributing approx- eign exchange to import essential supplies 
imately 20% of gross domestic product, one- and equipment. 
third of Government revenues, and the 

Table 1.—Zambia: Production of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

METALS 
Cadmium metal ______________-___-~-.--~ 4 -- -- 1 1 
Cobalt: 

Mine output, metal content of concentrate _ ____— 3,677 3,741 4,280 4,400 4,000 
Metal _-._-_________-- 1,704 2,063 3,176 3,310 2,570 

Copper: 
Mine output: 

Total content of ore _________________ 819,176 766,561 723,978 760,200 697,000 
M _fecoverable content of concentrate________ 656,000 642,972 588,334 595,757 588,000 

etal 

Blister and anodes, Cu content? __________ 658,487 653,856 — 582,082 609,935 560,565 
Refined. _______________________ 648,043 627,744 561,940 607,592 560,446 

Gold? __________________ ~~ troy ounces__ ©11,250 8,457 7,933 10,576 10,545 
tron ore: Magnetite — - - - -— ~~ —---------~--- ©100 41 50 378 1,434 

Mine output, metal content of ore ___________ 18,542 15,853 17,640 ©13,900 17,152 
Metal, smelter and refined*_______________ 13,109 12,878 12,758 10,047 9,866 

Selenium, elemental _____________ kilograms__ 15,974 30,881 19,980 22,704 20,000 
Silver>_____________ _ thousand troy ounces__ ©1,450 1,069 914 164 714 
Tin concentrate, gross weight ___________-----~ 3 (8) 1 (8) (8) 
Zinc: 

Mine output, metal content of ore __________-— 45,018 50,000 46,600 31,985 40,557 
Metal, smelter plus electrolytic. __.___________ 40,114 42,462 38,213 32,686 33,298 

NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic. _._....__. — thousand tons__ "400 123 200 160 144 
Clays, building, not further specified_ __ _ _ _ __do__ __ NA NA 772 8,392 28,318 
Feldspar._________________________ __ 832 334 500 475 452 
Fluorspar _.. . ..._____...------~.----- “10 16 __ _- 50 
Gem stones: 
Amethyst - - ---------------- kilograms. _ 10,252 9,487 4,860 3,360 45,222 

Emerald. __________________-_--_do____ 91 429 ©400 _- —- 
Gypsum _______~______~ ~~ ee 4,634 1,726 138 _— -- 
Lime, hydraulic and quicklime ____ thousand tons__ “250 250 250 182 201 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ______________ ©20,000 £20,000 ©20,000 19,600 20,000 

Pyrite, gross weight _______________-__-_-_- 20,501 2,515 3,002 2,600 3,000 
sand, construction _______________--____- NA NA $194,955 $196,797 276,522 

ne: 

Limestone_____________~ _ thousand tons__ *600 227 416 515 499 
Phyllite ______________________do____ 13 10 7 8 4 
Miscellaneous, for building _______________ NA NA §216,136 8335147 302,401 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Zambia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
i a 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur, elemental basis (produced as sulfuric acid): 
From pyrite. ______------------------ 8,385 991 1,234 1,122 5 
From copper ores ____-___~_---__-~------ ©86,915 108,784 73,903 91,233 90,149 

Total _________-~--_~---~-~------ €95,300 109,775 75,137 92,355 90,154 
Talc __-_.~___-_-_--~----~-~--~-----~~---+-- ©100 “100 _— 258 921 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal, bituminous_ _____.—._—~— _~— thousand tons__ 708 1,169 599 569 527 

Petroleum refinery products:° 
Gasoline____—_—_ — thousand 42-gallon barrels. _— 1,597 1,658 1,700 NA NA 
Jet fuel _.__-_.____~-_________~do__-__ 294 360 400 NA NA 
Kerosine __________--...--__-_do____ 167 200 220 NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil. ___.______.... —-do__-_~_ 2,551 2,686 2,830 NA NA 
Residual fuel oil _. _______.______~-do____ 1,233 1,399 1,400 NA NA 
Other ____________~-.--_-_~~_do____ 110 152 110 NA NA 
Refinery fuel and losses ______._-—-—~do__-_~- 383 194 128 NA NA 

Total _...-_______-------~~-do____ 6,335 6,649 6,788 6,800 6,800 
i 

Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1T able includes data available through July 28, 1982. 
2Includes leach cathodes. 
$Primarily contained in blister copper and refinery muds. 
‘For all practical purposes, Zambian output of crude lead and refined lead are regarded as equal; the latter is reported, 

and inasmuch as no impure lead is marketable, no attempt had been made to estimate the trivial difference between the 
two stages of processing. 

5Refined silver and silver contained in blister copper and refinery muds. 
®Less than 1/2 unit. 
7Converted from figure reported in cubic meters; believed to represent only a small part of total output. 
Figure for 1979 reported as cubic meters, but that for 1980 reported as metric tons; it is believed that both figures 

actually represent metric tons. 

Table 2.—Zambia: Exports of copper, by type and destination 

(Metric tons) 
i 

Type and destination 1978 1979 1980 

Blister, copper content: 
Japan ____________~_--___---------+----~---~---------------- 4,108 1,189 _- 
Korea, Republic of. ___ . _______--__------------------------------ _. 6,834 -- 
Portugal. ____._________.__--------------------------------- 500 _— _- 
Spain eee eee ee eee ee ee ee + 998 1,702 -- 

nited Kingdom______________.__-------~--+----~-~-~-~-----------+- _- _- 41 
United States ___________________---- + -e ee 7,571 425 _- 
Yugoslavia ___________________.----------------------------- 12,427 10,761 3,132 

Total_________________ eee eee = 25,604 = 20,911 3,173 

Refined: 
Austria ________________ eee ee ee 2,738 450 3,006 - 
Belgium________________________--------------------------~ 10,077 19,082 = 11,882 
Brazil __-__________________ ee ee eee ~— 11,618 5,897 
Canada ___________________ eee ee eee __ 1,999 _- 
China __________________________ eee eee )—17,503 20,626 =—15,387 
Denmark ________________-__----~-~ + ee ee eee 301 407 3,846 
Egypt __________--~------~---~-~----~---+---+------~-~-+-------- 4,325 3,797 3,001 
Finland ________________-__~_____ eee eee 566 3,454 1,827 
France___________________--_-___-_- ee ~—6:1,234 = 86,041 = 86,574 
German Democratic Republic. ______._...-_-------------~---------- 100 1,002 1,197 
Germany, Federal Republic of __________-------------------------~-~ 50,7384 12,980 62,447 
Greece_________------_~~--~----~----------~-+-+--~- +--+ =~ +--+ +--+ 4,386 4,296 11,751 
India__________________ eee ---- = 4,895 41,576 = 39,723 
Indonesia ___ ___.._-___---~-~-----_------~--~-----+-+--~---------+-+-+ _. 98,994 4,505 
Italy _______---_---------------------------------~------- 51,672 56,687 74,293 
Japan _________----_---~-------------------------~--------- 183,292 148,788 131,638 
Korea, Republic of. __ ..______-_-_-------------------------------- _. 8,899 _- 
Netherlands ____~_____~---------------------~---+--------~---+- 679 1,833 2,581 
Romania __________~----_-_-~~--------------~-~--~--~-~--~--+----- 3,999 2,002 1,002 
Spain _______-_-----------------+---~-----------+----------- _. 1,998 _- 
Sweden _________________-__-~____-____ eee) 18,706— 16,153 18,585 
Switzerland. ___________-------_-~~--------------+--+-~--------- 2,589 6,977 1,895 
Thailand ____--------------------------------------------- _. 2,852 100 
United Kingdom____________-----------.~----~----------------- 19,699 71,329 54,869 
United States _____________________-___-_-~------ ~~~ ---~---— 58,771 = 23,453 64,526 
Yugoslavia ___ _________-___-----------~---------------------~ 17,852 10,835 = 15,912 
Other ______________ ee ee ee ee eee 769 2,653 2,764 

Total ________________ Lee )=—549,887 625,781 614,208
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Table 3.—Zambia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Destinations, 1978 
i 1977 1978 : 

Commodity United Other (principal) 
ee 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures _____ kilograms__ 20 NA 

Cobalt metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 1,682 NA 
pper: 
Ash and residue containing copper_ _ _ 886 NA 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap______~__________ 30 NA 
Unwrought ______________ 665,553 578,282 53,691 Japan 122,406; West Germany 78,731; 

nited Kingdom 73,962; France 
60,287. 

Semimanufactures__________ 270 9,514 — Japan 5,712; Yugoslavia 3,431; Kenya 

Iron and steel metal: 
Ferroalloys: Ferrosilicon_________ 12 _- 
Steel, primary forms ______ value__ $196 — 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _— 29 _- All to Zaire. 
Universals, plates, sheets_____ _ 2 _- 
Wire __-_______________ 12 —- 

Lead Tubes, pipes, fittings. ________ 1 35 —_ Malawi 34; Zaire 1. 
ad: 
Oxides and hydroxides __________ 117 219 _— Kenya 134; Malawi 72; Zaire 12. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap______ ~___________ 155 279 _- Republic of South Africa 234; United 
_ Kingdom 41; Tanzania 4. 

Unwrought ______________ 11,673 6,649 -- Italy 2,655; India 1,400; Republic of 
South Africa 984. 

Semimanufactures__________ __ 8 __ All to Tanzania. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces__ 32 (2) _- All to United Kingdom. 

Silver: Waste and sweepings? 
value, thousands_ _ $76 $12 — United Kingdom $11. 

Tin metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures.._§_-§_§_-§ ~~ _ _- 1 -_ All to Tanzania. 

Zinc metal including alloys, unwrought _ _ 36,470 35,437 3,609 India 7,803; Kenya 4,765; United King- 
dom 3,439; Yugoslavia 2,601. Other: 

Metalloids _________ kilograms__ 260 -- 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_______~~____ _— 1,310 8 United Kingdom 420; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 237; Switzerland 178; 
Japan 164. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _- 1,794 871 United Kingdom 737; U.S.S.R. 107; 
China 79. 

NONMETALS 
Cement _____________________ 38,824 35,627 __ Tanzania 11,874; Burundi 8,321; 

Malawi 8,313; Zaire 6,548. 
Clays and clay products: Nonrefractory 

clay products __________-_value__ $177 NA 
Diamond: Industrial _______ carats__ 270,000 NA 
Fertilizer materials: 

Manufactured: Nitrogenous_______ 224 314 -- Zaire 264; Malawi 50. Ammonia__________________ 18 NA 
Lime_______~_________ 4,108 504 — Malawi 491; Zaire 13. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond: 
Natural ______ value, thousands__ $1,667 $650 a Hong Kong $431; Denmark $147; 

United Kingdom $46. Synthetic _____________do____ $63 $1 _. All to Egypt. Salt and brine _________ kilograms__ 110 NA 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: Crude and partly 
worked _________________ | 8 NA 

Gravel and crushed rock_________ 44,716 11,860 _— All to Zaire. Sulfur: Sulfuricacid _.-___________ 22,349 12,640 _— Zaire 12,319; Angola 297; Malawi 23. Other: Building materials of asphalt, as- 
bestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals __-________________ 1 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Zambia: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TO Destinations, 1978 
Commodit 1977 1978 “United »43nn 
mney United Other (principal) 

MINERAL EUELS AND RELATED 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural. _____ __— __ 11,283 — Malawi 8,301; Zaire 2,981. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _ _ _ _ _ 675 _— 
Petroleum refinery products: ‘ 

Gasoline_ _ _— — — _42-gallon barrels__ 6,420 2,270 __ All to Zaire. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _..___do____ 31,626 1,240 _- Do. 
Distillate fuel oil.___._.__.__do____ 19,477 4,013 _- Do. 
Lubricants ____________do____ 166 567 _- Zaire 560; Malawi 7. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas ; ; 
do____ 4,164 3,400 — Malawi 3,213; Zaire 187. 

Bitumen and bituminous mixtures 
do____ 8,329 3,000 _— Malawi 2,521; Zaire 424; Tanzania 55. 

NA Not available. | 
1Unreported quantity valued at $45,000. 
2May include other precious metals. 

Table 4.—Zambia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1978 

Commodity 1977 1978 : _ 
Rnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides! _________ 14 16 _- France 14; Belgium-Luxembourg 2. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures____§_§____§_________ 159 923 (?) United Kingdom 289; Norway 176; 

weden 168. 
Antimony: 

Ore and concentrate ___________ 35 NA 
Elemental: Powder ____________ 35 NA 

Arsenic: Oxide, pentoxide, acid __ _____ 50 NA 
Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ — 18 NA 
Cobalt metal including alloys, all forms — — 6 NA 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate _____-_value__ $43 NA 
Matte and speiss____.__—_do____ $472 NA 

Meta ae alloy: 20 2 All f United Kingd nwrought ____§_§_________ _— rom Uni gdom. 
Semimanufactures__________ 346 430 1 United Kingdom} 228; Belgium 

uxembourg 58; Israel 39. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought_____ troy ounces_ _ 63 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate __-_________ 234 _— 
etal: 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ _ 235 133 _- United Kingdom 126; Republic of 
ut rica 7. 

Ferroalloys _____._______ _ 709 8,569 2 Indonesia 8,000; Republic of South Af- 
rica 390; United Kingdom 177. 

Steel, primary forms_________ 1,075 92 _- Republic of South Africa 90; United 
gdom 2. 

Semimanufactures:, h 
ars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 
tions __-____________ 23,569 11,300 39 Republic of South Africa 4,866; United 

Kingdom 2,936; Japan 1,523. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ 20,377 20,213 3 Japan 12,7 United Kingdom 4,123; 

rance 2,054. 
Hoop and strip _________ 890 1,031 1 Japan 668; United Kingdom 352. 
Rails and accessories _ _ __ — _ 4,394 5,726 _— Republic of South Africa 5,014; India 

242; United Kingdom 201. 
Wire________~--_-___ 6,163 3,171 55 Republic of South Africa 1,049; 

lgium-Luxembourg 994; West 
Germany 224. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ _ _ __ 6,132 3,306 99 Japan 206, Sweden 814; United King- 
om 602. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ 17 _— 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Zambia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1978 

i 7 1978 : 
Commodity 197 United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides __________ 4 _- 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ______________ 4 3 -— All from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures_ _________ 34 8 _— United Kin gdom 7; Republic of South 

ca 1. 
Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides ____ 1 8 _~-  Belgium-Luxembourg 6; Kenya 2. 
Nickel metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures________ 11 1 _- All from United Kingdom. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ 3$199 $111 _. United Kingdom $108. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought________do____ 439 $3 $2 West Germany $1. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all forms 40 NA 
Tin metal including alloys: ; 

Scrap __-______ 7 NA 
Unwrought_________________ 14 20 _- United Kingdom 14; Israel 3; Singa- 

pore 3. 
Semimanufactures ____________ 37 9 _- United King dom 5; Republic of South 

ca 4, 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides ___~__ 523 459 --— United Kingdom 169; Spain 155; West 

Germany 115. 
Jungsten metal including alloys, all forms 10 9 _— All from United Kingdom. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ____._____ 140 176 -- United Kingdom 106; West Germany 

35; Belgium-Luxembourg 33. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- . 

factures__§_§_§_~9~92~_~_~§_~________ 3 (?*) _— All from West Germany. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates __________ (7) 10 _— All from Italy. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides_ _ ____ 178 NA 
Metals: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals. ___§___-_________ 5 1 _— All from West Germany. 

Metalloids_____.~~________ 29 23 — United Kingdom 14; West Germany 8. 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms ________________ 9 42 (7) United Kingdom 25; China 17. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc __ 4 4 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones ________ value__ $9,557 — 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones. ~~~ 5123 NA 
Asbestos, crude ~.______________ 1,234 2,946 _- Republic of South Africa 2,613; Switz- 

erland 333. 
Barite and witherite _____________ 40 _— 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid ___— __ 4 20 _--— Mainly from Kenya. 
Cement ___________~__________ 961 501 11 United Kingdom 463; West Germany 

Chalk __._~_-_~___~_~_ 1 51 -— United Kingdom 50. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude ___ ~~~ ~~ Le 1,819 1,601 394 United Kingdom 852; West Germany 
136; India 100; Kenya 100. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory 

value, thousands_ _ $526 $351 _ United Mango $161; Spain $97; 
China $53. 

Refractory including nonclay brick 
do____ $6,617 $4,957 $3 United Kingdom $3,510; Canada $787; 

Austria $171. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung _____do____ $3 -- 
Industrial_____________do____ $602 $438 -~- All from United Kingdom. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth ___ 1,022 123 --  Belgium-Luxembourg 92; Kenya 31. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude ____-____~____ 9 8 -. All from United Kingdom. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous______________ 52,318 40,566 19,005 Indonesia 9,233; Netherlands 5,750; 
Japan 5,576. 

Phosphatic ______________ 7,321 -- 
Potassic ________________ 19 -- 
Other including mixed _______ 1 5 _— All from United Kingdom. 

Ammonia__________________ 4 NA 
Graphite, natural - ———--~---~---- 3 NA 

um and plasters _____________ 30 129 a All from United Kingdom. 
Magnesite. ~~~ 77 1 - 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Zambia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Ce 

Sources, 1978 

Commodit 1977 1978 : y United Other (principal) 
Pn csi se PSS ss SSS Si SSS St SS SS 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Mica: Worked including agglomerated 
splittings. .______--_-------- 3 1 _. _ All from United Kingdom. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 107 90 yo West Germany 65; India 15; United 
Kingdom 10. 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: 
Natural _____~- value, thousands. _ $8 $10 __ All from Ireland. 
Synthetic ________—-—~—_- value__ $330 __ 

Salt and brine _________~~-----~- 38,316 9,007 -- United Kingdom 5,718; Yemen Arab 
Republic 1,492; Mozambique 630. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _.__.-_-------- (??) 2 _.  Allfrom United Kingdom. _. 
Caustic soda _.______--.--~--.- 3,132 2,076. _.. West Germany 507; China 500; United 

Kingdom 493. 
Sodaash ________~----~---- 1,550 2,755 a Kenya 1,330; West Germany 1,302; 

Mauritius 59. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: Worked — _ — — ~~ —- 24 1 __ All from India. 
Quartz and quartzite ________-_-~- 2 5 _— All from United Kingdom. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 

ilograms_ _ 358 -- 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal _.~____—- 68 51 -- All from United Kingdom. 
Colloidal_____~.______--_~- 2,132 22 _- West Germany 15; Belgium- — 

Luxembourg 4; United Kingdom 3. 
Oxide __________~~ kilograms_ _— 14 -- 
Sulfuric acid __...-___.---_-- 9 28 _- United Kingdom 26; Italy 2. 

gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ — 36 12 _. All from United Kingdom. 
er: 
Crude ______---_-~-------- 8 -- 
Halogens _.____..____------ 6 39 _- United Kingdom 21; West Germany 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of bari- 
um, magnesium, strontium _ — _ — __— 2 ?) __ All from United Kingdom. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
_and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals 86 220 _- China 102; United Kingdom 97; West 

Germany 1. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS | 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ ~~ ~~~ 2,488 807 -- United Kingdom 717; Trinidad and 
rea ire France 18. 

Carbon black _________-------~-- 1,586 1,748 _. _ United Kingdom 582; West Germany 
419; India 388. 

Coke and semicoke _________.---- 84,185 99,000 _. _ All from West Germany. 
Gas, hydrocarbon, manufactured _ — ~~ — — 10 7 _. _ All from United Kingdom. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

kilograms_ _ 210 NA 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude _ thousand “4b-gallon barrels_ _ 5,953 5,992 -_- All from Saudi Arabia. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ — 14,685 33,702 _-— _ Iran 33,252; drag 434. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _— —do__~~_ 4,354 2,155 __ Republic of South Africa 814; United 

Kingdom 760; Iran 504. 
Residual fuel oil ____._.do____ 13 9,744 _. All from Republic of South Africa. 
Lubricants______.__-do___~_ 150,208 156,016 9388 United Kingdom 61,131; Italy 31,269; 

Kenya 29,071. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do. __- 7 10 -- Netherlands 58; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do _- 30,982 19,911 (*) West Germany 6,312; United Kingdom 

6,123; Singapore 2,589. 
Nonlubricating oils_ _do_ _ — — 2,330 NA 
Bitumen and bituminous 
mixtures____———do___~ 62,155 812 206 United Kingdom 291; Republic of 

South Africa 248. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ — ~~ (°°) 11 -- All from United Kingdom. 
LT 

NA Not available. 
1May include artificial corundum. 
7Less than 1/2 unit. 
SQuantity reported at 1,742 troy ounces. 
‘Quantity reported at 2,958 troy ounces. 
5Excludes unreported quantity valued at $2,896. 
®Value only reported at $26,772; 1978 quantity valued at $6,000.
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COMMODITY REVIEW OO 

METALS the Chibuluma Mine extension, design work 
, and specifications for the 688-meter level 

Copper, Cobalt, By product Gold, Seleni- crusher and pump stations at the new shaft 
um, and Silver.—Zambia’s two major min- at Chibuluma West were nearing comple- ing companies treated about 30.5 million tion with equipment orders placed. At the tons of ore containing about 700,000 tons of Chambishi Mine underground expansion, 
copper. Estimates of ore milled by RCM and planning and feasibility studies for ore ex- 
NCCM during 1981 and the RCM ore re- traction above the 500-meter level at an 
serve figures as published in the RCM increased rate of 230,000 tons per month by 
annual report for the year ending March 31, October 1981 and for continuing production . 1981, are shown in table 5. RCM announced below the 500-meter level were completed 
several development projects. At Luanshya- and approved. Detailed design for the cop- 
Baluba stage 2, the rock winding shaft was per tankhouse expansion at the Chambishi 
equipped, and the cage and skip compart- leach plant was completed. A cobalt metal 
ments became operational to full depth by vacuum refining plant is also being con- 
yearend. The foundations for the service structed at the Chambishi Mine. The recov- 
shaft winder were completed, and construc- ery of gold and selenium at the RCM Ndola 
tion of the hoist house and preparations for refinery set records in 1980 and continued 
erection of the headframe are underway. At at the same rate in 1981. 

Table 5.—Zambia: Copper production and ore reserves, by company and mine 

Ore mined and treated Ore reserves 

Gross Co Gross . . Company and mine weight Pper weight | “ (thousand Paeseark (metric (thousand (Cone) ovat, 
: tons) tons) tons) Sn eneee 

Roan Consolidated Mines:? 
Mufulira (underground) _________ 5,459 2.10 114,639 109,000 3.10 — Luanshya (underground)_________ 4,045 1.30 52,585 55,000 2.51 _— Baluba (underground) __________ 1,691 1.70 28,747 59,000 2.54 0.16 Chambishi (underground) ________ 2,080 1.56 32,448 31,000 2.84 __ Chibuluma (underground)________ 484 2.41 11,664 8,000 3.66 20 Kalengwa (open pit)?_________ __ 215 2.47 5,311 _- _— _- 

Total or average ____________ 13,974 1.76 245,394 262,000 2.84 16 
og 

Mens CrnsiGated Copper Mines a 4,757 1.60 76,112 118,433 2.35 08 Bwana Mkubwa (open pit)________ 757 2.26 17,108 452,000 3.50 _ Chingola (underground ; and open pit) _ 9,016 3.34 301,134 281,089 3.16 -- Konkola (underground)__________ 1,687 2.85 48,080 193,710 3.72 _- Kansanshi (open pit) ___________ 307 3.21 9,855 16,658 2.57 __ 
Totaloraverage___________ 16,524 2.74 452,289 1,056,890 3.31 01 OE EON, CID Li 
Grand total or average _______ 30,498 2.29 697,683 1,318,890 3.22 04 

*Roan Consolidated Mines Ltd.-1981 Annual Report. 
*Stockpiled ore was used for Kalengwa mill feed. 
*Nchanga Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd.-1981 Annual Report. 

NCCM estimated ore production of 16.5 1981 production was slightly below 1980 
million tons was obtained equally from production. At the Mindola shaft, a prolong- 
underground mines and open pits. Delays in ed overhaul of the main underground crush- 

| the delivery of spare parts and lack of er severely curtailed production from the 
skilled and experienced maintenance staff lower levels. At the central shaft, where 
is still causing the deterioration of plants stoping mainly depends on drawpoint load- 
and equipment throughout Zambia’s copper ing, production was affected by low avail- 
belt. Copper prices remained stagnant dur- ability of loaders. 
ing 1981. Zambia lowered its price of cobalt Also in the Rokana Division, copper and 
from $20 to $17.50 late in 1981. Spot mar- cobalt recovery rates improved over those of kets for cobalt in the United States went to 1980. In the Chingola Division, at the 
$15.00 in late 1981. In the Rokana Division, Nchanga open pit, additional boreholes
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were drilled to provide information for large deposits of high-grade phosphate at 

planning the future mining of cobalt- Kaluwe, 220 kilometers east of Lusaka, and 

bearing ore. Despite shortages of replace- at Petauke in the Eastern Province. Zambia 

ment spares, underground development 20W imports phosphate for manufacture of 
proceeded on schedule. Some old production compound nitrate . fertilizer at Nitrogen 

‘ously declared exhausted Chemicals of Zambia at Kafue, near Lusa- 
areas, previously declared exnausted, were 1. ZIMCO is expected to start exploitation 
reopened successfully and have provided oF the phosphate deposits, which are esti- 
additional ore. In the Konkola Division mated at over 200 million tons, in the near 

surface exploration, one borehole was com- future. The Zambian Government will soon 

pleted on the west limb, in the north ore start mining lime deposits in Chief Mapan- 
body area, that intersected ore at 2.66% a's area in the Southern Province. The 
over a true width of 14 meters at a depth of ime wil be used mainly for improving soil 

1,129 meters. As a result of this hole, there ‘TUMILY: 
will be an addition to the ore reserves at the Gem Stones (Amethyst and Emerald).— 

No. 3 shaft. Also at the Konkola Division, L°W-8tade amethyst ore was mined by " . : a > Northern Minerals (Zambia) Ltd. with an 
underground exploration and drilling are alleged theft of gem production affecting | 

underway at both the north and south ore 1981 sales. The Government has started 

bodies. Silver production for the Broken mining emeralds through the Reserved 
Hill Division of NCCM totaled approximate- Minerals Corp. in Chief Nkana’s area of 

ly 750,000 troy ounces. Ndola Rural. Production started during the 

Lead, Zinc, and Byproduct Cadmium.— _ first part of August 1981. Production figures 
Ore hoisted totaled 217,503 tons at grades of re being withheld as a security matter. 
6.4% lead and 17.7% zinc. Byproduct cadmi- MINERAL FUELS 

um output totaled approximately 1 ton. The 

NCCM Broken Hill Division has conducted Coal.—Production at Maamba Collieries 

exploration programs at both its surface in the Southern Province is set for a major 

and underground operations yielding only chinery dee tne neta ten Sollee lan 

low-grade mineralization to date. from the Africa Development Bank and the 
Federal Republic of Germany. The Zambian 

NONMETALS Geological Survey has recently discovered a 

Cement.—A shortage of bagged cement major coal belt near Kafue National Park. 

due to the lack of paper bags became A consortium of Canadian companies will 

evident in late 1981. The sale of bagged spend approximately $30 million in a 4-year 

cement was suspended in October 1981. oil prospecting venture that starts in the 
. . : . Western Province in 1982. 

Firms with bulk handling equipment were 

not affected. al zphysical scientist, Division of Foreign I Data have bee 

Fertilizer Materials.—Zambia Industri Bee eee amrat the rate of ve been 
and Mining Corp. (ZIMCO) has discover ed converted to U.S. dollars at the rate of 1K = US$1.1466.





The Mi st e Mineral Industry of 
Zi imbabwe 
By George A. Morgan’ 

The mineral industry in Zimbabwe wasin union control and external interference. 

broad decline throughout 1981. Production The mining industry’s labor force was offi- 

of most commodities was below previous cially reported at about 71,000. Approxi- 
levels. Production of gold, the second largest mately 20,000 Zimbabweans employed in 
foreign exchange earner after tobacco, was __ the Republic of South Africa, many of them 

relatively unchanged. miners, were being repatriated. Planned 

The industry was adversely affected by expansion in Zimbabwe's mining sector was 

the post-Civil War and the world recessions. not sufficient to absorb them. ; 

Other important factors contributing to the The Central Government Budget Account 

sector’s downturn were increased costs, for 1981-82 allocated $5.7 million for the 

higher Government expenditures leading to mining sector out of a total budget of $2,306 

tax increases, producer and investor uncer-_ million.? Other sectors share of the budget . 

tainty regarding legislation affecting mar- were defense, 17%; education and culture, 

keting and production of minerals, loss of 16%; agriculture, 4.7%; and transportation, 

skilled personnel, and a decline in labor 3.4%. The gross national product in 1980 

skills and management. was $7.5 billion. A 3-year Interim Develop- 

On a world scale, the major portion of ment Plan for the period 1981-84 was under- 

minerals produced in Zimbabwe was mined way. The gross domestic product was ex- 

from low-grade deposits with low volume of pected to rise 8% per year; the mining 

output. Previous success of the industry has sector, 8%; agriculture, 12%; and manu- 

been attributed to relatively low costs, in- facturing, 11%. Wage increases from 35% 
cluding wage costs. The implementation of in industry to 180% in commercial agricul- 

minimum wage levels throughout the min- ture were to take place over a period of 3 

ing sector was directly responsible for the years. The consumer price index for high- 

closure of numerous small mines in the income and low-income groups increased 

Hartley and Gatooma districts, affecting 14.2% and 11.5%, respectively, in the period 

about 2,000 workers. Several mines were through November 1981. Foreign currency 

granted exemptions from the minimum allocations came under tighter control be- 

wage provision pending investigation into cause of the decline in mineral sector ex- 

their viability, but all exemptions were ports and continued high spending for im- 

suspended in September. At yearend, a ports. Only export-oriented firms could 

second higher minimum wage level was qualify for foreign currency allocations. In 

imposed. Small workers employed about addition, allocations for the first quarter of 

9,000 miners and were most affected bythe 1982 were cut 12%. 
legislation. Higher wages actually led to a A deficit of $433.8 million was estimated 

fall in productivity at some workings. The for 1981-82. The higher level of Government 

Government considered taking over some spending was to be paid for by a 30% 

mines most affected by the new wage level increase in tax revenue. Tax measures that 

in order to maintain employment. had an effect on mining in Zimbabwe were 

The country’s two mine labor unions a 20% tax on local and foreign dividends, a 

merged. Wildcat strikes occurred at a num- capital gains tax of 30% on immovable 

ber of mines owing to an erosion of labor property and marketable securities, a re- 

1155
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duction in the percentage deduction of ini- sold. It would be permitted to set stockpile 
tial capital expenditures from 100% to 30% levels and to withhold payment received 
for tax purposes, a surcharge of 5% on _ from sales of minerals for a period of 30 

| customs duties, and an increase in sales days. It would also be able to seek an equity 
taxes. Being considered was a proposal for position in both new ventures and existing 
the abolition of the 5% depletion allowance. mining enterprises. All sales of gold were 

Exploration permits were granted to made by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, 
| Shell Union Co. of Central Africa Ltd. and and iron and steel was included under the 

Cluff Mineral Exploration (Zimbabwe) Ltd. Ministry of Industry. Several companies 
Targets included copper, lead, zinc, nickel, postponed decisions to start up new mining 
tungsten, gold, and molybdenum. Union projects, including a primary platinum- 
Carbide Corp. began a gold exploration group metal mine, pending the outcome of 
program and had applied for an Exclusive the new legislation. 
Prospecting Order to search for uranium Effective December 1981, new borrowing 

and tungsten in the Zambezi Valley. It was regulations were placed on private compa- 
reported that several companies had cut nies. A company must have over 85% local 
exploration expenditures by 50%. shareholder participation to be free of any 
Government Policies and Programs.— limits on borrowing. In addition, no single 

The creation of a Minerals Marketing Corp. shareholder who was the major shareholder 
(MMC) by the Government of Zimbabwe may own 10% or more of the company. 
appeared likely at yearend 1981. MMC was _ Previously, companies with over 50% local 
to consist of a board of 5 to 10 members with shareholder participation were free to bor- 
responsibility for determining if, when, and row. The Government was expected to ac- 
to whom all minerals and mineral products, quire shares in a number of mines in 1982. 
excluding gold and iron and steel, could be — | 

PRODUCTION | 

The index of volume of production of (1964=100) compared with 225.8 in 1980, 

minerals fell for the fifth consecutive and the index for metals and metal prod- 
year to 166.8 from a high of 205.8 in 1976 ucts was 328 compared with 307.9. The 
(1964=100). The value of crude minerals chemical and petroleum products index of 
produced was estimated at $532 million volume of production was 282, up from 234.7 
compared with $614 million in 1980. This in 1980. The Government has encouraged 
was the first decline in value of mineral mining companies to process and upgrade 
production recorded from statistics avail- their commodity to a finished product. This 
able since 1964. Although the mineral raw policy was aimed at increasing the value 
materials sector was in general recession, added and reducing the demand for im- 
the manufacturing sector continued to ex- ports, but also to reduce the burden on the 
pand processing of mineral-related prod- country’s transport system. No special in- 
ucts. In the period from January to October centives have been offered to the industry 
1981, the index of volume of production of despite the encouragement. 
nonmetallic mineral products was 270 

Table 1.—Zimbabwe: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 19807 1981 eee BINS 1980" 1981” 

METALS 
Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight ___________.__________ 3,276 4,818 5,076 4,281 5,139 
Antimony, mine output, metal content___________________ 551 121 158 150 263 wikia isviaasaiam@awihi «Swe Cesium minerals:Pollucite-2222ttat 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight __________ thousand tons__ 677 478 542 554 536 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Zimbabwe: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980? 1981° 

METALS —Continued 

Cobalt: 
Mine output, recoverable metal content®________________ NA 17 210 120 100 
Metal (including content of refinery sludges) _____________ _- 17 204 115 94 

Golumbium-tantalum mineruls, gross weight: Tantalite.________ 30 31 30 41 45 
pper: 
Mine output, metal content_____.._____-.._--_-.__-~ 34,767 33,848 29,600 26,921 24,583 
Metal: oe 

Smelter, primary®_______________~____________ 32,500 32,200 28,500 26,100 23,000 
Refinery, primary” ~ eee ee 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,100 8,000 

Gold, mine output, metal content ______ thousand troy ounces_ _ 402 399 388 368 371 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore: 
Gross weight _________________-~L thousand tons__ 1,176 1,123 1,201 1,622 1,096 
Metal content®__§ $$.» _-§_- »§/§ -__-__________do____ 706 674 721 973 660 

Metal: 
Pigiron® __-______ dol 310 600 600 600 400 

Ferroalloys:® 
Ferromanganese___§_§____ ~~~ ~~ Le 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,000 
Ferrochromium ~__.~_________.-________~~ 200,000 200,000 200,000 260,000 209,072 

Total _-___________________________~ 202,400 202,400 202,400 262,400 211,072 
Ni kel nee eel - - === n= === thousand tons. _ 734 778 740 804 600 

ickel: - 
Mine output, metal content. $$ LL 16,671 15,701 14,591 15,075 =: 118,018 
Metal, smelter® ?7__ = =) 2) 5 ee eee 13,000 13,000 13,200 14,100 11,500 

Platinum-group metals: 
Platinum. —~_~....________________~_~-_troy ounces__ — -- -- 2,990 2,300 
Palladium ___~_~___~_~ do — —_ _— 6,784 5,200 

Total _..-___________--_--____do____ _— —_ _- 9,774 7,500 
Silver, mine output, metal content ____— thousand troy ounces__ 207 1,109 978 949 857 

in: 
Mine output, metal content® _______________________ 1,280 1,310 1,340 1,300 1,600 
Metal, smelter____§_ ~~~ ~___ LLL 920 945 967 934 1,157 

Tungsten, concentrate output: 
Gross weight____________________ eee 252 279 224 194 . 119 
Metal content® _________~_ ~~ LLL 120 130 110 90 55 

NONMETALS —_ 

Abrasives: Natural corundum ____§_§__~_~___~~~__-____~_____ 4,846 7,366 16,628 18,681 12,202 
Asbestos _________.._.._________ _ thousand tons__ 273 249 269 251 248 
Barite.____________ ~~~ Le 2,798 878 449 195 _- 
Cement, hydraulic ________._________~_ LW thousand tons__ 492 408 396 ©400 400 
Clays: , 

Bentonite (montmorillonite) _.___________-__----.__ 58,529 53,319 54,320 69,153 78,403 
Fire clay _._____. ~~~ ____~__ 13,1138 12,480 16,745 17,005 14,658 
Kaolin ___~_._-___ ~~~ eee 4,543 1,017 2,686 4,450 — 4,657 

Feldspar ___________~_________ ee 896 726 1,085 1,263 2,393 
Fluorspar _______._.-____-______ ee 522 312 _- -- -- 
Gem stones, precious and semiprecious:* 

Amethyst _...__________________ _-~ ~~ kilograms__ 6,828 3,491 3,228 4,001 NA 
Garnet _________ ~~ edo. — 133 2,000 125 NA 
Topaz __~__~ ~~ _--______ ~~ edo 8 2 _- -— NA 
Tourmaline ____________________________do____ _ §23 98 6 5 NA 

Graphite _____________--~-_~_~__~-~_--- ~~ €3,000 °5,000 5,736 7,385 11,218 
Kyanite....§.9-_-_-__~__~_ ~~ 6,339 1,835 __ 716 . 870 
Lithium minerals, gross weight _______________.-______ 8,050 16,688 13,197 21,030 16,444 
Magnesite ________________~_____ 54,204 65,756 84,495 78,217 60,194 
Mica________ 3,670 2,764 1,275 1,022 1,406 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia® __________ _ thousand tons__ 70 60 60 60 60 
Phosphate rock, marketable concentrate_________._~~do____ 105 107 136 130 122 
Pigments, iron oxide® _____§_-§_______________________ 100 100 500 1,000 1,200 
EJTite, gross weight -~~-~---~-----~— ~~~ ~ thousand tons__ 53 56 66 68 65 
Quartz’__________--------~~--~~_-__-.--.___~~— 166,208 95,588 143,688 166,407 142,174 
Stone: Limestone ______.__._.._____..___~ thousand tons__ 1,299 1,087 1,057 1,218 1,409 

Sulfur: 
S content of pyrite _________-_-__-___.___.._-_do____ 22 24 28 29 25 
Byproduct of coal and metallurgy® _..___________do____ 5 5 5 5 5 

Total®________________________do____ 27 29 33 34 30 
Tale_ ~~ eee 1,415 758 1,170 456 386 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Zimbabwe: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, bituminous ____________________- thousand tons... 3,029 3,065 =—s«3,188 = 3,184.—Ss-2,867 
Coke, metallurgical® ___.-._/»_/»_»_//_/_/_______------do___- 194 179 201 235 200 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes data available through July 7, 1982. . 
2Smelter copper includes impure cathodes produced by electrowinning in nickel processing. Output of fire-refined 

copper by Messina (Transvaal) Development Corp. apparently was terminated in 1972. Refined copper output from that 
date to 1980 includes only electrolytic copper output by Corsyn Consolidated Mines at the Inyati Mine. Output in 1981 
includes electrolytic copper from the new refinery at Messina. 

‘Includes Ni content of nickel oxide and nickel fonte. 
“Other gem stones produced in 1981 are as follows, in kilograms: Beryl, 327; chrysoberyl, 2. __- 

ton ncludes rough and ground quartz as well as silica sand. Quartz crystal was also produced in the amount of 3 metric 

Data represent output by the Wankie Colliery for years ending Aug. 31 of that stated; additional output by the Radcliff 
plant of Risco Ltd. may total 250,000 metric tons per year of metallurgical coke and coke breeze. 

| TRADE 

Comprehensive official trade data cover-__ the principal mineral commodity of interest 
ing exports and imports by destination in in the discussions. The preferential trade 
terms of quantity and value were not avail- agreement with the Republic of South Afri- 
able. Only quantity and value of some _ ca was to expire in March 1982. Discussions 
exported mineral items and major mineral were held regarding a continuation of the 
imports by value were available. Other data agreement subject to renegotiation of cer- 
on trade were provided from industry and tain elements. 
press reports and from customs agencies of Exports by rail experienced inefficiencies 
trading partner countries. owing to shortages of workers, engines, and 
Zimbabwe has maintained a positive rolling stock. A rail priorities committee 

trade balance except for 1968. However, made decisions as to the number and desti- 
reduced revenue from gold sales and high nation of rail wagons to be used for exporter 
import levels resulted in a negative trade needs. Priority was given to exports of 
balance in the period through September commodities earning the highest foreign 
1981 of $77.4 million. The export value of exchange. At midyear, the country was 
minerals and mineral-related products in estimated to be losing $7 million per week 
1980 was $723.4 million out of a total export because of rail transport inefficiencies. 
value of $1,338.2 million. Gold sales ac- Heavy backlogs of agricultural and iron and 
counted for $170.4 million in 1980. Trade steel products occurred. At yearend 1981, 

data available through September 1981 in- the Government banned all strikes by 
dicated a mineral export value of $408 employees of the National Railway of 
million out of a total export value of $995 Zimbabwe (NRZ), including trade union ac- 
million. The value of mineral-related im- tion. The provisions of the Emergency Pow- 
port trade in 1980 was $385.4 million out of ers Act compelled all employees to place the 
a total import value of about $1,200 million. whole of their time at the disposal of the 

For the period through September 1981, NRZ. Only about 10% of Zimbabwean trade 
$340.1 million out of $1,074 million was passed through the Mozambique ports of 
mineral related. Liquid fuels continued to Beira and Maputo. The remainder was 
be the largest import item in terms of value. transhipped by rail and exported from ports 

The Government held talks with China, in the Republic of South Africa. Sabotage of 
Hungary, North Korea, and Japan regard- the rail link to Beira disrupted traffic for 3 
ing trade agreements. Ferrochrome was weeks in November.
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Table 2.—Zimbabwe: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Ijnfted +... 
mony United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Cobalt oxides?_ ___ value, thousands__ $3,423 $4,224 _. NA. 
Copper metal including alloys, all forms? 26,635 22,735 _~. NA. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Ferroalloys ____.___..___---- 2170,951 2257,306 18,260 | West Germany 57,804; France 40,602; 
Japan 19,899. 

Steel, primary forms_________~_- 2237,891 2305,545 —- Sri Lanka 12,943; Thailand 4,000. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 2255,391 2215,948 —~- _ United Kingdom 8,473; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3,875. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ ____ 430 6 6 
Wire? __________________ 17,773 18,660 _~. NA. 
Unspecified? 

value, thousands_ _ $19,164 $30,825 _- NA. 
Lithium ores?____________do____ $1,479 $2,549 —_. NA. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 213 891 214,449 1,304. West Germany 2,056; France 932; 

Netherlands 761. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
Si value, thousands_ _ NA $40 _. All to West Germany. 

ver: 
Waste and sweepings®______ _do__ __ 2$2,670 2$5,159 _. West Germany $520. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___——do____ NA $83 —_ Spain $35; Switzerland $28. 
Tantalum ores ___________do____ 2$2.772 2$4,214 $362 A. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _— 2865 2891 68 United Kingdom 50; West Germany 

Tungsten ore and concentrate? 
value, thousands__ $1,909 $1,856 _. NA. 

Other: Ores and concentrates ___—_—_ NA 70 68 West Germany 2. 

NONMETALS 

Asbestos, crude __________-__-~- 2285,021 2274,258 1,141 Japan 14,828; Spain 8,344. 
Cement? ____________________ 41,595 62,687 -. NA. 
Clays, crude__________________ NA 1 1 
Diamond, gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ NA $15 $15 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

do_ __~ 2$1,872 2$2 208 $91 Switzerland $1,046; West Germany 

Stone, dimension: . 
Crude and partly worked _____ ~~ NA 36 —— Alito Australia. 
Worked _____~_____________ NA 7 (4) West Germany 3; United Kingdom 3. 

Other: Crude ________---____- NA 1,297 _- Japan 1,259; West Germany 38. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades? ~_ 195,952 229,498 —. NA. 
Coke and semicoke? _____________ 131,629 113,388 —_. NA. 

NA Not available. 
1Qwing to a lack of official trade data published by Zimbabwe, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral exports. These data have been compiled from various sources, which include United Nations 
information, data published by the partner trade countries, and partial official trade sources of Zimbabwe. Unless 
otherwise specified, data are compiled from official trade statistics of individual trading partners. 

2Source: Monthly Digest of Statistics, April 1981, Central Statistical Office, Salisbury, Zimbabwe. 
5May include waste and sweepings of other precious metals. 
*Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Zimbabwe: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit, 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ NA 14 _- All from West Germany. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought___§___§________ NA 49 -- All from Norway. 
Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ 2$3,720 2$7,779 $23 Wei Germany $399; Switzerland 

Copper metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures_____________ 2 46 6 United Kingdom 23; West Germany 

Iron and steel metal: 
Pigiron ~~~ ~~~ NA 51 _— All from Sweden. 
Ferroalloys ___ value, thousands_ _ 2$2,020 $2,211 __ NA. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 
do____ 2$4,176 2$6,824 __ Japan $73; West Germany $52. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do __ 231,506 2$42 369 _—  dapan $1,068; France $82. 

Hoop and strip.___________ NA 39 1 Switzerland 8. 
Rails and accessories 

value, thousands_ _ 2$147 2$3,913 -- NA. 
| Wire__________________ NA 475 ~—  Belgium-Luxembourg 55; Japan 11.4 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ NA 193 _- Japan 189. 
Lead metal including alloys, 

semimanufactures 
value, thousands_ _ 2$1,285 2$1,015 _. United Kingdom $26. 

Manganese oxides ______________ NA 9 __ _ All from Greece. 
Nickel metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures______=______ _ NA 4 __ All from United Kingdom. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ NA $1 _— All from West Germany. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
zon partly wrought _______do____ NA $16 $6 West Germany $6; Switzerland $4. 

inc: 
Oxides and peroxides __________ NA 19 _- Italy 14; United Kingdom 5. 

on including alloys, unwrought __ NA 3 _- All from Italy. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates__________ NA 8 — All from United Kingdom. 
Metalloids. ~~~ _~§_~_~ ~~~ ____ NA 390 __ France 356; Netherlands 20. 
Base metals ____~§_-§_~§_9_§___~_____ NA 1 _- All from United Kingdom. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ____________ _ NA 14 (5) West Germany 5; Austria 5. 

Boron materials: Oxides and acid _ __ _ _ NA 6 _- All from France. 
Cement_____________________ NA 21 -- United Kingdom 18. 
Chalk__-____~_~_~__ ~~ NA 107 _- All from France. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays _-_-_-~_-___________ NA 1,033 1,014 United Kingdom 19. 
Clay products: 

Nonrefractory____________ NA 36 _-— All from West Germany. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ___ value, thousands_ _ 2$6,954 2$6,747 $44 United Kingdom $102; Austria $94. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung_____do____ NA $3 _— All from United Kingdom. 
Industrial ___.________do____ NA $21 — Do. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ NA 5 _-- All from Kenya. 
Fertilizer, materials: 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous 

value, thousands_ _ 2$1,946 2$7,104 _. Netherlands $3,048. 
Potassic? __________do____ $3,889 $7,071 _. NA. 

Ammonia?____________do____ $2,031 $6,262 __ NA. 
Graphite, natural ______________ NA 3 _— All from West Germany. 
Gypsum and plaster _.___________ NA 21 1 West Germany 20. 
Magnesite ___________________ NA 2 _— All from West Germany. 
Mica, worked ________.________ NA 1 _— Do. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ NA $110 $10 Switzerland $93; United Kingdom $5. 
Synthetic ~~ -----____do____ NA $12 __ All from Switzerland. 

Salt* ~.-) 2 dole $1,529 $1,526 NA NA. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ______________ NA 50 _— All from France. 
Caustic soda__§_§_§____________ NA 279 _- Do. 
Sodaash__-________________ NA 190 _— Do. 

Other: Crude _________________ NA 2 -- All from West Germany. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Carbon black _________________ NA 57 _. West Germany 40; Japan 17. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ NA 14 _- All from Japan. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Zimbabwe: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

meee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

eee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline —oe eee 42-gallon barrels NA q 6.088 9 France 7 6,084. 

Distillate fuel oil ~~~ _~~Wdo. -—_ NA 181468 =D 
Lubricants_ ___________do____ NA 2,100 56 West Germany 1,925; United King- 
Oth dom 70. 

Mineral Jelly and wax 5 _do____ NA 2,668 1,015 West Germany 1,558. 
itu t i 

eT NOSE NES! "Go. —-- NA 42 a All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Bituminous mixtures_ _ _do__ __ NA 6 _- All from Netherlands. ° 

Total, crude petroleum and refinery 
products.___ value, thousands__ $218,096 $257,803 $196 + = France $8,956; West Germany $379. eee ne Se eS oe eS See 

NA Not available. . 
1Qwing to a lack of official trade data published by Zimbabwe, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral imports. These data have been compiled from various sources, which include United Nations 
information, ‘data published by the partner trade countries, and official trade sources of Zimbabwe. Unless otherwise 
specified, data are compiled from official trade statistics of individual trading partners. 

Source: Monthly Digest of Statistics, April 1981, Central Statistical Office, Salisbury, Zimbabwe. 
3Excludes Japanese exports valued at $9,000. 
“Excludes part of Japanese export valued at $2,000. 
5Less than 1/2 unit. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS Mtoroshanga Mine was expanding. When 
. . completed, the company will have five main 

WoL jaeimbabwe was Out on the few chromite mining operations, employing 
tons oft lucite in 1980 from smaall _ over 3,500 people, located at Mtoroshanga, 

tite ore. bodies scattered throughout’ the Darwendale, Ngesi, Lalapanzi, and Se- 
country. Bikita Minerals (Pvt.) Ltd. was the maeve Ltd. an Anglo American subsid. 
principal producer with output from its. ? ° g 
deposit at Bikita. Production has been inter- 18! abandoned plans to add three new | mittent over the past 20 years because of ferrochrome furnaces at Gwelo because of 

low demand and reached a high of 281 tons high production costs, principally wages. in 1976 Rhodall, Ltd., operated at a loss on produc- 

Chromite.—The activities of the two fer- tion compared with marginal profitability rochrome producers in Zimbabwe, Union at the Union Carbide plant. The company 
Carbide and Anglo American Corp., were in also suffered from a strike by 1,300 employ- 
contrast during a period of higher costs, ©eS in March over the pay structure. Higher 
lower product prices, and uncertain market ferrochrome prices, if occurring, were ex- conditions. pected to be offset by planned increases in 
Zimbabwe Mining and Smelting Co. a Wages and transportation and electricity 

Union Carbide subsidiary, completed ex- Costs. In September 1981, the Government 
pansion of its ferroalloy plant at Que Que. 0f Zimbabwe made a request for the grant- 
Two new 24-megawatt furnaces, each with ing of duty-free status for shipment of low- 
capacity to produce 45,000 tons per year of carbon ferrochrome and ferrosilicon chrome 
high-carbon ferrochrome, were added to the to the United States. 
existing facility. Four furnaces of 7.5 to 15 Copper.—M.T.D. (Mangula) Ltd. suc- 
megawatts with a total capacity of 90,000 cessfully commissioned a new electrolytic 
tons per year and employing 1,100 people refinery at Mangula. The plant had little 
represented existing capacity. The company effect on the financial position of the com- 
was deepening the shafts of the Peak and pany, which had a loss for the first time in 
Railway Block Mines. Three small mines _ its history. Mining costs increased 29%, and 
were being brought into operation near no dividend was declared. Production de- 
Selukwe, and production capacity at the clined sharply because of ore grade dilution
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and lower operating efficiency. Low metal treated at the Dalny plant. An increase to 

prices for copper and silver made mining 7,000 tons per month was planned for Janu- 

operations unprofitable. The necessity to ary 1982, and a new mill at the Venice Mine 

reduce the mine’s dependency on borrowing was to be commissioned in April. The Ven- 

may preclude payment of dividends over an _ ice mill would treat an additional 5,000 tons 

extended period. of ore per month. Reserves at the Venice 

The Norah Mine, operated by M.T.D., Mine contained 0.228 troy ounce of gold per 

produced mainly chalcopyrite and bornite ton, and the operation was considered mar- 

by sublevel mining. All crushing to minus ginally profitable if the price of gold fell to 

76 millimeters was performed underground. $385 per ounce. An increase in total mill 

Mill throughput was 43,000 tons per month. throughput of 15% was expected in 1982. A 

Main levels were set 44 meters apart witha thorough discussion of the ore characteris- 

15° incline ramp from 5 level to the mine _ tics, plant equipment, mill procedures, and 

bottom. A conveyor system with an 18° metal recoveries at the Dalny plant was 

incline moved ore from below 9 level to 850 _ published.* 

level at 20 tons per hour. The annual report of Corsyn Consolidated 

Coronation Syndicate Ltd. produced cop- Mines Ltd. reported a total mill throughput 

per at the Inyati and Muriel Mines through of 422,000 tons for the company’s mills 

Corsyn Consolidated Mines Ltd. The Muriel in the year ending September 30, 1981. 

Mine was a primary gold producer yielding Throughput was from four operating mines. 

345 tons of byproduct copper in the year Total gold production of 50,734 troy ounces 

ending September 30, 1981. Inyati Mine, the was achieved from the following individual 

primary copper producer, had a decline in mines: Arcturus, 16,493 troy ounces; Mazoe, 

output of almost 9% to 2,674 tons of copper. 13,696 troy ounces; Muriel, 18,615 troy 

The decline was attributed to shortages of ounces; and Inyati, 1,929 troy ounces. Gold 

skilled personnel and spare parts, which led content of millfeed was as follows, in troy 

to plant stoppages and lower ore grades. ounces per ton: Muriel, 0.289; Arcturus, 

Working costs were up 41%, mainly from 0.151; Mazoe, 0.148; and Inyati, 0.018. Ore 

higher salaries, wages, and equipment re- reserves at the Muriel Mine were 278,000 

placement. Development work in the Era tons containing 0.440 troy ounce per ton. 

section was stopped, and output was to be Airborne geophysical prospecting in the 

terminated upon depletion of payable ore mine’s vicinity yielded several anomalies 

grades. Only the Inyati section of the mine _ for further investigation. Mill throughput 

will be worked, which had ore reserves of at the Arcturus plant of 106,000 tons includ- 

486,000 tons grading 2.38% copper. Mill ed 14,000 tons of tailings from the Mashona 

throughput was 159,000 tons in 1981 com- Kop Mine for retreatment. Ore reserves 

pared with 193,000 tons in 1980. A further were 550,000 tons with 0.257 troy ounce of 

decline in throughput to 11,000 tons per gold per ton. A new cyanide plant was 

month was anticipated to minimize finan- commissioned at Arcturus Mine and result- 

cial losses. ed in marked improvement in recoveries. 

Gold.—Of the 280 gold mines estimated to Three new shafts were completed and their 

have operated in 1981, over 250 were small commissioning was expected to reduce 

workings employing less than 20 workers. hoisting problems. A shaft was being sunk 

Falcon Mines, Ltd., operated the largest at the Viceroy deposit, 12 kilometers from 

producer, Dalny Mine. Mill throughput for the Arcturus Mine. Ore from the new mine 

the year ending September 1981 was will be milled at Arcturus. Reserves at the 

242.045 tons compared with 241,550 tons in Mazoe Mine continued to decline and the 

1980. A decline in head grade from 0.198 production rate was reduced. Ground sur- 

troy ounce of gold per ton to 0.182 troy veys and airborne geophysical work con- 

ounce per ton resulted in production of tinued for new ore. 

44,111 troy ounces of gold. Working costs at The Shamva Mine, operated by Attica 

the Dalny plant increased 39% to $59 per Mines (Pvt.) Ltd., was the second largest 

ton of ore milled. The increased costs were gold-producing mine in Zimbabwe. Mill 

primarily due to a 48% rise in wages and throughput was 150,000 tons per year at 

salaries and a 29% increase in the cost of 0.145 troy ounce of gold per ton, yielding 

consumable supplies. Ore reserves were 17,400 troy ounces. Gold was located in 

about 2 million tons with a gold content of tuffaceous sediments derived from the re- 

0.289 troy ounce per ton. Production from working of pyroclastic materials in a shal- 

the Venice Mine, also operated by Falcon low water environment. The gold and asso- 

Mines, Ltd., of 5,000 tons per month was _ ciated sulfide mineralization were then con-
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centrated in the old channels. Shamva Mine connection slowed exports. 
had the lowest cost per ton of ore milled of Nearly all raw materials for pig iron 
nine gold mines in the Lonrho Investment and steel production were produced in 
Group (Lonrho) at $30 per ton. Lonrho Zimbabwe. About 2,400 tons per year of 
scheduled the opening of the Legion and high-carbon ferromanganese was supplied 
Tiger Reef gold mines in 1982. by Anglo American from its plant at Gwelo. 

Rio Tinto Zimbabwe Ltd. (RTZ) continued Kew Engineering (Pvt.) Ltd. opened a new 
infrastructure and mine development at the foundry in Gwelo under a subsidiary, Kew 

Renco Mine. RTZ was providing electricity, Precision Casting Co. Products included alu- 
telephone service, sewage, schools, and a minum, copper, brass, mild steel, and wear- 
medical clinic. Separate housing was tobe resistant steel castings. Production should 
made available to all miners with families, replace imports of products such as drill- 

including the lowest paid. Full operation of gore bits for the mining industry. 

the mine was planned for early 1982 with a Nickel.—Output from the smelter of Bin- 
throughput of 15,000 tons per month of ore qura Nickel Corp. in Gatooma was suspend- 
yielding over 48,000 troy ounces per year of eq for 8 weeks because of a furnace explo- 
gold. RTZ had a 56% equity in the mine; the sion. Sales were adversely affected by low 
remainder was traded on the Salisbury nickel prices and unfavorable exchange 
Stock Exchange and held by private stock- rates 
holders. . vor . . Efforts were made to maintain the finan- 

Union Carbide had an expanded explora- cial solvency of Shangani Mining Corp., 

tion program for gold underway and was to Ltd., which operated the Shangani Mine. 
qart Mi, its fourth god maine. ane Sun 5 at The company’s cash requirement of $10.4 

BoMine was pul dack into production nillion was provided by its joint owners, 
following a hiatus of several years because Johannesburg Consolidated Investment Co. 
of the Civil War. . Ltd. and Bindura Nickel Corp. The compa- 

Iron and Steel.—Production and market- ffered al f $8.8 million in th 
ing by the Zimbabwe Iron and Steel Co. Lid. ™Y an 5 a 30, 1981 “She } holde © e the 
(ZISCO), formerly Rhodesia Iron and. Steel oor apan vs s tock were asked ‘to “exchange 
Co., Ltd., also known as RISCO, were cur- . . ye . 
tailed in 1981, mainly because of low mar- their Tea ee ne shares dit Bindara Nickel 
ket demand. Plans for installation of a ©0rP. Ltd. In the year ending June 30, 1981, 
continuous bloom caster and a new sinter ‘Mull throughput was 746,000 tons averaging 
plant to treat Ripple Creek Mine and Buch- 0.55% nickel. N ickel in concentrate was 

wa Mine iron ore were postponed because of ae ors pPerations in the hes mY of 

cash shortages. The company requested angan! Nine were terminated, and un- 
rtag Pe pall derground production was slowed because Government approval to mothball a blast 4 

furnace. ZISCO was about 50% owned by of complex geology and poor ground condi- 
the Zimbabwean Government. Other princi- tions. initial planned capacity OTe ete 
pal shareholders included British Steel Per month was reached in July. [he cost per 
Corp. and Tanks Consolidated Investment ton on or we was up 58% and was 
Ltd., both of the United Kingdom; M.T.D.; attribu gher mining costs and a 
and Anglo American.Klockner and Co. Ltd. threefold increase in labor costs. Proved 
was sales agent for sales outside the home reserves were 1.23 million tons averaging 
market. The home market included both 9.61% nine robable and possible re- 
domestic sales and sales to members of the serves were 15.1 million tons averaging 
Southern African Development Coordin- 9.69% nickel. 
ation Conference.* Domestic deliveries were Rio Tinto Zimbabwe Ltd. was drilling a 
estimated at 180,000 tons in 1981 compared nickel prospect adjacent to the inactive 

with 133,545 tons in 1980. Lancashire Stee] Lanninhurst Asbestos Mine. No indication 
Co. received 5,000 tons of billets per month of new ore was made. 

for drawing to wire products. Exports were Platinum.—Platinum-group metals 
about 210,000 tons compared with 515,297 (PGM) were produced as a byproduct of 
tons in 1980. In addition to low market nickel mining. Rio Tinto Zimbabwe Ltd. 
demand, a backlog of cargo at Maputo developed an extraction process for Em- 
and sabotage of the Beira rail and bridge press Mine nickel ore in 1979. Output
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commenced in 1980, mainly from stockpiled tons containing 0.88 kilogram of tantalite 

material. In 1975, Rio Tinto Zimbabwe Ltd. and cassiterite per ton. 
acquired the Zinca prospect on the Great Tungsten.—Underground development 

Dyke near Hartley. A pilot plant valued at on the Bulldog claims near Umtali by Cor- 

| $2 million was placed in operation in Au- syn Consolidated Mines Ltd. intersected 

gust 1981 to test and evaluate recovery scheelite mineralization averaging 0.9% 

processes. Primary recovery would be for WO. over a 7-meter width. Determination of 

PGM, with nickel, copper, and gold produc- limits of the strike length were underway. © 

ed as byproducts. An evaluation of mining Uranium.—The Government announced 

| methods was underway. and trial stoping that it intended to take equity participation 
was in progress. A production rate of 2 at the production stage of any uranium 

million tons per year of ore containing 3to5 exploitation venture. Union Carbide, 

grams per ton of PGM has been suggested. Prospecting Ventures Ltd. Corsyn, and 

The decision to commence with the project Saarberg Interplan Uran GmbH were 

was planned for 1982 and was dependent granted prospecting rights. Saarberg Inter- 
upon technical feasibility and the expected plan Uran GmbH, under the sponsorship of 
impact of new investment and tax codes the Government of the Federal Republic of 

affecting the industry. | Germany, had the most extensive explora- 

Union Carbide operated a pilot mine at tion planned. Survey area was 34,000 
Makwira, the current site of the Zinca square kilometers in northern Zimbabwe. 

prospect, from 1968 to 1972, when it closed 
because of severe mining problems. The NONMETALS 

plant was moved to the Mimosa property on Asbestos.—The Pangani, Vanguard, and 
the Great Dyke near Shabani in 1974, Ross Mines, operated by Pangani Asbestos 
where drilling was undertaken and a pilot ine (Pvt.), Ltd., were closed in May 1981. 
shaft sunk. Because of low world metal Pangani Mine depleted its ore reserves, 

prices and high development costs, the mine while the Vanguard and Boss Mines were 

was put on a care and maintenance basis. A yneconomic because of high costs. Approx- 

production rate of 2,000 tons per day of ore jmately 1,300 people had been employed at 

grading 3 to 5 grams of PGM per ton was the mines and the blending plant. 
considered necessary for profitability. Shabani and Mashaba Mines (Pvt.) Ltd. 
Tantalum.—Past production has included (SMM), the largest producer of asbestos in 

output from about 300 claims generally Zimbabwe with about 95% of total output, 

concentrated in 5 source areas: Kamativi, replaced its truck transport system at Sha- 

Urungwe, Mazoe, Odzi, and Victoria. Most bani Mine with a monocable aerial rope- 
production has been in the form of concen- way. Capacity of the system was 125 tons 

trates of microlite, tantalite,andsimpsonite per hour using bottom-opening buckets 

from small pegmatite ore bodies by small- traveling at 185 meters per minute over 
workers and local syndicates. Tantalum 2,122 meters of ropeway. 

from Kamativi was contained in tin slags. Turnall A.C. (Pvt.), Ltd., which shut down 
Data from small producers have generally its 25-year-old asbestos pipe plant in 1980, 

not included concentrate grades, and bypro- completed construction on a new facility. 

duct from tin production was reported as Capacity to handle and finish asbestos pipe 
Ta.O,; in tin slags. | was doubled while production capacity in- 

The Wanroo Mine near Shamva consisted creased 35%. Cost of the plant was $3.22 
of 16 pegmatites 3 to 5 meters in width and million, and all fiber was supplied from 
up to 600 meters in length in a greenstone SMM. 
belt 700 meters wide. Albite, quartz, and Barite.—Chiroswa Minerals (Pvt.) Ltd. 
lepidolite were the principal pegmatite min- acquired the Dodge Mine in 1978 and has 

erals with minor quantities of fluorite, apa- held it on a care and maintenance basis. 
tite, amblygonite, microlite, and cassiterite. The company was actively seeking to devel- 

The pegmatites were worked opencast and op the mine for production of barite and 

with shallow adits. Concentrates containing associated limestone and talc. Reserves of 

55% to 60% Ta.O; were produced. Proved 650,000 tons containing 62.8% barite discov- 

ore reserves were estimated at 3,800 tons ered prior to 1976 have since been estimated 

containing 0.88 kilogram of combined tanta- _ to be understated. 

lum minerals and cassiterite per ton. Un- Several small-scale producers of barite 
proved reserves were estimated at 75,000 sold their products to the paint and glass
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industries. G & W Industries (Pvt.), Ltd, Hunters Road. G & W Industrial Minerals 
extracted small quantities from vein and was the principal processor of the oxide, 
stratabound deposits near Que Que. which was hematite located in massive 
Cement.—Two companies produced ce- quartzites in faulted zones. Iron oxide con- 

ment at two plants in Zimbabwe. Salisbury tent was 79%, and reserves were estimated 
Portland Cement, Ltd. (SPC), asubsidiaryof at 25,000 tons. After grinding, the product 
Blue Circle Ind. of the United Kingdom, had _ was exported to the Republic of South 
a plant at Salisbury with a 400,000-ton-per- Africa for staining concrete slabs and roof- 
year capacity. Output of 200,000 tons per ing tiles. Ex-plant price was $174 per ton for 
year was from two coal-fired kilns. Lime- shipments in excess of 4 tons. 
stone was supplied from a company-owned Limestone.—In addition to production of 
quarry at Sternblick Farm, 4 kilometers limestone at the Sternblick and Cleveland 
from the plant. Three types of cement were Mines for cement use, nine other mines 
marketed: PC15 containing 15% blast fur- supplied limestone and dolomite for the 
nace slag, PDFC containing 50% blast fur- manufacture of lime, for use in metallurgy, 
nace slag, and portland cement. Bulk ship-__ or for use asa filler. The Rushinga dolomite 
ments of portland cement were $61 to $67 deposit was worked by G & W Industrial 
per ton, ex-plant. Minerals (Pvt.) Ltd. at a rate of 6,000 tons 

The United Portland Cement Co. (Pvt.), per year for use as a filler. Production by 
Ltd., located in Bulawayo District, had a Alaska Dolomite (Pvt.) Ltd. from the 
capacity of 400,000 tons per year and an Springbok Mine was for agricultural use 
output of 200,000 tons per year. Limestone and output by Van Wyk Ventures (Pvt.) 
was obtained from the Cleveland Mine in Ltd. was for use in copper smelting. 
the Coleen Bawn deposit southeast of Gwan- Mica.—Mitmar (Pvt.) Ltd. was the sole 
da, and clay was from the Korbut Mine near producer of flake and waste mica and held 
Gwanda. Production was only about 50% of 100 of 300 pegmatite claims over a 500- 
capacity at both plants because of low square-kilometer area in northern Zim- 
demand. babwe. The Last Hope, Turning Point, and 

Fertilizer Materials.—Sable Chemical In- Hendron Mines were in production. About 
dustries, located in Que Que, was the sole 35,000 tons of mica dumps left in the area 
producer of nitrogen fertilizer. The locally has been reprocessed, and several thousand 
owned company produced 34.5% ammo- tons remained. Total reserves were 47 000 
nium nitrate. An ammonia synthesis plant tons, and production capacity was about 
having a 52,000-ton-per-year capacity was 1,250 tons per year. Production at the Tur- 
installed in 1972, replacing ammonia im- ning Point mill was designed for 150 tons 
ports. Hydrogen for synthesis was produced per month of flake mica with two shifts. 
by water electrolysis using Lurgi high- However, 75 tons was normally from mica 
pressure water-electrolysis cells. Production waste dump. 
was suspended briefly in February and Quartz (Silica).—Production was from 
March because of a truck shortage, and the vein, pegmatite, and alluvial quartz quarry- 
plant was shut down in November because ing operations. The Lome Kop Mine near 
of boiler breakdown. Supplies to two compa- Gatooma, operated by Todoma Silica (Pvt.), 
nies producing mixed fertilizers, RFC Ltd. Ltd., was the largest deposit with reserves 
and Windmill (Pvt.), Ltd., were adversely of 10 million tons of high-quality quartz. 
affected. Zimbabwe Base Metals Producing (Pvt.) 

The importation of 45,000 tons of nitroge- Ltd. processed two silica grades from the 
nous fertilizer was authorized to make up Patronage Mine. Silica for use as flux in 
for a shortfall caused by the addition of new ferroalloying operations was produced by 
farm acreage to productivity. Total combin- Zimbabwe Mining and Smelting Co. (Pvt.) 
ed fertilizer demand was estimated at Ltd. at the Duzi Mine near Que Que and 
260,000 tons per year. The Ministry of Rhodesia Quarries Ltd. at the Broadside 
Trade and Commerce approved an average Mine near Gwelo. Industrial Sands Ltd. 
price increase of 14% for fertilizer products. operated the Industrial Sands Mines in the 
Ammonium nitrate increased from $234 per Somabulla Flats at Gwelo. About 1,000 tons 
ton, ex-plant, to $260, and single superphos- per month was produced for the glass indus- 
phate was up $37 to $163 per ton, ex-plant. try, and 1,500 tons per month was for use in 

Iron Oxide Pigments.—Iron oxide pig- foundries and as flotation media. 
ment was produced from the Zoe Mine near The Crystal Mine in the vicinity of
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Urungwe and a small mine northeast of 
Miami provided several tons of crystal | 1980" 1981 
quartz valued at $2 million. The clear, Und dmines: 
flawless, untwinned crystals were used for ~“"No3_SSs«*, 126,480 ——1, 008,878 
communications components. No.4 ___---------- -- 100,006 

Tale.—Output was mainly from two Total __________ 1,126,430 1,108,384 

mines: The Tritan claims south of Que a ———————— 

Que with reserves of 25,000 tons, and the Opgucastmines; 164,668 178,185 
Hawkshead Mine near Umtali. G & W No.2 _-___-------- 259,656 254,971 

Industrial Minerals was the principal proc- No. ZA ------------ 384,689 ae eGo 

essor, supplying three grades of ground talc No.4 _____-------- 1,824,194 1,100,316 

for local use in filler applications, fertilizer Total.__...__-_. 2,188,207 1,866,698 
and insecticide manufacture, and also in ——_—_—_—_ 

lump form for carving. Pala mined - oo a0 885 7813681 

Salable products _______. _ 2,767,982 2,361,681 
MINERAL FUELS Used internally _ — __---e 385,783 379,343 

Coal.—The Government approved a coal Total coal sales __ __ 2.382.199 1,982,288 

price increase at yearend to Wankie Col ————_ 
liery Co. Ltd. after having denied the in- “Revised. 
crease in May. The terms of the original Total coke production at Wankie was 

agreement stipulated that a pretax return 193 360 tons in 1981 and 195,118 tons in 
of 12.5% was allowed on domestic sales. All’ 1980. Coke sales were 209,928 tons com- 
ment except for Wankie, in which it was a pared with me 1984 tons in 1980. Breeze coke 
minor shareholder. The new prices per ton sales were * Bypn doce troduced ane 

oF CO SI Bs soe % ached, DreL crude tar, 8,600 tons; ammonia liquor, 1,107 

Up 25%: coking coal, $24.70, up 28%; and ‘08: and crude Benzol, 7,914 gallons. 
low-phosphorus coal $81 05 up 17 % . New 5 ordered “inelu on for coal vlcing 2 pone . sion was ordered, inclu a ne 

Although total coal output declined, mine dragline that was due for delivery and setup 
development continued and overburden re- ;, April 1982. 
moval expanded. About 7.46 million cubic 
meters of overburden was removed in the zPhysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. ted f 

‘ . ere necessary, valu av n conve 

financial year ending August 31, 1981, com- Zimbabwean dollars (28) to US. dollars at the rate of 
pared with 7.37 million cubic meters in the —2Z$].00=US$1.48 in 1980 and Z$1.00= US$1.39 in 1981, 
previous comparable period. Production of cal ee, Ghomber of Mice ton No. yeaa 
individual mines and disposition of coal as 192,p.23. | otewana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mo- 
PO on, Wanite conery aonual zambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
po r is lis in the following 

tabulation, in tons:
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CAMEROON 

Crude petroleum, the only commercially | The national budget for the fiscal year 
exploited mineral resource in Cameroon, ending July 30, 1982, the first year of 
continued to dominate developments in the Cameroon’s fifth 5-year national develop- 
mineral industry sector. International min- ment plan (1981-86), increased 26% to $1.1 
ing concerns have expressed interest in billion. Rising revenues from oil royalties 
developing Cameroon’s bauxite and iron and increased income taxes assisted financ- 
and steel potentials. Domestically, the min- ing the 25% increase in public investments, 
eral industry focused on production of fertil- the majority of which were slated for capi- 
izers for agricultural development, infra- tal works. Increasing emphasis was ex- 
structure construction, and hydrocarbon de- pected to be placed on development of the 
velopment, through the nearly self-suf- infrastructure and of the agriculture and 
ficient production of fertilizer materials, mineral resource industries in forthcoming 
cement, and crude oil. budgets of the 5-year plan. Although Cam- 

The mineral sector contributed 5.5% to eroon’s debt-service ratio was one of the 
the estimated 1981 gross domestic product lowest in Africa during 1981, debt-service 
(GDP) of $6.5 billion. Petroleum exports payments increased 19% over those of 1980, 
accounted for approximately 4.5% of the representing approximately 10% of export 
1981 GDP and exceeded coffee and cocoa earnings and 8% of the budget. 
exports for the second consecutive year. The Europe remained Cameroon’s major trad- 
trade gap widened during the fiscal year ing partner, importing 59% of Cameroon’s 
ending on July 30, 1981, owing to a 21% exports and supplying 66% of Cameroon’s 
increase in exports and a 25% increase in imports by value. Trade with North and 
imports. Offsetting these balance-of- South America increased to 27% in 1979-80, 
payments difficulties, typical of developing owing primarily to rising U.S. purchases of 
countries’ early economic stages, were in- Cameroon crude oil. The United States 
creases in foreign excliange reserves to $71 imported approximately 15.3 million bar- 
million by May 1981. rels of crude oil, equivalent to just under 
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1% of total U.S. crude supplies during 1981. ing technical, financial, economic, and com- 
Cameroon exported nearly one-half of its mercial aspects, was estimated to cost $1.5 
petroleum output to the United States in million. 
1981. A technical assistance contract was 

Systematic exploration of Cameroon’s concluded by SEFERCAM and BRGM for 
mineral resources was facilitated through the latter to provide technical supervision 
aid from the European Development Fund, during the design and implementation 
bilateral technical assistance agreements, phases. BRGM, in cooperation with the 

and a $4.2 million multiyear effort funded Cameroon Government and Krupp, was al- 
by the United Nations Department of Tech- 80 in the process of reviewing the full 
nical Cooperation for Development. During potential of the 180-million-ton iron ore 
1981, the United Nations was investigating deposit located at Kribi. Aside from the 
mineral resources in southeast Cameroon, reported valuable Iron deposits, there were 
the French Government was involved in tin indications of associated titanium and ura- 

| and other nonferrous metals exploration in "UM, and possibly cassiterite and antimony 

the southwestern part of the country, and Tesources. , ; ; 
the Federal Republic of Germany was lend- Société Nationale d Investissement du 
ing assistance to explore uranium prospects Cameroun, the Government holding compa- 
in northern Cameroon. The World Bank "Y through which the Government partici- 

expressed interest in lending petroleum ex- pated as a shareholder in roughly 80 com- 
ploration credits, but the Cameroon Govern- mercial and industrial enterprises, was 
ment initially declined the offer in an effort seeking FOO tonoet wear robes ane “Whe 
to keep foreign debt low. tte. earn 
The aluminum smelter located at Edea possibility of setting up a new galvanizing 

and operated by Compagnie Camerounaise pan was also under discussion. The terms 

de l’Aluminium Pechiney Ugine Kuhlman of the partnership would require a 50% 
underwent a 30% annual capacity expan- ek *t fal design and construction 
sion to 80,000 tons. Bauxite was imported ° “1° mr Ne a cte ustrial manage- 
from Guinea and subsequently smelted and "tn the hvd sshon toe Cat, 
milled into aluminum ingots and products goed an overane of 84.000 barrels per day 
at Edea. The plant utilized 65% of the uced an average of 84,000 barrels per day hydroelectric power generated at Edea. In- of crude oil from a measured reserve base of 

: . ’ 140 million barrels. Existing and prospec- 
digenous paumte y  atimated socated at tive oil reserves were projected to last 25 
tons. S tu ‘lies’ antinued to be a de but years at current levels and allowed for a 

i e trans rtation costs hindered develo doubling of output by 1985. Crude produc- 
men : po P tion increased approximately 20% between 

an . Measured natural gas re- 
outs were underway to expand cement serves were reported at 7 million cubic feet. 

put of the two existing facilities at Bona- obi! Oil Corp. and a consortium of Europe- 
beri and Figiul. Production capacities were an hydrocarbon subsidiaries identified 4 

expected to increase to 850,000 and 100,00 trillion cubic feet of prospective natural gas 
tons, respectively, by 1983. The national resources during 1980-81. The majority of 
cement company, Les Cimenteries du Cam- (Cameroon’s oil and gas resources were off- 
eroun (Cimencam), projected domestic de- shore in the Gulf of Guinea; the northern 
mand increases of appromimately oni ‘8 fields were located near the town of Victo- 
nearly i milhon tons een an ria, and the sou 
1990. The cost of the two expansion projects town of Kribi. thern fields were near the 

was estimated at $30 million. _ A 2-year feasibility study for a proposed 
A new company was formed, Société liquefied natural gas plant near Kribi was 

oes de Fer pm Cameroun (SEFER undertaken. SEGAZCAM, a group of five 
, among the Cameroon Government national and international hydrocarbon 

(85%), the Bureau de Recherches Géolo- firms, was expected to reveal information 
giques et Miniéres (BRGM) of France (31%), on plant design, technical processes, con- 
an unspecified U.S. company (24%), and struction cost, financing, and markets for 
Krupp GmbH of the Federal Republic of export by 1983. The group consisted of the 
Germany (10%). The group combined ef- Government-owned Société Nationale des 
forts to conduct an 18-month prefeasibility Hydrocarbures (SNH), Mobil Exploration 
study to exploit Cameroon’s iron and steel Equatorial Africa, Total Exploration and 
vesources. The proposed study, includ- Production Cameroon, Société Nationale
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Elf Aquitaine (SNEA), and the Pecten des Petroles, France (10%), and Mobil Oil 
Group. Large infrastructure and capital Corp., Shell Oil Co., and SNEA (8% each). 
costs estimated at $2.7 billion have inhibit- SNH was expected to supply 100% of the 
ed development. plant feedstock. The supply was expected to 
Cameroon opened its first oil refinery on _ originate from approximately 50% of Came- 

May 16, 1981. The 24,000-barrel-per-day fa- roon’s offshore oil entitlements, primarily 
cility was constructed near Victoria. Full from the Rio del Rey Oilfield. Cameroon’s 
production was expected to occur in mid- projected refined oil product surplus of 
1982, and potential capacity was designed mostly heavy fuel oils was expected to be 
for 40,000 barrels per day. The refinery, exported to the Central African Republic 
constructed by Procon Inc. of France, was and Chad. 
owned by SNH (66%), Total-Cie. Francaise 

Table 1.—Other countries of Central Africa: Production of mineral commodities’ 
eee 

Country? and commodity* 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° eee 

CAMEROON 
Aluminum metal, primary_ ____~_ metric _tons__ 55,593 48,620 43,200 43,160 4,300 
Cement, hydraulic. _____.__._.____do____ 362,953 ©350,000 489,560 227,071 270,000 
Gold, mine output, metal content __ troy ounces__ 182 €200 147 72 50 
Petroleum, crude _ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 277 4,700 12,482 20,045 30,000 
Fozzolana -~-~-----~~~~~~~~~~ metric tons_ _ ©17,880 17,500 NA NA NA 
tone: 

Limestone__________________do____ 91,135 79,180 80,000 39,962 35,000 
Marble. ___________________do____ 678 700 665 NA NA 

Tin ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight _______________ do____ 21 ©20 12 15 15 
Metal content _______________do____ 14 14 8 10 10 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 
Diamond: 

Gem®____________________ carats__ 178,145 198,953 220,500 194,940 177,785 
Industrial® _~_-_§___ =» > _do____ 118,764 85,266 94,500 147,060 134,118 

Total ______.___________do____ 296,909 . 284,219 315,000 342,000 “311,908 
Gold __________________ troy ounces_ _ ©100 °965 2,181 2,000 1,500 
Uranium ore, metal content _ _ _ _ _ _ kilograms_ _ _- 750 1,500 1,500 _- . 

Sodium carbonate, natural (natron), slabs (plaques) 
and broken____________-__ metric tons__ ©11,000 11,000 ©11,000 8,000 5;000 

CONGO 
Cement, hydraulic... ____________do____ ©50,000 ©50,000 ©50,000 34,000 *49,298 
Copper, mine output, metal content ____do____ 1,011 800 1,000 1,300 4945 
Gas, natural: 

Grogs® ___________ million cubic feet__ 7,600 7,500 9,000 10,000 13,000 
Marketed ____________._____do____ 310 300 350 350 350 

Gold, mine output, metal content® _ troy ounces__ 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 
Lead, mine output, metal content__ metric tons__ 2,368 4,235 F €3,500 TF €3 500 “7,682 
Petroleum, crude — thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 12,045 4,500 19,546 19,861 26,300 
Potash, crude K20 equivalent _ __ _ metric tons__ 135,500 __ __ _- __ 
Zinc, mine output, metal content _____ _do__ -- 5,266 4,800 F e4 000 Fr e3 500 3,000 eee 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Includes data available through Sept. 27, 1982. 
7In addition to the countries listed, Equatorial Guinea and Séo Tomé e Principe, covered textually in this chapter, 

presumably produce modest quantities of a variety of crude construction materials (clays, stone, and sand and gravel) and 
may produce minor amounts of other mineral commodities (most notably pypeum, lime, and salt), but output is not 

reported quantitatively and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
In addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, 

stone, and sand and gravel) presumably are produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and available information 
is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

“Reported figure. .
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Table 2.—Cameroon: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee er 
SS ————— Kee 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : i, 
United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap___._..------------- -- 51 _- All to Yugoslavia. 

Unwrought __.________----- 30,518 9,625 _. France 9,624. 

Semimanufactures__________-_- 10,011 5,890 _- Ivory Coast 5,264; Guinea 386; Togo 

Copper metal including alloys: 
p__----------_-.~----- 210 397 ) Belgium Luxembourg 161; Spain 146; 

Unwrought ______.-__-_---- _- 20 __ All to France. 

Semimanufactures._______-~-- _- 1 _- Do. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap __..___------------- 2,552 9,630 a Italy 5,708; Yugoslavia 1,919; Egypt 

Semimanufactures: a 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections (4) 9 _— Chad 8; France 1. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — - — — 359 7 _- Togo 4; Nigeria 3. 

Rails and accessories . . _ — _ _ ~~ _- 1 _- to France. 

Tubes, pines, fittings _____.-~- 229 13 _— Chad 7; Netherlands 3; France 1. 

Lead metal including alloys, unwrought _ 38 173 __ France 115; Italy 58. 

Nickel metal including alloys, unwrought -- 3 _. Alito Belgium: uxembourg. 

Tin ore and concentrate. __—.—.---- 16 15 __ Spain 13; Switzerland 1. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________-------- 30 285 __ __ All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Semimanufactures . _—--_---~--- 11 -- 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ___.___-_-_---— _- 1 _- Mainly to France. . 

Cement________------------- 2,742 271 __ Chad 171; Equatorial Guinea 100. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude____._~__---_-------- -- 9 _. All to Chad. 
Manufactured_ __..---------- 61 -- 
Ammonia ____.------------ 2 _- 

Salt and brine. ______----—----- 741° = 1,023 _. Chad 976; Niger 33. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda____-_..__------- 118 76 _. All to Chad. 

Stone, sand and greyed acto -grad 6 omite, chiefly re ry e __ _- 
Gravel and crushed rock ~------- 162 -- 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid __--.-.------ 4 _- 
Other: Crude ________~-------- 8 17 _. _ All to Chad. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal and briquets: Briquets of coal _ — __ -_- 35 _. All to France. 

Petroleum: 
Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 13.304 11,769 9,616 France 876; Netherlands 438; United 

Kingdom 438. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __ ~Azgalion barrels_ — 9,716 212 _. Nigeria 204. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ — —_ 5,936 2,496 _- Chad 2,216; Equatorial Guinea 248. 

Distillate fuel oi] __———do___~_ 4,073 1,223 _. Chad 1,208; Nigeria 15. 

Lubricants ~~ _.~-do___ 14,805 3,241 _. Chad 2,870; Nigeria 287; France 84. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ ___ 58 23 _- All to Guinea. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 39 _- 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ _ — — 139 _— 
Ne 

TRevised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Cameroon: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 “Ttnted)~!~COté<CS«S O”#*<=i<i‘C‘ i‘ sé 
9 United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _-___-_-_~- 67,366 86,833 _- Guinea 86,445; France 384. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____~_--~-------- 14 5 NA _ NA. 
Unwrought_ _ __---------- 155 13 _— All from Netherlands. 
Semimanufactures __—__.._— 1,234 1,336 12 Fran ce 1s United Kingdom 75; 

pain 40. 
Chromium oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ _ 3 5 —-— West Germany 4. 
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides 

value, thousands_ _ $5 $4 _- All from France. 

rere. and concentrate _ ____do____ _— $1 _- Do. 
Matte and speiss _ _ ___-_do____ $1 $1 _- Do. 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

manufectures _.____-______ 423 428 1 France 414; United Kingdom 6; Italy 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate ______.___- 42 _- 
Metal: 

Scrap _____.----------- 8 13 —-- NA. 
Pig iron, powder, shot ______~— 616 317 —_- Mainly from France. 
Ferroalloys_ —_...__.----- 8 54 _— All from France. 
Steel, primary forms _ ___ _—_— 18,836 25,005 _. East Germany 8,619; West Germany 

7,325; Poland 4,759. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, 
shapes, sections _ _ _ — — _ _ 32,487 28,472 1 France 17,628; West Germany 2,769; 

Belgium Luxembourg 2,7 41. 
Universals, plates, sheets — — 20,881 21,487 236 Japan 9,154; France 8,654; Belgium- 

uxembourg 1,722, 
Hoop and strip — — ~ .__-~~-- 790 1,309 203 France 527; West Germany 335; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 166. 
Rails and accessories — — — — — 1,734 1,338 _- France 1,226; China 61; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 23. 
Wire _.-___-------- 6,134 6,421 _. France 6,077; China 94; West 

Germany 89. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings — ~~ —— 35,165 26,660 467 France 17,937; West Germany 1,795; 

Spain 760. 
Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides _----_~-- 80 121 _— All from France. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures _ — _ — — ——— 11 48 _.  Belgium-Luxembourg 30; France 17. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, 
unwrought ___.__.___--~---- 269 NA 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate _______— ~~ 2,516 4 _-  France3. 
Oxides and hydroxides ~-------- 3 220 _- All from France. 

Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures __________-__~_~- 30 17 _. United Kingdom 11; France 6. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ — $21 $3 _. __ All from France. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ___—_——do___~_ $16 $13 —. France $9; China $4. 

Tantalum metal including alloys, all 
forms _____.-...—--~-do___- $1 _- 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures _ — _ — ~~ — ~~~ 42 31 _- United Kingdom 28; France 2. 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides.._ _ _ _ — 61 81 _— West Germany 31; France 25; 
“gin Belgium-Luxembourg 15. 

Cc: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ ____--~- -- 1 _— All from France. 
Oxides and hydroxides -—-_ ~~~ ~~ 32 48 _- Do. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ ____--------- -- 100 _- Mainly from Canada. 
Semimanufactures _ — ——————- 31 39 1 France 26; Italy 1; Nigeria 1. 

Ores and concentrates___— —.----~- 139 -- 
Base metals including alloys, . 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ (4) 99 96 France 1; Sweden 1; United Kingdom 

NONMETALS 

1 ed , a : lum, emery, pumi-e, 
ete _____-__-----_------- 18 5 _. France 3; West Germany 1. 

Artificial: Corundum —— ~~ _---~~- 23 42 —— Mainly from France. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _____ _______-----~- 55 67 _- France 45; Italy 19; Austria 1. 

Asbestos, crude __ __..__...----- 43 2 _— Mainly from Austria. 
Barite and witherite____.___-_--- 25,908 21,416 —- Morocco 11,440; Ireland 2,975; 

Netherlands 2,750. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Cameroon: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodi' 1979 1980 : 7 ¥ United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates_ __ —____ ~~ 108 313 _- Turkey 300; France 9; West Germany 

Acid and oxide _______--_---- 14 17 _— . All from France. 
Cement_____________________ 361,253 293,336 _- France 252,146; China 25,499; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 10,166. 
Chalk.__________________ 5,199 1,383 _— All from France. : 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude___$__§_§__~___________- 5,336 3,116 1,041 Spain 841; Senegal 606; France 474. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ___.—-_----- 4,831 2,112 2 Italy 1,057; France 333; West 
Germany 178. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _-__~~~_~__~~.-_____ 3,701 6,152 -- France 5,637; West Germany 266; 

Italy 141. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or st r 
value, thousands_ _ $1 __ 

Industrial __________.-do____ $7 —_ 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 685 807 19 France 397; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Feldspar, fluorspar, similar materials __ 50 144 _— All from France. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Potassic_ ______________- 9,000 5,000 _. All from Spain. 
Other including mixed —_ _ — _ _ .. 12 8 6 Nigeria 2. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____________ 36,588 58,296 1,070 Belgium-Luxembourg 19,098; Nether- 

lands 13,500; West Germany 

Phosphatic.-_....-....--~ 5,012 5,882 _- France 2,086; Spain 1,300; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,220. 

Potassic. ~~~ 4,820 8,297 __ West Germany 5,295; France 2,000; 
Spain 1,000. 

Other including mixed — — — — _ _ — 688 32 _— All from France. 
Ammonia ___~_~__~__________ 146 2,268 _— Netherlands 2,145; France 72. 

Graphite, natural ___..._._.__~- 7 1 _. All from France. 
Gypsum and plasters ___________ _ 12,284 15,648 _- Spain 13,995; France 1,070; Morocco 

Lime ___~~.._____~~~-______-~ 2,771 3,492 -- France 2,966; Belgium-Luxembourg 
308; Spain 91. 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ 35 35 — France 25; United Kingdom 10. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ___ value, thousands__ $8 $4 __ France $3. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, natural ______________ 41 _- 
Iron oxides, processed __._....._ 85 54 — West Germany 41; France 7; United 

Kingdom 5. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $27 $1 _. All from France. 
Synthetic _._.___._.._-do___~_ $1 _— 

Salt and brine___~_._-__________- 43,296 23,048 _. Senegal 10,742; ltaly 7,818; 
Netherlands 3,769. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash _____________ 217 262 _- United Kingdom 200; France 51, 

Belgium-Luxembourg 10. 
Caustic soda. ____________-_- 7,316 7,384 _— France 2,912; Italy 1,711; West 

Germany 1,330. 
Stone, sand, and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked __—_~— 200 273 _. _ All from Italy. 
Worked _____..-..------ 724 816 3 Italy 568; France 75; Greece 45. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ — 881 936 _— All from France. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 126 4,637 _— France 4,576; Italy 54; China 6. 
Limestone other than dimension _ —_— 593 431 _. France 430. 
quartz and quartzite ~o- eee 23 74 __ France 50; Belgium-Luxembourg 24. 

Parr se other metal-bearing —__— 461 556 207 France 314; West Germany 13. 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ________ 11,206 10,374 __ All from France. 
Colloidal, sublimated, precipitated 5 _— 

Sulfuric acid. ___...._-_.____ _ 394 311 _. Netherlands 164; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 91; France 30. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —— 297 387 _— France 302; Italy 73; Norway 12. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Cameroon: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

eh ic 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other: 
Crude___.-_-----------~--~- 1,044 419 a Chad 363; France 36; Netherlands 20. 
Slag, ash, dross, not metal-bearing _ — 2 _- 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ — 2 1 _- All from France. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals________________--~ > 728 1,090 _. France 909; Switzerland 55; United ~ 

Kingdom 43. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ ~~ — — _— 389 2 __ All from Netherlands. 
Carbon black ______.-.--_---~--- 370 _- 
Coal and briquets: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ — 80 _- 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
coal. ~~~ ____---- _- 72 __ France 40; Poland 32. 

Lignite including briquets _—_ ~~~ - 242 _— 
Coke and semicoke__~_—~___~----- 10 _- 
Petroleum: 

Crude____..—— — 42-gallon barrels 15 15 _. _ All from Nigeria. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 1,432 990 — Togo 212; Ne etherlands Antilles 208; 

ce . 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ — 1,005 856 _- N etherlands 256; Togo 198; France 

Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 1,995 1,605 _- Netherlands 332; Netherlands 
Antilles 297; France 283. 

Residual fuel oil _ __ _ _ _ _do_ _ ~~ _- 20 _- Mainly from France. 
Lubricants _____..——do___-_ 57 182 (?) Spain 111; France 50; United 

Kingdom 9. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ __— 59 58 _- France 21; Nigeria 7; Belgium- . 
Luxembourg 6. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ __— 4 3 (?) Netherlands 1. 

Bitumen and other residues 
do____ 192 232 85 West Germany 72; Netherlands 

Antilles 62; Italy 5. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals — _ _ _ 383 818 United Kingdom 700; France 96; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 16. 
Ne 

NA Not available. 
1Unreported quantity valued at $13,000. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 

Diamonds and gold were the only miner- _ly lower taxes in adjacent countries, and the 

als exploited in the Central African Repub- large number of intermediaries that resell 

lic during 1981. Mineral production contrib- the local prospectors’ diamonds to market- 

uted approximately 4% to the estimated ing centers. This factor in combination with 

$745 million 1981 GDP.* Roughly two-thirds depressed world markets led to a 7% de- 

of the diamond output was gem quality, and cline in diamond exports to approximately 

total production was valued at approxi- 24% of total exports, valued at $135.2 mil- 

mately $25 million. Small workings of gold lion in 1980. Timber and coffee were the 

were valued at roughly $300,000 during the next largest export earners, comprising an- 

year. other 50% of export revenues. 

Reported production of both diamond and Investigations to develop the Nation’s 

gold declined nearly 10% betwen 1980 and other mineral resources continued through- 

1981. It was estimated that roughly 50% of out the year. A pilot uranium plant located 

the diamond output was not reported and_ in France, utilizing ore from the Bakouma 

was illegally exported. This situation was deposit in the Central African Republic, 

attributed to both the Cameroon 20% dia- temporarily ceased production. Minemet, 

mond export tax compared with significant- the French concern that operated the exper-
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imental facility, closed operations because equipment. Primary ministerial responsibil- 
of low uranium prices. The Central African ities included granting diamond mining 
Republic was seeking partners to exploit concessions and collecting mineral informa- 
the estimated 20,000 tons of uranium metal tion. A Bureau of Statistics was created in resources. 1981 to coordinate mineral reporting. The The creation of a cement facility through Government was interested in developing 
the development of the Fatima-Bobosa lime- the analytical and research capabilities of 
stone deposit was one of the Government’s the Ministry to further the development of 

mineral development priorities. The N: a- mineral and energy resources. 
tion’s cement requirement, equivalent to Two hydroelectric plants with 12 mega- 

roughly > a oe was supplied Dy watts of combined capacity provided elec- 
Zair © and various Kuropean countries. The tricity solely for th ity of Bangui. Efforts indigenous limestone deposit, located south were ‘underway to develop additional small. of the capital city of Bangui, was estimated scale hydroelectric potential to minimize to encompass a 25-kilometer stretch of lime- gas and oil product imports utilized by 
stone. Samples were taken from where the . . . trib . the Ubangi Ri small towns and villages. Approximately A nied wee eee ene Ubangi River. 509,000 barrels of refined products, primari- An initial sample analyzed in France indi- . . . “Lets ly transportation-related gas, oil, and fuels, cated a 23% calcium content. Prefeasibility . } : ° were imported. Tankers from Europe, the studies were conducted by the United Na- Middl . . . e East, and Caribbean refineries ar- tions Development Program and a French ~. : ; . ; . rived at Pointe-Noire, Congo, and at Ma- company during the 1970’s. Lack of invest- tadi, Zaire. Oil products from Pointe-Noi 
ment capital hindered development, but the ? ° Proc om fon ore . . . were hauled by train to Brazzaville, Congo, 
Central African Republic continued to and then barged to Bangui. Products arriv- 
search for and encourage foreign participa- ing at Matadi were pipelined to Kinshasa, 

Small copper and iron prospects in the Zaire, and then distributed by barges more 
northwest part of the country have been than 1,000 kilometers up the Congo and periodically studied since 1962. The Roma- Ubangi Rivers to landlocked Bangui. nian Government recently offered the Cen- Oil exploration continued in the northern 
tral African Republic additional technical Part of the country near the borders with 
Both French and Romanian teams were can uyrdocarbon vo an the otal tie. 
evaluating mineralized lenses of iron in an¢aise des retroles of France establish- 
Bogoin, The French estimated iron reserves ed Total Centrafricaine De Gestion (TO- t 500,000 tons in 1962, and the Ro : CAGES). The joint-venture firm was owned a ’ ns in , an e Romanians, . 
evaluating a larger area 10 years later, 51% by the Government and 19% by Total- 
estimated iron reserves at 3.6 million tons. Afrique; the real ov was shared 
The grade ranged from 40% to 70% iron equally among Mobil Oi rp. and Texaco 
metal. Inc. of the United States and Purifna Oil 

Energy and Mines continued to Losviln copitelin em; TOCAGES, with initial ergy an ines continued to heavily capitalization o nearly 000, s 
depend on foreign assistance, since the Min- operating in 1981 as the Nation’s oil- 
istry lacked modern field and laboratory products distribution monopoly. 

Table 4.—Central African Republic: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

eee es Alumi a a 
manufactures value, thousand -- l= Alito Chaa. 

" °F trvalae, thousands. _ $35,019 $28,898 $4,648 Belgium-Luxembourg $12,563; 
ser pel $8,774; United Kingdom 

In e ~oe eee __ __ __ ° . gelt and brine _~=====22=-** =~ = OMe => Aneel 
Caustic soda omPounds, nes: ae 

eee
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Table 5.—Central African Republic: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 ‘ 
Y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides 

value, thousands_ — _- $1 -- All from France. 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures __-________-- 27 12 -- Netherlands 9; France 3. 
Copper metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures __._~__________-— 1 5 __ Netherlands 4; France 1. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron, powder, ferroalloys _ — _ — — — 1 -- 
Steel, primary forms 

; value, thousands. — -- $2 -— All from France. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 461 710 -- France 584; Belgium-Luxembourg 
138; West Germany 31. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ — — — 301 485 _- France 236; Japan 234; Italy 14. 
Hoop and strip. __._..__--- 5 7 _- _ All from France. 
Wire________________-- 30 25 _- Do. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings . ._. ———- 143 163 @) ‘France 124; Greece 16; Japan 11. 

Oxides and hydroxides ___-_—--- 9 -- 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

7 manufactures value, thousands__— -- $3 -- All from France. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

te and partly wrought _____——do___~_ $1 $3 __ Do. 
Y Tin metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures _____..__-_----- () 1 -- Do. 
ditanium oxides and hydroxides_ — — — ~ — 24 21 — Do. 

/ inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _-__----- 1 __ 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

. manufactures __...___----- 1 _- 

| NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 
G etc ___ =F ocli value, thousands - _- $1 _- All from France. 
rinding and polishing wheels an 
stones ________~~-~--__--_ 2 3 -- Mainly from France. 

Barite and witherite__.._______-- 19 __ 
Cement. __.__.--------~---~-- 8,193 14,519 _- Zaire 13,938; Republic of South 

Africa 564. 
Chalk. ~____.---_-__-~------- 35 106 -- Zaire 95; West Germany 11. 
Clay products: 

onrefractory ____.__-_----- 294 135 _- Italy 52; Spain 33; France 22. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ — _- 4 _- All from ce. 

Diatomite and other i rial earth _ __ 52 90 _- Do. 
Fertilizer materials: 
Crude__..~-----__-------~- -- 5 -- Do. 
Manufactured_ ______....---- 1,048 405 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 355; France 50. 
Ammonia __.___..._-_----- 3 2 _- All from France. 

Gypeum and plasters --__------~-- 1 -- 
Lime ______~_~--_------------ 25 104 _— France 39. 
Figments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 2 1 -- All from France. 

t and brine__ ~___.___------~- 4,204 65,716 -- Cine BD. 4,404; Portugal 469; 
n . 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic eee ee eee 91 113 -- All from France. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, worked 
Dolomite, chief value, thousands. _ $77 sf _- Do. 

omite, chiefly refractory-grade — — -- . 
Gravel and crushed rock —------- 2 -- 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid __.._____—~-- 13 38 -- France 31; Netherlands 7. 
Talc, soapstone, steatite, pyrophyllite _— 5 -- 
Other: 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos -- 8 == All from Franee. ma 
ui ther cements, unfred non- 
metals ___ ____-_---_--~--- 20 13 -- Do. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ _ - - 5 9 -- Do. 
Coal and briquets: Lignite including 

briquets - == value, thousands_ _ $2 -- 
Petroleum refinery products: i. 

Gasoline _ _ _ _ — _42-gallon barrels_ _ 5,508 17,242 -- Nigeria 5,678; France 1,182; Togo 128. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ _ _ _ _ _do_ — _~_ 31 1,124 — Togo 884; Netherlands Antilles 85; 

ce 
Distillate fuel oil _ _ . ..___do____ 5,670 4,685 -- Togo 1,954; Nigeria 1,582; France 858. 
Lubricants_ —_......—-.do___- 4,606 1,428 1 France 1,260; Netherlands 126. 

Liquefied eum gas _ do_ _ _ _ 1,520 1,868 _— France 1,188; Zaire 220; Brazil 151. 
Mineral jelly and was do. _. 118 _. All from Netherlands. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do. 11,762 2,169 -- Spain 1,097; Netherlands 545; France 

ener 

1Less than 1/2 unit.
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CHAD 

The mineral industry of Chad, which when in November 1981, approximately 
previously consisted of petroleum, natron, 10,000 Libyan forces withdrew from Chad 
salt, and clays, was stagnant during 1981. and were replaced by an Organization of 
Natron is a hydrous sodium carbonate de- African Unity (OAU) peace force. The Unit- 
rived from brines and evaporite deposits at ed States and France donated $12 million 
Lake Chad. War raged throughout the coun-_ each in support of the OAU forces, which 
try, and most civilians evacuated to adja- were projected to cost $100 million annual- 
cent Central African countries. As a result, ly. A meeting was held in France during 
Conoco Chad (a consortium of five U.S. November to coordinate international re- 
petroleum companies) halted exploratory construction aid. Western industrialized na- 
oil drilling operations in the northern part tions and international banks focused on 
of the country. The cessation of all produc- assistance to rehabilitate infrastructure fa- 
tive industries, including agriculture, led to cilities. 
an economic tailspin. There was only one Discussions held at a United Nations 
indication of economic normalization in meeting during August 1981 revealed that 
Chad during 1981: The Bank of Central Chad’s first 5-year plan included hydrocar- 
African States reopened its doors in August bon exploration, hydroelectric potential fea- 
after a 17-month shutdown. The bank wasa_ sibility studies at Ganthioot Falls and Le- 
currency-issuing authority for its members gone Valley, geothermal feasibility studies 
of Chad, Cameroon, the Central African in the northern part of the country, and 
Republic, the Congo, and Gabon. evaluation of indigenous uranium re- 

The 16-year Civil War tentatively ceased sources. 

CONGO | 

Increased petroleum revenues continued was estimated to cost $100,000. In general, 
to support real economic growth rates in the lack of capital and adequate infrastruc- 
excess of 5% for the last 3 years. The share ture adversely affected even the most prom- 
of oil receipts in the national budget in- ising mineral resource areas. 
creased from 41% to 70% between 1979 and The BRGM considered the financing and 
1981. The 1981 nominal GDP, estimated at preparation of a mineral survey. An initial 
$1.4 billion, and the $202 million trade grant of $9,200 was set aside for a mining 

surplus were largely attributed to the ap- plan. The plan’s objective was to gather, 
proximate 380% increase in petroleum’ evaluate, and verify previous mineral 
output.‘ The Nation’s 1981 foreign debt of studies. The final Holle potash report was 
$975 million consumed 20% of the budget expected to be completed in 1982. More 
receipts and 28% of the export earnings. immediate action on a cement factory pro- 
The balance-of-payments situation improv- posal was also under consideration. 
ed owing to the growing trade surplus, In April 1981, the Council of Ministers 
increased capital account surplus, and a_ met to discuss previously completed geologi- 
near doubling of foreign exchange reserves. cal and mining studies. Emphasis was plac- 

In the nonfuel minerals sector, output ed on conducting more in-depth analyses 
continued to be sluggish as production of and followup studies. Aside from hydrocar- 
copper, lead, zinc, and gold dropped off. bon development, including the increased 
Hydrocarbon and cement output increased recovery of associated natural gas, the 
during 1981. Renewed interests in the Holle Council was interested in assessing the 
potash mine and a review of the Nation’s Nation’s iron resources. Mounts Avima and 
mineral resources were part of the Govern- Namemba, two known iron ore deposits 
ment’s effort to diminish mineral import located in the Western Sangha area, were 
dependence. targeted for additional investigation. 

Rehabilitation of the flooded Holle Mine The volume of materials transported, in- 
continued to be discussed throughout 1981. cluding mineral fuels, manganese, cement, 
United States and French firms were con- timber, and cotton, via the Congo Ocean 

templating feasibility studies to solution- Railway (CFCO) declined during 1981. The 
mine the carnallite. The market analysis Compagnie Miniére de l’Ogooue S.A. of 
and flow-sheet-preparation part of the study Gabon (COMILOG) section of the CFCO
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railroad traverses 285 kilometers from interests in both the permit areas and 
Mbinda, Gabon, through Loudima, to the producing fields. Hydro-Congo, the state 
Congolese coastal port Pointe-Noire. Ap- hydrocarbon agency, held a 20% share in 
proximately 1.5 million tons of manganese each of the companies in return for grant- 
ore valued at $4.6 million was transported ing exploration permits. Increasing levels of 
during 1981. The near 30% decline in vol- Government participation were indexed to 
ume from the previous year was due in part production levels by means of free transfers 
to.a 2-week strike in Gabon by COMILOG of shares. In addition, the Congo Govern- 
workers in February 1981. ment joined as a minority participant in a 

Five oilfields produced roughly 30 million 20% to 80% partnership with AGIP to form 
barrels of oil during 1981. The three major research consortium called AGIP Re 
producing areas were all marine fields in- Cherches Congo (ARC). In the producing 
cluding Loango, Emerande, and Lekouala. fields of Lekouala, Emerande, Pointe- 
New reserve figures for the Lekouala and Indienne, Mengo, and Yanga, Elf-Congo and 
Emerande Fields were estimated at 2.2 AGIP were joint partners, has TeESpec- 
billion and 3.7 billion barrels of oil, respec- tive Shares of 05% 10 35%. The panership 
tively. Other oilfields included the nearly SP™t Derween a Congo an was 
depleted Pointe-Indienne Field, the Yanga "WPA a se oloratio, t to 
Field which commenced production in 1981, signed an exploration agreemen 

. . prospect for oil in the southwest part of the 
and the newly discovered Mengo Field. eye 

. mays . Congo. Braspetro of Brazil signed an agree- 
Approximately 13 million cubic feet of : : 
tural oduced in 1981, all of ment in August 1981 with Hydro-Congo to 

which e flared produ in ed di ect at explore for offshore liquid and gaseous hy- 
wach was bared or consum rectly al drocarbons. A French firm, Bouygues Off- 
the oil installations. Degassing units were hore Co., recently discovered marketable 
added to the Lekouala Oilfield terminal late quantities of oil offshore in the Mengo Field 
in 1981. Total potential natural gas re- within the Loeme permit area. The French 
sources were estimated at 1.7 trillion cubic company incorporated a company in Congo, 
feet. The Congo Government entered into a called BOS-Congo, which was expected to 

protocol agreement with Elf Congo, a sub- install drilling platforms in Mengo during 
sidiary of Elf Aquitaine, France, and Azien- 1981. U.S. oil firms participated as minority 
da Generali Italiani Petroli S.p.A. (AGIP), shareholders in joint-venture exploration 
Italy, to organize and promote natural gas with Hydro-Congo and AGIP. 
exploration and development. Large investments by Elf Congo and 

Natural gas was discovered 15 kilometers AGIP continued to drive exploration and 
offshore in the Pointe-Noire deepwater sec- production targets higher. Elf Congo invest- 
tion. Two test wells at Litchendjili Marine ed approximately $350 million and AGIP 
No. 2 struck gas at a depth of 2,300 meters invested $150 million during 1980-81. Con- | 
that had a flow rate of 8.8 million cubic feet go’s annual oil production targets were set 
per day. The exploration permit was heldby at 35 million barrels for 1982 and 52 million 
Elf Congo (65%) and AGIP (35%). barrels for 1984. 

Elf Congo and AGIP have overlapping 

Table 6.—Congo: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

___ Destinations, 1979 
Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, scrap_ 4 _- 
Copper metal including alloys, scrap — — — 37 33 _- West Germany 21; Egypt 12. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap _—_._.-------------- 87 17 -- Italy 14; Egypt 3. 
Semimanufactures: 

Universals, plates, sheets ----- 1. 1 _. All to Zaire. 

Lead ore and concentrate ___~~_-~ 1,546 4018 __ AlltoUSSR. 
Other: Base metals including alloys, all 

forms _._.____~— value, thousands. _ -- $9 -— All to France.
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Table 6.—Congo: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodi 1978 1979 : 
mmodity Cnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 

Cement_______~- value, thousands__ $2 __ 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung 

do. __— $8,824 $24,587 — Belgium-Luxembourg $21,408; 
France $2,609; Netherlands $570. 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured, 37 
potassic eee ee _- 

Sect and brine. — — aa compounds wea a 41 _. All to Zaire. 
um an um compounds, n.e.s.: 

Causticsoda 40 _ 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Petroleum: 
Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_._ 8,208 27,826 5,294 Healy 9,449; Brazil] 4,246; Bahamas 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline =i? gallon barrels_ _ _- 17 _- All to Zaire. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ __ 26,017 63,891 _. All to Netherlands. 
Lubricants ____.~....do____ _- 252 _— Bunkers 175; Zaire 77. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ ___ _- 302,486 302,436 

Table 7.—Congo: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodi 1978 1919 “Unwed#)2~CODDDDDUD 
mamodty United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides -_____ ~~ -- 5 _— All from France. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _._. value, thousands. _ -- $1 _- Do. 
Semimanufactures _________ 70 42 (4) Netherlands 18; France 13; Angola 6. 

Chromium oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ — () 5 —_— All from France. 
Copper metal including alloys, 

unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ — 16 17 -— France 12; Zaire 3. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate 
Metal value, thousands_ _ — $1 _. All from Zaire. 

etal: 
Scrap _.._--.-_____-__- 938 (4) _— Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Pig iron, powder, ferroalloys —__— 78 6 _- France 5; Senegal 1. 
Steel, primary forms __—____— 1 (2) -~— All from France. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections ____._______ 4,594 5,530 ~~ France 3,386; Italy 1,621; 

Mozambique 210. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 3,619 3,953 (4) France 2615: Japan 1,199. 
Hoop and strip _________ 41 232 _- France 173; West Germany 54. 
Rails and accessories — — — _ — 1,315 298 -— France 231; Italy 63. 
Wire ________-______ 376 107 _- France 60; Mozambique 30; Italy 10. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings __—__ 1,572 8,927 22 ~=—s France 8,408; Italy 429; China 14. 
Castings and forgings, rough (4) —- 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3 18 __ France 12; Italy 1. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures _ _____—— 1 5 _— _ All from France. 

Manganese oxides and hydroxides _~— — _— -- 7 -- France 4; Netherlands 3. 
Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 
prmanufactures ae 1 (4) __ All from United Kingdom. 

tinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, ‘thousands. _ $3 _—_ 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______do____ $3 -- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—-Congo: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 “jWhhwea)))”!”!”*~<CSCtW”S”StCSS 
United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures _ ________— 17 3 -- France 2. 

Zitanium oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ _ — 48 59 -- France 38; Netherlands 21. 
inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~- __ 1 _— ._ All from France. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ________ 5 9 _- France 8; Zaire 1. 
Other: Base metals including alloys, 

unwrought and semimanufactures 
value, thousands_ _ $1 $7 _— __ Ivory Coast $4; Hong Kong $3. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Artificial: Corundum 

value, thousands_ . $1 _- 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones. _- -§_- 5 27 20 _- France 11; Switzerland 8. 

Asbestos, crude _._ _ ____________- -- 1 __ All from France. 
Barite and witherite___§_________ _ 65 2,043 _— France 1,597; Morocco 446. 
Cement_____________-_~.---- 15,594 28,742 _- Zaire 11,486; France 7,703; Angola 

Chalk. __________________--- 309 205 __ France 163; Zaire 42. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude___________--------- 802 986 _. France 626; Senegal 260; Spain 100. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ___._.__--- 798 557 _- France 343; Spain 79; Italy 77. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ______________-- 333 20 -- Mainly from France. 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ _- $104 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 152 67 _- All from France. 
Fertilizer materials: 
Crude________~_~-_______- 123 1 __ Do. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous - -- -~-------- 440 1 __ All from Zaire. 
Phosphatic... 9... _ 400 _- 
Potassic_ ___________-__~- _- 40 _- All from East Germany. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ — _ — — 400 2 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 1; France 1. 

Ammonia _________________ 8 17 _— France 14; Netherlands 2. 
Graphite, natural — value, thousands. _ _- $1 $1 
Gypsum and plasters __________~_- 208 2 -- All from France. 
Lime __ 2 127 137 _- Do. 
Magnesite _____________.__--- -- 1 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Mica: Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _____ value, thousands_ -- $5 _-- All from France. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 13 14 _- France 9; Netherlands 5. 
Pyrites, unroasted _____________- _- 50 __ All from France. 
Salt and brine_ _. - __._________~- 4,285 6,982 -- Senegal 3,747; West Germany 1,632; 

Netherlands 1,450. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash ____._________ 7 5 -_- France 2; East Germany 1; Senegal 1. 
Caustic soda________________ 1,404 820 _- France 625; Belgium-Luxembourg 

110; Poland 50. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dime e ond part] ked 4 8 Spain 5; Zaire 3 e an ly wor _a--- _- ; . 
Worked _______._.______ 2B 1 -- Mainly from Italy. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 3 2 _- All from France. 
Quartz and quartzite — — — = -~---- _- 19 -- Do. 

d other than metal-bearing ____ 12 __ 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: Colloidal, precipitated, 
sublimed ___ value, thousands... _ $1 -- 

Sulfuric acid_______.-.__--~- 68 28 _. France 19; Netherlands 6; Italy 2. 
dale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 69 2 _- All from France. 

er: 
Crude______.-_--__-------- 203 3 NA NA. 
Slag and dross, not metal-bearing — — — _- 3 -- Mainly from France. 
Halogens______--------~--~-- 12 -- 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ — -- 1 -- All from France. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_____.____._------ 58 30 _- Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Congo: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ _ __ 4 12 _. France 9; Zaire 3. 
Carbon black ____ value, thousands. $1 -- 
Coal and briquets: Briquets of coal _ — — — 4 2 _. _ All from France. 
Coke and semicoke. ___._______-- 100 23 _. France 15; West Germany 8. 
Petroleum: 

. Crude_____. — —42-gallon barrels_ — 601,038 _- 
Refinery products: ; 

Gasoline _____.__.—do___~ 106,632 147,348 _- Netherlands 63,232; Brazil 42,968; 

Kerosine and jet fuel __ _do____ 90,760 126,511 __ Netherlands 72,842; Brazil 29,566; 
Republic of South Africa 17,034. 

Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 213,199 188,022 __ Brazil 78,651; Italy 59,464; 
Netherlands 40,165. 

Residual fuel oi]. _ _ _ _do____ 17,862 28,172 __ Netherlands 17,569; Brazil 3,750; : 
Republic of South Africa 3,250. 

Lubricants ______-—.do____ 16,163 19,208 294 United Kingdom 9,856; France 2,506; 
Netherlands 651. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do____ 14,198 21,379 __ France 17,087; Italy 4,280. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 150 63 _— Netherlands 55. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do__ _ 842 6,793 __ Spain 3,636; Italy 2,527; U.S.S.R. 558. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, gas-, and 

petroleum-derived crude chemicals -- 1 21 _— All from France. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. | 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 

Economic stagnation continued through- its whether located onshore or offshore in 
out 1981 owing largely to the drastic de- territorial waters were declared property of 
clines in production and export of basic raw the state. Mineral substances were divided 
materials. Combined timber and cocoa ex- into three groups: Quarries, mines, and 
ports dropped from approximately 40,000 radioactive and strategic minerals. Foreign 
tons in 1968 to 8,000 tons in 1981. The poor participation was limited through the issu- 
economic condition was boosted by assist- ance of permits for a maximum area of 
ance from the International Monetary Fund 150,000 hectares and a maximum time of 25 
and Spanish bilateral aid programs. Plans years. A model contract was attached to the 
were underway for a United Nations- decree for those interested in applying for a 
sponsored International Donors Conference mining permit. 
in April 1982. Since the 1979 coup, the new A draft petroleum law was written by 
military government has encouraged West- Petroconsultants Inc., Switzerland, with fi- 
ern nations to return. Promulgation and nancing provided by the International Bank 
implementation of a new constitution pro- for Research and Development. The final 
viding for free elections was expected dur- version of the law, Decree No. 7, was issued 

ing 1983. in July 1981. The new law identified areas 
Activities in the mineral industry focused and parameters for exploration and exploi- 

on exploration and establishing the ground-_ tation. Contract provisions and a seismic 
work for future exploitation. The French survey were expected to become available to 
Government conducted 3 months of mineral _ bidders at a cost of approximately $350,000. 
research in the area of Rio Muni. Initial Decree No. 7 was made more liberal than 
exploration results indicated that the ma- comparable laws in other Central African 
jority of minerals collected were radioac- countries to attract foreign investments. 
tive. Open auctions for various concessions were 

A new mining law, Decree No. 9, was expected to commence late in 1982. 
passed on June 12, 1981. All mineral depos- Empressa Guineo Espanola de Petrdleos,
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the 50:50 joint venture between Spain’s 84. 
Hispanoil and the Equatorial Guinean Gov- Various international oil companies also 
ernment, obtained the Nation’s first explo- expressed interest in exploring the promis- 
ration lease in 1981. The 12,872-square- ing Rio Del Ray area. The French firm 
kilometer area was located north of the Total-Cie. Francaise des Petroles, the U.S. 
Island of Bioko, near the Nigerian and firms Mobil Oil Corp. and Gulf Oil Co., and 
Cameroon marine oilfields. Plans were un- a small unnamed firm were considering 
derway to operate drilling facilities by 1983- applying for concessions. 

SAO TOME E PRINCIPE 

Since independence in 1979, the two is- and technical assistance, while the Western 
lands of Séo Tomé e Principe have been European agencies were involved in agricul- 
preoccupied with establishing Government tural, health, and educational assistance for 

infrastructure and political stability, and the islands. No new developments were 
pursuing agricultural development. Little reported in the oil and gas exploration 
progress was made in any of these areas sector by yearend 1981. 
during 1981. The Nation continued to rely ————__—— 
heavily on assistance from the U.S.SR., *Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Cuba, and the German Democratic Repub-  cogmnereyne fails have been converted from 
lic, and both Western and Eastern Europe- dollars at the rate of CFAF271.73=US$1.00 for 1981. 

an aid programs. The centrally planned sere footnote 
economy countries provided mostly military
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BURUNDI 

The mineral industry in Burundi was a_ of the value of its large peat reserves for 
minor contributor to the country’s gross both energy and agricultural uses. 

- domestic product (GDP), which was estimat- At yearend, Burundi’s Ministry of Public 
ed at just $1 billion for 1981.2 Coffee and tea Works and Mines was close to selecting a 
continued as the Nation’s major export contractor to study the feasibility of devel- 
commodities. Mineral exports consisted of oping Burundi’s phosphate deposits. The 
small tonnages of wolframite, cassiterite, study would determine the potential for 
and bastnasite. Burundi’s trade balance of establishing fertilizer production facilities 
payments situation worsened in 1981, with based on the country’s phosphate reserves 
import payments more than double export at Matongo-Bandaga. The study’s specific 
revenues. Petroleum imports alone equaled objectives are to prove mineral reserve 
46% of the export revenue total. By year- tonnage and grade, draw up mining and 
end, the only indigenous fossil fuel source processing facility designs, estimate capital 
to have been found in Burundi was peat, and production costs, and conduct a region- 
which the Government had been attempt- al market and distribution survey. The cost 
ing to develop to alleviate some of the of the study was estimated at slightly over 
petroleum import requirements. In June $1 million, and it should take approximate- 
1981 the Irish Peat Development Authority, ly 16 months to complete. The proposed 
Bord na Mona, signed a 4-year contract project will mark the Burundian Govern- 
with the Burundian Government to supply ment’s first step in its plan to exploit on a 
technical staff for the ongoing peat project large scale its natural mineral resources for 
work there. Funding for the project was advancing its agriculture-based economy. 
provided by the U.S. Agency for Interna- Burundi was dependent on imports, which 
tional Development and the Government of are expensive to transport inland from 
Ireland. The new contract, which was an_ coastal ports, to supply its domestic require- 
extension of ongoing peat research there, ments for fertilizer. It was planned that 
represented Burundi’s increased awareness part of the fertilizer production from the 
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proposed facilities would be marketed to position, exploitation of these deposits will 
neighboring countries like Rwanda and _ probably be delayed for some time. 
Zaire. An important find, the rare-earth miner- 

Previous technical studies estimated that al europium, was discovered in high concen- 
the Musongati nickel deposits of central trations near Gakaha, Burundi, 45 kilome- 
Burundi contained as much as 300 million ters southeast of Bujumbura. Large deposits 
tons of reserves of this metal. To further of bastndsite and monazite, which contain 
clarify this estimate and assess the econom-_ the 14 rare-earth minerals, are located at 
ic viability of exploiting these deposits, the the Gakaha site. The discovery was made by 
Burundian Government finalized an agree- a team of exploration scientists from the 
ment in 1981 with the International Devel- Federal Republic of Germany, who were in 
opment Association (IDA) and Finland to Burundi as part of a 3-year technical assist- 
conduct a detailed drilling program of the ance project to evaluate the mineral poten- 
Musongati deposits. The program was val-_ tial of the country. The Gakaha site had 
ued at $7.3 million, with $4 million of this been mined in the past for cerium and 
funding coming as a World Bank loan. A lanthanite, but had been dormant since 
previous study proposed a project to pro- suspension of the Belgian mining operation 
duce and export some 30,000 tons of ferro- there, following independence in 1962. Be- 
nickel per year, but in view of the current sides investigating the Gakaha site with its 
depressed world demand for nickel, coupled known rare-earth deposits, the German 
with Burundi’s inadequate transportation team is evaluating tin and tungsten depos- 
facilities, infrastructure, and land-locked its in northern Burundi. 

Table 1.—Other countries of East Africa: Production of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Country and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

BURUNDI? * 

Clays: Kaolin. ___._____.__--------_- €2,500 ©2,750 €2,000 2,000 2,000 
Columbium and tantalum ores and concentrates 

kilograms_ _ 4,000 _- 2,100 2,100 2,000 
Gold _________________-_ _ troy ounces__ 450 ©450 133 130 100 
Lime _________________----------- 600 £200 £200 200 4283 
Peat _____________-__-__~ ~~ _-_--- -- 2,000 9,000 9,000 9,500 
Rare-earth metals: Bastnasite concentrate, gross 
weight._________________________ 140 NA 30 30 30 

Tin ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight _____________________ ©30 €30 17 (°) __ 
Metal content ____________-________ ©20 ©20 8 (5) __ 

Tungsten, metal content __._________.___ 2 €2 __ _- _- 
ETHIOPIA? 

Cement, hydraulic. ___________________ ©73,000 86,000 92,757 180,000 *180,000 
Clays: Kaolin. -_________________-_-_ £40,000 31,750 30,000 55,235 49,000 

Coal: Lignite®____________----------- 200 __ __ __ a. 
Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces__ 7,725 €8 000 7,970 9,000 *11,930 
Gypeum and anhydrite, crude_____________ 6,552 932 925 900 £4,200 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 133 182 683 706 4798 
Jet fuel and kerosine ___________do___~_ __ 240 210 304 4230 
Distillate fuel oil... _____._____.-do___~ 1,586 1,470 1,095 1,176 *1,344 
Residual fuel oil ______________do____ 1,498 1,698 2,021 1,598 42,224 
Other ________________-__-do____ 152 152 114 125 437 
Refinery fuel and losses___ _ _ __ ___do____ 601 453 265 813 4696 

Total _________________--do____ 4,570 4,795 4,388 4,722 45,329 
Platinum, mine output, metal content 

troy ounces__ “100 123 108 113 100 
Pumice —~--~________...~ cubic meters. _ 5,000 NA 4,590 1,724 £30,300 

t: 

Rock® _-_____ ee 5,000 10,000 15,000 15,000 NA 
Marine. _/§_______________-_-- 75,000 50,000 92,737 100,000 110,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Limestone_______________________ #8500 £7,000 7,308 1,800 45,500 
Sand_______________~_ cubic meters. _ 219,471 €90,000 97,200 407,421 *665,000 
Other _______________ Ll Le 959,180 £280,000 383,940 402,085 41,970,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other countries of East Africa: Production of mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ae 
Country and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 

LESOTHO? 

Diamond: “ 
Gem ~------------------- carats_ _ 7,576 ; ©14,333 ©10,484 10,743 10,921 
Industrial ______._______..~~-do___~_ 34,514 ©57,332 ©41,937 42,971 42,000 

Total ____-___________~_-_do____ 42,090 71,665 52,421 53,714 452,921 
Stone. _____________-~ ~~ cubic meters__ 18,572 25,000 ©25,000 25,000 25,000 

MALAWI? 

Cement, hydraulic. ___..—— — thousand tons__ 94 103 103 492 478 
Gem and ornamental stone: Agate® ________~ 4 4 6 7 7 
Kyanite __________---------------- 250 100 _ _- _— 
Stone: Limestone __.________-_~------ 116,653 155,229 168,604 122,814 £116,118 

MAURITIUS? 

Lime _______---------~----------- 7,500 8,000 “8,000 7,000 47,000 
Salt. _...-_---___-____-~~------~---- 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 *6,000 
Stone: Basalt, not further described ___.—_-~_~- 1,574,000 1,154,885 970,000 1,400,000 *1,083,500 

RWANDA? 

Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, gross weight _ _ _ _ — °55 58 46 108 459 
Columbium and tantalum ores and concentrates: 

Columbite-tantalite, gross weight_ _—___ ~~~ 64 48 47 60 457 
Gas, natural: 

Grogs_____..___— _-~mnillion cubic feet__ 7 7 _- -- _- 
Marketed ____________.___~-do___~_ 7 7 -- -- _- 

Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces_ — 1,814 1,125 472 944 41,200 
Lithium minerals: Amblygonite® ______----~- 30 28 28 30 NA 
Tin, mine output, metal content _____------ 1,598 1,502 1,910 2,069 1,790 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content _ — _ — — — —- 568 385 505 431 #521 

. SEYCHELLES? 
Guano _________~~-~~-----+-_--+------ 5,277 5,505 66,583 64,285 4,500 

SOMALIA? 

Salt, marine®__________.-__--------- 2,000 2,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 

SWAZILAND? . 

Asbestos: Chrysotile. _____.._---------- 38,046 36,957 34,294 32,833 435,264 
Coal: Anthracite ___._____--_-----~--~--- 128,990 165,874 168,409 175,984 *163,780 
Iron ore, direct-shipping grade, gross weight 

thousand tons_ — 1,441 1,266 _— _- _- 
Stone: Quarry product .___—-— — cubic meters. _ 93,490 452,494 247,090 74,045 482,053 
Tin, mine output, metal content ________-~-- 2 1 _- —_ _— 

UGANDA 

Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, gross weight® _ _ _ _ 45 NA _- __ __ 
Bismuth, mine output, metal content® kilograms_ — 3,000 1,000 5,000 NA NA 
Cement, hydraulic_ ______._____----~---- 80,000 ©80,000 50,000 10,000 40,000 
Columbium and tantalum ores and concentrates, 
gross weight® ___________-~- kilograms__ 2,100 2,058 2,260 _- __ 

Copper: 
Mine output, metal content -~—-_------- 4,000 -- _- _— -- 

Metal, blister, primary —-_______--_---- 3,277 _- -- _- _- 

Iron and steel: Crude steel _____.___-_~---~- 15,000 15,000 __ -- -- 

Lime, hydrated and quicklime® _ _______-~--~- 20,000 25,000 28,000 15,000 15,000 

Phosphate minerals: Apatite __._____----- 5,000 5,000 _- _- _- 

Salt, evaporated® _.____--_----------- 500 500 500 515 20,000 

Tin, mine output, metal content® ________~_- 120 120 60 30 30 
Tungsten, mine output, metal content _ — — ~~~ _- 110 110 20 20 20 
Ce 

Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Oct. 11, 1982. 
2In addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, 

stone, and sand and gravel) presumably are produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and available information 
is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

3Limited quantities of other pegmatite minerals may also be produced, but output is not reported. 
“Reported figure. 
5Revised to none. 
*Data represent sales; actual production is not reported.
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DJIBOUTI 

The Republic of Djibouti, formerly the in 1981 on the construction of a cement 
French Territory of Afars and Issas, gained plant at Mount Arrey, close to substantial 
its independence in June 1977. As in previ- limestone deposits. With both financial and 
ous years, the economy of Djibouti in 1981 technical assistance from France, geother- 
was based on entrepot trade through the mal wells were drilled in the Lake Assal 
port city of Djibouti, and along the Chemin area and were under extensive testing dur- 
de Fer Franco-Ethiopian railroad. Customs ing 1981. No appreciable fossil fuel deposits 
duties were the major contributor to the have been found in Djibouti to date, and all 
1981 GDP. Although some mineral deposits petroleum product requirements were im- 
have been identified in Djibouti, exploita- ported. Negotiations were underway in late 
tion had been limited to some small sand 1981 for an estimated $25 million loan from 
and gravel pits for domestic construction. the Saudi Fund for Development, to be used 
Based on a 1980 Iraqi loan of $25 million, for financing highway construction projects. 
engineering phase I studies were completed 

ETHIOPIA 

The total mineral production of Ethiopia slightly over 11,900 troy ounces. Recent 
in 1981 was estimated at a value of $44 installation of new hydraulic washing 
million,’ equal to aproximately 1% of the equipment at the Adola Goldfield should 
reported GDP of $4.25 billion. Cement pro- substantially increase production in 1982. 
duction alone accounted for 50% of the Apart from gold and platinum, no other 
mineral value, salt production for 25%, and metallic mineral production was reported 
gold for 11%. Throughout 1981, Ethiopia’s for the year. The copper deposit at Debarwa 
balance of trade problems continued to near Asmara, previously estimated as hav- 
worsen, with import costs for the country ing 600,000 tons of high-grade ore with 
almost twice the total value of exports. In significant quantities of gold, silver, and 
particular, petroleum import costs, which zinc, remained unexploited. As part of the 
were $320 million in 1980 and represented resource development plans of the recent 
37% of the total value of exports, increased Libya agreement, an updated feasibility 
to $350 million in 1981, equivalent to 46% of study of this deposit was to be conducted. In 
export revenues. Ethiopia’s Sidamo region, the Canadian 

Bilateral aid programs continued with Javelin Co. had substantial mining conces- 
various foreign governments during the sions and concentrated in 1981 on explora- 
year. Most notably a new multiyear agree- tion activities on proving out the nickelifer- 
ment with Libya was finalized in August ous laterite deposits in the region. 
1981, whereby Libya could contribute up to No new petroleum oil or gas finds were 
$2.5 billion in assisting Ethiopia in develop- reported in Ethiopia in 1981. With assist- 
ing its mineral resources. According to the ance from the Soviet Union, plans were well 
agreement, $500 million was to be allocated underway in late 1981 for three exploratory 
for developing the potash deposits of the well holes to be drilled in the Shilabo area 
Danakil Depression in northern Ethiopia. in 1982. The value of the project was esti- 
Based on a feasibility study conducted in mated at $21 million. Negotiations were 
the early 1970’s, the Danakil Depression also underway with Chevron International 
has measured high-grade reserves of 60 Oil Co., regarding Chevron’s recent propos- 
million tons of potash with indicated re- al to conduct exploration activities in west- 
serves estimated at 150 million tons. The ern Ilubador and northern Gondor near the 
tentative project was scheduled to begin in Sudanese border. The proposed project 
1983, with mine production of 1.5 million would begin with extensive aeromagnetic 
tons per year of potash rock starting in and seismic surveys, and it was estimated 
1990. that no drilling would occur within the first 

Ethiopia’s gold production in 1981 was 2 years. 
almost identical to that of 1980, which was
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LESOTHO 

Lesotho, which gained its independence by manual labor during 1981. At two of 
in 1966, is a small landlocked country sur- these operations, the Liqhobong and Lem- 
rounded by the Republic of South Africa. phane pits, the mine personnel were orga- 
Lesotho’s mining industry was limited in nized into cooperatives: Earnings from the 
1981 to the exploitation of diamond-bearing diamond sales were split among the miners 
kimberlite pipes high in the Maluti Moun- on a monthly basis. Early in 1981 the Le 
tains. The industry was centered around sotho Government received an approxi- 
the Letseng-la-terai operation managed by mately $500,000 foreign aid grant from the 
the De Beers Lesotho Mining Co., 25% of Canadian Government for purchasing addi- 
which was owned by the Lesotho Govern- tional equipment to improve and expand 
ment and the remainder by De Beers Con- these two operations and others like them, 
solidated Mines Ltd. of South Africa. Dur- in order to increase the country’s diamond 
ing 1981 the tonnage of kimberlite material production. The funds will not be used to 
mined and milled at the operation was purchase industrial-type mining equipment, 
approximately 1.9 million tons, down slight- but will be used to continue with what are 
ly from the 1980 figure. The recovery grade, basically pick and shovel mining oper- 
which was already considered marginal in ations. 
previous years, fell to 2.8 carats per 100 tons Outside the diamond industry, very little 
during 1981, for a yearly total of 52,921 mineral exploitation takes place in Lesotho. 
carats. Production of diamonds larger than The few other mineral developments are for 
10 carats represented 12% of the total domestic building materials and comprised 
production, compared with 18% in 1980. small clay, sand and gravel, and stone 
Because of extremely poor market condi- operations. As of the end of 1981, the 
tions for diamonds in 1981 and projectedfor outlook for any other minerals exploited in 
1982, De Beers Consolidated announced late Lesotho seemed poor. Coal has been found 
in 1981 its intention to shut down the _ in low-grade and thin-seam conditions and 
Letseng mining operation in 1982. uranium in trace amounts. None of the 

Other kimberlite pipes near the Letseng occurrences meet commercial size or grade : 
operation were exploited on a smaller scale conditions. 

MALAWI 

The Malawi Government enacted a new in Malawi by private companies was sus- 
Mines and Minerals Act in March 1981 pended. 
which the Government hoped will stimulate Malawi’s migrant work force employed in 
foreign interest in mineral exploration and Republic of South Africa mines is expected 
development in the country. The only major to drop to approximately 10,000 people in 
mineral production activity for the year was 1982. This figure is one-half the number of 
the quarrying of marble and the manufac- Malawians employed in that industry dur- 
ture of cement by the Portland Cement Co. ing 1980, and is only a fraction of the 
Malawi Ltd. at its Changalume quarry and 176,000 Malawians that worked for the 
cement plant. The 1981 production levels of South African mining industry in 1974. 
116,000 tons of marble and 78,000 tons of Once a 25% portion of the mining labor 
cement were approximately 15% lower force in South Africa, Malawian migrant 
than 1980’s reported figures. Under the new mine workers represented less than 2% of 
act a mining license is valid for 25 yearsand that industry’s work force in 1981 and 
carries a right of renewal for 15 years under contributed only slightly over 1% to 
certain specified conditions. The Govern- Malawi’s GDP for the year. The major 
ment recognized that major prospecting and reason given for the decline was that the 
mining ventures would involve large capital higher unemployment rates in South Africa 
investments and provided, in the act, that were leading more South Africans to apply 
at the time of granting an exclusive pros- for mining-related jobs, leaving fewer va- 
pecting license, the parties involved could  cancies for migrants. 
enter into a mining agreement. With the A 1981 Duke University geophysical 
enactment of the new mineral legislation, study confirmed the presence of somewhat 
the restriction on exploration for uranium favorable conditions for the formation of oil
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or gas deposits below Lake Malawi. The cated reserves are estimated at 9 million 
study findings have created an air of cau-_ tons of coal. British Gypsum Ltd. of Great 
tious optimism within the Malawi Govern-_ Britain registered a subsidiary company in 
ment for the future prospects for indigenous Malawi during the year to begin mining 
energy developments in Malawi. The Shell vermiculite at Kaphirikamodzi, about 30 
Oil Co. of the United States has planned kilometers west-northwest of Blantyre. The 
followup aeromagnetic surveys of the Lake plant was completed in 1981, but production 
Malawi area starting sometime in 1982. rates will be well below capacity until 
Core drilling in the Kapembe Hills, Ngama_ transportation route problems for moving 
Coalfield, was completed in 1981, and indi- the vermiculite to the coast are solved. 

Table 2.—Malawi: Exports of mineral commodities | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit; 1979 1980 : “es United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap________________--_- 10 43 NA Republic of South Africa 23; 

imbabwe 14. 
Semimanufactures___________~_ 3 2 NA NA. 

Copper metal including alloys, scrap — _ — 18 33 _- Zimbabwe 17; Republic of South - 
: Trica 10d. 

Iron and steel] metal: 
Pig iron including cast iron 

value, thousands_ _ -- $9 _- All to Republic of South Africa. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 20 44 NA Zimbabwe 12. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ _ _ -— 503 NA Mozambique 16; Zambia 3. 
Hoop and strip. __________- — 1 -- All to Mozambique. 
Rails and accessories __ __ _ _ __ 71 52 NA NA. 
Wire. _~______________ ~— 19 NA Mozambique 1. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _._____-— 91 _— 
Castings and forgings, rough ___ _— 17 NA NA. 

Lead metal including alloys, scrap — — — — 68 17 _- All to Republic of South Africa. 
Other: Slag, ash, other residue containing 

nonferrous metals__ ________.—- -— 4 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 

Cement... _____-_________ —_ 57 NA NA. 
Salt... 5 5 ee 172 49 NA NA. 
Other: Building materials of asphalt, 

asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_____§_____________ — 10 NA NA. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline ____— _42-gallon barrels_ _ 128 16 NA NA. 
Distillate fuel oi] _.______—do____ 1,537 7,803 NA NA. 
Lubricants_ _________.do____ (4) 112 NA NA. 
Mineral jelly and wax ____ _do____ __ 283 NA NA. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Malawi: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : 
Bnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _-_______________ 39 8 _- All from Republic of South Africa. 
Semimanufactures____________ 190 185 _- Republic of south Africa 7 i West 

rmany 28; Zimbabwe 26. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

- Gnwrought ~--- ee -- 1 _--— All from Republic of South Africa. 
Semimanufactures.______~_____ 86 84 (4) United Kingdom 53; Republic of 

ut rica 20; Ja . 
Iron and steel metal: pa 

Pig iron including cast iron 
_ value, thousands_ _ $12 __ 

Powder, shot, grit ~------~~--- 26 2 _- . All from United Kingdom. 
mimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 13,598 8,509 29 Republic of South Africa 5,128; 
Fimbabwe 2,977; United Kingdom 
300. 

Universals, plates, sheets _____ 17,482 15,372 27 Republic. of South Africa 7,692; Japan 
,052; Zimbabwe 537. 

Hoop and strip____________ 113 111 __ Republic of South Africa 83; United 
gdom 27. 

Rails and accessories ________ 3,041 251 -- Republic of South Africa 125; United 
om 74; a . 

Wire. ~~ ~~ ~~~ 2,184 2,174 _— Zimbabwe 1,254; Republic of South 
Africa 847; United Kingdom 72. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 4,694 5,978 1 Republic of South Africa 3,802; 
; ance 776; India 605. 
Castings and forgings, rough — _ _ 17 165 (4) Belgium Luxembourg 88; Republic of 

u ri ; Zimbabwe 20. 
Lead metal including alloys, unwrought ; . ; 

and semimanufactures __________ 3 10 _— Republic of South Africa 8; Zimbabwe 

Nickel metal including alloys, semimanu- -_ 
factures ___-§_§ ~~ Le (2) 1 — Mainly from West Germany. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought ; ; 

; ; _ value, thousands__ -- $1 _- All from United Kingdom. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought ; ; 

and partly wrought ____———do____ $6 $2 _- All from Republic of South Africa. 
Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap... ~~ Le 110 (4) _— Do. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 1 _- . 

Zine. metal including alloys: 33 
nwrought _____~__.~~______ -- 

Semimanufactures____________ -- 9 -_- All from Republic of South Africa. 
Other: Ores and concentrates 

kilograms_ _ 2 — 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ____._________ 35 15 (4) Republic of South Africa 10; Switzer- 

and 2; India 1. 
Cement_______~_____________ 22,305 30,629 -- Zambia 24,081; Zimbabwe 6,284; 

Clay prod Republic of South Africa 245. 
ay products: 
Nonrefractory -o-- ee ee 608 425 -- Republic of South Africa 288; 

imbabwe 74; Ja . 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ — 132 385 _— Republic of South Africa 122; United 

gdom 114; Israel 64. 
Fertilizer materials: 

e: 
Nitrogenous _____..__.___ 700 2,300 -- Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Phosphatic.--._2_2222_2 292 555 18 Re ublic of Sou Africa 238; United 

Kingdom ; Zambia 90. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~_ 55,152 54,062 304 Netherlands aU est Germany 
»130; Portugal 5,252. 

Phosphatic .________-_- ~~ 11,828 14,876 _- Republic of South Africa 12,7 66 
,000; West Germany . 

Potassic. .._..____--_.-. 13,542 9,553 _- France 3,450; Israel t 2,750; Belgium- 
uxembourg 2,353. 

Other including mixed — _ _—__~— -- 9 _~ All from Republic of South Africa. 
Lime ________~__~_~~~___-_-_- 2,630 3,143 _- Zambia 2,862; Republic of South 

Africa 253. 
Mica: Worked including agglomerated ; . ; 

splittings ________________-- (4) 8 —_ Republic of South Africa 7; Zimbabwe 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Malawi: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : _ 
United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Precious and semiprecious stones in $3 $0 All fro bi 
value, ousan _ _— m Zambia. 

Salt andbrine____..._..__----~ 16,582 13,226 14 Republic of South Africa 10,860; West 
rmany 1,234; Mozambique Yoo. 

Stone, sand and gravel: y 

other than me ing ____~ -- ni ingdom 2. 
Sulfur: Elemental, refined __——_——-~- 364 14 — Republic of South Africa 8; Zambia 6. 

er: 

Crude____.~-.~_-___------~- 6,452 4,632 9 Republic of South Africa 2,382; 
1a 2, . 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
sd thee cements, unfred non- 
metals_____ value, thousands__ $2,053 $2,057 $4 Republic os South Africa $925, 9 

ia ; Mozambique . 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

Carbon black ____.__.--~------- 28 2 -- Republic of South Africa 1; West 
rmany 1. 

Coal, all grades excluding briquets — — — — 33,759 65,383 _- Mozambique 35,96, F Republic of 
ju Ca ay, . 

Coke and semicoke______—------~-— 40 20 _. All from Republic of South Africa. 

PetCme ¢ ind partly refined an re 

y 42-galion barrels_ _ 29 9,374 -- Republic of South Africa 9,308; West 
rmany 66. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __.---__--do____ 367,378 344,845 _- Republic of! South Africa 261,350; 

ce ? ; ? . 

| Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ - 122,605 83,080 _- Republic of South Africa 82,505 
ni gdom 566; Zimbabwe 

202. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do___-_ 570,533 597,777 552 Republic of South Africa 411,867; 

Residual fuel oil _ _ _ __ _do__ _ - 21,898 15,165 -- Republic of South Africa 12,587; 

Lubricants _________do____ 45,221 26,250 1,022 Republic of South f Africa 15,925; 
etner. * > vn 

Kingdom 1,071. 

Other: efied petrol qui petroleum gas 
do. _—— 3,886 3,921 _- Zimbabwe 3,654; Republic of South 

Mineral jell a Africa 197; Zimbabwe 70. 
eral jelly and wax 

do____ 65,848 51,966 3,604 Republic of South Africa 35,698; 
’ : I rance > . 

Bitumen and other residues 
do____ 2,321 188 12 Republic of South Africa 145; United 

om . 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ — — 485 717 1 United Kingdom 694; Zimbabwe 20. 

nee 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $2,000, of which $1,000 came from Italy and $1,000 came from the United Kingdom. 

MAURITIUS 

e island of Mauritius gained its inde- year. Mining and mineral processing oper- The island of Maurit. ed its ind y M d al 
pendence from Great Britain in 1968. The ations were all small and were limited to 
island’s economy, which supports a popula- the production of lime and basalt stone 
tion of approximately 1 million people, was during 1981, all of which is used for domes- 
dominated by the agricultural sector in tic purposes. In the past decade, Mauritius 
1981 as sugar production contributed over has become the world’s third largest export- 
one-half of annual foreign exchange earn- er of certain types of knitwear. Knitwear 
ings. Tourism was also a major factor inthe valued at $51 million was shipped to Euro- 
economy, and the manufacturing industry pean markets in 1981. Exports of other 
continued to grow rapidly throughout the types of manufactured goods were also rap-
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idly increasing. The continued growth of remained dependent on imports for petrole- 
| the manufacturing sector was considered um fuel and products, iron and steel prod- 

vital as unemployment continued to be a_ ucts, cement, and a significant volume of 
growing problem in Mauritius, having food. 
reached 20% by the end of 1981. The island 

Table 4.—Mauritius: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 ‘ _ United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 66 63 95; Republic of South 

p_------------------- -- Madagascar 20; ic qu 
Africa 16; Belgium-Luxembourg 15. 

Semimanufactures_____--—--~-~—- ) 1 _. __ All to Seychelles. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

p_--_---------------~- 141 35 _— India 15; Republic of South Africa 15; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 5. 

Semimanufactures___ ~~~ 5 (4) _. __ All to Seychelles. 
Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap _...-.-------------- _- 397 __ Pakistan 300; Republic of South 

. Africa 96. 
Steel, primary forms 

value, thousands_ — $1 $1 _.  AlltoFrance. 
Semimanufactures: 

. 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 2 
oO. — _- 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ ~~ — ?) 3 _. __ All to Seychelles. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings 
value, thousands_ _ $1 $4 -- Madagascar $2; Seychelles $2. 

Lead metal including alloys, scrap ___— 103 106 _. All to Republic of South Africa. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
value, thousands. _ $1 _- 

Tin metal including alloys, scrap — — ~~~ -- 24 _. All to Republic of South Africa. 
Zinc metal including alloys: 

Scrap __-_---------------- 55 6 -- Do. 
Semimanufactures..__ ~~~ -- 60 . -- Do. 

NONMETALS 

Cement______.._------------ 25 -- | 
Clay products: Nonrefractory 

value, thousands_ _ -- $8 _. All to Seychelles. 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung 

do____ $3,017 $7,716 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $7,422; Italy 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured _ _ — — 15 -- 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond: 
Natural _.___-— value, thousands. _ $9 $4 _. __ Italy $3; Reunion $1. 
Synthetic __________--do___-_ $194 $443 _. All to Switzerland. 

Salt and brine... _____.-_----- -- 12 ~- All to Seychelles. 
Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ___ —___—- 1 1 _. ._. Alltoltaly. 
Worked ________-~---~---~-~- 1 18 _-— All to Reunion. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid value, thousands. — $1 -- 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Kerosine and jet fuel 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 814 170 _. All to Seychelles. 
Distillate fuel oi] ___.__~—do___~ 1,649 _- 
Nonlubricating oils _—————do_——_ 70 _- 
Lubricants. ___ value, thousands. _ $1 $34 _. Republic of South Africa $24; United 

Rirgdoen $8; Reunion $2. 
a 

1Lees than 1/2 unit.
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Table 5.—Mauritius: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1978 

Commodi 1977 1978 : 
mmodity Gnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Alumin inum metal including alloys: \ 
nwrought __________-~_~_-~ -_- 

Semimanufactures____ ~~ 916 465 (4) Republic ¢ of South Africa 151; 
. ustralia 71; Hong Kong 68. 

Copper metal including alloys, semi- ; ; 
manufactures __._-_-._--_----- 58 104 (4) Jefe eT ete Africa 

; Uni om 16. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 11 60 _~- United Kingdom 48; France 2. 
Steel, primary forms_ ———______~— 9,439 18,860 _- Republic of South Africa 18,448; 

Semimanufactures: , 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 15,104 20,328 1 Republic of South Africa 14,039; 

ndia 2,762; Japan 1,728. 
Universals, plates, sheets — — — — — 7,229 8,198 _ J apan 4,443; Republic of South Africa 

295; ralia 728. 
Hoop and strip__________ ~~ 57 67 -- J apan 54; Republic of South Africa 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ — — — — 27 6 _— West Germany 4; France 2. 
Wire. _____ 1,364 1,638 -- Republic of South Africa 934; China 

68;West Germany 221. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ._______ 12,585 6,789 1 United Kingdom 2,076; West 

Casti d fore h 3 Germany 1,313; Japan 1,283. 
ings and forgings, rough - - - -- | 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap 9 38 _- Republic of South Africa 23; Reunion 

Unwrought ________________ 24 10 __ All from Republic of South Africa. 
Semimanufactures_ ____~_______ 42 52 _— Republic of : uth Africa 39; United 

: ngaom 6. 

Nickel metal includin g alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ $5 $2 _- Australia $1; United Kingdom $1. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
do. ___ $11 $2 -- All from United Kingdom. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought — . ___——do____ $56 $46 _- United Kingdom $38; West Germany 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures __________ 4 14 _— India 6; United Kingdom 6; Malaysia 

Zing metal including alloys: 10 
p___-_______-________ _— 

Unwrought _______ 2 _— 45 _. All from Australia. 
Semimanufactures_____~_______ 110 748 _- Republic of South africa 277; Austria 

; an . 
Other: 

Slag and ash containing nonferrous 3 9 All from United Kinga 
metals__§_§_$_§_____ _— rom Uni om. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 61 98 _- Repub of South Africa 70 United 
ingdom 14; West Germany 10. 

Metals including alloys, all forms 
value, thousands_ _ -- $1 _- All from Hong Kong. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 
ete 37 1 _. Mainly from France. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones 

value, thousands_ — $31 $25 _— Republic of South Africa $19; 
Grindi a polishi heels and Belgium-Luxembourg $3. 
rinding and polishing wheels an 
stones ____ ~~ 76 61 __ West Germany 24; Switzerland 16; 

nited Kingdom 6. 
Asbestos, crude __ _ .._________-~- — 1 _— All from Republic of South Africa. 
Cement. __-__ ~~ ~~~ 245,293 294,644 _— Kenya 139,364; Spain 70,847; Japan 

Chalk. ________---_--------- 119 78 -- United Kingdom 55; Belgium- 
uxembourg 23. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude. 181 111 — United Kingdom 42; Republic of 

ju ca 38; . 

See footnotes at end of table. |
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Table 5.—Mauritius: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1978 

Commodity 1977 1978 : _ 
United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products —Continued ; 

Products: 
Nonrefractory 

value, thousands_ _ $703 $756 __ Italy $437; United Kingdom $128; 
Japan $71. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _________~~-do____ $156 $193 -- Republic Spouth Africa $156; 

ni om $36. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung____ —do____ $2,606 $7,298 _- Switzerland $2,614; Belgium 
Luxembourg $2,493; United 

; Kingdom $1,785. 
Industria] ____________do____ $233 $14 _. _._ All from Switzerland. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 199 501 15 Kenya 358; Japan 126. 
Fertilizer materials: . 

Crude: 
Phosphatic______________ 28 159 __ Republic of South Africa 140; India 

Potassic. __§_-§_§___________ 1 —_ . 
Other including mixed ______ _ 5,276 5,963 _- All from Seychelles. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous oe 15,026 5,054 _— Italy 5,000; West Germany 50. 
Phosphatic. _~__§__________ 10,325 11,050 8,697 Republic of South Africa 2,353. 
Potassic. _______________ 22,674 20,589 _— Israel 20,586; United Kingdom 2; 

West Germany 1. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ _ _ __ 5 32 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 22; Republic of 

South Africa 4. 
Ammonia _____~ ~~ 11,698 8,146 -_- Tran 0.609; Trinidad and Tobago 

Graphite, natural _..___________ -_- 3 -- India 2; United Kingdom 1. 
Gypsum and plasters ___________- 53 18 _— West Germany 10; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 5. 
Lime ____.~_~_~_~_~___________ 284 160 _~— All from Republic of South Africa. 
Mica: Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ____— value, thousands_ _ $42 $24 _- United Kingdom $18; India $5. 
Pigments, mineral: Natural, crude _ _ _ _ 211 233 -- United Kingdom 125; China 57; West 

Germany 45. 
Precious and semiprecious stone other 

than diamond: 
Natural ____~— value, thousands_ _ $17 $26 -- Switzerland $24; Republic of South 

rica $1. : 
Synthetic ____________do____ $144 $171 _. Switzerland $159; West Germany $11. 

Salt and brine_____.$.. .__________ 797 941 .- Netherlands 411; United Kingdom 
259; China 163. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda_________.______ 1,340 968 -— United Kingdom 914; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 26. . 
Soda ash _. -- _-- ___-_________ 208 156 -- China 66; United Kingdom 49; 

Bulgaria 30. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked _____ 21 316 _- Mainly from Republic of South 

ca. 
Worked___~_____ ~~ _____ 14 19 _- Republic of South Africa 7; Italy 5; 

Chin a2. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 1,392 1,891 _— All from Republic of South Africa. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 174 196 _-- China 150; India 30; Italy 15. 
Limestone other than dimension _ __ 32 2 .. All from Republic of South Africa. 

quartz and uartzite___________ -- 4 -- Mainly from India. 
d other than metal)-bearing __ — — 20 13 -- Republic of South Africa 8; United 

Kingdom . 
Sulfur: 

Elemental, crude_____________ 17 5 2 Japan 1; Republic of South Africa 1. 
Sulfuric acid. ______._-_-.---- 104 98 _— Republic of South Africa 73; United 

Kingd om 12; Netherlands 7. 
Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 126 19 -- Uni Kingdom 53; China 15; India 

Other: Building materials of asphalt, 
asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_ ______.....------ 1,204 426 -- Republic of South Africa 371; Italy 

1; France 20. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ — — — 6,160 4,644 -- Republic of South Africa 4,640; 
nited Kingdom 4. 

Carbon: 
Carbon black _________.____- 1 2 _— All from Republic of South Africa. 
Gascarbon ____________---- _- 37 _— All from France.
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Table 5.—Mauritius: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

To grees 1978 OOOCSC~*~S~S 
_ Commodity 197 1978 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Coal, all i ing bri _--- 950 902 __ All from Republic of South Africa. 
Coke on proce res ane _ quets ~~ 161 593 -~_ Re ublic of South Africa 300; United 

Kingdom 293. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
42-gallon barrels.._ 1,123 8,373 _. All from Republic of South Africa. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 394 417 _— . Bahrain 287; Iran 129. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ ~~ 468 512 _- Bahrain 370; Iran 142. 
Distillate fuel oil ___ do. ___ 785 843 _. Bahrain 593; Iran 250. 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _ _ _ _do_ _ —_ 599 548 _— Iran 237; Kenya 189; Bahrain 122. 
Lubricants _ value, thousands. _ $2,480 $2,877 $29 Republic of South Africa $2,601; 

nited Kingdom $135. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 12,308 14,175 -~- Singapore 13,897; Republic of South 

| Africa 162. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do_ _ __ 7,807 6,084 110 China 3,305; France 1,086; West 
Germany 456. 

Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ __ 931 714 7 United Kingdom 420; Japan 189; 
China 70. 

Bitumen and other residues 
do_ ___ 582 4,678 _- Republic of South Africa 4,575; 

nited Kingdom 97. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do. ___ 1,782 2,527 6 France 1,485; Republic of South 
: Africa 745. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals — — — — 25 17 _. All from United Kingdom. . 

Less than 1/2 unit. 

REPUBLIC OF COMOROS 

The Republic of Comoros, an archipelago 9 meters, expanding the port’s capability to 
between Madagascar and the Mozambique accommodate heavy-tonnage oceangoing 
coast of Africa, had negligible mineral pro- vessels. Under another aid agreement sign- 
duction in 1981. Small sand and gravel ed with the French Government early in 
operations were maintained for local con- 1981, funds had been allocated to improve 
struction purposes, but as of yearend 1981, and expand the runways of the Moroni- 
no significant exploitable mineral deposits Hahaia International Airport on Grande 
had been discovered on any of the islands. Comore Island. The Republic of Comoros, 
Financed by the Islamic Development Bank like many of the developing nations of 
and the French Government, plans were Africa, had a serious balance of trade prob- 
being finalized in 1981 for a major expan- lem in 1981, owing in large part to the high 
sion project for the Port of Mutsamudu on costs of petroleum imports and devaluation 
Anjouan Island. The port’s jetty was to be of the local currency against other curren- 
extended to 250 meters, and the port bay cies. 
was to be deepened to handle ship drafts of 

REUNION 

Located approximately 640 kilometers mineral-related activity on the island was a 
east of Madagascar, Reunion is a small 200,000-ton-per-year cement clinker grind- 
island of one-half million inhabitants which ing plant at Saint Denis. Planning contin- 
has been ruled as a French Overseas De-_ ued in 1981 for the construction of a new 
partment since 1946. Agriculture was the harbor and port in the Bay of Possession. If 
basis of Reunion’s economy in 1981, with initiated, this will be the largest construc- 
sugar production as the main activity. Tour- tion project in the island’s history, with an 
ism was also an important foreign exchange estimated cost of $110 million. Construc- 
earner. Outside of sand and gravel oper-_ tion was planned to begin in the latter half 
ations for local construction, the only of 1982.
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Table 6.—Reunion: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: . 

Scrap _.-_---------------- 33 41 -- All to France. 
Semimanufactures_____—_-—--~-- 3 1 _-— Mainly to Mauritius. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
p_------------------- 120 215 _- France 291; Republic of South Africa 

Semimanufactures , 
value, thousands_ _— $1 -- 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap ____---------------- 1,613 _— 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 202 324 -- Comoros 224; Guadeloupe 99. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ — _ _— 43 12 -- Comoros 60; Madagascar 12. 
Wire___.-__.--_------- _- 1 _. Mainly to Mauritius. | 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _____-- 68 40 ~— Comoros 39; Mauritius 1. 
Castings and forgings, rough — __— _- 2 _- All to Comoros. 

Lead metal including alloys: . 
Scrap ____-_-------------- 276 160 -- Republic of South Africa 122; France 

Semimanufactures " 
value, thousands_ _ -- $1 -— All to Comoros. 

Silver: Waste and sweepings — _ _ do_ _ _ — $7 _- 
Tin metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures ______.——-_do___~_ -- $6 _. All to Comoros. 

NONMETALS 
Cement. _______-__-------~-+- 848 7120 _- Madagascar 712; Comoros 8. 
Chalk__________--__--~---_-~ 4 3 _. _ All to Mauritius. 
Clay products: 

onrefractory _....__--~----- 22 9 _— Comoros 8; Madagascar 1. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _— 2 Q) _. All to Comoros. 

Lime ____________-~----~--- 22 10 -- Do. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 
seinen diamond __ value, thousands_ _ 35 $2 -- All to Mauritius. 

Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone, a 
sree’ atic add 7777777777277 “7 5 -- All to Mauritius. 
ulfur: Sulfuric acid ____________-_- _. Mainly to Madagascar. 

Other: Building materials of asphalt, 
asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_ ______....------- 5 19 _- All to Comoros. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline _ __ _ _ —42-gallon barrels_ — 8 — 
Lubricants_ ____..__.—-do___- 735 742 -- Mainly to Comoros. 

Other: fied petrol ue eum 
q pe ee do. ___ 615 44] -_- All to Comoros. 

Bitumen and other residues 
do____ 18,228 10,763 _. Mainly to Madagascar. 

rr 

1Less than 1/2 unit. | 

Table 7.—Reunion: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
rr 

| Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 “t+ °°  ....... . 
mmodity United Other (principal) 

TEE 
| 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures ___----~~------ 258 292 _. France 218; Sweden 70; Italy 2. 

Copper metal including alloys, semi- . 

manufactures ._----__..-.--- 95 115 -- France 102; Republic of South Africa 

Iron and steel metal: , 
Scrap __._-_-------------- 9 11 _. All from France. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 12 50 -- Do. 
Steel, primary forms___— —__—-—--~- -- 173 -- Do.
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Table 7.—Reunion: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
-—-— RS 

SS pS SSSR 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 : i. 

Gnited Other (principal) 
een eee ee SS eS eS A i vr 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures: . 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 17,618 12,491 -—  France7,413; Republic of South 

Africa 3,010; West Germany 1,481. 
Universals, plates, sheets ___ __ 10,851 11,424 -- France 7,490; Japan 2,418; Republic 

of South Africa 1,086. 
Hoop and strip____________ 17 46 _-— . All from France. 
Rails and accessories_______ _ 28 13 _— Do. 
Wire. t= 403 289 _- Republic of South Africa 137; France 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 5,777 5,680 () France 4,369; Republic of South 
rica 997. 

Castings and forgings, rough _ __ 186 275 ~- France 220; Belgium-Luxembourg 55. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 5 10 _— All from France. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought.__§_§__________ -- 1 _- Do. 
Semimanufactures _________ 18 17 — Do. 

Mercury ______—~— 76-pound flasks_ _ @) 29 -- Do. 
Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures __ value, thousands__ $3 $2 _— All from West Germany. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______do____ $9 $14 _. All from France. 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures __._______ -- 1 -- Do. 

Titanium: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 178 189 _- Republic of South Africa 135; West 

- rmany 54. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 

factures _. 2 5 7 _- 
Zinc: 

Oxides and hydroxides ________ _ 2 4 _-— All from France. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures 2 5 2 1 2 -- Do. 

Other: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals___._ value, thousands_ _ $1 _- 

Base metals including alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures 

do_ _ __ $3 $11 --— All from France. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 
ott ing and polishing whseisanad ~~ 1 30 -- Do. 
rinding and polishing wheels an 
stones ________~_____ 20 23 -- France 22; West Germany 1. 

Asbestos, crude___ value, thousands__ $4 __ 
Boron materials: Acid ___§_________ 25 _- 
Cement________~___ ~~ ____ 149,599 181,715 -- Republic of South Africa 114,546; 

enya 50,197; France 16,972. 
Chalk. __ ~~~ 552 1,137 -— All from France. 
Clays and clay products: 

de. 127 135 _- France 108; United Kingdom 20; 
Madagascar 7. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory____._______ 6,615 8,243 _- Italy 4,881; France 1,918; Spain 855. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~~ ~~.~_~________ 508 974 -- France 829; Republic of South Africa 
; Italy 1. 

Diamond: Gen, not set or strung 
value, thousands. _ $88 $93 _-- France $88; India $5. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 22 40 _- All from France. 
Fertilizer materials: 

- Crude: 
Phosphatic____~§..________ 10 _- 
Other including mixed_______ 3 26 _— Republic of South Africa 18; France 

Manwf re 2,520 2,819 Belgium-L bourg 1,719; Mauri i nous _____________ , — um-Luxembourg 1,719; Mauri- 
tius 400; West Germany 297. 

Phosphatic___.__________ 690 543 -- All from France. 
Potassic. _. .§--~_________ 160 204 _~ East Germany 104; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 100. 
Other including mixed_______ 30,303 28,440 __ Ttaly 11,938; etherlands 7,622; 

. uritius 5,100. 
Ammonia ___~____§__________ 10 8 -~- France 7; Republic of South Africa 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Reunion: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Gypsum and plasters __._-______ 7,319 10,263 _— All from France. 
Lime ___~_~_______~ ~~ ______ 1,759 1,260 _- Do. 
Magnesite ____.._-____.~--_____ 154 248 70 Netherlands 178. 
Mica: Crude including splittings and 

waste _________~_-___~_____ 5 10 -_- All from France. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 36 89 -- West Germany 45; France 43. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond __ value, thousands_ _ $50 $106 _- France $41; West Germany $33; 
Madagascar $27. 

Salt and brine. ________________ 2,680 2,170 __ West Germany 1,045; Madagascar 
479; Republic of South Africa 404. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ______________ 3 1 _— All from France. 
Caustic soda____§_§___________ 203 260 _- France 223; East Germany 15; West 

Germany 15. 
Soda ash ________._~_________ 2 — 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: . 

Crude and partly worked _____ 11 (4) __ All from France. . 
Worked _____§___________ 169 204 _— France 150; Italy 27; Mauritius 22. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 8 14 -- Republic of South Africa 8; France 6. 
Quartz and quartzite 

value, thousands_ _ $2 _- . 
P Band other than metal-bearing — —__ 217 122 -— France 121; West Germany 1. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, refined ____~.._~____ _ (3) 2 -— All from France. 
Sulfuric acid___§_$____________ 101 116 -- France 89; Republic of South Africa 

17; Netherlands 10. 
gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 20 22 __ All from France. 

er: 
Crude_________~___________ 46 _— 
Slag, dross, similar material, not 

metal-bearing _____________ 3 12 — All from France. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos —_ 

and fiber cements, unfired non- . 
metals___§________ ~~ ____ 2,671 3,187 (?) France 3,175; Netherlands 11. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ __ 40 _- All from France. 
Carbon black _________________ 1 1 _— Do. 
Coal and briquets: Briquets of coal _ — _ _ -- 3 -- Do. 
Coke and semicoke_ ____________ _ 5 _— 
Peat including briquets and litter 

value, thousands_ _ -- $1 _- All from France. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 1,067 3 _- France 2. 

Kerosine and jet fuel_ ___ _ _do____ 217 228 -- Bahrain 177; People’s Democratic 
Republic of Yemen 51. 

Distillate fuel oil _. ______do____ 587 (4) _— All from France. 
Residual fuel oi] ________do____ 424 108 -— All from Madagascar. 
Lubricants____________do____ 28 22 4 France 12; Republic of South Africa 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas __do____ 149 158 _— Singapore 129; Bahrain 18. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 394 142 __ France 118; Belgium-Luxembourg 24. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ ___ 60,012 54,516 _— Republic of South Africa 54,425; 
France 91. 

Bituminous mixtures_ _ —_do_ _ _ _ 642 594 6 France 581. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 3 10 -— All from France. 

1Less than 1/2 unit.
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RWANDA | | 

Mineral production in 1981 accounted for et Miniére des Ingenieurs et Industriels 
approximately 1% of Rwanda’s estimated Belges of Belgium, and 49% owned by the 
$1.25 billion GDP.* Mineral exports remain- Rwandan Government. 
ed Rwanda’s third biggest foreign exchange As of the end of 1981 there were no 
earner, behind coffee and tea. Overall min- facilities in Rwanda for the production or 
eral production and exports declined in processing of petroleum or natural gas.The 
1981 with the exception of gold, for which country imports all of its limited require- 
production and exportation increased 25%. ments for petroleum products in their re- 
Other minerals mined were cassiterite, fined form. There was no prospect in the 
wolframite, columbite-tantalite, and beryl. near future that Rwanda’s situation will 

Transportation services and infrastruc- change with respect to production of oil and 

ture were improved during 1981 as part ofa natural gas, although large reserves of nat- 

major Government construction and expan-_ ural gas have reportedly been found in the 
sion program. Surface paving work was well vicinity of Lake Kivu. An agreement be- 
underway by yearend on the roads from the tween the Governments of Rwanda, Zaire, 
capital city of Kigali south to Butare and and Burundi was reached in 1981 regarding 
north to Ruhengeri and on the Ruhengeri- a cooperative effort to further evaluate the 
to-Cyanika road linking Rwanda and Ugan- development potential of these gas re- 
da. The total cost of the roadwork on the sources. Rwanda was involved in a prelimi- 
Kigali-Ruhengeri-Cyanika span was esti- nary feasibility study in 1981 aimed at 
mated at $40 million. As of yearend 1981, developing large peat resources for domes- 
there were approximately 1,000 Belgian tic heating needs. Also in the energy sector, 
nationals working within Rwanda, with an agreement was reached in principle 
20% of them involved in the mining sector. between the Governments of Rwanda, 

The national tin mining company, Société Zaire, and Burundi for constructing a 140- 
Miniére du Rwanda (Somirwa), reported megawatt hydroelectric dam on the Ruzizi 
completing construction on its 3,000-ton- River. Project financing had been promised 
per-day tin smelter complex at Kururuma by the European Development Bank, the 
during the year. Somirwa is managed and African Development Bank, and the Orga- 
51% owned by the Compagnie Géologique nization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. 

SEYCHELLES 

The Seychelles, a group of 92 coral islands 15%. Foreign aid grants and loans amount- 
1,600 kilometers off the coast of Kenya, isa ed to $13.9 million in 1981. 
former British colony which achieved inde- After expending $35 million on three dry 
pendence in 1976. The only mineral com- offshore drill holes, the AMOCO Seychelles 
modity to be exploited on the island in 1981 Petroleum Co. ceased searching for oil in 
was guano. The guano is high in phosphorus. the Seychelles in June 1981. The explora- 
and is used domestically as a fertilizer. The tion drilling was conducted offshore of 
mineral industry contributed considerably Mahe, the Seychelles’ largest island. During 
less than 1% to the GDP, which was esti- December 1981, U.S. AMOCO and the Sey- 
mated for 1981 at $120 million. The Na- chelles Government entered into negotia- 
tion’s balance of payments deficit almost tions for a new oil exploration agreement, 
doubled during the year, increasing from to resume active exploration operations in 
$10.2 million in 1980 to $19.4 million in the Seychelles waters. In the past 2 years, 
1981. The sharp increase was attributed toa AMOCO has been the only petroleum com- 
major slump in the tourist industry, the pany involved in active oil exploration in 
country’s major foreign exchange earner, Seychelles, which is forced to import all of 
and a revaluation of the local currency by its petroleum needs.
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Table 8.—Seychelles: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 “Tjnuteqss#ss##)~SCGOUU 
United Other (principal) 

Aluminum metal including alloys, 
unwrought __________-_____- _- 47 _. All to Mauritius. 

Copper metal including alloys, scrap _ _ — 26 10 __ All to Pakistan. 
Fertilizer materials: Crude ________-_ 6,383 4,285 _. _ All to Mauritius. 
Stone, sand and gravel: Gravel and 
crushed rock _____...__-_____- _- 10 NA NA. 

Other nonmetals: Crude _________ — 3 _- 

NA Not available. 

Table 9.—Seychelles: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 “tntedQ  °»&+ »WW...... 
¥ United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _ () 67 1 United Kingdom 29; Belgium- 

uxembourg 28. 
Copper metal including alloys, . . 

unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _ 5 6 -- United King dom 3; Canada 1; 
public of Sou ca 1. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Steel, primary forms_________—- (?) 4 -— Mainly from United Kingdom. 

mimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 541 1,370 _~ Republic of South 1 Africa 484; United 

om 142; rmany 120. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ — _— 708 542 __ J apan 290; Singapore 94; Malaysia 

Hoop and strip 
value, thousands_ _ $4 $24 — Republic of South Africa $23. 

Wire. __________.-do___- -_- . $6 _. Republic of South Africa $3; Kenya 

Tubes, pipes, fittings d $1,140 $394 U #0 Mnedon 280, P blic of ipes, -—-do____ , -- ni om ; ublic o 
costing - forsi h South Africa $45; Singapore $22. 

and forgings, ro 
“Eo. ae $2 $50 _- United Kingdom $29; Republic of 

South Africa $13; Singapore $8. 
Lead metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures __ _______~— 1 _- 

Silver mea including alloys, unwrought 
an wroug 

y value, thousands_ _ -- $21 — Repo of oguth Africa $16; United 
om $4. 

Zinc metal including alloys, unwrought 
Oth do_ _ __ $5 -- 

er: 
Oxides and hydroxides __~~do__ ~~ _- $31 _- France $19; United Kingdom $12. 
Metals including alloys, unwrought ; ; . 

and semimanufactures _ __do____ $13 $252 $5 United Kingdom $88; Mauritius $85. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ____. ~~ __ $2 $13 -- United Kingdom $10; Australia $1. 

Cement = Nouehastony 2,135 22 _-- Kenya 20; Republic of Korea 1. 
ucts: Nonrefractory 

yP value, thousands. _ $206 $217 _. _ Italy $93; United Kingdom $62; 
Fertilize terials: Republic of South Africa $46. 

e rma : 
Crude. _______------------ -- 1 _. ._ All from United Kingdom. 
Manufactured. _—_____~--~~-~~- -- 10 -- Mainly from West Germany. 
Ammonia ___~— value, thousands__ $4 $1 -- Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Gypeum and plasters ———-~—~---~-~~- -- 2 _-— All from Republic of South Africa. 

Mica: Worked including agglomerated ~ Bo ca: Worked inclu jomera 
splittings ____— value, thousands. _ $4 -- 

Precious and semiprecious stones do. $1 

Salt and brine. _________---_-__ 271 285 -- Republic of South Africa 248; 
pore 30. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.8.: ; . 
Caustic soda. ____._._-..----- 54 37 -- West Germany 36; United Kingdom 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Seychelles: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 19890 “Tua LC 
ramodity United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand, and gravel: 
Dimension stone: i ed 3 

Worked ne ~~ 77 3 - 
Sand other than metal-bearing ____ -- 3 _- United Kingdom 2. 

Sulfur Sulfuric acid, ~.-_-§ >_> __ _- 5 -- Netherlands 2; United Kingdom 2. 
er: 

Crude___-_~_§_-__~_~___________ 2 53 _- Netherlands 21; Republic of South 
Africa 21; China . 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals__§_. ~~» 5 178 113 _— Republic of South Africa 66; United 

Kingdom 20; Singapore 19. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades excluding briquets _ __ _ 6 3 -- All from Republic of South Africa. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ __ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 46,869 5,338 -- Bahrain 28; Arab Republic of 
emen ol. 

Kerosine and jet fuel______do____ 235,073 241,304 _- Bahrain 241,288. 
Distillate fuel oil _.._____do____ 306,054 259,496 -- All from Bahrain. 
Residual fuel oil ____.___do____ -- 206 _— Mainly from Bahrain. 
Lubricants. ____________do____ 3,759 1,792 42 Singapore 574; Republic of South 

Africa 546; Kenya 308. 

Orbe ueted petal 
ee eee Bee do. __ 1,798 (3) NA. 

Mineral jelly and wax — —do__—_ 24 31 _- United Kingdom 15; West Germany 

Bituminous mixtures___do_ _ _ _ 2,182 2,963 _- Singapore 1,491; Republic of South 
| Africa 1,224. | 

Nonlubricating oils _ _ _ do_ _ __ $19 -- 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 148 (?) _. All from United Kingdom . 

1Unreported quantity valued at $145,000. 
2Les than 1/2 unit. 
‘Unreported quantity valued at $175,000, of which $118,000 came from the Republic of South Africa, $23,000 came from 

the United Kingdom, $12,000 came from France, and $6,000 came from the United States. 

SOMALIA 

The mineral industry sector continued to reans designed the plant to use a wet 
be an extremely small contributor to the process with an output of 100,000 tons per 
Somalian economy during 1981. The GDP year of cement. Construction of the plant 
was $425 million for the year.? Mineral was transferred to French contractors, and 

production in the Somali Democratic Re- the plant was redesigned to use a dry 
public was confined to small-scale mining of process with a capacity of 300,000 tons per 
cassiterite tin deposits, sea salt, stone, lime- year of cement. Construction of the plant 
stone, and meerschaum. Increasing mineral was scheduled for completion by the end of 
development within the country was given 1982. Near the city of Bardera in southern 
a high priority by the Government in 1981, Somalia, a feasibility study was completed 
and a $1.5 million contract was awarded to in 1981 which proposed construction of a 
a Brazilian state firm, Companhia de Pes- second cement plant within the country. 
quisa de Recursos Minerais, to survey the The additional cement capacity is needed 
country’s mineral resources. for the construction of the $630 million 

To supply the increasing domestic market hydroelectric dam on the nearby Juba Val- 
for cement and avoid increased cement ley River. Construction activities for both of 
imports, the Somalian Government in 1976 these projects were scheduled to begin in 
contracted with the Korean Government for _ the latter half of 1982. 
the construction of a cement plant at Ber- At the end of 1981, there were six U.S. oil 
bera in northwest Somalia. During con- companies either actively exploring for pe- 
struction of this plant, major design and troleum in Somalia or planning to get 
contractual changes were made. The Ko exploration programs underway. Oil explo-
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ration efforts to date had not resulted in lion in revenues, which would help alleviate 
any positive finds. Having no known fossil the country’s critical shortage of foreign 
fuel resources, Somalia has been heavily exchange. 
dependent on imported oil, with fuel im- International trade and trading partners 
ports in 1980 costing over $76 million. Late did not change appreciably for Somalia in 
in 1981 negotiations were underway be- 1981. Livestock exports remained the coun- 
tween the Governments of Somalia and _try’s greatest foreign exchange earner, com- 
Saudi Arabia for extending Somalia a grant prising over 90% of the export revenues 
of crude oil for the country’s 1982 consump-_ reported in 1981. The livestock exports were 
tive needs. Owing to a lack of foreign valued at $181 million, which was approx- 
exchange capital, Somalia has had prob- imately 43% of the country’s GDP. There 
lems securing crude petroleum for its only was a positive change in 1981 regarding 
oil refinery, Iraqsoma, located at Moga- Somalia’s balance of payments problems. In 
dishu. The refinery was shut down late in July 1981 Somalia officially established a 
1980 owing to a lack of crude oil feedstock two-tier exchange rate system whereby im- 
and was dormant throughout 1981. If re- ports in categories considered nonessential 
started and operated near capacity, the were inflated 100% exchange-rate-wise to 
refinery could produce a considerable discourage their entry and purchase. Total 
amount of fuel oil for exportation, as only imports for 1981 were only 87.5% of total 
60% of the refinery’s production would be exports, which is a considerable improve- 
needed for domestic purposes. The fuel ex- ment over the 1980 figure of 170%. | 
ports could result in an estimated $25 mil- 

Table 10.—Somalia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

Coal, coke, briquets ___.________- -- 30 _. All to Djibouti. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude________-_-__--_--_____ 10 1,011 __ United Arab Emirates 920; Saudi 
Arabia 91. 

Manufactured. _______._____- 958 _- 
Iron and steel metal, semimanufactures: 

Tubes, pipes, fittings 
value, thousands. _ -- $5 _-.  Allto Kenya. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Kerosine _ _ — _ _ ..42-gallon barrels_ _ 7,626 31 __ Kenya 16; Saudi Arabia 8. 
Distillate fuel oil ___...___do_._~ 768 40,321 37,300 People’s Democratic Republic of 

Yemen 1,917; Saudi Arabia 746; 
Sudan 172. 

Liquefied petroleum gas _~—-—do_~__~_ -- 12 _. .Alltoltaly. 
Salt and brine________________- 18 7 __ All to Djibouti. 
Uranium and thorium: Ore and 
concentrate____ value, thousands_ — $1 _- 

Table 11.—Somalia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TO Sources, 1979 
Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all 

forms ______~— value, thousands_ _ $180 $76 __ Djibouti 23: Netherlands $18; Saudi 
1a . 

Copper metal including alloys, all forms — 1 NA NA NA 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate _ ___.__~--- -- 52 _-- All from Italy. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Somalia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Metal: 
Serap — —— -gaa no _- 57 _. __ All from Italy. 
Steel, primary forms 

value, thousands_ _ $734 $8 __ Do. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections __ __ ___do___~_ $690 $1,182 _— __ Italy $1,075; West Germany $51. 

Universals, plates, sheets 
do_ —__— $955 $1,875 _- __ Italy $504; Djibouti $339; United 

Arab Emirates $304. 
Hoop and strip — _ — _do_ — — — $2 — 
Rails and accessories a $1 

o_.___ _- 
Wire __________do____ $213 $1,559 $3 Italy $569; Kenya $388; United 

ingdom $212. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings 

do. ___ $1,012 $1,584 $31 Italy $1,005; United Kingdom $290; 

Casti d forgi h 6 $75, ings and forgings, roug 
do____ $573 $208 __ Italy $178; Djibouti $15; Kenya $12. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms 
do_ —_— $16 $7 -. United Kingdom $6; France $1. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 12 NA NA NA. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 22 NA NA NA. 
Zinc metal including alloys, all forms. _ — 11 NA NA NA. 
Other: Base metals including alloys, all 

forms ______~ value, thousands_ _ $189 $11,539 $406 Italy $5,008; United Kingdom $1,966; 
Pakistan $1,011. 

NONMETALS 

Cement________________do____ $3,623 $2,222 $3 Kenya $1,474; Italy $245; United 
Arab Emirates $191. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude____§_______-~___.--.- _- 2 -— All from Italy. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory 
value, thousands_ _ $22 $281 — Do. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _._________-do___~_ $137 $52 _- Do. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude... ____. 77 73 _- Kenya 70; United Kingdom 2; Italy 1. 
Manufactured_ ____.~_______~~_ _ 103 = All from Italy. 

Lime ______~_~- value, thousands_ _ $102 $3,446 __ China $2,357; Kenya $932; West 
Germany $57. 

Salt and brine. _____-§___________ 20 143 —_ United Arab Emirates 116; Saudi 
Arabia 20; Iran 6. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Crude______-_____---_-_~- 170 402 _. ._ All from Italy. 
Dimension stone, worked ___ ___ — — 177 _— 

Other: 
Crude_______- ~~~ _____ 82 642 _- Italy 428; Kenya 132; Netherlands 38. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_____ value, thousands__ $2,053 $2,291 — Italy $1,686; United Kingdom $496. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ — _ _ — _ _ 2,099 _- 
Petroleum: 

Crude______~_ _42-gallon barrels_ — — 153 — All from China. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 323 196 _. __ Italy 157; Iraq 34; Kenya 3. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ _ 113 _- 
Distillate fuel oil ____—do____ 670 80 _- Mainly from Iran. 
Residual fuel oi]_ _ _ __ _do____ — 18 __ Italy 9; Iraq 5; Iran 3. 
Lubricants __ _______do___ _ 17 6 __ Iran 3; Kenya 1. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ __ — (1) 7 _- Italy 5; Iraq1. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
value, thousands_ _ __ $1 _— All from Italy. 

Bitumen and other residues 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ (3) 6 -- Mainly from Italy. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 44 _- 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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SWAZILAND 

Since the cessation of active iron ore lic of South Africa has been somewhat 
mining in Swaziland during 1977, the min-_ erratic, the decreasing employment trend 
ing sector’s importance in the economy has__ will continue in the early 1980’s owing to 
declined. The mining sector has averaged the depressed state of the mining sector 
an annual 2.2% negative growth rate since there and the willingness of more South 
the beginning of fiscal year 1978 althoughit Africans to work in the mines. 
did experience a 2% positive growth in 1981 Asbestos remained the main mineral for- 
owing to expansions in coal and asbestos eign exchange earner in 1981 with reported 
output. The value of mineral production in revenues of almost $19 million. However, 
Swaziland for 1981 was approximately $23 the remaining reserves at the Havelock 
million, which was almost 5% of the coun- asbestos mine, the sole asbestos mining 
try’s GDP. operation in Swaziland, were almost deplet- 

In general the Swaziland economy experi- ed and the property will probably shut 
enced an exceptionally good year in 1981, down within the next few years. Coal offer- 
having grown by an estimated 6.5% in real ed the best potential in the longer term, 
terms. The growth was due mainly to in- with reserves estimated at approximately 1 
creased agricultural production, combined billion tons, of which 200 million tons are 
with increased exports of woodpulp, chemi- considered good-quality steam coal. The ma- 
cals, and electronic equipment. Swaziland’s jor coal mine in Swaziland is the Anglo 
economy was also well diversified in 1981, American Corp. Ltd.’s Mpaka Colliery, 
manufacturing contributing 25% to the which produced 149,000 tons of anthracite 
country’s GDP, agriculture and forestry coal, or 91% of Swaziland’s total production 
23%, the public sector 138%, and several for 1981. About 380% of the coal mined 

other areas the remaining 39%. during 1981 was exported to Kenya and 
The number of migrant mine workers Mozambique, with the rest consumed do- 

from Swaziland working in the Republic of |mestically. There is considerable expansion 
South Africa increased to approximately potential for Swaziland’s export coal mar- 
10,000 in 1981, which was a 15% increase ket. However, there are currently serious 

over 1980’s total figure. However, the 1981 capacity problems in transporting the coal, 
figure is still less than 40% of the 26,000 particularly with the rail line to Mozam- 
Swazi citizens who were employed in South _bique’s port of Maputo and the operation of 
African mining ventures in 1976. This the port itself. In 1981 the Swaziland Rail- 
downward trend is similar throughout the road Co. announced plans to build a new 
migrant-worker-exporting countries that rail link from the Mpaka Colliery to the 
have supplied laborers to the South African existing South African rail line at Ko- 
mines through the years. It was assumed matipoort, which would take the coal to 
that even though the drop in employment of Richards Bay Port on South Africa’s east 
Swazi migrant mine workers to the Repub- coast. 

UGANDA 

In June 1981, the Government of Uganda proposals for a National Mining Corp. (Na- 
took strong measures in an attempt to mico). Once formed, Namico was to take 
revitalize its economy. Actions included charge of al: mining activities in the coun- | 
floating the Uganda shilling against other try. A bill to approve the proposed corpora- 
currencies, raising prices of agricultural tion was drawn up in 1981 for presentation 
crops such as coffee and cotton, and lifting to the 1982 session of the Ugandan Parlia- 
restrictive price controls. The net result of ment. 
these measures by yearend was some re- The European Investment Bank (EIB) 
gained confidence within the international entered into an agreement with Kilembe 
community for Uganda’s ability to correct Mines Ltd. in August 1981 to finance a 
the ills of its economy, and the first signs of feasibility study which will examine the 
progress towards its economic recovery. In prospects of rehabilitating the Kilembe 
the mining sector the most important devel- copper-cobalt mine, mill, and smelter. Only 
opment during 1981 was the Government’s a skeleton force of miners was employed 
establishment of a task force for evaluating during 1981, and only a minor amount of
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| ore was produced. Both ore and copper- covering the project was signed between the 
cobalt concentrates were stockpiled, as the Ugandan Government and the Turkish Ce- 
milling equipment was barely operable and ment Corp. during the last half of 1981. 
the smelter required a complete rebuilding | Negotiations were in the final stages at 
of the electric furnace before it could be the end of 1981 for World Bank financing of 
expected to operate. The contract for the 4 feasibility study for rehabilitating Ugan- 
feasibility study was to be awarded by the a's phosphate industry. The study will 
spring of 1982, and once underway, the examine the viability of establishing a phos- 
study was estimated to take 1 year to Phate plant and a sulfuric acid plant based 
complete. A stipulation of the EIB agree- 0” the phosphate deposits in the Sukulu 
ment required that the study contractor Hills, 200 kilometers east of Kampala. The 
must be from a European Economic Com- deposits ar t ct high gr ade and cise to the 

it , with reserves estimated at abou 
Comiderable, progress was reported in 200 million tons. The study is expected to 
1981 towards the rehabilitation of two raiee approximately & months e complete. 

| Ugandan cement manufacturing facilities. remained ‘inoperative throughout 1981. In 
Ont ey ere’ epupnc of Germany 2gr arate other mineral areas, the Bjordal Mine facili- 
Hi t plant 1 t timated that ties in the Kigezi area, operating at partial 

ima cement plant. it was estima a capacity during 1981, produced some wolf- 
the plant would produce cement at near its 1.7, concentrates. However, no tun gsten 

repay he 600 vons ti day ny late 1982. oduction figures were reported for the 

Par of fe, eooaiacion ov wag gom year. The majority of small mine oper . ations, located mainly in western Uganda, 
cement plant, situated on Uganda's eastern yemained shut down in 1981 owing toa lack 
rower with Keny a, Produced vt after ~o of of supplies and laborers. In past years these 

? ns per month of cemen rcom- mines have produced gold, tungsten, tin, 
pletion of some reconstruction work in 1980 and beryl. The ronctivetion of ohe small 

and rie peer an agreommen was signed mines will probably depend on the estab- 
uring wi e lur ment Corp. lishment and effectiveness of Namico, 

to continue with rebuilding and expansion which would be in a much better position to 
work on the plant. The rated capacity of the mobilize the funds necessary for acquiring 
finished plant is 550 tons per day of cement. the supplies. 

e asbestos cement plant, which is part — WH __ 
of the Tororo cement complex, produced 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

asbestos sheets and accessories, along with phere novessany, values, have been converted from 
pipes and pipe accessories, at about 40% of FBu90.0=US$1.00. 
the plant’s rated capacity during 1981. Pro- Ethwnnse necessary, values have been converted from 
duction was curtailed because of a shortage Bz.07—USS1.00. slues have bee ted fro 
of raw materials, which had to be imported pinion frances (@ to US. dollars t the rate of 
into the country. Limestone, which is used F4,.22=US$1.00. SC OIE EES 
in cement production, occurs in large re- Rew nere necessary, values have been converted from 
serves nearby the Hima and Tororo plant RF93=US$1.00. 
sites. The newest development in the ce- Seyshelics ney US been converted from 
ment industry during 1981 was the initia- SHE 25—US$1.00. 1 ha hee “ted fro 
tion of the Bududa cement project in Mbale gens Te eh) to US dollars at th of 
district in eastern Uganda. An agreement Soho3—US$100. ) to ES: dollars at the rale
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BENIN 

Output of minerals was insignificant in COMMODITY REVIEW 
1981 and made a negligible contribution to 
the gross national product (GNP), estimated Cement.—Two cement plants were in op- 
at $1.2 billion.2 Agriculture accounted for ation using imported clinker. The plant of 
40% of GNP and manufacturing accounted Société des Ciments du Benin (SCB) has 
for 10%. The chief source of income was een in operation since 1970. SCB was 80% 
indirect taxes levied on traffic through the Government controlled; the remainder was 
Port of Cotonou, an entrepdt. controlled by private French interests. Ca- 

Trade statistics for Benin were incom- pacity was 240,000 tons per year, and pro- 
plete and dated. Major trading partners duction was about 150,000 tons in 1981. 

were France and other members of the The Société Nationale des Ciments (SON - 

European Communities. Benin was a men- ACI) was 100% Government owned. Produc- 

ber of the West African Monetary Union tion began in 1979 with output of 107,000 
and as such must coordinate its foreign tons compared with a capacity of 200,000 
currency, reserves, interest rate structure, tons. The company continued to experience 
and fund transfer with other member coun-_ difficulty in 1981. Output by both SCB and 
tries. Its currency, the Communauté Finan- SONACI was distributed by the quasi-public 
ciére Africaine franc (CFAF), was fixed to Société Beninoise des Materiaux de Con- 
the French franc. struction and the Société Provinciale de 

Wage controls remained in effect. Pri- Commercialisation des Produits Manufac- 
vate-sector minimum wages had been fro-__ tures. 
zen since 1974 but were raised 15% in 1980. A $125 million joint Nigerian-Benin ce- 
Public sector wages have been frozen since ment project continued in the Pobe region. 
1966 and were due to increase about 10% to Aclinker plant was under construction and 
15%. was to utilize local limestone. Planned ca- 
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pacity was 500,000 tons per year. ters offshore in 30 to 50 meters of water. 
Electric Power.—About 92% of all elec- Exploitation of the field was being financed 

tric power consumed was imported through by a guarantee from the Norweigan Guar- 
Togo from the Akasambo-Volta River hy- antee Institute for Export Credits. The 
droelectric complex in Ghana. Communauté guarantee required that most equipment 
Electrique du Benin, a joint Togolese-Benin and services be purchased in Norway. 
company, provided for the transmission. Two storage tanks with 40,000-cubic- 
Agreements permitted Benin to draw up to meter capacity each were being construct- 
25 megawatts per year for a period of 25 ed. They will be filled with oil via a 14- 
years. kilometer, 6-inch crude oil pipeline. A 3- 

Benin had a total generating capacity of kilometer, 20-inch pipeline will be used for 
19.5 megawatts, consisting of two 8-mega- a tanker boarding facility offshore. Output 
watt diesel generators at Cotonou, a diesel of 15,000 barrels per day was planned. 

_ generator of about 3-megawatt capacity at Other Minerals.—Phosphate resources 
Parakou, and a 0.5-megawatt generator at amounting to 4.5 million tons were located 
Bohicon-Abomey. at Mekrou. No exploitation was underway. 

Petroleum.—Oil was discovered in the Gold, chromite, and iron mineralization 
Seme Oilfield in 1968 about 15 to 20 kilome- have also been found in Benin. 

Table 1.—Other countries of West Africa: Production of mineral commodities! 

Country? and commodity*® 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 

BENIN 

Cement, hydraulict _________-_ metric tons__ 200,000 200,000 151,000 160,000 160,000 
Salt, marine®__________________do____ 300 300 350 400 400 
Stone: Gravel® .__§_§_.§____________do____ 18,000 20,000 21,000 22,000 22,000 

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS 

Cement, hydraulic® ______________do____ 4,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 16,000 
Pumice and related volcanic materials _—do___~— 15,000 15,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 

GUINEA 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight 

thousand metric tons__ 10,841 10,456 13,700 10,330 10,000 
Alumina___________________do____ 562 610 660 708 700 

Diamond: 
Gem®_____________ _ thousand carats__ 25 5) 27 12 12 
Industrial® _________________do____ 55 55 58 26 26 

Total __________________do____ ©80 ©g0 €85 38 38 

IVORY COAST 

Diamond: 
Gem®_____ = do _ q _- 5 (5) _. 
Industrial® _~_-_§ 2 52 5 3 dol 11 10 32 (5) __ 

Total _.________________do____ 18 10 37 (5) _ 
Petroleum: 

Crude oil ___~— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ —_ _- _- 90 90 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________._.______do___~_ 2,166 2,210 ©2,200 2,091 2,091 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ________do____ 1,388 1,117 “1,100 1,248 1,248 
Distillate fuel oil _________.do____ 3,235 3,678 ©3,600 2,768 2,768 
Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 4,482 4,344 ©4300 4,995 4,995 
Liquefied petroleum gas____ _ _ _do____ €122 182 “180 93 93 
Refinery fuel and losses __ __ ___ __do____ “451 521 “500 482 482 

Total _______________do____ ©11,844 12,052 ©11,880 11,677 11,677 
MALI 

Cement, hydraulic. _______—__~— metric tons__ 35,174 34,400 26,758 20,000 20,000 
Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces_ — ©9382 965 “1,000 “1,500 1,500 
Salt -___------_-- ~~~ ~~~ metric tons__ 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 

tone: 
Granite ______.__.___~ square meters__ 8,088 6,000 415 _ —_ 
Marble. 5 5 dole 217 400 400 500 500 
Limestone. ____________~_ metric tons__ 394 495 500 4,600 4,600 

NIGER 

Cement, hydraulic. ___.__________do____ 40,000 ©40,000 38,000 €38,000 38,000 
Gypeum _____________________do____ 3,000 2,720 2,720 2,720 2,720 
Salt®_§ = doe 1,000 900 900 3,000 3,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other countries of West Africa: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

>" 
Country? and commodity* 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
a er ee 

. NIGER —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Limestone, not further described 

metric tons_~ 60,000 NA NA NA NA 
Gravel _______.________-~ cubic meters__ ©180,000 ©180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 
Sand _____.-_-____-_.__---_do____ €6,000 “6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 

Tin, mine output, metal content _-_ metric tons__ 130 125 125 56 50 
Uranium concentrate, U303 content _ _ _ _do_ ___ 1,440 2,060 3,740 4,100 4,500 

SENEGAL 

Cement, hydraulic ~---~-----~~~~_do____ 330,000 357,000 380,688 386,234 385,000 
Clays: Fuller’s earth (attapulgite)___ _ __do____ 3,405 6,930 13,000 3,978 3,900 
Gold ________-________~ troy ounces__ __ €250 — NA NA 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline___- _ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ ©1,038 502 1,141 1,057 1,057 
Jet fuel and kerosine ___________do____ °666 616 1,095 1,101 1,101 
Distillate fuel oil. ..___..._____do____ ©1551 2,248 1,319 1,178 1,178 
Residual fuel oi} _._._.§_________do____ ©2148 1,883 2,121 1,985 1,985 
Other ____________________do____ —-&58 57 102 87 87 
Refinery fuel and losses__ _________do____ 216 256 235 188 188 

Total __________..___.__do____ °5,677 “5,562 6,013 5,596 5,596 
Phosphate rock and related products: 

Crude: 
Aluminum phosphate | 

thousand metric tons_ _ 275 204 184 224 224 
Calcium phosphate__________do____ 1,596 1,555 1,651 1,408 1,408 

Manufactured: 
Aluminum phosphate, dehydrated 

do____ 69 48 78 132 132 
Other® _________________do___=_ 6 6 10 8 8 

Salt _ ~-~-----~-----~-__—— ~~ metric tons__ 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 
tone: 

Basalt _________.___-~_- cubic meters_ _ ©168,500 100,000 NA NA NA 
Marble (cipoline)_ ___ __._________do____ €250 ©150 NA NA NA 

TOGO 

Phosphate rock, beneficiated product 
thousand metric tons__ 2,857 2,827 2,920 2,933 2,900 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline____- thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ _- 435 673 544 544 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___________do____ __ £280 432 347 347 
Distillate fuel oi]... _§_________do____ _- 915 1,417 621 621 
Residual fuel oil] _....§_._____.__do____ _- €290 . 440 125 725 
Minor products, refinery fuel and losses 

do_ ___ _- *130 ©200 99 99 

Total __________________do____ _- 2,050 3,162 2,336 2,336 
Salt____-________________ metric tons__ _- 650 650 600 600 
Stone: Marble, dimension ____ square meters__ NA 23 NA NA NA 

ene nee ne 

°Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
Includes data available through Oct. 12, 1982. 
?In addition to the countries listed, The Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, and Upper Volta, which are covered in the text of this 

chapter, presumably produce modest quantities of a variety of crude construction materials (clays, stone, and sand and 
gravel) and may produce minor amounts of other mineral commodities (most notably gypsum, lime, and salt), but output 
1s not reported quantitatively and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

In addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, 
stone, and sand and gravel) presumably are produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and available information 
is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

‘Output apparently based entirely on imported clinker. 
5Revised to zero. 
“Products marketed under the trade names “Balifos,” “Phospal,” and (in 1980 only) “P 125” (the latter described as 

crushed aluminum phosphate). 

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS 

Output of mineral-related commodities in development. BAD was also interested in 
1981 was confined to salt and construction construction of a cement plant on the island 
materials. The Banque Africaine de Dével- of Maio. Limestone and pozzolana available 
opment (BAD) provided $37.2 million* in aid locally would supply the plant. 
for six projects involving infrastructure
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THE GAMBIA 

No mineral production of significance There was no oil and gas exploration 
occurred in The Gambia in 1981. Known activity. Chevron Overseas Petroleum Co. 
deposits of ilmenite, rutile, and zircon in (United States) and Compagnie Frangaise 
beach sands were not mentioned for exploi- des Pétroles S.A. (Total) continued to hold 
tation. Agriculture accounted for most of their concessions. Their Jemmah 1 well was 
the estimated $200 million* GNP. plugged as dry in 1979. | 

GUINEA 

The mining sector accounted for 20% ofa from 120,000 to 240,000 tons per year. 
GNP of $1.5 billion’ in 1981, and about 95% _ Exports of alumina by the Société d’ 
of export earnings. Bauxite was the princi- Economie Mixte Friguia were about 700,000 
pal mineral produced. Several large-scale tons. Capacity for alumina production may 
mining projects were either proposed for be increased to 1.3 million from 700,000 tons 
study or progressed further in their realiza- per year. Participation by foreign investors 
tion. was critical to the plan. | 

Foreign exchange for the purchase of food About 90% of production by the Office des 
and gasoline and for financing state-con- Bauxite de Kindia was exported to the 
trolled industries and agricultural projects U.S.S.R. under long-term agreement. The 

was provided by the export of mineral- remainder was shipped to Eastern Europe 
related products. Foreign debt was over $1.5 to settle arrears on bilateral clearing ac- 
billion. Approximately 50% of foreign debt counts. The Soviet financed and operated 
was from bilateral clearing accounts with company suffered power supply interrup- 

other centrally planned economies. The re- tions and materials shortages, which result- 
mainder was mainly short- and medium- ed in the loss of 8 months’ output in 1981. 
term debt. The Government derived its Diamond.—Output of diamonds was by 

revenue through taxes on mineral exports individually licensed artisanal miners. The 
and gross profits. In addition, it received a miners were permitted to lease small plots 

share in the net profit as a joint venture and to employ up to 50 workers. Output was 
partner in both Compagnie des Bauxites de turned over to the Central Bank for market- 
Guinée (CBG) and the Société d’Economie jing through the Guinea Diamond Ex- 
Mixte Friguia. CBG alone provided about change. 

75% to 80% of foreign exchange earnings.° The Association pour la Récherche et 
_ The Government attempted to reduce /)’—xploitation du Diamont et de I’ Or (AR- 
inefficiences in various sectors through SeV- EDOR) was established for exploiting 

eral measures. In October, it eliminated giamond-bearing alluvial gravels in the 
state-holding companies and provided for Kissendongou region near Sierra Leone. 
separate earnings and loss statements for Participation in the company was by. the 
each company. Formerly, such reports from (Goyernment of Guinea, 50%: Bridge Oil 
all companies were combined. It also creat- Ltd., 45%; Simonius Vischer, 2.5%; and 

ed the Ministry of Small and Medium Sized Industrial Diamond Co., 2.5%. Construction 
Enterprises for local private enterprises, oF the main plant for treating 400,000 cubic 
particularly those involved in diamond ex- eters per year by 1983 was begun. Capital 

traction. Credit to the private sector was requirements were $59 million. The current 
increased for the first time in several years. agreement permits Bridge Oil to purchase 

However, the state continued to set both 70% of production and the Government 
producer and retail prices in all sectors. It 30%. If the Government does not exercise 
also planned to make the syli fully convert- its right, the remaining partners can pur- 

ible . Currently 2 parallel exchange rate chase the Government’s share of output. 
exists for the syli. Iron Ore.—Agreement was reached be- 

tween the Government of Guinea and Unit- 
COMMODITY REVIEW ed States Steel Corp. in which United States 

Bauxite and Alumina.—CBG exported Steel would be responsible for management, 

about 9.3 million tons of ore in 1981 plus operations, and engineering of the Mifergui- __ 

113,000 tons of calcined bauxite for use in Nimba iron ore project near the border with 

abrasives. A feasibility study was underway Liberia. 
for increasing calcined bauxite capacity A Kaiser Engineers and Constructors Co.
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feasibility study of the project envisioned15 Bank) were each contributing $250 million. 
million tons per year of output of natural Potential ore purchasers included N igeria, 
sinter feed containing 66.5% iron. Cutoff 5 million tons; Algeria, 1.75 million tons; 
grade from an opencast operation was tobe and Libya, 2.5 million tons. 
60% iron. A below-ground crusher would Petroleum.—Bridge Oil reached agree- 
yield a minus 200-millimeter product. Sec- ment with Guinea to explore for oil and gas 
ondary crushing at the surface would pro- onshore and offshore commencing in 1983 — 
duce a minus 35-millimeter product. A 6.5- for 3 years. The company was to invest $15 
kilometer-long conveyor would transport million annually, according to the terms of 
crushed ore to a storage and tertiary crush- the agreement. 
ing facility for final product reduction to Uranium.—Exploration by the Compag- 
minus 6 millimeters. Transport was tobe nie Générale des Matiéres Nucléaires 
through - Liberia via a 265-kilometer-long (COGEMA), a subsidiary of the French Bu- 
railroad. The loading quay and ore-handling reau de Récherches Géologiques et Miniéres 
facilities at Buchanan in Liberia were being (BRGM), on sediments in the northern part 
enlarged to handle the additional tonnage. of the country was completed in 1981. No 
An 8,000-ton-per-hour shiploader was in- commercially interesting deposits were 
cluded in the port expansion. found. Crystalline rock in the same area 

Cost of the project was estimated at $990 was to be studied by a group composed of 
million. Canada and the International Bank Davy McKee Corp., Soarberg Interplan, and 
for Reconstruction and Development (World _ the Nigerian and Moroccan Governments. 

GUINEA-BISSAU | 

Excluding some clay, stone, and gravel, vided for a technical-economic study of 
there was no mineral production in Guinea- bauxite at Boe. The program was to com- 
Bissau in 1981. The country had a GNP mence in early 1982. 
estimated at $180 million.? Seafood was the Petroleum.—The Government completed 
main export item while foodstuffs and fuel an assessment of possible offshore drilling 
were the main import items. Few Govern- zones. The decision to proceed with a re- 
ment-controlled firms operated at a profit. quest for exploration bids was based on data 
Companies were asked to review their wage from research conducted between 1958 and 
scales, which were considered high in view 4973 and on a recent seismic study. The 
of the poor productivity. Foreign assistance study was financed by a World Bank loan of 
for research on several minerals was under- $6.8 million. A petroleum law and tax law 

way. Libya agreed to provide petroleum was to be in effect by April 1982. 
technicians for training supervisory person- Phosphate Rock.—BRGM confirmed a nel in Guinea-Bissau’s national oil compa- phosphate find in northern Guinea-Bissau 

ny: and reported that it warranted further 
exploration. The Fonds d’Aide de Coopera- 

COMMODITY REVIEW tion of France financed BRGM’s research. 
Bauxite.—Soviet assistance was to be pro- 

. IVORY COAST 

There was no nonfuel mineral production imports and exports declined. Gross domes- 
of significance in the Ivory Coast in 1981. tic product (GDP) was estimated at $9.8 
However, a number of exploration and re- billion. The debt service ratio continued to 
search programs were in progress, and sev- increase and reached 34.2% in 1981. An 
eral projects for exploitation of gold and International Monetary Fund loan of $560 
diamond were likely. Oil production, which million was granted to the Ivory Coast in 
commenced in August 1980, increased, and return for an economic readjustment pro- 
additional oil production facilities were gram. 
being built. The Government initiated measures to 

The overall economy continued to be either sell or abolish parastatal corpora- 
depressed because of low agricultural prices tions. Other state companies were operated 
and exports, increased debt, and ineffi- by private concerns on Government con- 
ciencies in public sector companies. Both tract. There were no restrictions of capital
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and profits of foreign companies. The in- copper, lead, zinc, and silver, as well as gold 

vestment code was liberal, and incentives of and uranium in the Birimmian volcano- 

tax privileges and customs exemptions sedimentary basins. 

could be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. Diamond.—The Compagnie des Mines et 

: des Materiaux (COMIMAT S.A.) discovered 

| COMMODITY REVIEW a diamond deposit in the region of Tortiya. 

| The Société pour le Developpement Min- OO S was issued a permit for 

iére de la Céte d’Ivoire (SODEMI) explored Jey Joo ion di was ‘Of. to commence 

for metallic sulfides, gold, and uranium in °°Y* opment during 1982. 
the regions of Toulepleu and Aboisso. Gold.—The cost of development of a gold 

Anomalies detected by airborne electro- deposit at Ity was under study. A consor- 

magnetic survey were selected for drilling. tium was to exploit the deposit, commenc- 

Prospecting in the vicinity of Seguela locat- 108 ™ 1985. The Compagnie Miniére de Cote 
ed gold and tungsten mineralization. Cop- d’Ivoire (COMICD obtained three permits to 

per and molybdenum anomalies found by explore for gold. COMICI’s primary interest 

geochemical surveys in the region of Gue- Wa quartz veins and elluvial and alluvial 

hielbi were reported to be from disseminat- material, particularly in Nero. 
ed sulfides, mainly pyrrhotite, with subordi- Petroleum.—Production from the small 

nate chalcopyrite and pyrite. Belier Field commenced in August 1980 

The Uranium Department, formerly in from a single offshore platform. Current 

the Société Nationale d’Operation Petro- capacity was not expected to exceed 15,000 

liére de la Céte d’Ivoire, was transferred to barrels per day. However, the possibility of 
SODEMI. The department conducted urani- reinjection of associated natural gas may 

um prospecting in the Bouake and Bound- modify future recovery. Most of the oil went 

iole regions, but with negligible results. directly to the Ivorian Refining Co. for 

Thorium and uranium were found in the refining. 

region of Odienne. The uranium was in The Espoir Field was discovered in April 

association with granite. 1980. It was larger than the Belier Field and 

BRGM had three exploration permits. would have a number of recovery wells. 

Exploration was for massive sulfides of Output was scheduled to commence in 1982. 

Table 2.—Ivory Coast: Exports of mineral commodities 

. _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
I 

Commodity | 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

| 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all 
forms _____~-----~--------- 1,300 1,624 _- Niger 685; Upper Volta 435; Came- 

- 
roon 179; Togo 118. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
p__------------------ T1046 1,023 _- Hungary 343; Belgium-Luxembourg 

245; United Kingdom 122. 

Semimanufactures_— ___-_--~-- () 38 NA NA. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap______-------------- 19,031 21,714 __ Italy 9,864; Spain 9,660; France 2,120. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures _ — . 1,649 2,499 -- Mali 386; Niger 287; Upper Volta 265; 

Lead: 
Cameroon 142; France 131. 

Oxides and hydroxides _____---- 1 3 NA NA 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-------------- 547 776 NA France 274; United Kingdom 168; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 90. 

Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures ______-----~--- 270 375 94 United Kingdom 173. 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap____---------------- _- 22 NA NA. 
Semimanufactures_ —_--------- (7) 1 NA NA. 

Tin metal including alloys, scrap — —-——- -- 10 NA NA. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides — — — — - 2 1 NA NA. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap_ —_.---------------- 5 966 NA _ France 961. 

Semimanufactures_ _——-------- —_ 1 NA NA. 

Other: 
Ash and residue, metal-bearing 

value, thousands_ — -- $1 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Ivory Coast: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Other —Continued 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals________-~__~_____ _- 29 NA NA. 

Metalloids ___________-____ -- 101 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones 

value, thousands_ _ $5 $23 NA NA. 
Barite and witherite_____________ _- 1,628 -- All to Niger. 
Cement__.._--..--~---______ 2,996 25,344 NA Upper Volta 14,344; Mali 10,720. 
Chalk______~--~~~-~-~~_~______ 5 2 NA NA. 
Clays: 

Crude. ____~~~_~-~~~~______ 3 168 NA NA. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ._...._.____ 243 57 NA NA. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _____~_~_~________ 4 18 — Congo 10. 
Diamond: Industrial 

value, thousands_ _ _- $38 NA NA. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 5 — 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude_____~___~__--________ _- 416 NA NA. 
Manufactured_ ____.-_______— 289 541 NA Upper Volta 403. 
Ammonia _____~_§_ ~~~ ______ 15 36 NA NA. 

Gypsum and plasters __._________ _- 34 NA NA. 
Lime ____________~ ~~~ 207 235 NA NA. 
Magnesite _______— value, thousands__ _- $5 NA NA. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ______________ 1 __ 
Iron oxides, processed ______.—_— _- 1 NA NA. 

Salt and brine. ___.§__________ 53 1,013 _. _ Upper Volta 1,000. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _.__-_-_________ ~~ 9 NA NA. 
Caustic soda. _§ ______________ 54 49 NA NA. 
Soda ash _______~__~_________ 10 29 NA NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel ___________ 1,071 234 NA NA. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental, all forms___________ 2 40 NA NA. 
Sulfuric acid... __.________ 129 85 NA NA. 

gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 2 1 NA NA. 
er: 
Crude. ____§______ 2 Le 13 28 NA NA. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals___§________.____ _- 16 NA NA. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ __ _ ___ _- 13 NA NA. 
Carbon black ____§__ ~~ ______ 5 9 NA NA. 
Coal and briquets: Briquets________ _ 4 -- 
Coke and semicoke. _____________ _- 5 NA NA. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 1 NA NA NA. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 688 782 _- Mali 438; Upper Volta 341. 

Kerosine and jet fuel. __ __ _do____ 203 237 _- Mali 129; Upper Volta 107. 
Distillate fuel oi! _.______do____ 1,272 841 15 France 240; Mali 151; Spain 130. 
Residual fuel oi] ________do____ 1,328 1,457 29 France 250; Greece 249; Upper Volta 

Lubricants_ __.__.__.._do____ 104 138 _— Ghana 33; Upper Volta 22; Niger 19; 
Mali 16. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ _ 13 16 _- Upper Volta 7; Niger 4; Mali 3. 
Unspecified ________do____ 12 22 NA Upper Volta 11; Mali 4; Niger 4. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 10 7 NA NA. 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Ivory Coast: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : ~ 
y ~ United Other (principal) 

METALS - 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides —____---- 3 () NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — —_— 8,564 7,581 14 Cameroon 5,888; France 721; Spain 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — 23 15 NA _ NA. 
Copper: 

Matte and speiss — — — — 5 ~~~ - -— 2 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms — —~— 1,500 1,659 NA France 1,341; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap_________----------- 209 4 NA NA. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, powder, shot _ _ 138 24 NA NA. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese ___——____~_ 15 17 NA NA. 
Unspecified _._______.--~- 7 11 NA NA. 

Steel, primary forms_—_—_—_~ ~~~ 10,874 9,446 NA _ France 9,444. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 78,325 54,244 NA France 37,271; Spain 7,463; Italy 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — _ — — 59,189 70,298 NA France 47,367; Japan 15,590, 
Belgium-Luxembourg 5,722. 

Hoop and strip... _____--~- 1,737 1,842 131 France 1,321; Japan 147; Sweden 80. 
Rails and accessories _ _ — — — _ _ — 2,766 1,928 NA France 1,920. 
Wire____________.__--~- 3,577 2,683 NA France 1,384; Belgium-Luxembourg 

479; Senegal 414. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _______ _ 48,438 16,433 22 West Germany 6,288; France 5,732; 

Malaysia 1,526. 
Lead Castings and forgings, rough _ _ — 16 2,017 _- Canada 767; France 644; Italy 489. 

ad: 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~_~- 204 146 _- All from France. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 187 326 NA France 300. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms _____—~ value, thousands__ $1 $1 NA NA. 

Manganese: . 
Ore and concentrate ________--~_ 1,078 1,103 NA Mexico 1,101. 
Oxides and hydroxides __—____~_~- 1,102 1,353 NA France 518; Ireland 310; United King- 

om 210. 
Mercury _____——-— 176-pound flasks_ _ 145 29 NA NA. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all —__ 
forms____.~_~~_~______~-~_-- 11 299 44 France 149; Israel 48; Italy 36. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $7 $7 NA NA. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _______do____ $1,063 $1,057 NA France $923; Hong Kong $74. 
Tin metal including alloys, all froms _ _ _ 24 29 NA France 25. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ — 404 427 NA Australia 129; United Kingdom 74; 

France 71. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms _____~__________~----~- _- 3 NA NA. 
Uranium and thorium ores and 
Bison entrates __— value, thousands_ _ -- $1 NA NA. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ______ ~~~ 70 37 NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — 4,080 5,294 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 2,960; France 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates____._____ 3 27,293 NA France 27,283. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__-_________-____-_~- 7 2 NA NA. 

Metalloids_______.___-___ ~~ 8 14 NA NA. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 10 5 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

ete _-_-_ 22 79 NA France 53. 
Artificial: Corundum ____~_~——~ 59 41 NA NA. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ _- $1 NA NA. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones__. ____~____________ 154 93 NA France 28; Italy 17; West Germany 3. 

Asbestos, crude_______________- 6 7 NA NA. 
Barite and witherite___________-_~ 3,505 345 186 France 159. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates__________ 412 302 200 NA. 
Oxide and acid ____________~~- 1 3 NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Ivory Coast: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 “iWJntedqs 4+... DO 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Cement_________-~— thousand tons__ 1,069 1,018 NA France 580; Spain 245; Poland 142. 
Ghalk— ~~ ---~~-~-----~------- 3,337 3,036 NA France 2,650. 

ays: . 
Crude_____~______ 873 882 NA Senegal 209; France 206; United 

Kingdom 134. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ 10,453 13,238 NA Italy 4,845; France 4,783; West Ger- 
many 1,715. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~_-.~~§_~§_§_~§_~________ 7177 860 NA France 743; Belgium-Luxembourg 27. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 384 238 NA France 117; West Germany 71. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, similar materials __ 5 10 NA NA. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic ____________ 9,314 6,207 NA Senegal 6,100. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 16,786 21,758 NA France 8,702; Romania 6,268; Poland 

Phosphatic_______.._____ 4,559 1,750 NA Senegal 905; France 800. 
Potassic. _.._-§_§__________ 52,868 42,487 NA Spain 19,425; Belgium-Luxembourg 

15,300; Israel] 5,500. 
Other including mixed — _ _ — _ __ 9,748 23,385 15,975 United Kingdom 5,400; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,990. 
Ammonia __________~_~______ 5,410 4,969 NA France 3,585; United Kingdom 1,350. 

Graphite, natural _.___________- 3 -- 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 73,163 53,547 _- Spain gone France 4,945; Morocco 

Lime _______~_~________ Lee 6,124 7,471 NA France 3,862; Belgium-Luxembourg 
3,457; United Kingdom 30. 

Magnesite ___________________ 1 13 NA NA. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 9 5 NA NA. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _._.____________- ] — 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, natural _______~_~~_____ 185 __ . 
Iron oxides, processed __ ___.___-— 139 15,189 NA France 15,070; West Germany 75. 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
value, thousands_ _ — $13 NA NA. 

Salt and brine... -_____-_ 38,852 43,850 NA Senegal 40,776; West Germany 2,721. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: . 

Caustic potash ______________ 140 110 NA NA. 
Caustic soda________________ 10,081 9,654 NA France 2,129; Italy 1,800; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1, 99. 
Soda ash ____ 949 1,521 NA France 1,127; West Germany 166. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 3,968 2,342 NA Italy 2,337. 
Worked ________________ 2,795 2,246 NA Italy 2,048. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 5,178 4,768 NA France 4,483. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 4,329 3,244 NA Italy 2,566; West Germany 445. 
Quartz and quartzite. __________ 33 162 NA Hong Kong 159. 

P Band excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 189 145 NA NA. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, all forms. ____~_____ 8,750 7,803 NA France 7,722. 
Sulfuric acid. __§__§_§____ ~~ -___ 31 4 NA NA. 

Pale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 1,030 917 NA France 862. 
er: 
Crude_________.______-_--_ 5,491 6,890 NA West Germany 6,806. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing _________________ 38,336 39,796 NA France 39,795. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium ________ 1,114 5 NA NA. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_ _______________ 4,104 2,577 NA France 2,423. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen natural _ — ~~ ~~~ 34 300 -~— Mainly from France. 
Carbon black ______----------- 252 258 NA France 249. 
Coal, briquets, coke ._________-_- 110 114 NA NA. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases —___-—_—~- 1 NA NA_ NA. 
Peat including briquets and litter _ _ _ _ _ 91 _- 
Petroleum: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 11,955 10,418 _— Venezuela 3,904; Niger ia 2,410; Iraq 
2,107; Saudi Arabia 1,275. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Ivory Coast: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

| Sources, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 467 687 -- Romania 187; France 161; Canada 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do__ __ 99 106 __ Venezuela 33; France 27; Italy 18. 
Distillate fuel oil ____.—do___-_— 622 434 __ Italy 161; Venezuela 92; Canada 62. 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _ _ _do____ (4) 96 __ Liberia 45; France 20; Netherlands 

Lubricants _________do____ 240 364 24 France 146; Trinidad and Tobago 126; 
Netherlands 28. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ __ — 19 35 __ France 8; Nigeria 7; Brazil 6; Italy 5. 
Mineral jelly and wax | 

do____ 9 10 __ West Germany 6; France 2. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do_ ___ 34 2 1 France 1. 
Unspecified _ __._do____ 267 9 -_- France 4; Italy 3. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals_ __ _ _ 1,874 2,122 NA _ Netherlands 1,700; France 399. 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

MALI 

Production of stone, gold, and phosphate est with a deferral period of 2 years. The 
rock made a small contribution toaGNP of U.S.S.R. also was to assist in the construc- 
about $1.2 billion® in 1981. Exploration was tion of a 120-kilometer-long electric trans- 
targeted at several minerals, and mine mission line linking Selingue with Kalana. 
production capacity increases for gold and Reserves at the Kalana Mine were esti- 
phosphate rock were underway. mated at about 1 million troy ounces locat- 

The availability and reliability of timely ed 250 meters deep. Average grade was 0.96 
statistical data for Mali was poor. The latest to 1.28 troy ounces of gold per ton. Mine life 
trade data covered 1978 and indicated a was 15 years at a production rate of 64,300 
trade deficit of $103 million. France was the troy ounces of gold per year. Initial produc- 

principal trading partner followed by the tion would be about 13,000 troy ounces of 
Ivory Coast, Senegal, and the Federal Re- gold per year with byproduct silver."° 
public of Germany. Drought and limited ~~ The Sindicat Franco-Maliende Récherch- 
water resources resulted in continued high 6. Miniéres, a joint-venture company in- 

imports of foodstuffs. Imports of oil products cluding Sonarem and BRGM, was involved 
were a high-cost item and were transship- in gold exploration in the southeast of the 
ped through Senegal and the Ivory Coast. In country, as well as in the Kangola and 

conjunction with energy requirements, the Bongouni-Sikasso region. 

World Bank allocated a an of $3.7 aaen Petroleum.—A 5-year permit to explore 
for pinanciné i Basi: ch on bituminous shales oy. oi} over a 140,000-square-kilometer area 
in the Taodeni Basin. in the Taodeni Basin in the north of the 

country was granted to Esso Oil Co. 
COMMODITY REVIEW The International Development Associa- 

Gold.—Technical assistance, which was tion (IDA) was to monitor exploration pro- 

begun in 1963 by the U.S.S.R. for gold grams for oil and the evaluation of oil shale 
exploration and development, resulted in deposits. In the event exploitable oil depos- 
the reactiviation of the Kalana Mine in the its were located, IDA would establish a 
Sikasso region. An agreement signed in framework for agreement on their develop- 
October between the Société Nationale de ment. 
Récherches Miniéres (Sonarem) and the Phosphate Rock.—The Federal Republic 
U.S.S.R. provided for a loan of about $4.35 of Germany granted $1 million to Mali for 
million, payable in 10 years at 4% inter- financing a phosphate rock crushing plant
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at mining operations in the Tilemsi Valley, a possible future production level of 240,000 
north of Gao. Sonarem was increasing out- tons per year. 
put to 10,000 tons per year and anticipated - 

Table 4.—Mali: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodti 1976 1977 : 4 7 United Other (principal) _ 

Clays, crude. __-__.~_____---_-~- _- 11 _. _ All to Ivory Coast. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Scrap — - — —- 7 - ~~ ~-------- 1,001 _— 
Steel, primary forms_ _—__—————_- 25 -- 

Petroleum refinery products: : 
Gasoline _ _ _ — — _42-gallon barrels_ _ _- 442 85 Tran 178; United Kingdom 110; 

ance 34. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ __ __ —do_ __~_ -- 4,797 _- Ivory Coast 3,216; United Kingdom 

; 651; Sweden 512. 
Distillate fuel oil _. _..____do___~ _- 134 _. All to Ivory Coast. 
Mineral jelly and wax _ _ _ . _do_ ___ -- 8 --  Allto Upper Volta. 

Salt and brine. _ __________--_ _ 226 400 _- Upper olta 353; Ivory Coast 42; 
hana 5. 

Zinc metal including alloys: Semimanu- 
factures __________-~------- -- 30 -- All to France. 

Table 5.—Mali: Imports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) __ 

a . | | : Sources, 1977 
, Commodit: 1976 1977 : 
oe | United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap__________-_-------------- 321 113 _. France 100; Nigeria 13. 
Unwrought ___________----------~-- 37 11 _. All from India. 
Semimanufactures ________._..--__~ 76 22 _. France 14; Nigeria 5. 

Arsenic: Natural sulfides_ __._____-_----- 15 _- 
Beryllium metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ — _- 1 _-. All from France. 
Copper metal including alloys, semimanufactures_ 18 6 -- Mainly from France. 
Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap____._.-----~~~----------- 16 28 -- Iwory Coast 24. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar material _ — — _ —_ 4 1 _- .._ All from France. 
Steel, primary forms __—~.____-~~-~--- 2 14 -- Do. 
Semimanufactures: — 

Bars, angles, shapes, sections_ _ _ _ — — — — — 4,946 4,769 57 France 4,488; U.S.S.R. 142; 
West Germany 54. _ 

Universals, plates, sheets _____ ~~ 4,042 3,029 -- France 2,222; Belgium: 
Luxembourg 2; Japan 

Hoop and strip ______._____--~--- 1 54 __ Canada 39; France 15. 
Rails and accessories_ ____..__.---~- 649 64 _- France 58; U.S.S.R. 6. 
Wire _________~_-_--_-_-_--- 592 316 2 France 224; Belgium- : 

Luxembourg 67. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings. .___.___.. ~~ 5,421 © 8,128 138 US.S.R. 6,325; France 1,424; 

West Germany 281. 
Castings and forgings, rough — — — — ~~ — —— rg 12 __ France 5; East Germany 4; 

U.S.S.R. 3. 
Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides _ __------------ 1 _- 
Metal including alloys, all forms —__————~-- 96 1 _-- Mainly from France. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ — _- 1 _- All from France. 
Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 49 174 -- Do. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought an ly wroug: 
Me part value, thousands_ _ $2 -— 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought __________--_---do__-__ -- $2 _- All from France. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — — — __—_ Q) 1 -- Do. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides - - — — --——-—-- 2 12 -- Mainly from France. 

c: 
Oxides and hydroxides _ _.____-------- 2 () __  Allfrom U.SS.R. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ________----------~- -- 40 _-- All from Belgium- 
Luxembourg. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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~  ‘Pable 5.—Mali: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued : 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1977 
Commodit: 1976 1977 : 
nowy : Qaited Other (principal) 

TEE EE eee 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc —Continued . 
Metal including alloys —Continued 

Semimanufactures_______________ So 156 __ All from France. 
Other: Metalloids _._...______________ -- 4 _— Do. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, etc_ _ _ _ _ 40 432 eo China 400; Ivory Coast 30; 
rance 2. 

Grinding ork pth g wheels and sions” 777 79 4 France 6; West Ge 1 inding an ishing wheels and stones ___ -- rance 6; West Germany 1. 
Asbestos, crude.) 3 -- 
Barite and witherite.__________________ _- 4 _- All from France. 

. Cement ______ Le 23,889 58,835 — USSR 22,644; Ivory Coast 
16,491; Spain 9,514. 

Chalk ___. 2 Le 2 1 -- All from France. 
Clays: . 

Crude _-_ ~~ Le 21 12 a All from Senegal. 
Products: . a 

Nonrefractory_________________-_ 1,448 442 -_- France 254; Italy 106; Spain 

Refractory including nonclay | 
brik 10 79 _~ France 73; United Kingdom 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude ____________________ 3 -- oe 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous___________________ 3,500 5,485 _- Netherlands 5,000; Niger 

Phosphatic.___________________ 6,000 18,961 __ Netherlands 12,578; Senegal 
Potassic _____________________ —_ 51 -— Belgium-Luxembourg 50. 
Other including mixed _.__________ 12,616 2,846 15 Denmark 1,500; Nether- 

~ lands 1,331. 
Ammonia ______~_~______~__________ 8 15 _- France 14. 

Gypeum and plasters __________________ 1,103 54 __ Morocco 32; France 22. 
Lime ________~~ ~~~ 97 380 -— France 295; Ivory Coast 85. 
Magnesite_________________________ 2 -- 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude __ ---§_-_-_.~_~________ 10 _- 
Iron oxides, processed________________ _- 5 -~— Mainly from France. 7 

Salt andbrine ________-______________ 32,608 20,430 _— Senegal 19,409; Ivory Coast 
600; Niger 411. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ____--__________=____ 100 (4) _— All from France. 
Causticsoda _____________________ 1,314 535 — West Germany 432; Nether- 

lands 60; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 32. 

Sodaash_____~§_-___________ 44 57 _. France 49; East Germany 8. 
Stone, sand and gravel __.______________ 333 84 _- Belgium Luxembourg 30; 

ina 27; France 20. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental, all forms ________________ 83 70 _~- All from West Germany. 
Sulfuric acid _-._9__________________ 142 46 __ France 31; Ivory Coast 8; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 4. 
gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ________ 32 __ 

er: 
Crude _____~ ~~ Le -- 39 _— West Germany 30; France 9. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, magnesium, 
strontium_______.~______________ _- 1 _. All from China. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and fiber 
cements, unfired nonmetals___________ 324 142 a U.S.S.R. 106; France 18; 

Senegal 17. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural_____________ 34 130 _— Spain 100; Senegal 29. 
Coal excluding briquets_________________ 1 _- 
Coke and semicoke _________/__________ _- 130 _. All from West Germany. 
Petroleum refinery products: ’ 

Gasoline____________42-gallon barrels__ 363,919 463,420 _— Ivory Coast 417,690; Senegal 

Kerosine and jet fuel _._________do____ 67,596 70,936 __ Ivory Coast 34,828; Senegal 
Distillate fuel oil______________do____ 336,118 265,024 _ Ivory Coast 147,148; Senegal 

Residual fuel oil _.____________do____ 41,405 171,422 __ Senegal 116,004; Ivory Coast 
54012. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Mali: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued | ca 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| a Sources, 1977 . 
Commodity 1976 1977 | United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued .. . 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued . 

Lubricants __—.._———_42-gallon barrels_ _ 18,648 27,951 84 Ivory Coast 13,664; Senegal 

Other: quefied petroleum gas_ _____do____ 2,598 3,341 -- Ivory Coast 2,123; France 

Mineral jelly and wax________do____ 16 236 _. Netherlands 173; France 63. 
Bitumen and other residues __ __do____ 6,748 897 -- Venezuela 869; France 28. 
Bituminous mixtures _____—— —do____ 3,345 8,248 — Venezuela 8,211; France 36. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- 
derived crude chemicals ________..____ _ 30 4 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 2; 

a 2. 

"Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. - 

oo NIGER | 

Despite a loss in export earnings in 1981 COMMODITY REVIEW 
due to a decline in price for uranium, the . . 
country’s principal mineral product, a num- Cement.—A single cement plant was in 
ber of new mineral development projects Operation at Malbaza near the border with 
were underway. These projects were ex- Nigeria and had a total capacity of 40,000 

pected to diversify and broaden the coun- ons per year. Limestone was supplied from 
try’s mineral industry base. a local quarry estimated to have reserves of 

The mining sector accounted for about 3-5 million tons. No firm commitment had 

12% of an estimated GDP of.$2.1 billion" in been made for a new plant with a planned 
1981. External debt was estimated at $503.3 capacity of 200,000 tons per year. Local 
million. A negative balance of trade of cement production was reported to supply a _ 
almost $200 million was realized, and infla- Small percentage of domestic consumption. 
tion was 15% to 70% in the year ending Coal.—The Société Nigérienne du Char- 
June 1981. | bon d’Anou Araren (SONICHAR) was creat- 

Planning for economic development has ed in 1977 with responsibility for developing 
been based on anticipated revenue from a Coal deposit at Anou Araren, about 50 
sales of uranium. Uranium sales accounted kilometers east of Agadés. SONICHAR was 
for Niger's first 80% of total export earn- 66% Nigerian Government owned with the 
ings and 40% of Government revenue. The remainder held by the Islamic Development 
5-year plan covering 1979-83 was releasedin Bank and domestic uranium mining compa- 
March 1980 but was rearranged because of nies. Production and stockpiling of coal at 
the shortfall in revenue, and a 10-year Anou Araren commenced in 1980. Total 
Program for Development of Niger was recoverable reserves were about 1 million 

issued. The program’s intent was toempha-_ tons of coal out of an estimated 6 million 
size investment in the rural sector and the tons of proven reserves. Output was being 
attainment of self-sufficiency in food pro. consumed at a nearby powerplant. Coal 
duction. The role of foreign investors and production capacity was planned to be 
private enterprise was expanding to meet about 100 tons per day with full utilization 
these goals. of two turbines at the plant. 

An investment code has been in effect Electric Energy.—The country’s first 
since 1974 and provides tax relief and tariff coal-fired plant went into operation in 1981. 
protection for foreign investors. Govern- First-stage capacity was 16 megawatts and 
ment participation in commercial ventures was fired by coal supplied from the nearby 
was common but not required by law. The Anou Araren deposit. Electricity produced 
country’s currency was fixed against the was consumed mainly by domestic uranium 
French franc. Profits after taxes were avail- mining companies. An $11 million loan was 
able for full repatriation. made by the European Investment Bank for
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a period of 16 years at 8% interest to com- tion to their capital participation. ONA- 
plete the second stage of the powerplant. REM had a 31% interest in COMINAK; 
When. completed total electric generating COGEMA, France, had 34%; Overseas Ura- 
capacity would be 32 megawatts. nium Resources Development, Japan, had | 

Iron Ore.—The United Nations Industri- 25%; and Empresa Nacional del Uranio, 
al. Development Organization funded a Spain, had 10%. ONAREM also had a 38% 
study of iron ore located at Soy. About 650 interest in SOMAIR, while COGEMA had 
million tons of oolitic hematite, grading 26.96%; Compagnie Francaise des Minerais 
between 48% and 53% iron, and containing de |l’Uranium had 11.79%; Minatome had 
about 0.5% to 0.8% phosphorus was atthe 17.58%; Compagnie Miniére de Mokta had 
deposit. Nigeria expressed some interest in 17.56%; Urangesellschaft, Federal Republic 

. the reserve, which would require complete of Germany, had 6.58%, and Agip Nucleé- 
development of a transport network for aire, Italy, had 6.53%. 
shipment to Nigeria. _ SOMAIR has produced uranium from the 
Molybdenum.—Molybdenum output © Arlit deposit in the Agadiz Basin since 1971. 

commenced in 1979 as a byproduct of urani- Uranium, as the minerals coffinite and 
um production by Compagnie Miniére pitchblende, was located in a 20- to 25 
d’Akouta (COMINAK). The total capacity meter-thick horizon of clay and sandstone, 
for production of molybdenum by COM- grading, 0.25% U;O., with overburden rang- | 
INAK was 400 tons of metal in concen- ing from 35 to 50 meters thick. Production 
trates. was by acid heap leaching to produce 70% 

Phosphate Rock.—Production of phos- uranium contained in sodium uranite. Mill 
phate came from hand operators near Ta- throughput was about 3,000 tons per day, 
koua. A crushing plant recently installed at with a total production capacity of 2,300 
Takoua was capable of producing 15 tons tons per year of uranium. 
per day of fertilizer-grade phosphate but . COMINAK commenced production in 
was poorly managed and rarely operated at 1978 from the Akouta deposit, about 20 
optimum level. SO ' kilometers from Arlit. Production was from 

_ Phosphate mineralization in the vicinity an underground operation 250 meters deep 
of Tapoa has been the object of study forthe in ore grading 0.4% U;Os. Capacity was 
past 10 years. A feasibility study for produc- about 2,200 tons per year of uranium in a 
tion from the area neared completion. Re- 70% uranium-in-magnesium uranate prod- 
serves were reported at 1.25 billion tons of uct. 
phosphate, of which 500 million tons was Participation in a third company; the 
considered economically exploitable. Of Société Miniére de Tassa N’Taghalgue 
three ore horizons in the deposit, the upper- (SMTT) was shared equally by ONAREM, 
most averaged 22.4% P.Os, while the two COGEMA, and Kuwait’s Foreign Trading, 
lower horizons ranged from 27.8% to 34% Contracting and Investment Co. SMTT was 
P.0;. Nigeria expressed interest in possible established in 1978 to develop the Arni 
development of the deposit. | deposit near Arlit. Reserves were reported 
Uranium.—The Government maintained at 20,000 tons of uranium in ore, grading 

its interest in uranium exploration, devel- 0.35% U;Os. A feasibility study was com- 
opment, and exploitation in Niger through pleted for an opencast operation producing 
the Office National des Ressources Miniére 1,000 tons per year of UsOs. 
(ONAREM). Two companies produced ura- Exports of uranium in 1981 were estimat- 
nium in 1981, COMINAK and Société des ed to be as follows in tons of uranium: 
Mines de I|’Air (SOMAIR). Participating France, 2,293; Libya, 1,212; Japan, 816; 
shareholders in these two companies each Spain, 300; the Federal Republic of Ger- 
had the right to export uranium in propor- many, 125; and Iraq, 100.
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Table 6.—Niger: Trade of mineral commodities’! | 

- (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) — 

_ Commodity 1976 _ 1977" 

EXPORTS | OO 
Uranium ore and concentrate_______________-__--.~----------~-------- _ 1,477 1,895 

- IMPORTS | | oo 
Metals: | | | : - | | 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semimanufactures _ ____—--~--—-~--~------- 438 - 288 

Iron and steel metal, semimanufactures: . 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ __ _ ._ _-_______----------------- 8,282 8,676 
Universals, plates, sheets. __ __.___.._-_-----_----~------+-=--=---- 2,467 - 1,899 
Tubes, pipes, fittings... ___._._.._____---------~---------------- 2,467 2,606 

Nonmetals: 
77 . 

Fertilizer materials: Natural, nitrogenous _.__—-__-__--~---------------- 1,150 1,412 

Lime_..__-_______________-~~----- +--+ ++ +--+ - 345 368 

Salt and brine _______________-_____L_---~~-------------2---- 6,762 - 16,216 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: a, ; 

Caustic soda_______.____---.----------------------------- 1,969 2,364 

Soda ash______________ ie ee ee + 1,600 - 9,395 

Sulfur: Elemental, refined___ _____-__----------~----------------- 1 28,140 
Mineral fuels and related materials: 

_ Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline: a. 

Aviation ____________-________---______.-~42-gallon barrels_ — 15,157 7,218 

Motor_____________-___u__--_--+-- do 154,003 226,992 

Kerosine and jet fuel ______.-__-__---------------------do_-~-- 21,282 25,443 

Distillate fuel oil __. ..___-_--_--------------------------do-_~- 333,865 452,151 

Residual fuel ol ee eee eee edo 6,457 42,458 
r: 

: . 

Liquefied petroleum gas_____.____--------------------do_-~- 3,457 5,556 

Nonlubricating oils, n.es _________---_----------------do___- 66,045 = 45,983 

Bitumen and other residues________________.__.--------do__-_ | _8,833 16,192 

Bituminous mixtures. ___________.-_--_-------------~-do__-- 73,526 10,272 
eee ss S  S  SN 

»Preliminary. . 

1Destinations and sources are not available. | 

SENEGAL | 

The mining sector was relatively un- gram completed in 1980 proved additional 

changed in 1981. Mining and manufactur- reserves. Primary magnetite ores from Fa- 

ing accounted for about 20% of an estimat- rangalis and Goto may be used for produc- 

ed GDP of $2 billion’? in 1981. The economy __ tion of acid and basic blast furnace pellets 

was in stagnation mainly because of the and direct-reduction pellets. Oxidized ores 

poor performance of the agricultural sector. from Kondekouron, Kouroudiako, and Ka- 

Fish products became the largest export rakaene can be used for direct charging into 

earner at 27% of total exports. blast furnaces and for sintering. 
: | Reserves of proved magnetite ore at Fa- 

COMMODITY REVIEW rangalis and Goto were 135 million tons 

‘Cement.—Plant prices for cement in- each, grading 45% iron. Magnetic separa- 
creased 32% to $110 per ton. The new price tion was shown to yield a 68% iron ore 

included a value-added tax and a special concentrate. High-grade hematite ore re- 

tax. serves at Kondekouron and Kouroudiako 
Expansion of capacity by the Société Were confirmed at 56 million tons and 26 

Quest Africaine des Ciments at Rufisque million tons, respectively. An annual out- 

was planned. Capacity would increase to put of 12 million tons was recently estimat- 

875,000 tons per year compared with a ed to be necessary for efficient utilization of 

current capacity of 360,000 tons per year. rail and port capacity. Initial output would 

Cost of the expansion was estimated at $6.7 be for hematite for direct shipping and 
million. sinter feed. 

Iron.—A feasibility study was underway Peat.—The Compagnie des Tourbieres du 

regarding infrastructure and marketing re- Senegal (CTS) was established with an ini- 

quirements for development of the iron tial capital of $370,000 for exploiting peat 

deposits located in the southeast near resources estimated at 50 million cubic 

Faleme. The Société des Mines de Fer du. meters. The central region of Niayes be- 

Senegal Oriental was formed in 1975 to tween Mboro and Lompoul has about 80% 

exploit the reserves. An exploration pro- of the total peat resources. Peat was also
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located at Casamome, the Sine-Saloum Riv- acid and phosphoric acid plants at Taiba. 
ers, and the delta region. Output was to The sulfuric acid plant was to have a maxi- 
supply two thermal powerplants of 30 mega- mum capacity of 2,100 tons per day and the 
watts capacity. : phosphoric acid plant was to have a maxi- 

Petroleum.—Oil exploration continued in mum capacity of 800 tons per day. 
the Longo and Kafountine areas of Cassa- A mixed fertilizer plant with a capacity of 
mance. The refinery at Mbou was to have 680 tons per day of diammonium phosphate 
an increase in capacity from 900,000 to and 900 tons per day of granulated triple 
1,380,000 tons per year. A desulfurization superphosphate was to be constructed at 
unit was to be installed for utilization of M’boo. Product markets were to be in West | lower cost, high-sulfur crude oil. Africa and India. Exports of calcium phos- 

Phosphate Rock.—Production and export phate in 1981 were mainly to the United 
of phosphate has been mainly in the form of Kingdom, France, Greece, and India. Pro- 
phosphate rock. Long-range plans for prod- duction of aluminum phosphate was mainly 
uct upgrading were finalized with the let- for local use, although France received 
ting of contracts for construction of sulfuric about 51,000 tons in 1981. 

— Table 7.—Senegal: Exports of mineral commodities 
. , (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979 1980 “nited mmomy United Other (principal) 
Oe . 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap... -- 12 _- All to Ivory Coast. Co Semimanufactures_ sllovn 7777 — 1 a All to Gambia. 

rime’ inc uding oys: 

rep 816 7197 -- France 3985 United Kingdom 352; 
pain 35. Unwrought and semimanufactures . 

value, thousands_ _ $3 _— 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate - — —-—______ ~- 45 _- All to France. 
etal: 

Scrap ________________- 14,430. 9,632 — Yugoslavia 6,500; Spain 3,048; Mali 

Ferroalloys._____________ -- 1 -- NA. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 
tions______________ 7 78 — Gambia 56; Mauritania 11. Universals, plates, sheets __ 5 9 _- Guinea-Bissau 4; Gambia 2; Mauri- 

. tania 2. 
Wire_______________ 140 329 -- Ivory Coast 80; Mauritania 76; Came- 

roon . Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 95 27 _- Gambia 7; Mauritania 7; Guinea 4. : Castings and forgings, rough 7 5 ~- Guinea 1; Mali 1. Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap_-__-_.____ 255 36 — All to France. Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 47 1 -- Mainly to Mauritania. Magnesium metal including alloys, scrap 5 __ 

Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap_--_ 2 3 18 _— All toFrance. Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ -- $2 ~~ All to Ivory Coast. Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap_________ _- 30 -- France 24; Ivory Coast 5. Unwrought ______________ 56 _- Other: Metalloids._________ 9 10 -- Gambia 9. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 

wheels and stones 
value, thousands_ _ $1 $4 _— France $3; Mali $1. Cement._._____________ 5,979 3,548 __ Mauritania 2,609; Guinea-Bissau 665; 

Mali 262. Clays: 
Crude.-_-_-_________ 4,335 5,929 — France 5,907; Mauritania 22. Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ 26 27 -~- Mauritania 18; Guinea 6. Refractory including nonclay 
brick _-.--_-_______ 40 55 _~— All to Upper Volta. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Senegal: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Phosphatic __— thousand tons_ _ 1,817 1,443 ee United Kingdom 394; Finland 200; 
France 192; Greece 170. 

Potassic. 222 _____ 1,100 — 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 858 815 _- Mali 400; Guinea-Bissau 355; Mauri- 
tania 60. 

Phosphatic.._§_-$_-$__§__._____ 86,881 148,130 _- France 81,645; China 27,015; United 
. Kingdom 14,790. 

Potassic_ ___________--__ 250 2 _- All to Mali. 
Other including mixed __ — _ _ _ _ 25,648 38,611 _- Guinea-Bissau 17,098; Mali 15,313; 

. Gambia 6,185. 
Ammonia ___~____§~________ 2 30 __ Gambia 20; Ghana 5; West Germany 

Gypsum and plasters ____.._____-_ 55 533 = Ivory Coast 394; Mali 132; Mauritania 

Lime __ ~~ ~~ ~~ Le _- 101 a All to Mauritania. 
Salt and brine. ________ ~~ ___ 112,924 125,846 __ Ivory Coast 45,896; Cameroon 20,449; 

Niger 17,164. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: : 

Caustic potash ________. ~~ 9 3 -_- Gabon 1. 
Caustic soda. ._________---- 171 79 — Mali 62; Mauritania 16. 
Soda ash _______._____--_- _- 76 _-- Ivory Coast 72; Mali 4. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked __ ~~~ 4,371 9,464 _- All to Gambia. . 
Worked _____________-_-_- _- 1 _— All to Guinea-Bissau. 

Gravel and crushed rock ____— ~~~ 6,089 1,510 _- All to Gambia. 
Quartz and quartzite 

value, thousands_ _ $20 _— 
Sand other than metal-bearing _ _ _ — 13 167 _.- Mali 164. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid ______.___._- — 23 12 _- Mali 6; Mauritania 6. 
Other: 

Crude__._-____________-___ 3 _- 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired . 
nonmetals________..-_---- 390 376 -- Mauritania 180; Gambia 125; Guinea- 

Bissau 72. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal and briquets: Briquets_ ________ -- 10 -- All to Mali. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline . 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 254 280 _- Mauritania 136; Mali 37; Guinea- 

issau 36. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. _ _ . . .do____ 1,115 777 -- Mauritania 47; Mali 28; Guinea- 

issau 15. 
Distillate fuel oi] _____..do____ 358 1,946 -- Mali 1,558; Guinea-Bissau 117. 
Residual fuel oil _______-do___~_ 145 128 -—- Mali94. 
Lubricants_ — - —-- -----—do- -— - 85 85 _- Nigeria 36; Mali 14; Mauritania 11. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 7,157 2,900 __ Mauritania 1,984; Gambia 592; 
Guinea 186. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do_ _ _ _ 16 8 -- Mainly to Ivory Coast. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ _ _— 270 () __ All to Mauritania. 
Bituminous mixtures___ _ do_ _ _ _ 48 () _- Do. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals 

value, thousands_ _ $1 __ 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 8.—Senegal: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
| y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides ____.__ ~~ 200 577 _-~ West Germany 567; France 10. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________.------- 8 _- 
Unwrought____-.._.____-__ -- 39 _- All from France. 
Semimanufactures ____ ____— 251 258 (4) Cameroon 68; France 61; Italy 57. 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides ---- 8 __ 
pper metal including alloys: 
Gnwrought eee eee 2 15 _- Italy 10; France 5. 
Semimanufactures_ ____— ~~ —_—-— 1,109 71 _— France 67; Italy 2. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar material 8 37 _-- All from France. 
Steel, primary forms 

value, thousands_ _ $11 $1 — Do. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 28,769 20,872 _- France 11,856; Italy 4,135; United 
Kingdom 2,047. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ _ _ 11,882 8,312 (4) France 6812; United Kingdom 1,051; 
apan 223. 

Hoop and strip_ __..§._..____ 96 © 71 __ West Germany 20; France 18; United 
Kingdom 15. 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ _ ___— 94 1,133 __ France 1,011; Norway 90; United 
Kingdom 21. 

Wire_ Le 1,395 942 -- France 822; United Kingdom 74; . 
Ce * China 24. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _._______ 5,313 4,883 50 France 2,898; China 1,067; Nether- 
an . 

Castings and forgings, rough _ — _ 367 148 () France 145; Italy 2. 
Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides _.__.____ 54 44 __ France 33; Netherlands 6; West Ger- 
many 5. : 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures ___ _ ____ 5 45 —- All from France. 

_ Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate __________ 2 2 _— Do. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 322 314 _- All from Gabon. 

Nickel metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures ___._§_______________ 203 3,169 (4) United Kingdom 3,044; Italy 87; 

Sil tal including all h France 34 ilver metal includi oys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $854 $41 — France $34; Switzerland $6; United 
Kingdom $1. 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures __________ 9 5 -. France 4; United Kingdom 1. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ ____ 104 145 —_ West Germany 73; France 26; United 
Kingdom 15. 

Zinc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____.._- 38 18 _— France 15; United Kingdom 3. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ __ ___________ 34 _- 
Semimanufactures ________— 71 1 _. All from France. 

Other: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals. ~~ ___________ 15 5 — Do. 

Metalloids_____.._~~2.______ 6 9 (4) West Germany 7; France 1; Italy 1. 
Metals including ‘alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures _ ____ _ __ 20 9 _~— Mainly from Spain. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

ete 2 3 43 __ France 42. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 9 _- 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ________._~___--_- 19 24 _~— France 15; Italy 5; West Germany 2. 
Asbestos, crude ______________-_- 1,459 1,177 _.  U.SS.R. 599; Canada 575. 
Barite and witherite____________- 54 2 _. All from France. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, natural borates ________- 454 700 700 
Oxide and acid ____._______-_~- 6 3 __ All from France. 

Cement________________ 13,673 4,591 _-— France 4,101; Poland 435; Spain 55. 
halk. --------------------- 2,253 1,452 _. France 1,422; West Germany 30. 
ays: 
Crude____§____~____________ 718 488 __ France 271; Togo 96; Benin 76. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory___________ _ 5,119 2,891 __ Italy 1,597; France 1,086; Spain 109. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _-_-_-_____________ 954 964 _— France 536; West Germany 218; 
Morocco 176. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—Senegal: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: Industrial 
value, thousands_ _ $14 $3 _- All from Brazil. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 170 39 _— All from France. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Natural __________________ 22 _- 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 21,776 6,174 a France 2,920; United Kingdom 2,500; 
. West Germany 754. 

Phosphatic_____.________ 100 103 — United Kingdom 100; West Germany 

Potassic. ._§__§.-__.________ 19,938 15,374 __ France 8,102; East Germany 7,077; 
United Kingdom 122. 

Other including mixed _______. 5 5 _- West Germany 3; France 2. 
Ammonia _________________ 10,676 8,514 — Ireland 3,322; Netherlands 1,762; 

. United Kingdom 1,694. 
Graphite, natural ___....$-_-______ ?) 1 _- All from France. 
Gypsum and plasters ___________- 6,426 4,824 — Morocco 4,810; France 14. 
Lime _______~_____________ 2,264 1,734 _- France 1,000; West Germany 660; 

United Kingdom 74. 
Magnesite __________..________ 3 _- 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ _- 5 _- All from France. 
Worked including agglomerated split- 

tings .__-________________ 2 2 _- Mainly from France. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 64 109 _- West ermany 89; Spain 10; United 

: ingdom 8. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Synthetic __.._ value, thousands_ _ $1 —_ 
Salt and brine. _______________~_ 144 464 _— Italy 300; Netherlands 65; France 46. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: . 

Caustic potash ______________ 16 4 -- All from France. 
Caustic soda__ ~~~ ~~ 9,802 6,166 -- East Germany 2,949; West Germany 

1,209; France 892. 
Soda ash __________________ 810 712 __ France 347; West Germany 277; 

. United Kingdom 59. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: . 
Crude and partly worked __—__ 400 22 _- Italy 20; West Germany 1. 
Worked ________________ 569 | 41T _— Italy 300; France 114. 

Gravel and crushed rock ________ 8 65 -- West Germany 34; France 28. 
Quartz and quartzite— —- —-—----- 2 11 _- All from France. 

d other than metal-bearing ____ 56 42 _— Do. 
Sulfur: - 

Elemental: . 
Crude _________________ 6 9 _- Do. 
Refined ___________~_____ 18,209 14,293 _- Poland 14,291; France 2. 

Sulfuric acid. ____§~-~9_~__~__ ___ 103 65 _- Netherlands 45; United Kingdom 19. 
calc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 180 115 -- France 111; Italy 3. 

er: 
Crude. ____~_______ Le 95 114 -- All from France. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium _ ___ ____ 4 5 _- All from West Germany. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals______________=:_ 1,650 1,102 2 France 680; United Kingdom 196; 

_ Morocco 168. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ____ _ __ -- 21 _— All from France. 
Carbon black _________________ 67 15 _- France 14; West Germany 1. 
Coal, all grades including briquets __ —_ 25 20 _— All from Poland. 
Coke and semicoke______..._____ 711 356 _- France 276; United Kingdom 80. 
Petroleum: 

Crude 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 5,616 5,582 _- Nigeria 2,047; Iraq 1,853; Algeria 779. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________do___- 218 599 _- United Kingdom 312; Saudi Arabia 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ _ — 239 293 _- United Kingdom 71; France 55; 
Netherlands 44. 

Distillate fuel oi] _____do____ 354 212 — Saudi Arabia 96; Venezuela 40. 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _ - . _do_ ___ 1 65 -- Trinidad and Tobago 5. 
Lubricants _______.—do___- | 10 (4) United Kingdom 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—Senegal: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

i 9 198 “Tinted 
Commodity 17 ° United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

thousand 42- 
gallon barrels. _ 15 21 _— United Kingdom 10; Algeria 4. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do____ 7 4 () United Kingdom 5; West Germany 1. 

Bitumen and other residues 
do____ 35 37 _- Venezuela 33; France 2. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do____ 29 - 18 () Venezuela 12; Spain 6. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ __ _ 174 123 _- Netherlands 61; United Kingdom 44; 

France 13. | ; 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 

TOGO | 

Phosphate remained the principal miner- owned, mined marble from two deposits at 
al material produced in Togo in 1981. Poor Gnawoulou and Pagala. Operational and 
market conditions led to a sharp reduction financial difficulties prevented full opera- 
in production. | tional capacity. The company also produced 

burnt brick, floor brick, and tiles. 

COMMODITY REVIEW Phosphate Rock.—Output was at about 

Cement.—Ciment du Togo’s production of 69% of capacity in 1981 because of excep- 
cement was mainly marketed locally, but tionally poor sales. Production was inten- 
about 15% was exported to neighboring tionally limited to only that quantity that 
countries. Cement prices, exfactory, increas- could be marketed. A credit of $5.7 million 

ed to $86.42 from $73.32 per ton." | was approved by the World Bank to finance 

The cement clinker plant at Tabligbo, engineering work on a 1,000-ton-per-day 
jointly owned by Ghana, the Ivory Coast, phosphoric acid plant." 
and Togo, produced about 600,000 tons of Salt.—Production was by the Govern- 
clinker for cement production. ment-owned Société des Salines du Togo. 
Marble.—The Société Togolaise de Mar- All output was sold domestically at $128 per 

brerie et de Materiaux, partly Government ton. 

Table 9.—Togo: Exports of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 
; 197 oT eee Commodity 9 United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures_________________---_- 5 _. All to Niger. 

Copper metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures __ value, thousands. — $1 — All to Benin. 

Iron and steel metal: Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ — — — — 34 _. Niger 26; Benin 8. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

value, thousands_ _ $1 _. All to Niger. 
Rails and accessories _____________ 4 _- Do. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings... _$___________ 25 __ West Germany 16; France 3; Netherlands 

3; Nigeria 3. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grindi d lishi 
wheels and. stones - nding ae thousands. ~ $1 _-. All to Netherlands. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Togo: Exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Destinations, 1979 
Commodit: 1919 ~ Wnted 42... DD 

y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Cement ~-----~-- ee 36,389 -— _ Upper Volta 35,772; Ghana 498; Mali 115. 
ays: 
Crude ____-_--__--~_--______ 65 _. All to Senegal. 
Products: Nonrefractory ___________ 19 -. Niger 17; Upper Volta 2. 

Diamond: Gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ _ $527 _- Switzerland $420; Netherlands $107. 

Fertilizer materials: Crude, phosphatic 
thousand tons_ _ 2,692 14 France 599; Netherlands 596; Yugoslavia 

Gypsum and plasters _______________ 15 _- All to Niger. 
Salt and brine ___________________ 51 __ All to Ghana. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, crude. ___________ 32 -- oN iger 20; Ghana 8. 
Gravel and crushed rock __________~_ 26 _— All to Congo. 

Other: 
Crude ____~___~__________ ____ 99 -- All to Upper Volta. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ — 70 -- All to France. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__________ 102 __ All to Benin. 
Petroleum refinery products: _ 

Gasoline _ ______~_42-gallon barrels_ _ 196,988 _- West Germany 99,374; Nigeria 93,007. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ________do____ 92,364 _- All to Nigeria. 
Distillate fuel oil... _.._____do___~- 209,992 _- Nigeria 64,924; West Germany 56,703. 
Residual fuel oil __..§_._._.____-do___~_ 153,260 153,180 NA. 
Lubricants _____________ do____ 819 _ Ivory Coast 756; Niger 42. 
Other: Liquefied petroleum gas _ _do_ _ _ _ 46 -- All to Ghana. 

NA Not available. . 
1Data for 1978 are not available. 

Table 10.—Togo: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1979 ) 

Commodit 1979 : 
mm y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures____~____~______________ 156 10 France 77; Ivory Coast 34; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 24. 
Copper: 

Matte and speiss _-- value, thousands_ _ $2 _- All from France. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ________________ 1 _— Do. 
Semimanufactures ____________ 26 1 France 24. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap. __~___ 2 437 _- Benin 237; France 200. 
Ferroalloys ___________-~_____-_ 350 _- Mainly from Portugal. 
Steel, primary forms ___-_______-_~ 34 -~— Sweden 18; China 14. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ _ 8,203 -- France 6,881; West Germany 894; Italy 

Universals, plates, sheets __ ___ ___ 4,117 __ Japan 2,338; France 1,589; Belgium- 
uxembourg 74. 

Hoop and strip _______--____~- 96 23 France 43; West Germany 30. 
Rails and accessories... ____._~ 245 _- Switzerland 105; West Germany 80; 

France 58. 
Wire __________ ee 282 _- France 157; Senegal 85; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2 . 
Tubes, pipes, fittings __ _______.__ 2,307 (7) France 1,963; Spain 81; Czechoslovakia 62. 
Castings and forgings, rough ______ 68 _- West Germany 49; France 19. 

Lead metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures___________~i-~------- 5 _- France 2; West Germany 2. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $52 __ Ghana $47; France $5. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Togo: Imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit: 1979 : ans 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Silver: : 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands_ _ $7 _. _ All from United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought____.__-_~--do____ $6 _. France $3; Ireland $2; West Germany $1. 
Tin metal including alloys, semimanufactures 1 -- _ Mainly from Honduras. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ ~~ ~~ 18 _. _ United Kingdom 10; France 8. 
Zinc metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures_._-_-_______----~-~---- 1 -— Mainly from Ivory Coast. 

Other: : 
Metalloids_ ________.-----_--_--~ 27 5 France 21. 
Base metals including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures 
value, thousands_ _ $1 _. All from France. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones 3 _. F tel | rin and polis wheels and stones_ _- rance 1. 
Asbestos, crude... ___-...~----~ 100 _- All from China. 
Barite and witherite_____....___---~-~ 21 _. All from France. 
Cement _______________ te 76,878 _- France 38,096; United Kingdom 36,804; 

China 1,450. 
Chalk. ___________ ~~~ 84 _- All from France. 
Clays: . 

Crude _..-______~~ 20 _- France 19. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory_—~___..-------- 1,301 10 France 552; Italy 392; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 168. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _...---_.------~--- 159 _. West Germany 148; France 11. 

Diamond: Industrial__— value, thousands_ — $30 _-- All from Venezuela. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ _ _ _ _ 37 _- France 22; Netherlands 15. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ______.__..--~- ~~ 30 _. West Germany 20; France 10. 
Potassic. .._.__.-___--_~--~-- 3 _— All from France. 
Other including mixed_—___ ~~ 1,501 _. Netherlands 1,500; France 1. 

Ammonia ________~ ~~~ 9 _— France 5; West Germany 2. 
Graphite, natural _.._ value, thousands... _ $1 _. All from France. 
Lime ____________~~_~~_~~-~---- 688 _. France 668; Nigeria 15; West Germany 5. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other than 
diamond_______-_~— value, thousands_ — $50 _. All from France. 

Pyrites, unroasted ___..________-___ 4,530 — Morocco 3,940; France 544; Ivory Coast 29. 
Salt and brine _-_________________- 4,544 -- Ghana 4,018; West Germany 411; Upper 

olta 59. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash __________.-_-_._ 123 _. Nigeria 113; Switzerland 9. 
Caustic soda_________________.- 953 _. West Germany 865; France 58. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _.____ ~~ 285 ~- China 202; France 25; Spain 25. 
Worked_________-_-_-----_~ 32 -- France 18; Belgium-Luxembourg 14. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ ~~ _— 84 _- All from France. 
Sand other than metal-bearing _—___~__ 3 _- Do. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid. ___._.____.__----~ 60 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 40; Netherlands 12. 
alc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _____ 59 _- All from France. 

er: 
Crude _________ ~~ __~____ ____-_ 1,180 __ United Kingdom 1,019; France 159. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, magne- 

sium, strontium ___~_~___~_~_______ 32 __ West Germany 31. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ — — 1,213 — France 782; Ghana 279; China 74. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ___—____~-~- 23 _— All from China. 
Coal and briquets: 

Coal, all grades excluding briquets _ _ - - — 10 _. All from West Germany. 
Briquets of all grades of coal ______-- - 175 NA NA. 

Petroleum: 
Crude __~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 3,424 __ All from Nigeria. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ___._~.~________do___— 407 _- Netherlands 125; Venezuela 110; Saudi 
Arabia 66. 

Kerosine and jet fuel_ ______do____ 92 _- Netherlands 25; Saudi Arabia 21; 
Venezuela 14. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Togo: Imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit - 1999 jones 
y United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued De : 

Petroleum —Continued - 
Refinery products —Continued 

Distillate fuel oil 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 359 _- Venezuela 122; Netherlands 112; Saudi 

rabia 30. 
Residual fuel oil. __ _ .___~do___~_ 374 -- Saudi Arabia 339; Italy 23. . 
Lubricants ~~ ~~ _~~--do___ 22 (?) France 7; Ivory Coast ". Netherlands 4. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

42-gallon barrels_ — 5,464 _- Ghana 4,605; Ivory Coast 754; France 93. 
Mineral jelly and wax ——do__~_-— 409 _-- West Germany 346; Nigeria 63. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do___— 1,364 _- Ghana aes N igeria 407; Belgium- 
uxembou . 

Bituminous mixtures _ _ _do_ _ — — 25,022 _- Spain 17,568; Netherlands Antilles 6,121. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals_ — — — ~~ — ~~~ 61 ~- Mainly from France. 

NA Not available. 
1Data for 1978 are not available. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. , 

UPPER VOLTA 

.. : 7 Wdi + 2Where necessary, values have been converted from 
Excluding production of building materi Communauté Financiére Africaine francs (CFAF) to U'S. 

als for local use, output of mineral-related dollars at the rate of CFAF295.90=US$1.00 for 1981. 
commodities was negligible in 1981. A small Where necessary, values have been converted from 

. . . V CVEsc ». 
antimony mine was operated during the GRP ee UMS dos (CVEsc) to U'S. dollars at the rate of 
year but closed at yearend because of un- oa here necessary values, have been converted from 
profitability. Output was insignificant. GD2.2—US$1.00 wens Of ae Bt the rate o 

The GDP was estimated at $1.216 billion 5Where necessary, values have been converted from 
in 1981, down from $1.358 billion’® in 1980. Cone oe OP to oat dollars at the rate of 
A negative trade balance of $252 million *U.S. Embassy, Conakry, Guinea. State Department 
was reported in 1981. Petroleum product Airgram 10, May a waluce PP. ve been converted from 
imports accounted for $50.3 million out of Guinean-Bissau pesos (GBP) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
total import value of $326 million. Iron and GBP35—US$1.00 for 1981. have bee ted f 

. “17° ere necessary, values have been conve rom 
steel imports were valued at $9.1 million. Communauté Financiére Africaine francs (CFAF) to U'S. 

Lead, Zinc, and Silver.—A massive sul- dollars at the rate of CFAF250 = US§1.00 for 1981. ' 
. : . ere necessary, values have been conve rom 

fide deposit, averaging 4% zinc, 0.6% lead, yai; ‘francs (MF) to US. dollars at the rate of 
and 2.6 troy ounces of silver per ton, was MF513=US$1.00 for 1981. 

. gram 6731, Oct. 30, 1981, 1 p. 
about 30 kilometers northwest of Kondou- 11Where necessary, values have been converted from 

u. Discovery was by a ioint United Na- Communauté Financiére Africaine francs (CFAF) to U'S. 
a 1B ry v Rai J de la Geologie “Wllarsat the rate of CFAF275=USS1.00 for 1981. 
10S anc ureau Oo: que de ta ogie 12Where necessary, values have been converted from 

et des Mines exploration team. Communauté Financiére Africaine francs (CFAF) to U.S. 

Manganese.—The Mining Society of “"lSWhere necessary, values have been converted from 
Kiere was formed at Bobo-Dioulasso with a Communauté Financiére Africaing francs (CFAF) to US. 

nite . ollars at the rate o = .00 for 1981. 
capital of $300,000 for the pury of ex 14U).S. Embassy, Lome, Togo. State Department Airgram 
tracting and marketing manganese from 7, Apr. 29, 1982, 3 pp. 

Kiere. . 15Where necessary, values have been converted from 
Communauté Financiére Africaine francs (CFAF) to U.S. 

—_—_—-—— dollars at the rate of CFAF211=US$1.00 for 1980 and 
1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. CFAF272 = US$1.00 for 1981.
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Table 11.—Upper Volta: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
SA ee 

Commodity 1978 1979 Principal destinations, 1979 
en 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures___$_~_~~ ~~ (4) 3 Cameroon 1; Ivory Coast 1. 

Copper metal including alloys, scrap______—__ 8 7 All to Ivory Coast. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Ferroalloys __-.___-________________ 21 33 Mainly to Ivory Coast. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ __ __ 18 297 Niger 278; Mali 16; Ivory Coast 3. 
Universals, plates, sheets___________ _- 385 Niger 24; Ghana 10. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings. ._-___________ 3 12. ~=Mali 6; Niger 5. 

Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides ________~— -- 20 ~— All to Ivory Coast. 
Zinc metal including alloys, scrap _~_________ 44 20 Do. . 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing wheels ; 
and stones _________ value, thousands. _ _- $1 Do. 

Cement __._-_~__~_______ LL 10 168 Mali 153; Ghana 15. 
Clays: Products, nonrefractory ____§__§_._____ _- 1 All to Niger. 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured ________~_ 35 __ 
Salt andbrine ______________________ 27 _- 
Sulfur: Sulfuric acid______ value, thousands__ $1 — 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS , 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_ ___________42-gallon barrels__ 136 178 ~— All to Ivory Coast. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___________do____ 1,992 16,608 Ivory Coast 13,392; Ghana 62. 
Lubricants _________________do____ 49 7 All to Ghana. 
LL SS A SS SS SS SS SSS SSS Ss SSS SS chi i rsp SS GSS SSS VU 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 12.—Upper Volta: Imports of mineral commodities 

__ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ . 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 ‘“UWnteqs#s#ss#)  #&+\..... 
™moy United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS | 
Aluminum: 

Oxides and hydroxides . . 
value, thousands_ _ $1 oe ns 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _________________ 300 395 — Nigeria 72; Ghana 64. 
Unwrought______~________ 6 _- 
Semimanufactures _________ 428 534 -- Cameroon 429; France 91; Finland 1. 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ () 1 — Mainly from France. — 
Copper: 

Matte and speiss — —— ---------- 1 1 _- Do. 
Metal including alloys: 

' Scrap ____ value, thousands_ _ _- $1 -- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Unwrought and semimanu- 

factures ~..___________ 28 54 () West Germany 36; France 12; United 
Kingdom 6. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ --- (7) 35 _- Mainly from France. 
Ferroalloys ____.____-______ 67 179 -— France 107; Ivory Coast 7; Ghana 6. 
Steel, primary forms___________ 58 -- 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 5,778 4,992 1 France 4,162; West Germany 315; 
Belgium Luxembourg 234. 

Universals, plates, sheets __ _ _ _ 4,778 9,259 _- France 6,333; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Hoop and strip____________ 60 198 _- France 177; Belgium-Luxembourg 10; 
Netherlands 10. 

Rails and accessories ________ (?) 1,338 __ West Germany 1,176; France 162. 
Wire__________________ 347 425 _- France 196; Ivory Coast 118; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 99. 
Lead Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 962 1,344 1 France 852; Japan 177; Romania 114. 

Oxides and hydroxides ________-_ _— 1 _- All from West Germany. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ________ 3 2 -- All from France. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures _______________ 12 -- 
Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 503 1,178 _- All from France. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Upper Volta: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 . ’ 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Mercury _____—~— value, thousands_ _ $1 $3 _— All from France. 
Nickel metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures _ _ _ _ _do_ _ __ $1 $2 $2 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ____——-—do___-_ $1 $4 __ All from West Germany. 
Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures __________ 2 3 _— All from France. 
Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ — __ 30 _- France 24; Belgium-Luxembourg 6. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
wer _____~—~ value, thousands_ _ _- $5 $5 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________-~ 45 36 __ All from France. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 

factures __._______________ 271 321 — Do. 
Other: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals_______.____-.-_-_- 2 () —_ Do. 

Base metals including alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ 1 3 _- Mainly from Nigeria. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, .n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, . 

ete _-___ LLL 10 1 _- All from France. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _________§___ 13 41 () Denmark 31; France 4; Ghana 4. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 29 45 _- All from France. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates_________ - _- 1 _— Do. 
Oxide and acid _ value, thousands_ _ _- $1 _- Do. 

Cement___. ~~~. ~~ ___- 70,812 103,836 __ Togo soa Poland 18,500; U.S.S.R. 

Chalk. ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ Le 211 259 __ All from France. 
Clays: 

Crude_____ ~~~ 83 71 — Do. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ___-___-_~-- 932 1,017 — France 740; West Germany 197; 
China 47. 

Refractory including nonclay . 
brick ~~ ~~~ LL 50 32 _— All from France. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 142 86 -- France 81; Belgium-Luxembourg 5. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude______~._~___________-_ 26 228 _- All from France. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~_ 4,079 2,394 127 N igeria 828; France 667; Netherlands 

Phosphatic_________-~__~_ 1,023 168 130 Netherlands 37. 
Potassic. _.__..___.___-__.- 174 91 _- France 60; Belgium-Luxembourg 30. 
Other including mixed _ ~~ — _ _ _ 11,053 20,504 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 16,076; Nigeria 

2,513; Netherlands 1,007. 
Ammonia _________________ 11 15 —_ France 14. 

Gypsum and plasters __-______--- 23 52 _- All from France. 
Lime _____~_~______ ~~ 1,178 404 _— France 335; Spain 63; Ivory Coast 5. 
Magnesite ______________--_~- 2 _- 
Mica: ; 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 4 8 _. All from France. 
Worked including agglomerated split- 

tings __________________- _- 6 __ Do. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 28 37 — France 24; United Kingdom 12. 

tand brine___§__$_____~_~-_--__ 13,573 14,439 _- Ghana 10,455; Senegal 3,228; 
. Belgium-Luxembourg 300. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ______...____- 87 243 _- West Germany 180; France 40; Italy 

Caustic soda________ ~~. __ _ 1,182 1,213 _- West Germany 849; Netherlands 143; 
Spain 130. 

Soda ash ___________~-----__ 45 77 _- West Germany 20; France 17; Bast 
Germany 15; Ireland 15. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, crude and partly 

worked ___________------ 12 53 — Ghana 44; France 7. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _— 34 28 _- All from France. 
Gravel and crushed rock __——__-- _- 29 _- Ghana 24; France 5. 
Limestone other than dimension _ _ — 10 _- 
Sand other than metal-bearing — _ — — _- 3 a France 2; Nigeria 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Upper Volta: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

CC 

TE pe, 

. Sources, 1979 
Commodit; 1978 1979 ; vee 

y Gnited Other (principal) 
——————— 

reper een po 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sulfur: _ . 
Elemental: 

Crude________________ 12 39 _— All from France. 
Refined _~___-___________ 2 4 1 France 3. 

Sulfuric acid____.~__________ 30 47 __ France 39; Ivory Coast 7. . 
oile, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 131 85 —~- France 82; West Germany 8. 

er: 
Crude.____ 9 84 _— All from France. 
Slag and ash, not metal-bearing _ _ _ _ -- 5 —— Mainly from France. 
Bui ing materials of asphalt, asbestos . 

and fiber cements, unfired non- . metals___§_-_______ 109 143 _. .Allfrom France. . 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED - 

MATERIALS . 
Carbon black _________________ 101 145 — Do. 
Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 1 -- 
Coke and semicoke______________ -- 1 _- All from France. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ ____ _42-gallon barrels__- 417,902 426,700 _- Ivory Coast 9,588; Gabon 8,959; 
Venezuela 7,948. 

Kerosine and jet fuel. ___ _ _do____ 101,502 98,216 _- Venezuela 186; Italy 7,200; Ivory 
Coast 5,262. 

Distillate fuel oi] _____.___do____ 166,358 273,088 448 Ivory, Coas st 7,182; Venezuela 6,908; 
y 9, . , Residual fuel oi] _.______do____ 203,896 265,821 a. Ivory Coast 18,661; Italy 9,257; 

France 7,872. 
Lubricants ~~. .___do____ 8,848 23,310 7 Ivory Coast 18,494; France 1,890. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

. do. _ __ 2,854 5,626 _— Ivory Coast 824; France 186. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 1,047 1,873 © __ Netherlands 1,133; France 346; West 

Germany 236. 
Petroleum coke ______do____ 22 _— 
Bitumen __________do____ 533 273 — All from Netherlands. 
Bituminous mixtures___do___ _ 18,186 13,259 — Venezuela 3,103; France 103. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals __ _ _ 40 22 _— Netherlands 21. 

eee 

1Less than 1/2 unit. . |
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To a greater or lesser extent, the econo- plete the island’s petroleum complex. Dur- 
mies of the smaller Caribbean Island coun- ing the first half of 1981, an announcement 
tries continued to have common problems. was made that a second oil transshipment 
These included unemployment, inflation, terminal would be built on St. Lucia. The 

foreign exchange shortages, trade deficits, report indicated that the terminal was to be 
and unstable world prices for their exports. financed by Saudi Arabia and include un- 
Declining prices for petroleum provided derground storage. After the original an- 
some relief from scarce foreign exchange. nouncement, no further information was 

Overall, the mineral sector remained sta- made available. This terminal, like the Hess 

ble. The Amerada Hess Corp. crude oil petroleum complex, may have been tempo- 
transshipment terminal on St. Lucia was rarily postponed because of the crude oil 
completed during 1981. However, there surplus. 
were no shipments during the year. No In December 1981, there was a dedication 
official reason was offered for the delay in ceremony for the opening of the small 
opening the terminal, but it may have been 16,000-barrel-per-day crude oil refinery on 
related to the world surplus of crude oil that Antigua. The refinery was to undergo a 2- 
occurred in 1981. There has been no further month breaking-in period, but it was subse- 
action on the refinery, which was to com- quently closed by strike action. 

| BAHAMAS 

The Bahamian gross domestic product ment efforts to encourage foreign invest- 
(GDP) in 1980 was estimated at $2.1 billion ment and industrial diversification were 
at current prices. The value added by the not expected to influence the minerals sec- 
mineral sector was reported at $222.2 mil- tor because of resource and market limita- 
lion, or 11% of the total. The mineral sector _ tions. 
was not expected to have any increased In 1980, the cost of an estimated 3.6 
impact on the GDP in 1981. Recent Govern- million barrels of imported crude oil for 
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local consumption (excluding bunkers) was posed of Getty Oil Co., British Petroleum 
estimated at $126 million, a 34% increase Co. Ltd. (BP), Standard Oil Co. of California, 
over the cost in 1979. Petroleum represent- Shell Oil Co., and Arco Oil Producing Inc. 
ed 15% of total import costs in 1980 and has has been examining the data obtained from 
been one of the factors contributing to an _ the survey. It was expected that portions of 
increasing trade deficit. In 1981, the Baha- _ this area might be opened for bidding in the 
mas was accepted into the Mexico-Vene- near future. 
zuela San Jose oil financing agreement. In late 1981, Bahamas California Oil Co. 
When final details are resolved, the Baha- Ltd. was granted a 1-year permit to conduct 
mas will be eligible to benefit from the low- geophysical surveys in parts of the Great 
interest loans amounting to 30% of the Bahama Bank area. Natomas Petroleum 
crude oil purchase price. Bahamas Ltd. has also applied for a permit 

Lone Star Industries, Inc., terminated its to conduct surveys in other portions of this 
bid to acquire a 50% interest in the Baha-_ area. 
mas Cement Co. As announced previously, Shortly after World War II and during 
in September the Diamond Crystal Salt Co. the years of 1968-71, test drilling conducted 
ceased operating their salt facility on Long off Andros, Cay Sal, Long Island, and Bimi- 
Island. ni, encountered some evidence of oil. The 

A 200-mile offshore economic zone was producing potentials were not considered 
declared by the Bahamas in 1977 to protect great enough to justify further exploration 
mining and fisheries resources. This area under the prevailing economic conditions. 
could overlap territorial claims of the Unit- Whether or not sufficient oil exists for 
ed States and other countries. commercial development today remains 

The geophysical survey conducted in the conjecture; although by some optimistic es- 
Bahamian offshore area between Andros _timates, oil reserves of the south Florida- 
Island, Cuba, and southern Florida was Bahamas Basin could amount to between 
concluded. A five-member consortium com- 1.5 billion and 3 billion barrels. 

Table 1.—Islands of the Caribbean: Production of mineral commodities? 

~Area,? commodity, unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981° 
sree 

BAHAMAS? 
Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 70 330 450 520 600 oa NiO 

ee 
Petroleum refinery products:°® 

Jet fuel _.____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 9,935 9,160 3,500 3,500 3,500 Distillate fuel oil._____________do____ 21,452 9,885 10,500 13,000 13,000 Residual fuel oi] _..___________do____ 53,032 34,565 25,500 18,000 18,000 Other ____________________do____ 15,939 11,080 11,705 14,715 15,000 
Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 888 900 1,500 1,600 1,600 $ret Ei OO 

Total _--._-_____________do____ 101,246 65,590 52,705 50,815 51,100 salt ------------ thousand metric tons__ 1,670 1,633 440 684 4970 

Aregonite---.__. do 2,454 3,200 3,629 3,266 3,000 
Limestone for cement manufacture __do____ NA 524 508 600 700 Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum _______do____ °5 °5 °5 &5 5 

BARBADOS® 
Gas, natural: 

Gross® ___________-_ million cubic feet__ 197 444 548 584 600 Marketed _____________.____do____ ©130 152 266 300 320 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____~ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 124 272 285 204 250 al ek. 62 
Refinery roducts: Ce 

Gasoline do 328 333 348 347 350 
Kerosine________________do____ 62 60 59 48 50 
Distillate fuel oil __...______do____ 229 267 283 319 320 
Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 518 496 551 583 590 
Other__________________do___ 30 35 31 42 40 
Refinery fuel and losses _______do____ 137 18 23 25 20 ss 
Total___..____________do___ 1,304 1,209 1,295 1,864 1,370 

CUBAS 5 
Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 2,657 2,712 2,613 2,940 3,250 Chromite ___.________________do____ 20 29 28 30 29 Cobalt® _________________ metric tons__ 1,600 1,600 1,700 1,700 1,790 Copper, mine output, metal content ____do____ 2,583 2,821 2,840 3,300 3,600 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Islands of the Caribbean: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

Area,” commodity, unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

CUBA? 5 —Continued 

Gas, natural: 
Gross® ___________-_-_ million cubic feet__ 1,330 1,500 1,500 1,560 1,500 
Marketed __________________do____ 599 374 614 750 800 

Gypsum _______—-_-~— thousand metric tons__ 91 95 91 122 130 
Tron and steel: Crude stee] __________do____ 330 324 328 304 300 

ickel: 
Mine output, Ni content of oxide and sulfide 

metric tons_ _ 36,750 34,787 32,324 ©37,000 40,500 
Metallurgical products, Ni content:® 

Oxide and powder __________do____ 8,893 8,634 8,095 €9,440 9,880 
Sinter__________________do____ T9512 9,456 10,730 ©10,180. 9,880 
Sulfide ___-______________do____ T16,754 15,234 12,269 ©16,950 18,950 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia . 
thousand metric tons__ 58 39 155 136 140 

Petroleum: 
Crude ____—~— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,705 1,918 1,917 2,000 1,850 

Refinery products: 
Motor gasoline ____________do____ 7,083 7,537 7,412 6,936 7,000 
Kerosine________________do____ 3,220 3,308 3,213 &3 200 3,300 
Distillate fuel oi] _._._.§_.§_._____do___~_ 7,428 8,080 8,163 8,119 8,100 
Residual fuel oi! _.__§_______do____ 21,376 20,650 21,400 20,102 20,000 
Lubricating oils____________do____ 841 885 930 “900 900 
Liquefied petroleum gas_______do____ 1,124 1,179 1,069 1,100 1,100 
Other__________________do____ 5,095 4,782 4,325 ©5880 5,500 

Total_________________do___~_ 46,167 46,421 46,512 46,237 45,900 
Pyrites, gross weight __ thousand metric tons__ 82 54 29 53 50 
A) | rr (RS 129 131 122 124 125 

Sulfur: 
S content of pyrite® ____________do____ 34 23 12 22 21 
Byproduct of petroleum® _________do____ 8 8 8 8 8 

Total ___.______________do____ T42 31 20 30 29 

DOMINICA 

Stone, sand and gravel: Pumice and volcanic ash 
do_ ___ 109 109 109 109 109 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC? 

Aluminum: Bauxite, dry equivalent, gross weight 
do_ _ _. 576 568 524 510 405 

Cement, hydraulic. __________.___do____ 862 867 886 1,015 980 
Copper, mine output _____________do____ —_ —_ 3 3 . 8 
Gold _________ ~~ thousand troy ounces__ 343 343 353 370 413 
Gypsum: 

For cement manufacture 
thousand metric tons_ _ 224 170 173 185 180 

Other ____-________________do____ 2 €2 €2 2 2 
Iron and steel ferroalloys: Ferronickel? 

metric tons_ _ 66,516 37,631 66,072 43,019 49,658 
Lime ____~________-..________do____ 21,108 25,000 37,935 40,000 40,000 
Mercury _ ~~ --__-_~--_- 76-pound flasks_ _ 495 500 500 500 500 
Nickel: 

Mine output, metal content ___ metric tons__ ©24,899 ©14,302 ©25,111 16,347 18,570 
Metal, smelter, Ni content of ferronickel 

shipments ________________do____ F20,628 719,759 24,553 16,552 “18,679 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline __ __-_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 2,738 2,814 2,568 2,497 2,500 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___________do____ 353 425 505 542 500 
Distillate fuel oi]_.§ ________.___do____ 2,665 2,690 2,472 2,945 2,900 
Residual fuel oi] _-..§._§_________do____ 2,643 2,830 2,708 2,636 2,500 
Other ____________________do____ 613 730 782 869 800 
Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 423 272 289 352 350 

Total __________________do____ 9,435 9,761 9,324 9,841 9,550 
Salt______________.____-_ metric tons__ 34,428 37,877 €38,000 55,556 60,000 
Silver metal_ ______-— thousand troy ounces__ 1,852 1,848 2,276 1,642 42,062 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Limestone____. —_— thousand metric tons__ 302 353 288 264 270 
Sand and gravel _____________-do____ 1,228 1,393 1,400 1,400 1,400 

GUADELOUPE 

Abrasives, natural: Pumice _________do____ 190 200 200 250 250 
Cement ___________________~__do____ 137 162 148 188 200 
Stone: 

Crushed and broken____________do____ F1,300 £700 £700 450 450 
Limestone_________..___.___do____ 110 NA NA NA NA 
Sand ______~_______________do____ 310 NA NA 1,175 1,200 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Islands of the Caribbean: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

a eC ETON 

Area,? commodity, unit of measure 1977 1978 - 1979 1980” 1981° 
ener en een a a A SS 

nn Nn 

HAITI? | 
Aluminum: Bauxite, dry equivalent, gross weight 

thousand metric tons_ — 588 580 584 312 400 
Cement, hydraulic. __ ___ ___-_----do__~- . 242 249 270 243 250 

Clays______________---------do__~- 67 60 65 70 70 
Gypsum for cement manufacture _ — metric tons_ _ (8) __ __ __ _- 

JAMAICA 

Aluminum: a al ht 
uxite, uivalent, gross weig 

ve thousand metric tons_ _ 11,390 11,739 11,618 12,054 11,664 
Alumina_______.___--~~----do___~- 2,051 T2117 2,094 2,478 2,550 

Cement, hydraulic. ____.___--~---do___~ 333 294 226 144 150 

Clays for cement manufacture — _ — -—- —do_ ~~ _ 160 99 99 94 90 

Gypeum ____.___---_----- metric tons_ _ 214,824 134,500 58,000 95,477 96,000 

Lime’ __________-—-— thousand metric tons__ 144 157 204 159 160 

Lead, refined (secondary)_ — — — - - - metric tons_ — 2,000 2,000 2,000 1,000 1,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_ ____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_. _— 1,879 1,998 1,745 1,440 . £1,259 
Kerosine________________--~-do____ 349 349 379 275 210 
Jetfuel _._-___________-.___do____ 480 560 847 822 494 
Distillate fuel oil... ___._.._._____-do___~- 1,858 1,977 1,954 1,465 1,030 

Residual fuel oi] ____________--do___~- 2,391 2,498 4,164 3,533 2,084 
Liquefied petroleum gas ______——-do___ _ 255 233 413 361 366 
Other eee dL 140 301 99 92 98 
Refinery fuel and losses. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -do_ ___ 1,504 1,170 321 213 217 

Total _.___________-___-_do___~_ 8,856 9,086 9,922 8,201 5,758 
Sand and gravel: 

Glass sand______ _ thousand metric tons_ _ 28 14 11 6 5 
5 Common sand and gravel____ -__——do___-_ 9,558 9,558 11,000 6,850 7,000 
tone: 
Limestone__________.____~--do____ 717 614 370 403 400 
Other _______________~_-~-do___~ °914 1,128 8,200 6,280 6,300 

MARTINIQUE 

Cement, hydraulic. ___ ________---do___~_ 131 T144 144 180 200 
Clays._____-____.-----------do___-_ 27 38 45 55 60 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels. — 1,149 1,176 1,269 1,167 1,200 
Kerosine. .___-____________-.do___ _ 177 126 121 105 110 
Jetfuel _-______________.__do____ 798 893 706 775 780 
Distillate fuel oi] ___________.-do___~_ 454 561 581 629 630 
Residual fuel oi] _... .._______~-do___ _ 935 990 1,093 1,093 1,100 
Liquefied petroleum gas ____———-—-—do___~- NA 242 241 221 220 

Total _______________~~-do___~_ NA 3,988 - 4,011 3,990 4,040 
Pumice: 

Asreported ___ __ thousand cubic meters_ _ 477 261 277 256 260 
Converted® ______ thousand metric tons__ 287 166 156 128 130 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Stone, crushed and broken 

thousand cubic meters_ _ 349 471 396 565 600 
Sand _____§____ doi 261 149 228 306 300 

MONTSERRAT 

Sand and gravel, natural _ _ _ _ _ _ cubic meters_ _ 3,161 11,570 12,523 12,500 12,500 
Other quarry products?___________.do____ 3,393 702 1,000 &1 000 1,000 

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES? 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 
- metric tons_ _ 30,705 _ — _- _- 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation __ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ 1,202 1,530 1,600 1,600 1,600 
Motor________.__._____-do____ 17,223 18,172 ©19,000 ©19,000 20,000 

Kerosine__________________-do____ 353 432 &500 ©500 500 
Jetfuel _--_______________-do___~_ 12,908 15,317 ©16,000 ©16,500 16,000 

Distillate fuel oil... ..__._______-do___~_ 24,660 28,055 €29,000 “30,000 29,000 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _______--- __do____ 100,265 110,996 ©115,000 ©116,000 115,000 
Lubricants _____________.___do____ 3,355 3,355 €3 400 €3,500 3,500 
Other ____________________do___~_ 25,280 26,961 ©27,000 €27,000 27,000 

Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 12,264 9,928 “10,000 £10,000 10,000 

Total _______________do____ 197,510 214,746 ©221,500 ©224,100 222,600 
Phosphate rock_____. thousand metric tons_ _ 79 81 49 _- _— 
Salt®_ $5 do 400 400 400 400 400 
Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum ____—__do____ 94 95 91 91 90 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Islands of the Caribbean: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
a 

Area,? commodity, unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

ST. VINCENT. 
Salt___________-- thousand metric tons_ _ 50 50 50 50 50 
Sand and gravel, natural 

thousand cubic meters_ _ 413 ©410 400 400 400 
Other quarry products _____-____--do___~_ 764 °760 750 750 750 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

Asphalt, natural_.___ thousand metric tons_ 44 62 55 40 40 
Cement, hydraulic______________-do___~_ 215 220 214 183 200 

ays: 
‘Argillite ____ thousand cubic meters_ — 121 ©130 _- —_ —_ 
Other ____________--------do___~_ 89 €90 109 104 100 

Gas, natural: . 
Gross____.___.——-—-mnillion cubic feet_ _ 149,590 157,958 169,740 197,900 193,000 
Marketed ________-----_--~-do____ F81,400 F96,300 113,000 130,000 139,000 

Iron and steel:?° 
Iron, sponge. _____ thousand metric tons__ __ _- _- ©20 180 
Steel, crude_______.____.__~-do____ _- -- _- -- 45 
Semimanufactures (wire rod) _____—do_—__ _- -- _- _— 29 

Lead, refined (secondary). _ —_ — - ._ metric tons__ 1,500 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Natural gas liquids 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ “50 . 60 .. 50 50 50 
N itrogen: N content of ammonia _ _ metric tons_ — 176,454 400,772 388,654 459,498 396,900 
Petroleum: 

Crude ___.-_ — thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 83,950 83,773 78,249 77,616 69,112 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation ______.___---do____ 361 354 271 375 284 
Other ____________.-~-do____ 18,355 16,795 14,827 15,241 12,822 

Kerosine __________.~.~~-do___~_ 5,802 4,501 3,245 3,247 2,145 
Jet fuel. __. -. ___________-do___- 2,462 2,219 2,538 3,216 1,264 
Distillate fuel oi! ___ _____.—-do___~ 10,705 10,134 11,741 13,991 10,279 
Residual fuel oi] _.______-—-do____ 56,296 45,478 43,521 42,286 29,613 
Lubricants_______._.____-do___~- 926 725 686 1,012 187 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ — _ _do_ _ _ _ 465 610 759 869 901 
Asphalt ________..__--do___~- 201 173 275 273 403 
Unspecified __________do___~- 3,415 2,045 2,091 2,409 2,150 

, Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ _ _do_ ___ 3,010 2,848 2,910 1,681 2,696 

Total__.__________do___~ 101,998 85,882 82,864 84,600 63,344 
Sand and gravel: 

Pitch sand_ ___ _ __thousand cubic meters_ _ 46 ©45 68 86 90 
5 Other sand and gravel _________-do____ 642 ®500 529 482 500 
tone: 
Andesite____§.___.__-__---~-do___~ 881 NA 15 8 10 
Diorite__..§_~___________--~-do____ NA NA 498 3 3 
Limestone: 

For cement manufacture 
thousand metric tons_ — 323 ©350 295 252 270 

Other______-_thousand cubic meters_ _ 445 ©450 1,056 520 550 
Porcelanite ____________.--.-do___~- °27 e27 94 15 15 

Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum! 
thousand metric tons_ _ 34 54 77 80 80 
eer 

Estimated. Preliminary. “Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through June 23, 1982. 
2In addition to the countries listed, Antigua, Bermuda, Grenada, and St. Lucia presumably produced crude 

construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and stone), but output is not reported and available information is 
inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Antigua also has a petroleum refinery that was closed in 1976 but 
may be operational again in 1981. 

3In addition to the commodities listed, other crude construction materials (lime, salt, and sand and gravel) may also be 
produced, but data on such production are not collected and available information is inadequate to make reliable 
estimates of output levels. 

“Reported figure. 
5In addition to the commodities listed, iron ore and manganese ore, both produced in significant quantities prior to the 

termination of publication of official statistics, presumably were produced during the period covered by this table, but 
available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

6Annario Estadistico de Cuba 1979 and Cuba en Cifras 1980, provide figures on nickel-cobalt content of oxide, sinter, 
and sulfide production using an average cobalt content in these individual products of 0.9% in total oxide, 1.1% in total 
sinter, and 4.5% in total sulfide, the t content of reported nickel-cobalt production was determined as being 1.16% of 
oxide, 1.21% of sinter, and 7.56% of sulfide. The remainder of reported figures would represent the nickel content. 

7The Dominican Republic reports gross weight of ferronickel production. When official data are not available, figures 
for nickel content of mine production are determined from an average of 37.4% nickel contained in ferronickel 
production. Nickel content of ferronickel shipments is obtained from Falconbridge Dominicana C. por A. annual reports. 

®Revised to none. 
*Includes crushed volcanic rock, limestone, diorite, and quartzite used for building stone, aggregate, road construction, 

etc. 
10Tyinidad and Tobago initiated production of pig iron and sponge iron near yearend 1980 and may also have produced 

a small quantity of steel, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of 
output levels. 
limited quantities of sulfur as a byproduct of natural gas may also be produced.
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. | BARBADOS : 

In 1981, the real GDP was expected to be homes, and solar air-conditioning is under 
slightly over $4 billion,? indicating a 1% experimentation. 
rate of real growth, declining from the 5% In 1981, Barbados was reported to be 
expansion experienced in 1980. The value negotiating the exchange of limestone for 
added by the mineral sector has consistent- steel billets from the Iron and Steel Co. of 
ly remained well below 1%, and there isno Trinidad and Tobago (ISCOTT). 
basis for assuming more than minor fluctu- The new Arawak Cement Co. plant proj- 
ations in the future. ect is jointly owned by the Governments of 

In 1981, Barbados became one of the Barbados (51%) and Trinidad and Tobago 

beneficiaries of the Mexico-Venezuela San (49%). Credit and loans totaling $80 million 
Jose accord, which allows crude oil import- have been obtained to finance the construc- 
ing countries in the Caribbean to receive tion of this 1,000-ton-per-day facility. The 
low-interest 5-year loans equivalent to the plant is located on the west coast of Barba- 
cost of 30% of the oil purchased. These dos and is scheduled for completion by 1983. 
loans may be converted to a 2% rate of At full operation it is expected to produce a 
interest, 20-year loan, if the money is used surplus for export. 
to enhance approved energy projects within Onshore petroleum exploration during 
the country. In addition to actively explor- 1981 was concentrated on deep drilling. 
ing and developing its own limited crude oil This program did not prove successful, and 
reserves, Barbados has strongly support- shallow drilling is expected to be resumed 
ed the development of alternative energy in 1982. Some deeper drilling may also 
sources, especially solar. Solar energy is continue. 
extensively employed for water heating in 

BERMUDA | 

Bermuda has no known official mecha- construction-oriented materials for local 
nism for registering production from its consumption and not of sufficient magni- 
mineral sector. Any production would prob- tude or value to warrant specific Govern- 
ably be in the form of small volumes of ment recordkeeping procedures. 

Table 2.—Bermuda: Foreign trade in mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
eee 

Destinations/sources, 1980 
Commodi 197 “Tnited 

mamodity 9 1980 Gnited Other (principal) 
eee 

EXPORTS 
meee 
Petroleum refinery products:! 

Gasoline: , 
Aviation 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 926 1,213 _- Bermuda 287. 
Motor _ _ _ _ _ — _ _42-gallon barrels__ 269 10,448 _- All to Bermuda. 

Jetfuel._______.________do____ 8607 1,420 __ Do. 
Distillate fuel oil _..__.__._.__do____ 410,822 306,770 7 Aruba and Curacéo 287,135; Bermuda 

627. 

IMPORTS 
eee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all forms _ 31 37 18 United Kingdom 17; Canada 1; Italy 1. 

copper metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ _ 5 4 4 
Gold bullion_ _______________value__ $220,279 $386,740 $257,303 United Kingdom $69,426; Italy $46,745; 

Canada $13,266. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron, sponge iron._____________ 1 2 2 
Steel, primary forms _____________ TS 7 7 
Common steel: 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 36,557 86,269 245 United Kingdom 85,650; Canada 374. 
Universals, plates, sheets _____ 68258 8,599 8,599 
Wire-----_-_- = 550 15 15 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _.....___ 18,627 65,401 65,396 United Kingdom 5. 
Castings and forgings, rough ___ 58 3 3 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Bermuda: Foreign trade in mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SNOT NE OU 
Destinations/sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : —— 
y United Other (principal) 
a 

IMPORTS 
nen 

METALS —Continued 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms 
kilograms. _ 664 462 218 France 244. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms 
do__ __ 132 30 30 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces_ _ 1 92 29 United Kingdom 63. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought. ____...__---do_.-_- 28 49 10 United Kingdom 35; Canada 3. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms.__ 21,954 482 410 United Kingdom 72. 
Zinc metal including alloys, all forms do_ _ - - 835 328 328 
Other metals including alloys, all forms 

do. _ _- 1,023 251 195 United Kingdom 56. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones kilograms 610 507 394 Switzerland 69; Canada 34. 

Cement 7,986 9,872 49 Bahamas 9),790; United Kingdom 333. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays and other refractory materials 65 66 57 United Kingdom 9. 
Products #20 1,192 524 Italy 217; Canada 207; Brazil 107. 

Diamond, gem, not set or strung carats 179 569 383 United Kingdom 16. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude 19 8S 85 United Kingdom 33. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous 3 4 4 
Phosphatic kilograms 35 35 
Other including mixed TdT 739 459 Canada 243; United Kingdom 37. 

Gypsum and plasters 317 314 53 Canada 261. 
Lime 356 687 670 Canada 17. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 

diamond: 
Natural — value $77,313 $31,469 $19,749 Franc $8,547; Canada $1,793; Thailand 

$1,380. 
Synthetic do $2,032 $9,525 $7,477 Denmark $1,946; Canada $102. 

Salt and brines 132 135 36 Canada &5; United Kingdom 14. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, crude 7 1 ] 
Gravel and crushed rock 15,164 11,967) 11,514 Canada 4533. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing 62,471 25,489 25,489 

Other building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals 95 186 70 Canada 73; United Kingdom 42. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 3 1d 10 Canada 5. 
Coal, all grades including briquets 22 1,752 1,751 Mainly from Canada. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Duty paid: 
Gasoline 42-gallon barrels 175,715 182,538 All from Aruba and Curacao. 
Kerosine do 1,946 1,606 (7) Mainly from. Aruba and Curacao. 
Distillate fuel oil do 835,475 662,583 Venezuela 588,684; Aruba and Curacao 

3,899. 
Residual fuel oil do 401,678 496,791 Aruba and Curacao 342,048; Venezuela 

154,743. 
Lubricants do 4,612 5,323 1,912 Jamaica 2,404; Canada 434; Netherlands 

342. 
Liquefied petroleum gas do 37,098 26,845 296 Venezuela 21,536; United Kingdom 4,998. 

Bo Bituminous mixtures do 10,660 8,335 574 Venezuela 7,242; United Kingdom 308. 
nded: 
Gasoline do 219,930 186,072 All from Aruba and Curacao. 
Kerosine do 385,267 302,936 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil do 382,735 639,404 Do. 
Residual fuel oil do 533,806 325,707 Do. 
Lubricants do 501,431 35,532 18,046 Jamaica 17,4X6. 
Bituminous mixtures do & 13,993 All from Venezuela. 
ee 

"Revised. 
1Bunkers originating with the Armed Forces of the United Kingdom, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and the 

United States and not listed with imports of petroleum refinery products. 
2Less than 1/2 unit.
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| CUBA 

Cuba entered the period of its second 5- legislative action permitting the establish- 
year plan (1981-85) showing an impressive ment of joint partnerships with foreign 
recovery from the poor economic perform- _ interests. 
ance experienced in 1980. In 1981, the gross Czechoslovakia signed an agreement with 
national product (GNP) reached $27.4 Cuba to supply machinery and other equip- 
billion,? indicating an overall economic ment for extracting and processing chrome 
growth of 12% as performance in all sectors _ ores. Cuba expects to pay for the equipment 
improved. To curb import demand, main- by exporting chrome ore to Czechoslovakia. 
tain the balance of payments position, and Chrome ore production capacity has been 
decrease budgetary deficits, Cuba has estimated at 100,000 tons per year, although 
planned to keep economic growth below 3% actual production has been considerably 
during 1982. less than this. At present, production con- 

Administrative reforms initiated in 1980 sists mainly of refractory chrome ore con- 
were credited as being contributory to taining about 38% chromic oxide. Some 
1981’s economic improvement. More effi- upgraded ore containing about 44% chro- 
cient management was encouraged by key- mic oxide is also produced. Most of Cuba’s 
ing performance measurements to profit- chrome ore output is shipped through the 
ability. Managers were judged by whether port at Moa Bay. 
or not their enterprises were productive and Chrome podiform deposits are mined in 
profitable. Performance has been aided by northeastern Oriente Province in the Moa- 
other innovations, such as a new accounting Baracoa area. Assessed ore reserves in this 
system, a new salary system, a new labor area have been reported at about 6.5 million 
law, farmer’s markets, and a growing pri- tons, and potential resources may reach 10 
vate service sector. The offering of material million tons. Another 42 million tons of 
incentives was credited for increased labor _lateritic deposits containing 1% to 3% chro- 
productivity. mium must await technological advances in 

The trade balance during the first half of | metallurgy before development. 
1981 was reported as substantially positive, Cuba’s nickel industry performed well in 
but it evidently deteriorated during the 1981, despite ongoing rehabilitation and 
remainder of the year and resulted in a expansion activity. Construction of the long- 
deficit of $1 billion. In June, Cuba and the planned new nickel oxide plant at Las — 
Soviet Union signed a new Trade Turnover Camariocas in Holquin Province in north- 
and Payment Protocol for the period 1981- east Cuba may begin in 1982. A cooperative 
85. The agreement provides for a 42% agreement to build this plant is expected to 
increase in trade volumes between the two follow an early 1982 meeting between the 
countries compared with the previous 5- Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
year period. Trade with market economy planning committee and Cuba. Construc- 
countries decreased 10% from 1980 as Cuba _ tion work continued at the new Punta 
pursued its policy of maintaining a close Gorda nickel oxide plant. This 30,000-ton- 
relation between income and expenditure in _ per-year plant will reportedly cost over $500 
convertible currencies. million and be operational at the end of 

In 1980, petroleum imports supplied 1983 or early 1984. 
through the U.S.S.R. accounted for almost In April 1981, unconfirmed reports were 
27% of Cuba’s total import trade with that widely circulated that Petréleos Mexicanos 
country and provided about 98% of Cuba’s (PEMEX) had discovered crude oil about 15 
total oil requirements. In 1980, nickel con- miles off the Cuban coast near Havana. 
centrate made up 4% of Cuba’s exports to These reports were later denied, and no 
the U.S.S.R. reliable information has been available as 

During 1981, Cuba continued its policy of to the progress of the joint PEMEX-Cuban 
seeking investors for profit-sharing ven- offshore exploration efforts. 
tures. To support this policy, Cuba may take
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Table 3.—Cuba: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

re 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

weer a 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Bauxite. ____________--_~-~- 217 NA 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ____-__--~-~------- 125 2,072 _— All to Netherlands. 
Semimanufactures ________~ 43 2] _- Do. 

Chromium: Chromite ___-___-__-_~- 16,045 20,031 _- Poland 10,067; Czechoslovakia 5,000; 
Austria 4,939. 

Copper: Metal including alloys: 
Scrap... 539 823 _. All to Netherlands. 
Semimanufactures_ __________-- 207 1 -- All to Jamaica. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap______.---.-~--~---- 29 2,458 _- Spain 2,333; Netherlands 125. 
Steel, primary forms_ __——__—-~-- 1,627 NA 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _- 8 _- All to Jamaica. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ — — — — ™740 NA 
Hoop and strip. __ _______--~- 286 NA 
Wire. _$__._____--__-- 114 NA 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _ __ _ ___- T152 12 _. _ All to Jamaica. 
Castings and forgings, rough _ _ — _- 201 _- Colombia 196. 

Lead metal including alloys: . 
Scrap________.-.---_----- 19 27 __ All to Netherlands. 
Unwrought ______.___------ _— 12 — All to Costa Rica. 

Nickel: 
Matte and speiss ___..__.___--- F 335,400 10,835 _- Netherlands 3,587; West Germany 

2,753; Japan 1,797. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought________------ 3,788 3,887 _— Czechoslovakia 1,963; Spain 1,547; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 315. 

Semimanufactures _ _—_— ~~ —- 35 NA 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ _- $82 _- All to Spain. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought or 
partly wrought. ___————do__ ~~ $1,980 $29 _- All to Italy. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap. .-____--_-------+--- 80 148 _- All to Netherlands. 
Semimanufactures____...___-~- 413 NA 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_ __—. —_-—- 5,000 4,877 _- All to Hungary. 
Ash and residue containing 

nonferrous metals __ ______—_- 569 993 — Netherlands 909; Spain 84. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — _ — — — 3,220 2,400 — Italy 2,238; France 63; Nether- 

lands 50. 

NONMETALS , 

Cement_____________--~-_---- T105,351 221,517 -- French Guiana 138,911; Venezuela 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude_______._____----.-- 677 NA 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~_-___._____----- _- 2,286 _- All to Venezuela. 

Nonrefractory ___._.------ 941 19 _- United Kingdom 12; Jamaica 7. 
Lime ___________..--------- 18 NA 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ _- $51 _- All to United Kingdom. 
Salt and brines ________.~._____- _- 1 _- All to Nicaragua. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone _____~.~-----~- 423 2,377 -- Hungary 1,931; Venezuela 256; 
Colombia 150. 

Gravel and crushed rock —_ — _ ~~~ _-~— 3 NA ; 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ — _ — ~ — 186 NA 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ thousand 42-gallon barrels 1,436 2,799 _— United Kingdom 857; Netherlands 
817; Belgium-Luxembourg 596. 

Residual fuel oi] _42-gallon barrels_ — 11,442 NA 
Lubricants________.—--do__ ~~ 1,988 NA 
Other: 

Nonlubricating oil ~ — — —do_ _ — _ 42 NA 
Bitumen and other residues 

do_ . — — -- 6 -- All to Jamaica. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Cuba: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . ‘ 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

y United Other (principal) 
SSeS 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ — 213 -- All to Venezuela. _——— eee 
"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Owing to the lack of official trade data published by Cuba, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral exports. These data have been compiled from various sources that include United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. Unless otherwise specified, data are compiled from official trade statistics of individual trading partners. 
2Excludes imports by Malta valued at $21,000. 
*Source: Statistical Yearbook of the Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

Table 4.—Cuba: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—-——_—— SSS 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS . 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 356 2,383 -_ U.S.S.R. 2,250; Japan 78; West 

Germany 43. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ 1,581 1,090 _- United Kingdom 989; Hungary 97. Semimanufactures_________ 4,559 2,979 _- Hungary 1,464; Belgium-Luxembourg 
1,063; Spain 340. Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides ___ _ 2 -- 

Cobalt metal including alloys, all forms _ 1 -- 
Copper: 

ulfate____.~______________ 23 149 _— All from Yugoslavia. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_.__-___________ —_ 157 _- All from Japan. Semimanufactures________ _ 3,823 3,018 _- Japan 1,802; Canada 500; Spain 429. Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 231 410 -- Netherlands 305; United Kingdom 

105. Metal: 
Scrap _._______________ 12,347 86,601 _- All from U.S.S.R. Pig iron-_-___.~__________ 2195,500 NA 
Ferroalloys______________ 950 3 -. All from Italy. Steel, primary forms _______ _ _- 125 -— Spain 111; West Germany 14. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections____________ 53,186 352.035 _- Czechoslovakia 23,000; Poland 7,881; 

Spain 5,716. 
Universals, plates, sheets __ ¥ 2577,600 18,478 _- Japan 5,382; Spain 4,104; Hungary 

Hoop and strip_________ 350 78 _— West Germany 76. Rails and accessories __ _ _ _ 917 1,581 — All from France. 
Wire _______________ 12,998 47 328 -- Japan 355;‘ Spain 2,001; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 978. Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ T 271,200 12,096 ~-  dapan 4,236; Spain 4,105; West 
Germany 2,265. Unspecified__._________ 572,299 NA 

Lead: 
Oxides _______________ 350 599 _- France 598. Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought._____________ 599 2,429 _ Japan 1,313; Belgium-Luxembourg ; 
1,116. Semimanufactures_________ 407 99 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. Magnesium metal, including alloys, 

semimanufactures_____________ 1 NA 
Manganese: 

Ores and concentrates__________ _- 184 _- All from Netherlands. Oxides ________ 419 183 — All from Japan. Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks__ 29 151 __ All from West Germany. Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _______________ 5 4 _- West Germany 3; Japan 1. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands__ $2 NA Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ________do____ $97 $1,318 —_ Spain $1,314. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Cuba: Apparent imports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Sources, 1980 
en 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought __.__-_---_------ 1 16 __ All from Denmark. 

Semimanufactures_ _ _ — kilograms_ — _- 300 _- All from Japan. 

Titanium metal including alloys, all 
forms ________-----~--do__~~- 48 NA 

Zinc: 
Oxides and peroxides _____—_-~~_~- 30 1,272 _- United Kingdom 1,266. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought______-------- 200 50 _- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Semimanufactures ______—_- 4 64 __ All from Spain. 

Other: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ — _ —-— 32 85 -- West Germany 51; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 13. 

Metalloids___________-_--~-- _- 532 —_ France 527; Japan 4. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 10 24 _- Italy 23. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: . 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete ____________ =~ +--+ 11 120 __ Italy 70; Japan 30; France 20. 

Artificial corundum __—_-_---_-~~- 10 79 _. Spain 78. ~ 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones __________-~--~----- 203 20 _- Spain 15; Austria 5. 

Asbestos, crude ____.__--------- 1,832 2,345 -- All from Canada. 

Barite and witherite________----- 100 180 __ All from Spain. 

Boron materials: Oxides and acids _ ~~~ 24 65 _- France 60; West Germany 5. 

Cement__________----------- F 5134000 103,786 __  USS.R. 63,000; Poland 40,637. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude________--_-~--------- 412 840 __ Spain 581; United Kingdom 259. 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _--_._-___-------- 43,251 38,414 __ USSR. 27,395; Spain 5,946; United 
Kingdom 3,451. 

Nonrefractory __ ___-_----~-- 119 82 _- Italy 43; France 39. 

Diamond, gem, not set or strung 
value, thousands_ — $3 NA 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 251 325 _- Japan 315; Italy 9. 

Feldspar and fluorspar —_——~--—---- 447 34 _- All from United Kingdom. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, phosphatic ____-__----- 72.000 NA 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous ___-—--~-—-~--- 509,694 528,999 _- U.S.S.R. 528,943; Bulgaria 55. 

Phosphatic_._______------ 261,866 334,156 __ _U.S.S.R. 308,981; Morocco 20,195. _- 

Potassic_ ________------- 136,966 243,136 __  USS.R. 228,600; Finland 9,211; West 
Germany 5,004. 

Other including mixed _ — ~~ - _— 10 NA 

Ammonia ___ ~~ —~-----~------ 10 4 -- All from West Germany. 

Graphite, natural ______-------- -- 2 _. All from Japan. 

Gypsum and plasters ____-------- 93 149 _- All from West Germany. 

Iodine _-________-_----------- 4 3 _. All from Netherlands. 

Lime _______--------------- 15 32 —_ All from Japan. 

Magnesite __ ___._-_-_---------- 52 504 _- Austria 480; Netherlands 20. 

Mica, all forms ________-----~--- 140 65 _- France 64. 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 381 332 __ Spain 272; West Germany 42. 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
‘value, thousands_ _ $18 NA 

Salt and brines _______--------- 2,005 4,051 _— Canada 4,001; West Germany 30. 

Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash ______-------- 74 70 -- All from France. 

Caustic soda______.------~--- ¥ 537,600 4,003 __ France 4,000. 

Soda ash ________~--------- 21,006 7,699 _— Bulgaria 7,680; West Germany 19. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Quartz and quartzite__—_--_----- 30 106 _- Spain 93; France 10. 

5 pand excluding metal-bearing _ — — — - 11 15 _- 1 from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

ulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal _..___._-. * 5129,000 19,946 _. All from Canada. 

Colloidal _____-_--------- -- 127 _. Japan 115; France 10. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum ~~~ —-—~----- 7 4 _. Japan 2; United Kingdom 2. 

Tale— - ------------ ===> ooo NA 3,553 __ Spain 3,400; Belgium-Luxembourg 95. 

er: 
Crude________--~--------- 12 11 __ Austria 6; Italy 3. 

Slag, dross and similar waste 
value, thousands_ — -- $30 __ _ All from Canada. 

Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 
magnesium, strontium _ — ~~ - --—- 3 3 _- All from Japan. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Cuba: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 Co | 1979 1980 “United mmodity Qnited Other (principal) en a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black __-_______ 4,142 6,782 — US.S.R. 3,577; West Germany 3,197. Coal, anthracite and bituminous _____ * 576,100 1,696 _. Japan 1,694. Coke and semicoke______________ F 545,700 3,354 ~— All from Japan. Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ _- 4 -- All from Netherlands. Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 244,756 NA 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline ~-----~_~_do____ F 51,921 68 -. All from Italy. Kerosine __________do____ — (8) —_ All from Yugoslavia. Distillate fuel oil _____do____ T 56 326 (8) -- Mainly from Yugoslavia. Residual fuel oil___ ____ _do____ ¥ 566,573 4,453 _~ All from France. Lubricants _________do____ F 5635 947 _~- Portugal 21; Netherlands 16. 
Other: fied 1 iquefied petroleum gas 

do_ ___ 21 NA 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 3 5 _- Japan 4; Netherlands 1. Bituminous mixtures do__ __ -- (8) ~- Mainly from Japan. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ____ 378 10468 -- All from United Kingdom. a 
"Revised. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data published by Cuba, this table should not be taken as a complete ipresentation of this country’s mineral imports, These data have n compiled from various sources that include United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. Unless otherwise specified, data are compiled from Official trade statistics of individual trading partners. 
*Source: Official Trade Statistics of Cuba. 
Excludes part of Japanese export valued at $576,000. 
“Excludes part of Japanese export valued at $268,000. 
‘Source: Statistical Yearbook of the Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. *Excludes Japanese export valued at $2,000. 
7Source: Statistical supplement, The British Sulphur Corp. Ltd., London, United Kingdom. Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Excludes Japanese export valued at $166,000. 
1°fxcludes Canadian export valued at $22,000. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
A combination of adverse economic condi- e e . 

Se ear se nennneyesenennneesisses tions resulted in a 3% real growth rate of Commodity 1978 1979 1980  1981> 1982° the 1981 GDP, estimated at $3 billion. This Bauxite $03 sol. 1 6 6 was less than the 5% projected early in the Dore __ 77 $21 $0 $16 $16 year. The mining sector accounted for over Ferronickel. 75 123 101 110 70 e 
e 

nee 5% of the GDP In 1979 and over 4% in 1980. Total___ 175 272 380 334 291 Preliminary data indicate another reduced Share of total 926 | contribution from the mining sector in 1981. __°*Ports -- 26% 31% 39% 28% 24% 1 eee A general downtrend in the world market *Estimated. Preliminary. prices for traditional exports reduced Gov- 
ernment revenue and foreign exchange There was a 50% drop in the price of doré earnings. As it became evident that 1981 between late 1980 and mid-1981. This was income would be less than projected, the partly offset by increased production. De- Government introduced budgetary cut- pressed world market conditions led to low- 
backs. The rate of inflation was held to er than expected production of both ferro- about 8% during 1981, primarily because of nickel and bauxite. stable petroleum prices and firm economic __In 1981, the Government imposed tight control measures. monetary and import control measures that The export value of the three major Could have a considerable impact on the 
minerals, bauxite, doré, and ferronickel are Conomy. Overall import cost levels were shown in the following table, in millions of own slightly in 1981, leading to an esti- dollars.
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mated 10% reduction in real cost when None of these locations have been determin- 

inflation is considered. An unofficial esti- ed to have commercially exploitable gold 

mate of the U.S. share of Dominican exports deposits. Indications of copper have encou- 

in 1981 was about 78%. About 53% of the raged a continuation of exploration for this 

Dominican Republic’s imports originate in metal, although no deposits have been iden- 

the United States. tified. 
In 1981, petroleum import costs were The ferronickel operation of Falconbridge 

estimated at $558 million, an 11% increase Dominicana C. por A. (Falcondo) continued 

over that of 1980. Petroleum accounted for to operate at a loss in 1981. The company 

39% of total imports. Nevertheless, this cost denied reports that it contemplated closing 

was still less than projected earlier owing to down or phasing out its plant. By the end of 

reduced fuel oil requirements by the ferro- June, the company was operating only one 

nickel plant and a decrease in the price of of its three furnaces. Fuel requirements are 

fuel oil. estimated to account for 64% of the overall 

The acceptance of the Dominican Repub- costs. In 1981, operating cash costs were 

lic into the Mexico-Venezuela San Jose estimated to be about $3.14 per pound of 

crude oil concessional financing accord has nickel. This does not include charges for 

afforded the Government some relief from overhead, depreciation, and other noncash 

energy’s drain on foreign exchange. The costs. Full capacity operation could reduce 

introduction of the higher sulfur and salt cash costs to about $2.72 per pound of 

content of Mexican crude oil into the refin- nickel. Falcondo reported a sizable net loss 

ery resulted in a lower yield of higher of about $28 million for 1981. The Govern- 

priced products, such as kerosine, jet fuel, ment has demanded $5.4 million in back 

gasoline, diesel oil, and liquefied petroleum taxes due on undeclared profits in 1972 and 

gas (LPG). Yields of low-value products, 1973. As nickel prices continued to fall 

such as fuel oil, were higher. Consequently, during the last half of 1981, the prospect of 

import levels of higher priced products, another complete plant shutdown became 

such as LPG and to some extent diesel fuel, more probable. The last complete shutdown 

_ were increased. occurred during the latter half of 1980. This 

Production from the bauxite mines outlook is not encouraging for the Domini- 

decreased significantly, reflecting a weak can economy from the standpoint of lost 

demand for aluminum in world markets revenue, decreased availability of foreign 

and a continuing reduction in stockpiled exchange, and increased unemployment. 

ore. Aluminum Co. of America ships the Falcondo reported the discovery of base 

low-grade monohydrate Dominican ore to metal mineralization within the Cerro- 

its Point Comfort, Tex., refinery. Maimon concession area. Additional explo- 

Expanded production at the Government- ration efforts, geological studies, and drill- 

owned Rosario Dominicana S.A.’s Pueblo ing were underway. The area is adjacent to 

Viejo gold mine at Cotui, 40 kilometers the Rosario Dominicana mining concession. 

north of Santo Domingo, significantly in- Prospecting has identified traces of copper, 

creased the volume of doré available for lead, zinc, gold, and silver. 

export. Production in 1982 was expected to Douglas-Robertson and Associates of Col- 

decrease, partly because of low gold and orado completed preliminary studies on lig- 

silver prices. nite deposits in a 22-kilometer area from 

In early 1981, the Government signed a Sanchez to Arroyo Barril in the Samana 

contract with the British firm, Davy McKee Peninsula. A resource base of 86 million 

Ltd., to construct a gold and silver refinery tons was identified along with indications of 

next to the Pueblo Viejo Mine. The $5 some associated natural gas deposits. The 

million refinery was scheduled to open in Government announced that studies of 133 

mid-1982 with a capacity to refine 75 tons of samples revealed that some 45 million'tons 

doré annually (2.4 million troy ounces). of lignite having an average calorific value 

Davy McKee will provide training and tech- of 4,682 British thermal unit (Btu) per 

nical assistance for plant operation. pound could be recovered. West of the 

Rosario Dominicana continued gold and Sanchez area in the Cibao region there was 

copper exploration work in the area south evidence of vast lower grade deposits. 

of Pueblo Viejo and north of Maimon. Ro- On the southern peninsula in the eastern 

sario Dominicana also conducted gold explo- part of the country, evidence has been 

ration near Altagracia in the Haina River found of high-grade lignite deposits. In 1982, 

Valley, and around areas near Miches. Rosario Dominicana, which funded the
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Douglas-Robertson studies, expected to few months later a joint Government- 
spend $1.5 million for additional explora- Canadian Superior announcement revealed 
tion and studies. This work was expected to that commercially exploitable oil had not 
continue for 3 or 4 years. _ been found. Canadian Superior was not 

A French Government organization and expected to drill again in the immediate 
the Dominican Government have agreed to future. : 
prospect for basic minerals in the western Other petroleum exploration efforts were 
regions of the Cordillera Central adjacent to underway in 1981. In N ovember, Cariboil 
the Haitian border near Dajabon and San- Dominicana S.A. was drilling the Candelon 
tiago Rodriguez. The Federal Republic of No. 1 well in the San Juan Basin near Elias 
Germany’s Institute of Geosciences and Pifia. The well has a projected total depth of 
Natural Resources shifted its exploration 20,000 feet. This site was thought to be 
from the Cordillera Central to the Cordille- geologically more promising than Charco 

| ra Septentrional (northern range). The in- Largo. The well was not completed by year- 
stitute has been searching for base minerals end. Weeks Petroleum Co. reentered the 
such as copper, zinc, and lead. Dominican exploration scene with an agree- 

A West German firm has been conducting ment to join a local firm, Quisqueya Oil Co., 
mineral exploration for iron and titanium to explore the Cibao region in the north- 
in the northwest, near Monte Cristi. The central portion of the island. Seismic work 
joint exploration by the Spanish firm Hul- was undertaken in 1981 and was expected to 
lera Vasco-Leonesa S.A. and the Govern- continue in 1982. Western Geophysical Co. 
ment continued in the Yujo River Basin, has begun a $1 million offshore seismic 
near Jarabacoa. The group has been search- exploration program in the south and 
ing for base metals, including gold and _ southeastern areas, as well as around the 
silver. Samana Peninsula. | 

The United Nations has funded a petrole- Concessions for oil exploration have been 
um resources development project and has_ granted on an ad hoc basis, largely free of 
provided technical expertise to assist the institutional and legal guidelines. The iden- 
Government in establishing a laboratory _ tification of lignite reserves in the northeast 
and documentary library. and the possibility that commercial deposits 

Canadian Superior Oil Ltd. spudded its of oil may be found have increased pressure 
first wildcat well, the Charco Largo No. 1,in on the Government to amend the 11-year- 
their 735,000-acre concession in the Baraho- old mining law. However, action on any new 
na Basin near Lake Enriquillo in the south- mining legislation was not expected in the 
west region of the country. In midyear, immediate future. 

| rumors of a discovery were circulated, but a 

Table 5.—Dominican Republic: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
« 

_ 
LST Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 
Bauxite.__________________ 634,729 585,828 585,828 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3 — 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms__ 289,910 222 222 
Copper: 

Matte______________ 20 _- 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ _- 77 38  Belgium-Luxembourg 39. Semimanufactures _ kilograms__ 40 _- 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought, 

partly wrought, doré bullion 
thousand troy ounces__ 2,694 2,039 _- All to Switzerland. Iron and steel: 

Scrap______.___________ 1,349 2,528 1,468 Italy 430; Netherlands 380. Pig iron, Spiegeleisen, powder, shot _ _ 48 _- 
Ferroalloys: erronicke] _______ __ 64,500 46,581 21,403 Netherlands 20,002; Japan 4,000. Semimanufactures____________ 144 46 5 Haiti 41.
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Table 5.—Dominican Republic: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 . 
y Ghited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 83 -- 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 12 _- 

Manganese oxides and hydroxides ____ 164 _- 
Mercury ______—~—~— 76-pound flasks_ _ 640 213 213 
Zinc metal including alloys: 
Scrap____.~----__-___---- _- 9 9 
Blue powder_____-___________ 153 _- 
Semimanufactures____________ 105 _- 

Other: Ash and residue containing 
nonferrous metals. ____________ 191 426 74 Venezuela 130; Japan 73; Nether- 

lands 73. 
NONMETALS 

Cement_______~___~__________e_ 30,852 46,107 500 Guadeloupe 26,250; French Guiana 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude_______ ~~~ Le 35 7 7 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~~~ ~~~» 2 175 86 58 Guadeloupe 20. 

Nonrefractory_____~§_~9_~_____ 714 529 507 St. Thomas 22. 
Diatomite ___________________ 55 _— 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic ___________~_ _- 7 _- All to Haiti. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 61,736 83,078 1,237 Venezuela 20,000; Martinique 13,576; 
Haiti 8,350; Togo 6,625. 

Phosphatic__§______ ~~ __ _ 60 100 Le All to Costa Rica. 
Potassic_ ___ ~~~ _____ 911 1,685 _— Costa Rica 1,500; Barbados 90; 

St. Lucia 65. 
Other including mixed 

kilograms_ _ 184 _- 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 190,794 185,849 177,077 Colombia 58,064; Venezuela 31,877; 

Panama 18,000. 
Lime __________~_~_~_~__ LLL 90 54 54 
Magnesite ___________________ -- 20 _- All to Haiti. 
Pigments, mineral, natural_ _______~— 20 _- 
Salt and brines _______§_~_~______ 1,758 _- 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s — 40 — 
Stone, sand and gravel: . 

Dimension stone, unworked 
kilograms_ _ 81 46 39 Curacao 7. 

Gravel and crushed rock _______ _ 90 _- 
Limestone other than dimension _ __ 244,199 296,768 126,129 Suriname 170,639. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ _- 26 26 

Other: 
Crude: Meerschaum, amber, jet 

kilograms_ _ 47 _- 
Slag and dross from the manufacture 

of iron and steel ____________ 70 15 15 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black and gas carbon________ — 5 _- All to Haiti. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Lubricants_ _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 196 _- 
Bitumen and other residues _do_ _ _ _ 394 126 126 

eee eee
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Table 6.—Dominican Republic: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

i 1979 1980 : 
Commodity Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Alumina_______~_~§__ Le 118 110 96 West Germany 10. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought _______________~- 912 1,594 240 Canada 876; Venezuela 477. 
Semimanufactures____________ 12146 2,551 824 West Germany 504; Canada 458; 

Austria 334, 
. Arsenic anhydride and acid __________~ 5 -- 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate____ _ _ kilograms_ _ 49 181 181 
Oxides and hydroxides _______do____ 13,000 125 _. All from Italy. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides ____.do___- _ 1,187 823 823 . 
Copper metal including alloys, all forms_ — — — 1,702 ~—1,756 285 Canada 883; Chile 477. 
Gold metal, unwrought or partly wrought 

value_ _ $873 $7,361 $7,361 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap_______________________ 18,566 29,566 29,566 
Pig iron, spiegeleisen, powder, shot _ _ _ _ _ 134 55 18 Japan 37. 
Ferroalloys ________-___________ 757 938 199 Brazil 360; Taiwan 360. 
Steel, primary forms ______..____. 14,726 5,516 472 Japan 4,509; North Korea 454. 
Semimanufactures_____.__..__.-_-~ 6,340 99,834 14,098 Japan 41,034; Republic of South Africa 

10,193; West Germany 7,547; North 
Korea 7,360. 

Lead: " 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 470 793 4 Mexico 750; Canada 30. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 108 42 34 West Germany 7. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate______________ 782 1,042 792 Mexico 250. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 7 119 17 Brazil 100. 

Mercury ______.—— —_— 76-pound flasks_ _ 4 _- 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ _ 12 70 70 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces_ — 161 _- 

Selenium, elemental___ _____ kilograms_ _ 220 _- 
Silicon, elemental ______§__~§_-_________ 5 7 5 Mexico 2. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ______ troy ounces. _ 1,415 579 32 Panama 547. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ ___ _ _ 4] 53 32 Netherlands 17; West Germany 4. 
Titanium oxides and hydroxides ~o eee 1,837 1,911 953 Netherlands 399; Colombia 200; 

Japan 200. 
Zinc: 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ________ 205 399 254 Mexico 92; West Germany 28. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ________________ 1,838 1,863 259 Canada 1,604. 
Scrap __._~_-__ ~~ __ —_ 40 40 

Oth Semimanufactures ____________ 500 190 81 Mexico 70; Canada 39. 
er: 
Ores and concentrates.._ _ _ _ kilograms_ _ 149 _- 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ________ 80 42 21 Netherlands 13; West Germany 6. 
Pyrophoric alloys _______________ 2 1 (4) West Germany 1. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth metal _ _ 1,004 236 1 West Germany 230; Israel 5. 
Metalloids________.___________ 28 37 16 West Germany 12; United Kingdom 9. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms_ — _ 27 112 7 Taiwan 100. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, natural 
corundum, etc ________________ 78 97 52 Brazil 18; West Germany 13. 

Artificial corundum _______~.______ -- 7 _- Canada 5; Italy 1. - 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____________________ 28 43 6 Brazil 16; United Kingdom 9; West 
Germany 6; Italy 2. 

Asbestos, crude___._~_~_____________ 485 1,180 31 Canada 1,048; Republic of South 
Africa 100. 

Barite and witherite_ ____ ___ kilograms_ _ 500 — 
Boron materials: 

Borax, natural _________________ 65 116 105 United Kingdom 10; West Germany 1. 
Oxide and acid _____..__________ 84 55 48 West Germany 7. 
Other______~_~___________ ee 18 —_ 

Cement __-___________________ 5,431 6,655 201 Spain 5,097; Colombia 1,300. 
Chalk. ___§ = =~ = 1,188 221 21 Colombia 200. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude ___________ 2,780 2,798 1,664 United Kingdom 873; Mexico 180. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 7,084 17,648 5,858 Mexico 970; Canada 567. 
Nonrefractory_._____.________ 4164 3,303 338 Spain 1,458; Italy 1,181. 

Cryolite and chiolite._______________ 3 —_ 
Diamond, gem, not set or strung___ carats__ 30,000 5,075 — All from Spain. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—Dominican Republic: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diatomite ____________-___--_--- 760 702 440 Mexico 262. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite, nepheline _ _ ~ _ — 854 197 197 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic rock ___....____~- 3 17 17 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ______________~-— 126,657 137,845 135,545 Venezuela 1,814; West Germany 456. 
Phosphatic_ ___.__________--~ 19,508 27,140 27,015 Switzerland 125. 
Potassic.____.._.______.-_~ 11,451 48,484 43,434 
Other including mixed________._ 14,574 35,537 30,526 West Germany 5,011. 

Ammonia __———~_---_-~______---- 155 140 109 West Germany 26; Netherlands 5. 
Graphite, natural _______._____--_~- 2 53 53 
Gypsum and plasters ___________-__~- 192 200 58 United Kingdom 72; West Germany 69. 
Magnesite_____________-___--_-- _- 176 73 Colombia 100; Italy 2. 
Mica, worked, including agglomerated 

splittings __._...__.____—-—kilograms__ 3,334 4,939 202 Japan 3,214; Taiwan 460; West 
Germany 411. 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude __________..._-~- 203 280 150 Belgium-Luxembourg 125; Italy 5. 
Iron oxides, processed __________.-_~ 114 101 6 United Kingdom 49; Mexico 35; West 

Germany 3. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except dia- 

mond, natural and synthetic ___ _ value_ — $91 $1,142 -- All from Spain. 
Salt___-§__~_~_~_________ ee LLL 39 27 18 Canada 7. Switzerland 1: West 

Germany 1. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Soda ash________~___.~-_-_-___~- 548 =-1,711 691 United Kingdom 452; Colombia 200; West 
Germany 153. 

Unspecified ______._...______ ~~ 18,454 17,725 = 17,094 Netherlands 400; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ______~~- 6 41 41 
Worked_____________~~---- 1 42 (4) Canada 41. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade _ ____ 261 194 194 
Gravel and crushed rock _-_________- 53 10 10 
Limestone, other than dimension _ ~ ~ — — — (@) 5,018 _- All from Spain. 
Quartz and quartzite ______._____~_ 59 109 109 
Sand, not metal-bearing ____._____~_ 1,942 4,214 4,214 

Strontium minerals _______________~- 10 _- 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Colloidal ________~_ _ kilograms_ — i 8 (4) Mainly from West Germany. 
Other than colloidal ___________ 32 537 529 West Germany 6; Belgium-Luxembourg 2. 

Sulfuric acid including oleum _ _ _ __ ___ 1,891 1,415 1,379 Norway 35. 
dale, steatite, soapstone. __. _ __. _._____- 812 827 597 Italy 195; United Kingdom 22. . 

er: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of strontium, 
magnesium, barium. _ ___——-__-——-— 155 388 380 West Germany 6; United Kingdom 2. 

Slag, dross, and similar waste: 
From iron and steel manufacture 

kilograms_ _ _- 816 816 
Unspecified ___________do____ 1,365 2,203 2,203 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ — 825 1,060 1,031 Canada 18; Spain 7. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ — — — — _ _ _ 77 115 77 United Kingdom 38. 
Carbon black and gas carbon: 
Carbon black ___________------- 121 168 68 Canada 100. 
Gascarbon _________--------~-- "67 128 79 Colombia 49. 

Coal, all grades, including briquets _ — ~~ ~~ — 288 73 23 Colombia 50. 
Coke and semicoke. _________------- 1,039 810 563 Colombia 247. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ ___-___-~- 27 17 17 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels... 12,1387 10,277 Q) Venezuela 8,565; Curacao 2,990. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __ _ _— _42-gallon barrels__ 149,654 30,578 _- All from Trinidad and Tobago. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ _ _ _ . _do_ __~_ 9,232 189 (4) Mainly from the Netherlands. 
Distillate fuel oil _...._____do____ 48,000 _- 
Residual fuel oil. _.. _____-do____ 524,187 18,274 _- Venezuela 9,057; Aruba 6,227; Curacao 

Lubricants_ ________~.~do__ ~~ "121,542 163,818 77,075 Curacao 53,893; Venezuela 20,143; 
Jamaica 8,481. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—Dominican Republic: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

GEESE TQBQ 
Commodity 1979 1980 Qnited Other (principal) SSeS 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
| 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 17 (#) (?) 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 27,841 23,036 8,167 Japan 12,003; Taiwan 1,583; West 
Germany 1,117. 

Naphtha and white spirit do.___ 138,843 19,526 8,401 Curacao 7,253; Netherlands 3,872. 
Nonlubricating oils ___ _do__ _ _ 2,475 3,006 2,011 United Kingdom 345; Italy 134. 
Bitumen, petroleum coke, other 

residues _________do____ 207,851 185,112 13,516 Venezuela 52,641; Curacao 52,176; Aruba 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and —_ 
gas-derived crude chemicals__________ 87 283 267 West Germany 10; United Kingdom 5. 

Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. . 

HAITI 

In real terms, the economy grew by about International Bauxite Association (IBA) for 
1% to an estimated $2 billion‘ in current assistance should Reynolds leave. The IBA 
prices. The value added by mining repre- agreed to send a team of investigators to 
sented about 1% of the GNP in both 1980 assess the remaining bauxite reserves in an 
and 1981. Both import and export levels attempt to develop some alternative options 
were down in 1981, but higher prices for for Haiti in the event of full closure. 
imports and lower earnings from exports Under a 1980 contract with the United 
widened the trade deficit to $133 million. Nations Development Program, the gold 
Throughout the year, foreign exchange potential of volcanic deposits in northern 
shortages occurred that strained Haiti’s Haiti has been under investigation. The 
ability to import some essential products, areas include Milot, south of Cap Haitien; 
such as petroleum. | and Mont Organisé and Boise de Laurence, 

Early in 1981, the Government enacted near the border with the Dominican Repub- 
decrees prohibiting or restricting the impor- lic. The $2 million evaluation project is 
tation of certain products and also increas- scheduled for completion early in 1983. 
ed the wholesale price of some items. This In cooperation with the Institute of Geo- 
action along with other fiscal reforms and a __ sciences and Natural Resources of the Fed- 
proposed new investment code were ex- eral Republic of Germany, a coal explora- 
pected to curb imports and improve overall tion project was initiated in September. The 
future economic performance. program is scheduled to terminate early in 

Haiti has not yet finalized agreements 1982 following the investigation of lignite 
with Mexico and Venezuela for participa- deposits in the Maissade region in west- 
tion in the San Jose accord for financing of central Haiti. 
crude oil imports. Anschutz Corp. planned to commence 

Reynolds Metals Co. was expected to close drilling a petroleum exploration well in late 
their Miragoane bauxite operation by the 1981 or early 1982. The selected site lies in 
end of 1982. Reynolds claimed the high the eastern Plateau Centrale area near 
Silica content of any remaining ore has Lake Saumarie, directly west of an aban- 
made further mining impractical, especially doned well drilled during 1981 in the Do- 
in view of the depressed aluminum market. minican Republic by Canadian Superior Oil 
Haiti has appealed to other members of the Ltd. 

JAMAICA 

In real terms, the 1980 GDP decreased cline. The Government initiated an econom- 
5.4% from that of 1979 and represented the ic recovery program designed to secure 
seventh consecutive year of economic de- balance of payments assistance, increase
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foreign exchange earnings, and increase stockpile materials, and by the barter of 

new investments from domestic and foreign agricultural commodities from the U.S. De- 

sources. There was a slight recovery in 1981 partment of Agriculture stockpile. Final 

as the GDP reached about $3 billion, and details were expected to be completed early 

real growth was estimated at 1.5%. in 1982. This was an auspicious sale for 

In 1980, bauxite and alumina activities Jamaica in view of the production cutbacks 

represented 14% of the GDP at current scheduled for 1982. 

prices, and other mining activities account- In 1980, petroleum imports were valued 

ed for less than 1%. In that year, bauxite at $418 million and accounted for 37% of 

and alumina sales were valued at $732 total imports. In 1981, petroleum costs rose 

million and represented over 76% of total to $497 million, but their share of total 

exports. Although exports of bauxite and imports decreased because of an overall 

alumina increased during the first half of increase in imports. Total petroleum import 

1981 over those during the same period of volumes decreased slightly in 1981, primari- 

1980, the industry announced a series of ly because of lower domestic consumption. 

production cutbacks that left total 1981 Consumption by the international sector— 

bauxite production and export volumes well the alumina, aviation, and shipping in- 

behind those for 1980. Alumina, on the dustries—increased slightly over that of 

other hand, showed a slight increase in 1980. Jamaica maintained its ongoing ener- 

export volume because cutbacks were not gy conservation programs and the develop- 

expected to have a pronounced effect until ment of alternative energy sources. 

1982. Company contracts with the National 

Reduced bauxite production during 1981 Workers Union, which represents the baux- 

and 1982 was expected to lower Govern- ite workers, expired on January 31, 1981. 

ment revenues from the bauxite levy and Strikes were threatened several times 

royalty payments to $198 million in 1981 throughout the year as negotiations repeat- 

and $167 million in 1982. Earlier estimates edly failed to resolve differences regarding 

of these revenues were $222 million for wage increases and benefits. The year end- 

fiscal year 1981 and $247 million for fiscal ed without settlement, and the likelihood of 

year 1982. If the announced sale of 16 strike action during 1982 became a strong 

million tons of bauxite to the United States _ possibility. 

for its stockpile is finalized in 1982, the | Plans for doubling the 550,000-ton-per- 

bauxite revenues for that year could in- year capacity at J amalco’s Clarendon alu- 

crease from the $167 million figure to about mina refinery were revised following the 

$211 million. Nevertheless, the prospect of withdrawal of the three Norwegian firms 

losses in revenues and foreign exchange from partnership negotiations. The Govern- 

earnings caused Jamaica to undertake bud- ment subsequently announced it would re- 

getary readjustments. The financial losses duce the proposed increase in capacity to 

could be of sufficient magnitude to throttle 340,000 tons per year at a cost of $210 

Jamaica’s economic recovery program. million. It was reported that one of the 

The Government continued its efforts to three Norwegian firms, possibly Norsk Hy- 

secure agreements for alumina and bauxite dro, may rejoin the venture at a later date. 

sales. At yearend, negotiations were pend- The possible use of coal as an alternative 

ing on the possible sale of 1 million tons per energy source to petroleum continued to be 

year of bauxite to the U.S.S.R., starting in considered. In 1981, the United States sign- 

1982. The 1979 agreement with the U.S.S.R. ed an agreement with Jamaica to finance 

for the sale of 50,000 tons of alumina per studies on the feasibility of converting some 

year at $180 per ton c.if. has undergone industries from petroleum to coal. The 

several contract renegotiations. The price study will include the conversion of the 

was finally set at $205 per ton c.if. for the major energy consumers, such as the baux- 

1980 delivered volumes. The alumina price ite, alumina, cement, and electrical gener- 

was again negotiated to $245 per tonc.if.in ating plants. It has been suggested that U.S. 

1981. coal could be imported at a cost of about $50 

In November 1981, it was announced that per ton. One method of transportation sug- 

the United States would acquire a total of gested was the use of empty bauxite ore 

1.6 million tons of bauxite from Jamaica for carriers returning to Jamaica. 

the National Defense Stockpile. The baux- Another opportunity to lessen petroleum 

ite, valued at about $56 million, would dependence would be the development of 

reportedly be paid for through a combina- domestic peat deposits. A study of these 

tion of cash, the exchange of surplus U.S. deposits indicated that they could provide
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up to 40% of Jamaica’s energy needs for as petroleum resources began in November long as 30 years. An environmental study after favorable seismic studies by the state- was underway to assess any possible ecologi- owned Petroleum Corp. of Jamaica and the cal damage to fish-spawning areas and oth- N orwegian Government. The search is fi- er forms of wildlife that might be caused by nanced by a $23.5 million loan from the peat mining. | Inter-American Development Bank and a The best peat deposits were reported to $7.5 million loan from the International occur in the upper Black River area in St. Bank for Reconstruction and Development Elizabeth Parish, and in the swamps near (World Bank). Conducted under the supervi- Nagril along the western coast in West- sion of Petro-Canada and Parker Drilling moreland Parish. The deposits were describ- Co., onshore drilling was underway in the ed as averaging 30 feet in thickness with the western region of Jamaica. Two more potential of yielding about 20 million tons of onshore sites have been targeted for drill- dried peat. Samples sent to Ireland for ing, one in the central region and one in the testing were reported to have generated eastern. Drilling was expected to reach a 6,000 to 8,500 Btu per pound. depth of 12,000 feet. : 
Jamaica’s drilling program for domestic | 

_ Table 7.—Jamaica: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodit 1979 1980 : mamoary Suited Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

. Bauxite and concentrate thousand tons__ 6,469 6,146 - 6,146 Oxides and hydroxides _______do____ 2,061 2,437 469 United Kingdom 531; Norway 458; 
Sulfate----.---______________ 10,254 9,261 1,427 Dominican Republic 3,473; Trinidad 

and Tobago 2,138; Venezuela 1,351. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap___-________ 357 2,585 2,554 United Kingdom 31. Unwrought ______________ | 12 _- 
Semimanufactures____________ 3,355 582 _- Trinidad and Tobago 492; Guyana 52; 

aiti 10. Copper metal including alloys, scrap______ mh 148,055 97 United Kingdom 147,844; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 82. Gold: 

Waste and sweepings ________ value__ $38,328 _- 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought___________do.___ $48 _- Iron and steel: 
Scrap__-___-- = 123 (?) — All to Canada. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections __ 72,932 1,005 -- Trinidad and Tobago 1,002. Universals, plates, sheets______ __ 5,714 0,374 _- Trinidad and Tobago 3,275; St. Lucia 
566; Grenada 391. Rails and accessories___________ _- 1 1 Tubes, pipes, fittings___________ 1,391 600 -- Trinidad and Tobago 312; Barbados ; 
132; Guyana 94. Lead Castings and forgings, rough ____ _ _ 14 8,386 -- Trinidad and Tobago 7,436; Cuba 950. ad: 

Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 18 _- 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures _____________ 4 _- Silver. 

Waste and sweepings ________ value__ $32,777 $36,182 $36,182 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought_______ troy ounces. _ 5,723 225 225 Tin metal including alloys: 
| rr 302 85,398 85,398 Unwrought and semimanufactures_____ 279 145 145 Zinc metal including alloys, scrap________ 34 19,679 _— United Kingdom 19,639; Spain 40. Other: Oxides and hydroxides of chromium, 

manganese, cobalt_____________ | 15 -_ 
NONMETALS 

Cement ___-_______ 3,425 -- Chalk._-____________ value. $543 _- Clays and clay products: 
Crude __-______ -- 245 _- All to Barbados. Products: 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _-_~__-___ = —_ 24 ae Cayman Islands 23; Canada 1. Nonrefractory._________ value__ $6,794 $1,286 ~. Cayman Islands $950; Bermuda $336. Gypsum and plasters _________ - 21,062 78,525 6,116 Trinidad and Tobago 29,982: Haiti 

13,066; Colombia 12,220. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Jamaica: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Destinations, 1980 

Commodit, 1979 1980 : 
mmo United Other (principal) 
a 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Lime _________-_---~------------- 1,813 925 — Trinidad and Tobago 921; St. Lucia 4. 

Salt and brines ______—~-------~----- 554,531 3,902 _— Trinidad and Tobago 2,384; Barbados 
991; Haiti 392. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Soda ash_____--_------------- 445 400 _. All to Dominica. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, crude and worked? _ _ _ — 315 18 _- All to Canada. 

Gravel and crushed stone_ - ____----- 4 36,341 2,961 Cayman Islands 33,375; St. Lucia 5. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing — ~~ - ~ — - - _- 6,259 _- All to Cayman Islands. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid, oleum ~~ _ ~~~ —---- 188 143 — Trinidad and Tobago 112; Haiti 23; 
Barbados 8. 

Other: . 
Crude, natural ____ —— ~~~ kilograms. _ 705 -- 

Slag, dross and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing ___--_~------------- _- 500 _- All to Guatemala. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ ~ - - ---- 209 349 _- Cayman Islands 220; Netherlands 
Antilles 104. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases -_ -------- 1 2 _— Mainly to Cayman Islands. 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
Crude and partly refined 

42-gallon barrels_ — 780 1,408 __ All to Cuba. 

Refinery products: 
~ 

Gasoline: 
Aviation. _______~--do___- 32,952 _- 

Motor ________-_--do___-~ 272,424 34,292 __ All to Guadeloupe. 

Jet fuel __§_____.-----do___~- 3,799 6,598 6,598 

Distillate fuel oil _..____-do__._ 296,816 § 24,574 214 West Germany 8,158; Singapore 
5,164; United Kingdom 3,340. 

Residual fuel oil___.._.__-do___- 583,803 109,418 (3) Panama 96,089; Norway 6,548; 
, Argentina 3,598. 

Lubricants_________---do___~ 166,024 110,428 (3) Guyana 14,238; Suriname 13,726; Do- 
minican Republic 12,458; Nether- 
lands Antilles 9,286. ‘ 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _do_ - — - 3 13 13 

Mineral wax ___———-—-do__~-_ 2 _- 

Bitumen and other residues 
do_ __— 22,592 23,840 _- Bermuda 12,805; Cayman Islands 

8,745; Canada 1,751. 
a 

TRevised. 
1Unreported quantity valued at $168. 
‘aials exclude an unreported quantity valued at $986 in 1979 and an unreported quantity shipped to Bermuda valued 

at in . 
SLess than 1/2 unit. 

Table 8.—Jamaica: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 
a 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides _ _-—--------- 18 45,268 2,272 West Germany 42,979. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ____------------ 50,615 839 5 Canada 832; United Kingdom 2. 

Scrap _._._--------------- -- 195 _. All from Canada. 

Semimanufactures ~~ - --------- 2,136 1,274 715 United Kingdom 230; Canada 189. 

Copper: 
ulfate________-------------- 6 2 2 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ______---------value__ $596 _- 

Unwrought _.__------------- 8 1 (4) Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Gold Semimanufactures _ - ~~ -------- 6,222 35,943 35,250 United Kingdom 561. 

Waste and sweepings __._-——-value__ $10,221 _- 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought_ _ _ _ - _ — troy ounces_ _ 6,623 31,058 32 Canada 30,897. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 8.—Jamaica: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

mmodi 1979 1980 : 
Commodity Gaited Other (principal) —e ro Eee 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap__________________value__ $562 $31,124 $5,782 Hong Kong $25,342. Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot__do____ $6,936 $6,832 $5,315 United Kingdom $1,517. Ferroalloys _._________________ 209 45 (4) Mainly from Canada. Steel, primary forms _____________ 12,986 3,093 84 Canada 2,923. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections __ 11,685 3,481 1,038 United Kingdom 1,218; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 530. Universals, plates, sheets_______ _ 23,644 74,589 1,610 Japan 66,823; United Kingdom 2,860. Hoop and strip _.____________ 379 340 191 United Kingdom 1387; Japan 12. Rails and accessories___________ 217 570 568 United Kingdom 2. Wire ____________________ 17,385 32,164 946 United Kingdom 30,481; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 392. Tubes, pipes, fittings.._._._._____ 18,186 3,699 2,673 United Kingdom 435; Canada 291. Castings and forgings, rough _____ _ 117 264 11 Canada 164; United Kingdom 89. Lead: 

Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 40 227 35 Mexico 188; Venezuela 2. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____~ =e 52 — 
Unwrought ________________ 20 39 _- All from United Kingdom. Semimanufactures____________ 26 3,330 3,330 

Manganese: Ores and concentrates______ _ 139 189 — United Kingdom 134; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 35; West Germany 20. Molybdenum metal including alloys, 

unwrought ___________ _ kilograms__ 1 _- 
Nickel metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ______________value__ $71 __ 
Semimanufactures.______________ 13 23 22 Canada 1. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

P troy ounces_ _ 2,636 707 289 Canada 225; United Kingdom 193. ilver: 
Ore and concentrate_________value__ $449 $14 $14 
Waste and sweepings ________do____ $1,981 — 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought_______ troy ounces__ 166,927 13,921 8,453 United Kingdom 5,401. Tin metal including alloys: 
Scrap-________ 4 _— 
Unwrought ________________ | 105 11 _— Mainly from Denmark. Semimanufactures_______________ 11,081 6,856 2,404 United Kingdom 3,222; Japan 1,161. Titanium oxides and hydroxides ________ 201 172 38 Canada 80; United Kingdom 54. Tungsten metal including alloys, unwrought 

kilograms_ _ _— 25 25 
Uranium and thorium metals including alloys, 

all forms ________________do__|_ 12 —- 
Zinc: 

Oxides and peroxides ______________ 80 4 3 West Germany 1. Metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____________ 49 1,019 __ All from Canada. Unwrought ________________ 1,210 458 a Do. Blue powder____________ | 11 50 _— All from United Kingdom. Semimanufactures____________ 199 32 32 Other: 

Ores and concentrates_____________ 2,661 2 __ All from United Kingdom. Oxides of chromium, manganese, cobalt 
kilograms_ _ 544 1,704 1,685 West Germany 19. Ash and residue containing nonferrous 

metals_-_-____________ 33 a 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 7 14 14 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones___________value__ _- $492 _ All from the United Kingdom. 
‘Grinding and polishing wheels and stones _ 74 17 12 United Kingdom 3. Asbestos, crude____§_____________ | 370 4 (7) Mainly from Canada. Boron materials: Crude, natural borate ____ 3 — 

Cement _________________ 5,985 8,412 554 Cuba 7,732; United Kingdom 117. Chalk.--_-- == 13 20 (1) Mainly from West Germany. Clays and clay products: 
Crude _-_____ =e 447 365 323 United Kingdom 39. Products: 

Refractory including nonclay brick __ 40,311 12,099 11,717 Canada 252; United Kingdom 130. Nonrefractory. _________value__ $884,790 $560,332 $111,158 Trinidad and Tobago $300,113; United 
Kingdom $136,413. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.— Jamaica: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Cryolite and chiolite._________-~-~-- 100 _- 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ value_ _ _— $11,162 $11,162 
Industrial ______________do____ _. $4,542 — All from Sweden. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth — — _ ~~ _ 1,005 3 1 United Kingdom 2. 
Feldspar, leucite, nepheline __________-~ 3 4 4 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
_ Nitrogenous____~-~.__._-___~~- — 1,483 _- All from Canada. 

Phosphatic_ _____________~_-~ 1,016 _- 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous____________- ~~ 28,644 28,871 3,459 Trinidad and Tobago 21,468; St. Lucia 

Phosphatic_____..._________— 18,799 11,760 1,119 Netherlands 10,641. 
Potassic_______~_______--~__ 8,780 2,869 2,869 
Other including mixed__________ 1,508 795 5 Trinidad and Tobago 774; United 

Kingdom 16. 
Ammonia _____—~_~.~______~-__-- 261 148 35 United Kingdom 111. 

Graphite, natural _______~_____.__~ 16 19 19 
Gypsum and plasters ______________~ 2509 39 35 United Kingdom 4. 
Lime ___ ~~ ____~~_--~________-z 18 _- 
Magnesite, crude_________-~__--.-_~_ 1 13 9. Do. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste_ _ _ _ 89 37 _— Norway 36; Belgium-Luxembourg 1. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 

kilograms_ — 344 15 73 United Kingdom 2. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude _____§___________~_ 10 (3) — All from United Kingdom. 
Iron oxides, processed _____._~___~~- 7 68 _- Mainly from West Germany. 

Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond_______________ ~~ value__ $46,126 $2,007 _— All from Australia. 

Salt and brines___________________~ 27,904 28,702 28,677 Canada 24. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda_________________~— 301,830 404,314 403,791 Netherlands 228; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Caustic potash _____________~__- 26 29 29 . 
Sodaash___________________ ~~ 8,176 3,215 2,494 France 514; Netherlands 135. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _______~_ 1,888 5 3 Italy 2. 
Worked___§________~__--__- 8,157 1,595 1,586 Italy 8. 

Gravel and crushed rock _______.___ 64 24 24 
Limestone except dimension _ _ _ _ value_ _ $454 _- 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ 230 103 103 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Colloidal _.__________-~___-_ 59 =, 251 5,251 
Other than colloidal _.~§__9______ 5,766 5,516 5,516 

Dioxide. __________~~~ kilograms_ _ 41 737 16 United Kingdom 721. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum __ ___ ~_______~ 1,306 2,018 2,013 Netherlands 3. 

gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __.___ 18,482 210 209 United Kingdom 1. 
ther: 
Crude __________~__________-_ 2,661 4 4 
Slag dross, and similar waste, not metal- 
bearing ____________~________ _~ 8 8 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ _ 337 56 50 Cuba 4; United Kingdom 2. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__~________ 201 82 30 United Kingdom 52. 
Carbon black __ ~~ _-_~____._~______ 1,186 764 59 Venezuela 455; Mexico 220. ~ 
Coal: Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 5 

coal __-._- ee _- 
Coke and semicoke_ ________-_~-- ~~~ 118 175 68 West Germany 96; United Kingdom 11. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ______.__~_ 58 82 41 United Kingdom 41. 
Peat including briquets and litter_ _ — value_ _ _- $404 $404 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 8,353 6,775 138 Venezuela 6,629. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation. ___.~__~._-do___~_ 310 18 _- All from Netherlands Antilles. 
Motor _____._._-._-do____ 1,056 _- 

Kerosine and jet fuel. _ ___ _do____ 828 51 1 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Distillate fuel oi! ___.__.do___~_ 277 64 _- All from Netherlands Antilles. 
Residual fuel oil. __.___._.do____ 10,037 7,648 47 Netherlands Antilles 6,815; Trinidad and 

Tobago 662. 
Lubricants_________.__do____ 301 34 12 Netherlands Antilles 16; Trinidad and 

Tobago 4. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—Jamaica: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_— eee 
Sources, 1980 

Co it 1979 1980 : 
mmodity Qited Other (principal) 

eee 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 228 156 8 Venezuela 147. 
Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 12 13 7 United Kingdom 3; West Germany 1. 
Nonlubricating oils __ _ _do____ 20 —_ 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 2 2 1 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 

gas-derived crude chemicals__________ 22 37 5 Netherlands Antilles 32. 
eee 

Revised. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
?Excludes unreported quantity valued at $468. 
*Unreported quantity valued at $649. 

MARTINIQUE AND GUADELOUPE 

Martinique and Guadeloupe are Overseas Martinique’s mineral industry has been 
Departments of France. Their economies _ similar to that of Guadeloupe, except that it 
have been supported by that country. has a small petroleum refinery located at 

Guadeloupe’s mineral industry has been Fort de France. Crude oil has usually been 
limited to the production of construction- imported from Venezuela and Saudi Ara- 
oriented materials and pumice. There is bia. Refinery products have been used do- 
also a small clinker grinding plant with a__mestically and exported to Guadeloupe. 
capacity of 250,000 tons of cement per year. 

Table 9.—Martinique: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

$$ 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y Qnited Other (principal) 

SSS 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap_ = 29 49 8 West Germany 26; France 9; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 6. 
Unwrought ________________ (4) 5 ~~ All to Netherlands. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
rap Lt 182 255 ~- France 170; West Germany 80; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 5. 
Semimanufactures____________ 2 (4) _. All to Guadeloupe. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap_____ ~~ 6,615 (4) — All to France. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 8 2 _- All to Guadeloupe. 
Universals, plates, sheets _____ 30 3 _- Grenada 2. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings __ _______ 288 32 — Guadeloupe 28; French Guiana 3. Lead metal including alloys, scrap ___ _ 42 37 _- France 19; West Germany 18. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $1 —_ 
Other: Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals_______________do____ $3 _— 

NONMETALS 
Cement_____________________ 6,279 9,486 __ All to French Guiana. Clay products: Nonrefractory _______ 58 110 3 Guadeloupe 76; Montserrat 31. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic _____________ — 20 _- All to Guadeloupe. Manufactured, mixed __________ 128 _- 
Ammonia _________________ __ 1 — Do. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Gravel and crushed rock _______ _ 1 _- 
Sand excluding metal-bearing ___ _ _ — 21 _- All to French Guiana. Other: Crude ____-_-__________ — 4,570 _- All to Colombia. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Martinique: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
mmoesy United Other (principal) 
a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline _ thousand 42-gallon barrels 420 512 _— All to Guadeloupe. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ _ _ _ . _do_ ___ 440 361 _- Do. 
Distillate fuel oil __.____-do___~_ 265 238 _- Do. 
Residual fuel oil ______--do___~_ 315 348 -- Do. 
Liquefied petroleum gas __—do__~__ 94 80 _— Mainly to Guadeloupe. 
Lubricants_ — _ — _42-gallon barrels_ — 70 56 _- All to Guadeloupe. 
a 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 10.—Martinique: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i ID 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : . 
mess United Other (principal) 
ET 

METALS | 
Aluminum: 

Oxides and hydroxides 
value, thousands_ — -- $2 $2 

Metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _________--~- 171 208 123 France 82; United Kingdom 2. 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides 
value, thousands. — $2 __ 

Copper metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures ______-___-~--~- 76 104 3 France 93; Belgium-Luxembourg 6; 

United Kingdom 2. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, powder, shot _ _ — _- 1 — All from France. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 14,936 15,875 3 France 12,126; Belgium-Luxembourg 
2,395; West Germany 1,351. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ _ _ 4,625 6,493 (?) France 6,332; Barbados 68. 
Hoop and strip_ _ -_____-~-- 6 3 -- All from France. 
Rails and accessories _ _ _ — — — — — 107 3 _- Do. 
Wire_____________--__- 208 465 _- France 389; Belgium-Luxembourg 71; 

Guadeloupe 3. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____- ~~ 6,229 10,852 11 France 10.4 oF Belgium-Luxembourg 

; Spain 27. 
Lead Castings and forgings, rough _ — — 82 144 -- France 112; Belgium-Luxembourg 32. 

Oxides and hydroxides _______~_~- 6 6 -- West Germany 5; France 1. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures _ —_ _ _ _ — — — 7 16 _- All from France. 
Mercury _____—-— value, thousands_ — -- $3 -- Do. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought do_ _ _ — $1 $1 -- Do. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ___————do__~_~- -- 7 _- Do. 

Tin metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _______~_---__- 1 1 _- Do. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ — — — — 216 210 _- Do. 
ine: 
Oxides and hydroxides _____~_~~ 17 14 -- Do. 
Metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures ___-_____ ~~ 11 24 _- Do. 
Other: 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals____-— value, thousands. — $2 $1 -- Do. 

Metals including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures _ _ —do_ _ _ _ $30 $38 _. France $37; Switzerland $1. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _-_____----------+-+-- 10 28 _- All from France. 
Artificial corundum — —__—--~-_-~- 6 12 _- Do. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ___ _____--__-----~- 29 26 -- France 25; West Germany 1. 
Asbestos, crude ______-___------ 33 53 -- Italy 49; France 4. 
Barite and witherite____.____---~-- 3 -- 
Cement____________--~------ 37,866 11,361 -- France 11,320; Italy 41. 
Chalk. _______~____~-----__-- 104 89 _- All from France. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude_________-____------ 62 121 __ Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Martinique: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

ity 1979 1980 : 
Commodity Gnited Other (principal) 

ene 

NONMETALS —Continued , 
Clays and clay products —Continued 

Products: 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~--___ = 167 89 19 France 70. 
Nonrefractory____________ 8,607 10,970 5 France 4,548; Italy 4,269; Haiti 350; 

Spain 310. 
Diamond, industrial value, thousands_ _ _- $5 __ France $3; Belgium-Luxembourg $2. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 16 6 — All from France. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude____________________ 52 (7) — Do. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 2,738 6,899 __ Trinidad and Tobago 5,899; Domini- 
can Republic 750; Netherlands 249. 

Phosphatic______________ 221 68 — Netherlands 50; France 18. 
Potassic________________ 1,098 648 — All from Dominican Republic. 
Other including mixed __ _ __ _ _ 17,033 22,564 1 Dominican Republic 13,269; Nether- 

lands 6,675; France 1,579. 
Ammonia _________________ 21 23 __ All from France. 

Graphite, natural _.-____________ _— 1 _- Do. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 4,473 4,412 _— Do. 
Lime ______~__~____ 433 230 _- Do. 
Mica, worked including agglomerated 

splittings _____ value, thousands_ _ __ $1 — Do. 
Pigments, mineral, processed iron oxides 17 23 _— Do. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ $11 $28 __ France $15; Brazil $13. 
Salt and brines ____-§___§__________ 2,400 2,526 — West Germany 1,024; France 723; 

United Kingdom 661. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda___§ _~____________ 113 95 _— All from France. 
Sodaash___ =~ 22 15 __ Do. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 20 _- 
Worked ________§________ 49 56 _- France 30; Italy 25. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade __ 5,632 2,389 _- All from France. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 25 47 __ Do. 

5 Band excluding metal-bearing ___ __ 327 292 __ Mainly from France. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal __ __ 13 11 __ All from France. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum _~__________ 166 162 3 France 159. . 

ae steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 48 32 __ All from France. 
ther: 
Crude_____§_~__ 126 169 29 West Germany 72; Netherlands 54; 

France 14. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _____________ 1 _— 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

: and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals________________ 2,217 2,372 __ France 2,356; Barbados 14; 

Guadeloupe 2. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______ _ 118 31 _— All from France. 
Carbon black ____ value, thousands_ _ $1 _— 
Coal: Briquets of coal ~__-_________ NA 18 _— Do. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 8 13 11 France 2. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,433 1,100 __ All from Saudi Arabia. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 9,979 13,558 26 Netherlands Antilles 10,710; Trini- 

dad and Tobago 2,618. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ____do____ 124 16,329 _— Trinidad and Tobago 16,290; 

France 39. 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 2,111 A4T7 __ Trinidad and Tobago 462; France 15. 
Lubricants _________do____ 2,476,614 1,388,688 3,108 Venezuela 1,015,203; Netherlands 

100,023. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do____ 5,614 17,864 (?) France 14,210; Netherlands Antilles 

2,216; Trinidad and Tobago 1,404. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do____ 378 220 181 France 24; Jamaica 8. 
Bitumen and bituminous 

mixtures ______do____ 42,178 61,000 118 Netherlands Antilles 38,893; Trini- 
dad and Tobago 19,925; France 
1,987. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ 81 100 _— Trinidad and Tobago 90; France 10. eee ssnsssneeseeeeee eee 
NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 11.—Guadeloupe: Exports of mineral commodities _ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

. Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “United #4. 4+... 
mmoeny United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap____§__________ ~___ Le 21 20 6 France 8; West Germany 5. 
Semimanufactures_______________ 11 10 10 

Copper metal including alloys, scrap ___ _ _ _ 91 95 _- Belgium-Luxembourg 42; West 
Germany 27; France 25. 

Iron and steel metal, semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ __ _ _ 28 1 _— All to Martinique. 
Universals, plates, sheets___________ 20 4 __ Martinique 2; Montserrat 2. 
Wire _________________ _— 15 _- Martinique 14; Montserrat 1. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings. _____________ 3 90 _— France 85; Montserrat 4; French 

Guiana 1. 
Lead metal including alloys, scrap _____ __ 25 5 ae France 4; Belgium-Luxembourg 1. 
Zinc metal including alloys, scrap_ ____ ___ 20 _- 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Natural: Pumice, 
emery, corundum, etc______________ _- 18 — All to Martinique. 

Cement __________________ 3,770 10,978 __ USS. Virgin Islands 8,150; Af- 
ghanistan 1,350; Montserrat 
600. 

Clay products: 
efractory including nonclay brick _ _ _ _ _ _- 9 _- All to Martinique. 

Nonrefractory _____§____________ _— 5 _- Do. 
Other: 

Crude _____________________ 23,269 41,238 — All to Colombia. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals _ _ 1 __ 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS | 

Carbon black _____§_§___~_____-_value__ $4,000 _— . 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline ________ _42-gallon barrels_ _ (4) 7,599 __ Martinique 5,882; France 323. 
Distillate fuel oil __ __. ..§ _____do___ _ _- 515 __ France 75. 
Residual fuel oil _-__________do____ __ 13 _- NA. 
Lubricants ______________do____ 644 266 _— Martinique 259; Montserrat 7. 
Bitumen and other residues _ ___do____ 61 _- 

eee 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 12.—Guadeloupe: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i ee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 

Gnited Other (principal) 
te le en eee eae 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate_______-_~value__ _- $1,000 _- All from France. 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 3 _- 
Metal including alloys, semimanufactures 630 713 555 France 134; Netherlands 4. 

Chromium, oxides and hydroxides _____ _._ 6 1 _- All from France. 
Cobalt, oxides and hydroxides ___________ -- 5 _- Do. 
Copper metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures __________________ 127 139 3 France 134; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Iron and steel: 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials_ _ _ 3 1 _- All from France. 
Steel, primary forms __ __~____ value__ $2,000 _- 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ _ 12,934 13,976 __ France 10,607; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,829; West 
Germany 1,268. 

Universals, plates, sheets __ ____ __ 4,482 6,510 2 France 6,317; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 191. 

Hoop and strip ______________ 7 21 —_ All from France. 
Rails and accessories_ __________ 50 10 _- Do.
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Table 12.—Guadeloupe: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee ae 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 

Gnited Other (principal) 
ett 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Semimanufactures —Continued 

Wire __________ LL 1,235 1,208 (4) ‘France 1,184; Belgium- © 
Luxembourg 23. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ___________ 8,319 7,201 11 France 7,127; Switzerland 23; 
Netherlands 16. 

Castings and forgings, rough __ _ __ _ 72 199 -- France 162; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___________~- 1 6 _— All from France. 
Metal including alloys, semimanufactures 18 23 -- Do. 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all forms 
value_ _ $4,000 -- 

Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _____~§____________ — 4 -- Mainly from France. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $42 $32 _— All from France. 
Tin metal including alloys, semimanufactures 1 1 -- Do. 
Zitanium, oxides and hydroxides __ _ _____ 5 5 -- Do. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 4 1 _- Do. 

one! including alloys, semimanufactures 6 7 _- Do. 
er: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth metals _ 1 _- 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 

value_ _ $2,000 $9,000 _- Do. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Artificial corundum _________§_____ — 2 _- Do. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 12 7 (4) Mainly from France. 

Barite and witherite._______________ _. 19 _- All from France. 
Cement ____________________* 120,418 164,968 _- France 164,931; Spain 37. 
Chalk_____~~ = Le 178 146 _- All from France. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude ______________________ 30 63 -- Do. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 356 197 a Do. 
Nonrefractory.______________ 7,493 8,080 -_- Italy 3,552; France 2,568; West 

Germany 1,662. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth______ 20 11 -- All from France. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude __________ 18 38 _- Do. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous________________ 3,248 1,851 _- Dominican Republic 1,005; 
Netherlands 597. 

Phosphatic____._-____________ 87 82 _- France 72; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Potassic.__-. $2 ~~ 2,530 3,617 _- West Germany 2,600; France 
1,000; Belgium-Luxembourg 17. 

Other including mixed__________ 10,225 11,717 __ Netherlands 10,638; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 726. 

Ammonia ____________________ 50 42 _- All from France. 
Gypsum and plasters _______________ 8,304 6,122 _- Do. 
Lime ____-_~ ~~~ 1,034 766 _- Do. 
Magnesite — - — —-—-—-—------__~__- 381 181 _- Netherlands 180. 

ica: 
Crude including splittings and waste___ _ 8 13 _-. All from France. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings _- 1 _- Do. 

Pigments, mineral, including processed iron 
. Oxides _-_- -§__ > 2 3 -- Do. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other 

than diamond, natural value, thousands. _ $7 $21 __ Brazil $13; Colombia $8. 
Salt and brines___________________ 2,704 2,360 _. Netherlands Antilles 845; Nether- 

. lands 492; West Germany 384. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticsoda.__________________ 223 140 _- France 139; West Germany 1. 
Soda ash________________ 11 — 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ________ 3 18 -- France 17; Brazil 1. 
Worked___________________ 26 25 _— Italy 20; France 5. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _____ 944 1,326 _— All from France. 
Gravel and crushed rock ___________ 8,158 14 — France 7; United Kingdom 7. 
Limestone except dimension________ _ 30 7 — All from France. 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 12.—Guadeloupe: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 

Rnited | Other (principal) 

. NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued | 

Quartz and quartzite ___________-~~- 2 -— ; 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ __ ___~ 11,061 - = 12,457 _. Montserrat 7,395; Antigua 4,787; 

France 275. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal _________~~_ —_ 1 — All from France. 

Colloidal ______.____.-----.- 2 _- 
Sulfuric acid, oleum —__________--- 142 145 _- France 119; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite — ___— 19 _- 
Other: 

Crude _____~__~_-___-_--_-.~--- 37 3 _- All from France. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing __________--__-~- 101 — 
Halogens excluding chlorine _ — — _ ~~ — ~~ 2 -- 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unhred nonmetals _ _ 2,505 3,287 12 France 2,975; Canada 182. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ ~~. ~__~- 24 8 -- All from France. 
Carbon black ___________.-----~_--~ 14 14 -- Do. 
Coke and semicoke_ —________.__----- 5 3 — Do. 
Peat including briquets and litter_ _____-_~- 14 (7) — Do. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _ _ _ — — . _ _ .42-gallon barrels_ _ 427,822 98,166 _.. Trinidad and Tobago 43,843; Ja- 
maica 34,306; Italy 12,699. 

Kerosine and jet fuel ____..._do___~_ 594,774 58,885 16 ~— Trinidad and Tobago 32,232; 
France 16,694; Italy 9,230. 

Distillate fuel oil _. ___ _______do____ 614,316 . 6,475 _- Trinidad and Tobago 4,886; 
Netherlands Antilles 970. 

Residual fuel oil __..________do___~ 437,609 386,793 _. All from Martinique. 
Lubricants ___________-__do____ 32,480 29,617 2,149 France 14,945; Netherlands Antil- 

; les 5,117; Jamaica 3,780. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas_ _ — — do_ _ — — 109,365 127,496 _— Martinique 91,918; Venezuela 
9,315; France 9,222. 

Mineral jelly and wax _ _— — _do_ _ _-— 63 32 24 West Germany 7. 
Petroleum coke ___—-_~-—-—do___~- ' 28 _- 
Bitumen and other residues _do__ —_ 69,017 58,909 2,697 Netherlands Antilles 36,905; 

Trinidad and Tobago 17,113. 
Bituminous mixtures ___—_do__~_ 327 618 12 += France 515; West Germany 91. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals... __ _ __——~— 10 11 — All from France. 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 

| NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 

In 1981, some provisions of the pending profits would be shared 75% by the Island 
Petroleum Protocol continued to cause dis- Government and 25% by the Central Gov- 
agreement within the Netherlands Antilles ernment for a general development fund. 
Cabinet. The Protocol was to be the basis for Disagreément surfaced when the minis- 
legislation to establish procedures for form- ters from Aruba insisted that Aruba should 
ing a company on each island to regulate have full authority to decide which foreign 
petroleum exploration and exploitation of oil companies would receive drilling rights 
areas surrounding that island. in its territory. This was in anticipation of 

Tentative agreement had been reachedby the decentralization expected to eventually 
ministers on the Government-Island propor- take place under the roundtable discussions 
tionate share of ownership and earnings of working toward full independence. The Ne- 
the regulating company formed by each therlands Antilles Central Government 
island. Ownership of any island company maintained that according to the Kingdom 
would be Island Government, 90%; and of the Netherlands Statute all mineral 
Central Government, 10%. Revenues and wealth in the Netherlands Antilles belongs
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to all the islands in common. Accordingly, petroleum exploration and development in 
one island cannot claim, while it is still a the Saba Bank area. The company has a 
member of the group, that all of the mineral _production-sharing agreement with a group 
wealth in and around it is that island’s headed by Petrofina, S.A. Other members of 
patrimony only. The petroleum potential of this consortium are Cities Service Co. (50%) 

_ offshore Aruba is considered the most prom- and Weeks Petroleum Co. (10%). The Petro- 
ising because of its proximity to the Gulf of fina concession area includes 14 contiguous 
Venezuela. blocks of 92 square kilometers each. After 

Meanwhile, the Curacao Island Council seismic testing the area in 1980, Petrofina 

and the Central Government signed an_ decided to drill a wildcat well in 1982. Total 
agreement with BP for an option covering depth may approach 13,500 feet as an at- 
50 blocks of approximately 74 square kilom- tempt is made to penetrate buried pinnacle 
eters each around the Island of Curagaéo. _ reefs. If a commercial deposit of oil is found, 
The option was signed under Curacdo Is- the Petrofina Group would receive 40% of 
land Council legislation establishing Petro- total annual production. The remaining 
curacao, N.V. The company is presently 60% of production would be divided as 
wholly owned by the Curacao Island Coun- follows: From 0 to 24,999 barrels of oil per 
cil. After Protocol passage, Petrocuragao day, 50% to both the Government company 
ownership is supposed to be adjusted to and to the Petrofina Group; for production 
correspond with the expected 90% to 10% of more than 24,999 barrels per day, the 
split on shares and the 75% to 25% division Government would receive 80% and the 
of profits with the Central Government. consortium 20%. 

BP has scheduled a series of seismic tests, In mid-December, the consortium of 

after which a suitable drilling site could be Union Texas Petroleum Corp. and Azienda 
selected. BP’s production-sharing contract Generali Italiana Petroli S.p.A., a subsid- 
with Petrocuracao provided for the drilling iary of the Italian state oil company, began 
of two wells within 4 years of the agree- their offshore exploration drilling program 
ment. on Pedro Banks. Their first well was ex- 

Saba Bank Resources N.V. is a state- pected to reach a total depth of about 11,600 
owned corporation created to administer feet and cost $12 million. 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

Revised data indicate that in 1979, future trading opportunities. 
growth in the real GDP increased 17% over In April 1981, new legislation retroactive 
that of 1978. In 1980, another high growth to January 1980 was enacted amending the 
rate of 10% was achieved as the GDP Petroleum Act of 1974. The major thrust of 
reached an estimated $6.7 billion® at cur- the amendment was to provide tax relief to 
rent prices. | the oil companies. There were four major 

A decline in petroleum activities has been policy objectives in the bill: To promote 
of considerable concern to the Government. further petroleum industry development; to 
In 1980, the petroleum sector accounted for enhance Government administrative con- 
35% of the GDP. Petroleum also comprises trol over the petroleum industry; to ensure 
the bulk of total exports—over 90% in 1980. that the state receives the maximum bene- 
At the end of the third quarter of 1981, fit from petroleum production and sale; and 
many sectors of the economy were showing _ to establish a taxation policy that would be 
increases compared with the same period in harmonious with international tax systems 
1980. The petroleum sector, which has been and allow equitable treatment for all petro- 
primarily responsible for Trinidad and To- leum companies operating in Trinidad and 
bago’s past strong economic performance, Tobago. , 7 
weakened as both production and refining The tax reference price system introduc- 
declined. Natural gas production and con-_ ed in 1974 has been replaced by a system for 
sumption, on the other hand, have increas- computing profits on the basis of realized 
ed steadily. The fertilizer industry, which prices. Should the Trinidad and Tobago 
suffered decreased performance because of Board of Inland Revenue determine that 
labor problems earlier in 1981, was recover- actual or realized prices are not realistic, it 
ing during the third quarter. New industri- will make a determination of fair market 
al developments in the iron, steel, and value. Petroleum companies will now pay 
fertilizer industries were expected toextend the normal Trinidad and Tobago corpora-
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tion tax rate of 45% instead of 50%. A complex was held on June 27, 1981, al- 
supplemental petroleum tax (SPT) was in- though the first of two DRI MIDREX plants 
troduced to assure that the Government was brought onstream in the latter half of 
receives maximum benefit from interna- 1980. The second 420,000-ton-per-year DRI 
tional market price increases. The SPT, plant is scheduled to start operating in 

however, was declared a deductible item in April 1982. ISCOTT estimated its total DRI 

computing corporate taxes. For land oper- output in 1982 would reach 465,000 tons, 
ations, the SPT was set at 35% of gross most of which would be used in the steel 
income. For marine operations, the SPT melt-cast shop to produce 265,000 tons of 
was established at 60% of gross income. billets. The melt-cast shop’s startup was in 

A system of production allowances was December 1980, and the wire rod mill came 
introduced to enhance production in small- onstream in June 1981. The design and 

er as well as larger fields. The percent of operation of ISCOTT facilities have been 
production allowance decreases as produc- adequately described in trade magazines.” 
tive capacity of the field increases. The Nonmetals.—Fertilizer Materials.— Fer- 
allowance is deductible from gross income _ tilizers of Trinidad and Tobago Ltd. (FER- 
prior to the imposition of the SPT. Other TRIN) completed its two 272,000-ton-per- 
changes involved allowances for deprecia- year nitrogen ammonia plants in late 1981. 

tion, capital expenditures, direct drilling The inauguration of these plants brought 
costs, and refining investment. Trinidad and Tobago’s total ammonia ca- 

The new legislation was expected to de- pacity to about 1.3 million tons per year of 
crease Government revenues by $40 million nitrogen equivalent. FERTRIN is a joint 
in 1980 and 1981. This sum actually repre- venture of the Government (51%) and Amo- 

sents about 2% of taxes collected annually ¢o International Oil Co. (49%). FERTRIN’S 
from the oil companies. By 1983, the incen- investment has been estimated at $350 mil- 
tives were expected to generate increased ion. 

production, which in turn should increase In early 1981, construction started on a 
Government revenues by $200 million. methanol plant and a urea plant, both to be 

: located at the Point Lisas industrial center. 
COMMODITY REVIEW | The projects are expected to initiate produc- 

Metals.—Aluminum.—Throughout 1981, tioninlate 1983. 
no firm decision was made to proceed with The $160 million methanol plant was 
the construction of.a proposed 180,000-ton- expected to consume about 35.3 million 
per-year aluminum smelter. Additional en- cubic feet of natural gas and 403 tons of 
gineering studies and cost analyses have Carbon dioxide per day to produce 132 
been undertaken to assure the Government Million gallons per year of chemical-grade 
that the smelter will be a viable project, methanol. A sales agreement with a West 

especially in view of the large investment German company has already been signed, 
required. The identification of downstream and other contracts were under final negoti- 
industries that could be established locally ation with Japanese and United States 
to consume part of the smelter’s output was firms. | 
of particular interest. The U.S. companies The urea plant was expected to utilize 940 
that have been involved in the aluminum tons of ammonia and 1,240 tons of carbon 
project are National Steel Corp. and South- dioxide per day to produce 1,620 tons of 
wire Co. These two companies jointly own urea per day. The project cost was estimat- 
the National Southwire Aluminum Co. in ed at $155 million. Final negotiations were 
Kentucky. Equity interests in the alumi- underway for the sale of urea to Agrico 
num plant were still under negotiation, but Chemical Co., which also holds a 49% inter- 
the Government was expected to assume a__ est in the urea project. 
60% to 80% majority control. Alumina Mineral Fuels.—Natural Gas and Pe- 
feedstock of about 360,000 tons per year troleum.—The latest available estimate for 
would probably come from Jamaica and/or proven natural gas reserves was 10.5 tril- 
Guyana. lion cubic feet. 

Iron and Steel.—ISCOTT continued to After 7 years of negotiations, in Septem- 
work toward full capacity production from ber the Government and Amoco Trinidad 
its 420,000-ton-per-year direct-reduction Oil Co. Ltd. reached an agreement on the 

iron (DRI) MIDREX plant. | sale of natural gas to the National Gas 
A formal inauguration of the ISCOTT Transmission Co. (NGTC) and the Trinidad
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and Tobago Electricity Commission (TTEC). resolution of sovereignty rights between 

Both users were paying about $0.17 per Trinidad and Tobago and neighboring is- 
1,000 cubic feet. Under the new agreement land countries. 
TTEC was to continue to pay this amount Projections for crude oil production have 
until 1983, after which it has been schedul- not been especially bright. Production has 

: ed to pay the same rate as NGTC. The exact been declining in many of the offshore wells 
NGTC rate was undisclosed, but was esti- and no significant new fields have been 
mated between $0.70 and $1.00 per thou- discovered since 1972. The Government 

sand cubic feet. The agreement was to hopes that the new petroleum legislation 
remain effective until 1990. will foster increased exploration and sec- 

Amoco, the major producer of petroleum ondary recovery operations. The Govern- 
and natural gas, also agreed to renew gas_ ment also has commissioned an outer ring 
exploration efforts in its Galeota concession offshore geophysical survey of Trinidad and 
where it has decided to install a 20-slot Tobago, where water depths reach over 
drilling platform. | 1,000 feet. Information from this survey 

Successful field delineation wells were may be made public in 1982. 
drilled about 50 miles off Galeota Point by —~H~~ 
Texaco-Trinidad, Inc. Originally discovered 2Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. ‘ed 
; . + ere necessary, values nave n conve rom 

in 1977, the gasfield is located in block 6 po odian dollars (BD$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
where water depths range between 300 and _BD$2.01=US$1.00. 
550 feet 3Where ey tes have been Oe SONS 

=e . Cuban pesos (CP$) to U.S. dollars at the rate o 8 
The Trinidad and Tobago Oil Co., Ltd., Usg1.00. 
i , , ibi “Where necessary, values have been converted from 

drilled a successful wildcat, the Hibiscus Haitian gourdes (HG$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
No. 1, off the north coast of Trinidad and — 4G$5.00=US$1.00. 
Tobago, which tested at 12 million cubic feet “Where necessary, values have been converted from 

i S. f 
of natural gas per day. The well was a south SASSO. (J§) to US. dollars at the rate o 
offset of an earlier discovery well, the Cha- T «Where necessary, yalues have been fonverted from 
conia No. 1. The area north of Trinidad and Trimidae and Tobago on ) to US. dollars at the 
west of Tobago has been considered as Redron and Steel Engineer. First Caribbean Area Direct 

. ‘oheri ‘ + uction Plant—ISCOTT. October , Pp. . 
having a high-risk potential because of lim Metal Bulletin Monthly. ISCOTT: Caribbean’s First 
ited information. It is also subject to the Integrated Plant. October 1981, pp. 111-117. 

Table 13.—Trinidad and Tobago: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “tnited 4K. | 
moe United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all 

forms ________ ~~ __________ 4 15 ~~ Jamaica 7; Guyana 3. 
Copper metal including alloys, all forms _— 541 478 _- West Germany 229; United 

Kingdom 205. 
. Iron and steel: 

Waste and scrap _____§________ 1,001 18 _— United Kingdom 15; West 
; Germany 2. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar ‘materials (7) 18,000 — All to Spain. 
Steel, primary forms___________ 1 21 — NA. 
Semimanufactures___________-_ 5,468 32.041 239 =NA. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate____.______ 60 20 _- Barbados 10; Guyana 10. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3 5 _- NA. 
Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms_ _ NA 913 913 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms _________________ Le 24 a 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___ troy ounces_ _ —_ 5,466 — All to Canada. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms. — NA 498 — All to Jamaica. 
Zinc: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ a 2 — All to Guyana. 
Metal including alloys, allforms __— 11 2 _— Mainly to Guyana. 

Other: Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides 
kilograms_ _ 726 1,527 NA NA. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and-polishing 

wheels and stones _ _ _ _ _ kilograms_ _ 195 53 NA NA. 
Asbestos, crude ________ _ __ value__ $266 $40 NA NA. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 527 1,037 _- All to Barbados. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 13.—Trinidad and Tobago: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
odity United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Cement______ ~~~ ____ ee 16 120 _- Barbados 107. 
_ Chalk. ~---_______--_value__ $2,411. $2,061 _- All to Guyana. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude_____-____._________ 40 72 _. All to Barbados. 

Retre lud 1 ractory including nonclay 
brick ~~ 39 NA 

Nonrefractory _ _ _ _ _ _ _ value_ _ $30,025 $261,814 — NA. 
Diamond, gem, not set or strung carats_ _ 2 -- 
Fertilizer materials: 

Natural, phosphates. __________ 5 _- 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 100,994 119,147 25,257 Guyana 25,725; Jamaica 22,556. 
Potassic. ____§____________ 549 17 NA _ NA. 
Other including mixed _ _ _ ~~ — ae) 78 _-. All to St. Vincent. 

Ammonia _________________ 394,678 569,724 331,259 United Kingdom 112,964; Sweden 

Gypsum and plasters __ __ _ _ _ value_ _ _- $550 -- Barbados $125. 
Lime _________________do____ $1,168 $441 _- Dominica $190. 
Mica ___________ ee 2 7 -- Mainly to Guyana. 
Salt and brines _______________ _ 25 295 (5) Barbados 200; Grenada 90. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda___§_____________ 26 31 _~ NA. 
Soda ash ____ 5 ee 6 1 _.  _ Mainly to Barbados. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: oo 

Crude __________--__--_ NA 2 _- All to Grenada. 
Worked _________ ~~ value__ $284 $367 _— All to Italy. 

Gravel and crushed rock _______— NA 7 —_ Grenada 6. 
Quartz and quartzite__ _ _ _ _ value_ _ _- $343 NA NA. _ 

5 Band excluding metal-bearing _ — _ — — 20 9 -- Barbados 8. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, colloidal ___________ _- 15,932 15,932 
Sulfuric acid, oleum __________— 13 5 _- Mainly to Barbados. 

Talc. _-____ ~~ Le 3 3 _. All to Barbados. 
Other: 

Crude______________~_value__ $1,083 $833 NA NA. 
Building materia Is of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals________________-- 213 2 _~- Dominica 1. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __ _ _ _ __ 9,823 6,167 22 Guadeloupe 3,509; United Kingdom 
1,082; Martinique 1,038. 

Coal, all grades __________-_value__ $229 —_ 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ 1 1 NA NA. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 54,282 49,601 45,678 Netherlands 375. 

Refinery products:* 
Gasoline, motor and aviation 

do____ 8.570 9,386 3,242 Suriname 343; Guyana 299. 
Kerosine __________do____ 1,598 WW7 __ Guyana 46; Barbados 17. 
Jet fuel ___________do____ 2,624 4,494 482 Barbados 308. 
Distillate fuel oil] _____do____ 10,452 11,612 1,340 Netherlands 1,591; Suriname 850; 

Guyana 597. 
Residual fuel oil _ _ __ _do____ 41,288 45,083 20,327 Suriname 3,139; Guyana 1,540. 
Lubricants ____.____do____ 404 767 453 Jamaica 3. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 388,733 509,735 29,172 Panama 134,538; Barbados 61,945; 

Guyana 53,508. 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do_ _ _ _ 593 766 _~. NA. 
Nonlubricating oils _do_ _ _ _ 92,560 86 2 NA. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do. ___ 38,298 18 NA St. Lucia 6. 
Bituminous mixtures, n.e.s. 

do_ ___ 11,429 6,508 -- Barbados 133. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ __ _ 62,326 791,090 19,988 Netherlands 52,896; Netherlands 
Antilles 11,629. 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Unreported quantity valued at $107. 
2Excludes quantity valued at $100. 
*Excludes quantity valued at $8,041. 
‘Excludes quantity valued at $37. 
5Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Includes bunkers. 
7Excludes quantity valued at $158.
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Table 14.—Trinidad and Tobago: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

en Senay races rr he seis vse 

Sources, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980 : 

'y Ghited Other (principal) 
ee 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite _.-___________________ 76 _- 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 12 80 4 Jamaica 76. 
Metal including alloys, allforms ______ 2,408 30,508 24,669 N etherlands 3,647; Sweden 1,112; 

amaica 389. 
. Chromium oxides and hydroxides_ _ ______ 38 10 3 West Germany 4. 

pper: 
Quite. 29 12 1 United Kingdom 10. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _____ _ 754 18,875 1,203 United Kingdom 11,529; Grenada 6,002. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate including roasted 

pyrites._$_-_-§_~§$_-_ -— 63,255 27,725 Brazil 35,530. 
Metal: 

Waste and scrap _____________ 127 5 5 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, equivalent ; 

materials ________________ 71 42 26 West Germany 13; Netherlands 3. 
Steel, primary forms______._.___. 18,211 18,964 16,131 Japan 2,833. 

| Sema eee ha 149,287 156,694 13,199 J, 84,703; Be , L bo | , , angles, shapes, sections ; . : a 103; ium-Luxembourg 
36,052; Untied ioe 22,521. 

Universals, plates, sheets _.___ 91,866 292,415 730 Japan 262,776; United Kingdom 12,623. 
Hoop and strip_ _~__________ 197 270 54 United Kingdom 216. 
Rails and accessories ________ 7 39 _— All from United Kingdom. 
Wire_____~___________ 6,082 96,592 183 United Kingdom 93,401. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings __....__ 101,791 195,404 84,887 United Kingdom 46,244; France 28,632; 

Japan 20,644. 
Lead Castings and forgings, rough ___ -- 25 23 Denmark 2. 

Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 320 588 _- United Kingdom 387; Mexico 170. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ______ 460 1,656 528 Canada 1,003; United Kingdom 12; 

uyanal0. SS 
Magnesium metal including alloys, all forms _ 4 3 2 United Kingdom 1. 
Manganese ores and concentrates___ _____ _- 2 -- All from United Kingdom. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms __ __ 6 4 3 NA. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
Si troy ounces. _ 3,279 4,469 -- United Kingdom 3,472. 

ver: 
Waste and sweepings _____.__value__ $25,748 $10,021 $10,021 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought.______ troyounces__ 81,213 39,995 -— Canada 24,209; United Kingdom 5,980. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms ______ 420 2,084 1,710 Netherlands 360; United Kingdom 13. 
Titanium oxides and hydroxides _______ _ 185 5,884 5,654 United Kingdom 161; Belgium- 

tal includi all all f Luxembourg 26. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, orms 
Zin kilograms. _ 852 342 342 

c: 
Oxides and hydroxides ____________ 163 156 2 United Kingdom 111; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 40. 
onet! including alloys, all forms ______ 429 558 18 Canada 498; United Kingdom 29. 

er: 
Ores and concentrates________value__ $20,281 $68,117 -- All from Jamaica. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 

metal _______~__~__~ -- 5 NA NA. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ________ 541 286 158 United Kingdom 41; West Germany 33. 
Pyrophoric alloys: Ferrocerium 

kilograms__ —_ 5,111 573 543 United Kingdom 30. 
Base metals including alloys, all forms_ _ _ 20 35 _- Denmark 30; United Kingdom 5. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ _ 3 2 NA NA. 
Dust and powder of precious and 

semiprecious stones____ _ __ _ value__ $397 __ 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _________.___________ 66 99 11 ~=Venezuela 36; United Kingdom 22; West 
Germany 19. 

Asbestos, crude___§__§_§_§____________ 159 31 __ Canada 30; United Kingdom 1. 
Barite and witherite____._.__._.________ 135,662 31,864 -- Peru 25,035; Brazil 6,770. 
Boron materials: Crude borates, natural 

value_ _ $2 $151 NA NA. 
Cement _______________________ 183,260 232,517 949 United Kingdom 19,611; Denmark 18,571. 
Chalk. -_______________________ 6,581 629 36 United Kingdom 433; Colombia 120. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude moe Le 2,196 2,769 2,114 United Kingdom 164. 
ucts: 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ 1,869 82,295 1,978 Canada 48,481; Denmark 30,088. 
Diam Nonrefractory— ———~—-—-—--~~- 2,494 2,317 288 United Kingdom 1,859. 

ond: 
Gem, not set or strung.______ carats.__ 10,245 550 23 Canada 80. 
Industrial _._._____.______do___~ 20,000 130,000 130,000 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth___ __ _ 6 600 2 United Kingdom 594. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite.___________ 262 27 -_- Netherlands 20; United Kingdom 4; 

Portugal 3. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Trinidad and Tobago: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—— 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 ‘ “— United Other (principal) 

——— eee 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: . 
Crude _________~_____ 346 385 296 West Germany 89. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous __________-_value__ $44,370 $58,452 $11,502 West Germany $37,400. 
Phosphatic_________________ 1,227 1,237 1,065 United Kingdom 100; West Germany 72. 
Potassic.__-$ 22 1,782 6,327 1,309 West Germany 2,448; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,268. 
Other including mixed. _________ 182 1617 69 West Germany 516. 

Ammonia _____________.______ 18,186 6 2) West Germany 2; Netherlands 1; 
United Kingdom 1. 

Graphite, natural ___________-_value__ $77 $353 _- United Kingdom $351. 
Gypsum and plasters ________.._____ 7,711 6,132 109. += Venezuela 5,950; United Kingdom 73. 
Lime ________~--. ~~ ie 48485 7,756 _- United Kingdom 5,296. 
Magnesite______~~_______ iL 9 3 _- United Kingdom 2; Japan 1. 
Mica, all forms ______~~_~_~§_~_~______ 175 202 21 United Kingdom 125; Norway 33. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed _ _ — 62 122 10 West Germany 38; United Kingdom 26. 
Precious and semiprecious stone except 
diamond: ” 
Natural _______________ carats__ 1,015 930 NA NA. 
Synthetic ______.________do____ 38 4,531 NA United Kingdom 394; West Germany 10. 

Pyrites, unroasted __.._-_-_-___________ 4,164 (8) .— All from United Kingdom. 
Salt and brines_____.._.....___.___ 25,041 28,694 2,582 Netherlands Antilles 12,263; United 

Kingdom 11,547. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.8.: 

Caustic potash, sodic and potassic 
peroxides ___________________ 19 38 8 United Kingdom 21; Canada 4. 

Caustic soda___ ~~. 2 5 2 4,343 5,867 5,378 Canada 266; United Kingdom 117. 
Soda ash_____- 22 4,678 9,931 9,537 United Kingdom 311; Canada 54; Bulgaria 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ___value__ $76,052 $2,739 $2,739 
Worked____~§_______________ 183 138 102 China 17; Italy 16. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade value_ _ _- $183 _— All from United Kingdom. 
; Gravel and crushed rock ___________ 1,793 1,140 232 China 564; Colombia 125; Venezuela 100. 

Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6,290 13,282 124 Barbados 13,158. 
quartz and quartzite _____________ 22 119 109 Netherlands 10. 

Suis d excluding metal-bearing________ 517 309 289 United Kingdom 11; Canada 9. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, all forms__.._______._____ 14,986 3,062 ?) Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Dioxide... ~~~ (?) 12 NA NA. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum ______________ 1,135 1,666 6 United Kingdom 872; Norway 665. 

gale, steatite, soapstone. ___§_§_________ 3,642 £619 508 Norway 93; Austria 10. 
her: 
Crude __________ ~~ 15 25 ~- Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Slag, dross, and similar waste, not 

metal-bearing ________________ _- 1 1 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired nonmetals__ "1,278 2,219 1,848 Canada 172; United Kingdom 68. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__________ 24 161 161 
Carbon black and gas carbon___________ 123 708 4 Canada 677; United Kingdom 12. 
Coal, all grades including briquets _______ 142 732 31 United Kingdom 701. 
Coke and semicoke... _-§_____________ 183 163 -- United Kingdom 122. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __________ 6 41 32 West Germany 2. 
Peat including briquets and litter________ 56 42 2 United Kingdom 34; Ireland 4; Norway 2. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 42,187 50,221 — Saudi Arabia 37,694; Indonesia 9,154. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ____-_ _42-gallon barrels__ 27,430 588 -- United Kingdom 63. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ _____do____ (°) _— 
Distillate fuel oi _...____do____ 6 -- 
Residual fuel oi]. _._._..__do____ 125,299 _- 
Lubricants ------------do____ 44,451 36,818 3,961 Curacao 9,326; United Kingdom 7,162. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _do.___ 10,735 27,782 1,508 NA. 
Mineral jelly and wax _.do____ 3,517 4,620 480 United Kingdom 2,699; West 

Germany 346. 
Nonlubricating oils _.._.do._.__ 14,834 19,870 1,644 NA. 
Unspecified___......do__.__ '2,836 196,089 88,748 | United Kingdom 106,911. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals__________ 50 = 71,331 1,193. United Kingdom 103. 

en 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1Excludes an unreported quantity valued at $100. 
*Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Unreported quantity valued at $17. 
“Excludes an unreported quantity valued at $1,321. 
®Excludes an unreported quantity valued at $596. 
*Unreported quantity valued at $1,375. 
TExcludes an unreported quantity valued at $115.
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| BELIZE | 

The Belizean economy registered a mod- essential items and 40% on nonessential 
est real growth of 1.3% during 1981. The ones. 
gross domestic product (GDP), based on The mineral activity in 1981 was limited 
current prices, was $121 million? with an to the production of limestone, sand and | 

inflation rate of 10%. The country received gravel, and marl. 
$19 million in economic aid during 1981. Placid Oil Co. of Dallas, Tex., and the 

In early 1981, Belize’s four commercial Anschutz Corp. of Denver, Colo., were ac- 
banks raised the interest on deposits to 15% tively engaged in oil drilling and explora- 
in an effort to curb capital outflow. During tion in 1981. In September, Placid began 
1981, the financial situation deteriorated drilling off North Highway near Rancho 
somewhat, particularly the balance of pay- Creek. Anschutz completed seismic explora- 
ments. For the year the total value of tion off the coast of the Stann Creek dis- 
imports exceeded exports by almost $38 trict. During 1981, no oil was discovered; 
million, while the Government continued to however, at yearend, interest was undimin- 
maintain a fairly free trade policy. Import ished. | 
duties and taxes averaged about 8% on 

Table 1.—Central American countries: Production of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 4977 1978 1979 1980 1981° 

BELIZE | 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Limestone. ______---------------- 197,500 456,000 455,518 440,640 479,700 
Marl ___________--------------- 914,000 3,900,000 3,851,340 2,690,000 548,900 
Sand and gravel ______._----------- 666,000 960,000 959,720 817,500 589,300 

COSTA RICA 

Cement ___.__..-------~----------- 405,907 F490,074 527,893 553,699 500,000 
Clays: Kaolin... .___._.___.----------- 460 530 480 500 450 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 1.—Central American countries: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980° 1981° 

COSTA RICA —Continued oo 

Diatomite____________-_____1______ 680 610 590 600 550 
Gold®__________________-_troy ounces__ 12,200 15,900 16,718 16,000 16,000 
Lime ______~-_---~~-------------- 6,300 7,200 9,000 | 7,500 7,000 

Petroleum refinery products: | | . 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ ©757 1,807 1,900 742 740 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___________do____ ©285 233 230 285 275 
Distillate fuel oil... _.__._______do____ ©444 1,091 1,085 

OY 3,824 4,000 
Residual fuel oi] __ ____________do____ °976 1,482 377 
Other -_-__________ do ©172 __ 220 186 65 

Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ ©122 212 45 45 

Total _-________________do____ ©2756 6,076 6350 3,781 2,587 
Pumice ___._____~_ Le 1,272 1,446 1,260 1,200 1,100 

Salt, marine _~____§_~9__~ ~~~ ee 27,000 34,200 46,000 40,000 39,000 
Silver®__________________troy ounces__ 1,350 1,640 2,000 1,600 1,500 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Crushed rock and rough stone. cubic meters__  §-—-_ 518,000 559,500 602,000 600,000 550,000 
Limestone and other calcareous materials _ _ _ 57,000 55,100 ©53,000 55,000 50,000 
Sand and gravel ______—_~— cubic meters__ 224,000 238,900 260,000 250,000 200,000 

EL SALVADOR 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures_ ~~ ~~ 1,950 2,268 2,313 1,587 1,000 

Cement ___________~_ Le 375,000 T455,000 582,468 519,892 500,000 
Gold, fine ____________._~ _troy ounces_ _ 2,156 3,619 2,720 2,492 1,000 
Gypsum® ________ 7,000 7,000 7,000 9,000 6,000 
Iron and steel metal: 

Steel, crude___§___________________ 13,600 ©13,600 ©14,000 14,000 10,000 
Semimanufactures _....____________ __. 27,575 37,907 27,198 30,959 25,000 

Limestone____~____. ~~ LL 560,000 750,000 900,000 850,000 500,000 

Petroleum refinery products: - . 
Gasoline. ___ — thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,213 1,236 1,303 1,270 1,200 
Jet fuel _.--_-__ do 85 93 _— —_ __ 
Kerosine. ___§_$______________do____ 372 385 391 390 385 
Distillate fuel oil. ..._-_______-_do____ 1,601 1,665 1,435 1,500 1,400 
Residual fuel oi] _. ~~~ ~~_~___do___— 1,678 1,412 1,713 1,600 1,500 
Liquefied petroleum gas _____—.._do____ 316 294 315 300 290 

' Asphalt Hee ee Ld 134 163 136 150 135 
Refinery fuel and logses_ ______..do____ 84 106 “110 100 100 

Total __________________do____ 5,483 5,354 5,403 5,310 5,010 
Salt®__-_-__ = 25,000 27,000 27,000 27,000 20,000 
Silver, fine _.._._________-_ troy ounces__ 112,245 185,060 151,582 146,202 110,000 

GUATEMALA 

Antimony, mine output, metal content _______ 916 230 660 556 510 
Barite _-_§__~__ ~~ LLL —_ 1,330 3,600 4,610 5,200 
Cement eee ee ee Le 490,848 515,079 573,643 568,875 568,012 

Bentonite_______________________ __ 2,593 ©2700 ~=—s_—sa2 600 2,500 
Other _-_______ 104,830 124,991 131,036 169,861 165,641 

Copper, Cu content of concentrates__..______ 2,500 2,060 1,768 842 126 
Feldsper___§_-§_§_~_~___~ ~~ 13,071 15,377 10,601 21,530 10,044 
Gypsun, crude: 

For cement manufacture.______ ~~ ___ 13,324 15,213 18,323 19,310 18,588 
Other _______ 18,835 22,559 7,086 — 13,939 10,134 

Iron ore, gross weight... ~~~ 2 3,166 4,755 2,895 3,500 4,025 

Mine output, metal content ____________ 100 £100 £100 100 41 
Metal including secondary ___________~_ 127 119 90 92 70 

Lime _______~_~___~ 45,581 44,292 40,575 35,580 24,655 

Nickel, mine output, metal content? _________ 298 1,079 6,199 6,744 5,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude ______ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 110 T9221 571 1,513 1,800 

Refinery products: Fe 
Gasoline. don 1,111 1,225 1,153 919 1,050 
Jet fuel__§_§_§_§_§___________do____ 265 321 359 250 230 
Kerosine ____________..__do____ 233 243 271 286 290 
Distillate fuel oi! _. _.________do____ 1,474 1,886 1,876 1,751 2,010 
Residual fuel oil ___________do____ 2,009 2,160 2,032 2,070 2,610 
Liquefied petroleum gas and unspecified 

do____ 43 51 31 19 25 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Central American countries: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
OO 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

GUATEMALA —Continued 
Petroleum —Continued 

Refinery products —Continued 

Refinery fuel and losses 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 63 12 73 86 130 

Total ______._____---do___~_ 5,198 5,958 5,795 5,381 6,345 

Pumice and related materials: 
Pumice ______.-.--_~--~--------- NA 19,387 18,000 18,000 15,000 

Voleanic ash ______—___-~-~---~----- 26,000 35,000 36,581 12,721 5,451 

Salt. _~______-__-------~-----~---- 10,610 10,797 14,493 9,526 13,679 

Silver, mine output, metal content® troy ounces_ — NA ©10,000 £10,000 10,000 8,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Crushed and broken: 

Limestone _____.—_-— thousand tons_ — 941 825 815 920 896 

Unspecified (ballast, etc.) _ _ ____do___~- 903 €900 £900 900 700 
Marble____________-—~-- cubic meters__— 1,492 1,171 441 1,353 1,226 
Quartz __.__--___---------------- 2,600 2,500 £2,400 2,500 35,582 
Sand and gravel: 

Silica sand____..---.---------- 40,074 43,370 40,320 70,000 50,000 
Other. _________-_~_- cubic meters__ 844,223 788,605 788,494 640,000 3269,844 

Tungsten, mine output, W content of concentrate — -- _- _- 50 —_ 

Zinc, mine output, metal content* ________-- 1,024 1,000 ©1,000 1,000 32.996 

HONDURAS 

Antimony, mine output, metal content ————--- 710 78 46 23 20 

Cadmium, mine output, metal content_ __—__-~-— 263 260 204 229 200 

Cement ____________-------~------+- 250,000 271,000 621,000 636,000 500,000 

Copper, Cu content of lead and zinc concentrates _ 535 600 1,390 269 250 

Gold _______.___-_---~. ~~ troy ounces. — 2,481 ©2,500 1,501 2,027 3,000 

Gypsum _______--_--~------------- 18,144 ©22,600 €22,600 22,600 20,000 

Iron and steel semimanufactures _ _ . _ ____~-- 26,308 25,000 ©24,000 24,500 20,000 

Lead, mine output, metal content_ _ —_~—-~--- 20,600 21,800 16,400 15,171 14,000 
TT llEeleEl——————ee 

Petroleum refinery products: . 
Gasoline____-_ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 713 690 730 685 408 

Jet fuel _______________._--do___- 76 74 99 138 130 

Kerosine_ ________.___...-----do__~~ 299 289 358 329 288 

Distillate fuel oil___._.___.____---do__~_~- 1,251 1,211 1,356 1,437 847 

Residual fuel oi] _.__.______.-.—-do__~~_ 616 596 685 841 815 

Liquefied petroleum gas and unspecified 
do____ 60 58 39 32 36 

Refinery fuel and losses_ _____——~-do___- 273 264 218 186 101 

Total _______________---do___~- 3,288 3,182 3,485 3,648 2,625 

Salt® ________________---_-----+--- 32,600 32,600 32,600 32,600 30,000 

Silver __._____.—~-_ thousand troy ounces_ — 2,819 2,788 2,434 1,766 2,400 

tone: 
Limestone____________----------- 496,457 ©500,000 ©500,000 500,000 450,000 

Marble__________._-_------------ 42,184 43,000 ©43,000 43,000 40,000 

Zinc ore and concentrate, metal content_ ~~ — — — - 26,542 24,300 22,000 . 19,558 18,000 

NICARAGUAS 

Cement _______.___-______--------- 226,322 199,000 86,158 153,926 100,000 

Copper, mine output, metal content _— ~~ ----- 300 ©100 ne _- _- 

Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces_ _ 65,764 73,947 61,086 60,000 70,000 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude® _________--- 36,000 36,000 36,000 40,000 30,000 

Lead ore and concentrate, metal content — ~~ - - -— 956 400 - — — __ 

Lime® _____________-------------- 36,000 37,000 36,000 40,000 30,000 
SS TEEEeFTTETEeEE™"™E™TtTlETETE™hn—E&Eyz£_£_——=ZX?[VhDEXEXE=E™===S=_E 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline. ___— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 1,207 1,421 1,030 1,108 1,075 

Jet fuel ..-____________-----do___~ 225 214 115 147 140 

Kerosine. __ ______.____----~-do___~- 117 124 103 106 100 

Distillate fuel oil___._._____.__-_--do__-__ 1,388 1,328 947 1,255 1,200 

Residual fuel oi] ________.___---do___~- 1,762 1,695 7117 966 950 

Liquefied petroleum gas — _ _ — ——-—-—do_ ~~~ 185 186 143 163 150 

Asphalt _________---------~-do___- 112 110 49 101 90 
Unspecified _ . . _ __-----------do__-- 58 *59 38 45 40 

Refinery fuel and logses_ _ — _ — — - - - -do_ — -- 122 122 162 196 180 

Total _._.______-__------do__~_~- 5,176 5,259 3,364 4,087 3,925 

Salt, marine®__ ____----------------- 16,000 18,000 18,000 20,000 18,000 

Sand __________-------- cubic meters_ _ *76,038 ©80,000 €80,000 NA NA 

Silver, mine output ——.—_—-—-—-~-—troy ounces__ T167,184 ¥ 482,261 389,023 164,000 167,000 

Zinc ore and concentrate, metal content_ _ — — — - - 10,142 3,600 _- _- _— 

PANAMA 

Cement _________--.-------------- 270,672 300,000 510,000 565,000 600,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Central American countries: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
a 

PANAMA —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
dee 207,611 183,019 206,892 183,182 99,000 Products______________ cubic meters. _ 34,159 27,160 31,497 40,603 52,000 : ES 8,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ €2,500 2,372 2,555 1,974 1,457 Jet fuel _-.--_-__ dol ©1,850 | 1.095 fn NA 
Kerosine________.______.___do____ ©250 83 , 49 658 Distillate fuel oil_ _____________do____ *4,500 4,563 4,745 3,000 2,300 = Residual fuel oil _-..._________do____ 10,100 7,426 7,300 7,009 5,600 Liquefied petroleum gas _________do____ _- 312 256 140 Asphalt ___________________do____ °50 | 730 { 5 56 Unspecified _________________do____ *1,350 221 NA 160 Refinery fuel and losses____.______do____ “800 123 730 6356 120 tO 

Total _-_--______________do____ 21,400 16,937 17,155 713,649 10,491 Salt, marine _._-._-§__________________ 21,021 15,233 18,805 18,583 15,000 Stone, sand and gravel: 
Limestone® _______.______________ 307,371 416,363 478,322 536,250 394,000 Other ________-thousand cubic meters__ 371 945 722 724 828 $e ee ce 

*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
1MIncludes data available through Oct. 4, 1982. 
2Ni content of sinter. 
5Reported figure. 
*Exports. 
5In addition to the commodities listed, N icaragua produces a small but undetermined quantity of cadmium contained 

in zinc concentrates for export. 
°Refinery fuel is apparently included as a part of the products listed above; subtraction of the reported detail from the reported otal gives a result of -7, indicating a net gain as a result of refining operations, but this cannot allow for 
ine) el. 

etal adds to 7 more than this reported total (see footnote 6). 
*Excludes approximately 8,000 cubic meters per year, apparently dimension stone. 

COSTA RICA 

During 1981, the GDP declined by 3.6% to tons with an average grade of 1.6 grams of 
an estimated $4.7 billion* based on current gold per ton was the same as that for 1980. 
prices. A further decline in economic per- Petroleum imports accounted for about 
formance was forecast for 1982. The foreign 15% of the total import bill. Priority status 
debt for 1981 stood at $2.7 billion, an in- has been given to the search for and the 
crease of approximately $700 million over development of energy resources that would 
the 1980 figure. The balance of payments reduce the need for imported oil. Oil im- 
registered a deficit of $416 million, about ports have been restricted to the level of the 
$237 million less than the amount for 1980. country’s earnings from coffee exports. 
The inflation rate for 1981 was 65%, while Mexico’s state oil agency, Petréleos Mexi- 
the unemployment rate was approximately _canos, provided technical assistance to Re- 
20% of the work force. finadora Costarricense de Petréleo for oil 

The mineral industry was of minor signif- exploration. Work was principally in the 
icance in Costa Rica. In 1981, it contributed Baja Talamanca region, Llanuras de Santa 
less than 1% to the GDP. Mineral produc- Clara, and the Limon Basin. 
tion was limited to small amounts of gold The Instituto Costarricense de Electrici- 
and silver, as well as limestone and cement. dad announced plans to increase hydroelec- 

The gold was produced from the Santa _ tric generating capacity by 60% by the end 
Clara Mine, 40 miles from San José in of the decade. The assessment of the geo- 
Puntarenas Province. United Hearne Re- thermal resources continued around the 
sources Ltd. owned 60% of the mine while Ricén de la Vieja and Miravalles volcanoes 
Canadian Barranca Corp. owned 40%. The _ in the Province of Guanacaste. 
mine, using open pit mining on the main Aluminios Nacionales, S.A., a subsidiary 
Mondongo zone and a cyanidation-leaching of Costarricense de Desarrollo, officially 
process, has been operating since February inaugurated the largest aluminum process- 
1981. The ore reserve figure of 4.1 million ing plant in Central America. The $28
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million plant was to process annually 10,000 consumption, with the remainder destined 

tons of aluminum ingots imported from the for exportation to other Centra] American 

United States and Europe. An estimated countries, the Caribbean, and Venezuela. 

10% of the production was for domestic 

Table 2.—Costa Rica: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

 — — — 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all 
forms ____--_----~-~--~----- 126 170 14 Nicarsgua 41; Netherlands 35; Guate- 

mala 32. 

Copper metal including alloys, all forms _ 34 7 7 

Iron and steel: 
Metal: . 

Scrap .___-_----------- 19 NA NA NA. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 
tions________------ 394 949 _- Nicaragua 472; El Salvador 283; 

Panama 139. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — 13,074 19,174 — Nicaragua 10,955; El} Salvador 3,696; 
Panama 2,907. 

Wire __________----- 254 457 13 Guatemala 207; Honduras 143; Nica- 
ragua 49. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings — — — —-— 3,962 4,145 — Panama 1,692; Nicaragua 1,323; El 
Salvador 747. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms __ 39 14 _- Panama 7; Nicaragua 6. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ — $371 $96 $85 Panama $11. 

Zinc metal including alloys, all forms_ — — 21 6 _- All to Colombia. 

Other: Base metals including alloys, all 
forms _______~---__~---~---- 203 82 _— All to Panama. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.8.: 
Natural _________--------- 695 26 _. Allto Nicaragua. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _________--------- 89 209 -- Mainly to Nicaragua. 

Cement________-_--_-------- 961 NA NA NA. 

Clays and clay products including 
nonclay refractory brick _ ___——--- 90 310 — Panama 155; Honduras 107; 

Nicaragua 48. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 1 NA NA NA. 

Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_____----------- 151 173 __ Guatemala 100; Honduras 73. 

Other including mixed __—--~-_-_- 61,113 55,639 __ Panama 19,008; El] Salvador 15,721; 
Honduras 3,855. 

Lime ___________----~------- 1,895 16,898 __ Honduras 16,560; Panama 194; El 
Salvador 77. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.8.: 
Soda ash. ___ ___-__-------- 10 NA NA _ NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _ —_ ~~ 116 34 -- Guatemala 31; Panama 2; West Ger- 
many 1. 

Worked ___ ____--------- 36 NA NA NA. 

Calcareous stone _ _____------- 1,590 1,958 _- Panama 1,844; Honduras 60; Nica- 
ragua 33. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms _— ————--~--~- 5 NA NA NA. 

Sulfuric acid. __ _ .._.-------- 209 1,629 ae Nicaragua 914; Guatemala 300; El 
Salvador 213. 

Other: Building materials of asphalt, as- 
bestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_____ __----------- 863 985 59 Nicaragua 771; Panama 114; Hon- 

duras 37. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline __ _ __ _42-gallon barrels_ — 697 NA NA NA. 

Distillate fuel oi] _ _ _ _ _ _ - _do_ _—- 26,923 115 (4) Netherlands Antilles 90. 

Lubricants____ __------do___- _- 1 -- 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ — —do-__ - - _- NA NA NA. 

Unspecified - - = scaly petroleum. 798 NA NA _ NA. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals - _ - _ 18 NA NA NA. 

SnInTraeotnin erie nen nn ee 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Costa Rica: Imports of mineral commodities 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ae a a 
Commodi 1979 1980 : ¥ Gaited Other (principal) Te 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all forms ___ 3,856 4,493 1,558 France 657; Venezuela 601; El 

vador 397. Copper metal including alloys, all forms __ _-- 2,544 2,977 1,589 Peru 1,060; Chile 167; Japan 60. Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap _-_-___________ 192 247 17 Panama 118; United Kingdom 
Pig iron, cast iron, related materials______ 951 666 12 West Germany 390; Mexico 220. Steel, primary forms ________________ 25,515 25,051 24,383 Japan 504; Spain 84. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections ____ 17,757 18,290 1,339 Ja 8,239; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 1,619; West Ger- 
many 1,078. Universals, plates, sheets_________ _ 89,897 87,875 3,551 Japan 73,861; North Korea 1,253. Hoop and strip _________________ 582 609 251 Japan 197; Italy 56; West Ger- 
many 40. Rails and accessories ___________ _ 5,783 1,249 118 West Germany 831; Panama 127; 
apan 78. Wire _-___________. 5,854 4,705 325 Japan 1,671; Brazil 701; Nicara- 

gua 517. Tubes, pipes, fittings.____________ 4,016 5,276 1,665 Japan 1,050; Panama 489; France 
Castings and forgings, rough. 108 19 6 Colombia 11; West Germany 2. Lead metal including alloys, all forms_____ __ 271 281 8 Peru 150; Mexico 82; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 21. Silver and platinum-group metals including al- 
loys, unwrought and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $409 $879 $822 France $52. Tin metal including alloys, allforms_______ _ 16 11 1 El Salvador 4; Peru 3; Mexico 2. Zinc metal including alloys, all forms _______ _ 4,967 5,479 527 Canada 2,593; Peru 1,332; Mexico 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates ______________ 1,129 1,163 58 Mexico 1,102. Base metals including alloys, all forms ____ 28 30 24 Bolivia 2. 
NONMETALS . 

Abrasives,n.es =... = 108 33 17 Brazil 14; West Germany 2. Asbestos,crude _._____________. 1,167 1,318 4 Canada 952; Australia 362. Boron materials: Oxides and acids_________ 66 19 17 +West Germany 2. Cement __-______-______ 5,999 6,487 236 West Germany 2,870; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 2,382; Japan 925. Clay products including nonclay refractory brick 11,129 6,750 862 Ttaly Loi ioe icaragua 1,455; 
pain 1,225. Diatomite and other infusorial earth _______ 407 255 54 Mexico 198; West Germany 3. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude ___________ 211 1 NA NA. Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous__________________ 26,518 24,061 1,097 West Germany 8,963; Hungary 

rere Trinidad and Tobago 

Phosphatic _.._._____________ 22,941 36,602 36,074 Netherlands 504. Potassic _______________ > 52,863 63,106 32,599 West Germany 15,257; Canada 
13,041; Netherlands 527. ; Other including mixed ________ | 5,639 16,222 2,766 Mexico 6,003; Hungary 4,435; 
West Germany 2,408. Lime__________________ 705 815 19 Nicar, a 493: Panama 301. Salt andbrine __.____________ 7,756 15,894 2,068 Chile 10,425: E] Salvador 3,196. Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Causticsoda -__-____________ 5,017 5,311 611 Nicaragua 3,968; United King- 
dom 317. Sodaash__________________ et 7,307 2,894 2,065 United Kingdom 589; West Ger- 
many 126. Stone, sand and gravel___________ | 37,642 41,116 12,549 Nicaragua 13,859; Honduras 
13,774; West Germany 135. Sulfur: Sulfuric acid _-.--__________ > 308 116 49 Panama 54; Belgium 
Luxembourg ; West Germany 

Other: 
Crude _________________ 7,654 25,256 5,129 Chile 10,425; El Salvador 3,539; 

Guatemala 3,422. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals _____ _ 378 3,541 526 Canada 2,c21, Panama 37; Hon- 

uras 30. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Coal, coke, peat _-____________ 604 461 121 Mexico 103; Colombia 84; West 

Germany 74. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Costa Rica: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
| 

Sources, 1980 
| Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ _ - - -------- 10,904 11,295 3,910 Mexico 6,928; Nicaragua 159; 
West Germany 108. 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

/ 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _— 2,631 3,932 _- Mexico 1,791; Venezuela 1,639; 
Netherlands Antilles 502. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ~~ ee do 617 730 16 Netherlands Antilles 562; Vene- 

zuela 102. 

Kerosine____________~--do___~- 36 26 14. ~=—- Venezuela 12. 

Distillate fuel oil _.. ___.__.__-do____ 2,453 1,953 _- Netherlands Antilles 994; Vene- 
zuela 959. 

Residual fuel oil] _______---do___- _- NA NA NA. 

Lubricants___________—--do___~- 150 155 68 El Salvador 24; Netherlands An- 
tilles 18; Venezuela 15. 

Mineral jelly and wax _ _ _ __-—do._ ~~ 25 17 5 West Germany 9; Japan 2. 

Liquefied petroleum gas __---—do__~_- 157 161 ?) Venezuela 166. 

Other____________---~-do___- 190 355 37 Venezuela 307; Mexico 10. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and gas- - 

derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ _ _--_--+--- 4,678 2,932 1,917 Netherlands Antilles 921; Mexico 
72; West Germany 10. 

a 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. | 

EL SALVADOR | 

The civil strife during 1981 continued to country relied entirely on imported oil. The 

severely undermine the El Salvadorean share of oil as an energy source has decreas- 

economy. The high political uncertainty has ed over the last decade. The easing of this 

resulted in the GDP falling to $3.4 billion, large economic burden has been achieved 

in current prices. This represented an ap- through agreements with the Governments 

proximate decrease of 12% in real terms of Venezuela and Mexico. Venezuela guar- | 

from the 1980 GDP. The balance of pay- anteed to return 30% of the oil import costs 

ments for 1981 showed a deficit of $132 and may help with the financing of the San 

million. The inflation rate was 15%, which Lorenzo hydroelectric project. | 

was one-half of the 1980 rate. On March 18, 1981, the Governments of 

The mineral industry, including produc- El Salvador and Mexico signed an agree- 

tion of gold, silver, cement, and limestone, ment whereby El Salvador need pay only 

contributed less than 1% to the GDP. Gold 70% of the cost of imported Mexican oil in 

production fluctuated from about 8,700 troy cash. El Salvador would retain the remain- 

ounces in 1975 to about 2,500 troy ouncesin ing 30% due on the oil bill as a 5-year loan 

1980. In the last decade, annual silver at 4% interest and will not need foreign 

production varied between 112,530 and exchange to cover this portion. These terms 

184,870 troy ounces. | were an improvement over those granted by 

Gold was primarily produced from the Venezuela, which was to supply the remain- 

San Cristobal Mine by the local company ing one-half of El Salvador’s petroleum and 

Minas San Cristobal, S.A., a wholly owned insisted on full payment 7 days in advance 

subsidiary of Javelin International Ltd. of shipment. Subsequently, Venezuela 

formerly Canadian Javelin Ltd. would return 30% of the oil bill in the form 

Government involvement in the mineral of a loan on the same repayment terms as 

industry was through the Instituto Salva- offered by Mexico. 

doreno de Desarrollo Industrial and the El Salvador had an aggressive geother- 

Comisién Nacional de Petréleo. Jointly they mal development program underway to 

have undertaken a $1.5 million geological boost its electrical power output. During the 

survey designed to locate mineral deposits 197 0’s, two 30-megawatt powerplants in the 

of economic interest. Ahuachapan Field were brought online, and 

E] Salvador’s 1981 imports of crude oil a third was scheduled. 

declined by 2.2% from that of 1980. The
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Table 4.—El Salvador: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 “United Do 

Gaited Other (principal) 
me 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 2,947 2,939 31 Guatemala 2,082; Costa Rica 398; 

Nicaragua 272. Copper metal including alloys, all forms _____ 23 (4) NA NA. Iron and steel metal, allforms _____ | 32,286 13,695 __ Guatemala 7,231; Nicaragua 
4,312; Ecuador 1,423. Lead metal including alloys, all forms_____ __ 22 43 ~~ Mainly to Guatemala. Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought __________ troy ounces__ 151,816 (*) -- _ All to Switzerland. Tin metal including alloys, allforms_______ _ 4 14 a Guatemala 7; Nicaragua 4; Costa 
ca 2. 

Other: Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals -_-_.__________ 482 950 489 Netherlands 138; West Germany 

118; Belgium-Luxembourg 82. 
NONMETALS — 

Cement ____._____________ 119,569 92,706 -- Guatemala 90,438; Mexico 2,251; 
Belize 17. Clays and clay products: 

Crude __-_-_ = 475 816 -- Costa Rica 386; Guatemala 238; 
Panama 192. Products including nonclay refractory brick _ 415 143 -- All to Guatemala. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude ________________ 91 NA NA _ NA. Manufactured ____________ | 57,211 169 — Nicaragua 129; Guatemala 25; 
Costa Rica 15. Lime_____~~_~-_ ~~ 57 152 _~ All to Guatemala. Salt and brine _________________ | 21,703 24,980 -~- Guatemala 20,911; Costa Rica 
3,810; Nicaragua 207. Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone__________________ 308 NA NA NA. Sand, gravel, crushed rock___________ _ 7 26 __ Guatemala 26. Sulfur: Sulfuric acid ~~ LL 1,083 NA NA _ NA. er: 
Crude _-__-_-_-__-___ 283 25,926 -~- Guatemala 21,278; Costa Rica 

4,196; Nicaragua 207. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals ______ _ 7,379 8,759 _— All to Guatemala. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Coal, all grades___-____________ 11 NA NA_ NA. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline___________42-gallon barrels__ 935 425 -- All to Guatemala. Distillate fuel oil. ___._.______do____ 212,610 438,819 — Guatemal a 370,493; Panama 

Lubricants __.__._.__.______do.__. 76,909 99,036 _- Costa Rica 48,566; Nicaragua 
25,046; Guatemala 24,290. 

Uae roleum gas Trrrrzer ge --- 65768 65,968 NA Gas mala 57,995; Nicaragu nspecified_ ________..______do____ , , -- uatemala 57,995; Ni a . 7,966; Costa Rica 7. ——_-——— [OO EO 
NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
*Unreported quantity valued at $3,079,000. 

| Table 5.—El Salvador: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 : _ 

United Other (principal) _ SS 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Unwrought __________ 390 3,108 1,952 Canada 652; France 504. Semimanufactures____________ 3,617 1,824 991 Guatemala 155; Costa Rica 35. Copper metal including alloys, all forms _ 2,674 1,107 497 = Peru 400; Costa Rica 106; Japan 70. Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap____-_~~~_-_____ 28,091 4,611 ~- Guatemala 3,156; Nicaragua 1,249; 

Panama 160. Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 6,239 1,829 296 Guatemala 1,071; Mexico 282. Steel, primary forms___________ 4,691 NA NA_ NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—El Salvador: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 “tImued »”»”» +2... DO 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel metal —Continued 

Semimanufactures____._.__-. - 69,267 57,200 3,632 Japan 21,191; Guatemala 14,652; 
est Germany 4,473. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms _ _ 509 234 8 Mexico 202; Guatemala 20. 
Nickel metal including : oys, all forms _ 2 2 _. All from West Germany. 
Platinum-group me including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands. _ NA $24 $1 West Germany $1. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______do___- NA $110 $76 West Germany $27; Netherlands $7. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms — _ — 23 22 2 United Kingdom 16; Canada 2; 
Netherlands 2. 

Zinc metal including alloys, all forms... _ — 260 400 28 Mexico 237; Peru 63; Republic of 
Korea 50. . 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_____.__—- 2 261 181 Guatemala 80. 
Ash and residue containing nonfer- 
rous metals____________-—- 5 4 _- All from Guatemala. 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 3 2 _- All from West Germany. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: Grinding stones _ —_ _ _ ~~~ _—-— -:1,580 89 7 Brazil 16; Guatemala 16; West Ger- 
many 14. 

Asbestos, crude. _-§.___.____--~- 3,312 3,324 _- Canada 2,744; Australia 550. 
Cement. _________----------- 1,915 997 11 United Kingdom 567; West Germany 

174; Japan 101. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude______~__ ee 5,584 NA NA NA. 
Products including nonclay refractory . 

brick __—§ ~- $$ -_-_-~_ Le 4328 2,442 1,056 Guatemala 652; Brazil 247; Mexico 

Diamond, industrial _ thousand carats__ 570 NA NA NA. | 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ — — 359 310 23 Mexico 270; Guatemala 12; Costa 

ica 5. 
Feldspar and fluorspar _________~—~- 47 NA NA NA. 
Fertil izer materials: 

Crude______________ ee 8,055 NA NA NA. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous __________-~_—- 118155 145,627 69,073 Italy 27,866; Finland 22,105; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 14,401. 

Phosphatic___________--__ 24,929 NA NA NA. 
Potassic.__._ ________._--~_ 13,991 140 10 NA. 
Other including mixed _ _ __ — _ — 72,311 36,616 35,109 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,436; Guate- 

mala 55. 
Graphite, natural ____________-_- 152 NA NA NA. 
Gypsum and plasters _________-_~_ 20,428 14,551 23 Guatemala 14,469; West Germany 56. 
Lime ______~________-_-_- 5,810 1,918 _— All from Guatemala. 
Mica, all forms ___§_~_ ~~~ _~____-__ 10 4 4 
Pigments, mineral, crude__________ 3,694 NA NA NA. 

t and brine. __ ____________--~_ 66 134 21 Nicaragua 90; Canada 19; West Ger- 
many 3. 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda__ $$ ~~~ 6,143 5,308 1,069 Nicaragua, 2,572; Mexico 596; Guate- 

mala 528. 
Soda ash ____- ~~~ 2,113 1,302 48 Guatemala 366; West Germany 272; 

Denmark 243. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone ______~-_-_—-_ 6,456 2,238 _- Guatemala 2,202; Mexico 36. 
P Gravel and crushed rock —____—__ 1,273 571 16 Guatemala 555. 
ulfur: 
Elemental, other than colloidal _ — — _ 14,781 NA NA NA. 
Sulfuric acid. ___-§____-___--__ 504 1,188 145 Mexico 714; Costa Rica 226. 

Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite___—___~_ 231 175 56 Guatemala 82; West Germany 27; 
y 10. 

Other: 
Crude___________-_--_-----_ 461 11,640 1,256 Guatemala 6,493; Canada 2,763; 

Australia 550. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals__________-__---~-_- 5,012 228 77 Guatemala 102; Mexico 28; Colombia 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ - _ _ _ _ — _- NA NA NA. 
Coal and coke including briquets _ - - __ 530 286 156 Colombia 125; Guatemala 5. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—El Salvador: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined. 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 4,507 4,920 _. ._ All from Venezuela. 
Refinery products: ‘ 

Gasoline ___42-gallon barrels_ — 31,389 19,346 697 Guatemala 11,220; Netherlands An- 

Kerosine __________do___- 12,726 7,688 1,457 Nicaragua 5,247; Netherlands Antil- 
les 548; Netherlands 441. 

- Lubricants _ . .__-_-——do___~ 53,906 41,867 22,582 Netherlands Antilles 8,939; Nicara- 
/ gua 8,806; United Kingdom 15. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 14,324 19,352 3,691 West Germany 3,462; Japan 818; 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ do___ _ 11,601 NA NA NA 
Unspecified _____——do___~_ 1,151 819 595 Nicaragua 133; Panama 14. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals __ _ _— 25 1,310 474 Netherlands Antilles 358; Guatemala 

343; Nicaragua 133. 

NA Not available. . 

GUATEMALA | 

For a number of years Guatemala enjoy- With the closure of the Exmibal nickel 
ed one of the highest growth rates in Latin mine, the only remaining metal mining 
America; however, the GDP for 1981 in- operation of any significance in Guatemala 
creased less than 1% to an estimated $3.15 was the Oxec underground copper mine 
billion’ in current prices. Exports for 1981 operated by Transmetales Ltda. in Alta 
increased by about 14% over those of 1980, Verapaz Department. Underground devel- 
while imports increased only about 4%. opment work was also being undertaken on 

The small mining industry suffered a_ the lead, zinc, and silver Ballena Montene- 

major setback with the decision to close gro and Penasco Mines in southeast Guate- 
permanently the nickel plant at El Estor, mala in the State of Chiquimula. The major- 
located at the western end of Lake Izabal. ity interest in the mines was held by Minas 
The reasons given for closing the plant were de Oriente S.A. (Minorsa), a 60% subsidiary 
the depressed state of the world nickel of Lacana Mining Corp. of Ontario, Canada. 
market and the sharp increase in operating The minority interests were held by Toho 
costs. The decision to close the plant was Zinc Co., Ltd., and C. Itoh & Co., Ltd., of 
made near the end of 1981 by Inco Ltd., Japan, which advanced $600,000 to fund an 

which held an 80% interest in the former exploration program on Minorsa’s property. 
operating company, Exploraciones y Ex- The recoverable ore reserves were estimat- 
plotaciones Mineras Izabal (Exmibal). The ed at 2.2 million tons, averaging 2.77 troy 
remaining 20% was owned by the Hanna _ ounces of silver per ton, 0.58% lead, and 
Mining Co. of the United States. The El 4.28% zinc. 
Estor plant had been closed on a standby Stone, sand and gravel, and sulfur were 
basis since September 1980. The major produced on a limited scale in 1981. It was 
change in operating conditions was the reported that antimony and tungsten were 
marked increase in the cost of oil, which being mined at Ixtahuacan by Minas de 
accounted for approximately 60% of direct Guatemala S.A. 
operating costs. In the laterite treatment Oil represented a valuable export com- 
process it was found that for each $l-per- modity for Guatemala. Production from the 
barrel increase in the price of oil there was Rubelsanto and West Chinaja Fields was 
a corresponding increase of about $0.05 per about 6,600 barrels per day during 1981. It 
pound of nickel produced. The El Estor was confidently expected that this produc- 
plant, which was built at a total cost of $224 tion could be raised to 10,000 to 12,000 
million, produced approximately 6,940 tons barrels per day by the end of 1982. Société 
of nickel matte during the first 9 months of Nationale Elf Aquitaine, the French oil 
1980. concern, which had been providing finan-
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cial and technical assistance, was the opera- estimated the probable oil reserves at 2 

tor of the producing fields for the Petro- billion barrels compared with the previous 

maya Consortium in a joint venture with estimate of 800 million barrels. If the esti- 

Basic Resources International S.A. The mate proves correct, Guatemala can be 

Yalpemech 1 well, drilled by Hispanoil in a assured of a domestic supply of oil for many 

joint operation with Braspetro Internation- years. Most of the output of crude oil was 

al of Brazil and Elf Aquitaine, at a final shipped to Louisiana refineries in the Unit- 

depth of 4,600 meters, was the deepest well ed States, and the refined products were 

of record drilled in Guatemala. imported. 

The Guatemalan Petroleum Bureau has 

HONDURAS 

The GDP for 1981 was $2.7 billion® at one of the country’s largest projects to date, 

current prices, which was a slight increase costing approximately $80 million. Firms 

over that of 1980. Honduras had a deficitin from Japan and Spain participated in the 

its trade balance of $139 million, while the plant’s construction, while $15 million for 

inflation rate was 9%. financing came as a loan from the Venezue- 

The mineral industry contributed from lan Trust Fund. The plant was expected to 

2% to 3% to the country’s GDP in 1981. The enable Honduras to save more than $13 

great bulk of the precious and base metals million annually in imports of cement, 

was produced from the El Mochito Mine while it generated about 350 jobs. The 

near Santa Barbara. The mine was operated construction of the El Cajon hydroelectric 

by the Rosario Resources Corp. of AMAX project alone was expected to require at | 

Inc. least 350,000 tons of cement, which would 

The El Mochito Mine was converted toa otherwise have to be imported. For its raw 

50% open pit operation to increase profit- material, the plant utilized nearby lime- 

ability, while average ore grades continued stone and mar! deposits where measured 

to decline. During 1981, 378,000 tons of ore, reserves will last an estimated 40 years. In 

grading 4.3% lead and 6.1% zinc, was mined addition, the plant used a material called 

and milled to produce 13,880 tons of lead, pozzoiana, a siliceous volcanic ash, to pro- 

17,846 tons of zinc, 1,667,000 troy ounces of duce a more resistant cement used in build- 

silver, and 1,242 troy ounces of gold. Only ing dams and bridges. 

zinc showed an increase over the 1980 The high cost of energy, due to the depen- 

production. Further progress was made on dence on imported oil, had a very inflation- 

expanding the mine, and when completed, ary effect on the Honduran economy. The 

perhaps in 1983, the capacity could be El Cajon hydroelectric powerplant under 

increased from 1,200 to 2,500 tons per day. construction was expected to permit a de- 

The Texaco Inc. petroleum refinery at crease in oil imports when completed in 

Puerto Cortés on the Caribbean coast was 1983. 

shut down from mid-September through the Exploration drilling for oil continued to 

remainder of 1981. This action resulted be unsuccessful. A program was proposed to 

from changes in refining costs due to the reevaluate the country’s hydrocarbon po- 

heavier Mexican crude oil. tential with International Bank for Recon- 

The new cement plant at Piedras Azules struction and Development (World Bank) 

began production in August with an annual funding. 

production capacity of 400,000 tons. It was
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Table 6.—Honduras: Exports of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1978 1980 : _ 
Qnited Other (principal) 

ae 

METALS 
Antimony ore and concentrate, gross 
weight____.____ _- NA NA _ NA. Iron and steel metal, allforms_______ 2,701 4,156 ~- Guatemala 2,107; Costa Rica Lead 

1,255; Nicaragua 729. 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight __ 38,656 20,698 5,698 United Kingdom 10,000; Aus- 

tralia 5,000. Si Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 31 NA NA _ NA. ver: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands_ _ $10,771 $31,779 $11,182 United Kingdom $10,951; 
Australia $5,890. Metal including alloys, unwrought 

7 and partly wrought _____do____ $129 NA NA NA. inc: 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight __ 50,491 (?*) (*) Mostly to Italy and Belgium- 

Luxembourg. ounce! including alloys, allforms ___ 24 NA NA NA. er: 
Ores and concentrates__________ 2,640 NA NA NA. Ash and residue containing nonfer- 
rousmetals___________ —- 27 — All to Brazil. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.es.: Natural. | 4 20 — All to Costa Rica. Cement.__.___________. 5,059 12,569 _— Cayman Islands 6,767; Belize 

| Clays and clay products: 
— Crude__-___________ 24 NA NA _ NA. Products including nonclay refractory 

brick__-__.._____ — NA NA _ NA. Fertilizer materials: 
Crude._-_-_-__________ 47 34 7 Guatemala 27. Manufactured________ | (4) 600 __ Guatemala 495; Belize 105. Gypsum and plasters ________ 2 13,630 ~- Costa Rica 13,586; Nicaragua 22; 

West Germany 21. Lime _-_______________ __ NA NA_ NA. Precious and semiprecious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $4 $3 $3 Salt_---2 2 62 18 _~ All to Costa Rica. Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone, 

crude and partly worked -e eee 16 NA NA NA. Other: Building materials of asphalt, as- 
bestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals_______________ | 206 116 33 Belize 65; Costa Rica 18. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Hydrogen and rare gases_____ =| 1 NA NA NA. Petroleum refinery products: 

Residual fuel oil 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ _- 148 3 Panama 135; Belize 10. Lubricants____________do.___ (5) (5) (5) 

. 
NA Not available. 
Data for 1979 are not available. 
Unreported quantity valued at $9,964. 
SUnreported quantity valued at $3,962. 
“Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 
SLess than 1/2 unit.
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Table 7.—Honduras: Imports of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a nnn 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1978 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

evn 
a 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all forms — 984 1,261 512 Guatemala 171; Nicaragua 51; 
Hong Kong 16. 

Copper: 
ulfate_______--------------- NA NA NA NA. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ~~ ~~ —-— 211 195 84 Costa Rica 41; Japan 32; West 
Germany 5. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap. _._---_---~------------ _- NA NA NA. 

Other__ _ -- _--------.-------- 65,892 89,971 20,976 NA. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms _ — ~~ — 374 602 180 Mexico 360; Belgium 
Luxembourg 55; Denmark 5. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms — — — — 1 2 2 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought? ____ value, thousands__ $4 $15 $14 West Germany $1. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms ~ ~~ — — — 66 44 9 Chile 15; Costa Rica 12; West 
rmany 6. 

Zinc metal including alloys, all forms ~~ — — - 1,776 847 212  Belgium-Luxembourg 300; Mex- 
ico 199; Japan 51. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_ _____------- 42 87 82 Costa Rica 2; United Kingdom 2. 

Metals including alloys, all forms _ _ — — — - 7 14 9 Bolivia 3; Mexico 2. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.8.: 
Natural _______.~_----------- 14 7 3 Norway 4. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 70 68 9 West jermany 21; Austria 14; 
razil 9. 

Asbestos, crude. _____..----------- 2,062 2,102 _. Canada 1,148; Australia 952; 
West Germany 2. 

Cement ________-----_------+--- 21,085 18,814 292 Peru 8,950; Nicaragua 4,770; 
Panama 1,566. 

Clays and clay products: 
rude: Kaolin and other clays or earth_ _ — 12,477 8,045 1,053 Guatemala 6,867; Jamaica 114; 

Mexico 7. 

Products including nonclay refractory _ 

brick. _______.-_------------ 2,608 8,225 4,518 Japan 619; Colombia 572; Italy 

Diamond, industrial _ _ _ — — _ - — kilograms... — _ NA NA NA. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth — _ _ — — — 262 302 222 Mexico 58; Guatemala 17; West 
Germany 4. 

Fertilizer materials: | 

Crude, phosphatic __-_----------- (°) 294 294 an 

Manufactured ________--------- 50,615 72,301 52,908 West Germany 10,518; Costa Ri- 
ca 4,333; Japan 4,223. 

Graphite, natural ___~-_ ~~~ -— kilograms__ @) 10 _- All from Guatemala. 

Gypsum and plasters - --_----------- 29 85 81 NA. 

Lime ___________-------------- - 1,822 2,741 504 Canada 1,263; United Kingdom 
911; Mexico 50. 

Mica, worked _____.———-— ~~ kilograms_ - 1,000 NA NA NA. 

Pigments, mineral, natural crude — — — — - - - 20 NA NA NA. 

Precious and semiprecious stones except . 

diamond________-— value, thousands_ _ $12 $6 $2 Switzerland $2; West Germany 

Salt. __-_________-----------+--- 210 881 551 Canada 167; Guatemala 163. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic soda____ __.-_---------- 4,927 3,418 2,614 Belgium-Luxembourg 518; Mex- 

ico 80; Guatemala 51. 

Soda ash________-_~---------- 1,034 2,122 223 Bulgaria 716; Switzerland 329; 
; y . 

Caustic potash __---_-_--------- _- NA NA _ NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, all forms — — _ _——---- 113 101 _- All from Guatemala. 

Sand including ground quartz _______~- _- NA NA Na. 

Gravel and c ed rock ___-_-_-~--~- 24 102 70 Mexico 24; Guatemala 6. 

Quartz and quartzite ~o eee 160 351 36 Mexico 282; West Germany 33. 

careous stone _____.-_~------- 5,894 24,179 89 Costa Rica 16,520; Peru 5,300; 
Nicaragua 1,818. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms_ — — —--—--------- 13 2 _- West Germany 1. 

Sulfuric acid _____-_----------- 287 561 179 Netherlands 234; West Germany 
36; Costa Rica 24. 

Talc, natural steatite ____.__--------- 152 134 14 China 37; Republic of Korea 10; 
Costa Rica 7. 

Other: 
: 

Crude ________-_------------ _— 137 74 China 87; Republic of Korea 10; 
Costa Rica 7. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Honduras: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1980 ° 
Tse _ Commodity 1978 1980 United Other (principal) 

A
 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Other —Continued 

. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals____ _ 1,201 524 229 Costa Rica. 216; Guatemala 56; 
apan 23. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt,natural_.__________ 1 1 1 Coal and coke including briquets _________ 179 482 333. Mexico 75; Belgium-Luxembourg 
30; Guatemala 24. Hydrogen and rare gases_____________ 1,097 1,219 278 West Germany 361; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 250; Nicaragua 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 3,009 3,220 -- Venezuele, 2,894; Trinidad and 
oO ‘0 . Refinery products: 

Gasoline ~-~--+--~-____do____ 159 153 5 Trinidad and Tobago 92; British - yen Islands 29; Nicaragua 
: Kerosine and jet fuel______do____ 73 33 2 Trinidad and Tobago 21; British 

Virgin Islands 8; Nicaragua 1. Distillate fuel oil _.______do____ 438 373 21 Trinidad and Tobago 271; 
Netherlands Antilles 31; Brit- 
ish Virgin Islands 28. Residual fuel oil.________do____ 200 105 86 Trinidad and Tobago 19. Lubricants____________do____ 77 83 50 Nicaragua 10; Venezuela 8; 
Netherlands Antilles 7. Mineral jelly and wax _____do___ _ 17 10 1 Japan 4; West Germany 3. Liquefied | petroleum gas____do____ 63 84 (*) Venezuela 81. Unspecified -----~~~~-__do____ 81 108 8 Netherlands Antilles 60; Nica- 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and mene gas-derived crude chemicals__________ 6,053 7,385 3,569 Mexico 527; Guatemala 84; Nica- eo, 
ragua 63. 

NA Not available. 
. Data for 1979 not available. 

"Includes platinum-group metals. 
*Excludes unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 
“Less than 1/2 unit. " 

| Oo NICARAGUA | 
The Nicaraguan GDP for 1981 was an US. companies were continuing. Despite estimated $2.9 billion’ at current prices, to predictions to the contrary, the state min- which the mining industry contributed less ing company, Nicaraguan Corp. for Mining than 1%. Exports rose by about 12%, and Development (Codemina), has managed to imports rose by about 1%. The trade deficit maintain historic production levels. increased by approximately 4% to $393 In 1981, domestic mining was dominated million. The inflation rate for 1981 was by the production of gold and silver. The about 25%. In 1981, substantial loans and increase of 1981 gold and silver production grants were negotiated, notably with Mexi- over that of 1980 reflected the Govern- co and Libya, but also with Venezuela, the ment’s determination to maximize its reve- Federal Republic of Germany, and Bul- nue from the extraction of these precious garia. metals. Most of the production was from Immediately following the revolution of Codemina’s Rosita-Siuna underground min- 1979, the new Government nationalized the ing complex in Zelaya Department formerly four largest gold mines, owned by two U.S. operated by Rosario Mining of Nicaragua companies and one Canadian company. The Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Rosario U.S. companies were Rosario Resources, a Resources Corp. The Siuna Mine, which has subsidiary of AMAX, and ASARCO Incorpo- yielded about 50,000 ounces of gold per year, rated. Negotiations for compensation to the has measured and indicated reserves of
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about 3.3 million tons, grading 0.095 ounce has been only limited petroleum explora- : 
of gold per ton. tion activity in Nicaragua, except for a joint | 

In November, the Nicaraguan Ministry of offshore seismic program on the Caribbean 
Mines and Hydrocarbons signed a coopera- shelf carried out in 1980 by the Chevron 
tive agreement with the Swedish Geological International Oil Co., Ltd., and Phillips . 
Service. The agreement, worth $2.5 million, Petroleum Co. 
included technical assistance, creation of a Considering the lack of any indigenous 
mining chemical laboratory, and two miner- resources of oil and natural gas, priority has 
al prospecting centers. been given to the possible development of 

The Nicaraguan Government nationaliz- alternative sources of energy in the coun- 
ed the Compania Maritima Mundial and try. However, it appeared that the planned | 
Oleoductos but has recognized as valid those development of geothermal energy at Mom- 
permits for petroleum exploration held by otombo at Lake Managua was going to be 
foreign companies. However, new petrole- abandoned. The project, which had been 
um legislation imposing a different taxation undertaken by Empresa Nacional de Luz y 
system and modifying some of the terms of Fuerza at a total cost of $7.5 million, includ- 
existing contracts was to have been intro- ed the construction of a 35-megawatt 
duced in 1981. No details were available at powerplant capable of meeting about 20% 
yearend. of the current maximum demand for elec- 

Because of the political situation, there tricity. 

Table 8.—Nicaragua: Exports of mineral commodities. _ 

_ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Destinations,1980 8 . | | 
Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) | 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures __. _________-_- 147 109 __ Guatemala 50; Honduras 50; Costa . 

. ca v. 

Co : 
TSre and concentrate_._________ _- NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _ — 81 NA NA NA. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate - — --—~—-- ~~ 37 NA NA _ NA. . 

etal: 

Scrap __--------------- 3,387 1,627 _— El. Salvador 1,481; Guatemala 141. . oe 
Semimanufactures ________~— 2,414 3,979 _. Costa Rica 2,582; Honduras 760; 

Guatemala 314. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate. ______—-~- 39 NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures________..____--- _- NA NA NA. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 7 

i value, thousands_ — $1,511 $3,478 $2,678 Canada $724; West Germany $76. 
INC: 

Ore and concentrate .____.__-.- -- NA NA Na. , 
oneal including alloys, unwrought _ — -- NA NA NA. 

er. 

Ores and concentrates_ —__——.—-~- 3 NA NA _ NA. 
Other nonferrous base metals _ _ _ __ --. NA NA _ NA. 

NONMETALS 

Cement____________.-_______ 19,024 6,885 _. Honduras 6,592; Guatemala 288. 
Clays and clay products: ; 

de. 18 74 _. Costa Rica 59; Guatemala 15. 
Products: 

Refractory including nonclay . 
brick _.._____--___-__ 1,113 911 _. Costa Rica 476; Guatemala 94;El 

Salvador 77. 
Nonrefractory —----------- 1,255 1,475 1 Costa Rica 955; Honduras 251; Guate- 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth — _ _ 20 NA NA_ NA. , 
Feldspar and related materials __ ~~ -_ _ -- NA NA _ NA. . 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous - - - - --------~--~- 1 NA NA_ NA. 
Phosphatic __-____--------- 23 NA NA NA. 
Potassic _.___._----~------- 9 NA NA NA. 
Other including mixed _—_—___—~- 80 NA NA NA. 
Gypsum and plasters ________-_-~- 13,341 13,424 _. Mainly to Costa Rica. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—Nicaragua: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a . Destinations, 1980 

Commodit; 1979 1980 : | 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Lime ______~~.___ ~~ _______ 630 862 _. All to Costa Rica. 
Salt... > 4,904. 320 _. Guatemala 160; El Salvador 153; 

Honduras 5. . 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda__§_§_§_~_§________ 15,199 9,652 _. Costa Rica 4,059; Guatemala 3,005; El 
Salvador 2,527. 

Soda ash ___§_______________ 13 NA NA NA. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone ___________-- 50 NA NA NA. 
Quartz and quartzite__________~- -- NA NA _ NA. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid _.__.._.__._--_ — NA NA NA. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
MATERIALS 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ ___ — _— 718 NA NA NA. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline ___ __ _42-gallon barrels. _ 272 247 _— All to Costa Rica. 
Kerosine_________.____do____ 27,768 25,605 _. Costa Rica 18,430; El Salvador 2,377; 

Guatemala 2,145. 
Lubricants. _______.___do____ 43,736 66,899 _. Guatemala 17,612; Costa Rica 14,903; 

Panama 12,285. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ _ 3,248 465 _— E] Salvador 302; Honduras 163. 
Unspecified __._____.do____ 47,125 84,546 _. Honduras 49,077; Costa Rica 35,154; 

; Guatemala 315. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ _ 1,049 411 _. Guatemala 317; Costa Rica 74; Hon- 
duras 19. 

NA Not available. | 

Table 9.—Nicaragua: Imports of mineral commodities | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit * 1979 1980 “Thiteq))~COt™~é=<Ci«~COW”*~C‘“Ctéi‘ iti 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS © 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ________________ 163 315 315 
Semimanufactures__._________ 309 482 45 FE) Salvador 272; West Germany 89; 

Netherlands 12. 
Copper: 

ulfate_ _~.-_~_-______________ NA NA NA NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ _. __.$__.______ 1 6 _. United Kingdom 6. 
Semimanufactures __ _______ 43 53 41 NA. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Pigiron __~_-__. ~~. ____-_ 19 414 2 Honduras 412. 
Ferroalloys ____.___._____-- 13 1 -. NA. 
Steel, primary forms. —_________ 931 10,372 8,552 Canada 1,650; El Salvador 150; 

Guatemala 20. 
Scrap____-.-_-_----_----- __ NA NA NA. 
Semimanufactures____ ~~. ____ _ 21,357 78,742 11,835 NA. 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ______________--_ 198 196 60 Mexico 130; Costa Rica 6. ‘ 
Semimanufactures___________ 13 2 _. Costa Rica 1. 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms 
value, thousands_ — $6 NA NA NA. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _____._do____ $17 $45 $39 United Kingdom $5; West Germany 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _____~___________ 9 9 _. United Kingdom 9. 
Semimanufactures___________~ 1 4 1 United Kingdom 3. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 236 980 _. Canada 680; Peru 300. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Nicaragua: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

er nA 
SPSS STG 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit. 1979 1980 . 
y United Other (principal) 
eS 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc metal including alloys —Continued 

Semimanufactures_— ~~. __--—-- 33 41 4l 
Other: Base metals including alloys, all 

forms ___.___~— value, thousands. _— $11,142 $7 $7 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _.____ 2 599 104 Mexico 254; Costa Rica 237. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ____________-----~- 100 95 3 Costa Rica 76; West Germany 10; 
Mexico 3. 

Asbestos, crude _ _- __----------- 2 848 557 ~~ Australia 290; West Germany 1. 

Boron oxides and acids ________--_- 5 9 2 France 3; West Germany 3; United 
Kingdom 1. 

Cement__.___.._-_-__--------- 177 336 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 334; Hungary 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude. _-§_-_-___--~---~-----+ 1,346 1,551 786 Mexico 523; Guatemala 194; United 

Kingdom 22. 

Products: . 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick __-___-_____-----~- 403 782 621 Mexico 60; Costa Rica 38; Italy 25. 

Nonrefractory _ — — — - ------- 5 27 14 Costa Rica 12; Mexico 1. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 344 427 96 Mexico B54; Costa Rica 73; Guate- 

_mala 3. 

Feldspar and related materials __-_ —_—- _- 134 131 Guatemala 288; Costa Rica 279; Mex- 
ico 31. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _______----_--- 13,995 77,302 31,418 Netherlands 17,807; Venezuela 8,845; 
. West Germany 8,596. 

Phosphatic________----~-- © 14,230 20,309 20,256 Costa Rica 43; Netherlands Antilles 

Potassic________--___--- ‘18 12,932 6,903 Canada 6,029. 
Other including mixed —_ _ — _ — - — 2,864 14,878 13,369 Netherlands 984; Costa Rica 510. 

Graphite, natural ___.____---~--- . 14 22 ~-  Mexicol4. 
Gypsum and plasters _____------- 171 223 12 Guatemala 193; West Germany 16; 

Costa Rica 1. 

Lime ___________-~--------- l 319 —_ All from United Kingdom. 
Mica, all forms ___ value, thousands_ _ $3 $4 $3 Honduras $1. 
Pigments, natural, crude _____-~—_-- 2 NA NA NA. 
Precious and semiprecious stones 

value, thousands_ _ $1 NA NA NA. 
Salt. __-_-_~____________------ ~ 16,513 28,165 94 Mexico 27,852; El Salvador 134; 

Guatemala 82. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda___________--_-- 768 1,496 1,496 
Caustic potash __ ______------ _- NA NA NA. 
Soda ash ___________-------- 524 672 55 West Germany 464; Fast Germany 

Stone, sand and gravel _____--~---~- 527 540 52 Guatemala 224; Costa Rica 223; Mex- 
ico 25. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms_— ~~ __——--- 381 487 208 West Germany 279. 

Sulfuric acid_ ___ -___-------- 501 932 7 Costa Rica 921: West Germany 3. 

Talc___________~----~_-~----- 160 188 59 Guatemala 35; Hong Kong 25; Chin a 

Other: Crude _______--_-_____- _- 188 59 Guatemala 35; Hong Kong 25; Italy 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black ____.-_---------- _- NA NA NA. 

Coal and coke including briquets _ _ — —_ 28 58 34 Mexico 10; 
West Germany 8; Guatemala 5. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases —— —— —-- 102 140 100 West Germany 16; Mexico 10; Ne- 
therlands 2. 

Petroleum: 
Crude. thousand 42-gallon barrels_.— 3,074 4,113 44 Venezuela 4,069. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __ _42-gallon barrels. _ 120,373 81,379 2,601 Netherlands Antilles 53,507; Panama 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Nicaragua: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . | Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

fe 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Kerosine _ _ _42-gallon barrels__ 29,923 3,650 108 Panama 2,030; Trinidad and Tobago 

Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 6,155 442,429 15 Netherlands Antilles 335,267; Vene- 

Residual fuel oil_ _ _ _ __do_ _ __ 186,380 155,418 8,891 Paname 19018 Netherlands Antil- 

: Lubricants _._______do____ 27,846 48,839 34,181 El Salvador 9,989; Netherlands Antil- 
. es 2, . 

: Liquefieg petroleum ges do. 2.008 grag. © Mgeg «Daan 5.517; China 2,385; Spain 944 
Unspecified ________do____ 826 728 630 France 28, Panama 28; United King- 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum- om ee: 
and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ 2,771 2,741 1,098 Netherlands Antilles 1,497; Hondu- 

- . Co ras 58; Netherlands 46. 

NA Not available. 

| | PANAMA 

| After 3 years of relatively high economic Petaquilla was of particular interest. An 
growth, economic activity slowed in 1981, exploration program completed in 1976 by 
largely owing to the worldwide recession.In Panama Resources Development, a joint 

| 1981, the GDP at current prices was $3.8 venture of Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co., 
billion,* which represented a real growth Ltd., Dowa Mining Co., Ltd., and Mitsubishi 
Yate of 3.6% over that of 1980. Inflation Metal Corp., all of Japan, indicated poten- 

| during 1981 was in the 7% to 10% range. tial reserves of 200 million tons of low-grade 
| The balance of payments was a negative copper ore. 

7 $355 million, the highest figure recorded in Work on the 130-kilometer transisthmian 
recent years. oil pipeline between Chiriqui on the Pacific 

| Mineral production in Panama continued coast and Bocas del Toro on the Caribbean 
: to be extremely limited in 1981 and was coast started in August 1981 and was ex- 

confined almost wholly to limestone and pected to be completed in late 1982, barring 
clays. complications. The total estimated cost of 

The one mineral project considered capa- the pipeline project was $250 million. .The 
ble of transforming the mining industry of pipeline, located 300 kilometers west of the 

. Panama was related to the Cerro Colorado canal, was planned to have a throughput 
copper deposits in Chiriqui Province; how- capacity of 700,000 barrels per day. The 
ever, this project had not progressed signifi- Panamanian Government expected to ac- 
cantly by yearend. The conditions set by Rio quire 40% of the shares in the project 
Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd. relating to changes in through Corporacién Financiera Nacional. 
the labor law have proved difficult for the The operating company would be Petroter- 
Panamanian Government to accept, and by minal Panama, S.A., a joint venture with 
the end of 1981 no agreement had been U/S. interests. A subsidiary of Atlantic 
reached. The project plans included the Richfield Co. has signed a 3-year agreement 
construction of a pilot plant and the driving _for the delivery of 100,000 barrels per day of 
of a 2,000-meter adit, followed by the devel- Alaskan crude oil beginning in 1983. 
opment of an open pit mine and the con- In 1981, consumption of petroleum prod- 
struction of a concentrator with a capacity ucts for internal use declined slightly, main- 
exceeding 100,000 tons per day of ore. ly because less fuel oil was used to generate 

Because of the continued uncertainty electric power. Because of higher-than- 
over the future of the Cerro Colorado Proj- normal rains in 1981, hydroelectric genera- 
ect, the possibility for development of the tion rose from 53.1% to 70.3% of total 
extensive porphyry copper deposits farther energy consumption. In 1975, hydropower 
to the northeast of Cerro Colorado near accounted for less than 10% of the total.
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This aclini 4Where necessary, values have been converted from 
pattern of declining dependence 0 n Salvadorean colénes (c) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

thermal generation was expected to contin- —c2.50=US$1.00 (as of Dec. 31, 1981). 
ue and accelerate as the large Fortuna Dam G “Where necessary, values have been converted from 7 

: : eas uatemalan quetzals S. dollars at the rate o 
comes online in 1985 and additional alter- 41 09—Us$1.00 (as of Dec. 31, 1981). 
nate energy projects are carried out in ‘Where necessary, values have been converted from 

future years Honduran lempiras (1) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
° 12.00 = US$1.00 (as of Dec. 31, 1981). 

—_—_—_—_—— 7Where necessary, values have been converted from 

1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. Nicaraguan cordobas (c$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

2Where necessary, values have been converted from ©$10.05=US$1.00 (as of Dec. 31, 1981). . 

Belizean dollars (Bz$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 8Where necessary, values have been converted from 
Bz$2.00 = US$1.00 (the average rate for 1981). Panamanian balboas (b) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

SWhere necessary, values have been converted from b1.00=US$1.00 (as of Dec. 31, 1981). 
Costa Rican colénes (c) to U.S. dollars at the rate of . 
c21.76= US$1.00 (the average rate for 1981). 

Table 10.—Panama: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
. 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 Wnuwa » »” 2 
“ee United Other (principal) | 

a 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all 
forms ____._.~-~---------- 577 489 158 Costa Rica 236; Japan 70; Honduras 

Cement_________________-_..- 93,620 1,996 746 Belize 1,250. 
Clay products including nonclay refrac- 
tory brick ._._._____--_--~--- 101 20 15 Costa Rica 5. . 

Copper metal including alloys, all forms — 40 NA NA NA. . 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap_____--.------------ 900 115 _. Costa Rica 35. 
Iron and steel, primary forms — ~~ _— 181 283 __ __ All to Costa Rica. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 205 4 _- Do. 
Universals, plates, sheets — _ ~~ _ 12 7 _. All to Honduras. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms — — 688 428 18 Ecuador 410. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Lubricants_ _ — _ _42-gallon barrels... — 2 NA NA NA. 
Unspecified __ . ___._.__-_-do___- 165 NA NA NA. 

Sulfur, elemental, colloidal_ _____- ~~~ 2 NA NA NA. 
Other: Base metals including alloys, all 

forms _______-_~-~--~----~-+- 1,835 1,143 1,129 Japan 14. 
eT 

NA Not available. 

Table 11.—Panama: Imports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
i 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “tua 6) 

4 United Other (principal) 
eS 

| . 

Aluminum metal including alloys, all 
forms ______--~~~------~---- 3,219 2,631 1,885 Costa Rica 238; Belgium-Luxembourg 

170; Austria 109. 

Copper metal including alloys, all forms — 185 603 88 Chile 350; Mexico 95; Costa Rica 28. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap ___.---------------- 263 468 _. Costa Rica 347. 

Pig iron ___----------~----- 15,447 22,978 15,780 Netherlands 2,966; Japan 156; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 142. . 

Ferroalloys _..-_--~-------- 116 33 3 Brazil 30. 
Steel, primary forms__ — ~~~ -—--- 8,382 5,131 1,404 Costa Rica 1,601; Canada 823; Japan 

Semin oe anal shapes, secti 8,094 13,315 3,320 J | 4,717; Belgium-Luxembo e6, pes, ons ’ ’ ’ a pili; um-. urg 

ang L677; Republic of Korea 1,127. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ — — 30,947 35,888 5,609 Japan 17.0 & Costa Rica 2,914; 
ce 1,701. 

Hoop and strip_ — ~~~. ------ 1,558 1,178 55 Japan 892; Italy 206. 

Rails and accessories _ _ _ — — _ — - 691 666 302 ~—s Italy 364. 

Wire_________-_.------ 6,363 6,591 153 Republic of Korea 2,317; Japan 885; 
France 574. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _ _ — - -~—- _- 5,131 1,404 Costa Rica 1,601; Canada 823; Japan 

Castings and forgings, rough __— 96. 32 20 Colombia 7; Costa Rica 5. 
Lead metal including alloys all forms _ — 15 54 8 Colombia 19; Denmark 15; Costa Rica 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Panama: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 : i; | rited Other (principal) 

— 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 2 2 ~~ West Germany 1. Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ $33 $62 $42 West Germany $10; Italy $9. Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 15 4 1 ~=United Kingdom 1. . Zinc metal including alloys, all forms_ __ NA 340 1 Canada 247; Peru 35; Mexico 31. Other: Base metals including alloys, all 
forms ______________ NA 38 16 Canada 15; Bolivia 5; Mexico 2. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives: Grinding and polishing stones 22 34 14 Italy 9; Brazil 5; United Kingdom 1. Asbestos, crude_______________ 445 283 3 Canada 280. Cement._____________ 4,847 5,090 47 Colombia 2,946; Denmark 1,464; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 391. Clays and clay products: 
Crude___-- = = 870 1,031 768 El Salvador 191; Guatemala 71; West 

Germany 1. Products: 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~-~ ~~~ 697 532 499 Spain 20; West Germany 6; Costa 
ica 4. 

Nonrefractory.___________ 541 779 17 ~— Spain 277; Italy 221; Costa Rica 118. Diamond, industrial 
value, thousands. _ $1 $10 $9 Costa Rica $1. Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ _ 399 380 37 Mexico 343. Feldspar and fluorspar ____________ 117 1,583 423 Guatemala 1,080; Costa Rica 80. Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous_____________.._ 29,187 . 36,3886 17,525 West Germany 11,200; Costa Rica 
3,963; Venezuela 1,400. Phosphatic _-_______________ 2,000 4,819 4818 NA. 

Potassic __________________ 8,743 4,976 1,862 West Germany 3,100; Costa Rica 14. Other including mixed _________ 30,947 22,275 4,142 — Costa Rica 9,520; West Germany . 7,902; Netherlands 625. Graphite, natural ______________ 4 NA NA NA. 
Gypsum and plasters __._________ 16,204 18,196 148 Dominican Republic 18,000; United 

Kingdom 5; West Germany 4. Lime ___-______________ 2,284 1,760 2 Peru 1,519; Costa Rica 238. Mica, crude including splittings and 
waste __-________ 21 9 9 

Pigments, natural,crude_________ 40 51 7 Mexico 24; China 20. Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond______ value, thousands__ $283 $186 $54 United Kingdom $101; Hong Kong 

$18; Israel $3. Salt__.-._-- 688 2,389 361 Peru 1,375; United Kingdom 342; 
Netherlands 292. 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Causticsoda________________ 2,470 2,579 1,881 Mexico 295; France 200; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 100. Sodaash_______________ > 116 2,625 2,024 Netherlands 218; West Germany 159; 
France 120. Unspecified _._-.____________ -_ NA NA NA. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, crude _________ 766 666 10 Italy 317; Canada 286; France 17. Limestone. _§___§_§ = 1,721 NA NA. NA. 
Quartz and quartzite___________ 79 1,515 94 Peru 1,320; Mexico 90; Italy 10. dexcluding metal-bearing _____ 4,382 8,828 83813 Italy 14. Sulfur, elemental: 

Other than colloidal___________ 10 NA NA _ NA. 
Colloidal__________________ 56 15 10  Belgium-Luxembourg 5. Talec__--- 488 554 449 Hong Kong 50; China 25; Colombia 

Other: Halogens _______________ 3 NA NA _ NA. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______ _ 1 NA NA _ NA. 
Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 73 105 96 West Germany 8. Coke and semicoke_.____________ 143 63 68 
Petroleum: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 19,547 13,435 __ Saudi Arabia 8,962; Venezuela 3,553; 
Ecuador 920. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __________do____ 280 171 (4) Trinidad and Tobago 151. 
Kerosine __________do____ 31 52 2 Venezuela 47; Netherlands Antilles 

Distillate fuel oil] _____do____ (4) (2) Q) 
Residual fuel oil______do____ 5 103 -. _ Trinidad and Tobago 103. Lubricants _________do____ TT 67 37 Netherlands Antilles 12; Nicaragua 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Panama: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
mmo United Other (principal) 

en 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

thousand 42-gallon 
barrels_ _ 227 NA NA NA. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
do_ _ __ 15 15 7 Japan 2. 

Unspecified - ___.-do___~ 3 50 1 Netherlands Antilles 48. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ — — — 467 NA NA _ NA. 
aT 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit.
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BANGLADESH: 

The only economically significant miner- year development plan began in July 1, 
‘al exploited in Bangladesh during 1981 was 1980, and called for a rather optimistic 
natural gas. Nitrogenous fertilizer produc- series of social and economic reforms that 
tion was important to the agricultural sec- included lowering the population growth 
tor and was totally dependent on the natu- rate, cutting unemployment, greatly in- 
ral gas for fuel and raw material. Domestic creasing the food supply, and accelerating 
cement plants were also fueled by natural the pace of economic development. 
gas. The flat river-delta terrain for most of As part of the means of achieving the 5- 
Bangladesh makes the potential for discov- year plan goals, the Government stated that 
ering major mineral deposits poor. No large measures had been taken to liberalize the 
deposits of metal ores have been found and_ investment incentives to both local and 
only in the small hilly southeastern section foreign industries. Policy has swung around 
of the country is there even much chance of _ in recent years to one of actively encourag- 
finding any. Heavy mineral sand deposits ing the participation of the private sector in 
may eventually be exploited along the economic development. 
Chittagong coastline. There is a good poten- Despite the optimistic industrial develop- 
tial for crude oil discoveries. ment plans, Bangladesh’s continuing ex- 

The Bangladesh economy has been heavi- tremely large trade deficit forced unwanted 
ly subsidized by billions of dollars of foreign but necessary economic adjustments. By the 
aid since the country’s inception. A World end of December 1981, the original $15.5 
Bank report recommended total aid needs billion plan, adopted in July 1980, had been 
of over $2.6 billion in fiscal year (FY) 1980- revised to $10.9 billion.2 The industrial sec- 
81. It received commitments for barely over tor was to drop from 18% to 15%, while the 
one-half that amount. agriculture sector would be increased from 

The Government’s ambitious second 5- 32% to 35%. The target for food production 

| 1289
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had been 20 million tons but that was re- cycle powerplant. This type of plant uses a 
duced to 17.5 million tons. natural gas fueled gas turbine to turn the 

Another adjustment made during the generator and a conventional boiler and 
year was a series of small currency deval- turbogenerator powered by the hot exhaust 
uations. By yearend 1981, the Bangladesh gases from the gas turbine. | 
currency stood devalued to the extent of Coal-fired units of 110 megawatts at 
nearly 19%. The spot selling rate of the Khulna and 60 megawatts at Chittagong 
dollar finished the year at taka 20.1512 were reportedly under construction with 
against the dollar. | | Czechoslovakian aid. 

The electric power situation continued to To increase efficiency and lower the over- 
hinder industrial progress. A Government all cost of generation, a foreign contractor 
official stated that industrial units suffered was constructing a 239-kilovolt double cir- 
$5.8 million direct losses owing to power cuit transmission line for the Government. 
failures and load shedding during FY 1980- It will interconnect the gas-fueled eastern 

81. In addition, over 1 million worker hours transmission network with the oil- and coal- 
were lost for the same reason. fueled western network. The line will ini- 

Compared with that of previous years, tially operate at 132 kilowatts and will run 

however, the situation was relatively better 153 kilometers from Tongi to Ishurdi and 
and improving steadily. The Government cost about $100 million. — 
was making every effort to increase the The Government continued the planning 

generating capacity and to improve the for a nuclear powerplant at Roopur in 
reliability and distribution of the power Pabna District. Apparently it has decided 
that was available. The official installed 0m a capacity of 300 megawatts. The French 

capacity increased to 822 megawatts in Technocatome reactor was reportedly fa- 
June 1980 from 718 megawatts in Novem- Vvored over United States, Canadian, Swed- 
ber 1979.° New units were brought online ish, or Soviet plants. The restraint was 
and others were refurbished during 1981 financing, which Bangladesh was request- 
bringing the new capacity even higher, 198 from friendly countries and interna- 

assuming none of the older obsolescent tional aid agencies. ; 
plants were withdrawn from service. The Ministry of Finance estimated ex- 

Several new projects were under con- Ports for FY 1980-81 would hit $7 58 million. 
struction or in late stages of design at This would represent a 5.5% increase over 
yearend 1981. A 50-megawatt unit was to go that of FY 197 9-80, but a realistic compari- 

online at the Kaptai hydroelectric plant 82 was difficult because of the currency 
(also referred to as Karnaphuli) by yearend anges during the year. Minerals contrib- 
1981. Its completion would bring the plant Uted no significant part in the export earn- 
to a capacity of 130 megawatts. ings (less than 0.01%). Jute, jute products, 

The Government has signed an agree- tea, leather, and seafood accounted for near- 

ment with the U.S.S.R. for design and ly all of the exports. The export target for 
technical assistance worth about $75 mil- FY 1981-82 was proposed at $803 million. 
lion for a gas-fired 210-megawatt thermal Again in FY 1980-81, the cost of imports 
station at Ghorasal, about 50 kilometers far exceeded the value of the exports. Total 

north of Dacca. The Ghorasal powerplant milli rts Raw expected to be about $2,424 
had a reported capacity of 110 megawatts. fac ion. w materia i vet, | and manu- 
One Bangladesh newspaper stated that the actured goods were the major imports. 
U.S.S.R. had signed a similar agreement Most of the widening trade deficit was 
last year for the same sized unit at thesame ©*P© cted to be met by foreign aid. 
plant. A 210-megawatt unit would be the 
largest in the country, and it is doubtful if COMMODITY REVIEW 
the Soviet technicians would attempt to Japan, the Organization of Petroleum 
erect and finance two such sophisticat- Exporting Countries, and the International 
ed units simultaneously. A second 210- Development Bank agreed to help Bang- 
megawatt unit may be planned but con- ladesh develop the Bakhrabad Gasfield just 
struction probably would not begin until southeast of the capital city of Dacca. The 
the first unit was installed. project-implementing authority will be the 

The United Kingdom was to finance an newly formed Government-owned Bakhra- 
expansion of the Ashuganj powerplant, bad Gas Systems Ltd., a subsidiary of the 
about 100 kilometers northeast of Dacca. Bangladesh Oil and Gas Corp. (Petrobang- 
The project is to be a 90-megawatt combined la).
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Under the $164 million project, four pro. amounts of natural gas each year since 

duction wells will be drilled, and the origi- 1974. Despite the steady increase, the ratio 

nal exploration well will be completed for of gas consumed to total recoverable re- 

production as well. As a result of the agree- serves is one of the lowest in the world. Ona 

ment, the first production well was spudded __ global basis about 3% of known reserves are 

in May 1981. In addition to the wells, the consumed each year. In Bangladesh, howev- 

project includes the following: gas gather- er, that figure is only 0.01% of the proved 

ing and conditioning facilities; a 177- reserves. 

kilometer, 61-centimeter-diameter pipeline Bangladesh has been slow to utilize this 

from Bakhrabad to Chittagong; a 60-kilo- valuable resource mainly because of a lack 

meter distribution system in Chittagong; of investment captial to develop the fields 

and a onset branch line to a propos- and distribution network, but also because 

urea fertilizer plant. of the limited number of industries in the 

ti At the old Titas Gastie’é: the ith Proeae country that need gas for their operations. 

ion well was comple in June ; The Government has now giv «nt 

bringing the field’s production capacity to to the development of an expanded peline 
about 150 million cubic feet per day. Three transmission system to bring the gas to 

additional new production wells were to be jnarket. Through increased exploitation 

completed by 1984. The foreign exchange and improved delivery, Dacca hopes to cut 

component of the expansion will be financ- pack its crude oil and petroleum product 

ed by a loan from the Asian Development import bill by as much as 75% from its 

Bank. “11: : 
. . t $700 million per year. 

In April 1981, the Government commis- Pree . 

sioned the 30.5-centimeter-diameter, 58- , onetenetion: io 5. the d » ee ° and ‘ttle 

kilometer pipeline connecting the Habiganj mercial sectors The breakdown of gas con- 

Gasfield with the Ashuganj Fertilizer and sumption during FY 1980-81 was as follows: 
Chemical Co. The $13 million pipeline was put 8 ‘on. 39%: fertili " 

built by the Titas Gas Transmission and © cone . oe 35 generaron. d 7; i rtilizer 

Distribution Co., a subsidiary of Petrobang- 6 oe ti 7; to, ther 70 ey users, 

la. It will supply 50 million cubic feet of gas _. %; domestic customers, %; and commer- 

per day to the plant at peak load. A branch cial users, 3%. Power, fertilizers, and new 

pipeline connects with the Titas Gasfi eld industrial users will increase consumption a 

distribution network and will supplement gr eat deal in the next few years as new 

the Titas network with an additional 70 projects are completed and begin using 

million cubic feet of gas per day. The new relatively more of the natural gas resources. 

Habiganj pipeline complements a 25.4- Currently there is no gas service to the 

| centimeter branch line already existing western section of the country, forcing that 

from the Titas network to the fertilizer ee T oaele was plant yar 300 i. 
plant. oal. Petr aw anning a mil- 

In addition to the developments described lion project to take gas across the Jamuna 
above, Petrobangla has been engaged in a River, a distributary of the Brahmaputra 

relatively ambitious program of exploration River, to feed the northwestern region of 

for additional gas reserves and the hope the country. No starting date has been 

that there is oil in some of the gas-prone announced for this project, which would 

geologic structures. require financing from abroad. 

Petrobangla has drilled the most explora- During 1981, there was no progress on a 

tion wells in Sylhet and Comilla Districts, Proposal to build an export-oriented lique- 

but seismic surveys and other exploration fied natural gas (LNG) plant or to sell 

were being done throughout the country. natural gas to India via a large pipeline. 

To date, 13 locations have been referred The most important development in the 

to as gasfields in the Bangladesh press, and fertilizer industry during 1981 was the long 

four are actually in production. Total re- delayed commissioning of the Ashuganj ni- 

serves have been quoted over a wide range trogen fertilizer plant on December 7, 1981. 

of figures, often on the basis of only one The plant has a design capacity of 242,000 

exploration well per field. Over 4.5 trillion tons per year nitrogen content of urea and 

cubic feet of gas were generally considered cost approximately $400 million. The plant 

proved, and the figure could go up above 10 was mainly financed by foreign aid. 

trillion if Petrobangla’s prognostications Production of urea fertilizer, which was 

turn out to be correct. scheduled to increase during the year, was 

The country has consumed increasing adversely affected by severe mechanical
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problems late in 1981 at the old 156,000-ton- most of the foreign exchange credit. 
per-year nitrogen urea plant at Ghorasal: The state-owned Bangladesh Chemical In- 
The urea shortfall had to be covered by  dustries Corp. contracted with a Nether- 
increased fertilizer imports. ~». lands company for construction of triple 

In a move to gain self-sufficiency in nitro- superphosphate granulation equipment at 
gen fertilizer production, the Government its Chittagong phosphate plant. Construc- 
has obtained financing for two ammonium-_ tion was scheduled to begin in early 1982. 
urea complexes to be located at Chittagong. The 25-ton-per-hour unit will be the first 
They will be based on the natural gas such equipment in the country. The plant 
reserves being developed at the Bakhrabad currently produces fertilizer in powder form 
Gasfield and will each have a capacity of which allows a high rate of waste from 
262,000 tons per year nitrogen content of | blowing and from washing by rain. 
urea. Plans to build a direct-reduction steel 

The first unit, with completion planned plant at Chittagong made some headway 
for yearend 1983, will be financed by the during the year. Talks between the Bang- 
International Finance Corp. and by export ladesh Government and a group of compa- 
credits from Sweden and Denmark. Swed- nies led by Metallurgical and Engineering 
yards Corp. of Sweden will prefabricate the Consultants (Indian Government owned) 
plant, which will be floated to Chittagong were reportedly in final stages near year- 
for erection. The Karnaphuli Fertilizer Co. end.‘ The plant would have a design capaci- 
has been set up to operate the plant. Formal ty of 660,000 tons per year and was estimat- 
contracts are to be signed by June 1982. ed to cost $180 million. India would supply 
Output is intended for the export market. the iron ore under a 50% buyback arrange- 

The second unit, to be operated by ment. The Indian company would supply 
Chittagong Urea Fertilizer Ltd., was ex- the equipment and construct the plant, 
pected to be completed 2 years later with while Austrian and Japanese members 
output intended for the domestic market. would provide the technical expertise and 
Cost was estimated to be $467 million with much of the capital. | 
the Asian Development Bank supplying : 

Table 1.—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of mineral 
| commodities! : : 

Area and commodity 197 1978 1979 1980” —-1981° 
BANGLADESH? a | Cement, hydraulic __________ metric tons__ 307,666 338,614 322,473 301,498 344,880 Clays: Kaolin ___._____________do____ ™4,120 ™5,778 7,305 10,278 49,825 Gas, natural, marketed® 5 __ million cubic feet__ ™32,360 34,294 39,265 45,364 449,936 Iron and steel: _- 

Crude steel (ingots only) _____ metric tons__ 107,715 116,916 126,371 187,557 £189,343 Mild steel products ____________do____ 138,140 138,277 200,415 169,327 £186,013 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ______do____ 107,100 105,100 167,132 139,361 150,000 e889] 150,000 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 491 523 473 440 NA Jet fuel _--_-______________ do ___ 60 55 60 18 NA Kerosine___________________do____ 2,021 2,289 2,529 2,499 NA Distillate fuel ol______________do____ 1,317 746 1,005 1,168 NA Residual fuel oil _..___________do____ 3,031 2,742 3,380 2,574 NA _ Lubricants ____~~~§~__~________do____ 209 _- _- _- NA Naphtha________________do____ 585 785 NA a | } 832 1,174 { 
Unspecified _._.__________do____ 267 312 NA Refinery fuel and losses._________do____ 375 278 ©306 287 NA TCC 

Total _-._____________do____ 8,336 7,807 8,605 8,083 NA Salt, marine®’_____________~_ metric tons__ 345,600 785,517 674,074 700,000 700,000 Stone: Limestone, industrial’ _________do____ 61,303 60,059 56,738 44,764 *37,943 
BRUNEI? 

Gas, natural: 
Grogs______._.__-_-_ million cubic feet__ 346,011  ©342,000 344,000 386,900 342,000 Marketed __________________do____ 314,253 307,600 310,000 NA NA me ET  CUNACUNA eee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of mineral 
commodities! —Continued 

Ae 

Area and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

BRUNEI? —Continued | 

Natural gas liquids: 
Condensate ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 3,062 €2,900 3,000 NA NA 

Natural gasoline - —-------~-9---~ 816 890 900 NA NA 

Liquefied petroleum gas _—__— ———-do__-- 166 175 180 NA NA 

Total _____-____--____---do___-_ 4,044 €3 965 4,080 NA NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude _______--_-____--~---do__~- 76,650 76,535 84,000 87,600 64,240 

—————————ooeeeeeeeeeEeTlTle>=qrTve>Ele~*Eh@eeQ@ooa—XxOO— 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _______-------~-do___- 141 141 ©150 NA NA 

Distillate fuel oi] _______.__--do__~- 219 219 ©210 NA NA 

Residual fuel oil ________-_--do___- 1 1 €2 NA NA 

Other____________.-----do___- 32 32 ©37 NA NA 

Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ _ _do___- 1 1 “1 NA NA 

Total ___________-~--do___~_ 394 394 £400 NA NA 

CHRISTMAS ISLAND? 

Phosphate rock.____. — thousand metric tons_ — 1,186 T1,386 1,367 1,713 41,423 

HONG KONG? 

Cement, hydraulic_________---~--do-_~- 1,029 1,236 1,279 1,489 41,508 

Clays: Kaolin__________---~ metric tons__ 2.466 25,655 2.841 "148 48 216 

Feldspar. __ _._--_---__--------do_--- 3,378 3,157 742 2,974 “194 

Feldspar sand _._________-_----do__~_- __ So __ 12,964 46,176 

Iron and steel: Crude steel® ______-- _do_ ___ 75,000 75,000 90,000 90,000 120,000 

Quartz. ______---------------do___- 2,063 665 2 12 —_ 

KAMPUCHEAS ? . 

Cement, hydraulic. ________------do_~~~- 50,000 10,000 — _— — 

Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces. — 1,000 _- _-— _- _- 

Salt____________.___-—~—~ metric tons_- 30,000 12,000 26,500 30,000 32,000 

LAOS® ? 

Gypsum ____-_---------------do_--- __ __ __ 420,000 440,500 

Salt, rock oe dL 10,000 15,000 18,000 20,000 20,000 

Tin, mine output, metal content — —_-—--—do_-_- 600 400 200 350 400 

MONGOLIA? ® 

Cement, hydraulic___— thousand metric tons_ — 100 166 183 178 180 

——eeeeEeEeEeEeEeeee————e—oooeoeEeE=oEoEeEoa—XS— 

Coal: 
Anthracite and bituminous® _ _ _ _ — - —-do_ — — - 240 250 250 250 250 

Lignite and brown® ________-_~-do__~-- 3,084 3,548 3,864 74,126 4,350 

Total _______-----------do_-~_- 3,324 3,798 4,114 4,376 4,600 
Copper, mine output, metal content 

metric tons_ — _- ©4,000 21,700 44,000 *71,800 

Fluorspar, all grades __ thousand metric tons_ €320 455 567 580 $604 

Gypsum _____-_--------------do__-- ©28 28 28 30 30 

Lime, hydrated and quicklime__ — — - - - -do_ --- °50 36 46 50 50 

Petroleum refinery products:® ” 
Kerosine. ____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 23 23 23 NA NA 

Residual fuel oi] ___ _______-----do__-~~_ 20 20 20 NA NA 

Salt.______________-_-~-~ metric tons. _ €15,000 €15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 

NEPAL® 

Beryllium: Beryl, industrial-grade (10%-12% BeO) 
kilograms. — 171 320 120 140 *102 

Cement, hydraulic. __—------- metric tons_ — 42,036 35,850 21,364 30,744 430,574 

Clay for cement manufacture — - - — - - - -do__ ~~ NA 8,000 4,000 4,000 42,000 

Coal: Lignite Woe do 1,956 1,700 37,530 3,461 48,174 

Copper ore: 
ross weight _______-_--------do__--- 6 °35 __ 6 6 

Cucontent _______----------do__-- e1 1 — 1 42 

Gem stones: 
Beryl______-_----------- kilograms__ 5 2 _- NA NA 

Garnet_________-----------do_-~_- 29,600 12,000 4,000 941,295 *105,925 

Tourmaline ___— —-—-— - - --------d0---- 15 50 25 NA “13 

Lime, agricultural _ _ _ — _ _ - - - -- metric tona_ NA NA 10,054 10,000 10,000 
Magnesite, crude_____—----------4d0__-- _- _- — 15,000 20,000 

Galt. _______-___------------do__~- NA 7 1 8 *g 

Stone: 
Limestone. _____._--~--------do_--- 54,391 50,000 62,400 32,400 483,565 

Marble: 
Chips ______-__---------do.__- 67 131 66 343 “366 
Cut ______--_---- square meters__ 161 1,370 863 3,083 43 561 

Craggy _____---~--- cubic meters__ NA 2,320 799 NA 4963 
Tale _____-------------- metric tons__ 17 510 325 1,460 #71 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of mineral 
commodities! —Continued | 

Area and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981°¢ ———__-_---- own. eee 

SINGAPORE? 
Cement, hydraulic® ___ thousand metric tons__ 1,350 1,350 | 1,350 1,952 2,000 Iron and steel metal: Crude steel ______do____ 206 280 297 300 350 ee -.  TFTTTHTHEHEHe_-_.eo.oO0202>=>=2=2-—pEhnOnaDO0DE2 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 18,152 10,679 17,664 19,144 NA Jetfuel _..______________ do ___ 21,194 35,970 31,221 32,914 NA Kerosine___________________do_.___ 21,173 18,094 20,322 20,610 NA Distillate fuel oi]..__§__________do____ 51,189 59,775 62,304 63,321 NA Residual fuel oi] _..___________do____ 69,436 78,424 85,705 81,309 NA Lubricants ______________.___do____ 3,278 3,964 4,316 4,269 NA Other __________________ do 28,110 33,131 35,538 30,453 NA Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 9,086 9,958 6,741 10,404 NA a COUN 
Total __________________do.___ 216,618 249,990 263,811 262,424 NA Stone: Granite, broken _thousand cubic meters__ 2,572 2,235 2,507 3,185 44,478 Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum ___ metric tons__ 23,043 25,000 26,000 25,000 25,000 

SRI LANKA 
Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 356 575 592 571 600 

Ball clay_______________ metric tons__ 1,590 2,309 13,291 11,457 10,000 Kaolin_-___._-_§___ do 5,182 5,541 5,870 6,614 7,000 Brick and tile clay___.__________do____ 132,621 86,000 90,000 62,518 60,000 Clay for cement manufacture ______do____ 34,617 103,232 90,988 21,148 20,000 Feldspar, crude and ground _________do____ 3,679 3,160 3,790 3,955 4,000 Gem stones, precious and semiprecious, except 
diamond __________-_ value, thousands__ $28,828 $33,718 $31,919 $42,819 NA Graphite, all grades__________ metric tons__ 8,875 10,506 9,402 7,794 5,150 Iron and steel semimanufactures______do____ €28.000 £30,000 €30,000 NA NA Mica, scrap _._-.______________do____ “100 140 369 145 200 ee ——————————eeonanaoaoananaooooleeeeeee 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 858 1,098 782 910 NA Jetfuel __-_._______________do.___ 580 276 248 270 NA Kerosine.___§_______________do____ 1,423 1,632 1,449 1,600 NA Distillate fuel oil._..._.________do____ 2,722 2,681 2,410 3,550 NA Residual fuel oil _._.___________do____ 3,608 3,646 3,563 4,800 NA Other ____________________do____ 1,071 1,069 “1,100 1,450 NA Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 651 390 €387 520 NA eee NA 

Total ___-_-______________do____ 10,913 10,792 9,939 13,100 NA Phosphate rock_____________ metric tons__ __ _- 9,063 5,000 - 5,000 Rare-earth metals: Monazite concentrate, gross 
weight_______._____________do____ °5 213 213 63 60 Salt___-_____-__________ do, 51,923 149,825 121,443 114,279 110,000 Sand, glass ---------~~__ do _ NA 1,500 2,370 — -— Stone: . ; Limestone__._____ thousand metric tons__ 566 975 1,132 1,261 1,200 Quartz, massive __________ metric tons__ 768 803 676 741 800 Titanium concentrates, gross weight: 
Ilmenite___________________do____ 34,092 33,041 55,370 33,956 £80,011 Rutile ____________________do____ 978 11,497 14,675 12,789 *13,301 Zirconium: Zircon concentrate, gross weight 

do. _ __ “10 3,297 1,510 3,031 43,266 
VIETNAM?° 

Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 845 843 729 641 650 Chromium: Chromite_________ metric tons__ ©12,400 13,100 ©14,000 15,000 15,000 Clays: Kaoline _.______________ _do ___ 1,000 1,100 1,200 1,250 1,250 Coal: Anthracite_____ thousand metric tons__ 6,200 6,000 5,300 5,300 5,900 Gypsum® ________________ metric tons__ 12,000 13,600 14,000 15,000 15,000 Iron and steel metal: 
Ingot steel_______ thousand metric tons__ 88 98 “110 120 110 Semimanufactures, rolled®________do____ 40 50 106 "62 65 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia®__ metric tons__ 10,000 20,000 25,000 NA NA Phosphate rock®_______________ _do.___ 1,500 1,800 400 500 550 Salt__.._.________ thousand metric tons__ 580 530 ©525 520 500 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of mineral 
commodities! —Continued 

Area and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

VIETNAM’® —Continued 

Tin: 
Mine output _____.. ~~~ metric tons__ 250 ©250 ©200 370 550 

Bint smelter! ~~ --------do____ 200 200 160 350 500 
Cc. 

Mine output, metal content®_ ___— . _do__—_ 10,000 8,000 6,000 6,500 6,000 
Metal, smelter, primary®_________do____ 9,000 7,200 5,400 » 5,500 5,500 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through Aug. 16, 1982. 
7In addition to the commodities listed, other crude construction materials such as sand and gravel and other varieties 

of stone presumably are produced, but available general information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output 
eveis. 

3Data are for years ending June 30 of that stated. 
“Reported figure. 
5Gross production is not reported; the quantity vented, flared, or reinjected is believed to be negligible. 
®In addition to the commodities listed in the body and footnote 2, molybdenum production was initiated in October 

1978, but output is not reported and no basis is available for reliable estimates of output levels. 
7 As reported by Statistical Office of the United Nations in 1979 Yearbook of World Energy Statistics, p. 557. 
5Data are for the Nepalese fiscal year ending mid-July of that stated. 

ere includes both gem- and industrial-grade garnet; 4,295 kilograms gem quality and 37,000 kilograms industrial 

q 101; addition to the commodities listed, iron ore was mined in the past and pig iron was produced at industrial facilities, 
but the status of these industries under prevailing conditions is not sufficiently clear to allow formulation of reliable 
estimates of output levels. Similarly, data on output of crude construction materials are not available, and no basis is 
available to make reliable estimates of output levels. 

BRUNED | 

Brunei, little known to the world’s busi- billion in foreign reserves and a surplus | 
ness community, is one of the world’s small- revenue of $2.8 billion in 1981. The output 
est but wealthiest states. Brunei will be- of oil and natural gas accounted for 88% of 
come independent from Britain at the end Brunei’s gross domestic product (GDP), and 
of 1983 and is expected to become a member’ export earnings of oil and LNG were about 
of the Association of Southeast Asian Na- 98% of Brunei’s total export earnings.’ In 
tions (ASEAN) by the end of 1984. 1981, Brunei was the world’s third largest 

The total area of the state is only 5,765 LNG exporter following Indonesia and 
square kilometers bordering on the north- Algeria. The Government of Brunei, in an 
ern part of Malaysia’s Sarawak Province, effort to control the inflation rate, was 
northwest of Indonesia’s Kalimantan (Born- using surplus revenues to subsidize the cost 
eo). The area is 3% cultivated; 22%, indus- of essential foodstuffs as well as gasoline. In 
try, urban, pasture, and waste; and 75%, addition, salaries and wages were being 
forested. In 1981, the population was esti- held steady by the Government, while no 
mated at 213,000. Among them, about 52% tax increases on public utilities were 
are native Malays; 24%, Chinese; and 23%, sought. 

other ethnic minorities. The labor force of Brunei imported about 80% of its food 
the private sector totaled about 32,200 per- requirements. It also imported most of the 
sons, of which about 30.5% were in agricul- plant equipment, capital goods, and con- 
ture; 32.8% in industry, manufacturing, sumer goods. As a result, most of Brunei’s 
and construction; 33.8% in trade, transport, inflation rate was caused by imported 
and service; and 2.9% in other. goods. In 1981, the inflation rate in Brunei 

Brunei’s gross national product (GNP) at was about 10%. Because of the reduced 
current dollars was estimated at about $19 exports of oil and LNG owing to the lower 
billion in 1979.¢ Its per capita GNP was the oil prices, Brunei’s real GDP in constant 
highest among the Far East and South dollars declined 20.9% in 1981.* 
Asian countries. The Government of Brunei According to the state financial officer, 
imposes no personal income tax on its the export earnings from oil and gas were 
residents. The wealthy status of Brunei was estimated at $3.5 billion for the state in 
derived mainly from its rich oil and natural 1981. Exports of crude oil and LNG were 
gas resources. mainly to Japan, while Brunei's imports of 

Brunei’s economy is dominated by the oil foods, capital goods, and consumer goods 
and gas industry. Over the past years, were principally from Japan, the United 
Brunei’s production of oil and natural gas States, the United Kingdom, and Singapore. 
has helped the state to accumulate about $9
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COMMODITY REVIEW company’s production system, and $293 mil- 
., lion was for enhanced oil recovery projects 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Brunei’s ;, the Southwest Ampa, Seria, and Champi- 
production of crude oil and natural gas on Fields. During 1981, the company also 

declined in 1981. The total output of crude spent about $26 million on exploration and 
oil averaged 176,000 barrels per day in 1981 discovered only one new oil well called 
compared with 240,000 barrels per day in Ampa West. According to the latest esti- 
1980, while the output of natural gas also mates by BSP, Brunei’s recoverable oil re- 

| dropped from 1,060 million cubic feet per serves are about 1.5 billion barrels. 
day in 1980 to 937 million cubic feet perday — Brunei’s production of LNG was by Bru- 
in 1981. The sharp drop in the output of oil nei Liquefied Natural Gas Ltd. at Lumut 
in 1981 was partially owing to the world oil using the natural gas produced from the 
glut but was largely owing to a depletion fields of the Southwest Ampa, Seria, and 
policy implemented by the Government of Champion Seven offshore complex. Under a 
Brunei and the oil producer to reconcile the long-term contract, Brunei is committed to 
level of oil production with the economic supplying to Japan about 5.1 million tons of 
needs of the Government. — LNG annually. The Japanese importers of 

Production of crude oil in Brunei was by  Brunei’s LNG are Tokyo Electric Power Co., 
Brunei Shell Petroleum Co., Ltd. (BSP). To Tokyo Gas Co., and Osaka Gas Co. 
increase the ultimate recovery of Brunei’s According to BSP officials, the company’s 
oil and gas resource as well as to accelerate output will be dominated by gas rather than 
its program of nonassociated gas production oil for the coming years. This is because of a 
from the West Fields and the new Gannet long-term commitment to supply LNG to 
Field, BSP has invested a total of about $518 Japan for a 20-year period. To meet this 
million in 1981 compared with $340 million export commitment, the company was ac- 
in 1980 and about $260 million in 1979. Of celerating its development program on non- 
this total expenditure in 1981, $225 million associated gasfields offshore in the West 
was for operation and maintenance of the Fields and the new Gannet Field. 

| Table 2.—Brunei: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including allloys, all 

forms _~_____~______________ 40 20 -~ Malaysia 13; Singapore 7. 
Copper metal including alloys, all forms _ 51 187 _~- Malaysia 182. 
Iron and steel: 
Scrap... ___ 4,020 6,533 -- Thailand 2,439; Singapore 1,544; 

Other Asia, n.e.s. 2,449. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 250 265 -— Malaysia 261. 
Universals, plates, sheets _____ 310 46 -. Malaysia 45. 

Tubes, pibes, fittings 2227 _ 2a 1,182 2,081 __ Singopowe van Malaysia 675 > 9 ~oerro re ’ 9 -— ’ ? a * 

Castings and forgings, rough ___ 77 40 -- Malaysia 37. ” 
Lead metal including alloys, all forms _ _ -- 13 _. Singapore 9; Malaysia 4. 
Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ — (4) 7 _. Singapore 5. 
Zinc metal including alloys, all forms_ _ _ 9 18 _. All to Malaysia. 
Other: Nonferrous metal scrap ______ 278 197 _. Singapore 177. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: Grindi d polishi heels 
and stonee, ne Polishing wheels 2 @  __ Alto Malaysia. 

Clay products, nomrehactony® 22272 "38 SLD Malaysia 20; Singapore 11 —- nee ee -_— aysla 2V; Singapore il. 

Fertiizer materials: ” ep 
Crude: 

Phosphatic ___._.__._____ _- 2 _. _ All to Malaysia. 
Potassic. _._§-.___________ _- 3 — Do. 

Manufactured: Phosphatic _ ____ _— -- 2 _— Do. 
Ammonia _____~__~_____~_____ _- 1 __ All to Singapore. 

Salt_-_______ 9 2 _. All to Malaysia. 
Sodium compounds: Caustic soda __ _ __ 23 _- 
Sulfur: Sulfuric acid______________ _- 1 __ All to Malaysia. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, worked __ __ _ ___ _- 1 _— Do. 
Gravel and crushed stone________ 408 204 _— Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Brunei: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

On 
EE 

| 7 ____Destinations, 1979 
Commodit: 1978 1979 : 

4 United Other (principal) 
a 

ee 

NONMETALS —Continued - 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

oun excluding metal-bearing — - — — — -_- 17 __ _ All to Malaysia. 

er: 
Crude____.__------~-~------ 125 1 _- NA. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos . 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals________—-_-~---+---- 42 2 _- All to Malaysia. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Gas, natural____— value, thousands_ — $570,862 $676,564 _- All to Japan. 

Hydrogen and rare gases _ _ _ _ _do__ _- $17 $38 -- Malaysia $37.. 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 82,148 89,761 9,521 Japan 54,437; Singapore 8,184; 
public of South Africa 4,844. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _________—do__~—~— 4,823 5,690 1,301 Japan 4,128. 

Kerosine and white spirit 
do_ — __- 6 6 _. All to Malaysia. 

Distillate fuel oil ___——do__ ~~ 4 2 _- Singapore 1. 

Unspecified ____.---do___- 7 9 __ Mainly to Malaysia. 

Tso 

NA Not available. . 
1Unreported quantity valued at $2,000. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 
3Excludes unreported quantity valued at $13,000 in 1978 and $111,000 in 1979. 

Table 3.—Brunei: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nn 
Sources, 1979 

Commodit: 1978 1979 : 
m y United Other (principal) 

on 
 ———— 

METALS 

Aluminum: . 
Oxides and hydroxides _-_-_-- -- 2 2 _. Netherlands 1. 

Metal including alloys, all forms — — — 523 494 20 Japan 205; Singapore 161. 

Copper metal including alloys, all forms — 375 550 38 Singapore 402. . 

Iron and steel: 
Metal: 

Pig iron including cast iron, 
powder, shot______------ _— 1 1 

Steel, primary forms — _ ~~ --—- (4) 231 . ._ Hong Kong 128; Singapore 103. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections_______—--~-- 11,213 29,716 40 Japan 11,685; Singapore 3,978; China 

Universals, plates, sheets __ 4,023 2,944 40 Japan 1,487; Singapore 965; United 
Kingdom 148. 

Hoop and strip _ _____--- 3 2 1 China 1. 

Rails and accessories —_ — —_— 3 163 _. Australia 112; Singapore 51. 

Wire _______.--_---- 623 620 67 Singapore 297; China 131. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings — ~~~ -— 51,619 82,985 5,337 Japan 20,404; Singapore 2,804; West 
rmany 2,556. 

Castings and forgings, rough 418 338 53 SingeP ore 89) Malaysia 44; United 

- om 42. 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms — _ 62 49 NA SREP 22; Japan 10; United 
om 9. 

Mercury ____—-—- value, thousands__ $2 __ 

Nickel metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures_ — __-——------ 49 21 10 Singapore 6; Japan 4. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ _- $148 __ All from United Kingdom. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms — — - 24 27 4 Japan 16. 

Uranium ore and concentrate 
value, thousands_ _ $6 $2 $2 

Zinc metal including alloys, all forms_ — — 29 7 2 Japan 3. 

er: 
Ash and residue containing non- 

meee crate cna ANSON cana 
es, hydroxides, peroxides __ — — - ingapore 23; Nether . 

Alkali, alkalineearth, rare-earth 
metals________---------- ?) 2 __ __ All from Singapore. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 3.—Brunei: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 
Commodi 1978 1979 United ¥ | United Other (principal) 

mere 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete __-__ 3 2 -- All from Singapore. Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones _-_-_.___ 7,710 6,248 1 United Kingdom 3,083; China 118; 

Singapore 1,063. Cement__._____________ 99,576 66,122 -. da 2 796; Philippines 10,516; 
Singapore 6,418. Clays and clay products: 

ude__--- 618 1,412 914 Singapore 437. Products: 
Nonrefractory* ___________ 3,543 3,236 _- China 1,739; Singapore 461; Malaysia 
Refractory _.____________ 5 21 1 Singapore 16. Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ -- 26 -- All from Singapore. Fertilizer materials: 

Crude... 986 196 6 West Germany 130; Singapore 31; 
Thailand 20. Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous_____________ 259 585 ~- West Germany 473; Japan 102. Phosphatic ~ ene e ee 22 580 -- West Germany 279; Singapore 177; 
apan 124. Potassic._.______________ 10 259 -- All from Zaire. Other including mixed_______ 4 31 2 Singapore 20. Ammonia ______________ 28 13 2 Malaysia 5; Singapore 4. Gypsum and plasters _____________ 91 33 9 Thailand 10; Australia 7. Lime ______________ 41 27 _— Singapore 23. Magnesite_._._______________ 356 -- Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 11 94 13. Singapore 64; Netherlands 17. Worked including agglomerated . splittings ___ value, thousands__ -- $4 ~- Austria $2; India $2. Pigments, mineral: 
Crude_____. 2 2 4 -- All from Singapore. Iron oxides, processed__________ (4) 1 _- Mainly from Singapore. Salt_.--.2 2-2 1,026 556 -- Singapore 408; Thailand 130. Sodium and potassium compounds: 
Caustic potash _________ 13 16 -~- Hong Kong 6; Singapore 6. Causticsoda.._...______ 262 144 -~- Netherlands 100. Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked ____ _ 374 1,093 — Malaysia 1,089. Worked____________ | 172 138 ~- Singapore 121. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 26 10 ~— All from Malaysia. Gravel and crushed stone|__ 11,884 29,786 2,584 Malaysia 23 885: Singapore 3,317. Limestone excluding dimension ____ 29 5 _- All from Singapore. Sand excluding metal-bearing_____ 443 1,546 1,273 Singapore 165. Sulfur: Sulfuric acid - _________7__ 40 52 ~— Singapore 46. er. 
Crude.--____-2_ 11,698 1,679 __ Thailand 1,150; Singapore 442. Slag, dross similar waste, not metal- 

bearing ____________ 4 5 _- All from Singapore. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_-____________ 7,830 2,134 11 Singapore 1,483; Malaysia 567. MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural___ | 10 55 -- All from Singapore. Coal excluding briquets___________ 10 — Poke and semicoke — —_________ 7 2 _— 
ydrogen, helium, rare 

value, thousands. _ $58 $121 $25 Singapore $63; United Kingdom $32. Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 289 310 a All from Singapore. Kerosine and jet fuel._____do__ __ (5) (5) _— Mainly from Australia. Lubricants.___________do____ 24 25 (5) | Singapore 21. Unspecified _._________do.___ 6 6 (5) Singapore 5. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals 

value, thousands__ $4 $6 $1 Singapore $4. 

NA Not available. 
Unreported quantity valued at $5,000. 
*Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 
*Excludes unreported quantity valued at $15,000 in 1978 and $27,000 in 1979. “Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. 
5Less than 1/2 unit.
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CHRISTMAS ISLAND’° 

Christmas Island is in the Indian Ocean. annual production has remained steady at 

It is located 360 kilometers south of Java about 1.3 to 1.4 million tons. The average 

Head. The British Governmen poveroienty P.O; content of phosphate ore produced in 

in the island was Ur rT e Aus- 1981 was about 35.1%. In 1981, Christmas 

tralian Government on October 1, 1958. The sland exported about 1.36 million tons of 
area of the island is only about 135 square hosphate rock mainly to Australi d 

kilometers. Estimated population in 1980 N P Zealand. About 150 000 to .. ho. 

was 3,184. The population comprises Chi- “\°“ and. “pou , ns of phos 

nese, 1,834; Malays, 847; Europeans, 382; Phate dust was shipped to Malaysia and 
and others, 121. Singapore. - 

| The island’s economy has been dominated | The Phosphate Mining Co. of Christmas 

for decades by the phosphate rock industry. Island reportedly was considering a $4.5 

Christmas Island was the second largest million*’ investment for further exploration 

producer of phosphate ro i" Asia, follow of phosphate on the island. The phosphate 

ing a. output of phosp rock reserves on the island estimated to 

accounted for 1% of the world’s total in last for 7 more years at the current rate of 
1981. Production of phosphate rock was production.” | 

formerly by a shared operation between } " | 

Australia and New Zealand, and the British 

Phosphate Commission. In 1981, a new com- Table 4.—Christmas Island: Exports of 

pany, the Phosphate Mining Co. of Christ- phosphate rock, by destination 

mas Island, was established to supersede (Thousand metric tons) 

the old British Phosphate Commission for §—————_______—_—_——__—____—_ 

mining and shipping the phosphate. New ____Destination 19791980 

Zealand, reportedly, is to withdraw from australia _____------------- 632 853 - 

the share operation, but will be allowed to Indonesia ------------------ iii mu 

import phosphate from Christmas Island in NewZesland-_-------------- 612602 
the future. Singapore - _-~-------------- 5 19 

The output of phosphate ore peaked in Total___._.__----_--_---- 1,360 1,688 

1974 with 1.8 million tons; since then the ——————————————_l70 

HONG KONG?* 

Economic performance of Hong Kong as_ ployment rate of Hong Kong was at a 

measured by the growth in real GDP was modest 4.3% in 1981 compared with 3.8% in 

strong and impressive in 1981. Its realGDP 1980." 

grew 10.4% in 1981 compared with 9.8% in _ Feldspar, kaolin, feldspar sand (derived 

1980.* The accelerated growth in Hong from washing kaolin), and cement were the 

Kong’s economy in 1981 was stimulated mineral products produced by the mining 

mainly by a 10.5% expansion in domestic and quarrying industry in 1981. Opencast 
. methods were used to mine feldspar and 

demand and by a 7.6% real growth in ] 
kaolin. Most of the feldspar was exported to 

exports. However, Hong Kong’s economy Tai hile kaolin ed by local 

suffered a high inflation rate of 15.5% in. vdwatr; Ww Ce 0 t i voduction y b 

1980-81 compared with a 5% average infla- industries. Cement production = was oy 
tion rate in the 1976-79 period Green Island Cement Co., Ltd., owned 

One 27.6% by the CheungKong Holdings, Ltd.; 
Hong Kong’s GDP in 1973 constant dol- . 

. vanes and Hong Kong Cement Manufacturing Co., 
lars was estimated at $12.5 billion in 1981 44 Green Island Cement operated a ce- 

compared with $12.7 billion in 1980." In ment plant at Kowloon Bay with an annual 

1981, the mining and quarrying industry capacity of about 2 million tons. To boost 

contributed less than 0.1% to Hong Kong's cement output by 14%, the company was 

cpr. Services ane aaa er initioe about building new production facilities that were 
e dominant sectors, contribu ut scheduled for completion by the first half 

859% to the total output of the economy. In of 1982. Hong Kong Cement operated a 

1981, out of a 2.5 million labor force in Hong 220,000-ton-per-year grinding plant in Hong 

Kong, only 870 persons were engaged in Kong. A 1.5-million-ton-per-year grinding 

mining and quarrying. The overall unem- plant near Tuen Mun, to be operated by
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China Cement Corp., was scheduled to come lion, of which 51.0% was raw materials and 
onstream in September 1982. China Cement food, 26.7% was manufactured consumer 
is owned 60% by Cheung Kong Holdings, goods, 14.6% was plant and capital equip- 
37% by Kaiser Cement Corp. of the United ment, and 7.7% was petroleum and petrole- 
States, and 3% by Japan’s Onoda Cement um products. In 1981, Hong Kong’s total 
Co. exports including reexports were about $22 

Hong Kong’s steel production was by billion, of which 97.6% were manufactured 
Shun Fung Iron Works, Ltd., at Junk Bayin goods, and 2.4% were food and agricultural 
Kowloon with an annual capacity of about products. Because of the slower growth in 
100,000 tons. Shiu Wing Steel, Ltd., and Fuji total earnings as a result of the worldwide 
Marden & Co., Ltd., were also locally impor- economic recession, Hong Kong’s deficit 
tant steel producers. The annual rolled steel increased to $2.9 billion in 1981 from $2.7 
capacity of Shiu Wing Steel was about billion in 1980. 
29,000 tons; and Fuji Marden, about 10,000 Based on the total trade value, J apan, 
tons. Scrap, pig iron, and steel ingots were China, the United States, Taiwan, Singa- 
imported from China and Taiwan for pro- pore, and the United Kingdom were the 
ducing iron and steel manufactures in Hong major trading countries for Hong Kong’s 
Kong. | imports in 1981; while the United States, 

Hong Kong imported most of its require- China, J apan, the Federal Republic of Ger- 
ments for raw materials and semimanu- many, and the United Kingdom were the 
factures to support the export-oriented light major trading countries for Hong Kong’s 
and heavy industries. In 1981, Hong Kong’s domestic exports and reexports. 
merchandise imports totaled about $25 bil- | | | 

Table 5.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities — 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Destinations, 1980 
* 

_ ee | Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal 

eee 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 8,760 17,440 -- Taiwan 14,825; Republic of Korea 

1,300; Indonesia 964. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 1,396. 2,576 -~- Indonesia 1,939; Taiwan 500; 
Malaysia 52. Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 23,929 31,626 891 Japan 9,892; North Korea 4,382; 

donesia 2,142. Arsenic: Trioxide, pentoxide, acid. ____ 7 38 -- Mainly to Vietnam. Chromium oxides, hydroxides, acids ___ 61 258 -_ Indonesia 33 Taiwan 49; Republic of 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _______ 7 5 _- Taiwan: 3; Singapore 2. 

lfte. = 32 34 _— Indonesia 31; Singapore 2; Taiwan 1. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 3 4 -- Hil to Malaysia. Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 15,447 19,115 50 Japan 14,957; Taiwan 1,576; China 

Gold: | Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ $2,232 $1,258 $426 J apan. $410; Switzerland $190; Italy 

Metal including alloys, unwrought oe and partly wrought _ troy ounces__ 299,612 959,666 1,575 United Kingdom 542,832; Switzer- 
land 157,217; Canada 101,243. Iron and steel metal: 

Scrap. ~~. _____ T344,285 329,649 -- Taiwan 278,689; Japan 27,857; 
Thailand 20,351. Pig iron, cast iron, ferroalloys _____ 1,418 594 100 Malaysia 162; Australia 80; Fiji 65. Steel, primary forms___________ 9,692 13,975 -- Philippines 7,649; Taiwan 5,840; 
Indonesia 486. Semimanufactures____________ 91,965 102,005 5 China 26,304; Indonesia 24,810; Lead: Macau 15,726. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 33 121 __ Mainly to Indonesia. Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 1,838 2,273 --— Taiwan 1,729; Japan 277; China 149. Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms ~_.--____.__~________ 140 93 -— North Korea 64; Japan 28. Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ -- 295 _~—  Allto Taiwan. Oxides _.._-___ 74 500 50 Republic of South Africa 228; Israel 

; North Korea 50. Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks__ 1 895 _— Republic of South Africa 550; India 
65; Indonesia 80. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 “‘tYJouweqs) COTO 
. United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Nickel: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 38 59 _- Taiwan 33; Republic of Korea 14; 

Singapore 9. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 1,830 2,546 __ North orea 846; Taiwan 740; Japan 

Platinum-group metals: 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands_ _ $585 $1,271 $34 United Kingdom $779; Switzerland 
$310; Australia $148. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _troy ounces_ _ 19,483 14,178 -— Taiwan 6,237; Japan 4,212; 

Switzerland 2,058. 
Silver: 

Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands_ _ $13,210 $120,729 $1,629 United Kingdom $82,010; Switzer- 

land $12,236; West Germany 
$11,721. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces_ _ 1,455 1,974 310 United Kingdom 859; Switzerland 

Tin 430; Belgium 74. 

Oxides and hydroxides —_ kilograms__ _- 881 -— North Korea 641; Taiwan 240. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 1,818 2,405 255 Taiwan 738; China 414; Japan 212. 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ _ _ 1,878 2,529 _- Indonesia 1,753; Taiwan 541; China 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate... __§________ _— 425 — Republic of South Africa 310; United 

ingdom 115. 
zi Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 3 2 _. _ United Kingdom 1. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides __.._____ 89 31 -~- Indonesia 8; Nigeria 8; Madagascar 7. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 2,979 6,834 _— U.S.S.R. 2,003; Netherlands 1,104; 

. Japan 974. 
Other: 

Ash and residue containing non- 
ferrous metals _____§________ 540 737 (4) China 493; Taiwan 196; Japan 47. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ____ _ 239 242 —_ Republic of Korea 190; Republic of 
uth Africa 51. 

Metals: 
Metalloids ______________ 16 11 5 Indonesia 5; Thailand 1. 
Base metals including alloys, all 

forms__~_§__~_~_ 909 888 209 Belgium 366; Republic of South 
Africa 108; North Korea 77. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _-___-___--___-_-~ _- 95 7 _- _ Indonesia 4; Japan 1; Malaysia 1. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 440 188 _— Japan 169; Taiwan 10. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones_____—— — value_ _ $4,099 $61,298 $50,559 Taiwan $10,739. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones __________________ 620 1,180 9 Indonesia 873; Nigeria 121; 
Philippines 44. 

Asbestos, crude________________ 1,844 8,492 _- United Arab Emirates 5,800; Indo- 
nesia 2,740; Republic of Korea 300. 

Barite and witherite___§__________ 98 679 _- Taiwan 492; Republic of Korea 141; 
Indonesia 45. 

Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _ _ _ _ _ 46 331 32 Philippines 200; Republic of Korea 
85; Indonesia 9. 

Cement. __ ~~~ ~~ 7,624 22,318 _- China 19,917; Macau 1,354; Vietnam 

Clays and clay products: 
de______~_____~~_-____- 59,968 78,748 150 Taiwan 63,625; Indonesia 10,494; 

Republic of Korea 3,700. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory? ___________ 4,399 4,275 7 Macau 3,092; China 629. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick __— value, thousands_ _ $801 $1,276 _- Indonesia $698; Nigeria $396; Philip- 
pines $63. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung____ carats__ 371,004 292,034 35,338 lerae 159,079; Belgium 50,747; Japan 

Industrial _____.._..._do____ 12,355 26,102 4,275 Australia 8,954; China 5,000; Japan 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 40 37 -— _ India 34; Taiwan 3. 
Feldspar and fluorspar ______.____ 13,249 15,406 _- Indonesia 10,495; Taiwan 4,893; 

Philippines 18. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

——— eee 
/ Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

———— 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude__________________ 805 738 6 Taiwan 535; Thailand 92; China 86. 
Manufactured_______________ 32,306 43,586 4 China 35,973; Vietnam 5,253; 

Malaysia 1,604. 
Ammonia _________________ 20 7 -- Vietnam 3; China 2. 

Graphite, natural ______________ 817 161 — Taiwan 128; Indonesia 17; Republic of 
orea 14. 

Gypsum and plasters ____________ 31,433 1,423 1 Indonesia 1,325; United Kingdom 77; 
Philippines 8. 

Lime ______~ ~~ 47 39 _- Nigeria 25; Macau 10; China 4. 
Magnesite___________________ 1,320 5,074 _- Talwan 3,744; Nigeria 820; Indonesia 

Mics ked incl li d | nworked includi ittings an 
waste o Including splittings and 104 36 ~- Taiwan 34; Chile 1. 

Worked including agglomerated 
splittings _.._____________ 27 15 (4) China 4; Italy 3; Sweden 3; Sri Lanka 

Pigments, mineral: 
Natural, crude ______________ 260 476 __ Indonesia 456; Philippines 20. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 696 299 -- Indonesia 284; Malaysia 6. 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
excluding diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $172,908 $143,740 $34,431 Japan $47,082; Singapore $29,238; 

. witzerland $10,508. 
Synthetic and reconstructed _do_ _ _ _ $1,508 $1,143 $432 Republic of Korea $171; Taiwan $143; 

Salt and brine.________________ 52 21 _- Bahrain 18; China 2; Indonesia 1. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _.____________ 5 170 _- Philippines 150; Taiwan 18; Indonesia 

Caustic soda._______________ 750 319 __ Philippines 129; China 56; Nether- 
lands 53; Macau 41. 

Soda ash__________________ 14 7,615 — Indonesia 7,000; China 246; Taiwan 

Stone, sand and gravel: , 
Dimension stone, crude and worked _ 3,043 2,520 13 Taiwan 1,286; Philippines 541; 

Indonesia 355. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 110 1,205 _- Indonesia 1,090; China 98; Nigeria 17. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 85 1 -- All to Canada. 
Quartz and quartzite.__________ 668 224 -- Thailand 110; Ivory Coast 61; Nigeria 

Sand, not metal-bearing-________ 16 48 _- Philippines 39; Republic of Korea 5; 
China 4. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms___________ _- 15 — Macau 12; China 3. 
Sulfuric acid___.§_-§_-§__~§_§________ 21 26 _— Indonesia 11; Philippines 6; China 3. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ _ 8,908 5,302 _- Indonesia 4,166; Taiwan 910; 
Kampuchea 107. 

Other: 
Crude.___-§_-§_______ 603 212 _— Taiwan 206; China 6. 
Ash, slag, dross, not metal-bearing __ _- 3,400 -- All to Taiwan. 
Halogens__________ kilograms__ -- 281 _- Indonesia 126; Singapore 100. 
Oxides, hyd roxides, peroxides of 

strontium and barium ________ 10 2 -~— Mainly to Indonesia. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals__________________ 653 473 -- Macau 228; Indonesia 102; China 66. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 373 23 _. All to Macau. 
Carbon black and gas carbon________ 298 779 — Chin a 400; Indonesia 326; Singapore 

Coal, all grades including briquets _ _ _ _ -- 100  __ All to Macau. 
Coke and semicoke______________ 3 10 -- All toChina. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases __value__ $13,236 $14,532 _. Singapore $12,166; Vietnam $1,194; 

ina $802. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : . 
United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products: | 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 70 81 — All to Macau. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_ __— ~ _do_ _ ~~ 151 16 — Do. 
Distillate fuel oil __ .__.—_do__—_ 430 271 __ Macau 178; North Korea 93. 
Residual fuel oil _.______do___~_ 431 869 _. Macau 470; China 399. 
Lubricants_____~_..__—~_do___—_ 265 207 1 Taiwan 74; Indonesia 52; China 13. 
Mineral jelly and wax _ _ _ _ _do_ _ _— 23 - 37 __ Philippines 11; Madagascar 8; 

Singapore 8. 
Liquefied petroleum gas _—_do__~—~— 33 25 -. Mainly to Macau. 
Unspecified _____..__._do__~~_ 12 27 _- Indonesia 17; Macau 5; Republic of 

orea 2. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ — _ 6 4 _-— Thailand 3; Philippines 1. 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Excludes unreported quantity valued at $137,749 in 1979 and $352,364 in 1980. 

Table 6.—Hong Kong: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : moe United = Other (principal) _ 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate ____.____-~ - 9,400 15,092 102. ~=China 14,987. 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 1,665 3,079 128 China 2,622; Japan 184; West 

Germany 146. 
Metal including alloys, all forms —_ _— 45,633 61,780 10,128 Canada 9,116; New Zealand 8,575; 

China 6,885. 
Arsenic: 

Sulfides, natural ___________-- _- 1 _. All from China. 
Trioxide, pentoxide, acid _______~_ 18 46 _. France 43; China 3. 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate __ _____---__ _ 5 _- All from Italy. 
Oxides, hydroxides, acids _ _ __—_ ~~ 447 706 163 West Germany 291; China 151; Japan 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides _____~ _ 18 18 -- China 9; United Kingdom 5; Belgium 

Copper: 
ulfate-§ ~ 2 5 229 112 3 United King dom 49; China 36; France 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 181 167 29 West Germany 103; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys, all forms — —_ 37,734 47,210 2,335 Japan p27 32; China 5,718; Taiwan 

Gold: — 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands. _ $1 $1,290 $490 Papua New Guinea $693; Taiwan $93; 
. aysia $8. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces. _ 3,395 1,153 16 Singapore 360; Switzerland 347; 
nited Kingdom 305. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap___-_-.------------- 105,260 93,297 2,690 Japan 72,410; United Kingdom 5,031; 

u 4,140. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 22,247 21,205 246 China 11,318; Australia 2,986; Japan 

2,419; North Korea 2,407. 
Steel, primary forms_ —— ———— ~~~ 257,267 156,083 52,524 Austria 52,487; Spain 30,400; Taiwan 

8,219; China 4,421. 
Semimanufactures_ thousand tons. _ 1,214 1,496 17 Japan 770; China 200; Taiwan 163.
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Table 6.—Hong Kong: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

NN eee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 “United  # #4+4#WJ |. wo 
United Other (principal) 

a 

METALS —Continued 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 284 308 17 ~—‘China 155; West Germany 72; 
Australia 38. 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 2,441 2,745 109 Canada 781; Taiwan 749; North 
orea 512. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms ____~_~_.~_______-___ 88 51 45 Canada 5. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 1,000 374 — China 265; Thailand 109. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 2,939 2,558 — China 1,630; Japan 531; Singapore 

Mercury _-_-—~~ 76-pound flasks__ 2,153 2,660 () China 2,586; Singapore 62. 
ickel: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 82 254 __ Canada 193; Netherlands 45; France 

; China 4. 
Metal including alloys, all forms _ __ 2,864 3,978 77 Canada 2,539; Republic of South 

Africa 477; Norway 295. 
Platinum-group metals: 

Waste and ewoepings ~—--—-~value__ $38,802 _- 
Metals including alloys, all forms 

troy ounces. _ 64,141 49,641 1,608 United Kingdom 14,146; West 
Germany 11,510; Australia 5,048. 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands_ _ $1,299 $142 $31 Taiwan $89; India $18. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces. _ 850 1,353 8 Thailand 785; Singapore 134; 

Australia 106. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, 
unwrought _________ kilograms_ _ _- 20 -- All from China. 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms _ _ _ 2,416 2,065 24 Malaysia 1,118; China 634; Singapore 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate? ___________ 141 481 27 Australia 382; Japan 51; Singapore 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 6,077 5,406 719 Japa 1,968; United Kingdom 617; 
Australia 564. 

n: 
TP em aconcentrate____._____- — 425 _- All from China. 

Metal including alloys, all forms __ _ 4 4 ~ 1 Japan 1. 
Uranium and thorium compounds ____ 4 6 1 France 5. 

c: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 688 470 7 West Germany 113; Canada 108; 

China 78; France 78. 
Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 27,874 29,962 42 Australia 17,438; North Korea 7,772; 

Canada 2,010. 

Other d resid taining and residue con non- 
ferrous metals _____________ 440 60 () China 59. 

Prides, hydroxides, peroxides _____ 287 273 2 China 257; Japan 9. 
etals: 

Metalloids ______________ 60 34 3 China 30. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms_____._~_~________ 1,239 1,253 60 China 288; Malaysia 236; Philippines 

165; Taiwan 143. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
etc ___- Le 666 1,396 400 Japan 484; China 421; Italy 75. 

Artificial: Corundum __—_______ 506 305 48 India. 169; West Germany 48; China 
20; Japan 19. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones__ _ _____ value__ $16,975 $150,977 $13,885 Japan $104,947; Belgium $13,055; 

Grindi a _— heels and {inited Kingdom $6,732. 
rinding and polishing wheels an 
stones __ > 2,696 2,405 44 China 1,333; Japan 561; Taiwan 292. 

Asbestos, crude________________ 1,844 8,776 a Australia 5,800; China 2,779; Canada 

Barite and witherite_____________ 335 1,169 _. China 662; Taiwan 367; United 
Kingdom 80. 

Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ ___ _ _ 307 242 120 China 118; United Kingdom 2. 
Cement_________ thousand tons__ 2,575 3,220 (4) Japan 1,080; China 843; Republic of 

orea 794. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—Hong Kong: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 “Weed &#+.... 
United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
CO 1: (rr 50,613 89,499 1,370 China 72,336; Japan 9,888; Macau 

Products, nonrefractory and refrac- —- 
tory including nonclay refractory — 
brick _____~— value, thousands_ _ $44,646 $63,311 $346 Italy S17,947 ; China $16,976; Japan 

Cryolite and chiolite_____________ 11 9 __ All from Denmark. 
Diamond: 

Gem, not set or strung 
thousand carats_ — 1,055 1,291 73 India 499; Israel 323; Belgium 158. 

Industrial ________.___-do____ 57 145 _. Australia 82; Belgium 37; Japan 23. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 242 364 362 Singapore 2. 
Feldspar and fluorspar __ ~~ - 13,838 16,373 _- China 15,213; Indonesia 600; Japan 

Fertilizer materials: , 
Crude___________ ~~ ee 1,269 1,020 12 China 705; Canada 102; Belgium 54. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____..____-_~- 56,166 37,066 15 Republic of Korea 25,800; Japan 
234; West Germany 3,784. 

Other including mixed _ _ _ — _ _ — 8,039 8,454 43 West Germany 6,876; United 
. 3 Kingdom 893; Taiwan 420. 

Ammonia ___~_____.~..-_--- 1,032 1,029 8 ase 
om 36. 

Graphite, natural _____._._----~- 1,325 214 22 Sri Lanka 100; China 90; Switzerland 

Gypsum and plasters ____._..__-- 132,726 86,119 45 West Germany 36,776; Japan 21,139; 
United Kingdom 19,829. 

Lime ____________ ~~ ee 45,611 29,858 _— China 24,834; Taiwan 4,815. 
Magnesite - ~~ - --------------- 2,672 8,493 1 China 7,500; Japan 825; Austria 102. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste — 65 31 _. _ India 21; United Kingdom 5; Republic 

of South Africa 4. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _________-_----- 520 437 4 Japan 405; India 11; Belgium 9. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural crude_______..-.__-_ 288 475 a China 466; United Kingdom 8. 
Iron oxides, processed ____._._.-— 1,675 997 105 Japan 465; China 202; West Germany 

Precious and semiprecious stones 
excluding diamond: 
Nat __._—. value, thousands_ — $79,447 $97,901 $7,942 Sings re er EA Thailand $19,471; 

ri Panka 7191. 
Synthetic ________.-__-do____ T$3,982 $4,028 $889 Japan $1,156; West Germany $1,032; 

anama $251. 
Salt and brine_—____----------- 73,207 73,410 30 China 52,500; Taiwan 9,900; Thailand 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: — 
Caustic potash __________--~-~- 141 316 6 China 182; West Germany 49; Italy 

Caustic soda... _- 17,066 20,284 743 China 7,268; United Kingdom 3,229; 
Republic of Korea 3,002. 

Soda ash __ 2 25,932 29,126 712 East Germany 8,978; Ja 8,480; 
Kenya 4,217; China 3021. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _—_~—_ 1,328 2,765 -- China 1,928; Italy 402; Pakistan 225. 
Worked... .-_____-___- 15,745 21,699 10 Italy 13,345; China 4,524; Taiwan 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade —— 10 210 __ All from Taiwan. 
Gravel and crushed rock __~~_~__ 186,889 162,788 123 Macau 150,547; China 9,716; Japan 

Limestone except dimension ___ _ __ 35,813 136,684 _- China 130,485; Japan 5,979; Taiwan 

Quartz and quartzite.__________ 2,130 2,415 __ China 2,350; Belgium 47; West 
Sand excludi tal ; Germany 35. 

excluding metal-bearing 
S thousand tons_ _— 1,239 1,196 5 China 1,188. 

Elemental, all forms__________-_ 1,123 1,218 _- Japen 1,000; West Germany 177; 
aiwan 35. 

Sulfuric acid_ __.........---- 3,006 2,692 17 Taiwan 1,471; China 932; West 
Germany 98. 

Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —_ 10,793 7,488 193 China 6,955; Norway 100; Taiwan 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 6.—Hong Kong: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : _ 
Gnited Other (principal) 

 — 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Other: 
Crude: 

Meerschaum, amber, jet ____ __ _— 2 _— All from Burma. 
Unspecified _____________ 9,960 7,428 78 China 7,144; Republic of South Africa 

Slag, dross, similar wastes, not metal- , | 
bearing _._______________ 929 689 _- China 407; Macau 145; Thailand 91. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ _ 5 9 2 Japan 7. 

Halogens— — noon oa (4) 1 (4) Mainly from Japan. 
uilding materials of asphalt, asbestos 
at Bee cements, unfired non- 

. metals_ $$ ~~~ 19,683 18,787 1,307 United Kingdom 6,671; China 3,496; 
Australia 1,847. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 2,215 576 23 Republic of Korea 390; Taiwan 100; 
. nited Kingdom 53. 

Carbon black and gas carbon________ 1,360 749 99 China 205; Japan 191; France 173. 
Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 5,814 2,851 10 China 1,445; Vietnam 1,000; Japan. 

Coke and semicoke. __§_§_~________ 6,749 5,571 _- Japan 4,646; Taiwan 601; United 
Kingdom 324. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare > gases 
value, thousands... _ $274 $263 $6 Japan $81; Singapore $70; Republic of 

uth Africa $52. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline including natural 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,605 1,707 __ Singapore 1,279; China 411; Bahrain 

Kerosine and jet fuel______do____ 6,878 6,752 (2) Singapore 4,480; China 2,110. 
Distillate fuel oi] _._._____do____ 9,419 8,470 __ China 5,603; Singapore 2,655; 

Australia 153. 
Residual fuel oil ____.____do____ 26,393 27,904 _- Singapore 23,751; China 1,928; Iran 

Lubricants____________do____ "568 505 52 Japan 181; Singapore 123; China 65. 
Mineral jelly and wax _____do____ 126 110 4 China 93; Japan 7. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ _ 1,252 1,224 _- Singapore 783; Taiwan 183; Japan 

Bitumen and other residues 
do___. 136 178 3 Singapore 127; China 22; Republic of 

Unspecified d 2 40 1 Chine 32,3 4 ns ~----..-do____ a 32; Ja . 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, pa 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ____— 878 1,672 98 China 1,285; Japan 178; United King- 
dom 83; Denmark 28. 

Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2Includes ores and concentrates of vanadium and columbium (niobium). 

KAMPUCHEA!’ 

Kampuchea had no significant mineral or the undertaking of new projects of any 
production during 1981, and given the pre- significant importance. 
vailing political, economic, and military The goals for 1982 set forth by the Gov- 
situation, there was little likelihood of ma- ernment reflected almost total lack of in- 
jor development for several years to come. dustrial or mineral production. The only 

Except for the main urban center of nonagricultural items even mentioned were 
Phnom Penh and a few other provincial a planned catch of 60,000 tons of fish, 
centers, the economic system of the country restoration of 1,000 weaving looms, the 
was reduced to subsistence agriculture and transport of 385,000 tons of goods, and the 
barter. generation of 114 million kilowatt-hours of 

Military conflict continued with suffi- power. The electric power plan for the 
cient frequency and vehemence to preclude entire country would equate to one power- 
any realistic plans for industrial rebuilding plant of 20,000 to 25,000 kilowatts, operat-
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ing at normal power factors. tion to crops. | : 
The most significant mineral production There was a small gem stone mining 

may have been salt. In the first quarter of industry along the Thai-Kampuchea border 
1981, 10,700 tons of salt was produced, where it meets the Gulf of Thailand. People 

mostly from the evaporation pans in Kam- from Thailand reportedly were crossing the 
pot Province. Yearly production probably border to dig for rubies in a gravel deposit. 
increased over the 1980 output. The practice was discouraged in October 

One small phosphate plant was reported when a reported 30 Thai gem stone miners 
operational in 1981. This was the Mongkol were killed by Vietnamese troops. 
Borei grinding plant, which had produced Some local production of construction 
700 tons of fertilizer by midyear. The plant materials was underway, but no estimates 
grinds the phosphate ore for direct applica- of production were available. 

NORTH KOREA’* 

During 1961-80, Pyongyang claimed that 3,500; steel semimanufactures—3,300; sil- 
industrial output grew at an average annu- ver, mine output, metal content (troy 
al rate of 14.5% while output had jumped to ounces)—1,550,000 (1980 revised to 
15% to 17% for the 1978-80 period. Based on 1,600,000); tungsten, mine output, metal 
projections for the 1981 budget, overall content (metric tons)—2,200; zinc, mine out- 
economic growth for 1981 was expected to put, metal content—140; zinc, primary 

be about 7% compared with an estimated metal—120; barite—110; cement—8,000; 

rate of growth of 9.5% for 1980. In the first 3 fluorspar—40; graphite—25; lime—400; 

years of the current economic plan, most of magnesite, crude—1,900; magnesite, 

the objectives for industrial construction calcined—800 (1980 revised to 800); nitrogen 

were completed. By the end of the plan content of ammonia—450; phosphate rock— 

period, there was to be annual production of 550; pyrites—620; salt—570; sulfur—265 (in- 

56 to 60 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity, cluding 255 from pyrites and 10 from metal- 

70 to 80 million tons of coal, 16 million tons lurgical byproduct); talc—170; coal—45,000 

of iron ore, 7.4 to 8.0 million tons of steel, 1.0 (including 36,000 anthracite, 8,800 bitumi- 

million tons of nonferrous metals, 12 to 13 nous, and 200 lignite); coke—3,000. : 

million tons of cement, and 5 million tons of North Korea’s leading mineral commodi- 

chemical fertilizers.'® ty mined is coal, mostly anthracite. The 

The Government of North Korea has leading metal ore mined is magnetite. Kim 
never published figures on mineral output; Chaek is the largest iron and steel works in 
thus, all figures published by the U.S. Bu- North Korea. The country is a significant 
reau of Mines and other organizations producer of lead and zinc from mine ore and 
concerned with world mineral production refined metal from smelters at Munpyong 

are estimates and should generally be ree and Nampo. Mine production of magnesite 

garded as indicative only of the order of is of world significance. Barite, mined from 

magnitude of production of the commodi- several locations in the western part of the 

ties, not as precisely computed estimates. country, has been exported on a long-term 

Estimates for 1977-80 are unaltered from barter basis. Status of a 20,000-ton-per-year 

those published in the 1980 edition of this aluminum reduction plant installed in the 

chapter except as noted in the following 1970’s remains unknown. Official data on 

summary of 1981 production levels; the mineral and metal production in North 

figures presented are in thousand metric Korea are not available from the Pyong- 

tons unless otherwise specified: aluminum, yang Government.» 
primary ingot—10; cadmium, smelter out- The Pyongyang Government does not dis- 

put (metric tons)—150; copper, mine output, seminate trade transaction data. The coun- 

metal content—15; copper, smelter, pri- try’s trade data were constructed from data 

mary and _ secondary—18; copper, re- published by North Korea’s trading part- 

fined, primary and secondary—22; gold, ners that publicly distribute their own 

mine output, metal content (troy ounces)— __ trade information. 
160,000; iron ore, marketable, gross North Korea’s foreign trade was estimat- 

weight—8,000 (iron content, 3,200); pig ed to be as follows, in million dollars: 
iron—3,000; ferroalloys—120; crude steel—
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reduce coke consumption and overall fuel 
Exports Imports consumption. Hwanghae has three 1,000- 

1970... 315 395  cubic-meter blast furnaces; overhaul of fur- 
1971 _____- 316 552. naces Nos. 2 and 3 were completed in 1981. 
1918 --227772TzTaTz=22~—S«BYsMg Production of thick plate was increased 1.3 1974 ------------------- 700 1,300 times by changes to the rolling process. 
1976 __ 555 '325 Quality control in the thin plate and wire 
191] ~~~ --------------- oe 781 shops raised the product utilization rate. 
1979 TTT TTT TT TTT 1270 1,800 Also, adjustments in the heating cycle re- 
—_——.- = portedly reduced coke consumption per ton 

oo , . , of steel produced while raising the fuel 
Starting in the mid-1970’s, Pyongyang utilization level. 

became delinquent in loan payments for The Government’s planned objective by 
plant purchases and, in some cases, was the mid-1980’s was to produce 1.5 million 
simply unable to make payments. Negotia- tons of nonferrous metals annually. North tions with creditors deferred repayment of Korea was a prominent producer of. lead 
the outstanding debts to 1983-84, with cur- and zinc; Komdok Mine in Tanchan was the 
rent installments covering only those loans country’s largest producer. Both ore and 

biggest pro ong the interest. fontign can concentrates and refined metals have been 

cy to meet its obligations. In addition, Gov- od tonnage of toad higher values, in “have 
ernment trade representatives reportedly een exported more recently rather than 
have approached foreign companies on set- concentrate. Smelter-refining facilities at 
ning uP jot vortion. of the \ aorea in Hamhung, Munchon, and Nampo produce 

~ lead and zinc metals as well as copper. ufactured.*! eye acy 
To attain the output goals of the current Foci ond Renee amelter facilities were at 

economic plan, the Government continued al cas 
the education and training of personnel in The 1984 target for annual cement PrO- geologic expertise to insure prospecting for duction was projected at 12 to 13 million 

expanding the country’s mineral reserve tons, which was to be expanded to 20 base, to discover new mineral deposits, and million tons by the end of the decade. North 
to devel op new mining operations Speci al Korea’s largest cement plants were at 
efforts were to be directed to find deposits of Chonnaeri, Madong, and Sunchon. Con- 
metal ores necessary for the iron and steel struction of a new plant using modern industry. calcining technology was nearing comple- 

Muzan iron ore mines, one of the largest tion. Size of plant and location were not 
| iron mines in North Korea, was being ‘isclosed. . 

expanded to an annual output of 10 million | The Government’s target for chemical tons. Experimental blasting techniques fertilizer output was projected at 5 million 
were being employed at the time to remove ons per year by 1984. Hungnam Combined 
overburden to expose the underlying ore Fertilizer Enterprise was the largest pro- body. A long-distance belt-conveyor trans- ducer in North Korea, producing primarily 
port line was constructed, and a new ore nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers. 
dressing plant installed, raising ore dress- Lacking oil and natural gas, North Korea 
ing capacity 60%. had coal as its chief fuel source. The coun- 
By 1984, Government plans called for an try has coal resources estimated at nearly 

annual steel output of 7.4 to 8.0 million 10 billion tons; anthracite comprises 70% of 
tons, later to be expanded by the end of the the country’s resources. The largest anthra- 
decade to 15 million tons. North Korea’s cite deposit, identified as the Northern 
largest integrated steel works are Kim Coalfield, is in South Pyongan Province, 
Chaek and Hwanghae. Kim Chaek has two while 70% of the lignite occurrence is in the 
1,000-cubic-meter blast furnaces and one east coast district, North Hamgyong Prov- 
1,500-cubic-meter blast furnace. The No. 2 _ ince. 
blast furnace was being enlarged to 1,500 Lignite production was from wholly 
cubic meters. Remodeling of the sintering mechanized mines, while anthracite mines 
furnace and modernization of the chemical were mechanized to the extent of about 40% 
shop was in progress. Conservation tech- to 50%. The mines around Anju in the 
niques were introduced at Kim Chaek to western coalfield account annually for
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. about 15 million tons of total production. The 1984 target output for coal was 70 to 

Numerous small mines account for 20 mil- 80 million tons, to be increased to 120 

lion tons, and the remainder from mines million tons by 1989. To attain these goals, 

with annual output capacity over 21 million Government allocations to the coal sector 

tons in South Pyongan, North Hwanghae, increased 22% in 1978, 33.3% in 1979, 30% 

North Hamgyong, South Hamgyong, and in 1980, and 25% in 1981. During this time, 

Kowon. Most of the country’s output was for the mining complexes particularly at Anju, 

domestic consumption; however, some coal Sunchon, Tokchon, and Kujang were ex- 

was exported. The bulk of the coal consum- panded, construction of a large colliery at 

ed was for steam generation and space Inpo was completed, and several new coal 

heating. mines were commissioned. 

Table 7.—North Korea: Apparent exports of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
IN DD 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit; 1979 1980” : 
y | United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap___----------------- -- 7 _.  Alitoltaly. 

Unwrought _____-----~------ -- 73 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 

Semimanufactures__— .__-_—-~--- 316 2,706 -- Do. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ______----~--------- 83 55 __ __ All to West Germany. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
ap___.__--------------- -- 79 -- Do. 

Unwrought _____----------- 23 5 __  AlltoJapan. 

Semimanufactures_ — —_—-—----- 11 5 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap __.----------------- 62 1,727 _- All to Indonesia. 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot — — — — 51,508 66,018 _- Japan 49,349; Saudi Arabia 14,262. 

Ferroalloys ___-_-----~------ 3,117 7,118 _- U.S.S.R. 5,613; Japan 1,505. 

Steel, primary forms__——.—----- 113,709 82,947 _— Greece 32,914; Thailand 29,083; 
Indonesia 13,584. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 39,149 92,256 _. Saudi Arabia 90,481; Singapore 655; 

Uni lates, sheets 41,492 62,782 Ji colon eH K 8,691 
niversals, plates, sheets — -— — - ’ . -- a ,431; Hong Kong 8,691; Bominican Republic 5,793. 

Hoop and strip_ __--------- 80 200 __ Sri Lanka 151; Indonesia 30; Saudi 
Arabia 12. 

Rails and accessories _ . _ .-~-~- 998 1 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 

Wire. _______---------- 2,566 1,929 _- Saudi Arabia 1,769; Sri Lanka 100. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____~-~- 17,398 216,756 _. _ Saudi Arabia 15,212; Hungary 962; 
Dominican Republic 5: 

Castings and forgi rough __— 1,498 180 _. Saudi Arabia 125; Sweden 55. 

Lead metal including alloys 

Pree ght 2222272222222777 27,855 40,119 __ ae 22,485; West Ge 8,883 
nwrought ___.__-----~----- ¥ , -- a 5 rmany 38,850; 

“ France 4,486. y 
Semimanufactures_ —————------ 4 NA __ NA. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ — $34,099 $58,373 __ West Germany $49,573; Italy $8,783. 

Tin metal including alloys, semimanu- : 
factures _________---------- _- 10 _- All to Indonesia. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
air ~o- ee ee -- 1 _._  AlltoJapan. 

inc: 

Ore and concentrate _ ——_----~--- 64,704 54,488 _. Japan 50,717; Yugoslavia 3,771. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought — — 51,511 49,247 _- Japan 32,11”, Hong Kong 7,772; 
ce 4,574. 

Other, n.e.s.: 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _____-------- 4,068 4,955 _- Japan 4,835; Spain 120. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ~~ — —- -- 13 -- to Japan. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: Grinding and polishing wheels 
and stones____ — -~----------- 26 42 _. __ All to Saudi Arabia. 

Barite and witherite___---------- 9,521 3,842 -- All to Algeria. 

Cement______-_---~---------- 304,264 571,587 -_- U.S.S.R. 481,000; Saudi Arabia 
45,227; Hong Kong 24,233. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—North Korea: Apparent exports of mineral commodities? —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

. . - Destinations, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980” : } Y _ United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Chamotte earth___________ —_ 189 _~  Allto Hungary. . Kaolin _-_____________ 26,400 20,100 _~  AlltoJapan. Other, unspecified _________ 101 64 -— West Germany 68. Products: 
Nonrefractory____________ 313 136 ~~ Saudi Arabia 120; Sweden 12. Refractory _._.__________ 754 (°) -— All to Malta. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands____—- __ $18 __ All to Spain. Industrial ____________do____ $43 NA ~~ NA. 
Feldepar, fluorspar, etc ___________ 3,561 7,899 -— All to Poland. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous________________ 26,815 26,004 -~ US S.R. 20,469; Singapore 5,505. Other including mixed _________ 2 500 -— All to Malta. Graphite, natural _.____________ 24,478 10,684 -- Japan 8,926; Austria 1,758. Gypsum and plasters __._________ 102 NA _. NA. . Lime _________ 299 NA ~. NA. . 
Magnesite including powder ________ 757,787 793,955 --  US.S.R. 500,608; Poland 141,641; 

Japan 105,323. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural _____ value, thousands__ $12 $84 _. Singapore $82. Synthetic ____________do____ _- $1 _~- All toJapan. Pyrites, unroasted ______________ 15 NA -. NA. 
Salt and brine_________________ 58 113 _-- All to Saudi Arabia. Sodium and potassium compounds, 
causticsoda-- -- 252 __ Indonesia 250. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 11,573 9,559 _. All toJapan. Worked __ = 172 63 _~- All to Saudi Arabia. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ _— 300 -- All to Indonesia. Gravel and crushed rock _______ _ 3,038 192 _-~  AlltoJapan. Quartz and quartzite. — — — _______ 1,565 1,833 __ Do. 
d excluding metal bearing ~--- — 2 ~~ All to Saudi Arabia. Sulfur, elemental, other than colloidal _ _ _- 100 _. _ All to Indonesia. Talc and steatite_______________ 74,546 45,210 -— Japan 33,538; Poland 11,672. 

at ra 1,000. 3,500 H 2,000; Japan 1,500 @__-__ , > -- ungary 2,000; Japan 1,500. Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 
bearing _________________ ~- 5 _~ All to Saudi Arabia. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal, anthracite and bituminous _____ 56,782 100,233 _— Japan 100,223. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Kerosine and jet fuel 
42-gallon barrels__ 132 NA _- NA. 

Residual fuel oi] _.______do____ _- 130,389 -—  AlltoJapan. Lubricants _________do____ 147 1,274 a All to Saudi Arabia. Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do____ 35 NA -. NA. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 1,297 NA -- NA. 
Bituminous mixtures 

do_ ___ 418 NA -— NA. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals __ __ 182 602 --  AlltoJapan. CO eee 
PPreliminary. NA Not available. 
10wing to a lack of official trade data Published by North Korea, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United ations information and data published by the partner trade countries. 
Excludes part of Canadian imports valued at $137,000. 
Reported value of imports by Malta was $33,000.
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Table 8.—North Korea: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980” : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum: . 
Oxides and hydroxides ____~_ ~~~ 2 11 _. All from Japan. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ _ ~_______---- 810 2,158 _. Hungary 1,204; Singapore 531; 
Yugoslavia 423. 

Semimanufactures ______—__ 493 704 -— Japan 548; Austria 109. 
Antimony metal, elemental __—___~_~- 2 NA -- NA. . 
Chromium: 

Chromite_________.____~-~-~ 7,000 19,426 __  U.S.S.R. 15,000; Japan 4,426. 
Oxides and hydroxides _______~_ 70 37 _. All from Japan. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides ______---~- 25 1 -_— Do. 

Co Metal including alloys, all forms _~—_ 2 4 _. _ Singapore 3; France 1. 
pper: 
Gre and concentrate___________ 4,307 7,702 _. All from Philippines. 
Matte______________-___-- 110 NA __ NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-------------- 83 NA — NA. 
Semimanufactures _________ 187 59 _— Japan 53; Switzerland 6. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate_______.__-_ -- 111,246 __ All from Brazil. 

etal: 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot _ _- 11,011 _— Indonesia 11,000. 
Ferroalloys__—_.-__-___ __ 5,409 11,505 _— Japan 11,376. 
Steel, primary forms ________ _- 65 __ All from Japan. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections__________-~- 3,351 215,310 _— Japan 7,820;? Italy 7,380. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 19,776 17,733 — Japan 17,722. 
Hoop and strip _______~_ 117 3148 _- All from Japan.’ 
Rails and accessories __ _ —__ 932 4,956 — Do. 
Wire _______________ 1,049 4100 _. Japan 53;‘ Austria 47. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 6,833 10,521 _— Japan 9,749; West Germany 351; 

ingapore 207. 
Lead metal including alloys: 

Unwrought __________-_---- -- 550 _. All from Mexico. 
Semimanufactures____________ 149 4 _. All from Japan. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: 
nwrought ______________~-~- 12 30 _- Do. 

Semimanufactures___.______— _ 157 NA -- NA. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate_________—_ 21,000 29,100 — U.S.S.R. 29,000. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 252 350 _. Singapore 250; Japan 100. 

Molybdenum: 
and concentrate __________- -- 43 _. ._ All from Singapore. 

Metal! including alloys, all forms 
kilograms_ — _- 284 _- All from Japan. 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate. ________~- 60,067 NA — NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ _____________ 82 NA _- NA. 
Semimanufactures ____.__ ~~ 7 3 __ All from Japan. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

Si value, thousands. _ $49 $233 — West Germany $173; Japan $60. 
ver: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ _ _ _ _do___— $246 NA -- NA. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought ___—_do____ _- $34 _— France $27; Japan $7. 
Tantalum metal including alloys, all 

forms _______._~_- kilograms_ _ 15 5 _- All from Japan. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought ________---_---- 12 52 _. All from Singapore. 
Semimanufactures_ __-__--_--~-_ 2 5 _. Singapore 3; Japan 2. 

Titanium: 
Oxides __________-_-~- ~~ --- 56 52 -- All from Japan. 
Metal including alloys, all forms __ — 2 6 __ Do. 

Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
forms _________~_-_-----_--- _- 640 -- All from Singapore. 

See footnotes at end of table. 

»
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Table 8.—North Korea: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980” : . 
Rnited Other (principal) 

OO 

METALS —Continued 

yonedium ore and concentrate ______ _- 45 _— All from Singapore. 
inc: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 20,419 59 661 —- All from Peru. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ — 1 _. All from Japan. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures _________________ 533 141 _~ Japan 111; Singapore 30. 

ner os, hydroxid id 98 34 Japan 18; S 2 es, | xides, peroxides __— _— _- a ; Singapore 12. 
Metalloids. 1 7 — All from Japan, 
Base metals including alloys, all forms —_ 10 -~— All from Singapore. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ $27 $20 _~ All from Japan. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones __ ~~ 12 12 _- Do. 

Boric oxide and acid __ ___________ __ 19 _- Do. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude____ ~~ ~~ Le 300 NA -. NA. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory ____________ 91 760 -~— Italy 52. 
Refractory ______________ 4,132 4,137 _— All from Japan. 

Diamond, industrial value, thousands_ _ $28 NA __ NA. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 3 2 _— All from Japan. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, phosphatic _ thousand tons_ _ 8325 80 _. All from Algeria. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 100 NA a NA. 

Other including mixed22-277> AA BPO =~ A rom. er including mixed _____ __ _- ~- ; 
Ammonia _______~__________ — 6 -- Do. 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ (*) 3 _- Do. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _.______________ — 2 — Do. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed. __________ _— (*) _- Do. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $12 $6 _- Do. 
Synthetic ____________do___ _ $72 $12 — Do. 

Salt and brine. __-______________ 338 21,113 _- Egypt 21,000; Japan 113. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash ______________ 1 1 _- All from Japan. 
Caustic soda________________ 48 3 -- Do. 
Soda ash __-___~_~__________ 2 (°) _- Do. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 30 NA _- NA. 
Worked ________________ 175 211 -- All from Italy. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ _— 37 — Do. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ _ 4 NA _- NA. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ 4 22,975 _— Poland 21,000; Singapore 1,972. 
Colloidal ____.__________ _- 2,420 -- All from Singapore. 

Sulfuric acid. ~__$_§$_§_~_~_______ 3 6 _- All from Japan. 
Other, n.e.s.: 
Crude________~ ~__~_______ 3 87 _- Do. 
Halogens_____________-____ —- 5 -- Do. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ __ _ _ _ 9 1 _~ Do. 
Carbonblack ________________- 544 2,452 _~. West Germany 1,936; Japan 516. 
Coal, anthracite and bituminous ___ __ 15,400 NA —_ NA. 
Coke and semicoke______________ 185,536 246,181 — Japan 150,181; Poland 96,000. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _______ _- 4 _. All from Japan. 
Peat including briquets ___________ 12 NA _- NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—North Korea: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

: Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980° United Other (principal) | 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products: | 
Kerosine and jet fuel 

42-gallon barrels__ 3,736 729 __ Yugoslavia 380; Madagascar 349. 
Distillate fuel oil ______ __do____ 7,475 89,595 __ Singapore 89,274; Yugoslavia 298. 
Residual fuel oil _.__..__do.__~— 148,105 4,156 _- Yugoslavia 4,123. 
Lubricants______.____do___- 17,745 1013 062 _. Singapore 12,733; Belgium- 
Oth Luxembourg 126; Japan 126.1° 

. er: 

Mineral jelly and wax _ —do__ —- _- 1,865 _. All from Japan. 
Nonlubricating oils _ _ _ _do_ _ — — _- 133 _- All from Singapore. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do. _—— _- 91 _—. All from Japan. 
Bituminous mixtures_ _ —do_ — — — _- 970 — Do. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals - — ~~ _- 100 _- Do. 

PPreliminary. NA Not available. | 
1Qwing to a lack of official data published by North Korea, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of 

this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations information 
and data published by the partner trade countries. . 

2Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $289,000. 
3Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $168,000. | 
“Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $516,000. 
5Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft (Metallstatistics), Frankfurt am Main, West Germany. 
®Excludes exports from Japan valued at $6,000. 
7Excludes exports from Japan valued at $184,000. 
8Statistical supplement, British Sulphur Corp. Ltd., London, United Kingdom. 
®Less than 1/2 unit. | 
10Fxcludes part of Japanese exports valued at $1,149,000. 

LAOS?2 

The year 1981 marked the beginning of a | Though several industrial plants en- 
new 5-year plan in the Lao People’s Demo-_ countered difficulties, including shortages 
cratic Republic. Some signs of economic of raw materials and spare parts, and lack 
growth and agricultural and industrial of experience in production management, 
progress were seen. For the first year in overall industrial production reportedly in- 
more than a decade, the Laotians were self- creased more than 138% compared with that 
sufficient in food supplies. Some surplus of the previous year. Production targets for 
agricultural goods were available for ex- 1981 were fulfilled in the areas of electrici- 
port, and some raw materials for industrial _ ty, coal, gypsum, and brick. It was predicted 
production were also produced. There re- that overall national production in 1982 
mained an imbalance of trade, however, would increase by 16% with electric power 

with the continuing necessity of exporting output increasing 1%; tin production, 100%; 
only raw materials and importing finished and construction materials, by 44%. 
goods. The Government reported an overall The problem of inadequate transporta- 
increase of 8.6% in national production tion facilities continued throughout 1981. 
compared with that in 1980. One of the main objectives of the new 5-year 

At yearend, Government officials an- plan was the restoration and improvement 
nounced that efforts to develop new min- of most of the old highway system that was 
eral deposits would be stepped up. Repair destroyed or allowed to become impassible 
and establishment of industrial enterprises over the past decade. To this end, an agree- 
would be increased, including rehabilitation ment was signed in October 1981 between 
of the remaining equipment at the Nam Vietnam and Laos regarding transport is- 
Ngum hydroelectric plant with the view sues and goods exchange and payments. 
toward expanding the electric power net- Highway No. 9 between Vietnam and the 
work. They further stated that repair and Phin District of Savannakhet Province was 
development of the tin mining industry at being reconstructed and was expected to 
Phontiou would be continued. eventually meet international standards.
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The 250-kilometer road should greatly facil- capital funding and an assured market were 
Nate the franspostation of exported miner- available. Iron deposits were known in sev- 

and other goods when completed. eral places, the most important being at 
The hydroelectric powerplant project at Lalbouak and. Phonlek in Xiang Khoang 

| Nam Ngum Dam north of Vientiane contin- Province. 

ued to be one of the few foreign exchange Gold deposits were scattered throughout 
earners for Laos. The electricity generated the country. Copper deposits were surveyed 
reportedly was 807 million kilowatt-hours in several locations, most notably in the 
during 1981, over three-fourths of which Sing District, Louang Province. Gem stones 
was pxported to Thailand pander a ong were reported in Honei Sai District, includ- 
8 g trade agreement. During October ing a sapphire deposit reportedly bein 
1981, the Electricity Generating Authority mined with Cuechoslovakien asristance 

of Thailand and Lao State Electricity Enter- The salt farms, drilled brine wells, in the 
prise concluded an agreement on a new Thonlaakhom District of Vientiane Prov- 
price for the electricity exported. The new ince continued in operation and supplied 
price reportedly was triple the former domestic needs. 
charges. —_ Construction materials for local use were 

pant ha geod wid to anconng Proud darts ISH The production of . rick re was incre ove 
generators, Nos. 3 and 4, each with a 40,000- 1989 levels. A protocol and memorandum 
kilowatt capacity. At yearend, it was re- on the construction of a brick plant, funded 
ported that generators Nos. 1 and 2, each by the Soviet Union, were signed in Vien- 
with a 15,000-kilowatt capacity, were ready tiane in July 1981. According to the agree- 

to be restarted. A fifth generator, Previ0us- ment, the Soviets were to build a plant with __ 
ly believed to be under construction, was a capacity of 7 to 12 million bricks per year. 
contracted for during September 1981 with The gypsum mining operation at the 

the Southeast Asian affairs division of Dong Hen Quarry in southern Savannakhet 
Switzerland 8 Motor Columbus Enter- province completed its first full year of 
prises. operation. The mine, run jointly by Laos 

and Vietnam, produced 40,500 tons during 
COMMODITY REVIEW 1981. Most of the output was exported to 

During 1981, the Soviet-assisted survey Vietnam for use in its cement industry. 
and exploration of tin resources in the Pa —- Petroleum and gas deposits were reported 
Then Basin continued. The old established a8 being located in the Se Pon District of 
tin mine at Phontiou was known to be Savannakhet Province as a result of recent 

operating, although production figures have mineral surveying. Also reported were oc- 
been unavailable for many years. Other tin currences of oil shale. No plans had been 
deposits being aiurveyed included Mong made at yeorene anne ae exploit nese 

un, Neng, an neng. According to the resources. os continu import the 
senior Soviet scientist, the occurrences were small amount of petroleum products needed 
very rich, the tin content in some places from Thailand and Vietnam. 
reportedly being as high as 85% cassiterite. In October 1981, Laos signed an agree- 
By yearend 1981, 70% of the Pa Then Basin ment with the U.S.S.R. for the construction 
nad pen surveyed: rae Soviet survey was ofa petroleum _ipelive petween the niet 
schedu or completion in 34 namese districts of Vinh an ientiane. 

Minerals other than tin have been report- The Soviets will assist in the technical 
ed throughout the country and several were aspects of the 465-kilometer pipeline. 
believed rich enough to be exploited if 

MONGOLIA25 

Mongolia covers a land area of 1,564,619 construction, and 38.5% in government and 
square kilometers; about 89% is pasture or public authorities. Mongolia is a member of 
desert wasteland, 10% forested, and less the Council for Economic Mutual Assis- 
than 1% arable. The population was esti- tance (CEMA). It is also a member of the 
mated at 1.7 million in 1981. The total work Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
force was about 315,000, 21.4% was incom- and the Pacific. 

merce and services, 21% in manufacturing, The Mongolian economy, traditionally an 

11.9% in agricultural and fishing, 7.2% in agrarian economy, was to transform into an
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agricultural-industrial economy under the chronic trade deficit. However, the trade 
| sixth 5-year plan (1976-80). During this peri- deficit decreased to about $131.2 million in 

od, Mongolia reportedly had invested over 1980 from $137.4 million in 1979 because of 

$4 billion” into “ite national economy. The the increased export earnings from miner- 
Mongolian major industrial center is in als in 1980.77 
Ulan Bator (the national capital) area. | 
Three additional new industrial areas are COMMODITY REVIEW 
in Darhan, Erdenet, and Choybalsan. Mon- . . | . 
golian main industries include processing of copres end. muiybdenwn a jproamction of 
ani roducts such as leather, ’ : : 

ttlce. Pend oreeceeed meat, and v ining of creased substantially in 1981. The copper 

copper, molybdenum, fluorspar, limestone, and moly bdenum complex, initiated in 19 14, 
construction aggregates, and coal. Most in- The oP-50 Soviet Mongoran pone project. 
dustries in Mongolia remained small in ne investment in the project was 
scale, but their share of the country’s GNP. retrace na "outpat ropes (about US$1.5 
has increased substantially over the past ane . 
years. The output of industry accounting for about 8 million tons in 1981 from about 4 
14% of the country’s national income in the mjected te ee itee tes ore was 
1960’s rose to about 30% in 1980. 
Under the seventh year plan (1981-85), capacity when the fourth phase construc- 

Mongolia was to accelerate the develop. tion work is completed in 1985.% The esti- 
ment of the fuel and power, mining, and mated mine output of contained copper and 
building industries; to extend further devel- ™0lybdenum in concentrates at Erdenet for 
opment of light and food industries; and to 1979 to 1981 and projected 1985 at full 
emphasize the development of state farms C#Pacity 1s as follows in tons: 
and the extension of the arable area. Under 
a new agreement signed between Mongolia Pro- 
and the U.S.S.R. in June 1981, the Soviet 1979-1980 1981 Jected 
Union was to continue its technical and ——————_—_ 
economic assistance to Mongolia. In the Copper _______- 21,700 44,000 71,800 118,000 
mining sector, special emphases were plac- Molybdenum_-- - - 22248 661 1,000 
ed on the continuing expansion of the Erde- | 

net copper-molybdenum mining and con- The ore reserves at Erdenet were estimat- 
centrating combine, the continuing explora- ed at 300 million tons, averaging 0.85% 
tion of zinc deposits in Salkhit, and the copper and 0.012% molybdenum. The exist- 
development of fluorspar mining and con- ing complex at Erdenet comprised an open 
centrating capacities at Boro-ondor, in pit mine, a concentrator, a machine repair 
southeastern Mongolia. During the 1981-85 plant, and auxiliary shops. The complex 

period, Mongolia was also to complete ex- employed about 2,600 workers; about 55% 
ploration works for the copper-molybdenum of the employees are Mongolian and the 
deposit at Tsagaan-suvraga, coking coal de- remainder are specialists from the U.S.S.R. 
posit at Tavan-tolgoy, and the phosphate Nonmetals.—Mongolian cement produc- 
deposit at Burenhaan. | tion at Darhan was expected to increase by 

In 1980, Mongolian merchandise exports 18% from 177,900 tons reported in 1980. 
were valued at $364.7 million, and imports The mine production of fluorspar at Berh 
were valued at $495.9 million. Mongolian and two other mines continued to increase 
exports a eee Pr Soares products in 1981. sores pve rel Proaucee ” Monga 
accounted for abou 3% O exports, was expo the U.b.s.R. Under the 

while exports of minerals accounted for seventh 5-year plan, a large fluorspar min- 
apout 26a. Mongolian imports of ma ing and concentrating combine was ex- 
chines and equipment, spare parts, and _ pected to be built at the Boro-ondor area, 
manufactured consumer goods accounted where a promising fluorspar deposit was 
for over 60% of total imports. About 98% of discovered in recent years. To export the 

merchandise trade was with the CEMA future output of fluorspar from the area to 
countries. The U.S.S.R. alone accounted the U.S.S.R., a new branch line from Da- 
for 80% of Mongolian total exports and lanjargalau to Boro-ondor on the Trans- 
accounted for 90% of Mongolian total im- Mongolian railway will also be constructed. 
ports. Mongolia has been suffering from a According to the Mongolian Planning
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Commission, the Government planned to Kapitalnaya Mine was expanded in the 
undertake further exploration work of the Shariyn Gol area, and a new open pit coal 
Burenkhan phosphate deposit discovered mine with an annual capacity of 2 million 
around Lake Khubsugul in northern Mon- tons was being developed at Baga-Nuur. 
golia in 1964. The phosphate ore reserves in Other promising coal deposits in Mongolia 
the area were estimated at 400 million tons include Tavan-tolgoy, Adunchulun, and 
in 1970.3° Uvdun-khudag. Most of the Mongolian coal 

Mineral Fuels.—Coal production in Mon- is of Permian age. About 80% of the exist- 
golia remained at the 4.5-million-ton level. ing coal reserves are black coal, of which 
Major coal-producing areas are around the about 50% can be used in the coking indus- 
Ulan Bator area and in Darhan. During the _ try, and about 20% is brown coal. 
sixth 5-year plan (1976-80), the Nalayha 

Table 9.— Mongolia: Apparent exports of mineral commodities? 
| . (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Destinations, 1980 
Co odit 1979 1980” ‘ 

nied United Other (principal) 
eee 

Cement_________-__________-_ . 797,800 26,800 -. AlltoUS.S.R. 
Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap____________________ 20,000 20,007 2 __ Do. 
Semimanufactures: 

Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 188 1 _~— All to Saudi Arabia. 
Castings and forgings, rough _ _ _ 211 2 1 Do. 

eee 
PPreliminary. 
1Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Mongolia, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations 
information and data published by the partner trade countries. 

*Statistical yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

Table 10.—Mongolia: Apparent imports of mineral commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980” : 

mmoesy Bnited Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS 

Iron and steel metal:? 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot ___ _ 2,400 2,100 _— NA. 
Semimanufactures: 

Tubes and pipes___________ 10,400 8,600 -- NA. 
Other _________________ 39,600 38,400 _- NA. 

NONMETALS 

Cement____________-________ 247,300 236,400 _.  Allfrom U.S.S.R. 
Clay products, nonrefractory_ —______ 1,164 248 -- All from Italy. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous, N content _________ 224,000 213,400 _. US S.R. 7,600; undetermined 5,798. 
Phosphatic, P20; content________ 220,200 237,200 _. All from U.S.S.R. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, natural 
value, thousands_ _ —_ $1 _- All from West Germany. 

Salt and brine_________________ 1,458 2,094 -- All from U.S.S.R. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic soda? _______________ 500 1,000 _. NA. 
Soda ash ___-__§_____________ -- 2100 _. Japan 4; undetermined 96. 

Stone, dimension, worked__________ 15 18 -- All from Italy. 
Sulfuric acid. __§_--§ ~§_______~_____ 21,300 21,300 -.  USS.R. 910. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Coal, anthracite and bituminous? _ _ _ _ _ 1,500 ~- 
Petroleum and refinery products:? 

Crude_______ “do gallon barrels_ _ 44,100 — 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Mongolia: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980” United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products:? — 
Continued 

Refinery products: 
Lubricants 
other 42-gallon barrels_ _ 151,900 159,600 __ NA. 

thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 4,066 4,428 _. NA. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ — _ _ 1,080 608 _. All from U.S.S.R. 

PPreliminary. NA Not available. 
1Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Mongolia, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations 
information and data published by the partner trade countries. 

Statistical yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

NEPAL*! 

The mineral industry of Nepal played grew about 5.5% in FY 1980-81 compared 
virtually no part in the country’s economy with the small decline experienced the pre- 
in 1981, employing a total of only 1,200 vious year. The rise in GDP was attribut- 
persons. Nepal’s entire industrial sector able to the good food grain harvest and a 
employed only about 1% of the labor force generally good yield in the small cash crop 
and contributed about 5% of the GDP. Most harvest. 
industry was oriented to the agricultural Inflation continued to be a serious prob- 
sector. The country was highly agricultural lem, although moderating petroleum prices | 
in nature and over 90% of the population and easing of the prices of some other basic 
was dependent on subsistence farming for commodities dispelled thoughts that the 
its survival. Population density on the ara- economy was out of control. Even so, the 
ble land was very high. official statistics show an increase in the 

The insignificant mineral production was cost of living of over 18%, which, though 
a reflection of the primitive state of the probably low, was far more realistic than 
country’s mineral development. There has __ previous official estimates.* 
been very little detailed geological explora- To increase industry and commerce, the 
tion done in the country. However, it hasa Government turned more toward the pri- 
high potential for both metallic and nonme-_ vate sector for their development. The Gov- 
tallic mineral deposits. ernment rice-exporting monopoly was abol- 

High-grade copper veins have been mined ished, and trade was restored to private 
since ancient times by primitive methods. entrepreneurs. A new investment policy 
Some of these mines were still worked by was put forth in 1981 by the Ministry of 
individuals or families and produced up tol Industry, which would accord a range of 
ton of crudely smelted copper each year. generous concessions to foreign investors. 
The output went to make domestic brass Implementing legislation was pending in 
utensils. the National Assembly. 

The most likely minerals for development Future industrialization will be con- 
in the near term were magnesite, lead-zinc, trolled by availability of power and the need 
limestone for cement, and dimension stone. for a ready market for the products turned 
Petroleum deposits were a possibility. Ex- out. Since the subsistence farmers have 
ploration activity and the exploitation of virtually no cash income, there was very 
any discoveries could provide employment little purchasing power to support import- 
for a substantial number of workers in the substitution industries. Export-oriented in- 
rural areas. Much of the population was dustry faced stiff competition with the Indi- 
only partly employed because the crowded an market. 
agricultural conditions did not provide full One bright spot for Nepal was its huge 
employment on the farms. hydroelectric potential, about 80 million 
GNP at current prices was estimated at kilowatts of power. This amounts to 2.6% of 

$2.4 billion*? for FY 1980-81.%s the world total for a country occupying only 
At constant 1977 prices, the economy 0.09% of the world land area.
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During the last several years, demand for tant purpose was to furnish an alternate 
electric power, though small by any normal domestic source of energy to the nearly 
criterion, was well ahead of the installed universal practice of burning locally cut 
capacity. Shortages have become acute, and _ firewood. In the last few decades, the deple- 
load shedding was common during 1980 and __ tion of the forest cover on hilly terrain has 
1981. led to serious runoff and soil erosion prob- 
Work on several projects was underway lems. , | 

during the year, and plans were progressing Site clearing work got underway on an 
on others. The Government’s main priority Indian-aided 14,100-kilowatt hydroelectric 

in 1981 was to complete construction on the plant at Devighat. The Prime Minister laid 
114-meter-high Kulekhani rockfill dam and the cornerstone to the powerhouse in Feb- 
powerplant. The dam was completed in ruary 1981, and excavation for the headrace 

June, and the reservoir began filling at that tunnels was underway at yearend. 
time. An underground powerhouse withtwo § At a more ambitious level, talks were 
30,000-kilowatt turbogenerators was com- proceeding favorably between India and 
pleted in September, and the 6-kilometer- Nepal on two major hydroelectric power 
long headrace tunnel to the powerhouse projects—Pancheshwar and Karnali. These 
was completed in October 1981. Power was multimillion-kilowatt plants have been 

generated on a trial basis in November. Planned for many years, but progress in 
Commercial power was scheduled to be arranging for financing, construction, and 
generated in the first quarter of 1982.Com- control of the $1 billion projects has been 

| pletion of the plant will end load-shedding slow. These plants would not only open up 
in the Kathmandu-Hetauda area and also prospects for industrialization of Nepal but 
allow long needed overhauls to be perform- Iso help to tide it over the adverse balance 
ed on the major hydroelectric and diesel of trade with India by exporting scores of 
powerplants of the system. Total cost of the millions of dollars worth of excess power at 

Kulekhani project was $129 million, mostly ™utually agreed rates. 
financed with foreign aid. A total of 3.5 : } 
million workdays of labor were expended on COMMODITY REVIEW 

the construction. Cement.—There was a shortage of ce- 
The bulk of Nepal’s current 68,000 kilo ment in Nepal again during 1981. Local 

watts of installed generating capacity came production met only 15% to 20% of the 
from three hydroelectric plants: Trisuli, domestic demand. The Himal cement plant 
21,000 kilowatts; Sunkosi, 10,050 kilowatts; was the only operating facility and had a 

_ and also the new Gandok, 15,000 kilowatts. capacity to produce about 160 tons per day. 
Several other projects have been planned [pn recent years, the actual production has 

and detailed feasibility studies conducted. been nowhere near the rated capacity. 

The most promising of many was the The Himal plant received about a $3 
Marsyangdi project in Tanahu District of million loan from the Government of the 
Gandaki zone. It was first proposed serious- Federal Republic of Germany to renovate 
ly in 1978. The Federal Republic of Ger- the equipment and expand the daily capaci- 
many completed a feasibility study in 1979, ty to 400 tons by 1984. 

but the plan was delayed until 1981 when A modern 750-ton-per-day dry-process 
the Government decided to go ahead with rotary-kiln cement plant has been under 

the design and survey work. Preliminary construction at Hetauda since mid-1978. It 
site preparation work was expected to be_ was originally scheduled for completion in 
started early in 1982. The original capacity 1981, but construction has been very slow 
was set at 30,000 kilowatts but was later and cost overruns very large. Completion of 
increased to 66,000 kilowatts. Plans called the plant was tentatively rescheduled for 
for completion in 1986. mid-1984. 

A number of hydroelectric miniplants Limestone will be supplied by a quarry at 
were being installed in the outlying dis- Bhaines in Makwanpur District. The stone 
tricts, beyond the planned coverage of the will be transported via an aerial tramway to 
main electric power distribution lines. The _ the plant. 
plants were engineered for the local stream In September 1978, India and Nepal 
conditions and range in capacity from afew agreed to set up a joint-venture company to 
tens to a few thousand kilowatts. Theimme-__ construct a 1,500-ton-per-day cement plant 
diate intention was to furnish power for at Udaypur in southeast Nepal. Plans for 
pumped irrigation wells. Another impor-_ the project have progressed unusually slow-
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ly. Feasibility studies were completed dur- by French technicians for the Nepal Depart- 
ing 1979, and the findings were being stud- ment of Mines and Geology. The survey 
ied during 1980. Construction had not be- indicated the possibility of petroleum depos- 
gun at yearend 1981. its in Karnali, Dhaulagiri and Gandaki 
Magnesite.—Development work contin- zones in the hilly western regions. 

ued on the magnesite mining project. Nepal As a followup in 1981, the Government 
Orind Magnesite Private Ltd. (50% Nepal was reportedly preparing to have a recon- 
Government, 50% Orissa Industries Ltd. of naissance seismic survey conducted in the 

- India) was formed to exploit the large, high- favorable areas. Should the surveys prove 
grade magnesite deposit at Khari Dhunga_ encouraging, exploration drilling would be 
87 kilometers northeast of Kathmandu. considered for the 1984-85 period. | 
Manual mining was underway during 1981, Japanese experts have investigated the 
and preparations for large-scale blasting occurrence of natural gas seeps in water 
and mechanization were being carried out. wells in the Kathmandu Valley. About 
Crude ore requires beneficiation by flota- 1,500 million cubic feet of gas was reported 
tion to lower the silica content below 0.3%. in a 4-square-kilometer area at a very shal- 
Output of the mine will be carried via aerial low depth—300 to 600 meters. A test hole 
tramway to Lamo Sangu where a 50,000- was drilled and was yielding 6,600 cubic feet 

_ ton-per-year dead-burnt magnesite plant of gas per day. Tender notices for two 
was probably already under construction.A additional wells were offered by the Depart- 
planned 20,000-ton-per-year refractory ment of Mines and Geology in 1981 but no 
products plant at Birganj had not been qualified offers were received. A re-tender 
started at yearend. notice was published in November. 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Nepal was The projected flow of 21,000 cubic feet per 
completely dependent on imports of refined day would meet the fuel requirements of 
products for its petroleum needs. Funding 1,000 to 1,200 households. Even this small 
for petroleum exploration has been includ- amount would be economically significant 
ed in the Government’s 5-year plans, but re- to the valley where the high cost of petrole- 
sults have been uncertain or inconclusive um limits its use to a relatively small 
until recently. In 1979 and 1980, prelimi- portion of the population. 
nary aeromagnetic surveys were conducted 

SINGAPORE*> 

Singapore remained the most impressive The activity of the quarrying sector was 
country in economic performance in 1981 limited to the production of broken granite. 
among the five members of ASEAN. Singa- In 1981, granite production increased sharp- 
pore’s GDP, at 1968 factor cost, grew 9.9% ly, reflecting strong demand for the product 
in 1981 compared with 10.2% in 1980. The by the domestic construction industry. In 
slower growth in 1981 was caused primarily 1981, the quarrying activity in Singapore 
by the reduced demand for Singapore’s involved 20 firms employing less than 900 
exports from overseas, especially from the workers. Its value added, estimated at $58 
European Economic Community. In 1981, million,** accounted for 1.2% of Singapore’s 
trade, manufacturing, transport and com-_ total value added of industrial production, 
munication, and finance and business ser- which was estimated at $4.7 billion in 1981. 
vices remained the dominant industries in In Singapore, mineral processing includ- 
the Singapore economy. Despite the contin- ed production of steel, nonferrous metals, 
uing improvements in productivity, the and nonmetallic mineral products. In 1981, 
country’s inflation rates remained at the there were 17 firms engaged in ironmaking 
8% to 8.5% level in 1980-81. and steelmaking activities with about 1,900 

Singapore’s mining industry was compris- workers. The value added by the iron and 
ed of a small quarrying sector, several small steel sector was estimated at $63.1 million 
mineral processing sectors, a very large and accounted for 1.3% of the total industri- 
mineral fuel refining sector, and a rapidly al production. The nonferrous metals sector 
growing offshore oil exploration supporting with 12 firms employed about 390 workers. 
sector. The activities of petroleum refining Its value, estimated at $7.8 million, account- 
alone not only dominated the activities of ed for less than 0.2% of the total industrial 
the mineral industry, but also contributed production. Nonmetallic mineral produc- 
substantially to the country’s economy. tion was by 29 firms employing 1,300 work-
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ers. Its value, estimated at $28.2 million, Its steelmaking plant at Jurong has five 
accounted for 0.6% of total industrial pro- electric arc furnaces. The annual crude 
duction. steel output capacity was about 380,000 

Singapore’s petroleum refining sector is tons. During 1981, the plant was operating 
the second largest after electronic prodents near full capacity, and its output of crude 
manufacturing, in terms of the value a steel reached 350,000 tons. The steel prod- 
of industrial production. The sector employ- ucts by the company (bars, plate, and an- 

woe eng 30 ve earl ite value added ay gles) were sold mainly to the construction 
, estimated a . 10n, accoun industry. To meet the growing demand for 

for 18% of the total industrial production. the steel products from the construction 
Petroleum refining in Singapore was by five industry, the company was ordering a new 
rineries with a combines total capacity: of bar and rod mill from Danieli and Co., an 

-+ Muhon barreis per day, which makes Italian plant designer and builder. NISM 
Singapore the third largest refining center wa, also undertaking a revamp of its melt- 

tn fe world. ‘3 th ia’ ond 1 t ing works by turning the three 40- to 50-ton 
offahnne drilin ni he ‘ld or ws ‘lowi ng the electromelt furnaces into an ultrahigh pow- 
United States Sn e were five vig bu . ding unit and adding water-cooled panels and 

yards operated in 1981. The total revenue oxygen burners es o result, the pethed. yo 
from rig building in Singapore was estimat- ncrenee to about BBC 000 ons per year by 
ed at about $160 million in 1981. During the ):4.1989 27 , 
1979-80 period, of the total rig orders placed Nonmetals.—Cement.—Cement __produc- 

pe the worle,. Singapo re won he | in every tion in Singapore is basically a grinding 
poy orders. ingapore 1s also © intenen oil operation using imported clinker. Combined 
C ter an E ee Aga T 1980. th “total total annual capacity of the five cement 
sti . ted ae “of the five re we ds CO™panies was 2.75 million tons at the end 
So nes Oe ive repair yards oF 1980. During the 1980-81 period, the total in Singapore was $440 million, of which al f in Sj 
about 50% was from repair of oil tankers. annual output o cement in Singapore re- 

In 1981, Singapore’s total export earnings mained at the 1.8-million-ton-per-year level. 

were valued at $21 billion, 8.3% above that ‘nnual cement capacity by company and 
of 1980. Total imports were valued at $27.6 plant location was summarized as follows, 

billion in 1981, an increase of 15% from that ™ thousand tons: 
of 1980. As a result, the merchandise trade 
deficit increased to $6.6 billion in 1981 from Capacity 
$4.6 billion in 1980. The higher trade deficit Company Location at end 
in 1981 was due mainly to a 37.6% increase =§=————————_______ 
in imports of mineral fuels. Imports of Asia Cement (Singapore) 
mineral fuels valued at $9.4 billion account- j,Peld =, = Jurong _-- bob 
ed for 34% of Singapore’s total imports, Pan Malaysia Cement Work 
while imports of machinery and transport gieneapore) Mie. tid. ~~~ ~do- 600 
equipment, valued at $7.8 billion, accounted facturing Co. PSA Gate 1_ 500 
for 28.3%. Exports of mineral fuels, valued S8vong Cement Pte, Ltd = Jurong ---___ 600 
at $6.7 billion, accounted for 32% of Singa- Total _-_--_--_--_ 9 _______L 2,750 
pore’s export earnings, while exports of §£—<—=-OOOOOOOOOOW 
machinery and transport equipment, val- . 
ued at $5.6 billion, accounted for 26.6%. In , Lhe five cement companies employed a 
1981, based on the value of two-way trade, re of 450 time Kens, aaa calle added in 

the major trading partners of Singapore 19%).Wasestimated at $31 million, 
Hon, vapen, an, me United States, Singapore became the world’s third larg- 

& tong, the Uni sdom, an est refining center and the world’s second 
Federal Republic of Germany. largest offshore rig building country. Most 

| of Singapore’s refineries are located on 
COMMODITY REVIEW several small islands near Singapore’s main 

Metals.—Jron and Steel.—Singapore’s island. In 1981, refining capacity by compa- 
crude steel production was mainly by the ny and location was as follows, in barrels 
National Iron and Steel Mills Ltd. (NISM). per day:
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a tCsCé~PPtWw”s,, Ltd., was completed in 1981. The 

Company Location conenity 50,000-barrel-per-day visbreaker was built 

PTY hy Chiyoda Chemical Engineering and Con- 

Shell Eastern Petro- PulauBukon___ 460,000 + struction Co.** 

Sete Mebil Oil Singapore, Main 200,000 In 1981, Compagnie Francaise de Petrol, a 

Pte., Ltd. Island. French company, joined Singapore’s oil 

Esso Singapore Pte. Pulau Ayer 195,000 drilling and exploration supporting indus- 

Singapore RefiningCo.  PulauMerlimau_ 170,000 try. Singapore’s manufacture of oilfield 

Sineerore’s BP Re Singapore, Main 27000 equipment supply and drilling operation 

finery Pte., Ltd. Island. supporting activities were mainly by the 
U.S. firms Vetco Singapore Pte. Ltd. 

Total. ____---- _____-_.---— 1,052,000 - ? 

__ ea" Hughes Tool Singapore Pte. Ltd. FMC 

_ Corp., Cameron Iron Works Singapore Pte. 

The startup of a $150 million hydro- Ltd., Tri-State Oil Tool Singapore Pte. Ltd., 

cracker project of Shell Eastern Petroleum Baker Oil (Far East) Pte. Ltd., Smith Inter- 

Pte., Ltd., to produce middle distillates ata national Inc., and Hydnil Co. In oil rig 

30,000-barrel-per-day capacity was postpon- construction, Bethlehem Singapore Pte. 

ed to the end of 1983, and the total cost of Ltd. and Marathon Letourneau Offshore 

the project was revised to $280 million in Pte. Ltd. of the United States, Robin Ship- 

1981. Singapore Refining Co. Pte., Ltd., 40% yard Pte. Ltd. (Singapore-United States 

owned by Singapore Petroleum Co. Pte. joint-venture company), and Far East- 

Ltd., 30% by Caltex Oil Corp. of the United Lexington Shipbuilding Pte. Ltd. and Pro- 

States, and 30% by British Petroleum Corp., met Pte. Ltd. of Singapore dominated the 

was planning to build a $65 million catalyt- business activities. Repair and maintenance 

ic reformer unit to produce 12,000 barrels activities of oil tankers and oil rigs were by 

per day of gasoline. The unit was expected five repair yards. The Government of Singa- 

to come onstream by the end of 1982. In pore has a stake in four of the five repair 

1980, Esso Singapore Pte., Ltd. began a yards. Sembawang Shipyard Pte. Ltd., Ju- 

$150 million expansion and renovation pro- rong Shipyard Pte. Ltd., Keppel Shipyard 

gram, which includes expansion of the lu- Pte. Ltd., and Mitsubishi Singapore Heavy 

bricating oil plant, a product wharf handl- Industries Pte. Ltd. are Singapore firms, 

ing vessels, a crude desalter, and asulfur re- while Hitachi Zosen Robin Dockyard Pte. 

covery plant. The program was expected to Ltd. is a Singapore-Japanese private joint- 

be completed in 1982. The $100 million vis- venture company. 

breaker project of Singapore’s Mobil Oil oe 

Table 11.—Singapore: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee DO 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

EE. 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides — ~~ ------ 882 1,789 -— Malaysia 1,764. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _._-------------- 22,517 6,438 4 Japan 3,560; Pakistan 1,143; Taiwan 

Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures ______-_------- 7,083 8,371 (4) Malaysia 5,383; Hong Kong 1,125. 

Ore and concentrate _ ___—---~--- -- 6 NA NA. 

Antimony metal including alloys, all 
forms____-._-------------- 80 36 __ Malaysia 18; India 15. 

Bismuth metal including alloys, all forms 
ograms_ — _- 11 NA NA. 

Cadmium metal including alloys, all 
forms ________-------do___- 113 1,000 NA NA. 

Chromium: 
Oxides and hydroxides _——------ 34 34 __ All to Malaysia. 

Metal including alloys, all forms 
' kilograms. — 250 120 NA_ NA. 

Oxides and hydroxides _—__-__-- 24 1 __ All to Malaysia. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _ — 2 7 —_ North Korea 3; Taiwan 3. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Singapore: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 : _ _ 
Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
| 

: Copper: Oo — ‘Ore and concentrate__________ _ -- 1 -- All to Republic of Korea. Matte_._______.____ 5 ¢ -- Metal including alloys: 
Scrap _-.-.2- 22 15,543 13,865 _- India 9,975; Japan 2,273; Taiwan 
Unwrought andsemimanu- | a factures __.__________ 6,353 6,733 ~- Malaysia 6,043. Iron and steel: 

, Seg and concentrate ______ value__ $540 -- 

Scrap ~--- ee 1,710 5,475 -~ Hong Kong 2,050; Japan 1,364. Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar 
materials _____________ 12,046 9,951 ~~ Malaysia 9,554. Steel, primary forms________ 6,915 6,784 -~ Malaysia 6,177. Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 
sections... _ = = 122,262 132,912 _- Malaysia 92,469; Hong Kong 11,268. Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 111,598 120,490 -- Malaysia 99,231. Hoop and strip_________ 4,724 2,463 --~ Malaysia 2,029. Rails and accessories ____ _ 9,285 6,621 -~ Malaysia 6,574. . Wire oo 4,961 5,666 _- Malaysia 4,209; Brunei 908. Tubes, pipes, fittings ____ _ 63,059 98,066 __ Malaysia 18,714; Brunei 11,394; 

Thailand 10,726. Castings and forgings, rough 412 651 98 Tunisia 212; Malaysia 184. 
Ore and concentrate ___ ~~ Le 62 123 ~- West Germany 114. Oxides and hydroxides _________ — © 898 479 -~ Malaysia 469. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap__.-_- = 3,311 2,256 -- Taiwan 1,563; Malaysia 389. Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures __-__________ 965 2,223 -- Malaysia 853; Thailand 802. Magnesium metal including alloys, 

unwrought _________ kilograms _ 417 4,468 -- _ Republic of Korea 2,700. Manganese: 
Oreand concentrate________ | 20,706 32,788 _— India 7,719; Philippines 6,463; 

Malaysia 2,610. - Oxides and hydroxides ____ | 1,172 969 __ Malaysia 567; North Korea 250. Mercury --~-~-~ — 76-pound flasks__ 23 68 -~- Mainly to Hong Kong. ickel: 
Oreandconcentrate._____ | 1 5 ~- All to Malaysia. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______-______ 379 561 48 Japan 448. Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures .______ | 334 1,443 _— India 1,334. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

unwrought and partly wrought 
troy ounces__ 64 322 -- Australia 96; Malaysia 96. Silver: 

Waste and sweepings? 
value, thousands _ _ $1,394 $3,280 $889 Japan $1,150; Australia $743. Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces__ 93 1,065 11 United Arab Emirates 286; Australia Tin 

262; United Kingdom 207. 
Ore andconcentrate.__________ 6,382 5,351 290 USSR 1,851; Spain 1,717; Mexico 
Oxide and hydroxide__ _ kilograms_ _ 936 907 _- Malaysia 904. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_.._______ 131 139 2 Taiwan 99; Japan 34. Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures __-_________ 11,002 14,830 1,967 USSR. 2,577; Iran 984; Netherlands 

Titanium: 
Oreandconcentrate________ | 55 59 NA NA. Oxides and hydroxides _._______ 630 542 -— Malaysia 541. Metal including alloys, all forms 

kilograms. _ 280 14 NA NA. Tungsten: 
andconcentrate_______ | 397 849 — North Korea 270; Netherlands 270; 

ndia 110. Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 85 119 50 North Korea 40. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Singapore: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 “United nr. 
United Other (principal) 

Ee 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate _ _ — — _ — value_ _ $616 $2,335 _- All to Malaysia. 
Oxides and peroxides excluding 

hydroxides _______-_------ 1,306 1,602 _. Japan 1,066. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ___-_.-~--------- 1,018 1,281 _- Taiwan 660; Japan 295. 
Unwrought and semimanu- 

Oth factures __._____--_--~- 3,149 5,031 _- Malaysia 3,636; Netherlands 817. 
er: 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals __-___-_---~-- 12,111 31,761 275 Malaysia 12,504; Brunei 10,074. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _ _ — _ — 93 128 _- Malaysia 63; North Korea 12. 

etals: 
Metalloids ____.___.----- 29 9 _- Malaysia 4; Taiwan 3. 

Aan in ri q 378 015 Mainly to Mal me ____—.~ kilograms__ 14,01 _- inly to aysia. 
Fyrophoric alloys — — — =a 3 6 _. Thailand 4. 
Base metals including alloys, all 
forms________-__---~-~- (4) 10 -- All to Republic of Korea. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ________ ee 111 60 — Malaysia 29; India 11. 
Artificial: Corundum — _ kilograms_ _ 470 136 _. _ All to Hong Kong. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- . 

precious stones__ _ _ — _ _ _ value__ $11,155 $11,209 _- Malaysia $6,000; Japan $4,000. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones®_ __§__._ -_____-----~_ 431 374 -- Malaysia 295. 
Asbestos, crude________._.-._-- 9,535 10,461 _- Malaysia 10,407. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates. _____---- 275 657 _- All to Malaysia. 
Oxides and acids _______---_~~- 85 204 NA Malaysia 64; Brunei 20. 

Cement______--__-_--------- 431,989 466,982 _— Malaysia 338,714; Sri Lanka 54,488. 
Chalk. ~._-____-__-_-~-~---_--- 1,312 2,104 _- Brunei 1,811. 
Clays and clay products: 

de: 
Bentonite. _____.__--_--- 21,600 25,596 _- Philippines 6,972; Brunei 6,028; 

Thailand 3,395. 
Fuller’s earth _______-_--- 5,066 9,335 __ Malaysia 9,319. 
Kaolin (china clay) _ ~_ ~~~ —~- 1,613 1,941 _— Malaysia 1,784. 
Other ______-_-------- 4,641 1,674 _. Malaysia 1,162. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory* _________-- T13,878 18,815 _— Malaysia 16,196. 
Refractory including nonclay 
brick®__§~§_$_-___._------ 466 609 _— Malaysia 551. 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ — $6,322 $5,429 _. Hong Kong $1,866; Belgium: 
Luxembourg $1,079; 1 $1,072. 

Industrial _________._-do___-_ $345 $520 _- Saudi Arabia €138; Israel $136; 
Belgium-Luxembourg $112. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth—-- = f/5g800 72st Malaysian e and fluorspar _____--_—_- , , _— ysia. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous - - - - --------- 1 8 _. Malaysia 6; Sri Lanka 2. 
Phosphatic __._..-------~- 12,465 18,653 _— Malaysia 14,924; Taiwan 3,302. 

Nite ; 36,701 61,916 Malaysia 44,035: ladesh 8,836 i nous __~_____-__-- , , _— ,035; O00. 
Phosphatie.2 22222222227 28,946 73,526 -- Meith 30,126 China 20,300, 
Potassic_ ..._-___----~--- 234,167 188,654 __ Malaysia 136,676; Bangladesh 34,177. 
Other including mixed — _ — _ _ —_ 122,860 102,547 _— Malaysia 102,028. 

Ammonia __-_—~---—--------- 381 317 _— Malaysia 290. 
Graphite, natural ___-_--------- 15 126 -— Malaysia 122. 
Gypsum and plasters —----_------ 1,405 1,251 _— Malaysia 952. 
Lime _____.__--~-----~---+---~- 5,574 6,457 _— Malaysia 3,178; Sri Lanka 1,998. 
Magnesite _______--_--------- 102 337 _— Malaysia 256. 
Mica, all forms __~__----------- 153 274 _— Malaysia 179; Brunei 40. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude __.___-~------ 200 49 NA NA. 
Iron oxides, processed _ _ ___—_~-~~ 427 449 -— Malaysia 424. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, natural 
and synthetic, excluding diamond 

value, thousands_ _ $26,390 $27,847 $173 Hong Kong $25,706. 
Salt and brine. __- _-___-~------ 14,131 13,695 _. Malaysia 12,699. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Singapore: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

CO Destinations, 1980. 
Commodit: 1979 1980 : _« 

y United Other (principal) 

_ NONMETALS —Continued | 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ______________ 258 249 _— Malaysia 149; United Arab Emirates 

Caustic soda________________ 10,893 3,509 _. Malaysia 1,963; Bangladesh 580. 
Soda ash. 5,939 13,139 ~- Malaysia 9,424; Bangladesh 3,561. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 426 191 -- Malaysia 116. 
Worked® _______________ 1,726 710 _~ Malaysia 406; Brunei 76. 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 2,494. 40 _. Papua New Guinea 30. 
Gravel and crushed rock _~___~____ 4,315 2,985 __ Malaysia 2,383. 
Limestone except dimension — _ _ _ _ — 666 627 _. Malaysia 515. 

quartz and quartzite. _ _ kilograms_ _ 3,484 183 NA NA. , 
d excluding metal-bearing — __ __ 1,355 583 _- Australia 91; Philippines 91; Malay- 

sia 50. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ________ 5,190 3,130 _- North Korea 1,972; Malaysia 1,141. 
Colloidal, sublimed and pre- 

cipitated __._._________ 16,068 17,451 -— Malaysia 14,170; North Korea 2,420. 
Dioxide__________ — kilograms__ 420 292 NA NA. 
Sulfuric acid. _~§_._~2~_~_~_______ 804 782 NA _ Sri Lanka 357; Malaysia 323. . 

calc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 807 554 _- Malaysia 497. 
er: 

Crude______~_~__.________ 64,165 49,207 -. Malaysia 44,505. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing _________________ 13,858 13,247 _. Japan 11,400. 
Oxides and hydroxides of magnesium, 
strontium, barium. ~o-- eee” 14 11 -- Malaysia 10. 

Bromine, iodine, fluorine _ _ _ value_ _ $12,812 $16,813 _- Brunei $7,000; Malaysia $7,000; 
Buil fF asphalt Burma $2,000. 

ilding materials of as , asbestos 
ard Bee cements, unhred non- 
metals__________________ 17,973 17,174 ~~ Malaysia 7,355; Sri Lanka 6,782. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______ _ 26,478 7,656 -- Malaysia 4,185; Burma 1,730. 
Carbon black ~_-_-______________ 690 687 -. Malaysia 436; Thailand 221. 
Coal, all | prades including briquets ____ 1,038 1,588 _- Malaysia 991; Thailand 272. 
Coke and semicoke________.____ _ 8,242 8,486 -— Malaysia 8,233. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

value, thousands_ — $1,161 $1,498 _— Malaysia $461; Brunei $404; India 

Petroleum: ~ 
Crude and partly refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 907 552 -~ Malaysia 549. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline: . 
Aviation________do____ 390 511 — Australia 133; New Caledonia 95; 

New Guinea 86. 
Motor ______._do____ 13,561 13,748 -- Malaysia 4,307; Thailand 1,889 New 

Jet fuel d 17,119 15,606 1,623 J ven BTL, Hor Kong 2,387; N. et fuel ___________do____ , , , a ,171; Ho ong 2,387; New 
Fealand 1747. 

Kerosine and white spirits 
do___ _ 6,829 7,499 _— Hong Kong 2,192; Malaysia 1,435; 

India 1,410. 
Distillate fuel oi] _____do____ 30,435 33,282 — Malaysia 8,229; Thailand 5,394; India 

Residual fuel oil______do____ 56,929 62,108 1,827 Hong Kong 24,076; Japan 11,529; 
Australia 6,805. 

Lubricants ______.___do____ 3,791 3,582 _. __ Thailand 830; Malaysia 804; Saudi 
Arabia 330. 

Mineral jelly and wax __do____ 345 263 -- Japan 54; Malaysia 25; Thailand 24. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Singapore: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

rn 

ee 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : 
| United Other (principal) 

a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
Naphtha 

thousand 42-gallon 
barrels_ — 18,779 19,167 804 Japan 12,108; New Zealand 2,577; 

. aiwan 1,281. 

Nonlubricating oils — do_ — ~~ 580 472 _— Sweden 239; Thailand 110; Malaysia 

Petroleum coke _—_do____ 84 21 __ Malaysia 8; Brunei 7; Oman 6. 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ ——— T1024 1,699 __ Hong Kong 586; Thailand 494; 
Malaysia 462. 

Bitumen and bituminous oe 

mixtures, n.e.s_ _ —do_ — — — 1,423 1,192 — Australia 261; Malaysia 217; 
Bangladesh 128. 

Unspecified _ _ _ _ - _do. — —- 6,531 978 _- Japan 357; Philippines 328; Malaysia 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals —_ — — - T4,426 4,439 __ Taiwan 2,555; Kampuchea 1,000. 

TRevised. NA Not available. : a 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
2May include platinum-group metals. __ | Oo | 

3Excludes quantity valued at $14,565 in 1979 and $1,868 in 1980. — 

“Excludes quantity of ceramic building bricks valued at $60,488 in 1979 and $75,191 in 1980. 

5Excludes quantity of refractory bricks valued at $32,093 in 1979 and $299,365 in 1980. .. - 

®Fxcludes quantity valued at $115 in 1979 and $467 in 1980. 

| Table 12.—Singapore: Imports of mineral commodities _ | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

OU 
ee 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) ~- . 

ee 

METALS | 
Aluminum: 

an 

Ore and concentrate __ __------- 11,000 400 _- All from China. 

Oxides and hydroxides - ~~ ------ 7,583 8,185 216 China 5,666; Japan 2,117. . 

Metal including alloys: 
oe 

Scrap ___-__----------- 334 433 _- Malaysia 342; Brunei 78. 

Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures _______------- 28,739 29,567 4,406 Australia 3,990; Japan 3,725; Malay- 

sia 3,109; Sweden 2,106 

Antimony metal including alloys, all 
forms ______-__----—------- 14 51 _- China 50. 

Arsenic: Natural sulfides _ _ _ --—_--- 2 10 NA NA. .; 

Beryllium metal including alloys, all 
forms _______—~-—~—-— kilograms_ -_ 26 20 NA NA. 

Bismuth metal including alloys 
unwrought ____-__-.---do___- 2,310 45 NA NA. : 

Cadmium metal including alloys 
unwrought ___--__----------- 5 3 _. All from Australia. 

Chromium oxides and hydroxides _ — — — - 163 307 78 Japan 86; Netherlands 38; Finland 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides __---—_~- 25 3 _.  dapan 2. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought —_ 2 1 _- Netherlands 4; Japan 3. 

Columbium and tantalum metals includ- 
ing alloys, all forms _ — — — kilograms. _ 7140 34 NA NA. 

Copper: 
and concentrate _ — —- — -~----- 1 NA — NA. 

Matte._______-_-~---value__ $40 _- ; 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ____-—----------- 3,060 5,026 __ Malaysia 4,652. 

Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures _____._------- 23,832 31,716 1,000 Japan 18,000; Australia 5,075; New 

d 798. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Singapore: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodi 1979 1980 “United Y Gaited Other (principal) Nn 

METALS —Continued 

Indium metal including alloys 
: - unwrought _________ kilograms__ 20,027 20 -- All from United Kingdom. Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate___________ 6,781 9,605 ~~ Malaysia 9,590. 

Scrap___.____.__ 109,055 172,028 47,231 Australia 114,419. Pig iron including cast iron __ __ 79,862 31,490 16,532 - China 6,887; Australia 6,492. Sponge iron, powder, shot ___ _ _ 1,266 1,694 1,065 Japan 206. 
e oys: 

Ferromanganese______ __ 6,328 3,534 _— Australia 3,154. Other ______________ 1,409 4,878 50 Australia 3,236; Taiwan 598. Steel, primary forms ________ 110,990 96,377 43 Spain 30,735; Australia 20,351; Japan 

Se Bonn actures: sha - 9 ang es, pes, 
. ‘ sections. __§_________ 246,862 444,187 4,580 Japan 252,784; West Germany 35,150; 

ozambique 31,110. . Universals, plates, sheets __ 611,132 656,724 5,218 Japan 475,828; Republic of Korea 

Hoop and strip_________ 30,545 24,991 342 Japan 18,227; Republic of Korea 
661; West Germany 1,323. Rails and accessories _____ 34,010 25,651 _32 Poland 14,891; Japan 7,906. Wire _._____________ 18,122 18,858 137 = Japan 7,711; China 7,079. Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 291,030 338,602 14,627 Japan 280,750; Malaysia 7,899; India 

Castings and forgings, rough 10,246 10,691 3,020 = Japan 5,848; Australia 1,401. _ | 
Ore and concentrate___________ 114.190 _- Thailand 114; Australia 54. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 497 554 -- Australia 429; West Germany 86. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _________________ 235 214 -— Malaysia 80; Brunei 74. Unwrought______________ 4,373 8,095 1 Australia 4,435; Burma 1,861; 
Malaysia 725. Magn Semiman tal acludiog alk =e 911 . 856 4 Australia 653. esium metal including alloys, 

forms _-________________ 22 15 9 Australia 3. Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate___________ 33,517 60,468 _- NA. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 2,767 3,319 13 Ireland 1,566; China 1,047. Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks_ _ 116. 90 34 Japan 28. Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms __________________ 4 3 2 NA. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____.__________ 55 237 -~- Malaysia 182. Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures_.____________ > 300 1,357 19 France 1,125. Platinum-group metals including alloys, 

. unwrought and partly wrought 
Si troy ounces_ _ 5,466 19,290 675 Australia 3,794; West Germany 2,283. ver: 

Ore and concentrate’ __ kilograms. _ 10 434 149 = Taiwan 204; United Kingdom 54. Waste and sweepings! 
value, thousands $138 $146 __ All from Malaysia. Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought _ troy ounces__ 809,169 741,910 57,068 Australia 208,240; Switzerland Tin 
140,113; West Germany 133,297. 

Oreand concentrate___________ 4,227 3,370 -. Burma 1,496; Thailand 1,404. | Oxides and hydroxides woe LLL 2 6 4 NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap _____-__________ 156 1,032 -- Australia 901; Malaysia 75. Unwrought and semimanu- 
factures ____________ 2,013 2,782 5 Malaysia 2,100. Titanium: 

Oreand concentrate___________ 71,176 541 -- Malaysia 400; Australia 141. Oxides and hydroxides _________ 4,338 3,768 256 Japan 1,544; West Germany 612; 
tinited Kingdom 551. Metal including alloys, 

Tung ust ___~_.~ kilograms. _ 1,423 684 314 Japan 162. n: 
Oreand concentrate____________ 486 1,346 2 Burma 947; Thailand 222. Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 76 160 19 Republic of Korea 56; Japan 21; 

Austria 19. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Singapore: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued : 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nS 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 : 
% United Other (principal) 

i 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc: 
Ore and concentrate __ —___—---—-- 10 139 __ Burma 71; Australia 51. 

Oxides and peroxides excluding 
hydroxides ______~-~------ 397 531 18 United Kingdom 101; Canada 100; 

. China 97. 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___-------------- 445 351 _. Malaysia 244; Canada 49. _ 

Unwrought and wrought _ ~~ --~ 18,038 18,482 303 Canada 8,490; Australia 4,246; China 

Zirconium ore and concentrate _———_— 377 1,102 _— Australia 1,021. 

er: 
Ash and residue containing non- . 

ferrous metals ________----- _ 104,240 114,052 __ Japan 100,935; Malaysia 12,501. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides — ~~ — — 670 154 32 China 247; Norway 161; West 
Germany 94. 

Metals: 
Metalloids ________------ 26 92 (7) Japan 71; India 18. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals __________----- 64 134 13 Japan 59; France 52. 

Pyrophoric alloys ee ee 81 110 _. China 93; Hong Kong 10. 

Base metals including alloys, all . 
forms_____—__~--—------ 8 13 __ United Kingdom 5. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.8.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete ______________------+- 293 298 114 India 54; Australia 51; Japan 29. 

Artificial: Corundum — -— kilograms_ — -- 68 NA NA. 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
precious stones__ _ _ __ — _ value_ _ $406,358 $8,874 $874 West Germany $8,000. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones®’____=_______—-—---~— 1,456 2,062 62 Japan 731; China 514; Italy 248. 

Asbestos, crude___ _ ___--------- 12,008 16,661 1,748 Australia 6,198. 

Barite and witherite_____.------- 50,774 66,343 __ Thailand 64,574. 

Boron materials: 
Crude natural borates_ _— —_--~--- 628 748 748 

Oxides and acids _______------ 602 175 155 NA. 

Cement________~—- thousand tons_ — 1,682 1,831 (?) Japan 1,232; Republic of Korea 377. 

Chalk. _______-------------- 3,741 8,854 _- Malaysia 6,242; United Kingdom 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude: 

Bentonite. ___._____-----~- 46,377 46,778 46,288 China 250. 

Fuller's earth ___.------~-- 3,187 4,856 424 West Germany 3,870. 

Kaolin (china clay) _———~--~--- 5,983 5,286 20 Malaysia 2,861; Japan 1,423; United 
Kingdom 832. 

Other ______-_---------- 18,307 13,753 560 Malaysia 7,662; Japan 2,807; China 

Products: 
Nonrefractory* _____------ 76,866 96,682 27 Italy 46.383; Japan 12,257; Spain 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick®_ _§_.§ -§_._________-- 7,067 13,181 487 United Kingdom 5,899; Australia . 

Diamond: 
Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ — $36,043 $69,415 $1,914 Israel $24,285; Belgium-Luxembourg 
$19,082; India $14,706. 

Industrial __________—-do__~_~— $2,015 $4,579 _- leree nt Belgium-Luxembourg 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ - 657 619 356 China 130; Philippines 69. 

Feldspar and fluorspar _-_---—-—---- 5,829 8,312 _. India 6,972. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, phosphatic _~_--------- 17,090 20,393 __ Christmas Island 18,208; India 683. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous — ———--------- 67,219 52,169 18 U.SS.R. 16,629; Italy 9,000; Republic 

of Korea 7,253. 

Phosphatic _ ___---------- 53,217 36,977 36,157 Israel 360. 

Potassic_ __ _.-___------- 297,644 307,627 _. Canada 126,290; West Germany 
51,682; Israel 46,459. 

Other including mixed _ — — ~~ -- 119,008 139,747 921,171 West Germany 75,575; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 25,589, 

Ammonia ____-~---~—------- 542 437 114 Malaysia 134; Netherlands 48; West 
Germany 44. 

Graphite, natural __—----------- 519 572 102. China 271; Republic of Korea 140. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Singapore: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit: 1979 1980 : y United Other (principal) —_————___----- —-————— Se 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Gypsum and plasters _.______ | 75,268 76,910 ~— Australia 49,511; Japan 25,380. Kyanite and sillimanite______ value__ $145 _— ; Lime _________________ 14,373 16,453 234 Malaysia 12,787; China 2,569. Magnesite___________ 288 638 21 China 368; Norway 116; West 
Germany 68. Mica, all forms ________________ 309 1,455 401 India 542; China 370. Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ______________ 33 _— 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 2,266 2,422 207 West, Germany 752; Japan 689; China 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond, worked and unworked: 
Natural _____ value, thousands__ $26,971 $26,775 $442 Kenya $17,441; Sri Lanka $1,947. Manufactured__________do____ $105 $217 -- Thailand $80; Austria $79. Salt and brine___._-$___________ 47,139 48,064 1,515 Thailand 31,779; Australia 6,647; 

Israel 3,306. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash and sodic and potassic 
peroxides ________________ 592 482 36 Hong Kong 172; Spain 104; Japan 71. Causticsoda________________ 30,103 30,392 14,401 East Germany 6,015; Switzerland 

2,964; Romania 2,296. Soda ash________________ 23,148 28,675 2,000 Kenya 18,098; Romania 6,450; Japan 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 17,121 3,099 _- Malaysia 1,482; Pakistan 589; Italy 

Worked________________ 11,406 15,972 6 Italy 6,710; China 4,124. Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 5,187 2,348 -. Malaysia 2,251. Gravel and crushed rock _______ _ 1,086,940 62,240 10 Malaysia 56,106. Limestone excluding dimension __ _ _ 49,160. 69,712 -- Malaysia 46,500; Japan 21,564. Quartz and quartzite — — — —______ 948 635 4 China 580; United Kingdom 27. suine d excluding metal-bearing ___ __ 281,142 58,975 3,796 Malaysia 54,162. r: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ________ 568 245 -— Taiwan 62; Canada 50. Colloidal _.. ~~ __~__ 168 596 145 —- Republic of Korea 323; Poland 115. Dioxide___________________ 1 4 NA _ NA. Sulfuric acid..$.--§_-§2 ~§- =~ 846 322 35 Malaysia 185; West Germany 54. gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 4,885 5,143 177 China 3,607; Republic of Korea 894. er: 
Crude__-__.__~_______ 101,436 5,288 ~- West Germany 4,385; Malaysia 762. Slag, dross, similar waste, not metal- 

bearing __-_______________ 9,590 7,746 -- Japan 6,302; United Kingdom 1,072. Oxides and hydroxides of magnesium, 
strontium, barium___________ 57 43 _-— Japan 41. Bromine, iodine, fluorine _ __ value__ $39,618 $67,719 $37,362 | West Germany $14,478. Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfred non- 
metals________._________ 7,615 9,844 8 Thailand 4,201; Malaysia 4,089. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural______ _ 2,022 1,246 121 Republic of Korea 1,001. Carbon black __-____________ | 6,293 9,161 289 Malaysia 6,301; Japan 2,041. Coal, all grades including briquets ____ 1,148 2,298 1,830 Malaysia 258; Canada 105. Coke and semicoke_____________ 9,261 11,778 —- Taiwan 6,050; Japan 5,500. Hydrogen, helium, rare > gases 
value, thousands_ _ $530 $1,111 $118 Australia $303; United Kingdom 

$282; Japan $251. Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined 

- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 207,939 185,431 -- Saudi Arabia 103,735; Kuwait 39,968; 
Malaysia 19,194. Refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Aviation. _______do____ 377 455 31 Netherlands Antilles 219; Nether- 

an . 
Motor _________do____ 116 124 _. Australia 84; Philippines 36. Jet fuel ___________do____ 49 357 — China 199; Greece 95. Kerosine and white spirit 

do____ 289 347 (*) Malaysia 280; China 48. Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 2,147 4,288 173 China 819; Bahrain 742; Australia 

Residual fuel oil. __ ___do____ 22,621 30,348 2,910 Bahrain 10,489; Iran 7,871; Kenya 

Lubricants _________do____ T7107 702 29 Australia 190; Netherlands Antilles 
128; Malaysia 101. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Singapore: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued — | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity : 1979 1980 United Other (princi pal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
_ MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Other: 
Mineral jelly and wax 

yousand 42-gallon ’ 
barrels_ _ 62 106 1 China 80. 

Nonlubricating oils _do_ — — — 58 51 10 Malaysia 12; China 9. 
Petroleum coke _~——do_ ~~~ *28 22 16 United Kingdom 3. 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

: do___- @) 35 _. Thailand 22; Japan 13. 
Bitumen and bituminous 
mixtures ______do____ | 23 12 @) Thailand 6. 

Unspecified _ _ _ _ __do_ _ _~ 2,444 1,642 5 Malaysia 1,154. 
Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ __ 4,931 6,678 19 Australia 3,398; United Kingdom 

TRevised. NA Not available. 
1May include platinum-group metals. — 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3xcludes quantity valued at $43,656 in 1979 and $31,291 in 1980. 
‘Excludes quantity of bricks and baked clay valued at $524,865 in 1979 and $456,753 in 1980. 
5Excludes quantity valued at $5,984,544 in 1979 and $8,297,684 in 1980. 

| SRI LANKA*® | 

Sri Lanka was a major world producer of declined. The real growth in GNP jumped 
colored gem stones in 1981 and an impor- from a range of 1% to 2% in the early 1970’s 
tant producer of heavy mineral beach to 8.2% in 1978, 6.3% in 1979, and 5.6% in 
sands. The only other minerals of local 1980. The estimated growth had dropped to 
importance were graphite, mica, feldspar, about 5.0% in 1981. The main problem 
apatite, limestone, and several of the clays. apparently was that the Government was 
A copper-iron deposit was reported but not spending far more than its income, mostly 
exploited. The mineral industry generally on three big development projects that were 
produced about 3% to 4% of the total value turning out to be much more expensive 
of exports; most of the mineral portion was than originally planned. By 1981, the total 
from gems and surplus petroleum refinery Government expenditures were running 
products. more than twice the total revenue. 

The Government that came to power in Fiscal problems became acute as large 
mid-1977 began a comprehensive program amounts of imports were needed for the 
to reform the economy and to accelerate development projects, but exports, mainly 
economic growth. It has taken steps to free agricultural products, failed to increase at 
the economy from excessive controls, to the same rate. The trade deficit increased 

provide industries with increased incentives from $477 million in 1979 to $985 million in 
to produce, and to reduce consumer subsi- 1980. In the first 9 months of 1981 the 
dies. The measures included unification and _ deficit increased a further 10% over the 
floating of the exchange rate; removal of 1980 level. 
exchange controls on imports; liberalization Various international funds, agencies, 
of import licensing; elimination of Govern- and individual countries have been supply- 
ment import monopolies; lifting of most ing aid to finance the huge deficits and 
price controls; guaranteed prices for certain trade imbalances. The world economic situ- 
agricultural commodities; reduction of con- ation, however, has made it more difficult to 
sumer subsidies including those on rice, obtain the large aid grants needed to pay 
sugar, flour, and petroleum products; in- for the deficits. Funds that were available 
creased interest rates to promote savings; did not buy as much as world prices increas- 
and encouragement of foreign and domestic ed and the value of the Sri Lanka rupee 
investment. dropped over 22% against the dollar and 

The new fiscal program was initially very nearly 32% against the Japanese yen, from 
successful, but the rate of growth slowly 1977 through 1981.
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By the end of 1980, the Government had potential gem-bearing gravels would be per- 
begun a series of changes and cutbacks manently inundated, the Government de- 
designed to bring the economic situation cided to invite foreign companies to bid for 
back under control. Government expendi- the mining rights and extract what gems 
tures were reduced significantly and domes- could be obtained before the waters began 
tic income was increased by the imposition to rise. The Government-owned State Gem 
of higher taxes. Capital expenditures on the Corp. had the option to buy all stones, and 
huge Mahaweli River diversion project and _ profits would be shared on an equal basis. 
the urban redevelopment project were scal- Neither weight of production nor value of 
ed down in 1981, and the cutbacks contin- the gem output was available in 1981. It was 
ued in the planned fiscal year 1982 budget. speculated, however, that over 1 million 

A possible indication of the effects of the carats of rough stones may have been re- 
new fiscal restraint was a reduction of the moved by the accelerated mining methods 
inflation rate from the 31% to 35% level in in 1981. . 
1980 to about 18% in 1981. Sri Lanka was a major producer of high- 

' The 147,000-ton-per-year nitrogen grade natural graphite, ranking among the 
naphtha-based ammonia-urea plant at Sa- top 10 world producers. Total shipments of 
pugaskanda was finally commissioned in graphite in 1981 were valued at $4.5 mil- 
March 1981 after several months of trial lion, a decrease of 6% in value compared 
production. The plant is to produce over with 1980 statistics. This was the third 
1,000 tons per day of urea for domestic consecutive year that production has declin- 
consumption. It was designed and built by ed. To increase production, the Asian Devel- 
Kellogg Overseas Corp. and should relieve opment Bank approved technical assistance 
the country of the burden of importing all of for a graphite mining project. The assis- 
its nitrogen fertilizer needs. tance was to formulate a program that 

A large deposit of apatite was discovered would help produce an additional 17 000 
in the early 1970’s at Eppawala in North _ tons of graphite ore annually. It will involve 
Central Province. Proved reserves are 25 the rehabilitation and expansion of existing 
million tons of ore grading between 34% mines of the State Mining and Mineral 
and 38% POs. Although the ore is high in Development Corp., the reopening of local 
phosphorus content, its solubility is very abandoned mines, and the exploration and 

| low and it contains high levels of impuri- evaluation of the country’s graphite poten- 
ties, especially chloride. Normal methods of _ tial. 
calcination and scrubbing do not produce a _ Oil exploration activity was stepped up in 
product suitable for making phosphoric Sri Lanka after the September 1980 Indian 
acid. The search for a suitable process for announcement of an oil strike in Cauvery 
economically removing the highly corrosive Basin on the Indian side of Palk Strait. 
chloride continued during the year. Asmall Gravity, magnetic, and seismic surveys 
grinding plant currently operates at the were begun in late 1980 by Prakla Seismos 
Eppawala deposit. The untreated ground GmbH of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
apatite was used for direct crop application The surveys covered mostly Blocks 1, 2, 10, 
where farming conditions would tolerate and 11 along the northwest quadrant of the 
the impurities. Only a few thousand tons island and were completed in January 1981. 
was used in this manner each year. | Interpretation of the survey data resulted 

Except for diamond, emerald, and opal, in Cities Service Sri Lanka Petroleum Corp. 
nearly all the other varieties of gem stones (Citco) choosing a drilling site, Pearl-1, in 
have been produced in Sri Lanka since Block 11 south of Mannar Island. Drilling 
ancient times. All mining is in riverbed began on September 28, 1981, and proceeded 
gravels or former channels now covered by — to 3,048 meters before the well was aban- 
recent alluvium. The traditional mining doned as a dry hole. Citco then moved the 
method was for one or two workers to dig a_ jack-up drilling rig Apollo 1 to the Palk 
pit in a likely looking deposit and manually Strait, a few kilometers from the successful 
pan for gem stones. Indian well. The new well, Pedro 1, was 

Major changes took place in the industry drilled to 1,740 meters where it encountered 
in 1981. Modern excavating equipment was what was believed to be basement rock. 
brought into play by several companies that There was some question whether this 
were awarded mining rights in the areas to meant no oil or whether the rock acted asa 
be flooded by the Mahaweli River diversion lid over a large oil reservoir. At yearend, 
program. Since about 13,000 hectares of rock samples were being analyzed to deter-
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mine if the well should be drilled deeper.“ __—st take over the distribution of liquefied petro- 
Several other companies hold exploration leum gas (LPG) in Sri Lanka. CPC produces | 

or production-sharing agreements with Cey- 7,000 tons per year at its refinery in Sapu- 
lon Petroleum Corp. (CPC) for the offshore gaskanda near Colombo, but demand ex- 
areas surrounding the island. Any of these ceeds current supply. Caltex felt that with 
could begin drilling operations in 1982 ifthe increased storage facilities considerably 
survey results show favorable conditions in ™ore PEG would be distributed. The renin: 
their areas. ery capacity cou increased easily 

Discovery of even modest amounts of oil 11,900 tons per year. 
could be very important to the Sri Lanka CPC reportedly let a contract to Ocean 
economy. The ome produced no oil or re Oo WU ny of, vans Bros. meiner: 

a ome " ne cost of crude petrole vices on installation of a single point moor- 
por . Jor econom ing facility. The facility would transfer 

problem, increasing from $121 million mM crude oil to the refinery at Sapugaskanda, 

1975 to $442 million in 1980. Expenditures which currently receives its crude oil sup- 
for 1981 were expected to be about the same plies via transfer lightering barges.*! 
for crude oil, but refined product costs were : “ “ . Coastal Corp., a Texas-based oil company, 
projected to increase about 40% in 1981.In wos to obtain a 25-year lease for the 1- 

past years, some of the imported petroleum yillion-ton oil storage tank farm at China 
was exported in the form of bunker fuel oil, Bay, Trincomalee. A new company, Coastal 
jet fuel, and naphtha. This changed in 1981 (Lanka) Ltd., is to be set up to recondition 
with the opening of the fertilizer plant, and operate the 99-tank facility, which was 
which uses naphtha as raw material. In- built by the British during World War II 
creased amounts of fuel oil were scheduled and had been unused probably since 1964. 
for use in electric power generation as well. The facility would be used as a deepwater 

Caltex Petroleum Corp. (United States) export terminal for crude and refined prod- | 
has proposed investing in a joint venture to ucts. 7 | | 

Table 13.—Sri Lanka: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 7 
7 (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodity | 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all 
cforms <li Sluding “oye cil Renae 1 135 -- Mainly to Maldives. 

anna ome value. $3,117 $7,147 _. China $6,947; United Kingdom $200. 
Iron, and steel metal, all forms ___ _ _ _ q 246 _- Mainly to Maldives. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 452 308 -- Republic of South Africa 290; 

Metal including alloys, all forms ___ 334 379 __ Republic of South Africa 270; United 
» Ho . 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, ™ ne mong 
unwrought and partly wrought . 

value_ _ $535 _- 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought ; ; . 

and partly wrought _____——do____ $281 $54,558 -- Unifed Kingdom 683 jibu Dhabi 

Tin metal including alloys, all forms $5 $305 Canada west, Unite Kingdom $18 
Titanium ore and concentrate _______ 32,640 23,970 _.  AlltoJapan. , 
Uranium and thorium, depleted metal 5 All to Canada 

Zine oxides and peroxides-__ do. __ 50 __ All to Maldives. 

Ores and concentrates_ —________ _ 16,500 11,900 — Netherlands 10,000; Japan 1,900. 
Ash and residue containing non- 

Base metale qacluding alloys. all forma ° “7 U 

meen ™ value_ _ $556 $3,729 — Weet ‘Germany $1,995; Norway 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 13.—Sri Lanka: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
- (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS . 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones _____ — ~~ value_— $348 $34 _. Australia $20; United Kingdom $14. 

Boron materials: Oxide and acid | 
do____ -- $81 _. All to Maldives. 

Cement_____________-____-_- 308 200 -~- Mainly to Maldives. 
Clays and clay products: 
Crude___ ~~~ Le 4 11 (°) United Kingdom 9. . 

Nout fracto 11,566 13,344 1,682 Si 5,528; Hong Kong 2,530 onre: ry-—-----.---- , ’ , ingapore 5,528; Hong Kong . 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick _____-__-------~-~ 7 12 1 Tran 10. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude and manufactured ____———— 275 6 _. _ Singapore 2; Abu Dhabi 2. 
Ammonia ____——— ~~ kilograms_ — _- 12 _- All to Maldives. 

Graphite, natural ___.._-___---~- 11,154 6,604 1,421 Japan 2,487; Taiwan 750; United 
Kingdom 582. 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 555 630 @) Japan 609; Belgium 21. 
Worked including agglomerated 

_ splittings ___————~— kilograms_ _ 100 10 _— All to Switzerland. 
Precious and semiprecious stone 
including diamond: 

Natural ________ __—- carats._ 590,000 275,562 18,022 Hong Kong 76,619; Japan 56,579; 
West Germany 42,195. 

Synthetic and reconstructed _do_ _ — — 10,577 58,814 58,439 Japan 322. | 
Salt and brine____..________- ~~ 210 6,180 _.  Kenya6,000; Maldives 180. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s 

kilograms._ 10 -- 
Stone, sand and gravel excluding metal- 
gpearins sand ______.-___-___-- 339 53 3 Japan 31; Maldives 16. 

r: 
Pyrites, unroasted — _ — — kilograms_ _ 5 2 _. All to United Kingdom. 
Sulfuric acid_ _________.do___~_ 160 -- 

Other: 
Activated natural minerals_ — — — — — — 855 668 346 United Kingdom 247; Republic of 
Hal kil 144 South Africa 45. 

ens_________ ~ kilograms__ -- 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals __________ ~~ value__ $53,387 $451 _. __ All to Maldives. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Carbon black and gas carbon 
kilograms_ — (°) 14 _. _ All to United Kingdom. 

Coke and semicoke. ..________-- 20 -- 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

kilograms_ _ 890 470 _. All to Maldives. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Partly refined petroleum 
42-galion barrels_ _ 708 2,104 _- Do. 

Refinery products: 
Nonbunker: 

Gasoline. _.__..—do___-~ 1,608 418,136 -- People’s Democratic Republic of 
Yemen 214,768; Netherlands 
202,531. 

Distillate fuel oil_ __do_ _—_ 241 _- 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _do_ — — — 371,432 1,248,454 _— _ India 868,525; Philippines 150,524; 

Feypt 122,421. 
Lubricants ____.do____ (3) 15 ____ Alito ives. 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ ___ 37 25 _- Do. 
Other ________ do.___ 353 30 -~- Mainly to Maldives. 

Bunker: 
Jet fuel ________do____ 594,400 669,345 
Distillate fuel oil. _ _do_ _ — — 500,163 430,375 
Residual fuel oil _ _ _do_ ___ 2,188,476 2,080,244 
Lubricants ____——do__~_— 4,040 5,292 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ _ — 81,392 66,956 _- Taiwan 44,958; People’s Democratic 

Republic of Yemen 21,998. 

1Reported quantity exported valued at $122,817; unreported quantity valued at $114,515 also exported. 
7Excludes unreported quantity valued at $1,462. 
SLess than 1/2 unit.
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Table 14.—Sri Lanka: Imports of mineral commodities! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity 1979 1980 : 

United Other (principal) 
tea eee 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate. _$________ _~ 210 __ All from India. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 205 17 (?*) Japan 13; India 3. 
Metal including alloys: . 

Scrap ____________-_--~- _- 7 _- Mainly from Hong Kong. 
Unwrought. ________~_____ 18 4 -- Hong ong 2; United Kingdom 2. 
Semimanufactures _________ 6,698 7,834 (??) Norway 28 5; India 2,338; Hong 

ong 715. 
Arsenic oxides and acids _ _ kilograms — 2 1 — All from United Kingdom. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate__________-_ -- 54 -- All from Netherlands. 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 8 10 ~— United Kingdom 6; West Germany 3. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides 
kilograms. _ -_- 750 _- United Kingdom 500; West Germany 

Copper: 
Matte... 9 — 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought including scrap _ _ _ — 52 3 (?) United Kingdom 2; China 1. 
Semimanufactures ________ 8,040 1,500 2 Australia 686; United Kingdom 278; 

apan 217. 
Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought® __ troy ounces__ 16,365 NA _. All from United Kingdom. . 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate _____._____ 118 _- 
Metal: 

Scrap _____~__.___ ~_____ 50 (4) -~— Mainly from West Germany. 
Pig iron, cast iron, spiegeleisen _ — 122 322 136 United Kingdom 120; Singapore 35. 
Ferroalloys_____________~_ 132 93 _- Australia 37; U.S.S.R. 21; China 10. 
Steel, primary forms ________ 50,834 56,642 -- Republic of South Africa 40,294; 

imbabwe 12,943; U.S.S.R. 3,404. 
Semimanufactures _________ 94,008 101,193 290 Japan 50,494; United Kingdom 

0,355; Republic of South Africa 
10,604. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate ___________ 1 — 
Oxides ________~__________ 8 9 _- West Germany 5; United Kingdom 3. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ _____~____ ___ 500 5462 10 Australia 402; United Kingdom 143. 
Semimanufactures _________ 79 124 (?) Australia 99; Belgium 15. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, all 
forms _______________value__ $33,260 $3,027 $2,210 United Kingdom $817. 

Manganese: . 
Ore and concentrate ___._______ 1,018 1,744 -- Singapore 167 9; United Kingdom 50; 

gium 15. 
Oxides _________._~_______ 408 534 -- United Kingdom 199; Japan 130; 

Singapore 120. 
Mercury _.___.— _ 76-pound flasks_ _ 46 13 _- United ingdom 12; West Germany 

Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 
forms __________.~ kilograms_ _ 826 60 _- United Kingdom 29; Japan 19; 

Sweden 12. 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 15 10 (?*) United Kingdom 7; Belgium 2. 
Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and partly wrought 

troy ounces. _ 8257 386 322 United Kingdom 64. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
nen partly wrought _______do____ 3,959 4,180 _- United Kingdom 2,186; Sweden 1,608. 

Ore and concentrate ___..______ -- 50 _- All from Singapore. 
Oxides and hydroxides __ _ _ value__ $44 $15,069 —_ All from United Kingdom. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap ______._____do____ $88,546 $12,526 $12,526 
Unwrought. ___-________ _ 12 16 -- Malaysia 9; Hong Kong 3; Denmark 

Semimanufactures ___._____ 41 34 _- Republic of South Africa 30; Malaysia 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Sri Lanka: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 . 
Y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Titanium oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ _ — 81 48 (7) United Kingdom 47. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 

forms ____~ ~~ 1 15 (7) Mainly from China. 
Uranium and thorium: 

Compounds _____________-__- 7 69 66 China3. . 
Depleted metal ____._._________ 11 __ 

Zinc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 565 820 2 Republic of South Africa 365; West 

us ermany 134; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys: . 
Scrap ________ — kilograms_ _ 3 5,000 _. Mainly from Australia. 
Dust (blue powder) _ _ _ _do____ 460 302 _-- All from United Kingdom. 
Unwrought. ._____._____-_ 551 672 _. Australia 305; Japan 221; China 100. 
Semimanufactures ________ _ 50 69 (7) Australia 55; France 10. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates: 

Of precious metals _ _ — — value_ _ -- $48,924 _. All from India. 
Unspecified ________-____ 2 2 -~- Mainly from Sweden. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___ _ _— 2 12 (7) Belgium 10; United Kingdom 2. 
Metals: 

Metalloids __——— — kilograms_ _ 6,379 99 (?) United Kingdom 45; India 35; 
Singapore 11. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals _____—_ kilograms__ 4,015 88 4 Sweden 71; United Kingdom 13. 

Pyrophoric alloys, ferrocerium 
value__ $22 $42,597 _- All from Republic.of Korea. 

Waste and sweepings of precious 
metals ________._do___ _ $91 a 

Base metals including alloys, all . 
forms ___—_ —_——~— kilograms_ _ 9,935 153 _— Japan 150; United Kingdom 3. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete _-_______-___----_~- 38 41 23 India 11; United Kingdom 3. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 1 2 _- India 1; United Kingdom 1. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones including diamond 
value_ _ 7$3,233 $1,937 $878 India $535; Japan $373; West 

Germany $151. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones ______________--_-_ 238 127 (7) Belgium 26; United Kingdom 21; 
Japan 20; Netherlands 16. 

Asbestos, crude. ~~~ =e 11,780 6,188 __ Canada 5,872; United Kingdom 200. 
Barite and witherite____________- 4 47 _- All from China. 
Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ — ~~ — — 42 13 10 India 3. 
Cement________________-_-_~- 54,266 215,168 _— Philippines 56,863; Singapore 55,234; 

Japan 39,812. 
Chalk________-_____------_--- 102 144 _- United Kingdom 137; Japan 6. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude___ ee 5,769 1,696 45 Japan 601; United Kingdom 57]; In- 
ia 334. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory® ___________ T4534 2,382 _— India 2,041; United Kingdom 340. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~.-__-..~__.-____- 1,449 4,529 1 U.S.S.R. 1,704; Japan 724; West 
Germany 596. 

Diamond: 
Gen, not set or strung_____value.__ $1,357,894 $42,405 _- Begun $42,133; United Kingdom 

Industrial ___________-do___~_ $127 $1,952 _— All from United Kingdom. 
Powder and dust ______~— carats__ NA 8,425 50 United Kingdom 8,070; India 175. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 3,271 3,037 7 Thailand 3,000; India 24. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, leucite, nepheline _ _ 370 1 _- All from Japan. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude______.__._______--- 9 27,502 -~. Egypt 27,500. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~_ 213,723 201,164 8,075 Ja 68,165; Republic of Korea 
$9,204: Egypt 16,500. 

Phosphatic_____________~— 26,721 49,963 500 Singapore 11,000; Republic of South 
Africa 10,200; Tunisia 7,800. 

Potassic.__-§ ~~~ ~_______ 38,529 94,934 (?) Canada 56,318; West Germany 

Other including mixed ____ _ __ 11,599 29,883 12 Republic of Korea 16,000; Republic of 
South Africa 13,761. 

Ammonia ________~.~______-_ 291 133 (??) United Kingdom 83; Netherlands 28. 

Ore atural kil 1 atu ~~~ ~~ kilograms__ -- 
Artificial. ____________do____ 12 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Sri Lanka: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

tt 
Sources, 1980 

Commodi 1979 1980 : y United Other (principal) 
a 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Gypsum and plasters _________--~- 4,909 198,965 _- India 198,489; West Germany 384. 

Lime _______--_-~------~---- 3,361 324 _. _ Singapore 140; China 102; Republic of 
South Africa 54. 

Magnesite - - --—-—-—-~---~~~—— 3 5 _. Mainly from Japan. 

ca: 
Crude including splittings and waste — 11 21 (?*) India 20. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings ____—_-_-_-— kilograms__ 119 41 (7) United Kingdom 36; Singapore 5. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Crude, natural ____.._.__-_~_- 29 11 _. India 10; United Kingdom 1. 
Iron oxides, processed _ _ .._____-— 391 850 (?) West Germany 662; India 65; United 

Kingdom 65. 
Precious and semiprecious stones: 

Natural excluding diamond carats _ 2,624 717,206 -- West Germany 710,000; Thailand 

Synthetic and reconstructed including oO 
diamonds? _________-—do___- 7,391 11,866 10,000 Japan 1,866. 

Pyrites, roasted_ _ _ — — _ — — kilograms_ _ _- 1 _. __ All from United Kingdom. 
Salt and brine__—.._-_.-------~- 5 6 -- United Kingdom 4; Singapore 1. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.8.: 

Caustic potash ___.____-~---- 9 35 _- United Kingdom 16; France 12; India 

Caustic soda_ ____.-.------~-- 8,677 4,933 (?) United Kingdom 3,251; West 
Germany 1,500. 

Soda ash _____. —~____-------- 5,532 2,714 __ United Kingdom 901; Kenya 685; 
Singapore 500. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked —_—-—-—- 80 143 (?) India 134; United Kingdom 6; Sweden 

Worked_______________- 146 60 __ China 54; United Kingdom 3. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ -- 5 _. All from Norway. 
Gravel and crushed rock _ ~~~ -—-—--~- 101 397 _- India 155; France 83; Italy 72; Japan 

Limestone excluding dimension So . 
kilograms_ _ 60 41 _- Mainly from India. 

Quartz and quartzite__ _ _ - _ value__ $8,684 $161 $161 
Sule d excluding metal-bearing — - — — — 6 1 _- Mainly from United Kingdom. 

r: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ___—-_-- 520 431 _- Thailand 250; Poland 50; India 27. 

Colloidal _________------ 317 642 _. _ India 8370; Thailand 145; Poland 100. 
Dioxide_______—_—-~—-~ kilograms_ _ 49,283 4 -- All from United Kingdom. 
Sulfuric acid. _..__.___.------ 518 697 (?*) Singapore 365; Thailand 275; 

etherlands 35. 

pele steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _ — 1,585 1,215 228 China 837; India 135. 

er: 
Crude____...__----------- 4,846 3,229 __ West Germany 2,700; Singapore 499. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 
barium, magnesium, strontium _ _ — 9 11 1 Japan 5; United Kingdom 2; Thailand 

Halogens__________ kilograms. _ 3,289 43 _ United Kingdom 31; West Germany 

Activated natural mineral products _ 199 185 __ Japan 125; India 35; United Kingdom 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_________-_-.----~- 8,244 19,479 () Indonesia 13,653; Singapore 3,970; 

Malaysia 1,830. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural — — — — - - - 1 2 _. Singapore 1; United Kingdom 1. 

Carbon black and gas carbon _ _ — — _ -— - 3,426 3,310 660 India 1,392; Romania 716; Thailand 

Coal, all grades including briquets __ _ - 247 288 _. Republic of South Africa 122; 
Phailand 100; United Kingdom 65. 

Coke and semicoke. — - -------~--- 1,897 2,429 35 Japan 2,048; United Kingdom 165; 
public of South Africa 150. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases — ~~ - - - - 22 13 (@) Singapore 11; Japan 2. _. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Sri Lanka: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 . y United Other (principal) eee Se 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum and refinery products: 
| | Crude and partly refined 7 thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 10,613 13,722 _— Saudi Arabia 6,968; Iraq 3,511; Iran 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline __ ~A2-gallon barrels_ _ 164 8,778 -- All from Italy. Kerosine and jet fuel __ do. __ _ 647,326 612,897 _- Singapore 310,577; Kuwait 302,320. Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 809,549 223,372 —. Singapore 154,191; Kuwait 69,181. Lubricants________ _do____ 24,388 26,404 586 Singapore 12,570; Belgium 8,326; 

est Germany 1,670. Other: 
, Petroleum gases, liquefied 

and gaseous ___ _ value__ $46 $11,039 -- France g9,118; United Kingdom 

Mineral jelly and wax _ —_ . 43-gallon barrels_ _ 13,931 7,106 44 China 6,052; West Germany 489. Petroleum coke, bitumen, 
other residues __ _do____ 735,881 60,620 -- Bahrain 34,675; Singapore 25,936. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do____ 2,136 162 (??) India 124; Singapore 24. 

Unspecified______do____ 214,683 53,153 (?) Singapore 50,704; Belgium 1,249; 
est Germany 1,197. Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 

and gas-derived crude chemicals ___ _ 64 129 3 Republic of South Africa 50; United 
ingdom 48; West Germany 11. eee ES ea ee 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
1The quantities reported in this table are the total quantities reported in the official trade statistics of Sri Lanka; however, additional, unreported quantities imported by Sri Lanka are indicated in the official trade statistics only by value and have generally not been reported in this table. 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 
3Excludes unreported quantity valued at $51,841 imported from the United Kingdom in 1979 and unreported quantity valued at $26,736 imported in 1980. 
“Unreported quantity valued at $41,226. 
‘Excludes unreported quantity valued at $400,326. 
Excludes unreported quantity valued at $2,002. 
™May include dust and powder of diamond. 
®Excludes unreported quantity valued at $441,985 in 1979 and $210,746 in 1980. 
*In 1979, the quantity reported imported was valued at $593, and an unreported quantity was valued at $4,224; in 1980, the quantity reported imported was valued at $1,451, and an unreported quantity was valued at $5,603. 

VIETNAM2 

In 1981, Vietnam produced a small _ in 1981. Press comments, both Vietnamese 
amount of several minerals including coal, and foreign, paint a picture worse than 7 
phosphate, tin, chromite, antimony, iron years ago when the United States ended its 
ore, clays, building stone, manganese, ce- involvement. Apparently massive Soviet 
ment, salt, graphite, and zinc. Natural gas aid, estimated between $3 million and $6 
was produced and used industrially for the million per day, has not been sufficient to 
first time. Coal, phosphate, tin, and chro- maintain even a Spartan standard of living 
mite were produced in sufficient amounts for most of the population. Several reasons 
that a surplus was available for export. have been given for the problems, with high 
There were also known deposits of bauxite, Government officials admitting that corrup- 
lead, silver, and titanium minerals, but tion, bribery, and mismanagement were 
their status was unknown. In past years, prominent contributors to the country’s 
the mining sector accounted for up to 5% of woes. The policy of maintaining a 1-million- 
the GNP, but Vietnam releases official person military force, many of them in 
figures on only a few selected commodities active conflict in Kampuchea, was extreme- 
and seldom gives sector totals. Vietnam was ly expensive and consumed both workers 
not an important world producer of any and resources that could be used domesti- 
mineral commodity in 1981. cally to help in industrial and agricultural 

Economic conditions continued to decline development.
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Favorable weather and Government- struction during 1981. 
granted economic incentives to farmers A new mining area was nearly ready to 
combined to produce a record food grain open at the old Tinh Tuc Mine in Cao Bang 
harvest of over 15 million tons in 1981. Province, after 3 years of construction. The 

Despite fhe goot ro. Joa ae savaundle mining and concentrating system, formerly 
was not enoug the million manual, was mechani and automated, 
population. Large amounts of food had tobe and a new ore separation plant was built. 
Faborted during tne year, and the monthly The old operation was continued without 

ration remained at a bare subsistence interrupting the normal production rate. 
level. The target for 1982 food production § The new ore processing plant will be able 
was set a ein tons. the Go : to recover the finer § grained ore particles, 

> In secto ry vernmen ormerly lost, an ill recover 96% of the 

gave Brority to Projects directly benefiting tin present versus 83% from the old facility. 
agriculture sucn as electric power, irnga- The new mechanization at the mine will 

tion, coal é and fertilizer production, and the presumably allow an increase in the ore 
ransportation system. e big a production rate was well. 
thermal powerplant was being built with In Ha Tuyen Province, the Son Duong 
oviet aid. ts planned firat-stage comple- mining area was nearly ready to produce 
1on date was late » an attained, its ore at two mines designed by the nonferrous 
Petes output wou help reduce critical metallurgical institute of the Ministry of 
sHorvages in the tanol area. | Engineering and Metals. The mines were 

dong. "The new equivalence wes dong. T2='7ed,{ 28 Khuon Phay and Bac Lung . - and required a capital investmen 
9.09=US$1.00. In addition the Government 6 million. It was believed that Khuon Phay 
banned circulation of foreign currency and would eventually have a capacity of 300,000 

| imposed str Se controls on gold, sven cubic meters of ore per year. The ore grade 
piatinum, and diamonds. ‘he measures lal'- was not revealed, but that amount of ore in 
ed to strengthen the dong, and on the black neighboring countries could yield over 1,000 
market the US. dollar was reportedly tons of concentrate. Construction was ap- 
worth dong60.° — - parently still underway at Bac Lung. The 
Major te signed and joormica Irion Vietnamese press stated that after comple- 

dur 1981 The Sovic e soviet Vnlon tion the Bac Lung mining zone would have 
nore zhan 100 mn Feavanee or ice fo desinned g tin ore output similar to that of the Tinh 

' , oe vs ‘uc Mine. 
to ete. production of eectricity , fertiliz- Construction of support facilities was un- 

would also be greatly increased. SeTWaY at Qui Hop tin mine, also spelled 
Official trade figures were not available, aay oF Nhe mine was Province. Construc 

but a partial list of exports to four market 9 P ore economy countries showed about $50 mil- 1982 as part of the Government’s industrial 
lion i ’, to 10 ths of 1981 3 $51 goal. Completion and successful operation 
nallion in th mon vod : 1980, Im rts of these new projects could greatly increase 

from the geme veric od an d coun tries show ed the country’s tin output. Vietnam’s tin 

a considerable rise from $138 million in consumption is not large and most of the 
1980 to $218 million in 1981. To cut down Production would be exported to furnish 

. . . much needed foreign exchange. 
trade deficits, the Vietnamese were striving Nonmetals.—Cement.—One of Vietnam’s 

Agricultural products and handicrafts were ost important industrial projects was par- ' P . tially completed during 1981. On December 
to furnish most of the increase. The most . 

. . : 22, 1981, the first of two rotary kilns was 
likely areas in the mineral sector would be . . . 
coal. phosphate. and tin fired on a trial basis at the Bim Son cement 

» Phosphate, " plant, and a 70-ton test batch was ground 
DITY REVIEW and bagged before the end of the year. The 

COMMO EV | No. 1 production line will have a capacity of 
Metals.—Tin.—The Vietnamese, with 600,000 tons per year of high-quality ce- 

technical and economic aid from the Soviet ment, urgently needed by the Vietnamese 
Union, were in the middle of modernizing economy. The plant had been a showpiece of 
and expanding their small tin industry. Russian-Vietnamese industrial cooperation 
At least two mining areas were operating, since construction began 46 months before. 
and one was in the earliest stages of con- The December 1981 completion date was
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only accomplished by many months of max- year), and the by then completed Bim Son (1 
imum round-the-clock effort on the part of million tons per year), actually will be in 
thousands of laborers and virtually every production. 
skilled worker who could be pressed into Fertilizer Materials.—Workers in Ho Chi 
service. The original planned startup date Minh City completed an organic fertilizer 
was in 1980. plant with Danish aid. The plant will con- 

Reading between the lines of the Viet- vert 300,000 tons per year of dry garbage 
namese press communiques, it was appar- from the urban area into composted organic 

ent that progress on the No. 2 production fertilizer. Processed organic material 
line, a duplicate of the No. 1 kiln, was and green manure was extensively used 
seriously affected by the catchup work on throughout Vietnam both because of tradi- 

the first kiln. The No. 2 kiln’s new planned tion and because chemical fertilizers were 
completion date was set for November 7, 1 very short supply and expensive when 
1982. In addition, it was by no means 4vailable. oo, . 
certain whether the system that will supply Parts of the Soviet-aided expansion proj- 
raw materials to the kilns was ready to ect at the Lam Thao superphosphate fertil- 
begin to operate in a continuous and reli- and plant viet completed quring the year, 
able manner. and construction continued on remaining 

As late as October 1981, top Government Se eecurtly has been povely years oe oa 
officials were referring to plans insurin . . 
adequate electric power supplies, and ther constant problem of corrosion and broken 

plans must be drawn up for the timely on oF the alan Othe olen t eepons mae an 
delivery of raw materials and transport of ! oy 
finished cement from the factory. A lack of increase me oe et OO ton: per year 
reliable transport facilities has plagued the crore r Siable operating con een wa 
country for years and has been a major } " 
constraint to the timely completion of ambi- The Lam Thao superphosphate plant and 
tious industrial projects. Such candid re- the apatite grinding plants around the 
marks as were made in late 1981 could country were supplied with raw material 
eae . . from the Lao Cai apatite mine near the 

| indicate that this plant is a long way from border with China. Lao Cai was a major 
Pio other Large a otery Kiln coment plan ts apatite producer before the border hostili- 

were under construction during 1981. Both nt of waren At Mot ipment ue ayy 

fore yeorond’1 enue en Dometion mine and much of the infrastructure sup- 
: . . porting the operation was destroyed. Repair 

Japanese-aided plant at Hoang Thach, work has gone slowly, and production dur- 
southeast of Hanoi; the other was.a French- ing 1981 was probably more than that in 

aided expansion of the old Ha Tien cement 1989 but nowhere near the former produc- 
Este Bech lent wail rest of Ho on Minn tion levels. Early in 1981, there was a 

wy: ‘ - problem with transporting the ore out of 
million-ton-per-year capacity. ae 5 tet : 

There was virtually no publicity about pe ore ¢ wen cceurtedly being trarsported az 
either of these projects during 1981. It was fast as it was being extracted at the time. 
very likely that skilled workers and possibly No official figures were released for the Lao 
equipment were borrowed from these con- (Cai Mine’s output in either 1981 or 1980. 
struction sites to complete the Bim Son Mineral Fuels.—Coal.—Coal was Viet- 
plant. Construction progress was probably nam’s major energy source and has been, in 
minimal during the year, and completion of prior years, a main source of foreign ex- 
the plants was not expected until well into change through sizable anthracite exports. 
1983 or beyond. The same infrastructure After a very poor year in 1980, production 

constraints will be encountered for these made a modest gain in 1981. The production 
plants when completed as were mentioned goals had been revised downward very sub- 

for the Bim Son plant. stantially during 1980, and the production 
The Government’s planned cement pro- level achieved in 1981 actually represented 

duction for 1985 was 2.0 million tons. This a disastrous failure of the mid-1970’s Gov- 
may reflect a realistic belief that only the ernment plan to reach 10 million tons of 
Haiphong plant (500,000 tons per year), the washed coal by 1980. 
old Ha Tien plant (800,000 tons per year), Despite the construction of several new 
the mini-cement plants (200,000 tons per mines and the modernization of older
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mines, the production levels desired have coal that then had to be crushed before it 

not even been approached by most of the could be used. Poor quality coal was deliver- 

coal industry. Some problems have been ed to cement plants, degrading the output of 

solved, and enough new capacity has begun tne puns. These types or administrative 

operating to allow the production gain problems were very costly and apparently 

shown in table 1. accounted for a considerable waste of re- 

Two major problems, transportation and sources, which could be put to better use by 
worker motivation, have not been solved proper planning and management in the 
and until they are solved industry in gener- upper levels of the coal mining organiza- 
al and coal production in particular will tion. 
continue to have difficulty operating the ui second major protien discussed in 
smoothly. the Vietnamese press was that of motiva 

The problem of transportation was men- ing the work force. Several types of prob- 
tioned most frequently during 1981 by Gov- ems were mentioned including relative pay 
ernment officials. In many cases the coal es, lack O and m suppiles, 
has been mined but cannot be efficiently Safety conditions in the mines, workers’ 
moved to its destination. Workers have ousing and recreational facilities, inade- 

difficulty getting to the mines. Several local quate job training, and lack of spare parts 
sections of railroad were critically impor- resulting in the workers’ inability to meet 

tant but either were not completed or were production norms and hence earn bonuses. 
built long ago and were in such poor repair The above problems have resulted in an 
as to be only marginally operable. Spare excessive amoene of a mente and work- 
parts were in short supply so that a high ers resigning their jobs. | hose that continue 

. . . . to work have little incentive or opportunity 
proportion of rail equipment was inoperable toi oduction. The Vice Minister of 

at any given time. To speed up the move- increase production. ihe vice Minister ° 

ment of coal and other products, Vietnam Mines and Coal stated that in one 3-month 
has recently imported over an “estimated period up to 32% of the workers took leave © 

$50 million worth of Indian rail equipment of absence and | a total of nearly 2,000 
In June 1981, it was expected to sign an workers quit their jobs, many of them were 

additional agreement to import 200 to 300 the skilled quarry workers and vehicle driv- 

new coal cars. , | 
Although a number of changes have been 

Waterborne coal trans port suffered from made and the industry leaders are well 
the same problems. Equipment was in short aware of the problems, there appeared to 

supply, new barges and tugs were not com- be very little progress during 1981 toward 
pleted on schedule, and maintenance of effectively solving these problems at the 
equipment was neither adequately nor workers’ level. Until most of these trans- 

quickly performed. Again, spare parts were port and labor troubles are solved, the 
difficult to acquire and seldom available production goal of 10 million tons per 

where they were needed. year will be difficult, if not impossible, to 
The highway sector may have been in the achieve. 

worst shape of all. Maintenance of a poorly Natural Gas and Petroleum.—Soviet tech- 
engineered road network was a constant nicians have been helping in the explora- 
protiem. ac node bees was forced to move tion for gas and oil for the last 10 years. A 
al very low 8 use of deterioration total of 20 wells were believed drilled in 
of road surfaces, particularly in the hilly that period, mostly in a geological trough 
sections of the country. This increased the between Hanoi and the coast. 
turnaround time for a given trip. In turn, a The search finally resulted in a gas dis- 

larger fleet of trucks was necessary to move covery well in the Tien Hai District of Thai 

the required coal quotas, further aggravat- Binh Province, 95 kilometers southeast of 
ing the already severe vehicle maintenance Hanoi. The 1,200-meter-deep well was com- 

problems. pleted for production. It was then decided 
Another transport problem mentioned by _ that a gas turbine-powered electric genera- 

industry leaders was that of incorrect or tor system would be the best way to quickly 

irrational delivering of coal. Plants needing and economically utilize the small gas dis- 

lump coal were sent powdered coal, while covery. 
those needing powdered coal received lump
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Table 15.—Vietnam: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi: 1979 1980° . : 
United Other (principal) . 

Antimony metal _______________ 59 10 _. All to Japan. Chromium: Chromite ____________ 13,516 9,105 —-- Japan 9,055; France 50. 
Tin metal including alloys: 

Unwrought _._~ ~~~ 80. 5  __ All toJapan. 
Semimanufactures____________ 1 NA _. NA. 

NONMETALS | 
Clay products: 

onrefractory _._-___________ 173 56 -- Japan 29; Saudi Arabia 16; Italy 11. Refractory_________________ _- 48 -- All to Italy. 
| | rr 2,020 249 -— All toHong Kong. | Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension ond pe ] ked | 198 | H 150; J 48 e and partly wor —---- _- -- ungary 150; Japan 48. Worked_-_______________ 8 1 —~— All toFrance. Talc andsteatite _._____________ _- 100 _— All to Indonesia. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Coal: 

Anthracite and bituminous coal _ _ _ _ 588,994 416,418 = __- Japan 334,255; Sri Lanka 73,463. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous. 

coal. 7,695 4,000 _— All to Thailand. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Kerosine _ _ _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels__ 1,225 120,939 _~ All toSpain. 
Lubricants___-________do____ 1,239 NA -. NA. 
A 

es 

PPreliminary. NA Not available. 
*Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Vietnam, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. . 

Table 16.—Vietnam: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! | SO 
(Metric tabs unless otherwise specified) . 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” : 
mamoany Gnited Other (principal) 
A 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ _- (?) ~. All from Japan. : 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 

factures_ 2 786 781 ~~ Hungary 650; Japan 107; Sweden 19. Chromium oxides and hydroxides___ __ 10 NA — NA. 
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides ______ _ 4 6 _— All from Japan. 

pper: 
Qulfate. = 30 NA -. NA. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 
factures______________ > 73 39 — France 33; Sweden 4. Iron and steel metal: 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot __ _ _ 3,200 NA — NA. 
Ferroalloys ________________ -- 440 ~— All from Japan. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 39,044 323,474 _- Poland 16,077; Japan 2,877;3 Italy 

1,632. 
Universals, plates, sheets _____ 21,975 6,070 — Hungary 3,137; Japan 1,294; U.S.S.R. 

Hoop and strip____________ 1,444 501 _.  dapan 352; France 115. 
Rails and accessories________ 206 20 —_ All from Sweden. 
Wire.________________ 3,848 “646 ~~ Japan 279;‘ France 198; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 92. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings ________ 4,835 3,348 _— Singapore 1,533; Sweden 1,090. Castings and forgings, rough __ _ 1,004 NA —_ NA. 

Lead oxides and hydroxides ________ 5 NA _- NA. 
Manganese oxides and hydroxides ____ 200 200 — All from Japan. Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks__ 30 87 — Do. 
Molybdenum metal including alloys, all 

forms ____________ kilograms__ _- 144 _- Do. 
Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures _______________ 32 52 -~ All from West Germany. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 16.—Vietnam: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980” “‘Ynted ~~~ 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought : 

value, thousands_ _ _- $1 _- All from Sweden. 
Tin metal including alloys, semi- 

manufactures —_ -_-—-—-— kilograms__ —_ 22 _— All from Hong Kong. 
Titanium oxides ___________---~- ?) 100 _— All from Japan. 
Tungsten metal including alloys, all 
we ~_._.___—~—~—~ kilograms_ — 181 274 _— Do. 

c: 
Oxides and peroxides _____.__-~ 2 NA -- NA. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ ____._____~-- _- 397 _. All from Japan. 
Semimanufactures _______ ~~ _- 1 _— All from Sweden. 

Other, n.e.s.: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides _——__ 62 45 er | apan 37; Sweden 8. 
Metalloids__._.____.__.----~- _- 2 _. All from Japan. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives: . 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 

ete __-- 150 1 _— All from Sweden. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and ___. 

stones __________-~___-_-- 3 Al — Japan 38. 
Barite and witherite_______._---~ 1,170 3,705 _- All from Singapore. 
Boric oxide and acid _ ________-_-~ _- 40 _— All from Japan. 
Cement____ ~~~ ~__ ee ™78,213 76,300 — U.S.S.R. 53,000; Singapore 17,484; 

Japan 5,115. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: . 
Bentonite______._-_--~-- 717 588 _-— All from Singapore. 
Kaolin _-_____-_--------- -- 471 _- All from Sweden. 
Other, unspecified ____-.-~_ 190 9 _. All from France. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ___._._--.-- 882 1,657 _— __ Italy 1,512; Singapore 36; West 

os Germany 31. 
Refractory wee ee 9,277 859 -- France 475; Hungary 171; Japan 170. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — 5 aue — Japan 400. 
e , fluorspar, ete __.___.- ~~ -_— rom Japan. 

Fertil izer materials: 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous ____________~_ 209,958 314,176 _.  U-S.S.R. 225,328; Bulgaria 56,948; 
South Korea 29,400. 

Potassic_ __.__._.-_---=- "44,683 51,211 _.  Allfrom U.S.S.R. 
Ammonia ____~_~___~------~-- 3 46 _- Singapore 44. 

Gypsum and plasters _____-_---~- 50 1 _— All from Thailand. 
Lime _______-~~__-_~-~----_-- 9 NA -. NA. 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste .. 5 NA . _. NA. 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _________-__-_-~- 2 12 _. All from Japan. 
Pigm ents, mineral: Iron oxides and 

ydroxides, processed__._ ___._____-_ 14 20 _- Do. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic potash __________-__- _- 1 _- Do. 
Caustic soda_______.__._ ~~ 86 1,507 _—  Belgium-Luxembourg 1,500. 
Soda ash ______________-_-- 8 NA -- NA. , 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked __—_~— -- 20 _. All from Pakistan. 
Worked ______-.--.----- _- 40 _— All from Italy. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing — — — — _ 7530 2 _- All from Fin fond. 
Sulfuric acid. _._-_-_._.-.------- 1 4 _— France 2; United Kingdom 2. 
Talc and steatite __________-__-~- 50 352 _— __ All from Japan. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural — _ _ ~~ —_ 360 1 _— All from Finland. 
Carbon black ___-._.-_-------- 350 600 _— All from Japan. 
Coal and briquets: 
Ceara a Ora ous Coal _ _ _ _ 61,993 31,302 -- All from Australia. 

ignite includi riquets _____~_ _ _- -- rom Singapore. 
Coke and semicoke_________----- 5,000 7,500 _- All from Japan. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases —_— —_-—_ -- 2 _- Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 16.—Vietnam: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Tg uees, 1980 °° OT 
Commodity 1979 1980” : _ 

Gaited Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued . 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,056 166 _. All from Italy. 
Kerosine _ _ _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels_ _ 174,965 6,402 _- Singapore 5,766; Thailand 620. 
Distillate fuel oil ___.____do____ 134,124 NA _- NA. 
Residual fuel oil] ________—do____ 170,376 NA _- NA. 
hubricants_ —~-----~-~~.~do____ 865,333 6134 484 -- Italy 104,804; Hungary 26,908. 

er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

Mineral jelly and $0 7-7 18°370 3,880 a 2,155; H 905 eral jelly and wax __do____ , , _- a .155; Hungary 905. 
Nonlubricating oils_ ___do____ 42 NA _- NA. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do. _ __ 110,637 111,565 _- Japan 79,992; Singapore 31,512. 
Bituminous mixtures_ — _do_ _ _ — 667 12 _. All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _— _ _ 5,491 8,227 _— All from Japan. 

PPreliminary. NA Not available. 
1Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Vietnam, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation 

of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations 
information and data published by the partner trade countries. 

3Less than 1/2 unit. 
5Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $295,000. 
“Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $102,000. 
5Excludes Japanese exports valued at $3,000. 
®Excludes Japanese exports valued at $267,000. 

In July 1981, the press announced that > qundustrial Minerals (London). No. 169, October 1981, 

the first of five 17,000-kilowatt gas turbines ———. No. 172, January 1982, p. 50. 
had. been completed and successfully tested. by John C. Wu, economist, Division of Foreign Data. ' 

: e economic growth rates are on percen 
The plant reportedly was constructed with age changes in GDP in 1973 constant Hong Kong dollars. 
Soviet technical assistance in only 8 Heer necessary , «values have een converted from 

s * ong Kong dollars to U.S. dollars at the rate o 
months. Commercial production of power Hx, 976~US$1.00 for 1980 and HK$5.593--US$1.00. 
was scheduled to begin in August 1981. oat ong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics. January 

] ° e ’ p. . 

Workers were m . & preparations for the Far Eastern Economic Review. V. 115, No. 11, Mar. 12, 
second turbine during the same period. 1982, p. 72. 

Successful completion of this powerplant, Fore, Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 
the first commercial use of domestic hydro- “‘tspy FE. Chin, physical scientist, Division of Foreign 
carbons in the country, would reduce the Data. CO 
power shortages in the Hanoi area. More Asie 1982 Yorsbork 260 be. Review Limited (Hong Kong). 
importantly, it will encourage a more vigor- i Mining Annual Review (London). Korea (D.P.R.). 1981, 

: p. 442. 
ous petroleum exploration effort on the part Pain. a dson, R. Breaking the Shell. Far Eastern Econ. 
of Vietnam, which currently must import Rev. (Hong Kong), June 1981, pp. 72-74. 
all of its petroleum products. F Ry Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 

oreign Data. 
——— BO 23Summary of World Broadcasts FE/W1155/A14 of Oct. 
F By Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 14, 1981, excerpt from KPL in English,9908 gmt, Sept. 28, 
oreign . . 
*Where necessary, values have been converted from Vientiane, Laos, SIANG PASASON in Lao. Initial 

Bangladesh takas to U.S. dollars at an average rate of Achievements of the Pa Then Basin Tin Mining Survey. 
takal6.5=US$1.00 for 1981. Mar. 6, 1982, p. 2. 

‘Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Dacca, Bangladesh. 25By John C. Wu, economist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Monthly ptatistical Bulletin of Bangladesh. November 26Where necessary, values have been converted from 

» Pp. . Mongolian tugriks to U.S. doll t th te of 3.11 
“Metal Bulletin. No. 6620, September 1981, p. 37. tugrike = US$1.00 for 1978. omar ab ime rane 0 
5By John C. Wu, economist, Division of Foreign Data. 7ABECOR Country Report. Mongolian People’s Repub- 
*Where necessary, values have been converted from lic. November 1981, a publication of the ABECOR group of 

Brunei dollars to U.S. dollars at the rate of 2.20 Brunei _ banks. 
dollars = US$1.00. Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong). Asia 1982 

TFar Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong). Asia 1982 Yearbook. Pp. 8-11. 
Yearbook. Pp. 11, 120-122. ; Montsame Ulaanbaatar. Oct. 7, 1981 and Dec. 7, 1981. 

World of Information (Hong Kong). Asia and Pacific. 28Vernet, D. Mongolia, Buffer or Link. Le Monde (Paris), 
1981, pp. 139-140. Aug. 28, 1981, p. 5. 

®Standard Chartered Review (London). February 1982, ‘Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6656, Jan. 19, 1982, p. 13. 
p. 25. American Metal Market. V. 90, No. 4, Jan. 7, 1982, 

*Borneo Bulletin (Kuala Belait). Oct. 3, 1981, p. 44. pp. 1, 9. 
10By John C. Wu, economist, Division of Foreign Data. *°The British Sulphur Corp., Ltd. (London). Phosphorus 
11Where necessary, values have been converted from and Potassium. No. 118, March-April 1982, p. 15. 

Australian dollars ($A) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 51By Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 
$A1.11=US$1.00. Foreign Data.
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. 37Metal Bulletin (London). No. 6676, Mar. 20, 1982, p. 23. 
®2Where necessary, values have been converted from 381). S. Embassy. Si re. State Department Airgram 

Nepal rupees (NPs) to U.S. dollars at the rate of A-20, Apr. 15, 1988, pp 3b. " 
NPs12.00=US$1.00. 3°By Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 

*3Nepal fiscal year runs from mid-July to mid-July. Foreign Data. 
*4U.S. Department of State, American Embassy, Kath- i ose orpieum News (Hong Kong). V. 12, No. 10, January 

mandu, Nepal. oreign. Econamie Trends and Their Impli- "410i and Gas Journal. V. 80, No. 3, Jan. 18, 1982, p. 64. 
eRe he Ws se iciaion ce Maton ‘2By Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of *5By John C. Wu, economist, Division of Foreign Data. Foreign Data. ¥» Phys 
*6Monthly Digest of Statistics. Department of Statistics, 43Far Easte ic Review. 1982 Annual Yearboo 

Singapore. V. 21, No. 3, March 1982, and all other values p. 9a" Dasterm Economic Review " k. 
have been converted from Singapore dollars (S$) to US. 
dollars at the rate of S$2.1127 = US$1.00 for 1981.
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AFGHANISTAN | 

Development of the mineral and energy and mineral fuels. By the end of 1981, 167 

resources of Afghanistan appeared to be a Soviet-Afghan cooperation projects » had 

top priority of the Soviet-controlled Govern- been established, 76 of which, according to | 

ment in the country. In the Afghan Govern- the Soviet News Agency, Tass, were already 

ment’s plan for 1980-81, the largest alloca- in operation. Soviet and Afghan geologists 

tion in the development budget was for were also said to be conducting. large-scale 

mines, industry, and energy (46.7%). In prospecting for petroleum and natural gas, 

contrast, only 23.1% of the budget was iron ore, chrome, copper, beryl, fluorspar, | 

allocated for agricultural development, de- lead, zinc, bauxite, lithium, tantalum, and 

spite the fact that the great majority of the columbium, all of which were thought to be 

population was dependent on farming. present inthe country.2. 

The mineral industry of Afghanistan con- The largest Soviet-Afghan cooperative 

sisted of the production of natural gas, project in the mineral sector was a planned 

cement, coal, fertilizer materials, and rock $600 million copper mine and smelter, to be 

salt. Production levels for all of these com- located at Ainak, south of Kabul.? Reserves 

modities were down an average of 45% from at the Ainak deposit were estimated at 280 © 

those of 1978, before the Soviet invasion. million tons containing 0.7% to 1.5% cop- 

Prior to the invasion, small quantities of per. The feasibility study for development of 

asbestos, barite, and talc had been produced the deposit was completed in mid-1981 by . 

along with about 6,000 to 7,000 kilograms Machinoexport of the Soviet Union, and the 

per year of lapis lazuli, a semiprecious gem project was subsequently approved by the 

stone. Afghanistan had supplied about 80% Afghan authorities. The project was sched- 

of the world’s output of lapis lazuli. Follow- uled to begin operating in 1985. Soviet 

ing direct Soviet intervention, production of technicians were also examining the possi- 

these minerals declined to near zero. bility of exploiting the Hajigak iron ore 

Despite the drastic decline in production deposit, located in the Hindu Kush Moun- 

for most minerals, it was clear that the tains, 100 kilometers northwest of Kabul. 

Afghan Government planned to exploit the Reserves at Hajigak were -estimated at : 

country’s vast array of hard rock minerals about 2 billion tons of 65% iron ore. The 

1345
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| Soviet Government was thought to be con-_ pleted at both fields with Soviet technical 
sidering developing the Hajigak deposit to assistance. Reserves at Gogerdak were esti- 
supply steel mills in the Tashkent region of mated at 800 billion cubic feet of sweet gas 
the Soviet Union. Also being scrutinized from an upper horizon above 1,800 meters 
were chromite deposits located in the south- depth, and another 650 billion cubic feet of 
eastern portion of the country, near the sour gas from a lower horizon at 2,200 
Pakistan border, 200 kilometers south of meters depth. The gas was collected at two 
Kabul. Two main deposits have been identi- receiving plants, piped to a drying facility, 
fied. The Heserak deposit in Nangarher and then exported to the Soviet Union 
Province contained high-grade chrome ore through a 100-kilometer, 81-centimeter- 
in a series of pockets in serpentinized rocks. diameter pipeline. Some of the gas from the 
The Mohammed Agha Kulanger deposit, Gogerdak Field had previously been used as 
located in the Lagor Valley in Kabul Prov- feedstock for the Mazar-i-Sharif power and 
ince, contained approximately 180,000 tons fertilizer plants. Since the Soviet invasion, 
of ore grading 36% to 58% Cr.Os with a however, all natural gas supplies have been 
Cr:Fe ratio ranging from 2.52:1 to 3.57:1. diverted to the Soviet Union, and the power- 
Both of these deposits were being evaluated. plant fertilizer complex was forced to con- 
by Soviet technicians.* vert to coal. 

Afghanistan’s known energy resources The other gasfield under development in 
included coal, natural gas, and crude oil. 1981 was at Jarg-adug. The Russian firms, 
Coal production in Afghanistan came from Technoexport and Mitpromexport orginally 
the Karkar, Ishpushta, and Darra-i-Suf planned to drill 44 production wells in the 
Mines. The Karkar and Ishpushta Mines field and to construct a desulfurization 
were located in northeastern Afghanistan, plant and two pipelines. One of the lines 
near the towns of Pul-i-Khumri and Doab, was for gas exports into the Soviet Union, 
respectively. These mines have been in and the other was to carry gas for industrial 
continuous operation since the 1950’s and use within Shibarghan Province. Recent 
were nearing depletion. The Darra-i-Suf reports indicated that the treatment plant 
Mine, located 160 kilometers south of was completed and Jarg-aduq was pro- 
Mazar-i-Sharif, and 640 kilometers by road ducing significant quantities of gas, pre- 
from Kabul, was the country’s largest pro- sumably for export into the Soviet Union. 
ducer. The mine, opened in 1966, contained There were no indications that any gas was 
an estimated 60 million tons of good-quality being diverted for consumption within the 
coal, some of which was suitable for coking country. ee 
coal. Production of coal from the Darra-i- Petroleum was discovered in Afghanistan 
Suf Mine has been as high as 100,000 to as early as 1956, but it was not until the 
150,000 tons per year, but output has declin- early 1970’s that evaluation of the resources 
ed considerably since the Soviet invasion. was carried out. Oil was encountered in 
Whatever coal was produced in 1981 was exploratory wells at Angut, Aq-Darya, Ba- 
consumed in electric-generating facilities in zarkami, and Oashq-oir, all in northwestern 
the Mazar-i-Sharif region. Afghanistan, in the Fariab, Jozjan, and 

Natural gas was Afghanistan’s leading Shibarghan Provinces. The International 
export, providing about 30% of the gross Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

national income. About 95% of Afghani- (World Bank) placed Afghanistan’s crude oil 
stan’s production of natural gas was export- reserves at 70 million barrels in 1978, and 
ed to the Soviet Union in 1981 with the the Afghan Government later revised that 
remainder being used to generate electric- estimate to nearly 100 million barrels. No 
ity. The Soviet Union imported approxi- crude oil production was reported in 1981. 
mately 220 million cubic feet per day of According to recent reports, Soviet and 
natural gas from Afghanistan in 1981, Afghan technicians were planning to con- 
worth about $114 million. Natural gas was struct a large refinery at Jarq-aduq.* Af- 
produced from several fields, all located in ghanistan has usually received its domestic 
northwest Afghanistan just south of the requirements of petroleum products from 
Soviet border, in Shibarghan Province. The the Soviet Union and Iran, but with war- 
main producing fields were the Khawaga related difficulties in Iran and the promi- 
Gogerdak Field and the Jarq-aduq Field, nent role the Soviet Union was playing in 
located within 20 kilometers of each other the Afghan economy, nearly all of Afghani- 
in southwestern Shibarghan Province. New _ stan’s supplies were derived from the Soviet 
gas treatment facilities were recently com- Union. The latest figures on oil consump
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tion in the country were released in 1978, necessity of maintaining the Soviet army 
and were in the area of 250,000 tons per have probably altered these figures signifi- 
year of petroleum products. The chaotic cantly. The status of the planned refinery at 
situation of the country’s economy and the Jarq-aduq was unavailable in 1981. 

Table 1.—Other countries of the Near East: Production of mineral commodities’ 
a 

Country and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981” 

AFGHANISTAN? 

Asbestos__ __-_~---------- metric tons__ 13,000 *13,000 4,000 _- -- 
Barite _______-.----__-------do___- 12,100 12,930 3,000 -- _- 
Cement, hydraulic. _____._.____--do___~- 136,000 127,000 140,000 50,000 *60,000 
Coal, bituminous______________--do__~_~ 182,000 212,725 100,000 — _- 

Gas, natural: 
Gross_____....— ~~ million cubic feet_ _ 90,000 90,000 70,000 ©70,000 *80,000 
Marketed __________________-do___- &84 000 81,824 60,000 ©60,000 *70,000 

Gem stones: Lapis Lazuli_ _ _ — — — _ — kilograms_ — 6,310 1,984 6,000 _— -- 

Gypsum _____________-~—-~-~ metric tons_- NA 6,648 -- -- _- 

Natural gas liquids 
thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ “10 “10 10 °5 °5 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia®_ _ metric _tons_ _ 35,000 25,000 25,000 10,000 10,000 
Salt, rock _____________-------do___~- 17,684 81,112 | 20,000 5,000 *6,000 
Tale _._-_-_________---_~-----do___~ 5,711 1,775 500 -- _- 

BAHRAIN 
Aluminum metal: Primary, smelter _ — — —do_ _ _ — 121,356 122,800 126,000 126,152 141,000 
Gas, natural: 

Gross_______..———-_mnillion cubic feet_ _ 121,228 131,150 143,449 123,442 125,000 
Marketed _____________----~-do___~_ 83,392 91,805 102,950 97,468 90,000 

Natural gas liquids: 
Butane and propane 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ NA NA 485 1,876 1,950 
Natural gasoline_ __.______----do___~_ NA NA NA 986 1,100 

Petroleum: 
Crude ______________---~-do___~_ 21,236 20,190 18,741 18,338 18,250 

Refinery products: 
. Gasoline ~~~ do 9,829 11,099 9,249 8,869 10,000 

Jet fuel. __________-___~-do____ 11,743 11,756 11,803 13,797 14,000 

’ Kerosine_______._____---do___~- 3,265 912 868 547 2,000 

Distillate fuel oil _.___.__.--do___~ 23,571 23,988 23,574 20,586 22,500 

Residual fuel oi] _________--do__~~ 33,687 29,378 30,640 27,046 30,335 
Lubricants_______._____~-do__~_-~ 344 379 130 375 500 
Other_________---------do___~ 10,523 10,939 18,201 ©12,300 13,000 
Refinery fuel and losses _ _ _ _ _ _ _do_ __~_ 2,271 1,507 2,245 €2,100 2,200 

Total ____.______-__~-do____ 95,233 89,953 91,710 ©85,620 04,535 
Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum __ metric tons__ 7,000 25,909 25,148 32,559 36,000 

JORDAN 

Cement, hydraulic. ___ thousand metric tons_ — 566 564 800 800 1,000 

Clays______--___------------do___- 6 9 25 30 30 

Gypsum _________----~----~--do___- 22 36 36 70 75 

Iron and steel: Crude steel _____.__--do__ ~~ 42 60 90 90 90 
Lime ___________.__.-—~~— metric tons_-— 3,000 3,000 3,500 ©3,500 4,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_ ____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,954 2,108 2,465 2,263 5,000 
Jet fuel _._________-__.--_-do___~- 872 1,152 1,104 1,759 2,200 
Kerosine_________.___~------do____ 829 1,146 1,062 1,314 2,000 
Distillate fuel oil]. __.____._.____-do___~_ 2,604 3,109 3,499 3,509 6,000 
Residual fuel oil _. ..______----do___~_ 1,558 1,937 2,584 3,312 5,500 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ ~~ ——__~—-—do___~- 394 500 °565 475 650 
Asphalt ___.______----------do__-_- 497 643 ©730 581 750 
Unspecified including lubricants _ _ — _do_ — — - —_ 49 “55 “50 60 
Refinery fuel and losses_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -do___- 559 559 °635 °637 840 

Total _.______.___-----~--do___- 9,267 11,203 12,699 ©13,900 23,000 

Phosphate rock. ____-— thousand metric tons__ 1,782 2,303 2,825 3,911 4,200 

Salt. ___________------------do___~ 30 30 30 30 30 

Stone: 
Limestone____ _____---------do___- 5,000 6,000 "6,000 4,182 4,200 
Marble______ —-— thousand square meters_ _ (3) 160 200 200 200 

LEBANON? 

Cement, hydraulic. ___ thousand metric tons__ 1,360 1,381 2,122 €2,200 2,390 
Gypsum ________-----~--~-- metric tons__ 15,000 11,000 9,750 10,000 10,000 

Iron and steel: 
Crude steel _____— thousand metric tons_ — 7 6 -- __ _- 
Semimanufactures __—_—_-----~-do___-~ _- 250 220 *220 200 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other countries of the Near East: Production of mineral commodities: _ 
| | | oe —Continued | 7 

| Country and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

LEBANON? —Continued 

Lime® ______.____ thousand metric tons. _ 162 101 1200 = 120 _ 120 en i 
elle 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 2,809 4,019 3,498 €3,400 3,000 Jet fuel _-.-_-_ do _- 964 1,019 923 - 900 600 
Kerosine_ ___._______________do____ 206 144 175 *150 100 
Distillate fuel oil _.§___________do____ 2,482 2,354 2,609 €2,600 _ 2,400 
Residual fuel oi] _...__________do____ 4,595 4,367 5,237 €5,000 4,300 
Liquefied petroleum gas ____.____do____ 531 _- 361 €300 300 - 
Unspecified __...._.________do____ _- 151 212 £200 200 
Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ 1,011 124 887 ©g00 600 

‘Total _--- dol __ 12,548 12,778 © 13,902 ©13,350 11,500 
Salt® ______._____ thousand metric tons__ 35 12 10 12 10 

OMAN 

Gas, natural: 
Grogs. _____.__.___-_ million cubic feet. _ 139,868 ©130,000 ©122,000 ©117,000 105,850 
Marketed __________________do____ 4,745 5,500 17,657 21,189 25,000 

Natural gas liquids 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ _- 500 1,275 1,500 1,500 

Petroleum, crude _______________do____ 123,626 114,975 107,845 103,528 119,808 
Sand __.____.__________-__ metric tons__ -NA NA NA 101,678 100,000 
Stone, not further described _________do____ NA NA NA 329,748 350,000 

PEOPLE’S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF 
YEMEN . 

Petroleum refinery products: _ 
. Gasoline_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ ©1440 850 ©1,000 ©1,000 1,000 

Jet fuel _--________________do____ “1,171 1,280 1,200 “1,200 1,200 Kerosine___________________do____ ©1085 115. €800 800 800 
Distillate fuel oi]__...-.._..___do____ €2,922 €2,000 2,500 €2,500 2,000 
Residual fuel oil _..___._________do____ 6,114 ©6,000 &6,000 6,000 6,500 
Other _____.~~____________do____ ©3860 "700 “800 €800 800 
Refinery fuel and losses__________do____ “802 “869 €870 ©870 700 ———— EE 

Total _.._______________do-_-__ °14,394 12,474 13,170 —-°13,170 13,000 
Salt®____________ thousand metric tons__ 15 15 15 80 15 

QATAR? 
Cement, hydraulic_______________do____ *170 208 237 209 258 
Iron and steel semimanufactures ______do__ __ _- 86 350 450 455 
Gas, natural: 

Gross. ___.__.____ _mnillion cubic feet__ 151,499 164,212 235,795 224,000 222,000 
Marketed* _________________do____ 56,750 52,230 154,041 79,935 94,250 

Natural gas liquids 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ —_ __ 77 265 6,126 

N itrogen: N content of ammonia __ metric tons__ 105,000 166,000 303,400 418,000 617,000 . 
Petroleum: 

Crude _____~_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 162,316 176,537 184,772 172,554 146,370 er EES G08 180,010 . ——[[—====*{K{>c*=c>&<&&e—E— 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline _.._____________do____ 764 796 921 €950 1,144 
Jet fuel. »§ 5 do _ 449 455 512 450 480 
Kerosine ________________do____ 36 38 31 33 33 
Distillate fuel oil _._.________do____ 927 908 939 1,000 1,764 
Other__________________do____ 61 72 °75 °75 15 
Refinery fuel and losses and partly finished 

oil. doi 362 1,439 1,500 1,500 1,500 OW 
Total _______________do____ 2,599 3,708 3,978 4,008 4,996 

Stone: Limestone ____ thousand metric tons__ ©2,500 3,103 3,000 2,036 2,500 
Sulfur _-. ~~ 2 ~~ ee __dol_ _- __ _- __ 5,600 

SYRIA 

Asphalt, natural. _.§_____________do____ 99 35 83 89 90 
Cement, hydraulic_______________do____ 1,395 1,433 1,847 1,995 2,150 
Gas, natural: 

Groes® ____________ million cubic feet__ 69,400 56,500 60,000 60,000 55,000 
Marketed __________________do____ 9,000 ©7,500 7,500 ©7,000 8,000 

Gypeum ________________-_ metric tons__ 85,643 “86,000 63,500 78,636 79,545 
Iron and steel: Crude steel . 

thousand metric tons__ 115 120 90 ©100 100 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia __ metric tons__ 23,000 19,000 75,888 48,300 200,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other countries of the Near East: Production of mineral commodities’ 

| —Continued . 
er 

_____Countryandcommodity 1977978979 1880188 

SYRIA —Continued | . 

Petroleum: . 

Crude _____- thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 63,620 62,500 68,709 60,656 58,990 

oo 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline... ---_---------do.__- 4,599 4,675 4,745 ©5,000 10,000 
Kerosine and jet fuel. _._____-do__ ~~ 2,993 3,023 2,920 ©3500 6,000 

Distillate fuel oil _.____--~--~do_~~~- 8,067 8,355 6,935 8,500 16,000 

Residual fuel oil _______----do____ 9.125 8.924 10,585 _°10,000 20,000 
Liquefied petroleum gas_ _ _ _ . __do_ — _ - 365 464 1325 €500 1,000 . 

Asphalt_________________do____ 1,022 1989) ©1400 3,000 
Refinery fuel andlosses_.__..._-do.---_—s1,570, ss -- 780 *1,800 2,000 

Total __.____________do____ 21,741 27,330 27,740 ©30,400 58,000 
Phosphate rock. ____~— thousand metric tons_ _ 425 “750 1,272 1,319 1,350 

Salt________________.-------do__~-_ 106 £110 15 90 90 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

ne: 

Dimension: Marble_ _— —— cubic meters_ — 57,063 ©50,000 ~ 91,562 — 84,860 85,000 

Other _____ thousand cubic meters_ _ 985 1,000 2,013 1,991 2,000 

Sand and gravel _______-__----do___- 4,567 &5,000 7,870 7,187 ‘7,800 
Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum and natural gas 

thousand metric tons_ — ©4 &6 &6 °5 8 

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC? 
Cement ___________~-_--~----do__~- 60 63 90 81 80 

a; (. 15 30 90 65 65 
Cane ~~ 

€Kstimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. ; 
1Table includes data available through Oct. 18, 1982. 

2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of other crude construction materials (common clays, stone, and sand 

and gravel) presumably is produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and available information is inadequate to 

‘make reliable estimates of output levels. 
SLess than 1/2 unit. 
“Includes gas reinjected into reservoirs, if any. 

BAHRAIN | | | 

Production of crude oil in Bahrain declin- from heavy industry including aluminum, 

ed in 1981 for the fifth consecutive year, but iron and steel, and ship repair, to a finan- 

the drop was more than compensated forby cial sector that has become one of the most 

a large increase in exports of refined petro- successful offshore banking operations in 

leum products. Total receipts from the pe- the world. . 

troleum sector reached $3.88 billion, up Bahrain’s economic development is based 

23% from the previous year.< This repre- on a combination of rigidly structured semi- 

sented 90% of the country’s total export annual Government budgets, and a strong 

receipts, and over 70% of the gross domestic emphasis on free enterprise and free trade. : 

product (GDP), estimated at $5.5 billion in The total Government budget for 1981 was 

1981. Despite the overwhelming dominance $900 million, of which 60% was allocated 

of petroleum revenues in the country’s na- for capital expenditures. Only 42.5% of the 

tional income, Bahrain has, over the last total allocation was consumed for these 

decade, achieved remarkable success in its purposes; however, and the remainder was 

effort to diversify the economy away from transferred into the long-term capital ac- 

petroleum dependence. Bahrain’s crude oil count and into the annual surplus. Capital 

production has long been the lowest of all expenditures were directed mainly at ex- 

the Organization of Petroleum Exporting pansion of the country’s infrastructure. The 

Countries (OPEC), averaging about 50,000 Government budgets for 1982 and 1983 were 

barrels per day over the last 5 years. With also announced in 1981, with revenues and 

crude oil reserves estimated at only 223 expenditures totaling $1.5 billion in 1982, 

million barrels, Bahrain could expect to and $1.7 billion in 1983. The budgets antici- 

exhaust its main source of income within 15 pated an annual real growth rate in the 

years at current production levels. This economy of between 5% and 8% per year. 

diversification effort has led to the develop- Bahrain’s long-term capital expenditures, 

ment of a variety of enterprises ranging which were usually not included in the
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Hovennment budget, were directed toward  oil-related operations were gradually turn- 
the p lanned 4-million-ton-per-year iron ore ed over to Bahrain. Beginning in 1975, the 
pelletizing plant and construction of the Government of Bahrain assumed 60% own- 
$600 million causeway linking Bahrain to ership of the oilfield assets, and in 1976 
Saudi Arabia. created the Bahrain National Oil Co. (Bano- 

Bahrain produced approximately 46,000 co) to market refined products to local 
barrels per day of crude oil from the Awali customers. One year later, the Government Field, located onshore near the center of the f, ed th i ‘1 ; é ; te ormed the Bahrain National Gas Co. (Ban- island. Oil was discovered at Awali in 1939 agas) to i 7095 process and export liquefied petro- and it has been the sole source of Bahrain’s leum gas (LPG). In 1980, the Go t 
oil ever since. Its age requires that second- negoti the Sin te gotiated a 60% takeover of the Sitra ary and tertiary recovery techniques be : : | refinery, through Bapco. Finally, in 1981, employed for the field to remain productive, the Supreme Petrol Council 
but even with the most advanced recovery ished P d the h Se oanen was estab- 
methods, recent surveys have indicated that Mini te . to. ee airmanship of the Prime 
the island’s measured oil reserves could be seers supervise and direct develop- extended to a maximum of 15 years. | ment of the country’s resources. By January 

- Bahrain derived about one-third of its 1? 1982 Banoco was to takeover direct 
petroleum revenues from the Abu Sa’fah he anagement of all oilfield assets. Caltex 
Oilfield, located offshore, north of Bahrain. ad previously operated most of the fields The field was owned and operated by the under agreement with Banoco. Caltex re- 

Saudi Arabian Petroleum and Minerals Or- mained responsible for marketing its ganization, and its oil was exported from 100,000-barrel-per-day share of the refin- 
Saudi Arabia, but as part of a joint terri tory erys output. The Government of Bahrain 
deal one-half of the revenues from Abu also sold Caltex 112,000 barrels per day of Sa’fah’s oil production goes to Bahrain. Abu its refined product share to be sold through 
Sa’fah produced about 50,000 barrels per the Caltex marketing organization. The 
day of oil in 1981 after peaking at about buy back arr angement was to allow Banoco 70,000 barrels in 1978. : time to gradually build its own marketing 

Bahrain’s only refinery, at Sitra, pro- organization. Meanwhile, Banoco marketed 
duced a record 95 million barrels of petrole- about 3% of the refinery’s output domesti- 
um products in 1981, up 5.6% from the 1980 cally. The country consumed approximately 
level. Input for the 250,000-barrel-per-day 2.2 million barrels of refined products in 
refinery was supplied from Bahrain’s Awali 1981. Consumption was expected to rise to Field, by supply agreements with Saudi Ver ® million barrels per year by 1990. 
Arabia, and by the California Texas Petrole. 1” addition to managing the country’s oil- 
um Co. (Caltex), a joint venture of Chevron Producing assets, Banoco also was responsi- U.S.A. Inc. and Texaco Inc. of the United le for directing all oil and gas exploration 
States. Saudi Arabia and Caltex each sup- Ctivities. Banoco was winding up a large- 
plied 100,000 barrels per day to the refinery. scale, 18-month, $17 million seismic survey 
Caltex input was derived from Chevron’s Undertaken throughout offshore Bahrain by 
and Texaco’s crude oil entitlements in Sau- Western Geophysical Co., United States. di Arabia. The refinery was operated by The most promising offshore areas were 
Bapco BSC, which was owned 60% by the north of the island, where subeconomic 
Bahrain Government and 40% by Caltex. In shows of oil and gas were discovered about 
November 1981, Bapco announced that it 20 years ago by Caltex. Banoco planned to 
had awarded a $36.5 million contract to drill four wells in the area by mid-1982. 
Ralph M. Parsons Co., United States, to Union Texas Oil Co. of the United States 
build a light isomax production unit at the was also exploring in three blocks offshore refinery. This plant was the single largest northeast Bahrain, and was planning a test 
item in Bapco’s investment program for — well some time in 1982. The prospects for a 
1981-82. The new unit was to be composed of major discovery offshore Bahrain did not 
4 new isomax reactor and a vacuum-product appear good, but the Government planned 

rerovery section to turn fuel oil into diesel to maximize its use of whatever hydrocar- 
» naphtha, and sulfur. The plant was to bon resources it could locate to at least 

open in mid-1983. maintain the current level of production for 
_ Caltex had originally owned the entire oil _as long as possible. 
industry in Bahrain, including all oilfield With the progressive decline in oil pro- 
assets and the petroleum refinery. Over the duction, Bahrain began to focus more atten- 
past 3 years, ownership and control of all tion on its reserves of both associated and
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nonassociated natural gas. While the pro-__ the project. In 1980, a contract was awarded 
duction of associated gas has declined in to Wimpey Laboratories of the United King- 

| line with crude oil production, output of dom for a site survey and soil analysis for 
: nonassociated gas has continued to grow. the plant, to be located on a 600,000-square- 

| Nonassociated gas was derived from the kilometer tract to be reclaimed from the 
! Permian Khuff Formation, a gas-containing sea, near Sitra. Contracts were also award- 
| strata that extends throughout much of the ed to King Wilkinson International of the 
| Middle East. The Khuff Formation was United States for a $9 million feasibility 

beneath the oil-producing Bahrain Forma- study, and Uhde of the Federal Republic of 
tion, and wells to tap the gas commonly Germany for engineering and process tech- 
extended beyond 3,660 meters deep. With nology. In March 1981, GPIC awarded the 
associated gas production leveling off at $80 million construction contract to Snam- 
about 330 million cubic feet per day, Khuff progetti S.p.A. of Italy. The complex was to 
gas was becoming an important component produce 1,100 tons per day of methanol and 
of the country’s energy supply. Average 1,100 tons per day of ammonia, utilizing 
nonassociated gas production reached 400 natural gas feedstock. The plant was sched- 
million cubic feet per day late in 1981. uled to go onstream in 1984. Most of the 
Banagas was responsible for utilizing most output was to be exported. 
of the country’s gas production. Banagas Late in 1981, the Governments of Bah- 
was composed of Banoco, 75%; Caltex, rain, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia combined 

12.5%; and the Arab Petroleum Investment again to establish the Heavy Oil Conversion 
Corp., 12.5%. Banagas planned to drill six Co. The company was set up to construct 
producing wells into the Khuff Formation and manage a 50,000- to 80,000-barrel-per- 
in 1982 that were expected to produce 300 day hydrocracking plant designed to con- 
million cubic feet per day of gas. vert heavy refinery oils into lighter prod- 

Most of Bahrain’s current output of natu- ucts. A feasibility study for the project was 
ral gas was delivered to the recently com- to be completed sometime in 1982. The | 
pleted Banagas natural gas liquids (NGL) company was owned 40% by Bahrain, and 
processing plant at Jabal. The plant, built 30% each by Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. 
by Japan Gasoline Co. at a cost of $72 Perhaps the centerpiece of Bahrain’s 
million, began exporting NGL in March goals of diversification and decentralization 
1980. The plant was designed to utilize 100 is the smelter of ALBA that began operat- 
million cubic feet per day of associated gas_ ing 10 years ago. The plant has produced at 
in the production of 280,000 tons per yearof its rated capacity for over 5 years, and has 
NGL, 80,000 tons per year of propane, firmly established itself on the internation- 
79,000 tons per year of butane, and 125,000 al market. Production capacity was increas- 
tons per year of naphtha. Caltex was re- ed from 122,000 to 155,000 tons per year in 
sponsible for overseas sales of NGL and 1981, and was to increase to 170,000 tons per 
LPG, while Banagas handled domestic dis- year by 1982 through the addition of a fifth 
tribution. Tail gas or residue gas from the and sixth potline. Most of the new output 
plant was supplied to Aluminum Bahrain’s was destined for the planned aluminum 
(ALBA) smelter. ALBA received 80% of its rolling mill in Bahrain. 
power requirement from this tail gas, with Bahrain Aluminum Co. (Balco), the mar- 
the remaining 20% supplied directly by the keting agency for ALBA, began to feel the 
country’s onshore nonassociated gasfields. effects of the downturn in the industry 
Of the total volume of nonassociated gas worldwide in 1981. Balco’s earnings peaked 
produced, about 30 million cubic feet per in 1979 at $53 million, then declined to $48.5 

day was supplied to ALBA, another 90 million in 1980, and were down again to 
million cubic feet per day went to Bapco, $13.2 million in 1981. The company ex- 
and the remainder was delivered to the pected to post a loss for the first quarter of 
aluminum extrusion plant and local power 1982. ALBA was owned 57.9% by the Bah- 
stations. rain Government, 20% by Saudi Arabia, 

Two new petroleum-related projects were 17% by Kaiser Aluminum Bahrain of the 
established in 1980 and 1981, under the United States, and 5.1% by Breton Invest- 
direction of two distinct companies. The ments of the United Kingdom. The smelter 
first company established was the Gulf produced approximately 1.2% of the world’s 
Petrochemical Industry Co. (GPIC), a joint aluminum output in the form of ingots, 
venture of Bahrain, Kuwait, and Saudi rolling slabs, billets for extrusion, and liq- 
Arabia, all of whom owned equal shares in uid metal in crucibles. The minority share-
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holders either exported their share of the 4 million tons of pellets. | 
output directly or ran the metal through AISCO was capitalized in 1980 at $150 
the Bahrain Atomiser International alumi- million. Total cost of the project was ex- 
num powder plant, in which Breton had an pected to be $320 million. In November 
interest thrdugh Eckhardtwerke A.G. of the 1980, Kobe Steel Ltd. of J apan was awarded 
Federal Republic of Germany. the major $207 million turnkey contract for 

The Bahrain Aluminum Extrusion Co., construction of the pellet plant and ancil- 
owned by the Government, increased the lary facilities including a 100-megawatt _ 
capacity of its extrusion plant from 3,600 to powerplant and a 3,000-cubic-meter-per-day 
almost 5,000 tons per year in 1981 through seawater desalinization plant. The overall 
the installation of additional anodizing fa- project consultant was the Kuwait Engi- 
cilities. Meanwhile, six regional Arab Gov- neering Operation and Management Co. 
ernments have collaborated to establish the The pellet plant itself was to consist of an 
Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mill Co. to be based iron ore drying and grinding unit; a blend- 
near ALBA in Bahrain. The project was to ing and prewetting unit; a ball mill and 
be designed to produce 40,000 tons per year indurating unit; a product stockpiling, rec- 
of semifabricated aluminum products, most- lamation, and load-out unit; and a waste 
ly for the local market. Shareholders in the reclamation plant. The plant was expected 
project were Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Ara- to consume 35 million cubic feet of natural 

bia, and Iraq with 20% each, and Oman and -sgas per day. India’s Kudremukh Mine was 

Qatar with 10% each. Kaiser Engineering to supply 1.5 million tons per year of iron 
of the United States won a $5.3 million ore to the plant along with 1 million tons 
consultancy contract for the plant in 1981, from Mineracdo Brasilieras Reunidas S.A. 
and tenders for building the mill were tobe of Brazil and unspecified amounts from 
invited by the third quarter of 1982. Alumi- Brazil’s Companhia Vale do Rio Doce and 
num ingots for the plant were to be supplied Samarco Mineracio S.A. Peru’s Minero 
by ALBA. - Pert Commercial also was to supply 500,000 

Bahrain’s next major industrial project _ tons of iron ore per year initially, rising to 1 
planned was the Arab Iron and Steel Co.’s__ million tons at a later date. Construction of 
(AISCO) 4-million-ton-per-day iron ore pel- the plant was to begin early in 1982, and it 
letizing plant. AISCO was formed in 1980 to was to be ready for commissioning some- | 
ensure adequate supplies of pelletized iron time in 1984. Bahrain, while not announc- 
ore for the three large direct-reduction ing any plans presently, did not rule out 
steelworks in the gulf area, in Saudi Arabia, construction of a direct-reduction plant of 

Iraq, and Qatar. The combined capacity of its own to form an integrated iron and steel 
these steel plants was 2.7 million tons per project within the country. 
year of steel, which required approximately 

Table 2.—Bahrain: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

meee 

METALS 

Aluminum: 
Ore and concentrate___________ _- 50 _— All to Pakistan. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought______________ 130,234 17,546 — Japan 17,193; Iraq 16,018; India 9,449. 
Semimanufactures _________ 787 3,711 — Saudi Arabia 1,254; Kuwait 839; 

Co Qatar 239. 

Ore and concentrate___________ — 120 _- All to Iran. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ________ 13 2 __ Saudi Arabia 1; ship stores 1. 
Iron and steel: 
Scrap___-_____ 36 = 2,056 — Ship stores 1,396; Pakistan 630; Iran 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 18 —_ 
Steel, primary forms___________ 380 112 _- All for ship stores. 
Semimanufactures____________ 7,972 6,061 (4) Ship stores 5,267; Oman 12; Saudi 

Lead metal including alloys, all forms __ 1 __ Arabia 4 
Nickel metal including alloys, all forms _ 2 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Bahrain: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 “Inited ss ».» »+« JW... #2 y : United Other (principal) 
—_ 

METALS —Continued 

Zinc metal including alloys, unwrought | 
and semimanufactures__________ 12 1 _. All for ship stores. 

Other: Base metals including alloys: 
Scrap__.-~-----i__2_____ 7 14 _- Tran 8; Ship stores 6. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ _- 1 _. Mainly to United Arab Emirates. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ___._-_.________ 2 1 __ All for ship stores. 

Cement_____________________ 1,716 1,855 __ Do. 
Clay products: Nonrefractory _______ —_ 48 _. Kuwait 37; Qatar 9. 

. Lime ~~~ Le 521 578 — Saudi Arabia 390; United Arab Emir- 
ates 155; Yemen Arab Republic 25. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ _— 9 _- All for ship stores. 
Worked________________ 4 74 _- All to Kuwait. 

Gravel and crushed rock 
value, thousands_ _ _— $2 — All for ship stores. 

Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 1 2 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Other: 

Crude_____~___~___________ _- 8 __ Do. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals________.~_________ 391 __ 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED a 
MATERIALS a 

Asphalt and bitumen ____________ 24 _- 
Petroleum: 

Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 18,054 19,672 NA _ NA. 
Refinery products: . 

Gasoline __________do____ 8,586 7,631 __ United Arab Emirates 3,298; New 
Zealand 838; Pakistan 608. 

Kerosine and jet fuel ____do____ 20,170 24,731 _- Japan 7,672; Australia 1,174; Italy 

Distillate fuel oi] _____do____ 23,399 23,892 _- United Arab Emirates 6,357; Japan 
2,362; Zambia 1,346. 

Residual! fuel oil. _ _ __ _do____ 30,404 25,572 _. Singapore 9,324; New Caledonia 
3,953; Philippines 3,096. 

Lubricants ____.____do____ 296 234 — India 171; Australia 40; Qatar 15. 
Liquefied petroleum gas _ do_ _ _ _ 351 1,700 _— Japan 1,191; United Arab Emirates 

406; Egypt 76. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ 1,433 1,880 _. United Arab Emirates 1,080; Oman 
377; Qatar 182. 

er 
NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Bahrain: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit. 1979 1980 “jKnitteq 2063S SO” 
mmoeny Gnited Other (principal) 
i 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 38 104 5 United Kingdom 71; United Arab 

Emirates 28. 
Semimanufactures______~_____ _ 975 97,812 309 Australia 60,855; Jamaica 31,829; 

Spain 1,075. 
Copper: 

and concentrate __________- -_- 500 -~— Singapore 229. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ___ ___ __ 1,246 1,336 28 United Kingdom 325; Australia 307; 
Japan 215. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap____________ ~~ _____e q 2,410 425 Rater 67; Netherlands 33; Japan 30. 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 105 771 (?) nited Kingdom 712; Italy 33; Spain 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Bahrain: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 

Steel, primary forms___________ 29,273 35,939 67 Japan 17,768; Republic of Korea 
11,941; Qatar 2,986. 

Semimanufactures: 
Universals, plates, sheets ____ _ 11,896 17,193 366 Japan 6,778; France 6,000; Republic 

of Korea 1,490. 
Wire._____________ 194 1,518 _- Japan 380; West Germany 150; Hong 

. Kong 101. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _._ _____ 13,059 24,887 846 Japan 11,815; Saudi Arabia 3,277; 

ran 2,255. 
Lead metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures _________— 387 28 21 Republic of Korea 4; United Kingdom 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate 

value, thousands. _ $1 _- 
Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ________ 3 13 (4) West Germany 9; United Kingdom 3. 
Platinum-group metals including 

alloys, unwrought and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $24 _- 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought _______do____ $7 $359 _- Saudi Arabia $281; United Kingdom 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures ______—__~— 17 4 (3) Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Zinc metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures _ _________ 44 76 1 United Kingdom 50; Netherlands 20; 

Saudi Arabia 3. 
Other: 

Oxides and hydroxides ________— 84 313 1 Thailand 171; West Germany 52; 
United Kingdom 25. 

Base metals including alloys: 
Scrap ________________- 947 579 _- Singapore 350; Saudi Arabia 2. 
Unwrought and semimanu- 

factures ______________ 161 183 4 Norway 53; United Kingdom 44; Italy 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

etc ______-_ value, thousands_ _ $4 __ 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones _______ ~~ 22 20 3 United Kingdom 4; Saudi Arabia 2; 
Switzerland 2. 

Asbestos, crude________________ 14 (4) __ All from United Kingdom. 
Cement_____~____~______ 187,739 179,787 351 Australia 92,652; Spain 32,688; Japan 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude___§_§________________ __ 40 8 Netherlands 14; Saudi Arabia 11; 

Hong Kong 3. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory___________ _ 7,985 9,406 63 Italy 3,225; United Kingdom 3,138; 
Spain 1,671. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~- ~~ ~~~ ________ 1,691 4,636 14 West Germany 1,996; United King- 

dom 1,263; Italy 688. 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung 

value, thousands_ _ $56 $146 $12 United Kingdom $102; Belgium- 
Luxembourg $16; India €14. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude__§____~~_~_~________ Le 149 170 __ West Germany 100; Saudi Arabia 35; 

Vanuatu 18. 
Manufactured_____________-_~- 858 _- 

Gypsum and plasters ____.______- 130,079 3,588 (2) Republic of Korea 2,042; Australia 
1,144; Japan 261. 

Lime ___________ 319 433 2 Saudi Arabia 228; Japan 176; India 

Mica: Worked including agglomerated 
splittings __________________ 590 _- 

Precious and semiprecious stones other 
than diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $13 $80 — Austria $37; India $30; Spain $3. 
Synthetic ____________do____ $24 $46 _— Austria $18; Hong Kong $17; United 

Kingdom $9. 
Salt and brines ________________ 1,110 1,433 35 Netherlands 982; Hong Kong 184; 

United Kingdom 55. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Bahrain: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
. . (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

: Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 “United 4+. OOO ed United Other (principal) 

Te ee 

| NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 16,980 824 _— Republic of Korea 59; Italy 37. 
Worked ________________ 73,348 27,511 19 United Arab Emirates 23,718; Italy 

3,203; India 210. 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ 112,094 284,765 _— United Arab Emirates 283,944; Iran 

on sand excluding metal-bearing ___ __ $32 113 . (1) United Kingdom 55;India 51. 
Crude 5617 __ West Germany 61; Netherlands 39; 

Hong Kong 16. 
Slag, dross, similar waste, not 

metal-bearing _____________ 6,820 __ 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_________~________ 2,438 3,402 (1) United Arab Emirates 1,040; India 

826; Republic of Korea 796. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural _______ 33 11 9 Netherlands 2. 
Coal, all grades including coke and 

. . briquets_________~_~_________ 32,795 34 ~— United Arab Emirates 32; United 
Kingdom 2. 

Petroleum: 
' Crude. 

thousand 42-gallon barrela__ 12,472 70,595 | _. All from Saudi Arabia. 
' Refinery products: 

Gasoline __ ~A2-gallon barrels_ _ 85 536 __ United Arab Emirates 527. 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do____ . 326 341 62 Belgium-Luxembourg 163; West 

an . 
Distillate fuel oil _____do____ 112 1,015 15 United Arab Emirates 627; Kuwait 

Residual fuel oil___ __ _do____ 8,079 1,712 1,688 United Kingdom 67. 
Lubricants __ _______do____ 53,480 52.731 37724 United Arab Emirates 30,345; 

| Belgium-Luxembourg 3,780; 
United Kingdom 3782. 

Other: 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do____ 360 244 Q) Mainly from India. 
Mineral jelly and wax So 

do_ ___ 8 31 23 Netherlands 7. 
Bitumen and other residues 

do____ "676,872 574,015 324,289 West Germany 118,194; France 5,909. 
eee eee Oe Ee Eee 

"Revised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

JORDAN 

Jordan’s economy continued to expandin representing 22% of the GDP. 
1981, boosted by increased production of In September, the Jordan Council of Min- 
phosphate rock and unusually high levels of isters approved the country’s second 5-year 
reexports. Jordan’s mineral industry con- development plan (1981-85). Total expendi- 
sisted of the mining of phosphate rock, tures in the plan period were to reach $10 
petroleum refining, and the production of _ billion, with emphasis being placed on con- 
cement. Production of phosphate rock alone tinued resource development, industry, and 
provided 5% of the country’s GDP esti- agriculture. Industry and mining were to 
mated at about $3 billion in 1981.7 Mineral contribute the bulk of the growth in the 
production was to increase substantially in private sector, with each averaging an 18% 
1982, with production commencing from the growth rate in all of the plan years, while 
Dead Sea potash project and the Aqaba _ receiving 25% of the total investment allo- 
phosphate fertilizer complex. Also in the cated. Overall GDP was expected to grow at 
planning stage was a project to exploit a real annual rate of 11% per year, reach- 
copper deposits in the Wadi Araba regionin _ ing $4.6 billion by 1985. 
southwestern Jordan. Total mineral produc- Despite the strong performance in the 
tion, including refined petroleum products, domestic economy, Jordan’s trade deficit 
was valued at about $690 million in 1981, continued to grow from $1.55 billion in 1980
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to $1.88 billion in 1981. A major aim of the average stripping ratio was 7:1. In 1981, 
5-year plan was to trim the trade deficit by JPMC stripped 2 million bank cubic meters 
promoting rapid expansion in exports of of overburden and mined about 500,000 | 
goods and services. To achieve this, the bank cubic meters of phosphate. At El- 
Government was planning to allocate about Hasa, JPMC operated five beneficiation 
48% of the current GDP toward the produc- plants; three with an annual capacity of 
tive sectors of the economy, notably in the 500,000 tons of 73% to 75% TPL with an 

production of chemical fertilizers, a potash 18% moisture content, and two others with 

extraction plant, an oil refinery, phosphate an 800,000-ton-per-year capacity of 73% to — 

production, and a cement plant. These in- 85% TPL. From these plants, phosphate 
vestments were to play a vital role in was fed to any of eight dryers with a total 
modifying the structure of the Jordanian combined capacity of 4 million tons per 
economy in favor of the commodity-pro- year. From El-Hasa, phosphate was loaded 
ducing sector rather than dependence on into either trucks or railcars for transporta- 
the services sector. _ | tion to Aqaba for export. 

Jordan’s primary heavy industry and JPMC’s newest mine came onstream in 
largest export commodity was phosphate 1980 at Wadi-El-Abyad, located 20 kilo- 
rock. Production increased substantially in meters north of El-Hasa: Proven reserves at 
1981 to 4.2 million tons from 3.9 million Wadi-El-Abyad were put at 72.5 million 
tons in 1980. Exports of phosphate rock fell tons, with only one of three ore bodies being 
marginally in 1981 to 3.5 million tons, from exploited at the current time. Output from 
3.61 million tons in 1980. This was partially the mine in 1981 averaged about 1 million 
a result of increased consumption of phos- tons of crude phosphate rock. Beneficiation 
phate rock for fertilizer within the country, facilities at Wadi-El-Abyad consisted of two 
and also because of a generally weak de- crushers and screening units, a _benefi- 
mand for fertilizer worldwide. Exports of ciation plant, and three dryers. The benefi- 
phosphate rock brought in about $150 mil- ciation plant consisted of three process lines 
lion in foreign exchange earnings. with a 113-ton-per-hour rock feed capacity, 

Three large deposits of phosphate rock and an output rating of 500,000 tons per 
were being exploited in Jordan in 1981, at year of 73% to 75% TPL. Output from the 
Ruseifa, El-Hasa, and Wadi-El-Abyad. Rus- dryer was loaded into trucks or railcars for 
eifa was the oldest of the mines, having shipment to Aqaba. The combined output of 
been in continuous operation since 1937. El-Hasa and Wadi-El-Abyad, currently run- 
Output from the deposits, located 14 kilo- ning at about 3.2 million tons, was to 
meters north of Amman, has been main- increase over 5 million tons by 1983. Most of 

tained at 600,000 to 1 million tons per year the increase was to come from El-Hasa, 
since 1960. The average triphosphate of where a 30.6-cubic-meter-bucket walking 

‘lime (TPL) content at Ruseifa was 62% to dragline has been installed, the first drag- 
72%. At Ruseifa, the Jordan Phosphate line in the Middle East. 

Mines Co. (JPMC) operated an opencast Phosphate production from Jordan was to 
mine along with a simple screening and be further supplemented by the develop- 
drying operation, which yielded 66% to68% ment of a fourth deposit at Ash-Shidiya, 
TPL rock as well as “Jorphos,” a dust from located 75 kilometers south of Ma’an and 50 
the drying plant. This dust was sold domes-_ kilometers northeast of Aqaba. The Shidiya |. 
tically as direct-application fertilizer. In deposit was one of the largest and commer- 
June 1981, JPMC decided to replace the cially most important deposits in the coun- 
existing beneficiation equipment with an_ try, mostly because of its proximity to the 
$18 million calcining process in order to new fertilizer plant and export terminal at 
produce a higher grade, organic-free prod- Aqaba. The Jordan Ministry of Trade and 
uct. The new facilities were to come on- Industry awarded the engineering contract 
stream in 1983 and be capable of processing for development of the deposit to a consor- 
1 million tons of crude rock per year. tium of French companies, led by the So- 

At El-Hasa, 138 kilometers south of Am- ciété Francaise d’Etudes Miniéres. Proven 
man, the JPMC was mining five separate reserves at Shidiya were placed at over 300 
ore bodies, using contract labor to carry out million tons of phosphate rock. Production 
stripping operations. Phosphate ore was from Shidiya was expected to reach 3 mil- 
ripped, bulldozed, and loaded into 20-ton lion tons per year of concentrated ore by the 
trucks by bucket loaders, and hauled to one late 1980’s.* 
of the five mobile crushing stations. The One of the reasons that increased phos-
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phate rock production was important wasto mon salt (NaCl) is precipitated, leaving a 
supply the nearly completed Jordan Fertil- saturated solution of carnallite. This solu- 
izer Industry Co.’s (JFI) fertilizer complex tion is pumped into three carnallite har- 
at Aqaba. The $400 million complex is vesting pans, where carnallite, a potassium 
composed of two 450,000-ton-per-year sul- chloride-magnesium chloride double salt 
furic acid plants, one 450,000-ton-per-year (KCI-MgCl-6H.O) is precipitated along with 
phosphoric acid plant, designed to utilize 73 15% NaCl. The carnallite is recovered using 
to 75 bone phosphate of lime-grade phos- four laser-controlled harvesting machines 
phate rock, and two fertilizer granulation that crawl along, semisubmerged, on wide 
units, each capable of producing 400,000 caterpillar tracks. The machines scoop up 
tons per year of monoammonium or diam-_ the solids and push them into a pipeline 
monium phosphate (DAP). Included in the that leads to dewatering cyclones. In this 
project was a plant designed to produce manner, about 310 tons per hour of solids 
20,000 tons per year of aluminum fluoride are to be recovered. These are then intro- 
from fluorsilicic acid. This acid is a byprod- duced into the refinery, where sodium and ~ 
uct of phosphoric acid production. JFI was magnesium chloride ores are leached out, 
also constructing storage installations for and KCl is recrystallized, dewatered, dried, 
materials and products, as well as bagging and stored. The refinery is to produce about 
equipment for DAP. A 44-megawatt electric 1.2 million tons per year of potash. 
power station was to power the complex, Potash was to be trucked to P“hba for 
utilizing waste heat from steam generated export. Marketing of the endproduct was 
in the sulfuric plant. A new marine termi- contracted to Mitsubishi Corp. of Japan for 
nal was also under construction about 15 Asia at 600,000 tons per year, Woodward 
kilometers south of Aqaba. The port consist- and Dickerson of the United States for 
ed of a 214-meter pier for double-sided North and South America at 275,000 tons 
berthing, and could accommodate freighters per year, Enterprise Miniére et Chemique 
of 30,000 deadweight tons. Startup of the S.A. of France for Western Europe and 
fertilizer plant was scheduled for mid-1982, Africa at 250,000 tons per year, and IMIC 
with commissioning expected to take 5 Holdings for Eastern Europe at 40,000 tons 
months. The aluminum fluoride plant was __ per year. APC was to market its share of the 
to startup in 1984.® | output in the Middle East. APC was to start 

Also nearing completion in 1981 was the production by March 1982, with exports 
single largest industrial project ever under- beginning in October 1982. 
taken in the country, the Dead Sea potash Jordan’s production of metals was limited 
project. The $425 million facility was built to small-scale iron and steel operations. The 
for the Arab Potash Co. (APC), a joint Jordan Iron and Steel Co. operated a small 
venture of the Jordan Government (51%), electric steelworks at Zarqa that produced 
the Arab Mining Co. (25%), the Islamic about 50,000 tons per year of steel reinforc- 
Development Bank (7%), the Government ing bars, mainly from scrap. The Jordan 
of Kuwait (5%), the Libyan Government Pipes Manufacturing Co., owned 10% by 
(5%), and other minority shareholders. Ja- France’s Vallourec Group and the remain- 
cobs Engineering Ltd. of the United States der by Jordanian interests, also operated a 
was responsible for engineering, design, 120,000-ton-per-year, small-diameter welded 
procurement, and construction manage- pipe plant. The Arab Aluminum Industry 
ment of the project. George Wimpey and Co. Co. in Amman operated an aluminum ex- 
of the United Kingdom built the solar trusion and anodizing plant with an annual 
evaporation ponds and surrounding dikes capacity of 5,000 tons. 
for $131 million, Véest Alpine of Austria Jordan’s newest and most promising met- 
built the potash processing refinery for $107 als project was a plan to exploit the copper 
million, and R. A. Hanson Co. of the United deposits of the Jordan Rift Valley near 
States supplied four laser-controlled carnal- Wadi Araba. According to the Natural Re- 
lite harvesting machines for $10 million. sources Authority (NRA), the deposit con- 

The potash project was located at Ghor-al- _ tains 5 million tons of 1.36% copper in oxide 
Sufi, near the Lisan Peninsula on the banks ore. Relics of an ancient Iron Age copper 
of the Dead Sea in southern Jordan. The mine have been located near the town of 
project utilizes solar energy to evaporate Etzio-Geber, near Aqaba. The deposit has 
Dead Sea brines. The brines are pumped been examined by the NRA, the Bureau 
onshore into a 10-kilometer-long canal that de Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres 
empties into several salt pans. First, com- (BRGM), and most recently, Seltrust Engi-
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neering of the United Kingdom, who com-_ behalf of the NRA. The concession was 

pleted a feasibility study in October 1979. owned completely by the NRA, who con- 

Seltrust was awarded another contract to tracted Naftagas and several other compa- 

do additional feasibility studies, construct a _ nies to drill the well on its behalf. The well 

pilot plant, and do sample testing on the was part of Jordan’s National Independent 

ore. The pilot plant was to have a 3,000-ton- Oil Exploration Program, which up until 

per-year ore processing capacity. Based on 1981 has concentrated only on seismic sur- 

the results of the pilot plant operation, the veys. Before 1981, only four wells had been 

NRA planned to gradually expand the oper- drilled based on these surveys. By mid-1982, 

ation to about 9,000 tons per year by 1985. the entire country was to have been covered 

Total cost of the pilot plant, economic by seismic surveys, with new efforts being 

studies, and testing operations was esti- placed on sites where potential oil-bearing 

mated at $25 million. No date was available formations had been located. After the Naf- 

for commissioning of the plant. tagas well, the NRA planned to drill several 

Jordan’s cement industry continued to other wells in the area. 

expand in 1981, through the increased ca- All petroleum refining in Jordan was 

pacity of the Fuheis cement plant, located carried out by the Jordan Petroleum Refin- 

25 kilometers northwest of Amman. Produc- ery Co.’s 35,000-barrel-per-day refinery at 

tion capacity at Fuheis was increased from Zargqa. Output from the refinery has been 

800,000 to 1.2 million tons per year through running at full capacity of over 12 million 

the addition of a fifth production line at the barrels per year of refined products since 

plant. Jordan’s cement consumption aver- 1979. The entire output of the plant was 

aged about 1.8 million tons per year in 1981, sold domestically. Crude oil supplies for the 

which forced the country to import about refinery were supplied by Saudi Arabia, 

one-third of its domestic requirement. In through the Trans-Arabian Pipeline (TAP- 

May 1981, the Jordan Cement Factories Co., line). The third phase of the refinery’s 

which owned the Fuheis plant, awarded a expansion project was underway in 1981, 

Mitsubishi-Kobe Steel consortium of Japan which was to raise input capacity to 60,000 

a $110 million contract to build a sixth barrels per day of crude oil. New hydro- 

production line at Fuheis that would be cracker and distillation units were being 

capable of producing another 1 million tons added by Industrialexport of Romania, 

: per year of cement. The plant was to be along with a new LPG production plant, at 

completed late in 1982. | a total cost of about $175 million. Increased 

Two other cement plants were also inthe output from the refinery was to be more 

planning stage, one at Rashidiyah and the than adequate to meet the country’s domes- 

other at al-Dalil. Mitsubishi was responsible tic needs. The expansion project was to be 

for constructing the Southern Cement completed by the end of 1982. . 

Works at Rashidiyah at a cost of nearly Also under construction at Zarqa was a 

$225 million. The plant, scheduled to come small petrochemical project attached to the 
onstream late in 1983, was to produce 1 refinery. The unit, being built under the 

million tons per year of cement, mainly for overall engineering contract of Rio Rodano, 

export to Saudi Arabia and Iraq. Kobe was designed to produce 8,000 tons per year 

Steel, the main contractor, was providing of polyester, 4,000 tons per year of plasti- 

the process technology for the plant. The al- sizer, and 5,000 tons per year of polyvinyl 

Abyad cement plant, located in the al-Dalil chloride. The plant was to use imported 

region, was to produce about 100,000 tons phthalic anhydride, glycols, styrene mono- 

per year of cement from raw materials mer, and oxo-alcohols as feedstock. The 

located close to the plant. The project was a project was to be completed by the end of 

joint venture of Jordan and Syria through 1982. Other projects under consideration by 

the Syrian-Jordanian Co. The cost of the the Jordan Petroleum Refinery included 

plant was estimated at $54 million. Nodate plans to increase the crude oil pipeline 

was available for starting construction or capacity into the refinery, construction of 

commissioning of the plant. six new petroleum product distribution sta- 

Despite many years of unsuccessful petro- tions, and construction of an aviation fuel 

leum exploration, the NRA continued its pipeline and distribution center at the 

exploration program, concentrating on the Queen Alia International Airport. 

al-Azraq region of eastern Jordan. A wild- In addition to its newly discovered crude 

cat well was drilled to a depth of 805 meters oil potential, Jordan also possessed about 

by the Yugoslav contractor Naftagas, on 1.3 billion tons of good quality oil shale in
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the Lajjun area, near Karak in central caustic soda plant based on Dead Sea 
Jordan. Kléckner Werke A.G. and Lurgiof brines; a magnesium and porcelain clay 
the Federal Republic of Germany was con- plant, also utilizing the waters of the Dead 
tracted to do a $630,000, 17-month prefeasi- Sea; a potassium sulfate project; and a 
bility study for a 50,000-barrel-per-day re- feldspar mining project. A general geologic 
torting plant at Lajjun. Results of the study survey of the kingdom was also continuing 
were not available by the end of the year. in 1981 to pinpoint important geologic areas 

Other mineral projects being evaluated for specific purposes, such as for mining, 
by the NRA were several phosphate mining location of wells, and planning industrial 

| support projects; a bromide products and ventures. 

Table 4.—Jordan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 ‘ 
mm United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, all 

forms _..~_~________________ 1,069 800 __ Lebanon 509; Syria 124; Kuwait 106. 
Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides ---- _. 23 -— All toSyria. 
Copper metal including alloys, all forms _ 1,324 605 -- Lebanon 257; Belgium 91; Kuwait 72. 
Iron and steel: 

Serap__.___________-_-_-_ 11,574 820 _- Lebanon 724; Syria 69. 
Leg mimanufactures ~---- eee 7,994 1,437 -- Iraq 5,571; Saudi Arabia 1,540. 

Oxides and hydroxides _________ 36 -_ 
Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 1,780 171 _- Lebanon 120; Saudi Arabia 33; Syria 

Tin metal including alloys, 
7eemimanufactures_ _——— kilograms_ _ _- 100 _- All to Belgium. 

inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 47 115 -— All to Saudi Arabia. 

oneal including alloys, all forms ___— 173 165 _- Saudi Arabia 137; Syria 28. 
er: 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _.___________ 766 150 _— All to Lebanon. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

metals ____~______________ -- 30 _— All to Syria. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Naturak Pumice, emery, corundum, 12 

ete __-__-_-_ -- 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones piann tennnn Ribineeneieen 4 40 -- Mainly to Saudi Arabia. 

Cement..___._~_____________ _- 91 _— Iraq 60; Saudi Arabia 29. 
Chalk. ~~~ LL 107 2,552 _- Saudi Arabia 1,428; Lebanon 719; 

Syria 354. 
Clays and clay products: 

@--- -  L 13,286 17,909 -- Lebanon 15,431; Kuwait 1,835; Syria 

Products: 
Nonrefractory _.._________ 959 5,354 _- Saudi Arabia 5,221; Iraq 95. 
Refractory including nonclay 

brick ~~~ ~~~ Le 3,107 3,509 _— Saudi Arabia 1,805; Iraq 1,704. 
Fertilizer materials: 

e: 
Phosphatic ___ thousand tons__ 2,755 3,623 -- India 628; shurkey 432; Romania 388; 

0 . 
Other including mixed___ ___ _ 50 210 -- Lebanon 143; Abu Dhabi 50; Saudi 

Arabia 17. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous - - - ------~---- 122 _- 
Phosphatic___._-__._______ 68 57 _. All to Lebanon. 

Ammonia ____~_~_~~-________ _- 6 -- All toSyria. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 129 _- 
Lime ____ ~~~ 36 -_- 
Pigments, mineral: Natural, crude _ _ _ _ _- 341 _— Kuwait 220; Saudi Arabia 71; Iraq 50. 
Pyrites, unroasted _________.._ _ _- 85 -- All to Saudi Arabia. 
Salt and brines ________.__.____ 554 17,981 -- Syria 8,716; Iraq 6,895; Kuwait 2,194. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic potash _____...______ -- 32 -- All to Netherlands. 
Caustic soda__________-.____ 145 103 -- Syria 78; Saudi Arabia 25. 
Sodic and potassic peroxides — - - - - - 24 74 _— Syria 58; Iraq 16. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _____ 111,583 122,903 _- Syria 90,001; Iraq 14,959; Lebanon
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Table 4.—Jordan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

___ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘ Destinations, 1980 

Commodi: 1979 1980 “thauwal)~) OUD 
mmodity United Other (principal) 

- NONMETALS —Continued SO 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Dimension stone —Continued | 

Worked _________---~--- 62,227 62,887 _— Kuwait 45,184; Iraq 8,538; Saudi 
Arabia 7,196. 

Gravel and crushed rock ~~~ ~~~ -~- 2,604 372 __ _ Iraq 201; Kuwait 135; Syria 20. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing — — — — - 8,098 795 —- Kuwait 435; Saudi Arabia 358. 

Sulfur. Sulfuric acid __— _-_—----~-- - 217 264 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 

Talc and natural steatite ____--_---- _— 1,055 _. Kuwait 779; Saudi Arabia 210; 
Lebanon 66. 

Other: 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides of 

barium, magnesium, strontium _ — — 5 _— 
Halogens________---_------ 127 71 __ Syria 30; Lebanon 29; Kuwait 12. 

Building material of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals.__. ______------- 121 81 _. All to Saudi Arabia. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ — ~ — — - 14 — 
Coal, all grades including briquets _—--_. _- 98 __ All to Saudi Arabia. 

Coke and semicoke_____.._------ _- 17 — Syria 14; Abu Dhabi 3. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline _ __ _ _ —42-gallon barrels_ — 2,391 4,333 _. Syria 3,144; Saudi Arabia 1,189. 

Kerosine__ ________--—-do___-_ 142 _- 
Lubricants..______ _______do____ 956 1,188 — Syria 864; Iraq 184; Lebanon 119. 

nn nO 

, Table 5.—Jordan: Imports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
m y United Other (principal) 

a 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Oxides and hydroxides ~___~ ~~~ 110 54 _. Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought including waste and 
scrap __.__—-_-_------~-- 94 90 _— Canada 49; Saudi Arabia 25; West 

Germany 10. 

Semimanufactures __— — —__——-— 4,610 4,611 124 Greece 1,962; Lebanon 614; Hong 
ong 570. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
nwrought including waste and scrap 442 __ 

Semimanufactures_ ___...----~- 626 495 37 Poland 260; United Kingdom 76; 
West Germany 33. 

Gold metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought ___ troy ounces_ — 4,823 _- 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap____-_-------------- 5,852 4,471 __ Saudi Arabia 1,849; Kuwait 1,800; 

Lebanon 637. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar materials 20,545 24,643 __ India 16,900; Lebanon 6,866. 

Steel, primary forms_——_—————-_-~- 69,199 60,425 11,732 U.S.S.R. 15,867; West Germany 
10,040; Mozambique 9,998. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 190,859 114,075 359 Italy 12,253; Czechoslovakia 11,076; 

Romania 9,960. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ — _ — — 62,446 38,114 326 J apan 12,511; Czechoslovakia 4,023; 
est Germany 3,515. 

Hoop and strip_ _____--~--- 515 149 — Iraq 54; Czechoslovakia 30; Austria 

Rails and accessories — — — — ~~ —— 96 — 

Wire____________----_- 4,998 3,312 —_ Romania 957; Poland 600; U.S.S.R. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ _ __ 69,350 50,842 462 France 18,426; Japan 8,037; Italy 

Unspecified _____________ 384 900 __ Japan 449; Italy 197; West Germany
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Table 5.—Jordan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit 1979 1980 : y | United Other (principal) 

eee 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: . 
| Oxides and hydroxides _________ 302 1,142 (4) United Kingdom 1,053; Bulgaria 40. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought in- , 
cluding waste and scrap _______ 1,481 2,028 -- Saudi Arabia 1,801; Kuwait 172. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought including waste and scrap -_- 10 _- All from West Germany. 
Semimanufactures____________ 10 2 _—. All from United Kingdom. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides ___ _ _ 2,188 963 232 United Kingdom 311; West Germany 
190; Belgium 151. 

Zinc: . 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 185 77 ~- West Germany 75; France 2. — 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought including waste and 
scrap ________________ 769 813 _~— Belgium 799; Saudi Arabia 8. 

Oth Semimanufactures _________ 358 418 _— Japan 271; Belgium 129. — 
er: 

Ores and concentrates. _________ 168 _- 
Ash and residue containing non- 

ferrous metals _____________ 1,090 __ 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth . 

metals, mercury ____________ 147 64 17 ~=Turkey 36; Netherlands 7. . 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 22 10 _- Mainly from Turkey. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, n.e.s.: 

Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, 
ete __-_ 560 63 _- Italy 45; Turkey 13; Syria 5. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and . 
stones _____ 271 330 () Italy 255; West Germany 87; Japan 

Asbestos, crude___§-§____________ 2,332 936 _- Lebanon 650; Cyprus 285. 
Cement___________~__________ 678,816 422,525 11 Spain 345,663; public of Korea 

22,867; Japan 19,495. 
Chalk. 4,760 2,613 — United Kingdom 1,146; Syria 968; 

France 132. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude. ___ 823 1,335 14 Greece 470; United Kingdom 362; 
Cyprus 200. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ___§_~§__§______ 11,857 11,798 40 Ttaly 5,540; Lebanon 1,888; Greece 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick ~~~ 891 4,633 __ France 1,902; Austria 966; United 

Kingdom 451. 
Cryolite and chiolite___..§.~9________ 67. — 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ 212 -— 
Feldspar, fluorspar, similar materials __ 415 294 _- India 169; Italy 50; United Kingdom 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude and manufactured: 

Nitrogenous _____________ 15,180 17,842 21 Iraq 8,358; Lebanon 4,801; Nether- 
lands 2,726. 

Phosphatic._____._______ 19,784 16,101 15 Lebanon 13,967; Iraq 957; Austria 

Potassic. $$$ ______ 994 144 —_ Lebanon 100; Netherlands 36. 
Other including mixed ___ ____ 3,909 4,773 5 Netherlands 2,954; Austria 1,000; 

raq 518. 
Ammonia ______~§_~__~__§____ 251 143 _- Syria 120; Kuwait 11. 

Graphite, natural _____§_§________ _- 14 (4) Lebanon 9; France 5. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 1,337 2,456 15 _—_— Lebanon 1,150; Syria 890; West 

Germany 400. 
Lime ________~__~____________ 1,836 1,450 _— All from Lebanon. 
Pigments, mineral: 

Natural, crude ______________ 167 226 _- Belgium 145; China 40; Syria 20. 
Iron oxides, processed __________ 1,108 448 _- Lebanon 292; West Germany 88; 

n . 
Precious and semiprecious stones, natural 

and synthetic___ ____ —__ _ _ value_ _ $261,033 $388,961 _- United Fingdom $275,142; Belgium 

Pyrites, unroasted ______._______ _- 412 -- Italy 400; Syria 12. 
Salt and brines __ ______________ 1,739 1,422 14 ~=Lebanon 613; Kuwait 336; Saudi 

Arabia 329. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda... _--_-__________ 808 2,229 _- Italy 1,840; Lebanon 117; Kuwait 110. 
Sodic and potassic peroxides ____ __ 586 131 () Denmark 50; Italy 50; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Jordan: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

em 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit. 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude and partly worked _ — ~~~ 8,034 9,001 — Italy 37 27; France 3,000; Lebanon 

Worked_____________--- 615 198 __ Lebanon 124; Italy 41; Spain 28. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _— 296 __ 
Gravel and crushed rock ~~ _—- ~~~ 2,069 2,490 _- Lebanon 1,189; Italy 882; Saudi 

Arabia 220. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ — _ — _- 43 _- Spain 22; Austria 21. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing - - — - - 1,340 1,260 _— Spain 512; Syria 400; United 

Kingdom 312. 
Sulfur: 

Elemental: 
Other than colloidal ___._-_-~. 758 1,144 _- Iraq 588; France 320; West Germany 

Colloidal _.________----- 644 334 _- Irag 245; West Germany 71; United 
ingdom 18. 

Sulfuric acid. __......------- 713 651 _- Greece 255; Lebanon 250; Belgium 

pale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 218 «| 746 28 China 235; France 177; India 120. 
r. : 

Crude... _.--------------- -- 76 80 Austria 20; United Kingdom 13; West 
Germany 10. 

Halogens_ . .___.-_-------~-- — 55 () India 20; United Kingdom 18; Saudi 
Arabia 15. 

Slag, dross, similar waste from 
manufacture of iron and steel _ _ _ — _- 73 __ India 41; China 32. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 
and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals________.____----- 2,662 2,475 68 Lebanon 1,510; France 297; Italy 130. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED. 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ _ _ _ — —_ _- 262 3 Syria 132; United Kingdom 123. 
Carbon black and gas carbon _ — ~~ - ~~ __ 241 _- Austria 210; France 20; West 

rmany 11. 
Coal, all grades including briquets —_ _ _-— 133 183 28 West Germany 120; Taiwan 23; Italy 

Coke and semicoke_____________- 253 1,301 6 Lebanon 981; Syria 176; West 
Germany 88. 

Hydrogen, helium, rare gases _ _ —_—_~_ 51 46 —_ Kuwait 31; Belgium 15. 
Petroleum: 

Crude 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 12,700 12,868 _- Mainly from Saudi Arabia. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline — — _42-gallon barrels_ — T109,013 1,111 _. All from Saudi Arabia. 
White spirit __.__.___do___~- _- 1,325 _ Syria 1,124; Lebanon 132. 
Lubricants _______—do__.-— 126,825 143,081 19,765 etherlands 30,538; United Kingdom 

30,314; Belgium 18,305. 
Mineral 1 jelly and wax —_do_ __— 1,714 314 _. All from West Germany. 
Liquefied petroleum gas 

do_ ___ 42,053 157,596 _- traq el ; Lebanon 50,308; Kuwait 

Bitumen and other residues —— 
do_ ___— _- 302 _- All from Belgium. 

Bituminous mixtures___ —do_ ~~ — 3,007 1,400 52 West Germany 467; United Kingdom 
462; France 162. 

Unspecified ______—-do___~- 1,114 2,583 335 France 909; Saudi Arabia 587; 
, Belgium 394. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, ; 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ ~~ _ _- 263 _- France 250; Lebanon 13. 
a 

TRevised. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

LEBANON 

Lebanon’s mineral industry did not fare in April 1981, economic activity came to a 
particularly well in 1981, along with most of standstill. As calm was reestablished in the 
the other sectors of the economy. The period third quarter, the economy began to recover 
of economic expansion, which began in as well, with industrial production increas- 
1980, carried over into the first quarter of ing, spurred mostly by a miniboom in the 
1981, but with the outbreak of hostilities construction sector and remittances from
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Lebanese working abroad. Lebanon’s GDP_ Sidon, which lies just a few kilometers 
increased about 2.3% in 1981 from $4.08 north of the refinery. The refinery resumed 
billion in 1980 to $4.17 billion in 1981. Per operations in late May but was forced to 
capita income for 1981 was estimated at shutdown several times again later in the 
$2,200. Nearly one-half of the country’s year to repair damages or await crude oil 
national income was supplied by Lebanese shipments. 
who fled during the Civil War to neighbor- The Tripoli refinery, located in Tripoli in | 
ing oil-rich Arab countries. It was estimated northern Lebanon, had a throughput capac- 
that remittances from these workers were ity of 35,000 barrels per day of crude oil. 
averaging $150 to $200 million per month.” The refinery was able to maintain fairly 

Despite the poor security situation that continuous operation, despite almost 
prevailed during much of the year, Leba- monthly interruptions in supply. The Trip- 
non’s exports rose about 30% in 1981 com- oli facility was owned entirely by the Gov- 
pared with that of 1980. Total exports for ernment, and its output was used to satisfy 
the year were valued at $1.3 billion. Ex- domestic requirements, while output from 
ports, which were directed mainly toward Medreco was either exported or sold within 
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Syria, were the country. The Government, which paid 
made up primarily of construction materi- _ the bill for crude oil imported for the Tripoli 
als, vegetable products, chemicals, and tex- refinery, incurred a deficit of $215 million 
tiles. Industrial exports were valued at $540 in 1981, mainly owing to Government subsi- 
million, reflecting a 25% increase over that dies on petroleum products produced within 
of 1980. Lebanon’s industrial exports to the country. Also to blame was the failure 
Arab countries constituted 90% of its total of several Government departments to pay 
industrial exports in 1981. The value of their oil bills, in particular, the Electricity 
Lebanese imports declined in 1981 to $2.7 Authority, which owed the Oil Ministry 
billion from $2.9 billion in 1980. — about $200 million. Lebanon’s petroleum 

Even with exports up and imports down, import bill, for both crude and refined 
Lebanon continued to run a deficit in the products, reached $580 million in 1981. | 
balance of trade, equivalent to $1.4 billion One of the more interesting aspects of 
in 1981. Since the Civil War in 1975, how- Lebanon’s petroleum situation was its re- 

ever, the country has finished the year with lations with the countries and companies 
a substantial surplus in the overall balance that supply its oil. Most of the country’s oil 
of payments. This surplus was created by was supplied by Saudi Arabia through 
remittances from Lebanese working abroad TAPline, which was owned and operated by 
and both official and unofficial assistance to TAPline Inc., a U.S. company. Late in the 
the Government, mainly from other Arab year, however, Iraq began to deliver oil 
countries. through the Iraq Petroleum Co. (IPC) pipe- 

Lebanon’s mineral sector consisted of re- line from Kirkuk, Iraq, through Bainyas, 
fining imported petroleum and the produc- Syria, to Tripoli, Lebanon. The Tripoli spur 
tion of cement, iron and steel products, of the pipeline had been closed since early 
gypsum, lime, and salt. Production of ce- 1976 because of disputes over transit fees. 
ment and salt increased in 1981, but output While the opening of the IPC pipeline 
of refined products, iron and steel, and lime marked a bright spot for Lebanon in 1981, 
dropped considerably. The value of nonfuel its relations with TAPline were discordant. 
mineral production in 1981 was $2.23 mil- Four times in 1981, TAPline suspended 
lion. deliveries of crude oil to Lebanon for unpaid 

Lebanon’s two refineries at Zahrani and bills. Saudi Arabia, at one point, stepped in 
Tripoli operated intermittently during 1981 to pay Lebanon’s outstanding debt, but 
because of disruptions in crude oil supply relations between TAPline and Lebanon did 
and direct attacks on the refinery units or not improve, and the Government was con- 
their supply lines. The Mediterranian Re- stantly trying to maintain adequate sup- 
fining Co.’s (Medreco) refinery at Zahraniin _ plies of crude oil and to prevent shortages of 
southern Lebanon had a capacity of 17,000 refined products within the country. 
barrels per day of crude oil input. The The cement industry in Lebanon fared 
Medreco refinery was owned jointly by Cal- better than most in 1981, with output reach- 
tex (50%) and Mobil Oil Corp. (50%), both ing 2.39 million tons, an 8.6% increase over 
U.S. companies. The refinery was shutdown that of 1980. Cement consumption in the 
in April 1981 as a result of damages sustain- country averaged just over 2 million tons in 
ed from air and rocket attacks around 1981, leaving the balance of production
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for export. Some of the cement sold locally imported scrap and aluminum. The electric 
was resold to neighboring Arab countries, steelmaker, Lebanon Steel Mill Co. in Trip- 
however, and the total value of cement oli, had an annual capacity of 100,000 tons 
exports was estimated at $30 million. There of reinforcing bars, and the Consolidated 
were three cement plants operating in Le- Steel Lebanon S.A.L. plant in Bablos- 
banon in 1981, all located in Chekka. The Amchit had a rerolling capacity of 180,000 
plants were owned by private shareholders tons per year of bars and 60,000 tons per 
within the country. Production capacity at year of sections. The Société Nationale des 
the Société des Ciments Libanais plant was Tubes S.A.L. also produced a small quantity 
1.8 million tons per year. Capacity at the of galvanized steel pipe. The production of 
Cimenterie Nationale S.A.L. plant was 1 semimanufactured steel was below 200,000 
million tons per year, and at the Société tons in 1981. Two aluminum semifabricat- 
‘Libanais des Ciments Blanc, 160,000 tons ing plants also operated in Lebanon in 1981, 
per year. Limestone and gypsum for clinker with a combined capacity of 5,000 tons per 
production was quarried in the country. year of extrusions and 15,000 tons per year 

Lebanon also produced a small quantity of rolled products. The output for 1981 was 
of steel and fabricated aluminum, all from estimated at 2,000 tons. 

, OMAN | , : / | 

~ Qman’s mineral development plans ment. a large-scale program to increase the 
centered around petroleum refining, natu- availability of water resources; to assist the 
ral gas production and processing, and cop- private sector in promoting investment in 
per and cement production. The most prom- income-generating sectors such as agricul- 
ising prospect in the nonfuel minerals sec- ture, fishing, mining, and heavy industry; to 
tor was the copper mine and smelter com- expand the existing low-cost housing pro- 
plex at Sohar that was scheduled to begin gram; to train and maximize the potential 
production in 1982. Despite the Oma- of Omani workers; and to continue to ex- 
ni Government’s attempt to diversify the pand the country’s roads, ports, and air- 
economy away from petroleum dependence, ports. The stimulation of the private sector 
revenues from oil exports remained as the involved the allocation of funds to small 
single most important source of funds to enterprises, provision of interest-free loans 
drive the country’s economic development. to joint stock companies engaged in manu- 
In fact, based on the most recent data facturing and mining, setting up an agricul- 
available, Oman’s economy was actually ture and fisheries credit bank, and giving 
becoming more dependent on oil, with pe- direct support to farmers and fishermen. 
troleum revenues accounting for about 72% The Government also aimed at maintaining 
of the 1981 GDP estimated at $5.86 billion... a ratio of gross fixed capital formation to 
This represented an increase of almost 4 GDP of 23.8%. About 65% of the invest- 
percentage points above the 1980 level, and ments were to be made by the Government 
a full 10 percentage points above that of and the remaining 35% were to be made by 
1979 when oil revenues accounted for 62% the private sector. 7 
of the GDP. This growing dependence on oil Petroleum production in Oman averaged 
was because very few other commodities 328,240 barrels per day in 1981, a 16% 
were produced in Oman in exportable quan- increase over the 1980 level, and the highest 
tities and oil production also registered its average annual output since 1977. This rise 
first increase in 4 years in 1981. Receipts in production represented a significant 
from petroleum exports accounted for 90% turnaround in the country’s oil industry, 
of the country’s export revenues. which, up until a few years ago, was ex- 

Oman’s second 5-year development plan pected to continue to produce less oil every 
(1981-85) was announced early in the year. year and exhaust its known reserves by 
The plan was expected to shape the course 1995. Several moderate-sized discoveries in 
of economic development in the country by the late 1970’s and early 1980’s allowed 
building upon the achievement of the first Oman to revise its reserve estimate upward 
plan, which was devoted primarily to basic from 1.5 billion barrels in 1979 to 2.480 
‘infrastructure. The top priorities of the _ billion barrels in 1980, and up again to 2.484 
second plan were to expand the network of billion barrels in 1981. Not less than five 
public utilities and services to the less new commercial discoveries were made in 
accessible regions of the country; to imple- 1981, which seemed likely to boost the
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country’s reserves even further. Two other pipeline projects were under- 
The increase in production in 1981 was way in 1981..The Oman Construction Co. 

primarily a result of several new fields was laying a 325-kilometer-long gas pipeline 
coming onstream in southern Oman, as well to connect the Saih Nihayda Gasfield in 
as the completion of a pipeline system to central Oman with the main lines at Mar- 
transport oil from the new production areas. mul. The company was also building a line 
in the south into the existing network and _ to link the Rima Oilfield, which was discov- 
on to the country’s main export terminal at ered in 1980, to the main Marmul-Qarn- 
Mina-a-Fahal, just northwest of Muscat. Alam crude line. The Rima Oilfield was 
Prior to 1980, the only oil-producing com- located about 100 kilometers northeast of 
pany in Oman was Petroleum Development Marmul, and only about 10 to 15 kilometers 
Oman (PDO), which was owned 60% by the east of the existing crude oil pipeline. 
Oman Government, 34% by Royal Dutch/ Exploration activity to Oman was boom- 
Shell of the Netherlands, 4% by Compagnie ing in 1981, spurred by the recent success of 
Francaise des Pétroles (CFP)-Total of many companies, especially in the south of 
France, and 2% by Participations and Ex- the country. New exploration efforts. fo- 

plorations Corp. (Partex) of Portugal. PDO cused mainly in blocks not held by PDO, 
operated oilfields mainly in northern usually in the northern and eastern part of 
Oman, at Natih, Fahud, Lekhwair, and _ the country. The Oman Petroleum Develop- 

Qarn-Alam. The Qarn-Alam Field was ment Co. (OPDOC), a joint venture of Nippon 
PDO’s largest, with extensions of the field Oil, Teikoko Oil, Mitsui Oil Exploration, 
reaching several kilometers to the north- and Nissho-Iwai, all of Japan, was awarded 

east and southwest. Output from these a 15,000-square-kilometer concession in 
northern fields, while still constituting the block III in central Oman in October 1981. 
bulk of production, declined in 1981 to about The company was conducting a detailed 
280,000 barrels per day from a high of about geological and geophysical survey of the 
370,000 barrels per day in the mid-1970’s. area, and planned to spud their first well in 

In 1980 and 1981, production from PDO’s September 1982. OPDC pledged to spend 
southern and central fields began totake up $104 million on exploration over 6 years, 
the slack in production, and a new field was and agreed to a production split of about 
brought onstream in central Oman by Es- 85:15 in favor of Oman. Elf-Aquitaine 
sence et Lubrificants de France (Elf- Oman, a subsidiary of Elf-Aquitaine of 
Aquitaine. Located in the Butabul region, France was awarded a _ 27,000-square- 
550 kilometers southwest of Muscat near kilometer onshore concession in eastern 

the Saudi Arabian border, the Sahmah Oman. Elf-Aquitaine was to act as operator 

Field was discovered in 1979 by a consor-. for a joint company composed of the Kuwait 
tium led by Elf-Aquitaine. Sahmah crude oil Petroleum Corp. and the International En- 
had an API gravity of 43.5°, and a sulfur ergy Development Corp. and Sumitomo Pe- 
content of 0.14%. Production from the field troleum Development Corp., both of Japan. 
averaged 11,300 barrels per day in 1981. Elf-Aquitaine was also active in two other 

The remainder of the country’s produc- concessions in eastern Oman, one of which 

tion was from the southern Dhofar Province contained the producing Sahmah Field. 
fields, most of which were discovered in the Not far from Elf-Aquitaine’s new conces- 
late 1970’s. Production commenced in 1981 sion in eastern Oman, Japex, a joint ven- 
from the Marmul, Qaharie, and Birba Oil- ture company composed of Japan Petrole- 
fields. Also nearing production were several um Exploration (85%) and C. Itoh Energy 
small fields: Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, Development Corp. (15%), was awarded a 
and Rahab, all located within 20 kilometers 4,400-square-kilometer block by the Oman 
of the main Marmul Field. These new fields Government in July 1981. In November 
in the south were connected to the main 1981, Indonesia Petroleum Ltd. purchased a 

fields at Qarn-Alam by a 455-kilometer, 18° 10% equity interest in Japex. The block is 
inch pipeline with a capacity of 70,000 located in the Wadi Aswad region of north- 
barrels per day. Dodsal Private Ltd. of India eastern Oman. The contract called for a 
built the line, which began operating in minimum investment in the concession of 
January 1981, under the engineering and $45 million over a 4-year period. 
construction management of Kellogg Conti- Amoco Oman Oil Co., a subsidiary of 
nental BV. The pipeline connects with the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana (United States) 
main Qarn-Alam line, which in turn deliv. was also awarded a 49,000-square-kilometer 
ers oil to the main export terminal at Mina- concession in northeastern Oman, extending 
a-Fahal. from the United Arab Emirates border to
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Muscat. The tract was relinquished by PDO Nissho Iwai (10,000 barrels per day), Mitsui 
in 1970. Amoco agreed to spend $70 million Bussan (7,000 barrels per day), and Fides 
on exploration over a 7-year period, with a Trust through Credit Suisse Banque (20,000 
production split of 85:15 in favor of Oman. barrels per day). The price of Oman’s crude 
Amoco also held an 85.5% interest with oil started the year at $39.50 per barrel, 
Deutsche Schachtbau (9.5%) and Win- declining to $34.50 by yearend. 
tershall A.G. of the Federal Republic of Natural gas was also assuming a greater 
Germany in an offshore concession in south- importance in Oman’s economy in 1981. 
eastern Oman, extending from Masirah Is- Associated gas produced at the country’s 
land to Sauquirah Bay. Another consortium oilfields was either used to upgrade the 
composed of the Gulf Oil Corp. (85%) and crude oil in the pipeline stream, used for 
Quintana International Ltd. (35%), both of local energy requirements, or flared. Nonas- 
the United States, and Occidental Petrole- sociated gas was derived primarily from the 
um of Oman Ltd. (30%) spudded its fourth Yibal Field, located about 100 kilometers 
wildcat in the Sunaineh Concession in northwest of Qarn-Alam, where gas re- 
northwestern Oman in September 1981. serves were estimated at 5 trillion cubic 
One other wildcat was a gas well and the feet. Yibal gas was liquefied at the Yibal 
other two were dry. | NGL plant, the output from which was 

While all of Oman’s current production of either delivered to the nearby LPG plant, or . 

crude oil was exported, the Government put into the Yibal-al-Ghubra pipeline. A 
was in the process of building the country’s second NGL plant was under construction 
first refinery at Mina-a-Fahal. The refinery, at Fahud, 50 kilometers east of Yibal, anda _ 
under construction by Mitsui of Japan, was_ third was planned for Lakhwair. The Yibal 
to have a capacity of 50,000 barrels per day plant, completed in 1981, produced liquid 
and was scheduled to start production in propane and butane. The propane was uti- 
early 1983. Late in 1981, the Government lized in cooling systems of various PDO gas 
established the Oman Refinery Co. Ltd. plants, while the butane was purchased by 
(ORC) to manage and operate the refinery. the Oman National Gas Co. for bottling to 
The company, owned 99% by the Ministry meet domestic demands. Most of the output 
of Petroleum and Minerals and 1% by the from the Yibal NGL plant was put into 
Central Bank, would obtain its require- the 330-kilometer, 17-centimeter, Yibal-al- 

ments of crude oil from PDO to meet the Ghubra pipeline. At Yibal-al-Ghubra, the 
needs of the local market. man’s consump-__ gas was to fuel power generation and water 
tion of petroleum products averaged about desalination plants for the domestic net- 
11,000 barrels per day in 1981. The remain- work. The pipeline had a capacity of 130 
der of the refinery’s output was to be million cubic feet per day of gas. 
exported. The Gavernment also prohibited In December 1981, a branch of the main 

the importation of refined products as long pipeline was completed that ran from 
| as production from the refinery was suffi- Mureirat, which is along the Yibal-al- 

cient to meet domestic demand. One of the Ghubra pipeline, to Sohar, 250 kilometers 
first acts performed by the ORC was to north of Muscat. The gas pipeline, built by 
contract Ashland Oil Co. of the United Dodsal of India, was designed to provide an 
States to provide startup, management, and energy source for the copper mine and 
operational services for the refinery. refinery at Sohar and to provide gas for 

Oman’s output of crude oil was marketed power generation to all the regions along 
directly by the Government through PDO, the Batinah coast. Oman’s effort to utilize 
by equity shareholders in the company, and _ its reserves of natural gas for domestic 
by Elf-Aquitaine. Shell lifted about 165,000 purposes, while saving crude oil and refined 
barrels per day of Omani crude in 1981, products for export, was expected to pay 
55,000 barrels per day of which was through substantial dividends in the future. By 1985, 
a buyback agreement with PDO. The re- gas consumption was expected to rise to 129 
maining 110,000 barrels per day was its million cubic feet per day from increasing 
equity share. CFP-Total and Partex lifted industrial demand. By that time, the sav- 
about 15,000 barrels per day between them, ings in oil consumption was to be about 7.9 
and the remaining output was sold through million barrels per year. 
third party contracts to Transworld Oil Co. The Sohar copper mine and smelter com- 
(90,000 barrels per day), C. Itoh and Co. plex was Oman’s largest nonfuel mineral 
(20,000 barrels per day), Gulf Oil Corp. development project. The project was under 
(10,000 barrels per day), Nippon Oilthrough construction by the Oman Mining Co.
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(OMC), which was owned by the Govern- The mill was to be integrated with a gas- 
ment. Consultancy for the project was being fired, direct-reduction sponge iron plant 
handled by a team of experts from the sometime later. Neither plan was acted 
Geological Survey division of the Australian upon in 1981, however, and Oman may have 
Ministry of Trade and Resources. The com- dropped the proposal in light of the rapid — 
pany planned to mine three deposits, Lasail, growth in regional steel production in the 
Aarja, and Bayda, all located 25 kilometers Middle East. 
west of Sohar. Reserves at the deposits were The Oman Government was also involved 
estimated at 8 million, 3 million, and 1 _ in the construction of a cement plant in the 

million tons, respectively, of 1% to 2% industrial area at Rusayl. The 600,000-ton- 

copper ore. The mining rate was to average per-year plant was under construction by 
3,000 tons per day of ore, giving the minea Krupp Polysius A.G. of the Federal Repub- 
life of 11 to 12 years. The mining method to _ lic of Germany for the Oman Cement Co., a 
be used was trackless, sublevel caving, with Government-owned company. Construction 
access to the deposit by declines. Output of the plant began in 1981, and was to be 
from the mine was to be concentrated and completed early in 1983. The Government 
smelted into blister copper, and then re- also initiated a project to exploit a salt 
fined. OMC added the plans for the 20,000- deposit at Quriyat, 60 kilometers southeast 
ton-per-year electrolytic copper refinery in of Muscat. A $5.3 million refinery with an 
1980 to allow for production of higher quali- annual capacity of 8,000 tons of high-purity 
ty copper, and also to permit the extraction salt was to be completed in 1983. 
of precious metals in the anode slimes. The Finally, the Oman Government, through 
initial development work on the project was_ the Ministry of Petroleum and Minerals, 
begun in 1979, and by 1981, several main planned to conduct a general geological 
shafts had been dug. The initial date for mapping program to inventory the coun- 
completion was mid-1982, but owing totime try’s mineral resource potential. Several 
and cost miscalculations, the project would mineral deposits have already been located 
probably not commence production until in the country, including 5 to 10 million 
mid-1983. tons of podiform chromite in scattered de- 

Oman’s plans to build a steel plant have posits in the Oman Mountains, 8 to 10 
not been implemented. In 1980, Dastur million tons of asbestos, 10 million tons of 

Engineering of India carried out a feasibili- coal, and deposits of iron, lead-zinc, and 
ty study for a 120,000-ton-per-year rolling manganese. Large reserves of gypsum and 
mill to produce bars, sections, and wire rods limestone for possible use in the country’s 
in the Rusayl! industrial zone near Muscat. cement plant have also been located. 

| Table 6.—Oman: Exports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures ____.~__________ -- 4 _- All to United Arab Emirates. 

Copper metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures ____..__-_____~ 162 20 _- Do. 

Iron and steel metal, semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ _ 2,831 979 _- Do. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ _ _ — _ 80 67 _- Do. 
Wire _______-____----__--- 73 19 -- Do. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings_ ______.__- 360 269 _- United Arab Emirates 263; Qatar 6. 

Other: Base metals including alloys, non- 
ferrous scrap _______--------- _- 5,251 _- Pakistan 4,456; United Arab Emir- 

ates 650; India 142. 
NONMETALS 

Cement_______._.-_-_------- 382 =: 3,290 -- All to United Arab Emirates. 
Clays and clay products: Products, non- 
refractory _______------~----- 27 18 -- Do. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude________.----------- -- 27 -— Do. 
Manufactured______--.1-----~- _- 1 _- Do. 

Gypeum and plasters _-__----_--- 22 354 -- Do. 
Lime ___~____-~~--~----~-----~- 30 -- 
Salt_________----_-~-~__~--- -- 9 _- All to United Arab Emirates. |
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Table 6.—Oman: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued _. oe 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : ~ mod United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued oo . 

Stone, sand and gravel: __ . a | 8 
Dimension stone, crude and partly ve _ 

worked _________________ _- 352 -- Mainly to United Arab Emirates. 
orpeimestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 1,988 6,484 — All to United Arab Emirates. 

er: | 
Crude______________ 2 eo 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos . . 

and fiber cements, red nometals 9,069 3,316 _- United Arab Emirates 3,063; Saudi 
. rabia 253. - : 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

Petroleum refinery products: . . . 
Gasoline ____ _.42-gallon barrels__ _- -. 60 _- All to United Arab Emirates. 
Kerosine and jet fuel. _____do____ _— 16 _- Do. . 
Distillate fuel oi] __._____do____ 955 15 __ Do. 
Lubricants_ _____...._.do____ 1,428 2,387 soe United Arab Emirates 2,282; Yemen 

. Arab Republic 105. 
Other: - . 

Liquefied petroleum gas _do_ _ — _ 58 1,914 _~- All to United Arab Emirates. 
Bitumen and other residues 

: do____ 24 12 — Do. 

- Table 7.—Oman: Imports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit; 1979 1980 + od 
| “mousy | United Other (principal) 

re rep 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semi- . 
manufactures ____§___________ 489 1,415 4 Bahrain 785; India 158; Lebanon 92. 

Copper metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _._____________ 144 161 3 United Kingdom 58; Japan 35; India 

Iron and steel metal, semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ _ 60,262 58,013 27 J apan 25,426; United Arab Emirates 

Universals, plates, sheets________ 8,399 10,717 36 Japan 5,784; United Arab Emirates 

Wire _--_________________ 972 1,209 92 Japan 382; Italy 265; India 227. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings. __________ 11,467 30,306 456 West Germany 8,550; Japan 6,237; 

France 4,816. 
Lead metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures __________ () 21 _- United Kingdom 18; India 2. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $70 $15 __ Australia $8; United Kingdom $6; 

India $1. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones _____._________ 3 2 -- Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Cement_____________________ 522,675 685,094 (1) United Arab Emirates 261,005; 
Kenya 150,912; Romania 86,494. 

Clays and clay products: Products, non- 
refractory. ________________ 5,038 3,861 34 Italy 1,398; United Kingdom 634; 

est Germany 625. 
Fertilizer materials: 
Crude____~_ ~~~ ~~ 103s :1,112 _- West Germany 405; United Kingdom 

293; India 100. 
Manufactured_______________ 3,181 6,197 101 Italy 3,500; United Arab Emirates 

1,152; West Germany 652. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 211 250 ae India 89; United Arab Emirates 51; 

y 20. 
Lime _____________________ 1,173  =1,448 (2) United Arab Emirates 1,288; India 

Salt__..- 1,881 2,385 4 United Arab Emirates 1,022; Nether- 
lands 569; China 420. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Oman: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued © 
7 | . "(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Co - oo ° ~ - Sources, 1980 
a Commoaty 7 | | 1973 “ | United Other (principal) | 

NONMETALS—Continued Bo BF 

Stone,sandand gravel: — OS - 
_ Dimension stone, crude and partly - oo - ~ 

worked -.-_-._ ~~ -___ Lee 1,205 2,402 _- United Arab Emirates 1,288; Italy 

Gravel and crushed rock _______— 110 821 20 ~~. United Arab Emirates 662; India 138. 
_ Limestone excluding dimension - — — - . 881 «14808 India 1,210; United Arab Emirates 

‘Sand excludi tal bearing —_——— - R159 46 India 113. oo 
Other: oo ding eters of asphalt, . 

- asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
_nonmetals_____._..-------~-- 4,751 6,067 46 United Arab Emirates 3,320; India 

| | _ 1,599; United Kingdom 535. - . 
MINERAL FUELS ANDRELATED - a co 

Petroleum refinery products: | Bo , 

Gasoline . . 7 . 

thousand 42-gallon barrels. 1573 1838 __ United Arab Emirates 901; Bahrain 

_ Kerosine and jet fuel__ — - --do__-- 808 «656 QQ) Bahrain 312; United Arab Emirates 

Distillate fuel oil ________do___- 840 1,140 - __ United Arab Emirates 522; Bahrain 
. 334; Singapore 234. . 

Residual fuel oil _42-gallon barrels. 13 4008 __ United Arab Emirates 3,996; United 

Lubricants.___.____.____do.___ |. 108,507 151,389 8,904 Singapore 53,907; United Kingdom 
Other: | 30, 0; Bahrain 24,157. 

Liquefied petroleum gas_do-___ 61,805 53,221 (1) United Arab Emirates 51,260; India 

| Mineral jelly and wax _do____ _. 409 409 re =. 
_ Bitumen and other residues | 

} , do... 116,200 270,785 ___ Bahrain 149,730; Singapore 63,824; 
- a Kuwait 32,791. | - 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 7 | | | a 
2May include platinum-group metals. ee . : 

: | PEOPLE’S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN . : 

Mineral “resource development in the promote the development of a balanced 

People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen economy with agriculture providing a liveli- 

(PDRY) was only beginning in 1981. The hood for most Yemeni, and the Port of Aden 

mineral industry consisted of refining im- serving as the industrial center of the coun- 

ported oil and production of salt from sea- try. Still, with its paucity of domestic re- 

water. Still, unverified reports of acommer- sources matched only by its shortage of a 

cial oil discovery in PDRY held out the _ skilled work force, economic development in 

| possibility of improving the country’s stand- PDRY has been slow and difficult. PDRY’s 

ard of living, which was among the lowest economy has remained fairly static over the 

in the region. past several years, due mostly to a lack of 

PDRY’s economy, lacking any real indus- investment. Foreign trade in 1981 has been 

trial sector, was largely tied to agriculture dominated by importation of crude oil, esti- 

and fishing. The country was a British mated at $850 million, and the export of 

Colony until 1967, when Yemeni national- refined products, valued at $750 million, 

ists wrested control of the Port of Aden and leaving a deficit in petroleum trade of $90 

the surrounding land from the British and _ million.’* This deficit was incurred by the 

formed an independent nation. The with- consumption of about 14% of the refinery’s 

drawal of British forces and the closure of output within the country. Total exports 

the Suez Canal, for which Aden was a major from PDRY were valued at $800 million. 

oil-bunkering facility, left the country near- About 75% of the nonoil exports were from 

ly penniless upon independence. Since that the country’s fisheries, with the remaining 

time, the Government of Aden has sought to 25% accounted for by tobacco, coffee, and
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salt. Salt was exported mostly to nearby these reports, a Kuwait newspaper reported 
African countries. PDRY’s imports were , that several Soviet companies and Bras- 
valued at about $1.55 billion in 1981, mostly petro, the international subsidiary of the 
for food, cement and construction materials, Brazilian oil company, Petrdébras Brasileira 
and industrial raw materials. This import S.A., as well as AGIP, have shown that oil 
level left the country with a trade deficit of exists in commercial quantities in PDRY.* 
about $700 million. Aden’s current accounts The Soviet Union, Brazil, and Italy were the 
balance was rescued by remittances from only countries with companies actively ex- 
Yemeni working abroad, which amounted ploring for oil in the country in 1981. 
to about $550 million in 1981, and an inflow Braspetro signed an agreement with the 
of foreign aid, equivalent to about $90 Yemen National Oil Co. late in the year, for 
million. This left the overall balance of sole oil and gas exploration rights over a 
payments with a deficit of about $60 mil- 42,000-square-kilometer area between the 
lion. Mahra and Hadhramaut Governorates. 

PDRY’s short- and medium-term econom-_ Braspetro was committed to drilling six 
ic development plans were contained in the _ wells in the concession area. While the news 
revised 1981-85 5-year economic develop- of AGIP’s discovery was greeted with ela- 
ment program. The plan was revised in tion in the country, no confirmation from 
October 1980 to replace the 1979-83 plan, AGIP has been forthcoming. By the end of 
the goals for which were considered too 1981, it was difficult to determine whether 
ambitious given the country’s lack of a_ the discovery, if it actually occurred, repre- 
skilled work force. The new plan envisioned sented the beginning of a new oil era for 
expenditures over the 5-year period of $1.68 PDRY, as many of the country’s nationals 
billion. In 1981, the Government budget, seemed to believe. 
through which development funds were al- While most of the attention of the coun- 
located, registered expenditures of about try has been focused on the development of 
$280 million based on revenues of about crude oil reserves, the Aden refinery has 
$260 million. Of the total investment spend- been gradually increasing its output of re- 
ing targets of the plan, the industrial sector fined products from an average value of 
was to receive the largest share (32%), $157 million in 1975-78 to about $760 mil- 
while transportation received 17%, agricul- lion in 1981. The Aden refinery, which is 
ture 14%, fisheries 8%, building and con- owned by the Government, was originally 
struction 12%, and services 17%. owned and operated by British Petroleum 

Recognizing the need for foreign exper- (BP) until it was nationalized in 1977. The 
tise and capital for developing its resources, refinery has improved its capacity utiliza- 
the centrally planned PDRY Government _ tion factor from less than 30% to about 50% 
issued the Law for the Encouragement of in 1981 by importing crude oil and process- 
Investment late in 1981. The new law was ing it for domestic consumption and by 
designed to encourage and protect all funds processing oil on behalf of other customers. 
and fixed and movable property invested in Throughput for the refinery in 1981 aver- 
the country by a foreign nation. Priorities aged about 75,000 barrels per day compared 
were given to developing joint projects in with its 150,000-barrel-per-day design capac- 
cooperation with Yemeni investors. The law _ ity. Customers refining crude oil at Aden in 
was developed and instituted to facilitate 1981 were the Government for local con- 
exploration and development of oil in the sumption 10,000 barrels per day, supplied 
country. The urgency of law was due tothe by Kuwait; the Kuwait National Petroleum 
possible discovery of a commercial reservoir Oil Co., 10,000 barrels per day; the Soviet 
during the year. Union, 10,000 barrels per day; Iran’s Na- 
Many years of exploration and pros- tional Iranian Oil Co., 40,000 barrels per 

pecting may have paid off for PDRY. It was day; and France’s CFP-Total, 5,000 barrels 
reported in Platts Oilgram that the Italian _ per day. 
state company, Azienda Generale Italiani Late in 1981, PDRY’s Petroleum and 
Petroli S.p.A. (AGIP), discovered relatively Minerals Board (PMB) and Kuwait’s Inde- 
high-quality crude oil in Hadhramaut, pendent Petroleum Group (IPG) reached an 
PDRY, near the Oman border. A test well agreement to increase the role of the Aden 
flowed at 3,000 barrels per day of light refinery in supplying petroleum products to 
crude according to the report, and AGIP the region, especially in East Africa, but 
was conducting further tests to determine if also supplying any product shortages that 
the field was commercial.'* In addition to might arise in the Middle East. The compa-
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ny was to market middle distillates—heavy Yemen Arab Republic announced a joint 
fuel oil, which, due to the oil hydroskim- geological venture late in 1981 to search for 

ming process utilized at the refinery, repre-- minerals and water resources. The joint 
sents over 50% of its output. The IPG wasto project was to be financed by a $36 million 
also market LPG from the refinery in the grant from the Arab Fund for Social and 
same area. The agreement also called for Economic Development. | 
construction of new storage tanks, coopera- The two nonfuel mineral projects in the 
tion on shipping services, and the prepara- country that appear most likely to be under- 
tion of a feasibility study for modernization taken involve salt and cement production. 
Of the refinery. The IPG also indicated its Unrefined marine salt was already pro- 
interest in undertaking petroleum explora- duced by the General Salt Organization’s 

| tion in PDRY. facility at Khawr Maksior. The plant, lo- 
The Aden refinery was originally intend- cated northeast of Aden, produced about 

ed to service East African and Middle East- 75,000 tons per year of unrefined marine 
ern markets, as well as to supply bunker salt by evaporating seawater. A small 
fuel for ships transiting the Suez Canal. . amount of this output was sold domestical- 
With the closure of the Suez Canal and the ly, with the remainder being exported 
withdrawal of the British technicians, the mainly to Africa. Under the 1981-85 5-year 
refineries market was lost and the PDRY plan, the Government planned to upgrade 
Government did not have the funds to the facility by either expanding production 
modernize and stay competitive. IPG’s plan, capacity or installing a facility to refine the 
which was expected to take effect in 1982, salt. No definite timetable for either of 
seemed to be the first real hope of breathing these projects had been announced. The 
new life into both the refinery and the Government was also planning, within the 
country’s economy. next 5 years, to construct a 250,000- to 

PDRY’s nonfuel mineral development 300,000-ton-per-year cement plant, utilizing 
plans have, for the most part, taken a back locally quarried limestone and gypsum. The 
seat to oil exploration. The Soviet Union Government was in the process of locating 
has been active for several years in assist- and delineating limestone reserves in the 
ing in geological exploration and mineral country to supply the plant. 
prospecting in the country. PDRY and the 

QATAR 

The production of crude oil and natural from oil exports declined by only 1% from 
gas continued to fuel the development of 1980 to 1981, while total crude oil produc- 
Qatar’s economy in 1981, as petroleum reve- tion declined by 14% over the same period. 
nues fostered an expanding nonoil industri- Qatar was able to maintain its revenues 
al sector. Despite its overwhelming reliance near the alltime high by holding out on 
on crude oil exports, Qatar has in the past price reductions for its onshore Dukhan (40° 
few years become a leading regional produc- API) and offshore Marine (36° API) crude 
er of petrochemical products, fertilizer, oil until about mid-1981. In January, Duk- 
steel, cement, and NGL. These industries han crude was selling for $43.92 per barrel 
were part of the Qatari Government’s plan while Marine crude was slightly lower at 
to. diversify the economy away from total $43.73 per barrel. These prices reflected a 
dependence on oil, and to develop produc- $6.50 per barrel premium over the official 
tive industries capable of earning income on Government sales price. As the market 
their own. Qatar’s nonoil era was not ex- began to soften, Qatar eliminated the pre- 
pected to be as bleak as some OPEC nations, mium, and by October 1981, the official 
due to the presence of the huge North Field, price was reduced to $35.45 for Dukhan and 
one of the world’s six largest nonassociated $35.30 for Marine. 
gasfields. This gas was to provide cheap About 90% of the country’s development 
energy to fuel Qatar’s industries for many expenditures and domestic services were 
decades into the future. provided by the Government through the 

Crude oil exports, valued at about $5.62 national budget. With revenues in excess of 
billion’® in 1981, accounted for 94% of the $5 billion in 1980, Government expendi- 
country’s total exports and 90% of the tures were about 60% of that level. In 1981, 
Government’s revenues. Total revenues the Government spent even less, about $2.8
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billion, while revenues were down slightly ters of deep and shallow offshore areas, and 
to $5.1 billion. Rather than being forced to 550 square kilometers of onshore areas were 
maintain production at a certain level to surveyed during the year. QGPC also drilled 
fulfill budget requirements, as many other a total of 50 wells during the year, with the 
OPEC nations were, Qatar was more than _ total footage drilled reaching 95,000 meters. 
happy to shut in some production and The new well count was down three from 
extend the life of its oil reserves. The main the 1980 level. Of the wells drilled, 29 were 
problem encountered by lower crude oil for development purposes, 19 were for water 
production was the consequent decline in injection, 1 was for exploration, and 1 was a 
associated gas output, which was used as_ gas well. An experimental project for pow- 
fuel for industry, petrochemical feedstock, ered water injection began in 1981 in the 
power generation, and water desalinization. Dukhan Oilfield and was scheduled to run 

Crude oil production in Qatar was under until 1983. At that time, results of the 
the management of the Qatar General Pe- enhanced-recovery technique were to. be 
troleum Corp. (QGPC), which was owned by analyzed, and a decision was to be made on 
the Government. QGPC was responsible for whether to extend the project to the coun- 
directing oil exploration, oil and gas produc-_ try’s other fields. QGPC also announced a 
tion, petroleum refining and marketing, commercial oil strike close to the Bunduq 
and supervision of petroleum projects under Oilfield in the offshore area of Qatar. The 
construction at the Umm Said industrial Bunduq Field, which is shared jointly by 
zone. Total crude oil production in the Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, was 
country declined from an average of 473,000 shut down in 1979 owing to pressure main- 
barrels per day in 1980 to 402,000 barrels tenance problems. The new strike reported- 
per day in 1981. About 97% of this output ly contained 40° API quality oil in commer- 
was exported, with the remainder being cial quantities, and the strike zone was 
refined for domestic purposes. Qatar re- located relatively close to the surface. No 
duced its crude oil production about 18% in _ reserve figures were available by yearend. 
June 1981 in accordance with OPEC’s deci- The find was made in the Arab-C zone on 
sion to limit production to bring about the Qatari side of the Bundugq Field. The 
equilibrium in the world oil market. _ Government indicated that the initial re- 

_ Oil was produced by QGPC from both sults were promising and the field was 
onshore and offshore areas. All onshore oil _ likely to add considerably to Qatar’s current 
production came from the Dukhan Field, 4.6 billion barrels of proven oil reserves. 
which began producing in 1949. Production QGPC’s crude oil output was sold mostly 
from the field declined from 228,000 barrels under quarterly contracts to the sharehold- 

per day in 1980 to 210,000 barrels per day ers in the service companies and to Japa- 
in 1981. Offshore production came from nese contract buyers. Shareholders in Duk- 
three main fields, Idd Al-Shargi, Maydan- han Service were entitled to lift approxi- 
Mahzam, and Bul Hanine. Average output mately 130,000 barrels per day, while Shell 
from these fields averaged 192,000 barrels Service was allocated 145,000 barrels per 

per day, down more than 21% from the 1980 day. Japanese customers, Mitsubishi, Sumi- 
level. QGPC contracted the operation of the tomo, and Mitsui, lifted 45,000 barrels per 
onshore and offshore oilfields to service day, 30,000 barrels per day, and 20,000 
companies. The Dukhan Service Co. and a_ barrels per day, respectively, until spring 
consortium composed of BP, Royal Dutch/ 1981 when they reduced their liftings to 
Shell, CFP-Total, Mobil Oil, Exxon Corp., 50,000 barrels per day total, owing to Qa- 
and Partex, were the main operators of the _tar’s high premium. Nissho-Iwai and C. Itoh 

: Dukhan Field; while Shell Service Co., a each lifted 60,000 barrels per day in 1981. 
subsidiary of Shell Oil Co. (United States), The remainder was sold on the spot market. 
was the main contractor for the offshore Qatar’s refined product output was to be 
areas. substantially increased when the country’s 

QGPC was also responsible for oil explo- second refinery comes onstream in 1983. 
ration within the country. In 1980, all open The National Oil Distribution Co., which 
areas both onshore and offshore were as- was owned by QGPC, operated an 11,000- 
signed by the Government to QGCP. In _barrel-per-day refinery at Umm Said. This 
1981, QGCP began an extensive seismic refinery has been unable to satisfy Qatar’s 
survey aimed at defining new land and domestic requirement for petroleum prod- 
marine structures that show considerable ucts for several years, which meant sub- 

oil potential. A total of 2,120 square kilome- stantial imports for a country that is a large
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exporter of oil. To remedy the situation, ional in 1980, and produced about one-half 
Qatar awarded Technip of France a $138 of their rated capacity in 1981, owing main- 
million contract in October 1980 for con- ly to inadequate supplies of associated gas. 
struction of a 50,000-barrel-per-day refinery net I was originally commissioned in 1975 
to be located at Umm Said. The contract but was destroyed in an explosion in April 
included storage facilities for intermediate . 1977. The facility was rebuilt and commis- 
and refined products and new export facili- sioned in late 1980 at a cost of about $300 
ties. The refinery was to leave a small million. NGL I was designed to process 
surplus for export during the first few years associated gas produced onshore, while, 
of production. With the new refinery on- NGL I, also completed late in 1980, was to 
stream, Qatar was expected to be self- Process associated gas from offshore. NGLII 

sufficient in refined products until the mid- was designed to Process a maxu 1um o 250 
1990's. | million cubic feet per day of gas from 

Qatar was beginning to rely more heavily offshore, which was to be supplied by pipe- 
on its reserves of natural gas rather than nae from the orien: Severe problems 

crude i, Qatar produced associated and ave been, neous a nonassociated gas from onshore an ’ : » Owns 
offshore areas, and by 2000, Qatar was }Y drogenrinduced conosion. we upeiine 
expected to derive 80% of its energy produc- aeodu i only i. rm f y PG , vad 
tion from natural gas. Production of associ- Procuc afi and exports 0 were ad- 
ated gas in 1981 averaged 297 million cubic $360 colin during the voor, which eras lous 
tet per ny, Fr ere nnent slasned to than one-half of the anticipated revenues. 

produce for use as fuel and feedstock for the ane actu’ full rated cap acities of NGL I 

industrial ventures at Umm Said. Gas from and it are as 1ollows: 
the Dukhan Field was gathered and frac- | 
tionated at a central plant at Fahalil, pipe- a NGLI _ NGLI 
lined to power generators, and then pipe- Gas input | 7 
lined to Umm Said. Onshore gas was also | million cubic feet per day__ 340 250 
earmarked for the NGL processing plant Propane -------- tons per day-- 770) 226 
NGL I. Offshore associated gas was deliver- Condensate ~ - — - —_—-----do_--- 37078 
ed to the parallel facility, NGL II, and also ethane-enriched gas 
to the Qatar Petrochemical Co.’s stream Ethane-enriched gen fet Pra __ 74 38 
crackers. Total demand for associated gas ~~. 
was nearly 600 million cubic feet per day, 7 
which included 150 million cubic feet per avid shi yea naaner agen natura’ g2s0 
ae Ae the Carer Steel pas neo OP methane-enriched gas were for feedstock in 

en et ee as the petrochemical plant. Some of the residu- 
plants, 100 million cubic feet per day forthe ) gas and methane was also used by the 

fertilizer plant, and the remainder for pow- steel mill, the fertilizer plant, and other 
er generation and water desalinization. The power stations. The petrochemical plant 
shortfall in production, which was due tO iso suffered from inadequate supplies of 

Qatar’s cutback in oil production, was as during the year owing to the problems 
made up by gas production from the nonas- 4+ the NGL plants. 

sociated Khuff Field located onshore be- _— Despite the rather dismal performance of 
neath the Dukhan Oilfield. While the Gov- the country’ 8 gas industry in 1981, the long- 

ernment of Qatar has tended to view the term picture appeared quite spectacular, 

Khuff Field as a type of emergency energy owing to the presence of the huge North 
reserve, it has been forced to tap the fieldin Field, formerly known as the Northwest 
order to maintain production for the coun- Dome. The North Field was a nonassociated 
try’s industrial projects. Proven reservesin gasfield in the Permian Khuff Formation 
the field were only 817 billion cubic feet in that contained measured reserves of 100 to 
1981, and at the current rate of extraction, 120 trillion cubic feet of gas and indicated 
could only be expected to last until 1990.In reserves of 300 trillion cubic feet, which 
1981, 150 million cubic feet per day of Khuff made the field possibly the largest single 
gas was allocated for direct use by Qatar concentration of nonassociated gas reserves 
Petrochemical Co. (QAPCO). in the world. Given the size of the find, the 

Qatar’s two integrated NGL facilities economic progress of the entire country was 
(NGL I and NGL ID became fully operat- to depend on the development of the field
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over the next half century and beyond. gas production in phase one beginning in 
With the enormous task of planning and 1985-86. Given Qatar’s expected extraction 
developing the field still ahead, the Govern- _ rate of 2 to 2.4 billion cubic feet per day, the 
ment was, understandably, moving quite measured reserve figure would give the 
cautiously. Its current shortage of gas for North Field a productive life of 115 to 135 
industry seemed somewhat ironic, however, years. Using the indicated reserve figure, 
with a field of that magnitude located just a __life of the field would range from 345 to 405 
few kilometers northwest of the country. years, a statistic that is certainly not being 
The QGPC, which was responsible for devel- ignored by either the oil-producing compa- 
oping the field, designed a two-phase plan. _ nies or oil-consuming nations of the world. | 
The first phase was to draw off 700 to 800 QAPCO’s $770 million petrochemical 
million cubic feet per day of gas to be complex at Umm Said came onstream in 
processed for local consumption; that is, February 1981. QAPCO was a joint ven- 
in industry, power generation, the NGL ture of QGPC (84%) and Charbonnages de 
plants, and for petrochemical feedstock. .Francaise (10%). The main plant was built 
The domestic requirements would eventual- by Technip of France under a $220 million 
ly rise to about 1 billion cubic feet per day. lump-sum turnkey contract that was award- 
The second phase of the plan would be to ed in 1977. The main units of the plant were 
use another 1.0 to 1.4 billion cubic feet per an ethylene steam cracker supplied by 
day of gas to produce 6 to 7 million tons of Technip; a $112 million polyethylene unit 
LNG annually for export. built by Coppee-Rust of Belgium; a $227 

The initial Government plan was to have million, 50-megawatt power station sup- 
QGPC be the sole owner of the offshore plied by Turbotechnica of Italy; and $81 
production facilities, and allow foreign part- million worth of storage, shiploading, and 
ners to take a 20% share in the LNG plant. ancillary facilities built by Japan Gasoline 
The plant was to be located at Ras Laffan Co. The complex utilized ethane-enriched 
and connected to Umm Said by pipeline. feedstock from NGL I and II to produce a 
Foreign companies, with experience in LNG maximum of 280,000 tons per year of ethyl- 
plant construction, would be allowed a15% ene, 140,000 tons per year of low-density 
share in the operation with the remaining polyethylene, and 46,000 tons per year of 
5% going to Japanese companies with expe- sulfur. During the year, QAPCO produced 
rience in transportation and marketing. about 110,000 tons of low-density poly- 
QGPC estimated the cost of developing ethylene, 63,000 tons of ethylene, and an 

the field and processing plant at $5 to $6 unspecified quantity of sulfur. About 30,000 
billion. Foreign companies submitted pro- tons of low-density polyethylene was ex- 
posals for developing the project in 1980, ported. The low utilization factor was due to 
and QGPC evaluated them during the year. inadequate supplies of gas from the NGL 
In 1981, the QGPC asked the interested plants. 
companies to submit revised proposals that In August 1981, QAPCO awarded Mitsui 
would conform to new guidelines set down Shipbuilding of Japan a $50 million con- 
by QGPC. The guidelines related to legal tract for process technology for a new 
aspects of the partnership and project, the 70,000-ton-per-year high-density polyeth- 
formation of an LNG company with its ylene plant to be built alongside the other 
marketing and shipping costs, and the oper- plant at Umm Said. The project, for which 
ator’s fees. Companies who submitted pro- bids were invited in J uly 1980, was schedul- 
posals were Wintershall AG of the Federal ed for completion in 1984. It was to use 
Republic of Germany, who already held a_ ethylene from the Umm Said complex as 
production-sharing concession with QGPC feedstock. Mitsui and Co. also signed a 3- 
covering the southern portion of the field; year contract with QAPCO to purchase and 
BP; Roy M. Huffington Co. of the United market 35,000 tons per year of sulfur from 
States; CFP; and Royal Dutch/Shell. The the petrochemical project. Sulfur deliveries 
Japanese companies in the running for the _ began in late August 1981. 
5% share were Mitsubishi, Mitsui, Sumi- The Qatar Fertilizer Co. (QAFCO) pro- 
tomo, C. Itoh, Marubeni, and Nissho-Iwai. duced at about 85% of its capacity in 1981 
Exxon was also a late comer to the main owing to the lack of natural gas feedstock. 
bidding when it reentered negotiations with The QAFCO complex, located at Umm Said, 
QGPC after backing away in mid-1981. consisted of two twin trains for ammonia 

Development of the field was not ex- and urea production. QAFCO-1, which came 
pected to begin until 1983-84, with the first onstream in 1976, could produce 900 tons
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per day of ammonia and 1,000 tons per day prehensive geologic survey of the country. 
of prilled urea. QAFCO-2 began producing Qatar already produced dolomitized lime- 
in 1978, and effectively doubled the plant’s stone and chalk-limestone at Umm El-Afai 
capacity. Total annual output capacity of for use in cement production at Umm 
the complex, in contained nitrogen, was Bab. Gypsum was also discovered near 
488,000 tons (N) ammonia, and 304,000 tons Al Nafkah. Building sand was also ex- 
(N) urea. The plant utilized associated gas tracted and washed at a new plant near 
from the Dukhan Oilfield and residual gas- Almirkhiya. 
es from the NGL plants. QAFCO was owned QASCO has been one of the gulf region’s 
10% by the Government of Qatar, 25% by prime examples of industrial diversifica- 
Norsk Hydro AS of Norway, and 1% by tion. QASCO was one of the first direct- 
Davy Powergas Ltd. and 2% by Hambros_ reduction-based steelworks to come on- 
Bank, both of the United Kingdom. Qatar stream in the Middle East, bringing its 
was also planning to build two organic 400,000-ton-per-year Midrex direct-reduc- 
fertilizer plants to be financed by an $84 tion plant into production in 1978. The 
million budget allocation for development Midrex unit, located at Doha, serves two 70- 

in the industrial and agricultural sectors. ton electric arc furnaces at Umm Said. The 
The Qatar National Cement Co. increased furnaces were built by Nippon Kokan of 

its cement production nearly 25% in 1981, Japan. The furnaces supplied two 4-strand 
to almost 200,000 tons. Demand for cement continuous billet casters and a 20-strand 

in the country was estimated at 750,000 bar mill. The billet casters and bar mill 

tons annually, however, and the bulk of the were built by Kobe Steel of Japan, which 
country’s supplies had to be imported. The also owns a 20% share in the company. The 
Redco Cement Co. of Qatar purchased most Qatar Industrial Development Agency own- 
of the country’s import requirements from ed 70% of the company, and Tokyo Boeki 
Arabian Bulk Trade of Saudi Arabia, who owned the other 10%. In 1981, QASCO 

obtained most of their supplies from Japa- exceeded its rated capacity by producing 
nese producers. Qatar increased its pur- 440,000 tons of direct-reduced iron and 
chases of cement from 500 to 1,500 tons per 455,000 tons of raw steel. About 12% of the 
day to meet the country’s requirements. plant’s output was sold domestically, with 
Current production was to increase 100,000 about 50% exported to Saudi Arabia, 30% 
tons per year when a new grinding mill is to the United Arab Emirates, and the bal- 
installed at the National Cement plant at ance to Iraq and other neighboring coun- 
Umm Bab next year. tries. Toyko Boeki was under a 10-year 

Qatar’s Industrial Development Techni- contract, which began in 1978, to market 
cal Center recently announced the discov- the plant’s output. Iron ore for the plant 
ery of large deposits of gypsum, celestite, was supplied by Brazil and Sweden, and 
and shale. The discoveries followed a com- scrap was imported from the United States. 

Table 8.—Qatar: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 United Other (principal) 

Fertilizer materials: 
Urea _____-___----~------ 394,600 NA NA NA. 
Ammonia ________~____-----— 77,100 NA NA NA. 

Iron and steel metal, all forms — — — _ — — — 330,572 NA NA NA. 
Petroleum: Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels. — 182,074 169,981 2,482 Japan 49,640; Netherlands 28,981; 
rance 19,162; Thailand 15,220. 

NA Not available.
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| Table 9.—Qatar: Imports of mineral commodities | 
- (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodit | 1979 1980 “United 2. 0 OOO - y | Gnited Other (principal) - 

Aluminum metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _______________ . 608 806 54 Babrain 292; Hong Kong 190; Egypt 

Copper metal including alloys, semi- . 
manufactures __-_____§________ 195 276 5 United Kingdom 195; Australia 48. Tron and steel: : 
Ore and concentrate___________ . 496,154 720,281 — Brazil 410,595; Norway 155,319; 

. . . Sweden 154,307. . 
Metal: ; 
- Scrap _ ~~ 130,827 129,875 29,433 Norway 98,770; Kuwait 1,332. 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, similar 
materials _________=___ -~ 4,452 192 United Kingdom 1,806; Japan 642; 

i India 442. . 
Steel, primary forms ________ 13,701 _- 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, OO . 
sections____________ 13,314 14,260 28 Japan 11,155; United Kingdom 1,507; 

shina 800. 
-Universals, plates, sheets __ 6,581 17,912 247 Japan 15,760; United Arab Emirates 

Wire -. 244 25 Japan 110; India 51; China 20. 
‘Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 43,839 25,881 377. Japan 11,089; France 2,329; West 

ermany 1,721. 
NONMETALS | CS 

Barite and witherite__.___________ 2,825 2,464 304 Netherlands 1,005; Italy 639; India 

Cement_____________________ 143,886 208,945 665 —_— United Arab Emirates 55,668; East 
Germany 20,300; West Germany 

oe 16,335. : 
Clay products: 

onrefractory _.-.__________ 17,686 14,375 425 Italy 5,849; United Kingdom 2,321; 
. nited Arab Emirates 2,023. 

_ .Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ . 1,695 1,698 -- Japan 862, vest Germany 393; 
, ustria 260. - 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured ___ _ 11 338 52 Lebanon 125; Netherlands 90; United 
Kingdom 33. 

Lime ____-___~_~__ ee 452 730 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 171; Japan 136; 
Pakistan 130. 

Salt. 2 1,406 1,039 — Netherlands 834; China 57; Iran 54. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, Crude and partly - 
worked _________________ . _- 1,435 _- India 528; Greece 330; Italy 223. 

_ Gravel and crushed rock ________ 1,610 1,151 __ India 450; Lebanon 309; Iran 273. 
Sulfur: Sulfuric acid______~_______ 460 NA . 
Other: Building materials of asphalt, 

asbestos and fiber cements, unfired 
nonmetals._________________ 3,438 9,234 405 United Kingdom 3,120; India 1,752; 

Netherlands 1,276. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Fuel oil and lubricants 

42-gallon barrels_ _ 46,822 _- 
Liquefied petroleum gas ___do____ 8,467 81,374 128 France 77,384; United Arab Emirates 

Bitumen and asphalt 
. value, thousands_ _ $874 $405 $54 Singapore $140; United Arab Emir- 

ates $90, Netherlands $45. 
eee oe ess 

NA Not available. 

SYRIA 

Syria’s mineral industry continued to missioning of two new fertilizer-producing 
prosper in 1981, in contrast to most other facilities at Homs. The mineral industry in 
sectors of the Nation’s economy. Major Syria contributed about 15% to the coun- 
developments in the mineral sector were a_try’s GDP, estimated at $14.5 billion in 
slight increase in crude oil production, the 1981.1° The major foreign currency earners, 
first full year of operation for the new in order of decreasing value, were crude 
Baniyas refinery, increased production of petroleum and phosphates, which together 
cement and phosphate rock, and the com- accounted for nearly 70% of the country’s
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exports valued at $2.3 billion in 1981. was expected to sign a decree that would 

The country’s overall economic perform- clarify the tax exempt status of foreign oil 

ance did not match that of the mineral exploration companies and their non-Syrian 

sector. Defense expenditures, equivalent to subcontractors. The ambiguous tax laws in 

nearly 30% of the Government’s budget, Syria had forced these foreign companies to 

continued to put a considerable strain on pay upwards of $4 million in local taxes 
the economy. In 1981, the Government of while awaiting clarification of the law. The 

Syria announced the country’s fifth 5-year decree was expected to result in substantial 

development plan (1981-85). Under the pre- rebates to the foreign companies, most of 

vious plan (1976-80), the GDP grew at an which were US. operated. a 

annual rate of 8%, largely owing to a high _ The major oil companies operating in 

level of capital investment, usually running Syria were the state-owned Syrian Petrole- 

at 50% of the Government’s total nondee U™ Co. (SPC); Pecten Syria Co., a subsidiary 

fense expenditures. Political instability in of United States Shell; Marathon Oil Co. 

the region, combined with the Govern- (United States); and the Syrian American 

ment’s attempts to reach the development Oil Co. (SAMOCO), a subsidiary of Coastal 

targets set under the fourth plan, led to— States Corp. of Houston, Tex. Deminex of 

economic problems in 1979-80. The most the Federal Republic of Germany was a 
serious of these problems were a shortage of partner in SAMOCO’s Syrian operations, 

foreign exchange, inflation of about 20% 2nd Challenger Desert Oil Co. of Panama 

per year, and a widening trade deficit. was also involved in exploration. SAMOCO 

Pro deal with the trade deficit, estimated _W5 in the process of drilling an exploration 
at $16 billion in 1981, the Government Well near Deir-el-Zar in central Syria. Mar 
attempted to restrict the level of imports athon also began orig a in newly nd. 

while at the same time establishing a two- quire site off t od toms-ra myra toac. 

tier exchange rate in April 1981. Oil, cotton, Marathon acquired | the 10,000-square- 
| a kilometer tract centered around Homs in 

an hoses wich together accounted 1980. The well was the company’s second 
for 83% of the exports, were to be governe . ; et re 

by the official rate of US§1.00=LS3.925, and last required under their current con- 
while all other exports and receipts were Sg "eos fining ind) | . _ 

. yria’s refining industry received a con 

sun ton paravet rate, which was estab-  .iderable boost in 1981 with the commis- 
“C ythemarke. uo, sioning of the country’s second: refinery, at 

. rude oil production in Syria increased Baniyas, on the Mediterranean coast. The 
slightly in 1981 to about 164,356 barrels per 499 000-barrel-per-day refinery was built by 

day from 157,450 barrels per day in 1980. Industrialexport of Romania, and began its 

This was the first increase in crude oil trial runs late in 1980. The refinery was 

output since 1976, when production aver- able to process about 30 million barrels of 

aged 191,000 barrels per day. Recoverable crude oil during the year, which respresents 

reserves in Syria were estimated at 34 about a 66% capacity utilization. At the 
billion barrels of oil, or enough to sustain close of the year, the Syrian Ministry of Oil 

production at the current level until the and Mineral Resources announced that 

year 2000, barring any new discoveries. plans were being drawn up to modify the 

Crude oil was produced from five oilfields, product: yield from the refinery to increase 

Suweidiyah, Rumeilan, Karachuk, Alayan, the output of light products, improve the 

and Jebisseh. Ail of the fields except quality of all fractions, and reduce the 

Jebisseh produced an average of 20° API sulfur content of the heavier fractions. _ 

gr awty crude containne between al and The country’s older refinery, at Homs, 

5% sulfur. Crude from Jebisseh was of was capable of processing about 38 million 

higher quality 40° API and low in sulfur. barrels per year of crude oil. The country’s 

Production was centered on the Suweidiyah output of refined products in 1981 was 

Field, which accounted for about 90% ofthe approximately 9.22 million tons, of which 

country’s output. 50% was fuel oil, 21% gas oil, 8% naphtha, 

Petroleum exploration efforts continued 6% gasoline, and 1.3% LPG. The remaining 

in Syria, along with the gradual implemen- output of heavier products included 360,000 

tation of secondary recovery techniques to tons of asphalt and 77,000 tons of sulfur. 

try to arrest the country’s sagging output. A. The Homs refinery processed about 51% of 

major proclamation was being prepared late the country’s total in 1981, with the Baniyas 

in 1981 to encourage oil exploration by refinery producing the remainder. Syria’s 

foreign companies. The Syrian Government consumption of refined products was aver-
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aging about 105,000 barrels per day in 1981 processing project development. SPC was 
or about 58% of the country’s total output also participating in a 5,500-ton-per-year 
of refined products. The remaining produc- sulfur plant in Roumelan, Syria. The $2 
tion of about 28 million barrels was ex- million facility was to produce 15 tons per 
ported. day of sulfur from sour gas. The plant was 

Syria imported about 55% of the crude oil to be completed by 1982. 
used in its refineries in 1981. About 100,000 Syria’s most important nonfuel mineral 
barrels per day of crude was imported from resource was phosphate rock. Production of 
Iraq through the Kirkuk-Baniyas-Tripoli phosphate rock increased about 2% in 1981 
pipeline, and combined with approximately from 1.32 million tons in 1980. Exports of 
66,000 barrels per day of Syrian crude for phosphate rock also increased from 823,000 
use in the Homs and Baniyas refineries. tons in 1980 to 1.1 million tons in 1981. 

__ Syria was unable to process all of its crude Syria’s largest deliveries were to Lebanon, 
in the refineries because of the low API which received 26% of Syria’s exports, Ro- 
gravity and high sulfur content of its oil. mania (17 %), Bulgaria (9%), Italy (6%), and 
About 89,000 barrels per day of Syrian Czechoslovakia (2%). The remaining 40% 
crude was exported in 1981, 80% of which was shipped to other countries in Asia and 
went to Western Europe, 10% to North Eastern and Western Europe. Most of the 
America, 8% to Eastern Europe, and 2% to__ increase in exports was due to a substantial 
the Middle East. Baniyas also served as the _rise in the deliveries of phosphate rock to 
main export terminal for both Syrian and Lebanon, which nearly tripled its imports 
Iraqi oil. In addition to the 100,000 barrels from Syria from 98,000 tons in 1980 to 
per day of Iraqi crude that Syria consumed 279,000 tons in 1981. | : 
in its refineries, another 300,000 barrels per Phosphate rock was mined in three areas, 
day came through the same pipeline to be Al-Tadmuria, Al-Shargiya, and Khunayfis, 
exported from Baniyas by Syria on behalf of all located just south of Palmyra in central 
Iraq. The Iraqis paid Syria about $40 mil- Syria. The mines produced an average of 
lion in transit fees for oil pipelined to and 66% to 68% TPL rock. All phosphate pro- 
exported from Baniyas. The pipeline oper- duction was controlled by the state-owned 
ated for all of 1981, despite the deteriorat- General Co. for Phosphates and Mines. 
ing political relationship between Iraq and Phosphate rock was exported from the Port 
Syria over the Iran-Iraq war. of Tartous, which was capable of loading 1.5 

Syria was only beginning to utilize its million tons of phosphate rock per year into 
reserves of associated and nonassociated ships of 25,000 to 40,000 deadweight tons. 
natural gas in 1981. In 1980, the Syrian Oil Syria’s first phosphate fertilizer complex 
Ministry awarded Entrepose of France a at Homs was commissioned in March 1981 
$62 million contract to utilize associated gas and began full production in October of that 
from the oilfields in northeast Syria for the year. The $180 million facility was built by 
production of industrial solvents and con- Industrialexport. The plant was designed to 
densates. The gas was to be collected utilize 800,000 tons per year of concentrated 
from nine gathering stations and pumped re to produce 150,000 tons of phosphoric 
through 52 kilometers of pipeline toa main acid and 450,000 tons of triple superphos- 
treatment plant. The plant was to be capa- phate annually. Exports of triple superphos- 
ble of producing 58,000 tons per year of LPG phate were to begin in 1982. The plant 
from an input of 23.3 million cubic feet per received approximately 135,000 tons of 65% 
day of gas. The project, whose status was to 68% TPL rock from Syria’s mines in 
unclear in 1981, was originally scheduled 1981. 
for completion in 1982. In addition to the new phosphate fertiliz- 

Construction of a second gas project was_ er plant, Syria’s second ammonia-urea fer- 
to start in late 1982. The Oil Ministry stated _tilizer plant began test runs in January 
that a 50,000-ton-per-year gas liquefaction 1981. The $250 million facility was built by 
plant was to be built in the Hasakah district Creusot Loire Enterprises of France. 
at al-Jibsah. The plant was to utilize nonas- Pullman-Kellogg of the United States was 
sociated gas from several wells to be drilled responsible for design and engineering of 
in the same area. Actual construction of the the ammonia unit, and Heurtey Industries 
plant depended on the availability and of the United Kingdom built the urea plant. 
amount of gas from the wells, as well as The new plant was built adjacent to the 
financing and technical assistance from existing ammonia-urea plant at Homs, 
countries or companies familiar with gas- which has been operating since the late
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1960’s. The older plant was capable of pro- Steel production from Syria’s General Co. 
ducing 110,000 tons per year of nitrogenous for Iron and Steel Products (Gecosteel) 
fertilizers, while the new plant was capable plant at Hama increased 20% in 1981 to the 
of producing 1,000 tons per day of ammonia design capacity of 120,000 tons per year. 
and 1,050 tons per day of urea. Both plants The ministeelworks, which was commission- 
utilized naphtha feedstock provided by the ed in 1977, produced steel billets from 
country’s oil refineries. Both facilities were direct-reduced iron and imported scrap. The 
under the control of the state-owned Gener- steelworks consisted of two electric arc 
al Establishment of Chemical Industries. furnaces and two 2-strand continuous steel 
The new production was to satisfy the billet casting machines. The works supplied 
country’s domestic requirement for nitroge- billets to Gecosteel’s merchant mill adja- 
nous fertilizer, while also providing a sub- cent to the steelworks. The company pro- 
stantial surplus for export. Ammonia and duced merchant bars and black and galva- 
urea were to be shipped by rail to Tartous nized welded gas and water pipes. The 
and exported from there. Government was planning to double the 

: Cement production in Syria was to in- capacity of the Hama works by 1985, ex- 
crease dramatically in 1982 on the heels ofa pand the output of the pipe mill, and begin 
16% increase from the 1980 to 1981 levels. production of pipe fittings, all under the 
The 1981 increase was related to the open- fifth development plan. The Government 
ing of the Chaba Cement Co.’s new 400,000- also approved, in principle, plans for the 
ton-per-year Sheikh Said plant at Aleppo, construction of an integrated steelworks 
and a 150,000-ton-per-year plant at Adra. based on the country’s Zabadani low-grade 
In 1982, the Middle East’s largest cement iron ore deposits. Reserves at Zabadani 
plant at Tartous was scheduled to come’ were estimated at 150 million tons of hem- 
onstream, changing Syria from a net im- _ atite containing 27% to 30% Fe.Os. The cost 
porter to a net exporter of cement. The of the project was estimated at $2 billion, 
plant was to consist of four production lines, but it was expected that this project would 
each capable of producing 1,600 tons per be deferred. 
day of finished cement. The first two lines Syria’s General Establishment for Indus- 
were to become operational in 1982, and the trial Engineering brought into production a 
next two the following year. In 1981, Syria 2,500-ton-per-year copper cable plant in 
produced 2.3 million tons of cement andim- Aleppo in 1981. The plant utilizes imported 
ported 850,000 tons. Output in 1982 was _ copper for cable production, which was then 
expected to reach 4.5 million tons, more manufactured into telephone wire at the 
than enough to satisfy the domestic con- Damascus cable factory. ALCOM, a 100% 
sumption requirement of approximately 3.2 Syrian-owned company, brought onstream a 
million tons. Cement production in Syria continuous aluminum slab-heating furnace 
was under the control of the state-owned at Aleppo in 1981. ALCOM previously im- 
Syrian State Establishment for Cement Pro- ported aluminum sheets for producing fin- 
duction. Syria was also expected to elimi- ished products for the Syrian market, but 
nate the need for building stone imports, was now able to roll its own 200-millimeter- 
with the completion of two marble dressing thick slabs for the same purpose. Slabs were 7 
plants, at al-Zobar near Latakkia, and in imported from Eastern Europe. The fur- 
Damascus. The plants were capable of pro- nace, supplied by Mechatherm Engineering 
ducing 700,000 cubic meters of building of the United Kingdom, began operating in 
stones from domestically quarried marble. September 1981. 

Table 10.—Syria: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 “United "Other (principa) = 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys: Semi- 
manufactures _________~----- 1 2 -- Jordan 1; Lebanon 1. 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — -- 1 _. All to Libya. 
Copper metal! including alloys: 

Unwrought _________-__---- _- 1 _. All to Saudi Arabia. 
Semimanufactures_ __ ~ __ ~~ _--- 33 98 _- Libya 97; Syria 1.
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Table 10.—Syria: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued | 

. ee (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . ee 

TY 
, " Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : - ~ | "United Other (principal) | 
ve 

METALS —Continued . a 

Iron and steel: : . 
Scrap. ___ Le 6,217 2,199 = _.  AlltoLebanon. a 
Pig iron including castiron_.-_-_- | ee 159 _. India 98; West Germany 49; United 

. , Arab Emirates 10. 
Ferromanganese _____--—----~- | 8 -— 

- Steel, primary forms_________-~- 11 48 _. Saudi Arabia 36; Iraq 9; Jordan 2. 
Semimanufactures: . 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections . 25 re All to Saudi Arabia. 
Universals, plates, sheets _ —— _ _ . 3 1 _- Do. 
Rails and accessories —__ —__ ~~ 6 3 _. All to Yemen Arab Republic. 

- Wire. ____22---------- oe 29 14 — Kuwait 11; Jordan 2. - 
Tubes, pipes, fittings _______- _. 257 241 _- Saudi Arabia 210; Jordan 18. 
Castings and forgings, rough _ _ — 347 438 __ Saudi Arabia 224; Jordan 179; 

ve Z Yemen Arab Republic 23. 
Lead metal including alloys: . . 

Unwrought ________-__----- 110 ~=~=——:158 _- Lebanon 138; United Kingdom 20. 
Semimanufactures__.__.___~ —- 68 32 _. All to Saudi Arabia. 

Magnesium metal including alloys: . . 
nwrought __________~_----~- 7 32 6 _. All to Lebanon. 

Nickel metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _____~______--~-—-_. () 6 _- All to Saudi Arabia. 

Zinc metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures __.~_-_____----- a 1 — 

Other: Base metals including alloys, scrap 415 _— . . 

- » NONMETALS : 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: . . 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, . 

. @e oo Le 3 13 _— Iraq 7; Saudi Arabia 6. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones ___________~~-_-__- 9 1. LL NA. 

Chalk~__-___~_ ~~ __ ~~ eee 34 __ oO 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude. _ 2 5 ee 314 1,034 _. Saudi Arabia 890; Lebanon 71; 
Jordan 32. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory ____-__----- 737 199 _— Saudi Arabia 108; Iraq 60; Jordan 29. 
Refractory including nonclay 

_ brick -.----_____----- 211 774 _- Saudi Arabia 490; Lebanon 244. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: Phosphatic _ thousand tons_ — 920 1,253 — Romania 530; Lebanon 323; Republic 
a . of Korea 137. 

Ammonia _____~.__-------- _- 187 _. All to Jordan. 
Graphite, natural _________~---~- 2 — All to Saudi Arabia. 
Gypsum and plasters ___--------- 42,003 —_ 
Lime ______~-__------------ 206 _— 
Salt and brines ___...-____----- _- 10 -- All to Somalia. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda... _- ______-_-_~- 16 70 _— Lebanon 40; Jordan 30. 
Soda ash __ _ — - - -» -§ - - — 18 _.  dordan 76. 

Stone, sand and gravel: | 
Dimension stone: 

- Crude and partly worked _—___ 13,370 11,898 __ . Lebanon 9,134; Kuwait 1,142; Saudi 
Arabia 861. 

Worked___________-~--_- 1,186 1,014 _- Saudi Arabia 366; Kuwait 269; 
Jordan 160. 

Gravel and crushed rock _______- 17,618 25,399 __ Lebanon 9,103; Saudi Arabia 8,419; 
Kuwait 7,590. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing — — — — — 2,779 1,066 — Saudi Arabia 758; Lebanon 177; 
Kuwait 88. 

Sulfur: . 
Elemental, crude_____.~~.---~-~- — 21 _- Saudi Arabia 20. 
Sulfuric acid. _...___--_----- _- 1 a All to Libya. 

Other: 
Crude. ___________-------- 286 328 _.  USS.R. 109; Lebanon 106; Jordan 56. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 

magnesium, strontium — — _ ~~ ~~~ 7 __ 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals__§_§_§__________~__-_ _- 1 _- All to Jordan. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ______ — _- 296 __ All to Lebanon. 
Coke and semicoke___.~_____.~___- 15 _- 
Petroleum: 

Crude 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 56,256 53,418 NA NA. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ________.-do___~_ 1 (2) _- All to Jordan. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ — — 497 1,084 — Greece 539; Romania 419; France 126. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Syria: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

a 
Destinations, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1979 : 
y United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued 
Refinery products —Continued 

Distillate fuel oil 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ __ 4 _- All to France. 

Residual fuel oi] _ _ __ _do____ 756 1,540 _- West Germany 919; Greece 335; 
. Turkey 166. 

Lubricants _ _42-gallon barrels_ — 238 203 — All to Jordan. . 
er: 
Liquefied petroleum gas — , 

do_ — —— _— (4) __ AlltoTurkey. —_. . 
Mineral jelly and wax 

do. __— 354 _ 
Petroleum coke __—do__—~— 86,504 53,625 _- Egypt g2800; Cyprus 7,150; Lebanon 

Bitumen and other residues — 
~ do. 11,514 14,241 __ All to Egypt. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do_ _ _- 2,563 3,145 _- Lebanon 2,200; Jordan 939. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, gas, and 
petroleum-derived crude chemicals — _ 6 _— 
et SSeS 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 11.—Syria: Imports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodit 1978 1919 “j~nnued  ” ” .”»0.0UD 
moan United Other (principal) 

ET 

Aluminum: 
Oxides and hydroxides ___-_—~_-~- 961 1,064 __ Italy 1,000; West Germany 54. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_ _______+_--~-- 1,508 1,289 10 Kuwait 411; Jordan 200; Saudi 
Arabia 171. 

Semimanufactures ____ ~~ _—_— 10,525 10,331 1 Lebanon 2,684; Italy 1,539; Turkey 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 18 24 13 West Germany 10. 
Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides 

oS value; thousands. — $2 $24 _— All from West Germany. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

nwrought _______.__------_ | 681 549 _— Iraq 225; Kuwait 177; Lebanon 61. 
Semimanufactures__________-- 661 5,919 6 Italy 3,752; West Germany 1,053; 

Spain 257. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate _____.__--- 107 _- 
Metal: 

Scrap __._._-_-—------- 2,929 5,346 217 Kuwait 3,769; Saudi Arabia 518; 
Lebanon 282. 

Pig iron, powder, shot —__—__- 5,495 4,395 -- Bulgaria 2,758; France 562; U.S.S.R. 

Ferromanganese __— ~~ —_- 878 810 _- West Germany 414; Norway 215; 
France 159. 

Steel, primary forms _ ~~ — — __— 84,722 179,387 -- Bulgaria 35,151; Italy 35,102; West 
Germany 24,062. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 

sections __________-— 230,943 476,321 10,499 Italy 144,419; Spain 63,106; West 
Germany 51,777. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ 119,344 105,902 2,110 West Germany 18,169; Hungary 
17,618; Czechoslovakia 14,265. 

Hoop and strip _ _ ___—--- 10,454 11,679 _- Austria 5,020; Italy 1,966; West 
Germany 1,360. 

Rails and accessories — — — — — 11,263 27,170 () U.S.S.R. 24,871; France 1,798; West 
Germany 262. 

Wire ________.------ 16,052 28,042 (4) Romania 12,163; U.S.S.R. 4,024; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 2,563. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _—_-~ — 98,917 34,927 1,916 France 14,051; Romania 5,620; Italy 

Castings and forgings, rough 3,609 3,241 6 Italy 1,561; France 533; Romania 446. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Syria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
—— eee 

Sources, 1979 
Commodity 1978 1979 : _ 

Gnited Other (principal) 
eee 

METALS —Continued 

Lead: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ 20 _— 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought. __._._§_______ 3,711 6,312 _- Switzerland 2,456; Japan 1,553; Italy 

Semimanufactures _________ 238 6 _- Yugoslavia 5; France 1. 
Manganese: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ _ 1 _— 
Mercury _______-_ 76-pound flasks_ _ 29 (4) __ All from West Germany. 
Nickel metal including alloys, unwrought 

and semimanufactures ___________ 19 14 -- United Kingdom 9; West Germany 5. 
Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought 
value, thousands_ _ $677 $698 $5 eee Kingdom $440; Switzerland 

Tin metal including alloys: 
Unwrought ________________ 242 4,132 __ China 3,987; Belgium-Luxembourg 

84; Malaysia 58. 
Semimanufactures____________ 14 27 _- Denmark 21; Spain 5. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides ____ _ 54 16 _- United Kingdom 10; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 5. 

Zinc: 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 93 53 _-  Belgium-Luxembourg 20; Nether- 

lands 15; France 13. 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought_____§_________ 326 343 __ Jordan 120; Lebanon 84; China 55. 
Semimanufactures _________ 1,147 1,115 __ West Germany 709; Italy 157; 

Bulgaria 100. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates__________ 13 _- 
Metalloids_________________ 1 ~~ Q) _— All from West Germany. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 
metals__________________ 1 34 _- Mainly from Austria. 

Base metals including alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ 2 3 (4) West Germany 2. 

- NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: . 
Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

ete _-__ LL 921 1,127 2 Cyprus 761; Lebanon 195; Greece 90. 
Artificial: Corundum __________ 42 Q) _~ All from United Kingdom. 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

precious stones 
value, thousands_ _ _- $3 -- Spain $2; United Kingdom $1. 

Grinding and polishing wheels 
and stones________________ 467 631 (4) Italy 471; Jordan 41; Romania 28. 

Asbestos, crude________________ 3,352 925 — All from Canada. 
Barite and witherite_____________ 2,326 —_ 
Cement___.______ _ thousand tons__ 584 1,515 _~- Cyprus 633; Turkey 332; U.S.S.R. 262. 
Chalk__ ~~ Le 2,817 1,484 —- France 645; United Kingdom 483; 

Kuwait 99. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude_______________ 940 3,127 1,161 East Germany 847; Cyprus 365. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory____________ 6,274 5,381 ~~ Italy 3,149; Lebanon 1,519; West 
Germany 180. 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _-_-_____________ 8,852 10,579 _. West Germany 2,564; Austria 2,344; 

Romania 2,139. 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung , 

value, thousands_ _ $9 $7 -- All from Ghana. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth __ _ 330 — 
Feldspar and fluorspar ___________ 1,017 _- 
Fertilizer materials: Ammonia ______ 8 48 _— Netherlands 23; Belgium. 

Luxembourg 10; West Germany 6. 
Graphite, natural ______________ 48 15 _~— All from China. 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 204 _- 
Lime _______~____~__ 6,082 5,161 _- All from Lebanon. 
Magnesite. _________________ 33 _— 
Mica: 

Crude including splittings and waste _ 1 _— 
Worked including agglomerated 

splittings _.______________ _- 159 _- India 99; Lebanon 59. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed 217 422 _— Spain 119; China 110; West Germany 

Precious and semiprecious stone other 
than diamond: 
Natural _____ value, thousands_ _ $203 $163 _- Belgium-Luxembourg $82; India $40; 

Thail and $30. 
Synthetic ____________do____ $8 $1 -- NA. 

Salt and brines ________________ 3 4 ~— West Germany 2. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Syria: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1979 

Commodity 1978 1979 : United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: | 
Caustic potash _________--_-- 141 74 _- Spain 25; Italy 18; West Germany 12. 
Caustic soda. .________.__-- _ 2,618 3,217 47 Romania 1,605; Italy 1,091; West 

Germany 268. 
Soda ash ____________-_____ 7,373 14,036 2 Romania 8,349; Bulgaria 5,547; 

France 103. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked __—__ 95,364 129,093 _- Jordan an 80,140; Italy 29,300; Turkey 

Worked________________ 1,272 1,211 () Jordan 515; Italy 475; Lebanon 130. 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade __ 15 _- 
Gravel and crushed rock _______ _ 10,741 14,158 __ Jordan 11,614; Italy 2,394. 
Limestone excluding dimension _ _ _ _ 3 160 _- All from West Germany. 
Quartz and quartzite. _________. 147 121 -- Belgium-Luxembourg 36; Nether- 

lands 35; Turkey 30. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ — _ — _ 24 691 1 Belgium-Luxembourg 532; Romania 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Crude _______________-- 3,194 1,696 — Iraq 5,007; Lebanon 1,688; Kuwait 

Refined ______________- 338 84 __ All from France. 
Sulfuric acid __~_~§_~9~.~ ~~ - 2,363 4,077 _- Lebanon 2,722; Greece 925; West 

Germany 176. 
Gale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite __ 3,892 Le 

er: 
Crude______.~.___.-___--_-~ 380 5,402 -~- Belgium-Luxembourg 3,950; France 

1,221; Spain 100. : 
Halogens______.____-_----~-~- 121 172 -- Jordan 138; West Germany 23. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium, 

_ Magnesium, strontium — ____-_- 10 18 _- Lebanon 10; West Germany 7. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_______________-__ 11,779 3,098 _- Lebanon 2,373; France 320; Romania 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS > 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _ — — _ — — — 76 22 -— Mainly from Romania. 
Carbon black _____________---- 38 956 5 West Germany 604; Netherlands 347. 
Coal and briquets: 

Coal, all grades __ $$ -_-_-_____-~ _- 808 -- All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Briquets of coal... _._...------ 1,059 -- | 

Coke and semicoke____§_~_________ 5,690 2,002 __ Lebanon 1,108; Italy 894. 
Petroleum: 

Crude 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 16,613 24,253 NA NA. _. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline _________-do___~- 2,474 4,522 _- Italy 2,317; Iran 1,222; Romania 981. 
Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ _ __ 868 678 @) Italy 675; Hungary 2. 
Distillate fuel oi] ____—do___~_ 2,488 10,447 _— Romania 6,933; Italy 2,539; Iran 639. 
Lubricants _______——do___~_ 322 199 @) United Kingdom 159; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 25. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do_ ___ @) 1,075 _. Italy 599; Greece 186; Libya 186. 

Mineral jelly and wax 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 7,933 10,596 __ Iraq 6,760; Hungary 2,833; China 669. 

Bitumen and other residues 
do_ ___ 2,527 612 -- All from West Germany. 

Bituminous mixtures 
do_ ___ 43,171 30,639 12 Albania 27,809; United Kingdom 

Mineral tar and other coal.-, gas, and — 
petroleum-derived crude chemicals __ 8 -- 

NA Not available. 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 

The Yemen Arab Republic was one of the the United Nations. Despite the Govern- 
most populous nations on the Arabian ment’s efforts to promote the commercial 
Peninsula, and also one of the 31 least- and industrial sectors, the domestic econo- 
developed nations in the world, according to my remained largely dependent on subsis-
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tence agriculture. Industry in Yemen is a_ pacity for cement was increasing the most 
relatively recent phenomenon. Ten years rapidly. The Soviet Union built a small 
ago, there was no real manufacturing enter- cement plant at Banjil, north of Hodeida, in 
prise in the country. The Government has__ the 1960’s. In 1981, the Soviets returned to 
attempted to remedy this situation by form- expand the capacity of the plant from 
ing public and semipublic companies to 80,000 to 300,000 tons per year. A second 
import materials for domestic consumption cement plant was also under construction 
and to produce commodities such as ciga- at Amran, 50 kilometers north of the capi- 
rettes, cotton textiles, pharmaceuticals, ce- tal, Sana. The 500,000-ton-per-year plant 
ment, and salt. The most successful of the was being built by Ishikawajima-Harima 
public companies was the Yemen Oil and Heavy Industries, and Nissho-Iwai, both of 
Minerals Co. (Yominco), which has entered Japan, at a cost of $110 million. The plant 
into joint ventures with several foreign was due to commence production in the fall 
companies including Hunt Oil Co. of the of 1982. The Government was planning to 
United States, Shell Oil, and France’s construct the country’s third cement plant 
BRGM. The mineral industry in the coun- at Mafraq, 60 kilometers south of Ta’izz. 
try consisted primarily of the production of The Government allocated money for the 
gypsum, cement, and salt, with salt being project in the second 5-year plan, but no 
the only mineral exported. Salt exports in tenders had been issued for construction, 
1981 totaled 54,000 tons. | and no details or timetable was available by 

In 1981, the Government of Yemen yearend. Yemen’s apparent preoccupation 
announced its second 5-year development with cement production was because local 
plan (1981-85). Total expenditures in the consumption had increased to over 1 million 
plan period were predicted at $6.5 billion,'7 tons per year, nearly all of which had to be 
compared with about $3 billion allocated for imported. The cost to the Government for 
the first plan. The new plan was to carry cement imports reached $60 million in 1981. 
over many projects from the previous plan The Yemen Salt Mining Corp. continued 
in the areas of infrastructure development, to mine its open pit rock salt deposit in the 
agriculture, education, and health care, coastal plain adjacent to the Port of Salif. 
while placing new and greater emphasis on Reserves at Salif were estimated at 250 
development of the country’s industrial and million tons of rock salt with a NaCl con- 
manufacturing sector. Allocations for tent of 98.28%. Salt production from the 
publicsector industrial projects were to deposit generally expanded and contracted 
reach $431 million under the plan, which with the level of world demand, as 98% of 
includes money for construction of a third the mine’s output was exported. A private 
cement plant, a glass factory, and a factory sector project was planned to refine rock 
for producing concrete reinforcing bars. _ salt from Salif into table salt, but no details 

The Yemeni economy depended on remit- were available as to the progress. of the 
tances from Yemenis working abroad to project. Gypsum was also recovered in asso- 
finance budgetary disbursements and most ciation with rock salt at Salif. All of the 

of the country’s imports. These remittances gypsum produced was sold to the Govern- 
were $950 million in 1981, which represents ment cement plant at Banjil. With cement 
the second consecutive year of decline. capacity about to increase dramatically, 

Another major source of Yemen’s foreign output of gypsum was also expected to rise, 
exchange receipts was foreign aid, which which could in turn increase the production 
was estimated at about $300 million. Most of rock salt. | 
of the aid was supplied by Saudi Arabia, In terms of future mineral development, 
Kuwait, and other Arab states and develop» BRGM was completing work on an 18 
ment funds. Nearly $20 million was sup- month mineral survey of much of the coun- 
plied by the United States. Yemen’s exports try. Fifteen mineral occurrences had been 
rose slightly in 1981, but remained below located by the organization including an 
$20 million. Imports, on the other hand, ancient silver mine at Majma, west of Ma- 
rose about 6% to 1.8 billion, creating atrade rib, that contained lead and zinc as well. A 

deficit of $1.77 billion. Remittances, foreign new contract was signed between BRGM 
aid, and a small amount of capital inflows and Yominco to focus new exploration ef- 
combined to reduce the overall balance of forts in areas with known mineral poten- 
payments deficit to $150 million in 1981. ‘tial. The contract had an estimated value of 

In the minerals sector, Yemen registered $716,000. Yominco was also allocated money 
production of only three commodities—rock to develop a copper mining industry at 
salt, gypsum, and cement. Production ca- Jamoura. The copper-cobalt-nickel deposit
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had been examined by a team of Romanian _ supplied by Kuwait. Late in 1981, the Islam- 

geologists in 1977. | | ic Development Bank supplied Yemen with 

Petroleum exploration efforts continued a $10 million loan to purchase petroleum 

in Yemen, despite the lack of a commercial products from Iraq. The new supply agree- 

discovery to date. Shell Oil conducted geo- ment was to take effect at the beginning of 
physical exploration operations on a 10,000- 1982. Meanwhile, Yominco was planning to 
square-kilometer coastal concession on the construct two pipelines to transport refined 
Tihana coastal plain. Shell’s exploration products around the country. The first was 
contract expired in 1981, and the data was 4 27 0-kilometer, 10-inch line to run from the 

given to Yominco to evaluate. The World Port of Salif, to Mabar, and then north to 
Bank subsequently stepped in with a $9 Sana. The other was a 105-kilometer, 8.5 

million loan to help evaluate the data and centimeter line running from Mocha to 
to promote further exploration in the area. Ta‘izz. Both lines were still in the basic 
Yominco was preparing to invite bids from design stage. Omnium Technique des Trans- 

foreign oil companies to renew exploration Pore of rane was congue. feasibility 
at Tihana. studies for ines, of which were 

The other major development in the pe- ©°St $150 million. oo 

troleum sector was the signing of a new ~WPhysical ecientist Division of Foreign Data co 

exploration agreement between Yominco — axconomist Newspaper Ltd. (London). Exploiting Afgha- 
and Yemen Hunt Oil Co., a subsidiary ofthe _ nistan. Feb. 4, 1982, p. 4. , : 

Dallas-based Hunt Oil Co., of the United Aighanision aighanis yee ae ate one ovate ot 
States. The agreement covered an area of Af00.00=US$1.00. | oo ee 

12,600 square kilometers in the Marib and _,,, "95s, G: The Mineral Potential! of teen atornal 
Al-Jawf area of east-central Yemen. Hunt Memorandum No. 22, April 1980, p. 4. 

Oil was to spend at least $4.2 million in the ayreen ae eereaee, cit, Pe ave been converted from 

first 2 years of the 6-year agreement. The Bahraini pipers (BD) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

company was to begin its work with a Se1s- 7Where necessa ry, values have been. converted from 

mic survey, followed by exploratory drill- Jordanian dinars (JD) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

ing, if warranted. The Marib-Al-Jawf area “spi cohorus and Potassium. No. 118, March-April 1982, 
was considered a promising area by both p.15. a 
the Government and Hunt Oil, owing tothe ®Arab Mining Journal, Amman, Jordan. V. 1, No. 4, July 

geologic character of the region, which con mec pee. alues have bee rted f 
> = : ere necessary, values nave n conve rom 

tained salt domes and formations that cor- Lebanese perao., (LL) to US. dollars at the rate of 

respond with oil-producing zones in other 11Where necessary, values have been converted from 
areas of the Middle East. Riyals Ome RO to U.S. dollars at the rate of | 

With no crude oil or refining capacity, the 12Where necessary, values have been converted from 

Yemen Arab Republic was forced to import Yemeni cfinare (SY) to U.S. dollars at’ the rate of 

all of its domestic requirements of petrole- 13Platt’s Oil Gram News. Apr.5, 1982. 

um products. Yemen imported about 6.4 *Al-Siyasah, Kuwait. Sept. 8, 1981, pp. 1, 13. (In Arabic). : 

million barrels of petroleum products and Qatar! rivals (Qi US. dollars Mat the rate of 
another 12,000 tons of LPG in 1981. All QR3.64—US$1.00. 

gasoline and petroleum gas was supplied by gy ilvhere nope values, have, been converted roe, 
Saudi Arabia under an agreement signed in 188.925 —US61.00. slues have bee ted fro 

1980, and all other refined products, includ- Yemeni Ti als (YRIs) ‘to US. ‘dollars at "the rate of 

ing jet fuel, diesel oil, and fuel oil, were YRis4.56—US$1.00.
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Table 12.—Yemen Arab Republic: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

| Commodit: 1979 1980 “United swe | mmo’ | United Other (principal) —_— 
eee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys, semi- 
manufactures _________ -- 29 _— All to Saudi Arabia. 

Iron and steel, semimanufactures 
value, thousands_ _ $27 $944 -- China $842; People’s Democratic 

Republic of Yemen $16; Italy $4. 
NONMETALS 

Cement________________do____ $1,140 -_- 
Clay products: Refractory including 

nonclay brick. ._________do____ -- $59 -- People’s Democratic Republic of 
Yemen $58; Saudi Arabia $1. Gypsum and plasters ____________ _- 1 _— All to Saudi Arabia. Lime _-_________.____ _- 24 NA NA. 

Saltandbrines_________ 210 22 -~ Saudi Arabia 18; People’s Democratic 
Republic of Yemen 4. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, worked 

value, thousands_ _ $9 _- 
Gravel and crushed rock ________ a 10 -.. All to Saudi Arabia. Sulfur: Sulfuric acid_____________ -- 37 _- All to West Germany. Other: Crude ____ value, thousands_ _ $6 _- 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS — . 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline _____________do____ -- $17 _- All to Saudi Arabia. Lubricants____§________do____ $6 $10 _.  Alltoltaly. Liquefied petroleum gas ___do____ —_ $4 -- All to People’s Democratic Republic 
of Yemen. 

ss 
NA Not available. 

Table 13.—Yemen Arab Republic: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a a, 
Commodit 1979 1980 : 

mmnoeny United Other (principal) _ --.-rOrOwOOerwrWOlOWWmmmRR eee 

METALS 
Aluminum metal including alloys: 
Scrap_____________ 45 172 -— Hong Kong 158; Saudi Arabia 14. Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ $4,126 $3,660 $51 Greece $1,441; Italy $587; Hong Kong 

Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides ____ _- 1 __ All from Spain. Copper: 
Matte and speiss — ——— — — — _— __ __ 11 — 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 

factures _____ value, thousands__ $31 $282 $70 Netherlands $70; United Kingdom 
$56; Japan $24. Iron and steel: 

Scrap_-_______________ ee 637 2,160 _- France 2,138; Saudi Arabia 22. Pig iron including cast iron 
value, thousands_ _ $364 $6,509 -- Ching $2,476; Japan $2,394; U.S.S.R. 

Ferroslloys ~----~-~___do____ $6 $38 -- Singapore $9; Cuba $5; India $5. Powder, shot, sponge iron________ _. 2,096 -- United Kingdom 2,070; Hong Kong 
; India 8. Steel, primary forms___________ (7) 1,244 ~- Italy 1,209; United Kingdom 16; 

Saudi Arabia 10. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 
value, thousands_ _ $12,718 $37,680 __ Republic of Korea $15,018; China 

q ,203; Italy $2,068. 
Universals, plates, sheets 

do____ $23,310 $16,597 __ Ja $8,341; Republic of Korea 
$7136: China $909. Rails and accessories___do____ $22 $59 $8 Italy $34; Saudi Arabia $13; India $3. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 13.—Yemen Arab Republic: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued | | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

. Sources, 1980 

Commodity 1979 1980 : _ 
United Other (principal) 
at . 

METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued 
Semimanufactures —Continued 

Wire_____ value, thousands. _ $1,195 $1,218 _- United eingdom $434; ; China $261; 
y . 

Tubes, pipes, fittings __ _do____ $17,983 $48,118 $15,356 Fran ce ett West Germany $3,903; 
n »T75. 

Castings and forgings, rough 
“Go. --- $1,050 $3,509 _- Poland $1,136; India $622; West 

Germany $459. 
Lead metal including alloys: . 
Scrap_____~ ~~ __ 3 2 — All from Saudi Arabia. 
Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _— _— $23 _- Do. 
Magnesium metal including alloys, 
semimanufactures________do____ — $47 _- Mainly from West Germany. 

Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks. — _- 29 -- Mainly from China. 
Nickel metal including alloys: 
Scrap_.__________-_-___~- 95 _- 
Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ — $10 $51 _- West Germany $44; Saudi Arabia $6. 
Tin metal including alloys, 

semimanufactures_ _______do____ __ $295 _-. Netherlands $223; Iraq $30; West 
Zine: Germany $20. 
inc: 
Oxides and hydroxides ________~_ __ 573 — Netherlands 389; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys: 
Scrap ___.______-_---- -- 90 _- 
Semimanufactures 

value, thousands_ _ _. $1,787 —_ Japan $338; Saudi Arabia $48; United 
| Kingdom $36. 

Other: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth 

- metals. _-_-_ ~~ (?) 8 -- Mainly from West Germany. 
Base metals including alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures _ _- 8 _- All from Saudi Arabia. 

NONMETALS . 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: Grinding and polishing 
. wheels and stones 

value, thousands_ _ $97 $171 — West Germany $54; Saudi Arabia 
$43; Denmark $30. 

Boron materials: Oxide and acid_ _ _ _ __ 415 7 -— Mainly from West Germany. 
Cement_______-— value, thousands. — $42,705 $58,752 $440 Greece. $27 ,454; Japan $3,687; China 

Chalk. _________-________- __ 50 _. All from India. 
Clays and clay products: 

rude____ NA 418 NA — Cyprus 150; Saudi Arabia 41; India 5. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory 
| value, thousands_ _ $12 $311 — india $85; Italy $53; West Germany 

Refractory including nonclay 
brick _..~________do___ $2,773 $5,282 $1 Italy $1,856; United Kingdom $1,001; 

est Germany $423. 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung 

do. ___ -- $3 _~-— All from Hong Kong. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — _- 22 _- Saudi Arabia 21; France 1. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude_____—-— value, thousands__ _- $634 _- Netherlands $495; United Kingdom 
$91; Saudi Arabia $31. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous __—___— do. ___ $6,348 $1,613 -- _ Saudi Arabia $777; Japan $676; West 

Germany $136. 
Phosphatic _ __.___-do___ $547 $31 -- All from Saudi Arabia. 
Potassic___________--_-- 9 22 -- Saudi Arabia 15; West Germany 7. 
Other including mixed 

value, thousands. _ — $89 — Italy $51; Saudi Arabia $38. 
Ammonia _____~----------- -- 12 -- United Kingdom 8; India 3; Nether- 

Graphite, natural ______________ -— 3 __ All from Saudi Arabia. 
Gypsum and plasters ___________- -- 179 -- France 153; Denmark 18; United 

Kingdom 3. 
Lime ____.__._~_ value, thousands_ _ -— $1,462 _- Fe oe | > China $367; Romania 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, processed -- 4 _-. West Germany 3; United Kingdom 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 13.—Yemen Arab Republic: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
. - . _ Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y ~ ‘United Other (principal) 

ET 

NONMETALS —Continued oo 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: ° 7 

Caustic potash __________---- —- 4 _. All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Caustic soda___§__§~___--~--- — 478 7 | - 

Stone, sand and gravel: Ds oe . 
Dimension stone: , oo re 

Crude and partly worked . . 5 . 
value, thousands_ _ —_ $288 __ Italy $147; Greece $62; West 
7 oe Germany $26. 

Worked __________-do___~- $754 $1,108 —_ Italy $597; France $129; China $30. 

Gravel and crushed rock _ — —do-_ — ~_— _- $412 $15 Romania $168; China $125; Italy $59. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing — _ — — — _- 14 _. Saudi Arabia?; United Arab. 
- Emirates 7. 

Sulfur: . oe 
Elemental, refined. __-_-~--~-~- _- 538 - __ Netherlands 43; United Kingdom 7. 

Sulfuric acid____ ____-_._-_------ 3,030 207 __ . Netherlands 164; United Kingdom. 
~~ 19; West Germany 17. 

Other: mos ~ SO 

Crude____________-_~---~-~- 1,052 592 _- Italy 302; United Kingdom 80; Greece 

Halogens other than chlorine ~ —_—-~— -- 3 __ Allfrom United Kingdom. ___.. 

Buildi § materials of asphalt, asbestos om 

and fiber cements, unfired . . 

nonmetals___ value, thousands — $2,203 $468 _- United Kingdom $182; Greece $112;. 
— China $84. Po - 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS : 7 

Carbon black ___.____..—-do___~ $219 $42 _- Saudi Arabia $25; Belgium- 
. . Luxembourg $9; China $5. 

Petroleum: Ss a Bs a 
Crude and partly refined _ _ _do__—_ _- $8 _- Netherlands $6; Saudi Arabia $1. _ 

Refinery products: ee 

Gasoline _______.~-do____ $7,405 $34,633 $13 Saudi Arabia $27,688; Kuwait $5,354. 

Kerosine and jet fuel _ _ _do_ — __ $4,314 $16,035 __ Saudi Arabia $8,657; Kuwait $3,000; 
West Germany $2,550... ~~ 

Distillate fuel oil ___—__do___ — - $8,696 $50,091 __. ~ Saudi Arabia $30,595; West Germany 
$10,295; Kuwait $8,031. 

Residual fuel oi] ___ __ _do_ ___ $445 $3,230 __ . Saudi Arabia $2,703; Kuwait $355; 
West Germany $133. 

Lubricants ______—_-—do__—_ $8,043 $15,353 $55 United Kingdom $6,242; Saudi Ara- 
. . ‘ bia $3,737; Netherlands $1,302. 

Liquefied petroleum gas a 
do____ . - $1,759 $2,585 $1 Saudi Arabia $1,768; People’s Demo- 

- _ cratic Republic of Yemen $658. 
Bituminous mixtures_ _ —do_ _ ~~ $4,806 $11,588 _. Saudi Arabia $5,171; United Arab 

Emirates $3,890; Japan $1,065. 

NA Not available. . 

1Unreported quantity valued at $5,472,000. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $29,000. 

I
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, ECUADOR 

During 1981, Ecuador’s gross domestic and petroleum products accounted for about 
product (GDP) increased by a reported 4.8% 68% of Ecuador’s 1981 merchandise ex- 
in real terms, a slight improvement over ports, up from 68% in 1980. The petroleum 
that of 1980. In current prices, the GDP in industry contributed approximately 10% to 
1981 was estimated at $13.7 billion.2 The the GDP, a substantial decrease from the 
inflation rate increased to 15.6% according 16.7% in 1980. 
to official figures, above that of 1980. _ After recording a negative growth rate in 

Ecuador’s production of petroleum in- 1980 of 5%, the petroleum and mining 
creased 3% in 1981 compared with that of sector increased an estimated 1% in 1981, 
1980. The consortium of Corporacién Estat- owing, in large part, to increased petroleum 
al Petrolera Ecuatoriana (CEPE), the state production. The total production of nonfuel 
oil company, and Texaco, Inc., produced minerals in Ecuador was estimated to have 
almost 98% of the total from their Putu- declined in 1981, and this sector continued | 
mayo Basin operations in Oriente, the east- to be of negligible importance to the econo- : 
ern jungle region. In sharp contrast, output my. Mineral industry developments con- | 
from the Santa Elena Peninsula Fields, tinued to be constricted, in part because 
where oil was first produced commercially Ecuador has not been adequately explored 
in 1921, continued to decline, producing but, more importantly, because the existing 
only 510,000 barrels, a decrease of almost mining law, Ley de Fomento Minero, was 

8% compared with that of 1980. considered by private sector Ecuadorean 
The volume of crude petroleum exports and foreign investors as offering insuffi- 

increased from 38 million barrels in 1980 to cient incentives and guarantees. An early 
45.7 million barrels in 1981. Although crude approval by Congress of the proposed min- 
petroleum export revenues increased to ing law, under consideration for several 
$1.56 billion in 1981 from $1.39 billion in years before being submitted in 1980 to the 

1980, the average-per-barrel price declined Office of the President, was not expected by 
to approximately $34.10 in 1981 from about the mining sector. | 
$36.70 in 1980. Exports of crude petroleum 
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Geological and mineral reconnaissance was Ecuador’s fourth operating refinery, 
work by various organizations and private located in Lago Agrio, Napo Province. Texa- 
agencies in collaboration with the Direccién co, Inc., in its capacity as operator of the 
General de Geologia y Minas (DGGM) con- CEPE-Texaco consortium, operated the 
tinued on a relatively modest scale. Devel- 1,000-barrel-per-day refinery; one-half of 

opment work by the DGGM continued at the output was used internally by the con- 
the Chaucha porphyry copper deposit, Loja sortium. | 
Province, discovered a decade ago under a Reportedly, the CEPE-Texaco consortium 
United Nations development program. The budgeted $133.3 million for their petroleum 
Chaucha represents a major potential exploration activities in 1981, more than 

| source of copper in Ecuador, with estimated treble the $42.3 million spent in 1980. Off- 
reserves of 72 million tons of ore averaging shore exploration drilling for oil began in 
0.7% copper and 0.02% to 0.04% molybde- December in the southern part of the Gulf 
num reported. of Guayaquil, where natural gas reserves, 
CEPE was proceeding with its ambitious possibly as much as 670 million cubic feet, 

program to increase, by 1988, Ecuador’s have been known to exist for many years. 
petroleum refining capacity from 96,600 However, development of the fields has 
barrels per day to 210,000 barrels per day, been hindered owing to disagreements be- 
the current level of crude petroleum pro- tween the Government and foreign con- 
duction. Reportedly, the increase is to sup-__ signees. | 
ply the rapidly expanding demand for gaso- The quasi-Government Compania Ecua- 
line, diesel fuel, and kerosine but could doriana de Siderargica S.A. (ECUASIDER) 

result in the availability for export of an was planning the construction of a 400,000- 
estimated 50,000 barrels per day of No. 6 ton direct-reduction steel mill near Puerto 
fuel oil. Bolivar, El Oro Province. The mill would 

The principal refinery, owned by CEPE use natural gas from wells in the Gulf of 
and located at Esmeraldas, Esmeraldas Guayaquil. 
Province, was to be increased from its The long-awaited international call for 
current 55,600 barrels per day capacity tenders for the development of the San 
through revamping, first to 70,000 barrels Bartolomé silver and zinc mine, located in 
per day by 1983 and then to 90,000 barrels Azuay Province, was announced in June. 
per day in 1987. CEPE was planning to However, the bidding contest was declared 
construct a new 75,000-barrel-per-day refin- null and void in October. 
ery in Atahualpa, Guayas Province, sched- Empresa Industrias Guapan S.A.’s new 

uled for completion in 1983 or 1984. The  1,100-ton-per-day expansion of the Guapan 
designs for the expansion of the Esmeraldas cement plant in Azogues went into produc- 
refinery and the construction of the Ata-_ tion late in the year. A plan to double the 
hualpa refinery were being done by UOP, capacity of Cemento Selvalegre’s new 
Inc., of the United States. The two refin- 345,000-ton-per-year plant near Otavalo was 
eries located on the Santa Elena Peninsula, being considered at yearend following a 
Guayas Province—the 32,000-barrel-per-day feasibility study. La Cemento Nacional 
Anglo facility owned by Clyde Latino Amer- started a new production line at its Blanco 
ica, S.A. and CEPE, and the Petréleos Gulf plant, adding an additional 1,500 tons per 

del Ecuador 8,000-barrel-per-day facility day to its capacity. The Government in- 
owned by private sector Ecuadoreans—were creased the price of cement 50% in midyear 
to be expanded to a combined capacity of to stimulate production to help alleviate 
44,000 barrels per day by 1988. periodic shortages. 

Not involved in current expansion plans 

Table 1.—Other Areas of South America: Production of mineral commodities! 

Area, commodity, unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980" 1981° 

ECUADOR? 

Cadmium, mine output, metal content 
kilograms_ _ 476 417 ©480 ©480 400 

Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons_ — 623 834 1,099 1,389 1,450 
Clays: Kaolin. ____§_-_-__-_________do____ 4,586 3,564 £4,000 4,000 4,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other Areas of South America: Production of mineral commodities? 
—Continued | 

ee 
Area, commodity, unit of measure 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

A etc 

ECUADOR? —Continued 

Copper, mine output, metal content | 
metric tons_ _ 1,000 800 1,200 1,200 1,200 

Gas, natural: . 
Gross________..__ million cubic feet__ 12,290 12,429 13,387 15,000 16,000 
Marketable_________________do____ 1,490 ©1500 “1,600. 1,600 1,700 

Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces_ _ 8,124 2,734 3,215 3,537 3,700 
Gypsum (for cement) _______-_~_ metric tons__ 41,491 34,209 ©35,000 35,000 35,000 
Lead concentrates, metal content______do____ 220 220 ©220 220 200 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 106 719 NA NA NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas _______ __do____ 36 721 815 800 820 

Total __.________________do____ 142 800 NA NA NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude ____________________do____ 67,002 77,710 78,169 74,714 76,797 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline ___________.._._do____ 6,144 7,293 8,119 9,000 +7802 
Jet fuel_ $$ _-___________do____ 587 985 1,107 1,200 77,118 
Kerosine ____ ._______.. _do____ 2,381 2,716 2,498 2,500 32.205 
Distillate fuel oil _._._._.______do____ 3,234 4,518 5,095 5,600 75,046 
Residual fuel oi] ___________do____ 6,602 13,018 18,775 14,500 314614 
Lubricants___________._._do___~_ 194 234 267 300 2300 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _ _ _ _do__ _ _ 192 200 225 250 2733 
Unspecified ___________do____ 340 317 367 400 3447 

Refinery fuel and losses ________do____ 721 1,016 554 1,000 3346 

Total_____________do____ 20,345 30,297 32,007 34,750 332,581 
Silica, ~5_-__..__________ metric tons__ 10,800 17,011 ©13,130 13,200 13,200 
Silver, mine output, metal content _ troy ounces_ _ 57,108 28,617 “44,000 45,000 44.000 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Limestone (for cement manufacture) 
thousand metric tons__ 1,061 1,410 ©1300 1,300 1,250 

Marble_______________~ metric tons__ 2,544 2,789 €2,700 2,800 2,800 

Sulfur: Fe 
Native___§.§_§_______.________do____ 4,688 4,500 ©4,500 4,500 4,400 
Byproduct: 

From petroleum®___________do____ 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
From natural gas® __________do____ 3,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Total _._____________do____ 12,688 ©14,500 ©14,500 14,500 14,400 
Zinc, mine output, metal content ______do____ 1,997 1,340 1,600 1,600 1,600 

FRENCH GUIANA 

Gold, mine output, metal content __ troy ounces__ 4,823 &5,000 5,000 4,000 4,000 
Stone, sand and gravel _______~_ metric tons__ 329,320 325,000 €337,000 330,000 320,000 

GUYANA? 

Aluminum: e 
Bauxite, dry equivalent, gross weight 

thousand metric tons__ 2,731 2,425 2,312 1,800 1,700 
Alumina__—______~______~____do____ 271 250 200 220 210 

Diamond:* 
Gem®____________-_-_ thousand carats__ 7 7 6 4 4 
Industrial® _-.-§__§_§_§___________do____ 10 10 10 6 6 

Total __________________do____ 17 17 16 10 310 
Gold, mine output, metal content_ _ troy ounces_ _ 11,899 715,404 10,593 11,003 319,262 

PARAGUAY 

Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 200 166 155 177 190 
ays: 
Kaolin ~----~-—--_~___~_ metric tons. _ €22,000 35,380 40,000 50,000 55,000 
Other _____. ~~ thousand metric tons_ _ 1,320 1,518 1,870 2,200 2,500 

Gypsum _______________-_~_ metric tons__ 14,000 9,000 11,000 12,000 14,000 
Lime _______________________do____ 53,300 38,554 33,000 55,000 60,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline____ — thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 648 805 662 906 800 
Jet fuel ___..-_-._-___________do____ 69 75 94 101 100 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other Areas of South America: Production of mineral commodities' 
—Continued 

Area, commodity, unit of measure . 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 

PARAGUAY —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products —Continued a. 

Kerosine_ __ __ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 145 151 132 120 110 
- Distillate fuel oil. .._._-________do___~_ 1,390 1,710 1,705 1,931 1,800 

_. Residual fuel oil _. .._________-do____ 333 . 371 384 371 . 370 
_ Liquefied petroleum gas _______—_do____ 45 ee) 58 52 ; 50 

- Refinery fuel and losses_______.——do___~_ 358 467 731 800 150 

Total _. -~______________do____ 2,988 3,625 3,766 ‘4,281 3,980 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Ocher _ metric tons_ — 120 150 200 200 200 
Sand including glass sand 
P thousand metric tons_ — 1,401 1,900 2,300 2,600 2,700 
tone: 
Dimension _____________-_--=do___~ 144 197 224 258 260 
Crushed and broken: 

Limestone (for cement and lime)_ — do_ ~~ — 415 - 370 300 350 390 
Other_______________-_-do____ 3,500 5,140 5,450 6,400 6,600 

Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite __-_~- metric tons__ 130 160 210 250 260 

~ SURINAME a 

Aluminum: . 
Bauxite, gross weight 

thousand metric. tons__— 4,805 5,188 5,010 4,646 3,800 
Alumina_________.-____-.--do___~_ 1,172 1,310 1,325 1,316 1,200 
Metal, primary® _________...~-do____ 58 55 64 46 35 

Cement, hydraulic. ____________--do___~_ 48 60 62 69 65 
ays: - 
Common____________—~~ metric tons__ 116,000 ©115,000 ©115,000 115,000 110,000 
Kaolin® ___ ~5 -_-/ /§- » edo 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 

Gold, mine output, metal content __ troy ounces_ — T386 289 300 350 3823 
Sand and gravel: , 

Sand, common ____ thousand metric tons_~— NA 160 150 155 150 
Grave] ________.._.__~~ metric tons__ 94,500 75,000 67,500 75,000 70,000 

Stone, crushed and broken 
thousand metric tons_— 75 40 50 72 NA 

URUGUAY . 

Aluminum, secondary ___-_~—-—-—-~— metric tons_— 52 45 69 35 30 
Barite _____________.______--do___- 50 33. 25 35 30 
Cement, hydraulic____ thousand metric tons__ 682 674 687 685 690 
Clays, type not specified ____-—_~_ metric tons__ 336,009 338,890 340,000 NA NA 
Coke, gashouse ______________-~-do____ ©11,685 ©11,685 “11,685 12,000 ‘NA 
Corundum _____________-__~~_do____ 421 223 ©227 225 220 
Feldspar_—...________-_------do___~_ 1,625 2,572 2,700 2,600 2,500 
Fluorspar ________--_..---_---do___~ 15 118 °T7 85 80 
Gas, manufactured ___-_-_- million cubic feet__ °750 ©750 ©750 760 750 
Gem stones, semiprecious: 

Agate __________..~~~metric tons_ _ 802 184 £200 190 180 
Amethyst ___.....__.___.~-~-do___~_ €2 32 °33 30 30 

Iron and steel: . 
Ferroalloys: Electric-furnace ferrosilicon . 

do____ 105 Po —_ ‘NA NA 
Steel, crude_________________do___-— 17,200 8,700 17,000 14,000 10,000 
Semimanufactures _____.__._._do___~_ 47,265 43,898 93,449 71,759 80,000 

Lime ______.__..._. thousand metric tons_ _ 70 85 81 20 50 

Petroleum refinery products: OS 
_ Gasoline____~— thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 1,940 2,211 2,136 1,953 31,768 
Jet fuel _.-.-.-_-_-_______...___do___~_ 269 219 312 234 3210 
Kerosine_ __._________-__---~-do___~ 1,199 1,243 1,119 1,032 3861 
Distillate fuel oil. __._._____._---do___~- 3,355 3,812 3,413 3,510 33,514 
Residual fuel oil _._ ____._____~-do___~ 5,170 4,993 5,137 5,780 35,387 
Lubricants ___________._.---do____ 37 39 49 45 346 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas_ __— . _ _do____ 397 431 417 447 3396 
Unspecified ______._.._.--do___~_ 287 335 397 349 $221 

Refinery fuel and losses_________—do____ 228 235 (°) 43 3100 

Total __.___________~-do___~_ 12,882 13,518 12,980 13,393 12,503 
Sand and gravel: 

Sand: 
Common ____-_ thousand metric tons__ 1,885 2,077 ©2200 2,300 2,000 
Glass __.__________~—~— metric tons__— 2,210 1,698 ©1,700 1,750 1,500 

Grave] ________ — thousand metric tons__ “865 341 ©400 450 350 
Stone: 

Dimension _________________do___~ 13 87 &g0 85 80 
Crushed and broken: 

Alum schist _________—~_ metric tons__ 2,483 11,392 “10,000 10,500 11,000 
Dolomite... thousand metric tons__ 95 110 “120 130 100 
Limestone _______________do____ 1,192 1,190 ©1,100 1,200 1,250 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other Areas of South America: Production of mineral commodities! | 
| | | | _ =—Continued / | | 

Area, commodity, unit of measure "1977 1978 1979 1980 1981° 

| _ URUGUAY —Continued. - i oo 

Stone —Continued 
Crushed and broken —Continued | - | , . 

Marble ______ thousand metric tons._ 4 5 et) 5 A 
Marl ______________ metric tons__ 900 11,553 —--°10,000 10,500 - 11,000 
Quartz ___________=_____do____ 200 (7) 7% (7) NA 

. -Other including ballast OS 
thousand metric tons___. 1,758 1,488 1,500 =. 1,500 1,400 

Sulfur, elemental, byproduct® __ __ metric tons_ — 2,200 2,200 €2,200 2,200 2,000 
Talc, soapstone, pyrophyllite _.._____do___-— 1,659 1,724 ©1800 1,800 — 1,700 

€Rstimated. Preliminary. Revised. NANotavailable. — 
1Includes data available through Aug. 27,1982. . a, . 
2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common clays, sand and gravel, and 

stone) undoubtedly were also produced, but output was not reported, and available information was inadequate to make 
reliable estimates of output levels. . | 

3Reported figure. . | 
“Gem and industrial diamond production was estimated based upon reported total production. a 
5Data represent exports. —- 
®Refinery fuel apparently included with products for sale, mainly residual fuel oil and liquefied petroleum gas. _ 
7Less than 1/2 unit. 

FRENCH GUIANA | 

The mineral industry in French Guiana role in the Nation’s economy, although 
continued to be limited to the production of resources of bauxite, cinnabar, copper, low- ! 
small quantities of construction materials— grade iron ore, manganese, molybdenum, 
clays, crushed stone, and sand and gravel— nickel, and tantalite are known. _ 

used for domestic consumption and a minor No significant developments concerning 
amount of placer gold. : the mineral industry of French Guiana 

The minerals sector has not had a large during 1981 were reported. BS 

a | . GUYANA 

The Guyanese economy continued to de- Canadian firm Hiram Walker Resources 
cline, registering a real growth of minus Ltd., began drilling the first of a two-well 
0.5% in 1981..Although Guyana’s economy _ wildcat drilling program in November on a 
is basically agrarian, depending mainly on 17,085-square-kilometer concession in the 
sugar and rice, the production of bauxite Takutu Basin. The well, the first to be 

and its processing into alumina accounted drilled in the basin, is about 320 kilometers 
for about one-fifth of the GDP, estimated at south of Georgetown near the border with 
$547 million,’ and about 40% of total annu- Brazil. Home has a 72% interest in the 
al export earnings. However, total bauxite concession; and Ranger Oil Ltd., of Canada, 
and alumina production not only fell almost and Canadian and Oriental Oil Ltd. of Hong 
30% below the 1981 target of 2.3 million Kong, each own 14%. The target depth of 
tons, but the 1.9 million tons produced was _ the well was 2,440 meters. 
also below the 1980 production of 2.0 million During the year, the Government an- 
tons. nounced its intention to establish a national 

‘The shortfall in output was due to several petroleum company to oversee exploration 
factors, including continued industrial dis- efforts. 

putes, weather difficulties, shortages of Duncan Gold Resources Ltd. began ex- 
properly functioning equipment and spare ploratory drilling on its property at Omai in 
parts, and technological deficiencies. north-central Guyana. The Anaconda Cop- 
Home Oil Co. Ltd., a subsidiary of the per Co. had explored and developed the
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property previously in the late 1940’s. The production occurred in 1923 when 214,474 
gold at Omai is associated with small quartz carats was recovered, but annual produc- 
stringers in granite and has been exploited tion has been declining almost steadily 
sporadically on a small scale. since. The diamonds, occurring in alluvial 

Almost all of the gold produced in Guy- deposits within the Pakaraima Mountains 
ana has been mined from alluvial or eluvial in western Guyana, are recovered by hand 
material, although there have been a few __ or by suction dredging. 
small underground operations, with work- A comprehensive feasibility study was 
ing depths rarely exceeding 38 meters. planned by the Bauxite Industry Develop- 

Reported gold production in 1981 increas- ment Co. to determine whether the kaolin 
~. ed to almost 20,000 troy ounces, 75% over occurring below the bauxite deposits could 

that reported in 1980. _ be mined economically. The study, focusing 
The small quantity of natural diamonds on the Topira bauxite mine, located near 

produced, reported to be 9,500 carats, was Ituni at the center of the 1,550-square- 
about the same as that of 1980. An esti- kilometer bauxite mining belt, was to be 
mated 40% was of gem quality. Alluvial done by a consulting firm with technical 

: diamonds were first discovered in Guyana assistance provided by the Inter-American | 
in 1887, and total production since then has Development Bank. 
been in excess of 3 million carats. Peak 

PARAGUAY | 

After decades of stagnation, Paraguay to the project, to be between $15 and $18 
continued in 1981 to maintain an economic _ billion, owing, in part, to the burden of high 
growth rate that is unrivaled by any other interest rates that prevailed in world finan- 
Latin American economy. The factors re- cial markets. Thus, the estimated cost, 
sponsible for this unusual growth remain approximately 29 mils per kilowatt-hour, of 
primarily the expansion of exportable sur- the electrical power to be generated by 
plus in the agricultural sector and the  Itaipd continued to rise, although still pro- 
construction of large binational hydroelec- jected to be only about one-third of the cost 
tric power projects on the Parand River of thermopower, approximately 96 mils per 
along the eastern frontier bordering Argen- _kilowatt-hour, generated in Brazil. 
tina and Brazil. _ The plant will have an installed capacity 

Paraguay’s real GDP in 1981 was esti- of 14,000 megawatts, generating 80,000 
mated to have increased 8.5% above that of gigawatt-hours of electricity per year. 
1980 to an estimated $5.5 billion at current According to the terms of the treaty with 
prices.‘ Inflation decreased, owing to stable Brazil, any power that Paraguay does not 
oil prices in 1981, to an annual rate of 15% buy from ItaipG Binacional, the binational 
from the 22% annual rate in 1980. The entity that will operate the Itaipi plant 
prospects for continued good growth in 1982 through joint ownership, must be sold to 
appeared favorable. Brazil. Paraguay cannot sell any to a third 

The construction of the Itaipa@ hydroelec- country, and Brazil must buy all the power 
tric powerplant, located on the Parana Ri- that is available for sale, including that 
ver approximately 8 miles upriver from the _ portion of the share that Paraguay does not 
international bridge connecting Ciudad consume. Paraguay was expected to export, 
Presidente Stroessner with Foz de Iquaza, at least initially, almost all of its 50% share 
continued on schedule with about 80% of of the electricity generated at Itaipt, since 
the civil works having been completed by the development of energy-intensive indus- 
yearend. The first electrical generation was tries in Paraguay have not yet been con- 
expected to begin in mid-1983. structed. Once completed, the energy pro- 
When the Itaipi Treaty was signed in vided by Itaipa will be equivalent to almost 

1973 with Brazil, the official estimated cost 500,000 barrels of fuel oil per day. 
of the project was $2 billion. As construction The construction of the Yacyreta hydro- 
of the dam progressed, the official estimated electric plant, a binational project with 
cost continued to increase at arapid rate.In Argentina located about 80 kilometers 
midyear, the latest official estimate of the down the Parana River from the towns of 
cost was given as $12.7 billion. However, by Encarnacion and Posadas, was 3 years be- 
the time the project is completed in 1988, hind schedule by yearend. Its first power 
the final cost is estimated, by sources close was expected to be generated in 1988, in lieu
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of 1985 as originally planned. Besides pro- storage capacity at the refinery was award- | 
viding hydroelectric energy, this project ed to Consorcio de Ingenieria Electromeca- 
will improve navigation on the Parana Ri- nica, S.A., a private sector Paraguayan 
ver by flooding the Apipé rapids, provide enterprise. The contract had not been sign- 
both Paraguay and Argentina with irriga- ed by yearend. | 
tion facilities, promote the fishery industry ‘The state-owned Industria Nacional del 
of the region, and increase tourism. Cemento was authorized by the Govern- 

The plant will have an installed capacity ment, based on feasibility studies com- 
of 4,000 megawatts, generating 26,000 pleted in 1980, to increase the capacity of its 
gigawatt-hours per year. The estimated cost only operating cement plant at Puerto Val- 
of the project was $10 billion. lemi from 200,000 to 400,000 tons per year 

The Yacyreta Treaty stipulates that the to meet the increasing demand of the con- 
energy produced will be shared equally struction industry. A contract was awarded 
between Paraguay and Argentina, with 19 a French group, led by Bureau Central 
preferential rights given to each on the pour Leg Equipments Outre-Mer, for the 
Doe ten cae erica energy not used construction of Paraguay’s second cement 

Argentina must buy all of the power that is eee ° scheduled ee completed 
available for sale, including that portion of north of Asuncion. Production was to be 
the share that Paraguay does not consume. 9,000 tons of cement per year. 

. The | feasibility study of the Corpus bina- Aceros del Paraguay, S.A. (ACEPAR), 
bona! Ty dled te be ein in wenting continued its construction of Paraquay’s 

1982. This project, similar to Itaipa al- ‘St Steel mill during 1981 at Villa Hayes, 
though smaller, was to be located on the 20 kilometers north of As Uncen, on the 
P , Ds ? , . . Paraguay River. The facility, consisting of 
arana River at Itacuad, 8 miles upriver basi blast f 

from the towns of Encarnaci6n and Posa- sch, duled t.. oroduce 100 000 ons of , heel 
das. The planned installed capacity was scnedu ile e uce - fe . vons © stee 
4,000 megawatts, the same as that of Yacy- hich ts, 1 ets, doth reinforcing rods, wire, 
reté. However, the estimated cost for con- “6 t angies, an other construction materi- 
struction is only one-half, $5 billion, of that als beginning in 1983. ACEPAR is a joint 
of Yacyreté owing to the more favorable Venture comprised of Sidertrgia Para- 
condition of the damsite. guaya, a Paraguayan Government enter- 

The Corpus project is almost a comple- Prise administered by the Ministry of De- 

ment of the Yacyreté project, and its con- fense, 60% ownership; the Brazilian consor- 
struction could depend upon Yacyreté’s um Empresa Brazilefia, F.L.M., 39%; and 
completion. According to preliminary esti- the Brazilian firm of Técnica Nacional de 
mates, Corpus could generate its first elec- Engenharia, S.A., 1%. The latter is respon- 
trical power in 1992, if construction of the sible for the construction and erection of the 

main civil works begins in 1986. facility. 
The Itati binational hydroelectric project, A mineral agreement between the Gov- 

_ also to be executed with Argentina, was still ernment and the U.S. firm UNC Teton 
in the prefeasibility stage in 1981. However, Exploration Inc., a subsidiary of UNC Re- 
as it would help optimize the generating sources Inc., was formally accepted in late 
capacity at Yacyreta by regulating water- 1981. The agreement extends exclusive 
flow, it is almost certain to be built when rights to explore and develop nonfuel min- 
Yacyreta is completed. The Itati project, to erals in the Chaco, the 24-million-hectare 
be located 210 kilometers downriver from western region, to UNC Teton. Based on 
Yacyreta, was projected to have an installed preliminary evaluations using satellite im- 
capacity of about 1,200 megawatts. The gery, oil exploration data, and onsite geo- 
construction cost was estimated at $1.5 logical observations, there is potential for 
billion. uranium, bauxite, precious metals, and 

The prefeasibility study conducted by the brine-associated minerals. _ 
World Bank on the possible expansion of The Instituto de Pesquisas Tecnolégicas, 
the Petréleos Paraguayos S.A. petroleum of Séo Paulo, Brazil, reportedly was con- 
refinery at Villa Elisa was not completed in tracted to survey all of Paraguay to identify 
1981. However, construction of additional valuable mineral deposits.
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oe ae | _ SURINAME Be 

The bauxite industry continued to be the States on July 1, the United States con- 
backbone of the Surinamese economy. tinued to receive the major part of the 
Three companies were involved in the baux- bauxite mined in Suriname during 1981. _. 

ite industry in Suriname during 1981, two Production of alumina in 1981 was esti- 
of which, the Suriname Aluminum Co. (SU- mated to have decreased about 9% from 
RALCO), a wholly owned subsidiary of the that of 1980. However, shipments to the 

Aluminum Co. of America, and Suriname United States increased to 2.2 million tons, 
N.V., Billiton Maatschappij, part of the over 315% above the 1980 level, enabling 
Royal Dutch/Shell Group, have been estab- the United States to replace Europe as the 
lished in the country for many years. The principal buyer of. Suriname’s alumina. 
third company, N.V. Grassalco, the state- About 90% of Suriname’s alumina produc- 
owned mining company, was charged with tion was exported; the remainder was 

opening up the unexploited bauxite deposits smelted at the SURALCO plant at Para- 
in the Bakhuys region of western Suriname, nam. Production of aluminum metal de- 
although the development in that region creased 24% from that of 1980 and was 
was stymied throughout the year. SURAL- equal to about one-half of 1979 production. 
CO owns and operates the country’s only Suriname’s relatively minor gold produc- 
alumina refinery and aluminum smelter, tion was mined exclusively by individual 
although plans have been under formula- prospectors, using labor-intensive methods. 

| ‘tion for several years to construct a new Although gold mining in Suriname began 
alumina plant, to be owned by Grassalco, at more than a century ago, production has 
Apoera on the Corantijn (Courantyne) Ri- been steadily declining since about 1910, 
ver. The new plant would be part of the when the. maximum production was about 
project to develop western Suriname. How- 32,000 troy ounces. The Lawa River gold 
ever, these development plans have appar- deposits, discovered in 1885, have accounted 
ently been abandoned for the near future. for one-half of all the gold ever recovered in 

Although Suriname was the world’s sixth Suriname. . Ce. 
largest producer of bauxite, the worldwide As a result of the agreement signed in 
recession in the aluminum industry, the 1980 between the Government of Suriname 

growing production-cost competition from and Gulf Oil Co., Gulf began exploration 
Australia, Brazil, and Guinea, and the de- drilling in the Saramaca district in mid- 

mands for significantly higher wages by the year. Suriname had no petroleum or natu- 
bauxite labor union aided in decreasing the ral gas production during the year. Imports 
1981 estimated production to 20% below the of petroleum products were distributed by 
1980 level. In spite of the cancellation of a Esso Standard Oil, S.A., Ltd., Texaco, Inc., 

600,000-ton-per-year bauxite purchase con- and Royal Dutch/Shell. 
tract by the Ormet Corp. of the United — 

| ? | URUGUAY 

Uruguay’s economic growth, following A reduction in the trade deficit to $346 
the general recessionary trend that existed million’ in the first 10 months of 1981 from 
throughout Latin America, fell by only $567 million in the corresponding period of 
1.3% in 1981, after sustaining an average 1980 resulted from a 23% increase in ex- 
annual real growth rate of 4.5% over the 6- ports to $994 million and a decline in 
year period ending in 1980. Owing to Uru- imports of 2.5% to $1.34 billion. Expendi- 
guay’s anti-inflationary policy of maintain- tures on imported oil decreased 15% to an 
ing an overvalued exchange rate and pro- estimated $360 million in 1981. Crude oil 
gressive reductions in import tariffs, a fur- imports accounted for about 27% of total 
ther deceleration in overall economic activi- imports. The Administracién Nacional de 
ty was expected in 1982. The inflation rate Combustibles, Alcohol, y Portland (ANCAP) 
declined again, for the third consecutive announced the signing of an annually re- 
year, to 29% in 1981, according to official newable contract, effective on October 1, 
figures, somewhat lower than the 35% 1981, for the purchase of 10,000 barrels per 
projection. day of crude petroleum from Mexico, an
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estimated 25% of Uruguay’s requirements. capacity of 300,000 tons per year. The 
The mineral industry was of minor im- fourth and smallest plant, with a capacity 

portance to Uruguay’s economy and con- of 35,000 tons per year, was owned by Cia. 
tinued to be concentrated in the nonmetal- Nacional de Cementos S.A. 
lic sector in 1981. Reportedly, no modification or additions 
Uruguay had four operating cement to these plants were expected over the next 

plants with a total production capacity of few years. 
845,000 tons per year. Two of the plants — ~~ —_ 
were owned by ANCAP, one located in 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

Minas with a capacity of 240,000 tons per pw iorean acres (S/) to US dollars at the rate of 
year and the other located in Paysandu $/25=US$1.00. 
with a capacity of 27 0,000 tons per year. The Guyanese spent Tena tae converted from 
Paysandu plant had its annual capacity &38—US$1.00. 
increased from 120,000 tons early in the “Where necessary, values have been converted from the 
year. The Cia. Uruguaya de Cemento Port- Garasueyan . guarani (G) to US. dollars at the rate of 

land plant, owned by Lone Star Mining owner necessary. values have been converted from. the 
Corp. of the United States and located just ;7e872%8n Pom ay 
outside of Montevideo, had an installed Ur$11.594= US$1.00 a8 of Dec. 31, 1981.
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Principal mineral products in the Domin- Mineral exploration has been carried out 
ion of Fiji were gold, silver, pit and quarry by American, Australian, British, Canadi- : 
construction materials, and cement. In an, West German, and South African com- 

1981, the combined value of these commodi- panies since the early 1960’s, and a high 
ties accounted for about $11.6 million,? over level of activity was maintained throughout 

85% of the total value of mineral output. 1981. At Mount Kasi on Vanua Levu, an 
Production of cement, sand and gravel, and extensive program of geological sampling 
quarry products increased substantially and mapping was being conducted, and 
above the 1980 level. drilling was taking place at some base 

Mining based on gold production was metal prospects in the south-central parts of 
decreasing, and employment in the industry Viti Levu. Also, high gold values in surface 
was declining. The better grade deposits in samples were reported at Vuda in western 
the one active mine were worked out, and Viti Levu. Total expenditures by mining 
only another 10 years’ production at cur- companies on land-based projects exceeded 
rent rates was estimated to remain. While $6 million in 1981. 
the high world gold price of 1979-80 led to As in previous years, most activity was on 
intensive exploration, there has been little the main island of Viti Levu. However, 

success. there was an increase in previously less 
High hopes were held for copper produc- well prospected islands. In the Namosi dis- 

tion. Exploratory results had proved suffi- trict of southeast Viti Levu, exploration and 
ciently attractive for a mining agreementto development work have indicated several 
be negotiated, but subsequent reports show- occurrences of porphyry copper, molybde- 
ed low-grade deposits. In view of the poor num, and gold mineralization. In south and 
outlook for world copper prices, the project central Viti Levu, geological mapping and 
has been stopped. The prospects for domes- geophysical surveys were completed over 
tic oil production were improved. After areas containing small massive sulfide 
initially promising results, two test wells copper-zinc deposits. In western Viti Levu, 
have proved inconclusive; however, another gold mineralization was reported and sys- 
test well was being drilled. On a smaller tematic sampling was commenced, but the 
scale, exploitable resources of marble, pum- presence of economic mineralization has yet 
ice, and phosphates have been found. to be demonstrated. 

1399
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Table 1.—Other South Pacific Islands: Production of mineral commodities! 

Area and commodity 1977 1978 1979 1980” 1981° 
ena, SSN 

FIJI 

Cement, hydraulic_________-_-_ metric tons_ _ 17,488 82,000 96,000 82,883 292,171 
Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces_ _ 49,067. 28,065 25,656 23,939 30,594 
Lime? ________________-_~_ metric tons__ 1,997 835 - - 1,308 2,128 4,270 
Silver, mine output, metal content _ troy ounces_ _ 14,695 10,415 10,656 6,768 8,057 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Coral sand for cement manufacture 
metric tons_ _ 107,861 88,104 120,000 105,436 93,514 

River sand for cement manufacture _ _do_ _ _ _ 41,494 59,515 70,683 30,631 27,307 
River sand and gravel, n.e.s _ _ cubic meters_ _ 562,898 310,041 367,700 370,000 375,000 
Quarried stone_________-__---do___~- 107,698 “120,000 205,071 274,000 210,000 

Tellurium metal _______-_~--—-- kilograms_ _ ©12,250 22,700 22,700 11,350 _- 
KIRIBATI* 

Phosphate rock (all produced on Banaba Island, 
formerly Ocean Island) thousand metric tons_ _ 446 465 420 _- _- 

NAURU* 

Phosphate rock® ___________-----do___~_ 1,146 1,999 1,828 2,087 21,480 

NEW CALEDONIA : 
Cement ______________— metric tons_ _ 50,605 55,000 56,650 55,927 56,000 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight_ _ — _ _do_ _ — — 8,310 8,229 12,407 2,188 3,000 
Cobalt, mine output: 

Content by analysis® ________---do___~_ 3,127 1,798 2,219 2,239 2,000 
Recovered® 7 ___________.-__-do___~_ 110 155 210 180 140 

Nickel: 
Ore: 

Gross weight __ thousand metric tons_ _— 5,892 3,349 4,300 4,571 3,860 
Metal content® ____-__-_~_ metric tons_ _ T113,319 65,171 80,464 86,592 274,483 

~ Metallurgical products: 
Ferronickel: 

Gross weight ____..___.-~do___~_ 119,357 77,908 123,306 132,300 115,600 
Metal content (nickel plus cobalt) 

do_ __~ 28,283 19,889 30,373 32,580 227,989 
Nickel matte: 

Gross weight ___ _____.—_do___- 30,071 22,521 16,282 20,550 20,425 
Metal content (nickel plus cobalt) 

do____ 23,038 17,108  —s: 12,262 15,479 215,380 
Stone, sand and gravel: . 

Stone: 
Crude (unspecified). _ _ _. cubic meters_ _ 34,700 26,000 104,051 104,051 NA 
Crushed __________-___—--do___~ 80,500 166,000 73,435 140,079 NA 

Sand. _~_______-__-_-_~-do__ _ 70,000 63,000 67,797 95,814 NA 
Silica (for metallurgical use)_ _ — — _ _ _do_ _ ~~ 40,800 12,405 * 15,683 12,375 ' NA 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA* 

Copper, mine output, metal content metric tons_ _ 182,291 198,603 170,788 146,813 2165,420 
Gold, mine output, metal content _ _ troy ounces__ 739,730 751,265 630,496 451,707 2540,325 
Silver, mine output, metal content ___ — —do___~— 1,522,750 1,680,800 1,428,480 1,180,000 71,362,804 

SOLOMON ISLANDS‘ 

Gold -______~---------------do___- 372 ©400 1,076 1,093 21,050 
Silver ___ ~~~ edo NA NA 115 161 2150 

VANUATU 

Manganese: 
Ore______________.—-~-~ metric tons__ 153,000 133,000 112,400 _- __ 
Concentrate______________._-do____ 23,040 20,732 10,544 _- _- 

©Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 
1Table includes data available through July 26, 1982. 
2Reported figure. 

-  %Produced from an unreported amount of domestically quarried limestone. 
4In addition to the commodities listed, crude construction materials (common clays, sand and gravel, and stone) are 

produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and available general information is inadequate to make reliable 
estimates of output levels. 

‘Data represent exports. 
®Total cobalt content of nickel ores mined based on average nickel-cobalt ratio in metallurgical products for 1880-1972, 

6 “Cobalt actually recovered for use as cobalt; excludes cobalt content of nickel-cobalt alloys and/or included in 
erronickel. 
8Nickel-cobalt content of ore produced as reported by New Caledonia’s Mines Service. Of the total, about 97.323% is 

nickel: the balance is cobalt (based on average nickel-cobalt ratio in metallurgical products for 1880-1972). 

At Mount Kasi on Vanua Levu, where surveys in the area, some followup work 
gold has been mined, the diamond drilling was planned. 
program was completed. Again, no major Four offshore oil exploration licenses 
new ore extensions were reported, but based ___were in force to U.S. oil companies in areas 
on the drilling results and on detailed of the Fiji Platform known as Bligh Water,
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: Yasawa, Lomaiviti, and Great Sea Reef. The ground work force and the absence of indus- 
Mineral Resources Department’s research trial disputes. 
vessel RV Bulikula was used on charter to Emperor Mining made a complete recal- 
carry out detailed surveys in Bligh Water. culation of reserve tonnages and grade dur- 
This work, together with further interpreta- ing the year; as of June 30, the total 
tion of geophysical and geochemical data, underground reserves using a cutoff grade 
defined targets for a drilling program by of 0.2 ounce per ton stood at 900,000 tons of 
Chevron Overseas Inc. that commenced in measured ore at an average grade of 0.29 
mid-1980. ounce per ton. Indicated ore reserves to- 

taled 187,000 tons at an average grade of 
| COMMODITY REVIEW 0.25 ounce per ton. Indicated reserves in the 

Metals.—Copper.—Copper Resources Ltd. Pen Pit amounted to 71,000 tons at an 
(a subsidiary of Conzinc Riotinto of Austral. 2Verage grade of 0.20 ounce. ia Ltd.) delivered a full report to the Fijian When gold prices reached a record high 
Government on the economics of the Namo- S€veral years ago, a number of companies si copper deposits on Viti Levu. In its took out prospecting licenses and continued 
report, the company informed the Govern- t? work in Fiji. Altherton Antimony NL 
ment that the deposits were currently un- Teported that the Vuda gold prospect pro- 
economical, in view of this copper content duced an average assay of 0.20 ounce per 
and the current forecast for copper prices. ton of gold across a 9-meter width. Pacific 

| As a result of the prefeasibility study’s Energy and Minerals Co. of Golden, Colo., findings, the venturers (also including Continued exploring the inland areas of Viti 
Anglo Pacific Ltd., a subsidiary of Austra- Levu near the Vatukoula gold mine. Con- 
lian Anglo American Ltd., and Preussag Fiji S0lidated Goldfields of Australia was Ltd. of the West German Preussag Group) Prospecting on the islands of Kadavu and 
decided against undertaking a full feasibili- Ono, where gold traces have been reported. 
ty study. The deposit remains a significant | Nonmetals.—Eimperor Gold Mines con- 
potential resource, and the companies have tinued to produce burnt lime from its lime- 
indicated to the Fijian Government that stone quarry at Tau but did not report 
they wish to retain their special prospecting production. The number of sand and gravel 
license. The study, which included diamond _ licenses granted continued to increase. 
drilling and geological sampling, indicated Fiji Industries Ltd. dredged 200,000 tons 
an ore body of 450 million tons at 0.4% to of coral sand from Suva Harbor and 70,000 
0.5% copper. The study also indicated that tons of common sand and gravel from the 
the deposit was minable by open pit meth- Rewa River and tributaries in 1981. Several 
ods, with a waste-to-ore ratio of about 2:1. tons of quarried stone were also recovered. 
Gold.—Emperor Gold Mining Co. Ltd., The Government’s Mineral Resources Di- 

the wholly owned operating subsidiary of vision continued evaluating a phosphate 
Emperor Mines Ltd., mined sulfotelluride clay deposit on the Island of Tuvutha, 
gold ores at Vatukoula on the north coast of where 1.5 million tons of 10% P.O; was 
Viti Levu. During 1981, the company em- reported. 
ployed about 700 men to mine and treat Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Mapco Ltd. 
300,000 tons of ore and recovered 30,600 and Pacific Energy and Minerals Co. contin- 
troy ounces of gold and 8,060 troy ounces of _ ued drilling for oil in Fiji. Drilling began in 
silver. The high mine production as com- the Bligh Waters in 1980, and other areas 
pared with that of 1980 was due to the scheduled for drilling include Yasawa, 
company’s decision to increase the under- Lomaiviti, and Great Sea Reef.
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Table 2.—Fiji Islands: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Destinations, 1980 

i 1979 1980 : 
Commodity United - Other (principal) 

aS 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures_________-_-- 7 17 _- New Zealand 15. 

Copper metal including alloys: 
Waste and scrap _____.___-_----- 234 111 _- All to Australia. 

Gol oUet and semimanufactures_ — — — — 10 22 _- Mainly to Australia. 

Ore and concentrate_____ _ _ _ — value_ _ _- $380 _- All to Australia. 
Waste and sweepings ______--do____ $17,054 $12,173 __ All to Singapore. 
Bullin_.____________troy ounces__ 29,069 25,013 __ All to Australia. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought_______.—--do___~- 622 64 — Do. 
Iron and steel metal: 

Waste and scrap ___________-~----- 1,192 1,771 _- New Zealand 1,245; Australia 378; Japan 

Steel, primary forms _______--~---- 10 34 1 Tuvalu 18; New Zealand 11. 

Semimanufactures! _____________-_ 959 736 — Tonga 232; Western Samoa 128; Wallis 
and Futuna Islands 105. 

Lead metal including alloys: . 
Waste and scrap _____-____------ 82 124 _- Australia 72; Japan 52. 

Unwrought __________--------- 16 304 _- All to Australia. 

Semimanufactures_ __ _ _ _ — _ _ _ value_ — _- $3,268 _- Tuvalu $2,313; Western Samoa $954. 

Silver: 
Waste and sweepings _____.__-do.___ $2,394 $3,058 _- All to Hong Kong. 
Bullion____________ troy ounces__ 10,915 7,450 _. All to Australia. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought_________—-value__ $11,127 _ 
Tin metal including alloys, semimanufactures 

do_ __- _- $800 _- Gilbert Islands $538; Tuvalu $226. 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides _ _ _ — — ~~ — -- 2 _- All to Western Samoa. 

Zinc metal including alloys: 
Unwrought _______..___~ kilograms_ _ 47 _- : 

Semimanufactures________——value__ $41,124 $9,733 _. All to Wallis and Futuna Islands. 

Other: 
Ores and concentrates_ ________--_-~- __ 1 1 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous 
metals. __-§ 9 _-9_______~~------- 65 51 1 Australia 50. 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides kilograms_ _ _- 845 -- New Zealand 840; Western Samoa 5. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones , 

value_ _ $541 $911 $16 Tuvalu $793; Australia $86. 
Natural and artificial powders and grains . , 

do_ __— $24 $44 _- All to Tuvalu. 
Cement ____________~~--------- 3,310 1,820 _- American Samoa 709; Tuvalu 393; Tonga 

Chalk____________. ~~~ kilograms_ — 100 290 _- All to New Zealand. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude clays ____.____---------- (?) 44 43 Tonga 1. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory_ ______.—-value__ $19,632 $6,822 __ Tonga $5,483; Tuvalu $1,338. 
Refractory including nonclay brick . 

do.___ $1,934 $1,869 — Wallis and Futuna Islands $1,670. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ _ _ _ — __ 2 _— All to Australia. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured 

kilograms__ . 150 5 _- All to Tuvalu. 
Graphite, natural _________ ---do___-_ — 12 _- All to Tonga. 
Lime ________________-~-~------- _- 1 _— All to Tuvalu. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond_______________—-—value__ $80,885 $289 __ All to New Caledonia. 

Salt andbrine ___________------~-- 8 6 _. Tuvalu 3; Line Islands 2. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda _________~_~— kilograms_ _ _- 16 _- All to Tonga. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, worked _ _ _ _ — — value_ _ $967 _- 
Gravel and crushed rock __—~__-—---- 1 86 82 Tonga 4. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ _ _ _ — - —— 5 128 __ Tuvalu 87; Tonga 41. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid, oleum __ _ — — — value_ _ $125 $237 _- Tuvalu $169; Gilbert Islands $34. 
er: 
Crude _____________~___-_--~- — 17 _— All to Australia. 
Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ___value__ $2,916 $604 __ Western Samoa $328; Tonga $276. 
Slag, dross, ash, not metal-bearing: 

From iron and steel manufacture _ — — 5 _- 
Unspecified ______.._____-~~- 21 12 _- All to Australia. 

Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 
fiber cements, unfired nonmetals 

; value_ _ __ $252 _- All to Tuvalu. 
Unspecified _._.___________do.___ $60,524 $1,466 __ Western Samoa $844; Tuvalu $276. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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: Table 2.—Fiji Islands: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
: y United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural_________ _- 20 _. All to American Samoa. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases ___ _____~_ 3 9 ae Gilbert Islands 8. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Nonbunker: 
Gasoline: 

Motor _ _ _ _42-gallon barrels__ 134,048 129,365 __ New Hebrides 35,403; Western Samoa 
26,803; Tonga 24,894. 

Aviation _________do___~ 12,896 20,303 — New Hebrides 7,314; Cook Islands 4,659; 
Tonga 2,716. 

Kerosine___________.do___. 40,409 55,914 _- Tonga 16,437; Western Samoa 14,376; New 
Hebrides 13,085. 

Jet fuel. _-._.___.___do____ 97,256 120,131 _- Australia 34,475; Tonga 25,927; Western 
Samoa 15,066. 

Distillate fuel oil _..____do____ 178,724 208,934 _— New Hebrides 45,083; Tonga 43,455; 
Western Samoa 33,228. 

Lubricants__________do____ 420 281 __ Tuvalu 104. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas do_ _ _ _ 642 71 _- Gilbert Islands 64. 
Naphtha _______—~-do____ 3,235 1,937 _— Tonga 981; Western Samoa 956. 
Unspecified ______-do___ 57 45 __ Tonga 25; Tuvalu 9. 

Bunker: 
Gasoline: 

Motor __________-do____ 358 605 _- NA. 
Aviation _____..._do____ 883 170 _- NA. 

Jet fuel. ___________do____ 562,613 553,534 — NA. 
Distillate fuel oil _..____do.___ 159,377 151,149 _- NA. 
Residual fuel oil _..._.._.__do____ 49,284 63,432 — NA. 
Lubricants____.___.——do____ 735 1,195 _- NA. 
Unspecified ________._do____ 30 12 _— NA. 

NA Not available. | 
1Totals exclude unreported quantities valued at $236,800 in 1979 and $9,500 in 1980. . 
2Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Fiji Islands: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit: 1979 1980 “lIKniteqess)~COC<C~*é‘aeO!”SOC 
y Bnited Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including _alloys, 
unwrought and semimanufactures ____ 448 380 1 New Zealand 209; Australia 130; Hong 

ong 25. 
Copper metal including alloys: 

rap___._.________kilograms.__ 9,849 31 -- Australia 30; New Zealand 1. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures_ _ _ _ 93 114 4 Australia 54; New Zealand 27; United 

Kingdom 24. 
Gold : 

Waste and sweepings _ _ __ __ _ value_ _ _- $324 _— All from New Zealand. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 

partly wrought ____-— troy ounces__ 1,517 411 __ Singapore 193; Australia 187; Canada 19. 
Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap. ____-~.._____--------- () 7 _— _ All from Australia. 
Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot — _ _ _ _ _ 68 102 _- Australia 34; Japan 33; Hong Kong 32. 
Ferroalloys __......._._---- _ 6 14 _- Australia 10; New Zealand 4. 
Steel, primary forms ____________ 9,025 11,221 37 Japan 5,049; Australia 4,906; West 

rmany 997. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections _ 7,399 6,827 1 New Zealand 3,519; Japan 1,712; 
Australia 837. 

Universals, plates, sheets..____. 10,295 11,422 6 Australia 4,952; New Zealand 3,088; 
Japan 2,609. 

Hoop and strip _________--.~- 363 1,703 _- Australia 1,652; New Zealand 46. 
Rails and accessories_ _ _ _ _ value_ _ $146,897 $209,474 _- Australis $162,089; United Kingdom 

Wire _______________-___ 2,229 3,579 () Australia 2,711; New Zealand 732; China 

Tubes, pipes, fittings? _________ 4,066 5,732 13 Australia 3,071; Japan 1,119; Taiwan 557. 
Castings and forgings, rough _ _ — _ — 1 5 _- Australia 2; United Kingdom 2. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Fiji Islands: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y 7 United | Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Lead metal including alloys: 
Scrap____________ ~~ kilograms_ — _- 50 _. All from Australia. 
‘Unwrought and semimanufactures 

value_ — $190,762 $259,212 $18 New Zealand $111,723; United Kingdom 
$88,057; Australia $52,604. 

Magnesium metal including alloys, 
unwrought______________do____ _- $13 _. All from Australia. 

Nickel : 
Matte, speiss, dross _ _ _ _ . kilograms_ _ _- 150 _. All from New Zealand. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures ______—do__~_~— 284 400 _- Australia 326; Switzerland 74. 

Platinum-group metals including alloys, 
unwrought and wrought _ _ troy ounces_ _ 19 6 _- All from United Kingdom. 

Silver metal including alloys: . 
Bullion ~_~__________~---__- ~~ 42 6 _- All from Australia. 
Unwrought and partly wrought_value__ $8,428 $25,568 _. Australia $21,139; New Zealand $4,429. 

Tin metal including alloys: 
-Scrap____________~ kilograms. — 1 1 _- All from New Zealand. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures 

value, thousands._ $1,735 $1,415 -_— Japan $1,320; Australia $63; New Zealand 

Titanium: Oxides and hydroxides_ _ _ _ — — — 264 211 _. Australia 157; West Germany 54. 
Zinc metal including alloys: 

Scrap___________ ~~ kilograms. _ 1,466 8 — Australia 5; New Zealand 3. 
Unwrought_______._-----_--_. |. 66 76 -- Mainly from Australia. 
Blue powder ___________-—value__ $55,224 $60,466 _- Australia $53,381; New Zealand $5,676; 

United Kingdom $1,409. 
Semimanufactures ______..do____ $21,599 $37,678 _— Australia $28,963; New Zealand $5,729; 

United Kingdom $2,986. 
Other: 

Ores and concentrates __ kilograms. -= _~- 305 _-- United Kingdom 300; New Zealand 5. 
Ash and residue containing nonferrous ; 
metals___§_______.._..----- 52 18 -~- Mainly from United Kingdom. | 

Oxides, hydroxides, peroxides ______~— 54 60 1 Australia 31; West Germany 9; Norway 8. 
Metals including alloys, unwrought and 

semimaufactures _____ ~~ — value_ _ -- $131 -— All from Australia. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc _ (4) 5 -- Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and 
stones value, thousands_ _ $133 $126 $2 Australia $46; New Zealand $45; United 

Kingdom $17. 
Natural and artificial powders and 

grains. _§_-_._~________do____ $125 $151 $2 New Zealand $67; Australia $66; 
Switzerland $6. 

Asbestos, crude___ ____— — — kilograms_ _— 273 25 _- All from Australia. 
Barite and witherite ______________ 31 129 2 Australia 113; West Germany 7. 
Cement ____________________ 50 7185 332 Thailand 309: New Zealand $6. 
Chalk _______________________ 161 143 (2) New Zealand 94; United Kingdom 36; 

Australia 13. 
Clays and clay products : 

Crude clays ___________-_----- 149 244 188 Australia 39; New Zealand 15. 
Products: 

Nonrefractory_ value, thousands. _ $737 $782 $28 United Kingdom $166; Japan $126; New 
Zealand $117. 

Refractory including nonclay brick 
do____ $510 $389 _- Australia $231; Japan $110; New Zealand 

Cryolite and chiolite_ _ _ _ _ _ _ kilograms... ~ _- 200 _- All from New Zealand. | 
Diamond, industrial_ _____...—do___~ 2,231 __ 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth_ _ _ — — 91 81 43 Japan 20; Australia 15. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous_____________-— 6 -- 
Potassic _______-__-~----- (4) 12 _- United Kingdom 10; Australia 2. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_____..._______. 45,114 40,979 4 Japan 25,571; Republic of Korea 15,032. 
Phosphatic._________.______~ 10,286 9,309 — New Zealand 9,184; Australia 125. 
Potassic ____.-_..._____-- 2,241 2,767 -— New Zealand 2,705; United Kingdom 10. 
Other including mixed ________ 428 639 1 Australia 252; Japan 140; West Germany 

Graphite, natural _____-_~__ kilograms_ _ 1,486 105 _— All from Australia. 
Gypsum and plasters ____...________ 537 122 _- Australia 106; New Zealand 8; Taiwan 5. 
Lime____ ~~~ LL 229 73 (1) New Zealand 43; United Kingdom 30. 
Magnesite_________.___________ _— 4 _- Mainly from New Zealand. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—F iji Islands: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
| y United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Mica: 
Crude including splittings and waste _ _ _ _ 3 a _- Australia 4. 
Worked including agglomerated splittings 

value_ _ $118 $1,114 _- Australia $735; New Zealand $379. 
Precious and semiprecious stones except 
diamond_________________do____ $89,547 $40,700 $5,590 New Zealand $21,244; Australia $6,334; 

Netherlands $3,636. 
Pyrites, unroasted - _ - - - . _ _ _ kilograms_ _ 14 _- 
Saltandbrine __._______________- 3,043 2,272 19 West Germany 1,093; Netherlands 388; 

United Kingdom 239; New Zealand 238. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda ___________________ 1,042 1,591 23 United Kingdom 1,370; New Zealand 179. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude and partly worked ______ __ _ 3 _- All from New Zealand. 
Worked_____________-_value__ $31,968 $52,326 $1,347 Republic of South Africa $24,621; New 

dealand $15,416. 
Dolomite , chiefly refractory grade __ _ _ _ _- dD _— All from New Zealand. ‘ 
Gravel and crushed rock ___________ 15 2 1 New Zealand 1. 
Quartz and quartzite _____________ 1 2 _- Australia 1; New Zealand 1. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing - _ _ _ _ _ _ - 139 80 _. New Zealand 76; Australia 3. 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: 

Other than colloidal ___________ 2 3 _ Mainly from New Zealand. 
Colloidal ________-__ kilograms_ _ 1 1 _- All from New Zealand. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum _____—.——value__ $74,003 $119,075 $108 United Kingdom $43,516; Australia 
$39,369; New Zealand $33,450. 

ole steatite, soapstone. _____________ 9 10 _- New Zealand 7; Australia 3. 
er: 
Crude __._______ ~~ (4) 9 Australia 5; New Zealand 4. 
Slag and dross, not metal-bearing : 

From iron and steel manufacture 
kilograms_ _ 720 _- 

Unspecified _.__.____________ (4) 11 a All from India. 
Acids and oxides _____.___-_-_value__ $96,998 $135,156 $3,028 Australia $75,369; New Zealand $30,355. 
Activated minerals, natural ____do___. $66,378 $82,739 $28,257 Japan $53,629; Australia $853. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals 
do_ _ ~ — $885,732 $723,305 — New Zealand $631,633; Australia $68,537. 

Unspecified ___..___..___ do__ __ $203,303 $374,600 $3,883 Australia $159,109; United Kingdom 
106,169. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural __________ 1,881 652 _- Japan 343; New Zealand 309. 
Carbon black and retort carbon _ kilograms_ _ 1 —_ 
Coal, all grades including briquets and coke__ 23,124 21,141 1 Australia 21,132; New Zealand 8. 
Hydrogen, nitrogen, rare gases _________ 31 62 31 Australia 20; United Kingdom 11. 
Petroleum and refinery products: 

Crude and partly refined 
42-gallon barrels_ _ 3 1 _- All from New Zealand. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline : 

. Motor 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 527 473 _. Australia 249; Singapore 224. 

Aviation. __________do____ 34 19 _. Trinidad and Tobago 8; Netherlands 
Antilles 7; Australia 4. 

Kerosine _________.___do___. 173 160 _. Singapore 81; Australia 79. 
Jet fuel _____________-do___~ 786 641 - Australia 437; Singapore 196. 
Distillate fuel oil ____..__do____ 1,296 1,425 - Singapore 747; Australia 678. 
Residual fuel oil... _ __ __do____ 126 133 Australia 100; Singapore 33. 
Lubricants ________..__do____ 39 29 () Australia 24; New Zealand 5. 
Other: 

Liquefied petroleum gas _do_._ _ _ 32 31 (1) Mainly from Australia. 
Naphtha ________ __do____ 25 22 (1) Singapore 14; Australia 8. 
Unspecified. ________do___ 3 5 (1) = New Zealand 1; Singapore 1. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, 
and gas-derived crude chemicals _ _ value__ $76,392 $80,441 New Zealand $54,261; Australia $14,771; 

Singapore $7,154. 

1Less than 1/2 unit. 
Totals exclude unreported quantities valued at $958,486 in 1979 and $1,732,800 in 1980.
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NAURU AND KIRIBATI 

The Republic of Nauru and Kiribati lies remaining 10% to Japan and the Republic 
halfway between Honolulu, Hawaii, and of Korea. The price for Nauru’s phosphate 
Melbourne, Australia. Kiribati, the former generally follows Florida price trends, with 
British colony consisting of Ocean Island, allowance for quality. 
Gilbert Islands, Line Islands, and Phoenix As most of the phosphate was mined from 
Islands, became independent on July 12, between limestone pinnacles using grab 
1979. buckets, methods were being investigated to 

Phosphate rock production by Nauru recover the residual phosphate, estimated 
Phosphate Corp. totaled 2.0 million tons in at 6% to 7% of the total. 
1981; no production was reported from Kiri- Present reserves of phosphate rock in 
bati. Nauru exported 66% of its total output Nauru were estimated at 34 million tons. 
to Australia, 24% to New Zealand, and the 

Table 4.—Nauru: Exports of phosphate rock, by destination 
(Thousand metric tons) 

a estination 81980 
Australia ______~________-_____- ee eee ee ee 1,315 1,381 
Indonesia __________________---_--~~- ~~ +--+ eee 16 -- 
Japan_____§__§_ eee ee e+ 110 123 
Korea, Republic of _____._____--_-_____-~-------------~----~--~-+-+---+--+--- 66 82 
New Zealand ___________-----------------------------------------__ 821_—— 1 

Total ____________________-- eee e+e 1,828 2,087 

NEW CALEDONIA 

The French island territory of New Cale- mined in New Caledonia during 1981 was 
donia was the second largest producer of estimated at 2,000 tons, but the total recov- 
nickel in the market economy countries in ered metal was estimated at 150 tons. The 
1981. Output of nickel by Société Métal- cobalt content in either the total ore pro- 
lurgique le Nickel (SLN), New Caledonia’s duction or the nickel matte was recoverable 
only producer, declined in 1981 as a result as cobalt or cobalt chemicals. 
of lower world demand throughout most of Inco Ltd. of Canada has announced that it 
the year. In addition to nickel products of has agreed to develop a chromite mining 
nickel matte and ferronickel, byproduct and processing facility at Tiebaghi in the 
cobalt matte resulting from nickel smelting northern part of New Caledonia in partner- 
operations was produced by SLN. Other’ ship with two French companies. The two 
minerals produced in New Caledonia in- French companies are Banque de Paris and 
cluded chromite and pit quarry construc- Compagnie Miniére Dong-Trieu, and the 
tion materials. venture is scheduled to start production in 

Nickel ore was produced at four major mid-1982. Inco will hold 55% of the equity 
locations, Thio, Kouaoua, and Poro, near_ in the new operation with Banque de Paris 
the east coast, and Népoui, near the west holding 22.5%. Dong-Trieu will be the head 
coast. Work to expand output at Népoui to2 member of a joint company to be formed 
million tons of ore per year and at Kouaoua_ with another French concern which will 
to 1.5 million tons per year was almost hold the remaining 22.5%. The deposit was 
completed. Production of nickel ore totaled outlined by exploration work begun in 1976 
about 4.1 million tons in 1981. by three companies, and development of the 

In 1979, operations of SLN’s refinery were project will involve a $14 million invest- 
severely affected by a fire, but it has operat- ment. Initial plans for the operation are 
ed normally for the past several years. The the production of 450 tons of ore per day, 
1981 output of the metallurgical products, which will provide feed to a nearby process- 
nickel matte and ferronickel, declined from ing plant with an annual capacity of about 
the 1980 level. 110,000 tons. The reduction plant has a 

The cobalt content of the nickel ore capacity of about 85,000 tons annually of
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| chromite products. potential problem since New Caledonia has 
Also, Inco, under agreement with the no domestic energy resources. All fuel oil 

: New Caledonian Government, continued was imported to New Caledonia, and there 
studying the possibility of development of were no known domestic energy resources 

| lateritic nickel deposits in the southern part except for the possibility of developing hy- 
| of the island. Inco will be required to take a droelectric energy sources in the Plaine de 

French partner before the project reaches Lacs area. SLN used 85% of the industrial 
| the development stage. electricity in its mining and smelting oper- 

Energy requirements were considered a _ ations. 

: Table 5.—New Caledonia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 
Destinations, 1980 

Commodit; 1979 1980 “Ipnted  » »3=0. 
“nowy United Other (principal) 

| nr rr 

. METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, 
. olnwrought and semimanufactures _ _ — 15 () _- All to Wallis and Futuna Islands. 

pper: 
Matte, dross, scalings .. _______-— 131 208 _. All to Australia. 
Metal including alloys, semimanu- 

factures __$_______________ 10 1 ~~ Mainly to Wallis and Futuna Islands. 
Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap____ ~~ 5 2,453 _- Japan 2,162; New Zealand 275; 

anuatu 16. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese _________ _ 178,577 — 
Unspecified _____________ — 128,796 12,787 France 106,553; Japan 8,145; 

Singapore 1,097. 
Steel, primary forms___________ 5 —_ 
Semimanufactures____________ 75 246 _— Wallis and Futuna Islands 178; 

France 51. 
lead metal including alloys, unwrought _ 10 6 _— All to Australia. 

ickel: 
Ore and concentrate thousand tons_ _ 1,996 1,910 _- All to Japan. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought _ _ 17,011 21,980 5,325 France 12,513; Japan 4,142. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought 

value, thousands_ _ __ $35 _— Australia $28; France $7. | 
NONMETALS . : 

Abrasives, n.e.s: Grinding and polishing 
wheels and stones ________do____ $1 $1 a All to Vanuatu. 

Cement_____________________ 82 13 _- Wallis and Futuna Islands 12; 
Vanuatu 1. 

Clay products: 
onrefractory ______________ 27 46 -- Wallis and Futuna Islands 38; 

Vanuatu 3. 
Refractory including nonclay brick _ _ — 8 _- Wallis and Futuna Islands 5; 

Vanuatu 1. 
Diamond, industrial value, thousands__ $1 -- 
Gypsum and plasters ____________ 4 — 
Salt and brine___§_§__~_~§__________ 2 2 — All to Wallis and Futuna Islands. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, crude and worked 
value, thousands_ _ $1 $3 __ Vanuatu $2; Wallis and Futuna 

Islands $1. 
ona and crushed rock ________ _— 70 _- All to Wallis and Futuna Islands. 

er: 
Crude___~__~______________ 1 -_ 
Slag, dross, scalings, not metal-bearing 91 _- 
Bui ding materials of asphalt, asbestos 

and fiber cements, unfired non- 
metals_____ value, thousands__ $1 — 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline _ _ _ — — _42-gallon barrels_ _ 17 26 _- All to Wallis and Futuna Islands. 
Kerosine ___._________do____ 16 16 -- Do. 
Residual fuel oi! ________do____ 13 (4) _- Do. 
Lubricants_ _____~_.____do____ 581 406 -- Wallis and Futuna Islands 203; 

France 28. 
Liquefied petroleum gas ___do____ 290 220 _. _ All to Wallis and Futuna Islands. 
Bituminous mixtures _____do____ -- 803 -- Do. 
$$ 

1Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 6.—New Caledonia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

i 
Sources, 1980 

Commodit 1979 1980 : 
y United Other (principal) 

METALS 

Aluminum metal including alloys, unwrought 
and semimanufactures__ _ _ _ __------ 232 234 2 New Zealand 98; France 46; Australia 19; 

West Germany 19. 

Chromium oxides and hydroxides_ _ — — — — - - 1 1 _. All from Australia. 

Copper: 
Matte, dross, scalings value, thousands_ _ __ $3 __ All from France. 

Metal including alloys, semimanufactures 44 33 (1) France 25; New Zealand 6. 

Iron and steel metal: 
Scrap_____.----------------- _- ll _- All from Australia. 

Pig iron, spiegeleisen, ferroalloys — — ~~ - - 442 140 1 Australia 77; France 61. 

Steel, primary forms _~_-~-——------- 1,346 _- 

Semimanufactures: 
. 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections __ 2,384 5,162 — France 3,521; Belgium-Luxembourg 878; 
New Zealand 567. 

Universals, plates, sheets _ _ _ - —- —- 3,717 5,107 _- Australia 2,509; France 1,081; New 
Zealand 449. 

Hoop and strip ______-~------- 224 163 _- Australia 88; Netherlands 65. 

Rails and accessories_ —__-—----—-- 126 4 _- All from France. 

Wire ___________----~---~-- 444 670 1 Australia 389; New Zealand 207. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings _..___.----- 303 2,040 1 France 1,734; Italy 117; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 113. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough _ — ~~ — - 679 78 _- All from France. 

ad: 
Oxides and hydroxides __—_—..-.----- 6 1 _- Do. 

Metal including alloys, semimanufactures 28 29 _— France 19; Australia 9. 

Silver metal including alloys, unwrought and 
partly wrought. ___-— value, thousands_ — $9 $20 — France $17; Switzerland $3. 

Tin metal including alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures ____-__-_------ 1 2 (1) Mainly from France. 

Zinc metal including alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures ____—___-~---~--- 13 9 — France 5; Australia 4. 

Other: 
Alkali, alkaline-earth, rare-earth metals 

value, thousands. _ $1 $1 __ All from France. 

Metalloids________--~--------- 2 _- 
Metals including alloys, unwrought and 

semimanufactures value, thousands_ — $1 $1 _- All from France. 

NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Natural: Pumice, emery, corundum, etc. 

do. __-— $1 $1 $1 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones_ 10 8 (4) France 4; West Germany 3. 

Cement __________--_-_--------- 41,497 48,098 — Japan 46,081; New Zealand 1,726. 

Clays and clay products: 
Crude clays _______------------ 37 23 _— Australia 13; France 5; New Zealand 5. 

Products: 
Nonrefractory_ ___------~-—---- 2,316 1,844 -- Italy 811; France 754; Spain 162. 

Refractory including nonclay brick _ — 5,827 5,703 36 France 2,800; Norway 1,256; Austria 1,038. 

Diamond, industrial___ value, thousands__ $189 _- , 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth _ _ — ~~ - 311 8 8 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude _________~__-~--~-----+--- 16 5 — France 4; Netherlands 1. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous _____~_~-----—--- 2,333 2,454 — France 2,300; Japan 118. 

Phosphatic______----------- 809 _- 
Potassic___________~------- 225 1,644 _- France 850; Australia 549; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 103. 

Other including mixed____—_——-—-- 35 89 1 Australia 53; France 15; New Zealand 11. 

Ammonia ________-~--~--------- 6 10 — Australia 6; France 4. 

Gypsum and plasters _______-------- 29,464 15,775 __ Australia 14,529; France 1,155; 
Netherlands 54. 

Lime _____________------------- 207 1,124 -_- Belgium-Luxembourg 828; Australia 241; 
France 55. 

Pigments, mineral: Processed iron oxides _ — — (2) 4 _- West Germany 2; Australia 1. 

Precious and semiprecious stones, except 
diamond: 7 \ 
Natural _______~— value! thousands_ — __ $168 — France $128; Israel $27; West Germany 

Synthetic ________-__-----do___-~ $2 _- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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2 Table 6.—New Caledonia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
. - (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . Sources, 1980 

Commodit | 1979 1980 “jjnteq ©2323 0... 
| mmoany a United Other (principal) 

, NONMETALS —Continued 

Salt and brine oe eee ee 565 518 © __ West Germany 208; Australia 131; France 

. Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 
Caustic potash ____ value, thousands_ _ $1 $1 _- All from Australia. 
Caustic soda. ~~ ~§ 2 5 45 81 _- France 62; West Germany 10; Australia 8. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

. Crude and partly worked _____——_ 34 173 — France 95; Italy 72. 
Worked____~__~__ 91 60 () France 47; Italy 8. 

Gravel and crushed rock ______.___- 36 22 (3) France 21. 
Sand excluding metal-bearing _ __ __— —_ 37 59 7 Australia 32; France 13. 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid, oleum —~_________~_ 30 50 _— France 36; Italy 6; Australia 5. 
alc. steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite _____ 1 1 _- Mainly from New Zealand. 

ther: 
Crude ~___ LL 118 115 -- Netherlands 52; France 33; New Zealand 

Halogens ___________-________- 32 11 __ Australia 9. 
Slag, dross, scalings, not metal-bearing —_— 15 22 — All from France. 
Building materials of asphalt, asbestos and . 

fiber cements, unfired nonmetals_ _ _ _ — 539 410 1 France 313; Austria 67; New Zealand 17. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . 7 
MATERIALS . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural _____~_ ~~~ MN Le 
Coal, all grades including briquets __.._.___ 87,906 119,799 19,446 Republic of South Africa 75,169; Australia 

Coke and semicoke_ _ —~___._.. 2 _-_- 85 36° —- Australia 35; France 1. 
Hydrogen, helium, rare gases 

value, thousands... _ $2 NA 
Peat including briquets and litter. ____——_ 5 22 _ France 9; Netherlands 7; New Zealand 6. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline __ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ — 776 807 _- NA. 
Kerosine_ $$ -$___..___.—_do___ _ 33 30 NA: NA. 
Residual fuel oil _. 9 .$-.___-—~do____ 2,350 2,949 _— Bahrain 2,655; Singapore 293. 
Lubricants ___.._42-gallon barrels.__ 22,351 = 24,395 413 Australia 16,639; France 217. 

er: 

Liquefied petroleum gas___.do.___ 68,196 58,742  _ _ Australia 58,360; France 197. 
Mineral jelly and wax ___ __do__— — 32 8 _- Mainly from Australia. 
Bitumen, other residues, bituminous 
mixtures.______._.___do___~_ 17,919 21,060 _— Singapore 20,146; Australia 610. 

Mineral tar and other coal-, petroleum-, and 
gas-derived crude chemicals_____——_—_—-— 75 . 54 _— Australia 53; France 1. 

NA Not available. | 
1Less than 1/2 unit. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

Papua New Guinea (PNG) has abundant Bougainville Mine, development and explo- 
mineral resources, but currently, Bougain- ration work on two other major deposits 

ville Copper Ltd. is PNG’s only producing was underway. One deposit is OK Tedi; 
metal mining company. Bougainville Cop- located in the Star Mountains near the 
per’s mine at Panguna on North Solomon Irian Jaya border, it has large resources of 
Island contributed significantly to Govern- copper, gold, and silver. The other, Frieda 
ment revenues and the gross domestic prod- River, near Madang, has large copper re- 
uct (GDP), estimated at $2.15 billion in sources. The principal obstacles to commer- 
1981.4 Values of 1981 output were as fol- cial development have been the current 
lows: Copper, $200 million; gold, $180 mil- depressed price of copper and the difficulty 
lion; and silver, $8 million. Total production of access to these remote areas. 

value of $338 million was nearly 16% of the In 1980, PNG sent a large mission to the 
GDP. United States to discuss newly enacted 

The only other mineral activity was the legislation relating to foreign investment 
production of small quantities of limestone guidelines for minerals and energy projects. 
and sand for local use and of some alluvial The Government considers the development 
gold recovered by panning in the Bulolo- of mining and petroleum projects to be of 
Wau area. However, in addition to the the highest priority and welcomes foreign
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investors. The basic principles of the legisla- chromite annually, and operations could 
tion adopted were as follows: begin in 2 years. Restrictions are imposed, 

Mineral resources belong to the people of however, by the lack of necessary infra- 
Papua New Guinea and the Government, structure such as roads and harbor facili- 
and the people must receive a fair price in ties. : 
return for extraction of the minerals. Amax Exploration Australia Inc., a sub- 

Foreign enterprises exploiting Papua _ sidiary of Amax Inc., continued evaluating 
New Guinea’s mineral resources deserve a chromite and other minerals in beach sands 
reasonable return on their investment, but along the Marobe coast, between Salamaua 
extraordinary gains above a reasonable re- and Salua. Preliminary estimates indicated 
turn on investment will go in large part to reserves of 200 million tons of mineralized 
the Government. sands containing 1.5% chromium. 

The Government has the right to regulate Copper.—Bougainville Copper Ltd.’s 
extractive enterprises so as to maximize the (BCL) mine at Panguna remained the only 

benefits to the local community while significant mining operation in Papua New 
minimizing the potentially harmful social Guinea. The 1981 output of all three com- 
and economic costs. modities, copper, gold, and silver, was above 

As a result of the visit by PNG officials, the 1980 level. This resulted from an in- 

the Overseas Private Investment Corp. crease in tonnage of ore milled as ore grade 
sponsored a mission to PNG in February declined slightly. Since 1972, the copper 
1981, with representatives of 10 large US. grade at Bougainville has fallen from 0.75% 
corporations participating. _ to 0.46%, and the gold grade was halved to 

The climate for foreign investment in 0.016 ounce per ton. About 38.5 million tons 
PNG is generally favorable, and the OK of ore were mined from the Panguna open 
Tedi Copper and Gold Mine is owned by pit in 1981, and the waste-to-ore ratio rose 
Metallgesellschaft AG (20%), BHP Austral- to 1.12-1. The pit was deepened by 30 meters 

ia Ltd. (80%), Amoco Minerals Co. (30%), to 445 meters above sea level, but drainage 
and the PNG Government (20%). The Gov- problems will prevent any further deep- 
ernment reserves the right to participate as_ ening of the pit until completion of the 
an equity partner with up to 30% interest; 6 400-meter drainage tunnel in 1982. 
however, thus far it has limited its equity Measured reserves at Bougainville stood 

interest to about 20%. ; . at 610 million tons averaging 0.48% copper _.. 
Mineral and oil exploration companies and 0.015 ounce of gold per ton, and al- 

have shown increasing interest in PNG though the grade will decline further dur- 
during recent years. Currently, prospects ing future mining operations, it is expected 
for mineral development appear more to be at a reduced rate. Reserves are suffi- 

promising than those for petroleum. Anum- cient for the next two decades, but the 
ber of oil companies were in the initial company has stressed the need to explore 
stages of developing, but so far there are NO outside its existing lease, given the long 

reports of oil being found in commercial jeaq times to develop new ore bodies. The 
quantities. Government of PNG is expected to lift its 

present restrictions on further exploration. 
COMMODITY REVIEW In 1981, sales totaled about 160,000 tons 

Metals.—Chromite.—Development of the of copper, 530,000 ounces of gold, and 1.3 
Ramu River chromite-nickel-cobalt deposit million ounces of silver. Concentrates were 

located 70 kilometers southwest of Madang shipped under long-term contracts to Ja- 
is being assessed. The project is owned by _ pan, the Federal Republic of Germany, and 
Nord Resources (69.5%) and MIM Holdings Spain. 
Ltd. (80.5%). The deposit is expected to be The feasibility study of the $1.6 billion 
developed in two stages, with chromite OK Tedi Copper and Gold Mine was com- 

mined in the first stage and nickel and pleted, and construction began in late 1981. 
cobalt extracted in the second. Gold production is expected to commence in 

It is estimated that there are reserves of 1984 and copper production in 1986. An 
between 80 and 100 million tons of 8% to international consortium will own and oper- 
10% chromite that occur as a lateritic-type ate the mine; the four partners are Dampier 
deposit. The chromite overlies a lateritic Mining Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of BHP Co. 
nickel cobalt deposit with reserves put at 67 (30%); Mount Fubilan Development Co. Pty. 
million tons of 1.14% nickel and 0.16%  Ltd., a subsidiary of Amoco Minerals Ltd. 
cobalt. When developed, the deposit could (30%); Kupferexploration GmbH, a Federal 

produce between 200,000 and 400,000 tons of Republic of Germany group (20%); and the
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| PNG Government (20%). Situated near the explore and develop an alluvial gold depos- 

West Irian border, the deposit has ore it. Two zones have been explored: One was 

reserves estimated at 300 million tons. Ore estimated to be 250 meters long, 150 meters 

grade averages 0.85% copper and 0.18 ounce wide, and up to 250 meters deep, with an 

per ton of gold, with some molybdenum. A average 0.07 ounce per ton of gold and 0.13 

hydrographic, geophysical, and geological ounce per ton of silver. The other has a 

investigation was continued of the Fly River length of 420 meters, a width of 250 meters, 

to assess the feasibility of transporting cop- and a depth of 240 meters and an average 

per concentrates from OK Tedi via barge 0.08 ounce per ton of gold and 0.13 ounce © 
from Kiunga on the Fly River to an as-yet- per ton of silver. The results suggest the 

| to-be-selected deepwater port on the Gulfof possibility of a large gold mine, but work 

Papua. ; was still at an early stage of development. 

RinrPloration also continued on the Frieda Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—The petro- 

iver porphyry ore body, estima con- jeum potential of Papua New Guinea ma 

tain 500 million tons, averaging 0.5% COp- be considered in terms of three major sedi. 

per. This is a major ore body located in the mentary basins: The Papuan Basin, which 
Western Sepik Province about 80 kilome- comprises the southwestern portion of the 

ters northwest of OK Tedi; however, devel- mainland and offshore beneath the Gulf of 

| opment could be hampered by its low grade. panua, an area of about 250,000 square 

The consortium members are MIM Hold- kilometers; the North New Guinea Basin, 

ings Ltd. of Australia (30%), the Japanese almost entirely onshore in the northern 

consortium Furukawa & Metal Mining jyasinland region and about 120,000 square 
(25%), Norddeutsche Affinerie AG of the 1 meters in area: and the Cape Vogel 

| poder’ pepo a Germany Om) ey Basin, predominantly offshore between 

| The Pa “Ne G ustT Ge ( ' ©). the Papua Peninsula and the Trobriand 

pua New Guinea Government may .jands, an area of about 40,000 square 
| opt for a 20% equity interest in the project. kilometers. Prospecting continued, but no 

The Government expects to discover addi- «|e ant di pecting © ted 
tional mineral deposits in the area around Th . 8 Nk nes G ere a Go ° t 

, Frieda River. A deposit of high-grade mas-_.. od erro ew pectin vernmen 

sive sulfide minerals has been discovered a signed petro th C OIC ing concession 

few kilometers away. This is now called the agreements with Gulf Oil Corp., Australian 

Nena Project. | Oil Ltd., and BP Petroleum Development 

On Manus Island, 360 kilometers north of Australia Pty. Ltd. The concession areas 
the PNG mainland in the Admiralty Group, involve two permits (Nos. 76 and 77). Permit 

joint venture exploration by Exoil NL and No. 76 covered 7,300 square kilometers in 

: Transoil NL indicated 160 million tons of the Western Province, and permit No. 77 
ore at 0.32% copper, associated with gold, covered 13,400 square kilometers in the 

silver, and molybdenum, in ore of several Western and Southern Highlands Prov- 
known prospects. Some factors acting in !nCces. The cost of exploration over a 3-year 

favor of the Manus prospect were the limit- period was estimated at $7 million. In an- 

ed infrastructural development required other development, Esso Papua New Guin- 
and relatively good accessibility compared © Inc. announced it had spudded the Goari 

with the mainland deposits. Also, the exist- No. 1 well on the Paibuna River, 415 kilo- 

ence of a small bauxite deposit on Manus an northwest of Port Moresby. Planned 

Island has been reported. epth was 11, eet. 

Gold and Silver._-Gold continued to be _ Recently passed legislation by the PNG 
an important byproduct of BCL’s Panguna Government would entitle it to receive 60% 

copper mine. The gold production totaled to 80% of any future revenues from oil or 

about 540,300 ounces during 1981. Byprod- gas production. This would be in the form of 

uct silver recovery was about 1.3 million a 1.25% royalty based on wellhead values, 

ounces. petroleum income tax of 50% of taxable 

At Porgera in Papua New Guinea’s cen- income, a profit tax after an agreed rate of 

tral mountain range, Placer Development return is achieved, and a Government equi- 

Ltd., MIM, and Consolidated Goldfields of ty up to 22.5% with payment from the 

Australia were engaged in a joint ventureto Government's share of production.
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7 Table 7.—Papua New Guinea: Exports of copper, by destination 

(Metric tons of copper content) — 

Destination 1979 1980 

China __________________ ieee - 6,398 5,884 
Germany, Federal Republicof ________-_____________________ _ §4,985 47,302 
Japan _____ 96,282 77,178 
Spain Wana n none nee ----- ++ -------------------~---------__ 14,882,877 

Total______..._____--__-------------- +e 171,997 142,241 

, SOLOMON ISLANDS 

In 1981, the Solomon Islands’ minerals’ was to produce 1.5 million tons of bauxite 
: output consisted of small quantities of allu- and 600,000 tons of alumina per year from 

vial gold and silver, valued at an estimated reserves estimated at 60 million tons of 45% 
$675,000. In addition, marine shells were to 50% AI.Os. , 
harvested for lime, but production was not In addition to bauxite, other minerals 

reported. _~ known to exist in the Solomon Islands were 
The International Development Associa- phosphate on Bellona and Rennell, copper 

tion (IDA) has approved a credit of $1.5 on Guadalcanal and Florida, nickel on Isa- 
million to the Solomon Islands to assist the bel, manganese on Florida, and gold on 
Development Bank of Solomon Islands in Guadalcanal. Currently, these mineral de- 
providing finance for productive invest- posits were regarded as uneconomic’ pros- 
ments by indigeneous entrepreneurs during pects owing to the small size of known 
1981-82. This is the first operation assisted occurrences. | 
by IDA in the Solomon Islands. The Government was particularly in- 

The Government continued to actively terested in receiving proposals for pros- 
seek foreign investors as a major force in  pecting for hydrocarbons both onshore and 
the country’s resource development. A _ offshore. A Petroleum Act establishing the 
bauxite mine and refinery project on framework to enable orderly prospecting 
Rennell and Vaghena Islands have been and development to be carried out by com- 
surveyed, but temporarily shelved owing to mercial companies was completed. Within 
low world bauxite prices. CRA, in partner- the terms of the act, detailed agreements 
ship with Mitsui Mining and Smelting Co. between individual companies and the Solo- 
Ltd. and the Solomon Islands Government, mon Islands Government concerning work 
withdrew from the project, and Mitsui de- programs, expenditure levels, and the ex- 
cided to defer further work because of the tent and nature of Government participa- 
lack of market for aluminum. The project _ tion were considered. 

| TONGA ISLANDS 

| In 1981, minerals exploration and exploi- portedly planning to drill three offshore 
tation activities were almost exclusively wells on the company’s Tongan concession 
concerned with sand, gravel, and other during 1982. Under the terms of the compa- 
building materials obtained from beach ny’s current agreement with the Tongan 
areas and inland coral quarries. In the Government, drilling had to commence by 
future, there may be other mineral poten- July 1982. In July 1980, Samuel Gray -Oil of 
tial in the country resulting from offshore Englewood, Colo., took over the Petroleum 
petroleum exploration and the mining of Agreement from Webb Resources of Colora- 
manganese nodules. do. 

Samuel Gray Oil Producers Inc. was re-
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: VANUATU (NEW HEBRIDES) 

Vanuatu (formerly New Hebrides) was mineral exported in recent years, but vari- 
~ granted independence in July 1980. A con- ous mineral deposits were under investiga- 
: dominium government between Britain and tion. Samples of possolan, a consolidated 
‘ France had ruled the 70-island territory volcanic ash occurring on Efate and other 

| since 1906. islands, were being evaluated in Australia 
Vanuatu’s only mine, located at Forari, and Fiji for use in cement. Surveys have 

: 55 kilometers northwest of Port Vita on taken place in recent years in search of 
. Vate (Efate) Island, remained closed in nickel, copper, bauxite, sulfur, and zinc. 

1981. The mine, which produced manganese None of these commodities were expected to 
. concentrate, was operated by Le Manganese _ be mined in the foreseeable future. 

de Vate and owned by Southland Mining — WH _ 
Ltd. of Australia (87.5%) and public share- 1Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. ted fro 
holders (12.5%). The mine is expected to _..Where necessary, values have been conve m 

: reopen at about future date, although only FDS. _Ussiia to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
\ about 120,000 tons of commercially minable ___*Where necessary, values have been converted from 
4 reserves remain in it. The company had 100 dollar atthe F tool FPP 30 USHL00. (CFPF) to US. 

z employees, largely native Vanuatuans, an ere necessary, values have been converted from 
i shipped a 40% to 42% manganese of metal- fPRg? New Gunes dollars (K$) to U.S. dollars at the rate 
# lurgical grade. The market value was $35 5Where necessary. values have been converted’ from 

: per ton for 40% manganese products. Sens dollars (S$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 

Manganese concentrate was the only 

( 
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